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TheGanadian PatentOffice

REGORO

VOLUME XXXIV . , 1906.- ANNUAL INDEX .

INDEX OF INVENTIONS.

Abdominal and hose support. Nellie Lennon Digney 98,652

Abrasive apparatus . Olmedo C. Wysong .. 99,193

Accident preventing device . Camil Mathews ... 98,021

Accounting appliances . The Bennett Register Co. 101,386

Acetylene gas generator. Jacob Kuljis ... 101,468

Acetylene gas generator. John J. Hendler. 97,940

Acetylene gas machine . Frederick P. Cave ... 101,205

Acetylene gas machine. Frederick W. Moore , et al . 101,206

Acetylene gas. Process of burning . John B. Carroll 99,951

Acetylene generator. Aquile Lauzon , et al ...... 101,109

Acetylene generator. George Laporte ..... 97,241

Acetylene machine . Arthur E. Blanchard .. 101,204

Acid. See Aluminates , hydrochloric acid and soda.

Acid . Concentrating nitric. Harry Pauling...... 101,341

Acid . Hydrochloric . Isaiah L. Roberts... 97,847

Acids. Process of making oxalate and oxalic.

Frederick A. Feldkamp ..... 97,217

Adjuster for electric light cords. James T. Hatherly ,

et al . 98,179

Advertising apparatus. The Berliner Ausstel- lungs

Gallerien ... 101,113

Advertising apparatus. William Whitehead . 98,643

Advertising and heating apparatus. Oscar H. U.

Brünler ..... 97,554

Advertising device. Elias A. Lyon ... 97,286

Advertising means. Adam B. Mackie .. 97,416

Adding and multiplicating machine. Salvador de

Gomila .... 97,784

Adding and recording machine. Charles B. Gartrell 99,292

Adding device. Edward C. Dilworth ...... 100,482

Adding machine . See Typewriter and adding ma

chine.

Adding machine. Andrew Rawson Jennings .. 101,475

Adding machine. Augustin M. Benedic ... 97,529

Adding machine. Joseph H. Ginet... 97,594

Adding machine. Joseph Pallweber . 97,725

Addressing machine. Edward P. Sheldon , et al . , 102,471

Addressing machine . Michael P. Kenna .... 99,670

Addressing machine. The Cox Multimailer Co..... 98,490

Aerator. B. H. Thomas , et al ... 101,930

Air and gas . Apparatus for mixing. Selas gesell

schaft-mit -beschrankter Haftung 98,274

Air-feeding device. Emro Harcharick . 101,444

Air feeding device. William Sasse . 98,726

Air heating chamber for ovens and furnaces . Roman
Max 99,339

Air presser. The Ingersoll -Rand Company .
ſ 97,274

197,273

Air purifying apparatus. John H. Kinealy . 99,063

Air purifying process . The Roessler and Hasslacker

Chemical Company . 101,035

Air ship. Ignazio Perugini . 98,826

Air ship . John F. Harris .. 97,086

Air to electric discharges. Machine for subjecting.

John E. Mitchell , et al .. 100,372

Alarm and signal . The Zorge Safety Railway Equip

ment Company .. 102,530

Alarm. Burglar. Burton S. Bell . 102,783

Alarm. Electric fire . The Pearson Fire Alarm ,

Limited .... 101,932

Alarm . Electric fire . William G. Meddings .... 98,951

Alarm . Fire, Alfred E. Watts ... 99,559

Alarm . Fire. Osman K. Nestor, et al .. 97,397

Alarm for gauges, clocks , etc. Adelard Charland . 97,652

Alarm for grain binders. Charles Bransgrove .. 98,514

Alarm for sprinklers. Edwin W. Storer ... 99,773

Alarm fuse for telephone exchanges. The Bell

Telephone Company of Canada .. 101,216

Alarm . Low water. George Yeates .. 101,726

Alidade. Isabel B. Kilham ..... 101,518

Alkalichlorid solution . Electrolytic decomposition

of. Johan J. Rink ... 100,270

Alloy. Ferro . Edgar F. Price . 102,789

Alloy. Iron . Process of producing. Harleston Cor

bett Gesner .. 102,265

Alphabet . Telegraphic. Isidor Kitsee .. 101,330

Aluminates, hydrochloric acid and soda. Manufac

ture of. Paul Klein .... 102,617

Aluminum , hyrdoxide, etc. Manufacture of. The

Chemische Fabrik Griesheim Electrom . 102,718

Amalgamator. Charles W. Patten ..... 99,733

Amalgamator. Henry J. Horstmann . 99.734

Amalgamator. William H. Morgan , et al . 102,668

Amalgamator. Willis C. Bourdette .... 99.760

Amalgamator for ore , etc. John R. Harrison , et al .. 101.161

Ammonia production . August Fillunger .. 102,615

Ammonia production . Ottokar Serpek .. 102,653

Ammonium chloride . Process for obtaining. Andrew

Gordon French .... 102,270

Anchor for guy wires. Jaspar Blackburn . 98,015

Anchor. Ground . Charles McLean Stinson . 101,462

Anchor. Ground . William J. Gallagher .
101,193

Anchor ice or frazil . Means of controlling. John

Murphy .... 96,895

Anchor. Post . Thomas E. Templeman . 99,020

Animal chase. Willis M. Elder , et al .... 100,649

Animal trap. Alexis Lavoie ... 98,823

Animal trap and stock loader. Charles L. Burrus . 100,776

Ankle support for skates. Royal N. Riblet .... 97,334

Annealing apparatus for metal . Darwin Bates , et al 98,011

Annunciator. Electrical . Goldsmith English , et al . 102,780

Anti -creeper for railways. Christian Lien ..... 97,067

Anti -creeper for railways. John G. Sullivan .. 97,070

Antimony and arsenic . Method of recovering. John

• R. Masson .... 100,344

Antiseptic compound. Frederick Stearns & Company 99,848

Arc . Voltaic . Harry Pauling ... 102,535

Arc . Voltaic. Salpetersaure - Industrie -Gesellschaft,

G. m . b . H .. 102,534

Arithmetic teaching apparatus. Andrew Leitch , et

al .
98,189

Arm support and brace. James C. King . 96,882

Armour. Tire. Albert Lee, et al .... 98,607

Armour. Tire. Frank X. Moyer .. 98,613

Awl . George Allen Peacock ..... 101,643

Asbestos manufacture. Alpheus H. Hipple. 102,357

Ash sifter . Franklin W. Lake. 99,454

Ash sifter. Joseph J. Domek .. 102,334

Ash sifter. Thomas P. Bolger . 101,495

Ash sifter and bucket. Charles W. Conradt ..... 100,893

Ashes from gas generators . Means of removing.

Anton von Kerpely ....... 100,018

Auger. Patrick J. Creedon .... 101,676

Auger brace. Zaccheus Scott . 102,372

Auger. Earth. Charles L. Tuttle . 98,183

141732
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II. INDEX TO VOLUME XXXIV. , 1906.

Auger. Post hole . James B. Driskill .. 97,237 Bearing for vertical shafts . Edgar W. Broomall ... 100,538

Axe . A. E. Vean , et al .... 101,410 Bearing . Journal . Charles B. Young . 97,669

Axle. George M. Smith ... 97,399 Bearing. Journal . Fred. Latulip .. 102,463

Axle. Sherman H. Nickerson , et al .
98,243 | Bearing . Journal . Howard Slear . 97,667

Axle box. John S. Taylor ..
97,400 Bearing. Lawn mower ball . David Maxwell & Sons 98,001

Axle. Car. Oscar Williams , et al . 102,585 Bearing. Neck . Akliebolaget Pumpseparator ... 100,863

Axle . Car. Walter A. McCormick . 97,566 | Bearing. Shaft . The Canadian General Electric

Axle . Car. William Hartill -Law . 102,085 Company ...... 96,854 , 98,008

Axle cutting machine. John M. Tuller . 97,024 Bearing step . The Canadian General Electric Com

Axle driving mechanism . The Winton Motor Carriage pany .... 98,366

Company .. 100,866 Bearing support . Johann Georg Hänsler .. 102,271

Axle for grain drills . The American Seeding Ma
Bearings . Ball . M. Harris , et al. 101,432

chine Company .. 102,584 Bearings for measuring instruments. The Canadian

( 101,447 98,146

Axle . Metal. The Bettendorf Metal Wheel Company.
Westinghouse Company ..

( 102,158 Bearings. Guide . The Canadian General Electric

Axle mounted machines. Support for . The Electric Company 96,853

and Train Lighting Syndicate ... 98,967 | Bearings. Roller. The Moffett Bearing Company .. 98,089

Axle nut . Richard C. Williams .. 97,401 Bearings. Roller. William H. Russell .. 98,725

Axle . Vehicle. Hugh M. Butler . 98,229 Bearings . Shaft . William G. Hanna ... 99,056

Axle. Vehicle . James W. Stanley . 98,230 Bearings. Side. The W. H. Miner Company . 99,482

Axle. Vehicle . Otto Hunze... 99,021 | Bearing. Vehicle . Wesley A. Neelin .. 97,398

Axles into car wheels . Press or forcing . Adolph Bearings . Vietts L. Rice .... 98,134

Nolte .....
98,802 | Bearings . Wheel . Albert Simpson . 102,184

Baby jumper. James A. Morehouse ..
98,073 Bed . See Mattress .

Back rest . Stool . Lester M. Rich . 98,904 Bed. Ellen E. Anderson . 99,073

Badge . Dyer W. Perry .... 97,793 Bed. James J. Murphy . 99,634 , 99,635

Bag. Feed. Frank Therion .. 98,641 Bed . John H. Sticht . 101,094

Bag. Fruit picking. James Utterbach .. 101,858 Bed. Mary L. Evans . 96,881

Bag. Garbage. Edward J. Deegan , et al .
97,328 Bed . Thomas H. Churchill, et al . 98,232

Bag handler. Horace Sanborn , et al. 100,166 Bed . Walter B. Sterling ... 101,186

Bag holder and weighing apparatus. Charles W. Bed. William C. Burdette , et al . 99,957

Edwards , et al .... 100,410 Bed. Vernor J. Gillett .. 98,631

Bag. Moth proof. George M. D. Manahan . 97,752 Bed -bottom . Gilbert Bezanger
.101,187 , 101,188

Bag . Punching. Charles L. Finney ..
102,003 Bed . Folding Frederick J. Hubbard . 97.010

Bag tieing machine. James L. Lowe , et al .
97,251 Bed . Folding. Gaiues C. Fuller .. 102,512

Bait . John T. Mitchell ......... 101,229 | Bed - frame and springs . Robert Naysmith . 98,034

Bait for fish . William Shakespeare . 97,380 | Bed. Spring. Daniel H. McGeough . 98.914

Baker and steamer. Joseph Mathy . 97,452 Fed. Sprivg. John Henkel .. 102.570

Baking. See Biscuit forming and baking. Red spring tightener. Albert L. Barnum , et al. 99,915

Bale tie making machine . Gordon A. Rumbel .... 101,682 Bedstead. Andrew J. Olson ... 99.140

Bale ties . Machine for making. Charles B. Post . 102,141 Bedstead. Henry H. Blaylock .. 98,368

Baling machine. The Luebben Baler Company . 97,584 | Pedstead . Johannah V. Dougherty . 99,857

Ball . John B. Cook , et al .... 97,109 | Bedstead . William A. Moore . 101,185

Ball . Golf. Frank H. Mingay . 100,011 Bed -warmer and cover support. Theodore B. Wood

Ball . Mill. Carl Giesecke .. 97,675 ward .. 97.691

Ballast dressing apparatus . John B. Hill . 100,409 Beehive. George W. Mann .. 102,095

Ballast moving device. Nels P. Waters . 98,431 Beer -box, The Clipper Plow Company 97,203

Banana case . Delbert D. Rush ... 97,162 Beer cooler. Edward Neely .. 101.793

Band cutter and feeder . Samuel Dunkelberger, 100,624 , 100,625
Beet harvester. George F. Conner .. 97.058

Band . Garment . John H. Cowan ,, 99,818 Beet -topper . Georg Morden .. 100,764

Band. Post retaining. Olof Olson . 101,263 Bell . Electric. Charles H. North . 99,363

Bandage . See Abdominal support . Bell -ringer for locomotives. Richard M. Crosby 100,917

Bandage. Catamenial . Edward Savage Dix ....... 98,653 | Belt . Catamenial. Arthur E. Luzzi . 100,682

Bank . Pocket savings . The W. F. Burns Company. 98,450 Belt Conveyor. E. B. Folsom , et al . , 101.769

Bar. See Cutter bar . Sash bar . Sickle bar . Belt replacer. William Volkel ..... 98,360

Bar. Corrugated. Albert L. Johnson ... 97,040 | Bench . Gas retort. The Parker-Russell Mining and

Bar. Structural . Carl Weber . 101.784 Manufacturing Company .. 97,706

Barrel. Chauncey D. Crandal .
100,234 Bench. Jeweller's. James O. Kellum .. 101,583

Barrel . Eugene E. Bartholomew . 97,053 Bending machine. Pipe . George H. Reynolds .. 100,358

Barrel . Matthew W. Ingraham .. 100,477 Bending machine. Metal bar. Alvin C. Busby. 102.170

Barrel . Gun. Charles R. Bellamy . 102,765 Bending machine. Sheet metal . Leroy A. Biggar .. 99,260

Barrel making machine . Charles J. Alley ... 101,009 Bending machine. Veneer. The Ontario Fruit Pack

Barrel making machine. Rinaldo L. Cummings ... 101,010 age Company ... 99,568

Base for pillars , etc. Charles E. Zimmermann .... 96,898 Berth raising mechanism for railway cars. George

Basket. Machine for making. Andrew Devine ..... 102,241 H. Poor .. 97,194

Bath . Eugene H. Sloman ....
99,863 | and H. Tatum, et al .. 97,194

Bath. Shower. Andrew Murdoch .. 102,385 | Bicycle. Joseph Delongchamp 102,166

Bathing apparatus. Leon S. Dudley , et al . 97,858 Bicycle. Montague Robinson , et al . 97,740

Bathometer . Eben S. Wheeler ..... 102,703 Billiard marker. Henry Robert Wildish . 98,378

Battery grid . The Gould Coupler Company . 102,670 Bin George W. Hopkins ... .97,133, 99,161

Battery. Storage. Gustav Dreikardt .. 102,771 | Bin . Dust . Hermann Lange . 100,747

Battery. Storage . James H. Churchill . 102,767 | Binder, Albert Williams .. 100,072

Beacon , light buoy , etc. The Safety Car Heating Binder. Robert J. Copeland, et al . 99,403

and Lighting Company... 99,792 Binder and tier. Bale. William C. Morgans , et al . 97,190

Beam. Artificial stone. Hame Siegwart . 99,189 | Binder. Corn shock . John C. Crosin .... 100,184

Bean-picker. Herbert Hubbell ... 99,043 Binder for columns , etc. John W. Hartmann .. 97,532

Bearing. See Coupling and bearing. Binder for papers , fabrics , etc. Sarah Tucker . 96.884

Bearing. Frederick G. Ward , et al . 100,544 | Binder for way bills . Charles Forrest McBee . 101,393

Bearing. The Canadian General Electric Company
Į 100,530 Binder mechanism . Thomas Lait 100724

100,531 Binder. Hose. John James McIntyre , et al . 98.572

Bearing. Anti- friction. Joseph Dove -Smith, et al. 102,441 Binder. Loose leaf. J. L. Hickok , et al . 101.895

100,539

Bearing. Ball . August Riebe.....
Binder . Loose leaf . James C. Dawson . 101,388

100,545 | Binder . Loose leaf. James S. McDonald . 99,852

Bearing. Ball . John N. Petersen , et al . , 100,532 Binder. Loose leaf . Ralph W. Richards . 97,090

Bearing. Ball . The Chapman Double Ball Bearing

Company of Canada ...
( 100,907

Binder. Loose leaf. The Business Systems , Limited
100,697 ( 101,461

Bearing. Car side . The W. H. Miner Company .. 99,473 Binder. Loose leaf. The J. S. McDonald Company 99,851

Bearing Cream separator. Lauchlan Allan McLean 101,431
Binder. Loose leaf. Warwick Brothers & Rutter .. 98,002

Bearing for car journal boxes. The Canadian Ad 99,601

justable Bearing Company . 100,296 | Binder. Loose leaf. Wilbur H. Horner 101,474

( 192,193 Beveraged dispensing indicator. Henry A. Rueter .: 107,784
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99,639 Bolt .

97,150 Bottle .

100,484 Bottle .

101,976 Bottle -cap.
97,848 Bottle cap .

Binder Loose leaf. William F. Heffner .. 98,309 Bolster. See Car and bolster.

Binder mechanism. William J. Rhodes . 101,539 Bolster. Edward H. Benners .
101,133

Binder. Temporary. Edward C. Suckert . 99,861 Bolster. Car. Edwin Hendry Benners .
101,493

Binder . Temporary . Frank Blanchard ... :17,151 | Bolster. Car. John V. McAdam ...
99,089

Binder. Temporary. Henry John Moore ..
98,354 Bolster . Car. The Pressed Steel Car Company . 102,239

Binder. Temporary. John Walker .. 99,497 Bolster for cars . John M. Goodwin ..... 97,564

, Biscut. Forming and baking. Yasnke Kawasaki.. 102,137 Bolster for railway cars . Henry H. Vaughan . 98,426

Bisulphite liquor. Elliott R. Barker .. 101,381 Bolster for railway cars. John 0. Neikirk . 100,241

Bit. William B. McElney .. 98,104 Bolster for vehicles. John M. Goodwin .. 97,441

Bit. Drenching. James Hineman . 100,768 Bolster. Truck. The Gould Coupler Company.. 102,320

Black-board. Charles Fricke .. 100,366 Bolster. Truck . The Pressed Steel Car Company. 101,729

Blanket . Horse. August H. Meyers , et al . 96,873 Bolt . Harvey Farrington 97,501 , 98,098

Blanket. Horse. Edwin A. Walshaw .. 97,080 Bolt and nut. Threadless. Jacob J. Souder . 102,280

Blanket or rug. Paper. John Haworth ..... 98,656
Bolt . Door. Theodor H. Bauer ...

100,063

Door.Blind . Frederick J. Watkinson...., William B. Morewood .. 100,061

Blind. Locomotive headlight. Frederick J. Fewings. 96,850 Bolt. Gravity. Augustus H. Woodruff, et al....98,342, 98,343

Block. See Brick.
Bolt . Locking. John F. Pixley . 101,794

Block. Ludwig Weisz .... 102,757
Bolt . Stay. George Springer Thompson .

101,600

Block. Building. Andrew Klay ..
Book .

102,273
See Cheque book.

99,236
Bookcase. Fred.

Block . Building. Franz H. Becker ....
Walter Tobey ..

98,376

Block . Frank McMurray Sawyer .
Bookcase or display rack .

Building. 101,889
Asa C. Wood .. 100,380

Blockff. Building. Frederick T. Hellyer . 99,742
Bookcase or display rack. Robert H. Lindsay , et al . 100,379

Block. Building. James Lafield , et al .. 98,332
Book. Manifolding account . Berry A. Baxter ... 97,325

Block .
Book . Scrap and invoice. Charles .E. Blodgett .

Building. Joseph Schall .. 99,142 97,036

Book . Scale . John A. MacArthur ....
Block. Building. Nels J. Peterson .. 100,994 99,411

Boot. John Peel ...

Block . Building. Stanley Gollick . 96,914 98,752
Boot and shoe.

Block. Building. Vladimir Petroff .. 97,906
George F. Butterfield .. 99,203 , 99,445

Boot and shoe . John Staunton King ..

Block. Building. William E. Henderson . 101,024 101,993

Boot and shoe . The Gore Lace Shoe Company .

Block. Butcher. Louis R. Martin .. 99,594 98,889
Boot and shoe . Walter W. Phillips ... ,

Block. Cement. George W. Roberts . 100,655 99,220

Boot and shoe machinery . Alfred Harrington ..
Block . Cement. John F. Madden .... 100,992 99,842

Boot - cleaener .

Block .
Robert T. Cummings..

Cement . Richard S. Doidge . 97,408
100,438

Boot. Felt . William H. Shultz.....

Block. Concrete . Walter D. Johnston . 101,392
102,329

Boot. Hockey. The J. D. King Company of Toronto

Block. Flue . Frank Jordan .... 100,083 98,091
Boot. Rubber. The Granby Rubber Company .

Block-making machine. See Mould for blocks . 99,319
Boot. Rubber. The Rubberhide Company .

Block -making machine . Albert A. Pauly . 101,102 99,837
Booth . Dressing. Thomas A. McGuire ..

Biock-making machine. Moses Croghan 100,623 99,251

Boring apparatus. Wladyslaw Wlodarczyk .

Block -making machine . Thomas D. Brock , et al.... 100,985 Bottle. 98,883

De Witt Clinton Breed .
Block -making machine . Cement. James J. Cox .... 99,329 Bottle. George T. Liddle ... 100,984

Block -making machine. Concrete. William S. Barker 97,178
Mary L. Ambrose.

Blocks. Machine for making. C. Choate, et al .... 102,223
100,387

Bottle. Robert Pitt ..
Blouse. Sarah Oppenheim .. 102,700

Rudolph Sauer .
Blouse and skirt supporter . Richard B. Hope .. 100,822

100,249
Bottle . Walter D. Chappelle ..

101,218
Blue . The Sawyer Crystal Blue Company .

Amos Calleson , et al.
98,509

Blue -printing apparatus . James H. Wagenhorst .... The Standard Stopper Company . 97,887
Board. See Deal .

Bottle capper. Raymond B. Gilchrist ...

Boat. Fortunat Audet ..... 96,851
100,813 Bottle capping machine. Amos Calleson, et al ..

Boat. 96,844John F. Deadman, et al .
99,500 Bottle , cup , etc. Paper. The American Paper

Boat . John Fremont Conkling . 98,709 Bottle Company ..
Boat . Karl J. Seck .... 102,580 Bottle . Dispensing.

97,493

Richard M. Willis .
99,421

Boat propelling and steering apparatus. Ethel Post . 101,213 Bottle for cooling joints. Karl Rudolf Leopold .

Boat. Submarine.
98,338

Ernest Niehoff... 97,717 Bottle . Glass . Carl Leistner ...
99,420Boat . Submarine. The Electric Boat Company..97,378, 97,379 Bottle .

Mucilage. Frederick W. Martin ..
99,433Bobbin. Carl C. Williams ...

97,353 | Bottle. Non - refillable . Angelo A. Boschelli . 100,388

Boiler. See Engine and boiler . Bottle . Non -refillable. Angelo Feraro ...
102,177Boiler. George M. Wingard ..

97,336 | Bottle . Non -refillable. Charles H. White .
100,286Boiler. Roch Ouimet . 100,616 Bottle. Non - refillable . Clarence Medley .
100,389

Boiler. C. Trow, et al . 100,705 Bottle. Non - refillable . Emile C. Ricard .
102,147

Boiler . William Moran.. 98,259 Bottle. Non - refillable . Frank H. Hubbard .
102,693

Boiler. William Nicholas Rumely . 98,616 Bottle . Non - refillable . Henry 0. Richter .
99,438

Boiler and furnace . Edwin Porritt . 98,260 Bottle . Non - refillable . Herbert R. Lovejoy .
99,545

Boiler cleaner . Albert C. Clark ... 98,258 Bottle . Non - refillable . John H. Uhl , et al ..
99,561

Boiler. Clothes . Mary Jane B. Wylie .. 97,581 | Bottle . Non - refillable . John Meermans ..
100,390

Boiler feed mechanism. William Loudon .. 98,399 Bottle . Non - refillable . John P. N. Wood ..
100,391

Boiler for liluids containing or depositing solids . Bottle . Non - refillable . Joseph W. Woodward , et al 100,714

Oscar Faller 99,606 Bottle . Non - refillable. Louis E. L. Themke , et al . 100,288

Boiler . Heating. William M. Mackay .. 97,582 Bottle. Non - refillable . Michael Loftus....
102,146

Boiler . Pipe. Samuel Hallander ... 98,617 | Bottle . Non - refillable . The Universal Patent Bottle

Boiler. Steam. Acland Oronhyatekha .. 101,708 Company , Limited ...
102,148

Boiler. Steam. Allan C. Stucky .... 98,256 Bottle. Non - refillable . William J. Higman . 99.544

Boiler. Steam. Charles Andrew Sturm . 101,598 Bottle . Non - refillable . William R. O'Dell .. 100393
Boiler. Steam. Charles F. Brown .. 98,254 Bottle . Paper. The American Paper Bottle Com

Boiler. Steam. Charles Williams Hawkes . 98,394 pany .. 97,494

Boiler. Steam . George F , Jaubert .. 100,633 Bottle stopper. August W. Cordes .. 100.282

Boiler. Steam. Harry Del Mar ... 101,597 | Bottle stopper. Charles Hammer .. 100,285

Boiler. Steam . F. J. Hickey , et al . 101,616 Bottle stopper. Henry E. Lazarus.. 100,284

Boiler . Steam. Johann Schutte 100,634 | Bottle stopper. James M. Cumming . 100,283

Boiler. Steam. John F. Liebentritt . 99,694 Bottle stopper. The International Specialties Com

Boiler. Steam. Joseph A. Mumford . 100,635 pany .. 100,289

Boiler . Steam. L. B. Lent et al . , 102,290 Bottle stopper. Thomas H. Collins. :: 100.28

Boiler . Steam. Myer Janowitz .. 98,618 Bottles , etc. Machine for filling . Thomas Roberta . 99,49€

Boiler . Steam. Otto Kunert .. 98,257 Bottling machine . Soda water. William C. Wood . 98,78=
Boiler. Steam. D. Wigert , et al .

101,706 Bowl. Watering. The Metal Shingle and Siding

Boiler. Tubular. Charles Bourdon . 102,560 Company Limited 102,01

100,620 Box. See Beer box. Branch box.Boiler . Vegetable . Alice M. Ham ... Dumping box .

Boiler . Water tube . Alfred John Raynor .. 101,596 Fire box . Fire alarm box . Light box . Match

Boiler. Water tube . The Power Development Com box. Mould box . Reel box . Sand box.

pany ...
98,507 | Box . Henry L. Gullina ....

Bolls from stalks of flax. Machine for removing. Box. Jason H. Greenstreet .
97.6

Bruno Nöldner 98,444 Box . John Sutherland
.....

98.0

96.8
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Box. Jonathan B. Climo .... 100,318 pany . ... 96,924 , 96,954

Box. Joseph J. Polski .. 98,673 Brake. Air. The Winton Motor Carriage Company. 100,867

Box . Joseph L. Ware . et al ... 99,919 Brake and signal . Alfred Monard , et al ... 99,582

Box. Peter Henrich , et al . 98,700 Brake beam. The Chicago Railways Equipment

Box. The American Paper Box Company 100,117 Company . 98.064

Box . Thomas Wertz ... 101,648 | Brake. Car. Charles L. Schultz 6 .. 102,082

Box bit . Frederick A. Haines , et al . 102,388 Brake. Car. Edward G. Tillman . 101,013

Box. Cheese. Charles Gay .. 99,094 | Brake. Car. John W. Holman ... 97,461

Box . Display. Frederick George Campbell .. 101,934 Brake. Electric . The American Electric Brake

Box . Feed. Sidney R. Bellingham ... 99,398 Company .. 98,233

Box filling machine. The Diamond Match Company. 101,056 Brake. Electro -pneumatic. The Canadian Westing
Box . Fire alarm. Loudoun Campbell , et al. 99,504 house Company.. 97,828

Box. Folding. Harry B. Drew ..... 97,623 Brake. Elevator. Arthur W. Krusee ... 98,420

Box for electric mouldings . John L. Gleason ...... 101,219 Brake. Elevator. Frederick Williams. 102,730

Box for talking machine needles. Horace Sheble , et al 102,781 Brake. Fluid . Richard D. Whiting ... 100,317

Box . House service. D. W. Crocket , et al .. 102,024 Brake . Fluid . The Canadian Westinghouse Com

Box . Suction. W. F. Harbrecht , et al .. 102,153 pany ..... 96,951

Box. Mail . William 0. Dresser .. 99,058
96,956

Box . Match. Francis B. Watson . 101,767 Brake . Fluid pressure . The Canadian Westinghouse
97,393

Box. Match . Henry M. Kabele .
101,663 Company ..

97,826

Box. Match. John M. Graham .. 99,238
97,827

Box. Match. Walter Tracy Ives . 99,842
98,965

Box. Metal . The Clipper Plow Company . 97,830
Brake for cycles , etc. William Chamberlain , et al . 96,862

Box -opening device . George C. Weber, et al . 98,853
Brake for rubber tired vehicles . Edgard Perron,

Box . Outlet or juncture. Clarence C. Sibley , et al . 101,221 et al . 97,396

Box. Paper. David Elliott . Brake. Load.
.98,911 , 98,912

The Canadian Westinghouse Com

Box. Paper. James F. Donley .. 97,488
pany . 96,955

Box.

Brake.

Paper. Kilgour Brothers .
Locomotive. Henry H. Urquhart .. 100,233

102,807
Box . The Clipper Plow Company . Brake. Oil.

97,339
Fritz Voith . 97,029

Box. Paper. William R. Comings .
Brake, Railway. William H. Wood ..

99,287
97,946

Box . Refrigerator. Vondon D. Sibley ..
Brake-shoe. Lillian E. Robinson ...

99,991
96,872

Box. Rural mail . Charles F. Farrer, et al... Brake-shoe. Joseph D. Gallagher...
99,640

97,189

Box shooks. Machine for making. Henry A. Gale .
Brake. Sled .

98,798
George W. Shaffer, et al .. 99,014

Box . Tablet and pencil . Addison B. Corbett ...... Brake. Track. James F. Orr ..

101,469
97,309

Box Wooden.
Brake .

John Shellenberger ...
Track. Nels E. Knutzen ..

99,832
100,232

Brake .

Boxes . Machine for making paper board. John A.
Vehicle . Ambrose Payton , et al . 99,275

Wormald .....
Brake . Vehicle . Franklin A. Hawk .. 99.888

97,549

Brace . See Rail brace support .
Brake. Vehicle . John W. McIlyain ...

102,468

Brake.
Brace and Chair. Railway. James H. McGuane ....

Wagon . Toris N. Johnsen . 99.890
99,581

Brace. Bed. Baxter Shemwell ... Branch box. Crouse - Hinds Company. 97,997
102,514

Brace. Furniture. George W. Nall . Brazing compound. Electus B. Ward . 101,030
99,139

Brace. Stove pipe. William H. J. Clifton , et al ...
Brazing compound. John W. Ball .. 97,470

99,305

Brace. Wire fence. Lewis Olson ....
Brazing compound. The National Brazing Com

97,492
Bracelet. The Electric Chain Company . pound Company , 98,321

96,990

Bracket . Car door. The Chicago Grain Door Com
Bread raiser. May Burgess . 100,766

Bread to crumbs. Apparatus for reducing. Edmund
pany 101,553

Bracket . Curtain . Edward P. Lury .
F. B. Kenyon , et al ... 99,467

97,415 Brick .
Bracket. Curtain . Willar

Ernest Stoffler . 96,897
Jones

101,182 | Brick . Fire. Sheldon Norton . 98,758

Bracket. Curtain pole . Isaac H. Webb .
102,257 | Brick making compound. Theodore S. Pierce . 98.930Bracket. Eaves trough. Harry K. Flowers .. 100.275 Brick making machine . Christian J. Boos .

101,787
Bracket. Electric light . Eugene Feodor Hug ... 101,527 | Brick making machine . George Wettlaufer .

96.921
Bracket for curtain poles and shade rollers . Joseph

Marois .....
Brick making machine. Joseph W. Ferguson , et al . 97.787

98,373 Brick making machine. William H. Taggart .. 98,593

Bracket for hay fork tracks . Fred. W. H. Keller .. 97,680 | Brick manufacture. Thomas Henderson ..
101,473

Bracket . Scaffold . Alfred Weir ..
101,104 Brick moulding and pressing machine .Bracket. Scaffold .

Henry G.
George E. Humphries ...

100,798 Morris .... 97,786
Bracket. Shade roller. Henry L. Meadowcroft . 98.902 | Bridge , roof , etc. Phillips B. Motley

99,184
Bracket . Shade. Hugh Morris ....

98,130 | Bridle . Daniel R. Porter .. 99,221
Bracket . Shade roller. Joseph S. Ploof, et al .... 98.903 Bridle bit . Charles H. Falls .

102,594
Bracket . Shelt . J. H. Morgan ..

102,180 Bridle bit . Henry J. Ormsby . 97,911
Bracket . Shingling. John W. Farr, et al ..

98,147 Bridle blind . James S. Dean . 8,307

Bracket. Wall . Frank W. Chickering, et al ... 101,214 Briquet manufacture. Bernhard Wagner..
99,1715

Bracket . Window shade . Wiliam S. Nead , et al ... 99,799 Briqueting machine . Richard C. Hills ..
102,537

Brake . Sce Clutch brake . Cornice brake . Traction

Briquette for fire lighting. Horatio N. Brey . 97,892
device and brake . Truck and brake.

Briquette machinery. See Mould. Briquette .
Brake. Aubrey J. Reid ...

102,502 Briquette -making machine. Howard E. Marsh , et al . 98,433
Brake. Charles Christopher Woodman Simpson ... 102,083 | Briquette -making machine . William C. Renfrow .. 102,484

Brake. Charles G. Skiles ...
99,675 | Briquette . Oxygen . George F. Joubert... 101,025

Brake. Edward Addison Worthington ..
98,733 Briquettes from plants. Manufacture of. Edward

Brake. Edward O. Flechinger , et al ..
102,583 Wurl ..... 98,200

Brake. Elias Lewis ... 102,465 | Broiler. George T. Baguley . 98,414
Brake , James A. Lightbody.

102,601 Broiler. James John Jones . 101,992

Brake. John Post .... 102,080 Brooch. Agnes Edmond . 99,953

Brake. Joseph Carr ... 99,881 Brooder. John N. Jacobson .. 97,614

Brake . Noel Bouchard .. 98,157 Brooder. Marion W. Savage . 101,066

Brake . W. H. V. Rosing, et al . 102,081 Brooder. Nils A. Lybeck .. 101,283

Brake. The Canadian Westinghouse Company. 98,966 Broom . Edwin C. Crompton... 101,571
Brake . The Simplex Railway Appliance Company of Bucket. See Ash sifter and bucket .

Canada .....
.100,112 , 100,113 Bucket . Clam shell . Gordon H. Williams ... 101,724

Brake. The W. H. Miner Company 99,474 | Bucket. Clam shell . Henry P. Horn 100,510

Brake . Walter E. McKay ... 102,079 | Bucket . Clam shell . Webster F. Traves .
97,023

Brake. William Stephen Atwood . 102,018 | Bucket. Dumping. Gustavus L. Steubner . 100,742

Brake. William T. Stewart .. 96,808 101,068

Brake . Air. Alva L. Goodnight . 98,976 101,069

Brake. Air. Edwin T. Hughes .. 101,638 Bucket for elastic fluid turbines. The Canadian 101,070

Brake . Air, Frank H. Rutherford .
100,316

General Electric Company . 101,071
Brake . Air. Hans C. Luck, et al .. 100,022 101,072

Brake. Air. Kalisch Air Brake Company 101,949 101,073

Brake . Air. Samuel H. Dunning ..... 101,989 Bucksaw frame . Jerome C. Dietrich ... 99,979
Brake. Air. The Canadian Westinghouse Com Bucket Hoisting. Wilhaim H. Beckett ..

96,963
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Bucket. Hoisting. William H. Beckett ..... 96,963 Cabinet . Hotel. John Q. Adams ...
102,746

Bucket Paint. William Hetherington .... 98,594 Cabinet. Sheet music . Edward A. Hardy, et al ... 98,153

Bucket. Tramway. Walter S. Gemmer, et al .. 98,174 | Cabinet. Sterilizing. James A. Henning..
101,087

Bucket wheels to shafts . Means of attaching. The Caisson . Andrew C. Cunningham ....
96,913

Canadian General Electric Co ..... 98,365 Caisson . Oliver C. Edwards
100,455

Buckle. Clarence A. Baker .. 98,793 | Caisson. Thomas M. McAlpine ...
102,641

Buckle. Cross line. Daniel Gilbert Hawkins . 102,065 | Cake dresser. Rue F. Stephenson .
97,333

Buckle. Garment. Mieczyslaw Barabasz ... 97,246 Cake iron . Alfred Anderson ....
39,091

Buckle. Harness . Ira Sellers ...... 101,960 Calculating machine : See Adding machine.
Buckle . Harness. Isaac E. Bennett . 97,857 Calculating machine . Arthur Burkhardt. 99,283

Buddle for ore concentrators. Charles W. Denison . 96,864 | Calculating machine . Arthur J. Postans ..
99,282

Buffer. Samuel M. Goldberg, et al ...... 100,598 Calculating machine. Carl A. Meilicke .. 98,022

Buffer for railway vehicles. John M. Goodwin .. 97,443 Calculating machine . William Robert Gaither . 102,174

Buffing machine. Sidney W. Winslow .. 102,351 Calendar. Hew R. Wood ...
97,337

Buffing wheel feed mechanism . James H. Gray . 99,180 Calendar. James M. Crawford .
102,345

Buggy top . John M. Mannon .. 101,966 Calf weaner. Samuel Parry ..
101,538

Building and isolating material . Alfred Schlomann . 102,359 Camera. James W. Anderson , et al .
97,221

Building device. The Unit Concrete Steel Frame Camera. John S. Wright ...
97,478

Company .. 101,752 Camera. Willis E. Phillips ..
102,230

Building method. E. Beaumont Jarvis.... 100,121 | Camera. Panoramic . Leonard J. Smith .
97,512

Building method. Emile G. Perrot .. 97,904 Can. Joseph Montpetit .....
100,898

Building method. George W. Chantigney, et al. 99,882 Can . The Canada Paint Company, Limited .
101,652

Building method. Fire extinguishing. John Rogers. 102,183 Can . William Bohemier ...
101,244

Building wall . John S. Culley .. 98,835 | Can. Ash. George Focht.
97,436

Building method. Orvey Price .... 99,125 Can capping machine . Augustus Hoffman , et al . 97,497

Bundle. James F. Craft , et al ..... 100,336 Canceller. Stamp. Wilber E. Bowersock .... 100,733
Bung machine. William Jackson , et al .. 98,906 Can closure . Edmund A. Smith , et al ... 97,214

Buoy. Jerusha Catherine Quarterman . 101,849 Candlestick and matche safe . Miners '. J. B. Lin

Buoy. Bell . Thomas Leopold Willson .. 98,708 dahl , et al ...... 101,519
Buoy. Wreck indicating. William G. Edgecomb .. 97,390 | Can. Dispensing. Rodolph F. Morse .

101,143
Burial appliance. Jacob W. Shull. 102,801 Can -handling apparatus. Swan Johnson .. 100,897

Burial case . Patrick D. Skahen ... 98,026 Can. Milk. Frank . A. Ariens ... 97,923
Burner. See Stump burner.

Canning apparatus. Lilford L. Lawrence . 99,935
Burner. Acetylene gas. John B. Carroll ... 99,952 Cannon. Edwin J. Blood . 98,124
Burner. Air and gas. Francis G. Crome .... 99,117 Cannula. Roger Bureau ......

98,178
Burner feed mechanism. Thomas C. Purdy .. 97.794 Can. Oil . John F. Cody .

100,032
Burner for flames in water. Oscar H. U. Brunler .. 98,864 Can. Oil . Richard P. Frazer .

97,917
Burner for incandescent gas lighting. John W. Bray 99,604 | Can opener. Archibald G. Snowden .

101,093

Burner for powdered fuel. Robert Donald Hassan . 101,921 | Can opener. Edward K. Myers....
98,132

Burner. Gas. Erich H. O. Werwath .. 100,111 Can opener. Michael H. Johnston . 98,131
Burner. Gas. Frederic C. Gilfillan ...

97,473 Can opener. The Turney Manufacturing Company . 97,807
Burner. Gas. Frederick Egge ....

101,525 | Can or jar . Siegfried Schopflocher .. 99,557
Burner. Gas. Herman H. Pitts ..

99,528 Canopy. Alexis Voorbies .. 98,905Burner. Gas. The Michigan Stove Company ...... 101,268 Canopy for vehicles . James R. Ryan..
99,990Burner. Gas. The National Gas Light Company .. 102,354 Canopy frame. The Portable Folding Mosquito -Bar

Burner . Gas . Victor C. J. Nightingall ......
96,852 Frame Company.. 97,698

Burner. Hydro carbon. John A. Hunt ... 100,323 Can . Refrigerating milk . Joseph F. E. Rose . 99,598
Burner. Hydro carbon . Louis Keller Leahy . 102,618 Can seaming machine. John A. Steward ..

98,027

Burner. Hydro carbon. Robert Matheson ...
99,122 Caoutchouc manufacture. Bernhard Grätz .. 102,494Burner. Kerosene vapour. John Arthur Mathes .. 100,765 Caoutchouc manufacture . See India -rubber manufac

Burner. Lamp. Ellsworth Ross, et al ......
98,065 ture.

Burner . Lamp. Roy H. Maple ..
101,529 Cap. See Bottle cap .

Burner. Oil . Milton A. Fesler ...
101,892 Cap. Bottle. Benjamin Adriance, et al .. 99,541

Burner. Oil . Thomas J. Lovett...
97,324 Cap. Bottle . Frederick Recht .... 99,546Burner. Vapour and gas. John A. Mathes .. 100,489

Cap for sheet piling. Edward A. Bern . 102,686Burnishing machine. Francis F. Hicks ... 97,811

Mahlon Shaaber .
Cap. Golf. W. C. Ogilvie , et al ...

Bushing. Ball bearing. 101,855
100,555

Car. Alamganza Porter .... 100,418
Bushing for belt pulleys . Daniel T. McNiel .. 100,686

Bushing . Insulating. John H. Goehet......
99,925101,593

Car. Anton Becker ..

Car. Harry M. Pflager, et al ... 99,576Butter into bricks. Machine for forming. William

H. Noack 99,103
Car. The Ingoldsby Automatic Car Company 99,114

Adonis Dubuisson ........ Car. The Pressed Steel Car Company ..
Butter making machine. 96,957

97,674
Car. The St. Louis Car Company ..

Butter manufacture. Michel B. L. Ehrmann . 97,561
99,575

Car and bolster . Henry H. Vaughan .
Butter patties. Machine for forming. Gustave 98,425

Car. Ballast . Harry S. Hart ...... 100,449Adolph Walstead .. 98,679

Butter production. Aktiebolaget Baltic -Separator .. 100,396
Carbid. Apparatus for producing calcium. The

Button. Dilman B. Shantz .... 99,516
Union Carbide Company ....... 99,313

Button. Peter MacGregor .. 97,882 100,185

Button. Richard H. A. d'Ailly.. 101,954
Carbid manufacture . Herman L. Hartenstein ... 100,186

Button. Zoel M. Leger....
99,515 101,336

Button. Collar. Charles S. Pederson . Carbid production. Herman L. Hartenstein ....
102,068

100,172

Button, Collar. John McElrea ..
99,554 Carbides . Production of. The Union Carbide Com- 102,762

Button . Cuff. Ezra E. Staninger ..
97,618

pany .. 102,763

Buttonhole. Charles W. Bartrum . 102,332
102,764

Button. Lapel . George S. Engle . 96,880 Carbonic bath. Paul G. Lebram ... 96,999

Button making machine. William H. Hargraves .... 97,411 Carbonizing apparatus. Rolof Jürgensen .. 102,573

Button manufacture . Eduard J. Conn ... 101,162 Carbureter. Carl A. Von Suden - Fraunhofen . 102,416

Brush. Samuel H. Brister .. 100,439 Carbureter. Elder E. Shiess..... 100,014
Brush . William A. Weir ... 100,540 Carbureter. Emanuel J. Boyler, et al . 102,402
Brush. Electric. The Allis-Chalmers Company ... 100,523 Carbureter. George H. Holgate ...

99,903

Brush. Folding. Melburn H. Tupper .. 101,926 Carbureter. Luther C. Snell, et al .. 96,899

Brush. Fountain. George W. Wheeler .. 100,432 Carbureter. Richard M. Mick ... 102,393
Brush. Fountain. William I. Ferris .... 100,574 Carbureter. Robert M. Crater .. 98,557

Brush. Tooth. Eduard Fenkala .... 100,536 Carbureter. Robert N. Gray . 102,569
Brush. Tooth. Lovitt Havelock Cowell .. 101,919 Carbureter. Stephen P. Sanders ... 100,173
Cabinet. Astigmatic . George E. Holmes . 100,103 Carbureter. Samuel S. Poole , et al . , 101,210

Cabinet. Cash . Thomas A. Ferris... 101,937 | Carbureter. The Intensified Light and Super -Soda
Cabinet. Coal. Hiram Franklin Bowser 98,665 Company . 98,776
Cabinet. Dispensing . Seth Wheeler ..

99,419 | Carbureter. The Olds Motor Works ..
Cabinet . Display . George F. Conley . 97,152 Carbureter. Ozro Haden Hinds ...

Cabinet. Display. Martin T. Bennan .
102,169 Carbureter. The People's Individual Gas Company . 101.621

Cabinet. Filing. John F. Huber ..
101,391 Carbureter. William Brown....

98,935

102,157

101,577
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Carbureter . William Brown , et al .. 101,256 Car. Stock . Rose Ellis ....... 101,788

Carbureter. William F. Rothe .... 101,028 | Car. Stock and freight . Everett Wyatt . 101,543

Carbureter and igniter. Arthur B. Goodspeed ..... 98,958 Car. Tank . Henry J. Small , et al .. 97,929

Carbureter. Engine. Buffalo Carbureter Company . 102,033 Car ticket holder. James H. H. Dixon . 98,821

Carbureter. Gas engine . Charles D. Shain .. 102,037 Car truck. Richard J. Edwards.. 97,297

Carbureter. Gasolene . Alexander Winton .. 97,945 Car underframe. Anton Becker .. ..101,732, 101,735

Carbureting process. Julius A. Hutmacher . 97,707 Car. Vestibule . Lowell C. Bassford .. 100,417

Carbureter. Surface. William Oliphant .. 101,090 | Card . Advertising. George W. Hemmans . 101,086

Car coupler . Darling's Patent Automatic Coupling 97,213 Card folder . Colin C. McPhee ... 99,904

Car coupler . Edward Cox .. 99,090 Carding machine . Thomas E. Ainley 99,759

Car coupler. Francis W. Parsons . 97,454 | Card. Photographic mailing . Samuel A. Markoff... 100,253

Car coupler. James E. Nisbet . 101,880 Carline . Roof. George B. Maltby ... 102,274

Car coupler. Jordan M. Howell . 102,597 Carpet beater. See Cleaning machine for carpet .

Car coupler . Joseph Melland -Smith . 100,313 Dust suction apparatus.

Car coupler. Joseph Reinhardt ..... 98,553 Carpet beater. Daniel P. Farrell ... 100,437

Car coupler. Joseph W. Robertson , et al . 99,923 Carpet stretcher. James S. Woodcock . 97,883

Car coupler . Lewis C. Cary . 100,309 Carrier . See Conveyor.

Car coupler. Lewis P. Elliott . 98,552 Carrier. Allen P. Boyer .... 98,863

Car coupler. L. G. Daniels, et al . 101,506 Carrier . George Beatty , et al .. 98,170

Car coupler. Lucas A. Colditz .. 98,972 Carrier. John R. Temperly , et al . 102,609

Car coupler . Ludwig M. Orosz .. 97,683 | Carrier . Lewis F. Wilson .... 98.169

Car coupler. Nicola Pavio , et al . 98,884 | Carrier and dumping mechanism.M. J. Sylstad , et al . 101,884

Car coupler. F. H. Norwood , et al . 102,004 Carrier . Cash . Daniel S. Hagar ..
98.716

Car coupler. Peter W. Hogan ... 98,048 Carrier . Electric . Henry M. Harding ..
100.549

Car coupler. Reginald B. Parsons . 99,727 Carrier. Electric . Henry McLellan Harding . 99,059

Car coupler. Robert E. L. Janney .
98,311 Carrier. Feed and litter . William Louden , et al.97,094, 97,095

Car coupler. The National Malleable Castings Com Carrier. Hay. Charles E. McDermott , et al . 98,286

pany .
100,256 Carrier. Hay. Francis M. Zentzer .. 99,333

Car coupler. The W. H. Miner Company . .99,478 , 99,490 Carrier. Hay. James R. Combs .. 99,209

Car coupler. Thomas D. Jones .. 102,204 Carrier. Load . Asher Lambert . 102,461

Car coupler . William A. Engel .. 100,144 Carrier. Luggage . David D. Leavy 101,338

Car draft gear. James Milton Waugh . 101,731 Carrier. Mail . Michael Danner .. 101.602

Car. Dump. Otto W. Meissner ... 102,341 Carrier. Overhead electric . Henry M. Harding ... 97,760

97,316 Carrousel . William W. De Vore .. 97,084

97,701 Cart. See Go -cart.

Car dump , The Dominion Dump Car Company . 97,702 Cart. Arthur W. Ransome ..
98,029

98,173 Cart . Joseph Dain ...
96,802

99,317 | Cart . Dump . Hubert S. Long .
101,971

Car. Dump. The Herr Dump Car Company 97,832 Cart . Garbage. William N. Hutchison . 99,451

Car. Dumping. Daniel King .... 100,756 Carton making machine. Edward A. L. Roehl . 102,713

Car. Dumping. Francis Peteler ..
101,644 Cartridge . Photographic film . William B. Cline .. 98,069

Car. Dumping. John M. Goodwin .. .97,563, 97,565 Carving machine . Henry Newhouse ... 97,509

Car. Dumping. Richard T. Looney
96,961 Case . See Banana case. Burial case . Cigarette case .

Car. Dumping. Spencer Otis ...
100,245 Dress suit case . Display case. Map case. Show

Cars. End- sill for. The Dominion Dump Car Com case. Spool and needle case.

pany ... 97,703 Case for bottles . John J. Koons ..
99,217 ·

Car fender. Charles Bauer ..... 97.433 Cash changing device . Donald C. McKenzie . 97,663

Car frame. William H. Emerick , et al .. 97.296 Cash check till. Robert Field...
98,837

Car frame. William H. McKeen .
.97,088 , 97,089 Cash slip and refunding vouchers. Benjamin F.

Car frame. William Riley McKeen . 98,291
Seymour ....

98.225

Car. Freight . Anton Becker . 101,734 Casing for culinary vessels. William Little . 97,069

Car gear. Ivar A. Randel.. 98,550 | Cask. Robert Burn ....
98.651

Car. Heating apparatus. Fritz Kaefule . 102,205 Casket. Burial. Albert Belair.
102,707

Car. Metallic . Anton Becker 101,733 Casket. Burial . Charles C. Adams . 100,925

Car or vehicle frame. John M. Goodwin . 97.442 Caskets. Valve for burial. Frederick Edward Cooper 102,019

Car. Passenger . Hermann Romünder . 97,684 | Casks , cans , etc. Means of venting . Jacob Cohn .. 99,589

Car. Railway. George H. Poor ... 99,567 | Casting manufacture. Jacob K. Griffith .
99,149

Car. Railway. Hanford L. Kerr . 100,145 Catch . Door. George W. Mallory .
101,914

Car. Railway. Harry M. Pflager, et al . 97,211 Cathode plate . Harry C. Hubbell . 100,267

Car. Railway. John Lange
99,822 Cathode plate for batteries . Harry C. Hubbell . 101,041

Car. Railway. The Dominion Dump Car Company . 97,318 Cattle guard. Alexander Heron . 100,821

102,432 Cattle guard. James H. Valleau , et al. 98,118

102,433 Cattle guard . John L. Friedman , et al . 99,265

102,434 Cattle guard. Thaddeus Ellis, et al.
98,095

Car. Railway. The W. H. Miner Company .
102,435 Cattle guard. Wallace E. Dement , et al . 100,778

102,436 Cattle guard. Walter Edwards , et al .
97,978

102,437 Cattle guard . William D. Linscott ... 97,968

102,438 Cattle guard. William H. Parker ..
99,749

102,439 Cattle guard . W. Krauth , et al.,
101,418

99,472 Caulk . Boot . The North & Pfeiffer Manufacturing

99,477 Company ...
98,390

99,479 Caulk for horseshoes. John , Durker, Jr .. 100,678

99,480
98,962

99,481 | Caulk for horseshoes. Thomas W. J. McGann , et al. 98,963

98,964

Car. Railway.
99,483

The W. H. Miner Company . 99,484 Caulk. Horseshoe. The Trojan Toe- Calk Campany. 101,626

99,485 Caulk. Horseshoe. William A. Comings , et al .... 100,019

99,486 Caulk . Horseshoe. William B. Cole, et al.. 100,149

99,487 Caulk making machine. David S. O'Neil ... 99,240

99,488 Cave. Fruit and vegetable. Cyrus A. Julian . 97,474

99,489 Ceiling and floor . Hermann Eggert .... 98,691

Car. Railway. The W. H. Miner Company .
102,735 / Ceiling . Metallic . Charles Frederick Wagner. 102,073

Car. Railway freight. William R. Mulock .
99,924 Cellulose manufacture . Einar Marterud ... 100,548

Car register. Frederick A. Schierbero
98,842 Cellulose manufacture . La Société Française de la

Car replacer . Emil William Rosenberg . 98,424
Viscose .. 99,505

Car replacer. Samuel J. Southcott .... 97,954 Cellulose vessels . Machine for making. The Roenitz

Car , sides . The Ingoldsby Automatic Car Company. 99,113 Exploiting Company ..
102,768

Car sill remover . John Kheil ...
100,041 Cement and concrete . Process of making. G. H.

Car. Steam motor. William G. Wagenhals .. 100,752 Bartlett ....
101,753

Car. Steel . The Pressed Steel Car Company..100,607 , 101.730 Cement block and post machine . Corey 0. White ,

Car . Stock. John H. Philips
102,631 et al .....

99,873

{
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Cement burning. Process of and apparatus for . The
Churn cover. Adah Delphene Matterson ...

101,642

Combustion Utilities Company .. 101,885 Churn dasher. James R. Merrill... 100,164

Cement burning system. Thomas M. Morgan . 102,752 Chute. Coal . Frederic S. Converse .. 97,293

Cement from furnace slag. Manufacture of. Dr. Chute. Coal. James M. Triggs 100,242

Heinrich Colloseus ... 97,406 Chute. Door. Theodore F. Clark .. 100,891

Centrifuge. F. S and A. C. Smith .. 101,931 Chute for dumping cars . John M. Goodwin . 97,440

Centrifugal machine . William L. D'Olier . 100,712 Cigar bunching machine . Alexander Gordon .. 99,961

Cereals , etc. Method of grinding. Irénée A. Cha
Cigarette and box. Thomas Tarn Hutchison . 98,473

vanne , et al .. 97,817 Cigarette case . Durand and Company .. 99,085

Cereals for food. Method of preparing. John A. Cigarette machine . Louis Bernhard Baron ..
102,267

Caverhill .... 99,525 Cigarette machine. Napoleon DuBrul. 100,955

Cesspool. Edward L. Parsons . 99,987 | Cigarette machine. The New York Cigarette Ma

Chaff blower. The Neepawa Manufacturing Com chine Company ... . 101,408 , 101,409

pany ..
102,365 Cigarette making machinery. Bernhard Baron ...... 100,927

Chaffer for grain separators. Alvey D. Dusenbery . 100,499 Cigarette making machine. Canaan de Cazen . 100,929

Chain making machine . The Hercules Chain Com Cigarette making machine . Lazaridas Aptekman ,

pany ......
102,556 et al . 98,920

Chain securing device . Frederick Peikard .. 99,905 Cigraette manufacturing machine. George Tickner. 98,918

Chains. Machine for making wire. Michael Bartho Cigar filler. Peter August Edward Scheer.. 102,254

lomew Ryan ..... 101,560 Cinematographic process . Robert T. Haines . 97,723

Chair . Charles E. Whipple .. 97,515 Circuit breaker. George G. Stout ... 100,564

Chair. Christoph Heins and Sohi 99,129 Circuit breaker. Sears B. Condit .. 102,811

Chair. Henry J. Lanagan . 98,901 Circuit breaker and closer. Alexander Winton .. 98,113

Chair. Jacob S. Knechtel. 101.043 Circulation of liquid containing copper. Frederic P.

Chair. John Flindall ... 98,900 Dewey.....
102,627

Chair. See Rail joint chair. Clamp. See Trunk clamp.

Chair and cot. James Robertson, et al . 97,430 Clamp. Adolph D. LeBlanc .. 98,913

Chair. Barber's. Robert Stitts .. 98,527 Clamp. Charles L. Chapman . 98,093

Chair commode. Josephus Burke .. 96,879 Clamp. Charles Vallières. 98,806

Chair. Disappearing. Leslie G. Finch . 97,988 Clamp. Gelasius M. Henry .
96,792

Chair Folding. Henry F. Ryther.. 97,989 Clamp. James R. Kearney .. 102,369

Chair guard . Isaac Unger .... 97,990 Clamp and support . Cable . Howard E. Sheeley ... 101,588

Chair. Head rest for barber's. Alfred Miller . 101,939 Clamp. Cable. Henry B. Newhall ..... 99,155

Chair. Iron. Harry W. Bolens . 102,134 Clamp for fish poles . Charles Henry Terry 98,730

Chair . Iron . John Gilson 102,133 Clamp for rail sections . Isaac N. Spaid .. 100,142

Chair. Rail joint . William Booker Davis . 101,977 Clamp for ribbon collars , etc. Herbert L. Wagner . 97,260

Chair. Reclining. Anna L. Kipp ... 97,998 Clamp for wood , etc. William Jamieson ... 101,050

Chair seat . Henry Harrison Schrop ..
102,255 Clasp. Garment . William H. Williamson .. 99,154

Chandelier. Gas. William E. Cotton , et al. 102,705 Clamp. Hose. Joseph W. Adams... 101,906

Chandelier. Guard for. V. J. Janser, et al . , 102,010 Clamping elbow. Thomas Patterson .. 97,160

Change making machine. Marcus Auerbach .. 98,383 Clamp. Insulator. Walter G. Clark .. 97,611

Channeller. The Ingersoll -Rand Company ..
97,271 Clamp. Line. John E. Baechler ... 101,331

Channeller. Electro - pneumatic. The Ingersoll -Rand Clamp Meter. Aron E. Johnson . 99,513

Company ...
99,081 | Clamp . Miter. Charles Vallet ..

101,684

98,932 Clamp or vise. John Black, et al ..
Channelling machine. The Ingersoll -Rand Company.

98,685

| 100,913 Clamp. Rope. John McKenney ... 98,242

Charging mechanism . Furnace, David Baker .. 102,798 Clamp. Saw . Charles W. Cardwell .
98,348

Chart for dress patterns . Theron McCampbell .. 100,751 | Clamp. Trolley wire. Edward L. Baker . 98,466

Check. Baggage. Frederick N. Southam .... 100,352 Clamp. Wire . John W. Hardesty .. 102,120

Check . Baggage. George W. Conrad ....... 99,404 Clasp. See Garment clasp.

Check book . Counter sale . Charles B. Smith , et al . 98,813 Clasp. The Hercules Safety Clasp Company .. 101,947

Check. Door. George W. Mallory .... 101,913 Clasp. Garment. Otto Kemper , et al .....
97,868

Check for time recorders. The Dey Time Register Clasp. Hose supporting. The Spirella Company ... 102,061

Company ...
100,593 | Clasp . Placket. Samuel M. Fischer ....

98,215

Check rein , Edward Van Dyck .. 97,079 Cleaner. See Pipe cleaner . Rail cleaner. Sewer

Check rein . James A. McCombs .. 98,750 cleaning device.

Checking and timing mechanism for workmen. Cleaner. Boiler . Samuel McAdoo ...... 101,824

Christopher Geddes .. 97,789 Cleaner. Boiler tube. A. F. Krause , et al. 101,772

Cheque book . J. 0. Lalonde , et al . 101,385 Cleaner. Boiler tube. The M. H. Thompson Manu

Cheque form . Alfred Collier .... 98,575 facturing Company 98,774

Cheese making machine. Charles H. Southard .. 100,757 Cleaner. Boiler tube . Thomas Andrews . 101,594

Chill . John R. Whitney... 97,865 Cleaner. Flue. Christ C. Schrank .. 102,144

Chimney. George H. Thirsk ... 98,111 Cleaner. Grain . James M. Akers .. 101,420

Chimney. James M. Bragg .. 99,116 Cleaner. Tobacco pipe ' stem. Benjamin F. Eshel

Chimney cowl and ventilator. Daniel Whitehead, man ..
101,049

et al . 100,722 Cleaner. Vacuum. Henry Sorensen ..
101,961

Chip breaker. Louis J. Nelson .. 101,289 Cleaning apparatus. Carpet. Albert E. Moorhead . 100,433

Chip sorting machine. Howard Powers , et al . 100,189 Cleaning composition for steam boilers. Octave

Chlorine and phosphate. Manufacture of. Adolf Aubé, et al . 98,876
Clemm .... 99,763 Cleaning process . Jules Doux , et al ..

102,529
Chopper. Cotton . John B. Nix . 99,218 Cleansing and colouring process . George D. Bur
Chord player for harmonium - like instruments . ton

102,483

Eugen Roggenbauch ....... 99,862 Clevis. John A. Barr .
99,115

Chuck . George Rothenbucher , et al .. * 97,808 Clevis. Nils M , Lien .. 97,303

Chuck. James Hodson .... 98,239 Clip for furring. George H. Pedlar . 101,375

Chuck . The Wide Range Drill Chuck and Tool Com Clip for ironing board covers. William L. Ely,

pany ... 99,791 et al .
102,784

Churn . Harland Garbutt .. 102,596 Clip for metal building construction . Sarah E. Pedlar 100.294

Churn. See Butter making machine. Clip . Paper. Joshua B. Hale . 97,238

Churn . Alfred J. Anderson .. 100,029 Clipper. G. Bowler , et al .. 101.552

Churn . Clyde W. Lowrey ... 97.305 Clip. Spring. John Schade 101,959

Churn . Francis M. Mulligan . 99,937 Clip. Spring. Joshua B. Hale .. .97,239 , 100,932

Churn . Frank D. Merrill ...... 102,156 Clock . Paul Wetzel ... 97,991

Churn . Frank L. Decker, et al . 98,275 Clock . Electric Messrs. Keetnow Bros .. 100,982
Churn . Harland Garbutt .. 97,822 Clock . Electric alarm, Augusta Y. Darche . 98.926

Churn . John G. Smith .. 99,228 Clock mechanism . Solomon D. Warfield .. 96,888

Churn . John I. Shaw . 99,831 Closet Clothes . Maximilien L. Henrioud .. 102,657

Churn . Marcellus C. Winders . 97,201 Closure. See Can closure . Stopper.

Churn. J. R. McConnell .. 101,864 Closure. William B. Fenn.... 96,815

Churn . Thomas J. Cheney . 96,966 Closure. Bottle . Henry A. Olsson .. 102,699

Churn. William H. Hull . 97,679 ' Closure. Bottle or jar . Christopher D. Burton .... 100,385
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Closure for elevator openings. Anthony Wind ... 99,107 Compressing machine. Ham. Giovanni Mongardi, et

Closure. Hermetic . William A. Lorenz ...
99,432 al . 100,333

Closure. Heremetic. William H. Honiss .. 100,381 Compressing mechanism for air, etc. John Gill .. 98,519

Closure. Jar. Walter J. Hough .... 100,659 Compressor. Air. Charles V. Kerr ... 99,430

Clothes drainer. Franklin P. Sager .. 100,328 Compressor. Engine and air. Daniel Schiffbauer .. 102,701

Clothes line ard. case therefor. Julie Lemon . 101,640 Compressor for elastic fluids, etc. John Gill .. 99,427

Clothes pin. Andrew C. Brown , et al ........ 100,004 , 100,005 | Concentrator. See Ore concentrator.

Clothes pressing machine. James B. Replogle .. 99,597 Concentrator. Eugene Peters , et al ..... 101,047
Club or flat foot . Device for relief of. William M. Concentrator. Ore. Emil Deister . 100,687

Scholl ....... 101,896 Concrete reinforcement. See Reinforcement for concrete.

Clutch . Clifford L. Reed . 99,648 Concrete. Albert A. Pauly ...... 102,229

Clutch . Friedrich Muller
99,645 Concrete constructing machine. Albert A. Pauly .. 102,480

Clutch . Harry A. Williams .. 99,647 Concrete mixer. William H. Larkin , jr ...... 97,413

Clutch. John Rieppel. 99,646 | Concrete mixing machine. George D. Scheiffler . 97,091

Clutch. John Bertram & Sons Company . 99,644 | Concrete structure . Avila Thomas , et al .. 98,172

Clutch , brake , etc. Henry S. Hele -Shaw .. 100,535 | Concrete structure. Charles E. Fowler. 101,816
Clutch . Elevator. Andrew Whelan ... 97,081 Concrete structure . Jean L. Goffette ... 98,128

Clutch . Friction. Jonathan D. Maxwell .. 98,353 Concrete works. Apparatus for building submerged.

Clutch. Hydraulic . The Sparks-Boothby Hydraulic Frederick J. Gilman , et al... 102,812

Clutch , Limited .... 98,346 Condensation in optical tubes. Means of preventing.

Coaling device for moving trains. Charles M. Miller 99,828 The Electric Boat Company .. 97,950

Coat hanger. Richard H. Knight , et al.. 99,272 Condenser. The Bell Telephone Company of Canada 101,239

Coating machine, George P. Reuhl .. 97,257 Condenser. The International Steam Pump Company 100,910

Coating metal. Electrolytic. Alexander Classen .. 102,216 Condenser. Walter W. Massie ... 98,221

Coating. Wall. The Liquid Wall Paper Company .. 102,621 Condenser . Rotary. Maurice Leblanc . 97,043

Cobalt . See Nickel and cobalt. Conductor. Electric . The Parker-Clark Electric

Cock. Gauge. Frank W. Leidecker ..... 98,841 Company .. 100,605

Cock. Gas burner . Isaac E. York , et al .. 99,248 Conduit. See Pipe or conduit.

Cock for steam engines . Swan Anderson . 100,914 Conduit. Philip Aylett ... 99,854

Cock for Westinghouse brake coupling. Andrew M. Conduit . Air. Charles H. Mower .. 97,920

Anderson .... 99,578 Conduit for electric wires . Clarente C. Sibley , et al . 101,222

Cock . Wash basin. David W. York . 97,866 Conduit for electric wires. The Conduits Company. 101,269

Cock. Water. Joseph Mouhlen .. 102,140 Conduit . Underground. B. R. Fales , et al ... 102,023

Coffee pot . John Armstrong .. 97,553 Conning mechanism . The Electric Boat Company.97,949 , 97,951

Coffee roaster. Everett T. Shortt . 102,642 | Container. Jarvis R. Harbeck ... 99,428

Coffin lowering mechanism. Julius Skall .. 97,709 Control apparatus for electric motors. The Cana

Coiler . Wire. Charles F. Leonard ... 101,281 dian Westinghouse Company . 97,231
Coil . Flexible conductor. S. Quincey, et al .. 101,922 | Control system for electrical currents. The Cana

Coil . Induction . Stanislaus H. Sauvé, et al . , 100,779 dian Westinghouse Company........ ...... 97,228 , 97,229

Coiling apparatus. Iroquois Machine Company .... 101,902 Controller. See Governor.

Coil. Ruhmkorff . John McIntyre .... 101,303 Controller. The Electrical Devices Company . 97,810

Coin assorter and stacker. Bertram Forrest Brewster 101,712 Controller. Electric. Albert E. Dion , et al. 99,426

Coin collecting device. Harold D. Stroud ... 97,524 Controller. Electro -motor. The Canadian Westing
Coin sorting and stacking apparatus. Charles F. house Company 97,854

Hess ..... 97,898 Controller for electric circuit. The Electric and

Coking hydrogen-bituminous combustibles. Method Train Lighting Syndicate ... 97,993

of. Paul Höring .... 97,240 Controller for electric motors . The Canadian West

Coking peat. Oberbayerische Kokswerke . 102,211 inghouse Company 97,232

Cold storage building. Bernt A. Norman .. 100,657 Controller for explosive engines. Walter J. Mc

Collar . See Pyroxylin collar and cuff. Vicker ... 99,173
Collar. Anthony G. Gulden .... 98,866 Controller for explosive engines for boats. Wiliam

Collar . Frank W. Mugford, et al .. 98,241 E. Collier 99,171

Collar. Frederick Charles Kerby . 98,671 | Controller for vehicles. Alexander Winton .. 100,885

Collar. Frederick W. Parsons .. 97,572 Controller. Motor. G. A. E. and F. W. Kohler .... 101,944

Collar. Hydesaburo Chashi .. 102,728 Controller operating means. The Canadian West

Collar. Tooke Brothers .. 98,299 inghouse Company 98,597

Collar. William D. Mitchell , et al.
97,570 Controlling Device. The Pike Adding Machine Com

Collar. Horse . Alfred U. Field, et al ..
101,311 pany 101,516, 101,517

Collar Horse. James Samuel Hull , et al. 98,681 Controlling mechanism. Power. William R. Mc

Collar for overcoats . Isador M. Savitt ... 97,571 Keen 99,672
Collar. Shirt. Frederick W. Parsons .

99,829 Controlling system for electric motors . The Cana

Collar Support. Agnes Haviland . 102,201 dian Westinghouse Company ... 98,596
Collison preventing apparatus, Railway. Richard

Connection. Waste pipe . Charles N. Fiscus ...... 102,377

Rottenbacher, et al ... 97,748 Converter. Rotary. John L. Murdock .. 102,697

Colouring. See cleansing and colouring process . Conveyer. See Carrier . Excavator and conveyer.

Colour reproduction. Photo-mechanical . Charles G. Conveyer. Adrian Hall , et al ... 96,867

Zander ... 98,077 Conveyer. Alfred Tomkins 98,448

Colour spray. Hans Mikorey . 98,182 Conveyer. Charles H. Anderson .. 98,156

Cotter. Herbert W. Fleury . 100,753 Conveyer. Isaac Peabody , et al . 102,733

Colter. Jesse Fielder Cone 101,631 Conveyer. James A. Jamieson ... 99,098

Colter. John Moeller .... 101,501 Conveyer. John A. Brown ... 102,770

Colter. Plough. John P. Abernathy, et al. 100,147 Conveyer. John W. Cooper , et al. 97,588

Column . The American Column Company . 99,916 Conveyer. Pierre Lorillard .. .97,450, 97,451

Comb. Charles Schmidt, et al.. 102,353 Conveyer. Robert Allison Chambers . 102,192

Comb. George N. Steere .. 98,661 Conveyer. Samuel M. Wixcel .... 97,314

Comb . Hair, Austin O. Craven . 99,605 Conveyer. The Robins Conveying Belt Company..97,462, 98,859

Combination tool . Charles Hellmuth .. 98,351 Conveyer. Bucket. William L. McCabe . 99,825

Combination tool. David M. Haney .. 98,137 Conveyer. Bucket. James J. Harold ... 98,717

Combustion apparatus . William H. Ricker .. 101,881 Conveyer for excavator. Thomas McMann . 101,709

Combustion. Apparatus for promoting. George R. Conveyer for peat. William Atkinson Milne . 101,500

Barns 98,833 Conveyer. Grain . Edward J. Vraalstad .. 100,502

Combustion device . Louis Van den Driessche . 99,633 Conveyer. Grain . James B. Schuman , et al .. 97,319

Combustion engine. Internal. Francis M. Uhler... 102,039 Conveyer. Grain. The Kalispell Manufacturing and

Combustion engine. Internal Harry Ball Stiltz ... 102,058 Improvement Company 99,391

Combustion of fires. Method of promoting. Illius Conveyer. Lumber. George F. Rowe, et al .. 100.829

A. Timmis 99,702 Cooker. John Baker 97,936

Commode . William H. Mackintosh .. 102,467Cooker. Steam . Verena Ehrsam-Zetzer . 102,457

Compass . See Bevel and compass. Cooking apparatus. George Roger Prowse .. 98,295

Compensating device. Herman Meyer.... 98,586 Cooking apparatus for canned goods . Franklin F.

Composition. Paving. The International Pavement Stetson .... 97,823

Company ... 102,240 | Cooking stove and range. Robert N. Grundy . 100,405

1
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102,268

102,196

97,821

101,963

102,176

100,096

99,599

99,099

102,455

100,915

101,826

98,566

101,196

97,922

101,134

98.542

100,150

99,932

100,610

99,227

101,209

100,157

102,446

99,947

99,471

97,631

98,341

97,120

97,635

100,562

101,200

98,693

101,693

96,842

100,576

99,623

97,448

Cooking utensil . Jacob J. Sophus , et al........... 100,614 | Coupling. Thill . McKendree F. Bishop ....

Cooler. See Beer cooler. Cream pasturizer and Coupling. Train. George Adelbert Elwell ...

cooler. Coupling. Train pipe . John A. Frenzel...

Cooler and aerator. Milk . Charles H. White , Coupling. Vehicle. James Harris Booth ....

et al . 99,344 Coupling. Whiffletree. Andrew W. Gilchrist .

Cooler. Cream and milk . Thomas Carter, et al .. 97,556 Cover. See Fire plate and cover.

Cooler for air or gas compressors. The Ingersoll Cover and shaker for vessels. Hugh Paton ...

Rand Company 99,077 Cover. Elevator hatch. Thomas Walker .

Cooler for electric generators. Benson Bidwell . 100,811 Cover for flat irons . Anna E. Mattera ....

Cooler for engines . Air. G. Wolke , et al ... 101,842 Cover for kegs . Hans Dittmann, et al ..

Cooler for granular material . Charles A. Matcham . 100,658 Cover for shaving mugs. Samuel J. Connies..

Cooler, Liquid . The Canadian Dairy Supply Com Cover . Sap buckets . George Adams.....

pany ... 100,003 Covering for buildings. Metallic , Samuel Taylor..

Cooler. Milk. Thomas Cameron . 99,207 Cramp plate . Peter P. Kee ...

Cooler. Milk. Wareham T. Harris . , 100,483 Crane. George W. Shem ..

Coop. George J. Cook .. 102,452 Crane. Milford F. Berry ..

Coop . Chicken . Cicero Hoskins .. 102,249 | Crane . Mail. Benjamin Franklin Myers ,

Ccpier. Hand roller . Harry Spingler . 98,317 Crane, Mail bag. James Cole , ...

Copy holder. George C. Beidler .... 97,838 Crate. Frank J. Hipp ...

Copying apparatus. Harry Sandford Burton . 98,066 Crate . Herbert H. Cummer .

Copper from its ore . Method of extracting . Lucien Crate , Job Smith

Jumau ........ 99,337 Crate. The Milwaukee Brewers' Specialty Com

Copper manufacture. La Société Electro -Metallurgi pany .

que Française .. 100,227 Crate. Egg. Andrew D. Imrie ..

Copper manufacture . Lucien Jumau .. ....100,161, 102,572 Crate . Fruit . Levin R. Bacon .

Copper preparation . The Renstrom Tempered Cop Cream pasteurizer and cooler. La Compagnie de

per Company 102,678 Laiterie St. Laurent ..

Copper separation . Alexander Elliott , 102,563 Cream ripening apparatus, The Creamery Package

Cord knotter and cutter. John E. Quinn .. 101,850 Manufacturing Company

Core for concrete structures. August P, Diescher .. 99,884 Cream separator. Kenneth K. McLeod . ,

Cork . Artificial. Harvey Cole ... 102,035 Cream separator. Oscar Anderson .

Cork extractor. Walter F. Goodnough ... 101,190 Cream separator. The Raymond Manufacturing

Cork extractor. William H. Smith ... 99,441 Company of Guelph .....

Cork for stoppering bottles . Herbert W. Dawson ... 100,386 Cream separator. The Vermont Farm Machine

Cork removing machine. Henry J. Alther .. 97,982 Company ...

Corking machine. Raymond B. Gilchrist ... 97,472 Credit system apparatus. Jacob 0. Greenwald .

Corkscrew . Marcus A. N. Ansley . 97,479 Creel, Isaac E. Palmer...

Corkscrew . Joseph Daniel Coughlin , et al . 98,323 Crib. Frank Simpson

Corner shield . Ole Carlson ..... 98,468 Crib. Concrete. Michael John Haney....

Cornice brake. George C. Keene ,. 100,208 Cribwork . Composite. Paul T. C. Dumais ...

Corset. Charles Munter .. 96,919 Crossbars to hollow columns . Means of attaching

Corset. Abdominal . Charles Munter . , 100,629 Louis C. Hamel , ...

Cotton manufacture . George D. Burton . 102,521 Crossing Railway. David Dumas ,

Cotton picker. Thomas B. Hyde .. 97,157 | Crossing. Railway Joseph S. Jenckes ...

Cotton preparing machinery. Robert Schaellibaum . 101.201 Crossing . Railway. The Pennsylvania Steel Com

Couch . John Flindall.. 101,180 pany ..

Couch . Virginia Whittington .. 102,511 Crusher. Clod. Charles Henry ...

Couche. John Hoey 99,249 Crushing and grinding mill . The Sturtevant Mill

Coulter. Reginald V, Pocock .. 96,973 Company .....

Counter balance . The John Bartram & Sons Com Cufr. See Pyroxylin collar and euff .

pany ..... 99,422 Cuff. Thomas D. MacGregor.....

Counter. Bar. Simon Voyer .. 99,530 Culinary vessel. William Sowerby .

Counter -skiving machine. The United Shoe Ma Cultivator. See Plough .

chinery Company of Canada .... 98,891 Cultivator. Alfred T. Westlake...

Coupler. See Car coupler. Cultivator. Charley Bjorklund

Coupler . Frederick W. Colley .. 101,136 Cultivator. Floyd A. Priee, et al .

Coupler. Air. Emerson V. Sexmith , et al .. 98,171 Cultivator. Frederick D. Mereer ..

Coupler. Air brake. Frank H. Rutherford ... 101,360, 101,361 Cultivator. George W. Dismey .

Coupler. Brake. Frank H. Rutherford .. 99,224 Cultivator . George W. Smith , et al ..

Coupler. Buffer. James T. Jepson .... 98,867 Cultivator. Hans Anderson

Coupler for cylinders . The Ingersoll -Rand Company 100,602 Cultivator. Jacob A. Hamelback , et al .

Coupler. Train pipe . Frank H. Rutherford .. 100,744 Cultivator. John M. Etiman...

Coupling. See Hose coupling. Join union. Pipe Cultivator. Michael Melnperny..

coupling. Wire coupling . Cultivator. Per Olsson 99,346 ,

Coupling. George Lloyd .. 100,368 Cultivator. Peter W. Addison ....

Coupling. Kearney P. Snyder .. 99,814 Cultivator. The Anchor Implement Company .

Coupling. Air hose. Euclid B. Wilhoit , et al .. 98,755 Cultivator . Wilhelm Büchmuhlen

Coupling and bearing. The Canadian General Elec Cultivator. William Hull

tric Company 98,361 Cultivator and planter . Henry Warfield .

Coupling. Cable. Dosert & Company . 101,946 Cultivator. Beet . Andree Larsen.

Coupling conveyer. Clemens Frhr. von . Bechtolsheim 101,929 Cultivator for potatoes , etc. John Champion ..

Coupling. Detachable. Walter Scrimgeour......... 97,163 Cultivator. Harrow, etc. Abram L. Foote .....

( 'oupling. Fifth wheel . Joseph C. Watson .... 96,809 Cultivator. Land. Arthur Jones ..............

Coupling. Flexible . The Canadian General Elec- / 98,361 Cultivator. Riding. Henry Smith .......

tric Company 98,362 Cultivator, road machine and farm wagon . Abram
98,363 L. Foote

Coupling for drill tools . Frank Eder .... 98,349 | Culvert . David C. Boyd .

Coupling for electrical conduits . Alexander C. Culvert. Thomas Bardon, et al ...

Proudfit..... 98,108 Culvert. William Q. O'Neall , et al ..

Coupling for shafts, etc. Johann G. Hansler ... 100.691 Culvert. Road . William Isham , et al ..

Coupling. Hose. Alexander W. Irvin , et al ... 101,312 | Cupola. Fred , N. Cline...

Coupling. Hose. Earl J. W. De Forrest , et al ... 98,370 Curative apparatus. William J. O'Donnell..

Coupling. Hose . John Metzger .. 98,499 Curling iron . François M. Woelfle....

Coupling. Hose, The Nelson & Morrison Manu Current. Electric . The Badische Anilin and Soda

facturing Company .. 101,900 Fabrik ........

Coupling. Hose and pipe. Jonas Pehrson .. 100,960
Current Rectifier, The Cooper -Hewitt Electric

Coupling. Knuckles for. Robert Abbott Hadfield . 101,978

Coupling. Metallic . H. J. S. Martin , et al .. 101,624
Company ..

Coupling. Pipe. Andrew Walter Graham ... 98,570 Curtain fixture. B. Agin , et al ...

Coupling. Pipe. Joseph Charles Phelan .. 98,569 Curtain fixture . Edwin F. Henderson .

Coupling Pipe. William Pitt Fryr Ayer .. 102,245 Curtain fixture. John Cramer

Coupling. Shaft. Daniel H. Hendershot 98,195 ' Curtain . Metallic , Michael Schultes .

101,625

102,384

97,980

97.681

102,414

.. ..

99,939

97,290

99,084

97,453

99,118

97,578

101,984

99,197

99,447

98,421

99,347

99,199

99,836

98,865

102,599

101,504

101,248

97,185

101,505

99,946

102.210

.. ..

100.036

97,344

101,237

101,211

96,943

97,469

99,357

99,846

102,492

97,134

97,226

100,332

102.258

102,260

98,899

100,445

2
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Curtain pleating and hanging device . George F. Damper. William A. Murray 98,053

French , et al .... 100,671 | Damper for steam boilers . Weston M. Fulton . 99,449

Curtain pole. Ernest B. Orr .... 97,256 Davenport . Arthur M. Padmore .. 102,510

Curtain pole and shade roller support. Edson B.
Davenport . John L. Heffner .. 97,897

French ...... 101,040 Davits. James T. Lihou , et al . 99,499

Cushion and pump. William S. Freel .. 97,788 Davit . John W. Groff . 99,181

Cushion for bicycles . George A. Bennet .. 102,747 | Dead centers. Device for overcoming . Frederick

Cushion for gates , water wheels , etc , Charles E. W. Dill , et al ... 99,650

Parsons ... 97,366 Deals. Machine for forming compound. George W.

Cushioning device. Zuchereau de St. Denis Le Moine 100,935 Mellor ...... 96.995

Cuspiđor. Willard B. Campbell
96,940 | Decantation system . Ore. Patrick Fitzgerald ... 102,649

Cut - off for insulators . Gomer Evans .. 100,803 Decanting apparatus. The Intensified Light and

Cut - off for Pumps. Charles Tingley Carnahan .. 101,565 Super -Soda Company 98.080

Cut -off. Gas . Campbell's Automatic Safety Gas Decorating process . Edward G. Adams. 99.233

Burner Co. 102,108 | Decorations in relief. Process of making. Relief

97,103 malerei , G. m . b . H .. 98,384

Cut - off . Gas. The Bridgeport Brass Company . 97,104 | Decorative material . The Baeck Wall Paper Com

97,105 pany ...... 98,762

Cut -off mechanism. Olaf Saugstad ... 97,196 Decoy. Frank J. Johnston . 99,070

Cut- off mechanism. William B. Wadsworth .. 97,205 | Deliverer. Mail . Gordon Souther . 101.998

Cut -out. See Transformer cut -out.
Delivering mail bags. William Irion .. 101,639

Cut -out for electro -pneumatic brakes . The Canadian Dental expander. Cleveland G. Davis , 102,709

Westinghouse Company 97,825 Dental float. Veterinary . G. J. Reed , et al .. 101,763

Cut -out. Telegraph. Fred. A. Clapton ... 102,246 | Dental handpiece . Chester M. Freeman . 97,502

Cutter bar. Richard G. Kidd '99, 136 Dental plate . John M. Card .. 96,814

Cutter bar for mowers. Welden C. Rarig .. 101,029 | Dental prop, etc. William Hare . .96,982 , 96,983

Cutter. See Axle -cutting machine. Chopper. Cord Denture . Francis Ainsworth . 100,772

knotter and cutter. Measure and cutter for Denture. Robert M. Craig . 102,708

cloth . Turnip cutter. Derailer. Thomas F. Linn , et al . 100.312

Cutter. Frederick E. Strasburg ..... 97,756 Derailer. Stanley W. Hayes ... .100,407, 100,408

Cutter. Banana. George C. Leonard .... 99,044 Derrick. Patrick F. Fitzgibbons .. 101.635

Cutter. Belt punch and lace . James J. Rogers . 99,563 Derrick . Hoisting. Diedrich William Krellwitz .. 102,009

Cutter blade, Paul F. Bolton ..
102,748 | Desk . See Table and desk .

Cutter. Butter . Arthur C. Hummer . 101,141 | Desk . August Thieleke ... 99,190

Cutter, Butter. Edward J. Luchman 100,042 Desk . Typewriter. The Clemetsen Company . 99,396

Cutter , Butter . Patrick M. Scanlan ... 101,103 Desk . School . James B. Wall ..... 99,917

Cutter. Butter. Richard F. Stewart . .97,198 , 97,199 Despatch tube. Edmond A. Fordyce .. 98,099

Cutter. Butter. The Kuttowait Butter Cutter Com Depositing machine . Alexander W. Copland . 96,849

pany .. 98,036 Dessicating potatoes . Process of. Michael A.

Cutter . Cable . Charles Petrie .. 99,435
Lackovic .. 96,994

Cutter. Cheese. Charles W. Bridges . 97,637 Desulphurizing and nodulizing system . The National
Cutter. Cheese. John Berg ... 98,620 Metallurgic Company 100,181

Cutter. Cheese. John H. Osborne ...... 102,182 | Detector. Magnetic. Lee de Forest . 100,805

Cutter . Cheese. Lafe Swank 97,668 Detergent. Herbert Jackson .. 100,933

Cutter. Cheese . The Anderson Computing Scale Detergent. The John Callan Company . 102,127

Company .. 101,242 Detergents for scouring wool . Salo Wohle . 100,655

Cutter. Coal. The Ingersoll -Rand Company 99,082 Detent. Allen J. Gowan .. 99.605

Cutter. Cross - tie . Richard S. Wright
100,230 | Detinning process . Franz Von Kugelgen , et al .. 99,767

Cutter. Dough. William V. Heinz .. 101,276 Developing apparatus for photographic plates . Jesse

Cutter. Flue . D. W. Amos , et al .. 101,933 D. Lyon 100,771

Cutter for bacon , etc. The Edwards Patent Slicer Dial for timepieces. Emile Lainé .. 98,372

Syndicate ... 97,262 Dial illuminating device. The Star Brass Manufac

Cutter for linotype slugs . Robert F. Jacobs, et al . , 100,353 turing Company 98,857

Cutter for mowing machines. Spencer Davis .... 97,283 | Diamond. Ernest G. H. Scheneck .. 97,092

Cutter for tobacco . Bernhard Baron .... 100,926 Diaper . William R. Way ... 99,731

Cutter for tubular bodies . Thomas D. Miller . 101,321 Diaphragm and nozzle construction for turbines .

Cutter guard. Albert E. Breckels .. 98,908 The Canadian General Electric Company .. 97,642

Cutter. Hair. Otta W. Johnson 99,407 Diaphragm . Electrolytic . The Roberts Chemical

Cutter head . Arthur Wilson Nelson 101,673 Company .. 102,531

Cutter head. John James Stevens 101,819 Diastatic substance. Jokichi Takamine .. 102,013

Cutter head . John W. Ward, et al . 98,112 Die and stock . David Stratton ... 99,065

Cutter head. Monroe Button ... 101,675 Die and spindle. Edward D. Cleghorn , et al . 99,914

Cutter. Milling, Charles Boromé Tardif . 101,590 Die for drawing sheet metal vessels . Edgar R.

Cutter. Paper. Henry A. Morgan , et al . 99,046 Stoddard .. 98,931

Cutter . Paper. Jeremiah Frazee ......... 97,875 | Die for fence ties . John E. Bugbee , et al .. 98,116

Cutter. Paper. Meynardie Nelson .. 100,727 | Die for flanging plates. Robert J. Webster, et al .. 97,869

Cutter . Paper. William J. Lupton ... 100,257 Die for forming lacing tips . Arthur T. Parker ,

Cutter. Railway tie . Enos W. Hogan .. 101,277 Die for three time forks . Cashmer Eisbrenner, et al 101,167

Cutter. Roller. H. E. Wilmot , et al .. 101,774 Die lifter . Edwin B. Hawkins .... 100,038

Cutter. Slot. Peter Bontenakels ... 99,399 Dies. Machine for forming. The Iroquois Machine

Cutter. Solder. Robert Whiteside . 98,529 Company ... 97,871

Cutter. Straw. The Stewart Straw Cutter Manu Die stock. The Borden Company . 101,428

facturing Company
99,532 Die stock

The Leew Supply and Manufacturing

Cutter. Tile. John A. Sloan .. 101,589 Company . 101,427

Cutter. Tobacco. Napoleon Du Bruel ... 99,980 Die . Threading. The Standard Screw Company . 100,098

Cutter . Twine. Harry Myers, et al .. 98,522 Die stock . Bradford , Borden , et al ...... 97,548

Cutter. Vegetable. Charles Hue Farrar .. 98,392 Dies and patrices. Apparatus for making. Elmer T.

Cutter. Wood fibre . The Ohio Fibre Machinery McPherson ..... 98,269

Company .. 102,378 Digester. Charles H. Vogel .... 98,449

Cutting and measuring machine. Alfred P. Sweeny . 98,844 | Digger. See Ploughs.

Cutting and shaping machine. Henry Schmidt ...... 97,417 | Digger. Potato. Frederick W. Benjamin .. 102,190

Cutting and slicing apparatus. Samuel H. Richard Digger. Potato . Joseph Moreau .. 101,995

son ... 101,681 | Digger. Potato. The Champion Potato Machinery

Cycle . William J. Tooley . 96,860 Company ........ 102,238

Cylinder relief device. The Zehnder Valve and Digging holes. Method of. Ira D. Kemmerer .. 102,787

Brake Manufacturing Company ...
96.935 | Digging holes . Tool for , Ira D. Kemmerer . 102,788

Cylinder. Washing machine . Allen Conkling . 98,300 Digging machine. Jon V.. natantinescu .. 102,089

Dam. Lucius E. Rice .. 96,945 | Dipping machine. Shoe . John Henry Wall .. 99,845

Dam. William L. Church .. .98,929 , 101,258 , 101,259 Discharge apparatus. Electrical . The Synchronous

Dam. William L. Church, et al .
97,468 Static Company 97.277

Damper. David A. Roe ... 98,872 | Dish washer. Margaret Mitchell Hope .. 98,419
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Disinfectant delivering apparatus. Charles Arthur Dowel making machine. William C. Farnum .. 97,745

Jarvis 101,662 | Draft apparatus. Isaïe Rancourt .. 100,278
Disinfectant . Willoughby Hamilton Power . 102,049 Draft equalizer . Abel M. Kindwall ..

96.859

Disinfecting apparatus. Edwin Sunderland .. 97,335 Draft equalizer. Edward How.... 96,858

Disinfecting apparatus. Pierre Lassablière ... 100,924 | Draft equalizer. Harry W. Bourret . 98.228

Disintegrating , washing and screening machine . Draft equalizer. John Yost ... 98,227

Charles B. C. Storey .. 102.581 Draft equalizer. William L. Viebrock . 102,185

Discs. Machine for forming pulp fibre. The United Draft gear. James R. Cardwell ....
9,9,208

States Fibre Stopper Company ..
100 590 Draft mechanism for traction sleds. Nat E. Brown , 96,861

Dispensing apparatus for beverages. John C. Cory . 100,916 Draft regulator. The Autodraft Manufacturing co.. 98,387

Display rack. See Bookcase or display rack. Draft regulator for furnaces. Peter Purlong ..... 102,732

Display. Apparatus. Sarah E. Low. et al ..... 102,666 Drain for steam -heating systems. The Illinois Engi

Display case. The D. M. Ferry & Company . 101,112 neering Company 98,090

Display device . Emil Gutmann . 98,194 | Draught stop. William A. Brewster .. 101,021

Display form . George Galland. 98,630 | Drew bar mechanism . The W. H.Miner Com

Display rack. George H. North , et al . 100,567 pany. 99,475, 99,476

Display rack . Jacob H. Kummer .. 102,658 | Drawer for filing cases. The Yawman & Erbe Manu

Display rack . Louis Feldmann .. 99,662 facturing Company
100,709

Display stand. Donald F. Burrage .. 99,178 Drawer stop. Herman H. Borgerding .. 99,913

Display stand. Edwin Carter Crompton .. 98.331 Drawing apparatus for textile fibres. Joseph Perrin 97,903

Display stand . George A. Welch , et al .. 98.760 | Drawing instrument. Wynford 0. Beere . 99,179

Display stand . Louis V. Beaudry . 99,641 | Dredge . Albert Boschke .. 98,621
Display stand for dresses . Janet Walker.. 98,731 | Dredge . F. Yeoman , et al .. 101.701

Display stand show case . Jacob W. Ferle , et al ... 99,177 | Dredge . Gold. Horace J. Clark , et al . , 98,115

Distillation . Fluid. Josef Fischer .. 101.920 Drench for horses . Ned Stanley Price . 102,231

Distillation method . Thom M. U. Von Post . 98,461 Dress stay making machine. Charles A. Kelly, et al . 100,606

Dishtillation process . Hilding 0. V. Bergstrom .. 98,467 | Dress suit case . Charles E. Turner .

Distillation processes for hydro-carbonaceous sub- { 100,853 Dress suit case, etc. John D. Wood . 98,481

stances. The American EducationCompany ... 1 100.854 Drier. See Grain heater and drier .

Distilling apparatus . Turpentine . George G. Sibbitt 99,906 | Drier. Elmer E. Perkins .... 100,675
Distributor. Fertilizer. Richard J. Taylor .... 101,503 Drier. Robert Daniel Tackaberry ..

..101,486 , 101,487Distributor. Fertilizer . The International Har
Drier. Clothes . Amasa M. Bullock .. 98,014

vester Company 98,411 Drier for clothes , etc. Henry G. W. L. Roy 100,827

Distributing machine . Wagner & Brand . 102,352 Drier for malt. Emil Ellermann ...
100,673

Doll . Edward E. Rouech . 100,013 Drier. Grain. J. Nash , et al ... 101,699

Doll. Ella Smith 98,447 | Drier. Starch . Elmer E. Perkins .. 100,645

Door. See Fire door for locomotives . Drill. See Seed drill .

Door. Andrew C. Mortenson ... 97,242 Drill . Henry J. Lamb, et al .. 100,683

Door. Floyd W. Newman ..... 101,101 Drill. Silvio Caspario 102,285
Door. Frank Dentler 99,331 | Drill . Keystone Driller Company .. 100,719

Door. Nils P. Sjobring . 100,453 | Drill -chuck . Theron S. Carroll .. 98.626

Door and gate . George Edgar Clarke . 98,515 | Dril . Core. The Keystone Driller Company 100,943

Door and grating. Jail . Israel Maloch . 97,942 Drill . Disc . Jacob Faust.. 99,717
Door. Box car. Frederick Adrian Delano . 98,494 Drill . Electric. John Maclean .. 100,219

Door. Car floor. Argyle Campbell .. 99,817 Drili . Electric . William O, Duntley .... .100,217 , 100,987

Door. Car. Clarence E. Roe , et al.
100,311 Prill . Electric . William 0. Duntley , et al . 100,218

Door. Car. John W. Hawn , et al . 99,23 | Drill feed . Charles H. Shaw .... 96,984

Door. Car. Joseph Filion , et al .. 96,877 Drill for wells . Coulter E. Glenn . 96,981

Door. Car. Richard Hall .... 100,310 | Drill . Grain. Frank E. Davis . 101,875

Door. Car. The Enterprise Railway Equipment Drill . Grain . Jacob H. Ullrick . 101,647

Company .. 97,737 Drill . Hammer. The Iler Rock Drill Manufacturing

Door. Car. The Pressed Steel Car Company . 96,931 Company 100,009

Door. Car. William D. Thompson .. 102,072 Drill . Hammer. The Ingersoll -Rand Company.. 99,079

Door checks and closers. J. Bardsley, et al . 101,406 Drill hole enlarging device. Thomas M. Topp.... 96,986

Door closer. George N. Hall .... 102,639 | Drill . Hydraulic. Wachlaw Wolski .. 100,592
Door closer and door check . Walter M. Dizer . 98,807 Drilling , boring and milling machine . The John

Door closing mechanism for scows. Frank Hayes ,
Bertram & Sons Company .. 98,345

et al . 100,873 Drill . Rock. Baptiste Cammas ... 96,979

Door controller . William G. Bell . 96,832 Drill. Rock . Evan William Evans . ..98,517 , 101,657

Door. Elevator. Samuel Bentley .. 100,641 Drill . Rock . Governor D. Warren . 102,186

Door fastening device. Frederick C. Willard . 99.374 Drill . Rock . Henry Hellman ... 100,920

Door for dumping cars. John M. Goodwin ..
97,439 Drill . Rock . The Ingersoll -Rand Company .... 98,083 , 100,912

Door. Grain . Alexander B. Dickie . 97,176 Drill. Rock . William Sturm ... 99,255

Door. Grain . Ludwig A. Thorson .. 101,759 Drill socket. The Sager Drill Socket Company .. 97,424

Door. Grain . Morton G. Donehew . 97,137 | Drill . Well . Frank E. Simpkins ... 97.220

Door. Grain . R. R. Tichenor , et al . 101,425 Drill. Well . John R. Griffith , et al .. 99.900

Door. Grain . William J. Cocklin ... 100,871 Drill . Well . John W. Miller . 99.119

Door. Grain car. Edward Frank Atkinson . 102,055 Drive for elevator belts . Fred W. Cooley , et al .... 100,074

Door. Grain car. Hartzell Fisher ..
99,147 Driving and reversing mechanism. Robert Falkland

Door. Grain car . William Pratt . 100.246 Carey .. 102.298

Door hanger. Henry J. Weiss ... 97.855 | Driving and reversing mechanism . The Conkling

Door hanger. Thomas Leonard , et al . 96,818 Company 100,694 , 100,693

Door hanger. William P. Benson . 97,856 Driving belt and covering for friction wheels .

Door knob . Joseph T. Henderson , 99,981 Parascheva Sechiari.. 101,091

Door. Mine. Newton K. Bowman . 102.504 Drop light . Michael Rineck . 99,110

Door opener. John B. Hoopes , et al . 96,833 Drum . See Winding drum .

Door or gate mechanism . Edgar T. Morris .. 97,484 | Drum -locking device for railway cars . George H.

Door. Oven . Richard H. Castle ...... 102.588 Poor.. 97,568

Door pivoting device . J. E. Huey , et al .. 101,407 Drum . Tumbling. The Buffalo Leather Company .. 98,562

Door releasing apparatus. Charles A. Crigni .. 96,893 Dryer. Francis T. Johnson .... 101,582

Door releasing mechanism . Edward Kauntze .. 101,405 Dryer. Lumber. Charles F. Williams ... 101,591

Door. Sliding. John S. Schlosser ..... 101,207 Drying apparatus. The Vacuum Process Company .. 102,719

Doors . Apparatus for electrically operating bulk Drying method. Arthur Junghaus .. 98,634

head. The Long Arms ' System Company . 101.347 | Dumb -bell . James Moores 101,665

Doorway for elevators . William H. Allsop .. 100,609 Dumping and distributing apparatus . Arthur Moore 96,871

Double tree. Benjamin C. Crowley .. 100,082 Dumping box . The Louden Machinery Company .. 97,096

Double tree. William A. Tinsley.. 99,364 | Dumping car . James H. Richardson ... 97,445

Dough kneading machine . Johann Philipp Klein :: 101,399 Dumping car, etc. Metal. John M.Goodwin .. 97.444

Dough mixer. George J. Hicks ..... 97.595 Dumping nlatform . Fred . W. Cooley ... 102,193

Dough raising apparatus. James G. Simpson .. 97,258 Duplicating. Sce Copying apparatus.

Dough shaping machine . Herman Hueg.. .. 102,629 | Duplicator. Charles E. Archbald ... 99,627

..

..
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Dust collecting or absorbing substance. Berthold Elevator. Grain. Fred . W. Cooley , et al........ 100,073

Singer ... 102,643 Eievator. Grain . The John S. Metcalf Company . 101,491

Duster , Lillian M. Lea .. 100,434 | Elevator . Grain . William C. Allen ... 97,552

Dust guard for bearings. The Moffett Bearing Com Elevator mechanism . The Otis Elevator Company . 97,583

pany . 99,003 Elevator . Water. James A. Goodner... 99,887

Dust from air . Apparatus for separating. William Elevator. Water. John Montgomery . 100,369

E. Allington 96,789 Embossing machine . Robert E. Devine ... 98,928

Dust from mines, etc. Apparatus for removing. The Embroidering attachment for sewing machines.

Mine Dust Removal Syndicate... 99,198 Billie Johnson , et al . 101,058

Dust removing device . Emory J. Nichols .. 101,776 Embroidery. Method of teaching. Ella C. Wulle .. 99,580

Dust suction machine. Adolf Hein .. ..100,436 , 100,460 Embroidery stand . William S. Danner. 98,046

Dust suction machine . Jules René Blum .. 100,440 Emery. Manufacture of artificial. Adrian Gacon .. 98.518

Dyeing machine. The Vacuum Dyeing Machine Com Enamelling process for wood . Hilmar Bindewald ... 100,547

pany.......... 98,187 | Ind - gate for wagon. Frederic S. Converse .. 101,969

Dyeing machinery. The Vacuum Dyeing Machine Energy converting apparatus. Adolf Vogt.. 101,853

Company .. 98,188 Engine . See Locomotive and Engine. Motor. Pro

Dyeing vat . The Vacuum Dyeing Machine Com pellor. Turbine .

pany ........ 98,186 Engine . Charles E. Hastings ... 100,919

Dynamo-electric machine . The Allis -Chalmers Con Engine. Charles J. Stuart .. 97,778

pany .. ...98,079, 100,524 | Engine . Franklin Stratton 100,837

Dynamo - electric machines. The Burke Electric Engine . Henry R. Worthington .. 101,065

Company .. 98,152 Engine . The Canadian General Electric Company.. 101,116

Dynamo-electric machine. The Canadian General Engine . T. Shade , et al . 101,458

Electric Company 102,488 Engine and boiler . Dexter M. Small.. 100,923

Dynamo-electric machine. The Canadian Westing Engine. Continuous piston . Joseph C. Jarvis .. 100,844

house Company 101,620 Engine. Combustion . Frederick Lamplough . 102,552

Dynamo -electric machine . The Canadian Westing Engine Combustion . John Croft , et al . 102,524

house Company 97,735 Engine. Elastic fluid . Charles V. Kerr ... 99,695

Ear carriage for horses. Francis J. Brown ..
97,914 Engine. Elastic fluid heat . Sebastian Z. de Fer

Ear drum . Michael D. Tugenrhaft ..
100,089 ranti.. 97,773

Ear massage apparatus . Arthur E. Thorogood . 99.243 | Engine Explosive. Eugenio Cantono . 100,666

Eaves through . Clay Crawford .. 96,828 Engine . Explosive. The Robertson Manufacturing

Eaves trough . Frederick A. Dixon .. 96,8291 Company . 100,637

Eccentric . Francis M. Berger ...
100,081 Engine. Explosive gas. Edward G. Shortt .. 102,286

Educational device . Elizabeth Ames .. 98.511 Engine . Gas. R. P. Moodie , et al ... 102,293

Egg beater. Ernest R. Godward . 99.09% Engine. Gas. Peter Binder, et al .. 99,165

Egg beater. Frederic W. Steadley .
97,999 Engine . Gas. The Brown -Winstanley Manufactur

Egg beater. John S. Dunlap .. 99,819 ing Company 98,933

Egg carrier . Thomas A. Wilson, et al.
100.739 Engine. Gas. The National Gas Drill Company... 100,699

Egg casé . Fred. A. Purchas... 99,486 Engine . Hot air . Anders G. Adlercrutz . 97,321

Egg preserving compound. Tillman Rams ..
98,075 Engine. Hot air. Franz Stolze .... 100,669

Egg tester . Robert J. Terry ...... 98,996 Engine. Hot air . F. W. Morse , et al .. 102,281

Eggs. Art of preserving . " Axel E. Wingardh . 96,797 Engine . Hydro - carbon . Friedrick August Hasel

Ejector. Pump rod. William Hockstra .... 98,632 wander .... 102,297

Elastic substance. Manufacture of. Lucien Roland 102,130 Engine. Internal combustion. Arthur B. Goodspeed.. { 102,296
Electric apparatus. Gas or vapour. The Cooper

Hewitt Electric Company. ..97,608 , 97,609 Engine . Internal combustion. Elmer S. Smith .... 102,551

Electric arc drawing -out machine. John J. Thoresen, Engine . Internal combustion . Francis Lyst ..... 97,360

et al . 101,203 Engine. Internal combustion , Francis W. Brady .. 102,408

Electric currents . Instrument for converting. John Engine. Internal combustion. Frederick Lamplough 99,172

A. Fleming 98,083 , Engine . Internal combustion . Gustavus Green , et

Electric machine. Static . Theodorus H. Patee ..... 100,561
al... ..98,936 , 100,248

Electric plant. Joseph Von Kowalski , et al .. 100,338 Engine. Internal combustion . Herbert Lutz, et al . 97,172

Electrical cable conduit connections . Edward J.
Engine. Internal explosive . Joseph W. Kyle , et al . 98,959

Chambers ....
97,405 Engine. Internal combustion . Pynis C. Gordon ,

Electrical circuits. Protective apparatus for. The et al . 100,713

Canadian Westinghouse Company .
102,526 Engine. Internal combustion. The Empire Oil En

Electrical distribution. Roderick M. Palmer .. 97,987 gine Syndicate 100,708

Electrical distribution . The Canadian Westinghouse
Engine. Internal combustion . The International

Company .. 97,124 Steam Pump Company 99,790

Electrical distribution. The Electric Storage Battery Eirgine. Internal explosive . Alexander Winton.99,067, 99,068

Company .... 100,856 Engine. Locomotive . Franklin A. Pierce , et al .... 100,981

Electrical generator. Morris Schwartz, et al. 98,120 Engine . Logging. William H. Corbett .. 100,034

Electrical insulating and non -heat conducting com Engine Oil . Arthur E. Whitehouse . 100,681

positions . Société Anonyme , Matthey & Com Engine . " Rock drill . John G. Leyner . 100,277

pany.......... 100,696 Engine. Rotary. Alfred I. Ostrander . 99,556

Electrical regulation . System of. The Canadian Engine . Rotary . Basil Alfred Slade .. 101,927

General Electric Company, Limited ...... 102,060 Engine. Rotary. Benjamin F. Augustine . 100,845

Electrical safety device. Elwood B. Hosmer, et al .. 100,339 Engine. Rotary . Daniel B. Stalker... 100.631

Electrical resistances . Apparatus for testing. John Engine . Rotary. Edward D. Mousseau . 102,364

B. West 98,226 : Engine. Rotary. Even Ulland .... 96,827

Electro - capillary apparatus . James Tarbottom Engine. Rotarv. George S. MacDonald . 100,843

Armstrong, et al. 98,671 Engine. Rotary. Herbert L. Bickerton . 96,822

Electro -magnet . ' John William Holman.. 101,650 Engine, Rotary. Hubert I. Call ... 102,497

Electro -magnetic apparatus. John McIntyre ... 101,302 Engine . Rotary. Ira Abbott .... 99,687

Electro -magnetic power generator . Joseph L. Engine . Rotary. James Frederick Reilly . 101,457

Potter ... 98,223 Engine. Rotary . James L. Strickland , et al . 96,819

Elèctro -medical appliance . Michael A. McLaughlin . 97,123 Engine. Rotary. John M. Ellsworth .. 96,824

Electro -plating apparatus . The Hanson & Van Engine. Rotary. Louis Teal ..... 96,937

Winkle Company 97,852 Engine . Rotary. Norman R. Smith . .96,826 , 100,842

Electrode. Adolf Gallia .... 102,217 Engine. Rotary. Orin Williams .. 100,211

Electrode . Richard Kother, et al . 97,948 Engine . Rotary. Richard N. Story . 100,834

Electrolysis. Giovanni Rambaldini 102,652 Engine . Rotary. Robert Nass ... 96,825

Elevator. See Harvester elevator. Lumber raising Engine . Rotary. Sarah J. Christie .. 100,849

device . Water purifier and elevator. Engine . Rotary. The Bauer Company . 96,820

Elevator. Augustus D. Gable , et al. 100,319 | Engine. Rotary . ". The National Investment Com

Elevator. John A. Gray .... 96,968 pany ... 96,821

Elevator. Michael E. Neenan . 102,075 . Engine. Rotary. Thomas Davis .. 96,823

Elevator. Thomas J. McCarthy .. 9,7 Eng Rotai William A. Allan . 96,938

Elevator. Clothes line . Richard Pike . 102,209 Engine. Rotary. The Taylor -Herrick Rotary En

Elevator control system. Samuel Woods , et al..... 97,419 gine Company .. 100,857
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Engine. Rotary gas. Edwin R. Langford .... 102,036 Fabric . Waterproof. Herbert A. Parkyn ... 97,981

Engine . Rotary steam . Joseph H. D. Beaucage .. 102,706 Fabrics . Apparatus for preparing textile . Maude

Engine starter . Francis L. Orr, et al .. 102,675 Nicholas ... 102,578

Engines. Starter for internal combustion . Francis Fabrics. Machine for making interposed. William

W. Brady 102,687 S. Perry 99,784

Engine . Steam. Adelard A. Crépeau . 98,470 Fabrics. Methods of forming woven wire. Nazar

Engine. Steam. Clifford A. Holcomb . 100,838 Costikyan ... 101,191

Engine Steam . Leon Serpollet .... 101,092 Farrow opener. Disc. The American Seeding Ma

Eugine. Steam . Thomas R. Fowler .. 101,083 chinery Company 99,854

Engine. Steam . William J. D. Miller . 100,582 | Fan . The Winton Motor Carriage Company . 100,528

Engine . Steam rotary . James H. Howden . 100,840 | Fan -blower. The Buffalo Forge Company 97,276

Engine. Turbine. Alfred Tschinkel .. 101,001 | Fan for furnaces . Walter A. McLeod . 101,145

Engine. Turbine . Charles J. Stuart . 27,779 Fanning mill . Andrew V. Cleland ... 97,783

Engine. Turbine. Emil Einfeldt .. 97,777 | Fan . Ventilating. Robert A. Ilg .. 102,694

Engine . Turbine. Gaston C. E. de Bonnechose .. 100,550 Farrow opener. Dish. The American Seeding Ma

Engine. Traction . George Cuff ...... 100,872 chine Company 102,318

Engine . Turbine . Job Dudley ... 97,776 Fastener. Nee Lock . Rail tie and fastening. Sash

Engine . Turbine. Sebastian Z de Ferranti ..... 97,774 , 97,775 fastener . Tie for grain sacks .

Engine. Turbine. William A. Waddell ... 102,756 | Fastener. William Henry McRobert .. 98,322

Engine . Vertical explosive. Alexander Winton .... 98,957 | Fastener. William W. Klima .... 101,404

Engraving machine. The Long Arm System Com Fastener. Apron . Michael Joseph O'Connor .. 101,940

pany ....... 100,715 Fastener and burglar alarm. Window . The Pratt

Envelope. Athol G. Robertson , et al .. 100,337 Baker Company 98,703

Envelope. Christian Liekefett.. 100.303 | Fastener . Bag. John S. Williamson . 96,886

Envelope. John A. Markal .. 102,123 Fastener. Belt. Isaac Jackson .. 97.250

Envelope. Julian W. Thomas .. 100,304 Fastner. Belt . John J. Flanagan .. 102,628

Envelope . Louis C. Vanderlip . 98,991 Fastener . Box . The Clipper Plow Company .. 97,338

Envelope. Robert W. Vail .. 100,305, 102,755 Fastener. Button . John S. Fissel .... 102,785

Envelope. William S. Brown .. 100,302 Fastener. Car door . Jesse L. Yarnell . 98,261

Envelope. Advertising. Frank Howey, et al . ... 97,657 Fastener. Carpet . Ephraim Corbett . 101,546
Envelope. Advertising. Joshua R. Ritchie .... 102,711 Fastener. Curtain . Nana A. Ferris . 102,259

Envelope and souvenir album . Winfield S. Howes ,
Fastener . Door. Daniel Wilde ..... 97,370

et al . 98,850 Fastener. Door. Winfield P. Carter .. 102,638

Envelope marker. Edwin Neron ... 100,254 Fastener . Envelope . Eugene J. Stevenot .. 97.418

Envelope machines. Thread -applying mechanism Fastener for bed springs, etc. Jonas F. Dixon, et al . 96,998

for. John L. Bowles .... 96,910 Fastener for books , etc. Michael Angelo Hirsch .... 101,716

Envelope moistener and sealer. Ernest J. Hoskin .. 99,042 Fastener for clothing. Ernest Kusche .. 98,219

Envelope opening and emptying device. The Letter Fastener for keys, windows, etc. Addison C. Fletcher 100,064
Opening Company 96,991 Fastener for ladies' hats. Henry Siedentop .... 97,770

Evaporating apparatus. The Milwaukee Evaporator Fastener for packages. James F. Craft , et al . , 99,164

Company .. 102.553 Fastener for ribbons, etc. Herbert L. Wagner . 97,244

Excavator. Aimé Demers, et al .. 97.006 Fastener for shoe laces . Robert J. H. Hughes .. 97,482

Excavator. Albert N. Cross ..... 100,508 Fastener. Garment . Cuthbert S. Powell , et al .. 97,249

Excavator. Ezra A. Mathers .. 101,710 Fastener. Garment . Daniel J. Schaeffer ... 102,793

Excavator. George W. Nicolson . 99.810 Fastener. Garment . Ephraim K. Baston . 97,610

Excavator. John A. Manion , et al . 100,503 Fastener. Garment . Percy A. C. Bates .. 99,612

Excavator. John Helm ..... 98,718 Fastener. Garment. The Dominion Novelty Manu

Excavator. John O'Connor 97,007 facturing Company 97,834

Excavator. J. C. Junkin , et al ... 101,773 Fastener. Hair. Frank B. Rogers , et al . 100,921

Excavator. Oltmann Strange , et al . 99,417 Fastener. Hame. Eben B. Smith , et al. 101,241

Excavator. Sherman A. Jubb .. 100,516 Fastener. Handle. James C. Wallas .. 98,127

Excavator. The Jacobs Steel Excavator Company .. 98,119 Fastener. Harness . Thomas Widdop , et al . 96,878

Excavator. William Heffron .. 100,520 Fastener . Hat . Bianca Lesser.. 99,353

Excavator and conveyor. Edwin M. Reese.. 100,517 Fastener. Hat . Henry G. Taylor ... 99,354

Excavator and dredge . George Henry Dunlop ..... 101,711 Fastener. Hat. Hew . R. Wood .. 98,998

Excavator and loader. The Mahoney R. R. Ditching Fastener . Hat . John Stawartz , et al .. 98,303

Machine Company 100.504 | Fastener . Overshoe. Watson 0. Brockway . 101,333

Excavator. Earth . Hilary Ouertier... 98,724 Fastener. Pulp screen . Carl Jentz .. 102,458

Excelsior making machine. James A. Manning.. 97,792 Fastener. Rail . Joel Austin , et al ... 99,326

Exercising machine. R. O'C . Hammond, et al...... 102,164 Fastener. Rail . William J. Allin... 101,130

Exhaust for locomotives . The Robinson Company . 100,855 Fastener. Railway car trap door. George H. Poor . 97,195

Exhaust for marine engines . Henry W. Going .. 100,839 Fastener . Ribbon . Alexander M. Magee, et al ..... 99,130

Exhaust locomotives . John J. Conolly, et al... 100,570 Fastener . Rope. Julius Brown ... 99,285

Expanded metal machine. Frank H. Pitkin , et al ... 98,434 Fastener. Rubber. Hugh D. McLaughlin . 101,114

Explosive . Berthold G. Reschke . .100,996 , 102,790 | Fastener. Sap bucket cover . Thomas Philomon

Explosive. Everard Steele 99,342 Lessard .. 98,521

Explosive . Gustav Reschke .98,087 , 99,341 Fastener. Sash. Charles H. Whilliams .. 100,071

Explosive. James C. Mitchell . 97,662 Fastener. Sash . Charles M. Evans . 102,635

Explosive. Léon Thomas 99,519 | Fastener . Sash . Isaac M. Deppen . 102,634

Explosive. William H. Evans , et al . 102,558 Fastener. Sash . Jesse S. Packer . 102,636

Explosive manufacture. Menceslaus Nikolsky .. 99,456 Fastener. Sash . Joseph Hunt . 100,068

Explosive. Nitro-glycerine. Conrad H. Claessen .. 100,422 Fastener. Sash . Patrick J. O'Brien . 102,651

Extinguisher. See Gas lighter and extinguisher. Fastener . Sash . Thomas Wertz .. 101,403

Eyeglass . Frederick S. Ward ... 96,796 Fastener. Sash. William F. Clegg .. 102,633

Eyeglass. Joseph D. Lewis .... 98.181 Fastener. Shoe . Andrew J. Harlan . 98,799

Eyeglass. William Henry Weaser. 101,897 Fastener . Shoe sole . William Beck . 99,522

Eyeglass. William H. Spangler .... 98.592 Fastener. Sleeve. Martin J. Bender. 99,259

Eyeglass mountings. Sanford E. West ...... 96,988 Fastener. Stair carpet. Charles A. Slater . 97,862

Fabric. See Wire spring fabric .
Fastener. Track . Frank Smith ... 100,314

Fabric. Albert de Laski, et al .. 97,175 Fastener. Vessel cap. Augustus Brockelbank . 99,542

Fabric . Feather. The Warren Featherbone Com Fastener. Wagon end -gate. Herschel A. Schermer

pany ..... 102,017 horn ... 101,968

Fabric . Knitted. Frederic Conde . 101,533 Fastener. Wagon sideboard. Moses Lenhart .. 96,804

Fabric . Knitted . Josiah Johnson .. 101.536 Fastener. Window. Elias Etzenhouser , et al .. 102,637

Fabric manufacture . The Mound City Paint and Fastener. Window blind . Michael J. Coogan . 101,179

Colour Company 99,393 Fastener. Window sash . Arthur Curwood.. 99,977

Fabric manufacture.. Walter Arthur Ker .. 101,685 Fastener. Window screen . Byrd C. Rockwell.. 102,262

Fabric . Metal. John F. Golding .. 97,713 Fastener. Wire. Alfred William Burbury . 101,907

Fabric roll protector guard . Matthew C. Ohnemus .. 99.185 Faucet. Samuel A. Dennis ... 102,022

Fabric to boxes . Machine for attaching . William Faucet. Self-closing. William Angehr 101,903

Kahle ......
100,934 ' Featherbone manufacture. Otto J. Weil . 98,319
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Featherbone manufacturing machine. Otto J. Weil . 98,318 Filter. E. Goldman & Co .. .98,483 , 98,484
Feathers, etc. Process of cleaning. Ottelie Ezold .. 98,350 Filter. John Mills 100,961

Feed . See Air feeding device. Fuel feeding device . Filter. Llewellyn W. Jones .. 99,860

Feed boiler . Walter Andrew Moffat..... 101,848 | Filter . The Pittsburg Filter Manufacturing Com

Feed - controlling mechanism for magazines , etc. pany ....... 97,125

Charles Owens , et al .... 101,326 Filter . Feed water. Henry E. Ferchen , et al ...... 100,952

Feed mechanism. Sce Water feed .
Filter for dust suction apparatus. Arthur Mestitz ..

$ 100,458

Feed mechanism . The Standard Screw Company ... 100,846 100,459

Feed mechanism for magazine, etc. Dwight P. Mon
Filter for water. John C. Barker ... 97,114

tague, et al .. 100,947 | Filter. Liquid . Wilfrid Reeves , et al .. 101,075

Feed mechanism for threshing machines. James W. Filter plate . George W. Gerlach .... 97,115

Mowbray .... 99,608 Filter. Pulp. Lamartine C. Trent ... 97,012

Feed mechanism paper. The Union Bag and Paper
Filter . Vacuum . Charles Butters . 101,076

Company ...
99,567 | Filtering device . Ernest B. Freeman .. 98,495

Feed water heater . Andrew Moffat.
102,030 Finger bar for mowers , etc. William Gaterman ... 101,084

Feeder . Charles W. Thomas .. 97,742 Finger exercising device . Edmund B. Kursheedt ... 99,843

Feeding apparatus . Sheet . Albert B. Dick .. 99,291 | Finger stretcher. Wilhelm J. Mennes .. 100,668

Feeding machine . Bottle cap . Charles 0. Kalling . 98,266 Firearm. Alfred Milroy Nolf... 102,316

Feeding mechanism for bottle capping machines. Firearm . David A. Aitken . 99,491

William Hoggard 99,526 Firearm . Elbert H. Searle , et al . .96,889 , 98,437

Felt. Insulating. Thomas Crowley . 99,288 Firearm . John D. Russ . et al .. 100.972

Fellies . Charles B. Van Horn , et al .. 99,00F | Fire alarm box . Leopold Lague . 97.042

Fence. James J. Ferrer...
99,362 Firearm . William W. Smith , et al . 102,805

Fence. Martha E. Davis ..
99,735 Firebox . The Canadian Heating and Ventilating

Fence . R. L. Myers, et al .. 101,413 Company... 101,128

Fence . Robert H. Guthrie .. 102,507 Firebox mechanism . Samuel Ellsworth Linslely .. 98,395

Fence. Thomas Bernston 97,966 Firebox . Steam boiler. Charles Wesley Hullings 98,400

Fence . Cement. J. F. McElroy , et al . 102,11F | Fire bridge, etc. Clifford John Johnson , et al ...... 98,381

Fence making machine. See Wire fence making Fire door for locomotives . Dominick Andrew

machine. Reagan , et al ..... 98,401

Fence making machine . Daniel P. Anthony . 102,744 Fire escape. David E. Landis .. 98,336

Fence making machine. John S. Barnes.. 102,745 | Fire escape . Joseph N. Noyer. 100,351

Fence making machine . The International Machine Fire escape . Sargent z. Moore . 102,107

Company
98,907 Fire ecape . The Parker - Bruen Manufacturing Com

Fence post . C. C. Dolana , et al .. 101,412 pany .......... 96,811

Fence post . Clesson S. Harris . 97,008 Fire escape . Portable . M. H. and G. A. Kennedy .. 102,272

Fence stays . Robert Lee Harsley . 101,398 Fire extinguisher . Beauchamp H. Montgomery ... 101,230

Fence . Wire. Albert W. Swender .. 98,110 | Fire extinguisher. Charles Brent.. 99,761 , 102,449

Fence . Wire. Bert B. Wood , et al . 97,996 Fire extinguisher. Henry Simpson , et al ... 101,111

Fence . Wire. Edward Branch ... 101,421 Fire extinguisher. Walter R. Johnston . 99,071

Fence. Wire. Frank S. Frost . 100,095 Fire extinguisher. Walter R. Johnson , et al . 99.072

Fence . Wire. Henry C. Read , et al . 99,035 Fire extinguisher . Wilhelm Graaff 101.658

Fence . Wire . Hiram R. Lamb.. 97.962 | Fire extinguisher . William H. Glore . 98,714

Fenuce . Wire . John E. Fredrick . 100,820 Fire lighting apparatus. Carl R. Salmen , et al . 97.979

Fence. Machine for making wire. T. M. Connor, Fire plate and cover. Patrick J. Mooney . 99,936

et al .. 102,032 Firepot . James G. Clark .. 98,158

Fences . Machine for making wire . Maud H. Smart . 100,949 Firepot and grate . Stefan Knapp . 100,045

Fencing dropper. Edward R. H. Edkins ...... 99,736 , 99,737 Fireproof construction . The New Jersey Wire Cloth

Fencing dropper . John McNally ... , 99,738 Company.... 96,813

Fender. See Car fender.
Fireproof structure . The New Jersey Wire cioth

Fender. Esdras Rousseau 99,728 Company
101.387

Fender. William Andrew Parkinson , et al .
98,464 Fish dressing machine . Edmund Augustine Smith.

F 98,296

Fender. Car. Alfred Jobin , et al . 96,959 1 101.882

Fender. Car . George Allen .... 102,443 Fish book . Beniamin Franklin Flegel .... 101.608

fiender. Car. John Post ... 98,674 Fish hook . Charles Fredricks .... 97.392

Fender . Car . William H. Walsh . 100.419 Fish hook . Herman F. Strehlow .. 100.469

Fender. Locomotive. Charles M. Taylor . 102,473 Fish hook . John Edward Buckingham .. 101.609

Fender Street car . George H. Bolduc.. 99,205 Fish hook. Martin Zimmerman .. 101.607

Fender . Street car. James J. O'Dell ..... 98,423 | Fish hook . William E. Koch ... 100,725

Fender . Street car . Vasilie Vladutz .... 100,143 Fishing pole butt. Charles H. Terry . 99,788

Ferment. August Ferdinand Kniesche ...
101,894 Fish oil . Process of eliminating odour of . Alex

Ferriferous zinc and electro -galvanizing wire . Pro andre de Hemptinne .... 100.930

cess of separating. The American Steel Wire Fish plate . The Continuous Rail Joint Company of

Companay of New Jersey .... 98,923 Canada 99.870

Ferro- molybdenum. See Molybdenum . Fish presehving process. Walter Lamb. 97,359

Ferrule . The Cleveland Hardware Company 101,839 | Fitting stand for dressmakers. Victor Henry Can

Fertilizer for potatoes . Gustave de Coriolis . 98,756 ham 98,624

Fibre breaking machines . Robert C. Hall .. 98.457 | Flange . Pipe . Edward Ludlow Maxwell . 102,029

Fibre manufacture, Bertrand S. Summers . 98,955 | Flange . Roof. John C. Louth .. 102.726

Fibre reducer. Herman S. Albrecht .. 102,444 | Flange. Truck . Thomas Hoar .. 100,315

Fibre Textile . Fritz Fuchs ... 99,885 | Flax retting process and apparatus for. Charles

Fibres with liquids. Method of treating. Janet S. Robert Rogers 101,941

B. Reid , et al ..... ..98,203 , 98,204 | Fleshing apparatus. Laurenta Rupp . 99,893

Fibrous fireproof sheet . Apparatus for manufac Flexible material to buildings. Device for attaching.

turing. John Bell Watson . 98,377 Frank S. Howard .. 97,905

Fibrous or textile material. Machine for preparing. Floor. See Ceiling and floor .

Thomas A. S. Wood .. 102,777 Floor and roof construction. Julius G. Zwicker .... 98.773

Fibrous material and grain . Machine for reeling 99,299

ndible . The Luebben Baler Company . 97,132 99,300

Fifth wheel. Ira Teeter .. 101,962 Floor dressing machine. Cyra B. Wattler ...
99,301

Filament. Lighting and heating. G. Michaud, et al . 102,266 100,630

File. Edward B. McClintock ... 99,861
100,652

File . Account. James O. Wilhelm .... 101,394 100,653

File . Bill . Richard Franklin Woodburn .. 98,407 | Floor dressing machine . Edward N. Hurley . 99,538

File for newspapers , etc. Joseph Wilson .... 102,350 Floor. Elastic . Charles R. Hunt . 98,310

Fiberizer. The Wod Distillates and Fibre Com Floor for cars . Martin F. Amorous .. 98,176

pany .. 102,149 Floor polishing machine. Peter Sass .. 100,272

Filing machine. Saw. Frederick A. Wuest .. 100,015 Floor scrubbing device . Henry A. Coape - Arnold ... 100,541

Filler . Charles A. M. Nystrom , et al ..... 101,129 Floor sweeper. Peter H. Melander .... 100,213

Filter . See Measure and filter . Purifier . T.ap, Floors , walls anad ceilings . Tablet for covering.

filter and air distributer. Emanuel J. Propper , et al ... 97,471
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Flour bolter . The Allis -Chalmers Company .. 98.961 Furnace. Frank Cotton
98,757

Flour refining machine. Clarence L. Gerrard .. 100,402 Furnace. Embury McLean . ..101,777, 102,577
Flour sitter. Helen Mackey .. 99,455 Furnace. Gustaf Grondal 99,176

Flower pot stand. Adolph Graefe . 98,946 Furnace. James Lees 101,479

Flue. Boiler. John M. Crozier ... .100,493, 101,274 Furnace. Joseph W. Hays ... 101,441

Flue cleaner. The Sherwood Manufacturing Com Furnace. Robert W. Hillyard , et al ... 100,565

pany 98,250 Furnace. The Westinghouse Machine Company . 98,713

Flue expander. Joseph F. Brown , et al . , 98,344 Furnace. William H. Riley .. 98,055

Flue for stoves , etc. Frederick W. Menkey . 98,978 Furnace . Assay. Amos M. MacDuffee .. 100,085

Flue . Furnace . Frederick C. Knight , et al . 99,758 Furnace. Blast . Hiram W. Hixon .. 102,779

Flue stopper. Loren Russell .... 97,181 Furnace. Blast. Nelson W. Langdon . 96,869
Fluid distribution mechanism . Frank J. Foveaux .. 100,956 Furnace. Blast. William Kemp , et al .... 98,205

Fluid presser. The Ingersoll -Rand Company . 97,272 Furnace casing. Robert A. Somers ... 100.026

Fluorescent indicator . Alfred T. Abbey .. 97,280 Furnace charging apparatus. The Robins Conveying

Flushing mechanism for closets. Silas W. Loller ... 97,867 Belt Company
102,760

Fly frightener . Thomas J. Merryman .
101,044 | Furnace charging apparatus. Walter Kennedy . 97,881

Flytrap. Joseph Kress 98,192 Furnace. Electric . Albert J. Peterson .. 100,415

Folder. Maurice J. O'Neill . 98,870 Furnace. Electric . Aldes C. Higgins. 99,941

Folding box . Henry L. Gulline . 100,404 Furnace. Electric . Alfred H. Cowles ...
100,424

Folding machine for sheets of paper, etc. Albert
( 100,224

B. Dick 98,212 Furnace. Electric . La Société Electro -Metallur- ) 100,226

Folding seat and step . Charles N. Hazelton . 102,135 gique Française
100,327

food. See Grain for food . 102,646

Food composition . John M. Wilson .. 101,172 Furnace. Electric . Fredrik A. Kjellin ........100,269, 102,575

Food compound. Colonel Ellsworth Bright .. 97,593 Furnace. Electric. Frederick T. Snyqder . 99,772 , 102,800

Food. Machine for preparing. The National Food
Furnace. Electric . Gustave Gin ...... .101,374 , 101,893

Company 101,975 Furnace. Electric. James F. Bottomley , et al. 102,647

Food manufacture. Adolpho de Sousa Reis .. 99,769 Furnace . Electric . John D. Powers .. 100,347

Food preparation . Curt Kohler ... 100,551 Furnace. Electric. John S. Dorian . 99,764

Foot power mechanism . Friedrich Klimvogel. 101,938 Furnace. Electrical . Herman L, Hartenstein .. 99,493

Foot rest . Emil Sherman .. 99,048 Furnace . Electric arc . La Société Anonyme de

Foot support . Alexander E. Little . 97,449 Metallurgie Electro -thermique
100,182

Footwear. John A. Kelly .. 102,328 Furnace. Electric smelting. Eugen A. A. Grönwall ,
Footwear Ru Dani Smith , et al . 100,241

et al .

101,046

Footwear. Rubber. Peter MacAllister Mackaskie .. 101,879 Furnace. Electric smelting. Eugen Assar Alexis

Forge . William Peacock ......
97,718

Groenwall
102,218

Fork . See Hay fork .
Furnace. Electric transformer. Otto Frick .

98,404
Fork . Leonard E. Fatch .....

102,092 Furnace for charring wood , peat, &c . Carl J. K.

Fork . Hay, Anton Anderson , et al . 100,148
Maller .. ..

99,340

Fork . Hay. George M. Smith . 99.343 Furnace for hot water. Benjamin F. Rogers .. 101,400

Fork : Hay. Silas W. Gates .. 101,368 Furnace for reducing metal . Fredrik A. Kjellin .... 102,574

Fork . Hay or pitch . Heinrich H. Poľahl . 101,502 Furnace for smelting ore. Elfego Riveroll .. 98,445
Fork for cylindrical metal packages. Roeliff M. Furnace for steam boilers. John Franklin Van Tuyl 101,440

Breckenridge ..... 98,794 Furnace for the manufacture of steel . Alexandre

Formaldehyde. Process of making. Henry Spencer
Tropenas

101,233

Blackmore 102,224 Furnace. Gas heating. Denis D. Hughes... 98,288

Foundation for band -saw frames. Elijah Folk .... 98,580 Furnace. Heating. J. F. and F. 0. Adams. 101,871

Foundation for floating structures. William Edward Furnace. Heating. N. W. Dimpsey, et al ..
102,002

Murray 101,818 Furnace. Hot air. Arthur Boyce ....
100,025

Foundations. Process of constructing. Jean L.
Furnace. Hot air . The Kelsey Heating Company .. 99,573

Goffette 98,839 Furnace. Hot water. Simon Taché .... 102,608

Fountain for rooms . Fritz Choné .. 98,016 Furnace. Hot water. Thomas Joseph Best . 98,415

Frame. See bucksaw frame. Canopy frame . Lock
Furnace . Mechanic. Clifford Bargamin ....

97,183

and latch frame. Pulley frame. Quilting frame. Furnace. Open hearth . John A. Drain ...
102,797

Frame for dynamo electric machines . The Allis
Furnace. Ore. Peter A. Wagner .....

100,255
Chambers Company, et al ....... 98,386 Furnace. Ore roasting. The Merrimac Chemical

Frame . Rug. Donald S. McDonald .. 100,467
Company

99,757

Freight moving apparatus. Robert Lilly 96,962 Furnace . Producer gas. The Harder Gas Furnace

Frog. Railway . Thomas L. Brennan .. 98,278
Company ..

101,520

Frost eliminating device for windows. William J. Furnace . Retort. Richard C. Hills ..
100,428

Morrison , et al ..... 97,377 Furnace. Smelting. Alfred Smallwood.. 102,799
Fruit. Artificial. Sam Miller. 99,747 Furnace . Smelting. Chauncey C. Medbery . 101,287

Fruit coring machine. Albert J. Burns. 98,493 Furnace. Smelting. Kristian Birkeland, et al ..... 101,166

Fruit gatherer . George H. Roberts. 100,220 Furnace. Steam boiler. The Woolley Smokeless

Fruit gatherer. Jamer M, Critton .. 101,859 Furnace Company
... 98,398 , 98,734

Fruit picker. Charles Schakl .. 98,526 Furnace. Smelting. Walter G. Perkins ..
99,877

Fruit picking apparatus . Robert Simpson . 97,287 | Furnace. Smelting. William J. Watson . 102,778

Frying pan. Peter A. Hanegraal. 100,155 Furnace. Smoke consuming. Robert Zeiller . 97,371

Fuel. Andrew Schmidt 100.280 Furnace. Transformer. Axel R. Lindblad,et all.102,683, 102,684

Fuel. Anthon V. Hassman . 102,750 Furnaces. Device for feeding air to . Harry H.

Fuel . Artificial. Anton P. Lepu ... 97,902 Wiegand
98,848

Fuel. Artificial. Frederick W. Meeker . 97,764 Furniture. William Kirkpatrick 101,10x

Fuel . Artificial. Stanislaus J. How .... 99,239 Furniture connecting device. S. A. Cook & Company 98,253

Fuel burning apparatus. John B. Archer . 101,442 Fuse plug . August Weber, Sr.. 102,622

Fuel feeding apparatus . Susan V. Cooke .. 101,348 Fuse plug. Louis Greenburg..
98,154

Fuel feeding device . Emro Harcharick .. 101,443 using process. The Rossler & Hasslacher Chemical
Fuel . Peat . The Inter -West Peat Fuel Company .. 99,424 Company

100,399
Fuel saving and smoke consuming apparatus. Gauge. See Horse hoof level gauge .

William Rodden , et al ..... 99,703 Gauge adjuster and holder . Railway track. Don

Fulcrum . The Simplex Railway Appliance Company T. Dewalt
98,265

of Canada , Limited .. 101,865 Gauge and clamp. Shingle. Gabriel Reed . 99,649

Fumes or gases in blasting. Destruction of. Her Gauge. Dimension. Floyd Martin ....
98,637

bert Walker 100,066 Gauge or marker and rule . Anthony D. Zimmer . 101,236

Fumigator. John Brown , et al .. 100,908 Gauge. Water. Carl Steinhauser .. 98,397

Funnel. George Nathan Haskell . 102,027 Gauge. Water. Joseph McAfee . 98,396
Funnel. Wallace Dawson ... 100,676 Gaining machine. Alexander Leclair . 98,337

Funnel for liquids . John Egbert Lundy . 98,595 Gaiter and stocking . Frederick J. McNally 98,980
Furnace . See Boiler and furnace. Fuel burning Game. Bertram C. Kenyon ... 101,756

apparatus. Heating apparatus . Game . Charles A. Miller . 99,964
Furnace. David R. Steele ..... 98,759 Game. Peter W. Nelson ... 99,965

Furnace . Charles A. Matcham .. 101,339 Game apparatus . Livingston B. Pennell . 101,304
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98,845 Glue.

Game apparatus. Willeve T. Merriman .. 97,113 Gear. Gas engine reversing. Ernest E. Schmidt,

Game board. Gertrude F. Wedderburn .. 99,127 et al . 100,861

Game. Card. Belle C. Blanchard .. 97,082 Gear. Motor. Georg Botkin . 99,015

Game playing apparatus . Emil H. Bock .. 100,119 Gear. Movement transmitting. The Standard Screw

Garment. John Stanfield , et al . 97,312 Company ..... 100,692 , 100,693

Garment clasp . Julius Eisman ... 98,328 Gear, Power transmission. Erick J. Swedlund , et al. 100,706

Garment hanger. George S. Roberts .. 102,792 Gear. Sliding . Alexander Winton , et al .. 99,652

Garment hanger. Mary Wilson Alloway . 98,327 Gear. Vehicle . Christian Searer .... 99,382

Garment. Storm . Ida y , Benoit 98,664 Gear. Vehicle. George E. Clarke , .. 99,286

Garment support . George Martin .. 99,963 Gearing for pipe threaders. Edwin C. Van Nouhuys, 99,676

Garment supporter . Matthias P. Zindorf . 96,887 Gearing. Rotary. Syver Loe , et al ...... 100.698

Garments. System of fitting. Harry Litwin . 102,466 Gearing. Variable. The John Bertram & Sons Com

Gas combustion process . Luigi Moreno, et al .... 99,910 pany 98,742

Gas engine starter. Reuben A. Mitchell , et al ... 99,705 Gearing. Washing machine. Frank Kostlan ... 99,585

Gas fixture . The James Morrison Brass Manufac Generator. See Acetylene gas generator. Electrical

turing Company 100,761 generator. Electro-magnetic power generator.

Gas from crude oil . Apparatus for generating. Mel Turbo - generator.

ville D. Shaw , et al .. 98,916 Generator. Gas. Clarence Lincoln Gerrard ....... 102,228

Gas generator. Adolf Vogt ... 100,274 Generator. Steam. Andrew Erskine Muirhead .. 102,302

Gas generator. Jean Patoine .. 101,320 Girder . Dr. Alwin Victor ........ 98,644

Gas generator . Melville D. Shaw, et al. 100,271 Girder. Metal and concrete . Robert A. Cummings . 98,687

Gas generator. William H. Cone ... 99,247 Glass. Apparatus for making wire. Granville

Gas generator. Acetylene . Charles W. Beck .... 100,122 Morenus ... 98,074

Gas generator. Acetylene. Herman H. Pitts , 99,436 Glass blowing machine. Noble W. Hartman .. 99,750
Gas generator. Acetylene . Joseph O. Brosseau ... 102,440 Glass gathering and delivering machine. The Auto

Gas generator. Acetylene . The Old Colony Light matic Machine Glass Company .. 98,563

Company 100,115 Glass. Medicine . Charles W. Hoffa .. 99,552

Gas holder. William Gadd 100,931 | Glass pressing machine. Noble W. Hartman , et al . 97,107

Gas iron . George C. Cooper . 100,754 Glassware, Apparatus for making. The Automatic

Gas light . Sidney Mason 100,488 Machine Glass Company ... 98,565

Gas lighter and extinguisher. George Robson . 102,712 Glassware. Machine for making hollow. The Auto

Gas making apparatus. Adolph Schwartz ... 101,532
matic Machine Glass Company . 98,564

Gas making machine . James Tallisford Paris .. 101,605 Glassware making machine, Frank O'Neill .
99,277

Gas manufacture. Ellen Gertrude Elworthy..101,466 , 101,467 Glazing device. Frank W. Mellowes .
97,475

Gas. Method of preparing. Albert Johan Peterson. 98,587 Glove. Hamilton Carhartt, Jr.. 101,497

198,588 Glove. Richard Evans 102,593

Gas mixer. Marcus Scott ... 100,125 Glove. Robert N. Carson . 98,969, 98,970
Gas or steam. Generator for. Robert Reid ..

97,907 Gloves and Mittens. Tips for. John G. Davy . 101,633
Gas pressure regulator. John W. Weeks ..

Christian W. Luther .... 100,936

Gas. Process and apparatus for purifying. Albert
Glutinous substance. The Compagnie Internationale

Elsenhaus 101,936
La Norgine 101,036

Gas producer. Ernest D. Hopcroft . 102,501
Go-cart . John G. Lohrman . 99,876

Gas producer. Daniel Millior .. 101,288
Gold and silver extraction. James G. Slater , et al . 97,135

Gas producing apparatus. Edward William Ander
Gold and silver from solutions . Means of preci

son and Kynoch , Limited ... 100,290
pitating . James Snodgrass ... 97,955

Gases. Production of reactions. Badische Anilin , Gold from arsenical and antimonical ores. Process

et al . 99,320
for extracting. Alfred James , et al. 97,956

Gases. Seperation of . Charles clamond .. 97,111
Golosh . Alfred E. Nicholls, et al .... 100,904

Gasket. William Sclater .. 101,722
Gopher exterminator. Nels C. Bille .. 98,650

Gate . See Door and gate . Governing mechanism for turbines. The Wilkinson
Gate . Augustus Noe 99,372

Turbine Company 96,930
Gate . Clayton M. Richardson .. 100,090

Governor. See Control apparatus.
Gate. Frederick E. Nelson, et al. 100,796

Governor. C. P. MeMullen , et al .. 101,943

Gate, George F. Pettit ...
97,973

Gate . Harry H. Gorton .
Governor. The Canadian General Electric Company 100,937

101,433
Governor. Electric current . Niels A. Christensen. 97,734

Gate . Isaac Newton Merritt . 101,778

Governor Electric pump. The Canadian Westing

Gate. James E. Stirton . 97,002
house Company 102,005

Gate. James F. S. Goble , 102,506

Gate . John M. Millican .. 101,197
Governor. Emergency. The Canadian General Elec

Gate, Joseph S. Johnson .. 100,800
tric Company 100.941

Gate, Karl H. Meanor. 97,351 Governor. Explosive engine . Alexander Winton ... 102,054

Gate . Larkin C. Price ... 99,373
Governor for electric fluid turbines . Charles V.

Gate . Mine. Newton K. Bowman . 102,505
Kerr 97,041

Gate. Roy Hamilton Singer .
101,779 Governor for engines , etc. The Pickering Governor

Gate . Thomas K. Young .
97,352 Company 100,911

Gate . William G. Stone . 97,350 Governor for marine engines. James W. Mowbrey .. 97,330

Gate . William Kiddoo 99,028 Governor for marine engines . Rodolphe J. W.

Gate. William Madden 99,408 Grasset 96,942

Gate. William M. Watson . 100,783 | Governor for pumping engines . Charles P. Mc

Gate . Elevator. William D. Kehl .. 101.877 Mullen , et al ...... ..96,932 , 97,032, 100,945

Gate for dams . Samuel Scott , et al .. 98,688 Governor for turbines. The Canadian General Elec

Gate opener and closer . Charles J. Fensom . 100,017 tric Company ....... ..98,037 , 98,038

Gate . Railway . Albert M. Dyer .. 101,048 96,925

Gate. Railway. Albert Spies ..
98,479

Governor for turbines . The Canadian General Elec
96,926

Gate. Railway. James Lacy, et al .. 97,346 96,927

Gate. Railway. John Craig .... 97.343
tric Company

96,228

Gate. Railway crossing. Robert Coutts , et al . 98,769 96,229

Gate . Sliding . Abram Applin; ... 99,029 Governor for turbines. The Canadian General Elec

Gate . Starting. John M. Flynn , et al. 99,912 tric Company . ..... 100,938 , 100,939, 100,940

Gate . Swing. Thomas B. Walston ..... 97,003 101,119

Gate. Water. H. K. Fairall , et al ... 102,247 101,120

Gauge Bread cutter. Charles G. Stackhouse . 99,022 Governor for turbines. The Canadian General Elec-) 101,121

Gauge for saw edges . Seneca E. Smith .. 100,883 tric Company 101,122

Gauge . Opticians' frame . John Harris Hales .. 98.655 101.123

Gauge. Skid setting. Felix Hughes.... 100,039
101,124

Gear. See Car gear. Draft gear. Speed changing Governor head. The Pickering Governor Company .. 97,031

and transmission gearing. Governor. Turbine . The Canadian General Electric
Gear. Belt . Charles L. McLean . 99,748 Company ..101,309 , 101,310

Gear. Driving . Edgar J. de Normanville . 99,660 Grader. See Land grader. Road grader.
Gear. Driving. The Montreal Pipe Foundry Com Grain cleaner . Alfred Joel .. 101,745

pany ... 100,334 Grain cleaner. William R. Reid . 97,455
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Grain cleaner and distributor. The Economy Grain Hammer. Pneumatic. Charles T. Carnahan ...... 99,423
Cleaner Company 100,114 Hammer. Pneumatic. Fairbanks, Morse & Company 102,679

Grain cleaning and pickling. Halvor T. Helgeson.. 102,203 Hammer. Pneumatic, John W. Tierney .. 97,369

Grain cleaning. Process and apparatus for. Frede Hammer. Power. Frank P. Polaski ..
100,995

rick Stephen Blacqman .... 101,985 Hammer. Power. The Climax Patents , Limited .... 102,157

Grain crib . Eugene F. Powell , et al . 97,009 Hammer. Steam . The John Bertram & Sons Com

Grain divider. Adolphe Reaume .. 98,828 pany 102,323

Grain for food . Preparation of . James R. Gilkeson 97,746 Hammock. Charles M. Berrin .
99,856

Grain heater and drier. Peter Provost . 97,074 | Hand protector . Robert M. Clark , et al . 99,588

Grain steamer. Edmond F. Kiler ..... 102,460 Handle. Clarence L. Stockdell .... 100,490

Grain treating apparatus. John L. Hathaway . 101,018 Handle bar for bicycles. Bohumil Tulka .... .97,525 , 97,526

Grain weighing apparatus. William Whiteford . 98,831 Handle bar grip. Martin Thierfelder... 98,135

Gramaphone . Horace Sheble , et al . 100,078 Handle for safety razor blades . Ridner P. Cafferty 102,561
Gramaphone reproducer. Edwin Walker .. 100,077 Handle. Plane . Robert Hunter ... 99,027

Graphophone . The American Graphophone Com Handle. Saw. Abbott E. Townsend . 99,026

pany ... 98,600, 99,570 Handle. Saw. Heman E. Owens . 101,064

Graphophone horns. Harvey E. Stonge . 98,917 Handle. Spade. Frank Parkes . 99,573
Granulator. Soap. Edmond Montet .. 97,943 | Handle . Umbrella . Jacob B. Rosenstein . 99,812

Graphite separation and refining . James F. Latimer. Handle to brooms. Means of securing. Johann H.

et al . 102,740 Zange 97,173

Grapple. David Auer . 97,431 Hanger. See Map hanger. Trolly hanger.

Grapple. Brick. Samuel Hunziker . 97,300 Hanger. Frederick L. Hughes..... 101,887

Grate. See Firepot and grate. Hanger for curtain poles and shade rollers. Milo

Grate . Charles M. Graham . 97,918 A. Elliott 101,039

Grate . Frank Carpenter Heath .. 102,202 | Hanger. Garment . Jacob M. Stein .. 101,973

Grate. John E. Parkison... ... 100,046 , 100,047 Hanger. Garment . James Louis Muller .. 101,972

Grate . Oscar Eugene Holderman .. 101,991 Hanger. Skirt . Peter Ten Broeck Nevins ... 102,067

Grate. Movable . Anders Borch Reck .. 101,997 Hanger. Venetian blind . Joseph G. T. Charland . 98,909

Grate. Water cooled . The Johnson Furnace and Harness. Thomas A. Shaver .. 97,076

Engineering Company 101,429 Harness pad skirt . Scott H. Hull . 102,724

Grave . Mathew J. Faivre .. 97,965 | Harness saddle. Walter P. Sawyer . 98,167

Grip for harness straps. Edwin A. Graushaus, et al 100,777 Harpoon . Whale . George Hood .. 99,041

Grip . Pipe . David W. Stirling .. 101,171 Harrow . See Plough and harrow.

Grinder. Disc . John N. Ross , et al .. 102,579 Harrow . Andrew D. Angele .. 100,030

Grinder for runners , etc. The Iroquois Machine Harrow. George C. Stanley . 101,362

Company 99,312 | Harrow. Hiram Rowan ..
100,327

Grinding and sifting machine. Hugo Laute . 96,916 | Harrow. Louis M. Morrow ... 97,814

Grinding mill . Aaron J. Robinson .. 98,753 | Harrow. Samuel B. Hazard .. 101,139

Grinding mill . Albert F. Davis .. 99,591 Harrow . Solomon A. Phenis.. 99,219

Grinding mill . The Engelberg Huller Company 96,934 Harrow . Disc. The Massey -Harris Company..98,986, 99,540

Grinding mill. Cunningham N. McLaughlin ... 98,979 Harrow for ploughs. Joseph L. Crislera . 99,348

Grinding or crushing mill. George A. Bell .... 99,314 Harrow . Rotary. Charles J. Davis .. 102,194

Grinding or crushing mill . James J. Fraser .. 99,718 Harrow . Rotary. Freeman Hanson . 99,820

Grinding tools. Composition for making. Ferdinand Harrow. Sulky . Reuben C. Dennis . 99,349

Pauls 99,295 | Harvester . See Beet harvester. Threshing harvester.

Gauge and level . Louis Barceloux .. 102,312 Harvester. Fritz W. Schmidt ..... 100,16?

Gauge. Skirt . Frances Moïse de Leon ... 100,235 | Harvester. Clover seed . John . C. Kistler . 98.582

Guard. See Cutter guard. Dust guard for bearings . Harvester . Corn. Frederick J. Cook .. 101,844

Trousers guard. Harvester. Corn. Thomas J. Hageman .. 98,649

Guard and tag holder for hats. Burton A. Garling Harvester elevator. The International Harvester

house 99,616 Company 97.110

Guard . Check -rein . Edward R. McDonald . 100,412 Harvester mechanism . William Maloney , et al.102,624, 102,625

Guard for boots. Harry C. Morse .... 97,159 | Harvester. Potato . Alvin F. Clarke . 102,721

Guard for buzz planers and jointers. James M. Jones 98,800 Harvester. Potato. James P. Brennan . 101,741

Guard for incandescent electric lamps . Charles P. Hat Adolph Mayor 98,749

Anderson ..... 99,603 Hat. Charles Johnstone -Hall . 100,957

Guard for street cars. The St. Louis Car Company . 99,611 Hat. Guiseppe Melan ..... 99,946

Guard for street car windows . The St. Louis Car Hat . The Dominion Novelty Manufacturing Com

Company 100,134 pany 97,833

Guard rail and lantern holder. Daniel F. McCarthy . 100,797 Hat. Bather's . Florence E. Herndon ... 97,062

Guide for saws. Thomas Bemis ... 98,276 Hat frame. Winthrop M. Jameson .. 97,615

Guides for screens. H. W. and W. W. Watson .... 102,264 Hat shape forming machine . Arthur C. Lederer .. 102,339

Gum . Manufacture of trapasol , Peter Cameron Hatchet. Wilhain V. Brown ....... 98,820

Douglas Castle 101,891 Hay fork . Joseph Ambroise Campbell . 98,285

Gumming machine . Emil A. Claus .
102,689 Hay fork . William Louden.... 97,304

Gun . Air. Axel L. Blomën , et al . 100,969 Hay rack . Charles J. Larson . 97,066

Gun. Electrical . Martin E. Thomas . 101,224 Hay rack . Joseph Vogel ..... 99,896

Gun . Gas operated machine . Morris F. Smith , et al 98,812 Hay rake and loader. Lewis G. Shultz . 101,852

Gun . Spring air. Lincoln Jeffries ... 97,984 Hydrant. Alfred A. Cowles .... 99,629

Gun stock . William Franklin Cole .
98,627 Hydrant. C. A. Peak .. 102,014

Gun. Trap. David A. Cawsert .... 101,822 Hydrant . The Corey Estate Company 100,852

Gun . Trap. Henry P. Boggs ... 98,940 Hydrant . Walter Scott . Phelps...... 101,915

Guns. Means for counteracting recoil in . The Mc Hydraulic power. Means of regulating. J. S. L.

Clean Arms and Ordnance Company . 98,814 Wharton , et al . 101,821

Gutter. Roof. James O'Dowd... 99.620 Hydraulic power. Means of storing. Leo Von Gus

Guy grip and stretcher. George F. Swartfiger . 101,436
tenhugk -Zech 101,820

Gyrating machine. George W. Combs , et al.. 100,892 Hydrometer. Richard E. 0. Bock . 100,870

Gyroscope. Hermann Anschutz-Kaempfe .
100,968 Hygrometer. Stuart W. Cramer . 97,896

Hair crimper. John B. Hall ... 100,636 Head block . Harry C. Lindsly . 97,138

Hairpin . Arthur M. Hendy .... 96,816 Headlight. David Burnfield 102,613

Half stuff from peat. Manufacture of. Anton Kir Head rest for beds . John G. Ryan.. 102,469

mer, et al . 98,436 Head rest for beds . Joseph S. Visger, et al .. 102,403

Halter. Henry Spohn 97,197 Headstone and grave marker. Aaron H. Howard ,

Hammer. Aaron G. Witmer ..
98,136 et al . 96,799

Hammer. Arthur J. Kitson . 99,751 | Head wear. Frank Taylor , et al . 98,547

Hammer. Austin Bragg 101,077 Heat diffuser for steam boilers. Alfred Smallwood . 102,714

Hammer. Charles F. Fifer .
100,802 Heat utilizing system. Juan de Dios Tejarda ... 99,701

Hammer. Henry C. Lyon .. 102,370 Heater. See Grain heater.

Hammer, Drop. Edward W. Merrill .. 98,240 Heater . James E. Peck .... 99.437

Hammer . Electric . William F. Wegner, et al . 100.534 Heater. Seymour D. Watson .. 98,432

Hammer . Foot power. George Williams , 98,150 | Heater . William H. Jones .. 99,336

3
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Heater and purifier. Feed water. Henry E. Moffat . 100,662 Hoist . Animal. Oliver P. Hurford ... 100,236

Heater and purifier . The Eclipse Feed Water Hea Hoist for goods. Paul W. Sieuren .. 99,126

ter and Purifier Company ... 101,619 | Hoist . Mine . Austin B. Paige ... 102,097

Heater and ventilator . The Pease Foundry Company 98,063 Hoisting and collecting mechanism. Paul W. Sieurin 97.577

Heater. Electric . Elmer Elsworth Cowdrick , et al . 98,645 Hoisting apparatus . Rudolph H. Krueger .. 98,052

Heater . Electric . Harmon N. Morse , et al ... 99,797 | Hoisting apparatus The Vacuum Dyeing Machine

Heater. Electric . Louis P. Brown , et al . 101,295 Company 97,463

Heater . Feed water. Birger E. Kenberg . 98,579 Hoisting jack , vise , etc. William H. Ames . 97,670

Heater. Feed water. John McOuat Mackie . 102,576 Holdback for harness. H. R. McDonald , et al .. 101,803

Heater. Feed water. Samuel J. Logan , et al .. 98,721 Holdback for vehicles . James T. Millen , et al ..... 96,801

Heater. Feed water. Walter A. Moffat.. 102,342 Holder. See Bag holder and weigher. Copy holder.

Heater. Hot air. Thomas B. Stultz , et al . 102,427 Gauge , adjuster and holder. Guard rail and

Heater. Hot water. Franklin Raney ...
98,675 lantern -holder. Hopple and tail -holder. Pen

Heater . Orchard. The Utica Orchard Heater Com
holder. Plate holder. Sash holder.

pany
102,100 Holder. Addie A. Whitman .... 100,903

Heater. Range boiler . Thomas B. Watt .... 102.349 Holder. Joseph Sendelbach 98,224

Heater. Smoothing iron . Edward G. Edwards .. 97,819 Holder. Bag. John J. Hatin ..
98.520

Heater. Steam. Robert E. Atkinson ..
87,695 Holder. Book or copy . Amélie Merceret . 97,970

Heater. Steam and hot water. John E. Frost . 97,438 Holder. Bouquet. John Burdick .. 101.829

Heater. Storage water. Edwin Rund .
101,372 Holder. Box lid . George Loos..

99.593

Heater . Tank . William Barbour ... Broom .97,182 Holder. Frank H. Bollman .. 99,261

Heater. Vehicle. Theodore B. Woodward . 97,690 Holder. Brush . The Canadian Westinghouse Com

Heater. Water. Brooks Haynie, et al .. 99,838 pany 100,526

Heater. Water. Edward N. Collins .. 101,987 Holder. Brush and mop. George A. Fraser . 100,465

Heater. Water. Elmer S. Stack .. 98,059 Holder. Candy. John Jeffers. 96.915

Heater. Water. Emil W. Neu , et al . 98,412 Holder. Card. Gaylord Logan .. 102,619

Heater. Water. George A. Maynard . 98,161 Holder. Card . William Alfred B. Clare . 98.686

Heater . Water. John Demarest. 100,028 Holder. Card . William E. Hatheway . 101.771

Heater. Water. Joseph Foster.... 100,153 Holder. Chair cover. Heinrich Mayr .. 102,301

Heater. Water. John G. Haas . 98,162 Holder. Check rein . Samuel Harry Altice . 101,736

Heater . Water. William S. Roath .. 98,293 Holder. Copy. Hugh B. Callander... 99,109

Heating apparatus . Jeremie Rheaume . 100,027 Holder. Copy. Jay Cook ... 101,754

Heating apparatus. Joseph L. Carter . 100,616 Holder. Crayon . Charles I. Pigford , et al . 99,031

Heating apparatus. Mathew Rapp .. 100,239 Holder. Cuff. Charles Joseph Warwick .. 101,489

Heating apparatus for liquid in casks . Otto T. Holder. Cuff. Matthais P. Findorf.. 101,490

Murphy . 99,100 Holder. Cuff . W. F. Robinson , et al . 102,059

Heating apparatus . Steam. John H. Knudsen .. 96,969 Holder. Curtain for vehicle . C. W. Noble , et al .. 101,967

Heating and illuminating device . Samuel S. St.
Holder. Dam flashboard . William L. Church .. 101,257

Hoor, et al.
101,032 Holder. Door. John Becker 100.062

Heating and ventilating system for automobiles. Holder . Electrical brush . Moffat St. Clair . 100,560

William Riley McKeen 98,292 Holder for bevelled glass . George H. Clark . 97,281

Heating buildings. Emory J. Greene . 101,637 Holder for brooms . Charles J. Wren , et al .... 100,006

Heating drum for stoves . Robert W. Biggar . 96,964 Holder for cartridges . John J. Burnett , et al .. 101,333

Heating process. Alfred H. Cowles... 100,423 Holder for electrodes. La Société Electro -Metallur

Heating process . Frederick L. McGahan . 100,346 gique Française 100,225

Heating process. Harry C. Mallory . 96,970 Holder for illustrated post cards . Earl J. Early . 10,160

Heating process. William B. Dennis . 100,341 Holder for nursing bottles. Alfred H. Oberg .. 100,106

Heating, superheating and union device . Charles S. Holder for planers ' chucks. Charles F. P. Warner . 100,731

L. Baker 98,745 Holder for picks for stringed instruments . Henry

Heating system. Albert P. Broomell. 101,135 Leno
97.087

Heating system. David M. Nesbit .. 100,612 | Holder for roll paper binder strips . Edwin C. Elder ,

Heating system . Frank Shurtleff, et al . 99,030 et al . 102,742

Heating system for trains . Edward E. Gold .... 100,478 Holder. Key . Herbert A. Seager, et al .
99,387

Heating system . Hot water. Frank H. Wheelock, Holder . Label . David P. Cory .. 98,942

et al . 97,829 Holder. Lamp. W. L. Roberts , et al .. 102,012

Heating system . Hot water. James P. Sinclair . 98,058 Holder. Lantern . William N. Roberts , et al .. 99.241

Heating system. Steam. Frank C. Goff .. 100,896 Holder. Lath . John Lysnes .. 101,509

Heating system . Steam . Leon Gugenhein . 97,299 Holder. Lath knife. Martin H. Norton . 98,803

Heel. Walter Morrison 98,166 Holder . Level glass . Robert H. Ketchum . 99,562

Heel. Henry B. Morrison . 97,307 | Holder. Log. Robert Andrew Harris .. 101,396

Heel. Rubber. William G. Anderson . 97,671 | Holder. Milk bottle . Harry James .. 99,097

Heels to soles . Frame for affixing. Carl C. Holder . Milk pail . William Wilfred Edmanson . 101,499

Schmidt 101,265 Holder. Nail . John E. Plank ..... 99,966

Helices for chain links . Manufacture of. Isaac D. Holder. Napkin . Sarah Van Duzer . 101,055

Weaver 98,642 Holder. Neck tie . Charles E. Schilling. 101,484

Hemmer. Victor Henry Canham . 98,666 Holder. Nursing bottle . Perry A. A. Killam . 98.658

Hen nest. Jephtha O'Dell .. 100,795 Holder. Oil can. Elisha A. Durfey .. 100,485

Hide preparing compound. Ottokar H. Nowak , et al . 99,002 Holder. Pail . John W. Thoma ... , 99,459

97,254 Holder. Paper. The Yawman and Erbe Manufac
Hides and skins . Preparation of. Francis J. Oakes .

97,255 turing Company 100,710

Hinge . Frank E. Sprague .. 99,967 Holder . Pen and pencil . William J. Ferris . 101,470

Hinge. George W. Marsh . 96,830 Holder. Pencil . Isaac C. Reesor ... 97,487

Hinge. Harry G. Kimple . 102,508 Holder. Photograph . Jodie Wallick . 102,543

Hinge. Henry E. Larcombe . 100,059 Holder . Pick . Donald D. Riley ... 102,661

Hinge. Martin E. Parmelee
96,831 Holder. Pillow sham . Herbert J. Bailey . 100,677

Hinge . Richard McKnight 101 Holder . Pillow sham . Robert M. Balentine .. 99,855

Hinge and check . Door. Charles E. Treadwell ... 101,550 Holder. Pulley block . David Tolton ..
99,268

Hinge for cracker boxes . Frederiek Westerbeck ... 98,699 Holder, Razor blades . Joseph Leonard Stewart .. 101,485

Hinge for windows . The Platt - Baker Company ... 98,702 | Holder . Register. The Northwestern Register Com

Hinge. Gate . John A. Jones .. 100,060 pany .... 99,075

Hinge. Trap door. George Hamilton Poor . 98,357 Holder. Rein . Caleb C. Shive , et al . 96,800

Hinge. Window. R. S. Dana , et al . 101,551 Holder. Rein . Edward G. Stevens .. 99,894

Hinge . Window . Thomas Black ... 102,669 Holder. Rein . Bowler , et al .. 99,874

Hitch . Double tree . John H. Cook , et al .. 99,385 Holder. Ribbon . Almon H. Gardyne . 101,471
Hoe. William A. Nyswonger ..... 100,238 | Holder. Rug. Edward H. Bailey . 102.536

Hogs , etc. Device for catching and holding. David Holder . Soap . John F. Randall . 99,518

P. Funk 97,624 | Holder. Stake . Arthur J. Bostwick , 99,206
Hoist . Samuel Wright , et al . 99,610 ulder. Telephone. Charles H. Borden . 97,733
Hoist . William T. McCall .. 100,760 Holder. Tool. Charles J. Fancher ..

99,807

Hoist . William Oliver Crawford .. 98,667 | Holder. Tool . Malvin Barber ...... 100,464

Hoist and conveyer. Christopher C. Dolan .. 100,151 ' Holder . Tool . The John Bertram & Sons Com

{
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pany Limited 102,282 Igniter. Pocket . The MacDonald Match and Maga

Holder. Trace . Fred . J. Fisk .. 99,367 zine Company
100,640

Holder. Trace . Robert E. Gruwell, et al ... 99,366 Incrustation hindering composition. Adolf Gutensohn 97,651
Holder. Track gauge . John H. Crowley .. 100,755 | Incubator. Amos A. Linebaugh, et al .. 99,151

Holder . Umbrella , etc. Gusten Nordenstierna .. 101,836 Incubator. Charles F. Bauer, et al .. 97,606
Hook . See Fish hook . incubator . Daniel H. Fletcher ... 99,148

Hook . Lewis Moore 99,517 Incubator . Henry E. Keller ... 98,635

Hook . Octave Lavoie 99,150 Incubator. Louis V. Gadbois .. 101,317

Hook. The Bi -Lock Hook and Eye Company . 99,158 | Incubator. Marion W. Savage . 98,603

Hook and eye. Anna Hedwig Ellen Werner . 102,188 Index . Norman G. Neill .. 100,371

Hook . Boot . James Moore , et al .... 99,388 Index mechanism . The Library Bureau of Canada .. 97,027

Hook . Box . Albert M. Maretzek . 102,340 | India rubber manufacture . Bernhard Grätz .. 102,495

Hook . Chain . Joseph Brouse .
97,894 India rubber preserving compound. Orlando F.

Hook . Check . Peter S. Peterson . 101.996 Benton 99,237

Hook . Clothes . Joseph 0. Lalonde, et al . 96,900 Indicator. See Beverage dispensing indicator. Liquid

Hook . Double ended . Edward Jacob Hill . 102,056
vender and indicator . Station indicator. Wind

Hook for plough chains. John H. Roberts . 100,086 ing indicator for clocks .

Hook . Hame. Thomas G. Gordon .. 97,677 Indicator and advertiser . Charles H. Townsend ... 100,728

Hook . Latch . The Chicago Grain Door Company .. 98,232 Indicator for bins . Peter Swanson ..
97,910

Hook . Merchandise. Joseph A. A. Rouleau , et al . 97,589 Indicator. Music. The International Conservatory

Hoop. Metal . James E. Wright , et al .. 99,920 of Music 98,706

Hook . Release. Angus A. McIntosh .. 99,985 Indicator. Speed. Heinrich Troost . 100,596

Hook. Safety. François Dronne .. 98,213 Indicator. Station . Gerald R. Livergood .. 100.726

Hook. Snap. A. Maedler , et al .. 102.289 Indicator. Station. Peter J. Mann .. 99,768

Hook. Trace. Bruno Nöldner .
97,682 Indicator. Street . Stewart Percival McMordie ... 101,481

Hook . Whiffletree. Charles J. Edwards . 98.214 Inflating pneumatic tires. Apparatus for. George

Hooks and eyes. Elizabeth J. Smith .... 97,863 Leitner , et al . 98,440

Hooping machine. W. Jamieson , et al. 102,086 | Inhaler. See Respirator or inhaler.

Hopper. Coffee. George W. Phillips .. 99,414 Inhaler. David L. Sprague... 100,109

Hopple and tail holder. John G. Connell. 97,612 Inhaler . Sharpe and Dohme . 100,703

Horns and means for operating the same . Claud Inhaler for anaesthetics . William Webster . 101,667

H. Foster 97,613 Injector. Frank Rosser 99,697

Horse collar . Clabeorn P. Randolph . 96,974 Injector. George H. Boetcher . 101,828

Horse controller . Albert M. McGarry 101.537 Injector. James C. Metcalfe, et al. 100,345

Horse detacher. Charles H. Bach . 99,358 Injector. Lowren E. Hogue... 97.039

Horse detacher . Leo P. Faison ... 96.803 Injector. Magazine. Roy F. Davis . 97,839

Horse hoof level gauge . August Holinquist , et al . 98,010 Ink distributor for platen printing presses . Carl F.

Horse releaser. Jaim B. S. P. Twaha . 99,895 Eckman ... 100,720

Horseshoe. Alexander H. McLaughlan . 99,102 Inkstand. Frank M. Ashley ... 100,447

Horseshoe . August Anderson 102,189 Inker. Charles R. Spicer .... 100,360

Horseshoe. Charles A. Ready . 101.358 Insecticide . The F. Williams Company .. 96,843

Horseshoe . Harvey W. Seiber . 102,470 Inspirator. The United Injector Company . 99,855

Horseshoe. John J. Lynes .. 100,743 Instep support. George H. Cummings . 99,330

Horseshoe. John W. Fisher .. 98,160 Insulating compound. Robert L. Johnstone . 102,710

Horseshoe. The Always Sharp Horseshoe Calk Manu Insulating material . George Kelly .. 98,458

facturing Company 97,798 Insulator. Ernest J. Foreman .. 98,216

Horseshoe. Walter Kane 97,323 Insulator. Gaetan Michel Corell... 101,656

Horseshoe -making machine. The American Horse Insulator . The Locke Insulator Manufacturing Com

shoe Company 98,985 pany . 101,522

Horseshoe . Nailers . Charles W. Crannell .. 98.417 Insulator. William R. Twiggs ... 101,234

Horse - training device. Samuel B. Arthurs . 100,890 Insulator. Composite. Louis Steinberger . 98,375

Horse tripping device . Clarence Edwards . 98,578 Insulator. Prong. Louis Steinberger .... 100,554

Hose . Henry T. Bragg .... 99,613 Interest bearing instruments of obligatinon . Charles

Hose . Air brake. Frank A. Magowan .
101,284 H. Davis 99,899

Hose . Collapsable ventilator. Olof H. Bergstrom .. 98,819 Invoice form . The Rolla L. Crain Company . 96,855

Hose connection for cars . Henry A. Wise .. 99,462 Invoicing system. Robert A. Robertson . 100,375

Hose coupling. Herbert J. Page , et al . 97,136 Irrigation supply . Robert Greig Kennedy .. 101,909

Hose coupling. Israel W. Exley , et al .
97.223 Irrigator. Vaginal. Charles 0. Farrington , et al .. 98,462

Hose coupling. James Thomson .. 97,169 Iron into steel. Method of converting . Mary Augusta

Hose coupling. John J. Bowes .. 97,170 Hunter 98,657

Hose coupling. Wilfred B. Ward . 99,800 Iron manufacture. Pearce Wilks 97,467

Hose. Manufacture of rubber. William H. Adams . 101,315 Iron manufacture. Montague Moore, et al. 102,773

Hose . Rubber. The Canadian Rubber Company of Iron manufacture. Otto Thiel ...... 102,754

Montreal 102,644 Iron . Method of hardening cast . Helen Emett . 98.880

Hose support. Julius Eisman ..
100,818 Ironing board. See Tub_support, ironing board, etc.

Hose supporter . The Dominion Novelty Manufac Ironing board. Asher E. Langsworthy . 96,971

turing Company 97,831 Ironing board. Ferdinand W. Moore.. 101,253

Hoisery. George B. McWilliams . 102,605 Irnning board . John 0. Ward ...... 102,344

House. Edwin C. Mahoney . 100,622 Ironing board. Max A. Baetz, et al. 101,005

House. James E. Walker . 100,621 | Ironing machine. Mathias Achenbach , et al .. 98,682

House. Apartment . Lawrence Holmes ..
102,650 Isolating material . See Building isolating material .

House construction . Donald J. McKay . 101,835 Jack . See Lever jack . Lifting jack. Mitre jack.

Hub . Coaster brake . The Standard Company 99,276 Pipe pulling jack .

Hull. Carey A. Mapker.. 102,478 Jack. Walter B. Templeton .... 98,982

Hull. Herbert E. Ross .. 99,787 Jack . Lifting. Abiram J. Slonecker .. 98,677

Hull . Isaac E. Palmer .. 97.944 , 97,045 , 97,535 Jack . Pressure and moving. Peter Denphis . 98,539

Hull for ships . Olaf Holby 99,667 | Jail . William R. Kales ..... 99,429

Husker and shredder. Arlington E. Sheasley . 97,771 Jar. See Can or jar.

Ice cream cans. Device for transferring. Jacob Jar closing tool . Frank R. Nice ... 98,133

Renner 101,801 Jar covers. Machine for placing. Earl D. Carter .. 100,395

Ice cream freezer. Henry J. Gerner . 101,085 Jar . Preserving. Robert J. Rose .. 99,439

Ice creeper. Charles 0. Cook .. 99,713 Jar top remover. William T. Loofbourrow . 97,661

Ice creeper. Daniel L. Pickett .. 100,413 Joint. See Rail chair and joint .

Ice from trolley wires. Means of removing. Charles Joint. Cup and ball . Jesse C. Martin ..... 102,047

E. Atkinson , et al . 98,485 Joint for pipes . Warren A. Greenlaw , et al. 97,453

Icing machine . Alexander W. Copland . 96,847 Joint . Furniture . Anton F. Gloger . 99.85

Igniter. See Carbureter and igniter . Joint . Pipe . Arthur L. Greenlaw , et al . 100.950

Igniter . Alexander Winton..... 99,066 Joint . Pipe. Charles H. Bentley , et al ...

Igniter for explosive engines . Alexander Winton , Joint . Rail . Alexandre Arthur Charles Chenn .

et al . 99,170 Joint. Rail. Anton Etlin ..... 101,63

Igniter. Fuse . William M. Jackson ..
97,629 Joint . Rail . Charles A. Couch ...

97,743

102.in

99,22
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Joint . Rail. Charles E. Christian , et al ... 100,138 Ladder. Step. William F. Randall , et al .... 102,648

Joint. Rail . Charles H. Stephens... 98,281 Lamp. William T. Maney .... 99,494

Joint . Rail . Charles J. Samuelson . 96,975 Lamp. Acetylene . Edwin M. Rosenbluth . 99,609

Joint . Rail . Charles K. Freer . 100,054 Lamp. Acetylene. Herman H. Pitts .. 99,152

Joint . Rail . Dan. H. McLeod .. 97,933 | Lamp. Acetylene gas. Donnelly Fisher, et al .. 97,375

Joint. Rail . Denis F. Kelly .. 100,308 | Lampblack making machine , Swain Salberg .. 99,356

Joint. Rail . Dewitt C. Miller , et al . 100,398 Lamp. Electric , Charles J. Malish .. 100,557

Joint. Rail . Edward J. Clark ... 97,558 Lamp . Electric . Gilford D. Bly . 98,885

Joint . Rail. Edward W. Flinner . 98,280 | Lamp. Electric . Hubert C. Smith . 101,160

Joint. Rail . Flavien Bombardier . 100,137 | Lamp. Electric . Siemens & Halske, A.G. 98,209

Joint. Rail. George H. Marshall , et al . 99,088 Lamp. Electric . The Parker -Clark Electric Com

Joint . Rail . George W. Whitman , et al . 102,731 pany .. 98,208

Joint . Rail. Henry A. Rhinelander .. 101,981 | Lamp. Electric arc . J. J. Pathhone et al . 102.015

Joint . Rail . Jacob L. Stoffer..... 102,472 Lamp for burning liquid combustibles . Louis Nissum 97,599

Joint. Rail . James A. Crawford , et al . 98,044 Lamp for heating. George E. Dutertre , et al .. 97,147

Joint . Rail. James F. Cox ... 97,559 | Lamp. Gas . Adolphus S. Francis .. 101,154

Joint. Rail. James Leith .. 102,324 | Lamp. Gas. Louis C. Fuller .... 102,476

Joint . Rail . Jasper H. Creel , et al . 96,958 | Lamp. Gas. The Safety Car Heating and Lighting

Joint. Rail . Jonah Davies ... 98,045 Company .. .98,784 , 98,785 , 98,786

Joint. Rail . Joseph A. Hamilton . 98,281 | Lamp. Oil . Edward F. Keyes. 99,121

Joint . Rail . Lucian B. Leech , et al . 99,465 | Lamp. Oil Thomas S. Tarling .. 100,628

Joint . Rail . Olivier Blais , et al . 99,536 Lamp. Railway. Hiram L. Piper .. 100,108

Joint . Rail . Samuel A. Beeler .. 98,279 Lamp socket. The Benjamin Electric Manufacturing

Joint . Rail . Theodore Brookfield . 99,712 Company 100,775

Joint . Rail . William A. Hill , et al .. 100,397 | Lamp. Street. Charles Oliver ..
102,479

Joint. Rail . William M. Douglass .. 102,321 Lamp. Vapour. Landers, Frary and Clark . 102,717

Joint. Rail . William M. Heun .. 97,063 | Land grader and ditcher . Allen T. Reed .. 97,511

Joint . Rail . William M. Horner , et al. 100,479 | Lantern . Christina Malmo . 97,598

Joint . Rail . William R. Thomas .. 99,945 Lantern . William H. Ginder . 98,886

Joint . Union . Charles H. Perry , et al . 97,126 | Latch . See Lock and latch .

Joint . Union . Wilder R. Sheckler .. 99,047 | Latch . Caleb C. Shive , et al ... 97,700

Joints . Method of making brazed . John F. Richardson 97,632 Latch . David Cassels 99,978

Journal box. Arbor Vita Peppard .. 98,326 | Latch . John W. Pettijohn .. 100,828

Journal box. John R. Schrader ... 100,684 Latch . Gate . Neal A. McPhail. 97,507

Jump spark apparatus. Herman C. Mueller . 100,563 | Lath . Sheathing. Eugene S. Crull. 98,770

Kettle . Henry Appleby 101,628 Lath splitting machine . Alfred J. Dawson , et al .. 98,929

Kettle . Herman L. Smith . 101,243 Lathe. Edward P. Bullard , Jr .... 99,524

Keyboard . Melancthon H. Odell. 98,881 | Lathe. Jean Lemacher , et al ... 96,841

Keyboard for adding machines. Separable . The Lathe . The Lodge & Shipley Machine Tool Company 101,451

Adder Machine Company . 98,847 Lathe. The Memphis Column Company .. 101,006

Keyboard for musical instruments. Wilhelm Menzel 99,954 | Lathe driver . The John Bertram & Sons Company.. 99,642

Key guard. Allen Morell .. 97,362 | Lathe for working metal . James Hartness ... 97,879

Key hole bit and saw. Early R. Townley ... 99,191 | Lathe. Metal . Henry P. Trueman , et al .... 99,036

Key operated machinery. Garry W. Munson . 97,844 | Lathe . Metal turning. Henry P. Trueman , et al ... 101,099

Key. Telegraph. Addison E. Peterman , et al . , 99,508 Lathe. Turret. The John Bertram & Sons Company 100.354

Kiln. Charles Arthur Matcham .. 101,592 | Lathing. Metallic . George H. Pedlar . 101,376

Kiln. George E. Snowden . 98,694 Launching and stowing boats . W. J. Kirel , et al . , 102.150

Kiln . Paul Chmelewski
102,671 | Leach emptier. William P. Plant ... 100,663

Kiln China. Julius C. Hinz...
102,751 | Lead and silver . Process of obtaining. Julius

Kiln . Continuous. Johann Rappold 101,757 Asbeck .... 98,402

Kiln for generating gas , etc. Sven E. Sieurin ... 97,476 | Leaf. Hinged paper . Winfield & Barker . 101,351

Kiln. Peat. Oberbayerische Kokswerke und Fabrik
Leather board . Machine for making. Edwin D.

chemischer Produkte Akt -Gesellschaft .... 99,076 Alvord , et al .. 97,389

Kitchen utensils . Frederick M. Sherwood .. 97,167 Leather. Enamelled . The Buffalo Leather Company 99,539

Kite . Alfred J. Bergeron ... 100,672 Leather machine. The United Shoe Machinery Com

Kneading machine. Dough . Alexander W. Copland . 96,848 pany of Canada . 102,212

Kneading machine for the materials of paper manu Leather manufacture . The Rubberized Leather and

facture . Dr. C. Wurster ..... 96,817 Tyre Company 97,102

Knee pad. Ernest G. Gresham , et al .
97,315 | Leather shredder. The Fibred Leather Manufac

Knife . John R. Rhoads .. 97,341 turing Company 101,379

Knife . John Sharpe 96,920 | Ledger. Franklin W. Fraser .. 99,512

Knife and grinder . Mower. John M. Ross .. 97,908 Ledger. Indexing. Harry Hugh Herrick . .101,389 , 101,390

Knife . Cane. Owen R. Wingate .... 100,591 Lense . The Corning Glass Works .. 101,521

Knife polishing device. Henry J. Hutchinson . 100,268 | Lense. Bifocal . Albert James Bowers . 101.890

Knitting machine . Bernard T. Steber..
98,503 Letter chute and conveyer. Martin C. Schwab . 101,003

Knitting machine. Frederic Conde . 98,123 Level . Edward Frank Jones .... 98,719

Knitting machine . Kirk H. White . et al . , 99,166 Level . John Hodgson 97,899

Knitting machine. The British Hoisiery and Electro Level . Thomas 0. Sharp , et al .. 101,212

lytic Bleaching Company ... 101,901 Level , etc. Walter Thorburn . 102,654

Knitting machine . Thomas F. Cunningham , et al .. 98,934 | Level for clocks . Oscar L. Bonney , et al . 102,611

Knitting machine. Walter Stafford , et al...... 99,504, 99,651 Level. Gravity. Thomas F. Deck . 98,403

Knob for metallic covers. Thomas C. Davidson ... 101,297 | Lever. Jack . Angus A. McIntosh . 98,981

Label dispensing device. George H. Brown .. 99,039 | Lever. Jack . Benjamin Trewhella . 100,474

· Labelling machine. John F. Kacholine .... 97.489 Lever. Self- locking. George 0. Bjorneby, et al . 97,651

Lacing. Frank W. Whitcher . 102,795 Lid . Alfred D. Bentley .. 99,801

Lacing machine for shoes. The United hoe Ma Lid . Car axle box . Alvin C. McCord . .100,704 , 100,705

chinery Company 97,460 | Lid . Stove . Hugh D. Walker ... 97,926

Lacing strip . Moses K. Bortree . 97,055 Lid support for caskets . William E. Bond ... 98,238

Lacing tool for belts . Samuel Freeze . 97,437 | Life lines . Means of projecting and anchoring.

Lacings . Hugo Lionel Hiller ... 99,510 Albert Meyer , et al .... 99,345

Lacrosse stick . Decaire Ceel .. 102,562 Life preserver. Loughlin J. O'Shaughnesay . 100,627

Ladder. Franklin Beach Pease .. 98,723 Life saving apparatus . John W. Dalton . 98,264
Ladder. John I. Thompson ..

101,290 Life saving apparatus . Peter Mahony . .101,846, 101,847

Ladder . Manning M. Rouse. 99,242 Lifter . Can . Emily A. Austin ...
101,272

Ladder. Samuel B. Martin .. 101,286 | Lifter . Egg. Joseph M. Anderson .. 102,363

Ladder and trap door mechanism. Thomas M. Lifter for cans , boxes , etc. Phillip Neddo .. 98,294

Houghton 101,278 | Lifter . Lid . Albert G. Kountz. 101.279
Ladder. Extension . Benjamin Hughes , et al .

99,131 Lifter. Scuttle door and skylight . John D. Bee ... 97,917

Ladder . Extension . Friend R. Lewis .. 98,236 Lifting and transporting mechanism for invalids .

Ladder . Fruit . John Clark .... 100,807 William Amos 99,245
Ladder. Step. John G. Soergel .. 99,956 | Lifting device . Eric G. Wells .. 97,458
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Lifting device. Roy E. Gipple ...... 101,356 Lock. Sash . Edward L. Wheeler , et al...
98,701

Lifting jack. Benjamin Trewhella, et al . 99,707 | Lock. Sash. Franklin M. Coleman . 100,067

Lifting jack. Daniel W. Reardon ...... 99,104 | Lock. Sash . Harry B. Synar.... 98,695

Lifting jack. Eli H. Goodwin ... 97,676 | Lock . Sleigh . William Silver , et al . 98,729

Lifting jack. George H. Gilman . 97,562 | Lock. Window. John Isaac Moss .. 96,834

Lifting jack. Girolamo Comi... 99,210 | Lock . Wire fence . Gottlob W. Beyerle ..
99,017

Lifting jack. Nicholas Weiler ... 99,531 | Lock. Wire fence . Joseph W. Drummond .. 99,018

Lifting jack . Willard A. Story , et al . 99,834 Lock . Wire fence. The Selkirk Fence Company 98,488

Lifting jack. William H. Oliver .. 98,422 Locket . Saunders , Lorie & Company .. 97,422

Light box. Chauncey M. Olin .. 97,490 Locking mechanism for jails . William R. Kales ... 99,378

Light generating machine. Gasoline. Thomas A. Locomotive . Edward H. Flannery .. 99,214

Davis 96,791 | Locomotive . Francis 0. Whealon . 100,588

Light producing means. The General Electric Com Locomotive. Gilbert G. Davis ... 102,591

pany 97,429 Locomotive. Hugh Reid , et al... 100,586

Lighter. See Gas lighter and extinguisher. Locomotive . Hugo Lentz, et al. 98,510

Lighter and guide cigar. Joseph J. Shickluna ...... 96,793 Locomotive and engine. The New Century Engine

Lighter. Gas electric. Georgio Giorgi .... 100,680 Company, Limited 101,446

Lighting means for automatic vending machines. Locomotive. Engine. J. E. Roberts , et al .. 102,292

Lewis Rusznyak 98,088 | Log loader . Angus A. McIntosh .... 99,101

Lighting system. Electrical . The Electric and Log loader and turner. William R. Way . 100,486

Train Lighting Syndicate .. 97,992 | Log turner. Fred . W. Beitner . 99,928

Lighting. System of electric . H. Leitner, et al .. 102,028 Loom . W. F. Clayton , et al . 101.670

Limb. Artificial. John K. S. Farris ... 101,260 Loom. Felix O'Donnell , et al .. 99,307

Line adjuster. Will E. Kincaid .. 98,335 | Loom . James K. Lanning .. .99,308 , 99,309

Line centring device . Abram S. Hamilton .. 102,045 | Loom . Mary Permellia Carpenter Hooper .. 101,434

Line structure for electrical distribution . The Loom . The Linen Thread Company . 99,754

Canadian Westinghouse Company ... 102,680 | Loom. William J. Stewart ... 101,202

Lining for furnaces . Herman L. Hartenstein ... 99,808 Loom for wire. The New Jersey Wire Cloth Com

Lining for traction vehicles . Frederick W. Kennedy 98,551 pany 97,607

Lining method for converters . Henry L. Charles , Loom stop motion. Nazar Costikyan ... 100,973

et al . 100,977 | Loom stop motion. The Coldwell -Gildard Company . 100,974

Lining of converters and zinc retorts. Hiram W. Loose materials . Apparatus for reclaiming. The

Hixon 97,596 Robins Conveying Belt Company .. 99,032

Linotype. John R. Rogers ... 99,892 Lubricant. Edwin And . Emery ... 102,121

Linotpye. William H. Scharf. 100,126 Lubricant. George W. Vanderslice , et al. 96,794

Linotype. The Mergenthaler Linotype Company . 99,840 Lubricating system. The Canadian General Electric

Linotype machine. Christian A. Albrecht 99,444 Company 98,145

Linotype machine. David A. Poe... 99,621 Lubricator. See Oiler. Oil brake . Valve and lubricator.

Linotype machine . Gustav Kretzschamar .. 101,159 Lubricator. Charles L. Grayber, et al .. 102,500

Linotype machine. Robert F. Mercer .. 99,809 Lubricator. Darius Gilead Pickett . 102,291

Linotype machine . The Linotype and Machinery Lubricator. David Morehouse 97,765

Company .. .102,429, 102,430 , 102,431 Lubricator. Edwin A. Ricord .. 102,515

Linotype Machine. The Mergenthaler Linotype Com Lubricator. Frank W. Leidecker .. 97,763

pany ... ....100,420, 100,451 Lubricator. Fred. Anderson 102,518

Liquid dispensing vessel . Lewis G. Langstaff . 97,348 Lubricator. Frederick Leonhardt 101,435

Liquid purification. Emile Gobli ... 100,946 Lubricator. James A. Craig , et al . 99,911

Liquid separator. Marvin H. Matty, et al.. 97,634 Lubricator. Ole 0. Kittleson ... 102,519

Liquid vender and indicator. William Miller Davison 101,579 Lubricator. Stephen A. Palmer ... 97,767

Liquid evaporator and concentration . C. L. Prache , Lubricator. The Ingersoll -Rand Company .97,738, 97,739

et al . 102,215 Lubricator. Thomas Akin Dalrymple , et al.. 98,330

Liquids . Machine for heating or cooling. D. H. Lubricator. Thomas J. Kehoe .... 102,516

Burrell & Company ... 102,737 Lubricator. William H. Decker ... 102,517

Lithophone more stable in light. Process of render Lubricator. William S. Patterson . 102,520

ing . Wilhelm Ostwald .... 100,107 Lubricator for axle spindles . Walter Vandenburgh . 100,685

Lithophone stable against light . Process of render Lubricator for engine valves. David Morehouse .... 102,394

ing. Wilhelm Ostwald.. 102,358 Lubricator for vehicle axles . Philip LeSueur .. 96.870

Loader. See Animal trap and stock loader. Exca Lumber jack. John M. Ferriss , Jr... 96,967

vator and loader . Hayrake and loader. Log Lumber raising device. George A. Browne. 97,672

loader and turner. Sheaf loader. Lumber securing device. Paul F. Bolton . 99,654

Loader. D. Maurice Hartsaugh , et al . 100,170 Machine for operating, cutting tools , etc. Charles

Loader. Le Grand Kniffen ... .100,325 , 102,600 J. Fancher ... 99,805 , 99,806

Loader. Sheaf. S. Nelson , et al . 101,790 Magnet coil . James B. Sipe.. 97,605

Loader. Ship. George H. Hulett . 100,491 Mail apparatus for trains . Frank M. Hurley ...... 101,142

Loader. Shock. Arthur L. Walper . 102,348 Mail bag and delivering apparatus. Theodore Cross. 97,916

Loader. Shock. T. Robson , et al . 102,126 Mail bag catcher. See Pouch transferring means.

Loading apparatus. Edmund Ring.. 98,544 Mail bag catcher. Dalmer F. Stokes .......... 98,297

Loading apparatus. Nels H. Nelson ... 98,543 Mail bag catcher. Frank D. Smiley ... 101,150

Lock . See Fastener. Mail bag catcher. Lewis J. Evans , et al .. 97,051

Lock . Frederick W. Schroeder...... 100,830 , 100,831, 100,832 Mail bag catcher and deliverer. Henry H. Akers . 96,908

Lock. Honoré Coudyser 99,376 Mail bags. Device for sealing. John Anschau ..... 98,818

Lock. Hugo-Engelbert Prätorius 97,517 Mail deliverer. Valentine F. Springer .. 101,000

Lock . John Jorgenson , et al . 100,850 Mailing sheets and envelopes . Hiram E. Smith.98,829 , 98,830

Lock . Martin Mohr 101,796 Malt . House and apparatus. William P. Rice .. 102,142

Lock . Olin Berry 97,354 | Mandrel . Philip J. Masterson .... 99.410

Lock . Paul P. Lucke , et al . 98,273 Mandrel . Bristle brush . James H. Abbott .. 97,528

Lock. Sören J. Nielsen ....
101,089 Mandrel for dental engines. William C. K. Buchanan100,104

Lock . The Simplex Railway Appliance Company Manicuring instrument. Harry A. Dorr .... 99,551

of Canada 98,775 Mantle hanger. Daniel J. Clark .... 98,452

Lock. Thomas Drakes 99,377 Mantle. Incandescent. Adolphe I. Van Vriesland .. 99,529

Lock. Wilhelm Dickel , et al .. 99,401 Mantle. Incandescent . Daniel J. Clark .. 98,451

Lock. William B. Wykoff ... 97,516 Mantle manufacture . The Safety Car Heating and

Lock . Alarm. Henry C. Ferguson .. 100,819 Lighting Company ...... 98.892 , 98.893, 98,894 , 98,895, 98,896

Lock and latch . James W. Lindsay . 100,824 | Manure spreader. Charles W. Smith ... 99,105

Lock and latch . William H. Hope .. 99,250 | Manure spreader. Joseph Sargent Kemp . 98,670

Lock and lath frame. John Hope Jr .... 97,358 | Map case. Clinton E. Case .. 101,465

Lock . Bolt . Wallace Willard Parsons . 101,587 Map hanger. John J. O'Leary . 101,110

Lock . Car door. Carl O. Johnson .. 101,832 Marble . Artificial. The Lithographic Stone and

Lock . Door. Walter W. Fessler ... 99,375 Marble Company 99,231

Lock for levers , etc. William Honscheid ... 99,668 | Marker. Field . Elmer L. Brillhart .. 102,450

Lock for railway cars , etc. Cornelis Maaskant . 97,361 | Marker for garments. John B. Spencer . 101,343

Lock . Nut . Harvey Tanner Moler... 102,096 Marker. Golf ball . John C. Cory .. 101,023
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Marking device for umbrellas , etc. Cartter Weaver . 99,520 Metals from ores. Recovery of. The Just Mining

Massage . See Ear massage. and Extraction Company 100,058
Massage instrument . William G. Shelton ....

98,989 Metals. Recovery of the precious. The Just Mining

Massage instrument. Willis H. Coon ... 96,846 and Extraction Company ... 98,560

Mat and mud scraper. Andrew C. Houghton .. 97,177 Meter. The American District Steam Company .... 101,703

Match box . Bosque M. Whitteker, et al .. 97,952 Meter. The Diamond Meter Company ... 98,151

Match box . Thomas H. Pace ... 100,922 Meter. Electric . The Canadian Westinghouse Com

Match box and tobacco cutter . William F. Dugins .. 98,910 pany , Limited 102,104

Match -making machine. Bernard G. Vaughn , et al . 99,565 Meter . Motor. Thomas Duncan .
97,282

Match-making machine . John W. Lundgren , et al .. 97,744 Meter. Prepayment. The Canadian Westinghouse

Match -making machine. The Sarnia Match Company 101,669 Company . Limited 102,103

Match -making machinery. Ferral C. Dininny . 100,948 Meter. Telephone service . The Bell Telephone

Match safe . Charles Pickard .. 98,827 Company of Canada ... 98,234

Match safe . Henry G. Taylor . 99,355 Meter. Water. Albert E. Gumz , et al . 98,367

Matching device . The American Sheet and Tin Mica . Manufacture of pulverized . F. R. Tiller ,

Plate Company .... 99,033 , 99,034 et al . 102,222

Matrix holding device for falling teeth. Calvin M. Micrographic apparatus. Otto Heinrich Fritz

Bean 98,068 Vollbehr 101,402
Matte . Process of refining copper nickel . Noah V.

Middlings. Method of utilizing. Serge Berditschew

Hybinette 97,715 sky Apostoloff 96,845

Mattress . See Spring and mattress. Milk cooler. Peter L. Stein .. 97,925

Mattress . Benjamin F. Berryman . 99,134 | Milk cooler and agitator. Joseph Anson . 98,861

Mattress. Eve K. Jacobs ... 99,052 Milk . Malto - Diastased. Société “ Le Lait 102,128

Mattress. Richard M. Van Eaton .. 99,051 Milk powder. Alexander S. Ramage. 98,198

Mattress frame or support. Amos Mardis , et al . 96,890 Milking apparatus. Paul E. Bartelmus . 100,031

Mattress. Spring. Knox Henry .. 99,666 | Milking machine. Axel Sabroe .... 98,754

Mattress tufting apparatus. George W. Bent. 101,178 Milking machine . Daniel Klein .. 98,051

Measure. See Skirt evener and measurer. 101,215

Measure. Clarence Schock 102,069 Milking machine . D. H. Burrell & Company.. 101,324

Measure . Ralph Morehouse 100,363 102,736

Measure. Vivian Osborne , et al . 99,395 | Milking machine. Hinrick P. D. Ohlha ver ... 99,941

Measure and cutter for cloth. P. S. Swan , et al ... 102,305 | Milking machine . Mark Carmickle .. 101,630

Measure and filters. Liquid . Jim T. Story .. 97,288 | Milking machine . The Aktiebolaget Separator . 100,476

Measure and marker. Cloth . James F. Boggs .... 100,481 | Milking machine . The Hydraulic Hand Milker Com

Measure and ruler . Susanna Nice Nutz ... 98.722 pany 100,603

Measure. Computing yard . Albert D. de Generes .. 99,057 | Mill . See Ball mill . Fanning mill . Grinding mill.

Measure . Electric . The Canadian Westinghouse
Grinding or rrushing mill . Penhle mill . Pul.

Company ..97,171 , 100,527 verizing or grinding mill. Saw mill . Stamp mill .
Measure for sheet material . James Robertson , et al . 102,685 Wind mill .

Measure . Tape . Charles E. Flint , et al . , 102,426 Mill. Irénée A. Chavanne, et al ..... 97.818

Measuring machine . John Berg ... 100,364 | Mill . Grinding. John Wheeler Fuller 102,214

Measuring. protecting and display means for fab Mill . Grinding . Oliver J. Moussette . 102,181

rics . Alfred E. Standen .. 100.791 | Milling machine. James W. Kennedy . 101,271

Meat baster. John O'Connor .. 101,254 | Milling machine. Percy L. Weston .. 101,096

Meat block and bench scraper . George E. Kent .. 97,750 | Milling machine. The Canadian General Electric

Meat roaster. James R. McLaughlin ... 97.071 Company 101,067

Mechanical movement. John D. A. Johnson . 97,658 Mining apparatus. John L. Weaver... 97,732

Mechanical movement. Peter Hesselius ...
101,337 Mining. Method of and apparatus for placer. John

Mechanical movement . The B. Roth Tool Company . 97,639 Lewis Weaver 98,531

Medicinal electrical appliance . John F. Richardson , Mirror. C. H. Ayer , et al .. 101,823

et al . 102,804 Mirror. Matthew T. Buchanan .. 97,083

Medical device for applying liquids to the body. Miter box . Peter Dasch .
102,335

Frederick Hofmann 99,607 | Mitre. Jack . Daniel D. Cameron . 101,908

Merry-go -round . Ernest J. Mitcheson . 100,012 | Mixer . Frederick C. Austin . 101,558

Merry -go -round . George B. McKinney . 98,824 Mixer. Thomas H. D. May .... 97,969

Merry - go -round . Herbert H. Pattee . 100.667 Mixer and distributor. Amos N. Somers . 98,660

Merry -go -round . James Henry Porter , et al . 98,525 Mixer and measure . Concrete . Paul T. C. Dumais 97,085

Merry - go -round. William T. Watson .. 99,443 | Mixer. Cake. Julia C. Gauthier ... 96,980

Metal bars or rods . Machine for making. The Mixer. Cement. James Arrand , et al . 100.865

Chase Rolling Mills Company .. 98,707 | Mixer. Cement . Ransom E. Snell .. 100,730

Metal bodies together . Means of securing. Maurice
Mixer. Concrete . Charles Lemoine . 97,971

Lachman 97,158 | Mixer. Concrete . Charles R. Weaver . 102,482

Metal cutting method. Felix Jottrand ... 100,123 Mixer. Concrete . Ernest L. Bansome . 100,492

Metal extracting apparatus . Wilbur A. Hendryx. 98,180 | Mixer . Concrete . Henry D. Conway . 100,497

Metal extraction . Alexander Lenart ... 102,339 | Mixer. Concrete . Milon J. Demorest . 100,495

Metal extraction . Miranda Malzac .. 100.162 Mixer. Concrete. William H. Likins, et al . 101.238

Metal extraction . Sidney T. Muffly . ... 102,395 , 102,396 Mixer. Dough . Landers, Frary & Clark .. 102,490

Metal . Machine for expanding slitted sheet. Oscar Mixing machine . Felix Notz ... 102,610

Bradford 100,102 Mixing machine. Frederick C. Austin .. 100,487

Metal . Machine for making expanded. Lewis E. Mixing machine . The Buttkamp-Mincke Company .. 98,783

Curtis 100,103 Mixing process . Steel . La Société Electro -Métal

Metal . Manufacture of expanded. Oscar Bradford . 100,101 lurgique Française 99,756

Metal press . Process of uniting . Charles F. Jacobs 100,356 Mixer . Sand. William G. Stockham . 100,494

Metal reduction . Otto Frick .. 98,405 Model reproducing machine. William H. Boorne . 97,712

Metal separating process . Noah V. Hybinette .... 97,716 Moistener for binding tap. Henry P. Roberts .... 100,626

Metal strips and sheets to a curved form in cross Moistener for stamps , etc. William Holt .. 97,656

section . Machinery for bringing. Godfrey B. Moistening pad for letter copying presses. Leonard

Johnson
98,020 Banks

96,939

102,565 Mould. George Leon Bartlett .. 101,575

Metallic coating from sheet metal . Method of re- 102,566 | Mould . Herman Besser .. .101,653 , 102,447

moving. Olin S. Fellows , et al .. 102,567 | Mould . Joseph J. Meyer . 99,153

102,568 | Mould . William Welsh .. 99,365

Metallic iridium production . The Parker-Clark Mould . Brick . Levi Skell . 99,674

Electric Company 98,606 Mould . Chimney. James Brent Cole . 98,454

Metallic production . The Union Carbide Company . 102,761 | Mould for bricks . James A. Judie . 99,352

Metallic vessels . Method of making. John H. Gault 98,945 Mould for building blocks . John A. Johnson . 101,718

Metallurgical process. Frederick T. Snyder...... 97,735 Mould for cement blocks . William N. Cowhan . 99,162

Metals. Apparatus for recovering precious . The Mould for concrete posts . Leverett A. Pratt.. 96,839

Garvin Cyanide Extraction Company ...... 96,812 , 100,177 Mould for plastic materials . William F. Cowhan .. 99,680

Metals , etc. Extraction . Process for . Karl August Moulding machine. Clay M. Runyan ..
99,622

Kühne 102,219 | Moulding machine . Herman Besser .. 97,480

r
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Moulding machine. William Selby Godwin ..... 98,391 Mould for hollow articles . Herman Besser .. 100,523

Molybdenum and alloys. Process of producing. Mould for piano hammer. Frank L. Zabriskie..97,021 , 97,022

The Electro -Metallurgical Company .. 102,810 Mould . Pig iron . Edward Curry .... 100,801

Molybdenum , etc. Method of producing. The Ferro Mould. Plastic block . James J. Cox .. 98,263

Alloys Syndicate 102,809 Mould for plastic blocks. Joseph M. McDowell... 98,103

Money exchanging apparatus. Edward Ludvigsen .. 100,958 Mould for plastic material . George T. McIntyre .. 97,519

Monoline composing machine . The Mergenthaler Mould for plastic material . John Callow ... 97,327

Linotype Company 96,977 Mould for sewers , conduits , etc. Jacob B. Blaw .... 100,124

Mop wringer . Charles A. Lee .. 100,442 Mould. Glass . McClelland Myers ..... 97,001

Motion converting device. Ralph A. Schoenberg ... 100,597 Mould . Glass . The Automatic Machine Glass Com

Motion reversing mechanism. Dugald Caleb Jackson 101,547 pany 98,304

Motor. See Engine . Moulding flask . The Canadian Westinghouse Com

Motor. Gabriel P. B. Hoyt ... 102,538 pany 97,230

Motor. John M. Thurston . 100,774 Moulding machine . Charles W. Bradley , et al ...... 97,711

Motor. John W. Smith . 98.805 | Mouth organ . Anslow B. Rudd .. 100,533

Motor. William Stokes, Jr. , et al . 97,890 | Mouthpiece for pneumatic teat cups. Alexander

Motor. Alternating current. The Canadian West Gillies 101.016

inghouse Company 98,489 Mouthpiece for wind instruments . Donald M. Carson 96,892
Motor control . Alternating current . The Otis Mower . Emanuel Kaufman 102,046

Fensom Elevator Company .. 101,354 Mower. Joseph Dain .96,837, 102.614

Motor control system . Axel Magnuson . 101,318 | Mower. The International Harvester Company . 100.057

Motor. Current. H. G. Brown , et al ... 101,563 Mower. The Massey - Harris Company . 97,546

Motor. Current. C. E. Hultgreen , et al . 101,573 Mower. J. L. Tomer , et al .... 102,105

Motor driven agricultural apparatus. Albert E. Mower. Lawn . John H. Seip . 101,851

Cook , et al. 97,912 Mower. Lawn . William Herbert Coldwell . 98,574

Motor. Electric . Charles M. Clark . 100,342 Mowing mechanism . John A. Cumming . 102,453
Motor. Electric . Dugald Caleb Jackson . 101,955 Mowing machine. Alfred K. Rarey .. 97.284

Motor. Electric. James Burke . 102,475 Mowing machine . Ferris Swartwout 98,528

Motor. Electric . The Canadian Westinghouse Com Muscular development. Apparatus for promoting.

pany ...... 102,527 Frederick Meredith Clease ... 98,453

Motor. Flertrical. The Canadian Westinghouse
Music leaf turner . Edward C. Hennequin . 99,617

Company 102,528 Music leaf turner . Frederick Barfett .. 99,850

Motor. Explosion . Paul Daimler.. 102,690 Music record . James J. Walker .. 99,907

Motor. Explosive . Daniel Appel ... 99,174 | Music roll mechanism . Henry P. Ball . 97,650

Motor. Fluid pressure . The National Engine Com Musical apparatus. James J. Walker . 100,784

pany 100,860 Musical instruments. The Chase & Baker Company 102,769

Motor. Gearless. The Canadian Westinghouse Com Musical instrument . The firm of J. C. Heppe & Son 100,443

pany . ..96,947, 96,948 , 96,949 Musical instrument . Wind . Albert O. Paulson ..... 101,857

Motor. Hydraulic . William Lambert Walter .. 101.566 | Mud guard. Vehicle . William Terrence McCauley . 101,834
Motor. Internal combustion. Edward C. Newcomb . 99,163 | Muffler. George S. Troost . 97,313
Motor. Internal combustion. The Defiance Iron

Muffler. James C. Scott .. 97,921

Works Company 100,711 Muffler. The Monarch Knitting Company. 97,464

Motor. Internal explosive. George F. Jaubert . 99,061 | Muffler for exhaust . John M. Porter . 100,585

Motor. Pneumatic . Eugene de Kleist . 98,943 Multple -unit control system . Henry M. Harding ,

Motor. Rotary. Adelbert Sauer ... 100,841 et al . 100.556

Motor. Rotary. The Ingersoll - Rand Company .. 97,420 Mush-making process . Cyrus W. Jackson , et al. 97,837

Motor suspending jeans. Electric . The Canadian
Nail cap plate. Firm of F. W. Bird & Son ... 100,190

Westinghouse Company 97,227 | Nail or spike driver . Oscar T. Briggs .. 98,003

Motor. Treadle . Charles Stambois, et al. 96,901 | Nail receptacle. Michael A. Salmon . 100,359

Motor. Tidal . Frank A. Harrison .. 102,692 | Nails , rivets , etc. Machine for making. Alfred

Motor. Tidal . George Whitman ... 100,174 Charles 100,010

Motor. Water . A. Lang, et al . 101,687 Necktie. William A. Clarke .. 98.971

Motor . Water. Peter T. Coffield .. 98,797 Needle . William Suddess , et al .. 98,334

Motor. Wave actuated . Tad Danford . 98,690 Needle for graphophones. Fred Petmecky . 102,048

Motor. Wind. Samuel Saunders .. 97,770 | Needle . Sewing machine. George A. Manwaring . 99,798

Mould . See Brick moulding and pressing machine. Needle . Sewing machine. William A. Martin .. 100,825

Mould . Charles F. Lancaster . 102,462 Needle . Sewing machine. William Suddess, et al .. 99,682

Mould . Elmo H. Reed .. 100,188 Nest. Hen . Alexander Lucia .... 101,912

Mould . Erastus H. Van Natta . 100,176 Nest . Incubator. John U. Moore . 101.053

Mould . Harry A. Walter .. 97,117 Net . Fish , E. 1. Hopkins, et al.. 102,306

Mould. Herman Besser .100,521 , 100,522 Net . Fly . F. and A. I. Jacques . 101,744

Mould . John H. Sullivan . 98,246 Net. Landing. John W. Graham . 100,575

Mould . Nason M. Goodwin . 102,390 Net. Trawl. Richard R. Obee .. 100,584
Mould . Nelson A. Austin ... 99,897 | Nickel and cobalt . Method of preparing. The

Mould and vulcanizer for rubbers. Thomas Miller . 100,632 Metals Extraotion Corporation ... ..... 101,322 101,323

Mould . Block . Harvey E. Shumway .. 97,098 Nickel manufacture. The Mond Nickel Company .. 97,372

Mould box . Willis H. Fisher .. 102,392 Nickel production . Ellen G. Elworthy .. 101,080

Mould . Brick . Peter Dierlamm ..
100,216 Nipper. Joseph N. Nettleton ... 99,673

Mould . Brick . The South Bend Machine Manufac
Nitric acid . Production of from air . Salpetersaeure

turing Company ...... .101,452 , 101,453 Industrie Gesellchaft 101,775

Mould . Briquette . Theodore B. Wilcox . .97,726 , 97,727 Nitrogen composition . Method of producing. Oscar

Mould . Butter. Edward J. Luhman .. 100,043 F. Carlson 101,328

Mould. Cement . James G. Mills .. 99,955 Nitrogen compounds. Method of producing. John

Mould . Cement block . John Millin . 100,187 W. Wood 101,329

Mould. Concrete. Albert A. Pauly .
102,399 Nitro -glycerene manufacture. Deutsche Sprengstoff

Mould . Concrete . Paul T. C. Dumais . 100,320 Aktiengesellschaft 100,260

Mould. Concrete. The American Chimney Company 100,505 Nitro -glycerine manufacture. The Eastern Dynamite
Mould . Concrete. William F. Cowham . 98,999 Company 97,641

Mould. Concrete block. The Ideal Concrete Ma Nodule of metalliferous material . The National

chinery Company .. . 102,400 , 102,401 Metallurgic Company 100,180

Mould . Dental . Thomas Williams. 102,387 | Nose ring for animals. Robert I. Teeter . 100,785

Mould . Dough . George T. Pendrith . 98,197 Nozzle . Exhaust . James W. Mowbray .. 97,180

Mould for artificial stone. Willie Herman Fisher .. 101,535 Nozzle . Fluid . The Rified Pipe Company . 96,904

Mould for building blocks . Frank McMurray Sawyer 101,541 Nozzle for compound steam turbines. Charles V.

Mould for building blocks . John Wengs... 102,398 Kerr 97,901

Mould for building blocks . William F. Cowham ... 100,851 Nozzel for elastic fluid turbines . The Canadian

Mould for castings. William Robert Clark , et al .. 98,329 General Electric Company .. .97,540 , 99,793

Mould for concrete blocks . E. Beaumont Jarvis .... 97,597 | Nozzle for fire hose. Frank H. Hartwell . 97,627

Mould for concrete pipe. The Miracle Pressed Numbering apparatus. David Carlow, et al . 99,880

Stone Company 102,487 | Nut . Otto Briede 101,543

Mould for concrete walls . John L. Richardson..... 97,846 ' Nut . Axle . John W. Kovalek .. 98,218
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Nut. Axle . William S. Pugsley ... 99,988 Overshoe. Solomon Schwarzschild 101,748

Nut blank making machine. Thomas M. Anderson , Overshoe. Rubber. The Merchants Rubber Com

et al . 97,873 pany 97,953

Nut lock. Abraham P. Steel .. 98,678 Oxygen generator. George F. Jaubert . 101,026

Nut lock . Albert L. Eicher . 99,931 | Oxygen generator. The Roessler and Hasslacher

Nut lock . H. Bostock , et al . 102,236 Chemical Company 101,034

Nut lock . Charles A. Allen .. 99,201 | Oxygen generating composition . The Roessler and

Nut lock . Charles Crawford Garrison 101,636 Hasslacher Chemical Company . 101,033

Nut lock. Charles H. Smith .. 99,833 Oxygen manufacture. George F. Jaubert . 101,170

Nut lock. Frank B. Tofflemire .
101,363 Oxygen preparation. George François Jaubert . 101,789

Nut lock. Frederick W. Schroeder . 99,223 | Ozone producing apparatus . Alexis L. Mangin ..... 102,695

Nut lock. George Bryar , et al .. 101,126 | Packing. See Piston and packing.

Nut lock. "Harry H. Hawley .. 102,337 Packing. Adrian 0. Van Dervort . 100,661

Nut lock . Henry L. Jinks ... 100,159 Package. Arturo Fonts 99,448

Nut lock . James A. Porter, et al . 97,592 | Package . James J. Hinde . 99,120

Nut lock . James E. Taylor ... 97,200 | Package . Seth Wheeler 102,655

Nut lock . James H. Butterfield . 99,202 | Package and letter delivering and collecting system .

Nut lock . James W. Koch .. 97,302 John Murray Case .. 99,657

Nut lock. James W. McDonald . 102,604 Package. Fruit . Theron N. Woolverton . 96,972

Nut lock. Jerome Landry , et al . 100,160 Package. Paper. Seth Wheeler ... 102.758

Nut lock . Linton C. Amberson, et al ... 96,960 Package. Spool and thread. The Linen Thread

Nut lock . Louis E. L. Thenke , et al .. 100.129 Company 99,753

Nut lock . Noah Howell ..... 101,876 Packing case . Bishopric & Company . 98,408

Nut lock. Olivier Blais , et al . 99,537 Packing case. Orren Clawson ... 96,912

Nut lock . Peter Emil Bagge . 101,872 Packing for boxes , etc. John Williamson . 100,647

Nut lock. Peter Liberty .. 101,507 Packing for shafts of steam turbines . The Honour

Nut lock . Peter Lord , et al .. 98,410 able Charles Algernon Parsons . 101,074

Nut lock . The Dyer Axle Lock Nut Company . 97,696 Packing for valves . John T. Wilson .. 100,656

Nut lock. The Universal Nut Lock Company . 100,132 Packing. Metallic . Edward J. Fuller . 102,346 , 102,499

Nut lock. Walter R. Mecherle ....... 101,508 Packing. Metallic . Edward M. Cook . 100,650

Nut lock . William E. Louden .. 102,603 Packing. Metallic. John H. Lewis , et al . 102,389

Nut lock . William H. Beckett .. 97,184 Packing machine . Butter. John Mattson . 102,727

Nut lock . William Rundle .....
101,746 | Packing. Piston. William B. Norton .. 100,836

Nut lock for vehicles . Abe L. Renwick . 96,806 | Packing. Shaft . James Wilkinson .... 102,373

Nut making machine . John G. Inshaw . 99,889 | Packing. Steam turbine. The Allis - Chalmers Com

Nut making machine. Otto Briede . 100,264 pany 100,707

Oar. Bow- facing. Charles H. Vessot .. 101,226 | Packing. Stuting box. Samuel M. Guss . 102,409

Oar. Bow-facing . J. W. Wagner, et al . 101,854 Pad for horse collars . Delmont S. Brown . 101,873

Oil can. Henry J. Klusmire .. 102,206 | Pad for horseshoe. August C. Tappe .. 102,114

Oil extractor. Henry E. Moffat . 98,267 Pad for horses . Sebie A. Ladd .. 100,889

Oil extraction. The Sherwin -Williams Company . 102,493 Pad. Hoof. Joseph M. Doke ... 101,498

Oil well . Heater. Edward Wenning ... 101,559 | Pad. Ironing. Edward A. Stone . 98,298

Oiler. Alexander Winton , et al ... 98,347 Padlock . William L. Stone .. 98,272

Oils, etc. Decomposition of. John Harvey, et al .. 100,769 Pad . Obstretical . Emmeline H. Pearson . 99,141
Oils . Method of preparing. Jacob E. Bloom ...... 97,620 Pail. Dinner. L. C. and A. J. Harding . 101,623

Optical appliance. Electric . John C. Tredell . 102,109 Pail. Paper. James Tamblyn ... 100,473

Ore concentration . Henry L. Sulman , et al. 99,743 Pail . Slop. Berton C. Groat .. 99,215
Ore concentrator . Christoffer A. Christensen . 100,986 | Paint . Francis E. Dunnett..

97,963

Ore concentrator. Emil Deister ... 99,744 Paint . John F. Villard , et al ...
101,031

Ore concentrator. Phineas H. Adams. 97,015 Paint. Randolph Harryson Goddin . 102,110

Ore concentrator. Ulysses S. James . 99,745 | Paint . Robert Warnock 96,987

Ore concentrator. Walter R. Thurston .. 99,746 | Paint , fuel, etc. Method of making. Réné A. Le

Ore crusher and ulverizer . Adolph John Petter .. 98,406 Maitre 101,280

Ore extraction . Adolf Gutensohn ... 102,410 Paint . Liquid cementing. The Standard Paint Com

Ore jigging machinery. Henry L. Hancock . .99,901 , 99,902 pany 100,702

Ore manufacture . James O. Handy . 100,343 Paint manufacture . Marion E. McMaster . 97,753

Ore preparation . Frederick T. Snyder... 99,771 | Painting machine . Frank Koelsch , et al . 99,498

Ore reducing apparatus . Ernesto Stassano . 97,368 Painting machine . Cloth . George H. Hees, Son &

Ore refining process. Hugo Dicke ... 98,441 Company 100.116

Ore roaster. John W. R. Laxton . 97,506 Painting machine . Wheel . C. A. Willey Company . 97,835

Ore roasting process. Thomas Kiddie . 99,062 Iaintings. Method of producing fac similes of oil .
Ore separator. James M. Couper .. 98,082 Herbert F. Gribble , et al .. 101,060
Ore separator. Phineas H. Adams .. .97,018, 97,019 | Pan . Dust. Edwin C. Crompton .. 97,481

Ore separator. Wilbur H. Peck ... 97,013 , 97,014 , 97,016 , 97,017 Pan . Dust . Jehiel F. Wynkoop. 101,544

Ore slimer. Peter H. Craven .. 102,640 Paper. John H. White ... 98,877

Ore . Treatment. Denis Lance .. 102,235 | Paper bag machine . Charles F. Smith . 97,513

Ore. Treatment. Horace F. Brown . 97,938 Paper bag machine . Frederick E. Strasburg ..97,514, 100,301

Ore. Treatment . Paul Gredt ... 102,299 Paper bag making machine. George Hartman , et al. 100,416
Ore. Treatment . The I. R. Refractory Ore Syndicate 100,169 Paper box . Peter G. Smith , et al .. 98,852

Ore. Treatment . Thomas Jefferson Lovett . 102,220 Paper box making machine . Chauncey W. Gay .... 98,071

Ore. Treatment . Utley Wedge ... 102,187 | Paper hanger and bill poster. William W. Kearns ,
Ores . Preparation of pyritic. Ole A. Bachke . 97,721 et al . 98,832

Organ . See Mouth organ. l'aper hanger pedestal . John R. Brown . 100,214

Organ . Pneumatic . L. S. Lockwod , et al .. 102,310 | Paper making machine . John R. Kennett . 97,347

Organ . Reed . Percy C. Preston ....... .98,590, 98,659 Paper making machine . The Eichorn -Campbell

Orizza prepartion . William Sunderland . 101,766 Company
101,557

Ornamenting process for glass , etc. Walter G. Kent 97,261 | Paper making machine. The Sandy Hill Iron and

Oscillaphone. Walter W. Massie .... 101,345 Brass Works 98,740

Oven . Annealing. William L. Casaday .. 99,656 | Paper maikng machinery. Louisa P. Strickland ,

Oven. Annealing. William L. Casady , et al . 99,655 et al . 98,380
Oven . Bakers. Charles F. F. Allan , et al ..

97,054 Paper making machinery. Robert B. Wolf, et al . 102,360
Oven . Cereal food . The Frontenac Cereal Com Paper making process . Bruno Kniffler ... 98,584

pany 96,874 Paper. Method of finishing surfaces of. Chauncey
Oven . Cooking. John McGuire ..

98,672 Wolcott Gay 102,152
Oven . Electric . Charles A. Keller ,

97,850 Paper perforating machine . Cortland Coulton .. 101,935
Oven . Gas. The Michigan Stove Company . 99,574

Overgaiter for skaters .

102,020

Charles S. Talbert
Paper. Process of making flexible . Rolla L. Crain .

97,688

Overseeming attachment for sewing machines. Jehu Paper serving device . Richard T. Jones , et al ... 97,270

C. Moore
101,052 Paper sheet separating apparatus. Albert B. Dick . 98,211

Overshoe. Amos H. Switzer . ..97,686 , 97,687 Partitions, windows, etc. Material for. George

Overshoe . Charles L. Higgins .. 97,714 Giguere 98,838

( 102,021
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Pasteurizing apparatus. Charles H. Loew .... 101,262 99,994

Pasteurizing process and apparatus . Frank Tyson . 97,602 99,995

I'asteurizing apparatus . Niels F. Nissen , et al .... 100,099 Piling. Metal . James J. Harold .... 99,996

Pasteurizing apparatus . Pierre Marie Mazé ... 100,128 99,999

I'asteurizing of beer. Charles H. Loew . 98,887 102,477

Pasting device . Harry H. Walker, et al... 97,741 Piling. Metal sheet . Henry Wittekind .... 99,998

Pattern. Dress . William Freeman .. 102,197 Piling. Metal sheet. Luther P. Friestedt .. 99,993

Pattern grading machine . Louis E. Coté . 99,688 Piling. Metal sheet. The Duplex Steel Plate Piling

Having with wood and blocks therefor. Joseph Company 100,001

Duffy 98,032 Piling. Metal sheet . Walter C. Harder . 99,997

Pebble mill . George S. Emerick . 99,092 Piling method and apparatus. Robert A. Chambers 100,611
Pedestal for typewriting machines . John C. Reddick 100,429 Piling. Sheet metal . Michael J. Haney .. 100,000

Peeler. Potato. George M. Smith .. 99,440 Piling . Wooden sheet. Henry L. Zander 99,992

leg and punch . William Houghton .. 101,694 Pin . See Clothes pin.

Pegging machine . The United Shoe Machinery Pin. Clothes . Joseph G. Cartier ..... 100,954

Company of Canada .....
101,002 Pin .. Hair, Thomas H. Cartwrigh

t
... 99,778

Pen . Fountain. Francis G. Brenton , et al. 97,099
Pin, Hat. Herbert Frank Boyce .. 101,660

Pen . Fountain, Joseph F. Betzler . 101,106
Pin . Insulator. Louis Steinberger . 97,772

Pen holder, etc. Carl Holborn .. 97,749 Pipe. See Stovepipe.

Pen holding and releasing device. James 0. Dodge ,
Pipe. Ryerson D. Gates ... 101,194

et al . 100,252
Pipe . The Rified Pipe Company..96,903, 96,905 , 96,906 , 96,907

Pencil. Lead. Eduard Penkala .
101,791 | Pipe bending. The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Com

Pencil sharpener .
96,902

Delbert D. Rush . 99,054
pany

Pencil sharpener. Edward Woodbury . 99,055 Pipe bending apparatus . Louis Herman Brinkman .
\ 98,491

98,492

Pencil sharpener. Frithiof Lagerholm .. 99,053
102,336

Percolater. Coffee. Landers , Frary & Clark .
Pipe cleaner, Edgar T. Gilbert.

97,320
Pipe connection . Frederick W. Delanoy . 101,227

Percussion device . Charles T. Carnahan ..
100,259 Pipe coupler. Lee Powers Hynes, et al . 98,287

Percussive machine. Wilhelm Mauss ..

99,553 Pipe coupling. The Magann Air Brake Company .. 99,384
Perforating machine. Edward Southworth . 102,057 Pipe. Furnace . Albert H. Power .... 97,574

l'erforator. Henry Upton ..... 100,120 Pipe heating and welding machine . Robert A.

Pendent. Electric light . George B. Clarke , et al .. 98,778 Slater , et al . 97,259

Pendant for watches . The Wachter Manufacturing

Pipe. Metallic. Frank H. Rutherford .
100,480

Company 98,320 Pipe or conduit . Philip Aylett ......: 99,853

Petticoat or skirt . Edward J. Segrell.... 102,606 Pipe pulling jack . Hugh B. Cunningham . 99,689

Phonograph . See Picture exhibiting and phonograph Pipe. Tobacco. Andrew Paysen ... 101,904

machine .
Pipe Tobacco. Patrick A. Kenna ... 99,982

Phonograph . Edwin Walker .....
100,076 Pipes. Machine for preparing earthenware. Rice 0.

Phonograph horn . James T. Brown . 98,092 Clark 97,722

Phosphate. See Chlorine and phosphate. Pipe. Sewer.. G. Feltz , et al . 101,905

Photo process apparatus. Arthur E. Lugsdin .... 98,459 Pistol. Fire cracker. Gustav William Hanson . 102,026

Photograph gallery appliances . Walter A. Bunnell . 98,177 Piston and packing. Ebenezer T. White.. 96,946

Photograph. Multiple . Hiram C. J. Deeks..... 99,630 Piston . Pump. John S. Weiser .... 99,418

Photographic apparatus. Young Shannon .. 101,401 Pitchfork . The Maple Leaf Harvest Tool Company 102,367

Photographic developing machine. Friedrich Hein Placket closer. Joseph Parrish Gaumgartner ... 102,088

rich Lange 101,689 | Plaiting machine. Alfred Holmes . 100,738

Photographic device for firearms. Delbert Leroy Plaiting machine. William Wolkau .. 99,835

Laur 101,382 Plane, Andrew N. Gabrielson .... 102,044

Photographic film . Machine for exposing and de Planing mechanism . The Craven Brothers . 97.636

veloping. George C. Beidler . 98,306 Planter. Arthur C. Kent .... 97,301

l'hotographic finishing process . Charles F. Pease , Pianter. Benjamin F. Crannell, et al . 100,905 •

et al . 102,485 | Planter. Felix G. Green , et al . , 101,125

Photographic mount. Eston S. Cheney .. 97,216 Planter. Judah N. Taylor .... 101.883

T'hotographic plate carrying and changing apparatus. Planter. Wade H. Mitchell .. 99,724

William A. Peters , et al.... 97,108 | Planter, Cane. Antonio Mariani ... 97,806

Thotographic printing apparatus. Herbert R. Watts 98,202 | Planter . Corn. James Oscar Brown , Sr. 101,655

l'hotographing machine . Joseph F. Raders . 101,314 Planter. Corn . Thomas Marshall Bailey . 101,738

Photography. Albert Henry Walker .. 101,411 | Planter . Potato. Lewis A. Aspinwall . 99,200

Photography, George N. Pifer ... 97,332 | Planter. Potato . Jacob R. Steit% .... 97,924

Photography . Illuminating method . Edward Mer
Planter. Potato . John Petermann , Jr .. 102,208

tens
102,011 Planter. Potato . Winfred E. Bakeman , 97,432

Photography. Multiple . Hiram C. J. Deeks .
101,661 Planter. Seed . John K. Underwood.. 99,106

l'hotography . Plates for colour. A. and L. Lumière 101,923 Planter. Seed. The Farley Planter and Manufac

Piano . Andrew B. Wallace , et al .
99,463

turing Company 100,335

Piano. Peter Welin 99,908
Plaster, James E. Birney . 97,937

Piano. Roland M. Squire . 101,266
Plaster. Board. H. Kimmet , et al . 102,102

Piano . The Newcomb Piano Company .
98,647

Plaster for the foot. William E. Albach . 99,234

Piano. The Reliable Self -Playing Piano Company.. 101,554
Plasterer's hawk . George Bunker... 97,781

Piano action . Lewis N. Soper .
Plate. See Cathode plate. Tie plate.

100,773

Piano action . Otto Higel ..
Piate . Battery. George J. Miller... 102,541

98,443

Pianofortes. John W. Galloway . Plate . Battery. The Electric Storage Battery Com
99,886

pany 102,309

Piano repairing tool . Samuel M. King , et al. 99,306
Plate. Boot calk. 98,540

Pick. Alexander Walker, et al ...
Stanislas Lemay .

97,340
Plate glass. Attachments to. Henry R. Ransom ... 102,278

Pick . Cyrille Bourque 99,284 Piate. Heliochromic. John H. Powrie .. 97,944

Pick . Henry Joseph Power .. 98,604 Plate holder. Photographic. Jesse D. Lyon .... 100,770
Pick and axe . James McMahon ..

98,640 Plate holder. ' Photographic . Robert J. London ,

Picker. Berry. Harry Allan Peters . 102,113
et al . 97,836

Picker . Fruit . Andrew Murdock .. 102,112 | Plate lifter. David P. Dellinger . 99,615

Pickler. Grain . Herbert F. Boyce .. 102,333 Plate lifter. Oscar Goodwin , et al . 101,057

Pickling and cleaning grain. John Alexander Cowan 101,632 | Plier . William C. Wolford ... 99,192

Pickling of seed grain. John A. Cowan ...... 97,915 Pliers . Dental . Nathan H. Smith . 100,767

Picture exhibiting and phonograph machine. Her
Plough . Andrew W. Harpstrite .. 102,586

bert S. Mills .... 97,139 Plough. Auguste L. Vermeulen .. 100,689

Picture producing process . Sidonie Chadzynska .... 100,569 Plough . Charles Carlson 102,451

Picture slide controller for stereopticons . Arthur Plough. Don Henry Dickinson . 101.246

L. Wait
102,715 | Plough. George Gallimore 99,720

Pile protector. Philip Aylett .. 98,512 Plough. George Klinck 98,747

Piles, haemorrhoids , etc. Medicine for . The South Plough . James B. Hunter . 98,049

African Remedy for Piles Syndicate .... 102,491 | Plough . Jehiel P. Smith , et al. 100,023

4
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Plough . John Clapton Farley .. 102,091 | Power transmitting device . Otto Hoffmann ..... 100,875

Plough . Robert A. Armstrong 102,587 Power transmitting device. The Electric and Train

Plough . Rowland R. Hayward .. 102,723 Lighting Syndicate ...... ..98,324 , 98,325 , 98,326

Plough . William John Swain .. 98,535 Power transmitting mechanism . Fitzroy M. Slocum ,

Plough and cultivator. Booker Dalton , et al . , 97,101 et al . 97,638

Plough and harrow. Edouard M. Quellennec , et al .. 99,921 | Power transmitting mechanism. Howard F. Snyder ,

Plough. Ballast . Harry S. Hart ... 100,450 et al . 97,666

Plough depth regulator. John M. Sausser . 101,747 Prepayment Device for Electric Meters . Amos

Plough. Ditching. John F. Mikolasek .. 100,146 Berrie Cunningham 101,813

Plough. Ditching. Rosario Cardinal .. 101,713 Press . See Clothes pressing machine.

Plough gear. Charles A. Bollinger .. 97,813 Press . Ebenezer W. Rider .... 100,279

Plough . Gang. George Bishop.. 98,536 Piess. John A. Ferguson .. 100,178

Plough . Hand . Thomas L. Willcox . 98,284 | Press. Martin H. Schirmer , et al . 101,153

Plough. Motor. Joseph Brey . 97,056 Press. The Sherwin -Williams Company . .100,858 , 100,859

Plough. Potato. J. M. Drake , et al . , 102,237 | Press. Bailing. James L. Coldiron .. 100,033

Plough seeder and harvester. James Birrell . 101,654 | Press. Bailing. William 0. Cumming . 101.137

Ploughshare. William Pennington , et al .. 100,411 Press. Bale . Arthur Gastonguay .. 102,198

Plough skimmer. Alpheus A. Lundy ..
98,129 Press . Baling. Cyrus M. Davidson .. 100,401

Plough . Snow. Ebenezer J. Perry . 98.107 Press . Block . The Barber Asphalt Paving Company 97,806

Plough . Snow. Howard Grimes . 100,518 Press. Briquet . John Treadwell... 97,720

Plough . Snow. James E. Hutcheson .
97,447 Press . Briquette. H. E. Marsh , et al. 101,651

Plough . Steam . George Larkey .
99,722 Press . Briquette . P. Reynolds , et al .

101,622

Plough. Steam . Grant S. Lowell .. 96,918
Press . Cement brick . Horace B. Murdock

97,140

Plough . Sulky . Irene Desy , et al ... 96,876
Press . Drill . Charles De Los Rice ...

97,769

Plough. Sulky . Richard Sylvester. 97,812 | Press. Dry. Johann Rappold ... 101,758

Plug. Cyprien Laurin , et al .
100,823 Press for extracting oil . The Sherwin -Williams

l'neumatic tool . The Detroit Pneumatic Tool Com Company 101,523

pany 99,569 | Press for leaf tobacco . Bernhard Baron . 100,928

Pneumatically actuated tool . Robert Temple. 99,442 | Press . Hay . Dempsey E. Edenfield .. 102,592

Pocket . James G. Clark , et al ... 101,365 | Press, Hay . Elzear Doré ..... 98,047

Pocket tool . Julius T. Rosenheimer .. 97,665 Press. Printing . Edward N. Mills . 96,788

Pocket transit . William D. Verschoyle .. 96,795 | Press . Printing . Edward N. Mills , et al . 96,787

i'oker . See Shovel and poker. Press . Printing. Herman J. Schoen . 97,909

Pole . See Curtain pole. Trolley pole .
f'ress . Printing. John Krehbiel.. 101,584

Pole. Diedrich William Krellwitz ... 101,424 | Pressure regulator. The Foster Engineering Com

Poles . Protection for . Benjamin W. Hyder . 102,122 pany 98,858

Poles . Splicing. Means of . John D. Soseman . 102,053 | Pirckly - pear, weeds and insect pests . Method of

Polishing machine . Gustav Tuschel .. 102,415 eradicating. George M. Bowser , et al . 101.255

Post . Binding. Clyde Slusser .. 100,792 Printer and protector . Check. Alfred J. Ware ... 101,512

Post cap. Frederick L. Heughes .. 97,503 Printing and issuing tickets and registering fares .

Post. Cement . Homer S. Quick .. 101,059 Machine for . Chester B. Weeks ..... 160,118

Post . Concrete fence . Gasper Spiess .. 97,958 Printing bar composing mechanism . The General

Post driving machine . James Brown , et al . 100,340 | Typing Machine Company ... 97,131
Post. Fence. Asa Pevoto

98,477 Printing bar manufacturing machine. The General

Post. Fence . Blement J. B. Moore .. 101,781 Typing Machine Company.. 97,130

Post. Fence . Cyrus E. Robinson . 99,786 Printing. Colour. J. Frydmane, et al . 102.314

Post. Fence. Daniel Rupert Porter . 101,782
97,728

Post . Fence . Hubert E. Hillman . 101.397
Printing compositions . George S. Duncan , et al.

97,729

Post . Fence . Hugh C. Young .. 101,783 97,730
Post. Fence. John C. Speaker . 99,739

97,731
Post . Fence . John F. Martin .. 98,476 | Printing device . Andrew Holtum .. 100,660

Post . Fence . Joseph A. Tremblay 99,789 | Printing device . Oscar D. Safford . 100,737
Post . Fence. Otto F. Lidke, et al . 98,478 | Printing frame. Summers Brown . 100,809

Post . Fence. Thomas Bernston . 97,959 Printing frame . William B. Young . 99,950
Post . Fence . Thomas Patterson , et al . 101,189 | Frinting machine. Albert B. Dick .

.97,247 , 99,290

Post . Fence . William G. Lieser ... 99,019 | Printing machine. Stephen L. Morgan . 100,651

Post hole digger. Charles Butcher .. 98,184 | Printing machine . Coin operated. Henry W. Spar

Post hole digger . Charles W. Van de Walker , et al . 98,185 ling ...
98,433

Post hole digger . John Dunn ... 99,960 Printing machine . Envelope . Michael P. Kenna ... 99,618

Post marking machine. Donald Robertson , 102,347 | Printing machine. Lithographic. Mark Smith .... 98,591

Post. Mooring. Michael Henry . 98,771 | Printing machine. Plate. The ' Long -Arm ’ System

Pot for melting glass . Henry C. Fry . 102,772
Company 101,004

Pot . Tea and coffee, The Right Honourable Doug
Printing machinery . Charles B. Smith , et al .. 97,097

las MacKinnon Baillie Hamilton Cochrane, Earl Printing mechanism . Richard Marx ..
98.314

of Dundonald
method . Music. William Emmanuel

Potassium chloride extraction . David M. Balch ,
Naunton

101,548
et al .

101,164 Printing or reproducing apparatus. The t'nderwood

Potato digger. George E. Chute . 102,533 Typewriter Company 100,717
Potato digger. John Hist , et al . 98,736

101,380

Potato digger. Joseph F. Shefferly, et al . 97,100 Printing. Photo -mechanical. Albert Henry Walker 99,466

Potato digger. Joseph Moreau... .97,068 , 99,595
99,502

Potato digger. William J. Ellard . 98,159 Printing process. Photo -mechanical. Albert H.
Potato peeler . Howard R. Belden ,

99,572 Walker ..99,948 , 99,949
Pouch transferring means . John Rombach . 97,075 | Prints. Production of multi - colour. John Bachmann 99,289

Pounch. Uberto D. Ezell ...
100,918 Producer . Water gas . Dellwik - Fleischer Wassergas

Pounding up machine. The United Shoe Machinery
Gossellschaft

102,307

Company of Canada .. 102,489 | Propellor. Edward A. Stickler .. 100,457
Powder. Baking. Richard Paul .

99,844 | Propellor . Francis W. McCain . 98,500

Powder. Blasting. James A. Goldsmith , et al ..... 98,847 | Propellor. Fynis C. Gordon , et al .
98,148

Powdering machine . Etch . Lewis Edward Levy .. 101,888 Propellor. Harry K. Milham .
99,338

Power converting apparatus . George H. Morgan .. 100,835 | Propellor. Hugh Robertson Shaw
101,723

Power device . Nels H. Nelson ..
98,751 | Propellor. José Fola

98,301

Power generating apparatus. The Canadian General Propellor. Miguel Perez 98,105
Electric Company 100,599 Propellor. The Hector Submarine Boat and Pro

Power generation . The Canadian General Electric
pellor Company 98,939

Company 100,600 Propellor. Boat . Charles Edwin Barber . .98,710 , 98,711

Power system . The Canadian General Electric Propellor. Boat . Franklin W. Hayes . et al .. 99,503
Company 100,601 | Propellor . Boat . Hans Mikorey . 100,581

Power system . Tide . Walter F. Cove, et al . , 100.247 | Propellor. Screw. Norman Rogers Smith , 102,070

Power transmission . Chester Phillips 102,659 | Propellor. Vessel . Peet Carlson ... 100,470

100,035 Printing
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Propelling and steering mechanism for vessels . Purifier. Paper stuff . Leonhard Kruse . 99,891

Rocco Stola 100,377 Purifier. Water. Robert C. Smith .... 98,076

Propelling mechanism . Fred . A. Baker , 99,653 Purifying process . Sugar. Hermann Wiese . 102,776

Propulsion of vessels . Charles Eugen , et al . , 97,874 Purifying system for grain . The Barnard & Leas

Protector. Fabric roll protector guard . Smoke Manufacturing Company 97,587

protector. Spring protector . Watch protector . Purifying water. Process for. The American Steel

Protector for high frequency apparatus. Lee de and Wire Company
102,001

Forest 100,806 | Purse. Albert Ehrhardt . 97,153

Protector for tool handles . John H. Lyons . 101,051 | Purse. Emma L. Sweet .. 102.664

Protector. Third rail . William H. Kober , et al . 101,294 Pyroxylin . Apparatus for making collars and cuffs
Protector. Wagon box . James M. Urie ..

98,031 from . The Arlington Company .. 100,638

Pruning implements . Levi H. Mullen ..
97.363 Pyroxylin collar and cuff . The Arlington Company . 99,112

Pulley. Andrew J. Stickler . 98,359 Puzzle . Clarence Edward Hall . 102,050

Pulley. Gustav Nettle
101,147 | Quill manufacture. William Webster . 98,781

Pulley . Johann G. Hansler . 100,690 Quilting frame . Lynch D. West ... 96,885

Pulley . Otto R. Beck ...
97,815 Rack . See Display rack . Hay rack. Table support

Pulley block . F. W. Carter , et al .
101,863 ing rack . Wagon box , hay and stock rack .

Pulley frame . The Pressed Metal Manufacturing
Rack . Display . Wallace D. Wilbur ... 101,235

Company 97,264 | Rack for burial caskets . Charles O. Whitcomb ... 100,589

Pulley. Railway signal . Hiram Lomas . 100,093 Rack for displaying rugs. Charles H. O'Neal .. 100,734

Pulp from waste water. Method of reclaiming. The
Rack for frying cakes . Orlando G. Kelly .. 101,369

Improved Paper Machinery Company..
98,765 Rack or screen for water wheel . John Murphy .. 97,050

Pulp. Machine for making receptacles . William E. Rack . Sira " Charles E. Whitney ... 100.590

Schneider
102,481 Radiators . Burroughs , W. J. and W. J .. 101,986

Pulp screen . The Baker & Shevlin Company .
97,020 Radiator. Charles W. Moodie . 98,268

Pulpwood chips . Apparatus for assorting . Natha
Radiator . Elizabeth L. Botts . 97,913

niel M. Jones ......
100,370 Radiator. Samuel Drew 100,894

Pulverizer for furnace slag. Dr. Heinrich Colloseus 97,407 Radiator. Thomas J. Kehoe
101,878

Pulverizer. Ore . The W. L. McCullough Company. 100,421 Radiator for heating buildings . John T. Stokes .. 98,984

98,862 Radiator. Hot water. Henry T. Offterdinger . 100,044

Pulverizing or grinding mill .
98,878

James W. Fuller ,
Radium surfaces. Hugo Lieber ... 101,383

100,559 Rail . See Guard rail . Splice bar and guard rail .

100,887 Rail . Albert Mar3chiner 98,554

Pump. See Cushion and pump. Turbine compressor.
Rail . Samuel W. Dalzell .. 97,560

Pumps, etc.

Pump .
97,187

Albert Maginot
Rail . Stuart R. Fry ......

101,477 Rail and tie for railways . David E. Lindsay . 101,512

Pump. Al F. Helsel .. 100,298 Rail board . The firm of Stone & Webster . 97.851

Pump. Augustus L. Medlock .
98,801

Rail. Brace .
Pump. Carl Sucyek

James F. Kelly ... 101,979

100,065 Rail. Bracc .
97,693

Pump. Charles H. Bryant , et al .

The Niagara Forged Steel Company

98,788

Pump. Charles H. Perry , et al .
Rail chair .

100.223
William H. J. Clifton , et al ..

98,789 98,555

Pump. Charles W. Schaus ..

Rail chair and joint. Joseph Joynson ..

101,561

Pump. C. W. McGonigle , et al .
Rail cleaner. Hilary Quertier... .97,188 , 98,283

101,564 Rail . Guard . William H. Moore .. 102,602

Pump. George J. Murdock ..
101,568 , 101,569 Rail. Joint chair. Aurelius M. Ewing. 97,931

Pump. F. W. and A. Gordon .. 101,785 Rail. Railroad . David Jones ...
97,064

Pump. Harry Ritzer Comby . 101,567 101,022

Pump. Hiram Terry

Rail seats . Method of cutting. Albert Collet ..

101,571 98,043

Pump. Hugh Johnston
Rail splice. John L. Smith , et al ..

101,476

Pump. James Alston
Rail stay . Hiram H. Sponenburg, et al . .97,268 , 97,269 , 97,586

101,456 98,062
Pump. James Lang

Rail tie and fastening. John G. Snyder, et al ......

101,688

Pump. James M. Shepard .
Railway . See Tramway.

99,024 101,008

Pump. John W. Park . 101,570

Railway . Lewis Ginger
101,511

Pump. Philip H. Deis , et al . 99,316

Railway. William Johnston Eicher .

99.325

Pump. The Canadian General Electric Company ..

Otto Hoffmann .
Railway construction .

98,364 101.958

Pump. The Sandusky Foundry and Machine Com

Robert Cooke Sayer.Railway. Electric .

100,139

pany
Charles T. Harvey .Railway . Elevated .

98,787 100,140

Pump . The Steel Ball Company . .101,555 , 101,556

Railway. Inclined . Stephen E. Jackman .

102,459

Pump . Thomas H. C. Homersham , et al .
Philip D. Hibner .

kailway switch .
99,872

Pump. William C. Brown..

101,1114Henry Roy .
Railway system .

100,361 100,092

Pump . Air. Bernhard Klahn , et al .

William H. Dammond .
Railway system .

99,271 99,223

Pump. Bicycle. F. B. and B. M. Merry .
Rake . Francis A. Rugg ..

102.161
101,131

Pump. Bicycle . Roger Connell ..
Rake. George W. Anderson .

102,172

Pump . Centrifugal turbine. Henry R. Worthington
Rake. William W. Jrwin .. 97,219

98,190

Pump. Compressed air.
97,426 , 97,427

Danville W. Starrett ......
Rake. Hay. David Maxwell & Sons .

97,522 100,049
Pump. Computing. The Anderson Tool Company .. 99,160

Range . James W. Provan

Pump for internal combustion engine .
97,294

Reuben A
Range . Manning W. Doherty .

Mitchell , et al ....
100,40698,960 Range. Wellesley R. Harpden

Pump for raising liquids . Francesco Sacchi .
99,719

97,521 Range. William M. Fulton ...
97,061

Pump. Measuring. George Yanacopoula ..
101,725 Range. Cooking. Arthur R. Hubbard , et al .

Pump. Oil . E. Lacroix , et al ....
97,510

Range finder . Robert H. Owen ..
101,572

Pump Recording. William M. Davidson .
Gas. The Gurney Foundry Company . 102,716

Pump rod. John D. Shipman .... Gas. William J. Hallarn ..... 101,155

Pump. Steam. The Canadian Westinghouse Com
Ratchet spanner . Frederick W. Schroeder . 98,728

pany
100,463100,978 Razor. Frederick H. Arnold ..

Pump. Suction and force . William W. Robinson ...
98,804 Razor. Henry B. Stillman 102,663

Pump. Turbine . The International Steam Pump Razor. Lingue S. Morgan ... 97,630

Company 98,741
101,942Razor. Rollin Breed Tuller...

Pump. turbine , blower , etc. Nils K. F. Hanson ... 96,868 Razor. Safety. Frederick H. Arnold .. 99,521

Pumping system . Mark R. Muckle , et al . 100.362
Razor. 97,603Safety . John H. Clauss , et al . ,

Punch . See Peg and punch . Razor. Safety. Morton G. Bunnell .... 102,381

Punch . John A. Bell ..
99,349 Razor. Safety. The American Safety Razor Co. 98,508

Punch . John L. Brower . 102,313 Reamer. Henry Conrad Bramer ... 98,622

Punch. Ralph G. Whitlock .. 100,542 Reaper and binder. George D. Farmer .. 100,171

Punch . The Crown Cork and Seal Company 100,864 Receiver. Electric transmission . Isidor Kitsee ... 102,244

Punch. Turret . James A. Taylor, et al . 96,786 Receptacle for powdered materials. William West . 101,364

Punching and shearing machine . Leslie D. Jannell , Receptacle. Liquid . Edwin C. Webb .... 101,152

et al . 101,064 | Receptacle. Safety deposit . Arabella A. Nees . 101,183

Punching and shearing machine. The Buffalo Forge Recharging device. John V. Wells .... 98,874

Company 97.127 Reciprocal movement mechanism . Walter V. Gilbert 99,664

Purifier. Electric . John L. Lawson . 100,237 Record of passengers. Emma W. Jackson ... 101,107

Purifier. Feed water. The United Injector Company 100,951 ' Recorder and reproducer. The American Grapho

Purifier . Fluid. George H. Reynolds..... 102,774 phone Company 99,571

98,927 Range,

99,025 Range.
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Recorder. Electro magnetic . Henry Arnold Arn Roll . Hot mill . Jacob Loomis . 101.690

mann , et al .. 98,683 Koller. Graining. Bennet D. Marks . 101,646

Recorder. Time . The Canadian Time Recording Roller . Window shade , John L. Harrison .
97,412

Co. , Ltd. 102,308 Rolling pin . Mortin Harloe ... 97,841

Recorder. Time . The Dey Time Register Company 98,000 | Roof. See bridge roof.

Recording machine for fire preventing sprinkler. Roof. Thomas Wilson . 102,753

William G. Meddings 98.952 Roof. Car. C. B. Hutchins & Sons . 98,556

Records. Talking machine. Victor H. Emerson .... 102,013 Roof. Greenhouse . Robert W. King . 97.843

Rectification of alcohol , etc. Emile Guillaume . 102,111 Icoof structure , etc. Richard T. Hunter . 98.987

Reed and treddle . The Linen Thread Company 99,7.52 | 98,890

Reed box for frilling, etc. Rhys D. Fairbairn . 99,685
Roofing. The Philip Carey Manufacturing Company

98,891

Reel . Clothes . Thomas A. Campbell ... 99,402 Rope hitch . Norman P. Fraser , et al .. 101,350

Reel . Wire . Charles W. Stark .. 98,106 Rope measuring and computing machine. Eugene F.

Reflector for magnifying glasses. Carey E. Bunker . 101,422 Hug ... 98,371

Refrigerating system . John Beck . 98,262 Rossing machine. Joseph Moreau . 101,679

Refrigerator. Aaron J. Chaffin .. 97,235 Rotary machine. Daniel Appel.. 102,167

Refrigerator. Byron Smith Fryar .. 101.581 Routing machine. Stair . Silas P. Woolf . 101,292

Kefrigerator . Charley McDonner 99.138 Rubber. James P. Crane.. 102,129

Refrigerator. Forrest V. Detwiler . 97,236 Rubber purifying process . Frederick C. Hood . 98,841

Refrigerator. Frederick A. Hickson . 101,798 Rubber. Manufacture of sheet . Eugene Beecher ,

Refrigerator. George A. Masters . 101,795 et al 98,921

Refrigerator . Maurice Leblanc 101.478
| 101,156

Refrigerator. The Chatham Motor Car Company . 102,738 Rubber vulcanizing process . William A. Köneman 101,157

Refrigerator for bars . Simon Voyer, et al .. 97,697 1 101,158

Register. See Printing and issuing tickets and re Kule . Edward P. Johnson . 100.454

gistering !ares .
Rule . James E. Huey, et al.

100,721

102.418 Rule and Gauge. Raiford W. Douglas . 99.765

102.419 Ruler. George Hay... 97.156

102,420 Runner. Cab . James W. Sorenson . 100.884
Register Cash . The National Cash Register Com

102.121 Sad iron . Alexander Lucthi .. 101,641 .
pany ..

102.422 Sad iron . Landers, Frary and ciark .. 100,759

102.493 Saddles: See Harness saddle .

102,424 Saddle . Patrick H. Fontaine .. 100.152

Register. Hot air. John W. Ratz . 97,575 Saddle. G. J. Theobald , et al .. 102,099

Register . Side wall . The McClary Mfg. Co .. 99,922 | Saddle. Wilhelm Deditils .. 99,714

Register. Time . The Dey Time Register Com Saddle tree . Fraser G. Lockhart.. 100.131

pany ....
.97,799 , 97,800 , 97,801 , 97,802 , 97.803 , 97804 Saddle tree . Robert Alfred C. Russell.. 98,545

Regulator. See Pressure regulator. Plough depth Safe. J. and J. Taylor .. 99,624

regulator . Steam boiler. Safe for provisions . Elizabeth S. Reed .. 100,373

Regulator. Feed water. Charles H. Chandler ...... 101,830 Safe match . Clayton R. Lusk .. 97,591
Regulator. Fluid pressure . The Canadian Westing Saline solutions . Electrolytic decomposition of .

house Company , Limited 102.006 Arthur B. Larchar , et al . , 100,261

Reinforced concrete forms . Homer Thomas . 100 295 Salvage apparatus. Fernando Stand y. Ximeney :. 102.317

Reinforcement for concrete . Arthur S. Pierson . 97,148 Sand and slime. David J. Kelly .. 102,672

Sand blast
Reinforcement for concrete .

The

William Gabriel. 97,149
apparatus. Marine Construction

Relay. Jens Herman Christensen .... 102.171 Company .. 97,266 , 97,267

Relay . Ralph Davenport Mershan .. 101.659 Sand box . Mary E. Langley .. 99,943

Relay. The Western Union Telegraph Company 98.486 Sand cap for vehicle wheels. William E. Wright. 99,270

Relay. Electric . itzhugh Townsend 97,758 Sander. William H. Quin .. 99,944

Repairer. Axle . Lottie G. Fader .. 101,831 Sanding device . Augustus L. Moss .. 100,868

Repeater. Telephone. George Washington Kret Sanding device for automobiles . Augustus L. Moss . 100,869

zinger 102.159 Sap extracting apparatus . James W. Wade .. 102,555

Replacer. Car. Edward Henry Best .
102,084 Sap spout. Joseph Clark .. 101,827

Resaw . John L. Graham ... 101,742 Sash . Christopher Columbus Clancey.. 101,843

Sash

Reservoir for collecting dew. Arthur J. Hubbard, and shutter raising and lowering machine .

et al . 99.001
William F. Williams .. 97,245

Sash balance . Joseph Soss ..
Respirator. David Craig 98,576

96,837

Sash balance . The St. Louis Car Company .
Respirator or inhaler. John L. Hively ... 101.261

100.056

Retort. Gas . Gottfried Theodor Albert Jerratsch . 101,717
Sash bar . James P. Comstock .. 100,215

Sash fastener. Artie Martin ..

Reversing mechanism . William E. Roche. 99,108
96,835

Sash guide and metal weather strip. William H.Revolver. Daniel B. Martin .. 100,468
Scholes ...

Ribbon attachment for typewriters. The Under
97,974

wood Typewriter Company . 100,942
Sash holder. Jean B. P. Michaud.. 96,836

Sash lifter. Robert Washburn .. 99.558

Ribbon guide for typewriters . Connel H. Dowlen .. 100,448

Ribbon weaving machine.

98.898

The Dey Time Register
Sash support. John S. Gribbon , et al ..

Sash weight. James R. N. Curtin .. 98.689

Company 102,242
Sash window . Frederick Kling .. 100,070

Rim. Vehicle wheel . Isaac Hodgson . 99.970
Sash window. William E. Dougherty .

100,297
Rim . Wheel . Richard Simeon Bryant.. 98,623

Saw . See Key -hole bit and saw . Re-saw .

Ring expander. The Novelty Engineering Associa Saw. Calwin Dilks .. 101,015

tion 101,352
Saw . E. C. Atkinson and Company .. 99,710

Ring rolling machine . J. R. Wood & Sons . 101,430 Saw. Evangelice Brisebois .. 102,191
Rivetting machine . Henry S. Potter ... 99,437 Saw. Frank H. Lamb.. 101,247
Road grader. Christian Morsing . 100,507

Saw. Frederick A. Wuest .. 99,969 , 100.781 , 100,782
Road grader. Roscoe S. Sheldon . 100,519

Saw. Joshua Aldham .. 100,740
Road grader. Thomas F. Bryan ... 97,499 Saw. Melber H. Cox .. 102,090
Road grader and excavator. Stephen H. Bloomer .. 100,511 Saw . Patrick Thompson ..

98,168

Road grading machine . Stephen Randall .... 100,506 Saw buck. Ashley D. Thomas .. 101,014

Road making machine . Charles D. Edwards . 98,097 | Saw buck . George R. Hicks .. 99,216
Road making method. Leonard S. Van West- 100,221 Saw circular . James H. Martin , et al ..

100.222

Road scraper. Clift -- S. Hunt . 98,096 Saw clamp , set and file . Camille Baillargeon . 99.878
Road smoother. Jefferson Force .. 98,308 Saw cross - cut. Jerome C. Dietrich .. 99,446

Roadway. Marv A. Long .97.025 , 97,033 Saw for wood . Dionis von Zamborzky , et al ... 99.600

Roaster. John Emmerson Scott.
98,676 Saw gauge . The Button Machinery Company 97,342

Roaster for meat , etc. Daniel G. Walker . 98.430 Saw guide. Benjamin F. Huffman .. 99,335
Robe. Lap. Harry L. Hoenigsberger .. 97.191 Saw horse . Wilton S. Schuyler.. 99,730

Nod . Connecting James F. Cook ..
99,659 Saw meat. The Firm of Shurly and Dietrich .. 99,509

Rod . Railway safety . Benjamin Sargent .. 99,729 Saw mill . Robert H. Richards , et al .. 100,414

Rod . Wagon box . John G. Rieffr.. 98,030 | Saw mill . William H. Trout.. 100,051, 100,618

Roll . See music roll .
Saw mill dog. William H. Trout.. 100,901, 100,902

Roll . Crushing. Walter G. Bryant..... 101,629 Saw mill mechanism . John C. Kistler .. 97,569

Roll for planing machines. Harper and Son ... 102,366 I Saw set . Frederick A. Wuest .. 100,016
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Saw set . Samuel L. Hawn , et al .. 100,906 Seeder. The American Seeding Machine Company. 99,350

Saw stone . C. K. Georges, et al .. 101,601 Seeder and fertilizer . Frank K. Bell ..
99,816

Saw stone . Isaac M. McKay .. 100,212 Seeder , Suger beet . Frederick Tieman .. 100,050

Saw stone cutting James Sylvester Young.. 98,663, 96,798 Seeding machine . Frank E. Davis ..
97,434

Saw teeth. Isaac R. Kendall .. 99,592 Seltzogene. Robert H. Campbell ..
102,498

Saw tooth . William S. McLean .. 100,745 Semaphore . Ernest Renaud .. 97,367
Sawing apparatus . Robert W. Penman .. 97,685 Semaphore. The Electric signagraph and Sema

Sawing machine. Elie Perron , et al .. 97,421 phore Company..
102,532

Sawing machine for marble . John F. Stierer, et al . 97,523 Separating process. Electrostatic. The Blake Min

Scagold . Elijah McCoy, et al .. 99,909 ing and Milling Company ..
102,646

Scaffold . Henry R. Laird .. 102,234 Separation . Megnetic. The International Separator .

Scaffold . Moulton and Evans .. 100,979 Company ..
99,507

Scaffold roof . Simon C. Johnson .. 98,779 Separator : See Cream separator. Dust from air

Scales : See Weighing machine. Liquid separator. Ore separator. Seed separator .

Scale beam . Sidney L. Bunday .. 97,279 | Separator. George Boettler ..
100,500

Scale from steam boilers . Composition for remov Separator. James F. Latimer, et al .. 102,739
ing . Arthur D. Colquhoun .. 101,707 | Separator. Sand and slime .

Scale from steam boilers. Composition for remov Separator. Air. George S. Emerick ..
100,427

ing. Lanclet William Thompson .. 101,599 Separator. Air. James W. Fuller, Jr ..
100,888

Scale. Railway. Peter B. Pimpler.. 101,833 Separator. Butter. John M. Fleming .. 102,595
Scales . Computing. The Pelouze Scale and Manu Separator. Butter. Millor, W. W. , et al ..

101,862
facturing Company.. 97,265 | Separator. Cream . Aktiebolaget Separator .

99,535
Scales for measuring trees . Otto Skavhangen .. 100.723 Separator. Cream . Edgar W. Broomall ..

99,523
Scales from metal rods. Machine for removing. Separator. Cream . Hugh L. Minds .. 100,741

The Capewell Horse Nail Company ..
100,718 | Separator. Cream . Jules Persoons & AlphonseScales . Grain . Elling 0. Berg .. 102,151 Persoons..

101,377
Scales. Platform . James J. Lannen .. 99,431 Separator. Cream . Lauchlan A. McLean ..

99,986

Scales . Recording. Hosea Hathaway .. 97,896 Separator. Cream . The International Harvester

Scales. Weighing. E. and T. Fairbanks and Cam Company ..
99,533pany..

101,704 Separator. Cream . The Omega Separator " com

Scales. Weighing. Peter Lewitz .. 97,278 pany ..
99,534Scissors . Thomas S. Linscott ..

98,850 Separator. Seed water heater. William Asa Gibson . 102,175

Scow. Michael J. Heney ..
98,849 | Separator for water and steam . John Moreland ..

98,743
Scraper : See Road scraper. Separator. Grain . Edward Horazdovsky ..

100,501Scraper. James Butler.. 100,514 | Separator. Grain . Gerhard Spenst..
100,543Scraper. John F. Coleman ..

100,513 Separator. Graphite. John H. Davis, et al..
101,319Scraper. The Kilbourne and Jacobs Manufacturing

Separator. Liner for . Aktiebolaget Baltic Separ

Company ..
99,869 ator..

101,899Scraper . Thomas J. Waddell..
100,515 Separator. Liquid . The Massey Harris Com

Scraper. Floor. Constantin Duda .. 102,042
pany. 98,506, 100,002

Scraper. Floor. Edward N. Hurley.. 99,156 Separator. Magnetic . The International Separator
Scraper. Foot. George F. Hibner .. 100,435 Company ..

99,506Scraper for drill disc . The Manitor Drill Company. 98.768 | Separator. Metal. George Moore..
Scraper for disc plows . Frank L. Armstrong .. 101,340

102,612 Separator. Ore . William H. Adams .. 100,263
Screen : See Rack and screen for water wheels .

Separator. Seed . Frederick M. Dassor..
Screen . 101,275

Coal . Elza R. Dickel ..
99,212 Separator. Steam . The Austin Separator Company.

Screen . Coal . Jacob H. Gmelin .. 99,686

102,200 Set rings. George H. Best ..

Screen for ashes . Georpe T. Aitchison ..
101,521

97,052 Sewer cleaning device. Robert Shannon ..
101,045

Screen for potato digger. Horace W. Coon .. 98,019 Sewer inlet . Simon C. Carson ..
Screen. Metal . Watson H. W. and W. W .. 99,959

102,263 Sewing machine . Anton Hackenbroch ..
Screen . Pulp . Edward William Goodrick .. 96,865 , 97,153

98,715 Sewing machine. Charles E. Finkle ..

Screen . Pulp. Henry J. Dickerson , et al .. 97,86097,322
Sewing machine. Charles W. Davis..

99,614Screen . Pulp . Orville H. Moore .. 102,155 Sewing machine . Denis Flanagan..
Screen . Pulp . The Moore Screen Company .. 99,663

99,128 Sewing machine. Fred LaChapelle ..
Screen . Table . Joseph C. Patterson .. 101,910

99.254
Sewing machine . Lottie A. M. Langston , et al ..Screen . Window. Andrew J. Baker .. 97,483

99,975 Selling machine. Peyton Robb, et al ..Screen. Window. Carl J. Wallen .. 97,872
99,815 Sewing machine. The Arbetter Felling machine

Screen . Window . Edwin A. Reitz .. 102.261
Company ..

Screen . Window . Homer E. Gilland, et al .. 102,623

98,100 Sewing machine. Theodor Kundtz ..Sereen . Window. John F. Cannon , et al .. 100,367
101,037 Sewing machine. The United Shoe Machinery Com

Screen . Window . Joseph W. Adams..
101,038

of Canada ..
98,602Screening mechanism. John M. Callow .. 97,782

Screw die mechanism . Harry C. Boham , et al ..
Sewing machine . Thomas Richardson, et al .. 97,85998,035

Screw driver . John D. Campbell .. Sewing machine. William James .. 102,630
98,369

Screw driver . Milo J. Cowgill..
Sewing machine. Leather. John Callahan .. 100,808

102,368

Screw driver . Simon H. Wiessedeppe ..
Sewing machine . Shoe . Fred . Lachapelle ..

101,291
101,911

Sewing machine . Shoe . Joseph A. Rhoult , et al ..
Screw making machine . The Standard Screw Com 97,495

pany .. 100,847 , 100,848
Shade hanger. Oliver Linebarger , et al ..

102,243

Screw making machine. The Universal Shade . Spectacle. Jahiel F. Wynkoop , et al ..
Machine 98,302

Screw Company ..
Shade . Window . George A. Demo..

97,122
99,146

Shaft and Nave Connections. Clemens Fhr. " vonScrew pointing machine. The St. Louis Screw Com
pany .. 101,686

Bechtolsheim..
101,439

Scrubbing device. Franklin ë. Whitney.. 100,431
Shaft. Driving . Alexander Winton .. 100,886

Scutcher . Edmund E. Horine, et al .. 98,121
Shaft lining . Emil Albrecht.. 99,235

Sea cock for vessels . William England .. Shaft straightening machine. Walter J. Muncaster. 100,583
97,391

Sea wall on pier. Henry Winter .. 101,105 Share . Plough . Jacob Liedle .. 99,823

Seal. Bottle . José Munctet .. 98,523 Sharpener for edged tools. Frank Watkins .. 97.864

Seal . Hermetic. William A. Lorenz, et al .. 100,100 Sharpener for shears. James M. Thoraton, et al .. 99,167

Seal lock . Alfred D. Bentley , et al .. 98,846 Sharpener. Knife. Albert L. Davis .. 99,278

Sealing machine. Envelope. Charles J. Fancher, Sharpener. Knife. George F. Lucas .. 99,279

et al .. 97,747 Sharpener. Lawn mower . George H. Paulus .. 99,280

Seat : See Chair seat. Sharpener. Razor. Hamilton P .Fowler.. 99,169

Seat. Railway vehicle . William S. Laycock .. 99,983 Sharpener. Rotary cutter. Neils K. Skow .. 99,281

Seat. Spring. James H. Cook .. 99,803 Sheaf loader. Cephas E. Martin .. 100,749

Seat suspension for motor vehicles . Oscar Werner. 96,810 Shear. Harvey L. Hopkins .. 100,266

Seat . Vehicle . Telesphore Lymburner .. 96,805 Shear. William J. Hancock .. 100,496

Seat . Wagon. Benjamin F. Hoyd.. 98,220 Shears. The Davies Automatic Shear Companay .. 102,679

Seed cleaner and grain separator. James E. Ben Shears. Sheep . Mary A. Liscomb.. 101,480
son ..

100,566 Shears. Sheet metal. Clinton de Witt Wagner.. 101,691

Seed drill. Simon Belanger, et al .. 97,215 | Shield . Dress , Emilie P. Davis .. 99,590

Seed separator. James N. King .. 97,762 Shield . Fly . William F. Elliott .. 101,355 , 102,195

Seed treating device . William S. mith .. 98,546 Sheet metal bodies . Machine fo forming sides of.

Seeder . Jacob H. Ullrick .. 101,646 Alexander Slaysman .. 99.253
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Sheet metal parts. Means of utilizing. The Ben Signal . Electrical railway. James L. Dickey .. 97,146

Steele Weigher Manufacturing Company .. 97,498 Signal . Electro -magnetic. Frank 0. S. Chapman .. 100,091

Shelf . George Krahmer .. 99,671 Signal for air brake systems. Richard P. Nolan .. 102,325

Shelling peas , &c . Machine for. Dominic Kempotic. 99,514 Signal . Railway. Albert J. Hitch .. 102,571

Shield . Milbing. John W. Hughes .. 101,140 Signal . Railway. Clay H. Martin .. 102,549

Shingle machine . Letson and Burpee .. 97,694 Signal . Railway. Frank 0. S. Chapman .. 98,792

Shingle. Stone . Orvey Price .. 99,186 | Signal. Railway. Fred Lacroix .. 102,547

Ship. George W. Maytham .. 100,579, 100,580 Signal . Railway. George Michel Schreiber.. 98,727

Ship . The Monitor Shipping Corporation .. 97,428 | Signal. Railway . John B. Linehack , et al .. 102,554

Ship construction . Thomas H. Wheless .. 97,796 | Signal . Railway . John P. Egan .. 102,326

Ship fueling machinery. George H. Hulett , et al . 100,746 | Signal . Railway Milton H. Loudon .. 102,548

Shipping and show case . Watson William McKee .. 98,290 Signal. Railway. Nicholas Erschens .. 100,306

Shirt. Mato F. Maloney .. 101,019 Signal . Railway . Petrus J. Portman .. 97,145

Shirt . Milton P. Magly .. 99,824 , 100,326 Signal. Railway. Prosper Cloutier .. 102,589

Shirt . Walter C. S. McGlashaw .. 99,726 Signal. Railway. The Hall Signal Companv. 98.704 , 98.705

Shirt for infants. Charles E. Ovenshire .. 99,124 Signal . Railway. The Western Syndicate Limited . 102.557

Shirt for infants . Hattie R. Ovenshire .. 101,148 Signal . Railway . Thomas E. R. Phillips.. 99.413

Shock absorbing apparatus. Joseph E. Pounds .. 100,750 Signal . Railway . William Skelton . et al .. 98.231

Shock lifter , eJhiel P. Smith , et al .. 100,348 Signal. Railwav . William B. Severance .. 102.550

Shocker. Alexander Dobson .. 102,691 | Signal . Railway cab . Ernest Renaud .. 96.143

Shoe. Arthur Bellang, et al .. 99,839 Signal . Railway switch . Pieszak , A. J. , et al .. 101,980

Shoe. Frank W. Barron ..
101,13 Signal. Submarine. The Submarine Signal Com

Shoe. Henry F. Browne, et al ..
98,761

pany .. 101,948

Shoe . ezekiah C. Welch .. ..97,457, 99,460 Signal . Submarine sound. The Submarine Signal

Shoe . James K. P. Braswell .. 99,327 Company ..
100.075

Shoe . The United Shoe Machinery Company of Signal . Switch . James W. Hicks .. 99,368

Company .. .. 98,559 Signal . Switch . John C. Wigman .. 100,079

Shoe. The Waterproof Welt and Filler Company . 97,710 Signal system . John R.Walsh, et al.. 97,736

Shoe . Thomas Skerrett ..
101,749 Signal system . Block . James Mcllwain , et al .. 97,128

Shoe and last . Henry F. Browne .. 102,327 97,975
Elmer Steiner, al .97,824 Signal system. Train .

Shoe protector . John T. Tebbutt .. 97,976

Shoe repairing stand. Thomas Rendle .. 98,054 Signal. Telephone. David F. Laughlin .. 101,300

99,317 Signal . Telephone , The Bell Telephone Company
Shoe . Rubber. The Merchants Rubber Company.

99,313 of Canada .. 100,291

Shoe sewing machine : See Sewing. Signal. Train . Ernest Renaud .. 97,144

Shoe tree. Nicholas J. Dobel .. 98,973 Signalling device . Railway. Charles H. smith ... 99,369

Shoe . Ventilated . George Valiant .. 97,579 Signalling. Wireless . The National Electric Signal
Shoes to feet of quadrupeds . Device for securing.

ing Company .. 97,118 , 97,119

Robert H. Gibb , et al .. 36,941 Signals. Apparatus for producing electric sound .

Shortening Compound . Albertine L. Lallemand .. 102,405
Charles H. O'Brien .. 97,365

Shoulder form . Alexander M. Grean .. 101,743
Silk imitation . La Société Générale de la Soie Arti

Shovel and poker . Joseph W. Maxwell.. 98,541
ficielle Linkmeyer .. 101,114

Shovel and spade. Michael Cahill..
98,968

Silk manufacture. Henry Bernstein .. 100,205
Shovel for excavators. John Tracy ..

100,512 Silk and lintel machine. Frank A. Borst..
Shovel . Steam . The Allis -Chalmers Company :.

100,183
100,716

Sink . Harmas Bricault, et al ..

Show case . Andrew W. Zeigler ..

99,564
99,194

Sink. Bowl , & c , John Croswell.. 102.041
Show case : See Display stand. Shipping and show

Single tree . John H. Roberts .. 100,087
case .

Singletree . Stephen H. Manners..
James Arthur Walters..Shoe case .

98,072
102.221

Sintering comminuted ore and flue dust. The Ame

Show case. Otto C. Kade .. 100,876
rican Sintering Company .. 98,766

Shredder : See Husher and shredder .

Shredding machine . The William Patent Crusher Siphon . Arthur Kleinfeldt .. 98,988

98,561 ,and Pulverizer Company .. 98,860
97.112Skate. John E. Martin ..

Skate . Lambert C. Lundy ..
100,471

96.944

Shutter . Fire. Mary Burner, et al ..
97,754

Skid for baggage cars . William Leach ..
Shutter . Photographic. Henry B. Perry ..

98,748

Skins and

97,477
furs . Process

Shuttler. Photographic. John S. Wright ..
preparing. Jarob

Shutter worker. Heman Osborne .. 101,419
Klugman ... 101.528

Skirt . Frederick W. Stewart . et al ..
102,361

97 555

Shuttle mechanism . Felix O'Donnell, et al ..

Sickle bar. Samuel M. Hill . 99,182
Skirt evener and measurer . Susan Greig. et al . 97,034

Side slip . Means of preventing. Henry B. Moles
Skirt fitting stand . Austin Berry .. 97.035

worth .. 100,878
Skirt marker . Jackson Johnson .. 98 625

Shieve . Axel W. Edstrom .. 97,785 Skirt support. George Wettlaufer .. 98 340

Shieve cleaner for grain separators. Faustin Prinz. 99,064 Skirt supporter. Herbert C. Deane.. 99,264

Sieve . Separator. William C. Black .. 100,250 ,Skiving machine . The United Shoe Machinery Com

Sifter : See Ash sifter . Flour sifter.
pany of Canada .. 99,795 , 99.796

Sifter . Allen C. Bramtingham .. 98,746 Slate manufacture . Johann D. Hennings .. 102.616

Sifter. Flour. Carl A. Carlson .. 101,874 Slack adjuster. Charles 0. Anderson , et al .. 100.021

Sifter for flour , &c . The Gadue Dustless Flour Sled . Conrad Miller .. .. 98,085

Sifter Company ..
98,409 Sled . Logging. Alexander D. McDonell .. 100,880

Sight . Gun. Dean W. King .. 98,497 Sled . Traction . James McGillis .. 100,881

Sight . Gun. William V. Hukill .. 99,060 Sledge : See Sleigh .

Sign. Albert Levoy .. 101,719 Sledge . Fritz Brandner.. 96,856

Sign . Kutnan Bros .. 101,463 Sledge . Cycle . Josef Baldouf .. 99,011

Sign . Electric . John L. Dawes .. 99,550 Sleeper. Concrete. Daniel R. Porter .. 99.222

Sign . Electrical . Roy R. Wiley ..
98,199 Sleigh . Alanson K. Ramsdell .. 97,768

Sign exhibitor . Frank A. Johnson , et al .. 99,566 | Sleigh . Bob . Charles W. Cresap. et al .. 99,394

Sign . Flash . John S. Nesbitt .. 102,698 Sleigh. Bob . Robert J. Lyttle .. 99.013

Sign. Illuminated. Charles L. Williams .. 101,098 Sleigh . Motor. John Fox .. 99.012

Sign . Illuminated . Charles L. Hotchner.. 101,100 Sleigh runner for wheeled vehicles . John C. Salter . 99,010

Sign manufacture . George M. Ferguson ... 100,735, 100,736 Sleigh runners to vehicle wheels. Means of attach

Signal : See Alarm and signal . Brake and signal . ing. William Montminy .. 99.003

Head light. Semaphore. Sound vibrations in Slicing machine . Wolf. Sayer and Heller .. 99,195

water . Train control mechanism . Sliding shoe for fermeture. Orton C. Little .. 102,509

Signal . Burns S. Miller .. 101,371 Sluicing : See Cutting and cluicing apparatus.

Signal . John C. Barclay .. 98,712 Smelting and refining process and apparatus . Enos

Signal . John K. Ried .. 101,231 Campbell Pollard.. 98,086

Signal . Paul Marwedel .. 99,409 Smelting apparatus . La Société Electro -Métallur

Signal. Robert Stanford , et al .. 97,655 gique Française .. 99,232

Signal . Block. Charles P. Bass .. 102,546 Smelting. Electric. La Société Electro -Métallur

Signal . Electric . Charles C. Blake .. 100,080 gique Française .. 101,192

Signal . Electric railway . Henry Arnold Ammann , Smelting process . Alfred H. Cowles .. 100,425

et al. ... 98,684 | Smelting process . Francis H. Clergue .. 99,751

of
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Smelting. Process and apparatus for. A. Stansfield Spiraling tool . Edward M. Lang, Jr .. 97,809

et al .. 102,311 Spittoon . Aron Garfein .. 97,876

Smoke Consumer. Ferry , C. S. , et al ..
102,163 Splice bar and guard rail . William Thomas Young. 98,548

Smoke consumer. George Cramond .. 100,674 | Splitter bit for chain machinist. Hornton S. Har

Smoke consumer . James Patrick McMahon , et al . 98,735 desty .. 102,074

Smoke consumer. Octave Aubé, et al .. 97,888 Spool. Albert C. Loomis.. 101,230

Smoke consumer . Philippe Vidal , et al .. 97,376 | Spool . Engine Bradley Cracker .. 101,395

Smoke consumer. Richard Wilde .. 98,732 Spool and needle case . Joseph G. Sipoz.. 99,938

Smoke consumer . Rock Brien .. 98,941 | Spoon . Francis E. Boutelle .. 97,780

Smoke consumer. Samuel M. Walker .. 101,439 Spoon . Ice cream. Rasmus Nielsen .. 97,972

Smoke consumer . The Perfect Simplex Cumbustion Spoon. Medicine. William L. Jerkins .. 100,276

Company .. 101,840 Spout. James J. Gerber .. 99,334

Smoke consuming furnace. Johannes O. Schmidt .. 98,843 Spray : See Color spray .

Smoke jack . Frederick P. Gutelius .. 99,315 Spraying device . James F. Cass .. 99,628

Smoke preventingapparatus . Archibald McDonald. 97,364 Spraying machine. John Miller Patterson .. 102,031

Smoke protector. William E. Andrew .. 96,790 | Spring : See Bed frame and spring. Wire spring

Smoothing iron . Earl H. Richardson .. 97,202 forming machine ,

Smut from wheat. Process of removing . William Spring . Percy J. Neate .. 100,008

R. Reid ... 97,026 | Spring and mattress. Edith B. Preston .. 102,513

Smut machine . Anthony H. Baenen .. 101,367 Spring. Bed. Jonas F. Dixon , et al .. 101,184

Smut machine. William H. Thompson .. 101,999 Spring for bicycle seat. Sweeney, M. G. , et al .. 102,165

Snow and ice from railways. Apr ratu for remov Spring for platform rockers. John G. Morlock .. 97,986

ing. Joseph F. E. Rose.. 98,549 Spring. Pneumatic. Matthew M. Howland .. 99,238

Snow melting apparatus. Felix Dansereau .. 102,590 Spring. Pneumatic . Warren W. Annable.. 99,257

Snow melting apparatus. Louis T. Frigon, et al . , 100,154 Spring protector. Charles H. Sooy.. 96,807

Snow removing device. John A. Manion , et al .. 98,817 Spring stretching device. Richard P. Raschick :: 97,520

Soap. Victor J. Kuess .. 98,084 Spring. Vehicle. Charles L. Thomas, et al .. 100,392

Soap cake. The Hygienic Soap Granulator Company. 100,762 Spring. Vehicle. James H. sagu .. 101,483

Socket. Whip. John E. Williams .. 98,033 Spring. Vehicle. Leon L. Sheddan .. 98,315

Soda : See Aluminates, hydro - chloric acid and soda. Spring. Vehicle . The Supplementary Spiral Spring

Solder to metal caps. Machine for applying. Company ..
101,240

Frederick W. Schultz .. 99,267 Spring. Vehicle. Warren W. Annable .. 99,258

Soldering iron . Albert R. Fraser, et al .. 101,293 Sprinkler. C. C. and H. G. Rhodes , et al .. 98,482

Soldering machine. John Eldridge, et al .. 100,700 Sprinkler. Elvino V. Smith .. 98,109

Soldering machine. Can. George H. Stewart. 100,258, 100,273 Sprinkler. Ernest S. Clayton .. 97,233 , 97,234

Soldering machine . Can . Oliver J. Johnson . 97,504 , 97,505 Sprinkler. George I. Rockwood.. 101,232

Soldering method. The Utica Industrial Company. 98,922 Sprinkler. Cloth. Karl S. T. Bjorkman .. 100,644

Soldering paste. The Kupper's Metallwerke Gesells
Square : See T - square.

chaft mit beschrankter Haftung .. 97,545 Square. orton , E. H. , et al .. 101,455

Sole . James A. McPherson .. 97,072 Square. Joseph M. Realing .. 98,025

Sole . William J. Linwood, et al .. 101,366 Square and protractor . Emanuel Oehrie, et.al.. 98,605

Sole and heel, Rubber. John H. Roedding .. 97,600 Square. Bevel . Charles B. Parnell.. 98,270

Sole . Inner . The J, Belanger, Labine and Com Square . Bevel. Ode Marcellus Seibert ..
100,793

pany .. .. 97,590 Stacker : See Coin assorter and stacker.

Sole pressing machine . The United Shoe Machinery
Stacker. The Indiana Manufacturing Company. 100,498

Company of Canada .. 101,062 Stocker for Ore Sailings . Hiram Wheeler Blaisdell . 101,740

Solids . Method of classifying . René E. Trottier. 102,673 Stacker. Hay. Casper Koehler.. .. 99,934
Soot catcher. Klein J. , et al .. 101,494 Stacker . Pneumatic. Jack Wolf.. 101,649

Sorting apparatus . William H. R. Herrmann .. 100,648 | Stacker. Straw . The IndianaManufacturing Com

Sorting machine. Bean John J. Jungers .. 97,790 pany. 98,764

Sound producing device. John P. Northey .. 97,617 Stair . James M. Knaus .. 100,462

Sound producing mechanism . Laurent Gardy .. 97,345 Stair tread. Englemier, C. W., et al .. 101,417

Sound vibrations in water. Means of producing. Stake . Car. Francis W. Topliff, et al ..
99,577

The Submarine Signal Company .. 97,884 Stake. Car. John R. Wheeler ..
98.875

Spacing device. Frank F. Hough .. 98,633 Stake. Railway car. Charles M. Funk ,. 99,927

Spade : See Shovel and spade.
Stall . Calf. Allan A. Lewis ..

102,250

Spade. Ernest S. Williamson .. 99,461 Stamp for blanks. George W. Heene :: 97,329

Spark arrester. Charles Robert Mayo .. 101,604 Stamp for letters, &c . Ernest Moss.. 98,078

Spark arrester. Edmund Spencer Fiddeman , et al . 98,744 Stamp. Hand. Washington Laycock .. 100,732

Spark arrester. Herbert L. Lapham .. 102,143 Stamp mill. Gustave B. Bonnard , et al .. 102,667
Spark arrester . Olaf G. Sunden .. 101,928 Stamp . Rubber. Lawrence R. Blackmor ... 101,273

Spark arrester . William C. J. Hall , et al .. 1099,179 Stamping device . Roller. The Kaumagraph Com

Spark . Gap and muffler for . Harrison , A. E. , et al . 102,248 pany .. 97,870

Spark preventer for locomotives . Dugald Drum
Stanchion . Anthony O'Connor.. 99,412

mond .. 99.690 | Stanchion . John Foster..
98,629

Sparker. Alpha R. Joy :: 98.848 Stanchion. Cattle. Henry D. Elliott .. 101,534

Sparker. Controller for . Daniel Brower willix. 102,038 Stanchion. Cattle . Trewer, P. B. and J. T .. 102,256

Spavin medicine. Edward K. Mahon .. 100,163 Stanchion . Cattle. Wallace B. Crumb .. 99,145

Spear Casing. John Stegner .. 98,772 Stanchion for cattle . James R. Dunn .. 97,409
Speculum . Crispees D. Tracey .. 96,985 Stand : See Display stand. Show case. Embroidery
Speculum . Veterinary mouth. Martin J. Quinn , stand . Shoe repairing stand .

et al .. 99,111 Stand for washing machines, & c. Norman J. Spencer 100,900

Speed changer. The John Bertram and Sons Com Standard Flat car. George W. DuBes ..
98,974

pany .. 99,643 , 100,701 Standard for lumber cars. Joseph Malone .. 100,243

Speed changing and transmission glearing. Irvin Staple. The Greenfield Automatic Fastener Com

H. Pleukharp .. 97,664 pany... 101,174

Speed indicator and alarm for automobile. John Starter : See Engine .

E. Parrish , et al .. 101.223 Starter for electric motors . William C. O'Brien .. 98,222

Speed indicator and recorder. Archibald Turner. 97,276 Starter for paper converters. The Cooper Hewitt
Speed transmission device . The Internal Speed Electric Company .. 102,80S

Automobile Company.. 100,292 Station indicator. Arthur J. Clark.. 101,078

Sphygmograph . William H. Fahrney .. 97,154 Station indicator. Jack B. Henderson , et al .. 100,321

Spike . Clarence Shaffer .. 99,700 Station indicator. Richard_F. Le Brocq, et al.. 98,849

Spindle : See Die and spindle . Station order receptacle. Ernest Renaud .. 98,916

Spindle. Shuttle . The American Textile Specialty Staves for casks, & c. Machine for making. ' wii

Machinery Company .. 99,310 liam Jamieson , et al ..

Spindle. Spinning. Robert Morris . et al .. 98,463 Stay. Wire fence . Theodore M. Conner..

Spinning. George C. G. Young, et al .. 98,201 Stays for garments, &c. Machine for forming. The

Spinning machine. Henry Ryder .. 102,253 Spirella Company .. 100,94

Spinning material . Rudolf Kron .. 99,453 Steam . Blower. Clarkson M. Thompson..

Spinning , twisting and doubling machinery. Sebas Steam boiler. Fred . Behrens... 101,8

tian z. de Ferranti.. .. 98,455 , 98,456 | Steam generator. David Roberts .. 98,9

98,411

100,81

101,43
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Steam generator. George Dorell Cooper..
98,469 Strap . Book. Mabel H. Karibo ..

98,050
Steam generater. Willis Mitchell ..

98,619 Strap for harness. Samuel T. Roberts..
98,871

Steam jet blower. Charles T. Coe ..
98,834 Stretcher for boots , &c . Emil Lederer ..

98,558

Steam trap . Edward J. Ryan ..

100,587 Stretcher wire . F. W. Bost, et al ..
102,118

Steam trap . John H. Taylor ..

97,048 Stretcher. Wire. Henry Waller..
101,792

Steam trap . John T. Lindstrom ..
100,578 Stretcher. Wire . John B. Adams, Jr ..

102,117
Steam trap. William Bletso ..

96,909 Stretcher. Wire fence. Washington M. Dillon ::
102,119

Steamer : See Grain steamer.

Strop . Razor. Grant C. Blasdell ..
99,168

Steel making process. John W. Spencer..
102,582 Stubble cutting attachment. James M. Greenshields. 98,822Steel manufacture . Fritz André ..

100,262 Studding. Metallic . wilnam James McMartin .. 101,680

Stencil reproducing apparatus. William Smith ... 97,093 Stuff feeder. Edwin S. Daniels ..

98,577
Step . Car. Euchariste Sirois ..

97,928 Stump burner. Charles N. Hubbard ..
99,821Step ladder and ironing table. Alpheus J. Alspack,

Stump burning process. Mason A. Fry ..
99,093

et al...

98,235 | Stump burning process. William Keylood, et al .. 98,777
Stereotype plate process. Sigvald A. C. Kristensen.

97,331 Stump extractor. Henry Rustad ..
98,056, 99,830Sterilizer. Barber's. Ernest 0. Bauer ..

101,760 Stump extractor. Thomas W. Huckle ..

102,598
Sterilizing apparatus . Henry J. Wessels, et al .. 102,775 | Stump puller. Johan Heinrich ..

100,608

Stirrer for cheese curds. Isaie Denis..

98,668 Stumps, & c. Method ofexterminatin. Virgii s . Brock,Stirrup . John Englehardt ..

98,532 et al ..

97,423
Stitch " indenting machine. Frank Chateauneuf. 97,816 Subway construction . Richard W. Raftis ..

102,277
Stocking : See Gaiter and stocking.

Sugar purifying composition . Claus A. Spreckels,Stocking. James Edward Lewitt ..

102,094 et al ..

99,303
Stocking and fabric . Machine knitted. George

Sugar purifying process. Claus A. Spreckels, et al . 99,464Sturgess .. ..
100,329 Sugar wafer machine. Frank M. Peters ..

102,620

Stoker mechanism . Morris B. Brewster ..

97,893 | Sulphd ores. Process of recovering values from.
Stone. Artificial. August Deiedesheimer, et al .. 101,208 Edwin C. Pohle ..

97,947

Stone. Artificial. The Lithograpric Stone and Mar

Sulphur compound of potassiumun . Process of making.ble Company , Limited ..

101,917 Aurelius J. Swayze ..
97,601

Stone puller. Alfred Deschambault..

101,988 Sulphate. Production of zinc. George 0. AngellStones from clay . Means of separating. Axel Sabroe. 100,240 et al .. ..

97,708

Stool. Milking. Gaudias Bolduc ..

99,204 Sulphatisation process. Ernest Enke ..
97,964

Stool . Milking. Merrill T. Hamilton ..

99,636 Superheater. Wilhelm Schmidt..
99,698 , 99,699

Stop cock and swing joint. David F. Andrews .. 99,037 Superheater for steam boilers. The American Loco

Stop motion for looms. Felix O'Donnell, et al .. 102,362 motive Company..

101,613, 101,614, 101,615

Stop motion for looms. Frederick Pick ..

101,672 Superheater for traction engine. Ulrich , T. D. ,Stop motion for looms. Sydney Turner ..

101,671
et al . ,Stop motion mechanism . Joseph B. Whitney. 97,537 ,

101,61297,538 Superheater. Steam . Ernest H. Fosier ..

99,692
Stop valve . Nicholson , C. W., et al ..

101,898 Superheater. Steam boiler. The American LocomoStopper : See Cork for stopping bottles.

tive Company .. ..
98,255

Stopper. Bottle. Ludwig Meyer..

97,179 Superheating compound .
Stopper. Bottle . Michael J. Harrington , et al .

Herman L. Hartenstein.. 99,492100,384 | Supply pipe. Boiler. Outa L. Hallbeck ..

101,595

Stopper for bottle . Carl Lohmann ..

102,178 Support : See Ankle support for skates .Stopper for bottle . &c. William Hatfield Dodge.. 102,051
Arm sup

port . Bearing support. Blouse and skirt sup
Stopper for containers . John Lowman ..

100,642
port . Clamp and support, cable . Collar support .

Stopper for containers. William S. Johnstone.. 100,613 Garment support. Hose support. Lid support

Stopper for sinks . William I. Kaiser ..

97,861
for caskets . Sash support . Skirt support. Thill

Stopper for syphon bottle, &c . John G. Henrich .. 99,406

and tongue . Transformer coil support. Vehicle .
Stopper for Tobacco Sack. William L. Fross .. 101,580 Vehicle top support.

Stopper for vessels. Abbot A. Low ..
100,382

Stopper for vessels . Charles C. Newton, et al .. Support. Bust. Johannes Bree..

101,918100,383 Support for anodes.Stopper. Nozzle . Thomas W, Evans ..
Frank Engelhari, et al.. 102,564Stopper. Poison bottle. Louis N. Ritten .. 99.543 Support for cross arms . Edward C. Short..

100,833102,791Stoppers from fibre. Machine for forming. Support for fitting doors . Jacob Brooks ..
98,793

The
United States Fibre Stopper Company ..

Support for glazing. John Petz , et al ..
101,063

102,803Stopping machine . Henrie Clauss .. Support for prolapsed uterus . CharlesH. Sprague,
102,674

et al ..Storage battery. Isidor Kitsee..

97,106
98,583Store front . Francis J. Plym ..

Support for sectional bookcases. Fred w. Tobey. 102,663
99,415Stove : See Rangé.

Support for spinning rings . John J. Buckley ..
97,650Stove . Benjamin F. Voorhis ..

Support. Garment, Joseph V. Stockwell, et al .. 102,782
97,060Stove. Clinton Almeron Case .. Support. Garment. Joseph William Schloss ..

101,974
101,983Stove . Jean Baptiste Bernier ..

Support for instep. Leon Theoprilus Jules Lubin .. 102,207
98,388 | Support. Invalid . Emma Hughes ..

Stove. Joshua Terry ..

99,859100,168 | Su
pport

.
Stove. Melvin Decker ..

Milk pail. Jacob Kuln ..

102,338Stove. Octave Belanger..
Rail joint. Frank Seyhers..

97,31098,763Stove . Simon Belanger .. Support. Rail joint . Linnaeus Winans ..

100,053Stove. The Comstock Castle Stove Company. 100,748 Support. Seat . Archibald Conrad Clark ..

101,953100,475 Support. Shade roller . Alphonse Guenette ..
Stove. Thomas B. Lockley..

97,983Stove. William A. Standing.. 101,249 Support . Shade roller . Joseph Herr..

98,102Stove. Cooking. Oluf Lee .. 102,098 Support. Skirt. Roberts , J. M., et al ..
101,728Stove. Cooking. Robert N. Grundy .. 98,977 | Support . Stove . Charles W. Rowley ..

101,982102,722 | Support. Stove pipe .
Stove draft . Silas McClure ..

James J. Hill ..
98,163102,330 | Support . Vehicle .

Stove for railway freight cars. The Thomas David

Edwin George Hines ..
101,965son Manufacturing Company .. Support . Vehicle cushion . Sills , B. H., et al .. 101,454

100,758 Support. Window shade. Charles Carvill Brown ..
Stove, Gas. Florent De Grauwe ..

100,817 Supporter : See Brace . 102,269Stove . Gas . The Michigan Stove Company..
Garment supporter .

Hose99,470Stove . Heating. Wellesley R. supporter.Hampden ..

98,418 Supporter . Garment,
Stove pipe. Alfred A. Kinne ..

Charles Chrysler ..
99,91897,193 Supporter . Garment.

Stove pipe. Allen Gillender ..
Isabelle J. Johnson ..

98,86897,298 Supporter. Garment. Mary J. Penn ..Stove pipe . Herman F. Strehlow..

100,04897,078 Supporter. Hose . Henry B. Cooper..
Stove pipe . Herman Greenberg, et al ..

101,334
Stove pipe elbow. The Thomas Davidson Manufac

96,875 Surveying instrument. Winfield S. Stockwell..

98.990turing Company .. Suspender. Carl Ludolph ..

96,992 Suspender . Charles K. Hagedorn .. 99,962
Stove range, &c. Daniel D. Berry..

98,206
Stove range, & c . Frederick J. Willock . 99,587 Suspender . Frank B. Norris ..

99,619
Straight edge for circular Bartholemy 101,531 | Suspender. Harbour R. Stevenson , et al .

101,344
Lafleur .. Suspender . Thomas Gabriel Mason ..

Strainer. Llewellyn West Jones. 101,370 Swimming appliance. Edward J. McKittrick .. 101,956

97,24398,496 Swing power transmission
.

Strainer for basis . John Lever ..

99,137 Switch . Edward L. Morgan ..
Andrew M. Starr ..

99,049
Strainer. Fried cake. John Ramsey .

102,413 Switch . Edward P. Robbins.. 100,141
Strainer. Milk . Hormidas Leduc ..

99,942 | Switch . Ernest Renaud .. 100,613
Strainer Soup . Jacob Huonker..

97,192 Switch . Frank C. Carroll , et al .. 97,141
Strainer. ire. T. F. Locke, et al ..

101,770 Switch. George H. Metheany ..

101,220

102,331 Support.

saws.

97,059
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wireless .

Switch. George McDonald Derickson .. 98,416 Tank. Flush. William A. Alexander .. 102,391

Switch . Henry Dickinson .. 102,454 | Tank .Flushing. The Ideal Manufacturing Company 102,375

Switch . Henry N. LaFlame .. 102,725 Tank. Gas . Percy C. Avery.. ....
101,952

Switch . Henry 0. Marquis .. 101,251 Tank. Grain . Hector C. McMartin .. 99,827
Switch . John E. Conley .. 97,673 Tank . Leach . James D. Wood .. 101,267

Switch . Joseph Hallett .. 99,721 Tank trap . The Morehead Manufacturing Company. 97,030

Switch . Linze M. Dawson , et al .. 100,136 Tank . Water. Sackville G. Leyson .. 97,724

Switch . Rahiser, R. , et al .. 101,750 Tanning apparatus . The Buffalo Leather Company. 102,355

Switch . William M. Mitchell .. 98,533 Tap . Barrel . Otto A. F. W. Hilgermann .. 97,357

Switch . William Taylor .. 99,324 Tap. Beer. The Kaufman Chaplin Manufacturing

Switch and signal throw. Hans J. Wintherlich , Company .. 98,305

et al .. 98,816 Tapping jacket. International Nickel Company. 102,806

Switch . Automatic. John G. Ryan .. 102,077 " Tapping steel . Method of. John A. Drain .. 102,796

Switchboard . Telephone. Ewing McLean .. 101,319 | Target. Ketchum & Company. 97,977
Switch closing and opening device. . Louis E. L. Tarring apparatus. Paper. Arthur E. Millington. 102,696

Thenke, et al .. 100,130 Tea pot . William B. Irwin .. 100,324

Switch. Controller. ' The Canadian westninghouse Tea preparation . Henry S. W. Palmer, et al .. 97,699

Company..
98,598 | Teaching apparatus. Henry Thomas Fox - Esmond. 102,315

Switch . Electric, John Gunning .. 102,300 Tedder for mowing machines . John Moore .. 97,616

Switch . Electric , The Electricand Train Lighting
Tedder. Hay. The International Harvester Com

Syndicate... 97,994 pany .. 98,767

Switch . Electric, W. J. O'Leary and Company ... 101,325 Teeter board . Frank H. Dickson .. 101,677

Switch for electrical circuits. The Canadian West Telegraph . Geometric . Grant B. Rossman ..
97,619

inghouse Company ..
98,599 Telegraph. Printing . The Western union iele :

Switch mechanism . William T. Holdeman, et al .. 99,087 graph Company .. 98,207

Switch. Portable crossover. J. B. and A. C. Aldrich .. 102,076 Telegraphic apparatus. James T. Armstrong, et al . 102,743

Switch . Railway . Ernest F. Greene .. 100,307 | Telegraphing and cabling system . Lillian Mitchell . 96,936

Switch , Railway. François Heyveart.. 99,086 Telegraphs. Receiver for wireless . Oliver J. Lodge,

Switch . Railway. Frederick Vogel .. 102,078 et al.. 97,797

Switch . Railway. John Dellwo .. 99,715 Telegraphy. Isidor Kitsee .. 102,116

Switch . Railway. John E. Canhan .. 97,557 | Telegraphy. Multiplex, Tullio Giara .. 102,786

Switch . Railway. John F. Barkley .. 99,711 | Telegraphy. Photographing. Paul Ribbe 102.251, 102,252

Switch . Railway . John J. Clark .. 97,186 Telegrapny . Receiver Ior Alessandro

Switch . Railway. John M. Smith .. 102,607 Arton ..
100,812

Switch . Railway . Joseph Waite .. 96,976 100,787
Switch . Railway. Linza M. Dawson, et al .. 97,204

Switch . Railway Robert K. Floeter ..

100,788
Telegraphy. Space .97,820 John S. Stone ..

100,789

Switch . Railway. The Standard Equipment Com
100,790

pany .. 99,732 | Telegraphy. Wireless. Lee de Forest .. 100,804

Swage. Saw. Charles John Anderson .. 101,800 Telephone. Frank F. Howe.. 100,552

Switch . Telephone hook. Josephus M. Clement .. 100,553 Telephone. Isidore Kitsee ..
97,285

Switches and signals free from snow. Means of
Telephone. John H. Boyd .. 101,296

keeping . Francis G. Shaw .. 99,322
101,618

Switches and signals free from snow. Method of
Telephone. Apparatus. Robert Bines .. 102,063

keeping. The International Switch and Signal
102,064

Company.... 99,321 Telephone disk. Antiseptic. Gerhardt E. Grimm .. 97,939
Synchronizing system . Paul Ribbe.. 100,794 Telephone exchange system. The Bell Telephone

Syringe. Frank C. Barnes ..
98,067

Company of Canada .. 101,353

Syringe. Joseph Jacob Bim ..
101,761 | Telephone. Selective. Noble S. McKinsey .. 101,313

T -square . James A. Robinson .. 98,271
Telephone selectors. The Bell Telephone Company

Table : See Step ladder and ironing table.
of Canada, Limited .. 101,515

Table. Hartwell Lambert.. 99,183
Telephone system . Calvin R. Green , et al .. 98,217

Table . John K. Rishel .. 100,374

Table . The Arnt. Gill Company..
Telephone system. Noble S. McKinsey , et al .. 101,346

98,439
Telephone system. Robert Bines .. 101,617

Table and desk. Edmund Higgins.. 97,880
Telephony . Space. John S. Stone .. 100,786

Table. Computing. George M. Brown , et al .. 97,889
102,283

Table. Concentrating. Arthur R. Wilfley ..
Telpher. H. McL. Harding, et al ..

99,244 Temperature regulating means. William B. Wads
Table . Concentrating. Jonathan P. Smith .. 97,719

worth ... 97,206
Table Convertible . James Royer .. 101,837

101,869

Table . Extension. Charles H. Goller ..

Temperature regulation . Fritz Kaeferle ..
102,656

Temperature regulator, Samuel W. Vaughen , et al . 97,891
Table. Folding . Ralph Lincoln Spencer.. 98,427

Table for dough brakes .
Thomas Claude XavierTemperature regulators.

Albert C. Wank .. 97,849

Table . Glass cutting.
Alphonse Bujet .. 101,867 , 101,868

James G. , Green .. 98,654
Tender for locomotives . William Peter Scherr .. 98,428

Table. Ironing. John M. Ellison .. 97,435
Tender. Locomotive .

Table. Milliner's. K. B. and H. W. Atherton .. .101,737
The Canada Foundry Com

Table . Sewing machine. Joseph H. Thompson , pany, Limited .. 102,101

et al....

D.
Tension regulator for belts , &c.

99,681
Frederick

Mercer .. 101,088
Table supporting rack . Rinaldo Calbeck .. 102,688

98,498

Table Surgical . Edward L. Von Eschen , et al ..
Tent. G. M. Kirby ..

98,956

Table , Veterinary.
99,527

The Bradwood Manufacturing
Tent . Peter T. Peralta ..

Company..
102,279Tent. Window . William E. Walsh ..

98,009

Tablet. Writing. Pleasant i. *Lemaster..
97,291Thawing apparatus. Edward A. Burbank ..

98,313

Tablets, staffs, & c . Apparatus for receiving and
Thawing device for water pipes. William J. Robin

98,487
delivering. Alfred Whitaker ..

son , et al .. ..
99,229

Snow .Thawing machine .
Tack puller. The United Shoe Machinery Company

100,503William Elliot ..

of Canada ..
102,486

102,428 Thermic mixture. Th . Goldschmidt..
97,660

Tag. Axel E. Ellis ..
101,081 Thermometer. Fritz Kaeferle..

Thermometer. Clinical . Millard F. Becton ..
101,082

100,729
Tag. David Essex ..

97,919

Tag. Jacob H. Johnson ..
100,461 Thermostat . James J. Lawler..

102,425
Tag for fabrics . John C. St. John ..

101,095 Thermostat . John D. Gould ..

100,024

Tag. Shipping. Caleb D. Bradham ..
102,448 Thermostat. The Petaluma Incubator Company.

97,212
Talking machine. Charles Thomas ..

97,757 Thermostat. William V. D. Kelley. et al ..

Talking machine. Landry Brothers ..
102,034 Thermal storage apparatus in conneotion with steam

Talking machinery. The
97,356

Victor Talking Machine generators. Method of working. Druitt Halpin .

Company ..
101,061 Thill and tongue. John H. Henson, et al .. 99,386

Tampon or capsule. Medicated. Edmund M. Pond . 97,161 Thill coupling. John J. Cameron .. 99,360

Tank . John W. Wright .. 97,692 Thimble . Stove pipe. Ernest Finch .. 99,213

Tank. Luther C. Jaques, et al ..
101,357 | Thimble. Stove pipe. Thomas W. Bright .. 101,245

Tank . Bottle. Roland Schwarzenbach .. 101,645 Thread film , &c . Cellulose. Emil Bronnert, et al .. 99,425

Tank . Electroplating. Zucker and Lovett and Loeb
Thread from hair . Manufacture , Albert Webb .. 98,114

Company... 100,263 Thread guide. Isaac E. Palmer .. 101,198 , 101,199

Tank . Flush . Bert 0. Tilden . 99,865 Thread manufacture . Carl Kellner .. 99,452

..

5
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Thread . Washing and drying artificial. Ernst Tire. Wheel . Albert John Dortescue .. 101,809

Willy Friedrick .. 102,233 Tire . Wheel . Benjamin , C. Seaton .. 100,203

Threshing harvester. William Maloney .. 102,626 Tire . Wheel . Samuel Frederick Mudge ..
101,810

Threshing machine . James P. Henderson .. 97,761 Tires . Band for repairing pneumatic. Hoare ,

Threshing machine. Joseph D. Little .. 99,045 F. W. , et al .. 102,160

Threshing machine. William T. Madill .. 100,300 | Tires. Composition for filling pneumatic . William
Threshing machine shifting machine. Hugh J. Mc H.Brownlow .. 99,762

Neil.. 98,024 Tires . Compound for repairing." Daniel Charleston. 98,994

Throat protector. Charles E. Winks .. 97,689 Tires. Machinery for making pneumatic. Thomas

Throat protector. Henry E. Buttrey .. 99,929 Sloper , et al.. 102,632

Ticket destroyer . John M. Smith .. 97,077 Tires . Manufacture of pneumatic . Amédée Etienne

Ticket form. Frank B. Waite.. 97,049 Vincent .. 98,662

Tickets , & c. Machine for separting. Walter A. Tobacco leaf stripping and booking machine. S.

Gibbs .. 97,877 , 97,878 Davis and Sons .. 97,263

Tie : See Rail and tie for railways. Tobacco pipe . Bertram Odegard .. 100,966

Tie . Charles Albert Couch .. 98,538 Tobacco pipe. Charles Lindberg .. 100,965

Tie . John Howell .. .. 102,323 Tobacco pipe. George B. N. Dow , et al. 97.225

Tie. Bale . The Southern Bale Tie Company . 99, 469, 101,270 Tobacco pipe . Isaac N. Weitzel .. 99,050

Tie for buildings . Henry Christian Seiff.. 101,683 | Tobacco pipe , Muscoe L. Spotswood , et al .. 100,967

Tie for grain sacks . Walter T. Oxley .. 97,485 | Tobacco pipe . William F. Dugins .. 99,040

Tie for wire fencing. Neil B. Hayes .. 99,779 | Tobacco pipe . William J. Felton .. 98.472
Tie for woven wire fences . James D. Crandell.. 97,961 Tobacco pipe cleaner. Alexander Marr .. 101,195

Tie . Metal. Thomas A. Enloe , et al .. 101,138 | Tobacco stripping machine. George R. Gross .. 102,749

Tie . Metallic . John Kenny .. 97,303 Toboggan . Thomas Clemow .. 99,016

Tie. Metallic . Preston T. Large.. 97,932 | Toilet article . Frederick A. Steele.. 100,110

Tie plate . Bernard J. Coghlin .. 100,228 | Toilet tidy. Frank Bell .. 98,573

Tie plate. Bertie B. Moss ..
101,751 Tomato. Machine for peeling and coring . William

Tie plate . Elizabeth J. Burr .. 97,930 Godfrey Lumsden .. 98,601

Tie plate . Frederick A. Delano .. 102,322 Tonic for poultry. Leonard Smith .. 98,316

Tie plate. George W. Dennis ..
99,926 Tongs. Brick . William R. ( 'ary, et al .. 98,389

Tie plates. Machine for making. Willi Mckee.. 99,434 | Tongs. Ice . Murdock Hugh McDonnell.. 101,802

Tie . Rail . William L. Schrum .. 97,934 Tongue . Vehicle . James Benton Harral .. 101,964
Tie. Railroad. Felix James Baivier .. 101,510 | Tool : See Pocket tool .

Tie . Railway. Archibald J. McCallum .. 99,826 Tool. Combination. Dennis L. McKinney, et al .. 98.825

Tie. Railway. Arthur B. Mason .. 101,252 Tool . Combination . Robert H. Bowman .. 100,207

Tie . Railway. Broderick , M. C. , et al .. 101.627 Tool. Combination . The Myers Manufacturing

Tie . Railway. Charles W. Israel .. 100,055 Company .. 97,222

tie . Railway Charlie J. Kopf .. 100,617 Tool . Combination . Thomas H. Bradley ..
101,576

Tie . Railway. Frank Seyphers .. 97,311 Tool. Dental . Charles A. Spaohn ..
101.765

Tie. Railway . John E. Walling , et al .. 101,007 | Tool . Edged. James E. Eaton .. 97,248

Tie. Railway. Martin E. McGrath .. 101,513 Tools. Method of and apparatus for testing pneu

Tie. Railway . Robert B. Campbell.. 97.927 matic. Robert Allison Chambers .. ..101,714 , 101.715

Tie. Railway William A. Rollins .. 101,359 Tooth . Arthur H. Brown .. 102,225

Tie, Railway. Zachary T. Booth, et al .. 102,734 | Tooth . The Dental Protective Supply Company of

Tie . Railway cement. Herbert E. Percival , et al . 100,135 the United States of America .. 102,356

Tie . teel. amuel B. Ferguson , et al .. 100,229 | Tooth . Artificial . Harry B. Gregory .. 101,762

Tie . Wall . Stephen Priest ..
98,568 | Tooth . Dipper . William Bodette .. 101,698

Tie . Wire fence. John McCawly Gilner .. 101,780 Toothpick . Robert R. Freeman .. 97,218

Tightener : See Bed spring tightener. Tooth picks . Machine for making wooden . John H.

Tightener. Belt . George E. Clarke .. 101,316 Nute .. 102,753

Tightener. Trace . George S. Devey , et al .. 99,389 Tooth. Saw. Isaac N. Kendall ..
98,869

Tile . The American Locktile Company .. 100,191 | Top . Gustave Philippart .. 99,495
Tile bench for green houses . Warwick G. Bate .. 97,404 Tor lifts . Method of making . The United Shoe

Tile . Boiler tube. George Y. Bonus .. 97,355 Machinery Company of Canada.. 99,709

Tile Roofing. Lloyd G. Satterlee .. 98,780 Ton rest for carriages . William R. Roote .. 99.989

Time table , &c . Frederick J. Walton , et al .. 99,547 | Torpedo toy . Fred . F. Hedden , et al .. 99,132

Tin scrap . Method of treating. Meredith Leitch .. 100,991 | Torpedoes on vessels. Means of handling. The

Tins. Manufacture of. William Waller .. 99,298 Electric Boat Company... 97,513 , 97,544

Tip. Lace . Frank W. Whitcher .. 101,700 Tower . Water cooling. Ovid M. Gould .. 100,619

Tip. Lacing. Hugo Lionel Hiller .. 99,511 Toy : Nee Game.

Tire. Olivier Tailfer , et al .. 98,738 Toy. Branlio A , De Coste .. 100,020

Tire . Raymond Healey .. 101,472 | Toy . Charles A , Lewis .. 101,678

Tire . The Salisbury Tire Company .. 100,192 Toy. Peter J. Fahrne .. 98,471

Tire, William J. Storrs .. 100,193 Toy. Lynn B. Matteson , et al .. 98,438

Tire . Automobile . Charles L. Higgins .. 100,198 Toy gun or pistol . John H. Wiesman .. 97,402

Tire . Automobile . Herman Kerngood , et al .. 98,615 Trace connector. Robert J. Lay, et al ..
101,127

Tire case . Howard R. Teel.. 100,204 Tracer. Railway shipment. The Registered Tracer

Tire inflating means. Gabriel A. Bobrick ..
100,196 Company .. 99,847

Tire. Metallic , Walter James Paton .. 98,614 | Track aligning apparatus. Frank B. Shaw, et al.. 99,323

Tire . Pneumatic . Arthur James Jackson .. 98,611 Track cleaner. William E. Knowlton .. 100,231

Tire . Pneumatic . Cecil B. Cave - Browne- Cave .. 100.197 Track construction , Reuben D. Culver .. 101,079
Tire. Pneumatic , Charles R. Twitchell , et al .. 100,194 | Track construction and electric signalling and con

Tire . Pneumatic . Clara Annette Smith .. 102,287 trolling equipments. The Thompson Safety Ap

Tire. Pneumatic . Edward B, Killen .. 100,199 pliance Company.. 97,374

Tire. Pneumatic. Josepr H. Lowrey .. 100,201 | Track laying machine . Charles O. Wescott.. 101,020

Tire . Resilient. Etienne L. A. Olivier .. 100.202 Track laying machine. Frank W. McCabe .. 98,057

Tire . Rubber . Arthur Hudson Marks .. 98,612 Track laying machine . Nelson Bennett.. 98,277

Tire. Rubber. Richard Mulholland .. 100,205 Track laying machine. Taylor M. Garver.. 100,989

Tire . Rubber. The Consolidated Rubber Tire Com Track sander. George Nugent.. 97,073
pany .. 98,608 Track sander. John H. Hanlon .. 101,017

Tire. Rubber . The Slama Tire Protector Company. 100,195 Tracker board for mechanicalmusical instruments.

Tire setter . George W. Tinkey .. 101,811 Henry P. Ball .. 98,879
Tire setter . Seward E. Tumalty ..

101,812 Traction device and brake. Charles A. Wells .: 102,794

Tire shrinker. Henry Mayers .. 101,228 | Traction increaser, Fred. L. Sheldon ..
99,226

Tire tightener. George P. Alten , et al .. 99,875 Train control apparatus. John Barberie.. 102,545

Tire tightener. Thomas J. Mann .. 97,395 Train control system . August Sundh ..
98,480

Tire upsetting apparatus. Gedeon A. Frechette.. 98,944 Train control system . Electric . August Sundh ,

Tire. Vehicle . Abednego Dewes.. 98,609 et al ..
101,264

Tire . Vehicle . Charles Stein .. 97,536 Train pipe coupling . Lewis C. Cary .. 99,328
Tire. Vehicle . Charles W. Faitoute ..

98,610 | Train robberies . Device for preventing. John C.

Tire . Vehicle . John H. Lorimer .. 100,200 Pillsbury .. 100,899

Tire . Vehicle . Richard H. Crominger .. 96,863 | Train stopping means. Ernest Renaud .. 97,142

..

-
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Trains . Machine for making up. Heyd & Patter Trunk , Hermann Romunder.. 101,342
son..

96,922 , 96,923 Trunk . Johan A. Lunstrom .. 98,636
Trains . Means of protecting railway. Edward

Trunk strap. Fanny A. Lyman .. 98,474

Unverricht.. 102,544 Truss. Francisco Serio ..., 99,631

Tramcar. Deleré , H. , et al .. 101,870 Truss . James H. Campbell.. 102,040

Tramway ; Sec Railway . Truss . William S. Hobson .. 101,526

Tramway. Aeral . William C. Lawson .. 102,464 Tub support , ironing board , &c . Edwin Lot Berg

Tramway. Overread. William Heffron .. 100,156 tresser .. 101,739

Transformer . The Canadian Westinghouse Company. 102,525 Tube. Boiler. George M. Barr .. 98,393

Transformer coil support. The Canadian Westing
Tube . Cop. The American Textile Specialty Ma

house Company .. 98,465 chinery Company .. 97,805

Transformer cut- out , John P. Hetherington ... 97,628 Tube connections. John A. Cole, et al .. 98,018

Transmission mechanism . Alexander Winton ... 101,488 Tube expander. William Nicholson .. 98,355

Transmitter. Telephone, Hahnemann A. Cutmore . 98,237 | Tulde. Insulating . The Canadian Westinghouse

Transmitted . Telephone. Harry M. Gail .. 97,840 Company .. 99,397 , 102.682

Transmitter. Telephone. The Prince Telephone Tube making machine. George B. Mellinger, et al . 98,815

Company .. 97,995 Tube making machine. Hermann Romunder.. 98,333

Transmitter. Wireless telegraphy. Harry ' shoe Tube manufacture. John J. Boyce .. 98,888

maker .. 102,125 Tube . Metal James Pratt .. 100,097

Transmitting device. The Standard Brake Company. 99,637 | Tube. Metal. James S. Wilson .. 100,472

Transom . Heman Osborne ..
99,811 Tube scraper driving mechanism for fuel econo

Transplanter . William J. Hunter .. 98,669 mizers. B. F. Sturtevant Company.. 98,251

Transporting appliances . John R. Temperley, et al . 98,081 Tubes for electrode plates. Apparatus for forming.

Trap : See Animal trop. Steam trap . Tank trap . François Mouterde .. 96,891

Tráp. Edgar L. Flint .. 98,628 Tubes. Machine for making insulating. The Can

Trap. Edward J. Ryan .. 98,983 adian Westinghouse Company .. 102,681

Trap. James P. Sandefur .. 100,971 Tubes . Method of producing. George B. Mellinger,

Trap . Animal. Andrew Arnesen .. 99,038 et al .. 98,851

Trap. Animal . George M. Myers .. 98,196 Tubes or hollow bodies. Manufacture of Balfour

Trap . Animal. Jesse J. Swint.. 102,071 Fraser MoTear .. 101,586

Trap. Animal. John J. Crowson .. 100,970 Tubes, rods, & c . Machine for building. William

Trap . Animal . Preston Armstrong.. 101,610 Kennedy... 100,990

Trap. Animal . Robert John Scott .. 101,611 Tunnel , Construction : See Subway.

Trap. Animal . Walter W. Williams .. 101,606 Tunnel . Subaqueous . Robert C. Sayer .. 98,882

Trap. Drain . Arthur W. Edwards .. 97,500 | Tunnel. Subaqueous. William J. Wilgus , et al .. 100,175

Trap. Drain . William R. Bonnell , et al . 97,496 , 98,122 Tunnelling machine . The J. P. Karns Tunnelling

Trap, filter, and air distributer , Joseph Posch .. 98,589 Machine ( 'ompany .. 97,466

Trap . Fish . C. A. Murphy.. 102,066 Turbine : See Engine, Pump.

Trap. Fly . William H. Grasser .. 98,193 Turbine. Charles Algernon Parsons .. 101,384

Trap for sewer pipes . Leon Jodoin .. 101,042 Turbine. Charles Rhoades .. 97,527

Trap . Insect . Ross Hazelrigg .. 99,294 Turbine, Hiram Burrill.. 101,578

Trap . Water. Charles Martineau , et al .. 97,508 98,138

Tray. Cash . Michael Holroyd Smith .. 102,304 98,139

Tray. Soap . Franklin H. Turner .. 97,168 98,140

Treadle. Stanislas D. Bachand .. 100,814
Turbine. Richard H. Goldsbrough ..

98,141

Tree . Boot and shoes, Industrial Patents . 99.708 98,142

Trick device. George L. Meschin , et al .. 99,683 08.14

Trimmer. Card . The Photo Card Machine Company. 97,121 Turbine. The Canadian General Electric Company 98,006

Trimmer. Fur. Albert F. Schnaufer .. 100,882 Turbine Thomas D. Prescott, et al .. 98,530

Trimmer. Hedge. Ernest J. Nolting.. 98,52 4 Turbine bucket wheel. James Wilkinson .. 101,097

Trolley. Hilary Quertier .. 102,303 Turbine buckets . Means of attaching. The Can

Trolley. Jean Ernest Saucier.. 98,502 adian General Electric ('ompany . 99,794

Trolley. John H. Walker ..
102,702 Turbine compressor pumps, &c . The Honourabië

Trolley. William F. Thompson .. 101,225 C. A. Parsons.. 99,501

Trolley ear clincher. Ernest 0. Marsh .. 102,540 Turbine . Elastic fluid . James Wilkinson . , 101,306 102,397

Trolley finder. William J. Hinton .. 100,799 Turbine. Elastic fluid . James W. Ferguson .. 100,988

Trolley hanger . Thomas Price .. 102,371 Turbine. Elastic fluid . Horatio G. Wood, et al .. 99,548

Trolley head . Garnet B. Holmes, et al .. 102,142 Turbine. Elastic fluid . Paul C. Oscanyan .. 99,696

Trolley placer and guide. Edgar" A. Leake :: 97,985
97.643

Trolley pole . Andrus S. Weaver .. 100,558 97,645

Trolley pole . William W. Hallenbeck .. 101,298 97,886

Trolley pole catcher. John H. Walker .. 100,559 Turbine. Elastic fuid . The Canadian General Elec- 98.005

Trolley wheel. Emile Brossy ..
98,210 tric Company .. 98,007

Trouser form . Alice Jones .. 100,158 98,039
Trouser hanger. Robert James Linklater..

101,720 101,117

Trouser press . Robert P. Koons .. 102,093 101,118
Trouser presser and stretcher. Lily Tnomson :: 98,105 Turbine Elastic fluid . The Canadian General Elec

Trousers . Amandus Pfarrer .. 99,596 tric Company .. 101,307 , 101,308 , 101,460

Trousers guard. Frederick D. Scott .. 98,873 Turbine. Elastic fluid . The Westinghouse Machine

Trousers stretcher. George Albert , et al ..
99,196 Company .. 97,539 , 97,640

Truck : See Car truck,
Turbine engine. Louis Hachenberg, et al . , 97,541, 97,542

98,013 Turbine. Fluid . Gordon , F. W. and A. G .. 101,768

Truck. George A. Browne .. 99,263 Turbine . Marine. The Wilkinson Turbine Com

99,974 pany... 98,175

Truck. George E. Barth .. 98,012 Turbine. Multi - stage impact. The Canadian Gen

Truck. James F. De Voy ..
99,332 eral Electric Company .. 97,644

Truck . Pitt Pray .. 101,957 Turbine . Steam . Charles v . Kerri . 97,533, 97,534

Truck. Thomas Kendrick ..
97,518 Turbine. Steam . David Lumgair , et al ... 99,679

Truck and brake.
Aaron Warfield .. 99,580 Turbine. Steam. Esau Buchanan .. 97,649

Truck and brake . Gustave Rouy ..
99.579 Turbine. Steam . Hon . Charles Algernon Parsons. 101,378

Truck . Car, Gustav Lindenthal..
98,164, 98,165 Turbine. Steam . John F. Brady.. 97,648

Trunk clamp . Ernest R. Wingate .. 97,759 Turbine . Steam. John W. Smith .. 97,647

Truck . Electric motor. American Locomotive
Turbine. Steam . Peter Filteau , et al .. 97,885

Company ..
97,209 Turbine . Steam . Richard McGregor .. 97,900

Truck. Elevating baggage. " William's. McCully .: 99,371 | 100,980

Truck. Kiln. John D. Smith .. Turbine. Steam. The Allis- Chalmers Company...
99,370 7101,115

Truck . Locomotive .
American Locomotive Com

Turbine. Steam . The Canadian General Electric

pany..
97,207, 97,208 Company..

98,144

Truck. Lumber. George A. Browne.. 99,262 Turbine . Steam . Uel A. Rutledge ,. 101,305

Truck . Lumber. Joseph A. Sayward .. 97,576 Turbine , Water. Keller , F. M. , et al .. 101,562

Truck. Pneumatic . Alexander R. Bannerman , et al . 99,973 Turbine wheels , rings drums, &c.. Machine for

Trunk . Herman Davis .. 98,094 making. Sebastian Z. de Ferranti .. 101,169

:: 97,646,
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Turbines to locomotives . Method of applying. Lida Valve for steam engines . Charles E. Lowe .. 97,414

Wilson .. 100,664 | Valve for steam engines , &c. Hugo Lentz ... 98,720

Turbo generator. The Canadian General Electric Valve for water heater. Edwin Rund .. 101,373

Company .
98,004 Valve . Gas . Albert D. Purtle , et al .. 99,704

Turn table . Charles K. Ernst .. 100,895 Valve . Gas . Richard N. Orkman .. 99,123

Turner Music leaf. Harry L. Wilson , et al .. 102,766 Valve. Gas reversing. Hermann E. Schild .. 98,446

Turnip cutter . Peter Dunbar .. 97,295 Valve. Gate. Frederick C. Pfeil, et al .. 98,791

Twine . Grass. Thomas W. Jerrens .. 99,669 Valve . Gate . Robert C. Dugan .. 99,716

Twine manufacture . Horace H. Bailey ..
97,174 Valve . Gate . The Darling Pump and Manufactur

Tying machine. Warp. Howard D. Colman .. 99,777 ing Company , Limited .. 101,841

Type casting and setting machine. Charted Patents Valve mechanism . Honourable C. A. Parsons.. 98,646

Company .. .. 96,896 Valve . Organ and piano. Oscar Hermann .. 100,299

Type casting machine. Sylvester J. Sennett .. 101,530 Valve. Piston . Edward Hanner, et al .. 97,547

Type matrices , Mechanism for justifying. The
Valve . Piston . The Honourable C , A. Parsons .. 97,551

General Typing Machine Company .. 97,129 Valye . Pneumatic . George Patrick Finnigan .. 101,990

Type . Printing. Joseph Pinel.. 99,458 Valve . Pressure . Reduction . The Canadian West

Type setting and distributing machine . " 'Arthur G. inghouse Company.. 96,950

Baker, et al .. 101,163 Valve. Relief . May , E. B. , et al .. 101,727

Type writer. John B. Molle , et al .. 100,452 Valve . Reversing. Brinay Smart, et al .. 98,042

Typewriter. John T. Underwood .. 97,853 Valve. Safety . Edward Joseph Clarke... 102,007

Type writer . Shannon A. Hardman .. 100,446 Valve . Slide. John Thomas Wilson .. 101,916

( 100,997 Valve . Speed reducing . The Canadian Westing

Type writer mechanism. John S. Southerden .. { 100.998 house Company .. 96,953

| 100,999 Valve . Steam . Albert H. Farmer..
97,531

Typewriting and adding machine. The Adder Ma Valve . Steam . Daniel J. Hoisington .. 98,840

chine Company .. 98,739 Valve . Triple . David Inches, et al .. 100,040

Typewriting machine . Arthur H. Märtin, et al . 102,522 Valve . Triple . The Canadian Westinghouse Com

Typewriting machine . Burnham C. Stickney .. 99,632 pany .. 96,952

Typewriting mechanism . Franz Schuler . 99,187 , 99,188 Valve . Tire. Frederick Rich , et al .. 99,000

Umbrella. Alphonse Lenoir .. 102,138 | Valye . Wash bowl. David W. York ,. 99,866

Umbrella, parasol , & c . Michael G. McGuire .. 99,555 Valve . Water closet . Charles H. Moore .. 100,670

Umbrella stand . Edwin Pratt .. 96,883 Vapourizer : See Carbureter.

Underwaist. Edward H. Harwood .. 100,322 Vapourizer. The Hibbard Gas Engine Company ... 98,938
Unicycle. Charles G. Crosse .. 97,530 Vapourizing for Combustion engines. Francis W.
Unloader for waggons. Wilfrid Ledoux ..

100,877 Brady .. 102 , 107

Unloading apparatus . Jesse Earnest Knight .. 101,994 Vapourizing for furnaces. David L. O'Connor 100,993

Unloading gravel . Means of . Charley H. Williamson . 102,000 Vapourizer for hydrocarbon . Dan Albone, et al ... 102,406

Upholstery. Edwin M. Hulse ... 101,181 Vapourizer for liquid combustibles. Emil Hubert.. 101,299

Upholstery . Mechanism for Edwin M. Hulse .. 102,136 Vapour apparatus. The Cooper Hewitt Electric

Vacuum apparatus. Manvers, A. , et al .. 101.925 Company.. 102,062

Vacuum device . Sylvester S. Leonard .. 101,027 Varnishing machine. William Charles Phillips.. 101,426

Vacuum producing apparatus. The Honourable Vat : See Dyeing vat.

Charles Algernon Parsons.. 100,349 | Vat . Cheese . Wilber Gordon .. 100,403
Valve : See Cut - off mechanism . Stop valve.

Vat. Dye . Francis I. Stone .. 102,542

Valve. Alva C. Ricksecker, et al .. 99,626 | Vat. Tanning. Robert Koenitzer .. 99,766

Valve. Byron E. Van Auken ... 98,648 | Vault . Burial . Harry E. Dehk , et al .. 98,149

Valve. Charles J. Faucher .. 97,410 Vault. Burial . Julius C. Hennis .. 99,450

Valve. Charles P. Ware .. 97,028 Vault . Burial . William Parry .. 102,802

Valve . Frank W. Leidecker.. 98,585 Vegetable matter into a solid mass . Machine for

Valve. Harry C. Root .. 102,008 forming. William H. Bunker .. 101,165

Valve . Henry Reistad .. 100,964 Vehicle : See Locomotive and vehicle .

Valve. Henry R. Worthington.. 99,074 Vehicle . Charles H. Stratton .. 98,028

Valve . Hugh Burnet .. 97,292 Vehicle . Edward Cliff, et al .. 103,862

Valve . James B. Culler .. 100,651 Vehicle . George S. Stevenson .. 100,088

Valve. John H. Chandler .. 102,132 Vehicle. John Julius Furchtbar .. 98,442

Valve . Louis J. Sommer .. 97,633 Vehicle . Martin W. Heyenga .. 99,379

Valve . Pussell E. Winger , et al .. 100,594 Vehicle . William H. F. Blume .. 99,879

Valve . The John Bertram and Sons Company . 99,625 | Vehicle. Dumping. John M. Goodwin .. 100,037
Valve . The Magann Air Brake Company ..

99,383 Vehicle . Dumping. The F. H. Hieber Wagon Manu

Valve. The Norwall Manufacturing Company .. 96,989 facturing Company.. 99,871

Valve . The Star Brass Manufacturing Company .. 102,741 Vehicle for cripples . Frank Rowley .. 99,813

Valve . The Winton Motor Carriage Company .. 102,294 Vehicle. Jack. Louis Amédée Casgrain .. 96,911

Valve. William Turnbull .. 99,968 Vehicle. Motor, Hubert A. Kiser , et al .. 97,653

Valve and lubricator. Joseph C. Williamson, et al. 102,417 Vehicle . Motor. Peter E. Hanson .. 100,874

Valve. Brake . James A. Hicks .. 101,012 Vehicle propelling apparatus . August ‘Anibrecht.. 102,445

Valve . Brake . Thomas Behan .. 102,720 Vehicle top. William A. Hunter .. 99.381

Valve . Check . George W. Rich ... 102,131 Vehicle top support. Sanford M. Buchanan .. 99,380

97,164 Velocipede, &c. James Archer .. 100,209

Valve . Cut - off . Frederic S. Seagrave .. 97,165 Vending machine. Henry A. Voelkner.. 99,269

97,166 Vending machine. James W. Patterson .. 99,296

Valve . Cut - off . Irvin P. Doolittle, et al .. 98,505 Vending machine . John A. Milne .. 100,394

Valve. Drain . Posey P. Brooks , et al .. 102,376 Vending machine. William C. Whitney .. 10 ) , 378

Valve. Electric safety. Adolph W. Jenczewsky .. 100,963 Vending machine. Cigar . Edmond N. Cusson .. 99,883

Valve . Engine. DeWitt C. Prescott .. 97.047 Vent . Flushing. Thomas H. Clark .. 99,802

Valve. Engine. Theodore H. Haberkorn ..
102,496 Ventilating system for railway cars . George H.

Valve . Engine exhaust . Enoch Richardson .. 99,785 Layng .. 100,953

Valve fittings. The United Injector Company .. 98,856 Ventilator : See Heater and ventilator.

Valve . Float. The International Harvester Com
Ventilator. Gilman Moulton .. 100,879

pany ..
99,849 Ventilator . Levi W. Lombard , et al .. 97,252

Valve . Flushing. William S. White ... 102,386 Ventilator. Lewis H. Hammitt, et al .. 100,441

Valve for compressors . The Ingersoll Rand Com Ventilator. Sergius Timokhovitch .. 102,145

pany.. .... 99,080 Ventilator. William H. Lynch ... 100,444

Valve for compound locomotives. The American
Ventilator. William T. Cothier .. 98,925

Locomotive Company .. 97,425 Ventilator. Window. Augustus A. Stephens.. 101,838

Valve for engines. James B. Allfree .. 97,403 Vessel . Alexander Leslie .. 96,917

Valve for fire extingushers. Charles W. Kersteter . 101,603
Vessels . Means of locating and raising sunken .

Valve for fluid compressors . The Ingersoll Band
William G. Cain .. 98,125

Company .. 99,078 Vestibule for railway cars. The Gould Coupler Com

Valve for flush tanks. William A. Alexander .. 102,380 pany .. . 102,319

Valve for heating and ventilating . Fritz Kaeferle . 97,065 Vestlettes for conductors . Orville N. McClintock . 99,984

Valve for heating systems. Albert P. Broomell .. 101,011 Vibration check for vehicles, Paul M. Hotchkin .. 99,266

Valve for sprinklers . Ernest S. Clayton........ 98,516 ' Vibrator. Massage . Edmund H. Pryce , et al .... 102,704

..

1
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Violin . Ces Mawer .. 97,253 Water closet . David S. Schrureman .
101,177

Violin tail piece . Birt Cather .. 99.658 Water closet . Frank Schuh ..
99,143

Viscose . Treating. Process of . Sergius Ressarer. 102,276 Water closet . Frederick W. Delanoy .. 101,176

Vise : See Clamp or vise . Water closet . John Alexander McAvity .. 98,639

Vise. James F. McLean .. 100,357 | Water closet . The Duner Company .. .. 101,175

Vise . The Button Machinery Company .. 98,937 | Water column . Edward E. Johnson ..
99,069

Vise, rack , and screw . Georgiana R. Ellis , et al.. 100,595 Water condenser and purifier . William Mcintyre,
Voltage regulator. The Canadian Westinghouse et al ..

100,975

Company .. 100,287 | Water cooler . Charles H. Bennett..
96,891

Vulcanizing . E. Hopkinson , et al .. 101,664 Water feed for steam boilers . John 1. Innes ..
99.693

Vulcanizing process. Tic Electric Moulling and Water pipe testing apparatus. Crarles P. Brady,

Heating Company.. 97,373 et al ..
99,560

Wagon box , hay and stock rack . Elias A. Water polo apparatus. John F. Conkling .. 99,958

Beemer .. 99,898 Water purifier. John Bocey .. 97,326

Wagon box, header box , kay and stock rack. Albert Water purifier and elevator. John Wesley Carpenter. 98,796

E. Cranston .. 99,361 Water purifying apparatus . Joseph as. L. Wharton ,

Wagon crane . Theobald M. Hackett .. 101,866 et al... 100,909
Wagon . Dump . Adam J. Koob .. 101,970 Water Supply for Irrigation : See Irrigation .

Wagon. Dump . Edwin S. Boyd .. 100,400 Water supply system . Wallace Pratt Groom .. 102,025

Wagon. Gate for . Tichnor, R. R. , et al .. 101.945 | Watermarking paper Walter Knowles Trotman .. 98,379

Wagon . Night lunch . Albert H. Closson .. 98,017 | Waterproof material . Manufacture of. Alwin Doel

Wagon reach. James Simpson , et al .. 99,390 ling .. 100,573

Wall. Herman E. Rackle .. 98,245 | Waterproofing method for concrete , &c . John Marion

Wall. Hugh B. Copeland .. 100,365 Ranhoff.. 101,721

Wall . Jean Lambert Goffette .. 98.567 Water wheel. The James Leffel and Company.. 98,790

Wall. William F. Cowham .. 99,468 | Weaner. Animal . Mary W. Brender .. 100,810

Wall, Willis H. Fisher .. 97,966 | Weather boarding . Joseph Fisher .. 96,838

Wall coating composition. The Liquid Wall Paper Weather strip . Irving L. Hall , et al .. 99,684

Company .. 97,604 Weather strip . The Chamberlin Metal Weather

Wall. Concrete. Ernest Ferdinand Wiederholdt .. 101,692 Strip Company .. 100,633

Wall . Concrete . Harry Philip Engelhardt .. 101,755 Weather strip for windows. Frederick Charles

Wall . Concrete. Michael G. Mandt .. 98,995 Kerby .. 98,581

Wall construction . James G. Mills .. 99,741 | Weaving method. The Multiple Woven Hose and

Walls. Construction of plastic . David W. Bovee . 99,740 Rubber Company .. 98,117

Wall paper hanger. Carl F. Caswell .. 100,251 Weed destroyer . John L. Janeway .. 98,312

Wall paper trimmer and pasting machine . The Weed exterminator. Herman Thoeni , et al .. 97,585

Paperhangers ' Machine Company .. 100,355 | Weeds and rabbits . Apparatus for destroying. Ben
Wardrobe . Anna M. Scherff .. 102,662

jamin Locking .. 100,127

Wardrobe . Nora Ryan .. 98,358 | Weigher and register . David P. Davidson .. 100,572

Wardrobe. Roderick Weir .. 99,774 , 99,775 | Weighing apparatus. Louis Victor Labelle .. 98,352

Wardrobe slide . Herman Wilson ..
99,776 Weighing device . Gauvin , C., et al .. 101,574

Warp beam or reel . The Linen Thread Company : 99,755 Weighing device. Henry E. Dahlman .. 98.836

Warp stop mechanism. Thomas Perks .. 97,016 Weighing machine . Cameron Patents Company .. 99,311

Warping machine for yarn , William Bottomley ,
weighing machine . The American Agricultural

et al .. 99,400 Chemical Company .. 98,041 , 98,191

Wash basin , &c . Charles A. Jam's .. 97,659 Weighing machine . The Bowlus Automatic Scale

Washboard. Archelaus E. Spencer.. 101,151 Company .. 98,040

Wash boiler. Frank H. Bollman .. 98,537 Weighing machine. Thomas St. J. B. Parnalı , et al . 96,933

Washstand . Martin Tufty .. 99,144 | Weight. The Sectional Weight Company .. 101,415 , 101,416

Wash trough for fitters. Frederick B. Leopold :: 100,962 Weight actuated apparatus. Eugene Fuller .. 101,335

Washer : See Dish washer . Weight indicating mechanism . Charles Russe .. 99,297

Washer. William George Burns .. 101,496 Weight. Sash . Ferdinand C. Schwedtman .. 100,069

Washer and wringer. Odon Guitar .. 102,456 Weld making machine . William S. Perry .. 99,781

Washer . Bottle . George W. Harris .. 99,583 Welding : See Pipe heating and welding machine.

Washer. Bottle . Richard G. Nash .. 99,584 | Welding compound. John Spittall , et al .. 97,465

Washer. Clothes. Emma M. Whittemore .. 98,680 Welding. Electric . William S. Perry .. 99,780

Washer for coal , & c . Heyd and Patterson . 97,704 , 97,705 | Welding machine for rings. Joseph Girlot .. 99,293

Washer. Gas. Benjamin J. Mullen ..
100,826 Welding of turbine blades . Electric . Sebastian

Washer. Nut lock . William B. Neel .. 101,146 Fiani de Ferranti .. 101.886

Washing apparatus. Oscar C. Prasse.. 99,586 Well strainer . Edward E. Johnson .. 101,815

Washing compound . Laundry . William A. Vrooman. 98,997 Welting. The United Shoe Machinery Company of

Washing composition for cloth . John M. Hamilton . 100,679 Canada .. 102,213

Washing machine. Aaron E. Hoover .. 97,678 Wheel : See Fifth wheel." Trolley wheci.
Washing machine. Adolph A. Rullman , et al .. 102,729 Wheel. Charles B. Van Horn ..

97,385

Washing machine. Adolphe D. LeBlanc.. 99,638 Wheel. Charles B. Van Horn , et al .. 99,004

Washing machine . Bert A. Stocking, et al .. 99,723 Wheel. Charles L. Marohn .. 101.861

Washing machine . Frank H. Halstein .. 97,446 Wheel. Berton H. Sills , et al .. 100,293

Washing machine. Friedrich Ludwig Bartilt .. 102,087 Wheel. David A. Moore ..
100,165

Washing machine. George D. Burton .. 96,965 Wheel . Euclid S. Lebeau , et al .. 98,737

Washing machine. George H. Huenergardt.. 99,933 | Wheel . Frank P. Prendergast .. 99,972

Washing machine. Henry S. Judd .. 97,210 Wheel. Bull . The Canadian White Company, Ltd. 101,445

Washing machine. John W. Stroh .. 98,060 Wheel. Car. Davies Car Wheel and Machine Com

Washing machine. Margaret C. Wilkin .. 100,052 pany .. 101,492

Washing machine . Martin L. Winegarden .. 100,330 | Wheel. Disc . Edward Martin .. 99.971

Washing machine . Philip Vollmar.. 102,343 | Wheel. Drive. Edwin Stancliff .. 98,429

Washing machine . Seth 0. Collins .. 97,057 Wheel. Electromagnetic. Hugh Behan .. 101,217

Washing machine . The Combined Washer and Wheel for mechanical and rolling purposes. An

Hydro Extractor .. 99,706 toine Janssens .. 99,006

Washing machine and stand . Edward M. Sinclair, 101,119 Wheel. Gear. Frederick G. Ward .. 99,677

Washing machine . Battle . Edward T. Dixon .. 99,930 Wheel . Grinding. Gilbert Hart .. 102,411

Washing machine . Bottle . Philip D. Liable .. 98,289 Wheel . Grinding and polishing. Albion W. Thomas,

Washing machine . Dish . George W. Powers , et al . 100.133 et al .. 102,676

Washing machine for tumblers. William A. H. Wheel guard for railway cars . Edward Armstrong

Cameron , et al ... 97,289 Mason .. 98,374

Washing machine for wool . Electric. George D. Wheel Machine . The International Harvester Com

Burton .. 96,978 pany .. 102,162

Washing machine shell . Allen Conkling.. 98.382 Wheel . Metal . The Bettendorf Metal Wheel Com

Washing machine . Tumbler, Fred . W. Will... 102,474 pany .. 99,867

Waste water of paper machine. Process of utiliz Wheel. Paddle. Edwin A. Young .. 99,678

ing. Max . Enfurt .. 99,661 Wheel Pneumatic cushion. Charles A. Lee , et al. 97,381

Watch . Charles L. Faivre .. 99,691 | Wheel . Resilient. Thomas Gare. 97,384

Watch protector. John Middlebrook .. 98.953 ' Wheel Spring. Edward B. Sims .. 100,376

..
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Wheel straightening machine. Jordan S. Mayse .. 97,386 Wire fence making machine . Harry E. Bush , et al . 99,159

Wheel. Traction , Isaac McHenary .. 102,275 Wire fence making machine. Isaac N. Morford .. 98,638

Wheel. Trolley. George Loffi .. 101,301 Wire fence making machine . Jonathan Harris .. 99,135

Wheel. Vehicle. Albert E. Henderson .. 99,405 | Wire fence machine. Joseph E. Pigeon .. 96,996

Wheel . Vehicle . George Middleton .. 98,992 Wire fence making machine . The Cyclone Woven

Wheel . Vehicle . Israel T. Hurd .. 101,807 Wire Fence Company .. 97,004

Wheel. Vehicle. James M. Carpenter.. 97,383 | Wire glass. Machine for making. William Butler. 99,351

Wheel . Vehicle , John C. Schleicher .. 101,808 Wire good . Machine for making. The Clinton

Wheel. Vehicle. Manuel G. Babio .. 98,993 Wire Cloth Company .. 101,173
Wheel . Vehicle. Marcellus Bounker .. 101,860 Wire looping machine. George Washington Wood,

Wheel. Vehicle. Robert Henry Isaac Cook .. 101,806 et al .. 98,301

Wheel . Vehicle . The Prodeau Wheel Syndicate Wire loops . Machine for forming. Henry P. Wilson . 98,919

Limited .. 101,804 | Wire perforating and forming machine . George

Wheel . Vehicle . Thomas Appleton .. 101,464 Crompton .. 102,382

Wheel. Vehicle . Tom Oldfield , et al .. 99.416 Wire reel and stretcher. John C. Dains.. 97,037

Wheel . Vehicle . Victor E. Beauchemin .. 99,007 | Wire spring fabric . Alexander G. Cameron , et al . 99,273

Wheel. Vehicle . W. H. Parham , et al .. 101,805 | Wire spring forming machine. The Gold Metal

Wheel. Vehicle . William T. Jones .. 97,385 Furniture Manufacturing Company.. 99,157

Wheel . Vehicle. William Morck , et al .. 97,382 Wire strainer . Gordon Ingram , et al .. 99,302

Wheel. Vehicle . Winfield J. Mitchell, et al .. 97,387 Wire strainer and plicer . William Nepean Hut

Wheel. Vehicle spring. The Spherola Spring Wheel chison .... 101,423

Company ... 100,007 Wire stretcher: David K. Kirkland .. 97,491

Wheel. Wagon . Charles B. Haney .. 99,008 Wire stretcher. Floyd H. Carter, et al .. 99,274

Wheel . Water . Thomas Lambeth .. 101,585 Wire stretcher. Joseph Savage .. 101,540

Wheel. Wind . William T. Fine .. 101,695 Wire stretcher. Orville M. Knox .. 100,780

Wheels. Machine for making metal . The Betten Wire stretcher. William McNames .. 98,475

dorf Metal Wheel Company .. 99,868 | Wire stretcher . William M. Sanders .. 97,011

Whey or milk . Distributor for. John J. Daniel.. 100,816 Wire stretcher. William Nepean Hutchison .. 101,797

Whip operating device. Alexander Burrows .. 99,359 Wire stretcher . William P. Sullivan .. 101,799

Whipping apparatus. Avila Savignac .. 96,840 | Wire stretcher. Zenas A. Curtis .. 99,252

Whistle. Albert F. Kuhl.. .. 100.084 Wire working machine. William S. Perry.. 99,782, 99,783

Whistle. Peter A. Mortensen .. 100,456 Wood Artificial. Jacob Laeufer.. 100,577

White lead . Apparatus for making. The Union Wood for extracting turpentine. Treatment of . Fre

Lead and Oil Company .. 99,602 derick Titcomb Snyder.... 98,460

Wigwam . John Albert Lynn .. 102,139 Wood impregnating apparatus. ( ' uthbert B. Lowery ,

Willock, F. J. Stove, range, &c .. 101,531 et al.. ... 97,935

Winding drum . William S. Edward .. 98,975 Wood impregnating device . Paul Laffite .. 100,546

Winding indicator. Theodore J. Armeson . 100,983 Wood preserving and waterproofing method . Joseph

Winding machine. Joshua Holdsworth .. 97,394 A. Deghuée , et al .. 100,763

Winding machine. The Northern Electric and Wood products. Extraction of . George B. Frank

Manufacturing Company, Limited .. 101,668 forter .. 102,226 , 102,227

Windings for dynamo electric machine." The Allis Wood products. Method of extracting. Malcolm

Chalmers Company , et al .. 98,385 McKenzie .. 101,666

Windlass . Jasper A. Woodworth .. 100,331 Wood products Recovery of . R. . Durward Benn.. 101,786

Windmill : See Motor. Wind . Wood working machine. Frank Diehl.. 101,674
Windm :11. Albert Geoffroy .. 101.696 Wood working machine, Olmedo C. Wysong .. 100,430

Windmill. Alva W. Ketch .. 97,791 Wood working machine. The City Paint and Color

Windmill. John P. Currie .. 98,070 Company .. 99,392

Windmill . John P. Muller .. 97,766 Wood turning machine. Thomas D. Smith .. 97,456

Windmill. R. S. Bartlett .. 102,168 Wrench . Abraham Gagnon .. 97,038

Windmill head frame . Catherine J. McMaster .. 101,697 | Wrench . Alonzo T. Martin .. 97,623

Windmill mechanism . John W. Innes ..
101,817 Wrench, Andrew H. De Groff.. 101,168

Window. Alexander Knox .. 97,967 Wrench . Arthur B. Brightman .. 97,224

Window. Esther Hodgson .. 101,459 | Wrench . Charles H. Felten .. 98,692

Window . Oliver M. Edwards .. 100,976 Wrench . Charles L. Henderson .. 97,116

Window cleaner. Ernest Butland .. 100,568 Wrench , Francis M. Straube .. 101.951

Window cleaning apparatus . James C. Harmer .. 98,101 Wrench . Frank N. Wilson .. 98,247

Window . Fireproof. Daniel B. Badger , et al .. 100,094 Wrench . Frank Williams, et al .. 100,210

Window frame and sash . Esther Hodgson .. 99,304 | Wrench. Frederick A. Hanes, et al .. 102,412

Window frame and sash . Metallic Smith Wrench . George H. Bell .. 98,513

Keigley. 98,333 , 98,334 Wrench . Hustad B. Shaver .. 102,052

Window frame . Fireproof , Israel Morin .. 97,000 Wrench. John F. Dickason .. 102,383

Window holding and anti- rattling device . John B. Wrench . John Franklin Doss .. 101,814

Hunt .. 98,808 Wrench . John R. Long .. 97,349

Window . Metallic. Sidney U. Barr .. 99,246 Wrench . John W. Currier .. 97,621

Window sash , Arthur Curwood .. 99,976 Wrench . Joseph N. Noyer .. 101,549

Window Sash . Davidson Todd .. 102,232 Wrench . Lowry, C. B. , et al .. 102,284

Window shade roller. Job Dudley .. 99,804 Wrench . Napoleon Delisle .. 97,005

Window . Show . Harry Brandenberger .. 100,537 Wrench . Nedran, B. F. , et al .. 101,950

Windows , &c . Machine for opening and closing. Wrench . Niles Bement Pond Company.. 96,993

John H. Cartland , et al . , .. 99,133 Wrench. The Roemer Pipe Tong Company. 98,249

Windows . Mechanism for operating casement. Ro Wrench . Thomas H. Gilmour .. 98,811

bert C. Spencer .. 98,809 / Wrench . William C. Raymond .. 102,660

Windrower. Louis Franzmeier.. 101,856 Wrench . William R. Cooper .. 98,126

Winker brace . William W. Gleckner .. 102,199 Wrench and drills . Ratchet. James R. Neilson ,

Wire coupling. Charles E. Atkinson , .et al .. 102,503 et al .. 98,810

Wire covering material , Charles E , Teush , et al . 97,845 Wrench. Buggy. William S. Mitts .. 98,023

Wire drawing apparatus. The Iroquois Machine Wrench for threshing cylinders. Martin Mahlen . 101,285

Company .. 102,404 Wrench . Pipe. Ebenezer Fisher .. 98,248

Wire drawing drum . The Iroquois Machine Com Wrench . Pipe . George M. Gealy .. 101,815

pany ..
102,374 Wrench . Pipe , Richard M. Carroll.. 97,622

Wire drawing grip. Hugh L. Thompson . 98,696 , 98,698 Wrench . Pipe . The Roemer Pipe Tong Company. 100,604

Wire drawing machine . Hugh L. Thompson .. 98,697 | Wrench . Ratchet. George S. Stevenson .. 100,688

( 101,448 Wringer : See Washer and wringer.

Wire drawing machine . Iroquois Machine Company. 101,449 Wringer. Mop . Willoughby Moffat.. 101,924

101,450 Wringer. Mop . Whitehurst, D. , et al .. 102,288

Wire drawing machine. William John Herald .. 102,179 Writing and printing method . Frank S. Hall .. 100,350

Wire drawing mechanism . Andrew Rathbone .. 97,795 | Writing guide for the blind . Joseph Castle Dana 102,173

Wire fabric making machine . Wilber J. Pine .. 100,959 Yarn . Henry Ryder.. .. 102,124

Wire fence making machine, Charles F. Leonard. 101,282 Zinc sulphate into zinc oxide . Means of convert

Wire fence making machine. Earl Bartholomew ... 96,997 ing . Chauncey E. Dewey .. 100,426

-
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Altice , S. H. Checkrein holder..

INDEX OF PATENTEES.
101,736

Aiquest , J. , et al . Car frame .. 97,296

Alvord, E. E. , et al . Machine for making leather

board ..
97.389

Always Sharp Horse Shoe Calk Manufacturing Com
Abbey , A. T. Fluorescent indicator .. 97,280

pany. Horse shoe ..
Abbott , I. Rotary engine....

97,798
99,687

Amberson , L. C. , et al . Nut lock ..
Abbott, J. H. Bristle brush mandrel .. 97,528 Ambrose, Mary L.

96,960

Bottle .. 100,387
Abernathy, J. P., et al . Plough colter .. 100,147

Ambursen , N. F. , et al . Dam .. 97,468
Achenback, M. , et al . Ironing machine .. 98,682

American Agricultural Chemical Company. Weigh
Ackley , J. W., et al . Paper hanger and bill poster. 98,832

ing machine.. 98,041 , 98,191
Adames, E. G. Decorating process .. 99,233

American Chimney Company. Concrete mould .... 100,505
Adams, C. C. Burial casket .. 100,925

American Column Company. Column ..

Adams, G. Sap bucket cover .. 101,826
99,916

American District Steam Company. Meter .. 101.703

Adams, H. , et al . Chimney cowl and ventilator .. 100,722 American Electric Brake Company. Electric brake . 98,233

Adams, J. B. Wire stretcher ..
102,117

American Eduction Company. Distillation processes
Adams, J. F. and F. 0. Heating furnace .. 101,871

for hydro -carbonaceous substances ... ... 100,853 , 100,854Adams, J. Q. Hotel cabinet .. 102,746

(Adams, J. W. Hose clamp .. 101,906 American Graphophone Company. Graphophone.
I 98.600

Adams, J. W. Window screen .. 101,038 | 99,570

American Graphophone Company .
97,015

Recorder and

Ore separator ..
reproducer ..

Adams, P. H.
99,571

97,018
American Horse Shoe Company. Horseshoe mak

97,019
98.985ing machine..

Adams, W. H. Manufacture of rubber hose .. 101,316

American Locktile Company. Tile ..
Adams, W. H.

100,191
Ore separator.. 100,265

Adder Machine Company American Locomotive Company.Separapie " Key " poara Electric motor

truck ... 97,209for adding machines.. 98,847

ſ 97,207
Adder Machine Company. Typewriting and adding

machine... 98,739
American

Addison , P. W. Cultivator ..
Locomotive Company . Steam boiler

99,199

Aldercreutz , A. G.
98.255

Hot air engine .. 97,321
superheater..

Adriance, B., et al . Bottle cap .. 98,509 , 99,541 American Locomotive Company.
101,613

Superheater for
101,614

Adriance, B., et al . Bottle capping machine .. 96,844 Steam boilers .. ..

Agget, C. J. , et al . Carburetter .. 102,402
101,615

American Locomotive Company.
Agin , B. , et al . Curtain Fixture .. 102,258

Valve for com

Ahlbrecht, A. Vehicle propelling apparatus ... 102,445 pound locomotives .. 97,425

Aichison , P. , et al . Fire extinguisher .. 99,072
American Paper Bottle Company . Paper bottle .. 97,494

Ainley, T. E. Carding machine .. 99,759
American Paper Bottle Company. Paper bottle ,

Ainsforth, F. Artificial tenture .. 100,772
cup , &c .. 97,493

Aitchison , G. T. Screen for ashes .. 97,052
American Paper Box Company . Box.. 100,117

Aitken, D. A. Firearm .. 99,491
American Safety Razor Company. Safety razor .. 98,508

Akers, H. H. Mail bag catcher and deliverer .. American Seeding Machine Company. for
96,908

Axle

Akers, J. A. Grain cleaner .. 101,420
grain drills .. 102,584

Aktiebolaget Baltic Separator. Butter production .. 100,396 American Seeding Machine Company. Disc furrow

Aktiebolaget Baltic Separator. Liner for centrifuge. 101,899
opener .. 102,318

Aktiebolaget Pumpseperator. Neck bearing .. 100,863
American Seeding Machine Company . Seeder .. 99,350

Aktiebolaget Separator. Milking machine .. 100,476 American Sheet and Tin Plate Company. Matching

Albach , W. E. Foot plaster..
99,234 device.. 99,033, 99,034

Albert, G., et al . Trouser stretcher .. 99,196 American Sintering Company . Sintering commi

Albone, D., et al. Vapourizer for hydro-carbon .. 102,406 nuted ore and flue dust .. 98,766

Albrecht, C. A. Linotype machine .. 99,444 American Steel and Wire Company. Process form

Albrecht. E. Shaft lining .. 99,235
purifying water .. .. .. 102,001

Albrecht, H. S. Fiber reducer .
102,444 American Steel and Wire Company of New York .

Aldrich, J. B. and A. L. Crossover switch .. 102,076 Process of separating ferriferous zinc and elec

Alexander , W. A. Flush tank .. 102,391 tro galvanizing wire .. 98.923

Alexander , W. A. Valve for flush tanks .. 102,380 American Textile Specialty Machinery Company.

Alexander, W. , et al . Carrier .. 102,609 Cop tube.. .. 97,805

Alexander , W. , et al . Transporting appliances .. 98,081 American Textile Specialty Machinery Company.

Allan, C. F. F. , et al . Planter .. 100,905 Shuttle spindle .. 99,310

Allan , W. A. Rotary engine .. 96,938 Ames, E. Educational device .. 98,511
Allen, A. D. , et al . Trolley head .. 102,442 Ames, M. , et al . Graphite separator .. 101,349

Allen , C. A. Nut lock .. 99,201 Ames , W. H. Hoisting Jack , vise , &c .. 97,670

Allen , C. F. F. , et al . Bakers' oven .. 97,054 Annet , L. , et al . Hydrant .. 102,014

Allen , G. Car fender... 102,443 | Ammann, H. A. , et al . Electric railway signal.. 98,684

Allen , G. Y. , et al . Cleaning process .. 102,529 Ammann , H. A., et al . Electro -magnetic recorder .. 98,683

Allen , W. C. Grain elevator .. 97,552 Amorous , M. F. Floor for cars .. 98,176

Alley , C. J. Barrel making machine .. 101,009 Amos, D. W. , et al . Flue cutter .. 101,933

Allfree, J. B. Valve for engines .. 97,403 Amos, W. Apparatus for lifting and transporting
Allin, W. J. Rail fastener .. 101,130 invalids .. 99,245

Allington, W. E. Apparatus for separating dust Anchor Implement Company . Cultivator .. 99,836

from air ..
96,789 Anders , C. P. , et al . Motor vehicle .. 97,653

Allis -Chalmers Company. “ Dynamo ' electric ma Anderson , A. Cake iron .. 99,091
chine .. 98,079, 100,524 Anderson , A. Hay fork .. 100,148

Allis -Chalmers Company. Flour bolter .. 98,961 Anderson , A. Horseshoe .. 102,189

Allis -Chalmers Company. Steam shovel .. 100,716 Anderson , A. J. Churn .. 100,029

Allis - Chalmers Company . Steam turbine .. 100,980, 101,116 Anderson , A. M. Cock for Westinghouse brake

Allis - Chalmers Company. Steam turbine packing. 100,707 coupling.. 99,578
Allis - Chalmers Company, et al . Frame for dynamo Anderson , C. H. Conveyer .. 98,166

electric machines ..
98,386 Anderson , C. J. Saw swage ..

101,800

Allis -Chalmers Company, et al . Winding for dyna Anderson , C. O. , et al . Slack adjuster ..
100,021

mo electric machines .. 98,386 Anderson Computing Scale Company. Cheese cutter. 101,242

Allison, E. H. , et al . Railway switch .. 97,204 Anderson , C. P. Guard for incandescent electric

Allison, E. H. , et al . Switch .. 100,136 lamps .. 99,603
Alloway, M. W. Garment hanger .. 98,327 Anderson , E. E.

99,073

Allsop, W. H. Doorway for elevators .. 100,609 Anderson , E. W. and Kynoch , Limited. Gas pro

Almida, S. A. , et al . Treadle motor. 96,901 ducing apparatus .. 100,290

Alspach , A.J. , et al . Step ladder and ironing table . 98,235 Anderson , F. Lubricator .. 102,518
Alston , J. Pump gear ..

101,456 Anderson , F., et al . Window shade bracket .. 99,799
Alston , J. E. , et al . Envelope ..

100,337 Anderson, G. W. Rake.. 101,131

Alten , G. P. , et al . Tire tightener .. 99,875 Anderson , H. Cultivator .. 101,984
Alther, H. J. Machine for removing corks ro Anderson, H. B., et al. Igniter for explosive en

inside of empty bottles.. .. 97,982 gine .. 99,170

..

..

..

Bed ..
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Anderson , H. B. , et al . Oiler .. .. 98,347 Automatic Machine Glass Company. Glass gathering

Anderson, H, B. , et al . Sliding gear .. 99,652 and delivering machine .. 98,563

Anderson , H. W. , et al . Car stake .. 99,577 Automatic Machine Glass Company. Glass mould. 98,304

Anderson , J. M. Egg lifter.. 102,363 Automatic Machine Glass Company . Machine for

Anderson , J. W. , et al . Camera .. 97,221 making hollow glass wares .. 98,564

Anderson , M. , et al . Power transmission gear.. 100,706 Avery, P. C. Gas tank .. 101,952

Anderson , 0 . Cream separator .. 98,341 Avery , W. & T. Weighing machine .. 96,933

Anderson , s . Cock for steam engines .. 100,914 Ayer, C. H. , et al . Mirror .. 101,823

Anderson , T. M. , et al . Machine for rolling screw Ayer, w. P. F. Pipe coupling .. 102,245

nut blanks .. 97,873 Aylett , P. Conduit .. 99,854

Anderson Tool Company. Computing pump .. 99,160 Aylett, P. Pile protector .. 98,512

Anderson, W. G. Rubber heel .. 97,671 Aylett, P. Pipe or conduit.. 99,833

André, F. Steel manufacture.. 100,262

Andrew , W. E. Smoke protector .. 96,790 Babio, M. G. Vehicle wheel.. 98,993

Andrews, D. F. Stop cock and swing joint .. 99,037 Bach, C. H. Horse detacher .. 99,338

Andrews, H. R. , et al . Wrench .. 101,950 Bachand, S. D. Treadle .... 100,814

Andrews , T. Tube cleaner .. 101,594 Bachke , 0. A. Preparation of pyritic ores .. 97,721

Angehr , W. Self closing faucet .. 101,903 Backmann , J. Production of multicolor prints .. 99,209

Angel , A. , et al . Folding axes.. 101,410 Bachschmid , F. , et al . Tablet for covering floors ,

Angele , A. D. Harrow .... 100,030 walls and ceilings ... 97,471

Angell , G. O. , et al . Production of zinc sulphate .. 97,708 Bacon , L. R. Fruit crate .. 102,446

Augustine , B. F. Rotary engine..
100.815 Badger, D. & A. C. Fireproof window .. 10,094

Anilin , B. , et al . Production of reaction gases.. 99,320 Badische Anilin and Soda Fabrick . Electric current . 102,492

Anable , W. W. Pneumatic spring ..
99,257 Baechler, J. E. Line clamp.. 101,331

Annable, W. W. Vehicle spring ..
99,258 Baeck Wall Paper Company. Decorative material. 98,762

Anshaw , J. Device for sealing mail bags . 98,818 Baenen , A. H. Smut machine.. 101,367

Anschutz -Kaempfe, H. Gyroscope ..
100,968 Baetz , M. A. , et al , Ironing board .. 101,005

Ansley , M. A. N. Corkserew .. 97,479 Baggs , P. E. Lock nut .. 101,872

Anson , J. Milk cooler and agitator ..
98,861 Baguley, G. T. Broiler .. 98,414

Anthony, D. P. Fence making machine ..
102,744 Bagshaw , H., et al . Hose binder.. 98,572

Apostoloff, S. B. Method of utilizing middlings .. 96,845 Baildon , F. N. , et al . Separation of butter from

Appel , D. Explosive motor..
99,174 cream .. 101,862

Appel , D. Rotary machine ..
102,167 Bailey , E. H. Rug holder .. 102,536

Appleby, H. Kettle ..
101,628 Bailey , H. H. Twine manufacture .. 97,174

Appleton, T. Vehicle wheel..
101,464 Bailey, H. J. Pillow sham holder,. 100,677

JAppling, A. Sliding gate ..
99,029 Bailey, T. M. Corn planter ..

101,738

Aptekman, L., et al. Cigarette making machine. 98,920 Baillargeon , C. Saw clamp, set and file .. 99,878

Arbetter Felling Machine Company . Sewing ma
Bain , G. H. , et al. Incubator .. 97,606

chine ..
102,623 Bain , W. G., et al . Production of zinc sulphate .. 97,708

Archbald , C. E. Duplicator ..
99,627 Baird , J. , et al . Furnace... 100,565

Archer , J. Velocipede , &c ..
100,209 Baivier , F. J. Railroad tie .. 101,510

Archer , J. B. Fuel burning apparatus ..
101,442 Bakeman , W. E. Potato planter.. 97,432

Ariens, F. A. Milk can .... 97,923 Baker, A. G., et al . Type setting and distributing

Arlington Company. Apparatus for making collars
machine .. 101,163

and cuffs from pyroxlin ..
100,638 Baker, A. J. Window screen .. 99,975

Arlington Company . Pyroxylin collar and cüfr:: 99,112 Baker & Shevlin Company . Pulp screen .. 97,020

Armstrong , F. L. Scraper for disc ploughs..
102,612 Baker, C. A. Buckle... 98,793

Armsthrong, J. Coffee pot .. 97,353
Baker, c. S. L. Heating, superheating and union

Armstrong, J. F. , et al . Electro capillary appara
device .. 98,745

tus ..

98,571 Baker, D. Furnace charging mechanism .. 102,798

Armstrong, J. T. , et al . Telegraphic apparatus .. 102,743
Baker, E. L. Trolley wire clamp..

98,466

Armstrong, P. Animal trap .. 101,610
Baker , F. A. Propelling mechanism .. 99,653

Armstrong , R. A. Plough ..
102,587

Baker, J. Horizontal rotary cooker ..
97,936

Arnesen , A. Animal trap ..
99,0:38 Balch, D. M. , et al. Process for extracting potas

Arneson, T. J. Winding indicator for clocks .. 100,983
sium chloride from sea weed ..

101,164

Arnold , F. H. Razor ..
100,463 Baldauf, J. Cycle sledge ..

99,011

Arnold , F. H. Safety razor ..

99,521 Baldwin , W. E. , et al . Graphite separator .. 101,319

98,439

Arnt-Gill Company. Table ..

Balentine, R. M. Pillow sham holder .. 99,855

Arrand , J. , et al . Cement mixer ..
100,865

Ball , C. W. Gas Engine.... 102,293

Arthurs, S. B. Horse training device ..
100,890 | Ball, C. W. , et al . Electric controller.. 99.426

Arton , A. Rceiver for wireless telegraphy..
Music roll mechanism ..100,812 Ball , H. P. 97,650

Asbeck, J. Process of obtaining lead and silver .. 98,402

Ball, H. P. Tracker board for mechanical musical

musical instruments ..
97,638Ashby, H. V. , et al . Power transmitting mechanism .

98,879

Ashley, F. M. Ink stand ..
1000,447 Ball, J. W. Brazing compounds.. 97,470

Aspinwall, L. A. Potato planter..

99,200 Ballott , J. , et al. Ore concentration .. 99,743

Astoria Iron Works . Soldering machine..
100,700 Banks , L. Moistening pad for letter copying presses. 96,939

Atherton, K. B. and H. W. Milliner's table .. 101,737
Bannerman , A. R. , et al . Pneumatic truck .. 99,973

Atkins and Company ( E. C. ) 'Saw .. ..
99,710

Bansome , E. L. Concrete mixer .. 100,492

Atkinson , C. E. , et al . Means of removing ice from
Barabasz, M. Garment buckle .. 97,246

Barber Asphalt Paving Company. block press : 97,816

trolley wires .. 98,483

Atkinson , C. E. , et al .

98,710 ,

Wire coupling ..

Barber, C. E.

102,503
Boat propeller .. 98,711

Atkinson , E. F.

Barber, M. Tool holder .. ..

102,055Grain door for car ..

100,464

Barberie, J. Train control apparatus.. :

Atkinson , R. E. Steam heater ..

102,545

97,695

Atwood , W. S. Brake rod .. 102,018

Barbour , J. L. , et al . Reversing valve .. 98,042

Barbour, W. Tank heater .. 97,182

Aubé, O. , et al . Cleaning composition for steam
Barceloux , L.

boilers ..

Track gauge and level .. 102,312

98,876 Barclay, et al . Tape measure .. 102,426

Aubé, O. , et al . Smoke consumer .. 97,888
Barclay, J. C. Signal ..

98,712

Audet, F. Boat .. 100,813 Bardon , T. , et al . Culvert .. 101,237

Auer, D. Grapple .. 97,431 Bardsley , J. , et al . Door checks and closers .

Auerbach , M. Change making machine..

101,406

Music leaf turner .. 99,850

Austin , A. T. , et al . Slack adjuster .. 100,021 Bargamin , C. Mechanic furnace .. 97,183

Austin , Emily A. Can lifter .. 101,272 Barker, E. R. Bisuphite liquor .. 101,381 •

Austin , F. C. Mixer .. 101,558 Barker, J. C. Water filtering apparatus .. 97,114

Austin, F. C. Mixing machine.. 100,487 Barker, W. D. , et al . Valve and lubricator .. 102,417

Austin, J. , et al . Rail fastener.. 99,326 Barker, W. S. Concrete block making machine.. 97,150

Austin , N. A. Mould .. 99.897 Barkley, J. F. Railway switch .. 99,711

Austin Separator Company, Steam separator .. 99,686 Barnard and Leas Manufacturing Company. Pro

Autodraft Manufacturing Company.
Draft regu

cess of purifying grain ..
97,587

lator ...
98,387 Barnes , C. J. , et al . Method of treating fibres with

Automatic Machine Glass Company. Apparatus for liquids ..
98,203 , 98,204

making glassware ..
98,565 Barnes, E. L., et al. Underground conduit.. 102.023

..

98,383 Barfett , F.
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Barnes , F. C. Syringe .. 98,067 Bell, A. J. , et al . Match making machine .. 97,744

Barnes, J. S. Fence making machine .. 102,745 Bell, B. , et al . Railway crossing gate .. 98,769

Barns, G. R. Apparatus for printing combustion. 98,833 Bell, B. S. Burglar alarm .. 102,783

Barnum , A. L. Bed spring tightener .. 99,915 | Bell, F. Toilet tidy .. 98,573

Baron , B. Apparatus for pressing leaf tobacco .. 100,928 Bell, F. K. Seeder andfertilizer .. 99,816

Baron , B. Cigarette making machinery .. 100,927 | Bell, G. A. "Grinding or crushing mill .. 99,314

Baron , B. Cutter for tobacco .. 100,926 Bell, G. H. Wrench. . 98,513

Baron , L. B. Cigarette making machine .. 102,267 Bell, J. A. Punching machine .. 99519

Barr, G. M. Boiler tube .. 98,398 Bell Telephone Company of Canada. Alarm fuse

Barr, J. A. Clevis ....
99,115 for exchanges .. 101,216

Barr, S. U. Metallic window .. 99,246 Bell Telephone Company of Canada, Condenser . 101,239

Barrell , C. S. , et al . Coat hanger .. 99,272
Beli Telephone Company or Canada. Telepnone

Barron , F. W. Shoe .. 101,132 exchange system .. 101,363

Bartelmus, P. E. Milking apparatus. 100,031 Bell Telephone Company of Canada. Telephone ser

Bartelt , F. L. Washing machine .. 102,087 vice meter .. 98,234

Barth , G. E. Truck ..
98,012 Ben Telephone company or canada : reiepnone

Bartholomew , E. Wire fence making machine .. 96,997 : signal... 100,291

Bartholomew, E. E. Barrel.. 97,053 Bell Telephone Company of Canada Limited . Tele
Bartlett, G. L. Mould .. 101,575 phone selectors ... 101,515

Bartlett , G. H. Process of making cement and Bell , W. G. Door controller .. 96,832

concrete .. 101,753 | Bellany, A. & P. F. Shoe .. 99,839

Bartlett, R. S. Windmill .. 102,168 Bellamy, C. R. , et al . Gun barrel .. 102,765

Bartree, M. K. Lacing strip ..
97,055 Bellens, C., et al. Locomotive .. 98,510

Bartrum , C. W. Buttonhole .. 102,332 Bellingham , S. R. Feed box .. 99,398

Baskett , N. M. , et al . Pasting device .. 97,741 Belyes, J. D. , et al . Skirt .. 97,555

Bass , C. P. Block signalling mechanism ..
102,546 Bemis . T. Guide for saws .. 98,276

Bassford , L. C. Vestibule car .. 100,417 Ben Steele Weigher Manufacturing Company. Means

Barton , E. K. Garment fastener .. 97,610 of utilizing sheet metal parts .. 97,498

Bate , W. G. Tile bench for greenhouses .. 97,404 Bender, J. P. , et al . Steam turbine .. 99,679

Bateman , H. A. Cuff holder ..
102,059 | Bender, M. J. Sleeve fastener .. 99,259

Bates , D. , et al . Apparatus for annealing metals .. 98,011 | Benedic, A. M. Adding machine.. 97,529

Bates, P. A. C. Garment fastener.. 99,612 Benjamin Electric Manufacturing Company. Lamp

Battagliola, F. A. , et al . Camera .. 97,221 socket ... 100,775

Bauder, G. F. , et al . Concentrator .. 101,047 Benjamin , F. W. Potato Digger .. 102,190

Bauer, C. Car fender .. 97,433 Benn, R. H. D. Recovery of wood products .. 101,786

Border, c . F. , et al . Incubator .. 97,606 Benners, E. H. Bolster .. 101,133

Bauer Company. Rotary engine ..
96,820 Benners , E. H. Car bolsters .. 101,493

Bauer , E. O. Barber's sterilizer .. 101,760 Bennet, G. A. Cushion for bicycles .. 102,747

Bauer, T. H. Door bolt .. 100,063 Bennett, C. H. Water cooler .. 96,891

Baumgartner, J. P. Placket closer .. 102,088 | Bennett, C. , et al . Valve.. 100,594

Bausch, C. J. , et al . Wire fence .. 97,996 | Bennett, I. E. Harness buckle .. 97,857

Baxter , B. A. Manifolding account book .. 97,325 Bennett, J. , et al . Sole .. .. 101,366

Baxter, H. E. , et al . Water heater .. 99,838 Bennett, N. Track laying machine .. 98,277

Bayles, L. C. , et al . Rock drill .. 100,920 Bennett Register Company. Accounting appliances. 101,386

Beal, J. , et al . Reversing valve .. 98,042 Bennett, W. C. , et al . Cylinder drain valve .. 102,376

Beam , C. M. Matrix holding device for filling teeth . 98,068 Bennitt , F. , et al . Match making machine.. 99,565

Beattey, G. & W. G. & M. J. Carrier, litter, feed , Benoit, Ida V. Storm garment.. 98,664

coal, &c ..
98,170 Benson , J. E. Seed cleaner and grain separator .: 100,566

Beaty, F. E. , et al . Window screen .. 101,037
Benson, W. P. Door hanger.. 97,856

Beaucage, J. H. D. Rotary steam engine.. 102,706
Bent, G. W. Mattress tufting apparatus .. 101,178

Beauchemin , V. E. Vehicle wheel ..
99,007 Bentley , A. D. Lid .. 99,801

Beaudry, L. V. Display stand .. 99,641
Bentley , A. D., et al . Seal lock .. 98,846

Bebout, D. R., et al . Bathing apparatus .. 97,858
Bentley , C. H. & E. H. Pipe joint .. 97,743

Bechtolsheim , A. Fhr . Von . Conveyer coupling... 101,929 Bentley, c . P., et al. Loom .. 101,670

Beck, C. W. Acetylene gas generator .. 100,122
Bentley, s . Electric door ..

100,641

Beck, J. Refrigerating system .. 98,262
Benton , 0. F. Composition for preserving india

Beck , 0. R. Puley .. 97,815
rubber goods .. .. 99,237

Beck, W. Shoe sole fastener .. 99,522
Berg, J. Cheese cutter .. 98,620

Becker , A. Car .... 99,923 Berg, J. Measuring machine .. 100,364

Becker, A. Car underframe .. 101,732 Berger, F. M. Eccentrics .. 100,081

Becker , A. Freight car ..
101,734 Bergeron, A. J. Kite .. 100,672

Becker, A. Metallic car construction .. 101,733 Berget, T. C. X. A. Vegetable and meat transpor

Becker, A. Metallic car underframe .. 101,738
tation .. 101,867 , 101,868

Becker, F. H. Building block .. 99,23€ Bergman, A., et al. Annealing oven .. 99,655

Becker , J. Door holder .. .. 100,062 Birgètresser, E.L. Tub supporter, ironing board, &c. 101,739

Beckett, W. H. Hoisting bucket ..
96,963 Bergstrom , H. o . v. Distillation process .. 98,467

Becket, W. H. Nut lock .. 97,184 Bergstrom , 0. H. Collapsable ventilator hose.. 98,819

Beckman, J. H. & F. W. Filler .. 101,129 Berliner Ausstellungs Galleisen . Advertising appa
Becton, M. F. Clinical thermometer.. 100,729

ratus .. 101,113

Bédard , J. A. R. , et al . Briquette press .. 101,622 Bern, E. A. Cap for sheet piling .. 102,686

Bee. J. D. Scuttle door and skyligrt lifter ..
97,957 Berndt, K. Lock .. 99,401

Beecher, E. , et al . Manufacture of sheet rubber. 98,921 Bernharn , R. , et al. Wood impregnating apparatus. 97,935

Beeler, S. A. Rail joint ..
98,279 Bernhard, R. , et al. Wrench .. 102,284

Beelman , J. L. , et al . Step ladder and ironing table .
98,235 Bernier, J. B. Stove .. 98,388

Beemer, E. A. W. Wagon box , hay and stock rack . 99,898 Bernstein , H. Silk manufacture.. 100,206

Beere, W. 0. Drawing instrument ..
99,179 Berntson , T. Fence .. 97,960

Behan, H. Eleotro-magnetic wheel .. 101,217 Berntson, T. Fence post .. 97,959

Behan , T. Brake valve .. 102,720
Berrin , C. M. Hammock .. 99,856

Behrens , F. Steam boiler regulator.. 101,825 Berry , A. Skirt fitting stand .. 97,035

Beidler, G. C. Copy holder .. 97,838 Berry, D. D. Stove, range, &c .. 99,587

Beidler, G. C. Machine for exposing and develop
Berry, M. F. Crane .. .. 101,134

ing photographic film .. ..
98,306 Berry, 0. Lock .. 97,351

Beitner, F. W. Log turner ..
99,928 | Berryman , B. F. Mattress .. 99,134

Belair , A. Burial casket. 102,707 Bertram and Sons Company, (The J.) Clutch .. 99,644

Belanger, J. Labine and Company. Inner sole .. 97,590 Bertram and Sons Company (The John ) . Counter

Belanger, 0. Stove .. 98,763 balance... 99,422

Belanger, s . Stove .. 100,748 | Bertram and Sons Company ( The J. ) Lathe driver . 99,642

Belanger , S. , et al . Seed drill .. 97,215 Bertram and Sons Company ( The J. ) Speed changer 99,643

Belden , H. R. Machine for peeling potatoes .. 99,572 Bertram and Sons Company (The J.). Turret lathe. 100,354

Belford, A. M. , et al . Carbureter .. 96,899 Bertram & Sons Company (The John ) . Drilling

Belisle, o . , et al. Sink .. 99,564 boring and milling machine .. .. 98,345

6
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Bertram ( John) and Sons Company. Steam ham Boardman , H. , et al . Fabric manufacture .. 99,393

mer .. 102,523 | Boardman , H. , et al . Woodworking machine .. 99,392

Bertram ( John ) and Sons Company , Limited . Tool Bobrick , G. A. Tire inflating means .. 100,196

holder for lathe.. 102,282 Bock, E. H. Emil H. Bock .. 100,119

Bertram (The John and sons)". Cömpany. " speed Bock, R. E. 0. Hydrometer .. 100,870

changer .. 100,701 Bodette, W. Tooth dipper .. 101,698

Bertram (The John) and Sons Company . Valve ... 99,625 Bougi, F. et al . Suction box .. 102,153

Bertram (The John) & Sons Company. Variable Boetcher, G. H. Injector .. 101,828

gearing ...
98,742 Boettler , G. Separator .. 100,500

r 100,521 Boggs , H. P. Trap gun .. 98,940

Besser, H. Mould ..
100,522 Boggs , J. F. Cloth measure and marker .. 100,481

101,653 Boham, H. C. , et al . Screw die mechanism .. 98,035

102,447 | Bohemier, W. Can .. 101,244

Besser, H. Moulding machine.. 97,480 | Boice , A. , et al . Grain conveyor 97,319

Besser , H. Mould for hollow articles .. 100,523 Boiler. William Moran .. 98,259

Best, E. H. Car replacer .. 102,084 | Bolduc, G. Milking stool.. 99,204

Best, G, H. Set rings.. 101,524 Bolduc , G , H. Street car fender .. 99,205

Best, T. J. Hot water furnace .. 98,415 Bolen , J. W. Wire stretcher .. 102,118

Bettendorf Metal Wheel Company. Emil Einfeldt. 102,158 Bolens, H. W. Chain iron .. 102,134

Bettendorf Metal wheel company. Machine for
Bolger , T. P. Ash sifter .. 101,495

making metal wheels .. .. 99,868 Bollinger , C. A. Plough gear .. 97,813

Bettendorf Metal Wheel Company . Metal Axle .. 101,447 | Bollman, F. H. Broom holder .. 99,261

Bettendorf Metal Wheel Company . Metal wheel.. 99,867 Bollman , F. H. Wash boiler .. 98,537

Betyler, J. F. Fountain pen ..
101,106 Bolster for railway cars . Henry H. Vaughan .. 98,426

Bevier, Sarah , F. , et al . Method of preserving Bolton , P. F. Cutter blade .. 102,748

and waterproofing wood ..
100,763 Bolton, P. F. Lumber securing device . 99,654

Beyerle, G. W. Wire fence lock ..
99,017 Bombardier , F. Rail joint.. 100,137

Bezanger, G. Bed bottom ..
101,187 , 101,188 Bond, W. E. Lid support for caskets .. 98,238

Bi- Lock Hook and Eye Company. Hook ..
99,158 Bouchard, N. Brake .. 98,157

Bickerton, H. L. Rotary engine ..
96,822 Bonnard , G. R. , et al . Stamp mill .. 102,667

Bidwell , B. Cooler for electric generators .. 100,811 Bonnell, W. R. , et al . 97,496 , 98,122

Biggar , L. A. Sheet metal bending machine.. 99,260 Bonney , 0. L. , et al . Level for clocks .. 102,611

Biggar, R. W. Heating drum for stove .
96,964 Bontenakels , P. Slot cutter .. 99,399

Bigley, J. , et al . Clipper ..
101,552 Bonus , G. Y. Boiler tube tile .. 97,355

Bigley, J. , et al . Rein holder ..
99,874 Book , E. O., et al . Paper serving device.. 97,270

Bill, W. , et al . Fuel saving and smoke consum Borne , W. H. Machine for reproducing models .. 97,712

ing apparatus ..
99,703 Boos. C. J. Brick making machine .. 101,787

Bille. N. C. Gopher exterminator ..
98,650 Booth , J. H. Turn coupling .. 101,963

Bilodeau, J. E. , et al . Nut lock ..
99,537 Booth , z . T. , et al . Railway tie .. 102,734

Bilodeau, J. E. , et al . Rail joint ..
99,536 Borden , B. , et al . Adjustable dit stock .. 97,548

Binder, P. , et al . Gas engine ..
99,165 Borden , C. H. Telephone holder .. 97,733

Bindewald , H. Enameling process for wood . 100,547
Borden Company. Adjustable die stock .. 101,428

| 101.618 Borgerding, H. H. Drawer stop .. 99,913

Bines , R. Telephone apparatus ..

102,063 Borst , F. A. Sill and lintel machine.. 100,183

102,064
Baslhelle , A. A. Non refillable bottle .. 100,388

Bines, R. Telephone system .. 101,617
Boschke, A. Dredge .. 98,621

Bird . F. W. & Son . Nail cap plate ..
100,190 / Bost, F. W. Wire stretcher .. 102,118

Birkeland. K. , et al . Smelting furnace . 101,166
Bostock H. , et al . Lock nut .. 102,236

97,937Birney , J. E. Plaster ..
Bostwick, A. J. Stake holder .. 99,206

Birrell, J. Plough seeder and harvester .. 101,654
Boswell , F. , et al . Vapourizer for hydro - carbon .. 102,406

Bosworth , H., et al . Mould for casting, . 98,329

Bishop, G. Gang plough .. 98,536
Bosworth. W. G. , et al . Mould for casting.. 98,329

Bishop, J. H. , et al . Sewing machine .. 97,859
Botkin , G. Motor gear .. 99,015

Bishop, McK. F. Hill coupling .. 102,268
Bottomley , J. F., et al . Electric furnace ..

Bishopric & Company. Packing case ..

102,647

98,408
Bottomley, W. & J. A. 99,400

Bittle, J. F. , et al . Railway tie ..
Yarn warping machine..

102,734
Boft ts, E. L. Radiator .. 97,913

Birsly , A. C. Machine for bending metallic bars. 102,170
Bourdette , W. C. Amalgamator.. 99,760

Bjorklund, C. Cultivator .. 97,290
Bourdon , C. Tubular boiler ... 102,560

Bjorkman , K. S. T. Cloth sprinkler .. 100,644
Bourque , c . Pick .. 99,284

Bjorneby, G. O. , et al . Sell locking lever .. 97,651
Bourret, H. W. Draft equalizer .. 98,228

Black , J. and W. Clamp or vise ..
98,685

Boutelle , F. E. Spoon .. 97,780
Black, T. Window hinge .. 102,669

Bovee , D. W. Construction of plastic walls .. 99,740
Black , W. C. Separator sieve .. 100,250

Bowden , C. H. J. , et al . Merchandise hook .. 97,589
Blackburn , J. Anchor for guy mires .. 98,015

Bowers, A. J. Bifocal lense .. 101,890

Blackman, F. S. Cleaning grain .. 101,985
Bowtrsock , W. E. Stamp conceller..

Blackmore, H. S. Process of making formaldehyde. 102,224

100,733

Bowes, J. J. Hose coupling .. 97,170

Blackmore, L. R. Rubber stamp .. 101,273 Bowey , J. Water purifier .. 97,326

Blair , W. W. , et al . Joint for pipes .. 97,459 | Bowler , G., et al. Clipper .. 101,552

Blair . W. W. , et al . Pipe joint .. 100,950 | Bowler , G. , et al . Rein holder .. 99,874

Blais, O., et al . Rail joint ..
99,536 Bowles , J. L. inread appıying mechanism for

Blais, O., et al . Nut lock .. 99,537 envelope machines .. 96,910
Blaisdell, H. W. Ore tailing stacker .. 101,740 Bowlus Automatic Scale Company. Weighing ma
Blake, C. C. Electric signal.. 100,080 chine.. 98,040

Blake Mining and Milling Company.
Electrostatic Bowman . N. K. Mine door 102,504

separating process .. 102,645 | Bowman , N. K. Mine gate .. 102,505

Blanchard, A. E. Acetylene machine .. 101,204 Bowman, R. H. Combination tool .. 100,207

Blanchard, B. C. Card game .. 97,082 Bowser , G. M. & E. A. Method of eradicating

Blanchard , F. Temporary binder .. 97,151 prickly pear , weeds, and insect pesis .. 101,255

Blankenberg, E., et al. Sign exhibitor.. 99,566 Bowser, H. F. Coal cabinet .. 98,665

Blasdell, G. C. Razor strop .. 99,168 | Boyce , A. Hot air furnace .. 100,025

Blaw, J. B. Mould for sewer conduits, & c .. 100.124 | Boyce , H. F. Grain picker .. 102,333

Blaylock, H. H. Bedstead .. 98,368 | Boyce, H. F. Hat pin .. 101,660

Bletso , W. Steam trap .. 96,909 Boyce , J. J. Tube manufacture . 98,888

Blodgett, C. E. Scrap and invoice book .. 97,036 | Boyd , D. C. Culvert .. 97,344

Blomën , A. L. , et al . 100,969 Boyd , E. S. Dump wagon .. 100,400

Blood, E. J. Cannon .. 98,124 Boyd , J. H. Telephone .. 101,296

Bloom , J. E. Method of preparing oils .. 97,620 Boyer, A. P. Carrier .. 98,863

Bloomer, S. H. Road grader and excavator .. 100,511 | Boyler, E. J. , et al . Carbureter .. 102,402

Blum , J. R. Dust section machine .. 100,440 | Boyles, J. A. , et al . Lamp burner.. 98,065

Blume, W. H. F. Vehicle ..
99,879 Bradford, O. Machine for expanding slitted sheet

Bly, G. D. Electric lamp fixtures for sewing ma metal .. 100,102

chine.. 98,885 ' Bradford , O. Manufacture of expanded metal .. 100,101

Air gun ..
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Bradford , O. , et al . Rail joint .. 100,138 Brown , C. C. Window shade support.. 102,269

Bradham , C. D. Shipping tag.. 102,448 Brown, C. F. Steam boiler.. 98,254

Bradley, C. W. , et al. Moulding machine .. 97,711 | Brown , F. J. Eear carriage for horses .. 97,914

Bradley. T. H. Combination tool .. 101,576 Brown , G. A. Lumber truck ... 99,262

Bradwood Manufacturing Company. Veterinary Brown , G. H. Label dispensing device .. 99,039

table .. 98,009 Brown, G. M. & F. B. Computing table .. 97,889

Brady, C. P. , et al . Water pipe testing apparatus. 99,550 Brown , H. F. Ore treatment .. 97,938

Brady , F. W. Internal combustion engine.. 102 ,108 Brown, H. G. , et al . Current motor.. 101,563

Brady, F. W. Starter for internal combustion .. 102,687 Brown , J. Rope fastener .. 99,285

Brady, F. W. Vapourizer for combustion engines .. 102,407 Brown, J. A. Conveyer .. 102,770

Brady, J. F. Steam turbine.. 97,648 Brown, J. A. , et al. Paper serving device .. 97,270

Brager, A. O. , et al . Self locking lever .. 97,651 Brown , J., et al . Fumigator .. 100,908

Bragg , A. Hammer .. 101,077 | Brown, J. , et al . Post driving machine.. 100,340

Bragg, H. T. Hose .. 99,613 Brown , J. C., et al. Typewriter.. 100,452

Bragg , J. M. Chimney .. 99,116 Brown , J. F. , et al . Flue expander .. 98,344

Bramer, H. C.
Reamer .. 98,622 Brown , J. O. , Jr. Cornplanter .. 101,655

Bramer , J. L. Punching machine.. 102,313 Brown, J. R. Paper hanger pedestal.. 100,214

Bramwell , B. , et al . Liquid filter.. 101,075 | Brown, J. T. Phonograph horn .. 98,092

Branch , E. Wire fence .. 101,421 Brown, J. W. , et al. Cultivator.. 99,197

Brandenberger, H. Show window .. 100,537 | Brown , L., et al . Propulsion of vessels .. 97,874

Brandner , F. Sledge .. 96,856 Brown, L. P. , et al . Electric heater .. 101,295

Bransgrove, C. Alarm for grain binder .. 98,514 | Brown , N. E. Draft mechanism for traction sled .. 96,861

Brantingham , A. C. Sifter .. 98,746 Brown , S. Printing frame .. 100,809

Braswell, J. K. P. Shoe .. 99,327 Brown, S. A. , et al. Loom .. 99,307

Bray, J. W. Burner for incandescent gas lighting. 99,604 | Brown , S. A. , et al . Shuttle mechanism .. 102,361

Breckels , A. E. Cutter guard .. 98,908 Brown , S. A. , et al . Stop motion for looms. 102,362

Breckenridge, R. M. Fork for cylindrical metal Brown , W. Carbureter .. 101,577

packages .. 98,794 | Brown , W. & J. Carbureter .. 101,256

Bree , J. Bust supporter.. 101,918 Brown , W. C. Pump.: 100,361

Breed, De W. C. Bottle .. 100,984 Brown ' Winstanley Manufacturing Company: Gas

Brender, Mary W. Animal weaner .. 100,810 engine.. 98.933

Brenizer, N. O. , et al . Water heater.. 99,838 | Brown , W. S. Envelope .. 100,302

Brennan , J. M. , et al . Pneumatic tire .. 100,194 | Brown , W. V. Hatchet .. 98,820

Brennan , J. P. Potato harvester .. 101,741 | Browne, G. A. Lumber raising device .. 97,672

Brennan , M. T. Display cabinet .. 102,168 98,013

Brennan , T. L. Railway frog .. 98,278 Browne, G. A. Truck .. 99,263

Brent , C. Fire extinguisher.. 99,761 , 102,449 99,974

Brenton , F. Y. & F. W. Fountain pen .. 97,099 Browne , Henry F. & Harry F. Shoe .. 98,761

Brewer, W. E. , et al . Cement block and post Browne , H. F. Shoe and last .. 102,327

machine .. 99,873 Brownlow, W. H. Composition for filling pneu

Brewster , B. F. Coin assorter and stacker .. 101.712 matic tires .. 99,762

Brtwster, M. B. Mechanical stoker .. 97,893 Brunel, E. , et al . Weighing device .. 101,674

Brewster, W. A. Draught stop .. 101,021 Brunler, 0. H. U. Advertising and heating appa

Brewster, W. F. , et al . Display rack .. 100,567 ratus .. 97,554

Brey , H. N. Briquette for fire lighting .. 97,892 | Brunler , O. H. U. Burner for flames in water .. 98.864

Brey, J. Motor plough .. 97,056 Brusselbach, J. A., tt al . Display stand show case . 99,177

Bricault, H. , et al . Sink .. 99,564 Bryan , T. F. Road grader .. 97,499

Brickley, J. , et al . Elevator.. 100,319 Bryant, C. H. , et al . Pump .. 98,788

97,103 Bryant , R. S. Wheel rim .. 98,623

Bridgeport Brass Company. Gas cut - off .. 97,104 Bryant , W. G. Crushing roll .. 101,629

97,105 | Bryar, G. , et al . Nut lock .. 101,126

Bridges, C. W. Cheese cutter .. 97,637 Bubear, C. , et al . Holder for cartridges .. 101,333

Briede , 0. Nut .. 101,545 Buchanan , E. Steam turbine .. 97,649

Briede , 0. Nut making machine .. 100,264 Buchanan , M. T. Mirror.. 97,083

Brien , R. Smoke consumer.. 98,941 Buchanan, s. M. Vehicle top support.. 99,380

Briggs , O. T. Nail or spike driver ..
98,003 Buchanan , W. C. K. Mandrel for dental engines.. 100,104

Bright, Colonel E. Food compound .. 97,593 Buchheit, C. R. , et al . Bearing .. 100,544

Bright, T. W. Stove pipe thimble .. 101,245 Büchmuhlen , W. Cultivator .. 98.865

Brightman , A. B. Wrench .. 97,224 Buckel , H. , et al . Fence post .. 101,189

Brillhart , E. L. Field marker .. 102,450 Buckingham , J. E. , Jr. Fish hook .. 101,609

Brin , J. J. Syringe ..
101,761 Buckley , J. J. Support for spinning rings .. 97,550

Brinkman , L. H. Pipe bending apparatus .. 98,491 , 98,492 Buday , J. , et al . Hat fastener.. 98,303

Brisebois, E. Saw .. 102,191 Buffalo Carbureter Company. Carbureter for ex

Brister, S. H. Brush .. 100,439 plosive engine.. 102,033

British Hosiery and Electrolytic Bleaching Com Buffalo Forge Company. Fan blower .. 97,276

pany. Knitting machine .. 101,901 Buffalo Forge Company. Punching and sheering

Broadway, B. J. & W. L. & J. B. Combustion machine .... 97,127

engine..
102,524 Buffalo Leather Company. Enamelled leather.. 99,539

Brock , T. D. & C. W. P. Block making machine. 100,985 Buffalo Leather Company. Tanning apparatus .. 102,355

Brock , V. S. , et al . Method of exterminating Buffalo Leather Company. Tumbling drum .. 98,562

stumps, &c ..
97,423 Berg, E. O. Grain scale .. 102,151

Brockelbank, A. Vessel cap fastener.. 99,542 Bugbee , J. E. , et al . Die for fence ties .. 98,116

Brockway, W. 0. Overshoe fastener .. 101,332 Buillon , C. G. , et al . Evapouration and concentra

Broderick & Bascom Rope Company.
Tramway tion of liquids .. 102.215

bucket .. 98,174 Bullard, E. P. Lathe .. 99,524

Broderick , M. C. , et al . Railway tie .. 101,627 | Bullock , A. M. Clothes drier .. 98,014

Bronnert, E. , et al . Cellulose thread , film , &c .. 99,425 Bullock Electric Manufacturing Company. Dynamo

Brookfield , T. Rail joint .. ..
99,712 electric machine... 98,079 , 100,524

Brooks, C. J. , et al . Process for extracting gold Bullock Electric Manufacturing Company. Elec

from arsenical and antimonical ores .. 97.956 tric brush .. .. 100,525

Brooks, J. Support for fitting doors ..
98,795 Bullock Electric Manufacturing Company, et al .

Brooks, P. P. , et al . Cylinder drain valve .. 102,376 Frame for dynamo electric machine.. 98,386

Broomell , A. P. Heating system ..
101,135 Bullock Electric Manufacturing Company, et al.

Broomell , A. P. Valve for heating systems..
101,011 Winding for dynamo electric machines.. 98,385

Broomall, E. W. Bearing for vertical shafts .. 100,538 Bunday, S. L. Scale beam .. 97,279

Broomall, E. W. Cream separator .. 99,523 Bunker , C. E. Reflector for magnifying glasses .. 101,422

Bross , W. F. , et al . Pulp screen ..
97,322 Bunker , G. Plasterer's hawk .. 97,781

Brossy, E. Trolley wheel .. 98,210 Bunker , M. Vehicle wheel.. 101,860

Brouse, J. Chain hook .. 97,894 Bunker , W. H. Machine for forming vegetable

Brousseau, J. 0. Acetylene gas generator .. 102,440 matter into a solid mass .. 101,165

Brown , A. C. & J. G. Clothes pin .. 100,004, 100,005 Bunnell, M. G. Safety razor.. 102,381

Brown , A. H. Tooth .. .. 102,225 Bunnell, W. A. Photograph gallery appliances.. 98,177

{
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Burbank, E. A. Thawing apparatus .. 97,291 Campbell , J. H. Truss .. 102,040

Burbury , A. W. Wire fence .. 101,907 Campbell, L. & F. G. Fire alarm box .. 99,504

Burch , F. R. , et al. Book case or display rack.. 100,379 Campbell , R. B. Railway tie .. 97,927

Burdette , W. C. , et al . Bed .. 99,957 Campbell , R. H. Seltzogene .. 102,498

Burdick, J. Bouquet holder .. 101,829 Campbell , T. A. Clothes reel .. 99,402

Bureau, R. Cannulas .. 98,178 | Campbell, W. B. Cuspidor.. 96,940

Burgess, M. Bread raiser.. 100,766 Campbell's Automatic Safety Gas Burner Company.
Burke Electric Company. iynamo electric ma

Gas Cut - off .. 102,108

chines .. 98,152 Canada Foundry Company, Limited . Locomotive

Burke, J. Chair commode .. 96,879 tender... 102,101

Burke, J. Electric motor .. 102,475 | Canada Paint Company, Limited . Can .. 101,652

Burkhardt, A. Calculating machine .. 99,283 Canadian Adjustable Bearing Company. Bearing

Burkhart, G. W. , et al . Glass pressing machine .. 97,107 for car journal boxes .. 100,296
Burlingham , H. , et al . Elastic fluid turbine.. 99,548 Canadian Dairy Supply Company. Liquid cooler. 100,003

Burn, R. Cash ..
98,651 Canadian General Electric Company. Bearing. 100,530, 100,531

Burn, R. , et al . Machine for hooping barrels.. 102,086 101,068

Burner, Mary, et al . Fire shutter .. 100,471 101,069

Burnet, H. Valve .. 97,292 Canadian General Electric Company. Bucket for 101,070

Burnett, J. et al . Stone saw ..
101,601 elastic fluid turbines .. 101,071

Burnett, J. J. , et al . Holder for cartridges .. 101,333
101,072

Burnfield , D. Head light.. 102,613
101,073

Burns, A. J. Fruit coring machine .. 98,493 Canadian General Electric Company . Coupling and
Burns (The W. F. ) Company. Pocket savings bank . 98,450 bearing ., 98,361

Burns , W. G. Washing apparatus .. 101,496 | Canadian General Electric company.“ Dynamo
Burnside, R., et al . Lubricator .. 98,330 electric machine .. 102,488

Burr, E. J. Tie plate .. 97,930 97,642

Burrage, D. F. Apparatus for displaying goods.. 99,178 97,643

Burrell and company. Milking machine .. 101,215 97,645

Burrell, D. H. and Company. Machint for heating 97,886
or cooling liquids .. 102,737

98,005
Burrell, D. H. & Company. Milking machine. 101,324 , 102.736 Canadian General Electric Company , Limited . Elas- , 98,007

Burrill , H. Turbine .. 101,578
tic fluid turbine .. 98,039

Burroughes , W. J. and W. J. , Jr. Radiator .. 101,956 101,117
Burrows , A. Whip operating device .. 99,359

101,118

Burrus, C. L. Animal trap and stock loader .. 100,776
101,307

Burt, A. J. , et al . Weed exterminator .. 97,585 101.308

Burton , C. D. Bottle or jar closure .. 100,385
101,460

Burton , G. D. Cleansing and coloring process .. 102,483 Canadian General Electric Company . Emergency

Burton , G. D. Cotton manufacture..
102.521

governor ...... 100,941
Burton , G. D. Electric washing machine for wool . 96,978

Canadian General Electric Company . Engine .. 101,116
Burton , G. D. Washing machine .. 96.965

GeneralCanadian Electric Company . Flexibleſ 98,361

Burton, H. G. , et al . Amalgamator .. 102,668

coupling ..
Bush , H. E. , et al .

.798,362
Machine for weaving fences .. 99,159

Governor... 100,937Business Systems, Limited. Loose leaf binder. 100,907, 101,461 Canadian General Electric Company .
96,925

Butcher, C. Post hole digger .. 98,184

96,926
Butland , E. Window cleaner .. 100,568

Butler, E. N. , et al . Cooking utensil .. 100,614
Canadian General Electric Company. Governors for 96,927

turbines .. 96,928
Butler , H. M. Vehicle axle .. 98,229

96,929
Butler, J. Scraper .. 100,514

98,037
Butler, W. Machine for making wire glass .. 99,351

98,038
Bulter , B. F. , et al . Steam boiler .. 101,706

Butterfield, G. F. 99,203,Boot and shoe ..
Canadian General Electric Company. Governors for 100,939

99,445

Butterfield , J. H. Nut lock ..
turbines .. 100,939

99,202

Butters , C. Vacuum filter .. 101,076
100,940

Buttkamp Minke Company. Mixing machine .. 98,783
101,119

Button , M. Cutter head .. 101,675
101,120

Button Machinery Company. Saw gauge .. Canadian General Electric Company. Governors for ) 101,121
97,342

Button Machinery Company. Vise .. 98,937
turbines .. 101.122

Buttrey, H. E. Throat attachment to hats , and
101,123

caps , and other head wear.. 99,929
101,124

Buvinger, A. F. , et al . Foot power hammer .. 98,150
Canadian General Electric Company. Guide bear

Cabot, J. W. , et al . Blast temperature regulating bearings... 96,853

apparatus .. 97,891 Canadian General Electric company. Lubricating

Cafferty, R. P. Handle for safety razor blades .. 102,561 system .. 98,145

Canadian
Cahill, M. Shovel and spade ..

General Electric company. ' means of
98,968

Cain, W. G. Means of locating and raising sunken attaching bucket wheels to shafts .. 98,365

vessels ..
98,125 Canadian General Electric Company. Means of

Calbeck , R. Table supporting rack .. 102,688 attaching turbine buckets .. 99,794

Calhoun , C. , et al . Steel tie .. 100,229 Canadian General Electric Company . Milling ma

Call, H. I. Rotary engine .. 102,497
chine .. 101,067

Callahan , J. Leather sewing machine .. 100,808
Canadian General Electric Company. Multi-stage

Callan (John ) Company. Detergent .. 102,127
impact turbine .. 97,644

Callander, H. B. Copy holder ..
99,109 Canadian General Electric Company. Nozzle for

Calleson , A. , et al . Bottle cap.. 98,509, 99,541
elastic fluid turbines .. 97,540 , 99,793

Calleson, A., et al . Bottle capping machine .. 96,844 Canadian General Electric Company. Power gen

Callow , J. Mould for plastic material .. 97,327 erating apparatus .. 100,599

Callow , J. M. Screening mechanism .. 97,782 Canadian General Electric Company. Power gener

Cameron, A. G. , et al . Wire spring fabric .. 99,273
ation ..

100,600

Cameron , D. D. Mitre Jack .. 101,908 | Canadian General Electric Company.

Cameron , J. J. Thill coupling .. 99,360
tem .. 100,601

Cameron Patents Company. Weighing machine.. 99,311 | Canadian General Electric Company, Pump.. 98,364

Cameron , T. Milk cooler .. 99,207 Canadian General Electric Company. Shaft bear

Cameron , W. A. H. , et al . Machine for washing ing.. 98,008

drinking glasses .. 97,289 Canadian General Electric Company. Shaft bear

Cammas , B. Rock drill .. 96,979 ings.. 96,854

Campbell, A. Car floor door .. 99,817 Canadian General Electric Company. Steam tur

Campbell, A. D. , et al . Concentrator .. 101,047 bine .. 98,144

Campbell, A. D. , et al . Electro -magnetic recorder. 98,683 Canadian General Electric Company. Step bear

Campbell , A. D. , et al . Electric railway signal .. 98,684 ing .. 98,366

Campbel , F. G. Display box .. 101,934 Canadian General Electric Company, Limited. Sys
Campbell, A. Hay fork .. 98,285 tem of electrical regulation .. 102,060

Campbell, J. D. Screw driver .. 98,369 Canadian General Electric Company. Turbine.. 98,006

Power sys
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Canadian General Electric Company. Turbine Cardwell, C. W. Saw clamp .. 98,348

governor .. 101,309 , 101,310 Cardwell, J. R. Draft gear ..
99,208

Canadian General Electric Company. Turbo- gene Carey, R. F. Driving and reversing mechanism .. 102,298

rator... 98,004 | Carey (The Philip) Manufacturing Company. Roof

Canadian Heating and Ventilating Company. Fire ing .. 98,890 , 98,891
box ..

101,128 Carhartt, H. , Jr. Glove .. 101,497

Canadian Rubber Company of Montreal. Rubber Carlaw , A. L. , et al . Numbering apparatus .. 99,880

hose ... 102,644 | Carlaw, D. , et al . Numbering apparatus .. 99,880

Canadian Time Recording Company, Ltd." Time re Carlaw, J. , et al . Fire bridge .. 98,381

corder .. 102,308 Carlaw , J. W. , et al . Numbering apparatus .. 99,880

Canadian Westinghouse Company. Alternating cur Carlson , C. Plough .. 102,451

rent motor... 98,489 Carlson , C. A. Flour sifter ..
101,874

Canadian Westinghouse Company. Air brake . 96,924, 96,954 | Carlson , 0 . Corner shield ..
98,468

Canadian Westinghouse Company. Bearings for Carlson , 0. F. Method of producing nitrogen com

measuring instruments .. 98,146 position .. 101,328

Canadian Westinghouse Company . Brake .. 98,966 Carlson, P. Vessel propeller ..
100,470

Canadian Westinghouse Company. Brush holder. 100,526 Carlton , c . Paper perforating machine ..
101,935

Canadian Westinghouse Company. Controller for .. Carman , S. E. , et al . Wheel.. 100,293
electric motors .. 97,232 ( arman , S. W. , et al . Horse collar .. 101,311

Canadian Westinghouse Company. Controller ope Carmickle , M. Milking machine .. 101,630
rating means .. 98,597 Carnahan , C. T. Cut off for pump ..

101,565
Canadian Westinghouse Company. Controller switch . 98,598 | Carnahan , C. T. Percussive device ..

100,259
Canadian Westinghouse Company. Controlling ap ( 'arnahan , C. T. Pneumatic hammer .. 99,423

paratus for electric motors .. 97,231 | Carnahan , R. , Jr. Locomotive engine .. 102,292Canadian Westinghouse Company. Cut out for
Carpenter, J. M. Vehicle wheel .. 97,383

electro - pneumatic brakes .. 97,825 | Carpenter, J. W. Water purifier and elevator .. 98,796

Canadian Westinghouse Company. Dynamo electric (arr, J. Brake ..
99,881

machine .. 97,735 , 101,620 Carroll, F. C. , et al . Railway switch .. 97,059
Canadian Westinghouse Company. Electrical dis

Carroll, J. B. Acetylene gas burner .. 99,952
tribution ...

97,124 Carroll, J. B. Process of burning acetylene gas .. 99,951
Canadian Westinghouse Company. Electric mea

Carroll, R. M. Pipe wrench 97,622
sure .. 97,171 , 100,527 Carroll, T. S. Drill chuck .. 38.626

Canadian Westinghouse Company. Electric meter. 102,104 Carson, D. M. Mouthpiece for wind instruments .. 96,892

98,596 Carson, H. A. , et al . Subagneous tunnel .. 100.175

Canadian Westinghouse Company . Electrical motor. { 102,527 Carson, R. N.' Glove.. 98,969 , 98,970

102,528 Carter , E. D. Machine for placing jar covers .. 100,359

Canadian Westinghouse Company. Electro - motor
Carter, F. H., et al . Wire stretcher.. 99,274

controller .. .. 97,854 Carter, F. W. Pulley blocks .. 101,863

Canadian Westinghouse Company . “ Electric motor Carter, J. L. Heating apparatus.. 100,616

suspending means .. 97,227 Carter, T. , et al . Cream and milk cooler .. 97,556

Canadian Westinghouse Company. Electric pump
Carter, W. P. Door fastener .. 102,638

governor .. 102,005 Cartier, H., et al. Weighing device .. 101,574

Canadian Westinghouse Company. Electro -pneu
Cartier, J. G. Clothes pin ... 100,954

matic brake .. ..
97,828 | Cartland , J. H. Machine for opening and closing

96,951 windows, &c .. 99,133

96,956 Cartwright , T. H. Hair pin .. 99,778
Canadian Westinghouse Co. Fluid pressure brake ,

97,826 Cary, L. C. Car coupler .. 100,309

97,827 Cary, L. C. Train pipe, coupling... 99,328

98,965 Cary, w. R. , C. R. and ' J. B. Brick tongs .. 98,389
Canadian Westinghouse Company. Fluid pressure

Casady, W. L. Annealing oven .. 99,656
regulator.... 102,006 Casady, w. L., et al. Annealing oven.. 99,655

96,947 | Casalis, G. , et al . Car coupler .. 98,884
Canadian Westinghouse Company. Gearless motors 96,948 Case, C. A. Stove .. 101,983

96,949 | Case , C. E. Map case .. 101,46599,397
Canadian Westinghouse Company. Iusulating tube . ( 102,682 ('ase, J. M. Package and letter delivering and

collecting system .. 99,657
Canadian Westinghouse Company. Line structure

Casgrain , L. A. Vehicle jack .. 96,911
for electrical distribution .. 102,680

Canadian Westinghouse Company.
102,285

Load brake .. 96,955
( asparis, S. Drill ..

Canadian Westinghouse Company. Machine for 99.628Cass, J.' F. Spraying device ..
Cassels, D. Latch .. 99,978

making insulating tubes .. 102,681
Castle , P. C. D. Manufacture of gun tragasol 101,891

Canadian Westinghouse Company. Moulding flash .
97,230 Castle, R. H. Oven door ..

Canadian Westinghouse 102,588Company. Prepayment
Caswell. C. F. Wall paper hanger.. 100,251

meter .. 102,103

Canadian Westinghouse Company. Pressure reduc
Cather, B. Violin tail piece ..

99,658

Caulkings, F. , et al . Vehicle spring .. 100.392ing valve ..
96,950

Canadian Westinghouse Company . Protective ap
Cave, F. P. 101.205Acetylene gas machine ..

Cave Browne Cave , C. B. Pneumatic tire .. 100,197paratus for electrical circuits ..
102,526

Caverhill , J. Method of preparing cereals forCanadian Westinghouse Company. Speed reducing
food .. 99,525

valve .. 96,953

Canadian Westinghouse Company. Steam pump .. 100,978 (aywood , C. W. & R. W. Propeller .. 98,148

Canadian Westinghouse Company. Switch for elec
Ceel, D. Lacrosse stick .. 102,562

trical circuits ....
Process for obtaining pasted pic

98,593
Chadzynska, S.

Canadian Westinghouse Company. System of con
tures .. 100,569

trol ... 97,228 ,
Refrigerator .. 97,235

Canadian Westinghouse Company. Brake for cycles , &c ..Transformer.. 102,525 Chamberlain , W. & A. 96.862

Canadian
WeaWestinghouse

Company . Transformer
Chamberlain Metal Weather Strip Company.

coil support..... 98,467
ther strip .. 100,639

Canadian Westinghouse Company. Triple valve ... 96,952 Chambers, E. J. Electrical cable conduit connec

Canadian Westinghouse Company. Electric motor. 98,596
tions .. 97,405

Canadian Westinghouse Company. Voltage regu Chambers, R. A. Conveyer.. 102,192

lator .. 100,287 Chambers , R. A. Piling method and apparatus.. 100,611

Canadian White Company, Limited. Bull wheel.. 101,445 Chambers, R. A. Testing pneumatic tools..101,714 , 101,715

Canham, J. E. Railway switch .. 97,557 Chambon , L. , et al . Colour printing device .. 102,314
Canham , V. H. Fitting stand for dressmakers.. 98,624 Champion, J. Cultivator for potatoes, &c .. 97,185

Potato
Canham , V. H. Hemmer...... Champion

98,666
PotatoMachinery Company.

Cannon , J. F. & M. N. Window screen .. 101,037 digger .. 102,238

Cantono, E. Explosive engine .. 100,666 Chancey , C. C. Sash .. 101,843

Capewell Horse Nail Company. Machine for re Chandler, C. H. Water level regulator .. 101,830

moving scales from metal rods .. 100,718 Chandler, J. H. Plug valve .. 102,132

Card, J. M. Dental plate .. 96,814 Chantigney, G. W., et al . Building method .. 99,882

Cardinal, R. Ditching and grading plough .. 101,713 ' Chapman , C. L. Clamp .. .. 98,093

97,229 Chaffin, A. J.
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Chapman Double Ball Bearing Company of Canada . Classen , A. Coating metal electrolytically .. 102,216
Ball bearing .. 100,697 Claus, E. A. Gumming machine .. 102,689

Chapman , F. 0. s. Electro -magnetic signal.. 100,091 Clauss , H. Stopping machine .. 102,674

Chapman , F. 0. S. Railway signal .. 98,792 Clauss , J. H. , & H. Safety razor .. 97,603

Chapman , W. I. , et al. Support for prolapsed Clawson, 0. Packing case .. 96,912

uterus .. 97,106 Clayton , E. S. Sprinkler .. 97,233 , 97,234

Chapelle, W. D. Bottle .. 101,218 Clayton , E. S. Valve for sprinkler .. 98,516
Charland , A. Alarm for gauges, clocks , &c .. 97,652 Clayton , W. F. , et al . Loom ... 101,670

Charland, J. G. T. Venetian blind hanger..
98,909 Clease , F. M. Apparatus for promoting muscular

Charles , A. Machine for making nails, rivets , & c . 100,010 development .. 98,453

Charles, H. L. , et al . Window .. 100,977 Clegg, W. ' F. Sash fastener .. 102,633

Charleston , D. Compound for repairing tires .. 98,994 Cleghorn , E. D. , et al . Die and spindle .. 99,914

Charterea ratents Company . Type
casting and

Cleghorn , E. D., et al . Metal lathe.. 99,036

setting machine .. 96,896 Cleghorn , E. D., et al . Metal turning lathe .. 101,099

Chase and Baker Company . Musical instrument.. 102,769 Cleghorn , E. D., et al . Screw die mechanism .. 98,035

Chase Rolling Mill Company . Machine for making Cleland, A. V. Fanning mill .. 97,783

metal bars and rods .. 98,707 Clement, J. M. Telephone hook switch .. 100,553

Chashi , H. Collar .. 102,728 Clements, H. L., et al . Current motor.. 101,573

Chateauneuf, F. Stitch indenting machine.. 97,815 Clemetsen Company. Typewriter desk .. 99,396

Chatham Motor Car Company . Refrigerator .. 102,738 Clemm , A. Manufacture of chlorine and phosphate . 99,763

Chatterson , A. E. , et al . Binder .. 99,403 Clemow , T. Toboggan .. 99.016

Chavanne, I. A. , et al . Method of grinji.ig cer als Clergue, F. H. Smelting process .. 99,751

&c .. 97,07 Cleveland Hardware Company. Ferrule .. 101,839
Chavanne , I. A. , et al. Mill .. 97,818 Cliff , E. , et al . Vehicle ..

100,862
Chemische Fabrick Griesheim Electrom . Manu Clifford , W. et al . Door closing mechanism for

facture of aluminium hydroxide, & c .. 102,718 SCOWS .. 100,873

Cheney, E. S. Photographic mount.. 37,616 Clifton , W. H. J. , et al . Rail chair .. 100,223
Cheney , T. J. Churn .. 56,066 Clifton , W. H. J. , et al . Stove pipe brace .. 99,305

Chenn, A. A. C. Rail joint .. 192,100 Climax Patents Limited . Power hammer .. 102,167

Chicago Grain Door Company. Car door bracker . 101,533 Climo , J. B. Box .. 100,318

Chicago Grain Door Company. Latch hook .. 98,252 | Cline, F. N. Cupola.. 97,469

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company. Pipe bening. 96,962 | Cline, W. B. Photographic film cartridge .. 98,069

Chicago Railway Equipment Company. Brake beam. 38,064 Clinton Wire Cloth Company. Machine for mak

Chickering, F. W. , et al . Wall bracket .. 101,214 ing wire good .. .. 101,173

Chritton, J. M. · Fruit Gatherer .. 101,859 Clipper Plow Company . Beer box .. 97,203

Chmelewski, P. Kiln .. 102,671 Clipper Plow Company. Box fastener .. 97,338

Choate, C. N. , et al . Cement block machine .. 102,223 Cliper Plow Company. Metal box .. 97,830

Choné , F. Fountain for rooms .. 98,016 Clipper Plow Company. Partition for boxes .. 97,339

Christensen, C. A. Ore concentrator .. 100,986 Clapton , F. A. Telegraph cut out.. 102,246

Christensen , J. H. Relay .. 102,171 Closson , A. H. Night lunch wagon .. 98,017
Christensen , N.A. Electric current generator .. 97,734 Cloutier, P. Railway signal..

102,589

Christian , C. E. , et al . Rail joint .. 100,138 Coale, H. Artificial cork .. 102,035

Christie, Sarah, J. Rotary engine .. 100,849 Coan , A. , et al . Saw set.. 100,906

Chrysler, C. Garment supporter.. 99,918 Coape Arnold , H. A. Floor scrubbing device .. 100,541

Chudleigh , H. de J. , et al. Railway signal .. 98,231 Coates , R. , et al . Garment support.. 102,782

98,924 Cocklin, W. J. Grain door .. 100,871

Church , W. L. Dam ... , 101,258 Cockrane , D. M. B. H. ( The Right Hon . ) . Tea and

101,259 Coffee pot .. 100,035

Church, W. L. Flashboard holder for dams .. 101,257 Cody, J. F. Oil can ..
100,032

Church, W. L. , et al . Dam .. 97,468 Coe , C. T. Steam jet blower .. 38,834

Churchill, T. H. , et al. Bed.. 98,232 Coffield , P. T. Water motor .. 98,797

Churchill , J. H. Storage battery .. 102,767 Coghlin , B. J. Tie plate ... 100,228

Chute, G. E. Potato digger .. 102,533 Cohen , L. , et al . Non -refillable bottle .. 100,714

City Paint and Color Company. Woodworking ma Cohn , J. Means of venting casks , cans , & c .. 99,589

chine .. 99,392 Coldiron , J. L. Bailing press .. 100,033

Claessen , C. H. Nitro -glycerine explosive .. 100,422 Colditz , L. A. Car coupler .. 98,972

Clagett, Mary H. , & W. S. Heating and illuminat Coldwell Gildard Company. Stop motion for looms . 100,974

ing device .. 101,032 Coldwell , W. H. Lawn mower .. 98,574

Clamond, c. Separation of gases .. 97,111 Cole, c. w ., et al. Repair band for pneumatic tire . 102,160
Clare, W. A. B. Card holder .. 98,686 | Cole , J. Mail bag crane .. 100,150

Clark , A. C. Back support for seat .. 101,953 Cole , J. A. & E. S. Pitot tube connections .. 98,018

Clark, A. C. Boiler cleaner .. 98,258 Cole , J. B. Chimney mould .. 98,454

Clark , A. J. Station indicator .. 101,078 Cole , W. B. , et al. Horseshoe caulk .. 100,149

Clark, C. M. Electric motor .. 100,342 Cole , W. F. Gun stock .. 98,627

Clark, C. M. , et al . Multiple unit control system. 100,556 | Coleman , F. M. Sash lock .. 100,067

Clark , C. M. , et al . Telpher.. 102,283 Coleman, J. F. Scraper .. 100,513

Clark, D. J. Incandescent mantle .. 98,451 Collet , A. Method of cutting rail seats .. 101,022

Clark , D. J. Mantle hanger .. 98,452 Colley, F. W. Coupler .. 101,136

Clark , E. J. Rail joint.. 97,558 Collier , A. Cheque form .. 98,575

Clark , G. H. Holder for bevelled glass .. 97,281 Collier , W. E. Controller for explosive engines for

Clark, H. J. , et al . Gold dredge .. 98,115 boats .. 99,171

Clark, J. Fruit ladder .. 100,807 98,962

Clark , J. Sap spout .. 101,827 | Collins, A. , et al . Caulk for horseshoes.. 98,963

Clark , J. G. Fire pot .. 98,158 98,964

Clark, J. G. , et al . Pocket.. 101,365 | Collins, E. N. Water heater .. 101,987

Clark, J. J. Railway switch .. 97,186 Collins , J. S. , et al . Pneumatic organ .. 102,310

Clark, P. B. , et al . Punching and shearing ma Collins, . 0. Washing machine .. 97.057

chine .. 101,064 Collins , T. H. Bottle stopper .. 100,281

Clark , R. M. & F. E. Hand protector .. 99,588 Collinson , J., et al. Car door .. 100,311

Clark, R. 0 . Machine for preparing earthenware
Colloseus, Dr. H. Manufacture of cement irom

pipes .. 97,722 furnace slag .. 97,406

Clark , T. F. Door chute .. 100,891 Colloseus, Dr. H. Pulverizer for furnace slag .. 97,407

Clark , T. H. Flushing vent .. 99,802 Colman , H. D. Warp tying machine .. 99,777

Clark , W. G. Insulator clamp .. 97,611 Colpitt, P. R., et al . Signal .. 97,655

Clark, W. R. , et al . Mould for castings. 98,329 Colquhoun , A. D. Detergent.. 101,707

Clarke, A. F. Potato harvester .. 102,721 Combined Washer and Hydro - Extractor. Washing

Clarke, E. J. Safety valve .. 102,007 machine .. 99,706

Clarke. G. B. & R. C. Electric ligbt pendent .. 98,778 | Combs , G. W. & F. D. Gyrating machine .. 100,892

Clarke, G. E. Belt tightener .. 101,316 Combs, J. R. Hay carrier .. 99,209

Clarke, G. E. Door and gate .. 98,515 Combustion Utilities Company. Cement burning

Clarke , G. E. , Vehicle gear .. 99,286 apparatus .. 101,885

Clarke, W. A. Necktie .. 98,971 ' Comé, G. Lifting jack .. 99,210

{

1
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Golf cap ..

Comings, W. R. Paper box .. .. 99,287 Copand. A. W. Dough kneading machine .. 96,848

Comins, W. A. , et al . Horseshoe caulk .. 100,019 Copland, A. W. Icing machine .. 96,847

Compagnie de Laiterie Saint -Laurent. Cream pas Coppridge Heater Corporation . Hot air heater.. 102,427

turizer and cooler.. 99,947 Corbett, A. B. Tablet and pencil box .. 101,469
Compagnie Internationale La Norgine . Glutinous

Corbett, E. Stain carpet fastener .. 101,546

substance .. 101,036 Corbett, W. H. Logging engine .. 100,034
Compston, J. A., et ai . Method of treating fibres Cordes, A. W. Bottle stopper .. 100,282

with liquids .. 98,203, 98,204 Corell, G. M. Insulator .. 101,656

Comstock , J. P. Sash bar .. 100,215 Corey Estate Company. Hydrant .. 100,852

Conde, F. Knitted fabric .. 101,533 Cornell, E. B. , et al . Fellies .. 99,005

Conde , F. Knitting machine .. 98,123 | Cornell, E. B., et al . Wheel .. 99,004

Condit, S. B. Circuit breaker .. 102,811 Corning Glass Works. Lens.. 101,521

Condit , W. D. , et al . Firearm .. ..96,889 , 98,437 Comly, H. R. Rotary pump .. 101,567

Condit , W. D. , et al . Gas operated machine gun ... 98,812 Corson, S. C. Sewer inlet .. 99,959

Conduits Company. Conduit for electric wires .. 101,269 Cory , D. P. Label holder .. 98,942

Cone , J. F. Ploughcolter .. 101,631 Cory, J. C. Dispensing apparatus for beverages. 100,916

Cone, W. H. Gas generator .. 99,247 | Cory, J. C. Golf ball marker .. 101,023

Conger, W. S. , et al . Wheel .. 100,293 | Cosper, L. G., et al . Well drill .. 99,900

Conkling, A. Washing machine shell ..
98,382 Costikyan, N. Methods of forming woven wire

Conkling, Allen . Washing machine cylinder .. 98,300 fabrics .. 101,191

Conkling Company. Driving and reversing me . Costikyan, N. Pile fabric loom .. 100,973
chanism .. 100,694, 100,695 Coté, L. E. Pattern grading machine .. 99,688

Conkling, De W. C. , et al . Massage vibrator .. 102,704 Coutier, W. T. Ventilator.. 98,925

Conkling, J. F. Boat .. 98,709 Cotton, F. Furnace .. 98,757

Conkling, J. F. Water polo apparatus.. 99,958 Cotton, W. E. , et al . Gas chandelier .. 102,705

Conley , G. F. Display cabinet .. 97,152 Couch , C. A. Rail joint.. 99,211

Conley , J. E. Switch .. 97,673 Couch , C. A. Tie .. 98,538

Conn , E. J. Button manufacture .. 101,162 Coudyser, H. Lock .. 99,376

Connell, J. G. Hopple and tail holder .. 97,612 | Coughlin , J. D. , et al . Cork screw .. 98,323

Connell , R. Bicycle pump.. 102,172 Coulson , J. C., et al . 101,855

Conner, G. F. Beet harvester .. 97,058 Countryman, J. E., et al. Excavator.. 101,773

Conner, T. M. Wire fence stay .. 100,815 Couper, J. M. Ore separator .. 98,082

Conner , T. M. , et al . Wire fence machine .. 102,032 Coutts. R. , et al . Railway crossing gate .. 98,769

Connies, S. J. Cover for shaving mugs .. 100,915 Cove, W. F. & G. H. Tide power system .. 100,247

Connolly, J. J. & S. F. Measuring instrument .. 99,395 Cowan, J. A. Grain pickling and cleaning .. 101,632

Connor, J. , et al . Horseshoe caulk .. 100,019 Cowan, J. A. Pickling of seed grain .. 97,915

Conolly, J. J. , et al . Locomotive exhaust .. 100,570 Cowan, J. H. Garment band .. 99,818

Conrad, G. W. Baggage check .. .. 99,404 | Cowdrick , E. E. , et al . Electric heater .. 98,645

Conrad, J. F. et al . Drain trap .. 98,122 | Cowgill, M. L. Screw driver .. 102,368

Conradt, C. W. Ash sifter and bucket .. 100,893 | Cowham, W. F. Machine for moulding concrete

Consolidated Rubber Tire Company. Rubber tire .. 98,608 blocks .. 98,999

Constantinescu , J. V. Digging machine.. 102,089 Cow'sham, W. F. Mould for plastic material.. 99,680

Constock Castle Stove Company. Stove .. 100,475 Cow'sham, W. F. Mould for building blocks .. 100,851

Continuous Rail Joint Company of Canada . Fish Cow'sham , W. F. Wall .. 99,468

plate .. 99,870 Cow'sham , w. F. , et al . Concrete mixer .. 101,238

Converse , F. S. Coal chute .. 97,293 Cow'sham, W. N. Mould for cement blocks .. 99,162

Converse , F. S. End gate for wagon .. 101,969 Cow'sles . A , A. Hydrant .... 99,629

Conway, H. D. Concrete mixer .. 100,497 Cow'sles , A. H. Electric furnace .. 100,424

Coogan , M. J. Windsor blind fastener .. 101,179 Cow'sles, A. H. Heating process .. 100,423

Cook , A. E. , et al . Motor driven agricultural ap Cow'sles, A. H. Smelting process .. 100,425

paratus.. 97,912 Cowsert, D. A. Trap gun .. 101,822

Cook & Company, S. A. Connecting device for Cox , E. Car coupler .. 99,090

knock down furniture..' 98,253 Cox , J. F. Rail joint .. 97,559
Cook , C. 0. Ice creeper .. 99,713 Cox, J. J. Cement block making machine..

99,329
Cook , E. L. , et al . 'Apparatus for carrying or

Cox, J. J. Plastic block mould .. 98,263

changing photographic plates .. 97,108 Cox , M. H. Saw .. 102,090

Cook , E. M. Metallic packing.. .100,650 Cox Multimailer Company. Addressing machine .. 98,490

Cook , F. J. Corn harvester .. 101,844 Oraft, J. F. , et al . Bundle .. 100,336

Cook , F. S. , et al . Printing press 96,787 Craft, J. F. , et al . Fastener for packages.. 99,164

Cook , G. J. Coop ... 102,452 Craig, D. Respirator .. 98,576

Cook , J. Copy holder .. 101.754 Craig , J. Railway gate .. 97,343

Cook, J. B. & T. Ball .. 97,109 Craig, J. A., et al . Lubricator.. 99,911

Cook , J. F. Connecting rod .. 99,659 Craig, B. M. Denture .. 102.708

Cook , J. H. Spring seat .. 99,803
Crain, R. L. Process for making paper flexible..

| 102,020

Cok , J. H. , et al . Double tree hitch .. 99,385 | 102,021

Cook , R. H. I. Vehicle wheel .. 101,806 Crain ( The Rolla L.) Company . Invoice form .. 96,855

Cooke, S. V. Feed apparatus for fuel.. 101,348 | Cramer , J. Curtain fixture.. 98,899

Cooley, F. W. Dumping platform ..... 102,193 Cramer , S. W. Hygrometer .. 97,895
Cooley, F. W. , et al . Drive for elevator belts .. 100,074 Cramond, G. Smoke consumer .. 100,674

Cooley, F. W. , et al . Grain elevator .. 100,073 Crandal, C. D. Barrel .. 100,234

Coon , H. W. Screen for potato digger .. 98,019 Crandell , J. D. Tie for woven wire fences .. 97,961

Coon , W. H. Massage instrument.. 96,846 Crane, F. , et al . Loader.. 100,170

Cooper, F. E. Valve for burial casket .. 102,019 | Crane, J. P. Rubber .. i . 102,129

Cooper, G. C. Gas iron .. .. 100,754 Crane, M. , et al . Trace tightener .. 99,389

Cooper , G. D. Steam generator .. 98,469 Crannell, C. W. Nailess horseshoe.. 98,417

Cooper, H. B. Hose supporter .. 101,334 Cranston, A. E. Wagon box , header box , hay and

97,134 stock rack .. 99,361

Cooper Hewitt Electric Company. Current rectifier. 97,226 Cranwell, B. F., et al . Planter .: 100,906

100,332 Crater, R. M. Carbureter .. 98,557

Cooper Hewitt Electric Company . Gas or vapour Craven , A. 0. Hair comb.. 99,605

electric apparatus... 97,608 , 97,609 Craven Brothers . Planing mechanism .. 97.636

Cooper Hewitt Electric Company. Protecting de Craven , P. H. Ore slimer .. 14 2,640

vice for vapour apparatus.. 102,062 Crawford, A. c., et al. Cattle giari. 100,778

Cooper Hewitt Electric Company. starter" for Crawford , C. Eaves trough .. 16,82's

papers converters .. 102,808 Crawford, J. A. & I. J. Rail joint .. 58.044

Cooper, J. W. , et al . Conveyer .. 97,588 Crawford, J. M. Calendar.. 102,345

Cooper , J. W. , et al . Planter .. 101,125 Crawford, W. 0. Hoist .. 98,667

Cooper , W. R. Wrench .. 98,126 Creamery Package Manufacturing Company. Appa

Cope , L. R. , et al . Holdback for harness .. 101,803 ratus for ripening cream ..
99,471

Copeland , H. B. Wall .. 100,365 Creedon , P. J. Auger bit .. 101,676

Copeland, R. J. , et al . Binder .. 99,403 Creel, J. H. , et al . Rail joint.. 96,958

Copand , A. W. Depositing machine .. 96,849 Crépeau , A. A. Steam engine.. 98,470
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Creran , C. J. , et al . Oil pump .. 101,572 Daniels , L. G. , et al . Car coupler .. 101,506

Cresap , C. W. , et al . Bob sleigh .. 99,394 Danner, M. Mail carrier .. 101,602

Crigni , C. A. Door releasing apparatus .. 96,893 Danner, W. S. Embroidery stand ..

Crisler, J. L. Harrow for ploughs .. 99,348 Dansereau, F. Snow melting apparatus .. 102,590

Crisp. A. V. , et al . Building block .. 98,332 D'Anthony, A. , et al . Process of rapid and perfect

Crocker, E. B. Spool .. 101,395 combustion of combustible gases .. 99,910

Crockett , D. W. and F. G. , et al . House service box . 102,024 Darche, A. Y. Electric alarm clock .. 98,926

Croft, J. , et al . Combustion engine .. 102,524 Darling Pump and Manufacturing Company, Limited.
Croghan , M. Block making machine .. 100,623 Gate valve .. 101,841

Crome. F. G. Air and gas burner .. 99,117 Darling, W. , et al . Apparatus for building sub

Crompton , E. C. Broom .. 100,571 merged concrete works .. 102,812

Crompton , E. C. Display stand .. 98,331 | Darling's Patent Automatic Coupling. ( ar coupler. 97.213

Crompton, E. C. Dust pan ... 97,481 | Daugherty, W. E. Window sash .. 100,297

Crompton, G. Wire perforating and forming ma Davey, G. S. , et al . Trace tightener .. 99,389

chines .. 102,382 Davidge , J. M. , et al . Mail bag catcher.. 97,061

Croninger, R. H. Vehicle tire .. 96,863 Davidson , C. M. Baling press 100,401

Cronk , J. , et al . Cement block machine .. 102,223 Davidson , D. P. Weigher and register .. 100,572

Crosby, R. M. Bell ringer for locomotives .. 100,917 Davidson Manufacturing Company ( The Thomas ).

Crosin , J. C. Corn shock binder .. 100,184 Stove for railway freight cars .. 100,758

Cross, A. N. Excavator..
100,503 Davidson ( The T. ) Manufacturing Company. Stove

Cross, A. W. S. , et al. Reservoir for colleciing pipe elbow .. 96,992

dew ..
99,001 | Davidson , T. C. Knob for metallic covers. 101,297

Cross, T. Mail bag and delivering apparatus :: 97,916 Davidson , W. M. Recording pump .. 98,927

Crosse , C. G. Unicycle ..
97,530 Davies Automatic Shear Company . Shears.. 102,679

Crosthwait, W. A. & S. W. Reversing valve .. 98,042 Davies Car Wheel and Machine ( ompany. Car

Croswell, J. Sink bowl , etc.. 102,041 wheel . 101,492

Crouse Hinds Company.
Branch box.. 97,997 Davies , J. Rail joint .. 98,045

Crowell, L. H. Tooth brush .. 101,919 Davis , A. F. Grinding mill .. 99,591

Crowley , B. C. Double tree .. 100,082 | Davis, A. L. Knife sharpener.. 99,278

Cronley. D. M. , et al . Sulky plough .. 96,876 Davis, C. G. Dental expander.. 102,709

Crowley , J. H. Track gauge holder..
100,755 | Davis, C. H. Interest bearing instruments of

Crowley , T. Insulating felt .. 99,288 obligation .. 99,899

Crown Cork and Seal Company. Punch .. 100,864 Davis , C. J. Rotary harrow .. 102,194

Crowson, J. J. Animal trap .. 100,970 Davis, C. W. Sewing machine .. 99,614

Crozier , J. M. Boiler flue .. 100,493 , 101,274 Davis, E. Dress shield .. 99,590

Crozier , W. , et al . Car axle .. 102,585 Davis, F. E. Grain drill .. 101,875

Crull, E. S. Sheathing lath .. 98,770 Davis , F. E. Seeding machine .. 97,434

Crumb, W. B. Cattle stanchion .. 99,145 Davis , G. G. Locomotive .. 102,591

Cruse, J. W. , et al . Rail joint ..
100,138 Davis , H. Trunk .. 98,094

Cuff, G. Traction engine ..
100,872 Davis, J. , et al . Wrench .. 100,210

Culler, J. B. Valye .. 100,651 | Davis , J.H. , et al . Graphite separator . 101,349

Culley, J. S. Building wall .. 98,835 Davis, J. H. , et al . Rail joint.. 96,958

Culver , R. D. Track construction for street or
Davis, J. H. , et al . Relief valve .. 101,727

other railways .. 101,079 Davis, L. 0. Skirt support .. 101,728

Cummer, H. H. Crate ..
100,610 Davis, M. E. Fence .. 99,735

Cumming, J. A. Mowing mechanism .. 102,453 Davis, R. F. Magazine injector .. 97,839

Cumming, J. M. Bottle stopper .. 100,283 Davis, S. Cutter for mowing machines.. 97,283

Cumming, W. 0. Bailing press..
101,137 | Davis, S. and Sons . Tobacco leaf stripping and

Cummings , G. H. Instep support .. 99,330 booking machine .. 97,263

Cummings, R. A. Metal and concrete girder .. 98,687 | Davis , T. Rotary engine .. 96,823

Cummings, R. L. Barrel making machine.. 101,010 Davis, T. A. Gasoline light generating machine .. 96,791

Cummings, R. T. Boot cleaner .. 100,438 | Davis, W. B. Rail joint chair .. 101,977

Cundy, J., et al . Gate for dams.. 98,688 | Davison , W. M. Liquid vender and indicator.. 101,579

Cunningham, A. B. Prepayment device for electric Davy . J. G. Tips for gloves and mittens,. 101,633

heater .. 101,813 | Dawes , J. L. Electric sign ... 99,550

Cunningham , A , C. Caisson .. 96,913 | Dawson , A. J. , et al . Machine for splitting laths. 98,929

Cunningham , H. B. Pipe pulling jack .. 99,689 Dawson , H. W. Cork for stoppering bottle .. 100,386

Cunningham , J. G. , et al . Switching device ..
101,750 | Dawson , J. C. Loose leaf binder .. 101,388

Cunningham, T. F., et al . Knitting machine .. 98,934 Dawson , J. W., et al . Rail joint .. 99,465

Currie, J. P. Windmill .. 98,070 Dawson , L. M. , et al . Railway switch .. 97,204

Currier, J. W. Wrench ..
97,621 | Dawson, L. M. , et al . Switch .. 100,136

Curry, E. Pig iron mould .. 100,801 | Dawson , S. B. , et al . Boat launching and stowing. 102,150

Curtin, J. R. N. Sash weight .. 98,689 | Dawson , W. Funnel.. 100,676

Curtis, L. E. Machine for making expanded metal. 100,103 De Bonnechose , G. C. E. Turbine engine .. 100,550

Curtis , Z. A. Wire stretcher .. 99,252 De Cayen , C. Cigarette making machine .. 100,929

Curwood , A. Window sash .. 99,976 De Cariolis , G. Fertilizer for potatoes.. 98,756

Curwood , A. Window Sash fastener .. De Coste , B. A. Toy .. 100,020

Cusson , E. N. Cigar vending machine ..
99,883 De Dios 'Tejada, J. Heat utilizing system : 99,701

Cutmore , H. A. Telephone transmitter .. 98,237 De Ferranti , s . 2. Elastic fluid heat engine .. 97,773

Cyclone Woven Wire Fence Company . Wire fence De Ferranti , S. Z. Machine for making turbine

making machine... 97,004 wheels , rings drums , &c .. 101,169

Dahlman, H. E. Weighing device .. 98,836 De Ferranti, s . 2. Spinning, twisting and doubling

Dahms, H., et al. Cover for keys .. 102,455 machinery .. 98,455 , 98,456

Daignault, E., et al . Excavator .. 97,006 De Ferranti , S. Z. Turbine engine ... 97,774 , 97,775

D'Ailly, R. H. A. Button .. 101,954 | De Foreest, E. J. W. and F. I. Hose coupling .. 98,370

Dain , J. Cart .. 96,802 De Forest, L. Magnetic detector .. 100,805

Dain , J. Mower .. 96,857, 102,614 De Forest , L. Protector for high frequency appa

Daimler , P. Explosion motor .. 102,690 ratus .. 100,806

Dains , J. C. Wire reel and stretcher .. 97,037 De Forest, L. Wireless telegraphy .. 100,804

Dallas, J. C. Handle fastener .. 98,127 De Generes, A. D. Computing yard measure .. 99,057

Dalrymple, T. A. , et al . Lubricator .. 98,330 De Gomila , S. Adding and multiplicating machine. 97,784

Dalton , B. , et al . Plough and cultivator ..
97,101 De Grauve, F. Gas Stove .. 100,817

Dalton , J. W. Life saving apparatus .. 98,264 De Groff , A. H. Wrench .. 101,168

Dalzell, S. W. Rail .. 97,560 Deguire, A. S. , et al . Cleaning composition for

Dammond , W. H. Railway system .. 100,092 steam boilers .. 98,876

Dana, J. C. Writing guide ..
102,173 De Hemptinne, A. Process of eliminating odour

Dana, R. S. , et al . Window hinge .. 101,551
of fish - oil .. 100,930

Dancy , M. W. , et al . Needle... 98,534 De Kleist , E. Pneumatic motor .. 98,943

Dancy , M. W. , et al . Sewing machine needle .. 99,682 De Laski, A. , et al . Fabric .. 97,175

Danford , T. Wave actuated motor ..
98,690 De Leon , F. M. Skirt gauge .. 100,235

Daniel, J. J. Distributor for whey or milk .. 100,816 De Normanville , E. J. Driving gear .. 99,660

Daniels, E. S. Stuff feeder .. .. 98,577 De Vare , W. W. Carrousel... 97,084
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Boat..

De Voy , J. F. Truck .. 99,332 Dick, A. B. Sheet feeding apparatus.. 99,291

De Witt , M. , et al . Trouser stretcher .. 99,196 Dickason , J. F. Wrench .. 102,383

Deadman, J. F. , et al . 99,500 Dicke, H. Ore refining process .. 98,441

Dean, J. S. Bridle blind .. 98,307 Dickel, W. Lock ..
99,401

Deane, H. C. Skirt supporter .. 99,264 | Dickerson , H. J. , et al . Pulp screen .. 97,322

Dearing, J. F. , et al . Ball bearing .. 101,432 Dickey, E. R. Coal screen .. 99,212

Deck , H. E. , et al . Burial vault .. 98,149 Dickey , J. L. Electrical railway signal.. 97,146

Deck , T. F. Gravity level .. 98,403 Dickie, A. B. Grain door .. 97,176

Decker , E. , et al . Rail joint . 102,731 Dickinson, D. H. Plough .. 101,246

Decker, F. L. , et al . Churn .. 98,275 Dickinson, H. Switch .. 102,454

Decker, M. Stove ,. 102,331 Dickson , F. H. Amusement apparatus . 101,677

Decker, M. , et al . Liquid separator .. 97,634 | Diehl, F. Wood working machine .. 101,674

Decker, W. H. Lubricator .. 102,517 | Dierlamm , P. Brick mould .. 100,216

Deditius , W. Saddle .. 99,714 | Diescher, A. P. Care for concrete structure .. 99,884

Deegan , E. J. , eta al . Garbage bag .. 97,328 Dietrich, J. C. Bucksaw frame.. 99,979
Deeks, H. C, J. Multiple photography .. 99,630 , 101.661 Dietrich, J. C. Cross cut saw ..

99,446

Dees . H. L. , et al . Telegraph key .. 99,508 Dietrich, W. N. , et al . Electrical safety device .. 100,339
Defiance Iron Works Company. Internal Combus Diettrick , H. W. , et al . Garment clasp .. 97,868

tion motor .. 100,711 Digney, N. L. Abdominal and hose support .. 98,652

Deghuée , J. A. , et al . Method of preserving and Dilks, C. Saw .. 101,015

water proofing wood .. 100,763 Dill, F. W. , et al . Device for overcoming dead

Deidesheimer, A. , et al . Artificial stone .. 101,208 centres .. 99,650

Dimenez, F. S. Salvage apparatus .. 102,317 Dillon, W. M. Wirë fence stretcher .. 102,119

Deis , P. H. , et al . Pumpa . 99,316 Dilworth , E. C. Adding device .. 100,482

Deister , E. Ore concentrator .. 99,744 , 100,687 Dimpsey, N. W. , et al . Heating furnace .. 102,002

Delaney , J. S. , et al . Measure for sheet material . 102,685 Dininny, F. C. Match making machinery .. 100,948

Delano, F. A. Box car door .. 98,494 | Dion, A. E. , et al . Electric controller .. 99,426

Delano , F. A. Tie plate .. 102,322 | Dismey, G. W. Cultivator .. 99,118

Delanoy, F. W. Pipe connection .. 101,227 | Dittmann , H. , et al . Cover for kegs .. 102,455

Delanoy, F. W. Water closet.. 101,176 Dittmer, C. H. , et al . Hair fastener .. 100,921

Delasson, E., et al . Filament .. 102,266 Dittrich , J. , et al . Non - refillable bottle .. 100,288

Deleré, H., et al . Tram car .. 101,870 Dittrich , J. , et al . Nut lock .. 100,129

Delisle , N. Wrench ... 97,005 | Dittrich , J. , et al . Switch closing and opening

Dellinger, D. P. Plate lifter .. 99,615 device .. 100,130

Dellwo. J. Railway switch .. 99,715 Dix , E. S. Catamenial bandage .. 98,653
Dellwick Fleished Wasargas Geseleschaft . Water

Dixon, E. T. Bottle washing machine .. 99,930

gas producer .. 102,307 Dixon , F. A. Eaves trough .. 96,829

Delonchamps, J. Tandem bicycle connection .. 102,166 Dixon, J. F. , et al . Apparatus for fastening bed

Demarest, J. Water heater .. 100,028 springs to wire bases .. 96,998

Dement. W. E. , et al . Cattle guard .. 100,778 Dixon , J. F. , et al . Bed spring .. 101,184

Demers, A. , et al . Excavator .. 97,006 Dixon , J. H. H. Car ticket holder .. 98,821

Deming , E. B. , et al . Can closure .. 97,214 | Dizer, W. M. Door closer and door check .. 98,807

Demo, G. A. Window shade .. 99,146 Dobel. N. J. Shoe tree .. 98,973

Demorest, M. J. Concrete mixer .. 100,495 | Dobson , A. Shocker .. 102,691

Dengle , F. , et al . Potato plough .. 102,237 Dodge, C. H. , et al . Block signal system .. 97,128

Denis, Isaie . Stirrer for cheese curds .. 98,668 Dodge, J. O. & H. E. Pen holding and releasing

Denison , C. W. Buddle for ore concentrators .. 96,864 device .. 100,252

Dennig, P. J. , et al . Gun barrel .. 102,766 Dodge , W. H. Bottle &c . stopper.. 102,051

Denning, J. M. , et al . Cement fence post .. 102,115 Doelling, A. Manufacture of waterproof material . 100,573

Dennis , G. W. Tie plate .. 99,926 Doherty, M. W. Range .. 97,294

Dennis, R. C. Sulky harrow .. 99,349 Doidge, R. S. Cement block .. 97,408

Dennis , S. A. Faucet .. 102,022 Doke, J. M. Hoof pad.. 101,498

Dennis , W. B. Heating process .. 105,341 Dolan, C. C. , et al. Hoist and conveyer.. 100,151

Denphis, P. Pressure and moving jack .. 98,539 Dolan , C. C. , et al . Fence post.. 101,412

Dental Protective Supply Company of the United Dolloff, J. E. , et al . Key holder .. 99,387

States of America. Tooth .. 102,356 Domek , J. J. Ash sifter .. 102,334

Dentler, F. Door .. ... 99,331 97,316

Deppen , I. M. Sash fastener .. 102,634 97,317

Derickson , G. McD. Switch .. 98,416 Dominion Dump Car Company. Dump car .. 97,701

Dechambault, A. Stone puller .. 101,988 97,702

Desy , I. , et al . Sulky plough .. 96,876 98,173

Detroit 'PneumaticToolCompany. Pneumatic tool. 99,569 Dominion Dump Car Company . End sill for cars . 97.703

Detwiler, F. V. Refrigerator .. 97,236 Dominion Dump Car Company . Railway car .. 97,318

Deutche Sprengstoff Aktiengesellschaft. Nitro-gly Dominion Novelty Manufacturing Company . Gar

cerine manufacture .. .. 100,260 ment fastener .. 97,834

Devine, A. Basket making machine .. 102,241 Dominion Novelty Manufacturing Company. Hat . 97,833

Devine . R. E. Embossing machine.. 98,928 Dominion Novelty Manufacturing Company. Hose

Dewalt, D. T. Railway track gauge , adjuster and supporter .. 97,831

holder .. 98,265 Donaldson , B. W. , et al . Try and bevel square .. 101,455

Dewes , A. Vehicle tire . 98,609 Donehew , M , G. Grain door .. 97,137

Dewey, C. E. Means of converting zinc sulphate Donley, J. F. Paper box .. 97,488

into zinc oxide .. 100,426 D'Olier, W. L. Centrifugal machine .. 100,712

Dewey , F. P. Circulation of liquid containing Doolittle , I. P. , et al . Cut off valve .. 98,505

copper .. 102,627 | Doré, E. Hay press .. 98,047

Dewey, J. S. , et al . Cinch grip .. 100,777 Dorion , J. S. Electric furnace.. 99,764

Dey Twine Register Company. Check for time Dorr, H. A. Manicuring instrument.. 99,551

recorders .. 100,593 Dorr, L., et al . Fire shutter .. 100,471

Dey Time Register Company. Ribbon shifting ma Dosch , P. Meter box .. .. 102,335

chine .. 102,243 | Doss , J. F. Rigid jaw wrench .. 101,814

Dey Time Register Company. Time recorder .. 98,000 Dossert and Company. Cable coupling .. 101,946

97,799 Dossor, F. M. Seed separator .. 101,275

97,800 Dove Smith, J. , et al . Anti - friction bearing .. 102,441

Dey Time Register Company. Time register .. 97,801 Dow, G. B. N. , et al . Smoking pipe .. 97,225

97,802 Dowlen , C. H. Ribbon guide for typewriters .. 100,448

97,803 Dowsley, R. R., et al . Egg carrier .. 100,739

97,804 Drake , J. M. , et al . Potato plough.. 102,237

Diamond Match Company . Box filling machine .. 101,056 | Drakes, T. Car door lock .... 99,377

Diamond Meter Company. Meter .. 98,151 | Drain , J. A. Method of tapping steel.. 102,796

Dick, A. B. Folding machine for sheets of paper, Drain, J. A. Open hearth furnace.. 102,797

&c .. 98,212 Dreifus, D. , et al. Ironing machine .. 98,682

Dick, A. B. Paper sheet separating apparatus .. 98,211 | Dreihardt , G. Storage battery .. 102,771

Dick , A. B. Printing machine .. 97,247 , 99,290 Dresser, w. 0. Mail box .. .. 99,058

..

7
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Drew, H. B. Folding box .. 97,625 | Edwards, C. D. Road making machine .. 98,097

Drew , s. Radiator .. 100,894 | Edwards, C. J. Whippletree hook .. 98,214

Driskill, J. B. Post hole auger.. 97,237 | Edwards. C. W. , et al . Bag holder and weighing

Dronne, F. Safety hook .. 98,213 apparatus .. 100,410

Drummond, D. Spark preventer for locomotives. 99,690 | Edwards, D. C. , et al . Current motor .. 101,563
Drummond. J. W. Wire fence lock .. 99,018 Edwards, E. G. Smoothing iron heater .. 97,819

Dougan , J. B., et al. Wire fence machine .. 102,032 Edwards, 0. C. Caisson .. 100,455

Dougherty, J. V. Bedstead.. 99,857 | Edwards, 0. M. Window .. 100,976

Douglas, R. W. Rule and gauge .. 99,765 Edwards Patent Slicer Syndicate . Mechanism for

Douglass, W. M. Rail joint .. 102,321 effecting the cutting of bacon , &c .. 97,262

Doux, J. , et al . Cleaning process . 102,529 Edwards, R. J. Car truck .. 97,297

Du Bes, G. W. Flat car standard .. 98,974 | Edwards, W. & W. Cattle guard .. 97,978

DuBrul , N. Cigarette machine .. 100,955 | Egan , J. P. Railway signal.. 102,326

DuBrul, N. Tobacco cutter .. 99,980 | Egge, F. Gas burner .. 101,525

Dubuisson, A. Butter making machine .. 97,674 Eggert, H. Ceiling and floor.. 98,691

Duda, C. Floor scraper ..
102,042 Ehrhardt, A. Purse .. 97,153

Dudley, J. Turbine engine .. 97,776 | Ehrmann, M. B. L. Manufacture of butter .. 97,561

Dudley, J. Window shade roller .. 99,804 | Ehrsam - Jetzer, V. Steam cooker .. 102,457

Dudley, L. S. , et al . Bathing apparatus .. 97,858 | Eicher, A. L. Nut lock ,. 99,931

Duelfer, H. , et al . Pulverised mica .. 102,222 Eicher, W. J. Railway construction .. 101,511

Duffy, J. Wood paving and in the manufacture of Eichorn - Campbell Company. Paper making machine. 101,557

blocks therefor... 98,032 | Einfeldt , E. Turbine engine .. 97,777

Dugan, R. C. Gate valve .. 99,716 | Eisbrenner , C. , et al . Die for three tine forks .. 101,167

Dugins, W. F. Match box and tobacco cutter.. 98,910 | Eisman, J. Garment clasp .. 98,328

Dugins, W. F. Tobacco pipe .. 99,040 | Eisman , J. Hose support .. 100,818

Dumais, P. T. C. Composite crib work .. 96,842 | Ekenberg, B. Feed water heater .. 98,579

Dumais, P. T. C. Concrete mixer and measure .. 97,085 | Elder, E. C. , et al . Holder for roll paper binder

Dumais. P. T. C. Concrete mould .. 100,320 strips .. 102,742

Dumas, D. Railway crossing .. 99,623 | Elder. W. M. , et al . Animal chase .. 100,649

Dumeah , C. A. , et al . Die for three tine forks .. 101,167 | Eldridge, J. , et al . Soldering machine .. 100,700

Dunbar, P. Turnip cutter .. 97,295 | Electric and Train Lighting Syndicate . Controller

Duncan , C. W. , et al . Apparatus for teaching for electric circuit.. 97,993

arithmetic .. 98,189 Electric and Train Lighting Syndicate. Electric

97,728 switch .. 97,994

Duncan, G. S. , et al . Composition for preventing ) 97,729 Electric and Train Lighting Syndicate . Electrical

set off in printing .. 97,730 lighting system ... 97,992

97,731 98,324
Electric and Train Lighting Syndicate . Power trans .

Duncan , T. Motor meter .. 97,282
mitting device .. ..

98,325

Duncombe, E. W., et al . Wire strainer .. 101,770
98,326

Duner Company. Water closet..
101.175 Electric and Train Lighting Syndicate . Support

Dunkelberger , S. Band cutter and feeder .. 100,624 , 100,625 axle mounted machines .. 98,967

Dunlap, J. S. Egg heater .. 99,819 | Electric Boat Company . Conning mechanism . 97,949 , 97,951

Dunlop, A. H. , et al . Wagon reach .. 99,390 Electric Boat Company . Means of handling tor

Dunlop, G. H. Excavating and dredging mechanism . 101,711 pedoes on vessels .. 97,543 , 97,544

Dunn , C. L., et al . Rail joint .. 99,088 | Electric Boat Company . Means of preventing con

Dunn , J. Post hole digger .. 99,960 densation in optical tubes..
97,950

Dunn , J. R. Stanchion for cattle .. 97,409 | Electric Boat Company. Submarine boat.. 97,378, 97,379

Dunn , L. G. , et al . Sash lock .. 98,701 | Electric Chain Company. Bracelet .. 96,990

Dunnett, F. E. Paint ..
97,963 | Electric Moulding and Heating Company. Vul

Dunnigan , J. M., et al . Steam boiler .. 101,616 canizing process .. 97,373

Dunning, S. H. Stop cock for air brake .. 101,989 | Electric Signagraph and Semaphore Company

Duntley, W. , et al . Electric drill .. 100,218 Semaphore .. 102,532

Duntley , W. 0. Electric drill .. 100,987 , 100,217 | Electric Storage Battery Company. Electrical dis

Duplex Steel Plate Piling Company. Metal sheet tribution .. 100,856

piling .. 100,001 Electric Storage Battery Company. Negative pole

Durand and Company. Cigarette case .. 99,085 plate .. 102,309

Durfey, E. A. Oil can holder .. 100,485 Electrical Devices Company. Controller regulator. 97,810

Durkee, J. Caulk for horseshoes .. 100,678 | Electro Metallurgical Company. Process of pro

Durmartin, H. ,et al . Brake and signal .. 99,582 ducing molybdenum and alloys .. 102,810

Dusenberg, A. D. Chaffer for grain separator .. 100,499 | Elgar, N. H. , et al . Fence.. 101,413

Dutertre, G. E. , et al . Electric lamp for heating. 97,147 | Ellard, W. J. Potato digger .. 98,159

Dyer, A. M. Railway gate .. 101,048 Ellermann, E. Drier for malt.. 100,673

Dyer Axle Lock Nut Company. Nut lock .. 97,696 | Elliot , W. Snow thawing machine.. 100,509

Ean , A. J. Mop wringer .. 102,288 | Elliott , A. Copper separation .. 102,563

Earle, W. N. , et al . Ribbon fastener .. 99,130 Elliott , D. Paper box .. 98,911 , 98,912

Early, E. J. Holder for illustrated post cards.. 100,466 Elliott Henry D. Cattle Stanchion .. 101,534

Easler, A., et al . Feed water filter .. 100,952 Elliott , J. D. W. , et al . Device for securing shoes

East, W. S. , et al . Sewer pipe .. 101,905 to feet of quadrupeds.. 96,941

Eastern Dynamite Company. Process of making Elliott , L. P. Car coupler .. 98,552

nitro- glycerine .. 97,641 Elliott , M. A. Hanger for curtain poles and shade

Eaton , E. N., et al . Hide preparing compound .. 99,002 rollers ..
101,039

Eaton , J. E. Edged tool .. 97,248 ! Elliott , W. F. Fly shield .. 101,355 , 102,195

Eberle, J. M. , et al . Apparatus for aligning rail Ellis, A. E. Tag.. 101,081

way tracks .. 99,323 Ellis, G. R. , et al . Vise , rack and screen . 100,595

Echoff , 0. J. , et al . Ratchet wrench and drills .. 98,810 Ellis , R. Stock car ..
101,788

Eckman, C. F. Ink distributor for platen printing Ellis. T., et al . Cattle guard .. 98,095

presses .. 100,720 Ellison , J. M. Ironing table .. 97,435

Eclipse Feed Water Heater and Purifier Company. Ellsworth, J. M. Rotary engine .. 96,824

Feed water heater and purifier .. 101,619 | Elmer, V. , et al . Stump burning process .. 98,777

Economy Grain Cleaner Company. Grain cleaner
Elsenhaus , A. Purifying gas .. 101,936

and distributor.. 100,114 | Elwell, G. A. Train pipe coupling .. 102,196

Edenfield, D. E. Hay press .. 102,592 | Elworthy, E. G. Gas manufacture .. 101,466, 101,467

Eder, F. Coupling for drills .. 98,349 | Elworthy, E. G. Nickel production .. 101,080

Edgecomb, W. G. Wreck indicating buoy .. 97,390 Ely . W. L. & G. L. Clip for ironing board covers. 102,784

Edkins, E. R. H. Fencing dropper .. 99,736 , 99,737 | Emerick , G. S. Air separator .. 100,427
Edmond , A. Brooch .. 99,953 Emerick . G. S. Pebble mill .. 99,092

Edstrom , A. W. Sieve .. 97,785 Emerick, W. H. , et al . Car frame .. 97,296

Edmanson, W. W. Milk pail holder .. 101,499 Emerson , V. H. Talking machine records .. 102,043

Edward , W. S. Winding drum .. 98,975 | Emery , E. A. Lubricant .. 102,121

Edwards, A. W. Drain trap .. 97,500 Emett , H. Method of hardening cast iron .. 98,880

Edwards, c. Horse tripping device .. 98,578 | Empire Oil Engine Syndicate. Internal combustion

Edwards , c. A. , et al . Post driving machine .. 100,340 engine... 100,708

..

..
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Engel , W. A. Car coupler .. 100,144 | Fenton, D. H. , et al . Hot water heating system. 97,829

Engelberg Huller Company. Grinding mill .. 96,934 Feraro , A. Non - refillable bottle ..
102.177

Engelhard , F. & F. H. & W. A. Support for anodes . 102,564 Ferchen, H. E. , et al . Feed water filter ..
100,952

England , W. Sea cock for vessels .. 97,391 Ferguson , G. M. Sign manufacture .. 100,735 , 100,736

Engle , G. S. Lapel button .. 96,880 Ferguson , H. C. Alarm lock .. 100,819
Englehardt, H. P. Concrete wall apparatus .. 101,755 Ferguson , J. A. Press ..

100,178

Englehardt, J. Stirrup .. 98,532 Ferguson, J. W. Elastic fluid turbine ..
100,988

Englemier, C. W. , et al . Stair tread .. 101,417 Ferguson, J. W. & G. W. Brick making machine. 97,787
English , G. , et al . Electrical annunciator .. 102,780 Ferguson , S. B. Steel tie .. 100,229
Enke, E. Process for the sulphatisation of ores Ferle, J. W., et al . Display stand show case .. 99,177

and their by -products .. 97,964 Ferranti , s . Z. Electric welding.. 101,886
Enloe, T. A. & J. V. Metal tie .. 101,138 | Ferrer, J. J. Fence ..

99,362
Enright, F. T. , et al . Metallic coupling .. 101,624 | Ferres, N. A, Curtain fastener ..

102,259
Enterprise Railway Equipment Company. Car door. 97,737 Ferris, T. A. Cash cabinet ..

101,937
Erfurt , M. Process of utilizing waste water of Ferris, W. I. Fountain brush ..

100,574
paper machines.. 99,661 Ferris, W. I. Pen and pencil clip .. 101,470

Ernst, c . K. Turntable .. 100,895 Ferriss, J. M. Lumber jack .. 96,967

Erschens, N. Railway signal.. 100,306 | Ferro Alloys Syndicate. Method of producing

Erven , G. , et al . Lathe.. 96,841 Molybdenum , &c ..
102,809

Eshelman , B. F. Tobacco pipe stem cleaner .. 101,049 Ferry (D. M. ) and Company. Display case .. 101,112

Essex , D. Tag.. 101,082 Ferry, C. S. , et al. Smoke consumer .. 102,163
Etiman , J. M. Cultivator .. 99,447 Fesler, M. A. Oil burner ..

101,892

Ettlin, A. Rail joint.. 101,634 Fessler , W. W. Door lock .. 99,375
Eugen , C. , et al . Propulsion of vessels .. 97,874 Fewings, F. J. Locomotive headlight blind .. 96,850

Evans, C. M. Sash fastener .. 102,635 Fibered Leather Manufacturing Company. Leather
Evans, E. W. Rock drill .. 98,517 , 101,657 shredder .. 101,379
Evans, G. Cut off for insulators .. 100,803 Fiegle , F. , et al . Stop valve .. 101,898

Evans , L. J. , et al . Mail bag catcher .. 97,051 | Field, A. U. , et al . Horse collar..
101,311

Evans, Mary L. Bed .. 96,881 Field, R. Cash check till ..
98,837

Evans, R. Glove .. 102,593 Fifer, C. F. Hammer .. 100,802

Evans, T. W. Nozzle stopper .. 99,54 ? | Filion, J. , et al . Car door .. 96,877

Evans, W. H. , et al . Explosive .. 102,558 Fillunger, A. Ammonia production .. 102,615

Ewerlof, P. S. , et al . Air gun .. 100,969 Filteau, P. & V. Steam turbine .. 97,885

Ewing, A. M. Rail joint chair .. 97,931 | Finch, E. Stove pipe thimble .. 99,213
Exley, I. W. , et al . Hose coupling .. 97,223 | Finch, L. G. Disappearing chair.. 97,988

Eyde, s ., et al . Smelting furnace .. 101,166 | Fine, W. T. Wind wheel .. 101,695

Ezell, U. D. Pounch .. 100,918 | Fink, A. E. , et al . Stair tread .. 101,417

Etzenhouser, E. , et al . Window fastener .. 102,637 Finkle, C. E. Sewing machine .. 97,860
Ezold, 0. Process of cleaning feathers , &c .. 98,350 Finnell, J. Cattle guard .. 98,095

Fabrick , S. , et al . Production of reactions gases. 99,320 Finney, C. L. Punching bag..
102,003

Fader, L. G. Axle repairer .. 101,831 | Finnigan, G. P. Pneumatic valve .. 101,990

Fahrney , W. H. Sphygmograph .. 97,154 Fiorentini, H., et al. Ham compressing machine .. 100,333

Fahrne, P. J. Toy .. 98,471 Firnesy, E. , et al . Fire lighting apparatus .. 97,979

Fairall, H. K. , et al . Floating wier head gate.. 102,247 | Fiscus , C. N. Waste pipe connection .. 102,377

Fairbairn, R , D. Reel box for frilling, &c .. 99,685 Fischer, J. Distillation of fluids .. 101,920
Fairbanks, E. and T. and Company. Weighing scales 101,704 Fischer, s . M. Placket clasp ..

98,216

Fairbanks, H. B. , et al . Smoking pipe .. 97,225 | Fisher, D. , et al . Acetylene gas lamp .. 97,375

Fairbanks, Morse and Company. Pneumatic ham Fisher, E. Pipe wrench .. 98,248

102,677 | Fisher, H. Grain car door .. 99,147

Faison, L. P. Horse detacher .. 96,803 Fisher, J. Weather boarding .. 96,838

Faitoute, C. W. Vehicle tire .. 98,610 Fisher , J., et al. Fire lighting apparatus.. 97,979
Faivre, C. L. Watch .. 99,691 | Fisher, J. W. Horseshoe.. 98,160

Faivre, M. J. Grave vault .. 97,965 Fisher, W. G., et al . Shock loader .. 102,126

Falconbridge, P. , et al . Step ladder .. 102,648 | Fisher, W. H. Mould box .. 102,392

Fales, B. R. , et al . Under ground conduit .. 102,023 Fisher, W. H. Mould for artificial stone .. 101,535

Falks , E. Foundation for band saw frames .. 98,580 Fisher, W. H. Wall .. 97,966

Faller, 0. Boiler for liquids containing or deposit Fisk, F. J. Trace holder .. 99,367

ing solid .. 99,606 Fissel , J. S. Button fastener .. 102,785

Falls , C. H. Bridle bit .. 102,594 Fittall, W. J. , et al . Baggage check .. 99,404
Fancher, C. J. Machine for operating .. 99,806 , 99,806 | Fitzgerald , P. Ore decantation system .. 102,649

Fancher, C. J. Tool holder ..
99,807 Fitzgibbons, P. F. Derrick .. 101,635

Fancher, C. J. Valve ..
97,410 | Fitzpatrick, J. P. , et al . Sprinkler .. 98,482

Fancher , C. J. , et al . Envelope sealing machine... 97,747 | Flanagan , D. Sewing machine .. 99,663

Farley, J. C. Plough .. 102,091 | Flanagan , J. J. Belt fastener .. 102,628

Farley Planter and Manufacturing Company. Seed Flannery , E. H. Locomotive .. 99,214

planter .. 100,335 Flay , R. , et al . Cooking range .. 97,061

Farmer, A. H. Steam valve .. 97,531 | Flechinger, E. O. , et al. Brake .. 102,583

Farmer, G. D. Reaper and binder .. 100,171 Fleener, J. B. , et al. Train signal system .. 97,975 , 97,976
Farnum , W. C. Dowel making machine .. 97,745 | Flegel , B. F. Fishing tackle .. 101,608

Farr, J. W. & J. H. Shingling bracket.. 98,147 Fleming, J. A. Instrument for converting electric

Farrar, c . H. Vegetable cutter .. 98,392 currents .. 98,083

Farrell, D. M., et al . Knitting machine .. 99,166 | Fleming, J. M. Butter separator .. 102,595

Farrell. D. P. Carpet beater .. .. 100,437 Fleming, T. , et al . Boot hook .. 99,388
Farrer, C. F. , et al . Rural mail box .. 99,640 Fleming , T. , et al . Railway switch .. 97,059

Farrington , C. 0. , et al . Vaginal irrigator .. 98,462 Fletcher, A. C. Fastener for keys, windows, &c. 100,064

Farrington , H. Bolt .. 97,501 , 98,098 Fletcher, D. H. Incubators .. 99,148

Farris , J. K. S. Artificial limb .. 101,260 | Fleury, H. W. Colter .. 100,753

Fatch, L. E. Fork .. 102,092 Flindall , J. Chair .. 98,900

Faust , J. Disc drill .. 99,717 | Flindall, J. Couch .. 101,180

Feldkamp, F. A. Process of making oxalate and
Flinner , E. W. Rail joint .. 98,280

oxalic acids .. 97,217 | Flint , C. E. , et al . Tape measure .. 102,426

Feldmann , L. , Jr. Display rack .. 99,662 Flint , E. L. Trap .. .. 98,628

( 102,565 | Floeter , R. K. Railway switch .. 97,820

Fellows, 0. S. , et al . Method of removing metallic ) 102,566 Flod , H. L. , et al. Pasting device .. 97,741

coating from sheet metal .. 102,667 | Flowers , H. K. Eaves trough bracket .. 100,275

102,568 | Flynn , J. M., et al . Starting gate .. 99,912

Felten , C. H. Wrench .. 98,692 Focht, G. Ash can .... 97,436

Felton, W. J. Tobacco pipe .. 98,472 Fola, J. Propeller.. 98,501

Feltz, G. , et al . Sewer pipe .. 101,905 Folsom, E. B. Conveyer belt .. 101,769
Fenkala , E. Tooth brush .. 100,536 Fontaine , P. H. Saddle .. 100,152
Fenn, W. B. Closure device ..

96,815 | Fonts , A. Package .. 99,448

Fenson, C. J. Gate opener and closer .. 100,017 Foote, A. L. Cultivator, harrow, &c:: 101,505

mer ..

..

.
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99,012 Gallia, A.

Foote , A. L. Cultivator , road machine and farm

Funk, D. P. Device for catching and holdingwagon ..

100,036 hogs, &c ..

97,624
Force, J. Road smoother ..

98,308 Furchtbar, J. J. Vehicle ..
98,442

Ford, E. T. , et al . Switch mechanism ..

99,087 Gable, A. D., et al . Elevator ..
100,319

Fordyce, E. A. Despatch tube ..

98,099 Gabriel, W. Reinforcement for concrete .
97,149

Foreman, E. J. Insulator ..

98,216 Gabrielson , A. N. Plane ..

102,044
Forster, F. L. M. , et al . Pump ..

98,788 Gacon, A. Manufacture of artificial emery:
98,518

Fontescue, A. J. Wheel tire ..

101,809 Gadbois, L. V. Incubator ..

101,317

Fasston Manufacturing Company. Rotary gearing . 100,698 Gadd, W. Gasholder ..

100,931
Foster, C. H. Horns and means for operating the

Gaddum , C. E. W. , et al . Electrode ..

97,948

same ..

97,613 Gadue Dustless Flour Sifter Company . Sifter forFoster, E. H. Steam superheater ..

99,692 flour , & c ...

98,409
Foster Engineering Company. Pressure regulator .

98,858 Gagnon , A. Wrench ..

97,038
Foster, J. Stanchion ..

98,629 Gagnon, J., et al. Sawing machine ..
97,421

Foster , J. Water heater ..

100,153 Gail, H. M. Telephone transmitter..
97,840

Foveaux, F. J. Fluid distribution mechanism ..
100,956 Gaither, W. R. Calculating machine..

102,174
Fowler, C. E. Concrete structure ..

101,816 Gale , H. A. Machine for making box shooks.

98,798

Fowler, H. P. Razor sharpener ..

99,169 Gallagher , J. D. Brake shoe..
97,189

Fowler, T. R. Steam engine ..

101,083 Galland , G. Display form..
98,630

Fox- Esmond, H. T. Teaching apparatus..

102,315 Gallagher, W. J. Ground anchor ..
101,193

Fox , J. Motor sleigh ..
Electrode..

102,217
Francis, A. S. Gas lamp ..

101,154 Gallimore , G. Plough..
99,720

Frankforter, G. B. Process of extracting wood
Galloway, J. W. Pianofortes ..

99,886

products ..

102,226, 102,227 Garbutt, H. Churn ..
97,822 102,596Fraser, A. R. , et al . Soldering iron ..

101,293
Gardy, L. Sound producing mechanism..

97 343
Fraser, F. W. Ledger ..

99,512 Gardyne, A. H. Ribbon holder..
101,471

Fraser, G. A. Brush and mop holder ..

100,465
Gare, T. Resilient wheel ..

97,384Fraser, J. C. W. , et al. Electric heater .. Garety, T. , et al . Starting gate..
99,797

99,912
Fraser , J. J. Grinding or crushing mill ..

99,718
Garfein, A. Spittoon ..

97,876
Fraser, N. , et al . Cloth measure and cutter ..

102,305
Garlinghouse, B. A. Guard and tag holder for hats 99,616Fraser, N. P. & G. C. Rope hitch ..

101,350
Garrison , C. C. Nut lock .. ..

101,636
Franzmeier , L. Windower..

101,856
Gartrell, C. B. Adding and recording machine .. 99.292

Frazee , J. Paper cutter ..

97,875
Garver, T. M. Track laying machine..

100,989
Frazer, R. P. Oil can ..

Garvin Cyanide Extraction Company. Apparatus
97,917

Frazer, T. , et al . House service box ..

102,024
for recovering precious metals ..

96,812 100,177Frechette , G. A. Tire upsetting apparatus .. Gastonguay , A. Baling press ..

98,944 Gaterman, w . Finger bar for mowers , &c .. 102,198Fredell, J. C. Electrical optical appliance ..

102,109
101,084

Fredrick , J. E. Wire fence . Gates , R. D. Pipe ..

100,820 Gates, s . W. Hay fork .. 101,194

Fredricks, C. Fish hook ..

Freel, w.'s . Cushion and pump for vehicles .. 97,392 Gault, J. H. Method of making metallic vessels .. 101,368
97,788

98,945Freeman , C. M. Dental handpiece .. Gautier, J. C. Cake mixer ..

96,98097,502 Gauvin, c ., et al . Weighing device ..
Freeman, D. W. , et al . Ploughshare ..

101.574100,411 Gay, c . Cheese box ..
Freeman, M. P. , et al . Blast furnace ..

98,205 Gay , C. W. 99,094Machine for surface finishing paper .. 102,152
Freeman, R. R. Toothpick ..

97,218 Gay, c . W. Paper box making machine..Freeman , W. Printed dress pattern ..

102,197 Gaywood, C. W. & R. W. 98,071
Freer, C. K. Rail joint ..

Internal combustion100,054Freese , J. , et al . Shade hanger ..
engine..

100,713
102,243 Gealy , G. M. Pipe wrench ..

Freeze , s . Tool for lacing belts ..

101.81597,437 Geddes , C. Checking and timing mechanism forFremery, M. , et al . Cellulose thread, film , &c .. 99,425

workmen ..
French, A. G. Obtaining ammonium chloride ..

97,789
102,270 Gemmer , W. S. , et al . Tramway bucket..

French. E. B. Curtain pole and shade roller sup

98,174General Electric Company. Light producing meansport ..

97.429101,040 General Typing Machine Company. Composing meFrench, G. F. , et al . Curtain pleating and hang

chanism for printing bar , matrix making and
ing device ..

100,671 typesetting machines ..
Frenzel , J. A. Train pipe coupling ..

97,13197,821 General' Typing Machine Company. Machine forFrick , 0 . Electric transformer furnace..

98,404 producing printing bars ..Frick , 0 . Metal reduction ..

97.13098,405 General Typing Machine Company . Mechanism forFricke , c . Black board ..

100,366 justifying type matrices ..
Friedman , J. L. , et al . Cattle guard ..

97,129
99,265 Genereux, F. A. , et al . Clothes hook ..

Friedrick, E. W. Washing and drying thread ..

96,900..102,233 Geoffroy , A. Windmill ..Friestedt, L. P. Metal sheet piling ..

101,69699,993 | George, C. K. , et al . Stone saw ..Frigon , L. T. , et al. Snow melting apparatus .. 100,154 Gerber, J. J. Spout..

101,601Frink , G. , et al . Conveyer ..

99,33497,588 Gerlach, G. W. Filter plate ..Fritz , C. , et al . Typewriter ..

97,115100,452 Gerner, H. J. Ice cream freezer ..

101,085

Frontenac Cereal Company. Cereal food oven .. 96,874 Gerrard , C. L. Flour refining machine ..

100,402

Fross, W. L. Stopper for Tobacco sack ..

101,580 Gerrard , C. L. Gas generator ..

102,228
Frost and Wood Company . Harvester inechanism . { 102,625 Gerstenberg, E., et al . Pump..

S 102,624 Gersbash , A. Tire tightener ..

99.875
Frost , F. S. Wire fence ..

99,316100,095 Gerstenburgk , Zech. L.
Frost, J. E. Steam and hot water heater ::

Means for storing hydraulic

97,438 power ..
Fry , H. C. Pot for melting glass ..

101,820102,772 Gering, B. W. , et al . Grinding and polishing wheel.. 102,676
Fry , M. A. Stump burning process ..

99,093 Gesner, H. C. Alloy of iron ..Fry , S. R. Rail ..

102,26597,187 Giara, T. Multiplex telegraphy ..Fryar, B. S.

102,786

Refrigerator ..

101,581 Gibb, R. H. , et al . Device for securing shoes to
Frydmane , J. , et al . Colour printing device .. 102,314 feet of quadrupeds..

Fuchs, F. Textile fibre ..

96,94199,885 Gibbs, W. A. Machine for separating tickets ,..
Fuller, D. , et al . Level glass holder ..

99,562 &c .
Fuller, E. Weight actuated apparatus..

97,877 97,878101,335 Gibson , J. C. , et al . Envelope and souvenir album .
Fuller , E. J. Metallic packing ..

98,850102,346, 102,499 Gibson , W. A. , Feed water heater separator ..
Fuller, G. C. Folding bed ..

102,175102,512 Giesecke, C. Ball mill ..Fuller, J. W. Grinding mill ring ..

97,675102,214 Giffen , J. W. , et al . Engine ..

101,458| 98,862 Giguere, G. Material for partitions windows, &c..Fuller, J. W. Pulverizing or grinding mill ..

98,83898,878 Gilbert, E. T. Pipe cleaner ..

102,336102,559 Gilbert, W. V. Reciprocal movement mechanism ..Fuller, J. W.

99,664

Air separator ..

100,888 Gilchrist, A. W. Coupling for whiffletree ..Fuller, J. W. Pulverizing or grinding mill ..

102,176100,887 Gilchrist, R. B. Bottle capper ..
Fuller, L. C. Gas lamp...

96,851102,476 Gilchrist, R. B. Corking machine..
Fuller, P. H. Vehicle brake ..

97,47297,393 Gilfillan, F. C. Gas burner ......Fulton , W. M.

97,473

Damper for steam boilers ..

99,449 Gilkeson , J. R.Fulton , W. M. Range ..
Preparation of grain for food .. 97.746

99,719 Gill , J. Compressing mechanism for air , &c ..Funk, C. M. Railway car stake ..

98,51999,927 | Gill, J. Compressor for elastic fluids..

99,427

1

-
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Gilland , H. E. & W. H. Window screen .. 98,100 Gould , J. D. Thermostat .. 102,425

Gillender , A. Stove pipe.. 97,298 Gould , 0. M. Water cooling tower :.
100,619

Gillett, Vernor J. Bed .. 98,631 | Gould , W. G. , et al . Gas engine .. 99,165

Gillies , A. Mouthpiece for pneumatic teatcups .... 101,016 Goulet, A. H. , et al . Bar refrigerating apparatus.. 97,697

Gilloon , T. , et al . Bale binder and tier .. 97,190 Gowan, A. J. Detent .. 99,665

Gilman , F. J. , et al . Apparatus for building sub Graafr, W. Fire extinguisher .. 101,658

merged concrete works .. 102,812 Graere, A. Flower pot stand ..
98,946

Gilman , G. H. Lifting jack .. 97,562 Graham , A. W. Pipe coupling .. 98,570

Gilmour, T. H. Wrench ..
98,811 Graham , C. M. Grate .. 97,918

Gilner, J. Mc. Wire fence tie .. 101,780 Graham , J. L. Band re -saw .. 101,742

Gilson , J. Chair iron .. 102,133 Graham , J. M. Match box .. 99,238

Gin , G. Electric furnace .. 101,374 101.893 Graham , J. W. Landing net.. 100,575

Ginder , W. H. Lantern .. 98,886 Granby Rubber Company. Rubber boot .. 99,319

Ginet , J. H. Adding machine .. 97,594 Grasser, W. H. Fly trap .. 98,193

Ginger, L. Railway .. 101,008 Grasset , R. J. W. Electrical hydro - pneumatic go

Giorgi, G. Gas electric lighter .. 100,680 vernor for marine engines .. 96.942

Gipple , R. E. Lifting device .. 101,306 Gratez, B. Caoutchouc manufacture .. 102,494 102,495

Girlot , J. Welding machine for rings .. 99,293 Gray; A. , et al . Knee pad .. 97,315

Gleason , J. L. Box for electric mouldings .: 101,219 Gray, J. A. , Elevator .. 96.968

Gleckner , W. W. Winker brace .. 102,199 Gray , J. , et al . Car axle .. 102,585

Glenn , C. E. Drill for wells .. 96,981 | Gray. J. H. Buffing wheel feed mechanism .. 99,180

Glock , E. F. , et al . Concrete structure . 98,172 Gray , T. B. , et al . Grain crib .. 97,009

Gloger, A. F , Furniture joint .. 99,858 Grayber, C. L. , et al . Lubricator .. 102,500

Glore , W. H. Fire extinguisher .. 98,714 | Grean , A. M. Shoulder form .. 101,743

Gmelin , J. H. Screen for coal .. 102,200 | Gredt , P. Treatment of ore .. 102,299

Goble , J. F. S. Gate .. .. 102,506 Green , C. R. & D. R. Telephone system .. 98,217

Gobli, E. Liquid purification .. 100,946 Green , F G. , et al . Planter .. 101.125

Goehst , J. H. Insulating bushing .. 101,593 Green , G., et al . Internal combustion engine..98,936 100,248
Goddin , R. H. Paint.. 102,110 Green, J. G. Glass cutting table .. 98,654

Godward , E. R. Egg beater .. 99,095 Greenberg , H. , et al . Stove pipe .. 96,875

Godwin , W. S. Moulding machine .. 98391 Greenberg . L. Fuse plug .. . 98,154

Goff , F. C. Steam heating sstem .. 100,896 | Greene , E. F. Railway switch .. 100,307

Goffette, J. L. Concrete structure ..
98,128 | Greene , E. J. Heating building.. 101,637

Goffette , J. L. Process of constructing foundations 98,839 Greenfield Automatic Fastener Company. Staple .. 101.174
Goffette, J. L. Wall .. 98,567

Greenlaw , A. L. , et al . Pipe joint .. 100,950

Going, H. W. Exhaust for marine engines .. 100,839 Greenlaw . W. A. , et al. Joint for pipes .. 97,459

Gold , E. E. Heating system for trains .. 100,478 Greenshields , J. M. Stubble cutting attachment.. 98,822

Gold Metal Furniture Manufacturing Company . Wire Greenstreet . J. H. Box .. 97,626

spring forming machine.. 99,157 Greenwald , J. 0 . Credit system apparatus .. 100,562

Goldberg, S. M. , et al . Buffer .. 100,598 Grégoire , L. , et al . Acetylene generator .. 101,109

Golding, J. F. Metal fabric.. 97,713 Gregory, H. B. Antificial tooth .. 101.762

Goldman , ( E. ) and Company. Filter .. .98,483 ,
98,484 Gregory, M. , et al . Smoke consumer.. 102,163

98,138 Greig, Susan , et al . Skirt evener and moasurer .. 97,034

98,139
Gresham , E. G. , et al . Knee pad .. 97,315

Goldsborough , R. H. Turbine ..
98,140 Grey, R. N. Carbureter ..

102,569

98.141 Gribble . H. F. , et al . Method of producing fac

98,142 similes of oil paintings .. 101.060

98,143
Gribbon , J. S. , et al . Sash support .. 98,898

Goldschmidt, Th . Thermic mixture.. 102,486
Griesing, W. , et al . Snap hook ..

102.289

Goldsmith, J. A., et al. Blasting powder.. 98,947 Griffith, J.K. Casting manufacture.. 39.149

Gollick , S. Building block ..
96,914 Griffith , J. R. , et al . Well drill.. 99,900

Goller, C. H. Extension table .. 102,656 Griffith , W. B. , et al . Nut lock .. 97,592

Gonya , s . J. , et al . Punching and searing machine 101,064 Grimes, h . Snow plough .. 100,518

Goodknight, A. L. Air brake ..
98,976 Grimm , G. E. Antiseptic telephone disc .. 97.939

Goodner, J. A. Water elevator .. 99,887 | Groat, B. C. Slop pail ..
99.215

Goodnough, W. F. Cork extractor .. 101,190 Groenwall, E. A. A. Electric Smelting furnace . 102.218

Goodrick , E. W. Pulp screen ..
96,865 98,715 Groff, J. W. Ship's davit .. 99.181

Goodspeed , A. B. Carburetetr and igniter .. 98,958 Grondal, G. Furnace .. 99,176

Goodspeed, A. B. Internal combustion engine ..
( 102,295 Gronwall , E. A. A. , et al . Electric smelting fur

| 102,296
nace .. 101,046

Goodwin , E. H. Lifting jack .. 97,676

Goodwin , J. M. Bolster for cars ..
Gronwall, E. A. A. , et al. Transformer furnace .. 102.684

97,564
102,025

Goodwin , J. M. Bolster for yehicles ..
Groom, W. P. System of water supply ..

97,441

Goodwin , J. M. Buffer for railway vehicles ..
102,749Gross , G. R. Machine for stripping tobacco ..

97,443

Goddwin , J. M.
102.722

Car or vehicle frame..
Grundy, R. N. Cooking stove .. ..

97,442

Goodwin , J. M. Chute for dumping cars ..
Grundy, R. N. Cooking stove and range .. 100.405

97,440

Goodwin , J. M. Door for dumping cars ..
100.777

Grushees , E. A. , et al . Cinch grip ..
97,439

Goodwin , J. M. Dumping car .. 97,563 97,565
Gruwell, R. E. , et al . Trace holder .. 99,366

Goodwin , J. M. Dumping vehicle .. 100,037
Guenette, A. Shade roller support .. 97,983

Goodwin , J. M. Metal dumping car, &c .. 97,444 Guertin , V. , et al . .Cheque book .. 101,385

Goodwin , N. M. Mould ..
102,390

Gugenhein , L. Steam heating system .. 97.299

Goodwin , O. , et al . Plate lifter .. 101,057
Guillaume , E. Rectification of alcohol.. 102,111

Goold , H. T. , et al . Signal system .. 97.736 Guitar , o. Washer and wringer .. 102,456

Gordon , A. Cigar bunching machine ..
99,961 Gulden , A. G. Collar ... 98,866

Gordon , A , et al . Means of removing ice from
Gulline, H. L. Box .. 96,866

trolley wires .. 98,485 Gulline , H. L. Folding box .. 100,404

Gordon , A. , et al . Wire coupling ..
102,503 Gunn , J. H. , et al . Car coupler.. 99,923

Gordon , F. C. , et al . Propeller ..
98,148 Gumz , A. E. , et al . Water meter .. 98 367

Gordon , F. L. , et al . Brake shoe.. 102,081 Gunning, J. Electric time switch . 102,300

Gordon , F. W. & A. G. Fluid turbine .. 101,768 Gurney Foundry Company. Gas range . 102,716

Gordon , F. W. & A. G. Turbine pump .. 101,785 Guss, S. M. Stuffing box packing .. 102,409

Gordon, P. C. , et al . Internal combustion engine .. 100,713 Gutelius, E. P. Smoke jack ...... 99,315

Gordon , T. G. Hame hook .. 97,677 Gutensohn, A. Composition of matters for prevent

Gordon , W. Cheese vat .. 100,403 ing inorustation in vessels in which water is

Gore Lace Shoe Company. Boot and shoe.. 98,889 evapourated 97,654

Gorton , H. H. Gate .. 101,433 ' Gutensohn , A. Ore extraction .. 102,410

Gossman , J. , et al . Boat propeller .. 99,503 Guthrie , R. H. Fence .... 102,507

Gould Coupler Company. Battery grid .. 102,670 Gutmann , E. Display device ... 98,194

Gould Coupler Company . Truck bolster.. 102,320 Gutman , H. , et al . Electrical generator . 98,120

Gould Coupler Company. Vestibule for railway Haas, J. G. Water heater .. 98,162

cars ..
102,319 ' Haberhorn, T. H. Engine valve .. 102,49€

.
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Haberle, G. , et al . Railway collision preventing Harding , H. M. Overhead electric carrier . 97,760

apparatus.. 97,748 Harding, H. McL. , et al . Telpher... 102,283

Hachenberg , L. , et al . Turbine engine .. 97,541 , 97,542 Harding , H. M. , et al . Multiple unit control system. 100,556

Hackenbroch , A. Sewing machine .. 97,155 | Harding, L. C. and A. J. Dinner pail .. 101,623

Hackett , T. M. Crane device for wagon .. 101.866 Hardman , S. A. Typewriter ..... 100,446

Hadfield , R. A. Knuckle for coupling .. 101,978 Hardy , E. A. , et al . Sheet music cabinet. 98,153

Hagedorn , C. K. Suspender .. 98,206 | Hare , W. Dental prop , etc ... 96,982, 96,983

Hageman , T. J. Corn harvester .. 98,649 | Hargis, L. , et al . Wire covering material , 97,845

Hager, D. S. Cash carrier .. 98,716 | Hargraves , W. H. Button making machine . 97,411

Haines, R. T. Cinematographic process .. 97,723 Harlan , A. J. Shoe fastener .. 98,799

Halderman , 0. E. Grate .. 101,991 | Harloe, M. Rolling pin for culinary use .. 97,841

Hale , J. B. Paper clip .. 97,238 Harman, J. L., et al . Sled brake . 99,014

Hale , J. B. Spring clip ..
97,239, 100,932 Harmer, J. C. Window cleaning apparatus. 98,101

Hales , J. H. Opticians ' frame gauge ..
98,655 Harold , J. J. Bucket conveyer . 98,717

Hall , A. & J. M. Conveying apparatus .. 96,867 99,994

Hall, C. E. Puzzle .. 102,050 99,995

Hall , F. B. , et al . Switching device .. 101,750 | Harold , J. J. Metal piling .... 99,996

Hall , F. S. Method for writing and printing with 99,999

metallic leaf .. 100,350 102,477

Hall, G. N. Door closer .. 102,639 Harpden , W. R. Range . 100,406

Hall , I. L. , et al . Weather strip .. 99,684 Harper and Son . Roll for planing machine 102,366

Hall, J. B. Hair crimper .. 100,636 Harpport, W. R. K. , et al . Boiler .. 101,705

Hall, J. L. , et al . Plough and cultivator ..
97,101 Harpstrite , A. W. Plough .... 102,586

Hall , R. Car door .. 100,310 | Harral, J. B. Vehicle tongue . 101,964

Hall , R. C. Fiber breaking machine.. 98,457 | Harrington , A. Boot and shoe machinery . 97,842

Hall Signal Company . Railway signal .. 98,704, 98,705 Harrington , E. L. , et al . Rural mail box . 99.640

Hall , V. A. , et al . Bung machine .. 98,906 Harrington , M. J. & J. J. Bottle stopper . 100,384

Hall , W. A. , et al . Lifting jack ..
99,834 Harris , C. J. et al ,. Counter sale check book . 98,813

Hall , W. C. J. , et al . Spark arrester . 100,179 | Harris , C. J. , et al . Printing machinery .. 97,097

Hallander, . Pipe boiler .. 98,617 | Harris , C. S. Fence post .... 97.008

Hallam , W. J. Gas range .. 101,155 Harris, F. C. , et al . Wire fence .. 99,035

Hallbeck , 0. L. Boiler supply pipe arrangement. 101,595 Harris , G. W. Bottle washer .. 99,583

Hallenbeck, W. W. Trolley pole ..
101,298 Harris , J. Wire fence making machine . 99,135

Hallett, J. Switch .. 99,721 Harris, J. F. Air ship ... 97,086

Hallowell , W. S. , et al . Regulating hydraulic Harris, M. , et al . Ball bearings . 101,432

power .. 101,821 Harris , R. A. Log holder . 101,396

Hallowell, W. S. , et al . Water purifying apparatus 100,909 Harris. W. T. Milk cooler . 100,483

Halpin , D. Method of making thermal storage ap Harrison , A. E. , et al . Spark gap and muffler . 102,248

paratus in connection with steam generators . 97,356 | Harrison , C. , et al . Coiling flexible conductor . 101,922

Halstein , F. H. Washing machine .. 97,446 | Harrison , F. A. Tidal motor.... 102,692

Ham, A. M. Vegetable boiler .. 100,620 | Harrison , J. L. Window shade roller. 97,412

Hamburger, J. , Jr. Display stand .. 98,760 Harrison, J. R. , et al . Amalgamator for ore, etc .. 101,161

Hamel, L. C. Means of attaching cross bars to Harrison Safety Boiler Works . Regulating hydraulic

hollow colums .. 100,576 power 101,821

Hamelback , J. A. , et al . Cultivator . 99,197 Harrison , S. L. T. , et al . Paint .. 101,031

Hamilton , A. S. Lime centering device .. 102,045 | Hart ,, G. Grinding wheel .. 102,411

Hamilton , J. A. Rail joint ..
98,281 | Hart, H. S. Ballast car .. 100,449

Hamilton , J. M. Washing composition for cloth. 100,679 Hart , H. S. Ballast plough . 100,450

Hamlyn , H. V. , et al . Rail joint .. 100,398 Hartenstein , H. L. Carbide manufacture . 100,185 , 100,186

Hamlyn , J. J. , et al . Dredge .. 101.701 Hartenstein , H. L. Carbide production .. 100,172

Hamilton , M. T. Milking stool .. 99,096 Hartenstein , H. L. Electrical furnace .. 99,493

Hammer , C. Bottle stopper .. 100,285 | Hartenstein , H. L. Lining for furnaces . 99,808

Hammitt, L. H. , et al . Ventilator .. 100,441 | Hartenstein , H. L. Manufacture of carbide . 101,336

Hammond, R. O'C . , et al . Exercising machine .. 102,164 | Hartenstein , H. L. Superheating compound . 99,492

Hampden, W. R. Heating stove .. 98,418 Hartill- Law , W. Car axle .... 102,085

Hamor, G. D. , et al . Mower .. 102,105 Hartman , G. , et al . Paper bag making machine . 100.416

Hancock , H. L. Ore jigging machinery .. 99,901, 99,902 Hartmann , J. W. Binder for columms, etc .. 97,532

Hancock , W. J. Shear .. 100,496 Hartman , N. W. Glass blowing machine .. 99,750

Hand , W. H. , et al . Die for fence ties .. 98,116 Hartman , N. W. , et al . Glass -pressing machine. 97,107

Hands , H. A. , et al . Apparatus for teaching arith Hartness, J. Lathe for working metal .. 97,879

metic .. 98,189 | Hartsaugh . D. M. , et al . Loader . 100,170

Handy, J. 0 . Ore manufacture .. 100,343 Harting . V. , et al . Snap hook . 102,289

Hanegraaf, P. A. Frying pan .. 100,155 Hartwell,, F. H. Nozzle for fire hose . 97,627

Hanes, F. A. , et al . Box bit .. 102,388 Harvey, C. T. Elevated railway ... 100,139

Hanes, F., et al . Wrench .. 102,412 Harvey , J. , et al . Decomposition of oils , etc. 100,769

Haney, C. B. Wagon wheel .. 99,008 Haselmander , F. A. Hydro- carbon engine. 102,297

Haney, D. M. Combination tool. 98,137 | Haskell , G. N. Tunnel .. 102,027

Haney , M. J. Concrete crib .. 101,693 Haslett, c . M. , et al . Spark gap and muffler . 102,248

Haney, M. J. Sheet metal piling .. 100,000 Hassan , R. D. Burning powdered fuel . 101,921

Hanlon , J. H. Track sander ... 101,017 Hassman , A. V. Fuel ...
102,750

Hanmer , L. C. , et al . Heating furnace. 102,002 Hastings , C. E. Engine ..
100,919

Hanna, W. G. Shaft bearings .. 99,056 Hathaway , H. Recording scales . 97,896

Hanner , E. , et al . Piston valve .. 97,547 Hathaway, J. L. Grain treating apparatus . 101,018

Hänsler, J. G. Bearing hanger .. 102,271 Hatherly, J. 9. & T. H. Adjuster for electric light

Hansler , J. G. Coupling for shafts , &c . 100,691 cords 98,179

Hansler , J. G. Pulley ... 100,690 Hatheway , W. Card holder . 101,771

Hanson and Van Winkle Company. Electro - plating Hatin , J. J. Bag holder .... 98,520

apparatus 97,852 Haviland , A. Collar support.. 102,201

Hanson , F. Rotary harrow .. 99,820 Hawes, W. S. , et al . Envelope and souvenir album . 98,850

Hanson, G. W. Fire cracker pistol 102,026 Hawk , F. A. Vehicle brake ... 99.888

Hanson , N. K. F. Pump , turbine, blower, &c .. 96,868 | Hawkes, C. W. Steam boiler . 98,394

Hanson , P. E. Motor vehicle .. 100,874 Hawkins , D. G. Cross line buckle . 102,065

Harbrecht, D. F. , et al . Suction box , 102,153 | Hawkins ,, E. B. Die lifter ... 100,038

Harbeck , J. R. Container ... 99,428 ! Hawley , H. H. Nut lock .. 102,337

Harbison , S. T. , et al . Horse blanket . 96,873 : Hawn , J. W. , et al . Car door .. 99,230

Harcharick , E. Fuel feeding device ..... 101,443 , 101,444 | Hawn , S. L. , et al . Saw set.. 100,906

Harder Gas Furnace Company. Producer gas fur Haworth , J. Paper blanket or rug . 98,656

nace ... 101,520 Hawthorne , E. A. , et al . Box for talking machine

Harder, W. C. Metal sheet piling ... 99,997 needles 102,781

Hardesty , J. W. Wire stretcher and clamp. 102,120 Hawthorne , E. A. , et al . Gramaphone . 100,078

Hardesty, T. S. Chain machine splitter bit ... 102,074 | Hay , G. Ruler . 97,156

Harding, H. M. Electric carrier . 99,059, 100,549 Hayes , F. , et al . Door closing mechanism for scows . 100.873

E.
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100,977 Higel, 0 .

102,203 Higgins, E.

Hayes, F. W. , et al . Boat propeller .. 99,503 | Hesser, F. , et al . Fire door for locomotives . 98,401

Hayes, N. B. Tie for wire fencing .. 99,779 Hethrington, J. P. Transformer cut out .
97,628

Hayes, S. W. Derailer 100,407, 100,408 Hethrington, W. Paint bucket .. 98,594

Haynie , B. , et al . Water heater . 99,838 Heughes, F. L. Hanger 101,887

Hays, J. W. Furnace.. 101,441 Heughes, F. L. Post cap . 97,503

Hayward , R. R. Plough . 102,723 Heun , W. M. Rail joint . 97,083

Hazard , S. B. Harrow . 101,139 Hewett, B. H. & F. M. Bed spring tightener .. 99,915

Hazelrigg, R. Insect trap . 99,294 Heyenga, M. W. Vehicle .... 99.379

Hazelton , C. N. Folding seat and step . 102,135

Heyl & Patterson .
96,922

Hazelton, C. R. , et al . Wire stretcher . 99,274
Machine for making up trains .

I 96,923

Heath , F. C. Shaking grate ... 102,202 Heyl and Patterson . Washer for coal, etc .... 97,704 , 97,706

Healy, R. Tire ... 101.472 Heyvaert, F. Railway switch .. 99,086

Hector Submarine Boat and Propeller Company. Hibbard Gas Engine Company. Vapourizer .
98,938

Propeller 98,939 Hibbard , J. O. , et al . Machine for stringing bags .. 97,251

Hedden, F. F. , et al . Torpedo toy . 99,132 Hibner, G. F. Foot scraper ..
100,435

Heene, G. W. Blank stamping machine .. 97,329 Hibner, P. D. Railway switch .. 102 , 459

Hees , G. H. , Son and Company . Cloth painting Hickey F , J. , et al . Steam boiler .
101,616

machine 100,116 Hickok, J. L. , et al . Loos leaf binder . 101.895

Heffner J. L. , Davenport .. 97,897 Hicks, F. F. Burnishing machine.
97,811

Heffner, W. F. Loose leaf binder . 98,309 Hicks, G. J. Dough mixer. 97,595

Heffron , W. Excavator 100,520 Hicks, G. R. Saw buck . 99,216

Heffron , W. Overhead tramway 100,156 Hicks, J. A. Brake valve .
101,012

Heiges, W. S. , et al . Water turbine . 101,562 Hicks, J. W. Switch signal .. 99,368

Heins ( C.) and Sons. Chair ..... 99,129 Hicks, J. W. , et al. Internal explosive engine .. 98,959

Hein, A. Dust suction apparatus . 100,436 Hickson , F. A. Refrigerator ... 101,798
Hein , A. Dust suction machine ..

100,460 Hieber (The H. M. ) Wagon Manufacturing Company.

Heindenheim , E. , et al . Buffer . 100,598
Dumping vehicle 99,871

Heinrich , J. Stump puller ... 100,608 Hiett, J. W. , et al . Plough colter . 100,147

Heinze , F. A. , et al. Window . Piano action ... 98,443

Heinz, W. V. Dough cutter 101,276 Higgins, A. C. Electric furnace . 97,941

Hele - Shaw , H. S. Clutch , brake , etc. 100,535 Higgins , C. L. Automobile tire . 100,198

Helfenberger , W. , et al . Vise, rack and screw . 100,595 Higgins, c. L. Overshoe . 97,714

Helgeson , H. T. Cleaning and picking grain . Table and desk .. 97,880

Hellen, S. H. , et al . Carbureting machine. 101,210 Higman, W. J. Non - refillable bottle . 99,544
Hellman, H. , et al . Rock drill .. 100,920

Hilgermann , 0. A. F. W. Barrel tap . 97,357
Hellmuth, C. Combination tool . 98,351

Hill , E. J. Double ended hook .. 102.056

Hellyer , F. T. Building block ... 99,742 Hill, H. , et al. Firearm .. 102,805
Helmer, J. F. , et al . Type setting and distributing

Hill , J. B. Ballast dressing apparatus . 100,409

machine 101,163 Hill, J. J. Stove pipe support ..... 98,163
Helm , J. Excavator .

98,718 Hill, J. R. Device for overcoming dead centers . 99,650

Helsel, A. F. Pump . 100,298 Hill, S. M. Tool for sickle bar .. 99,182
Hemmans, G. W. Advertising card . 101,086 | Hill , W. A. & J. Rail joint ... 100.397

Hendershot, D. H. Shaft coupling .. 98,195 Hiller, H. L. Lacing ... 99,510

Henderson, A. E. Vehicle wheel .. 99,405 Hiller, H. L. Lacing tip .. 99,511

Henderson , C. L. Wrench..... 97,116 Hillman , H. E. Fence posts .... 101.397
Henderson, E., et al . Potato digger.

97,100 | Hills, R. C. Briqueting machine .. 102,537
Henderson , T. F. Curtain fixture .

102,260 Hills, R. C. Retort furnace .. 100,428

Henderson , F. , et al . Plug ..... 100,823 Hillyard, R. W. Furnace .. 100,565

Henderson , G. W. , et al . Combination tool .. J. Package . 99,120

Henderson , J. B. & J. L. Station indicator . 100,321
Hinds , O. H. Carbureter . 102,154

Henderson , J. P. Threshing machine . 97,761 Hineman , J. Drenching bit . 100.768

Henderson, J. T. Door knob .... 99,981 Hines, E. G. Support for vehicle body . 101,965
Henderson, T. Brick manufacture . 101,473

Hinton , W. J. Trolley finder .. 100,799
Henderson, W. E. Building block .. 101,024

Hinz, J. C. China kiln .... 102,751
Henderson , W. J. , et al . Metallic coupling .. 101,624

Hipp , F. J. Crate ... 99,932

Hendler, J. J. Acetylene gas generating apparatus. 97,940 Hipple , A. H. Asbestos manufacture . 102,357
Hendryx , W. A. Apparatus for extracting metals Hirsh , M. A. Book fastener ... 101,716

from their ores and solutions , and for agitating
Hist , J. , et al . Potato digger .. 98,736

purposes ..
98,180

Hitch , A. J. Railway signal .... 102,571
Hendy, A. M. Hairpin . 96,816

Hively , J. L. Respirator or inhaler. 101,261
Heney, M. J. Scow .

Blast furnace .... 102,779
Henkel , J. Spring bed ..

102,570 Hixon, H. w . Lining of converters and zinc retorts 97,596
Hennequin , E. C. Music leaf turner . 99,617

Hoar, T. Truck flange .. 100,315Henning, J. A. Sterilizing cabinet . 101,087
Hoare , T. W. , et al . Repair band for pneumatic

Hennings, J. D. Slate manufacture . 102,616
tires 102,160

Hennis , J. C. Burial vault .. 99,430

99,406
Hobson , W. S.

Henrich , J. G. Stopper for syphon bottles , etc.
Truss .. 101,526

Bevel and compass .
Henrich , P.

98,700 Hodges , w ., et al. 101.702
Box ..

Hodson , E. .99,304 , 101,459Window frame and sash..
Henrioud, M. L. 102,657Clothes closet .

Clod crusher .. 102,384
Vehicle wheel rim .Hodgson , I.

Henry , C.
99,970

Chuck .Hodson , J.
Henry, G. M. 96,792

98,239
Clamp

Hodgson, J. Level..
Henry, K. 99,666

97,899

Spring mattress

Henry , M.

98.632
Mooving post 98,771

Hoekstra , W. Pump rod ejector .

Hoenigsberger , H. L. Lap robe .
99,386Henson , J. H. , et al . Thill and tongue.

97.191

Heppe , C. J. & Son . Musical instrument...
Extension couche .... 99,249

Hoffa , C. W.
102,179

Medicine glass ...
Herald, W. J.

99,552

Wire drawing machine .

Herbert, G. V. , et al . Halder for roll paper binder
Hoffman , A. , et al . Can capping machine . 97,497

strips 102,742
Hoffmann , F. Medical device .... 99,607

102 333Hercules Chain Company. Chain making machine.. 102,566 Hoffmann, J. C., et al . Comb...

Hercules Safety Clasp Company. Clasp ...
101,947 Hoffmann, o. Power transmitti

ng
device . 100.875

Herndon , F. E. Bathers ' hat .. 97,062 Hoffmann , 0 . Railway construction .. 99,325

Heron , A. Cattle guard ..... 100,821 Hogan, E. W. Railway tie cutter . 101.277

Herr Dump Car Company. Dump car .
97,832 Hogan , P. W. Car coupler ... 98,048

Herr, J. Shade roller support.....
98,102 Hoggard , W. Feeding mechanism for bottle capp

Herrick , H. H. Self indexing ledger ... 101,389 , 101,390
ing machines 99,526

Herrman, 0. Organ and piano valy.e. 100,299 | Hogue, L. E. Injector .. 97,039

Herrmann , W. H. R. Sorting apparatus .. 100,618 Hoisington, D. J. Steam valve . 98,810

Herron , J. et al . Locomotive exhaust . 100,570 Holborn , C. Pen holder , etc .. 97,749

Heskett , T. J. , et al . Iron manufacture .. 102.773 | Holby . 0 . Hull for ships ... 99,667

Hess C ,. F. Coin sorting and stacking apparatus.. 97,898 Holcomb, C. A. Steam engine .. 100,838

Hesselius , P. Mechanical movement.. 101,337 | Holdeman, W. T. , et al . Switch mechanism . 99,087

98,825 | Hinde , J.

98,949 Hixon, H. W.

100,443 Hoey, J.
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Holden , J. , et al . Spark arrester .... 98,744 Hubbard, F. H. Non -refillable bottle . 102,693

Holdsworth , J. Winding machine . 97,394 | Hubbard , F. J. Folding bed .... 97,010

Hole , F. J. , et al . Mirror .. 101,823 | Hubbell, H. Bean picker .. 99,043

Holgate, G. H. Carbureter . 99,903 | Hubbell, H. C. Cathode plate .. 100,267

Hollander, A. M. , et al . Rail chair . 100,223 | Hubbell, H. C. Cathode plate for batteries .. 101,041

Hollander , F. , et al . Stove pipe brace . 99,305 Huber, F. A., et al . Superheater for traction engine 101,612

Holman , J. W. Car brake ... 97,461 Huber, J. F. Filing cabinet ... 101,391

Holman , J. W. Electro -magnet . 101,650 Hubert , E. Vapourizer for liquid combustible . 101,299

Holmes , A. Plaiting machine . 100,738 Huckle , T. W. Stump extrator . 102,598

Holmes , F. J. , et al . Electric heater 101,295 Hudson, J. P. , et al . Thawing device for water pipes 98,487

Holmes, G. B. , et al . Trolley head . 102,442 Hueg, H. Dough shaping machine . 102,629

Holmes, G. E. Astigmatic cabinet . 100,105 Huenergardt, G. H. Washing machine. 99,933

Holmes , L. Apartment house ... 102,650 Huey , J. E. , et al . Door pivating device 101,407

Holmquist, A. , et al . Horse hoof level gauge . 98,010 Huey , J. E. , et al . Rule .... 100,721

Holt , R. C. Knitting machine .... 99.651 Huffman , B. F. Saw guide . 99,335

Holt , R. C., et al . Knitting machine.. 98,504 | Huffman , R. B. , et al . Gas engine . 99,165

Holt, W. Moistener for stamps , etc .. 97,656 | Hug . E. F. Electric light bracket . 101,527

Holtum , A. Printing device . 100,660 Hug. E. F. Rope measuring and computing machine 98,371

Holzmark , A. J. , et al . Pneumatic cushion wheel .. 97,381 Hughes, B. , et al . Extension ladder . 99.131

Homersham , T. H. C. , et al . Pump . 99,872 | Hughes, D. D. Gas heating furnace . 98,288

Hon , S. J. Artificial fuel.... 99,239 Hughes , E. Invalid support . 99,859

Honiss , W. H. Hermetic closure . 100,381 Hughes , E. G. Air brake 101,638

Honiss , W. H. , et al . Hermetic seal. 100,100 | Hughes , F. Skid setting gauge . 100,039

Honscheid , W. Lock for levers , etc. 99,668 | Hughes, J. W. Milking shield .. 101,140

Honstain , G. T. , et al . Drive for elevator belts . 100,074 Hughes , R. J. , et al . Hose coupling . 101,312

Honstain , G. T. , et al . Grain elevator ... 100,073 | Hughes, R. J. H. Fastener for shoe laces . 97,482

Hood , F. C. Rubber purifying process . 99,841 | Hugo, C. J. , et al . Block signal system . 97.128

Hood , G. Whale harpoon.. 99,041 | Hukill, W. V. Gun sight ... 99,060

Hooper , M. P. C. Loom . 101,434 Hulett, G. H. Ship loader.. 100,491

Hoopes , J. B. , et al. Door opener . 96,833 | Hulett , G. H. , et al . Ship fueling machinery . 100,746

Hoover, A. E. Washing machine .. 97.678 Hull, J. S. , et al . Horse collar . 18,681

| 98.936 Hull . S. H. 102,724
Hope , F. P. C. , et al . Internal combustion engine ..

Harness pad skirt .

| 100,248 Hull, W. Cultivator .. 102,599

Hope, J. Lock and latch frame . 97,358 Hull , W. H. Churn .. 97,697

Hope , M. M. Dish washer .. 98,419 | Hullings , C. W. Steam boiler firebox . 98,400

Hope, R. B. Blouse and skirt supporter. 100.822 | Hulse , E. M. Manufacturing upholstery . 102,136

Hope, W. H. Lock and latch .. 99,250 | Hulse , E. M. Upholster ... 101,181

Hoperoft , E. D. Gas producer .. 102,501 Hultgreen , C. E. , et al . Current motor . 101,573

102,565 Hume, J. T. , et al . Power transmitting mechanism 97,666

Hopkins, A. E. , et al . Method of removing metallic | 102,566 Hummer , A. C. Butter cutter .. 101,141

coating from sheet metal.... 102,567 | Humphrey , C. W. , et al. Exercising machine .. 102,164

( 102,568 Humphries , G. E. Scaffold bracket. 100,798

Hopkins, E. J. , et al . Fish net stake . 102,306 Hunn , J. , et al . Paper box .. 98,852

Hopkins , G. W. Bin . 97,133 , 99,161 Hunt, C. R. Elastic floor .. 98,310

Hopkins , H. L. Shear . 100,266 | Hunt, C. S. Road scraper . 98,096

Hopkinson , E. , et al . Vulcanizing . 101,664 Hunt, J. Sash fastener . 100,068

Horazdovsky, E. Grain separator. 100,501 Hunt, J. A. Hydro -carbon burner . 100,323

Horine, E. E. Scutcher ...
98,121 Hunt, J. B. Window holding and anti rattling device 98,808

Horine, P. Metho of coking hydrogen bituminous Hunter, J. B. Plough 98,049

combustibles
97,240 | Hunter, M. A. Method of converting iron into steel 98,657

Horn , H. P. Clam shell bucket 100,510 | Funter , R. Plane handle .. 99,027

Horner , W. H. Loose leaf holder . 101,474 | Hunter, R. T. Roof structure , etc. 98,987

Horner, W. M. , et al . Rail joint . 100,479 Hunter , W. Vehicle top . 99,381

Horning, A. , et al . Headstone and grave marker .. 96,799 Hunter, W. J. Transplanter . 98,669

Horsley, R. L. Fence stays ... 101,398 | Hunze , 0 . Vehicle axle .. 99,021

Horstmann , H. J. Amalgamator . 99,734 Hunziker, S. Brick grapple . 97,300

Horton, E. H. , et al . Try and bevel square . 101,455 | Huonker, J. Soup strainer . 97.192

Horwood , E. H. Underwaist ... 100,322 Hurd, I. T. Wagon wheel . 101,807

Hosker, E. J. , et al . Triple valve .. 100.040 Hurford . O. P. Animal hoist . 100,236

Hoskin , E. J. Envelope moistener and sealer 99,042 Hurley, E. N. Floor dressing machine . 99,538

Hoskins, C. Chicken coop .. 102,249 Hurley. E. N. Floor scraser . 99.156

Hosmer, E. B. , et al . Electrical safety device 100.339 Hurley, F. M. Mail apparatus for trains . 101,142

Hotchkin , P. M. Vibration check for vehicles . 99,266 | Hutcheson , J. E. Snow plough ... 97,447

Hotchner, J. Illuminated sign ... 101.100 Hutchins ( C. B. ) & Sons . Car roof . 98,556

Hough , F. F. Spacing device .. 98,633 Hutchinson , H. J. Knife polishing device. 100268

Hough , W. J. Jar closure . 100,659 tHuchinson , T. Y. Cigarette and box . 98,473

Houghton , A. C. Mat and mud scraper . 97,177 | Hutchison , W. N. Garbage cart . 99,451

Houghton , T. M. Ladder and trap door mechanism . 101,278 | Hutchison , W. N. Wire strainer and splicer . 101,423

Houghton, W. Peg and punch ... 101,094 | Hutchison , W. N. Wire stretcher ..... 101,797

Hovey, G. I. , et al . Can capping machine . 97.497 Hutmacher, J. A. Carbureting process . 97,707

How , E. Draft equalizer .. 96,858 Hybinette, N. V. Metal separating process .. 97,716

Howard , A. H. , et al . Headstone and grave marker 96,799 | Hybinette , N. V. Process of refining copper nickel

Howard , C. H., et al . Car ... 99.576 matte 97,715

Howard , C. H. , et al . Railway car . 97,211 | Hyde, T. B. Cotton picker .. 97,157

Howard , F. S. Device for attaching flexible mate Hyder, B. W. Pole protector . 102,122

rial to buildings .. 97,905 Hydraulic Hand Milker Company . Milking machine 100,603

Howard , T. P. , et al . Hose coupling . 97,136 Hygienic Soap Granulator Company. Cake of soap: 100,762

Howden , J. H. Steam rotary engine . 100,840 | Hynes, L. P. , et al . Pipe coupler .. 98,287

Howe, F F. Telephone.. 100,552 Ideal Concrete Machinery Company . Adjustable

Howell, G. E. , et al . Bag holder and weighing appa face plate . 99,854

ratus
.100,410 Ideal Concrete Machinery Company. Concrete block

Howell , J. Tie .... 102,323 mould ... 102,400 , 102,401

Howell, J. M. Car coupler . 102.597 Ideal Manufacturing Company. Flushing tank . 102,375

Howell , N. Nut lock .. 101,876 Ikeler , F. , et al . Garment clasp . 97,868

Howey, F. , et al . Advertising envelope. 97,657 | Iler Rock Drill Manufacturing Company . Hammer

Howland , M. M. Pneumatic spring .. 99,256 drill 100,009

Hoyt, G. P. B. Motor ... 102,538 Ilg . R. A. Ventilating pan . 102,694

Hubbard , A. J. & G. Reservoir for collecting dew .. 99,001 | Ilinois Engineering Company. Drain for steam

Hubbard , A. R. Cooking range .. 97,061 heating systems... 98,090

Hubbard , C. N. Stump burner . 99.821 | Improved Paper Machinery Company. Method of

Hubbard , F. B. , et al . Hot air engine. 102,281 reclaiming pulp from waste water 98,765
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Imrie, A. D. Egg crate .... 100,157 | Jackson , H. Detergent ... 100,933

Inches , D. , et al. Triple valve .. 100,040 Jackson , H. , et al . Rail joint .. 100,398

Indian Manufacturing Company. Pnenumatic straw Jackson , I. Belt fastener .... 97,250

stacker 98,764 | Jackson , W. , et al . Bung machine ... 98,906

Indiana Manufacturing Company. Stacker . 100,498 Jackson , W. M. Fuse igniter .... 97,629

Industrial Patents . Boots and shoe tree . 99,708 Jacobs , C. F. Process of uniting metal press . 100,356

Ingersoll Rand Company. Air presser.... 1.97,273 , 97,274 Jacobs , E. K. Mattress .. 99,052

Ingersoll Rand Company. Channeler ..... 97,271 | Jacobs , R . F. , et al . Cutter for linotype slugs .... 100,353

I 98,932 Jacobs Steel Excavator Company. Excavating ma
Ingersoll Rand Company. Channelling machine . 7100,913 chine 98,119

Ingersoll Rand Company. Coal cutter .. 99,082 Jacobson, J. N. Brooder .. 97,614
Ingersoll Rand Company. Cooler for air or gas

Jacques , F. and A. I. Fly net for horses .. 101,744

compressors 99,077 | James, A. , et al . Process for extracting gold from

Ingersoll Rand Company. Coupler for cylinders.... 100,602 arsenical and antimonical ores ..... 97,956

Ingersoll Rand Company. Electro - pneumatic chan James, C. A. Wash basin , etc...... 97,659

neller 99,081 | James, H. Milk bottle holder ... 99,097

Ingersoll Rand Company. Fluid pressure . 97,272 James Leffel and Company. Water wheel . 98,790

Ingersoll Rand Company. Hammer drill .. 99,079 James , U. S. Ore concentrator .. 99,745

Ingersoll Rand Company. Lubricator ... 97,738 , 97,739 James, W. Sewing machine.. 102,630

Ingersoll Rand Company. Rock drill... 99,083 , 100,912 Jamieson , J. A. Conveyer.. 99,098

Ingersoll Rand Company. Rotary motor..... 97,420 Jamieson , W. Clamp for wood , etc .. 101,050

Ingersoll Rand Company. Valve for compressors .. 99,080 | Jamieson , W. , et al. Hooping machine for barrels . 102,086

Ingersoll Rand Company. Valve for fluid com Jamieson , W. , et al . Machine for making staves .. 98,413

pressors 99,078 | Jameson , W. M. Hat frame .. 97,615

Ingham, H. , et al . Bicycle .. 97,740 Janeway, J. L. Weed destroyer .. 98,312

Ingoldsby Automatic Car Company. Car . 99,114 Jannell , L. D. et al ,. Punching and shearing ipa
Ingoldsby Automatic Car Company. Car sides . 99,113 chine 101,064

Ingram, G. , et al . Wire strainer . 99,302 Janney, R. E. L. Car coupler ... 98,311

Ingraham , M. W. Barrel ... 100,477 | Janowitz, M. Steam boiler .... 98,618

Innes , J. T. Water feed for steam boilers .. 99,693 Janssens, A. Wheel for mechanical and rolling

Innes, J. W. Windmill mechanism .... 101,817 purposes 99,006

Inshaw, J. G. Nut making machine.. 99,889 Jaques , L, C. , et al . Tank ... 101,357

Intensified Light and Super Soda Company. Car Jarvis , C. A. Disinfectant delivering apparatus . 101,662

bureter 98,776 Jarvis, E. B. Building method ... 100,121

Intensified Light and Super Soda Company. Decant Jarvis , E. B. Mould for concrete blocks . 97,597

ing apparatus 98,080 Jarvis, J. C. Continuous piston engine . 100,814

Inter- West Peat Fuel Company. Peat fuel . 99,424 | Jaubert, G. F. Internal explosive motor . 99,061

International Conservatory of Music. Music indi Jaubert, G. F. Oxygen briquette ... 101,025

cator 98,706 Jaubert , G. F. Oxygen generator .. 101,026

International Harvester Company. Cream separator. 99,533 | Jaubert, G. F. Oxygen manufacture . 101,170

International Harvester Company. Fertilizer dis
Jaubert , G. F. Preparation of oxygen . 101,789

tributor 98,411 Jaubert, G. F. Steam boiler ..... 100,633

International Harvester Company. Float valve .... 99,849 | Jauser, V. J. , et al . Chandelier guard . 102,010

International Harvester Company. Harvester Jeffers, J. Candy holder... 96,915

elevator 97,110 | Jeffries , L. Spring air gun .. 97,984

International Harvester Company. Hay tedder . 98,767 Jenckes , J. S. Railway crossing . 97,448

International Harvester Company. Mower .... 100,057 Jenczensky, A. W. Electric safety valve . 100,963

International Harvester Company. Wheel machine. 102,162 Jenne, L. , et al . Cattle guard ...... 98,118

International Machine Company. Fence making Jenney, R. T. , et al . Post hole digger . 98,185

machine 98,907 | Jennings, A. R. Adding machine ... 101,475

International Nickel Company. "Tapping jacket .... 102,806 Jennings , E. , et al . Electrical annunciator. 102,780

International Pavement Company. Paving compo Jentz, C. Pulp screen fastener... 102,458

sition 102,240 Jepson , J. T. Buffer coupler .... 98,867

International Separator Company. Magnetic sepa Jerkins , W. L. Medicine spoon .. 100,276

ration ..... 99,506 , 99,507 | Jerratsch, G. T. A. Gas retort.. 101,717

International Specialties Company. Bottle stopper. 100,289 Jerrens , T. W. Grass twine .... 99,669

International Speed Automobile Company . Speed Jewell, A. H. , et al . Horse blanket . 96,873

transmission device
100,292 Jex, A , C. , et al . Blasting powder .. 98,947

International Steam Pump Company. Condenser .... 100,910 | Jinks, H. L. Nut lock ..... 100,169

International Steam Pump Company . Internal com Jobin , A. , et al . Car fender ... 96,959

bustion engine 99,790 Jodoin , L. Trap for sewer pipes .. 101,012

International Steam Pump Company. Turbine pump . 98,741 Joel, A. Grain cleaner .... 101,745

International Switch and Signal Company. Method John S. Metcalf Company. Grain elevator equipment. 101,491

of keeping switches and signals free from snow Johnsen , T. N. Wagon brake ... 99,890

and ice 99,321 | Johnson , A. E. Meter clamp .. 99,513

Irion, W. Mail bag delivering device .. 101,639 Johnson, A. , et al . End gate for wagon .. 101,945

Iroquois Machine Company. Coiling apparatus .... 101,902 ) Johnson, A. , et al . Grain door ... 101,425

Iroquois Machine Company. Grinder for runners , etc. 99,312 | Johnson , A. L. Corrugated bar . 97,040

Iroquois Machine Company. Machine for forming Johnson , B., et al . Embroidering attachment for

dies 97,871 sewing machine 101,058

Iroquois Machine Company. Wire drawing apparatus 102,404 Johnson, C. J. , et al . Fire bridge , etc. 98,381

Iroquois Machine Company. Wire drawing drum .. 102,374 Johnson , C. 0. Car door lock ... 101,832

101,448 | Johnson , E. E. Water column ... 99,069

Iroquois Machine Company. Wire drawing machine 101,449 Johnson , E. E. Well strainer . 101.845

101,450 Johnson , E. P. Rule .... 100,454

Irvin , A. W. Hose coupling... 101,312 Johnson , F , O. , et al . Sign exhibitor . 99,566

Irvine , F. W. , et al . Davits . 99,499 Johnson , F. T. Dryer...... 101,582

Irwin, F. J. , et al . Wire spring fabric . 99,273 Johnson Furnace and engineering Company. Water

Irwin , W. B. Tea pot ..... 100,324 cooled grate 101,429

Irwin , W. W. Rake.. 97,219 Johnson , G. B. Machinery for bringing metal strips

Isbell, A. H. , et al . Door hanger . 96,818 and sheets to a cured form in cross section .... 98,020

Isham , W. , et al . Road culvert .. 96,943 | Johnson , Isabelle J. Garment supporter . 98,868

Israel, C. W. Railway tie .. 100,055 Johnson , J. Knitted fabric .... 101,536

Ives , W. Match box ..... 99,812 | Johnson, J. Skirt marker . 98,625

Ivins, W. C. , et al . Railway switch . 97,204 Johnson , J. A. Moulds for building blocks . 101,718

Ivins, W. C., et al . Switch ... 100,136 Johnson, J. D. A. Mechanical movement . 97,658

Jackman , S. E. Inclined railway . 100,140 Johnson , J. H. Tag ... 100,461

Jackson , A. J. Pneumatic tire ... 98,611 | Johnson , J. S. Gate ... 100,800

Jackson , C. W. , et al . Process for making mush .. 97,837 Johnson , 0. J. Can soldering machine .... 97,504 , 97,505

Jackson, D. C. Electric motor ....
101,955 Johnson , O. W. Hair cutter .. 99 , 107

Jackson, D. c. Motion reversing mechanism . 101,547 Johnson , P. E. , et al . Advertising envelope.. 97,657

Jackson, E. W. Record of passengers ... 101,107 ' Johnson , s . Can handling apparatus. 100,897

..

8
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Johnson , S. C. Roof scaffold . 98,779 | Kehoe, T. J. Lubricator .. 102,516

Johnston , F. J. Decoy . 99,070 | Kehoe , T. J. Radiator , 101,878

Johnston , H. Pump. 101,476 Keighley, S. Metallic window frame and sash.98,333, 98,334

Johnstone -Hall, C. Hat .. 100,957 | Keipper, G. , et al . Non - refillable bottle ... 99 561

Johnston , J. F. , et al . Lumber conveyer 100,829 Keller, C. A. Electric oven ...... 97,850

Johnston , M. H. Can opener .... 98,131 | Keller, F. M. , et al . Water turbine . 101,562

Johnston , W. D. Concrete blocks . 101,392 Keller , F. W. H. Bracket for hay fork tracks. 97,680

Johnston , W. R. Fire extingusher... 99,071 Keller, H. E. Incubator ..... 98,635

Johnston , W. R. , et al . Fire extinguisher .. 99,072 | Kelley , W. V. D. , et al . Thermostat . 97,212

Johnstone, R. L. Insulating compound .. 102,710 Kellner, C. Thread manufacture .. 99,452

Johnstone , W. S. Stopper for laboratory flasks , Kellum , J. 0. Jeweller's bench .. 101,583

bottles , etc 100,643 | Kelly , C. A. & C. M. Dress stay making machine .. 100,606

Jalbert Construction Company. Chip sorting ma Kelly, D. F. Rail joint ...... 100,308

chine 100,189 Kelly, D. J. Sand and slime . 102,672

Jones, A. Form for trouser .. 100,158 Kelly , G. Insulating material.
98.459

Jones, A. Land cultivator . 99,910 | Kelly , J. A. Foot wear . 102,328

Jones , C. H. , et al . Flue cutter . 101,933 Kelly , J. F. Rail brace .. 101.979

Jones, D. Railroad rail ..... 97,064 | Kelly, 0. G. Rack for frying cakes . 101,369

Jones, E. F. Level. 98,719 | Kelsey Heating Company. Hot air furnace . 99,573

Jones , H. J. , et al . Piano . 99,463 Kelton, J. M. , et al. Metal hoop .. 99,920

Jones , H. S. Thermostat . 97,212 | Kemeny , A. , et al. Saw for wood .. 99,600

Jones, J. A. Gate hinge
100,060 | Kemmerer, I. D. Method of digging holes . 102,787

Jones , J. C. , et al . Regulating hydraulic power... 101,821
Kemmerer, I. D. Tool for digging holes . 102,788

Jones, J. C. , et al . Water purifying apparatus.. 100,909 Kemp , J. S. Manure spreader... 98.670

Jones , J. J. Broiler .... 101,992 Kemp. W. , et al . Blast furnace . 98,205

Jones, J. M. Guard for buzz planers and jointers .. 98,800 Kemper, O. , et al . Garment clasp . 97,868

Jones , L. W. Filter . 99,860 Kendall, I._N . Saw tooth .. .98,869, 99,592

Jones , L. W. Strainer .. 98,496 | Kendrick . T. Truck ... 97,518

Jones , N. M. Apparatus for assorting pulp wood Kenna , M. P. Addressing machine. 99,670

chips
100,370 Kenna , M. P. Envelope printing machine . 99,618

Jones , N. M. , et al . Bundle .. 100,336 | Kenna , P. A. Tobacco pipe ... 99,982

Jones, N. M., et al . Fastener for packages . 99,164 | Kennedy, F. W. Lining for traction vehicles . 98.551

Jones, R. T. , et al . Paper serving device .. 97,270 | Kennedy , J. W. Milling machine . 101,271

Jones, T. D. Car coupling .. 102,204 | Kennedy, M. , et al. Spark arrester . 100,179

Jones, W. Curtain bracket .. 101,182 Kennedy, M. H. & G. A. Portable fire escape . 102,272

Jones, W. H. Heater 99,336 Kennedy, R. G. Irrigation supply ...... 101.909

Jones, W. T. Vehicle wheel. 97,385 | Kennedy, W. Blast furnace charging apparatus.. 97.881

Jordan, F. Flue block ... 100,083 | Kennedy , W. Machine for building tubes , rods, etc 100,990
Jorgenson , J. , et al . Lock 100,850 Kennett, J. R. Paper making machine . 97.347

Jottrand , F. Method of cutting plates, pipe and Kenny, J. Metallic tie . 97,308

other metal articles
100,123 Kent , A. Planter .. 97.301

Joy , A. R. Sparker ...
98,948 Kent, G. E. Meat block and bench scraper. 97,750

Joynson , J. Rail chair and joint 98,555 Kent. W. G. Process of ornamenting glass , etc .... 97,261

Jubb , S. A. Excavator 100,516 Kenyon , E. F. B., et al . Apparatus for reducing

Judd , H. S. Washing machine 97,210
bread to crumbs . 99,467

Judie , J. A. Mould for bricks . 99,352 | Kenyon , B. C. Game. 101.756

Julian , C. A. Fruit and vegetable case . 97,474 Ker, W. A. Fabric manufacture , 101,685

Jumau , L. Copper manufacture 100,161 , 102,572 Kerby , F. C. Collar .. 98.671

Jumau , L. Method of extracting copper from its Kerby, F. C. Weather strip for windows . 98,581

ores 99,337 Kern , C. A. , et al . Sugar purifying composition .. 99,303

Jungers , J. J. Bean sorting machine . 97.790 Kern , C. A. , et al . Sugar purifying process . 99,464

Junghaus , A. rying method ...
98,634

Kerney , M. J. , et al . Sleigh lock ... 98,729

Junkin , J. C., et al . Excavator .. 101,773 Kerngood , H. , et al . Automobile tire . 98,615

Junor, W. , et al . Gold and silver extraction . 97,135 Kerr, C. V. Air Compressor... 99,430

Jürgensen , R. Carbonizing apparatus 102,573 Kerr, C. V. Elastic fluid engine.. 99.695

Jurschina , F. , et al . Artificial stone . 101,208 Kerr , C. V. Governor for electric fluid turbines.. 97,041

Just Mining and Extraction Company. Recovery of Kerr , C. V. Nozzle for compound steam turbines .. 97.901

metals from ores 100,058
Kerr, C. V. Steam turbine ... .97,533 , 97,534

Just Mining and Extracting Company . Recovery Kerr, H. L. Railway car ..... 100.145

of the precious metals 98,560 Kerrigan, E. R., et al. Lubricator . 102,500

Kabele , H. M. Match box .. 101,663 | Kersteter, C. W. Valve for fire extinguisher . 101,603

Kachline , J. F. Labelling machine . 97,489 Kessler , P. , et al . Trining board .. 101,005

Kade, 0, C. Show case .... 100,876 Ketch , A. W. Wind mill .. 97,791

Kaeferle , F. Railroad car heating apparatus . 102,205 Ketchum & Company . Target 97,977

Kaeferle, F. Temperature regulating .. 101,869 Ketchum , H. G. , et al . Vehicle cushion support.. 101,454

Kaeferle, F. Thermometer.. 97,660 Ketchum , R. H. Level glass holder .. 99,562

Kaeferle , F. Valve for heating and ventilating .. 97,065 Key , B. W. , et al . Railway cement tie . 100.135
Kahle , W. Machine for attaching fabric to boxes .. 100,934 Keyes, E. F. Oil lamp .. 99,121

Kaiser, W. I. Stopper for sinks .. 97,861 | Keyes, H. E. , et al . Water heater . 98,412

Kales, W. R. Jail .. 99,429 Keystone Driller Company, Core drill . 100,943

Kales , W. R. Locking mechanism for jails . 99,378 Keystone Driller Company. Drill .. 100,719

Kalisch Air Brake Company. Air brake ... 101,949 | Keywood , W. , et al . Slump burning process . 98,777

Kalispell Manufacturing and Improvement Compa Kheil, J. Car sill remover ..... 100,041

ny. Grain conveyer ...... 99,391 Kidd , R. G. Cutter bar . 99,136

Kalling , C. 0. Bottle cap feeding machine .. 98,266 Kiddie , T. Ore roasting process . 99.062

Kane, W. Horseshoe .... 97,323 | Kiddoo , W. Gate .... 99,028

Kaufman , E. Mowing machine...
102.046 | Kilbourne and Jacobs Manufacturing Company.

Karibo, M. H. Book strap .. 98,050 Scraper 99,869

Karns (The J. P.) Tunnelling Machine Company. Kilburn , J. , et al . Churn . 101,864

Tunnelling machine 97,466 Ker, E. F. Grain steamer .. 102,460

Haufmann Chaplin Manufacturing Company. Beer Kilgour Brothers. Paper box .. 102,807

tap
98,305 Kilham , I. B. Alidade . 101,518

Kaumagraph Company. Roller stamping device .. 97.870 Killam , P. A. A. Nursing bottle holder . 98,658

Kauntze , E. Door releasing mechanism .. 101,405 Killen, E. B. Pneumatic tire .... 100,199

Kavanangh , W. P. Fish net staxe ... 102,306 Kimball F. R. , et al . Tide power system . 100,247

Kawasaki , Y. Biscuit forming and baking. 102,137 | Kimman , H. J. , et al . Electric drill.. 100.218

Kearney, J. R. Clamp ... 102,369 Kimmet , H. , et al . Plaster board .. 102.102

Kearns , W. W. , et al . Paper hanger and bill poster 98,832 Kimple , H. G. Hinge ..... 102 508

Kee , P. P. Cramp plate .... 101,196 Kimpler, P. B. Railway scale .. 101.833

Keene, G. C. Cornice brake . 100 208 Kincaid . W. E. Line adjuster . 98,335

Kehl, D. D. Gate for elevator . 101,877 | Kindwall, A. M. Draft equalizer . 96.859
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Kinealy, J. H. Air purifying apparatus....... 99,063 Krellwitz, D. W. Portable hoisting derrick .. 102,009

Kinesche, A. F. Ferment... 101,894 Kress, J. Fly trap ... 98,192

King, A. E. , et al. Flue expander .. 98,344 Kretzinger, G. W. Telephone repeater . 102,159
King ( The J. D. ) Company of Toronto. Hockey boot. 98,091 Kretzschmar, G. Linotype machine... 101,159

King , D. Dumping car... 100,756 Krieg, W. K. , et al . Camera .... 97,221

King, D. W. Gun sight .. 98,497 Kristensen , S.A. C. Stereotype plate process ... 97,331

King, J. C. Arm support and brace . 96,882 Krmpotic , D. Machine for shelling peas , etc .. 99,514

King , J. N. Seed separator... 97,762 Kron , R. Spinning material ...... 99,453

King, J. S. Boot and shoe..... 101,993 Krueger, R. H. Hoisting apparatus. 8,052

King, R. W. Greenhouse roof.. 97,843 Kruse , L. Paper stuff purifier... 99,891

King , s . M. , et al . Piano repairing tool. 99,306 Kruse , P. , et al . Soldering machine . 100,700

Kinkead , A. Double tree hitch .... 99,385 Krusee, A. W. Elevator brake... 98,420

Kinne, A. A. Stove pipe ... 97,193 Kuderling, L. H., et al. Spectacle shade 98,302
Kipp, A. L. Reclining chair .. 97,998 Kuess, V. J. Soap .. 98,084

Kirby, E. P., et al . Air cooler for engine . 101,842 Kuhl, A. F. Whistle .. 100,084

Kirby , G. M. Tent ... 98,498 Kuhn, J. Milk pail support... 102,338

Kirkland, D. K. Wire stretcher . 97,491 Kühne, K. A. Extraction of metais , etc. 102,219

Kirkpatrick , A. K. , et al . Drill. 100,683 Kuljïs, Jacob . Acetylene gas generator . 101,468

Kirkpatrick - Picard, H. F. , et al . Ore concentration 99,743 Kummer, J. H. Display rack .. 102,658

Kirkpatrick , W. Furniture ... 101,108 Kundtz, T. Sewing machine ... 100,367

Kirkpatrick , W. B., et al . Car coupler .. 101,506 Kunert, 0. Steam boiler ..... 98,257

Kirner, A. , et al . Manufacture of half stuff from Kunzer, L. G. , et al . Metallic packing .. 102,389

peat 98,436 | Kunzmann , J. , et al . Floating weir head gate ... 102,247
Kiser , H. A. , et al . Motor vehicle .. 97,653 Kupper's Metallwerke Gesellschaft mit Beschrankter

Kistler , J. C. Clover seed harvester . 98,582 Haftung. Soldering paste ...... 97,545

Kistler , J. C. Saw mill mechanism .. 97,569 Kursheedt, E. B. Finger exercising device . 99,843

Kitsee , I. Electric transmission receiver . 102.244 Kurtz , S. E. , et al . Motor driver agricultural appa
Kitsee , I. Storage battery .. 98,583 ratus 97,912
Kitsee , I. Telegraphic alphabet..

101,330 Kurtze, C. F. R. , et al. Gas burner cock . 99,248

Kitsee , I. Telegraphy.... 102,166 Kusche, E. Fastener for clothing ..... 98,219
Kitsee , I. Telephone 97,285 Kutnow Brothers . Electric clock ... 100,982

Kitson , A. J. Hammer . 97,751 Kutnow Brothers . Moving display sign . 101,463

Kittleson , 0. 0. Lubricator . 102,519 Kuttowait Butter Cutter Company. Butter cutter .. 98,036

Kirel , W. J. , et al . Boat launching and stowing. 102,150 Kyle, J. W. , et al . Internal explosive engine.... 98,959

Kjellin , F. A. Electric furnace ... ..... 100,269 , 102,575 Laas, E. , et al. Rail stay
97,586

Kjellin , F. A. Furnace for reducing metal . 102,574 Laas, E. , et al. Railway rail stay ... 97,268 , 97,269
Klahn , B. , et al . Air pump.

99,271 Labadie , J. A. O., et al . Smoke consumer 97,888

Klay , A. Building block .. 102,273 Labelle, L. V. Weighing apparatus .. 98,352

Klein , D. Milking machine.. 98,051 LaChapelle, F. Shoe sewing machine .. 101,911
Klein , J. , et al . Soot catcher.. 101,494

LaChapelle, F. Sewing .... 101,910

Klein , J. P. Dough kneading machine.. 101,399 Lachman, M. Means of securing metal bodies

Klein , P. Manufacture of aluminates , hydrochloric together 97,158

acid and soda ..... 102,617 | Lack , F. E. , et al . Vehicle wheel .. 101,805

Kleinfeldt, A. Siphon for dispensing liquids ...... 98,988 Lackovic, M. A. Process of dessicating potatoes ... 96,994

Kleinvogel, F. Alternate acting driving mechanism 101,938 Lacroix , E., et al . Oil pump 101,572

Klima, W. W. Sash balances and fasteners .... 101,404 Lacroix, F. Railway signal... 102,547

Klinck , G. Plough ...... 98.747 Lacy , J. , et al . Railway gate .... 97,346

Kling, F. Window sash . 100,070 Ladd, C. C., et a l . Boiler tube cleaner.... ê . 101,772

Klugman , J. Process of treating skins and furs . 101,528 Ladd , S. A. Pad for horses ... 100,889

Klusmire , H. J. Oil can .... 102,206 Laeufer, J. Artificial wood 100,577

Knapp , S. Firepot and grate . 100,045 Laffite, P. Wood impregnating device . 100,546

Knaus , J. M. Stair ...
100,462 Lafield. J. , et al . Building block ..... 98,332

Knechtel, J. S. Chair . 101,043 La Flame , H. N. Switch .... 102,725

Kniffler , B. Paper making process . 98,584 Lafleur, B. Straight edge for circular saws . 101,370

Kniffen , Le G. Loader .... 100,325, 102,600 Lagerholm , F. Pencil sharpener ...... 99,053

Knight, F. C. , et al . Furnace flue . 99,758 Lague, L. Fire alarm box 97,042

Knight, J. E. Unloading apparatus . 101,994 Lainé, E. Dial for timepieces 98,372

Knight , R. H. , et al . Coat hanger .. 99,272 Laird , H. R. Scaffold .... 102,234

Knowlton, W. E. Track cleaner .... 100,231 | Lait, T. Binder from mechanism . 100,724

Knox, A. Window ... 97,967 Lake , F. Ash sifter 99,454

Knox , H. R., et al . Machine for making leather Lallemand , A. L. Shortening compound . 102,405

board 97,389 Lalonde, J. 0. , et al . Cheque book... 101,385

Knox , 0. M. Wire stretcher.. 100,780 Lalonde, J. o . , et al . Clothes hook ... 96,900

Knudsen, J. H. Steam heating apparatus . 96,969 Lamb , A. M. , et al . Die for fence ties . 98,116

Knutzen , N. E. Track brake... 100,232 Lamb F. H. Saw 101,247

Kober , W. H. , et al . Third rail protector . 101,294 Lamb, H. J. , et al . 100,683

Koch , J. W. Nut lock ..... 97,302 Lamb, H. R. Wire. fence .. 97,962

Koch , W. E. Fish hook ... 100,725 Lamb, w. Method of fish preservation
97,359

Koehler , C. Hay stacker .. 99,934 Lambert, A. Load carrier 102,461

Koelsch , F. , et al . Painting machine. 99,498 Lambert , H. Table 99,183

Koeniges , M. , et al. Twine cutter .. 98,522 Lambeth , Th . Water wheel.... 101,585

Koenitzer, B. Tanning vat .... 99,766 Lambitt, A. , et al . Fence post. 101,412

Kohler, C. Food preparation .. 100,551 | Lamplough , F. Combustion engine 102,552

Kohler, G. A. E. & F. W. Motor controller . 101,944 Lamplough , F. Internal combustion engine... 99,172

101,156 Lamson, C. E. B., et al . Typewriting machine .. 102,522

Köneman , W. A. Rubber vulcanizing proces .... 101,157 Lanagan, H. J. Chair ..... 98,901

101,158 Lancaster, C. F. Mould .. 102,462

Kool , A. J. Dump wagon ..... 101,970 Lance, D. Method of treating ore ... 102,235

Koon , R. P. Trouser press .. 102,093 Landay Brothers. Talking machine. 102,034

Koons, J. J. Case for bottles .. 99,217 Landers , Frary & Clark . Coffee percolator . 97,320

Kopf, C. J. Railway tie ... 100,617 Landers, Frary & Clark . Dough mixer . 102,490

Kornahrens, H. , et al . Vehicle wheel . 97,382 | Landers , Frary & Clark, Sad iron ..... 100,759

Kostlan , F. Washing machine gearing . 99,585 Landers, Frary & Clark . Vapour lamp . 102,717

Kother , R. , et al . Electrode.... 97,948 Landis , B. F., et al. Rail joint ..... 100,479

Kountz , A. G. Lid lifter ..... 101,279 Landis , D. E. Fire escape. 98.336

Kovalek , J. W. Axle nut ... 98,218 Landry , J. , et al . Nut lock . 100,160

Krahmer, G. Shelf ..... 99,671 Lang , A. , et al . Water motor .
101,687

Krause, A. F. , et al . Boiler tube cleaner . 101,772 Lang , E. M. Spiraling tool... 97,809

Krauth , W. , et al . Cattle guard.. 101,418 Lang, J. Turbine pump ... 101.688

Krehbiel , J. Printing press .. 101,584 Langdon, N. M. Blast furnace . , .869

Krellwitz, D. W. Pole ... 101,424 ' Lange, F. H. Photographic developing machine .... 101,689

Drill ......
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Lange, H. Dust bin .....

Lange, J. , Jr. Railway car ..

Langford , E. R. Rotary gas engine ...

Langley, Mary E. Sand box .

Langstaff , L. G. Vessel for dispensing liquids .

Langston , L. A. M. , et al . Sewing machine .

Langsworthy, A. E. Ironing board ..

Lannen , J. J. Platform scales ...

Lanning, J. K. Loom ... 99,308 ,

Lapham , H. L. Spark arrester .

Laporte , G. Acetylene generator..

Larchar , A. B. , et al . Electrolytic decomposition

of saline solutions....

Larcombe , H. E. Hinge..

Large , P. T. Metallic tie .

Larkey, G. Steam plough ...

Larkin , W. H. Concrete mixer .

Larmer, J. L. , et al. Plough .

Larsen , A. Beet cultivator .

Larson , C. J. Hay rack ..

Lassablière , P. Disinfecting apparatus ..

Latimer , J. F. , et al . Graphite separation and re

fining

Latimer, J. F. , et al . Separator .

Latulip , F. Journal bearing ....

Lauer , F. E. , et al . Anti - friotion bearing .

Laughlin , D. F. Telephone signal ...

Laur , D. L. Photographic device for firearms .

Laurin , C. , et al . Plug .....

Laute , H. Grinding and sifting machine.

Lauth , J. C. Roof flange .....

Lauzon , A. , et al. Acetylene generator .

Lauzon , S. , et al . Smoke consumer .

Lavoie , 0 . Hook ...

Lawler, J. J. Thermostat regulator .

Lawrence, D. , et al . Type writer ..

Lawrence, L. L. Canning apparatus ,

Lawson , J. L. Electric purifier ...

Lawson , W. C. Aerial tramway....

Laxton , J. W. R. Ore roaster .

Lay, R. J. , et al . Trace connector .

Laycock , W. Hand stamp ...

Laycock , W. S. Railway vehicle seat ..

Layng, G. H. Ventilating system for railway cars .

Lazarus, H. E. Bottle stopper .

LeBlanc , A. D. Clamp ...

LeBlanc, A. D. Washing machine ..

LeBrocq , R. F. , et al . Station indicator .

LeFlamboy, J. , et al . Hame fastener ...

LeMaitre R. A. Method of making paint, fuel, etc ..

LeMoine, J. de St. D. Pneumatic cushioning device

for vehicles

LeSueur, P. Lubricator for vehicle axles .

Lea, L, M. Duster ..

Leach , W. Skid for baggage cars ..

Leahy, L. K. Hydro -carbon burner .

Leake , E. A. Trolley placer and guide .

Leavy , D. D. Luggage carrier ...

Lebeau , E. S. , et al . Wheel..

Leblanc, M. Refrigerating machine .

Leblanc, M. Rotary condenser .

Lebram, P. G. Carbonic bath .

Leclair, A. Gaining machine ..

Lederer, A. C. Hat shape forming machine .

Lederer, E. Stretcher for boots, etc.

Ledoux, W. Unloader for wagons ..

Leduc , H. Milk strainer ....

Lee. A. , et al . Tire armor .

Lee, C. A. Mop wringer ...

Lee, C. A. , et al . Pneumatic cushion wheel .

Lee , 0 . Cooking stove ..

Leech , L. B. , et al . Rail joint .

Lees , J. Furnace ...

Leger, Z. M. Button .

Lehmann , J. , et al . Ironing machine .

Lehr, J. , et al . Press , ...

Leidecker, F. W. Gauge cock .

Leidecker, F. W. Lubricator .

Leidecker, F. W. Valve ....

Leistner, c. Glass bottle .

Leitch , A. , et al . Appaartus for teaching arithmetic.

Leitch , M. Method of treating tin scrap ..

Leith , J. Rail joint ..

Leitner, G. , et al . Apparatus for inflating pneuma

tic tires

Leitner, H. , et al . Electric lighting system .

Lemacher, J., et al. Lath ...

Lemaster, P. T. Writing tablet .

Lemay, s . Boot caulk plate .

Lemoine. Concrete mixer...

Lemon , J. Clothes line and case therefor .

100,747 Lenart, A. Metal extraction ... 102,539

99,822 Lenhart , M. Wagon side board fastener . 96,804

102,036 Leno, H. Pick holder for stringed instruments . 97,087

99.943 | Lenoir, A. Umbrella frame..... 102,138

97,348 Lenpold , K. R. Bottle for joints . 98,338

97,483 | Lent, L. B. , et al . Steam boiler .. 102,290

96,971 | Lentz, H. Valve for steam engines, etc .. 98,720

99.431 Lentz, H. , et al . Locomotive ... 98,510

39,309 | Leonard , C. F. Wire coiler .. 101,281

102,143 Leonard , C. F. Wire fence making machine . 101,282

97,241 Leonard , G. C. Banana cutter... 99,044

Leonard , S. S. Vacuum device . 101,027

100,261 Leonard , T. , et al . Door hanger .. 96,818

100,059 Leonhardt , F. Lubricator.... 101,435

97,932 | Leopold , F. B. Wash trough for filters . 100.962

99,722 | Lepu , A. P. Artificial fuel..... 97,902

97,413 Leroux, W. , et al . Soldering iron . 101.293

100,023 Leslie, A. Vessel ... 96,917

101,248 Lessard, J. P. Sap bucket cover fastener . 98,521

97,066 | Lesser, B. Hat fastener .. 99.353

100,924 Letson & Burpee . Shingle machine .. 97,694

Letter Opening Company. Envelope opening and

102,740 emptying device 96,991

102,739 Lever, J. Strainer for basis ... 99,137

102,463 Levoy, A. Variable electric sign ... 101,719

102,441 | Levy , L. E. Etch powdering machine. 101,888

101,300 Lewis, A. A. Stall for calyes ... 102,250

101,382 Lewis, C. A. Toy . 101,678

100,823 Lewis, E. Brake ... 102,465

96,916 Lewis, F. R. Extension ladder . 98,236

102,726 | Lewis , J. D. Eyeglass .... 98,181

101,109 | Lewis , J. H., et al . Metallic packing .. 102,389

37,376 | Lewis , L. L. , et al. Gas engine starter .. 99,705

99,150 Lewis, L. L., et al . Pump for internal combination

97,919 engine 98.960

100,452 Lewitt, J. E. Stocking .. 102,094

99,935 | Lewitz , P. Weighing scales . 97,278

100,237 Leygraf, H. , et al . Tram car .. 101.870

102,464 Leyner, J. G. Rock drill engine.. 100.277

97,506 Leyson , S. G. Water tank .. 97,724

101,127 Liable, P. D. Bottle washing machine . 98.289

100,732 Liberty, P. Nut lock . 101,507

99,983 Library Bureau of Canada. Rod for card indexes. 97,027

100,953 Liddle, G. T. Bottle . 97,178

100,284 Lidke, 0. F. , et al . Fence post. 98,478

98,913 Liebentritt, J. F. Steam boiler . 99,694

99,638 Lieber, H. Radium surfaces... 101,383

98,849
Leidle, J. Plough share . 99,823

101,241 Liekefett, C. Envelope .. 100,303

101,280 Lien, C. Anti - creeper for railways 97,067

Lien , N. M. Clevis ... 97,303

100,935 Lieser, W. J. Fence post . 99,019

96,870 Lightbody, J. A. Brake . 102,601

100,434 Lihou , J. T. , et al . Davits . 99,499
98,748

Likins, W. H. , et al . Concrete mixer . 101,238

102,618 Lilly , J. , et al . Machine for opening and closing

97,985
windows, etc 99,133

101,338
Lilly, R. Freight handling apparatus . 96,962

98,737

Lindahl , J. B. , et al . Miners candlestick and match
101,478

safe 101.519
97,043

Tobacco pipe ..... 100.965

98,337 Lindbald , A. R., et al . Electric smelting furnace ... 101,046

102,339 Lindblad, A. R., et al. Transformer furnace..102,683 , 102,684

Car truck ....Lindenthat, G.
98,558

98,164 , 98,165

100,877
Linder, G. H. Box . 98,700

99,942
Lindsay, D. E. Rails and ties for railroads . 101 512

98,607 Lindsay, J. W. Lock and latch ... 100.824

100,442 Lindsay, R. H. , et al . Book case or display rack . 100.379

97,381 Lindsay, H. C. Head block..... 97.138

98,977
Lindstrom, J. T. Steam trap ... 100,578

99,465 Lineback , J. B., et al . Railway signal .. 102,554

101,479 Linebarger, O. & C. A. Shade hanger .. 102,243

99,515 Linebaugh , A. A. , et al . Incubator. 99.151

98.682 Linen Thread Company. Loom .. 99.754

101,153 Linen Thread Company. Reed and heddle .... 99,752

98,841 Linen Thread Company. Spool and thread package . 99,753

97,763 Linen Thread Company. Warp beam or reel .. 99.755

98,585 Linklater, R. J. Trouser hanger . 101.720

99,420 Linn , T. F. , et al . Derailer ... 100,312

98,189 | 102,429

100,991 Linotype and Machinery. Linotype machine..... 102,430

102,324
102,431

Linscott , T. S. Scissors ... 98,950

98,440 Linscott, W. D. Cattle guard ... 97,968

102,028 Linsley, S. E. Fire box mechanism . 98,395

96.841 Linwood, W. J. , et al . Sole ..... 101,366

98,313 Lipscomb, M. A. Sheep shears .. 101,480

98,540 | Liquid Wall Paper Company. Wall coating .. 102,621

97,971 Liquid Wall Paper Company. Wall coating compo

101,640 sition 97,604

96,999 Lindberg, C.
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Lithographic Stone and Marble Company. Artificial Luethi, A. Sad iron .....
101,641

marble 99,231 | Lugsdin , A. E. Photo - process apparatus . \98,459

Lithographic Stone and Marble Company, Limited . Luhman , E. J. Butter cutter .... 100,042

Artificial Stone 101,917 | Luhman , E. J. Butter mould .. 100,013

Little , A. E. Foot support .. 97,449 | Lumgair, D. , et al . Steam turbine .. 99,679

Little, J. D. Threshing machine .. 99,045 | Lumsden , W. G. Machine for feeding and coring

Little , 0. C. Sliding shoe for furniture .. 102,509 tomatoes 98,601

Little , W. Casing for culinary vessels . 97,069 Lundgard , A. M. , et al . Switch and signal throw .. 98,816

Litwin , H. System of fitting garments . 102,466 | Lundgren , J. W. , et al . Match making machine. 97,744

Livergood , G. R. Station indicator ... 100,726 Lundy, A. A. Plough skimmer .. 98,129

Lloyd , B. F. Wagon seat... 98,220 Lundy , J. E. Funnel for liquids . 98,595

Lloyd , G. Coupling... 100,368 | Lundy , L. C. Skate...... 96,944

Locke Insulator Manufacturing Company. Insulator . 101,522 Lumière , A. and L. Photographic plates . 101.923

Locke , T. F. , et al . Wire strainer . 101,770 Lupton , W. J. Paper cutter . 100,257

Lockhart, F. G. Saddle tree . 100,131 | Lunstrom , J. A. Trunk ... 98,636

Locking B. Apparatus for destroying weeds and Lury, E. P. Curtain bracket. 97,415

rabbits 100,127 | Lusk , C. R. Match safe... 97,591

Lockley, T. B. Stove . 101,249 | Luther, C. W. Glue . 100,936

Lockwood, L. S. , et al . Pneumatic organ . 102,310 | Lutz , G. A., et al . Conduit for electric wires . 101,222

Lodge & Shipley Machine Tool Company. Lathe .... 101,451 Lutz , G. A., et al. Outlet or juncture box .. 101,221

Lodge , 0. J. , et al . Receiver for wireless telegraphy 97,797 Lutz , H. , et al . Internal combustion engine. 97,172

Loe, S. , et al , Rotary gearing ..... 100,698 Luzdi , A. E. Catamenial belt .... 100,682

Loew , C. H. Pasteurizing apparatus . 101,262 | Lybeck , N. A. Brooder .... 101,283

Loew , C. H. Pasteurizing of beer .. 98,887 Lyman , C. , et al . Incubator . 99,151

Loew Supply and Manufacturing Company. Die stock 101,427 | Lyman , F. A. Trunk strap . 98,474

Loffi, G. Trolley wheel ..... 101,301 Lymburner, T. Vehicle seat . 96,805

Lofters, N. Non - refillable bottle .. 102,146 | Lynch , W. H. Ventilator .. 100,444

Logan , G. Card holder .. 102,619 Lynn , J. A. Wigwam .. 102,139

Logan , S. J. , et al . Feed water heater . 98,721 Lyon , E. A. Advertising device . 97,285

Lohmann , C. Bottle stopper .. 102,178 Lyon , H. C. Hammer ... 102,370

Lohrman, J. G. Go - cart ... 99,876 Lyon, J. D. Developing apparatus for photographic

Loller, S. W. Flushing outfits for closets . 97,867 plates 100,771

Lomas, H. Railway signal pulley .... 100,093 Lyon , J. D. Photographic plate holder . 100,770

Lombard , L. W. , et al . Ventilator.. 97,252 | Lyons , A. J. , et al. Fire arm....
100,972

London , R. J. & J. N Photographic plate holder ... 97,836 Lyons, J. H. Proteotor for tool handles . 101,051

Long Arm System Company. Apparatus for elec
Lyons , J. J. Horse shoe ..... 100,743

cally operating bulkhead ... 101,347 Lysnes, J. Lath holder .... 101,509

Long Arm System Company. Engraving machine .... 100,715 | Lyst , F. Internal combustion engine.. 97,360

Long Arm System Company. Plate printing machine 101,004 Lytle, R. J. Bob sleigh ...... 99,013

Long, J. R. Wrench .. 97,349 Lytton , H. C. & G. Gold dredge. 98,115

Long, Mary A. Roadway . 97,025 , 97,033 Maaskant , C. Lock for railway cars , etc. 97,361

Lontz , J. M. , et al . Wire coupling . 102,503 Mabee , J. P. , et al . Fence post .. 101,189

Loofbourrow , W. T. Jar top remover . 97,661 | Macansh , A. W. I. , et al . Acetylene gas lamp .. 97,375

Loomis , A. C. Spool .... 101,250 MacArthur, J. A. Scale book ... 99,411

Loomis , J. Hot mill roll . 101,690 | MacDonald , D. , et al . Pneumatic truck . 99,973

Looney , R. T. Dumping car . 96 961 MacDonald , G. S. Rotary engine . 100,843

Loos, G. Box lid holder .. 99,593 | MacDonald Match and Magazine Company. Pocket

Lord, P. , et al . Nut lock . 98,410 igniter 100,610

Lorenz , W. A. Hermetic closure . 99,432 MacDuffee , A. M. Assay furnace . 100,085

Lorenz, W. A. , et al . Hermetic seal . 100,100 MacGregor, P. Button ... 97.882

Lorillard , P. Conveyer.. ..97,450 , 97,451 MacGregor, T. D. Cuff.. 97,681

Lorimer , J. H. Vehicle tire .. 100.200 Mackaskie, P. N. Rubber footwear. 101,879

Louden Machinery Company. Dumping box ...... 97,096 | Mackay, A. S. , et al . Milk cooler and aerator . 99,344

Louden , W. Hay fork ... 97,304 Mackay, W. M. Heating boiler ... 97,582

Louden , W. & R. B. Feed and letter carrier..97,094, 97,095 | Mackenrot, W. H. Commode ... 102,467

Louden , W. E. Nut lock . 102,603 Mackenzie , J. , et al . Loose leaf binder .. 101,895

Louder J. J. Threadless bolt and nut ... 102,280 | Mackey , H. Flour sifter ..... 99,455

Loudon , M. H. Railway signal .... 102,548 Mackie, A. B. Advertising means .. 97,416

Loudon , W. Boiler feed mechanism . 98.399 Mackie , J. McO. Feed water heater . 102,576

Long , H. S. Dumping cart ... 101,971 | Mackillon , G. H. , et al . Stamp mill . 102,667

Loutz , J. M. , et al . Means of removing ice from Με ean , J. Electric drill...... 100.219

trolley wires 98,485 | Maconochie , H. , et al . Washing machine . 99,706

Lovejoy , H. R. Non - refillable bottle .. 99,545 Madden , J. F. Cement block .... 100,992

Lovejoy, W. C. , et al . Door pivoting device . 101,407 | Madden , W. Gate ..... 99,408

Lovejoy, W. C., et al . Rule ..... 100,721 Madill , W. T. Threshing machine . 100,300

Loverud, E. K., et al. Sheet music cabinet . 98,153 Maedler, A. , et al . Snap hook ... 102,289

Lovett, T. J. Oil burner... 97,324 | Magann Air Brake Company. Pipe coupling . 99.384

Lovett, T. J. Treatment of ore . 102,220 Magann Air Brake Company. Valve .. 99,383

Lavoie, A. Animal trap.. 98,823 Magee, A. M. , et al . Ribbon fastener .. 99,130

Low , A. A. Stopper for vessels . 100,382 | Maginat , A. Centrifugal turbine pump . 101,477

Low, Sarah E. , et al . Apparatus display .. 102,666 Magly, M. P. Shirt ... .99,824 , 100,326

Lowe , C. E. Valve for steam engines .. 97,414 Magnason , A. Motor control system .. 101,318

Lowe , J. L. , et al . Machine for stringing bags . 97,251 | Magnuson, A. , et al . System of electric train control 101,264
Lowell , G. S. Steam plough ... 96,918 | Magowan , F. A. Air brake hose ..... 101,284

Lowery, J. W. , et al . Holdback for vehicles. 96,801 Mahlen , M. Wrench for threshing cylinder , 101,285

Lowman , J. Stopper for bottles , jars , etc. 100,642 Mahon, E. K. Spavin medicine... 100,163

Lowrey, C. W. Churn .. 97,305 Mahoney R. R. Ditching Machine Company. Exca

Lowrey, J. H. Pneumatic tire . 100,201 vator and loader ........ 100,504

Lowrey, c . B., et al . Wood impregnating apparatus. 97,935 Mahony, E. C. House ... 100,622

Lowrey , C. B. , et al . Wrench .. 102,284 Mahony, P. Life saving apparatus .. ..101,846 , 101.847

Lubin , L. T. J. Instep support .. 102,207 | Major, W. H. , et al . Air brake . 100.022

Lucas , G. F. Knife sharpener . 99,279 Malish, C. J. Electric lamp. 100,557

Lucas , R. N. , et al . Electric lighting system . 102,028 Mallory , G. W. Door catch .. 101,914

Lucia, A. Hens ' nest.. 101,912 Mallory, G. W. Door check and closer . 101,913

Luck , H. C., et al . Air brake .. 100,022 Mallory , H. C. Heating process . 96,970

Lucke, P. P., et al . Lock .. 98,273 | Malloy, J. D. , et al . Potato digger ... 98,736

Ludolph , C. Suspender ... 99,962 Malmo, C. Lantern .... 97,598

Ludvigsen , E. Money exchanging apparatus. 100,958 Maloch, I. Jail door and grating . 97,942

Luebben Baler Company. Baling machine. 97,584 | Malone, H. H. , et al . Bed .. 99.957

Luebben Baler Company . Machine for reeling edible Malone , J. Standard for lumber cars .. 100.243

fibrous material and grain ... 97,132 ' Maloney, M. F. Shirt .... 101,019
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Maloney , W. Threshing harvester .... 102,626 | Mathus, S. A. Excavating machine ... 101.710

Maloney , W. , et al . Harvester mechanism..102,624 , 102,625 Matterson , A. D. Cover for churn . 101.642

Malott, H. , et al . Support for glazing. 102,803 Mathes, J. A. Kerosene vapour burner .. 100,763

Malthy, G. B. Roof carline ... 102,274 | Mathes, J. A. Vapour and gas burner .. 100,483

Malzac, M. Metal extraction ... 100,162 Matheson , R. Hydro - carbon burner . 99,122

Manahan , G. M. D. Moth proof bag . 97,752 Mathews, C. Device for preventing accidents .... 98,021

Mandt, M. G. Concrete wall .. 98,995 | Mathews , H. B. , et al . Lamp and lantern holder ... 102,012

Maney, W. T. Lamp .. 99,494 | Mathews , H. B., et al . Lantern holder.. 99 241

Mangin , A. L. Ozone producing apparatus .
102,695 | Mathy, J. Baker and steamer .. 97.452

Manion , J. A. , et al . Excavator ... 100,503 Mattera, Anna E. Cover for flat iron . 99,099

Manion , J. A. , et al . Snow removing device . 98,817 | Matteson , L. B. , et al . Toy .... 98,438

Manitor Drill Company. Scraper for drill' discs . 98,768 | Matthews, W. H., et al . Graphite separation and

Manker , C. A. Hull .. 102,478 refining 102,740

Mann , G. W. Bee line .
102,095 | Matthews, W. H., et al . Separator. 102,739

Mann , P. J. Station indicator ..
99,768 Mattson , J. Butter packing machine . 102,727

Mann , T. J. Tire tightener... 97,395 Matty, M. H. , et al . Liquid separator . 97,634

Manners, S. H. Singletree .....
98,072 Mauss, W. Persecussive machine 99,553

Manning, J. A. Excelsior making machine .
97.792 Mawer, C. Violin . 97,253

Manvers , A , et al . Vacuum apparatus...
101,925 | Mawson , Mary , et al . Skirt evener and measurer .. 97,034

Manwaring, G. A. Sewing machine needle .
99,798 Max, R. Air heating chamber for ovens and fur

Maple Leaf Harvest Tool Company. Pitchfork . 102,367 naces 99.339

Maple , R. H. Lamp burner .
101.529 | Maxwell, D. & Sons. Hay rake . ..97,126 , 97,427

Mar, H. D. Steam boiler ..
101,597 Maxwell, D. & Sons. Lawn mower ball bearing .. 98,001

Marchessault, A. , et al . Boiler . 101,705 Maxwell, E. L. Pipe flange... 102,029

Marchessault, Léon , et al . Boiler .
101,705 Maxwell, J. D. Friction clutch .. 98,353

Marchessault, Louis , et al . Boiler 101,705 Maxwell , J. W. Shovel and poker . 98.511

Marchessault, V. , et al . Boiler .
101,705 May, E. B., et al . Relief valve . 101,727

Mardis , A. & G. W. Mattress frame or support . 96,890 May, T. H. D. Mixer .. 97,969

Maretzek , A. M. Box hook .... 102,340 Mayer , A. Hat ... 98,749

Mariani , A. Cane planter ..
97.306 | Mayers, H. Tire shrinker . 101,228

Marine Construction Company. Sand blast appa Mayes, M. L. Bicycle seat spring . 102.165

ratus
.97 266 , 97.267 | Maynard , G. A. Water heater . 98,161

Markoe , J , A. Envelope sealing machine. 102,123 Mays, C. R. Spark arrester... 101.604

Markoff , S. A. Photographic mailing card .
100,253 Mayr , H. Holder for chair cover . 102,301

Marks, A. H. Rubber tire .
98.612 Mayse , J. S. Wheel straightening machine . 97,386

Marks , B. D. Graining roller ..
100,646 Maytham , G. W. Ship ... .100,579, 100,580

Marmon , J. M. Buggy top ..
101,966 | Mazé , P. M. Pasteurizing apparatus. 100,128

Marohn , C. F. Wheel..
101,861 McAdam , J. V. Car bolster... 99,089

Marois , Joseph . Bracket for curtain poles and shade
McAdoo , S. Boiler cleaner . 101,824

rollers
98,373 | McAfee, J. Water gauge 98,396

Marquis, H. 0. Switch .
101,251 McAlpine , T. M. Caisson .. 102,641

Marr, A. Tobacco pipe cleaner ...
101,195 | McArthur, E. , et al . Ventilator . 97,252

Marriott , C. H. , et al . Door opener .
96 833 McAvity , J. A. Water closet.. 98,639

Marschner , A. Rail ....
98,554 | McBee , C. F. Binding machines for way bills . 101,393

Marsch, E. 0 . Trolley car clincher . 102,540 McCabe , F. W. , et al . Track laying machine . 98.057

Marsh , G. W. Hinge ..
96,830 McCabe , J. , et al . Loader.. 100.170

Marsh , H. E. , et al . Briquetting press ..
101,651 Mc ('abe, W. L. Conveyer.. 99,825

Marsh , H. E. , et al . Briquette making machine . 98.433 McCain , F. W. Propeller.. 98.500

Marshall, G , H. , et al . Rail joint ..
99,088 McCalip, F. , et al. Culvert . 101.211

Marshall , H. L. , et al . Railway switch ..
97,204 | McCall, W. T. Hoist .. 100.760

Marshall, H. L. , et al . Switch .. 100,136 McCallum , A. J. Railway tie .. 99.826

Marshall , J. W. , et al . Machine for washing drink
McCampbell, T. Chart for dress patterns . 100.751

ing glasses
97,289 McCarthy , D. F. Guard rail and lantern holder . 100,797

Martin , A. Sash fastener .
96,835 McCarthy, T. J. Elevator .. 99,725

Martin , A. H. , et al . Typewriting machine .
102,522 McCarthy, W. P., et al . Egg carrier.. 100,739

Martin , A. T. Wrench ... 99,623 McCauley , W. T. Mud guard for vehicle . 101,834

Martin , C. E. Sheaf loader .

100,749 McClary Manufacturing Company . Side wall regis

Martin , C. H. Railway signal .. 102,549
ter 99,922

Martin , D. B. Revolver .. 100,468 McClean Arms and Ordnance Company. Means for

Martin , E. Disc wheel .. 99,971 counteracting recoil in guns .. 98,814

Martin , F. Dimension gauge . 98,637 McClintock , E. B. File .... 99,861

Martin , F. W. Mucilage bottle . 99,433 McClintock , (). N. Vestlettes for conductors . 99,984

Martin , G. Garment support ..
99,963 McClure, S. Stone draft .. 102,330

Martin , H. J. S. Metallic coupling .
101,624 Mc ( 'ombs . J. A. Check rein ... 98.750

Martin , H. S. , et al . Shock lifter . 100.348 McConnell, J. R. , et al . Churn . 101.864

Martin , J. E. Skate .... 97,112 McCord, A. C. Car axle box lid . 100,701, 100,705

Martin , J. F. Fence post . 98,476 McCormick , W. A. Car axle ... 97,566

Martin , J. H. , et al . Circular saw . 100,222 McCoy, E. , et al . Scaffold support .. 99,909

Martin , J. C. , Jr. Cup and ball joint. 102,017 McCullough ('ompany ( The W. L.) . Ore pulverizer . 100,421

Martin , L. R. Butcher block .. 99.594 McCully, W. S. Elevating baggage truck .. 99,371

Martin , S. B. Ladder .... 101,286 | McCutcheon , J. S. , et al. Plough .... 100,023

Martin , W. A. Sewing machine needle . 100,825 McDermott, C. E. , et al. Carrier for hay 98,286

Martineau, C. , et al . Water trap .. 97,508 McDermott, D., et al . Carrier for hay .. 98,286

Marwedel, P. Signal....
99,409 McDonald , A. Automatic smoke preventing appa

Marx , R. Printing mechanism ..
98,314 ratus 97,364

Mason, A. B. Railway tie .. 101,252 | McDonald Company ( The J. S. ) . Loose leaf binder .. 99,851

Mason, E. A. Wheel guard for railway cars .
98.374 McDonald , D. S. Rug frame.. 100,467

Mason , S. Gas light..
100,488 | McDonald , E. R. Check rein guard .. 100.412

Mason , T. G. Suspender ..

101,956 | MeDonald , H. R. , et al . Hold hack for harness . 101,803

Massey Harris Company Disc harrow . 98,986 , 99,540 McDonald , J. S. Loose leaf binder . 99,852

Massey Harris Company. Liquid separator... 98,506 , 100,002 | McDonald , J. W. Nut lock .... 102,604

Massey Harris Company. Mower .. 97,546 McDonell, A. D. Logging sled .. 100,880

Massie , W. W. Condenser.. 98,221 McDonnell, M. H. Ice tongs .. 101,802

Massie , W. W. Oscellaphone ...
101,315 McDonner, C. Refrigerator . 99,138

Masson , J. R. Method of recovering antimony and
Mcl )onough , M. L. , et al . Sawing machine for

arsenic 100,344 marble 97,523

Mastus , G. A. Refrigerator . 101,795 | McDowell, J. M. Mould for plastic blocks . 98,103

Masterson , P. J. Mandrel ...
99,410 McElney, W. B. Bit .. 98,104

Matcham , C. A. Cooler for granular material. 100.658 McElrea , J. Collar button ... 99,554

Matcham , C. A. Furnace .. 101,339 McElroy, J. F. , et al . Cement fence post . 102,115

Matcham , C. A. Kiln . 101,592 ' McGahan, F. L. Heating process .. 100,346
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98,962 MeNally, F. J. Gaiter and stocking .. 98.980

McGann, T. W. J. , et al . Caulk for horseshoes .. 98,963 | McNally , J. Fencing dropper .. 99,738

98,964 McNames, W. Wire stretcher .. 98,475

McGeough, D. H. Spring bed . 98,914 McNeil, D. T. Bushing for belt pulleys. 100,686

McGillis , J. Traction sled .. 100,881 | McNeil, H. J. Device for shifting threshing machine

McGlashan , W. C. S. Shirt . 99,726 bodies 98,024

McGonigh , C. W. , et al . Pump .. 101,564 McPhail, N. A. Gate latch . 97,507

McGrary , A. M. Horse controller . 101,537 McPhee , C. C. Card folder . 99,904

McGrath , F. , et al . Cork screw .
98,323 McPherson , E. T. Apparatus for making dies and

McGrath , M. E. Railway tie . 101,513 matrices 98,269

McGregor, R. Steam turbine ... 97,900 McPherson , J. A. Sole ... 97,072

McGuane, J. H. Railway brace and chair. 99,581 McRobert, W. H. Fastener . 98.322

McGuire, J. Cooking oven ..... 98,672 | McSweyn , W. F. , et al . Car fender ... 96,959

McGuire, M. G. Umbrella, parasol, etc , 99,555 McTear, B. T. Manufacture of tubes or hollow

McGuire , T. Dressing booth .. 99,251 bodies 101,586

McHepary, I. Traction wheel ... 102,275 | McVean , J. M. , et al . Hide preparing compound .. 99,002

McHeny, E. 0., et al . Curtain holder for vehicles .. 101,967 | McVicker , W. J. Controller for explosive engines . 99,173

McHugh , C. R. , et al . Box opening device .. 98,853 McWilliams, G. B. Hose ... 102,605

McIlvain, J. W. Vehicle brake . 102,468 Mead , W. I. Level for clocks .. 102.611

Mcllwain, J. , et al . Block signal system .. 97,128 Meadowcroft, H. L. Shade roller bracket. 98.902

McInnerny, M. Cultivator... 98,421 | Meanor , K. H. Gate . 97,351

McInnes , T. R. E. , et al . Rotary engines . 101,457 Mecherle , W. R. Nut lock . 101,508

McIntosh , A. A. Lever jack .. 98,981 | Medbery , C. C. Smelting furnace . 101,287

McIntosh , A. A. Log loader .. 99,101 Meddings, W. G. Electric fire alarm .. 98,951

McIntosh , A. A. Release hook . 99,985 Meddings, W. G. Electrical device for recording the

McIntosh , F. F. , et al . Fire arm . 100,972 breaking of fire preventing sprinkler . 98,902

McIntyre , A. J. , et al . Fender . 98,464 | Medley , C. Non - refillable bottle .. 100,389

McIntyre , G. T. Apparatus for moulding plastics .. 97,519 | Medlock , A. L. Pump.... 98,801

McIntyre, J. Electro - magnetic apparatus .. 101,302 Meeker, F. W. Artificial fuel. 97,764

McIntyre , J. Ruhmkorff coil .... 101,303 Meermans, J. Non - refillable bottle . 100,390

McIntyre, J. J. , et al . Hose binder.. 98,572 | Mehder , L. F. , et al . Pocket ... 101.365

McIntyre, w. , et al . Water condenser and purifier .. 100,975 | Meierhofer, A. , et al . Veterinary dental float . 101.763

McKay, E. J. House construction .... 101,835 Meilicke, C. A. Calculating machine . 98,022

McKay, H. V. , et al . Amalgamator for ore , etc ... 101,161 Meissner, O. W. Dump car ... 102,341

McKay , I. M. Stone saw ... 100,212 Melan, G. Hat ... 99,946

McKay , W. E. Brake . 102,079 Melançon , J. , et al . Clothes hook . 96,900

McKean , J. , et al . Sash support. 98,898 Melander, P. H. Floor sweeper . 100.213

McKee, W. Machine for making tie plates .. 99,434 | Melland -Smith , J. Car coupler.... 100,313

McKee, W. W. Shipping and show case . 98,290 Mellinger, G. B. , et al . Method of producing tubes .. 98,851

McKeen , W. H. Truss frame for cars .. .97,088 , 97,089 Mellinger , G. B., et al . Tube making machine... 98,815

McKeen , W. K. Car frame ...... 98,291 Mellor, G. W. Machine for forming compound deals 96,995

McKeen , W. R. Heating and ventilating system for Mellor, W. W. , et al . Separation of butter from

automobiles 98,292 cream 101.862

McKeen , W. R. , Jr. Power controlling mechanism .. 99,672 Mellowes, F. W. Glazing device . 97,475

McKendrick , R. , et al . Rail fastener . 99,326 | Memphis Column Company. Lathe . 101.006

McKenney, J. Rope clamp ..... 98,242 Mendels, J. H., et al . Chair and cot .. 97,430

McKenzie , D. C. Cash changing device . 97,663 Mendenhall, H. , et al . Washing machine . 99.723

McKenzie , D. , et al . Turret punch .. 96,786 | Menkey, F. W. Flue for stoves , etc..... 98,978

McKenzie, M. Method of extracting wood products . 101,666 Mennes, W. J. Finger stretcher .. 100,668

McKeown, S. W. , et al . Cut - off valve ... 98,505 Menzel, W. Keyboard for musical instruments . 99,954

McKersie, S. A. , et al . Manufacture of sheet rubber 98,921 Mercer, F. D. Cultivator.... 97,453

McKinney, D. L. , et al . Combination tool .. 98,825 Mercer, F. D. Tension regulator for belts, etc. 101,088

McKinney, G. B. Merry-go -round .... 98.824 | Mercer, R. F. Linotype machine. 99,809

McKinsey , N. S. Selective telephone .. 101,313 Merceret , A. Book or copy holder . 97,970

McKinsey , N. S. , et al . Telephone system . 101,346 Merchants Rubber Company. Rubber overshoe .. 97,953

McKissack , G. W. , et al . Reversing valve . 98,042 Merchants Rubber Company . Rubber shoo..99,317 , 99,318

McKittrick , E. J. Swimming appliance . 97,243 Mergenthaler Linotype Company. Linotype ... 99.840

McKnight, R. Hinges for screens .. 101,414 | 100,420

McLachlan, A. H.
Mergenthaler Linotype Company. Linotype machine

Horseshoe ..... 99,102 1 100,451

McLachlin , H. D. Rubber fastener .
101,144 Mergenthaler Linotype Company. Monoline com

McLaughlin , C. N. Grinding mill . 98,979 posing machine 96,977

McLaughlin , J. Meat roaster ... 97,071 | Merrel , J. R. Churn dasher . 100,164

McLaughlin , M. A. Electro -medical appliance .. 97,123 Merril, E. W. Drop hammer . 98.240

McLaughlin , S. S., et al . Vehicle brake...
99,275 | Merril, F. D. Churn ... 102,156

McLaughlin , W. K., et al. Air cooler for engines.. 101.842 Merrimac Chemical Company. Ore roasting furnace 99.757
McLean , C. L. Belt gear .. 99,748 Merriman , W. T. Game apparatus . 97,113

McLean, E. Furnace .. 102,577 | Merritt , I. N. Lift and drop gate . 101.778

McLean , E. Furnace regulation .. 101.777 | Merry, F. B. and B. M. Bicycle pump. 102,161

McLean , E. Telephone switchboard . 101,319 Merryman, T. J. Fly frightener . 101,044

McLean , J. F. Vise ... 100,357 Mershon, R. D. Reverse relay .. 101,659

McLean , L. A. Bearings for cream separator . 101,431 Mertens , E. Photography ... 102,011

McLean , L. A. Cream separator .. 99,986 Meschin , G. L. & E. T. Trick device .. 99,683

McLean , W. , et al . Fumigator.. 100,908 Mestitz , A. Filter for dust suction apparatus.100,458 , 100,459

McLean , W. S. Saw tooth .. 100,745 Metal Shingle and Siding Company, Limited . Wa

McLellan , H. R. , et al . Rotary engine.. 96,819 tering bowl 102,016

McLeod , D. H. Rail joint ..... 97,933 | Metals Extraction Corporation Method of prepar

McLeod , K. K. Cream separator .. 97.631 ing nickel and cobalt. .101,322 , 101,323

Mcleod , W. A. Fan for furnaces . 101,145 Metcalfe, J. C. & R. D. Injector. 100,345

McMahon , J. Pick and axe .. 98,610 Metheany, G. H. Switch .. 101,220

McMahon , J. P. Smoke consumer . 98,735 Metzger, J. Hose coupling . 98,499

McMartin , H. C. Grain tank .... 99,827 Mewes , R. W. , et al . Pick . 97,340

McMartin , W. J. Metallic studding . 101,680 Meyer, A. , et al . Means of projecting and anchor

McMaster, C. J. Wind mill head frame . 101.697 ing life lines 99,345

McMaster, M. E. Paint manufacture . 97,753 Meyer, H. Compensating device . 98,586

McMillan , A. , et al . Welding compound .. 97,465 Meyer, H., et al. Chandelier guard . 102,010

McMoodie, S. P. Street or station indicator.. 101,481 Meyer, J. G. Mould .... 99,153

McMullen , C. P. , et al . Governor for pump. 101,943 | Meyer , L. Bottle stopper .. 97,179

96.932 Meyers, A. H. , et al . Horse blanket .. 96.873

McMullen , C. P. , et al . Governor for pumping engines 97,032 Michaud , B. P. Sash holder .. 96.836

100,945 Michaud , G. , et al . Filament .. 102.266

McMunn , T. Conveyer for excavator .. 101,709 ' Michigan Stove Company. Gas burner . 101,268

{
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Michigan Stove Company, Gas oven . 99,574 | Mitchell , W. M. Switch ...... 98,533

Michigan Stove Company. Gas stove . 99,470 | Mitcheson , E. J. Merry-go -round . 100,012

Mick , R. M. Carbureter.. 102,393 | Mitts , W. S. Buggy wrench .. 98,023

Middlebrook, J. Watch protector . 98,953 Moch , E. , et al . Fire alarm . 97,397

Middleton, G. Vehicle wheel 98,992 Moe, C. F. , et al . Typewriter . 100,452

Midgley, T. , et al . Vulcanizing . 101,664 Moeller, J. Plough colter ... 101,501

Mikolasek, J. F. Ditching plough . 100,146 Moffat, H. E. Feed water heater and purifier . 100,662

Mikorey, H. Boat ropeller . 100,581 | Moffat, H. Oil extractor . 98,267

Mikorey, H. Colour spray .... 98,182 Mogat , W. Mop wringer.. 101,924

Milham , H. K. Propeller . 99,338 | Moffat, W. A. Feed water heater . .102,030 , 102,342

Miller , B. S. Signal .. 101,371 Moffat , W. A. Gravity boiler feeder . 101,848
Miller, C. Sled ..

98,085 Moffett Bearing Company. Dust guard for bearings 99,003

Miller, C. A. Game . 99,964 Moffett Bearing Company. Roller bearings .. 98,089

Miller, C. M. Coaling device for moving trains . 99,828 Mohr, M. Lock .... 101,796

Miller , D. C. , et al . Rail joint... 100,398 Moler, H. T. Nut lock . 102,096

Miller, D. I. , et al . Seal lock . 98,846 Molesworth , H. B. Means of preventing side slip .. 100,878

Miller, F. E. , et al . Road culvert . 96,943 | Molle , J. B. , et al . Typewriter .. 100,452

Miller , G. J. Battery plate .... 102,541 Monarch Knitting Company. Muffler . 97.464

Miller , J. , et al . Internal combustion engine.98,936 , 100,248 Monard, A. , et al . Brake and signal.. 99,582

Millen , J. T. , et al . Holdback for vehicles . 96,801 Mond Nickle Company . Nickel manufacture . 97,372

Miller, J. W. Well drill . 99,119 Mongardi, G. , et al . Ham compressing machine . 100,333

Miller, M. J. , et al . Gas engine reversing gear .. 100,861 .Mongeon, C. J. , et al . Shade roller bracket ... 98,903

Miller, s . Artificial fruit ... 99,747 Monitor Shipping Corporation . Ship .. 97,428

Miller, T. Mould and vulcanizer for rubbers . 100.632 Monosette , 0. J. Grinding mill .... 102,181

Miller, T. D. Cutter for tubular bodies .. 101,321 | Montague, D. P. , et al . Feed controlling mechanism

Miller, W. J. D. Steam engine .... 100,582 for magazines, etc 101,326

Millican , J. M. Gate ..... 101,197 Montague, D. P. , et al . Feed mechanism for maga

Millin , J. Cement block mould . 100,187 zine , etc 100,947

Millington , A. E. Paper tarring apparatus . 102,696 Monterde, F. Apparatus for forming tubes for elec
Millior , D. Gas producer ... 101,288 trode plates 96,894

Mills , E. N. Printing press .. 96,788 Montet, E. Soap granulator .. 97,943

Mills, E. N. , et al . Printing press . 96,787 Montgomery, B. H. Fire extinguisher . 101.230

Mills , H. E. , et al . Pulley blocks .. 101,863 | Montgomery , J. Water elevator .. 100,369

Mills , H. S. Picture exhibiting and phonograph ma Montminy, W. Means for attaching runners to ve

chine 97,139 hicle wheels 99,009

Mills , J. Filter .
100,961 Montpetit, J. Can . 100,898

Mills , J. G. Cement mould .. 99,955
Montreal Pipe Foundry Company . Driving gear .. 100.334

Mills , J. G. Wall construction . 99,741
Moodie , C. W. Radiator.. 98.268

Mills, W. , et al . Car axle.... 102,585
Moodie , R. P. , et al . Gas engine .. 102.293

Milne, J. A. Vending machine ... 100,394 Moody, W. H. , et al . Collar .. 98,241

Milne , W. A. Conveyer for peat .. 101,500 Mooney, P. J. Fire plate and cover . 99.936

Milwaukee Brewers Specialty Company. Crate .... 101,209 Moor, L. C. , et al . Gas chandelier . 102,705

Milwaukee Evaporator Company . Evapourating ap Moore , A. Dumping and distributing apparatus .. 96,871

paratus 102,553 Moore, C. H. Water closet valve .. 100.670

Minds , H. L. Cream separator.. 100,741 Moore, C. J. B. Fence post ... 101,781
Mine Dust Removal Syndicate. Apparatus for re

Moore , D. A. Wheel... 100,165

moving dust from mines , etc ... 99,198 Moore, F. W. Ironing board 101,253

Miner (The W. H.) Company. Brake ... 99,474 Moore , F. W. & A. J. Acetylene gas machine . 101,206

Miner ( The W. H. ) Company . Car coupler... 99,478, 99,490 Moore, G. Metal separator .. 101.240

Miner ( The W. H. ) Company. Car side bearing .... 99,473 Moore , H. J. Temporary binder . 98,354

Miner (The W. H. ) Company. Draw bar mechanism .
I 99,475

Moore , J. Tedder for mowing machines . 97,616

| 99,476 Moore , J. C. Overseeming attachment for sewing

| 99,472 machines 101,052

99,477 | Moore, J. , et al . Boot hook . 99,388

99,479 Moore , J. , et al . Churn .. 98,275

99,480 Moore, J. U. Incubator nest . 101,053

99,481 | Moore , L. Hook 99,517

Miner ( The W. H. ) Company. Railway car .. 99,483 Moore, M. , et al . Iron manufacture . 102,773

99,484 Moore , 0. H. Pulp screen .. 102,155

99,485 Moore Screen Company. Plup screen .. 99,128

99,486 Moore, S. F. Fire escape . 102,107

99,487 | Moore , W. A. Bedstead . 101,185

99,488 Moore , W. H. Guard rail .. 102,602

99,489 Moores, J. Electric dumb bell .. 101,665

102,432 Moorhead , A. E. Carpet cleaning apparatus. 100,433

102,433 Morck , W. , et al . Vehicle wheel .. 97,382

102,434 Morden , G. Beet topper ..
100,764

102,435 | 97.068

Miner ( The W. H. ) Company. Railway car . 102,436 | Moreau , J. Potato digger ..... 99,595

102,437 101,995

102,438 | Moreau, J. Rossing machine ... 101,679

102,439 Morehaead, J. Separator for water and steam ... 98,743

102,735 | Morehead Manufacturing Company. Tank trap . 97,030

Miner ( The W. H. ) Company . Side bearings .. 99,482 | Morehouse, D. Lubricator ... 97,765

Mingay , F. H. Golf ball . 100.011 | Morehouse, D. Lubricator for engine valves . 102.394

Minturn , J. A. , et al . Process for making mush .... 97,837 Morehouse, J. A. Baby jumper . 98,073

Miracle Pressed Stone Company. Mould for concrete Morehouse, R. Measure .. 100,363

pipe 102,487 Morell, A. Key guard .. 97,362

Mitchell, J. C. Explosive . 97,662 Morency, J. P. , et al . Building method . 99,882

Mitchell , J. E. , et al . Machine for subjecting air Moreno , L., et al . Process of rapid and perfect

to electric discharges . 100,372 combustion of combustible gases ... 99,910

Mitchell , J. T. Artificial bait .. 101,229 | Morenus, G. W. Apparatus for making wire glass .. 98,074
Mitchell , L. Telegraphing and cabling system . 96,936 Morewood, W. B. Door bolt......

100.061

Mitchell, M. E. , et al . Sewing machine.. 97,483 | Morford , I. N. Wire fence making machine. 98,638

Mitchell, R. A. , et al . Gas engine starter. 99,705 | Morgan , E. L. Switch ... 100,141
Mitchell , R. A. , et al . Pump for internal combina Morgan , G. H. Power converting apparatus. 100,835

tion engine 98.960 Morgan , H. A. & W. A. Paper cutter .. 99,046

Mitchell, W. Steam generator . 98,619 Morgan , J. H. Shelf bracket ... 102,180

Mitchell, W. D. & A. B. Collar . 97,570 Morgan , L. S. Razor ... 97,630
Mitchell , W. H. Planter ...

99,724 | Morgan , S. L. Printing machine . 100.654

Mitchell, W. J. & J. R. Vehicle wheel .. 97,387 ' Morgan , T. M. Cement burning system . 102,752
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Morgan , W. H. , et al . Amalgamator ... 102,668 Murphy , J. Means of controlling anchor or frazil .. 96,895

Morgans, W. C. , et al . Bale binder and tier . 97,190 Murphy , J. Rack or screen for water wheel ... 97,050

Morin , I. Fireproof window frame ...... 97,000 Murphy, J. , et al . Sewing machine table . 99,681

Morlock , J. G. Spring for platform rockers .. 97,986 Murphy , J. J. Bed . ..99,634 , 99,635

Morris , E. T. Device for opening and closing doors Murphy , 0. T. Apparatus for heating liquids in

or gates 97,484 casks 99,100

Morris , H. Shade bracket ... 98,130 Murray, W. A. Damper . 98,053

Morris , H. G. Brick moulding and pressing machine 97,786 Murray, W. E. Conveyer belt .. 101,769

Morris , R. , et al . Spinning spindle..
98,463 Murray, W. E. Foundation for floating structure .. 101,818

Morris , R. S. , et al . Railway signal .. 102,554 Myers , B. F. Mail crane ... 98,542

Morrison (The James) Brass Manufacturing Company. Myers , E. K. Can opener .. 98,132

Gas fixture 100,761 | Myers , G. M. Animal trap . 98,196

Morrison , H. B. Heel of boot and shoes .. 97,307 Myers , H., et al . Twine cutter . 98,522

Morrison , W. Heel . 98,166 Myers Manufacturing Company . Combination tool . 97,222

Morrison , W. , et al . Brake . 102,583 Myers , McC. Glass mould .. 97,001

Morrison , W. J. , et al . Frost eliminating device Myres , R. L , et al . Fence . 101,413

for windows 97,377 Nall , G. W. Furniture brace . 99,139

Morrow , L. M. Harrow .. 97,814 Nash, J. , et al . Grain drier . 101,699

Morrow , M., et al . Engine starter . 102,675 Nash , R. G. Bottle washer . 99,584

Morse , F. W. , et al . Hot air engine . 102,281 | Nass , R. Rotary engine... 96,825

Morse , H. C. Guard for boats ... 97,159 National Brazing Compound Company. Brazing com

Morse , H. N. , et al . Electric heater . 99,797 pound 98,321

Morse, R. B. , et al . Electric heater .. 99,797 102,418

Morse, R. F. Dispensing can .... 101,143 102,419

Morsing, C. Road grader ... 100,507 102,420

Morss , R. L. , et al . Window fastener .
102,637 National Cash Register Company . Cash register ... { 102,421

Mortensen , P. A. Whistle .... 100,456 102,422

Mortensen , A. C. Door ...... 97,242 102,423

Morterud , E. Cellulose manufacture . 100,548 ( 102,424

Moscicki, I. , et al . Electric plant .. 100,338 | National Electric Signalling Company . Wireless

Moss, A. L Sanding device for automobiles. 100,868 signalling 97,118 , 97,119

Moss , B. B. Tie plate .....
101,751 National Engine Company. Fluid pressure motor.. 100,860

Moss, E. Stamp for letters, etc. 98,078 National Gas Drill Company. Gas engine ... 100,699

Moss , J. I. Window lock ... 96,834 National Gas Light Company. Gas burner 102,354

Motley, P. B. Bridge , roof , etc .. 99,184 National Investment Company . Rotary engine-.... 96,821

Mouhlen , J. Water cock .. 102,140 National Malleable Castings Company. Car coupler 100,256

Moulton and Evans. Scaffold support . 100,979 National Metallurgic Company. Desulphurizing and

Moulton , D. E. , et al . Air coupler . 98,171 nodulizing system 100,181

Moulton , G. Ventilator .... 100,879 National Metallurgic Company. Nodule of metalli

Mound City Paint and Color Company. Fabric ma ferous material 100.180

nufacture 99,393 Vaunton , W. E. Music printing method. 101,548

Mousseau , E. D. Rotary engine .. 102,364 Naysmith , R. Bed frame and springs .. 98,034

Moutier, E. A. , et al . Brake and signal. 99,582 Nead, W. S. , et al . Window shade bracket . 99,799

Mowbray, J. W. Feed mechanism for threshing ma Neate, P. J. Spring .... 100,008

chines 99,608 Neddo , P. Lifter for cans , boxes, etc .. 98,294

Mowbrey , J. W. Governor for marine engines . 97,330 Nedrow , H. F. , et al . Wrench . 101,950

Mower , C. H. Air conduit .. 97,920 Neel . W. B. Nut lock washer ... 101,146

Moyer, F. X. Tire armour . 98,613 Neelin , W. A. Vehicle bearing.. 97,398

Mrazay, J. , et al . Fire lighting apparatus . 97,979 Neely , E. Cooler for beer, etc .. 101,793

Muck , W. F. , et al . Die for fence tie . 98,116 Neenan , N. E. Elevator .. 102,075

Muckle , M. R. & J. S. Pumping system . 100,362 Neepawa Manufacturing Company. Chag blower .. 102,365

Mudge , S. F. Wheel tire ... 101,810 Nees , A. A. Safety deposit receptacle .. 101,183

Mueller , H. C. Jump spark apparatus 100,563 Neikirk , J. 0 . Bolster for railway cars . 100,244

Muffly, S. T. Metal extraction .. . 102,395 , 102,396 Neil , N. G. Index ..... 100,371

Mugford , F. W. , et al . Collar .. 98.241 Neilson , J. R. , et al . Ratchet wrench and drill . 98,810

Muirhead, A. E. Steam generator . 102,302 | Nelson , A. R. , et al . Telephone system . 101,346

Muirhead , A. , et al . Receiver for wireless tee
Nelson , A. W. Cutter head . 101,673

graphy 97,797 Nelson , F. E. , et al . Gate .. 100,796

Mulholland , R. Rubber tire . 100,205 Nelson , L. J. Chip breaker .. 101,289

Mullarkey, J. P. , et al . Excavator . 100,503 Nelson , M. Paper cutter. 100,727

Mullarkey , J. P., et al . Snow removing device . 98,817 Nelson, N. H. Loading derrick . 98,543

Mullen , B. J. Gas washer.. 100,826 Nelson , N. H. Power device .... 98,751

Mullen , L. H. Pruning implements . 97,363 Nelson , P. W. Game... 99,965

Muller, C. J. R. Furnace for charring wood, peat,
Nelson , S. M. , et al . Shock loader . 101,790

etc 99,340 Veracher . W. A. , et al . Adjustable die stock . 97,548

Muller, E. , et al . Chuck . 97,808 Neron , E. Envelope marker .... 100,254

Muller, F. Clutch 99,645 Vesbit, D. M. Heating system .. 100,612

Muller , J. L. Garment hanger . 101,972 Nesbitt , J. S. Flash sign ... 102,698

Muller , J. P. Windmill ... 97,766 Nestor, 0. K. , et al . Fire alarm . 97,397

Mulligan , F. M. Churn .. 99,937 Nettle , G. Pulley . 101.147

Mulock , W. R. Railway freight car .. 99,924 Nettleton , J. N. Nipper . 99,673

Multiple Woven Hose & Rubber Company . Weaving Natural Food Company . Machine for preparing food

method 98,117 stuff 101,975

Mumford , J. A. Steam boiler .. 100,635 Neu , E. W. , et al . Water heater . 98,412

Muncaster, W. J. Shaft straightening machine.... 100,583 Nevins , T. B. Skirt hanger .... 102,067
Mundell & Company , J. C. Connecting device for New Century Engine Company , Limited . Locomo

knock down furniture .. 98.253 tive an dengine 101,446

Mundet , J. Bottle seal .. 98,523 Newcomb , E. C. Internal combustion motor . 99,163

Munroe , D. D. , et al . Weather strip . 99.684 Newcomb Piano Company . Piano... 98.647

Munroe , K. , et al . Joint union .. 97,126 Newhall , H. B. Cable clamp .... 99,155

Munroe , K. , et al . Pump... 98,789 | Newhouse , H. Carving machine ... 97,509

Munson , G. W. Key operated machinery . 97,844 New Jersey Wire Cloth Company. Fire proof struc

Munter, C. Abdominal corset. 100,629
ture .96,813 , 101,387

Munter, c . Corset .... 96.919 New Jersey Wire Cloth Company. Wire loom . 97,607

Murdock , A. Fruit picker . 102,112 Newman , C. , et al . Curcular saw . 100,222

Murdoch , A. Shower bath . 102,385 Newman , F. W. Door .... 101.101

Murdock , G. J. Pump ... 101,568 , 101.569 Newton , C. C. & W. S. Stopper for vessels . 100.383

Murdock , H. B. Cement brick press . 97.140 New York Cigarette Machine Company. Cigarette

Murdock , J. Rotary converter .. 102.697 machine ..101,408 . 101.409

Murphy, C. A. Fish trap . 102,066 Viagara Forged Steel Company. Rail brace . 97,693

9
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Nice , F. R. Jar closing tool ..... 98.133 Oldham , J. Saw ... 100,740

Nicholas , M. Apparatus for preparing textile fabrics 102,578 Olds Motor Works. Carbureter 98,935

Nicholls, A. E. , et al . Golosh .. 100,904 Olin , C. M. Light box . 97,490

Nichols , A. E. , et al . Bob sleigh ... 99,394 Olinger , J. G. , et al . Typewriter . 100,452

Nichols , E. I. Dust removing devices . 101,776 Oliphant, W. Surface carbureter 101,090

Nichols , L. A. , et al . Valve .... 99,626 i Oliver , C. Street lamp .. 102,479

Nicholson , C. W. , et al . Siop valve . 101,898 ' Oliver, W. H. Lifting jack . 98,422

Nicholson , W. Tube expander .. 98,355 ' Olivier , E. L. A. Resilient tire . 100,202

Nickerson , S. H. & A. V. Axle 98,243 : Ollagnier, B. , et al . Method of grinding cereals , etc 97,817

Nicolson , G. W. Excavator .
99,810 Ollagnier, B. , et al . Mill . 97,818

Niehoff, E. Submarine boat .
97,717 Olney, R. E., et al. Mirror 101,823

Nielsen , R. Ice cream spoon .
97,972 | Olsen , J. , et al . Moulding machine . 97,711

Nielsen , S. J. Lock .... 101.089 Olson , A. J. Bedstead... 99,140

Nielson , A. , et al . Shock loader . 101,790 Olson , L. Wire fence brace .. 97,492

Niemann , J. P. , et al . Station indicator . 98,849 | Olson , 0. Post retaining band . 101,263

Nightingall, V. C. J. Gas burner ..
96,852 Olsson , H. A. Bottle closure . 102,699

Nikolsky, M. Explosive manufacture .
99,456 Olsson , P. Cultivator .. .99,346 , 99,347

Niles Bement Pond Company.
Wrench 96,993 Omega Separator Company. Cream separator ...

99,534

Nilson and Morrison Manufacturing Company. Hose Ontario Fruit Package Company. Veneer bending

coupling 101,900 machine 99,568

Nisket , J. E. Car coupling .
101,880 O'Brien , C. H. Apparatus for producing electric

Nissein , L. Lamp for burning liquid combustibles . 97,599 sound signals
97,365

Nissen , N. F. , et al . Pasteurising apparatus . 100,099 O'Brien , P. J. Sash fastener . 102,651

Nix , J. B. Cotton chopper ...
99,218 : O'Brien , T. , et al . Nut lock . 100,160

N0ack , W. H. & A. Y. Machine for forming butter O'Brien , W. C. Starter for electric motors. 98,222

into bricks 99,103 O'Connor , A. Stanchion ..... 99,412

Noble , C. W. , et al . Curtain holder for vehicle .. 101,967 O'Connor , D. L. Vapourizer for furnaces. 100,993

Nodet , M. F. A. , et al . Electric lamp for heating .. 97,147 | O'Connor , J. Excavator 97,007

Noe , A. Gate ..
99,372 O'Connor, J. Meat baster .. 101,254

Nolan , R. P. Signal for air brake systems. 102,325 O'Connor , M. J. Apron fastener . 101,940

Noldner, B. Machine for removing bolls from stalks O ' ( 'onnor, T. B. , et al . Bakers' oven . 97,054

of flax
98,444 O'Dell, J. Hen nest..... 100,795

Nöldner , B. Trace hook ..
97,682 O'Dell, J. J. Street car fender . 98,423

Nolf , A. M. Firearm ..
102,316 O'Dell, W. R. Non - refillable bottle . 100,393

Noll , H. , et al . Grain drier . 101,699 O'Donnell, F. , et al .
Loon ..... 99,307

Nolte , A. Press for forcing axles into car wheels .. 98,802 O'Donnell, F. , et al . Shuttle mechanism . 102,361

Nolting , E. J. Hedge trimmer .. 98,524 O'Donnell, F. , et al . Stop motion for looms. 102,362

Norcross , I. A. , et al . Wall bracket 101.214 O'Donnell, W. J. Curative apparatus ... 99,357

Norden Stierna , G. Holder for umbrella , etc. 101,836 O'Dowd, J. Roof gutter.... 99,620

Norman , B. A. Cold storage building .. 100,657 O'Leary , J. J. Map hanger . 101,110

Norris , C. G. , et al . Planter ...
101,125 O'Leary. W. J. and Company. Electric switch . 101,325

Norris , F. B. Suspender ...
99,619 O'Neal, C. H. Rack for displaying rugs 100,734

North & Pfeiffer Manufacturing Company . Boot O'Neall, W. Q. & E. H. Culvert... 101,211

caulk 98,390 O'Neil, D. S. Machine for cutting and sharpening

North , C. H. Electric bell . 99,363 horseshoe caulks 99,240

North , G. H. , et al . Display rack . 100,567 O'Neil , F. Glassware making machine. 99,277

Northern Electric and Manufacturing Company, O'Neil, M. J. Folder .. 98,870

Limited . Winding machine 101,668 | O'Shaughnesay, L. J. Life preserver . 100,627

Northey, J. P. Sound producing device ...
97,617 ! O'Sullivan , J. T. , et al . Cream and milk cooler . 97,556

Northwestern Register Company. Register holler .. 99,075 Oppenheim , S. Blouse ... 100,484

Norton , C. W. , et al . Potato digger .... 97,100 Orling, A. , et al . Telegraphic apparatus . 102,743

Norton , M. H. Knife holder for vaneer lathes . 98,803 Ormsby , H. J. Bridle bit ..... 97 911

Norton , s . Fire brick ..... 98.758 Oronhyatekha. Q. Steam boiler 101,708

Norton , W. B. Piston packing .. 100,836 Orosez , L. M. Car coupler. 97,683

Norwall Manufacturing Company. Valve 96,989 Orr , E. B. Curtain pole .. 97,256

Norwood , F. H. , et al . Car coupler . 102,004 Orr , F. L. , et al . Engine starter . 102,675

Notz , F. Mixing machine... 102,610 Orr, J. F. Track brake ... 97,309

Novelty Engineering Association , Ring expander .. 101,352 Osborne, H. Shutter worker . 101,419
Nowak , 0. H. , et al . Hide preparing compound. 99,002 Osborne , H. Transom .. 99,811

Nowbray, J. W. Exhaust nozzle .. 97,180 Osborne, J. H. Cheese cutter . 102,182

Noy , H. G. W. L. Drier for clothes , etc ... 100,827 Osborne , V. , et al . Measuring instrument . 99,395

Noyer, J. N. Fire escape .. 100.351 | Oscanyan , P. C. Elastic fluid turbine . 99,696

Noyer J. N. Ratchet wrench . 101,549 Ostrander , A. I. Rotary engine ... 99,556

Nugent, G. Track sander .... 97.073 Ostwald , W. Process of rendering lithophone more

Nute , J. H. Machine for making wooden tooth picks 102.753 stable in light 100,107

Nutz , S. N. Measure and ruler ..
98,722

Ostwald , W. Process of rendering lithophone stable

96,932
against light 102,358

97,032 Oswald , J. E. , et al . Locomotive engine...
Governor for pump ....

100,981

Nye , W. E. , et al . 101,943
Otis Elevator Company . Elevator mechanism . 97,583

100,945
Otis Fenson Elevator Company. Alternating cur

Nystrom, C. A. M. , et al . Filler .
101.129

rent motor control 101,354

Ņyswonger , W. A. Hoe .... 100,238 Otis , S. Dumping car ..... 100,245

Oakes, F. J. Process for treating hides and skines . 1 97,255 Ovenshire, c . E.
| 97,254 Ouimet, R. Boiler . 100,615

Shirt for infants . 99,124

Oakman , R. N. Gas valve .. 99,123 Ovenshire , H. R. Infants ' band or shirt 101,148

Obee , R. R. Trawl net .. 100,584 Owen , J. , et al . Toy ..... 98,438

Oberbayerische Kokswerke and Fabrik Chemischer Owen , R. H. Range finder ... 97,510
Produkte Akt Gesellschaft. Peat kiln .

99,076 Owens , C. , et al . Feed controlling mechanism for

Oberg, A. H. Holder for nursing bottles.. 100,105 magazines , etc 101,326

Oberbayerische Hokswerke. Coking peat . 102,211 Owens, C. , et al . Feed mechanism for magazine , etc 100.947

Odegard, B. Tobacco pipe .... 100,966 Owens , H. E. Saw handle ... 101,054
Odell , M. H. Keyboard ... 98,881 | Oxley , W. T. Tie for grain sacks . 97,485

Oehrle , E. , et al . Square and protractor . 98,605 Pace , T. H. Match box ... 100,922

Offterdinger, H. T. Hot water radiator .. 100,044 Packer , J. S. Sash fastener . 102,636

Offterdinger, H. T. , et al. Hot water heating system 97,829 | Padmore , A. M. Davenport . 102,510

Ogilvie , W. C. , et al . Golf cap ... 101,855 Page, H. J. , et al . Hose coupling . 97,136

Ohio Fiber Machinery Company . Wood fibre cutter 102,378 | Paget , A. , et al . Electric furnace . 102,647

Ohlhaver , H. P. D. Milking machine ..... 99,941 Pagnuelo , C. , et al . Head rest for beds 102,403

Ohnemu's, M. C. Fabric roll protector guard .. 99.185 Paige , A. B. Mine hoist ...... 102,097

Old Colony Light Company. Acetylene gas generator 100,115 | Pallweber , J. Adding machine .. 97,725

Oldfield, T. , et al . Vehicle wheel...... 99,416 | Palmer, H. S. W. , et al . Tea preparation .. 97,699

1
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Palmer , I. E. Creel..... 101,200 Pearson, E. H. Obstetrical pad ... 99,141

197,044 Pearson Fire Alarm , Limited. Electric Fire alarm . 101,932

Palmer , I. E. Hull ....
97,045 Pease, C. F. , et al . Photographic finishing process .. 102,485

| 97,535 Pease. F. B. Ladder 98,723

Palmer , I. E. Thread guide ....
.101,198 , 101,199 Pease Foundry Company. Heater and ventilator . 98,063

Palmer, R. M. Electrical distribution .
97,987 Peck, J. A. Lock nut... 102.236

Palmer, S. A. Lubricator ..
97,767 Peck, J. E. Heater .

99,457

Palmer, W. , et al . Hay fork ..
100,148 97,013

Palmers Shipbuilding and Iron Company . Die for

flanging

97,014

Peck , W. H.
97,869

Ore separator .... 97,016

Paperhangers ' Machine Company. Wall paper trim
97,017

mer and pasting machine..
100,355 Pedlar , G. H. Clip for furring . 101,375

Papineau , O. , et al . Smoke consumer .
97,888 Pedlar, G. H. Lathing metallic .. 101,376

Parham , W. H. , et al . Vehicle wheel.
101,805 Pedlar, s. E. Clip for metal building construction . 100,294

Paris , J. T. Gas making machine ....
101,605 Peel. J. Boot ..... 98,752

Park, J. W. Pump .....
101,570 Peessarer, G. Treatment of viscose . 102,2-6

Parker, A. T. Die for forming lacing tips ..
98,244 Pehrson , J. Hose and pipe coupling . 100,960

Parker Bureau Manufacturing Company. Fire escape . 96,811 Peikard, F. Chain securing device .. 99,905

Parker Clark Electric Company. Electric conductor 100,605 Pelouze Scale and Manufacturing Company. Comput

Parker Clark Electric Company. Electric lamp ..... 98,208 ing scales 97,265

Parker Clark Electric Company. Metallic iridium
Pemberton , S. , et al . Boat . 99,500

production
98,606 Pendleton , D. R. , et al . Embroidering attachment

Parket , F. D. , et al . Briquetting press .
101,651 for sewing machine 101,058

Parker Russell Mining and Manufacturing Compa Pendrith , G. T. Dough mould ..
98.197

ny. Gas retort bench ...
97,706 Penkala , E. Lead pencil ...

101.791

Parker, W. H. Cattle guard .
99,749 Penman. R. W. Sawing apparatus.

97.685

Parkes, F. Spade handle ....
97,573 Penn, Mary J. Garment supporter.

100.048

Parkison, J. E. Grate .... .100,046 , 100,047 Pennell, L. B. Game apparatus ..
101,204

Parkinson , W. A. , et al . Fender ..
98,464 Pennington. W. , et al . Ploughshare ..

100,411

Parks , D. , et al . Machine for subjecting air to elec
Pennsylvania Steel Company , Railroad crossing . 101,625

tric discharges
100,372 Peoples Individual Gas Company. Carbureter . 101,621

Parkyn , H. A. Waterproof fabric ...
97,981 Peppard, A. V. Car journal box .. 98.356

Parmelee, H. S., et al. Envelope sealing machine .. 97,747 Peralta, P. T. Tent ...... 99,527

Parmelee , M. E. Hinge ...
96,831 Percival , H. E. , et al . Railway cement tie .

100,135

Parnall , T. H. J. B. , et al . Weighing machine . 96,933 Perez, M. Propeller ......
98,105

Parnell, C. B. Bevel square
98,270 Perfect Simplex Combustion Company. Smoke con

Parrish , J. E., et al . Speed indicator and alarm
sumer ...

101.840

for automobile
101,223 Perkins, E. E. Drier .

100.675

Parry, s . Calf weaner
101,538 Perkins, E. , et al . Horse hoof level gauge .

98,010

Parry, W. Burial vault ... 102,802 Perkins, E. E., et al . Starch drier....
100,645

Parsons , C. A. Steam turbines . 101,378 Perkins, W. G. Smelting furnace ...
99,877

Parsons , C. A. Turbine ..... 101,384 Perks, T. Warp stop mechanism .
97,046

Parsons, C. A. (The Hon . ) . Packing for shafts of
Perrin , J. Drawing apparatus for textile fibres ... 97,903

steam turbines
101,074 Perron, E. , et al. Brake for rubber tired vehicles .. 97,396

Parsons, C. A. ( The Hon . ) . Piston valve . 97,551 Perron , E. , et al . Sawing machine ..
97 421

Parsons , C. A. (The Hon. ) . Turbine compressor Perrot , E. G. Building method ..
97.904

pumps , etc
99,501 Perry, C. H., et al. Joint union .

97,126

Parsons , C. A. ( The Hon .). Vacuum producing ap Perry, C. H. , et al. Pump...
98,789

paratus 100,349 Perry, D. W. Badge .....
97,793

Parsons , C. A. (The Hon .) . Valve mechanism ... 98,646 Perry , E. J. Snow plough ...
98.107

Parsons, C. E. Cushion for gates water wheels , etc. 97,366 Perry, H. B. Photographic shutter .
97,754

Parsons, E. L. Cess pool ...
99,987 Perry , J. , et al . Harness fastener .

96,878

Parsons , F. W. Car coupler
97,454

99.781
Perry, W. S. Apparatus for making welds ..

Parsons, F. W. Collar ... 97,572 Electric welding ...Perry , W. S.
99,780

Parsons , F. W.
99,829Shirt collar .

Perry , W. S. Machine for making interposed fabrics 99.784

Parsons, R. B. Car coupler..
99,727 Perry . W. S. Wire working machine .. ..99,782 , 99.783

Parsons , W. W. Locking bolt ..
101,587 Persoons , A. & J. Separator cream ..

101.377

Patee, T. H. Static electric machine 100,561
Perugini , I. Air ship .......

98,826

Patoine , J. Gas generator ....
101,320 Petaluma Incubator Company. Thermostat .

100.024

Paton , H. Cover and shaker for vessels . 100,096 Peteler , F. Dumping car......
101,644

Paton , W. J. Metallic tire ...
98,614 Peterman , A. E. , et al . Telegraph key . 99,508

Patrick , J. H. , et al . Derailer . 100,312 Petermann , J. , Jr. Potato planter ...
102,208

Pattee , H. H. Merry -go - round .
100,667 Concentrator ..Peters, E. , et al .

101,017

Patten , C. W.

99,733Amalgamator ..
102,620

Peters, F. M. Sugar wafer machine ...

Patterson , J. C. Table screen ..
99,254 Berry picker .....Peters, H. A.

102,113

102,031Patterson , J. W. Spraying machine . Peters, W. A. , et al. Apparatus for carrying or

Patterson , J. W. Vending machine.. 99,296
97,108

changing photographic plates

96,873Patterson , J. W. , et al. Horse blanket . Petersen , J. N. Ball bearing ....
100,532

Patterson , T. Clamping elbow . 97,160 Pederson, c. S. Collar button ...
102,068

Patterson , T. , et al . Fence post . 101.189 Peterson , N. J. Building block ..
100,994

Patterson , W. S. Lubricator ... 102,520 Peterson , P. S. Cheque hook ....
101,996

Paul, R. Baking powder ...
99,844 Petersson , A. J. Electric furnace .. 100,415

Pauling, H. Concentrating nitric acid . 101,341 Petersson , A. J. Method of preparing gas...98,587, 98,588

Pauling, H. Voltaic arc....... 102,535 Petmecky, F. Needle for graphophone .. 102,048

Pauls, F. Composition for grinding tools . 99,295 Petrie , C. Cable cutter ..
99,435

Paulson , A. 0. Wind instrument .. Building block .
97,906

Paulus, G. H. Lawn mower sharpener . 99,280 Petter, A. J. Ore crusher and pulverizer .
98,406

Pauly , A. A. Block making machine. 101,102
100,828

Pettijohn , J. W. Latch ...

Concrete ......Pauly, A. A.
102,229

Pettit , G. F. Gate ....
97,973

Pauly, A. A. Concrete constructing machine . 102,480 Pettit , W. F. , et al. Ball bearing .. 100,532

Pauly , A. A. Concrete mould ..
102,399 102,803

Petz, J. , et al . Support for glazing .

Pavio , N. , et al . Car coupler .
98,884 Pevoto , A. Fence post ......

98,476

Payette, (George ) & Company Nut lock . 98,410 Trousers .......Pfarrer, A.
99,596

Paysen , A. Tobacco pipe ....
101,904 Pfeil, F. C. , et al . Gate valve ...

98,791

Payton ,, A. , et al . Vehicle brake . 99,275
99,576

Pflager, H. M. , et al. Car...

Peabody , I. & F. A. & R. T. Conveyer . 102,733 Pflager, H. M. , et al. Railway car.. 97,211

Peacock , G. A. Awl.....
101,643 Phelan , C. Pipe coupling ..

98,569

Peacock , W. Forge
97,718 101,915

Phelps , W. S. Hydrant ....

Peak , c. A. , et al. Hydrant .. 102,014 Harrow .Phenis, S. A.
99,219

Pearce, H. V. , et al. Furnace flue .
99,758

Top ....Philippart, G.
99,495

98,011Peard, G. W., et al. Apparatus for annealing metals Phillips , c. Power transmission .
102,659

101,857 Petrofi, V.
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en

Phillips, C. K. , et al . Miners candlestick and Potter, J. L. Electro -magnetic power generator ... 98,223

Matchsafe 101,519 Potts, C. H. , et al . Smoke consumer . 98,735

Phillips, G. W. Coffee hopper .. 99,414 97,728

Phillips , H. , et al. Vacuum apparatus . 101,925 Potts, G. H. , et al. Composition for preventing set 97,729

Phillips, J. H. , Jr. Stock car . 102,631 og in printing 197,730

Phillips , T. E. R. Railway signal .. 99,413
197,731

Phillips, W. C. Varnishing machine. 101,426 Pounds . J. E. Shock absorbing apparatus.. 100,750

Phillips , W. E. Camera . 102,230 Powell , C. S. , et al . Garment fastener .. 97.249

Phillips , W. W. Boot and shoe. 99,220 Powell , E, F. , et al . Grain crib . 97,009

Photo Card Machine Company . Card trimmer 97,121 Power, A. H. Furnace pipe .. 97,574
Pick , F. Stop motion for looms .

101,672 Power Development Company. Water tube boiler .. 98,507

Pickard , C. Match safe ... 98,827 Power, H. J. Pick.... 98,604

Pickering Governor Company. Governor for Power, W. H. Disinfectant .. 102,049

gines, etc 100,911 Powers , G. W. , et al . Dish washing machine . 100,133

Pickering Governor Company . Governor head . 97,031 Powers , H. , et al . Chip sorting machine 100.189

Pickett, D. G. Lubricator . 102,291 Powers, J. D. Electric furnace .. 100,347

Pickett , D. L. Ice creeper .. 100,413 Powrie, J. H. Helio - chromic plate .. 97,941

Pierce , F. A. , et al . Locomotive engine .. 100.981 Prache , C. L., et al . Evapouration and concentration

Pierce , T. S. Brick making compound 98,930 of liquids 102,215

Pierson , A. S. Reinforcement for concrete .
97,148 Pradeau, Wheel Syndicate , Limited . Vehicle wheel 101,804

Pieszak , A. J. , et al . Railway switch signal.
101,980 | Prasse, 0. C. Washing apparatus . 99,586

Pifer , G , N. Photography .... 97,332 Prätorius, H. E. Lock .. 97,517

Pigeon , J. E. Wire fence machine . 96,996 Pratt , E. Umbrella stand . 96,883

Pigford, C. I. , et al . Crayon holder ... 99,031 , Pratt , J. Metal tube .. 100,097

| 101,516 Pratt, L. A : Mould for concrete posts . 96,839
Pike Adding Machine Company. Controlling device. ( 101,517 Pratt, W. Grain car door..

100,246

Pike , R. Elevator for cloths line ...... 102,209 Pray, P. Truck . 101,957

Pillsbury, J. C. Device for preventing train robberies 100,899 Prendergast, F. P. Wheel.. 99.972

Pinch , W. H. , et al . Curtain pleating and hang Prescott , De W. C. Engine valve .. 97,047

ing device 100,671 Prescott, T. D. , J. C. and H. J. Turbine . 98.530

Pine , W. J. Wire fabric making machine . 100,959 Pressed Metal Manufacturing Company . Pulley frame 97,264

Pine , W. J. , et al . Pipe coupler .. 98,287 Pressed Steel Car Company. Bolster for cars . 102,239

Pinel , J. Printing type .. 99,458 Pressed Steel Car Company. Car . 96,957

Piper , H. L. Railway lamp ... 100,108 Pressed Steel Car Company. Car door .. 96,931

Pitkin , F. H. , et al . Expanded metal machine.. 98,434 Pressed Steel Car Company. Steel car ...... 100,607 , 101,730

Pitt , R. Bottle ... 102,700 Pressed Steel Car Company. Truck bolster . 101,729

Pitts , H. Acetylene lamp. 99,152 Preston , E. B. Spring and mattress .. 102,513

Pitts , H. H. Acetylene gas generator .. 99,436 Preston, P. C. Reed organ .... 98,590 , 98,659

Pitts, H. H. Gas burner .. 99,528 Prevost , C. , et al . Water trap . 97,508

Pittsburg Filter Manufacturing Company . Filter .. 97,125 | Price , E. F. Ferro alloy ...... 102,783

Pixley , J. F. Locking bolt . 101,794 Price, F. A. , et al . Cultivator . 99,084

Plank, J. E. Nail holder .... 99,966 Price, L. C. Gate 99,373

Plank, J. W. , et al . Rail tie and fastener . 98,062 Price , N. S. Device for drenching horses . 102,231

Plant , W. P. Leach emptier ... 100,663 Price , 0 . Building construction . 99,125

Platt Baker Company. Hinge for windows . 98,702 Price , 0 . Stone shingle ... 99,186

Platt Baker Company. Window fastener and bur Price , T. Trolley hanger .. 102,371

glar alarm 98,703 Price , W. , et al . Cattle guard . 97,978

Pleukharp , I. H. Speed changing and transmission
Priest , S. Wall tie .. 98,568

gearing
97,664 Prince, S. W. , et al . Dish washing machine .... 100,133

Ploof, J. S. , et al . Shade roller bracket . 98,903 Prince Telephone Company. Telephone transmitter 97,995

Plummer, A. T. , et al . Vehicle ... 100,862 Prinz, F. Silver cleaner for grain separators ...... 99,064

Plym , F. J. Store front construction . 99,415 Proffen , C. H. , et al . Garbarge bag .... 97,328

Pocock, R. V. Coulter .. 96,973 | Propper, E. J. , et al . Tablet for covering floors ,

Poe, D. A. Linotype machine .. 99,621 walls and ceilings 97,471

Pofahl, H. H. Hay or pitch forks .. 101,502 Proudfit, A. , et al .. Coupling for electrical conduits 98,108

Pohle , E. C. Process of recovering values from sul Provan , J. W. Range ... 100,049

phide ores 97,947 Provost , P. Grain heater and drier . 97,074
Polaski , F. P. Power hammer . 100,995 Prowse , G. R. Cooking apparatus .. 98,295

Pollak , Eugenie , et al . Manufacture of half stuff Pryce, E. H., et al . Massage vibrator . 102,704

from peat 98,436 | Pugsley , W. S. Axle nut .. 99,988

Pollard , E. C. Smelting and refining process and Purchas , F. A. Egg case .. 97,486

apparatus 98,086 Purdy, T. C. Burner feed mechanism . 97,794
Polski , J. J. Box ..

98,673 | Purlong, P. Draft regulator for furnaces . 102,732

Pond , E. M. Medicated tampon or capsule . 97,161 | Purtle , A. D. , et al . Gas valve . 99,704

Poole, F. H. Railway switch signal .... 101,980 Pyette , L. , et al . Hoist . 99,610

Poole , S. S. , et al . Carbureting machine. 101,210 Quade , A. , et al . Lock . 100,850

Poor, G. H. Berth raising mechanism for railway Quarterman , J. C. Rescue buoy . 101,849

cars 97,194 | Quellennec , E. M. , et al . Plough and harrow . 99,921

Poor , G. H. Drum locking device for railway cars . 97,568 | Quertier , H. Earth excavator .. 98,724

Poor, G. H. Railway car ...
97,567 | Quertier, H. Rail cleaner . .97,188 , 98,283

Poor, G. H. Railway car trap door fastener . 97,195 Quertier, H. Trolley pole . 102,303

Poor, G. H. Trap door hinge ...
98,357 | Quick, H. S. Cement post . 101,059

Porritt, E. Boiler and furnace . 98,260 Quin, W. H. Sander . 99,944

Portable Folding Mosquito Bar Frame Company . Quincey , S. , et al . Coiling flexible conductor. 101,922

Canopy frame 97,698 Quinn , J. E. Cord knotter and cutter .. 101,850

Porter, A. Car .. 100,418 Quinn , M. J. , et al . Veterinary mouth speculum . 99,111

Porter , D. R. Bridle . 99,221 Rackle , H. E. Wall ... 98,245

Porter , D. R. Concrete sleeper .. 99,222 Raders, J. F. Photographing machine . 101,314

Porter, D. R. Fence post ... 101,782 Rahiser, R. , et al . Switching device . 101,750

Porter, F. R. , et al . Flue® expander . 98,344 Ramage , A. S. Milk powder .... 98,198

Porter , J. A. , et al . Nut lock . 97,592 Rambaldini, G. Electrolysis .. 102,652

Porter , J. H. and H. S. Merry - go -round 98,525 Rams , T. Egg preserving compound .
98,075

Porter, J. M. Mufiler for exhaust . 100,585 | Ramsay, D. M. , et al . Locomotive .. 100,586

Portman , P. J. Railway signal ... 97,145 Ramsburgh , J. H. , et al . Fire alarm box . 99,504

Posch , J. Trap , filter and air distributer . 98,589 Ramsdell , A. K. Sleigh ..... 97,768

Post , C. B. Machine for making bale ties .... 102,141 Ramsey, J. Fried cake strainer .. 102,413

Post, E. Boat propelling and steering apparatus . 101,213 Randall , E. S. , et al . Hose coupling . 97,136

Post , J. Brake . 102,080 Randall, J. F. Soap holder .... 99,518

Post , J. Car fender .. 98,674 | Randall , S. Road grading machine 100,506

Postans , A. J. , et al . Calculating machine. 99,282 Randall , W. F. , et al . Step ladder . 102,648

Potter , H. S. Rivetting machine .. 99,437 Randel , I. A. Car gear. 98,550

1 1
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Randolph , C. P. Horse collar .. 96,974 Rhodes , W. J. Binder mechanism .... 101,539

Rancourt , I. Draft apparatus . 100,278 Rhody, W. P. , et al . Apparatus for generating gas

Raney, F. Hot water heater . 98,675 from crude oil 98,916

Ranhoff, J. M. Water proofing method for concrete , Rhody, W. P. , et al . Gas generator . 100,271

etc 101,721 | Rhoult, J. A. , et al . Shoe sewing machine . 97,495

Ransom , H. R. Securing devices to plate glass . 102,278 Ribbe , P. Photographing telegraph ...... .102,251 , 102,252

Ransome , A. W. Cart.... 98,029 | Ribbe , P. Synchronizing system .. 100,794

Rapp , M. Heating apparatus. 100,239 Riblet, R. N. Ankle support for skates 97,334

Rappold , J. Continuous kiln . 101,757 Ricard , E. C. Non - refillable bottle . 102.147

Rappold , J. Dry press . 101,758 Rice , C. D. L. Drill press ... 97,769

Rarey, A. K. Mowing machine. 97,284 | Rice , L. E. Dam 96,945

Rarig, W. C. Cutter bar for mowers . 101,029 Rice, V. L. Anti - friction bearings .. 98,134

Raschick , R. P. Device for stretching springs . 97,520 Rice , W. P. Malt house and apparatus . 102,142

Rathbone, A. Wire drawing mechanism . 97,795 | Rich , F. , et al . Tire valve ... 99,000

Rathbone, J. J. , et al . Electric arc lamp. 102,015 Rich , G. W. Check valve ... 102,131

Rathbun, C. E. , et al . Railway tie ..... 101,007 | Rich , L. M. Stool back rest.. 98,904

Ratz , J. W. Hot air register ..... 97,575 Richards , R. W. Loose leaf binder . 97,090

Raymond Manufacturing Company of Guelph. Cream Richards , R. H. , et al . Sawmill . 100,414

separator 97,120 | Richardson , C. M. Gate .... 100,090

Raynard , W. C. Wrench .. 102,660 Richardson , D. V. Feed water heater . 98,721

Raynor, A. J. Water tube boiler . 101,596 Richardson , E. Engine exhaust valve . 99,785

Read , H. C. , et al . Wire fence . 99,035 Richardson , E. H. Smoothing iron .... 97,202

Ready , C. A. Horseshoe.... 101,358 Richardson , G. H. , et al . Electrolytic decomposi

Reagan , D. A. , et al . Fire door for locomotives . 98,401 tion of saline solutions 100,261

Realing , J. M. Square .... 98,025 Richardson , J. F. Method of making brazed joints . 97,632

Reardon , D. W. Lifting jack . 99,104 | Richardson , J. F. , et al . Electrical appliance for

Reaume , A. Grain divider .. 98,828 medical purposes 102,804

Recht , F. Bottle cap ... 99,546 Richardson , J. H. Dumping car . 97,445

Reck, A. B. Movable grate. 101,997 | Richardson, J. L. Mould for concrete walls .. 97,846

Record , E. A. Lubricator .. 102,515 | Richardson , S. H. Cutting and slincing apparatus .. 101,681

Reddick, J. C. Pedestal for typewriting machines .. 100,429 Richardson , T. , et al . Sewing machine. 97,859

Redmond, Y. E. , et al . Reversing valve ... 38,042 Richter, H. 0 . Non - refillable bottle ... 99,438

Reed , A. and H. H. , et al . Harness saddle . 102,099 | Ricker, W. H. Combustion apparatus. 101,881

Reed , A. T. Land grader and ditcher .. 97,511 | Ricksecker, A. C. , et al . Valve .. 99,626

Reed , C. L. Clutch .. 99,648 Riddell , J. S. , et al . Disc grinder . 102,579

Reed , E. H. Mould .. 100,188 Rider, E. W. Press 100.279

Reed , E. S. Safe for provisions . 100,373 Ridgway, T. J. , et al . Apparatus for fastening bed

Reed , G. Shingle gauge and clamp. 99,649 springs to wire bases .. 96,998

Reed, G. J. , et al Veterinary dental float. 101,763 Pidgway, T. J. , et al . Bed spring . 101,184

Reese, E. M. Excavator and conveyer . 100,517 5. Riebe , A. Ball bearing .. 100 539 , 100,545

Reesor, I. C. Pencil holder ... 97,487 | Rieff , J. G. Wagon box rod . 98,030

Reeves , W. , et al . Liquid filter . 101,075 Rieppel, J. Clutch .... 99,646

Refractory Ore Syndicate, The I. R. Ore treatment 100,169 Rifled Pipe Company. Fluid nozzle . 96,904

Registered Tracer Company. Railway shipment 96,303

tracer
99,847

Rifled Pipe Company. Pipo.....
96,905

Rehfeld , F. W. , et al . Hose coupling . 97,223 96,906

Reid , A. J. Brake ..... 102 502 96,907

Reid , H. , et al . Locomotive .. 100,586 Riley, D. D. Pick holder .... 102,661

Reid , J. K. Signal apparatus .. 101,231 Riley, J. E. , et al . Lubricant . 96,794

Reid , J. S. B. , et al . Method of treating fibres with Riley, W. H. Furnace . 98,055

liquids .98,203 , 98,204 | Rineck, M. Drop light ... 99,110

Reid , R. Generator for gas or steam . 97,907 | Ring, E. Loading apparatus . 98,544

Reid , W. R. Grain cleaner .. 97,455 | Rink , J. J. Electrolytic decomposition of alkali

Reid , W. R. Process of removing smut from wheat . 97,026 chlorid solution 100,270

Reilly , J. F. , et al . Electric heater . 98,645 Rishel , J. K. Table 100,374

Reilly , J. F. , et al . Rotary engine . 101,457 | Ritchie , J. R. Advertising envelope . 102,711

Reinhardt , F. , et al . Paper box . 98,852 Ritten , L. N. Poison bottle stopper . 102,791

Reinhardt , J. Car coupler ...... 98,553 Riveroll . E. Furnace for smelting ore . 98,445

Reis, A. de S. Food manufacture . 99,769 Roath , William S. Water heater ... 98.293

Reitz , E. A. Window screen .. 102,261 Robb , P. , et al. Sewing machine . 97,872

Reliefmalerei, G. M. B. H. Process of making deco Robbins , E. P. Switch 100,613

rations in relief 98,384 Robbins, J. H., et al . Induction coil. 100,779

Remick , A. D. , et al . Spinning spindle ... 98,463 Roberts Chemical Company. Electrolytic diaphragm 102,531

Renaud , E. Railway cab signalling device . 97,143 Roberts, David. Locomotive and vehicle . 101,482

Renaud , E. Semaphore .... 97,367 | Roberts , D. Steam generator ... 98,954

Renaud, E. Station order receptacle .. 98,915 Roberts, G. H. Fruit gatherer .. 100,220

Renaud , E. Switch 97,141 Roberts, G. S. Garment hanger. 102,792

Renaud , E. Train signal ... 97,144 Roberts , G. W. Cement block .. 100,655

Renaud , E. Train stopping means . 97,142 | Roberts , H. P. Moistener for binding tap. 100,626

Rendle , T. Shoe repairing stand ... 98,054 | Roberts , I. L. Hydrochloric acid ..... 97,847

Renfrew , W. C. Briquette making machine.. 102,484 Roberts , J. E. , et al. Locomotive engine. 102,292

Renner , J. Device for transferring ice cream cans . 101,801 Roberts, J. H. Hook for plough chains . 100,086

Renstrom Tempered Copper Company. Copper pre Roberts , J. H. Single tree .. 100,087

paration 102,678 Roberts , J. M. , et al . Skirt support . 101,728

Renwick , A. L. Nut lock for vehicles . 96,806 Roberts, S. T. Strap for harness .. 98,871

Replogle J. B. Clothes pressing machine .. 99.597 Roberts , T. Machine for filling bottles , etc .. 99,496

Reschke, G. Explosive 98,087 , 99,341 Roberts , W. N. , et al . Lamp and lantern holder ... 102,012

Reschke , B. G. Explosive . .100,996 , 102,790 Roberts, W. N. , et al . Lantern holder . 99,241

Reliable Self Playing Piano Company. Piano . 101,554 Roberts, z. , et al . Box .... 99,919

Reuhl , G. P. Coating machine. 97,257 | Robertson , A. G. , et al . Bundle . 100,337

Reynolds , G. H. Fluid purifier. 102,774 Robertson , D. Post marking machine . 102,347

Reynolds, G. H. Pipe bending machine.. 100,358 Robertson , J. , et al . Chair and cot .. 97,430

Reynolds , L. B. , et al . Smelting process and appa Robertson , J. , et al . Measure for sheet material .. 102,685

ratus 102,311 Robertson , J. W. , et al . Car coupler.... 99,923

Reynolds , P. , et al . Briquette press . 101,622 Robertson Manufacturing Company. Explosive en

Reynolds , W. L. , et al . Car door . 99,230 gine 100,637

Rheaume , J. Heating apparatus. 100,027 Robertson, P., et al . Machine for splitting laths .. 98,929

Rhinelander , H. A. Rail joint .. 101,981 Robertson , R. A. Invoicing system . 100,375

Rhoades, C. Turbine... 97 527 Robertson , S. J. , et al . Churn ... 101,864

Rhoads, J. R. Knive .. 97,341 Robins Conveying Belt Company. Apparatus for re

Rhodes, C. C. and H. G. , et al . Sprinkler . 98,482 claiming loose materials 99,032
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Robins Conveying Belt Company. Conveyer.97,462 , 98,859 Rowan , H. Harrow ..

Robins Conveying Belt Company. Furnace charg

100,327

Rowe, G. F. , et al . Lumber conveyer . 100,829

ing apparatus 102.760 Rowell , 0. A. , et al . Wall bracket .

Robinson , A. J. Grinding mill .

101,214

98,753 Rowland , I. E. , et al . Gas valve .

Robinson , C. E. Fence post ..
99,704

99,786 Rowlee , C. M. , et al . Nut lock .

Robinson Company .

96,960
Exhaust for locomotives . 100,855 Rowley, C. W. Stove support .

Robinson , E. E. , et al .
101,982

Receiver for wireless tele
Rowley, F. Vehicle for cripples. 99.813

graphy 97,797 | Rowley, J. , et al . Excavator .. 100,503

Robinson , J. A. T -square . 98,271 Rowley , J. , et al . Snow removing device .

Robinson , L. E. Brake shoe .

98.817

96,872
Roy , Henry. Railway system .

Robinson, M. , et al . Bicycle .. 97.740

101,514

Robinson, W. J. , et al. Thawing device for water

Royster, W. , et al . Reversing valve .. 98.04 ?

Rozee . J. Convertible table ...

pipes 98,48?

101,837

Rubberhide Company.
Robinson , W. T. , et al . Cuff holder .. 102,059

Rubber boot . 99,837

Robinson , W. W. Suction and force pump . 98.804
Rubhorized Leather and Tire Company . Leather,

Robson , G. Gas lighter and extinguisher.
102,712 manufacture 97.102

Robson , T. , et al . Shock loader . 102.126 Rudd , A. B. Mouth organ .. 100 533

Roche , W. E. Reversing mechanism ..
99.108 Rude, C. G. , et al . Carrier and self dumping devicf 101.884

Rockwell , B. C. Window screen fastener . 102,262 Rueter. H. A. Beverage dispensing in licator . 101.764

Rockwood,, G. I. Sprinkler .. 101.232 Rugg . F. A. Rake .. 99.223

Rodden , W. , et al . Fuel saving and smoke consum
Rullman . A. A. & D. D. Washing machine , 102,729

ing apparatus
99.703 Rumbel, G. A. Bale tie machine.

101,682

Roe , C. E. , et al . Car door . 100 311 Rumely W. N. Boiler ... 98,616

Roe , D. A. Damper .... 98,872 Rund. E. Storage water heater . 101,372

Roedding, J. H. Rubber sole and heel. 97.600 Rund E. Valve for water heater . 101.373

Roehl , E. A. L. Carton making machine .
102,713 Rundle. W' . Nut Jork .. 101.746

Roemer Pipe Tong Company. Pipe wrench .
100,601 Runvan . C. M. Moulding machine. 99,622

Roemer Pipe Tong Company. Wrench .... 98,249 Ruon , L. Fleshing anparatus..
99.893

Roenitz Exploiting Company . Machine for making Rush , D. D. Banana case .... 97.162

cellulose vessels
102,768 Rush , D. D. Pencil sharpener . 99.054

Roessler and Hasslacher Chemical Company . Air Russ , J. D .. et al. Firearm ..
100.972

purifying process 101,035 Russe . C. Weight indicating mechanismi , 99,297

Roessler and Hasslacher Chemical Company . Oxygen Russell, J. W. et al . Smoke consumer .
98,735

generating composition
101,033 Russell, L. Flue stopner .

97.181

Roessler and Hasslacher Chemical Company. Oxygen Russell, R. A C. Saddle tree ..
98,545

generator 101.034
Russell, W. H. Roller bearing .

98,725

Rogers , B. F. Furnace for hot water . 101.400 Rustad , H. Stump extractor ..
98 056 , 99.820

Rogers , C. R. Flax retting .. 101.941 Rustad , H. Valve .. 100,964

Rogers , F. B. , et al . Hair fastener . 100,921 Rusznyak , L. Lighting means for automatic vend

Rogers , F. N. , et al . Means of projecting and an ing machines
98,088

choring life lines 99,345 Rutherford , F. H. Air brake .. 100,316

Rogers , J. Fire extinguishing building constructio : 102,183 Air brake roupler 101.360 , 101,361

Rogers , J. J.

Putherford , F. H.

Belt punch and lace cutter . 99,563 Brake coupler . 99,224
Rutherford , F. H.

Rogers , J. R. Linotype .. 99,892

Metallic pipe ..
100.480

Rutherford , F. H.

Rogers , L. V. , et al . Time table , etc. 99,517
Train pipe coupler ..Rutherford , F. H.

100,744

Rogers, S. W. Railway gate ... 97,346 101.205
Steam turbine .Rutledge , U. A.

Roggenbauch , E. Chord player for harmonium like
Steam trap ......

100.587
Rvan , E. J.

instruments 99,862

Roland, L.

98,983

Manufacture of elastic substance .

Trap ...Ryan , E. J.

102.130 Automatic switch . 102,077

Roll , E. B. , et al . Thill and tongue .

Ryan , J. G.

99,386

Rollins , W. A.

102,469

Railway tie ....

Head rest for beds.
Ryan , J. G.

101,359

Rolph , F. A. , et al . Method of producing fac similes
Ryan , J. R.

99.990Canopy for vehicles .

of oil paintings

101.560
Ryan , M. B

101 060

Machine for making wire chains .

Rombach , J.

98.353

Pouch transferring means ..
Wardrobe .Ryan , N.

97,075

Romünder, H. Passenger car ..

Ryder , H. Spinning machine , 102,253

97,684
Yarn 109.124

Komünder, H. Trunk ..
Ryder, H.

101.342
Folding chair ... 97,989

Romünder , H. Tube making machine
Ryther , H. F.

98,339

Rontliffe, C. H. , et al .

100.240
Blind .

Means of separating stones from Jay ..Sabroe , A.
99.639

Root, A. A. , et al .

Sabroe , A.
98.754

Knitting machine.
Milking machine ...

98,934

Root , H. C. Valve ....
Sacchi, F. Pump for raising liquids. 97,521

102,008

Roote , W. R. Top rest for carriages .
99,989 Safety Car Heating and Lighting Company. Beacon ,

Rose , J. F. E.

99,792

Apparatus for removing snow and
light buoys, etc .....

ice from railways
1 98,784

98,549

Rose , J. F. E. Refrigerating milk can ..
99,598 Safety Car Heating and Lighting Company. Gas lamp { 98.785

Rose , R. J. Preserving jar ... 99,439
98,786

Rosenberg, E. W. Car replacer .

98,424 Safety Car Heating and Lighting Company . Mantle

Rosenbluth , E. M. Acetylene lamp . 99.609 manufacture
.98,895 , 98,896

Rosenheimer , J. T. Pocket tool .. 97,665
98,892

Rosenstein , J. B. Umbrella handle .

Safety Car Heating and Lighting Company. Mantle

99,812
98,893

Rosentreter, A. J. , et al .

suspension

Door checks and closers . 101,406
98.894

Rosing , W. H. V. , et al . Brake shoe . 102.081
Safford . 0. D. Printing device . 100.737

Ross , E. , et al . Lamp burner..
98,065 Sager Drill Socket Company. Drill sacket . 97,424

Ross , H. E. Hull...
99,787 . Sager , F. P. Clothes drainer ... 100,328

Ross , J. M. Mower knife and grinder .
97,908 Sager, J. H. Springs for vehicles . 101,483

Ross, J. N. , et al . Disc grinder . 102,579
Salberg, S. Apparatus for making lamp black . 99.356

Rosser, F. Injector ....
99,697 Salisbury Tire Company . Tire ... 100.192

Rossler and Hasslacher Chemical Company. Fusing
Salmen, C. R. , et al . Fire lighting apparatus .

97.979

process
100.399 Salmon , M. A. Nail receptacle ..... 100,359

Rossman , G. B. Geometric telegraph ..
97,619 Salpetersaeure Industrie Gesellschaft . Production

Roth , B. Tool Company. Mechanical movement 97,639 of nitric acid from air ...... 101,775

Rothe, W. F. Carbureter 101,028 Salpetersaure Industrie Gesellschaft, Voltaic arc .. 102,534

Rothenbucher, G. , et al. Chuck . 97,808 | Salter, J. C. Sleigh runner for wheeled vehicles ... 99,010

Rothenbacher, R. , et al . Railway collision prevent Samuelson , C. J. Rail joint .... 96,975

ing apparatus 97,748 Sanborn , E. C. , et al . Pulp screen . 97,322

Rouech , E. E. Doll . 100,013 Sanborn , H. E. Bag handler ... 100,166

Rouleau , J. A. A. , et al . Merchandise hook . 97,589 | Sanborn , W. H. , et al . Plate lifter . 101,057

Rouse , M. M. Ladder . 99,242 Sandefur, J. P. Trap . 100,971

Rousseau, E. Fender . 99,728 ' Sanders, S. P. Carbureter . 100,173

Rousseau , O. , et al . Wheel . 98,737 Sanders, W. M. Wire stretcher . 97,011

Rousselle , A. C. , et al . Snow melting apparatus. 100,154 | Sandford, E. & L. Turbine engine .. .97,541 , 97,542

Rouy, G. Truck and brake . 99,579 ' Sandusky Foundry and Machine Company. Pump ... 98,787
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Sandy Hill Iron and Brass Works . Paper making
Schroeter , J. A. , et al . Superheater for traction en

machine 98,740 gine 101.612

Sanford - Burton, H. Copying apparatus . 98,066 Schrum , W. L. Rail tie . 97,934

Sargeant , G. A. , et al . Cattle guard .. 101,418 Schuh, F. Water closet . 99,143

Sargent, B. Railway safety rod . 99,729 Schuler , F. Typewriting mechanism .. .99,187, 99,188

Sarley , F. , et al . Fișe lighting apparatus.
97,979 Schultes, M. Metallic curtain .... 100,445

Sarnia Match Company. Match machine. 101,669 Schultz , C. L. Automatic car brake... 102,082

Sass , P. Floor polishing machine .. 100,272 Schultz , F. W. Machine for applying solder tc metal

Sasse , W. Air feeding device ... 98,726 caps 99,267

Satterlee, L. G. Roofing tile . 98,780 Schultz, R. H. , et al . Seal lock . 98,846

Saucier , J. E. Trolley ... 98,502 Schuman, J. B. , et al . Grain conveyer . 97,319

Sauer, A. Rotary motor .. 100,841 Schureman , D. S. Water closet .
101,177

Sauer, R. Bottle .... 100,249 Schutte, J. Steam boiler ... 100,634

Saugsted , 0. Cut -off mechanism ... 97,196 Schuyler, W. S. Saw horse . 99,730

Saunders , Lorie and Company. Locket . 97,422 Schwab , M. C. Letter chute and conveyer . 101,003

Saunders , S. Wind motor ... 97,770 Schwamberger, E. , et al . Hose coupling . 97,169

Sausser, J. M. Plough depth regulator..
101,747 | Schwartz , A. Gas making apparatus .. 101,532

Sauvé, S. H. Induction coil ... 100,779 Schwartz, M. , et al . Electrical generator . 98,120

Savage , J. Wire stretcher . 101,540 Schwarzenbach, R. Bottle soaking tank . 101,645

Savage , M. W. Brooder ... 101,066 Schwarzschild , S. Overshoe ..
101,748

Savage , M. W. Incubator.. 98,603 | Schwedtman , F. C. Sash weight . 100,069

Savignac , A. Whipping apparatus .. 96,840 Sclater , W. Gaskets .. 101,722

Savitt , I. M. Collar for overcoats .. 97,571 Scott , F. D. Trousers guard . 98,873

Sawbridge , J. , et al . Pump ..
101,564 Scott, J. C. Muffler . 97,921

Sawyer Crystal Blue Company. Bluing package . 101,976 Scott, J. E. Roaster . 98,676

Sawyer , F. McM . Building block .. 101,889 Scott , J. F. , et al . Typesetting and distributing ma

Sawyer, F. McM. Moulds for building blocks. 101,541 chine 101,163

Sawyer, W. A. , et al . Brake for rubber tired vehicles 97,396 Scott , J. L. , et al . Cattle guard . 100,778

Sawyer, W. P. Harness saddle . 98,167 Scott, M. Gas mixer . 100,125

Sayer , R. C. Electric railway .. 101,958 Scott , R. J. Animal trap . 101,611

Sayer, R. C. Subaqueous tunnel . 98,882 Scott , S. , et al . Gate for dams . 98,688

Sayward , J. A. Lumber truck . 97,576 Scott , Z. Auger brace . 102,372

Scanlan , P. M. Butter cutter ... 101,103 Scroggie, J. , et al . Bed . 98,232

Schade, J. , Jr. Spring clip ...
101,959 Seager, H. A. , et al. Key holder . 99,387

Schaeffer , D. J. Garment fastener .. , 102,793 97,164

Schaellibaum , R. Cotton preparing machinery . 101,201 Seagrave, F. S. Cut -off valve ..... 97,165

Schakl , C. Fruit picker ... 98,526 97,166

Schall , J. Building block .. 99,142 Searer, C. Vehicle gear ...
99,382

Schaus, C. W. Pump . 101,561 Searle, E. H. , et al . Firearm . .96.889, 98,437

Scharf , W. H. Linotype .. 100,126 Seaton, B. C. Wheel tire . 100,203

Schermerhorn , H. A. Fastener for wagon and gate . 101,968 Sechiari, P. Driving belt and covering for friction

Scheer, P. A. E. Cigar filler .. 102,254 wheels
101,091

Scheibal , F. , et al . Non - refillable bottle . 100,288 Seck , K. J. Boat .
102,580

Scheibal, F. , et al . Nut lock ... 100,129 | Sectional Weight Company. Sectional weight.101,415 , 101,416

Scheibal, F., et al . Switch closing and opening device 100,130 Segrell , E. J. Petticoat or skirt . 102,606

Scheiffler, G. D. Machine for mixing concrete .. 97,091 Seiber , H. W. Horseshoe .... 102,470

Schelt, L. C. , et al . Ventilator .. 100,441 Seibert, 0. M. Bevel square .. 100,793

Schenck , E. G. H. Diamond . 97,092 Seip , J. H. Lawn mower 101,851

Schenk , H. , et al . Bow facing oar ... 101,854 Seipp, H. C. Tie for buildings . 101,683

Scherer, W. , P . Tender for locomotives . 98,428 Selas Gesellschaft mit beschrankter Haftung. Appa
Scherff, Anna M. Wardrobe ..

102,662 ratus for mixing air and gas ..... 98,274

Schierberg, F. A. Car register .. 98.842 Selkirk Fence Company. Wire fence lock . 98,488

Schiffbauer, D. Engine and air compressor . 102,701 , Sellers , I. Harness buckle ..... 101,960

Schild , H. E. Gas reversing valve . 98,446 | Semple , R. W. , et al . Steam boiler .. 102,290

Schilling , C. E. Holders for neckties , 101,484 Sendelbach , J. Holder ... 98,224

Schirmer, M. H. , et al . Press ...
101,153 Sennett , S. J. Type casting machine. 101,530

Schleicher, E. J. , et al . Tramway bucket . 98,174 Separator, A. Cream separator , 99,535

Schleicher , J. C. Vehicle wheel ..... 101,808 Serio , F. Truss .. 99,633

Schlomann , A. Building and isolating material . 102,359 Serpek , 0 . Ammonia production . 102,653

Schloss, J. W. Garment support .. 101,974 | Serpollet , L. Steam engine.... 101,092

Schlosser , J. S. Sliding door .. 101,207 Severance , W. B. Railway signal . 102,550

Schlotterer , G. H. , et al . Drain trap 97,496 Seward , G. O. , et al . Process of detinning . 99,767

Schmidt , A. Fuel . 100,280 Sexmith , E. V. , et al . Air coupler . 98,171

Schmidt, C. C. Frame for affixing heels to soles .. 101,265 Seyhers , F. Rail joint support .. 97,310

Schmidt , C. , et al . Comb .. 102,353 Seyhers, F. Railway tie ... 97.311

Schmidt, E. E. , et al . Gas engine reversing gear . 100,861 Seymour, B. F. , Jr. Cash slip and refunding vouchers 98,225

Schmidt , F. W. Harvester .... 100,167 Seymour, G. , et al . Fence post .. 98,478

Schmidt, H. Cutting and shaping machine . 97,417 Shaaber, M. Ball bearing bushing . 100,555

Schmidt, J. 0. Smoke consuming furnace . 98,843 Shade , T. , et al . Engine ...... 101,458

Schmidt , W. Superheater ... .99,698 , 99,699 Shaffer, C Spike ..... 99,700

Schnaufer, A. F. Fur trimmer . 100,882 Shaffer , G. W. , et al . Sled brake . 99,014

Schneider , W. E. Machine for making receptacles Shain , C. D. Carbureter for gas engine . 102,037

pulp 102,481 Shakespeare, W. Bait for fish . ... 97,380

Schock , C. Measuring vessel . ' 102,069 Shannon , R. Sewer cleaning device .. 101,045

Schoen , H , J. Printing press .. 97,909 Shannon, Y. Photographic apparatus . 101,401

Schoenberg , R. A. Motion converting device . 100,597 Shantz, D. B. Button .. 99,516

Schofield , J. A. , et al . Vehicle wheel .. 99,416 Sharp, T. 0., et al . Level .. 101,212
Scholes, W. H. Sash guide and metal weather strip 97,974 Sharpe and Dohme. Inhaler .

100,703

Scholl, W. M.... 101,896 Sharpe, J. Knife .... 96,920

Schoolcraft , E. J. , et al . Soot catcher 101,494 Shaver, H. B. Wrench . 102,052

Schopflocher, S. Can or jar ... 99,557 Shaver, T. A. Harness . 97,076

Schrader, J. R. Car jourai box . 100,684 | Shaw , C. H. Drill feed .
96,984

Schrap, H. H. Chair seat . 102,255 Shaw , F. B. , et al. Apparatus for aligning railway

Schrank , C. C. Flue cleaner . 102,144 tracks
99,323

Schreiber, G. M. Railway sigual . 98.727 Shaw , F. G. Means of keeping switches and signals

Scrimgeour, W. Detachable coupling . 97,163 free from snow 99,322

( 100,830 Shaw, H. R. Propellor .. 101,723

Schroeder, F. W. Lock .... ( 100,831 Shaw, J. I. Churn .. 99,831

100,832 Shaw , M. D. , et al . Apparatus for generating gas

Schroeder , F. W. Nut lock ... 99,225 from crude oil * 98,916

Schroeder , F. W. Ratchet spanner . 98,728 ' Shaw, M. D. , et al. Gas generator . 100,271

1
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Sheasley, A. E. Husker and shredder ... 97,771 | Skelton , W. , et al . Railway signal ..... 98,231

Sheble , H. , et al . Box for.talking machine needles 102,781 Skemp , R., et al . Method of producing tubes. 98,851

Sheble , H. , et al . Gramaphone.. 100,078 Skemp , R. , et al . Tube making machine. 98,815

Sheckler, W. R. Union joint .. 99,047 Skerrett , T. Shoe .. 101,749

Sheddan , L. L. Vehicle spring .. 98,315 Skiles , C , G. Brake .. 99,675

Sheeley , H. E. Clamp and support for cables . 101,588 Skow, N. G. Rotary cutter sharpener . 99.281

Shefferly , J. F. , et al . Potati ) digger .. 97,100 Slade, B. A. Rotary engine or pump .. 101,927

Sheimo, A. M. , et al . Tire armor .. 98,607 Slama Tire Protector Company. Rubber tire .. 100,195

Sheldon , E. P. , et al . Addressing machine . 102,471 | Slater , C. A. Stair carpet fastener .. 97,862

Sheldon , F. L. Traction increaser . 99,226 Slater , J. G. , et al . Gold and silver extraction .. 97,135

Sheldon , R. S. Road grader . 100,519 Slater , R. A. & M. & A. W. Pipe heating and weld

Shell , L. Brick mould ... 99.674 ing apparatus 97,259

Shellenberger , J. Wooden box .. 99,832 Slaysman , A. , Jr. Machine for forming sides of

Shelton , G. G. , et al . Method of exterminating sheet metal bodies 99,253

stumps , etc 97,423 Slear , H. Journal bearing .. 97,667

Shelton , W. G. Massage instrument . 98,989 Sleeth , D. , et al . Car door . 96,877

Shem , G. W. Crane .. 97,922 Sleight , E. H. , et al . Heating system . 99,030

Shemwell , B. Bed brace . 102,514 Slingermann , R. Y. , et al . Drain trap . 98,122

Shepard , J. M. Pump .. 99,024 | Sloan , J. A. Machine for cutting tiles . 101,589

Shepardson, A. L. , et al . Knitting machine .
99,166 Slocum , F. M. , et al . Power transmitting mechanism 97,638

Stephens , A. A. Window ventilator . 101,838 Sloman , E. H. Bath .. .99,863 , 102,379

Serman , E. Foot rest ..... 99,048 Slonecker, A. J. Lifting jack . 98,677

Sherwin Williams Company. Oil extraction .. 102,493 Sloper , T. & R. Machinery for making pneumatic

Sherwin Williams Company. Press .. .100,858 , 100,859 tires 102,632

Sherwin Williams Company. Presses for extracting Slusser , C. Binding post .. 100,792

oil 101,523 Small , D. M. Engine and boiler . 100,923

Sherwood , F. M. Kitchen utensils . 97,167 Small , H. J. , et al . Tank car.. 97,929

Sherwood , L. A. , et al . Match making machine.. 99,565 | Smallwood, A. Heat diffuser for steam boilers . 102,714

Sherwood Manufacturing Company . Flue cleaner . 98.250 Smallwood , A. Smelting furnace ... 102,799

Shickluna , J. J. Cigar lighter and guide ..
96,793 Smart , M. H. Machine for making wire fences .. 100,949

Shiess, E. E. Carbureter .. 100,014 Smartt , B. , et al . Reversing valve ... 98,042

Shimmel , F. A. , et al . Typewriter . 100,452 Smiley, F. D. Mail bag catcher . 101,150

Shipman , J. D. Pump rod .. 99,025 Smith , C. A. Pneumatic tire .... 102,287

Shive , C. C. & R. D. Latch .. 97,700 Smith , C. B. , et al . Counter sale check book . 98,813

Shive , C. C. & A. Rein holder . 96,800 Smith , C. B. , et al . Printing machinery . 97,097

Shoemaker , H. Wireless telegraphy transmitter . 102,125 Smith , C. , et al . Railway tie ... 102,734

Short , E. C. Support for crossarms .. 100,833 Smith , C. F. Paper bag machine. 97,513

Shortt , E. G. Explosive gas engine. 102,286 Smith , C. H. Nut lock .... 99.833

Shortt , E. T. Coffee roaster ... 102,642 Smith , C. H. Railway signalling device . 99,369

Shull , J. W. Burial appliance ... 102,801 Smith , C. S. , et al . Display rack ... 100.567

Shultz , L. G. Hay rake and loader . 101,852 Smith , C. W. Manure spreader .. 99,105

Shultz , W. , et al . Bicycle .. 97,740 Smith , D. & F. W. Rubber footwear . 100.241

Shultz , W. H. Felt boot. 102,329 Smith , E. Doll . 98,447

Shumway, H. E. Block mould . 97,098 Smith , E. A. Fish dressing machine 98,296 , 101,882

Shurly and iDetrich (The Firm of ) . Meat saw . 99,509 Smith, E. A. , et al . Can closure .. 97.214

Shurtleff, F. , et al . Heating system .... 99,030 Simth , E. B. , et al . Hame fastener . 101.241

Sibbitt , G. G. Turpentine distilling apparatus . 99,906 Smith , E. J. Hooks and eyes ... 97.863

Sibley , C. C. , et al . Conduit for electric wires . 101,222 Smith , E. R. , et al . Electric arc lamp. 102,015

Sibley, C. C. , et al . Outlet or junction box ..
101,221 | Smith , E. S. Internal combustion engine .. 102.551

Sibley , V. D. Refrigerator box . 99,991 Smith , E. V. Sprinkler ... 98,109

Sieber, B. F. Railway tie .... 101,627 Smith , F. Track fastener. 100,314

Siedentop , H. Fastener for ladies hats . 99,770 Smith , F. F. , et al . Gravity bolt . 98,342 , 98,343

Siegwart , H. Artificial stone beam . 99,189 Smith , F. S. and A. C. Centrifuge 101,931

Siemens & Halske , A. G. Electric lamp . 98,209 Smith , G. M. Axle .. 97,399

Sieurin , P. W. Hoist for goods ..... 99,126 Smith , G. M. Hay fork.. 99,343

Sieurin , P. W. Hoisting and collecting mechanism . 97,577 Smith , G. M. Potato peeler . 99,440

Sieurin , S. E. Piin for generating gas , etc .. 97,476 Smith , G. W. & J. A. Cultivator . 97,578

Sillman , G. , et al . Tank . 101,357 Smith , H. Riding cultivator .. 102,210

Sills , B. H. , et al . Vehicle cushion support. 101,454 Smith , H. C. Electric lamp... 101,160

Sills , B. H. , et al . Wheel... 100,293 Smith , H. E. Mailing sheets and envelopes ... 98,829 , 98,830

Silly , J. G. , et al . Golosh .. 100.904 Smith , H. F. , et al . Water motor .. 101,687

Silver , W. , et al . Sleigh lock . 98,729 Smith , H. J. & C. G Die and spindle . 99,914

Silversack , F. , et al . Cultivator . 99,084 Smith, H. L. Kettle . 101,243

Simon , B. and Company . Stovepipe.
96,875 Smith, J. Crate . 99.227

Simpkins , F. E. Well drill..
97,220 Smith, J. D. Kiln truck 99,370

Simplex Railway Appliance Company of Canada .
Smith , J. G. Churn .. 99 , 228

Brake ..100,112 , 100,113 Smith , J. L. & J. & C. W. Rail splice ... 98,043

Simplex Railway Appliance Company of Canada. Smith , J. M. Ticket destroyer .. 97,077

Lock 98,775 Smith , J. M. Railway switch . 102,607

Simplex Railway Appliance Company of Canada Smith , J. M. , et al . Nut lock 101,126
Limited Reversible fulcum 101,865 Smith , J. P. Concentrating table 97,719

Simpson , A. Bearing for wheels . 102,184 | Smith , J. P. Shock lifter .. 100,348

Simpson , C. C. W. Brake . 102,083 Smith, J. P. , et al . Plough .. 100,023

Sims , E. B. Spring wheel . 100,376 Smith , J. W. Motor ..... 98,805

Simpson , E. T. B. , et al . Decomposition of oils , etc 100,769 Smith , J. W. Steam turbine .. .97,646 , 97,647

Simpson , F. Crib .. 98,693
Smith . L. Tonic for poultry . 98,316

Simpson , H. , et al . Fire extinguisher .. 101,111 Smith , L. J. Panoramic camera .. 97,512

Simpson , J. , et al . Wagon reach ... 99,390 Smith, M. Lithographic printing machine . 98,591

Simpson , J. G. Dough raising apparatus .. 97,258 Smith , M. F. , et al . Gas operated machine gun . 98,812

Simpson , R. Fruit picking apparatus.... 97,287 Smith , M. H. Cash tray ... 102,304

Sinclair, E. M. Washing machine and stand . 101,149 Smith , N. H. Dental pliers . 100.767

Sinclair, J. P. Hot water heating system . 98,058 | Smith , N. R. Rotary engine .. .96,826 , 100,842

Singer, B. Dust collecting or absorbing substance 102.643 Smith Norman Rogers . Screw pro'bellor . 102,070

Singer , R. H. Gate for wire fence 101,779 Smith , P. G. , et al. Paper box . 98,852

Sipe, J. B. Magnet coil .... 97,605 Smith , R. C. Water purifier ... 98,076

Sipoz , J. G. Spool and needle case . 99,938 Smith , R. H. , et al . Speed indicator and alarm for

Sirois , E. Car step . 97,928 automobile 101.223

Sjobring , N. P. Door .. 100,453 Smith , S. E. Gauge for saw edges .. 100.883

Skahen , P. D. Burial case . 98,026 Smith , S. W. , et al . Elevator control system 97,419

Skall , J. Coffin lowering mechanism ... 97,709 Smith , T. C. , et al . Pumping system . 100,362

Skavhaugen , O. Scales for measuring trees . 100.723 / Smith , T. D. Wood turning machine . 97,456

.
.

.
.

.

.
.

.
.

.
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Smith , W. Stencil reproducing apparatus .. 97,093 Spherola Spring Wheel Company. Vehicle spring

Smith , W. H. Car coupler ..... 102,004 wheel 100,007

Smith , W. H. Cork extractor.. 99,441 Spicer, C. R. Inker .. 100,360

Smith , W. R. , et al . Switch and signal throw . 98,816 Spies , A. Railway gate ..
98,479

Smith, W. S. Şeed treating apparatus.. 98,546 Spiess, G. Concrete fence post ..
97,958

Smith , W. W. , et al . Firearm .. 102,805 Spingler, H. Hand roller copier ..
98,317

Snell , L. C. , et al . Carbureter . 96,899 Springer, V. F. Mail deliverer . 101,000
Snell , R. E. Cement mixer ... 100,730 Spirella Company. Hose supporting clasp .. 102,061

Snodgrass, J. Means of precipitating gold and silver Spirella Company. Machine for forming stays for

from solutions 97,955 garments, etc 100,944

Snook , C. L. , et al . Air hose coupling . 98,755 Spittall , J. , et al . Welding compound .. 97,465

Snowden , A. G. Can opener .. Tð1,093 Spohn, H. Halter .
97,197

Snowden , G. E. Kiln .. 98,694 Sponenburg, H. H. , et al . Rail stay .. 97,586

Snyder, F. T. Electric furnace .. ..99,772 , 102,800 Sponenburg, H. H. , et al . Railway rail stay.97,268, 97,269

Snyder, F. T. Metallurgical process . 97,755 | Spotswood , M. L. , et al . Tobacco pipe ..... 100,967
Snyder , F. T. Ore preparation .. 99,771 Sprague, C. H. , et al. Support for prolapsed uterus 97,106

Snyder , F. Y. Treatment of wood for extracting Sprague , D. L. Inhaler .. 100,109

turpentine 98,460 Sprague , E. L. , et al . Window hinge .
101,551

Snyder, H. F. , et al . Power transmitting mechanism 97,666 Sprague , F. E. Hinge ... 99,967

Snyder, J. G. , et al . Rail tie and fastening .. 98,062 Spreckels, C. A. , et al . Sugar purifying process . 99,464

Snyder , K. P. Coupling .... 99,814 Squire, R. M. Piano ... 101,266

Société Anonyme de Métallurgie Electrothermique. St. Clair, M. Electrical brush holder .
100,560

Electric arc furnace .. 100,182 St. Hoor, S. S. , et al. Heating and illuminating device 101,032

Société Anonyme Matthey and Company. Electrical St. John , J. C. Tag for fabrics ..... 101,095

insulating and non heat conducting compositions 100,696 St. Louis Car Company. Car... 99,575

Société Electro Métallurgique Française . Apparatus St. Louis Car Company . Guard for street cars ..... 99,611

for smelting iron or similar ores .. 99,232 St. Louis Car Company. Guard for street car win

Société Electro Métallurgique Française . Copper dows
100,134

manufacture 100,227 St. Louis Car Company. Sash balance .. 100,056

100,224 St. Louis Screw Company. Screw pointing machine . 101,686

Société Eleotro Métallurgique Française. 100.226 Stack , E. S. Water heater ... 98,059

furnace 101,327 Stackhouse , C. G. Bread cutter gauge .
99,022

102,646 | Stafford , W. , et al . Knitting machine . .98,504 , 99,651

Société Electro Métallurgique Française. Electric Stalhane , O. , et al . Electric smelting furnace .. 101,046

smelting 101,192 Stälhane , O. , et al . Transformer furnace .... 102,683 , 102,684

Société Electro Métallurgique Française, Holder Stalker, A., et al . Carbureter .. 102,402

for electrodes 100,225 Stalker , D. B. Rotary engine .. 100,631

Société Electro Métallurgique Française . Steel Stambois , C. , et al . Treadle motor . 96,901

mixing process 99,756 Stancliff , E. Drive wheel ..... 98,429

Société Française de la Viscose . Process of manu Standard Brake Company . Transmitting device .. 99,637

facturing cellulose products ... 99,505 Standard Company. Coaster brake hub .... 99,276

Société Générale de la Soie Artificielle Linkmeyer. Standard Equipment Company. Railway switch ... 99,732

Silk imitation 101,114 Standard Paint Company. Liquid cementing paint .. 100,702

Soci ? té “ Le Lait " . Malto diastased milk , 102,128 Standard Screw Company . Feed mechanism .. 100,846

Sodemenn , F. C. L., et al . Pasteurising apparatus .. 100,099 Standard Screw Company . Movement transmitting
Soergel , J. G. Step ladder . 99,956 gear ... 100,692, 100,693

Solman , L. , et al . fiender . 98,464 ( 100,847
Standard Screw Company. Screw making machine ..Somers, A. N. Mixer and distributer . 98,660 1 100,848

Somers , R. A. Furnace casing .. 100,026 Standard Screw Company. Threading die ... 100,098

Sommer , L. J. Valve ... 97.633 Standard Stopper Company. Bottle cap .. 97,887

Sooy, C. H. Spring protector ..
96,807 | Standen , A. E. Measuring, protecting and display

Soper, L. N. Piano action ... 100,773 meaens for fabrics 100,791

Sophus , J. J. , et al . Cooking utensil . 100,614 Standing, W. A. Compound heating stove.. 102,098

Sorensen , H. Vacuum cleaner .. 101,961 | Stanfield , J. & F. Garment ... 97,312

Sorenson , J. W. Cab runner . 100,884 Stanfill, H. L. , et al . Photographic plate holder . 97,836

Soring , G. H. , et al . Sharpener for shears . 99,167 Stanford, R. , et al . Signal. 97,655

Soxman , J. D. Splicing pole ... 102,053 Staninger, E. E. Cuff button . 97,618

Soss , J. Sash balance . 96,837 | Stanley, G. C. Harrow ... 101,362

South African Remedy for Piles Syndicate. Medi
Stanley , J. W. Vehicle axle .

98,230

cine for piles , heamorrhoides , etc .. 102,491 Stansfield , A., et al . Smelting process and apparatus 102,311

South Bend Machine Manufacturing Company . Brick
Staples , W. , et al . Box bit ... 102,388

moulding machine .101,452 , 101.453 Staples , w. , et al . Wrench .. 102,412

Southam , F. N. Baggage check .. 100,352 Star Brass Manufacturing Company . Dial illuminat

Southard , C. H. Machine for making cheese . 100.757 ing device
98,857

Southcott , S. J. Car replacer .. 97,954 Star Brass Manufacturing Company . Valve .. 102,741

Souther, G. Mail deliverer .... 101,998 Stark, C. W. Wire reel ...... 98,106

( 100,997 | Starr, A. M. Swing power transmission . 99,049

Southerden , J. S. Typewriter mechanism ... { 100,998 Starrett, D. W. Compressed air pump . 97,522

( 100,999 Stassano , E. Ore reducing apparatus. 97,368

Southern Bale Tie Company. Bale tie ..... .99,469 , 101,270 Stauffer , J. R. , et al . Method of producing tubes .. 98,851

Southworth , E. Perforating machine . 102,057 Stauffer , J. R. , et al . Tube making machine .. 98,815

Sowerby , W. Culinary vessel.. 102,414 Stawartz , J. , et al . Hat fastener ... 98,303

Spahn, C. A. Dental tools .. 101,765 Steadley , F. W. Egg beater ... , 97,999

Spaid , I. N. Clamp for rail sections . 100,142 Stearns, A. E. , et al. Punching and shearing ma

Spangler, W. H. Eye glass ..... 98,592
chine

101,064

Sparks Boothby Hydraulic Clutch , Limited . Hydrau
Stearns , F. and Company . Antiseptic compound ... 99,848

lic , clutch 98,346 Steber, B. T. Knitting machine . 98,503

Sparling, H. W. Coin operated printing machine ... 98,435 Steel, A. P. Nut lock .... 98,678

Spauling , H. W. , et al . Shoe sewing machine .. 97,495 Steel Ball Company. Pump. .101,555 , 101,556

Speaker , J. C. Fence post ....... 99,739 Steele , D. R. Furnace .. 98,759

Speckels , C. A. , et al . Sugar purifying composition 99,303 Steele , E. Explosive compound .
99,342

Speed , J. B. , et al . Tank car . 97,929 Steele , F. A. Toilet article .. 100,110

Spencer, A. E. Washboard . 101,151 Steen, V. E. , et al . Track laying machine . 98,057

Spencer , J. B. Marker for garments.
101,343 Steese, G. N. Comb .... 98,661

Spencer, J. W. Steel making process .
102,582 Stes,ner, J. Casing spear . 98,772

Spencer , N. J. Stand for washing machines, etc .... 100,900 Stein, C. Vehicle tire .. 97,536

Spencer , R. C. Mechanism for operating casement Stein , J. M. Garment hanger . 101,973

windows , etc 98,809 Stein , P. L. Milk cooler ... 97,925

Spencer, R. L. Folding table . 98,427 Steinberger, L. Insulator pin .. 97,772

Spenst , G. Grain separator .. 100,543 Steinberger, L. Prong insulator ... 100,554

Sperry, E. , et al . Gate valve . 98,791 | Steinberger, Louis . Composite insulator . 98,375

10
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Bed ...

Steiner , E. E. , et al . Train signal system . .97,975 , 97,976 Stultz, T. B. , et al . Hot air heater . 102,427

Steinhauser, C. Water gauge . 98,397 Sturgess , G. Machine knitted stocking and fabric .. 100,329

Steitz , J. R. Potato planter .. 97,924 Sturn , C. A. Steam boiler .. 101,598

Stephens , A. P. , et al . Process for extracting po Sturm , W. Rock drill.. 99,255

tassium chloride from sea weed . 101,164 Sturtevant Company, B. F. Tube scraper driving

Stephens, C. H. Rail joint ....
98,282

mechanism for fuel economizers . 98,251

Stephenson , R. F. Cake dresser . 97,333 Sturtevant Mill Company. Crushing and grinding

Sterling . V. B. 101,186 mill 97,980

Stetson , F. F. Apparatus for cooking canned goods Submarine Signal Company. M’ans of producing sound

in the can 97,823 vibrations in water ... 97 884

Steubner , G. L. Dumping bucket .
100,742 Submarine Signal ( 'ompany. Sound signal in water 101,948

Stévenot , E. J. Envelope fastener . 97,418 Submarine Signal Company . Submarine sound signal 100,075

Stevens , E. G. Rein holder . 99,894 Suckert, E. C. Temporary binder . 99,864

Stevens , J. J. Cutter head . 101,819 Suckling, J. H. , et al . Motor ..
97.890

Stevenson , G. S. Ratchet wrench . 100,688 Suczek , C. Pump 100.065

Stevenson , G. S. Vehicle .. 100,088 Suddess, W. , et al . Needle . 98.534

Stevenson , H. R. , et al . Suspender . 101,314 Suddess, W. , et al . Sewing machine needle 99.682

Steward , J. A. Can seaming machine . 98,027 Sullivan, J. G. Anti -creeper for railways . 97,070

Stewart , F. W. , et al. Skirt .. 97,555 Sullivan, J. H. Mould . 98.246

Stewart , G. H. Can soldering machine . 100,258, 100,273 Sullivan, W. P. Wire stretcher ... 101,799

Stewart, J. L. Holder for razor blade .. 101,485 Sulman , H. L. , et al. Ore concentration .. 99,743

Stewart , R. F. Butter cutter .. ... 97,198 , 97.199 Summers , B. E. , et al . Trace connector . 101.127

Stewart Straw Cutter Manufacturing Company. Straw Summers , B. S. Process of preparing fibres . 98.955

cutter 99.532 Summerton, W. , et al . Pneumatic truck .. 99,973

Stewart , W. T. Brake 96.808 Sunden . 0. G. Spark arrester..... 101.928

Stewart W. J. Loom . 101,202 Sunderland, E. Disinfecting apparatus . 97,335

Sticht, J. H. Bed .. 101,094 | Sunderland, W. Balsam. orizza preparation . 101,766

Stickler , A. J. Pulley 98,359 Sundh , A. , et al . System of electric train control.. 101,264

Stickler , E. A. Propeller . 100,457 Sundh , August . Train control system ... 98.480

Stickney , B. C. Typewriting machine . 99,632 Supplementary Spiral Spring ( ompany. Vehicle

Stierer , J. F. , et al . Sawing machine for marble .. 97.523 spring .. 101,240

Stillman , H. B. Razor .... 102,663 Sutherland, J. Box .
98,061

Siilz , H. B. Internal combustion engine . 102,058 Swain , W. J. Plough . 98,535

Stinson , C. McL. Ground anchor .. 101,462 Swan , P. S. , et al. Cloth cutter and measure 102,305

Stirling, D. W. Pipe grip ... 101,171 Swanger, W. E. , et al . Sawmill . 100.414

Stirton , J. E. Gate .. 97,002 Swank , L. Cheese cutter .. 97.668

Stitts , R. Barber's chair . 98,527 Swanson , C. W. , et al . Disc washing machine . 100,133

Stuard , J. F. , et al . Crayon holder . 99,031 Swanson , P. Indicating device for bins . 97,910

Stookdell , C. Handle 100,490 Swartwout , F. Mowing machine ... 98,528

Stockham , W. G. Sand mixer . 100,494 Swayze , A. J. Process of making sulphur compound

Stocking , B. A. , et al . Washing machine. 99,723
of potassium 97,601

Stockwell , J. V. , et al . Garment support. 12,782 Swedlund, E. J. , et al . Power transmission gear ... 100,706

Stockwell , W. S. Surveying instrument.
98 990

Sweeny . A. P. Cutting and measuring machine . 98,844

Stoddard , E. R. Die for drawing sheet metal vessels 98,931 Sweeney , N. G. , et al . Bicycle seat spring .. 102.165

Stoffer, J. L. Rail joint.. 102,472 Sweet, Emma L. Purse ... 102,664

Stöffler, E. Brick .. 96,897 Swender, A. W. Wire fence .
98,110

Stokes , D. F. Mail bag catcher .. 98.297 Switzer , A. H. Overshoe .. 97,686 , 97,687

Stokes , J. T. Radiator for heating buildings. 98,984 Swint. J. J. Animal trap . 102,071

Stokes , W. , et al . Motor.... 97,890 Swortifiger, G. F. Guy grip and stretcher ... 101,436

Stola , R. Propelling and steering mechanism for Sylstad , M. J. , et al . Carrier and self dumping device 101,884

vessels 100,377 Sylvester, R. Sulky plough .. 97.812

Stolze , F. Hot air engine .. 100,669 Synar, H. B. Sash lock .. 98,695
Stone and Webster. Rail bond .

97,851 Synchronous Static Company. Electrical discharge

Stone , E. A. Ironing pad .... 98,298 apparatus 97,277
Stone , F. I. Dye vat.... 102,542 Taché, S. Hot water furnace.. 102,608

Stone , G. M. , et al . Sulky plough .. 96,876 Tackaberry, R. D. Drier .. 101,486 , 101,487

( 100,786 Taggart , W, H. Brick making machine . 98,593

100,787 Taggert, S. , et al . Cement block machine . 102,223
Stone , J. S. Space telegraphy ... ( 100,788 Tailfer , 0. and A. Tire .....

98,738
| 100,789 Takamine , J. Diastatic substance .

102,013

( 100.790 Talbert, C. S. Skaters ' overgaiters . 97,688

Stone , W. G. Gate .. 97,350 Tamblyn, J. Paper pail.. 100,473

Stone , W. L. Padlock .. 98,272 | Tappe , A. C. Horseshoe pad .. 102,114

Stonge , H. E. Graphophone horns 98,917 Tardell, J. C. , et al . Electrical appliance for medi

Storer, E. W. Alarm for sprinklers. 99.773 cal purposes .. 102,804

Storey, c . B. C. Disintegrating , washing and screen . Tardif , C. B. Milling cutters and heads 101,590

ing machine 102,581 | Tarling , T. S. Oil lamp... 100,628

Storms , G. , et al . Wire stretcher . 99,274 Tatum , H. , et al . Bevel and campass .
101,702

Storrs , W. J. Tire . 100,193 Taylor, C. M. Locomotive fender . 102,473

Story , J. T. Liquid measure and filters . 97,288 | Taylor , F. , et al . Head wear .. 98,547

Story, R. N. Rotary engine ..... 100,834 Taylor ( Firm of J. & J. ) Safe ... 99,624

Story , W. A. , et al . Lifting jack . 99,834 Taylor, H. A. , et al . Automobile tire . 98,615

Story, W. B. , et al . Addressing machine . 102,471 Taylor Herrick Rotary Engine Company. Rotary

Stout , G. G. Circuit breaker . 100,564 engine 100,857

Stroube , F. N. Wrench .... 101,951 Taylor, H. G. Hat fastener . 99,354

Strange, 0. & W. K. Excavator 99,417 | Taylor , H. G. Match safe . 99,355
Strasburg , F. E. Cutter . 97,756 Taylor, J. A. , et al . Turret punch .

96,786

Strasburg , F. E. Paper bag machine . .97,514 , 100,301 Taylor , J. E. Nut lock .
97,200

Stratton , C. H. Vehicle ... 98,028 | Taylor, J. H. Steam trap . 97,048

Stratton , D. Die and stock . 99,065 Taylor, J. N. Planter .
101,883

Stratton , F. Engine... 100,837 Taylor , J. S. Axle box .
97,400

Strehlow , H. F. Fish hook . 100,469 Taylor , R. J. Fertilizer distributer .
101,503

Strehlow , H. F. Stove pipe .. 97,078 Taylor , . Metallic covering for buildings . 98,566

Strickland , J. L. , et al . Rotary engine ... 96,819 1 Taylor, W. Switch ..... 99,324

Strickland , L. P. Regulator for paper making ma Teal , L. Rotary engine . 96,937

chines 98,380 Tebbutt , J. T. Shoe protector . 97,824

Stroh , J. W. Washing machine . 98,060 Teel . H. R. Tire case .
100,204

Stroud , H. D. Coin collecting device , 97,524 Teeter , I. Fifth wheel. 101,962

Stuart , C. J. Engine .... 97,778 | Teeter, R. I. Nose ring for animals . 100,785

Stuart , C. J. Turbine engine.. 97,779 Temperly , J. R. & J. Carrier .. 102,609

Stucky, A. C. Steam boiler . 98,256 ' Temperly, J. R. & J. Transporting appliances.. 98,081
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Temple , R. Pneumatically actuated tool ... 99,442 Titt , S. S. , et al . Apparatus for reducing bread to

Templeman , T. E. Post anchor . 99,020 crumbs 99,467

Templeton , W. B. Jack .. 98.982 Tobey , F. W. Book case . 98,376

Terry , C. H. Ciamp for fish poles . 98,730 Tobey , F. W. Support for sectional book cases . 102,665

Terry, C. H. Fishing pole butt .. 99,788 Tod , A. , et al . Counter sale check book . 98.813

Terry . H. Pump . 101,571 Tod , A. , et al . Printing machinery . 97.097

Terry , J. Stove . 100.168 Todd, D. Storm sash for window . 102,232

Terry , R. J. Egg tester . 98,996 Todd, E. H., et al . Burial vault . 98,149

Teush , C. E. , et al . Wire covering material .. 97,845 Tofflemire, F. B. Nut lock ... 101,363

Tharldsen , F. , et al . Electric arc drawing out ma Tolton , D. Pulley block holder . 99,268

chine 101,203 Tomer , J. L. , et al . Mower . 102.105

Theberge , E. , et al . Seed drill . 97,215 Tomkins, A. Conveyer . 98,448

Theiss , G. W. , et al . Ship fueling machinery . 100,746 Tooke Brothers . Collar .. 98,299

Thenke , L. E. L. , et al . Non - refillable bottle .. 100,288 | Tooley , A. W. , et al. Apparatus display . 102,666

Thenke , L. E. L. , et al . Nut lock .... 100,129 Tooley , W. J. Cycle ... 96 860

Thenke , L. E. L. , et al . Switch closing and opening Topliff, F. W., et al . Car stake . 99,577

device 100,130 Topp , T. M. Drill hole enlarging device . 96,986

Theobald , G. J. , et al . Harness saddle, 102,099 Townley , E. R. Key hole bit and saw .. 99,191

Therion , F. Feed bag....
98,641 | Townsend , A. E. Saw handle... 99.026

Thiel , 0. Iron manufacture . 102,754 | Townsend , C. H. Indicator and advertiser . 100.728

Thieleke, A. Desk . 99,190 | Townsend , F. Electric relay .... 97,758

Thierfelder, M. Grip for handle bars on motor and Tracey , C. D. Speculum .... 96,985

ordinary cycles
98,135 Tracey , J. T. , et al . Garment clasp .. 97.869

Thirsk , G. H. Chimney . 98,111 Travers , J. T. , et al . Locomotive engine .. 100.981

Thoeni, H. , et al . Weed exterminator . 97,585 Traves , W. F. Clam shell bucket .. 97.023

Thoma , J. W. Pail holder .... 99,459 | Treacy. J. Shovel for excavators . 100 512

Thomas, A. D. Sawbuck ...
101,014 Treadwell , C. E. Door hinge and check . 101,550

Thomas , A. , et al . Concrete structure ...
98,172 Treadwell, J. Briquet press .. 97,720

Thomas , A. W., et al . Grinding and polishing wheel 102 676 Tremblay , J. A. Fence post. 99,789

Thomas , B. H. , et al . Aerator ..
101,930 Tremblay, L. M. , et al . Smoke consumer . 97,888

Thomas , C. Talking machine. 97,757 Trent, L. C. Pulp filter .. 97.012

Thomas, C. L. , et al . Vehicle spring .
100,392 Trewer , P. B. and J. T. Cattle stanchion . 102,2: 6

Thomas , C. W. Feeder . 97,742 Trewhella , B. & W. Lever jack .. 100,474

Thomas, H. Reinforced concrete forms . 100,295
Trewhella , B. & W. Lifting jack .. 99,707

Thomas, J. W. Envelope . 100,304 Tribbey, G. W. , et al . Gate ... 100,796

Thomas , L. Explosive ..
99,519 | Triggs , J. M. Coal chute . 100,212

Thomas, M. E. Electrical gun .
101 224 Trojan Toe Calk Company. Horseshoe caulk . 101,626

Thomas, W. , Jr. Suspender .. 101,344 Troost , G. S. Muffler . 97,313

Thomas, W. R. , et al. Rail joint .. 99,945 | Troost, H. Speed indicator .. 100 596

Thomlinson , R. , et al . Fire extinguisher.
101,111 | Tropenas , A. Furnace for the manufacture of steel 101,233

Thompson , A. , et al . Wagon reach .
99,390 | Trotman , W. K. Water marking paper . 98,379

Thompson, C. E. , et al . Wire strainer .
99,302 Trottier , R. E. Method of classifying solids. 102,673

Thompson, C. M. Steam blower .. 101,437 Trout , W. H. Sawmill.... 100.051, 100.618

Thompson , G. B. , et al . Curtain fixture
Trout , W. H. Sawmill dog . 100,01 , 100 902

102,258

Thompson , G. S. Stay bolt .....
Boiler..Trow , C. , et al . 101.703

101,600
Thompson , H. L. Wire drawing grip ... .98,696 , 98 698 Trudgeon , J. H., et al . 100,903Planter .

Thompson , H. L. Wire drawing machine.
98,697 Trueman , H. P., et al. Metal lathe . 99.036

Thompson , J. , et al . Expanded metal machine.. 98,434
Trueman , H. P. , et al . 101 099Metal turning lathe .

Thompson , J. H. , et al . Sewing machine table .
99,681 | Tschinkel , A. Turbine engine... 101.001

Thompson , J. I. Ladder ....
Level..Tucker , E. J., et al. 101.212

101,290

Thompson , L. W. Removing scale from steam boi ers
Binder for papers fabrics, etc ..Tucker , Sarah .

96 881

101,599

Thompson ( The M. H. ) Manufacturing Company

Tucker, S. J. , et al . Matchbox .. 97,952

Boiler tube cleaner ... Washstand ..Tufty , M. 99.114

98,774

Thompson , P.

100.089Tugendhaft , M. D. Ear drum .
Saw 98,163

Thompson Safety Appliance Company.
Tulka , B. .97,525 , 97.526

Truck con
Handle bar for bicycles.

struction and electric signalling and controlling
Tuller, J. M. Axle cutting machine . 97.024

Razor....Tuller , R. B.
equipments

101,942

97,374
Tire setter . 101,812

Thompson, W. D.
Tumalty , S. E.

Car door .
102,072 Tupper , M. H. Folding brush . 101.926

Thompson, W. , et al . Pick ..
97,310 Turnbull, W. Valve .. 99.968

Thompson, W. F. Trolley ...
101,225 Turner, A. Speed indicator and recorder . 97,275

Thompson , W. H. Smut machine .
101,999 Turner, C. E. Dress suit case .. 99.023

Thomson , J. Hose coupling ....
97,169 Turner, C. W., et al. Animal chase . 100.649

Thomson , L. Trouser presser und stretcher .
98,155 Turner, F. H. Soap tray.. 97,168

Thoraton , J. M. , et al . Sharpener for shears. 99,167 Turner , S. Stop motion for looms. 101.671
Thorburn , W. Level , etc .. 102,654 Turney Manufacturing Company. ( an opener . 97,807

Thoresen , J. J. , et al . Electris arc drawing out ma Tuschel, G. Polishing machine.. 102,415

chine 101,203 | Tuttle , C. L. Earth auger ... 98,183

Thornley , F. H. , et al . Horseshoe caulk .. 100,149 Twaha , J. B. S. P. Horse releaser . 99,895

Thornton , C. E. , et al . Plaster board .. 102,102 Twiggs , W. R. Insulator. 101,234

Thorogood , A. E. Apparatus for ear massage. 99,243 Twitchell, C. R., et al . Pneumatic tire . 100,194

Thorsson , L. A. Grain door for freight car.
101,759 Tyner , J. M. , et al . Sewing machine.. 97,872

Thropp , P. D. , et al . Fabric ... 97,175 Typewriter and adding machine. The National Add
Thurston , J. M.

Motor ......
100,774 ing Machine Company . 99.636

Thurston , W. R. Ore concentrator 99,746 Tyson , F. Process and apparatus for pasteurizing
Thwaites Brothers . Pump .

99,872 liquids 97.602

Tichenor, R. R. , et al . End gate for wagon .
101,945 Uhl, J. H., et al . Non - refillable bottle . 99,561

Tichenor , R. R. , et al . Grain door .. 101,425 Uhler. F. M. Internal combustion engine. 102,039

Tickner , G. Cigarette manufacturing machine . 98,918 Ulland, E. Rotary engine..... 96,827

Tiddeman , E. S. , et al . Spark arrester.. 98,744 Ullrick , J. H. Force feed seeder . 101.646

Tidmarsh , H. E. , et al . Paper making machinery.. 102,360 Ullrick , J. H. Grain drill... 101,617

Tiemann , F. Sugar beet seeder... 100,050 Ulrich , T. D. , et al . Superheater for traction engine 101.612

Tierney , J. W. Pneumatic hammer. 97,369 Underi ood , J. K. Seed planter ... 99,106

Tilden , B. 0 . Flush tank ... 99,865 Underwood , J. T. Typewriter ... 97,853

Tiller , F. R. , et al . Pulverised mica . 102,222 Underwood Typewriter Company. Printing or re

Tillman , E. G. Car brake .
101,013 producing apparatus 100,717

Timmis , 1. A. Method of promoting combustion of Underwood Typewriter Company. Ribbon attach
fuse

99,702 ment for typewriters.
100.942

Timokhovitch , S. Ventilator . 102,145 Unger, I. Chair guard .. 97,990

Tinkey , G. W. Tire setter . 101,811 Union Bag and Paper Company . Paper feed me

Tinsley, W. A. Doubletree . 99,364 chanism .. 99,567
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100,689

99,921

97,635

96,795

101,226

101,061

97,376

102,185

98,644

101,031

98,662

98,301

102,403

100,143

99,269

98,449

102,078

99,896

101,853

100,274

97,029

98,360

101,402

102,343

101,439

99,600

98,956

100,018

100,338

99,767

98,461

102,416

99.600

98,905

97,060

99,530

97,697

100,502

98,997

for

Union Carbide Company. Apparatus for producing Vermeulen , A. L. Plough .....
calcium carbid

99,313 | Vermond , E. N. , et al . Plough and harrow ..

Union Carbide Company. Metallic reduction ... 102,761 Vermont Farm Machine Company . Cream separator .

| 102,762 Verschoyle , W. D. Pocket transit .

Union Carbide Company. Production of carbides .. { 102,763 Vessot , C. H. Bow facing oar ..

102,764 Victor Talking Machine Company . Multit -speed

Union Lead and Oil Company. Apparatus for mak device for talking machine motors ..

ing white lead 99,602 Vidal , P. & A. Smoke consumer .

Unit Concrete Steel Frame Company. Building device 101,752 Vielrock , W. L. Draft equalizer .

United Injector Company . Feed water purifier . 100,951 Vietor , Dr. A. Girder .

United Injector Company. Inspirator ... 99,855 Villard , J. F. , et al . Paint .

United Injector Company. Valve fittings.. 98,856 Vincent, A. E. Manufacture of pneumatic tires .

United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada . Counter Vincent, M. A. , et al . Wire looping machine.

skiving machine 98,897 Visger , J. S. , et al . Head rest for beds ..

United Shoe Machinery Company. Lacing machine Vladutz , V. Street car fender ...

for shoes 97,460 Voelkner , H. A. Vending machine .

United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada . Welting 102,213 Vogel, c . H. Digester .

United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada. Method Vogel , F. Railway switch .

of making top lifts 99,709 | Vogel, J. Hay rack ....

United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada. Pegging Vogt , A. Energy converting apparatus .

machine 101,002 | Vogt , A. Gas generator .

United Shoe Machinery Company , of Canada . Pound Voith , F. Oil brake ..

ing up machine .... 102,489 Volkel , W. Belt replacer .

United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada . Sewing Vollbehr , 0. H. F. Micrographic apparatus .

machine ... 98,602 Vollmar , P. Washing machine ...

United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada. Shank Von Becholtsheim , C. F. Shaft and nave connec

ing out machine 102,212 tions .

United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada . Shoe . 98,559 Von Dessewffy, A. , et al . Saw for wood .

United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada. Skiving Von schen , E. L. & E. B. Surgical table .

machine
99,795 , 99,796 Von Kerpely , A. Means of removing ashes from gas

United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada. Sole generators

pressing machine 101,062 Von Kowalski , J. , et al . Electric plant ..

United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada . Tack Von Kugelgen , F. , et al . Process of detinning

puller 102,428 Von Post, T. M. N. Distillation method ..

United States Fibre Stopper Company. Machine for Von Suden Fraunhofen, C. A. Carbureter

forming pulp fibre discs .... 100,529 | Von Zamborszky , D., et al . Saw for wood

United States Fibre Stopper Company. Machine for Voorhies , A. Canopy

forming stoppers from fibre ... 101,063 Voorhis , B. F. Stove ,

Universal Machine Screw Company . Multiple spindle Voyer , S. Bar counter .

screw machine 97,122 Voyer , S. , et al . Bar refrigerating apparatus .
Universal Nut Lock Company. Nut lock . 100,132 Vraalstad, E. J. Grain conveyor .

Universal Patent Bottle Company, Limited . Anti Vrooman , W. A. Laundry washing compound ..

fraudulent bottle 102,148 | Wachter Manufacturing Company. Pendant

Unverricht , E. Means of protecting railway trains . 102,544 watches .

Upton , H. Perforator ... 100,12C Waddell, M. N. , et al . Spinning .

Urban, J. , et al . Cellulose thread, film , etc. 99,425 Waddell , T. J. Scraper ..

Urie , J. M. Wagon box protector .. 98,031 Waddell, W. A. Turbine engine.

Urquhart , H. H. Locomotive brake . 100,233 Wade , J. W. Sap extracting apparatus.

Utica Industrial Company. Method of soldering ... 98,922 Wadsworth , W. B. ( ut - off mechanism ..

Utica Orchard Heater Company. Orchard heater .. 102,100 Wadsworth ,, W. B. Temperature regulating means .

Utterbach , J. Fruit picking bag .. 101,858 Wagenhals , W. G. Steam motor car ....

Vacuum Dyeing Machine Company. Dyeing ma Wagenhorst, J. H. Blue printing apparatus ..
chinery .......

98,187 , 98,188 Wagner and Brand . Distributing machine.

Vacuum Dyeing Machine Company. Dyeing Wagner, B. Briquet manufacture ..

bleaching vats 98,186 Wagner, C. De W. Sheet metal shears ..

Vacuum Dyeing Machine Company. Hoisting appa Wagner, C. F. Metallic ceiling.....
ratus

97,463 Wagner, H. L. Clamp for ribbon collars , etc.

Vacuum Process Company . Dyeing apparatus . 102,719 Wagner, H. L. Fastener for ribbons, etc.

Vail , R. W. Envelope ... 100,305, 102,755 Wagner, J. W., et al . Bow facing oar .

Valiant , G. Ventilated shoe . 97,579 Wagner, P. A. Ore furnace ....

Valleau, J. H. , et al . Cattle guard .. 98,118 | Wagy , W. P., et al . Briquette making machine ....
Vallet , C. Miter clamp .. 101,684 Waist, A. L. Picture slide controller for stereop

Vallières , C. Clamp . 98,806 ticons .

Van Auken, B. E. Valve .. 98,648 Waite, F. B. Ticket form .

Van de Waker , C. W. , et al . Post hole digger . 98,185 Waite, J. Railway switch ..

Van den Driessche , L. Combustion device .. 99,633 Walbran , G. F. , et al , Tire valve .

Van Dervort, A. 0 . Packing .. 100,661 Waldron Drouin Company. Hat .

Van Duyer , Sarak. Napkin holder . 101,055 Walgamot , F. H. , et al. Music leaf turner .

Van Dyck , E. Check rein .. 97,079 Walkaw, W. Plaiting machine.

Van Eaton , R. M. Mattress . 99,051 Walker, A. , et al . Pick ......

Van Horn , C. B. Wheel . 97,388 Walker, A. H. Photography ...

Van Horn , C. B. , et al . Fellies .. 99,005

Van Horn , C. B. , et al . Wheel. 99,004 Walker, A. H. Photo -mechanical printing .......
Van Lennep , C. C. O. , et al . Cigarette making ma

chine
98,920 Walker , A. H. Photo - mechanical printing pro

Van Natta, E. H. Mould .. 100,176 cess . 99,948 ,

Van Nouhuys, E. C. Gearing for pipe threaders .. 99,676 Walker, D. G. Roaster for meat, etc ..

Van Tuyl , J. F. Furnace for steam boiler.... .101,440 Walker, E. Gramaphone reproducer

Van Volkenburgh, P. , et al . Internal combustion Walker , E. Phonograph ....
motor 39,163 Walker, H. Destruction of fumes or gases in

Van Vriesland , A. I. Incandescent mantle .... 99,529 blasting .

Van Westrum, L. S. Method of making roads and Walker , H. D. Stove lid .

like surfaces 100,221 Walker, H. H. , et al. Pasting device ..

Vendenburgh , W. Lubricator for axle spindles . 100,685 Walker, J. Display stand for dresses .

Vanderlip , L. C. Envelope .. 98,991 Walker , J. Temporary binder

Vanderslice , G. W. , et al . Lubricant .. 96,794 Walker, J. A. , et al . Clipper ..

Vaughan, B. G. , et al . Match making machine . 99,565 Walker, J. A. , et al . Rein holder

Vaughan , H. H. Car and bolster .. 98,425 Walker, J. E. House ..

Vaughen , S. W. , et al . Blast temperature regulat Walker , J. , et al . Car stake

ing apparatus ... 97,891 Walker, J. H. Trolley .

Veon , A , E. , et al . Folding axle .. 101,410 Walker, J. H. Trolley pole catcher .

98.320

98,201

100,515

102.756

102,565

97,205

97,206

100,732

97,845

102,352

99,175

1C1,691

102,073

97,260

97,244

101.854

100.253

98,433

or

102,715

97,049

96,976

99,000

99,946

102,766

99,835

97,340

101,411

99,466

99,502

101,380

99,949

98,430

100,077

100,076

100,066

97,926

97,741

98,731

99,497

101,552

99,874

100,621

99,577

102,762

100,553

-
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Walker, J. J. Music record ..... 99,907 | Weber, A. , Sr. Fuse plug .... 102,622

Walker, J. J. Musical apparatus . 100,784 Weber, C. Structural metal bar ... 101,784

Walker, s . M. Smoke consumer . 101,438 Weber , G. C. , et al . Box opening device ..
98,853

Walker, T. Elevator hatch cover . 99,599 Weber , H. , et al . Air pump ...... 99,271

Wall, J. B. School desk ..... 99,917 Weber, J. A. , et al . Water heater . 98,412
Wall , J. H. Shoe dipping machine .

99,845 Webster , R. J. , et al . Die for flanging plates . 97,869

Wallace , A. B. Piano ... 99,463 Webster, R. V. , et al . Tea preparation .. 97,699

Wallen , C. J. Window screen . 99,815 Webster, W. Inhaler for anesthetics . 101,667

Waller, H. Wire stretcher . 101,792 Webster, w. Quill manufacture .... 98,781

Waller, W. Manufacture of tins . 99,298 Wedderburn , Gertrude, F. Game board .
99,127

Wallick, J. Photograph holder . 102,543 Wedge, W. Treatment of iron ore ... 102,187

Walling, J. E. , et al . Railway tie .. 101,007 Weeks, C. B. Machine for printing and issuing

Wallington , G. P. , et al . Frost eliminating device tickets and registering fares 100,118
for windows 97,377 Weeks, J. W. Gas pressure regulator . 98,845

Waper, A. L. Shock loader. 102,348 Wegner, W. F. , et al . Electric hammer .
100,534

Walsh , J. R. , et al . Signal system . 97,736 Weil, 0. J. Featherbone manufacture ..
98,319

Walsh, W. E. Window tent .. 102,279 Weil. 0. J. Featherbone manufacturing machine .. 98,318

Walsh , W. H. Car fender ..
100,419 Weiler , N. Lifting jack .... 99,531

Walshaw, E. A. Horse blanket .. 97,080 Weir, A. Scaffold bracket .
101,104

Walstead , G. A. Machine for forming butter patties. 98,679 Weir, S. Wardrobe .. 99,774 , 99,775

Walston , T. B. Swinging gate .. 97,003 Weir , W. A. Brush . 0,540
Walter, H. A. Mould .. 97,117 Weiser, J. S. Pump piston ..

99,418

Walter , W. L. Hydraulic motor . 101,566 Weiss, H. J. Door hanger .. 97,855

Walters, Nels P. Ballast moving device . 98,431 Weisshoar,, E. , et al . Snap hook . 102,289
Walters, J. A. Show case . 102,221 Weisy , L. Block ...

102,757
Walther, C. F. , et al . Cutter for linotype slugs ... 100,353 Weitzel , I. N. Attachment for smoking pipes .

99,050
Walton , F. J. , et al . Time table , etc. 99,547 Welch , G. A. , et al . Display stand . 98,760

Wank , A. C. Table for dough brakes . 97,849 Welch , H. C. Shoe . 97,457, 99,460

Ward , E. B. Brazing compound .. 101,030 Welch , R. H. , et al . Scutcher .. 98,121
Ward , F. G. Gear wheel .... 99,677 Weldon , R. V. , et al . Veterinary mouth speculum . 99,111

Ward , F. G. , et al . Bearing . 100,544
Welin , P. Piano ...

99,908

Ward , F. S. Eyeglass .... 96,796 Weller, T. A., et al . Tobacco pipe .. 100,967
Ward , J. 0. Ironing board . 102,344 Wells , C. A. Traction device and brake. 102,794

Ward , J. W. , et al . Cutter head . 98,112 Wells, E. G. Lifting device .... 97,458

Ward , W. B. Hose coupling ... 99,800 Wells , J. V. Recharging device . 98,874

Ware , A. J. Check printer and protector . 101,542 Welsh , W. Mould ... 99,365

Ware , C. P. Valve .. 97,028 Wendelburg, A. , et al . Electric hammer . 100,534

Ware , J. L. , et al . Box..
99,919

Wengs, J. Mould for building blocks .
102,398

Warfield , A. Truck and brake . 99,580 Wenning, E. Heater for oil well ... 101,559

Warfield , H. Cultivator and planter .. 101,504 Wenning , E., et al . Paper bag.making machine ... 100,416

Warfield , S. D. Striking mechanism for clocks 96,888 Werner, 0 . Seat suspension for motor vehicles .. 96,810

Warner , C. F. P. Holder for planers chucks . 100,731 Wrenli, P. P. , et al. Lock ... 98,273
Warnock , R. Paint ...

96,987 Wertz , T. Knockdown box .. 101,648

Warren Featherbone Company . Felted feather Wertz , T. Sash fastener... 101,403
fabric .

102,017 Werwath , E. H. 0. Gas burner . 100,111

Warren , G. D. Rock drill . 102,186 Wescott, C. 0 . Track laying machine ..
101,020

Warwick Brothers and Rutter . Loose leaf binder . \ 98,002 Wessels, H. J., et al. Sterilizing apparatus... 102,775

199,601 West , J. B. Apparatus for testing electrical resis

Warwick , C. J. Cuff holder.. 101,489
tances

98.226

Washburn , R. Sash lifter . 99,558 West, L. D. Quilting frame. 36,885

Waterproof Welt and Filler Company. Shoe . 97,710 West , S. E. Eyeglass mountings .
96,988

Watier, C. E. , et al . Third rail protector .
101,294 | West, W. Receptacle for powdered materials . 101,364

Watkins , F. Sharpener for edged tools .. 97,864 Westerbeck , F. Hinge for cracker boxes ... 98,699
Watkinson , F. J. Blind ..... 99,639 Western Patent Right and Investment Company .

Watson , E. , et al . Roller cutter .. 101,774 Machine for weaving fences 99,169
Watson , F. B. Match box ..

101,767 Western Syndicate , Limited . Railway signal .. 102,557

Watson , H. W. and W. W. Metal screen .. 102,263 102,264 Western Union Telegraph Company . Printing tele

Watson , J. B. Apparatus for manufacturing fibrous
graph 98,207

fireproof sheet .. 98,377 Western Union Telegraph Company. Relay . 98,486

Watson , J. C. Fifth wheel coupling .
96,809 Westinghouse Machine Company . Elastic fluid tur

Watson , S. D. Heater .... 98,432 bine 97,539 , 97,610

Watson , T. , et al . Spinning spindle .. 98,462 Westinghouse Machine Company, Furnace . 98,713
Watson, T. H. , et al. Gold and silver extraction .. 97,135 Westlake, A. T. Cultivator ..

99,939

Watson , W. J. Smelting furnace . 102,778 Weston. P. L. Milling machine ..
101,096

Watson , W. M. Gate ....... 100,783 Wettlawfer Brothers and Sons . Cement mixer . 100,865
Watson , W. T. Amusement device ..

99,443 Wettlawfer, G. Brick making machine .. 96,921

Watt , T. B. Range boiler heater. 102,349 | Wettlawfer, G. Skirt support ......
98.340

99,299 Wetzel , P. Clock ....... 97,991

Wattles , C. B. Floor dressing machine .....
99,300 Wharton , J. S. L. , et al . Hydraulic power regulation . 101,821

99,301 | Wharton , J. S. L., et al . Water purifying apparatus . 100,909

100,630 | Whealon F,. O. Locomotive ... 100,588

Wattles , C. B. Floor dressing machine ..... 100,652 Whelan , A. Elevator clutch .. 97,081

100,653 Wheeler, C. H. H. , et al . Scaffold support . 99,909

Watts , A. E. Fire alarm ... 99,559 Wheeler, E. L. , et al . Sash lock .. 38,701
Watts , H. R. Photographic printing apparatus.. 98,202 Wheeler, E. S. Bathometer...

102,703

Waugh , J. M. Car draft gear ... 101,731 Wheeler , G. W. Fountain brush .. 100,432
Way, W. R. Diaper ...... 99,731 Wheeler, J. R. Car stake .... 98,875

Way, W. R. Log loader and turner .. 100,486 Wheeler, s. Dispensing cabinet 99,419

Weaver , A. S. Trolley pole .... 100,558 Wheeler, S. Package .... 102,655

Weaver, C. Marking device for umbrellas, etc .. 99,520 Wheeler , s. Paper package .. 102,758

Weaver, C. R. Concrete mixer .. 102,482 Wheelock , F. H. , et al . Hot water heating system .. 97,829

Weaver , I. D. Manufacture of helice for chain links . 98,642 Wheless, T. H. Ship construction .. 97,796

Weaver , J. L. Method of and apparatus for placer Whipple, C. E. Chair. 97,515

mining 98,531 | Whitaker , A. Apparatus for receiving and deliver
Weaver, J. L , Mining apparatus .. 97,732 ing tablets, staffs, etc ...... 99,229

Weaver , S. A. , et al . Piston valve ... 97,547 Whitcher, F. W. Lace tip machine . 101,700

Weaver, W. H. Eyeglass ..... 101,897 Whitcher, F. W. Lacing .... 102,795

Webb , A. Manufacture of thread from hair . 98,114 Whitcomb, C. 0. Rack for burial caskets . 100,589

Webb, E. C. Liquid receptacle . 101,152 White, C. H. Non - refillable bottle .... 100,

Webb, I. H. Curtain pole bracket . 102,257 | White , C. H. , et al . Milk cooler and aerater . 99,344

Webb , J. A. Bevel and compass . 101,702 White, C. 0. , et al . Cement block and post machine. 99,873
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99,154

99,421

102,038

101,531

98,708

101,774

98,247

99,776

102,766

98,919

102,350

101,916

101,172

100,656

100,472

White, E. T. Piston and packing . 96,946 Williamson, W. H. Garment clasp .

White, J. , et al . Nut lock . 101,126 Willis , R. M. Dispensing bottle ..

White, J. H. Paper .. 98.877 Willix , D. B. Controller for sparking device .

White , K. H. , et al . Knitting machine . 99,166 Willock , F. J. Stove , range , etc ..

White, W. S. Flushing valve .. 102,386 ' Willson, T. L. Bell buoy ...

Whiteford , W. Grain weighing apparatus .
98,831 Wilmoth, H. E. , et al . Roller cutter .

Whitehead , D. , et al . Chimney cowl and ventilator. 100,722 Wilson , F. N. Wrench ..

Whitehead, W. Advertising apparatus ...
98,643 Wilson, H. Wardrobe slide .

Whitehouse , A. E. Oil engine ...
100,681 Wilson , H. L. , et al . Music leaf turner ..

Whitehurst, D. , et al . Moy wringer . 102,288 Wilson , H. P. Machine for forming wire loops .

Whiteker. B. M. , et al . Match box . 97,952 Wilson , J. File for newspapers , etc ....

Whiteside , R. Solder cutter 98,529 Wilson , J. T. Balanced slide valve .

Whiting, R. D. Fluid brake . 100,317 Wilson , J. M. Food composition ..

Whitlock, R. G. Punch ... 100,542 Wilson, J. T. Packing for valves .

Whitman, A. A. Work holder . 100,903 Wilson, J. S. Metal tube ......

Whitman , G. Tidal motor . 100,174 Wilson , L. Method of applying turbines to locomo

Whitman , G. W. , et al . Rail joint.
102,731 tives ..

Whitney, c . E. Straw rack ... 100,590 Wilson . L. F. Carrier .

Whitney , F. E. Scrubbing device .
100,131 Wilson , R. J. , et al . Seal lock .

Whitney, J. B. Stop motion mechanism . 97,537, 97,538 Wilson , T. Roof

Whitney. J. R. Chill 97,865 Wilson , T. A. , et al . Egg carrier

Whitney, W. C. Vending machine . 100,378 Winans, L. Rail joint support .

Whittemore , E. M. Clothes washer 98,680 Wind, A. Closure for elevator openings .

Whittington , V. Couch .... 102,511 Winders, C. c . Churn ..

Wiberg, C. E. , et al . Culvert .
101,237 Winegarden , M. L. Washing machine.

Widdop , T. , et al . Harness fastener . 96,878 Winfield and Barker. Hinged paper leaf .

Wide Range Drill Chuck and Tool Company. Chuck . 99,791 Wingard, G. M. Boiler...

Wiebke, A. , et al . Trace holder .. 99,366 Wingardh , A. E. Art of preserving eggs .

Wiederholdt, E. F. Concrete wall construction ... 101,692 Wingate , E. R. Trunk clamp.

Wiegand , H. H. Device for feeding air to furnaces .. 98,848 Wingate , 0. R. Cane knife .

Wiese , H. Sugar purifying process . 102,776 Wingender, A. W. , et al . Water meter .

Wiesman , J. H. Toygun or pistol .
97,402 Winger, R. E. , et al . Valve ...

Wiessedeppe, S. H. Screw driver . 101,291 Winks, C. E. Throat protector .

Wigert , D. et al . Steam boiler .
101,706

Winslow , S. W. Buffing machine .

Wigman, J. C. Switch signal...
100,079 Winter, H. Sea wall or pier..

Wilbur, W. D. Display rack ..
101,235 Wintherlich , H. J. , et al . Switch and signal throw .

Wilcox , T. B. Briquette mould . 97,726 , 97,727 Winton , A. Circuit breaker and closer.

Wilde, D. Door fastener . 97,370 Winton , A. Controller for vehicles..

Wilde, R. Smoke consumer ..
98,732 Winton , A. Driving shaft ....

Wilder, E. , et al . Box opening device . 98.853 Winton , A. Gasoline carbureter .

Wildish , H , R. Billiard marker ... 98,378 Winton , A. Governor for explosive engine

Wiley, R. R. Electrical sign . 98,199 Winton , A. Igniter

Wilfley, A. R. Concentrating table
99,244 Winton , A. Internal explosive engine . 99,( 67 ,

Wilgus , W. J. , et al . Subaqueous tunnel. 100,175 Winton , A. Transmission mechanism .

Wilhelm , J. 0 . Account files 101,394 Winton , A. Vertical explosive engine ...

Wilhoit , E. B. , et al . Air hose coupling . 98,753
Winton, A. , et al . Igniter for explosive engini s ..

Wilkin , M. C. Washing machine . 100,052 Winton , A. , et al . Oiler ...

Wilkinson , J. Elastic fluid turbine 101,306, 102.397 Winton , A. , et al . Sliding gear ..

Wilkinson, J. Shaft packing 102,373 Winton Motor Carriage ('ompany. Air brake

Wilkinson , J. Turbine bucket wheel. 101,037 Winton Motor ( arriage Company. Axle driving

Wilkinson , Turbine Company . Governor for fluid mechanism

turbines 96,930 Winton Motor Carriage Company. Fan .

Wilkinson Turbine Company . Marine turbine . 98,175 Winton Motor Carriage Company. Valve actuating

Wilks , P. Iron manufacture . 97,467 mechanism

Will , F. W. Tumbler washing machine . 102,474 Wire, F. E. , et al . Rail joint .

Willard , F. C. Door fastening device . 99,374 Wise, H. A. Hose connection for cars .

Willard, J. , et al . Horse collar .. 98.681 Wiseman , D. E. , et al . Torpedo toy .

Willcox , T. L. Hand plough .... 98,284 Withvcomb , R. W. , et al . Explosive .

Willey ( C. A. ) Company. Wheel printing machine . 97,835 Witmer, A. G. Hammer..

William Patent Crusher and Pulverizer Company . Wittekind, H. Metal sheet piling .

Shredding machine 98,860 Wixcel, S. M. Conveyer...

William , W. A. , et al . Cutter head .. 98,112 Wlodarczyk , W. Boring apparatus.

.Williams, A. Binder 100,072 Woelffle , F. M. Curling iron ..

Williams , Brown and Earle. Photographic finishing Wohle , S. Detergents for seouring wool.

process
102,485 Wolf, J. Pneumatic stacker

Williams, C. C. Bobbin . 97,35 : Wolf, R. B. , et al . Paper making machinery

Williams, C. F. Kiln for drying lumber .
101,591 Wolf, Sayer and Heller. Slicing machine .

Williams, C. H. Sash fastener .
109,071 Wolford, W. C. Plier ....

Williams, C. L. Illuminated sign . 101,098 Wolke , G. , et al . Air cooler for enegines .

Williams Company. Insect destroying compound . 96,843 Wolski, W. Hydraulic drill ..

Williams, D. A. Piano repairing tool ... 99,306 Wood . A. C. Book case or display rack .

Williams , F. Elevator brake 102,730 Wood , B. B. , et al . Wire fence ...

Williams, F. , et al . Wrench ... 100,210 Wood, G. W., et al . Wire looping machine

Williams, G. E. & A. M. Foot power haminer 98,150 Wood , H. G., et al . Elastic fluid turbine .

Williams, G. H. Clamshell bucket . 101,724 Wood , H. R. Calendar ..

Williams , H. A. Clutch .... 99,647 Wood , H. R. Hat fastener .

Williams, J. E. Whip socket . 98,033 Wood , J. D. Leach tank .

Williams , 0. Rotary engine 100,211 Wood , John D. Dress suit case , etc ..

Williams, O. , et al . Car axle . 102,585 Wood, J. P. N. Non- refillable bottle .

Williams Patent Crusher and Pulverizer Company . Wood , J. R. and Sons . Ring rolling machine .

Shredding machine .. 98,561 Wood, J. W. Method of producing nitrogen com

Williams, R. C. Axle nut 97,401 pounds .

Williams, T. Dental mould . 102,387 Wood , T. A. S. Machine for preparing fibrous or

Williams , W. F. Sash and shutter raising and lower textile material

ing machine
97,245 Wood , W. C. Soda water bottling machine.

Williams , W. W. Wire choker trap .. 101,606 Wood, W. H. Railway brake ...

Williamson , C. H. Means for unloading gravel. 102,000 Woodard , J. W. , et al . Non - refillable bottle .

Williamson , E. S. Spade ..... 99,461 Woodburn, R. F. Bill file ....

Williamson , J. Packing for boxes , etc.. 100,647 Woodbury , E. Pencil sharpener..

Williamson, J. C. , et al . Valve and lubricator . 102,417 Woodcock , J. S. Carpet stretcher

Williamson, J. S. Bag fastener .. 96,886 Wood Distillates and Fibre Company. Fiberizer .

100,664

98,169

98,846

102,759

100.739

100,053

99,107

97,201

100.330

101,351

97,336

96,797

97,759

100,591

98,367

100,594

97,689

102,351

101,105

98,816

98,113

100.885

100,886

97.947

102.054

99,066

99,06

101,488

38,957

99,170

98,347

99,652

100,867

100,860

100,525

102,294

99.462

99,132

102 , -58

98,136

99,999

97,314

98,8833

99,816

100,667

101.645

102,360

99,19 ;

39,192

101,842

100,592

100.380 )

97,996

98,301

99,54 *

97,337

98,398

101,267

98,4 * 1

100.381

101.430

101,329

102,777

98,782

97,916

110) , 714

98,407

99.053

97,883

102,149

1
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Woodman , J. A. , & H. W. Internal combustion

engine

Woodruff, A. H. , et al . Gravity bolt ... 98,342 ,

Woods, S. , et al . Elevator control system .

Woodward , T. B. Bed warmer and cover support ..

Woodward, T. B. Vehicle heater .

Woodworth . Windlass

Woolf, S. P. Stair routing machine .

Woolley Smokeless Furnace Company . S ( am boiler

furnace 98,398 ,

Woolrich , E., et al , Lubricato :

Woolverton , T. N. Fruit package .

Wormald , J. A. Machine for making paper board

boxes

Wormald, R., et al . Machine for rolling screw nut

blanks

Worthington , E. A. Brake .

Worthington , H. R. Centrifugal turbine pump.

Worthington , H. R. Engine

Worthington , H. R. Valve ..

Wren , C. J. , et al . Holder for brooms.

Wright , J. E. , et al . Metal hoop ..

Wright, J. S. Camera ...

Wright, J. S. Photographic shutter

Wright , J. W. Tank ..

Wright, R. S. Cross tie cutter .

Wright , S. , et al . Hoist ...

Wright, W. E. Sand cap for vehicle wheels .

Yanacopoula, G. Measuring pump .. 101,725

97,172 Yarnell, J. L. Car door fastener .. 98,261

98,343 Yawman and Erbe Manufacturing Company. Drawer

97,419 for piling cases .. 100,709

97,691 Yawman and Erbe Manufacturing Company. Paper

97,690 holder 100,710

100,331 Yeates, G. Low water alarm . 101,726

101,292 Yentzer, F. M. Hay carrier . 99,333

Yeoman , F. , et al . Dredge .. 101,701

98,734 Cark , D. W. Wash basin cock . 97,866

99,911 Yark , D. W. Wash bowl valve . 99,866

96,972 | Yark , I. E. , et al . Gas burner cock 99,248

Yost , J. Draft equalizer 98,227

97,549 Young, C. B. Journal bearing . 97,669

Young, E. A. Paddle wheel... 99,678

97,873 Young, G. C. G. , et al . Spinning . 98,201

98,733 Young , H. N. , et al . Extension ladder . 99,131

98,190 Young, J. S. Stone cutting saw .... 96,798 , 98,663

101,065 | Young, O. G. , et al . Water condenser and purifier . 100,975

99,074 | Young, T. K. Gate ... 97,352

100,006 Young , W. B. Printing frame. 99,950

99,920 Young, W. T. Splice bar and guard rail . 98,548

97,478 | Young , H. C. Fence post ..... 101,783

97,477 | Zabriskie , F. L. Mould for piano hammer ... 97,021, 97,022

97,692 Zander, C. G. Photo -mechanical colour reproduction . 98,077

100,230 | Zander, H. L. Wooden sheet piling .... 99,992

99,610 Zange, J. H. Means of securing handles to brooms . 97,173

99,270 Zehnder Valve and Brake Manufacturing Company .

99,969 Cylinder relief device 96,935

100,781 Zeigler , A. W. Show case 99,194

100,782 Zeiller, R. Smoke consuming furnace .. 97,371

100,015 Zimmer, A. D. Gauge or marker and rule . 101,236

100,016 Zimmer, L. H. , et al . Painting machine . 99,498

97.580 Zimmerman, C. E. Base for pillars , etc .. 96,898

102,188 Zimmerman, M. Fishing tackle 1C 1,607

98,200 Zindorf, M. P. Cuff holder 101,490

Zindorf , M. P. Garment supporter . 96,887

96,817 Zink, C. H. , et al . Water motor .. 101,687

101,543 Zorge Safety Railway Equipment Company. Alarm

97,581 and signal 102,530

97,516 Zucker and Lovett and Loeb Company. Electroplat

101,544 ing tank 100,263

98,302 Zwicker , J. G. Floor and roof construction .. 98.773

100,006 Zwicker, T. B. G. , et al . Counter sale check book .. 98,813

99,193 Zwicker, I. B. G. , et al. Printing machinery.. 97,097

100,430

Wuest, F. A. Saw .......

Wuest, F. A. Saw filing machine ..

Wuest, F. A. Saw set ......

Wulle, E. C. Method of teaching embroidery

Wuner, A. H. E. Hook and eye ...

Wurl, E. Manufacture of briquettes from plants ..

Wurster, C. Kneading machine for the materials

of paper manufacture ..

Wyatt , E. Stock and freight car .

Wylie, M. J. B. Clothes boiler .

Wykoff , W. B. Lock ..

Wynkoop, J. F. Dust pan .

Wynkoop , J. F. , et al . Spectacle shade.

Wyse, J. F. H. , et al . Holder for brooms.

Wysong, 0. C. Abrasive apparatus ..

Wysong. 0. c. Wood working machine .
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NOTICE .

Al solicitors, agents or attorneys who, in circulars or advertise

ments, or otherwise, refer to the Commissioner or Deputy Commis

sioner of Patents, or to any other official of the Patent Office, for

evidence of their professional standing, do so without authority.

2. In a seeder and fertilizer , the combination of a substan

tially H-shaped frame , adapted at each end for the journal

ling of rollers , and brackets secured to the cross bar and

extending forwardly and rearwardly respectively for the at

tachment of seeding and fertilizing apparatus, substantially

as described.

No. 99,817. Door for Car Floors. Porte de chars.

rig, I
INVENTIONS PATENTED.

NOTE . - Patents are granted for 18 years. The term of years for

which the fee has been paid , is given after the date of the patent.
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No. 99,816. Seeder for Root Crops.
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Argyle Campbell , Chicago , Illinois, U.S.A., 3rd July, 1906 ; 6

years . Filed 9th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,733.

Claim . - 1 . In a car in combination with a frame and load

retaining car body a load carrying floor door normally clos

ing a load discharging opening in said body , a crank shaft

mechanism adjacent to two opposite sides of the door each

having a pin and slot connection with a side of the door so

that by operating one of said crank shaft mechanisms the

door may be tilted about the pin of the opposite mechanism

as a hinge .

2. In a car in combination with a frame and load retain

ing car body, a load carrying floor door normally closing a

load discharging opening in the body, a crank shaft mechan .

inm adjacent to two opposite sides of the door each having

a pin and slot connection with the side of the door to which

it is adjacent , the whole so arranged that by operating either

of said crank shaft mechanisms the door may be tilted about

the pin of the opposite mechanisms as a hinge .

3. In a car in combination with a frame and load retain

ing car body, a load carrying floor door normally closing a

load discharging opening in the body, a crank shaft mechan

ism adjacent to each of two opposite sides of the door, each

crank shaft mechanism carrying a pin adapted to slide back

ward and forward in a slot in the underside of the door , the

whole so arranged that by operating either crank shaft mech

arism the door is tilted about the pin of the opposite crank

mechanism as a hinge to discharge load .

4. In a car in combination with a frame and load retain

ing car body, a load carrying floor door normally closing a

load discharging opening in said body , a crank shaft mech

anism adjacent to each of two opposite edges ofthe door ,

each crank shaft mechanism carrying a pin adapted to slide

backward and forward in a slot on the under side of the

Uz

99876

Frank Kitchen Bell , St. George, Ontario , Canada, 3rd July,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 4th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,533.

Claim . - 1 . In a seeder and fertilizer , the combination of a

frame, a preparing roller journalled at its forward end , a

furrow closing roller journalled at its rearward end, seeding

and fertilizing apparatus intermediate of the rollers provid

ed with discharge spouts , and driving means for the seeding

and fertilizing apparatus geared to one of the rollers , sub

stantially as described.
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door, adjacent to its operating mechanism, the whole so in the part thereof external to the band, as and for the pur

arianged that operating either crank shaft mechanism tilts pose specified .

the door about the pin of the opposite crank mechanism as

a hinge to discharge load .

5. In a car in combination with a frame and load retain

ing car body, a load carrying floor door normally closing a

load discharging opening in said body, a crank shaft mech

anism adjacent to each of two opposite sides of the door
having a pin anl slot connection with the side of the door

to which it is a ljacent so that operating one of said crank

shaft mechanisdis tilts the door on the pin of the opposite

mechanism as a hinge and a locking mechanism normally

holding each crank shaft mechanism in load carrying posi

tion while the opposite mechanism is being operated.

6. In a car in combination with a frame and load retain

ing car body, a load carrying floor door normally closing a

loail discharging opening in the body, a crank shaft mechan B

ism mounted on each of two opposite edges of the door, each

crank shaft mechanism carrying a pin adapted to slide back

ward and forward in a slot on the underside of the door, the

wbol so arranged that by operating one crank shaft mech

anisni the dooris tilted about the pin of the opposite crank

nechinism as a hinge to discharge load , and a locking mech 9 h b

anism normally holding each crank shaft mechanism in load

carrying position while the opposite mechanism is being oooo

operated. 'k Ć I'd

7. In a car in combination with an under frame consisting FIO . 3 .

of a central giider and cross members, a load carrying floor

door between a pair of cross members at one side of the

central girder occupying less space than the distance between

the central ginler and the side of the car , a longitudinal
h

shaft mounted upon the under frame at each side of the door, 9oooo

one shaft near the central girder and one shaft near the

side of the car, a crank mechanism upon each of said shafts

having a pin and slot connectiou with each of two opposite
b B

edges of the door, means for normally locking each shaft in FIO.B.

normal position and means for rotating each shaft , the whole

so arranged that operating either mechanism tilts the door
Cс B

about the opposite pin as a hinge .

8. In a car in combination with an under frame consisting

of a central girder and cross members , a load carrying floor

door between a pair of cross members at one side of the FIO . 7 .

central girder occupying less space than the distance be 99878

tween the central girder and the side of the car , a longitu

dinal shaft mounted upon the under frame at each side of

the door, one shift near the central girder and one shaft

near the side of the car, a crank mechanism upon each of

said shafts having a pin and slot connection with the edge

of the door to which it is adjacent , means for normally

locking each shaft in normal position and means for rotat- 8. The combination with a band divided into two parts of

ing each shift, the whole so arranged that operating either connecting means extending into each part and means for

mechanism tilts the door about the opposite pin as a hinge securing the connecting means adjustably in position, as and

to discharge load at the side of the door adjacent to the for the purpose specified .

operating shaft which is being manipulated . 9. The combination with the band divided into two parts of

pockets in the end of each part and connecting means extend

ing into each pocket and means for adjustably securing the
No. 99,818. Garment Band. Bande de vêtement.

connecting means in each pocket, as and for the purpose

specified .
John Hamilton Cowan, Ottawa, Ontario , Canada, 3rd July, 10. The combination with a band divided into two parts of

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 7th June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,636 . pockets formedin the end of each part having one of the

Claim . - 1 . The combination with a band of an extension sides of each in the form of flaps, a connecting strip extend

strip adjustably secured to the end of the same, as and foring in each of the pockets and means controlled by the rais

the purpose specified. ing and lowering of the flap for locking the connecting strip

2. The corubination with a band of double thickness of in position, as and for the purpose specified .

a connectin; strip extending between the folds at the end 11. The combination with a band of a pocket formed in the

thereof, and means for adjustably securing the same in posi- end thereof , a connecting strip extending into the pocket, and

tion, as and for the purpose specified . means for locking the strip in any adjustable position in the

3. The conibination with a band of double thickness of a pocket, as and for the purpose specified .

connecting strip extending between the folds of the end 12. The combination with a band of a pocket in the end of

thereof having a plurality of holes therein , a two part fast- the same , a connecting strip extending into the pocket, and

ener having one part secured to each fold of the band and a fastener secured to the sides of the pocket adapted to lock

adapted to be locked with the central portion thereof extend the strip in position therein , as and for the purpose specified.

ing through oue of the holes in the band, as and for the pur- 13. The combination with a band divided into two parts of

pose specified. pockets in the end of each part having one side of each in

4. The combination with a two-part band of a connecting the form of a flap, a connecting strip extending into each

strip extending between the folds of each part and means for pocket and having a plurality of holes therein, two-part

securing the same adjustably in position, as and for the pur- dome fasteners in each pocket having one of the parts of

pose specified. each secured to the band and one to the flaps central por

5. The combination with a two-part band of a connecting tions of each being adapted to extend when locked through

strip extending between the folds of each part and having a the holes in the connecting band , as and for the purpose

plurality of hules therein , two-part fasteners secured to each specified .

part of the band and having the separate parts thereof con- 14. The combination with a band divided into two parts of

nected respectively to the two folds of each band and adapt- connecting means extending between the two parts and ad

ed to lock with the central portion thereof extending through justably secured to each, as and for the purpose specified.

the holes in the connecting strip, as and for the purpose 15. The combination with a band of an extension means

specified , located at one end of the same, as and for the purpose speci

6. The covibination with a two-part band of a connecting fled.

strip extending between the folds of each part and means for 16. The combination with a band of adjustable extension

separately iind adjustably securing the strip to each part of means located at one end of the same, as and for the pur

the band, as and for the purpose specified. pose specified,

7. The combination with a band of a connecting strip ad- 17. The combination with a shirt of an extensible annular

justably secured to the end of the same having a buttonhole neck band therefor, as and for the purpose specified.
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No. 99,819. Egg Beater. Vergelte. tegral with said sprocket wheel , a druin carrying shaft jour

nalled in bearings in the frame, chain connections between
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John S. Dunlap, Chicago, Illinois , U.S.A. , 3rd July, 1906 ; 6

years. Filed 7th June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,624 .

Claim . - 1 . An egg beater comprising a shaft having a per

forated dasher secured thereto and normally disposed at

right angles to the shaft , said dasher being relatively thin said drum carrying shaft and said beams, and lever mech

and flexible to permit the opposite ends thereof to be de- anism for rotating the drum carrying shaft , as set forth .
flected upwardly in contact with the interior walls of a con

taining vessel when placed within the latter, and means for No. 99,821. Stump Burner .
rotating the shaft .

2. An egg beater comprising a bar having a handle at one Appareil d imûler des souches .

end and with the opposite end bent to form a U-shaped

bracket, a dasher shalt journalled in the opposite arms of

the bracket , a pinion mounted upon the shaft within the

bracket , a resilient bla.le mounted upon the shaft and adapt

ed to conform substantially to the interior of a containing

vessel , a disc mounted upon the bar and provided with an

annular ball race, a gear wheel provided with an opposing

ball race and mounted to rotate adjacent the disc and in en

gagement with the pinion' and means for rotating the gear.

3. An egg beater comprising a shaft , a dasher secured to

the shaft and normally disposed at substantially right angles

thereto, said dasher being relatively thin and flexible to per

mit the arms of the dasher to conform to the interior walls

of a containing vessel , and means for rotating the shaft.

4. An egg beater comprising a shift, a dasher secured to

the shaft and normally disposeil at substantially right angles

thereto, said dasher being relatively thin to permit the arms

of the dasher to conform to the interior walls of a containing
vessel, and means for rotating the shaft .

5. An egg beater comprising a shaft, a dasher secured to

the shaft and consisting of a flat relatively thin cutting blade

the front and rear edges of wbich are disposed in the same

horizontal plane, said dasher having its major axis disposed Charles Nicholas Hubbard, Bee, Washington , U.S.A., 311 July,
substantially parallel with thy plane of its movement, and 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 10th May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,786.
means for rotating the shaft.

Claim . - 1. In a stump burner the combination of a ro'ep

tacle for inclosing a stump composed of detachable panels, a
No. 99,820. Rotary Harrow . Herse rotatoire. cover on said receptacle and means for supplying a draft of

Freeman Hanson , Hollis Center , Maine, U.S.A., 3rd July ,
air to said receptacle , substantially as described.

2. In a stump hurner the combination of a receptacle for

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 5th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,576. inclosing a stumycomposed of detachable panels lined with

Claim . - A rotary harrow comprising a frame with a shaft asbestos or like material, a cover on said receptacle, and

connected thereto, an axle journalled in suitable bearings in means forsupplying a draft of air to said receptacle, substan

said frame, a countershaft also journalled in said frame, tially as described .
swinging beams E mounted upon sa id countershaft, a harrow 3. In a stump burner the combination of a receptacle for

shaft journalled in the ends of said beams, a sprocket wheel inclosing a stump composed of detachable panels, a cover,

fixed to the harrow shaft, sprocket wheels upon the counter- also formed of detachable panels , on said recaptacle and

shaft , a sprocket chain passing over the sprocket wheel means for suplying a draft of air to said receptacle , sub

upon the harrow shaft and one of said sprocket wheels stantially as described.
upon the countershaft, and integral clutch collar and 4. In a stump burner the combination of a receptacle for in

sprocket wheel loosely mounted upon the axle, a sprocket closing a stumjcomposed of detachable panels , a cover, also

chain passing about the sprocket wheel upon the axle and formed of detachable panels , on said receptacle, said cover

oneof said sprocketwheels of thecountershaft, a clutch having an opening in its center, apipe communicating with

collar splined to the axle , lever meclianism for throwing the sad opening, and means for supplying a draft of air to said

same into engagement with the clutch collar which is in- receptacle , substantially as described.
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5. In a stump burner the combination of a receptacle fo.. 7. In a draft gear the combination with the draw bar, of a

inclosing a stump composed of detachable panels, a cover also carry iron supporting the draw bar and having a vertical ad

formed of detachable panels, on said receptacle, said cover justment , and a draw spring connecting with the inner end

having an opening in its center, a pipe communicating with of the draw bar, said draw spring connection having a corres

said opening, and means for supplying a draft of air to said ponding vertical adjustment to that of the carry iron.

receptacle near its bottom , substantially as described . 8. In draft gear , a frame , a reversible carry iron for sup

6. A stump burner constructed of circularly disposed verti.porting the draw bar at different heights , and means for

cally divided panels , and a cover therefor , constructed of cor- rigidly locking said carry iron in either of its positions .

responding radially divided panels , the panels of each set be- 9. In draft gear , a frame having spring receiving pocket,

ing detachably secured together, whereby the number thereof and a reversible plate forming the bottom of said pocket.

receptacle near its bottom , substantially as described . 10. In draft gear, a frame having a spring receiving pocket

7. A stump burner comprising means for incosing a stump , and reversible lug strap forming the bottom of the pocket

a cover therefor constructed of radially divided panels having and adjustable to alter the effective height of said pocket .

flanges at their edges , and means for detachably securing to . 11. In draft gear , a frame having lugs for embracing the

gether the flanges of adjoining panels , whereby the number of transom , and interchangeable and adjustable filling blocks

panels may be increased or diminshed . disposed between the sides of the transom and the lugs.

7. A stump burner comprising means for inclosing a stump, 12. In draft gear , a frame having spaced lugs for embracing

constructed of vertically divided panels having flanges at
the transom and interchangeable blocks adjustable to vary

their edges , means for detachably securing together the ing positions with respect to the transom and the lugs.

flanges of adjoining panels , whereby the number of panels 13. In a draft gear the combination with the vertically dis

may be increased or diminished , and a cover for said means . posed web platés arranged between the longitudinal sills and

9 A stump burner comprising means for inclosing a stump provided with edge flanges, of a transversely disposed brac

constructed of vertically divided panels having flanges at ir- plate extending between the web plates and resting on

their edges , a U- shaped device detachably embracing each said flanges in a position to the rear of the end sill of the

pair of flanges and detachable fastening means extending frame , and securing bolts extending through said bracing

through said device and said flanges, whereby the number of plate and end sill and serving to prevent rearward movement
panels may be increased or diminished. of all of the plates .

10. In a stump burner the combination of a receptacle for 14. In a draft rigging, convertible side castings having
enclosing a stump, said receptacle comprising a number of upper integral guides and lower removable guides and front

detachable panels, a cover for said receptacle , and a plurality and rear stops for the followers , and provided with removable

of straight tubes for supplying air to said receptacle. insert or conversion pieces and abutting against said rear

stops , substantially as specified.

No. 99,822. Draft Gear for Cars. 15. In a draft rigging the combination with convertible side

Appareil de tirage pour chars.
castings having integral front and rear stops and integral

upper guides for the followers, of removable insert or con

version pieces , substantially as specified.

16. In a draft rigging the combination with side castings

having each front and rear stops and integral upper guides

for the followers of insert or conversion pieces abutting

against said front and rear stops and furnished each with a

stop , substantially as specified .
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No. 99,823. Plough Share. Soc de charrue.
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Jacob Liedle , Irvine, Alberta, Canada, 3rd July, 1906 ; 6

years. Filed 7th June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,647.

John Lange , Jr. , Moberly, Missouri , U.S.A. , 3rd July, 1906 ; 6 Claim . - 1. In a device of the class described , the combina

years . Filed 7th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,627 . tion with a shank, mould board and share , of means for

Claim . - 1 . In a draft gear the frame members having spring interlocking the share to the shank and the mould board, as

receiving pockets and interchangeable devices adapted to be and for the purpose specified.

removably mounted within said pockets and comprising 2. In a device of the class described, the combination with

means for varying the space occupied by the spring according the shank, mould board and share of a slidably interlocking

to the size of the latter. joint between the share , and the mould board and shank,

2. In a draft gear a frame having spring receiving pockets and adjustable means for securing the parts in said inter

and means for varyng the width of the pockets. locked position , as and for the purpose specified.

3. In a draft gear the frame members having spring re- 3. In a device of the class described, the combination with

ceiving pockets, and interchangeable devices adapted to be the shank, share and mould board , the said shank having a

removably arranged within said pockets for varying the slotted lower end , of a lip extending inwardly from the share

length of the space therein according to the length of the and designed to slide and be constrained within the slot and

spring to be employed . adjustable means for securing the share to the mould board

4. In a draft gear a frame having a spring receiving pocket when the lip is at its inner position in the slot, as and for

and means for varying both the length and width of the the purpose specified .

pocket. 4. In a device of the class described , the combination with

5. In a draft gear,a frame having a spring receiving pocket theshank share and the mould board, thesaid shank having

and detachable blocks for varying the width of the pocket . a slotted end portion , of a lip extending inwardly from the

6. In draft gearing, a frame having a spring receiving upright face of the share and designed to slide and be con

pocket , there being an opening formed in the wall of the strained within the slot , a strip secured to the inner face of

pocket, and a detachable block adjustable to a position within the mould board and extending transversely there beyond ,

the pocket and having a lug extending through said opening.'a clip secured on the inner face of the share having an over
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9
9
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hanging portion designed to receive between its inner face platform , a standard pivoted to said telescoping section of

and the share , the strip aforesaid , a pin extending down- platform and adapted to support said framework , and means

wardly from the strip , at or near its outstanding end , the foi bracing said standard against pivotal movement.

said pin being designed to rest flush against the overhanging 2. In a conveyer , the combination with a conveyer frame

face of the clip, when the lip is in its inner position in the work and conveying mechanism carried thereby , of a pivot

slot and adjustable means for securing the mould board when ally mounted standard disposed beneath said framework , and

the lip is in its inner position , as and for the purpose means for temporarily bracing said standards against pivotal

specified . movement .

5. In a device of the class described , the combination with 3. In a conveyer , the combination with a framework , and

the shank , share and the mould board , the said shank hav- conveying mechanism carried thereby, of means for raising

ing a slotted end portion, of a lip extending inwardly from and lowering said framework , pivotally mounted standards

the upright face of the share and designed to slide and be carrying said raising and lowering means , and means for

constrained within the slot , a strip secured to the inner face preventing pivotal movement of said standards .

of the mould board and extending transversely therebeyond, 4. In a conveyer, the combination with a framework and

a clip secured on the inner face of the share having an over- conveying mechanism carried thereby, of a pair of standards
hanging portion designed to receive between its inner face arranged beneath said framework , a shaft supporting said

and the share, a strip aforesaid, a pin extending downward- framework , and differential pulleys and chains supporting
ly from the strip , at or near its outstanding end , the said said shaft.

pin being designed to rest flush against the overhanging face 5. In a conveyer, the combination with a framework and

cí the clip when the lip is in its inner position in the slot , a conveying mechanism arranged therein , of pivotally mount

and a pin secured within a bearing on the lower face of the ed standards arranged to support said framework , and re

mould board, the extending end being designed to be adjust- movably mounted brace rods supporting said standards in
ably retained by a similar bearing on the inner face of the position against pivotal movement .

share when the lip is at its inner position in the slot , as and 6. In a conveyer, the combination with a conveyer frame

for the purpose specified . work and a conveying mechanism arranged therein , of pivot

ally mounted standards arranged at the sides of said con

No. 99,824. Shirt. Chemise. veyer, a shaft extending across said standards, means for

adjustably supporting said shaft on said standards, and re

movable means for normally retaining said standards against

pivotal movement.

7. In a conveyer , the combination with a conveyer frame

work and a conveying mechanism carried thereby, of stan

dards pivotally mounted and adapted to support said frame

work in an inclined position and pivoted to swing toward the
lower end of the framework .

8. In a conveyer , the combination with a framework and a

conveying mechanism carried thereby, of a platform pivotally

supporting said framework , and means pivoted to said plat

form for supporting said framework in an inclined position,

the said supporting means being adapted to swing toward

the pivot of the said framework.

9. In a conveyer , the combination with a platform and

carrying wheels supporting the same , of a conveyer frame

work pivotally connected therewith , means carried by said

platform for supporting the free end of said framework , an

auxiliary framework spaced from said main framework ,

carrying means for supporting said auxiliary framework, a

conveying mechanism carried by said main framework , and

Milton Paul Magly, Cincinnati , Ohio , U.S.A. , 3rd July, 1906 ; a conveying mechanism carried by said auxiliary framework .

6 years. Filed 25th May , 1906. Receipt No. 136,230 . 10. In a conveyer the combination of a main conveyer

Claim . - As a new article of manufacture, a shirt having a framework, a conveyer belt arranged therein , end drums
soft, thin and pliable body portion and provided with a clos- carrying said belt , means for driving one of said drums , an

edfront and open back , and having a miniature inverted auxiliary conveyer framework spaced from the main frame
triangle shape reinforce forming à bosom that extends work,a conveyer belt arranged in said auxiliary framework,
downward from the neckband with the apex at a point just drums arranged in said auxiliary framework supporting the
below that of the converging diagonal sides of a high cut belt thereof, sliding journal boxes for the shaft of one of the

vest opening, and with its diagonalsides terminating at said drums of the auxiliary framework , and slidingjournal boxes
neckband adjacent to the collar bone of the wearer . for the shaft of one of the drums of the main framework ,

spacing bars connecting said journal boxes , and driving

No. 99,825. Conveyer. Transport.
gears connecting said shafts for transmitting power from

the main conveyer belt to the auxiliary conveyer belt .

11. In a conveyer the combination of a main conveyer

framework , an auxiliary conveyer framework spaced there

from , sliding journal boxes arranged at one end of one of said

conveyer framework , and similar journal boxes arranged at

the contiguous end of the other framework , longitudinally

extensible shafts connecting said journal boxes, shafts jour

nalled in said journal boxes . drums carried by said shafts ,

conveyor belting supported by said drums, means for con

Eige,
veying power from one of said shafts to the other , and means

for driving the belting of one of said drums .

12. In a conveyer the combination with a framework and

a conveyer belt arranged therein , of a driving shaft jour

nalled in said framework, a plurality of gears splined on said

shaft , a second shaft journalled in said framework , a plur

ality of gears fixed to said second shaft , means for communi
cating power from one of the gears of the first shaft to one

of the gears of the second shaft, said power communicating

means being adapted to be adjusted for transmitting power

from any one of the gears of the first shaft to any one of the

gears of the second shaft, and means driven by the second

shaft for actuating said conveyer belt.

9982239 13. In a conveyer mechanism the combination with a frame

work , of a drum journalled therein , conveying means actu

Wiliam L. McCabe, Seattle , Washington , U.S.A. , 3rd July,
ated by said drum , a belt for driving said drum , and means

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 6th June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,594. forlimiting said belt against vertical and edgewise move
ment.

Claim . - 1. In a conveyer, the combination with a frame- 14. In a conveyer mechanism the combination with a frame

work and conveying mechanism carried thereby, of a plat- work and a drum journalled therein , of conveying means
form pivotally supporting said framework, a telescoping sec- actuated by said drum , a belt for driving said drum, an idler
tion of platform telescopically engaging said first -mentioned ' limiting said belt against vertical movement , and grooved

Fegro
Eig,

10

6

70
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pulleys engaging the edges of said belt for limiting the same 27. In a mechanism of the class described, the combination

against edgewise movement. with a conveyer, of a platform frame sustaining the same, a

15. In a conveyer the combination with a framework , a second frame telescopically engaging the first -mentioned

drum journalled therein and formed with an annular groove, frame, a pulley rotatably carried by said second -mention - u

and a conveyer belt passed about said drum and designed to frame , a cable fixed to the first -mentioned frame and extend .

be driven thereby, of a driving belt passed about the drum ing to said pulley and wrapped about the same, a block co .,

within the groove thereof, and means for preventing edge- nected with the second -mentioned frame at a point in front

wise movement of said driving belt . of said pulley , the cable being passed beyond the pulley ili

16. In a conveyer the combination with a conveyer frame- about said block and extending to and connected with the

work, a drum journalled therein and formed with an annular first -mentioned frame at a point in the rear of the blok

groove, and a conveyer belt passed about said drum and de- and means for rotating said pulley for taking in one side

signed to be driven thereby, of a driving belt passed about of the cable and paying out the other, whereby said frames

the groove in said drum and pulleys rotatably mounted in may be caused to telescopically approach each other,

position for sliding transversely of the path of movement of the said pulley being adapted to be rotated in an opposite

said driving belt and engaging the edge thereof for prevent- directionfor taking in the other side of said cable and pay

ing edgewise play of said driving belt .
ing out the side formerly taken in for causing said frames

to telescopically separate .
17. In a conveyer the combination with a framework a

28. In a conveyer the combination with a carrying belt and
drum journalled in the same and formed with an annular

means for supporting the same , of a cleat therefor compris
groove , and a conveyer belt surrounding said drum and de

signed to bedriven thereby, of a driving belt passed about carryirg belt, andmeans lim'ting the amount of lateral move
ing a flexible member, means connecting the same to the

the groove of said drum , shafts fixed in said framework
ment of said flexible member.

transversely of the path of movement of said drum and
29. In a conveyer the combination with a carrying belt and

grooved pulleys rotatably and slidingly carried by said shafts
means for supporting the same , of a cleat for said belt com

and positioned with the edges of said driving belt within prising a flexible member laced at one edge onto the belt, a
their grooves .

transverse limiting bar extending across said fiexible member

18. In a conveyer the combination with a framework, and a at a point between the point of said lacing and the free end

conveyer belt arranged therein , of a driving drum for said of the flexible member, and means for connecting said limit

belt comprising a plurality of poly -sided plates, and seg - ing bar to the belt.

ments of cushioning material fixed to said plates. 30. In a conveyer the combination with a conveying belt

19. In a conveyer the combination with a framework, and a and means for supporting the same , of a cleat for said belt

conveyer belt arranged therein , of a driving drum for said comprising a flexible strip, means securing the same to the

belt comprising poly - sided end plates and segments re- belt , a second flexible strip , means connecting the second

movably connected to said plates . strip to the first strip , and means for limiting the lateral

20. In a conveyer the combination with a framework and a play of the free ends of said strips .

conveyer belt arranged therein , of rollers for supporting said 31. In a conveyer the combination with a conveying belt

belt , a shaft supporting each of said rollers , and a journal and means for supporting the same , of a cleat for said belt

casing for each of said shafts comprising a base formed with comprising a plurality of flexible members connected with

a substantially semi-circular aperture and a lug projecting the belt at one edge and free at the opposite edge to move

into the same, a substantially semi - circular plate disposed laterally, and means arranged transversely of said flexible

above said base and formed with a lug depending therefrom, members and connected to the belt for limiting the lateral

and a thimble arranged between said base and plate and play of the free ends of the said members .

apertured for receiving said lugs.
32. In a conveyer the combination with a conveyer belt and

21. In a conveyer the combination with a framework, a
means for supporting the same , of a cleat therefor compris

drum journalled therein , and a conveyer belt passed about ing a flexible member connected at one edge to the belt and

said drum , of a driving belt arranged beneath said conveyer ing bar arranged above said flexible member and having its
free at its oppos'te edge to move laterally, a transverse limit.

belt and passed about said drum , and means for guiding said
end extended beyond the same , and

driving belt for preventing edgewise play thereof on said
means connecting the

drum .
ends of the limiting strip to the belt .

33. In a conveyer the combination with a conveyer belt and
22. In a conveyer the combination with a framework, a

means for supporting the same , of a cleat for said belt com

grooved drum journalled therein, and a conveyer belt passed prising a flexible strip connected with the belt at one edge

about said drum , of a driving belt passed about the drum and free for the remainder of its length to swing laterally ,

and arranged within the groove beneath the conveyer belt , and a second flexible strip connected to the first flexible strip

and means for preventing said driving belt from leaving and otherwse free to move laterally .

said groove.
34. In a conveyer the combination with a conveying belt and

23. In a conveyer the combination with a pivotally mount- a support therefor, of a cleat for said belt comprising a plur

ed framework and a platform slidingly mounted with respect ality of superposed flexible strips , means connecting the

thereto , of a motor carried by said slidingly mounted plat- lowermost strip to the belt , and means connecting each suc

form , conveyer mechanism arranged within said framework, cessive strip to the preceding strip only .

means for driving said conveyer mechanism , means for trans

mitting power from said motor to said driving means, and No. 99,826. Railway Tie.

a spacing bar interposed between the motor and driving

means for maintaining said power transmitting means in
Dormant de chemin de fer.

operative condition .

24. In a conveyer the combination with a framework and a

platform pivotally engaging the same , of a conveyer mech

anism carried by said framework, a shaft for driving said d

mechanism , a motor slidingly carried by said platform ,

spacing bars connecting the shaft of said motor with said

driving shaft , and means for transmitting power from the

motor to the driving shaft .

25. In a conveyer the combination with a framework and

conveyer mechanism arranged therein , of a driving shaft for
F19.2.

actuating said mechanism , a sprocket carried by said shaft ,

a motor spaced from said framework and movably mounted

with respect thereto , a spacing bar arranged on each side of

said motor and engaging the motor shaft , and extending to Fig.5.

and engaging said driving shaft for spacing the shaft of the

motor from the driving shaft , a spocket on the shaft of the
brc

motor, and a sprocket chain connecting the sprocket of the
Fig.3.

driving shaft with the sprocket of the motor shaft .
d

26. In a mechanism of the class described , the combination

with a conveyer of a platform supporting the same and com 99826

prising telescoping sections , a pulley carried by one of sail

sections , a cable fixed to the other said sections and passed

about said pulley, a block carried by the section carrying Archibald J. McCallum , Eagle Harbour, Michigan , U.S.A. , 3r11

the said pulley , the said cable being passed beyond the pulley
July , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 7th June , 1906. Receipt No.

and through said block and being extended beyond the block
136,650 .

to and connected with the free end of that section to which Claim . — 1 . The combination with a hollow railway tie hav

the opposite end of said cable is connected , and means for ing boxes formed therein , of rail chairs fitting in said boxes

rotating said cable for paying out one side of said cable and and having lateral extensions engaging under the top of the

for taking in the other side .
tie .

Fig 1
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2. The combination with a hollow railway tie having boxes | No. 99,828. Coaling Device for Moving Trains.

formed therein, of rail chairs fitting in said boxes and having
Appareil à charger de charbon les trains en motivement.

hook - shaped extensions engaging under the top of the tie .

3. The combination with a hollow railway tie having bosses

formed on the inside thereof, of rail chairs having hook Fig.7.

shaped extensions engaging said bosses.

No. 99,827. Grain Tank . Coffre à grain .
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Charles M. Miller , Tyrone , Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 3rd July,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 7th June, 1906. Recerpt No. 136,640.

Claim.-1. In apparatus for supplying coal to the tenders of

Fig. 1
moving railway trains, an elevated support arranged above

the railway track , and provided with inclined rails , a dump

ing car mounted on the rails , means for locking the dumping
G? H

car from movement , and a train carried member for releas

ing the car in advance of the arrival of the tender thereunder ,

permitting the car to descend the inclined rails by gravity,

said member serving subsequently to engage and move the

Fig.2 car , and serving further to trip the dumping mechanism and

permit the dumping of the load carried by the car.

2. In apparatus of the class described an elevated structure

having an inclined track, a dumping car arranged on said in

clined track , a check for holding the same from movement , a

Fig. 3
Fig.4

lever connected to said check and a train carried member

adapted to engage said lever in advance of the arrival of the

99827
tender under the car , permitting the car to descend the in

clined track and acquire momentum in advance of the dump

IIector Colin McMartin , Winnipeg , Manitoba, Canada, 3rd ing operation .

July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 5th June , 1906. Receipt No. 3. In apparatus of the class described , an elevated support,

136,570 . a dumping car arranged to travel thereon , a sectional bucket

Claim . - 1 . A grain tank comprising a bottom and a sec- having locking fingers arranged in close relation , a release

tional corrugated cylindrical body, said body sections respec bar having lugs engaging said fingers, and an arm carried by

tively overlapping and bolted and means for securing the the train and arranged to move said bar to release position .

body to the base, as and for the purpose specified. 4. In apparatus of the class described, the combination

2. A grain tankcomprising a bottom , a cylindrical sectional with an elevated support, of a car arranged to travel on the

corrugated body, the sections being composed of arcuate seg- support, a sectional dumping bucket carried by the car, lock

nents overlapping at their ends and bolted forming vertical ing fingers carried 'by the bucket members, a release bar hav
joints and the individual sections overlapping and bolted ing lugs for engaging said fingers , and a train carried arm

joining horizontal points and means for securing the body for moving the bar to release position and for moving the

portion to the base, as and for the purpose specified. car at a speed equal to that of the train .

3. A cylindrical grain tank comprising a bottom corrugated 5. In apparatus of the class described , the combination

arcuate segment overlapping and bolted vertically and hori- with an elevated support, of a car arranged to travel on the

zontally and means for securing the body to the base , as and support, a sectional dumping bucket on the car, a trip mech

for the purpose specified . arism for releasing the bucket , a slidable frame for operat

4. In a device of the class described the coinbination with ing said trip mechanism , a pair of fingers carried by the

the circular base , of a cylindrical body, said body being com- frame and having cam-shaped inner ends, and a train carried

posed of corrugated arcuate sections overlapping and secured arm arranged to engage and be guided by said fingers.

the one to the other and segmental portions of an angle bar 6. In apparatus of the class described , the combination

cross section having the vertical portion secured to the lowest with an elevated support , of a car arranged to travel thereon ,

section and the horizontal portion bolted to the base, as speci- a sectional bucket on the car, locking fingers carried by the
fied . bucket members , a release bar engaging said fingers, a

5. In a device of the class described the combination with a slidable frame connected to the release bar, a train - carried

circular base , of a cylindrical body, said body being com- arm for engaging such frame and forcing the release bar to

posed of corrugated arcuate sections overlapping and secured disengaged position, and a pair of guiding fingers pivoted to

the one to the other , a fange extending outwardly from the the frame and having cam - shaped free ends for guiding said

bottom of the lowest section and continuous therewith , angle arm to proper position .

bars encircling the body and having their vertical portion 7. In apparatus of the class described , the combination

bolted to the lowest section of the body portion and their with an elevated frame, of a car arranged to travel on the

horizontal portion resting on the flange and bolted there - frame , a sectional dumping bucket on the car , a pivotally

through to the base,upright reinforcing strips secured to the mounted counterweighted chute on the car at a point below

inner face of the body portion , an outlet from the body por- the bucket, and movable to open position under the weight

tion , a removable flexible top and means for lacing the top to of the contents of such bucket , and a train - carried means for

the tank, as specified . releasing the bucket .

6. In a device of the class described the combination with 8. In apparatus of the class described , the combination

the base and the cylindrical corrugated body portion secured with an elevated support , of a car , a sectional bucket carried

thereto of a removable flexible covering, eyelets extending by the car , a chute pivoted to the lower portion of the car

circumferentially from the top of the body portion, supple- at a point under the bucket , a counterweight for holding the

mentary eyelets within the cover and a lacingmeans for con- chute in elevated position when empty , and a train - carried

necting the cover to the tank as specified . means for releasing the bucket and insuring movement of

7. In a device of the class described the combination with the car at a speed equal to that of the train.

a circular base and a cylindrical corrugated body section 9. In apparatus of the class described , the combination

secured thereto, of an adjustable outlet from the body por- with an elevated support , of a dumping car arranged to travel

tion , a chute extending outwardly from the tank and con- thereon , a pivotally mounted arm carried by the train , a

tinuous with the outlet and a hopper in juxtaposition to the locking pin for holding the arm in elevated position , and an

outlet and extending inwardly from the inner face of the operating lever for releasing said pin and allowing the arm

body portion, as specified. to drop to inoperative position.
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10. In apparatus of the class described, the combination shaft for engaging said drum , means for rotating said shaft,
with an elevated structure , of a dumping car mounted there- a cable winding on said drum , and means for anchoring said

on , means for locking said car from movement, and a signal frame, as and for the purpose specified.

connected to said locking means.
2. In a stump extractor , the combination with the bel

11. In apparatus of the class described , the combination beams, and the base of the device secured thereto having
with an elevated support, of a dumping car mounted thereon, a central depression therein forming a bearing and an up
a signal, and means for automatically moving said signal in wardly and rearwardly projecting frame therefrom , a cylin
accordance with the position of the car . drical frame secured to the aforesaid frame superposed cen

trally above said base , standards supporting said frame , a

No. 99,829. Shirt Collar. Collet de chemise .
rotatable frame supported on said frame, means for rotating

said frame , a drum having a trunnion projecting from the

bottom thereof and journalled in the bearing in said base

and turning in said superposed frame , means supported from

said rotatable frame for engaging said drum, means for re

leasing from engagement the aforesaid means, a rotatable

vertical shaft journalled in said base and extending upwardly

through said rotatable frame, means from said shaft for

engaging said drum , means for rotating said shaft , a cable

winding on said drum , and means for anchoring said frame ,

as and for the purpose specified .

3. In a stump extractor the combination with the bed

beams , and the base of the device secured thereto having a

central depression therein forming a bearing and an upwardly

and rearwardly projecting frame therefrom , a cylindrical

frame secured to the aforesaid frame superposed centrally

above said base , standards supporting said frame, a rotatable

frame supported on said frame , means for rotating said

frame , a drum having a hollow trunnion projecting from the

bottom thereof and journalled in the bearing in said base and

turning in said superposed frame and a ring of ratchet teeth

around the bottom of said drum , a spring held ratchet dog

Frederick William Parsons, Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A. , 3rd July , engaging said ratchet teeth ,means for holding said ratchet

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 4th June,1906. Receipt No. 136,532 out of engagement with said drum , means supported from said

rotatable frame for engaging said drum , means for releasing
Claim . - A lay -down collar having a neck band provided from engagement the aforesaid means, a rotatable vertical

with two cut out portions at its rear forming open recesses shaft journalled in said base and extending upwardly through

extending from the lower edge thereof upward and having said rotatable frame , means from said shaft for engaging said

their greatest width at the bottom and converging upward, drum, means for rotating said shaft , a cable winding on said

and a tongue integral with the band between said recesses drum , and means for anchoring said frame , als and for the
and provided with a button hole.

purpose specified .

4. In a stump extractor the combination with the bed beams

No. 99,830. Stump Extractor. Arrache - souches . and the base of the device secured thereto having a central

depression therein forming a bearing and an upwardly and

rearwardly projecting frame therefrom, a cylindrical frame

secured to the aforesaid frame superposed centrally above

said base , standards supporting said frame , a rotatable frame

supported on said frame, means for rotating said frame, a

drum journalled in the bearing in said base and turning in

said superposed frame having a ring of ratchet teeth on the

upper end thereof , means for holding said drum, a clutch

block having ratchet teeth on the underside thereof engaging

the ratchet teeth of said drum and supported from said rota

table frame and spring held therefrom , means from said rota

table frame for engaging said clutch block , means for re

leasing said clutch block from engagement with said drum , a

rotatable vertical shaft journalled in said base and extending

upwardly through said drum and rotatable frame , means from

said shaft for engaging said drum , means for rotating said

shaft, a cable winding on said drum , means for preserving

the even winding of said cable on said drum , and means for

anchoring said frame , as and for the purpose specified.

5. In a stump extractor the combination with the bed beams

and the base of the device secured thereto having a central

depression therein forming a bearing and an upwardly and
3519

rearwardly projecting frame therefrom, a cylindrical frame

rigi secured to the aforesaid frame superposed centrally above

said base , standards supporting said frame , a rotatable frame

supported on said frame, means for rotating said frame , a

drum journalled in the bearing in said base and turning in

said superposed frame having a ring of ratchet teeth on the

upper end thereof, means for holding said drum , a clutch

block having ratchet teeth on the underside thereof engaging

the ratchet teeth of said drum and supported from said rota

table frame and spring held therefrom, means from said rota

table frame for engaging said clutch block , means for releas

in- said clutch block from engagement with said drum , a ro

Fig. 4. 99830 Fig .
tatable vertical shaft journalled in said base and extending

upwardly through said drum and rotatable frame , means from

said shaft for engaging said drum , means for rotating said

Henry Rustad, Lindsay , Ontario, Canada, 3rd Juy, 1906 ; 6 shaft, a cable winding on said drum , rods vertically disposed

years . Filed 5th June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,575 . and spring held to said drum from said standards , rollers on

Claim . - 1. In a stump extractor, the combination with the said rods, means for adjusting said rods to and from said

bed beams , and the base of the device secured thereto having drum , and means for anchoring said frame , its and for the
an upwardly and rearwardly projecting frame therefrom , a purpose specified .

frame secured to the aforesaid frame and superposed above 6. In a stump extractor the combination with the bed beams

the base , standards supporting said frame , a rotatable frame and the base of the device secured thereto having a central

supported on said frame , means for rotating said frame , a depression therein forming a bearing and an upwardly and

drum turning in suitable bearings in said base and said rearwardly projecting frame therefrom , a cylindrical frame

superposed frame, means for holding said drum, means sup- secured to the aforesaid frame superposed centrally above

ported from said rotatable frame for engaging said drum , said base and having an annular flange projecting therefrom ,

means for releasing from engagement the aforesaid means, a a standard arranged preferably diametrically opposite the

rotatable vertical shaft journalled in said base and extend- upright portion of said frame secured to the flange of said

ing upwardly through said rotatable frame, means from said ' cylindrical frame and to the base of the machine and having
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a recess formed in the base thereof, a pair of standards sup, journal bearingtherein and a triangular frame extending
ported from said bed beamsand secured to the flange of said rearwardly therefrom , an anchor block having a plurality of

cylindrical frame , a rotatable frame supported on said cylin- | grooves therein secured in said frame, a cylindrical frame

drical frame having a central angularly shaped orifice there- secured to said triangular frame and superposed above said

through and sockets in the upper side thereor, an angularly base , standards supporting said frame, a rotatable frame

shaped block fitting the orifice in said frame and projecting supported on said base , means for rotating said frame , a

downwardly therefrom having a central orifice therethrough , drum turning in the journal in said base and said cylindri

sweeps secured in said sockets , braces from said frame sup- cal frame , means for holding said drum , means supported

porting said sweeps , a drum having a projecting trunnion from said rotatable frame for engaging said drum , means

from the bottom thereof turning in the bearing in said base for releasing from engagement the aforesaid means , a rotat

and turning in said cylindrical frame, a ring of ratchet teeth able vertical shaft journalled in said base and extending up

around the base of said drum , a ratchet dog pivoted in the wardly through said rotatable frame , means from said shaft

recess in the base of one of the said standards and bearing for engaging said drum , means for rotating said shaft , a

against said standard , a ring of ratchet teeth around the cable winding on said drum , and means for preserving the

upper edge of said drum , a clutch block supported from said even winding of said cable on said drum , as and for the pur

rotatable frame having a central angular orifice therethrough pose specified .

corresponding to the central orifice in the rotatable frame and 10. In a stump extractor , the combination with the bed

surrounding said downwardly projecting block and sliding free teams, and the base of the device secured thereto having a
thereon and a ring of ratchet teeth on the underside engaging journal bearing therein and a triangular frame extending

the teeth on said drum , means for holding said clutch block rearwardly therefrom , said triangular frame having a flat

in engagement with said drum , means for disengaging said tened end portion , an anchor block preferably semi- cylin

clutch block from said drum , a rotatable vertical shaft jour- crical in shape and fitting against said flattened portion of

nalled in the base of said machine and held therein and pro- said frame and having a plurality of horizontal grooves in

jecting upwardly through said angularly shaped block, means the face thereof, means fór holding said block securely in

for holding said rotating frame to its seat, means for rotating said frame , a spring held bar secured to said frame in prox

said drum from said shaft, means for rotating said shaft, a imity to the face of said block , an anchor cable embracing
cable winding on said drum , and means for anchoring said

said block and fitting in said grooves , a cylindrical frame
machine , as and for the purpose specified . secured to said triangular frame and superposed above said

7. In a stump extractor the combination with the bed beams base, standards supporting said frame, a rotatable frame

and the base of the device secured thereto having a central supported on said base, means for rotating said frame, a

depression therein forming a bearing and an upwardly and drum turning in the journal in said base and said cylindrical

rearwardly projecting frame therefrom , a cylindrical frame frame, means for holding said drum , means supported from

secured to the aforesaid frame superposed centrally above said rotatable frame for engaging said drum , means for re

said base and having an annular flange projecting therefrom , leasing from engagement the aforesaid means, a rotatale

standards supported from the base and bed beams fixedly se vertical shaft journalled in said base and extending up

cured to said flange and supporting said frame, a drum jour wardly through said rotatable frame , means from said shaft

nalled in the depression in said base and in said cylindrical for engaging said drum , means for rotating said shaft, a

frame having a ring of ratchet teeth around the outer peri- cable winding on said drum , and means for preserving the

phery of the bottom thereof and a ring of ratchet teeth
even winding of said cable on said drum , as and for the pur

aroond the upper edge thereof, a ratchet dog pivoted in the pose specified .

base of one of said standards and spring held in engagement 11. In a stump extractor, the combination with the bed
with the lower ring of ratchet teeth on said drum, a camiever pivotedon the base of the machine and engaging said beams, and the base ofthe device secured thereto having an

ratchet dog, a rotatable frame supported on said cylindrical frame secured to the aforesaid frame and superposed above
upwardly and rearwardly projecting frame therefrom , a

frame having a flange embracing the edge of said frame and

a central squared orifice therethrough and a pair of circular
the base , standards supporting said frame, a rotatable frame

orifices through said framediametrically opposite and equi- frame, braces from said frame to the outer ends of
, said,

supported on said frame, sweeps fixedly secured to said

distant from the center thereof , a squared block havin3 sweeps, a bar secured to one of said sweeps intermediate of

flanges at the top thereof and a central circular orifice there its length and embracing the said brace having a hole there

through secured to said frame and projecting downwardly
the end of saidthroughsaid squared orifice, a clutch block having a ring of through , a tongue pivotally secured to

teeth corresponding to the teeth on said drum and a central
sweeps , a bracket on said tongue having lugs diagonally

arranged and a hole through the top of said lugs , a drum
squared orifice loosely surrounding said squared block and apair of orifices diametrically opposite registering with the turning in suitable bearings in said base and said superposed

pair of orifices in said rotatable framehaving the top por- frame, means for holding said drum , means supported from

tion thereof formed cylindrical and the lower portion reduced said rotatable frame forengaging said drum , means for re

and squared , a pair of T -headed bolts projecting downwardly leasing from engagement the aforesaid means, a rotatable

from said rotatable frame through said orifices and passing vertical shaft journalled in said base and extending up

through the orifices in said clutch block , and having square wardly through said rotatable frame, means from said shaft

portions at the lower ends and nuts on the ends thereof , coil
for engaging said drum , means for rotating said shaft, a

springs surrounding said bolts resting in said orifices and cable winding on said drum , and means for anchoring said

abutting the underside of said rotatable frame, a pair of cam
frame , as and for the purpose specified .

blocks surrounding said bolts and resting on the upperside
12. In a stump extractor , the combination with the bed

of said rotatable frame and engaging the heads of said bolts, beams , and the base of the device secured thereto having a

means for rotating said cam blocks, means for rotating said central depression therein forming a bearing and a project

rotatable frame , a vertical shaft journalled in the base of ing flange on the bottom of said depression and an upwardly

said machine and held securely therein and projecting up and rearwardly projecting frame therefrom , a guard plate

wardly through and beyond the aforesaid square block and bearing against said flange and bent upwardly at the ends

threaded at the upper end, a washer surrounding said shaft
and forming a shoe or skid , a cylindrical frame secured to

and resting on said square block, an adjusting nut on said the aforesaid frame superposed centrally above said base,

shaft above said washer , a hand wheel threaded on said standards supporting said frame, a rotatable frame supported

shaft , a lock nut on said shaft above said hand wheel , means ou said frame , means for rotating said frame, a drum having

from said shaft for engaging said drum , a cable winding on
a trunnion projecting from the bottom thereof and journalled

said drum , and means for anchoring said machine, as and for in the bearing in said base and turning in said superposee

the purpose specified . frame , means supported from said rotatable frame for en

8. In a stump extractor the combination with the bed beams gaging said drum , means for releasing from engagement the

and the base of the device secured thereto having a central aforesaid means, a rotatable vertical shaft journalled in said

depression therein forming a bearing and a central orifice base and extending upwardly through said rotatable frame,

therethrough and a triangular frame extending rearwardly means from said shaft for engaging said drum , means for

from said base, a cylindrical frame superposed centrally rotating said shaft , a cable winding on said drum , and means

above said base having a projection therefrom secured to said for anchoring said frame , as and for the purpose specified .

triangular frame, standards supporting said cylindrical frame,

a rotatable frame supported on said cylindrical frame , means
for rotating said frame, a drum having a truunion from the No. 99,831 . Churn . Baratte.

bottom thereof and a central squared orifice in the end of
said trunnion, a shaft journalled in said base and securely John I. Shaw, Movinger, Missouri, U.S.A., 3rd July , 1906 ; 6

held thereto projecting upwardly through said squared orifice ,
years . Filed ith June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,638 .

and said rotatable frame having a squared shoulder fitting Claim .-1 . In a churn , a base frame, a milk receptacle dis

within the said squared orifice, means for rotating said shaft , 1 posed upon said base frame, a dasher operating in said re

a cable winding on said drum , and means for anchoring said | ceptacle, spaced standards rising from said base frame, a

frame , as and for the purpose specified . bar hinged to one of said standards anii extending beyond

9. In a stump extractor, the combination with the bed the same at one end and with the other end of the bar bear

teams, and the base of the device secured thereto having a ing upon the other standard , a supporting frame rising from

7-2
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said bar, a twisted rod journalled in said bar and its sup- the walls of each cut abutting against each other to form a

porting frame and detachably coupled to said dasher, and an miter joint , and wires secured to the battens and extending

longitudinally thereof and bridging said joints, substantially

Fig.3.
as described.

ng...
3. A shipping crate comprising end heads, and a bottom and

sides lapping and secured to the edges of said end heads ,

said bottom and sides consisting of longitudinal slats and

several battens secured to the slats and arranged at the

outer faces thereof , each batten extending transversely

Frig.2 . across the bottom and upwardly across the sides and having

tapered cuts extending across the same forming miter joints

at the junctions between the sides and bottom and a wire

secured longitudinally to the batten and bridging said joints,

substantially as described.
Ngi.

4. As an article of manufacture , a flat sheet or series of

slats adapted to be bent and secured to crate ends to form

the bottom and sides thereof and consisting of a series of

separated or spaced longitudinal slats , and several battens

extending across and secured to the outer faces of said slats ,

each batten at its inner face between certain slats having
9983 /

transverse flaring cuts extending the greater portion of the
distance through the batten , and longitudinal wires secured

operating lever pivoted at one end to the extended end of along the outer faces of the battens approximately through

said bar and provided with transverse apertures bearing out the length thereof , substantially as described.

over said twisted rod and operatively engaging the same . 5. A crate comprising end heads, bottom and side slats

2. In a churn , a baseframe, a milk receptacle disposed secured to said heads and forming the bottom and sides of
upon said base frame, a dasher operating in said receptacle , the crate , battens transversely fitting and secured to the

spaced standards rising from said base frame and support- outer faces of said slats of the botttom and sides, and wires

ing said receptacle, a guard rod extending between said extending transversely across said bottom and sides and

standards and bearing against said receptacle , a twisted rod secured thereto , each wire extending longitudinally of at

supported for rotation above said receptacle and detachably least two battens.

coupled to said dasher, and an operating lever movably dis

posed above said receptacle and provided with transverse No. 99,833. Nut Lock Arrête-écrou .

apertures bearing over said twisted rod .

3. In a churn, a base frame, a milk receptacle disposed

upon said base frame , a dasher operating in said receptacle ,

spaced standards rising from said base frame , a bar hinged

to one of said standards and extending beyond the same at

one end and with the other end of the bar bearing upon the

other standard , said bearing standard having a pin project

ing into a socket in said bar, spaced stops depending from

sad bar and bearing against the inner and outer faces of said

bearing standard, a resilient catch member carried by said

bearing standard and detachably engaging one of said stops ,

a iwisted rod supported for rotation through said bar and

detachably coupled to said dasher, and an operating lever

movably disposed above said bar and provided with trans

verse apertures bearing over said twisted rod .
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No. 99,832. Wooden Box or Crate.
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Charles H. Smith , Rockford , Illinois , U.S.A. , 3rd July, 1906 ;

6 years. Filed 6th June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,598.

Claim . - A lock nut formed from a series of connected

coils , each of the coils having its contacting faces in parallel

relation to the outer end faces of the nut and having the con

necting portions between adjacent coils bent or formed in

oblique relation to the contact faces of the coils , the body

of the nut being provided with a hole of uniform diameter

having an uninterrupted, continuous and uniform screw
thread terminating in an enlarged bore having smooth walls ,

the outer coil of the nut at one end being formed of spring

material and normally outwardly projected from the screw

threaded body of the nut and adapted to be forced back

against said body, in combination with a screw - threaded bolt

having a uniform diameter and of a size to allow the nut to

be easily screw - threaded thereonto and to have its expanded

end coil compressed by continued revolution of the nut to be
forced back onto and abut against the body portion thereof

and exert a spring tension to lock the nut onto the bolt, sub

John Shellenberger, Rome , Georgia, U.S.A. , 3rd July, 1906 ; 6 stantially as described .

years. Filed 7th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,643.

Claim .-- 1 . A fruit shipping crate comprising end heads, No. 99,834. Lifting Jack. Cric.

longitudinal spaced bottom and side slats secured to said

end heads , opposite end and intermediate parallel battens Willard Austin Story and William Andrew Hall, co - inventors ,

both of Chillicothe, Ohio, U.S.A. , 3rd July , 1906 ; 6 years .
fitting the outer faces of and crossing and secured to said

side and bottom slats and bent transversely to extend from
Filed 25th May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,231 .

the bottom slats upwardly across the side slats , and wires Claim .-1. A lifting jack comprising a body portion pro

arranged longitudinally along the outer faces of said battens vided with a bore having screw - threads and adapted to turn,

and secured thereto approximately throughout the length means , at one end of the body portion to engage a support

thereof , substantially as described . and a lifting screw engaged in the threaded bore of thebody

2. In combination in a ventilated fruit shipping crate, end portion and provided with a head to engage a load to be

heads, a bottom and sides composed of spaced longitudinal shifted .

slats secured to said end heads , battens secured to and ex- 2. A lifting jack comprising a body portion of polygonal

tending across the slats and arranged at the outer faces cross section and dapted to turn and provided with a screw

thereof, each batten formed with transverse cuts across its threaded bore, means at one end of the body portion to en

inner side and extending the greater portion of the distance gage a support and a lifting screw engaged in the threaded

through the batten , each batten bent at said cuts to extend bore of the body portion and provided with a head to engage

from the crate bottom upwardly along the sides of the crate , a load to be shifted .
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3. A lifting jack comprising a body portion provided with 4. In a plaiting machine the combination of a base, a series

a bore the end portion of which has screw - threads and the of parallel plaiting blades carried edgewise by said base, and
means for simultaneously tilting the blades .
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5. In a plaiting machine the combination of a base , a series

of plaiting blades mounted thereon , and means for simultan
eously tilting the blades .

6. In a plaiting machine the combination of a base, a series

of plaiting blades pivotally mounted thereon, and a longitu

dinally movable bar engaging the several blades for simul

taneously tilting them .

7. In a plaiting machine the combination of a base, a series

of plaiting blades pivotally mounted at their opposite ends

on the base, a longitudinally movable bar engaging the

99834 several blades for simultaneously tilting them , and means

for locking the bar against movement .

8. In a plaiting machine the combination of a base, plates

secured to said base , a series of plaiting blades having pin

tles at opposite ends thereof journalled in said plates, and a

longitudinally movable bar mounted on the base and con

adjacent part of which is counterbored to an increased di- nected with the blades for simultaneously rocking them upon

their pivots.
ameter, said body portion being adapted to turn and having

at one end means for engagement with a support and a lifting of plaiting blades pivotally mounted thereon , a barengaging
9. In a plaiting machine the combination of a base , a series

screw having a threaded part engaged in the screw -threaded
the several plaiting blades for simultaneously tilting them,

part of the bore of the body portion and adapted to pene

trate the enlarged part of said bore and provided with a head mounted,a lever carryingthe opposite end ofsaidbar, and
a fixed support within which one end of the bar is loosely

for engagement with a load to be shifted.
means for locking the lever against movement.

4. A lifting jack comprising a rotary body portion pro
10 In a plaiting machine the combination of a base , a series

vided with an axial bore, the latter being open at its upper
of parallel plaiting blades mounted thereon , a longitudinally

end only and provided with screw - threads part way down the
movable bar connected to each of the blades, and a lever

body portion and closed at the lower opposite end of said pivotally connected to the movable bar , whereby the posi

body portion , said lower closed end of the body portion being tion of the plaiting blades may be simultaneously changed

tapered to a central bearing tip or solid conical point align- without altering their parallelism .

ed with the axis of the body portion and a non-rotary lifting 11. In a plaiting machine the combination of a base, plates

screw threaded for engagement with the threaded portion of secured to the sides thereof, a series of plaiting blades pivot
the bore of the body portion and having a head to engage a ally mounted in said plates, and a longitudinally movable

load to be shifted . bar for simutaneously tilting the blades.

5. A lifting jack comprising a body portion adapted to turn 12. In a paiting machine the combination of a base , plates

and provided with an axial bore open at its upper end only secured to the sides thereof, one of said plates being mov

and provided with screw- threads part way down the body able longitudinally , and a longitudinally movable bar con

portion from said open upper end and closed at the lower nected to the several plaiting blades for tilting them.
opposite end of said body portion , said lower closed end of 13. In a plaiting machine the combination of a base , plates

the body portion being tapered to a solid central tip or coni- on opposite sides thereof, one of said plates being movable

cal point aligned with the axis of the body portion, a base longitudinally, means for locking said movable plates, plait

plate engageable with a support and having a central recess ing blades pivotally mounted on said plates, and a longitu

or niche to receive the closed tapered tip or conical point of dinally movable bar connected to the several plaiting blades .
the body portion and a non-rotary lifting screw threaded for

engagement with the threadedboreof the body portion and No. 99,836. Cultivator. Cultivateur.

provided with a head to engage a load to be shifted .

The Anchor Implement Company , assignee of Amos C. Wick

No. 99,835. Plaiting Machine. Machine à plaquer . ham , all of Carthage , Missouri, U.S.A. , 3rd July, 1906 ;

years. Filed 4th June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,515.
William Wolkaw, Portland , Oregon, U.S.A. , 3rd July, 1906 ; 6

Claim .-- 1 . In a cultivator the combination with the frames
years. Filed 23rd April , 1906. Receipt No. 135,163.

and drag bars thereof , of loops passing around the cultivator

Claim . — 1. In a plating machine the combination of a base , frames, clamping members engaging upon the drag bars at

a series of plaiting blades mounted thereon , and means for the points where they engage against the cultivator frames,

simultaneously changing the direction of the plaiting blades a bolt passing through each corresponding pair of loops and
across the base. clamping members, and nut located upon the screw - threaded

2. In a plaiting machine the combination of a base , a series end of the bolt , substantially as specified.
of plaiting blades mounted thereon, and a longitudinally mov- 2. In a cultivator, a clamp comprising a loop encircling the

able plate for simultaneousy changing the direction of the frame of the cultivator, a clamping member engaging one of
plaiting blades across the base. the drag bars of the cultivator , and means whereby the

3. In a plaiting machine the combination of a base, a plate clamping member is detachably connected to the loop, sub

fixed to one side thereof, a longitudinally movable plate stantially as specified .

mounted on the opposite side of said base , means for locking 3. In a cultivator, a clamp comprising a loop encircling a

said movable plate in its several adjustments , and a series of part of the cultivator frame in one portion of which loop is
plaiting blades loosely mounted in said plates . formed an aperture , a clamping member engaging upon one
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of the drag bars , a perforated ear integral with said clamp- angle formed on the exterior of the boot by the adjacent sur
ing member, and a draw bolt passing through the aperture in faces of the welt and upper beyond their point of juncture

and secured to said faces, and extending around the sole .

FIC.1 .

No. 99,838. Water Heater. Chauffeur d'eau.
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Brooks Hynie , Nelson 0. Brenizer and Harry E. Baxter, each

an assignee of a one - third interest , all of Austin, Texas,

U.S.A. , 3rd July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 7th June , 1906 .

Receipt No. 136,623.

Claim . - In an apparatus of the class described , a body in

cluding a base having upstanding walls provided with out

wardly extending flanges at their upper ends and with webs

connecting said flanges , wall and base at the ends and at in

termediate points of the walls, header plates secured to form

closures for the chambers thus formed , a plurality of sets of

pipes connecting the several chambers in series , a valve inlet

pipe connected with
one chamber , an exit pipe connected

with another chamber, burners supported beneath the water

heating pipes, and a cover supported upon the inner walls of

the chambers .

the loop and through the perforated ear, substantially as
specified .

No. 99,837 . Rubber Boot.

Chaussure de caoutchouc .

No. 99,839. Shoe. Chaussure.
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Arthur Bellamy and Peter F. Bellamy , assignee of a one

half interest , both of Fort William , Ontario , Canada ,

3rd July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 9th June, 1906. Receipt No.

136,729 ,

Claim . - 1. In a shoe the combination comprising an upper

having spaced tongues integral therewith , stitching adapted

to maintain the tongues in loops , and a lace having one of its

ends secured to the shoe and its body passed through the

loops .

2. In a shoe the combination comprising an upper having

spaced tongues integral therewith maintained in looped form ,

a lace disposed through the loops , a tab secured to the lace

and secured to the shoe , and an eyelet in the upper.

3. In a shoe the combination comprising an upper provided

with integral loops , a lace disposed through the loops , a tab

The Rubber Hide Company, Boston , Massachusetts, assignee secured to the lace and disposed partly under the upper and

of Frederick Ferdinand Schaffer, Naugatuck , Connecticut, partly on the vamp of the shoe .

U.S.A. , 3rd July , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 6th June, 1906. Re- 4. In a shoe the combination comprising an upper provided

ceipt No. 136,591 . with integral loops , a lace disposed through the loops, a dia

Claim . - A rubber boot comprising a welt sole, an upper mond shaped tab secured to the lace and to the shoe and

scured thesoto, and a rubber reinforce strip located in the means for retaining the free end of the lace .

ng. 3. 9983
7
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No. 99,840. Linotype Machine. Machine linotype. returning the sheet issuing from between the rolls to the

pip of the rolls for a fresh pass, substantially as described.
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9984 /

The Mergenthaler Linotype Company, New York City , as

signee of Philip Tell Dodge , Brooklyn , New York , U.S.A. , 4. The herein described process of purifying rubber and

3rd July, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 30th April, 1906. Receipt the like which consists in passing it between co -acting rolls

No. 135,388. while submerged in a current of purifying liquid , and utiliz

Claim.-1 . In a linotype machine , the combination of a ing said current to return the rubber issuing from the rolls

main frame , an inclined magazine removable endwise at the to the nip of the rolls for a fresh pass , substantially as

front of the machine, and means for mechanically lifting the described.
forward end of the magazine and sustaining it during its 5. In a device for washing rubber, a tank , a pair of co

removal and replacement clear of the adjacent parts at the acting rolls therein at a fixed elevation and means for main
front of the machine. taining the washing liquid therein at a height above the nip

2. In a linotype machine , the combination of a main frame, of the rolls , substantially as described .
an escapement mechanism fixed thereon , a magazine sus- 6. In a device for washing rubber, a tank , a pair of co

tained on the frame in operative relation to the escapement acting rolls journalled therein with means for operating
machanism and removable endwise at the front of the ma- them , means for supplying washing liquid thereto to main

chine , and mechanism for raising the magazine and sustain- tain a level above the nip of the rolls , and a liquid outlet

ing the same clear of the escapement mechanism during its at the surface for removing floating impurities , substantially

removal . as described .

3. In a linotype machine , the combination of a main frame, 7. In a device for washing rubber , a tank , a pair of co

an inclined magazine mounted thereon and removable end- acting rolls journalled therein , an outlet at the bottom of

wise at the front of the machine , and a support movable for- the tank, a second outlet from the surface , and means where

ward beyond the magazine and adapted to raise the same by liquid may be supplied to the tank in excess of that pass

and sustain it during its removal . ing out by the bottom outlet , substantially as described .

4. In a linotype machine , a main frame , an inclined maga- 8. In a device for washing rubber , a tank , a pair of co

zine removably mounted thereon , magazine supports adapted acting rolls journalled therein , means for maintaining liquid

to be advanced to the front of the machine , and means for in said tank at a level above the nip of the rolls , and means

suspending the magazine thereon . for automatically returning the rubber to the nip of the rolls

5. The combination of the main frame and the base frame as it rises to the surface, substantially as described .

a thereon , the removable magazine , and a sliding frame H. 9. In a device for washing rubber , a tank , a pair of co

6. The combination of the main frame and secondary frame acting rolls journalled therein , means for supplying liquid

a thereon , the forwardly sliding frame H , and the removable to the tank , a liquid outlet near the upper part of the tank ,

magazine provided with suspending means to engage the and a device located between the rolls and said outlet and

frame H. operated so as to automatically return the rubber to the

7. In a linotype machine , the main frame, the inclined upper side of the rolls , substantially as described.

frame a thereon , the magazine removable in a forward direc- 10. In a device for washing rubber , a tank , a pair of rolls

tion , the movable support for the forward end of the maga- journalled therein in the same horizontal plane, means lo

zine, and means , such as projections o , to prevent accidental cated above the nip of the rolls for supplying hot and cold

movement of the magazine endwise. liquid thereto , upper and lower liquid outlets from said tank

8. In a linotype machine and in combination with a sup- with means for regulating the flow of liquid therethrough ,

porting frame a , a magazine B seated thereon and remov- substantially as described.

able endwise therefrom at the front , and longitudinally guid- 11. In a device for washing rubber , a tank , a pair of rolls

ing means substantially as described, to prevent lateral journalled side by side therein , a liquid supply, a surface

movement of the magazine during its removal and replace- outlet at the front of the machine where the washed rubber

ment . ic removed, a tilting hopper at the back of the machine for

kolding a charge of unwashed rubber, and means extending

No. 99,841 . Process of Purifying Rubber.
to the front of the machine for tilting said hopper to deliver

its contents upon the rolls , substantially as described .
Procédé pour purifier le caoutchouc. 12. In a device for washing rubber , a tank , a liquid supply

Frederic Clarke Hood , Brookline , Massachusetts, U.S.A. , 3rd thereto, washing rolls journalled therein in the same hori

July , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 26th March, 1906. Receipt No. zontal plane, a liquid outlet from the tank above the level

134,262. of the nip of the rolls, and means located in the tank for

Claim .—1 . The herein described process of purifying rub
for varying the temperature of the liquid therein , substan

Ler and the like which consists in compressing or shredding tially as described .

it between co -acting rolls and passing it through a body of
purifying liquid whereby the liquid has access to all sides No. 99,842. Match Box . Boîte à allumettes.

of the material permitting the heavier impurities to fall Walter Tracey Ives, Montreal, Quebec, Canada , 3rd July,

through the liquid and the lighter impurities to rise , sub
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 21st March , 1906. Receipt No. 134,099.

stantially as described .

2. The herein described process of purifying rubber and
Claim .-1. In a match box the combination with the base

the like which consists in compressing or shredding it while and a standard rising therefrom and rigid therewith, of a

suspended in a body of purifying liquid whereby the liquid casing forming a receptacle supported on said standard and

has access to all sides of the material permitting the heavier having inclined ways therein converging to an elongated

impurities to fall through the liquid and the lighter impuri- | egress opening, a movable member supported by said stand

ties to rise, substantially as described . ard immediately beneath said receptacle and slotted to re

3. The herein described process of purifying rubber and ceive the match therefrom , and striking means interposed in

the like,which consists in passing it between co -acting rolls the way of the match head in proximity to said movable

while submerged in the purifying liquid, and automatically member , as and for the purpose specified.
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2. In a match box the combination with the base and a and friction means interposed in the way of the head of the

standard rising therefrom and rigid therewith, of a casing match transported by said rotating member, as and for the
purpose specified .

9. In a device of the class described in combination, a base ,

a standard rising therefrom and rigid therewith having a cut

away front portion , a runway having upturned flanges at its

lower end thereof secured to the top of said front portion

and upwardly extending guiding rods , a casing forming a re

ceptacle having interior walls converging to an egress open

ing , a spring-held rotating member journalled in the sides

of the standards beneath said receptacle and having slotted

discs extending from the hub thereof through said opening

into said receptacle, an agitator within said receptacle sup

ported on said discs , a curved face plate closing in said

standard beneath said casing and extending downwardly over

the top portion of said runway and having friction means for

striking said match head in its travel with said rotating

member from said receptacle , and a suitable handle for turn

ing said rotating member, as and for the purpose specified .

10. In a device of the class described in combination, a

base having an up - turned flange at the edge thereof and

forming a tray, a standard rising therefrom and rigid there

with and having cut-away front and rear portions , a casing

forming a match receptacle supported on said standards and
having in the interior thereof converging walls to an egress

opening, a rotating member journalled in the sides of said

standard beneath said receptacle and having slotted discs

forming a receptacle supported on said standard and having extending from the hub thereof into said receptacle through

inclined ways therein converging to an elongated egress said opening and springs secured to the hub thereof and ex

opening, a rotary member journalled in said standard im- tending alongside the discs past the slots therein forming a

mediately beneath such receptacle and slotted to receive a spring cushion above the beds of said slots , a spring encir

match therefrom , and means interposed in the way of the cling the hub of said rotating member and caught thereto and

match head in proximity to said movable member for ignit- having its other end secured to the standard and normally

ing said match, as and for the purpose specified . holding said rotating member with its slot immediately be

3. In a match box the combination with the base and a neath the aforesaid egress opening, an agitator resting on

standard rising therefrom and rigid therewith , of a casing the discs of said rotating member within said receptacle, a

forming a receptacle supported on said standard and having runaway from the front portion of said standard having up

inclined ways therein converging to an elongated egress turned fingers at its lower end and suitable guides extending

opening, a rotary member journalled in said standard be- upwardly, a face plate extending downwardly on the front of

neath said receptacle and extending thereinto through said said standard over said rotating member to the top of said

egress opening, agitating means within said receptacle , and runway and having a plurality of longitudinal ribs on its

means interposed in the way of the match head in proximity | inner surface , two of said ribs at the edges thereof having

to said rotating member, for igniting said match , as and for roughened surfaces engaging the match heads on their travel

the purpose specified . from said receptacle in said rotating member, a removable

4. In a match box the combination with the base and a back plate secured to said standard , and a handle abutting a

standard rising therefrom and rigid therewith , of a casing suitable stop from said standard and secured to the axle of

forming a receptacle supported on said standard and having said rotating member, as and for the purpose specified.

inclined ways therein converging to an elongated egress

opening, a rotary member journalled in said standard be

No. 99,843 . Finger Exercising Device .neath said receptacle and extending thereinto through said

egress opening , a roller loosely anchored within said recep Appareil à exercer les doigts .

tacle and normally resting on said rotating member , and

means interposed in the way of the match head in proximity

to said rotating member for igniting said match, as and for

the purpose specified .

5. In a match box the combination with the base and a

standard rising therefrom and rigid therewith, of a casing

forming a match box supported on said standard having an

egress opening a the bottom thereof , means for engaging a

match from said egress opening and carrying it therefrom ,

and friction means interposed in the way of the match head

on its travel from said receptacle , as and for the purpose

specified .

6. In a match box the combination with the base and a

standard rising therefrom, and rigid therewith , of a casing

forming a receptacle for the matches supported on said

standard and converging towards its lower end to an egress

opening, a rotating member journalled in said standard be

neath said receptacle and extending thereinto through said

opening, a hollow roller forming an agitator resting on said

rotating member and anchored within said receptacle by a

pin extending therethrough and fixedly secured to the casing,

and friction means interposed in the way of the match head

in its travels with said rotating member from said recep

tacle , as and for the purpose specified .

7. In a match box the combination with the base and a

standard rising therefrom ,and rigid therewith , of a casing Edmund Barrow Kursheedt, East Orange ,New Jersey , U.S.A.,
forming a receptacle converging towards its lower end to an
egress opening, a rotating member journalled in the sides of 3rd July, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 19th March , 1906. Receipt

said standard and having discs extending from the hubs No. 134,052 .

therearound towards each end thereof, said discs having Claim . - 1. A finger exercising device or hand expander com

slots in alignment, agitating means within said casing, and prising a base plate, a large number of openings therein

friction means interposed in the way of the match head from arranged in a plurality of segmental and parallel series, and
said receptacle, as and for the purpose specified . a number of independent finger plates or keys each adapted

8. In a match box the combination with the base and a to be set in one of the openings in the base plate .

standard rising therefrom , and rigid therewith , of a casing 2. A finger exercising device or hand expander comprising

forming a receptacle converging in the interior to a suitable a base plate , supports secured thereto having rubber buttons

egress opening, agitating means within said receptacle , a ro- at the bottom , a large number of openings in the front por

tating member having a plurality of discs extending from tion of said base plate arranged in a plurality of segmental

its hub therearound and slots in alignment in said discs, and parallel series, and a number of independent finger plates

springs secured to said hub and extending across said slots or keys each adapted to be set in one of the openings inthe

and forming a spring cushion above the bed of said slots , base plate .

1
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3. A finger exercising device or hand expander comprising 4. In a shoe dipping machine , a frame , a tank adapted to

a base plate, a large number of openings in its front portion hold varnish or a similar liquid supported in the frame, a

arranged in a plurality of segmental and parallel series , a

plurality of threaded openings in the rear center portion of

the base plate , an adjustable hand support or knob with

central screw adapted to be applied in each of the threaded

openings , and a number of finger plates each adapted to be In

set in one of the openings in the front portion of the base

plate .

4. A finger exercising device comprising a base plate , sup

ports secured thereto having each a rubber button at the tot

bottom , a large number of openings in the front portion of

said base plate arranged in a plurality of segmental and

parallel series , and a number of threaded openings in the

rear center portion of the base plate, an adjustable hand C3

support or knob with central screw adapted to be secured in co

each of the threaded openings , and a number of finger plates zor i el

each adapted to be set in one of the openings in the front

portion of the base plate .

5. A finger exercising device comprising a base plate hav

ing supports below, a large number of openings in the front

portion , and a plurality of threaded openings in the rear

center portion , an adjustable hand support or knob with cen

tral screw adapted to be applied in each of the threaded open

ings, and a plurality of finger plates each adapted to be set 7

in one of the openings in the front portion of the base plate .

6. A finger exercising device comprising a base plate with

openings in the front portion , threaded openings in its rear

center portion , an adjustable hand support adapted to be ap

plied in the threaded openings , and a number of finger plates Fig. 3 . Far : 4

consisting each of the finger plate proper haring a slightly

curved front portion , an integral piece on its lower rear sur g '

face in the center , and a pin in said piece extending down

wardly and adapted to be inserted in the front openings of

the base plate .

7. A finger exercising device comprising a base plate with

supports below, openings in the front portion , threaded open 99845
ings in its rear center portion , an adjustable hand support

adapted to be applied in the threaded openings and a number

of finger plates consisting each of the finger plate proper slide supported in vertical ways in

having a slightly curved front surface , an integral piece on
the frame , means for

its lower rear surface in thecenter, and a pin in said piece counterbalancing the slide , means for lowering and elevating

extending downwardly and adapted to be inserted in the frontalityofshoe lasts,a plurality ofshoes on the lasts, means
the slide , a rotating mechanism on the slide, a bar, a plur

openings of the base plate .
for holding the shoe lasts on the bar , means in the rotating

mechanism for holding the bar, and means for partly revolv

No. 99,844. Baking Powder. Poudre à pâte.
ing the rotating mechanism, whereby a plurality of shoes

Richard Paul , Berlin , Germany, 3rd July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed
are coated with varnish or similar liquid in one operation of

19th March, 1906. Receipt No. 134,051 .
the machine .

Claim . - 1 . The process of manufacturing baking powder vertical end supports, a tank supported on the base and
5. In a shoe dipping machine , a frame having a base and

which consists in mixing tartaric acid with froth forming adapted to hold varnish or a similar liquid , a slide supported

substances, beating the mixture to froth, drying the mixture in vertical ways in the end supports, means ior counterbal

and mixing it with bicarbonate of sodium .

2. The process of manufacturing baking powder which con
ancing the slide , means for lowering and elevating the slide ,

sists in mixing tartaric acid with froth forming substances, lasts holding a plurality of rubber shoes, means for holding
a rotating mechanism on the slide, a bar , a plurality of shoe

beating the mixture to froth , drying the mixture and mixing the shoe lasts on the bar, means in the rotating mechanism

it with bicarbonate of sodium and components of cakes .

3. The process of manufacturing baking powder which con
for holding the bar and for locking the bar in the reverse

position , means for automatically locking the lasts and shoes
sists in mixing tartaric acid with white of egg , beating the

mixture to froth , drying the mixture at temperatures below volving the rotating mechanism , whereby a plurality of rub
to the bar in the reverse position , and means for partly re

the coagulation temperature of white of egg and mixing it
ber shoes are coated with varnish or a similar material in

with bicarbonate of sodium.
one operation of the machine.

4. The process of manufacturing baking powder which con
6. In a shoe dipping machine a frame a having the base a' ,

sists in mixing tartaric acid with white of egg, beating the

mixture at temperature below the coagulation temperature adapted to hold varnish or similar liquid on the base a' , a
the vertical endsupports a" a and the top bar a', a tanko

of white of egg and mixing it with bicarbonate of sodium and slide e supported in vertical ways in the end supports a * a*,

components of cakes .
pulleys come on the top bar a' , a cordc secured to the slide

c and running over the pulleys, a weight o secured to the end

No. 99,845. Shoe Dipping Machine. of the cord c ", a lever d pivotally secured to the slide c and

Machine à tremper les chaussures. to the cord c ', a rotating mechanism e on the slide c, a crank

If operatively connected with the rotating mechanism e, a bar

John Henry Wall, Bristol, Rhode Island , U.S.A., 3rd July , 9 having the pegs g' g ', a plurality of lasts having coinciding

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 26th March , 1906. Receipt No. 134,302 . holes for the legs gi g ', a plurality of rubber shoes on the

Claim . - 1. In a shoe dipping machine means for supporting lasts , means in the rotating mechanism for holding the bar

a plurality of shoes , means for automatically securing the 19, and means for automatically locking the lasts and shoes to

shoes to the support , mechanism for rotatably holding the the bar in the reverse position, whereby on lowering the

support of the shoes, anda tank adapted to hold varnish or slide c by the lever d and partly revolving the rotatingmech

similar liquid . anism e by the crank 1 , a plurality of rubber shoes are coated

2. In a shoe dipping machine , a slide, a peg bar supporting with varnish or a similar material in one operation .
a plurality of shoes , means for automatically locking the 7. In a shoe dipping machine, the combination of a frame

shoes to thepeg bar, means carried by the slide for rotating a , a tank b adapted to hold varnish or a similar liquid , a

the peg bar, and a tank adapted to hold varnish or similar slide o supported in vertical ways in the frame a, means for

liquid . lowering or elevating the slide c, a rotating mechanisme

3. In a shoe dipping machine, a frame , a tank adapted to consisting of the bearings e ed each formed on a plate e

hold varnish or similar liquid in the frame , a slide supported secured to the slide c and having a member e shaped to have

in vertical ways in the frame , means for counterbalancing the the semi-circular concave portion e" , the outwardly extending

slide , means for lowering and elevating the slide , a rotating lipe, the stop c ', and the rearwardly extending arm es, the

mechanism on the slide, means in the rotating mechanism for rock shaft eö på supported in the bearings ple and each hav

holding a plurality of shoes , and means for partly revolving ing the enlarged end es in which is the elongated recess elo

the rotating mechanism, whereby a plurality of shoes are having the closed end ell and the open end e ?, and an arm

coated with varnish or similar liquid in one operation of the 013 adapted to engage with the stop e ', a locking bar 014 bent

machine . at each end to form the arms els el6 which are pivotally
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secured at their ends to the ends of the arms els el3 in a posi- designation of the agent, the railroad by which he is employ

tion to engage with the ends of the arms e es , pulleys elo ele ed and the date on which the report sheet is written , and 3

pivotally secured to the top of the slide c , cords plz eli secured

to the bar el and extending upwards over the pulleys , weights

els e18 secured to the ends of the cords , a crank f secured to

a rock shaft ea, a bar y , a plurality of shoe lasts holding a

plurality of rubber shoes , and means for holding the shoe

lasts on the bar, whereby on placing the ends of the bar g in

the recesses elº elo in the rotating mechanism e and operating

the slide c and the crank f a plurality of rubber shoes are

coated with varnish or similar liquid in one operation of

the machine .

8. In a shoe dipping machine the combination of a frame

a, a tank b adapted to hold varnish or a similar liquid , a

slide c , a lever d on the slide , a rotating mechanism e , a

crank f operatively connected with the rotating mechanism

e, a bar g , a plurality of shoe lasts h h on which are a plur

ality of rubber shoes , means for holding the lasts h h on the

bar g, and means in the rotating mechanism for holding the

bar g, whereby a plurality of rubber shoes are coated with

varnish or a similar liquid in one operation of the machine .
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final report mailing card located beneath the report sheet,

substantially as set forth.

2. A shipment tracer comprising a cover , a plurality of

record sheets, each of said record sheets being permanently

secured at one of its ends to said cover and having spaces

appropriately designated for the registered number of the

tracer for the designation of the agent to which the tracer

François Marcel Wooelffle , New York City , New York , U.S.A. ,
is to be forwarded , for the billing reference and for informa

3rd July, 1906; 6 years. Filed 23rd March, 1906. Receipt pecting the shipment, a plurality of mailing cards interposedtion as to transfer of the shipment or any exceptions res

No. 134,204 .

Claim .-1. A curling iron comprising a heating member having spaces similar to those of the record sheets , a final
between and covered by said record sheets , said mailing cards

which is circular in cross section , and a second heating report sheet permanently secured at one of its ends to said

member which is concavo -convex in cross section , to receive
cover and having spaces appropriately designated for the re

the first member, the said members co -operating to from a gistration number of the tracer , for the entrance of the des

clamp for the hair , operating handles for the said members, tination station to which shipment is made, for the pro . no .

and a third heating member operated by one of the said reference of the delivery station , for the date or arrival , noti

handles and being parallel with the other heating members fication and delivery to the consignee , for a memorandum of

when the iron is closed , the edge of said concavo-convex undelivery and the reasons therefor , for notations of excep

member being adapted to enter between the other two heat tion to the articles in the shipment or condition thereof , for

ing members , when the iron is closed , whereby the hair is the designation of the agent , the railroad by which he em

curved between the concavo - convex member and one of the ployed and the the date on which the report sheet is written

round members , and is then reversely curved on the edge of and a final report mailing card located beneath the report

the concavo -convex member .
sheet , substantially as set forth .

2. A curling iron comprising an annularly curved heating

member provided with a handle , and having an aperture No. 99,848. Antiseptic Compound.

therein , a bifurcated second heating member provided with a

handle, one of said bifurcated ends passing through the open
Composé antiseptique.

ing in the first heating member and pivoted therein . Frederick Stearns and Company , Detroit , Michigan , assignee

of Alphonso M. Clover, Manilla, Philipine Islands, both in

No. 99,847. Railway Shipment Tracer.
the U.S.A. , 3rd July , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 19th March, 1906 .

Receipt No. 134,036 .

Traceur de chargement de mise à bord .
Claim.-An antiseptic compound derived from succinic

The Registered Tracer Company, assignee of John Thomas peroxid acid and a basic substance and which is characterized

Todd, both of Springfield, Illinois , U.S.A. , 3rd July, 1906 ; ir aqueous solution by being colourless, substantially odor

6 years . Filed 1st May , 1906. Receipt No. 135,416 . less , and having a powerful germicidal acuion , when acidified

Claim .-- 1. A shipment tracer comprising a cover, a plur- with a mineral acid it yields succinic peroxid acid , upon

ality of record sheets , each of said record shcets being per- standing , it hydrolizes with the formation of the salts of suc .
manently secured at one of its ends to said cover and having cinic acid and succinic mono -peracid and upon long standing
spaces appropriately designated for the designation of the yields the salt of succinic acid and hydrogen peroxid .

agent to which the tracer is to be forwarded , for the billing

reference and for information as to transfer of the shipment No. 99,849. Float Valve. Soupape.
or any exceptions respecting the shipment, a plurality of

The International Harvester Company, Chicago , assignee of
mailing cards interposed between and covered by said record

Severn C. Anker- Holth , Riverside, Illinois , U.S.A. , 3rd
sheets, said mailing cards having spaces similar to those of

the record sheets, a final report sheet permanently secured a
July , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 12th April, 1906. Receipt No.

one of its ends to said cover and having spaces appropriately
134,881 .

designated for the registration number of the tracer , for the Claim . - 1. In a float valve in combination , a supply inlet

entrance of the destination to which shipment is made , for having formed integral therewith a valve casing, a hollow

the date of arrival and delivery to the consignee , for a plug fitting into said casing the said plug being provided with

memorandum of undelivery and the reason therefor , for the an opening which communicates with the said supply inlet , a
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float chamber formed upon the upper end of said hollow plug , 4. A music leaf turner having a standard rod , and a longi

a valve fitted loosely within said hollow pug and arranged to tudinally extensible arm attached to said standard rod and

5
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provided with means to engage a musical instrument, sub

stantially as described .
/

9979

No. 99,851 . Locking Mechanism for Loose Leaf

Binders.

Mécanisme de fermeture pour reliure de feuilles volantes .

Migi.

register to a variable extent with the said opening therein ,

and by the longitudinal adjustment of said valve , to regulate

the amount of liquid admitted therethrough, and a float actu

ated by the overflow into said float chamber for effecting the

longitudinal adjustment of said valve, substantially as set

forth.

2. In a float valve in combination a supply inlet having

formed integral therewith a valve casing and an upwardly

projecting stop forming lug, a rotatable hollow plug fitting

into said casing, said pug being provided with an opening

which communicates with the said supply inlet , stops mov.

able with the said plug arranged to contact the said lug on

the valve casing, a sleeve valve fitted loosely within said

hollow plug and arranged to register to a variable extent

with the said opening therein and , by the longitudinal adjust

ment of said sleeve , to regulate the amount of liquid admitted

therethrough , and a float actuated by the overflow into the

said float chamber for affecting the longitudinal adjustment

of said sleeve valve, substantially as set forth.

Thiya.

erang
Wigs

B

No. 99,850. Music Leaf Turner.

Tourne- feuille de musique.

Frederick Barfett, assignee of Franklin P. Parker, both of

Chicago, Illinois , U.S.A., 3rd July , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed
riga

11th April , 1906 . Receipt No. 134,856 .

Claim . - 1. A music leaf turner having a revolving shaft pro

vided with a screw , in combination with a traveller on said

screw, and means to operate said traveller.

2. A music leaf turner having a revolving shaft provided

with a screw, a traveller on said screw, means to operate 49937

said traveller to rotate said screw and shaft, a tubular shaft

on the first -mentioned shaft and provided with a gear, a
screw mounted for rotation and having a gear engaging the The J.S. McDonaldCompany, assignee of John Fieberg, all

of Chicago , Ilinois, U.S.A. , 3rd July , 1906 ; 6 years . Filedgear of the tubular shaft , a traveller on the last -mentioned

screw, and means to operate said traveller , substantially as
19th April , 1906. Receipt No. 135,056 .

described . Claim . - 1. A loose leaf binder comprising two clamping

3. A music leaf turner having a shaft mounted for rotation plates , a lock consisting of two longitudinal co -acting mem

and provided with a screw to rotate therewith, a tubular bers , one of which is adjustable longitudinally, a screw ad
shaft onsaid first-mentioned shaft and provided with a gear justably securing said member to one of said plates, anda
wheel, revolving screws on opposite sides of the first-men- built -up portion on the head of said screw consisting of a
tioned screw and having gears engaging opposite sides of circular disc of greater diameter than said head and Atted
that on the tubular shaft, and independent devices to turn into a countersunk portion of the clamping plate engaged
each of said screws. thereby.

743
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2. A loose leaf binder comprising two clamping plates , a tongue and having a central dome guarding the face of said

lock consisting of two longitudinally co -acting members , one screw and a key hole in its outer surface, said dome passing

of which is adjustable longitudinally , a screw adjustably through the covering of said binder .

securing said member to one of said plates , and a built-up 2. A baffle for the locks of loose leaf binders consisting of

portion on the head of said screw consisting of a circular a screw engaging one of the locking members thereof , the

disc of greater diameter than said head, said disc having head of said screw recessed to receive the end of a special

recesses in its outer surface , and fitted into a countersunk key , and an escutcheon comprising a mutilated disc provided

portion of the clamping plate engaged thereby. with an overhanging tongue and having a dome guarding the

3. A loose leaf binder comprising two clamping plates, a face of said screw and a key hole in its outer surface, said

lock consisting of two longitudinally co -acting members one dome passing through the covering of said binder.

of which is adjustable longitudinally, a screw adjustably 3. A. baffle for the locks of loose leaf binders consisting of

securing said member to one of said plates , a built-up por- a screw engaging one of the locking members thereof, the

tion on the head of said screw consisting of a circular disc head of said screw having a transverse slit which is provided

of greater diameter than said head and fitted into a counter- with a circular enlargement mediate its ends, and has a

sunk portion of the clamping plate engaged thereby, and a central pin for a key projecting concentric therewith, and

centering pin projecting upwardly from the center of said an escutcheon comprising a mutilated disc provided with an

screw and passing through said disc. overhanging tongue , said disc having a central dome guard

4. A loose leaf binder comprising two clamping plates , a ing the head of said screw , which dome projects through an

lock consisting of two longitudinally co -acting members, one opening in the covering of said binder and has a key hole in

of which is adjustable longitudinally, a screw adjustably its outer surface.

securing said member to one of said plates, a built-up por- 4. A baffle for the locks of loose leaf binders consisting of

tion on the head of said screw consisting of a circular disc a screw engaging one of the locking members thereof, the

of greater diameter than said head and fitted into a counter- head of said screw changed to prevent the engagement of a

sunk portion of the clamping plate engaegd thereby, a cen- screw driver therewith , and an escutcheon comprising a disc

tering pin projecting upwardly from the center of said screw having a portion of its circumference cut away to provide a

and passing through said disc , and a loose sleeve on said pin . straight edge , having a tongue projecting laterally therefrom

5. A loose leaf binder comprising two clamping plates, a and bent downward at right angles to itself , and a central

lock consisting of two longitudinally co -acting members , one dome guarding the head of said screw provided with a key

of which is adjustable longitudinally , a screw adjustably hole in its outer surface .

securing said member to one of said plates , a built-up por- 5. A bafile for the locks of loose leaf binders consisting of

tion on the head of said screw consisting of a circular disc a screw engaging one of the locking members thereof, the

of greater diameter than said head and fitted into a counter- head of said screw recessed to receive the end of a special

sunk portion of the clamping plate engaged thereby, a cen- key, and an escutcheon comprising a disc having a portion

tering pin projecting upwardly from the center of said screw of its circumference cut away to provide a straight edge

and passing through said disc, a loose sleeve on said pin, and having a tongue projecting laterally therefrom and bent

an escutcheon covering said disc and provided with a suit- downwards at right angles to itself, and a dome guarding

able key hole in its upper face . the head of said screw provided with a key hole in its outer

6. A loose leaf binder comprising two clamping plates , a surface.

lock consisting of two longitudinally co -acting members , one 6. A baffle for the locks of loose leaf binders consisting of

of which is adjustable longitudinally , a screw adjustably a screw engaging one of the locking members thereof, the

securing said member to one of said plates , a built-up por- face of said screw having a transverse slit which is pro

tion on the head of said screw consisting of a circular disc vided with a circular enlargement mediate its ends and has

of greater diameter than said head and fitted into a counter- a centering pin for a key projecting concentric therewith,

sunk portion of the clamping plate engaged thereby, and an and an escutcheon comprising a disc having a portion of its

escutcheon covering said disc and provided with a suitable circumference cut away to provide a straight edge having a

key hole in its upper face. tongue projecting laterally therefrom , and a dome guarding

7. A loose leaf binder comprising two clamping plates , a the head of said screw and having a key hole in its outer

lock consisting of two longitudinally co-acting members , one surface.

0 ; which is adjustable longitudinally , a screw adjustably 7. A baffle for the locks of loose leaf binders consisting of

securing said member to one of said plates, a built-up por- a screw engaging one of the locking members thereof, the

tion on the head of said screw consisting of a circular disc head of said screw changed to prevent the engagement of a

of greater diameter than said head and fitted into a counter- screw driver therewith , an escutcheon comprising a disc

sunk portion of the clamping plate engaged thereby, a cen- having a portion of its circumference cut away to provide a

tering pin projecting upwardly from the center of said screw straight edge having a tongue projecting laterally therefrom

and passing through said disc, and an escutcheon covering and bent downwards at right angles to itself, and a central

said disc and provided with a suitable key hole in its upper dome guarding the head of said screw provided with a key

face . hole in its outer surface, and a concentric eye surrounding

said dome that binds the contiguous edge of the covering.

No. 99,852. Locking Mechanism for Loose Leaf
8. A baffle for the locks of loose leaf binders consisting of

Binders . a screw engaging one of the locking members thereof , the

head of said screw recessed to receive the end of a special
Mécanisme de fermeture pour reliure de feuilles volantes . key, and an escutcheon comprising a disc having a portion

of its circumference cut away to provide a straight edge

having a tongue projecting laterally therefrom and bent

downwards at right angles to itself , a dome guarding the

head of said screw provided with a keyhole in its outer sur

face, and a concentric eye surrounding said dome that binds

the contiguous edge of the covering.

M 9. A baffle for the locks of loose leaf binders consisting of

a screw engaging one of the locking members of said binder,

the head of said screw changed to prevent the engagement of

a screw driver therewith , and an escutcheon guarding the

face of said screw comprising a circular disc provided with a

central dome covering said screw and having an opening in

its upper surface corresponding in outline to the shape of

the screw engaging device passed through the same.
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No. 99,853. Pipe or Conduit. Tuyau ou conduit.

Philip Aylett, Portsmouth, Virginia, U.S.A., 3rd July, 1906 ; 6

years . Filed 19th March , 1906. Receipt No. 134,013 .

Claim . - 1 . A pipe or conduit composed of laterally and

longitudinally separable sectional units , with ends and edges

adapted to form scarf joints and provided with grooves along

James Stuart McDonald, Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A. , 3rd July , units are assembled,and keys in the transverse and longi
the contiguous faces of said joints to form keyways when the

1906; 6 years. Filed 19th April, 1906. Receipt No. 135,058. tudinal keyways composed of a set or hardened material

Claim . - 1 . A baffle for the locks of loose leaf binders con- adapted to be introduced into said keyways in a semi- fluid or

sisting of a screw engaging one of the locking members plastic state , as set forth .

thereof, the head of said screw changed to prevent the en- 2. A pipe or conduit composed of laterally and longitudi

gagement of a screw driver therewith , and an escutcheon nally separable sectional units with edges forming scarf

comprising a mutilated disc provided with an overhanging ' joints and provided with grooves along the contiguous faces
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of said joints to form keyways when the units are assembled , adapted to form scarf joints when assembled , and locked by

and keys in the same composed of a set or hardened material a continuous key of solidified or set plastic inaterial rein

forced by metal rods or bars embedded in said material and

extending across the joints, as set forth.

111. A pipe or conduit composed of laterally and longitu

dinally separable sectional units having ends and edges

adapted to form scarf joints when assembled, and locked by

a continuous key of solidified or set plastic material , and

transverse tie bands surrounding the pipe for reinforcing it

against lateral pressure , as set forth .

12. A pipe or conduit composed of laterally and longitu

dinally separable sectional units having scarf joints locked

by a key of solidified or set plastic material extending alang

the said joints , metal rods or bars embedded in the longitu

dnal keys and extending across the joints between adjacent

units and transverse tie bands surrounding the pipe and re

inforcing it against lateral pressure , as set forth .

9
9
8
5
3

1
6
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g
l No. 99,854. Conduit Construction .

Construction de conduit.
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adapted to be run into the keyways in a semi- fluid or plastic

state, as described .

3. A pipe or conduit composed of laterally and longitudi

nally separable sectional units with ends adapted to inter

lock and edges forming scarf joints and provided with grooves

along the contiguous faces of said joints to form keyways

when the units are assembled , and keys in the same com

posed of a set or hardened material adapted to be run into

the keyways in a semi- fluid or plastic state, as described.

4. A pipe or conduit composed of laterally and longitudi

nally separable sectional units provided at the ends and

edges with scarf joints containing communicating keyways

adapted to receive a semi- fluid or plastic material which on

setting or hardening forms a key, as set forth .

5. A pipe or conduit composed of laterally and longitu

dinally separable sectional units , assembled so as to break

joint transversely, the said units having ends and edges Philip Aylett, Portsmouth, Virginia, U.S.A. , 3rd July, 1906 ; 6

adapted to form scarf joints and containing continuous years . Filed 19th March, 1906. Receipt No. 134,014 .

grooves therein which form communicating keyways when

the units are assembled, adapted to receive a material in a
Claim .-1 . The method of constructing conduits herein des

semi- fluid or plastic state which after setting or hardening nally separable units with ends and edges adaptedtoform
cribed , which consists in forming pipe sections in longitudi

forms a key for locking the units together, as set forth .

6. The unit for pipe construction herein described consist
scarf joints and provided with grooves in the contiguous

ing of a longitudinal half , more or less , of a pipe section
faces thereof to form keyways when the units are assembled ,

having its ends and edges bevelled to form scarf joints with laying a series of said units to form the lower portion of the

adjacent sections and provided with a continuous groove ex
conduit , placing thereon , but so as to break joint with the

tending along its ends and edges in the bevelled faces of the sections of the same , the units to form the upper portion of

same to form a keyway in said joints, as set forth. the conduit, and inserting keys in the transverse and longi

7. A pipe or conduit composed of laterally and longitudi- tudinal keyways to lock together the abutting ends and edges

nally separable sectional units with ends and edgesadapted of said units.

to form scarf joints and containing grooves along the con
2. The method of constructing conduits herein described ,

tiguous faces of said joints which form keyways when the which consists in forming pipe sections in longitudinally

units are assembled, and provided with ducts oommunicating separable units with ends and edges adapted to form scarf

with such keyways to permit a key to be introduced therein | joints and provided with grooves in the contiguous faces of

in a semi- fluid condition. the joint to form keyways when the units are assembled ,

8. A pipe or conduit composed of laterally and longitu- laying a series of said units to form the lower portion of a

dinally separable sectional units with ends and edges adapted conduit, placing thereon but so as to break joint with the

to form scarf joints and provided with grooves along the sections of the same , the units to form the upper portion of

contiguous faces of said joints which form keyways when the conduit, and introducing in a semi- fluid or plastic state

the units are assembled, a set or solidified material which is into the transverse and longitudinal keyways a material

adapted to beintroduced in a semi-fluid or plastic state fille capable of hardening to form a key for locking together the

ing said keyways, and rigid rods or bars embedded in the abutting ends and edges of the said units.
said material in the longitudinal keyways, as set forth 3. The method of constructing conduits herein described

9. A pipe or conduit composed of laterally and longitu- which consists in forming pipe sections in longitudinally

dinally separable sectional units with ends and edges adapt- separable units with ends and edges adapted to form scarf

ed to form scarf joints and provided with grooves along the joints and provided with continuous grooves in the contigu

contiguous faces of said joints which form keyways when ous faces of the joints to form communicating keyways when

the units are assembled, a plastic material contained in said the units are assembled , laying a series of said units to form

keyways and forming a key, rigid bars or rods embedded in the lower portion of the conduit , placing thereon, but so as

the material in the longitudinal keyways and having over- to break joint with the sections of the same , the units to

lapped ends for tying the sectional units together, as set form the upper portion of the conduit, and forcing into the
forth. keyways a material in a semi- fluid or plastic state, which

10. A pipe or conduit composed of laterally and longitu- | is capable ofhardening to form a key and locking together

dinally separable sectional units, having ends and edges ' the abutting ends and edges of the said units .
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4. The method of constructing conduits herein described , 2. In combination with a bedstead , of a sham -holding bar

which consists in forming pipe sections in longitudinally extending across in front of the headboard thereof, a bracket

separable units, with ends and edges adapted to form scarf arm engaging each end of said bar and extending around be

joints and provided with continuous grooves in the contigu- hind the headboard , and means for supporting and raising

ous faces of the joints to form communicating keyways when and lowering said bracket arms , said means being supported
the units are assembled laying a series of said units to form on the rear face of the headboard.

the lower portion of the conduit , placing thereon , but so as 3. In combination with a bedstead, of a sham-holding bar

to break joint with the sections of the same, the units to extending across the front of the headboard thereof, bracket

form the upper portion of the conduit, and caulking and lock- arms attached to this bar and extending around behind the

ing the joints between the assembled units by introducing headboard, a vertically slidable bar attached to the rear end

into the keyways cement in a semi- liquid or plastic state, as of each bracket arm , and means supported on the rear face

set forth . of the headboard for simultaneously raising and lowering said

5. The method of constructing conduits herein described , bars, substantially as set forth .

which consists in forming pipe sections in longitudinally

separable units, with ends and edges adapted to form scarf No. 99,856. Hammock , Hamac.
joints, and provided with continuous grooves in the contigu

ous faces of the joints , to form keyways when the units are

assembled, laying a series of said units to form the lower

portion of the conduit, placing thereon , but so as to break

joint with the sections of the same , the units to form the

upper portion of the conduit, inserting in the longitudinal

keyways bars or rods of rigid material and filling the trans

verse keyways in the ends of the units and the remaining

space in the longitudinal keyways with cement in a semi

fluid or plastic state .

6. The method of constructing conduits herein described ,

which consists in forming pipe sections in longitudinally

separable units with ends and edges adapted to form scarf

joints and provided with grooves in the contiguous faces of

said joints to form keyways when the units are assembled ,

laying a series of said units to form the lower portion of said

conduit, placing thereon , but so as to break joint with the

sections of the same, the units to form the upper portion of

the conduit, inserting in the longitudinal keyways bars or
Fig 1

rods of rigid material, extending across the transverse joints

between the units, and filling the transverse keyways and

the remaining space in the longitudinal keyways with a

plastic material , such as cement.
Fig2

No. 99,855. Pillow-Sham Holder.

Porte - couvercle de taie d'oreiller .

Fig 3
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Charles Murdock Berrio , Brockton , Massachusetts, U.S.A.

3rd , July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 24th April, 1906. Receipt

No. 135,248 .

Claim .-- 1. A combined hammock and canopy formed from

a continuous piece of fabric whereby the strain on the ham

mock proper is transmitted to the canopy, and means for

supporting the hammock , substantially as and for the pur

pose set forth .

2. A combined hammock and canopy formed from a con

tinuous fabric , whereby the strain on the hammock proper is

transmitted to the canopy, rotating braces constructed to

receive the supporting ropes through gromet holes located

at the top when not under strain and to turn with the fabric

when the hammock is in use , and means for supoprting the

same, substantialiy as and for the purpose set forth .

1

7

Finds

C2

No. 99,857. Bedstead. Bois de lit.

Johannah V. Dougherty, Detroit, Michigan, U.S.A. , 3rd July,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 3rd May , 1906. Receipt No. 135,496.

Claim . - 1. A bedstead comprising a main frame including

rails and connected end pieces and supporting legs , one of

the rails having depending portions at its ends , and a sup

99855
plemental frame comprising a rail, end pieces and supporting

legs , the end pieces of the supplemental frame comprising

vertically spaced rods , the uppermost rod of each end piece

Robert Mills Balentine , Greenville, South Carolina, U.S.A., frame and returned therebelow beneath the lower rod.
being slidably engaged in a depending portion of the main

3rd July, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 3rd April, 1906. Receipt

No. 134,547 .
2. A bedstead comprising a frame including rails and con

nected end pieces and supporting legs , a supplemental frame
Claim . - 1. In combination with a bedstead , a pair of verti- comprising a rail, end pieces and supporting legs , the ends

cal ways attached to the rear side of the headboard thereof, pieces of the supplemental frame comprising spaced rods , the

a vertically movable bar arranged to slide in each of these uppermost rod of each end piece being slidably engaged with

ways, means for raising and lowering said bars , bracket arms a portion of the main frame and turned therebelow beneath

carried by said bars and extending around to a point in front the lower rod , the said lower rod being movably engaged with

of the headboard , and a sham carrying bar supported on the said upper rod to permit of detachment of one frame

these bracket arms , substantially as set forth . with respect to the other,
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3. A bedstead comprising a main frame including rails and recessed to fit the leg member and provided with a keyhole

connected end pieces and supporting legs , one of the rails socket in the recessed portion for reception of the dowel pin

of the leg, and side rails having their ends fitted in the res

pective notches of the corner member and provided with key

hole sockets receiving the dowel pins of the corner member,

the rails locking the leg against rotation , and said leg cap

able of rotation when disengaged from the rails to permit

disengagement of the leg from the shelf .

No. 99,859. Invalid's Support. Support d'invalides .
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having depending portions at its ends , and a supplemental 83.
frame comprising a rail, end pieces and supporting legs, the

end pieces of the supplemental frame comprising vertically

spaced rods, the uppermost rod of each end piece being slid

ably engaged in the depending portion of the main frame and

returned therebelow beneath the lower rod, and lazy tongs

connecting those portions of the legs above the rails at each

end , the said tongs including members slidably connected

with said legs .

4. A bedstead comprising a frame including rails and con

nected end pieces and supporting legs , a supplemental frame się...

comprising a rail , end pieces and supporting legs, end pieces

of the supplemental frame comprising spaced rods, the upper
99859 ar

most rod of each end piece being slidably engaged with a por

tion of the main frame and turned therebelow beneath the

lower rod, the said lower rod being movablyengagedwith the Emma Hughes, Washington , District of Columbia, U.S.A. , 3rd

upper rod to permit of detachment of one frame with res
July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 5th April , 1906. Receipt No.

pect to the other, and lazy tongs connecting those portions
134,634 ,

of the rails above the rails at each end , said tongs including Claim . - 1. An invalid support comprising a clamping mem
members slidably connected with said legs . ber, a lower tubular member adjustably connected to the

clamping member, a rod having sliding connection with the

No. 99,858. Furniture Joint. Joint de meuble.
lower tubular member , an upper tubular member supported

on said rod, a bracket member, a double hinge member ad

justably joining the bracket member and the upper tubular

member, and a rod slidably mounted in the bracket member.

2. An invalid support comprising a bracket slidably sup

porting rod, an upper tubular member, a double hinge mem

ber adjustably connecting the bracket and upper tubular

member, a second rod connected with the upper tubular mem

ber to permit relative movement of the latter but not inde

pendent vertical movement, and means for adjustably sup

porting the lower end of the second rod .

3. An invalid support comprising a clamping member form

ed with a disc, a lower tubular member formed with a disc

arranged to co -operate with the disc on the clamping mem

ber, a rod having a sliding connection with the lower tubular

member, an upper tubular member supported on the rod and

formed with a disc , a bracket member including a supporting

rod and formed with a disc , and a double hinge member com

prising two discs arranged at an angle to each other and co

operating respectively with the disc on the bracket and with

the disc on the upper tubular member.

4. An invalid support comprising a clamping member form

ed with a serrated disc , a lower tubular member formed with

a serrated disc co - operating with the disc on the clamping

member, a set screw operatively joining the discs, a rod hav

7 ing a sliding connection with the lower tubular member, a

set screw operative to said member to lock the rod therein ,

an upper tubular member formed with a serrated disc , said

rod entering said member, means for securing said rod in the

upper tubular member to prevent independent vertical move

ment of said member without interference with its location ,

a set screw in said upper tubular member to lock the rod

against movement , a bracket member including an adjustable

9995-9 rod and having a depending serrated disc , and a double hinge

member comprising two serrated discs arranged at a right

Anton F. Gloger, Houston , Texas , U.S.A. , 3ra July, 1906 ; 6 bracket and upper tubular member.
angle to each other and co -operating with the disc on the

years. Filed 24th April , 1906. Receipt No. 135,225 .
5. An invalid support comprising a clamping member form

Claim .-- The combination of a leg standard having its upper ed with a serrated disc , a lower tubular member formed with

end forced to produce a corner member which is provided in a serrated disc co - operating with the disc on the clamping

its opposite ends with upright substantially rectangular member, a set screw operatively joining the discs , a rod hay

notches, headed dowel pins carried by the leg standard anding a sliding connection with the lower tubular member , a

also by the notched portions of the corner member, a shelf ' set screw operative to said member to lock therod therein ,

11

Fu.
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19 Figt
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an upper tubular member formed with a serrated disc , said 2. In a file , the combination with a body having eyelets , of

rod entering said memberand being formed near its upper flaps connected to the body and foldable upon the same , and
end with a circumferential groove , a pin fixed in the upper

tubular member and loosely entering said groove , a set screw

in said upper tubular member to locate the rod against move

ment, a bracket member including a supporting rod and hav

ing a depending serrated disc and a double hinge member

comprising two serrated discs arranged at a right angle to

each other and co -operating with the discs on the bracket

and upper tubular member.

6. An invalid support comprising a clamping member, a

supporting rod, a connection between the clamping member

and supporting rod to permit independent angular and rotary

adjustment of said rod, sleeves slidably mounted on the rod ,

and hangers depending from the sleeves .

7. An invalid support comprising a clamping member , a

supporting rod , a connection between the clamping member

and supporting rod to permit independent angular and rotary

adjustment of said rod , sleeves slidably mounted on the rod ,

means for securing the sleeves in adjusted positions on the

rod and hangers depending from the sleeves . 9
9
8

No. 99,860. Filter . Filtre.
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flexible loop member formed of a continuous tape , said tape

being free from and arranged to surround and secure the

flaps when in folded relation , having one terminal secured

Llewellyn West Jones , Seweckley , Pennsylvania, U.S.A. , 3rd to the body and the other terminal portion adjustably thread

July, 1906; 6 years. Filed 21st February, 1906.Receipt ed through the eyelets and frictionally held in its passage
therethrough .

No. 133,154.
3. In a file, the combination with a body having foldable

Claim . - 1 . The combination of a filter bed, a stirrer there- side and end flaps, said body being provided with a trans

in , comprising a net formed of links , and means for with- verse series of eyelets , and a loop member having one end

drawing said net .
pasing through one of the eyelets and knotted , said loop

2. The combination of a filter bed , a net extending down member being also threaded through the other eyelets and

irto said filter bed, and means for moving said net through frictionally held against movement thereby.

said filter bed.
4. In a file , the combination with a body comprising super

3. The combination of a filter bed, a net extending down posed layers, one of said layers having eyelets therein , of a

icto the filter bed , and means for moving said net around a loop member having a portion threaded through the eyelets

center. and frictionally held thereby.

4. The combination of a filter bed, a net composed of links 5. In a file, the combination with a body comprising super

extending down into said bed , and means for moving said posed layers having flaps, one of said layers having eyelets

net around a center,
therein, the other layer extending over the eyelets , of a loop

5. The combination of a filter bed , a rotary beam , and a member having a portion threaded through the eyelets and

1.ct depending from said beam . frictionally held thereby .

6. The combination of a filter bed, a rotary beam , and a 6. In a file, the combination with a body comprising crossed

net composed of links depending therefrom . layers provided with flaps that are located respectively at
7. The combination of a filter bed having a trough extend the side and end edges , the inner of said layers having

ing around same , a rotary net extending down into said bed transversely disposed series of eyelets , the other layer hav

and projecting under said trough . ing eyelets contiguous to the inner edges of the flaps, and a

8. The combination of a filter bed , a vertical rotary shaft , flexible tape having one end passing through one of the lat

a beam carried by said shaft , and a net carried by said beam ter eyelets and secured therein , said tape also passing
9. The combination of a filter bed, a vertical rotary shaft , through the other of said latter eyelet and being threaded

a beam carried by said shaft , a net secured to said beam or
through the transverse series of eyelets , forming a loop

oliposite sides of said shaft .
member.

10. The combination of a filter bed, nets comprising links

extending down therein , means for moving.said nets around

a center, one of said nets being closer to said center than
No. 99,862. Cord Player for Harmonium - like In

the other .
struments .

11. The combination of a filter bed , a stirrer comprising a Joueur de cordes d'instrument de musique.

net extending down into said bed , and means for moving said

ret through said bed . Eugen Roggenbauch , Stuttgart , Germany , 3rd July, 1906 ; 6

12. The combination of a filter bed, a rotary frame, and a years. Filed 14th April , 1906. Receipt No. 134,934.

ret carried by said frame .
Claim .-- 1. A chord player for harmonium - like instruments

comprising the combination of a frame provided with out

No. 99,861 . File.
File . standing flat arms and a series of keys consisting each of a

flat longitudinal body provided with a key head on top and
Edward B. McClintock , El Paso , Texas, U.S.A., 3rd July , 1906 ; with four downward projecting flat faced teeth on the bot

6 years . Filed 8th May , 1906. Receipt No. 135,689 . tom and with longitudinal vertical slots in the flat body by

Claim . - 1. In a file, the combination with a body having which it hangs and is vertically movable on transverse bars

eyelets , of flaps carried by the body and foldable upon the ir the said frame , the said keys beng mounted in parallel
same, and a flexible loop member arranged to surround and range and the said downward projecting teeth being cor

secure the flaps when in folded relation , said loop member responding in size with the width of the keys of the har

having one terminal secured to the body and the other ter- monium -like instrument and apart from each other at a dis

minal portion adjustably threaded through the eyelets and tance which corresponds with a chord of the keys of the said

being frictionally held in its passage therethrough . instrument.
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2. A chord player for harmonium-like instruments com- 2. A porcelain coated bath tub in which the metal body is

prising the combination of a frame provided with outstand- formed from a sheet of metal in such a state of rest that on

Figl
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reheating it to apply the porcelain it was not distorted when

cooled .

Fig.4 . No. 99,864. Temporary Binder. Reliure temporaire.

99862

LESS

SAR
AS

ing flat arms and a series of keys consisting each of a flat

longitudinal body provided with a key head on top and with

four downward projecting flat faced teeth on the bottom and

with vertical slots in the said flat body by which it hangs

and is vertically movable on transverse bars in the said

frame , the said keys being mounted parallel to each other in

such way that the right ends form a diagonal line and the

said downward projecting teeth being corresponding in size

with the width of the keys of the harmonium-like instru

ment and apart from each other at distances which cor

respond with the distances at which the several keys of an

instrument constituting a chord are apart from each other .

3. A cord player for harmonium - like instruments compris

ing the combination of a frame provided with outstanding

flat arms , a cover and a series of keys consisting each of a

flat longitudinal body provided with a key head on top and

with four downward projecting flat faced teeth on the bottom

and with vertical slots in the said flat body by which it hangs

and is vertically movable on transverse bars in the said

frame, the said keys being mounted parallel to each other,

the said downward projecting teeth being correspondingly

in size with the width of the keys of an harmonium-like in

strument and apart from each other at distances which cor

respond with the distances at which the several keys of the

instrument constituting a chord are apart from each other,

and the said cover being provided with perforations in diago

nal range through which the stems of the said keyheads are

passed, a symbol representing the chord with which the res

pective key of the chord player corresponds being marked 99864

near each of the said perforations .

4. A chord player for harmonium-like instruments com

prising the combination of a frame provided with outstand

ing flat arms and covered , with a series of keys consisting Edward C. Suckert, Detroit, Michigan , U.S.A. , 3rd July, 1906 ;
each of a flat longitudinal body provided with a key head on 6 years. Filed 7th May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,612 .
top and with four downward projecting flat faced teeth on

thte bottom and with verticalslots in the said flat body by back having side flanges, of a series of binding fingers each
Claim . - 1. In a temporary binder the combination with a

which it hangs and is vertically movable on transverse bars having an opening at one end and attached at the opposite

in the said frame, the said keys being mounted parallel to end to the flange at one side of the back, a slide provided
each other, the said downward projecting teeth being corres- with longitudinal slots , an edge on the flange at the opposite
ponding in size with the width of the keys of an harmonium- side of theback which is turned over the slide to form a
like instrument and apart from each other in correspondence guide therefor and provided with lugs extending inward

with the distances at which the keys of an instrument con- through the said slots to secure the slide to the flange, and

stituting a cord are apart from each other and the cover of longitudinally extending fingers formed integral with the
the frame being provided with perforations in diagonal range slide to engage the openings in the ends of the binding fingers.
through which the stems of the said key heads are passed, a 2. In a temporary binder the combination of a sheet metal
symbol representing the chord with which the respective key back formed with an integral flange at one side and eyes at

of the chord player corresponds being marked on each key opposite side, a member to form a similar flange for the back
head.

provided with eyes at one edge, a pintle to extend through

the eyes on the back and flange to unite the same , a series

No. 99,863. Bath. Bain . of binding fingers rigidly secured at one end to the rigid
flange and provided with openings at their opposite ends, a

Eugen H. Sloman , Detroit , Michigan , U.S.A. , 3rd July , 1906 ; slide having longitudinal slots and longitudinal extending
6 years . Filed 20th April , 1906. Receipt No. 135,103 .

fingers to engage the openings in the ends of the binding

Claim . - 1. A bath tub made from a single sheet of metal fingers, an overturned edge on the free edge of the pivoted

in which the metal is in such a state of rest that it can be flange to form a guide for the slide , and integral lugs on said

reheated without distortion when cooled . flange to engage the slots in the slide .
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No. 99,865. Flush Tank. Réservoir à latrines . tically adjustable in the casing and having a valve govern

ing the main outlet, means for operating said stem to open

and close the valve , and an auxiliary drain valve fixed to the

stem below the outlet valve and having passages for the flow

of water to the lower exhaust of the valve casing.

3. In an outlet connection for wash basins the combin

ation of a basin having main and overflow outlets , a valve

chamber communicating at its upper end with said outlets

and provided with upper and lower exhaust passages, a plug

closing the lower end of the valve chamber, and having a ,

bearing extension projecting above the lower exhaust pass

age, a stem sliding in said plug and bearing extension and

carrying at its upper end a valve controlling the main outlet,

means for operating said stem and an auxiliary valve or

closure carried by the stem and arranged to telescope over

the bearing extension to prevent leakage of water between

the same and stem .

4. In a valved outlet connection for wash basins the com

bination of a basin having main and overflow outlets , a valve

chamber communicating at its upper end with said outlets

and provided with upper and lower exhaust passages, a plug

closing the lower end of the valve chamber and having a

bearing extension projecting above the lower exhaust pass

age , a stem slidable in the plug and bearing extension and

Bert Olin Tilden , New York City , New York , U.S.A. , 3rd July carrying at its upper end a valve controlling the main outlet,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 3rd May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,503 . an auxiliary valve or closure fixed to the stem below the main

Claim .-- 1. In combination with a closet low down flush telescoping over the upper end of the bearing, a spring ar
valve and having a perforated body and a tubular portion

tank, of a flush valve within said tank, a rocking lever pivot- ranged to exert pressure on said auxiliary valve, and means

ed within the tank and connected at one side of its fulcrum
for sliding said stem to adjust the main valve to open or

with the valve and having at the other side of its fulcrum a closed position .

pair of bearing faces spaced apart , a spindle projecting 15. In a valved outlet connection for wash basins the com

through the wall of the tank and provided on its outer end bination of a basin having an outlet, a valve casing communi

with a fixed operating handle located within reach of the cating with said outlet and having an exhaust, a valve in

user seated on said closet , and having fixed on its inner end
said casing for controlling the outlet, gearing for actuating

a rocking lever, likewise having a pair of bearing faces said valve, a sliding rod for communicating motion to said

spaced apart and co - operating with the bearing faces of the gearing, saidrod havinga limited rotary movement, and lock
valve lever , so that on the swinging of said operating handle ing means connected or disconnected by such rotary move.

in either direction from its normal straight position the free ment.

end of the valve lever will be depressed and the valve oper

ated.
2. In combination with a closet low down flush tank, of a No. 99,867. Method of Making Metal Wheels.

flush valve within said tank, a rocking lever pivoted within Méthode de faire des roues de métal.

the tank and connected at one side of its fulcrum with the

valve and having at the other side of its fulcrum a bearing

face, a spindle projecting through the wall of the tank and Fig.1.

provided on its outer end with a fixed operating handle locat

ed within reach of the user seated on said closet , and having

fixed on its inner end a rocking lever having a bearing face

co -operating with the bearing face of a valve lever, so that

on the swinging of said operating handle from its normal

position the free end of the valve lever will be depressed

and the valve operated .

I

Q
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No. 99,866. Wash Bowl Valve.

Soupape de bol à laver.
Fig.2. Fig.3.
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David William York, Bridgewater , Massachusetts , U.S.A. , 3rd

July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 12th April, 1906. Receipt No.

134,866.

99867
Claim . - 1. In a valve outlet for wash basins the com

bination of a basin having discharge and overflow outlets, a

valve casing communicating at its upper end with said out

lets , and provided at its upper and lower end with outlets , a The Bettendorf Metal Wheel Company, assignee of Emil Em

waste pipe communicating with said outlets, an outlet valve feldt , all of Davenport, Iowa , U.S.A., 3rd July, 1906 ; 6

having a stem vertically adjustable in the casing and con years . Filed 28th May , 1906. Receipt No. 136,309.

trolling the main outlet of the basin , said stem being pro- Claim.-1 . The method of making metal wheels in which

vided at its lower end with a rack, a gear meshing with said the spokes are secured to the hub in two ranks, which method

rack, a sliding operating rod for actuating the gear, and consists in fastening all the spokes of one rank to the mem

means for locking said rod in one of its positions. bers of the wheel and then fastening the spokes of the other

2 In a valved outlet and overflow connection for wash rank while hot, the rim being closed at any time prior to the

basins the combination of a basin having main and overflow fastening of the second rank .

outlets, a valve casing communicating with said outlets and 2. Themethod of making metal wheels in which the spokes

having upper and lower exhaust passages , a valve stem ver- are secured to the hub in two ranks, which method consists
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in fastening together the hub , rim and spokes of one rank in ter mechanism comprising a spoke clamp and a header mov

such relations that the hub will occupy a position in a longi- able relatively to the clamp toward the hub , and operative

tudinal direction beyond that it will occupy in the completed connections between said header and the hub and rim sup

wheel , then fastening all the spokes of the other rank to the port , whereby when the header advances to perform its func

hub and closed rim while said spokes are hot , whereby the tions it will move the hub and rim support in the direction

contraction of the spokes from cooling will draw the hub to of the longitudinal axis of the spoke.

the proper position and will place all the spokes under ten- 4. In a machine for making metal wheels the combination

sion . of a support for the rim adapted to allow the rim to move in

3. The method of making metal wheels in which the spokes the direction of the axis of the spoke , means for sustaining

are fastened to the hub in two rows or ranks, which consists in the spoke in operative relation to the rim, mechanism for

providing a hub with two rows of holes therearound, and a rim fastening the spoke to the rim , a rest adapted to bear against

with holes spaced therearound at intervals , fastening all the the outer face of the rim and movable in the direction of the

spokes of one rank in place with their inner ends in the holes longitudinal axis of the spoke, and connections between the

of one rank in the hub and their outer ends in every alternate rest and spoke fastening means constructed to advance the

hole in the rim, then fastening all the spokes of the other rest and rim , and maintain the rest in contact with the ad

rank in place while hot with their inner ends in the holes of vancing rim while the spoke is being fastened to the rim .

the second rank in the hub and their outer ends in the holes 5. In a machine for making metal wheels , the combination

in the rim, the rim being closed at any time prior to the with a support for the rim adapted to allow the rim to move

fastening of the second rank. in the direction of the longitudinal axis of the spoke , of

4. The method of making staggered wheels which consists means for fixedly sustaining the spoke in relation to the rim

in fastening one rank of spokesto the hub and rim while the to be fastened thereto , a heading device for the outer end

spokes are hot, allowing the secured spokes to contract , and oi the spoke adapted when advanced to form a head thereon ,

then fastening the spokes of the other rank while hot , to the a rest in position to bear against the outer face of the rim

members of the wheel, the rim being closed at any time prior while the head is being formed and movable in the direction

to the fastening of the second rank . of the axis of the spoke , and means controlled by the ad

5. The method of making staggered wheels which consists vance of the heading device for moving said rest relatively

in providing a hub with two series of holes therearound , a to the header and in the direction of the axis of the spoke.

closed rim, and spokes fastening all the spokes of one rank to 6. In a machine for making metal wheels , the combination

the hub and rim respectively, and then securing the spokes of with means for sustaining the rim in such manner that it

the other rank while hot to the hub and rim . may move bodily in the direction of the axis of the spoke , of

beans for sustaining the spoke in operative relation thereto ,

No. 99,868. Machine for Making Metal Wheels . heading device adapted when advanced to form a head on

Machine pour faire des roues de métal.
the outer end of the spoke , means for advancing said head

ing device , a rest in position to bear on the outer side of

the rim adjacent the heading device , and means for moving

said rest simultaneously with the heading device , in the

direction of the same , but at less speed.

7. In a machine for making metal wheels, the combination

of a support for the rim and hub adapted to allow the rim

to move in the direction of the axis of the spoke, means for

fixedly sustaining the spoke in operative relation to the hub

and rim, means for fastening the spoke to the hub , a header

adapted when advanced to form a head on the outer end of

the spoke , a rest in position to bear against the outer face

of the rim while the head is being formed , and means con

trolled by the movement of the header for moving the rest

in the direction of the spoke axis and relatively to the header

14 the direction of its heading movement .

8. In a machine for making metal wheels , the combination

of a support for the rim and hub movable in the direction of

the axis of the spoke, means for sustaining the spoke in

operative relation to the hub and rim , means for fastening

the spoke to the hub , a header adapted when advanced to

form a head on the outer end of the spoke , a rest in position

to bear against the outer face of the rim , means controlled

by the movement of the header for moving the rest in the

direction of the spoke axis , and operative connections be

tween said rest and the supporting device, adapted to move

the support in the same direction as that imparted to the

rest.

9. In a machine for making metal wheels , the combination

of a hub support adapted to sustain the hub on end and mov

able transversely of its longitudinal axis , means for sup

porting the rim in operative relation thereto , means for sus

taining the spoke in operative relation to said hub and rim ,

means for fastening the inner end of the spoke to the hub,

a header adapted by its advance to head the outer end of the

spoke , a rest in position to bear against the outer face of

the rim , and movable in the direction of the axis of the

The Bettendorf Metal Wheel Company , assignee of Emil Em spoke , means for moving said rest , and operative connec

feldt, all of Davenport, Iowa, U.S.A., 3rd July , 1906 ; 6tions between the rest and the hub support, adapted to move

years . Filed 25th May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,232 . the support in the same direction as that imparted to the

Claim.-1 . In a machine for making metal wheels the com
rest .

bination with the spoke fastening means, of a hub support
10. In a machine for making metal wheels , the combina

adapted to sustain the hub on end, and cranked arms project - tion with a spoke clamp adapted to grasp the spoke adjacent

ing laterally from said hub support and adjustable around the inner face of the rim and formed to permit the spoke to

their longitudinal axes and adapted to sustain the rim, where be moved endwise relatively, a supporting device for the hub

by the rim support is adjustable vertically with reference to and rim adapted to hold said parts in operative relation to

the hub support .
the spoke and movable in the direction of the axis of the

2. In a machine for making metal wheels and in combin - spoke, means for fastening the inner end of the spoke to the

ation with spoke fastening means, a flat frame , means for hub , a heading device adapted when advanced to upset the
moving said frame bodily relatively to the spoke fastening outer end of the spoke , a rest in position to bear against the

means and in the direction of the axis of the hub , an exten- outer face of the rim , means for moving said rest simultane .

sion on the end of said frame adjustable in the direction of ously with , in the same drection of, but at less speed than

the axis of the spoke and adapted to give support to the hub the heading device , and means for moving the supporting de
and arms extending laterally from said extension and adapted vice simultaneously with and at the same speed of the rest .

to support the rim.
11. In machine for making metal wheels , the combination

3. In a machine for making metal wheels the combination of a support for the rim , means for sustaining the spoke , a

of a support for the hub and rim , movable bodily in the clamp adapted to grasp the spoke near the inner face of the

direction of the longitudinal axis of the spoke , mechanism for r.m , means for moving the spoke and rim relatively to said

fastening the inner end of the spoke to the hub , mechanisms clamp in the direction of the axis of the spoke , and an abut

for fastening the outer end of the spoke to the rim , said lat- ' ment independent of the clamp and adapted to bear firmly
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against the inner face of the rim as the latter approaches the opposite end of the spoke adapted when advanced toward

the clamp . the hub to upset the end of the spoke outside the rim, means

12. In a machine for making metal wheels , the combination controlled by the advance of this header for moving the rim

of means for supporting the rim so that it may be moved in and connected spoke and hub in the direction of the axis of

the direction of the axis of the spoke , means for sustaining the spoke and with relation to the clamp , and means for

the spoke in operative relation to the same , a heading de- forming a shoulder on the spoke at the inner face of the rim

vice adapted by its advance to upset the outer end of the when the spoke is moved endwise .

spoke , a rest in position to bear against the outer face of 23. In a machine for making metal wheels the combination

the rim and movable in the direction of the axis of the spoke , of a support for the hub and rim movable vertically and hori

and an abutment in position to bear against the inner face zontally, a cylinder 13 , a piston therein operatively connected

of the rim and movable with the rest. with said support, spoke clamps , a cylinder 79 , a piston
13. In a machine for making metal wheels , the combination therein operatively connected with said clamps, a hub headed ,

with a support for the hub adapted to sustain the same on a cylinder 41 , a piston therein operatively connected with

end , a relatively fixed arm above the support, hub clamping the hub header, a rim headed, a cylinder 58, a piston therein

mechanism sustained by the arm , means for supporting the operatively connected with the rim headed , valves for the

rim on edge around the hub , an arm mounted on the first
respective cylinders controlling the admission to and exit of

named arm and formed with an abutment to bear against the fluid under pressure from the same , a common operating

inner face of the rim , means for sustaining the spoke in means for said controlling valves, and connections between
operative relation to the rim and hub, and means for fasten

said operating means and the respective valves , said valves
ing the spoke to the rim and hub .

and connections being so formed and related that when the

14. In a machine for making metal wheels , the combina
common operative means is actuated , cylinder 13 will be first

tion of means for supporting the rim and spoke in operative opened to the exhaust, then pressure admitted to cylinder 79 ,

relations to be fastened together, mechanism for fastening then this cylinder opened to the exhaust, then pressure ad

the spoke to the rim, a sustaining device on which the lower mitted to cylinder 58 and this cylinder opened to the exhaust,

edge of the rim is adapted to rest , and a finger adapted to then cylinder 79 opened to the exhaust, and finally pressure

bear on the upper edge of the rim . admitted to cylinder 13 .

15. In a machine for making metal wheels, the combina

tion with a support for the rim , of means for sustaining the
No. 99,869. Scraper. Grattoir .

spoke in operative relation to the same , a rest in position

to bear against the outer face of the rim , an abutment

adapted to bear against the inner face of the rim , a sustain

ing device on which the lower edge of the rim is adapted to

rest , and a finger adapted to bear on the upper edge of the
rim.

16. In a machine for making metal wheels , the combina

tion of a rim support , means for sustaining the spoke in

operative relation to the rim , a rest adapted to bear against

the outer face of the rim, and a sustaining device on which

the lower edge of the rim is adapted to rest , said sustaining
device being carried by the rest .

17. In a machine for making metal wheels , the combina

t : on of a hub support movable in the direction of the axis

of the spoke , means for sustaining the rim around the hub ,

means for holding the spoke in operative relation to said

parts , a movable header for the outer end of the spoke , a

sliding cap plate operatively connected with the header , a

rm rest on the cap plate , and links connecting sad cap plate

cperatively with the hub support.

18. In a machine for making metal wheels , the combina

tion with a horizontal vertically movable hub holding frame,

of a rim support carried by said frame , an actuating device

for moving the frame vertically, vertical bars connected to
The Kilbourne and Jacobs Manufacturing Company , assignee

the frame at one end of the same , vertical links connected
of Thomas H. Stagg, all of Columbus, Ohio , U.S.A. , 3rd

with the frame at its other end, and operative connections July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 2nd May, 1906. Receipt No.

between the bars and links and the actuating device. 135,465 .
19. In a machine for making metal wheels , the combina

tion with the frame having a vertical standard formed with
Claim . — 1. The herein described improvement in the art of

a vertical open guideway, of a hub holding frame adapted to producing bowls or the like which consists in shaping a sheet

be moved in a direction longitudinally of the spoke , and
of metal between dies constructed to form two bowls con

formed with a guide lug sliding in the guideway , means for nected end to end , and during the shaping operation, stretch

moving said frame vertically, means for sustaining the hub
ing the metal of each bowl from the line of prospective sep

and rim in operative relations to the spoke and means for eration of the bowls, whereby the quality of the metal at the

fastening the spoke to the hub and rim . edges produced by the separation, is improved.

20. In a machine for making metal wheels , the combina
2. The herein described art of producing scraper bowls or

tion with a horizontal vertically movable hub holding frame, the like, which consists in shaping a sheet of metal between

of a rim support carried thereby, an actuating device for dies constructed to produce two bowls connected at their

moving the frame vertically , and means for adjusting the
front or cutting ends , and during such shaping operation ,

ends of said frame iņdependently and with relation to the stretching the metal of each bowlfrom the line ofprospec

actuating mechanism . tive separation of the bowls to improve the metal at the

21. In a machine for making metal wheels , the combina
ultimate cutting edges and dividing the blank thus produced .

tion of two spoke clamps adapted to act respectively at op 3. The process of producing scraper bowls which consists

posite ends of the spoke , and each comprising opposing jaws
in stamping a sheet of metal between dies constructed to

pivoted between their ends on parallel axes and provided on
form two bowls connected at their open front or cutting

one side of said axis with spoke grasping surfaces , a longi- ends, and during such stamping operation , stretching the

tudinally extending rocking member formed on opposite
metal of each bowl toward its rear end from the line of con

sides with cam surfaces adapted to engage the inner sides
nection between the bowls , and thereafter dividing the blank

of the jaws of both clamps , and adapted to close the jaws thus produced along such line of connection .
on the spoke , an actuating cylinder and piston , and opera- 4. The art of producing scraper bowls or the like which

tive connections between the piston and said rocking mem consists in stamping a sheet of metal between dies construct

ber , whereby the rocking member serves to operate both ed to form two such articles connected at their front or cut

clamps in unison , ting ends , supporting the metal at such line of connection

22. In a machine for making metal wheels , the combina- or line of prospective separation , before completion of the

tion with means for supporting the hub and rim in operative stamping operation whereby the metal is stretched from said

relations, said supporting means being movable in the direc- line toward the opposite ends of the bowls and thereafter

tion of the axis of the spoke to be secured, of a spoke clamp dividing the blank thus formed to produce two bowl blanks.
adapted to grasp the spoke adjacent the hub and acting to 5. The herein described art of producing scraper bowls or

permit a movement of the spoke endwise toward the hub the like which consists in stamping a sheet of suitable metal

only , a second spoke clamp adapted to grasp the spoke ad- between dies constructed to produce two such articles , con

jacent the rim and acting to permit the spoke to be moved nected at their cutting ends, whereby the metal of each pro

endwise, a heading device for the hub end of the spokespective bowl sustains the metal of the other bowl at said

adapted to upset the spoke within the hub and against the cutting edge and prospective line of separation , supporting
holding action of the first - named clamp , a heading device for the metal at said line of connection or prospective separa

r
o
m
a
n
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tion and with the middle raised portion corresponding in in one direction , and an element to prevent back rotation of

position to such line , and stretching the metal over said ' said member , said means when moved to inoperative position

raised portion during the stamping operation. adapted to lock said element in operative position .

6. The herein described improvement in the art of produc

ing earth scraper bowls or the like which consists in stamp

ing a sheet of metal between dies constructed to form two

bowls connected at their front or cutting ends along the line

of prospective separation and with the middle raised portion

corresponding in position to such line , and stretching the

metal over said raised portion during the stamping operation .

7. The herein described improvement in the art of produc

ing earth scraper bowls or the like , which consists in stamp

ing a sheet of metal between dies constructed to produce two

bowls connected at their open front or cutting ends, sus

taining the edges of the sheet at its ends and sides during

the stamping operation , with a pressure that permits the

metal to draw inward but which resists such drawing suffi

ciently to cause stretching of the metal in the ultimate bowls

to be produced , and causing such stretching to take place

from the line of connection or prospective separation and

thereafter separating the blank thus produced along said

line.
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No. 99,870. Manufacture of Fish Plates.

Fabrication de plaque pour éclisses.

17

NI

18

2

2. A locking device for the purpose set forth comprising a

rotatable member, means for rotating said member in one

direction , an element to prevent back rotation of said mem

ber , said means when moved to inoperative position adapted

to lock said element in operative position, and means for

shifing said element to permit of the back rotation of said

member.

3. A locking device for the purpose set forth comprising a

rotatable member, a dog adapted to engage therewith for in

termittently rotating the same , means for preventing back

rotation of said member, an operating lever carrying said

dog , said lever when moved to inoperative position adapted

to move said dog into engagement with said means, thereby

locking the same in operative position , and a lug carried by

the lever and adapted to engage and shift said means from

operative position to permit of the back rotation of said

member.

Ý & 4. A locking device for the purpose set forth , comprisinga
like ej. rotatable ratchet wheel , a shiftable dog adapted to engage in

the teeth of said wheel for intermittently rotating it , an oper

TheContinuous Rail Joint Company of Canada, assignee of ating lev'r carrying said dog, means engaging with said wheel
Philip J. Dalton , Joliet , Illinois , U.S.A. , 3rd July , 1906 ; 6 to revent back rotation thereof, and said lever when moved

years . Filed 12th April , 1906. Receipt No. 134,884 . to inoperative position adapted to move the said dog in en

Claim .-1 . In a machine for forming fish plates the com gagement with said means , thereby locking the same in oper

bination with dies adapted to engage opposite sides of the ative position.

vertical portion of a fish plate in vertical position , one of
5. A locking device for the purpose set forth comprising a

said dies being movable with respect to the other and one of
rotatable ratchet wheel, a shiftable dog adapted to engage in

them having a tongue adapted to enter the double portion of
the teeth of said wheel for intermittently rotating it, an

the fish plate, of a roll adapted to travel across the upper wheel to prevent back rotation thereof, said lever when
operating lever carrying said dog, means engaging with said

surfaces of said dies and tongue, a driving shaft , and arms

eccentrically connected at one end to said shaft and pivot
moved to inoperative position adapted to move said dog in

ally connected at the other end to said roll .
engagement with said means , thereby locking the same in

2. In a machine for forming fish plates the combination
operative position , and a lug carried by said lever and adapt

with die members adapted to grasp the upright portion of a
ed to engage the said means for shifting the same out of en

fish plate and hold the same in inverted position with its
gagement with the ratchet wheel to permit of the back rota

tion of the latter .

base member exposed, of a gravity roller arranged parallel | 6. A locking device for the purpose set forth comprising a

to said die members and adapted to travel across said base rotatable ratchet wheel, a shiftable dog adapted to engage in

member, a shaft carrying eccentrics at opposite ends, and the teeth of said wheel for intermittently rutating it, an

eccentric straps with arms extending to the opposite ends of operating lever carrying said dog, means engaying with said

said roller to reciprocate said roller . wheel to prevent back rotation thereof , said lever when
3. In a machine for forming fish plates the combination moved to inoperative position adapted to move said dog in

with means for clamping a fish plate in inverted position engagement with said means , thereby locking the same in
with its base member exposed, of a roller adapted to travel operative position , a lug carried by said lever and adapted to
across said base member , of a shaft 14 having eccentrics at engage in said means for shifting the same out of engagement

opposite ends, eccentric straps extending to the opposite with the ratchet wheel to permit of the back rotation of the
ends of the roller to operate the same and pulleys for rotat- latter, and means for limiting the movement of said lever in
ing said shaft 14 , substantially as set forth.

one direction and for retaining said dog out of engagement

4.In a machineforforming fish plates, a bed or face pro- | with saidwheelwhen thesaid means is shifted out of en
viding a horizontal slideway at one end and raised journal gagement with the wheel.

bearings at the other, opposite die members , one adjustable 7. A locking device for the purpose set forth comprising a

in said slideway , adapted to clamp a fish plate in inverted rotatable ratchet wheel, a shiftable dog adapted to engage

position with its base member exposed, a rotary shaft in said the teeth of said wheel for intermittently rotating it , a sup

raised bearings, eccentrics on said shaft, arms extending port, means pivoted upon said support and adapted to engage

from said eccentrics, and a roller mounted between said said wheel to prevent back rotation thereof, and an operating

arms in position to travel upon said die member in the slide- lever carrying the said dog and adapted when moved to oper

way. | ative position to move said dog into engageinent with said

means, thereby locking it in oeprative position .

No. 99,871 . Dumping Vehicle. Véhicule à bascule. ! 8. A locking device for the purpose set forth comprising a

i rotatable ratchet wheel, a shiftable dog adapted to engage

The F. H. Hieber Wagon Manufacuring Company , McKies the teeth of said wheel for intermittently rotating it, a sup

Rocks , assignee of August ertes, Emsworth , both in

Pennsylvania, U.S.A., 3rd July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th said wheel to prevent back rotation thereof, an operatingport, means pivoted upon said support and adapted to engage

April, 1906. Receipt No. 135,251 .
lever carrying the said dog and adapted when moved to oper

Claim . - 1. A locking device for the purpose set forth com - ative position to move said dog into engagement with said
prising a rotatable member, means for rotating said member means, thereby locking it in operative position , and a lug
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No. 99,873. Cement Block . Bloc de ciment.

؟یکمبیم
2

2.be

carried by said lever and adapted when the lever is moved in

one direction to engage said means, thereby shifting it out of

engagement with the ratchet wheel to permit of back rota

tion thereof.

9. A locking device for the purpose set forth comprising a

rotatable ratchet wheel , a shiftable dog adapted to engage

the teeth of said wheel for intermittently rotating it , a sup

port , means pivoted upon said support and adapted to engage

said wheel to prevent back rotation thereof , an operating

lever carrying the said dog and adapted when moved to oper

ative position to move said dog into engagement with said

means , thereby locking it in operative position , a lug carried

by said lever and adapted when the lever is moved in one

direction to engage said means , thereby shifting it out of

engagement with the ratchet wheel to permit of back rota

tion thereof , and a lug carried by said support and adapted

to limit the movement of the lever in one direction and to

retain said dog out of engagement with said ratchet wheel

when the said means to prevent back rotation is shifted out

of engagement with the said ratchet wheel .

F

No. 99,872. Pump. Pompe..
, ?,

Fig.

O
P

16

Corey O. White and William E. Brewer , both of Jackson ,

assignees of Ray Wilcox , Detroit , Michigan, U.S.A. , 3rd

July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 12th May, 1906. Receipt No.

135,829.

Claim .-- 1 . In a device of the kind described the combina

tion with the ends and sides of a flask , of castings connected

to the said ends and sides and a lever pivotally connected to

the said castings.

2. In a device of the kind described the combination with

the end castings, said castings being adapted to extend be

yond each other , of a lever pivotally connected to the ex

tending portion of one of the castings and also pivotally

connected to the other casting.

3. In a device of the kind described the combination with

a casting adapted to be secured to the side of a flask and

provided with a projection extending beyond the end of said

side , of a casting adapted to be attached to the end of the

flask and having a bifurcated end portion , a lever pivotally

connected to the extended portion of the first -named casting

and also pivotally connected to the bifurcated end of the

second casting.

4. In a device of the kind described the combination with

the side casting having a projecting arm, of the end casting

bifurcated and provided with lugs , a bifurcated lever pivot

ally connected to the arm , and also pivotally connected to

the lugs, and a spring latch for holding the lever in a locked

position.

13

8

15 .
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99872 No. 99,874. Rein Holder. Porte -rênes.

Thomas H. C. Homersham and the Thwaites Brothers, as

signee of a half interest , all of The Vulcan Iron Works,

Bradford , England, 3rd July , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 29th

January, 1906. Receipt No. 132,353.

Claim .-- 1. In connection with multiple cylinder pumps

means for regulating the quantity of fluid pumped by render

ing any required part of the stroke of all plungers simul

taneously and similarly ineffective for delivery , whilst the

length of the stroke remains constant, substantially as here- i

inbefore described .

2. In a connection with multiple cylinder pumps means for

causing valves of the cylinders or in connection therewith , to

be simultaneously held open whilst the plungers are making

any required part of their stroke , so as to make the required

part of the stroke , of all the plungers similarly and simul

taneously ineffective for delivery , substantially as hereinbe
fore described .

3. In a mutiple cylinder pump , a cam shaft and means for

actuating it from the crank shaft , and cams on the said cam

shaft , one for each cylinder, and stems from valves in con

nection with the several cylinders and bearing on such cams

respectively, and means for simultaneously and similarly al

tering the positions of the cams relatively to the angular
positions of the cranks, substantiallyas and for the purpose Giles Bowler, John Bigley and Joseph A. Walker, all of Peck ,

hereinbefore described. Idaho , each an assignee of a one - third interest , 3rd July,

4. In a multiple cylinder pump, a series of sliding blocks, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 27th April , 1906. Receipt No. 135,319.

one for each cylinder, with elevations thereon and means for Claim .-- 1 . A rein holder consisting of a stem , a base part

actuating them from the crank shaft , and stems from valves fixed thereon , and an eccentric pivoted to said stem above

in connection with the several cylinders and bearing on such the base part for clamping a rein thereon.

blocks respectively and means for simultaneously and simil- 2. A rein holder consisting of a stem, a base part fixed

arly altering the positions of the said blocks relatively to the theron and having a free end portion provided with an up

angular positions of the cranks, substantially as and for the wardly projecting lip , and an ececntric pivoted to said stem

purpose hereinbefore decribed. above the base part for clamping a rein thereon.

99874
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3. A rein holder consisting of a stem , a base part fixed and a connection between the front portion of the frame and

thereon , a pin secured to said stem and projecting over the the front portion of the body , substantially as set forth .

base part, and an eccentric for clamping the reins on said 3. In a go - cart or like contrivance the combination of a

base part, said eccentric at its inner portion being provided rigid frame comprising longitudinal and end bars , longitudi

with a tubular portion in which said pin is received and hav- nal shafts journalled in the end bars , supporting wheels

ing its outer portion curved upwardly to form a handle . carried by and movable with said longitudinal shafts , handle

bars pivoted to the said frame and co - operating trips be

No. 99,875 . Tire Tightener. Tendeur de bandages. tween the handle bars and said shafts for turning the latter

to positively fold or unfold the supporting wheels and to hold

the latter in either extreme position .

4. In a go -cart or like contrivance the combination of a

rigid frame comprising longitudinal and end bars , longitudi

nal shafts journalled in the end bars of the frame and pro

vided with trips , wheels carried by and movable with said

shafts , handle bars pivoted to said frame , and trips projected

from the handle bars and co - operating with the trips of the

longitudinal shafts for positively turning the latter in each

direction and holding them in either extreme position .

5. In combination, a frame, companion shafts having lateral

extensions and provided with supporting wheels , folding

handle bars , tappets projected from the handle bars and

adapted to co -operate with said lateral extensions to effect

folding of the wheels , and co - operating trips fitted to said

shafts and handle bars to effect simultaneous unfolding of

the wheels and handle bars , substantially as set forth .

in .
6. In combination , a frame, companion shafts journalled to

the frame and provided with supporting wheels, a trip fast

GeorgeP. Alten and Arnold Gersbach , Jr. , assignee of a one- to each ofsaid shafts, folding handlebars,and complemental

third interest, both of Bartlett, Texas, U.S.A., 3rd July, trips applied to the handle bars and adapted to co -operate

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 1st May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,417.

with the trips fitted to said shafts to effect upfolding of the

wheels and to interlock with the trip of the shafts and hold

Claim.-In a tire tightener the combination with a sleeve the latter against casual movement when the wheels are in

having a tubular socket for engaging with a spoke, a tubular serviceable position .

end portion for engaging with a spoke, a tubular end portion 7. In combination , a frame, companion shafts provided with

for engaging with a felly, a tubular screw -threaded portion supporting wheels , trips applied to said shafts, folding

at its middle part, a partition between the said tubular por- handle bars , and trips of approximately form carried by

tions arranged at the junction of the said socket with the

said screw - threaded portion , and an externally projecting
the handle bars and adapted to co -operate with the trips of

shoulder arranged in line with the said partition , of a tight- hold them andthe shafts in fixed position .

the aforesaid shafts to effect upfolding of the wheels and to

ening nut engaging with the said screw - threaded portion of 8. In combination , a frame , longitudinal shafts journalled

the sleeve and normally bearing against its said shoulder. thereto and provided with supporting wheels , folding up

rights and side bars , folding handle bars, a collapsible body,

No. 99,876. Go-Cart. Voiture .
an apron extending from the body, a stay piece connected to

the front end of the apron and adapted to be fitted to the

front bar of the frame and to co - operate with said shafts to

hold them and the supporting wheels in unfolded position,

E- and co -operating trips between said shafts and handle bars

to effect both a positive folding and unfolding of the con

trivance, substantially as set forth.

No. 99,877. Smelting Furnace. Fonderie .
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John G. Lohrmann , Elkhart, Indiana , U.S.A. , 3rd July , 1906 ;

6 years . Filed 19th May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,073.

Claim.-1 . In a go-cart or like contrivance the combination

of a frame , folding handle bars , uprights and side pieces

pivotally connected to each other and to said frame and

tandle bars, cross pieces connecting corresponding side bars

and uprights, and a collapsible body supported between said

uprights and side bars by means of their connecting cross 99877

pieces.

2. In a go-cart or like contrivance the combination of a Walter George Perkins, San Francisco , California, U.S.A. , 3rd

frame, folding handle bars, uprights and side bars pivotally
July , 1906; 6 years . File 2nd April , 1906. Receipt No.

connected to each other and to said frame and handle bars,
134,538 .

cross pieces connecting corresponding uprights and side bars , Claim.-1 . In a smelting furnace a hollow structure, the

a collapsible body supported by means of said cross pieces, ' interior of which is contracted between the two divisions ,
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with means for generating heat from an exterior source in fore it enters the furnace by a portion of the heat from the

the lower portion of the structure and means for conveying bottom of the furnace.

part of said heat to upper part of chamber other than through 17. In a smelting furnace , means for generating heat at or

the mass contained therein . near the bottom of the furnace , means for introducing air to

2. In a smelting furnace a hollow structure, formed in two the interior at the side of the furnace , and a conduit from the

sections and having an interior contraction , means for means at the bottom to the means at the side for conveying

generating heat from an exterior source of supply and means heat from the bottom to the interior of the furnace without

for removing the lower section , substantially as and for the passing it up through the mass of material.

purpose described .
18. In smelting furnace , means at the bottom thereof for

3. In a smelting furnace , a hollow structure formed in two bottom of a mass of material and means for creating a forced

sections and having its interior contracted at the point of draft upon the exterior of the mass thereby withdrawing heat

union of said sections , means for generating heat from an units and introducing thm into the mass at a point above the

exterior source , and means for removing the lower section .
bottom .

4. In a smelting furnace , a hollow structure formed in two 19. In a smelting furnace , means at the bottom thereof for

sections and having its interior contracted at the point of generating heat from a gaseous fuel, means for introducing

union, means for introducing a blast of air into the upper
air through the side of the upper or lower receptacles , and a

section above said contracted portion , means for introducing valved conduit leading from the heating means at the bottom

heat from an external source into the lower section , and
to the means of introducing said air for conveying said heat

means for introducing air into the lower section .
and introducing it into the receptacle above .

5. In a smelting furnace, a hollow structure formed in two
20. In a smelting furnace , double chambered receptacle , a

sections , the lower end of the upper section being contracted
wind box around one of the chambers , a conduit leading from

and provided with an opening, and the lower section being other chamber from a gaseous fuel .
the other chamber and means for generating heat in said

provided with a chamber which communicates with said

opening , means for introducing a blast of air into the upper

section above the contracted portion and means for intro- No. 99,878. Saw Clamp, Set, Etc. Serre pour scies, etc.

ducing an inflammable gas into the chamber of the lower

section .

6. In a smelting furnace a hollow structure formed in two

sections , the lower end of the upper section being contracted

and provided with an opening, and the lower section being

provided with a chamber and a throat leading therefrom to

said opening, means for introducing a blast of air into the

upper sention above the contracted portion and means for

introducing an inflammable gas into the chamber of the lower

section .

7. In a smelting furnace a hollow structure formed in two

sections , the lower end of the upper section being contracted

and provided with an opening, and the lower section being

provided with a chamber and a throat leading therefrom to

said opening, means for introducing a blast of air into the

upper section above the contracted portion and means for

introducing an inflammable gas and an air blast into the

chamber of the lower section .

8. In a smelting furance a hollow structure formed in two

sections , the lower section being removable and provided with

a throat which is adapted t register with the lower end of

the upper section , a discharge outlet and means for intro

ducing jets of gas into said chamber.

9. In a smelting furnace a hollow structure formed in two

sections , the lower section being removable and provided Camille Baillargeon, Blind River , Ontario , Canada , 3rd July ,

with an arched chamber and a throat leading from the top of 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 11th August, 1905. Receipt No. 127,605 .

the arch and adapted to register with the lower end of the Claim . - 1. In a device of the character described , supporting

Lpper section , a discharge outlet and gas pipes projecting members adapted to receive a saw intermediate thereof ,

into said chamber, the ends of which are contracted and means for clamping the saw , and a block secured to the sup

curved. porting members and provided with a vertical slot from its

10. In a smelting furnace a hollow structure formed in two under side and provided with intersecting slots from its upper

sections , the lower section being removable and comprising side.

an outer shell and an inner lining , said lining being remov- 2. In a device of the character described , supporting mem

able and having a chamber formed therein with an upwardly bers adapted to receive a saw intermediate thereof, means

extending throat adapted to communicate with the lower end for clamping the saw and a block secured to the supporting

of the upper section and means for introducing inflammable members and provided with a vertical slot from its under

gas into said chamber. side and provided with intersecting slots from its upper side ,

11. In a smelting furnace a hollow structure formed in two each of said intersecting slots having an inclined bottom .

sections , the lower section being removable and comprising 3. In a device of the character described , supporting mem

an outer shell and an inner lining , said lining being remov- bers adapted to receive a saw intermediate thereof, means

able and having a chamber formed therein and throat adapt- for clamping the saw and a guiding block provided with a

ed to communicate with the lower end of the upper section lug thereon , a securing member connecting the lug to one of

and means for introducing gas into said chamber. the supporting members , a securing member connecting the

12. In a smelting furnace a hollow structure formed in two opposite end of the block to the other of the supporting mem

sections , the lower section being movable vertically and re- bers, and said block being provided with file and saw guiding

movable, and provided with a chamber adapted to communi- slots.

cate with the lower end of the upper section , screws for mov
4. In a device of the character described, supporting mem

ing said section vertically , wheels for supporting it when it bers , a guide block carried by said members and provided
is removed, and pipes adapted to project into the chamber with slots , an insertible stop member carried by the block,
and supply the same with gas or air when the section is ele- and means for clamping a saw .

vated into contact with the upper section . 5. In a device of the character described , supporting mem

13. In a smelting furnace a hollow body, means for charging bers, file guiding means carried by the supporting members,
androasting or desulphurizing the material in the upper part and a clamp comprising a lug on oneof the supporting mem
thereof and smelting the residue in the lower portion by bers and provided with a recess , a thumb screw carried by

means of heat applied from a gaseous fuel, said process being the lug and a block disposed on the thumb screw in said
continuous and the roasted product passing to the smelting recess.
zone by gravity . 6. In a device of the character described , supporting mem

14. In å smelting furnace , a hollow receptacle , means for bers one of which is provided with a recess , a slidable mem

applying heat and introducing air, and means for varying the ber disposed in the recess, means for actuating the slidable
heat zone within the mass by transferring a portion of the member , a bridge across said recess , a screw disposed

heat from the bottom of the mass to a point abuve the bottom . | through the bridge , a block on said screw , and means for

15. In a smelting furnace, means for varying the location of clamping a saw.

the heat zone in the interior of the furnace by transferring 7. In a device of the character described , supporting mem

a portion of the heat from the bottom to said interior other- bers one of which is provided with a recess , a slidable mem

wise than by passing it up through the mass of material . ber disposed in the recess , means for actuating the slidable

16. In a smelting furnace, means for introducing air into member, means for limiting the movement of the slidable

te interior of the furnace and means for heating the same be- member, a thumb screw disposed through a slot provided in

2
1

2
1
,
2
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cne of the supporting members and engaging the slidable 3. In numbering mechanism the combination with a sur

member, and means for clamping a saw. face for receiving impressions of numbering discs having

8. In a device of the character described, supporting mem

bers provided with a rectangular depression therein , clamp

ing means on the supporting members, means disposed in

said depression for guiding a file in an inclined and a hori

Fig. 1.zontal plane , means for securing the guiding means in posi

tion , means for guiding a saw , and means for clamping a
saw.

9. In a device of the character described , supporting mem

bers , a slotted block disposed on the supporting members

and provided with an inclined face and a horizontal face ,
k

screws securing the block in position , a yoke disposed in the

block and provided with a long arm and a short arm , the

long arm being disposed in an opening and the short arm

terminating in a recess in the block , a plurality of nuts on

the short arm , and means for clamping a saw .

10. In a device of the character described , supporting mem ho

bers, means for guiding a file in a horizontal plane and in

a plane at an angle to the horizontal , a clamping member on

the supporting members, a setting member, means for actu
ma

ating the setting member and spreading the clearing teeth

of a saw comprising a standard carried by each supporting
S Fig.3.

member, a spacing block intermediate of the standards , a

thumb screw disposed through the standards , a handle on the
k

ed

thumb screw, and a hammer on the handle provided with a
69776

blunt end and a pointed end .

11. In a device of the character described, supporting mem

bers , means for guiding a file in a horizontal plane and a

plane at an angle to the horizontal , means for maintaining

a saw intermediate of the supporting members, a pivoted numbers thereon , said discs being automatically moved back
hammer carried by the supporting members , and means for and forward laterally so as to bring the numbers into cor

supporting the hammer in an inoperative position compris- rect printing position .

ing a rotatable standard provided with an angular extension 4. In numbering mechanism the combination with a sur

thereon . face for receiving impressions of a numbering disc having

ridges with members thereon , said disc being automatically

No. 99,879. Vehicle. Véhicule . moved back and forward laterally so as to bring the numbers

into corect printing position .

5. In numbering mechanism the combination with a sur

face for receiving impressions of a numbering disc having

two parallel and circumferential ridges thereon , each ridge

having a set of numbers , said disc being automatically moved

back and forward laterally so as to bring the numbers into

correct printing position .

6. In numbering mechanism the combination with a sur

face for receiving impressions of a numbering disc , a sleeve ,

a shaft, and means for automatically moving the sleeve back

and forward laterally on the shaft.

7. In numbering mechanism the combination with a sur

face for receiving impressions , of a shaft , a sleeve on the

shaft , a numbering disc adjustably fitted on the sleeve , a

lever for moving the sleeve laterally and means for operat

ing the lever .

8. In numbering mechanism the combination with a sur

face for receiving impressions, of a shaft , a sleeve on the

shaft , a numbering disc adjustably fitted on the sleeve , a

lever for moving the sleeve laterally , a cam for operating

the lever and means for rotating the cam .

William H. F. Blume , Saint Louis , Missouri , U.S.A. , 3rd 9. In numbering mechanism the combination with a sur

July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 8th May , 1906. Receipt No. face for receiving impressions of a strip let into said sur

135,675 . face, a raised part on the strip , numbering means , and means

Claim . - 1. The combination with a stanhope body , of a
for shifting said uumbering means laterally.

supporting bracket hinged to the rear side of said stanhope
10. In numbering mechanism the combination with a cylin

body , and a coupe constructed to be positioned on the brac
drical surface for receiving impressions of a strip let into

ket against the stanhope body , substantially as specified .
said surface along a line which is parallel to the axis of the

cylindrical surface , a raised part on the strip , numbering

2. The combination with a stanhope body, of a supporting

bracket hinged to the rear end of said stanhope body, and a
means and means for shifting said numbering means later
ally .

coupe body detachably secured to the stanhope body and

supported by the bracket, substantially as specified.
11. In numbering mechanism the combination with a sur

3. A vehicle body comprising a stanhope body, a bracket
face for receiving impressions, of a shaft, a sleeve on the

h !nged to the rear side of said stanhope body, a coupe body shaft, numbering discs adjustably fitted on the sleeve, a lever

adapted to be positioned against the rear side of the stan
for moving the sleeve laterally, a cam for operating the

hope body upon the bracket , and locking devices for secur
lever, means for sliding the cam and means for operating

the said sliding means.

ing the bodies together , substantially as specified .
12. In numbering mechanism the combination with an im

pression cylinder , of a shaft for said cylinder , a second par

No. 99,880. Numbering Mechanism. allel shaft, means for driving the second shaft from the first

Mécanisme à numéroter. shait , a sleeve on the second shaft, numbering discs on the

sleeve , a lever for moving the sleeve laterally on its shaft ,
Lavid Carlaw, Sr. , David Carlaw, Jr. , Alexander Lyle Carlaw

and JamesWhite Carlaw , có - inventors, all of Glasgow, for moving said cam laterally on its shaft, a second cam for
a cam on the cylinder shaft for operating said lever , means

Scotland, 3rd July, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 1st March , 1906. operating said moving means and mechanism for rotating

Receipt No. 133,421 .
the second cam .

Claim .-- 1. In numbering mechanism the combination with 13. In numbering mechanism the combination with an im

a surface for receiving impressions of numbering means , said pression cylinder, of a shaft for said cylinder, a second par

means being automatically moved back and forward laterally allel shaft , means for driving the second shaft from the first

so as to bring the numbers into corect printing position . shaft, a sleeve on the second shaft , numbering discs on the

2. In numbering mechanism the combination with a sur- sleeve , a lever for moving the sleeve laterally on its shaft ,

face for receiving impressions of a numbering disc having a cam with two grooves slidably fitted on the cylinder shaft ,

numbers thereon, said disc being automatically moved back a bar with pin engaging one of thegrooves, a second cam

and forward laterally so as to bring the numbers into correct adapted to engage a second pin on the said bar and worm
printing position . gearing for operating said second cam.
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No. 99,881 . Brake. Frein .

o
n
g

2. A building construction comprising foundation walls ,

vertical side walls comprising a plurality of members and

provided with a dead air space therebetween, webs connect

ing the members of the vertical walls at intervals and pro

vided with openings to permit the circulation of air, solid

partitions formed from plastic material , and reinforcing

members joining the partitions to the vertical walls.

3. A building construction comprising solid foundation

walls formed from plastic material, a plurality of vertical

walls formed from plastic material and disposed on the

foundation walls and provided with a dead air space there

between and provided with inclined ducts leading from the

dead air space , means for connecting the walls , and floor

joists formed from plastic material and reinforced with

beams .
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No. 99,883. Cigar Vending Machine.

Machine pour la vente des cigares.D
o

m
g
.
a
.

9
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Joseph Carr , Lexington , Missouri , U.S.A. , 3rd July , 1906 ; 6

years . Filed 4th May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,522 .

Claim . - 1. In a brake of the kind described the combina

tion with a sectional shoe , of a crank connected to said shoe ,

and operative means connected to said crank, for the purpose

described.

2. In a device of the kind described the combination with

a hub , of a sectional shoe loosely supported under said hub

and means connected to said shoe for drawing it against the

hub , for the purpose described .

3. In a device of the kind described the combination with

a hub , of a sectional shoe loosely supported under said hub

at one end by a chain, and at the other end by a chain con

nected to a crank, and means connected to said crank for

operating said shoe , for the purpose described .

4. In a device of the kind described the combination with

a wagon provided with a crank , of a sectional shoe adapted

to be supported loosely under the hub of the wheel by chains ,

one of the chains being connected to the wagon, the other

chain being connected to the crank, and a lever connected to

said crank , for the purpose described .

5. In a device of the kind described the combination with

a wagon provided with a crank , of curved blocks pivotally

connected together, supported at each end by chains under

the hub of the wheel , one chain being connected to the

wagon, the other chain to the crank carried by the wagon

and a lever carried by the wagon for operating the said

crank, for the purpose described .
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No. 99,882. Building System .

Système de construction .

Edmond N. Cusson , Montreal , Quebec , Canada , 3rd July , 1906 ;

6 years . Filed 11th October, 1905. Receipt No. 129,133.

Claim.-1 . In a device of the character described, a casting

adapted to support a plurality of cigars, a movable member

adapted to release one cigar and provided with integral lugs

adapted to engage under the rest of the cigars when one

cigar is being released , and coin actuated means for said

releasing member.

2. In a device of the character described , a rockable semi

tubular member provided with projections on its ends, and

coin actuated means adapted to rock said member.

3. In a device of the character described a rockably sup

ported semi-tubular member provided with lugs thereon, a

rockable member disposed within said semi - tubular member,

and coin actuated means adapted to rock said members.

4. In a device of the character described, a rockable mem

ber provided with integral lugs and provided with a slot

through one of said lugs, a second rockable member disposed

within the first rockable member and provided with a pin

disposed through said slot , and coin actuated means adapted

to rock said members .

5. In a device of the character described , a supporting

frame provided with depending flanges on its upper trans

verse member, a rockable semi - cylindrical member carried

by the frame and provided with lugs adjacent its ends, a

rockable member disposed within said semi-cylindrical mem
George W. Chantigney and Joseph P. Morency, co - inventors, ber. means adapted to rock said member disposed within

both of Montreal, Quebec, Canada, 3rd July , 1906 ; 6 years . said semi- cylindrical member after said semi-cylindrical
Filed 25th November , 1905. Receipt No. 130,421 .

member has been partly rocked .

Claim.--1 . A building construction comprising solid founda- 6. In a device of the character described , a supporting

tion walls formed from plastic material , a plurality of verti- frame provided with depending flanges, a lockable member

cal walls formed from plastic material and di osed on the carried said frame, a member pivotally supported within

foundation walls and provided with a dead air space there- said rockable member and provided with a lip adapted to en

between and provided with inclined ducts leading from the gage one of said depending flanges, means normally main

dead air space , and floor joists formed from plastic material taining said members in one position, and coin actuated

and reinforced with beams. means adapted to rock said members.

TE
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7. In a device of the character described , a casing, a hinged pockets being arranged opposite each other and having pro

door thereon , a delivery spout through the door , a coin guide tuberances along its edges in line transversely with the
through the door , a coin chute in the casing adjacent the pockets or recesses.

guide and provided with a magnetized bottom , a member

adapted to be rocked by a coin deposited in the chute , and

releasing members actuated by the rockable member.

8. In a device of the character described , a casing, a rock

able shaft provided with a slot adapted to receive a coin , a

frame rockably disposed on the shaft, means normally hold

ing the frame in one position a contact member on said

frame in the path of movement of a coin deposited in the
slot of said rockable shaft, and releasing members connected

with the frame .

9. In a device of the character described, a casing, a rock

able shaft supported therein and provided with a slot adapt

ed to receivea coin , a frame rockably disposed on the shaft,

a spring normally holding the frame in one position, a con

tact member on the frame in the path of movement of a coin

deposited in the slot of said rockable shaft , and releasing

members connected with the frame .

10. In a device of the character described , a casing, a rock

able shaft provided with a slot disposed within the casing

and adapted to receive a coin , a frame rockably disposed on

the shaft, means normally holding the frame in one position ,

a rotatable contact member on said frame in the path of

movement of the coin deposited in the slot of said rockable 5. A flat metal bar for use as a core or tie rod for concrete

shaft, and releasing members connected with the frame . structures , the metal of the bar being displaced at intervals

11. In a device of the character described , a casing, a rock- along its length to form pockets or recesses, and protuber

able shaft disposed within the casing and provided with a ances in line transversely with the pockets or recesses .

slot adapted to receive a coin , a frame rockably disposed on 6. As an improvement in the art of forming cores or tie

the shaft, means normally holding the frame in one position , rods , which consists in depressing portions of the metal at

a spring pressed rotatable contact member carried by said intervals along a metal bar or rod to form pocketsor re

frame in the path of movement of a coin deposited in the cesses, having walls on all sides, and forcing the depressed

slot of said rockable shaft , and releasing members connected metal laterally to form protuberances .

with the frame.

12. In a device of the character described, a casing, a sup , No. 99,885. Process of Producing Textile Fibres.
porting frame provided with avertical partitionand secured

within the casing, a rockable shaft carried by said frame and
Procédé pour la construction des tissus textiles.

provided with a slot adapted to receive a coin, a bracket Fritz Fuchs, Vienna , Austria , 3rd July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed
secured to said partition , adapted to support said shaft and 9th December, 1905. Receipt No. 130,851.

provided with a plurality of lugs thereon , a rockable frame Claim . - 1. A process for obtaining textile fibre from reeds ,

disposed on said slotted shaft , a pivoted shaft carried by said ruches and other fibrous matter , which process consists of

frame adapted to contact against said lugs , a roller on said tightly pressing the fibrous matter together and exhausting

frame in the path of movement of a coin disposed in said the air therefrom , then treating the fibrous matter to a bath

slot in said shaft , a spring carried by said frame and adapted of caustic lye , then removing the superfluous lye thereform ,

to depress said shaft carrying said roller, said latter shaft then washing the fibrous matter, and then drying it .

being adapted to ride over said lugs when said frame is
2. A process for obtaining textile fibre from reeds , rushes

rocked by a coin , and releasing means connected to said and other fibrous matter , which process consists of tightly

rockable frame .
pressing the fibrous matter together and exhausting the air

13. In a device of the character described , a casing, a sup therefrom , then treating the fibrous matter to a bath of
porting frame disposed in the casing. a slotted shaft carried caustic lye , then removing the superfluous lye therefrom ,

by the frame , means for preventing rotation of the shaft in
then washing, acidifying and drying the fibrous matter to

one direction , a rockable frame carried by the shaft, a con obtain the textile fibre.

tact member carried by the frame in the path of movement 3. A process for obtaining fibre from reeds , rushes and

of a coin disposed in the slot in said shaft , and releasing other fibrous matter, which process consists of tightly press

members connected to said rockable frame . ing the fibrous matter together and exhausting the air there

14. In a device of the character described , a casing, a sup- from , then treating the fibrous matter to a bath of caustic

porting framedisposed in the casing , a slotted shaft carried iye , then removing the superfluous lye, then heating the

by the frame and a ratchet on said shaft, a pawl adapted to treated vegetable matter to a selected temperature , then

engage said ratchet , and a spring adapted to press said pawl pressing , washing, acidifying and drying the fibrous matter

into engagement with the ratchet , a rockable frame carried to obtain the textile fibre .

by the shaft, a contact member carried by the frame in the

path of movement of a coin disposed in the slot in said shaft , No. 99,886. Pianoforte. Piano -forte.

and releasing members connected to said rockable frame .

15. In a device of the character described , a casing, a rock

able frame disposed within the casing , a slotted shaft dis

posed within said frame to one side of its axis , a contact

member carried by the frame in the path of movement of a

coin disposed in the slot in said shaft, and rockable releasing

means connected to said frame .
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No. 99,884. Core for Concrete .

Noyau pour construction en béton .

August Phillip Diescher, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 3rd

July , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 24th March , 1906. Receipt No.

134,2371

Claim . — 1 . A flat metal bar for use as a core or tie rod for

concrete structures having pockets or recesses in its opposite sides forthe reception of portionsof the concrete, saia John W. Galloway , Linton, Indiana, U.S.A. , 3rd July, 1906 ; 6

pockets or recesses having walls on all sides .
years. Filed 28th May , 1906. Receipt No. 136,323 .

2. A flat metal bar for use as a core or tie rod for concrete
Claim . - 1 . A string frame for pianoforte and like musical

structures having pockets or recesses in its sides and having instruments having an approximately circular opening and

protuberances along its edges in line transversely with the a sounding board of corresponding shape fitted in said

pockets or recesses .
opening.

3. A flat metal bar for use as a core or tie rod for concrete 2. A string frame for pianofortes and like musical instru

structures having pockets or recesses in its opposite sides , ments having an opening of approximately circular outline ,

the pockets on one side being opposite these on the other a sounding board arranged within said opening, and a rim

side . encircling the sounding board and filling the space between

4. A flat metal bar for use as a core or tie rod for concrete it and the wall of the said circular opening of the string

structures having pockets or recesses in its sides, said I frame.
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3. A string frame for pianofortes and like musical instru- piston members , the sprocket wheels being provided with re

ments having an opening of approximately circular outline , cesses for the accommodation of said piston members .

a sounding board arranged within said opening, and a rim 2. A piston for water elevators consisting of a disc pro

encircling the sounding board and filling the space between vided on its upper and undersides with aproximately semi

it and the wall of the said circular opening of the string circular yokes crossing each other at right angles .

frame , said rim being firmly attached to both the sounding 3. A piston for water elevators consisting of a disc pro

board and string frame . vided on its upper and under sides with approximately semi
4. A string frame for pianofortes and like musical instru- circular bails crossing each other at right angles and means

ments having an opening of approximately circular outline , for connecting said bails with adjacent chain links.

a sounding board arranged within said opening, and a rim 4. A piston for water elevators consisting of a disc pro

encircling the sounding board and filling the space between vided on its upper and under sides with semi-circular yokes

it and the wall of the said circular opening of the string or bales crossing each other at right angles, said disc having

irame , said rim being of wood and having a circular outline . an annular groove , and a packing ring seated in said groove .

5. A string frame for pianofortes and like musical instru- 5. A piston for water elevators consisting of a disc pro

ments having an opening of approximately circular outline , vided on its upper and under sides with semi-circular yokes

a sounding board arranged within said opening, and a rim crossing each other at right angles , a hook member and a

encircling the sounding board and filling the space between link member connected with said yokes at their points of in
it and the wall of the said circular opening of the string tersection at opposite sides of the disc , and a packing ring

frame , said rim being of wood and of a laminated structure , seated in a groove in the latter .

the layers being secured to one another and to the sounding 6. A piston for water elevators consisting of a disc, two

board and the string frame. bail members, each comprising two semi-circular yokes

6. A string frame for pianofortes and like musical instru- crossing each other at right angles and means for connecting

ments provided with an opening of approximately circular
said bail members with each other and with the disc.

outline adapted to receive a sounding board , and strings ex
7. A piston for water elevators consisting of a disc having

tending across the opening of the string frame and attached
an annular groove and a packing ring seated in said groove ,

to the latter at opposite points . two bail members, each comprising a pair of yokes crossing

7. A string frame for pianofortes and like musical instru- each other at right angles, said bail members abutting upon

nients having an opening of approximately circular outline
opposite sides of the disc and a connecting bolt extending

a sounding board of corresponding shape to said opening through said bail members at the points of intersection of

and fitted therein , and a continuous bridge attached to said the yokes composing the same.

sounding board .

9. A string frame for pianofortes and like musical instru- No. 99,888. Brake. Frein.

ments provided with an opening of approximately circular

outline, a sounding board of corresponding shape to the

opening and fitted therein , and a rim snugly fitting within

said opening of the string frame and having its inner wall

rabetted to form a seat for reception of the sounding board ,

the three parts being firmly united or bonded.

F 19 I.
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No. 99,887. Water Elevator. Elérateur à eau .
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Franklin A. Hawk, Central Point , Oregon , U.S.A. , 3rd July ,26

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 29th May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,390 .

Claim.-1. A brake bar , a brake shoe clip , adjustably mount

ed on the outer end of the brake bar, a step pendently sup
99887

ported on the said outer end of the brake bar and a means

for clamping the clip and the step member to the brake bar,
James A. Goodner, Rocky Ford, Colorado , U.S.A., 3rd July, adapted to permit of the adjustment of the clip and the step

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 18th January , 1906. Receipt No. with respect to the said brake bar, in unison .

131,983 .
2. A brake bar, a brake shoe clip , a step pendently support

Claim .-- 1 . In a water elevator a casing, a sprocket wheel ed on the outer end of the brake bar, a single clamping bolt

supported in said casing, the latter being provided with open- and nut device passing through the step , the brake bar and

ings for the accommodation of said sprocket wheel and for the brake shoe clip for securing the shoe clip to the step ,

downgoing and upgoing pistons , a cylinder having flaring said brake shoe clip and said step including ineans for en

flanged ends , said cylinder being supported upon the casing gaging the brake bar to prevent turning of the brake shoe

in alignment with the opening for the upgoing piston mem- clip and the step on the bolt , substantially as shown and

bers , a conducting pipe connected with the upper end of the described .

cylinder , said conducting pipe being of an interior diameter 3. In a brake mechanism of the character described the

greater than that of the bore of the cylinder, a lateral exit combination with a slotted brake bar end , the shoe clip and

upon said conducting pipe , separable top members for the lat- the bolt secured to the clip and projected through the slot in

ter , baving supporting brackets , a shaft journalled in said the brake bar, of the step member having a clamping head

brackets, a sprocket wheel upon said shaft, an endless chain provided with flanges to project with flanges to project over

supported upon the upper and lower sprocket wheels, piston the upper and lower edges of the brake bar and apertured to

members carried by said chain , and packing rings upon said receive the shank, and the clamping nut .
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Frein de wagon.No. 99,889. Machine for Forming Blooms on Nuts, No. 99,890. Wagon Brake.
Tubes, Etc.

Machine pour former des loupes sur les noia , tubes , etc.
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John George Inshaw, Church Hill House , Handsworth , near

Birmingham , England, 3rd July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 21st

November, 1905. Receipt No. 130,280.

Claim . - 1. In apparatus for forming hollow metal blooms of

the kind hereinbefore referred to the combination of a series

of pairs of rolls and a bending or skelping machine, the pairs

of rolls being arranged successively one in advance of an

other andthe under rolls beingprovided with projections to TorisNeils Johnsen, Wilbur, Washington, U.S.A., 3rd July,
form wedge -shaped or triangular recesses in the underside of 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 7th May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,625.

the metal operated on and the bending or skelping machine Claim .-- 1. In a wagon brake the combination of the front

being arranged to receive the rolled metal and bend it down- and rear axles , the coupling poles , bolsters supported on

wards and inwards so that detached scale will not be retained the axles , standards on the bolsters, rollers journalled in the

in the grooves or between the surfaces to be welded , all sub- standards longitudinally of the bolsters, rollers journalled

stantially as hereinbefore described.
in the individual standards longitudinally thereof, a wagon

2.Inapparatus forforming hollow metal blooms of the bed supported by the rollers ,brackets on the bed , a cross

kind hereinbefore referred to the combination of a series of bar secured to the coupling pole , bolts transversing the ends

pairs of rolls and a bending or skelping machine the pairs of

rolls being arranged successively one in advance of another yokes engaging the upper eyes , rollers journalled in the arms
of the cross bar, and provided with upper and lower eyes,

and the under rolls being provided with projections to form

wedge-shaped or triangular recesses in the underside of the the lower eyes, a brake beam secured to the eye bolts , brake
of the yokes and engaging the brackets, eye bolts engaging

metal operated on the first upper roll or rolls having rings or
shoes on the ends of the brake beam , bearings on the rear

ribs , and the last pair of rolls or pairs of rolls being curved axle , a rock shaft journalled in the bearings , brackets on the

longitudinally, and the bending or skelping machine being sides of the bed and provided with perforations, upwardly

arranged to receive the rolled metal and bend it downwards extending arms on the ends of the rock shaft for engaging

and inwards so that detached scale wil not be retained in the
the brackets , a central depending arm on the rock shaft, and

grooves or between the surfaces to be welded, all substan .
a rod connecting the depending arm with the brake beam.

tially as hereinbefore described.

3. In apparatus for forming hollow metal blooms the com
2. In a wagon brake the combination with the bed of a

bination of a series ofpairs of horizontal shaping rolls the the axles,standards on the bolsters,rollers journalled in the
front and rear axle , the coupling pole , bolsters supported on

under rolls of which present a series of annular projections standards longitudinally thereof, means connected with the

triangular in cross section and a series of pairs of bending or
skelping rolls with means for operating said rolls , substan- standards for supporting the wagon bed, a brake beam de

tially as described and for the purpose set forth .
pending from the bed , means for maintaining the brake beam

4. In apparatus for forming hollow metal blooms the com
in fixed relation with respect to the coupling pole, brake

bination of a series of pairs of horizontal shaping rolls , the
shoes on the ends of the brake beam , a rock shaft journalled

under rolls of which present a series of annular projections in the rear axles , brackets having a plurality of perforations

triangular in cross section, and a series of pairs of bending secured to the bed, arms on the rock shaft for engaging the

or skelping rolls of which the upper roll of thefirstpairpre- brackets,wherebythe longitudinal movement of the bed may

sents a concave surface and the under roll of such pair pre
rock the shaft, and a connection between the rock shaft and

sents a convex surface, substantially as described and for
the brake beam whereby the rocking of the shaft may oper

the purposes set forth.
ate the brake.

5. In apparatus for forming hollow metal blooms the com 3. In a wagon brake the combination of a front and rear

bination of a series of pairs of horizontal shaping rolls, the axle, bolsters having standards supported on the axles , a bed

under rolls of which present a series of annular projections supported on the bolsters, means whereby the bed may move

triangular in cross section , and a series of pairs of bending longitudinally upon the bolsters, a brake beam depending

or skelping rolls of which the upper roll of the first pair pre- from the bed, brake shoes on the ends of the brake beam , a

sents a concave surface and the under roll of such pair pre rock shaft journalled on the rear axle, brackets having a

sents a convex surface, while both rolls of the last pair of plurality of perforations secured to the bed , arms on the

said skelping rolls present surfaces approximating the ex- rock shaft for engaging the bracket, and connections between

ternal shape in cross section of the bloom to be produced , the rock shaft for engaging the bracket , and connections be

substantially as described and for the purposes set forth . tween the rock shaft and the brake beam whereby the rock

6. In apparatus for forming hollow metal booms , a seriesing of the shaft may operate the brake .
of pairs of shaping rolls A A, B B , C C , and D D, with means 4. In automatic wagon brakes the combination with the

for operating same, the under rolls of each pair having a front and rear axles having wheels journalled thereon, of the
series of annular projections , the upper rolls of the pairs c reach connecting the axles, bolsters on the axles, standards
and D presenting concave or curved surfaces and the lower on the ends of the bolsters , springs on each side of the

rolls of such pairs C and D being of convex outline , substan- bolsters , hangers connected with the ends of the springs and

tially as described and for the purpose described . the standards , a bed supported by the springs, horizontal
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bars pivoted by their centers to the sides of the bed, vertical 14. In a wagon the combination with the front and rear

bars depending from the ends of the horizontal bars , a cross axles , of a bed , springs interposed between the bed and the

beam connected to the ends of the forward vertical bars | axles, a brake beam supported by the bed and depending

above the reach, links onthe ends of the cross beam , a brake therebelow, and means for retaining the brake beam in fixed
beam supported by the links and having brake shoes for en- vertical relation with respect to the axles.

gaging the wheels , levers pivoted by one end to the ends of

the rear pair of vertical bars, brackets depending from the No. 99,891 . Purifier and Screen for Making Cellu
bed and pivoted to the centers of said levers , plates having lose or Paper.

perforations engaging the free ends of said levers and con
Epurateur et tamis pour faire du cellulose ou papier.

nected to the rear axle, and a connection between the bed

and the brake beam for applying the brakes upon the for

ward movement of the bed with respect to the bolster.

5. In automatic wagon brakes the combination with the

front and rear axles having wheels journalled thereon , of a Ar

bed supported for longitudinal and vertical movement with

respect to the axles , horizontal bars pivoted by their centers
2

to the sides of the bed , a brake beam depending from the

front ends of the horizontal bars and having brake shoes en

gaging the wheels below the horizontal diameter thereof, and

means connected with the rear ends of the horizontal bars

and engaging the rear axles for maintaining the brake shoes

and the rear axle in a fixed vertical relation with respect to

each other .

6. In automatic wagon brakes the combination with the

front and rear axles having wheels journalled thereon , of a

bed supported for longitudinal and vertical movement with

respect to the axles , a brake beam supported by the bed and

having brake shoes for engaging the wheels, a connection be

tween the brake beam and the bed whereby the forward

movement of the bed with respect to the axle will apply the

brakes, and means for maintaining a fixed vertical relation

between the brake beam and the axles .

7. In automatic wagon brakes the combination with the

front and rear axles , of wheels on the axles , a bed movably

supported on the axles , a brake beam supported below the

bed and having shoes for engaging the periphery of the rear

wheels , méans whereby the forward movement of the bed
Fig.3.

with respect to the axles will apply the brake shoes to the

wheels , and means for preventing backward motion of the

wheels when the wagon is at rest, comprising bands having

ratchet teeth on the hubs of the rear wheels , pawls connected 99891

to the brake beams and normally engaging the ratchet teeth , Fig2a rock shaft pivoted longitudinally of the rear axle , and

having projecting arms provided with loops engaging the Leonhard Kruse , Zell in Wiesenthal , Baden, Germany, 3rd
pawls, a handle for manipulating the shaft , and a bracket for

retaining the handle in its adjusted position .
July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 27th October, 1905. Receipt No.

8. In automatic wagon brakes the combination with the
129,574 .

front and rear axles , of wheels on the axles , a bed movably Claim . - In a pulp screen the combination with the trough

supported on the axles, breaking mechanism below the bed a having an opening i in the end thereof and a conical sur

and adapted to engage the wheels , means whereby the for face p adjacent said opening and the cylindrical screen adapt

ward movment of the bed with respect to the axles will actu ed to revolve in said trough having a tubular portion h pass

ate the breaking mechanism , and means whereby the back ing through the opening i , of a rubber disc o having an open

ward movement of the wheels may actuate the breaking ing therein to admit of the passage therethrough of the tubu

mechanism , comprising bands having ratchet teeth upon the
lar portion h, means to fasten one portion of the rubber disc

hubs of the rear wheels, pawls connected with said braking to the conical surface p and a ring r adjustably fastened to
mechanism and normally engaging the ratchet teeth, and the tubular portion h forming abutting means for the other

means for retaining the pawls out of engagement with the portion of the rubber disc , substantially as set forth .

teeth .

9. In automatic braking mechanism the combination with No. 99,892. Linotype Machine. Machine linotype.

the front and rear axles , of wheels on the axles , a bed sup
John Raphael Rogers , Brooklyn , New York , U.S.A., 3rd July,

ported for longitudinal movement on the axles , breaking
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 9th March , 1905. Receipt No. 123,200 .

mechanism , means whereby the forward movement of the bed

upon the axle will actuate the braking mechanism , and means
Claim . - 1. In combination a slotted mould to form the

whereby the backward movement of the wheels may actuate lower portion of a linotype body co -operating slotted mat

the braking mechanism, and means for restraining the opera
rices to form the upper part of said body, and division plates

tion of said last - named means .
lying between the matrices and extending beyond the plane

10. Inautomatic wagon brakes the combination with the of the matrix characters to form slots in the linotype.

front and rear axles and the wheels on the axles, of a bed having slots in alignwith and form a continuation of the
2. A slotted mould in combination with a series of matrices

supported for longitudinal movement on the axles , breaking | mould, and characters or matrices proper at the bottom of
mechanism, means whereby the forward movement of the bed

the slots .

with respect to the axles will actuate the breaking mech .
3. A series of matrices having slots to form the upper por

anism, and means whereby the backward movement of the
tion of a slug body and characters at the bottom of the slots

wheels may actuate the breaking mechanism .
in combination with matrices having like slots and no char

11. In automatic wagon brakes the combination with the acters, and non -slotted plates lying between the matrices and

bed, of wheels for supporting the bed, breaking mechanism , extending above the plane of their characters, whereby the

and means whereby the backward movement of the wheels
edge of the slug may be formed with raised characters , blank

will actuate said braking mechanism.
surfaces and rule receiving slots .

12. In automatic wagon brakes the combination with the 4. In a linotype machine a mould for a slug consisting of a

front and rear axles having wheels thereon , of bolsters on the rigid slotted portion to form the base of the slug , and a

axles, standards on the ends of the bolsters, springs on each series of slotted separable members co-operating with the

side of the bolsters, hangers connecting the ends of the mould proper and forming jointly a mould for the upper part

springs with the standards , a bed resting on the springs , of the slug .

braking mechanism below the bed , and means whereby the 5. In combination a series of matrices slotted to form a

forward movement of the bed with respect to the bolsters mould , and plates seated between the matrices and dividing
may actuate the breaking mechanism . the slot into lengths or sections .

13. In automatic wagon brakes the combination with the 6. A composed line of table matrices comprising matrices

front and rear avles having wheels journalled thereon, of deeply slotted to form a mould with characters at the bottom

bolsters on the axles , standards on the ends of the bolsters , of the slots and corresponding matrices with slots but no

braking mechanism, and means whereby the forward move- characters , whereby they are adapted to produce a slug hay .

ment of the bed with respect to the bolsters may operate the ing raised characters thereon with blank surfaces between

braking mechanism. them .
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7. A set of matrices for producing figure tables comprising

the deeply slotted matrices with characters therein and com

plementary matrices or division plates without slots .

Fig. 2.
19.1

Q

4. A fleshing knife comprising the combination of a rotary

cylindrical casing having a cutting edge , a casing disposed

over the cylindrical casing a guard plate disposed adjacent

the cylindrical casing , and means for adjusting the guard

plate laterally and horizontally.

5. A fleshing knife comprising the combination of a rotary

cylinder having a cutting edge, a casing disposed over the

cylinder, a guard plate disposed adjacent the cylinder and

provided with a bevelled edge and a concave flange, and

means for rotating the cylindrical casing .

6. A fleshing knife comprising the combination of a rotary

cylinder having a cutting edge,a pedestal adjacent the cylin

der , a casing disposed on the pedestal, a set-screw adjustably

securing the casing, an adjustable guard plate carried by th,

pedestal, and means for rotating the cylinder .

7. A fleshing knife comprising the combination of a rotary

cylinder having a cutting edge , a pedestal adjacent the cylin

der, a casing adjustably secured to the pedestal , a bracket

disposed on the pedestal, a set- screw adapted to hold the

bracket , a set -screw carried by the bracket , a guard plate

provided with a slot adapted to receive the second set -screw ,

and means for rotating the cylinder.

8. In a fleshing knife the combination comprising a base

plate , a rotary knife supported by the base plate , a pedestal

on the base plate , a slotted plate on the pedestal , a casing

carried by the slotted plate and disposed around the knife , a

bracket disposed on the plate, a guard plate carried by the

bracket ,and means for rotating the knife .

Fig.4

Fig 3
Fig. 6 .

Fig. 3

V

Fig. 7

No. 99,894. Rein Holder. Porte -rênes .

FS

99892

8. In a linotype machine , a mould consisting of two co

operating slotted parts , one part consisting of composed re

arrangeable members joined on a plane parallel with the

printing face of the slug formed therein and separable at will .

9. In a linotype machine a mould consisting of a deeply

grooved or slotted part , adapted to form the upper part of

the slug body and the characters on its edge , and a co -oper

ating separable part having a slot therethrough, that it may

receive metal at one side and deliver it at the opposite side

to the other mould member and also serve to give form to

the base portion of the slug .

No. 99,893. Fleshing Apparatus. Echarnoir .

F02 .

j 79
9
8
9
3

fig.3.
99994
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Edward G. Stevens , Cranesville , Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 3rd

July , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 29th May, 1906. Receipt No.

136,375 .

Claim - 1. A rein holding attachment for harness consisting

of anchoring stems, means for securing them longitudinally

upon a portion of the harness , and a rearward extension mov

ably connected to one end of the anchoring stems, said ex
Laurente Rupp , Montreal , Quebec , Canada , 3rd July , 1906 ; 6 tension having integral rein receiving portions.

years . Filed 15th June , 1906. Receipt No. 131,855 . 2. A rein holding attachment for harness consisting of

Claim . - 1 . A fleshing knife comprising the combination of a elongated anchoring stems having oppositely projecting ex

rotary cylindrical casing having a cutting edge , a casing ad- tensions at one end thereof, parallel integral securing loops

justably disposed over the cylindrical casing, a guard plate at the ends of the extensions, and a rearward extension mov

disposed adjacent the blade and means for rotating the cylin- ably connected to the other end of the stems andhaving a
drical casing . rein receiving portion .

2. A fleshing knife comprising the combination of a rotary 3. A rein holding attachment for barness consisting of elon

cylindrical casing having a cutting edge, a casing adjustably gated anchoring stems, means for securing said stems at

disposed over the cylindrical casing and provided with a be- points between their ends , oppositely projecting extensions

velled outer end , a guard plate disposed adjacent the blade at one end of the stems and substantially at right angles

and means for rotating the cylindrical casing. thereto , parallel strap receiving loops integral with said ex

3. A fleshing knife comprising the combination of a rotary tensions and at right angles thereto, a rearward extension to

cylindrical casing having a cutting edge, a casing disposed the stems, and means integral with said extension for sur

over the cylindrical casing, a guard plate adjustably secured rounding reins .

adjacent the casing, and means for rotating the cylindrical 4. A rein holding attachment for harness consisting of

casing . anchoring stems, means for securing the stems to the harness
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and a laterally adjustable rearward extension mounted upon main beams, a standard pivoted to the main beams at one

and adjustably secured to the stems, said extension having end, a rotatable device mounted upon the beams at the other

a rein holding portion .

5. A rein holding attachment for harness consisting of an

choring stems , means for securing them to the harness , and a

longitudinally and laterally adjustable rein holding extension

connected to the stems.

No. 99,895. Horse Releaser.

Appareil à deteler les chevaux .
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end, and having tapered extremities , and rope engaging de

vices at the small ends of said extremities.

9

Fig.1
fregit.

Fug
os

John B. S. P. Twaha, Spokane , Washington, U.S.A. , 3rd July , No. 99,897. Mould . Moule.

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 21st April, 1906. Receipt No. 135,151.

Claim . - 1 . A horse releaser comprising a singletree , trace

engaging arms pivoted at one end to the singletree and ly

ing normally with their other ends against the singletree,

collars revolubly engaged with the singletree and extending

over the ends of the arms to hold the arms against pivotal

movement , said collars having notches therein and being hos

movable to bring their notches into position for the passage

of the ends of the arms therethrough , means for holding the

collars yieldably with their notches out of such position ,

fingers carried by the collars , and devices connected with the

fingers and adapted for operation to move the collars against

the action of the holding means .

2. A horse releaser comprising a singletree, rods engaged

in the ends of the singletree and having spaced ears at their

outer ends , trace engaging arms having angular end portions

pivoted between the spaced ears , said arms lying normally Fuga

with their opposite ends against the sngletree , collars re

volubly mounted upon the singletree and exending over

the ends of the arms to hold the latter in their normal posi

tions , said collars having notches therein and being movable

to bring their notches into position for the passage of the

ends of the arms therethrough , eyes carried by the collars ,

spring rods secured at one end to the singletree and en

gaged at the other ends in the eyes , said rods being arranged

to hold collars yieldably with their notches out of position

for the passage of the ends of the arms therethrough , fiagers

carried by the collars and extending outwardly therefrom ,

and cables secured to the fingers, said cables being adapted Frig 6 .
to be pulled to move the collars against the action of the

Fig. 7
spring rods .

99894

No. 99,896. Hay Rack. Ratelier à foin .

Nelson A. Austin , Greenville , Illinois , U.S.A. , 3rd July, 1906 ;

Joseph Vogel , Maxville , Missouri , U.S.A. , 3rd July , 1906 ; 6 6 years. Filed 29th May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,388 .

years. Filed 27th April , 1906. Receipt No. 135,324 . Claim . - 1 . An implement for shaping plastic material upon

Claim . - 1 . A rack for hay wagons and the like comprising walls and the like consisting of a holder and a mould car

longitudinally extending main beams, transversely extend- rier thereby with its outer edge provided with an orna
ing beams connecting the same, means secured to the main mental configuration.
beams for detachably engaging the bolsters of a vehicle , a 2. An implement for shaping plastic material upon walls

pivoted standard connected to one end of the main beams , a and the like comprising a head constituting a hawk, a handle
rotatable device connected to the rear ends of the main projected centrally at one side of the head and mould car

beams , said device having tapered ends and rope engaging ried by one edge of the head and projected upon the oppo
means at the extremities of the tapered portions . site side thereof with its outer edge provided with an orna

2. A rack for hay wagons and the like comprising longi- mental configuration for the support of the plastic material .

tudinally extending main beams, transversely extending top 3. An implement for shaping plastic material upon walls

and bottom beams fastened to the main beams , a pair of consisting of a holder having a handle , a mould carried by

longitudinally extending slats secured upon the ends of the one edge of the holder with the outer edge of the mould

top beams, a wheel guard mounted upon each pair of slats , provided with an ornamental configuration, and means to de

bolster engaging devices secured to and depending from the tachably secure the mould to the holder.

XXV.
HH
HH
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4. An implement for shaping plastic material upon walls the bottom of the box and adapted to hook on to the upper

comprising a holder having a handle, a seat upon one edge edges of the box sides , and detachable means securing the
of the holder, and a mould having a shank projected at one lower ends of the arms to the bottom of the box, substan

edge thereof for detachable engagement with the seat of the tually as described.

holder and its opposite edge provided with an ornamental 2. A wagon box in combination with hay rack sides pro

konfiguration for the support of the plastic material. vided with arms engaging the sides of the box and extending

5. An implement for shaping plastic material upon walls downwardly and inwardly to the bottom of the box where
comprising a holder having a handle , a pair of spaced later- they are pivoted together in pairs , a metal tongue secured
ally offset seats carried by the holder , and a mould having to each arm extending past the pivot, and a metal plate

cne edge provided with a shank for detachable engagement secured to the wagon bottom and having a slot formed there
with the seats and its opposite edge being provided with an in adapted to receive the tongues when parallel to one an

ornamental configuration for the support of the plastic ma- other, and to engage them when crossed , substantially as
terial . described .

6. An implement for shaping plastic material upon walls 3. A wagon box in combination with hay rack sides pro

comprising a head constituting a hawk, a handle projected vided with arms extending downwardly and inwardly to the

centrally from the head and a mould fitting against and de- bottom of the box and adapted to hook into the bottom of

tachably connected to one edge of the head , said mould being the wagon box and over the sides of the box , substantially

projected beyond the head opposite the handle with said as described .

projected portion provided with an ornamental configuration . 4. A wagon box in combination with hay rack sides pro

7. An implement for shaping plastic material upon walls vided with inner arms dteachably secured to the bottom of

consisting of a polygonal head having edges of different the box inside and hooked on to the upper edges the box

shapes , moulds shaped to fit the respective edges of the head sides, and outer arms detachably secured to the inner arms ,

and provided with ornamental configurations, and means to substantially as described .

detachably connect the moulds to the corresponding edges 5. A hay rack side provided with inner and outer arms ,

om the head. and a socket piece secured to each inner arm into engage

8. An implement for shaping plastic material upon walls ment with which the outer arms may be slipped from an

comprising a polygonal head having a straight edge and a outward upper direction , substantially as described .

bowed edge, moulds to respectively fit the straight edge and 6. A hay rack side provided with inner and outer arms , the

bowed edges of the head and provided with ornamental con- latter notched at their inner ends , and a headed bolt secured

figurations, and means to detachably connect the moulds to to each inner arm and adapted to engage the said notches,

the head. substantially as described .

9. An implement for shaping plastic material upon walls 7. In a hay rack side inner arms having their upper sides

comprising a polygonal head having a straight edge , a con- cut on two different pitches , a headed bolt secured to each

vexed edge and a concave edge, a straight mould for applica- | inner arm at or below the apex of the two pitches , and outer

ition to the straight edge of the head and a bowed mould for arms , each slotted to engage the bolt and recessed to receive

alternate application to the concaved and convexed edges of the head of the bolt , substantially as described .

the head, and means to detachably connect the moulds to the 8. A wagon box in combination with hay rack sides pro

head. vided with inner arms suitably secured to the box , outer arms

10. An implement for shaping plastic materials upon walls detachably secured at their inner_ends to the inner arms

comprising a polygonal head constituting a hawk and pro- and carrying longitudinal slats , rack ends provided with

vded with a straight edge , a concaved edge and a convexed hooks to engage the upper edge of the box ends, a cross bar

edge, a handle projected centrally from one side of the head, adapted to rest on theslats ofthe rack sides , and latches by

corner brackets upon one and the same side of the head , means of which the racks may be locked to the box, substan

seats upon the corner brackets, and moulds to fit the res- tially as described .

pective edges of the head , each mould having a shank to fit 9. A wagon box , a tail board having rearwardly facing

a pair of seats with the outer edge of the mould provided hooks rigidly secured at one end and similar hooks at the

with ornamental configuration . other end formed on a yoke lever pivoted on the tail board ,

and slotted plates secured to the sides of th box and with

which th hooks may be engaged, substantially as described.

No. 99,898. Wagon Box, Hay Rack, Etc. 10. A wagon box provided with sockets on its sides , rack

Boîte de wagon , râtelier à foin . sides having arms engaged with said sockets , and provided at

one end with vertical cleats forming guideways , a holding bar

provided with an enlargement or hook at each end passing

through apertures in the rack sides and engaging the outer

sides of a cleat , and an end adapted to be slipped down be

tween the cleats and hold the said bar in place, substantially

as described .
Figu

No. 99,899. Interest-Bearing Instrument of Obli.
gation . Appareil à calculer l'intérêt.

Charles Hall Davis , Petersburg, Virginia , U.S.A. , 3rd July,

figo6 Fig.7 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 5th April , 1906. Receipt No. 134,643.

Claim - 1. An interest bearing instrument of obligation con

sisting of a body portion and a plurality of interest coupons,

said coupons each provided with like columns of numerals in

which may be designated the money value of the coupon at

maturity.

2. An interest bearing instrument of obligation consisting

of a body portion and a plurality of interest coupons , said

coupons each provided with like columns of numerals in

which may be designated the money value of the coupons at

maturity and indicia associated with said columns of figures
Figi

yndicating the meaning or purport thereof.

Figia 3. An interest bearing instrument of obligation consisting

of a body portion and a plurality of interest coupons, said

coupons each provided with like columns of numerals in which

Figu
may be designated the money value of the coupons at ma

turity and said coupons being further provided with columns

of figures adapted to be used to designate the face valve of

the obligation .

4. An interest bearing instrument of obligation consisting

of a body portion and a plurality of interest coupons, said

coupons each provided with like columns of numerals in
7194

gasg8 which may be designated the money value of the coupons at
Fig 2 maturity and indicia associated with said columns of figures

indicating the meaning or purport thereof, and said coupon
Elias A. W. Beemer, Scotland, Ontario, Canada, 3rd July, being further provided with columns of figures adapted to be

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 22nd November, 1905. Receipt No. used to designate the face value of the obligation .

130,311. 5. An interest bearing instrument of obligation consisting

Claim . - 1. A wagon box in combination with hay rack sides of a body portion and a plurality of interest coupons in sheet

provided with arms extending downwardly and inwardly to ' form , the several coupon sheets being arranged in superposed
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relation and each coupon provided with like columns of num- upon the shaft and having a clutch member on the sprocket

erals in which may be designated the money value of the wheel, a countershaft, a drum loosely engaging the counter

coupons at maturity .
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shaft and having a clutch member, and a clutch slidable upon

countershaft and adapted for engagement with the mem

ber on the drum .
6. In a well drilling machine a main shaft having a bull

wheel drum provided with a clutch member, a slidable hub
spined upon the main shaft and havinga clutch member and

a sprocket wheel, a countershaft, a sprocket wheel on the

countershaft , a link beltconnecting the latter with the

sprocket wheel of the hub upon the main shaft, a casing line

spool upon the countershaft having a clutch member , and a

clutch member slidable upon the countershaftbetween the

99899 casing line spool and the sprocket wheel .
7. In a well drilling machine a main shaft, a countershaft,

means for transmitting motion to the latter from the main

6. An interest bearing instrument of obligation consisting shaft, a casingline spool looselyengaging the countershaft, a

of a body portion and a plurality of interest coupons in sheet spuddingcrank fixeduponthelatter, anda clutch member
form , the several coupon sheets being arranged in super upon the countershaft adapted for engagement with the cas

posed relation and each coupon provided with like columns of ing line spool .

numerals in which may be designated the money value of the 8. In a well drilling machine a main shaft having a band

coupons at maturity, said coupons also being provided with

columns of numerals adapted to be used to designate the face engage the band wheel, and a leveraffording a bearing for

wheel , asand reel shaft having a friction pulley adapted to

value of the obligation . one end of the sand shaft,said lever being longitudinally

divided and composed of twosuitably connected members and

No. 99,900. Well Drill. Fôrets pour puits . a washer plate intermediate said members .

John R. Griffith and Leslie G. Gosper, co - inventors, both of

Independence , Kansas, U.S.A., 3rd July, 1906 ; 6 years . No. 99,901 . Ore Jigger. Tamis à minerais.

Filed 25th May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,239 .

Claim - 1 . In a well drilling machine a main shaft , a drum

upon said shaft extended to form a clutch member, a hub

slidable upon and connected for rotation with the shaft and

having a clutch member and a sprocket wheel , and a band

wheel upon the shaft adapted to receive motion from the

source of power.

2. In a well driling machine a driven main shaft , a drum

upon said shaft having flanges connected therewith and re

cesses therein , anti - friction rollers seated in the recesses ,

collars upon the shaft to confine the rollers in the recesses ,

and a bull wheel clamped between one of the flanges and an

auxiliary ring .

3. In a well drilling machine a driven main shaft, a drum

upon said shaft having flanges connected therewith and re

cesses , therein , anti-friction rollers seated in the recesses,

collars upon the shaft to confine the rollers in the recesses ,

an auxiliary ring at one end of the drum, a bull wheel clamp

ed between said ring and the proximate flange, a clutch mem

ber atone end of the drum,and a hub splined upon the shaft
and having a clutch member and a sprocket wheel.

4. In a welldrillingmachinea main shaft, a band wheel , Henry Lipson Hancock, Moonta Mines , South Australia, Aus
hub members mounted upon the shaft and clamping the band tralia, 3rd July, 1906; 6 years. Filed 29th March, 1906.
wheel between them , one of said hub members being com- Receipt No. 134,411 .

pokey or spline connecting the hub members with theshaft, supportedupon theorebody and capable of rising andfalling

posed of segments connected by means of clamping bolts, and Claim - 1. In jigging machinery for dressing ores a device

said key or spline beingclampeduponthe shaft bytheseg- withitforthecollectionandremovalfrom above the moving

entina well drilling machine a main shaft having a bull orpartially insuspension in strata according to gravity
wheeldrum providedwith a clutch member , a hub slidable under theinfluence of the pulsating or jigging motion .
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or

2. In jigging machinery for dressing ores a collector sup- 4. In jigging machinery a grating having pegs or other

ported upon the ore body and capable of rising and falling projections adapted to be mechanically raised and lowered

with it , having adjusting means so as to receive and draw off into and out of engagement with openings in the screen

from above a moving sieve any desired strata or grade of supplementary perforated device, substantially as herein

material which is held wholly or partially in suspension ac- described and for the purposes indicated.

cording to its gravity by the pulsating or jigging motion , 5. In jigging machinery for dressing ores , apparatus for

substantially as described . mechanically raising and lowering an obstructional device

3. In jigging machinery for dressing ores a collector sup- into or out of engagement with openings in the screen or sup
ported upon the ore body and capable of rising and falling plementary perforated device comprising a screw hand wheel,
upon it,and having one or aseries of valves or adjustable or other suitable means arranged to operate a rod connect
mouth pieces for reciving and drawing off from above a mov- ir- with hinged arms supporting the obstructional device ,
ing sieve any desired strata or grade of material held wholly substantially as described and for the purposes indicated .
or partially in suspension according to its gravity by the 6. In jigging machinery for dressing ores a plate or grating
pulsating or jigging motion substantially as described . having elongated openings and adapted to slide underneath

4. In jigging machinery for dressing ores , two or more col- the screen or supplementary perforated device whereby its

lectors supported upon the ore body and capable of rising openings are obstructed or partly obstructed, substantially

and falling with it , and arranged so as to receive and draw as described and for the purposes indicated.

off the various strata and grades of material from above a 7. In jigging machinery for dressing ores a piece of screen

moving sieve by the pulsating or jigging motion , substanti- or wire cloth arranged to slide or be mechanically raised

ally as described. upon a hinged joint so as to obstruct or partially obstruct the

5. In jigging machinery for dressing ores , drawing off the flow of material through the screen or supplementary per

slimes and fine sands from the body of material in suspen- forated device, substantially as described and for the pur

sion above a moving sieve by a collector supported upon the poses indicated.

ore bed and adapted to rise and fall with it and the sieve ,

substantially as described .
6. In jigging machinery for dressing ores a collector for No. 99,903. Carbureter. Carburateur.

drawing off the slimes and fine sands from the body or ma

terial above the moving sieve or other perforated bed , the

said collector being connected with piping passing through

the moving sieve and the side of the hutch and having flexible

unions so as to rise and fall with the sieve and the material

in the sieve, substantially as described.
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No. 99,902. Ore Jigger. Tamis à minerais.

D
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The end

20 George Henry Holgate , Philadelphia , Pennsylvania, U.S.A. ,

3rd July, 1906; 6 years . Filed 17th March , 1906. Receipt
No. 133,990 .

C Figa. 7382
Claim . - 1 . A carbureter consisting of a font or receptacle ,

absorbent material contained within said receptacle, said ab

sorbent material so arranged as to leave a space above and

below the same within the receptacle , a stationary tube

extending downward through the center of the receptacle

F124 open at its upper end and closed at its lower end, a central

gas tube arranged within the first - named tube , said gas tube

also closed at its lower end and open at its upper end , means

for causing the central gas tube to remain stationary, a

middle tube arranged between the two aforesaid tubes, and

adapted to revolve around between the same, ports formed

through the walls of the two stationary tubes coincident with

one another within the space below the absorbent material ,

openings formed through the walls of the revolving tube

adapted to be brought in and out of register with the ports

of the stationary tube , openings formed through the top of

the font, a valve connected to the revolving tube for open

ing and closing these ports when the tube is revolved, ports

for admitting air through the lower end of the gas tube,

means for opening and closing these ports by the revolution

of the revolving tube, the bottom of the font provided with

-27 an opening for admitting air to the central gas tube, means

for closing said opening when the font is to be filled with a

liquid , a chimney surrounding the upper end of the gas tube ,

a burner arranged over the upper end of the tube within the

chimney, as and for the purpose specified.

7346
2. In a carbureter for lamps and the like , a font or recep

tacle, absorbent material contained within said font or re

ceptacle, said absorbent material so arranged within the font

as to leave a space above and below the same, a removable

Henry Lipson Hancock , Moonta Mines, South Australia , Aus- top for closing the upper end of the font, a tube open through

tralia , 3rd July , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 2nd April , 1906. Re- the top at its upper end extending downward through the

ceipt No. 134,524 . absorbent material to a point near the lower end of the font,

Claim .-- 1. In jigging machinery providing the screen with a
the lower end of said tube being closed , a gas tube arranged

device capable of being raised and lowered or otherwise within the other tube , said gas tube extending above the font

moved so as to regulate theflow of material through the said and open at its upper end, the lower end being closed , means

screen and to control the discharge of concentrates or mid- for caușing said gas tub to remain stationary, a middle tube

dles, substantially as described . arranged between the two other tubes and adapted to revolve

2. In jigging machinery a mechanically operated obstruc- in close contact with both of said tubes , the two stationary

tional device capable of being raised and lowered or other tubes provided with ports coincidentwith one another formed

wise moved into and out of engagement with openings in the through the walls of the same within the space below the

screen, substantially as herein described and for the purpose absorbent material, the revolving tubes provided with open

indicated . ings adapted to be brought in and out of register with the

3. In jigging machinery a screen or supplementary perfor- ports as the tube is revolved, the top of the font provided

ated device having special openings and a mechanically oper- with openings , a ring lying flat over said openings, spring

ated device carrying pieces of material capable of being arms connecting said ring with the revolving tube so that
raised or lowered or otherwise moved to close or partially the ring will be held in spring contact with the tube, said

close, and to regulate the flow ofore stuff through such open- ring provided with openings adapted to bebrought in and out
ipgs, substantially as described . of register with the openings through the tube when the tube

99902
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is revolved, the lower end of the two stationary tubes being having an infold engaging the outfold of said tail piece on

provided with ports formed through the same coincident the partial withdrawal of said cover , as and for the purpose

with one another, the lower end of the revolving tube being specified .
provided with openings adapted to be brought in and out of 4. In a device of the class described in combination , a

register with said ports when the tube is revolved, means frame formed with a back piece and having a length

for revolving said tube, the lower end of the font being pro- suitable material folded and secured together to form a

vided with an opening through which air is admitted to the succession of leaves , said length of material terminating at

lower end of the gas tube, a hollow body in which the font is the uppermost leaf in a tail piece having an outfold, and a

adapted to rest , a valve for controlling the opening through cover having an infold at its upper end engaging said out

the lower end of the font, means for automatically opening fold on partial withdrawal from the frame, as and for the

said valve when the font is placed within the body, and purpose specified.

means for automatically closing the valve when the font is 5. In a device of the class described in combination, a

removed , a chimney arranged around the upper end of the length of suitable material arranged in folds , said folds

gas tube , and a burner within the chimney arranged above forming two sets of sections of different lengths and alter

the gas tube , as specified. nately arranged , the adjoining sections having their inner

3. In a carbureter, a receptacle , absorbent material arrang- surfaces joined together and forming leaves, a suitable back

ed within the receptacle , said absorbent material formed in ing to which the end section is secured , and means engaging

the shape of concentric rings nested one inside of the other the uppermost section for displaying the pages of said leaves,

and spaced a distance apart, means for holding said rings at as and for the purpose specified .

equal distances apart, a perforated screen arranged within

the receptacle a slight distance above the bottom of the same No. 99,905 . Chain Securing Device.

upon which the absorbent rings rest, the absorbent rings ex

tending upward to within a short distance of the top of the
Appareil à assujetir des chaînes.

receptacle so as to leave a space above the same , means for

admitting air to the upper space, means for taking the mixed

air and vapour from the lower space, and means for controll

ing these inlets from the exterior of the receptacle , as

specified.

No. 99,904. Card Folder. Porte - carte .
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Fig.)
Frederick Pikard , Rhinelander, Wisconsin, U.S.A. , 3rd July,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 11th May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,800.

Claim .-- 1. In a device of the character described the com

bination with a stationary jaw and means thereon adapted to

be engaged by a chain, of a keeper extending from the

stationary jaw , a second jaw pivoted to the stationary jaw,

and means upon the pivoted jaw for engaging the keeper and
d

locking the jaws.

b 9 2. In a device of the character described the combination

with a stationary jaw having a keeper at one end and means

upon said jaw adapted to be engaged by a chain, of a jaw

pivoted to the stationary jaw, and a bolt suitably mounted

within the pivoted jaw and adapted to engage the keeper.

3. In a device of the character described the combination

with a stationary jaw, a keeper at one end thereof and means

extending from the jaw adapted to be engaged by one end of

a chain, of a jaw pivoted to the stationary jaw, a bolt slid

Fig.5. Fig. 6 ably mounted therein adapted to engage the keeper, and a
9 stem projecting from the bolt in front of the pivoted jaw.

4. In a device of the character described the combination

with a stationary jaw having a keeper at one end and a loop

extending from the jaw, of a second jaw pivoted to the
Colin Campbell McPhee, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, 3rd July, stationary jaw, and a bolt slidably mounted within the

1906; 6 years. Filed 12th May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,835 . pivoted jaw and adapted to engage the keeper.

Claim.-1 . In a magazine card folder the combination with 5. In a device of the character described, the combination

a frame formed with an open face and closed back , of a plur- with a stationary jaw having a keeper at one end and a loop ,

ality of leaves superimposed one on the other having the of a jaw pivoted to the stationary jaw and having a recess

undermost leaf secured to the inner surface of said back, therein , a bolt slidably mounted within the pivoted jaw and

and a slidable cover adapted to turn said leaves over in suc- extending across the recess and adapted to engage the keep

cession , as and for the purpose specified. er , and a stem projecting from the bolt and recess.

2. In a device of the class described in combination, a frame 6. In a device of the character described , the combination

having a back formed therewith and an open end, a plurality with a stationary jaw having a keeper at one end and a loop,

of leaves having the undermost leaf secured to the back and of a jaw pivoted to the stationary jaw and having a recess

the other leaves immediately thereabove, abackbone formed therein , a bolt slidably mounted within the pivoted jawand

by said leaves receding from the lowermost leaf to the upper- extending across the recess and adapted to engage the keep

most, and means secured to the lowermost leaf for opening tr , a stem projecting from the bolt and recess, and a ledge

said leaves successively at one operation, as and for the within the recess adapted to engage the stem and hold the

purpose specified. bolt against movement and adapted to support the stem in a

3. In a device of the class described in combination, a raised position .

frame having a back formed therewith and an open end, a 7. In a device of the character described , the combination

plurality of leaves having the undermost leaves firmly with a stationary jaw having a keeper and a loop, of a jaw
secured to the back within the frame opening and the other pivoted to the stationary jaw and having a recess in one face,
leaves receding from that portion of the lowermost leaf to both jaws having one face bevelled , a bolt slidably mounted
the top leaf and a tail piece joined with the uppermost leaf within the pivoted jaw and extending across the recess, said

having an outfold , and a slidable cover dimensioned to fit in bclt adapted to engage the keeper, and a stem extending
said frame and slide between the back and said frame and from the bolt and recess .
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No. 99,906. Wood Distilling Apparatus. cal instrument , said record being adapted for the purpose of

Appareil pour la distillation du bois.
controlling a reproducer, and a companion record of the

speed of each ofsuch operations, said companion record be

ing adapted for the purpose of controlling accelerators in the

reproducer.

2. Apparatus for producing simultaneously a record of the

operations of controlling members of a musical instrument

and a companion record of the speed of each of such opera

tions, comprising in combination controlling members , a

plurality of recorders for each such member, a plurality of

impulse transmitters governing the action of such recorders

and means for successively energising such transmitters dur

ing one operation of a controlling member.

3. Apparatus for producing simultaneously a record of the

operations of controlling members of a musical instrument

and a companion record of the speed of each of such opera

tions, comprising in combinationa plurality of recorders for

each key , a sliding carrier for each recorder , a normally

free reciprocating selector adapted to operatively engage said

George Gilbert Sibbitt, Carleton Place , Ontario , Canada, 3rd carrier, and a plurality of impulse transmitters connected

July, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 20th April, 1906. Receipt No. with each controlling member for controlling the engage

135,123 .
ment of said selectors with said carriers.

4. Apparatus for producing simultaneously a record of the
Claim . - 1. An improved primary retort for distilling wood operations of controlling members of a musical instrument

to produce turpentine comprising a suitable shell , openings and a companion record of the speed of each of such opera

therein for the introduction and withdrawal of the wood , a
tions , comprising in combination controlling members , a

plurality of mixing blades within the shell, means for con- plurality of recorders for each such member , a plurality of

tinuously rotating thesameanda plurality of steam inject- impulse transmitters governing the actionofsuch record
ing nozzles extending through the shell , as and for the pur- ers and on each said member astepwise arrangement of en

pose specified.
ergising devices for the impulse transmitters.

2. An improved primary retort for distilling wood to pro 5. Apparatus for producing simultaneously a record of the

duce turpentine comprising a suitable shell ,an opening at operations of controlling members of a musical instrument

the top thereof for the introduction of the wood , an opening and a companion record of the speed of each of such opera

at the bottom for the withdrawal of the same, a plurality of tions comprising in combination controlling members, a

vertically extending shafts within the shell, means for rotat- plurality ofrecorders for each such member , a sliding car

ing the same, a plurality of mixing blades secured to the rier for each recorder, a normally free reciprocating selector

shafts and a plurality of steam injecting nozzles extending adapted to operatively engage said carrier , a plurality of

through the shell , as and for the purpose specified . impulse transmitters governing the engagement of said se

3. An improved primary retort for distilling wood to pro- lectors with said carriers and on each said member a step

duce turpentine comprising a cylindrical shell, openings wise arrangement ofdevices for energising said impulse
therein for the introduction and withdrawal of the wood , a transmitters.

plurality of mixing blades within the shell , means for rotat- 6. Apparatus for producing simultaneously a record of the

ing the same, a plurality of steam injecting nozzles extend - operations of controlling members of a musical instrument
ing through the shell , an inclined conical bottom for the and a companion record of the speed of each of such opera

shell, and a tar conducting pipe leading from the center of tions comprising in combination controlling members, a
said bottom , as and for the purpose specified . plurality of recorders for each such member, a sliding car

4. In a wood distilling apparatus the combination with a rier for each recorder , a reciprocating selector adapted to

primary retort comprising asuitable shell having within operatively engage said carrier, means for maintaining said

the same a plurality of mixing blades, and a plurality of selectors normally free of said carriers, means for normally

steam injecting nozzles , of a valve outlet for the water tur- maintaining said carriers in their lower position , a plurality

rentine and creosote vapours, means for separating and con- of impulse transmitters for engaging said selectors with said

densing the water turpentine and creosote vapours, a second carriers and on each said member a stepwise arrangement

valved outlet for the tar and tarry vapours and means for of devices for energising said impulse transmitters .

c’ndensing and separating the tar and tarry vapours , as and

for the purpose specified . No. 99,908. Piano. Piano .

5. In a wood distilling apparatus the combination with

the primary retort comprising a suitable shell having therein

a plurality of rotating mixing blades and a plurality of steam

injecting nozzles , a conical bottom for said shell , an outlet

centrally leading therefrom for the tar and tarry vapours

and means for separating and condensing the tar and tarry

vapours, a valve conducting pipe extending into the side of

the retort for the water , turpentine and creosote vapours

and means for separating and condensing the water , turpen

tine and creosote vapours , as and for the purpose specified.
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No. 99,907. Music Record. Registre de musique.
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Peter Welin , New Castle , Indiana, U.S.A. , 3rd July, 1906 ; 6

years. Filed 30th December, 1904. Receipt No. 121,175 .

Claim - 1. The automatic piano containing bellows and a

storage reservoir located in the panels between the rear posts

oft of the piano frame .

2. An automatic piano having folding pedals comprising

pedal links connected to operate the bellows, and a swing- up

frame for folding the pedals inside the casing , the pivot of

the swing-up frame and the pivots connecting the pedal links

having their axis substantially in line when in a position of

rest so that the folding of the pedals will not change the re

James John Walker, London , England , 3rd July, 1906 ; 6 years .

ative positions of the frames and the foremost pedal link .

Filed 12th December, 1905. Receipt No. 130,943 .

3. An automatic piano having the controlling levers located

below the piano keys, and with a fall board which can be

Claim . - 1. Apparatus for producing simultaneously, a re- folded back to form part of the keyboard rail and conceal the

cord of the operations of the controlling members of a musi- ' controlling levers when not in use .
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or

Fig2

9

4. The combination of a piano casing controlling levers for supporting member near its hook and adapted to engage the
automatic playing attachments with the ends of said levers ' brace member at its opposite end and force the same into en

below and in front of the piano keys , and a fall board or gagement with the loop .

swinging cover for concealing said levers mounted to swing

on a pivot located lower than the ends of said levers .

5. The combination of a piano casing controlling levers for

automatic playing attachments and a pivoted fall board or Fiy 1

rockable member which , when in normal position , conceals

the controlling levers and forms part of the ledge or rail

which co -operates with the key cover and which when open ,

forms a ledge or support for the hand of the operator.

6. The combination of a piano casing controlling levers for

automatic playing attachments located below the piano keys

and having their ends extending forward into a recess

onening in the key rail or ledge of the casing, and a pivoted

fall board , which when in normal position conceals the con
trolling levers and forms part of the ledge or rail which co

operates with the key cover and which , when open , forms a

ledge or support for the hand of the operator.

7. In an automatic combination piano , a recessed or hollow

key slip composed of an inner member and an outer rockable

member , in combination with the key bed , manual keyboard

and expression manipulatory devices having their terminals

beneath said key slip .

8. In an automatic combination piano , a recessed or hollow

key slip comprising an outer rockable member in combin ligs

ation with the manual keyboard and expression manipulatory
devices having their terminals beneath said key slip , said

rockable member being adapted to swing outwardly under

said manipulatory devices . ligt Fig3

9. An automatic piano having a locking bar for the keys

lifted by wedges and connected by a link to a locking lever.

10. An automatic piano having a governor box containing a

choked valve , an automatic valve for modulating the action

when the choker valve is closed , an automatic governor valve

for the motor , a tempo -valve for the motor , a rewinding valve
99909

and valves for automatically opening direct connection to the

motor and shutting off the action during rewinding.

11. An automatic piano having a pneumatic action in which

two striking pneumatics are employed for each note , and

means for controlling the action so that a single pneumatic
4. In a scaffold support the combination with a supporting

will operate when a note is to be played softly , and both
member and a hook on said member to engage the inner sur

pneumatics will operate when a note is to be struck more
face of part of a wall , of a laterally projecting member on

loudly .
said supporting member adjacent to said hook to engage the

12. An automatic piano having a pneumatic action in which
outer surface of the wall and prevent lateral movement of

the support.

two.pneumatics are employed for each note , the service pneu

matics being controlled by primary valves from a tracker memberand a hook on said member to engage the inner face
5. In a scaffold support the combination with a supporting

board, and the auxiliary pneumatics being controlled by of part of a wall, ofmeans adjustable toward and from said

primary valves from a tracker board, and the auxiliary pneu- hookto engagethe outer surface of the wall.

matics being controlled by switch valves which will admit air

from the primary valves to cause both pneumatics to act member and a hook on said member to engage the inner sur
6. In a scaffold support the combination with a supporting

simultaneously.
13. An automatic piano having a pneumatic action the face of part of a wall, of a foot on said member adjustableto.

ward and from said hook .
valves of which each consist of a disc with a stem socket ex

7. In a scaffold support the combination with a supporting
tending down from the under face thereof .

14.An automatic pianohaving a pivotally mounted motor said member, and means foradjusting and holding the foot.
member and a hook on said member , of an adjustable foot on

with connections for disengaging the gearing of the winding
8. In a scaffold support the combination with a supporting

roll , tightening the drive chain , throwing in a rewinding con
member, a hook on said member , a brace member pivotally

nection with the music roll and disengaging the paper ten

sioning brake when the motor is tipped .
attached to said member and a connecting member connect

ing the said members , of means adjustably supported upon

the supporting member adjacent to said hook for engaging

No. 99,909. Scaffold . Echafaud. the outer surface of a wall , and a brace extending between

said means and the brace member to hold said means in con

Elijah McCoy and Charles H. H. Wheeler, co -inventors , both tact with the wall .

of Detroit , Michigan , U.S.A. , 3rd July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 9. In a scaffold support the combination with a supporting

28th May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,326 . member , a hook on one end of said member , and a brace

Claim — 1. In a scaffold support the combination with a hori- member pivotally attached at one end to the opposite end of

zontal supporting member having a hook at one end, of a said member, of a connecting member pivotally attached at

brace member pivotally attached at one end to the supporting its upper end to the supporting member and detachably en

member near its outer end , a connecting member detachably gaging the free end of the brace member at its lower end ,

engaging the brace member and connecting said members, an adjustable foot on the supporting member and a brace

and a brace pivotally attached at one end to the supporting pivotally attached at one end to said foot and adapted to en

member near its inner end and engaging the brace member gage the brace member intermediate the ends thereof at its

intermediate its ends.
opposite end .

2. In a scaffold support the combination with a supporting 10. In a scaffold support the combination with a supporting

member having a hook at one end , of a brace member pivot- member, a hook on one end of said member, and a brace

ally attached at one end to the supporting member near its member pivotally attached at one end to said member near

opposite end , a connecting member pivotally attached at one
its opposite end , of a loop pivotally attached at one end to

end to the supporting member and detachably engaging the
the supporting member and through which the free end of the

brace member at its opposite end , and a brace pivotally at- brace member extends, and a hook on the brace member to

tached at one end to the supporting member near the end engage the loop .

thereof having the hook and adapted to engage the brace 11. In a scaffold support the combination with a supporting

member intermediate the ends thereof, said brace being member, a hook on one end of said member, anda brace
greater in length than the shortest distance from the pivot member pivotally attached at one end to said member near

of the brace to brace member . its opposite end , of a loop formed of a continuous wire pivot

3. In a scaffold support the combination with a supporting ally attached at one end to the supporting member by pass

member having a hook at one end and a brace member pivot- ing through an eye on said member and adapted to receive

ally attached at one end to the supporting member near it the free end of the brace member , a foot adj able longitu

opposite end, of a loop pivotally attached atone end to the nally on the supporting member toward and from the hook ,

supporting member near said hook and adapted to receive and a brace pivotally attached at one end to the foot and

the brace member at its lower end , a hook on the brace mem- adapted to extend through the loop to engage the brace mem -

ber to engage the loop , and a brace pivotally attached to the ber intermediate the ends thereof at its opposite end .
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12. In a scaffold support the combination with a supporting No. 99,911 . Lubricator. Graisseur.

member, and a hook on one end of said member , of a brace

member pivotally attached to said member at one end, a loop

pivotally attached at one end to the supporting member and

adapted to receive the free end of the brace member, and a

hook adjustably secured to the brace member to engage the
loop.

13. In a scaffold support the combination with a supporting

member formed of channel iron , of a hook secured to one end

of said member within the channel , a brace member pivot

ally attached to the supporting member at one end , a con

necting member connecting the free end of the brace mem

ber with the supporting member, a foot consisting of a

sleeve portion slidable on the supporting member and a

laterally extending flange on one end of said sleeve , and a

brace pivotally attached at one end to the foot and adapted

to engage the brace member at its opposite end . MARISAN

14. In a scaffold support the combination with a supporting
MIMI

member formed of channel iron , of a hook secured to one end

of said member within the channel and provided with a spur

on its contact face, a casing forming an ear secured within

the channel of the supporting member near the opposite end

thereof, a brace member formed of channel iron pivotally

attached to said ear at one end , a loop pivotally attached at

one end to the supporting member, a hook on the brace mem James Archibald Craig, Toronto , and Edward Woolrich ,
ber to engage the loop , a block in the free end of the channel

Sault Ste . Marie, Canada , assignee of a half interest, 3rd

bar forming the brace member and projecting beyond the end
July , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 5th January, 1906. Receipt No.

thereof, a foot sleeve on the supporting member and pro 131,588.

vided with a spur on its contact face , a rod pivotally attach
Claim.-1 . In a lubricator the combination with a bearing,ed at one end to the foot and having a sharpened end , and

teeth on the brace member adapted to be engaged by the ported above said bearing and having an opening in the bot
a shaft turning therein and a stationary open casing, sup

sharpened end of the said rod .

15. In a scaffold support the combination with a support
tom thereof, of a lining held in said casing and having an

ing member formed of channel iron , a hookonsaidmember, said orifice , and a rod extending from the interior of saidorifice through the bottom thereof, a tube fixedly secured in

a brace member pivotally attached to the supporting mem

ber, and a connecting member pivotally attached to the sup
lining through said tube and abutting said shaft, as and for

the purpose specified.
porting member and engaging the free end of the brace mem

ber, of an extension member formed of a channel bar fitting
2. In a lubricator the combination with a bearing, a shaft

turning therein and
over the supporting member and slidable therein , a loop on

a stationary open casing , supported

said extension member embracing the supporting member, abovesaid bearingand having an opening in the bottom
and bolts to secure the adjustable memberto the supporting thereof , of a lining held in said casing and formed of a ma
member. terial having less resistance in its heat conductivity than the

surrounding material , and an orifice in the bottom thereof , a

tube inserted in said orifice, and a rod extending from the

No. 99,910. Gas Combustion Process. interior of said lining through said tube and resting on said
Procédé de combustion du gaz.

shaft and formed of a like material to said lining , as and for

the purpose specified .

3. In a lubricator the combination with a bearing, a shaft

turning therein and a stationary open casing, supported

Figue
above said bearing and having an opening in the bottom

thereof, of a lining held in said casing and formed of a ma

terial having less resistance in its heat conductivity than the

surrounding material and an orifice in the bottom thereof, a

tube fixedly secured in said orifice and having perforations

immediately above the bottom of said lining , a false bottom

supported above the real bottom of the lining and having a

contral orifice , and a rod of like material to said lining in
serted through said tube and false bottom and resting on said

shaft , as and for the purpose specified .

4. In a lubricator the combination with a bearing, a shaft

turning therein, and a stationary open casing supported

above said bearing and having an opening in the bottom

thereof, of a lining held in said casing and having an orifice

through the bottom thereof, a tube having bevelled upper

edges fixedly secured in said orifice and perforations above

said bottom , a false bottom having a central orifice and sup

ported on downwardly extending flanges on said real bottom ,

and a rod having a spread portion intermediate of its length

Figde
and extending from the interior of said lining through said

tube and resting on said shaft, as and for the purpose speci
fied .

5. In a lubricator the combination with a bearing, a shaft

turning therein , and a stationary open casing supported above

said bearing and having an opening in the bottom thereof, of

a lining held in said casing and having a central orifice
through the bottom thereof , a tube having bevelled upper

edges and fixedly secured in said orifice and perforations

above the bottom of said lining , a packing of a resilient ma

terial surrounding said lining and abutting the top of said

casing and extending downwardly therearound , and a metal

covering protecting said packing , a false bottom supported on

Luigi Moreno and Amedeo d’Anthony, co- inventors, both of downwardly extending flanges therefrom on said real bottom

Turin, Italy, 3rd July, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 6th March, and having a central orifice immediately over said tube , and

a rod extending from the interior of said lining through said1905. Receipt No. 123,112 .

tube and resting on said shaft and having a spread portion
Claim .-A process for obtaining the rapid and complete above said tube, as and for the purpose specified.

combustion of any combustible gas which consists in separ- 6. In a device of the class described in combination , a

ating the combustive air into its principal components, motor , a casing therefor having reduced extending portions at

oxygen and nitrogen , and then separating these two gases each end thereof and openings through the top of said ex
by the chemical affinity existing between the oxygen and the tending portions , bushings inserted in said extending por

combustible gas, in order to allow the oxygen only to oper- tions having openings registering with the aforesaid open

ate the combustion of the combustible gas .
ings and forming bearings for the motor shaft , stationary
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open casings forming part with said opening portions and are movable, elastic devices for causing the movements of

projecting vertically immediately over said openings, linings the rods along said wires , a barrier movable along the rods

to said open casings and formed of a metal having less re- and means for moving the barrier upward after its movement

sistance in its heat conductivity than said casings and having lengthwise of the wires.
an orifice in the bottom thereof, a tube fixedly secured in 2. In a starting gate , guide rods, wires along which said

each of said orifices having perforations therethrough imme- guide rods are movable , elastic devices for causing such

diately above the bottom of the lining, a false bottom in each movements along the wires , runners mounted to move on the

of said liningshaving central orifices and supported by down- guide rods , flexible devicesfor causing the upward movement

wardly extending flanges on the real bottom and dividing said of the runners at the end of the movement of the rods along

oil receptacle into upper and lower chambers respectively, the wires , and a barrier having connection with the runners.

said lower chambers containing hard grease and said upper 3. A starting gate comprising upright guide rods, longitu

chambers a lubricating oil , a packing surrounding each of dinal wires along which the upper portions of said guide rods

said oil receptacles and abuttingthe top of said casings , and are movable , longitudinal wires along which the lower por

a rod like material to said lining extending from the interior tions of the rods are movable , runners movable on the guide

through said tube and resting on the motor shaft , as and for rods , pulleys at the upper ends of the guide rods, elastic de

the purpose specified . vices having connection at one end with the guide rods and

7. În a device of the class described in combination , a passing over said pulleys and connecting at the opposite end

motor suitably encased , a lining held in a receptacle in the with the runners and a barrier having connection with said

casing of said motor above the bearing and formed of metal runners

having greater heat conducting properties than the surround- 4. A starting gate comprising upright guide rods , runners

ing metal and in the interior thereof divided into two com- movable on said rods, buffers at the upper portions of the
partments and having an orifice in the bottom thereof com- rods against which said runners may strike, pulleys at the

municating with the journal, a tube formed of a like material upper ends of the guide rods, elastic devices connected at
to said lining fixedly secured in said orifice having perfor- one end to the guide rods and passing over said pulleys and

ations immediately above the bottom of the lining and form - carried by said runners, the connection between the barrier

ing the means of communication between the upper chamber connecting at the other end with said runners , and a barrier

through said tube and resting on said shaft and formed of carried by said runners , the connection between the barrier

a material having the same properties as the metal of said and one of the runners being elastic .

lining, as and for the purpose specified. 5. In a starting gate , upper wires arranged along a track

8. In a lubricator for a motor bearing the combination with at oposite sides thereof, lower wires extended along the op

a fixed and open casing secured over said bearing and com- posite sides of the track , guide rods , rollers at the upper

municating therewith , of a metal lining to said casing having ends of said guide rods engaging on the upper sides of the

an orifice through the bottom thereof , a false bottom sup upper wires , rollers at the upper ends of the guide rods

ported above said real bottom and having a central orifice, a
for engaing at the outer sides of the wires , rollers at the

perforated tube fixedly secured in the orifice through said lower ends of the guide rods for engaging with the outer
lining and extending upwardly through the orifice in said sides of the lower wires, and a barriermovable along said

false bottom , and a rod of lesser diameter than said tube ex
guide rods.

tending therethrough and resting lightly on a shaft and hav
6. A starting gate comprising upper wires extended along

inga spread portion above said tube, as and for the purpose a race track at opposite sides , lower wires extended along

specified . the track at opposite sides, guide rods , rollers on the upper

9. In a lubricator for a motor bearing the combination with ends of said rods for engaging with the upper wires, rollers

a fixed and open casing secured over said bearing and com
ai the lower portions of the rods for engaging with the lower

municating therewith , of a metal lining to said casing having wires , runners movable on said rods , elastic devices for mov

an orifice through the bottom thereof, a partition forming il ing said runners upward , and a barrier having connection
false bottom and dividing the chamber contained in said lin with the runners .

ing into upper and lower compartments , said upper compart
7. A starting gate comprising guide rods arranged at oppo

ment containing oil and said lower compartment containing
site sides of a race track , runners movable along said guide

hard grease and having an orifice in alignment and corres
rods, means for moving the runners upward on the rods ,

ponding with the aforesaid orifice , a perforated tube fixedly yokes atached to the runners, a roller mounted on one of
secured extending through said partition , lining bottom and

the yokes , hooks on said yoke having a roller , a barrier hav
hard grease, and a rod having a spread portion above a par

tition and extending through to the shaft and resting lightly tion betweensaidhooks and the barrier, and a fold in said
ing one end extended around said roller , an elastic connec

thereon and formed of lesser diameter than said tube to per barrier, another elastic connectionengagingin said fold,and

mit the free passage of oil therethrough , as and for the pur- also connecting at the ends with the barrier, and cordscon

pose specified .
necting the opposite end of the barrier with the opposite

10. In a lubricator for a motor bearing, the combination
with afixedand open casing securedover said bearing and yoke: the said cords having less strength thantheelastic con

nections .
communicating therewith , of a metal lining to said casing

8. A starting gate comprising guide rods, upper wires ar
having an orifice through the bottom thereof, a partition hav

ranged along a race track at opposite sides, lower wires
ing acentral orifice and downwardly extending flanges supporting said partitionfrom the bottom of said lining, said arranged at opposite sides ofthe track. rollers carried by
partition dividing the interior contained within said metal said guide rods and engaging with the wires, elastic devices

lining into a lower compartment for hard grease andanupper for regulating the speed of movement along the wires, and
for moving the guide rods lengthwise of the wires , means

compartment for oil , a perforated tube fixedly secured and
a barrier movable on said guide rod .

extending through said partition, hard grease and lining bot

tomandarodof lesserdiameter than said tube topermit wires extended along opposite sidesof a racetrack andon9. A starting gate comprising guide rods , upper and lower

the flow of oil around the rod and through the tube and rest

ing lightly on a shaft , as and for the purpose specified.
which said guide rods are movable , posts supporting the

wires at the ingress end , posts supporting the wires at the

egress end , pulleys on said last -named posts , elastic tubes

No. 99,912. Starting Gate. Barrière. having conection with said guide rods , passing around said

Çulleys and having their opposite ends anchored at the in

gress end of the device , a barrier movable on said rods , and

elastic devices for causing the upward movements of the

barrier.

10. A starting gate comprising upper and lower wires ar

ranged along the opposite sides of a race track , guide rods ,

pulleys at the upper ends of said guide rods engaging with

the upper sides of the upper wires, pulleys at thelower ends

of the rods for engaging with the lower wires , rollers at the

upper ends of the rods for engaging against the outer sides

of the wires , rollers movable on the guide rods , pulleys at

the upper ends of the guide rods , pulleys at the lower ends

of the guide rods , runners on the guide rods, a cable having

connection with said runners and passing around said upper

and lower pulleys , means for moving the guide rods length

wise of the wires , a barrier movable with said runners, and

John M. Flynn and Thomas Garety, assignee of a half interest,
means for causing the vertical movements of said barrier.

both of New York City, New York, 3rd July, 1906 ; 6 years . opposite sides of a race track, guide rods, pulleys at the
11. In a starting gate , upper and lower wires extended along

Filed 10th May , 1906. Receipt No 135,785 . upper ends of the guide rods for engaging with the upper

Claim - 1. In a starting gate, guide rods arranged at an up- wires, pulleys at the lower ends of the guide rods for engag
ward incline , longitudinal wires along which said guide rods ing with the lower ends of the wires, other pulleys adjacent

13
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runners .
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to said upper. pulleys, a cable having connection with the at the outer end of said point, said head being broader than

guide rods and extending over said other pulleys , the said the said point and having laterally curved wings projecting

cable having a flexible portion, pulleys on said cable , run- beyond and overhanging the edges of the shank or point, said

ners movable on the guide rods, cords having connection wings being notched in the edges thereof which are contiguous

with said runners and passing over the pulleys supported by to those of the point or shank .

said cable, and a barrier connected to the runners and with No. 99,914. Screwing Die and Tap Spindle.
which said cords engage .

12. In a starting gate, upper and lower wires extended Disque à vis .

along a race track and above the same at opposite sides ,

guide rods movable along said wires, means for causing said

movement along the wires, runners movable on the rods,

electrically controlled locking devices for holding the run

ners in lowered position, elastc devices for moving the run

ners upward on the rods, and a barrier carried by said

13. In a starting gate, guide rods arranged at opposite

sides of the track , runners movable on said rods , a barrier

connecting with the runners, pulleys at the upper ends of

the rods , tubular elastic devices connecting at one end with

the rods passing over said pulleys and engaging at the other

end with the runners, and electrically controlled locking de

vices for holding the runners in lowermost position .

14. In a starting gate , upper and lower wires arranged

along a track at opposite sides , guide rods movable along

said wires , elastic devices for moving said rods in one direc

tion , a barrier carried by the rods and movable vertically

thereon , a winding drum , and cable connections between said

winding drum , and the rods whereby the rodsand barrier Edward Duncan Cleghorn, Henry Jacob Smith and Charles

may be returned to initial position . George Smith , all of England, each an assignee of a third

15. In a starting gate , upper and lower wires extended interest, 3rd July, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 29th January, 1906.

along a track at opposite sides, guide rods movable along Receipt No. 132,396 .

said wires, a barrier carried by the rods and movable along Claim . - 1 . In a screwing and tapping device , a slidable

the same, elastic devices for moving the rods toward the body, a tool spindle and a sleeve around it rotatable in the

egress end, a winding drum , cable connections between said said body, a double clutch sleeve and a single clutch sleeve,

drum and rods, a brake wheel having driving connection the former being slidably secured and the latter gartered to

with said drum , and a brake shoe for engaging with said the said spindle to rotate with the sleeve in the said body

brake wheel.
and impart rotary motion to the said spindle when the said

16. In a starting gate , a frame for the gate, comprising double sleeve is in engagement therewith, all combined sub

opposite posts at the ingress end, opposite posts at the stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

egress end , wires connecting with the upper ends of the posts
2. In a screwing and tapping device , a slidable body , a tool

of a side, wires connecting with the lower portions of said spindleand a sleeve around it rotatable in the said body,

pests, guide rods movable along said wires, rollers on the means for kicking the said spindle in the said sleeve in ad

posts at the egress end , rubber tubes passing around said
vance of the movement of the said body to the end of the

rollers and engaging at one end with the guide rods , the work and imparting a slight push thereto while making the

other ends beinganchored near the ingress posts, a barrier first thread and means for returning the said spindle to its

imovable along the guide rods, elastic tubes for moving the normal position in the said sleeve when having left the work,

barrier upward , means for moving the guide rods toward the all combined substantially as and for the purpose set forth.
ingress posts, longitudinally controlled locking devices for

3. In a screwing and tapping device , a slidable body, a tool
holding the barrier in lowered position, and a gong arranged spindle and a sleeve around it rotatable in and a lever ful

in the electric circuit to be sounded upon the releasing of crumed to the said body , one end of which engages the rear

the barrier.

17. In astarting gate, barrier carrying guides, horizontal thereby the said spindlein its back position, and a cam dog
end of the said spindle, means for locking the said lever and

wires along which said guides are movable , and elastic de

vices for moving said guides in one direction along the wires. forward anda spring for the return of the said spindle, all
to act upon the other end of the said lever and thereby push

18. In a starting gate, guide rods , horizontal wires along combined substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

which said rods are movable, elastic devices for moving the
4. In a screwing and tapping device , a slidable body, a tool

rodsalong the wires, a barrier movable along the rods, and spindleand a sleeve around it rotatable in the said body, a

nueans for moving the barrier upward after its movement single clutch sleeve and a double clutch sleeve, the latter
along the wires .

19. In a starting gate , opposite supports, a barrier having inthesaidbody ,a rodslidable in the said spindle to which
being gartered to the said spindle and rotated by the sleeve

a fold , an elastic connection between the folded portion and

the barrier , and connections between said barrier and the clutch sleeve around the said spindle and means for impart
the said double clutch sleeve is secured, a rotary stationary

supports.
20. In a starting gate, opposite supports , a barrier having ing an intermittent reciprocatory longitudinal movement to

a fold , an elastic connection betweensaid fold and the bar the said rod and therebybring the said double clutch sleeve
rier,an elastic connection between the barrier and one of alternately in and out of engagement with the said rotary

said supports ,and a connection between the barrier and the substantially as and forthe purpose set forth.
and the said rotary stationary clutch sleeve, all combined

other of said supports .
5. In a screwing and tapping device, a slidable body, a tool

spindle mounted therein and moving longitudinally there

No. 99,913. Drawer Stop. Arrête - tiroir . with , a double clutch sleeve slidable on and a rod slidable in

the said spindle the forward end of which is connected with

the said sleeve and the rear end extending through the said

spindle, a trip cone and two adjustable nuts on the latter, a

fixed abutmentwith which the said nuts contact alternately,

and trip bolts in the rear end of the said spindle to operate

in conjunction with the said trip cone , all substantially as

and for the purpose set forth.

No. 99,915. Bed Spring Tightener.

Tendeur pour sommier élastique.

Albert L. Barnum, Pineridge , South Dakota, and Bruce H.

Hewitt and Frank M. Hewitt, asignees of a half interest,

both of Gordon , Nebraska , U.S.A., 3rd July, 1906 ; 6

years. Filed 1st May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,428.

Herman Henry Borgerding, assignee of William Louis Tuell,
Claim .-1. A bed spring tightener comprising a stationary

both of New Albany, Indiana,U.S.A. , 3rd July, 1906; 6 member provided with a series of chambers or pockets , a
years. Filed 26th February, 1906. Receipt No. 133,351 . series of rolls adapted to turn upon said stationary member,

Claim . - The hereindescribed drawer stop comprising a flat- and dogs disposed in said pockets and adapted to engage the

tened body, relatively thin in one dimension and relatively rolls to hold the same from retrograde rotation, said dogs

broad in another dimension,saidbody being formed with an being adapted to tilt to permit therolls to be turned in one

entering point to be driven into a drawer frame, and a head direction for tightening a spring.
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2. A bed spring tightener comprising a stationary member itely disposed barbs at either end thereof driven within said

composed of a bar provided with means of attachment to the column from the interior thereof in such a manner that said

barbs will diverge when driven , and bind the edges of said

staves together .

3. In a tubular column the assemblage of staves having

oppositely disposed holes formed within their edges and

dowel pins inserted within said holes and adapted to connect

said staves together , and metallic staples overlapping the ad

joined edges of said staves and driven within the same from

the interior of the column to secure said staves together.

4. In a tubular column the assemblage of staves joined to

gether at their edges , and a metallic strip having barbed

points adapted to overlap the adjoined edges of the staves

and driven within the same from the interior of the column

to secure the same together.

ܪ
ܨ
ܛ
ܪ

-"
ܟ

܂

No. 99,917. School Desk. Pupître d'école.

b
i
rside rails of a spring frame and having a series of pockets,

a series of rolls mounted to turn upon said bar, discs or

heads mounted upon the ends of the bars and closing the

outer ends of the outer rolls, and dogs in said pockets to en

gage and hold the rolls from retrograde rotation , said dogs

being adapted to tilt to permit adjustment of said rolls in one

direction, whereby the rolls may be independently adjusted

to tighten the spring.

3. A bed spring tightener comprising a stationary member

provided with a pocket having walls arranged approximately

at right angles to each other, a roll adapted to turn upon the

stationary member, and a segmental dog disposed loosely in

said pocket , said dog having a straight bearing edge adapted

to rest against one of said walls , a rocking edge adapted to

rest upon the other wall, and an abutting tooth to engage and James B. Wall , assignee of Thomas H. Wall , assignee of Wil

hold the roll from retrograde movement , the construction liam H. Stockman, all of Buffalo , New York, U.S.A. , 3rd

being such that when the roll is turned forwardly the dog July, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 12th April, 1906. Receipt No.

will tilt upon its rocking edge to accommodate such move- 134,863 .

ment and adapt the roll to be turned forwardly to the de
Claim . — 1. A desk having side standards provided with ele

sired extent, whereby upon a prescribed retrograde move vated portions at their inner ends extending above the plane

ment of the roll the dogwill swing back to locking position of the upper edges of said standards and having upward and

to hold the roll from further retrograde movement . forwardly curved slots opening at the upper edges of said

4. A bed spring tightener comprising a stationary member standards, said elevated portions having lateral flanges and a

provided with a series of chambers or pockets , a series of dovetail portion above said flanges, a ledge provided with

rolls adapted to turn upon said stationary member , each of dovetail grooves to fit the dovetailed portions of said ele

said pockets having walls arranged substantially at right vated portions and overhanging said elevated portions to lie
angles to each other, and segmental dogs loosely disposed in above the open ends of said slots , and a slidable top having

said pockets, each of said dogs having a bearing edge to en- a flexible portion extending into said slots .

gage one of the walls, a fulcrum edge to tilt upon the other 2. A desk having standards provided with upwardly and for

wall, and an abutting tooth to engage the roll, whereby when wardly curved slots opening at the upper ends thereof, a
the roll is turned forwardly the dog will tilt upon its ful wooden slidable top having a rigid front portion and a flex
crum edge to accommodate such movement and permit the ible rear portion , said flexible portion only being adapted to

roll to be adjusted as desired , and upon the prescribed retro- enter said slots , said top having a groove near each side ex

grade movement of the roll the dog will swing back to lock - tending through said entire flexible portion and through said

ing position to hold the dog from further retrograde move- rigid portion to a point near the front edge thereof, each of

ment. said grooves having one wall of that part formed in the rigid

portion of said top formed of metal , the top of the standards

No. 99,916. Column. Colonne. fitting into said grooves .

3. A desk having standards provided with inwardly directed

flanges at their upper ends and having rearwardly and down

wardly curved guide slots at their rear ends , a slidable top

lying on said standards and comprising a rigid front portion

and a flexible rear portion , said flexible portion only being

adapted to enter said guide slots , said top being provided on

its underside with guide grooves , and metal strips on the

rigid portion of the top only and extending into said grooves

and lying underneath the inwardly directed flanges on the
standards .

4. A desk having side standards provided with inwardly and

outwardly directed flanges near the upper edges thereof and

with inwardly directed flanges at said edges , and a slidable

top supported on the first-mentioned flanges and having

guide grooves on its underside , and metal strips extending

into said grooves and lying underneath the second -mentioned

flanges.

No. 99,918. Garment Support. Support de vêtement.

The American Column Company, assiguee of Frederick P. Charles Chrysler , Los Angeles , California , U.S.A., 10th July,

Angell , all of Battle Creek , Michigan , U.S.A. , 3rd July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 14th May , 1906. Receipt No. 135,913 .

1906 ; 6 years . Filed .9th December , 1905. Receipt No.
Claim . - 1. A garment supporting device comprising a waist

130,811
band , one or more waist retaining plates provided with slots

Claim .-- 1. In a tubular column the assemblage of staves by which they are secured on said band and formed between

joined together at their edges and metallic staples overlap- said slots with inwardly extending spurs, and a skirt and belt
ping the adjoined edges of said staves and driven within the retainer also provided with slots by which it is mounted on

same from the interior of the column to secure waid staves to- the waist band , said skirt and belt retainer consisting of a

gether. plate provided between its slots with a bulged portion formed

2. In a tubular column the assemblage of staves joined to- with spurs at its apex and said plate also having at its upper

gether at their edges and metallic staples overlapping the ad- edge a downwardly facing hook having outwardly facing

joined edges of said staves, said staves having double oppo- spurs on its bill portion .
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2. In a garment supporter a plate provided with vertical 6. A box blank comprising wooden strips of suitable length

slots and between said slots with a bulge or protuberance to form , when cut, the top and bottom rails of the box , each

of said strips having a diagonal slot extending longitudinally

in its inner surface, and a continuous sheet or panel of flex

ible material having its longitudinal edges arranged in said

slots and clamped therein , substantially as described.

No. 99,920. Metal Hoop. Cerceau en métal.
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portion having punched out spurs at its apex , said plate be

ing also provided at its upper edge with a downwardly facing

hook having outwardly facing punched out spurs on its bill

portion, as and for the purpose set forth .

No. 99,919. Box.
Boite.

F
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James E. Wright and John M. Kelton , assignee of a half

interest , both of Bay City , Michigan , U.S.A. , 10th July,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 15th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,921 .

Claim .-1 . As an article of manufacture , a hoop comprising

a flat body portion, the entire inner tranverse periphery of

which engages the receptacle to which it is applied , and an

aproximately semi - cylindrical bead formed on the upper edge

of the body portion to afford a broad, hollow, driving edge,

the bead extending outwardly away from the body portion ,

thence downwardly and thence inwardly in an approximately

straight line toward the body portion constituting a hollow

unreinforced arch , the inwardly extending end of the arch

abutting directly against the outer periphery of the body

portion at substantially right angles thereto to brace the

arch and resist distortion by the impact of the driving means .

2. As an article of manufacture, a hoop comprising a flat

body portion , the entire inner transverse periphery of which

engages the receptacle to which it is applied , and an ap

proximately semi - cylindrical , hollow, unreinforced bead ex

Joseph L. Ware and Z. Roberts, assignee of a half interest, tending along the upper edge of the body portion and of a

both of St. Paul , Minnesota, U.S.A. , 10th July , 1906 ; 6 predetermined conformation to resist breaking down under

years. Filed 13th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,832 . the impact of a driving means, the free lower edge of the

Claim . - 1. A box blank comprising parallel wooden strips bead against the body portion at suchan angle as to prevent

fording when cut to the desired length, the top and bottom its slipping .

rails of the box , each of said strips being provided with a
3. The combination with a metallic hoop , of a hollow unre

diagonal slotextending throughout its length uponitsinner inforced, rigid bead constituting a driving edge forthe hoop,

side, and a sheet or panelof flexible material having its the bead being approximately semi-cylinder, the free edge of

longitudinal edges secured in said slots and flush substanti the bead extending in a straight line toward and abutting

ally with the inner surfaces of said strips , substantially as
the outer face of the hoop at substantially right angles

described .

thereto to prevent a slipping or a distortion of the bead .

2. A box blank comprising woodenstripsofsuitablelength No. 99,921 . Plough and Harrow . Charrue et herse .
to form, when cut , the top and bottom rails of the box, each

of said strips having a diagonal slot extending longitudinally

in its inner surface , a continuous sheet or panel of flexible

material having its longitudinal edges arranged in said slots,

substantially as described .

3. A knock down box comprising wooden strips forming the

top and bottom rails of the box , each of said strips being

provided upon its inner surface with a diagonal slot extend

ing throughout the length of said strip , a continuous sheet

or panel of flexible material having its longitudinal edges

secured in said slots and bent or folded at right angles to

form the corners of the box, and posts fitting the spaces be

tween the contiguous ends of the top and bottom rails at the

corner , substantially as described .

4. A knock down box comprising top and bottom rails , each

having a slot extending longitudinally therein and a continu

ous flexible sheet or panel having its longitudinal edges

secured in said slots and its inner surfaces flush substantially

with the corresponding surfaces of said rails , said panel 11

being bent to form the corners of the box , posts fitting into

the spaces between the ends of the side and end rails and

bearing on said panel corners, and supporting strips secured

to said corner posts between the top and bottom rails , sub

stantially as described .
Edouard Marie Quellennec , and Edmond Nicolas Vermond, as

5. A knock down box comprising side and end rails for the
signee of a half interest , both of Paris , France, 10th July ,

top and bottom of the box , each having longitudinal slots
1906 ; 6 years. Filed 9th June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,728.

therein, a continuous flexible sheet or panel having its longi- Claim . - 1. A rotary automobile ploughing and harrowing

tudinal edges secured in said slots , posts fitting into the slots machine constituted by a frame on four wheels at the rear of

between the contiguous ends of the side and end rails , and which there is fixed by the intermediary of a jib or otherwise ,

metallic straps securing said posts to said rails , substanti- a picking or shovelling tool formed by a certain number of

ally as described .
discs each of which is provided with several picks, shovels or
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cutting elements , and mounted upon the same horizontal No. 99,923. Car Coupler. Attelage de chars.

shaft perpendicular to the direction of translation of the

frame , and which receives its rotary movement from a motor

of any appropriate kind placed upon the frame , the said

machine likewise comprising a cleaning device formed by a

row of knives interposed between the different discs of the

rotary tool , and likewise a rake arranged at the rear.

2. The special arrangement of the cutting tool which may

be employed alone , or in combination with the picks and

shovels in order to ensure the digging , breaking up , harrow

ing and raking of land of any kind and in any condition.
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No. 99,922. Side Wall Register.

Registre pour murs.

6
6
7
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23 22 21

Joseph William Robertson and John A. Gun , assignee or a

half interest , both of Hot Springs , Virginia , U.S.A., 10th

July , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 18th June, 1906. Receipt No.

137,020.

Claim . – 1. In a car coupling the combination of a knuckle

provided with a vertical aperture to receive a pivot therefor,

a detachable wear plate applied to the working face of said

knuckle and an extension projecting from said wear plate
and having an aperture through which the pivot of the
knuckle may pass .

2. In car coupling the combination of a pivoted knuckle

provided with a dovetailed seat in its working face, a wear

plate arranged in said seat , lugs projecting from the knuckle

to prevent downward vertical displacement of said wear

plate , and an extension projecting from the wear plate and

provided with an opening to receive the pivot of the knuckle.

+26

22

Fig.1
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No. 99,924. Railway Freight Car.

Char à marchandises.
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The McClary Manufacturing Company, assignee of Marco F.

Irwin , all of London , Ontario , Canada , 10th July, 1906 ; 6

years . Filed 16th June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,960 .

Claim . - 1 . In a device of the class described the combin
9992 4

ation with a wall plate in which an opening is formed , of a

hot air duct or tube, substantially as described and for the William Redford Mulock , Winnipeg ,Manitoba, Canada , 10th
purpose specified .

2. In a device of the class described the combination of a July, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 11th June , 1906. Receipt No.

wall plate in which an opening is formed , with a register face
136,777 .

in which an opening if formed and means for permitting or Claim . - 1. A railway freight car provided with a skeleton

preventing egress through said openings , substantially as bottom with a series of hoppers beneath said bottom and

described and for the purpose specified. with a removable floor formed of interchangeable sections

3. In a device of the class described the combination with substantially equal in length to the distance between the car
a wall plate in which an opening is formed , of a register face walls.

in which an opening is formed , a valve plate secured to said 2. A railway fright car comprising a skeleton bottom, a

register face and means for operating said valve plate to ' flooring formed of removable sections and a plurality of con

permit or prevent egress through said openings, substantiall : oidal hoppers located beneath the floor line of the car, the
as described and for the purpose specified . sloping side walls of said hoppers extending substantially to
4. In a device of the class described a register face in the side walls of the car body .

which an opening is formed , and a valve plate pivotally 3. A railway freight car provided with a skeleton bottom,

secured to said register face , and adapted to permit or pre- with a floor formed of separate interchangeable sections sub
vent egress through said opening, in combination with a lever stantially equal in length to the distance between the car

pivotally mounted on said register face , and a coupling con- walls and with a pluraity of conoidal hoppers located below
nected at one end to said valve plate and at the other end to the floor line of the car, said hoppers having their sloping

cne end of said lever, substantially as described and for the side walls extending substantially to the line of the side walls
purpose specified . of the car body and the end hoppers having their sloping end

5. In a device of the class described a wall plate in which walls extending substantially to the end walls of the car

an opening is formed, a register face in which an opening is body.

formed, a register face in which an opening is formed , and a 4. A railway freight car provided with a skeleton bottom

valve plate pivotally secured to said register face, and adapt- formed of narrow , longitudinal and transverse metal bars, a

ed to permit or prevent egress through said openings in com- plurality of conoidal hoppers located beneath said skeleton

bination with a lever mounted on said register face , a hook tottom , the sloping walls of adjacent hoppers being secured

secured to said valve plate , and a coupling link connected at to transverse bars of the skeleton bottom and the sloping

one end of said hook and at the other end to said lever , sub- side walls of said hoppers extending substantially to the side

stantially as described and for the purpose specified . walls of the car body.
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5. A railway freight car having its lower portion formed of cross bearers composed of separate top and bottom plates

side and end sills of angle bars and having a skeleton bottom with intermediate fillers extending cross wise of the car, the

comprising longitudinal and transverse bars united to said top plates of the cross bearings being adjacent to the bot

gide and end sills , and having a plurality of conoidal hoppers toms of the sills and extending acros the car through slots

located beneath said skeleton bottom , the side walls of sai:3 cut in the central girder , the bottom plates of the cross

hoppers being united to the side sills, and a removable floor- bearings extending across the bottom of the girder and the

ing formed of detachable sections adapted to rest upon said fillers being located at each side of the girder between the

skeleton bottom . top and bottom plates , and means engaging the sills and the

6. A railway freightcar having a bottom portionformed of bottom plates of thecross bearers for securing the whole
side and end sills and having a skeleton bottom formed of together.

longitudinal and transverse metal bars riveted to said side 2. In a car an underframe composed of a plurality of sills

and end sills , a removable floor formed of detachable sections extending lengthwise of the car, a central girder of greater

adapted to rest upon said skeleton bottom , and a plurality height than the sills , having part of its height extending

of hoppers located entirely beneath said removable floor, the above the bottoms of the sills and part of its height extend

side walls of said hoppers being secured to the side sills of ing below the bottoms of said sills , a plurality of cross bear
the car bottom and the end walls of said hopper being secured ers composed of top and hottom plates extending from side
to the transverse bars of said skeleton bottom.

to side of the car and triangular fillers between said top and
7. A railway freight car comprising a skeleton bottom and

bottom plates , the top plates of said cross bearers being ad
a floor formed of removable sections adapted to extend trans- | jacent to the bottoms of the sills and extending across the

versely of the car and ubstantially equal in length to the
car through slots cut in the central girder and the bottom

distance between the car walls, the body of the car being plates of the cross bearers extending across the bottom of

'formed with a doorway and with vertical battens at the sides
the girders and a plurality of bolts extending through said

of said door way, the battens being separated a distance sub- sills , top and bottom plates and fillers of the cross bearers

stantially equal to the length of the removable floor sections, to secure the whole together, substantially as described.

whereby one of said floor sections will be set between said
3. In a car an underframe composed of a plurality of sills

battens to serve as a door.
extending lengthwise of the car intermediate between two

8. A railway freight car comprising a skeleton bottom, a
side sills of greater depth than said first -mentioned sills

plurality of conoidal hoppers located beneath the floor line of
also extending lengthwise of the car, a central girder of

the car of said hopper being provided at its discharge open
greater height than said intermediate sills having part of its

ing with a slideway, individual gates for closing the hopper height extending above the bottoms of the sills and part of

bottoms , said gates fitting in said slideways , and an operat
its height extending below the bottoms of said sills , a plur

ing rod whereby said gates be shifted simultaneously .
ality of cross bearers composed of top plates extending

9. A railway freight car comprising a skeleton bottom, a
across the car adjacent to the bottoms of the intermediate

plurality of conical hoppers located beneath the floor line of
sills , triangular fillers below said top plate as described ,

the car, each of said hoppers being provided at its discharge
and a bottom plate extending crosswise of the car across the

opening with a slideway, individual gates for closing the bottom of said central girder and along the bottoms of said

hopper bottoms, said gates fitting in said slideways, a sup- fillers, means upon the endsof said cross bearers for securing

porting bracket extending beneath and across each of said them to the side sills and a plurality of bolts through said

hopper bottoms, and an operating rod connected to said first -mentioned sills the top and bottom plates and fillers of

several gates.
said cross bearers whereby the whole may be detachably

10. A railway freight car comprising a skeleton bottom, a
secured together as described .

plurality of conical hoppers located beneath the floor line of 4. In a car the combination of a central plate girder having

the car, each of said hoppers being providedatits discharge an inverted U -shaped notch 41 extending upward from the
opening with a slideway, said gates fitting in said slideways bottom of said girder, said notch being of the same depth as

and being provided with angular flanges at their front ends the height of the bolster which is to be inserted therein, a

to close said slideways.
reinforcing plate or plates 43 secured to said girder adjacent

11. A railway freight car having a plurality of hoppers
to said notch, a bolster inserted crosswise of the car in said

located beneath the floor line, each of said hoppers being U -shaped notch and unsecured to said girder, and a flat plate

provided at its discharge opening with a sideway, individual extending along the bottom of said girder secured to the

gates arranged within said slideways, a common operating girder proper and to said bolster .

rod for said gates and yielding or spring connections between 5. In a car the combination of a longitudinal girder made
said gates and said operating rod.

of metal plates or channel irons , a shelf on the side of said
12. A railway freight car comprising a skeleton bottom, a

girder formed by slitting down a portion of the plate and

plurality of hopperslocated beneath the floor of the car , bendingthe slitted portion to a position at right angles to

gates for closing the lower ends of said hoppers , a removable the plane of the main plate or channel , and an end sill
floor comprising a number of sections arranged to be sup

mounted crosswise of the girder on said shelf and secured

ported upon said skeleton bottom and means for jamming thereto .

said floor sections together.

13. A railway freight car comprising a skeleton bottom, a No. 99,926. Tie Plate. Plaque pour dormants .'
plurality of hoppers located beneath the floor line of the car,

gates for closing the lower ends of said hoppers , a removable

floor comprising a number of sections arranged to be sup

ported upon said skeleton bottom , a movable cross bar at one

end of the car for forcing the floor sections together, screws

for operating said cross bar and common actuating means

for said screws.

12No. 99,925. Car Underframe. Châssis de chars .
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George Washington Dennis , Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. , 10th

July, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 4th June, 1906. Receipt No.

136,534 .

claim .-- 1 . In a device of the class described a plate adapt

Anton Becker, Columbus, Ohio, U.S.A., 10th July , 1906 ; 6 ed to project at each end beyond a rail and upwardly and in .

years. Filed 14th June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,898 .
wardly directed brace laterally offset from one end thereof

Claim .--1. In a car, an underframe composed of a plurality and adapted to extend beneath the spike head.
of sills extending lengthwise of the car , a central girder of 2. In a tie plate the combination with a wear plate having

greater height than the sills , having part of its height ex- a laterally directed web thereon , of a brace extending up

tending above the bottoms of the sills and part of its height wardly and inwardly from said web and adapted to extend
extending below the bottoms of said sills, a plurality of at its lower end beneath the spike head.
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3. In a device of the class described the combination with 3. The combination with the car having the outwardly fac

a wear plate of a laterally offset portion and an upwardly ing hooks and stakes at the opposite sides of thecar, of a
directed brace on said portion adapted to engage over a rail

flange beneath a spike head.

4. In a device of the class described the combination with

a plate comprising interfitting sections each of which is pro

vided with an upwardly and laterally offset portion adapted

to overlap the other section and an inwardly facing brace on

each section adapted to engage the rail.

5. In a device of the class described the combination with

a two - part plate of a laterally directed upwardly offset web

thereon and means on said web adapted to engage over the

rail flange on each side of a rail .

6. A tie plate comprising interfitting , duplicate sections

each having an offset portion overlapping the other. Fig.5.

7. A tie plate comprising interfitting sections, a laterally

and offset web on each section adapted to engage over the

adjacent end of the opposite section and an inwardly facing

brace on each web and provided with a vertical fold therein .

8. A tie plate comprising interfitting oppositely facing

sections having registering apertures therethrough and an

upwardly and inwardly, directed brace on each section . binder secured to the stakes and extending thence across

9. A sectional tie plate comprising in combination metallic the car and engaged with the hooks at the opposite sides

strips , a laterally directed web on each adapted to overlap 0 ;" the car , substantially as set forth .

the adjacent strip and an upwardly and inwardly directed 4. A car having at its opposite sides stakes arranged in

brace on each section .
pairs and provided with outwardly facing hooks between the

10. In a tie plate the combination with a pair of wear said stakes , and binders secured at their ends to the stakes

plates of an integral web on one end of each adapted to over- at the other side of the car and extending thence across the

lap the opposite end of the other and means on said webs car and engaging with the outwardly facing hooks at the

adapted to engage over the rail flanges. opposite sides of the car , as set forth .

11. In a tie plate a pair of interfitting duplicate sections 5. A car platform or bed having transverse upwardly pro

adapted to engage beneath the rail from opposite sides and jecting beams , stakes at the sides of the car and outwardly

each provided with a laterally directed upwardly offset web | facing hooks at the opposite sides of the car bed from their

thereon having an integral upwardly directed brace adapted respective stakes , and load binders connected at their ends

to engage over the rail flanges. with the stakes at the same side of the car and extending
12. In a device of the class described , the combination with thence across the car body and engaging with the hooks at

a pair ofwear plates adapted to be inserted beneath a rail the opposite side of the car bed , substantially as set forth .
of laterally directed , upwardly offset , integral webs thereon , 6. The combination with a car bed , of a keeper secured

each adapted to overlap the adjacent plate and a plurality thereto , a stake plate fitting removably to the keeper and

of braces on said plates , adapted to engage the rail , said provided at its upper end with outwardly projecting lugs ,

webs and plates being provided with apertures so disposed and a stake swivelled to the stake plate below said lugs and

that when in register said braces closely impinge the rail . adapted to turn up between the same, substantially as des

13. A tie plate embracing two sections , each extending be- cribed.

neath the rail and having an inwardly directed integral brace

thereon overlapping the end of the other and apertured to

receive the spikes whereby the spikes lock the sections to
No. 99,928. Log Turner. Appareil à tourner les billots.

the rail .

14. A tie plate comprising two sections each extending

beneath the rail, laterally offset upwardly and inwardly

directed bracing flanges thereon , that on each section over

lying the end of the other section , said flanges and ends be

ing apertured to receive the spikes whereby the spikes lock

the sections to the rail .

15. A tie plate comprising two duplicate stamped sections

adapted to lie side by side beneath the rail , a laterally off

set end on each adapted to overlie and interfit the end of the

other section , an integral brace on each offset end adapted

to bear against the opposite sides of the rail , said sections

having registering apertures to receive the spikes whereby

the same are locked together.

16. A tie plate comprising two sections eacb adapted to lie

beneath the rail laterally of the other , a laterally offset up

wardly directed brace on each adapted to overlie the end of

the other and engage a rail from opposite sides , said braces

having a vertical central fold therein extending bracingly Fred William Beitner, Traverse City, Michigan , U.S.A., 10th

teneath the rail head. July , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 18th June , 1906. Receipt No.

137,021.

Cialm . - In a device of the described character, a toothed
No. 99,927. Railway Car Stake.

member, a piston rod pivotally connected with and adapted

Jalons pour chars de chemin de fer. to impart longitudinal movement to said toothed member, and

arother piston rod pivotally and slidably connected with and

Charles M. Funk, Centralia, Washington, U.S.A., 10th July , adapted to impart transverse movement to said toothed

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 11th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,788. member.

Claim . - 1 . The combination substantially as herein des

cribed of the car bed, the hooks at the opposite sides thereof No. 99,929. Throat Protector. Protecteur pour la gorge'.

and provided with shanks, keepers secured to the car bed for
said hook shanks, the stakes, the stake plates having staples Henry E. Buttray, London , Ontario, Canada, 10th July, 1906 ;

to which the stakes are secured and provided above said
6 years . Filed 5th June , 1906 . Receipt No. 136,585 .

staples with outwardly projecting lugs adapted to receive Claim . - 1. A throat protecting flap secured to and in com

their respective stakes between them , keepers secured to bination with a hat , cap or other head wear, substantially

the car bed for said stake plates , and binders connected at as shown and described and for the purpose specified .

their ends with their respective stakes and engaged between 2. In a device of the class described , the combination with

their ends with hooks at the opposite sides of the car from a hat, cap or other head wear, and a band pendent there

said stakes and having between said hooks latch hooks, and from , of a throat protecting flap secured at its ends to the

means for securing and releasing the same , all substantially front edges of said pendent band, substantially as shown and

as and for the purpose set forth. described and for the purpose specified .

2. In a log binder for car beds a stake combined with a 3. As a new article of manufacture , a hat, cap or other

stake plate to which the stake is swivelled at its lower end , head wear formed with a throat protecting flap , substantially

and lugs projecting outwardly from the plate above the con- as shown and described and for the purpose specified .

T.ection of the stake therewith and adapted to receive the 4. The combination with a hat , cap or other head wear , of

stake between them , substantially as set forth . a throat protecting flap adapted to be attached to or de
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tached from said hat , cap or other head wear, and means

for adapting said throat protecting flap to be attached to or
No. 99,931. Nut Lock. Arrête - écrou .
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detached from said hat, cap or other head wear, substanti

ally as shown and described and for the purpose specified.

5. The combination with a hat , cap or other head wear ,
Albert L. Eicher , Alliance , Ohio , U.S.A. , 10th July, 1906 ; 6

and a band pendent therefrom , of a throat protecting flap

years. Filed 19th June , 1906. Receipt No. 137,073 .adapted to be secured at its ends to the front edges of said

pendent band , and fasteners for adapting said throat pro Claim . - 1. A lock nut made of metal having a grain and be

tecting flap to be attached to ordetached from said pendent ing bent toconcavely curve its inner face in thedirection
band , substantially as shown and described and for the pur thereof , there being a kerf in the outer face across the grain

with the adjacent parts compressed along the grain to appose specified .

proximately close the kerf .

2. A lock nut made of metal having a grain , there being a
No. 99,930. Bottle Washer.

kerf in the face across the grain with the adjacent parts

Machine à laver les bouteilles. compressed along the grain to approximately close the kerf.

No. 99,932. Crate . Manne.
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Edward Travers Dixon , Woolston , Southampton , England,

10th July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 21st May, 1906. Receipt

No. 136,104 .

Claim . - 1. For use in bottle washing machines of the typ Frank J. Hipp, New Brighton, Minnesota , U.S.A., 10th July ,
described , a contrivance for transmitting a rotary motion to

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 13th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,858 ,

a brush whilst permitting it to undergo longitudinal move- Claim.-1 . A crate comprising a bottom having cross strips

ment comprising a brush spindle having an elongated keyway thereon at each end, sides composed of upright posts and

formed therein , a hollow power driven shaft within which slats connecting them , said sides also having bars parallel

the brush handle is adapted to slide and fit one end thereof , with said posts and spaced therefrom , pins passing through

and a feather key secured to one end of the hollow shaft. the lower end of said bars and posts , and through said strips

2. For use in bottle washing machines of the type described and hinging said sides on said strips ,the pace between said
a contrivance for transmitting a rotary motion to a brush bars and posts being of sufficient width to receive said strips

whilst permitting it to undergo longitudinal movement, com- when said sides are swung down flat upon them , and ends

prising a brush spindle having an elongated keyway formed composed of slats and bars connecting them adapted to fit

therein , a hollow power driven shaft , within which the brush intothe spaces between said side posts and bars and locking

spindle is adapted to slide and fit one end thereof , a slotted them in an upright position , substantially as described.

put adapted to fit a screw - threaded and slotted end of the 2. A folding crate comprising a bottom having cross strips

hollow shaft, a feather key adapted to fit the clotways form- thereon , sides composed of upright posts and slats connect

ed in said shaft and nut and lock nut adapted to enclose and ing them and bars parallel with said posts and spaced there

secure the feather key to the hollow shaft . from , said posts having rabbeted inner edges, pins passing

3. For use in bottle washing machines of the type des- through the lower ends of said bars and posts , and also

cribed and in a contrivance for transmitting a rotary motion through said strips and hinging the sides thereon, ends also

toabrush, whilst permitting it to undergo longitudinalmove- having upright postsand slats connecting them andadapted

ment , which contrivance comprises a brush spindle having an to fit into the spaces between the posts and bars of said

elongated keyway formed therein , a power driven shaft, with sides, and said ends having locking plates adapted to slip

in which thebrush spindleis adapted to slide and fit one end intosaid rabbets when the crate is set up, andmeans for

thereof , and a feather key secured to one end of the hollow locking said ends and sides together, substantially as des

shaft , a sleeve adapted to slide and turn freely relatively to cribed .

the brush spindle and house the bristles of the brush when 3. A folding chicken crate comprising a close board floor

the latter is withdrawn from the bottle and an annular space and strips arranged transversely thereon at each end , sides

formed within the hollow shaft and extending from one end comprising upright postsand slats connecting themand bars
throughout the greater part of its length , which space is spaced from said posts , pins passing through the lower ends

adapted toreceive the bristle housing the sleeveandpermit of said bars and posts and said strips, and hinging the sides
its free rotation and longitudinal movement therein . thereon, ends also composed of posts and slats connecting
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them and adapted to fit into the spaces between said side frame , a stacker head carried by the free ends of the arms , a

posts and bars, means for locking said ends and sides to- mast pivotally rising from the frame, a prop hinged to the

gether , means for securing said ends to said strips , a top also frame and straddling the mast, a connection between the free

consisting of cross strips and slats connecting them and end of the prop and the stacker arms, a connection between

means for locking said top to said ends. the free ends of the mast and the prop , and a block and tackle

4. In a folding chicken crate the combination with the connected to the mast and the rear portion of the frame for

hinged sides adapted to swing in toward one another to a swinging the mast and elevating the stacker arms.

horizontal position , said sides having posts with rabbeted 2. In a hay stacker the combination with a base frame, of

inner edges, ends having posts and plates to enter said rab- longitudinally extensible stacker arms pivotally supported

bets and lock said sides and ends together , substantially as upon the base frame , a stacker head carried by the free ends

described . of the arms , a mast pivotally supported upon the frame, a

5. A folding chicken crate comprising a floor and sides prop hinged to the base frame and comprising spaced mem

hinged thereon and adapted to swing into a horizontal posi- bers embracing the mast , an extensible prop member shift

tion, ends removably fitting between said sides and means for able endwise between the outer end portions of the hinged

locking them together , said ends having upright pins or sides , prop members, a connection between the extensible prop
a top having holes to receive said sides and means for secur- member and the stacker arms , another connection between

ing said top to said sides and ends . the top of the mast and the extensible prop member , and

6. A folding chicken crate comprising a floor, sides hinged block and tackle extending between the top of the mast and
thereon and adapted to swing in to a horizontal position , the base frame.

posts and bars provided at each end and the middle of said 3. In a hay stacker the combination of a base frame made

sides and spaces being provided between said posts and bars up of spaced sills , and front , intermediate and rear cross

and said posts having rabbeted inner edges , ends and a mid- bars connecting the same , of a rock bar mounted upon the

dle partition having bars adapted to enter the spaces between rear portion of the frame and projected at opposite sides

said side posts and bars , plates provided on said ends and therof, stacker arms carried by the projected ends of the

partition to enter said rabbets and lock said sides and ends rock bar and extending in front of the base frame, a stacker

and partition together , means for securing said ends to said head carried by the free ends of the stacker arms , a mast

floor, a top fitting over said sides and means for securing said pivotally raising from the front cross bar, a prop pivotally

top to said sides and ends , substantially as described . supported upon the intermediate cross bar and straddling

the mast , a connection between the free ends of the stacker

No. 99,933 . Washing Machine. Machine à laver . arms and the free end of the prop , a connection between the

free ends of the mast and the prop, and a block and tackle

extending between the free end of the mast and the rear

cross bar of the base frame .

a

No. 99,935. Canning Apparatus.

Appareil de mise en boîte.
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George H. Huenergardt, College View , Nebraska , U.S.A. , 10th

July, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 14th June, 1906. Receipt No.

136,893.
Lilford Leland Lawrence , Jackson , Alabama, U.S.A. , 10th

July, 1906 ; 6 years .
Claim.-In a washing machine the combination with a suds

Filed 15th June , 1906. Receipt No.

136,937.

box provided with a wringer board , of a handle comprising

lever, a hand grip arranged at one end thereof, a shank dis Claim . - 1. The combination of a casing, a fire box therein ,

posed at right angles to the lever and in parallelism with the a lining within the casing above the fire box and forming an

hand grip , and an approximately L- shaped attaching member air chamber open at top and in communication with air

projecting from the shank and secured to the suds box and inlets in the side of the casing, and a vat suspended in the

to the wringer board . lining and forming an outlet therearound for the products of

combustion .

No. 99,934. Hay Stacker. Ameulonneur de foin.
2. The combustion of a casing, a fire box therein a lining

within the casing above the fire box , said lining being spaced

from the casing to form an air chamber open at top and com

municating with inlets in the sides of the casing , a vat sup

ported within the lining and terminating above the bottom of

the same, said vat being of greated diameter or area than the

fire box and spaced from the lining to form an intervening

outlet therearound for the products of combustion.

3. The combination of a casing, a fire box therein partially

spaced from the wall of the casing, an interior lining above

the fire box and forming an air chamber therein closed at

bottom and open at the top and communicating with inlets

in the sides of the casing , a vat supported within the lining

above the fire box and bottom of the lining and of greater

area than the fire box , and deflectors enclosing the vat and

secured to the lining.

4. The combination of a casing, a vat supported therein , a

float arranged in the vat and means for conducting steam

from the top of the vat to the float.

5. The combination of a casing, a vat therein , a float within

the vat , and a weighing plate carried by the float and pro

Casper Koehler, CanyonCity, Oregon , U.S.A., 10th July , 1906 ; jecting beyond the same to govern the circulating space be
6 years . Filed 14th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,891 . tween the vat and float.

Claim . - 1 . A hay stacker comprising a base frame, verti- 6. The combination of a casing, a vat therein, a hollow

cilly swinging stacker arms pivotally supported upon the float within the vat and of less diameter than the same, a
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steam supply pipe carried by the float and extending into No. 99,938. Spool and Needle Cases.
the top of the vat, and a plate carried by the float and ex Bobine et étui à aiguille.

tending beyond the edges of the float.

7. The combination of a casing , a vat therein , a float within

the vat, pipe connections for supplying and withdrawing

water to and from the vat , and a gauge carried by said con

nections for indicating the amount of water in the vat.

8. In a casing apparatus, a casing having a fire box , and

provided with an opening for the insertion of a soldering

iron into said box.
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No. 99,936. Foraminous Fire Plate and Cover.

Plaque et couvercle perforés pour le feu .
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Joseph George Sipoz, East Kootenay, British Columbia , Can

ada, 10th July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 5th May, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 135,574 .

Claim . - 1 . A device of the character described , comprising

a spool provided with a passage closed at one end and fully

open at its other end, and a cap adapted to support needles
within said passage and to seal the passage to render the

same moisture proof.

2. A device of the character described , comprising a spool

having two or more winding faces and a passage closed at

one end and open at its other end , and a cap adapted to sup

port needles within and seal the passage to render the same

moisture proof.

3. A device of the character described comprising a spool

Patrick James Mooney, Brazil , Indiana , U.S.A., 10th July , provided with a passage having one end closed and its other

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 18th June, 1906. Receipt No. 137,018. end fully open , one end of the spool being provided with an

Claim.-1. As a new article of manufacture, a foraminous annular recess arranged concentrically with relation to the

plate designed to be superposed on a bed of fuel , for the pur- | passage, a cap having the ends of its flange fitted within said

pose specified.
recess , said cap being adapted to support needles within and

2. As a new article of manufacture , a foraminous plate de- seal the passage to render the same moisture proof.

signed to be superposed on a bed of live fuel and to be sup 4. A device of the character described comprising a spool

ported solely thereby, said plate being provided with means
provided with a passage having one of its ends closed and

for regulating the area of its openings . its other end open , a cap adapted to seal the openings and a

3. The combination with a stove or the like , of a foramin- cushion filling for the cap , said cushion filling being adapted

ous plate designed for insertion in said stove, and for super- to receive needles.

position upon the fuel therein , said plate being supported
5. A device of the character described comprising a spool

directly upon and solely by said fuel whereby it will sink as having a passage closed at one end and open at its other

the bed lowers, and said plate being spaced from the walls end, said spool being provided with an annular recess ar

of the stove .
ranged concentrically with relation to the passage , a cap

4. The combination with a stove or the like of a cover for adapted to seal said passage and having the edge of its flange
the fuel bed, said cover being supported directly upon and by disposed within said reecss, and a cushion filling for the cap.

said bed, and being foraminous, as and for the purpose set
said cushion filling being adapted to receive needles.

forth.

No. 99,939. Cultivator. Cultivateur .

No. 99,937. Churn . Baratte.

13hos
4
9
6
3
6

49437

Alfred T. Westlake , Newburgh , New York , U.S.A. , 10th July ,

Francis Michael Mulligan , Eyeta, Minnesota , U.S.A. , 10th
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 11th June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,782 .

July, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 15th June , 1906. Receipt No. blade having ears formed thereon andextending therefrom at
Claim .-- 1. An article of the class described comprising a

136,936 . an angle .

Claim . - 1 . A cream vat, a receptacle arranged to receive 2. The combination with the shovel beams of a cultivator ,

material from the vat and formed with an open spout, a of a blade having ears arranged for attachment thereto, said

churn , a communication between the churn and receptacle, a ears being extended at an angle from said blade .

steam ejector device , and a removable connection between

said ejector and the churn .

2. A cream vat, a receptacle arranged to receive material No. 99,940. Land Cultivating Instrument.

from the vat and provided with a spout in open communica Instrument d'agriculture.

tion with the receptacle, a churn, a pipe connected with the

churn and extending within the receptacle , said pipe being Arthur Jones , Bondoola , Rockhampton , Oueensland, Aus

supported by the spout and having a tapering elbow where tralialia, 10th July , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 14th June , 1906 .

it is connected to the churn , a steam ejector , and a remov- Receipt No. 136,897.

able connection between said ejector and churn whereby Claim .-- 1. In an implement for cultivating land a plurality

operation of the ejector will create a partial vacuum within of discs mounted on shanks extending from a rotatable beam

the churn body for drawing into said body the mateiral in arranged parallel to said discs , and means for rotating said

the receptacle . beam .
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2. In an implement for cultivating land a plurality of discs passage between the non- return valve and the teat with the

mounted on shanks extending from a beam parallel to said external air , and means for regulating the size of the said
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discs and journalled at each end in bearings on the frame,

a bar connecting said shanks and a spring toothed lever in

engagement with a rack and attached to said beam and bar,
passage so that the suction effect can be regulated without

substantially as set forth. the milk coming into contact with the regulating means.
3. In an implement for cultivating land a rotatable beam

3. In a milking machine the combination with a multiple

carrying a number of discs and parallel thereto , said beam
suction pump having a separate barrel, outlet tube, suction

being journalled at either end in adjustable bearings , one end
passage and teat cup to each teat of the animal , of a non

of the latter being pivoted to the frame and the other end ad
return valve interposed between the pump and the suction

justably secured thereto and means for rotating said beam passage , an air regulating passage connecting the suction
substantially as set forth . passage between the non - return valve and the teat with the

4. In an implement for cultivating land a plurality of discs external air , a regulating screw adjustable in the said pass
mounted on crank-shaped shanks rotatably journalled in a

age, and a tapered slot on the side of the regulating screw

horizontal beam arranged parallel to said discs and means whereby the size of the passage can be varied and the suction

for rotating said shanks , substantially as set forth . regulated for each teat, substantially as described .

5. In an implement for cultivating land a pluraity of discs 4. In a milking machine the combination with a multiple

revolvably mounted on the bent ends of crank-shaped shanks suction pump having a separate barrel, outlet tube, suction

rotatably journalled in a horizontal beam arranged parallel passage and teat cup toeachteatofthe animal, ofanon
to said discs, short cranks on the forward end of said shanks

return valve interposed between the pump and the suction
connected together by a bar and means for operating said

passage , an air regulating passage connecting the suction
cranks, substantially as set forth. passage between the non- return valve and the tent with the

6.Inanimplement for cultivating landaplurality of discs external air, a regulating screw,and a conedendor plug ad

revolvably mounted on thebeltends of crank-shaped shanks justable by means of the regulating screw over theendof the

rotatablyjournalled ina horizontal beam ari enged parallel passage whereby the size thereofcanbe varied and the suc
to said discs, short cranks on the forward ends of said shanks tionregulated for eachteat, substantiallyasdescribed .
connected together by a bar , a forked arm having a threaded

nut at one end and connected at the other end to said bar , a

No. 99,942. Milk Strainer. Couloir à lait .screw extending through said nut and through a vertical

standard on the horizontal beam, a crank handle on said

screw and collars thereon on either side of said standard ,

substantially as set forth.

7. In an implement for cultivating land a plurality of discs

mounted on crank- shaped shanks rotatably mounted in a ro

tatable beam arranged parallel to said discs , short cranks on

the forward ends of said shanks coupled together by a bar,

means for operating said cranks and rotating said beam .

8. In an implement for cultivating land a disc mounted on a

crank-shaped shank one end of which fits into a sleeve on the

concave side of said disc , substantially as set forth .

9. In an implement for cultivating land , a grader situate

behind the discs consisting of a curved plate pivotally con

nected about the center at either end to straps pivoted on

the frame , lateral lugs on the ends of said plate adapted to

abut against said arms, substantially as set forth and as

illustrated.

10. In an implement for cultivating land an adjustable fur

row wheel having a bent axle the shank of which is adapted

to extend up through bearings on the frame in combination

with a screw having a crank handle and adapted to pass

through a threaded nut on a bracket mounted on the frame

and bear against the end of said shank , substantially as set Hormidas Leduc , St. Germain de Grantham , Quebec , Canada ,

forth. 10th July , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 13th June, 1906. Receipt

No. 136,836 .

No. 99,941 . Milking Machine. Claim.-1 . In a device of the character described , the com

Machine à traire les vaches . tination comprising a receptacle , a perforated cover there

for , a body of foraminous material carried by the receptacle ,
Hinrich P: D. Ohlhaver, Sande , near Bergedorf, Prussia, Ger- a removable cap carried by the receptacle , a body of for

many, 10th July , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 13th June, 1906 . aminous material carried by the cap , and a perforated sup

Receipt No. 136,885 . port for the receptacle.

Claim . - 1 . In a milking machine the combination with 2. In a device of the character described , the combination

multiple suction pump having a separate barrel, outlet tuba, comprising a receptacle having a tapered discharge nozzle,
suction passage and teat cup to each teat of the animal, of a perforated cover therefor, a body of foraminous material

a non -return valve interposed between the pump and the suc- carried by the receptacle , a removable cap carried by the

tion passage, and an air regulating passage or orifice con- receptacle , a body of foraminous material carried by the cap ,
necting the suction passage between the non- return valve and and a support for the receptacle having a tapered hollow

the teat with the external air , so that the milk will not exude sleeve adapted to hold the tapered discharge nozzle by fric

therethrough owing to the vacuum in the suction passage . tional contact , said support being provided with a plurality

2. In a milking machine the combination with a multiple of perforations .

suction pump having a separate barrel, outlet tube , suction 3. In a device of the character described , the combination

passage and teat cup to each teat of the animal , of a non- re- comprising a receptacle, a removable segmental cover there

turn valve interposed between the pump and the suction for provided with perforations , a body of foraminous ma

passage , an air regulating passage connecting the suction ' terial carried by the receptacle , a removable straining mem
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ber carried by the receptacle , and a perforated support for from the sander, and means for rotating the spout , sub

the receptacle . stantially as described .

4. In a device of the character described , the combination 2. A rotary sander , a rotatable discharge spout adapted to

comprising a receptacle provided with a screw- threaded re- receive sand from the sander, and means for rotating the

duced discharge nozzle , à perforated cover disposed on the sander to discharge sand therefrom and for rotating the

receptacle , a screw -threaded cap carried by the reduced end spout , substantially as described .

of the receptacle, a body of foraminous material carried by 3. A rotary sander , an operating shaft therefor, a suitably

the screw -threaded cap, and a perforated support for said journalled discharge spout adapted to receive sand from the

reduced discharge end of the receptacle. sander , a bevel gear wheel on the shaft, a bevel gear pinion

5. In a device of the character described , the combination on the spout with which the bevel wheel meshes, and means

comprising a receptacle provided with a straining member for rotating the shaft , substantially as described.
fixed thereon, and a removable straining member, and a 4. A rotary sander, an operating shaft therefor , a suitably
flanged perforated support for the receptacle provided with journalled discharge spout adapted to receive sand from the
supporting legs. sander, a bevel gear wheel on the shaft , a bevel gear pinion

6. In a device of the character described, the combination on the spout with which the bevel wheel meshes , means for

comprising a receptacle , a removable perforated cover for rotating the shaft, and means for permitting the continued

the receptacle, a fixed straining member carried by the re- forward rotation of the bevel wheel after the sander has

ceptacle , a removable straining member carried by the re- stopped, substantially as described .

ceptacle , a supporting member adapted to carry the recep- 5. A rotary sander, an operating shaft therefor , a suitably

tacle and provided with perforations, and legs secured to the journalled discharge spout adapted to receive sand from the

receptacle and provided with hooked horizontal extensions . sander, a bevel gear wheel on the shaft , a bevel gear pinion

7. In a device of the character described , the combination on the spout with which the bevel wheel meshes, means for

comprising a receptacle, an aerated member carried by the rotating the shaft, and a spring actuated ratchet clutch form

receptacle, straining members carried by the receptacle , a ing and driving connection between the shaft and the bevel

'flanged supporting member provided with a perforated dome- wheel whereby the latter may rotate forward independent of

shaped floor, a perforated sleeve carried by the floor and the former, substantially as described .

adapted to engage the receptacle, and supporting members 6. A sander, means for discharging sand therefrom , a rotat

carried by the dome -shaped floor and provided with hori- able discharge spout adapted to receive sand from the sand

zontal extensions . er , means for rotating the spout, and a cone - shaped deflector

connected to the spout and held with its apex just in front

No. 99,943. Sand Box. Boîte à sable.
or the center of the end of the same, substantially as des

cribed .

7. A rotary sander, an operating shaft therefor , a horizon

tal driving shaft geared to the operating shaft , a gear pinion

er the driving shaft, a suitably journalled gear wheel mesh

ing with the pinion , a ratchet wheel secured thereto , a lever

provded with a suitable pawl to co - act with the ratchet

wheel, a plunger adapted to depress the lever, and a spring

adapted to raise the same , substantially as described .

8. A rotary sander, an operating shaft therefor , a hori

zontal driving shaft geared to the operating shaft , a gear

pinion on the driving shaft , a suitably journalled gear wheel

meshing with the pinion , a ratchet wheel secured thereto , a

lever provided with a suitable pawl to co - act with the

ratchet wheel , a plunger adapted to depress the lever , a

spring adapted to raise the same , a vertical shaft provided

with a crank handle , gearing between the vertical and hori

zontal shafts , and means permitting the forward rotation of

the horizontal shaft independent of the vertical shaft , sub

stantially as described .

Mary E. Langley, Rouse's Point, New York , administratrix

of the estate of Lawson C. Ritch, deceased, 10th July, No. 99,945. Rail Joint. Joint de rails.

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 11th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,778 .

Claim . - 1. A device of the class described comprising a re

ceptacle having concaved recesses formed in its bottom and

having openings formed through its bottom and opening into

said recesses, and spouts leading from said receptacle and

communicating with said opening .

2. A device of the class described comprising a receptacle

having inwardly enlarged openings formed through its floor,

and spouts leading from said receptacle and communicating

with said opening.
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No. 99,944. Sander . Machine à sabler .
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William R. Thomas , Watertown , Wisconsin , and Frank E.

Wire , Libertyville , Illinois , U.S.A. , 10th July , 1906 ; 6

years. Filed 17th April , 1906. Receipt No. 134,941 .

Claim .-- 1 . In a railway joint the combination with the

meeting ends of two railway rails of an integrally formed

fish plate and base plate and an integrally formed fish plate

and wedge, the horizontal portion of the base plate being

provided with a vertical flange formed at an angle to the

longitudinal center of the railway rails , whereby an angular

space is provided between said vertical flange and the verti

cal edge of the rails for the reception of said wedge , sub

stantially as set forth .

2. In a railway joint , an integrally formed base plate and

fish plate provided with a vertical flange formed at an angle

to the longitudinal center of the railway rails , in combina

tion with an integrally formed wedge and fish plate, said

William Henry Quinn, Swansea , Ontario, Canada, 10th July , wedge being adapted when in place between the angular

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 22nd May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,147 . flange of the base plate and the railway rails to serve the

Claim .-- 1 . A sander, means for discharging sand there- two- fold purpose of a wedge and fish plate for locking the
from, a rotatable discharge spout adapted to receive sand ' meeting ends of the rails together .
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3. In a railway rail joint the combination with the meeting 4. In a device of the character described , a pasteurizing

ends of two railway rails , the webs of which are provided drum comprising a receptacle having an inclined double bot
with a plurality of transverse apertures , of an integrally

formed fish plate and base plate, the vertical portion of

which is provided with a plurality of horizontal projections

adapted to register with and engage the apertures of the

rails , while this horizontal portion is provided with a verti

cal diagonal recessed flange formed at an angle to the rail

way rails for the reception of a wedge , and an integrally

formed fish plate and wedge adapted to be interposed be

tween the diagonal flange of the base plate and the meeting

ends of the rails .

4. In a railway rail joint the combination with the meeting

ends of two railway rails , of an integrally formed fish plate

and base plate , and an integrally formed fish plate and wedge ,

the horizontal portion of the base plate being provided with a

vertical recessed flange formed at an angle to the longitudi

nal center of the railway rails , whereby an angular space is

left between said vertical recessed flange and the vertical

edge of the rails for the reception of said wedge , said wedge

being of greater length than the base plate and adapted to

project past the front end of the latter, a pluralityof rail

supporting ties and a spike rigidly secured on an end in one

of said ties and having its other end secured against the pro

truding end of said integrally formed wedge and fish plate.

No. 99,946. Hat.
tom provided with discharge openings, a continuous helical

Chapeau .

fange carried by the bottom, a perforated pipe disposed be

tween the members of the double bottom , a feed pipe leading

to the perforated pipe , a valve on the feed pipe, a handle on

the valve , a pipe leading from the double bottom, an open

ended casing carried by the latter pipe and provided with a

discharge opening, a float disposed in the casing, a rod con

nected to the float, and a connection between the rod and the

handle on the valve .

5. In a device of the character described , a pasteurizing

drum comprising a receptacle having an inclined double bot

tom provided with discharge openings , a continuous helical

flange carried by the bottom, a perforated pipe disposed be

tween the members of the double bottom , a feed pipe leading

to the perforated pipe , a valve on the feed pipe , a handle on

the valve , a pipe leading from the double bottom , an open

ended casing carried by the latter pipe and provided with a

discharge opening, a float disposed in the casing, a rod con

Gueseppe Melan, Milano , Italy , and the Waldron Drouin Com
nected to the float, and provided with a screw- threaded end ,

pany, Montreal , Quebec , Canada , 10th July, 1906 ; 6 years.
a lever connected at one end to the rod , a fulcrum for the

Filed 11th October, 1905. Receipt No. 129,134 .
lever secured on the casing, and a rod adjustably secured to

the opposite end of the lever and to the handle of the valve .

Claim.-1 . In combination with a hat provided with venti 6. In a device of the character described , a supporting

lating openings , a band disposed on the hat and having casing, a pasteurizing drum carried thereby and provided

loosely woven sections in its body coinciding in position with with discharge openings, a rotatable corrugated casing dis

the ventilating openings in the hat.
posed below the pasteurizer and provided with outer down

2. In combination with a hat provided with ventilating wardly inclined flanges and provided with an inner upwardly

openings , a band disposed on the hat and having foramin- | inclined perforated flange and provided with a horizontal

ated sections in its body coinciding in position with the upper flange, a second casing disposed within the movable

ventilating openings in the hat .
casing , braces connecting the two latter casings , a bearing

3. In combination with a hat provided with a plurality of for the second casing , and means for applying a liquid cooling

rectangular ventilating openings , a band disposed on the hat medium to the casings.

and provided with a plurality of rectangular sections of 7. In a device of the character described , a supporting

foraminated material which sections are disposed over the casing , a pasteurizing drum carried thereby and provided

ventilating openings in the hat. with discharge openings, a rotatable corrugated casing dis

4. A hat band provided with loosely woven sections in its posed below the pasteurizer and provided with outwardly in

body. clined flanges and provided with an inner upwardly inclined

5. A hat band provided with sections adapted to permit the perforated flange and provided with a horizontal upper
free passage of air. flange , a second casing disposed within the movable casing,

braces connecting the two latter casings and provided with a

No. 99,947. Pasteurizing Process for Cream.
conical cover and a central bearing and provided with in

Procédé à pasteuriser pour la crême.
clined extending flanges, and a shaft carried by the support

ing casing and inserted in the bearing.

La Compagnie De Laiterie St. Laurent, assignee of Hubert
8. In a device of the character described a supporting cas

Napoleon Rivard, all of Montreal , Quebec , Canada, 10th ing, a pasteurizing drum provided with staggered discharge

July, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 27th March, 1906. Receipt No. spouts and carried by the casing, a plurality of rotatable cas

ings disposed within the supporting casing and provided with
134,324 .

flanges, a trough disposed below the flanges, and means for
Claim.-1 . In a device of the character described , a sup- applying a liquid cooling medium to both rotatable casings .

porting casing , a pasteurizing drum supported by the casing 9. In a device of the character described a supporting cas

and provided with discharge spouts, means for applying heating, a pasteurizing drum provided with staggered discharge

to the drum , and cooling members disposed below the drum . spouts and carried by the casing, a plurality of rotatable cas
2. In a device of the character described, a drum having ings disposed within the supporting casing and provided with

an inclined double bottom , a continuous helical wall disposed nlanges, a trough disposed below the flanges , a pump connect

in the drum , spouts disposed through the double bottom , said ed with the trough , a clean - out valve on the connection be

bottom being provided with an upwardly extending flange and tween the pump and the trough , and means for applying a

provided with a downwardly extending flange of greater liquid cooling medium to both rotatable casings .

width than the length of said spouts , and means for applying 10. In a device of the character described a supporting cas

heat to the double bottom . ing , a pasteurizing drum disposed on the casing, a pair of

3. In a device of the character described , a pasteurizing rotatable connected casings disposed within the supporting

drum comprising a receptacle having an inclined double bot- casing, a feed pipe leading from the lower part of the sup

tom provided with discharge ope ngs, a continuous helical por ng casing, a valve on the feed pip a pipe lead from

flange carried by the bottom , a perforated pipe disposed be- the feed pipe back to the casing, a pump on the latter pipe, a

tween the members of the double bottom , a feed pipe lead- strainer in the latter pipe , and a plurality of perforated pipes

ing to the perforated pipe , and ineans for regulating heat connected to the feed pipe and extending upward inside and

applied through the perforated pipe . outside of the rotatable casings.
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11. In a device of the character described a supporting cas- and thereby making numerous irregular and irregularly dis

ing, a pasteurizing drum thereon , a pair of rotatable casings tributed cracks in its surface , drying that developed gelatine

disposed within the supporting casing , an ice receiving trough plate in air , stripping that gelatine plate, with its flexible

projecting from the supporting casing, means for applying a base, away from that flat plate , applying glycerine solution to

liquid cooling medium to the casing, a cream receiving trough those parts of the surface of that developed gelatine plate

supported adjacent the rotatable casings, and means for re- which will take it , applying ink to the other parts of the sur

moving cream from the trough . face of that developed gelatine plate , and transferring ink

12. In a device of the character described a supporting cas- from that inked flexible gelatine plate to a solid surface , by

ing, a pasteurizing drum thereon, a pair of rotatable casings pressing the inked flexible gelatine plate directly against the
disposed within the supporting casing, an ice receiving trough solid surface , all substantially as described.
projecting from the supporting casing, means for applying a 4. The following process in photo -mechanical printing.

liquid cooling medium to the casing, a cream receiving trough making a sensitive gelatine plate on a flexible celluloid base ,

supported adjacent the rotatable casings , and means for re- which base is temporarily glued down upon a flat and hori

moving cream from the trough comprising a pipe leading to zontal plate while the gelatine is setting, exposing that sen
the cream trough , a pump connected to the pipe, means for sitive gelatine plate to light through a translucent picture,

driving the pump, and a clean -out on the pipe . developing that exposed gelatine plate by bathing it in water ,

13. In a device of the character described a supporting cas- and thereby making numerous irregular and irregularly dis

ing, a pasteurizing drum thereon , a pair of rotatable casings tributed cracks in its surface , drying that developed gelatine

disposed within the supporting casing , an ice receiving trough plate in air , and stripping that gelatin plate , with its flexible

projecting from the supporting casing, means for applying a base, away from that flat plate , all substantially as described .

liquid cooling medium in the casing, an overflow pipe con- 5. The following process in photo -mechanical printing,

nected to the bottom of the supporting casing , a cream re- making a sensitive gelatine plate on a flexible celluloid base ,

ceiving trough supported adjacent the rotatable casings , and having a gelatine coat of uniform thickness , exposing that

means for removing cream from the trough . sensitive gelatine plate to light through a translucent picture,

developing that exposed gelatine plate by bathing it in water

No. 99,948. Photo -Mechanical Printing .
and thereby making numerous irregular and irregularly dis

tributed cracks in its surface , drying that developed gelatine
Imprimerie photomécanique .

plate in air, applying glycerine solution to those parts of the

surface of that developed gelatine plate which will take it ,

applying ink to the other parts of the surface of that de

veloped gelatine plate , transferring ink from that inked flex

ible gelatin plate to a metal surface, by pressing the inked

flexible gelatine plate directly against the metal surface, and

etching away the uninked parts of that metal surface, all sub

stantially as described .

6. The following process in photo -mechanical printing ,

making a sensitive gelatine plate on a flexible celluloid base ,

having a gelatin coat of uniform thickness , exposing that

sensitive gelatine plate to light through a translucent picture,

developing that exposed gelatine plate by bathing it in water,

and thereby making numerous irregular and irregularly dis

tributed cracks in its surface , drying that developed gelatine

plate in air, applying glycerine solution to those parts of

the surface of that developed gelatine plate which will take

it , applying ink to the other parts of the surtace of that de

veloped gelatine plate , and transferring ink from that inked

Albert Henry Walker, assignee of John W. Ippers , New York flexible gelatine plate to a solid surface by pressing the inked

City, New York, U.S.A., 10th July, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed flexible gelatine plate directly against the solid surface, all

28th March, 1906. Receipt No. 134,387. substantially as described.

Claim.-1 . The following process of photo -mechanical print.
7. The following process in photo -mechanical printing ,

in “, making a sensitive gelatine plate on a flexible celluloid making a gelatine plate on a flexible celluloidbase having a

base, which base is temporarily glued down upon a flat and gelatine coat of uniform thickness sensitized with bichromate

horizontal plate while the gelatine is setting, exposing that of ammonia and chlorid of calcium , exposing that sensitive

sensitive gelatine plate to light through a translucent picture, gelatine plate to light through a translucentpicture, develop

developing that exposed gelatine plate by bathing it in water, ing that exposed gelatine plate by bathing it in waterand

and thereby making numerous irregular and irregularly dis- thereby making numerous irregular and irregularly distri

tributed cracks in its surface, drying that developed gelatine buted cracks in its surface and drying that developed gelatine

plate in air , stripping that gelatine plate with its flexible base , plate in air , all substantially as described.

away from that flat plate, applying glycerine solution to those No. 99,949. Photo -Mechanical Printing.

parts of the surface of that developed gelatine plate which will

take it , applying ink to the other parts of the surface of that
Imprimerie photomécanique.

developed gelatine plate , transferring ink from that inked

flexible gelatine plate to a metal surface, by pressing the inked

flexible gelatine plate directly against the metal surface , etch

ing away the uninked parts of that metal surface, applying

printing ink to the printing parts thus produced on that metal

surface, and transfering ink from those printing parts direct

ly to the surface of whatever material constitutes the base of

the picture which results from the process , all substantially

as described .

2. The following process in photo -mechanical printing, Albert Henry Walker, assignee of John W. Ippers ; New York

making a sensitive gelatine plate on a flexible celluloid base,
City, New York, U.S.A., 10th July, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed

which base is temporarily glued down upon a flat and hori

zontal plate while the gelatine is setting , exposing that sen
28th March, 1906. Receipt No. 134,388 .

sitive gelatine plate to light through a translucent picture , de Claim .-- The following process in photo - mechanical printing ,

veloping that exposed gelatine plate by bathing it in water, making a gelatine emulsion, sensitized with bichromate of

and thereby making numerous irregular and irregularly dis- ammonia, applying that gelatine emulsion to a flat base, and

tributed cracks in its surface , drying that developed gelatine drying and baking it thereon, exposing the resulting baked

plate in air, stripping that gelatine plate , with its flexible gelatine plate to light through a sheet having a uniformly

base, away from that flat plate, applying glycerine solution to translucent area and a uniformly opaque area , developing

those parts of the surface ofthatdeveloped gelatine plate that exposed gelatine plate by bathing it in water and there

which will take it, applying ink to the other parts of the sur- by swelling into smooth and uniform relief that area thereof

face of that developed gelatine plate , transferring ink from which was under the opaque area of that sheet during the

that inked flexible gelatine plate to a metalsurface , by press- exposure , while leaving in smooth and uniform depression

ing the inked flexible gelatine plate directly against the metal that area thereof which was under the translucent area of

surface ,and etching akay the uninked parts of that metal that sheet during the exposure, drying that developed gela

surface , all substantially as described . tin plate in air , applying glycerine solution to the smooth

3. The following process in photo -mechanical printing mak- and uniform relief area of that dried gelatin plate , apply

ing a sensitive gelatine plate on a flexible celluloid base, ing printing ink to the smooth and uniform depressed area

which base is temporarily glued down upon a flat and hori- of that glycerine gelatine plate, and transferring printing

zontal plate while the gelatine is setting, exposing that sen- ink from that smooth and uniform depressed area to a

sitive gelatine plate to light through a translucent picture, de- smooth and solid surface of stone or metal , all substantially
veloping that exposed gelatine plate by bathing it in water, as described .
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No. 99,950. Printing Frame. Cadre à imprimer. No. 99,952. Acetylene Gas Burner.

Brûleur à gaz acétylène.
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John B. Carroll , Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. , 10th July , 1906 ; 6

years. Filed 30th March, 1906. Receipt No. 134,448 .

Claim . - 1. An acetylene gas burner, consisting of a body of

refractory heat insulating material provided with a supply

conduit, a recessed flame chamber, preferably cylindrical, of

sufficient width to admit air around and to the base of the

flame, and a duct , preferably short and in axial alignment

wth said flame chamber, extending from said conduit to said

chamber, as set forth .

2. An acetylene gas burner, consisting of a body of refrac

tory heat insulating material , provided with a supply conduit,

a cylindrical flame chamber of sufficient width to admit air

around and to the base of the flame, and a central duct ex

William Bruce Young, Brandon, Manitoba , Canada , 10th July ,
tending from said conduit to said chamber, as set forth .

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 29th March , 1906. Receipt No. 134,407 .
3. An acetylene gas burner, consisting of a body of refrac

tory heat insulating material, provided with a supply conduit ,
Claim.-1 . In a printing frame comprising frame provided

a cylindrical flame chamber of sufficient width to admit air
with flanges to receive the negative , a removable back for

around and to the base of the flame, and a short central duct
holding the sensitive paper against the negative , said back

extending from said conduit to said chamber, as set forth.

having an opening with transparent material therein , as and 4. An acetylene gas burner, consisting of a body of refrac

for the purpose specified.
tory heat insulating material , provided with a supply conduit,

2. In a device of the class described the combination with
a cylindrical flame chamber of sufficient width to admit air

the receiving frame , of a spring pressed removable trans
around and to the base of the flame, and a short duct ex

parent back, as and for the purpose specified . tending from said conduit to said chamber, said duct and

3. In a printing frame the combination with the receiving chamber being in axial alignment, as set forth.

frame, of a spring pressed removable back , said back being
5. An acetylene gas burner, comprising tips of refractory

composed of two portions hinged together , one portion of
heat insulating material , two supply conduits , two opposed

which has an opening extending therethrough and a trans recessed flame chambers of sufficient width to admit air
parent material secured to and flush with the inner face

around and to the base of the flame, and ducts extending from
thereof, as and for the purpose specified .

said conduits to said chambers, as set forth.
4. In a printing frame the combination with the receiving

6. An acetylene gas burner, comprising tips of refractory
frame , of a removably secured back, said back being com heat insulating material , two supply conduits , two opposed

posed of two portions hinged together, one portion of which cylindrical flame chambers of sufficient width to admit air

has an opening extending therethrough and grooves cut in
around and to the base of the flame, and short central ducts

the outstanding sides, so placed and designed to secure and extending from said conduits to said chambers , as set forth.
hold the glass flush with the inner face of the back, as and

7. An acetylene gas burner, comprising tips of refractory
for the purpose specified .

heat insulating material , two supply conduits , two opposed

cylindrical flame chambers of sufficient width to admit air

No. 99,951 . Method of Burning Acetylene Gas. around and to the base of the flame, and short ducts extend

Méthode de brûler le gaz acétylène.
ing from said conduits to said chambers, the corresponding

ducts and chambers being in axial alignment, as set forth .

No. 99,953 . Pin Fastener. Attache d'épingle.
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John B. Carroll , Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. , 10th July, 1906 ; 6

years. Filed 30th March , 1906. Receipt No. 134,447 .

Claim.-1 . The process of burning acetylene gas, which

consists in projecting a jet of the gas through an orifice,

burning the gas, and maintaining at the orifice a temperature

above that which permits the accumulation of carbon or

solid hydro - carbons.

2. The process of burning acetylene gas, which consists

in projecting a jet of the gas through an orifice, causing the

gas to burn with the base of the flame at or near said orifice , Agnes Edmond, Dunedin , New Zealand , 10th July, 1906 ; 6

and heating the air supplied to the base of the flame, thereby years . Filed 28th March , 1906. Receipt No. 134,368.

maintaining at said orifice a temperature above that which Claim . - 1. In fastenings of the kind indicated, a brooch or

permits the accumulation of carbon or solid hydro -carbons. other body having mounted movable or hinged thereon a

3. The process of burning acetylene gas , which consists l.in , a post having a cap under upward spring pressure, a

in projecting a jet of the gas through an orifice, causing the plate having a recess so placed that the pin must be moved

gas to burn with the base of the flame at or near said orifice angularly to be inserted, and having an arm against which

and shielding the base of the flame, thereby heating the air the said cap is pressed closing the gap leading to the recess.

supplied to the base of the flame and maintaining at said 2. In fastenngs of the kind indicated , a brooch or other

orifice a temperature above that which permits the accumu- body having mounted movably or hinged thereon a pin , a

lation of carbon or solid hydro -carbons. post having a cap under upward spring pressure , the said

4. The process of burning acetylene gas, which consists post and cap being hollow and containing the spring, a plate
in projecting a jet of the gas through an orifice, causing the having an angular passage or recess extending inward and

gas to burn with the base of the flame at or near the orifice, downward, and an arm against which the said cap is pressed
heating the air supplied to and causing it to move toward ' closing the gap leading to the recess .

the base of the flame, thereby maintaining at the orifice a 3. In fastenings of the kind indicated, a brooch or other
temperature above that which permits the accumulation of tcdy having a movable pin , a post having a member under
carbon of solid hydro - carbons , and shielding the base of the spring pressure closing the entrance of an angular pin recess

flame and thereby restraining the escape of heat from the air provided to restrain the pin from becoming accidentally un
which is moving toward the orifice. fastened .
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4. In fastenings of the kind indicated , a brooch or other 2. A mould for veneering concrete walls comprising a

body having a movable pin , a post having a member under would wall, means for attaching it to the surface to be

spring pressure closing the entrance of an angular pin re- veneered, battens secured to the back extending down to a

cess , having one or more shoulders therein provided to short distance from the bottom of the wall and a correspond

restrain the pin from becoming accidentally unfastened . ing distance above the top of it, a plurality of loops for

5. In fastenings of the kind indicated a brooch or other coupling wedges secured to the back of the mould near its

body having a movable pin , a post having a flanged cap upper edge , and a corresponding number of similar loops

under spring pressure , and a pin recess formed by a plate secured to the back near its lower edge , substantially as

having an arm against which the cap closes , the pin being described.

adapted to pass under the flange. 3. A mould for veneering concrete walls comprising a

mould wall , means for attaching the mould wall to the sur

No. 99,954. Keyboard for Musical Instruments . face to be veneered , an end stop , and a clamp whereby the

Clarici pour instruments de musique.
end stop may be adjustably secured to the face of the mould

wall, substantially as described .

4. A mould for veneering concrete walls comprising two

mould walls, means for connecting the mould walls in align

ment with either uppermost, and a V-shaped metal packing

strip fitted into the joint between the two mould walls , sub

stantially as described.

5. In a mould for veneering concrete walls, a wall surface ,

a mould wall secured thereto at a suitable distance there

Trom , a hopper adapted to discharge into the space between

the wall surface and the mould wall supported by and longi

tudinally movable on the mould wall, substantially as des

cribed

6. A hopper for a cement veneering mould comprising a

hopper V-shaped in cross section and open at its inner side ,

legs depending from the hopper , and hooks at the upper ends

of the legs facing towards the inner side of the hopper,

substantially as described .
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No. 99,956. Step Ladder. Echelle à marches.
Wilhelm Menzel , Berlin , Germany, 10th July , 1906 ; 6 years ,

Filed 28th September , 1905. Receipt No. 128,830 .

Claim . - 1. In a musical instrument , a reversible keyboard

provided with keys on its upper and lower surfaces in such

manner that by turning over the keyboard either set of keys

can be brought into position for playing , substantially as set

forth .

2. In a musical instrument , the combination with a rever

sible keyboard having keys on its upper and lower surfaces ,

or an adjustable rod placed over the keys and provided with

springs for holding said keys in position during reversal of

the keyboard and for regulating the touch .

9
6
6
6

No. 99,955. Mould for Cement. Moule pour ciment.
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John G. Socrgee , Dallas, Texas, U.S.A. , 10th July, 1906 ; 6

years . Filed 5th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,580.

Cialm .-- 1 . A step ladder comprising front and rear sections ,

AZUL
the front section comprising parallel side pieces arranged in
pairs , steps detachably carried by the front section, bolts

connecting the side pieces of each pair , U -shaped wire mem

bers having their free ends bent around the bolts , screw eyes

carried by the front section and adapted to be engaged by the
bow portions of the U - shaped members , and U - shaped wire

members pivotally carried by the steps and adapted to engage

the U -shaped members first -mentioned .

2. In a ladder of the kind described comprising front and

Fiqi.
rear sections, notched side members forming part of the rear

section , a round having reduced end portions adapted to en

gage mortises in the side members , a metal loop pivotally

connected at its ends to one of the side members , said loop

encircling and engaging the round , a lower round longitu

dinally slotted at each end, the ends engaging notches in the

side members , plates secured to the side members inter

mediate the rounds and bent at each end to form eyes , loops

engaging the lower eyes formed on said plates and the slotted

end portions of the lower round, and brace bars pivoted at

Fig3. their upper ends to the side members and having their lower

ends bent to engage the upper eyes of the plates , substan

tially as set forth .

1

FA 99966
3. A ladder of the kind described comprising a front step

section and a rear supporting section , a step , wire loop

frames arranged on the under side of the step and having de

Fig.o. pending portions, U -shaped wire members having their ends

bent to form eyes , said eyes engaging the depending portions

James G. Mills, Toronto , Ontario, Canada, 10th July, 1906 ; 6 of the frames, bolts carried by the side members of the front

years . Filed 7th April , 1906. Receipt No. 134,701 . section transversely to the steps , l' - shaped members having

Claim .-- 1 . A mould for veneering concrete walls compris- their free ends bent around the bolts , the wire members de

ing a mould wall , means for attaching it to the surface to be pending from the frames being adapted to slide in the mem

veneered, and battens secured to the back extending down to bers connected to the bolts , and screw eyes adapted to be en

a short distance from the bottom of the wall and a cor- gaged by the wire members connected to the bolts , said eyes

responding distance above the top of it , substantially as being carried by the side members of the front section , as

described.
and for the purpose set forth .

Figo

rig
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No. 99,957. Bed. Sommier élastique. branch arranged opposite the main opening and extending

through the wall of the basin above the said water level , said

Jig 2

Fig 3

3
.
9
6
0
6

b

99957

William C. Burdette and Hiram H. Malone , co- inventors , both

of Anderson , Indiana , U.S.A. , 10th July , 1906 ; 6 years .

Filed 11th May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,802 .

Claim.--The bed bottom consisting of the studded side rails

the studded cross bars attached to said side rails and the branches having flanges for engaging the inner face of the

single wire embracing the studs of the side rail and cross wall, substantially as and or the purpose set forth.

bars and arranged in longitudinal zigzag branches , each said 2. In a sewer construction the combination with a catcb

longitudinal branch overlapping two adjacent longitudinal basin and its main , of a fitting for connecting said main and

branches to form a series of mutually supporting large dia- basin adapted to be partially embedded in the wall of said

mond form figures and centrally within the same a series of basin from the exterior thereof, the same having an inlet

small diamond form figures and transverse coil springs con- branch extending through the wall of the basin below the

necting said branches at the lateral bends of said central water level thereof, and a branch arranged opposite the main

diamond form figures, substantially as specified. opening and extending through the wall of the basin above

the said water level , said branches having flanges for engag

No. 99,958. Water Polo Apparatus. ing the inner face of the wall , substantially as and for the

purpose set forth .

Appareil pour jeux de polo .

No. 99,960. Post Hole Digger.

Appareil à creuser les trous de poteaux.
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46955

John Fremont Conklin, Hawley, Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 10th

July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 26th March , 1906. Receipt No.

134,273 .

Claim .-1 . A frame for use in playing games on water , said John Dunn, Kelso, Roxburgh , Scotland , 10th July, 1906 ; 6

frame being composed of parallel side and parallel end mem
years . Filed 1st June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,477.

bers consisting of separate parts detachably connected and Claim . - 1. A post hole digger comprising a hub portion, a

provided at their opposite ends with goals which open to- disc portion partially split and encircling said hub portion

ward the center of the frame , said frame being also provided in a helical manner and separating said split portions,the

centrally with a transverse raised device for dropping a ball lower of said split portions having cutting edges and a shaft

in themiddle of the frame , substantially as shown and des- extending into and through said hub and forming the handle
cribed . of the device, as and for the purpose specified.

2. A frame for use in playing games on water , said frame 2. A post hole digger comprising a hub portion having &

being composed of parallel side and parallel end members squared hole therethrough, a disc portion partially split and

consisting of separate parts detachably connected and pro- encircling said hub portion in a helical manner and separat

vided at their opposite ends with goals which open toward ing said split portions, one of said split portions having ?

the center of the frame, said frame being also provided cen- plurality of teeth bevelled on the upper surface edges and

trally with a transverse raised device for dropping a ball in forming knife blades, and a shaft extending through said hole

the middle of the frame, consisting of upright side members in the hub and having at the lower end beneath said hub a

and wires or cords connected with the tops thereof and ex- spear point and at the upper end a suitable handle, as and

tending transversely of the frame and connected at the for the purpose specified.

center of the frame with a ring, substantially as shown and 3. A post hole digger comprising a hub portion, a disc por

described . tion encircling said hub portion and split from one edge

3. A frame of the class described designed for use in mark- thereof to said hub , said split edges being separated for the

ing off a field on water within which to play a game, said length of said hubandcausing said disc to encircle said hub

frame being composed of separate detachablyconnected parts ina helical manner, thelower of said edges having a plur

and being oblong in form and provided at each end with goals ality of teeth with bevelled upper surfaces forming knife

which open inwardly, said frame being also provided trans- blades,a knife rigidly arranged circumferentially on the
versely of the middle thereof with means for dropping a ball underside of said discin proximity to said teeth and depend
centrally thereof, substantially as shown and described. ing downwardly therefrom , and a shaft extending through

said hub , as and for the purpose specified.

No. 99,959. Sewer Inlet. Conduite d'égout . 4. A post hole digger of disc formation and encircling a

Simon Cameron Corson ,Norristown , Pennsylvania, U.S.A., having the split edges separated one to each end of said hub
central and hub portion , said disc being partially split and

10th July, 1906 ;6 years . Filed 25th May , 1906. Receipt anda lower edge formed into a plurality of teeth and a plur:

No. 136,221 . ality of knives rigid with said disc and depending downwardly
Cialm .-1 . In a sewer construction the combination with a therefrom and arrange

catch basin and itsmain, of a fitting for connecting said main shaft having a spearpoint projectingbelow the lower end of

circumferentially therewith, and a

and basin, thesale havingan inlet branch extending through said hub and asuitable handle at its upper end, asand for

the wall of the basin below the water level thereof , and a ' the purpose specified.
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No. 99,961. Cigar Bunching Machine. ing the bunch, of a movable bunch former and means for im

Machine à lier les cigares.
parting a joint movement to the rear carrier and to the

bunch former in advance of the movement of the front car

rier and adapted to first close the pocket in the apron and

thence to take the slack out of the apron , while the front

carrier remains stationary and is locked in position .

9. In a cigar bunching machine the combination with the

bunching apron and its front and rear carriers adapted to

form a pocket in said apron and actuate the same in rolling

the bunch, of means for importing a conjoint movement to

said carriers and an independent movement to the rear car

rier in advance of the front carrier , and a movement bunch

former co- operating with the rear carrier to close the pocket

and take up the slack in the apron during the independent

movement of said rear carrier .

10. In a cigar bunching machine the combination with the

bunching apron and its front and rear carriers adapted to

form a pocket in said apron and actuate the same in rolling

the bunch , of a movable bunch former, an actuating spring

therefor adapted to move it into operative position , and hold

the same in rolling the bunch and means for controlling the

movement of said bunch former by the movement of the

Alexander Gordon , Detroit , Michigan , U.S.A. , 10th July , 1906 ;
rear carrier, said rear carrier having a movement in ad

6 years. Filed 23rd May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,171 . vance of the front carrier .

Claim . - 1. In a .cigar bunching machine the combination 11. In a cigar bunching machine the combination with the

with the bunching apron and its front and rear carriers adapt- bunching apron and its front and rear carriers adapted to

ed to form a pocket in said apron and to actuate the same form a pocket in said apron and to actuate the same in roll

in rolling the bunch, of a bunch former movable toward said ing the bunch , of means for imparting movement to the rear

front carrier in advance of the movement of the same and carriers in advance of the front carrier , a movable bunch

operating to confine the filler in the pocket of the apron , and former, means adapted to move said bunch former into oper

thence to hold the bunch in stationary position while being ative position by the advance movement of the rear carrier

rolled .
and to release the same from engagement with said rear car

2. In a cigar bunching machine the combination with the rier when in said position and a spring adapted to hold said

bunching apron , of oscillating front and rear carriers hav- bunch former in its operative position independently of said

ing segmental cylindrical faces and adapted to form a pocket rear carrier .

in said apron and to actuate the same by the movement of 12. In a cigar bunching machine the combination with the

said carriers, the rear carrier having a movement in advance bunching apron and its front and rear carriers adapted to

of the front carrier and being located above the front carrier form a pocket in said apron and to actuatethe same in roll

and adapted to carry the rear end of the apron forwardly ing the bunch , of a bunch former , an oscillating frame car

over the front carrier and thereby close the pocket in the rying said bunch former, a spring adapted to actuate the

apron by the movement of said carrier alone. frame to move said bunch former into operative position and

3. In a cigar bunching machine the combination with the yieldingly hold the same in said position and means for con
bunching apron, of oscillating front and rear carriers having trolling the movement of said frame by the movement of the
segmental cylindrical faces and adapted to hold the apron rear carrier, said means adapted to release said frame from

in their normal position to form a pocket for the reception of control when the bunch former has moved into operative

the filler and close the same by an indpendent movement of position.

the rear carrier while the front carrier remains stationary , 13. In a cigar bunching machine the combination with the

and a bunch former conjointly moving with the rear carrier bunching apron and its carriers adapted to form a pocket
in advance of the movement of the front carrier and co- in the apron and actuate the same in rolling the bunch, of a

operating therewith to close the pocket and confine the filler bunch former composed in parts of a flexible pressure bar
therein . and means applied thereto for shortening or lengthening the

4. In a cigar bunching machine the combination with the portions of said bar subjected to flexure in rolling.

bunching apron , of oscillating front and rear carriers having 14. In a cigar bunching machine the combination with the

segmental cylindrical faces and normally holding the apron bunching apron and its co - operating carriers, of a bunch

in position to form a pocket for receiving the filler, said rear former composed of a rigid and a flexible portion or pres

carrier having an independent movement in advance of the sure bar, and means for supporting said flexible portion upon

front carrier and operating to close the pocket in the apron the rigid portion at variable points of its length against

while the front carrier remains stationary and the front flexure in rolling the bunch .

carrier having a conjointed movement with the rear carrier 15. In a cigar bunching machine the combination with the

adapted to actuate the apron . bunching apron and its co -operating carriers , of a bunch

5. In a cigar bunching machine the combination with the former composed of a rigid bar, a coil spring secured at its
bunching apron and its front and rear carrier adapted to ends to the rigid bar and supports carried by the rigid bar

form a pocket in said apron and actuate the same in rolling slidingly adjustable thereon and adapted to support said coil

the bunch , of a movable bunch former actuated by the move- spring intermediate its ends against flexure in rolling the
ment of the rear carrier and adapted to close the pocket in bunch.

the apron in the movement of said carrier in advance of that 16. In a cigar bunching machine the combination with the

of the front carrier , said carrier being adapted to maintain frame , of a bunching apron , oscillating front and rear car
the slack in the apron during the movement of the bunch | riers for said apron, each consisting of a rocker mounted

former in closing the pocket. upon a shaft journalled in the frame and provided with a

6. In a cigar bunching machine the combination with the segmental cylindrical face for the apron to wind upon , and

bunching apron, of oscillating front and rear carriers actuating devices therefor comprising pinions carried by the

adapted to form a pocket in the apron and to actuate the shafts of the rockers and an oscillating gear segment travel

same in rolling the bunch , the rear carrier having an inde- ling in continuous mesh with the pinion of the rear carrier

pendent movement in advance of the front carrier and a con- and in discontinuous mesh with the pinion on the front car

jointed movement with the front carrier for actuating the rier whereby said front carrier remains stationary during a

apron in rolling the bunch and a bunch former actuated by portion of the movement of the rear carrier .

the rear carrier in the independent movement thereof and 17. In a cigar bunching machine the combination with the

remaining stationary during the conjointed movement of the frame , of a bunching apron , oscillating front and rear car

carriers.
riers for said apron each consisting of a rocker mounted

7. In a cigar bunching machine the combination with the upon a shaft journalled in the frame and provided with a

bunching apron and its front and rear carriers adapted to segmental cylindrical face for the apron to wind upon , and

form a pocket in said apron and to actuate the same in roll- actuating devices therefor comprising pinions carried by the

ing the bunch, of a movable bunch former arrangement to shafts of the rockers and an oscillating segmental rack

jointly move with the rear carrier in advance of the front travelling in continuous mesh with the pinion of the rear

carrier and adapted to close the pocket in said apron , and carrier and in discontinuous mesh with the pinion of the

means whereby the front carrier remains stationary and is ' front carrier, said pinion and rack having mutilated portions

locked in position till the pocket is closed and the slack is adapted to delay the motion of the front carrier and lock the

taken out of the apron .
same in position , and means for throwing said rack and

8. In a cigar bunching machine the combination with the pinion into gear at the end of the delay.

bunching apron and its front and rear carriers adapted to 18. In a cigar bunching machine the combination with the

form a pocket in said apron and to actuate the same in roll- frame , of a bunching apron , oscillating front and rear car
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riers for said apron each consisting of a rocker mounted connected to the double loop of the trouser back connector,
upon a shaft journalled in the frame and provided with a as and for the purpose specified .

segmental cylindrical face for the apron to wind upon ,

pinions carried by the shafts of the rockers , an oscillating

rack in continuous mesh with the pinion of the rear carrier

and in discontinuous mesh with the pinion of the front car

rier, means for locking said front carrier in position when

not in mesh with the rack and means for imparting one com

plete oscillation to the oscillating rack under control of a

foot lever.

19. In a cigar bunching machine the combination with the

frame and bunching apron , of oscillating front and rear

carriers for said apron consisting of rockers mounted upon

shafts journalled in the frame, pinions on said shafts , an os

cillating rack actuating said pinions, a continuously revolv

ing pinion , a gear wheel meshing with said pinion and having

a hinged section carrying a small portion of the gear teeth 42

of said wheel , a spring for normally throwing said section

out of operative position , a foot lever adapted to throw the 74322

same into operative position , a crank carried by the shaft of

the gear wheel , and a connecting rod connecting said crank

with the oscillating rack and adapted to actuate the same ,

means being provided for frictionally locking the shaft of the

gear wheel after each revolution into its prescribed normal

position .
2. In suspenders the combination with the shoulder straps

20. In a cigar bunching machine the combination with the
and the trouser back connector provided with suitable tabs

frame and bunching apron , of oscillating front and rear

rockers mounted upon shafts journalled in the frame and and formed of cord , and loop guides pivotally connected to

adapted to actuate the apron in forming the bunch , pinions
the bottom end bars of the shoulder straps, of a double loop

mounted upon the shafts of the rockers , an oscillating rack
guide through which the two sides of the cord of the trouser

adapted to oscillate the rockers through the medium of said
Tack connector extend , supplemental loop arc -shaped guides

pinions and impart a conjointed motion thereto and an in
located at each side and connected to the shoulder straps

dependent motion to the rear rocker in advance of the front and through which the supplemental loop extends, the said

rocker, a movable bunch former actuated by the rear rocker supplemental loop having a guide loop at one endand through

in advance of the front rocker, and means under control of
which the other end extends down to the double loop of the

the operator for imparting to the rack one complete oscil
trouser back connector, as and for the purpose specified ,

lation through a prescribed angle of motion .
3. In suspenders the combination with the shoulder straps

21. In a cigar bunching machine the combination with the
and the trouser back connector provided with suitable tabs

frame and the bunching apron , of front and rear carriers
and formed of cord , and loop guides pivotally connected to

therefor adapted to form a pocket in the apron and actuate
the bottom end bars of the shoulder straps , of a double loop

the same in rolling the bunch, a movable bunch former actu
guide through which the two sides of the cord of the trouser

ated by the rear carrier and co -operating therewith to con
back connector extend , supplemental loop arc-shaped guides,

tact the pocket in the apron around the filler and carry it adjustable bars on the shoulder straps to which the loop

into position for rolling while the front carrier remains
guides are pivotally connected , the said supplemental loop

stationary , and a stationary table above the front carrier
extending through the loop guides and having a guide loop at

and adapted to support the binder in position .
one end through which the outer end extends down to the

22. In a cigar bunching machine the combination with the
double loop of the trouser back connector, as and for the

frame and bunching apron , of oscillating front and rear car
purpose specified .

riers for the apron , each consisting of a segmental cylin
4. In suspenders the combination with the shoulder straps

drical rocker co - operating with each other in rolling the and the trouser back connector provided with suitable tabs

bunch , the one in front forming the bunching table and
and formed of cord, and loop guides pivotally connected to

operating to pay out the apron in a rearward direction and the bottom end bars of the shoulder straps , of a double loop

the one in rear operating to take up the apron in an upward guide through which the two sides of the cord of the trouser

and forward direction , the rockers being of like radius and
back connector extend and a supplemental loop slidably con

oscillating in opposite directions .
nected to the shoulder straps at each side and at the bottom

23. In a cigar bunching machine the combination with the
to the double loop trouser back connector , as and for the

frame and bunching apron , of oscillating front and rear car
purpose specified.

riers for the apron each consisting of a segmental cylindri
cal rocker co -operating with each other in rolling the bunch , No. 99,963. Garment Supporter,

the front rocker adapted to form the table and pay out the Support de vêtement.

apron in a rearward direction and the rear rocker adapted

to take up the apron in an upward and forward direction , the

two rockers being of the same radius and oscillating alike

but in opposite directions, and a movable bunch former co

operating with the rear rocker to take up the slack in the

apron in advance of the movement of the front rocker and

remaining stationary in rolling the bunch .

24. In a cigar bunching machine the combination with the

frame and bunching apron , of a stationary binder table, an

oscillating rocker below said table carrying the front end of

the apron and forming the table for rolling the bunch , an

oscillating rocker above the table carrying the rear end of

the apron , the two rockers adapted to form a pocket in the

apron adjacent to the rear end of he binder table nd to

actuate the apron in rolling the bunch by oscillating in op

[: osite drections to each other, and a movable bunch former

co - operating therewith .
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No. 99,962 . Suspender. Bretelles .

Carl Ludolph , Berlin , Ontario , Canada , 10th July , 1906 ; 6

years . Fired 2nd June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,501 . George Martin , Toronto , Ontario, Canada, 10th July, 1906 ; 6

Claim . - 1. In suspenders the combination with the shoulder years. Filed 1st June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,474.

s'raps and the trouser back connector provided with suitable Claim . - 1. In a garment supporter the combination of a

tabs and formed of cord , and looped guides pivotally con- length of wire formed into adouble spring loop and forming

nected to the bottom end bars of the shoulder straps , of a a central stirrup within the outer wires , and straps of flex

double loop guide through which the two sides of the cord of ible material strung through said stirrup , as and for the

the trouser back connector extend, and a supplemental loop purpose specified .

connected to the shoulder straps at each side and having the 2. In a garment supporter the combination of a length of
end extending downwardly between the shoulder straps and wire bent at the ends and forming a stirrup , said outer ends
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forming a double spring loop , and straps of flexible material 5. A game apparatus comprising a game board having its

strung through said stirrup, asand for the purpose specified. surfaces divided into playing spaces constituting two fields

3. In a garment supporter the combination of lengths of separated by a center line , means for distinguishing two

wire having a straight portion forming a stirrup and bent at parallel diagonal series of spaces , and movable pieces asso

the ends forming spring loops and extending ends from said ciated with the board, said pieces being of different shapes.

loops, means for fastening the extending ends of one length

of wire to the extending ends of the other length of wire , and No. 99,965. Game. Jeu .

flexible straps strung through said stirrups, as and for the

purpose specified .

4. In a garment supporter the combination of lengths of

wire having a straightportion forming a stirrup and bent at

the ends forming a double spring loop and extending ends

therefrom and eyes formed at the extremities thereof, one of

said double loops being inverted and having the eyes regis

tering with the eyes of the other double spring loop , eyelets

or rivets passing through said eyes and flexibly securing

them together in pairs , a strap of flexible material strung

through one of said stirrups forming shoulder straps and a

strap of flexible material strung through the other of said

stirrups to secure the supporter to the garmnet, as and for

the purpose specified .

5. In a garment supporter , the combination of a length of

wire bent at the ends and forming a stirrup and having the

said bent ends forming a double spring loop and extending

ends therefrom , a strap of flexible material strung through

said stirrup , a strap of flexible material secured to the ex
Peter William Nelson , New York City , New York , U.S.A. ,

tending ends of said double spring loop to secure the sup

porter to the garment , as and for the purpose specified.
10th July, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 21st March, 1906. Re

6. In a garment supporter , the combination of a length of
ceipt No. 134,110 .

wire bent at the ends and forming a stirrup and having the
Claim . — The described amusement device consisting in a

said bent ends forming a double spring loop and extending pack of rectangular separate cards , each having in one cor

ends therefrom , a strap of flexible material strung through
ner the representation of a part of a different object ' pr

said stirrup , a strap of flexible material to secure said sup- animal , so proportioned that when the cards are indiscrimi

porter to said garment having flexible loops therefrom se nately assembled they will accurately fit together and pro

cured to the extending ends of said double spring loop, as duce representation of a complete although heterogeneous

and for the purpose specified . object.

7. In a garment supporter, the combination of a length of

wire bent
atthe ends and forming a stirrup and having the No. 99,966. Nail Holder. Porte - clous.

said bent ends forming a double spring loop and extending

erds therefrom , said extending ends having loops formed

therein and straight extensions from said loops and hooks

formed at the extremities thereof, as and for the purpose

specified .
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No. 99,964. Game. Jeu.
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John E. Pank, Palmer , Nebraska, U.S.A. , 10th July, 1906 ; 6

years. Filed 11th April, 1906. Receipt No. 134,835 .

Olaim . - 1 . A nail holder comprising a series of receptacles

aranged in parallel relation and each provided with a nail

receiving channel and a slot for projection of the shanks of

the nails , transverse supporting elements connecting the re

' ceptacles at their lower and upper ends , and attaching

devices connected with said supporting elements to adapt

the holder to be secured to the person.

2. A nail holder comprising a series of receptacles each

provided with a nail receiving channel and a slot for pass

age of the shanks of the nails to the exterior thereof, sup

porting plates connected to and holding the series of recep

tacles in parallel relation , means for closing the lower ends

0o the series of receptacles, and means connected with said

supporting plates for attaching the device to the person ,

substantially as described .

Charles Adam Miller , Buffalo , New York , U.S.A. , 10th July,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 25th May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,226 . No. 99,967. Hinge. Penture.

Claim .-1 . A game apparatus comprising a game board hav

ing its surface divided into playing spaces , said
Frank Ellsworth Sprague , Nashua , New Hampshire , U.S.A. ,

spaces

divided into two fields separated by a center line , and par
10th July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 20th March , 1906. Receipt

allel lines passing through the playing spaces diagonally
No. 134,096.

across the board . Claim. -1. A butt hinge comprising a plurality of members

2. A game board having its surface laid off in circular provided with interengaging tubular sections , a fastening

playing spaces connected by crossed lines between the spaces , pin having an annular shoulder and traversing the tubular

said spaces divided into two fields separated by a center sections, and means for engaging the shoulder to prevent

line. the pin from working out of the sections , embodying a slid

3. A game board having its surface laid off in circular able plate having therein an opening through which the pin
playing spaces, said spaces divided into two fields separated extends.

by a center line , and game pieces of different forms adapted 2. A butt hinge comprising a plurality of members pro
to be used in connection with the board. vided with interengaging tubular sections , a fastening pin

4. A game board having its surface laid off in circular having an annular shoulder and traversing the tubular sec

playing spaces arranged in two fields separated by a center tions , and means for engaging the shoulder to prevent the

line , parallel lines paşsing centrally through adjacent play- pin from working out of the sections , embodying a slidable

ing spaces and extending diagonally across the board , and plate formed with an eccentric portion and having therein

game pieces adapted to be used in connection with the board. an opening through which the pin extends.

7-9
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3. A butt hinge comprising a plurality of members pro- 3. For the purpose indicated, a flushing valve comprising in

vided with interengaging tubular sections , a fastening pin combination , a valve chamber , a downpipe cap secured to the

bottom of the valve chamber , a seating upon the cap and en

tering the valve chamber, a regulating chamber secured to

the valve chamber, a perforated bottom to the regulating

chamber , a valve rod having a recess in its upper end and

radial holes communicating with the recess, the said rod

passing through the valve chamber and into the regulating

chamber a stop valve within the valve chamber integral with

the valve rod, a perforated plunger fitting loosely upon the

upper end of the valve rod and resting upon a shoulder form

ed on the valve rod, a valve seating upon the plunger, a re

gulating valve fixed to the top of the valve rod, means for

regulating the flow of water through the recess of the valve

rod, a shaft entering a recess in the cap of the downpipe, a

stuffing box on the downpipe and through which the shaft

passes, a handle upon the shaft , an arm within the recess

and fixed to the shaft , and a link and pins coupling the arm

to the valve rod , substantially as set forth.
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No. 99,969. Saw Set. Fer à contourner .

traversing the tubular sections , and provided with an an

nular shoulder, and means for engaging the shoulder to pre

vent the pin from working out of said sections , embodying

a slidable plate having an eccentric portion and a projecting

tongue, and formed with an opening through which the pin

extends .

4. A butt hinge comprising a member provided at its inner

edge with a centrally disposed tubular section having a hori

zontal slot cut therein , another member having tubular sec

tons aligning with the ends of the said sections, a fastening

pin extending through all the sections and having an annu

lar shoulder thereon, and a plate having a hole for receiving

the pin loosely mounted in the slot for engaging the shoulder .
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No. 99,968. Flushing Valve. Soupape.
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Frederick A. Wuest. Lawrenceburg , Indiana, U.S.A. , 10th July,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 21st May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,137 .

Claim.—The combination with a saw blade and a saw frame

formed with a slot to receive the saw blade and with a re

cess intersecting said slot , of a screw connected to said saw

blade and seated in said recess, a clip on said screw having

longitudinal arm bearing on opposite sides of said frame and

covering said recess and that portion of the screw therein ,

and a nut on the end of said screw engaging said clip .
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No. 99,970. Rim for Vehicle Wheels .

Joute pour roues de voitures .
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William Turnbull, Lambton Quay , Wellington, New Zealand,

10th July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 30th May, 1906. Receipt

No. 136,415.

Claim . - 1. For the purpose indicated a flushing valve com

prising in combination , a valve chamber, a downpipe cap

secured to the bottom of the valve chamber , a seating upon IS

the cap and entering the valve chamber, a regulating cham

ber secured to the valve chamber, a perforated bottom to the

regulating chamber, a valve rod having a recess in its upper

end and radial holes communicating with the recess , the

said rod passing through the valve chamber and into the re

gulating chamber a stop valve within the valve chamber in

tegral with the valve rod , a perforated plunger fitting loosely

upon the upper end of the valve rod and resting upon a shoul

der formed on the valve rod , a valve seating upon the plunger

a regulating valve fixed to the top of the valve rod , means

for regulating the flow of water through the recess of the

valve rod , and means for operating the valve rod , substan- Isaac Hodgson, Minneapolis , Minnesota , U.S.A. , 10th July ,

tially as set forth .
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 14th May , 1906. Receipt No. 135,877.

2. For the purpose indicated a flushing valve comprising in Claim . - 1. An elastic rim combining a plurality of chan

combination, a valve chamber, a downpipe cap secured to the nelled plates f flexibly united by cables g , the pad h , springs
bottom of the valve chamber a seating upon the cap and en- d engaging said channelled plates f, and the base plates e,

tering the valve chamber a regulating chamber secured to the latter being secured to the band b, substantially as and

the valve chamber, a perforated bottom to the regulating for the purpose set forth.

chamber, a valve rod having a recess in its upper end and 2. An elastic rim combining a suitable cover i, secured to

radial holes communicating with the recess , the said rod the reel plates f, by the bolts j, itsopen edges being secured

passing through the valve chamber and into the regulating to the band b , by the annular clamps I , substantially as

chamber, a stop valve within the valve chamber integral with shown and described .
the valve rod , a perforated plunger fitting loosely upon the 3. In a resilient tire, a plurality of springs , and a tension

upper end of the valve rod and resting uponashoulder form- band surroundingsaid springs andholdingthesame under
ed on the valve rod, a valve seating upon the plunger, a re- an initial compression , substantially as described .

gulating valve fixed to the top of the valve rod , a screw hav- 4. The combination with a wheel rim , of a plurality of

ing a saw cut through its stem and fitting the recess in the radially disposed circumferentially spaced coiled springs ap

valve rod, a screw cap closing the top of the regulating cham- plied around said rim , and a flexible tension dand surround
ber, and means for operating the valve rod , substantially as ing said springs and holding the same under an initial com

set forth. pression , substantially as described .
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No. 99,971 . Disc Wheels for Road Vehicles.
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3. In combination , a felly provided with a circumferential

groove , and lateral grooves leading thereto , a channel iron, a

tire on the channel iron , fastenings securing the tire to the

channel iron and having the heads thereof projecting from

one side of the channel iron , the fastenings of the tire being

situated at intervals equal to the intervals between the la

teral slots on the felly , whereby the heads of the said fasten

ings may be passed into the lateral slots on the felly , and

by circumferential movement of the channel iron caused to

interlock in the circumferential groove thereof, and means

for preventing circumferential movement of the channel iron

after the same has been interlocked with the felly.

4. In combination , a felly , a channel fron thereon , a tire on

the channel iron , means carried by the channel iron adapted

te interlock the same with the felly , by lateral and circum

ferential movement of the channel iron on the felly , and

means for preventing circumferential movement of the chan

nel iron after the same has been interlocked with the felly .

5. In combination , a felly , a channel iron , a tire composed

of a metallic strip coiled upon itself to form a plurality of

spring coils , and fastenings securing the coils of the tire at

intervals to the channel iron , said fastenings being adapted

to be interlocked with the felly by lateral and circumferen

tial movement of the channel iron thereon .
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No. 99,973. Pnedmatic Truck . Camion pneumatique.
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Edward Martin , 61 Newland Terrace, Queen's Road, Batter

sea, London , England, 10th July , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 14th

May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,905.

Claim . - 1 . A pneumatic disc wheel comprising two discs

bolted together with an inner middle portion at the hub of

the wheel and a circumferential ring portion provided with

radial holes , in combination with a pneumatic tire , the cover A. R. Bannerman , William Summerton and Donald MacDon
of which is bolted between the edges of the discs and the cir- ald , co - inventors , all of Winnipeg , Manitoba , Canada ,
cumferential ring portion so that the interior of the disc

10th July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 1st May, 1906. Receipt

wheel and the interior of the pneumatic tire may form one No. 135,436 .

air tight chamber in connection with one another for the

purposes set forth .
Claim .-- 1 . An apparatus of the class described comprising

2. The combination with a disc wheel comprising two discs
a movable truck or base , hollow pistons secured thereto at

bolted together with an inner middle portion at the hub of
or near each corner thereof , a vertically movable platform ,

the wheel and a circumferential ring portion of a solid tire cylinders secured or attached to said platform and designed

provided with a U-shaped cover, such cover being bolted be to enclose said hollow pistons, and means for controlling

tween the discs and the circumferential ring portion substan- fluid to and from said pistons in order to raise and lower

tially as described.
said movable platform.

2. An apparatus of the class described comprising a mov

able truck or base , hollow pistons secured thereto at or near
No. 99,972. Wheel. Roue.

each corner thereof, a vertically movable platform , cylin

ders secured or attached to said platform and designed to

enclose said hollow pistons , means for controlling fluid to

and from said pistons in order to raise and lower said mov

able platform , and means carried by said platform and co

operating therewith so as to move a burden carried by said

platform to one side thereof .

3. An apparatus of the class described comprising a mov

able truck or base , hollow pistons secured thereto at or near

each corner thereof, a vertically movable platform , cylin

ders secured or attached to said platform and designed to

enclose said hollow pistons , means for controlling fluid to

and from said piston in order to raise and lower said mov

able platform , an endless conveyer carried by said platform ,

and means for operating same .

4. An apparatus of the class described comprising a mov

able truck or base , hollow pistons secured thereto at or near

each cornet thereof, a vertically movable platform , cylin

Frank P. Pendergast, Dagus Mines, Pennsylvania , U.S.A., enclose said hollow pistons , means for controlling fluid to

ders secured or attached to said platform and designed to

10th July, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 9th April , 1906. Receipt and from said pistonin order to raise and lower said mov

No. 134,784. able platform , rollers journalled to said platform and down

Claim .-- 1. In combination, a felly, a channel iron, a tire , each side thereof, an endlessconveyer operating around said

and fastenings securing the tire to the channel iron and rollers and above said platform , and means for operating

adapted to interlock the channel iron with the felly by a said conveyer.

lateral and circumferential movement of the channel iron on 5. An apparatus of the class described comprising a mov

The felly . able truck or base , hollow pistons secured thereto at or near

2. In combination, a felly , a channel iron , a tire , and fas- each corner thereof, a vertically movable platform , cylin

tenings securing the tire to the channel iron and provided ders secured or attached to said platform and designed to

with heads projecting from the inner side of the channel enclose said hollow pistons , means for controlling fluid to

iron , the felly being provided with a circumferential groove and from said piston in order to raise and lower said mov

.tc receive the fastenings of the tire to interlock the channel |'able platform , rollers journalled to said platform and down
Iron with the felly . each side thereof, an endless conveyer operating around said

OB
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rollers and above said platform , friction rollers journalled 3. The combination with a truck having side rails and cross

to said platform and in proximity to each side thereof , over bars or beams whereon the load is placed , of a lifting device

which said endless conveyer passes , and means for operating

said conveyer.

6. An apparatus of the class described comprising a moy

able truck or base , hollow pistons secured thereto at or near

each corner thereof , a vertically movable platform , cylin

ders secured or attached to said platform and designed to

enclose said hollow pistons , means for controlling fluid to

and from said piston in order to raise and lower said mov

able platform , rollers journalled to said platform and down

each side thereof, an endless conveyer operating around said

rollers and above said platform , friction rollers journalled

to said platform and in proximity to each side thereof over Figl

which sgill endless conveyer passes , a plurality of longitu

dinal slats or strips secured to said conveyer, and means for

operating said conveyer .

7. An apparatus of the class described comprising a mov

able truck or base consisting of longitudinal metallic sup

ports and upper and lower plates secured at outer ends of Figa
Fig3

same and crosswise thereto , hollow pistons secured to said

truck or base by their lower threaded ends extending through

'said upper and lower plates and the adjacent longitudinal

support, nuts screwing on said threaded ends and against provided at one end of said truck and comprising a tube sub
said upper and lower plates, conduits or pipes for a motive stantially oval in cross section having reinforcing heads in

fuid opening into said hollow pistons through an opening in itsends and sockets therein, and operating levers fitting

their ends, cylinders secured or attached to said platform within said sockets, and said tube being adapted when rotated

and designed to enclose said hollow pistons, and means for to lift one end of the load off the truck, substantially as des

controlling fluid to and from pistons in order to raise and
cribed .

lewer said movable platform . 4. The combination with a lumber truck having side rails

8. In an apparatus of the class described, the combination and centrally arranged carrying wheels and cross bars or

with a movable platform , of a roller journalled down each beams whereon the load is placed , of a lifting device pro

side of said platform , an endless conveyer passed thereover vided at one end of said truck and consisting of a rotating

and operating on the upper side of said platform , and means
member substantially oval in cross section , and operating

for operating said conveyer.
levers provided at the ends of said member, and said member

9. In an apparatus of the class described , the combination being adapted when rotated to engage the bottom of the load
with a movable platform , of a roller journalled down each and lift it off the truck at one end thereof, substantially as

described.
side of said platform , an endless conveyer passed thereover

5. In a device for transferring lumber from supports onto a
and operating on the upper side of said platform , friction

rollers journalled down each side of said platform and in
truck or from a truck onto suports , the combination with a

proximity to the side edge thereof in order to keep said end- two wheeled truck having cross bearers upon which the load

less conveyer from contact with the edges of said platform , across the width of the truck adjacenttoone of the end cross
rests when on the truck, of an elevating bolster extending

and means for operating said conveyer.
bearers thereof, the thickness of such bolster being approxi

10. In an apparatus of the class described , the combination mately that of 'the cross bearers of the truck and the width

with a movable platform, of a roller journalled down each relatively greater , andmeans for turning said bolster on its

side of said platform , an endless conveyer passed thereover edgesothat its greater dimension is interposed between the
and operating on the upper side of said platform , friction

upper side of the truck and the underside of the load .

rollers journalled down each side of said platform and in
6. The combination with a two wheeled truck , of a bolster

proximity to the side edge thereof in order to keep said end extending across the width of the truck having a width re
less conveyer from contact with the edges of said plaform , latively greater than its thickness and having the side and
metallic eyelets secured in said endless conveyer, pins se

the corner which contact with the load in theact of turning
cured to said rollers and operating in said metallic eyelets rounded to an appropriate ellipse in cross section , and means

in order to provide positive means for operating said con for turning such bolster .
veyer , and means for operating said rollers . 7. In a device of the character described the combination

11. In an apparatus of the class described the combination with a wheeled truck, of a bolster held across the width of
with a movable platform , of a roller journalled down each the truck and unattached thereto , the width of such bolster
side of said platform , an endless conveyer passed thereover being relatively greater than its thickness and means for
and operating on the upper side of said platform , friction turning such bolster on its edge.
rollers journalled down each side of said platform and in

proximity to the side edge thereof in order to keep said end- No. 99,975. Roller Window Screen .
less conveyer from contact with the edges of said platform ,

metallic eyelets secured in said endless conveyer, pins secured Ecran de fenêtre.

to said rollers and operating in said metallic eyelets in order

to provide positive means for operating said conveyer , a

plurality of longitudinal slats or strips secured to said con

veyer, and means for operating said rollers .

12. An apparatus of the class described comprising a mov

able truck or base , hollow pistons secured thereto at or near

each corner thereof and provided with flared heads , a

tically movable platform , cylinders secured or attached to

said platform and designed to enclose said hollow pistons and

provided with small holes in their lower portion , springs

within said cylinders and resting in the bottom thereof and

around said hollow piston therein , and means for controlling

motive fluid to and from said pistons in order to raise and

lower said movable platform .

No. 99,974 . Truck . Camion .

George A. Browne , Tacoma, Washington , U.S.A. , 10th July ,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 5th May , 1906. Receipt No. 135,589 .

Claim .-- 1. The combination with a rack having side rails

and cross beams or bars and whereon lumber or other ma

terial is placed , of a raising device substantially oval in cross

section mounted on said side rails and adapted to rotate

thereon , and means for operating said raising device.
Andrew J. Baker , Adrian , Michigan , U.S.A. , 10th July , 1906 ; 6

2. The combination with a truck having side rails and cross years . Filed 25th October , 1905. Receipt No. 129,553.

bars whereon the load is placed , of a lifting device provided Claim . - 1 . In a window screen the combination of a case , a

at one end of said truck and comprising a flattened tubing spring roller therein , a screen upon said roller , guides for

having a minor transverse axis of less length than the depth embracing the edges of said screen , a sash to which the

of said cross beams , and a major transverse axis of greater screen is attached, a movable water shed and means for

length than the depth of said beams , and means for rotating automatically moving said shed to exclude water from the

said tubing, substantially as described . case when the sash is closed.
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2. In a window screen to combination of a case , a spring No. 99,977. Fastener for Window Sashes.

roller therein , a screen upon said roller , guides for the edges Attache pour châssis de fenêtre.
of said screen , a window sash to the bottom of which the

screen is attached , a water shed movably mounted upon the

case and adapted to close against said sash and means for

automatically actuating sáid shed when said sash is closed.

3. In a window screen the combination of a spring roller, a

screen thereon attachable to the lower rail of a sash , teles

codic guides laterally adjustable having ways which embrace

the margins of said screen , an adjustable plate extending be

tween the upper ends of said guides and secured to the lower

rail of the upper sash , a flexible filed projecting from said

plate into terminal contact with the glass of the lower sash .

4. In a window screen the combination of a case , a roller

therein , a screen upon said roller, a window sash to the lower

rail of which said screen is attached, a movable water shed

mounted on said case , rock shafts having crank arms which

engage said shed, projecting ends upon said shafts which lie

under said rail of said sash when the sash is closed , whereby

upon the closing of the window , the water shed is automati

cally actuated to close against the outer face of the lower

rail of said sash .
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No. 99,976. Means of Balancing and Fastening

Window Sashes .

Moyen d'assujettir et balancer les croisées de fenêtre.
Arthur Curwood , Campbelltown , Otago, New Zealand , 10th

July, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 3rd November, 1905. Receipt

No. 129,800.

Claim.-In a device of the character described in combina

tion with a frame and a sash slidably disposed therein , a

plate provided with openings and secured to the sash, a

casing fixed within the frame and provided with a slot , a

toothed wheel rotatably mounted in the casing and in mesh

with the rack, a second casing secured within the frame

adjacent the first casing, a locking bar disposed in the second

casing and in engagement with the toothed wheel and pro

vided with a handle having an integral stem, and a coil

spring disposed on the stem.
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No. 99,978. Latch. Loquet.
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Arthur Curwood , Campbelltown , Otago , New Zealand , 10th

July , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 3rd November, 1905 . Receipt

No. 129,799 .

Claim .-- 1. A device of the character described comprising

in combination with a window frame , a sash , racks fixed on

the sash , brackets secured to the window frame opposite each

side of the sash, toothed wheels revolubly mounted in the

brackets and in mesh with the rack , and a balance weight dis

posed through the bracket and having teeth in mesh with the

toothed wheel .

2.A device of the character described comprising in com

bination with a window frame , a sash , racks fixed on the sash , David Cassels, Portage la Prairie , Manitoba , Canada, 10th

brackets secured the window frame at the sides of the July, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 12th March , 1906. Receipt No.

sash , toothed wheels revolubly mounted in the brackets and 133,839.

in mesh with the racks , a balance weight having teeth in

mesh with the toothed wheels , means for guiding the balance
Claim .-- 1 . In a latch the combination with a keeper loop ,

weight , and means for locking the toothed wheels .
of a sliding and swinging member having a loop at one end

3. A device of the character described comprising in com
and also having a hook at the opposite side of the said loop

bination with a window frame , a sash having a groove formed
with reference to the remainder of the member.

on each side , a rack fixed in each groove, brackets secured
2. In a latch the combination with a horizontally disposed

adjacent each side of the sash, toothed' wheels revolubly keeper loop , of an endwise and vertically movable member

mounted in the brackets and in mesh with the rack, balance havinga depending loop at one end and also having a hook

weights having teeth in mesh with the toothed wheels , means at the opposite side of the said loop with reference to the re

for guiding the balance weights, locking bars disposed mainder of the member.

through slots provided in the brackets and passing between
3. In a latch the combination with a horizontally disposed

the teeth of the toothed wheels , stems upon the locking bars, keeper loop, of a vertically and endwise movable member

levers pivoted to the stems , and rods and handles for operat- having a handle at an intermediate point of its lengthand a

ing the levers .
closed loop or eye at one end and also having a depending

4. A device of the character described comprising the com- loop at its opposite end and a hook at the opposite side of

bination of a sash , racks secured upon each side of the sash , the depending loop , with reference to the remainder of the

toothed wheels gearing with the racks , weights disposed at member and a loop resting loosely in the loop or eye of the

the sides of the sash and having teeth in mesh with the member and adapted for attachment to a gate or the like.

toothed wheels, and means for locking the wheels against ro 4. The combination in a latch of a keeper and an endwise

tation .
and laterally movable member, the said keeper and member

5. A device of the character described comprising in com- | being provided with co -operating means whereby disconnec

bination with a window frame, sashes, racks fixed in the tion of the member from the keeper is prevented when the

sashes , brackets secured to the window frame, toothed wheels member is moved in but one of the directions mentioned.

revolubly mounted in the brackets , said wheels being in mesh 5. The combination in a latch , of a keeper, and an end

with the racks, balance we ghts disposed through the brackets wise and laterally movable member, the said keeper and

and having teeth in mesh with the toothed wheels, locking member being provided with co -acting means for preventing

bars disposed through slots provided in the brackets and disconnection of the two when the member is swung later

adapted to engage the teeth of the wheels, stems on the lock ally in one direction or the other and for preventing discon

ing bars , levers pivoted to the stems, and rods and handles nection of the two when the member is moved in the direc

on the levers . tion of its length.
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No. 99,979. Bucksaw Frame. Cadre de scie. 6. In a tobacco cutting machine , a feeding mechanism em

bodying a swinging frame , a gear wheel journalled on an

axis inalignment with the pivot of the frame , a roll carried

by said swinging frame and geared to said gear wheel , a

second frameswung on the axis of said roll , a roll or rolls

carried by said second frame and geared to the first-mention

ed roll and a weight connected to the second-named frame

near its fulcrum on the first -named frame and thereby acting

on both swinging frames .

7. In a tobacco cutter the combination with the continuous

feeding mechanism , of a knife and mechanism for causing

the knife to make a draw cut on its down stroke and to move

away from the material in the direction of its feed , on its

up stroke , so that the material may be continuously fed .

8. The combination with the continuous feeding mechanism ,

of a knife holder , vibratory links connected to the knife

holder in such manner as to cause an endwise reciprocation

thereof, and a crank shaft also connected to the knife holder.

9. In a machine for cutting tobacco the combination with

the drive shaft, carrying a gear, of feeding rolls , a shaft for

operating the feeding rolls, a gear carried thereby, a swing

ing arm journalled on said shaft , and a reducing gear carried

by the swinging end of the arm and geared to the drive shaft

and the feed roll operating shaft , and a knife operated con

tinuously from the drive shaft .

Jerome C. Dietrich, Galt, Ontario, Canada, 10th July, 1906; 6 the feeding rolls ,ofa drive shaft, reducing gearing between10. In a machine for cutting tobacco the combination with

years . Filed 25th April , 1906. Receipt No. 135,259 .
the drive shaft and the feeding rolls constructed to continu

Claim .-- 1. A bucksaw comprising a saw blade, end pieces ously operate the rolls and a knife operated continuously

and cross brace suitably connected in combination with two from the drive shaft.

diagonal braces each comprising a wire rod doubled on itself
11. In a tobacco feeding mechanism , a plurality of inde

around an end piece , and having its ends brought close to
pendently and relatively self adjusting rolls acting success

gether, and a plate secured to the upper side of the cross ively upon the tobacco .
brace to which the ends of the diagonal braces are suitably 12. In tobacco cutting machine , a feding mechanism
secured, substantially as described .

embodying a swinging frame , a roll journalled thereon , a
2. A bucksaw comprising a saw blade , end pieces and cross

frame swinging on the first -mentioned frame, and rolls car

brace suitably connected , in combination with two diagonal ried by the second frame .
braces each comprising a wire rod doubled on itself around

13. In a tobacco cutting machine , a feeding mechanism

an end piece , and having its ends brought close together , and t'mbodying a swinging frame, a roll journalled thereon , a

bent to form hooks, and a plate secured to the upper side of frame swinging on the first -mentioned frame , rolls carried

the cross brace provided with a hole with the ends of which by the second frame and a weight acting on both frames .

the hooked ends of the diagonal braces may be engaged , sub
14. In a tobacco cutting machine , a feeding mechanism

stantially as described . embodying a swinging frame , a gear wheel journalled on an

axis in alignment with the pivot of the frame , a roll carried

No, 99,980. Tobacco Cutter. Couteau à tabac. by the swinging frame and geared to said gear wheel , a

second frame swung on the axis of said roll , and rolls car

ried by the second frame and geared to the first -mentioned
roll .

15. In a tobacco cutting machine , a feeding machanism

embodying a swinging frame , a gear wheel journalled on an

axis in alignment with the pivot of the frame, a roll carried

by said swinging frame and geared to said gear wheel , a

second frame swung on the axis of said roll , a roll or rolls

carried by said second frame and geared to the first-men

tioned roll and a weight acting on both swinging frames .

16. In a tobacco cutter , the combination with the continu

ous feeding mechanism , of a knife , and mechanism for caus

ing the knife to make a draw cut on its down stroke and

move out of the path of the material on its up stroke , so

that the material may be continuously fed.

17. In a tobacco cutter , the combination of an oscillating

frame , and a knife having a draw cut movement on said

To frame.

18. In a tobacco cutter, an oscillatory frame, a knife holder

Napoleon Du Brul , Cincinnati , Ohio, U.S.A. , 10th July , 1906 ; guided on the frame , a swinging link connected at one end

6 years . Filed 5th April , 1905. Receipt No. 124,014 .
to the frame , and the other end to the knife holder , a lever

connected at one end to the knife holder, and mechanism
Claim . - 1. In a tobacco cutting machine , a feeding mech

causing the other end of the lever to move in a circular path .
anism comprising a series of compression rolls and means 19. In a tobacco cutter , an oscillatory frame , a knife holder

for making these rolls self adjusting about two different guided in an oblique path thereon , a lever connected at one

centers. end to the knife holder, and mechanism causing the other

2. In a tobacco cutting machine , a feeding mechanism com end of the lever to travel in a circular path.
prising a plurality of compression rolls in which the one last

20. A tobacco cutter comprising a frame , a crank shaft

acting upon the tobacco is self adjusting about a center journalled thereon , a lower series of feed rolls , a reducing

from which it is driven and in which a primary compression gear connecting the crank shaft and the lower series of feed

roll is relatively self adjusting about the center of the com- rolls, an upper series of feed rolls geared to the lower series

pression roll last acting upon the tobacco .
of feed rolls and adjustable relatively to the lower series

3. In a tobacco cutting machine, a feeding mechanism com- oi feed rolls and to one another, an oscillatory frame mount

prising an adjustable frame , a final feeding roll carried ed on the main frame near the mouth of the feed , a knife

thereby, a swinging frame carried by the adjustable frame holder guided on said frame and a lever connected at one

and a primary feeding roll mounted on the swinging frame end to the knife holder and at its other end to the crank
and swinging independently of the final compression roll . shaft .

4. In a tobacco cutting machine the combination of a reci- 21. In a tobacco cutter , the combination with the con

procating knife with a continuous feeding mechanism em tinuous feeding mechanism , of a knife , and mechanism caus

bodying a lower series of rolls , and an upper series of rolls ing the knife to make a draw cut and to oscillate out of the
adjustable relatively to the lower series of rolls and to one way of the material in the direction of its feed .

another. 22. In a tobacco cutter , the combination of an oscillatory

5. In a tobacco cutting machine the combination with a frame , and a knife having a reciprocating movement on the

lower series of rolls , of an upper series of rolls , of which frame and a lever connected at one end to the knife and at

those first acting on the tobacco are automatically self- its other end to a part having a rotary movement .

adjusting in an arc concentric with the axis of, and are gear- 23. In a tobacco cutter , an oscillatory frame, a knife holder

ed to , the roll last acting. guided on the frame , a swinging link connected to the frame
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and to the knife holder, and mechanism for moving the knife than the dimensions thereof, a smoke passage through the

and causing the frame to oscillate . projection and stem communicating with the chamber of the

24. In a tobacco cutter , an oscillatory frame, a knife holder

guided in an oblique path thereon , a lever connected at one

end to the knife holder and a crank shaft connected to the

other end of the lever .

25. A continuous feed reciprocating tobacco cutter com

prising continuously revolving feed rolls, a mouth to which

tobacco is delivered by said rolls to be cut, a knife mounted

at an angle to the plane of said mouth , moving downward in

suitable relation to cut tobacco protruding therefrom and

mounted to rock upon an axis in a horizontal plane passing

through the knife, a crank shaft suitably mounted upon the

lower portion of the machine beneath the knife parallel to

the rocking axis of the knife, and a connection between the

crank of said shaft , and the knife through which the down

ward cutting movement is imparted to the knife during the

downward rotation of the crank, an outward rocking move

ment to remove the blade from the mouth and an upward

movementto said blade is imparted during the upward move

ment of the crank . bowl, a saliva chamber removably fitted on the free end of

26. The combination with the drive shaft , of a feeding the stem and enclosing the projection and having an

mechanism , reducing gear connecting the drive shaft and the obstruced passage therethrough , a sleeve fitted on the free

feed mechanism , constructed to cause the continuous opera- end of the projection having a baffle opposed to the

tion of the feed mechanism, a reciprocating knife and means smoke passage and having an aperture in its pottom surface

for causing it to oscillate about an axis in a horizontal plane adjacent to the baffle to permit of the egress of the smoke

intersecting the knife, while it is reciprocated by the crank from the smoke passage into the saliva chamber, and a mouth

shaft. piece fitted to the saliva chamber having a projection extend

27. In a machine for cutting tobacco , the combination with ing therein with a smoke passage through the projection and

the drive shaft carrying a gear, of feeding rolls , a second mouth piece .

shaft parallel to the first for operating the feeding rolls , a 2. A tobacco pipe comprising a bowl , a stein for the bowl

gear carried thereby, a swinging arm journalled on said with a smoke passage therethrough, a tube fitted into the

second shaft,anda reducing gear carried by the swinging smoke passage and extending beyond the free end of the stem ,

end of the arm and geared to the drive shaft and the feed a sleeve fitted on the projecting end of the tube and having

roll operating shaft .
a baffle opposed to the end thereof and an opening in its under

28. In a machine for cutting tobacco, the combination with side adjacent to the baffle to permit of the egress of the

the drive shaft carrying a gear, of feeding rolls , a shaft for smoke therefrom, a saliva chamber fitted on the free end of

operating the feeding rolls, a gear carried thereby, a swing- the stem to enclose the projecting end of the tube and a

ing arm journalled on said shaft, and a reducing gear car- mouthpiece fitted to the saliva chamber and having a smoke

ried by the swinging end of the arm and geared to the drive passage therethrough .

shaft and the feed roll operating shaft , and a pitman driven 3. A tobacco pipe comprising a bowl , a stem for the bowl,

knife operated continuously from the drive shaft . with a smoke passage therethrough , a tube fitted into the

29. In a machine for cutting tobacco having continuously smoke passage and extending beyond the free end of the

rotating feed rolls , the tobacco feeding rolls , a drive shaft, stem , a sleeve fitted on the projecting end of the tube anil

a reciprocating cutter operated through an arcuate path by having a baffle opposed to the bore thereof and an opening in

the drive shaft , a pinion secured to the drive shaft , an in
its underside adjacent to the baffle to permit of the egress of

termediate reducing gear driven by said pinion, a reducing the smoke therefrom, a saliva chamber fitted on the free end

gear leading to feed rolls driven by the intermediate reduc
of the stem to enclose the projecting end of the tube a

ing gear. mouthpice fitted to the saliva chamber and having a projec

tion extending therein with a smoke passage through the

No. 99,981 . Door Knob. Bouton de porte.
mouthpiece and projection .

4. A tobacco pipe comprising a bowl , a sten for the bowl

having a smoke passage therethrough communicating with
the chamber of the bowl , a saliva chamber fitted on the free

end of the stem , a tube fitted into the smoke passage of the

stem and above the bottom of the saliva chamber and having

its bore communicating with said smoke passage, a tubular

bafile fitted on the tube with its closed end opposed to the

bore thereof and having an opening for the egress of the

smoke into the saliva chamber , and a mouthpiece fitted to

the saliva chamber having a projection extending therein .

4
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No. 99,983. Vehicle Seat. Siège de voiture.

Fug 1

tigt
Joseph T. Henderson , Niagara Falls, Ontario , Canada , 10th Frys

July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 7th April, 1906. Receipt No.

134.703 .

Claim . - The combination of a knob spindle having a por

tion of angular form in cross section and also having a

threaded end portion , a hollow knob movable on said spindle

in the direction of the length thereof and having an exten

sion provided with an angular opening receiving the angular

portion of the spindle and also having an exteriorly rounded

back wall and a countersunk tapered opening in the center

of said back wall , and a tubular follower of circular form in
1983

cross section having a threaded bore receiving the threaded William Samuel Laycock , Sheffield , England, 10th July, 1906 ;

end of the spindle and also having a bevelled head at its
6 years . Filed 6th October, 1906. Receipt No. 129,021.

outer end disposed in the tapered countersink of the knob

and provided with an outer side shaped inconformity to and back and frameon which the seat normally rests, of arms supClaim .-- In a railway seat the combination with the seat ,

arranged flush with the exterior of the knob.

porting the back , pins secured thereto extending through

No. 99,982. Tobacco Pipe. Pipe à fumer. slots in the frame , levers pivotally connected to said arms

and connected at their opposite ends to the seat , pins or

Patrick Alfred Kenna , Sydney , New South Wales, Australia , projections secured to said levers, slots secured in the frame

10th July , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 26th February , 1906 . Re- through which said pins or projections extend , cam surfaces

ceipt No. 133,323 . on the ends of the arms carrying the seat back and fixed pins

Claim . - 1. A tobacco pipe comprising a bowl, a stem , a pro- secured to the frame which said cam surfaces are adapted to

jection for the free end of the stem and of less dimensions engage , as and for the purpose specified .
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No. 99,984. Vestlette for Conductors.

Veste pour conducteurs.

No. 99,985. Releasing Hook or Block.

Crochet ou poulie à déclic .
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Angus A. McIntosh , Alexandria, Ontario , Canada, 10th July,

Orville Nelson , McClintock, Cleveland , Ohio , U.S.A., 10th 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 3rd April , 1906. Receipt No. 134,566 .

July , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 2nd April, 1906. Receipt No. Claim . - 1 . A releasing hook comprising a rigid shank, off

134,513 .
set at one end , a rigid member pivotally connected to the

Claim .-- 1. In a detachable front for conductor's use the offset end , a latch at the opposite end of the shank , for en

combination of a main or body portion of flexible material , of gaging the free end of the member to retain the hook in locked

integral shoulder straps thereon, straps attached thereto and position , the member when in locked position being inclined

adapted to cross over the back of the wearer, buttons riveted relative to the shank and having its free end lying past dead

upon the inner edges of the front and eyes upon the outer center and nearer the shank than the pivotal point of the

ends ofthe straps adapted to engage therewith , a back strap member and shank .

adjustable in length provided with an eye at either end , but- 2. A device comprising a shank , a member pivotally con

tons upon the inner edges of the front adapted to be engaged nected thereto and capable of movement toward and from
thereby , and up upper row of pockets entirely across the the shank, means for connecting the free end of the member

front face of the front, a central row of coin pockets on said and the shank to leave a space therebetween and enlarge

front face , and a strip covering the lower portion of said ment on the member near its free end for closing the throat

front having its upper corners cut away and separated into of said space.

side and center pockets, and means for reinforcing said 3. A device comprising a shank, a member pivotally secured

pockets consisting of double lines of stitching about the outer at one end thereto , links pivotally secured to the shank,

edge of the said strip , and double lines of stitches separating shoulders for limiting the movement of the links and a latch

the center and side pockets , and intersecting below the cen pivotally mounted between the links and adapted to engage
tral pocket.

and lock the free end of the member in closed position .

2. In a detachable front for the purposes described the com
4. A device comprising a plurality of members pivotally

bination with a body portion , of integral shoulder straps, connected at one end , links pivotally secured to one of the

crossed straps attached thereto and provided with eyes at
members and adapted to embrace the remaining member and

their outer ends, buttons riveted upon the inner edges of the
a latch pivotally mounted between the links and adapted to

body portion to which the eyes are attached , a back strap adjustable inlengthandprovided with eyes ať its outer ends, engage the free end of the member to lock the member in
closed position.

buttons riveted in the inner edges of the body portion to
5. A device comprising a shank recessed at one edge, a

which eyes in the back strap are attached , a series of ticket
member pivotally secured to the shank, a latch the outer

pocketsacrossthe upper part of the body portion composed periphery of the head of which is adapted to be received and
of a strip of flexible material having rows of stitches sep

arating the pockets and about the lower margin , means for
turn in the recess , the latch adapted to retain the member in

securing the upper corners of said strip consisting of the
closd position and means for pivotally connecting the latch
and shank.

riveted buttons in which the cross straps are attached, an
6. A device comprising a shank, a member pivotally secured

intermediate row of coin pockets similarly formed upon the

body portion , and a lower row of larger pockets, composed of
thereto , a latch suitably conncted to the shank for locking

a strip of material sewed to the lower edge and sides of the
the pivoted member in closed position , the member provided

body portion and separated into three pockets by means of
with a recess at its free end and a tooth on the latch adapted

central seams defining a shield -shaped central pocket and in
to take into the recess to throw the pivoted member outward

as the device is unlocked.
tersecting below said pocket, the upper corners of said lower

7. A device comprising a shank, a member pivotally secured
strip being cut away , a hook secured at said intersecting
points of said seams, and a reinforcement fortheupper thereto, a latch suitably connected to the shank and having

corners of said lower strip consisting of the riveted buttons
a recess formed therein to receive the free end of the member

to which the back strip is attached.
and a tooth on the free end of the member adapted to engage

3. The combination in a vestlette of shoulder straps there
one corner of the recess and forming a center about which

for having terminal metal eyes , buttons upon the edge of the
the latch moves through a part of its path .

vestlette to which the eyes are secured , a detachable back
8. A device comprising a shank, a member one end of

strap thereforhaving an adjustable loop, an eye in said loop, whichis pivotally secured thereto, a curved face located on

an eye secured to the opposite end of the back strap . ald
the free end of the member, and a latch pivotally connected

riveted buttons upon the back of the vestlette , to which said
to the shank and having a recess formed therein to receive

eyes are attached , series of pockets formed transversely
the free end of the member, one wall of the recess being

across the front of the vestlette, in upper, middle and lower
curved in conformity with the curved face to facilitate the

rows , the said rivets to which the back strap is secured being entrance of the free end of the member into the recess .

inserted within the outer edges of the outer pockets of the 9. A device comprising a shank , a member, one end of which

lower row, for the purposes described and the central pockets is pivotally secured thereto, connecting means pivoted to the

of the middle and lower row being formedby double rows of shank, arecessed latch pivotally secured to the connecting

vertical stitches coming together and intersecting to form a means and adapted to receive the free end of the member

central loop near the lower edge of the vestlette, as and for when in closed position , the latter lying out of alignment

the purpose described . with the pivotal points of the latch and connecting means

4. In a vestlette for conductor's or analogous uses , a body when in closed position.
of flexible material , a transverse row of short upper small 10. A device comprising a shank , a member pivoted at one

pockets for tickets, transfers and similar articles , a central end thereto , links pivoted to the shank, a latch pivoted be
overlapping row of larger pockets for coins and tools , and a tween the free ends of the links and adapted to lock the

lower row of large pockets for bills , rivets within the mar- member in closed position, the free end of the member when

gins of the outer pockets on the lower row forming stops and in locked position extending out of alignment with the
reinforcing means therefor, and V- shaped seams separating pivotal points of the links and latch .

the central pockets of the middle and lower row, said seams 11. A device comprising a shank , a member, one end of

intersecting at the lower end to enclose a space, and a metal which is pivoted to the shank , the outer face of the member
hook secured within said space , substantially as described . near its free end being recessed, a latch pivotally connected
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to the shank and adapted to engage and lock the member in 4. In a machine of the class described in combination, a

closed position, a faced portion on the latch received in the base and frame arising therefrom having offset portions at

recess in the member and a tail on the latch offset from the the top thereof forming a receptacle for the operating mech

member and latch, anism, a casing projecting outwardly therefrom and longi

12. A releasing hook comprising an offset shank, a member tudinally with the standard of said frame beneath one of said

pivotally secured at one end to the offset , a recessed latch offset portions, discharging compartments enclosing the top
pivotally connected with the shank , the free end of the mem- of said casing having a vertical central orifice therethrough ,

ber receivable in the recess and adapted to be kicked by the a vertically adjustable step bearing in said casing, a tubular

rotation of the latch over dead center in one dirction or the bowl journalled in said step bearing, a spindle extending up
other. wardly from said bowl and protruding through and beyond

said discharge compartments , a vertically adjustable bearing

No. 99,986. Cream Separator. Séparateur à crême.
in said receptacle, a spindle supported from said bearing and

extending downwardly and coupled to said bowl spindle,

spindle operating means within the aforesaid receptacle, and

a milk receptacle having communication with said bowl , as

and for the purpose specified.

5. In a machine of the class described in combination , a

base and frame arising therefrom having offset portions at

the top thereof forming a receptacle for the operating mech

anism, a casing projecting outwardly therefrom and longitu
dinally with the standard of said frame beneath one of said

offset portions , a semi - cylindrical casing projecting upwardly

therefrom and forming part with said casing, a semi-cylin

drical casing abutting the aforesaid seini- cylindrical casing

and hinged thereto , annular flanges from said casings forming

part with the halves thereof and forming discharge compart

ments, a suitable packing inserted in the edges of one of said

half casings and abutting the other half, means for securing

said halves firmly together, a vertically adjustable step bear

ing secured in the bottom of said longitudinal casing, a tubu

lar bowl journalled in said step bearing , a spindle extending

upwardly from said bowl and protruding above the annular

flanges in said top casing, a vertically adjustable bearing in
said receptacle , a spindle supported from said bearing and

extending downwardly and coupled to said bowl spindle,

spindle operating means within the aforesaid receptacle, and

a milk receptacle having communication with said bowi , as
and for the purpose specified.

6. In a machine of the class described in combination , a

Lauchlan Allan McLean, Toronto, Ontario , Canada,10th July, base and frame arising therefrom having forwardly and rear

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 3rd April , 1906. Receipt No. 134,169 . wardly extending portions forming a receptacle , of a casing

Claim .-- 1. In a machine of the class described in combina- projecting outwardly therefrom and longitudinally with the
tion, a base and frame arising therefrom having offset por- standard of said frame beneath one of said offset portions ,

tions at the top thereof forming a receptacle for the operat- discharge compartments enclosing the top of said casing hav.

ing mechanism , a casing projecting outwardly therefrom and ing a vertical orifice therethrough , a vertically adjustable

longitudinally with the standard of said frame beneath one step bearing in said casing, a tubular bowl having a remov

of said offset portions, a vertically adjustable step bearing able bottom end journalled in said step bearing, a vertical

in said casing, a tubularbowl supported in said bearing, a spindle projecting upwardly from said removable bottom hav
in

spindle extending upwardly from said bowl, a vertically ad
a central orifice therein and a plurality of openings there

justable bearing in said receptacle, a spindle journalled in through communicating with said central orifice, a spindle

said bearing and extending downwardly and coupled to said extending upwardly from said bowl and projecting through

bowl spindle, spindle operating means within the aforesaid and beyond said discharge compartments, a verticallyadjust
receptacle, and a milk receptaclehaving communicationwith able bearing in said receptacle, a spindle supported from said

said bowl , as and for the purpose specified .
bearings and extending downwardly and coupled to said bowl

2. In a machine of the class described in combination, a
spindle, spindle operatingmeans within the aforesaid recep

base and frame arising therefrom having offset portions at
tacle, and a milk receptacle having communication with said

the top thereofforming a receptacle for the operatingmech- / bowl,as andfor the purpose specified .

adism , a casing projecting outwardly therefrom and longi- base and framearising therefrom having forwardly and rear
7. In a machine of the class described in combination , a

tudinally with the standard of said frame beneath one of
said offset portions, a vertically adjustable step bearing in wardly extending portions forming a receptacle, of a casing

said casing , a tubular bowl supported in said bearing, a projecting outwardly therefrom and longitudinally with the
standard of said frame beneath one of said offset portions ,

spindle extending upwardly from said bowlabove the top of discharge compartments enclosing the top of suid casing hav.

said casing having lateral projections extending therefrom , ing a vertical orifice therethrough, a vertically adjustable

a vertically adjustable bearing in said receptacle , a spindle step bearing in said casing, a tubular bowl having a remov

supported in said bearing and extending downwardly there - able bottom and journalledin said step bearing, a vertical

from having a reduced portion engaging said bowl spindle , a spindle projecting upwardly from said removable bottom hav
coupling sleeve slidably arranged on said spindle having ing a central orifice therein ,and a plurality of openings there

slots to engage the lateral projections on said bowl spindle, through communicating with said central orifice, and a plur

spindle operating means within the aforesaid receptacle , and ality of vertical slots in the exterior surface of said spindle

a milk receptacle having communication with said bowl, as arranged alternately with said openings , ribs or wings insert

and for the purpose specified . ed in said slots and extending outwardly from said spindle , a

3. In a machine of the class described in combination , a spindle extending upwardlyfrom said bowl and projecting

base and frame arising therefrom having offset portions at through and beyond said discharge compartments, a verti

the top thereof forming a receptacle forthe operating mech - cally adjustable bearing in said receptacle, a spindle support

anism, a casing projecting outwardly therefrom and longi - ed from said bearing and extending downwurdly and coupled

tudinally with the standard of saidframe beneath one of said to said bowl spindle , spindleoperating means withinthe

offset portions, a vertically adjustable step bearing in said aforesaid receptacle , and a milk receptacle having communi

casing, a tubular bowl supported in said bearing, a spindle cation with said bowl, as and for the purposespecified.
extending upwardly from said bowl above the top of said 8. In a machine of the class described in combination , a

casing having a recess in the top thereof and lateral projec- base and frame arising therefrom having forwardly and rear

tions extending therefrom , a vertically adjustable bearing in wardly extending portions forming a receptacle, of a casing

said receptacle, a spindle supported in said bearing and ex- projecting outwardly therefrom and longitudinally with the

tended downwardly therefrom having a squared portion and standard of said frame beneath one of said offset portions ,

flange below said squared portion and reduced lower end en- discharge compartments enclosing the top of said casing hav

gaging the recess in said bowl spindle , a hollow coupling ing a vertical orifice therethrough , a vertically adjustable

sleeve having a squared opening slidably arranged on the step bearing in said casing, a tubular bowl having a remov

squared portion of said spindle and L -shaped slots to engage able bottom and journalled in said step bearing, a vertical

the lateral projections on said bowl spindle, a spiral spring spindle projectingupwardly from said removable bottom hav

surrounding said upper spindle and engaging said coupling ing a central orifice therein and a plurality of openings there

sleeve, spindle operating means within the aforesaid recep- through communicating with said central orifice and a plur

tacle , and a milk receptaclehaving communication with said ality of vertical slots in the exterior surface of said spindle

bowl , as and for the purpose specified . arranged alternately with said openings , ribs or wings in

7-10
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serted in said slots and extending radially therefrom and anism , a casing projecting outwardly therefrom and longi

abutting the interior surface of said bowl and downwardly tudinally with the standard of said frame beneath one of

abutting the interior surface of said removable bottom , a said offset portions , a tubular bowl suitably supported in

spindle extending upwardly from said bowl and projecting said casing, a spindle extending upwardly from said bowl, a

through and beyond said discharge compartments , a verti- spindle adjustably journalled in said receptacle and extend

cally adjustable bearing in said receptacle , a spindle support- ing downwardly and coupled to said bowl spindle, a pulley

ed from said bearing and extending downwardly and coupled fixedly secured to said spindle , journal bearings secured in

to said bowl spindle , spindle operating means within the the sides of said receptacle , a shaft journalled in said bear

aforesaid receptacle, and a milk receptacle having communi- ings , journal bearings adjustably arranged in said receptacle ,

cation with said bowl , as and for the purpose specified. means for adjusting said bearings , a shaft journalled in said

9. In a machine of the class described in combination , a bearings , means for rotating said shaft , a pulley fixedly

base and frame arising therefrom having forwardly and rear- secured to said shaft , a pulley fixedly secured to the shaft

wardly extending portions forming a receptacle, of a casing journalled in the fixed bearings and connected with said

projecting outwardly therefrom and longitudinally with the pulley by a suitable belt , a pulley fixedly secured to the shaft

standard of said frame beneath one of said offset portions, journalled in the fixed bearings, a pulley loosely mounted on

discharge compartments enclosing the top of said casing hav- the aforesaid shaft journalled in the adjustable bearings and

ing a vertical orifice therethrough, a vertically adjustable connected with the aforesaid pulley by a suitable belt, a

step bearing in said casing , a tubular bowl journalled in said pulley fixedly secured to the said loose pulley and loosely

step bearing having a removable cap at the upper end thereof mounted on the adjustable shaft connected with the pulley
and a central threaded recess in the underside thereof , an in

on said spindle , and a milk receptacle having communication
verted cup having a centrally dis osed projection in the top

with said bowl , as and for the purpose specified .
thereof externally threaded to engage the threaded recess in 14. In a machine of the class described in combination , a
said cap and vertical depending sides in close proximity to

base and frame arising therefrom having offset portions at
the interior surface of said bowl, a spindle rising from said

the top thereof forming a receptacle for the operating mech

cap and projecting through and beyond said aischarge com
anism , a casing projecting outwardly therefrom and longitu

partments and having discharge recesses therein communi
cating with said bowlandtheinterior of said cupandleading dinallywiththe standard of said frame beneath one of said

offset portions , a tubular bowl suitably supported in said
to said discharge compartments, a vertically adjustable bear- cusing, a spindle extending upwardly from said bowl , a spin
ing in said receptacle , a spindle supported from said bearing

and xetending downwardly and coupled to said bowl spindle, downwardly and coupled to said bowl spindle , a pulley fixedly
dle adjustably journalled in said receptacle and extending

spindle operating means within the aforesaid receptacle , and
secured to said spindle, journal bearings secured in the sides

a milk receptacle having communication with said bowl, as
of said receptacle, a shaft journalled in said bearings , jour

and for the purpose specified .
nal bearings adjustably arranged in said receptacle , means

10. In a machine of the class described in combination, a

base and frame arisingfrom having offset portions at the topings, a crank loosely mounted
for adjusting said bearings , a shaft journalled in said bear

on said shaft at one end
thereof forming a receptacle for the operating mechanism , a

thereof having recesses therein and spring -held ratchet pins
casing projecting outwardly therefrom and longitudinally

in said recesses , a collar fixedly secured to the end of said

with the standard of said frame beneath one of said offset
shaft and abutting said crank and having sloping recesses

portions, a vertically adjustable step bearing in said casirg,
in the inner face thereof to engage said ratchet pins , pulleys

a tubular bowl supported in said bearing , a spindle extend
mounted on said shafts and connected together and with the

ing upwardly from said bowl above the top of said casing , a
aforesaid spindle pulley by suitable belts and rotated by

ledge or projection in said receptacle having an orifice there
said crank shaft , and a milk receptacle having communicathrough , a cylindrical journal box secured in said orifice , a
tion with said bowl , as and for the purpose specified .

spindle supported in said bearing and extending downwardiy
15. In a machine of the class described in combination , a

therefrom and coupled to said bowl spindle , spindle operati
base and frame arising therefrom having offset portions at

ing means within the aforesaid receptacle , and a milk recep

tacle having communication with said bowl , as and for the
the top thereof forming a receptacle for the operating mech

anism and slots in the sides thereof, a casing projecting out
purpose specified .

11. In a machine of the class described in combination , a
wardly therefrom and longitudinally with the standard of

said frame beneath one of said offset portions , a tubular bowlbase and frame arising therefrom having offset portions at
the top thereof forming a receptacle for the operating mech- suitably supported in said casing, a spindle extending up
anism,a casing projecting outwardly therefrom and longi- wardly from said bowl, a spindle adjustably journalled in

tudinally with the standard of said frame beneath one of said
said receptacle and extending downwardly and coupled to

offset portions, a vertically adjustable step bearing in said said bowl spindle, a pulley fixedly secured to said spindle,

casing, a tubular bowl supported in said bearing, å spindle journal bearings fixedly secured in the sides of saidrecep

extending upwardly from said bowl above the top of said cas
tacle , a shaft journalled in said bearings, journal bearings

ing , a ledgeor projection in said receptacle having an orifice located in the slots in said receptacle, a slidable yoke located

therethrough, a cylindrical journal box secured in said ori
within said receptacle and embracing said bearings , means

fice and having a central orifice in the bottom thereof, an in
secured to said yoke protruding through the casing of said

verted cup slidably arranged within said cylindricaljournal receptacle for adjusting said yoke , a shaft journalled in said
box, a spindle coupled to said bowl spindle having a reduced bearings, means for rotating said shaft outside of said recep
upper end extending through said orifice, a head fixedly tacle, pulleys mounted on said shafts and connected together

secured to said spindle having a bevelled upperside and a
and with said spindle pulley by suitable belts and rotated

þevelled lower side and located within said cylindrical 'by said crank shaft, and a milk receptacle having com

journal box , ball bearings inserted in said journal box be
munication with said bowl , as and for the purpose specified .

tween the corner of said journal box and the develled lower
16. In a machine of the class described in combination , a

sideof saidhead and between the corner of said inverted cup base and framearising therefrom having offset portions at
and the top bevelled side of said head , yielding means for re

the top thereof forming a receptacle for the operating mech

taining said inverted cup and its bearings in engagement with anism , a casing projecting outwardly therefrom and longi

said head , a spindle operating means within the aforesaid re- tudinally with the standard of said frame beneath one of

ceptacle , and a milk receptacle having communication with
said offset portions, a tubular bowl suitably supported in

said bowl , as and for the purpose specified. said casing , a spindle extending upwardly from said bowl, a

12. In a machine of the class described in combination, a spindle adjustably journalled in said receptacle and extend
base and frame arising therefrom having offset portions at ing downwardly and coupled to said bowl spindle , spindle

the top thereof forming a receptaclefor the operating mech- operating means withinthe aforesaid receptacle, a milk
anism , a casing projecting outwardly therefrom and longi- receptacle supported from said frame, a feed tube having
tudinally with the standard of said frame beneath one of said communication with said milk receptacle and extending
offset portions , a tubular bowl suitably supported in said within said casing and terminating near the bottom thereof,

casing, a spindle extending upwardly from said bowl , a a U -shaped tube having one end engaging the end of said

spindle adjustably journalled in said receptacle and extend- feed tube and extending below the said casing and having
ing downwardly and coupled to said bowl spindle , a pulley communication with the said bowl , and adjustable means for
fixedly secured to said spindle, journal bearings secured in retaining said U-shaped tube in position , as and for the pur
the sides of said receptacle, a shaft journalled in said bear- rose specified .

ings , journal bearings adjustably arranged in said recep

tacle , means for adjusting said bearings, a shaft journalled

in said bearings, means for rotating said shaft,pulleys No. 99,987. Cess Pool. Puisard .
mounted on said shafts and connected together and with the

aforesaid spindle pulley by suitable belts , and a milk recep
Edward L. Parsons, St. John , New Brunswick , Canada , 10th

tacle having communication with said bowl , as and for the July , 1906; 6 years. Filed 9th March , 1906. Receipt No.

purpose specified.
133,716 .

13. In a machine of the class described in combination, a Claim.--In a cess pool , the combination of a receiving

base and frame arising therefrom having offset portions at chamber having sewer connection , an air chamber at the

the top thereof forming a receptacle for the operating mech - base thereof and extending beyond the same, a blind drain
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of an area equal to that of the air chamber and an air cir

culating pipe connecting the receiving chamber with the air

OG

9
9
9
8
7

said annular locking shoulder or flange on said spindle nut,

in combination with an axle spindle formed with a reduced

screw-threaded portion and a shoulder on said spindle at the

inner end of said reduced screw- threaded portion and an

axle box on said spindle.

6. In an adjustable locking axle nut , a spindle nut provided

with an external annular locking shoulder or flange, and an

annular ring or ball race adjustable on said spindle nut and

provided with a right hand screw thread on its outer face ,

in combinaton with a jamb or lock nut provided with a left

hand screw thread on its interior face and adjustable on said

exteriorly screw -threaded annular ring or ball race .

7. In a device of the class described, a vehicle axle , a

spindle on each end of said vehicle axle, and an axle box on

each of said spindles, in combination with spindle nuts one
of which is secured on the outer end of each of said spindles ,

and each provided with an external annular locking shoulder

or flange, an annular ring or ball race adjustable on each of

said spindle nuts , and a jam or lock nut adjustable on each

of said annular rings or ball races , and adapted to engage

with the locking shoulder or flange on the spindle nut on

which it is mounted , and a right hand screw thread formed

on the exterior face of the annular ring or ball race at the

other end of the axle , and a left hand screw thread formed

on the inner face of the jam or lock nut that engages with

the annular ring or ball race with the right hand screw

thread , and a right hand screw thread formed on the inner

face of the jam or lock nut that engages with the annular

ring or ball race with the left hand screw thread on its outer
face .
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chamber, substantially in the manner and for the purpose

set forth.

No. 99,988. Axle Nut. Noia d'essieux.
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No. 99,989. Top Rest for Carriages.
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William S. Pugsley, London, Ontario , Canada, 10th July, 1906 ;

6 years. Filed 14t February, 1906. Receipt No. 132,902 .

Claim .-- 1. In an adjustable locking axle nut , a spindle nut

provided with an external annular locking shoulder or flange, William Roland Roote, Guelph , Ontario , Canada, 10th July,

and an annular ring or ball race adjustable on said spindle
1906 ; 6 years. Filed 7th May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,621 .

tut , in combination with a jam or lock nut adjustable on

said annular ring or ball race , and the end of said jam or
Claim .-- A top rest for the tops of buggies or carriages,

lock nut adapted to engage with said annular lockingflange heldinposition byandin combination with a square metallicconsisting of a suitable shaped rubber cushion or bumper

or shoulder on said spindle nut , to lock said annular ring or

ball race in place.
sleeve for the purpose of attaching the same to the back

2. In an adjustable locking axle nut , the combination with prop, substantially as hereinbefore described .

a spindle nut provided with an external annular locking flange
or shoulder and with a screw thread on its outer face and No. 99,990. Canopy for Vehicles.

an annular ring or ball on its internal and external faces , Couverture de véhicules .

the screw threaded inner face of which is adapted to engage

with the screw threaded exterior face of said spindle nut , of

a jam or lock nut screw threaded on its internal face , which

is adapted to engage with the screw threaded exterior face

0. said annular ring or ball race, and the end of the jam or

lock adapted to engage with said locking shoulder or flange

of said spindle nut , to rigidly hold and lock the annular ring

or ball race in place.

3. In an adjustable locking axle nut , a spindle nut pro

vided with an external annular locking flange or shoulder

and with a screw thread on its outer face , ball races one of

which is formed screw-threaded on its interior and exterior

faces , and the other plain and provided with an external

annular flange, and ball bearings between said ball races , in

combination with a jam or lock nut provided with an inter

nal flange and with a screw thread on its internal face

adapted to engage with the screw - threaded ball race and said

locking flange or shoulder on said spindle nut.

4. An adjustable locking axle nut comprising a spindle nut

provided with an external annular locking shoulder or flange,

an annular ring or ball race adjustable on said spindle nut,

and a jam or lock adjustable on said annular ring or ball

race and adapted to engage with said annular locking
shoulder or flange on said spindle nut, in combination with JamesR. Ryan , Sault Ste. Marie , Michigan, U.S.A., 10th July,

an axle spindle formed with a reduced screw - threaded por
1906 ; 6 years. Filed 12th May , 1906. Receipt No. 135,847 .

tion and a shoulder on said spindle at the inner end of said Claim .-- 1. In a canopy in combination with a base frame

reduced screw - threaded portion and an axle box on said adapted to rest upon the seat of a vehicle , extensible side

spindle . pieces at each end of said base frame and normally rising

5. An adjustable locking axle nut, comprising a spindle perpendicularly thereto , adapted to lie therewithin when not

nut provided with an external annular locking shoulder or in use , coupling pieces adapted to hold the side pieces spaced

flange, ball races adjustable on said spindle nut, bearing when raised , a cover adapted to be drawn thereover, and an

balls between said ball races, and a jam or lock nut adjust- apron extending across the front of the frame, substantially

able on one of said ball races , and adapted to engage with as described .

۶
۶
۶
۶
۰
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2. A canopy frame having in combination a base adapted of the groove in each section , and a projection upon the lower
to retreat on a vehicle seat , jointed standards adapted to end of the head of the tongue of each section , said projection

fo ! d into the base , coupling members adapted to connect the

standards, a cover to be drawn over said frame , an apron to

engage the cover and enclose the front of said frame , sub

stantially as described .

3. In a canopy frame the combination of a base portion

adapted to be placed on the seat of a vehicle a collapsible

framework raising therefrom , and adapted to be folded there

over when not in use , spacing members extending from one

side of said framework to the other , and an enclosing cover

portion to be drawn thereover , substantially as described.

4. A canopy frame, having in combination a base portion ,

jointed side standards hinged thereto and adapted to fold

thereover, means for bracing said side standards when

raised , means for spacing the same one from the other, a

cover portion adapted to be drawn thereover, and an apron

extending across the front of the frame , substantially as

described .
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No. 99,991 . Refrigerator Box. Boîte de refrigérateur.
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being adapted to enter the groove in the adjacent section,

substantially as described .

3. A sheet piling section comprising a body having along

one of its edges a longitudinally extending groove provided

with a contracted neck , a bottom closing the lower end of

said groove , a longitudinally extending tongue upon the oppo

site edge of said section and provided with a longitudinally

extending enlargement or head adapted to enter the groove

of an adjacent section, and a projection upon the lower end

of said head or tongue, substantially as described .

4. A sheet piling section comprising three boards secured

to each other in parallel relation with the intermediate one
projecting in one direction to form a tongue and the two

outer ones projecting in the opposite direction to form a

groove , cleats upon said tongue and in said groove, a block

Vondon D. Sibley , Port Hammond, British Columbia, Canada , in the lower end of said groove and a projection or block upon

10th July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 9th December, 1905 . Re the lower end of said tongue, substantially as described .

ceipt No. 130,829 .

No. 99,993. Sheet Piling. Pilotis en feuille.

Claim . - 1 . In a refrigerator of the class described the com

bination therewith of an ice chamber, occupying the middle

upper portion of the box , a water drain from the lower part

of the chamber through one of the slides of the box , said

arain preserving a water seal in the drain aperture, a guard

protecting the outlet of the drain , and a drip plate from the

drain outlet having an outward projection to deliver the

water clear of the bottom of the box.

2. In a refrigerator of the class described the combination

therewith of an ice tank ocupying the upper middle portion

of the box , a drain pipe from the ice tank through one of the

sides of the box said drain pipe consisting of a nipple thread

ed into the ice tank below the level of its bottom and having

an aperture through it from the lower edges where it is in

serted in the ice chamber to the upper edge at the outer side,

whereby a water seal is preserved in the drain pipe .

3. In a refrigerator box of the class described the combin

ation therewith of an ice chamber in the upper middle por

tion of the box, a gauze strainer above the drain in the ice

chamber, a drain pipe from below the bottom of the ice

chamber the outlet of the drain being above the inlet to fit

in the ice chamber, a guard across the outlet of the drain

and a strip from the outlet projecting outward at the lower

end to deliver the drip clear of the side of the box.
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No. 99,992. Wooden Sheet Piling. Pilotis .
Luther Peter Friestedt , Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. , 10th July,

Henry Louis Zander , New Orleans , Louisana , U.S.A. , 10th 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 3rd February , 1905. Receipt No.

July, 1906; 6 years . Filed 19th February, 1906. Receipt 122,222 .

No. 133,046 .
Claim.-1. In sheet piling, a series of I -beam sections joined

Claim . - 1 . A sheet piling comprising a plurality of sections edgewise , the face sides of the cross flange abutting , and

each having a projecting tongue on one side provided with a means for locking all the sections together against displace

laterally enlarged head and having a groove in another side ment when assembled in a wall structure.
provided with a contracted neck to receive the tongue of the 2. In sheet piling , a wall structure composed of I-beams

adjoining section,said groove beinglarger than the headof joined endwise and angle clamping irons rigidly mounted on
the tongue, to form a space between the tongue and the alternate sections and overlapping the flanged edges of the

opposing face of the groove , means on one of said sections to joining sections .
close the bottom of said space , and a plastic filling in said

space to effect a water tight joint between said sections. No. 99,994. Metal Piling. Pilotis en métal.

2. A sheet piling comprising a plurality of sections , each

of said sections having along one of its edges a tongue pro James J. Harold , New York City, New York, U.S.A. , 10th

vided with an enlargement or head and along its other edge
July, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 22nd December, 1905. Receipt

a groove provided with a contracted neck and adapted to re
No. 131,257 .

ceive the head of the tongue of the adjacent section, said Claim . - 1 . In piling, flanged beam members and interlock

groove being of greater size than said tongue to receive a ing bolts, said interlocking bolts adapted to receive flanges
filing of cement or the like , a bottom closing the lower end of said beam members and lock said beam members together.
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2. In piling, channel beams and interlocking bolts, said bolts 3. In piling , flanged beam members and reinforced tapered

adapted to receive the flanges of said channel beams and lock interlocking members, said interlocking members provided

said beams together.
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3. In piling, the flanges of channel beams turned away from with projecting flanges adopted to retain said flanged beam

each other and the backs of said channel beams locked to- members in place .

gether by interlocking bolts engaging some of said flanges.

4. In piling , flanged beam members and interlocking bolts No. 99,997. Metal Sheet Piling.

and said interlocking bolts having looped hooks and adapted Pilotis en feuille de métal.
to receive and lock the flanges of said beam members.

No. 99,995. Metal Piling . Pilotis en métal.
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James J. Harold , New York City , New York , U.S.A. , 10th July ,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 18th December, 1905. Receipt No.

131,133 .

Claim .-- 1. In piling , beam members provided with flanges Walter. CharlesHarder, Chicago, Illinois,U.S.A., 10th July,
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 2nd October, 1905. Receipt No.on opposite sides of one face thereof , planks adopted to en
128,912 .

gage the channels formed by said flanges, one of the flanges

on one beam member adapted to slide between a flange on Claim.-1 . In sheet piling, a beam section provided on one

another beam member and its plank,aplate at the outer edge of its edges with an integral cross flange and having a flanged
of each of said planks extending over the back of the adjoin- recess in the other edge corresponding to the contour of said

ing beam member, and said plate secured to said plank by cross flange.

bolts passing through its beam member. 2. A beam piling section comprising in its integral struc

2. In piling , beam members provided with flanges on oppo- ture , a web part, a cross flange on one edge thereof, and a

site sides of one face thereof, planks adopted to engage the cross flanged recess in the opposite edge.

channels formed by said flanges, one of the flanges on one 3. A beam piling section having a straight cross flange on
beam member adapted to slide between a flange on another one of its edges, and a C-shaped flange on the other edge.

beam member and its plank , a plate at the outer edge of each 4. In sheet piling, a beam section provided with a C -shaped

of said planks extending over the back of the adjoining beam flanged edge and a companion beam provided on its joining
member , a plate on the opposite side of the piling extending edge with a cross flange engaging the recessed C- edge .
over the adjoining plank, and said plates secured by bolts

passing through said planks and said beam members. No. 99,998. Metal Sheet Piling.

Pilotis en feuille de métal.

No. 99,996. Metal Piling. Pilotis en métal ,
Henry Wittekind , Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. , 10th July, 1906 ;

James J. Harold, New York City, NewYork, U.S.A. , 10th July, 6 years. Filed 18th November , 1904. Receipt No. 120,102.

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 26th April , 1906. Receipt No. 135,315 . Claim . -1. A metal sheet piling composed of interlocked

Claim.-1 . In piling, flanged beam members and interlock- | Cuplicate sections , each section having an offset laterally

ing members, said interlocking members tapered toward the projecting flange at one side edge and an angular channel

bottom of the piling and provided with projecting flanges at its other side edge of a cross section to receive the flange

adopted to retain said flanged beam members in place. on the adjacent section .

2. In piling, flanged beam members and interlocking mem . 2. In a metal sheet piling, a section composed of a plate ,

bers tapered from the center toward the top and bottom of an offset laterally projecting flange at one side edge, and an

the piling and provided with flanges adopted to retain said angular channel at its other side edge conforming in cross

flanged beam members in place. section to said flange.
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3. In a section for metal sheet piling, the combination riveted adjacent to one longitudinal edge on both sides of

with a central plate , of a Z-beam having one flange rigidly the plate and lugs disposcd at desired distances apart at the
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secured to one side of said plate and its other flange pro loor
jecting laterally , an angle beam spaced apart from said plate

and extending around the other side of said plate thereby

forming a channel conforming in cross section to the pro

jecting portion of said Z-beam .

4. In a section for metal sheet piling, the combination with

a central plate , of a Z-beam having one flange rigidly se

cured to one side of said plate and its other flange project

ing laterally therefrom , an angle beam extending around the

oiher side edge of said plate , and a filler strip interposed

between said plate and angle beam thereby forming a chan
opposite longitudinal edge and suitable riveted to the plate

nel corresponding in cross section to a portion of said Z- in pairs one at each side and having inturned lips designed

beam projecting from said plate. to receive the outer turned portions of the angle bars of the

5. In a compound section of metal sheet piling, the com adjacent plate , as specified .
bination with a plate , of an angle beam extending around 2. A sheet metal piling comprising plates abutting each

cne side edge of the plate, and a filler bar interposed be other at their longitudinal edges and angle bars secured to

tween said plate and angle beam thereby forming a channel one longitudinal edge of the plate on opposite sides thereof
to interlock with the adjacent section of piling .

6. In a metal sheet piling, the combination with a section angle platesor bars secured to the opposite longitudinal
and projecting beyond such edge or width of the plate , and

composed of a plate and an angle beam spaced from the edge of the plate, one on each side and opposite each other

plate and extending around one side edge thereof thereby and so arranged that the opposite longitudinal edge pro

forming a channel, of a co -operating section having an angu- jects beyond the angle iron bars or plates and provided with

lar side flange adapted to be received within the channel of irturned lips for gripping the free edge of the angle bars of

said first section .
the next plate , so as to cover the joint or abutting edges o

the plate, as specified.

No. 99,999. Metal Piling . Pilotis en métal. 3. In a sheet metal piling, a series of plates abutting each

other, means for interlocking the plates at their longitu

dinal edges and diagonal strengthening bar extending across

the plates, as specified .
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No. 100,001 . Metal Sheet Piling.

Pilotis en feuille de métal.
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James J. Harold, New York City, New York, U.S.A. , 10th

July, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 4th May, 1906. Receipt No.

135,551.

Claim.-In metal piling, interlocking members and flanged

beams , said interlocking members provided with channels

and flat surfaces, said flat surfaces of said members fastened

together and said channels adapted to engage and retain the

flanges of said beams .
The Duplex Steel Plate Piling Company, assignee of John

Robert Williams , all of East Orange , New Jersey , U.S.A. ,

No. 100,000. Sheet Metal Piling. 10th July, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 27th September, 1905. Re

Pilotis en feuille de métal.
ceipt No. 128,765 .

Michael John Haney, Toronto, Ontario , Canada , 10th July, having in one integral piece a transverse member and mem
Claim .-- 1 . A metal sheet piling composed of sections each

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 4th February , 1905. Receipt No. bers extending laterally in opposite directions from the edges

122,228 .
thereof and being about equal in extent , one of said lateral

Claim .--- 1. A sheet metal piling comprising plates abutting members having a locking tongue, and a locking member

each other at their longitudinal edges , angle bars suitably secured to said transverse member and affording , with the
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adjacent walls of the section , at one end a receiving recess No. 100,003. Liquid Cooler.

and at the other end a locking receiving recess , substantially Réfrigérant pour liquides.
as set forth .

2. A metal sheet piling composed of sections each having a

transverse member and parallel members extending laterally

in opposite directions from the edges thereof and at an angle

thereto and being about equal in extent , one of said lateral

members having a locking tongue , and a locking member se

cured to said transverse member and affording, with the ad

jacent walls of the section , at one end a receiving recess and

at the other end an angular locking receiving reces, substan
elor

tially as set forth .

3. A metal sheet piling composed of sections each having

in one integral piece a transverse diagonally disposed mem

ber and members extending laterally in opposite directions

from the edges thereof and being about equal in extent, one

of said lateral members having a locking tongue , and a lock

ing member secured to said transverse member and affording

with the adjacent walls of the section , at one end a receiving

recess and at the other end an angular locking receiving re

cess , substantially as set forth .

4. A metal sheet piling composed of sections each having a

diagonally disposedtransverse member and parallel members

extending laterally in opposite directions from the edges

thereof and at an angle thereto and being about equal in ex

tent, one of said lateralmembers havinga locking tongue, The Canadian Dairy Supply Company, Montreal, assignee of

and a locking member secured to said transverse member ,

and affording with the adjacent walls of the section , at one
Emile Laurin , St. Esutace, both in Quebec , Canada, 10th

end a receiving recess and at the other end au angular lock
July ; 6 years . Filed 13th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,841 .

ing receiving recess , substantially as set forth . Claim.-1 . In a cooler for liquids , means for slowly feeding

5. A metal sheet piling composed of sections each having a liquid over moving and stationary surfaces , means for cir

in one integral piece a transverse member 11 and oppositely culating a fluid of low temperature to chill the moving sur

extending lateral members 12, 13, the former having a tongue faces and means for circulating a fluid of lower temperature
14 , and a locking member 15 secured to said transverse mem- over the stationary surfaces.

ber and having at one end a flange 16 and at its other end be- 2. In a cooler for liquids , means for slowly feeding a liquid

ing extended to and along said member 13 so as to form a spirally in thin layers over chilled corrugated surfaces, and

locking recess , substantially as set forth . means for circulating the liquid over a further chilled sur

6. A metal sheet piling composed of sections each having in face until the desired temperature is reached .

one integral piece a transverse member and parallel members 3. In a cooler for liquids, means for slowly feeding a liquid

extending laterally in opposite directions from the edges spirally in thin layers over moving corrugated surfaces ,

thereof and being about equal in extent , said sections being means for cooling said surfaces, and means for collecting and

alternately faced in opposite directions with the adjacent circulating the liquid over a further surface chilled to a lower

lateral members thereof in face to face contact, combined temperature than the corrugated surfaces.

with means carried by said sections for locking them together 4. In a two - stage cooler for liquids, means for. slowly feed

in series , substantially as set forth . ing a liquid spirally over moving corrugated surfaces, means

7. A metal sheet piling composed of sections each having in for circulating a fluid of lower temperateure than the liquid
one integral piece a transverse diagonally disposed member between said corrugated surfaces , means for collecting and

and parallel members extending laterally in opposite direc- circulating the liquid over a further surface , and means for
tions from the edges thereof and at an angle thereto and be- circulating a second fluid of lower temperature than the first
ing about equal in extent, said sections being alternately to chill said surface .

faced in opposite directions with the adjacent lateral mem- 5. In a two - stage cooler for liquids , a plurality of moving

bers thereof in face to face contact, combined with means corrugated surfaces, a stationary surface, means for coilling
carried by said sections for locking them together in series , the corrugated surfaces , means for chilling the stationary
substantially as set forth . surface to a lower temperature , means for slowly feeding a

liquid spirally in thin layers over said corrugated surfaces ,

No. 100,002. Liquid Separator. and means for collecting said liquid and circulating it over

Séparateur de liquides.
said stationary surface .

6. In a device of the class described , a reservoir, an an

nular channel therein , a false bottom in said channel en

closing an annular chamber, a hopper opening in said an

nular chamber, a second hopper opening into the reservoir

below said annular chamber , an annular channelled cover for

said reservoir , apertures in the bottom of said cover, closure

means for said aperture, a vertical spindle fixed to the re

servoir , a double walled cylinder revoluble on said spindle , a

feed pipe , and a plurality of branches from said feed pipe ex

tending downwardly between the walls of said cylinder.
7. In a device of the class described , a reservoir, an an

nular channel therein , a false bottom in said channel enclos

ing an annular chamber, a hopper opening into said annular

chamber, a second hopper opening into the reservoir below

said annular chamber, an annular channelled cover for said

reservoir, apertures in the bottom of said cover, closure

means for said apertures, a vertical spindle fixed to the re

servoir, a cylinder revoluble on said spindle , inner and outer

corrugated walls for said cylinder, an inwardly projecting

flange on the inner wall of said cylinder, an outwardly pro

jecting flange on the outer wall of said cylinder , apertures in
The Massey -Harris Company, Toronto , Ontario , Canada, as both ofsaid flanges, apertures in the cylinder bottom inside

signee of Wilbur W. Marsh, Waterloo, Iowa,U.S.A., 10th the inner wall, a central tube surrounding the spindle, a ball

July , 1906; 6 years . Filed 21st October , 1905. Receipt bearing in the upper end of said tube, a feed pipe, a plurality

No. 129,440. of branches from said feed pipe extending downwardly
Claim . - 1. A liner for centrifugal liquid separators com- through the cover into the space between the cylinder walls,

prising a series of superimposed coned separating discs , and a transverse aperture in the lower end of eachof said
smooth on the underside, and provided with ribs on their branches.

upper surfaces forming helical channels between them , and 8.Inadevice of the class described , a reservoir, an annular

having their upper edges scalloped , substautially as des- channel therein, a cross diaphragm in said channel, an ex
cribed. ternal drain spout for said channel , a false bottom in said

2. A liner for centrifugal liquid separators comprising a channel , an annular chamber enclosed by said false bottom ,
series of superimposed coned separating discs , smooth on a hopper opening into said annular chamber , a drip pipe near

the underside, and provided with ribs on their upper surfaces the top of said annular chamber, a second hopper opening
forming helical channels between them , substantially as des- into the reservoir below said annular chamber , a strainer in
cribed . the bottom of said reservoir , a section pipe extending out
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wardly from said strainer, a central vertical spindle fixed to jacent to one another, and rollers vertically journalled on

the reservoir, a conical baffle plate fixed to the spindle below said arms, substantially as described .

the annular chamber, a cylinder revoluble on said spindle, a

feed pipe , and a plurality of branches from said feed pipe ex

tending downwardly between the walls of said cylinder .

No. 100,004. Clothes Pin . Epingle à linge .
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Andrew Chandler Brown and Joseph Green Brown , both of

Montpelier, Vermont, asignees of Frederick Henry Potter ,

Beverly, Massachusetts, U.S.A. , 10th July, 1906 ; 6 years.

Filed 26th December, 1905. Receipt No. 131,302 .

Claim .-1 . A clothes pin presenting a wire spring of the

class described and two legs shaped at their front ends to

present a line space , and a communicating open mouth , each
2. A broom holder comprising a base, two adjacent vertical

of said legs being provided at their inner faces with a spring torsion springs held thereby, and arms extending out from

receiving recess, the faces of said legs when the pin is not in said springs and adapted to engage and hold a broom handle,

use contacting between said line space and said spring re
substantially as described .

ceiving recess and tipping one on the other when the pin is
3. A broom holder comprising a base and a wire held there

put in use at a point between the head end ofthepin and the by and bent to form two vertical torsion springs andarms

central part of the spring.
extending out therefrom, the arms being adapted to engage

2. A clothes pin presenting a wire spring of the class des- and hold a broom handle, substantially as described.

cribed and two legs shaped as shown , said legs at their front
4. A broom holder comprising a wire bent to form two

ends presenting a line receiving space , and normally open
vertical tension springs connected by a bend , and arms ex

mouth leading from the front end of said legs into said space, tending out therefrom , the arms being adapted to engage

said legs contracting at their outer ends only as they are
and hold a broom handle , in combination with a wire looped

being separated at their front ends in opposition to the
round the aforesaid bend, twisted together and having its

action of the spring as the front ends of the pin are being ends spread and separately connected each with one of the

passed onto clothes on a line .
vertical torsion springs , substantially as described .

5. A broom holder comprising a wire bent to form two

No. 100,005. Clothes Pin. Epingle à linge .
vertical torsion springs connected by a bend , and arms ex

tending out therefrom , the arms being adapted to engage

and hold a broom handle , and upwardly extending journals

at the ends of the arms, in combination with a wire looped

round the aforesaid bend , twisted together and having its

ends spread and separately connected each with one of the

vertical torsion springs , and rollers journalled on said

journals, substantially as described.
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No. 100,007. Spring Wheel for Vehicles.

Roue à ressort pour véhicules.
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Andrew Chandler Brown and Joseph Green Brown , both of

Montpelier , Vermont , assignees of Frederick Henry Perry ,

Beverly, Massachusetts , U.S.A. , 10th July, 1906 ; 6 years .

Filed 21st March , 1906. Receipt No. 134,141 .

Claim.-1 . A clothes pin of the class described comprising

two legs and a wire spring bent to present a central straight

portion disposed between the said legs and from one end of

which the wire is bent upwardly, backwardly, downwardly

and forwardly in substantially continuous curve , and from

the opposite end of said central portion said wire is bent

downwardly, backwardly, upwardly and forwardly in a curve

devoid of angular bends , said curves forming braces for the

legs , the ends of the wire spring each engaging one of the

legs.

2. A clothes pin comprising two legs and a wire spring The Sherola Spring Wheel Company, 5 Watts Avenue, as

bent to present a central straight portion disposed between
signee of Percy John Neate, Belsize , Watts Avenue,

the said legs , from which central portion one end of the wire
aforesaid, Rochester , Kent , England , 10th July, 1906 ; 6

is bent upwardly, backwardly, downwardly and forwardly in
years . Filed 19th May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,070.

a substantially continuous curve devoid of angular bends ,

said end engaging one of the legs , the other end of the wire
Claim . - 1. In a spring wheel the combination of a fixed

being curved downwardly, backwardly, upwardly and for plate carrying cups for receiving rolling balls, freely sus

wardly in a curve devoid of angular bends and engaging the pended plates carrying cups facing the cups on the fixed

other of said legs , said curves forming braces for the legs, plate, rolling balls between the opposing faces of the cups,

said legs being cut away at their inner faces to form a recess the freely suspended cup carrying plates being capable of

within the curve of the wire . permitting unequal movements of the cups approximately

parallel to the axis of the wheel as required by the varying

No. 100,006. Holder for Brooms. Porte - balai. conditions of torque and load .

2. In a spring wheel , a hub and rim connected by an ar
Charles J. Wren and John F. H. Wyse , assignee of a half

rangement comprising a pair of plates maintained at a fixed
interest, both of Toronto, Ontario, Canada , 10th July , distance apart, springs abutting against said fixed plates ,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 17th April, 1906. Receipt No. 134,956. a pair of cup carrying plates pressed inwards by said springs ,

Claim .-1 . A broom holder comprising a base adapted to a central cup carrying plate , balls forming a rolling connec
be secured to a wall , spring arms connected therewith ad- ' tion between the opposing cups in the cup carrying plates.
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3. In a spring wheel, a wheelrim, a cup carrying plate ends to the hub and rim members whereby all frictional

connected to the hub on either side of thecup carrying plate movement betweenthe springs and said members is avoided

carried by the rim, balls arranged between the cups on the and necessity for lubricating the junction betweenthe

respective rim and hub plates . springs and the members is avoided , substantially as set

4. In a spring wheel , a hub comprising side plates main- forth.

tained at a fixed distance , inner cup carrying plates, balls 15. A spring wheel having a hub member and rim member

carried in said cups , a rim , cup carrying plates connected to capable of relative movement in combination with springs

the wheelrim , springs pressing the inner cup - carrying plates coupling said hub and rim members together and rigidly

towards the cup - carrying plate , which is connected to the fixed thereto at their ends, said springsbeing - formed at or
rim. near their ends as flat or conical spirals, portions of which

5. The improved spring wheel for vehicles and cycles com- may be formed or flattened, or reduced sections whereby they

prising independently moving hub and rim members , sus- are enabled to resist the combined tensional and bending

pended plates disposed between said hub and rim members , stresses due to torque and load , substantially as set forth .

springs pressed on said suspended plates, rolling cup , and
16. A spring wheel having a hub member and a rim mem

ball devices coupling said suspended plates to one member of
ber capable of relative movement in combination with trans

the wheel , said suspended plates being so mounted upon the
verse or axial springs rigidly fixed at their respective ends

other member of the wheel or driven therefrom as to be free to said hub member and rim member, said springs being

to move along the axis of the wheel and adapted to allow of
formed at or near their ends, as flat or conical spirals por

unequal axialmovement of individual cups under thevarying tions ofwhich maybeofflattened or reduced section,the
relative movement of the cup and ball devices and thelater- spiral portions being coupled by a straight part , substan
ally disposed springs, substantially as described . tially as set forth .

6. The improved spring wheel for vehicles and cycles com
17. A spring wheel having a hub member and a rim mem

ber capable of relative movement in combination with trans
prising the combination with independently moving hub and

verse or axial springs rigidly fixed at their respective ends
rim members, of suspended plates , springs forcing said sus

to said hub member and rim member , said springs being
pending plates together , means for suspending and driving

formed at or near their ends as flat or conical spirals , por
said plates from one member of the wheel , said suspended

plates being so mounted on said member of the wheel as to
tions of which may be of flattened or reduced section , the

have axial movement in regard thereto , with freedom to tilt
spiral portions being coupled by a straight part whilst the

in regard to the plane of the wheel, butrestrainedin other spiral parts are disposed outside the rim and hub members
to which they are fixed , substantially as set forth.directions , rolling cup and ball devices coupling said sus

pended plates to the other member of the wheel , said cup
18. A spring wheel having a hub member and a rim mem

her capable of relative movement and transverse springs
and ball devices being adapted to convert the relative move
ments of the nut and rim members into axial or inclined coupling said members together, said springs being rigidly

movements of the said spring pressed intermediate plates and
fixed to said members at their ends and each spring being in

which allow of unequal axial movement of the cups in regard
the form of a spiral having its end portions flattened or of

riduced section , substantially as set forth .to one another, substantially as described .

7. In a spring wheel , the combination ofa fixed plate carry , ter capable of relative movement and springs arranged be
19. A spring wheel having a hub member and a rim mem

Eng a group of cups for receiving balls , freely suspended
tween said members and disposed axially of the wheel , each

plates each carying a group of cups facing the group of cups
of said springs being in the form of a spiral and having its

on the fixed plate , springs pressing on each group of cups ,
ends connected to said hub and rim and having a straight

rolling balls between the opposing faces of the cups , means
connecting portion between its ends, substantially as setfor maintaining each group of cups in position in relating to
ferth.

the hub and allowing of independent movement of each group

of cups parallel to the axis.
No. 100,008. Spring . Ressort.

8. In a spring wheel, the combination of a fixed plate carry .

ing groups of cups for receiving balls , freely suspended

plates each carrying a group of cups facing the group of

cups on the fixed plate, springs pressing on each group of

cups, rolling balls between the opposing faces of the cups ,

flexible connections for maintaining each group of cups in

position in relation to the hub and allowing of independent

movement of each group of cups parallel to the axis .

9. In a spring wheel, the combination of a hub member , a

rim member, a rolling cup and ball connection between said

hub and rim members, said members being radially dis

placeable relatively to each other, and wherein the spring

supported cups being carried by the hub portion , so that the

vibratory shocks which the rim member receives direct from

the road are transmitted to the springs through cups and

balls, substantially as described .

10. In spring wheels such as are herein referred to , the

combination with an inner cup carrying plate of stops to

limit its movement in relation to the outer plates which

serve as abutments for the springs , substantially as and for Fercy John Neate , Belsize , Watts Avenue , Rochester, Kent ,

the purpose described. England , 10th July , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 19th May, 1906 .
11. A spring wheel having a plate carrying three cups on Receipt No. 136,077.

each side in combination with freely suspended plates each Claim . - 1. A spring formed of two springs of any known
carrying three cups, springs acting on said freely suspended type wherein the section is torsionally stressed, formed in
plates, and balls between the opposing faces of the cups, cne piece or joined solidly together at points furthest from

the arrangement of these cups on each side serving to secure their axes and supported at the apex or axis of each spring
continuous contact between each ball and its pair of en- and loaded at the junction in the center or vice versa , sub

closing cups when subject to combined load and torque , sub- stantially as set forth.
stantially as set forth .

2. A spring formed of two opposite curves or spirals joined

12. A spring wheel comprising a cup carrying plate con- in one and adapted to be stressed or supported at their junc

pected with the hub in connection with cup carrying plates tion and at points on opposite sides of the junction in the

on either side thereof connected with the rim by means of curved portions or at the axes thereof.

spokes in tension , said spokes diverging from the rim to 3. A spring formed of two opposite curves joined in one ,

said plates, a spring serving to press the plates inward by abutments for said spring disposed on oppositesides thereof,

the tension of the spokes, substantially as described . an abutment on one side being disposed at the junction of

13. A spring wheel comprising a hub member and a rim the two curves and abutments on the other side being dis

'member, a central cup carrying plate connected with the posed at points away from the junctions and in the curved

hub, cupcarrying side plates disposed oneither side of said ortions, substantially as set forth .

central cup carrying plate, spokes in tension connecting said

side plates with the rim , said tension spokes diverging from No. 100,009. Hammer Drill . Forêt.

them to said plates and serving to press the plates inwards,

springs embodying said tension spokes and adding to the The Iler Rock Drill Manufacturing Company, assignee of Al

resiliency thereof . fred E. Johnson, all of Denver , Colorado, U.S.A. , 10th

14. A spring wheel having a hub member and rim member July, 1906; 6 years . Filed 28th May, 1906. Receipt No.

capable of relative movement, in combination with trans- 136,305 .

verse springs coupling said hub member and rim member Claim .-1 . In a hammer drill the combination of the drill

together, said springs being rigidly fixed at their respective body , an abutment , a rigid fluid conduit connecting said drill
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20

7

and abutment , and means for introducing operating fluid to extremity of the crank slides therein, and at the same time

said fluid conduit at its abutment extremity. forming an air cushion between the crank and the rear ex
tremity of the abutment .

10. The combination with the drill body, of an abutment , a

rigid fluid conduit rigidly connected with the drill body at

one extremity , the abutment being proivded with a chamber

into which the other extremity of the conduit protrudes and

with which it is slidably connected, and means for introduc

ing the fluid to the chamber of the abutment, the latter being

constructed to form a fluid cushion between the abutment and

the conduit and to control the passage of fluid to the conduit

by virture of the sliding connection .

18A

33 No. 100,010. Machine for Making Nails, Rivets,

Etc.

Machine pour faire des clous, etc.

23
35 +2

22
28

Fig 1

623

700009 per 3. C

d

a

/ 00014

ex

2. In a hammer drill the combination of the drill body , an

abutment , a rigid fluid conduit connecting said drill body and

abutment , means for introducing operating fluid to said fluid

conduit at its abutment extremity , and means for controlling

the fluid supply through the connection between said fluid

conduit and abutment .

3. In a hammer drill the combination with the drill body ,

of a hollow crank connected with said body to rotate same

and adapted to convey fluid under pressure to said drill body Alfred Charles , Worchester, England, 10th July, 1906 ; 6 years .

from a suitable source of supply .
Filed 15th February, 1906 .

4. In a hammer drill the combination with the body of the
Receipt No. 132,931 .

instrument , of an abutment , a hollow crank journalled in the
Claim .-- 1 . In a nail making machine the combination of 2

abutment at one extremity and connected with the body of bed plate, a plunger reciprocating thereon, a plurality of

the device at the other extremity, and suitable means for heading dies connected to said plunger, cylindrical dies ar

introducing operating fluid to the said crank at its abutment ranged in pairs in front of the plunger co -operating with the

extremity.
heading dies , each pair comprising an upper and lower die.

5. In a device of the class described the combination with said dies having aligned transverse groove ell therein adapted
the drill body, of a hollow crank and an abutment in which to receive the wire, means for feeding the wire to the dies,

the rear extremity of the crank is journalled, its forward ex means for cutting the wire , dowel pins e connecting the dies

tremity being rigidly connected with the drill body for rotat of each pair together, pins having heads connected to the

ing purposes , the abutment being provided with a forwardly upper end of the upper die , and the lower end of the lower

extending sleeve having a chamber into which he rear die, a bed having slots therein in which the pins of the upper

tremity of the crank protrudes , the rear extremity of the dies are rotatably held , a cross bar f having vertical move

crank being provided with a passage connecting said chamber ment in the bed, said bed having slots therein in which the

with the longitudinal passage of the hollow crank, and suit- pins of the lower dies engage , means for partially rotating

able means for connecting the chamber of the sleeve with a the dies , and means for raising the bar ſ to raise the lower

source of operating fluid .
dies to grip the wire , substantially as described .

6. The combination with the drill body , of a hollow crank 2. In a mail making machine the combination of the bed

connected therewith at its forward extremity to deliver oper- plate, upper cylindrical dies having vertical dovetail grooves

ating fluid thereto , an abutment in which the rear extremity in their sides , cutters in said grooves , lower cylindrical dies

of the hollow crank is journalled , the said abutment having having vertical grooves therein in alignment with the grooves

a forwardly extending sleeve provided with a chamber, the in the upper dies , sliding cutters in said givoves, a lifting

rear extremity of the crank consisting of a hollow spindle or cross bar f having vertical movement in the bed plate , said

journal for the crank and having ports connecting the cham- bar having quadrantal slots therein through which the lower

ber of the sleeve with the longitudinal passage of the crank, ends ofthe cutters in the lower dies pass, a cross bar n on

the sleeve having a shoulder at the forward extremity of its which the ends of the sliding cutters rest, means for lifting

chamber, and the rear extremity of the spindle member of the the cross bar ſ and n and means for partially rotating the

crank being provided with a bevelled face opposite said dies.

shoulder when the abutment is at its rearward limit of move- 3. In a nail making machine the combination of a recipro

ment , the sleeve being provided with an induction port com cating plunger, heading dies thereon , cylindrical dies ar

municating with the space between the bevelled face of the ranged in pairs in front of said plunger and having aligned

spindle and the shoulder of the sleeve , the rear extremity of grooves , means for feeding the wire between the aligned

the spindle member of the crank being of a size to allow the grooves of each pair of dies , means for bringing the dies to

onerating fluid to pass around it within the chamber of the gether to grip the wires , means for cutting the wire , and

sleeve . means for rotating said dies so as to bring the end of the

7. In a hammer drill the combination with the body of the wire opposite the corresponding heading die whereby said

instrument , of an abutment , a hollow crank connecting the heading die will form the head.

body of the tool with the abutment, the crank being revolubly 4. In a nail making machine the combination of a recipro

connected with the abutment, the rear extremity of the crank cating plunger, heading dies thereon, cylindrical dies ar

bein , also slidable in the abutment to control the supply of ranged in pairs in front of the plunger and having aligned

operating fluid to the hollow crank. grooves , an upper and lower die in each pair , means for

8. In a hammer drill the combination with the body of the feeding wire into the grooves on said dies , cutters carried by

instrument, of an abutment , a hollow crank having its for
said dies, a cross bar on which the lower dies rest , a second

ward extremity rigidly connected with the body and its rear cross bar on which the end of the cutters of the lower dies

extremity slida ble in the abutment for the purpose of regulat- rest , means operated by the plunger for raising both cross

in the admission of operating fluid to the hollow crank , the bars to grip the wire and to cut the same , and means for ro

crank being revoluble in the abutment to permit rotation of tating the dies so as to bring one end of the nail opposite the

the tool , and the abutment being provided with a chamber corresponding heading die on the plunger to form the head .

adapted to form a fluid cushion between its rear extremity dies 1, having vertical dovetail grooves therein , cuttersgin5. In a nail making machine the combination of cylindrical

and the crank.

9. The combnation with the body of the drill , of a hollow said grooves, cylindrical dies ei having dovetailed grooved

crank rigidly connected therewith ,and an abutment provided therein , cutters gl having sliding movement in said grooves,

with a chamber into which the rear extremity of the crank a gripping lifting cross bar f having slots therein through

protrudes and with which the longitudinal opening in the which the sliding cutters pass , said bar f carrying the dies e ,

crank communicates, the rear extremity of the crank being a lifting cross bar k situated below the bar f, the ends of the

slidable and revoluble in the abutment which is constructed sliding cutters resting on said bar k, a shaft i, the parts of

to regulate the admission of the operating fluid as the rear levers fulcrumed on said shaft for raising the cross bars .
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means for actuating said levers and springs for controlling No. 100,012. Merry - go -Round. Carrousel.

said levers .

6. In a machine for making nails the combination of a bed

plate, cylindrical dies 1 cylindrical dies 11 dowel pins con

necting both sets of dies , said dies 11 having teeth on one

quarter of their circumference , backing bars o of having

curved recesses within which the dies fit, receiving dies t t ' ,

an axis t in the die t , means for raising said axis t " , a lifting

cross bar f on which the dies 11 and the die t rest , means for

giving said bar vertical movement , a rack bar m having teeth

adapted to engage with the teeth of the dies l ' , a feeding die

gø adapted to feed the wire to the receiving dies t t', a con

tact block w suspended from the die se, a stop w on die se for

limiting the movement of the block w, a contact block wº on

the opposite side of the die se, the guide gs for the die s', slot
则应

103 having the curved end w * in which the block w engages ,

an arm m? atached to the rack bar m with which the block

to engages when the die gº is moved back from its feeding

stroke so as to rotate the dies 1 71 , the curve w serving to

disengage the block w from the arm mº and a lever « ful

crumer at dua and having link connections with the arm

m ", said lever being adapted to be engaged by the contact

block 103 on the backward movement of the die se, so that

said lever and its connections will return the rack m to

normal position .

7. In a nail making machine the combination of the bed

plate, the cylindrical dies carried thereby, each pair of said

dies comprising an upper and lower die , means for holding Ernest James Mitcheson, Toronto, Ontario , Canada , 10th

the wire transversely between the dies of each pair, and July , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 9th April , 1906. Receipt No.
means for knocking the finishing nail therefrom , said 134,747.

means consisting of a cross bar n knocking out tools n con
Claim . - 1. In a merry -go - round , the combination with a

nected thereto , plungers na having heads nø, secured to said
base and screw standard , of a platform supported on the

bar n, said plungers passing through the bed plate, springs

n * between said heads n and the bed plate, a shaft p' con
screw standard , and a nut connected to the platform the

nected to the bedplate, striking levers p carriedbysaid the purpose specified .
thread of which fits the thread of the standard , as and for

shaft and adapted to contact with the heads no to force the

tools into contact with the nails, the weight shaft p' , a slid
2. In a merry-go -round, the combination with a base and

screw standard , of a platform supported on the screw stan
ing bar r a pin quel thereon, a bell crank 8 suitably pivoted to

the bed plate , one end of said bell crank having a slot therein cards, a nut securedonthe top of thecanopy, and having
dard , a canopy connected to the platform by suitable stan

with which thepinel engages, a crank , a rod qi connecting the thread thereof fitting the thread of thestandard, as and

the crank with the bar r , means for disengaging g from the
for the purpose specified .

bar r, a projection på on the bar r, a lever på secured to the 3. The combination with the base and screw standard and
shaft pl with which the projections p8 engages, whereby the platform ,and a divided nutsuitably supported onthe plat

shaft p? will be rocked, a feeding die sº for feeding the wire form ,a swivel top for the standard provided with pulleys ,

to the cylindrical dies and guides gs in which said die su

reciprocates, said die 88 being operated by the arm sº of the leys, an upright also connected tothe platform and provided
ropes connected to the platform and extending over the pul

bell crank.
with pulleys through which such ropes will extend, and a

8. The combination in a machine for making wire nails and
riel journalled in the bottom of the upright and to which

the like, a reciprocating plunger, for forming the nail heads, the lower ends of the ropes are connected and a ratchet

suitable dies, means for bringing the dies together to grip
wheel secured to the end of the reel and engaged by a pawl ,

the wire means for cutting the wire , means for rotating said
az and for the purpose specified .

dies and means for feeding the wire from the side of the
4. The combination with the base and screw standard and

machine and at right angles to the plunger to the dies , sub
platform , and a dividing nut suitably supported on the plat

stantially as described .
form, a swivel top for the standard provided with pulleys,

9. In combination with a machine for making nails , a reci
ropes connected to the platform and extending over the

procating plunger havingadovetailed recess in itsfront end, pulleys ,anupright also connected to the platform and pro
a correspondingly shaped barfitting in saidrecess and dies vided with pulleys through which such ropes extend, a reel
connected to said bar, substantially as described .

journalled in the bottom of the upright and to which the

lower ends of the ropes are connected, a ratchet wheel

No. 100,011. Golf Ball. Boule à golfe . secured to the end of the reel and engaged by a pawl, and

means for throwing the nut apart when manipulating the

reel, as and for the purpose specified.

5. The combination with the base and screw standard and

platform and divided nut suitably supported on the platform ,

a swivel top for the standard provided with pulleys , ropes

connected to the platform and extending over the pulleys, an

upright also connected to the plaform and provided with

pulleys through which such ropes extend, a reel journalled

in the bottom of the upright and to which the lower ends of

the ripes are connected , a ratchet wheel secured to the end

of the reel and engaged by a pawl , means for throwing the

mut apart when manipulating the reel , and a flight of steps

designed to extend from the ground to the height of the plat

form in its raised position , as and for the purpose specified .

6. In combination , a base, a suitable screw standard, a

platform , a canopy supported on the platform , a divided nut

located centrally on the canopy, guideways for the same ,

springs having a normal tendency to hold the divided nuti

Frank Hedley Mingay, Berfield, Bridge of Weir , Renfrew- the other portion, pulleys on the canopy , a rope connected
apart , pins on one portion of the divided nut and pulleys on

shire, Scotland, 10th July, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 26th April , to the pins of one portion of the divided nut and extending
1096. Receipt No. 135,288 .

over the pulleys aforesaid, a cross bar to which the ropes

Claim . - 1 . A ball for use in the game of golf , made with a are connected extending through slots in the guideways, a

core or nucleus of incompressible fluid forced into and con- rope connected to the center of such bar and extending over

tained within a receptacle of elastic material which , when the pulleys on the upright , a pull bar located to the lower

expanded to the required size , is closed and thereafter wound and of such rope and having a tooth thereon , suitable brac

round with rubber thread or tape , substantially as described . kets in which such pull bar is supported , the lower one of

2. A golf ball comprising in combination incompressible which is provided with a tooth , ropes connected to the upper

fluid contained in an elastic receptacle , rubber thread or end of the canopy, a swivelled top for the screw standard

tape wound round about the outer surface of the receptacle provided with pulleys over which such ropes extend , an up

and an outer shell or cover, substantially as described . right secured to the platform and provided with a bearing,
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bracket pulleys over which the raising ropes extend , a 2. In a carbureter the combination with a tank , a carburet

spring -pressed lever pawl engaging such ratchet wheel, a ing chamber and a series of feed pipes connecting the same ,

lever pivotally connected to one end of the lever pawl and of a series of capillary sheets extending across the chamber

to the lower end of the pull bar, as and for the purpose at different height and located under the respective pipes ,

specified . and a splasher arranged under each pipe and arranged to dis

tribute oil theefrom onto each sheet respectively.

No. 100,013. Doll. Poupée .

No. 100,015. Saw Filing Device .

Appareil à limer les scies.

FIS - 6 .

f- 32

B c -30

er 10
FIS.I.
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Edward E. Rouech, Detroit , Michigan , U.S.A. , 10th July, 1906 ; FIS - 7

6 years. Filed 23rd April, 1906. Receipt No. 135,181 .

Claim . - 1. In a doll , the combination of a ody composed

of two complimentary parts adapted to form the front and Frederick A. Wuest , Lawrınceburg, Indiana, U.S.A. , 10th July,

back , said parts being secured together by a seam having
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 8th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,714 .

the free edges turned inwardly , a separate face and back

secured to the front and back of the body respectively at
Claim . - 1. In a saw filing device a frame adapted to be slid

their lower edges, and secured at the remainder of their ably engaged with the saw to be filed , a movable file holder

edges between the edges of the body portions , the edges of
upon said frame, guided for reciprocating movement in

the separate face and back being inturned as arethe edges holder atanangle' to the planeof movemnt thereof, whereby
fixed straight line , and means for mounting a file upon sail

of the body portions, and sheets of soft material placed be

tween the separate face and back and the body portions
said frame will be slid along the saw as said file holder is

respectively.
operated.

2. In a doll , the combination of a body composed of two
2. In a saw filing device a frame adapted to be slidably en

complimentary parts adapted to form the front and back, gaged with a saw , a reciprocatory file holder upon said frame ,

said parts being secured together at their edges with in
guided for movement in a fixed straight line , and means for

securing a file upon said holder at an angle to the plane of
'turned edges , a separate photographic face secured at the

bottom to the outside of the front of the body , and at the
movement thereof , whereby said frame will be slid along the

saw as said file holder is reciprocated.
remainder of its edge between the inturned edges of the

3. In a saw filing device a frame adapted to be slidably en
portions of the body , and a sheet of soft material placed gaged with a saw , a guide upon said frame , a file holder

back of the separate face .
mounted to reciprocate in said guide in a fixed straight line ,

3. In a doll , the combination of a body composed of two

complimentary parts adapted to form the front and back,
and means for adjusting a file upon and angularly with res

pect to the plane of movement of said holder, whereby said
said parts being secured together with inturned edges , and

frame will be moved longitudinally upon said saw as said
a separate face secured at its outer edge between the in

flle holder is reciprocated, substantially as described .
turned edges of the portions of the body .

4. In a saw filing device a frame adapted to be slidably en

No. 100,014. Carbureter. Carburateur .
gaged with a saw , a guide upon said frame, means for adjust

ing said guide , a file holder mounted to reciprocate in said

guide in a fixed straight line , means for securing a flle in said
14

holder , and means for adjusting said securing means to hold
Eko

a flle angularly with respect to the plane of movement of said

file holder , substantially as described and for the purpose set

forth.

5. The combination of a frame adapted to be slidably en

gaged with a saw , a swinging element upon said frame , an

adjustable means for limiting the movement of said element ,

an angularly adjustable guide upon said element, a file holder

to reciprocate in said guide in a fixed straight line, file en

gaging elements upon said holder , and means for adjusting

one of said file engaging elements to hold a file angularly with

respect to the plane of movement of said holder, substantially

as described .

6. The combination of a frame adapted to be slidably en

gaged with a saw , an arm pivotally mounted upon said frame

to swing in a vertical plane, a screw for limiting the swing

ing movement of said arm , an adjustable guide pivotally

mounted upon said arm to swing in a plane at right angles to

the plane of movement of said arm, a file holder mounted to

Fig.1 . reciprocate in said guide in a fixed straight line , means upon

100014 said holder for engaging one end of a file, an element mount

ed to slide transversely upon said holder and adapted to en

Elder E. Shiess, Newport, Arkansas , U.S.A. , 10th July, 1906 ; 6
gage the opposite end of the file , and means for securing said

years . Filed 7th May, 1906 . Receipt No. 135,615.
sliding element to hold the file angularly with respect to the

Claim .-- 1. A carbureter comprising an oil tank, a horizontal plane of movement of said holder, substantially as described.

7. In a saw filing device the combination with a guide , of a
carbureting clyinder thereunder, containing a lining of capil- file holder comprising an element slidably mounted in said

lary material and a series of horizontal transverse sheets of guide , a transversely extending guide upon one end of said

similar material , a series of pipes leading from the tank into element, a file engaging block adjustably secured in said

the top of the cylinder, a splasher under each pipe arranged | transversely extending guide, and means upon said element

to distribute the oil therefrom to a different sheet , and inlet for securing the opposite end of a file , substantially as des
and outlet pipes in opposite ends of the cylinder. cribed .
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8. In a saw filing device the combination with a guide, of a 2. In a lock gate mechanism , the combination with a lock

file holder comprising an element slidably mounted in said gate , of a connecting rod pivotally connected at one end to

guide, a transversely extending guide upon one end of said the lock gate , a sliding head to which the other end of the

element , a file engaging block adjustably secured in said connecting rod is pivotally secured , a suitable slideway for

transversely extending guide, a clamping band upon said ele- the head , an endless chain in the length of which the head

ment, a file bandle in said band, a spacing block in said band is interposed and wheels carrying such chain, and means for

between said element and said handle , and a set - screw in imparting movement to one of the wheels , as and for the

said band for adjustably clamping said element and said purpose specified.

handle in said band , substantially as described. 3. The combination with the lock gate and connecting rod

and sliding head to which the connecting rod is pivotally

No. 100,016 . Saw-Set. F'er à contourner. secured, of the bearing bed plate , the wheel carried thereby ,

the concrete bed , and subway formed therein , the cross bars

in the subway, the slideway carried by such cross bars , the
25

sprocket wheel and gearing and house therefor , the endless

chain carried by the aforesaid wheels and having the slid

ing head interposed in its length and located on the slideway,

'as and for the purpose specified .

4. The combination with the lock gate and connecting rod ,

o the slideway suitably supported and the sliding head piv .

otally secured to the inner end of the connecting rod and

7 having a cross bar formed thereon , the draw bolts secured

23 ic the cross bar and the endless chain carried by suitable

'wheels and suitably driven and connected to the draw bolts ,

as and for the purpose specified .

5. In a device of the class described , the combination with

the lock gate and connecting bar, of a sliding mechanism

18 suitably connected to the inner end of the connecting bar

and a casing or housing for the same , as and for the pur
-13 24

pose specified.

6. The combination with the lock gate and connecting bar

pivotally connected to the same at one end , and sliding mech

anism to which the other end of the bar is connected , de

signed to have movement to and from the edge of the canal ,

of operating mechanism located at a point remote from the

16 18 side of the canal, whereby the tow path is left unobstructed ,

as and for the purpose specified .

7. The combination with the look gate and connecting bar

FIG . 2 . pivotally connected to the same at one end , and sliding mech

100016 anism to which the other end of the bar is connected , de

signed to have movement to and from the edge of the canal ,

of operating mechanism located at a point remote from the

Frederick A. Wuest , Lawrenceburg, Indiana, U.S.A. , 10th side of the canal , whereby the tow path is left unobstructed ,

July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 8th June, 1906 . Receipt No. and a suitable subwayand housing for the mechanism , as and

136,715 . for the purpose specified .

Claim.-The hereindescribed saw -set comprising the anvil 8. In a device of the class described , the combination with

block having the shoulder on one side provided with the an the gate and connecting bar , and the shaft suitably jour

gularly disposed faces 11, 12, the arm & having its inner end nalled, of a sleeve having a central bearing on the shaft and

secured to the anvil block , the guide forming the three-sided an arm secured to the end of the connecting rod, as and for

casing in which the anvil block is placed , and having the
the purpose specified .

guide arms 14 extending from opposite sides of the anvil

shoulders , the set - screws carried by the said arms , the No. 100,018. Means for the Automatic Removal of

handle having one end opposed to the rear side of the anvil
the Ashes from Gas Generators.

block, said handle and guide being secured to the anvil block

and said handle being at substantially right angles to the
Moyen d'enlever les cendres des générateurs de gaz .

arm 8 , and the hammer having its handle pivoted to the outer

end of said arm , substantially as described .

gt
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FIG.1 .

No. 100,017. Gate Mechanism . Mécanisme de barrière.
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Anton von Kerpely, Vienna, Austria , 10th July, 1906 ; 6 years .

Filed 5th April , 1906. Receipt No. 134,654 .

Charles Joseph Fensom , Toronto, Ontario , Canada , 10th July , Claim . - Means for the automatic removal of the ashes from

1906; 6 years . Filed 19th April , 1906. Receipt No. 135,048 . gas generators provided with a pan -shaped rotatable ash pit,

Claim .--1. In a lock gate mechanism , the combination with comprising a stationary stowing plate or scraper depending

a lock gate, of a connecting rod pivotally connected at one siantingly into the ash pan and extending in one direction to

end to the lock gate , a sliding head to which the other end beneath the lower opening of the generator shaft and in the

of the connecting rod is pivotally secured , a suitable slide- other direction to above the edgeof the ash pan and being
way for the head , and means imparting a backward and so arranged as to receive the accumulating ashes, conduct

ferward movement to the head , as and for the purpose them upwards and discharge the same outwardly , substan

specified. tially as herein before described.
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No. 100,019. Horseshoe Caulk.

Crampon de fer à cheval.
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adjacent the gear , a pinion on the shaft in mesh with the

gear, a gear on said latter shaft , and a pinion in mesh with

the latter gear and rotatably supported adjacent thereto,

means for locking the first -named gear against rotation , and

a plurality of representations of animals adapted to be

moved when the bar is reciprocated .

5. In a device of the character described the combination

comprising a bar, means for reciprocating the bar, a standard

carried by the bar , a link pivoted to the standard , a lever

pivoted to the link and to the casing, a representation of an

animal secured to the lever, a slotted member carried by the

reciprocable bear, a lever pivoted adjacent thereto and pro

vided with a pin disposed through the slotted member, a link

pivoted to the lever and provided with a pin disposed in a

slot provided in the casing, and a representation of an animal
adapted to be moved by the link.

6. In a device of the character described the combination

comprising a supporting casing , a pictorial background sup

ported by the casing, representations of two animals disposed

above the casing, means for rocking one of the representa

tions, and means for reciprocating the other representation.

3
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No. 100,021. Slack Adjuster.

Appareil d ajuster le mou .
William A. Comins and Joseph Connor , both of Stafford

Springs, Connecticut , U.S.A. , 10th July, 1906 ; 6 years .

Filed 20th April , 1906. Receipt No. 135,115 .

Claim. -A horseshoe caulk having a hard metal core and a

soft metal exterior , said caulk being bifurcated substantially

midway of its ends, and the core being exposed in the bifur

cation .

0 .

57

78 98

No. 100,020. Toy. Jeu .
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Charles Oscar Anderson and Albert Thomas Austin, assignee

of a half interest , both of Omaha , Nebraska , U.S.A. , 17th

July , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 8th July, 1906. Receipt No.

136,676 .

Claim . - 1 . In a slack adjuster the combination of two in

ternally threaded brake rigging members , a right and left

hand threaded screw engaged in the same , a sleeve slida bly

Braulio Antonio De Costa , Cardenas, Cuba, 10th July, 1906 ; 6 connction with the sleeve , a pawl co -acting with the ratchet ,
mounted on the screw and engaged therewith , a ratchet in

years . Filed 16th June , 1906 . Receipt No. 136,964 .
and means actuated by a part of the brake rigging for driving

Claim.-1 . In a mechanical toy the combination comprising the pawl.

a casing, a pictorial background carried by the casing, a bar 2. In a slack adjuster the combination with parts of a brake

disposed within the casing, means for reciprocating the bar , rigging, of an adjustable connection between the same , means

links and levers connecting with the bar , and representations for operating said connection including a ratchet , a pawl co

of animals adapted to be moved by the links and levers . acting with the ratchet , and an elbow lever carrying the pawl ,

2. In a mechanical toy the combination comprising a sup- the elbow lever having a yoke loosely receiving a part on the

porting casing, a frame within the casing, a shaft carried by swinging member of the brake rigging, for the purpose speci
the frame , a gear mounted on the shaft , means for producing fied .

a tension on the shaft , a pin carried by the gear, a recipro- 3. In a slack adjuster the combination with parts of a brake

cable bar provided with a lug in the path of movement of the rigging, of an adjustable connection between the same , means

pin , a spring connected with a bar and having its opposite for operating said connection including a ratchet, a pawl co

ends secured , and representations of animals adapted to be acting with the ratchet , an elbow lever carrying the pawl, the

rocked by movement of the bar. elbow lever having a yoke loosely receiving a part on the

3. In a device of the character described the combination swinging member of the brake rigging , for the purpose speci

comprising a supporting casing, a shaft supported within the fied, and an adjustment screw arranged in said yoke.
casing, a spring coiled about the shaft and having one of its 4. In a brake rigging the combination of a means in con

ends secured thereto, a bar adapted to secure the opposite nection with a brake beam , a lever , an adjustable connection

end of the spring , a gear on the shaft , a pawl adapted to en- joined to said means and said lever , a second lever , means

gage the gear, a lever pivoted in the casing having one end connecting the second lever with a second brake beam , a

connected to the pawl and the opposite end projecting from pivot between the two levers, and devices for adjusting the

the casing , a pin on the gear , a bar provided with a lug dis- said adjustable connection which devices include a lever, the

posed in the path of movement of the pin when the gear is fulcrum of which is coincident to the joint between the first

rotated , guides for the bar, means for reciprocating the bar lever and said adjustable connection.

in one direction when the pin is disengaged from the lug, and 5. In a brake rigging the combination of a means in con

representations of animals adapted to be moved by movement nection with a brake beam , a lever, an adjustable connection

of the bar . joined to said means and to said lever , a second lever , et

4. In a device of the character described the combination means connecting the second lever with a second brake beam .

comprising a casing, a spring actuated rotatable gear, a pin a pivot between the two levers , and devices for adjusting the

on the gear, a bar adapted to be reciprocated in one direc- said adjustable connection , which devices include an elbow

tion by the pin , a spring secured to the bar adapted to re- lever , the fulcrum of which is coincident to the joint between

ciprocate the same in an opposite direction , a shaft disposed ' the first lever and said adjustable connection.
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6. In a brake rigging the combination of a means in con- 2. An air brake appliance for automatically setting the

nection with a brake beam , a lever , an adjustable connection brakes of a car in the train , comprising actuating means on

joined to said means and to said lever, a second lever , a

means connecting the second lever with a second brake beam ,

a pivot between the two levers , and devices for adjusting the

said adjustable connection , which devices include a lever , the

fulcrum of which is coincident to the joint between the first

lever and said adjustable connection, and a pin coincident to

the pivot connecting the two levers , the pin being connected

with one end of the last -named lever to have limited move

ment independently thereof.

7. In a brake rigging the combination of a lever, a means

in connection with a brake beam, an adjustable connection

pivoted to the lever and sail means , a second lever , a second IL

means in connection with a brake beam to which the second

lever is connected , a pivot joining the two levers , and means

for adjusting said adjustable connection which means include

a lever having its fulcrum coincident to the pivot between

the first lever and said adjustable connection .

8. In a brake rigging, the combination of a lever , a means

in connection with a brake beam , an adjustable connection

pivoted to the lever and said means , a second lever, a second 100022

rreans in connection with a brake beam to which the second

leveris connected, a pivot joining the two levers, and means

for adjusting said adjustable connection which means include
the car truck , a valve discharging air from the train pipe ,

a lever having its fulcrum coincident to the pivot between
and a universal conection between the said actuating means

the first lever and said adjustable connection , and devices and the said valve to open the latter on the car moving in

actuated by excessive movement of the first -named lever for
any direction out of its normal position in the train .

operating the last -named lever .
3. An air brake appliance for automatically setting the

9. In a brake rigging, the combination of a lever, a means
brakes of a car in the train , comprising a fork fixed on the

in connection with a brake beam , an adjustable connection car truck , a valve for discharging airfrom the train pipe ,

pivoted to the lever and said means, a second lever, a second
and means connected with the said valve and controlled by

means in connection with a brake beam to which the second the said fork for opening the valve on the fork moving side

lever is connected , a pivot joining the two levers , means for wise , up or down beyond a predetermined angle.

adjusting said adjustable connection, which means include a
4. An air brake appliance for automatically setting the

lever having its fulcrum coincident to the pivot between the
brakes of a car in the train , comprising a fork fixed on the

' first lever and said adjustable connection , and a pin coin
car truck , a valve for discharging air from the train pipe ,

cident to the pivot between the two first - named levers, said and a spring -pressed connection capable to swing sidewise

pin having connection with one end of the third lever and
and up and down , the said connection being controlled by

such connection allowing the pin limited independent move
the said fork and connected with the said valve to open the

nient for the purpose specified . latter on the fork moving the said connection sidewise, up

10. In a brake rigging, the combination of a lever, a second
or down beyond a predetermined angle.

lover , a pivot connecting the two , a means in connection 5. An air brake appliance for automatically setting the

with a brake beam , an adjustable connection between the
'brakes of a car in the train , comprising a fork fixed on the

first - named lever and said means, a means in connection with
car truck , a valve for discharging air from the train pipe , a

a second brake beam and connected to the second lever, de
rectangular seat on the car body, and a spring- pressed plate

vices for adjusting said adjustable connection , a lever for
normally seated on the said seat and having a shank con

actuating said devices, and means for operating the third rected with the stem of the said valve , the shank having

lever by the movement of the first two levers .
vertical and transverse arms adapted to be engaged by the

11. In a brake rigging, the combination of a lever, a second said fork on the latter moving beyond a predetermined angle

lever, a pivot conecting the two, a means in connection with
in a sidewise , up or down direction

a brake beam , an adjustable connection between the first
6. An air brake appliance for automatically setting the

named lever and said means, a means in connection with a
'brakes of a car in the train , comprising a fork fixed on the

second brake beam and connected to the second lever , de
car truck , a valve for discharging air from the train pipe , a

vices for adjusting said adjustable connection , a lever for
rectangular seat on the car body, and a spring-pressed plate

actuating said devices, and means for operating the third normally seated on the said seat and having a shank flex

lever by the movement of the first two levers , the third lever
ible connected with the stem of the said vaive , the shank

having its fulcrum coincident to the point of connection be- having vertical and transverse arms adapted to be engaged

tween the first lever and the said adjustable connection .
by the said fork on the latter moving beyond a predeter

12. In a brake rigging, the combination of a lever , a means
mined angle in a sidewise , up or down direction .

connected to a brake beam , an adjustable connection be
7. An air brake appliance for automatically setting the

tween said means and said lever , a second lever pivoted to brakes of a car in the train, comprising a fork fixed on the

the first , a second means connected to a brake beam and to
car truck , a valve for discharging air from the train pipe , a

the second lever, a means for adjusting the said adjustable rectangular seat on the car body, a spring-pressed plate
connection, and an elbow lever for operating the last-named normally seated on the said seat and having a shank flexibly

means , the elbow lever being fulcrumed coincident to the
connected with the stem of the said valve , the shank having

connection between the first -named lever and the said ad- vertical and transverse arms adapted to be engaged by the

justable connection and engaged with limited independent said fork on the latter moving beyond a predetermined angle

movement by the pivot between the two first-named levers. in a sidewise, up or down direction, and a spring for holding

13. In a brake rigging, the combination with two members the valve to its seat.

thereof , of a screw adjustably connecting them , a sleeve ar
8. An air brake appliance for automatically setting the

ranged to slide on the screw , the screw turning with the brakes of a car in the train , comprising actuating means on

sleeve, a spring bearing between the sleeve and a part of the car truck , a plug valve for discharging air from the train
the screw for the purpose specified , and a means for turning pipe on pulling the plug axially into an open position, and

the sleeve . & connection between the said plug and the said actuating

means for pulling the plug open on the car moving out of its

normal position in the train.
No. 100,022. Air Brake. Frein à air.

Hans Christian Luck and William Henry Major, assignee of No. 100,023. Rolling Drum Plough.
a half interest, both of Telluride, Colorado, U.S.A. , 17th

Tambour de charrue.
July, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 22nd June, 1906. Receipt No.

137,172. Jehiel P. Smith, James Loftus Larmer and John Smith Mc

Claim . 1. An air brake appliance for automatically set
Cutcheon, all of Frobisher , Saskatchewan, Canada , 17th

ting the brakes on the derailment of a car in the train , com July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 21st June, 1906. Receipt No.

prising a fork fixed on the car truck and having its mem- 137,116.

bers arranged in a horizontal plane , a branch pipe connected Claim .-- 1 . In a device of the class described the combina

with the train pipe, and a valve controlled by a lever ful- tion comprising a wheeled frame , a dependent adjustable

crumed on the car body and normally closing the end of said frame , a rotatable drum supported by the adjustable frame

tranch pipe, the free end of said lever extending between and cutting blades radially extending aboutthe drum , as and

the members of the said fork whereby the rotation of the for the purpose specified .

truck upon the car body beyond a predetermined angle may 2. In a device of the class described the combination com

operate the lever to open the valve . prising a wheeled frame , a dependent adjustable frame , a
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rotatable frame , blades passing transversely across and ex- shears of a rotatable drum , a guideway having an angle bar

tending radially from the drum, coulters dependent from the cross section dependent from the frame and disposed at

either side thereof to the rear of the drum , said guideways

being concentric to the drum shaft and designed to constrain

the extending ends of the plungers for a predetermined

length of time, as and for the purpose specified .

11. In a device of the class described the combination with

the adjustable frame, the rotatable cutting drum , the plung

Fig.1
ers and the plunger guideways , of means whereby the plungers

are successively forced to their extreme outer position when

released from the guideways , as and for the purpose specified.

12. In a device of the class described the combination with

the adjustable frame , the rotatable cutting drum , the plung

ers and the plunger guideways, of revoluble shafts supported

from the frame to the rear of the drum , wheels rigid to the

inner ends of the shafts , rollers pivoted circumferentially

upon the inner face of the said wheels, the sucecssive rollers

being designed in the rotation of the wheels to engage with

the rear face of the extending ends of the sucessive plungers

and force them to their extreme outer position when the

plungers are released from the guideways, as and for the

purpose specified .

13. In a device of the class described the combination with

the adjustable frame , the rotatable cutting drum dependent

adjustable frame, and members slidable between the afore
within the frame , the scufflers, the plungers actuating wheels

said blades, as and for the purpose specified .
disposed behind the drum and upon the frame and the

3. In a device of the class described the combination com
plunger guideways , of means whereby contingent with the

prosing a wheeled frame , a dependent adjustable frame , rotation of the drum , the scufflers and the plunger actuating
coulters supported by the frame and a rotatable cutting drum wheels are revolved , as and for the purpose specified .
designed to co- operate with the coulters to cut the ground

14. In a device of the class described the combination with
into block strips , as and for the purpose specified.

the adjustable frame of a rotatable cutting drum , a gear wheel
4. In a device of the class described the combination with

secured to the shaft supporting the drum and at the side

a wheeled frameof a dependent adjustable frame,acentrally thereof, a shaft bearing in theframe and behind the drum

disposed rotatable drum , cutting blades secured transversely havingscufflers radially extending therefrom , a set of gear

across and extending radially from the drum , slidable norm
wheels at one extremity of the said shaft , a gear wheel at

ally outwardly pressed bars between the blades , and means
the other extremity , a chain connecting the gear on the drum

for restraining and releasing said bars at predetermined in
with one of the opposing gears of the set on the shaft, shafts

stants , as and for the purpose specified .
5. In a device of the class described the combination with having bearings, in the frame at either side atthe rear of

the drum and supporting the plunger actuating wheel , gear
a rectangular wheeled frame, of a dependent rectangular ad

wheels secured to the extremeities of the actuating wheels
justable frame, a shaft centrally disposed across the depend- shafts and chains connectingthe gears of the actauting

ent frame, wheels or supports secured to the shaft , shears wheels with the adjoining gears of the scuffler shaft , as and
bolted to the wheels passing transversely thereacross and for the purpose specified .

extending radially therefrom, cylindrical strips secured to

the base of the shears and disposed laterally from thecenter, Irising therectangular carriage frame, an inner dependent
15. In a device of the class described the combination com

setsof rods extending radially from the shaft andbearing rectangular frame pivoted rearwardly thereto ,bearings ex
at their outer extremity upon the strips midway between the

iending upwardly from the carriage frame , shafts within the

successive shears, plungers slidabe between the shears ex

tending at either end , straps secured to the plungers and
bearings, carriage wheels rigid with the shafts , racks secured

guided by the rods , said straps being limited in their outer
to the dependent frame, pinions revoluble upon the shafts

positions by the cylindrical strips, spiralsprings enveloping and in mesh with the racks , clutches rigid to the pinions and

the rods and abutting upon their inner extremity the shaft, enveloping the shafts, clutches feathered on theshafts and

and at their outer theinner face of the straps, guideways clutches into engagement withthe pinion clutches, as and for
slidable therealong and for throwing the slidable

dependent from the adjustable frame , co- operative with the

extending ends of the plungers, for withholding the plungers
the purpose specified .

in a restrained position , and means for forcing the plungers
16. In a device of the class described the combination com

to their extreme outward position upon their being released prising the rectangular carriage frame,an innerdependent

from the guideways, as and for the purpose specified.
rectangular frame pivoted rearwardly thereto , bearings ex

6. In a device of the class described the combination with lending upwardly from the carriage frame, shafts within the

a wheeled frame, of an inner frame pivoted thereto and a ro
bearings, carriage wheels rigid with the shafts, racks secured

tatable cutting drum bearing within the inner frame , of
to the dependent frame , pinions revoluble upon the shafts

means for raising andmeansfor lowering the pivoted frame , enveloping the shafts,clutches feathered ontheshaftsand
and in mesh with the racks , clutches rigid to the pinions and

as and for the purpose specified .

7. In a device of the class described the combination with slidable therealong, bell crank forked levers pivoted at
the rotatable cutting drum disposed within the adjustable their angle from the carriage frame, the forked armof the

frame of a shaft disposed transversely across the frame and
said bell crank levers resting within a groove in the slidable

dependent therefrom, sets of scufflersextending radially clutch , rods secured to the free arm of the bell cranks, links

from the shaft and means whereby the successive sets of
connected to the rods actuated by a lever, as and for the

scufflers are brought into position to co -operate with the
purpose specified .

successive cutting blades of the drum at predetermined in
17. In a device of the class described the combination com

tervals , as and for the purpose specified.
prising a rectangular carriage ' frame , an inner dependent

8. In'a device of the class described the combination with rectangular frame pivoted rearwardly thereto, an upwardly
the rotatable cutting drum disposedwithin the adjustable extending pawlrack secured to the carriage frame, a spring
frame,ofashaft disposed transversely across the frame and pressed pawl normallyengaging the rack and dependentfrom
dependent therefrom, sets of scufflers extending radially the inner frame and means for releasing the pawl from active

from the shaft, a sprocket wheel secured to the drum, a engagement, as and for the purpose specified .

sprocket wheel secured to the transverse shaft and a chain 18. In a device of the class described the combination com

connecting the sprocket wheels, said wheels being designed prising a rectangular carriage frame , an inner dependent

so that in their rotation predetermined sets of scufflers are
rectangular frame pivoted rearwardly thereto, an upwardly

brought into position to co -operate with the successive cut- extending pawl rack secured to the carriage frame , a guide

ting blades of the drum at predetermined intervals, as and
way for the rack extending from the pivoted frame, a pawl

for the purpose specified . normally engaging the rack and means for throwing the pawl

9. In a device of the class described the combination with out of active engagement with the rack , as and for the pur
the adjustable frame, the revoluble cutting drum and the pose specified.

slidable plungers between the shears of the cutting drum ,of 19. In a device of the class described the combination with

guideways concentric with the drum shaft and dependent the adjustable frame of an upper dependent platform and

from the frame , said guideways being designed to receive the opposing boxes laterally disposed thereon , as and for the
extending ends of the plungers and restrain them therein for purpose specified .

a predetermined length of time , as and for the purpose 20. In a device of the class described the combination with

specified. the adjustable frame having the revolvable cutting drum

10. In a device of the class described the combination with supported therein , of a cross beam extending rearwardly

the adjustable frame and the slidable plungers between the behind the drum and within the frame and a knife or scraper

means
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2. In a furnace , a combustion chamber, an air chamber un

der the combustion chamber provided with air holes in its

secured to the face of the cross beam designed to clear the

shears on the drum , as and for the purpose specified .

21. In a device of the class described the combination with

the main frame having carriage wheels secured thereto and

forwardly disposed, and a swivel wheel rearwardly and cen

trally disposed and a dependent frame rearwardly pivoted

to the main frame , of coulters designed to cut longitudinally,
and a drum having shears extending peripherally therefrom

designed to cut transversely and means whereby the depen

dentframe may be adjusted relatively from the main frame,

as and for the purpose specified.
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top to aid in producing an upward draft in the furnace, means

for regulating the passage of air into the air chamber , a fire

pot communicating with the front and lower portion of the

combustion chamber and means to feed airto the products

of combustion as they pass from the fire pot into the com

bustion chamber.

3. In a furnace, a combustion chamber, an air chamber

under the combustion chamber, closed at its front end and

provided with air holes in its top to feed air into the com

bustion chamber at different points to produce an upward

draft in the furnace, means for regulating the passage of air

into the air chamber, a fire pot in front of the air chamber

in a plane above the air chamber, a plurality of open -ended

tubes fixed in the air chamber immediately in rear of the fire

pot to feed air upward into the products of combustion as

they pass from the fire pot into the combustion chamber.

The Petaluma Incubator Company, assignee of Lyman C.
4. In a furnace , a combustion chamber, an air chamber

Byce, all of Petaluma, California, U.S.A., 17th July, 1906 ; under the combustion chamber closed at its front end and

6 years . Filed 20th June, 1906. Receipt No. 137,078. provided with means to admit air at its rear end , a plurality

Claim.-1 . In a temperature regulator the combination of a
of open -ended tubes fixed in the top of the air chamber , a

plurality of thermostatic units each comprising a pair of
fire pot communicating with the lower end and front of the

discs having respective male and female telescoping flanges combustion chamber and a fuel magazine on top ofthe firo

securely united at their edges to provide a containingcham- potextending upward and inclining forward , and an air con

ber, said chambers being suitably connected centrally , one
ductor on the back of the magazine communicating with the

of said discs havinganipple with anorificeto communicate bustionas they pass from the firepot intothecombustion
combustion chamber to mingle air with the products of com

with one of said chambers and provided with a permanently
chamber.

attached skin of a compressible metal or alloy around the

orifice , and a closure for said orifice having a flange to seat
5. A hot air furnace comprising a double walled combustion

on said skin and provide a tight joint .
chamber, an air chamber under the combustion chamber

2. An improved thermostat consisting of pairs of metallic closed at its front end and provided with an air register at

discseachhaving peripheral flanges, one fitting within the its rear end andairholes in its top, a plurality of open -ended

other and rigidly connected , said discsbeingcorrugated in tubes fixed in the top and front of theair chamber,afire pot

communicating with the lower end and front of the combus
concentric lines, an exteriorly threaded nipple carried by one

of the discs and havingan internally threaded orifice which ing upwardand inclined forward , an air conductor onthe
tion chamber , a fuel magazine on top of the fire pot extend

communicates with the chamber inclosed by the discs, said

nipple having its outer end provided with a permanently at
back of the magazine communicating with the combustion

tached skin or coating of soft compressible metal, a screw
chamber to mingle air with the products of combustion as

plug fitting said orifice and seating on said metallic coating they pass into the combustion chamber, a grate in thebot

tom of the fire pot and an ash chamber under the grate ar
and being freely removable, a support for the thermostat
having an internally threaded socket into which said nipple ranged and combinedas shown and described to operate in

screws , a sleeve between each pair of discs , said sleeve hay
the manner set forth for the purpose stated .

ing two diameters the larger of which fits a corresponding chamber, a radiator connected with the top of the combustion
6. A hot air furnace comprising a double walled combustion

perforation in one of the discs and the smaller fitsa like per- chamber, a hotair chamber in the top of the combustion

foration in the other disc , said sleeve having a flange sur
rounding the base of its larger diameter and adapted to abut chamber, an air chamber under the combustion chamber

against the inner side of its disc , and the portion of the
closed at its front end and provided with an air register at

smaller diameter projecting beyond the outside of said disc
its rear end and air holes in its top , a plurality of open-ended

and adapted to be permanently fitted to a perforation in the
tubes fixed in the top and front of the air chamber , a fire pot

communicating with the lower end and front of the combus
adjacent disc.

tion chamber, a fuel magazine on top of the fire pot extending

upward and inclining forward , an air conductor on the back
No. 100,025 . Hot Air Furnace. of the magazine communicating with the combustion chamber

Fournaise à air chaud. to mingle air with the products of combustion as they pass

into the combustion chamber, a grate in the bottom of the

Arthur Boyce , DesMoines, Iowa , U.S.A. , 17th July, 1906 ; 6 fire pot and an ash chamber under the grate , arranged and

years. Filed 16th June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,969. combined as shown and described to operate in the manner
Claim.—1 . In a furnace the combination of a combustion set forth for the purposes stated .

chamber , an air chamber located under said combustion

chamberand in open communication therewithat aplurality No. 100,026 . Furnace Casing. Enveloppe de fournaise.
of points , a fire pot located alongside of said combustion
chamber and in open communication therewith, a plurality Robert Arthur Somers, Montreal, Quebec, Canada ,17th July,

of tubes, each of said tubes at its lower end being in open
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 15th June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,933 .

communication with said air chamber and having its upper Claim . - 1. In a portable furnace casing the combination

end extended upward into andterminated within the path of with a furnace, of a plurality of sheet metal sections having

the products of combustion as they pass from the fire pot into vertical corrugations merging into plain surfaces at their

the combustion chamber and adapted to feed air into the upperand lowerends, and joint members haviag correspond
midst of said products of combustion and means for control- ing plain surfaces engaging by the aforesaid plain surfaces on

ling the supply of air to said air chamber. the sections, as and for the purpose specified.

7-12
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2. In a portable furnace casing the combination with a fur- pinion meshing with said rack, a shaft for said pinion, a

nace , of a plurality of sheet metal sections conforming to the bracket supporting said shaft, an ash chamber, an ash re

ceptacle therein , and a second door near the lower end of

said combustion chamber.

2. In a heating appliance , a combustion chamber, a rotat

able grate , a rack on the lower side of said grate , a pinion

meshing with said rack , a shaft for said pinion , a bracket

supporting said shaft , an ash chamber , an ash receptacle

therein , and a second door slidably mounted near the lower

end of said combustion chamber.

3. In a heating appliance , a combustion chamber, a feed

door near the upper end therof , a second door near the lower

end thereof, an angular inwardly extending support below

said lower door, a grate mounted on said support , a rack on

the lower side of said grate , a pinion meshing with said rack,

a shaft carrying said pinion , a bracket supporting said shaft

and an ash chamber below said grate.
RE

4. In a heating appliance, a combustion chamber, a feed

door near the upper end thereof, a second door slidably

mounted near the lower end thereof , an angular inwardly

extending support below said lower door, a grate, a pinion

said support , a rack on the lower side of said grate, a pinion

meshing with said rack , a shaft carrying said pinion , a

bracket supporting said shaft and an ash chamber below said

shape of said furnace and having their peripheries vertically grate.

corrugated for a portion of their length ,the said corrugations
merginginto plain surfaces at their upperand lower ends, No. 100,028. Water Heater. Chauffeur d'eau.

and joint members having flanges engaging said plain sur

faces , as and for the purpose specified .

3. In a portable furnace casing the combination with a fur

nace , of a plurality of sheet metal sections having vertical

corrugations extending to and merging into plain annular

surfaces at the top and bottom of said sections and openings

in said sections through which the door frames and other

parts of the furnaces extend , said openings having plain sur

faces therearound into which said corrugations merge, and

joint members having annular flanges engaging said annular

plain surfaces , as and for the purpose specified .

4. In a device of the class described in combination , a base

having an upwardly projecting annular flange, a furnace Fig. 22

mounted on said base within said annular flange, a sheet

metal section surrounding said furnace and having a plain

annular surface engaged by said flange, an opening in the

front thereof and plain surfaces surrounding said opening

and corrugations vertically arranged and extending to said

door opening and to a plain annular surface at the top of said

section, a ring having plain annular surfaces and an out

wardly extending flange and engaging the upper plain surface

of said section with its lower plain surface , an upper section

having a plain annular surface engaging the upper plain an .

nular surface of said ring and opening at the front thereof

surrounded by the plain surface and corrugations extending

from the lower plain surface , and upper plain surface and the

said plain surface surrounding the door, a ring having a plain
Figu

annular surface surmounting said upper section engaging

said annular surface and a top mounted on said ring , as and

for the purpose specified.

100028

No. 100,027. Heating Apparatus.

Appareil de chauffage .
John Demarest , Binghampton , New York , U.S.A. , 17th July,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 21st June , 1906. Receipt No. 137,137 .

Claim.-1 . A domestic water heater comprising an outer

Hp. 2 chamber provided with means for connecting it to the water

front of a range to secure the circulation of heated water

therein , a truncated cone - shaped inner chamber within said

outer chamber, reaching from the bottom thereof to a point

below the top and being open at the top and means to permit

the withdrawal of water from the inner chamber so enclosed .

2. The combination with a range and its water front or

7.
coil , of a water heater connected thereto and comprising an

outer chamber', pipes connecting said chamber to the water

front or coil so as to secure the circulation of hot water in

3 said chamber , an open heated water chamber within said

first -mentioned chamber and
to permit the with

drawal of water from said inner chamber.

3. The combination with a range provided with an aper

tured extension shelf, and its water front or coil , of a water

heater secured within the aperture of the said shelf and com

prising an outer heating water chamber, connected to the

water front or coil and an inner heated water chamber, the

latter being of less height than the heating water chamber

and open at the top and means to permit the withdrawal of
100027 water from said heated water chamber.
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No. 100,029. Churn . Baratte .

Jérémie Rhéaume, Montreal, Quebec , Canada , 17th July , 1906 ; Alfred J. Anderson , Wylie , Minnesota , U.S.A. , 17th July, 1906 ;

6 years . Filed 22nd June , 1906. Receipt No. 137,143 . 6 years. Filed 20th June , 1906. Receipt No. 137,096.

Olaim . - 1 . In a heating appliance, a combustion chamber , a Claim .-In a churn , a body, a dasher shaft journalled in

rotatable grate, a rack on the lower side of said grate , a said body, the shaft having a series of enlargements to form ,
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shoulders arranged one above the other , dashers arranged

upon the shaft and supported by the said shoulders , means

means tending to move said pivoted arms outwardly away

from the main arm , and a guide secured to the main arm and
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for operating the shaft and its dashers, and an outlet at the

bottom .
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No. 100,030 . Harrow . Herse.
extending around the pivoted arms and arranged to limit the

outward movement of the latter.

4. A milking implement comprising a main arm , two pivot

ed arms connected therewith at one end and each provided

with a lug, a spring secured to one lug and passed arouud

the butts of said arms and connected at its outer end to the

other lug, said spring tending to move said arms outwardly

and each of said pivoted arms provided with a finger hold,

and rollers carried by said arms .

5. A milking implement comprising a main arm, and two

pivoted arms , all connected together at one end , a bracket

secured to the free end of the main arm, two rollers journal

led in said bracket and said main arm , and a roller jour

nalled in the free end of each of the other arms.

6. A milking implement comprising pivoted arms, one of

which is provided with a longitudinal guideway, and a funnel

slidably connected to said arm in the guideway thereof.

7. A milking implement comprising pivoted arms carrying

rollers , one of said arms being provided with spaced - apart

longitudinal bars , and a funnel provided with a loop receiv

ing one of said bars and retained thereby, the funnel being

longitudinally adjustable with respect to the said arm.

8. In a device of the character described , a milking imple

ment designed to exert pressure on the teats , a funnel con

Andrew D. Angele, Hillsdale , Louisiana, U.S.A. , 17th July , dected to said implement and longitudinally adjustable with

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 20th June, 1906. Receipt No. 137,097 . respect to the same, and a neck strap connected to said

Claim.--1 . A farm implement comprising a central beam funnel .
having means at its forward end for attachment of draft ap

9. In a device of the character described , a milking imple

pliances , the opposite end face of the beam having a projec ment designed to exert pressure on the teats, a funnel con

tion , handles attached to the forward end of said beam and nected to said implement and longitudinally disposed with

extending upwardly and rearwardly therefrom, braces con respect to the same , a neck strap connected to said funnel,

nected between the handles and said beam intermediate the and a body brace also connected to the funnel.

ends of the latter, additional beams at the sides of the first 10. In a device of the character described , a milking imple

named beam and hinged thereto at their forward ends for
ment designed to exert pressure on the teats , a funnel con

movement toward and away from the first -named beam, and
nected to said implement and longitudinally adjustable with

for vertical movement, a member connected to the rear end respect to the same, a neck strap connected to the funnel ,

of each side beam and having perforations, the said members and a body brace provided with a bifurcated end pivotally

overlapping with their corresponding perforations register- connected to the funnel and also provided at its other end

ing , the registering perforations being adapted for inter
with a foot designed to bear against the body of the operator.

changeable connection with the aforesaid projection of the

first-Damed beam for holding said beams against separation, No. 100,032. Oil Can . Bidon à huile.
and other membersconnected to the rear ends of the side John F. Cody , London , Ontario, Canada, 17th July, 1906 ; 6

beams and converting upwardly toward each other and over
years.

lapping the aforesaid braces , the last-named members being Filed 23rd May , 1906 . Receipt No. 136,164.

adjustably associated with the braces. Olaim . - 1. In a device of the class described, a removable

strainer in combination with and located centrally in an oil

No. 100,031 . Milking Apparatus.
can body, to divide the latter into two compartments , sub

stantially as shown and described and for the purpose speci .
Appareil à traire les vaches. fied .

2. In a device of the class described , an oil can body andPaul E. Bartelmus, Pendleton , Oregon, U.S.A., 17th July, 1906 ; Aanges in which grooves are formed secured to the sides and

6 years . Filed 22nd June, 1906. Receipt No. 137,152 .
bottom of said body in combination with a removable strainer

Claim .-- 1. A milking implement comprising a main arm, fitted to and secured in said grooves , substantially as shown

an arm pivoted thereto , both of said arms carrying rollers and described and for the purpose specified.

and arranged to receive a teat between them so that pres- 3. In a device of the class described , an oil can body, a bot

sure may be exerted theron , and means tending to move said tom supported above the lower edge thereof , and openings

arms apart . formed in said body below said bottom , substantially as

2. A milking implement comprising a main arm , two sup- shown and described and for the purpose specified .

plemental arms pivoted to the main arm at opposite sides of 4. In a device of the class described, an oil can body and a

the latter, a spring tending to move said pivoted arms away removable strainer located centrally therein , in combination

from the main arm , two rollers carried by the main arm , with a bottom supported above the lower edge of said body,

and complementary rollers carried by the pivoted arms . and openings formed in said body, below said bottom, sub

3. A milking implement comprising a main arm and two stantially as shown and described and for the purpose speci

supplemental arms pivoted thereto at opposite sides thereof , ' fied,
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5. In a device of the class described , an oil can body, flanges plunger in the box having a bar projecting through said slots,

in which grooves are formed secured to the sides and bottom rollers on the ends of the bar travel on said tracks , and

means connected to the ends of the bar to reciprocate the

plunger.

2. In a baling press in combination, a press box having a

middle receiving chamber and end baling chambers , the side

walls of the middle chamber being slotted , a reciprocating

plunger in the box having a bar projecting through the slots ,

a crosshead reciprocating under the box and having upwardly

projecting castings rigidly mounted thereon and connected to

the ends of the bar, a crank shaft extending across under the

box , and a pitman connected to the crank shaft and to the

crosshead at the middle thereof.
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No. 100,034. Logging Engine. Machine à billot.

g

22

toler
2
2

10

25 20

32
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of said body, a bottom secured to said body above the lower

edge thereof, and openings formed in said body below said

bottom, in combination with a strainer secured in the grooves

in said Aanges, substantially as shown and described and for

the purpose specified.

6. In a device of the class described the combination with

an oil can, the top of which is composed of a stationary

closed portion and an adjustable portion , of a removable

strainer secured in said oil can at the junction of said sta

tionary and adjustable portions of said top , substantially as

shown and described and for the purpose specified .

7. In a device of the class described the combination with

closed portion and an adjustable portion, and flanges in FIG .I. 100034

bottom of the body of said oil can at the junction of said

which grooves are formed secured to the opposite sides and
bottomof the body of said oil can at the junction of said William H. Corbett, Portland, Oregon, U.S.A., 17th July, 1906 ;

stationary and adjustable portions of said top , of a strainer
6 years . Filed 15th June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,924 .

secured in the grooves in said flanges, substantially as shown Claim . - 1. The combination with a driving shaft , of a drum

and described and for the purpose specified. shaft geared to said driving shaft, a loosely mounted drum on

8. In a device of the class described , an oil can body or re- said drum shaft , means for temporarily locking said drum to

servoir, the top of which is composed of a stationary closed its shaft, a second drum shaft, gear mounted thereon, a pinion

portion and an adjustable portion , and a removable strainer provided on said first -named drum shaft and meshing with

secured in said oil can at the junction of said stationary and said gear, whereby said gear will be driven at a slower speed

adjustable portions of said top, in combination with a bottom than said first -named drum , a second drum mounted on said

secured to the can body at a point above the lower end there- second - named drum shaft , and means for temporarily locking

of, and openings or apertures formed in said body below said said second-named drum to said gear, substantially as des

bottom , substantially as shown and described and for the
cribed .

purpose specified . 2. The combination with a driving shaft , of a drum shaft

9. In a device of the class described , an oil can body or geared thereto, a pinion mounted on said drum shaft, a second

reservoir, the top of which is composed of a stationary closed drum shaft , gear mounted thereon , and meshing with said

portion and an adjustable portion , flanges in which grooves pinion , drums loosely mounted on said shafts , and means for

are formed , secured to the two opposite sides and bottom of temporarily locking themthereon, substantially as described.

said body a bottom secured to said body above the lower 3. The combination with a driving shaft , of a high speed

edge thereof, and openings or apertures formed in said body drum shaft geared thereto , a low speed drum shaft having

below said bottom in combination with a strainer secured in gear connection with said high speed shaft , and drums

said grooved flanges, substantially as shown and described mounted on said shafts , and operating in the same direction ,

and for the purpose specified. the drum on said high speed shaft being of less diameter than

the drum on said low speed shaft , substantially as described.

No. 100,033. Baling Press. Presse d'emballage.
4. The combination with a driving shaft, or a high speed

shaft geared thereto , a head provided on the outer end of said

high speed shaft , a pinion mounted on the opposite end of

said high speed shaft, a low speed shaft gear mounted there

on and meshing with said pinion , drums loosoly mounted on

said high and low speed shafts , and means for temporarily

locking said drums on said shafts , substantially as described.

5. An engine comprising in combination, a frame , a driven

shaft mounted thereon , a pinion secured on said shaft, a high

speed shaft journalled in said frame , a gear wecured on said

shaft and meshing with said pinion , a pinion provided on one

end of said high speed shaft, a low speed shaft also journalled

in said frame, an internal gear mounted on said low speed

shaft and meshing with said last - named pinion , whereby said

shafts will be driven in the same direction, winding drums

loosely mounted on said shafts , whereon a trip line and a

hauling- in cable are wound , and means for temporarily lock

ing said drums on said shafts , substantially as described .

6. The combination with a driving shaft , of a drum shaft

geared to said driving shaft , a loosely mounted drum on said

drum shaft , means for temporarily locking said drum to its

shaft , a second drum shaft, an internal gear mounted thereon ,

a pinion provided on said first -named drum shaft and mesh

ing with said internal gear, whereby said internal gear will
James Licurges Coldiron , Loca, Indian Territory, U.S.A., 17th be driven at a slower speed than said first-named drum , a

July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 20th June , 1906. Receipt No. second drum mounted on said second - named drum shaft, and
137,098 .

means for temporarily locking said second -named drum to

Claim.-1 . In a baling press in combination , a press box said internal gear , substantially as described.

having a middle receiving chamber and end baling chambers, 7. The combination with a driving shaft , of a drum shaft

the side walls of the middle chamber having slots, and tracks geared thereto , a pinion mounted on said drum shaft, a second

on the outside above and below said slots , a reciprocating ' drum shaft , an internal ring gear mounted thereon , and
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meshing with said pinion , drums loosely mounted on said front axle pivoted beneath the bolster, an adjustably sup
shafts, and means for temporarily locking them thereon , sub- | ported disc carrying frame , a disc carrying shaft in said

stantially as described .

8. The combination with a driving shaft , of a high speed

drum shaft geared thereto , a low speed drum shaft having an

internal gear connection with said high speed shaft, and

drums mounted on said shafts , and operating in the same

direction , the drum on said high speed shaft being of less

diameter than the drum on said low speed shaft , substantially

as described .

9. The combination in an engine of the class described with

a driving shaft, of a direct geared trip drum , a compound

geared main drum and a supplementary gipsy winch , and
means for causing said drums and winch to revolve in the

same direction , substantially as described .

10. The combination in an engine of the class described

with a driving shaft , of a direct geared trip drum , a com

pound geared main drum , and means for causing said drums

to revolve in the same direction.

11. The combination in an engine of the class describeil

with a driving shaft, of a direct geared high speed trip drum .

a compound geared low speed main drum , overwound cables

for said drums and means for causing said diums to revolve

in the same direction , substantially as described .

읍

No. 100,035. Tea and Coffee Pot. Théière et cafetière.
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frame, and means connecting said shaft flexibly with the

front bolster to one side of the line of draft, a draft mem

ber connected with the front axle , rearwardly extending

downwardly curved beams pivoted upon the side beams of

the carrying frame, a scraper carried by said beams, springs

disposed to exert downward pressure upon the scraper

carrying beams, and means for adjusting said beams and for

retaining them at various adjustments.

4. In a machine of the class described , a carrying frame ,

rearwardly extending downwardly curved beams pivoted upon

the side beams of the carrying frame, a scraper carried by

said beams, springs disposed to exert downward pressure

lipon said beams , adjusting levers pivoted upon the side

beams of the frame, links connected pivotally with said

le vers and supporting the scraper carrying beams, and means

for securing the levers at various adjustments.

5. In a machine of the class described, the combination

with a carrying frame, of an obliquely disposed adjustably

The Right Honourable Douglas MacKinnon Baillie Hamil- supported disc carrying frame and an adjustably supported

ton Cochrane, Earl of Dundonald, 34 Portman Square, obliquely disposed scraper, the disc carrying frame and the

London , England, 17th July , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 20th
scraper being obliquely disposed in opposite directions.

June, 1906. Receipt No. 137,086.

Claim.-1 . A tea or coffee pot consisting of a suitably No. 100,037. Dumping Vehicle. Machine à bascule.

shaped vessel having a hollow top, part of which top in com

bination with a pervious tray forms a compartment for the

leaves or berries , the other part being formed as a lid which

closes both the inlet to the pot and the inlet to the com

partment, constructed substantially as described .

2. A tea or coffee pot such as described in the first claim,

in which the second base on which it is stood for infusion

of its contents is formed by means of the handle and two

projecting studs , substantially as herein described . 162

27'

No. 100,036. Disc Cultivator, Road Machine, and
Farm Wagon.

1926

Cultivateur à disque, machine à chemin et wagon.

Abram Larkin Foote , Fayette, Iowa, U.S.A. , 17th July , 1906 ;
20

6 years. Filed 7th June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,642 .

Claim .-1. A carrying frame including side members , ob

liquely disposed cross members , a hind axle and a front

bolster, a front axle pivoted beneath the bolster, a brace

member connecting the front axle with the forward oblique

cross bar, a disc carrying frame, a disc carrying shaft sup

ported in said frame , draft means connecting said shaft with

the front bolster , flexible means connecting the head of the

disc carrying frame with the rear oblique cross bar , a draft

tongue connected with the front axle , and means for verti

cally adjusting and for retaining at various adjustments the

ends of the disc carrying frame.
100034

2. In a machine of the class described, a carrying frame

including side members , a hind axle and a front bolster , a
front axle pivoted beneath the bolster, an adjustably sup- John Marston Goodwin , Mount Vernon, New York , U.S.A.,

ported disc carrying frame, a disc carrying shaft in said 17th July , 1906 ; 6 years . Field 15th June, 1906. Receipt

frame and means connecting said shaft flexibly with the No. 136,957 .

front bolster, a draft tongue connected with the front axle , Claim .-- 1. In a dumping vehicle , a cargo receptacle having

rearwardly extending downwardly curved beams pivoted upon a flat horizontal bottom composed of marginal valves pivoted

the side beams of the carrying frame , a scraper carried by exterior of the said receptacle , and detent valves pivoted

said beams, and means for adjusting the scraper carrying centrally of said receptacle , the pivotal axes of the several

beams and for retaining them at various adjustments. valves being located in substantially the same horizontal

3. In a machine of the class described , a carrying frame piane, in combination with releasable means located beneath

including side members, a - hind axle and a front bolster, a said detent valves adapted to hold them in horizontal posi
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tion wherein they support the inboard edges of said mar- 19. In a device of the class described , a hinged gravity

ginal valves , and inclined discharge chutes below said valves. valve , a rotary shaft adapted to turn therewith, a ratchet

2. In a dumping vehicle, a cargo receptacle having side wheel connected to said shaft and a pawl co -operating with

walls, inclined hanger plates secured on the exterior thereof, said ratchet wheel to hold said valve and shaft in an opened

tinge brackets secured between the lower margins of said position.

walls and plates , and dumping valves constituting the floor 20. In a device of the class described , a hinged dumping

of said receptacle pivotally carried by said brackets. valve , a rotary shaft adapted to turn with said valve, double

3. In a cargo receptacle having upright side walls, longi- | acting ratchet wheel mechanism connected to said shaft, and

tudinal dumping valves forming a bottom therefor, and pawls co -operating with said ratchet mechanism, in combin

means for releasably supporting said valves, in combination ation with means for withdrawing one or the other of said

with inclined hanger plates secured to the exterior of said pawls from engagement with its ratchet wheel .

side walls at about the center thereof and sloping downward
21. In a dumping vehicle , a dumping valve , a rotary shaft ,

and outboard, and hinge brackets secured between the lower
a pair of hinge links supporting said valve from the shaft, in

margins of said walls and plates , forming the pivotal sup- combination with an arm fast on said shaft and located

port for said dumping vehicle . thereon between said links , said arm having its free end

4. In a dumping vehicle, a cargo receptacle having a side adapted to engage said valve .

wall , U -shape sheet metal brackets secured to said wall , a 22. In a dumping vehicle , a releasing dumping valve , a

longitudinal shaft passing throughperforations in said brac- rotary shaft, a ratchet wheel fast on said shaftand provided
kets and dumping valves for said receptacle supported to with an angular hub in combination with a valve engaging

rotate on said shaft. arm fitted on said angular hub, and a pawl for engaging said
5. In a dumping vehicle , the combination with the side ratchet wheel .

wall of the cargo receptacle, and the hanger plate secured 23. In a dumping vehicle , a valve replacing and retaining

thereon , of a hinge bracket interposed between said parts shaft, a ratchet wheel fast thereon and provided with an

and formed out of sheet metal provided with flanges adapted angular hub , an oppositely faced ratchet wheel fitted on said

to be riveted respectively to said side wall and hanger plate . angular hub, and a pawl for each ratchet wheel .

6. In a dumping vehicle , the combination with the side 24. In a dumping vehicle , a dumping valve formed of flanged

wall of the cargo receptacle and the hanger plate secured sections united by their contiguous flanges , hinge blocks

thereto , of a sheet metal hinge bracket interposed between secured to the opposite sides of said united flanges, a pair of

said parts and having perforated ears depending below said hinge links connected to said blocks, and a valve engaging

hanger plate , and a valve hinge shaft held in said ears . arm located between said hinge links .

7. In a dumping vehicle , the combination of the pivoted 25. In a device of the kind described, a valve supporting

hinge links , a dumping valve pivotally connected to said shaft, a pair of opposite ratchet wheels thereon, and a pawl
links , a shaft located outboard of said valve and means in- for each ratchet wheel, in combination with a second shaft ,

dependent of said links adapted to be operated by said shaft and means carried thereby for throwing either pawl out of

for replacing the valve in closed position .
engagement with its ratchet wheel .

8. In a dumping vehicle , the combination of a pivotally 26. In a device of the kind described , a dumping valve and

supported dumping valve , a rotary shaft , an arm on said means for alternately preventing movement thereof in oppo

shaft and means connecting the free end of said arm with site directions, comprising two opposite ratchet wheels and

the valve whereby said parts are constrained to move to- pawls respectively therefor, in combination with a pawl shaft

gether. upon which said pawls are mounted and means carried by

9. In a dumping receptacle , the combination of a dumping said shaft for disconnecting either of said pawls .

valve adapted to be moved beyond its point of equilibrium 27. In a device of the class described , a dumping valve

by the pressure of the load upon discharge and automatic comprised of a plurality of flanged sheet metal sections,

means for retaining said valve against closure . united by their contiguous flanges , hinge blocks secured to

10. In a device of the class described, a cargo receptacle opposite sides of said united flanges and hinged links , adapt

provided with a pivoted dumping valve and ratchet mechan- ed to support said valve , secured to said hinge blocks.

ism adapted to permit the opening movement of said valve

but preventing the closing thereof. No. 100,038. Die Lifter.

11. In a device of the class described, a cargo receptacle Appareil à soulever les matrices.
having a pivotally supported dumping valve , in combina

tion with mechanism adapted to prevent the pivotal move

ment of said valve in a closing direction and means operat

able from the end of the vehicle for controlling the action

of said mechanism .

12. In a device of the class described the combination of a

cargo receptacle having a gravity dumping valve hinged

thereto, an inclined discharging chute beneath said valve and

mechanism for automatically retaining said valve in its

opened position .

13. In a device of the class described , a pivotally mounted

gravity valve, a rotary shaft, an arm on said shaft connected

with said valve and mechanism acting on said shaft for auto

matically retaining the valve in its opened position .

14. In a device of the class described , a cargo receptacle ,

links pivotally carried thereon, a dumping valve pivotally

connected with said links and adapted to open downwards , in

combination with a discharge chute beneath said valve and

mechanism for automatically retaining the said valve in its

opened position .

15. In a device of the class described, a shaft, links pivot

ally carried theron, a dumping valve pivotally connected

with said links and adapted to open downwards , and an arm

on the shaft connected with said valve , in combination with

a discharge chute beneath the valve and means acting on said Edwin B. Hawkins, San Francisco , California , U.S.A. , 17th

shaft and arm for automatically retaining the valve in an
July, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 27th July, 1905. Receipt No.

opened position .
127,236.

16. In a dumping vehicle the combination of a dumping Claim . - 1 . A device of the kind described comprising a

valve, a means of pivotal support therefor, and mechanism metal band adapted to encircle a die and a lever pivoted to

adapted to be set in alternative position to prevent either said band having the lower serrated end adapted to engage

the closing or the opening movement of said valve . the die at a point below the band .

17. In a device of the class described the combination of a 2. A device of the kind described comprising a circular

cargo receptacle, of a dumping valve , mechanism associated band adapted to fit over a cylindrical object , a lever having

with said valve adapted to prevent either the opening or the a lower serrated end and pivoted to said band at a point

closing movement therof, and means located at the end of adjacent said end, and a fulcrum point for said lever arrang

the said receptacle for setting said mechanism to produce ed intermediate its ends .

such alternative effects. 3. A device of the kind described comprising a circular

18. In a dumping vehicle , a hinged dumping valve and a band , said band being cut and the ends turned outward, a

longitudinal rotary shaft connected to turn with said valve , lever having a lower serrated end and an upper straight

in combination with means operatable from the end of the handle portion, said lever being pivoted between the end of

vehicle for preventing rotation of said shaft and valve al- the band at a point adjacent its lower end , means secured to

ternatively in either direction . the lever intermediate its ends and adapted to lift the same
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vertically, said means forming a fulcrum point for the lever . side of the triple valve piston when such is in the normal or

4. A device of the kind described comprising a metalband feed position to the train line side of the same, and means

adapted to fit over a die, said band having an undercut inner

face , and being cut transversely and the ends bent outward,

a lever pivoted between said bent ends, the pivotal point

being adjacent the lower end of the lever, and means for lift

ing said lever vertically , substantially as described.
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for closing such passage by any movement of the triple valve

piston that would move the slide valve thereof .

2. In a triple valve of the class described, an air passage

from the auxiliary reservoir side of the triple valve piston

when such is in the normal or feed position to the train line

side of the same , said passage terminating in a port in the

triple cylinder the location of which is such that it will be

closed by the ring of the piston when such piston is in first

contact with the adjacent end of the graduating stem and

Felix Hughes, Vancouver, British Columbia , Canada, 17th that will be open to the train line side of the piston when

July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 22nd June , 1906. Receipt No.
the piston moves back to close the graduating valve of the

137,147. slide.

Claim .-1. In a device of the class described, two members 3. In a triple valve of the class described , an air passage

endwise slidable in relation to one another one of which from the auxiliary reservoir side of the triple valve piston

members has at its end anoutward projection from theface when such is in the normal orfeed position tothetrain line

on which the other member is slidable,means for maintain- side of the same, such passage terminating on the train line

ing the slidable alignment of the members and meansfor side in a port in the wall ofthe triple cylinder the location
securing them together in any position of endwise extension . of which is such that it will be open to the auxiliary reser

2. In a device of the class described , two members endwise voir side of the piston when such piston is in first contact

slidable in relation to one another, one of which members has with the adjacent end of the graduating stem and that will

a projection at its foot from the face on which the other be open to the train line side of the piston when such piston

member is slidable a band secured to the endof the other has moved backward a sufficient amount to close the gra
member adjacent to the foot projection , which band encircles duating valve of the slide .

the other member and retains it in slidable relation , a 4. In a triple valve of the class described , an air passage
mounting secured to the upper end of the member which is from the auxiliary reservoir side of the triple valve piston

provided with a foot projection, said member having projec- when such piston is in the normal or feed position to the
tions which laterally engage the other slidable member, and train line side of the same , the outlet of such passage on the
means secured to such mounting for securing the members train linė side being such in location and width that it will

together in any position of endwise extension.

be closed by the ring of the piston when such piston is in

3. In a device of the class described, two members endwise first contact wth the adjacent end of the graduating stem but

slidable one on the other, a projection from the contacting will be open to the train line side of the piston when the
face at the lower end of one member, a band secured to the piston has moved back off the graduating stem a sufficient

adjacent end of the other member and encircling the first- amount to close the graduating valve of the triple valve slide ,
named member, an elongated slot in the member to which means for preventing the passage of air through such passage

the band is secured , and a screw secured to the upper end from the train line side to the auxiliary side of the piston,
of the member having the foot projection, which screw pro- and means for preventing the passage of air through such
jects through the elongated slot and is furnished with a nut passage from the auxiliary reservoir side of the piston to the
by which the two members may be secured in any position of train line side until a predetermined difference of pressure

endwise extension .
has been attained .

4. In a device of the class described , an elongated member
5. In a triple valve of the class described , an air passage

having a projection from one face of it at one end and a from the auxiliary reservoir side of the triple valve piston

screw secured in the other end and projecting outward from whensuch isin the normal or feed position to the train line

the face as the projection at the other end, a memberhaving side of the piston is so located that it will be closed when
side of the same , the outlet of which passage on the train line

a slot extending lengthwise of it through which slot the

screw of the other member projects, a band secured to the
the piston is in first contact with the graduating stem , but

lower end of the member provided with the slot and encir- opened to the auxiliary reservoir side of the piston with any

cling the other member and a crank handle the eye of which a check valve in such passage that will prevent the passage
further movement that would compress the graduating spring ,

is threaded on the screw and engages the face of the elon- of air therethrough from the train line side to the auxiliary
gated slot,

5. In a device of the class described, the member 10 having valve that it will not open until a pressure exists on the
reservoir side of the piston , and means for loading such check

the projection 12 at the lower end and the screw 16 secured auxiliary reservoir side of the piston slightly over what is

in and projecting fromthe other end, the member11 slidable required to operate the triple valve piston and its slide when

on the face of 10 and having the elongated slot 21 through such are in good working condition .

which the screw 16 projects , the band 13 secured to the lower

end of 11 and encircling the member 10, and the crank handle

19, the eye 18 of which is threaded onto the screw 16 . No. 100,041. Car Sill Remover.

Appareil à enlerer les soléves des chars.

No. 100,040. Triple Valve. Soupape.
John Kheil , Fond du Lac , Wisconsin , U.S.A. , 17th July , 1906 ; 6

David Inches and Edward J. Hosker , Kamloops , British Col- years . Filed 13th June , 1906 . Receipt No. 136,848.

umbia , Canada , 17th July , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 22nd June , Claim.-1 . In a car sill remover, a support adapted to be

1906. Receipt No. 137,146.
braced by the car bottom and a sill pulling member having

Claim.-1 . In a triple valve of the class described , a pass- connection with the support and provided with means for en

age through which air may pass from the auxiliary reservoir gaging a car sill .
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2. In a car sill remover, a support , screw standards carried means for turning the screw, a head swivelled to the screw

by the support for bracing the support form the car bottom , and having a pair of opposite plates , a pin slidable in slots of
said plates and projecting beyond to form handles, and sill

engaging hooks pivoted to said pin .
triglFig.1 15. In a car sill remover, a support, a sill pulling member

connected thereto and comprising a suitably mounted screw ,

means for turning the screw , a head swivelled to the screw

and having a pair of opposite plates, a pin slidable in slots

of said plates , a pair of sill engaging hooks pivoted to the

pin , one passing through an opening in the other, and links

connecting the hooks to the head.

16. In a car sill remover , a support , a sill pulling member

connected thereto and comprising a suitably inounted screw ,

means for turning the screw, a head swivelled to the screw, a

pair of sill engaging hooks carried by the head , and a U

shaped member pivoted to the head and adapted to embrace

the sill and prevent the head turning with the screw.

17. In a car sill remover a supporting bar, a pair of screw

standards connected thereto , a sill pulling member also con

nected to the supporting bar and comprising a suitably

mounted screw , means for turning the screw , and a sill en

gaging means carried by the screw.

10041
18. In a car sill remover a supporting bar , a pair of screw

standards connected thereto and adapted to bear against the

car sills , a sill pulling member also connected to the support

and a sill pulling member connected to the support and hav- ing bar and comprising a suitably mounted screw, and sill

ing means for engaging a car sill . engaging means connected to the screw .

3. In a car sill remover, a support , ratchet operated screw 19. In a car sill remover a supporting bar, a pair of screw

standards connected with the suport and adapted to brace it standards adjustably connected thereto adapted to bear

by engaging the car sills, and a sill pulling member connected against the car sills, a sill pulling member also adjustably
to the support and having means for engaging a car sill . connected to the supporting bar and comprising a standard , a

4. In a car sill remover, a support and a sill pulling mem- screw threaded therein , means for turning the screw, a head

ber connectedwiththe support and comprising a screw hav- swivelled to the screw , a pair of sill engaging hooks con

ing means for engaging the car sill . nected to the head adapted to clamp the sill with increasing

5. In a car sill remover, a support and a sill pulling mem- force when draft is applied thereto, a pair of plates adapted

ber connected thereto comprising a standard, a screw -thread- to be placed on opposite sides of the sill to be removed and

ed therein, a ratchetfor turning the screw and means carried having hooks for engaging the sill , said sill engaging hooks

by the screw for engaging a car sill . beingadapted to enter openings in the plates, and a U

6. In a car sill remover , a support and a sill pulling mem- shaped member pivoted to the head and adapted to embrace

ber connected thereto comprising a standard , a screw -thread- the sill .

ed therein , means for turning the screw , and a head swivelled

to the screw and provided with means for engaging a car sill. No. 100,042. Butter Cutter. Couteau à beurre.

7. In a car sill remover, a support and a sill pulling member

connected thereto comprising a suitably mounted screw ,

means for turning the screw , a head swivelled to the screw,
gl Fys

and hooks carried by the head and adapted to engage a car

sill .

8. In a car sill remover, a support and a sill pulling mem

ber connected thereto and having a sill engaging means

adapted to clamp the sill with increasing force as draft is

applied thereto , and means for applying draft to the sill en

gaging means .

9. In a car sill remover, a support, a sill pulling member

connected thereto comprising a suitably mounted screw ,

• means for turning the screw, a head swivelled to the screw,

and a sill engaging hook carried by the head adapted to clamp

the sill with increasing force as draft is applied to the head

by the screw .

10. In a car sill remover, a support, a sill pulling member
100042

connected thereto comprising a pair of hooks adapted to

clamp a sill with increasing force as draft is applied thereto , Edward J. Luhman, San Francisco , California , U.S.A. , 17th
means for applying draft to the hooks , and plates adapted to July, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 21st June, 1906. Receipt No.

be arranged on opposite sides of the sill and provided with 137,124.

openings through which the hooks engage the sill , said plates

serving to limit the extent of penetration of the hooks into
Claim.-1 . In an apparatus for cutting butter and analagous

substance the combination with a plurality of cutters spaced
the sill .

11. In a car sill remover , a support, a pulling member con
apart , of a carrier movable with respect to the plurality of

nected thereto comprising a pair of hooks adapted to clamp a cutters and comprising members detachably connected to

gether.

sill with increasing force as draft is applied thereto , means

for applying draft to the hooks , and a pair of plates to be
2. In an apparatus for cutting butter and analagous sub

placed on opposite sides of the sill being removed and hav
stance the combination of a cutter, and a carrier movable

in- hooks to be forced between said sill and the decking to
with respect to the cutter and having members one of which

which it is attached, said plates being adaptedto be engaged is movable past the cutter and the other of which is adapt

by the hooks. to be positioned so as to pass the cutter and be then restored

12. In a car sill remover, a support , a sill pulling member
to its original position relative to the first -mentioned mem

connected thereto and comprising a pair of hooks adapted to
ber.

clamp a car sill with increasing force when draft is applied 3. In an apparatus for cutting butter and analagous sub

thereto, and means for applying draft to the hooks, a pair of stances the combination with one or more cutters, of a car

plates adapted to be placed on opposite sides of the sill to be rier movable with respect to the cutter or cutters, the said

removed and having hooks to be driven between the upper carrier being arranged to rock, and being made up of mem

edge of the sill and the decking to which it is attached , the bers detachably connected together.

hooks of the sill pulling member being adapted to enter open- 4. In an apparatus for cutting butter and analagous sub

ings in the plates, and spurs on said hooks to engage the stance the combination with one or more cutters , of a car

plates andlimit the extent of penetration of said hooks into riermovable with respect to the cutter or cutters, the said
the sill . carrier being arranged to rock or turn toward the cutter

13. In a car sill remover, a support , a sill pulling member or cutters and being made up of a member having a socket

connected thereto and comprising a suitably mounted screw , adjacent to one end, and a member having a tongue at one

means for turning the screw, a head swivelled to the screw end removably arranged in the socket of the first -mentioned

and having a pair of opposite plates , a pin slidable in slots of member.

said plates , and a pair of sill engaging hooks pivoted to said 5. In an apparatus for cutting butter and analogous sub

pin and having connection to the head. stance the combination with a main frame, and a plurality

14. In a car sill remover, a support, a sill pulling member of cutting wires arranged transversely above the main frame,

connected thereto and comprising a suitably mounted screw, ' of a carrier movable on the main frame and adapted to be
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2
0

turned thereon , said carrier comprising members detachably 8. A mould for giving shape to butter and other material,

counected to each other and arranged to rest against differ- comprising a bottom , side sections arranged at opposite sides

ent sides of a mass of butter or the like. of and removable from the bottom and detachably connected

6. In an apparatus for cutting butter and analagous sub- together at their ends, and a removable false bottom dis

stance the combination of a main frame, a sub - frame rising posed between the side sections and on the bottom .

from the main frame and provided with a fastening device ,

a wire frame removably arranged on the main frame and No. 100,044. Hot Water Radiator.

against the sub-frame and having an appurtenance for the

engagement of the said fastening device , and a carrier mov
Calorifère à cau chaude.

able on the main frame and adapted to rock and comprising

a horizontal member and an upright member detachably en

gaged with the horizontal member.

7. A carrier for the purpose described comprising mem

bers provided with co - operating means whereby they are de

tachably held together at right angles to each other.

8. In an apparatus for cutting butter and analagous sub

stance the combination with a main frame having side bars

provided in their upper edges with notches the outer walls of

which are inclined , and a sub - frame rising from the main

frame and provided with a fastening device, of a wire frame

comprising uprights having lower rabbeted ends, a cross bar
arranged in the rabbets of said side ends and having an edge

inclined in conformity with the inclined walls of the notches ,

a crown bar bearing an appurtenance for engaging with the

fastening device, and wires stretching between the uprights .
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No. 100,043. Butter Mould. Moule à beurre.
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Henry Theodore Offterdinger , Washington , District of Colum

bia , U.S.A. , 17th July , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 15th June,

1906. Receipt No. 136,935.

Claim.--1 . In combination with a portable hot water radi

ator , a heating tube having communication with the fluid

passages of the radiator and comprising closely associated

relatively broad walls to compel the fluid to pass there

through in a thin film , a burner combined with and surround

ing said heating tube at the lower end thereof , and a heat

confining jacket associated with the burner and surrounding

the heating tube.

2. In combination with a portable hot water radiator, a

heating tube having communication with the fluid passages of

Edward J. Luhman, San Fransisco , California, U.S.A. , 17th the radiator and comprising closely associated relatively
July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 21st June , 1906. Receipt No. broad walls to compel the fluid to pass therethrough in a thin

137,125. film , burner combined with and surrounding said heating
Claim .-1 . A mould for giving shape to butter and other tube at the lower end thereof , and a heat confining jacket sur

material comprising a bottom , side sections arranged at op- runding and conforming to the shape of said heating tube.

posite sides of the bottom and having interlapping end por 3. In combination with a portable hot water radiator, a

tions provided with opposed grooves, and keys removably heating tube having with the fluid passages coinmunication of

arranged in the said opposed grooves of the side sections .
the radiator and comprising closely associated relatively

2. A mould for giving shape to butter and other material , broad walls to compel the fluid to pass therethrough in a thin
comprising a bottom , side sections arranged at opposite sides film , a burner combined with and surrounding said heating,

of the bottom and having interlapping tongues at their ends
tube at the lower end thereof, a heat confining jacket asso

in the outer sides of which are provided opposed grooves ciated with the burner and a draft regulator connected with

having inclined walls, and tapered keys removably arranged the said heat confining jacket.

in the said opposed grooves of the side sections.
4. In combination with a portable hot water radiator, an

3. A mould for giving shape to butter and other materials heating tube associated therewith and having communication
comprising a bottom , side sections arranged at opposite sides with the fluid passages thereof, a burner surrounding said
of and removable from the bottom and having lapped end heating tubeand provided with plural means for connection

portions, and means co -operating with the said lapped end to a source of fuel supply.

portions of thesections and detachably connecting the same auxiliary heating tube associated therewith and having com
5. In combination with a portable hot water radiator, an

together.

4. A mould for giving shape to butter and other material , munication with the fluid passages thereof, a burner sur

comprising a bottom , and side sectionsarrangedat opposite rounding said heating tube and provided withplural means

sides of and removable from the bottomand detachablycon- for connection to a source of fuel supply, and a heat confining

nected together at their ends .
jacket surrounding said tube .

5. A mould for giving shape to butter and other material ,

comprising a bottom having ledges connected to its under No. 100,045. Fire Pot and Grate.

side and extending beyond its edges , and side sections ar Pot à feu et grille.

ranged at opposite sides of the bottom and on the extended

portions of the ledges and removable from said bottom and Stefan Knapp , Detroit , Michigan, U.S.A. , 17th July, 1906 ; 6

ledges and detachably connected together at the ends. years. Filed 4th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,541 .

6. A mould for giving shape to butter and other material , Claim .-- 1. In combination with a stove or furnace provided

comprising a bottom having ledges connected to its under with a magazine,a fire pot , a cover therefor hinged to the

side and extending beyond its edges , side sections arranged stove casing and magazine , an auxiliary fire pot, a series of

at opposite sides of the bottom and on the extended portions bars adapted to rest in supports in the stove casing and

of the ledges and having interlapping tongues at their ends auxiliary fire pot , said supports being so arranged that the

in the outer side of which are provided opposed grooves , and bars , when in position are below the fire pot and equidistant

taper keys removably arranged in the said opposed grooves from each other, a grate below the auxiliary fire pot, said

of the side sections . grate being in two parts , hinged to opposite sides of the

7. A mould for giving shape to butter and other material , stove casing, each part being provided with means whereby

comprising a bottom having ledges connected to its under the position of each part in relation to the auxiliary fire pot

side and extending beyond its ledges, right angle side sec- í may be regulated substantially as shown and described .

tions arranged at opposite sides of the bottom and on the 2. In combination with a stove or furnace provided with a

extended portions of the ledges and having interlapped magazine, a fire pot, a cover therefor hinged to the stovecas
tongues at their ends in the outer sides of which are pro- ing , said cover having holes therethrough provided with

vided opposed grooves, taper keys removably arranged in hinged covers, a shield piece so arranged in relation to said

the said opposed grooves of the side sections , and a false cover and stove casing as to form an inclosed chamber above

bottom disposed between the side sections and on the bottom. ' the fire pot , an auxiliary fire pot , a series of bars adapted to

7-13
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rest in supports with which the stove casing and auxiliary 4. The combination in a grate , of a supporting rod , a series

fire pot are provided, said supports being so arranged thai of grate sections with terminal clutches rocking on said rod,

a sleeve extending from the front section around said rod,

and a bracket having a socket secured to said sleeve .

5. The combination in a grate , of a supportng rod, a series

of grate sections with terminal clutches rocking on said rod,

a sleeve extending from the front section around said rod,

a bracket having a socket secured to said sleeve, and a mov

able detent arranged to engage shoulders of said bracket.

6. The combination in a grate , of a supporting rod , a series

of grate sections with terminal clutches rocking on said rod ,

a sleeve extending from the front section around said rod , a

bracket having a socket secured to said sleeve , and a mov

able detent arranged to engage shoulders of said bracket and

to swing out of position by contact with a handle when in said

socket .

7. The combination with the supporting rod , series of grate

sections , one having a sleeve , a cross bar through which the
sleeve and rod extend , and a locking strip arranged between

the front grate section and the cross bar.

8. The combination with a series of grate sections provided

with hollow bosses and clutches , of supporting hollow rods ex

tending through the bosses , a sleeve connected to the front

section and inclosing said rod, and a cross bar with a bear

ing for said sleeve .

the bars , when in position, are below the fire pot and equi
9. The combination with a grate section , of a sleeve on

distant from each other , a grate below the auxiliary fire pot , which said section is connected by casting.

said grate being in two parts, each of which is provided with
10. The combination with a grate section, of a sleeve

a perforated hinge member, a hinge pin of greater length which said section is connected by casing, and a cross bar

than the width of said perforated member and upon which with a bearing for said sleeve .

said member is mounted to slide and to turn , said hinge pin

being rigidly secured to the stove casing, each part of the No. 100,047. Grate . Grille.

grate being provided with means whereby its position in re

lation to the auxiliary fire pot may be regulated , substan

tially as shown and described .

3. In combination with a stove or furnace provided with a

magazine, a fire pot , a cover therefor hinged to the stove

casing and magazine, an auxiliary fire pot, a series of bars
DAN

made in two parts, hinged together and adapted to rest in 13

supports with which the stove casing and auxiliary fire pot

are provided , said supports being so arranged that the bars ,

when in position are below the fire pot and equi -distant from lannen nanononen nannnnngh annoncen

each other, a grate below the auxiliary fire pot, said grate
UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUULSU

being in two parts each of which is provided with a perfor
500nnen nanonnan nonnonnan nonnnanan

ated hinge member, a hinge pin of greater length than the

width of said perforated member and upon which said mem

ber is mounted to slide and to turn, said hinge pin being
1600naman nanonoon nonnnnnan noong

rigidly secured to the stove casing, each part ofthe grate be TOUUUUUYU UZUUUUURUUUUUUUUUUUUUUBU

ing provided with a lug on its underside and a screw threaded
28 29 32

through each side of the stove casing below the grate , adapt

ed to bear against the lugs on said grate , substantially as

shown and described .

100047

No. 100,046. Grate. Grille.

John Elmer Parkinson , Denver, Colorado, U.S.A., 17th July ,

Fig.1.
1906 ; 6 years. Filed 16th June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,991.

Claim . - 1. The combination in a grate , of a series of grate

sections, a series of water tubes supporting said sections to
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA SARAADHAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADS

rock in respect to the water tubes , and means for supplying

the latter with water , substantially as set forth .

2. The combination in a grate , of a series of grate sections ,

Fig. 2. a series of water tubes connected to form a continuous con

duit supporting said sections to rock in respect to the water

tubes, and means for supplying the latter with water, sub

stantially as set forth .14-16

3. The combination in a grate , of a series of grate sec100001

ponnnnncananana tions , a series of water tubes supporting said sections to

rock in respect to the water tubes , means for supplying the

latter with water , and means for rocking each section on its

20000ng mangananna tube , substantially as set forth.

4. The combination in a grate, of a series of grate sections ,

บบบบบ บ a series of water tubes supporting said sections to rock in

100046
respect to the water tubes, means for supplying the latter

with water , means for rocking each grate section on its tube ,

John Elmer Parkinson , Denver, Colorado , U.S.A., 17th June, and means for locking each section in its normal position ,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 16th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,990. substantially as set forth .

Claim.-1. The combination in a grate , of a supporting rod , 5. The combination in a grate , of a series of water tubes ,

and a series of grate sections each with ahollowboss receive and a grate section supported to rock on each water tube

ing said rod and with terminalclutches whereby the sections and provided with side bars with lower sharpened ribs , sub

are caused to rock together.
stantially as set forth .

2. The combination in a grate, of a supporting rod, a series 6. The combination in a grate , of a series of water tubes ,

of grate sections each with a hollow boss, a sleeve secured to å grate section supported to rock on each water tube and

and projecting from one section , and a supporting rod ex- consisting of a plurality of members , and means for connect

tending through the sleeve and bosses, said sections having ing said members and for rocking the same together, sub

terminal clutches . stantially as set forth .

3. The combination in a grate , of a supporting rod , a series 7. The combination in a grate, of a series of parallel water

of grate sections each with a hollow boss , a sleeve secured tubes , a sleeve turning on each tube , and a grate section

to and projecting from one section , and a supporting rod ex- connected with said sleeve to rock therewith, substantially

tending through the sleeve and bosses and provided with a as set forth .

socketed bracket to receive a handle , said sections having 8. The combination in a grate , of a series of parallel water

terminal clutches. tubes, a sleeve turning on each tube , and a grate section
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consisting of a plurality of members connected with said 5. A skirt lifter consisting of a belt, a buckle in the rear

sleeve to rock therewith , substantially as set forth . thereof provided with loops, duplicate lifting cords at each

9. The combination in a grate, of a series of parallel water

tubes , a sleeve turning on each tube , and a grate section

connected with said sleeve to rock therewith , the sleeves

being cut away at the top to permit the grate sections to

rest on the tubes, substantially as set forth .

10. The combination with the water tubes , of sleeves each

cut away at the top for part of its length , a grate section to

each sleeve, and U -shaped conections engaging the sleeve

with ends extending upward through the grate section and

provided with threads and nuts thereon , substantially as set

forth

11. The combination with the water tubes, of sleeves each

cut away at the top for part of its length , a grate section

to each sleeve having lugs below its upper surface, and a

U -shaped connection , the arms of which are threaded and

extend upward through the lugs and carry nuts below the

surface of the section , substantially as set forth.

12. The combination in a grate, of the front and back cross

bars , sleeves rocking in openings of the front cross bar,

water tubes extending through the sleeves and through the

cpenings of the back cross bar and connected with each

other , and grate sections connected with the sleeves to rock

tberewith , substantially as set forth .

13. The combination in a grate, of the front and back cross

bars, sleeves rocking in openings of the front cross bar,

water tubes extending through the sleeves and through the

openings of the back cross bar and connected with each
other, grate sections connected with the sleeves to rock side of and a lifting cord in the center of the rear of the

therewith, and heads onthe sleeve shaped to permit the belt providedwithsnap hooks adaptedto be connected to a

engagement therewith of an operating lever , substantially said buckle,and some of said cords connected at the sides of
skirt , a majority of said cords passing through the loops on

as set forth .

14. The combination in a grate, of the front and back cross
the belt , said duplicate cords connected to a single cord at

bars , sleeves rocking in openings of the front cross bar',
each side of the belt , and means for holding said single cord

watertubes extending throughthe sleeves and through the fast to the belt when said skirt islifted .

openings of the back cross bar and connected wità each
6. A skirt lifter consisting of a belt , a buckle at the rear

other, grate sections connected with the sleeves to rock of the belt, and hooks between said rings and the front
thereof provided with loops, double rings located at each side

· heads on the sleeve shaped to permit the engage

ment therewith of an operating lever, and detents pivoted ment to said hooks and connected to a single ring, cords con
center of the belt, duplicate cords having means for attach

to swing over and engage the heads when the lever is not in nected to said ring and passed through said double ringsand

position , substantially as set forth .
15. The combination with the water tubes , sleeves and detachablyconnected to attaching means on the skirt, and a

gratesections, ofa back bar havingan uprightflange with plurality ofsaidcords passingthrough theloops onthe
buckle at the rear of the belt .

notches to receive the tubes , and a detachable retaining
7. A skirt lifter consisting of a support , a buckle at the

strin extending across said notches, substantially as set
forth .

rear of said support provided with loops , double rings located

16. The combination with the front bar having bearings the front centerof the support, duplicate cords having at
on each side of the belt , and hooks between said rings and

for the hollow sleeves and grate sections connected with taching eyes for connectionwith said hooks and connected to
caid sleeves , of water pipes extending through the sleeves a single ring, cords connectedto said ring and passed through

and of less diameter than the openings of the latter , and

nueans for maintaining the said water pipes in an elevated plurality of said cords passed through the loops on the
double rings and provided with snap hooks at their ends, a

position within the sleeves, substantially as set forth .

17. The combination with a rocking grate bar, of a soc
buckle, and rings on the inside of the skirt for said snap
hooks .

keted head and movable detent adaptedto engage said head
8. A skirt lifter consisting of a support adapted for adjust

and supported to move from the head on the introduction of
ment around the waist of a wearer , a buckle at the rear

a handle into the socket .
thereof provided with loops , duplicate cords having eyes for

18. The combination with the rocking sections of a grate, attachment tohookslocated atthe sides of the belt and con

ofsupporting bars , a box- like cross barthrough which the nected to a ring as I at the rear of the support, a second ring

supporting bars extend, and heads and detents arranged located on the cord having a cord r conected thereto , said
within the cross bar.

cord passing through guiding means on the belt , and a cord

as I passed through the loops of the buckle at the rear of the

No. 100,048. Garment Support. Support de rêtement. support and fastened to ring D , and detachable means at the

Mary Jane Penn , Batavia, Ohio, U.S.A. , 17th July, 1906 ; 6 ends of said cords I r for connection with the skirt .

years. Filed 22nd June , 1906. Receipt No. 137,151 .
9. A skirt lifter and supporter consisting of a belt, a buckle

at the rear provided with guiding loops , cords adapted to be

Claim . - 1. In a skirt supporter and lifter , a belt, means detachably connected to a skirt passed throughsaid loops and

connected to and located above said belt for supporting a having means for fastening to the belt , and elastic metallic

skirt, and lifting cords adapted to be fastened on the belt, plates extending above the belt to support a skirt.

guides on the belt and said cords passed through the guides , 10. A belt, a buckle connecting the belt at the rear and
whereby the skirt may be lifted and secured in lifted posi- provided with loops, cords passed through said loops with de
tion .

tachable fastening means at one end , means at the other end
2. A supporter and lifter consisting of a belt , skirt sup- of said cords for fastening to the belt , elastic plates extend

porting means projecting above said belt, a buckle atthe ing abovethe belt to support a garment and having a curved

rear of thebelt having loops, and duplicate cordsadapted portion extending below the belt for the support thereof.
to be detachably connected to the skirt , said cord being 11. A belt, a buckle connecting the belt and provided with

passed through said loops andprovided with rings adapted loops,cords passed throughsaidloops with detachable fast
to be connected to hooks on the belt . ening means at one end, adjustable fastening means at the

3. A garment lifter consisting of a support, a buckle con- other ends of said cords, and metallic plates connected to said

necting the support at the rear having guiding loops thereon , belt having an upwardly projecting tongue and a downwardly

duplicate lifting cords passed through said loops having de- projecting flexible portion.

tachable lifting means for connection with the garment and 12. The combination with a belt having downward exten

having rings at their free ends to connect the hooks on the sions at the rear thereof, of curved metallic pieces in said

support, whereby the garment may be held in lifted position. extension provided with tongues extending above the belt ,

4. A garment lifter consisting of a support, a buckle at and slotted plates secured to a garment and adapted to re

the rear having guiding loops, duplicate cords passed through ceive said tongues whereby the garment may be held above
said loops having means for detachable connection with the the belt to preventsagging at the rear.
garment , said cords differing in length and adapted to be 13.Thecombination with a garment supporter of a belt

attached to the garment at varying heights , and rings on having downward extensions thereon at the rear forming
the free ends of the cords adapted to be connected with pockets, curved metallic pieces secured in said pockets hav
hooks on thesupport, whereby the garment may be held in ing tongues extending above the belt, slotted plates secured
lifted position . to a garment and adapted to receive said tongues , hooks on
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th belt , and a series of loops on a second garment adapted to plate in contact with the outer face of the wheel having a

receive said hooks. channel, the upper end of which is in position to coincide

14. The combination with a belt , of curved metallic pieces

secured thereto provided with tongues extending above the

belt, and slotted plates secured to a garment and adapted to

receive said tongues .

15. The combination with a garment supporter consisting of

a belt having downward extensions at the rear forming

pockets, metallic pieces having curved surfacos in said pockets

and provided with tongues at one end , said tongues being

elongated, additional tongues secured to the belt , and a gar

ment having plates secured thereon provideil with slots to re

ceive said tongues .

16. A belt having downward extensions , curved metallic

pieces in said extensions having elongated upper ends, addi

tional tongues on said belt , and a garment provided with

means having a slot therein for receiving said tongues.
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No. 100,049. Range and Stove. Poêle de cuisine.
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with the pockets, a plough and a conduit extending from

above the plough to the lower end of said channel, substan

tially as set forth .

4. In a seed distributer, a box having a port at one end , a

seed wheel with pockets arranged to be brought opposite said

port, a plate having a channel with which said pockets may

be brought into communication , and a spring arranged ad

jacent said wheel to spring into each pocket as the latter

passes the spring, substantially as set forth .

5. A box for a planter having an end piece with a port

therein , a wheel with pockets rotating in contact with the

outer face of said end piece , and a plate recessed at the

inner face to receive said wheel and with a channel, the

upper end of which is in position to coincide with the said

pockets as the wheel revolves, substantially as set forth .

6. The combination with the frame of a planter, of a sup

James W. Provan, Oshawa, Ontario , Canada , 17th July , 1906 ; 6 plemental frame, a seed box carried thereby, seed distributi

years . Filed 12th June, 1906 . Receipt No. 136,812 . ing mechanism at each end of said box , and ploughs carried

Claim . - 1. The combination with a range or stove of a luigh i by said box, each plough on a bar adjustable vertically in

warming closet overchanging the top of the stove , and pro
said supplemental frame, substantially as set forth .

vided with perforations in its bottom and an oulet at its top
7. The combination with the main frame and driving shaft ,

adapted for connection with a ventilating pipe , substantially
of the swinging seed distributing frame, a rock shaft , con

as described.
nections whereby to elevate the rear end of the seed distri

2. The combination with a range or stove of a high warm- buting frame, driving mechanism including a clutch device ,

ing closet overchanging the top of the stove , and provided
and connections whereby the clutch device is shifted when

with means for admitting fumes and steam from cooking into
the rock shaft is operated to lift the seed distributing frame ,

the closet , and a fine communicating with the closet through
substantially as set forth .

which said fumes and steam may find an exit , subtsantially swinging frame E , rock shaft 32 connected to theframeE,
8. The combination with the main frame , driving shaft ,

as described .

3. The combination with a range or stove of a high warm and means for rocking said shaft, of sprocket wheels loose

ing closet overchanging the top of the stove, and provided upon thedriving shaft, sprocket chains carried by said wheels

with means for admitting fumes and steam from cooking into
and extending to pinions on the frames E , clutch devices for

the closet, a flue communicating with the closet through connecting the sprocket wheelsto and releasing them from

which said fumes and steam may find an exit , and a damper shifted as the rock shaft is turned, substantially as set forth .the shaft, and connections whereby the clutch devices are

controlling said closet flue, substantially as described .

4. The combination with a range or stove of a high warm
Scierie.

ing closet overchanging the top of the stove , a partition di
No. 100,051 . Saw Mill.

viding the closet in two , means for admitting fumes and

steam from cooking into one part of the closet , and a flue

communicating with the same part of the closet through

which said fumes and steam may find an exit , substantially

as described .
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No. 100,050. Sugar Beet Seeder.

Semoir pour betteraves .

Frederick Tiemann , Ordway, Colorado, U.S.A., 17th July , 1906 ;

6 years . Filed 20th June, 1906. Receipt No. 137,094.

Claim.-1 . The combination with the frame and its support

ing wheels and shaft of a planter , of a plurality of supple

mental frames each connected to said shaft to swing inde

pendently , each supporting ploughs and seed distributing

mechanism , means for operating said mechanisms from said

shaft, and independent clutch devices between the shaft and

each of said means , substantially as set forth .

2. The combination with the seed box of a planter having a

port at the end , of a seed wheel having pockets , means for

rotating it to carry said pockets past said port , a closing

plate at the opposite side of the wheel having a port , and a

conduit leading downward from the latter port , substantially William Henry Trout, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, U.S.A., 17th
as set forth .

3. The combination with the seed box of a planter having an July , 1906; 6 years. Filed 23rd June, 1906. Receipt No.

end piece and port therein of a shaft extending through said
137,215 .

end , a seed wheel with pockets secured to said shaft and ro- Claim . - 1 . In saw mill set works the combination with the

tating in contact with the outer face of said end piece, a setting stand provided with a home stop and the stop shaft

F
i
g
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on

journalled in said stand and having a ratchet wheel fixed plate and dial encircling the stop shaft and carrying the

thereon , of a gauge plate having a notched rim , a stop arm gears which connect the dial with said shaft , a looped frame

pivotally mounted the stand concentrically with the attached to the stand, passing around the stop shaft above

ratchet wheel and provided with a locking device for securing the dial and provided with a bearing for the stem of said

it to the ratchet wheel , and a handle movable mounted on pawl and with a curved rack concentric with said stem , and

the stop arm for operating said locking device and having a a latch pivoted to the hub of said tooth or arm and provided

projection adapted to engage with a notch in the gauge plate with a transversely adjustable tooth adapted to engage with

as the locking device is engaged with the ratchet wheel and said rack , substantially as described .

thereby exactly determine the set for cutting lumber of the 8. In saw mill set works the combination with the setting

desires dimension , substantially as described . stand provided with a home stop and the stop shaft journalled

2. In a saw mill set works the combination with the setting in said stand and having a ratchet wheel fixed thereon, of a
stand provided with a home stop and the stop shaft journalled stop arm pivoted concentrically with the ratchet wheel and
in said stand and having a ratchet wheel fixed thereon , of a provided with a locking device for securing it thereto, a

stop arm pivoted concentrically with said ratchet wheel and graduated gauge plate pivoted on said shaft for determining

provided with a pawl or toothed block for locking it to said the point of locking said arm to the ratchet wheel, a gradu
ratchet wheel, and a graduated gauge plate having a notched ated dial journalled on said shaft adjacent to said gauge

rim concentric with the ratchet wheel , and a lever pivoted to plate , a pawl for preventing recoil when said arm strikes the
the stop arm , connected with said pawl or toothed block and home stop , a frame piece attached to the stand , extending

provided with a projection adapted to pass through a notch over the dial , and provided with a bearing for the stem of

in the gauge plate and hold said arm in a position exactly said pawl and with a rack which is concentric with said stem
corresponding therewith while the pawl or toothed block is and terminates at one end in an index or pointer adjacent to
being carried into engagement with the ratchet wheel , sub- a circular scale on the dial , a tooth or arm pivoted on the

stantially as described . stem of said pawl and engaging with said gauge plate , and a

3. In saw mill set works the combination with the setting latch connected with said tooth or arm andadapted to en
stand provided with a home stop and the stop shaft journalled gage with said rack, substantially as described .

in said stand and having a ratchet wheel fixed thereon , of a 9. In saw mill set works the combination of the setting

stop arm pivoted concentrically with the ratchet wheel and
stand provided with a home stop , a stop shaft journalled in

provided with a pawl or toothed block pivotally connected saidstand,aratchetwheel fixed on said shaft, a stop arm
therewith and adapted to lock it to said ratchet wheel , a

pivoted concentrically with the ratchet wheel and provided

graduated gauge plate pivoted on said shaft adjacent to said with means for locking it thereto , an adjustable gauge plate

armand having a notched rim , means for adjusting said provided above and concentric with said ratchet wheel for
gauge plate with relation to thehome stop ,a graduated dial determining the point of locking said arm to said ratchet
journalled on said shaft adjacent to the gauge plate and con

wheel, a dial journalled on said shaft and connected there

nected by gears with said shaft , and a lever pivoted to the
with by gears above the gauge plate , a pawl for preventing

stop arm, connected with said locking pawl or block and pro
recoil of the ratchet wheel when the stop arm strikes the

vided with a projection adapted to pass through the notches home stop , a gear support extending from the stand between

in the gauge plate and to hold the stop arm in corresponding
the gauge plate and dial and having a bearing on the stop

positions while the locking pawl or block is being engaged shaft, a tooth pivoted on the stem of said pawl and engaging
with the ratchet wheel , substantially as described . with said gauge plate , a frame piece provided with a bearing

4. In saw mill set works the combination with the setting
for the stem of said pawl and with a rack and extending

stand provided with a home stop and the stop shaft journalled from the stand over the dial to the stop shaft on which it

in said stand and having a ratchet wheel fixed thereon , of a has a bearing, a latch pivoted to the hub of said tooth or

stop arm pivoted concentrically with the ratchet wheel and arm and adapted to engage with said rack , a spring actuated

provided with a locking device for securing it thereto , a
bolt for holding said pawl in and out of engagement with the

graduated gauge plate pivoted concentrically with said
ratchet wheel , and a socket for said bolt having a shank by

ratchet wheel for determining the point of locking said stop
which said gear support and frame piece are secured to the

arm to the ratchet wheel, a tooth or arm pivoted on said stand, substantially as described .

stand and engaging said gauge plate , a latch connected with 10. In saw mill set works the combination with a station

sa'd pivoted tooth or arm , and a stationary rack with whicb ary index, of a rotary dial having a scale on which said index

said latch engages , substantially as described .
shows the distance of the knees from the sawing plane , and

5. In saw mill set works the combination with the setting a lumber scale adjustable on said dial with relation to the

stand provided with a home stop , the stop shaft journalled in
other scale , substantially as described.

said stand and having a ratchet wheel fixed thereon , and a
11. In saw mill set works the combination with gauge and

pawl pivoted to the stand for preventing backward movement
stop mechanism , of a rotary dial connected with the setting

of the ratchet wheel , of a stop arm pivoted concentrically mechanism and provided with a circular scale for determin

with the ratchet wheel and provided with a locking device for ing the distance of the knees from the sawing plane and with

securing it thereto, a gauge plate pivoted on said stop shaft an adjustable ring having circular lumber scales concentric

above the ratchet wheel for determining the point of locking with the dial and with the other scale thereon , and a sta

said stop arm to the ratchet wheel, a tooth or arm pivoted on tionary index with which said scales are read , substantially

the stem of said pawl and engaging with said gauge plate ,
as described .

a latch connected with said tooth or arm , and a stationary
rack with which said latch engages, substantially as des- No. 100,052. Washing Machine. Machine à laver.

cribed .

6. In saw mill set works the combination with the setting

stand provided with a home stop and the stop shaft journalled

in said stand and having a ratchet wheel fixed thereon, of a

stop arm pivoted concentrically with the ratchet wheel and

provided with a locking device for securing it thereto , a

graduated gauge plate located above and concentric with the

ratchet wheel for determining the point of locking said arm

to said ratchet wheel, and a graduated dial pivoted upon said

shaft and connected therewith by gears , said gauge plate

being recessed on its upper side to receive said dial , the

graduated face of which is approximately flush with the

raised graduated rim of the gauge plate , substantially as

described .

7. In saw mill set works the combination with the setting

stand provided with a home stop and the stop shaft journalled

in said stand and having a ratchet wheel fixed thereon , of a

stop arm pivoted concentrically with said ratchet wheel and

provided with a locking device for securing it thereto , a

graduated gauge plate for determining the point of locking

said arm to said ratchet wheel pivoted on said shaft above

the ratchet wheel and recessed on the upper side , a dial

having an internally toothed depending rim journalled on

said shaft above said gauge plate and connected by gears

with said shaft , a pawl for preventing recoil of the ratchet

wheel when the stop arm engages the home stop , a tooth or Margaret C. Wilkin, Decatur , Illinois, U.S.A., 17th July , 1906 ;

arm pivoted on the stem of said pawl and engaging with said 6 years. Filed 5th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,583.

gauge plate , a gear support attached at one end to said Claim . — The combination with the stationary outer vessel 1 ,

stand, extending around said tooth or arm between the gauge and the cover 2 therefor , of a vertical shaft journalled in the
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bottom and in the cover of the outer vessel , an inner re- 2. A rail joint comprising transverse clamping lugs, a rail

voluble disc carrying vessel secured to said shaft and having chair , double wedges on the underside of the rail chair, and

a perforated bottom and perforated sides , imperforate radial links hung on the said clamping lugs and supporting the said

flanges projecting outwardly from the sides of the inner double wedges .

vessel and disposed parallel with the axis of the shaft, and 3. A rail joint comprising transverse clamping lugs , a rail

perforated radial partitions secured to the shaft and to the chair having upturned flanges for receiving the terminals of

inner vessel to rotate therewith , whereby compartments are the said lugs , an upper wedge on the underside of the rail

formed in the inner vessel , substantially as specified. chair, a bottom wedge in contact with the upper wedge, and

links supporting the bottom wedge from the said clamping

No. 100,053. Railway Rail Joint.
lugs .

4. A rail joint comprising transverse clamping lugs, a rail
Support de joint de rails de chemin de fer.

chair having upturned flanges for receiving the terminals of

the said lugs , an upper wedge on the underside of the rail

Z. chair, a bottom wedge in contact with the upper wedge, links

supporting the bottom wedge from the said clamping lugs ,

and means connected with the said rail chair for holding the

Z upper wedge against moyment.

5. A rail joint comprising transverse clamping lugs, a rail

chair having upturned flanges for receiving theterminals of

the said lugs , each of the lugs having a pin engaging an aper
ture in the corresponding flange, an upper wedge on the

underside of the rail chair , a bottom wedge in contact with

the upper wedge , and links supporting the bottom wedge from

3
the said clamping lugs .

No. 100,055. Railway Tie. Dormant de chemin de fer.
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Linnaeus Winans , Hood River , Oregon , U.S.A. , 17th July, 1906 ;
13

6 years . Filed 15th June , 1906 . Receipt No. 136,938 .
Jug,5 .Claim . - In a device of the character described the combin 100055

ation with two adjacent railway rails and the ties for sup

porting the same , of a rail supported of a width greater than

that of the bases of said rails and having its ends turned
Charles W. Israel , Paris , Illinois , U.S.A. , 17th July, 1906 ; 6

down at right angles to provide flanges , saia flanges being
years . Filed 13th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,850 .

adapted to engage and lie flush with the outer vertical edges Claim . - 1. A railway tie comprising end sections mutually

of two adjacent ties, and a strengthening rib or web secured connected, each section comprising a plastic base , a metallic

to the underside of that part of the rail joint supporter which top plate , a brace for the top plate, and a truss wire con

bridges the space between the two ties and being taperei nected with the said plate and passed under the brace and
from its center towards its ends . having anchors at its ends, said wire brace and anchors be

ing embedded in the base .

No. 100,054. Rail Joint. Joint de rails.
2. A railway tie comprising a plastic base , a top plate se

sured upon the base and having perforations therethrough,
rail clips, bolts engaged with the rail clips and with said

perforations , nuts engaged with the lower ends of the bolts ,

the plastic base having recesses in its sides in which the nuts

are received , and a supporting truss for the top plate em
bedded in the base .

3. A railway tie comprising end sections mutually connect

ed , each section comprising a plastic base , a metallic top

plate, depending webs at the ends of the top plate, a brace for

the top plate , and a truss wire engaged through the webs and

passed under the brace and having anchors at its ends, said

wire , brace and anchors being embedded in the base.

4. A railway tie comprising a plastic base , a top plate se

cured upon the base and having perforations therethrough,

rail clips, bolts engaged with the rail clips and with said per

forations , and nuts engaged with the lower ends of the bolts ,

the plastic base having recesses in its sides in which the

nuts are received.

]

No. 100,056. Sash Balance for Car Windows.

Contre -poids de châssis pour fenêtres de chars.

The St. Louis Car Company , assignee of Karl Schliepmann ,

St. Charles , assignee of the St. Louis Car Company, St.

Louis , both in Missouri, D.S.A. , 17th July , 1906 ; 6 years .

Filed 22nd May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,145.

Claim .-- 1 . In a sash balance for street cars the combin

Charles K. Freer, Memphis , Tennessee, U.S.A., 17th July , 1906 ; ation of a balance drum, a balance ribbon connected to said

6 years . Filed 22nd June , 1906 . Receipt No. 137,174 .
drum , a hanger in which said drum is rotatably mounted, and

Claim .-1 . A rail joint comprising transverse clamping lugs , brackets in which said hanger is swingingly mounted, sub

a rail chair , double wedges on the underside of the rail chair , stantially as set forth .

and a support for the double wedges from the said clamping 2. In a sash balance for street cars the combination of a

lugs . balance drum , a balance ribbon connected to said drum , a
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hanger in which said drum is rotatably mounted, pintles ex- 3. The process of extracting silver and gold from ores or

tending from said hanger at its upper ends , and supporting materials containing said metal, which consists in treating

said ores or materials with nitro-sulphoric acid.

4. The process of extracting silver from ores or materials

containing said metal, which consists in treating said ores

or materials with nitro - sulphoric acid .

No. 100,059. Flush Hinge. Penture.
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brackets in which said pintles are loosely fitted , substantially

as set forth .

No. 100,057. Mower. Faucheuse.
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V

Henry Edward Larcombe, assignee of Thomas Franklin Sal

ing, both of North Yokima , Washington , U.S.A. , 17th

July , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 11th April , 1906. Receipt No.

134,855 .

Claim .-- 1. A flush hinge comprising leaves 4 , 4 , formed with

ir turned flanges 8 having cut -away corners 9, a link 5 adap

ted to fit between said leaves and having stops 11 at its ends ,

to engage the cut- away corners of said flanges, and pivots

connecting said link to the flanges of said leaves , substan

'tially as described .

2. A flush hinge comprising leaves 4 , 4 , formed at their

ends with inwardly projecting flanges having bevelled cor

ners and upon their inner sides with longitudinally extend

ing recesses, a link 5 disposed between the flanges of said

leaves and having bevelled edges to co - act with the recesses

in said leaves , and wedge - shaped stops at its ends to co -act

The International Harvester Company , Chicago , Illinois ,
with the bevelled corners of said flanges, and pivot pins

assignee of George H. Bartlett, Madison , Wisconsin, passed through said flanges and into said link , substantially

all in the U.S.A. , 17th July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 7th as described .

May , 1906. Receipt No. 135,635 .

Claim . - 1. A cutting apparatus for mowers comprising in No. 100,060. Gate Hinge. Penture de barrière.

combination reciprocating devices, a series of pairs of guard

fingers having intervening spaces, a reciprocating knife com

prising a series of sections in operative relation with said

fingers, the stroke being such and said sections being so ar

ranged relative to said pairs of fingers that their points ,

when at the end of strokes of said knife in opposite direc

tions , will be approximately coincident with the medial lines

o the intervening spaces between the members of adjacent

fairs of guard fingers.

2. A cutting apparatus for mowers comprising in com

bination reciprocating devices , a series of groups of guard

fingers having substantially equal intervening spaces, a re

ciprocating knife comprising a corresponding series of sec

tions in operative relation with said fingers, means for re

ciprocating said knife in a manner whereby the point of each

section will register with a medial line of a space between

two guards of one group of guard fingers at the end of one

stroke, and with a medial line of a space between the guards

0 ! an adjacent group at the end of the opposite stroke .
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No. 100,058. Process of Recovering Precious

Metals.

Procédé pour obtenir des métaux précieux .

The Just Mining and Extraction Company, assignee of John

A. Just , all of Syracuse, New York , U.S.A. , 17th July ,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 9th April , 1906. Receipt No. 134,759 . John A. Jones , Mitchell, Montana , U.S.A. , 17th July , 1906 ; 6

Claim . - 1. The process of extracting precious metals from years. Filed 8th May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,688 .

ores or materials containing said metals , which consists in Claim . - A gate hinge consisting of a continuous pintle

treating said ores or materials with nitro -sulphonic acid . directly attachable to a post and hinge eyebolts, rotatively

2. The process of extracting a precious metal from ores or mounted on the pintle and attachable to a gate , in conibina .

materials containing said metal , which consists in treating t : on with a guide and brace piece, having a collar los , ! :

said ores or materials with nitro-sulphoric acid to obtain the fitting upon the pintle below the lower hinge bolt , and ver

metal in solution and recovering the precious metal from tically adjustable thereon by means of a set screw , and of

the solution in any suitable known manner. si : ch length as to have the free end in contact with the post
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No. 100,061 . Door Bolt Mechanism . 3. A door securer or holder comprising a rack bar designed

Mécanisme de verrou de porte. to be secured to a door casing or the like, and a pivoted

spring pressed latch arm arranged for attachment to a door

casing or the like , and a pivoted spring pressed latch arm

arranged for attachment to a door, a pivoted finger carried

by said arm and provided with a dog designed for engage

ment with the teeth of the rack bar, and means for holding

said finger in such position relative to the arm that the dog
will be held out of engagement with the rack bar, as and for

the purpose set forth .

4. A door securer or holder, comprising a rack bar de

signed to be secured to a door casing or the like , a pivoted

latch arm arranged for attachment to a door, a rocking finger

carried by said pivoted arm and provided with a dog designed

for engagement with the teeth of the rack bar, and means for

rocking said finger on the arm whereby to disengage the dog
from the rack bar.

5. A door securer or holder comprising a rack bar arranged

for attachment to a door casing or the like , a pivoted latch

arm adapted for attachment to a door, a rocking finger

mounted on the free end of said arm and provided with a

dog designed for engagement with the rack bar, and a pull

cord secured to said finger and arranged to rock the same so

as to carry the dog out of engagement with the rack bar.

6. A door securer or holder , comprising a rack bar arranged

for attachment to a door casing or the like , a pivoted spring

William B. Morewood , Elizabeth , New Jersey , U.S.A. , 17th
July , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 30th April, 1906. Receipt No. pressed arm adapted for attachment to a tooth, a finger

135,374 .
pivotally mounted on said arm , said finger carrying a dog

designed for engagement with the rack bar and also provided
Claim.-1 . In a door lock , the combination of a shaft par

with a bearing lug designed to bear against and slide over
allel to and extending across the door, said shaft rotatably the teeth of the rack bar when the finger is rocked to carry

mounted in bearings which are fixed to the door, a push its dog out of engagement with said teeth, and means for

piate to rotate the shaft extending across the door and car rocking said finger.

ried by outwardly and upwardly extending arms fixed to said 7. A door securer or holder comprising a rack bar arranged
shaft , a circular plate rigidly fixed to the end of the shaft, for attachment to a door casing or the like , a pivoted spring
cne or more links pivotally connected to said circular plate pressed arm designed to be attached to a door, a finger

outside the axis of the shaft , a bolt pivotally connected with
pivotally mounted on the end of said arm and provided with

each of said links , and guides on said door for said bolts .
a dog adapted for engagement with the teeth of the rack bar

2. In a door lock , the combination of a shaft parallel to
and also provided with a bearing lug arranged to bear

and extending across the door , said shaft rotatably mounted
against the teeth of the rack bar when the finger is rocked ,

in bearings which are fixed to the door, a push plate fto
so as to carry the dog out of engagement with said teeth, a

rotate the shaft extending across the door and carried by
stud on said finger, said stud being adapted for engagement

outwardly and upwardly extending arms fixed to said shaft ,
with the arm whereby to limit the rocking or relative move

a circular plate rigidly fixed to the end of the shaft and hav
ment of the finger thereon , and means for rocking said finger.

ing its rim extending within the face of the door into a coun

tersunk opening provided therefor, one or more links pivot- bar secured to the door frame, a pivoted spring arm attached
8. The combination with a door and its frame, of a rack

ally connected to said circular plate outside the axis of the

shaft , a bolt pivotally connected with each of said links , and
to the door , a finger pivotally mounted on the end of said

arm and providedwith a dog designed to engage said rack
guides on said door for said bolts .

bar, there being provided on the door guides, and a pull cord

or cable secured to said finger and passing through the
No. 100,062. Door Holder. Arrête -porte .

guides on the door and arranged to rock said finger, as and

for the purpose set forth.

No. 100,063. Bolt Lock. Serrure à verrou .
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John Becker, Wichita, Kansas , U.S.A. , 17th July, 1906 ; 6

years . Filed 27th March , 1906 . Receipt No. 134,332 .

Claim . - 1 . The combination with a door and its frame , of

a rock bar secured to one of said parts and held in a pro
100063

jected or spaced position therefrom with its teeth facing said

part, and a spring pressed latch mounted upon the other of
said parts and pivotally connected thereto and provided with Theodor H. Bauer, Middletown, Ohio , U.S.A., 17th July, 1906 ;

a dog engaging the teeth of the rack bar. 6 years . Filed 12th March , 1906. Receipt No. 133,762 .

2. The combination with a door and its frame, of a rack Claim . - 1. In mechanism of the class described the com

bar secured to one of said parts and held out therefrom with bination with a closure, of a bolt slidably mounted thereon ,

its toothed surface facing the part , and a spring pressed an actauting bar also slidably mounted on the closure in rear

latch mounted upon the other of said parts and pivotally ' of the bolt and having a recess that receives the rear end

connected thereto so as to move in a plane coincident with thereof, the recess having an inclined wall and the said rear

the plane of movement of the door and provided at its free ' end being likewise inclined and movable into and out of the

end with a dog designed to engage with any one of the teeth recess , and a link pivotally connected to the bolt in advance

of the said rack bar. of its rear end and to the bar.
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2. In mechanism of the class described the combination 5. A fastening device comprising a body having an opening

with a closure, of oppositely movable bolts slidably mounted at one end , whereby it may be connected with a hook or

on the closure, a sliding actuating bar disposed between the

bolts in angular relation thereto and having recesses in its

opposite edges that receive the rear ends of the bolts , sets of

links pivotally connected to the bolts in advance of the por

tions that are received in the recesses , and a common pivotal

device for connecting the links of each set to the bar.

3. In mechanism of the class described the combination

with a closure, of a base plate secured thereto, oppositely

extending sets of bolts mounted on the base plate , guides for

said bolts carried by the plate, an actuating bar extending

longitudinally of the base and slidable thereon , said bar ex

tending between the bolts at substantially right angles

thereto, guides for retaining the bar to the base , and oppo

sitely extending sets of links, each set having a common

pivotal connection with the bar and being furthermore pivot

ally connected to the bolts , said bolts and operating mech

anism therefor being thereby carried by and removable with

the base plate in assembled relation .

4. In mechanism of the class described the combination

with a closure , of locking bolt therefor , an actuating device

for the bolt having a key-receiving socket, and a holding dog

movable into and out of the key -receiving socket and en

gaging the walls of said socket to hold the actuating device

against movement.

5. In mechanism of the class described the combination

with a closure , of a locking bolt therefor, an actuating bar

for the bolt slidably mounted on tthe closure and having an

opening constituting a key -receiving socket, and a spring equivalent device in a loose manner and two stiff hooks at

pressed holding dog mounted on the closure and movable into the opposite end of duplicate construction , said hooks facing

and out of the key - receiving socket and engaging the walls toward each other, being of different sizes , and each being

of said socket to maintain the bar against its sliding move- adapted for locking engagement with an eye.

ment.

6. In mechanism of the class described the combination
with a closure, of a base mountedthereon ,bolts slidably No. 100,065 . Pump. Pompe .

mounted on the base , an actuating bar slidably mounted on

the base in angular relation to the bolts , said bar having a

key- receiving opening in one end , a spring mounted on the

base, and a dog pivotally mounted on the base secured to the

spring, said dog being movable into the key-receiving open

ing and engaging the walls thereof to hold the bar against

movement when said bar is in a predetermined position and

being furthermore moved out of said opening when the key

is inserted therein.

7., In mechanism of the class described the combination

with a closure , of a base mounted thereon , oppositely ex

tending bolts slidably mounted on the base, an actuating bar

located at right angles between the bolts and slidably

mounted on the base, said bar having a key-receiving open

ing in one end , links pivotally connecting the bar and bolts ,

and a spring pressed dog secured to the rear side of the base

and being movable into the opening when the bar is in a pre

determined position and engagingthe walls of said opening

to hold said bar in said predetermined position .

8. In mechanism of the class described the combination Carl Suczek , Wsetin , near Brünn , Austria , 17th July , 1906 ; 6

with a box or case having opposite side walls provided with years. Filed 18th April , 1905. Receipt No. 124,394 .

spaced recesses , of curved holding plates secured to the op Claim.-A pump having an eccentric provided with a ring
posite walls of the case and having terminals located over carrying a wing working in a guide which is mounted within

the recesses and provided with bolt receiving seats , a closure an extension of the pump casing and oscillates as the eccen

for the box or case , sliding bolts mounted on the under side tric rotates , said eccentric ring, wing and guide being of the

of the closure and being movable into the bolt receiving
same width as the interior of the pump casing, all substan

seats , means located between the bolts for moving the same tially as described.

in opposite directions, and a key arranged to be passed

through the box or case and engage said actuating means.
No. 100,066. Method of Destroying Noxious Fumes

or Gases.

No. 100,064. Fastener for Keys, Windows, Etc. Méthode de détruire les gaz pernicieux.

Attache de fenêtre, etc.
Herbert Walker, the Ginsberg Gold Mining Company, Knight ,

Addison Calvin Fletcher, New York City , New York, U.S.A. , Transvaal , South Africa, 17th July, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed

17th July , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 30th April , 1906. Receipt 10th April , 1906 . Receipt No. 134,799 .

No. 135,390 . Claim .-1 . A mixture for destroying or neutralizing the

Claim .-- 1. A fastening device comprising two hooks of sub- noxious or poisonous fumes or gases in blasting operations in
stantially duplicate construction and disposed in a common

mines and the like , consisting of permanganate of potash and

plane, each hook consisting of two connected approximately an ingredient which serves as a detonator therefor.

U-shaped portions the outer terminals of the outer U-shaped 2. A mixture for destroying or neutralizing the noxious or

portions being directly opposite each other. poisonous fumes or gases in blasting operations in mines and

2. A fastening device comprising a shank and two hooks of the like , consisting of permanganate of potash and chlorate of

substantially duplicate construction at one end of the shank, potash which serves as a detonator therefor.

the hooks facing each other and each consisting of two con- 3. A mixture for destroying or neutralizing the noxious or

nected approximately U-shaped portions disposed at an angle poisonous fumes or gases in blasting operatious in mines and

to each other. the like consisting of permanganate ofpotash and chlorate of

3. A fastening device comprising a body provided at one potash which serves as a detonator therefor , and sal-am
end with means for securing its loose suspension and at the moniac.

other end with two stiff hooks of duplicate shape facing each 4. A mixture for destroying or neutralizing the noxious or
other, each hook being adapted for locking engagement with poisonous fumes or gases in blasting operations in mines and

an eye. the like , consist of permanganate of potash , chlorate of

4. A fastening device comprising two hooks of substantially potash and sal-ammoniac, in the proportions of perman
duplicate construction facing toward each other , each hook ganate of potash ten pounds, chlorate of potash one to two

having interiorly thereof a shoulder arranged substantially drams, and sal -ammoniac half to one dram, substantially as

opposite the bill thereof. described.
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No. 100,067. Sash Lock. Arrête - croisée . one end of the rod , a screw adapted to secure the hook on

the rod , a spring disposed around the rod , and means for

locking the rod in a plurality of positions.

Fig.h.
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Franklin M. Coleman, Moultrie , Georgia, U.S.A. , 17th July,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 14th May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,916 .
4. In a sash fastening device the combination comprising a

Claim . - 1. A sash lock comprising a plate , a plurality of casing provided wtih a sleeve, a perforated plate disposed
over one end of the sleeve, a rod disposed on the sleeve and

bolts carried by theplate and arranged at an angle to each projecting through the perforated plate,aplunger provided
other for engagement with the window frame and one of the

window sashes respectively , a flexible connection between rod , and means for lockingthe rodin a plurality of positions .
with a shank secured on the rod , a spring disposed around the

said bolts for simultaneously moving the bolts to inoperative
5. In a sash fastening device the combination comprising a

position , and means carried by the flexible connection and en

gaging the plate for locking said bolts in inoperative posi- over one end of thesleeve, arod disposed in the sleeve and
casing provided with a sleeve , a perforated plate disposed

tion .2. A sash lock comprising a bolt mounted upon and extend projected through the perforated plate, a plunger secured on

the rod and provided with a reduced end, a body of resilient
ing throughone sash for engagement with the opposite sash, material on the reduced end, pins adapted to maintain the re

a second bolt mounted upon the same sash and adapted to en
silient body in position , a spring disposed around the rod , and

gage the window frame , and a flexible connection between the
means for locking the rod in a plurality of positions.

bolts for simultaneously moving said bolts to inoperative 6. In a sash fastening device the combination comprising a
position .3. A sash lock comprising a plate provided with a lateral casing provided witha sleeve, a perforated plate disposed

over one end of the sleeve , a rod disposed in The sleeve and

lip , a plurality of bolts mounted on the plate and arranged projected through the perforated plate and provided with a

at an angle to each other for engagement with the adjacent slot having lugs projecting therein , a plunger secured on the

sash and window frame respectively, a flexible connection be rod , a spring disposed around the rod, and a collar disposed
tween the bolts for moving the same to inoperative position, on the rod and provided with a lug adapted to enter said slot

and a hook carried by the flexible connection and adapted to
and engage said projections.

engage the lip for locking said bolts in inoperative position . 7. In a device of the character described the combination

4. A sash lock comprising a bolt mounted upon and extend: comprising a window casing having a recess therein, a metal
ing through one sash and engaging the other sash , a bolt lic lining for the recess , a sash movable with relation to the
mounted upon the same sash at right angles to the first bolt casing and provided with a recess and having an opening

and engaging the window frame, meaus whereby a rotary therethrough merging into the recess, a casing disposed in

movement of the frame engaging bolt moves said bolt to in- the recess in the sash and provided with a sleeve projecting

operative position and means connecting the two bolts for through said opening, a plate disposed over one end of the

disengaging both bolts simultaneously . recess and provided with an opening, a rod disposed through

5. A sash lock comprising a spring actuated bolt mounted said opening and extending into said sleeve, a shank formed

upon and extending through one sash and engaging the other on a plunger head and secured to the rod , and means for

sash, a second bolt mounted at right angles to the first bolt locking the rod in a plurality of positions.

and adapted to engage the window frame , a member provided

with a cam slot for engagement with the second bolt and so

arranged that a rotary niovementmoves the bolt longitudi- No. 100,069. Sash Weight. Contre -poids de châssis.

nally out of engagement, pulleys mounted between thebolts ,

a cord passing over the pulleys and connecting the bolts

whereby a rotary movement of the frame engaging bolt moves

the other bolt longitudinally to inoperative position , means

carried by the cord for maintaining the bolts in inoperative

position , and means for maintaining the cord .
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No. 100,068. Sash Fastener. Arrête - croisée .

Joseph Hunt, Miami , Manitoba , Canada, 17th July , 1906 ; 6

years. Filed 2nd April , 1906. Receipt No. 134,517 .

Claim.-1. In a sash fastening device the combination com

prising a casing provided with a sleeve , a perforated plate

disposed over one end of the sleeve , a rod disposed in the

sleeve and projecting through the perforated plate, a plunger
secured on the rod , means for locking the rod in a plurality Ferdinand Charles Schwadtman, St. Louis, Missouri, U.S.A. ,

of positions , and a spring disposed around the rod .
17th July , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 6th April, 1906. Receipt

2. In a sash fastening device the combination comprising a
No. 134,667.

casing provided with a sleeve , a perforated plate disposed Claim . - 1. As a new article of manufacture, a weight com

over one end of the sleeve and provided with a flange adapted posed of a core of ground barytes and a bonding agent sur

to engage the sleeve, a rod disposed in the sleeve and pro- rounded by a shell of metal which fills the surface pores of

jected through the perforated plate, a plunger secured on the said core , substantially as described .
rod , a spring disposed around the rod , and means for locking 2. As a new article of manufacture, a weight composed of a

the rod in a plurality of positions . shaped core which consists of ground barytes mixed with a

3. In a sash fastening device the combination comprising a bonding agent, and having a fugitive coating of impervious

casing provided with a sleeve , a perforated plate disposed material , and a shell of metal which fills the pores of the

over one end of the sleeve , a rod disposed in the sleeve and core formerly occupied by the impervious coating, substan

projected through the perforated plate , a hook disposed on'tially as described .
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No. 100,070. Window Sash. Châssis de fenêtre. No. 100,072. Binder. Lieuse.
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Frederick Kling, St. Louis, Missouri, U.S.A. , 17th July, 1906 ;

6 years. Filed 24th April , 1906. Receipt No. 135,222. Albert Williams , Joliet , Montana , U.S.A., 17th July, 1906 ; 6

Claim . - A window sash anti -rattler comprising a block years . Filed 19th April , 1906. Receipt No. 135,063.

adapted to be secured to the window frame , a nose on said Claim.--1 . The combination of the binder deck inclined

block adapted to overlap the stop bead of the frame, said stop downwardly toward its outer edge, the binding devices and

bead being yieldingly mounted to said frame , and a flexed the trip , and the box provided at its upper edge with an in
spring at the base of the nose adapted to bear with its free wardly projecting flange secured beneath the binder deck at

end against the adjacent edge of the stop bead and force the the lower edge of the latter , the said box being also provid

latter against the sash , substantially as set forth. ed in its upper edge at its inner side with a notch adapted

to receive the trip while the bundle or sheaf is being dis

No. 100,071 . Window Sash Fastener. Arrête - croisée. charged from the binder, substantially as set forth .

2. The combination with the binder deck, the box having

an end gate or door, cross braces extending over the top of

the box , flanges at the upper inner edge of the box and ar

ranged to underlie the binder deck , means securing the

flanges to the deck , the box being notched in its upper edge

to receive the trip , and means for bracing the box from the

binder frame, substantially as set forth .
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2 No. 100,073. Grain Elevator. Elérateur à grain .
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Charles Hoyt Williams , Buffalo , New York , U.S.A. , 17th July,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 3rd April, 1906. Receipt No. 134,564 .

Claim .-- 1 . The combination in a window sash fastener with 3

a locking plate adapted to be attached to and extend be

yond a side bar of the upper sash having a slot and a

bolt hole therein and provided with a cam , such slot , bolt Fiy.1.
hole and cam being in and on that portion of said locking

plate which projects beyond said side bar, of a bolt provided Fred W. Cooley and George T. Houstain, assignee of one

with a lug adapted to pass through said bolt hole and slot

and said lug engaging said cam when said bolt is turned , and
third interest, both of Minneapolis, Minnesota, U.S.A. ,

a keeper for the bolt capable of being attached to the upper
17th July , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 14th April , 1906. Receipt

rail of the lower sash.
No. 134,922 .

2. The combination in a window sash fastener with a lock- Claim .-- 1. In a device of the kind described , the combina

ing plate adapted to be attached to and extend beyond a side tion with a cup equipped elevator belt and co -operating leg,

bar of the upper sash having a slot and a bolt hole therein of a pan forming a bottom to said leg , said pan having an

and provided with a cam , a casing adapted to be attached to open accumulation chamber or space at one side , of a pit

the upper rail of the lower sash and having longitudinal and having an inclined bottom directly secured to one end of said

transverse slots therein , and a bolt operating in said casing ran and arranged to deliver grain directly into said pan
and provided with a lug adapted to pass through said bolt substantially as described .

hole and said slot in said locking plate and the lug engaging 2. In a device of the kind described , the combination with

said cam when said bolt is turned , the bolt being also pro- an elevator leg , of a pan secured to and forming a bottom

vided with a thumb piece arranged to operate in the slots in to said leg , a wheel at the lower end of said leg, working in

the casing. said pan, a cup equipped elevator belt working in said leg

3. A bolt casing for a window sash fastener comprising a and running under said wheel, an open accumulation cham

longitudinally and transversely slotted barrel and a hood at ber in one side of said pan , an open pit leading upward from

one end of larger diameter than said barrel, a slot being pro- said accumulation chamber, and an in - pit having an inclined

vided in the vertical wall of said hood and opening into the bottom directly secured to one end of said pan and arranged

longitudinal slot in the barrel. to deliver grain directly into said pan , substantially as des

4. A bolt keeper for a window sash fastener consisting of cribed.

an independent base plate provided with a ribbed guide for 3. In a device of the kind described , the combination with

the bolt , and a casing adapted to be superimposed on said ar elevator leg, and a pan secured to the lower portion of

base plate and comprising a longitudinally and transversely said leg and having a bottom thereto , a wheel journalled at

slotted barrel , and a hood at oneend of larger diameter than thelower portion of said leg and working in said pan , a cup

said barrel , a slot being provided in the vertical wall of said equipped elevator belt running under said wheel and through

hood and opening into the longitudinal slot in the barrel . said leg , accumulation chambers at the sides of said pan ,
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nrotor element being operatively connected to said under

water sound producing device , substantially as set forth .
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intermediate open pits leading upward from said accumula

tion chambers, and positively disposed end pits having in

clined bottoms directly secured to the ends of said pan and

arranged to deliver grain directly into said pan, substanti

ally as described.

4. The mbination with ele ator legs 1, a pulley 3, and a

cup equipped elevator belt 2 , of a pan or boot 6 below said

pulley 3, guard plates 18 embracing the lower side portions

of said pulley and forming said pan with accumulation,

chambers 20 , grain pits 7 opening into the front and rear

ends of said pan 6 , and intermediate pits 16 opening into said

accumulation chambers 20 , substantially as described .

5. The combination with elevator legs 1 , a pulley 3 , a cup

equipped elevator belt 2 , of a pan 6 below said pulley , the

beams 5 secured with respect to said pan and supporting

bearings for the shaft of said pulley , the inclined end pits 7

cpening into the front and rear ends of said pan 6 through
cpenings 8, the guard plates 18 secured to said beams 5 and

embracing the lower side portions of said pulley and form

ing said pan 6 with upwardly extended accumulation cham

bers 20, and the intermediate side pits 16 opening into said

accumulation chambers 20 , said pan 6 affording a boot to the

elevator, and a common boot to the said pits 7 and 16, sub

stantially as described .

1
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No. 100,074. Elevator Belt Drive.

Mise en mourement de courroie d'élévateurs.

2. In a signal buoy, the combination of an under water

sound producing device , a motor element operatively con

rected thereto and adapted to have a reversing movement

responsive to the up and down movement of the body of the

buoy by the waves , and a tube , open at its lower end, ex

tending downward below the buoy and enclosing the said

motor element , substantially as set forth .

3. In an apparatus for producing sound signals in water,

by which they are transmitted, the combination of a buoyant

support adapted to float upon the surface of the water and

to be moved up and down by the waves , an attached tube,

open at its lower end, extending downward from the buoyant

support and adapted to enclose a mass of water practically

unaffected by the wave movement , a motor element adapted

to be immersed in the water in the tube and to be acteldi

upon by the inertia of said mass of water, and an under

water sound producing device operatively connected to said

motor element , substantially as set forth.

4. In an apparatus for producing sound signals in water ,

by which they are transmitted , the combination of a buoy

ant support adapted to float upon the surface of the water

and to be moved up and down by the waves , an attached

tube, open at its lower end , extending downward below the
Fred W. Cooley and George T. Houstain , assignee of a two- | buoyant support so as to enclose a mass of water compara

thirds interest , both of Minneapolis, Minnesota, U.S.A. , tively unaffected by the surface movement , a piston mov

17th July, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 14th April, 1906. Receipt | ably supported in the tube and adapted to be immersed in
No. 134,930. the said mass of water and acted upon by the inertia , and

Claim . - 1 . In a device of the kind described , the combina- an under water sound producing device operatively con

tion with a pulley having a peripheral groove, of a driving nected to said piston , substantially as set forth .

rcpe or cable running in the peripheral groove of said pulley, 5. In an apparatus for producing sound signals in water, by

and a belt running over the face of said pulley, said rope or which they are transmitted the combination of a buoyant

cable and said belt having independent frictional engage- support adapted to float upon the surface of the water and to

ment with said pulley, substantially as described . be moved up and down by the waves , an attached tube open

2. In a device of the kind described, the combination with at its lower end extending axially downward below the buoy

a pulley having a V - shaped peripheral groove, of a driving ant support so as to enclose a mass of water comparatively

rupe or cable running in the peripheral groove of said pulley, unaffected by the wave movement, a buoyant piston movably

and a belt running over the face of said pulley and over that supported in the tube and adapted to be immersed in the said

portion of said rope or cable which is within said groove , said mass of water and acted upon by its inertia , and an under

rope or cable and said belt having independent frictional water sound producing device operatively connected to said

engagement with said pulley, substantially as described . piston , substantially as set forth.

3. The combination with an elevator leg and a pulley 6. In an apparatus for producing sound vibrations in water ,

mounted therein , said pulley having a peripheral groove, of by which they are transmitted the combination of an under

ac endless driving rope or cable running in the groove of water sound producing device , a buoyant body, a tube with

said cable , and a cup equipped belt running over the face of its axis extending up and down supported thereby and open

said pulley and over that portion of said rope or cable to the water at its lower end , means for supporting the said

which is within said groove, said rope or cable and said belt sound producing device upon the tube , and a motor element

having independent frictional engagement with said pulley, adapted to be immersed in the water in said tube and to have

substantially as described . a reversing movement responsive to the relative up and down
movements of the water therein, operatively connected to

No. 100,075. Submarine Sound Signal.
said under water sound producing device .

7. In a signal buoy, an attached tube with its axis extend

Signal sous-marin de son. ing up and down, said tube being open to the water at its

The Submarine Signal Company, assignee of Horace Biglow lower end, an under water sound producing device, means for
Gale, all of Boston, and Arthur Joseph Mundy, Newton, supporting the said sound producing device under the buoy

both in Masachusetts , U.S.A. , 17th July , 1906 ; 6 years .
comprising an open frame attached to the tube and adapted

Filed 26th May , 1906. Receipt No. 136,269.
to permit a relative up and down movement of the column of

water therein , and a motor element adapted to have a revers

Claim .-- 1 . In an apparatus for producing sound vibrations ing movement responsive to said up and down movment of

in water, by which they are transmitted , the combination of the water in the tube and operatively connected to said under

an under water sound producing device , a buoyant support- water sound producing device , substantially as set forth .

ing body adapted to float upon the surface of the water, an 8. In a signal buoy, an atatached tube with its axis extend

attached tube extending downward below the buoyant sup- ing up and down, said tube being open to the water at its

port and openat its lower end and a motor element adapted lower end, an under water sound producing device , means for
to be immersed in the water in the tube and to move respon- supporting the said sound producing device comprising an

sively to relative axial movements of the water therein, said open frame, attached to the bottom of the tube and adapted
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to permit a relative up and down movement or the column of tive axial movements of the water in the tube, an axial guide

water therein , and a piston adapted to have a reversing for the said piston, and an open frame or spider attached to

movement responsive to said up and down movement of said the tube supporting the said guide and sound producing de
column of water in which it is immersed , and operatively con- vice at a point between the latter and the said piston.

nected to said under water sound producing device , substan- 17. In an apparatus for producing sound signals in water ,

tially as set forth . open at its lower end extending downward from the buyant

9. În an apparatus for producing sound signals in water, by support adapted to float upon the surface of the water and
which they are transmitted the combination of a buoyant to be moved up and down by the waves , an attached tube.
support adapted to float upon the surface of the water and to open at its lower end , extending downward from the buoyant

be moved up and down by the waves , an attached tube, open support and adapted to enclose a mass of water compara

at its lower end, extending axially downward below the buoy- tively unaffected by the wave movement, a piston movably

ant support, so as to enclose a mass of water comparatively supported in the tube and adapted to be immersed in the said
unaffected by the wave movement , a motor element adapted to mass of water and acted upon by its inertia , an inwardly pro

by which they are transmitted , the combination of an under jecting circumferential ring in the tube at or near the mid

water sound producing device operatively counected to said stroke position of said piston and an under water sound pro
motor element, and a centralaxial guide for said motor ele- ducing device operatively connected tosaid piston , substan
ment, substantially as set forth . tially as set forth.

10. In an apparatus for producing sound signals in water,
18. In a signal buoy the combination of a buoyant support

by which they are transmitted the combination of an under adapted to float upon the surface of the water and tobe

water sound producing device ,a buoyantbody, a tube attach- moved up and down by the waves , an attached tube open at
ed thereto at or near its upper end and extending downward

its lower end extending axially downward from the said

therefrom so as toreach comparatively still water, an open buoyant support so as to inclose a mass of water compara

supporting frame fortheoperating parts attached to the tively unaffected by the wave movement, an under -water

tube and adapted to permit a relative up and down motion sound signalling device supported in or below said tube, an

of the water therein , and axial guide for the motorelement atmospheric sound signalling device carried on the buoyant

supported by said frame, and a motor element operatively , support and means adapted to be acted upon by the inertia

connected to said under water sound producing device , and of the water in said tube whereby both signalling devices are

adapted to have a reversing movement upon said axial guide operated simultaneously, substantially as set forth.

responsive to said up and down motion of the water in the 19. In a signal buoy, a whistle, a downward tubular exten

tube . sion of the buoy, an under water sound signalling device sup

11. In an apparatus for producing sound signals in water
ported by said tubular extension , and means for operating

b- which theyare transmitted, the combination of a buoyant said whistle and said under water sound signalling device
body, a tube attached thereto extending downward under the simultaneously by the relative movements of the buoy and
water and open at its lower end , an under water sound pro- the mass of water enclosed in said tubular extension thereof .

ducing device within or below said aube , a motor element in 20. In a signal buoy, a buoyant support adapted to float

the tube operatively connected to said sound producing de- upon the surface of the water, a tube open at its lower end

vice,andadapted tomove responsively to relative 'axial extending downward therefrom , an open frame or spider
movements of the water therein, and an open frame attached attached to the said tube and adapted to permit relative
to the tube and adapted to support the sound producing de- axial movement of the column of water therein , an under
vice at a point blow the said motor element . water sound producing device supported by said open frame ,

12. In an apparatus for producing sound signals in water , an atmospheric sound producing device mounted on said

bywhich they are transmitted the combination of a buoyant buoyant support, and means for operating both sound pro

bodv. a tube attached thereto extending downward under the ducing devices simultaneously by the relative movement of

water and open at its lower end , an under water sound pro- the buoy and the mass of water enclosed in said tube , sub

ducing device within or below said tube, a motor element in stantially as set forth.

the tube operatively connected to said sound producing de- 21. In a signal buoy , a buyant support adapted to float

vice , and adapted to move responsively to relative axial upon the surface of the water, a tube open at its lower ex

movements of the water therein , an axial guide for the said | tending downward therefrom, an open frame or spider

motor element, and an open frame attached to the tube and attached to the said tube and adapted to permit relative
supporting the said guide and sound producing device at a axial movement of the column of water therein , an under

point below the said motor element . water sound producing device supported by said open frame,

13. In an apparatus for producing sound signals in water, an atmospheric sound producing device mounted on said

by which they are transmitted , the combination of a buoyant | buoyant support , a piston movable supported in the tube ,

supporting body , a tube attached thereto extending downward and an anwardly projecting circumferential ring in the tube

below the same and open at its lower end, an under water at or near the midstroke position of said piston , whereby

sound producing device within or below said tube , a motor both said sound producing devices are operable simultane

element operatively connected to said sound producing de- ously by the relative movement of the buoy and the mass of

vice and adapted to move responsively to relative axial move- water enclosed in said tube, substantially as set forth.

ments of the water in the tube, an axial guide for the said

motor element, and an open frame attached to the tube and upon the surface of the water, a tube open at its lower end
22. In a signal buoy, a buoyant support adapted to float

supporting the said guide and sound producing device at a extending downwardly therefrom , an open frame or spider

point between the latter and the said motor element . attached to the said tube and adapted to permit relative axial

14. In an apparatus for producing sound signals in water ,
movement of the column of water therein , an under water

by which they are transmitted, the combination of a buoyant sound producing device supported by said open frame , an

supporting body, a tube attached thereto extending axially atmospheric sounu producing device operable by compressed

downward below the same and open at its lower end , an under air, mounted on said buoyant support , a piston movably sup

water sound producing device within or below said tube . 2 ported in the tube, and an inwardly projecting circum
piston operatively connected to said sound producing device , | ferential ring in the tube at or near the midstroke position

and adapted to move responsively to relative axial move of said piston , whereby both said sound producing devices
ments of the water in the tube , an axial guide for the said

piston, and anopen frame attached to the tube and support- buoy and the mass of water enclosed in said tube , substanti
are operable simultaneously by the relative movement of the

in- the said guide and sound producing device at a point be ally as set forth .

tween the latter and the said piston .
23. In a signal buoy, a buoyant support adapted to float

15. In an apparatus for producing sound signals in waterby which thev are transmitted, the combination of a buoyant upon the surface of the water, a tube open at its lower end
support adapted to float upon the surface of the water and to extending downward therefrom , an enlarged section at the

lower end of said tube , an open frame or spider attached
be moved up and down by the waves , an attached tube open

at its lower end extending axialy downward below the buoy
thereto and adapted to permit relative axial movement of

the column of water in the tube, an under water sound pro
ant support and adapted to enclose a mass of water compar
atively unaffectedby the wavemovement, a motor element ducing device supported by said open frame, anatmospheric

adapted to be immersed in the water in the tube to be acted sound producing device operable by compressed air mount

upon by the inertia of said mass of water, anunder water ed on said buoyantsupport , and means for operating both

sound producing devices simultaneously by the relative move
sound producing device and means comprising a power stor

ing mechanism operatively connecting the motor element tube, substantially as set forth.
ment of the buoy and the mass of water enclosed in said

with the said under water sound producing device .
24. In a signal buoy, a buoyant support adapted to float

16. In an apparatus for producing sound signals in water
by whichthey aretransmitted , the combination of a buoyant upon the surface of the water, a tube open at its lower end

body. a tube attached thereto extending axially downward un extending downward therefrom , an under water sound pro

der the same and open at its lower end. an underwater ducing device supported on said tube, an atmospheric sound

sound producing dvice within or below said tube , a piston in
producing device operable by compressed air mounted on

the tube, means comprising a power storing mechanism , oper- said buoyant support, a piston movably supported in the

atively connecting the piston with the said underwater souna | tube , and an inwardly prɔjecting circumferential ring in the

producing device and adapted to move responsively to rela- tube at or near the midstroke position of said pistion, where
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en

by both said sound producing devices are operable simul- unaffected by the wave movement, a compressed air chamber
taneously by the relative movement of the buoy and the mass above the water at the top of said tube variable by the re

of water enclosed in said tube, substantially as set forth . llative movement of the buoy and the column of water en

25. In a signal buoy the combination of an under water I closed in the tube and connected with said atmospheric sound
sound signalling device , a motor element operatively con- signalling device, the lower section of said tube being of

nected thereto and adapted to have a reversing movement re- ' larger diameter than the upper , a piston movably supported
sponsive to the up and down movement of the buoy by the therein , an axial guide for the said piston , an inwardly pro
waves , a tube below the buoy open at its lower end enclosing jecting circumferential ring on said enlarged section of tube
the said motor element, and an extension of said tube of through which the said piston travels in the operation of the
smaller diameter connecting the same with the body of the device, a frame or spider attached to the tube and adapted to

buoy, substantially as set forth.
permit relative axial movement of the water therein , and an

26. In a signal buoy the combination of a buoyant support under water sound producing device supported by said frame

adapted to be moved up and down by the waves , an atmos and operatively connected to said piston , substantially as and

pheric sound signalling service operable by compressed air
for the purpose set forth.

mounted on said buoyant support, a tube extending down 32. In a signal buoy the combination of a buoyant support

ward therefrom enclosing a mass of water comparatively un- adapted to be moved up and down by the waves , an atmos

affected by the wave movement , a compressed air chamber pheric sound signalling service operable by compressed air

above the water at the top of said tube variable by the re
mounted on said buoyant support, a tube extending downward

lative movement of the buoy and the column of water en
therefrom and adapted to enclose a mass of water compar

closed in the tube and connected with said atmospheric sound atively unaffected by the wave movement, a compressedair

signalling device, the lower section of said tube being of chamber above the water at the top of said tube variableby

larger diameter, a motor element enclosed in said enlarged
the relative movement of the buoy and the column of water

section and an under water sound signalling device supported enclosed in the tube and connected with said atmospheric

at the bottom of said enlarged section and operatively con
sound signalling device , an open frame or spider attached to

nected to said motor element.
the said tube and adapted to permit relative axial movement

27. In a signal buoy the combination of a buoyant support of the column ofwater therein, an under water sound produc

adapted to be moved up and down by the waves , an atmos
ing device supported by said frame , and means for operating

pheric sound signalling device operable by compressed air
both said sound producing devices simultaneously by the re

mounted on said buoyant support, a tube extending down
lative movement of the buoy and the column of water

ward therefrom adapted to enclose a mass of water compar
closed in said tube, substantially as set forth.

atively unaffected by the wave movement , a compressed air
33. In an apparatus for producing sound signals in water,

chamber above the water at thetop ofsaid tube variableby by which theyare transmittedthe combination of a buoyant

the relative movement of the buoy and the column of water

support adapted to float upon the surface of the water and to

enclosed in the tube and connected with said atmospheric at its lower end, extending downward from the buoyant sup
be moved up and down by the waves , an attached tube open

sound signalling device , the lower section of said tube being port and adapted to enclose a mass of water comparatively

of larger diameter, a motor element enclosed in said enlarged unaffected by the wave movement, a piston movably support

section , an axial guide for the said motor element, and an
ed in the tube and adapted to be immersed in the said mass

under water sound signalling device supported at the bottom
of water and acted upon by its inertia , stops for the piston ,

of said enlarged section and operatively connected to said an inwardly projecting circumferential ring in the tube at
motor element.

or near the midstroke position of said piston and an under

28. In a signal buoy the combination of a buoyant support | water sound producing device operatively connected to said

adapted to be moved up and down by the waves , an atmos- piston , substantially as set forth.

pheric sound signalling device operable by compressed air 34. In a signal buoy the combination of a buoyant support ,

inounted on said buoyant support, a tube extending down a tube open at its lower end extending downward therefrom ,

ward therefrom enclosing a mass of water comparatively a motor element operable by the relative movement of the

unaffected by the wave movement , a compressed air chamber water in said tube , an under water sound producing device, a

above the water at the top of said tube variable by the re- frame attached to said tube adapted to support said sound

lative movement of the buoy and the column of water en- producing device and to permit axial movement of the water

closed in the tube and connected with said atmospheric in the tube, and means comprising a power storing mech

sound signalling device , the lower section of said tube being anism , operatively connecting the said motor element with

of larger diameter, a motor element enclosed in said enlarg- the said under water sound producing device, substantially as

ed section, an axial guide for the said motor element, a frame set forth .

or spider attached to said enlarged section adapted to per- 35. In a signal buoy the combination with the supporting

mit axial movement of the water in the tube , and an under body of an attached tube below the same , a piston movably

water sound producing device supported by said frame , and supported in the tube, a contracted ring inside the tube

operatively connected to said motor element . through which the piston travels , and an under water sound

29. In a signal buoy the combination of a buoyant support producing device operatively connected to the piston .

adapted to be moved up and down by the waves , an atmos- 36. In a signal buoy the combination with the supporting

pheric sound signalling device operable by compressed air body of an attached tube below the same, a piston movably

mounted on said buoyant support, a tube extending downward supported in the tube and operatively connected with the

therefrom adapted to enclose a mass of water comparatively signalling device , stops for the piston and means adapted to

unaffected by the wave movement , a compressed air chamber return the piston to an intermediate position between said

above the water at the top of said tube variable by the re- stops, substantially as set forth .

lative movement of the buoy and the column of water enclosed 37. In a signal buoy the combination of a tube with its axis

in the tube and connected with said atmospheric sound sig- extending up and down below the buoy open to the water at

nalling device , the lower section of said tube being of larger its lower end, a piston enclosed in said tube and movable by

diameter than the upper, a piston movably supported there- the relative motion of the water therein , and an under water

in , an inwardly projecting circumferential ring on said en- sound producing device actuated by such movement of the

larged section of tube through which the said piston travels piston , substantially as set forth .

in the operation of the device and an under water sound pro- 38. In a signal buoy the combination of a tube below the

ducing device operatively connected to said piston . body thereof open to the water at its lower end , a movable

30. In a signal buoy the combination of a buoyant support piston enclosed in said tube , a central axial guide for said

adapted to be moved up and down by the waves , an atmos- piston, an open frame connecting said guide and the sides of

pheric sound signalling device operable by compressed air the tube and adapted to permit a free vertical movement of

mounted on said buoyant support , a tube extending downward the water therein, and an under water sound producing device

therefrom enclosing a mass of water comparatively un- operatively connected with the piston, substantially as set

affected by the wave movement, a compressed air chamber forth .

above the water at the top of said tube variable by the re- 39. In a signal buoy the combination with the supporting

lative movement of the buoy and the column of water en- body of a tube extending axially downward therefrom and

closed in the tube and connected with said atmospheric sound open to the water at its lower end , a whistle operable by the

signalling device, the lower section of said tube being of relative movement of the water in said tube, a piston in the

larger diameter than the upper , a piston movably supported tube movable by the relative motion of the water therein , an

therein , an axial guide for the said piston , an inwardly pro- under water sound signalling device operatively connected

jecting circumferential ring on said enlarged section of tube with the piston , stops limiting the stroke of the piston and

ihrough which the said piston travels in the operation of the an enlarged passage for the water past the piston at each

device and an under water sound producing device operatively end of the stroke , whereby the whistle and under water sound

connected to said piston . signal are operable conjointly by the relative movement of

31. In signal buoy the combination of a buoyant support the ater in the tube, without mutual interference, substan

adapted to be moved up and own by the waves , an atmos- tially as set forth .

pheric sound signalling device operable by compressed air 40. In a signal buoy the combination with the supporting

mounted on said buoyant support, a tube extending downward body of a tube extending below the same, a piston movably

therefrom adapted to enclose a mass of water comparatively supported in the tube , a bell in or below the tube operatively
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set

connected with the piston , and an open frame adapted to 6. A phonograph reproducing device , having a vibratory
support the bell on the tube and to permit axial movement member, a part of saidmember being composed of a different

of the water therein , substantially as set forth . material from the main body thereof, and a stylus attached

41. In a signal buoy, the combination with the supporting directly to said vibratory part .

body of a tube extending below the same, a piston movably 6. A phonograph sound reproducer, a part of which is a

supported in the tube, an axial guide for the piston, a bell curvilinear surface forming a vibratory diaphragm , and a

inor below the tube operatively connected with the piston, stylus attached rigidly and directly to said diaphragm .

and an open frame adapted to support the bell on the tube
7. A phonograph horn having a curvilinear surface which

and to permit axial movement of the water therein , sub- forms a vibratory member, and a stylus projecting directly

stantially as set forth.
from the member and adapted to impart vibrations thereto.

42. In a signal buoy the combination with the supporting
8. A phonograph horn having a non-metallic vibratory part

body of a tube extending below the same, a piston movably ormember continuous with the horn and composed ofa dif
supported in the tube , an axial guide for the piston , a bell in ferent material from the main body of the horn , and a stylus

or below the tube operatively connected with the piston, an
adapted to impart vibrations to said part or member.

open frame adapted to support the bell on the tube and to
9. A phonograph horn having a non -metallic stylus at

permit axial movement of the water therein , a closed air
tached directly to a side wall of said horn .

chamber above the water at the upper end of the tube, and a
10. A phonograph horn having a non-metallic vibratory

whistle operatively connected thereto, substantially as part located in the side of the horn , and a non-metallic stylus
forth .

connected directly to said part .

43. In a signal buoy the combination with the supporting 11. A reproducing horn , a part of said horn being under
body of an attached tube below the same, a piston movably tension, and a stylus attached directly to said part under

supported in the tube and operatively connected with the tension.
signalling device , dash pots to check the motion of the piston

12. A phonograph reproducing device, tthe diaphragm of

at the ends of the stroke,and means adapted to return the which is a curvilinear surface, and a stylus secured directly

piston to a position intermediate the ends of the stroke, sub
to said curvilinear surface .

stantially as set forth.

44.In a signallingapparatus, a buoy, a tube extending which is a conicalsurface,anda stylus projecting from said
13. A phonograph reproducing device , the diaphragm of

downwardly therefrom open at its lower end, a motor located surfaceandadapted to impart vibrations directly thereto.

within said tube and adapted to have a motion with relation
14. A phonograph reproducing device consisting of a flexible

thereto, and a sounder having a movable element, and con
horn and a stylus for imparting vibrations directly to said

nections between said motor and the movable element of horn .

said sounder, as described . 15. A phonograph reproducing device comprising a paper
45. In a signalling apparatus, a buoy , a tube extending horn, having a stylus connected directly to the same nearone

downwardly therefrom , said tube being open at both ends to end thereof.

the water, a sounder connected with said tube, and a motor
16. A phonograph reproducing device comprising a non

located within said tube , and connections between said motor metallic horn , having the edges united along a longitudinal

and said sounder whereby said sounder will be operated by
seam or joint, and a stylus secured directly to a part of the

the relative movement between it and said motor.
horn laterally of the seam or joint .

46. In a signalling apparatus, a buoy , a tube extending
17. A phonograph reproducing device comprising a non

downwardly therefrom and open at both ends to the water, metallic horn united detachably at its edges , and a stylus for
a sounder connected to said tube , and a motor located within imparting vibratory movement directly to a part of the horn.
said tube and adapted to operate said sounder, the walls of

18. A phonograph reproducing device comprising a horn ,

said buoy approaching each other below the normal water having a vibratory section in one side thereof, and a stylus

line, whereby the waves engaging the under surface of the for vibrating the section.

buoy in approaching and receding from it , will be effective
19. A phonograph reproducing device comprising a horn ,

to magnify the relative movement of the buoy and motor, as
having a vibratory diaphragm made of a different material

described .
from the body of the horn and extending around the same ,

47. In a signalling apparatus , a buoy, a tube extending and a stylus for vibrating the diaphragm .

downwardly therefrom and adapted to be entirely submerged 20. A phonograph reproducing device having a vibratory
in water and open at both ends, a sounder connected to said curvilinear diaphragm at one end composed of a different

tube, and a motor located within said tube, and means where- material from the main body thereof, and a stylus attached

by the movementof the motor within said tube causes the rigidly to the diaphragm .

operation of said sounder, as described .
21. A phonograph reproducer having a vibratory conical

member made of a different material from the body thereof,

No. 100,076. Phonograph. Phonographe. and a stylus for imparting vibrations to said member ,

22. A sound reproducer composing a horn having a stylus

rigidly attached to the material of said horn and projecting

therefrom intermediate its ends .

23. A sound reproducer comprising a horn made of flexible

material , and a stylus attached directly to said flexible ma

terial and projecting therefrom intermediate of its ends .

24. A phonograph reproducer provided with a plurality of

styluses arranged and adapted for use respectively in con

nection with graphophone and gramophone records .

24. A phonograph reproducer provided with two styluses,

one being arranged for use in connection with a praphophone

record , and the other with a gramophone record .

26. A phonograph reproducer having a stylus adapted for

use on a graphophone record , and also provided with a stylus

arranged to operate on a gramophone record , said styluses

being in different planes and adapted to be brought , by a

change in the position of the reproducer, into co - operative

relation to one of the specified types of records.

27. A phonograph reproducer provided with two styluses ,

said reproducer being rotable whereby one stylus may be

brought into co - operative relation to a graphophone record ,

and the other into like relation to a gramophone record .

Edwin Walker, NewYork City , New York , U.S.A., 17th July, with a stylus adapted to co-operate with a graphophone
28. A phonograph reproducer having a member provided

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 2nd June , 1905. Receipt No. 125,673 . record, and provided also with a stylus adapted to co -operate

Claim .-- 1 . In a phonograph or similar machine , a repro with a gramophone record .

ducing horn having a stylus attached directly thereto .
29. A phonograph reproducer provided with a plurality of

2. In a phonograph or similar machine, a reproducing horn styluses, said reproducer being capable of being positioned

closed at one end , and a stylus connected directly to a vibra- to place either of said styluses into co - operative relation to

tory part of said horn . a record .

3. in a phonograph or similar machine, a reproducing horn

having a vibratory part and a stylus conected directly to No. 100,077 . Phonograph. Phonographe.

said vibratory part .

4. A phonograph reproducing device , having a curvilinear | Edwin Walker , Erie, Pennsylvania, U.S.A., 17th July , 1906 ; 6

vibratory member, a part of said member being composed of years . Filed 2nd June , 1905. Receipt No. 123,688 .

a different material from the main body thereof , and a stylus Claim . - 1 . A composite sound producer having a horn of

connected with said vibratory part . flexible material , the cross sectional form of said horn , sub
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stantially throughout its entire length , having a base of

greater curvature than its top and a stylus attached to the

base of the horn .

N

1
2
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g
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19. A composite sound producer consisting of a flexible

horn having a plurality of styluses located indifferent posi

tions intermediate its ends .

20. A composite sound producer comprising a flexible horn ,

having a plurality of styluses located at different positions

longitudinally of the horn .

21. A composite sound producer comprising a horn com

posed of flexible material and having a less area above the

horizontal plane passing through its axis than below said

plane, the material of the horn being lapped at the upper

edge thereof.

22. A composite sound producer comprising a horn com

posed of flexible material and having a less area above the

horizontal plane passing through its axis than below said

plane, the sides of the horn being arched in cross section

from the upper edge to the base thereof.
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No. 100,078. Gramophone. Gramophone.
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2. A composite sound producer hving a flexible horn ap

proximately egg -shaped in cross section throughout its entire

length, one end of said horn being closed , and a stylus at

tached to the under side of the horn and near the closed end

thereof.

3. A composite sound producer having a horn of flexible

material, said horn being approximately egg -shaped in cross

section for substantially its length , and having one end l'iga

thereof larger than the other , and a stylus attached to said

horn , intermediate the ends thereof. Fy3
4. In a composite sound producer a horn , the plane of one

Fig4

of the ends of which is inclined at an angle to the plane of 101078

the other end, and a stylus connected with said horn .

5. A horn having one of its ends in a plane inclined at an

angle to the longitudinal axis of the horn, and a stylus con
Horace Sheble , Philadelphia , Pennsylvania, and Ellsworth

Adam Hawthorne, Springfield, Massachusetts , all in the
nected with said horn .

U.S.A. , 17th July , 1906 ; 6 years .
6. A horn having one of its ends in a plane inclined at an

Filed 23rd May, 1906.

Receipt No. 136,185 .
angle to the longitudinal axis of the horn , and a closure for

said inclined end. Claim.--1 . A horn supporting crane for talking machines ,

7. A horn having one of its ends in a plane inclined at an taving a vertical post, a bracket projecting from said post

angle to the longitudinal axis of the horn , and a flexible
below the projecting portion of the crane and in a reverse

closure for said inclined end .
direction therefrom , said bracket being provided with means

8. A horn having one of its ends in a plane inclined at an for securing it to the motor box of the machine at a point

angle to the longitudinal axis of the horn , and a flexible clo
above the bottom of the same, and a supporting foot pro

sure for said inclined end, parts of which closure occupy dif jecting outwardly from the post below said bracket and hav

ferent planes . ing a bearing upon the same support as that upon which the

9. A composite sound producer having a horn composed of
motor is mounted .

flexible material and one of the ends of which is in a plane 2. A horn supporting crane for talking machines, having a

'inclined to the longitudinal axis of the horn and a stylus, vertical post , a bracket projecting from said post below the

intermediate the ends of the horn .
projecting portion of the crane and in a reverse direction

10. A composite sound producer having a horn composed therefrom , said bracket being provided with means for secur

of flexible material, and a plurality of styluses attached to
ing it to the motor box of the machine at a point above the

said horn and in substantially the same longitudinal plane . bottom of the same, and a supporting foot projecting both

11. A composite sound producer having a horn composed outwardly and inwardly from the post below said bracket,

of flexible material and a plurality of styluses intermediate the outwardly projecting portion of the foot bearing upon

the ends of the horn and attached thereto , and in substan- the same support as that upon which the motor box is

tially the same longitudinal plane. mounted, and the inwardly projecting portion of the foot

12. A composite sound producer having a horn composed bearing upon the side of the motor box above the bottom of

of flexible material, said horn having a less area in cross
the same.

section above the horizontal plane of its longitudinal axis 3. A horn supporting crane for talking machines, having a
than the area below said plane , for substantially the entire vertical post, and a support therefor comprising a foot bear

length of the horn, said horn being closed at one end . ing upon the side of the motor box of the machine and pro

13. A composite sound producer having a horn composed | jecting outwardly therefrom , and a bracket also bearing

or flexible material , said horn having a less area above the upon the outer side of said motor box and supported upon

horizontal plane passing through its axis than below said the foot, said bracket having a projecting element secured

člane, said horn being closed at one end and having a stylus to the upper portion of the motor box, substantially as

attached to said horn . specified .

14. A composite sound producer comprising a horn , the 4. A horn supporting crane for talking machines having a

body of which is made of thin press board , one end of said projecting post and a support therefor comprising a foot

horn being in a plane inclined at an angle to a horizontal bearing upon the side of the motor box of the machine and

Ilane through the axis of the horn, and a stylus attached to projecting outwardly therefrom , and a bracket supported by

the horn near said inclined end. and vertically adjustable on said foot , said bracket also bear

15. A sound producer provided with a plurality of styluses ing upon the outer side of themotor box andbeing provided

in substantially the same plane . with a projecting element secured to the upper portion of the

16. A sound reproducer adapted for endwise movement, and box , substantially as specified .

provided with a plurality of styluses in substantially the 5. A horn supporting crane for talking machines having a

same plane . vertical post and a support therefor comprising an outwardly

17. A sound reproducer composed of flexible material and projecting foot , a bracket supported thereon and bearing

provided with a plurality of styluses , the latter being at- against the oute side of the motor box of the machine , and

tached to said flexible material. aclamp jaw mounted on said bracket, substantially as speci

18. A flexible sound reproducer having a plurality of sty
fied .

luse located at different points longitudinally of the repro- 6. A horn supporting crane for talking machines having a

ducer.
vertical post , and a support therefor comprising an out
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wardly projecting foot, a bracket supported thereon and bear- said signal and the lever and contact post , and an expansible

ing against the outer side of the motor box of the machine coil spring to normally hold said lever out of contact wíth

and a clamp jaw adjustably mounted on said bracket, sub - said contact post , substantially as shown and described .

stantially as specified . 3. A circuit closer for switch signals comprising in com

7. A horn supporting crane for talking machines having a bination with the switch point, a bar secured to said switch

vertical post, and a support therefor comprising an out- point, a base suitable mounted adjacent to the switch , a lever

wardly projecting foot, a bracket vertically adjustable there- mounted on said base and adapted to oscillate in a horizontal

on and bearing against the outer side of the motor box of the plane , the end of said bar adapted to strike said lever, a

machine , and a clamp jaw mounted on said bracket , substan- set screws mounted in said posts, a suitable signal and bat

tially as specified . teey for energizing said signal , the lever in circuit with the

8. A horn supporting crane for talking machines having a battery and one of the contact posts with the signal, and a

vertical post and a support therefor comprising an outwardly coil spring to hold the lever out of engagement with the set

projecting foot, a bracket vertically adjustable thereon and screw in the last - named contact post , substantially as shown

bearing against the outer side of the motor box of the ma- and described .

chine, and a clamp jaw adjustably mounted on said bracket,

substantially as specified . No. 100,080. Electric Signal. Signal électrique.

9. A horn supporting crane for talking machines having a

vertical post and a support therefor comprising a foot pro

jecting outwardly from the side of the motor box of the

machine and having a socket thereon, a tubular guide for the

post vertically adjustable in said socket, and having a bracket

which bears upon the side of the motor box, and means for

securing said bracket to the upper portion of the box , sub

stantially as specified .

10. A horn supporting crane for talking machines having a

vertical post and a support therefor comprising a foot pro

jecting outwardly from the side of the motor box of the ma

chine and having a socket thereon , a tubular guide for the

post vertically adjustable in said post , and having a bracket

post vertically adjustable in said socket and having a bracket

which bears upon the side of the motor box , and a clamp jaw

on said bracket having a portion projecting into the box, sub

stantially as specified.

11. A orn supporting crane for talking mac es having

vertical post, and a support therefor comprising a foot pro

jecting outwardly from the side of the motor box of the ma

chine and having a socket thereon , a tubular guide for the

post adjustably mounted in said socket, and having a bracket

bearing on the side of the motor box, a plate slidably mount

ed on said bracket and having a clamp jaw projecting intothe box and a yoke embracing thetubular guiae, and a clamp | Charles C. Blake, Brookline, Massachusetts, U.S.A. , 17th July,

screw carried by said yoke and bearing upon said tubular

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 7th May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,649 .

guide , substantially as specified : Claim . — 1. A selective signal system consisting of a trans

12. In a horn support for sound reproducing machines , a
mitting station having a series of pendulums adapted to send

support or holder, means on said support or holder for carry
electric impulses of different periodicy over a line wire when

ing a horn supporting post, a supporting hook at the upper connected thereto, a series of way stations each provided with

end of said support or holder adapted to be brought in fric
a pendulum device adapted to respond to the vibrating of one

tional and separable holding engagement with the upper end only said transmitting pendulums , an electric lamp signal

of a panel of the sound reproducing machines , and a lower
and a semaphore arm which become operative when the uni

foot -iece connected with means for carrying a horn support
son of vibrations is estabished between the transmitter and

ing post, substantially as and for the purposes set forth. receiver.

2. A selective signal system consisting of a transmitting

No. 100,079. Switch Signal. Signal d'aiguille.

station having a series of independent pendulums adapted to

send electric impulses of different periodicy over a line wire

when connected thereto, each pendulum normally locked in a

retracted position and adapted to be unlocked and connected

directly to the line wire and when unlocked to operate a cir

cuit closing device and send characteristic impulses to line ,

a series ofway stations each provided with a pendulum de

vice arranged to respond to the vibrations of one ony of the

transmitting pendulums having a signal lamp in a normally

open circuit and a semaphore arm locked to safety position ,

with means when said pendulum device becomes responsive

to said characteristic impulses , to close the lamp circuit and

unlock the semaphore arm .

3. A selector signal system consisting of a transmitting

station having a series of independent pendulums adapted to

send electric impulses of different periodicy over a line wire

when connected thereto, each pendulum normally locked in a

retracted position and adapted to be unlocked and connected

directly to the line wore, and when unlocked to operate a

circuit closing device and send characteristic impulses to line ,

a local and second sircuit closing device with means for act

uating the same and for maintaining the pendulum vibrations

a series of way stations each provided with a pendulum de

vice arranged to respond to the vibrations of one only of the

transmitting pendulums having a signal lamp in a normally

open circuit and a semaphore arm locked to safety position

John C. Wigman, Green Bay , Wisconsin , U.S.A. , 17th July , with means when said pendulum device becomes responsive to

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 30th May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,405 . said characteristic impulses to close said lamp circuit , and
Claim.-1 . A circuit closer for switch signals comprising in unlock the semaphore arm .

combination with the switch point , a bar secured to said 4. A selective signal system consisting of a transmitting

switch point, a lever mounted to oscillate in a horizontal station having a series of independent pendulums adapted to

plane and positioned to be struck by said bar, electrical con- send electric impulses of different periodicy over a line wire

nections with said lever and a contact post in the path of the when connected thereto , each pendulum normally locked in a

oscillation of said lever , and means to normally hold said retracted position and adapted to be unlocked and connected

lever out of contact with said post , substantially as shown directly to the line wire , and when unlocked adapted to oper

and described .
ate a circuit closing device and send characteristic impulses

2. A circuit closer for switch signals comprising in com- to line , a series of way stations each provided with an elec

bination with the switch point , a bar secured to said switch tro-magnetic device arranged to respond to the vibrations of

point, a lever mounted to oscillate in a horizontal plane and one only of the transmitting pendulums having a signal lamp

be struck by said bar , a contact post arranged in the path of in a normally open circuit, and a semaphore arm locked to

said lever, a suitable signal , electrical connections between ' safety position with means , when said electro- magnetic de
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vice becomes responsive to said characteristic impulses, to vided with a magnet its armature combined by an elestic con

close the lamp circuit and unlock the semaphore arm , and nection with a lever for vibrating the receiving pendulum

ground the electro - magnet of the device at the selected provided with latching means, a lamp in an open and ground

station. ed circuit from a source of current , a semaphore arm held

5. A selective signal system consisting of a transmitting to safety position by a locking device , with means to close
station having a series of independent pendulums adapted to the lamp circuit , unlock the semaphore arm and ground the

send electric impulses of different periodicy over a line wire magnet at the selected device .

when connected thereto , each pendulum normally locked in 11. The combination with a circuit closer having a de

a retracted position and adapted to be unlocked and connect pending pawl , of a pendulum in the form of a lever of the
ed directly to the line wire and when unlocked to operate a first order provided with a catch on its short arm , and an

circuit closing device and send characteristic impulses to adjustable weight upon its long arm , means for vibrating
line , a local and second circuit closing device with means for the pendulum consisting of an electro -magnet, an armature

intermittently actuating the same and for maintaining the therefor with a lever attached thereto whose lower end bears

pendulum vibrations , a series of way stations each provided upon the long arm of the pendulum .

with an electro -magnetic pendulum device arranged to re- 12. The combination with a circuit closer having a depend

spond to the vibrations of one only of the transmittingpen , ing pawl, of a pendulum inthe formofa lever of the first

dulums, having a signal lamp in a normally open circuit and order provided with a catch onits short arm , and an adjust
a semaphore arm locked to safety position , with means when able weight upon its long arm, means for vibrating the pen

said pendulum device becomes responsive to said character- dulum consisting of an electro -magnet, an armature therefor

istic impulses to close the lamp circuit, unlock the sema- with a lever in eleastic connection therewith whose lower end

phore arm , and ground the electro-magnet of the device , at
bears upon the long arm of the pendulum.

the selected station. 13. Means for closing an electric circuit , consisting of a

6. A selective signal system consisting of a transmitting pendulum provided with a bevelled catch , a pivoted lever

station having a series of independent pendulum devices ad whose free end is adapted to bear upon a circuit closer and
apted to send electric impulses of different periodicy over a

to carry a suspended pawl or latch, an electro-magnet, its
line wire when connected thereto and means for maintaining armature with a lever attached thereto whose lower end

the said impulses at a uniform rate of vibration, a series of bears upon the pendulum.

way stations each provided with an electro -magnet pendu 14. Means for closing an electric circuit consisting of a

lum device arranged to respond to the vibrations of one only pendulum provided with a bevelled catch , a pivoted lever

of the transmitting pendulums , a lamp in a normally open
whose free end is adapted to bear upon a circuit closer and

grounded circuit from a trolley wire, a semaphore arm locked
to carry a suspended pawl or latch, an electro -magnet, its

to safety position , and means to close the lamp circuit, un

lock the semaphore arm, and ground the electro -magnet of lower end bears upon the pendulum rod .
armature with a lever in elastic connection therewith whose

the selected device.

7. A selective signal system consisting of a transmitting videdwithtwo bevelled catches , two levers from which are
15. A double closing device consisting of a pendulum pro

station having a series of independent pendulum devices ad- suspended a pawl orlatch ,anelectro -magnet,its armature

adapted to send electric impulses of different periodicy over
and a lever attached thereto whose lower end bears upon the

a line wire when connected thereto, means for maintaining
pendulum rod.

the impulses at a uniform rate of vibration , the pendulum of
16. A locking and releasing device for signals , composed of

each device being held in a retracted position and provided

with a releasingmechanism arranged to be operative when
a semaphore arm upon a shaft secured to a frame with a cam

connected tothe line wire a series of waystations each having a pin or spline,a long lever pivoted to the frame, a

provided with an electro -magnetic pendulum device arranged short lever pivoted to the center of said long lever having

to respond to the vibrations of one onlyofthe transmitting anabutmentor projection and a rod attached to its free end,
a latch pivoted to the free end of the long lever whose free

pendulums , the magnets of each device being included in the

line circuit , a source of current a lamp in an open circuit to
end is adapted to rest upon the abutment with a slot in the

heel of the latch to embrace the said spline.
ground from the source of current , a semaphore arm locked

17.

to safety position, with means to close the lamp circuit , un
pendulum locking and releasing device, consisting of

lock the semaphore arm and ground the magnet of the select
a frame , a rod provided with a hole at its upper end out of

ed device. center with a hole in the frame , its lower end connected to a

8. A selective signal system consisting of a transmitting lever pivoted to a support, said lever provided with notches

station having a series of independent pendulum devices ad
to engage the end of the pendulum rod, with a plug adapted
to enter said holes and raise said rod .

apted to send electric impulses of different periodicy over a

line wire when connected thereto , means for maintaining the
18. A selective signal system consisting of a transmitting

impulses at a uniform rate of vibration , the pendulum of
station provided with a plurality of independent and nor

each device being heldina retracted positionand provided different periodicy over a normally open line wire , a series
mally detached means for transmitting electric impulses of

with releasing mechanism arranged to be operative when
of way stations each

connected to the line wire, a series of way stations each pro
provided with a pendulum device

vided with an electro-magnet pendulum device arranged to adapted to respond to one of said transmitted periodicities

respond to thevibrationsof oneonlyofthe transmitting only, and a semaphore arm which becomes operative when
the unison of frequencies is established between the transpendulums , the magnets of each device in the line circuit , a
mitter and receiver.

source of current , a normal lamp in an open circuit to ground

fromthe source of current, a second lamp in a branch circuit station having a series of independent pendulums adapted19. A selective signal system consisting of a transmitting

which means for automatically including the latter lamp in
to send electric impulses of different periodicity over a line

the said open circuit and for intermittently shunting the
wire when connected thereto, each pendulum normally

same , a semaphore arm locked to safety position with means
locked in a retracted position and adapted to be unlocked

to close the lamp circuit, unlock the semaphore arm and
and connected to the line wire, and when unlocked to

ground the magnet at the selected device .
operate a circuit closing device and send characteristic im

9. A selective device consisting of a base partuponwhich pulses to line, a series of way stations each provided with a

rests a frame part, having concave and convex portions fit . pendulum device arranged to respond to the vibrations of
ting into each other secured by a bolt and nut, thte base part

one onlp of the transmitting pendulums , having a normally

provided with means for attachment to a supportor founda- locked signal adapted to be displayed when said pendulum

tion, the frame part provided with a shaft carrying a sema device becomes responsive to its characteristic impulses.
phore arm and a sam , a locking device , circuit switches , an

20. Means for closing an electric circuit responsive to
electro -magnet, its combined armature and adjustable spring characteristic impulses, consisting of an electro -magnet , a
lever, a pendulum with latching means for engaging with and pendulum provided with a lifting catchadapted to be vibra
operating a circuit closer, the locking device and the said ted by the armature of said magnet and a circuit closing
circuit switches.

device having a suspended pawl in the path of said catch ,

10. A selective signal system consisting of a transmitting whereby when said pendulum becomes responsive to said

station having a series of independent pendulum devices impulses its catch will engage with the pawl and operate

adapted to send characteristice electric impulses over a line the circuit closing device.

wire , each penduluin normally held in a retracted position 21. A selective signal system consisting of a transmitting

by a locking device , and having latching mechanism inde- station provided with means for transmitting electric im

pendently operating two circuit closers whereby said im- pulses of different periodicy over a line wire, a series of

pulses are sent to line when a pendulum device is connected way stations each provided with a pendulum device consist

therewith and unlocked , and a local magnet is energized to ing of an electro -magnet , a pendulum provided with a lift

cause the pendulum to maintain its maximum rate of vibra- | ing catch adapted to be vibrated by the armature of said

tion, a line wire normally disconnected at the transmitting magnet, and a circuit closing device havin a suspended

station , extending to a series of way stations each provided pawl in the path of the catch , whereby when said pendulum

with an electro-magnetic device arranged to respond to the becomes responsive to said impulses its catch will engage

vibrations of one only of the transmitting pendulums pro- with the pawl and operate the circuit closing device.
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5. In combination , a doubletree, draft attachments at op

posite ends of the doubletree and movable longitudinally

22. Means for closing an electric circuit responsive to

characteristic impulses , consisting of an electro -magnet, a

pendulum provided with a lifting catch adapted to be vibra

ted by the armature of said magnet , a circuit closing device

having a suspended pawl in the path of said catch, and a

semaphore arm , whereby when said pendulum becomes res

ponsive to said impulses its catch will engage with the pawl ,

operate the circuit closing device , and display the semaphore

arm .
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thereof, a hitch pivoted to the doubletree, and a rod pivot

ally connected at its ends to the draft attachments and

deflected intermediate of its ends and pivotally connected

at a middle point to said hitch.

6. A hollow doubletree, slides located within opposite end

portions thereof and provided with means for coupling the

draft thereto, a hitch pivoted to the doubletree, and a rod

connecting the slides to said hitch to effect simultaneous

movement thereof.

Francis Marcus Berger, Basin , Montana , U.S.A., 17th July ,
7. A hollow doubletree having the terminal portions of its

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 21st March 1906. Receipt No. 134,139. enclosing sides bent and overlapped andsecured ,slides ar

Claim . - 1 . An interchangeable throw device, consisting of a provided with draft coupling means, a pivoted hitch , and a
ranged within opposite end portions of the doubletree and

two- part disc having an eccentrically arranged transverse

opening
therethrough, and openings extending from aforesaid rod connecting the slidesto thehitch.

transverse opening, to near the outer edge of the disc, sub- No. 100,083. Flue Block . Bloc de tuyaux.

stantially as described.

2. Asan article of manufacture , a bushing or throw device ,

consisting of a disc having an eccentrically arranged trans

verse opening therethrough, and openings extending into the
M

body of the bushing or disc from aforesaid transverse open

ing, to near its outer edge, whereby to facilitate converting

the disc into two separate parts, substantially as described.

3. The combination in an eccentric , of a hub having a

transversely disposed flange at one end , a bushing on the

hub consisting of a disc having a transverse opening there

through , and openings extending from aforesaid opening,

into the body portion of the disc to near its outer edge, and

the disc divided into two parts, a two-part strap encircling

the disc , a plate whereby to confine the two-part disc in

place, and bolts extending through the hub flange, disc and

confining plate , substantially as described.

4. The combination in an eccentric, of a hub having a

flange at one end , a two-part throw device on the hub, the

throw device consisting of a body portion having an eccen

trically arranged transverse opening therethrough, and

openings extending outwardly from aforesaid opening, a

securing plate having a lateral flange adapted to overlie the

adjacent side of the throw device , a strap arranged encir

cling the throw device, and securing bolts extended through

the hub flange, throw device and securing plate, substan- Frank Jordan, Ashland, Oregon , U.S.A., 17th July, 1906; 6
tially as described.

years . Filed 4th June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,531.

No. 100,082. Double Tree. Palonnier. Claim . - 1. A flue block comprising the plastic block having

an intrior channel and offsets or recesses from said channel,
Benjamin Clinton Crowley, Idaho Falls, Idaho, U.S.A., 17th and a sheet metal pipe having portions embedded in the said

July , 1906; 6 years. Filed 9th April , 1906. Receipt No. block and thereby secured to the block , the said sheet metal
134,783 .

pipe constituting the wall of the interior channel of the block

Claim.-1 . A doubletree provided with draft attachments at and forming the inner walls closing the said recesses, sub

opposite ends arranged to shift automatically to compensate stantially as described.

for difference of draft. 2. A flue block comprising the plastic block having an in

2. In combination , a doubletree , draft attachments at op- terior channel and offsets or recesses from said channel, and

posite end portions of the doubletree arranged to move to a rectangular sheet metal pipe having corners embedded in

automatically compensate for difference of draft, and means said block and thereby secured to the block , the said pipe

connecting said draft attachments to effect simultaneous constituting the wall of the interior channel of the block , and
movement thereof. forming the inner walls closing the said recesses , substan

3. In combination , a doubletree , a hitch pivotally connec- tially as described.
ted thereto, and draft attachments at opposite ends of the 3. A flue block comprising the plastic block having a rec

doubletree connected to the hitch at a distance from the tangular interior channel and offsets or recesses from said

pivotal connection of said hitch with the doubletree , where- channel , and a rectanguar sheet metal pipe having its corners

by the draft attachments will automatically and simultan- embedded in said block between the said recesses and there

eously move to compensate for difference of draft . by secured to the block , the said pipe constituting the wall

4. In combination , a doubletree , a hitch pivoted thereto, of the interior channel of the block and forming the inner
draft attachments at opposite ends of the doubletree and walls closing the said recesses, substantially as described.

longitudinally movable with reference thereto, and a rod 4. A flue block comprising the plastic block baving an in

connecting said draft attachments toeach other and to the terior channel and offsets or recesses from saidchannel,and
said hitch , a sheet metal pipe having portions embedded in said block
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and thereby secured to the block , the said pipe constituting 2. An assay furnace having a muffle chamber and means for

the wall of the said interior channel of the block and form- admitting heat thereto , and a mufile fitting the chamber ani

ing the inner walls closing the said recesses , the upper end

of the pipe projecting beyond the block, and the lower end of

the pipe being constructed and arranged to engage the pipe

of the block next below whereby the pipes of succeeding

blocks may be connected, substantially as described . R2F1

No. 100,084. Whistle . Sifflet.
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100084 having a bottom which is detachable and readily separable

from the balance of the muffle whereby the muffle is adapted

for both melting and cupeling operations .

3. In an assay furnace the combination with a furnace cas

in or shell having a muffle chamber and means for admitting

Albert Franklin Kuhl , Vanwert , Ohio , U.S.A. , 17th July, 1906 ;
flame thereto , of a muffle fitting said chamber and having its

6 years. Filed 20th February, 1906. Receipt No. 133,080.
bottom open , and a normally disconnected readily separable

Claim . - 1. In an alarm , a whistle having a sounding cham - forming a removable closure therefor.
bottom fitting the opening in the bottom of the muffle and

ber the upper end of which is normally open , means for forc 4. An assay furnace comprising a base and ends and a body

ing a continuous current of fluid through said chamber, a portion forming a muffle chamber, one of said ends having a
valve pivoted to the whistle , means for normally holding the projection on its inner face inclosing an air space , a muffle
valve in elevated position , and means for forcing the valve in in said chamber having an opening in its back end to connect

engagement with the open end of the sounding chamber for said air space with the interior of the muffle, said muffle hav
diverting the current of fluid to thereby sound the alarm. having a normally loose , readily separable bottom thereby

2. In an alarm , a whistle having a sounding chamber, a fan adapting the mufile for both melting and cupeling operations,
casing, a fan revolubly mounted in said casing and provided means for admitting flame to the muffile, and means whereby
with radial dished blades for forcing a continuous current of

the spent products are allowed to escape from the furnace.
air through the sounding chamber without affecting the

5. An assay furnace having a base and ends and a connect
whistle, a pipe connecting the fan casing and whistle , and a ing shell, said shell including an inner lining composed of

pivoted spring actuated valve for diverting the current of air beat resisting material and forming a muffle chamber, a heat

to thereby permit the sounding of the whistle .
resisting lagging surrounding the lining and an exterior

3. A whistle formed of a plurality of telescopic sections the metallic jacket, said base having a longitudiual open bue or

upper one of which is open at the top to permit the con - channel into which heat is admitted and delivered directly

tinuous passage of a current of air withoui affecting the into the muffle chamber , and a removable mufile having a nor

whistle , and a spring actuated valve pivoted to the upper mally disconnected and readily separable bottom whereby the

telescopic section for closing the opening in the top thereof muffie is adapted for both melting and cupeling operations.

to thereby permit the sounding of the whistle . 6. An assay furnace comprising a base and ends and an
4. In an alarm the combination with a car and its motor , of arch -shaped body portion , said body portion having a fire

a fan driven by the motor, a fan casing having detachable clay lining , an exterior metallic jacket , and an asbestos lag

side walls provided with centrally disposed air inlet open- ging between the lining and jacket, a muffle in the body por

ings, pivoted dampers for controlling the admission of air to tion and separated from said lining to form a passage for the
the fan casing, and inclined deflecior mounted in said casing, escape of heat products, said muffle having a bottom which

an air conducting pipe communicating with the interior of is normally disconnected and readily separable from the main

the fan casing, a whistle tube having oppositely disposed portion whereby the muffle is adapted for both melting and

blowing orifices carried by the opposite end of the pipe, a cupling operations , means for admitting flame to the furnace ,

sleeve or collar mounted on the whistle tube , a bracket se
and means for admitting fresh accretions of air to the muffle

cured to the collar , a valve pivoted to said bracket , and chamber.

spring interposed between the collar and the valve for hold 7. An assay furnace comprising a base and ends and a shell
ing the latter normally out of engagement with the whistle

or casing forming a muffle chamber , a muffle in said chamber
tube.

and supported above the floor of the base, said muffle having

a false bottom which is normally disconnected and readily

No. 100,085. Assay Furnace. Fourneau d'essai. separable to permit the muffle to be used for melting and

cupeling operations, and open top flue in the base below the
Amos M. MacDuffee, Chloride , Arizona, U.S.A., 17th July , 1906 ; muffle, and a door for closing the open front end of the muffle,

6 years . Filed 8th May , 1906 . Receipt No. 135,679 . said door having a portion of reduced diameter to ject into

Claim.-1 . A muffle for an assay furnace , said muffle having the open end of the muffle and form a tight closure therewith,

a separate bottom adapted to be detached from the muffle and and said projecting portion serving to admit fresh air be

removed through an opening in the furnace whereby said neath the lower edge of the door when said door is only par

mutfle is adapted for both melting and cupeling operations. tially removed .

a
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No. 100,086. Hook for Plough Chains.

Crochet pour chaînes de charrues.

5

2. A pair of brackets pivotally joined end to end , and adapt.

ed to receive a swingletree and a draw bar respectively , and

a collar on one bracket to keep the ends apart , substantially

as and for the purposes set forth .

3. A pair of brackets pivotally joined end to end and apapt

ed to receive a swingletree and draw bar respectively and a

curved guard at the inner end of each bracket, substantially

as and for the purposes set forth .

4. A pair of brackets pivotally joined end to end and adapt

ed to receive a swingletree and a draw bar respectively, a

collar on one bracket to keep the ends apart, and a curved

guard at the inner end of each bracket, substantially as and

for the purposes set forth .

5

Fig 2
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No. 100,088. Vehicle. Véhicule .

!
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100076 George Seator Stevenson , Dundee , New Zealand , U.S.A. , 17th

July , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 20th April , 1906. Receipt No.

135,098 .

John Henry Roberts, Waipiata , New Zealand , 17th July, 1906 ; Claim .-In a vehicle having an axle pivoted thereto , a

6 years . Filed 20th April , 1906 . Receipt No. 135,097.
transverse bar connected to the axle in front thereof there

Claim . - A hook having an eye portion , a
being a series of keyhole slots in the bar adapted to receive

nut at one end

a draft cable attached to the vehicle near the pivotal point,
thereof , a bill portion having a straight shank sliding in said
nut, a crosshead at inner end of said shank , and aprojecting substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

tongue on said nut adapted to engage with the point of the

bill portion when the hook is under strain .
No. 100,089. Ear Drum . Tambour d'oreille,

947

No. 100,087. Singletree.
Palonnier.
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Michael David Tugendhaft , Hamilton , Ontario , Canada , 17th

July , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 28th May, 1906. Receipt No.

136,317.

Claim .-1 . In an ear drum an elongated tube attached to

the outward end of the largest cell of the drum, for the pur

pose specified .

2. In an ear drum , an elongated outward tube formed in

tegral with the largest cell of the drum , for the purpose

specified.

3. In an ear drum the combination of three different sizes

of the drum and an elongated tube formed integral with the

drum , for the purpose specified .

Fig

Å 10

9
9

€

g "1

No. 100,090. Gate. Barrière.

Clayton Millard Richardson, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, as

signee of Peter C. Forrester, Tacoma , Washington, U.S.A. ,

17th July , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 9th March , 1906. Receipt

1000 ? No. 133,689.

Claim .-- 1 . The combination with a gate post, of a hinge

John Henry Roberts, Waipiata, New Zealand, U.S.A., 17th plate , link connections between said plate and the post , a

July . 1906; 6 years. Filed 20th April, 1906. Receipt No. weighted lever mounted to swing on the post, a yoke pivoted
135,096. to said lever between its free end and fulcrum , a gate having

Claim .-- 1. A pair of brackets pivotally joined end to end a pintle stile extending through said hinge plate and yoke, à

and adapted to receive a swingletree and draw bar respec- bearing for the lower end of the pintle stile, and means for
tively, substantially as and for the purposes set forth . swinging said lever.
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2. The combination with a gate post, of a band secured to 2. In a railway signalling system the combination of a

the post, a hinge plate, link connections between said band ratchet wheel, a signalling device actuated by said wheel , an

electro -magnet having its armature arranged to actuate said

wheel , an additional electro -magnet having its armature ar

ranged to hold said wheel fro mretraction , an electric circuit

connected with said magnets, a switch interposed in said

circuit , and means actuated by the advancement of the wheel

to open said switch and thereby cut out one of said magnets.

3. In a railway signalling system the combination of a

ratchet wheel, a signalling device actuated by said wheel , an

electro -magnet , a lever carrying the armature of the magnet,

a pawl carried by said lever to actuate said wheel, an addi

tional electro -magnet, a lever carrying the armature of the

additional magnet, a retaining pawl carried by the last

named lever, an electric circuit with said magnets, and

means actuated by the advancement of said wheel to open

said circuit and thereby cut out one of said magnets.

4. In a railway signalling system the combination of a

ratchet wheel, a signalling device actuated by said wheel , an

electro -magnet , a lever carrying the armature of the magnet ,

a pawl carried by said lever to actuate said wheel , an addi

tional electro-magnet , a lever carrying the armature of the

additional magnet , a retaining pawl carried by the last

named lever, an electric circuit connected with said magnets ,

means actuated by the advancement of said wheel to open

said circuit and thereby cut out one of said magnets, and

and plate at opposite sides of the post , a weighted lever
means to adjust the movements of said lever.

mounted to swing on the post above the hinge plate, a yoke
5. In a railway signalling system the combination of apivotedto said lever between its free end and fulcrum , a gate ratchet wheel, a signalling device actuated by said wheel, an

having a pintle stile , the upper end of which above the gate electro -magnet, a lever carrying the armature of the magnet,

extends loosely through said hinge plate and the yoke, and
a pawl carried by said lever to actuate said wheel, an addi

a bearing on the gate post receiving the lower end of the
tional electro -magnet, a lever carrying the armature of the

pintle stile .
additional magnet, a retaining pawl carried by the last

3. The combination with a gate post and a gate, of a hinge named lever, an electric circuit connected with said magnets,

plate through which the gate stile loosely passes, links actuated by the advancement of said wheel to open said

pivoted to the hinge plate and having swinging connection circuit and thereby cut out one of said magnets, and means

with the gate post, a weighted lever mounted to swing on the
to adjust the movement of the pawl of the first - named

gate post, and a yoke pivoted to the lever and through which magnet.

the gate stile loosely passes.
6. In a railway signalling system the combination of a

ratchet wheel, a signalling device actuated by said wheel , an

No. 100,091 . Electro-Magnetic Signal. electro -magnet having its armature arranged to actuate said

Signal électro -magnétique. wheel , an additional electro -magnet having its armature ar

ranged to hold said wheel from retraction,an electric circuit

connected with said magnets , and a lever to open said cir

cuit through one of said magnets , said wheel provided with
17

means to trip said lever.

7. In a railway signalling system the combination of a

ratchet wheel , a signalling device actuated by said wheel,

an electro-magnet having its armature arranged to actuate

said wheel , an additional electro -magnet having its armature

arranged to hold the wheel from retraction, an electric

circuit connected with said magnets and means actuated by

the movement of the wheel to open said crcuit and thereby

cut out one of said magnets , and means to retract the ratchet

wheel when the other of said magnets is out of the electric

circuit .

8. In a railway signalling system tbe combination of a

ratchet wheel , a rotatable shaft rotated by said wheel , a

Ing.1. signalling device carried by said shaft , an operating electro

magnet having its armature arranged to advance said wheel ,

an additional electro -magnet having its armature arranged

to hold said wheel from retraction , an electric circuit con

nected with said magnets , and means actuated by the move

ment of said wheel to open the circuit through the operat

ing magnet.

I103 . 9. In a railway signalling system , the combination of a
I29.2 .

ratchet wheel , a ' signalling device actuated by said wheel , a

rotatable shaft rotated by said wheel , a signalling device

carried by said shaft , an electro -magnet having its armature

arranged to actuate said wheel , an additional electro -magnet

havings its armature arranged to hold said wheel from re

traction , an electric circuit connected with said magnets,

means actuated by the movement of said wheel to open said

circuit through one of said magnets, a lighting device , and

means carried by said shaft to disclose a danger signal by

said light when the said signal is moved in the position of

danger.
1000gr

10. In a railway signalling system , the combination of a

ratchet wheel , a signalling device actuated by said wheel , an

Frank Oliver Sutton Chapman, Brantford , Ontario , Canada, operating electro -magnet having an armature provided with
a driving pawl , an additional electro -magnet having an armassignee of Alfred Julius Stecker , Detroit , Michigan ,
ature provided with a retaining pawl , an electric circuit

U.S.A.,17th July,1906 ; 6 years. Filed 31st January , 1906. connected with said magnet,a switchin said circuit, means

Receipt No. 132,455.
actuated by the advancement of said wheel to open said

Claim.-1 . In-a railway signalling system the combination switch and thereby cut out the operating magnet, and means

of a ratchet wheel , a signalling device actuated by said to return the ratched wheel to normal position when both

wheel , an electro -magnet having its armature arranged to magnets are cut out.

actuate said wheel , an additional electro -magnet having its 11. In a railway signalling system , the combination of a
armature arranged to hold said wheel from retraction, an ratchet wheel , a signalling device actuated by said wheel,
electric circuit connected with said magnets, and means an operating electro -magnet having an armature provided

actuated by the movement of the wheel to open said circuit with a driving pawl, an additional electro -magnet having an
and thereby cut out one of said magnets. armature provided with a retaining pawl, an electric circuit
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connected with said magnets, a switch in said circuit , means signalling the engineer, three distinct instructions for each

actuated by the advancement of said wheel to open said block , substantially as described .

switch and thereby cut out the operating magnet , means 3. In a safety system for railroads , suitable track circuits ,

to return the ratchet wheel to normal position when both electro -mechanical means in the locomotive or car operated

rachets are cut out, and means to hold the current on the by the track circuits , said means being capable of signalling

corresponding magnet until the armature carrying the driv- the engineer on any block to stop , to slow down, or to go

ing pawl has nearly completed its stroke and then to re- ahead at full speed , as justified by the track condition ahead,

lease said armature . substantially as described.

12. In a railway signalling system the combination of a 4. In a safety system for railroads , a track containing in

registering instrument, a track instrument, an electric cir- sulated sections , a locomotive or car thereon carrying in

cuit connectedwith said instrument, and signalling mecha- sulated contacts adapted to travel on the track rails, elec.

nism electrically connected with the registering instrument, tric circuits on the locomotive or car containing the sec

said machine comprising a ratchet wheel , a signalling device tions of the rails and uninsulated portions of the locomotive

actuated by said wheel, an electro-magnet having its arm- or car and alternately completed and broken by the insula

ature arranged to actuate said wheel , an additional electro- ted contacts , electro -magnetic means on the locomotive or

magnet having its armature arrxnged to hold the wheel car for producing definite results thereon and controlled by

from retraction , an electric circuit connected with said mag
the circuits on said locomotive or car and alternately com

nets, and means actuatedbythemovement ofthe wheelto pleted and broken by the contacts,track sections and unin
open said circuit and thereby cut out one of said magnets. sulated portions of the locomotive or car, substantially as

13. In a railway signalling system the combination of re- described.

gistering mechanisms, located at desired distances, the one 5. In a safety system for railroads , a track containing in

from the other, an electric circuit connected with each of sulated sections, a locomotive or car thereon carrying in

said mechanism to be controlled by a track instrument , and a sulated contacts, partial electric circuits on the locomotive

signalling mechanism electrically connected with each of the or car alternately completed and broken by the contacts and

registering mechanisms, each of said mechanisms comprising including track sections and uninsulated portionsof the
aratchetwheel, a signalling device actuated by said wheel, locomotive or car forproducingdefinite results thereon and

an electro -magnet having its armature arranged to actuate controlled by the circuits aternately made and broken by

said wheel, an additional electro -magnet having its arma
the contacts , partial circuits supplied by a source of electric

ture arranged to hold said wheel from retraction , an elec city extraneous to the locomotive or car and including por
tric circuit connected with said magnets , and means actua tions of track on each side of the track said circuits being

ted by the movement of the wheel to open said circuit and completed by the contacts and uninsulated portions of the
thereby cut out one of said magnets. locomotive or car to independent means thereon for control
14. In a railway signalling system the combination of two ling the circuit supplying the electro -magnetic means for

electro -magnets, an electric circuit connected with said

producing definate results thereon , partial circuits adapted
magnets , a switch interposed in said circuit to govern said

to be completed by short circuits between uninsulated track

circuit, signalling mechanism actuated by one of said mag sections in advance of the locomotive or car for the purpose

nets and held by the other of said magnets and means to of shunting current from the extraneous electric source
cut out one of said magnets to permit the signalling mecha away from the circuits through the contacts and indepen

nism to be restored to normal position . dent controlling means on the locomotive or car , substan

tially as described.
No. 100,092. Railway System.

6. In a safety system for railroads a track containing in
Système de chemin de fer. sulated sections, a locomotive or car thereon carrying in

sulated contacts adapted to travel on the track rails, elec

tro-magnetic means for producing on the locomotive or car

definite and distinct results corresponding to the conditions

clear , caution and danger of predetermined portions of the
track rails determining which results shall at definite times

duced when current from said electro-magnetic means

ceases , circuits from an electric source on the locomotive or

car and including the insulated contacts controlling the cur

rent to the electro -magnetic means for producing the clear,

danger and caution results thereon , and electrical means on
the track and extending between insulated sections of the

track rails determining which results shall at definite times

be produced on the locomotive or car, substantially as des
cribed.

7. In a safety system for railroads, a track divided on one

rail by insulated sections into blocks the opposite rail of

which is made electrically continuous between blocks, n .

signalling point on each rail in each block and insulated,

from the portions of he rail adjacent thereto , a source of

electricity in each block connected to the track rails on op

posite sides thereof and to insulated signalling sections ex

traneous to the block containing said electrical source in

such manner that apparatus completing any two of the

partial circuits thus established shall be supplied by inde

pendent circuits from said electrical source , a locomotive

or car on the track carrying an insulated contact through

which while touching an insulated signalling point current

from the track circuit may be delivered to a circuit on the

locomotive or car, and including uninsulated portions of the

locomotive or car, means on the car for producing certain

results thereon when a contact while touching a signalling

section receives from the electrical source extraneous to the

locomotive or car and different results when said contact:

while touching said signalling points fails to receive current

from said electrical source , substantially as described.

8. In a safety system for railroads, a locomotive or car, a

source of electricity thereon , a swithching device for caus

ing the electric source alternately to supply current to
William H. Dammond, Detroit, Michigan, U.S.A. , 17th July either or both of two circuits for producing certain results

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 13th July, 1905. Receipt No. 126,862. on the locomotive or car and to opencircuit said electric

Claim . - 1 . In a safety system for railroads , suitable track source , electro -magnetic means on the locomotive or car
circuits , electro -mechanical means mounted in the locomotive supplied from an electrical source thereon for controlling

or car , said means operated by the track circuits and being said switching device, electro -magnetic means on said loco
capable of controlling the locomotive or car on any block , motive or car for diverting the current from said electrical
by which it may be stopped, slowed down , or operated at source to one or both of the circuits for producing said re

full speed as warranted by the condition of the track ahead, sults , insulated contacts on the locomotive or car and in
substantially as described. the circuits controlling said switching and diverting device

2. In a safety system for railroads , suitable track circuits , by which said circuits may be completed through rails of the

electro -mechanical means in the locomotive or car, said track and uninsulated portions of the locomotive or car, sub

means operated by the track circuits and being capable of ' stantially as described.
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9. In a safety system for railroads, a diverting device on a and securing means disposed through the frame and the re

locomotive or car by which current from an electrical source movable pulley,

thereon may be supplied to either or both of two devices for 5. In a device of the character described , the combination

producing results corresponding to the conditions clear and comprising a supporting member , a frame pivotally con

caution ahead, electro -magnetic means for controlling said rected to the supporting member, pulleys rotatably disposed

diverting device in such a manner that when said controlling ir the frame, a flexible member disposed between the op

means is energized it will cause the diverting device to send posing faces of the pulleys, and a removable pin disposed

current to the devices for producing the results correspond- through one of the pulleys and provided with a head fitting
ing to clear ahead and when said controlling menas is de- into a recess provided in the supporting member and adapted

energized it will cause the diverting means to send current to hold the pin against rotation , and a nut on the pin.

to the devices for producing the results corresponding to 6. In a device of the character described , the combination

caution ahead , a switching device in said controlling circuit comprising a supporting member, a housing pivotally secured
that when circuit to said controlling means is once more to the supporting member , and pulleys rotatably disposed

opened at any other point , will itself open and thus prevent in the housing in alignment and having their peripheries

subsequent closing of said circuit at said other point from oppositely disposed to each other .

again completing the circuit to said controlling means , elec

'tro -magnetic means on the locomotive or car supplied with
current thereon which , when energized , will close said No. 100,094. Fireproof Window.

switching device in said controlling means and thus close Fenêtre à l'épreuve du feu .

said open circuit at said switch , electro -magnetic means on

said locomotive or car adapted to receive current from an

electrical source extraneous to the said locomotive or car

which , when energized , will close circuits through said de

vices for controlling said diverting device when the circuit

by way of said diverting switch is open at any other point

and will cause said diverting device to remain closed until

said other open circuit shall have become closed , substan

tially as described .

3
7

No. 100,093. Railway Signal Pulley.

Poulie pour signaux de chemin de fer.
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Daniel Bradford Bodger, Winchester, and Arthur Campbell

Bodger, Newton , both in Massachusetts, U.S.A. , 17th July,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 9th April, 1906. Receipt No. 134,770.

Claim . - 1. In a fireproof window, a sheet metal sash having

a cross rail composed of two strips having the edges of one

overlapped and folded together with the edges of the other,

the strips being separated from each other at their inter

mediate portions and indented longitudinally to form pane

receiving grooves.

FIG . 3 . 2. In a fireproof window, a sheet metal sash having a cross

rail composed of two strips having the edges of one over

lapped and folded together with the edges of the other , the

strips being separated from each other at their intermediate

portions and indented longitudinally to form pane receiving

grooves and an internal stiffening member extended across

said rail between the edges of said strips.

3. A cross rail for a fireproof window sash consisting of

Kк two strips of sheet metal arranged with the edges of one ad

jacent those of the other and interlocked and their inter

mediate portions separated, each of said strips being bent

to provide grooves for receiving the window panes, and a

longitudinal stiffening web located within the rail extending

across the same and in engagement with the interlocked

100093 edges of said strips.

4. A fireproof window sash having exterior rails, a hollow

Hiram Lomas, 6 River View , New Ferry, Chester, England, exterior rails and extending intoandthrough said cross rail.
cross rail , and connecting members held at their ends in the

17th July , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 27th February, 1906. Re
5. In a fireproof window , a sheet metal frame having a sash

ceipt No. 133,386 .
guide provided with an opening, a rigid plate extending across

Claim .-- ) . In a device of the character described , a hous- such opening and secured to the frame , and a pulley frame

ing , a plurality of rotatably mounted pulleys in the housing, located in the opening and fastened to said plate.

adapted to form roller bearings for a flexible member, a 6. In a fireproof window frame , a sheet metal side rail , a

supporting member, a bracket secured to the supporting rigid metal plate secured to a wall of the side rail on the in

member and pivotally connected with the housing, and means terior of the rail , the said wall and plate having registering

for limiting the movement of the housing. openings , webs formed on said plate extending across the

2. In a device of the character described , the combination ends of said openings , and a pulley frame located in the open

comprising a supporting member, a frame hinged to the sup- ings carrying a pulley projected into the interior of the rail

porting member, pulleys carried by the frame , and means for and comprising in part a face plate secured at its ends to

securing the free end of the frame to the supporting member. said webs , and covering said openings .

3. In a device of the character described , the combination 7. In a fireproof window frame, a sheet metal side rail, a

comprising a post, a frame pivotally connected with the post , rigid metal plate secured to a wall of the side rail on the in

anti -friction pulleys rotatably disposed in the frame, a flex- terior of the rail , the said wall and plate having registering

ible member disposed between the opposing faces of the openings , webs formed on said plate extending across the

pulleys , and a removable pin adapted to form an axis for one ends of said openings, a pulley frame comprising a face plate

of the pulleys . and laterally extending pulley supporting wings located in

4. In a device of the character described, the combination said openings, the face plate being secured at its ends to

comprising a supporting member , a bracket fixed on the sup- said webs and covering the openings and the pulley support

porting member , a frame hinged to the bracket, pulleys ing wings extending through the openings into the interior of

rotatably mounted in the frame, one of which is removable, the side rail, and a pulley pivoted to said wings.
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8. A fireproof window sash having exterior rails of sheet 2. A fence comprising straight longitudinal wires, corru

metal with indented portions forming pane-receiving grooves, gated stay wires having their upper endis provider with round

a hollow cross rail , strips located within the cross rail and loops , and binding means wound on the longitudinal wires

extending longitudinally thereof, projections extending from and crossed three times over the stay wires .

said strips into the interior of the adjacent exterior rail and 3. A fence comprising longitudinal wires , stay wires and

bent over on their ends to form hooks , and a cross piece ex- binding wires crossed thrice around one side of the stay wires

tending transversely of said exterior rail in engagement with and having their opposite ends bent around the longitudinal

the indented portion thereof and engaged by said hooks . wires on opposite sides of the stay wires.

9. A fireproof window sash having exterior rails of sheet

metal with indented portions forming pane- receiving grooves, No. 100,096. Vessel Cover and Shaker.

a hollow cross rail, transverse tie members located in the

exterior rails engaging the indented portions , a strip located
Couvercle et appareil à secousse pour vaisseaux .

within the cross rail and extending across and longitudinally

thereof, and projections extending from the ends of the strip

into the interior of the exterior rails adjacent the ends of the FIG 2
FIGI

cross rail , on opposite sides of the indented portions of the

exterior rails, and connected with the transverse tie mem
bers.

10. A fireproof window sash having exterior rails of sheet

metal with indented portions forming pane -receiving grooves,

a hollow cross rail , transverse tie members located in the x

exterior rails extending across the same in engagement with

the indented portions thereof, and a plurality of strips ex

tending longitudinally of the cross rail in the interior thereof

and having projecting portions extending into the interior of

the exterior rails on opposite sides of the tie members , the

ends of said projecting portions being bent around the outer

edges of the tie members.
FIG 3 CA

11. In a window, a sash having a tubular side rail formed

with an external channel on the side toward the adjacent rail

of thewindow frame, a sash supporting cord or chain located

in said channel , and a hanger having a portiou located in the

channel engaged with the cord or chain and detachably con

nected to the sash rail .

12. In a window , a sash having a tubular side rail formed

with an external channel on the side toward the adjacent rail

of the window frame , a sash supporting cord or chain located

in said channel , and a hanger havingan eye located in the

channel engaged with the cord or chain and a holding portion

extending into the interior of and detachably engaged with FIG 4.

the sash rail .

13. In a window , a sash having a tubular side rail and pro

vided with an elongated slot in the portion adjacent the win

dow frame , and a hanger having an eye adapted to be en

gaged with a sash supporting weight chain or cord and hav

inr also an offset portion and a lateral retaining bar adapted

to extend through the sash rail and engage the same in the

interior thereof.

100096

No. 100,095. Wire Fence. Clôture de fil de fer.

m

Tip: 1.

Hugh Paton , Montreal, Quebec , Canada, 17th July, 1906 ; 6

years . Filed 8th January , 1906. Receipt No. 131,632.

Claim . — 1. A cover for shaking purposes adapted to be held

upon the rim of a vessel by the presence of the index finger

while the vessel is held in the hand and consisting of a flex

ible disc , a carrier containing such disc and constructed to,

when borne upon by the finger, force the central portion of

the said disc into the vessel while the disc rests upon the rim ,

substantially as described and for the purpose set forth.

2. A cover adapted to rest upon the rim of a vessel and con

sisting of a carrier having a convexed interior and a flexible

disc supported in such carrier, substantially as described and

for the purpose set forth.

3. A cover adapted to rest upon the rim of a vessel and

comprising a carrier of circular box - like form with one end

open , the closed end of such carrier having the central por

tion of its interior convexed , an elastic disc within the car

rier, a series of legs secured to the interior of the perimetical

wall of the carrier , and a series of feet upon such legs, sub

stantially as described and for the purpose set forth.

4. A disc for the purpose set forth consisting of two layers

of cork each faced on one side with an asceptic waterproof

fabric and an adhesive film attaching the said faced layers

together, substantially as described and for the purpose set
forth.

5. A cover adapted to rest upon the rim of a vessel and

consisting of a carrier having a convexed interior and a flex

ible disc supported in such carrier and consisting of two

layers of cork with an aseptic film of adhesive substance be

tween them , substantially as described and for the purpose
set forth .

6. A cover adapted to rest upon the rim of a vessel and
120095

consisting of a carrier having a convexed interior and a flex

ible disc supported in such carrier , and consisting of two

layers of cork each faced on one side with an aseptic water

Frank S. Frost , Charlottetown , Prince Edward Island, Can- | proof fabric and an adhesive film attaching the said faced

ada , 17th July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 22nd February , 1906. layers together, substantially as described and for the pur

Receipt No. 133,172 . pose set forth .

Claim .-1 . A fence comprising straight longitudinal wires , 7 A cover adapted to rest upon the rim of a vessel and com

corrugated stay wires and binding means passed three times prising a carrier of circular box - like form with one end

around the stay wires to the longitudinal wires . open , the closed end of such carrier having the central por

g 2 .

7-16
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tion of its interior convexed, an elastic disc within the car- 3. In a threading die the combination of a die body pro

rier , a series of legs secured to the interior of the perimet- vided with guides or ways, die chasers fitted to and movable
rical wall of the carrier, and a series of feet upon such legs,
one of such feet being secured to its leg by a screw thread

connection , substantially as described and for the purpose Fig ! rige

set forth.

D
No. 100,097. Metallic Thimble or Tube.
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along said guides or ways towards and from the axis of the

die body, a head movable towards and from said die body,
rigIn

arms on said head which engage said die chasers to lock

them in operative position when said head is moved in one

direction and are withdrawn to release said die chasers when

said head is moved in the other direction, and a casing sup

ported concentric with said die body which extends over said

locking arms , said locking arms and casing being provided

with engaging surfaces to provide a rigid support or backing
for said arms .

4. In a threading die the combination of a die body pro

vided with guides or ways, die chasers fitted to and movable

along said guides or ways towards and from the axis of the

die body, a head movable towards and from said die body ,

arms on said head which engage said die chasers to lock them

in operative position when said head is moved in one direc

tionand are withdrawn to release said die chasers when said

head is moved in the other direction , and a casing adjust

ably secured concentric with the die body which extends over

said locking arms, said locking arms and casing being pro

vided with engaging surfaces comprising inclined or bevelled

surfaces on said locking arms.

5. In a threading die the combination of a die body pro

vided with guides or ways , die chasers fitted to and movable

James Pratt, Woodstock, Ontario, Canada, 17th July, 1906 ; 6 along said guides or ways towards and from the axis of the
years . Filed 18th April , 1906. Receipt No. 135,011 .

body, a head movable towards and from said die body, arms

Claim.-1 . In a fence post or other article composed of on said head which engage said die chasers to lock them in

plastic material , a metallic thimble or tube firmly imbedded operative position when said head is moved in one direction

in said material and a removable wooden plug inserted in and are withdrawn to release said die chasers when said

said thimble or tube , substantially as described head is moved in the other direction, and a casing on said

2. In a fence post or other article composed of plastic ma- head which extends over said locking arms, said locking

terial which is eventually hardened, a metallic thimble or arms and casing being provided with engaging surfaces to

tube firmly imbedded in said post or other article , a re- provide a rigid support or backing for said arms.

movable wooden plug inserted in said thimble or tube , a 6. In a threading die the combination of a die body pro

staple , nail, or spike driven into said plug capable of secur- vided with guides or ways, die chasers fitted to and movable

ing a fence or other article or substance thereto, substanti- along said guides or ways towards and from the axis of the
ally as set forth in the specifications herein . die body, a head movable towards and from said die body,

arms pivoted on said heads which engage said die chasers to

No. 100,098. Threading Die. Filière. lock them in operative position when said head is moved in

one direction and are withdrawn to release said die chasers

The Standard Screw Company, assignee of Walter Beverly when said head is moved in the other direction, means to

Pearson, all of Detroit, Michigan, U.S.A. , 17th July, 1906 ; secure said arms against inward pivotal movement and a

6 years. Filed 18th June, 1906. Receipt No. 137,030.
casing adjustably secured to said head which extends over

Claim . - 1 . In a threading die the combination of a die body said locking arms, said casing and arms being provided with

provided with guides or ways , die chasers fitted to and mov- engaging surfaces comprising inclined or bevelled surfaces

able along said guides or ways towards and from the axis on said locking arms .

of the die body, a head movable towards and from said die 7. In a threading die the combination of a die body pro

body, arms pivoted on said head which engage said die vided with guides or ways, die chasers fitted to and movable

chasers to lock them in operative position when said head along said guides or ways towards and from the axis of the

is moved in one direction and are withdrawn to release said die body, a head movable towards and from said die body,

die chasers when said head is moved in the other direction, arms pivoted on said head which engage said die chasers to

means to secure said locking arms against pivotal movement lock them in operative position when said head is moved in

and means for advancing and retracting said die chasers com- one direction and are withdrawn to release said die chasers

prising engaging parts on said die ,chasers and on said lock- | when said head is moved in the other direction , means to

ing arms comprising cam surfaces on one thereof. secure said arms against inward pivotal movement , a casing

2. In a threading die the combination of a die body pro- adjustably secured to said head which extends over said

vided with guides or ways , die chasers fitted to and movable locking arms , said casing and arms being provided with en

along said guides or ways towards and from the axis of the gaging surfaces comprising inclined or bevelled surfaces on

die body, a head movable towards and from said die body, said locking arms , and springs applied to said locking arms

arms pivoted on said head which engage said die chasers to for maintaining the bearing surfaces therof in engagement

lock them in operative position when said head is moved in with their co -operating surfaces on said casing.

one direction and are withdrawn to release the said die 8. In a threading die the combination of a die body pror

chasers when said head is moved in one direction and are vided with guides or ways , die chasers fitted to and movable

withdrawn to release the said die chasers when said head is along said guides or ways towards and from the axis of the

moved in the other direction , means for adjustably limiting die body, a head movable towards and from şaid die body,

the outward movement of said arms and means for supporting arms on said head which engage said die chasers to lock

said arms against inward pivotal movement . them in operative position when said head is moved in one
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direction and are withdrawn to release said die chasers when on said die chasers and removable blocks,means for advanc

said head is moved in the other direction , and a casing on ing and retracting said die chasers and means for securing

said head which extends over said locking arms, said locking said die chasers in operative position.

arms and casing being provided with engaging surfaces to 15. In a threading die the combination of a die body pro

provide a riiid support or backing for said arms and said vided with holes or openings , a block of less thickness than
casing being provided also with a bearing slidably fitted to the width of said holes or openings inserted against a side

a cylindrical bearing on the die body. of each of said holes or openings, clamping screws threaded

9. In a threading die the combination of a die body pro- into said die body, the heads of which are fitted to counter

vided with guides or ways, die chasers fittedtoand movable bores formed partly in said blocks and partly in the die
along said guides or ways towards and from the axis of the body shoulders on which engage corresponding shoulders on

die body, a head movable towards and from said die body, said blocks, die chasers slidably fitted to the space between
arms pivoted on said head which engage said die chasers to said blocks and the opposite sides of said holes or open

lock them in operative position when said head is moved in ings and movable therein towards and from the axis of the

one direction and are withdrawn to release said die chasers die body, engaging tongues and grooves on said die chasers

when said head is moved in the other direction , means to and removable blocks, means for advancing and retracting

secure said arms against inward pivotal movement , and a said die chasers and means for securing said die chasers in

casing adjustably secured to said head which extends over operative position ,

said locking arms, said locking arms and casing being pro 16. In a threading die the combination of a die body pro
vided with engaging surfaces comprising inclined or bevelled vided with guides or ways , and a rearward axial bore , die

surfaces on said arms to provide an adjustable rigid sup chasers fitted to and movable along said guides or ways

port for said locking arms , and said casing being also pro towards and from the axis of said die body, a ring fitted to

vided with a bearing slidably fitted to a cylindricalbearing theaxial bore in said die body which projects into the path

on the die body. of travel of rigid portions of said die chasers , means to ad

10. In a threading die the combination of a die body pro- chasers in operativeposition.vance and retract said die chasers and means to secure said

vided with guides or ways , die chasers fitted to and movable

along said guides or ways towards and from the axis of the 17. In a threading die the combination of an arbour, a die

diebody, a head movable towards and from said die body, body and a head fitted to and longitudinally movable on said

arms on saidhead whichengage said die chasers to lock saidarbour,a stop which limits th emovement of said ,die
arbour , means to secure said die body against rotation on

them in operative position when said head is moved in one

direction and are withdrawn to release said die chasers when between said diebody and head whereby said head is main
body and head lengthwise of said arbour , yielding connection

said head is moved in the other direction , a casing supported tained normally at one. limit of its movement relatively to
concentric with said die body which extendş over said lock

ing arms, said locking arms and casing being provided with
said die body, guides or ways on said die body, die chasers

engaging surfaces to provide a rigid supoprt or backing for
fitted to and movable along said guides or ways towards and

said arms and means for advancing and retracting said die said head which engage said die chasers to lock them in
from the axis of said die body, rigidly supported arms on

chasers consisting of co- operating parts on said die chasers operative position when said head is moved in one direction
and on said head .

and are withdrawn to release said die chasers when said
11. In a threading die, the combination of a die body pro- head is moved in the other direction , and means for advanc

vided with guides or ways, die chasers fitted to and movable ing and retracting said die chasers comprising engaging

along said guides or ways towards and from the axis of the parts on said die chasers and on said locking arms compris

die body, a head movable towards and from said die body , ing suitable cam surfaces on one thereof.

arms on said head which engage said die chasers to lock 18. In a threading die the combination of an arbour, a die

them in operative position when said head is moved in one body, a head fitted to and longitudinally movable on said

direction and are withdrawn to release said die chasers when

arbour, a collar on said arbour between said die body and
sai head is moved in the other direction , a casing on said

sleeve , pins secured in said die body which are fitted to and
head which extends over said locking arms , said locking longitudinally movable in holes or openings in said collar,

arms and casing being provided with engaging surfaces to rodssecuredto said pins , springs inserted between shoulders

provide a rigid support or backing for said locking arms and on said rods and the bottom of recesses formed in said head

means for advancing and retracting said die chasers com- whereby said springs will maintain said head normally at

prising engaging parts on said die chasers and on said lock
one limit of its movement relatively to said die body, guides

ing arms comprising suitable cam surfaces on one thereof. or ways on said die body, die chasers fitted to and movable

12. In a theading die the combination of a die body provi- along said guides or ways towards and from the axis of

ded with guides or ways , die chasers fitted to and moving said die body, rigidly supported arms of said head which

along said guides or ways towards and from the axis of the engage said die chasers to lock them in operative position

die body, a head movable towards and from said die body, when said head is moved in one direction and are withdrawn

arms pivoted on said head which engage said die chasers to to release said die chasers when said head is moved in the

lock them in operative position when said head is moved other direction , and means for advancing and retracting said

in one direction and are withdrawn to release said die cha- die chasers comprising engaging parts on said die chasers

sers when said head is moved in the other direction , stops and on said locking arms comprising suitable cam surfaces

which limit the inward pivotal movement of said arms , a on one thereof.

casing adjustably secured to said head which extends over 19. The combination of an arbour, a threading die compris -

said locking arms, said locking arms and casing being pro- ing connected sections fitted to and movable longitudinally

vided with engaging surfaces comprising inclined or bevel- for said arbour, a flange on said arbour between the sections

led surfaces on said arms for adjustably limiting the out- of said die , and means for securing said die against rotation

ward pivotal movement of said locking arms and means for relatively to said arbour.

advancing and retracting said die chasers comprising en

gaging parts on said die chasers and on said locking arms

comprising suitable cam surfaces on one thereof. No. 100,099. Pasteurising Apparatus.

13. In a threading die the combination of a die body , pro Appareil à pasteuriser .

vided with guides or ways , die chasers fitted to and movable

along said guides or ways towards and from the axis of the Niels Frederick Nissen , Gentofte, and Frederick C. L. Sode

body, a head movable towards and from said body, arms pi mann , Lyngby, both in Denmark , 17th July , 1906 ; 6 years .

voted on said head which engage said die chasers to look Filed 9th April , 1906. Receipt No. 134,743 .

them in operative position when said head is moved in one Claim.-1. An apparatus for pasteurizing substances enclos

direction and are withdrawn to release said die chasers when ed in bottles or other receptacles , and of the kind where the

said head is moved in the other direction , stops which limit bottles remain at rest , while the water or other heat con

the inward pivotal movement of said arms, a casing threadeil veying medium circulates , and comprising a number of com

to said head which extends over said locking arms, saia municating chambers , means for heating each chamber sep

locking arms and casing being provided with engaging sur . arately and independently of the circulation, and means for

faces comprising inclined or bevelled surfaces on said arms utilizing the water level variations produced , in the appar

for adjustably limiting the outward pivotal movement of atus , when inserting the bottles therein or extracting them

said locking arms and means for advancing and retracting therefrom , to effect the desired circulation through all the

said die chasers comprising engaging parts on said die cha- chambers, substantially as described and for the purpose set

sers and on said locking arms comprising suitable cam sur- forth.

faces on one thereof. 2. An apparatus for pasteurizing substances enclosed in

14. In a threading die the combination of a die body pro- bottles or other receptacles, and of the kind where the bottles

vided with holes or openings, a block of less thickness than remain at rest while the water, or other heat conveying

the width of said holes or openings removably secured to medium circulates and comprising a number of communicat.

side of each of said openings , die chasers slidably fitted to ing chambers , means for heating each chamber separately

the spaces between said blocks and the opposite sides of and independently of the circulation , means for preventing

said holes or openings and movable therein towards and back flow of the medium , and means for producing a differ

from the axis of the die body, engaging tongues and grooves ence in water level of two adjacent chambers, thus effecting.

2
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as back flow is prevented , a circulation of the medium into horizontal alignment with the jar chamber to permit

through all the chambers and in the desired direction .
them to be transferred horizontally from the table to the

chamber.

2. In a jar sealing apparatus, the combination of a jar

chamber , a plurality of jar carrying slides and a turntable

provided with a guideway for each of the slides , the turn

table being pivoted at one side of the center of the pathway

of the said slides , whereby the slides may be brought suc

cessively into horizontal alignment with the jar chamber .

3. In a jar sealing apparatus the combination of a jar

chamber, a plurality of jar carrying slides , a turntable pro

vided with a guide for each slide , and a pivotal support for

the turntable located between the guideways, and at one side

of the center line of the jar chamber whereby the slides are

by rotation of the table carried successively into horizontal

alignment with the jar chamber.

4. In jar sealing apparatus the combination of a jar cham

ber, a pair of jar carrying slides, a turntable for supporting

one of the slides in alignment with the jar chamber, and sup

porting the other slide in position to be brought into similar

alignment by swinging the turntable , means for locking the

turntable when either slide is in alignment with the jar

chamber, and stops for stopping the movement of the slides

3. An apparatus for pasteurizing substances enclosed in when they are drawn out of the jar chamber.

bottles or other receptacles, and of the kind where the 5. In jar sealing apparatus the combination of a jar cham

bottles remain at rest while the water or other heat con- ber, a door for hermetically sealing the jar chmber, jar car

veying medium circulates , and comprising a number of com- rying slide, guideways for supporting and guiding the slide

municating chambers , means for heating each chamber sep- through the doorway into the jar chamber, jar holding trays

arately and independently of the circulation, means for pre - supported by the slide, and substitutable filling pieces rest

venting back flow of the medium and means for supplying ing upon the bottom of the slide , and supporting the trays

water to any one of the chambers and for discharging a cor- to raise the tops of jars of different heights to a predeter
responding amount of water from the adjacent chamber on mined level .

the opposite side of the gate , for the purpose of producing fi. In jar sealing apparatus the combination of a jar cham

the desired circulation through all the chambers . her, a pair of jar rarrving slides , rollers on which the slides

4. An apparatus for pasteurizin substances enclosed in rest , and a turntable for carrying the rollers and supporting

bottles or other receptacles and of the kind where the bottles one of the slides in alignment with the jar chamber while

remain at rest , while the water or other heat conveying supporting the other slide in position to be brought into

medium circulates, and comprising a number of communicat- similar alignment by swinging the turntable.

ing chambers , means for heating each chamber separately 7. In jar sealing apparatus the combination of a jar cham

and independently of the circulation , means for preventing ber , a pair of jar carrying slides , a turntable for supporting

back flow of the medium , and a pump serving to transfer the one of the slides in alignment with the jar chamber and for

water from one chamber into the adjacent one for the pur- supporting the other slide in position to be brought into

pose of producing the difference in water level of these two similar alignment by swinging the turntable , and side guides

chambers necessary to effect the desired circulation through on the turntable to keep the moving slides in alignment with

all the chambers , these two chambers being temporarily or the jar chamber.

permanently disconnected . 8. In jar sealing apparatus the combination of a jar cham

ber , a door carriage , a door suspended from the carriage and

No. 100,100. Hermetic Sealing Apparatus.
sorings to yieldingly hold the door away from the jar cham
ber .

Appareil à sceller hermétiquement. 9. In jar sealing apparatus the combination of a jar cham
ber. a door carriage , a door suspended from the carriage .

springs tending to hold the top ofthe door out of contact

with the jar chamber , and a guide rail parallel to the path
of the door to confine the bottom .

10. In jar sealing apparatus, door mechanism therefor hav

ing in combination a door for hermetically closing the jar

sealing chamber, togele mechanism acting upon different por

tions of the door , and a floating support for the toggle mech

anism for substantially equalizing its pressure upon the dif

ferent portions of the door .

11. In jar sealing apparatus the combination of a jar cham

ber, a door , clamping devices operatingon different portions

of the door , and means including an equalizing toggle device

for distributing the clampingpressure on the different por
tions of the door ,

12. In jar sealing apparatus, door mechanism therefor hav

ing in combination a door for hermetically closing the jar

sealing chamber of the apparatus, togglemechanism acting

in different directions upon different portions of the door,

? urer
and a floating support for the toggle mechanism , located be

tween the opposing portions thereof, for distributing the
pressure of the toggle mechanism with substantial equality

upon the different portions of the door.

13. In jar sealing apparatus, door mechanism therefor hav

ing in combination a door for hermetically closing the far

sealing chamber of the apparatus, toggle devices acting in

opposite directions from a common center, upon different

portions of the door , and a floating support for the toggle de

vice mounted to yield substantially in the line of the oppos

ing pressures to substantially equalize them .

14. In jar sealing apparatus the combination of a jar cham ,

ber. a door carriage, a door supported bythe carriage, and

means including a toggle joint device for clamping the door
against the jar chamber.

15. In jar sealing apparatus, the combination of a jar
William Albert Lorenz and William Henry Honiss, co - in - chamber , a door carriage, a door supported by the carriage,

ventors , both of Hartford, Connecticut, U.S.A., 17th June, and means including an'adjustabletoggle joint device for
1906 ; 6years . Filed 28th April, 1906. Receipt No. 135,350 clamping the door against the jarchamber.

16. In jar sealing apparatus, the combination of jarClaim .-- 1. In a jar sealing apparatus the combination of a

jar chamber, a plurality of jar carrying slides and a table and means including two'toggle joint devices acting from a
chamber , a door carriage, a door supported by the carriage,

provided with guideways for the slides, and mounted to carry

the slides transversely, whereby they are successively carried chamber.

center for clamping the dooragainstthe jar
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17. In jar sealing apparatus, the combination of a jar dently of each other, and for connecting the two chamber

chamber, a door carriage, a door supported by the carriage , ports either with the exhaust port or with the atmosphere

and means including two toggle joint devices acting from port.

a pivotally supported common center for clamping the door 34. In vacuum sealing apparatus, a valve having an ex

against the jar chamber . haust port 255, an atmosphere port 258 , and two chamber

18. In jar sealing apparatus, the combination of a jar ports 256 and 257, said valve being provided with means for

chamber, a door carriage, a door supported by the carriage, closing the ehaust portand the atmosphere port indepen
means including two toggle joint devices acting from a com- dently of each other and for connecting the two chamber

non center for clamping the door against the jar chamber, perts either with the exhaust port or with the atmosphere
and means for supporting the said center for equalizing port , said means being adapted also to connect the chamber

movement. port 256 either with the exhaust port or with the atmosphere

19. In jar sealing apparatus, the combination of a jar port while keeping the other chamber port 257 closed.
chamber, a door carriage, a door supported by the carriage, 35. In vacuum sealing apparatus, the combination with a

dogs engaging the door, and means for moving the dogs to valve having an exhaust port, an atmosphere port and two

clamp the door against the jar chamber. chamber ports , of means for bringing the ports into proper

20. In jar sealing apparatus, the combination of a jar coincidence and means for arresting the operating move

chamber , a door carriage, a door supported by the carriage , ments at predetermined positions .

cogs engaging with the door , and a toggle joint device for 36. In vacuum sealing apparatus, the combination with a

moving the dogs to clam the door against the jar chamber . valve having an exhaust port , an atmosphere port and two

21. In jar sealing apparatus, the combination of a jar chamber ports , of means for bringing the ports into proper
chamber , a door carriage, a door for the jar chamber sup - coincidence, and means for limiting the valve operating

ported by the carriage , dogs engaging with the door, and two movement in both directions and for arresting it at prede

toggle joint devices which act on the dogs from a common termined intermediate positions.

center to clamp the door against the jar chamber . 37. In jar sealing apparatus, the combination of a jar

22. In jar sealing apparatus, the combination of a jar chamber, a presser chamber, a valve, a passage connecting

chamber, a door carriage, a door supported by the carriage , the valve to the jar chamber , a passage connecting the valve

dogs engaing with the door , two toggle joint devices which to the presser chamber , a passage connecting the valve to

act on the dogs from a common center to clamp the door an exhausting apparatus , a passage connecting the valve to

against the jar chamber, and means for supporting the com- the atmosphere, and means for operating the valve to close

mon center for equalizing movement . the exhaust passage and the atmosphere passage indepen

23. In jar sealing apparatus, the combination of a jar dently of each other and to connect the two chamber pass

chamber, a door carriage , a door supported by the carriage , ages either with the exhaust passage or with the atmosphere

dogs engaging with the door, and two toggle joint devices passage.

which act on the dogs from a pivotally supported common 38. In jar sealing apparatus, the combination of a jar

center , to clamp the door against the jar chamber. chamber , a presser chamber, a valve, a passage connecting

24. In jar sealing apparatus , the combination of a jar the valve to the jar chamber, a passage connecting the valve

chamber , a door carriage , a door supported by the carriage , to the presser chamber, a passage connecting the valve to

dogs engaging with the door , two toggle joint devices which ar exhausting apparatus , a passage connecting the valve to

act on the dogs from a common center to clamp the door the atmosphere, means for operating the valve to close the

against the jar chamber, and a lever for operating the toggle exhaust passage and the atmosphere passage independently

joint devices .
of each other and to connect the two chamber passages

25. In jar sealing apparatus, the combination of a jar either with the exhaust passage or with the atmospherechamber , a door carriage, a door supported by the carriage , passage , said means being adapted also to connect the

dogs engaging with the door, two toggle joint devices which presser chamber passage either with the exhaust passage or

act on the dogs from a common center to clamp the door with the atmosphere passage while keeping the jar chamber
against the jar chamber, and counterbalancing means for passage closed .

the weight of the toggle joint devices . 39. In a jar sealing apparatus the combination of a jar

26. In jar sealing apparatus, the combination of a jar chamber, a presser chamber, a valve, a passage connecting

chamber, a door carriage, a door for the jar chamber sup- the valve to the jar chamber , a passage connecting the valve

ported by the carriage, dogs engaging with the door, two to the presser chamber, a passage connecting the valve to

toggle joint devices which act on the dogs from a common an exhausting apparatus , a passage connecting the valve to

center to clamp the door against the jar chamber, and ad. the atmosphere , means for operating the valve to bring the

justing means for the toggle joint devices and their con- passages into proper coincidence, and means for arresting

nected parts. the valve operating movement at predetermined positions.

27. In jar sealing apparatus, the combination of a jar 40. In jar sealing apparatus the combination of a jar

chamber, a door carriage, a door supported by the carriage , chamber, a presser chamber, a valve, a passage connecting

two toggle joint devices and connections acting on the dogs the valve to the jar chamber, a passage connecting the valve

from a comon center , and means for varying the length of to the presser chamber , a passage connecting the valve to

the connections. an exhausting apparatus , a passage connecting the valve to

28. In jar sealing apparatus, the combination of a jar the atmosphere , means for operating the valve to bring the

chamber and a sealing carriage removably contained within passages into proper coincidence, and means for limiting

the jar chamber , comprising a base and a presser chamber the valve operating movement in both directions and for

provided with a plurality of independently movable pressers arresting it at predetermined intermediate positions .

operated by atmospheric pressure . 41. In jar sealing apparatus the combination of a jar cham

29. In jar sealing apparatus, the combination of a jar ber, a presser chamber, a passage for connecting with air
chamber, a plurality of independently movable jar pressers, exhausting apparatus , a valve comprising a plug and casing ,

a carriage removably contained within the jar chamber , and a lever to oscillate the plug, a latch connected with the lever,

having the jar pressers attached thereto , and fluid pressure and a peripherally shouldered plate to co- operate with the
actuated means for operating the pressers . latch in limiting the oscillation of the plug in both directions

30. In jar sealing apparatus, the combination of a jar and to arrest the movement of the plug at predetermined in
chamber, a plurality of independently movable jar pressers, termediate points .

a carriage removably contained within the jar chamber and 42. Invacuum sealing apparatus the combination of a jar

having the jar pressers attached thereto, and an inclined chamber, a presser chamber, passages connecting with means
cap levelling surface adjacent to the pressers, to level the for exhausting both chambers, means for readmitting air
individual caps as they are moved toward the pressers . first to the presser chamber and subsequently to the jar

31. In jar sealing apparatus, the combination of a jar chamber.

chamber and a sealing carriage removably contained within 43. In a vacuum sealing apparatus the combination of a jar

the jar chamber , and comprising a base and a presser cham- chamber, a presser chamber, a valve controlled connection

ber having attached thereto independently movable jar between the two members, passages connecting with means

pressers operated by atmospheric pressure , and a cap for exhausting the two chambers, means for operating the

levelling device located near the front of the presser cham- valve to readmit air first to the presser chamber and sub

ber to level the caps as they are moved toward the pressers . sequently to the jar chamber.

32. In jar sealing apparatus , the combination of a jar 44. In jar sealing apparatus , door mechanism therefor, hay

chamber, a sealing carriage removably contained within the ing in combination a door carriage mounted to travel in the

jar chamber, and comprising a base and a presser chamber general direction of the plane of the door, a door mounted on

provided with a plurality of independently movable jar the carriage for movement toward and from the plane of the

pressers operated by atmospheric pressure , and means for door seat , and a guide rail for holding the door away from

connecting the presser chamber to exhausting apparatus. the plane of its seat during the movements of the carriage.

33. In vacuum sealing apparatus, a valve having an ex- 45 , In jar sealing apparatus, door mechanism therefor hav

haust port 255, an atmospheric port 258, and two chamber | ing in combination a door carriage mounted to travel in the

ports 256 and 257, said valve being provided with means for general direction of the plane of the door, a door mounted

closing the exhaust port and the atmosphere port indepen- on the carriage for movement toward and from the plane ot
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the door seat , and a guiding rail for holding the door away No. 100,101 . Machine for Making Expanded Metal.
from the plane of its seat during the travel of the carriage, Machine pour faire du métal dilaté.
the guiding engagement between the rail and the door being

discontinued when the door stands opposite its seat .

Fig!
46. In jar sealing apparatus, door mechanism therefor hav

ing in combination a door carriage mounted to travel in the

general direction of the plane of the door, a door mounted

on the carriage for movement toward and from the plane of

its seat , a dog for moving the door toward and from its seat,

and a rail for guiding the door to hold its sealing face in a

plane away from the plane of its seat, during the travel of

the carriage.

47. In jar sealing apparatus , door mechanism therefor hay

ing in combination a door carriage mounted to travel in the

general direction of the plane of the door, a door suspended

on the carriage for swinging movement toward and from the

plane of its sealing seat , dogs for moving the door toward

and from its sealing seat , and a guide rail engaging with the

door during its travel with the carriage to hold the sealing

face of the door at one side of or away from the plane of the

sealing seat .

48. In jar handling devices , the combination of a jar tray ,

open at its lateral sides , and a detachable locator consisting

of a sheet metal plate , provided with apertures for locating

and maintaining a plurality of jars in predetermined posi

tions on the tray, the plate being also provided with means

for reversibly registering it upon the tray and maintaining

the jars in their same predetermined positions upon the tray

in both of the positions of the locator.

49. In jar handling devices the combination of a jar tray,

comprising a flat bottom portion provided with standards

rising from opposite sides of the bottom , a handle appurten

ant to each of said standards, a detachable locator provided

with openings for locating a series of jars in a predeter

mine position in the tray, the ends of the locator being

provided with means for registering with the said standards,

with portions of said locator adjacent to the said handles,
loclol

whereby the tray and its locator are arranged in manipu

lative relation to the hand of the operator. Oscar Bradford , Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. , 17th July 1906 : 6

50. In jar handling devices the combination of a jar tray,
years . Filed 13th June 1906. Receipt No. 136,846.

comprising a flat bottom portion having upwardly projecting
Claim . - 1. The combination in a metal expanding machine ,

standards at its opposite sides , leaving the other opposite of moving devices adapted to engage and hold the edges of

lateral sides open , and a detachable locator provided with the sheet , with an expanding device consisting of an incline

openings for locating a series of jars in a predetermined
over which the central portion of the sheet is carried by the

position in the tray, and having its ends provided with means
edge - holding devices , substantially as specified.

for supporting and registering the locator upon the stand 2. The combination in a metal expanding machine, of sheet

ards. feeding devices adapted to engage and hold the edges of the

sheet , and an expanding device constructed and arranged to

51. In jar handling devices the combination of a reversible force the center of the sheet from the plane of the feeding
tray, comprising a flat bottom having standards extending devices , substantially as specified .

upwardly from its opposite sides , leaving the tray open on 3. The combination in a metal expanding machine of sheet

its other opopsite sides , and a detachable locator provided feeding devices adapted to engage and hold the edgesof the

with openings for registering a series of jars in symmetrical sheet, and a stationary incline constructed and arranged to

relation on the tray, the locator being provided with means force the center of the sheet from the plane of the edges

for reversibly registering it upon the said standards . and thus to open its slits , substantially as specified .

52. A leveller for a plurality of flaring or shouldered jar
4. The combination in a metal expanding machine of sheet

caps , provided with a plurality of openings for engaging the feeding devices adapted to hold the edges of the sheet, and a

cap rims, whereby the leveller is supported .
stationary expanding device located between the sheet feed

ing devices and constructed and arranged to force the center

53. A leveller for a plurality of flaring or shouldered jar of the sheet away from the plane of the feeding devices ,

caps, comprising a plate having a plurality of openings for substantially as specified.

engaging the cap rims , whereby the leveller is supported. 5. The combination in a metal expanding machine, of

54. In jar handling devices the combination with a jar , of horizontally moving sheet feeding devices adapted to engage
a jar having a flaring or shouldered rim , and a leveller rest- and hold the edges of the sheets, and an expanding device

ing upon the said flaring or shouldered portion of the rim . constructed and arranged to force the center of the sheet
away from the plane of the feeding device , substantially as

55. In jar handling devices the combination with a plur specified .

ality of jars each having a removable cap with a flaring or
6. The combination in a metal expanding machine, of

shouldered rim , of a cap leveller provided with openings , the
means adapted to hold the edges of the moving sheet ina

edges of which rest upon the said rim .
fixed plane , and means for displacing or forcing the middle

56. In jar sealing apparatus, means for bringing the loose portion of the sheet away from that plane, subtantially as

caps to an approximately general level , comprising a plate specified.

supported by the caps at a level below the general level of 7. The combination in a metal expanding machine of a

the tops of the caps, the plate being provided with apertures support for the middle portion of the sheet, and sheet feed

through which the tops of the caps protrude . ing devices adapted to take hold of the edges of the sheet

57. In jar sealing apparatus , means for levelling and press
and draw it over, and away from the plane of said support,

ing down a plurality of loose caps comprising cap pressers,
substantially as specified .

a plate supported by the rims of the caps, and provided with support for the center of the sheet and sheet feeding devices
8. The combination in a metal expanding machine of a

apertures through which the tops of the caps project to a
level above that of thegeneral level of the plate, for indea adapted to take hold of the edges of the sheet, said feeding

devices arranged to move in a plane diverging from the
pendent engagement with cap pressers.

plane of the support , substantially as specified.

58. In jar sealing apparatus the combination with means 9. The combination in a metal expanding machine of a

for supporting a plurality of jars having their caps loosely support for the center of the sheet and sheet feeding devices

placed thereon , of independent cap pressers , means for adapted to take hold of the edges of the sheet, said sheet

bringing the loose caps to an approximately general level , feeding devices arranged to move in a plane diverging in a

comprising a plate having a plurality of apertures through vertical direction from the plane of the support, substan

which the caps protrude for engagement with the pressers , tially as specified.

the plate being supported by the margins of its said aper- 10. The combination in a metal expanding machine of a

tures , resting upon the rims of the respective caps. stationary support for the center of the sheet provided with
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devices for relieving the friction , and sheet feeding devices planes , and provided on their peripheries with means to

adapted to take hold of the edges of the sheet, said feeding engage the edges of the sheets.

devices arranged to move in a plane diverging from the

plane of the support, substantially as specified.

11. The combination in a metal expanding machine of a

statior support of less width than the sheet and over

which it may be fed , and feeding devices adapted to take

hold of the edges of the sheet and force it over said support ,

but moving in a plane diverging from the plane of the sup

port, substantially as specified.

12. In a machine for expanding slitted metal sheets , feed

ing mechanism for gripping the sheet at its marginal por

tions and a support for thecenter of the sheet , the plane of

the feeding mechanism and the plane of the support gra

dually separating in a direction at right angles to the plane

of the sheet, substantially as specified .

O
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No. 100,102. Machine for Expanding Sheet Metal.

Machine pour dilater le métal en feuille.

rigs

2. In a machine for expanding slitted sheets , the com

bination of two discs mounted to rotate in planes diverging

from the point at which the sheets are received, and pro

vided with means to engage the edges of the sheets, and

guards for holding the edges down on the discs .

3. In a machine for expanding slitted sheets, the com
bination of two discs mounted to rotate in planes diverging

from the point at which the sheets are received, and pro

vided with hooks to engage the edges of the sheets.

4. In a machine for expanding slitted sheets , the com

bination of two rotating discs mounted upon shafts arranged

at an angle to each other , so that their peripheries at one

point are near together aid diverge from that point, said

discs being provided with means for holding the edges of the

sheets, subtantially as specified .

5. The machine for expanding slitted sheet metal having

in combination two discs mounted to rotate in the same

direction but in diverging planes, and provided on their

peripheries with means whereby they engage both edges of
the sheet.

6. The machine for expanding slitted sheet metal having

rotating diverging expanders provided with peripheral

means for engaging the edges of the sheets , guards for hold

ing the edges on the expanders, and a roller bearing on the

sheet where it enters under the guards.

7. The machine for expanding slitted sheet metal having

rotating diverging expanders provided with peripheral means

for engaging the edges of the sheets, guards for holding the

edges on the expanders , a roller bearing on the sheet where

it enters under the guards, and rollers for lifting the sheet

from the expanders.

Mg3

No. 100,104. Dental Engine . Machine dentaire.
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Oscar Bradford , Chicago , Illinois, U.S.A. , 17th July 1906 ; 6

years . Filed 13th June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,847.

Claim.-1 . The combination with a machine for expanding

slitted sheet metal , of continuously driven controlling rolls

receiving the sheet from the expanding machine and acting

to hold it in position so that its edges cannot get free of

the feeding devices of the expanding machine before the

expansion is fully completed.

2. The combination with a machine for expanding slitted

sheet metal , of continuously driven controlling rolls adapted

to receive the sheet as it passes from the expanding machine

and to control its position therein.

3. The combination with a machine for expanding slitted

sheet metal , of continuously driven rolls adapted to receive

the sheet from the expanding machine and acting both to

control its position in the expanding machine and also to

level the sheet .

4. The combination with a machine for expanding slitted William C. K. Buchanan , Kansas City, Missouri, U.S.A. , 17th

sheet metal consisting of continuously driven controlling July, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 5th April , 1906. Receipt No.

rolls arranged in an inclined position and driven at a speed 134,633 .

uniform with the speed of the sheet at the time it leaves
Claim . - 1. In a device of the class described a shank pro

the expanding machine .
vided with threaded portions separated by a smooth bearing

surface and clamping members carried by said threaded por
No. 100,103. Machine for Manufacturing Metal. tions .

Machine pour la fabrication du métal. 2. In a device of the class described a shank provided with

exterior threaded portions separated by a smooth bearing

Lewis E. Curtis, Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A., 17th July 1906 ; surface and clamping members and carried by said threaded

6 years. Filed 13th June 1906. Receipt No. 136,845 .
portions .

Claim .-- 1 . In a machine for expanding slitted sheets , the 3. In a device of the class described the combination of a

combination of two discs mounted to rotate in diverging shank having a pair of exterior clamp bearing portions sep
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arated by a disc bearing portion, and suitable disc and clamp No. 100,107. Process of RenderingLithopone more
members. Stable Against Light.

4. In a device of the class described the combination of a
Procédé pour rendre le lithopone plus stable à l'épreuve de la

clamp bearing portion , an adjacent disc bearing portion of lumière.

less diameter than said clamp bearing portion and a second

clamp bearing portion of less diameter than and extending Wilhelm Ostwald, Leipzig, Germany, 17th July, 1906 ; 6 years .

from said disc bearing portion , and suitable clamp and disc
Filed 2nd April , 1906. Receipt No. 134,511.

members carried by said shank , Claim . - 1. The process of rendering lithopone more stable

against light , which consists in adding salts of non -acid re

No. 100,105. Astigmatic Cabinet.
action , precipitating zinc compounds from the solutions of

zinc salts to lithopone .

Cabinet astigmatique. 2. The process of rendering lithopone more stable against

light , which consists in adding salts of non-acid reaction ,

precipitating zinc compounds from the solutions of zinc salts

to lithopone and lixiviating the added salts.

3. The process of rendering lithopone more stable against

light, which consists in adding phosphates of alkalies to

lithopone .

No. 100,108. Railway Lamp. Lampe.
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George Ewing Holmes , Newark , New York , U.S.A. , 17th July ,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 11th April , 1906. Receipt No. 134,860.

Claim .-1 . An astigmatic cabinet having an opening in its

front side , a scale on its front side , an arbour in the cabinet ,

a face disc having a tubular axle revoluble on the arbour,

and a pinion on said tubular axle , the said face disc being

further provided with radial openings and with a pointer, the

latter co - acting with the scale on the front side of the cabi

net, an astigmatic disc in rear of the face disc and having a

tubular axle revoluble on that of the face disc and provided Hiram Lucas Piper, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, 17th July,

with a pinion, vertically movable racks mounted and guided 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 31st March , 1906. Receipt No. 134,478.

in the cabinet and engaging the respective pinions , and oper- Claim .-1 . A combined classification and marker railway

ating cords for the respective racks to co -act with the racks lamp having a pair of colourless lenses and a permanently

and pinions to independently turn the said dics to any de- ccloured lens , and means for at times colouring the colour

sired angle, substantially as described . less lenses , substantially as described .

2. An astigmatic cabinet having an opening in its front 2. A combined classification and marker railway lamp com

side , and a scale , and further provided with a removable prising a supporting member having a plurality of coloured

back, a face disc, an astigmatic disc, supports therefor, and glasses mounted rigidly thereon, a shell encircling the colour
means to independently turn them to any desired angle , said ed glasses and rotatably mounted upon the base , a plurality

discs, supports and turning means being mounted on and of lenses carried by the shell, and an illuminating device

carried by the removable back of the cabinet, substantially within such shell, substantially as described .

as described . 3. A combined classification and marker railway lamp com

prising a base , a bracket horizontally rotatably supporting

No. 100,106. Holder for Nursing Bottles.
such base , means detachably retaining the base in different

angular positions relatively to the bracket, a member carried
Porte - bouteilles de nourrices.

by the base , coloured glasses carried by such member, a shell

encircling such member and mounted rotatably upon the

base , means detachably retaining the shell in different an

gular positions relatively to the base , a plurality of lenses

carried by the shell , and illuminating means within the shell,

-13 substantially as described .

4. A combined classification and marker railway lamp com

prising a base, a bracket horizontally rotatably supporting

such base , means detachably retaining the base in different

angular positions relatively to the bracket , a curved member

secured rigidly upon the base concentrically thereto and

near its periphery , a pair of coloured glasses carried by such

member, a shell encircling such member concentrically and

mounted rotatably upon the base, means detachably retaining

100106 the shell in different angular positions relatively to the base,

a pair of colourless lenses and a permanently coloured lens ,

all of such lenses being carried by the shell , and illumin

ating means within the shell , substantially as described.

Alfred Harold Oberg, Sheridan, Wyoming, U.S.A. , 17th July , 5. In a combined classification and marker railway lamp,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 6th April , 1906. Receipt No. 134,690 . the combination of a base consisting of two members se

Claim.-1. A holder for nursing bottles constructed of one cured together and presenting a horizontal annular recess ,

piece of wire comprising legs , semi- circular loops between a shell , a horizontal annular interiorly projecting flange at

the legs , open at the top and a connecting member for the the lower end of such shell and contained revolubly in the

legs at one side of the holder. said recess , a plurality of colourless lenses mounted in the

2. A holder for nursing bottles constructed of one piece of perimeter of such shell, illuminating means within the shell,
wire bent upon itself to form a horizontal side member , legs a device mounted rigidly upon the base between the shell

at each end of the side member, each of said legs being form- and illuminating means and having coloured glasses mounted

ed with two members, semi-circular loops formed from the therein , means locking the shell in different positions to

wire , constituting the inner members of said legs, and single which it may be revolved relatively to the base , substan

legs formed from the wire at the opposite side of the loop , tially as described.

the single legs having their legs rounded off and all of the 6. In a combined railway lamp the combination with the

cornors of the device being rounded, as described. shell and lens rings having lenses secured to their outer
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ends , of means securing the inner ends of such rings to the 3. A new article of manufacture for treating diseases of

edges of openings in the shell , such means consisting of the anus, comprising a backing or body of sheet material ,
flanges formed upon the said inner ends of the rings , and a mass of medicated absorbent material lying against one

circumferential beads formed upon the perimeters of such side of the backing or body, and a thin woven fabric cover

rings, for the purpose set forth . ing for said absorbent material, said covering having its

7. In a railway lamp the combination with a base, shell edges secured to the backing sheet, to hold in place the ab

revolubly mounted thereon, of a bracket upon the interior of sorbent material, whereby upon moistening the absorbent

the shell , an oil reservoir mounted in such bracket , a burner inaterial and covering . the medicament will be allowed to

mounted in the reservoir and a wick operating spindle car- act through the covering , and the backing or body sheet will

ried by the burner and projecting through a hole in the serve to retain the form of the article and permit manipula

shell , substantially as described . tion thereof.

No. 100,109. Inhaler. Inhalateur . No. 100,111 . Gas Lamp Burner. Bec de lampe à gaz .

Fig. 2.
Ag...

Fig. 2 . Fig. 1 .
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David L. Sprague, Clear Lake, Iowa , U.S.A. , 17th July 1906 ;

6 years. Filed 30th March 1906. Receipt No. 134,456.

Claim.-In a device of the character described the com

bination with a heater and a chimney supported thereby ,

said chimney having an annular flange at one end , of a hood,

legs extending therefrom and bearing upon the flange, an

air receiver mounted within the hood and extending there

above, an inlet tube extending through the chimney into the

receiver, an outlet tube extending from the receiver above

the hood , a removable cap upon the receiver and means upon 100111

the cap for indicating the temperature thereof and of the

contents of the receiver.
Erich H. O. Werwath , Linden , near Hanover, Germany , 17th

July 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 6th April 1906. Receipt No.

No. 100,110. Toilet Article. Article de toilette. 134,661 .

Claim .-1 . Arrangement for regulating the combustion in

incandescent gas lamp burners by means of slides for the

supply of the combustion air , in which both the outside air

conducted into the lower opening of the chimney as also

the mixture air entering the burner tube are regulated by

means of a mutual regulating device , substantially as and

for the purpose described.

2. Arrangement for regulating the combustion in incandes

cent gas lamp burners by means of slides for the supply of

the combustion air, in which both the outside air conducted

into the lower opening of the chimney as also the mixture

air entering the burner tube are regulated by means of a

mutual regulating device , said mutual regulating device for

the two air supply tubes being made in form of two rotary

slides combined to one body turning around the Bunsen

burner tube , substantially as and for the purpose described.

3. Arrangement for regulating the combustion in incan

descent gas lamp burners by means of slides for the supply

of the combustion air, in which both the outside air conFrederick Albert Steele , New Rochelle , New York , U.S.A., ducted into the lower opening of the chimneyas also the

17th July , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 3rd April , 1906. Received mixture air entering the burner tube are regulated by means

No. 134,584. of a mutal regulating device , said mutual regulating device

Claim.-1 . A toilet article for treating diseases of the for the two air supply tubes being made in form of two

anus , comprising two paper backing sheets connected to rotary slides combined to one body turning around the

each other by an integral tongue, a mass of dry absorbent Bunsen burner tube , the said combined regulating device for

medicated material engaged with each backing sheet, and the two air supplies being mechanically connected with the

a woven fabric covering for each mass of absorbent ma- gas cock in such a manner that it correctly adjusts the

terial , said coverings having their edges secured respectively suitable supply of combustion air both for the inside as for

to the backing sheets to hold the absorbent material in the outside air passage according to the position of said

place whereby the pad may be moistened to render the medi gas cock, substantially as and for the purpose described.
cant active.

2. A toilet article for treating diseases of the anus com- No. 100,112. Brake. Frein .

prising two paper backing sheets connected by a narrow in
The Simplex Railway Appliance Company of Canada , Mont

tegral tongue and adapted to fold the one over the other, a
real , Quebec , Canada , assignee of Carl Edward Bauer,

mass of absorbent medicated material located on the upper
Hammond, Indiana , U.S.A., 17th July , 1906 ; 6 years. Filedside of each backing sheet and a woven fabric covering for
20th June 1906. Receipt No. 137,076 .

each mass of absorbent material , said coverings having their
edges secured to the upper surfaces of the respective back- Claim . - 1. A two -piece fulcrum for a flanged brake beam

ing sheets to hold the absorbent material in place .
comprising similar malleable members with the faces of the

7-17
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depending ends oblique to the axis of the beam, and their turned up edge at an obtuse angle to the flat portion of the

upperendsshaped to embrace the flange of the brake beam fulcrum,which edge portion is highest at the point of curva
ture and tapered down to the center of the depending por

tion of the fulcrum .

3. A cast brake beam fulcrum for flanged beams comprising

two flat pieces oppositely placed with their depending por

tions at an angle to the web of the beam and fitted to encircle

the beam flange and bear against the web of the beam and

each having a stiffening annulus for the pivot hole, and each

provided with a tapering edge turned at an angle to the flat

portion of the fulcrum and engaging at the lower end the said

annulus .
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No. 100,114. Grain Cleaner. Nettoyeur à grain .
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oand extending diagonally of the web of the beam in opposite
directions.

2. A two- piece fulcrum for a flanged brake beam com

prising similar malleable members with the depending ends

secured together and formed with a lever axis oblique to

the axis of the beam , and having their upper ends shaped

to embrace the flange of the brake beam and extending dia

gonally of the web of the beam in opposite directions.

3. A two - piece fulcrum for a flanged brake beam com

prising flat forged steel bars with their depending ends pro

vided with a lever fulcrum at an acute angle to the axis of

the beam and their upper ends shaped to embrace the flange

of the brake bream and extending diagonally of the web of

the beam in opposite directions .

4. A two- piece fulcrum for a flanged brake beam com

prising flat malleable members with the faces of the depend

ing ends oblique to the axis of the beam and their upper

ends shaped to embrace the flange of the brake beam and

extending diagonally of the web of the beam in opposite

directions.

1
0
0
1
1
4

No. 100,113. Brake. Frein .

gigt Fig ?
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(2 )

7
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9

The Economy Grain Cleaner Company, assignee of Joseph

Wilhelm , Moosejaw, Saskatchewan , Canada, 17th July,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 28th November , 1905 . Receipt No.

130,488 .

Pigs
Claim .-1. In apparatus of the class described the combin

ation of a rotary bolt, a hopper discharging into its upper

end , and a shield held within the bolt in front of the mouth

of the hopper, substantially as described .

2. In apparatus of the class described the combination of a

rotary bolt, a hopper discharging into its upper end, and a

shield secured toand depending from the mouth of the hop

100113 per, and adapted to prevent grain from falling out of the end

of the bolt , substantially as described .

3. In apparatus of the class described the combination of a

rotary bolt, a hopper discharging into its upper end, a shield

The Simplex Railway Appliance Company of Canada, Mont- secured to and depending from the mouth of the hopper, and

real, Quebec , Canada, assignee of Carl Edward' Bauer, adapted to prevent grain from falling out of the endof the
Hammond , Indiana , U.S.A., 17th July, 1906 ; 6 years.Filed bolt, and an inwardly extending rim or flange on thebolt

20th June , 1906 . Receipt No. 137,077 .
adapted to retain the shield in place, substantially as des

cribed .

Claim . - 1 . A cast brake beam fulcrum for flanged beams 4. In apparatus of the class described the combination of a

comprising two flat pieces oppositely placed with their de rotary bolt , a trough in which said bolt is journalled, and an
pending portions at an angle to the web of the beam , and endless screw conveyer in the bottom of the trough , substan
fitted to encircle the beam flange and bear against the web tially as described .

of the beam , and each provided opposite the beam edge and 5. In apparatus of the class described the combination of a

at the edge of the fulcrum which least encircles such beam rotary bolt provided with a screening surfaceof different

flange with a tapering edge turned at an obtuse angle to the mesh at different parts of its length, a trough in which said

flat portion of the fulcrum . bolt is journalled , an endless conveyer in said trough, and

2. A brake beam culcrumed for flanged beams , comprising discharge outlets in the trough for the screenings from each
two flat pieces oppositely placed with heir depending por- section of the bolt , substantially as described .

tions at an angle to the web of the beam , and fitted to en- 6. In apparatus of the class described a rotary bolt decreas

circle the beam flange and bear against the web of the beam , ing in diameter from its inlet to its discharge end , and pro

and each provided opposite the beam edge and at the edge | vided with a screening surface of different mesh at different

of the fulcrum which least encircles such beam flange with a parts of its length , substantially as described.
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No. 100,115. Acetylene Gas Generator.

Générateur de gaz à acétylène.

the chains, the spindles for the sprocket wheels, the journal

bearings carrying the same, and screw spindles provided with
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The Old Colony Light Company, assignee of Albert Forbs

Chase , all of Boston , Massachusetts, U.S.A. , 17th July,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 9th April , 1906. Receipt No. 134,756.

Claim.-1. An acetylene gas apparatus comprising a closed

water receptacle , means for supplying water thereto, a gen

trator, connections between the receptacle and generator, a

gas receiver , connections between said receiver and gener

ator, and a connection between said gas receiver and the top right and left hand threads where they extend through the

of the water receptacle , said connection being independent bearings for the spindles on each side of the cloth, and bevel

oi the water supply connection , whereby when the receptacle pinions on the end of the screw spindles, a longitudinal

is being filled with water , gas in said receptacle will be spindle provided with evel pinions meshing with the afore

forced toward the receiver without escaping to the atmos- said spindles and a hand wheel on such spindle, as and for

phere . the purpose specified .

2. An acetylene gas apparatus comprising a tank, a plur- 4. The combination with the laterally moving endless

ality of independent generators situated therein , a water re- brushes carried on suitable wheels and suitably driven and

ceptacle containing a plurality of compartments, each com - adjustable to and from each other, of two sets of endless

partment being separately connected to one of the gener - chains provided with longitudinally arranged brushes , sproc

ators , a gas receiver and connections between each of the ket wheels carrying the chains, the spindles for the sprocket

generators and gas receiver and between said receiver and wheels, the journal bearings carrying the same , means for

all the compartments of the water receptacle .
& djusting each set of endless chains on each side of the

cloth parallelly to and from each other, pressure bars de

No. 100,116. Window Shade and Cloth Painting signed to come in contact with the endless chains, suitable
Machine. bearings supporting the same, and means for adjusting such

Abat - jour de fenêtre et machine à peinturer la toile.
pressure bars parallelly to and from each other, as and for

the purpose specified.

George H. Hees, Son and Company, Toronto, Ontario , Canada, 5. The combination with the laterally moving endless

assignee of William Rathbun Hees, New York City, New brushes carried on suitable wheels and suitably driven and

York , U.S.A. , 17th July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 10th April, adjustable to and from each other, of two sets of endless

1905 . Receipt No. 124,110 . chains provided with longitudinally arranged brushes , sproc

Claim . - 1. In a window shade and cloth painting machine ket wheels carrying the chains, the spindles for the sprocket

the combination with the laterally moving endless brushes wheels, the journal bearings carrying the same, means for

carried on suitable wheels and suitably driven und adjustable adjusting each set of endless chains on each side of the cloth

to and from each other, of twosets of endless chains pro- parallelly to and from each other, pressure bars designed to

vided with longitudinally arranged brushes , sprocket wheels come in contact with the endless chains, suitable bearings

carrying thechains, the spindles forthe sprocket wheels,the supporting the same, screw spindles extending through the

journal bearings carrying thesame and means for adjusting bearings and having right and left hand threads on opposite

each set of endless chains on eachside of thecloth parallelly sides where they extend through the bearings and means for
to and from each other, as and for the purpose specified. turning such spindles, as and for the purpose specified .

2. In a window shade and cloth painting machine the com- 6. The combination with the laterally moving endless

bination with the laterally moving endless brushes carried on brushes carried on suitable wheels and suitably driven and

suitable wheels and suitably driven and adjustable to and adjustable to and from each other, of two sets of endless

from each other, of two sets of endless chains provided with chains provided with longitudinally arranged brushes, sproc

longitudinally arranged brushes, sprocket wheels carrying ket wheels carrying the chains, the spindles for the sprocket

the chains, the spindles for the sprocket wheels , the journal wheels, the journal bearings carrying the same , means for

bearings carrying the same, and screw spindles provided with adjusting each set of endles chains on each side of the cloth

right and left hand threads where they extend through the parallelly to and from each other , pressure bars designed to

bearings for the spindles on each side of the cloth and means come in contact with the endless chains , suitable bearings

for turning the screw spindles, as and for the purpose speci- supporting the same, screw spindles extending through the
fied . hearings and having right and left hand threads on opposite

3. In a window shade and cloth painting machine, the com- sides where they extend through the bearings, bevel pinions
bination with the laterally moving endless brushes carried on the ends of the screw spindles , spindles suitably jour

on suitable wheels and suitably driven and adjustable to and nalled on the frame and provided with bevel pinions mesh

from each other, of two sets of endless chains provided with ing with the aforesaid pinions and a hand wheel for turning

Icogitudinally arranged brushes , sprocket wheels carrying ' such longitudinal spindles, as and for the purpose specified .
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7. The combination with the laterally movable endless mounted, a roller for effecting the printing, and means for

brushes located on each side of the path of the cloth , of the moving the roller against the printing type, substantially

vertically movable brushes located at each side of the cloth as herein described .

and means for adjusting the same parallelly to and from

each other , as and for the purpose specified .

8. The combination with the laterally movable endless

brushes located on each side of the path of the cloth , of the

vertically movable brushes located at each side of the cloth ,

.the endless chains supporting the brushes , and means for

adjusting the same parallelly to and from each other, as and

for the purpose specified .

9. In a machine of the class described , two pairs of end

less chains vertically disposed and carried by sprocket

wheels journalled in suitable bearings, and brushes longi M

tudinally arranged and connecting each pair, a set of two

fairs being located on each side of the path of the cloth and

deriving movement, as and for the purpose specified.

m2

No. 100,117. Box. Boîte.
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2. In a ticket printing, issuing and recording machine , a

Ergos segmental carrier wherein the printing type are mounted , a

roller for effecti the printing , two pivotally mounted arms

fcrmed with cam grooves for the reception of the spindle of

the printing roller , and means for vibrating said arms, the

Eigt
cam grooves serving to move the printing roller towards or

100117 a way from the type when the pivotally mounted arms are

vibrated.
The American Paper Box Company, assignee of William A.

Jack, all of Grand Rapids, Michigan, U.S.A., 17th July , nished with a paper strip on which the ticket is printed , the

3. In a ticket printing , issuing and recording machine fur

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 20th January, 1905. Receipt No. combination with means for feeding forward the paper strip

121,762.
of a pivotally mounted cutter and means for operating said

Claim . - 1. In a folding box the combination with the bot cutter to sever or partially sever each ticket .

tom, of side pieces creased obliquely to indicate the place of 4. In a ticket printing , issuing and recording machine , a

folding, hinged flaps at the upper edge of the side pieces , counter, a reciprocally mounted slide in connection with

also creased to fold with the said pieces, and end pieces said counter, and a lever in engagement with said slide and

adapted to fold inwardly and over the side pieces, said flaps mounted upon the spindle of the printing device.

when the box is unfolded assuming substantially a position 5. In a ticket printing , issuing and recording machine , a

at right angles to the side pieces for the purpose of bracing counter for recording the total number of tickets issued, a

and strengthening the side pieces . series of counters for independently recording the number of

2. In a folding box the combination of a bottom made sub- differently priced tickets issued, a slide reciprocally mounted

stantially in one piece , side pieces A and B hinged thereto in permanent engagement with the first -mentioned counter,

and provided with oblique creases, flaps hinged to the upper a second slide adjustably mounted on the first slide and

edges of the side pieces and adapted to fold with the side formed with projections for independently engaging the

pieces, and end pieces hinged to the bottom piece and adap- counters pertaining to the differently priced tickets , a fare

ted to fold over the side pieces , substantially as described . setting device , and means connecting said fare setting de

3. In combination with the bottom E provided with hinged vice to the second slide whereby the latter is brought into

extensions K K, the end pieces F and G secured to said engagement with the counter corresponding to the fare set.

hinged extensions, the side pieces A and B provided with 6. In a ticket printing, issuing and recording machine , the

creases H and hinged extensions J , said hinged extensions Jcombination with a series of counters for recording the num

being secured to the respective end pieces , and flaps C and ber of differently priced tickets issued and a slide inde

D hinged to the upper edge of the side pieces and provided pendently engaging said counters of a spindle whereon the

with creases and adapted to fold inwardly upon the side fare printing type are mounted , a cam mounted on said

pieces, and when the box is opened to assume a position to spindle, and a pivotally mounted arm engaging said cam

brace and strengthen the said side pieces, substantially as and the slide for operating the counters, the cam serving to

described. nove said slide into engagement with each counter inde

pendently as the type setting spindle is rotated.

No. 100,118. Machine for Printing and Issuing 7. In a ticket printing, issuing and recording machine, the

Tickets. combination of two parallel station printing rollers freely

Machine à imprimer et émettre des billets.
mounted on spindles adapted to slide in the rollers, a toothed

wheel secured to each of the said spindles, a fare printing
Chester Benton Weeks, Paris, France, assignee of Ruffin

roller arranged between the two station printing rollers , and
North , 5 Wells Street, Oxford Street , London , England ,

means for engaging each station printing roller separately
17th July, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 17th December, 1904 . with th fare pri roller .

Receipt No. 120,830. 8. In a ticket printing, issuing and rocording machine , a

Claim . - 1. In a ticket printing, issuing and recording ma- pair of feed rollers in pressing contact for feeding forward

chine, a segmental carrier wherein the printing type are the paper after having been printed , one of said rollers being
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beneath and in lifting relation to the laterally projecting

member, and at other times have its long end ride upon and

FIG./

FIG. 4

0

mounted in stationary bearings and the other roller in an

eccentrically mounted rotatable bearing whereby the one

feed roller may be moved out of contact with the other feed

roller to permit of the free withdrawal of the paper.

9. In a ticket printing, issuing and recording machine, the

herein described means for adjusting the printing type , said

means comprising a hollow shaft whereon the type rollers

and freely mounted , a longitudinal slot in said shaft , a spin

dle passing through the shaft and furnished with a feather

or projection, slots formed in the type rollers and adapted

to be engaged by the said feather, and means for rotating

the hollow shaft.

10. In a ticket printing, issuing and recording machine, the

herein described means for indicating the position of the

type in the machine , same comprising a hollow shaft where
or are mounted the type rollers, a longitudinal slot in said

shaft, indicator rollers freely mounted on said shaft, a spin

dle passing through the hollow shaft, two projections on the

spindle one of which engages slots formed in the type rollers

whilst the other engages slots formed in the indicator roll

ers, and means for rotating the hollow shaft .

a d

F16.3 .

FIG . 2 .

70

No. 100,119. Game. Jeu .

FIG.V.

Fig.1.
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in bearing relation to the said member for the purpose set

forth.

RUM
2. A9 perforator comprising a pair of punches , a bar con

necting such punches rigidly together, means whereby the

punches are guided , means independent of the said bar and

rigidly supporting a fulcrum bar adjacent to the guiding

means, and a lever fulcrumed a short distance from one end

upon the fulcrum bar , and adapted to at times have its short

end project beneath and bear upwardly upon the first-men

Fig. 2.
tioned bar and at other times , have its long end ride the said

bar , for the purpose set forth .

3. A perforator consisting of a bed plate having a pair of

holes therein , a pair of punches consisting of round bars

equa in cross section to the diameter of the holes in the bed

plate and each having one end diametrically concaved, a bar

connecting such punches rigidly together, means whereby the

punches are guided , and means rigidly supporting a fulcrum

bar adjacent to the guiding means , and a U -lever fulcrumed a

short distance from its ends upon the fulcrum bar and adapt

Emil Heinrich Bock, Hamburg, Germany , 17th July , 1906 ; 6 ed to at times have its short end project beneath and bear

years. Filed 12th February , 1906. Receipt No. 132,834 . upwardly upon the first - mentioned bar and at other times

Claim . — 1 . An apparatus for playing a game of skill com
have its long end ride the said bar, substantially as described

prising in combination a box having a glass front , a wall in
and for the purpose set forth .

said box dividing the same into two compartments and hav
4. A perforator consisting of a base having a pair of open

ng a hole , and a pivoted sickle - shaped lever in the front ings therethrough, a bed plate secured to the top of such base

compartment having a handle extending outside the box .
and having a pair of perforations in line with the openings in

said lever being intended to be operated by the player in
the base , a pair of guiding brackets mounted rigidly upon the

such a way that a rolling object such as a coin placed on the
bed plate , a pair of punches having concave lower ends, and

lever is at will ejected through the above -mentioned hole in
guided in the guiding brackets, a bar rigidly connecting the

the above -mentioned wall , substantially as described .
punches together, a U - lever fulcrumed a short distance from

2. An appartus for playing a game of skill comprising in
the ends of its legs to the pair of brackets , and adapted to

combination a box having a glass front , a wall in said box
at times havie its short end project beneath and bear up

dividingthe same into two compartments and having a hole, wardly upon the first-mentioned bar end at other times have

a pivoted sickle -shaped grooved lever in the front compart
its long end ride the said bar, a plate pivoted to the under

side of the base and adapted to extend across and close the
ment having a handle extending outside the box , losing and

winning passages in the back compartment of the box and
lower end of the openings therein , substantially as described

and for the purpose set forth.
mr.eans adapted when the box is tilted to prevent an object

after passing through the above -mentioned hole from enter

ing the winning passage, said lever being intended to be No. 100,121 . Building Method .

operated by the player in such a way that a rolling object Méthode de construction.

such as a coin placed on the lever is at will ejected through
the above -mentioned hole in the above -mentioned wall into E. Beaumont Jarvis , Toronto , Ontario, Canada , 17th July, 1906 ;

the winning passage, substantially as described . 6 years. Filed 2nd May , 1906. Receipt No. 135,471 .

Claim . - 1. In building construction a member having a

No. 100,120. Perforator. Perforateur. metal socket piece secured thereto having a socket formed in

one side , in combination with a beam having a metal shoe
Henry Upton, Gananoque, Ontario, Canada, 17th July, 1906 ; 6 secured to one end,and provided with a metal tongue adapted

years . Filed 28th June, 1905. Receipt No. 126,447 .
to engage the socket , substantially as described .

Claim . - 1 . A paper perforator comprising a punch, a mem . 2. In building construction a member having a metal socket

ber projecting laterally from such punch , a lever fulcrumed a piece secured thereto having a socket formed in one side,
short distance from one end upon a stationary part of the comprising a slot and a recess wider than the slot , in com
perforator and adapted to at times have its short end pro- bination with a beam having a metal shoe secured to one end,

ject beneath and in lifting relation to the laterally project- and provided with a headed metal tongue adapted to engage
ing member, and at other times have its short end project ' the socket, substantially as described.
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3. , In building construction a member having a metal socket 13. In building construction two adjacent concrete floor

piece secured thereto having a socket formed in one side in beams each having a floor slab formed integral therewith, the
meeting edges of the slabs being rabbetted together and pro

vided with a vertically engaging tongue and groove connec

100121
tion , substantially as described .

No. 100,122. Acetylene Gas Generator.

Générateur à gaz à acétylène.
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Charles William Beck, New York City, New York, U.S.A. ,

17th July , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 4th May, 1906. Receipt

combination with a reinforced concrete beam provided with a No. 135,565.

metal shoe secured to one end and engaged with the rein- Claim .-1 . In a generator for producing acetylene gas, the

forcement, and a tongue adapted to engage the socket , sub - combination of a liquid receptacle provided with a duct for

stantially as described . delivering the liquid therefrom, means for controlling the

4. In building construction a member provided with a socket | flow of liquid through said duct , a plurality of carbide recep

in combination with a reinforced concrete beam provided tacles, and means for moving said receptacles relatively to

with a metal shoe secured to one end and engaged with the the duct whereby the outlet of the latter is caused to trans
reinforcement and adapted to engage the socket , substan verse the carbide receptacles and said receptacles are

tially as described .
brought successively into communication with said outlet .

5. În building construction a reinforced concrete girder
2. In a generator for producing acetylene gas the combin

having embedded therein two connected socket pieces one at
ation of a liquid receptacle of a liquid receptacle provided

each side of the girder, and provided with sockets , combined
with an outlet passage , a carbide receptacle provided with a

with stringers of reinforced concrete , each provided with a
plurality of compartments and automatic means controlled

shoe adapted to engage one of the sockets , substantially as
by reaction of the gas producing ingredients, for rotating one

described .

of said receptacles relative to the other whereby said differ
6. In building construction , a column , a metal cap therefor

ent compartments of the carbide receptacle are sucessively

provided at one side with a plurality of sockets , a girder , a
metalshoe connected to one end of the girder, 'anda plür- |broughtinto immediate communication with theliquidoutlet.

ality of tongues each adapted to engage one of the sockets , ation of aliquid receptacle provided with an outlet passage,
3. In a generator for producing acetylene gas, the combin

substantially as described .

7. In building construction a member having a metal socket
a rotary carbide receptacle provided with a plurality of com

piece secured thereto having a socket formed in one side
partments to be successively brought into communication

with the outlet passage and means for rotating said recepcomprising a slot and a recess wider than the slot, in com
tacle .

bination with a beam having a metal shoe secured to one

end and provided with a headed metal tongue adapted to
4. In a generator for producing acetylene gas , the combin

loosely engage thesocket , and a grouting of cement filled ationof a liquid receptacle provided with an outlet passage,

into the interstices , substantially as described .
a rotary carbide receptacle provided with a pluralityof com

8. In building construction , concrete members provided | partments adapted to be successively brought into communi

with metal connecting pieces projecting beyond the ends of
cation with the outlet passage and means for rotating said

the members and forming the sole connection between them , receptacle automatically, controlled by the pressure of gas
substantially as described . generated .

9. In building construction a reinforced concrete beam pro
5. In a generator for producing acetylene gas the combin

vided with a metal shoe secured to one end and connected ation of a liquid receptacle provided with an outlet duct, a

with the reinforcement, substantially as described .
generator with which said duct communicates , a carbide re

10. In building construction a concrete column , a metal cap ceptacle provided with a plurality of compartments revolubly

secured thereto , beams connected to the cap, u flange at the mountedwithin said generator, a spring arranged to rotate

upper side of the metal cap , an upper concrete column and said carbide receptacle , a gas cylinder arranged to com

ametal heel piece at thelower end of thecolumn provided municate withthe gas space of the generator, a piston work
with a flange by means of which it may be secured to the ing in said cylinder , an escapement arranged to control the

fiange of the cap , substantially as described . movement of the carbide receptacle and operative connec

11. In building construction a concrete column having a tions between said escapement and said piston whereby the

metal cap fitted thereon, a metal reinforcement projecting carbide receptacle will be automatically rotated by change
from the column within the cap , and a filling of concrete of pressure acting upon said piston .

locking the cap to the reinforcement, substantially as des- 6. In a generator for producing acetylene gas the combin

cribed . ation of a liquid receptacle provided with an outlet duct, a

12. In building construction two adjacent concrete floor generator with the upper part of which said duct communi
beams each having a floor slab formed integral therewith , the cates , a circular carbide receptacle provided with a plurality

meeting edges of the slabs being rabbeted together, substan- of compartments revolubly mounted within said generator so
tially as described .

as to rotate upon a vertical axis located at one side of the
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outlet of said duct , a spring arranged to rotate said carbide 18. In a generator for producing acetylene gas the combin

receptacle, a gas cylinder arranged concentrically with the ation of a chamber within which the gas is generated , a

axis of rotation of the carbide receptacle and comunicating liquid receptacle, a movable carbide holder formed with

with the gas space of the generator, a piston working in said walls adapted to hold slaked and unslaked carbide and ad

cylinder , a spring arranged to act upon said piston in oppo- apted to bring successive portions of the carbide into com

sition to the gas pressure, an outlet passage affording com- munication with the liquid , and means automatically con

munication with the end of the cylinder opposite that subject i trolled by the gas generated for moving the carbide holder.

to the internal gas pressure, an escapement rod extending 19. In an acetylene generator the combination of a liquid

axially through the carbide receptacle and connected with holder, a carbide holder formed with imperforate walls ad

said piston, two series of oppositely directed ratchet notches apted to hold slaked or unslacked carbide and open at one

upon said carbide receptacle and ratchet pawl arms upon side, and a motor mechanism automatically controlled by the

said escapement rod adapted to co-operate with said ratchets pressure of the gas generated for moving the carbide holder,

to form an escapement. whereby different portions of the carbide are sucessively sub

7. In a generator for producing acetylene gas the combin- jctel to the action of the liquid.

ation with a carbide receptacle provided with a plurality of 20. In an acetylene generator the combination of a carbide
open topped carbide compartments , of a cover plate sup- holder , formed with imperforate carbide holding walls, and a

ported adjacent to the open parts of said carbide receptacles liquid chamber one of said parts being rotatable with res
and provided with an inlet aperture adapted to admit liquid pect tothe other,and each ofsaid parts being provided with
at one place only. a single opening through which one element is moved to the

8. The combination with a generator for producing acety- cther element to generate gas , whereby successive portions

lene gas and the like, of an inverted funnel- shaped inlet for of carbide may be subjected to the action of the liquid .

the admission of slaking fluid and a porus wick wedged at 21. In an acetylene generator the combination of a carbide

one end within said inlet so as to form a previous closure holder formed with imperforate carbide holding walls, and a

for the latter , adapted to convey the fluid to the carbide liquid chamber said parts being arranged oneabovethe other
gradually. and the upper one being provided with a single discharge

9. In a generator for producing acetylene gas the combin- through which one element is moved by gravity to the other
ation of a chamber within which the gas is generated , a to generate gas , one of said parts being rotatable with res

liquid receptacle, a rotary carbide holder comprising a plur: | pect to the other to cause the discharged element to enter

ality of normally closed separate carbide chambers adapted the lower receptacle on different vertical planes whereby suc

to be successively brought into communication with the cessive portions of thecarbide may be subjectedto the action
generating chamber and a shifting mechanism automatically of the liquid.

controlled by the gas generated for effecting the conflux of 22. In an acetylene generator the combination of a carbide

gas producing materials. holder formed with imperforate carbide retaining walls , and
10. In combination in an acetylene gas lamp, the water a liquid chamber, said parts being provided with a single

receptacle , a valve controlling the flow of water therefrom opening through which one element is moved to the other to
and the carbide receptacle below the water receptacle and generate gas , mechanism for rotating one of said parts, and
adapted to receive the water therefrom , said carbide recep- means actuated by gas pressure for controlling said mech

tacle comprising a rotary part containing compartments and anism whereby successive portions of carbide will be sub

adapted to be brought in succession below the water dis- jected to the action of the liquid .
charge opening, the other compartments being entirely shut 23. In a generator for producing acetylene gas the combin

off therefrom, substantially as described. ation of a chamber within which the gas is generated, a liquid

11. In a generator for producing acetylene gas the combin- receptacle and a movable carbide holder formed with imper
ation of a chamber within which the gas is generated, a forate carbide holding walls, said carbide holder being open
liquid holder, a carbide holder, and means for bringing the at one point and adapted by its movement to bring successive
contents of said carbide holder into position for the recep- portions of the carbide into communication with the liquid
tion of liquid to generate gas, said means consisting of an supply.

independent motor mechanism , a controller therefor, said 24. An acetylene gas generator comprising two integral

controller being operated by the pressure of the gas parts or sections detachably connected together one above
generated .

the other, one of said parts constituting a carbide holder and

12. Ina generator for producing acetylene gas the combin- the other a water holder,a movable diaphragm in one of said
ation of a chamber within which the gas is generated , a parts , a dry gas tight connection being formed between said

liquid receptacle, a rotary carbide holder comprising a plur- diaphragm and the part containing it, said movable dia

ality of separate carbide chambers adapted to be successively phragm being subject on one side to gas pressure , a device
brought into communication with the liquid supply, and a acting on said diaphragm against gas pressure, mechanism

shifting mechanism automatically controlled by the gas within the part containing the movable diaphragm and con
generated for rotating the carbide holder. nected to and operated thereby for successively bringing car

13. The combination to form a portable generator for pro- bide into conflux with water to generate gas in response to
ducing acetylene gas , of a liquid holder, a carbide holder, changes in gas pressure .
means for mechanically conveying one of said gas producing 25. An acetylene gas generator comprising two integral
elements to bring them into generating contact, a spring parts or sections detachably connected together one above

motor for actuating said means, and means controlled by the the other, one of said parts constituting a water holder and

pressure of the gas generated for controlling said spring the other a carbide holder, a movablediaphragm in the car
motor.

bide holder above the carbide , a dry gas tight connection be

14. In a generator for producing acetylene gas the combin- ing formed between said movablo diaphragm and the part

ation of a chamber within which the gas is generated , a containing it , said movable diaphragm being subject on its

liquid receptacle, a carbide holder consisting of a set of com- lower side to gas pressure , mechanism connected to the mov

partments adapted to be precharged and to be successively able diaphragm and operated thereby and within the carbide

brought into contact with the liquid supply and means for holder for successively bringing carbide into conflux with

shifting the carbide holder. water to generate gas in response to changes in gas pres
15. In a generator for producing acetylene gas the combin

ation of a liquid receptacle provided with an outlet passage, 26. In an acetylene generator the combination of a liquid

a carbide holder formed with imperforate carbide holding receptacle, a carbide holder comprised of a plurality of in

walls and open at one point, and an escapement automati- dependent compartments, and means for rotating one of said

cally controlled by the pressure of gas generated for moving parts to bring the compartments in succession in communi

one of said parts relatively to the other whereby different cation with the liquid receptacle, and means actuated by the

portions of the carbide are successively subjected to the gas generated to control the rotating means.

action of the liquid . 27. In an acetylence generator the combination of a liquid

16. In a generator for producing acetylene gas the combin- receptacle , a carbide holder comprised of a plurality of in

ation of a chamber within which the gas is generated, a dependent compartments one of said parts being above the

liquid receptacle and a rotary carbide holder formed with other and the upper part being provided with a discharge

imperforate carbide holding walls, said carbide holder being , opening through which one element is moved by gravity to

open at one point and adapted by its rotation to bring suc- | the part below to generate gas , means for rotating one of

cessive portions of the carbide into communication with the said parts to bring the gas generating elements together and

liquid supply. i mechanism actuated by the gas pressure to control the ro

17. In a generator for producing acetylene gas the combin- tating means, whereby the contents of the compartment will

ation of a chamber within which the gas is generated , a be in succession subjected to the action of the liquid .

liquid receptacle , a rotary carbide holder formed with walls 28. In an acetylene gas generator the combination of a

adapted to hold slaked and unslaked carbide and adapted to liquid holder, a series of carbide compartments adapted to

bring successive portions of the carbide into communication contain charges of carbide, a motor for moving the carbide

with the liquid supply, and a shifting mechanism automati- holder and successively bringing together the charges of car

cally controlled by the gas generated for rotating the car- bide and the liquid , and means actuated by gas pressure to

bide holder. control said motor.

sure .
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29. In an acetylene gas generator the combination of a and adapted by its rotation to bring successive portions of

liquid holder, a series of carbide compartments adapted to carbide into communication with the liquid supply.
contain charges of carbide , a motor for moving the carbide 44. An acetylene generator comprising two integral parts

compartments horizontally and successively bringing to- or sections detachably connected together, one of said parts

gether the charges of carbide and the liquid , and means con- constituting a carbide holder and the other a water holder,

trolled by gas pressure to control said motor. a movable diaphragm in one of said parts, a dry gas tight

30. An acetylene gas generator comprising a liquid holder, connection being formed between said diaphragm and the

an endless carbide conveyer having a series of independent part containing it, said diaphragm being subject on one side
the

compartments for transferring successive portions of to the pressure of the gas generated and to the action of a

carbide horizontally , means for operating said conveyer, and device operating against said gas pressure, and mechanism

meansoperated by the pressure of the gas generated for con- operatively connected to said movable diaphragm for suc

trolling said conveyer .
cessively bringing carbide into conflux with the liquid to

31. An acetylene gas generator comprising a source of generate gas.

liquid supply and a carbide conveyer, means controlled by 45. An acetylene gas generator comprising two integral

gas pressure for moving the conveyer to transfer the carbide parts or sections detachably connected togetheroneabove

laterally to the liquid supply. the other, one of said parts constituting a water holder and

32. In a generator for producing acetylene gas the combin- the other a carbide holder, a movable diaphragm in the car

ation of a liquid holder, a carbide conveyer to move the car- bide holder above the carbide , a dry gas tight connection

bide laterally, an independent motor mechanism for moving being formed between said movable diaphragm and the part

said conveyer, and means operated by gas pressure for con- containing it , said movable diaphragm being subject on its

trolling the motor. lower side to gas pressure , mechanism connected to the

33. In a generator for producing acetylene gas the combin - movable diaphragm and operated thereby and within the

ation of a liquid holder , an endless carbide conveyer, one of carbide holder for successively bringing carbide into conflux

said parts being above the other , means to permit the con- with water to generate gas in response to changes in gas

tents of the upper part to drop into the lower part, a motor pressure , a burner carried by the carbide holder above the

connected to and adapted to move the conveyer horizontally , movable diaphragm , a passage being provided to connect

whereby successive portions of the carbide will be subjected said burner with the gas space below the diaphram and a

to th action of the liquid , and means actuated by gas pres
filler interposed in the path of the gas from said gas space

sure to control the motor. to the burner .

34. In a generator for producing acetylene gas the combin

ation of a liquid holder , a carbide conveyer , one of said parts

being above the other, means to permit the contents of the No. 100,123. Method of Cutting Metal Articles.
upper part to drop into the lower part , a motor connected to

Méthode de couper les objets en métal.
and adapted to move the conveyerhorizontally whereby suc

cessive portions of the carbide will be subjected to the action

of the liquid , and means actuated by gas pressure to control

the conveyer.

35. In a generatorfor producing acetylene gas the combin Tigt.
ation of aliquid holder , an endless carbide holder having a

series of compartments adapted to receive carbide , one of

said holders being above the other , means whereby the con

tents of the upper holder may pass into the lower holder at a

determined point to generate gas, and an independent motor

for moving the endless carbide holder horizontally whereby

the carbide in successive compartments of the carbide holder

will be subjected to the action of the liquid.

36. In a generator for producing acetylene gas the combin

ation of a liquid holder and endless carbide holder having a

series of compartments adapted to receive carbide , one of

said holders being above the other, means whereby the con

tents of the upper holder may pass into the lower holder at a

determined point to generate gas, and an independent motor

for moving the endless carbide holder horizontally whereby

the carbide in successive compartments of the carbide holder

will be subjected to the action of the liquid , and means act

uated by gas pressure for controlling the motor. Lig 4 .

37. The combination to for a generator for producing acety
lene gas, of a liquid holder, a carbide bolder, one of said

holders being above the other, means for moving one of said

parts to mechanically convey one of said gas producing ele

ments laterally to bring them into generating contact where

by successive portions of the carbide may be subjected to the
action of the liquid .

38. In an acetylene gas generator the combination of a

liquid receptacle , a carbide holder provided with a plurality

of independent compartments, and means for rotating one of

said parts horizontally to bring the compartments in succes

sion in communication with the liquid receptacle.
100123

39. In an acetylene gas generator the combination of a

liquid holder , a carbide holder formed with a plurality of in
Felix Jottrand , Uccles, near Brussels, Belgium, 17th July ,

dependent compartments , one of said parts being above the 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 3rd October 1905. Receipt No. 128,919.

other and the upper part being provided with a discharge Claim.-1. The hereinbefore described method of cutting

opening through which one element is moved to the other to plates , pipes and other metal articles consisting in heating

generate gas , and means for oving one of said parts hori- the object to be cut and directing upon the heated part an

zontally to bring the gas generating elements together. oxydizing jet .

40. An acetylene gas generator comprising a liquid recep- 2. The hereinbefore described method of cutting plates ,

tacle , and a horizontally rotatable carbide holder formed pipes and other metal articles consisting in heating the ob

with imperforate carbide holding walls and adapted to bring ject to be cut along the line of section and directing upon
successive portions of the carbide to the liquid supply. said line an oxydizing jet .

41. In an acetylene gas generator the combination of a
3. The hereinbefore described method of cutting plates ,

liquid holder formed of an outer casing and an inner hori- pipes and other metal articles consisting in heating the ob

zontally rotatable carbide receptacle formed with indepen - ject to be cut along the line of section and directing upon

dent carbide compartments , said carbide receptacle being said line an oxydizing jet a distance from the heating me
is dium .

' the water supply

42. In an acetylene gas generator the combination of a pipes and other metal articles consisting in directing upon

carbide holder formed of an outer casing and an inner hori- the object to be cut a suitable heating jet and an indepen

zontally rotatable receptacle formed with independent car- dent oxydizing jet .

bide compartments , and a water supply. 5. The hereinbefore described method of cutting plates,

43. In a generator for producing acetylene gas the com pipes and other metal articles consisting in directing á

bination of a liquid receptacle and a horizontal rotary car- suitable heating jet upon the object to be cut along the line

bide holder formed with imperforate carbide holding walls oť section and an independent oxydizing jet.

J /
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8
3
3
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6. The herein before described method of cutting plates , 6. In combination an exterior mould member comprising

pipes and other metal articles consisting in directing a suit. opposing parti- tubular sections spaced apart at the top , and

able heating jet upon the object to be cut , along the line of means connecting the two parts whereby they are held in

section and an independent oxydizing jet at a distance from their relative positions and a space for the introduction of

the heating jet . material is provided.

7. The hereinbefore described method of cutting plates, 7. In combination an exterior semi- cylindrical mould mem

pipes and other metal articles consisting in directing a ber comprising opposing parti-tubular sections spaced apart

lieating jet upon the object to be cut , upon the line of section at the top , and means conecting the two parts whereby they

and an independent oxydizing at a distance from the heating are held in their relative positions and a space for the intro

jet and displacing both jets along the line of section . duction of material is provided .

8. The hereinbefore described method of cutting plates , 8. In combination an exterior mould section comprising a

pipes and other metal articles consisting in directing a parti -tubular member, projecting blocks Q for steadying the

heating jet upon the object to be cut , along the line of sec- ends of side braces, and means whereby the mould section

tion so as to raise the metal to a temperature enabling oxi- may be supported .

dation without fusion. of the metal and in directing simul

taneously upon the heated part of the object a jet of oxygen No. 100,125. Gas Mixer . Mélangeur de gaz.
under pressure.

9. The hereinbefore described method of cutting plates,

pipes and other metal articles consisting in directing a

heating jet upon the object to be cut , along the line of sec

tion so as to raise the metal to a temperature , enabling

oxidation without fusion of the metal , in directing simul

taneously a jet of oxygen under pressure upon the heated

part of the object and in displacing simultaneously both

jets along the line of section.

10. The hereinbefore described method of cutting plates,

pipes and other metal articles consisting in directing a

heating jet upon the object to be cut , along the line of sec

tion so as to raise the metal to a temperature enabling

oxidation without fusion of the metal, in directing simul

taneously a jet of oxygen under pressure at a distance of the

heating jet, upon the heated part of the object and in dis

placing simultaneously both jets along the line of section.
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No. 100,124. Mould for Sewers, Conduits, Etc.

Moule pour égouts, conduits, etc.
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Marcus Scott, Jacksonville, Florida, U.S.A. , 17th July , 1906 ;

6 years . Filed 23rd April , 1906. Receipt No. 135,159 .

Claim . - 1 . A mixing chamber having a branch connected

with a source of gas supply, a branch connected with a

source of air supply, a branch connected with a service pipe ,

said gas and air supply pipes being extended into the mix

ing chamber past each other and past the branch connected

with the service pipe , the several supply pipes and the ser

vice pipe being provided with independent regulating valves,

and the gas supply pipe and the service pipe being provided

with check valves intermediate the regulating valves and the

mixing chamber.

2. A mixing chamber having a branch connected with a

plurality of independent sources of gas supply, a branch con
nected with a source of air supply, and a branch connected

with a service pipe, the gas and air supply pipes being ex

tended into the mixing chamber past each other and past

the inner end of the branch connected with the service pipe ,

the sources of gas supply having independent valves con
Jacob Benjamin Blaw , Pittsburg , Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 17th trolling their connection with the mixing chamber .

July , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 10th February , 1906. Receipt 3. A mixing chamber, sources of supply of gas and of at

No. 132,784.
mosphere air connected with said mixing chamber by means

Claim . - 1 . A mould and centerer of the character stated of pipes having regulating valves , said pipes being extended

having a plurality ofbrackets secured to the interior there into the mixing chamber past each other, a valved service
cf, screw rods extending inwardly from said brackets, bolts | pipe extending from the mixing chamber, at a point inter
connecting said rods and brackets and a buckle engaging mediate the inner ends of the gas and air pipes , a check

said rods, said brackets having eyes and said rods having
valve in the service pipe intermediate the regulating valve

bifurcations with perforations therein , said bolts entering and the mixing chamber, and a foraminous diaphragm in the

said eyes and perforations.
pipe adjacent to the check valve.

2. In combination a tubular mould comprising parti-tubu

lar sections of flexible material having adjacent their edges No. 100,126. Linotype. Linotype.

longitudinal stiffening brackets, and rigid adjusting means
William Hermann Scharf, Montreal , Quebec, Canada, 17th

extending transversely of the mould and engaging opposite

brackets whereby the edges may be sprung in and out .
July, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 8th September, 1905. Receipt

3. In combination a tubular mould comprising parti- tubu
No. 128,297.

lar sections of flexible material having adjacent their edges Claim . - 1 . In a linotype machine, the combination with the

longitudinal stiffening brackets, and turnbuckles extending keys , of matrix releasing mechanism operated directly

transversely of the mould and engaging opposite brackets through the keys, said mechanismincluding escapementsand

whereby the edges may be sprung in and out .
means for prolonging the action of the escapements after the

4. In combination a tubular mould comprising parti-tubu- releasing has taken place . ·

lar sections of flexible material having adjacent their edges 2. In a linotype machine, the combination with a key, of

longitudinally extending angle irons, and rigid adjusting mechanism for releasing a matrix , said mechanism including
means extending transversely of the mould and engaging op- , a spring so arranged that the movement of the key is trans

posite angle irons whereby the edges may be sprung in and mitted through it to effect the releasing .

out.
3. In a linotype machine , the combination with a key, of

5. In combination a tubular mould comprising parti -tubu- mechanism for releasing a matrix, said mechanism including
lar sections of flexible material , angle irons secured to the a spring interposed between two members thereof so that

edge of one section and one leg overlapping the edges of the the movement of one member is transmitted through the

other section , and rigid adjusting means extending trans- spring to the other member.

versely of the mould and secured adjacent the edges of the 4. In a linotype machine, the combination with a key, of

sections whereby the edges may be sprung in and out. mechanism for releasing a matrix, said mechanism including

: 7-18
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an escapement pawl and a spring so arranged that the move

ment of the key is transmitted through it to the pawl.

they are disengaged from the projections is substantially the

direction in which the projections extend so that the separ

ation of the pawls and rods does not require the unfastening

of any connections between them.

14. In a linotype machine the combination with the keys

and with escapement pawls for the matrices , of actuating

rods freely engaging the pawls, a bar upon which said rods

are pivoted , arms movable upon a fixed part of the frame

upon which the bar is secured , means to clamp said arms in

the desired position , and operative connections between the

rods and keys .

15. In a linotype machine the combination with the keys

and with escapement pawls for the matrices of actuating rods

engaging the pawls , a slotted plate to guide the rods and

longitudinally adjustable upon a fixed part of the machine, to
align said rods with the pawls , and operative connections be

tween the rods and keys .

Fig.1.
No. 100,127. Apparatus for Destroying Weeds and

Rabbits.

Appareil pour détruire les mauvaises herbes, etc.
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5. In a linotype machine, the combination with a key, of

mechanism for releasing a matrix, said mechanism including

an oscillating escapement pawl , means to oscillate the pawl ,

and means to arrest momentarily its return movement .

6. In a linotype machine, the combination with escapement

pawls for the matrices, of an actuating rod for each escape

ment pawl, and a spring operatively connected with each

actuating rod and so arranged that the movement of said Benjamin Locking, Tennyson Street , Napier, Hawkes Bay,

rod is effected through its corresponding spring.
New Zealand , 17th July , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 17th March ,

7. In a linotype machine, the combination with the keys 1905 . Receipt No. 123,455 .

and with escapement pawls for the matrices , of an actuating Claim.-- 1 . In a device of the character described the com

rod for each pawl, a key rod for each actuating rod , and a bination comprising a combustion chamber , means for cool

yielding connection between each key rod and its correspond- ing the combustion chamber , means for forcing air through
ing key.

the combustion chamber , and an outlet tube connected with

8. In a linotype machine the combination with the keys anl the interior of the combustion chamber.

with escapement pawls for the matrices , of an actuating rod 2. In a device of the character described the combination

for each pawl , a key rod for each actuating rod , a lever comprising a combustion chamber , means for forcing air

pivoted upon each key rod , and a spring for each actuating through the combustion chamber, and an outlet tube con

rod connecting one end of the corresponding lever with said necting with the interior of the combustion chamber.

rod, the other end of the lever being adapted to be engaged 3. In a device of the character described the combination

by the corresponding key . comprising a combustion chamber, a casing disposed arourd

9. In a linotype machine the combination with the keys and the combustion chamber and adapted to receive a body of

with oscillating escapement pawls for the matrices , of a cooling matter , means for forcing air through ine combustion

pivoted actuating rod for each pawl , a key rod for each act- chamber , and an air outlet tube connecting with the interior

uating rod , a link connection between each key rod and a of the combustion chamber.

fixed part of the machine, and a link connection between each 4. In a device of the character described the combination

key rod and the corresponding actuating rod . comprising a combustion chamber, a fan operatively con

10. In a linotype machine the combination with the keys nected with the combustion chamber, means for operating

and oscillating pawis for the matrices, of a pivoted actuating the fan , and an air outlet tube connecting with the interior of
rod for each pawl , a key rod for each actuating rod , a con- the combustion chamber.

nection between each key rod and the corresponding actuat- 5. In a device of the character described the combination

ing rod whereby the key rod may move the actuating rod on comprising a combustion chamber, an air inlet pipe connect
its pivot to actuate the corresponding pawl , and means to ing with the interior of the combustion chamber, a fan casing

arrest momentarily the return movement of each pawl. connected with the inlet pipe , a fan in the casing, a shaft

11. In a linotype machine the combination with the keys , projecting into the casing and adapted to support the fan ,

magazine and oscillating escapement pawls for releasing the means for rotating the shaf and an outlet tube connecting

matrices in the magazine , of actuating rods for the pawls , with the interior of the combustion chamber

said rods being pivoted to oscillate upon a fixed portion of 6. In a device of the character described the combination

the machine and engaging the pawls at one end while the comprising a combustion chamber , means for forcing air

other ends of the rods are operatively connected with the through the combustion chamber, and an outlet tube connect

keys. ing with the interior of the combustion chamber , and a wire

12. In a linotype machine the combination with the keys shield on the free end of the outlet tube .

and with escapement pawls for the matrices , of actuating 7. In a device of the character described the combination

rods , and operative connections between the rods and keys , comprising a combustion chamber having a charging tube , a
the actuating rods and pawls having the one projection and removable closure for the charging tube, means for forcing
the other grooves in which the projections operate, and said air through the combustion chamber, and an outlet tube con
pawls and rods being mounted so as to be separable from necting with the interior of the combustion chamber.

each other in the direction in which the projections extend . 8. In a device of the character described the combination

13. In a linotype machine the combination with the keys comprising a wheeled frame , a combustion chamber on the

and with escapement pawls for the matrices, of actuating frame , an air outlet pipe connected with the interior of the

rods pivoted to oscillate and formed with projections to en- combustion chamber, a fan casing on the frame , a tubular

gage the pawls , said pawls being removablefrom the machine member connecting the fan casing and the combustion cham

and being mounted so that the direction of their removal as ' ber , a fan within the casing, a fan supporting shaft project
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ing from the casing, a pulley on the fan shaft , a driving wheel socket member disposed on the bolt and provided with en

on the frame , and a belt connecting the driving wheel and the gaging lugs , a locking washer disposed on the bolt, means

pulley .

9. in a device of the character described the combination

comprising a wheelbarrow, a combustion chamber carried by Hea

the wheel barrow , an air outlet tube connecting with the in

terior of the combustion chamber, a fan carried by the wheel

barrow and operatively connected with the interior of the

combustion chamber, and means carried by the wheelbarro
w

for operating the fan .

kg 1.

.

No. 100,128 . Apparatus for Pasteurising Milk , Eto.

Appareil pour pasteuriser le lait, etc.
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Fig.2

for locking the washer to the socket member, and a nut dis

posed on the bolt and adapted to rotate the locking washer

before it is engaged with the socket member.

4. In a device of the character described , a bolt , a socket

on the bolt provided with recesses , a washer disposed on the

bolt adjacent the socket and provided with lips , and upward

ly projecting lugs, and a nut on the bolt provided with re

cesses adapted to receive the lugs .

No. 100,130. Switch . Aiguille .

64

Fig3.

100128
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Pierre Marie Mazé , Paris , France , 17th July 1906 ; 6 years .

Filed 30th May 1905. Receipt No. 125,610 .

Résumé. - Un appareil pour pasteuriser et stériliser les

liquides, consistant en une capacité dans laquelle se déga

gent à la pression atmosphérique ou non , des vapeurs

saturantes d'un liquide convenable qui chauffent le liquide

à traiter, lequel traverse , après son échauffement, un récu

pérateur dans lequel il cède sa chaleur au liquide à

traiter , avant de s'écouler dans un réfrigérant d'où il est

recueilli , les vapeurs alcooliques ou autres passant dans

un condenseur où elles se liquéfient pour être utilisées à

nouveau , ce condenseur communiquant avec un appareil

de sûreté permettant les rentrées d'air provenant d'un dessi

cateur et pouvant cependant maintenir la vapeur à la pres

sion atmosphérique, le tout substantiellement ainsi qu'il a

été décrit .

No. 100,129. Nut Lock. Arrête - écrou .
L. E. L. Themke , and Joseph Dittrich , both of Strathcona ,

and Frank Scheibal , Edmonton, all in Alberta, Canada,

L. E. L. Themke, Joseph Dittrich, both of Strathcona, and each an assignee of a fourth interest , 17th July, 1906 ;

Franz Scheibal , Edmonton, all ' in Alberta, Canada , each 6 years . Filed 23rd June, 1906. Receipt No. 137,192 .

an assignee of a fourth interest , 17th July , 1906 ; 6 years . Claim .-1 . In a switch operating device , a base provided
Filed 20th June, 1906. Receipt No. 137,101 . with bearings, shafts disposed in the bearings , gears on the

Claim . - 1. In a device of the character described, a socket shafts in mesh with each other, means normally maintaining
member provided with lugs on one side, and recesses on its the shafts in one position , means for rocking the shafts in
opposite side , and a washer disposed on the socket member one position , means for rocking the shafts to another posi

and provided with lips adapted to engage in the recesses tion, a switch rod and means for connecting the rod to one
and provided with a flange. of the gears .

2. In a device of the character described , a socket member 2. In a switch operating device , a pair of rockable shafts,

provided with lugs on one surface and provided with down- gears eccentrically keyed on the shafts and in mesh with

wardly extending recesses on its opposite side, and a lock- each other, means normally maintaining the shafts in one

ing washer disposed thereon and provided with lips adapted position , means for rocking the shafts to another position, a

to engage said recesses and provided with a flange. switch rod , and means for connecting the rod to one of the
3. In a device of the character described the combination gears .

comprising a headed bolt having a spline on its body , a 3. In a switch operating device , a pair of rockable shafts,

washer provided with engaging lugs and provided with an gears eccentrically keyed on the shafts and in mesh with

opening through which said spline is adapted to pass , a ' each other, resilient means normally maintaining the shafts
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in one position, means for rocking the shafts to another path of movement of the lever, and means for balancing
position , a switch rod , and means for connecting the rod to the tension of the resilient means when the shafts are rock

one of the gears. ed by the lever.

4. In a switch operating device , a pair of rockable shafts , 16. In a switch operating device , a pair of rockably sup

gears secured on the shafts and disposed in mesh with each ported shafts , intermeshing gears secured on the shafts, a

other, a gearonone of the shafts, means for partly rotating switch rod connected with one of the gears, a gear dis

the gear, means for rocking the shafts to another position, posedcentrallyof one of the shafts, a movable rack disposed
a switch rod , and means for connecting the rod to one of said in mesh with the latter gear, manually operated means for

moving the rack in one direction , resilient means for movinggears.

5. In a switch operating device, a pair of rockably sup the rack in an opposite direction , and an indicating member

ported shafts , gears disposed , on one of the ends of said operated by movement of the rack.

17. In a switch operating device a pair of rockably supshafts and in mesh with each other , a gear disposed centrally

ported shafts , intermeshing gears secured on the shafts, a
of one of the shafts, a rack in mesh with the latter gear ,

switch rod connected with one of the gears, a gear disposedmeans normally maintaining the rack in one position , means

for rocking the shafts to another position, a switch rod,and centrally of one ofthe shafts, a movable rack disposed in

mesh with the latter gear, manually operated means for

means for connecting the rod to one of the gears .
6. In a switch operating device, a pair ofrockably sup- moving the rackin one direction , resilientmeans for moving

the rack in an opposite direction , a vertical shaft disposed
ported shafts, gears secured to the ends of said shafts and adjacent the rack, a gear on the vertical shaft in mesh with
disposed in mesh with each other, a gear secured centrally

the rack , and an indicating member on the vertical shaft.
of one of the shafts , a rack in mesh with the gear, a rod con

nected to the rack, a casing secured adjacent the end of the No. 100,131 . Saddle Tree. Bois de selle.

rod , a coil spring in the casing. a head on the rod adapted to

compress the spring, a bushing carried by the casing in

which bushing the rod is slidably disposed , means for rocking
19.1

the shafts to overcome the tension of the spring, a switch

rod , and means for connecting the rod to one of the gears .

7. In a switch operating device, a pair of rockably support

ed shafts , gears secured to the ends of said shafts and dis

posed in mesh with each other, means adapted to normally

maintain the shafts in one position , a lever secured on one

of the shafts , a switch rod , and means for connecting the

rod to one of the gears.

8. In a switch operating device , a pair of rockably support

ed shafts , means secured to the shafts and disposed in mesh

with each other, means normally maintaining the shafts in

one position , means for automatically locking the shafts in Figh
said position , means for rocking the shafts to another posi

tion when unlocked , a switch rod , and means adapted to con

nect the rod to one of the gears.

9. In a switch operating device , a pair of rockably support

ed shafts , gears set eccentrically on the ends of said shafts

and disposed in mesh with each other, means normally main

taining the shafts in one position , a lever secured to one of

the shafts and provided with a lug having a slot therein , a

spring lock secured adjacent the lever and adapted to engage

in the slot , a switch rod , and means for connecting the rod
to one the gears.

10. In a switch operating device, a pair of rockably sup

ported shafts , gears secured on the shafts and disposed in

mesh with each other, means normally maintaining the

shafts in one position , means for rocking the shafts to

another position , a pin carried by one of the gears , a switch 100/31

rod connected to the pin , and means for securing the pin to

the gear. Fraser u . Lockhart, assignee of George John Theobald, both

11. In a switch operating device , a pair or rockably sup- of Boston , Massachusetts , U.S.A. , 24th July 1906 ; 6 years ;

ported shafts , gears eccentrically set on the ends of said Filed 3rd July , 1906. Receipt No. 137,473 .

shafts and disposed in mesh with each other, one of which
Claim .-- 1. A saddle tree having side arms forming between

gears isprovided with an eccentrically arranged slot having them a space forthe back band, a turretbridge connecting

teeth on its wall , means normally maintaining the shafts in
said side arms , laterally extending flanges extending from

one position, means for rocking the shafts to another posi- said arms and terminating at said bridge, and rests 10 for

tion , a pin disposed through the slot in the gear , a rod con the skirt extending laterally from the side arms beyond
nected to the pin , discs on the pin provided with teeth , a

the turret bridge, said rests being situated on a lower plane
put on the pin adapted to force said teeth into engagement than the flange.

with the teeth on the wall of the slot , and a switch rod
2. A saddle tree, side arms forming a space between them

secured to the pin .
for the back strap , a turret bridge connecting said side arms,

12. In a switch operating device, a pair of rockably sup- flanges extending laterally from the upper edges of said

ported shafts , intermeshing gears on the shafts , resilient sidearms and terminating at the turret bridge , skirt rests

means for rocking the shafts to one position , means for over- 10 extending laterally from the arms beyond the turret

coming the tension of the resilient means and for rocking bridge, said skirt rests being on a lower plane than the

the shafts to another position , and means for balancing the flanges, a skirt supported by said skirt rest and having

tension of the resilient means when the shafts are rocked to flanges underlying said flanges, and a box through which the
the second position.

back strap secured to said skirt rests .

13. In a switch operating device , a pair of rockably sup- 3. In a saddle tree , two side arms, a turret bridge con

ported shafts , intermeshing gears secured on the shafts , re- necti said side arms , skirt rests extending laterally from

silient means for rocking the shafts to one position , means the side arms adjacent to the turret bridge , a skirt sup .

for overcoming the tension of the resilient means and for ported by said skirt rests , and a box adjacent the bridge
rocking the shafts into another position , a grooved wheel on and secured to said rests .

one of the shafts, a band on the wheel , an eccentric on the 4. In a saddle tree , two side arms connected by a turret

other shaft , an ececntric strap on the ececntric , and means bridge , a back strap passing under the turret bridge and a
for connecting the band with the eccentric strap . box through which said strap passes, said box being sit

14. In a switch operating device the combination com- uated adjacent to the turret bridge whereby a short jockey

prising a pair of rockably supported shafts, intermeshing is sufficient to cover the exposed parts of the saddletree .

gears on the ends of the shafts, resilient means for rocking

the shafts to one position, a lever secured to one of the No. 100,132. Nut Lock. Arrête - écrou .

shafts , a weight on the lever , and means for balancing the

tension of the resilient means, when the shafts are rocked
The Universal Nut Lock Company, assignee of William

by the lever. Ghigliere , both of Stockton , California, U.S.A. , 24th July,

15. In a switch operating device, a pair of rockably sup- 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 11th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,764.

ported shafts , interreshing gears secured on the shafts, re- Claim.-1 . The combination with a bolt of a nut mounted

silient means for rocking the shafts to one position , a lever thereon , teeth upon the inner face of said nut , a washer

keyed to one of the shafts , a spring pressed plunger in the mounted upon the bolt and secured stationary in respect

o

US

Fig 3
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thereto , a spring forming a component part of such washer with its side toward the dish space , said wheel extending into

and adapted to engage with the said teeth on the inner face and out of the water space, and said wheel being arranged

of said washer, as set forth .
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when rotated to throw water from the well upward and in
ward into the dish space .

5. In a machine of the class described, a casing providing

a dish space and a water space, and a blade wheel arranged

transversely of the casing with its side toward the dish

space, extending into and without the water space and pro

vided with a part closing its side away from the dish space

and a series of blades each comprising portions at different

radial distances from the center of the wheel , disposed in

substantial parallelism , but out of alignment , and a curved

portion connecting said substantially parallel portions.
100132

6. In a machine of the class described, a casing providing a

dish space and a water space , a blade wheel within the cas

ing arranged transversely thereof, to prevent its side toward
2. A nut lock comprising the combination with a bolt of a

the dish space , and extending into and without the water
washer attached stationary thereto , said washer having a

space, said wheel having its largest diameter on the side ad

spring as a component part thereof, a nut mounted on said jacent the dish space , and decreasing in diameter toward its

bolt a threaded neck to said nut having teeth at its foot other side,and being closed throughout its smaller side and

and a shoulder, such teeth adapted to engage with the periphery, and said wheel being further provided with blades

spring of the washer , and an auxiliary nut mounted upon the each comprising substantially parallel non-aligning portions

threaded portion of the nut and adapted to move axially in extending in a generally radial direction , ana curved por
dependent thereof and bear against the entire washer .

tions connecting said non-aligning straight portions .

3. The combination of a bolt , a nut mounted thereon, a 7. In a machine of the character described, a casing pro

washer secured stationary on said bolt , and provided with a viding a dish space and a water space, conrronting blade
spring formed component therewith, teeth upon the inner wheels eachdisposed with its side toward the dish space and

faceof the nut, said spring adapted to engage with said teeth , arrangedto throw water from the water space into the dish

and means movably mounted on the nut for throwing, said space and means for simultaneously driving sald blade wheels .

spring out of engagement with said teeth , substantially as 8. In a machine of the character described , a casing pro

set forth .

4. The combination of a bolt , a nut mountedthereon blade wheels without the dish space, arranged to present
viding a dish space and a water space, oppositely disposed

having teeth on its inner face , a means for engagement with their sides towardthe dish space and adapted to throw water

said teeth and means mounted movably on the nut and from the water space into the dish space, a shaft common to

adapted to move inwardly and throw said first -named means said wheels and means for rotating the shaft .
out of engagement with the said teeth .

5. The combination of abolt, a nut mounted on said bolt, bottom in said casing providing wells at opposite ends there
9. In a machine of the character described , a casing , a false

and provided with teeth on its inner face , a spring member of , wheelsat opposite ends of the casing arranged trans

carried by thesaid bolt and adapted to engage the teeth of versely thereof each to present its side toward the center of

said nut , as and for the purpose set forth.
the casing, each of said wheels being arranged to dip into

the well at its end of the casing and adapted to throw water

No. 100,133. Dish Washing Machine. from said well into the space intermediate the wheels , and

Machine à laver la vaisselle . means in said space intermediate the wheels for supporting

dishes above the level of the water well .

George W. Powers , Sherman W. Price and Carl W. Swanson, 10. In a machine of the character described, a casing, a shaft

each an assignee of a third interest of Oscar Kitchell and extending through said casing, wheels mounted upon opposite

Carl W. Swanson, all of Chicago, Illinois , U.S.A., 24th ends of said shaft and disposed to throw water from the bot

July, 1906; 6 years. Filed 28th June, 1906. Receipt No. tom of the casing into the space between said wheel, and

137,384 . means for supporting dishes in the space between said

Claim.-1 . In a dish washing machine the combination with wheels above the bottom of the casing comprising a bottom

a casing providing a disc space and a water space at a lower memberhaving an elevated portion adapted to straddle the
level than the dish space , of a rotatable blade wheel within wheel driving shaft .

the casing and without the disc space , disposed with its side 11. In a machine of the character described, a casing pro

towardthe dishspace, and arranged to throw water into the viding a dish space, wheels within the casing for throwing
dish space. water from the bottom of said casing into said dish space,

2. In a dish washing machine a casing providing a dish and means for supplying a water spray to the interior of said
space and a water well , a blade wheel having an open side , casing independent of and in addition to said wheels .

disposed within the casing with its open side toward the dish 12. In a machine of the class described the combination

space, said wheel being arranged to dipinto the water well with a casing of wheels arranged therein, adapted to throw
and adapted to throw water from the well into the dish space . water from the bottom of the casing upon the dishes , and a

3. In a machine of the character described , a casing pro-, sprayer 36 , arranged at the top of the casing and adapted to

viding a dishspace and a waterspace,ashaftextending be connected with an extraneous source ofwatersupply.
throughout the casing and blade wheels on said shaft at op- 13 In a machine of the class described , the casing 11 , the

posite ends of the casing,each arranged to throw water from wheels 27 and the top 33 provided with the splash ribs 31,
the water space into the dish space. substantially as described .

4. In a machine of the character described, a casing pro- 14. In a machine of the class described, a casing provided

viding a dish space and a water space therebelow , a blade at its end with recesses 12 opening into the interior of the

wheel within the casing arranged transversely of the casing casing , wheels disposed in said recesses with their sides con
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fronting each other, means for driving wheels simultaneously relatively broad bearing base, and between the ends of the
and means for supporting said dishes between the wheels tie the body sides thereof inclining from the very head of

above the level of the water into which said wneels dip , sub- the tie and converged to form a base presenting a narrow

stantially as described. cutting surface or edge .

2. A cement tie of the character specified , having a broad

No. 100,134. Guard for St Car Windows. head, inwardly inclined sides for the body varying in the

Garde - fenêtre de chars de rue .
amount of their inclination from the ends of the tie formed

with a relatively broad bearing base towards the center

thereof by the inclined body sides between the ends con

verged to form a base presenting a narrow cutting surface

or edge.

3. A cement tie of the character specified having relatively

broad bearing end bases, and along the middle of the tie the

sides of the body thereof inclined inward and converging to

form a base presenting a narrow cutting surface of edge.

4. A tie of the character specified having a reinforcement

bo consisting of a plurality of rigid metal bars inserted in the

head of the tie , a reinforcing bar inserted in the base of the

tie , and rods or wires connecting said bars.

5. A tie of the character specified having a plurality pof

rigid metal bars inserted longitudinally in its head, a like

bar in its base, and means connecting said bars , whereby

they cannot be bent towards or from one another.

6. A tie of the character specified having a reinforcement

consisting of bars D, D' , D* , inserted longitudinally in the

head of the tie , a reinforcing bar D3 in the base , likewisei

longitudinally arranged, and sets of rods or wires connecting

said bars and disposed at periodical distances along the
same.

7. A tie of the character specified having a reinforcement

consisting of a series of bars set into the head of the tie , a

bar set into the base thereof, and a series of individual rods

The St. Louis Car Company , assignee of Hubert Witte , all of or wires connecting said bars, each making such connection

St. Louis , Missouri, U.S.A. , 24th July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed with the bars which it connects as to be adjustable along

19th June , 1906 . Receipt No. 137,052 .
the same.

Claim . — The combination with the window posts , of brack
8. A tie of the character specified having a reinforcement

ets secured to theouterfacesof the window posts, a window consisting of a plurality of rigid metal bars inserted in the

guard comprising a series of uprights having their lower head o fthe tie, a reinforcing bar inserted in the base of the

ends hinged to said brackets , longitudinal rods mounted in tie , rods or wires connecting said bars, and a screen of

said uprights and extending over a series of windows and woven wire wound around the same, substantially as des

means for securing the upper ends of the uprights to the cribed.

outer faces of the window posts , said means being releasable 9. In combination with a cement railroad tie having a re

to permit of the uprights and the rods being swung outwardly cess cut in the top thereof, a cushion fitting within said

from the window posts, substantially as set forth .
recess , a rail resting on said cushion and fitting into a slot

cut therein , which slot is cut so deep that the upper surface

No. 100,135. Cement Railway Tie and Fastener.
thereof will be on a line with the upper surface of said

cushion and a spike alongside the flange of said rail fasten

Dormant et attache en ciment pour chemins de fer . ing down through said cushion into said tie , the head of

which spike is adapted to engage partly with the flange of

said rail on the inside and the surface of said cushion OD

the outside , whereby it may be supported by said cushion

so as to be held in permanent engagement with the flange of

said rail .

Fig .
10. A fastening for securing a rail to a cement tie con

sisting in a hard , metallic filling set into a hole formed in

the cement tie , and a rail holding member embedded therein.

11. A fastening for securing a rail to a cement tie con

sisting in a hard , metallic flling set into a hole formed in

Fig.z. the cement tie , and a rail holding member embedded therein,

he which member is adapted to be turned in or out.

12. A fastening for securing a rail to a cement tie con

sisting in a hard, metallic filling set into a hole formed in

the cement tie , said metallic filling comprising hard particles
DB

of matter , the interstices between which are filled with a

softer metal , and a rail holding member embedded in said
Fig . ). Fig.4. filling

Figs.
13. The process of making a fastening between a rail and

a cement tie consisting in placing in a hole formed in the

cement tie , a rail holding member,then pouring into said

hole around said member a hard metallic filling .

14. The process of making a fastening between a rail and

a cement tie consisting in placing in a hole formed in the

tie , a rail holding member , than placing hard particles of

Figa Fig .
matter within the hole around said member and then pour

ing in a softer, metallic filling.
7

No. 100,136. Railway Switch .

Aiguille de chemin de fer.

Linza M. Dawson , Hugh L. Marshall , Eduard H. Allison and

William C. Ivins , all of Stronghurst, assignee of Louis

Robert Parsons , Raritan , both in Illinois , U.S.A. , 24th

100135 July, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 25th June , 1906. Receipt No.

137,276 .

Claim . - 1 . The combination with a main track and a sid
Herbert Elmer Percival , Houston , Texas, and Brewer W.

ing, of a movable switch point , means for moving said point,
Key Woodwark, Oklahoma, assignee of a half interest, and a Y -shaped lever for actuating said means , the arms of
24th July , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 29th ne , 1906. Receipt

said lever having bevelled outer faces and vertical inner '
No. 137,388.

faces .

Claim . - 1 . A cement tie of the character specified having a 2. The combination with a main track and a siding, of a

broad head, the respective ends of the tie made to present a movable switch point , means for moving said point , a rotary
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element for actuating said point , a Y-shaped lever , guides , a

bar slidablein said guides , and links pivoted to the ends of

said bar and to said lever and said rotary element .

2. A rail joint comprising a rail having a thickened

shoulder with its end cut away to leave vertical inwardly

FIG - I
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3. The combination with a main track and a siding, of a

novable switch point, means for moving said point, a rotary convergingfaces and to leave a projecting tongue having a
element for actuating said means, guides,a sliding barin plurality of rectangular locking lugsonitsopposite sides,
said guides , links pivotally connectingtheinnerends of said and a second rail having a thickened shoulder with a central
bars to said rotary element, Y -shaped levers havingtheir slot provided with rectangular recesses in the wall thereof
arms formed with bevelled outer faces and vertical inner

to receive said locking lugs , and said second rail having in

faces, and links pivotally connectingsaid levers tothe outer wardly converging faces atapted tobear on the inwardly
ends of said bars, substantially as described . converging faces adapted to bear on the inwardly converging

4. The combination with a main track and a siding , of a
faces of the first rail .

movable switch point, a switch stand , a trip device mounted
3. A rail joint comprising a rail having a thickened

adjacent to the track,ineans for causing said tripdevice, shoulder with its end cut away to leave vertical inwardly

said switch point and switch stand to operate simultaneously, convergingfacesandto leave a projecting tongue having a
and means for permitting said switch point and said switch plurality of rectangular locking lugs on its opposite sides,

stand to operate independent of said trip device . and a second rail having a thickened shoulder with a central

5. The combination with a main track and a siding of a slot provided with rectangular recesses of greater dimen

movable switch point , a switch stand, a trip device mounted
sions than the locking lugs in the wall thereof to receive

adjacent to the track , independently movable elements con
said locking lugs , and said second rail having inwardly con

nected respectively to said trip device. said switch point and verging faces adapted to bear on the inwardly converging

switch stand, and means for locking said elements together. | faces of the first rail .

6. The combination with a main track and a siding , of a 4. A rail joint comprising a rail having a thickened

movable switch point, a switch stand, a trip device mounted shoulder with its end cut away to leave vertical inwardly

adjacent to the track , independently movable elements con- converging faces and to leave a projecting tongue having a

rected respectively to said trip device, said switch pointand plurality of locking lugs on its opposite sides and having its

switch stand , and a latch for detachably connecting said ele- base cut out to leave a lip, and a second rail having a thick

ments to cause them to move together. ened shoulder with a central slot provided with recesses in

7. The combination with a main track and a siding, of a the wall thereof to receive said locking lugs , and said second

movable switch point , a switch stand , a trip device mounted rail having inwardly converging faces adapted to bear on the

adjacent to the track, superposed rotary discs or elements , inwardly converging faces of the first rail , and said second
che being connected to said trip device and the other to said rail having two cut out portions, the surfaces of which are
switch point and said switch stand , and means for connect- disposed respectively on the base and the top of the first

ing said discs or elements to cause them to move together. rail .

8. The combination with a main track and a siding, of a 5. A rail joint comprising a rail having a projecting

movable switch point , a switch stand , a trip device mounted tongue provided with laterally projecting vertical locking

adjacent to the track, superposed rotary discs or elements , lugs, and a second rail having its end bifurcated and provid

one being connected to said trip device and the other to said ed with recesses to receive the locking lugs .

switch point and said switch stand , and a latch or lever 6. A rail joint comprising a rail having a projecting tongue

pivoted upon one of said discs and adapted to enter a seat formed with a plurality of locking lugs on each side , and a

ir : the other to lock them together , substantially as described . second rail provided with a bifurcated end having recesses

9. The combination with a main track and a siding , of a therein , each of said recesses being of greater dimensions

movable switch point , a switch stand , a trip device mounted than the lug disposed therein .

adjacent to the track, superposed rotary discs or elements, 7. A rail joint comprising a rail having a thickened

one being connected to said trip device and the other to said shoulder and having a projecting tongue formed with a plur
switch point and said switch stand , a locking means for se- ality of locking lugs on each side , and a second rail provided

curing said discs together, and means for retaining said with a bifurcated end having recesses therein, each recess
means in its locked position. being of greater dimensions than the lug disposed therein ,

and said second rail being provided with shoulders on each

side of its bifurcated end .No. 100,137. Railway Rail Joint.

Joint de rails de chemins de fer.

No. 100,138. Rail Joint. Joint de rails .

Flaviem Bombadier, Valcourt , Quebec , Canada , 24th July,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 22nd June, 1906. Receipt No. 137,144 . Charles E. Christian , Oma Bradford and John William Cruse ,

Claim . - 1. A rail joint comprising a rail having a thickened
each an assignee of a fourth interest , all of Oak Hill ,

shoulder with its end cut away to leave vertical inwardly
West Virginia, U.S.A. , 24th July, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 30th

converging faces and to leave a projecting tongue having a
June, 1906. Receipt No. 137,433 .

plurality of locking lugs on its opposite sides , and a second Claim .-A rail joint comprising two members , one of said

rail having a thickened shoulder with a central slot provided members having an integral basal splice tongue co- extensive

with recesses in the wall therof, to receive said locking in width with the base thereof and formed with a trans

lugs, and said second rail having inwardly converging faces versely convexed upper face, and the other member a basal

adapted to bear on the inwardly converging faces of the first recess to receive said tongue, said recess being substantially
rail . co - extensive in length and width with said tongue and formed
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with a curved wall to rest upon the curved face of the tongue, intervals, flooring carried on the bottom flanges of said ties,

the latter named member also being provided with thickened flange footed rails carried on the upper edge of the girders

and secured thereto and conduits carried by the webs of the

ties , substantially as set forth.

3. A system of constructing elevated railways principally

of wood consisting of moulded reinforced concrete founda

tions placed transversely to tb.e line to form the bases of the
bents and containing sockets for the posts , bents of timber

consisting of posts , cap beams and cross braces , the posts

socketed into the bases, longitudinal cross braces between

pairs of bents at intervals , saddles secured to the caps ad

apted to receive the girders, built- up wooden girders placed

in said saddles , flanged plate ties bolted to the girders at

intervals , flange footed rails carried on the upper edge of the

girders and secured thereto , a series of brackets, bolted to

the girders near the upper edge and an electrical conductor

carried on said brackets, substantially as set forth.

4. In an elevated railway the combination of a series of

transverse foundations consisting of moulded and reinforced

concrete bases, a bent of timber on each foundation , longi

tudinal cross braces between pairs of bents at intervals,

built - up timber girders supported on the caps of the bents,

flanged plate ties connecting said girders at intervals, flanged

footed rails secured to the girders, flooring carried on the

bottom flanges of the ties , conduits carried in the webs of the

ties and an electrical conductor carried on brackets secured

to the girder, substantially as set forth.

5. In an elevated railway the combination with a timber

cap beam and a wooden girder set on edge , a metallic saddle

bedded upon and checked into said cap and provided with a
pair of flanges forming a groove for the reception of the

girder bottom , substantially as set forth.

6. In an elevated railway the combination with a round
timber cap beam and a wooden girder set on edge, a metallic

saddle having a concaved seat fitting the shape of the cap

timber and checked into a recess therein and a pair of

flanges forming the longitudinal groove for the reception of

attaching flanges overlying the sides of the tongue and the girder bottom , substantially as set forth .
formed with spike notches . 7. In an elevated railway the combination with a moulded

reinforced concrete base formed with conical sockets and

No. 100,139, Elevated Railway, Chemin de fer aérien .
bevelled offset faces, timber posts having conical tenons fit

ing said sockets and being round at the upper part, a round

cap beam joined to said posts by receiving the offset round

tenons of the round upper parts of the posts, brackets having

concaved backs secured to the posts in the cap angles and a

pair of cross braces footing on the bevelled offsets of the

base and into the said brackets at the upper end , substan

tially as set forth .

8. In an elevated railway the combination with a round

timber post and cap beam connected at a right angle , or

nearly so , of a metallic bracket having its back concaved to

fit against post and cap and adapted to be secured to said

post and having its face recessed to receive the shaped end

of a brace , substantially as set forth .

9. In a mounlded concrete foundation for an elevated rail

way the combination of a block having tapering sides and be

velled - off tops of reinforcing bars embedded longitudinally

and transversely and having enlargements extending laterally

and upwardly with bevelled offsets to receive the ends of the

timber braces and formed with a central tapering socket for

the reception of the timber post, substantially as set forth .

10. The combination of a moulded reinforced concrete

block having enlargements containing conical sockets, timber

posts having tenons received and fitting in said sockets , a

cap beam connected to the top of said posts by bore holes

sunk therein and receiving the offset round tenons of the

round upper part of the posts , brackets secured to the posts

in the inner angles of the posts and cap and cross braces re

Charles Thompson Harvey, Toronto , Ontario, Canada, 24th
ceived in said brackets at the top and setting upon the be

July , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 29th May, 1906. Receipt No.
velled offsets of the concrete base, substantially as set forth.

136,384.
11. In a girder for an elevated railway the combination of a

series of planks connected edge to edge , said edges being

Claim .-- 1. A system of constructing elevated railways, grooved and tongued and a series of dowels in said edges hav

principally of wood, consisting of transversebasesof mould- ing their ends split and wedges inserted which aredrivenin
ed reinforced concrete containing sockets for posts, timber as the joint closes up, substantially as set forth .

bents consisting of a pair of posts socketed in said bases 12. The combination with a pair of wooden girders set on

and of cap beams and cross braces , metallic saddles secured edge, a series of flanged plate ties connecting said girders

upon said caps, built-up plank girders set in said saddles , transversely , a filling strip between each end flange and

flanged plate ties bolted through the flanges to said girders girder , a vertical continuous plate washer on the outside of

at intervals, flooring supported on the bottom flanges of said said girders and bolts passing through the flanges of the

ties and flanged footed rails supported upon and overlapping ties, filling strips, girders and washer plates, substantially as
the upper edges of the girders and secured in place, sub- set forth .

stantially as set forth . 13. The combination with a pair of wooden girders set on

2. A system of constructing elevated railways, principally edge , of a series of flanged plate ties bolted to said girders at

of wood, consisting of moulded reinforced concrete founda- intervals and a rail on each girder having a flauged foot over

tions placed transversely to the line to form the bases of lapping the edges of said girders and screws securing said

the bents and containing sockets for the posts , bents of tim- rail to said girders , substantialy as set forth .

ber consisting of posts , cap beams and cross braces, the 14. The combination with a pair of wooden girders set on

posts socketed into the bases, longitudinal cross braces be- edge , of a series of flanged plate ties bolted to said girders at

tween pairs of bents at intervals , saddles secured to the caps intervals, a rail secured to the top of each girder and flooring

adapted to receive the girders, built-up wooden girders placed carried on the bottom flanges of the ties , substantially as set

in said saddles, flanged plate ties bolted to the girders at ' forth .
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15. The combination with a pair of wooden girders set on No. 100,141 . Railway Switch Stand .

edge , of a series of flanged plate ties bolted to said girders at

intervals, a rail secured to the top of each girder and a con
Plateforme d'aiguille de chemin de fer.

duit carried by the web of said ties , substantially as set

forth .

16. The combination with a wooden girder set on edge, of a

rail secured to the top thereof , a series of brackets secured

to the upper part of said girder and an electric conductor

carried by said brackets , substantially as set forth .

17. The combination with a wooden girder set on edge , a

metallic sheet covering overlapping the top and bottom edges

of said covered girder, subtsantially as set forth. Jug. 1

No. 100,140. Railway. Chemin de fer .
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Edward Lawrence Morgan , Little Rock , Arkansas, U.S.A. ,

24th July , 1906 ; years . Filed 25th June , 1906. Receipt

No. 137,228 .

Claim . - 1. In a switch stand, the combination with the sup

porting frame, of a member for operating the switch points,

an operating lever for said member, means for locking the

lever in the positions to which the switch may be thrown , a

signalling device , and means for operating the latter auto

matically and independently of the operating lever when the

switch is fully thrown .

2. In a switch stand , the combination with the supporting
frame, of a member for operating the switch points, a

pivoted operating lever for said member , means for locking

said pivoted lever in the positions to which the switch may

be thrown, a signalling device, and means for operating the
latter automatically when the pivoted lever is in position to

be locked and to hold the signalling device in an operative
Stephen E. Jackman , New York City, New York , U.S.A. , 24th position during the movement of the switch operating mem

July , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 30th June , 1906. Receipt No. ber from one position to another.

137,452. 3. In a switch stand , the combination with a supporting

Claim . - 1. A railway having a continuous track consisting frame and signalling device, of a movable member for oper
of an up-track , a home stretch leading back to the foot of ating the switch points and provided with recesses in the
he said up - track and an intermediate track section con- under side thereof, and a pivoted member counterbalanced

recting the upper end of the up -track with the beginning so as to operate the signalling device and so that one end

point of the home stretch , the said intermediate track sec- thereof will engage the under side of the aforesaid member

tion having a loop portion and a figure 8 portion , of which and enter the recesses therein .
one connects with the up-track and the other connects with 4. In a switch stand, the combination with the supporting

the home stretch . frame having notches therein , a disc for operating the

2. A railway having a continuous track consisting of an switch points iotatable on said frame and provided with a
up-track, a home stretch leading back to the foot of the said slot, a lever pivoted in said slot and adapted to engage the

up -track , and an intermediate track section connecting the notches in the supporting frame, a pivoted member one end

upper end of the up - track with the beginning point of the of which is adapted to engage the disc and enter the slot
home stretch , the said intermediate track section having a therein , and a signalling device connected to said pivoted
loop portion and a figure 8 portion , of which the loop portion member.
connects with the up -track and leads to the said figure 8 5. In a switch stand , the combination with the supporting

portion, and the latter connects with the said home stretch . frame having notches therein , a disc for operating the

3. A railway having a continuous track consisting of an switch points rotatable on said frame and provided with a

up -track , a home stretch leading back to the foot of the said slot, a lever pivoted in said slot and adapted to engage the

up -track , and an intermediate track section connecting the rotches in the supporting frame, a member pivoted beneath

pper end of the up -track with the beginning point of the the rotatable disc with one end engaging the under side

home stretch , the said intermediate track section having a thereof and having a portion adapted to enter the slot there

loop portion and a figure 8 portion, of which one connects | in , and a signalling device connected to the pivoted member.

with the up -track and the other connects with the home 6. In a switch stand , the combination with the supporting

stretch , and end loops of the loop portion and the end loops frame having notches therein , a disc for operating the switch

of the figure 8 portion being arranged one above the other. points rotatable on said frame and provided with a slot and

4. A railway having a continuous track consisting of an a recess at different points, a lever pivoted in the slot, a

up -track , a home stretch leading back to the foot of the said member pivoted beneath the disc so that one end of the

up- track, and an intermediate track section connecting the former will engage the under side of the latter and enter the

upper end of the up -track with the beginning point of the slot and recess therein , and a signalling device connected to

home stretch , the said intermediate track section having a the pivoted member.

loop portion and a figure 8 portion , of which one connects 7. In a switch stand, the combination with the supporting

with the up -track and the other connects with the home frame having notches therein , a disc rotatably mounted on

stretch, and the middle members of the figure 8 portion the frame and adapted to operate the switch points, said disc
crossing each other in different horizontal planes. having a slot and a recess at different points, a lever pivoted

7--19
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42

EELS I

16

12

in the slot and adapted to engage the notches in the support. No. 100,143. Street Car Fender.

ing frame, a yoke pivoted under the disc so that one end
Défense de chars de rue.

thereof will engage the under side of the disc and enter the

slot and notch therein , said end of the yoke being adapted

to be engaged by the lever when the latter is swung upon

its pivot, and a signalling device connected to the yoke .

8. In a switch stand, the combination with the platform

having notches therein , a disc rotatable on the platform and

adapted to operate the switch points , said disc having a slot A 3 : 33 41 24

therein , a lever pivoted in the slot and adapted to engage

the notches in the platform , a yoke pivoted under the disc

and having a portion adapted to enter the slot in the disc in

the path of the movement of the pivoted lever, a lug on said 37 32

lever adapted to engage the yoke, and a pivoted signal blade

or semaphore connected to the yoke and operated thereby.

9. In a switch stand , the combination with the supporting

frame comprising a platform and an upright or post , said

platform having notches therein , a disc rotatably mounted

on the platform for operating the switch points and having

a slot therein, a lever pivoted in said slot and adapted to

engage the notches in the platform , a yoke pivoted under the

platform with one end thereof bearing against the under side

of the disc and adapted to enter the slot therein, a reflecting

medium on the upright, a signal arm pivoted on the upright
Eig4.46

and connected to the yoke , and a shutter on the signal arm

adapted to screen the reflecting medium , substantially as
23

herein shown and described .
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No. 100,142. Clamps for Rails. Crampe pour rails .
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Vasilie Vladutz , Homestead , Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 24th July,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th June , 1906 .
Jeugl.

Receipt No. 137,234.

Claim.-1 . A car fender embodying a plurality of arc- shaped

arms , said arms being pivotally mounted in adjacent pairs,

bearing for the several adjacent pairs secured to the body of

the car , means for retaining said arms against movement and

adapted to be engaged by an obstacle in the progress of the

car to release said arms, rearward extensions carried upon

Yug 3
the ends of said arms , and means adapted to engage said ex

tensions to force said arms to swing inwardly upon their

pivot when released .

Yug 4 2. A car fender embodying a plurality of arms disposed in

horizontal tiers and pivotally mounted, bearings in which

said arms are pivotal secured to the body of the car, rear

ward extensions carried by said arm , means for engaging said

extensions and causing said arms to swing inwardly upon

their pivots , and means adapted to be engaged by an obstacle

for holding said arms against inward movement .

3. A car fender embodying horizontally disposed tiers of

gripping arms pivotally mounted in pairs bearings for said

arms secured to the body of the car , a second series of arms

pivotally mounted spring controlled arms located upon the

adiacent ends of said first-named arms , brackets in which

said second - named series are mounted , rearward extensions
g

7100142
carried by said first - named series , an expansive spiral spring

interposed between said extensions and adapted to force said

arms together, means for retaining first - named series of arms

from movement under the influence of said spring, said re

taining means being released from engagement with said

Issac N. Spaid , Tippecane City, Ohio , U.S.A. , 24th July, 1906 ; arms by contact with an obstacle , means for forcing said

6 years . Filed 25th June, 1906. Receipt No. 137,237 . last - named series of arms to swing together upon their pivots

Claim . - 1. In a clamping device for connecting and bracing and means for holding said last-named arms from movement,
rails the combination of the inner sectional brace provided said holding means being adapted to be released from lock
with a groove , and holes or cylindrical depressions, and ing engagement therewith by contact with an obstacle.

adapted to receive a flange of the rails, the outer sectional 4. A car fender embodying in combination with a series of

brace provided with a tongue , and pins or prongs and adapted pivotall ymounted spring controlled arms located upon the

to receive a flange of the rails , all substantially in the man
front of the car and means for normally maintaining the

ner and for the purposes described . same against movement , a second series of arms depending

2. The combination in a clamp for bracing and connecting from the floor of the car, and pivotally mounted in bearings
track rail sections , of an inner sectional brace formed with provided therefor , means for causing the arms of said second

a slot to receive the flange of the rails , and having its base series to swing together upon their pivots , and means for

or underside provided with holes or cylindrical depressions, locking said arms against inward movement, said locking
an outer sectional brace formed with a slot to receive the means being obstacle operated and embodying a pivotally

flange of the rails , a tongue adapted to fit in the groove in
mounted depending arm having connection at its pivotal end

said inner sectional brace , pins or prongs adapted after pass
with sliding bolts adapted to normally enter into locking en

ing through the bolt eyes in the rails , to rest securely in the gagement with said first -named arms.

holes or cylinderical depressions in said intersections , all

substantially as described . No. 100,144. Car Coupler. Attelage de chars .

3. In a clamp for bracing and connecting track rail sections

the combination with the rails of the track , of the inner sec- William August Engel , Split Rock, Wisconsin , U.S.A. , 24th

tional brace formed with a slot and having holes or cylin
July , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th June , 1906. Receipt No.

drical depressions in its inner face or wall and a groove
137,250 .

across the base , the outer sectional brace formed with a slot Claim .-In a car coupler the combination with a hollow

and having prongs or pins projecting from its inner face or drawhead , of a knuckle 3 pivoted to swing horizontally there

wall, and a tongue projecting from the base, all substantially in, a locking finger 7 formed on said knuckle, said finger hav

in the manner and for the purposes described . ing in its inner end a recess 5 , and an inclined wall 6, a lock
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ing dog 12 pivotally mounted on a horizontally axis in said 2. In a device of the character described , a car body, water

drawhead, and a crank shaft 9 connected to said locking dog troughs located between the carrying beams thereof, sliding

perforated covers for the water troughs, said car body hav

ing an opening in its end , a central air shaft taking air from

the opening and discharging it near the top of the car, side

air shafts also taking air from the opening and discharging

it below the discharge of the central air shaft, fans located in

the several air shafts , a shaft suitably journalled , means for

driving the fans from the shaft, a pump operated by the

shaft and adapted to take water from the troughs and spray

it across the air shafts , and gutters to carry off water from

the sprays and return it to the troughs , substantially as
described .

3. In a device of the character described , a car body hav

ing an air opening in the end thereof , a V-shaped central air

shaft taking air from the opening and discharging it in the

Fig . upper part of the car , an air fan located at the discharge end

thereof, side air shafts also taking air from the opening and

discharging beneath the discharge of the central air shaft ,

and a pair of fans for facilitating the passage of air through

the side air shafts .

4. In a device of the character described , a car body , water

troughs located between the carying beams thereof and open

u
to the interior of the car , said car body having an opening in

its end , a central air shaft taking air from the opening and

discharging it near the top of the car , side air shafts also

taking air from the opening and discharging it below the dis

charge of the central air shaft, fans located in the several
air shafts, a pump adapted to take water from the troughs

and spray it across the air shafts , and gutters in the air

shafts to return the water to the troughs .

rig.3

No. 100,146. Ditching Plough. Charrue à fossoyer.

5

9100144

to move the same to an unlocked position , substantially as
described .

No. 100,145 . Railway Car. Char de chemin de fer.
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John Frantisek Mikolasek, Vodnany, South Dakota , U.S.A. ,

24th July, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 26th June, 1906. Receipt

No. 137,311 .

Claim . - A ditching plough comprising a beam , a yoke ver

tically adjustable at the front end of the beam , a roller

mounted in said yoke, and an arm pivotally connected to the

yoke and also pivotally connected to the beam , an upwardly

and rearwardly inclined trough suspended from the beam and

having a lateral extension at the rear end, a cutting blade on

the front end of the trough , a yoke depending from the beam,

and a shoe attached to said depending yoke .

Hanford L. Kerr, Kansas City, Kansas , U.S.A. , 24th July, 1906 ;

6 years . Filed 29th June , 1906. Receipt No. 137,406 . No. 100,147. Plough Colter. ( 'outre de charrue.

Claim . - 1 . In a device of the character described, a car
body having an air opening in the end thereof, a V - shaped John P.Abernathy and James W. Heitt , co - inventors, both

central air shaft taking air from the opening and discharg
of Jonesboro, Arkansas, U.S.A. , 24th July, 1906 ; 6 years.

ing it in the upper part of the car, an air fan located at the
Filed 25th June , 1906. Receipt No. 137,230.

discharge end thereof , side air shafts also taking air from Claim .-- 1 . A device of the character described comprising

the opening and discharging beneath the discharge of the a spring locking bar or member for insertion into the colter

central air shaft, a pair of fans for facilitating the passage shank receiving mortise , and a dog or lever member eccen

ofair through the side shafts and means connected with the trically connected or pívoted to said bar and effective to

car axle for driving the several fans, substantially as des- obtain a binding or clamping action upon said colter shank.

cribed . 2. A device of the character described comprising a spring
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locking bar or member having an angular lower end termi- No. 100,149. Horseshoe Caulk .

nal , with its opposite end terminating in an eye , and a dog Crampon de fer à cheval.

$$

9c

Fig.1
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100149

or lever member having a lateral bifurcated terminal re

ceiving said eye , and clenched pivot bolt or rivet for
William B. Cole and Frank H. Thornley, both of Rhinebeck,

effecting connection between said bar member and said dog New York, U.S.A. , 24th July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 26th

or lever member,
June , 1906. Receipt No. 137,306.

3. In a plough the combination of a colter shank with the

carrying beam therefor having a mortise receiving said
Claim.-1 . A horseshoe having detachable toe caulks in

shank, means forsecuring in place and effecting the adjust- ends to engagethe opposing ends of the toe caulks and precombination with a coupling device having recesses in its

ment of said shank in said mortise, and a locking contrivance

for said colter shank comprising a resilient bar or member vent the latter from turning, substantially as described.

insertible in said mortise, and adog or lever memberhaving allel sides, outwardly extending base flanges, strengthening2. A to caulk comprising a body having substantially par

'an eccentric or cam connection with the latter, and effective

for securing a binding or clamping action thereof upon said
webs in the angles between the sides and base flanges, a re

colter shank.
cess between the sides , and a blade in said recess , substanti

ally as described.

3. A horseshoe having toe caulks provided with base
No. 100,148 . Hay Fork. Fourche à foin .

flanges, in combination with a coupling device bearing on the

base flanges of the caulks and havingrecesses in its ends to

receive the opposite end portions of the caulks, said coupling

device preventing the caulks from turning, substantially as
described.
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No. 100,150. Mail Bag Crane.

Grue pour sacs de malle .

James Cole , Superior, Wisconsin , U.S.A. , 24th July, 1906 ; 6

years . Filed 25th June, 1906. Receipt No. 137,268.

Claim .-- 1. A mail bag crane comprising a post, bag holding

arms projecting laterally therefrom , means for automati

cally withdrawing said arms when the bag is disengaged

therefrom, and means for reversing the direction in which

said arms project, whereby they may be alternatively used in

connection with trains travelling on adjacent tracks.

2. In a mail bag crane , a base , a vertical post revolubly

secured in said base , a foot on said post arranged within a

chamber in said base , and a supporting member for said foot

Anton Anderson and Wilford Palmer, co - inventors, both of having a bearing of limited area therefor, and an adjacent

Grantsville, Utah, U.S.A. , 24th July, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed incline for rotating said post when disengaged from said
29th June , 1906. Receipt No. 137,395 . bearing .

Olaim .-- A fork comprising a head , a handle connected to 3. In a mail bag crane the combination of a chambered

said head, tynes engaged through the head , eyes carried by base , a vertical post revolubly secured in said base , a foot

the head, a bale engaged in the said eyes on the head and for said post within the chamber in the base and having a

having an eye formed in its free end for the attachment of a narrow under face , and a support for said foot within a limit

hoisting cable , a link including arms at one of its ends , said ed flattened area at their upper ends for supporting the

arms having their ends pivotally connected to the opposite narrow under face of said foot , whereby the descent of said

inner sides of said bale near the upper end of the latter, the foot when disengaged from said flattened area will cause a

other end of said link being curved laterally , a second link partial rotation of the post .

having apertured lugs formed on each of its ends , the curved 4. A mail bag crane comprising a revoluble post , a foot at

end of the first - named link being pivoted between the lugs the lower end thereof, a support for said foot having an in

of the ends of the last-named link, the other end of said last- clined face for causing a partial rotation of the foot and post,

named link being pivoted to the said handle, a pin carried by base in which said post is journalled , a lever pivotally con

said first -named link and extending from each side thereof to nected to said post, and an annular flange on said base form

engage the lugs of the last - named link, and a drop line con- ing a fulcrum for said lever in different points of rotary

nection formed on the pivot of the two links . adjustment about the axis of said post .
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roog .

5. A mail bag crane comprising the base B, the vertical latter to closed position, a movable latch adapted for con

post journalled therein , the foot C at the lower end of said Lecting the head and cross piece, a track or way, a carriage
movable thereon , and a flexible hoisting element or cable

operatively connecting the load receiving device with the

carriage , said cable being adapted for actuating the latch to

release the cross piece and permit movement of the sections

to open position .

3. In a device of the class described , a load receiving de

vice including a pair of relatively movable sections , a guide ,

a member slidably engaged with the guide, and operatively

connected with the sections for moving the latter to open

position , a head slidably engaged with the guide and opera

tively connected with the sections for moving the same to

closed position , a movable latch member connecting the head

and slidable member , and a flexible hoisting element opera

tively engaged with the load receiving device and adapted

Finge for actuating the latch to release said slidable member.

4. In a device of the class described, a load receiving de

vice including a pair of relatively movable sections , a guide ,

a member slidably engaged with the guide and operatively

connected with the sections for moving the same to open

position , a head slidably engaged with the guide and opera

tively connected with the sections for moving the same to

closed position, a movable latching member adapted for con

necting the slidable member and head , a flexible hoisting

element operatively engaged with the load receiving device,

and a tripping member carried by said element and adapted

to contact with and move the latch to releasing position .

5. In a device of the class described, a head, a load re

Firma
ceiving device operatively connected therewith and movable

to dumping position , a guide pulley journalled in the head ,

a movable latch member carried by the head , a flexible

operating element arranged to travel on the guide pulley

and provided with a latch operating member, an element

connected with the load receiving device and adapted for

engagement by the latching member to hold the device in

non-dumping position , said latch being operable by the latch

operating member for engagement by the latching member

to hold the device in non -dumping position , said latch being

operable by the latch operating member for releasing the

element and springs acting on the latch to maintain thesame
100150 micrmally in engaging position.

No. 100,152. Saddle . Selle .
post, and the co -operating cam supporting member D, the

annular flange h at the upper end of said base and the lever

G pivoted to said post and fulcrumed upon said flange, sub

stantially as and for the purpose set forth .

No. 100,151 . Hoist and Conveyer.
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735 Patrick H. Fontaine , Bethel Hill , North Carolina , U.S.A. ,

24th July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th June, 1906. Receipt

No. 137,229 .

Claim . - 1 . The combination with a saddle having a loop

100057 and a girth , of an attachment connected to the girth and

having a loop slidably mounted within the loop of the saddle ,

and a stirrup strap connected to one end of and supported

Christopher C. Dolan , Gulfport, Mississippi, U.S.A., 24th by the loop of the attachment.
July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 30th June , 1906. Receipt No. 2. The combination with a saddle having a loop extending

137,429 . therefrom , and a girth , of an attachment connected to the

Claim . - 1. In a device of the class described , a load re- girth and having a loop engaging and slidably mounted with

ceiving device comprising a pair of relatively movable sec- in the loop of the saddle , a stirrup strap connected to and

tions, a guide , a member slidably mounted upon the guide supported by the end of the loop of the attachment , and

and operatively connected with the sections , a head slidably means for holding said strap in position at the end of the

engaged with the guide , a movable latching member for con- loop .

recting the head with the slidable member , a track or way , 3. The combination with a saddle having a loop extending

a carriage movable thereon and a hoisting cable operatively therefrom and a girth supported upon the saddle, of a stir

connecting the load receiving device with the carriage , said rup strap, a strap connected to the girth and having a loop

cable being adapted for actuating the latch to release the engaging and slidably mounted upon the loop of the saddle,

slidable member from the head . a keeper within the loop of the strap and a link interposed

2. In a device of the class described , a load receiving de- between said keeper and the end of its loop, said link en

vice including a pair of relatively movable sections , a guide , gaging the stirrup strap.

a cross piece slidably engaged therewith and operatively 4. An attachment of the character described , comprising a

connected with the sections, a head slidable on the guide girth strap having a loop at one end , a keeper positioned

and operatively connected with the sections for moving the ' within the limit of the edges of said strap and within the
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looped portion , and a link mounted within one end of the 3. In a system the combination of two valves , means for

looped portion of said strap . closing the said valves and a means for interlocking the said

5. An attachment for saddles, comprising a strap provided closing means when the valves are closed and for preventing
with a looped portion at one end thereof, a keeper secured the opening of one of said valves until the otner of the said

within the looped portion , and stirrup supporting means valves is opened .

assembled with the looped portion of said strap and nor- 4. In a system the combination of a plurality of valves ,

nially engaging the keeper within the same . means for closing the said valves and a means for interlock

6. The combination with a saddle provided with a depend- ing the said closing means when the said valves are closed

ing member, and a girth , of an adjustable member provided and for preventing the opening of one of said valves until an

with a loop portion positioned upon said depending member other of the said valves is opened .

and connected to said girth , and looped means positioned 5. In a system the combination of a plurality of valves ,

within the looped portion of said adjustable member and means for closing the said valves and a means for interlock

being capable of movement for causing adjustment of said ing the said closing means when the said valves are closed

adjustable member. and for preventing the opening of one of the said valves until

7. The combination with a saddle , and a girth , of an ad- another of the said valves is opened and to prevent the clos

justable member supported by said saddle and connected to ing of one of the said valves until another of the said valves

said girth , said member provided with means for limiting the is closed .

girth against downward movement , and a stirrup supported 6. In a system the combination of two valves , means for

by the upper end of said member. closing the said valves and a means for interlocking the sail

8. The combination with a saddle provided with a depends closing means when the valves closed and when the

ing member, and a girth , of a slidable strap supported upon valves are opened and for preventing the opening of one of

said depending member and connected at its lower end to the said valves until another of the said valves is opened and

said girth, and a stirrup strap secured to the upper end of for preventing the closing of the first valve opened until after

said slidable strap and capable of moving said strap upon the second valve opened is closed .

the depending portion of the saddle for adjusting said girth . 7. In a system the combination of two valves , each valve

9. The combination with a saddle and a girth , of an ad- having a plug adapted to be pressed against the valve seat,

justable member carried by said saddle and connected to means for closing the said valve , means for interlocking the

said girth , said member provided with a loop formed upon said closing means when the said plugs are forced against the

its upper end, a stirrup strap provided with looped means said seat .

carried by said member , the looped means of said stirrup 8. In a system the combination of a plurality of valves,

strap engaging the looped means of said member. each of said valves having a plug and a valve seat , the said

10. The combination with a saddle and a girth , of an ad- plugs adapted to be forced against the said valve seats , a

justable member positioned upon said saddle and connected means for closing the said valves , a means for interlocking

to said girth , a keeper , said member inclosing said keeper , the said closing means and a means for adjusting the said

and stirrup supporting means positioned upon said member closing means so that the valves will be interlocked when the

and capable of engaging said keeper, said stirrup supporting said valves are closed .

means being capable of causing adjustment of said member 9. In a system the combination of a plurality of valves,

and girth . each valve consisting of a valve chamber , a valve seat and

a valve plug located in the said chamber , stenis connected to

No. 100,153. Water Heater. Chauffeur d'eau. the said valve plugs , a disc having radiating teeth connected

to each of the said stems , handles adjustably connected to the

said discs, a part connected to one of the said handles having

a curved portion, a flange connected to another of the said

handles, the said flange adapted to register with the said

curved portion.

10. In a valve the combination of a plug having a slot , a

fig . I stem having a head and a neck adapted to be inserted in the

said slot of the said plug and adapted to be turned within the

said slot .
0

11. In a water heater a circular mixing chamber having

oppositely arranged inlet and outlet , a deflecting plate par

allel to the wall of said mixing chamber opposite said inlet ,

curved guiding plates extending outward from the wall of said

mixing chamber on either side of said outlet , said guiding

plates extending around the ends of said deflecting plate to

cause impingement of water against said deflecting plate , an

injector connected with the inlet of said mixing chamber an:

provided with a heating nozzle in line with said inlet to dis

charge water against said deflecting plate, a curved water
7

passage communicating with said heating nozzle , and adjust

able interlocking water and heating valves controlling the

supply of fluids to said injector .

12. In a water heater , a circular mixing chamber having

diametrically arranged inlet and outlet , a deflecting plate

concentric with the wall of said mixing chamber opposite said

inlet , curved guiding plates extending outward from the wall

of said mixing chamber on either side of the outlet of the

same , said guiding plates extending around the ends of said

Fig.a. deflecting plate to cause impingement of the water against

said deflecting plate , an injector connected with the inlet of

said mixing chamber and adjustable interlocking valves to

fig .4
govern the admission of water and heating fluid to said in

jector.

13. In a water heater a circular mixing chamber having

diametrically arranged inlet and outlet , there being a con

centric deflecting plate in said mixing chamber opposite said
inlet and curved guiding plates extending from the wall of

said mixing chamber around the ends of said deflecting plate ,

TE0153
a water valve and a heating valve connected to said mixing

chamber and an adjustable interlocking water handle and

heating handle to govern said valves.

14. In a water heater a circular mixing chamber having a

Joseph Foster, New York City , NewYork , U.S.A., 24th July , concentric deflecting plate opposite the inlet of said chamber
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 18th June , 1906 . Receipt No. 137,014 . and guiding plate extending out from the wall of said mixing

Claim.-1 . In a system the combination of two valves , chamber around the ends of said deflecting plate to cause ed

means for closing the said valves and a means for interlock- dies in the space between said guiding plates , the outlet of
ing the said closing means when the valves are closed and said mixing chamber being situated between said guiding

when they are opened . plates and an injector connected with the inlet of said mixing
2. In a system the combination of two valves , means for

chamber and provided with a heating nozzle in line with said
closing the said valves and a means for interlocking the said inlet .

closing means when the said valves are closed and for pre- 15. In a water heater a mixing chamber, an injector in line

venting the opening of one of the said valves . with the inlet of said mixing chamber and an adjustable in

12

Fig . 3.
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terlocking apparatus for the admission of fluids to said in- hinged closures for a portion of the top of the frame , re

jector in varying proportions . movable closures for the remainder of the top of the frame ,

16. In a water heater a circular mixing chamber having dia

metrically arranged inlet and outlet , a deflecting plate con

centric with the wall of said mixing chamber opposite said

inlet, curved guiding plates extending outward from the wall

of said mixing chamber on either side of the outlet of the

same , said guiding plates extending around the ends of said

deflecting plate to cause impingement of water against said

deflecting plate and an injector connected with the inlet of

said mixing chamber the heating nozzle of said injector being

in line with the said inlet , and an adjustable valve.

17. In a water heater a mixing chamber provided with an

inlet and an outlet , an injector connected with the inlet of

said mixing chamber and provided with a heating nozzle in

line with said inlet , valves having adjustable handles to con

trol the supply of fluids to said injector, an incurved deflect

ing plate opposite the inlet of said mixing chamber against

which the fluid from said injector impinges, and guiding

plates extending around the ends of said deflecting plate to

cause eddies in the space between the said guiding plates to

thoroughly mix the fluid issuing from the outlet of said mix

ing chamber .

18. In a water heater a mixing chamber having an inlet and

outlet , an injector connected tosaid inlet and having a heat

ing nozzle in line with the same , an incurved deflecting plate

opposite to the inlet in said mixing chamber against which

fluid from said injector impinges and guiding plates extend

ing aroundthe ends of said deflecting plateto thoroughly mix solid closures for the remainder of the top of the frame ,
the fluid issuing from the outlet of said mixing chamber, and hinged closures for the remainder of the ends of the frame ,

an adjustable valve . means for subjecting snow within the apparatus to the direct

19. In a water heater a mixing chamber having an inlet, a and the indirect acu.on of flame, and means for conducting

curved deflecting plate opposite said inlet and guiding plates melted snow from the frame .

co - operating with said deflecting plate to produce eddies in 3. In a snow melting apparatus the combination com

said mixing chamber , an injector connected to said inlet and prising a receptacle, a grate in the receptacle , burners above

having a steam nozzle in line with the same to cause hot and below the grate, troughs disposed adjacent the edges of

waterto impingeupon said deflecting plate , and adjustable the grateand projecting from the receptacle, and means for

interlocking valves to control thesupply ofsteam and water permitting the insertion of a nozzle adjacent the ends of the

to said injector .
troughs .

20. In interlocking valves for a water heater, valve stems 4. In a snow melting apparatus the combination com

having valve plugs secured thereto and co -acting with seats prising a receptacle, a segmental grate having a flange and

to control the admission of fluids to said heater, a heating provided with vertical openings and with horizontal open
handle and a water handle secured to said stems , said water ings in the flange, burners disposed above and below the

handle formed with a circular adjustable cam and said heat- grate , troughs disposed adjacent the edges of the grate and

ing handle being provided with an adjustable stop to engage projecting from the receptacle , and means for permitting the

said cam , a projection on said water handle to prevent the insertion of a nozzle adjacent the ends of the troughs .

excessive operation of the same and extensions and grips 5. In a snow melting apparatus the combination com

on said handles. prising a receptacle, a removably supported grate in the

21. In interlocking valves for a water heater, valve stems receptacle, burners above and below the grate, troughs re
to operate valve plugs to control the admission of fluids to movably supported adjacent the edges of the grate and pro

said water heater , a water handle and a heating handle se jecting from the receptacle, and means for permitting the

cured to said stems, an adjustable cam on said water handle insertion of a nozzle adjacent the ends of the troughs.
and an adjustable stop on said heating handle to engage said 6. In a snow melting apparatus the combination com
cam . prising a receptacle , a grate supported within the recep

22. In interlocking valves for a water heater, an injector , tacle, burners above and below the grate , troughs disposed
valve stems provided with valve plugs to govern the admis- adjacent the edges of the grate and projecting from the re
sion of fluids to said injector , an adjustable water handle ceptacle, means for permitting the insertion of a nozzle ad

and an adjustable handle for controlling the supply of heat | jacent the ends of the troughs, and inwardly and down
provided with interlocking members secured to said stems, wardly inclined snow deflector plates extending to the grate .
means to limit the extent of movement of said handles and 7. In a snow melting apparatus the combination com

a drain pipe connected to said injector . prising a receptacle, a grate in the receptacle , burners above

23. In interlocking valves for a water heater, valve stems and below the grate , funnel shaped flame deflectors around

having valve plugs mounted thereon to control the admis. the burners , troughs disposed adjacent the edges of the

sion of fluias to said water heater, an adjustable water grate and projecting from the receptacle, and means for per

handle and an adjustable heating handle having interlocking mitting the insertion of a nozzle adjacent the ends of the

members secured to said stems and means to limit the move - troughs.

ment of said handles. 8. In a snow melting apparatus , the combination com

24. In interlocking valves for a water heater, valve stems , prising a receptacle , a grate in the receptacle, burners above
valves actuated thereby to govern the admission of fluids to and below the grate, longitudinally disposed troughs , in

said heater, an adjustable water handle and an adjustable clined from one end to the other of the receptacle and ar
heating handle secured to said stems and interlocking mem- ranged adjacent the edges of the grate and projecting from

bers on said handles to govern the movement of the same . the receptacle, anu means for permitting the insertion of a

25. In interlocking valves for a water heater , valve stems nozzle adjacent the ends of the troughs .

to operate valves to govern the admission of fluids to said
9. In snow melting apparatus the combination com

heater , and adjustable interlocking members secured to said prising a receptacle, supporting straps having curved arms

stems to govern the movement of the same and adapted to disposed in the receptacle , a grate removably disposed on

lock one of the stems when closed and to lock the other of the supporting straps, burners above and below the grate,

the stems when opened . troughs removably disposed in the arms and around and

adjacent the edges of the grate, and projecting from the

receptacle , and means for permitting the insertion of a

No. 100,154 . Snow Melting Apparatus. nozzle adjacent the ends of the troughs.

Appareil à fondre la neige. 10. In a snow melting apparatus the combination com

prising a receptacle , a removable grate disposed within theLouis T. Frigon and André C. Rousselle , assignee of a half receptacle, snow deflector plates extending to the grate ,
interest, both of Montreal, Quebec, Canada, 24th July, inclined troughs arranged adjacent the edges of the grate ,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 3rd July 1906. Receipt No. 137,488 . said receptacle being provided with openings adjacent the
( laim . - 1 . In a snow melting apparatus, the combination upper ends of the troughs, hinged closures for the openings ,

comprising a snow receiving receptacle, means for subject- burners above and below the grate , and a downwardly arched
ing snow to the direct action of a flame, means for subject- heat deflector plate disposed above the grate .
ing snow to the indirect action of a flame, and means for 11. In a snow melting apparatus the combination com
conducting the melted snow from the receptacle. prising a receptacle , a downwardly arched heat deflector

2. In a snow melting apparatus the combination com- plate carried in the receptacle , a segmental grate disposed

prising a frame, closures hinged on the sides of the frame , below the deflector plate and provided with a flange and

a
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having drainage openings in the flange and in the grate , a uprights, two horizontally disposed members or tracks sus

plurality of hydro -carbon burners above the grate , a plural- pended from said connecting members , one of said members

ity of hydro- carbon burners below the grate, oil and com- or tracks being circuitous or endless, travellers adapted to

pressed air supply pipes connected to the burners, and move along said tracks or members, and means for control

water conducting members disposed adjacent the edges of ling the operation of the same , substantially as shown and

the grate beneath the openings therein and extending out- for the purposes described .

side of the receptacle. 2. A portable overhead tramway comprising a set of up

rights diverging from their upper ends , members or bars

No. 100,155. Frying Pan. Poêlon .
secured to the upper ends of the uprights , the member on the

one upright adapted to overlap the member on the oppositely

placed upright, two horizontally disposed members or tracks

adjacent each other, means for securing the connecting mem

bers or bars at their upper ends of the uprights and for sus

pending the tracks , one of said tracks being circuitous or

endless , a rack secured to the other track, travellers adapted

to ride along on said tracks , and means for controlling the

operation of the same, substantially as shown and for the

purposes described .

3. A portable overhead tramway comprising a set of up

rights , members or bars connected at their upper ends of

the uprights , the member or bar on the one upright adapted

to overlap the member or bar on the oppositely placed up

rights, transverse brace rods for connecting the lower ends

of the oppositely disposed uprights , longitudinal members

for connecting the lower ends of the adjacent uprights, hori

zontally disposed member or tracks adjacent each other, one

of said members or tracks being circuitous or endless, and

the other track provided with a rack, travellers adapted to

ride along on said tracks, the traveller on the one track pro

vided with a pawl or dog normally held in mesh with the

rack on the track, and means for controlling the operation of

said traveller , substantially as shown and for the purposes

described .

4. A portable overhead tramway comprising a set of up

Peter A. Hanegraaf, Rossville, Illinois, U.S.A., 24th July, rights diverging from their upper ends, members or bars

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 28th June, 1906. Receipt No. 137,370 . connected to the upper ends of the uprights and transversely

Claim . - 1 . In a device of the class described the combina- disposed , two horizontally disposed members or tracks sus

tion with the pin , of the cover therefor hinged thereto and pended from the transversely disposed members at their
adapted to be turned back to support a dripping tray , means upper ends of the uprights , one of said tracks being circuit
for holding the dripping tray in position on the turned back ous or endless , the other track provided with teeth rack

cover, and means for permitting the drippings to flow back on its under side , a hoist block or traveller adapted to ride

from the cover into the pan . along on said track, said hoist block or traveller provided

2. In a device ofthe class described the combination with with a pawl or dog normally held in mesh with the rack, and

the pan , of the cover therefor hinged thereto, means for means for controlling the operation of said traveller or hoist

holding the cover open and in an inclined position relative block from one end of the tramway, substantially as shown

to the pan and in position to receive a dripping tray, means and for the purposes described.

for holding the dripping tray thereon , and means for permit- 5. A portable overhead tramway comprising a set of up

ting the drippings to flow from the cover over the edge of rights , transversely disposed members or bars for connecting

and into the pan . the upper ends of the oppositely placed uprights , transverse

3. In a device of the class described the combination with connecting rods or bars whereby the lower ends of the up
a pan , of the cover therefor hinged thereto and provided rights are braced , longitudinally disposed members for con

with the interior flange, and means for holding the cover open necting the lower ends of the adjacent uprights, two hori

and in an inclined position , said ilange being provided with zontally disposed tracks suspended from the transversely

an opening adapted to allow the drippings to flow from the disposed members or bars at their upper ends of the up

cover over the edge of and into the pan . rights , one of said tracks provided with teeth or rack on its

4. In a device of the class described the combination with under side, the other track being circuitous or endless and

the pan , of the cover therefor hinged thereto and provided extending about the outside of the uprights , brackets

with an interior flange , means for holding the cover open and secured to the uprights and having connection with the part

in an inclined position relative to the pan , an extension on of the circuitous track to the outside of the uprights , a hoist

the cover adjacent an opening provided in the flange, and an block or traveller adapted to ride along said track with the

offset in the side of the pan to permit of the cover turning, rack , said hoist block provided with a pawl or dog normally

all substantially as and for the purpose described . held in mesh with the rack on said track , and means for con

trolling the operation of the hoist block from one end of the

No. 100,156. Overhead Tramway. Tramway aérien . tramway, substantially as shown and for the purposes des
cribed .

6. A portable overhead tramway comprising a set of up

rights diverging from their upper ends at which the oppo

sitely placed uprights are connected , two horizontally dis

posed members or tracks suspended between the uprights ,

one of said tracks being circuitous or endless and extending

around about the outside of said uprights , a hoist block or

traveller adapted to move along on said tracks, means inter

mediate of said hoist block and its track whereby it is nor

mally held from movement in one direction , and means con

necting with said hoist block or traveller , whereby its oper

ation is controlled from one end of the tramway, substanti

ally as shown and for the purposes described .

Fig.1.
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No. 100,157. Egg Crate, Manne pour les aufs.

Andrew D. Imrie , Andover, South Dakota, U.S.A. , 24th July,

B 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 26th June , 1906. Receipt No. 137,308 .
B

C

Claim . - A collapsible crate comprising a bottom inside

100156 hinged to said minor member of said bottom, ends each com

prising a major and minor member hinged together , the

major member of one end being hinged to the said side at

William Heffron , Cincinnati, Ohio , U.S.A. , 24th July , 1906 ; 6 one of its ends and the minor member of the other end being
years. Filed 26th June, 1906. Receipt No. 137,330 . hinged to the said side at the other of its ends, a second side

Claim . - 1. A portable overhead tramway comprising a set hinged to the major member of the first - named end , a lid

of uprights , diverging from their upper ends, members or comprising a minor section hinged to the last- named side

bars for connecting the upper ends of the oppositely placed ' and a major member hinged to the minor section , the said
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major member of the bottom being adapted to lie with one 2. A nut lock comprising a nut , a bolt having a longitu

of its faces against one of the faces of one of the major por- dinal groove, and a transverse groove, said transverse groove

being provided with inclined walls, a locking pin adapted to

fit into said grooves, and engaging one of said inclined walls

whereby said pin will be firmly locked to the bolt , and means

for locking said nut , substantially as described .

3. A nut lock comprising a nut , a bolt having a longitu

dinal groove terminating at its inner end in a transverse

groove , said transverse groove terminating in recesses, a

locking pin having a resilient crosshead , said crosshead

being provided with a pair of projections engaging recesses

on opposite sides of said bolt, substantially as and for the

purpose described .

4. A nut lock comprising a nut , a bolt having a longitu

dinal groove terminating in a transverse groove , said trans

verse groove having inclined walls, an approximately T

shaped locking pin adapted to fit into said grooves, substan

tially as described .

213

No. 100,160. Nut Lock . Arrête - écrou .
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No. 100,158. Form for Trousers.

Tendeurs de pantalons.
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Jerome Landry and Thomas O'Brien , co - inventors , both of

Newcastle , New Brunswick, Canada , 24th July, 1906 ; 6

years. Filed 25th June , 1906. Receipt No. 137,272.

Claim.-1 . In a device of the character described , a bolt , a

uut disposed on the bolt , and a split washer disposed on the

bolt having its ends projecting beyond the medial plane of

its body.

2. In a device of the character described , a bolt , a nut dis

Alice Jones , Dehesa , California , U.S.A. , 24th July, 1906 ; 6 posed on the bolt and provided with a recess therein , and a

years. Filed 23rd June , 1906. Receipt No. 137,188 . split washer disposed on the bolt and provided with a lug

Claim . - A trouser form having substantially the outline of disposed in said recess and having its ends projecting be

a pair of trousers and adapted to be inserted in the leg yond the medial plane of its body.

thereof, said form comprising a body piece , a hip piece and
3. In a device of the character described , a bolt , a nut dis

a bottom piece , said hip piece and bottom piece having a
posed on the bolt and provided with a recess extending from

flexible connection with said body piece whereby they may
one of its exterior faces, and a split washer disposed on the

be folded thereupon.
bolt and provided with a lug on one of its sides adapted to

engage in said recess and having its ends projecting beyond

the medial plane of its body.

No. 100,159. Nut Lock. Arrête - écrou.
4. In a device of the character described , a bolt , a nut

disposed on the bolt , and a split washer disposed on the bolt,

adapted to engage with the nut, and formed of flexible ma

terial , the ends of which project beyond the medial plane of

its body.
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No. 100,161. Process of Obtaining Copper.

Procédé pour obtenir du cuivre.

Lucien Jumau, Parih , France, 24th July , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed

10th April , 1906. Receipt No. 134,805 .

Claim. -1 . A process for obtaining pure copper from a solu

tion of copper , which consists in treating the solution with

sulphurous acid or a sulphite , separating the cuprous sul

phite thus obtained , treating it with an acid that cannot

form a cuprous salt, collecting the metallic copper thus pre

cipitated and melting or compressing this precipitated cop

per into the form of ingots .

2. A process for obtaining pure copper from a solution of

copper, which consists in treating the solution with sulphur

ous acid or a sulphite, separating the cuprous sulphite thus

obtained, treating it with an acid that cannot form a cuprous

Henry Leonard Jinks , Crowell, Texas , U.S.A., 24th July, salt , collecting the metallic copper thus precipitated, com

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 26th June , 1906. Receipt No. 137,310 . pressing the precipitated copper into a form suitable to con

Claim . - 1. A nut lock comprising a nut , a bolt , said bolt stitute anodes and subjecting these anodes to electrolysis in

being provided with a transverse groove having inclined an electrolytic refining bath .

walls connected with a longitudinal groove , a locking pin 3. In a process for obtaining pure copper wherein the cop

adapted to fit into said grooves and having a flexible end per is precipitated from a solution, a process of refining this

adapted to lock said nut, substantially as described . precipitate electrolytically which consists in compressing

7-20
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the precipitated copper to a form suitable to constitute an- 10. The herein described process of treating sulphurous

odes, and subjecting these anodes to electrolysis in an elec- ores of metals, which consists in moistening the same with

trolytic refining bath . ammonia , treating the damp mass with air, lixiviating the

4. A process for obtaining pure copper from a solution of mass and recuperating the ammonia by heat and a vacuum .

copper, which consists in treating the solution with sulphur

ous acid or a sulphite, separating the precipitate of cuprous No. 100,163. Spavin Medicine.

sulphite thus obtained , treating part of he precipitate with

an acid which cannot form a cuprous salt , compressing into
Médecine pour éparvin.

the form of plates on a suitable conducting support the Edward Kidby Mahon , Peterborough , Ontario , Canada, 24th

cuprous sulphite , mixed or not with the precipitated copper, July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 15th May , 1906. Receipt No.

and subjecting these plates as anodes to electrolysis in an 135,954.

electrolytic refining bath .
Claim .-1 . The herein described composition of iodine,

potassium iodide , water, liquor antimony chloride , glycerine,

No. 100,162. Desulphurizing Process.
oil red cedar , alcohol , substantially as described and for the

Procédé à désulphuriser.
purpose specified.

2. The herein described composition of the matter for cur

ing and removing spavins from the legs of horses consisting

of iodine 4 parts , potassium iodide 2 parts, water 1 part ,

liquor antimony chloride 6 parts, glycerine 5 parts, oil red

cedar part , alcohol 15 parts .

No. 100,164. Churn Dasher . Batte de baratte.
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Miranda Malzac , Paris , France , 24th July, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed

26th July, 1904 . Receipt No. 117,233 .

Claim . - 1. The herein described process of treating sup

phurous ores of metals by the combined action of ammonia

gas, water and air at the ordinary pressure, with consecu
100164

tive extraction of the metals , soluble in ammonia by the

action of an ammoniacal solution at atmospheric pressure .

2. The herein described process of treating sulphurous ores James R.Merrell, Chelsea, Indian Territory, U.S.A., 24th July ,

of metals which consists in the consecutive hydration and 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 25th June , 1906. Receipt No. 137,241 .

dissolution of the metals by the combined action of ammonia Claim .-1 . A churn dasher comprising two reversely rota

gas and water at the ordinary pressure . table dasher members, each dasher member having a pro

3. The herein described process of treating sulphurous ores peller wheel made up of a hub and two radial blades and sub

of metals which consists in moistening the same with am - stantially parallel side bars rising from the outer ends of the

monia, treating the dainp mass with air and lixiviating the blades with their upper ends converged , the parallel portions

of the side bars being set obliquely at corresponding angles

4. The herein described process of treating finely pulverized to radii and convolute in form , the side bars of one dasher

sulphurous ores of metals, which consists in moistening the member being disposed reversely to those of the other dasher

Isame with ammonia, treating the damp mass with air , and member, a hub connecting the upper ends of the side bars of

lixiviating the mass. each dasher member, and a tie bar connecting the lower ends

5. The herein described process of treating sulphurous ores of the hubs , the distance between the hubs being less than

of metals , which consists in moistening the same with am- the width of either dasher member , and said members being

monia, treating the damp mass with air, and lixiviating the set at substantially right angles to one another , whereby the

mass with ammoniacal solution . opposite side bars of the dasher members work successively

6. The herein described process of treating sulphurous ores in the space between the axis of the members.

of metals , which consists in moistening the same with am- 2. A churn dasher comprising a pair of radial propeller

monia, treating the damp mass with air, lixiviating the mass, blades , side members rising from the ends of the propeller

precipitating the metals, and collecting and drying the pre- blades in substantial parallelism with their upper ends con
cipitates . verged , said side members being set obliquely at correspond

7. The herein described process of treating sulphurous ores ing angles to radii and convolute in form , and a journal con

of metals , which consists in moistening the same with am- uecting the upper ends of the side members of the dasher.

monia , treating the damp mass with air and lixiviating the

mass, precipitating the metals, collecting and drying the pre- No. 100,165. Wheel. Roue.

cipitates and treating the mass with hydro - sulphuric acid .

8. The herein described process of treating sulphurous ores
David Alexander Moore , Kalamazoo , Michigan , U.S.A. , 24th

of metals , which consists in moistening the same with am July , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 27th June, 1906. Receipt No.

monia , treating the damp mass with air and lixiviating the
137,338 .

mass and recuperating the ammonia. Claim.-1 . A wheel formed from plate or sheet metal and

9. The herein described process of treating sulphurous ores comprising a web portion and a rim portion integrally con

of metals , which consists in moistening the same with am- nected with the web portion and having tread and flange por

monia, treating the damp mass with air, lixiviating the mass tions each of which is of greater thickness than the body of

and recuperating the ammonia by heat. said rim portion .
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2. A wheel having a rim portion formed from sheet or platform , and a cutting apparatus in floating connection with

plate metal having an integral flange produced along one of the latter, in combination with an attachment comprising an
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its sides and having at said flange an integral tread portion

of greater thickness than the body of said rim portion .

3. A wheel formed from plate or sheet metal and compris

ing a web portion , a rim integrally connected with the web

portion and a flange produced at one side of the rim, said

flange and the adjacent portion of the wheel rim being of

greater thickness than the body of the rim portion ,

4. A wheel comprising a hub , a web portion formed from

plate or sheet metal and having at its central part means of

attachment to one end of the hub, the outer part of said web

portion being flared towards the opposite end of the hub , a

rim portion also formed from plate or sheet metal and in

tegrally connected with the outer part of the web portion

at one side but at other points out of contact with said web

portion and having at its opposite side a flange and adjacent

to said flange a tread portion of greater thickness than the

body of the rim portion .

No. 100,166. Bag Handler. Appareil à manier les sacs.

5
3
-
3
-
4

apron in hinge connection with the floating cutting appar

atus , and arranged at its free end to rest upon the reaper

platform , and a series of reciprocative forks carried by the

platform and disposed above the apron, whereby the material

cut is delivered to the aforesaid rakes.

2. A reaping machine comprising a platform , cam control

led rakes, and a floating cutting apparatus in combination

with an attachment comprising an apron in hinge connection

with the cutting apparatus and arranged at its free end to

rest upon the platform, a guard in hinge connection with

the outer end of said cutting apparatus and reaper platform ,

a series of reciprocative forks disposed above the apron and

the aforesaid cutting apparatus, and driving means for the

forks.
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Horace Sanborn and Ellet Sanborn, Portland , Maine , U.S.A.,

24th July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 23rd June, 1906. Receipt

No. 137,213 .

Claim .-- 1 . In a bag handler , a base plate provided with a

suitable handle, the upper surface of said base plate being

provided with a multiplicity of fine teeth and held in posi

tion on said base plate in any suitable manner.

2. In a bag handler, a base plate having a handle attached

thereto, the upper surface of said base plate being convex , a

multiplicity of fine teeth on said base plate and means for

holding said teeth in position .

3. In a bag handler , a base plate provided with a suitable

handle , the upper surface of said base plate being convex, a

multiplicity of fine teeth removably attached to said base

plate and a suitable frame removably attached to said base

for holding said teeth in position. Joshua Terry, Draper, Utah , U.S.A. , 24th July, 1906 ; 6 years .

Filed 28th June, 1906. Receipt No. 137,368 .

No. 100,167. Harvester . Moissonneuse . Claim .-- 1. A rack attachment for stoves comprising plates,

depending members carried by the plates and having hooks
Fritz Wilhelm Schmidt, New Holstein , Wisconsin , U.S.A., at their lower endsadapted for engagement beneath the edge

24th July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 30th May , 1906. Receipt portion of a stove top, members slidably mounted upon the
No. 136,412.

first - named members above the hooks and adapted for move

Claim . - 1. A reaping machine comprising a vertically ment into and out ofpositionto rest againsta stove top with

adjustable platform , cam controlled rakes supported by the ' which the hooks are engaged to hold the latter against dis
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10.1

engagement from the stove top, means for holding the bands connecting the pulleys , means for manipulating the

second-named members in operative position , and article pulley carrying arms to tighten the bands, and flexible mem

receiving devices carried by the plates . bers connecting the bands with the fork.

2. In a rack attachment for stoves the combination of two 2. In a device of the class described , a frame having carry .

supporting members each consisting of a plate and a plur-. ing wheels, a receptacle supported upon the frame, a shaft

ality of hooked members arranged at an angle to the plate, journalled upon the frame, a fork connected with said shaft,

each hooked member being constructed and arranged for in- and means for transmitting motion from the carrying wheels

terlocking engagement with the rim of a stove and to bear to the fork to tilt the latter from a load receiving to a load

upon the upper surface of said rim , and means for mutually discharging position .

connecting the supporting members and for holding said 3. In a device of the class described , a frame having carry

membersagainst displacement when interlocked with the ing wheels, a receptacle supported upon the frame, a hing

rim of a stove on opposite sides of a stove . edly supported fork , arms pivoted upon the frame , pulleys

upon said arms , pulleys upon the carrying wheels , bands con

No. 100,169. Preparation of Pyritic Ore Contain- necting the pulleys, flexible members connecting the bands

ing Precious Metal.
with the fork , adjusting levers , links connecting said levers

Préparation de minerais pyritique contenant des métaux précieur. levers at various adjustments.
with the pulley carrying arms, and means for retaining the

The I. R. Refractory Ore Syndicate , assignee of William
4. A tubular axle carrying wheels journalled upon the axle ,

Blackmore and Alfred Howard, all of London, England, bers attached to the ends of the flexible member.
a flexible member guided through the latter , and draft mem

24th July , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 29th March , 1906. Receipt 5. A tubular axle having guide members near its outer ex

No. 134,401 .
tremities carrying wheels upon said axle , a flexible member

Claim . - 1. A process for the treatment of pyritic ores for extending through the axle and guide over the guide mem

the recovery of valuable metals contained therein, consisting bers, and draft members connected with the ends of the flex

of the roasting of the pulverized ore at a temperature of ible member .

about 800° Fahrenheit in the presence of an oxidizing agent 6. A tubular axle a frame connected therewith, a tiltable

consisting of air and steam so as to convert the sulphide of box supported thereon carrying wheels upon the axle, a fork

iron into normal or basis sulphate , of the leaching of the ore hingedly connected with the frame, means for transmitting

in acid liquors to dissolve the iron sulphate and of the separ- motion from the carrying wheels to the fork to tilt the latter

ation of the solution from the solid residue containing the from a load receiving to a load discharging position, a flexible
valuable metals , substantially as described . member extending through the tubular axle and draft mem

2. In a process for the treatment of pyritic ores for the re- bers connected with the ends of the flexible member.

covery of valuable metals contained therein consisting of the 7. In a device of the class described, an axle having carry

roasting of the pulverized ore at a temperature of about 800 ° ing wheels, a frame connected with the axle and having

F. in the presence of an oxidizing agent cousisting of air steering wheels , a tilting box hingedly connected with the

and steam so as to convertthe stlphite of irun into normal frame, arms pivotedupon the sides of the box and carrying

or basic sulphate , of the leaching of the ore in acid liquors to an end gate, brackets extending rearwardly from the sides

dissolve the iron sulphate and of the separatiwn of the solu- of the frame , and links connecting said brackets with the

tion from the solid residue containing the valuable metals, side edges of the end gate.

the collection of the sulphurous gases evolved by the roasting

treatment andtheir absorption by water to be used asthe No. 100,171 . Reaper and Binder.

acid liquors in the process of solution of the iron sulphate ,

substantially as described .
Noissonneuse et lieuse .

3. A process for the treatment of pyritic ores containing

cobalt , copper or nickel consisting of the roasting of the

pulverized ore at a temperature of about 800° F. in the pre

sence of an oxidizing agent consisting of air and steam so'as

to convert the iron, copper, cobalt or nickel into sulphates , Fig. 1.

the leaching of those sulphates in liquors containing sul

phuric acid and the treatment of the said liquors by precipi

tants to recover the metals therefrom , substantially as des

cribed.
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George Devey Farmer, Ancaster, Ontario, Canada, 24th July
1906 ; 6 years .

Filed 11th April , 1906. Receipt No. 134,840 .

Claim.—1. In a reaper and binder machine , a frame , vertical

shafts mounted ontheframe, sprockets on the shafts, endless

belts one above the other connecting the sprockets, cutting

kniveson the frame, verticalrods connecting the belts,

cranks on the rods , rollers on the cranks adapted to follow a

predetermined course and bent or curved fingers on the rods

and extending over said knives .

2. In a reaper and binder a frame , vertical shafts mounted

thereon, sprockets on the shafts, endless belts on the

sprockets, vertical rods connecting the belts , cranks or arm3

onthe rods, rollers ontheopposite ends ofthecranks, a pre

determinedtrack fortherollers, a shield on theframe, grain

kniveson the frame, fingers on the rods and extending

through the shield and over the knives .

3.In a reaper andbinder a frame, vertical shafts mounted

on the frame, sprocketson the shafts , belts on the sprockets,

vertical rodsconnecting thebelts ,cranks on the rods, rollers

on the cranks , a predetermined track for the rollers, grain
D. Maurice Hartsaugh , James McCabe and Frank Crane, each cutting knives on theframe,a shield on the frame and in

assigneeof a third interest, all of Minneapolis, fingers extendingfrom therods, slotsin the shield forthe
Minnesota , U.S.A., 24th July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 7th May, fingers , stopsin theshield to reverse theoperativeness of
1906 . Receipt No. 135,642 .

Claim .--1. Ina device of the class described,a framehaving adjust thesetsoffingers in succession to operative position:

the sets of fingers in succession , andmeans in the trackto

carrying wheels, a receptacle supported upon the frame,a

hingedly supported fork,arms pivoted upon theframe, pulleys thereon, wheels on theshafts,belts on the wheels, vertical

4. In a reaperandbinder, a frame, verticalshafts mounted

on said arms, pulleys connected withthe carrying wheels, Irodsconnecting the belts,crankson the rods,rollers on the

an
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cranks , sets of fingers extending horizontally from the rods, bell a charge of air is drawn thereinto and through the car
a track for the rollers , means to reverse the course of the bureter , and connections between the interior of the bell

setsof fingersin consecutive order , and means to reinstate and saidreceiver and through the carbureter whereby on the
said fingers. falling of the bell the air previously drawn thereinto is made

5. In a reaper and binder, a frame, vertical shafts mounted to pass again through the carbureter.

thereon , wheels on the shafts , belts on the wheels, vertical 4. A carbureting machine having in combination two water

rods connecting the belts , a track on the frame , meaus on tanks placed side by side, a receiver for liquid hydro - carbon

the rods to traverse the track , fingers extending from the submerged in one of said tanks , two open -ended tubes fixed

rods, means to reverse the course of the fingers on each con- in the other tank and substantially submerged therein , and

scutive rod , and means to reinstate the fingers. extending above the water level thereof , one of said tubes

6 Ina reaperand binder a frame, vertical shafts mounted containing a filling of absorbent material, and the other tube

thereon, wheels on the shafts , belts on the wheels , vertical connecting with and adapted to hold liquid hydro -carbon, a

rods connecting the belts , a track on the frame , means on bell for each tank, a tiltable bucket operatable in the liquid

the rods to traverse the track, fingers extending from the holding tube and connected to move with the bell of that

rods, means to reversethe course of the fingers on each con- tank, a pipe forming a transverse connection between the

secutive rod, and means to reinstate the fingers, and means two tubes and into which pipe the bucket empties its charge

to rotate binding mechanism. at intervals, means for vapourizing the liquid delivered to

the tube containing the filling, and means for delivering the

No. 100,172. Carbide Manufacture. carbureted air to the bell of the other tank.

Fabrication de carbure.
5. In a gas machine, the combination of a carbureter hav

ing an absorbent filling , a carbureted air receiver, connec

Herman Lewis Hartenstein , Constantine , Michigan, U.S.A., tions between the carbureter and receiver , means for de
24th July , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 26th April, 1906. Receipt livering a predetermined quantity of liquid into said

No. 135.291. carbureter, said means including a tubular hydro -carbon

Claim . - In the manufacture of carbide , the method which receiver being ovoidal in cross section and a tubular bucket

consists in fusing lime and carbon containing elements to closed at one end and open at the other end and operable

reduce the same to molten condition , and finally running off therein to make periodic delivery of hydro -carbon to the

'the molten mass into thin sheets to chill the same. carbureter, and means for inducing a current of air through

said carbureter in one direction and for returning the same

No. 100,173. Carbureter. Carburateur.
through the carbureter in an opposite direction to the re
ceiver ,

6. In a gas machine, the combination of a water tank, a

bell therein , a carbureter in the tank and opening into the

top of the bell , a gas receiver connected with the carbureter,

an oil well in the tank, means for delivering liquid into said

well, means operated by the bell to discharge the quantity

oi liquid from the well into the carbureter, said last -named

FARMA means including a pipe connecting the oil well with the car

bureter. a suspended bucket operatable in the oil well and

tiltable to discharge into said connecting pipe , and means

connecting the bucket with the bell , connections between the

carbureter and a source ofair supply, means for lifting the

bell to induce a current of air through the carbureter and

means to permit the bell to fall to expel the air so induced

through the carbureter.

7. In gas ma ne , a carbureter , a gas receiver con

nected therewith , an oil well connected with a source of sup

ply , connections between the well and carbureter above the

normal level of the liquid in the well , means for alternately

creating suction and compression in the carbureter, and

means operated by said suction and compresion means for

delivering a predetermined quantity of liquid from said well

Stephen P. Sanders , Cupertino, California , U.S.A., 24th July, bucket connected to move with the bell and operatable in
into the carbureter , said last -named means including a

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 26th June , 1906. Receipt No. 137,309 . the oil well, said bucket being tiltably mounted whereby it

Claim . - 1. A carbureting machine having in combination automatically discharges into the connection between said

two water containing tanks, a bell in each tank , a receptacle well and carbureter .

submerged in one of said tanks and containing a liquid hydro- 8. In gas machine construction , the combination of a tank ,

carbon , two tubes fixed to the bottom of the other tank and a bell therein , a carbureter, a receiver connected with the

rising above the water level thereof , one of said tubes con- carbureter , means to reciprocate the bell , an oil well con

taining an absorbent filling, means connecting the hydro- rected with the carbureter and means to deliver a predeter

carbon receptacle of the one tank with one of the tubes of mined quantity of liquid into said carbureter, said well being

the other tank, an air supply connecting with the lube con- of greater diameter in one direction than in the other and

taining the filling, a pivotally mounted bucket suspended said means for delivering liquid from said well into the car .

from the bell and operatable in the tube which receives the bureter including an elongated bucket supported intermediate

hydro -carbon from the receptacle , a pipe connection between 0 ! its ends and suspended from the bell, and trip means in

'the two tubes , and means whereby on the raising of the bell the path of the bucket to effect its discharge.

the bucket is elevated to deliver its charge of hydro -carbon

into the pipe connection for saturating the filling of the

other tube said bell in its descent forcing the carbureted No. 100,174. Tidal Motor. Moteur à vague.

air out of said filled tube, and means conducting the car
bureted air to the bell of the other tank .

George Whitman , Round Hill, Nova Scotia, Canada, 24th July,

2. In a gas machine the combination of a water containing
1906 ; 6 years. Filed 12th April , 1906. Receipt No. 134,869 .

tank , a bell therein , a carbureter comprising a tube fixed in Claim .-1. In a tidal motor the combination with a pier

the tank and provided with an absorbent filling, said tube | head having a plurality of sluices at varying depths there

opening into the top of the bell , a second tube in said tank through , of a plurality of water wheels suitably journalled

and means for delivering hydro -carbon to said second tube , and in the path of the water flowing through said sluices,

a transverse connection between the two tubes, and means shafts extending from said water wheels and rotated thereby,

including a pivotally suspended bucket operatable in the reservoirs arranged at different levels in proximity to said

hydro-carbon and connected with the bell, for delivering pre- pier head , turbine wheels operated by the discharge from

determined quantities of liquid from the second tube into the said reservoirs , a pump operated by one of said water wheels

first tube above the filling thereof. and pumping water to the high level reservoir, and a main

3. Ina gas machine, the combination of a source of liquid shaft rotated by said wheels and turbines, as and for the
hydro -carbon supply, a gas receiver , a tank to contain water ,' purpose specified.

a bell in said tank a carbureter in the tank and discharging 2. In a tidal motor the combination with the pierhead

irtothe bell, said carbureter comprising a tube submerged having a pluralityof sluices at varying depths extending
in the tank and containing an absorbent filling, said tube laterally therethrough, of a plurality of water wheels suit

having its upper end open , means for delivering predeter- ably journalled and in thepath of the water flowing through
mined quantities of liquid from said source of supply into said sluices , shafts extending vertically through the platform

the carbureter , said delivery means including a pivotally of said head and rotated by said water wheels, a bigh level

suspended bucket operatable in the hydro -carbon and con- , reservoir, a reservoir having its walls reach a height slightly

nected with the bell , means whereby on the lifting of the below the high tide level, a basin adjoining said pierhead

1
1
3
3
.
1
7

2
2
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and into which said sluices empty , turbines operated by the gear wheels secured on said shafts , a main shaft journalled

water force discharge from sad reservoirs respectively, a in bearings supported from said platform , gear wheels
mounted on said main shaft , shafts suitably journalled and

having gear wheels mounted at each of the ends thereof co

acting with the gear wheels at the ends of the turbine and

water wheel shafts , and the gear wheels on the main shaft,

a suitable clutch mechanism securing said gears to the shaft ,

and a pump driven by one of said water wheels and pumping

water to the high level reservoir , as and for the purpose

specified .

A
No. 100,175. Construction of Subaqueous Tunnels.

Construction de tunnels sous l'eau.

Fig. 1
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Fig.l. 100174
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pump operated by the lowermost of said water wheels and

pumping water to the high level reservoir , and a main shaft

rotated by said wheels and turbines , as and for the purpose

specified .

3. In a tidal motor the combination with the pierhead 11

having a plurality of slices at varying depths , of a plurality
100145

of water wheels suitably journalled and in the path of the

water flowing through said sluices , shafts extending from said

water wheels and rotated thereby, a high level reservoir William John Wilgus, New York City, New York, and Howard

feeding a suitable headrace . a turbine suitably journalled Adams Carson , Malden , Massachusetts, U.S.A. , 24th July,

and in the path between said headrace and its tailrace , a 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 8th May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,703 .

reservoir' having its walls reach a height slightly below high Claim . - 1. The herein described method of constructing

tide level and feeding a headrace , a turbine suitably jour- subaqueous tunnels, the same consisting in locating an outer

nalled and in the path between said headrace and its tail- shell or mould at the bottom of the water on a suitable

race, a basin adjoining said pierhead and into which said foundation , making the same substantially watertight , re

sluices empty on the inflow of the tide, a pump operated by moving the water therefrom , and finally forming the tunnel

the lowermost water wheel and pumping water to the high walls proper within said shell or mould.

level reservoir, and a main shaft operatively connected to 2. The herein described method of constructing subaqueous

the water wheels and to the turbines , as and for the purpose tunnels , the same consisting in locating an outer shell or

specified. mould on a suitable foundation at the water bottom, remov

4. In a device of the class described in combination , a high ing the water therefrom and preventing its return by the aid

level reservoir feeding a headrace , a lower level reservoir of compressed air , and then forming the tunnel walls proper

feeding a headrace and fed by the flow of water at high tide within said shell or mould .

over its walls , a pierhead having sluices therethrough ar- 3. The herein described method of constructing subaqueous

ranged at varying depths , a solid bed within its walls, and a tunnels, the same consisting in locating an outer shell or

platform thereabove, a basin adjoining the side of said pier - mould on a suitable foundation at the water bottom, remov
head and into which said sluices empty on the inflow of the ing the water therefrom and preventing its return by the

tide, water wheels supported over said solid bed and suitably aid of compressed air , then rendering the interior surface of

journalled and in the path of the water flowing through said said shell or mould waterproof, and finally forming the tun

sluices , shafts extending from said water wheels and rotated nel walls proper within said shell in contact with said water

thereby, turbines suitably journalled between said head - proof surface .

races and their tailraces , a main shaft journalled in suitable 4. The herein described method of constructing subaqueous

bearings supported from said pierhead , and transmitting con- | tunnels , the same consisting in locating an outer shell or

nections between said shafts from said water wheels and mould on a suitable foundation at the water bottom , remov.

said turbines to the main shaft , as and for the purpose ing the water therefrom and preventing its return by the aid

specified. of compressed air , and finally forming of concrete the tunnel

5. In a device of the class described in combination , a pier- walls proper within said shell .

head suitably enclosed by walls or bulwarks and having a 5. The herein described method of constructing subaqueous

platform thereover, and sluices through said walls at varying tunnels, the same consisting in locating an outer shell or

depths, a basin adjoining one side wall of said pierhead into mould on a suitable foundation at the water bottom , making

which said sluices empty on the inflow of the tide , bearings in said shell or mould more or less watertight, removing the

said platform and sluice walls , shafts journalled in said water therefrom and preventing its return by the aid of com

bearings and extending above said platform , water wheels pressed air , coating the inner surface of said shell with a

mounted on said shafts and arranged in the path of the water waterproofing material, and finally forming the tunnel walls

flowing through said sluices and rotating said shafts , reser- proper of concrete in contact with said coating.

voirs at different levels feeding suitable headraces , turbines 6. The herein described method of constructing subaqueous

suitably journalled and arranged between said headraces, tunnels , the same consisting in first locating an outer shell

and their tailraces, transmitting devices connecting said or mould on a suitable support at the water bottom but

turbines and said main shaft and said water wheel shaft and allowing a space between said bottom and the under surface

said main shaft , and a pump driven by one of said water of said shell or mould , filling said space with foundation ma

wheels and pumping water to the high level reservoir, as and terial , removing the water from said shell or mould and pre

for the purpose specified . venting its return by the aid of compressed air, and then

6. In a device of the class described in combination a pier- forming the tunnel walls proper within said shell or mould.
head having side and end walls and a platform closing in 7. The herein described method of constructing subaqueous

said walls from above , and slices through said side walls, a tunnels, the same consisting in locating a series of outer

basin adjoining one of said side walls into which said sluices shell sections on suitable foundations at the water bottom ,

head having side and end walls , and a platform closing in temporarily preventing the passage of water from one to

said platform and the sluice walls , shafts burnalled in said another of said sections , removing the water from successive

bearings and extending above the platform , water wheels sections and preventing its return by the aid of compressed

mounted on said shafts towards their lower ends in the path air ,and then forming the tunnel walls proper in thesuc
of the water flowing hrough said sluices and rotating said cessive sections.

shafts, gear wheels mounted at the top of said shafts , a high 8. The herein described method of constructing subaqueous

level reservoir feeling a headrace and a lower level reser- tunnels , the same consisting in first locating an outer shell

voir feeding a headrace , bearings supported from said plat- or mould on suitable slightly elevated supports at the water

form between said headraces and their tailraces , turbines bottom , constructing a foundation between said shell and

mounted on and rotating said shafts and arranged in the path water bottom , removing the water from said shell, coating
of the flow of water between said headraces and said tailraces , the interior of said shell with a waterproofing material, and
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then forming of concrete the tunnel walls proper within said mounted on the guides and detachably engaging the plunger,
shell . toggle links pivoted to each other and to the head for reci

9. The herein described method of constructing subaqueous procating the same, a lever having a fixed connection with

tunnels , the same consisting in first locating a series of the lower set of links for moving the same, a reciprocatory

saddles along the water bottom in the line of the proposed device passing through the slot of the guide and engaging

tunnel , placing a series of longitudinal sections of outer the plunger to carry the same away from the head , and a

shells on said saddles ; making the joints between adjacent lever having a link connection with said device .

ends of the sections subtantially water tight by wrapping

flexible material thereabout, and covering with concrete or
grout, surrounding the shells with foundation and filling No. 100,177. Apparatus for Recovering Precious

material , removing the water from said outer shells , and
Metals.

finally forming the tunnel walls proper within said shells . Appareil pour obtenir des métaux précieux .

10. The herein described method of constructing sub

aqueous tunnels , the same consisting in first locating a

series of saddles along the water bottoin in the line of the

proposed tunnel , placing a series of longitudinal sections of 2
outer shells on said saddles, making the joints between ad

jacent ends of the sections substantially water tight by

wrapping flexible material thereabout and covering with

concrete or grout , surrounding the shells with foundation

and filling material , removing the water from said outer

shells and preventing its return by the aid of compressed

air, and finally forming the tunnel walls proper within said

shells ,

W
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No. 100,176 . Mould . Moule .
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The Garvin Cyanide Extracton Company, assignee of Ed

ward J. Garvin , all of Portland , Oregon , U.S.A. , 24th

July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 24th January , 1906. Receipt

No. 132,212 .

Claim .—1 . In an apparatus of the class described, the com

bination with a main tank for receiving the pulverized ore

and solvent , of a separate tank , including means for separ

ating the material , attached to the main tank near its top ,

and an amalgamating tank including means for amalgam

ating the material suspended above the main tank , a hopper

or funnal suspended within the main tank , and a spreading

cone on the bottom of the main tank, and means for causing

a continuous circulation of the materials and solution

through said tanks . ,

2. In an apparatus of the class described , the combination

with a main tank and a precipitating tank into which the

main tank discharges and an amalgamating tank which dis

Erastus H. Van Natta , assignee of Lewis M. Pratt, both of charges into the main tank , and means for causing a con

Belleville , Kansas, U.S.A., 24th July 1906 ; 6 years . Filed tinuous circulation of fluids through said tanks, of a funnal

26th May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,271 . shaped hopper suspended within the main tank and dis

Claim.-1. In a moulding machine the combination with a
charging within the main tank and discharging at a point

mould, of a reciprocatory head against which the plunger below the outlet to the main tank, substantially as shown

detachably bears , an actuating hand lever fulcrumed be
and described .

neath the head and having an angularly disposed link mem -
3. In an apparatus of the class described , the combination

ber rigidly carried thereby, another link member pivoted at
with a main and a precipitating tank into which the main

one end to the said angularly disposed link member and pi
tank discharges and an amalgamating tank which discharges

voted at its other end to the head , and independently manu
into the main tank , and means for causing a continuous

ally operated means engaging the plunger to move the same circulation of fluids through said tanks , of a funnel - shaped

away from the head.
hopper suspended within the main tank and discharging at

2.'In a moulding machine the combination with a moula , a point below the outlet to the main tank, and a cone

of a reciprocatory plunger movable therein , a reciprocatory shaped spreader supportable in the bottom ofthe main

head detachably bearing against the plunger , toggle lever tank directly under the suspended funnel, substantially as

mechanism pivotally connected to the head for moving the shown and described.

same and thereby the plunger, a rod interposed between the
4. In an apparatus of the class described, the combination

head and plunger and bearing against the latter to carry with a main tank and a precipitating tank intowhich the

the sameaway from the head, said rod being detachable maintank discharges, and an amalgamating tank which dis

from the head, and a lever havinga link connection with charges into the main tank and means for causing a con

the rod. tinuous circulation of fluids through said tanks, of a cone

3. In a moulding machine the combination with a table shaped spreader supportable on the bottom of the tank,
having a mould therein, of means mounted on the table for substantially as shown and described.

feeding material to the mould , a reciprocatory plunger mo
5. In an apparatus of the class described, a tank having

vablein the mould , a reciprocatory head against which the a conical bottom and a central discharge from said bottom ,

plunger detachably bears, an actuating hand lever fulcrumed andan outlet near the top of said tank, a funnel- shaped

beneath the head and having an angularly disposed link, hopper suspended within the tank and discharging at a

member rigidly carried at its inner end, the outer end of point below the upper discharge aperture of the tank, sub .

said lever projecting beyond the table, another link member stantially as shown and described .

pivoted at one end to said angularly disposed link member
6. In an apparatus of the class described , a tank having a

and pivoted at its other end to the head, another manually conical bottom and a central discharge from said bottom ,

actuated lever fulcrumed beneath the table and projecting and an outlet near the top of said tank, a funnel-shaped
beyond the same , and means connected to the inner end of hopper suspended within the tank and discharging at a

the latter lever and associated with the plunger for moving point below the upper discharge aperture of the tank, and

the same away from the head. a cone -shaped spreader supported on the conical bottom of

4. In a moulding machine the combination with a mould , the tank within the same, substantially as shown and des

of a reciprocatory pressing and ejecting plunger movable
cribed.

therein , spaced guides located beneath the mould , one of 7. In an apparatus of the class described a tank having

said guides having a slot, a reciprocatory head slidably ' a conical bottom and a central discharge from said bottom ,
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and an outlet near the top of said tank , a funnel -shaped 4. A press composed of a pair of heads, a reciprocating

hopper suspended within the tank and discharging at a presser head mounted between said heads , means for forcing

point below the upper discharge aperture of the tank , a said presser head toward one of said first -mentioned heads .

cone shaped spreader supported on the conical bottom of 5. A nress comprising a pair of heads, a inoable presser

the tank within the same, and directly under the discharge head mounted between said heads, and means for reciprocat
spout of the funnel-shaped hopper , substantially as shown ing said presser head .
and described. 6. A press comprising a pair of heads slidably mounted on

8. In an apparatus of the class described the combination a frame, pressure rods connecting said heads , a presser head

with a main tank and a supplemental tank discharging into slidably mounted between said heads, a mould box pivoted to

the main tank , of a separating tank into which the main tank said frame between one of said heads and the said presser

discharges , said separating tank comprising a rectangular head, means for drawing one of said heads and said presser

casing, a pair of shafts spaced apart and rotatably mounted head toward each other adapted to compress material placed

in the casing, sprocket wheels carried by said shafts , endless in said mould box .

chains taking over said sprocket wheels , a plurality of metal- 7. A press comprising a pair of heads, a reciprocating

lic strips connecting said endless chains, means for turning presser head between said heads , toggles pivoted to said re

said shafts on their axis , a pair of anode plates projected | ciprocating heads and to one of said first - mentioned heads , a

downwardly into said casing with their lower edges above the compound presser crank adapted to impart a movement to

bottom thereof, a supplemental anode plate projected upward said toggles .

from the bottom of said casing with its upper edges below 8. A press comprising a pair of heads , a movable presser

the upper edge of the casing, a mercury pocket at the bottom head mounted between them , a toggle connecting said mov

of said casing into which the endless chains and the metallic able presser head with one of the first - mentioned heads,

strips are adapted to dip , an outlet for said casing , and crossheads , connected with said toggle, and a toggle for

means for causing a continuous circulation of fluids through operating said crossheads .

all of said tanks , substantially as shown and described. 9. A press comprising a pair of heads , a movable presser

9. In an apparatus of the class described , a tank or recep- head mounted between them , a toggle conecting said movable
tacle, said tank or receptacle having a concaved bottom , a presser head with one of the first -mentioned neads, a cross

rotatable shaft mounted within said receptacle near the bot
head connected with said toggle , a toggle for operating said

tom, a similar shaft mounted in said receptacle near the top , crosshead, a crank shaft having presser cranks, the said

sprocket wheels carried by said shafts, endless chains pass- presser cranks pivoted to the last -mentioned toggle , and

ing over said sprocket wheels , and a plurality of metallic means for oscillating the said crank shaft .

strips carried by said endless chains , said concaved bottom 10. A press comprising slidably mounted heads , pressure

adapted to hold an amalgamating substance , said strips rods connecting said heads , a presser head slidably mounted

adapted to be passed through said amalgamating substance ,
between said first -mentioned heads , a set of toggles adapted

and means for rotating said shafts to carry said strips througb to provide means for actuating said heads and said presser

said amalgamating substance , substantially as shown and head, and means for actuating said toggles .

described . 11. A press comprising a pair of heads slidably mounted on

10. In an apparatus of the class described , a tank or re- suitable guide bars secured to a frame , pressure rods con

ceptacle , said tank or receptacle having a concaved botitom , necting said heads, a presser head also mounted on said guide
a rotatable shaft mounted within said receptacle near the bars between said heads, toggle mechanism pivotally attach

bottom , a similar shaft mounted in said receptacle near the
ed to said presser head and to one of said first -mentioned

top, sprocketwheelscarriedby saidshafts,endless chains heads, and means for operating said toggle mechanism .
passing over said sprocket wheels , and a plurality of metal- 12. A press comprising a pair of heads mounted in a hori

lic strips carried by said endless chains, said concaved bot- zontally slidable manner on suitable guide bars , pressure
tom adapted to hold an amalgamating substance , said strips rods connecting said heads, a presser head mounted in a re
adapted to be passed through said amalgamating substance , ciprocating manner on said guide bars between said heads ,

means for rotating said shafts to carry said strips through toggle arms pivoted to one of said first -mentioned heads and
said amalgamating substance, a pair of anode plates held

to said reciprocating head, crossheads to which the opposite

within said receptacle and spaced from the bottom thereof , a ends of the toggle arms are pivoted , guides or said cross

supplemental anode plate held within said receptacle with heads, a crosshead shaft attached to said crossheads, con
its upper edge below the upper edge ofthe first -mentioned necting arms pivoted to said crosshead shaft, pressercranks
anode plates and its lower edge engaging the bottom of the secured to a crank shaft and to said connecting arms , and

receptacle , substantially as shown and described . means for imparting an oscillating movement to said crank
shaft.

No. 100,178. Press. Presse.
13. A press of the character described comprising a pair of

sliding heads mounted on a frame , pressure rods connecting

said heads , a sliding presser head mounted between said slid

FIG / ing heads, means for drawing one of said sliding heads and

the said presser head toward each other .

14. In a press , a pair of heads slidably mounted on a frame,

pressure rods connecting said heads, a pressure head mount

ed between said heads, a mould box placed between said
72

presser head and one of said slidable heads adapted to be

supported on the said frame , toggles connecting said presser

head with one of said, sliding heads , a crank shaft operating

in bearings secured to the frame , presser cranks secured to

said crank shaft, a starting crank shaft operating in eyes

provided in said presser cranks, starting cranks secured to

said starting crank shaft , connecting bars pivoted to said

starting cranks and to the shaft to which said toggles are

connected , and means for imparting an oscillating movement

to said crank shaft.

15. A press comprising a suitable frame , heads slidably

mounted on said frame, adjustable pressure rods connecting

said heads, a presser head slidably mounted on said frame

between said first -mentioned heads, means for drawing one

of said sliding heads and said presser head toward each

other, a mould mounted on said frame between one of said

John Albert White , Denver, Colorado, assignee of George sliding heads and said presser head, a lowering stand adapted

Patchett White , Wallace , Idaho , U.S.A., 24th July, 1906 ; 6 | to receive the moulded product as it comes from the mould,
years. Filed 19th May, 1906 . Receipt No. 136,075 . said lowering stand comprising vertical guide rods , a frame

Claim.-1 . A press comprising a pair of sliding heads, a mounted in a vertically reciprocating manner on said guide

sliding presser head mounted between said sliding heads. rods, and means for actuating said frame, an angle device

means for drawing one of said sliding heads and the said adapted to provide means for turning the moulded product

presser head together . from the position it occupies when it comes from the mould ,

2. A press comprising a pair of reciprocating heads , a re- said angle device comprising angle bars and cross tie rods ,

ciprocating presser head mounted between said first-mention- recesses provided in said angle bars at the angles thereof

ed heads , means for drawing one of said first -mentioned heads adapted to engage the tie rods of the frame of the lowering
and the said presser head together . stand .

3. A press comprising a pair of horizontally reciprocating 16. The combination in a moulding machine of a frame,

hears, a pressure rod connecting said reciprocating heads , a longitudinal guide bars attached to the sides thereof, re

horizontally reciprocating presser head mounted between ciprocating heads mounted on said guide bars , pressure rods

said first-mentioned heads, means for drawing one of said connecting said heads, a reciprocating presser head also
first -mentioned heads and the said presser head together. mounted on said guide bars between said first -mentioned

26
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heads , divers toggles pivoted to one of said reciprocating ing upon and falling from the hood , substantially as des
heads and to said presser head, vertical cross head guides cribed.

secured to said guide bars , crossheads operating therein 2. A spark arrester comprising a wire mesh hood sup

and having said toggles pivoted thereto , a crosshead shaft ported a short distance above the stack, and a wire mesh

connecting said crossheads, a chank shaft operating in bear- basket of greater circumferential measurement than the hood

ings secured to the base of said frame , presser cranks se- and encircling and carried by the stack with its upper edge

cured to said crank shaft , a starting crank shaft operating on a level with the top thereof , substantially as described

in eyes provided in said presser cranks, starting cranks and for the purpose set forth ..

secured to said starting crank shaft, connecting bars pivoted 3. A spark arrester comprising a wire mesh hood of in

to said starting cranks and to said crosshead shaft, means verted saucer form , means displaceably supporting said hood

for imparting an oscillating movement to said starting shaft a short distance above the stack , and a wire mesh basket of

adapted to start the toggles in their movement and to draw greater circumferential measurement than the hood and en

one of said reciprocating heads and said presser head toward circling and carried by the stack with its upper edge on a
each other , and means for imparting an oscillating move- level with the top thereof , substantially as described and

ment to said crank shaft adapted to fully operate said toggles for the purpose set forth.

and draw the last -mentioned reciprocating head and said 4. A spark arrester comprising a wire mesh hood of in

presser head nearer together. verted saucer form , a strap supporting said hood a short dis

17. The combination in a moulding machine of a frame , tance above the stack , bolts securing such strap to the stack

suitable presser mechanism mounted on said frame , a mould and a wire mesh basket of greater circumferential measure

box mounted in a revoluble manner between said presser ment than the hood and encircling and carried by the stack

mechanism, a pallet adapted to be clamped upon the top of with its upper edge on a level with the top thereof, substan

said mould box over the material to be moulded, means for tially as described and for the purpose set forth .

holding said mould box in the desired position , and a lower- 5. A spark arrester comprising a wire mesh hood of in

ing stand adapted to receive the moulded product as it verted saucer form , a strap supporting said hood a short dis

comes from the mould box and to provide means for remov- tance above the stack , bolts securing such strap to the stack

ing it a sufficient distance to allow the mould box to be and a wire mesh basket of greater circumferential measure

revolved. ment than the hood and encircling the stack with its upper

18. The combination in a moulding machine of a frame, edge on a level with the top thereof and a clamp displace

longitudinal guidebars secured thereto extending beyond ably securingthe basket inplace, substantially as described
thefront leg or supporting frame thereof, heads mounted in and for the purpose set forth .

a slidable manner on said guide bars , pressure rods connect- 6. A spark arrester comprising a collapsible wire mesh

ing said heads, an adjustable hand wheel operating sprockets lood supported a short distance above the stack, and a dis

adapted to adjust one of said heads which is attached to placement wire mesh basket of greater circumferential mea

gaid pressure rods, a presser head adapted to reciprocate surement than the hod and encircling and carried by the

upon said guide bars between said first-mentioned heads, stack with its upper edge on a level with the top thereof ,

suitable means for actuating said heads adapted to draw one substantially as described and for the purpose set forth .

of said first -mentioned heads and said presser head toward 7. The combination with a locomotive smoke stack , of a

each other, a mould box mounted on said guide bars , a pallet spark arresting hood , mounted so as to be movable to a

placed over the top of said mould box , clamping devices position above but allowing an open space between it and
adapted to hold said pallet in a fixed position , means for the stack, or movable to one side of the stack , with means

manipulating said clamping devices , recesses provided in the for retaining the hood in its operative position , substanti

ends of said mould box, a plunger pin adapted to operate in ally as described and for the purpose set forth.

said recesses manipulated by a spring , a lever providing 8. The combination with a locomotive smoke stack , of a

means for releasing said plunger pin from said recesses , a spark arresting hood , and a cinder receiving basket , the

lowering stand to receive the moulded product as it comes hood being mounted so as to be movable to a position above

from the mould box , and an angle device comprising angle but allowing an open space between it and the stack , or

bars and tie rods adapted to facilitate the removal of the movable to one side of the stack , and the basket being slid

pallet from beneath the moulded article , substantially as able up and down the stack , with means for retaining both

described. hood and basket in their operative positions , substantially

19. The combination in a moulding machine of a frame , a as described and for the purpose set forth .

mould mounted thereon , means for inverting the mould, and 9. The combination with a locomotive smoke stack , of a

a lowering stand having a platform adaptedto be moved spark arrester in the form of a hood of wire meshextend
under the mould and to receive the moulded article there- ing completely across the top of the stack and means for

from . supporting same a short distance above such stack so as to

leave an open space between stack and hood , substantially

as described.

No. 100,179. Spark Arrester. Arrête - étincelles .

No. 100,180. Nodules of Metalliferous Material.

Nodules de matières métallifères.

The National Metallurgic Company, Jersey City, New Jersey ,

assignee of Tom Cobb King, New York City , New York ,

U.S.A. , 24th July , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 27th April , 1906.

No. 135,325 .

Claim .-- As a new article of manufacture, a permanently an

hydrous and porous nodule , adapted for the subsequent re

duction of its contained metallic oxides, made from finely di

vided natural or artificially prepared metalliferous materials ,

concentrates or by - products, in which the metals exist in the

form of oxides, cohered by partial fusion , and uncontami

nated by any added foreign deleterious substance, or any

binder materially reducing the per centum of metallic con

stituents in the original finely divided material nodulized.
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No. 100,181 . Desulphurizing Method .

Méthode de désulphuriser.

The National Metallurgic Company, Jersey City , New Jersey ,

assignee of Tom Cobb King , New York City , New York,

U.S.A. , 24th July , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 27th April, 1906.

Receipt No. 135,326 .

William Charles John Hall and Murray Kennedy , assignee of Claim . - The herein described method or process of treating

a halfinterest, both of Quebec, Quebec, Canada, 24th finely dividedsubstances containing iron compounds, which
July, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 25th May, 1906. Receipt No. consists in subjecting such compounds, when moistened suff

136,204 . cient to mass the same to heat varying or ranging from de

Claim . - 1 . The combination with a locomotive smoke stack , grees or temperatures sufficient to desulphurize , to degrees

of a spark arresting hood formed of wire mesh supported a or temperatures sufficient to agglomerate or sinter , and im

short distance above the top of the stackand separated parting thereto during the application of said heat a rotary
therefrom by an open space , and a cinder basket carried by progressive movement in any suitable manner , whereby the

the stack adapted to receive the sparks or cinders imping- I said material is converted into numerous nodules or lumps .

7-21
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No. 100,182. Electric Arc Furnace. plate hinged to the frame , a back plate secured to the frame

Fournaise électrique à arc . and adjustable with reference to the front plate, end plates

and a bottom plate carried by the end plates .

4. In a concrete moulding machine the combination of a

frame , a top for the same and a knockdown mould comprising

a rear side plate , a front side plate hinged to the top, end

plates and a bottom plate carried by the end plates .

5. In a concrete moulding machine the combination of a

frame and a mould mounted on said frame comprising a front

plate hinged to the frame, a back plate secured to the frame

and adjustable with reference to the front plate , end plates , a

removable bottom plate mounted on the end plates and means

to adjust the position of the bottom plate.

6. In a concrete moulding machine the combination of a

frame and a mould mounted on said frame comprising a front

plate hinged to the frame , a back plate secured to the frame ,

end plates hinged to the front plate and aremovable bottom

plate and means adjustably secured to the ind plates for

carrying said bottom plate .

7. In a concrete moulding machine the combination of a

frame, a mould mounted thereon , projecting side bars con

nected to said frame, a shaft mounted in the forward ends of

the side bars , and carrier bars pivoted to the frame at their

rear ends and adjustably supported at the front ends by said

La Socitété Anonyme de Métallurgie Electro - Thermique,
shaft, said mould in part adapted to be turned to discharge

Paris , assignee of Antoine Henri Imbert, 75 Avenue de the moulded article onto the carrier bars .
la République, Grand Montrouge , France , 24th July , 1906 ;

8. In a concrete moulding machine the combination of a
6 years . Filed 27th June , 1905. Receipt No. 126,416 . frame , a mould mounted thereon , projecting side bars con

Claim.-1 . An electric furnace exclusively heated by radia- nected to said frame , a shaft mounted in the forward ends of

tion comprising one inclined charging flue , a fusing chamber the side bars , carrier bars pivoted to the frame at their rear

closed at the back by a wall , and one electric arc situate near ends and adjustably supported at the front ends by said shaft ,

the entrance of the charging flue to the fusing chamber , the said mould in part adapted to be turned to discharge the

electrodes entering the fusing chamber through opposite moulded article onto the carrier bars , and means connected

walls , substantially as specified . to said shaft and adapted to move the moulded articles for
2. An electric furnace exclusively heated by radiation com- ward .

prising one inclined charging flue, narrowing as it rises, a 9. In a concrete moulding machine the combination of a

fusing chamber,one electric arc with electrodes entering the frame having a main and a forwardly projecting portion, a
fusing chamber through opposite walls about half way up the shaft journalled in said forwardly projecting portion , a

fusing chamber, and a tapping hole for the meial in the back hinged mould mounted on said portion and adapted to be

wall of the fusing chamber , substantially as specified .
swung forward to discharge the moulded article onto the

3. An electric furnace comprising one inclined charging forwardly projecting portion, and means connected to said
flue, narrowing as it rises , a charging table , a fusing cham- shaft for conveying article forward.

ber closed at the back by a wall , a double arch enclosing an 10. In a concrete moulding machine the combination of
air space over the fusing chamber and charging flue one upright legs , a ton connecting the same , a hinged mould

electric arc with electrides passing through the side walls mounted on said toy, said mould adapted to be swung for

of the fusing chamber, and cold water coolers about the ward to discharge the moulded article onto the side bars

holes , a tapping hole in the back wall of the fusing chamber, connected to said legs , a shaft mounted in the forward ends

an auxilliary tapping hole for the slag in the side wall of of the side bars, and means connected to said shaft and

the fusing chamber, and a passage for carrying off the gases carried by said side bars for conveying the article forward.

to the chimney , substantially as specified . 11. In a concrete moulding machine the combination of an

upright frame , a hinged mould mounted thereon , projecting

side frames

No. 100,183. Sill and Lintel Machine.
connected to said upright frame , a shaft

mounted therein , and vertically movable bars pivoted at one
Moule pour seuils et linteaur. end on the frame and supported at the other end by said

shaft and adapted to receive the moulded article from the
11

mould when the same is turned to discharging position , and

lower the article onto the side frames .

12. In a concrete moulding machine , the combination of an

upright frame, a mould mounted on the same comprising a

stationary back plate , and front , end and bottom plates

adapted to be swung to carry the moulded articles to dis

charging position , said end plates provided with means to

secure the pallet to the mould , forwardly extending frames

22 ఆఖ connected to the main frames , a shaft carried by said for

wardly extending frames , cams carried by said shaft , car

rier bars mounted on pins on said upright frame and resting

on said cams and adapted to receive the moulded articles
from said mould and lower the same onto the forwardly

extending frames , and means connected to said shaft for
conveying said moulded article forward.
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No. 100,184. Corn Shock Binder.

Lieuse à blé - d'inde.

TA John C. Crosin , Philadelphia , Pensylvania , U.S.A. , 24th July ,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 13th June ,
100183

06 . Receipt No.

136,856 .

Frank A. Borst , South Bend , Indiana, U.S.A. , 24th July , 1906 ; Claim.--1 . In combination , a casing open at both ends , one

6 years. Filed 9th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,735 . of its faces having a portion removed and having a per

Claim .-- 1 . In a concrete moulding machine the combination foration in its opposite face, a sheave within the casing , a
of a frame, a top for the same and a knockdown mould com- flexible connection engaging the casing at one end and se

prising a rear side plate adjustably secured to the top , a cured at its opposite end to a pin adapted to pass through

front side plate hinged to the top , end plates hinged to the the perforation of the casing , said flexible connection pass

front side plate, and a bottom plate carried by the end ing around the sheaver within the casing, and means carried
plates. by the casing for engaging and holding the connection

2. In a concrete moulding machine the combination of a against displacement.

frame, a top for the same , a mould comprising a rear side 2. In combination a casing having both ends open , said

plateadjustably secured to the top , a front side plate hinge1 casing having a notchinone end of its top , and having the
to the frontof the top , end plates hinged to the ends of the opposite end portion of the top removed , said casing having
front side plate , and a bottom carried by the end plates , and an aperture or opening in the bottom , sain aperture being

means for securing the parts together. near the end of the casing having a top portion removed, a

3. In a concrete moulding machine the combination of sheave within the casing near the end having the notch in

frame , a mould mounted on said frame comprising a front its top, a hook at the opposite end of the casing, a connec

a
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tion engaging the hook and passing exteriorly of the casing 3. In the production of carbide, the method which consists

and entering the casing at the opposite end, passing around ir. applyingto the interior surface of a suitable mould a pre
paration of tar, then heating such mould and finally flowing

the molten carbide in fluid state directly from the furnace

into such heated mould , whereby the carbide is uniformly

coated and superficially impregnated with the tar while in a

state of incandescence, as and for the purpose set forth .

4. In the production of carbide, the method which consists

in applying to the interior surface of a suitable mould a

combined plastic and pulverulent material impervious to

water, and finally flowing the molten carbide in fluid state

from the furnace directly into such mould , whereby the car

bide is uniformly coated superficially impregnated with the

said material while fluid and in a state of incandescence , as

and for the purpose set forth .

5. In the production of carbide , the method which consists

in applying to the interior surface of a suitable mould a

preparaton of tar and pulverulent material , and finally flow

ing the molten carbide in fluid state from the furnace direct

ly into such mould, whereby the carbide is uniformly coated

and superficially impregnated with the tar while fluid and

in a state of incandescence, as and for the purpose set forth .

the sheave and extending to the exterior of the casing , a
6. In the production of carbide, the method which consists

pin secured to the end of said connection , said pin being in applying to the interior surface of a suitable mould a pre

adapted to pass through the aperture of the casing , and a
paration of tar and carbonaceous material , and then flowing

cleat carried by the top of the casing. the molten carbide in fluid state from the furnace directly

3. In combination a casing open at both ends , one of its
into such mould , whereby the carbide is uniformly coated

faces having a portion removed and having a perforation in
and superficially impregnated with the tar while fluid and in

its opposite face, a sheave within the casing, a flexible con
a state of incandescence , as and for the purpose set forth .

nection engaging the casing at one end and secured at its 7. The method which consists in coating the interior şur

opposite end to a pin adapted to pass through the perfora- faces of moulds with tar mixed with coke in a finally divided

tions of the casing, said flexible connection passing around condition, then heating such moulds and finally delivering

the sheave within the casing . carbide in melted and fluid condition into the heated mould ,

4. In combination a casing open at both ends , one of its whereby a protecting coating is applied to the surface of the

faces having a portion removed and having a perforation in carbide , as and for the purpose set forth .

its opposite face , a sheave within the casing , a flexible con

nection engaging the casing at one end and secured at its No. 100,187. Mould for Cement Blocks.
opposite end to a pin adapted to pass through the perfora

Moule pour blocs de ciment.
tion in the casing, said flexible connection passing around

the sheave within the casing, said casing having a notch in

one of its faces to receive the connection .
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No. 100,185. Carbide Manufacture.

Fabrication de carbure.

Herman Lewis Hartenstein , Constantine , Michigan, U.S.A. ,

24th July, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 26th April , 1906. Receipt

No. 135,290 .

Claim . - 1. In the manufacture of carbide the method which

consists in first fusing lime and carbon containing elements

to reduce the same to liquid or fluid condition , and finally

supplying carbonaceous material to the mass in a molten

condition, to complete the conversion of metallic elements

or particles of the mass .

.2 . In the ffanufacture of carbide the method which con

sists in first fusing lime containing material with only a

small percentage of carbon , to reduce the same to liquid or

fluid state , and them applying carbonaceous material to the

molten mass while in fluid or liquid condition to complete

the conversion.

2. In the manufacture of carbide the method which con

sists in first fusing lime containing material in the presence

of only a small amount of carbon, to reduce the same to John Millin , Toronto, Ontario , Canada, 24th July, 1906; 6

liquid or fluid state , then heating a mould or other recep- years. Filed 15th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,932 .

tacle, and applying thereto carbon in a finely divided state , Claim . - 1. In a cement block machine , the combination with

and finally delivering the molten mass while still in

liquid or fluid condition into such mould, whereby the finely folding membershinged atthe edges of said opening and
a table having a central opening therethrough , of a plurality

divided carbon completes the conversion of any unconverted forming the sides of a mould, a vertically slidable frame
metallic particles of the mass.

carrying a platform below said opening, and means for rais

ing and lowering said frame, as and for the purpose speci

No. 100,186. Carbide Manufacture. fied .

Fabrication de carbure.
2. In a cement block machine, the combination with a

table having a central opening therethrough , of a plurality
Herman Lewis Hartenstein, Constantine, Michigan , U.S.A. , of folding members hinged at the edges of said opening and

24th July , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 26th April, 1906. Receipt forming the sides of a mould , a vertically movable platform

No. 135,292 . helow said opening, means from said movable platform for

Claim . - 1. In the production of carbide, the method which engaging and swinging the said folding members, and means

consists in applying to the interior surface of a suitable or raising and lowering said movable platform , as and for

mould a material impervious to water , and then flowing the the purpose specified.

molten carbide in fluid state directly from the furnace into 3. In a cement block machine , the combination with a

such mould , whereby the carbide is uniformly coated and table having a central opening therethrough, of a pair of

impregnated superficially with the said material while fluid folding side plates and a pair of folding end plates forming

and in a state of incandescence, as and for the purpose set the sides of a mould and hinged at the edges of said open

forth . ing , a vertically movable platform below the said opening,

2. In the production of carbide , the method which consists a plurality of angular uprights secured to said movable plat

in applying to the interior surface of a suitable mould a pre- form and extending upwardly beyond the said table and en

paration of tar, and then flowing the molten carbide in fluid gaging the edges of the folding side and end plates at each

state directly from the furnace into such mould , whereby corner of the mould , means for securing the upper ends of

the carbide is uniformly coated and superficially impreg- said uprights in their relative positions, and means for rais

bated wth the tar while fluid and in a state of incandescence , ing and lowering said movable platform and opening and

as and for the purpose set forth . closing said mould, as and for the purpose specified.
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4. In a cement block machine, the combination with a brackets and forming a mould , a vertically movable platform

table having a central opening therethrough, of a pair of supported below the said table , a plurality of angular up

folding side plates and a pair of folding end plates forming rights secured to said movable table and extending upwardly

the sides of a mould and hinged at the edges of said open- through the openings in the aforesaid table and engaging the

ing, a vertically movable platform below the said opening , a said side and end plates at the corners of the mould and

plurality of angular uprights secured to said movable plat- having outwardly faring upper ends, adjustable rods con

form and extending upwardly beyond the said table and hav- , necting the upper ends of said uprights and holding them

ing outwardly flaring tops and engaging the ends of the side in their relative positions, a core removably secured to said

and end plates at each corner of the mould , tie rods adjust- movable platform, a mould board or palette surrounding said

ably secured to said uprights and holding them in their rela- core and forming a bottom to said mould, a shelf secured

tive positions, a core removably secured to said movable to the frame of the aforesaid table below the said movable

platform , means for securing said core to said platform , platform , journal bearings on said shelf , a rock shaft jour

means for releasing said core , a mould board or palette sur- nalled in said bearings, a gear segment fixedly secured to

rounding said core and forming a bottom to said mould , said rock shaft , a gear rack secured to the said movable

means for raising and lowering said movable platform and platform and meshing with said segment , a quadrant secured

withdrawing said core and releasing the sides of said nould, the frame of the said table , and a lever secured to said

and means for swinging the sides of said mould outwardly, rock shaft having a spring catch engaging the teeth of said

as and for the purpose specified . quadrant , as and for the purpose specified .

5. In a cement block machine, the combination with a 9. In a cement block machine the combination with a table

table having a central opening therethrough, of a pair of having a rectangular central opening therethrough and open

folding side plates and a pair of folding end plates forming ings to the outside o fsaid central opening, of hinge brackets

the sides of a mould hinged at the edges of said opening, a secured to said table at the edge of said central opening ,

vertically movable platform below the said opening, a plur- folding side and end plates hingedly supported on said hinge

ality of angular uprights secured to said movable platform brackets and forming a mould, a vertically movable platform

and extending upwardly beyond the said table and having supported beneath said opening, angular uprights secured to

outwardly flaring tops and engaging the ends of the side and said movable table and extending upwardly through the open

end plates at each corner of the mould, tie rods adjustably ings in the aforesaid table and engaging the said side and end

secured to said uprights and holding them in their relative plates at the corner of the mould and having outwardly flar

positions , a core removably secured to said movable plat- ing upper ends, adjustable rods connecting the upper ends of

form having prejecting lugs from the base thereof , a bracket said uprights and holding them in their relative positions , a

secured to said movable platform and engaging one of said core removably secured to said movable platform , a mould

lugs, a spring latch secured to said movable platform for board palette surrounding said core and forming a bottom

engaging the other of said lugs, means for releasing said to said mould , a shelf secured to the frame of the aforesaid

latch , a mould board or palette surrounding said core and table below the said movable platform , means supported on

forming a bottom to said mould , means for raising and low - said shelf for raising and lowering said movable platform , a

cring said movable platform and withdrawing said core from plate supported from said shelf and removably secured to

said mould and releasing the sides of said mould , and means one of said end plates of the mould , means for adjusting the

for swinging the sides of said mould outwardly , as and for height of said plate , a hopper slidably arranged on said plate
the purpose specified . and adapted to surround the top of said mould, as and for

6. In a cement block machine , the combination with a
the purpose specified .

table having a central opening therethrough , of a pair of 10. In a cement block machine the combination with a table

folding side plates and a pair of folding end plates forming having a rectangular central opening therethrough and open

the sides of a mould hinged at the edges of said opening , a ings to the outside of said central opening, of hinge brackets

vertically movable platform below the said opening, a verti- secured to said table at the edges of said central opening,

cally movable platform below the said opening , a plurality folding side and end plates hingedly suported on said hinge

of angular uprights secured to said movable platform and brackets and forming a mould , a vertically movable platform

extending upwardly beyond the aforesaid table and having supported below the aforesaid table , angular uprights secur

outwardly flaring tops and engaging the ends of the side and ed to said movable platform and extending upwardly through

end plates at each corner of the mould, tie rods adjustably the openings in the aforesaid table and engaging the said

secured to said uprights and holding them in their relative side and end plates at the corners of the mould and having

positions , a core removably secured to said movable plat- outwardly flaring upper ends , adjustable rods connecting the

form having projecting lugs from the base thereof , a bracket upper ends of said uprights and holding them in their rela

secured to said movable platform and engaging one of said tive positions , a core removably secured to said movable

lugs, a spindle journalled in brackets secured to said mov- platform , a mould board or palette surrounding said core and

able platform having a handle secured to the outer end there- forming a bottom to said mould , a shelf secured to the frame

of , a spring latch fixedly secured to said spindle and engag- of the aforesaid table below the said movable platform,

ing the other of the lugs on the base of said core, a mould means supported on said shelf for raising and lowering said

toard or palette surrounding said core and forming a bottom movable platform , a plate flexibly secured at one end to one

to said mould , means for raising and lowering said movable of the end plates of the mould , an adjustable arm pivotally

platform and withdrawing said core from said mould and secured to the under side of said plate and an arm fixedly

releasing the sides of said mould , and means for swinging secured to said shelf and supporting said adjustable arm, and

the sides of said mould outwardly , as and for the purpose a hopper slidably arranged on said plate and adapted to sur

specified. round the top of said mould , as and for the purpose specified .

7. In a cement block machine, the combination with a 11. In a cemept block machine the combination with a table

table having a rectangular central opening therethrough and having a central opening therethrough , of side and end plates

cpenings to the outside of said central opening, of hinge hinged at the edges of said opening and forming a mould ,

brackets secured to said table at the edges of said central one of said side plates having projections from the back

opening, folding side and end plates hinged to said hinge thereof forming jaws, a lever having arms pivotally secured

brackets and forming a mould , a vertically movable platform in said jaws and recesses in said arms intermediate of their

supported beneath the said opening, angular uprights secured length , a plate having projections from the back thereof and

to said movable platform and extending upwardly through pivoted in the recesses in said arms and a plurality of y

the openings in the said table and engaging the said side shaped grooves in the face thereof, a plurality of blocks hav

and end plates at the corners of the mould and having out- ing suitable faces and V-shaped projections on the back

wardly flaring upper ends , adjustable rods connecting the thereof to engage the grooves in the said plate, a vertically

upper ends of said uprights and holding them in their rela- movable platform beneath the opening in the said table, a

tive positions, a core removably secured to said movable plurality of angular guides secured to said movable platform

platform , a mould board or palette surrounding said core and extending upwardly above the aforesaid table and engag

and forming a bottom to said mould , a shelf secured to the ing the said side and end plates , a plurality removably secur

frame of the aforesaid table below the said movable plat- ed to said movable platform having a plurality of vertical

form , journal bearings on said shelf , a rock shaft journalled cross plates extending upwardly therefrom , a mould board or

in said bearings, a gear segment fixedly secured to said rock palette supported below said side and end plates and forming

shaft , a gear rack secured to the said movable platform and a bottom to said mould and having a plurality of cross slots

meshing with said segment, means for rocking said rock therethrough to register with the said vertical cross plates,

shaft , and means for holding said movable platform in dif- and means for raising and lowering said movable platform ,
ferent positions , as and for the purpose specified. as and for the purpose specified .

8. In a cement block machine , the combination with a 12. In a device of the class described , a table having a

table having a rectangular central opening therethrough and central opening therethrough, wings hinged at the edges of
openings to the outside of said central opening, of hinge said opening, and means rising through said opening for com

brackets secured to said table at the edges of said central pleting the mould in readiness for the material, as and for
opening, folding side and end plates hinged to said hinge the purpose specified .
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No. 100,188. Mould. Moule. plates connected together and disposed in said slots , a verti

cally adjustable follow board disposed in said mould , a de

pending stem from said follow board, a rock shaft provided

with an arm , a pivoted link extending between said arm and

Fig.1. stem, an operating lever carried by said rock shaft , a tele

scoping rod extending within said stem , and an adjustable

set collar carried by the rod for retaining the stem in ad

justed position .

7. In a device of the class described , a mould box compris

ing side walls adjustable toward and from each other, insert
able moulding walls extending above the top of said side

walls and there provided with a series of slots, division

plates connected together and disposed in said slots , a verti

cally adjustable follow board disposed in said mould , a de

pending stem from said follow board , a rock shaft provided

with an arm , a pivoted link extending between said arm and

stem, an operating lever carried by said rock shaft, a latch

B
carried by said operating lever and engaging projections ex

tending from the end of the machine to co - operate with said

lever.

8. In a device of the class described, a mould box compris

ing opposite end walls, a rock shaft extending at one side

thereof , a bottom and side walls pivotally mounted upon said

rock shaft, bearings for said rock shaft provided with up

wardly extending standards , supporting rods beyond the ends

Frig.a. of the box and mounted in said standards, an insertable

Z member carried by said rods , and an opposite side wall of

the mould box.

9. In a device of the class described , a mould box compris

ing opposite end walls , a rock shaft extending at one side

thereof , a bottom and side walls pivotally mounted upon said

100188
rock shaft, bearings for said rock shaft provided with up

wardly extending standards , supporting rods beyond the ends

of the box and mounted in said standards , an opposite side

wall of the box having apertures through which said rods

Elmo H. Reed , Wichita , Kansas , U.S.A. , 24th July, 1906 ; 6 extend, and a carrier bar slidably mounted upon said rods

years. Filed 28th May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,331 . and carrying insertable members adapted to pass within the

mould box.

Claim.-1 . In a block moulding machine the combination

with a fixed frame , of a core, a mould having sides and a
bottom plate, thebottom plate and oneof the sides being No. 100,189. Apparatus for Sorting Chips.

tiltable together and away from the remaining side , means Appareil à trier les copeaux .

for adjusting the tiltable bottom and side laterally relative

to said core, means for laterally adjusting the remaining side

relative to said core , end plates for the mould , and means

for adjusting said end plates toward and from said core ,

whereby the relative position of the core to the walls of the

mould may be maintained in moulding blocks of different

sizes .

2. In a block moulding machine the combination with a

fixed frame, a mould having a tilting side and bottom plate ,

a relatively fixed side , a sliding core adapted to pass through

an aperture in the non - tiltable side wall and to extend to

the opposite side , means for shifting said core toward and

from said tiltable side wall , means for adjusting the tiltable

bottom and side laterally relative to said core, means for

adjusting the remaining side wall laterally relative to said

core , end plates for the mould , and means for adjusting said

plates toward and from said core , whereby the relative posi

tion of the core to the walls of the mould may be maintained

in blocks of different sizes .
100189

3. In a device of the class described , a mould box having

an apertured side wall and insertable members adapted to

enter said apertures, supporting rods for said members at Howard Powers , Lincoln , and The Jolbert Construction

opposite ends of the machine , a bar carrying said members Company, Berlin , both in New Hampshire , U.S.A. , assignee

and slidably mounted upon said rods , a rock shaft and oper- of four - fifths of the interest , 24th July, 1906; 18 years .

ating handle , a slotted arm carried by said rock shaft to en- Filed 9th June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,724 .

gage a member carried by said bar, an outwardly swinging Claim . - 1. An apparatus for separating chips comprising a

bottom and side wall to said mould, a rock shaft for said receptacle for a body of water and a series of jet pipes ar

swinging walls, an operating handle carried by said rock ranged near the water level but above the level of the same

shaft, means for adjusting said side walls toward and from and having their orifices all faced in one direction for pro

each other, and insertable slotted moulding walls extending gressively feeding the chips along the surface of the water.

above said side and end walls of the mould .
2. An apparatus for separating chips comprising a recep

4. In a device of the class described, a mould box compris- tacle for a moving body of water , made deep at one end to

ing side walls adjustable toward and from each other, in- retain the heavy sinkable pieces and having a shallow spill

sertable moulding walls extending above the top of said side way at the other end, and jet pipes arranged above the level
walls and there provided with a series of slots , division of the spill -way and having their orifices all faced in one

plates connected together and disposed in said slots , and a direction for producing a current along the surface .

vertically adjustable follow board disposed in said mould. 3. An apparatus for separating chips comprising a tank , a

5. In a device of the class described , a mould box compris- spill - way at the upper level of the tank, a water supply pipe

ing side walls adjustable toward and from each other, insert- having a plurality of branches with valves , one of said

able moulding walls extending above the top of said side branches serving to supply the tank for maintaining the spill

walls and there provided with a series of slots, division way, and the other branches having jet pipes arranged above

plates connected together and disposed in said slots , a verti- the level of the spill-way and having their orifices all faced

cally adjustable follow board disposed in said mould , a de- in one direction to maintain a surface current toward the

pending stem from said follow board , a rock shaft provided spill -way .

with an arm , a pivoted link extending between said arm and 4. An apparatus for separating chips comprising a tank , a

stem and an operating lever carried by said rock shaft . spill way at the upper level of the tank inclining downwardly

6. In a device of the class described , a mould box compris- and outwardly, a water supply pipe having jet pipes located
ing side walls adjustable toward and from each other , insert- above the level of the spill -way for maintaining a surface

able moulding walls extending above the top of said side current toward the spill - way , and one or more jet pipes lo

walls and there provided with a series of slots, division ' cated on the spill way to keep it from clogging.

FLEVARON
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No. 100,190. Mail Cap Plate. adjacent tile , said spaces being of greater width than and

Feuille pour têtes de clous.
overlapping said lip , and at one end with a bent over projec

tion with openings and at the opposite end with a lip which

latter is offset.

7. A tile having at one edge a bent -over portion with ce

ment receiving spaces and a space to receive a lip on an ad

jacent tile , and at the other edge with an offset lip , said lip

being of less width than the bent over portion whereby when

engaged with another tile the cement will enter said spaces

beyond the lip and bind the same in place .

8. A tile formed at one edge with a bent - over portion hav

ing openings to receive the cement and with a space to re

ceive a lip on an adjacent tile , and at the opposite edge

formed with a lip of less width than the bent - over portion

and having bendable tongue.

9. A tile formed at one edge with a bent - over portion hav

ing spaces to receive the cement and openings to receiv ton

gues on the edge of the adjacent tile , and at the opposite

edge formed with an offset lip of less width than the bent

over portion and having bendable tongues adapted to enter

said openings.

10. Tiles interlocked with each other and formed with slide

lock joints with one member narrower than the other and

with bonding spaces overlapping the said narrower portion

F. W. Bird and Son , assignee of George Russell Wyman , all
for the reception of the cement whereby the cement may en

gage the tongue portion of the lock .
of East Walpole , Massachusetts. U.S.A., 24th July , 1906 ; 6

11. A tile formed with a bent - over portion of a slide lock
years . Filed 25th June , 1906 . Receipt No. 137,280 .

joint of greater width than the co - operating portion of the
( ' laim . - A nail cap plate formed of sheet metal having a joint and with spaces through said portion to serve as clings

rectangular plain marginal bearing surface and a rectangular for the cement upon the co - operating portion of the joint and

raised center of less diameter than the marginal portion , the means for the reception of means on an adjacent tile to lock

corners of said center forming strengthening ribs .
the two together before laying in a wall.

No. 100,191 . Tile, Tuile. No. 100,192. Tire. Pneu .
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The American Loktile Company, assignee of Alfred Du Mon

tier , both of Washington , District of Columbia , U.S.A. ,

24th July , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 8th June , 1906. Receipt

No. 136,693 . 100192

Claim . - 1 . As an improved article of manufacture , a tile

provided with a projection at one edge , said projection being

bent upon itself and provided with cement receiving spaces,
The Salisbury Tire Company, and Oliver D. Salisbury , both

and at the opposite edge with a lip of less width than said of Owosso, Michigan , U.S.A. , 24th July, 1906 ; 6 years .

projection whereby the cement is received in said spaces be
Filed 23rd April , 1906. Recept No. 135,156 .

tween the outer edge of the projection and the lip enclosed Claim . - 1. A tire comprising an inner tube, an outer casing

by said projection . of leather inclosing said inner tube upon the sides and ad

2. As an improved article of manufacture , a tile formed jacent the tread and having outwardly turner edges , ' a base

with a bent over portion at one edge with openings, in sail band connecting and having its edges secured to said out

bent over portion and a lip at the opposite edge, the said turned edges, and means for securing said edges rigidly to

bent over portion being of a greater width than the said the rim of a wheel .

lip whereby the said openings extend over and beyond the 2. A tire comprising an inner tube , an outer casing of

lip of an adjacent tile when engaged in the space between leather inclosing said inner tube upon the sides and ad

the bent over portion and the body of the tile . jacent the tread and having outwardly turned edges, a base

3. A till formed with a projection at one edge with cement band connecting and having its edges secured to said out

receiving spaces and at the opposite edge with an offset lip turned edges and means for securing said edges rigidly to

of less width than said projection , the said projection being the rim of a wheel .

bent upon itself with the said spaces adapted to extend over 3. A tire comprising a casing with outwardly turned edges ,

and beyond the lip of the adjacent tile to receive cement in a base band connecting and having its edges secured to said

said spaces between the outer edge of the projection and the out turned edges , a rigid binding strip disposed upon said

lin enclosed thereby. cut turned edges and provided with openings registering

4. As an improved article of manufacture a tile formed at with openings in the edges of the casing and the base band

one edge with a projection bent upon itself and the bent over and adapted to permit the passage therethrough, of bolts to

portion provided with cement receiving spaces and with a secure the tire to the rim of a wheel and means for inflating

space to receive a lip on an adjacent tile, the said spaces be- the casing .

ing of greater width than the said lip and the latter formed 4. A tire comprising an inner tube , a flexible outer casing

with means for interlocking with its adjoining tile . inclosing said inner tube upon the sides and adjacent the

5. Tiles formed upon their adjacent edges with a slide lock tread and having outwardly turned edges , a filling material

joint, one member of the said lock joint having cement re- interposed between the tube and the casing, a base band

ceiving spaces extending beyond the other member to receive
connecting and having its edges secured to the out - turned

the cement and allow the latter to contact with the other edges and a rigid binding strip disposed upon said out - turned

member of said lock joint. edges and provided with openings registering with openings

6. As an improved article of manufacture, a tile formel in the edges of the casing and the base band and adapted

unon one side with a bent over projection having cement re- to permit the passage therethrough of bolts to secure the

ceiving spaces and a space for the reception of a lip on an tire to the rim of a wheel .
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5. A tire comprising an inner tube , a leather outer casing No. 100,194. Pneumatic Tire. Pneu pneumatique.
inclosing said inner tube upon the sides and adjacent the

tread and having outwardly turned edges , a fabric inter

posed between the filling and the casing, a strengthening

strip of leather with bevelled edges interposed between the

fabric and the casing and adjacent the tread , a base band of

leather connecting and having its edges secured to the out

turned edges of the casing , a rigid binding strip disposed

upon the out-turned edges and provided with openings regis

tering with openings in the edges of the casing and base

band and adapted to permit de passage therethrough of bolts

to secure the tin to the rim of a wheel and a tread strip of

leather removably secured to and without the casing .
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( harles R. Twichell and James M. Brennan , assignee of a

half interest, both of Los Angeles, California , U.S.A. , 24th

July , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 30th April, 1906. Receipt No.

AM
135,401.

Claim . - 1. The combination with a wheel rim having op

posite edge flanges, of a tire casing of substantially uniform
thickness and having two series of hooks secured thereto at

or near its edges, each of said hooks having an inner se

cured portion and an outer flange engaging portion , which

latter is spaced away from the casing so as to accommodate

and interlock with the rim flanges , the connecting portions

between said inner and outer portions of the hooks being

designed to contact with the edges of the rim as the casing
is expanded.

2. The combination with a wheel rim having opposite edge

flanges, of a tire casing having two series of hooks secured

William J. Storrs, assignee of William A. Field , both of Chi
thereto near the edges thereof, one series being located a

cago , Illinois , U.S.A. , 24th July , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 8th
greater distance from one edge of the casing than the other

June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,710 .
series is in respect to the other edge, said former edge con

Claim .-- 1 . In a wheel the combination with a felloe having stituting a flap, and all of said hooks being spaced away

in its periphery an annular groove , of a tire in the outer from the casing so as to accommodate and interlock with

portion of said groove, a loosely mounted rim within said said edge flanges, and means for preventing the casing from

groove for supporting said tire , a series of segmental plates creeping on the rim .

or blocks within said groove and beneath said rim , springs 3. The combination with a wheel rim having opposite

for elastically supporting said segmental blocks , radially flanges formed with edge recesses , of tire casing having two

disposed studs projecting inwardly from the inner face of series of hooks secured thereto near the edges thereof, one

said rim and through openings in said felloe , coil springs series being located a greater distance from one edge of

upon the free ends of said studs, and adjusting devices upon the casing than whe other series is in respect to the other

said studs . edge, said former edge constituting a flap, and all of said

2. In a wheel the combination with a felloe having in its hooks being spaced away from the casing, and of width sub

periphery an annular groove , of a tire in the outer portion stantially equal to that of said recesses, the interlocking

of said groove, a loosely mounted rim within said groove for of the hooks with the recessed edges of the wheel rim pre

supporting said tire , a series of segmental plates or blocks venting the casing from creeping on the latter .

within said groove and beneath said rim , springs for cias- 4. The combination with a wheel rim having opposite

tically supporting said segmental blocks, means for varying flanges formed with spaced apart edge recesses , of a casing

the tension of said springs , radially disposed studs project - o substantially uniform thickness from edge to edge, and

ing inwardly from the inner face of said rim and through two series of hooks secured to the casing near its edges,

slots in said felloe , nuts upon the threaded ends of said one series being located a greater distance from one edge

studs , coil springs upon said studs between said nuts and of the casing than the other series is in respect to the other

said felloe, and means for centering said studs in said slots edge, said former edge constituting a flap , said hooks being
and holding them in a radial position . designed to enter said recesses of the rim flanges , the inter

3. In a wheel the combination with a felloe having in its locking of the hooks with the latter preventing the casing

periphery an annular groove , of a tire in the outer portion from creeping on the rim .

o ! said groove , a loosely mounted rim within said groove for

supporting said tire , a series of segmental plates or blocks
within said grooves and beneath said rim , springs for elas- No. 100,195 . Rubber Tire Guard.

tically supporting said segmental blocks , means for varying Garde pour pneu de caoutchouc.

the tension of said springs, radially disposed studs project

ing inwardly from the inner face of said rim and through The Slama Tire Protector Company, assignee of Lewis Slama,

slots in said felloe , nuts upon the threaded ends of said all of Humboldt, Nebraska, V.S.A., 24th July, 1906 ; 6

studs , coil springs upon said studs between said nuts and years.. Filed 25th May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,234 .

said felloe , pins slidable in recesses in said felloe and dis- Claim . - 1. A rubber tire guard comprising a network of al

posed upon opposite sides of said studs , heads upon said pinsternating cruciform links and ring like links and means for

and engaged with said studs , and coil springs surrounding securing the guard to a tire .

said pins and confined between their heads and shoulders in 2. A rubber tire guard comprising a network of alternating

said recesses , substantially as described . ( ruciform and ring- like links the arms or members of the

4. In a wheel the combination with a felloe having in its cruciform links being extended through the ring - like links

periphery an annular groove and a series of radially dis- and folded upon themselves.

posed slots , of a tire in the outer portion of said groove , a 3. A rubber tire guard comprising a network of alternating

rim in said groove for supporting said tire , a series of studs cruciform and ring - like links , the arms or members of the

projecting inwardly from the inner face of said rim and cruciform links being extended through the ring -like links

through the slots in said felloe, adjusting nuts upon the and folded upon themselves, and rivets extending through the

threaded ends of said studs, coil springs upon said studs cruciform links end engaging with the folded ends of the

between said nuts and said felloe , and coil springs adjusted arms.

upon opposite sides of said studs for centering the latter in 1. A rubber tire guard comprising a network of alternating

their slots and maintaining them in radial position , sub - cruciform links and ring- like links, wires for securing the

stantially as described. guard to a tire , and tightening devices on said wires.
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5. A rubber tire guard comprising a network of alternating with the felloe, of a metallic tire carrying rim , a pair of side

cruciform links and ring like links, the arms or members of flanges one of which is detachable , and a plurality of divided
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the cruciform links being extended through the ring- like links

and folded upon themselves, supplemental links connected to security bolts , each being composed of a shank passing

the side links of the guard , wires extended through said sup- radially through the felloe and rim and a detachable head

plemental links , and turn buckles for tightening said wires . situated between the beaded edges of the tire cover, the

whole being constructed and adapted to operate , substan

No. 100,196. Tire Inflating Device .
t : ally as described and for the purpose specified .

2. In a vehicle wheel having a detachable metallic rim hold
Appareil à gonfler les pneus.

ing a beaded edge pneumatic tire the combination with the

felloe , of a metallic tire carrying rim , a pair of detachable

side flanges adapted to be pressed against the sides of the

rim and a plurality of divided security bolts , each of which

is composed of a shank passing through the rim and felloe

and a detachable head situated between the edges of the tire

cover and adapted to rest on the circumference of the rim .

3. In a vehicle wheel having a detachable metallic rim

holding a beaded edge pneumatic tire the combination with

the felloe , of a pair of side flanges, one of which is detach

able and a plurality of divided security bolts passing radially

through the felloe and rim , the bolt holes being wider in a

direction parallel with the wheel axis, than at right angles

thereto , substantially as and for te purpose described.

4. In vehicle wheels with detachable rims and pneumatic

tires , a security bolt composed of a shank passing radially

through the felloe and rim and a detachable head situated

between the edges of the tire cover and adapted to fit the cir

cumference of the air tube , the bolt head having a cavity fac

ing the air tube and a narrower central opening for admitting

the shank to the said cavity, the said opening having a radial

recess and the extremity of the shank having a lateral pro

jection adapted to pass through the said recess into the said

Gabriel Alexander Bobrick , Los Angeles , California, U.S.A. , cavity and then to be turned in the same , substantially as

24th July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 17th April , 1906. Receipt described.

No. 134,951 . 5. A security bolt for detachable pneumatic tire carrying

Claim - 1 . A tire inflating means comprising a truck or rims composed of a shank passing radially through the rim

wheeled support , a charging tank for holding liquefied or and felloe and having at its extremity a lateral projection ,

compressed gas, said tank being detachably supported on said with a detachable head situated between the edgesof the tire

truck to enable substitution of a charged tank for an exhaust cover and adapted to touch the circumference of the air tube ,

tank , a reducing valve connected to said tank through a the said bolt head having a cavity facing the air tube , and a

union , a pressure gauge connected to said reducing valve , a narrower central opening adapted to admit the extremity of

manual valve connected to the reducing valve , a flexible tube the shank into the said cavity, the base of the said cavity

connected to the said manual valve and provided with a coup- having a radial slot adapted to admit the lateral projection of

ling for attachment to the inflating valve of a pneumatic tire the shank and a radial recess adapted to recelve and support

to enable connection of the charging tank to any one of a the said projection , after the bolt has made a partial turn in

number of tires of a vehicle , substantially as shown and des- the said cavity , substantially as described .

cribed . 6. A security bolt for detachable pneumatic tire carrying

2. Inflating means for automobile tires comprising a truck rims composed of a shank passing radially through the rim

or wheeled support, a frame thereon provided with an adjust- and felloe and having at its extremity a lateral projection,
able clamp, a tank detachably supported by said clamp and with a detachable head situated between the edges of the tire

adapted to hold liquefied or compressed gas , sald tank having cover and adapted to touch the circumference of the air tube,

a safety device for relief of excessive pressure , and an outlet
the said bolt head having a cavity facing the air tube and a

valye , a reducing valve connected to said outlet valve to re- narrower central opening adapted to admit the extremity of

duce the pressure to the amount required for tire inflation , a he shank into the said cavity, the base of the said cavity

gauge connected to the reducing valve for indicating the having a radial slot adapted to admit the lateral projection

pressure thereon , a manual valve connected to receive gas at of the shank and a series of helically inclined surfaces ar

the reduced pressure from the reducing valve , and a flexible ranged round the central opening like a series of ratchet

tube connected to said last-named valve and provided with a teeth , which surfaces serve to support the lateral projection

coupling for connection to the valve of a pneumatic tire , sub- of the shank and to impart to the shank a helical motion ,

stantially as shown and described . when the shank is turned after the introduction of its extre

mity into the cavity of the bolt head , substantially as des
cribed .

No. 100,197. Apparatus for Placing Pneumatic
7. A security boit for detachable pneumatic tire carrying

Tires on Wheel Rims.
rims composed of a shank passing radially through the rim

Appareil pour placer les pneus pneumatiques sur les roues . and felloe and having at its extremity a lateral projection,

with a detachable head situated between the edges of the
Cecil Beckwith, Cave - Brown - Cave , Chesham Boie Place,

tire cover and adapted to touch the circumference of the air
Chesham , Buckingham, England , 24th July, 1906 ; 6

tube, the said bolt head having a cavity facing the air tube
years. Filed 1st May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,433 .

and a narrower central opening adapted to admit the extre

Claim . - 1. In a vehicle wheel having a detachable metallic mity of the shank into the said cavity , the base of the said

rim holding a beaded edge pneumatic tire the combination cavity having a radial slot adapted to admit the lateral pro
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ſection of the shank , and a radial recess adapted to receive thern strip and overlapping the portions contiguous thereto

and support the said projection after the bolt has made a o the frictioned stock lines of stitching connecting the said

partial turn in the said cavity , and the cavity of the bolt layer, the intertread and last -mentioned strips together,

head being covered with a flexible sheet adapted to distribute such lines of stitching extending along the inner edges of

the pressure of the shank upon the air tube , substantially the skived portions and adjacent to the outer edges thereof,

as described . | and such strips being folded over the said linesofstitching,

8. A security bolt for detachable pneumatic tire carrying a coating of uncured rubber covering the exposed outer sur

rims, composed of a shank passing radially through the rim faces of the frictioned stock, an outer tread, and means

and felloe and having and having at its extremity a pair of securing the latter upon the exterior of the intertread.

lateral projections, with a detachable head situated between 5. An outer wall of a tire comprising a layer of frictioned

the edges of the tire cover and adapted to touch the cir- i stock, a strip of leather cemented to such layer along the

cumference of the air tube , the said bolt head having a middle thereof, strips of frictioned stock extending along

cavity facing the air tube and a narrower central opening the edges of such leathern strip and overlapping the por

adapted to admit the extremity of the shank into the said tions contiguous thereto of the friction stock , lines of stitch
cavity , the base of the said cavity having a radial slot ing connecting the said layer the intertread and last-men
adapted to admit the lateral projections of the shank , and tioned strips together, a coating of vulcanized rubber cover
a series of helically inclined surfaces arranged round the ing the exposed outer surfaces of the frictioned stock, and
central opening like a series of ratchet teeth , which sur means securing the latter upon the exterior of the inter
faces serve to support the lateral projections of the shank tread .
and to impart to the shank a helical motion , when the

shank is turned after the introduction of its extremity into No. 100,199. Pneumatic Tire. Pneu pneumatique.
the cavity of the bolt head , substantially as described .

9. A vehicle having in combination a wooden felloe armed

with a bonding hand, an ordinary tire carrying rim, a

beaded edge pneumatic tire held in the said rim , a pair of

side flanges facing the felloe and rim, a plurality of bolts

adapted to press the side flanges against the sides of the

felloe rim , and a plurality of divided security bolts, com

posed of a bolt head situated between the edges of the tire

cover and a shank adapted to be introduced radially through

the felloe and rin and then to be secured to the head by a

turning motion of the shank, substantially as described.
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To. 100,198. Automobile Tire Casing.

Fonte de pneus d'automobile.
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Edward Brice Killen , London, England, 24th July, 1906 ; 6

years. Filed 12th January , 1906. Receipt No. 131,805.

Claim.-1 . In a pneumatic tire the combination of suitable

parts A , B and C , as herein described , which part A becomes

under load automatically eccentric in effect in use to wheel

to which it is attached, substantially as specified.

2. The construction of this pneumatic tire suitably built

from suitable parts A , B and C , as herein described , which

part A can have a suitable concentric chain wheel , or equi

valent rigidly attached to it , substantially as specified.

3. The pneumatic tire built from parts A, B and C, as

herein described, with wearing parts all interchangeable

and easly replaced , the pneumatc part beng never sub

jected to driving, braking or any other severe strain , sub

stantially as specified.
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No. 100,200 . Vehicle Tire . Pneu de véhicule.

ni
Charles Leander Higgins, Montreal , Quebec , Canada , 24th

July, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 9th April, 1906. Receipt No.
134,748.

Claim . - 1 . In the manufacture of coverings for tire casings

and the like , cementing a strip of leather with its side edges

skived to a layer of frictioned stock , cementing a pair of
narrow strips of frictioned stock along such skived edges ,

coating the exposed surfaces of frictioned stock with un

cured rubber, and finally vulcanizing the whole.

2. In the manufacture of coverings for tire casings and the

like , cementing an inter tire with its side edges skived to a

layer of frictioned stock , cementing a pair of narrow

strips of frictioned stock along such skived edges , stitch

ing the said strips in place , folding a portion of each strip

over the lines of stitching , coating the exposed surfaces of

frictioned stock with uncured rubber, securing an outer tread

upon the exterior of the intertread , and finally vulcanizing
the whole .

3. An outer wall of a tire comprising a layer of fric

tioned stock, a strip of leather cemented to such layer along

the middle thereof, strips of frictioned stock extending

along the edges of such leather strip and overlapping the

portions contiguous thereto of the frictioned stock , lines

of stitching connecting the said layer, the intertread and

last- mentioned strips together , a coating of vulcanized rub

ber covering the exposed outer surfaces of the frictioned

stock, an outer tread, and means securing the latter upon John Hewetson Lorimer , Philadelphia, Pennsylvania , U.S.A. ,

the exterior of the intertread . 24th July , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 9th April , 1906. Receipt

4. An outer wall of a tire comprising a layer of frictioned
No. 134,767.

stock , a strip of leather cemented to such layer along the Claim.-1 . In a vehicle wheel , a supporting ring, a pair of

middle thereof andhaving its side edges skived , strips of flanges , and a series of independent transversely arranged

frictioned stock cemented to the skived edges of such lea- spiral spring tread units.
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2. A vehicle wheel comprising a hub, spokes , a rim , and a 11. The combination with a rim and a pneumatic tire, of a

series of independently removable transversely arranged shield applied to the tire , and crossed anti -creeping braces

spiral spring tread units. connected to the rim and to he shield.

3. In a vehicle wheel a rim and a series of independent 12. The combination with a rim and a pneumatic tire , of a

alternately reversed transversely arranged spiral spring shield , brackets upon the rim , and anti -creeping braces be
tread units . tween the brackets and the shield .

4. In a vehicle wheel , a rim , and a series of spiral spring 13. The combination with a rim and a pneumatic tire , of a

tread units embodied in resilient material and held in place shield, a spring pressed crosshead at the inner side of the

by pins passing through the units .
rim , connections between the crosshead and the shield, and

anti -creeping braces between the rim and the shield , the

No. 100,201 . Pneumatic Tire Shield. braces and the connection at each side of the tire having a

common point of attachment to the shield.
Bouclier de pneu pneumatique.

14. The combination with a wheel and a pneumatic tire , of

d shield for the tire , a pair of spring pressed crossheads at

the inner side of the rim and between adjacent spokes , con

nections between the respective crossheads and the shield,

and anti -creeping braces connected to the rim at the ends of

the spokes and crossed substantially midway of the spokes

with their outer ends connected to the shield .

15. A pneumatic tire shield comprising a plurality of an

nular bands , each band being made up of a series of sections ,

each section consisting of a plate folded upon itself to form

terminal eyes, links connecting the eyes of successive sec

tions , and links connecting the coresponding sections of ad

jacent bands.

16. A pneumatic tire shield comprising a plurality of an

nular bands , each band being made up of a series of sections,

each section including a plate having end and side portions

folded to form terminal and lateral eyes, links connecting

the terminal eyes of successive sections , and other links

connecting the eyes of corresponding sections of adjacent
bands.

17. As a new article of manufacture, a section of a pneu

matic tire shield consisting of a plate having its end and

side portions folded upon one side of the plate to form eyes,

and a caulk secured to the other side of the plate.

Joseph Henry Lowrey , Neola , Iowa, U.S.A., 24th July, 1906 ; 6 18. The combination with a rim and a pneumatic tire , of a

years. Filed 1st March , 1906. Receipt No. 133,436.
shield applied to the tire , a spring pressed crosshead at the

Claim.-1. A pneumatic tire shield having means for con- inner side of the rim , detachable connections between the

Decting the same to a rim including an elastically yieldable shield and the crosshead , a jack having a base for applica

tension device to maintain the shield in snug engagement tion to the tread of the tire , a lever fulcrumed upon the base.

with the tire . and means for connecting the lever with the crosshead to

2. A pneumatic tire shield having means for connecting retract thelatter against the tension of the spring by man
the same to a rim including a spring pressed tension ele - ipulation of the lever.

ment, and connections between opposite sides of the shield 19. The combination with a rim and a pneumatic tire , of a

and the tension element. shield applied to the tire , a spring pressed crosshead at the

3. A pneumatic tire shield having means for connecting inner side of the rim, detachable connections between the

the same to a rim including a spring pressed crosshead , and crosshead and the shield , a jack having a se for applica

connections between opposite ends of the crosshead and the tion to the tread of the tire , a rock bar mounted upon the

respective edges of the shield . base and having terminal cranks, connections carried by the

4. A pneumatic tire shield having means for connecting cranks for engagement with the ends of the crosshead, and a

the same to a rim including a spring pressed tension device, handle connected to the shaftforrockingthesame.

and connections extending between opposite edges of the

shield and the tension device and detachably connected to
No. 100,202. Resilient Tire. Pneu à rebondissement.

one of these elements.

5. A pneumatic tire shield having means for connecting

the same to a rim including a spring pressed crosshead, and

.connections between opposite ends of the crosshead and the

respective edges of the shield , said connections being de

tachably associated with the crosshead.

6. The combination of a rim and a pneumatic tire , of a

shield embracing the tire , a crosshead disposed across the

inner side of the rim , connections between the crosshead and

opposite edges of the shield , and a spring interposed be

tween the crosshead and the rim and tending to force the

former towards the center of the wheel .

7. A pneumatic tire shield having meanans for connecting

the same with a rim including a spring pressed crosshead,

and flexible connections between the crosshead and opposite

edges of the shield and detachably engaged with one of these

elements, the crosshead capable of being forced back against

the tension of the spring to remove strain from the con

Dections and permit removal thereof.

8. The combination with a pneumatic tire shield , of a case

for application to the inner side of a rim, a spring pressed

crosshead having its ends projecting through slots in the

case, and connections between the ends of the crosshead and

the respective edges of the shield.

9. The combination with a wheelhaving a pneumatic tire , Etienne L.A. Olivier, Paris,France, 24th July, 1906 ; 6 years .

of a case mounted between adjacent spokes at the inner side Filed 4th May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,547.

of the rim of the wheel , a shield embracing the tread of the Claim .-- 1. A resilient tire for vehicle wheels comprising

tire, a spring pressed crosshead within the case with its two rigid annular bands or rings one of which is located

ends projecting through slots therein , and connections be- around the other and one or more rims of rubber or other

tween the ends of the crosshead and the respective edges of resilient or elastic material maintained in a state of tension
the shield. between the said rings.

10. The combination of a pneumatic tire shield , a case for 2. A resilient tire for vehicle wheels comprising two rigid

application to the inner side of the rim and provided in oppo- rings one of which is located around the other, a flat rubber

site sides with slots , a spring pressed crosshead within the rim having two concentric circular enlarged portions on each

case with its ends projecting through the slots , connections of its sides , the inner ring having ribs or shoulders to engage

between the ends of the crosshead and the respective edges the outside of the inper enlarged portions of the rim and the

of the shield, and elastic closure flaps coveringthe slots and outer ring having ribs or shoulders to engage the inside of
connected to the crosshead and the case . the outer enlarged portions of the rim.
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3. A resilient tire for vehicle wheels comprisingtwo rings 8. A wheel having a tire comprising two sections, one of

one of which is located around the other and two flat rubber which is the inner section and approximately U -shaped in

rims secured in a state of tension , by their edges, on the cross section with side flanges disposed outwardly, the other

sides of the rigid rings . section being the outer section and having side flanges which

4. A resilient tire for vehicle wheels comprising two rigid align with those on the inner section , the flanges on the side

ringsone of which is located around theother ,and a rubber walls of one section having projections which align with

rim U-shaped in cross section the bight of which passes on those on the opposite section , the projections on the inner

the outer ring and the resilient sides of which are held rim overlapping those on the outer rim, and said projections
stretched by the edges secured to the inner ring. on each side of the inner rim transversely aligning with the

5. A resilient tire for vehicle wheels comprising two projections on the opposite side of the outer rim , and a

rigid rings one of which is located around the other, aU- spring connecting each projection on the outer rim with the

shaped rubberrim the bight of which passes on the outer transversely aligning projection on the inner rim, substanti
ring and theedges of which are secured to theinner ring, ally as described.

the sides of the rim being in a state of tension , and inner 9. A wheel tire comprising an inner rim and an outer rim ,

rubber flanges on the rim , adapted to be compressed between the outer rim having side walls which align with the side

the two rings . walls of the inner rim , said outer and inner rims being

6. A resilient tire for vehicle wheels comprising a rigid spaced apart, and transversely arranged springs conined
ring having a web the outer edge of which is provided with within the rim, one end of each spring being connected to the

slots, a rigid ring having a U -shaped web, one of the sides inner rim, while the outer end is connected to the outer rim,

of the said web being provided with corresponding slots for substantially as described.

the passage of the solid portions of the other ring, and a

U - shaped rubber rim the bight of which passes on the outer No. 100,204. Tire Case. Etui de pneu.

ring and the edges of which are secured to the inner ring,

the sides of the rim being stretched .

No. 100,203. Tire . Pneu .
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Benjamin Coplin Seaton , St. Louis , Missouri , U.S.A., 24th

Howard Richardson Teel , Medford , Massachusetts, U.S.A. ,

July, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 12th March, 1906. Receipt No.

24th July, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 12th May, 1906. Receipt

No. 135,843.
133,787.

Claim . - 1. A tire case having a main portion to fit over the

Claim . - 1. A wheel tire comprising two rims having aligning tread and sides ofthe tire, a supplemental portion atone

walls, the edges of which are in theform of sinusoidal curves. edge of said main portion and of sufficient width to extend

the projections formed by said curves alternating with each across to the opposite side of the case to cover the rim por

other, and transversely arranged tension springs connected tion of the tire, and a retaining device at the opopsite edge

to the transversely opposite projections, substantially as only of said supplemental portion adapted to engage the

described . other side of the main portion at the side of the case to hold

2. A wheel tire comprising two rims spaced apart, the ad- the case in position about a tire , substantialy as described.
jacent edges of the rims forming a sinous slot, coil springs 2. A tire case having a main portion to fit over the tread

connecting the projections on one rim with those on the and sides of the tire , a flap extending beyond the edge of said

other, and protector plates carried by one of the rims and main portion to project across and cover the rim portion of

overlapping the otherto close the slot , substantially as des- the tire, and a retaining hoop for the outeredge ofsaid flap.
cribed . 3. A tire case havinga main portion to fit over the tread

3. Awheel tire comprising two rimsspaced apart, the ad- and sides of the tire, a flapalongeach edge of said main por

jacent edges of the rims forming a sinuous slot, coil springs tion, and a retaininghoop connected with the outer edge of

connecting the projections on one rim with those on the each flap, substantially as described.
other, protector plates carried by one of the rims and over- 4. A tire case having overlapping portions adapted to ex

lapping the other to close the slot, and a resilient tread car- tend across the tire from one side to the other, retaining

ried by the outer rim , substantially as described. hoops connected with the edges of said overlapping portions,

4. A wheel tire comprising two rims each of which is pro- and means for connecting the opposite ends of each hoop.

vided with outstanding projections arranged in transverse substantially as described.

alternating series , each projection on one of the rims trans- 5. A tire case, the main portion of which is adapted to be

versely aligning with thoseon the opposite side of the other fitted over the body of the tire , said case being extended at

rim, and coil springs connecting the transversely aligning the edgeto form a flap, a pocket formed along the outer edge
projections, substantially as described . of said flap , a hoop contained in said pocket, and means for

5.Awheel tire comprising two rims one within the other maintaining said hoop distended to fasten the flap in posi
and both of said rims having vertical walls aligning with tion.

each other, springs arranged within the rims and having 6. A tire case having a main portion adapted to fit over the

their opposite ends connected to the vertical walls of the read and sides of the tire , a supplemental portion to cover

igner and outer rims respectively, so that all of thesprings the rim portion of the tire , a retaining hoop connected with
will be in tension under load , substantially as described . the outer edge of said supplemental portion and means for

6. A wheel tire consisting of inner and outer rimportions, uniting the endsofsaid hoop to keep the hoop distended , sub
the walls of which align with each other, said inner and stantially as described.
outer rim portions having diametrically opposite overlapping 7. A tire case having a main portion to fit over the tread

projections on their respective sides, and horizontallyar- and sides of the tire, a fapextending beyond the edge of said
ranged coil springs connected to the oppositely arranged main portion to project across and cover the rim portion of

overlapping projections and normally under tension,sub- the tire, aretaining hoop secured to the outer edge of said
stantially as described . flap, and a ball and socket connected with the ends of said

7. A wheel tire comprising spaced rims whose walls align hoop respectively .

with each other, and a series of coil springs connecting said 8. A tire case having a main portion to fit over the tread!

rims, which springs are alternately opositely inclined under and sides of the tire, a Aap extending beyond the edge of said

abnormal tension, substantially as described. main portion to project across and cover the rim portion of
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the tire , a retaining hoop secured to the outer edge of said longitudinally through said tire , plates with integral rivet

flap, a ball and socket screw -threaded on the ends of said projections on one face , and tire retaining projections on the

hoop respectively, and finger pieces connected with said ball other face, fitting into the channel of said bands for locking
and socket. the ends in place , and a bolt having a broad head extending

9. A tire case having a main portion to fit over the tread over both bands passing through a portion of the tire through
and sides of the tire , a supplemental portion at one edge of the rim and secured to same , one or more lag screws passing

the main portion to cover the rim portion of the tire and from the inside of the rim into the inner surface of the tire

overlapping the opposite side of the main portion , and a to prevent creeping.

water shed connected with the main portion in position to 8. In a wheel of the class described, a rim , a felly on said

ccver and protect the overlapping edge of said supplemental rim , a tire on said rim , one or more retaining bands extend
portion. ing through said tire , a plate for locking the ends of said

band having integral rivet projections on one face , and in

No. 100,205 . Rabber Tired Wheel.
tegral tire retaining projections on the other face and means

for securing said plate to the rim and felly including a shank

Roue d pneu de caoutchouc.
or rod passing through a portion of the tire and having a

screw -threaded end passing through the rim and felly and
secured thereto by a screw nut and one or more screw bolts

passing from the inside of said rim and felly and entering the

lower surface of the tire , after the tire is secured to the rim

to prevent longitudinal movement .
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No. 100,206. Artificial Silk. Soie artificielle .

Henry Bernstein , Philadelphia , Pennsylvania, U.S.A., 24th

July , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 14th May, 1906. Receipt No.

135,875 .

Claim.-1 . Artificial silk containing cellulose and gum from

the liquid obtained by boiling raw silk .

2. Artificial silk containing cellulose , gum from the liquor

obtained by boiling raw silk and a gelatinous substance.

3. As a step in the process of making artificial silk the

treatment of dissolved cellulose with a liquor obtained by

boiling raw silk .

4. As a step in the process of making artificial silk the

treatment of dissolved cellulose at a gradually increasing

temperature with a liquor obtained by the boiling of raw

silk .

5. In the process of manufacturing artificial silk the treat

ment of cellulose with a solution of cupric hydrate in aqua

ammonia and the liquid obtained by boiling raw silk.

6. In a process of manufacturing artificial silk the treat

ment of cellulose with cupric hydrate dissolved in acqua

ammonia in the presence of the solution obtained by boiling

raw sills and the subjecting of the solution obtained to a

rising temperature .

Richard Mulholland, Dunkirk , New York , U.S.A., 24th July , 7. In the process of manufacturing artificial silk the treat
1906 ; 6 years. Filed 13th March, 1906. Receipt No. ment of dissolved cellulose beginning in a comparatively cool

133,872. condition , with a liquor obtained by boiling raw silk , grad

Claim . - 1. In a wheel of the class described, a felly , a rim ually increasing the temperature thereof, forming it into
on said felly , a tire on said rim, one or more retaining bands threads and treating it with a gelatinous substance.

extending through said tire and a plate for locking the ends 8. In a process of manufacturing artificial silk , mixing

of said bands having a series of tire retaining projections cupric hydrate with aqua-ammonia . adding cellulose and a
which are tapered to present a sharpened surface trans- liquor obtained by boiling raw silk and raising the products

versely and comparatively broad and blunt surface longitu- from a comparatively cool condition gradually to the maxi
dinally , for the purposes set forth . mum temperature of treatment .

2. In a wheel of the class described , a felly , a rim on said 9. In a process of manufacturing artificial silk the addition

felly, a tire on said rim, one or more retaining bands extend- of ammonia to cupric hydrate , adding cellulose and a liquor

ing through said t re and a plate for locking the ends of said obtained by boilng raw silk thereto in a comparatively cool

bands having a series of integral rivet projections on one face condition , subjectiog the solution to a gradually rising tem
and a series of tire retaining projections ou aus her face . perature forming the same into filaments and treating it in

8. In a wheel of the class described , a felly , a rim on said an acid bath .

felly , a tire od said rim , one or more retaining bands extend- 10. In a process of manufacturing artificial silk forming a

icg through said tire , and a plate for locking the ends of said concentrated solution of copper sulphate , adding sodium hy.

bands having a series of integral rivet projections on one drate , pouring off the sodium sulphate thus formed , adding

face and a series of tire retaining projections on another face aqua-ammonia to the precipitate , dissolving cellulose in the

which are tapered to present a sharpened surface trans- solution thus formed and adding a liquid obtained by the

versely and a comparativelybroad and blunt surface longitu- boiling of raw silk thereto .

dipally , for the purposes set forth . 11. In a process of manufacturing artificial silk , dissolving

4. In a wheel of the class described , a felly , a rim on said ' cellulose in a solution of cupric hydrate and ammonia , adding

felly , a tire on said rim, one or more retaining bands extend- the liquor obtained by boiling raw silk thereto , treating the

ing through said tire and a plate for locking the ends of said product to obtain threads and washing the threads in a solu

bands having a plurality of sets of integral projections , one tion of castor oil , sulphuric acid and sodium hydrate.

of said seis servi. g as rivets and another of said sets extend - 1 12. In a process of manufacturing artificial silk the dissolv

ing onnositely to said first -mentioned set and constituting ing of cellulose in cupric hydrate and aqua -ammonia , the ad
tire retaining devices , substantially as set forth. dition of a liquor obtained from boiling raw silk thereto ,

5. In a wheel of the class described , a felly , a rim on said ' forming the same into threads, treating the threads with a

felly , a tire on said rim , one or more retaining bands extend- preparation of castor oil , sulphuric acid and sodium hydrate

ing through said tire, a plate for locking the ends of said and subsequently treating with an acid bath.

bands having integral rivet projections on one face and tire

retaining projections on the other face , and one or more pro
jections entering the under surface of the tire from thein- No. 100,207. Combination Tool. Outil à combinaison .

side of the felly or rim to prevent longitudinal movement

6. In a wheel , a rim , a tire on said rim . two parallel chan
Robert H. Bowman , Canyon City , Colorado , U.S.A. , 24th July ,

nelled retaining bands U- shaped in cross section , extending
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 28th June, 1906. Receipt No. 137,369.

longitudinally through said tire , plates with integral rivet Claim .-- 1 . A combination tool comprising a driving head,

projections on one face and tire retaining projections on the a straight longitudinal side, and a lateral projection on the

other face, fitting into the channel of said bands for locking driving face of the head forming with said straight side a

the ends in place and a bolt having a broad head extending try square.

over both bands passing through a portion of the tire through 2. A combination tool comprising a driving head , a straight

the rim and secured to same. longitudinal side normal to the driving face , and a shoulder

7. In a wheel , a rim . a tire on said rim, two parallel chan- projecting laterally of and behind the driving face to form

nelled retaining bands U-shaped in cross section extending with said straight side a try square.
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3. A combination tool comprising a head having a driving 6. A device of the character described comprising station

face and a cuting edge at opposite ends thereof, a straight ary and movable jaws , a counterbalancing device connected

with the movable jaw for counterbalancing the same, a lift

ing rod engaged beneath the movable member, a bearing

member mounted to rock and having a projection engaged

beneath the lifting rod , a treadle lever connected to operate

the bearing member and a retracting device connected with

the treadle lever for retracting the same .

7. A device of the character described comprising station

ary and movable jaws, a counterbalancing device connected

with the movable jaw for counterbalancing the same, a lift

ing rod engaged beneath the movable jaw, a bearing member

mounted to rock and having a projection engaged beneath the

lifting rod, a treadle lever connected to operate the bearing

member and a retracting device having a compensating con

nection with the treadle lever and arranged to partially re

tract the same when fully depressed .

8. A device of the character described comprising station

ary and movable jaws, a counterbalancing device connected

with the movable jaw to counterbalance the same, a lifting

rod engaged beneath the movable jaw, a bearing member

mounted to rock and having a projection engaged beneath

the lifting rod , a treadle lever connected to operate the bear

ing member, an arm pivoted on the treadle lever and adapted

to depend therefrom when said lever is uplifted and a re

longitudinal side between said face and edge , and a lateral tracting spring connected with the depending part of said

projection adjacent to the driving face forming with the arm and arranged to partially retract the treadle lever when

straight side a try square. the same is fully depressed.
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No. 100,208. Cornice Brake. Frein .
No. 100,209. Velocipede, Etc. Vélocipede, etc.
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James Archer, Manchester, England , 24th July, 1906 ; 6 years.
George Christopher Keene, Cincinnati , Ohio , U.S.A. , 24th Filed 11th July, 1904. Receipt No. 116,817 .

July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 18th June , 1906. Receipt No.
Claim.-1 . In variable speed gear for velocipedes and road

137,001 . motor vehicles , a fixed axle with longitudinal boring and

Claim .-1. A device of the character described comprising ' transverse slot also with a planet pinion on its exterior and
clamping jaws , an end frame , actuating means for moving a screw thread at each end , a cone bearing fixed on said axle

one jaw toward the other, a lever pivoted on the end frame near one end, and a further cone bearing loosely screwed on
with one end connected with the movable jaw and a counter- to the other end of the axle, a driving member fitting over

talancing spring having one end connected with the end said axle from the left hand end and against the said fixed
frame and its opposite end connected with said lever . cone bearing, a wheel hub a bush in each end of the hub and

2. A device of the character described comprising clamp- ' and thus axially support the hub , the driving member , the

ing jaws one of which is movable toward and from the other , and the other designed to lie around the loose cone bearing,

lifting rods engaged beneath the ends of the movable jaw , and thus axially supoprt the hub , the driving member, the

bearing members having adjustable pins on which the lift- hub, its bushes and the loose cone nut all being adjusted

ing bars are supported and means for operating the bear'- , against the fixed cone bearing , in combination with a planet
ing members in unison . cage , planet gear wheels anda gear ring , movable longitudi

3. A device of the character described comprising station - ' nally within the wheel hub, and means whereby the planet

ary and movable jaws, a lifting rod engaged beneath the cage and gear ring only on being moved to various positions,

movable jaw, a bearing member having a socket , a pin ad- serve individually or collectively to transmit the motion of

justably held in said socket and whereon the lifting bar is the driving member to the hub at three different speeds, and

supported , a screw carried by the bearing member and en- allow of free wheeling with each speed and the planet cage

gaged beneath the said pin for adjusting the same and means and gear to remain stationary whilst free wheeling, substanti

for rocking the bearing member. ally as set forth.

4. A device of the character described comprising station- 2. In variable speed gear for velocipedes and road motor

ary and movable jaws , a lifting rod engaged beneath the vehicles, a fixed axle with longitudinal boring and trans

movable jaw, a bearing member having a socket extended verse slot , also with a planet pinion on its exterior and a

downwards in it and open at the upper part of said member , ' screw thread at each end , a wheel hub with bush at one end,

a screw having threaded engagement in the lower part of the and said bush having ratchet teeth on its inner periphery,

said socket and provided with a slotted upper end, a pin being bevelled inwardly at its inner end , and at its outer end

adjustably held in the socket with its lower end rested on formed to serve as one of the hub cup bearings , a further

said screw and its upperend engaged beneath the lifting rod bush in the other end of the hub and forming the other cup
and means for rocking the bearing member. bearing , pawls pivotally carried by said further bush, and

5. A device of the character described comprising station- springs for forcing the pawis slightly beyond the inner peri

ary and movable jaws, an end frame, a bearing plate verti- phery of the bush , a driving member surrounding the axle and

cally adjustable at the lower part of the end frameand hav- projecting into the hub and within the said bush with the

ing screws for holding it in adjusted position , a lifting rod ratchet teeth , and also having a series of open ended recesses

engaged beneath themovable jaw , a bearing member mount- of ratchet tooth - shape in a part of its periphery, the other

ed to rock in the bearing plate and having an adjustable pin part being left plain , and also having a series of open -ended

engaged beneath the lifting rod and means for rocking the onenings in its inner end , means for supporting the driving

bearing member. member and hub bushes centrally around the axle, a planet
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cage and gear ring capable of being moved longitudinally projected beyond the inner wall of the cylinder and into said

and the planet cage having ratchet teeth designed to engage recess, a piston slidingly mounted in the hub, and means for

the pawls on the hub bush , planet gear carried by the cage

and meshing with the gear ring and with the planet pinion on

the fixed axle , a set of pawls pivotally carried by the gear

ring and one set designed to press outwards and engage the

teeth in the said hub bush , and the other set press inwards

and thus project into the recess in the driving member, when

opposite , thereto , or press against the plain surface of the

driving member, substantially as set forth . 3 / 66
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guiding the piston in a true circle concentric with the in

terior of the cylinder.

4. In a rotary engine the combination of a cylinder, a seg

mental recess formed in the cylinder wall outside of the

circle of the interior of the cylinder, a rotary hub mounted

eccentrically within the cylinder and having a portion of its

periphery projected beyond the cylinder line into the seg

mental recess, a piston slidingly mounted in the hub , and

means for guiding the piston to follow the true circle of the

Frank Williams and Jack Davis , both of Kelvin, Arizona , interior of the cylinder throughout the rotation of the hub.

U.S.A. , 24th July , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 12th April, 1906 . 5. In a rotary engine the combination of a cylinder, a seg

Receipt No. 134,867 . mental recess formed in the cylinder wall outside of the

Claim . - 1. A wrench for application to a pipe or other de
circle of the interior of the cylinder, a rotary hub mounted

vice comprising a handle, a stationaryjaw ,a swinging jaw , ececntrically within the cylinder and having a portion of its

and means movably mounted adjacent to one of said jaws periphery projected beyond the cylinder line into the seg

adapted to be engaged by the pipe or other device to move
mental recess, a piston slidingly mounted in the hub, means

the swinging jaw toward the stationary jaw to grip said pipe .
for guiding the piston to follow the true circle of the interior

2. A wrench for application to a pipe or other device com
of the cylinder throughout the rotation of the hub , and a

prising a handle having a stationary jaw and
to en

swinging jaw,
pressure blade projecting into the segmental recess

and means carried by the swinging jaw and movable adjacent
gage the periphery of the hub .

to the stationary jaw and adapted to be engaged by the pipe
6. In an engine the combination of a cylinder, a segmental

or other device which acts to move the swinging jaw toward
recess formed in the cylinder wall outside of the circle of

the stationary jaw to grip the pipe or other device between
the interior of the cylinder, a rotary hub mounted eccentri

the same.
cally within the cylinder and having a portion of its peri

3. A wrench for application to a pipe or other device com
phery projected beyond the cylinder line into the segmental

prising a handle having a stationary jaw , a yokepivoted guiding the piston to follow the true circle of the interior of
recess , a piston slidingly mounted in the hub, and means for

thereto , a swinging jaw carried by the yoke , and means on
the yoke adapted to be engaged by the pipeor other device the cylinderthroughout the rotation of the hub, said cylinder

for swinging the yoke and throwing the swinging jaw toward
formed with an induction port therein adjacent to the seg
mental recess.

the stationary jaw.

4. A wrench for application to a pipe or other device com
7. The combination of a cylinder , a concentric annular

prising a handle having a stationary jawand a swingingjaw, groove in the cylinderhead, a rotatable hub mounted eccen

a pivoted yoke connecting said jaws, and an auxiliary jaw trically within the cylinder , a piston slidingly mounted in

carried by the yoke and adapted to project slightly beyond thehub, and a guiding means connected with the pistonand

inserted in the annular grooves.
the working face of the stationary jaw to be engaged by the

pipe or otherdevice, whereby the pipe acts on theauxilary tended outsideof the inner wall of the cylinder, the cylinder
8. The combination of a cylinder formed with a recess ex

jaw and thereby causes the swinging jaw to move toward head formed with a concentric annular groove, a rotaryhub

the stationary jaw.

5. A wrench for application to a pipe or other device com
mounted within the cylinder with a portion of its periphery

prising a handle having a stationary jaw and a swinging jaw , hub, and a guiding means connected with the pistonand in
projecting into the recess, a piston slidingly mounted in the

a pivoted yoke connecting said jaw , and connected auxiliary
jaws carried by said yoke, and having toothed edges which serted in the annulargroove for guiding the piston in a true

circle around the interior of the cylinder .
project beyond the working face of the stationary jaw to be

engagedby the pipeor other device, said pipe acting onthe centric grooves in the cylinder heads, rings rotatablymount
9. The combination of a cylinder formed with annular con

auxiliary jaws to move the swinging jaw toward the station- ed in said grooves , an eccentrically mounted rotatable hub

ary jaw.
within the cylinder, a piston slidingly mounted in the hub,

means for connecting the piston and the rings , a counter
No. 100,211. Rotary Engine, Machine rotatoire.

balancing weight slidingly mounted in the hub diametrically

Orin Williams, Des Moines, Iowa, U.S.A., 24th July, 1906 ; 6 opposite from the piston , and means for connecting the

counterbalancing weight with the rings.
years. Filed 3rd July, 1905. Receipt No. 126,553.

10. The combination of a cylinder formed with annular con
Claim .-1. In a rotary engine the combination of a cylinder, centric grooves in the cylinder heads, rings rotatably mount

a hub rotatably mounted within the cylinder, eccentric rela- ed in said grooves , an eccentrically mounted rotatable hub

tive to the cylinder and adjacent to the cylinder at one point, within the cylinder , a piston slidingly mounted in the hub,

a piston slidingly mounted in the cylinder, and means for
means for connecting the piston and the rings, a counter

guiding the piston to engage the cylinder during the rotation balancing weight slidingly mounted in the hub diametrically

of the piston .

2. In a rotary engine the combination of a cylinder, a hub balancing weight with the rings , and a pressure blade mount
opposite from the piston, means for connecting the counter

rotatably mounted within the cylinder eccentric relative to ed in the cylinder to engage the periphery of the hub.
the cylinder and adjacent to the cylinder at one point, a pis- 11. The combination of a cylinder formed with concentric

ton slidingly mounted in the cylinder , means for guiding the annular grooves in the cylinder heads and also formed with

piston to engage the cylinder during the rotation of the pis- a segmental recess in the cylinder wa said recess extend

ton , and a pressure blade slidingly mounted in the cylinder ing outside of the cylinder line, rings rotatably mounted in
to engage the periphery of the rotary hub.

the anular grooves , a rotary hub mounted eccentrically within

3. In a rotary engine the combination of a cylinder, a re the cylinder with a portion of its periphery projecting out
cess in the cylinder wall , a rotatable hub within the cylinder side of the cylinder line and into the said recess, a piston

arranged eccentrically and having a portion of its periphery ' slidingly mounted in the hub , a shaft connected with the
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piston and rotatably mounted in the rings, a counterbalance- piston and extended outwardly radially and outwardly toward

ing weight slidingly mounted in the hub, and a shaft conneci- the end of the rotary piston block, its outer end engaging the

ing the counterbalancing weight with the rings. end packing bars , said springs yieldingly holding the end

12. The combination of a cylinder formed with eccentric an- packing bars to their limit of movement toward the ends of

nular grooves in the cylinder heads and also formed with a the rotary piston block and toward the periphery of same .

segmental recess in the cylinder wall , said recess extending 22. A rotary engine comprising a cylindrical body portion

outside of the cylinder line , rings rotatably mounted in the having a flat surface on its interior , a rotary piston block, a

annular grooves, a rotary hub mounted eccentrically within radially movable piston carried by the rotary piston block, a

the cylinder with a portion of its periphery projecting outside counterbalancing weight carried by the rotary piston block

of the cylinder line and into the said recess, a piston slid- and connected with the piston .

ingly mounted in the hub , a shaft connected with the piston 23. In a rotary engine a rotary piston block , a radially mov

and rotatably mounted in the rings, a counterbalancing able piston at one side of the piston block und a counter

weight slidably mounted in the hub, and a shaft connected balancing weight carried by the rotary piston block diametri

with the counterbalancing weight and slidingly connected cally opposite from the rotary piston and connected there

with the rings . with.

13. An improved rotary engine comprising a cylinder , its 24. In a rotary engine a piston block formed with a radial

inner wall forming a true circle, a segmental recess in the groove at one side and a radial groove at the opposite side, a

inner wall outside of the true circle , a pressure blade pro - radially movable piston in one groove and a radially movable

jecting into the segmental recess with its end substantially weight in the groove , and means for connecting them .

in line with the periphery of the hub, said cylinder also form
25. In a rotary engine a cylindrical body portion formed

ed with an induction port adjacent to the segmental recess
with a flat surface on its interior and also formed with a slot

and with an exhaust port, and the cylinder heads formed with
open at the central portion of said flat surface, a packing

annular concentric grooves, a shaft eccentrically mounted in plate slidingly mounted in said slot , a shielding strip on top

the cylinder heads , a rotary hub on the shaft with a part of
of the packing plate, a rigid bar on top of the yielding strip ,

its periphery projecting into the segmental recess beyond the and a screw engaging the top of the rigid bar to force the
true circle of the cylinder , a piston slidingly mounted in the packing plate downwardly, and a rotary piston block in the

hub, a weight slidingly mounted in the hub diametrically op- cylinder engaged by said packing plate.

positet from the piston , annular rings rotatably mounted in
26. In an engine the combination of a steam chest, a rotary

the grooves in the cylinder heads , means for connecting the
valve in the steam chest, a valve stem rotatably supported

piston with the weight and a shaft connected with the weight
and slidingly connected with said valve.

and inserted in the said rings.

14. In a rotary engine a rotary piston block formed with a
27. In an engine , a steam chest, a rotary valve formed with

a steam port running through it , a valve seat formed in the
radial groove at one side and a radial groove at a point dia

metricallyopposite from the first, a radially movable piston against it by steam pressure within the steam chest, a rotary
steam chest at the point where the valve would be pressed

mounted in one of the radial grooves, a radially movable

counterbalancing weight mounted in the other groove , and
valve stem and means for connecting the valve stem with

rods extended through the piston block to connect the piston
the valve to permit a movement of the valve toward its seat

and weight.
without moving the valve stem.

15. Ina rotary engine a rotary piston block formed with a
28. In an engine, a steam chest, a cylindrical valve chamber

radial groove at one side and a radial groove at a point dia
in the steam chest having an inlet at its top and an outlet

metriclly opposite from the first, a radially movable piston
at its bottom , a rotary valve on the valve seat formed with

mounted in one of the radial grooves , a radially movable
a steam passageway running through it and also formed with

counterbalancing weight mounted in the other groove, rods
a groove at one end , a packing box in one end of the steam

extended through the piston block to connectthe piston and chest, a valve stem passed through the packing boxand form

weight , and steam packing devices surrounding said rod .
ed with a T-head slidingly mounted in the groove in the end

16. In a rotary engine a piston having radial grooves at dia
of the rotary valve .

metrically opposite points, plates on the ends of the piston 29. In an engine , a steam chest , a cylindrical valve chamber

formed with radial notches adjacent to one of said grooves
in the steam chest having an inlet at its top and an outlet at

and with radial openings adjacent to the other groove, a its bottom, a rotary valve in the valve seat formed with a

piston slidingly mounted in one of said grooves with its ends
steam passageway running through it and also formed with

in the adjacent notches , a counterbalancing weight slidingly
a groove at one end , a packing box in one end of the steam

mounted in the other groove , rods connecting the weight and chest, a valve stem passed through the packing box and form

piston and passing through the plates at the ends of the ed with a T- head slidingly mounted in the groove in the end

piston , a shaft extended through the counterbalancing weight
of the rotary valve , and a set screw in the other end of the

and through the plates, and means for guiding said shaftto rotary valve with its head in engagement with the adjacent

move radially relative to the piston block.
portion of the steam chest .

17. In a rotary engine the combination of a cylinder, two 30. In an engine , the combination of a rotatable engine

steam chests adjacent to the cylinder, ducts for admitting shaft , two rotary valves for controlling the admission of

steam from the chests to opposite sides of the cylinder, valves steam to the engine, means driven by the engine shaft for ac

for controlling the admission of the steam , exhaust ducts tuating said valves, a lever and means operated by the lever

communicating with the said admission ducts, and means for for adjusting both of said valves at the same time to control

controlling the passage of steam through said exhaust ducts. their period of cut- off relative to the movement of the enging

18. In a rotary enugine the combination of a cylinder, two shaft.

steam chests adjacent to the cylinder, ducts for admitting 31. In an engine the combination of a rotatable engine shaft ,

steam from the chests to opposite sides of the cylinder, two independent valves for controlling the admission of steam

valves for controlling the admission of steam , exhaust ducts to the engine, one operating to drive the engine in one direc

communicating with the said admission ducts , means for con- tion and the other in a reverse direction , means driven by the

trolling the passage of steam through said exhaust ducts , and engine shaft for actuating either one of said valvos, a lever,

means for automatically operating the means for controlling and means actuated by the lever for controlling the period

the exhaust ducts in unison with the means for controlling of cut-off of both valves, so that when either valve is used ,

the steam admission . the period of cut - off will be the same .

19. In a rotary engine a body portion formed with a cylin- 32. In an engine the combination of a rotatable engine shaft,

drical chamber , a cylinder head formed with an annular two indepndent valves for controlling the admission of steam
shoulder adjacent to the cylindrical body portion, a rotary to the engine, one operating to drive the engine in one direc

piston block head fixed to the cylindrical piston block , and tion and the other in a reverse direction, means driven by

packing rings on the cylindrical piston block head in en- the engine shaft for actuating either one of said valves , a

gagement with the annular shoulder of the cylinder head. lever and means actuated by the lever for controlling the

20. In a rotaryengine the combination of a cylinder and period of cut -off of both valves , so that when either valve is
rotary piston block, of a radially movable piston formed with used , the period of cut - off will be the same , and independent

a groove at its ends and outer edge, a packing bar slidingly means for throwing either one of the valves into operation

mounted in the groove at the edge of the piston , and two and the other out of operation without effecting the cut - off
packing bars mounted in the grooves at the ends of the pis- controlling means .

ton, slidingly connected with the bar at the outer edge ofthe 33. In a rotary engine the combination of an engine shaft,

piston,springs for holdingthe end bars at their outer limit a rotary piston on the shaft , two independent valves for con
of movement relative to the bar in the edge of the piston, trolling the admission of steam to the engine, one for turn
and independent springs for holding the inner ends of the ing the piston in one direction and the other in a reverse

end bars to their outer limit of movement . direction, a valve stem connected with each valve, a slotted

21. In a rotary engine a rotating piston block, a piston slid - arm connected with each valve stem , two eccentrical mount
ingly supported in the piston block and formed with a groove ed on the engine shaft , eccentric straps mounted on the

in its outer edge and its ends, a packing bar slidingly mount- eccentrics, arms connected with the eccentric straps and

ed in the outer edge groove of the piston, two packing bars slidingly connected with said slotted arms , and means for

slidingly mounted in the end groove of the piston , and two simultaneously moving both of the eccentricarms relative to

extensible coil springs, each having one end resting upon the ' tbe slotted arms.
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34. In a rotary engine the combination of an engine shaft , tary mop driven from said axle and located above it , dust flues

a rotary piston thereon, two rotary valves controlling the leading from said brush and mop to said fan, and a dust pan

admission of steam to the engine, one for turning the piston adapted to receive the dust from said fan .

in one direction and the other in a reversed direction , a valve 2. In a floor sweeper the combination of a casing, an axle

stem for each of said valves, a rotatable clutch on each valve centrally mounted in said casing supporting wheels near

stem , a sliding clutch on each valve stem , a slotted arm on brush driven from said axle and located near one end of said

each rotary clutch formed with a slot, an eccentric arm slid- casing, a rotary mop driven from said axle and located near

ingly mounted in the slot of each slotted arm, ad eccentric the other end of said casing, a rotary fan driven from said

strap connected with each eccentric arm , an eccentric fixed axle and located above it , dust flues leading from said brush

to the engine shaft and operating in each eccentric strap, two and mop to said fan , dust spouts connecting with said fan, a

sliding blocks , links connected with the sliding blocks and movable plate adapted to close one of said dust spouts and
also with the ends of the eccentric arms that are in the to open the other , and means for operating and controlling

slotted arms ; a single lever for moving both of said sliding said plate.

blocks at the same time , a reversing lever, and means act

uated by this reversing lever for throwing either one of the No. 100,214 . Pedestal for Hanging Paper.

sliding clutches into engagement with its mating rotary Piedestale pour poser le papier de tenture .
clutch, and the other pair of clutches out of engagement at

the same time.

No. 100,212. Stone Saw. Scie à pierre.
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John Richmond Brown , Yalesville, Connecticut, U.S.A. , 24th

July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 15th June, 1906. Receipt No.

136,923.

Claim . - 1. In a paper hanger's pedestal, the combination

with a clamp, of a horizontal arm having swivel connection

therewith so to swing on a vertical axis, an upright

Isaac Matheson McKay, Fruitvale, California , U.S.A., 24th attached to the outer end of the arm , and a paper holder
July , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 12th June, 1906. Receipt No. adjustably connected with the upper end of the upright.

136,816 . 2. In a paper hanger's pedestal, the combination with a

Claim .--1 . An improved saw having a blade of uniform clamp, of a horizontal arm having swivel connection there

thickness with a sinuous cutting edge , the opposite sides of with so as to swing on a vertical axis , an upright pivotally:
attached to the outer end of the arm , a brace between thethe blade being corrugated in corresponding lines which ex

tend sinuously from said cutting edge to the back of the
arm and the upright , and a paper holder adjustably con

blade , said side sinuous corrugations communicating with the nected with the upper end of the upright.
sinuations of said cutting edge . 3. In a paper hanger's pedestal , the combination with a

2. An improved sawhaviyga blade of uniform thickness clamp, ofa horoizontal arm having swivel connection there

and with a sinuous cuttingedge,said blade having its sides withsoas to swing on averticalaxis, an upright attached to

provided with other sinuous corrugations which communicate the outer end of the arm, a rod entered into the upperend
with the sinuations of said cutting edge. of the upright in which it is adjustable , and a paper holder

adjustably connected to the outer end of the said rod .

4. In a paper hanger's pedestal, the combination with a
No. 100,213. Floor Sweeper. Balayeuse. clamp , of a horizontal arm swivelled thereto so as to swing

on a vertical axis, an upright pivotally attached to the outer

end of the said arm, a folding brace between the said arm

and upright, and a paper holder adjustably connected to the

upper end of the said upright.

5. In a paper hanger's pedestal , the combination with a
clamp adapted to be applied to a platform , of a horizontal

arm having its inner end swivelled to the said clamp so as

to swing upon a vertical axis , an upright pivoted to the

outer end of the said arm , a brace between the said arm and

upright , a rod entered into the upper end of the upright in

which it is adjustable , and a paper holder adjustably con

nected to the upper end of the said rod.

6. In a paper hanger's pedestal , the combination with a

frame , of means for swivelling the same to a platform so as

to swing on à vertical axis , a collapsible paper holder ad

justably connected with the upper end of the said frame and

stencil grippers for the said paper holder.

7. In a paper hanger's pedestal , the combination with a

frame , of means for swivelling the same to a platform so as

to swing on a vertical axis, and a collapsible paper holder

Praha adjustably connected with the upper end of the said frame

and consisting on the principle of lazy tongs.

8. In a paper hanger's pedestal , the combination with a

clamp , of a frame having swivel connection with the said

clamp so as to swing on a vertical axis , a collapsible paper
Peter H. Melander , assignee of William A. Dunaway, both of holder comprising a top bar, a corresponding bottom bar,

Tacoma, Washington , U.S.A. , 24th July , 1906 ; 6 years. two pairs of side bars respectively having their outer ends

Filed 9th January, 1906. Receipt No. 131,704. pivoted to the ends of the said top and bottom bars and

Claim . - 1. In a floor sweeper the combination of a casing , having their inner ends pivoted together , whereby the said

an axle centrally mounted in said casing , supporting wheels, paper holder is rendered collapsible on the principle of lazy

on said axle , a rotary brush driven from said axle and lo- | tongs, and a short folding arm pivotally connected to the

lated near one end of said casing, a rotary mop driven from said lower bar of the paper holder with it connects to the

said axle and located near the other end of said casing, a ro- said frame.
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No. 100,215. Sash Bar, Barre de fenêtre. No. 100,216. Brick Mould . Moule d brique.
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James P. Comstock, Tacoma, Washington , U.S.A., 24th July ,
1906 ; 6 years. Filed 2nd January , 1906 . Receipt No.

131,492 .

Claim . - 1. A sash bar comprising a pair of angle irons

placed back toward back and securely fastened together Peter Dierlamm , Stratford , Ontario, Canada , 24th July, 1906 ;
through separators .

2. In a sash bar, the combination of a pair of parallel 6 years. Filed 7th April, 1906. Recipt No. 134,723.

angle irons placed back toward back and securely fastened Claim.-1. In a machine of the class described the combina

together through separators, a metallic strip curved to form tion with a frame of a vertically movable carrier thereon,

an ornamental exterior covering for said bar, and means means for operating said carrier , a pallet carried on the car

for securing said metal strip to said bar. rier, a plurality of longitudinal and transverse plates carried

3. In a sash bar, the combination of a pair of parallel on the frame and means adapted to simultaneously recipro

angle irons placed back toward back and securely fastened cate the transverse plates .

together through separators , a metallic strip curved to form 2. In a device of the class described the combination with

an ornamental exterior covering for said bar, and clips en- a frame of a vertically movable carrier thereon, means for

gaging the inner side of said metallic strip and having operating said carrier, a pallet on said carrier, a plurality

screws securing said clips to said bar. of longitudinal plates supported on the framu adjacent the

4. In a sash bar, the combination of a pair of parallel pallet and provided with slots therethrough , a plurality of

angle irons placed back toward back and securely fastened transverse plates slidably engaged in said slots and means

together through separators , a metallic strip curved to form adapted to simultaneously move said transverse plates longi

an ornamental exterior covering for said bar, the sides of tudinally.

said metallic strip being inwardly folded, and clips engaging 3. In a device of the class described the combination with

between the curved portion and the inwardly folded sides a frame of vertically reciprocating carriers thereon , means

of said metallic strip and having screws securing said slips for operating said carriers, pallets on said carriers, longi
to said bar. tudinal plates on said frame provided with vertical slots

5. In a sash bar, the combination of a pair of parallel therein, a plurality of transverse division plates adapted to

angle irons placed back toward back and securely fastened engage in said slots when at the inner limit of their move

together through separators, and end castings adapted to be ment and means for simultaneously reciprocating said plates

independently secured to the window frame and having ex- transversely of the pallets .

tensions engaging between said angle irons and being se- 4. In a device of the class described the combination with

cured thereto .
a frame of vertically movable carriers thereon , pallets on

6. In a sash bar , the combination of a pair of parallel said carriers,intersecting transverse and longitudinal divi

angle irons placed back toward back and securely fastened sion plates carried on said frame and adapted to form com

together through separators , and independent castings se partment above the pallets , parallel ways on said frame , a

cured to the ends thereof between said angle irons and head slidably engagen thereon and connected with said trans

having lateral flanges adapted to be screwed to the window verse plates , means for moving said head along the ways,
frame.

7. In a sash bar, the combination of a pair of parallel material in said compartments.
and tamping means hinged on the frame and adapted to tamp

angle irons placed back toward back and securely fastened
5. In a device of the class described the combination with

together through separators, Independent castings secured a frame { verti all , movabl- pallets thereon, means for oper

to theends of the bar between the angle irons thereof and ating said pallets, means affording a plurality of compart:

having lateral flanges adapted to be screwed to the window
ments above the pallets , a hopper adapted to rest on said

frame, a metallic strip curved to form an ornamental ex- plates and partitions therein adapted to divide said compart

terior covering for said bar, the sides of said metallic strip ments.
being inwardly folded, and clips engaging between the curv

ed portion and the inwardly folded sides of said metallic
strip and having screws securing said clip to said bar. No. 100,217. Electric Drill . Foret électrique.

8. In a sash bar , the combination of a pair of parallel William Obed Duntley, Chicago , Illinois, U.S.A., 24th July ,

angle irons placed back toward back and securely fastened

together through separators , and a clamp strip adapted to
1906 ; 6 years. Filed 28th July , 1905. Receipt No. 127,271 .

press the panes of glass against the legs of said angle irons
Claim.-1 . In an electric drill the combination of a tool

and being formed to extend parallel with said angle irons shaft or driven spindle, a plurality of electric motors grouped

and on each side thereof, and screw controlled clamping about the axial line of said shaft and operatively connected

heads engaging said clamp strip and said angle irons to draw therewith, and a casing and supporting said motors .

said clamp strip against the glass .
2. In an electric drill the combination of a tool shaft or

9. A window frame consisting of sash bars each formed driven spindle, a plurality of electric motors grouped about
of a pair of parallel angle irons placed back toward back the axial line of said shaft and operatively connected there

and securely fastened together and secured at their ends to with , a casing enclosing and supporting said motors, and

the building, similarly constructed transom bars extending grasping handles connected with such casing.

between the sash bars , and clamping plates clamped to the
3. In an electric drill the combination of a tool shaft or

sash bars and clamping the transom bars. driven spindle , a plurality of electric motors arranged equi

10. In a sash bar, the combination with a pair of angle distantly of the axial line of said shaft and operatively con

irons placed back toward back and securely fastened to- nected therewith , and a casing forming the field frame of the

gether through separators and forming a stiff support with motors and enclosing and supporting the latter .

their backs between the panes of glass and lateral supports 4. In an electric drill the combination of a tool shaft or

for the glass with their legs , of a keeper adjustably secured driven spindle , a plurality of electric motors arranged equi

to said angle irons and clamping the glass between it and distantly of the axial line of said shalt and geared thereto,
the legs thereof, and a casing enclosing and supporting said motors.

7-23
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5. In an electric drill the combination of a tool shaft or 14. In an electric drill the combination of a shell or casing.

spindle , a plurality of electric motors grouped around the an electric motor therewithin, a tool spindle with which such

motor is operatively connected, an electric switch on one sids

of the shell or casing, and two handles arranged at opposite

sides of the casing , one of the handles being a dead handle

with a passage therethrough, and the other being a live and

rotatable handle having means for operating said switch ,the

leading in wires entering said dead handle and rim to the

switch .

15. In an electric drill the combination of a shell or casing,

an electric motor therewithin , a tool spindle with which such

motor is operatively connected, an elctric switch on one sida

cl the shell or casing, and two handles arranged at opposit:

sides of the casing, one of the handles being a dead handl ;

with a passage therethrough and the other being a live

handle comprising a stationary socket portion or box fitting

over the switch and a portion rotatable in said socket por :

tion , said rotatable portion being arranged to operate said

switch, the leading- in wires passing in through the deal

handle and extending to the switch.

16. In an electric drill the combination of a shell or casing,

an electric motor therewithin , a tool spindle with which such

motor is operatively connected , an electric switch on one side

of the shell or casing, and two handles arranged at opposite

sides of the casing, oneof the handles being a dead handle

with a passage therethrough and the other being a live handle

comprising a stationary socket portion or box fitting over the

axial line of said spindle , a casing surrounding and supporting switch and a portion rotatable in said socket portion and

said motors , pinions on the armature shafts of the motors, operatively connected with the switch, said socket portiou

and a plate having an internal gear curved rack with being connected with the casing and removable therefrom and

which each of the pinions mesh, said plate being connected from the switch without interference with the wires, and

with the tool spindle . leading- in wires passing trough the dead handle and across

6. In an electric drill the combination of a tool shaft or the body of the drill to the switch.

spindle , a plurality of electric motors grouped around the 17. In an electric drill the combination of a shell or casing,

axial line of said spindle , said motors being operatively con- an electric motor therewithin , a tool spindle with which such

nected with the tool spindle , and a feed adjusting screw ar- motor is operatively connected , an electric switch on one side

ranged axially of the tool spindle and of the series of motors. of the casing, a live and a dead handle ,asplit band clampe

7. In an electric drill the combination of a tool shaft or to the casing and connected with said handles, said deal

spindle , a plurality of electric motors grouped around the handle being hollow and receiving the leading-in wires which

axial line of said spindle , said motors being operatively con- are run to the switch ,

nected with the tool spindle , a fixed screw - threaded shaft 18. In an electric drill the combination of a shell or casing.

arranged axially of the series of motors, and a feed screw an electric motor therewithin ,atool spindle with which such

engaging the said fixed shaft. motor is operatively connected, an electricswitch on one side
8. In an electric drill the combination of a tool shaft or of the casing, a live and a dead handle , a split band clamped

spindle, a plurality of electric motors equidistantly disposed to the casing and connected with said handles, and screws

around the axial line of said spindle said motors being oper- engaging the adjacentends of the portions of the band for

atively connected with the tool spindle, and end heads hav- clamping them to the casing.

ing a plurality of bearings for the armature shafts of the 19. In an electric drill the combination of a shell or casing,

motors. an electric motor therewithin, atool spindle with which ssch
9. In an electric drill the combination of a tool shaft or motor is operatively connected , an electric switch on one side

spindle , a plurality of electric motors equidistantly disposed ofthe casing, a live and a dead handle, a split bandclamped
around the axial line of said spindle , said motors being oper- to the casing and connected with said handles, said band be .

atively connected with the tool spindle , end heads having a ing outwardly expandedto form grooves for the reception of

plurality of bearings for the motor armature and a feed the wires, said dead handle being hollow and receiving the

screw entering said head centrally thereof . leading-in wireswhichare run through thegrooves in the
10. In an electric drill the combination of a tool shaft or band and to the switch.

spindle, a plurality of electric motors grouped around the 20. In an electric drill te combination of a shell or casing ,

axial line of said spindle , said motors being operatively con- anelectric motor therewithin , a tool spindle with which such

nectedwith thetoolspindle, end heads having a plurality of motor is operatively connected, an electric switch on one side
bearings for the motor armatures and provided with central ofthe casing , a live andadead handle, a split band clamped

openings, and a feed device comprising a fixed shaft received to the casing and connected with said handles, one portion

by the centralopening of the lower end head and projecting of said band having a tubular extension to receive the dead
upwardly therefrom nd screw - threaded at its upper end, and handle , an the other portion thereof having a socket to fit

a movable feed screw proper engaging said shaft and passing over the switch.

through the central opening of the upper ena head. 21. In an electric drill the combination of a shell or casing,
11. In an electric drill the combination of a tool shaft or anelectric motor therewithin ,a tool spindle with whichsuch

spindle , a plurality of electric motors grouped around the motor is operatively connected, an electric switch on oneside
axial line of said spindle, said motors being operatively con- ofthe casing, a live anda dead handle ,a split bandclamped
nected with the tool spindle, end heads havinga plurality of to the casing and connected with said handles, said band be:
bearings for the motor armatures and provided with central ing outwardly expanded to provide a groove or channelfor
openings , and a feed device comprising afixed shaft received the leading -in wires one portion of saidband having a tubu
by the centralopenings of the lower end head and projecting lar extension to receive the deadhandle,and the other por:
upwardly therefrom and screw threaded at its upper end , and tion thereofhaving a socket fittingover the switch and
a movable screw -threaded sleeve forming the feed screw meansforclamping theband totheCasing, said deadhandle

proper and engaging saidshaft, said sleeve passing through being hollow and arrangedto permit the passage of the lead
the central opening of the upper end head. ing in wires through the channel to the switch .

12. In an electric drill the combination of a shell or casing 22. In an electric drill the combination ofa casing, end
forming the field frame of a series of electricmotors,a series heads therefor, an electric motor arranged in the casing and
of Held magnets arranged withinthe shell and connected havingits bearingsinsuch heads, and means whereby the
therewith , aseries of armatures disposed equidistantly with motor may be bodily removable together withoneof the end
respect to the axial line of the shell , a tool spindle, and a heads .

gear plate connected with the spindle and to which said arm- 23. In an electric drill the combination of a casing, end
atures

13. in an electric drill the combination ofa shell or casing having its bearings in such heads, the motor buing removable
headstherefor,anelectric motorarranged in thecasingand

forming a fieldframe common to a series of electric motors, as to one ofits bearings and fixed as to its other bearings
a series of field magnets arranged within the shell and con- to enable the motor to be bodily removed with one ofthe end
nected therewith but forming ventilating spaces therebe . heads.

tween , a series of armatures grouped about the axial line of

theshell, a series of fans on the armatures to forceair heads therefor, an electric motor arranged in the casingand
24. In an electric drill the combination of a casing, end

throughthe casing and through said ventilatingspaces, and havingits bearings in such heads, one of the bearings having
a toolspindle with which said armatures are operatively con- a bearing collar actuated by the armature shaft which is re
nected. movable therefrom.

cell bab
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25. In an electric drill the combination of a casing, end 5. In an electric drill, the combination with an electric

heads therefor, an electric motor arranged in the casing and motor and a tool spindle , of an operating connection there

having its bearings in such heads, one of the bearings com

prising a socket piece fitting in its end head , balls therein ,

and a bearing collar actuated by the armature shaft which is

bodily removable therefrom .

26. In an electric drill the combination of a casing , end

heads therefor, an electric motor arranged within the casing

and having its bearings in such heads, one of the bearings

having a bearing collar actuated by the armature shaft which

is removble therefrom , and a fan mounted on said collar.

27. In an electric motor the combination of a casing, top

and bottom end heads therefor, a series of electric motors

arranged within the casing and having bearings in the end

heads , a tool spindle to which the motors are operatively

connected , the bottom and head having bearing collars act

uated by the armature shafts which are bodily removable

therefrom, and fans mounted on the collars for circulating

air through the casing to keep the parts air cooled .

28. In an electric drill the combination of a tool shaft or

driven spindle, a plurality of electric motors arranged about

the axial line of said shaft , a gear connected with said

spindle and arranged to be engaged and actuated by each of

said motors, and a casing enclosing and supporting said
motors.

29. In an electric drill the combination of a tool shaft or

driven spindle , a plurality of electric motors arranged about

the axial line of said shaft and having pinions on their ar

mature shafts, a plate having a circular rack which is con

Lected with the spindle and with which said pinions mesh ,

and a casingenclosing and supporting said motors. between arranged to drive the tool spindle up to a prede
30. In an electric drill the combination of a tool shaft or

termined load thereon .

spindle , a plurality of electric motors arranged equidistantly 6. In an electric drill, the combination with an electric

of such shaft and operatively connected therewith , and a
force feed devicehavinga thrust bearing against the inner connection between the motor and the spindle .

motor and a tool spindle, of a frictionally controlled drive

end of the tool shaft .
7. In an electric drill , the combination with an electric

31. In an electric drill , the combination of tool shaft or
motor and a tool spindle , of a train of gearing between said

spindle , a plurality of electric motors grouped about such
motor and tool spindle, one of the members of the train

shaft and operatively connected therewith, and a force feed being rendered inoperative when the load reaches a prede

device comprising a feed screw arranged axially of the tool
termined amount.

shaft or spindle and having a thrust bearing against the 8. In an electric drill, the combination with an electric
ipner end of the latter .

motor and a tool spindle, of a train of gearing between said
32. In an electric drill, the combination of a tool shaft or

motor and tool spindle, one of the members of the train
spindle, a plurality of electric motors groupedabout such being arranged to slip and thereby prevent actuation ofthe
shaft and operatively connected therewith, and a force feed tool spindle when the load reaches a predetermined amount .

device comprising a fixed screw - threaded shaft arranged
9. In an electric drill , the combination with an electric

'axially of the tool shaft or spindle and having a thrust bear
motor and a tool spindle , of a train of gearing between said

ing against the inner end of the latter , and a feed screw also
motor and tool spindle, one of the members of the train

aranged axially of the tool shaft or spindle and engaging the being a rack normally stationary but arranged to rotateand
fixed shaft.

thereby destroy the operating connections between the motor
33. In an electric drill, the combination of a shell or frame, and tool spindle when the load on the latter reaches a pre

a series of electric motors aranged therein, a series of fans determinedamount.

operatively connected with said motors for causing a circu
10. In an electric drill, the combination with an electric

lation of air among the parts of the different motors.

34.In an electric motor, the combination of a casing, an operating connectionbetween the motor andspindle , one
motor and a tool spindle , of planetary gearing forming the

electric motor, a collar operatively connected with the arma- member of the train being arranged to become inoperative

ture shaft which is removable therefrom when the motor is when the load reaches a predetermined amount.

lifted from casing, and a fan connected with such collar.
11. In an electric drill, the combination with an electric

35. In an electric motor, the combination of a casing, an
motor and a tool spindle, of planetary gearing forming the

electric motor, a tool spindle to which the motor is opera- operating connection between the motor and spindle, and
tively connected, bearings in the casing for the armature comprising a rack and pinions, said rack being normally

staft of the motor, to one of which bearings the armature stationary but arranged to rotate when the load on the tool
is operatively connected with said last -named bearing.

spindle reaches a predetermined amount.
36. In an electric motor, the combination of a casing , a

tool spindle, an electric motor arranged therein, and opera- motor and a toolspindle, of planetary gearing forming the
12. In an electric drill , the combination with an electric

tively connected with the tool spindle , a fan device opera- operating connection between the motor and spindle and
tively connected with the motor, and means whereby the comprising a rack and pinions, and a casing or support with
motor may be bodily removed without disturbing the fan which said rack has frictional resistance up to a predeter
device .

mined amount to resist a predetermined load on the tool

spindle .

No. 100,218. Electric Drill. Foret électrique. 13. In an electric drill , the combination with an electric

William 0. Duntley, Chicago , Illinois, and Henry J. Kimman, operating connection between the motor and spindle and
motor and a tool spindle , of planetary gearing forming the

Cleveland , Ohio , both in U.S.A. , 24th July, 1906 ; 6 years.
comprising a rack and pinions, a casing or support , and a

Filed 19th Sepetmber, 1905. Receipt No. 128,560. friction ring between said rack and casing whereby said rack

Claim.-1 . In an electric drill , the combination with an will resist a load on the tool spindle substantially equalling
electric motor and a tool spindle operatively connected the frictional resistance with said ring.
therewith , of means for breaking said connection when the 14. In an electric drill , the combination with an electric
load on the spindle reaches a predetermined amount . motor and a tool spindle , of planetary gearing forming the

2. In an electric drill , the combination with an electric operating connection between the motor and spindle and

motor and a tool spindle , of operating connections between comprising a curved rack and pinions , and means for clamp

the motor and the spindle for actuating the latter and ing said rack to resist a predetermined load on the tool
governed by the load thereon . spindle .

3. In an electric drill , the combination with an electric 15. In an electric drill , the combination with an electric

'motor and a tool spindle operatively connected therewith , motor and a tool spindle , of planetary gearing forming the

of means for stopping the operation of the tool spindle when operating connection between the motor and spindle and

the load thereon reaches or exceeds a predetermined amount. comprising a rack and pinions, and means for imparting a

4. In an electric drill , the combination with an electric predetermined frictional resistance to the rack to resist a

motor and a tool spindle operatively connected therewith, predetermined load on thetoolspindle.
of means for interfering with said connection when the load 16. In an electric drill , the combination with an electric

on the spindle reaches a predetermined amount without in- motor and a tool spindle, of train of gearing forming the

terfering with the running of the motor. operating connection between the motor and spindle , one of
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the members of the train being a rack, and means for im- force feed device comprising a yoke whose parallel members

parting to the rack a resistance adjustable in degree . are screw threaded and enter the casing, and a screw

17. In an electric drill , the combination with an electric threaded ring engaging said yoke and bearing against the

motor and a tool spindle, of planetary gearing forming the casing.

operating connection between the motor and spindle , one of 33. In an electric drill , the combination with a casing and

the members of the train being a rack, and means for im- with the electric motor armature arranged therein , of a

parting thereto a frictional resistance adjustable in degree force feed device comprising a U-shaped frame whose paral

to resist any predetermined load on the tool spindle . lel screw - threaded members enter the casing and whose

18. In an electric drill , the combination with an electric crosspiece extends diametrically across the outer end of the

motor and a too ) spindle , of a train of gearing between said casing, and a screw- threaded ring engaging said yoke and

motor and tool spindle , and means for imparting to one of bearing against the casing .

the members of the train a resistance equalling the maxi- 34. In an electric drill , the combination with a casing and

mum load on the tool . with the electric motor armature arranged therein , of a force

19. In an electric drill , the combination with an electric feed device comprising a yoke whose parallel members are

motor and a tool spindle, of a train of gearing between said screw threaded and enter the casing, said yoke having a

motor and tool spindle , and means for imparting to one of centering point , and a screw - threaded ring or wheel engag

the members of the train a frictional resistance adjustable ing said yoke and bearing against the casing.

in degree to prevent slipping thereof until the load on the 35. In an electric drill , the combination , with a casing and

tool reaches or exceeds a predetermined amount. with the electric motor armature arranged therein , of a

20. In an electric drill , the combination with an electric force feed device comprising a screw-threaded yoke , and a

motor and a tool spindle , of a frictional drive connection screw-threaded wheel engaging said yoke and rotatably

between the motor and the spindle, and means for varying mounted on the casing and having a fixed relation thereto

the degree of the frictional resistance . with respect to the longitudinal axis thereof.

21. In an electric drill , the combination with an electric 36. In an electric drill , the combination with the casing

motor and a tool spindle , of operating connections between and the motor armature therein , of an electric switch for
the motor and spindle for actuating the latter and governed controlling said motor , and grasping handles connected with

by the load thereon , and means co - operating with said con- the casing , said switch having contact parts within said

nections for varying the amount of power capable of being casing and an actuating part on the outside thereof adjacent
transmitted therethrough . a handle and within reach of the operator's hand.

22. In an electric drill , the combination with an electric 37. In an electric drill , the combination with the casing

motor and a tool spindle, of a train of gearing between said and the motor armature therein , of grasping handles on the

motor and tool spindle. one of the members of the train casing, an electric switch for controlling said motor, said

having a frictional resistance substantially equalling the switch comprising contact parts within said casing, a button

maximum load on the tool spindle and arranged to slip for operating said contact parts , and another button for re

when the load reaches or exceeds said amount , and means storing said parts to their normal condition , said buttons.

for adjusting the degree of said resistance. projecting through the casing to the outside thereof and ad

23. In an electric drill , the combination with an electric jacent one of the handles.
motor and a tool spindle , of planetary gearing forming the 38. The combination with an electric drill , of grasping

operating connection between the motor and spindle and handles on the casing, a controlling switch therefor , said

comprising a rack and pinions and springs imparting a fric- switch being mounted upon said drill , and comprising con
tional resistance to the rack. tact parts , a part adapted to be moved to operate said con

24. In an electric drill , the combination with an electric tact parts, and a part adapted to be moved to restore said

motor and a tool spindle . of planetary gearing forming the operating part to its normal position .

operating connection between the motor and spindle , and 39. In an electric drill , the combination with the casing,

comprising a rack and pinions , springs imparting a fric- and the motor therein , of a handle on said casing, and a

tional resistance to the rack , and means for varying the ten- switch for controlling said motor, said switch being mounted

sion of the springs . on said casing, and having two actuating parts, one located

25. In an electric drill , the combination with an electric on either side of said handle .

motor and a tool spindle , of planetary gearing forming the 40. In an electric drill , the combination with the casing,

operating connection between the motor and spindle and and the motor therein , of a handle secured on said casing,

comprising a rack and pinions , friction rings bearing against and a switch for controlling said motor, said switch being

the rack and means for varving the friction of such rings . mounted on said casing and having an operating button , and

26. In an electric drill , the combination with an electric / a restoring button , said buttons being arranged for move

motor and a tool spindle , of planetary gearing forming the ment in the direction of the longitudinal axis of the drill,

operating connection between the motor and spindle and and being located one on either side of said handle.

comprising a rack and pinions , and a series of spring pressed 41. The combination with an electric drill , of a switch

studs exerting pressure against the rack to hold the same for controlling the same mounted upon said drill , said switch

with a predetermined frictional resistance. having an actuating part arranged for movement in the

27. In an electric drill , the combination with an electric direction of the longitudinal axis of the motor, whereby the

motor and a tool spindle, of planetary gearing forming the drill may be controlled without disturbing its position with

operating connection between the motor and spindle and relation to the work.

comprising a rack and pinions , a friction ring bearing 42. In an electric drill , the combination with the casing

against the rack and a series of spring pressed studs bearing and the motor therein , of a handle secured to the outside of

against the ring to hold the rack with a predetermined the casing, and an electric switch for controlling said motor,

resistance . said switch having its contact parts within said casing, and

28. In an electric drill , the combination with an electric its actuating part or button projecting through the casing

motor and a tool spindle , of planetary gearing forming the in proximity to said handle said button being movable sub

operating connection between the motor and spindle and stantially in the direction of the line of thrust of the drill .

comprising a rack and pinions , a friction ring bearing 43. In an electric drill , the combination with the casing

against the rack , a series of spring pressed studs bearing and the motor therein , of a handle secured to the casing,

against the ring to hold the rack with a frictional resist- and an electric switch for controlling said motor, said

ance , and means for adjusting the degree of tension exerted switch comprising contact parts within said casing and an

by such studs . actuating part outside of said casing in proximity to said

29. In an electric drill , the combination with an electric handle, said actuating part being so disposed as to require
motor and a tool spindle , of planetary gearing forming the a movement transverse to the longitudinal axis of said

operating connection between the motor and spindle and handle to actuate the same .

comprising a rack and pinions, a casing or support having 44. In an electric drill, the combination with the casing

a socket to receive such rack , and means for holding said and the motor therein , of an electric switch for controlling

rack therein with an adjustable frictional resistance. said motor , said switch comprising contact parts and an

30. In an electric drill , the combination with a casing and actuating part, said actuating part being located upon the
with the electric motor armature arranged therein , of a fan outside of said casing and being so disposed as to require a

within the casing which is provided with openings for the movement thereof in the direction of the longitudinal axis

passage of air , and fuse arranged in the electric motor cir- of the motor to operate the switch .

cuit and located adjacent one of said openings for ready 45. In an electric drill the combination with the casing, and

inspection and replacement. the motor therein , of a handle secured to the outside of said

31. In an electric drill , the combination with a casing and casing, an electric switch for controlling the circuit of said

with the electric motor armature arranged therein , of a motor, said switch being mounted on said casing and having

force feed device comprising a screw - threaded yoke , and a two actuating parts arranged in proximity to said handle ,

screw -threaded wheel or ring engaging said yoke and bearing said parts being movable substantially in the direction of
against the casing. the line of thrust of the drill , one of said actuating parts

32. In an electric drill , the combination with a casing and operating to make the circuit and the other to break the
with the electric motor armature arranged therein, of a circuit.
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46. In an electric drill the combination with the casing, and 4. A portable electric drill comprising in combination , a

the motor therein , of a handle secured to the outside of said frame, a fixed shaft in the frame , a switch, feeding mech

casing, an electric switch for controlling the circuit of said anism , a magnet on the shaft, an armature arranged extern

motor, contact parts for said switch within said casing, and ally ofthe magnet, a commutator, a skeleton frame running,

actuating parts for said switch projecting through said upon ball bearings on the shaft, internal teeth on this frame.

casing in proximity to said handle , said actuating parts being a gear wheel gearing witr the teeth and with a pinion car

disposed one on either side of said handle and being arranged ried on a sleeve running in ball bearings on the shaft, said

to be moved in the direction of the longitudinal axis of said sleeve being connected to the armature, and means connected

drill . with the skeleton frame for rotating the drill , substantially

47. In an electric drill the combination with a casing, and a as described .

motor therein , of two handles rigidly secured to the outside 5. A portable electric drill comprising in combination , a

of said casing at diametrically opposite points , and an elec- frame , a fixed shaft in the frame , a switch, feeding mech

tric switch for controlling said motor, said switch compris- anism, a magnet on the shaft , an armature arranged extern

ing contact parts located within said casing, an actuating ally of the magnet, a commutator, a skeleton frame having
key or button co - operating with said contact parts , a restor- internal teeth thereon , a gear wheel gearing with said teeth

ing key or buttom , and a link connecting said buttons pro on the one hand and with a pinion connected with the arma

jecting through said casing in proximity to said handle and ture on the other hand , a bracket for supporting the gear

being so disposed with relation to the drill that their oper- wheel , an enclosing cylinder fitted on the shaft at one end

ating movement is in the direction of the longitudinal axis and connected with a socket adapted to receive the drill at
thereof. the other end , internal teeth on the enclosing cylinder, a

48. In an electric drill the combination with the casing and gear wheel , a pinion running in ball bearings and connected

a switch for controlling said motor, said switch being mount- with a skeleton frame, and a brackt for supporting the gear
ed on said casing, and having an operating button , a restor- wheel, substantially as described .

ing button , said buttons being moved in the direction of the 6. A portable electric drill comprising in combination , a

line of thrust of the drill , and means for holding the buttons frame, a fixed shaft in the frame, a magnet on the shaft, an

in one position or the other with a yielding pressure . armature arranged externally of the magnet, a commutator,

49. In an electric drill the combination with the casing and ai : enclosing cylinder , gear connected with the armature for

the motor therein , of a handle secured on said casing, and a rotating the cylinder , a socket connected with the cylinder,

switch for controlling said motor , said switch being mounted a bracket on the frame , a short shaft with a second socket

on said casing, and having an operating button, a restoring therein carried by the bracket,teeth on this socket, external
button , said buttons being movable in the direction of the teeth on the socket of the enclosing cylinder and an inter

line of thrust of the drill , and a spring-pressed pin co -oper mediate pinion adapted to engage with said teeth and with

ating with said buttons to hold them in one position or the the teeth of the second socket , substantially as described.

other. 7. A portable electric drill comprising in combination , a

50. In an electric drill the combination with the casing and frame , a fixed shaft in the frame, a magnet on the shaft, an

the motor.therein of a handle secured on said casing, and a armature arranged externally of the magnet , a commutator,

switch for controlling said motor, said switch being mounted an enclosing cylinder driven by gear from the armature, a

on said casing, and having an operating button , a restoring socket connected with the cylinder, teeth on the socket, a
button , a connecting rocking lever between the buttons hav- | bracket on the frame, a shaft having a socket at one end

ing a propecting finger, and a spring-pressed pin co - operat- thereof caried by the bracket, teeth on both sockets, an in
ing with said finger to hold the lever and the buttons in one termediate pinion, a screw for feeding the drill , ratchet

position or the other, said buttons being movable in the mechanism for operating the screw , a second bracket with
direction of the line of thrust of the drill . screw hole therein which is in line with the second socket

and which is adarted to receive a feed screw , substantially

as described.
No. 100,219. Electric Drill. Foret électrique.

No. 100,220. Fruit Gatherer .

Fig.1 Y
Appareil à cueillir les fruits.
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John Maclean , 50 Wellwood Road , Goodmayes , Ilford , Essex ,

England , 24th July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 1st March, 1906 .

Receipt No. 133,420.

Claim . - 1 . A portable electric drill comprising in combina

tion , a frame , a fixed shaft in the frame , a magnet on the

shaft, an armature arranged externally of the magnet , a

commutator and an enclosing framework , said framework

being driven by gear from the armature and being adapted

to rotate the drill , substantially as described .

2. A portable electric drill comprising in combination , a George Henry Roberts , Richburg, New York, U.S.A. , 24th

frame, a fixed shaft in the frame, a switch , feeding mech- July, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 14th May , 1906. Receipt No.

anism, a magnet on the shaft, an armature arranged extern- 135,918 .

ally of the magnet, a commutator , a skeleton frame driven Claim . - 1 . In a fruit gatherer, an apron constructed from a

by gearing from the armature, an enclosing framework plurality of fabric members having their side udges converg

driven from the skeleton frame aforesaid, said enclosing ing and united along all of said edges except one by sewing,
framework having a socket in which the drill is fitted , the a binding strip folded over the outer ends of the united fab

several working parts running in ball bearings , substantially ric members and sewed thereto, a rope binder within the

as described . folded outer binding strip , straps folded centrally upon them

3. A portable electric drill comprising in combination , a selves and riveted to the binding strips at points where the

frame, a fixed shaft in the frame , a magnet on the shaft , an seams between the fabric members occur and extended over

armature arranged externally of the magnet, a commutator, said seams and secured by rivets passing through the over

an enclosing framework, gear for driving the cylinder from lapping portions of the fabric members at the seams, and

the armature, means connected with the cylinder for rotating rings supported by said strap .

the drill , means for feeding the drill forward automatically 2. In a fruit gatherer, an apron contructed from a plurality

and also for feeding it by hand, substantially as described. of fabric members having their side edges converging and
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united along all of said edges except one by sewing, a bind- 6. In a portable sawing machine the combination with a

ing strip folded over the outer ends of the united fabric mem- suitable guide and a shaft which is adjustable vertically

bers and sewed thereto , a rope binder within the inner bind- therein , of a beam swivelled to the said shaft , a circular saw

ing strip , a band for enclosing the trunk of the tree from carried at the outer end of the beam , and means adapted for

which the fruit is to be gathered , guy members connecting driving said saw at whatever angle the beam may be held ,

said band to said apron at the points where the seams occur , substantially as described .

straps folded centrally upon themselves and riveted to the 7. In a portable sawing machine the combination of a

outer binding strip at points where the radial seams occur motor, a wagon frame and a belt with a movable beam carry

and extended over said seams and secured by rivets passing ing saw, said movable beam having a universal joint at its

through the overlapping portions at the seams , and rings heel for permitting same to have perpendicular and lateral

supported by said straps . motion , and a swivel joint in the beam for rotating the end

carrying the saw to the desired plane for cutting,combined

No. 100,221. Method of Making Roads. with a counterweight , supported from the said frame for

Méthode de faire les chemins.
supporting the said beam which carries the saw, all substan

tially as specified.

Leonard Schade van Westrum, Berlin , Germany, 24th July,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th November, 1903 . Receipt No. No. 100,223. Rail Chair. Coussinet.

110,408 .

Claim.-1. A method of making roads and like surfaces con

sisting in binding together the materials such as broken

stones , sand , dust , earthy materials and the like used for

forming the street body and the like with an emulsion con

sisting of water and oily substances emulsionized with water ,

substantially as described and for the purpose specified .

2. A method of making roads and like surfaces consisting

in binding together the materials such as broken stones ,

sand , dust , earthy materials and the like used for forming

the street body and the like with an emulsion of water and

oily substances , as mineral oil , tar or asphalt emulsionized

with a more volatile agent such as ammonia.

3. A method of making roads and like surfaces consisting

in binding together the materials such as broken stones ,

sand , dust , earthy materials and the like used for forming

the street body and the like with an emulsion of water and

oily substances saponified with resin oil , olein and ammonia .
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No. 100,222. Circular Saw Gear.

Engrenage de scies circulaires.
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William H. J. Clifton , West Point and Anna M. Holland, as

signee of a half interest , Loretto, both in Tennessee ,

U.S.A. , 31st July, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 7th July, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 137,591 .

Claim .-1 . A device of the class described comprising a

chair plate and rail clamping plates slidably disposed upon

the chair plate to engage a rail supported thereby.

2. A device of the class described comprising a chair plate

and rail clamping plates slidably disposed upon the chair

plate to engage a rail supported thereby, and including por

tions arranged to underlie the said rail .

3. A device of the class described comprising a chair plate ,

and rail clamping plates slidably disposed upon the chair

James Harrison Martin and Charles Newman , assignee of a plate to engage a rail supported thereby, and including por
half interest , both of Springfield , Missouri, U.S.A. , 31st tions arranged to underlie the said rail, said portions having

July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 3rd July, 1906 . Receipt No. their ends bevelled.

137,475 .

Claim . - 1 . In a portable sawing machine the combination No. 100,224. Electric Furnace . Fournaise électrique.

with a vertical shaft and suitable supports therefor , of a

beam connected with the said shaft by a universal joint , and

a circular saw journalled in the outer end of said beam, and

means for driving the saw at any lateral inclination thereof,

or at any vertical or horizontal angle at which®the beam may

be held , substantially as described.

2. In a portable sawing machine a movable beam carrying

a circular saw for being operated perpendicularly and later

ally , also at any desired angle by means of a universal joint

at the heel or fixed end, and a swivel joint connecting the

parts of the beam , all substantially as shown and described .

3. In a portable sawing machine a beam divided into two

parts , one part forming asocket, the other entering the same

to form a swivel joint for turning the saw in different planes ,

said beam having a spring provided with a nut for tightening

the same for adjusting the tension of the belt , substantially
as shown and described .

4. In a portable sawing machine , a movable beam carrying

a circular saw provided with handles at its outer end for the

operator , and its opposite end having a double hinge or uni

versal joint , one axis formed by a bolt passing through the

end of the beam and a strap passing around the shaft and a

bushing, permitting a perpendicular motion of the saw, and

the said bushing on the shaft giving lateral motion to the

saw , substantially as shown and described .

5. In a portable sawing machine , a beam carrying a circular La Société Electro -Metallurgic Francaise , Froges , Isere , as

saw provided with a hinge joint at its heel giving perpendi- signee of Paul Louis Toussaint Héroult, La Praz, Savoie ,

cular motion and also lateral motion combined with a swivel all in France , 31st July , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 8th June ,

joint formed in the beam for adjusting the saw in different 1906. Receipt No. 136,703 .

planes , combined with a belt passing around sheaves for Claim.-1 . An electric furnace having a jacket of magnetic

guiding and giving tension to the belt , all substantially as material divided by a piece ofnon -magnetic material to break

shown and described. the lines of force around the furnace .
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2. An electric furnace having a body A of carbon and a 10. The combination with the electrode of an electric fur

jacket surrounding the same comprising a portion E of iron , nace , of a protecting steel casing P therefor provided with an

said portion being divided and its ends connected by a por- inner layer Q of insulating material .

tion F of copper to break the lines of force around the fur. 11. The combination of the electrode of an electric fur

nace . nace, of a protecting casing therefor, a jacket surrounding

3. An electric furnace having a base plate of cast iron with the upper end of the electrode , a ring H outside of said

rods of wrought iron projecting into the body of the furnace jacket, and a series of wedges adapted to be driven between

and having their lower ends cast into the base plate. said ring and said jacket to clamp the latter strongly against

4. Means for attaching electric cables to a cast plate com- the electrode, and means for supporting said protecting cas

prising a contact block of highly conductive material, said | ing from said ring and insulating the same electrically from

plate being cast about said block and intimately welded the ring.

thereto.

5. Means for attaching electric cables to a cast plate com- No. 100,226 . Electric Furnace. Fournaise électrique.
prising a contact block of highly conductive material, said

plate being cast about said block , and a cable block in which

the end of the cable is cast , the two blocks being strongly

clamped together

6. Meansfor attaching electric cables to a cast iron plate

C , comprising a contact block J of copper, said plate being

cast about said block and intimately welded thereto .

7. Means for attaching electric cables to a cast iron plate

C comprising a contact block J of copper, said plate cast

about said block, and a cable block L in which the end of the
99.9060

cable is cast, said blocks having their contact faces planed
and being bolted together.

2900000

No. 100,225. Holder for Electrodes. Porte- électrodes .
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La Société Electro- Métallurgique Français , Froges, Isère,

assignee of Paul Louis Toussaint Héroult, La Praz,

France , 31st July , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 8th June, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 136,706 .

Claim.-1 . A contract for an electrode comprising divided

rings of conducting material adapted to surround the elec

trode , the adjacent rings having contacting faces which are

wedge - shaped so that the pressing of the adjacent rings to

gether makes a more intimate contact between them , and also

a more intimate contact of one ring with the electrode .

2. A contact for an electrode comprising divided rings G

and H of conducting material adapted to surround the elec

trode , the ring GG having an upper conical face J and the

ring H having a lower conical face K in engagement there

with , so that the pressing of the adjacent rings together

makes a more intimate contact between them, and also a

more intimate contact of one ring with the electrode .

3. The combination in an electric furrace, or an electrode ,
La Société Electro -Métallurgique Français, Froges, Isère,

assignee of Paul Louis ToussaintHérault, La Praz, Sa- enters the furnace, and means for making a contact between
a stuffing box surrounding the electrode at the point where it

voie , both in France, 31st July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 8th said furnace and said electrode comprising divided rings G

June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,705 .
and H made up of a series of carbon blocks G ? and H' adapt

Claim . - 1. A holder for electrodes including a head adapted ed to surround the electrode, the ring G having an upper

to be fastened to the end of the electrode and having a seríes conical face J and the ring H having a lower conical face K

of ribs for effecting a rapid radiation of heat therefrom . in engagement therewith , the inner face L of the lower wall

2. A holder for electrodes including a head B having a of the stuffing box being correspondingly conical , a copper

lower portion C adapted to be fastened to the end of an elec- ring M above said carbon rings, a ring Q of packing material

trode and having its upper portion formed with ribs E for above said copper ring, and a gland N fur exerting pressure

effecting a rapid radiation of heat . upon said packing ring and thereby upon said copper and car

3. A holder for electrodes including a head B having a lower bon rings, said gland having a flange R protecting the pack

portion C adapted to be fastened to the end of an electrode, ing ring Q from the heat of the electrode.
and having its upper portion formed with ribs E for effecting

a rapid radiation of heat, and a pipe F for the circulation of No. 100,227. Process of Preparing Copper Ores.
a cooling fluid embedded in the lower portion of said head .

Procédé pour préparer les minerais de cuivre.
4. Á holder for electrodes including a jacket adapted to

surround the electrode , a ring outside of said jacket, and a

series of wedges adapted to be driven between said ring and

said jacket to clamp the latter strongly against the electrode .

5. A holder for electrodes including a jacket G of sheet

copper adapted to surround the electrode , a ring H of steel

outside of said jacket, and a series of wedges J adapted to

be driven between said ring and said jacket to clamp the lat

ter strongly against the electrode.

6. A holder for electrodes including a head fitting in the

end of the electrode , and means for clamping he parts of the

electrode together about said head.

7. A multiple electrode composed of several parts having,

when clamped together , a socket in the end , in combination

with a head having a portion fitting in said socket, and means

for clamping the parts of the electrode together with said

head embraced in said socket .

8. A holder for electrodes including a head B fitting in the La Société Métallurgique Français, Froges, Isère, assignee of

end of an electrode , a jacket G surrounding the electrode and
Paul Louis Toussaint Héroult , La Praz , Savoie , France ,

adapted to be clamped against the same , and a yoke L con
31st July , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 8th June , 1906. Receipt

nected to the upper ends of said head and jacket respectively .
No. 136,707 .

9. The combination with the electrode of an electric fur- Claim.-1 . The method of treating copper ore which con

pace , of a protecting case therefor insulated therefrom. sists in feeding it into an electric furnace and fusing it there

2002000
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in and simultaneously injecting oxygen into the ore to oxidize No. 100,229. Steel Cross Tie . Dormant en acier .

part of the sulphur.

2. The method of treating copper ore which consists in

feeding it into an electric furnace and fusing it therein and

simultaneously injecting oxygen in sufficient quantity to oxi

dize a large part of thesulphur and iron and to leave only a

black copper melt with a slag of gangue and iron .
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No. 100,228 . Tie Plate. Plaque de dormant.

1

$

Samuel B. Ferguson and Charles Calhoun , both of Rome,

Mississippi , U.S.A., 31st July, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 18th

June , 1906. Receipt No. 137,009.

Claim.-1 . The combination with a channelled metallic tie

having rail engaging tongues integral therewith , of rail

Eernard James Coghlin , Montreal, Quebec , Canada, 31st July , i supporting blocks within the tie , means thereon for engaging

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 10th July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,670. the rails , and adjustable means connecting the blocks .

Claim . - 1 . A brace tie plate cast and being of oblong con 2. The combination with a channelled metallic tie having

figuration and having a vertical brace at diagonally opposite means thereon for engaging the inner flanges or rails , of rail

corners , each of said braces being adapted to bear upon the supporting blocks within the tie , means thereon for engag

web of the rail and one of said braces supporting the head ing the outer flanges oi rails , and an adjusting device con

of the rail and the other brace being of less height than the necting the blocks and within the tie .

head of the rail , the braces having laterally projecting rein- 3. The combination with a channelled metallic tie having

forcing ribs extending along the edge of the bearing face of integral rail engaging means, of rail supporting blocks with

same, substantially as described . if the tie , ears thereon adapted to co - operate with the rail

2. A brace tie plate cast and being of oblong configuration engaging means on the tie for clamping the rails in posi

and having a vertical brace at diagonally opposite corners, tion , and an adjustable device connecting the blocks.

each of said braces being adapted to bear upon the web of 4. The combination with a channelled metallic tie having

the rail and one of said braces supporting the head of the integral rail engaging tongues upon the sides thereof and

rail and the other brace being of less height than the head braces connecting the sides, of rail supporting blocks ad

of the rail, the braces having laterally projecting reinforc- justably mounted within the tie , rail engaging ears upon

ing ribs extending along the edge of the bearing face of same , said blocks adapted to co - operate with the tongues to clamp

the inside ribs being supplemented by wing projections, sub- the rails in position, and means connecting the blocks to hold

stantially as described. them against displacement .

3. A tie plate the upper surface of which is inclined from 5. The combination with a channelled metallic tie having

the outer end inward. rail seats thereon and rail engaging tonguesoverlapping the

4. A tie plate one end portion of which is thicker than the seats, of rail supporting blocks within the tie and adjacent
other. the seats, ears integral with the blocks for engaging the

5. A tie plate of tapering thickness from the outer to the rails and adapted to co -operate with the tongues for secur

inner end. ing the rails to the tie , and means for adjusting the blocks

6. A brace tie plate of oblong configuration and having a toward each other and holding them against movement.

vertical brace at diagonally opposite corners , each of said

braces being adapted to bear upon the web of the rail and No. 100,230. Cross Tie Cutter. Coupe -dormant.

one of said braces supporting the head of the rail and the

other brace being of less height than the head of the rail ,

the base of the plate having a series of ribs on its under

surface , substantially as described . TES .

7. A brace tie plate of oblong configuration and having a

vertical brace at diagonally opposite corners , each of said

braces being adapted to bear upon the web of the rail and

one of said braces supporting the head of the rail and the

cther brace being of less height than the liead of the rail ,

the base of the plate being of tapering thickness and having

nt series of ribs on its under surface , substantially as des
Oy

cribed.

8. A brace tie plate of oblong configuration and having a

vertical brace at diagonally opposite corners, each of said

braces being adapted to bear upon the web of the rail and

one of said braces supporting the head of the rail and the

other brace being of less height than the head of the rail ,

the base of the plate being of tapering thickness and having

a series of ribs on its under surface and the braces having

laterally projecting reinforcing ribs , substantially as des.
100.230

7

cribed .

9. A brace tie plate cast of iron and rendered malleable

and being of oblong configuration and having a vertical brace Richard Sloan Wright, Nelson , Arkansas, U.S.A. , 31st July.

at diagonally opposite corners, each of said braces being 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 9th July , 1906. Receipt No. 137,643.

adapted to bear upon the web of the rail and one of said Claim . - 1. A cross tie cutter comprising a frame, a car;

braces supporting the head of the rail andthe other brace riagemovable horizontally along the frame, rackson said

being ofless height than the head of the rail, the baseof carriage, gear wheels co -acting with said racks, andtwo

the plate beingof tapering thickness and having a series of pairs of segmental blades mounted on the carriage at oppo

ribs on its undersurface and the braces having laterally site sides, the blades of eachpair being spacedapart, the

projecting reinforcing ribs with wing projections from the blades of one pairbeing closertogether thantheblades of

inside ribs, substantially as described . the other pair .
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2. A cross tie cutter comprising a frame, upper and lower cylinder when there is an emergency application of the wheel

bars extended longitudinally through the frame, tracks on brakes, and brake shoes adapted to engage the track, sub

the under sides of the upper bars, tracks on the upper sides stantially as described .

0 the lower bars, a carriage, rollers on said carriage for 2. In an emergency track brake the combination with the

engaging with the upper and lower tracks , a gear mechan- train pipe of the usual automatic system for wheel brakes, of

ism for causing back and forth movements of the carriage , a valve connected thereto , an aux iary reservoir connected

and two pairs of segmental blades mounted on the carriage to said valve , a cylinder connected to said valve , a piston in

at opposite sides, theblades of one pair being closer to said cylinder, brake shoes connected to said piston and

gether than the blades of the opposite pair. adapted to be operated thereby, means in said valve for es

tablishing communication between the auxiliary reservoir

and the said piston operated by an emergency reduction of

No. 100,231 . Track Clearer . Nettoyeur de voies .
pressure in the train pipe, substantially as described and for

the purposes set forth.

3. In an emergency brake the combination with the train

pipe of the usual automatic system for wheel brakes , of a

valve connected thereto , an auxiliary reservoir connected to

said valve and a cylinder and piston connected to said valve,

brake shoes connected to the piston , means for allowing com

munication between the train pipe and the said auxiliary re

servoir for charging said reservoir and means in said valve

for allowing a direct communication between the said auxili

ary reservoir and the said cylinder during an emergency

application of the wheel brakes and means in said valve for

allowing direct communication between the said cylinder and

the atmosphere , substantially as described and for the pur

poses set forth .
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No. 100,233. Brake Shoes for Locomotives.

Sabot de frein pour locomotives.
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William E. Knowlton , Portland, Maine , U.S.A. , 31st July ,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 3rd July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,501 .

Claim . - 1 . In a track clearer for removing ice, the com

bination of a car or other vehicle provided with a series of

pivoted discs set at an acute angle to the line of motion of

the car and adapted to roll on the ice .

2. In a track clearer for removing ice , the combination of

a car or other vehicle provided with a series of pivoted discs

with thickened centers and sharpened edges set at an acute

angle to the line of motion of the car and adapted to roll

on the ice.

3. In a track clearer for removing ice , the combination of

a car or other vehicle , a beam beneath said car, means for

raising and lowering said beam and a series of discs pivoted

on the underside of said beam and set at an acute angle with

the line of motion of the car and adapted to roll on the ice.
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No. 100,232. Track Brake. Frein . Henry H. Urquhart, Paducah, Kentucky, U.S.A., 31st July,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 5th July , 1906. Receipt No. 137,545.

Claim . - 1 . In a device of the class described the combin

ation with a brake block or head , of a brake shoe provided

in its rear face with a recess receiving the brake block or

head, said brake shoe being provided at the said recess with

side and end walls , whereby it is held against lateral and

longitudinal movement , and means for securing the brake
shoe to the brake block or head.

2. In a device of the class described the combination with

a brake block or head , of a brake shoe provided in its rear

face with a recess receiving the brake block or head, said

brake shoe being provided at the said recess with side and

end walls, whereby it is held against lateral and longitudinal

movement, and means for securing the brake shoe to the

brake block or head , said means being located in rear of the

brake shoe to permit the latter to be worn out without affect

ing the securing means .

3. In a device of the class described the combination of a

brake block or head provided with a socket having side and

end walls , a brake shoe provided at its rear face with a re

cess receiving the brake block or head and having side and

end walls for engaging the same , said brake snoe being also

provided with a lug extending into the socket of the brake

block or head, and fastening means for securing the lug to

Nels Edward Knutzen, Manitowoc, Wisconsin , U.S.A., 31st the brake block or head.

July , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 11th July , 1906. Receipt No.
4. Ina device of the class described the combination of a

137,696 . brake block or head provided with a socket having side and

Claim . - 1. In a track brake to be used in connection with end walls , a brake shoe provided at its rear face with a re

the usual train pipe , the combination with the usual auto- cess receiving the brake block or head and having side and

matic system for wheel brakes of an auxiliary reservoir, a end walls for engaging the same, said brake shoe being also

cylinder and piston, means for connecting said auxiliary re- provided with a lug extending into the socket of the brake

servoir with the train pipe , means for connecting the said block or head, and a transverse fastening device piercing the

auxiliary reservoir with the said cylinder and means for brake block or head and the lug and having exteriorly ar

allowing pressure in the auxiliary reservoir to enter the said ' ranged means for detachably holding it in position.
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No. 100,234. Barrel. Baril. locking said marking plate to said staff in a plurality of

positions, the inner edge of said base plate presenting a

projecting edge, substantially centrally disposed with res

pect to said staff, with recesses beyond said projecting edge.

3. A skirt gauge comprising a base plate adapted to rest

upon a horizontal support, and having a socket formed

thereupon , a staff having a foot removably received in said

socket , and a marking plate adjustably mounted on said
staff .

4. In a device of the class described , in combination a

base plate adapted to rest upon the floor, a staff projecting

upwardly therefrom , said base plate having recesses formed

therein adapted to receive the toes , and a marking plate

adjustably mounted on said staff and having recesses in the

edge thereof in substantial alignment with said first re
cesses.

5. In a device of the class described , in combination a

base plate having a socket formed therein , a staff having a

laterally projecting foot adapted to be slid longitudinally

into said socket and retained thereby, a marking plate

having a sleeve received over said staff, and a clamping

screw mounted in said sleeve , for clamping said marking

plate on said staff .

6. In a skirt gauge, in combination a base plate having a

projecting nose at substantially the middle point thereof,
Chauncey D. Crandal , St. Louis, Missouri, U.S.A., 31st July , adapted to be appliedto the heels of a person being fitted,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 10th July, 1906 . Receipt No. 137,673 . and presenting oppositely disposed notches adapted to be

Claim.-1. A knock -down barrel constructed of a plurality applied to the toes, said base plate further having concave

of uniformly sized and shaped veneered staves , veneered portions connecting the said notches and said nose, adapted

heads located in the ends of the barrels and means whereby to be applied to the arch of the foot, and a marking plate

said staves and heads are held together, substantially as mounted upon said base plate.

specified.

2. A knock - down barrel comprising a plurality of uniformly No. 100,236. Animal Hoist. Ascenseur pour animaur .
sized veneered sections , metallic binders located on the ends

of said sections , and veneered heads positioned in said bind

ers in the ends of the barrels , substantially as specified.

3. A knock-down barrel comprising a series of uniformly

sized veneered sections , metallic binders enclosing the ends

of said sections when set up in barrel form , veneered heads

removably located in the ends of the barrel and engaged by

the binders, means carried by one of the heads whereby it is

detachably secured to one of the binders , and metallic heads

located upon the barrels , substantially as specified .

4. A knock-down barrel constructed of a series of uniformly

sized sections adapted to form the body of the barrel , metal

lic binders positioned upon the ends of the sections when set

up in barrel form, there being flanges formed integral with

the inner walls of each of the binders , heads seated upon said

flanges, and a series of keepers carried by one of said heads

for detachably securing said head in position , substantially

as specified .

5. A knock - down barrel constructed of a series of uniformly

sized stave sections adapted to form the body of the barrel ,

binders located upon the ends of the sections when set up

in barrel form , there being flanges formed integral with the

edges of said binders for engaging the stave sections . heads

for the barrel engaging upon the flanges of the binders ,

metallic hoops bent from a single piece of material and en

circling the barrel , and metallic clamps for engaging the

meeting ends of said hoops , substantially as specified .
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No. 100,235. Skirt Gauge. Jauge pour jupes .
Oliver P. Hurford , Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. , 31st July , 1906 ;

6 years . Filed 28th June, 1906. Receipt No. 137,387.

Claim .-1 . In a hog hoisting device , in combination with an

endless chain and an upper and lower sprocket wheel on

which said chain is alone mounted , depending hog shackles

carried by said endless chain, said lower sprocket wheel

having a diameter greater than that of the upper sprocket

wheel and of sufficient length to form a comparatively long

receiving stretch of chain whereby the hogs may be readily
shackled thereon , and said lower wheel also providing a

lateral support for the receiving stretch of chain throughout
the shackling pen , said wheels providing a substantially

triangular arrangement of the chain conveyer and both being

inside a vertical line tangent to the upper wheel whereby

an upwardly inclined ascending leg is formed and also a

descending leg from which the hog upon release therefrom

will be carried directly away from the chain and space en

closed thereby and a sticking rail extending at an angle to

said conveyer and adapted to receive the shackle from the

descending leg, substantially as described.

2. In a hog hoisting device , in combination with an endless
Frances Moïse De Léon , New York City, New York ,U.S.A., carrier chain , depending shackles carried thereby, two

31st July, 1906 ; 6 years. Files 29th June, 1906. Receipt sprocket wheels, one above the other , on which said chain
No. 137,422 . is supported , the lower wheel being of greater diameter than

Claim . - 1 . In a skirt gauge in combination a base plate , a the upper wheel , said wheels arranged to bring the ascend

staff carried thereby , and a plate carried by said staff, the ing leg of said chain in a path inclined upwardly toward an

inner edge of the said base plate having a projecting portion adjacent slaughtering room , and the descending leg of said

adapted to be applied to the side of one's foot, and a reced- chain in a vertical path adjacent the slaughtering room, and

ing portion adapted to be applied to the toe of one's foot . a sticking rail having a member intersecting the plane of

2. In a skirt gauge in combination a base plate , a staff pro- the vertical leg of said chain and inclined therefrom toward

jecting upwardly therefrom , a marking plate, means for the slaughtering room , substantially as described.

R
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3. In a hog hoisting device, in combination with an endless 4. In an apparatus for the treatment of flour, rice, and like

chain an upper and a lower sprocket wheel therefor whereby cereals , parallel electrified and insulated wires with spaces

only two stretches of chain between the sprocket wheels

are formed, the lower wheel of greater diameter than the

upper wheel but each having one of its vertical tangents in

the same plane, whereby an ascending incline leg of said

chain and a vertical descending and delivering leg of said

chain are formed, and a lateral support for the chain in the

shackling pen is provided, substantially as described.

4. In a hog hoisting device in combination with an endless

chain conveyer, depending flexible hog shackles secured to

said conveyer, a sprocket wheel at the upper part of said

chain on which said conveyer is supported, and a larger

sprocket wheel at the lower part of said chain and forming
a positive lateral support for the entire length of the re

ceiving leg of the chain which extends through the shack

ling pen , said wheels having their centers out of alignment

with the center of the lower wheel farther away from the

delivery side of the pen , whereby a substantially triangular

hoist is formed having only two stretches of chain between

the spocket wheels and with an ascending leg of the con
veyer inclined toward the delivery side of the pen is pro .

vided, and a continuous straight descending leg of said

chain from the top sprocket wheel to the lower sprocket

wheel is provided, and a sticking rail intersecting the plane

of said descending leg and having a shackle receiving mem

ber which extends away from said chain on a downward in

cline, substantially as described .
5. In a device of the class described , the combination with between the wires of sufficient size to admit of impurities

a conveyer , means for actuating thesame, means for shack- freely passing between them to the trays above, substanti

ling animals thereto, and a suitable receiving rail, of an

ally as set forth.

inclined delivery block adjustable along and upon said rail ,

and means for securing said block upon said rail . No. 100,238. Hoe. Ilouc .

6. In a device of the class described , the combination

with an endless conveyer adapted to travel in a vertical

plane and having a forwardly inclined ascending leg , and

means for shackling animals thereto , of a receiving rail ar

ranged adjacent to the path of travel of said conveyer, and

an inclined delivery block adjustable upon and along said

rail .

7. In a device of the class described , the combination

with an endless conveyer having a forwardly inclined as

cending leg , an auxiliary guide and support for said ascend

ing leg, and means for shackling animals to said conveyer,

of a receiving rail arranged adjacent to the path of travel of

said conveyer, and an inclined delivery block adjustable upon b

and along said rail .

8. In a device of the class described , the combination , with

a pair of conveyer wheels arranged one above the other in

the same vertical plane and the lower thereof being of

greater diameter than the upper, of an endless conveyer

mounted thereupon , said wheels being relatively disposed

to provide a forwardly inclined ascending leg of said con

veyer, means for preventing lateral movement of said as

cending leg , an animal shackle detachably suspended from

said conveyer, a suitable receiving rail, and a guard insur- William A. Nyswonger, Diamond Fields , Nevada, U.S.A. , 31st

ing engagement between said shackle and said rail. July , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 11th July, 1906. Receipt No.

9. In a device of the class described the combination with 137,703 .

endless chain conveyer , of a large chain supporting Claim .-- 1 . An implement of the class described comprising

sprocket wheel, and a small chain supporting sprocket a shank provided with an integral flat portion of greater

wheel above the large wheel, the centers of the wheels be- width than said shank, a concavo-convex blade secured in

ing out of alignment and forming a forwardly inclined as- termediate its length to the flat portion of said shank, said

cendingleg, and a series of small loose guide sprocket blade provided with a curved cutting edge extending its
wheels with which said ascending leg of the chain engages , entire length , a curved and a straight cutting edge formed

substantially as described.
upon one end of said blade and a straight cutting edge formed
upon the opposite end .

2. An implement of the class described comprising a handle,
No. 100,237. Electric Flour Purifier .

an upwardly and outwardly curved shank provided with a

Appareil électrique pour purifier la fleur . ferrule , carried by said handle, said shank provided with an
integral flat portion, and a concavo-convexed blade fixedly

John Lawson Lawson, Caledonia Mills , Leith , Midlothian , secured to the flat portion of said shank , said blade position

Scotland, 31st July , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 7th June, 1906. ed at an oblique angle to 'said handle, said blade provided

Receipt No. 137,594 . with a main cutting edge of substantially the same length as

Claim . - 1. The method of purifying flour, grain , rice and said blade andwith a substantially straight auxiliary cut

like cereals, consisting in subjecting these cereals to the ting edge, said main andauxiliary cutting edges constituting

action of high tension, electricity on plateschargedwith a trowel structure, and said blade provided at one end with

same and whereby the bran chaff and other impurities are
a curved cutting edge.

separated from the best material, substantially as herein set

forth. No. 100,239. Heating Apparatas.

2. Apparatus for the treatment of flour, rice , and like Appareil de chauffage.

cereals, and the separation of the offals therefrom , consisting
of insulated conducting plates charged witb high tension Mathew Rapp, Morton, Illinois, U.S.A., 31st July, 1906 ; 6

electricity and working transversely over reciprocating or years. Filed 11th July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,695.

moving trays with alternate channels and spaces , substanti- Claim . - 1. In a hot water heater the combination of a

ally as set forth. casing, an annular water chamber supported within the

3. Apparatus for the treatment of flour, rice and like casing, a pair of cylindrical manifolds consisting of a series

cereals, and the separation of the offals therefrom, consisting of segmental chambers which are supported by the annular

of a series of insulated plates charged with high tension chamber, a cone - shaped water jacket depending within the

electricity and arranged on an incline alternately from oppo- manifolds and communicating therewith , and a fuel maga

site ends , trays correspondingly arranged below these plates, zine supported within the cone-shaped jacket.

and having these parts combined and operated in the manner 2. In a hot water heater the combination of a casing, a

herein set forth. pair of semi- circular water jackets connected by tubular
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grate bars, a series of pairs of intercommunicating water nular chamber, the outer row of sections being taller than the

chambers disposed in cylindrical arrangement supported by inner row , a water chamber supported within the circle des

cribed by the said sections and attached to and communi

cating with said sections , a fuel magazine supported within

the circle described by the inner wall of said last-mentioned

chamber, feed pipes to the first -mentioned chamber, and out

let pipes from the chamber surrounding the fuel magazine .

9. In a hot water heater the combination of a casing, an

annular water chamber supported therein, a series of seg.

mental chambered sections supported in circumferential rows

one within the other upon and communicating with the annu

lar chamber, the disposition of the sections forming annular

passageway between the two rows , also radial passageways

extending between each of the said segmental sections, a

water chamber supported within the circle described by the
32 said sections and attached to and communicating with said

30 sections , a fuel magazine supported within the circle des

cribed by the inner wall of said last-mentioned chamber, food

Fa
pipes to the first-mentioned chamber, and outlet pipes from

the chamber surrounding the fuel magazine.
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No. 100,240. Means of Separating Stone from Clay.

Moyen de séparer la pierre de la glaise.
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the aforesaid jackets , a water jacket depending within the

inner circle described by the pairs of chambers aforesaid

and communicating therewith , and a fuel magazine depend

ing within the last -mentioned jacket .

In a hot water heater the combination of a casing made

of several sections with overlapping portions detachably con

necting means for securing the said sections , an annular

water chamber supported within the casing, a pair of cylin

drical manifolds consisting of a series of segmental chambers

which are supported by the annular chamber, a cone - shaped

water jacket depending within the manifolds and communi

cating therewith, and a fuel magazine supported within the

cone - shaped jacket.

4. In a hot water heater the combination of a casing, a

pair of semi- circular water jackets , a series of tubular bars

connecting the said jackets , an annular water chamber sup

ported upon and communicating with the said semi-circular

jackets, one or more cylindrical manifolds composed of a

series of segmental chambers supported upon and communi- Axel Sabroe, Aastrup, near Hadersleben , Germany , 31st July,

cating with the annular water chamber , a cone - shaped water 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 11th July, 1905. Receipt No. 126,795 .

jacket, depending within the ring formed by the segmental Claim . - 1. In a device of the character described , a casing
chambers, and a fuel magazine supported within the cone

shaped jacket.
provided with inlet and outlet openings and an outlet open

ing at an angle to the inlet opening, means for feeding clay
5. In a hot water heater the combination of a casing, a into the casing, a separating member disposed across one of

pair of semi-circular water chambers , a series of tubular
the outlet openings, and means for removing foreign bodies

grate bars connecting the said chambers, a flat annular water
jacketsupportedby the said semi- circular water chambers, separated by a separating member.

2. In a device of the character described, a casing provided
the inner wall of the said annular jacket serving as the

with inlet and outlet openings and provided with an outlet
lower wall of the fire box , a series of pairs of segmental opening at an angle thereto , a worm press disposed in the

chambered sections forming a substantially annular mani
inlet opening, a separating member disposed across one of

fold supported by the annular water jacket , the inner wall

of thesaid sections being bevelled and serving as the upper separated by the separating member.
the outlet openings, and means for removing foreign bodies

wall of the fire box, a fuel magazine depending within the
3. In a device of the character described a casing provided

circle described by the manifold, feed pipes attached to one
with an inlet opening and a plurality of outlet openings ,

or the other of the semi-circular water chambers, and out means for feeding clay into the casing, a reciprocable separ

let pipes suitably connected with the manifold .6. In ahot water heater the combination of acasing, a fuel ating member disposed across one of the outlet openings,and
means for removing foreign bodies separated by the separ

magazine supported within the casing, one water ating member.

jackets beneath the lower end of the magazine , feed pipes 4. În a device of the character described, a casing provided

connected with said jackets , a pair of substantially cylindri- with an inlet opening and provided with a plurality of outlet

cal manifolds , one encircling the other and both surrounding openings , means for feeding clay into the casing through the

the said magazine, said manifolds composed of a series of inlet opening, a separating member provided with projec

segmental chambered sections, connections between said sec- tions and disposed across one of the outlet openings , and

tions and the said jackets, an outlet pipes suitably connected means for removing through the other outlet opening foreign

with the said sections. bodies separated by the separating member.

7. In a hot water heater the combination of a casing , a flat 5. In a device of the character described, a casing provided

annular water chamber, its inner wall serving as the lower with an inlet opening and provided with a plurality of outlet

wall of a fire box, and its upper wall formed with an annular openings , means for feeding clay into the casing through the

projected ring, grate bars suitably supported beneath the inlet opening , a grating comprisng a plurality of bars each

chamber and the said fire box, a series of pairs of sections having a projection disposed in alignment with the inlet

supported by the said chamber and upon opposite sides of opening,and means for removing foreign bodies separated by
its annular projecting ring, the same having intercommuni- the separating member.

cating chambers , a depending cone- shaped water jacket com- 6. In a device of the character described, a casing provided

municating with the aforesaid sections , means for securing with an inlet opening and provided with a plurality of outlet

the sections at their upper ends to the cone - shaped jacket and openings, means for feeding clay through the inlet opening

at their lower ends to the ring of the chamber aforesaid, a into the casing, a movable separating member disposed in the

fuel magazine , feed pipes communicating with the flat annular casing in alignment with the inlet opening, a crank shaft car

chamber , lead pipes communicating with the cone - shaped ried adjacent the casing, rods connected to the crank shaft

water jacket , substantially as specified . and the separating member, and means for removing foreign

8. In a hot water heater the combination of a casing an bodies separated by the separating member.

annular water chamber supported therein , a series of seg- 7. In a device of the character described , a casing provided

mental chambered sections supported in circumferential rows with an inlet opening and provided with a plurality of outlet

one within the other upon and communicating with the an- openings, means for feeding clay into the casing, a recipro

or more
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cable separating member disposed in the casing across one normally inclosed within the chute and adapted to be drawn
of the outlet openings, means for reciprocating the separat- out to act as a hopper for its mouth when the door is open.

ing member , rollers disposed on the casing on which the

separating member is adapted to bear , and means for remov

ing through one of the outlet openings a foreign body sep

arated by the separating member.

8. In a device of the character described , a casing provided

with an inlet opening and a plurality of outlet openings,

means for feeding clay into the casing, a separating member

disposed across one of the outlet openings , and a worm con

veyer disposed in the other outlet opening.

9. In a device of the character described, a casing provided

with an inlet opening and a plurality of outlet openings ,

means for feeding clay into the casing, a separating member

disposed across one of the outlet openings , a worm conveyer

disposed in the other outlet opening, a disc on the worm , and

a driven disc adapted to engage said disc when pressure is

exerted against the worm .
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No. 100,241 . Rubber Footwear.
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7. The combination with a chute , of a door pivoted above

its mouth and having means associated with its pivot for

automatically locking it in elevated position.

8. The combination with a chute, of a member pivoted

within and adjacent the top of the mouth thereof, said mem

ber being adapted to be swung outwardly relative to the

chute to act as a hopper therefor and provided with slotted

bearings having one end open to permit a removal of the
member from its pivot .

9. In combination a chute, a door hinged at the top of the

chute mouth and having slotted bearing ears for the purpose

described , a hook on the door for locking within the mouth

of the chute when the door is closed , and a hopper compris

ing triangular side portions and a curved base portion

connecting the side portions and provided with spurs for co

acting with the lower outer portion of the chute frame when

Daniel Smith and Frederick William Smith , both of Christ- the hopper is in open position, said side portions being pivot

church, New Zealand, 31st July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 13th ed witin the chute mouth and having open slotted bearings,
July , 1906 . Receipt No. 137,813 . substantially as described .

Claim . - 1. In the manipulation of goloshes, gum boots and
10. In combination , a chute, a door therefor, and a hopper

other rubber footwear, a strip or strips of leather or like associated therewith and adapted to be placed in operative
material secured upon the insole of the article and covering or inoperative position relative thereto.

the portions corresponding to the wearing surfaces thereof,

and a rubber outer sole moulded upon the surfaces of such No. 100,243. Standard for Lumber Cars.
strips, substantially as specified .

Flèche pour chars à bois.
2. In the manufacture of goloshes , gum boots and other

rubber footwear, a strip or strips of leather or like material

secured upon the insole of the article provided with projec

tions upon the outer face thereof, and a rubber outer sole

moulded upon the surface of such strip or strips and so

formed that its outer face forms a uniform surface with the

surfaces of the projeçtions, substantially as specified.

3. In the manipulation of goloshes , gum boots and other

rubber footwear, a strip or strips of leather or like material

secured upon the insole of the article , provided with recessed

and (or) cut -away portions at intervals in its outer surface ,

and a rubber outersole moulded upon the surface of the strip

or strips , substantially as specified.

No. 100,242. Coal Chute. Chute à charbon.

James M. Triggs , Morenci, Michigan , U.S.A. , 31st July, 1906 ;

6 years . Filed 11th July , 1906. Receipt No. 137,705 .

Claim . - 1 . The combination with a chute, of a hopper por

tion pivoted thereto and adapted to be placed in operative or

Inoperative position relative thereto.

2.The combination with a chute , of a hopper portion re

movably pivoted therein adjacent its mouth and adapted to

be placed in operative or inoperative position relative there

to .

3. The combination with a chute , of a triangular shaped

hopper removably pivoted therein and adapted to be entirely

enclosed therein or drawn out to act as a hopper for the Joseph Malone , Muscogee, Florida, U.S.A. , 31st July, 1906 ; 6

mouth of the chute .
years . Filed 5th July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,543.

4. The combination with a chute , of a door hinged to nor

mally close the mouth thereof , and a member pivoted within
Claim .-1. In combination with a bunk, a plate secured to

the chute and adapted to be placed in inclosed position when the face thereof and having a slot in its edge, astandard

the door is closedand be drawnout to actasa hopper there- pivotally mountedupon the bunk, apivotal standardsupport

for when the door is in open position .
mounted upon the bunk and adapted to swing underneath

5. The combination with a chute, of a door and a hopper the standard and into said slot, and means for holding said
each having separate pivotal connection therewith , and the bar in said slot , as set forth.

latter being locked in inoperative position therein by a clos
2. In combination with a bunk, a plate secured to the

ing of the door. face of the bunk with a space intervening between a portion

6.Thecombination with a chute, of a door adapted to be ofthe plate and thebunk, apin passing through said plate
elevated above the mouth thereof whenopen, and a member and secured to the bunk, an angled standard pivotallymount,
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ed upon said pin and between the plate and face of the bunk, movable upward and outward at an incline transversely of

and a horizontally pivoted standard supporting bar carried the car, and operating mechanism mounted beneath the door

by the bunk and adapted to swing underneath the standard substantially in alignment with the path of movement of

and support the latter , as set forth. such reciprocatory shaft for operating it and thereby the

3. In combination with a bunk , a plate secured to the face dumping door.

of the bunk with a space intervening between a portion of 2. In a car of the class described the combination of a

the plate and the bunk , a pin passing through said plate and dumping door, a reciprocatory shaft movable transversely of

secured to the bunk, an angled standard pivotally mounted the car for supporting such door, inclined tracks extending

upon said pin and between the plate and face of the bunk , a upwardly and outwardly at an incline transversely of the car

pivotal and horizontally swinging bar mounted in a recess for supporting such reciprocatory shaft and thereby the door,

in the bunk and adapted to swing into a slot in the edge of and a crank shaft below the door provided with cranks hav

said plate to form a support to the standard , and a hooking their swinging ends movable substantially into alignment

pivotally mounted upon the plate and adapted to hold said with the path of movement of such reciprocatory shaft and

bar within the slot of the plate , as set forth . operatively connected therewith .

3. In a car of the class described the combination of a

No. 100,244. Bolster for Railway Cars. dumping door, reciprocatory door supporting mechanism

Traversin pour chars de chemin de fer. movable transversely of the car toward and from the swing

ing edge of the door , and a crank shaft below the door pro

Figt. vided with crank arms having their swinging end movable

substantially into alignment with the path of movement of

such reciprocatory door supporting mechanism and oper

atively connected therewith .

4. In a car of the class described , the combination of a

dump door, a reciprocatory shaft in operative engagement

with the door movable upward and outward at an incline to
67 to ward the swinging edge thereof, crank mechanism below the

door for operating such reciprocatory shaft , and connecting
cu

arms connected at one end with the reciprocatory shaft and

having their opposite ends connected with such crank mech

anism and movable ipto substantial alignment with the path

of movement of the reciprocatory shaft.

Fig2.
5. In a car of the class described the combination of a

h h o
h R dump door, a reciprocatory door supporting shaft movable

upward and outward at an incline beneath the door, crank

arms operatively connected with such reciprocatory shaft

and having their swinging ends movable into position below

the lower limit of movement of the reciprocatory shaft and

h 6
100244 h 2 operatively connected therewith , and inclined track mech

anism for supporting such reciprocatory shaft .

John Oscar Neikirk, Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. , 31st July , 1906 ; 6. In a car of the class described the combination of a car

6 years . Filed 9th July , 1906. Receipt No. 137,658. frame provided with end sills , dumping doors mounted in

Claim . - 1. A bolster for railway cars having compression such car frame, door operating shaft mechanism mounted be
and tension members composed of angle iron bars arranged neath such dumping doors , gear mechanism mounted beneath

in pairs, said compression and tension members being rigidly
the end sill mechanism for operating such shaft mechanism

secured together at their ends, and a strut separating the and thereby the doors , and shaft operating mechanism

compression and tension members and secured thereto . mounted outside of the end framework and operatively con

2. A bolster for railway cars having compression and ten
nected with such gear mechanism .

sion members composed of angle iron bars arranged in 7. In a car of the class described the combination of a car

pairs, said compression and tension members being rigidly frame provided with end sills , dumping doors mounted in

secured together at their ends , and an angle iron strut separ- such car frame, door operating shaft mechanism operatively

ating the compression and tension members . connected with such dumping doors , gear mechanism mount

3. A bolster for railway cars having compression and ten - ed beneath the end sill mechanism for operating such shaft

sion members, said tension members being composed of angle mechanism and thereby the doors , and hand wheel and shaft

irons having upwardly extending vertical flanges and said mechanism mounted outside the framework and operatively

compression members being composed of angle irons having connected with such gear mechanism .

downwardly extending vertical flanges, and a strut separat- 8. In a car of the class described the combination of a car

ing the tension and compression members , said strut com- frame , dumping doors mounted in such frame , door operating

posed of angle iron members having adjacent flanges received shafts operatively connected with such dumping doors , and

between the vertical flanges of the compression member, and shaft operating mechanism mounted outside the inner face

said strut being separated at its ends and receiving the verti- of the end framework and operatively connected with such

cal flanges of the tension member between its separated door operating shaft mechanism.

parts. 9. In a car of the class described the combination of a car

frame provided with longitudinal sills , transverse beams

No. 100,245. Dump Car. Char à bascule . provided with upright weh portions , and side stakes secured

to the ends of such transverse beams and having upright web

rigt.
portions secured to the upright webs of the transverse
beams.

10. In a car of the class described the combination of

transverse beams, side stakes provided with depending web

portions extending below the upper edges of such transverse
6

tiga beams and secured thereto , and angle irons secured to the

transverse beams and to such depending web portions of the
side stakes.

11. In a car of the class described the combination of trans

verse beams provided with web portions, angle iron members

forming side wall portions of such transverse beams , and

side stakes mounted upon such transverse beams and pro

vided with depending web portions extending between the

side wall portions and the upright web portions of the trans
A

verse beams and secured thereto .

12. In a car of the class described the combination of a car

frame provided with longitudinal sills mechanism , a central

floor portion mounted over such longitudinal sill mechanism

dumping doors mounted on opposite sides of the longitudinal

center of the car , supporting plates extending transversely

100245 of the car beneath such central floor portion for supporting

Spencer Otis, Chicago , Illinois, U.S.A., 31st July , 1906 ; 6 porting plates and to the dumping doors.
it , and dumping door hinges secured to such transverse sup

years. Filed 9th July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,659.
13. In a car of the class described the combination of a

Claim.-1. In a car of the class described the combination pair of body bolsters, and longitudinal sills each formed of a

of a dumping door , a reciprocatory door supporting shaft central section having upright web portions extending be

39 39
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tween the body bolsters and the end sections extending be- No. 100,247. Tide Power System.
yond the body bolsters , such end sections having upright' web Système de pouroir de marée.

portions of greater thickness than the upright web portions

of the central sections .

14. In a car of the class described the combination of

body bolster provided with upright side plates , a top plate

connecting the upper portions of such side plates, a bottom
plate mounted between the side plates near the lower edges

thereof and provided with depending flanges , and angle irons

having upright flanges mounted betwe? n the depending flanges

of such bottom plate and having lateral flanges extending

outward beneath the depending flanges of such bottom plate

15. In a car of the class described the combination of a

body bolster provided with upright side plates having a space

therebetween, upright filler plates extending transversely

across such space and secured to the inner sides of such

plates , a top plate connecting the upper portions of the side

plates , a bottom plate mounted between the lower portions of

the side plates and having depending, flanges flush with the

lower edges of such plates, angle iron members provided with

upright flanges secured to such bottom plate and side plates

and having transverse flanges extending outward beyond the

side plates , and a gusset plate mounted beneath such angle

iron members and extending transversely of the bolster be

yond the side plates .

16. A car provided with a suitable track, a drop door , a

wedge member on the under face of said door, an operating

bar travelling on the track and in engagement with the wedge Walter Fred Cove , George H. Cove and Frank R. Kimball,

member on the door, and operating mechanism for the oper Boston , Massachusetts , U.S.A. 31st July, 1906 ; 6 years .

ating bar, the parts being entirely beneath the door when the Filed 8th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,694 .
latter is in both open and closed position .

Claim . - 1 . In a tide water power system a dam fitted with

gates whereby water may be supplied thereto or near flood
No. 100,246. Grain Car Door.

tide , a tide water channel below said dam , a second dam , a

Porte de chars à grain . turbine , turbines or other water wheel beyond said second

dam , flumes or tubes passing through said second dam and

leading to said turbine , turbines or wheels respectively, a

discharge basin beyond said turbine of greater area than said

reservoir, a third dam fitted with gates whereby water may

be discharged from said basin at ebb tide , and a channel be

yond said last -mentioned dam communicating with the sea .

2. In a tide water power system the combination of an

upper and a lower dam disposed in a continuous channel , an

intermediate dam wherebya reservoir and a discharge basin

is formed in the channel between said first -mentioned dams ,

gates in said dams respectively whereby water may be stored

in said reservoir and excluded from said basin at flood tide ,

and water may be discharged from said basın at ebb tide ,

water wheels arranged beyond said intermediate dam, and

sluices or tubes passing through said intermediate dam and

establishing communication between said reservoir and said

wheels.

3. In a tide water power system the combination of an

upper and a lower dam disposed at different points on the

bend of a tide water stream and a channel connecting the

channel of said stream at a point above said upper dam with

a point below said lower dam whereby a continuous channel

is formed, an intermediate dam whereby a reservoir and a

discharge basin is formed in the channel between said first

mentioned dams , gates in said dams respectively whereby

water may be stored in said reservoir and excluded from said

basin at flood tide , and water may be discharged from said

William Pratt, Penetanguishene, Ontario, Canada, 31st July, basin at ebb tide , water wheels arranged beyond said inter

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 11th July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,707. mediate dam , and sluices or tubes passing through said inter

Claim . - 1. In a grain car door the combination with the mediate dam and establishing communication between said

side posts , of guideways secured to the side posts and boards reservoir and said wheels.

adapted to lie horizontally on each other edge on edge and
provided with horizontally disposed laps, as and forthepur- No. 100,248. Cooling System for Internal Combus

pose specified . tion Engines.

2. Ina grain car door the combination with the side posts , Système de refrigeration pour machines à combustion interne.

of guideways secured to the side posts and boards adapted to

lie horizontally on each other edge on edge and provided with

horizontally disposed laps located partially on one side and

partially on the opposite side of each board , as and for the

purpose specified .

3. In a grain car door the combination with the side posts ,

of guideways secured to the side posts and boards adapted to

lie horizontally on each other edge on edge and provided with

horizontally disposed laps located partially on one side and

partially on the opposite side of each board , and pins suit

ably connected to the frame and designed to extend through

holes immediately above the uppermost board , as and for the

purpose specified .

4. In a grain car door the combination with the side posts

and guideways terminating at the top on a curved and hori

zontally disposed portion under the roof, of boards horizon

tally disposed andset edge on edge and located in such guide
ways , as and for the purpose specified .

5. In a grain car door the combination with the side posts Gustavus Green, F. P. C. Hope and Joseph Miler, all of Bex

and guideways terminating at the top in curved portions and
hill-on -Sea, Sussex, England, 31st July, 1906 ; 6 years .

end buckets under the roof , of boards horizontally disposed
Filed 21st September, 1905. Receipt No. 128,626 .

and set edge on edge and located in such guideways , as and Claim . - 1 . In an internal combustion engine, the combina

for the purpose specified . tion with the cylinder and water jacket , of members pro
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jecting from the jacket and adapted to form channels for the the sieve and bent downward, thus forming apertures, draw

circulation and cooling of the water, substantially as des- bars positioned above said sieve, a series of slats located

cribed .

2. In an internal combustion engine, the combination with

the cylinder and water jacket , of piping projecting from the

jacket and adapted to form channels for the circulation and

cooling of the water, substantially as described .

3. In an internal combustion engine , the combination with HUDUbou budDuuoo

the cylinder and water jacket, of tubing around said jacket

communicating therewith at a plurality of points , means for

filling the jacket with water and means for allowing for ex
HbIVUHODEHUU

pansion of the water .

4. In an internal combustion engine, the combination with 122Hububbig BIDHbObu
the cylinder and water jacket, of tubing around said jacket

communicating therewith at a plurality of points , means for UDHUGE Subulut

filling the jacket with water and means for allowing for ex

pansion of the water for allowing of escape of steam if

required.

الالالالاي
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No. 100,249. Bottle . teille .

100250
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below said sieve adjacent said apertures and tongues , straps

secured to said slats and passing through slots in the sieve

engaging said draw bars , and a movable crank shaft with

which said draw bars are connected to permit an adjustment

of the mesh of the sieve by the reciprocation of the slats .

2. A screen for separators comprising a suitably supported

plate , inclined tongues cut from said plate and projecting

downward , slats mounted for movement below said plate , a

draw bar mounted for longitudinal movement above said

plate , straps extending through slots in said plate to con

nect the draw bar and slats , means for actuating said draw

bar, and a guard secured to said plate and extending over

said draw bar and the slots for the connecting straps .

3. A screen for separators comprising a frame , a per

forated plate having downwardly projecting tongues station

arily mounted thereon , a series of imperforate slats slidable

below the plate , the slats formed independent of each other,

means connected with the slats for moving them to adjust

the mesh of the screen , and guards to inclose the connecting

means.
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Rudolph Sauer, Minneapolis, Minnesota, U.S.A., 31st July, No. 100,251 . Device for Hanging Wall Paper,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 19th February , 1906. Receipt No.

133,051.
Appareil pour poser le papier de tenture .

Claim . - 1. A bottle comprising a body with a hole at one

side adapted to be corked and sealed, and a neck solid in

its top and having two opposite side openings , and suitable

means for closing said side openings, said openings in the

neck forming ducts extending on a slant out and downward

from the regular inner canal of the neck,

2. A bottle comprising a body with a hole at one side

adapted to be corked and sealed, and a neck solid in its top

and having two opposite side openings , and suitable means

for closing said side openings , said openings in the neck

forming ducts extending on a slant out and downward from

the regular inner canal of the neck, and the annular shoulder

11 below said openings to form a recess for the purposes
set forth.

3. A bottle comprising in combination a body with a hole

at one side adapted to be closed and sealed, a neck with a

head solid in its top and having two opposite out and down

wardly slanting side openings communicating with the in

terior of the bottle neck, and an elastic cap adapted to be

forced downward upon the head and keep said side openings

closed.

4. A bottle comprising in combination, a body with a hole

at one side adapted to be closed and sealed, a neck with a
Carl F. Caswell, Coon Rapids , Iowa, U.S.A. , 31st July, 1906 ;

head solid in its top and having two opposite out and down
6 years. Filed 14th March , 1906. Receipt No. 133,879 .

wardly slanting side openings communicating with the in
Claim. -1. A device for hanging wall paper comprising a

terior ofthebottleneck,the shoulder 11 at thebase ofsaid support, a handle removably supported thereon, a paper re

head, and an elastic cap adapted to be forced snugly down- ceiving tray carried by the handle , and a smoothing bar upon

ward over said head and to engage with its edges below said the upper end of the handle .

shoulder.
2. A device for hanging wall paper comprising a support ,

5. A bottle comprising a body with a hole at one side a handle removably supported thereon , a longitudinally ad

adapted to be corked and sealed, and a neck solid in its top justable paper receiving tray carried by the handle, and a

and having two opposite side openings , and an elastic cap smoothing bar upon the upper end of the handle .

adapted to be forced downward upon the neck to cover said 3. A device for hanging wall paper comprising a foldable

openings.
support, a handle removably supported thereon , a foldable

paper receiving tray carried by the handle , and a smoothing

No. 100,250. Separator Sieve. Tamis à séparation. bar detachably connected with the upper end of the handle.

4. A device for hanging wall paper comprising a support
William C. Black , Plymouth , Ohio , U.S.A. , 31st July , 1906 ; 6 having a central bar, and provided with legs , a handle hay

years . Filed 6th February , 1906. Receipt No. 132,650 . ing a socket adapted to receive the upper end of the central

Claim.-1. A screen for separators comprising a frame , a bar of the support and having on is upper end a tongue , a

sieve secured thereon , tongues struck from the surface of smoothing bar having a socket adapted to receive the tongue
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on the upper end of the handle , a paper supporting tray com- opening, and an adhesive on said flap serving to attach the

prising a flange having a shelf on its lower end, parallel back of a photograph or the like to said flap so that the

bars and cross pieces pivotally connected to each other and

to said shelf , uprights on the outer portions of the tray , a

band attached to the flange and encircling the handle , and a

thumb screw extending through the band.

No. 100,252. Pen Holder. Porte - plume.
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photograph will register with the display opening, and to seal

the flap to the body portion .

No. 100,254. Envelope Marker. Marqueur d'enveloppe.
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James Osborne Dodge and Herbert Egbert Dodge , both of

Williams, Arizona, U.S.A. , 31st July , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed

22nd June , 1906. Receipt No. 137,173.

Claim .--1 . In a pen holder the combination with the stub

or forward end of same, of a ferrule encircling said stub , a

rigid bearing point within the ferrule and a rigid bearing

point on the stub , said rigid bearing points being longitu

dinally separated , and a single yielding or spring bearing

located longitudinally beyond said rigid bearing points .

2. In a pen holder the combination with the stub or for

ward end of same , of a ferrule encircling the same , a rigid

bearing point within the ferrule and a rigid bearing point

or the stub, said rigid bearings being longtudinally sep

arated, and a yielding member secured at one end to the

fe rule and adapted to bear at its free end against a pen body

secured between the ferrule and stub to cause the pen body

to be firmly seated against the aforesaid rigid bearings ,

whereby releasing pressure of the yielding member will

cause the pen to be released from the ferrule by gravity.

3. A pen holding and releasing device consisting of a stub

and a ferrule encircling said stub to receive the epn , a rigid

bearing point within said ferrule near its forward end , said Edwin Neron , Dover , New Hampshire, U.S.A., 31st July, 1906 ;

and a ferrule encircling said stub to receive the pen , a rigid 6 years. Filed 1st May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,421 .

bearing point on the stub beneath said cut -out portion and

adjacent thereto , and a yielding spring member secured at
Claim.--1 . An envelope marker consisting of a thin plate

cne end to a rigid portion of the ferrule, and adapted to bear adapted tobe inserted within an envelope or the like and

at its free end on a pen inserted in said ferrule to cause the having a series of slightly raised ridges arranged for tempor

ren to have a rigid bearing at two points within the ferrule arily marking addresslines or the like on the envelope, sub

whereby releasing pressure of the yeilding spring against
stantially as described.

thepen will cause the pen to be released from the ferrule silient material adapted to be inserted within an envelope2. An envelope marker consisting of a thin plate of re

by gravity.

4. A pen holding and releasing device consisting of a body ridges arranged for temporarily marking address lines or
or the like and having a series of slightly raised resilient

o handle portion having a reduced forward or stub end, a

ferrule fitted on the stub end of said handle, said ferrule
the like on the envelope , substantially as described .

having a cut - out portion or slot in its upper wall adjacent
3. An envelope marker consisting of a sheet of thin cellu

to thestub end of said handle , and a yielding spring member loid having a series of fine corrugations arranged according

secured at its lower end within the ferrule and adapted to
to the desired lining effect to be produced in the envelope or

bear at its free upper end against the lower face of a pen
the like . said corrugations forming on the upper surface

irserted in said ferrule , whereby releasing pressure of the
thereof slightly raised resilient ridges, as and for the pur

free end of the spring member will cause the release of the
pose set forth .

pen from the ferrule by gravity .

No. 100,255. Furnace for Ore.

No. 100,253 . Photographic Mailing Card. Fournaise pour minerais .

Carte photographique pour la malle.
Peter A. Wagner, San Francisco , California , U.S.A. , 31st

Samuel Aaron Markoff, Providence , Rhode Island , U.S.A. , 31st July , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 9th May, 1906. Receipt No.

July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 27th April , 1906. Receipt No. 135,715 .

135,344 . Claim . - The combination with an ore roasting apparatus ,

Claim .-A mailing card comprising a body portion having of a collecting chamber interposed between the roasting
a display opening, a flap or sheet of thin materialcapable of chamber and the furnace stack, a conduit for cor veying the

being rolled back upon itself and of having the position of hot products of combustion into the collecting chamber, of
the display opening defined thereon , said flap being attached means for maintaining a water level within said chamber

in part to said body portion and loosely overlying the display'above the discharge end of the conduit during the working

7-25
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of the ore and a pipe extending from the outside of the col- 7. A coupler having a knuckle, an upwardly moving lock, a

lecting chamber into the discharge conduit of the roasting knuckle throwing lever journalled on the lock, a shoulder by

which the lever is restrained in its lower position , a stop

portion on the lever adapted to limit its initial forward

motion , a lock - setting projection on the lever, and means for

lifting the lever and thereby lifting the lock .

8. A coupler having a knuckle, an upwardly moving lock , a

knuckle throwing lever journalled on the lock , a shoulder by

which the lever is restrained in its lower position , a lock

setting projection on the lever , and means for lifting the

lever and thereby lifting the lock.

9. A coupler having a knuckle, an upwardly movable lock

having a head , an intermediate recessed portion , and a guid

ing surface 15 on the coupler head arranged to guide the lock

rearwardly .

10. A coupler having a knuckle, an upwardly movable lock

having a head , and a lateral projection on the head adapted

to engage the knuckle tail in locking position , said lock also

having a bottom hook .

11. A coupler having a knuckle, an upwardly moving lock , a

knuckle throwing lever journalled on the lock , and a lifting
.

finger entering the bottom of the coupler head and to engage

the lever.

12. A coupler having a knuckle, an upwardly moving lock,
-20

a knuckle throwing lever journalled on the lock and adapted

to tilt rearwardly by gravity when the parts are in locked

position .

13. A coupler having a knuckle, an upwardly moving lock,

chamber, through which pipe an inspection of the interior by which the lever is restrained in its lower position , a lock
a knuckle throwing lever journalled on the lock , a shoulder

of the roasting chamber may be had .
setting projection on the lever , and means for lifting the

lever and thereby lifting the lock , said lever being adapted

No. 100,256. Car Coupler. Attelage de chars. to tilt rearwardly by gravity when the parts are in locked

position.

14. A knuckle throwing lever having trunnions , a projec.

tion 6b and a stop portion adapted to engage the coupler

Fig.1. head to guide it in its upwardly movement.

15. A coupler lock having a head with a lateral projection,

an intermediate recessed portion , and a bottom hook .

16. A coupler lock , a knuckle throwing lever journalled

therein, said lock having an engagement with the coupler

head to hold it in place relatively to the lever.

17. A coupler lock , a knuckle throwing lever with which it

is loosely engaged , said lock having a projection engaging

with a groove in the coupler head to hold the lock in place

relatively to the lever .

2

121 40
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Fig. 2 . No. 100,257 . Paper Slitter. Tendeur de papier .

103 I

12 : 72 Fig . 1

10025-6

D

The National Malleable Castings Company, assignee of

Arthur James Bazeley, all of Cleveland , Ohio U.S.A. , 31st

July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 16th July , 1906. Receipt No.

137,843.

Claim . - 1. A coupler having a knuckle , an upwardly moving

lock , a knuckle throwing lever journalled on the lock , and

means for engaging the bottom of the lever to lift it , and

thereby lift the lock .

2. A coupler having a knuckle , an upwardly moving lock ,

knuckle throwing lever journalled on the lock, constructed

to move in a substantially vertical plane , and means for en

gaging the bottom of the lever to lift it , and thereby lift the

lock.

3. A coupler having a knuckle, an upwardly moving lock , a & 100257
knuckle throwing lever journalled on the lock , having a pro
jection adapted to engage the knuckle and to lock -set the

lock , and means for engaging the bottom of the lever to lift William John Lupton. Lockport, New York, U.S.A. , 31st July,
it, and thereby lift the lock. 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 3rd July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,494.

4. A coupler having a knuckle , an upwardly moving lock , a Claim . - 1 . A paper slitter comprising two frames arranged

knuckle throwing lever journalled on the lock , a shoulder on opposite sides of the path of the web to be cut and each

on the coupler adapted toengage the leverwhen in its bot- pivotedon an axis parellelto theplane of said web and cap
tom position and to lock the lock , and means for lifting the able of making a complete turn , two sets of cutters mounted

lever and thereby lifting the lock. on each frame, and means for turning said frames and bring

5. A coupler having a knuckle , an upwardly moving lock , ing the companion sets of cutters therof into co- operative

a knuckle throwing lever journalled on the lock by a trun- relation, substantially as set forth .

nion and guided by a grooved portion of the coupler, and 2. A paper slitter comprising two rotary frames pivoted on
means for lifting the lever and thereby lifting the lock . onposite sides of the path of the web to be cut , two sets of

6. A coupler having a knuckle , an upwardly moving lock, cutters mounted on each of said frames on opposite sides of

a knuckle throwing lever journalled on the lock in a hooked | its pivot , and means for turning said frames for bringing

supporting portion thereof, and means for lifting the lever each of its sets of cutters between the two pivots of the two
and thereby lifting the lock . frames, substantially as set forth .
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3. A paper slitter comprising two rotary frames pivoted on to last -mentioned cutter shaft adjacent to its radially mov

opposite sides of the path of the web to be cut , co-operating able bearing and adapted to move into and out of engagement

cutters mounted respectively on said frames , and connecting with a gear wheel on the other cutter shaft, and pivots for

mechanism between said frames operating to turn the same said swivelling bearing arranged on bolts which are adjust

together , substantially as set forth. able radially in slots formed in one of said frames, substan

4. A paper slitter comprising two rotary frames pivoted on tially as set forth .

opposite sides of the path of the web to cut , co - operating 13. A paper slitter comprising two rotary frames pivoted on

cutters mounted respectively on said frames, and connecting oposite sides of the path of the web to be cut , cutter shafts

mechanism between said frames operating to turn the same arranged on said frames and parallel therewith , swivelling

together, and consisting of an intermediate shaft and bevel bearings pivoted on one of said frames and each supporting

gearing connecting said shaft with the pivot of said frames, one end of one of its cutter shafts, a radially movable bear

substantially as set forth. ing guided on said last -mentioned frame supporting the oppo

5. A paper slitter comprising two rotary frames pivoted on site end of one of its cutter shafts , a gear wheel secured to

opposite sides of the path of the web to be cut , two co-oper- , said last -mentioned cutter shaſt adjacent to its radially mov
ating cutters mounted respectively on said frames , and a able bearing and adapted to move into and out of engage

locking device for holding both of said frames against turn- ment with gear wheel and the other cutter shaft , pivots for

ing consisting of locking discs arranged on the pivots of said said swivelling bearing adjustable radially on one of said

frames and each having notches or recesses in its perphery, a frames and adjusting screws mounted on said last -mentioned

reciprocating locking bar, and pawls arranged on said bar | frame and engaging with the inner and outer sides of said
and constructed to enter the notches or recesses of said discs , swivelling bearing , substantially as set forth .

substantially as set forth . 14. A paper slitter comprising two rotary frames pivoted on

6. A paper slitter comprising two rotary frames pivoted on opposite sides of the path of the web to be cut , cutter shafts

opposite sides of the path of the web to be cut, co -operating arranged on said frames and parallel therewith , swivelling

cutters mounted respectively on said frames , and a locking bearings pivoted on one of said frames and frames and each

device for holding both of said frames against turning con- supporting one end of one of its cutter shafts , a radially mov .

sisting of locking discs arranged on the pivots of said frames able bearing guided on said last -mentioned frame supporting

and each having notches or recesses in its periphery, a re- the opposite end of one of its cutter shafts , a gear wheel se

ciprocating locking bar and pawls arranged on said bar and cured to last-mentioned cutter shaft adjacent to its radially
constructed to enter the notches or recesses of said discs , a movable bearing and adapted to move into and out of en

spring for moving said bar in one direction and a shifting | gagement with a gear wheel and the other cutter shaft, a

rod connected by an elbow lever with said bar and operating spring arranged on said last-mentioned frame and bearing

to move the same in the opposite direction, substantially as against the inner side of said radially movable bearing, and

set forth . an adjusting screw arranged on said last -mentioned frame

7. A paper slitter comprising two rotary frames pivoted on and bearing against the outer side of said radially movable

opposite sides of the path of the web to be cut, cutter shafts bearing , substantially as set forth.

journalled on each of said frames on opposite sides of its 15. A paper slitter comprising two rotary frames pivoted on

pivot and parallel therewith , cutters mounted on each of said opposite sides of the path of the web to be cut, cutter shafts

cutter shafts , and a gear wheel mounted on each cutter shaft , arranged on said frames and parallel therewith, swivelling

the gear wheel of the companion cutter shaft of the two bearings pivoted on one of said frames and each supporting

frames being movable into and out of engagement with each one end of one of its cutter shafts , a radially movable bear

other upon rotating said frames , substantially as set forth . ing guided on said last -mentioned frame and supporting the

8. A paper slitter comprising two rotary frames pivoted on onnosite end of one of its cutter shafts , a gear wheel secured

o nosite sides of the path of the web to be cut , cutter shafts to the last -mentioned cutter shaft adjacent to its radially

journalled on each of said frames on opposite sides of its movable bearing and adapted to move into and out of en

pivot and parallel therewith , cutters mounted on each of said gagement with a gear wheel on the other cutter shaft , and a
cutter shafts, gear wheels mounted on said cutter shafts , and locking device for holding said radially movable bearing in
the gear wheels of the companion shafts of both frames be- its normal position , substantially as set forth .

ing movable into and out of engagement upon rotating said 16. A paper slitter comprising two rotary frames pivoted on

frames, and a driving gear wheel arranged to be engaged by onnosite sides of the path of the web to be cut, cutter shafts

one of each pair of companion gear wheels upon turning said arranged on said frames and paralleltherewith, swivelling
frame into an operative position, substantially as set forth . bearings pivoted on one of aid frames and each supporting

9. A paper slitter comprising two rotary frames pivoted on one end of one of its cutter shafts , a radially movable bear

opposite sides of the path of the web to be cut, cutter shafts ing guided on said last -mentioned frame and supporting the

arranged on said frames and parallel therewith, swivelling onnosite end of one ofits cutter shafts, a gear wheelsecured

bearings pivoted on one of said frames and each supporting t the last-mentioned cutter shaft adjacent to its radially mov

one end of one of its cutter shafts , a radially movable bear . able bearing and adapted to move into and out of engage

ing guided on said last-mentioned frame supporting the oppo- ment with a gear wheel on the other cutter shaft , and an

site end of one of its cutter shafts , and a gear wheel secured automatic locking device for holding said radially movable

to the last-mentioned cutter shaft adjacent to its radially bearing in its normalposition and operated by the rotation
movable bearing and adapted to move into and out of engage- of said last-mentioned frame, substantially as set forth.

ment with a gear wheel on the other cutter shaft , substan
17. A paper slitter comprising two rotary frames pivoted

tially as set forth . on opposite sides of the path of the web to be cut , cutter
10. A paper slitter comprising two rotary frames pivoted on

shafts arranged on said frames and parallel therewith ,

opposite sides of the path ofthe webtobecut, cutter shafts swivelling bearingspivoted on one ofsaid frames and each
arranged on said frames and parallel therewith, swivelling supporting one end of one of its cutter shafts, a radially

bearings pivoted on one of said frames and each supporting movablebearing guided on saidlast-mentioned frame and
one end of one of its cutter shafts , a radially movable bear

supporting the opposite end of one of its cutter shafts , a

ing guided on said last -mentioned frame supporting the oppo

site end of one of its cutter shafts , anda gear wheel secured jacent to its radially movable bearing and adapted to move
gear wheel secured to the last -mentioned cutter shaft ad

to thelast-mentioned cutter shaft adjacent to its radially into and ou ofengagement withagearwheel on the other
movable bearing and adapted to move into and out of en

cutter shaft , and a locking device for holding said radially
gagement with a gear wheel and the other cutter shaft, and
springs operating to hold said radially movable bearing yield movable bear ng in its normal position consisting of a latch

mounted on the last-mentioned frame and engaging with an
ingly in its normal position , substantially as set forth .

abutment on said radially movable bearing, and a cam
11. A paper slitter comprising two rotary frames pivoted on

opposite sides of the path of the web be cut, cutter shafts operatively connected with said latch , substantially as set

forth .
arranged on said frames and narallel therewith , swivelling

bearings pivoted on one of said frames and each supporting
18. A paper slitter comprising two rotary frames pivoted

one end of its cutter shafts , a radially movable bearing guided on opposite sides of the path of the web to be cut , cutter

on said last-mentioned frame supporting the opposite end of shafts arranged on said frames and parallel therewith ,

one of its cutter shafts , a gear wheel secured to the last- swivelling bearings pivoted on one of said frames and each

nuentioned cutter shaft adjacent to its radially movable bear- supporting one end of one of its cutter shafts, a radially

ing and adapted to move into and out of engagement with a movable bearing guided on said last-mentioned frame and

gear wheel on the other cutter shaft , and radially adjustable supporting the opposite end of one of its cutter shafts , a

pivots mounted on one of said frames and supporting said gear wheel secured to the last -mentioned cutter shaft ad

swivelling bearing , substantially as set forth .
jacent to its radially movable bearing and adapted to move

12. A paper slitter comprising two rotary frames pivoted on into and out of engagement with a gear wheel on the other

opposite sides of the path of the web to be cut , cutter shafts cutter shaft , and a locking device for holding said radially

arranged on said frames and parallel therewith , swivelling movable bearing in its normal position consisting of latches

bearings pivoted on one of said frames and each supporting pivoted on the frames and normally engaging abutments on

one end of one of its cutter shafts, a radially movable bear- said last-mentioned bearings , a slide guided on said last

ing guided on said last - mentioned frame and supporting the mentioned frame and having a cam slot engaging with a pin

opposite end of one of its cutter shafts , a gear wheel securei'on said latch , a spring for shifting said slide in a direction
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for moving said latch into its normal position and an actu- 3. In a soldering feeding mechanism, a ratchet wheel hay

ating cam operating to move said slide in the opposite di- ing spaces between its teeth corresponding to the amount of

rection , substantially as set forth .

19. A paper slitter comprising two rotary frames pivoted

on opposite sides of the path of the web to be cut , cutter

shafts arranged on said frames and parallel therewith ,

swivelling bearings pivoted on one of said frames and each
69

supporting one end of one of its cutter shafts , a radially

movable bearing guided on said last -mentioned frame and

supporting the opposite end of one of its cutter shafts , a

gear wheel secured to the last -mentioned cutter shaft ad

jacent to its radially movable bearing and adapted to move

into and out of engagement with a gear wheel on the other

cutter shaft , and a locking device for holding said radially

movable bearing in its normal position consisting of a latch

pivoted on the last -mentioned frame and normally engaging

an abutment screw on said radially movable bearing , a stop
67 " 25

arranged on said last-mentioned frame and limiting the

movement of said latch in one direction , a slide arranged

on said last -mentioned frame and having a cam slot which

receives a pin on said latch , a spring operating to move

said slide in the direction for moving the latch into its
100258

normal operative position , a stationary guide ring which

receives a shifting finger on said slide , and a pivoted cam

engaging its free end with said guide ring and arranged to

be engaged by said shifting finger for moving said slide in
soldering feed required , a pawl for arresting the ratchet

the direction for retracting the latch from said abutment wheel, mechanism carrying the pawl and in range of the

screw , substantially as set forth .
moving cans, whereby the pawl may be released from the

20. A paper slitter comprising a supporting frame , a cutter
wheel and the feed be started and continued unitl the pawl

shaft journalled on said frame and capable of axial move
comes into contact with the next succeeding tooth of the

ratchet wheel .
ment , a plurality of cutters mounted on one end of said

4. In a machine for soldering end seams of cans , a way for
shaft so as to normally move axially therewith , a single

cutter mounted on the opposite end of said shaft but con
the cans, means for rolling the cans thereon, solder feeding

mechanism controlled by a member which rides over each

stantly free to move axially independent thereof , an adjust

ing shaft journalled on said frame and having screw threads
can , a guide for the solder wire , to apply it to the seam , and

inclining in opposite directions and screw nuts engaging said
means for heating the can before it reaches the soldering

threads and operatively connected with said shaft and with
mechanism , substantially as described.

said single cutter, substantially as set forth ,

21. A paper slitter comprising a supporting frame, a cutter No. 100,259. Percussive Device. Appareil de percussion.
shaft journalled on said frame and capable of axial move

ment, a plurality of cutters mounted on one end of said shaft

so as to normally move axially therewith , front and rear

stop collars secured to said shaft on opposite sides of each

of said plurality of cutters , a spring interposed between

each front stop collar at the front side of the adjacent cutter,

a grooved coupling collar connected with said shaft , a single

cutter mounted on the opposite end of sail shaft but con

stantly free to move axially independent thereof, a grooved

coupling collar mounted on said shaft and loosely connected

with said single cutter , a spring interposed between said

single cutter and the last -mentioned coupling collar , an ad

justing shaft journalled on said frame and having screw

threads inclining in opopsite directions , and nuts engaging
以

with said threads and having fingers engaging with the

rooves of said coupling collars , substaniially as set forth .

22. A paper slitter comprising a supporting frame , a cutter

shaft journalled on said frame and capable of axial move

ment, a plurality of cutters mounted on one end of said

shaft so as to normally move axially therewith , a single

cutter mounted on the opposite end of said shaft but con .

stantly free to move axially independent thereof, an adjust

ing shaft journalled on said frame and having screw threads

inclining in opposite directions , a nut engaging with one of

said threads and loosely connected with said shaft , a carrier

loosely coupled with said single cutter , a nut engaging with

the other thread and journaled in said carrier but held Charles Tingley Carnahan, assignee of Jeremiah Murphy ,

against axial movement relatively thereto , and a set screw both of Denver, Colorado , U.S.A. , 31st July , 1906 ; 6 years .

for holding the last - mentioned nut against turning in said Filed 10th May , 1906 . Receipt No. 135,783 .

carrier, substantially as set forth . Claim . - 1. In a percussive device, the combination with the

cylinder thereof , a handle , a base therefor provided with a

No. 100,258. Can Soldering Machine.
lateral extension having a slit , means for swivelly connect

ing the base with the cylinder, thereby permitting of the

Machine à souder les boîtes de blanc.
cylinder being rotated independently of the handle, means

George H. Stewart , Los Angeles, California , U.S.A. , 31st July, extension having a slit, and means carried by one of said
connected with the cylinder and provided with a lateral

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 5th June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,573 .
extensions for coupling the handle with the cylinder, thereby

Claim.-1 . In a machine for soldering end seams of cans enabling the handle and the cylinder to be rotated in unison .

and in combination a way for the cans , means for rolling 2. In a portable percussive device, the combination with

the cans thereon , a solder feed mechanism having an arm the cylinder thereof, of a handle swivelly connected upon

arranged to be moved by the rolling can , and controlling the one end of the cylinder and to permit of the cylinder rotat

feed of the solder when so moved , means for directing the ing independently of the handle , and means carried by the

solder upon the rolling can and means for heating the cans cylinder for coupling the handle therewith so as to enable

before they reach the soldering mechanism, substantially as the rotating of the cylinder and the handle in unison .

described. 3. In a portable percussive device , the combination with

2. In a can soldering machine, and in combination a way the cylinder thereof, a cap secured to one end of the cylin

on which the cans are rolled, mechanism for moving the cans , der, a handle , a base therefor, means for swivelly connecting

mechanism for controlling the feed of the solder through the the base to the cap to permit of the cylinder being rotated

inovement of the cans , including a device arranged in the independent of the handle, and means connected to the cap

path of the cans and to ride over the rolling cans, and means and engaging in the base for coupling the base to the cylin

for heating the cans before they reach the soldering mech- der, thereby enabling the rotation of the cylinder and handle

anism , substantially as described . in unison .
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3. A method of manufacturing steel from ordinary iron and

inferior sorts of steel , characterised by the metal being

No, 100,260. Manufacture of Nitro -Glycerine.

Fabrication de nitro-glycérine .

Deutsche Sprengshoff Aktiengeselleschaft, Nobelshof, Ham
burg, Germany, assignee of Friedrich J. H. Rower , same

place , 31st July , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 6th June , 1906 .

Receipt No. 136,579 .

Claim . - 1. The process for the manufacture of nitro -gly

cerine explosives insensible to the action of cold which con

sists in adding to nitro -glycerine , monochlordinitroglycerine.

2. The process for the manufacture of nitro - glycerine ex

plosives insensible to the action of cold , characterized by

the addition of monochlordinitroglycerine to nitro-glycerine ,

substantially as described .

2
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No, 100,261 . Electrolytic Decomposition of Saline

Solutions.

Décomposition électrolytique des solutions salines.
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heated in a furnace to white heat, with the addition of ferro

cyanide of potassium , leather size , charcoal powder , colo

size , charcoal powder, colophony , finely screened sand and

soda , and carried in a retort closed in an air tight manner,

substantially as described .

4. For carrying out the method set forth , a powder chielly

composed as follows, 300 grms . ferrocyanide of potassium ,

200 grms. size made from leather parings , 200 grms. charcoal

powder, 180 grms. colophony, 20 grms . soda , 40 finely screen

ed sand or earth containing silica , 25 grms. nitrate of potash ,

35 grms, graphite .
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LE No. 100,263. Electroplating Tank.

Réservoir à électroplaquer.
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100267

Arthur B. Larchar and George H. Richardson, both of old

town , Maine , U.S.A. , 31st July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 22nd

June , 1906. Receipt No. 137,184 .

Claim. -1. The improvement in the electrolysis of saline

solutions by the use of a diaphragm immersed in and separ

ating two bodies of liquids, one containing the anode and the

other the cathode , which consists in regulating the depth
of the cathodecontaining liquidrelative to the liquid in the Zucker and Levett and The Loeb Company, assignees of c.

anode chamber to control the passages of caustic soda and
G. Backus and G. L. Wallace, all of New York City , New

undecomposed salt through the diaphragm and prevent the York , U.S.A. , 31st July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 6th April ,

backward diffusion of the caustic soda through such dia
1906. Receipt No. 134,665 .

phragm . Claim.-1 . In a device of the kind described , a tank, arms

2. The improvement in the electrolysis of the saline solu- | attached at one end to a side of the same and a rotatable

tions by the use of a diaphragm immersed in and separating drum supported by the outer ends of said arms , and means

two bodies of liquid, one containing the anode and the other for raising said drum out of said tank and lowering it on,

the cathode , which consists in controlling the passage of one side of te tank , substantially as described .

caustic soda and undecomposed salt through said diaphragm 2. In a device of the kind described , a tank adapted to con

by the regulation during the operation of the depth of the tain a liquid , arms hinged at one end to a side of the same

cathode containing body of liquid , and conducting the liquid , ard a rotatable receptacle supported by the other ends of

percolating through the diaphragm , in films or thin sheets said arms and adapted to be entirely submerged in said

of liquid by passing the latter through narrow passages ex- liquid , substantially as described .

tending through the cathode as and for the purpose set forth . 3. In a device of the knd described, a tank , arms hinged

a : one end to a side of the same and supporting at the other

No. 100,262. Manufacture of Steel from Iron. end , a second set of arms hinged thereto and a rotatabie

Fabrication de l'acier du fer.
drum supported at the ends of said second set of arms , sub

stantially as described .

Fritz André, Haardt , assignee of Adam Massott , Jr. , Mutters- 4. In a device of the kind described , a tank, arms hinged

tadt , Palatinate , both in Germany , 31st July , 1906 ; 6 at one end to a side of the same , a rotatable drum supported

years. Filed 30th January, 1906. Receipt No. 132,405 . by the outer ends of the same and a crank mounted on the

Claim .-1 . A method of manufacturing steel from ordinary side of the tank and combined with transmitting mechanism

iron and inferior sorts of steel , characterised by the metal to raise and lower the drum , substantially as described .

being heated in a furnace to white heat , with the addition 5. In a device of the kind described , a tank , arms hinged
of ferrocyanide of potassium , leather size , charcoal powder, at one end to a side of the game , a rotatable drum supported

colophony, finely screened earth and soda, substantially as by the outer ends of the same, a worm wheel in engagement
described . with one of said arms and an endless screw in engagement

2. A method of manufacturing steel from ordinary iron with said worm wheel, substantially as described.

and inferior sorts of steel , characterised by the metal being 6. In a device of the kind described , a tank adapted to con

heated in a furnace to white heat, with the addition of ferro- tain a liquid, a rotatable drum mounted on said tank and

cyanide of potassium , leather size, charcoal powder, colo - adapted to rotate in the said liquid , means for raising said

phony, finely screened earth and soda with simultaneous | drum out of said tank and to one side of the same, said

addition of nitrate of potash and graphite , substantially as means comprising self locking mechanism for retaining the

described. drum at any desired elevation , substantially as described .
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7. In a device of the kind described, a rotatable receptacle, No. 100,265. Magnetic Ore Separator.

comprising boards forming the side walls thereof, said
Séparateur magnétique de minerais .

boards being formed of two layers secured directly to each

other, one layer being of wood and the other of hard rubber,

and perforations in said boards formed by oppositely dis

posed staggered openings connected with each other by chan

nels , the said openings and channels forming passageways

through the boards , substantially as described .

8. In a device of the kind described , a tank adapted to con

tain a liquid and a rotatable drum mounted on said tank and

adapted to be entirely submerged in said liquid and to rotate

therein, means for raising said drum out of said liquid and

to one side of the tank and means for retaining it at any in

termediate position , substantially as described .

9. In a device of the kind described , a rotatable receptacle

comprising boards forming the side walls thereof, said boards

being formed of two layers secured directly to each other ,

one layer being of strengthening material and the other of

waterproof material , and perforations in said boards formed

ty oppositely disposed staggered openings connected with

each other by channels , said openings and channels forming

passageways through the boards , substantially as described.

No. 100,264. Machine for Making Nuts.

Machine pour faire des écrous.
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William Henry Adams , Mineral , Virginia, U.S.A., 31st July ,

1906 ; years . Filed 16th May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,967.

Claim . - 1. A magnetic separator comprising means for pro

ducing a revolving field of magnetic force , means for passing

comminuted material through said field of force in a direction

contrary to the direction of revolution of said field , and

means for removing the segregated particles from the field

of force .

ool0310 2. A magnetic separator comprising means for producing a

revolving field of magnetic force , means for passing commi

nuted material through said field of force in a direction con

trary to the direction of revolution of said field and a con

veyer for removing the magnetic particles passing through

said field of force between its source and the comminuted

material .
106264

3. A magnetic separator comprising means for producing a

Otto Briede , Benrath , near Dusseldorf, Germany , 31st July, revolving field of magnetic force, means for passing commi

1906 ; 18 years. Filed 29th May , 1905. Receipt No. 125,574. nuted material through said field of force in a direction con

trary to the direction of revolution of said field , and a belt
Claim . - 1. In a machine for making nuts , washers, etc. , the

passing through said field of force between its source and the

combination of shaping and retaining matrices , a punch hav comminuated material in an upward circular path and then

ing its axis in line with the axes of the matrices and means
horizontally whereby the magnetic particles are removed

for reciprocating the punch .
from the field of force .

2. In a machine for making nuts , washers , etc. , the com
4. A magnetic separator comprising means for producing a

bination of dies having shaping and retaining matricesi, revolving field of magnetic force and a belt passing through
means for opening and closing said dies , a punch having its said field of force between the source thereof and the commi
axis in line with the axes of the matrices and means for

muted material and adapted to retain the attracted particles
reciprocating the punch .

by gravity as it leaves the field of force .

3. In a machine for making nuts , washers , etc. , the com 5. A mgnetic mineral separator comprising means for pro

bination of shaping and retaining matrices, a punch , a com duceing a field of magnetic force, means for passing the
pressing die , said punch and die having their axes in line comminuted mineral through said field of force, a belt and

with the axes of the matrices and means for reciprocating means for passing the belt into and through said field of
the punch and die .

force between its source and the magnetic material in a

4. In a machine for making nuts , washers, etc. , the com manner to first attract the material to the belt against the

bination of holding , shaping and retaining matrices , a punch action of gravity and then , by the progress of the belt, to

and means for moving the punch through the retaining mat- make the action of the field of force coincide with that of

rix into the shaping matrix . gravity, whereby the particles on the belt may be carried by

5. In a machine for making nuts , washers , etc. , the com the belt out of the field of force .

bination of shaping matrix , mechanism for feeding a blank 6. A magnetic separator comprising means for producing a

into said matrix and a punch having its axis in line with revolving magnetic field , means for passing comminuted ma

the axis of the blank while in feed position . terial containing magnetic particles through said field of

6. In a machine for makng nuts , washers , etc. , the com- force , a discharge conveyer for the segregated magnetic par

bination of a shaping matrix, a reciprocating punch , levers ticles, and means for delivering the magnetic particles upon
provided with gripping jaws, a wedge for opening and clos- said conveyer in position for further removal by the action of

ing the jaws and shifting the levers to effect a feed move- said field of force .

ment , and means for reciprocating the wedge. 7. The combination with a sluice box of meaus for produc

7. In a machine for making nuts , washers, etc. , the com- ing a revolving magnetic field above and including a section

bination of pivotally mounted arms , dies carried by said of the path of the comminuted material flowing in said sluice

aims, a punch , and means for shifting the arms and punch . box , a conveyer for the segregated magnetic particles and

8. In a machine for making nuts , washers, etc. , the com- means for delivering and holding the segregated magnetic

bination of pivotally mounted arms, dies carried by said particles upon said conveyer by the action of said field of

arins , wedges for shifting the arms , a punch and means for force , until they may be retained thereon by gravity .

shifting the wedge and punch . 8. The combination with a sluice box , of means for mag

9. In a machine for making nuts , washers, etc. , the com- netically extracting the magnetic materials , and means for

bination of a die , punch. sliding bed , a power shaft mounted mechanically classifying the non -magnetic materials both

on said bed , connections from the shaft to the punch and operative simultaneously upon the materials .

nieans for yieldingly holding the sliding bed in position . 9. The combination with a sluice box or conduit having a

10. In a machine for making nuts , washers, etc. , the com- series of openings in its bottom , classifying screens covering

bination of a main frame , a die carried by the main frame, a said openings, settling pockets depending from the sluice

punch , a bed movably mounted on the main frame , a dr box and each enclosing one of said openings , said pockets

shaft mounted on the bed , connections from the shaft to the having controllable discharge openings , of revolving magnets

punch , and means for yieldingly holding the bed in opera- placed over the screens and means for discharging the mag

tive position . netic materials extracted by said magnets .
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10. The combination with a sluice box having screen cover- 6. In a device of the character described the shears 1 , the

ed settling pockets communicating with the box bottom and U -shaped hook having ends 6 and 7, screws 9 , all combined

provided with controllable discharge openings , of means for and arranged substantially as set forth and described .

magnetically extracting the magnetic materials as they reach

the screens .
No. 100,267. Cathode Plate. Plaque de cathode .

11. The combination with a sluice box , of a revolving elec

tro -magnet dipping into the stream in said box , a belt and

means for moving said belt about the magnet with its upper

run travelling away from the magnet .

12. The combination with a sluice box, of a revolving elec

tro -magnet dipping into the stream in said box , means for

adjusting the distance of the magnet from the bottom of the

box , a belt and means for moving said belt about the magnet

with its upper run travelling away from the magnet.

13. The combination with a sluice box having riffles therein,

of revolving electro-magnets dipping into the stream in said

box just below the riffles, a beltand means for moving said

belt about the magnet with its upper run travelling away

from the magnet .

14. The combination with a sluice box , of a revolving elec

tro - magnet dipping into the stream in said box , means for

agitating the materials flowing in said box just before it

reaches the magnet , a belt and means for moving the belt

about the magnet and with its upper run travelling away from
the magnet .

15. The combination with a sluice box having riffiles therein,

of revolving magnets operative to extract the magnetic par- Harry Cross Hubbell , East Orange, New Jersey, U.S.A. , 31st

ticles at the point where the stream is agitated by the riffles. July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th June, 1906. Receipt No.

16. The combination with a sluice box having riffles therein , 137,263.

of revolving electro -magnets operative to extract the mag
Claim .-1 . A cathode comprising a foraminous foundation ,

netic particles at the points where the stream is agitated by

the riffles, and classifying screens in the bottom of the box
a silver oxide mass deposited upon the opposite sides thereof

at the same points.
and keyed through the perforations therein , a sheet of

17. The combination with a sluice box having rifles therein , asbestos filtering laterial inclosing the plate, and a wire

of revolving electro - magnets operative to extract the mag
gauze pocket having binding straps at its edge for inclosing

the parts .
netic particles at the points where the stream is agitated by

the riffles , settling pockets communicating with the box at
2. A battery plate comprising a foraminous nickel founda

the same points and classifying screens covering said pockets . tion, a silver oxide deposit upon its opposite sides, the edges

of the foundation uncovered by the deposit, a layer of asbes

No. 100,266. Shears .
tos paperr surrounding the deposit , a wire gauze pocket in

Cisailles .

closing the parts and held in place by channelled binding

strips crimped upon the edges of the gauze pocket.
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No. 100,268. Knife Polishing Device.

Machine à polir les couteaux.
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Harvey L. Hopkins, Chicago , Illinois, U.S.A. , 31st July , 1906 ;

6 years . Filed 14th October , 1905. Receipt No. 129,249 .

Claim.--1 . In a device of the character described the com

bination with a pair of scissors or shears of a metal strip
formed of a U- shaped hook , one end of said hook being bent Henry J. Hutchinson , Vancouver, British Columbia , Canada ,

at right angles thereto , the other end of the hook being 31st July , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 5th January, 1906. Receipt

adapted to engage the bevel on the side of the shear blade,
No. 131,598.

means to secure and hold said strip in position for the pur- Claim . - 1. As a knife cleaning device , two parallel opposed

pose set forth , substantially as described . integral resilient members, the adjacent surfaces of which

2. In a device of the character described the combination are each in one uninterrupted plane and are covered with a

with a pair of scissors or shears of spring actuated means, buffing or polishing material.

whose tension is regulated and increased through the bevel 2. As a knife cleaning device, two parallel opposed integral

on the side of the shear blade by the closing of the shears resilient members, the adjacent surfaces of which are each

for the purpose set forth , substantially as described .
in one uninterrupted plane and are covered with a buffing or

3. In a device of the character described the combination polishing material , and means for securing the same to the

with a pair of scissors or shears of means to regulate and in woodwork of an article of kitchen furniture .

crease the pressure existing between the blades by the use 3. In a device of the class described , two integral opposed

of the bevel on the side of the shear blade by the operation of resilient members one of which is produced beyond the other

the shears for the purpose set forth , substantially as des- and provided with means for attaching to an article of

cribed .
kitchen furnishing, and the upper edge of the other out

4. In a device of the character described the combination wardly bent to form an entering flare between them , the ad

with a pair of scissors or shears of spring actuated means to jacent surfaces of both members being furnished with a buf

produce a pressure between the blades , which pressure shall fing or polishing material .

be automatically regulated and increased through the bevel

side of the blade by the operation of the shears for the pur- No. 100,269. Electric Furnace Apparatus.
pose set forth , substantially as described .

5. In a device of the character described the combination Ippareil de fournaise électrique.

with a pair of scissors or shears , of a strip of metal formed Frederick Adolf Kjellin , Stockholm , Sweden , 31st July , 1906 ;

into a l '- shaped hook , one of the ends of which is bent a '

right angles and adapted to be held in place by an extended
6 years . Filed 17th May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,601.

pivot secured in such a manner that the opposite end will Claim.-In electric furnaces , where the electro - motive

engage the bevel face of the shear blade for the purpose set force is produced by a periodically varying magnetic field,
forth , substantially as described . the arrangement of electric conductors in such a position
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with relation to the circuits and the leak fields as to induce and the coil when the bell lowers , a blow - off for said gaso

currents in said conductors opposing the production of leak meter, a purifier connected to said gasometer and provided

fields, for the purpose of reducing the self induction .

Pig . l .

No. 100,270 . Apparatus for the Electrolytic De
composition of Alkali Chlorid Solutions.

Appareil pour la décomposition électrolytique de solutions do

chlorate d'alcali .
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near its lower end with a screen designed to support puri

fying material , and a pipe connecting said purifier to the

inlet pipe of the engine.
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No. 100,272. Floor Polishing Machine.
Johan Jacob Rink , Copenhagen , Denmark , 31st July , 1906 ; 6

Machine à polir les planchers.
years . Filed 9th May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,723 .

Claim . - 1. In apparatus for the electrolytic decomposition
of alkali chlorid solutions by means of a mercury cathode,

the combination of a tank containing the mercury cathode,

a vessel containing the anode, a diaphragm separating the

space containing the cathode from the space containing the

anode, and means for connecting the decomposition space

adjacent to the cathode for connecting the decomposition

space adjacent to the cathode with a special concentration

receptacle free of chlorine .

2. In apparatus for the electrolytic decomposition of alkali

chloride solutions by means of a mercury cathode , the com

bination of a tank containing the mercury cathode , a vessel

containing the anode , a diaphragm separating the space con

taining the cathode from the space containing the anode, and

means for connecting the decomposition space adjacent to

the cathode on the one hand with a special concentration

receptacle fre of chlorin , and on the other hand with a wash

ing box in which several drip surfaces for the amalgam are

arranged between several electro - negative conductors .

3. In apparatus for the electrolytic decomposition of alkali

chloride solutions by means of a mercury cathode, the com

bination of a tank containing the mercury cathode, a vessel

containing the anode, a separating diaphragm between the

spaces containing the cathode and anode , a concentration re

ceptacle free of chlorine gas connected with the decomposi- Peter Sass , Vancouver , British Columbia , Canada , 31st July ,

tion space adjacent to the cathode, a second concentration 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 5th May , 1906. Receipt No. 135,581.

receptacle connected with the space containing the anode , a
Claim . - 1. In a floor polishing machine the combination

washing box provided with vertical drip surfaces for the
with a wheeled frame carrying a motor, of a vertical hollow

amalgam arranged between electro - negative conductors, and

shaft rotatable and vertically slidable in bearings projecting
means for connecting the decomposition space of the tank

from the motor carrying frame , said shaft having at its lower
with one concentration receptacle and with the washing box

end an annular polishing head , a steering wheel secured to
and the space containing the anode with the second concen

a stem movable in the center of the polishing head shaft ,
tration receptacle .

which shaft is endwise movable on the stem , and means for

rotating the hollow shaft from the motor.

No. 100,271 . Gas Generator. Générateur à gaz. 2. . In a floor polishing machine the combination with

motor carrying wheeled frame , of a vertical hollow shaft ro
Melville Day Shaw and William Patrick Rhody, co - inventors , tatable and vertically slidable in bearings projecting from

both of Wapakoneta , Ohio , U'.S.A ., 31st July , 1906 ; 6 years. the motor carrying frame and having at its lower end an an

Filed 10th March , 1906. Receipt No. 133,731 . nular polishing head, a steering wheel on the lower end of a

Claim . - 1. The combination with an inlet pipe and exhaust stem passing through the hollow shaft on which stem the

pipe of a gas engine , of a generating tank connected with the hollow shaft is rotatable and endwise slidable , a lever se

exhaust and heated thereby, a crude oil supply tank oper cured to the upper end of the steering wheel stem and pass

atively connected to said generating tank , a gasometer or
ing toward the after end of the motor carrying frame , means

holder connected to said generator tank and means for feed- for driving the hollow shaft and its polishing head from the

ing the gas generated in said tank and stored in said holder, motor and means for endwise lifting the hollow shaft in its

from the latter to the inlet pipe of the engine.
bearings .

2. The combination with an inlet pipe and exhaust pipe of

a gas engine, of a generating tank connected to the exhaust, No. 100,273. Can Soldering Machine.

and containing generating coils , a crude oil supply tank con Machine à souder les boîtes de fer blanc.

nected to one end of said coil , a gasometer or bell connected

with the other end of said coil, a purifier connected to said George H. Stewart, Los Angeles, California, U.S.A., 31st July .

gasometer and a pipe connecting the purifier to the inlet pipe 1906; 6 years . Filed 5th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,572.

of the engine . Claim . - 1. In a can soldering machine the combination of
3. The combination with an inlet pipe and exhaust pipe of means for moving a can body continuously past the solder

a gas engine, of a generating tank connected to the exhaust point , means for heating the cans or bodies prior to reaching
pipe and heated thereby, a coil in said tank , a crude oil sup- the solder point, and mechanism for feeding solder to the
ply tank having a valved connection with one end of said can in the form of wire , said mechanism being controlled by
coil , a gasometer connected to the other end of said coil and The can body in its continuous passage by the solder point
provided with a bell, an arm carried by said bell and arrang- to feed definite and exact lengths of said solder wire , sub
ed to open the valved connection between the supply tank ' stantially as described .

a
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2. In combination in a can soldering machine, means for ing concentric spaces through which the air supply for the

moving the cans axially , wire solder feeding means to direct combustion chamber is made to pass consecutively in the
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direction from the outside to the combustion chamber, so as

to take up and carry inward the heat radiated from the com

bustion chamber to the several casings , substantially as des
cribed .

2. In apparatus for producing combustion gases under pres

sure by the combustion of air with combustile gas or liquid

100273 combustible , the combination chamber surrounded by a series

of casings of sheet nickel or other suitable material forming

spaces through which the air supply is caused to pass con

the wire solder to the side seam and means acted on by the secutivelyinthe direction from the outside towards the com

can and traversingthe samefrom end to end for controlling bustionchamber, soas totakeupand carry inward theheat

the feeding of the solder wire , substantially as described.
imparted by radiation to the several casings , substantially as

described.

3. In combination , a horn , a chain for moving the can

bodies along the horn , wire soldering feeding devices for
3. In apparatus for producing combustion gases underpres

directing the solder wire to the seam ,means in the path of sure by the combustionof air with combustiblegasor liquid

the can body and arrangedtotraverse thesame from end to combustible, thecombination with the discharge nozzle ,ofa

end, said means controlling the feed of the solder wire, sub- surrounding nozzlefor the supply of liquid for the purposeof

transferring the kinetic energy of the gas jet to a jet of
stantially as described .

4. In combination means for moving the can body in a sub- liquid , substantially as described.

stantially horizontal position with its side seam uppermost, No. 100,275 . Bracket for Eaves Troughs.

means for feeding solder wire down upon the said side seam ,

whereby the end of the solder wire will traverse the can ( 'onsole pour larmiers.

body from end to end , and means engaging the side of the can

and traversing the same from end to end , parallel with the

side seam , said means controlling the feed of solder wire to

the side seam and engaging and disengaging the can body

simultaneously with the solder wire, substantially as des
cribed .

5. In combination , a horn over which the can body moves ,

solder wire feed means for directing wire solder to the seam

and controlling means contacting with another part of the

can and which traverse the same from end 10 end parallel

with the path of the solder.

6. In combination, a horn over which the can body moves ,

means above the can body for feeding the solder wire down

upon the same and means engaging the side of the can body

and traversing said body from end to end , said means con

trolling the feed of the solder, substantially as described.

7. In combination , a horn over which the can body moves,

means above the can body for feeding the solder wire down

upon the same and means engaging the side of the can body

to one side of the seam and traversing said body from end to

end , said means controlling the feed of the solder, and in

cluding a bell crank lever, substantially as described.

8. In combination in a can soldering machine, means for

moving the cans axially or in the direction of their length,

soldering means to direct the wire solder to the side seam ,

and means acted on by the can and traversing the same from

end to end for controlling the feeding of the solder wire, the

said cans beingmoved continuously past the soldering point Harry K. Flowers , Beverly, Ohio , U.S.A. , 31st July , 1906 ; 6

substantially as described . years . Filed 25th June , 1906. Receipt No. 137,236.

9. In a can soldering machine and in combination, a solder Claim .-1 . An eavestrough supporting bracket consisting

feeding device operated by a constantly moving power, of a twisted wire standard portion having arms extending

through frictional contact , and an arresting device controlled from its ends for bearing respectively over and beneath the

by the movement of the cans and acting intermittently on trough,one of said armsterminating in an eye and the other

the feed device, substantially as described. arm terminating in a hook, and a twisted wire portion ex
10. In combination in a can soldering machine , means for tending from said standard intermediately of the same and

moving a can body past the solder point, means for heating terminating in an eye for respectively receiving the eye and
the can or body prior to reaching the solder point and mech - hook of said arms.

anism for feeding the solder to the can in the form of wire ,
2. An eavestrough supporting bracket comprising a stan

said mechanism being controlled in its feeding movementby dard portion having an arm extending therefrom at one end

the can body to an extent corresponding to the length of the and terminating in a loop and an arm extending from the

said can body , substantially as described .
other end and terminating in a hook , and a wire member

folded together and twisted for a portion of its length and

No. 100,274. Apparatus for Producing Combustion engaged at the fold with said loop and with the free ends
Gas. extended in opposite directions and twisted around the stan

Appareil pour la production du gaz à combustion . dard portion .

3. An eavestrough supporting bracket consisting of a

Adolf Vogt , 149 Tulse Hill , Surrey , England, 31st July , 1906 ; 6 twisted wire standard portion having arms extending from

years. Filed 7th March , 1906 . Receipt No. 133,635 . its ends for bearing respectively over and beneath the trough ,

Claim . - 1. In apparatus for producing gases under pressure one of said arms terminating in an eye and the other arm

by the combustion of air with combustible gas or liquid com- terminating in a hook , a twisted wire portion extending from

bustible , the combination with a combustion chamber, of a said standard intermediately of the same and terminating in

plurality of concentric casings surrounding the same, form- an eye for respectively receiving the eye and hook of said
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arms, in combination with an eavestrough for support be- hammer piston to the drill , a feed screw for said drill , and

tween said brace member and lower arm member and formed läeans connected to said feed screw for rotating said drill .

with spaced recesses to receive the inner portion of the in- 2. A drill, a hammer piston , a striking pin arranged and

termediate member. adapted to receive and impart the blows of said hammer

4. An eavestrough supporting bracket consisting of a piston to said drill, a drill holding chuck , and means con

twisted wire standard portion having arms extending from nected with said chuck for imparting rotative movement to

its ends for bearing respectively over and beneath the trough , said drill .

one of said arms terminating in an eye and the other arm 3. A drill , a hammer piston , a striking pin arranged to

terminating in a hook, a twisted wire portion extending from receive and impart the blows of said hammer piston to said

said standard intermediately of the same and terminating drill , a buffer device for said hammer piston , a drill holding

in an eye for respectively receiving the eye and hook of said chuck , a feed screw for said drill , and means connected with

arms, and a clip for bearing over said standard portion and , said feed screw and chuck whereby rotation of said feed

having means for securing to a supporting structure, and, screw effects rotation of said drill .

provided with a notch for engaging the upper lateral member. 4. A drill , a striking pin for striking the drill , a hammer

piston for striking the striking pin , a chuck for holding the

No. 100,276. Medicine Spoon. ( uillire à médecine.
Grill, a feed screw for feeding the drill , and means including

Tearing for connecting said feed screw to said chuck whereby

rotation of said feed screw effects rotation of said drill .

1 5. A drill , a reciprocal compensating striking pin for

striking the drill, a hammer piston for striking the striking

pin , a buffer device arranged to receive the inoperative blows

or said hammer piston , and means for defining the reciprocal

compensating movement of said striking pin relative to the

cushioning of the inoperative blows of said hammer piston

by said buffer device .

6. In a rock drilling engine , a cylinder, a hammer piston

reciprocally mounted in said cylinder , a drill bit supported

in said cylinder and adapted to be driven by said hammer

piston a chuck and gear rotatably mounted on said cylinder

and arranged to support said drill bit , a gear in mesh with

said chuck gear , a feed screw operatively connected to said

cylinder, and means for rotating said second gear from said

fted screw.

7. In a rock drilling engine , a cylinder, a supporting shell

in which said cylinder is slidably mounted, hammer piston

reciprocately mounted in said cylinder, a drill bit supported

ir said cylinder and adapted to be driven by said hammer

piston , a rotatable drill holding chuck , a drill bit supported

iä said chuck , a gear mounted on said chuck , a second gear

rotatably journalled in said cylinder and arranged in opera

tive mesh with said chuck gear , a sleeve projecting from said

gear, a feed screw operatively connected to said cylinder and

shell, and extending through said sleeve , and means con

rected with said feed screw and said sleeve whereby rota

tion of said feed screw effects rotation of said chuck and

drill bit .

William L. Jenkins, Moultrie , Georgia , U.S.A., 31st July, 8. In a rock drilling engine , an operative cylinder and
1906 ; 6 years. Filed 25th May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,240. hammer piston and a feed screw operatively connected to

said cylinder , a drill bit in said cylinder , a sleeve supported
Claim . - 1 . A medicine spoon embodying a bowl and a han

dle , the under side of the deepest portion of the bowl and
by said cylinder and surrounding said feed screw , a key

way in said sleeve , a feather key secured to said sleeve and
the under side of the handle being in the same plane , and

projecting loosely into said key-way , a gear on said sleeve .
the bowl being provided with interior graduation box and

and means including a gear in mesh with the gear on said
with a spout, the under side of which is serrated.

sleeve for rotating said drill bit.

2. A medicine spoon having its bowl provided with a spout
9. In a rock drilling engine , a rock drill , a motive fluid

the free end of which is bent downwardly and provided on its
controlled hammer piston for driving the same, a gear for

underside with serrations .
3. A medicine spoon embodying a bowl and a bandle , the rotating said drill , a feed screw for feeding said drill, a

sieeve feathered to said feed screw , and a gear secured to
bowl being provided with an elongated slot covered through

said sleeve and in mesh with said drill rotating gear.
out a greater portion of its length and having its free end

bent downwardly and provided on its underside with ger
10. A rock drill comprising a cylinder having a piston

hammer and a revoluble drill chuck , a support on which said
rations .

cylinder is slidably mounted, a feed screw in engagement

with said cylinder and support, and means whereby rotation

No. 100,277. Rock Drill . Forel à roche. of said screw effects rotation of said chuck, as set forth .

11. A rock drill comprising a cylinder having a hammer

Fig.1.
piston and a revoluble drill chuck , a support on which said

cylinder is slidably mounted, a feed screw in engagement

with said cylinder and support, and meshing gears rotating

with said screw and chuck , as set forth .

12. A rock drill comprising a cylinder having a hammer

piston and a revoluble drill chuck, a support on which said

cylinder is slidably mounted , a feed screw in engagement

with but slide on said screw , and meshing gears rotating

with but slide on said screw , and meshng gears rotating with

said sleeve and chuck , as set forth .

13. A rock drill comprising a cylinder having a hammer

piston and a revoluble drill chuck, a support on which said

cylinder is slidably mounted , a feed screw in engagement

with said cylinder and support , a sleeve mounted to rotate

with but slide on said screw , and meshing gears rotating

with said sleeve and chuck , as set forth .

14. In a motive fluid hammer piston rock drilling engine ,

Fig.23 .
the combination of the cylinder , the hammer piston , the

drill chuck and the drill bit , with a drill bit striking pin

100.247
interposed between said hammer piston and said drill bit ,

and adapted to receive the blows of said hammer piston and

impart them to said drill bit , and the steel sleeve , and re
John George Leyner, Denver , Colorado , U.S..1.. 31st July, silient buffer device for cushioning the inoperative blows of

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 1st August, 1905 . Receipt No. said hammer piston .

137,331 . 15. In a motive fluid hammer piston rock drilling engine ,

Claim . - 1 . A drill , a hammer piston , a striking member ' the combination with the cylinder . the supporting shell, the

operatimoly arranged to receive and impart the blows of the feed screw operatively connected to said shell and cylinder ,

35
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and the drill holding chuck , provided with a gear , of a in said cylinder .n the reciprocal path of said hammer pis

gear rotatably mounted in said cylinder , in mesh with said ton , and arranged to fit over the end of said chuck, a resi

chuck gear, a sleeve on said gear surrounding said feed lient buffer ring and a steel washer mounted on said chuck
screw, and means for rotatably and slidably connecting said between said steel buffer sleeve and said enlarged portion of

sleeve to said feed screw, substantially as described. said chuck , an axial aperture in said steel buffer sleeve, of

16. In a motive fluid hammer piston rock drilling engine , two diameters, arranged to form a shoulder in the front end

the combination with the cylinder, the supporting shell , the of said sleeve , a piston hammer striking pin reciprocally

gear drill chuck and the feed screw, provided with oppo- mounted in said sleeve , and arranged to project normally

sitely disposed key way, of a gear rotatably mounted in said beyond the said sleeve into the reciprocal path of said ham

cylinder in mesh with said chuck gear, and provided with a mer piston , a collar on said pin arranged to have a sliding

sleeve , said gear and sleeve surrounding said feed screw , movement between the shoulder in said steel buffer sleeve,

and provided with two oppositely disposed integral feather and the adjacent end of said chuck, and adapted to define

keys slidably keyed to said feed screw , substantially as des- the reciprocal compensating movement of said pin relative

cribed. to the reciprocal strokes of said hammer piston, and a drill

17. In a motive fluid hammer piston rock drilling engine , bit adapted to be supported by said chuck and adapted to

the combination with the supporting shell , the feed screw be held against said pin , and to be struck by said striking

and the cylinder, having an exhaust port opening to the pin , substantially as described .

atmosphere opposite to said feed screw , of the gear drill

chuck and the gear and sleeve surrounding the feed screw ,

and in mesh with said chuck gear, and a circumferential
No. 100,278. Draft Appliance. Appareil de tirage.

row of apertures in the shell of said sleeve registering oppo

site the fluid exhaust port of said cylinder, adapted to admit

the exhaust fluid pressure to said feed screw , substantially

as described.

18. In a motive fluid hammer piston rock drilling engine ,

a rock drill bit , having a cutting point, and a shank consist

ing of a bar of any merchantable drill tool steel in its

natural merchantable state , of any form of cross section ,

said shank being entirely free from projections , collars ,

lugs , shoulders, notches , recesses , or any kind or character

of machined or added element .

19. A rock cutting drill bit , for motive fluid controlled

rock drilling engines, consisting of a bar of merchantable

drill tool steel of any form of cross section having rock

cutting lips at one end, and a striking shank free from lugs ,

recesses , slots , collars , projections , or shoulders, and a

chuck having a drill receiving aperture of a form to suit the

cross section form of said drill bit .

20 , A rock cutting drill bit for motive fluid iontrolled rock

drilling engines , consisting of a bar of merchantable cruci

form drill tool steel of any form of cross section , having

rock cutting lips at one end , and having its shank through

out its length of its natural rolled form , and entirely free

from projections or recessed elements that would act to de

fine the length of that portion of its shank that is inserted

in the drill holding chucks of rock drilling engines , and a

Isaie Rancourt , Napierville , Quebec , Canada , 31st July , 1906 ;

6 years. Filed 2nd February , 1906 . Receipt No. 132,511 .

chuck for rock drilling engines having a drili holding aper

ture of cruciform shape adapted to receive and support said
( laim .-- 1 . In a device of the character described the com

cruciform shaped drill bit loosely, whereby an operator can bination comprising a plurality of connecting bolts , side

instantly insert and remove by hand said drill bits in said plates adjustably disposed on the bolts ,a transverse bar dis

chuck.
posed on the plates , means for adjustably locking the bar on

21. In a motive fluid controlled rock drilling engine , the the plates , and means for pivotally attaching a draft tongue

combination with the supporting shell , the cylinder , and the
to the bar .

feed screw of a top secured to said shell , and an arm on
2. In a device of the character described the combination

said cylinder arranged to engage said stop, and limit the comprising a plurality of connecting bolts, plates adjustably

feeding movement of said cylinder in said supporting shell .
disposed on said bolts , a yoke pivotally disposed on one of

22. In a motive fluid controlled hammer piston rock drill- said bolts, a bar secured on the plates, and a draft tongue

ing engine , a supporting shell , a cylinder slidably mounted pivotally secured to the bar .

in said shell , a feed screw connected to said shell and cy
3. In a device of the character described the combination

linder and arranged to feed said cylinder in said shell, a drill comprising a pair of plates , means for adjustably holding the

holding chuck in said cylinder, a drill bit in said drillhold- | plates together , a transverse bar adjustably disposed on the

ing chuck, a striking pin for striking the drill bit ,a hammer plates , yokes disposed over the transverse bar and extending

piston in said cylinder for striking the strike pin , a buffer past the plates , clamping plates disposed on the yokes, nuts

device for cushioning the inoperative blows of said hammer disposed on the yokes beneath the clamping plates , and means

piston , and means connected to said feed screw and chuck for connecting the transverse bar to a draft tongue.

whereby rotation of said feed screw effects rotation of said 4. In a device of the character described the combination

drill bit .
comprising a pair of side plates provided with seats, means

23. In a motive fluid hammer piston drill , the combination for adjustably holding the side plates together, a transverse

with the cylinder, the shell , the feed screw , the hammer
bar disposed in said plates, means for locking the bar to said

piston , and the arill bit, of a drill bit holding chuck rota- plates, a brace pivotally connected to said bar and extending

tably mounted in said cylinder provided with a gear, a gear
forwardly thereof, a bar pivotally connected to said trans

rotatably connected andslidablyfeathered to said feed screw
verse bar and provided with a horizontal extension in a dif

in mesh with the gear of said drill bit holding chuck, a strik- ferent plane , and a draft tongue secured to said horizontal

ing pin for striking said drill bit , and a hammer piston for extension and to said brace.

striking said striking pin , substantially as described.
5. In a device of the character described the combination

24. In a rock drilling engine, the combination of a cylinder comprising a pair of plates, means for adjustably holding the

having a fluid inlet port, axially arranged ports in its shell, plates, a clevis connected to the plates, a bar on the plates,

and circumferential ports in its inner periphery registering and a draft tongue connected with the bar .

with said axial ports at predetermined intervals , and a cir

cumferential exhaust port in its inner periphery open to No. 100,279. Mould for Plastic Material.

the atmosphere , with a hammer piston provided with an

axial bore extending into it from its rear end a predeter

Moule pour matières plastiques.

mined distance, a circumferential row of radial ports in its Ebenezer W. Rider , Detroit , Michigan , U.S.A. , 31st July, 1906 ;

shell adjacent to its rear, having their inner entrances ar- 6 years. Filed 20th June, 1906. Receipt No. 137,082.

ranged in zigzag order, and the outer entrances arranged (' laim . - 1 . In a machine for moulding plastic material the

in a circumferential row , and arranged to register with said combination with a mould, of means for filling said mould

cylinder inlet ports, and a row of radial exhaust ports in its with plastic material, means for subsequently depositing a

shell arranged to register with said cylinder's exhaust port , second layer of plastic material above the mould , and a com

substantially as described. pression plunger for simultaneously compressing both

25. In a motive fluid hammer piston rock drilling engine , layers of material.

the combination with the cylinder and the hammer piston , 2. In a machine for moulding plastic material the combin

of a drill bit holding chuck mounted in said cylinder pro- ation with a mould ,of moans for completely filling said mould

vided with an enlarged portion, a steel buffer sleevemounted with plastic material , means for superposing and holding a
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second layer of plastic material above the first deposit and compressed brick, and means for automatically locking said

a plunger for compressing both layers within the mould . plunger to hold the same from movemnt during the raising of

said mould .

10. In a machine for compressing plastic material the com .

bination with a mould , of a reciprocating plunger for com

pressing the material within the mould actuated by gravity

in its compression stroke , means for raising the plunger

after compression , means for raising the mould during the

arrest of said plunger to disengage the compressed block , and

means for automatically locking said plunger from movement

during the raising of said mould , andfor unlocking the same

at the completion of the raising of said mould .

11. In a machine for compressing plastic material the com

bination with a mould , a plurality of pallets or bottom plates

therefor, a laterally reciprocating carrier for filling the

mould with plastic material , and a vertically reciprocating

plunger for compressing the plastic material within said

mould against the pallet , of timed mechanism for effecting

successively in each cycle, the locking of the plunger in its

lowered osition the raising of the mould, the unlocking of

the plunger, the feeding of one pallet from beneatb the

mould , and another pallet in registration therewith, the

raising of the plunger, the reciprocation of the carrier to fill

the mould and the arrest of the timed mechanism, indepen

dently controlled means for effecting the downward move

ment of the plunger , and means whereby one or more suc

ceeding operations of the plunger may be accomplished while

the automatic mechanism remains stationary.

12. In a machine for moulding plastic material the com

100219 bination with a bed and a vertically reciprocating plunger

of simultaneously co -operating adjustable side plates for

3. In a machine for moulding plastic material the combin- varying the widthof the space for the mould cavity.

ation with a mould, of means for completely filling the cavity bination with a bed and a vertically reciprocating plunger, of
13. In a machine for moulding plastic material the com

of said mould with plastic material , means for extending the

mould to vertically enlarge the mould cavity thereof, means feeding said pallets periodically longitudinally of the bed, in
a plurality of pallets or bottom plates , an endless chain for

for filling the extended cavity with asecond layer of plastic and out ofregistration with said plunger, and a mould box

material, and a plunger for compressing both layers in the containing aseries of separate moulds extending longitudi
mould.

4. In a machine for moulding plastic material the combin - nally of the bed.

14. In a machine for compressing plastic material the com
ation of a mould , a carrier for plastic material mounted for
the lateral reciprocation across said mould to completely fill bination withabed,of a vertically reciprocating plunger, a

the same, and a second carrier mounted for reciprocation laterally reciprocating carrier for the plastic material, a

across the mouldsubsequent to the operation of the first car
laterally adjustable side plate for varying the width of the

rier, and means foz enlarging the mould cavity intermediate mould cavity above said bed, and a wing or plate integral

the movements of said carriers , whereby a layer of material
with said side plate forming a bottom for said carrier.

from the second carrier will be superposed upon the deposit

from the first. No. 100,280. Fuel. Combustible.

5. In a machine for moulding plastic material the combin

ation with a mould , of a vertically reciprocating plunger, a
Andrew Schmidt, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. , 31st July,

1906 ; 6 years .
pitman and a crank connection for actuating said plunger , a

Filed 7th September, 1905. Receipt No.

drive connection for said crank , and a clutch intermediate
128,262.

said drive and crank, permitting the acceleration of the des- Claim.-1. A composition fuel consisting of peat and burnt

cent of the plunger by gravity . limestone, the limestone being slacked by the peat, and com

6. In a machine for moulding plastic material the combin - pressed into suitable forms for fuel purposes .

ation with a mould, of a vertically reciprocating plunger, a 2. A composition fuel consisting of burnt limestone and

pitman and a crank connection for actuating said plunger , peat , said ingredients being compressed into suitable forms

and a lost motion connection for said pitman , permitting the for fuel purposes .

continued rotation of the crank, after the movement of said 3. A fuel consisting of burnt granulated limestone and peat

plunger is arrested . in the same or equivalent state .

7. In a machine for moulding plastic material the combin

ation with a mould , of a vertically reciprocating plunger, a
No. 100,281 . Stopper for Bottles.

pitman and a crank connection for actuating said plunger, a

drive connection for said crank, a clutch intermediate said Bouchon de bouteilles .

drive and crank, permitting the acceleration of the descent

of the plunger by gravity, a lost motion connection for said

pitman permitting the continued rotation of said crank after

the arrest of said plunger in its downward movement , and

means for automatically disengaging said clutch before the

limit of lost motion in the return movement of the pitman is

reached , whereby said plunger remains in lowered position

within the mould .

8. In a machine for moulding plastic material the combin

ation with a mould , of a vertically reciprocating plunger, a

pitman and a crank connection for actuating said plunger, a

drive connection for said crank, and a clutch intermediate

said drive and crank permitting the acceleration of the de

scent of the plunger by gravity, a lost motion connection for

said pitman permitting continued rotation of the crank after

the arrest of said plunger , means for automatically disen

gaging said clutch before the limit of lost motion is reached

in the upward movement of the pitman , means for again

automatically disengaging said clutch after re - engagement

before said crank has passed the upper dead center, and

means for preventing backward rotation of the crank.

9. In a machine for moulding plastic material the combin

ation with a mould , of a vertically reciprocating plunger, a

pitman and crank connection for actuating said plunger, a
drive connection for said crank, a clutch intermediate said Thomas Henry Collins, Hamilton , Ontario , Canada, 31st July,

drive and crank, permitting acceleration of the descent of
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 31st May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,445.

the plunger by gravity , means for automatically disengaging Claim.–1 . In a stopper holder device for bottles the com

said clutch before the upward movement of said plunger, bination with a bottle having a recess formed therein to re

means for raising said mould to disengage the same from the ceive the secondary closure for the bottle and means for
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an arm pivotally connected with each lug, a bolt upon each

arm extending into a bolt receiving opening , a spring ar

2
0

retaining such closure in position , as and for the purpose

specified.

2. In a stopper holding device for bottles the combination

with a bottle having a ręcess formed in the bottom thereof to

receive the secondary closure for the bottle and removable

means for retaining such closure in position , as and for the

purpose specified.

3. In a stopper holder device for bottles the combination

with a bottle having a recess formed in the bottom thereof

to receive the secondary closure for the bottle and a seal

designed to be fastened to the bottom of the bottle , so as to

hold the secondary closure securely in the recess , as and for

the purpose specified .
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No. 100,282. Bottle Stopper.
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ranged between the lower portions of said arms, and a key

receiving means between the upper portions of said arms for

the reception of the key for actuating said arms , substan

tially as and for the purposes set forth .

2. The herein described stopper for bottles comprising a

stopper body having a closed bottom and an annular shoul

der , a resilient covering or shell surrounding said body and

its bottom, said body and covering being provided with regis

tering bolt receiving openings, a contracted neck , an open

and outwardly flaring portion , a cap or cover on said out

wardly flaring portion , means for rigidly securing said cap or

cover upon said outwardly flaring portion , said outwardly

extending portion being provided with a key hole , a pair of

pivot lugs in said contracted neck , an arm pivotally con

nected with each lug , a bolt upon each arm extending into
August Wilhelm Cordes , New York City , New York , U.S.A. , | the registering bolt receiving openings of said stopper body

31st July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 26th April , 1906. Receipt and covering, a spring arranged between the lower portions

No. 135,301 . of said arms , and a key receiving means between the upper

Claim.-1. A stopper comprising a cap having depending portions of said arms for the reception of a key for actuat

fingers and a clamping ring embracing said fingers and hav- ing said arm , substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

ing parts co -operating with the cap whereby the ring will

move axially when rotated with respect to the cap. No. 100,284. Bottle Stopper. Bouchon de bouteilles .

2. A stopper comprising a cap having depending fingers

with exterior and interior cam surfaces, and a clamping ring F10.1 F16.2 FIG . 3

having parts co-operating with the cap and adapting it to

move axially when rotated and to engage said exterior cam

surfaces.
D

3. A stopper comprising a cap having depending fingers di

with interior cam surfaces adapted to engage a bead upon a

bottle , a clamping ring having parts co- operating with the

cap whereby the ring will when rotated move downward upon

the fingers to engage them in locked relation with the bottle. Fig . 7
4. A stopper comprising a cap having depending fingers FIG . 5 FIG.4

with exterior and interior cam surfaces , and a clamping ring
B.

having a lower peripheral edge engaging said exterior cam
A CUNOH!! H

" AA

surfaces, and having cam inclines on its upper edge adapted G

to engage with the cap whereby it is ,forced axially into

clamping relation when turned .
k

5. A stopper comprising a cap having depending fingers

with exterior and interior cam surfaces , and a clamping ring

having inclines on its upper edge adapted to engage with the

cap and having a beaded central portion adapted to be forced

downward upon said exterior cam surfaces by a circum

ferential movement of the ring with respect to the cap.

6. A stopper comprising a cap having depending fingers and

having a plurality of lugs , of projections on its exterior sur FIG . 6 Fig . 8

face, and a clamping ring having inclines adapted to engage

said lugs or projections to force the ring axially and move
C

the fingers inward .

7. A stopper compris a cap having depending fingers
a

embossed with strengtheni
ng

protuberanc
es

, and having ex hk

terior and interior cam surfaces , and a beaded clamping ring

having cam inclines co -operating with the cap by which it is
100284

forced axially when turned so as to engage the exterior cam

surfaces and force the fingers inward. Henry E. Lazarus, Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. , 31st July , 1906 ;

6 years . Filed 25th May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,242.

No. 100,283. Bottle Stopper. Bouchon de bouteilles . Claim . - 1. In a bottle stopper the combination of a cork

James M. Cumming, Newark, New Jersey , U.S.A., 31st July , Cbtain a top and a cylindrical wall , such cylindrical wall
piece , a disc thereon, and an additional piece formed up to

1906; 6 years. Filed 13th June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,839 . arranged to be forced inward into close contact with the

Claim . — 1 . A chambered stopper for bottles comprising a neck of a bottle and such top cut to obtain a thumb piece ,

stopper body formed with bolt receiving openings , a con- arranged to be bent into position to be seized and thereby a

tracted neck, an open and outwardly flaring portion, a cap strip torn from the top and cylindrical well piece to release

or covering on said outwardly flaring portion , means for it from the bottle neck, and such thumb plece provided with

rigidly securing said cap or cover upon said outwardly flar- & raised rib , tending to maintain thethumbpiecein this

ing portion , said outwardly extending portion being provided se me plane as the remainder of the top, substantially as

with a key hole , a pair of pivot lugs in said contracted neck, described.
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No. 100,286. Non - Refillable Bottle.

Bouteille non - réemplissable ,

2. The combination of a bottle stopper and the neck of a

buttle , the neck of the bottle provided with an annular rib

and the bottle stopper consisting of a cork piece , a disc

thereon , and an additional piece formed up to obtain a top

and a cylindrical wall , such cylindrical wall arranged to be

forced inward into close contact with the neck of the bottle

and under the annular rib thereon and such top cut to ob

tain a thumb piece , arranged to be bent into position to be

seized and thereby a strip torn from the top and cylindrical

wall of the additional piece to release it from the bottle

reck , and such thumb piece provided with a raised rib tend

ing to maintain the thumb piece in the same plane as the

remainder of the top, substantially as described .
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No. 100,285. Bottle Closure. Fermeture de bouteilles.
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Charles Henry White , Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island,

Canada , 31st July, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 27th December,

1904. Receipt No. 121,075 .

Claim.--1 . In a non -refillable bottle having substantially

concentric neck walls , passages leading from the interior

thereof between said walls, and an inwardly projecting valve

seat , in combination with a valve adapted to rest thereon

a hollow stem connected with said valve , a resilient member

in said stem and an insertible member adapted to bear on

said resilient member.

2. In a non - refillable bottle having substantially concen

tric neck walls w.ch passages leading from the interior

thereof between said walls, and an inwardly projecting
( Charles Hammer, New York City , New York , U.S.A. , 31st valve seat, in combination with a rotatable valve , a hollow

July , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 15th June , 1906. Receipt No.
stem on said valve , an insertible plug, a stem on the lower

136,939.
side of said plug , a resilient member between said stem and

Claim . - 1. A bottle or jar having a rabbeted portion , a said valve , and means for locking said insertible plug in

dished disc adapted to fit said rabbeted portion , and a cap position .

adapted to flatten said dished disc to increase its diameter. 3. In a non - refillable bottle having substantially concen

2. A bottle or jar having a rabbeted portion , a dished disc tric neck walls with passages leading from the interior

adapted to fit into said rabbeted portion, and a cap having thereof between said walls , and an inwardly projecting valve
a depression in its end adapted to flatten the dished disc to seat , in combination with a rotatable valve, a hollow stem on
increase its diameter . said valve, an inserting plug, a stem on the lower side of

3. A bottle or jar having a rabbeted portion , an annular said plug. a resilient member between said stem and said

rib , and a plurality of separated spiral threads extending valve , a frangible stem on said insertible plug, and means

upward from the rib , a dished disc fitted into the rabbeted for locking said insertible plug in position .

portion , and a cap having a depression to flatten the dished

disc, and a plurality of inclined notches in the lower edge No. 100,287. Voltage Regulator.
thereof to form inward projections to engage the separated

Régulateur de voltage.
threads .

4. A bottle or jar provided with an annular shoulder and

a plurality of superposed separated threads connecting at

their lower ends with said shoulder, in combination with a

cap having one or more inpunched projections at its lower

edge to engage sain threads , said projections being pro

vided with inclined upper walls having an angular arrange

ment with relation to the lower edge of the cap forming to

the angular arrangement of the threads with relation to the

shoulder , whereby stops are provided at the junction of the

threads with the shoulder to limit the turning movement

of the cap, the relauive angular arrangement of the parts

being such as to adapt the cap to be screwed down into

close contact with the shoulder so that the inclined upper

walls of the projections and basal edges of the inner walls

thereof will respectively bear against the threads and shoul

der and exert resisting pressures to prevent injury to the

projections when the cap is screwed on.

5. A bottle or jar provided with an elongated neck having

an annular rib or shoulder and a plurality of superposed

separated threads connecting at their lower ends with said

shoulder, in combination with a cap having one or more in

punched projections at its lower edge to engage said threads ,

said projections being provided with inclined upper walls

having an angular arrangement with relation to the lower

edge of the cap conforming to the angular arrangement of

the threads with relation to the shoulder, whereby stops are The Canadian Westinghouse Company, Limited , Hamilton,

provided at the junction of the threads with the shoulder
Ontario , Canada , assignee of Harve R. Stuart , Wilkins

to limit the turning movement of the cap , the relative angu
burg, Pennsylvania , U.S.A., 31st July, 1906 ; 6 years.
Filed 13th May , 1905. Receipt No. 125,146 .

lar movement of the parts being such as to adapt the cap to
be screwed down into close contact with the shoulder so that Claim . - 1. The combination with means for successively

the inclined upper walls of the projections and basal edges operating a series of switches of means for alternately
of the inner walls thereof will respectively bear against the operating two other switches.

threads and shoulder and exert resisting pressures to pre- 2. The combination with means for first closing one switch

vent injury to the projections when the cap is screwed on . of a series and then opening the last preceding switch of

6. A bottle or jar having a rabbeted portion, and a plu- that series, the operation of the switches continuing to the
rality of separated threads, a dished disc adapted to fit said end of the series, of means for next closing one of a pair

rabbeted portion, and a cap having a depression to flatten of switches and then opening the other , the two switches

said dic , and means to engage the separated threads . being alternately opened and closed .
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3. The combination with a quill , of a shaft that is ac- 19. The combination with a quill , of a shaft that is actuated

tuated thereby and has a threaded portion at one end, a thereby and has a threaded portion at one end , a stationary

stationary nut with which said threaded portion engages, nut with which said threaded portion engages , cams mounted

and cams mounted on said shaft . on said shaft and switches actuated by said cans .

4. The combination with an operating handle and a pinion 20. The combination with an operating handle and a pinion

actuated thereby, of a gear wheel meshing with said pinion, actuated thereby, of a gear wheel meshing with said pinion ,

a shaft to which said gear wheel is rigidly secured, a quill a shaft to which said gear wheel is rigidly secured , a quill

loosely mounted on said shaft , and cams on said quill . loosely mounted on said shaft , cams on said quill and switches

5. The combination with an operating handle and a pinion actuated by said cams.

actuated thereby, of a gear wheel meshing with said pinion , 21. The combination with an operating handle and a pinion

a shaft to which said gear wheel is rigidly secured , a quill actuated thereby, of a gear wheel meshing with said pinion , a

loosely mounted on said shaft , and a lost motion connection shaft upon which said gear wheel is rigidly secured, a quill

between said shaft and said quill . loosely mounted on said shaft , cams on said quill , switches

6. The combination with an operating handle and a pinion actuated by said cams, a second quill actuated by said shaft ,
actuated thereby , of a gear wheel meshing with said pinion , a second shaft provided with cams and actuated by said

a shaft upon which said gear wheel is rigidly secured , a second quill, and switches actuated by said cams.

quill loosely mounted on said shaft, cams on said quill, and 22. The combination with an operating handle and a pin

a second quill actuated by said shaft . ion actuated thereby, of a gear wheel meshing with said

7. The combination with an operating handle and a pinion pinion , a shaft upon which said gear wheel is rigidly

actuated thereby, of a gear meshing with said pinion , a secured, a quill loosely mounted on said shaft, cams

shaft upon which said gear wheel is rigidly secured , a quill said quill , switches actuated by said cams , a second quill

loosely mounted on said shaft , cams on said quill , a second actuated by said shaft , a second shaft provided with cams,

quill actuated by said shaft, and a shaft actuated by said and actuated by said second quill , and switches actuated by

second quill .
said cams.

8. The combination with an operating handle and a piston
23. The combination with an operating handle and a pinion

actuated thereby, of a gear wheelmeshing with said pinion, actuated thereby , of a gear wheel meshing with saidpinion,

a shaft upon which said gear wheel is rigidly secured , a quill
a shaft upon which said gear wheel is rigidly secured , a quill

loosely mounted on said shaft , cams on said quill , a second
loosely mounted on said shaft, cams on said quill , switches

quill actuated by said shaft , a shaft actuated ty said second actuated by said cams, a second quill actuated by said shaft,

quill and having a threaded portion at one end, and a shaft actuated by said second quill and having a threaded

stationary nut with which said threaded portion engages .
portion at one end , cams on said shaft, switches actuated by

said cams , and a stationary nut with which said threaded

9. The combination with an operating handle , a pinion act

uated thereby and a gear wheel meshing with said pinion, of portion engages.

a shaft towhich said gear wheelisrigidlysecured, a quill uated therebyand a gear wheelmeshingwithsaidpipion,of
24. The combination with an operating handle , a pinion act

loosely mounted on said shaft , cams on said quill , a second
a shaft to which said gear wheel is rigidly secured, a quill

quill actuated by said shaft, a shaft actuated by said second
quill and having a threaded portion at one end, a stationary loosely mounted on said shaft, cams on said quill,switches

actuated by said cams , a second quill actuated by said shaft ,
nut with which said threaded portion engages , and cams

a shaft actuated by said second quill and having a threaded
mounted on said shaft .

portion at one end , a stationary nut with which said threaded
10. The combination with a connecting rod and a link , of a portion engages , cams mounted on said shaft , switches act

lever pivoted at one end to said link , a stationary bracket to
uated by said cams , and tripping devices for said switches .

which the other end of said lever is pivoted and toggle mem

bers one of which is pivoted to said lever and the other of link, of a lever pivoted at one end to said link, a stationary

25. The combination with a switch operating road and a

which is pivoted to said stationary bracket . bracket to which the other end of said lever is pivoted, toggle

11. The combination with a connecting rod and a link , of a members one of which is pivoted to said lever and the other

lever connected at its free end to said link and fulcrumed at of which is pivoted to said stationary bracket, means for

its other end, and toggle members one of which is pivoted to actuating said toggle members slowly in one direction, and

said lever and the other of which is fulcrumed on a station- means for tripping said members.

ary axis .
26. The combination with a switch operating rod and a link,

i2. The combination with a connecting rod and a link, of a of a lever connected at its free end to said link and fulcrumed

lever connected at its free end to said link and fulcrumed at at its other end , toggle members one of which is pivoted to

its other end , toggle members one of which is pivoted to said said lever and the other of which is fulcrumod op a station

lever and the other of which is fulcrumed on a stationary ary axis , and means for operating said toggle members.

axis , and a lever fulcrumed on said axis lo engage said 27. The combination with a switch operating rod and a link,

second - named toggle men;ber . of a lever connected at its free end to said link and fulcrumed

13. The combination with a switch operating rod , a link at its other end , toggle members one of which is pivoted to

connected to one end thereof and a rotatably mounted cam , said lever and the other of which is fulcrumed on a sta

of a lever connected at its free end to said link and ful- tionary axis, a lever fulcrumed on said axis to engage said

crumed at its other end, toggle members one of which is second -named toggle member, and means for actuating the

pivoted to said lever and the other of which is fulcrumed op second lever .

a stationary axis and provided with a roller to be engaged by 28. The combination with a series of switches and toggle

said cam.
joint mechanisms for closing them , of a plurality of inter

14. The combination with a switch operating rod, a link connected shafts provided with operating cams and a single

connected to one end thereof and a rotatably mounted cam, handle for operating said shafts .

of a lever connected at its free end to said link , and ful- 29. The combination with a series of switches and a plur

crumed at its other end , toggle members one of which is ality of inter-connected shafts and quills provided with cams,

pivoted to said lever and the other of which is fulcrumed on toggle joint mechanisms actuated by said cams to close and

a stationary axis , and a lever fulcrumed on said axis to en- open said switches in a predetermined order, and a single

gage said second - named toggle member and provided with a handle for operating said devices .

roller to be engaged by said cam .

15. The combination with connecting rods and links , of
No. 100,288. Non - Refillable Bottle .

levers connected at corresponding ends to said links , a shaft Bouteille non -réemplissable.

on which the other ends are fulcrumed , pairs of toggle mem- L. E. L. Themke , Josef Dittrick , both of Strathcona, and

bers interposed between the levers and actuating devices , Franz Scheibal , Edmonton , both in Alberta ,Canada, 31st

and cams on said shaft adapted to cause said toggle mem July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 16th June , 1906. Receipt No.

bers to buckle . 136,972.
16. The combination with connecting rods and links , of

levers connected at one end to said links , a shaft on which
Claim .-- 1 . In a device of the character described the com

the other endsare fulcrumed , pairs of toggle members, cams bination comprising a bottle, an expansible tube disposed in

on said shaft adapted to cause said toggle members to buckle, the neck of the bottle, a valve casing disposed in the neck

and a gear wheel loosely mounted on said shaft and having below thetube and provided with channels, a valve disposed

lost motion connection therewith.
in the casing, and means for limiting the movement of the

17. The combination with connecting rods and links , of valve.

levers connected at one end to said links , a shaft on which
2. In a device of the character described the combination

the other ends are fulcrumed, pairs of toggle members, cams comprising a bottle having annular channels in its neck, an
on said shaft adapted to cause said toggle members to buckle, expansible tube disposed in the neck and having portions ex
dogs on said shaft , a gear wheel looselymounted thereon ani panded into the channels, a valve casing aisposed in the neck
lugs on said gear wheel with which said dogs are adapted to be w the tube and provided with channels , a valve disposed

engage .
in the casing, and means for limiting the movement of the

18. The combination with rotatable cams, of levers adapted valve.

to engage at corresponding ends with said cams and toggle 3. In a device of the character described the combination

members having knuckle joint connections with said levers . ' comprising a bottle , an expansible tube disposed in the neck
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thereof, means for locking the tube in the neck , a valve forced from their lower extremities upward throughout the

casing disposed in the neck below the tube and provided depth of said flange , for the purpose described.

with channels , a valve disposed in the casing, and means for 2. A bottle stopper comprising a metallic disc, an annular

limiting the movement of the valve . depending flange and a plurality of fingers extending from the

4. In a device of the character described the combination flange, said fingers having embossed or impressed therein U

comprising a bottle , an expansible tube disposed in the neck shaped ribs the arms of which extend substantially from the

edge of the disc to and around the lower extremities of the

fingers, for the purpose set forth.

3. A bottle stopper comprising a metallic cap containing

packing material and having a number of depending fingers

around its periphery, each finger having an inwardly extend

ing lug for engaging the neck of the bottle and also strength

ening ribs surrounding said lugs and extending upward to

the cap , substantially as described .

4. A bottle stopper comprising a disc having an annular

depending flange , a number of fingers extending downward

beyond said flange, embossed lugs at the lower ends of said

fingers, an embossed rib extending around said lugs and up

ward to the edge of the disc and an embossed surface be

tween the arms of said rib and above said lug , for the pur

pose set forth .

5. A bottle stopper comprising a metallic cap containing

packing material , a number of fingers depending from said

cap , and having holding lugs formed on their inner surfaces,

and a strengthening rib surrounding said holding lug and

provided with a nub adapted to be engaged by a fastening

tool or machine.

6. A bottle stopper comprising a sheet metal disc having a

depending annular flange , integral depending holding fingers

provided with reinforcing means extending from the lower

thereof, means for locking the tube in the neck , a valve ends of the fingers across the width of the flange to the disc ,

and a handle or tailpiece extending from one of the fingers,
casing disposed in the neck below the tube and provided with

channels, a washer disposed between the tube and the valve for the purpose set forth .

casing, a valve disposed in the casing, and means for limiting ing packingmaterial andhaving a depending flange, fingers7. A bottle stopper comprising a sheet metal cap contain

the movement of the valve .

5. In a deviceof the character described the combination depending from the lower edge of said flange and provided

comprising a bottle ,having an annular shoulder in theneck through the width or depthof the flange, oneofsaid fingerswith a reinforcement extending from their lower ends upward

thereof, a gasket disposed on the shoulder , a valve casing
disposed in the neck and provided with a flange adapted to having a tailpiece provided with a reinforcement extending

rest onthe gasket and provided with channels, an expansible the finger to which it is attached andthe width of the flange,
throughout its length and continuing through the length of

tube disposed in the neck and adapted to lock the casing in

position , a valve in the casing, and means for limiting the
for the purpose set forth .

movement of the valve.
8. A bottle stopper comprising a sheet metal cover for the

6. In a device of the character described the combination
mouth of the bottle and fingers extending from the edge of

comprising a bottle, an expansible member disposed in the provided with reinforcing means extending into the body ofsaid cover and adapted to hold it upon the bottle , said fingers

neck thereof and provided with a bifurcated we
a valve

casing disposed in the neck and locked in position by the
the cover beyond the edge from which the fingers extend .

expansible member and provided with an opening and with No. 100,290. Suction Gas Making Machine.

channels , a ball valve disposed in the casing and provided
Machine pour faire du gaz à suction.

with a projection disposed in the opening of the web and pro

vided with a stem disposed in the opening of the casing, and Fig3

a washer disposed between the expansible member and the
12

valve casing.
Figl

No. 100,289. Bottle Stopper. Bouchon de bouteilles .

.
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Edward William Anderson and Kynock, Limited, assignee

of a half interest, Witton, England, 31st July , 1906 ;

6 years . Filed 27th March , 1906. Receipt No. 134,321 .

Claim . - 1 . In suction gas producing plant the combination

of a generator , a water vapourizer outside the said generator ,

a scrubber ( the said parts being united by external con

nections) and an automatic regulator for supplying water

to the vapourizer, substantially as described.

2. In suction gas producing plant the combination of a

generator, a water vapourizer outside the said generator, a

scrubber (the said parts being united by the external con

nections) an automatic regulator for supplying water to the
The International Specialties Company, assignee of George vapourizer and a device for injecting water spray between

Kirkegaard, New York City, New York, U.S.A., 31st July , the fire bars, subtantially as and for the purposes des

1906 ; 6 years.
Filed 14th June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,909 . ! cribed.

Claim.-1. A bottle stopper comprising a metallic cap con- 3. In a suction gas producing plant a vapourizer having two

taining packing material provided with a depending annular concentric cylinders the inner cylinder being provided with
flange and with holding fingers extending from and below said an external spiral thread or channel down which the water

flange, said holding fingers having inwardly directed lugs to to be vapourized flows, the heated gases from the generator

engage the neck of the bottle and being stiffened or rein- passing through the said inner cylinder and heating the
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same and the space between the two cylinders being con- 5. The combination with a telephone line , of a trunk line

nected with the atmosphere and with the furnace so that and a switch for uniting said trunk line with the telephone

the water vapour generated can be drawn into the said fur- line, a signalling instrument at one terminal of the trunk

nace , substantially as described . line , a source of current connected with the trunk line, a

4. In suction gas producing apparatus the combination high resistance signalling instrument in a bridge of the

with a water vapourizer of a water regulator wherein a trunk line at the other terminal thereof, a shunt about said

plunger or valve is carried by a flexible diaphragm which is high resistance signalling instrument, said shunt controlling

operated during the suction strokes of the engine working the operation of the first -mentioned signalling instrument ,

in connection with the plant , substantially as described . and a switch at the substation of said line controlling said
shunt.

No. 100,291 . Signal for Telephones . 6. The combination with a telephone line , of a trunk line

Signal ile téléphone.
a switch for uniting said trunk line with said telephone

line , a source of current in a bridge of the trunk line at one

terminal thereof, a high resistance signalling instrument r

in a bridge of the trunk line at the other terminal, a signal

instrument 11 in said trunk line between the source of cur

rent and the signalling instrument r, a shunt around said

high resistance signal instrument , a switch at the substa

tion of said telephone line controlling said shunt , and a

signalling instrument s in the shunt, whereby both signalling

instrument 11 and s are excited when said shunt is closed.

7. The combination with a signalling circuit including a

source of current , a relay 12 and a switch for closing said

circuit , signal k ' and a circuit therefor, controlled by relay

1 " , a high resistance relay r included in said signalling cir

100291
cuit , a signal 0 , a circuit therefor, controlled by said high

resistance relay, a shunt around the winding of said high

resistance relay , a relay s in said shunt , a signal u , a cir

cuit therefor , controlled by said relay , a relay q adapted

The Bell Telephone Company of Canada, Montreal , Quebec, when energized to close the shunt about relay r, a circuit for

Canada , assignee of Merritt Scott Conner, Antwerp , Bel- said relay q , and a switch controlling said circuit , whereby

gium , 31st July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 20th May , 1902 . upon the enclosure of the shunt about said high resistance

Receipt No. 96,201 . relay, both relays 8 and Z are excited to shunt out the

Claim.-1. The combination with telephone lines and a
signals associated therewith .

trunk line for uniting them , of a signal in the trunk line
8. The combination with a telephone line , of a trunk line

and a source of current in a bridge thereof at one terminal having a source of current conected therewith a switch for

station ; a repeating coil at the other terminal, said trunk uniting said trunk line with said telephone line, a signal

line being severed and having its severed terminals united instrument at one terminal of the trunk line, a high resist

through the windings of the repeating coil to form two con
ance signalling instrument in the trunk line for controlling

ductively separated but inductively continuous circuits ,and the operation of the first -mentioned signalling instrument,

a high resistance signal controlling magnet in the portion a shunt about said high resistance signalling instrument,
of the trunk line leading to the first mentioned office, the and a switchat the substation for controlling said shunt.

said resistance being sufficient to prevent the operation of
9. The combination with telephone lines and a trunk line

the signal in the circuit therewith,a source of current and for unitting them , sa. , trunk line havinga source of current
a relay magnet in the other portion of the trunk line connected therewith , of a signal in the trunk line at one

adapted for connection with the called line, and a shunt of terminal station, means for conductively separating said
the high resistance signal controlling magnet controlled by trunk line into inductively continuousparts , a high resist

said relay, as described.
ance signal controlling magnet in the trunk line , said resist

2. The combination with telephone lines having switches ance being sufficient to prevent the operation of said signal,

adapted to close the line circuits while the telephones are in
a shunt of said magnet, and a relay in the trunk line adapted

use , said lines entering different central offices, and a trunk
when said trunk line is connected with the called line to

line for uniting said line , a supervisory signal and a trunk control said shunt.

line and a source of current in a bridge thereof at one of

the offices, a repeating coil at theotheroffice, the trunk No. 100,292. Speed Transmission Device.

line thereat being severed, the terminals of the wires leading Appareil de transmission de ritesse.

to the first -mentioned station being united through one set

of windings of the repeating coil , and the terminals of the

wires adapted for connection with the called line being

united through the other set of windings of the repeat

ing coil , and a of current and a relay in the

last -mentioned portion of the trunk line , a high resistance

magnet in the trunk line in circuit with the aforesaid super

visory signal, a clearing out signal controlled by said high

resistance magnet , a shunt about said high resistance mag

net , and an auxiliary winding of the magnet therein , said

shunt being controlled by the relay in the other portion of

the trunk circuit , substantially as described.

3. The combination with a trunk line having a source of

energy , a signalling instrument and means for closing the

circuit at one terminal station , o a high resistance signal

ling instrument bridged across the line at another terminal

station, a telephone line , provided with a switch at the sub

sťation for closing the line , in connection with the trunk

line , and a shunt circuit controlled by the switch at the

telephone substation around the winding of said high re

sistance signalling instrument , whereby the signalling in

strument at the first terminal station of the trunk line is

responsive to the opening and closing of the switch at the

subscriber's substation without interfering with the opera
tion ofthe high resistance signalling instrument, substan- | The International Speed Automobile Company, Hamilton ,

tially as described .

assiginee of Hubert Lutz , Stoney Creek , both in Ontario ,

4. The combination with a connecting cord containing

Canada , 31st July , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 12th May , 1906 .

source of energy, a signalling instrument and a terminal
Receipt No. 135,852 .

plug , a trunk line terminating in a spring jack at the same
Claim .-- ) . In a friction power transmitting mechanism , a

station with the connecting cord, a plug at another station , cone-shaped wheel formed with a series of variable annular

a repeating coil having its windingsinterposed in the trunk recesses, a shaft to carry said wheel , a friction drive wheel

line between said plug and spring jack , a high resistance made to operate in the said recesses of the code wheel and

signalling intrument in circuit with the portion of the trunk dvices for changing the fraction wheel from one recess to

line extending to said spring jack , a shunt circuit around the other to “ roduce variable speed as desired .

said high resistance signalling instrument , and means for 2. In a friction power transmitting mechanism , a

controlling said shunt to control the signalling instrument shaped wheel formed with a series of variable annular re

at the distant station of the trunk line, substantially as cesses, a shaft to carry said wheel rotating in a frame, a

described.
friction drive wheel made to operate in the said recesses of

source
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the cone wheel , and carried on a shaft, a movable arm con- the side flanges in the grooves , an outer hub provided with a

nected pivotally to the said shaft and to another shaft car- V -shaped groove to engage the outer side of the pneumatic
ried by an arm attached to the frame of the device , and

means tochange the position of the friction drive wheel from

one annular recess to another to vary speed as desired.
3. In a friction power transmitting mechanism, a cone

shaped wheel formed with a series of annular variable sized

recesses , a friction drive wheel made to operate in and im

pinge on any of the recesses of the cone -shaped wheel to

vary speed, a reverse friction wheel made to operate and im

pinge on the largest recess of the cone - shaped wheel , de

vices for causing the friction drive wheel to impinge on the

reverse wheel when a reverse motion is required to be given

to the main driving shaft, and devices to push the friction

drive wheel into any one of the annular recesses in the large

cone-shaped wheel , to vary the speed from slow , medium or

fast, as desired .

4. In a friction power transmitting mechanism a cone

shaped wheel formed with a series of internal variable sized

annular recesses, the said wheel carried on a shaft in bear

ings attached to the frame of the mechanism, a friction drive K

wheel made to operate in and impinge on any one of the re

cesses of the cone wheel , and carried on a shaft constructed

with two universal joints , and connected to the driving shaft,

devices for entering the drive wheel in tbe recesses of the

cone wheel and devices for holding the drive wheel in fric

itional contact with the walls of the recesses in the cone

shaped wheel , to rotate a shaft to transmit power at variable

speed. E

5. In a friction power transmitting mechanism , a cone

shaped wheel formed with a series of internal variable sized
right angled recesses, the said wheel carried on a shaft in

bearingsattached to the frame of the mechanism , a friction
Fig.1. 100293

drive wheel made to operate in and impinge on any one of the

Fig.z.

internal recesses of the cone friction wheel , and formed with

a series of slots on its inner end, and a series of projections cushion , and means for holding the parts of the hub in align

formed near the center of the cone -shaped recessed wheel , to
ment , substantially as described.

engage with the slots in the friction drive wheel , to act as a

clutch device to hold the two said wheels together when the having a centralannular depression or groove formed there
5. In a wheel the combination of an inner cylindrical hub

small friction drive wheel is pushed to the center of the
in , a pneumatic cushion having its inner side lying in said

larger cone wheel , when operated by mechanism to produce a central groove and provided with side flanges engaging the
direct and fast speed .

6.In combination with an internal friction power transmit- flanges on the hub, an outer hub grooved to engage the outer
side grooves , clamping bands adapted to clamp the side

ting mechanism, of the class specified, a movable arm jour side of the pneumatic cushion, and means for holding the

nalled on a shaft and carrying a friction drivewheel on the parts ofthe hub in alignment, substantially as described.

same shaft, and made to operate in a cone -shaped recessed 6. In a wheel the combination of an inner cylindrical hub
wheel, the opposite end of the said movable arm pivotally at

having a central annular depression or groove formed there
tached to a second shaft journalled on an arm attached to the

in , a pneumatic cushion having its inner side lying in said
frame, a lever pivoted to the frame and to the shaft of the

central groove and provided with side flanges engaging the
friction drive wheel , to cause the said friction drive wheel to

engage with any one of the recesses in the cone wheel, and flanges on the hub an outer hub provided with a V - shaped
side grooves, clamping bands adapted to clamp the side

a second lever to hold the said drive wheel in close contact
groove to engage the outer side of the pneumatic cushion ,

with the recessed wheel to produce either slow, medium or

fast speed and a reverse wheel carried ona shaft journalled substantiallyas described.
and means for holding the parts of the hub in alignment,

to a bracket on the frame and to the shaft of the said mov

able arm which is connected to the shaft of the said friction

drive wheel.
No. 100,294. Clip for Metal Buildings.

Tenailles pour bâtisses en métal.

No. 100,293. Wheel. Roue.

Berton H. Sills, William S. Conger and Stanley E. Carman ,

each an assignee a fourth interest, all of Belleville ,

Ontario , Canada, 31st July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 27th April,

1906. Receipt No. 135,320.

Claim . - 1 . In a wheel the combination of a hub divided into

two concentric portions , an annular pneumatic cushion sub

stantially circular in cross section interposed between the

two parts and secured to the inner part, the other part being

provided with an acute V-shaped groove to engage the

cushion at each side of the tread, substantially as described .

2. In a wheel the combination of a hub divided into two

concentric portions , an annular pneumatic cushion substan

tially circular in cross section interposed between the two

parts, one part being provided with an acute V-shaped

groove, and side flanges on one part engaging the outer sides

of the other part to prevent side play, substantially as des
cribed.

3. In a wheel the combination of an inner cylindrical hub

having a central annular depression or groove formed there

in , and an annular depression or groove at each side of the

central groove, a pneumatic cushion having its inner side

lying in said central groove and provided with side flanges

engaging the side grooves, clamping bands adapted to clamp | Sarah Eliza Pedlar, Oshawa, Ontario, Canada , assignee of

the side flanges in the grooves, an outer hub grooved to en
William Goss , Chicago , Illinois, U.S.A. , 31st July , 1906 ; 6

gage the outer side of the pneumatic cushion and means for
years . Filed 12th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,811.

holding the parts of the hub in alignment , substantially as Claim . - 1. The clip for suspending ceilings , etc., from I

described . or other beams consisting of the members 6 and 7 having

4. In a wheel the combination of an inner cylindrical hub means for interlocking them together.

having a central annular depression or groove formed there- 2. The clip for suspending ceilings, etc., from I or other

in , and an annular depression or groove at each side of the beams, consisting of two members6 and 7, the part 6 having
central groove , a pneumatic cushion having its inner side a depending hanger portion and the part 7 having a tongue

lying in said central groove and provided with side flanges adapted to be entered and turned in said opening to effect a

engaging the side grooves, clamping bands adapted to clamp ' locking of the two members together.
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No. 100,295 . Beam Clamp. Crampon pour poutrcs .
posed of spaced angle -shaped sections extending upwardly

beyond the top , a transverse bar arranged between the cap

extensions, and complementary mould supporting members

mounted upon the bar for longitudinal adjustment.

No. 100,296. Bearing for Car Journal Boxes.

Coussinet de tourillon .

0

i
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1
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Homer Thomas, assignee of William H. Dillon, both of De

troit, Michigan , U.S.A., 31st July, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed

20th June , 1906. Receipt No. 137,079.

Claim . - 1 . In building apparatus of the character described, The Canadian Adjustable Bearing Company, Windsor,

the combination with an upright, of a transverse member
Ontario, Canada, assignee of James McHenry Hopkins ,

supported thereon, and vertical mould supporting devices
Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. , 31st July, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed

upon the transverse member provided with joist seats.

2. In buildingapparatusof the character described , the Note - This patent is a re -issue of No. 74,193, bearing date
9th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,725.

combination with an upright, of a transverse bar thereon,

vertical mould supporting devices adjustably mounted upon
the twenty-fourth day of December, 1901.

the bar, and oppositely extending supporting members car
Claim . - 1. In a car journal bearing in combination , a brass

ried by said devices forming joist seats . having a flat upper surface, and a key comprising an upper

3. In building apparatus of the character described the member adapted to receive the bearing surface of a journal

combination with an upright , of a detachable cap therefor, a
box and having a longitudinally concave lower face, and a

transverse bar mounted upon and having detachable connec lower member interposed between the upper member and

tions with the cap, and adjustable mould supporting devices the brass and having its contacting faces conforming thereto

or members upon the bar. and being in sliding engagement therewith .

4. In building apparatus of the character described the 2. In a car journal bearing in combination with a brass

combinationwith an uprightprovidedatitsupperendwith and a key member adapted to so interlock andtoso engage
a vertical horizontally extending opening, of a transverse a journal box that neither is capable of material longitu

member detachably arranged within said opening and com- dinal movement, an intermediate key member having a flat

plementary mould supporting devices mounted upon said bottom face and a longitudinally convex top face, the faces

member for longitudinal adjustment. of the two first -mentioned members which contact with such

5. In building apparatus of the character described the third memberconforming thereto and being in sliding en
combination with a vertical post, of a longitudinally slotted gagement therewth .
cap detachably mounted upon the upper end, a horizontal T- 3. In a car journal bearing, the combination with a brass

bar arranged upon the cap with its web engaging the slot. and a key member, each adapted to be fixed against material

securing devices engaging the cap and the bar web,andad- longitudinal movement, of a second keymember interposed

justable mould supporting members upon the T-bar. directly between such two first -mentioned members and hav

6. In a building apparatus of the character described the ing a longitudinally convex face and being capable of free

combination with an upright, of a transverse member de- lcngitudinal movement, the meeting faces of the three mem

tachably mounted thereon , and mould supporting devices ad- bers conforming each to the other.

justably arranged upon said member. 4. In a car journal bearing in combination , a brass and a

7. In building apparatus of the character described, the wedge member adapted to vary their angular relation in ver

combination with an upright , of a detachable cap thereon , a tical plane, and a slidable member interposed therebetween ,

transverse member supported upon the cap , and mould sup- the wedge member being adapted to engage a journal box to

porting devices upon said member. prevent its forward movement , the brass neing adapted to

8. In building apparatus of the character described , the engage a journal box to prevent is backward movement, and

combination of a transverse member, and complementary the wedge and brass being inter-engaged to prevent the

would supporting devices thereon, each provided with an backward movement of the former and the forward move

outwardly extending seat. ment of the latter.

9. In building apparatus of the character described , a 5. In a car journal bearing in combination, a brass adapted
mould supporting device comprising a main section, a brace to engage the walls of a journal box to limit its backward

section therefor, and an intermediate member carried by the movement , a wedge member adapted to engage a journal box
sections and forming a joist seat. to limit its forward movement, such brass and wedge mem

10. In building apparatus of the character described , aber interlocking intermediate of their ends to limit their

mould supporting device comprising a main upright section, forward and rearward movement respectively , but to permit

an inclined brace section therefor , an intermediate seat mem- them to change their angular relation longitudinally, and a

ber connecting the lower portions of the main and brace slidable member interposed between the brass and wedge

sections. member.

11. In building apparatus of the character described , the 6. In a car journal bearing in combination , a brass, a mem

combination with an upright, of a cap upon its upper end , a ber slidable thereupon and having pendent lateral flanges,

transverse bar supporting and having detachable connections and having its upper face longitudinally convex, and a wedge

with the cap, and mould supporting devices upon said bar. member having its lower face concave complementary to the

12. In building apparatus of the character described , the convex face of the slidable member and being adapted to

combination with an upright and a cap therefor comprising engage the top wall of a journal box.

a top , sides, and ends formed of spaced angle sections ex- 7. In a car journal bearing in combination , a brass, a wedge

tending beyond the top, the sections being arranged with member adapted to fit within the top of a journal box so as

the openings or spaces in alignment. to be incapable of angular movement relatively thereto , and

13. In building apparatus of the character described, a posta slidable member interposed between the brass and wedge

cap formed from a single sheet of metal comprising a top, member and engaging both to prevent their relative angular

sides and ends having complementary spaced sections ex- movement in a horizontal plane.

tending beyond the cap top . 8. In combination , a car journal bearing, and a wedge de

14. In buildingapparatusof the character described, the vice comprising an element capable of a rocking motion rela

combination with an upright , of a detachable sheet metal tive to the bearing, such bearing having projecting lugs at

cap for its upper end comprising a top, sides and ends com- ' its sides engaging the rocking wedge member.
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9. In combination , a car journal bearing, and a wedge de- 2. A pump comprising a barrel having a frusto - conical

vice comprising an element capable of a rocking motion lower end portion provided with an inlet opening in its bot

relative to the bearing, such bearing having lateral flanges tom, a sucker in the barrel , the barrel having an outlet open

and lugs rising therefrom for engaging the rocking wedge ing , a disc within the frusto - conical portion and adapted to
member . cover the opening and a frame comprising crossbars secured

10. In combination , a car journal bearing, and a wedge de- at their point of crossing upon the disc , the end portions of

vice comprising a member capable of a rocking motion rela- the bars being bent upwardly and toward each other and

tive to the bearing, such bearing having an upstanding lug arranged to contact with the wall of the frusto - conical por

at each side for engaging the rocking wedge member. tion and limit the upward movement of the disc .

11 . In combination , a car journal bearing , and a wedge

device comprising a member capable of a rocking motion
No. 100,299. Valve for Organs and Pianos.

relative to the bearing, such bearing having lateral box

engaging lugs and upstanding lugs engaging the rocking
Soupape pour orgues et pianos.

wedge member.

Fig.1.
No. 100,297. Window Sash. Châssis de fenêtre.
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Oscar Herrman , Brown Station , New York , U.S.A. , 31st July,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th June , 1906. Receipt No. 137,252 .

Claim . - 1. In a device of the class described the combina

William E. Daugherty, Corpus Christi , Texas , U.S.A. , 31st
tion of a foot piece having a foot receiving fulcrum and pro

July, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 18th June, 1906. Receipt No. vided at opposite sides of the same with valves , and valve

137,017.
actuating mechanism projecting from the foot piece and

Claim . - 1 . The combination of a sash frame having the arranged to be operated by the foot.

glass receiving opening rabbeted , one side of the rabbeted 2. In a device of the class described the combination of a

portion being provided with a longitudinal groove , retaining foot piece having a foot receiving fulcrum and provided at

strips fitting in said grooves, and spring actuated plungers opposite sides of the same with valves, and valve actuating

operating in the frame and engaging with recesses in the re- mechanism projecting from the foot piece and embodying a

taining strips . reciprocatable plunger.

2. The combination of a sash frame having the glass re- 3. In a device of the class described the combination of a

ceiving opening rabbeted , one side of the rabbeted portion foot piece having a fulcrum, front and rear valves, and verti

being provided with a longitudinal groove , said frame having cally reciprocatable plungers mounted on the foot piece and
outwardly extending openings in communication with said arranged to engage the valves .

groove , retaining strips fitting in said groove , a plate fitting 4. In a device of the class described the combination of a

over the opening in the frame, a plunger operating in said foot piece having an upright fulcrum , valves, and valve

opening and engaging with the retaining strips, said plunger operating mechanism arranged to be actuated by a hori

being provided with a stem which passes through a perfor- zontal oscillatory movement of the foot and embodying hori
ation in the above -mentioned plate , and a spring interposed zontally reciprocatable plungers.

between said plate and the plunger to hold the latter norm- 5. In a device of the class described the combination of a

in engagement with the retaining strips . foot piece having a foot receiving fulcrum and provided at

opposite sides of the same with valves, and valve actuating

No. 100,298. Pump. Pompe. mechanism projecting from the foot piece and embodying a

reciprocatable plunger , and a movable plate or member ar

ranged to be engaged by the foot for actuating the plunger.

6. In a device of the class described the combination of a

foot piece having foot receiving fulcrum and provided at op

posite sides of the same with valves , and valve actuating

mechanism projecting from the foot piece and embodying a

reciprocatable plunger, and a plate or member hinged to the

foot piece and projecting therefrom at an angle.

7. In a device of the class described the combination of a

foot piece having a fulcrum and provided in advance and in

rear of the same with upright and horizontal foot receiving

fulcrums , valves arranged in pairs , and valve operating

mechanism embodying vertically and horizontally reciproca

table plungers.

8. In a device of the class described the combination of a

foot piece provided with valves , a vertically reciprocatable

plunger engaging one of the valves and arranged to be direct

ly operated by the foot , a horizontally reciprocatable plunger

Al. F. Helsel , St. Mary's , Ohio , U.S.A., 31st July, 1906 ; 6 years . arranged tobe engaged by the foot for actuating the hori
engaging the other valve , and a movable plate or member

Filed 8th May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,681 .
zontally reciprocatable plunger.

Claim . - 1. A pump comprising a barrel having an inlet 9. In a device of the class described the combination of a

opening in its lower end and an outlet opening in its upper foot piece having horizontal and upright fulcrums, valves

portion , a sucker in the barrel and a valve in the lower por- arranged in pairs , vertically and horizontally reciprocatable

tion of the barrel , said valve comprising a disc adapted to plungers arranged to engage the va es , the vertically reci

cover the opening and a frame comprising crossbars secured procatable plunger being arranged to be directly engaged by
at their point of crossing upon the disc , the end portions of tho foot , and movable plates or members arranged to be en

the bars being bent upwardly, and means in the path of up - gaged by the foot for actuating the horizontally reciproca

ward movement of the frame to limit such movement . table plungers.
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10. In a device of the class described the combination of a platform under said plate , a plurality of sprocket wheels

foot piece having an upright supporting portion , a transverse mounted on said shafts , and extending through said openings ,

fulcrum mounted on the foot piece , an upright fulcrum a plurality of chain carriers on said sprockets, a plurality of

arranged at the upright supporting portion , front and rear band cutters mounted on another of said shafts and protrud

valves ararnged in pairs, the members of each pair being ing through said openings between the aforesaid carriers , a

located beneath the foot piece and at the outer face of the plurality of reciprocating forks for governing the feed into

upright supporting portion respectively , vertically movable said machine between said carriers and the machine , means

plungers guided on the foot piece and engaging the valves for operating said governing forks , and means for driving the

beneath the same and arranged to be directly operated by aforesaid carriers and band cutters , as and for the purpose

the foot, horizontally movable plungers engaging the valves specified.

of the upright supporting portion , and plates or members
5. In a threshing machine the combination with the frame,

movably connected with the supporting portion and arranged drum and driving mechanism, of a platform hinged thereto

to be engaged by the foot for actuating the horizontally and extending laterally therefrom and having a pair of side

movable plungers.
bars and a rigid top plate , said plate having a plurality of

openings therethrough , a removable plate bridging the dis

tance from the aforesaid plate into the machine , hinged bars
No. 100,300. Threshing Machine.

secured to said frame and said platform and supporting the

Machine à battre. latter , means attached to said frame for engaging said bars ,

bearings supported by said side bars , shafts journalled in said

bearings and extending across said platform under said plate,

a plurality of sprocket wheels mounted on said shafts , and

extending through said openings, a plurality of chain carriers

on said sprockets , a plurality of band cutters mounted on an

other of said shafts and protruding through said openings be

tween the aforesaid carriers, a plurality of reciprocating

forks for governing the feed into said machine between said

carriers and the machine , means for operating said governing

forks , and means for driving the aforesaid carriers and band

cutters , as and for the purpose specified .

6. In a threshing machine the combination with the frame ,

drum and driving mechanism , of a platform hinged thereto

and extending laterally therefrom and having a pair of side

bars and a rigid top plate , said plate having a plurality of

openings therethrough, a removable plate bridging the dis

tance from the aforesaid plate into the machine, hinged bars

secured to said frame and said platform and supporting the

latter , means attached to said frame for engaging said bars,

berings supported by said side bars , shafts journalled in said

bearings and extending across said platform under said plate ,

a plurality of sprocket wheels mounted on said shafts and ex

tending through said openings , a plurality of chain carriers

on said shafts and extending through said openings between

the aforesaid carriers , a pair of uprights rising from said
platform at each side thereof in proximity to the frame of

William Thomas Madill , Highfield , Ontario , Canada, 31st
the machine , bearings supported thereby at the top end

July , 1906 ; 6 years .
Filed 13th March , 1906 . Receipt No.

thereof, a crank shaft having a plurality of cranks and jour

133,855 . nalled in said bearings , a plurality of forks journalled on the
Claim . - 1. In a threshing machine the combination with the aforesaid cranks , a guide bar extending between the said

frame , drum and driving mechanism , of a platform hinged uprights intermediate of their length having slots in which

thereto and extending laterally therefrom , a plurality of end- said forks slide , and suitable pulleys mounted on said shafts

less carriers running longitudinally of said platform and sup- connected by suitable belting and connected with said driving

ported thereby, a plurality of band cutters operating between mechanism , as and for the purpose specified .

said endless carriers , uprights secured to said platform in

proximity to one end thereof , bearings supported thereby at
thetop end thereof , a crank shaft having a plurality of No. 100,301 . Paper Bag Machine.

crank and journalled in said bearings , a plurality of forks Machine pour sacs de papier.

journalled on said cranks , means for guiding said forks , and

means for driving said crank shaft , endless carriers and band

cutters , as and for the purpose specified .

2. In a threshing machine the combination with the frame ,

drum and riving mechanism of a platform hinged thereto ani Fig . 1

extending laterally therefrom , a plurality of endless carriers

running longitudinal of said platform and supported thereby ,

a plurality of band cutters operating between said endless

carriers , uprights secured to said platform in proximity to

one end thereof, bearings supported thereby at the top end

thereof , a crank shaft having a plurality of cranks and jour

nalled in said bearings , a plurality of forks journalled on said

cranks , a guide bar extending between said uprights inter

mediate of their length and engaging said forks , and means

for driving said crank shaft , endless carriers and band cut

ters, as and for the purpose specified .

3. In a threshing machine the combination with the frame ,

drum and driving mechanism , of a platform hinged thereto

and extending laterally therefrom and having a plurality of

openings therethrough, a plurality of endless carriers run

ning longitudinal of said platform and supported thereby

partially above the srface thereof, a plurality of band cutters

protruding through said openings in said platform between
100301

said endless carriers , uprights secured to said platform in

proximity to one end thereof, bearings supported thereby at

the top end thereof, a crank shaft having a plurality of

cranks and journalled in said bearings , a plurality of forksjournalled on said cranks, a guide bar extending between said Frederick E. Strasburg, Rumford Falls , Maine, U.S.A , 31st

July , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 9th April, 1906. Receipt No.

uprights intermed'ate of their length and engaging said forks ,
134,782 .

and means for driving said crank shaft , endless carriers and

band cutters , as and for the purpose specified.
Claim .-- 1 . The combination of a rotatable member having a

4. In a threshing machine the combination with the frame , gear fixed thereon , means on the rotatable member for grip

drum and driving mechanism , of a platform hinged thereto ping the upper plies of a bag blank, a driving gear, two float

and extending laterally therefrom , and having a pair of side ing gears connecting the driving gear and the gear of the ro

bars and a rigid top plate said plate having a plurality of tatable member and means to move the floating gears to vary

openings therethrough , bearings supported by said side bars , the speed of the rotatable member relative to the speed of

shafts journalled in said bearings and extending across said ' the driving gear.
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2. The combination of a shaft rotatable on fixed trunnions, and means to move the floating gears to vary the speed of the

means mounted on the shaft for gripping the upper plies of a rotatable shaft relative to the driving gear.

bag blank , a gear fixed on the rotatable shaft, a driving gear 4. The combination of a revoluble folding bed, mounted for

connected to the rotatable shaft gear through two inter- oscillation toward and away from its axis of revolution,
mediate floating gears , and a cam actuated arm for moving means to grip a bag blank to the folding bed , a member rota

the floating gears to vary the speed of the rotatable shaft table on fixed trunnions above the folding bed, means mounted

gear relative to the driving gear. on the rotatable member for gripping a bag blank , a gear on

3. The combination of a revoluble folding bed, means to the rotatable member, a driving gear connected with the gear

grip a bag blank thereto , a rotatable shaft above the folding of the rotatable member through two intermediate floating
bed , means on the shaft for gripping the upper plies of a bag gears, links to maintain the gears respectively in mesh and
blank, a gear fixed on the rotatable shaft, a driving gear con- a cam actuated arm connected to one of the floating gears to

nected to the rotatable shaft gear through two intermediate move the floating gears to vary the speed of the rotatable
floating gears, linkstoretain the gears respectively in mesh, member relativeto the drivinggear.
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TRADE-MARKS

Registered during the month of June, 1906, at the Department of Agriculture

-Copyright and Trade-Mark Branch.

10918. JAMES A. GILPIN , Toronto, Ont. Dry Batteries . Words : “ Red

Cross Dry Battery on representation of a Red Cross.

1st June, 1906 .

10919 . THE BIRMINGHAM SMALL ARMS COMPANY , LIMITED Armoury

Road , Birmingham , England. Small Arms. Represen

tation of three stacked Rifles . 1st June, 1906.

d

10920. AVON HOSIERY, LIMITED , Stratford, Ont. Hosiery, Gloves, Mitts
and Tuques, Words : Avon Knit and portrait of

Shakespeare. 1st June , 1906 .

10921. BERNARD TIMMERMAN, Utica , New-York, U.S.A. Calcium Car

bide and other Carbides . Word : ' Ethinit. " Ist June ,

1906.

10922. H. and T. KIRBY & COMPANY, LIMITED, 14 Newman Street , Oxford

Street , London , England, Glycerine Lozenges. Word .

“ Glycecol. ” 1st June, 1906.

10923. JOHN W. PECK & COMPANY, LIMITED, Vancouver, British Col

umbia . General Trade Mark. Name : Pecks," with

letters : ecks in loop of large letter : " P.” 2nd

June, 1906 .

( 6 >

10924 . SIMONDS CANADA SAW COMPANY, LIMITED , Montreal , Que .

Saws. Words : Crescent- Ground." 2nd June, 1906 .

10925. WILLIAM H. H. BOYLAN, Ann Arbor , Michigan , U.S.A. Leather

Dressing. P.epresentation of the bottom of a shoe enclosed

in one or more concentric circles . 2nd June , 1906 .

10926. INTERNATIONAL TAKAMINE COMPANY, New York, N.Y. , U.S.A.

Koji , Moyashi, Diastase, and other ferments and convert

ing agents. Word : “ Taka.” 2nd June, 1906.

10927. HENRY CHARLES BECKETT, Hamilton , Ont. Currants. Word :

Olympic." 4th June , 1906 .

10928. HENRY CHARLES BECKETT, Hamilton , Ont .

“ Minerva .” 4th June , 1906 .

Currants . Word :

10929. HENRY CHARLES BECKETT, Hamilton , Ont .

“ Athena ." 4th June, 1906 .

Currants . Word :

10930. HENRY CHARLES BECKETT, Hamilton , Ont. Currants. Label

bearing word : Paradise," representation of Grecian

Coat of Arms and name and words : " W. H. Gillard &

Co. , Sole Agents for Canada ." 4th June, 1906 .

10931. HENRY CHARLL BECKETT, Hamilton, Ont. Currants . Label

bearing words : " Hay Castle," representation of Grecian

Coat of Arms and name and words : “ W. H. Gillard &

Co. , Sole Agents for Canada ." 4th June, 1906 .

10932. THE MARTIN SENOUR COMPANY, LIMITED, Montreal, Que . Var

nishes, Stains, Shellac and Fillers . Word : “ Wood-Lac.”

5th June , 1906 .

10933. THE GANDY BELT MANUFACTURING COMPANY LIMITED ,

Wheatland Works, Seacombe, Chester County , England .

Machinery Belting. Words : “ The Original Red Belting."

5th June, 1906 .

10934. J. Y. GRIFFIN & COMPANY, LIMITED, Winnipeg, Man . Eggs .

Words : “ Cold Spring Farm Eggs." 5th June , 1906 .

10935. J. Y. GRIFFIN & COMPANY, LIMITED , Winnipeg , Man . Dairy

Butter . Words : “ Cold Spring Fresh Dairy." 5th June,

1906 .

10936. J. Y. GRIFFIN & COMPANY, LIMITED, Winnipeg , Man . Creamery

Butter. Words : “ Golden West Fancy Creamery." 5th

June, 1906 .

10937. THE AMALGAMATED DISTILLERS COMPANY, Montreal , Que .

Scotch Whisky . Letters : " A.D.C.” 6th June, 1906.

10938. THE AMALGAMATED DISTILLERS COMPANY, Montreal , Que .

Scotch Whisky. Word : “ Glengarry." 6th June, 1906 .
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10939. THE CODVILLE, GEORGESON COMPANY, LIMITED, Winnipeg,

Man. Teas , Coffees, Spices, Cream Tartar, Jelly Powders ,

Baking Powders , Flavouring Extracts , Fruit Syrups, Cake

Icings and Icing Sugars . Words : Wheat Sheaf ” sur

mounting a Harvest Scene . 6th June, 1906 .

10940. WILLIAM CROFT & SONS, Toronto, Ont. Smoking Pipes. Words :

“ Ring Brand.” 6th June, 1906 .

10941. DAVID JOHN DYSON, Winnipeg, Man. Tomato Catsup. Words and

representation : “ Red Cross." 6th June, 1906 .

10942. THE CANADIAN MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION , Toronto, Ont.

Monthly Periodical. Words : “ Industrial Canada ." 7th

June , 1906 .

10943 . THE AMERICAN BREWING COMPANY, St. Louis, Missouri, U.S.A.

Malt Liquors . Letters : A B C." 7th June , 1906 .

10944 . WM. R. WARNER & COMPANY, Vergennes , Vermont , U.S.A. Gen

eral Trade Mark. Word : Azmola ." 7th June, 1906 .

10945. GEORGE STEVENS , Peterborough , Ont. Stevens' Lye. Reproduction

of a picture of the Lift Lock at the City of Peterborough .

7th June , 1906 .

10946. THE CANADIAN RUBBER COMPANY OF MONTREAL, LIMITED,
Montreal , Que . Rubber Goods. Word : Keystone."

7th June, 1906 .

10947 . P. P. RUSSELL, Grand Manan , Charlotte County, New Brunswick.

Canned , Smoked, Pickled and Cured Fish . Word and re

presentation : “ Mei id .” 8th June , 1906 .

10948. GALENA - SIGNAL OIL COMPANY , Franklin , Pennsylvania , U.S.A.

Lubricating Oils . Word : “ Galena ” and representation

of a Star enclosing the letter : “ G." 8th June, 1906.

10949. GALENA-SIGNAL OIL COMPANY, Franklin , Pennsylvania , U.S.A.

Lubricating Oils. Reprsentation of a Lantern , 8th June,

1906 .

19950. THE WHITEHALL PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY, Cementon and

Philadelphia , Pennsylvania , U.S.A. Portland Cement

Word : Whitehall." 8th June , 1906 .

10951 . THE TOM REED CIGAR COMPANY, Duluth , Minnesota , U.S.A.

Cigars . Words : “ Tom Reed." 8th June , 1906 .

10952 . JAMES WATSON & COMPANY, LIMITED , Dundee , Scotland. Spirit

uous Liquors. Representation of a strip of parchment on

bronze background and bearing words : “ From the ori

ginal receipt, Dundee , 5th of May, 1815 ," and Red Seal
with Lion rampant. 9th June , 1906 .

10953 . JAMES WATSON & COMPANY, LIMITED , Dundee , Scotland. Spirit

uous Liquors . Label bearing representation of a Shield

with words : “ No. 10.” 9th June, 1906 .

10954. JAMES WATSON & COMPANY , LIMITED , Dundee, Scotland. Spirit

uous Liquors other than Whisky and particularly Rum.

Label bearing representation of two slightly overlapping

globes , and word : Eclipse." 9th June , 1906 .

10955. L. & C. HARDTMUTH, Vienna and Budweis, Empire of Austro
Hungary ; and London , England. Pencils. Word :

“ Pluto." 9th June , 1906 .

10956. L. & C. HARDTMUTH , Vienna and Budweis, Empire of Austro

Hungary ; and London, England. Lead Pencils , Tracing

Cloth , Materials for Artists' and Draughtsmen's use .

Word : “ Mephisto .” 9th June , 1906 .

10957. L. & C. HARDTMUTH, Vienna and Budweis, Empire of Austro

Hungary ; and London, England . India Rubber Pencil

Erasers. Letter : “ H ” and representation of two Stars

within a circle . 11th June, 1906 .

** The

10958. WINN & COMPANY, Milton , Halton County , Ont . Boots and Shoes ,

Wreath enclosing the words : Winner " ; and

words : “ We Make them-Winn & Co. , Milton , Canada ."

11th June, 1906.

10959. THE MONTREAL COTTON COMPANY, Valleyfield , Que. Antiseptic

Bandages. Absorbent Cotton , Lint , etc. Representation

of a Maple Leaf bearing initials and words : M.C.Co. ,

Made in Canada .” 11th June , 1906 .

10960. JOHN ALEXANDER TURNBULL, Winnipeg, Man. Preparation to be

used as a Medicine for Horses , Cattle , Hogs and Poultry .

Words : “ Hackney Horse and Cattle Food surmounting

a picture of a Black Horse . 11th June, 1906.
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10961. WASHBURN -CROSBY COMPANY, Minneapolis, Minnesota, U.S.A.
Flour. Words : “ Minneapolis Maid .” 11th June, 1906.

10962. CHARLES RECKIN & SONS, Wiarton , Ont. Flour. Device re words

and representation : “ Seven Star Flour.” 12th June, 1906.

10963. THE CANADA CHEMICAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY, LIMITED,
London , Ont. Boiler Compound. Word : “ Bosalt ."

12th June, 1906 .

10964. THE BELL PIANO & ORGAN COMPANY , LIMITED, Guelph, Ont.

Player Pianos. Word : “ Antonola . " 12th June, 1906.

10965. WELSBACH LIGHT COMPANY, Gloucester, New Jersey, U.S.A.

Incandescent Mantles, Burners and Incandescent Lights,

Lamps and Lamp Fittings . Word : “ Reflex ." 12th

June, 1906 .

10966. WELSBACH LIGHT COMPANY, Gloucester, New Jersey , U.S.A.

Incandescent Mantles , Burners and Incandescent Lights ,

Lamps and Lamp Fittings . Shield surmounted by Eagle

holding scroll bearing words : “ The Shield of Quality ."

13th June, 1906.

10967. UNITED STATES PEAT FUEL COMPANY, Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A.

Artificial or Composition Fuel. Word : “ Carbog." 13th

June, 1906 .

10968. THE DOVER, MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Canal Dover, Ohio ,

U.S.A. , Sad Irons . Word : “ Asbestos.” 13th June, 1906 .

10969. DAIMLER MOTOREN -GESELLSCHAFT, Untertürkhaim near Stutt

gart, Kingdom of Wurtemberg, Germany. General Trade

Mark. Letters : “ DM G.” 13th June, 1906.

10970. THE ALBERTA BISCUIT COMPANY, LIMITED , Calgary, Alberta.

Chocolates, Candies , Confectioneries, Bread, Biscuits ,

Cakes and other Farinaceous compounds. Letters :

“ A.B.C." 13th June , 1906.

10971. THE ALBERTA BISCUIT COMPANY, LIMITED, Calgary, Alberta .

Chocolates, Candies, Confectioneries, Bread, Biscuits ,

Cakesandother Farinaceous compounds. Words : “ Royal

Blue." 13th June , 1906.

10972. THE EMPRESS MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Vancouver, British

Columbia . Coffee, Spices, Extracts, Jams, Pickles and

Sauces. Word : climax." 14th June, 1906 .

10973. INNES SMITH & COMPANY, 83 High Street , Birmingham , England.

A Liqueur. An oblong curved outline enclosing the

figures of two Royal Lancers in full dress uniform , the

Arms, and the words : “ The Royal Lancer Liqueur " ;

also words : “ Liqueur Renaissance . " 14th June, 1906 .

10974. INNES SMITH & COMPANY, 83 High Street , Birmingham , England.

Scotch Whiskey. Label bearing representation of the

Scotch Thistle over which are printed the words : “ 'The

Scottish Glen Aldie " ; and representation of a heart en

closing initials : " I. S.” 14th June, 1906 .

10975. THE B. HOUDE COMPANY, LIMITED , Quebec , Que. Tobaccos and

Cigarettes . Word : “ Casino and representation of a

Japanese performing on a tight rope . 14th June , 1906 .

10976. Z. PAQUET, Quebec, Que. Ladies' Shoes. Word : “ Paquerette."

15th June, 1906 .

10977. Z. PAQUET, Quebec, Que. Gentlemen's Shoes. Word : “ Paquet."
15th June, 1906 .

10978. THE ADAMS FURNITURE COMPANY OF TORONTO , LIMITED,

Toronto, Ont. Mattresses . Word : “ Featherfelt." 16th

June, 1906 .

10979. CROOK , BROWN & COMPANY, Winnipeg, Man . Tea . Words :

Canawella Tea." 15th June, 1906.

10980. THE ALBERT DICKINSON COMPANY, Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A.

Grass and Field Seeds. Words : “ Knight Brand ” and

representation of a Knight in ancient armour with letter

“ D ” on the breast plate. 15th June, 1906 .

16981. THE J. B. WILLIAMS COMPANY, Glastonbury, Hartford County,

Connecticut, U.S.A. Soap, especially Shaving Soap .

Words : “Swiss Violet.” 16th June, 1906.

10982. THE J. B. WILLIAMS COMPANY , Glastonbury, Hartford County, Con

necticut , U.S.A. Soap, especially Shaving Soap . Words :

“ Travellers Favorite. 16th June, 1906 .

10983. The J. B. WILLIAMS COMPANY, Glastonbury, Hartford County, Con

necticut. U.S.A. Soap, especially Shaving Soap. Words :

“ Jersey Cream ." 16th June, 1906.

7-28
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10984. THE J. B. WILLIAMS COMPANY , Glastonbury, Hartford County, Con

necticut , U.S.A. Soap, especially Shaving Soap . Word :

Luxury.” 16th June , 1906.

10985. BIRDSEY SOMERS COMPANY, New York, NY , U.S.A. Corsets.

Words : “ La Reine." 18th June, 1906.
19

10986. CARBON PAPER AND RIBBON MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

LIMITED, Toronto, Ont. Carbon Paper , Typewriter Rib

bons and Typewriter Supplies . Word : “ Peerless." 18th

June, 1906 .

i 10987. BORDEN’S CONDENSED MILK COMPANY, Jersey City, New Jersey,

and New York , N.Y. , U.S.A. Milk, Condensed Milk, Cream ,

Evaporated Cream and Cheese. Words : “ Gold Seal

Brand " on the representation of a Seal . 18th June, 1906.

10988 . BORDEN'S CONDENSED MILK COMPANY, Jersey City, New Jersey,

and New York, N.Y. , U.S.A. Milk, Condensed Milk,

Evaporated Cream, Butter and Cheese . Word . “ Chal

lenge." 18th June, 1906.

10989. ISAAC WISER, Prescott, Ont. Liquors , Whiskey, &c. Label bearing

representation of a bottle of Wiser's Canadian Red Letter

Rye on a table with glass , books, flowers, &c. and two

gentlemen talking in the background, &c. 18th June , 1906 .

10990. EDWARD SKEANS, Toronto, Ont . General Trade Mark. Word :

“ Sunda ." 19th June , 1906 .

10991. THE CAPRON CHEMICAL COMPANY , Malone , Franklin County, New

York, U.S.A. Tablets. Label bearing representation of a

lady's head with breath lines projecting from the mouth

on which are the words : “ Pure Breath ," letters : “ P.

B." and words : “ Pure Breath Tablets.” 19th June, 1906.

10992. CHARLES ALEXANDER DANTHON, dit GUSTAVE, Paris , France.

Produits Pharmaceutiques . Etiquettes re Pastilles Vic

toria ." 19 juin 1906.

10993. THE JAMES McCREADY COMPANY , LIMITED, Montreal , Que . Shoes.

Word : “ Doris.” 19th June , 1906 .

10994. THE SICHE GAS COMPANY , LIMITED , Toronto , Ont . General Trade

Mark. Word : " Siche.” 19th June, 1906.

10995. OLIVER SPANNER, Toronto, Ont. Pop Corn Fritters : Words :

Spanner's Celebrated Pop Corn Fritters." 20th June ,

1906 .

66

10996. GILBERT $. TROOP, Halifax , Nova Scotia. Fish : Letters : “ H.F.

Co." 20th June, 1906.

“ Scotia ."10997. GILBERT S. TROOP, Halifax, Nova Scotia. Fish . Word :

20th June , 1906 .

Fish. Word : " Che10998. GILBERT S. TROOP, Halifax, Nova Scotia.

bucto ." 20th June , 1906 .

10999. ISAAC BLUMENSTIEL, Hamilton , Ont. Cigars . Label bearing words :

“ Music Master " and a picture of David Warfield the

Actor . 21st June, 1906.

11000. J. A. SCRIVEN COMPANY, Borough of Manhattan , New York, N.Y. ,

U.S.A, Underwear. A Strip of Buff Colour interposed be

tween two white portions of a garment . 21st June , 1906 .

11001. NORDDEUTSCHE WOLLKAMMEREI & KAMMGARNSPINNEREI,

Bremen-Delmenhors , Germany. General Trade Mark.

Word : “ Sumatrol." 21st June, 1906 .

11002. THE SOUTH BAY CANNING COMPANY, Port Milford , Township of

South Maryburg, Ont . Canned Fruits and Vegetables.

Label bearing words : “ Lasso Brand ” and representa

tion of Cowboys mounted and throwing lassoes. 21st

June, 1906 .

11003. FREDERICK STEARNS & COMPANY , Detroit, Michigan , U.S.A.
General Trade Mark. Word : “ Kasagra ." 22nd June ,

1906 .

11004. R. DIETRICH & COMPANY, Zurich, Switzerland. Pharmaceutical Pre

parations . Word : " Torosan . " 22nd June , 1906.

11005 . L. & C. HARDTMUTH , Vienna and Budweis , Empire of Austro -Hun

gary ; and London, England. Lead Pencils,Tracing Cloth,

Materials for Artists ' and Draughtsmen's use. Word :

“ Koh - I -Noor. " 22nd June, 1906 .

11006. HARTLAND LAW & HERBERT EDWARD LAW, Trading as THE

VIAVI COMPANY, San Francisco, California, U.S.A.,

Chemical Substances prepared for use in Medicine and

Pharmacy, Word : “ Viavi." 22nd June , 1906 .
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11007. LA SOCIETE BARBEAU & PERRON , Montreal, Que. Bouillon Con

centré. Mot : “ Vita ” au centre d'un soleil rayonnant.

23 juin 1906 .

11008. WILLIAM JAMES URQUHART, Toronto, Ont . A preparation to be
used as a Solvent and Remover of Paint and Varnish.

Word : “ Solvol." 23rd June , 1906 .

11009. ARTHUR C. ROGERS & J. N. FORREST, Toronto, Ont. Cloaks, Cos

tumes, Coats and Skirts for Ladies' Wear. Words :

Rogers Garment ” enclosed in a diamond. 25th June , 1906.

" A

11010. KINGSBURY FOOTWEAR COMPANY, Maisonneuve , Que . Boots and

Shoes. Word : Queensbury." 25th June, 1906 .

11011. GEORGE MITCHELL MILLER, Winnipeg, Man . Cigars , Cigarettes ,

Tobacco and Tobacco Supplies. Words : “ United Cigar

Stores." 25th June , 1906 .

11012. GEORGE CRADOCK , Bolton Lodge, Bolton Percy, Yorks , England.

General Trade Mark. Word : “ Nuflex. ” 25th June , 1906 .

11013. DOROTHY DODD SHOE COMPANY , Boston , Massachusetts , and Mont

clair , New Jersey, U.S.A. Boots and Shoes. Shield bearing

two capital letters : “ D D " facing each other, the

shield being surmounted by a crown and a Deer's head.

25th June, 1906 .

11014. THE BUFFALO SPECIALTY COMPANY, Buffalo , New York, U.S.A.

Preparations for Cleaning and Polishing Metal , Woodwork

and enamelled surfaces . Words : “ Liquid Veneer." 25th

June, 1906 .

11015. THE IMPERIAL STEEL AND WIRE COMPANY, LIMITED , Colling

wood , Ont. Nails. Words : “ Carbon Coated .” 26th June,

1906 .

11016. THE C. E. McKEEN COMPANY, Quebec, Que . Boots and Shoes .

Words : “ 20th Century Shoe." 26th June , 1906 .

11017. THE DOMINION PHOTO SUPPLY COMPANY, Toronto, Ont. Photo

graphic Preparations for theDeveloping, Toning and Fix

ing Photographic Paste, Films and Cameras . Word :

“ Perfecto.” 26th June , 1906.

11018. THE HAMILTON COFFEE AND SPICE COMPANY, LIMITED , Hamil

ton , Ont. Baking Powder . Words and representation :
“Red Bird." 26th June , 1906 .

11019. CHARLES LEOPOLD PAPINEAU, Montreal , Que . Produits chimiques .

Une Vignette représentant un Paysan Canadien revêtu du

costume national . 27 juin 1906 .

11020. THE STARR MANUFACTURING COMPANY, LIMITED , Dartmouth,

Nova Scotia . Sporting Goods, such as Skates , Hockey

Sticks , &c. Word : " Rex ." 27th June , 1906 .

11021. CHAUNCEY FREELAND YORK, Warriorsmark, Pennsylvania , U.S.A.

Salve or Ointment. Word : “ Sa-Ru.” 27th June, 1906.

11022. CHAUNCEY FREELAND YORK, Warriorsmark, Pennsylvania , U.S.A.

Salve for Toilet or Medicinal use. Word : " MA-LE-NA ."

27th June , 1906 .

11023. CHAUNCEY FREELANDYORK , Warriorsmark, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.

Stomach and Liver Pills and Tablets. Word : “ MA -LE

NA.” 27th June, 1906 .

11024. KINGSTON MILLING COMPANY, LIMITED, Kingston , Ont. Flour .

Words and representation : “ White Rose enclosed in

circular scroll bearing words : “ City Flour Mills Fancy

Patent." 27th June , 1906 .

11025. KINGSTON MILLING COMPANY, LIMITED , Kingston , Ont. Flour ,
Word : “ Standard ” in a scroll printed through a sheat

of Golden Rod . 27th June , 1906.

11026. GOODERHAM & WORTS, LIMITED, Toronto , Ont. Cattle Food .

Words : “ Standard Concentrated Cattle Food G. & W."

arranged in oval figure. 28th June , 1906.

11027. FRANK B. PERKINS, Waterloo, Que. General Trade Marks. Mono

gram of the initials : " FB P ” on a shield . 28th June ,
1906.

11028. FRANK B. PERKINS , Waterloo, Que . A Beverage : a temperance

drink , nerve tonic and blood purifier . Word : “ Noxie

Kola ." 28th June, 1906 .

11029. THE HULL OIL MANUFACTURING COMPANY, LIMITED , Hull, Eng

land. Oils and Soaps , Feeding Meals and Manures. Word :

Homco." 28th June, 1906.
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11030. PHILIP J. BEAUCHAMP, Dauphin, Man. Medical Preparation. Words:

“ Dr. Beauchamp's Chain Lightning.” 28th June, 1906.

11031. THE DOMINION BREWERY COMPANY, LIMITED , Toronto, Ont. Ale

and other Malt Liquors. An oblong lithographed white

label bearing words : “White Label." 29th June, 1906 .

11032. THE DOMINION BREWERY COMPANY, LIMITED , Toronto, Ont. Ale

and other Malt Liquors. Words : “ White Label." 29th

June , 1906 .

?

11033. THE AMERICAN PAD AND TEXTILE COMPANY, Greenfield, Ohio ,

U.S.A. General Trade Mark. Word : " Tapatco." 29th

June, 1906 .

11034. FREDERICK VICTOR CHALMERS, Westcourt, Lansdowne Road, West

Worthing, Sussex, England. Tobacco, Cigars, Cigarettes

and Snuffs. Word : “ Jamavana ." 30th June, 1906.

11035. THE GOLDSMITHS' STOCK COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED, To

ronto, Ont. Watches , Watch Cases and Watch Movements .

Word : “ Princess." 30th June , 1906.

INDUSTRIAL DESIGNS

Registered during the month of June, 1906, at the Department of Agriculture-

Copyright and Trade-Mark Branch .

2457. RICHARD HEMSLEY, Montreal, Que. Napkin Ring ornamented with a

continuous band of Maple Leaves. 9th June, 1906.

2458 . THE D. MOORE COMPANY, LIMITED, Hamilton , Ont. Base Burning

Self- feeding Heating Stove. 18th June , 1906 .

2459. HONORE LEGER, Ottawa, Ont. Drapeau National Canadien , 26 juin

1906.

2460. THE D. MOORE COMPANY, LIMITED, Hamilton , Ont. Hot Blast Wood

Heating Stove . 29th June, 1906 .

2461. ADOLPHE LOUISCARON , Montreal , Que. Brooch or other article of

Jewellery in the form of a Shield. 29th June, 1906 .
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COPYRIGHTS

Entered during the month of June, 1906, at the Department of Agriculture --

Copyright and Trade-Mark Branch.
7

17256. RISING SUN. March and Two- Step . By Milton Farris . Arr. Chas .

Miller. James Halbert Dougherty , Louisville , Ky. , U.S.A. ,

1st June, 1906.

17257. THE CHURCH OF CHRIST . By Rev. T. A. Watson , B.D. (Book.

Second edition . ) Thomas A. Watson, Thamesford, Ont. ,

1st June, 1906 .

17258. THE NEW REVERSIBLE DOMINION OF CANADA MAP. 1904-1906 .

The Scarboruogh Company, Hamilton, Ont. , 1st June, 1906 .

17259. UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO . (Photo .) The Panoramic Camera Com

pany of Canada , Toronto, Ont . , 2nd June , 1906.

17260. LES CONTES DU PERE RHAULT, which is now being preliminarily

published in separate articles in “ La Patrie " Humour

ous illustrations . ) ( Temporary Copyright .) La Compagnie

de Publication La Patrie, Limitée , Montreal , Que. , 2nd

June, 1906 .

17261. LES ECHEVINS DU GREATER MONTREAL. 1906-1908 .

A. A. Massé, Montréal, Qué. , 2 juin 1906.

(Photo. )

17262. CLOVER BLOSSOMS . Song . Words and Music by Floyd Thompson.

Will Rossiter, Chicago , Ill . , U.S.A. 4th June, 1906 .

17263. MY LITTLE ALLIGATOR , or A Romance of the Nile . Song, Words

and Music by William Randolph Nelson , Jr. Will Rossiter,

Chicago, Ill . , U.S.A. , 4th June , 1906 .

17264. WOULD YOU CARE IF WE WERE PARTED ? Song. Words and

Music by W. R. Williams . Will Rossiter, Chicago , Ill . ,

U.S.A. , 4th June , 1906 .

17265. HARMSWORTH SELF-EDUCATOR MAGAZINE, 7th June, 1906.

No. 13, The Amalgamated Press, Limited, London ,

England, 4th June , 1906 .

17266. THE AMERICAN PRINCESS . March . Two- step . By A. F. Reilly.

Alexander F. Reilly, Toronto, Ont. , 4th June, 1906.

17267. BEST PROMISSORY NOTE. Sermon by Rev. Frank De Witt Talmage ,

Los Angeles, Cal . , U.S.A. , 3rd June, 1906. F. Diver,

Toronto , Ont . , 4th June , 1906 .

17268. OF INTEREST TO COMMERCIAL TRAVELLERS. (Chart .) Eben

Oliver Weber, Berlin , Ont . , 4th June , 1906 .

17269. VIKINGS OF THE PACIFIC . Now being preliminarily published in

separate articles in Harper's Monthly, Outing, and Leslie's

Monthly. By Agnes C. Laut . ( Book . ) ( Temporary Copy

right.) Agnes C. Laut , Wassaic , N.Y. , U.S.A. , 4th June,

1906.

17270. BENEDICITE , OMNIA OPERA. No. 21. (In the Key of F.) By Albert

Ham, Mus . Doc . F.R.C.O. ( Music . ) Albert Ham , Toronto ,

Ont . , 5th June , 1906 .

17271. FOLDER INSURANCE POLICY SPECIALTY . ( Folder . ) Harry E.

Jameson , Toronto , Ont. , 5th June , 1906 .

17272. MAPLE LEAF, HAVING THEREON HEADS OF CANADIAN WILD

ANIMALS . (Drawing. ) Thomas Edward S. Davies, Ot

tawa , Ont . , 5th June, 1906 .

7

17273. THROUGH MOUNTAINS AND CANYONS THE CANADIAN

ROCKIES. (Book. ) Wm . Notman and Son, Montreal,

Que ., 6th June, 1906 .

17274. NEW MAP OF ST. JOHN, N.B. , FOR 1906. Compiled by G. Murdoch.

Gordon Livingston , St. John , N.B. , 6th June, 1906 .

17275. 'TIS THE SPRING FEVER. Sermon by Rev. Frank De Witt Tal

mage , Los Angeles , Cal . , U.S.A., June 10th, 1906. F. Diver,

Toronto, Ont. , 8th June 1906 .

17276. THE OTTAWA DRIVEWAY, NEAR BANK STREET , SHOWING THE

SUMMER HOUSE AND PUMP ON THE RIDEAU CANAL

BANK. ( Post Card. ) George R. Lancefield, Ottawa, Ont.

9th June, 1906.
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17277. BLACK RAVEN INDIAN.

11th June , 1906.

(Photo . ) Byron Harmon, Banff, Alta .,

(Photo .)1.278 . MUDDY STONE INDIAN.

11th June , 1906 .

Byron Harmon, Banti, Alta .,

17279. BLACK RAVEN . (Photo . ) Byron Harmon , Banff, Alta . , 11th June,

1906 .

17280 . (Photo . )SILAS BIG WOMAN.

June 1906 .

Byron Harmon , Banff, Alta ., 11th

17281. JUMPING SHEEP INDIAN . (Photo . ) Byron Harmon, Banff, Alta . ,

11th June , 1906.

17282 . BEAVER TAIL INDIAN . (Photo .) Byron Harmon , Banff, Alta .,

11th June, 1906.

17283. BOW FALLS, BANFF.

June , 1906 .

(Photo . ) Byron Harmon , Banff , Alta. , 11th

17284. STONY INDIANS . (Photo .) Byron Harmon , Banff, Alta . , 11th June ,

1906 .

17285. BIG ELK. ( Photo. ) Byron Harmon , Banff , Alta ., 11th June, 1906.

17286. MINUTE WAGES AND COST ITEM TABLES. (Book .) John Henry

Duke , Toronto, Ont . , 11th June , 1906 .

17287 . OFFICE WORK, OR ACTUAL CANADIAN BUSINESS PROCEDURE.

(Book .) The Commercial Text Book Company, Toronto,

Ont. , 11th June, 1906 .

17288. CANADIAN LACROSSE ASSOCIATION CONSTITUTION RULES .

(Book . ) The Harold A. Wilson Company, Limited, Tor

onto , Ont. , 12th June, 1906 .

17289 . OFFICERS OF THE 91st CANADIAN HIGHLANDERS. (Photo. )

Alexander McKenzie Cunningham , Hamilton, Ont. , 13th

June, 1906.

17290 . THE ENGINEERING JOURNAL OF CANADA . June 1906. (Book . )

Archibald W. Smith and Partners, Limited, Toronto , Ont . ,

13th June, 1906 .

17291. L'ANNUAIRE DES ADRESSES DE QUEBEC ET DE LEVIS . 1906

1907 . Par Boulanger et Marcotte . (Livre . ) Edouard

Marcotte, faisant affaires sous la raison sociale de Bou

langer et Marcotte , Québec , Qué. , 13 juin 1906 .

17292 . THE HARDWARE MONTHLY OF CANADA . May, 1906 . (Book. )

Archibald W. Smith and Partners, Limited, Toronto, Ont. ,

13th June , 1906 .

17293 . THE BRITISH COLUMBIA LAW REPORTS. May, 1906 . ( Book .)

The Law Society of British Columbia, Victoria , B.C. ,

13th June, 1906 .

17294. OF INTEREST TO RETAI. SALESPEOPLE . (Chart. ) Eben Oliver

Weber, Berlin, Ont. , 13th June, 1906.

17295. ROBINSON'S BOOK OF MODERN CONUNDRUMS. (Containing over

1000 up - to - date Riddles . ) McLeod and Allen , Toronto ,

Ontario , 14th June , 1906 .

17296. OUR TWENTIETH CENTURY CANADA , or GLIMPSES OF THE

WEST THRO' EASTERN EYES , which is being preli

minary published in separate articles in the following

papers : Toronto Star, Montreal Herald , Ottawa Journal,

Kingston Whig , Brantford Expositor , and Chatham News.

(Temporary Copyright . ) Frank Yeigh, Toronto , Ont. ,

14th June , 1906 .

17297. MISS CANADA. March. By W. J. Davis,

Ottawa , Ont. , 14th June, 1906.

J. L. Orme and Son ,

17298. THE CANADIAN ANNUAL REVIEW OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS , 1905 .

By J. Castell Hopkins, F.S.S. (Book. ) The Annual

Review Publishing Company, Limited, Toronto , Ont. ,

15th June, 1906.

17299. UNCLE REMUS STORIES. (The Creeturs go to the Barbacue .)

( Pictures . ) Canada Newspaper Syndicate, Limited,

Montreal , Que . , 15th June, 1906 .

17300. GRAND WALTZ. LUCIA . (Sextette .) By Donizetti. Arr. by Floyd

J. St. Clair. H. N. White, cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A., 15th

June, 1906.

17301. LECONS D'HYGIENE PRATIQUE. Par E. F Panneton, M.D. ( Livre. )

E. F. Panneton , Trois-Rivières, Qué., 16 juin 1906 .

17302. MY WEEKLY. Saturday, 16th June, 1906. No. 1. (Book ) . The

International Publications, Limited, Toronto, Ont. , 16th

June, 1906.
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17303. LA CUISINE SANITAIRE ECONOMIQUE PRATIQUE. Par Mme

M. H. A. (Livre . ) Joseph -Edouard Mercier, Lévis , Qué . ,

18 juin 1906 .

17304. A COMPENDIUM OF THE CHRISTIAN RELIGION . By Rev. T. M.

Talbot. (Book . ) ( Second Edition . ) Rev. T. Mason Talbot ,

Napinka , Map . , 18th June , 1906 .

17305. HARMSWORTH SELF-EDUCATOR MAGAZINE June 21st, 1906 .

No. 14. Amalgamated Press , Limited , London , Eng. ,

19th June , 1906 .

17306. HENDERSON'S VANCOUVER CITY DIRECTORY, 1906 . Vol . XIII .

Henderson Publishing Company , Limited, Vancouver, B.C. ,

19th June , 1906 .

17307. IRISH LAKE. Lyric . By M. C. O'Donnell , Toronto , Ont. , 19th June ,

1906 ,

{

17308. COME UNDER THE PALM -ROOM TREE . Song. Words and Music

by George L. Spaulding. Will Rossiter , Chicago , Ill . ,

U.S.A. , 20th June , 1906.

17309. PUBLIC SCHOOL READERS PRIMER. Part II . (Book. ) The

Canada Publishing Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont . , 20th

June , 1906.

17310. STONEY INDIAN BOYS. ( Photo .) Byron Harmon , Banff, Alta . ,

20th June, 1906 .

17311. STONEY INDIANS AT HOME (Photo . ) Byron Harmon , Banff , Alta . ,

20th June, 1906 .

17312. JOSEPH PEACEMAKER AND FAMILY. (Photo . ) Byron Harmon ,

Banff, Alta. , 20th June , 1906 .

17313. BEAR CLAW AND SON . (Photo . ) Byron Harmon , Banff, Alta . ,

20th June, 1906 .

17314. GROUP OF STONEY INDIANS. (Photo . ) Byron Harmon, Banff, Alta . ,

20th June, 1906 .

17315. A PRAYER OF LOVE . Poem . By Jean Blewett. Isabel Rutter,

Toronto , Ont . , 20th June, 1906 .

17316. THE SPOILERS. By Rex E. Beach . ( Book . ) Poole Publishing Com

pany, Limited, Toronto, Ont., 21st June, 1906 .

17317. SONGS. EIGHT CLASSIC GEMS. With violin ob . Words and Music

by Arthur Uvedale . Arthur Uvedale , Toronto , Ont . , 21st

June, 1906.

17318. IDA VALSE . By Louis E. Payette . The Canadian - American Music

Company , Limited , Toronto , Ont . , 21st June , 1906.

17319. TABLEAU HISTORIQUE DE PAROISSE . Maximilien Coupal , St.

Michel Archange, Qué. , 21 juin 1906 .

17320. CANARIES VS. CHICKENS : or, Money in Canaries. ( Book . ) Cot

tam Bird Seed, London, Ont. , 21st June, 1906 .

17321. MCGILL UNIVERSITY AND MOUNT ROYAL, MONTREAL. ( Photo . )

The Panoramic Camera Company of Canada , Toronto ,

Ont. , 22nd June , 1906 .

17322. QUEEN'S PARK AND THE PARLIAMENT BUILDINGS, TORONTO.

( Photo .) The Panoramic Camera Company of Canada,

Toronto , Ont . , 22nd June, 1906.

17323. TORONTO HARBOUR AND BUSINESS DISTRICT. (Photo . ) The

Panoramic Camera ' Company of Canada, Toronto, Ont. ,

22nd June, 1906.

17324. CITY HALL AND NORTH -WEST TORONTO . ( Photo. ) The Pano

ramic Camera Company of Canada , Toronto, Ont . , 22nd

June, 1906 .

17325. THE MAKERS OF CANADA. GEORGE BROWN. By John Lewis.

(Book.) Morang and Company, Limited , Toronto , Ont . ,

22nd June, 1906.

了
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17326. CORRECT STYLES IN FALL OVERCOATS . ( Picture . ) The Lowndes

Company, Limited , Toronto, Ont. , 22nd June , 1906 .

17327. OFFICIAL TELEPHONE DIRECTORY, DISTRICT OF QUEBEC ,

JUNE, 1906. The Bell Telephone Company of Canada,

Limited, Montreal , Que. , 22nd June , 1906 .

17328. ALPHABETICAL CHORD DIRECTOR . ( Chart. ) Agnes Guerin ,

Montreal , Que. , 22nd June , 1906 .

17329. BUSINESS LETTER WRITING AND FOLLOW -UP SYSTEM . By E.

Warner (Book. ) Edgar Warner, Toronto , Ont . , 23rd

June, 1906 .

17330. HOMEWOOD . (Photo. ) Wood and Company , Ingersoll , Ont . , 23rd
June, 1906.

17331. UPPER DAM , THAMES RIVER. ( Photo. ) Wood and Company , Inger

soll, Ont . , 23rd June , 1906 .
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17332. CEMETERY ROAD, KING HIRAM ST. (Photo . ) Wood and Company,

Ingersoll , Ont. , 23rd June, 1906 .

17333. MUSIC MADE EASY. A piano-forte Tutor on a New Plan consisting

of a Series of New and Carefully Graded Exercises, Ar

ranged and Composed by J. Lascelles Graham, F.E.I.S.

Anglo-Canadian Music Publishers' Association , Limited ,

London, England , 25th June, 1906 .

17334 . HARDWARE MONTHLY OF CANADA. June , 1906. ( Book . ) Archd.

W. Smith and Partners, Limited , Toronto, Ont. , 25th June ,

1906.

17335 LE SAINT -LAURENT HISTORIQUE , LEGENDAIRE ET TOPOGRA

PHIQUE , DE MONTREAL A CACOUNA ET A CHICOU

TIMI SUR LE SAGUENAY. Par Alphonse Leclaire .

( Livre . ) Alphonse Leclaire , Montréal, Qué. , 25 juin 1906 .

17336 . HISTORICAL, LEGENDARY AND TOPOGRAPHICAL GUIDE ALONG

THE SAINT LAWRENCE FROM MONTREAL TO CHI

COUTIMI ON THE SAGUENAY AND TO CACOUNA. By

Alphonse Leclaire . ( Book . ) Alphonse Leclaire , Montreal ,

Que. , 25th June , 1906 .

17337 SOVEREIGN RADIATORS CATALOGUE F. 1905-6. ( Book. ) Taylor

Forbes Company , Limited , Guelph , Ont. , 25th June, 1906 .

17338 . THE CANADIAN INVESTOR. June , 1906. By Herbert S. Pringle.

( Book. ) Herbert S. Pringle, Melita, Man. , 25th June, 1906.

17339 . BABY CLOVER. ( Song. ) Words by Rachel Barton Butler. Music

by Charles Willeby. The John Church Company, Cin

cinnati , Ohio, U.S.A. , 25th June, 1906 .

17340. FALLEN. Words by Grant Balfour. Music by Fay G. Stanbury.

(Fairy Morgan . ) James Miller Grant, Toronto, Ont. , 25th

June, 1906 .

17341. WHEN THE HARVEST GLEANERS SANG A SONG OF HOME.

(Song. ) Words and Music by Harry A. Edwards. Harry

H. Sparks , Toronto, Ont. , 26th June. 1906.

17342. HE DIED IN SAN FRANCISCO. ( Song. ) Words by Samuel A. White.

Music by Edwin Willis . Harry H. Sparks , Toronto , Ont. ,

26th June, 1906 .

17343. UNDER THE PALMS. Waltzes . By F. H. Losey, Op. 209. Vander

sloot Music Publishing Company, Williamsport, Penn . ,

U.S.A. , 27th June, 1906 .

17344. PARADE OF THE HUMMING BIRD . March Two -Step . By F. H.

Losey, Op . 207. Vandersloot Music Publishing Company,

Williamsport, Penn. , U.S.A. , 27th June, 1906 .

17345. JOLLY SWEETHEARTS . Intermezzo Two-Step. F. H. Losey, Op .

206. Vandersloot Music Publishing Company, Williams

port, Penn. , U.S.A. , 27th June , 1906 .

17346. CHART OF THE RELATIVE POSITIONS IN LATITUDE OF THE

NATIONS OF EUROPE AND PROVINCES OF CANADA ,

WITH CHIEF CITIES THEREOF. James Richardson Roaf,

Toronto, Ont. , 27th June , 1906 .

17347. DIRECTIONS FOR USING FLEISCHMANN'S COMPRESSED YEAST.

(Book .) The Fleischmann Company, Toronto , Ont. , 27th

June , 1906 .

17348. SOVEREIGN BOILERS FOR HOT WATER AND STEAM. . Catalogue

G. 1906. ( Book . ) Taylor Forbes Company, Limited,

Guelph, Ont. , 28th June, 1906 .

17349 . THE IMPROVED RESIDENTIAL SURVEY SYSTEM. ( Book. ) Ed

ward C. Hill, Toronto , Ont. , 28th June, 1906 .

17350. MELODY OF SONG. ( For Piano . ) By Sidney Talbot, Op. 3. Sidney

Talbot, Victoria, B.C. , 28th June , 1906 .

17351. PEMBROKE STREET , LOOKING WEST FROM PETER STREET.

(Photo . ) M. E. O'Gorman , Pembroke , Ont. , 28th June,

1906.

17352. REGISTRY OFFICE, PEMBROKE, ONT. ( Photo .) M. E. O'Gorman ,

Pembroke, Ont. , 28th June, 1906 .

17353. COURT HOUSE, PEMBROKE, ONT. (Photo. ) M. E. O'Gorman , Pem

broke, Ont . , 28th June, 1906 .

17354. DON'T DO THAT. ( Song. ) By Pete Detzel and F. H. Losey. Vander

sloot Music Publishing Company, Williamsport, Penn. ,

U.S.A. , 29th June , 1906 .

17355. THE CANADIAN MAGAZINE. July, 1906 . The Ontario Publishing

Company, Limited , Toronto, Ont. , 29th June, 1906.

17356. UNCLE REMUS. BRER RABBIT AND THE PARTRIDGE NEST.

( Pictures . ) The Canada Newspaper Syndicate , Limited,

Montreal , Que. , 30th June, 1906.

17357. HARMSWORTH SELF-EDUCATOR MAGAZINE. July, 5 , 1906. The

Amalgamated Press, Limited, London , Eng. , 30th June, 1906.
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Christian Liekefett , Sohlde , near Hoheneggelsen , Hanover,

Germany, 7th August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 25th June ,

1906 Receipt No. 137,254.

Cialm . - An envelope comprising a central portion , a

portion , a back portion , adhesive flaps adapted to secure said

front and back portions, and a closing flap integral with

one of the latter and adapted to be folded over and secured

to the other of said portions at the part where the postage

stamp is usually affixed, substantially as described .

2. A postal envelope or wrapper comprising a front por

tion , a back portion , adhesive flaps integral with the front

portion for securing together said front and back portions,

and a closing flap integral with said back portion and adapted

to be folded over and secured to the front portion at a part

thereof where the postage stamp is usually affixed , substan

tially as described .
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No. 100,304. Envelope. Enveloppe.

6

S

Fings

William Swain Brown , Burghill , Ohio , U.S.A. , 7th August ,

1906. Receipt No. 137,254 .

Claim . - 1 . The combination of an envelope comprising a

back and a front, the back being formed with a slit while

the front is provided with a flap having a tongue which is

adapted to be thrust through the slit in the back of the en

velope and which is provided with inwardly projecting mem

bers , and a strip extending across the slit in the back of the

envelope and adapted to be engaged by the inwardly pro

jectiig members upon the tongue when the latter is thrust

through the slit .

2. The combination of an envelope comprising a back and

a front , the back being formed with a slit while the front is

provided with a flap having a tongue which is adapted to be

thrust through the before -mentioned slit in the back , the

extremity of the tongue being provided with rearwardly bent

flaps, and a strip extending across the before -mentioned slit

in the back of the envelope and adapted to engage with the

before - mentioned rearwardly bent flap at the extremity of

the tongue when the latter is thrust through the slit .

3. The combination of an envelope comprising a back and

à front, the back being provided with a slit while the front

is provided with a flap having a tongue which is adapted to

be thrust through the before -mentioned slit in the back , the

corners of the tongue being bent backwardly upon them

selves, and a strip extending across the slit in the back of

the envelope and adapted to engage the rearwardly bent

corners of the before-mentioned tongue when the latter is

thrust through the slit in the back of the envelope .

kig .5//

3

Teo 1
3 12.3.4

julius W. Thomas , Hendersonville , North Carolina, U.S.A. ,

7th August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 25th June, 1906. Receipt

No. 137,260.

Claim . - An envelope comprising a central portion , a por

tion connected to the lower edge of the central portion

8-1
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and folded hereupon, and portions connected to the ends of tering open portions or spaces forming intervening project
the central portion, one of said end portions being folded | ing portions or strips adapted to be enclosed within the mass

upon the second -named portion and gummed at its lower and of a plastic sealing material , and provided with a protec

ir ner portions thereto , the other end portion being folded tive strip or flap underlying said open portions, substanti

upon the first -named end portion and gummed thereto at its ally as and for the purpose set forth.

end and lower edge portions, and a closing flap carried by 9. An improved safety envelope of the class described .

the upper edge of the centralportion and extending over the having a portion of its surface provided with openings

outer surface of the second - named end portion , said closing through which the mass ofa plastic sealing material is ad

flap and adjacentportions of the envelope being adapted to apted to pass, and provided with a protective strip or flap
receive a seal . underlying said openings, substantially as and for the pur

pose set forth .

No. 100,305. Envelope. Enteloppe.
10. An improved safety envelope of the class described,

having a portion of its surface provided with openings

through which the mass of a plastic sealing material is ad

apted to pass, and provided with a protective strip or flap

of absorbent material underlying said openings and adapted

to be adhesively engaged by said plastic material , substanti

ally as and for the purpose set forth .

11. An improved safety envelope of the class described,

having a portion of its surface provided with openings form

ing intervening portions of strips adapted to be enclosed by

the mass of a plastic sealing material, substantially as and

for the purpose set forth.

12. An improved safety envelope of the class described ,

having a portion of its surface open , and provided with

strips or portions projecting within said open portions and

adapted to be enclosed within the mass of a plastic sealing

material , substantially as and for the purpose set forth .

13. An improved safety envelope of the class described ,

having a portion of its surface open , and provided with

tongues projecting in said open portion and adapted to be

enclosed within the mass of a plastic sealing material , sub

Robert William Vail , New York City , New York , U.S.A. , 7th stantially as and for the purpose set forth .

August , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th June , 1906. Receipt
14. An improved safety envelope of the class described ,

No. 137,257 .
having a portion of its surface open , and provided with

tongues projecting in said open portion and having turned

Claim .-- 1. An improved safety envelope of the class des
edges , said tongues being adapted to be enclosed within the

cribed , provided at its meeting portions with projecting mas of a plastic sealing material, substantially as and for

ridges adapted to relatively register and overlap, and having the purpose set forth .

the portion within said ridges cut away to form open por- 15. An improved safety envelope of the class described ,

tions or spaces and intervening projecting portions or strips having a portion of its surface open, and provided with

adapted to be enclosed within the mass of a plastic sealing strips or portions projecting in said open portions and ad

material , substantially as and for the purpose set forth . apted to be enclosed within the mass of a plastic sealing

2. An improved safety envelope of the class described, pro- material , said open and projecting portions being surround

vided at its meeting portions with outwardly projecting ed by an outwardly projecting ridge, substantially as and

ridges of approximately annular contour adapted to rela- for the purpose set forth.

tively register and overlap, and having the portion of the i 16. An improved safety envelope of the class described.

paper within said ridges cut away to form open portions or having a portion of its surface open and provided with a

spaces and intervening projecting portions or strips adapted raised portion surrounding said open portion and forming a
to be enclosed within the mass of a plastic sealing material , cup for containing a mass of plastic sealing material , sub

substantially as and for the purpose set forth . stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. An improved safety envelope of the class described , pro- 17. An improved safety envelope of the class described ,

vided at its meeting portions with projecting ridges adapted having a portion of its surface open and having strips or
to relatively register and overlap , and having the portion portions projecting within said open portion and aianied to
within said ridges cut away to form open portions or spaces be enclosed within the mass of a plastic sealing material,

and projecting tongues adapted to be enclosed within the and provided with a raised portion surrounding said open

mass of a plastic sealing material , substantially as and for and projecting portions and forming a cup for containing a

the purpose set forth . mass of plastic sealing material , substantially as and for
4. An improved safety envelope of the class described , pro- the purpose set forth .

vided at its meeting portions with outwardly projecting 18. An improved safety envelope of the class described,

ridges of approximately annular contour adapted to rela- provided in its back sheet and sealing flap with relatively

tively register and overlap, and having the portion within registering open portions , and having strips or portions pro

said ridges cut away to form open portions or spaces and jecting in said open portions, whereby openings are provided

projecting tongues adapted to be enclosed within the mass relatively extending through said back sheet and sealing

of a plastic sealing material , substantially as and for the flap for the passage of a plastic sealing material under and

purpose set forth. around said projecting strips or portions , substantially as

5. An improved safety envelope of the class described , pro- and for the purpose set forth.

vided at its meeting portions with projecting ridges adapted 19. An improved safety envelope of the class described ,

to relatively register and overlap , and having the portion having a portion of its surface provided with a raised por

within said ridges cut away to form open portions or spaces tion or ridge forming an outside cup for containing a mass

and projecting tongues having outwardly turned edges, of plastic sealing material , substantially as and for the pur

whereby said tongues are adapted to be enclosed within the pose set forth .

mass of a plastic sealing material , substantially as and for 20. An improved safety envelope of the class described ,

the purpose set forth . having a portion of its surface open , and provided with a

6. An improved safety envelope of the class described , pro- protective strip or flap of absorbent material underlying said

vided at its meeting portions with outwardly projecting open portion and adapted to be adhesively engaged by the

ridges of approximately annular contour adapted to rela- mass of a plastic sealing material, substantially as and for

tively register and overlap , and having the portion within the purpose set forth .

said ridges cut away to form open portions or spaces and 21. An improved safety envelope of the class described ,

projecting tongues, the series of tongues upon the respec- having a portion of its surface provided with a raised por

tive meeting parts having the edges turned outwardly in a tion or ridge , and provided with a stiffening plate or strip

corresponding relative manner with respect to the succes- underlying said raised portion and having a projection

sion of the tongues forming the complete series when the entering the latter , substantially as and for the purpose set

ridges meet and register, whereby said tongues are adapted forth,

to be enclosed within the mass of a plastic sealing material , 22. An improved safety envelope of the class described ,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth . having a portion of its surface provided with a raised por

7. An improved safety envelope of the class described , tion or ridge, and provided with a stiffening plate or strip

having at meeting portions of its surfaces relatively regis- underlying said raised portion and having a projection enter

tering open portions or spaces forming intervening project- ing the latter and with means for securing said stiffening

ing portions or strips adapted to be enclosed within the mass plate or strip to the interior surface of the envelope portion ,

of a plastic sealing material , substantially as and for the substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

purpose set forth . 23. An improved safety envelope of the class described .

8. An improved safety envelope of the class described , having a portion of its surface open and provided with a

having at meeting portions of its surfaces relatively regis- raised portion or ridge outside said open portion, said open
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portion being adapted to contain the mass of a plastic seal- 2. The combination of the main track , the switch rails,

ing material, and provided with a stiffening plate or strip means for automatically closing the switch rails , a manual

underlying said raised portion and having a projection en- shifting device for the last -named rails , a coupling bolt de

tering the latter, and provided with strip or flap of absorbent tachably connecting the switch rails with said shifting de

material underlying said open portion and securing said vice and taking part in the movements of the switch rails , a

stiffening plate or strip in position and adapted to be ad- trip device connected with said bolt and arranged to be

hesively engaged by said plastic material , substantially as operated by a train on the main track, a spring applied to

and for the purpose set forth . said bolt and acting to retract the trip device, and auto

24. An improved safety envelope of the class described , matic setting or projecting means for the trip device con

having a portion of its surface open and provided with a structed and arranged to act upon said coupling bolt when

raised portion or ridge outside said open portion, saiď open the switch is moved from its closed to its open position ,

portion being adapted to receive the mass of a plastic seal- substantially as set forth .

ing material, and provided with a stiffening plate or strip 3. The combination of the main track , the switch rails ,

underlying said raised portion and having a projection means for automatically closing the switch rails , a shifting

entering the latter and a projection entering the open por- device for the last - named rails, a coupling connecting the

tion and adapted to be engaged by the mass of said plastic switch rails with said shifting device, a trip device con

sealing material, substantially as and for the purpose set nected with said coupling and adapted to be operated by a
forth . train on the main track , and a fixed cam arranged to be en .

gaged by the coupling when the switch is opened for auto

No. 100,306. Railway Signal.
matically setting the trip device , substantially as set forth .

4. The combination of the main track , the switch rails , a
Signal de chemin de fer.

spring for closing said rails , a manual switch shifting de

vice, a connection between said shifting device and the

switch rails consisting of a sleeve or socket connected with

one of said parts and a rod connected with the other part

and entering the socket , a sliding bolt for coupling said rod

and socket movable with the switch rails , a trip device for

withdrawing said bolt arranged to be operated by a train

on the main track, and a stationary cam arranged to be en

gaged by said bolt when the switch is openod for shifting

the bolt lengthwise and setting the trip device, substantially

as set forth.

5. The combination of the main track , the switch rails , a

snring for closing said rails , a manual switch shifting de

vice, a connection between said shifting device and the

switch rails consisting of a sleeve or socket connected with

one of said parts and a rod connected with the other part

and entering the socket, a sliding bolt for coupling said rod

and socket movable with the switch rails , a trip device con

nected with said bolt and arranged to be operated by a train

on the main track , and a fixed cam extending into said

sleeve and arranged to shift the coupling bolt rearwardly

when the switch is moved to its open position , substantially
Nicholas Erschens, Elkton , North Dakota, U.S.A. , 7th August,

1906 ; 6 years .
as set forth .

Filed 17th July , 1906. Receipt No. 137,
6. The combination of the main track, the switch rails , a

917. spring for closing said rails , a manual switch shifting de

Claim.-In a railroad signal apparatus , main rails and vice, a connection between said shifting device and the
crossing rails, a rock shaft disposed between the main rails switch rails consisting of a sleeve or socket connected with

upon opposite sides of the crossing rails , each shaft including one of said parts and a rod connected with the other part

a projection , a pivoted shaft arranged between one of the and entering the socket , a sliding bolt for coupling said rod
rock shafts and the crossing, the pivoted shaft having an arm and socket movable with said sleeve , a spring tending to
secured thereto , a vertical shaft arranged adjacent the main move said bolt forwardly , a trip device for withdrawing the

and crossing rails , a flexible connection between the afore- bolt arranged to be operated by a train on the main track,
said arm and the vertical shaft , signalling elements associ- and a fixed cam extending through the side of said sleeve

ated with the vertical shaft , and means constructed and and having an oblique face over which the front end of the
arranged to operate said signalling elements when either of coupling bolt rides when shifted laterally in opening the
the rock shafts is rocked. switch , substantially as set forth .

7. The combination of the main track , the switch rails , a

No. 100,307. Railway Switch. spring for closing said rails , a manual switch shifting de

Aiguille de chemin de fer.
vice , a connection between said shifting device and the

switch rails consisting of a sleeve or socket connected with

7291
one of said parts and a rod connected with the other part

and entering the socket , said rod having a plurality of bolt
D.LAD 그

holes either of which is adapted to register with a hole of

the sleeve , a spring pressed coupling bolt for the sleeve anů

the rod adapted to engage one of the holes of said rod in one
position of the switch rails and the other hole thereof in

another position of said rails , and an actuating device con

nected with said bolt and arranged to be tripped by a train

on the main track , substantially as set forth.

8. The combination of the main track , the switch rails ,

means for automatically closing the switch rails, a manual

shifting device for the last -named rails , a coupling connect

ing the switch rails with said shifting device , a trip lever

arranged to be actuated by a train on the main track, a link

connected at one end with said coupling and having its oppo

site end attached to said lever by a pin and slot connection.
10.32

and a spring applied to said link and tending to swing said

lever to its operative position , substantially as set forth .

Ernest Fish Greene, Silver Creek , New York, U.S.A., 7th No. 100,308. Rail Joint. Joint de rails .
August , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 17th July, 1906. Receipt No.

137,895 . Dennis Francis Kelly, Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. , 7th August ,

Claim . - 1. The combination of the main track , the switch 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 18th July, 1905. Receipt No. 137,932 .

rails , means for automatically closing the switch rails, a Claim.-1 . The combination with a rail end having the

manual shifting device for the last-named rails , a coupling web thereof extended longitudinally beyond the head, of an

connecting the switch rails with said shifting device, a trip abutting rail and having its web slotted longitudinally be

device connected with said coupling, and automatic setting neath the head and opening through the bottom of the rail

setting or projecting meansfor the trip device constructed and adapted to receivetherein said extendea web.
and arranged to act upon said coupling when the switch is 2. In a rail joint the combination with a rail end having

moved from its closed to its open position , whereby the trip the web thereof extended longitudinallybeyond the ends of

device is projected through the medium of the coupling, sub- the head and flange and the ends of the flange and web be

stantially as set forth . ing out of alignment with each other, of an abutting rail and
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having a longitudinal slot in its web opening downwardly recess therein opening through the rail base and affording

from the rail head through the bottom of the rail and adapt- longitudinal parallel bars on said end of a width equal to

ed to receive the extended web of the other rail end . the width of the rail web and a central longitudinal bar on

the other end extending outwardly therefrom and adapted

to seat in the recess of an abutting rail .

13. In a rail joint the combination with the abutting rail

ends having the ends of their heads and flanges cut out of

alignment transversely of the rail , of a central bar on one

of said ends adapted to extend into a recess beneath the rail

head in the abutting end and parallel lateral bars on the
abutting end adapted to straddle the bar of the aforesaid

end.
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No. 100,309. Car Coupler. Attelage de chars.
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3. In a device of the class described the combination with

a rail end having its head and flange ending at different

points and its web extended beyond said head and flange, of

an abutting rail end having its head and flange ending at

different points and its web slotted to receive therein said Lewis C. Cary , Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A., 7th August , 1906 ; 6

extended web .

4. In a device of the class described the combination with
years. Filed 16th July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,850.

a rail end having its head , web and flange terminating at
Claim . - 1 . In a car coupling a head comprising two jaws

different points on the rail, of an abutting rail andhaving positioned one above the other, with inclined engaging faces,

downwardly opening, central slot therein adapted to re
an integral rib on the back of each jaw , means for locking

ceive the web of the other rail . said head to an opposing head and a releasing heel for un

5. In a device of the class described the combination with locking the heads.

a rail end having its web extended longitudinally and of a 2. In a car coupling a head comprising two jaws having

width to extend from the rail head to the bottom of the rail inclined engaging faces , an integral rib on the back of each

and having its head and flange terminating at points out of jaw , a jaw bearing abutment , means for coupling said head

vertical alignment, of an abutting rail end having a longi- to an opposing head , and a releasing heel for uncoupling said

tudinl , downwardly opening slot in the web thereof extend- | heads.

ing from the end of the rail rearwardly beyond the ends of 3. In a car coupling a head comprising two jaws normally

its head and flange and adapted to receive said extended positioned one above the other with inclined engaging faces,

web . an integral rib on the back of each jaw , a jaw bearing abut

6. In a device of the class described the combination with ment with lateral arms extending therefrom, means for coup

a railend having its web extended beyond its headand its ling said head to an opposing head, and means for uncoup
flange terminating intermediate the ends of the head and ling said heads .

web , of an abutting rail end having its flange cut away for 4. In a car coupling a head comprising two jaws triangu

a portion of its length and its web slotted to receive said lar in form and having inclined engaging faces, an integral

extended web . rib on the back of each jaw , a bearing abutment near the

7. In a device of the class described the combination with rear of said jaws with lateral arms extending therefrom,

a rail end having its head and web extended beyond the end pushing surfaces on the forward ends of said jaws, means

of its flange and having a downwardly opening slot extend- for coupling said head to an opposing head and means for

ing longitudinally of the web from the end thereof to be- / uncoupling said heads .

yond the end of the flange, of an abutting rail end having 5. In a car coupling a head comprising two jaws normally

its web extending beyond its head , a distance approximately positioned one above the other with inclined engaging faces ,

equal to the length of said slot, and its flange terminating an integral rib on the back of each jaw , a jaw bearing abut

intermediate the ends of its head and web. ment with arms extending laterally therefrom , a pushing

8. In a device of the class described the combination with surface on the forward end of each jaw , a spring pressed

a rail end having a thickened web provided with a down- coupling lever for coupling said head to an opposing head,

wardly opening longitudinal slot and having its base cut and means for uncoupling said heads .

away for a portion of the length of said slot, of an abutting 6. In a car coupling a head comprising two jaws with in

rail and having a longitudinally extended web adapted to clined engaging faces, an integral rib on the back of each

seat in said slot and having its flange terminating inter- jaw , a bearing abutment with arms extending laterally there

mediate the ends of said web and adapted to support the from, forward extensions on said jaw adapted to be inserted
slotted web thereon. between said inclined faces and said arms to prevent lateral

9. The combination with a rail thickened at one end and n.ovement of the jaws , a pushing surface on the forward end

having a central slot cut the entire length of the thickened
of each jaw , a spring pressed coupling lever and a releasing

portion and opening through the base of the rail , of an heel for uncoupling said head.

abutting rail having a central outwardly projecting web 7. In a car coupling a head comprising two jaws normally

thereon adapted to fit in said slot .
positioned one above the other with inclined engaging faces ,

10. A rail joint comprising the abutting ends of two rails an integral rib on the back of each jaw , a bearing abutment

one being thickened and having the flanges thereof cut away with arms extending laterally therefrom , a spring pressed
for a part of its length to provide parallel webs , a longitu- pivoted coupling lever for coupling said head to an opposing

dinal slot extending the entire length of the thickened end, head , and a releasing heel for uncoupling said heads.

and a central bar or web formed on the abutting rail end of

a height to extend from the bottom of the rail to the rail

head and fitting in said slot .
No. 100,310. Car Door. Porte de chars.

11. In a device of the class described , a rail having its Richard Hall , Kenora , Ontario, Canada, 7th August, 1906 ; 6

head and flanges cut away for a distance from one end form
years. Filed 13th July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,767.

ing a central longitudinally projecting web , an abutting rail

having a thickened end slotted the entire length thereof and Claim . - 1 . In a car door, auxiliary door jambs, means for

the flange cut away from a part of the thickened portion locking the jambs in position , and a door suspended from

forming a pair of webs, the webs of each rail end being the car adapted to co -operate with the jambs.

adapted to complimentally fit the web or slot of the abutting pending the door from some suitable point of the car, and2. In a car door, a lower door, flexible connections sus

rail end.

12. In a device of the class described , the combination with
means whereby said door may be carried to an elevated

a rail having a thickened web portion at one end thereof, a
position and locked thereat .
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3. In a car door, a lower door, an upper door co - operating 16. In a car door, door jambs , a door co-operating there

with the lower door , means for suspending the lower door with , flexible connections for suspending the door, a hook

connected to the door, and a turn buckle carried by the

hook for locking the door against the jambs.

17. In a car door, pivotally mounted door jambs, hooks

for engaging the lower ends of the jambs to hold them in

position, a door co -operating with the jambs , vertical

shafts fixed to the hooks , and links connected to the shafts

and to each other, whereby as they are operated the hooks

simultaneously release the jambs .

18. In a car door, pivotally mounted door jambs, hooks

for locking the jambs in position , a door co-operating with

the jambs, flexible connections for suspending the door, a

metal plate secured to the floor of the car, a hook attached
to the door, and a turn buckle for adjusting the hook

whereby the latter may be engaged under the plate and

force the door against the jambs.

19. In a car door, pivotally mounted door jambs, a door

Co -operating with the jambs , hooks for locking the door

jambs in position, vertical shafts fixed to the hooks, arms

fixed to the vertical shafts , links pivotally connected to

the arms and to each other, and a slotted bracket for guid

இக ing the links whereby when the links are operated the hooks

are simultaneously swung to release the door jambs and

the door.
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Nc. 100,311. Car Door Closure .

Fermeture de porte de chars.

from some suitable point of the car, and means whereby both

of said doors may be carried to an elevated position and

held thereat.
4. In a car door , auxiliary door jambs pivoted in the door

opening, means for locking the door jambs in position , and a

door adapted to be locked against the jambs.

5. In a car door, auxiliary door jambs pivoted to the sides

of the door opening, means for locking the jambs in posi

tion , a door adapted to contact with the jambs , flexible con

nections suspending the door from some suitable point of

the car, and means whereby the door may be carried to an

elevated position and secured thereat .

6. In a car door, auxiliary door jambs pivoted to the sides

of the door opening, means for locking the jambs in posi

tion , a door adapted to contact with the jambs, a second

and upper door co - operating with the first, and means

whereby both of said doors may be carried to an elevated

position and secured thereat.

7. In a car door, auxiliary door jambs pivoted to the sides

of the door opening, means for locking the door in contact

with the jambs , flexible connections suspending the door

from suitable point of the same, and means whereby the

door may be carried to an elevated position and secured

thereat .

8. In a car door, door jambs , means for locking the door

in contact therewith , flexible connections supporting the Clarence Edward Roe, Winnipeg, and James Collinson , Souris ,
door, means whereby when the flexible connections are both in Manitoba , Canada , co - inventors , 7th August , 1906 ;

wound about the door . the latter is carried to an elevated 6 years . Filed 16th July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,866 .

position , and means for securing the door thereat . Claim .-1 . A device of the class described comprising a

9. In a car door, door jambs , a lower door adapted to con
door, a bar rigidly secured thereto, a guide for said bar, a

tact therewith , flexible connections suspending the door , an

upper dooradaptedto lie flat against the lower door , and lockingsaid lever in position .

centrally pivoted lever attached to said bar, and means for

guiding rods suspending the upper door .

10.In acardoor , door posts, door jambs fixed to the in- cured thereto, a guide for said bar, a centrally pivotedlever

2. The combination with a car door of a sliding bar se

side of the posts, rounded corners on the door jambs , a attached to said bar by means of a pin operating in a slot

second set of door jambs carried by the door posts, a
in said lever , and means for locking said lever in position .

lower door contacting with the second set of door jambs , an
3. The combination with a car door of a sliding bar

upper doorcontacting with said first-mentioned jambs, and rigidly secured thereto, a guide for said bar, a centrally

means fixed to one of saiddoors for closing the openings pivoted lever co - operating with said bar by meansofa pin
due to said rounded corners .

11. In a car door, an auxiliary door jamb pivoted ateach ally locking saiddoor in closed position .
operating in a slot in said lever, and means for automatic

side of the door opening , hooks for holding the jambs in
4. The combination with a car door of a sliding bar

locked position, a door adapted to contact withthedoor rigidly secured thereto, a guidefor said bar, a centrally

jambs, andmeans for swinging the books to release the pivoted leverprovided with a longitudinal end slot, a pin

jambs and door , in the sliding bar operating in said slot , whereby said lever

12. În a car door, pivotally mounted door jambs, hooks is capable ofarcuatemotion , andmeans for automatically
for lockingthe door jambs in position , a door co -operating locking said door in closed position.
with the jambs, and means for simultaneously swinging the

5. The combination with a car door of a sliding bar se
hooks to release the jambs and door. cured thereto , a guide for said bar, a centrally pivoted lever

13. In a car door, pivotally mounted doorjambs,hooks provided atits pivotal pointwith a longitudinal slot, a
for holding the door jambs in position , a door co-operating second slot in the end of said lever co -operating with a

with the jambs, means for simultaneously swinging the pin in said sliding bar, and means for automatically locking

hooks to release the jambs and door, and means for locking said door in closed position .

the hooks .
14. In a car door, pivotally mounted door jambs , hooks for

locking the door jambs in position,a door co -operating with No. 100,312. Derailer. Dérailleur.

the jambs , means for drawing the door against the jambs ,
and means for simultaneously swinging the hooks whereby ThomasW. Linn and John H. Patrick, both of Clymers, In

the jambs and door are released .
diana , U.S.A., 7th August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 16th July ,

1906 .
15. In a car door, pivotally mounted door jambs, means

Receipt No. 137,877 .

for locking the door jambs in position , means for simul- Claim .-- 1. The combination of a slideway , a derailing mem

taneously operating said locking means, a door co -operating ber mounted to slide on said slideway, and means on said

with the jambs, flexible connections by which the door is derailing member for clearing said slideway of abstructions .

suspended , and means whereby the door can be carried to 2. The combination with a derailing member adapted to

an elevated position and secured thereat .
move in a path toward and from a track rail , of means con
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nected with said derailing member for clearing said path of

obstructions.

2. Coupling apparatus, according to the previous claim, in

which the holding device comprises a cranked bar mounted

si
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5.

to rotate in bearings fixed to or formed in one with the bear

ings of the coupling bar, and provided with a pinion or

pinions that gears or gear with a corresponding pinion or

pinions on the coupling shaft, the pinions of the cranked

3. The combination of a slideway, a derailing member, and bar beng connected thereto by a clutch so constructed and

slides on said derailingmember engaging said slideway, said arranged that the pinions turn loosely on the shaft to a
slides being formed with cutting edges at their forward ends . limited extent , substantially as hereinbefore described , for

4. The combination of a slideway, a derailing member, and the purpose specified .

slides on said derailing member engaging said slideway , said 3. Coupling apparatus acording to claim 1 , in which , when
slides being formed with cutting edges , and a shield attach- the coupling hook is in its operative positon , the couplng

ed to said derailing member . bar is locked against rotation in a direction to move the hook

5. The combination of a slideway , a derailing member out of such position by a device adapted to be actuated by a

adapted to slide on said slideway, said derailing member be- spring pressed handle or key with which the coupling bar
ing formed with a notch , a bracket , and an oar on said is furnished , substantially as hereinbefore described .

bracket adapted to engage said notch , said slideway being 4. Coupling apparatus , according to claim 2, wherein when

secured at one side of a track rail and said bracket being the coupling hook is in its operative position , a device adapt

secured on the opposite side of said track rail . ed to be actuated by a spring pressed handle or key with

6. The combination of a base , a slideway formed thereon , a which the coupling bar is furnished , engages and locks either

derailing member riounted to slide on said slideway, a bar the coupling bar or the cranked bar so that the coupling

connected to said gerailing member , said bar being formed bar is prevented from rotation in a direction to move the

with a slot , a locking pin adapted to engage said slot , an hook out of its operating position , and the cianked bar is

angle lever , one arm of said lever being connected with said prevented from rotation in a direction to free the hook, sub

bar , and the other arm of said lever being connected with stantially as hereinbefore described .
said locking pin , and means for operating said angle lever . 5. Coupling apparatus for railway and other vehicles com

7. The combination of a base , a slideway formed thereon , a prising three transversely arranged bars mounted to rotate

derailing member, slides on said derailing member engaging in bearings carried by or constituting a drawhead of the

said slideway, said slides being formed with cutting edges , a vehicle , a coupling hook for engaging the corresponding de

bar connected to said derailing member, said bar being form- vice on an adjacent vehicle mounted on one of such bars,

ed with a slot , a locking pin adapted to engage said slot , an and adapted to be engaged when in its coupling position by

angle lever mounted on said base , one arm of said lever be- a suitably formed portion of another of such bars, which is

ing connected with said bar , and the other arm of said lever connected by gearing with the coupling hook bar, locking

being connected with said locking pin , and means for oper- means on the third of such bars adapted to engage a part

ating said angle lever . connected to either of the other two bars , and thereby pre

8. The combination of a base , a slideway formed thereon , a vent their rotation , operating means for the coupling hook

derailing member, slides on said derailing member engaging bar and means connected to said coupling bar operating

said slideway, said slides being formed with cutting edges , a means whereby the third bar is so actuated as to release the

shield attached to said derailing member , a bar connected to locking means, substantially as hereinbefore described.

said derating member, said bar being formed with a slot , a 6. Coupling apparatus according to claim 1 in which the

locking pin adapted to engage said slot , an angle lever coupling hook is rigidly fixed to or formed in one with an

mounted on said base, one arm of said lever being connected arm mounted so as to be capable of limited rotary move

with said bar, and the other arm of said lever being con- ment upon the coupling bar , and which arm is adapted , when

nected with said locking pin , and means for operating said the coupling hook is in its operative position, to be engaged

argle lever. by an appropriately cranked portion of another bar geared

9. A derailing member mounted to slide , means on one side to the coupling bar and mounted to rotate in bearings fixed

of a rail for moving said derailing member into and out of to and formed in one with the bearings of the coupling bar ,

active position , and means on the opposite side of said rail substantially as hereinbefore described .

for holding said member in its active position against dis- 7. Coupling apparatus according to claim 5 in which the

placement along said rail . three transverse bars are mounted to rotate in three bear

10. A derailing member adapted to be moved into and out
irigs fixed to the vehicle draw bars, the coupling hook being

of active position , and a locking member acting automati
mounted on the coupling bar between the middle bearing

cally to lock said derailing member when the latter is moved and an outer one thereof, whilstat the otherside of and
out of active position . between such middle bearing and the other outer bearing a

bracket mounted on two of the transverse bars carries a

No. 100,313. Car Coupler. Attelage de chars. coupling link that projects away from the vehicle and which

is so arranged that it can rise or fall and can move laterally

Joseph Melland -Smith , London , England , 7th August , 1906 ; 6
to a desirable limited extent , substantially as hereinbefore .

years. Filed 13th July , 1906. Receipt No. 137,768 . described .

Claim .-- 1 . Coupling apparatus for railway and other vehi- 8. Coupling apparatus according to the preceding claim

cles comprising a coupling bar mounted to rotate in bearings in which the central draw bar is connected at its inner end

carried by or forming a drawhead of the vehicle , a coupling ưy a pivot to a double strap or buckle through which the
hook for engaging a corresponding device on an adjacent draw bar spring passes , and the inner end of each of the two

vehicle , mounted to rotate to a limited extent on such bar , outer draw bars is furnished with a pin passing through a

and a device adapted to hold said coupling hook in its coup- curved slot in the end portion of a crosshead which is mount

ling position , such device being adapted to be operated by ed to turn on a centrally arranged pivot pin connecting the

the coupling bar in such a manner that upon rotating the crosshead to the middle draw bar, substantially as hereinbe
coupling bar the hook is moved into its operative position fcre described.

and the holding device is brought into operation , whilst to 9. Coupling apparatus , according to claim 5, in which the

place the hook in its inoperative position rotation of the locking means comprise spring pressed pawls fixed to the

coupling bar first actuates the catch to release the hook and third or locking bar adapted to engage clutch teeth fixed to

then moves the hook in the desired manner , substantially as either of the other bars, substantially as hereinbefore des

hereinbefore described. cribed.
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10. Coupling apparatus, according to claim 5, in which the 3. A device for operating railroad car flanges comprising

coupling bar is furnished with a lever having a spring key a compound lever composed of the arms a and b and the

adapted to so actuate a lever fixed to the third bar as to joint ring C, the levers f f . the trip lever i having arm's ' 0

release the locking means thereon , whilst the coupling hook and k k , the locking bolt g adapted to engage with lever j ,

is being moved into its inoperative position , substantially the lock stands i i adapted to carry said lever i and the

as hereinbefore described . locking bolt g in combination with the flanger arms AA,,

11. The combination and arrangement of parts constituting substantially as described and for the purpose specified.

the improved coupling apparatus, constructed and operating

substantially as hereinbefore described with reference to and No. 100,316. Air Brake Coupler.

shown in the accompanying drawings. Joint de frein à air .

No. 100,314. Track Fastener. Attache de voie.
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Frank Smith , Lindsey, Ohio, U.S.A. , 7th August, 1906 ; 6

years. Filed 17th July , 1906. Receipt No. 137,920 .
Frank Hatfield Rutherford , Chicago, Illinois , U.S.A. , 7th

Claim . - 1 . In combination with a tie , a pair of chair plates
August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 19th July , 1906. Receipt No.

137,962 .

provided with means at their outer ends for engaging the

outer flanges of the rails and slotted longitudinally at points
Claim . - 1. An automatic coupler for air brakes comprising

within the rails, an adjusting reversely threaded bolt con
a longitudinally movable coupler head having a limited move

necting the inner ends of these chair plates , lock nuts on this ment oblique to the line of draft , and a longitudinally re

bolt , a slotted clamp plate on each chair plate and provided ciprocal plunger normally pressing forward against the rear

with a lip engaging the inner flange of the rail , a short bolt end of the said coupler head.

clamping each pair of plates together , and a longer bolt
2. An automatic coupler for air brakes comprising a longi

clamping each pair of plates together and to the tie , sub- tudinally yielding coupler head having a limited movement

stantially as set forth .
oblique to the line of draft , a hanging supporting frame for

2. In combination with a tie , a pair of chair plates resting said coupler in which the forward movement of said coupler

on the tie and adapted to support the rails and provided at
head is limited , and a longitudinally reciprocal plunger nor

their outer ends with means engaging the outer flanges of
Dially engaging and pressing forward against the rear end of

the rails , each of these plates being slotted at a point inside said coupler head .

on the rail , means for adjustably connecting the inner ends
3. An automatic coupler for air trakes coinprising a longi

of these plates , whereby they may be drawn together or
tudinally yielding coupler head having a limited movement

spread apart , a clamp plate upon each chair plate, means for oblique to the line of draft, a hanging supporting frame for

anchoring both plates to the tie , and means for clamping said coupler in which the forward movement of said coupler

each pair of plates together, substantially as described .
head is limited , and a longitudinally reciprocal plunger nor

mally engaging and pressing forward against the rear end

No. 100,315. Railway Track Flanger.
of said coupler head at a point back of said supporting:

frame.

Appareil à rebord de rails de chemin de fer. 4. An automatic coupler for air brakes comprising a longi

tudinally yielding coupler head which is capable of a limited

movement oblique to the line of draft and having a trans

verse flange on its rear end , a hanging supportirg frame

having an opening therein through which said head is in

serted until the flanged end thereof engages said supporting

frame, and a longitudinally reciprocal plunger normally

pressing forward against the rear end of said coupler head .

5. An automatic coupler for air brakes comprising a longi

tudinally movable coupler head having a limited movement

'oblique to the line of draft , and a longitudinally reciprocal

plunger having its forward end removably connected to and

normally pressing forward against the rear end of the said

coupler head .

6. An automatic coupler for air brakes comprising a longi

tudinally yielding coupler head having a limited movement

oblique to the line of draft , a hanging supporting frame for

said coupler in which the forward movement of said coupler

head is limited , and a longitudinally reciprocal plunger hav

ing its forward end removably connected to and normally en

gaging and pressing forward against the rear end of said

coupler head.

7. An automatic coupler for air brakes comprising a longi

tudinally yielding coupler head having a limited movement

Thomas Hoar, Truro , Nova Scotia , Canada , 7th August, 1906 ; oblique to the line of draft , a hanging supporting frame for

6 years . Filed 27th June , 1906. Receipt No. 137,346. said coupler in which the forward movement of said coupler

Claim.—1 In a device for operating railroad track flangers head is limited , and a longitudinally reciprocal plunger hav
a compound lever having an operating lever at each end in ing its forward end removably connected to and normally

combination with the stands i į and the flanger arms A A, engaging and pressing forward against the rear end of said

substantially as described .
coupler head at a point back of said supporting frame.

2. In a device for operating railroad track flangers, the 8. An automatic coupler for air brakes comprising a longi

combination of the locking bolt g having arms h h, the lock tudinally yielding coupler head which is capable of a limited

stand i i , with the trip lever ; having the arms land k ki! movement oblique to the line of draft and having a trans

substantially as described and set forth .
verse flange on its rear end, a hanging supporting frame
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having an opening therein through which said head is in- ! 21. An automatic coupler for air brakes comprising a
serted until the flanged end thereof engages said supporting coupler head having a longitudinally disposed passage ex

frame , and a longitudinally reciprocal plunger having its tending rearwardly from the engaging face thereof and hav

forward end removably connected to and normally pressing ing a laterally elongated curved mouth both the upper and

forward against the rear end of said coupler head . lower edges of which conform to the arc of the circle .

9. An automatic coupler for air brakes comprising a longi- 22. An automatic coupler for air brakes comprising a

tudinally yielding coupler head having a limited movement coupler head having a longitudinally disposed passage ex

oblique to its line of draft, a longitudinally reciprocal tending rearwardly from the engaging face thereof and hay

plunger engaging the rear end of said coupler head and a ing a laterally elongated curved mouth both the upper and

spring normally pressing said plunger forward against said lower edges of which conform to the arc of a circle and a

coupler. gasket seated in and conforming in shape to the edges of

10. An automatic coupler for air brakes comprising a longi- said mouth .

tudinally yielding coupler head having a limited movement 23. An automatic coupler for air brakes comprising a

oblique to the line of draft , a hanging supporting frame for coupler head having a longitudinally disposed passage ex

said coupler in which the forward movement of said coupler tending rearwardly from the engaging face thereof and hav.

head is limited , a longitudinally reciprocal plunger normally ing a laterally elongated curved mouth both the upper and

engaging and pressing forward against the rear end of said lower rabbeted edges of which conform to the arc of a cir

coupler head, and a spring normally thrusting said plunger cle and a gasket seated in and conforming in shape to the

forward. rabbeted edges of said mouth .

11. An automatic coupler for air brakes comprising a longi- 24. An automatic coupler for air brakes comprising a

tudinally yielding coupler head having a limited movement coupler head having a longitudinally disposed passage ex

oblique to the line of draft, a hanging supporting frame for tending rearwardly and obliquely from the engaging face

said coupler in which the forward movement of said coupler thereof, a stub projectingfrom the longitudinal side of said

head is limited, a longitudinally reciprocalplunger normally coupler with the bore of which said passage connects, and

engaging and pressing forward against the rear end of said the bore of an emergency passage communicating with said

coupler head at a point back of said supporting frame , and stub at an angle to the axis of said passage and a valve at

a spring normally thrusting said plunger forward. the point of intersection of said emergency passage.

12. An automatic coupler for air brakes comprising a longi- 25. An automatic coupler for air brakes comprising a

tudinally yielding coupler head which is capable of a limited coupler head having a longitudinally disposed passage ex

movement oblique to the line of draft and having a trans- tending rearwardly and obliquely from the engaging face

verse flange on its rear end, a hanging supporting frame to the longitudinal side of the same , an emergency passage

having an opening therein through which said head is insert- tapping said first -mentioned passage at a suitable angle,

ed until the flanged end thereof engages said supporting and a suitable two-way valve at the point of intersection of

frame , a longitudinally reciprocal plunger normally pressing said passages .
forward against the rear end of said coupler head and a 26. An automatic coupler for air brakes comprising a

spring normally thrusting said plunger forward . coupler head having a longitudinally disposed passage ex

13. An automatic coupler for air brakes comprising a longi- tending rearwardly and obliquely from the engaging face to

tudinally movable coupler head having a limited movement the longitudinal side of the same , an emergency passage

oblique to the line of draft , a longitudinally reciprocal tapping said first -mentioned passage at a suitable angle ,

plunger having its forward end removably connected to and and a suitable two - way valve at the point of intersection of

normally pressing forward against the rear end of the said said passage whose axis is transverse to said coupler head .

coupler head, and a spring normally thrusting said plunger 27. An automatic coupler for air brakes comprising a

forward . coupler head having a longitudinally disposed passage ex

14. An automatic coupler for air brakes comprising a longi- tending rearwardly and obliquely from the engaging face

tudinally yielding coupler head having a limited movement to the longitudinal side of the same , an emergency passage

oblique to the line of draft , a hanging supporting frame for tapping said first -mentioned passage at a suitable angle , a

said coupler in which the forward movement of said coupler suitable two-way valve at the point of intersection of said

head is limited, a longitudinally reciprocal plunger having passage whose axis is transverse to said coupler head and

its forward end removably connected to and normally engag- a spindle therefor extending transversely through said body

ing and pressing forward against the rear end of said coupler and having means on its extremity for turning it. ,

head and a spring normally thrusting said plunger forward . 28. An automatic coupler for air brakes comprising a

15. An automatic coupler for air brakes comprising a longi- coupler head having a plurality of longitudinally disposed

tudinally movable coupler head having a limited movement passages extending rearwardly from the engaging face

oblique to the line of draft , a longitudinally reciprocal thereof and having laterally elongated arched mouths.

plunger normally pressing forward against the rear end of 29. An automatic coupler for air brakes comprising a

the said coupler head and a longitudinally reciprocal carrier coupler head having a plurality of longitudinally disposed

tied to the car coupler by which said coupler body and ¡'assages extending rearwardly from the engaging face

plunger are sustained . thereof and having laterally elongated arched mouths and

16. An automatic coupler for air brakes comprising a longi- a gasket inserted in and conforming to the shape of each

tudinally yielding coupler head having a limited movement mouth .

oblique to the line of draft , a hanging supporting frame for 30. An automatic coupler for air brakes comprising a

said coupler in which the forward movement of said coupler coupler head having a plurality of longitudinally disposed
head is limited , a longitudinally reciprocal plunger normally passages extending rearwardly from the engaging face

engaging and pressing forward against the rear end of said thereof and having laterally elongated curved mouths both

coupler head and a longitudinally reciprocal carrier movably the upper and lower edges of which conform to the arc of

tied to the car coupler of the car which sustains said a circle ,

coupler body , hanging supporting frame and plunger. 31. An automatic coupler for air brakes comprising a

17. An automatic coupler for air brakes comprising a longi- coupler head having a plurality of longitudinally disposed

tudinally movable coupler head having a limited movement passages the mouths of which in the engaging face of the

oblique to the line of draft, a longitudinally reciprocal coupler are arranged one above the other end and are

plunger having its forward end removably connected to and elongated laterally and conform in curvature to the arc of

normally pressing forward against the rear end of the said a circle.

coupler head, and a longitudinally reciprocal carrier suitably 32. An automatic coupler for car brakes comprising a

tied to the car coupler by which said coupler body and coupler head having a plurality of longitudinally disposed

plunger are sustained. passages arranged one above the other and extending rear

18. An automatic coupler for air brakes comprising a longi- wardly and obliquely from the engaging face of the coupler,

tudinally yielding coupler head having a limited movement some of which passages are deflected to one side and some

oblique to the line of draft , a hanging supporting frame for to the other .

said coupler in which the forward movement of said coupler 33. An automatic coupler for air brakes comprising a

head is limited , a longitudinally reciprocal plunger normally coupler head having a plurality of longitudinally disposed

engaging and pressing forward against the rear end of said passages arranged one above the other and extending rear

coupler head , a spring normally thrusting said plunger for- wardly and obliquely from the engaging face of the coupler ,

ward and a longitudinally reciprocal carrier suitably tied some of which passages are deflected to one side and some

to the car coupler by which said coupler body and plunger to the other , emergency passages extending at an angle

are sustained . into said first -mentioned passages and transverse valves

19. An automatic coupler for air brakes comprising a intersecting the point of intersection of said passages.

coupler head having a longitudinally disposed passage ex- i 34. An automatic coupler for car brakes comprising a

tending rearwardly from the engaging face thereof and hav : coupler head having a plurality of longitudinally disposed

ing a laterally elongated arched mouth. passages arranged one above the other and extending rear

20. An automatic coupler for airbrakes comprising wardly and obliquely from the engaging face of the coupler ,

coupler head having a longitudinally disposed passage ex- some of which passages are deflected to one side and some

tending rearwardly from the engaging face thereof and hav- to the other , emergency passages extending at an angle

ing a laterally elongated arched mouth and a gasket inserted into said first -mentioned passages and transverse valves

in and conforming to the shape of said mouth . intersecting the points of intersection of said passages and

!
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spindles extending transversely through said coupler head applying excess pressures and means for automatically re
beyond the sides thereof and means for turning said | lieving said excess pressures , as and for the purposes set

spindles .
forth .

35. An automatic coupler for car brakes comprising a 5. In a fluid brake the combination of means for applying

coupler head having a plurality of longitudinally disposed normal or predetermined brake shoe pressures, means for
passages of unequal length arranged one above the other intermittently applying excess and relieving pressures and

and extending rearwardly and obliquely from the engaging means for adjusting the point of entrance of the relieving
face of the coupler, some of which passages are deflected pressures, as and for the purposes set forth.
to one side and some to the other. 6. In a fluid brake the combination of means for applying

36. An automatic coupler for car brakes comprising a normal or predetermined brake shoe pressures , means for

coupler head having a plurality of longitudinally disposed applying excess pressures , means for applying relieving

passages of unequal length arranged one above the other pressures and means for automatically maintaining normal

and extending rearwardly and obliquely from the engaging and predetermined pressures and the intermittent excess

face of the coupler, some of which passages are deflected pressures at the same time, as and for the purposes set

to one side and some to the other, emergency passages ex- forth .

tending at an angle into said first -mentioned passages and 7. In a fluid brake the combination of means for applying

transverse valves intersecting the point of intersection of normal or predetermined brake shoe pressures and means

said passages . for applying intermittent excess pressures at the same time,

37. An automatic coupler for car brakes comprising a with means for intermittently relieving said excess pres

coupler head having a plurality of longitudinally disposed sures, and means for adjusting the point of entrance of said
passages of unequal length arranged one above the other intermittent relieving pressure , as and for the purpose set

and extending rearwardly and obliquely from the engaging forth .

face of the coupler, some of which passages are deflected 8. In an air brake having an air brake cylinder the com

to one side and some to the other, emergency passages ex- bination of means for applying normal or intermittent and

tending at an angle into said first -mentioned passages and excessive brake shoe pressures, means for applying inter

transverse valves intersecting the points of intersection of mittent counter pressures , and means for exhausting said

said passages and spindles extending transversely through counter pressures, as and for the purposes set forth .

said coupler head and beyond the sides thereof and means 9. In an air brake the combination of a brake cylinder ar

for truning said spindles, ranged to receive and transmit normal and excessive brake

38. An automatic train pipe coupler for cars , having a shoe pressures upon one side of the piston or diaphragm ,

fiat engaging face , a portion of which is depressed , longi- means for applying relieving pressures upon the opposite

tudinally disposed passages extending from the depressed side of the piston or diaphragm and means for intermittently

surface of said engaging face, and gaskets for the mouths exhausting said relieving pressures and re -applying the
of said passages secured in place by said plate . excess pressures , as and for the purposes set forth .

39. An automatic train pipe coupler for cars, having a 10. In an air brake the combination of a brake cylinder

flat engaging face , a portion of which is depressed , longi- | adapted to receive and transmit normal and excessive brake
tudinally disposed passages having rabbeted mouths and shoe pressures at one end and counter or relieving pressures

extending from the depressed surface of said engaging face, at its other end , and means during the continuance of the

and gaskets for the rabbetted mouths of said passages se- excess pressure of maintaining an intermittent counter pres

cured in place by said plate . sure in said cylinder , and means for exhausting the counter
40. An automatic train pipe coupler having a flat engaging pressure, as set forth .

face , longitudinally disposed passages extending back from 11. In an air brake the combination of a brake cylinder

said engaging faces , gaskets for the mouths of said pas- adapted to receive and transmit normal and excessive brake

sages, and means for retaining said gaskets in place . shoe pressures at one end , and relieving pressures at ito

41. An automatic train pipe coupling having a flat en- other end, means for conveying said air pressures and means

gaging face , and having a longitudinal passage extending for intermittently exhausting the relieving pressure inde

back from said engaging face, a gasket for the mouth of pendent of the other pressures , as and for the purposes set

said passage , and a spring for holding the gasket in place . forth.

42. An automatic train pipe coupling having a flat en- 12. In an air brake the combination of the brake cylinder

gaging face , and having a longitudinal passage extending and a source of air pressure supply, connections from said
back from said engaging face , a gasket for the mouth of source of supply to both ends of said cylinder , means upon

gaid passage , and an M-shaped spring for holding the the forward connection for introducing normal and exces

gasket in place. sive pressures and means upon the rear connection for in

troducing and exhausting by an intermittent action a re

No. 100,317. Fluid Brake. Frein à fluide. lieving or countervailing pressure, substantially as and for

the purposes set forth ,

13. In an air brake the combination of the brake cylinder

and a source of air pressure supply, connections from said

source of supply to opposite sides of the piston or dia

phragm , means for introducing normal and excessive pres

sures upon one side of said piston and relieving pressures

upon the other side with an oscillator and exhaust for effect

ing an intermittent action in said relief , substantially as and
for the purposes set forth .

14. In an air brake the combination of a brake cylinder, a

source of air pressure supply , connections from the said

source of supply to both the forward end and the rear end

of the cylinder , a relief valve in the rear end connection,

and means in said connection between the relieving valve

and the rear end of the cylinder for providing an intermit

tent action of the relieving pressures , as and for the pur

poses set forth.

15. In an air brake the combination of a brake cylinder , a

source of air pressure supply, connections from the said

source of supply to both the forward end and the rear end

of the said cylinder, a relief valve in the rear end connec

Richard Dulany Whiting, New York City, New York , U.S.A., tion , and means in said connection between relieving valve
7th August , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 14th July, 1906 . Re- and the rear end of the cylinder for providing an intermit

ceipt No. 137,834. tent action to the relieving pressures, said means consisting

Claim .-- 1. In an air brake system means for the applica- of reducing valve , an oscillator, a cut -off valve , and an ex

tion of continuous normal pressures and intermittent exces- haust, all arranged substantially as and for the purposes

sive pressures .
set forth.

2. In an air brake system means for applying a continuous

and normal pressure and means for automatically applying No. 100,318. Box . Boîte.

and relieving excessive pressures.3. Ina fluid brake means forapplying a constant and pre- Jonathan B. Climo, Detroit, Michigan, U.S.A. , 7th August,

determined pressure upon the brake shoe , means for deter
1906 ; 6 years. Filed 7th July , 1906. Receipt No. 137,602 .

mining the amount of said predetermined pressure, and
Claim .-1 . A box consisting of a circular bortom , hoops and

means for providing a pressure in excess of said amount
sides formed of two or more sections of veneer having over

and which when employed is applied with an automatic in- lapping edges and with the grain of the wood running longi

termittent action . tudinally of the box.

4. In a fluid brake the combination of means forapplying tom hoop, sides formed of sections of thin material with2. A box consisting of a circular bottom , an outside bot

normal or predetermined ' brake shoe pressures , means for
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overlapping edges and with the lower ends of the sections No. 100,320. Mould for Concrete . Moule pour béton .
claimed betwen the edge of the bottom and said hoop, and
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Paul T. C. Dumais , Hull , Quebec , Canada, 7th August , 1906 ; 6

an outer hoop secured to said sections their upper years . Filed 16th May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,965 .

ends . Claim . - 1 . In a mould for concrete construction the com

3. A cheese box consisting of a circular bottom , an outside bination comprising side plates , bolts adapted to secure the
bottom hoop of greater diameter than the diameter of said side plates together, and sleeves disposed on the bolts in
bottom , a body formed of curved sections with their edges termediate of the side plates .
overlapping and their lower ends clamped between the bot- 2. In a mould for concrete construction the combination
tom hoop and the edge of said bottom , nails or rivets for comprising side plates, bolts adapted to secure the side

securing the overlapping edges together, an outside top hoop plates together, and sleeves of tarred paper disposed on the
secured to the body at a distance from its upper edge, and

bolts intermediate of the side plates.

a top having a rim to receive the upper end of the body and 3. In a mould for concrete construction the combination

engage the top hoop. comprising an end section , composed of plates adjustably

4. The combination with sections of thin material adapted held together, end plates secured on said plates , and side
to form the body of a circular box , of a curved seat for said sections comprising plates having curved ends adapted to

sections adapted to give said sections the desired form when engage said end plates .

placed therein . 4. In a mould for concrete construction the combination

5. Thecombination with sections of thin material adapted comprising end sections composed of side walls adjustably
to form the body ofa cheese box, of a rack for said sections held together, reinforcing strips secured to the side walls
having a curved seat the radius of which is equal to that of and provided with recesses , and end plates disposed in the

the radius of the box , the body of which the sections are de
recesses and secured to the side walls, and side sections

signed to form . comprising side walls having curved ends adapted to engage

6. The combination with veneer sections the grain of which
said end plates .

extends longitudinally thereof and which are adapted to

form the body of a cheese box, of a rack having a base form- No. 100,321 . Station Indicator.

ed with a curved seat into which said sections are adapted Indicateur de station.
to be laid to give the same the desired curve , and standards

extending upward from the base to engage the edges of the

veneer sections and hold the same in place .
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No. 100,319. Elevator. Elévateur.
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Jock Bedell Henderson and Jock Lee Henderson , both of

Williamstown, West Virginia , U.S.A. , 7th August, 1906 ;

6 years . Filed 11th July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,702.

Claim.-1 . A station indicator comprising spring wound

drums , a belt having its ends secured to said drums , a

drum intermediate said drums , and over which said belt

passes, means carried by said intermediate drum for driving

the belt , a worm gear carried by said drum, a shaft adjacent

said worm gear, a worm gear carried by said shaft and
Augustus Daniel Gable and John Brickley, co - inventors, meshing withthe worm gear, a large bevelled gear adjacent

both of Shenandoah, Pennsylvania, U.S.A., 7th August, the opposite end of said shafts, bevelled gears rotatably

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 12th July , 1906. Receipt No. 137,741 . mounted upon said shaft and meshing with opposite sides of

Claim.-A safety device for elevators comprising a suit- said bevelled gear and held against longitudinal movement

able cab or cage, spring actuating rotatable shafts , pulleys upon the shaft, a clutch slidably mounted on said shaft be
upon said shafts between the side walls of the cab or cage, tween the gears and held against rotation, said clutch hay

flexible connections engaging the pulleys , pulleys upon the ing a reduced central portion and an intermediately pivoted
outer ends of the shafts , grooved cam brackets arranged in lever having its upper end bifurcated and resting in said

vertical pairs upon each side of the walls of the cab or cage , reduced central portion of the clutch , means for holding the

clutches arranged in pairs at the upper and lower ends of lower end of said lever in its adjusted position, the outer
the cab or cage upon both sides thereof, each pair of said periphery of said large bevelled gear having ratchet teeth,
clutches being connected with each other and the several a lever pivoted on the shaft of said large gear, a pawl car

pairs to the pulleys upon the ends of the rotatable shafts ried by the lever and normally held in engagement with the

whereby the clutcheswill operatesimultaneously, substanti- ratchet teeth carried by the large bevelled gear and means
ally as and for the purpose set forth . for normally holding the lever in an upward position.
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2. A station indicator comprising a belt , a drum over pair of comparatively parallel tubes lying about said first

which said belt passes, a worm gear carried by said drum, a mentioned tubes and connected thereto at one end , said

worm meshing with said worm gear, and adapted to drive the

worm gear in either direction , and means carried by the

opposite end of the drum for rotating it in either direction

independent of the worm, the pitch of the worm and worm

gear being such that the worm.can be driven by said worm DO
gear.

3. A station indicator comprising a belt , a drum over which

said belt passes, a worm gear carried by said drum , a worm

meshing with said worm gear and adapted to drive the worm

gear, means carried by the drum for rotating the same , and

the pitch of the worm and worm gear being such that the

worm can be driven by the worm gear, a shaft carried by the

worm and a lever adapted to indirectly operate said shaft in

either direction, whereby the drum may be driven in either

direction.

4. A station indicator comprising a belt , a drum over which

said belt passes , a worm gear carried by one end of said

drum, a worm meshing with said worm gear , and adapted to

drive the worm gear in either direction, a shaft carried by

the opposite endof said carrying worm gear, and having its

outer end squared to receive a key for rotating the drum in

either direction, and the pitch of the worm and worm gear tubes at their opposite end passing over the top of said

being such that the worm can be driven by said worm gear. mixing chamber, a vapour discharge tube extending from

said mixing chamber on the same side as and below the

No. 100,322. Underwaist. Transparent. point of entry of said parallel tubes, and oil and water con

nections for said tubes .

3. A hydro-carbon burner comprising comparatively par

Tig.1 allel tubes of relatively small diameter, a relatively larger

mixing chamber to which said tubes are connected, both

tubes entering the same end of said chamber, a second

pair of tubes substantially parallel located above said first

mentioned tubes and connected at one end therewith , said

last -mentioned tubes passing over the top of said mixing

chember, a vapour discharge extending from said mixing

chamber near its bottom on the same side as and below the

point of entry of said parallel tubes, and oil and water

connections for said tubes.

4. A hydro - carbon burner comprising comparatively par

rallel tubes of relatively small diameter, a relatively larger

mixing chamber, said tubes being connected to said cham

ber and entering the same at the same end, a second pair

of relatively parallel tubes lying above said first-mentioned

tubes and connected thereto at one end and at their oppo

B site end passing over said mixing chamber, a shallow pan

in which said burner stands, a vapour discharge tube ex

tending from said mixing chamber near its bottom on the

100322 same side as the point of entry of said tubes , a drain vent

in said burner, and oil and water connections for said tubes.

5. In a hydro -carbon burner, a source of supply , a feeder
Edward Henry Horwood, Hoboken , New Jersey , U.S.A.: 7th consisting of a chamber connecting with the vapourizing

August, 1906 ; 6years. Filed 14th July , 1906. Receipt No. pipes, and a valve controlled gravity feed connecting said

137,835. feeder with said source of supply.

Olaim.--An underwaist comprising a back and front formed 6. In a hydro - carbon burner, a source of supply, a feeder

of two sections, and side sections, each side section being consisting of a transparent chamber connecting with the
formed of outer subsections and an intermediate subsection, vapourizing pipes , and a valve controlled gravity feed con
each outer subsection being formed of duplicate members necting said feeder with said source of supply.
having duplicate extensions to constitute shoulder straps 7. In a hydro-carbon burner, oil and water vapourizing

and the sides and lower side portions of the armholes, the tubes each having a plurality of turns, each turn being
intermediate subsections being formed of a single member slightly staggered from the vertical alternately in oppo
whose upper edge constitutes the armpit edge of an arm- site directions.

hole, the said single subsection extending otherwise the 8. In a hydro - carbon burner having oil and water vapour
length of the outer subsections, the outer subsections of izers , a chamber having substantially sloping surfaces dis

the side sections having their body extensions stitched posed in opposite directions on its upper side , and similarly
together and their opposite longitudinal edges stitched to disposed turns in said vapourizers adjacent to said sur

the intermediate subsections, the said side sections being faces .

also stitched directly to the back and front sections , where

by to reinforce the armhole and side portions of the gar- No. 100,324. Teapot. Théière .
ment below the armholes and provide for a thin portion

beneath the armpit sections of the armholes and corres

ponding portions of the sides of the garment, for the pur
pose set forth, said thin portions of the side sections of the

garment being between the reinforced portions .
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No. 100,323. Hydro -Carbon Burner .

Bruleur à hydro - carbure.

John Atkinson Hunt , Boston, Massachusetts , U.S.A. , 7th

August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 16th July, 1906. Receipt

No. 137,867 .

Claim.-1 . A hydro- carbon burner comprising compar

atively parallel tubes of relatively small diameter, a re
latively larger mixing chamber to which said tubes are

connected , both tubes entering the same end of said

chamber , a vapour discharge tube extending from said

mixing chamber on the same side asand below the point William Boyd Irwin , Peterboro, Ontario, Canada,7th Au
of entry of said parallel tubes , and oil and water connec

tions for said tubes .
gust , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 5th July , 1906. Receipt Nos.

2. A hydro-carbon burner comprising comparatively par
134,820 and 137,549.

allel tubes of relatively small diameter, a relatively larger Claim .--- The combination in a teapot , of a perforated

mixing chamber to which said tubes are connected, both cylinder, piston and piston rod, all substantially as set

tubes entering the same end of said chamber, a second forth .
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No. 100,325. Loader. Chargeur. 9. The combination with a wheeled axle , of a chute mounted

thereon, means to elevate the latter from the axle , and a

pair of downwardly extending and spaced apart projections

secured to each side of the upper portion of the chute to en

gage one side of the wagon body, substantially as described .

10. The combination with a wheeled axle , of a chute

mounted thereon , means to elevate the latter from the axle ,

a pair of downwardly extending and spaced apart projections

located at each side of the chute, and a block swivelled on

the lower surface of the bottom of the chute near each pair

of said projections, substantially as described .

11. The combination with a wheeled axle , of two upwardly

extending bars mounted thereon and spaced apart , a cross

tar uniting said upwardly extending bars , a chute located

between the upwardly extending bars and normally resting

co the said crossbar and loosely connected to the axle , and

means on the upwardly extending bars and chute to elevate

the latter, substantially as described .

12. The combination with a wheeled axle , of two upwardly

extending bars mounted thereon and spaced apart , one of

said bars being provided with a rack, a crossbar uniting said

lpwardly extending bars , a chute located between the up

wardly extending bars and normally resting on the said
1003290

crossbar and loosely connected to the axle , a pinion jour

Le Grand Kniffin, Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. , 7th August , 1906 ; ralled on the chute to engage the rack on one of the up

6 years . Filed 12th July , 1906. Receipt No. 137,746 .
wardly extending bars , and means to turn said pinion , sub

stantially as described .
Claim.-1 . The combination with a wheeled axle , of two

13. The combination with a wheeled axle , of two upwardly
upwardly extending bars mounted thereon and spaced apart,a chutelocatedbetween the upwardly extending bars , and extending rack bars mounted thereonand spaced apart, à
means on the upwardly extending bars and chute to elevate crossbar uniting said rack bars , a chute located between the

rack bars and normally resting on the crossbar and loosely
the latter .

2. The combination with a wheeled axle, of chute
connected to the axle , pinions journalled on the sides of the

adapted tobe elevated therefrom to an inclined position and an anti- friction roller journalled on each side of the
chute to engage the rack bars, means to rotate said pinions,

and having in its upper end an opening, of stops or bearings chute nearthe rack bars , substantially as described .

on the upper portion of the chute , and a carrier adapted to

travel thereon and having bearings or stops to engage those
14. The combination with a wheeled axle , of two upwardly

of the chute, whereby the carrier will be partially rotated extending rackbars mounted thereon and spaced apart, a

or tilted to discharge its load through said opening and its
crossbar uniting the rack bars , a chute located between the

further progress prevented.
rack bars , brace bars pivotally secured at one of their ends

3. The combination with a wheeled axle , of a chute
to the rear portion of the chute and at their other ends 10

mounted thereon between the wheels and having near one
the axle , pinions journalled on each side of the chute to en

of its ends an opening between its sides , stops or bearings
gage the rack bars, means to rotate the pinions , and au

on the upper portion of the chute , means to elevate the anti - friction roller journalled on each side of the chute near

same from the axle , a carrier adapted to travel thereon the rack bars, substantially as described.

and having stops or bearings to engage those on the chute, extending bars mounted thereon and spaced apart, a chute
15. The combination with a wheeled axle , of two upwardly

whereby the carrier will be partially rotated or tilted to

discharge its load through said opening and its further pro
located between said bars and having near one of its ends

gress prevented. opening between its sides, curved stops or bearings on

4. The combination with a wheeled axle , of a chute the upper portion of the chute at each of its sides , means on

mounted thereon between the wheels and having near one the upwardly extending bars and chute to elevate the latter,

of its ends an opening between its sides , stops or bearings trace bars pivotally secured at one of their ends to one por

on the upper portion of the chute , means to elevate the tion of the chute and at their other ends to the axle , a car

same from the axle , a carrier having stops or bearings to
rier adapted to travel on the chute and having laterally pro

engage those on the chute, and means to cause the carrier jecting bearings or stops on its sides to engage those of the

to travel on the chute and to be tilted when the bearings
chute whereby the carrier will be partially rotated or tilted

of the carrier engage those of the chute, substantially as to discharge its load through said opening and its further

described . progress prevented .

5. The combination with a wheeled axle , of a chute 16. The combination with a wheeled axle , of two upwardly

mounted thereon between the wheels and having near one extending bars mounted thereon and spaced apart , one of

of its ends an opening between its sides , stops or bearings said bars being provided with a rack , a chute located be

on the upper portion of the chute , means to elevate the tween the upwardly extending bars , a stop or bearing on the

same from the axle, a crosspiece at the upper end of said lipper portion at each side of the chute , brace bars pivotally

opening, a carrier adapted to travel thereon and having secured at one of their ends to the rear portion of the chute

stops or bearings to engage those on the chute , whereby and at their other ends to the axle , a pinion journalled on

the carrier in its movement will be partially rotated or the chute to engage the rack on one of the upwardly extend

tilted to discharge its load through said opening and its fur- | ing bars , and a carrier adapted to travel on the chute and

ther progress prevented, substantially as described. having stops or bearings to engage those of the chute where

6. The combination with a wheeled axle , of two upwardly by the carrier will be partially rotated or tilted to discharge

extending bars mounted thereon and spaced apart , a chute its load and its further progress prevented .

located between the upwardly extending bars , brace bars

pivotally secured at one of their ends to one portion of the No. 100,326. Shirt. Chemise.

chute and at their other ends to the axle , and means on said

bars and chute to elevate the latter . Wilton Paul Magly, Cincinnati, Ohio , U.S.A. , 7th August, 1906 ;

7. The combination with a chute adapted to be elevated to 6 years . Filed 16th July, 1905. Receipt No. 137,849 .

an inclined position and having in its upper portion an open- Claim . — 1. A shirt having a bosom portion formed from

ing, of curved stops or bearings on the upper portion of the soft and thin material and provided with a front slit or

chute, and a carrier adapted to travel thereon and having opening extended down said bosom portion and provided with

laterally projecting bearings or stops to engage those of the fastening devices , the upper part of said bosom portion be

chute , whereby the carrier will be partially rotated or tilted | ing provided upon its outer side with stiffened or thickened

to discharge its load through said opening and its further parts extended around the neck of the shirt and upon the

progress prevented . shoulder portions thereof and having their sides extended

8. The combination with a wheeled chute having in its from said shoulder portions of the shirt downward to the

lipper end an opening, of means to elevate the same , curved edges of said front slit or opening with their lower ends

stops or bearings on the upper portion of the chutes, the above the fastening devices for said slit or opening, sub

openings of said stops being presented toward the lower por- stantially as set forth .

tion of the chute , an upwardly extending crosspiece at the 2. A shirt having a bosom portion formed from soft and

upper end of the chute , and a carrier adapted to travel on thin material and provided with a front slit or opening ex

the chute and having laterally projecting bearings or stops tended down said bosom portion and provided with fastening

to engage those of the chute , whereby the carrier will be devices , one edge of said slit or opening being provided with

partially rotated or tilted to discharge is load through said a facing strip or reinforce , and the upper part of said bosom

opening and its further progress and rotation will be pre- portion being provided upon its outer side with stiffened or
vented . thickened parts extended around the neck of the shirt and
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upon the shoulder portions thereof and having their sides gaging the bails of the receptacle , a fulcrum bar pivoted to

extended from said shoulder portions downward and diagon- | the lever intermediate of its ends, said bar having a fork

end formed of three members for engaging the upper edge

of the boiler, and a rod pivoted to the lever at one side of

the fulcrum bar , and having a hook at its end adapted to one

of the handles of the boiler , substantially as shown and des

cribed .

No. 100,329. Stocking. Bas.1* 0
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ally toward each other and to the edges of said front slit or

opening with their lower ends above the fastening devices

for said slit or opening, substantially as set forth . George Sturgess , Mablethorpe , Lincolnshire , England , 7th

August , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 18th July, 1906 . Receipt

No. 100,327. Harrow . Herse. No. 137,934.

Claim . - 1. The method of knitting a patterned or shaped

seamless fabric consisting in knitting a circular course of

loops from which a wale or wales are omitted with their end

loops suspended from their needles so that they may be

Fig2. drawn from the cast off course and linked to neighbouring

loops of a succeeding circular course whereby the braking

strain imposed upon the thread , by the action of transfer

ring is reduced.

figl
2. The method of knitting a patterned or shaped seamless

fabric consisting in suspending a wale or wales of loops

while a shorter course or courses are knitted and then trans

ferring the suspended wales to neighbouring wales of a suc

ceeding course of loops .

3. A seamless hose having the leg and foot patterned in

wales of plain and wales of ribbed loops in which all the

ribbed wales are fashioned out or withdrawn leaving termin

ating courses built up of plain loops only.

4. A seamless knitted fabric in which loop wales are link

ed to neighbouring loop wales the transferred loop of which
Fig3 is crossed by a miss-stich bar of thread , of an intervening

course built up of fewer loops and consequently of a shorter

100327
circle of thread than the course from which loops have been

transferred .

5. A seamless knitted fabric having a loop wale of one

Hiram Rowan , Livermore, Kentuckey, U.S.A. , 7th August, circular course of loops carried across and linked to a loop

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 17th July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,921. wale, of another circular course of loops on the other side

Claim . - In a harrow the combination with a draft beam, of
of an intervening circular course of loops .

6. A stocking having an elastic garter band or bands morea pair of front and rear harrow bars at each side of the

beam and loosely trailing therefrom , each pair of bars hav- closely knitted and of a narrower pattern of rib than the

ing corresponding upright perforations in the top thereof, fabric , of which the leg is comprised , to make it self-sup

substantially U -shaped links having their sides loosely and porting .

removably received in the respective openings to maintain
7. A stocking having two elastic garter bands more closely

the bars spaced , and an adjustable spacing connection be
knitted and of a narrow or pattern of rib the fabric of which

tween the rear bars. the leg is comprised , so that in wear the bands roll over

each other and make it self -supporting.

No. 100,328. Clothes Drainer. Tordeuse.
No. 100,330. Washing Machine. Machine à larer .
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Franklin Pierce Sager , Maplewood , Ohio , U.S.A. , 7th August , ! Martin L. Winegarden , Corralitos , California , U.S.A. , 7th

1966 ; 6 years . Field 16th July , 1906. Receipt No. 137,863 , August , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 16th July , 1906. Receipt

Claim.-The combination with a wash boiler having handles
No. 137,861 .

at its ends , of a perforated receptacle within the boiler , Claim .-- 1 . A washing machine comprising a tub , opposed

provided with bails, a lever having a hook at one end for en- rubbers at the ends of the tub , dashers intermediate of the
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Figy

rubbers having oppositely disposed extending overlapping 3. In a windlass , the combination of a supporting frame ,

portions , and oscillating arms having flared lower ends and runners or shoes therefor, a scraper in the bottom of said

pivotally mounted at an intermediate point to the tub , said frame , a transversely arranged axle , a driving wheel having
arms having pintles upon which the extended portions of 2 groove in the periphery thereof , mounted on said axle,

the dashers are pivotally connected . winding drums on the axle to each side of said wheel , a driv

2. A washing machine comprising a tub , opposed substanti- ing cable for said driving wheel , a guide for said cable sup

ally vertical rubbers hinged at the end portions of the tub, ported on said frame opposite said wheel, a draft chain, an
oppositely facing dashers located between the rubbers hav

anchor chain , means for detachably connecting said chains,

ing oppositely disposed extending overlapping portions, and a tackle consisting of a pulley block F having a sheave f on

oscillating arms having flared lower ends and pivotally its rear end and a pair of sheaves ft at the sides thereof, a

mounted at an intermediate point to the tub, said arms hav- julley block G having sheaves g and gl arranged in pairs at
ing pintles upon which the extremities of the extended por the sides thereof , and a tackle cable L passed over said
tions of the dashers are pivotally connected , said dashers skeave f of the block F , thence rearwardly over the sheaves

having stepped surfaces opposing corresponding surfaces on gl of the block G, thence forwardly over the sheaves fl of

the rubbers. ! the block G, thence forwardly over the sheaves f of the

3. A washing machine comprising a tub , opposed substanti block F , thence rearwardly over the sheaves g of the block

ally vertical rubbers in the ends of the tub, said rubbers G. and thence forwardly to the winding drums at each side

being pivoted at their upper ends and being spring pressed of the driving wheel , said pulley block being of a greater

at the lower portions , oppositely facing dashers located be- width than said wheel, all co- acting for the purpose specified.

tween the rubbers having oppositely disposed extending 4. In a windlass , the combination of a supporting frame,
overlapping portions, and oscillating arms having flared

runners or shoes therefor, a scraper in the bottom of said
lower ends and pivotally mounted atan intermediate point frame, a transversely arranged axle, a driving wheel having

to the tub , said arms having pintles upon which the ex

tremities of the extended portions of the dashers are pivot- winding drums on the axle to each side of said wheel , a
a groove in the periphery thereof mounted on said axle ,

ally connected, said dashers and rubbers each comprising driving cable for said driving wheel, a draft chain , an

end casting and connecting slats forming a stepped surface . anchor chain, means for detachably connecting said chains,

a tackle consisting of a pulley block F having a sheave f on

No. 100,331 . Windlass. Treuil. its rear end and a pair of sheaves f at the sides thereof, a

pulley block G having sheaves g and gl arranged in pairs at

the sides thereof , and a tackle cable L passed over said

sheave f of the block F , thence rearwardly over the sheaves

g' of the block G , thence forwardly over the sheaves f of

the block F, thence rearwardly over the sheaving g of the

block G , and thence forwardly to the winding drums at each

side of the driving wheel , said pulley blocks being of a

greater width than said wheel , all co -acting for the purpose

specified.

t'e ged 5. In a windlass , the combination of a supporting frame,

runners or shoes therefor, a transversely arranged axle , a

driving wheel having a groove in the periphery thereof

rounted on said axle , winding drums on the axle to each

side of said wheel , a driving cable for said driving wheel , a

guide for said cable supported on said frame opposite said

wheel , a draft chain , an anchor chain , means for detachably

connecting said chains , a tackle consisting of a pulley block

F having a sheaye f on its rear end and a pair of sheaves f
Fig.2

at the sides thereof , a pulley block G having sheaves g and

100331 al arranged in pairs at the sides thereof , a tackle cable L

passed over the said sheave f of the block G, thence rear

wardly over the sheaves gl of the block G , thence forwardly
Jasper A. Woodworth , Jackson , Michigan , U.S.A., 7th August, over the sheaves fl of the block F, thence rearwardly over

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 17th July , 1906. Receipt No. 137,918 . the sheaves g of the block G, and thence forwardly to the

Claim . - 1. In a windlass, the combination of a supporting winding drums at each side of the driving wheel , said pulley

frame , runners or shoes therefor, a scraper in the bottom blocks being of a greater width than said wheel , and a verti

of said frame , a transversely arranged axle , a driving wheel, cal guide roller arranged on said frame opposite said driving

having a groove in the periphery thereof , mounted on said wheel to prevent the tackle cables from being drawn across

axle , winding drums on the axle to each side of said wheels, the edges of said wheel , all co -acting for the purpose

a driving cable for said driving wheel , a guide for said cable specified .

supported on said frame opposite said wheel, a draft chain , 6. In a windlass, the combination of a supporting frame ,

an anchor chain , means for detachably connecting said chains , runners or shoes therefor , a transversely arranged axle , a

a tackle consisting of a pulley block F having a sheave f on driving wheel , having a groove in the periphery thereof,

its rear end and a pair of sheaves f at the sides thereof , a mounted on said axle , a driving cable for said driving wheel ,

pulley block G having sheaves g and g arranged in pairs at a draft chain , an anchor chain , means for detachably con

the sides thereof, a tackle cable L passed over said sheave necting said chains , a tackle consisting of a pulley block F

f of the block F, thence rearwardly over the sheaves gl of having a sheave f on its rear end and a pair of sheaves fat

the block G , thence forwardly over the sheaves f of the the sides thereof , a pulley block G having sheaves g and g?

block F , thence rearwardly over the sheaves g of the block arranged in pairs at the sides thereof, a tackle cable L

G , and thence forwardly to the winding drums at each side passed over said sheave f of the block F, thence rearwardly

of the driving wheel , said pulley blocks being of a greater over the sheaves gl of the block G, thence forwardly over the

width than said wheel , and a vertical guide roller arranged sheaves fl of the block F, thence rearwardly over the sheaves

or said frame opposite said driving wheel to prevent the g of the block G , and thence forwardly to the winding drums

tackle cables from being drawn across the edges of said at each side of the driving wheel , said pulley blocks being of

wheel, all co -acting for the purpose specified . a greater width than said wheel , and a vertical guide roller

2. In a windlass , the combination of a supporting frame, arranged on said frame opposite said driving wheel to pre

runners or shoes therefor, a scraper in the bottom of said vent the tackle cables from being drawn across the edges of

frame , a transversely arranged axle , a driving wheel having said wheel , all co -acting for the purpose specified.

a groove in the periphery thereof mounted on said axle, 7. In a vindlass , the combination of a supporting frame,

winding drums on the axle to each side of said wheel , a runners or shoes therefor , a transversely arranged axle, a

draft chain , an anchor chain , means for detachably connect- driving wheel having a groove in the periphery thereof

ing said chains , a tackle consisting of a pulley block F hav- mounted on said axle , winding drums on the axle to each

ing a sheave f on its rear end and a pair of sheaves f at the side of said wheel, a driving cable for said driving wheel , a

sides thereof, a pulley block G having sheaves g and gl ar- guide for said cable supported on said frame opposite said

ranged in pairs at the sides thereof , a tackle cable L passed wheel , a draft chain , an anchor chain , means for detachably

over said sheave f of the block F , thence rearwardly over connecting said chains , a tackle consisting of a pulley block

the sheaves gl of the block G , thence forwardly over the T ' , having a sheave f on its rear end and a pair of sheaves

sheaves f of the block F, thence rearwardly over the sheaves f at the sides thereof, a pulley block G having sheaves 9

y of the block G , and thence forwardly to the winding drums and gl arranged in pairs at the sides thereof, and a tackle

at each side of the driving wheel , said pulley blocks being cable passed over said sheave f of the block F, thence rear

of a greater width than said wheel , and a vertical guide | wardly over th sheaves g the block G, thence forwardly

roller aranged on said frame opposite said driving wheel to over the sheaves fl of the block F , thence rearwardly over

prevent the tackle cables from being drawn across the edges the sheaves g of the block G, and thence forwardly to the

of said wheel , all co -acting for the purpose specified. winding drums at each side of the driving wheel , said pulley
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blocks being of a greater width than said wheel , all co - act- drawn across the edges of said wheel , all co - acting for the

ing for the purpose specified . purpose specified .

8. In a windlass the combination of a supporting frame, 14. In a windlass the combination of a supporting frame ,

runners or shoes therefor, a transversely arranged axle, a a transversely arranged axle , a driving wheel having a

driving wheel having a groove in the periphery thereof groove in the periphery thereof mounted on said axle ,

mounted on said axle , winding drums on the axle to each winding drums on said axle to each side of said wheel, a

side ofsaid wheel, a 'driving cable for said driving wheel , driving cable for said driving wheel , draft rods secured to

a draft chain , an anchor chain , means for detachably con
the sides of said frame , a draft chain secured to the for

necting said chains, a tackle consisting of a pulley block F ward ends of said draft rods, means for detachably connect

having a sheave f on its rear end and a pair of sheavesfat ing said chains , an anchor chain, a cross chain to which
the sides therof , a phlley block G having sheaves g'and said anchor chain is secured by suitable pulleys, a tackle

9 arranged in pairs atthe sides thereof, andatackle cable consisting of apairof pulley blocks, one of which is con
L passed over said sheave f of the block F , thence rear- nected to the rear ends of said draft rods and the other to

wardly over the sheaves gl of the block G , thence forwardly the object to be moved, a tackle cable and a vertical guide
over the sheaves g of the block G, and thence forwardly to roller arranged in said frame opposite said driving wheel

the winding drums at each side of the driving wheel , said to prevent the tackle cables from being drawn across the

pulley blocks being of a greater width than said wheel , all edges of said wheel , all co -acting for the purpose specified.

co -acting for the purpose specified . 15. In a windlass the combination of a supporting frame ,

9. In a windlass the combination of a supporting frame, transversely arranged axle , a driving wheel having a

a scraper carried thereby, a transversely arranged axle , a
groove in the periphery thereof mounted on said axle ,

driving wheel having a groove in theperiphery thereof winding drums onsaidaxle to each side of saidwheel,a
mountedonsaidaxle, winding drumson saidaxle toeach drivingcable for said driving wheel, aguide forsaidcable
side of said wheel , a driving cable for said driving wheel , a supported on said frame opposite said wheel , draft rods

guide for said cable supported on said frame opposite said secured to the sides of said frame , a draft chain secured to

wheel , draft rods secured to the sides of the said frame , a
the forward ends of said draft rods , means for detachably

draft chain secured to the forwardends of said draft rods, connecting said chains, an anchor chain is secured by suit

means for detachably connecting said chains, an anchor able pulleys, a tackle consisting of a pair of pulley blocks,

chain , a cross chain to which said anchor chain is secured
one of which is connected to the rear ends of said draft

by suitable pulleys, a tackle consisting of a pairofpulley rods and the other to the object to be moved, and a tackle
blocks, one of which is connected tothe rear ends ofsaid cable, all co - acting for the purpose specified .

draft rods and the other to the object to be moved , a 16. In a windlass the combination of a supporting frame,

tackle cable, and a vertical guide roller arranged in said a transversely arranged axle, a driving wheel having a

frame opposite said driving wheel to prevent the tackle groove in the periphery thereof mounted on said axle,
cables from being drawn across the edges of said wheel , all winding drums on said axle , to each side of said wheel , a

co -acting for the purpose specified . driving cable for said driving wheel , draft rods secured to

10. In a windlass the combination of a supporting frame , the sides of said frame , a draft chain secured to the for
a scraper carried thereby, a transversely arranged axle , a ward ends of said draft rods , means for detachably con

driving wheel having a groove in the periphery thereof, necting said chains, an anchor chain, a cross chain to which

mounted on said axle, winding drums on said axle to each said anchor chain is secured by suitable pulleys, a tackle

side of said wheel , a driving cable for said driving wheel , consisting of a pair of pulley blocks, one of which is con

draft rods secured to the sides of said frame , a draft chain nected to the rear ends of said draft rods and the other to

secured to the forward ends of said draft rods, means for the object to bemoved, and a tackle cable , all co -acting for
detachably connecting said chains, an anchor chain , a the purpose specified.

cross chain to which said anchor chain is secured by suit- 17. In a windlass the combination of a supporting frame ,

able pulleys, a tackle consisting of a pair of pulley blocks, a scraper carried thereby , a transversely arranged axle , a
one of which is secured to the rear ends of said draft rods driving wheel having a groove in the periphery thereof
and the other to the object to be moved , atackle cable, mountedon said axle, winding drumson said axle, to each
and a vertical guide roller arranged in said frame opposite side ofsaid wheel, a driving cable for said driving wheel, a

• said driving wheel to prevent the tackle cables from being guide for said cable supported on said frame opposite said

drawn across the edges of said wheel , all co -acting for the wheel, draft rods secured to thesides of said frame, a draft
purpose specified. chain secured to the forward ends of said draft rods, means

11. In a windlass the combination of a supporting frame, for detachably connecting said chains, an anchor chain,a
a scraper carried thereby, a transversely arranged axle , a tackle consisting of a pair of pulley blocks , one of which

drivingwheel having a groove in the periphery thereof isconnected tothe rear ends of saiddraft rods andthe

mounted on said axle, winding drumson said axle, to each other to the object to be moved, a tackle cable , and a
side of said wheel, a driving cable for said driving wheel, a vertical guide roller arranged in said frame opposite said

guide for said cable supported on said frame opposite said driving wheel to prevent the tackle cables from being drawn
wheel , draft rods secured to the sides of said frame , a across the edges of said wheel , all co - acting for the purpose

draft chain secured to the forward ends of said draft rods, specified.

means for detachably connecting said chains , an anchor 18. In a windlass the combination of a supporting frame,

chain, a cross chain to which said anchor chain is secured a scraper carried thereby, a transversely arranged axle, a

by suitable pulleys , a tackle consisting of a pair of pulley driving wheel having a groove in the periphery thereof
blocks , one of which is connected to the rear ends of said mounted on said axle, winding drums on said axle , to each
draft rods and the other to the object to be moved , a side of said wheel, a driving cable for said driving wheel,

tackle cable , all co- acting for the purpose specified . draft rods secured to the sides of said frame , a draft chain

12. In a windlass the combination of a supporting frame, secured to the forward ends of said draft rods, means of

a scraper carriedthereby, a transversely arranged axle, a detachably connecting said chains , an anchor chain, a tackle

driving wheel, having a groove in the periphery thereof , consisting of a pair of pulley blocks, one of which is con

mounted on said axle, winding drums on said axle to each nected to the rear ends of said draft rods and the other to

side ofsaid wheel, a driving cable for said drivingwheel, the object tobe moved, a tackle cable, and a vertical guide

draft rods secured to the sidesof said frame, a draft chain roller arranged insaid frame opposite said driving wheel
secured to the forward ends of said draft rods , means for to prevent the tackle cables from being drawn across the

detachably connecting said chains, an anchor chain , a cross edges of said wheel , all co -acting for the purpose specified .
chain to which said anchor chain is secured by suitable 19. In a windlass the combination of a supporting frame,

pulleys, and a tackle consisting of a pair of pulley blocks, a scraper carried thereby, a transversely arranged axle , a

one of which is connected to the rear ends of said draft driving wheel having a groove in the periphery thereof

rods and the other tothe object to be moved, all co-acting mounted on said axle, winding drumson said axle to each
for the purpose specified . side of said wheel , a driving cable for said driving wheel , a

13. In a windlass the combination of a supporting frame, guide for said cable supported on said frame opposite said

a transversely arranged axle , a driving wheel having a wheel, draft rods secured to the sides of said frame, a

groove in the periphery thereof mounted on said axle, draft chain secured to the forward ends of said draft rods,
winding drums on said axle to each side of said wheel , a means for detachably connecting said chains, an anchor

driving cable for said driving wheel , a guide for said cable chain , a tackle consisting of a pair of pulley blocks, one

supportedon said frame opposite said wheel, draft rods of which is connected to the rearends of said draft rods
secured to the sides of said frame, a draft chain secured and the other to the object to be moved , and a tackle cable,

to the forward ends of said draft rods, means for detachably all co-acting for the purpose specified .

connecting said chain , an anchor chain , a cross chain to 20. In a windlass the combination of a supporting frame ,

which said anchor chain is secured by suitable pulleys , a a scraper carried thereby , a transversely arranged axle , a

tackle consisting of a pair of pulley blocks, one of which driver wheel having a groove in the periphery thereof
is connected to the rear ends of said draft rods and the mounted on said axle , winding drums on said axle , to each

other to the object to be moved , a tackle cable , and a side of said wheel , a driving cable for said driving wheel ,

vertical guide roller arranged in said frame opposite said draft rods secured to the sides of said frame, a draft chain
driving wheel prevent the tackle cables from being secured to the forward ends of said draft rods, means for deto
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tachably connecting said chains , an anchor chain , a tackle ing wheel, a draft chain for said supporting frame, a grap

consisting of a pair of pulley blocks, one of which is con- pling hook for the said draft chain, an anchor chain, and a

nected to the rear ends of said draft rods and the other to cross chain to which said anchor chain is secured by a suit

the object to be moved, and a tackle cable , all co - acting for able pulley, for the purpose specified .

the purpose specified. 30. In a windlass the combination of a supporting frame ,

21. In a windlass the combination of a supporting frame , a transversely arranged axle , a driving wheel having a peri

a transversely arranged axle , a driving wheel having a pheral groove mounted on said axle , winding drums on said
groove in the periphery thereof mounted on said axle , wind- axle to each side of said wheel , a driving cable for said
ing drums on said axle to each side of said wheel, a driving driving wheel, a draft chain for said supporting frame, a
cable for said driving wheel , a guide for said cable support- grappling hook for the said draft chain , an anchor chain,
ed on said frame opposite said wheel, draft rods secured to for the purpose specified.

the sides of said frame, a draft chain secured to the forward 31. In a windlass the combination of a supporting frame,

ends of said draft rods , means for detachably connecting a transversely arranged axle , a driving wheel having a peri
said chains , an anchor chain , a tackle consisting of a pair of pheral groove mounted on said axle , winding drums on said

pulley blocks one of which is connected to the rear ends of axle to each side of said wheel, a driving cable for said driv
said draft rods and the other to the object to be moved , a ing wheel, a draft chain for said supporting frame , an anchor

tackle cable , and a vertical guide roller arranged in said chain, means for detachably connecting said chains , and a
frame opposite said driving wheel to prevent the tackle cross chain to which said anchor chain is secured by a suit

cables from being drawn across the edges of said wheel , all able pulley , for the purpose specified .

co - acting for the purpose specified . 32. In a windlass the combination of a supporting frame ,

22. In a windlass the combination of a supporting frame , a transversely arranged axle , a driving wheel having a peri

a transversely arranged axle , a driving wheel having a pheral groove mounted on said axle , winding drums on said

groove in the periphery thereof mounted on said axle, wind- axle to each side of said wheel , a driving cable for said driv

ing drums on said axle to each side of said wheel , a driving ing wheel , a draft chain for said supporting frame, an anchor

cable for said driving wheel, draft rods secured to the sides chain , and means for detachably connecting said chains , for

of said frame , a draft chain secured to the forward ends of the purpose specified ,

said draft rods , means for detachably connecting said chain , 33. In a windlass the combination of a supporting frame ,

an anchor chain , a tackle consisting of a pair of pulley an axle, a driving wheel having a groove in its periphery

blocks, one of which is connected to the rear ends of said mounted on said axle , drums on said axle to each side of
draft rods and the other to the object to be moved , a tackle said wheel, a cable for said driving wheel , a guide for the

cable and a vertical guide roller arranged in said frame op- said cable supported on said frame opposite said wheel, a

posite said driving wheel to prevent the tackle cables from tackle consisting of a pulley block F having a sheave f on

being drawn across the edges of said wheel, all co - acting its rear end and a pair of sheaves f at the sides thereof , a

for the purpose specified . pulley block G having sheaves 9 and g' arranged in pairs

23. In a windlass the combination of a supporting frame, at the sides thereof, a tackle cable L passed over said sheave

transversely arranged axle , a driving wheel having a f of the block F, thence rearwardly over the sheaves g? of

groove in the periphery thereof mounted on said axle , wind- the block G, thence forwardly over the sheaves f of the

ing drums on said axle to each side of said wheel, a driving block , F, thence rearwardiy over the sheaves g of the block

cable for said driving wheel , a guide for said cable supported G , and thence forwardly to the winding drums at each side

on said frame opposite said wheel , draft rods secured to the of the driving wheel , said pulley blocks being a greater

sides of said frame, a draft chain secured to the forward width than said wheel, and a vertical guide roller arranged

ends of said draft rods, means for detachably connecting in said frame opposite said driving wheel to prevent the

said chains , an anchor chain , a tackle consisting of a pair of tackle cables from being drawn across the edges of said

pulley blocks one of which is connected to the rear ends of wheel , all co -acting for the purpose specified.

said draft rods, and the other to the object to be moved, a 34. In a windlass the combination of a supporting frame ,

tackle cable , and a vertical guide roller arranged in said an axle , driving wheel having a groove in its periphery

frame opposite said driving wheel to prevent the tackle mounted on said axle , drums on said axle to each side of

cables from being drawn across the edges of said wheels, all said wheel, a cable for said driving wheel, a tackle consist

co -acting for the purpose specified . ing of a pulley bock F having a sheave f on its rear end and
24. In a windlass the combination of a supporting frame , a pair of sheaves fl at the sides thereof, a pulley block G

a transversely arranged axle , a driving wheel having a having sheaves g and g ’ arranged in pairs at the sides there
groove in the periphery thereof mounted on said axle , wind- of , a tackle cable L passed over the said sheave f of the

ing drums on said axle to each side of said wheel, a driving block F , thence rearwardly over the sheaves gl of the block
cable for said driving wheel, draft rods secured to the sides G , thence forwardly over the sheaves f of the block F, thence
of said frame a draft chain secured to the forward ends of rearwardly over the sheaves g of the block G, and thence

said draft rods, means for detachably connecting said chains, forwardly to the winding drums at each side of the driving
an anchor chain, a tackle consisting of a pair of pulley wheel, said pulley blocks being of a greater width than said
blocks one of which is connected to the rear ends of said wheel, and a vertical guide roller arranged in said frame

draft rods and the other to the object to be moved, and a opposite said driving wheel to prevent the tackle cables from

tackle cable , all co -acting for the purpose specified . being drawn across the edges of said wheel, all co-acting
25. In a windlass the combination of a supporting frame,

for the purpose specified.

a scraper carried thereby, a transversely arranged axle , a
35. In a windlass the combination of a supporting frame,

driving wheel , having a peripheral groove, mounted on said
an axle , a driving wheel having a groove in its periphery

axle , winding drums on said axle to each side of said wheel ,
mounted on said axle , drums on said axle to each side of said

a driving cable for said driving wheel, a draft chain , a grap wheel, a cable for said driving wheel , a guide for the said
pling hook for the said draft chain , an anchor chain , and a

cable supported on said frame opposite said wheel, a tackle
cross chain to which said anchor chain is secured by a suit

consisting of a pulley block F having a sheave f on its rear
able pulley, for the purpose specified .

end and a pair of sheaves f at the sides thereof, a pulley
26. In a windlass the combination of a supporting frame ,

block G having sheaves y and g’ arranged in pairs at the
a scraper carried thereby, a transversely arranged axle , a

sides thereof, a tackle cable L passed over said sheave f of
driving wheel having a peripheral groove mounted on said

the block F, thence rearwardly over the sheaves gl of the
axle, winding drums on said axle to each side of said wheel ,

block G , thence forwardly over the sheaves p of the block
a driving cable for said driving wheel , a draft chain, a grap

F , thence rearwardly over the sheaves g of the block G , and
pling hook for the said draft chain , an anchor chain , for the

thence forwardly to the winding drums at each side of the
purpose specified.

27. In a windlass the combination of a supporting frame , driving wheel, said pulley blocks being of greater width than
said wheel, all co -acting for the purpose specified .

a scraper carried thereby , a transversely arranged axle , a

driving wheel having a peripheral groove mounted on said
36. In a windlass the combination of a supporting frame ,

axle , winding drums on said axle to each side of said wheel ,
an axle , a driving wheel having a groove in its periphery

a driving cable for said driving wheel , a draft chain , an
mounted on said axle, drums on said axle to each side of

anchor chain , means for detachably connecting said chains ,
said wheel, a cable for said driving wheel , a tackle consist

and a cross chain to which said anchor chain is secured by ing of a pulley block F having a sheave f on its rear end

a suitable pulley , for the purpose specified . and a pair of sheaves f at the sides thereof, a pulley block

28. In a windlass the combination of a supporting frame ,
G having sheaves y and gl arranged in pairs at the sides

a scraper carried thereby , a transversely arranged axle , a thereof, a tackle cable L passed over said sheeve f of the

driving wheel having a peripheral groove mounted on said
block F, thence rearwardly over the sheaves gl of the block

axle , winding drums on said axle to each side of said wheel, G , thence forwardly over the sheavesfor the block F.

a driving cable for said driving wheel, a draft chain , an
thence rearwardly over the sheaves g of the block G, ani

anchor chain , and for detachably connecting said thence forwardly to the winding drums at each side of the

chains, for the purpose specified .
driving wheel, said pulley blocks being of greater width than

29. In a windlass the combination of a supporting frame , said wheel , all co -acting for the purpose specified.
a transversely arranged axle , a driving wheel having a peri- 37. In a windlass the combination of a supporting frame, a

pheral groove mounted on said axle, winding drums on said scraper, carried thereby, a winding drum , a draft chain se
axle to each side of said wheel , a driving cable for said driv- cured to said frame, a cam- shaped grappling book for said

means
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draft chain , an anchor chain , a cross chain to which said 6. Means for cooling and exhausting a gas or vapour cham

anchor chain is secured by a suitable pulley , and a suitable ber containing one or more fluid electrodes presenting to the
tackle , co- acting for the purpose specified . path a substantially level surface , consisting of means for

38. In a windlass the combination of a supporting frame , a supplying fluid thereto through said fluid electrode or elec

scraper carried thereby, a winding drum , a draft chain se- trodes , means for causing a circulation of the fluid through

cured to said frame , an anchor chain, means for detachably the chamber, and an independent outlet for withdrawing the

connecting said chains , a cross chain to which said anchor same from the chamber.

chain is secured by a suitable pulley , and a suitable tackle , 7. A curreint rectifier comprising two fluid electrodes , an

co-acting for the purpose specified. enclosing gas or vapour, said electrodes comprising columns

39. In a windlass the combination of a supporting frame, of mercury held in the proper position by atmospheric pres

a scraper carried thereby , a winding drum , a draft chain sure, and an outlet for excess mercury sealed by a column of

secured to said frame , a cam-shaped grappling hook for said mercury of such height as to bring its surface under atmos

draft chain , an anchor chain , and a suitable tackle , co -acting pheric pressure outside the main body of the chamber.

for the purpose specified . 8. The combination of an enclosing chamber, a conducting

40. In a windlass the combination of a supporting frame , a gas or vapour therein , one or more fluid electrodes present.

scraper carried thereby, a winding drum , a draft chain se- ing to the vapour path a substantially level surface within

cured to said frame , an anchor chain , means for detachably the chamber, an exit tube from the chamber, and positive

connecting said chains , and a suitable tackle , co - acting for means for causing a circulation of the fluid into and out of

the purpose specified . the chamber .

41. In a windlass the combination of a frame , an axle , a 9. As a means for cooling and exhausting a gas or vapour

drum on said axle , a driving wheel on said axle, a cable , electric apparatus , a conducting fluid presenting to the va

holes through said wheel adapted to receive said cable which pour path a substantially level surface constituting one of

is passed through three at least of said holes and its end the electrodes of the apparatus and terminating outside the

slimned under the loop formed in said cable thereby , so that enclosing chamber thereof , means for causing a circulation

it is clamped by said loop against the face of the wheel, as of the fluid and means for withdrawing by such circulation a

specified . portion of the gas or vapour.

10. The combination with an enclosing chamber and a con

No. 100,332. Current Rectifier. ducting gas or vapour therein , of tubular extensions of the

Rectificateur de courant.
said chamber, and fluid electrodes within the said extensions

presenting to the vapour path a substantially level surface ,

the said fluid electrodes being exposed to external pressure ,

and having their outer terminals connected through a suit .

able pump and exhausting devices interposed in the circuit .

No. 100,333. Ham Compressing Machine.

Machine à compresser le jambon.
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The Cooper Hewitt Electric Company, New York City, New

York , U.S.A. , assignee of Percy H. Thomas, Montclair,

New Jersey , U.S.A. , 7th August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed

1st May , 1905. Receipt No. 124,756 .

Claim . - 1 . The combination of an exhausted chamber ,

a gas or vapour therein , a negative electrode, one or more

positive electrodes presenting surfaces within the chamber ,

at least one of which consists of an inclosed fluid column

having an approximately level surface , and means for con

tinuously supply fresh fluid to said column or columns,

and an outlet for excess fluid permitting a flow of fluid from

said exhausted chamber.

2. The combination of an enclosing chamber, a gas !or

vapour within the same, a negative electrode, one or more

positive electrodes within the chamber, consisting of columns

of conducting fluid extending from points without the cham

ber, means for replenishing said columns , and means for

withdrawing from the chamber the excess of fluid and simul

taneously pumping out the chamber by the action of the out

flowing fluid .

3. The combination of an enclosing chamber, a gas or

vapour therein , two or more tubular extensions of said cham

ber, conducting fluids having definite surfaces and sealing

said extensions and constituting electrodes , a supplemental 100333

extension and means for causing a flow of fluid through one

or more of the electrode extensions into the chamber and
through the supplemental extension outfrom said chamber. GiovanniMongardi and Henry Fiorentine, assignee of a hall

4. The combination of an enclosing chamber, a gas or
interest, both of Boston , Massachusetts, U.S.A. , 7th

vapour therein , tubular extensions of said chamber , conduct
August , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 16th July, 1906. Receipt No.

ing fluid having definite surfaces and sealing said extensions
137,842.

and constituting electrodes, a supplemental extension , means Claim . - 1. A meat compressing machine comprising a fixed

for causing a flow of fluid through one or more of the elec- standard terminating in a fixed jaw, compressing lever piv

trode extensions into the chamber and through the supple- oted below said jaw , and having a jaw movable toward and

mental extension out from said chamber , and meansfor from the fixed jaw, said standard and lever being separated

cooling the fluid so withdrawn . by a space which is overhung by the said jawswhen they

5. The combination of an enclosing chamber, a gas or are brought together, a flexible jacket adapted to occupy

vapour therein , tubular extensions of said chamber, con- said space, and having ears adapted to engage sald jaws,

ducting fluids having definite surfaces and sealing said ex- and mechanism for moving said lever to contract the jacket
tensions and constituting electrodes, an additional exten- and compress its contents.

sion and means for causing a flow of fluid through one of 2. A meat compressing machine comprising a fixed stan

the electrode extensions into the chamber and through the dard terminating in a fixed jaw, a compressing lever pivoted

additional extension out from said chamber, means for cool- below said jaw,and havinga jaw movable toward and from

ing the fluid so withdrawn , and means for causing the cooled the fixed jaw , said standard and lever being séparated by a

fluid to return to the chamber. space which is overhung by the said jaws when they are

8-3
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brought together, a flexible jacket adapted to occupy said 4. The combination with a driving and a driven shaft mem

space, and having ears adapted to engage said jaws, mech- ber , of an adjustable internal gear, means securing said

anism for moving said lever toward the standard to contract internal gear against movement , a carrying member having

the jacket , and means for automatically retracting the lever a rotative connection with one of the shaft members, a gear

to release the jacket . located centrally of said internal gear and having a rotative

3. A meat compressing machine comprising a fixed stan- connection with the other shaft member , a series of gears

dard terminating in a fixed jaw , a compressing lever pivoted adjustably carried by said carrying member between and in

below said jaw , and having a jaw movable toward and from bearing relation with the said central gear and internal gear,

the fixed jaw , said standard and lever being separated by a substantially as described and for the purpose set forth.

space which is overhung by the said jaws when they are 5. The combination with a driving and a driven shaft mem

trought together, a flexible compressor attached at its ends ber, of a circular rigid member of constant diameter, an

to said jaws , and occupying said space , a flexible jacket internal gear mounted within the said circular rigid mem

adapted to be detachably inserted in the compressor, and ber concentric thereto , and a carrying member, the internal

provided with means for adjustably connecting its edges , gear and carrying member being one revoluble relatively to

and mechanism for moying the lever to contract the com- the other and having a rotative connection with one of the

pressor and jacket . shaft members , said internal gear consisting of a cylindrical

4. A meat compressing machine comprising a fixed stan- member of variable diameter , a gear located centrally of said

dard terminating in a fixed jaw, a compressing lever pivoted internal gear and having a rotative connection with the other

below said jaw, and having a jaw movable toward and from sbaft member, a series of gears carried by said carrying.

the fixed jaw, said standard and lever being separated by a member and in bearing relation with the said central gear

space which is overhung by the said jaws when they are and internal gear, substantially as described and for the

brought together, a treadle lever connected with the com purpose set forth .

pressing lever, and a retracting spring connected with the 6. The combination with a driving and a driven shaft mem

treadle lever . ber , of an internal gear , and a carrying member , one re

5. In a meat compressing machine , a flexible curved jacket voluble relatively to the other and having a rotative con

having jaw- engaging ears at its opposite edges , chains at- nection with one of the shaft members, said internal gear

tached to one of said edges , and slotted ears attached to the consisting of a cylindrical member of variable diameter , a

opposite edge , and adapted to engage links of said chains . gear located centrally of said internal gear and having a

6. In a meat compressing machine, a flexible curved jacket rotative connection with the other shaft member , a series of

having jaw-engaging ears at its opposite edges, and means gears carried by said carrying member and in bearing rela

for adjustably securing said edges together to maintain the tion with the said central gear and internal gear , and means

jacket in a contracted condition . whereby the said series of gears are adjusted relatively to

the central gear , substantially as described and for the pur

No. 100,334. Driving Gear. pose set forth.

Engrenage de mise en mouvement. 7. The combination with a driving and a driven member ,

of an internal gear and a carrying member, one revoluble
celatively to the other and having a rotative connection with

one of the first -mentioned members, said internal gear con

sisting of a series of split rings arranged in cylindrical form

and adjustable circumferentially relatively to one another,

means preventing the displacement of the said rings radi

ally relatively to one another, means whereby the diameter

of the said rings is reduced, a central gear having a rota

tive connection with the other shaft member, and a series

o gears carried by said carrying member between and in

bearing relation with the said central gear and internal

gear , substantially as described and for the purpose set

forth .

8. The combination with a shaft and a sleeve rotatably

mounted upon said shaft , of an internal gear and a carrying

member , one revoluble relatively to the other and having a

rotative connection with the said shaft , means whereby the

said internal gear is reduced in diameter, a series of gears
adjustably carried by said carrying member between and in
bearing relation with the said sleeve and internal gear, sub

stantially as described and for the purpose set forth.

The Montreal Pipe Foundry Company, assignee of William
9. The combination with a shaft and a sleeve rotatably

Duncan, both of Montreal, Quebec, Canada , 7th August, mounted thereon, of a carrying member secured rigidly to

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 20th May, 1904. Receipt No. 115,494 said shaft, a series of eccentric spindles carried by said

Claim . - 1 . The combination with a driving and a driven

carrying member , a series of friction gears or rollers car

member, of a circular rigid member of constant diameter, automatically adjusted to bring the said friction gears of
ried by said spindles , means whereby the said spindles are

az adjustable internal gear mounted within the said circular

rigid member concentric thereto and a carrying member the friction gear encircling the said series of friction gears or
rollers into tight contact with the said sleeve , an internal

icternal gear and carrying member being one revoluble

relatively to the other and having a rotative connection with diameter to bear tightly upon the said friction gearsor

rollers , means whereby the said internal gear is reduced in

one of the first-mentioned members, a central gear having a rollers, and means whereby the said internal gear is secured

rotative connection with the other of said first-mentioned against rotation , substantially as described and for the pur

members, and a series of gears carried by said carrying pose set forth .

member between and in bearing relation with the said cen

tralgear and internal gear, substantially as described and mounted thereon , ofa carrying member secured rigidly to

10. The combination with a shaft and a sleeve rotatably

for the purpose set forth. the said shaft, a series of eccentriv spindles carried by

2. The combination with a driving and a driven shaft mam

ber, of an adjustable internal gear, and a carrying member mounted rotatably upon said spindle, means for adjustably
said carrying member, a series of friction gears or rollers

one revoluble relatively to the other and havinga rotative rotating saidspindles to bring the saidfriction gears or

connection with one of the members, a central gear having rollers into tight contact with said sleeve, a second carry.

a rotative connection with the other member, and a series ingmember encircling the said shaft,a series of eccentric

of gears adjustably carried by said carrying member be- spindles carried by said second carrying member and ex

tween and in bearing relation with the said central gear and tending parallel to the friction gears or rollers , an internal

internal gear, substantially as described and for the purpose gear having a frictional inner surface encircling the said

set forth . series of friction gears or rollers between the latter and

3. The combination with a driving and a driven shaft mem- the last-mentioned series of eccentric spindles , said in

ber, of a circular rigid member of constant diameter , and ternal gear being reduceable in diameter, means whereby

adjustable internal gear mounted within the said circular said last -mentioned series of eccentric spindles are rota

rigid member concentric thereto , means securing said inter- tably adjusted to reduce the diameter of the said gear, and

ral gear against rotation , a carrying member having a rota- means whereby the said second -mentioned carrying mem

tive connected with one of the shaft members, a gear located ber is retained against rotation , substantially as described

centrally of said internal gear and having a rotative con- and for the purpose set forth .

nection with the other shaft member, a series of gears car- 11. The combination with a shaft and a sleeve rotatably

ried by said carrying member between and in bearing rela- mounted thereon , of a carrying member secured rigidly to

tion with the said central gear and internal gear , substan- | the said shaft , a series of eccentric spindles carried by the

tially as described and for the purpose set forth . said carrying member, a series of friction gears or rollers
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mounted rotatably upon said spindles , means for adjust- having meansfor operating the seed boxes step-by-step, the
ably rotating the said spindles to cause the said friction lever pivoted between its ends and having its front end con

gears or rollers to bear tightly upon the said sleeve, a

second carrying member encircling the said shaft, a series

of eccentric spindles carried by said second carrying mem
Lég.2.

ber and extending parallel to the friction gears or rollers,

a yielding internal friction gear encircling the said series

of friction gears or rollers between the latter and the last

mentioned series of eccentric spindles . a series of quadran

tal gears mounted upon the said last-mentioned series of

spindles , a gear mounted concentrically to the shaft and

intermeshing with the said quadrantal gears and means for

rotating said last-mentioned gear, for the purpose set forth . '

12. The combination with a shaft and a sleeve rotatably

mounted thereon , of a carrying member consisting of a 02

plate formed with a hub , and an annular plate disposed

apart from the said first -mentioned plate and parallel

thereto, means rigidly securing said plates together, means
L' 2 G

rigidly securing the carrying member thus formed to the

shaft, a series of eccentric spindles mounted at their ends

in the plates of the said carrying member, a series of fric

tion gears or rollers mounted upon said eccentric spindles,

means whereby the said eccentric spindles are rotatably

adjusted to cause the said friction gears or rollers to bear

tighly upon the sleeve, a second carrying member encircling Mi ? 3 3 3

the said shaft and consisting of a frame plate a sleeve

formed in one therewith and constituting a bearing for said nected with the slide , a lateral arm on the rear portion of

shaft, such bearing plate having a flange formed thereon the lever and adjustable along the same , a spring for oper

concentric to the said shaft and encircling the hub of the ating the lever in one direction, the cam wheel having cam

first-mentioned carrying member and the said first -mentioned blocks arranged in a plurality of series for operating upon

carrying member having an enclosingcylindrical part and the lateral arm of the leverand clutchmechanismforthrow
a series of friction gears or rollers carried thereby and car

ing the cam wheel into and out of action , substantially as

ried rigidly by the periphery of the said frame plate , a set forth .

radial flange formed in one with the interior of the said
2. The combination substantially as herein described, of

cylindrical part and coinciding with the plate of the first- the main frame , the tongue , the front and rear links pivoted

mentioned carrying member which is adjacent to the frame at their opposite ends to the tongue and to the main frame,

plate, a series of split rings arranged in cylindrical form means for adjusting the tongue relatively to the main frame.

and encircling the first-mentioned carrying member and the the seed boxes, the dropping mechanism including a reci

friction gears or rollers carried thereby in close proximity procating slide anda lever pivoted between its ends and con
to the latter, an annular frame plate secured to the said nectedat oneendwiththe slide andawheel having camsfor
cylindrical part and coinciding with the annular frame plate operating the slide , substantially as set forth .

of said first-mentioned carrying member, a series of eccen- 3. The combination with the main frame and means for

tric spindles bearing in the said second-mentioned carrying dropping the seed ,of a tongue , the front and rear links
member and extending between the cylindrical part and the pivoted to the main frame and to the'tongue and means for

split ring, a series of quadrantalgears mounted rigidly upon adjusting the tongue andmain frame relatively, substanti
said spindles, a gear rotatably mounted upon the sleeve and ally as set forth .
forming a part of the second carrying member, said gear 4. The combination with the main frame , the tongue , the

intermeshing with the quadrantal gears, andmeanswhereby links pivoted at their opposite ends to the tongue and main
said gear is rotated, subtantially as described and for the frame and a lever pivoted to the main frame and to the
purpose set forth . tongue for adjusting said parts relatively and having a slid

13. The combination with a shaft and a sleeve rotatably ing movement at one ofsaid pivotal connections, substanti

mounted thereon , of a carrying member secured rigidly to ally as set forth.

the said shaft , a series of eccentric spindles carried by the 5. The combination of a main frame, the tongue, links

said carrying member and each having an oil duct extend- pivoted attheir opposite ends to the tongue and main frame,

ing from one end thereof to the perimeter, a series of fric- means for adjusting the tongue and main frame relatively,

tion gears or rollers mounted rotatably upon said spindles , the dropping mechanism including a slide, a lever pivoted
means for adjustably rotating the said spindles to cause the between its ends and connected at one end with the slide

said friction gears or rollers to bear tightly upon the said and a wheel havingcams operating upon the said lever, sub

sleeve , an oil chamber carried by said carrying member and stantially as set forth.
having the said oil ducts communicating therewith , means 6. The combination of a main frame , a dropping mech

whereby oil is caused to flow under pressure from said anism including a slide,a lever pivoted betweenits ends and
chamber th gh said ducts, a second carrying member en- arranged at one end to operate the slide and a wheel having

circling the said shaft , a series of eccentric spindles carried cams operating upon the other end of the lever , substanti

by said second carrying member and extending parallel to ally as set forth .

the friction gears or rollers, a yielding internal friction gear 7. The combination of a main frame and a dropping mech

encircling the said series of friction gears or rollersbe- anism having aslide,a lever pivoted between its ends and

tweenthe latter and the last-mentioned series of eccentric connectedat one end with the slide andhaving at its other

spindles, a series of quadrantal gears mounted upon the end a lateralarm, substantially as set forth .
said last -mentioned series of spindles, a gear mounted con- 8. The combination of a seed box having its bottom pro

centrically to the shaft and intermeshing with the said vided with a series of pockets and a shaft about which said

quadrantal gears , and meansforrotating said last-men - boxrevolves, a cover plate secured to said shaft and pro
tioned gear, for the purpose set forth. jecting over the path of the pocket and vertically above the

discharge from said pocket , a ratchet wheel in connection

No. 100,335 . Seed Planter. Cultivateur de graines. with the bottom of the seed boxes , a slide having a pawl en

gaging said ratchet wheel , a lever pivoted between its ends

The Farley Planterand Manufacturing Company, assignee of and connected at one end with the slide and a cam wheel

John Clopton Farley, both of Kiowa, Indian Territory, operating upon the other end of the lever, substantially as

U.S.A. , 7th August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 16th July, 1906. set forth .

Receipt No. 137,837.
9. The combination in a seed planting machine with the

Claim . - 1 . The combination substantially as herein des- dropping mechanism , of a lever for operating the same and
cribed , of the main frame having the side beams or bars having a lateral arm adjustable along the lever and means

and the intermediate axle journalled to the main frame, the for securing it in different adjustments and a cam wheel

wheels on the axle, the scraper blocks for engaging said having a plurality of concentric series of cams arranged to
wheels , the shafts supporting said scraper blocks and hav- operate upon the said lever, substantially as set forth .

ing the projecting crank arm , the lever pivoted to the main
frame, and connected with the crank arm , means for secur- No. 100,336 . Bundle. Paquet.

ing the lever in any desired adjustment , the seat , the supporting bars for said seat adjustable along theintermediate James Franklin Craft and Nathaniel M. Jones, assigneeof

bars of the main frame , the tongue, the links connecting the

a half interest, both of Lincoln , Maine, U.S.A. , 7th

tongue with the main frame and pivoted at their respective

August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 17th April , 1906. Receipt

No. 134,942.

ends to such parts, the lever connecting the tongue and main
frame and pivoted to both said parts, means for securing the Claim .-- 1 . An article of manufacture consisting of a strip

lever in any desired adjustment, the seed boxes, the slide of flexible compressible material formed into a stiff roll , a
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tongue formed on the outermost convolution of the roll , 2. As a new article of manufacture , a pictorial letter en

the next adjacent convolution having an opening, and the velope having at the inside of the front a pictorial repre

sentation from which the flaps are designed to be severed

ig after the envelope has been used , and lines of perforations

or the four folded edges of the envelope , as and for the pur

pose specified.

(Anna
No. 100,338. Electric Plant for the Synthetical

Production of Nitric Products by

Means of Discharges of Electricity

in Gaseous Mixtures.

Appareil électrique pour obtenir des pro

duits nitriques au moyen de décharges

électriques dans les mélanges gazeus.
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tongue being passed through the opening , tucked under the

adjacent convolution , and caused by the stiffness of the roll

to indent the adjacent surfaces between which it lies .

2. A stiff roll of flexible fibrous compressible material

having an integral tongue formed on one convolution extend

ed through an opening in and extended under the adjacent

convolution, the said tongue indenting the adjacent surfaces Joseph von Kowalski and Ignacy Moscicki , co- inventors, both

between which it lies .
of Fribourg , Switzerland , 7th August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed

3. A stiff roll of flexible compressible fibrous material
29th December , 1903. Receipt No. 111,309 .

having an integral tongue formed on one convolution extend

ed through an opening in the adjacent inner convolution , Claim . - 1. In an electric current installation for obtaining

and doubled back and extended under such inner convolution , nitric compounds from mixtures of gas by discharges of high

the said tongue indenting the adjacent surfaces between tension alternating currents, the combination with discharg

which it lies . ing electrodes inserted in parallel in a high tension induced

4. A self-secured package of flexible compressible material circuit, of a condenser and a choking coil coupled in series
consisting of a strip of such material gathered into a com- therewith .

pact stiff bundle surrounded by an integral enveloping por- 2. In an electric current installation for obtaining nitric

tion of the strip, tongue formed integrally on said envelop- compounds from mixtures of gas by discharges of high ten

ing portion and passed through a registering opening in an sion alternating currents , the combination with discharging

adjacent interior portion or ply of the package, being sections arranged in groups and each comprising discharging

turned backwardly under said interior portion, the said electrodes inserted in parallel in a high tension induced cir

tongue being caused by the stiffness of the body to indent cuit , a condenser, and a choking coil , of a choking coil com

the adjacent surfaces between which it lies . mon to each group , and which by its great inductive resist

5. A self- secured package of flexible compressible material ance prevents the oscillations of high frequency , which are

consisting of a strip of such material gathered into a com- produd in the closing circuits in each case by two dis

pact stiff bundle surrounded by an integral enveloping por- charging sections with condensers and small choking coils ,

tion of the strip , a tongue formed integrally on said envelop- from being propagated beyond those circuits .

ing portion and passed through a registering opening in an

adjacent interior portion or ply of the package, the tongue No. 100,339. Electrical Safety Device.

and opening being formed simultaneously by converging
Appareil électrique de sûreté.

slits cut in the outer surface of the package , and the tongue

doubled upon itself and tucked under said adjacent portion ,

the tongue being caused by the stiffness of the body to in

dent the adjacent surfaces between which it lies .

No. 100,337. Envelope. Enveloppe.
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Elwood Bigelow Hosmer and William Norman Dietrich , co

inventors , both of Montreal , Quebec, Canada , 7th August ,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 28th June , 1902. Receipt No. 97,232.

Claim . - 1 . The combination with a metallic electric circuit

Athol George Robertson and Joseph Edwin Alston , assignee
to be protected , including a switch and means for releasing

of a half interest , both of Toronto, Ontario , Canada, 7th said switch , and an additional circuit permanently in shunt

August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 19th April , 1906. Receipt with said metallic circuit and having a permanent ground
Nos. 135,057 and 135,072 .

connection , said additional circuit including an electro -mag
Claim .-1 . As a new article of manufacture , a pictorial net and an armature within the magnetic field of said mag

letter envelope having at the inside of the front a pictorial net , of mechanical means acted upon by said armature and

representation from which the flaps are designed to be sev- acting directly upon said means for releasing said switch

ered after the envelope has been used , as and for the pur- and opening the circuit to be protected , for the purpose set

pose specified . forth.
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2. The combination with an electric circuit to be protected , arm , a weighted member slidable between the uprights , a

of an electric safety device comprising an additional circuit drum pivotally supported between the oblique rods, flexible

shunt with said circuit , said additional circuit including two

electro -magnets the relative positions whereof are change

able , means co -acting with said electro -magnets

actuated upon the said change of position for opening the

said circuit to be protected and a permanent ground con

nection connected to said shunt circuit , for the purpose

set forth .

3. The combination with an electric circuit to be pro

tected and means for opening said circuit, of an electric

safety device comprising a pair of oppositely wound electro

magnets a short distance apart and in line with one another ,
an oscillatory armature pivotally mounted between the

adjacent poles of said electro -magnets and having coils

wound oppositely to one another upon the ends thereof , a

wire connecting the outer terminal of one of the coils of

said pair of electro -magnets to one terminal of the circuit

to be protected , a slack wire connecting the opposite ter

minal of said last -mentioned coil to the outer terminal

of the coil wound oppositely thereto upon one end of the

armature , a wire connecting the opposite terminal of the

last -mentioned coil to the adjacent terminal of the coil

upon the other end of said armature , a slack wire con

recting the opposite terminal of the last - mentioned coil
means

to one terminal of the other coil of said pair of electro
connecting the drum through the pulley to the

magnets, a wire connecting theopposite terminal of said weighted member, a gear wheel rigid with the drum , a cross

last-mentioned coilto the other terminalofthe circuit, rod in juxta position to the drum , aloose pinion on the rod
and in mesh with the gear wheel , means for rotating the

and means whereby the oscillation of said armature will
rod and means for throwing the pinion into and out of ro

cause the circuit opening means to open the circuit , sub
tation with the rod, as and for the purpose specified .stantially as described and for the purpose set forth .

3. In a post driving machine a set of horizontal main

4. The combination with an electric circuit to be pro

tected and means for opening said circuit, of an electric horizontal members, a set of vertical uprights secured to
base members , a set of cross arms extending between the

safety device comprising a pair of oppositely wound electro
the extending ends of the horizontal members , a cross arın

magnets a short distance apart and in line with one another,
between the uprights, oblique reinforcing rods between thean oscillatory armature pivotally mounted between the ad

jacent poles of said electro -magnets and having coilswound able between the uprights, a pulley on the cross arm , and
upright and horizontal members , a weighted member slid

oppositely to one another upon the ends thereof , a wire
means for raising and dropping the weighted member, as

connecting the outer terminal of one of the coils of said
and for the purpose specified .

pair of electro -magnets to one terminal of the circuit to
4. In a device of the class described the combination

be protected , a slack wire connecting the opposite terminal

of said last -mentioned coil to the outer terminal of the coil forcing rods passing between the upright and horizontal
with an L-shaped duplicate skeleton framework of rein

wound oppositely thereto upon one end of the armature, members, and cross rods between the opposing L-shaped
a wire connecting the opposite terminal of the last-men

members, a weighted member between the vertical arms, a
tioned coil to the adjacent terminal of the coil upon the

drum dependent from the reinforcing rods and pivoted there
other end of said armature , a grounded wire connected to

between , and means regulated through the drum for lifting
this last -mentioned wire midway of its length , a slack wire

connecting the opposite terminal of the last-mentioned specified.
and dropping the weighted member, as and for the purpose

coil to one terminal of the other coil of said pair of elec
5. In a device of the class described the combination with

tro -magnets, a wire connecting the opposite terminal of the horizontal, the vertical , and the oblique members of the
said last - mentioned coil to the terminal of the circuit , and frame work of an upper and a lower set of similar oppos

means whereby the oscillation of sald armature will cause ing flanged sleeves secured upon the oblique members, a
the circuit opening means to open the circuit, substan- shaft extending within bearings formed in the upper set

tially as described and for the purpose set forth . of flanged sleeves , a drum upon the shaft and rotatable
5. The combination with an electric circuit and the switch therewith, a geer wheel secured to the drum , a cross shaft

arm , of a spring actuated multi -polar switch included in bearing within the flanges of the lower set of sleeves , a

said circuit, of a latch having a ateral projection , said pinion rotatable upon the shaft and in mesh with the gear

latch being pivotally connected to the frame of the switch wheel , a driving clutch secured to the pinion , an engaging

said circuit, of a latch having a material projection , said clutch feathered on the shaft , a crank to the shaft, and

arm and to engage the switch arm and retain same in its means for throwing the feathered clutch into and out of

closed position , a spring tending to disengage said latch engagement with the drive clutch , a weighted member slid

from the switch arm , a detent in the form of a lever ful- able between the vertical members and means connecting

crumed near one end to the frame of the switch , the end of the drum with the weighted members, as and for the pur

the short arm of said lever being concentric to its fulcrum pose specified .

point and engaging said lateral projection when the long arm

oi said lever is raised and retaining same against said last- No. 100,341 . Process of Treating Material by

mentioned spring in engagement with the switch arm , a sup Means of Heat.

port for retaining said long arm in itsraised position, and Procédé pour le traitement de matières au moyen de la chaleur.
electrical means for displacing said support and operated

upon emergency by the current traversing said circuit , sub

stantially as described and for the purpose set forth . 1
9
1
3
4
1
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No. 100,340. Post Driver .

Machine à enfoncer les poteaux.

James Brown and Charley Albert Edwards , co - inventors ,

both of Birds' Hill , Manitoba , Canada , 7th August, 1906 ;

6 years. Filed 23rd June , 1906. Receipt No. 137,195 .

Claim . - 1. In a post driving machine the combination with

the base of a set of vertical uprights , a set of arms extend

ing between the upper extremities of the uprights and the

rear of the base , a cross arm between the uprights , a drum

pivotally supported from and between the set of arms, a

weighted member slidably supported between the uprights,

a pulley supported from the cross arm , flexible means con

necting the drum through the pulley to the weighted mem

ber, and means for controlling the rotation of the drum , as

and for the purpose specfied. William B. Dennis, Blackbutte , Oregon , U. S. A., 7th Aug

2. In a post driving machine the combination with the ust , 1906; 6 years . Filed 21st May, 1906. Receipt No.
base of two vertical uprights, a cross arm at the top and 136,138.

between the uprights , reinforcing rods extending obliquely Claim.-1. The process of treating materials by the aid

between the uprights and the base, a pulley on the cross of heat , which consists in causing the material and the

r
6
4
7
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heating medium to travel from the cooler part of the ap- from a cooler part of the furnace to a hotter part thereof,
paratus to a hotter part thereof at rates of travel inde- and to be discharged from the hottest part of said furnace ,

pendent of each other , substantially as described. passing the gas current through a combustion superheated

2. The process of treating materials by the aid of heat, chamber , separating the dust therefrom , and finally cooling

which consists in causing the material and the heating the treated ore , substantially as described.

medium to travel in the same general direction under the 14. The process of producing fuel gas , which consists in

influence of separate motive agencies, and always from a burning said fuel gradually, dividing it into a series of zones

cooler part of the apparatus to a hotter part thereof , and of oxidation gradually and steadily increasing in tempera

to be discharged from the hottest part of said apparatus, ture , and admitting to each zone a measured volume of air

substantially as described. proportioned to the temperature of the fuel in such zone ,

3. The process of treating materials by the aid of heat, and just sufficient for the purpose of oxidation in said zone ,

which consists in causing the material and the heating substantially as described.
medium to travel in the same general direction , and al- 15. The process of producing pure fuel gas , which consists

ways from a cooler part of the apparatus to a hotter part in burning fuel gradually, dividing it into a series of zones

thereof , the material treated travelling at a lower velocity of oxidation gradually and steadily increasing in tempera

than the velocity of the heating medium, substantially as ture , admitting to each zone a measured volume of air pro

described. portioned to the temperature of the fuel in such zone , and

4. The process of treating materials by the aid of heat, just sufficient for the purpose of oxidation in said zone, and

which consists in causing the material and the heating compelling the products of combustion to flow from each

medium to travel in the same general direction , but in zone of oxidation into and through the succeeding zones,

intersecting paths and always from a cooler part of the substantially as described.

apparatus to a hotter part thereof, substantially as des- 16. The process of producing gas , which consists in burn

cribed . ing fuel gradually, dividing it into a series of zones of

5. The process of treating materials by the aid of heat , oxidation gradually , and steadily increasing in temperature,

which consists in dividing the material into units, heating admitting to each zone a measured volume of air propor

each unit separately and causing the material and fuel gas tioned to the temperature of the fuel in such zone , and just

. to always travel from a cooler part of the furnace to a sufficient for the purpose of oxidation of said zone , compel

hotter part thereof, until the material is fully treated, ling the products of combustion to flow from each zone into

substantially as described . and through the succeeding zones always in the line of pro

6. The process of treating materials by the aid of heat , gression towards zones of more advanced oxidation , and

which consists in dividing the material into units , heating finally causing the gas produced to travel through a reduc

each unit separately at a regulated temperature , and caus- ing zone, in the presence of heated carbon , substantially

ing the material always to travel from a cooler part of the as described.

furnace to hotter part thereof , until it is fully treated , 17. In an apparatus of the character described, the com

and to be finally discharged from the hottest part thereof, bination of a furnace having the part adapted to receive the
substantially as described . material under treatment divided into chambers , and means

7. The process of treating materials by the aid of heat, for causing said material to move successively from cham

which consists in dividing the material into units , passing ber to chamber, said receiving part being supplied with

a current of fuel gas and air over the units and supply - current of heat moving in the same general direction with

ing an additional amount of fuel gas and air to each unit the travel of the material under treatment , substantially as

after the first, and causing the material and fuel gas to described

travel always from a cooler portion of the furnace to a 18. In an apparatus of the character described, the com

hotter portion thereof , substantially as described . bination of a furnace having its ore receptacle divided into

8. The process of treating materials by the aid of heat , chambers , and provided with means for causing a current

which consists in preliminary drying and heating the ma- of fuel gas and air in regulated quantities to flow through

terial in successive chambers each of which is hotter than said chambers in the same general direction as the ore

the preceding, and causing the partially heated material travels , substantially as described .

and the heating medium to travel in the same general di- 19. In an apparatus of the character described, the com

rection , and always from the cooler part of the furnace bination of a furnace having the receptacle for the material

to a hotter part thereof , substantially as described . under treatment divided into a series of chambers , means

9. The process of treating materials by the aid of heat , for causing the material under treatment to move succes

which consists in dividing the material into units , subjecting sively from chamber to chamber at intervals , said furnace
said units to successively increasing temperatures , said tem- being supplied with a current of fuel gas and heated air

peratures being each regulated to a suitable economic mean . under control , said current moving transversely through said

and causing said ore and the heating medium to travel in the chambers , but in the same general direction of the travel

same general direction , and always from a cooler part of the of the material under treatment , and said furnace being pro

furnace to a hotter part thereof, and to be finally discharged vided with means whereby each chamber of the series is

from the hottest part of said furnace, substantially as des- supplied with a fresh increment of fuel gas and heated air

cribed . under control , substantially as described.

10. The process of treating materials by the aid of heat , 20. In an apparatus of the character described , the com

which consists in dividing the material into units, subjecting bination of a furnace having its ore receptacle divided into

each unit to the action of heated fuel gas mixed with heated a series of zones, means for causing a heat bearing current

air , regulating the temperature of the gases supplied to each to flow in regulated quantities through said series of zones,

unit, and causing said gases and the ore to travel in the same said furnace being provided with means whereby said heat

general direction and always from a cooler portion of the bearing current is augmented under control , in successive

furnace to a hotter portion thereof , and to be finally dis- zones in the general direction of the ore travel , and said

charged from the hottest part of said furnace , substantially furnace being provided with means whereby ore is caused

as described . to move at intervals from zone to zone , but always from a

11. The process of treating materials by the aid of heat , cooler to a hotter zone, substantially as described.
which consists in dividing the material into units , subjecting 21. In an apparatus of the character described, the com

said units successively to increasing degrees of heat by caus- bination of a furnace divided into zones, means for trans

ing a current of fuel gas and air to pass thereover, and add - ferring the ore from zone to zone at intervals, said furnace

ing to said current at intervals an additional supply of having a series of primary and secondary combustion

fuel gas and air , the ore moving always from a cooler por - chambers located on opposite sides of said zones, and

tion of the furnace to a hotter portion thereof, and being means for supplying fuel gas and air to said primary com

discharged from the hottest part of said furnace , and finally bustion chambers , substantially as described .

passing the gas current through a superheated chamber, 22. In an apparatus of the character described, the com

substantially as described . bination of a furnace divided into zones , means for permit

12. The processof treating materials by the aid of heat ,, | ting the ore to pass from one zone to the next in succes

which consist in dividing the material into units , causing sion, said furnace having a series of primary and secondary

a current of pure hot fuel gas mixed with heated air to pass combustion chambers on each side of said zones and in line

over each unit in succession, adding successive increments therewith , the primary chambers in one series being located
of fuel gas and air to the gas current at intervals , passing opposite to the secondary chambers of the other series ,

thegas current through a superheater combustion chamber and each secondary chamber communicating with the prim
and collecting the dust from said current , substantially as ary chamber just next to it , and means for supplying heat

described . to said primary chambers, substantially as described .

13. The process of treating materials by the aid of heat , 23. In an apparatus of the character described, the com

which consists in preliminary heating the same by radiation bination of a furnace divided into zones and having movable

from the escapinggas current , dividing the muss into units , floors for said zones , whereby the ore is allowed to pass

causing a current of fuel gas and air to pass over said units from zone to zone at the proper time, said furnace being

successively, and adding to said current at intervals suces- provided with double series of alternately arranged

sive increments of fuel gas and air , causing the ore and the primary and secondary combustion chambers in line with

fuel gas to travel in the same general direction and always said zones , and on opposite sides thereof, the primary

a
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chambers of one series being located opposite to the the ore in the upper zones of the ore tower, and means for

secondary zones of the other series , and the secondary supplying gas to said gas flues, substantially as described .

chambers of each series communicating respectively with 30. In an apparatus of the character described , the com
the primary chambers next to them, and means for sup- bination of a furnace provided with a central ore tower and

plying heat to said primary chambers, substantially as des- a valved hopper, said ore tower being divided into zones by
cribed. floors adapted to permit the ore to pass from floor to floor

24. In an apparatus of the character described, the com- at proper times, a series of primary and secondary com

bination of a furnace provided with floors, dividing it into bustion chambers located on either side of some of said

zones, said floors being partly composed of swinginggrate zones, andin line therewith, inlets increasing in size from
bars, means for operating all the movable grate bars of the top downwards connecting said zones with the combus

one noor simultaneously, said furnace being provided with tion chambers opposite them , the secondary combustion

a double series ofprimary andsecondary combustion chambers of one series being located oppositethe primary

chambers, located on either side of said zonesin line there combustion chamber of the other series, and the secondary

with, the primary chambers ofoneseries being located combustion chamber of each series communicating respec
oppositethe secondary chambersof the other series and tively with primary combustion chambers next to them,

means for supplying regulated quantities of fuel gas and gas flues and air flues located in proximity to each of said

air to each of said primary chambers, substantially as des
series of combustion chambers , valved passages connecting

( ribed . said air flues and said gas flues with the primary combustion

25. In an apparatus of the character described , the com
chambers of each series, some of said zones acting as cool

bination of furnace floors composed of stationary grate ing zones, a final super -heating chamber, means for intro

bars and pivoted grate bars dividing said furnace into ducing fuel gas and air into said heating chambers , a series

zones , means for operating all the pivoted grate bars of
of dust collecting chambers , means for preliminarily heating

one floor simultaneously, said furnace having a series of
the ore in the upper zones of the furnace , and a spent ore

primary and secondary combustion chambers on either side pit, with a conveyer for discharging the treated ore, and

of said zones , and in line therewith , and also provided with
means for supplying fuel to said gas flues, substantially as

inlets from said chambers to sai dzones, said inlets in
described .

creasing in size from the upper set downwards , and means 31. In an apparatus of the character described, the com

for delivering a mixture of fuel gas and heated air to each bination of a furnace divided into zones by floors, each of

of said primary chambers , substantially as described.
said floors being composed partly of stationary grate bars

26. In an apparatus of the character described, the combi- and partly of movable grate bars , links connecting said

nation of a furnace having external and internal walls, the
movable grate bars to a horizontal bar, and connections

latter forming an ore tower, floors dividing said ore tower extending from each of said horizontal bars up above the

into zones , a series of alternately arranged superposed charging floor and terminating in an operating lever where

primaryandsecondary chamberslocatedon either side by the movable grate bars onany one of said floors maybe

of said zones in line therewith, inlets between said zones
simultaneously tilted by the operator on the charging floor ,

and the chambers opposite them, air flues located one in substantially as described .

proximity to each of said series , gas flues, and inlets from 32. In a furnace of the character described , the combina
said gas flues and air flues into each of said primary com- tion of a furnace having a central ore tower divided into

bustion chambers , with means for supplying fuel gas to zones , floors separating said zones , each of said floors being
said gas flues , substantially as described. composed of stationary grate bars let into the furnace

27. In an apparatus of the character described, the com- walls, and movable grate bars pivotally supported beneath

bination of a furnace having a central ore tower, floors said stationary bars, each of said movable bars being hollow

dividing said ore tower into zones, a series of primary and and provided with a projecting lip adapted to meet with

secondary combustion chambers located on either side of the lip on the corresponding bar, means for cooling said hol

said zones, in line with each other and said zones , the low grate bars, connections between the ends of each hollow

secondary chambers of one series communicating respec- grate bar of a single floor and a horizontal bar above the

tively with the primary chambers just next to them , charging floor of the furnace and terminating in an operating

valved airflues and gas flues communicating with said lever, and means for securing each of said levers, substan

primary chambers, a final superheating chamber through tially as described .

which all of the gases pass , dust collecting chambers , and 33. In an apparatus of the character described, the com

means for supplying fuel gas to said gas flues, substantially bination of a furnace, with means of supplying pure fuel

as described . gas thereto, said means including a vertical shaft adapted

28. In an apparatus of the character described , the com- to receive the fuel , and with a series of air inlets each pro

bination of a furnace having a central ore tower divided vided with a valve, said air inlets passing through the wall

into zones by floors adapted to allow the ore to pass from of said fuel receptacle, the parts being so arranged that the

one to the other at intervals , a series of primary and sec- combustion takes place and the products thereof pass al

ondary superposed alternately arranged combustion cham- ways from a cooler zone to a hotter zone, substantially

bers located on either side of a portion of said ore tower, as described .

and opposite to and in line with said zones , the primary 34. In an apparatus of the character described, the com

combustion chambers of one series being located opposite bination of a furnace, a gas holder, and means for supply

the secondary combustion chambers of the other series, ing pure fuel gas to said gas holder, said means including

and the secondary combustion chambers of each series a vertically located fuel receptacle, means for closing the

communicating respectively with the primary combustion top of said receptacle , said receptacle being provided with

immediately below them , air flues located one in proximity a series of air inlets, each having a valve, and passing

to each of said series of combustion chambers , inlets be- through the walls of said receptacle, the parts being so

tween said zones and said combustion chambers, gas flues, arranged that the products of combustion always pass from

valved passages between said gas flues and air flues and a cooler zone of oxidation to a hotter zone , substantially

said primary combustion chambers , a final superheat- | as described.

ing chamber, dust collecting chambers , means for pre- 35. In an apparatus of the character described , the com

liminary heating the ore in the upper zones, some of said bination of a furnace, a gas holder built into the structure

zones acting as cooling zones, and means for supplying of said furnace, and 'means for supplying pure fuel gas to
fuel gas to said gas flues, substantially as described. said gas holder, consisting of a vertical fuel receptacle

29. In an apparatus of the character described , the com- provided with a pivoted top, and a smoke stack provided

bination of a furnace provided with a hopper and a central with a valve , said fuel receptacle being provided with a

ore tower, said ore tower being divided into zones by floors , grate , and a series of air inlets passing through the wall

which permit the ore to pass from one floor to another at thereof, each of said air inlets being provided with a valve ,

the proper times , a spent ore chamber underneath said whereby the products of combustion are compelled to pass

ore tower, a series of alternately arranged primary and always from a cooler zone of oxidation to a hotter zone,

secondary combustion chambers arranged in proximity to substantially as described .

some of the zones in said ore tower on either side thereof , 36. In an apparatus of the character described , the com

and in line therewith , inlets connecting said zones with bination of a furnace containing an ore tower, a gas hold

the corresponding combustion chambers, the primary com- ing chamber built into the furnace structure and com
bustion chambers of one series being located opposite to municating with said ore tower , and a gas producer con

the secondary combustion chambers of the other series , nected with said chamber and including a vertical fuel

and the secondary combustion chambers of each series receptacle , a fuel hopper provided with a pivoted top

communicating respectively with the primary combustion thereon , and a smoke stack having a valve therein , a

chambers just below them , air flues and gas flues located double series of grate bars , and a series of air inlets , each

one in proximity to each of said series of primary and provided with a valve passing through the wall of said
secondary combustion chambers, valved passages connecting gas producer, the parts being so arranged that the pro

said air flues and gas flues with the primary combustion ducts of combustion are drawn through the gas producer

chambers of each series, a final superheating chamber, in a direction from a cooler zone of oxidation to a hotter

dust collecting chambers, means for preliminary heating zone , substantially as described .
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17. In an apparatus of the character described, the com- No. 100,343. Ore Manufacture.

bination of a furnace, a gas holder built into the struc Fabrication de minerai.

ture thereof and means for supplying pure fuel gas to said

gas holder , consisting of a vertical fuel receptacle con- James Otis Handy , Pittsburg, Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 7th

nected to said gas holder and two sets of grate bars therein ,
August , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 4th April , 1906. Receipt

providing a reducing zone between them , said fuel recep
No. 134,599.

tacle being provided with a series of valved air inlet open- Claim . - 1 . In the treatment of ores of the class described ,

ings in its wall , substantially as described . ihe process which consists in powdering and sifting the ore

to separate metallics, sulphating the fine ore , reducing and

No. 100,342. Controlling Means for Electric recovering the silver , removing iron and arsenic together ,

Motors. and separating and recovering cobalt and nickel.

Moyen de contrôler les moteurs électriques.
2. In the treatment of ores of the class described , the

process which consists in sulphating the ore , reducing and

recovering the silver , removing iron and arsenic together ,

and separating and recovering cobalt and nickel.

3. In the treatment of ores of the class described, the pro

cess which consists in sulphating the ore , reducing and re

covering the silver with a fresh portion of the ore , removing

iron and arsenic together , and separating and recovering

cobalt and nickel .

4. In the treatment of ores of the class described , the pro

cess which consists in oxidizing the ore in the presence of

cess of reducing silver and dissolving cobalt which consists

in treating a solution of sulphate of silver with an arsenic
HH ore of cobalt .

5. In the treatment of ores of the class described, the pro

cess which consists in oxidizing the ores in the presence

of a molten acid flux to expel and recover arsenic, bringing

the soluble matters of the melt into solution and reducing

and recovering the silver , removing iron and residual

arsenic together from the solution , and precipitating cobalt

and nickel .

6. The treatment of ores of the class described, the pro

cess which consists in oxidizing the ore in the presence of
N

a molten acid flux to expel and recover arsenic , bringing the

soluble matters of the melt into solution and reducing and

recovering the silver , removing iron and residual arsenic

together from the solution, and separating cobalt and nickel

by fractional precipitation .

7. In the treatment of ores of the class described, the pro

cess which consists in oxidizing the ore in the presence of

a molten acid flux to expel and recover arsenic , bringing

the soluble matters of the melt into solution and reducing

and recovering the silver, removing iron and residual arsenic

together from the solution , and separating cobalt and nickel

by fractional precipitation with hypochlorite.

8. In the treatment of ores of the class described, the pro

cess which consists in fusing the ore with sodium bisulphate
Charles M. Clark, Summit , New Jersey , U.S.A. , 7th August , to expel and recover arsenic , bringing the soluble matters

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 30th November, 1905 . Receipt
of the melt into solution and reducing and recovering the

No. 130,585 .
silver , removing iron and residual arsenic together from the

Claim . - 1. The combination of the telpher and hoisting solution , and precipitating cobalt and nickel therefrom .
motor receiving current from different lines , a single switch 9. In the treatment of ores of the class described, the pro
and connections for operating either of said moters, and cess which consists in fusing the ore with sodium bisulphate

means for automatically reversing both motors when the to expel and recover arsenic , bringing the soluble matters

circuit is broken at any point , substantially as described. of the melt into solution and reducing and recovering the

2. The combination of a hoisting motor and connections silver , removing iron and residual arsenic together from the

for supplying current thereto , means for breaking the cir- solution , and separating cobalt and nickel by fractional

cuit through said motor when it is operated in the hoisting precipitation .

direction to a predetermined point , and automatic means 10. In the treatment of ores of the class described , the

for reversing said motor when it has reached said point, process which consists in fusing the ore with sodium bi

substantially as described. sulphate to expel and recover arsenic , bringing the soluble

3. The combination of a hoisting motor and connections matters of the melt into solution and reducing and recover

for supplying current thereto, a circuit breaker in said ing the silver , and separating cobalt and nickel by fractional

connections adapted to be operated and break the circuit precipitation with hypochlorite .

when the hoist has reached a predetermined point , and an 11. In the treatment of ores of the class described , the

automatic safety switch operated by the breaking of said process which consists in fusing the ore with sodium bi

circuit to complete the circuit through the motor in the sulphate to expel and recover arsenic.

downward direction , substantially as described . 12. In the treatment of ores of the class described , the

4. The combination of a hoisting motor and connections process which consists in fusing the ore with sodium bisul
for supplying current thereto, a circuit breaker in said cir- phate to expel and recover arsenic, bringing the soluble
cuit adapted to be operated by the hoist when it has reached matters of the melt into solution, and reducing and recover

a predetermined point , and means to prevent the circuit | ing the silver.
being established through said motor in the hoisting 13. In the treatment of ores of the class described, the

direction until said circuit breaker is in its normal position , process which consists in fusing the ore with sodium bi
substantially as described . sulphate to expel and recover arsenic, bringing the soluble

5. The combination of a telpher motor, a hoisting motor, matters of the melt into solution, and precipitating dis

a circuit for supplying current thereto, automatic switches solved silver by a frisn portion of ore.

for each motor adapted to be operated upon the breaking 14. In the treatment of ores of the class described, the

of the circuit , and a safety switch adapted to be operated process which consists in fusing the same with an acid

simultaneously with said aforementioned switches, sub- flux to expel and recover arsenic , bringing the soluble mat
stantially as described . ters of the melt into solution and reducing and recovering

6. The combination of a telpher motor, a hoisting motor, the silver .

a circuit for supplying current thereto , automatic switches 15. In the treatment of ores of the class described, the

for each motor adapted to be operated upon the breaking process which consists in fusing the ores with sodium bi

of the circuit, a safety switch forming part of said circuit, sulphate to expel and recover arsenic , bringing the soluble

and a single operative means for simultaneously actuating matters of the melt into solution and reducing and re

all of said switches upon the breaking of the circuit, sub - covering the silver, removing iron and residual arsenic to

stantially as described. gether from the solution , precipitating cobalt and nickel

7. The combination of a motor, a switch for automtically therefrom and evapouring and crystallizing to recover sodi

reversing the same upon breaking of the circuit, and auto- um uslphate for re - use.

matic means for locking said switch against motion when 16. The process of extracting cobalt from ores of the

in its operative position , substantially as described. class described which consists in oxidizing the same in the
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presence of a molten acid flux , leaching the melt and re- charge nozzle and the stop valve which controls the passage

ducing the same to precipitate silver, removing iron and í water to the boiler or other vessel being supplied , one of

residual arsenic together from the solution , precipitating these automatic valves being placed on the end of the dis

cobalt together with a little nickel by the addition of charge nozzle and the other between it and the aforesaid

slightly more of an oxidizing agent than corresponds to the stop valve , substantially as described .

cobalt present, and treatin the precipitate with a fresh 2. In injectors , providing an overflow valve which is heli

portion of a cobalt solution to dissolve out the nickel on its seat by a piston or plunger or flexible diaphragm

therefrom . which is directly acted upon by fluid pressure in a chamber

17. The process of extracting cobalt from ores of the which by means of a tube or passage is put in communica

class described which consists in fusing the same with tion with the discharge chamber of the injector, substanti

sodium bisulfate , leaching the melt and reducing the same ally as described .

to precipitate silver, removing iron and residual arsenic 3. In injectors , the combination with an overflow valve

together , precipitating cobalt by the addition of slightly such as 11, of a flexible diaphragm such as 13 , which exerts

more hypochlorite solution than corresponds to the cobalt pressure on the said valve by reason of fluid pressure in a

present, and treating the precipitate with a fresh portion chamber such as 13 on the back of it , which chamber is in

of the iron and arsenic free solution to dissolve out the communication with the discharge chamber of the injector,

nickel. substantially as described with reference to figures 1 , 2

18. In the treatment of ores of the class described, the and 3 .

process which consists in grinding and sifting the same to 4. The combination with the steam admission stop valve

80 mesh fineness to separate metallics , fusing the sifted of an injector , of a bridge piece such as 34 , which is attached

ore with sodium bisulphate to expel and recover arsenic , to the injector casing and carries a stuffing box such as 33

dissolving the melt and reducing dissolved silver with a for the stop valve spindle and an internally screwed part

fresh portion of ore , removing iron and residual arsenic adapted to engage outside the said stuffing box with

together from the solution, removing cobalt and nickel screwed part of the stop valve spindle , substantially as des
by fractional precipitation with hypochlorite , and recover- cribed .

ing sodium sulphate for re -use . 5. In injectors, admitting the water to the combining noz

zle through two annular inlets , substantially as described.

No. 100,344. Method of Recovering Antimony and

Arsenic from Ores, Etc. No. 100,346. Process ofandApparatuses for Pro
ducing Heat.

Méthode d'obtenir de l'antimoine et arsenic des minerais, etc.
Perfectionnement dans le procédé et appareil pour la produc

John Roy Masson , East Melbourne , Victoria , Australia , 7th tions de la chaleur.

August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 30th May, 1906. Receipt

No. 136,432 .

Claim .-1. A solution composed of caustic soda , caustic

potash , or any other alkali and water of the requisitte
strength employed in a suitable vessel to liberate antimony

and arsenic from pulverized ore or other material therein

containing them , substantially as described .

2. Treating and agitating pulverized ore or other material

containing antimony or arsenic, or both of them , in a suit

able vessel containing a solution composed of caustic soda,

caustic potash or other alkali and water ( hot or cold ) of

the requisite strength in order to liberate the antimony and

arsenic from the ore or other material , substantially as

described .

3. Treating and agitating pulverized ore or other material

containing antimony or arsenic , or both of them in a suit

able vessel containing a solution composed of caustic soda,

caustic potash or other alkali and water ( hot or cold ) of

the requisite strength in order to liberate the antimony

and arsenic from the ore or other material and the re

precipitation of said metals as a sulphide by the addition ,

in a suitable vessel of acid , such as sulphuric acid , sub

stantially as described .

4. A wet process for the purpose specified consisting in

treating pulverized ore or other material containing anti

mony or arsenic or both in a closed or open vessel contain
ing a hot or cold solution composed of caustic soda , caustic Frederick L. McGahan , St. Louis, Missouri, U. S. A. , 7th

potash or other alkali and water of the requisite strength , August , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 21st February, 1906 . Re

and agitating or leaching the materials therein , then de- ceipt No. 133,163 .

canting or iltering off the solution containing the sul- Claim . - 1. In a plant for burning and utilizing liquid ,

phides and afterwards re- precipitating said sulphides by the gaseous or powdered fuel the combination of a furnace ,

addition of an acid such as sulphuric acid and so recovering means for withdrawing the heated products of combustion

the antimony and arsenic , substantially as described . and unconsumed gases therefrom , a carburetting furnace

for receiving said products of combustion and gases , means

No. 100,345. Injector. Injecteur.
for feeding fuel to said carburetting furnace to enrich the

gases therein , and means for returning the enriched gases

from the carburetter to the first -named furnace .

2. In a plant or system for burning and utilizing liquid ,

gaseous or pulverized fuel the combination of a furnace

having combustion chamber and provided with a cru

cible at the bottom thereof, means for withdrawing the

products of comi ustion and gases from the combustion

chamber, means for enriching said gases , superheating

30
means adjacent to said combustion chamber, means for

conducting the enriched gases into said superheating means,

Fig and means for conducting the gases from the superheating

means into the interior of the furnace .

3. In a plant or system for burning and utilizing liquid ,

gaseous or pulverized fuel the combination of a furnace

having a combustion chamber and provided with a crucible

at the bottom thereof, means for withdrawing the products

of combustion and gases from the combustion chamber,

means for enriching said gases, superheating means ad

Fig.
jacent to said combustion chamber, means for conducting

100313
E , the enriched gases into said superheating means , means

for conducting the gases from the superheating means into
James Croxton Metcalf and Richard David Metcalf, co -in

the interior of the furnace, means for forcing the super

ventors , both of Lancaster, England , 7th August,1906 ; heated gases under high pressure into the combustion

6 years. Filed 14th February, 1906. Receipt No. 132,910 . chamber, and means for applying fuelto the combustion

( 'laim .-- 1 . In combination injectors , providing two automa- chamber and in contact with said gases , whereby the fuel

tie non - return valves between the delivery end of the dis- will be ignited by the superheated gases.

36

a

A Figi

14

Fig 3 .
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means

4. In a plant of the character described the combination upon , means for preventing said materials from dropping

of a main furnace having a combustion chamber , burners down into the combustion chamber, means for conducting

located adjacent to said combustion chamber, means for the gases from said passageway out of contact with the air ,

withdrawing the gases from said combustion chamber out a carburetter for receiving said gases, and means for return

of contact with the air, a carburetter, means for delivering ing gases from the carburetter to the combustion chamber.

the gases into said carburetter , a series of superheating 12. The combination of a pair of furnaces each having a

pipes located within the walls of said furnace , means for combustion chamber and a burner for directing a flame

conducting gases from the carburetter to said superheating toward the combustion chamber, a passageway inclined up

pipes under pressure, means for conducting the gases from wardly and extending from the upper part of each of said

the superheating pipes into said combustion chamber , means combustion chambers, said passageways meeting near their

for introducing a liquid, powdered or gaseous fuel into said upper ends and communicating with each other, means for

burners , and means for simultaneously introducing oxygen conducting gases from the upper part of said passageways

into said burners. out of contact with the air , a carburetter for receiving said

5. In a plant of the character described the combination gases, and means for returning the gases to the combustion

of a main furnace having a combustion chamber , burners
chambers.

located adjacent to said combustion chamber , means for
13. The combination of a pair of furnaces each having a

withdrawing gases from said combustion chamber out of combustion chamber and a burner for directing a flame

contact with the air , a carburetter, means for delivering toward the combustion chamber, a passageway inclined up

the gases into said carburetter, a series ofsuperheating wardly and extending from the upperpart of eachof said

pipes located within the walls of said furnace , means for
combustion chambers , said passageways meeting near their

conducting the gases from the carburetter to said super
upper ends and communicating with each other, means for

heating pipes under pressure, means for conducting the
conducting gases from the upper part of said passageways

gases from the superheating pipes into said combustion
out of contact with the air , a carburetter for receiving said

chamber, means for introducing a liquid , powered or gas
gases, means for returning the gases to the combustion

eous fuel into said burners, and means for simultaneously chambers under pressure , and means for superheating said

introducing superheating steam into said burners and there gases by means of the combustion chambers .

by dissociating the steam and affording oxygen for support 14. The combination of a combustion chamber, means for

ing combustion . heating the combustion chamber, a passageway extending

from said combustion chamber in

6. In a plant or system of the character described the

an upwardly inclined

direction , an inclined water conducting grate located in
combination of a smelting furnace having a combustion

chamber, a series of hollow projections inclined downward
said passageway, and a gate or door comprising a series

of water tubes located at the lower end of said passage
ly toward the combustion chamber, a burner located at the

way to prevent materials supplied to said grate from des
outer end of each of said projections directed toward the

combustion
cending into the coul istion chamber,

chamber, for introducing a liquid ,
15. The combination of a combustion chamber, means

powdered or gaseous fuel into said burner, means for intro
for heating the combustion chamber, a passageway ex

ducing superheating steam into said burners , and means for
tending from said combustion chamber in an upwardly in

introducing carboniferous gases into said combustion cham

ber.
clined direction , an inclined water conducting grate located

ir said passageway , a gate or door comprising a series
7. The combination of a furnace having a combustion of water tubes located at the lower end of said passage

chamber, a collecting crucible at the bottom thereof and a
way to prevent materials supplied to said grate from des

series of passages inclined downwardly toward the com- cending into the combustion chamber, and means for rais

bustion chamber, a burner located in position to direct a ing and lowering said gate or door.

flame into each of said passages , means for conducting
16. The combination of a combustion chamber, means

superheating steam into each burner, means for conducting for heating the combustion chamber, a passageway ex

carboniferous gases into each of said passages and direct
tending from said combustion chamber in an upwardly in

ing it toward the combustion chamber , and means for con- clined direction , an inclined water conducting grate located

ducting superheating gases into the interior of the com
in said passageway, and a gate or door comprising a series

bustion chamber.
of water tubes at the lower end of said passageway to

8. The combination of a furnace having a combustion prevent materials supplied to said grate from descending

chamber and provided with a heat insulating lining , of a into the combustion chamber, a water tank connected with

series of superheating pipes located within said lining, one the grate and gate and connections from the water tank

of said pipes being connected with the interior of the com- for conducting steam to said burners .

bustion chamber, and means for forcing carboniferous gases
17. The combination of a furnace , a grate therein , said

into said combustion chamber through said superheating grate comprising a series of water tubes, a water tank

pipes under pressure .
for supplying water to said tubes and receiving steam there

9. The combination of a furnace having a combustion from , a burner for said furnace , means for conducting fuel

chamber and provided with a heat insulating lining , of a to said burner , and means for conducting steam from said

series of superheating pipes located within said lining, one water tank to said burner.

of the said pipes being connected with the interior of the 18. The combination of a furnace , a grate thereia, said

combustion chamber, and means for forcing carboniferous grate comprising a series of water tubes , a water iank lor

gases into said combustion chamber through said super- supplying water to said tubes and receiving steam there

heating pipes under pressure, said furnace having a passage- from , a burner for said furnace , means for conducting fuel

way inclined upwardly from the upper part of said combus- to said burner, means for conducting steam from said water

tion chamber, and an inclined grate in said passage , where- tank to said burner, and a boiler adapted to be connected

by a roasting chamber is produced in the upper part of said with the last - named means .

passage and a circulating chamber in the lower part thereof . 19. The combination of a furnace , a grate therein , said

10. The combination of a furnace having a combustion grate comprising a series of water tubes, a water tank for

chamber, a collecting crucible at the bottom thereof and d supplying water to said tubes and receiving steam there

series of passages inclined downwardly toward the combus- from , a burner for said furnace , means for conducting fuel

tion chamber, a burner located in position to direct a flame to said burner, means for conducting steam from said

into each of said pasages , means for conducting superheated water tank to said burner, and a boiler adapted to be con

steam into each burner, means for conducting carboniferous nected with the last -named means, said boiler being pro

gases into each of said passages and directing it toward the vided with a superheating coil in the smoke box thereof

combustion chamber, and means for conducting carbon- and communicating with the means for conducting steam .

iferous superheated gases into the interior of the combus- 20. The combination of a furnace, a grate therein having

tion chamber, said furnace having an upwardly inclined a series of water tubes , a tank for supplying water to

passage extending from its upper portion, an inclined grate said tubes and receiving steam therefrom , a carburetter,

in said passage for receiving materials to be operated upon , means for conducting gases from said furnace out of con

and means for preventing said materials from dropping down tact with the air to said carburetter , a boiler having a

into the combustion chamber. furnace , means for conducting the products of combustion

11. The combination of a furnace having a combustion from said boiler furnace to the carburetter , means

chamber, a collecting crucible at the bottom thereof and a for conducting the gases from the carburetter to the first

series of passages inclined downwardly toward the combus- named furnace , a burner, and means for conducting steam

tion chamber, a burner located in position to direct a flame from said. tank and from the boiler to said burner.

into each of said passages , means for conducting super- 21. The combination of a furnace, a grate therein having

neated steam into each burner, means for conducting car- a series of water tubes , a tank for supplying water to said

bonif, vous gases into each of said passages and directing tubes and receiving steam therefrom , a carburetter, means

it toward the combustion chamber, means for conducting for conducting gases from said furnace out of contact with

carboniferous superheated gases into the interior of the the air to said carburetter , a boiler having a furnace, means

combustion chamber , said furnace having an upwardly in- for conducting the products of combustion from said boiler

clined passage extending from its upper portion , an inclined furnace to the carburetter, means for conducting the gases

grate in said passage for receiving materials to be operated from the carburetter to he first -named furnace , a burner ,
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means for conducting steam from said tank and from the 31. The combination with a carburetter , of means for in

boiler to said burner , and means connected with said boiler troducing heated gases , carbon bearing material and

for superheating the steam . exhaust steam thereto , a crucible in the carburetter for

22. The combination of a furnace , a carburetter, means for receiving heated gases and directing them upwardly , a per

leading products of combustion from the furnace to the car- forated partition through which the gases are adapted to

buretter out of contact with the air, means for introducing pass, a series of perforated arches above the partition , a

carbonaceous material into the carburetter for enriching Chamber containing said arches and in communication with

the gases therein , means for conducting said gases back the crucible through the perforations in said partition, a

into the furnace , a boiler , means for conducting the pro- ( hamber above the first-named chamber for receiving the

ducts of combustion from said boiler into the carburetter , oil and steam , a series of pipes for conducting oil and

a burner for said furnace , means for conducting steam steam from the upper chamber to a point below the per

from said boiler to said burner, means for superheating forated partition , said pipes acting as a condenser, means

said steam, a fuel tank , means for conducting fuel from said for withdrawing gases from said first - named chamber ,

tank to said burner , a heating coil in said tank, means for means for conducting oil and steam away from the car

conducting steam from said boiler to said heating coil , buretter, and means for withdrawing molten materials

and means for conducting the exhaust steam from the from said crucible.

heating coil to the carburetter . 32. The combination of a chamber, a crucible therein, a

23. The combination of a furnace, a burner therefor , a perforated partition above the chamber, a second chamber

carburetter, means for conducting gases from the furnace. adapted to receive gases through the perforations in the

to the carburetter , means for enriching the gases in the partition and located above the partition , a series of per

carburetter, a boiler connected with said burner for con- forated arches in the second chamber above the first

ducting steam thereto , an engine connected with the boiler , named perforations , a third chamber above the second

means for conducting the exhaust steam from the engine chamber and out of communication therewith, a series of

to the carburetter, a pump connected with the boiler , and pipes exttending into the third chamber at different dis

means for connecting the exhaust steam from the pump to tances and delivering material into the lower chamber, a

the carburetter, and means for conducting carburetted gases tube extending through the second chamber out of contact

from the carburetter to the furnace under pressure . therewith and adapted to conduct heated gases into the

24. The combination of a carburetter , means for conduct- crucible, and means for conducting oil and exhaust steam

ing heated gases thereto , a fuel reservoir connected with into the upper chamber whereby the action of a jet con

said carburetter for delivering fuel thereto , a fuel tank , a denser is produced in the upper chamber.

plimp for delivering fuel from the tank to the reservoir , a 33. The combination of a chamber , a curcible therein hav

boiler having connections for operating said pump , and an ing a removable lining for receiving molten materials , a

cxhaust pipe from the pump delivering steam into said car- discharge spout from said crucible , means for feeding mater

buretter . ials to the crucible, a perforated partition above the cham

25. The combination of a carburetter , means for deliver- ber and crucible , a second chamber above the first communi

ing heated gases thereto , in oil tank , an oil reservoir , cating therewith through the perforations in the partition ,

a steam pump for delivering oil fron the tank to the a second partition abovo the second chamber , a third cham

reservoir, a pipe for conducting oil from the reservoir to : ber above the second partition, means for conducting oil
the carburetter , and means for conducting exhaust steam and steam to the third chamber, means for conducting

from said pump into the carburetter. materials from the third chamber to the first chamber and

26. The combination of a carburetter , means for deliver- tube extending into the crucible for conducting heated

ing heated gases thereto, an oil tank , an oil reservoir , a gases thereto .

steam pump for delivering oil from the tank to the reser- 34. The combination of a chamber, a crucible therein hav

voir, a pipe for conducting oil from the reservoir to the ing a removable lining for receiving molten materials , a

carburetter, means for conducting the exhaust steam discharge spout from said crucible, means for feeding mater

from said pump into the carburetter, a condenser connected ials to the crucible , a perforated partition above the cham

with the carburetter, a steam pump for withdrawing un ber and crucible , a second chamber above the first com

condensed gases from said condenser, and means for con municating therewith through the perforations in the par

ducting the exhaust steam from said last - named pump to tition , a second partition above the second chamber, a third

the carburetter. chamber above the second partition , means for conducting

27. The combination of a carburetter , means for deliver oil and steam to the third chamber, means for conducting

ing heated gases thereto, an oil tank , an oil reservoir , a materials from the third chamber to the first chamber, a

steam pump for delivering oil from the tank to the reser tube extending into the crucible for conducting heated gases

voir, a pipe for conducting oil from the reservoir to the thereto, a stack communicating with said tube, a damper

carburetter , means for conducting the exhaust steam from for said stack, and means for heating said crucible .
said pump into the carburetter , a condenser connected with 35. The combination of a carburetter comprising three

the carburetter , a steam pump for withdrawing uncondensed chambers , one above the other, a crucible in the lower

gases from said condenser, and means for conducting the chamber , a series of perforations for permitting gases to

exhaust steam from said last named pump to the carburet pass from the lower chamber into the second chamber

ter, a main fuel tank , means for conducting fuel from said means for conducting gases from the second chamber,

tank to the carburetter for heating the same , a steam heat means for conducting oil to the third chamber, an engine, a

ing coil in the fuel tank, and means for conducting the ex- pump, means for conducting exhaust steam from the engine

haust steam from said heating coil to the carburetter. and pump to the third chamber, means for conducting

28. The combination of a carburetter , means for conduct
steam and oil from the third chamber around the second

ing gases thereto , means for conducting a carboniferous chamber into the first chamber, whereby a condenser action

material to the carburetter for enriching the gases therein , is produced and the back pressure of the pump and engine

a furnace , means for conducting the gases from the car reduced .

buretter to the furnace , a blower constituting a part of 36. The combination of a carburetter comprising three

said last -named means , means for conducting the products chamber , one above the other , a crucible in the lower

of combustion from said furnace to the carburetter compris chamber, a series of perforations for permitting gases to

ing a blower, a boiler furnace, means for conducting the pass from the lower chamber into the second chamber, means

products of combustion of the boiler furnace to the car for conducting the gases from the second chamber , means

buretter , said last -named means comprising a blower, an for conducting oil to the third chamber , an engine , a pump ,

engine having means for operating all of said blowers , means for conducting the exhaust steam from the engine and

means for supplying steam to said engine , and means for pump to the third chamber, means for conducting steam and

directing the exhaust steam from the engine to the car . oil from the third chamber, around the second chamber

buretter. into the first chamber, whereby a condenser action is pro

29. The combination of a carburetter , a plurality of means duced and the back pressure of the pump and engine re

for introducing respectively heated gases , a carburetting duced, means for heating the crucible, means for conducting

material and exhaust steam into said carburetter, means for oil and steam from the carburetter , and means for separ

conducting the carburetted gases therefrom ,a separating ating the oil from the steam .
tank , means for conducting steam and oil from the car 37. The combination of a carburetter having means for

buretter to the separating tank, a dead oil tank communi- conducting gases thereto , means for conducting carbon bear

cating with the separating tank , an oil reservoir, and means ing material into the presence of the gases , means for con

for forcing oil from the said oil tank to the reservoir . ducting enriched gases from the carburetter , a valve for

30. The combination of a furnace , a carburetter , a pipe controlling each of said conducting means, a thermostat ,

for conducting gases from the furnace to the carburetter, a battery connected with the thermostat , a solenoid con

a passageway communicating with said pipe , a series of nected with the battery and thermostat, and controlled by

separating chambers located in said passageway, a pump the latter , and a soft core movably mounted in the solenoid

for withdrawing gases from the separating chambers, a and connected with said valves for operating them .

condenser connected with the carburetter and means for 38. The combination of a carburetter having means for

connecting said condenser with the pump . conducting gases thereto , means for conducting carbon bear

:
:

?
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ing material into the presence of the gases , means for con- No. 100,347. Electric Furnace.
ducing enriched gases from the carburetter, a valve for Fournaise électrique.

controlling each of said conducting means , a thermostat, a

battery connected with the thermostat , a solenoid connected

with the battery and thermostat and controlled by the latter ,

and a soft core movably mounted in the solenoid and con

nected with said valves for operating them , whereby the

discharged of enriched gases from the carburetter can be

controlled by the thermostat, and means connected with

the battery for giving a signal if the controlling means is

inoperative .

39. The combination of a carburetter having a pair of dis

charge pipes, a valve in each pipe , and a pair of tanks for

receiving material discharged through said pipes .

40. The combination of a furnace . a carburetting furnace,

thermostats connected with the said furnaces , means for

conducting gases from the carburetting furnace to the first

named furnace, the thermostat being adapted to control the

draft through said means and the amount of gases supplied

to said first - named furnace .

41. The combination of a smelting furnace , a carburetter ,
100347

means for conducting carburetted gases from the carburetter
to the furnace, thermostat connected with said conducting John Darwin Powers, Plattsburg , New York, U. S. A. , 7th

means and with the carburetter, whereby the draft between
August , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 15th August , 1905. Re .

the carburetter and the furnace can be controlled and the
ceipt No. 127,724 .

heat of the furnace can be held at any desired temperature Claim .-1. An electric furnace provided with electrical

to melt all materials having a melting point below such heating means and having a travelling receiver or hearth

temperature . adapted to travel substantially horizontially through said

42. The combination of a furnace having means for pre
furnace below said heating means for receiving the re

ventingtheentrance of the atmosphere thereto, a burner furnace, thesaid travellingreceiver or hearth being com
duced material or product and conveying the samefrom the

for said furnace, a pipe leading from said furnace to conduct

the products of combustion and unconsumed gases and vola
posed of detachable sections adapted to be transposed from

tilized liquids therefrom , means for enriching said pro
end to end to permit of the same being made practically

continuous in its travel through the furnace, and means
ducts of combustion , gases and volatilised liquids , and

for operating said receiver or hearth.
means for returning the same to the furnace .

2. An electric furnace provided with electrical heating

43. A process which consists in burning fuel in the pres- means and having a travelling receiver or hearth adapted

ence of oxygen leading the gaseous products of combustion to travel substantially horizontally through said furnace

into the presence of a carbonaceous substance for enriching below said heating means for receiving the reduced ma

them , returning the enriched gases into the presence of the terial or product and conveying the same from the fur

burning fuel and protecting said gases from the nitrogen nace, the said travelling receiver or hearth being composed

of the air during their cycle of movement . of detachable sections adapted to be coupled and uncoupled

44. A process which comprises the burning of liquid , gas
to permit of the same being made practically continuous

eous or powdered fuel in the presence of oxygen , leading
in its travel through the furnace and being practically

the gaseous products of combustion into the presence of a
sealed at the points where it enters and leaves the fur

carbonaceous substance for enriching them , condensing cer
nace respectively , and means for operating said receiver

tain of the gases whereby they can be employed for the
or hearth .

manufacture of various articles of commerce , returning the
3. An electric furnace provided with electrical heating

remainder of the enriched gases into the presence of the
and having a horizontally travelling recessed or

burning fuel and protecting said gases from the entrance of
trough - shaped receiver or hearth adapted to travel through

atmospheric air during their cycle of movement .
said furnace below said heating means for receiving the

reduced material or product and conveying the same from
45. A process which consists in burning fuel in the pres the furnace, and means for operating said receiver or

ence of oxygen leading the gaseous products of combustion hearth .

into the presence of a carbonaceous substance for enriching 4. An electric furnace provided with electrical heating

them . returning the enriched gases into the presence of the means and having a travelling recessed or trough -shaped
burning fuel and protecting said gases from the nitrogen of receiver or hearth adapted to travel substantially hori

the air during their cycle of movement , and superheating zontally through said furnace below said heating means
said gases before introducing them into the presence of the for receiving the reduced material or product and con
burning fuel . veying the same from the furnace , the said travelling re

46. A process which consists in burning fuel in the pres- ceiver or hearth being composed of detachable sections

ence of oxygen , leading the gaseous products of combustion adapted to be transposed from one end to the other to

into the presence of a carbonaceous substance for enriching permit of the same being made practically continuous in

them , returning the enriched gases into the presence of the its travel through the furnace , and means for operating
burning fuel and protecting said gases from the nitrogen of said receiver or hearth .

the air during their cycle of movement and leading said 5. An electric furnace provided with electrical heating
gases through a passage in close proximity to the burning means and having a travelling recessed or trough-shaped

fuel to superheat them before introducing them directly into receiver or hearth adapted to travel substantially horizon

the presence of the flame.
tally through said furnace below said heating means for

47. A process which consists in burning fuel in the pres
receiving the reduced material or product and conveying

the same from the furnace , the said travelling receiver or

ence of oxygen , leading the gaseous products of combustion hearth being composed of detachable sections adapted to
into the presence of a carbonaceous substance for enriching

them , returning the enriched gases into the presence of the

be transposed from end to end to permit of the same being

made practically continuous in its travel through the fur

burning fuel and protecting said gases from the nitrogen of

the air during their cycle of movement , collecting the solid

nace and being practically sealed at the points where it

enters and leaves the furnace respectively , and means
particles carried over with the gases or condensed there

from and withdrawing them for further treatment.
for operating said receiver or hearth.

6. An electric furnace provided with electrical heating

48. A process which consists in burning fuel in the pres- means and having a horizontally travelling recessed or

ence of oxygen , leading the heated gaseous products of com- trough - shaped receiver or hearth adapted to travel through

bustion into the presence of a carbonaceous substance for said furnace below said heating means for receiving both

enriching them , heating said products of combustion , pass- the unreduced and reduced material and such superimposed

ing liquid fuel and steam in a comparatively cold state material serving to maintain the said receiver practically

around the heated gases , returning the gases into the pres- sealed in its passage from the furnace, and means for oper
ence of the burning fuel and protecting them from the ating said receiver or hearth.

nitrogen of the air .
7. An electric furnace provided with electrical heating

49. A process which comprises the burning of fuel in the means and having a horizontally travelling recessed or

presence of oxygen , leading the gaseous products of combus- trough - shaped receiver or hearth adapted to travel through

tion into the presence of a carbonaceous substance , passing said furnace below said heating means for receiving both the

liquid and exhaust steam around said gases while in a heated unreduced and the reduced material , a depending inwardly

state and returning the gases into the presence of theburn- swinging member extending into the recess of said receiver

ing fuel . or hearth at or near its point of entrance in the furnace

means
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to close the same, and means for operating said receiver point thereof where said receiver or hearth enters the fur
or hearth . nace, and means for operating said receiver or hearth.

8. An electric furnace provided with electrical heating 17. An electric furnace provided with electric heating

means and having a horizontally travelling recessed means, a horizontally travelling receiver or hearth located

trough -shaped receiver or hearth adapted to travel through below said heating means and adapted to travel through

said furnace below said heating means for receiving both said furnace and constituting practically the bottom there

the unreduced and the reduced material , a suitable gate or of, the said receiver or hearth being recessed or trough

member adapted to be removably inserted across the recess shaped and adapted to receive the unreduced material and

of said receiver or hearth at the point where it leaves said also the reduced material, means for feeding the unre .

furnace, and means for operating said receiver or hearth . duced material into the furnace at or near the point there

9. An electric furnaceprovided with electrical heating of where said receiver or hearth enters the furnace, and
means and having a horizontally travelling receiver or means for operating said receiver or hearth.

hearth adapted to travel through said furnace, said 18. An electric furnace provided with electrical heating
receiver or hearth being provided with a bottom and means and having a travelling recessed or trough -shaped

sides constituting an open top receptacle adapted to receiver or hearth adapted to travel below said heating

receive both the reduced and unreduced material and to means for receiving the material and conveying therefrom

hold a substantial quantity of the unreduced material around the reduced material , the bottom of the interior of said

the reduced material and to maintain the same in such re- receiver or hearth being a considerable distance below the

lation during progress of the receiver or hearth through fusing zone to provide ample space for the formation of

and out of the furnace and means for operating said receiver the ingot with said receiver in order to prevent any sub
or hearth . stantial quantity of the fused material remaining in the

10. An electric furnace provided with electrical heating fusing zone after it has been liquified, and means for

means and having a horizontally travelling receiver or hearth operating said receiver or hearth .

adapted to travel through said furnace , said receiver or 19. An electric furnace provided with electrical heating

hearth being provided with a bottom and sides constituting means and having a travelling recessed or trough - shaped

an open top receptacle adapted to receive both the reduced receiver or hearth adapted to travel below said heating
and unreduced material and to hold a substantial quantity of means for receiving the material and conveying therefrom

unreduced material around the reduced material and to main- the reduced material, the said receiver or hearth consti

tain the same in such relation during the progress of the tuting the bottom and also a substantial portion of the

receiver or hearth through and out of the furnace, the said sides of said furnace , and means for operating said re

receiver or hearth being composed of detachable sections ceiver or hearth .

open at each end and adapted to be transposed from one end 20. An electric furnace provided with electrical heating

to the other so as to form substantially a continuous trough means and having a horizontally travelling receiver or

like receptacle in its passage through the furnace, and means hearth adapted to travel through said furnace, said re

for operating said receiver or hearth .

11. An electric furnace provided with electrical heating located below the said heating means and adapted to re
ceiver or hearth being longitudinally recessed and being

means and having a horizontally travelling receiver or hearta ceive the material and to convey the reduced material from

adapted to travel through said furnace, said receiver or the furnace , and means for supplying to the furnace un
hearth being longitudinally recessed and forming a trough reduced material in mass at or near the point where the
like bottom for the furnace and being located below the said

travelling receiver or hearth enters the furnace , whereby
heating means and adapted to receive both the reduced and

the forward movement of such receiver or hearth con
unreduced material and to convey the reduced material from

tnually draws in its supply from such point.
the furnace substantially embedded in non-reduced material ,

21. An electric furnace provided with electrical heating
and means for operating said receiver or hearth.

12. An electric furnace provided with electrical heating receiver or hearth adapted to travel below said heating
means and having a travelling recessed or through -shaped

means and having a horizontally travelling receiver or hearth means and having such depth thereto as to constitute the
adapted to travel through said furnace, said receiver or

bottom of the furnace and the opposite sides thereof, such
hearth being longitudinally recessed and forming a trough; sides extending up or near the level of the fusing zone , and

like bottom for the furnace and being located below the said means for operating said receiver of hearth .

heating means and adapted to receive both the reduced and
22. An electric furnace provided with a plurality of pairs

unreduced material and to convey the reduced material
of electrodes , a hopper arranged above said furnace and

from the furnace substantially embedded in non - reduced
material, the said receiver or hearth being composed ofde provided witha series of changing chutes extending there

tachable sections adapted to be transposed from end to end niaterial, an agitator for actng on the material in each of
from one to each pair of electrodes to supply the same with

to provide a practically continuous travelling hearth .
said chutes, and means for actuating said agitators .

13. An electric furnace provided with electrical heating 23. An electric furnace provided with a plurality of pairs
means and having a horizontally travelling receiver or

of electrodes , a hopper arranged in the upper part of said
hearth adapted to travel through said furnace, said re

furnace and provided with a series of charging chutes each
ceiver or hearth being longitudinally recessed and forming of which supplies the material to a pair of said electrodes ,

a trough-like bottom for the furnace and being located be a travelling receiver or hearth adapted to move through
low the said heating means and adapted to receive both the

the furnace beneath said electrodes , an extra chute ex
reduced and unreduced material and to convey the reduced tending from said hopper down into the furnace for sup

material from the furnace substantially embedded in non plying the material directly to the said travelling receiver
reduced material, means for supplying to the furnace un or hearth, and means for operating said receiver or hearth .
reduced material in mass and maintaining the said trough 24. An electric furnace provided with electrical heating

like bottom substantially filled with material , and means means for charging the furnace with material to be re
for operating said receiver or hearth.

14. An electric furnace provided with electrical heating able sections adapted to move through the furnace and to

duced , a travelling receiver or hearth composed of detach

means, a horizontally travelling receiver or hearth adapted receive the contents thereof and convey the reduced ma

to travel through said furnace and constituting practically terial or product therefrom , driving mechanism and con
the bottom thereof, said receiver or hearth being recessed nections between the same and said travelling receiver or

or trough - shaped and adapted to receive the reduced mater- hearth for gradually moving the latter through the furnace ,
ial and also a quantity of the unreduced material, the agitators for agitating the material in the charging mechan

latter serving to line the said receiver or hearth and to ism . said agitators being connected with and actuated by
insulate it from the heat of he reduced material , and means said driving means.

for operating said receiver or hearth . 25. An electric furnace provided with electrical heating

15. An electric furnace provided with electrical heating means and having a travelling receiver or hearth adapted

means, a horizontally travelling receiver or hearth com- to travel through said furnace below said heating means,

posed of detachable sections to form a practically continu- the side joints between said receiver and hearth and the

ous hearth and adapted to travel through said furnace and furnace being overlapping sliding joints , and means for

constituting practically the bottom thereof , said receiver or operating said receiver or hearth .

hearth being recessed or trough - shaped and adapted to re- 26. An electric furnace provided with electrical hearing

ceive the reduced material and also a quantity of the un- means and having a travelling receiver or hearth adapted

reduced material, the latter serving to line the said receiver to travel through said furnace below said heating me?s .

or hearth and to insulate it from the heat of the reduced and being composed of detachable sections adapted to be

material , and means for operating said receiver or hearth . transposed from end to end to permit of said receiver being

16. An electric furnace provided with electric heating practically continuous in its travel through the furnace ,

means , a travelling receiver or hearth adapted to travel driving connections engaging the two opposite sides of

through said furnace and constituting practically the bottom said travelling receiver or hearth, and means for actuating

thereof, the said receiver or hearth being recessed or the said driving connections .
trough -shaped and adapted to receive the unreduced 27. An electric furnace provided with electrical heaci is

material and also the reduced material , means for feeding means and having a horizontally travelling receiver or

the unreduced material into the furnace at or near the ! h Erth adapied limit re through said furnace below said
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heating means, the said receiver or hearth being provided ' and means for driving it , means for supplying a mass of

on opposite sides with driving racks , a pinion engaging broken or comminuted material , to said electrodes in the

each of said racks and driving mechanism connected with direction in which said receiver or hearth travels , so as

and actuating said pistons. to keep the ends thereof constantly submerged or embedded

28. An electric furnace provided with electric heating in the charge to fuse an interior portion of the same , the
means and having a horizontally travelling receiver P surplus charge above said reduced material at the place of

hearth adapted to move through said furnace below said exit from said chamber being fed backwardly towards said

heating means, the said receiver or hearth being provided clectrodes , whereby said receiver or hearth may gradually
on opposite sides with driving racks , a pinion engaging withdraw the said fused material embedded within the un
and operating each of said racks , a main drive shaft , a reduced material .

step -by- step actuated mechanism connected intermediate 37. An electric furnace provided with a chamber having

between said drive shaft and pinions for slowly moving electrodes projecting therein , means for supplyinga charge
said receiver or hearth through the furnace .

| or broken or comminuted material and progressively mov
29. An electric furnace provided with electrical heating ing a mass thereof of considerable depth in substantially

means and having a horizontally travelling receiver at
horizontal direction so as to keep constantly submerged the

hearth adapted to move through said furnace below said : ends of the electrodes to effect fusing of a portion of the

heatingmeans ,the said receiver or hearth being provided chargewithin the interior of saidmoving mass, and gradu
on opposite sides with driving racks,a pinion engaging ally withdrawing said fused portion with its surrounded
each of said racks , a main drive shaft. a ratchet wheel

un - reduced material , and means for regulating the depth of
and a pawl to move it step -by -step , connections between the material withdrawn .
said main shaft and pawl carrier for actuating said car 38. An electric furnace provided with a chamber having
rier, and gearing between said ratchet wheel and said

relatively adjustable electrodes projecting therein , means
pinion for transmitting the motion from said ratchet wheel

for supplying a charge of broken or comminuted material
to said rack pinions .

and progressively moving it in a substantially horizontal

30. An electric furnace provided with electrodes , and
means for supplyinga charge of broken or comminuted direction between and around said electrodes so as to con

material and continuously and gradually moving it bodily

stantly maintain the ends thereof submerged or embedded

in a substantially horizontal direction between and around

in the charge whereby the portion of the charge which is

said electrodes
fused by the current between the electrodes descends from

to constantly maintain the ends

thereof submerged or embedded in the charge and main
the path of the current and is deposited within the body of

tain the product out of contact with said electrodes ,

unreduced material and is withdrawn therewith .

whereby the portion of the charge which is fused by the adjustableelectrodesprojecting therein, and means for
39. An electric furnace provided with a chamber having

current between the electrodes descends from the path of

the current and is deposited within the body of unreduced

simultaneously adjusting said electrodes to increase or de

material and is withdrawn substantially horizontally .
crease the space between their ends , means for supplying

31.An electric furnace provided with a chamber having sively movingitin asubstantially horizontal direction be
a charge of broken or comminuted material and progres

electrodes projecting therein , and means for supplying a
tween and around said electrodes so as to constantly main

charge of broken or comminuted material and continually tain the ends thereof submerged or embedded in the charge,
and gradually moving it bodily in a substantially horizon

tal direction between and around said electrodes so as to
whereby the portion of the charge which is fused by the

constantly maintain the ends thereof submerged or
current between the electrodes descends from the path of

bedded in the charge and maintain the product out of con

the current and is deposited within the body of unreduced

tact with said electrodes, whereby the portion of the

material and is withdrawn therewith .

40. An electric furnace provided with electrodes, and
charge which is fused by the current between the elec means for supplying a charge of broken or comminuted
trodes descends from the path of the current and is de material and progressively moving it in a substantially hori
posited within the body of unreduced material and is

withdrawn therewith substantially horizontally .
zontal direction and substantially in a direction trans

32. An electric furnace provided with a chamber having

versely to the electrodes and maintaining the ends of said

electrodes submerged or embedded in the moving charge ,
electrodes projecting therein , and means for supplying a whereby the portion of the charge which is fused by the
charge of broken or comminuted material and moving a

current between the electrodes descends from the path of
mass thereof of considerable depth in substantially hori

zontal direction so as to keep constantly submerged the
the current and is deposited within the body of unreduced

material and is withdrawn therewith , substantially hori
ends of the electrodes to effect fusing of portion of the zontally .

charge within the interior of said moving mass and main 41. The herein described process of treating a charge of
tain the product out of contact with said electrodes , and

material and reducing the same with electric current which
gradually withdrawing substantially horizontally said

consists in feeding a charge of material to be reduced pro
fused portion together with the surrounding unreduced

gressivley forward substantially horizontally in a deep body
material .

through the fusing zone of heating electrodes , establishing
33. An electric furnace provided with electrodes , a re

said heating zone at a temperature sufficient to liquefy the
cessed or trough - shaped receiver or hearth adapted reduced material in quantity and degree to cause it to im
travel substantially horizontally beneath said electrodes

mediately descend below said zone and form by gradual in
and means for driving it , and means for supplying a mass

crementa a pig or ingot in a lower cooling zone and to nest
of broken or comminuted material to said electrodes so as

itself in a surrounding protective - layer of an unreduced por
to keep the ends thereof constantly submerged or embedded tion of the charge.

in the charge to fuse an interior portion of the same , 42. The herein described process of treating with electric

whereby said receiver or hearth may continuously with- current a charge of commingled oxide of calcium and car

draw the said fused material embedded within the unre- bonaceous matter and producing calcium carbide which

duced material . consists in feeding a charge of said mixture to be reduced

34. An electric furnace provided with a chamber having progressively forward substantially horizontally , in a deep

electrodes projecting therein , a recessed or trough -shaped body tirough the fusing zone of heating electrodes, estab

receiver or hearth adapted to travel substantially horizon- lishing said heating zone at a temperature sufficient to

tally beneath said electrodes and means for driving it , and liquefy the reduced material in quantity and degree to cause

means for supplying a mass of broken or comminuted mater- it to immediately descend below said zone and form by

ial to said electrodes so as to keep the ends thereof con- gradual increments a pig or ingot of calcium carbide in a

stantly submerged or embedded within the charge to fuse lower cooling zone and to nest itself in a surrounding pro

an interior portion of he same , whereby said receiver or tective layer of an unreduced portion of the charge.

hearth may continuously withdraw the said fused material

embedded within the unreduced material .
No. 100,348. Shock Lifter. Charge gerbcs.

35. An electric furnace provided with a chamber having

electrodes projecting therein , a recessed or trough -shaped
Jehiel P. Smith , Frobisher, and Henry Stewart Martin ,

receiver or hearth adapted to travel through said chamber assignee of a fourth interest, Alameda , Saskatchewan ,

and substantially horizontally beneath said electrodes and Canada, 7th August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 11th July. 1906 .
means for driving it , means for supplying a mass of broken Receipt No. 137,686.

or comminuted material to said electrodes in the direction Claim.--1 . In a device of the class described, the combing.

ir, which said receiver or hearth travels , so as to keep the tion with the carrying wheels of an inclined platform de

erds thereof constantly submerged or embedded in the pendent therefrom , and adjustable fingers_dependent from

charge to fuse an interior portion of the same , whereby said and extending forwardly beyond the platform , as and for

receiver or hearth may continuously withdraw the said fused the purpose specified .

material embedded within the unreduced material, 2. În a device of the class described the combination with

36. An electric furnace provided with a chamber having the carriage wheels of an inclined platform , an outer railing

electrodes projecting therein , a recessed or trough -shaped to the platform , and adjustable fingers extending forwardly

receiver or hearth adapted to travel through said cham- and dependent from the platform and normally in alignment

ber and substantially horizontally beneath said electrodes therewith, as and for the purpose specified .

to
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3. In a device of the class described , the combination with swivel wheels , of means co - active with the swivel wheels

the main carriage wheels of a platform , a set of swivel for raising the forward end of the platform , as and for the

purpose specified .

9. In a device of the class described the combination with

the end fingers of adjustable means centrally and to the

rear of the platform for controlling the raising or lowering

of the fingers, as and for the purpose specified.

10. In a device of the class described, the combination with

à suitably reinforced platform and the forwardly extending

end fingers, of uprights dependent from the rear of the

platform and centrally disposed, a cross bar secured to the

uprights , a ratchet wheel rotatably supported from the

cross bar, a concentric peripherally grooved, wheel rigid

with the ratchet wheel , an operating handle secured to the

grooved wheel, a ratchet engaging the ratchet wheel , a foot

lever controlling the ratchet , and a set of operating ropes

connecting the fingers with the grooved wheel, as and for

the purpose specified.

11. In a device of the class described , the combination

with the friction drive of a friction clutch , a spiral spring

normally holding the clutch in engagement with the drive , a

disengaging foot lever centrally disposed to the rear of the

platform , and a connecting link from the lever to the fric

tion clutch , as and for the purpose specified .

12. In a shock lifter , a platform provided with forwardly

extending depending teeth and supporting means for said

1 latform , as and for the purpose specified .

13. In a shock lifter , an inclined platform provided with

forwardly extending depending teeth and supporting means

l'or said platform , as and for the purpose specified .

14. In a shock lifter , a platform provided with forwardly

extending depending teeth and supporting means for said

piatform and means for raising the front end of the platform

as and for the purpose specified.

15.The combination with the platform and carriage and

supporting wheels and the forwardly extending teeth located

at the front of the platform , of means for raising and low

ering the points of the teeth in relation to the ground as

and for the purpose specified .

F
i
g

.1

a

Fig. 2 .

Fiy 1.

No. 100,349. Vacuum Producing Apparatus.

wheels toward the front and supporting the platform nor Appareil de production de vide.

mally inclined, adjustable fingers extending forwardly and de

pendent from the platform , a railing to the platform , an

eccentrically pivoted shaft dependent from the railing and

above the fingers, and means for revolving and controlling

the revolutions of the shaft , as and for the purpose speci

fied .

4. In a device of the class described , the combination with

the rear carriage wheels and the platform of a main shaft

rotaably supported from the platform rigid with the car

riage wheels, adjustable fingers extending forwardly and de

pendent from the platform, a set of swivel wheels supporting

the platform forwardly, a railing extending around the upper

face of the platform , an eccentrically pivoted shaft de

pendent from the railing and above the fingers, gear wheels

on the shaft, a friction drive on the main shaft , a friction

clutch normally engaging with the friction drive , a sprocket

wheel integral with the friction clutch , an endless gear chain

connecting the gear wheels , and means for disengaging the 101349

clutch with the friction drive, as and for the purpose speci

fied .

5. In a device of the class described , the combination with The Honourable Charles Algernon Parsons , Newcastle - on
the platform and its supporting wheels of a series of self Tyne , England , 7th August , 1906 ; 18 years . Filed 19th

adjustable fingers, a set of adjustable fingers extending for- June, 1905. Receipt No. 126,181 .

wardly from the platform , means for controlling the set of Claim .-1 . In combination for the production of high

fingers and coincident the series, à reinforcing railing ex- vacua, a plurality of vacuum intensifiers in series , condensers
tending upwardly from the platform , an eccentrically pivoted intermediate said intensifiers .
rotatable shaft above the fingers, and means for controlling 2. A refrigerating plant having in combination a chamber

the rotation of such shaft , as and for the purpose specified. to be evacuated , a plurality of vacuum intensifiers arranged

6. In adevice of the class described ,the combination with in series and drawing from said chamber , coolers intermed

the carriage wheels and an inclined metallic sheeted plat- iate said intensifiers, a pump drawing condensed fluid from
form dependent therefrom of an outer rod extending for- said condensers in parallel.

wardly across and beyond the platform , a reinforcing strip 3. A refrigerating plant having in combination a cooling

extending from the face of the platform over and chamber with circulating fluid therein , vacuum intensifiers

around the cross rod , said strip having alternate open and in series drawing from said cooling chamber, coolers in

projecting portions therein, an inner cross rod bearing termediate said intensifiers, which coolers are themselves

within the side arms of the aforesaid rod, and below the provided with artificially cooled circulating water, a pump

cross plate , a series of fingers pivoted to the inner cross drawing in paralled condensed fluid from said intermediate

rod , and extending forwardly through and beyond the open- | coolers, substantially as described .

ings and over the outer rod , a rod centrally disposed between 4. In combination for the production of high vacua , a

the aforesaid rods and secured at its extremities to the end chamber to be evacuated, a vacuum intensifier drawing from

fingers, and means for lifting the end fingers and witholding said chamber, a condenser into which said intensifier dis

in any such upper position, as and for the purpose specified. charges , a further intensifier drawing from said condenser

7. In a device of the class described , the combination with and a pump working in series with said further intensifier ,

the platform , the rear carriage wheels and the forward substantially asdescribed .
swivel wheels of a set of rearwardly disposed wheels or 5. In combination for the production of high vacua , a

rollers , and means for throwing the said rollers into com- chamber to be evacuated , a plurality of vacuum intensifiers

mission, and the rear carriage wheels out of commssion , as arranged to draw from said chamber in series , said intensi

and for the purpose specified. fiers being diminishingly graded in size from the chamber

8. In a device of the class described the combination with outward, condensers alternating with said intensifiers, sub

the inclined platform , the main carriage wheels , and the ' stantially as described .
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6. In high vacua refrigerating plant an evaporative cham- metallic leaf with a backing adhering thereto upon the
ber having an external circulating pipe , circulating fluid in article , and then subjecting said backing to heat and pres

said chamber and pipe , a vacuum intensifier drawing directly sure from a manually operated continuously heated needle

from said chamber, a condenser into which the air and whereby said leaf is caused to detach from said backing

vapour from the chamber and intensifier are discharge , a and adhere to said article .

further vacuum intensifier drawing from the condenser and 2. That improvement in the art of impressing metallic

an air pump operating in series with said further intensifier , leaf on articles , which consists in placing the metallic leaf

substantially as described . with a backing adhering thereto upon the article , placing

7. In high vacua, cooling or condensing plant a chamber on said backing a suitable pattern or copy, and then sub

to be evacuated, a vacuum intensifier drawing directly from jecting said backing along the lines of said pattern

said chamber, a condenser into which the air and vapour copy to heat and pressure from a manually controlled con

from the chamber and intensifier are discharged , an air tinuously heated needle , whereby said leaf is caused to de

pump connected by a passage to the lower part of the con- tach from said backing and adhere to said article.

denser, a vacuum intensifier drawing from the condenser

and discharging into the passage connecting the air pump No. 100,351 . Fire Escape. Sauveteur d'incendie.

with the condenser and a dip seal in said passage, sub

stantially as described .

8. In high vacua , cooling or condensing plant a chamber

to be evacuated and a condenser, a passage connecting said

chamber and condenser , a vacuum intensifier in said passage

drawing from the chamber , means for cooling the circulat

ing fluid in said condenser, a second condenser, a passage

connecting the two condensers and a second vacuum inten

sified in the passage drawing from the first condenser , an

air pump drawing condensed fluid through a dip seal from

the second condenser and a third intensifier operating in

series with said air pump and a passage having a dip seal

connecting the air pump with the first condenser , substan

tially as described .

9. In high vacua , cooling or condensing plant a chamber

to be evacuated and a condenser, a passage connecting said

chamber and condenser, a vacuum intensifier in said pas

sage drawing from the chamber, an evapourative cooler for

cooling the circulating medium in said condenser , a second

condenser, a passage connecting the two condensers and a

second vacuum intensifier in the passage drawing from the Joseph N. Noyer, Gould City, Washington , U. S. A. , 7th

first condenser, and air pump drawing condensed fluid August , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th June, 1906 . Receipt

through a dip seal from the second condenser, and a third
No. 137,249.

intensifier operating in series with said air pump and a Claim.--1 . A fire escape apparatus comprising a frame or

passage having a dip seal connecting the air pump with the support , a windlass mounted therein , a shaft journalled in

first condenser, substantially as described . said frame, a train of gearing between the latter and said

10. In hugh vacua , cooling or condensing plant , a cham- windlass , a collar sleeve slidably but non - rotably

her to be evacuated and a condenser connected therewith mounted upon said shaft, spring strips connected to said

ty a passage , a vacuum intensifier in said passage drawing collar and to said shaft, centrifugal weights upon said

from the chamber, a second condenser connected by a pas- sirips, a friction disc carried by said sleeve or collar, and

sage with the first condenser, a vacuum intensifier in this a stationary friction brake device carried by said frame

passage discharging from the first into the second conden- and spaced therefrom to coact with said friction disc, sub

ser , a circulating fluid cooling chamber , a passage connect- stantially as described .

ing the cooling chamber with the second condenser, and a 2. A fire escape apparatus comprising a supporting frame

vacuum intensifier in said passage drawing from the cir- consisting of a base and parallel sides, a shaft journalled

culating fluid cooling chamber, an air pump and an inten- in the sides of said frame , a drum secured to said shaft,

sifier working in series with the air pump and passages a flexible connection wound upon said drum, a gear upon

having dip seals connecting both condensers with the air said shaft, a pawl and ratchet between said gear and said

pump , substantially as described . shaft, a second shaft in the sides of said frame, gearing

11. In high vacua , cooling or condensing plant , employing
between the second shaft and said gear, a collar or sleeve

vacuum evaporative chambers and a pump, means for mak
slidably but non - rotably mounted upon said second shaft,

ing up from the fluid withdrawn by the vacuum device for spring strips secured to said collar or sleeve and said

the loss of fluid due to evapouration , substantially as des second shaft , centrifugal weights upon said spring strips,

cribed . a friction disc carried by said collar or sleeve , a bracket

12. In high vacua , cooling or condensing plant , employing
attached to one side of said frame and having a segmental

vacuum evapourative chambers and a pump, automatic means
friction brake surface in the path of said friction disc ,

for making up from the fluid withdrawn by the vacuum substantially as described.

device for the loss of fluid due to evapouration , substanti- 3. A fire escape apparatus comprising a frame or sup

ally as described . port, a windlass mounted therein , a shaft journalled in said

frame, a train of gearing between the latter and said wind

lass , a collar or sleeve slidably but non - rotatably mounted
No. 100,350. Method of Writing and Printing upon said shaft , spring strips connected to said collar and

with Metallic Leaf.
to said shaft, centrifugal weights upon said strips , a fric

Méthode d'écrire et imprimer avec feuilles métalliques. tion disc carried by said sleeve or collar, a stationary

friction brake device carried by said frame and spaced

therefrom to co - act with said friction disc , and an alarm

device actuated by said shaft, substantially as described.

4. The combination with a fire escape of the class des

cribed , of an alarm device actuated thereby.

5. The combination with a fire escape of the class des

cribed , of an alarm bell actuated by the fire escape when

the latter is operated.

6. The combination with a fire escape apparatus having

a frame or support and a rotary shaft , of a bell , a striker

for said bell , and means upon said shaft for actuating said

striker.

7. The combination with a fire escape apparatus having

a frame or support and a rotary shaft, of a bell , a striker

for said bell , and a cam upon said shaft for actuating said

striker, substantially as described .

8. The combination with a support having headed pro

jections, of a fire escape apparatus of the class described ,
mounted upon said support , a box or casing for enclosing

Frank Stephen Hall , Akron , Ohio , U.S.A. , 7th August, 1906 ;
said apparatus , forked brackets in said casing for engaging

said headed studs , swinging doors in the front and bottom6 years. Filed 25th June , 1906. Receipt No. 137,295.
of said casing, and a pin upon the front door adapted to

Claim . - 1. That improvement in the art of impressing | enter an opening in said bottom door for supporting the
metallic leaf on articles, which consists in placing the latter in its closed position, substantially as described .

1
0
0
3
5
0
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No. 100,352 . Baggage Check. 3. A linotype slug cutting machine having a platen on

Contremarque pour baggages.
which the slug is to lay , a cutter , a movable stop device

which is spring pressed in a direction away from the said

cutter, and a plural number of movable spacers which are

Hon é 7,43
of varying width and arranged so that any one and any

member may be put into operative position .

4. A linotype slug cutting machine having a platen on

which the slug is to lay, a cutter , a stop device movable on

the platen , and a plural number of spacers all of which have

a slidable movement in a direction toward and away from

Te . the said cutter and each of which is also independently mov

able in another direction .

5. A linotype slug cutting machine having a platen on

which the slug is to lay, a cutter , a movable stop device

203040 203040 203040 which is spring pressed in a direction away from the said

cutter, and a plural number of spacers of varying width all

of which are capable of sliding together in the same direc

tion , and each one of which is movable alone in another

direction .

6. A linotype slug cutting machine having a platen, a cut

203040 203040 203040
ter having movement in a plane crosswise of the platen , a

fixed abutment on the platen , and a plural number of spacers

any one and any number of which may be moved to take

an interposed position on the platen between said abutment

100352
and cutter, whereby the exact length to be cut off from the

siug may be predetermined.

7. A linotype slug cutting machine having a platen, a cut
Frederick Neil Southam , Montreal , Quebec, Canada , 7th

ter having movement in a plane crosswise of the platen , a

August, 1906; 6 years. Filed 19th July, 1906. Receipt fixed abutment on the platen, a gauge device movable along
No. 137,967 .

the platen, and a plural number of spacers into position

Claim.-1. A baggage check having thereon an identifica- between the said fixed abutment and the gauge device .

tion number composed of a series of digits some of which 8. A linotype slug cutting machine having a platen , a cut

differ in character or appearance from the others , sub- ter having movement in a plate crosswise of the platen , a

stantially as described. fixed abutment on the platen , and a plural number of wedge

2. A baggage check having thereon identification spacers of varying width arranged relative to the platen so

number composed of a series of pairs of digits one pair of tEat any one if which and any number of which may be

which differs in character or appearance from the other moved into position .

pairs , substantially as described.

3. A baggage check having thereon identification No. 100,354. Turret Lathe Tour.

number composed of a series of pairs of digits one pair of

which is located between two other pairs and differs in

character or appearance therefrom , substantially as des
im

cribed .

4. A baggage check having thereon an identification

number composed of a series of digits aa, bb , and cc , the

pair aa being of outline type and located between the pairs

bb and cc which are of solid block type , substantially as

described.
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No. 100,353. Machine for Cutting and Shortening

Linotype Slugs .

Machine pour couper et raccourcir les limaces de linotype.
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100353

The John Bertram and Sons Company, Dundas , Ontario ,

Canada, assignee of Carl John Forsberg, New York City,

New York, U.S.A., 7th August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed

12th July , 1906. Receipt No. 137,734.

Claim . - 1. In a turret lathe the combination substantially

as set forth, with a bed, turret slide , turret, and feed

arresting arm , of a carriage mounted for sliding movement

or the turret slide in a direction transverse to the length

of the bed , a series of stop rods mounted in said carriage

parallel with each other and with the lathe bed and adapted

to co - operate selectively with the feed arresting arm , and

operative connections between the turret and said carriage

to shift the carriage in accordance with the turning of the

turret.

2. In a turret lathe the combination substantially as set

forth, with a bed, turret slide , turret , and feed arresting

arm , of a carriage mounted for sliding movement on the tur

ret slide in a direction transverse to the length of the bed , a

Robert Franklin Jacobs, Baltimore , and Charles Frederick series of stop rods mounted in said carriage parallel with

Walter, Howardville, both in Maryland , U.S.A., 7th each other and with the lathe bed and adapted to co -oper

August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 19th June , 1906. Receipt ate selectively with the feed arresting arm , a cam fast with

No. 137,048. the turret , and a lever pivoted on the turret slide and hav

Claim .-- 1 . A lintotype slug cutting machine having a log connection with said cam and carriage.

platen on which the slug is to lay , a cutter, and a plural 3. In a turret lathe the combination substantially as set

number of movable spacers which are of varying width and forth, with a bed, a turret slide , a turret , a power shaft, and

arranged relative to each other so that any one spacer may transmitting mechanism between the power shaft and the

be used alone and any number of selected spacers may be turret , of a clutch interposed in said transmitting mechan

moved and used together to form a gauge on the platen . ism, á rotary member geared to turn in harmony with the

2. A linotype slug cutting machine having a platen on turret and carrying a notch, a clutch throwing 'member

which the slug is to lay, a cutter , a stop device movable on tu serve in engaging and releasing the clutch , and a tooth

the platen , and a plural number of spacers which are of upon the clutch throwing member in position to enter sald

varying width and arranged so that any one and any number notch when opposite thereto and permit the clutch throw

may be moved to shift the stop device. ing member to throw the clutch to position of release .

8-5
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4. In a turret lathe the combination substantially as set a rotary member geared to turn in harmony with the tur

forth , with a bed, a turret slide , a turret, a power shaft, ret and carrying a notch, a clutch throwing member to

and transmitting mechanism between the power shaft and serve in engaging and releasing the clutch, a tooth upon the

the turret, of a clutch interposed in said transmitting mech- clutch throwing member in position to enter said notch

anism , a rotary member geared to turn in harmony with the when opposite thereto and permit the clutch throwing mem

turret and carrying a moving plain surface provided with ber to throw the clutch to position of release, a block ad

notch , a clutch throwing member to serve in engaging justable lengthwise of the bed between its tail end and

and releasing the clutch , and a tooth upon the clutch throw- the turret slide , a rod extending lengthwise of the bed and

ing member to serve in engaging and releasing the clutch, having connection with the clutch throwing member, a mov

and a tooth upon the clutch throwing member in position able member mounted on said block and having connection

to enter said notch when opposite thereto and permit the with said rod at selective points along the length of the

clutch throwing member to throw the clutch in position of rod, a tailwardly presenting projection carried by the tur

release and adapted to bear against said plain surface when ret slide and adapted to engage the movable member on the

rot opposite the notch . block and shift the rod endwise, and a spring urging the

5. In a turret lathe the combination substantially as set clutch throwing member to clutch releasing position .

forth , with a bed, a turret slide , a turret, a power shaft, and 11. In a turret lathe the combination substantially as set

transmitting mechanism between the power shaft and the forth , with a bed, a turret slide, a turret, a power sbait,

turret , of a clutch interposed in said transmitting mechan- and transmitting gears between the power shaft and the

ism , a rotary member geared to turn in harmony with the turret , a gear turned by the power shaft in harmony with

turret and carrying a notch, a clutch throwing member to the turret and carrying a notch , clutch throwing lever

serve in engaging and releasing the clutch , a tooth upon to serve in engaging and releasing the clutch , and a tooth

the clutch throwing member in position to enter said notch upon the clutch throwing lever in position to enter said

when opposite thereto and permit the clutch throwing mem- notch when opposite thereto and permit the clutch throwing

ber to throw the clutch to position of release, and a spring member to throw the clutch to position of release .

urging the clutch throwing member to clutch releasing posi- 12. In a turret lathe the combination substantially as set

tion. forth , with a bed , a turret slide , a turret, a power shaft for

6. In a turret lathe the combination substantially as set turning the turret, and a train of transmitting gearing be

forth, with a bed, a turret slide , a turret , a power shaft tween the power shaft and the turret, of a clutch interposed

and transmitting mechanism between the power shaft and between the power shaft and the turret, a gear conneced

tthe turret, of a friction clutch interposed in said trans- with said transmitting gearing between the clutch and the

mitting mechanism , a rotary member geared to turn in har turret and carrying a plain surface and a notch, a clutch

mony with the turret and carrying a notch, a clutch throw
throwing lever, a spring urging said lever to clutch releas

ing member to serve in engaging and releasing the clutch , ing position, mechanism between the lever and the turret

and a tooth upon the clutch throwing member in position to slide to cause extreme tailward movement of the turret

enter said notch when opposite thereto and permit the slide to throw the lever to clutch engaging position, and a

clutch throwing member to throw the clutch to position of tooth upon the clutch lever bearing upon said plain surface

release. when the clutch is engaged and entering said notch when

7. In a turret lathe the combination substantially as set opposite thereto and permitting the clutch to release.

forth , with a bed, a turret slide , a turret , a power shaft and 13. The combination of a bed, a slide, a turret on said

transmitting mechanism between the power shaft and the slide, power driveno means for revolving said turret, clutch

turret, of a clutch interposed in said transmitting mechan- means tinterposed in said power driven means , a revoluble

ism, a rotary member geared to turn in harmony with the gear member impelled by said power driven means and ar

turret and carrying a notch, a clutch throwing member to ranged to rotate once for a fractional part of the revolu

serve in engaging and releasing the clutch , a tooth upon the tion of said turret , a clutch throwing member, a tooth

clutch throwing member in position to enter said notch thereon , and a notch on said revoluble member adapted to

when opposite thereto, and permit the clutch throwing mem- be entered by said tooth .

ber to throw the clutch to position of release , a rod extend- 14. The combination of a bed, a slide, a turret on said

ing lengthwise ofthe bed and having connection with the slide, power driven means for revolving said turret , clutch

clutch throwing member, a tailwardly presenting projection interposed in said power driven means, and intermittently

carried by the turret slide, mechanism connected with said revoluble member impelled by said power driven means and

rod and disposed in the path of said projection , and a having a definite speed of rotation with reference to that

spring urging the clutch throwing member to clutch re- of said turret , a clutch throwing member actuated by the

leasing position . movement of said slide for engaging said clutch , means car

8. In a turret lathe the combination substantially as set ried by said revoluble member for engaging said clutch

forth with a bed , a turret slide , a turret , a power shaft, throwing member , and retaining said clutch in engagement
and transmitting mechanism between the power shaft and for a determined period, and means for releasing said

the turret, of a clutch interposed in said transmitting mech- clutch .

anism, a rotary member geared to turn in harmony with the 15. The combination of a bed, a slide , a turret on said

turret carrying a notch, a clutch throwing member to serve slide , power driven means for revolving said turret, a clutch

in engaging and releasing the clutch, a tooth upon the clutch which may be engaged and disengaged interposed in said

throwing member in position to enter said notch when op- power driven means, a revoluble member impelled by said

posite thereto and permit the clutch throwing member to power driven means and having a definite speed of rotation

throw the clutch to position of release, a rod extending with reference to that of said turret, means actuated by the

lengthwise of the bed and having connection with the clutch movement of said slide for engaging said clutch, means car

throwing member, a tailwardly presenting projection car- ried by said revoluble member for retaining said clutch in

ried by the turret slide , a member disposed in the path of engagement for a determined period independent of the

said protection near said rod,means for locking said last- vosition of the slide, andmeans independent of theslide for
mentioned member to selective longitudinal positions upon disengaging said clutch .

said rod, and a spring urging the clutch throwing member to 16. The combination of a bed, a slide , a turret on said

clutch releasing position. slide, driving means for said turret , including gearing car

9. In a turret lathe the combination substantially as set ried by the bed , and means acting upon a member of said

forth , with a bed, a turret slide, a turret, a power shaft, gearing to lock said turret.

and transmitting mechanism between the power shaft and 17. The combination of a bed, a slide , a turret on said

the turret , of a clutch interposed in said transmitting mech- s'ide, driving mechanism for the turret, including gearing

anism, a rotary member geared to turn in harmony with the carried by the bed, a device for controlling rotation of the

turret and carrying a notch, a clutch throwing member to turret applied to a portion of said gearing, and means actu

serve in engaging and releasing the clutch , a tooth upon the ated by motion of said slide and co -acting with said device

ciutch throwing member in position to enter said notch for locking and unlocking the turret and for imparting ro

when opposite thereto and permit the clutch throwing mem- ative motion thereto through said gearing .

ber to throw the clutch to position of release, a rod extend- 18. The combination of a bed, a slide , a turret on said

ing lengthwise of the bed and having connection with the slide , a stop block on the bed, a movable member on said

clutch throwing member, a tailwardly presenting projection s! op block , driving means for said turret, including gear

carried by the turret slide , mechanism connected with said | ing carried by the bed, locking means acting through said

lod and disposed in the path of said projection, a spring gearing to normally hold said turret stationary with rela

urging the clutch throwing member to clutch releasing posi- tion to said slide , additional locking means intermediate

tion , and a spring buffer acting between the turret slide and said slide and said turret , means acting on contact with a

the bed and adapted to be compressed by the turret slide member of said stop block to release said additional locking

when the turret slide moves tailwardly in the act of bring- means, and means acting on contact with the movable

ing said projection against said mechanism in its path. member on said block to release said locking means first

10. In turret lathe the combinatio substantially as set mentioned.

forth , with a bed , a turret slide , a turret, a power shaft , and 19. The combination of a bed, a slide , a turret on said

transmitting mechanism between the power shaft and the slide , driving means for said turret , including gearing car

turret , of a clutch interposed in said transmitting mechanism , ' ried on the bed, a clutch interposed in said turret driving
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means, a turret stop member carried by a member of said No. 100,356. Process of Uniting Metal Pieces.

gearing, turret stop means carried on the slide , a stop
Procédé pour unir des pièces de métal.block adjustably mounted on the bed , clutch operating

means, a movable member on said block, connection be

tween said movable member and said clutch operating

means, a member on said slide adapted to engage said mov

able member on said block , and an actuating arm connected

with the turret stop means carried on the slide , and ar

ranged to contact with said block.
12기
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8

No. 100,355. Machine for Trimming and Pasting

Wall Paper .

Machine pour découper et poser le papier de tenture .
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Charles Franklin Jacobs , Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A. , 7th Au

gust, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 16th July, 1906. Receipt No.
137,868 .

Claim.--1. The herein described process of uniting metal

pieces, which consists in securing a form around the ad

jacent portions of the metallic pieces , placing an electro

lytic flux in molten form in the space between the ends of

said pieces, heating the ends of the metallic pieces through

The Paperhangers ' Machine Company , Boston , Massachu- the agency of the flux and by means of an electric current,

setts, assignee of Joseph Vogt, New York City , New and displacing the flux by means of molten metal , substan

York. U.S.A., 7th August 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 17th May , tially as described.

1906. Receipt No. 135,992 . 2. The herein described process of uniting metal pieces,

( laim.--1 . In a machine for trimming and pasting wall which consists in securing the ends of the pieces by placing

paper the combination of asupporting frame embodying sup the space between the ends of said pieces, heating the endsan apertured form around the same , placing molten flux in

orposed sections , a slidable paste receptacle supported in

the lower section , a paste transmitting roller mounted in
of the metallic pieces through the agency of the flux and

said receptacle , a feed roller journalled in said lower section, by means of an electric current, removing the flux through

j.resser roller journalled in the upper section of said frame
one of the apertures of the form and filling the space be

and co-operating with said paste transmitting roller, and a
tween the ends of the metal pieces with molten metal ,

feed roller journalled in said upper sectionand co -operating substantially as described .

with said first - named feed roller.
3. The herein described process of uniting metal pieces ,

2. In a machine for trimming and pasting wall paper, the which consists in securing the approximatedends of the

combination , with the supporting frame,of a slidable paste pieces by means of anapertured form , placing molten flux

receptacle in the same, feed rollers at the upper part of the consisting of borax , fluorspar , zinc chloride , and sodium

supporting frame, adjustable rotary trimming knives, sta- chloride, inabout the quantities specified , in the space be

tionary cutters working in conjunction with said rotary tween theends of said pieces, heating the ends of themetal

knives for trimmingthe edges of the wall paper, a roller pieces through the agency of the flux and by means of an

for transmitting paste to the under side of thewall paper, electriccurrent,and displacing the fluxby meansofmolten

a roll supporting bracket attached to oneside of the sup- metal, substantially as described .

porting frame, guide fingers for conducting the pasted and 4. The herein described process of uniting metal pieces ,

trimmed wall paper over the opposite side of the support which consists in securing the approximated ends of the

ing frame , and fingers for conducting the trimmed -off edges pieces by means of an apertured form which surrounds the

to an outside receptacle .
same, placing molten flux consisting of borax, fluorspar,

3. In a wall paper trimming and pasting machine , the zinc chloride , and sodium chloride, in about the quantities

combination with the supporting frame, the paste recep
specified , in the space between the ends of said pieces ,

tacle mounted thereon, the paste transmitted roller ,and heating the ends of the metal pieces through the agency of

the presser roller co - operating therewith , of means for the flux and by means of an electric current, removing the

trimming the edges of the wall paper, guide fingerson said flux through oneof theapertures of the form and filling the

supporting frame for guiding the pasted and trimmed wall space between the ends of the metal pieces with molten
paper, and laterally adjustable fingers mountedon said metal, substantially as described.

frame' for guiding thetrimmed edge portions of the wall whichconsists in securing a form on the adjacent portions5. The herein described process of uniting metal pieces,

paper.

4. In a machine for trimming and pasting wall paper, the of the metallic pieces , placing molten flux in the space be

combination with the supporting frame , of feed rollers at
tween the ends of said pieces, heating the ends of the me

theupper part of the same, a paste receptacle , a paste of an electric current, turning off said current and then
tallic pieces through the agency of the flux and by means

transmitting roller in said paste receptacle , a presser rol
ler above said paste transmitting roller, an indicator located displacing the flux by means of molten metal, substantially

as described.
adjacent to the feed rollers, said indicator consisting of a

graduated dial , a pointer moving over said dial , a pawl and

ratchet mechanism, for operating the pointer, and means No. 100,357 . Vise. Etau .

for operating said pawl and ratchet mechanism from one
ofthe feed rollers so as to indicate the length of paper James Francis . McLean, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, 7th

passed through the machine. August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 20th July , 1906. Receipt No.

5. In a machine for trimming and pasting wall paper, the
137,996 .

combination with the supporting frame and wall paper Claim .-- 1. In a vise , the combination of a relatively fixed

feeding and pasting devices, of a cover consisting of two jaw, a relatively movable jaw, a nut connected with said
sections , and angular section guided in ways at the bottom movable jaw, a rotatable screw adapted to engage said nut,
of the supporting frame provided with pivot pins at its and a cam mounted to rotate with said screw but free to

end , and a hinged section applied to the opposite end of slide axially thereon , said cam serving to move said nut out

the angular section , and supporting hooks at the lower of engagement with said screw during a part of each rota
part of the supporting frame for permitting the forward tion of said screw.

motion and tilting of the cover so as to form a table for 2. In a vise , the combination of a relatively fixed jaw, a

the pasted wall paper or the return of the same so asto relatively movable jaw, a nutconnectedwith said movable
enclose the parts of the machine .

jaw, a rotatable screw , a spring adapted to press said nut
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ipto engagement with said screw , said screw serving to move 3. In a machine for bending pipe , the combination of a

said movable jaw toward and from said fixed jaw, and a form having a conically arranged series of grooves, a con

having corresponding grooves arranged in the inverse order,

a rocking frame in which the cone is journalled and by which

ii is moved about the form, a guide for the pipe, a rotary

power shaft , and gearing for rocking the rocking frames from

the power shaft .

4. In a machine for bending pipe , the combination of a

form having a conically arranged series of grooves of differ

ent diameters, a con having corresponding grooves arranged

in the inverse order, and means for moving the cone circum

ferentially about the conical form .

5. In a machine for bending pipe , the combination of a

main frame , a semi -conical form having a series of circum

ferential grooves of different radii secured to the main frame,

two segmental rack frames journalled concentric with the

axis of curvature of the semi-conical form and adapted to be

rocked about it , a frame having a conical surface journalled

in the segmental frames and provided with circumferential

grooves in the inverse order of the grooves in the semi- coni

cal form , a power shaft , and gears on the power shaft mesh

ing with the racks of the segmental rack frames.

6. In a machine for bending pipe , the combination of a

cam mounted to rotate with said screw but free to slide main frame , a semi - conical form having a series of circum

axially thereon, said cam serving to move said nut out of
ferential grooves of different radii secured to the main frame ,

engagement with said screw during a part of each rotation
two segmental rack frames journalled concentric with the

of said screw.
axis of curvature of the semi-conical form and adapted to be

3. In a vise , the combination of a relatively fixed jaw , a rocked about it , a frame having a conical surface journalled
plurality of rods extending from said fixed jaw, a relatively in the segmental frames and provided with circumferential

movable jaw mounted to slide on said rods toward and from
grooves in the inverse order of the grooves in the semi-coni

said fixed jaw , a half nut connected with said movable jaw, cal form , a guide having a series of guide portions for the
a rotatable screw , a spring adapted to press said half -nut pipes arranged obliquely in line with the grooves in the

into engagement with said screw , said screw serving to move
semi- conical form , a power shaft and gears on the power

said movable jaw toward and from said fixed jaw , and a cam
shaft meshing with the racks of the segm tal rack frames .

mounted to rotate with said screw but free to slide axially

thereon , said cam serving to move said half- nut out of en- No. 100,359. Nail Receptacle. Receptacle à clous.

gagement with said screw during a part of each rotation of

said screw.

4. In a vise , the combination of a relatively fixed jaw , a

relatively movable jaw, a toothed member connected with

said movable jaw , a rotatable screw adapted to engage said

toothed member and a cam mounted to rotate with said screw

but free to slide axially thereon , said cam serving to move

said toothed member out of engagement with said screw dur

ing a part of each rotation of said screw .

No. 100,358. Pipe Bending Machine.

Machine à plier du tuyau .
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Michael Anthony Salmon , Denver , Colorado , U.S.A. , ith

August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 5th July, 1906. Receipt No.

137,563 .

Claim .-1 . A portable nail receptacle having its body of

pear shape in cross section and having a prow-shaped ex

tremity, said receptacle having a slot extending through its

lowermost portion and upwardly through its prow-shaped

end and a feed opening in its upper surface .

2. A portable nail receptacle made of a single piece of

1365
resilient material bent into pear shape in cross section and

having a prow -shaped extremity the edges of the material

George Huntington Reynolds , Mansfield Depot , Connecticut ,
at the bottom being separated from each other so as to form

U.S.A., 7th August , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 23rd July , 1906 .
a slot , said slot curving upwardly along the prow-shaped ex

Receipt No. 138,090 .
tremity and a feed opening in the upper part of the recep
tacle.

Claim.-1. In a machine for bending pipe , the combination 3. A portable nail receptacle made of a single piece or
of a form having a conically arranged series of grooves , a resilient material bent into pear- shape in cross section and

con having corresponding grooves arranged in the inverse resilient material bent into pear shape in cross section and
order, means for moving the con circumferentially about the of material being separated from each other at the bottom

conical form consisting of two frames journalled respectively of the receptacle so as to form a slot , said slot extending
at the ends of the form , and power devices for rocking said upwardly along the prow -shaped extremity and means to
frames.

adjustably retain the said edges in proximity to each other
2. In a machine for bending pipe , the combination of a to control the width of the slot .

main frame , a form having a conically arranged series of 4. A nailreceptacle having a prow -shaped extremity, a
grooves rigidly secured to the main frame , a con having cor- feed opening in its upper surface, downwardly converging
responding grooves arranged in the inverse order , means for sides , ihe lower edges of which extend in close proximity to

moving the cone circumferentially about the conical form each other and curve upwardly to said extremity, screw

journalled to the main frame at each end of the form , and a bolts secured to one of the sides, extending transversely

guide for supporting the pipe in alignment with the aper- through said receptacle and the opposite side, their pro
tures between the con and form . truding ends being provided with nuts.
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No. 100,360. Inker. Appareil à encrer . No. 100,361. Pump Pompe.
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William Clinton Brown , Prescott , Ontario, Canada, 7th

August, 1906; 6 years. Filed 29th March, 1906. Receipt

No. 123,812.

Claim . - 1 . In a centrifugal turbine or like pump the com

bination with a double suction impeller , of single suction im

pellers delivering fluid to the opposite sides of the double
suction impeller.

2. In a centrifugal turbine or like pump the combination

with an impeller of large capacity, of a plurality of impellers

of less capacity delivered to opposite sides of said larger
impeller.

3. In a centrifugal turbine or like pump the combination

with a double suction middle impeller, of single suction im
ko gco no on

pellers at the sides thereof delivering fluid to the middle im
peller.

4. In a centrifugal turbine or like pump the combination

with a middle impeller having a suction at each side, of

one or more impellers on each side of said middle impeller,

Charles Ralph Spicer , Springfield, Illinois , U.S.A. , 17th which side impellers take fluid at one side and impel it to

August , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 8th June, 1906. Receipt No. wards the middle impeller, and an inlet having side passages

136.678 . for the flow of the liquid to the side impellers .

Claim . - 1. A main frame comprising a table , standards ,
5. In a centrifugal turbine or like pump the combination

legs and guide plates all formed from a single blank, sub
with an impeller, of impellers at the sides thereof , a shaft

to which all the impellers are secured , means for deliveringstantially as set forth .

2. The combination of a base having integral legs and in- fuid from the side impellers and means for deliveringfluid

tegral perforated standards and members having integral from the side impellers to the middle impeller, together with

ears adapted to fit and rivet in the perforations of said
a discharge way from the middle impeller.

standards. 6. In a centrifugal turbine or like pump the combination

3. The combination of a base having integral perforated with adouble suction middle impeller, of single suction

standards, guide plates having members bent backwardly impellers at the sides thereof, meansfor delivering fluid to

the side impellers , means for delivering fluid from the sideupon the bodies of the plates and having integral ears ad
impellers to the middle impeller, and a discharge for theapted to fit and rivet in the perforations of the standards .
middle impeller .4. The combination of a base , a tank secured on the base ,

a springy cover fitting on the tank and having a downwardly

extending guide plate, guide plates contiguous to thetank, No. 100,362. Pumping System . Système de pompe.
a roller having a springy connection with the cover and a

Mark R. Muckle , Jr. , John S. Muckle and Thomas Carpenter
roller mounted to turn in the tank and co - operating with

Smith, co - inventors , all of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania ,
said first - named roller.

U.S.A. , 7th August , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 24th January ,
5. The combination of a base , a tank secured on the base ,

1905. Receipt No. 121,903 .
a springy cover fitting on the tank and having a downwardly

Claim . - 1. The combination in a pumping system , of two or
extending guide plate , guide plates contiguius to the tank ,

a roller having a springy connection with the cover, a roller more pumps , a gas engine for each pump whereby each pump

mounted to turn in the tank and co - operating with said first- can be independently operated, an inlet for each pump , an

named rollerandmeans for winding the ribbon travelling outlet common to all the pumps, a by - passfor each pump so
between said rollers. that one pump can be started at a time , each pump by - pass

6. The combination of a tank, guide plates adjacent to the ing the water until it is desired to communicate with the
tank, yielding rollers mounted on the tank, means for im- outlet main , substantially as described.
mersing a ribbon passing through the tank , and means for 2. The combination in a pumping system , of a series of

winding said ribbon. pumping units, each unit consisting of a pump and a gas

7. A combine cover and ribbon guide having springy ears engine for driving the pump , each pump having an inlet for

and a downwardly extending curved member,in combination water and an outlet for water, and a by-pass,theoutlets

with a tank on which said cover fits, yielding rollers mount of the several pumps communicating with the main leading

ed on the tank, and means for winding the ribbon travelling from the pumping system , substartially as described .

on the ribbon guide and between said rollers . 3. The combination in a pumping system , of a series of

8. The combination of a base, a tank on the base , guides like units, each unit consisting of a pump , a gas engine
adjacent to the tank, a ribbon guide connected with and ex- directly connected to the pump, means for supplying gas to

tending downwardly into the tank, a spool support adjacent the engine, and means for supplying compressed air to the

to the tank, and means for turning a spool on the spool sup- cylinders of the engine , an inlet and an outlet for the pump .
port . a by-pass for each pump, and a valve at each pump , with a

9. The combination of a base , a tubular spool support on distributing main common to all the pumps so that on

the base, a shaft turning in the tubular spool support and opening the valves in the outlet pipe of each pump the

adapted to turn a spool , a tank on the base adapted to con- pumps will be connected directly to the main , substantially

tain ink , and means for guiding a ribbon through the ink in as described .

the tank during the winding of the ribbon on a spool mount- 4. The combination in a pumping system , of a series of

ed on the spool support . pump units , each unit consisting of a pump, a gas engine

10. The combination of a tank on the base, guides adjacent by which the pump is driven, gas admission pipes and com
to the tank , a ribbon guide connected with and extending pressed air admission pipes for the said gas engine, an in
downwardly into the tank, a spool support adjacent to the let and an outlet for the said pump , a by-pass so that each
tank , means for turning a spool on the spool support, and pump can pump to waste, valves for regulating the flow of
means for squeezing excess of ink from the inked ribbon water through the by- pass , valves for regulating the flow
during the winding of the ribbon on the spool . of water from each pump , a distributing main connected to
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the outlet pipe of each pump, and means at each unit for No. 100,364. Measuring Machine.
controlling the gas engine and pumping mechanism and for Machine à mesurer .
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John Berg, Anderson , Indiana , U.S.A. , 7th August, 1906, 6

year's . Filed 20th March, 1906. Receipt No. 134,076.

recording the pressure in the distributing main, substanti- bed consisting ofanopen framework witha centrally located
Claim . - 1. A measuring machine comprising a stationary

ally as described.
hub connected by arms to the sides thereof, a plate stationar

ily supported upon the top of the bed having a centrally lo

No. 100,363. Measure. Mesure.
cated aperture registering with the bore of the hub , a post

stationarily contained in the bore of the hub and extending

through said aperture and above said plate, a measuring

means mounted to revolve upon said plate and having a

centrally located hub through the bore of which extends

said post , said measuring means comprising a unitary cast

ing consisting of a surface plate, a series of flanges pro

jecting downwardly from the surface plate and arranged

concentrically with the hub of the measuring means and

laterally arranged ribs connecting the langes at selected

places to form the measures, said measuring means having

apertures through the surface plate forming entrances to

the measures , a stationary covering plate for the measuring

means having a hub centered on said post and apertures

opposed to the paths of said measures to register therewith

as the measures revolve, and the first -mentioned plate har

ing apertures to register with said measures as the latter

revolve , said apertures being out of line with the corres

ponding apertures of the covering plate .

2. A measuring machine comprising a stationary bed con

sisting of an open frame work with a centrally located

hub connected by arms to the sides thereof, a plate sta
Ralph Morehouse , Oelwein, Iowa , U.S.A. , 7th August , 1906. tionarily supported upon the top of the bed having a cen

Filed 30th May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,413 . trally located aperture registering with the bore of the

Claim . - 1 . A rule having a member longitudinally slotted, a hub, a post stationarily contained in the bore of the hub

cap plate secured over the bifurcated ends of the said mem- and extending through said aperture and above said plate ,

ber provided with an aperture in line with the slot , said a measuring means mounted to revolve upon said plate and

plate having means for automatically gripping the scratcher having a centrally located hub through the bore of which

when the latter is shoved through the aperture into the extends said post, said measuring means comprising a uni

slot . tary casting consisting of a surface plate, a series of flanges

2. The combination with the slotted rule end, the spring projecting downwardly from the surface plate and arranged

metal cap secured to said end having an aperture in its end concentrically with the hub of the measuring means and

and longitudinally slotted , of a scratcher pin having a head laterally arranged ribs connecting the langes at selected

and a neck portion of reduced diameter. places to form the measures , said measuring means having

3. A rule having one of its ends slotted longitudinally , a apertures through the surface plate forming entrances to

spring metal cap shaped to form a continuation of the said the measures , a stationary covering plate for the measur

slotted rule end, and having parallel extensions that fit ing means having a hub centered on said post and apertures

over the bifurcated ends of the rule member and are secur- opposed to the paths of said measures to register therewith

ed thereto, the said cap having a central aperture in its as the measures revolve , the first -mentioned plate having

cuter end , and having the said aperture end and the upper apertures to register with said measures as the latter re

and lower portions formed with a longitudinal slit , for the volve , said apertures being out of line with tħe correspond

purposes described. ing apertures of the covering plate , and means for causing

4. As an improvement in foot rules of the character des- the revolution of the measures.

cribed, a scratcher pin having a head portion and a neck 3. A measuring machine comprising a stationary bed con

of less diameter than the body , in combination with an sisting of an open frame work with a centrally located hub

end member of the rule having a longitudinally slot , and a connected by arms to the sides thereof , a plate stationarily

spring metal cap fitted on the bifurcated members of said supported upon the top of the bed having a centrally locat

enj , said cap being slotted longitudinally a portion of its ed aperture registering with the bore of the hub, a post

jength and having an aperture to receive the scratcher pin stationarily contained in the bore of the hub and extending

that merges , through said aperture and above said plate, a measuring
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means mounted to revolve upon said plate and having a 5. A portable wall comprising stationary fastening parts,

centrally located hub, through the bore of which extends slabs provided with interlocking adjacent edges , the slabs

said post, said measuring means comprising a unitary cast- being provided with openings passing therethrough, and ex

ing consisting of a surface plate , a series of flanges pro- terior recesses formed therein surrounding the openings,

jecting downwardly from the surface plate and arranged fastening devices passed through the openings in the slabs

concentrically with the hub of the measuring means and and the stationary parts, and concealing devices placed in

laterally arranged ribs connecting the flanges at selected the recesses for concealing the fastening devices, substan

places to form the measures , said measuring means having tially as described .

apertures through the surface plate forming entrances to

the measures, a stationary covering plate for the measuring No. 100,366. Blackboard. Tableau .

means having a hub centered on said post and apertures op

posed to the paths of said measures to register therewith

as the measures revolve, the first-mentioned plate having

apertures to register with said measures as the later re

volve, said apertures being out of line with the correspond

ing apertures of the covering plate , adjustable gates for

one of said sets of measures comprising arc-shaped plates

slidable over the entrances to said measures, slots in the

surface plate of the measuring means intermediate said

measures and set screws inserted through said slots to enter

the arc-shaped plates and adjustably connect hem to the

surface plate.
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Charles Fricke, Aurora, Illinois , U.S.A. , 7th August, 1906 ;

6 years. Filed 8th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,696.

Claim . - 1 . In combination a blackboard comprising a

flexible metallic body having a writing surface, said board

being adapted to be secured to a support, and a fibrous

material disposed between the back of the board and the

support.

2. A blackboard comprising a metallic body , a writing
surface formed on one face thereof , and adapted to be

secured to a support, and a sheet of fibrous material dis .

posed between the rear face of the body and the support .

3. A blackboard comprising a sheet metal body , a writing

surface formed on one face thereof, a sheet of paper secured

to the rear face of the body , and means for securing the

paper to a supporting wall to hold the board in position .

4. In combination a blackboard comprising a sheet metal

body having a coating on one face thereof to produce a writ

ing surface, the rear face of the body being provided with a

coating , and a sheet of fibrous material secured to the rear

coated face , said board being adapted to be secured to a

supporting wall by gluing the exposed face of the fbrous

Hugh B. Copeland , Denver, Colorado, U.S.A. , 7th August, material thereto.

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th June, 1906. Receipt No. 5. A blackboard comprising a flexiblle metallic body pro

137,231 . vided with a writing surface, and a fibrous material secured

to the back thereof.

Claim . - 1. In a portable wall, the combination with a suit

able stationary support , of sectional pieces or slabs pro

vided withopeningstherethroughregistering withopenings No. 100,367. Sewing Machine Table.
formed in the support, a fastening device passed through the Table de machine à coudre.

registering openings of the slab and the support, the slab

being recessed surrounding the opening for the fastening

device, and a concealing plate inserted in the recess and

covering the extremity of the fastening device, substantially
as described .

2. The combination with a stationary support provided

with an opening, a slab provided with a vertically elongated

opening, a fastening device passed through the opening in

the slab and the opening in the stationary support, the

opening in the latter being of a size to fit the fastening de

vice , the slab being recessed around the outer extremity of

the fastening device opening , and a concealing plate secured

in said recess and covering the opening of the fastening de

vice .

3. In a portable wall the combination with a suitable

stationary support provided with an opening, a slab pro

vided with an elongated opening, a fastening device passed

through the openings in the slab and the support, the open

ing in the support being adapted to fit the fastening device,

the slab being provided with an exterior recess surrounding

the opening for the fastening device , a washer surrounding

the fastening device and forming a seat for the head of the

latter, a plate located in the recess adjacent to the head 1003 by

of the fastening device , and another plate located in the

recess of the slab and suitably secured in place , substan
tially as described . Theodore Kundtz, Lakewood , Ohio , U.S.A. , 7th August, 1906 ;

4. The combination of a stationary support provided with 6 years. Filed 11th June, 1906. Receipt No. 136.806 .

an opening , a slab also provided with an opening, a bolt Claim .-1 . Cabinet work for a sewing machine table com

passed through the opening of the two members, a nut ap- prising a table top , a drawer case arranged in under an end

plied to its inner extremity for holding the bolt in place , the of the table top and comprising a horizontally arranged top

slab being recessed around the bolt hold , a washer having and shelves spaced vertically to form vertically spaced com

a sleeve portion entering the bolt hole and engaged by the partments , with the top of the drawer case arranged next

bolt, a plate placed in the recess of the slab and conceal- below and removably attached to the table top and provide 1

ing the head of the bolt , and another plate placed in the re- at its forward end with a laterally and inwardly projecting

cess and concealing the first- named plate , the plates being cover forming extension , and the drawings in the aforesaid

secured in place, substantially as described. compartments, with each drawer provided at its forward end
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com

and inner side with a laterally and inwardly projecting ex- ends respectively of the table top and comprising each a

tension provided with a compartment, with the compartment horizontally arranged top and a drawer receiving compart
of the extension of the upper drawer arrangea to be covered ment next below the said drawer top , with the latter ar

by the aforesaid cover forming extension of the top of the ranged next below the table top and provided at its for

drawer case in the inner and closed position of the last- ward end and inner side with a laterally and inwardly pro

mentioned drawer. jecting cover forming extension, a drawer in the said com

2. Cabinet work for a sewing machine table comprising partment , which drawer is provided at its forward end and

a table top , a suitably supported drawer case arranged in inner side with a laterally and inwardly projecting exten

under an end of the table top and comprising a horizontally sion having a compartment formed therein and arranged to

arranged top and a shelf arranged a suitable distance below be covered by the aforesaid extension of the drawer top in

the last -mentioned top , with the said top of the drawer the closed position of the drawer, and a central drawer ar

case provided at its forward end with a laterally and in- ranged and extending between the extensions of the drawers

wardly projecting cover forming extension , and the drawer in of the two drawer cases, said central drawer having a front

the compartment formed between the shelf and the top of pivoted vertically near one extremity to the table top ,with

the drawer case and provided at its forward end and inner the upper portion of the said front projecting forwardly of

side with a laterally and inwardly projecting extension pro
the lower portion of the said front and arranged flush at its

vided with a compartment , with the compartment of the outer surface and corresponding in dimension vertically

extension of the drawer arranged to be covered by the afore
with the forward edges of the tops of the drawer cases .

10. The combination with the table top of a sewing masaid cover forming extension of the top of the drawer case

in the inner and closed position of the drawer.
chine table and the metal legs or frames arranged below the

3. Cabinet work for a sewing machine table comprising table top a suitable distance from opposite ends respectively

a table top, a suitably supported drawer case arranged in
of the table top, of drawer cases arranged next below the

under an end of the table top and comprising a compart
table top at the outer sides of the aforesaid legs or frames

and comprising each a toy arranged next below the table

ment for a forwardly movable drawer , a drawer in the said

compartment , which drawer is provided at its forward end
top at the outer side of the adjacent leg or frame, and a

and inner side with a laterally and inwardly projecting top of the said drawer case and movable forwardly and
drawer supported from each drawer case next below the

extension provided with a compartment.

4. Cabinetwork for a sewing machine table comprising drawer is provided at the forwardend andinner side with
rearwardly in opening and closing respectively , which

a table top , a drawer case arranged in under and end of the

table top and comprising a horizontally arranged top and
a laterally and inwardly projecting extension which has a

compartment and is arranged forward of and instrumentalshelves spaced vertically to form compartments , with the
in concealing the adjacent leg or frame , and the top of

top of the drawer case attached to the table top , and the

drawers in the aforesaid compartments , with each drawer
each drawer case being provided at its forward end and

provided at its forward end and inner side with a laterally
inner side with a laterally and inwardly projecting exten

and inwardly projecting extension provided with a
sion arranged to cover the compartment in the extension

partment, and each shelf being provided at its forward end
of the aforesaid drawer of the said case in the closed posi

and inner side with a laterally and inwardly projecting ex
tion of the drawer.

tention arranged to afford bearing to the extension of the
11. The combination with the table top of a sewing

drawer on the said shelf . machine table and the metal legs or frames arranged below

5. Cabinet work for a sewing machine table, comprising a
the table top a suitable distance from opposite ends res

table top, a drawer case arranged in under an end of the
pectively of the table top , of drawer cases arranged below

table top and comprising a horizontally arranged top and
the table top at the outer sides of the aforesaid legs or

a drawer receiving compartment next below the last-men
frames , and a drawer supported from each drawer case and

tioned top , with the drawer top arranged next below the
movable forwardly and rearwardly in opening and closing

table top and provided at its forward end and inner side respectively, which drawer is provided at the forward end and

with a laterally and inwardly projecting cover forming ex
and inner side with a laterally and inwardly projecting ex

tension, and a drawer for the said compartment, which
tension which has a compartment and is instrumental in con

drawer is provided at its forward end and left -hand side
cealing and abuts against the adjacent leg or frame in the

with a laterally and inwardly projecting extension having a
closed position of the drawer.

compartment formed therein and arranged to be covered by
12. The combination with the table top of a sewing

the aforesaid extension of the drawer top in the closed po- machine table and the metal legs or frames arranged below

sition of the position of the drawer.
the table top a suitable distance from opposite ends res

6. Cabinet work for a sewing machine table, comprising pectively of the table top, of drawer cases arranged below

a table top , a drawer case arranged in underan end of the the table top at the outer sides of the aforesaid legs or

table top and comprising a horizontally arranged top frame frames, and a drawer supported from each drawer case and

and a drawerreceiving compartment next below the said movable forwardly and rearwardly in opening and closing

top frame, with the latter arranged next below and remov respectively which drawer is provided at the forward end

ably attached to the table top and provided atits forward and inner side with a laterally and inwardly projectaing er

end and inner side with a laterally and inwardly projecting
tension arranged forward of and instrumental in concealing

cover forming extension , and a drawerin the said compart- the adjacent leg or frame.

ment, which drawer is provided at its forward end and

inner side with a laterally and inwardly projecting exten- No. 100,368. Car Coupler. Attelage de charr.

sion having a compartment formed therein and arranged

to be covered by the aforesaid extension of the top frame

of the drawer in the closed position of the drawer.

7. Cabinet work for a sewing machine table, comprising

a table top , two drawer cases arranged in under opposite

ends respectively of the table top and comprising each a

horizontally arranged top and a drawer receiving compart

ment next below the said drawer top , with the latter ar

ranged next below the table top and provided at its for

ward end and inner side with a laterally and inwardly pro

jecting cover forming extension , a drawer in the said com

partment, which drawer is provided at its forward end and

inner side with a laterally and inwardly projecting extension

having a compartment formed therein and arranged to be

covered by the aforesaid extension of the drawer top in the

closed position of the drawer.

8. Cabinet work for a sewing machine table comprising

a table top, two drawer cases arranged in under opposite
ends respectively of the table top and comprising each a

horizontally arranged top and a drawer receiving compart

ment next below the said drawer top , with the latter ar

ranged next below the table top , a drawer for the said com

partment , and a central drawer arranged and extending be

tween the drawer cases and having a front pivoted verti
cally near one extremity to the table top, with the upper George Lloyd, Gananoque,Ontario , Canada, 7th August, 1906 ;

6 years. Filed 28th April , 1906. Receipt No. 135,363.

portion of the said front projecting forwardly of the lower
portion of the said front and arranged flush at its outer Claim .-1 . In a coupling comprising semi -cylindrical en

surface and corresponding in dimensions vertically with the largements integral with the parts to be coupled having coni

forward edges of the tops of the drawer cases . cal end surfaces , coupling heads engaging said surfaces and

9. Cabinet work for a sewing machine table , comprising adjustable means for holding said coupling heads in position,
a table top , two drawer cases arranged in under opposite'as and for the purpose specified .
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smaller than those of the screen above it , each screen having

an outlet for the chips arrested by it , a hydraulic separator

20

2. An improved coupling comprising semi -cylindrical en

largements integral with the parts to be coupled having coni

cal end surfaces , coupling heads engaging said surfaces , ad

justable means for holding said coupling heads in position

and means for limiting the movement of the coupling heads

with regard to each other, as and for the purpose specified .

3. An improved coupling comprising semi-cylindrical en

largements integral with the parts to be coupled having coni

cal end surfaces , coupling heads having tapered inner walls

engaging the conical end surfaces, and a bolt passing through

the heads and the enlargements, as and for the purpose

specified.

4. An improved coupling comprising semi - cylindrical en

largements integral with the parts to be coupled having coni

cal end surfaces , coupling heads engaging said end surfaces ,

flanges projecting from the coupling heads having ribs along

their inner faces which limit the movement of the coupled

parts, and a bolt passing through the enlargements and the

coupling heads , as and for the purpose specified .
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No. 100,369. Water Elevator. Ascenseur à cau .

which receives the chips and waste matter from the outlet

of the lowest screen , and separate conductors for removing

chips from the outlets of the other screens.

4. In a chip assorting apparatus , the combination with a

screen adapted to arrest cookable clear-wood chips of a

maximum size, of an upper screen above it adapted to arrest

larger non-cookable pieces, a bottom screen below the clear

wood screen adapted to arrest cookabie pieces of minimum

size and broken knot - wood , and a tank to receive and assort

the matter arrested by said bottom screen .

5. In a chip assorting apparatus , the combination with a

screen adapted to arrest cookable clear-wood chips of a

maximum size , of an upper screen above it adatped to arrest

larger non -cookable pieces , a bottom screen below the clear

wood screen adapted to arrest cookable pieces of minimum

size and broken knot - wood , a tank to receive and assort the

matter arrested by said bottom screen , means for conveying

the chips from the clear - wood screen , and means for simul

taneously conveying the clear-wood chips from the tank ,

two clear-wood deliveries being simultaneously effected.

6. In a chip assorting apparatus, the combination with a

screen adatped to arrest cookable clear -wood chips of a

niaximum size , of an upper screen above it adapted to arrest

larger non -cookable pieces , a bottom screen below the clear

John Montgomery, Toronto , Ontario , Canada, 7th August , wood screen adapted to arrest cookable pieces of minimum

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 17th April , 1905. Receipt No. 124,348 size and broken knot - wood , a tank to receive and assort the

Claim .-- 1 . In a water elevator in combination with a stor matter arrested by said bottom screen , means for conveying

age tank, a supply tank located to be filled from the storage the chips from the clear -wood screen , means for simultane

tank by gravity, a storage tank for air in communication ously conveying the clear- wood chips from the tank , two

with the supply tank, and means interposed between the air clear - wood deliveries being simultaneously effected , means

storage tank and the supply tank for regulating the air for conveying from the upper screen the slivers and butts ,

pressure exerted in the supply tank , substantially as des- and a conveyer for removing the waste matter falling through

cribed.
the bottom screen.

2. In combination with a supply tank located to be filled

by gravity with a suitable source of water supply , an air No. 100,371. Index . Inder.

tank adapted to hold compressed air , a communicating pipe

between the air tank and the supply tank , and means inter

posed between the air tank and the supply tank for regu

lating the air pressure exerted in the supply tank , substan

tially as described .

3. In combination with a tank adapted to be emptied by

pressure of air exerted therein , means whereby sa'd tank is

automatically filled with water, a storage tank for air and

communication between the storage tank for air and the

water tank , air pressure regulating means inter posed in a

pipe connecting the air tank and the water tank , a control

ling valve in said passage , and means whereby the control

ling valve may be operated .
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No. 100,370. Apparatus for Assorting Pulpwood.

Appareil pour assortir les copeaux de bois de pulpe.

Nathaniel Morrison Jones , Bangor, Maine, U.S.A. , 7th August,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 23rd April , 1906. Receipt No. 135,183 .

Claim . - 1 . A chip assorting apparatus comprising a mech

anical separator organized to subdivide the chips into a

plurality of grades according to their size , and a hydraulic

separator which received the chips of the smaller size and Norman Greenshields Neill , Montreal, Quebec, Canada, 7th
the waste matter mixed therewith from the mechanical August , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 29th March , 1906. Receipt

separator, and separates said chips and waste matter in No. 134,412 .

accordance with their respective specific gravitir's . Claim .-- 1. An index comprising a plurality of main sheets

2. A chip assorting apparatus comprising a tier of recipro- having integral tags at their outer edges, said tags lying

cating graded screens, the openings of each screen being out of register with each other and being formed by cutting

smaller than those of the screen above it , and a hydraulic away the vertical portions of the sheets above and below

separator which receives from the lowest screen the chips of each tag, indexing characters printed on both sides of said

the smallest grade, and the waste matter mixed therewith , tags , a plurality of shorter secondary sheets between each

and separates said chips and waste matter in accordance pair of said main sheets, said secondary sheets having index
with their respective specific gravities. ing tangs formed at their outer edges , and intermediate in

3. A chip assorting apparatus comprising a tier of recipro- dexing characters printed on one side of said last-mentioned

cating graded screens , the openings of each screen being ' tags.

8-6
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2. An index comprising a plurality of main sheets having plungers in said cylinders , an electrode in said electrifying

integral tags at their outer edges, said tags lying out of chamber , a pair of electrodes reciprocable through said

register with each other and being formed by cutting away apertures into and out of contact with opposite ends of said

the vertical portions on each side of said tags , indicating electrode , and means for simultaneously operating said pair

numbers forming a primary index printed on both sides of of electrodes and said plungers.

said tags whereby said index can be read from either the 9. In an apparatus for modifying air by the electric dis

front or back of the book , a plurality of shorter secondary charge in combination with an electrifying chamber, an

sheets between said main sheets , and indexing tags formed electrode yieldably mounted therein , a pair of air pumps

at the outer edges of said secondary sheets by cutting away having pistons , a pair of electrodes operatively connected

the vertical portion on one side only of said tags , and inter- to said pistons , means for reciprocating said pistons alter

mediate numbers forming a secondary index printed on one nately in opposite directions whereby said pair of electrodes

side of the last -mentioned tags . are also reciprocated in opposite directions into and out of

contact with said yieldable electrode , and ducts provided in

No. 100,372. Apparatus for Subjecting Air to said apparatus for conveying air from said pumps into the

Electrical Discharges. presence of the electric discharges produced at opposite ends
of the latter electrode .

Appareil pour soumettre l'air à des décharges électriques .
10. In an apparatus for modifying air by the electric dis

charge in combination with an electrifying chamber , a pair

of electrodes connected with a suitable source of electricity

and one of which is reciprocable into and out of contact with

37 the other within said chamber, and an air pump for forcing

air into the presence of the electric discharges occurring

between said electrodes , said reciprocable electrode being

connected to and movable simultaneously and in unison with

28
a movable member of the air pump.

36

35

No. 100,373. Provision Safe. Coffre à provision
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John Elvin Mitchell and Dennis Parks , both of St. Louis,

Missouri , U.S.A. , 7th August , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 17th

April , 1906. Receipt No. 134,985 .

Claim .-1 . In an apparatus for modifying air by the electric

discharge in combination with a yieldably mounted electrode ,

a pair of electrodes reciprocable into and out of contact

with opposite ends thereof, said electrodes being connected

with a suitable source of electricity .

2. In an apparatus for modifying air by the electric dis

charge in combination with a slidably mounted electrode, a

pair of electrodes reciprocable into and out of contact with

opposite ends thereof , said electrodes being connected with

a suitable source of electricity .

3. In an apparatus for modifying air by the electric dis

charge in combination with a yieldably mounted electrode , a

pair of synchronously movable electrodes reciprocable into I lizabeth S. Reed , New Haven , Connecticut, U.S.A. , 7th

and out of contact alternately with opposite ends of said August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 5th June , 1906. Receipt No.

electrode , said electrodes being connected with a suitable 136,584 .

source of electricity . Claim.--A provision safe comprising a casing immovably

4. In an apparatus for modifying air by the electric dis secured outside a window sill and mainly below the upper
charge in combination with a slidably mounted electrode, a edge thereof, a cover hinged to the outer edge of said casing

pair of electrodes reciprocable into and out of contact with and overlapping the upper edge thereof , said casing formed

opposite ends thereof, and meaus for connecting up said with openings in its walls and with a groove in its upper
electrodes with a source of electricity involving a shoe edge , and a removable lining in said casing, the upper edge

loosely mounted on said slidable electrode . of the said lining turned over into the said groove , said lin

5. In an apparatus for modifying air by the electric dis- ing also formed with openings registering with the opening

charge in combination with an electrifying chamber having in the casing and provided with slides for closing or parti

an end wall provided with an aperture and having an outlet , ally closing the same , substantially as described.
an electrode mounted in said chamber, a second electrode ,

and means for reciprocating it through said aperture intoand out of contact with said first-named electrode, said No. 100,374. Extension Table. Table à extension .

electrodes being connected with a source of electricity , and

means for forcing a blast of air through said aperture . mig 1
6. In an apparatus for modifying air by the electric dis

charge in combination with an electrifyng chamber having

an end wall provided with an aperture and having an outlet ,

an electrode mounted in said chamber a second electrode ,
and means for reciprocating it through said aperture into

and out of contact with said first -named electrode, said elec

trodes being connected with a source of electricity , and

means for forcing a blast of air through said aperture simul

taneously with the outward or separating movement of said

last-named electrode .

7. In an apparatus for modifying air by the electric dis

charge, in combination with an electrifying chamber having Fig. 5
oppositely disposed apertures and provided with an outlet,

an electrode mounted in said chamber in line with said aper

tures , a pair of electrodes reciprocable through said aper

tures into and out of contact with opposite ends of said first

named electrode , said electrodes being connected with a

source of electricity , and means for forcing a blast of air 700374
through said apertures simultaneously with the outward or

separating movement of the respective reciprocable elec

trodes . John K. Riskel, Williamsport, Pennsylvania, U.S.A., 7th

8. In an apparatus for modifying air by the electric dis- August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 14th June , 1906. Receipt No.

charge in combination with an electrifying chamber having
136,889 .

oppositely disposed apertures , a pair of pump cylinders hav- Claim . - 1. The combination in an extension table of a

ing valve controlled communication with said apertures , frame including a transversely disposed bar arranged below

11
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and serving to support the adjacent edges of the permanent folded and provided with a perforated inner margin , the said
table top , an auxiliary leaf , and pivotal supports for said charging sheet of a different colour to distinguish it from
leaf, the leaf being adjustable to bring one of its edges the invoice sheet , and placed between the invoice sheets, to

above the supporting bar, and one of the pivotal supports at receive the duplication of the invoices on each side of the

the opposite edge of said leaf serving to support the ad- said charging sheet , ready to be filed and bound in a post
jacent edge of the permanent top . binder when completed , all arranged substantially as and

2. The combination in an extension table of a frame in- for the purpose specified .

cluding a centrally disposed crossbar arranged below and

serving to support the adjacent edges of thepermanent top, No. 100,376. Spring Wheel. Roue à ressort .

auxiliary leaves , and pivotally mounted crossbars for the

support of said leaves , the crossbars being disposed on

lines oblipue to the top of the table when the leaves are

adjusted to position for use.

3. The combination in an extension table of a frame in

( luding a transversely disposed bar arranged below and

serving to support the adjacent edges of the permanent table

top auxiliary leaves , and pivotal supports for said leaves ,

each of said leaves being adjustable to bring one of its edges

above the supporting bar , and one of the pivotal supports at

the opposite edge of said leaf serving to support an addi

tional leaf .

4. In an extension table the combination with a plurality

of slidabyl connected rails arranged in pairs , of a rigid cross

bar extending between the rails forming the inner pair , and

serving at all times a support for two leaf sections of the

table top , and an auxiliary leaf section adjustable to the

plane of the top of the table and arranged to rest on said

crossbar.

5. In an extension table slidable extension side rails con

nected in pairs , a rigid crossbar extending between the rails

forming the inner pair, a plurality of crossbars pivotally

connected at their opposite ends to said inner rails and

having their upper edges oblique with respect to their sides ,
Edward B. Sims, Western , Nebraska , U.S.A. , 7th August ,

and an auxiliary leaf pivotally connected to said pivoted
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 10th May , 1906. Receipt No. 135,75 % .

crossbars and resting on the rigid crossbar when adjusted Clgim .-1 . A vehicle wheel having a tire encircling its rim

to a position in the plane of the top of the table , the and spaced therefrom , a series of springs interposed between

oblique edge of one of the bars serving to support another the rim and wire and having rigid , but detachable connec

portion of the table top , and the pivoted crossbars having tion at their inner ends with the rim and having both pivotal

their upper load receiving edges in vertical planes to one and detachable connection at their outer ends with the tire .

side of the vertical planes of their pivots . 2. In a vehicle wheel the combination of a rim , a tire en

circling the rim and spaced therefrom , pairs of headed studs

No. 100,375. System of Invoicing . applied to one of said parts, a plurality of springs each hav

ing at one end a pair of keyhole slots arranged relatively at
Système de facturer.

a right angle and adapted to make detachable connection

with a pair of studs, and means for detachably connecting

the opposite ends of the springs to the other pair.

3. In a vehicle wheel the combination of a rim , pairs of

headed studs applied thereto, a tire encircling the rim and

spaced therefrom and provided at intervals in its length

with pairs of ears , surved springs having their outer ends

bent into approximately cylindrical form and having a pair

of keyhole slots at their inner ends, the slots of said pair

having a right angular arrangement and adapted to co -oper

ate with a pair of headed fasteners , and means for pivotally

and detachably connecting the outer ends of the springs to

the said ears .

4. A vehicle wheel having a tire encircling its rim and

Fig. spaced therefrom , a series of springs interposed between

the rim and tire, and plurality of toggle braces interposed

between the tire and rim to sustain lateral stress and pre

vent transverse displacement of the wire.

stol
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No. 100,377. Mechanism for Propelling and

Steering Vessels.

Mécanisme de mise en mourem'nt et gouverneur.

Rocco Stola , New York City , New York , U.S.A., 7th August ,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 22nd August, 1905. Receipt No.

127,881 .

Claim.-1 . As a means for propelling and steering, a hull

constructed with a well in combination with a carriage

having both ends wedge- shaped adapted to be raised and

lowered therein , means for raising and lowering such car

riage by a single screw M®, a propeller mounted in such

carriage and means for revolving it arranged on one side

of the center line of the hull and with another correspond

ing set of mechanism and propelling means and also inde

pendent elevating means on the opposite side of the center

line , all adapted to serve substantially as herein specified.

2. As a means for propelling and steering, a hull con

structed with a well having the lower end flared both at the

1003739 front and rear as indicated by Aº in figure 5 , adapted to

allow the water to obliquely and strongly rise into and

sink out of the well , in combination with a carriage having
Robert Alexander-Robertson, Hamilton , Ontario, Canada , wedge-shaped ends adapted to be raised and lowered therein,

7th August , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 24th April , 1906 . Re

means for raising and lowering each carriage by a single
ceipt No. 135,234 .

screw independent of the other carriage, a propeller mount

( 'laim . - An improved art or system of invoicing, duplicated in such carriage and means for revolving it , all arranged

ing and filing the same , consisting of an invoice sheet of any to serve substantially as herein specified .

colour, ruled and headed double on one side and afterwards 3. As a means for propelling and steering, a hull con

folded in the center , so that , the invoices may be entered on structed with a well in combination with a carriage having

front and back , or both outsides , a loose charging or dupli- both ends wedge -shaped adapted to be raised and lowered

cating sheet wider than the width of the invoice sheet when I therein , means for raising and lowering such carriage , a
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propeller mounted in such carriage and means for revolv- shaft and adapted to contain cartons or boxes with goods

ing it, the power being communicated to the propeller therein , a star wheel on said shaft , and a ratchet lever

engaging the periphery of said star wheel .

3. In a vending machine the combination with a casing.

of a vertical shaft therein having means outside of the

Fig. 1
casing for turning said shaft , a storage frame secured on

the shaft and adapted to contain goods to be vended , a star

wheel on said shaft , a ratchet lever engaging the star

wheel, and means for locking said lever in locket engage

ment with the star wheel when ejector mechanism is oper

ated.

4. In a vending machine the combination with a casing ,

of a rotary storage frame therein , a star wheel movable

with the frame , a ratchet lever pivoted between its ends ,

a roller at one end of said lever engaging the star wheel ,

an ejector, a shaft to operate the ejector , and means for

locking said lever in locked engagement with the star wheel

to hold the storage frame when the shaft is operated.

Fig ?
5. In a vending machine the combination with a casing

having an opening or window therein , of a rotary storage

frame for goods to be vended comprising a series of radial

columns for goods , weights located on top of each and

every column of goods , and an indicator, and devices con

nected with said indicator and operated by a weight in any

empty column to move the indicator and designate the fact
100397

of any empty column at the opening ir window .

6. In a vending machine the combination with a casing

through upright shafts with bevel gears and feathered con having an opening or window therein , of a rotary storage

nections and with an independent motor for each shaft and frame in said casing having a series of radial columns for

independent controlling means therefor, all adapted to goods to be vended, a weight in each and every column on

serve substantially as herein specified. top of the pile of goods , a counter weighted rotary disc

4. As a means for propelling and steering, a hull con- behind the window having the word " empty ” or other like

structed with a well in combination with a carriage having printed matter thereon normally out of alignment of the

both ends wedge - shaped adapted to be raised and means window , and means operated by a weight in any column for

for revolving it , the power being communicated to the pro- turning the disc to expose the word " empty ” at the window .

peller through upright shafts with bevel gears and feathered 7. In a vending machine the combination with a rotary

connections and with elevating screws and independent vending frame comprising a top plate , a series of radial

motors each adapted for rapidly raising and depressing the partitions secured to the top plate, a cylinder secured to

carriage each independently of the other carriage, all sub- the central portion of the top plate , depending therefrom

stantially as herein specified. and through which the inner edges of the partitions pass, a

ring or disc secured in the cylinder near its lower end , bot

No. 100,378. Vending Machine. Machine de vente. tom plates secured to the lower ends of the partitions at

opposite sides providing a space for an ejector between

them , plates connecting the outer edges of the partitions

but spaced from the bottom plates to allow a single carton

or box to pass below them, shutters hinged to said outer

plates , and catches on the top plate to secure the upper

ends of said hinged shutters.

8. In a vending machine , the combination with a fixed

ejector guide , and a sliding ejector thereon , of a storage

frame comprising a series of radial .columns or compart

ments any one of which may be disposed in front of the

ejector, a rotary shaft , an arm loose thereon , a disc secured

to the shaft, pins or screws on the face of said disc on

opposite sides of the arm to move the same , and a pitman

connecting the arm with the ejector to move the latter

when the shaft is turned .

9. In a vending machine the combination with a rotary

storage frame containing columns of goods of different

prices, of a series of coin chutes for different coins , coin
22

controlled operating mechanism over which without obstruc

tion a coin would jump and return to the purchaser, and a

deflector common to all the coin chutes and operated by the

frame to move behind the proper coin chute and deflect the

coin into the coin - controlled operating mechanism .

10. In a vending machine the combination with a rotary

storage frame containing columns of goods of different

price , of a series of coin chutes for different coins , coin

controlled operating mechanism over which a coin if un

obstructed would jump and return to the purchaser, a de

fiector, a star wheel movable with the storage frame and

means operated by the star wheel to control the operation

price , of a series of coin chntes for different coins , coin

trolled mechanism .

11. In a vending machine the combination with a vertical

shaft, and a storage frame thereon comprising a series of

columns or compartments for goods to be vended , of a star

2.4 100398 wheel having a point or tooth for every column or com

partment, a cam plate , a coin - guiding deflector to direct the

proper coin into operative position , and screws in the star

William Chester Whitney, Newark , New Jersey, U.S.A., 7th wheel to govern the operation of the cam plate and de

August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 13th February , 1906. Receipt flector .

No. 132,890 . 12. In a vending machine, the combination with a storage

Claim . - 1 . In a vending machine the combination of a ro- frame , and coin - controlled mechanism to eject the goods

tary storage frame mounted on a vertical axis and com- therefrom , of a coin chute to direct coins into said coin -con

prising a series of radial compartments orverticalcolumns trolled mechanism and having an open bottom through which

for goods, each of said columns or compartments being key- smaller coins will fall , a pivoted or hinged deflector in said
stone shape in horizontal section to receive and store a chute which will be disposed by the proper coin but defect

series of superposed cartons or boxes of general keystone a smaller coin driven with force thereagainst , in an attempt

shape . to reach the coin - controlled mechanism , and a second de

2. In a vending machine the combination with a casing , flector operated by the frame to move behind the coin chute

ofa vertical shaft therein having means outside of the and deflect the coin into the coin -controlled operating mech

casing to turn the same , a storage frame secured on said auism .

De Der
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13. In a vending machine , the combination with a rotary 2. The combination with a frame composed of upright tub

storage frame having a series of radial columns for goods and ular members and the connecting tie rods, of the shelves

a weight on each pile of goods, of a coin entrance chute . which are respectively pivoted at one end to hinge members

and a deflector operated by the weight when a column is slidable vertically upon one of said upright frame members ,

empty to deflect a coin back to the purchaser . brackets slidable vertically upon the other of said upright

14. In a vending machine , the combination with a rotary frame members and adapted to support the free ends of the

storage frame having a series of radial columns for goods several shelves when in their closed positions , and means to

and a weight on each pile of goods, of a coin entrance chute, secure the said hinge members and the said brackets in their

a deflector, a cam plate and a finger on each weight adapted adjusted positions .

when the column is empty to depress the cam plate and 3. The combination with a frame section , the swinging

move the deflector into position to throw out or return a shelves therefor , and means for sustaining the free ends of

coin placed in the chute to the purchaser. said shelves when closed , of means formed or provided upon

15. In a vending machine , the combination with a column an end of said frame section whereby another frame section

of goods to be vended, of a coin entrance chute, a coin guide may be detachably secured thereto , said section end acting

irto which the coin falls , a coin holder hinged to the coin to sustain the adjacent ends of the shelves provided in the

guide, an ejector operating sbaft , a segment thereon having | last -named frame section .

i shoulder thereon in front of which the coin is held by the 4. In a case of the character described , the combination

holder, a locking pawl normally engaging a pin on the seg- with upright frame members arranged in pairs intermediate

ment to lock the shaft , and a pin on the holder to engage of tiers of shelves , of horizontal members disposed one

and release the pawl when the shaft is turned and the holder above the other and connecting each of said pairs of frame

and segment are coupled temporarily by a coin . members whereby a ladder is formed thereat.

16. In a vending machine , the combination with an ejector 5. A case of the character described comprising upright

operating shaft , a segment thereon normally locked , a holder frame members , hinge members adjustably secured to cer

to hold a coin on the segment which couples them together tain of said frame members, brackets adjustably secured to

and an ejector within the holder for throwing a coin out of other of said members , said brackets being provided with

the holder and returning it to the purchaser . outwardly and downwardly sloping arms .

17. In a vending machine, the combination with a rotary 6. In a bookcase , the combination with a sustaining means

storage frame containing a series of columns of goods of dif- and a shelf provided in its under side with a plurality of

ferent price , and coin entrance chutes for coins of different holes , a bar supported by said sustaining means and having

value, of a coin holder to hold a coin in position to permit an upwardly protruding end adapted to be engaged with any
the operation of the ejector mechanism , ard a coin ejector of said shelf holes.

ip said holder , adapted when the frame is turned , with a

coin in the holder, to eject the coin and return it to the pur No. 100,380. Display Rack. Ratelier de montre.
chaser.

18. In a vending machine , the combination with a casing

having a delivery pocket therein , a rotary storage frame for

goods of different price , and means for ejecting the goods

into the delivery pocket of a series of coin entrance chutes

for coins of different value , a single coin guide , a hopper to

direct misplaced coins into the delivery pocket , a deflector,

a star wheel fixed to turn with the storage frame, and inter

changeable screws of various lengths in the star wheel to

move the deflector and deflect only the proper coin into the

coin - controled operating mechanism .

1
0
1
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No. 100,379. Bookcase or Display Rack.

Bois de bibliothèque et ratelier de montre.
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Asa C. Wood, Waterloo, Iowa, U.S.A. , 7th August, 1906 ; 6

years. Filed 27th June , 1906. Receipt No. 137,344 .

Claim . - 1. A display rack comprising a standard , upwardly

extending pivoted members carried by said standard, hat

supporting means carried by the upper ends of said mem

bers , a sleeve vertically movable on said standard , links

connecting said sleeve and the upwardly extending members ,

and a pivoted member carried by the standard and adaptetd

to engage the vertically movable sleeve for holding the

same .

2. A display rack comprising a standard, an upwardly ex

tending member pivotally carried by the standard , upwardly

extending ribs pivotally carried by the upper end of said

member, a sleeve vertically movable upon said member,
FIT 2

links pivotally connected to the sleeve and haviog their up

per ends pivotally connected to the ribs , a pivoted catch

carried by the member and adapted to engage the sleeve and

FIL hold it in its adjusted position whereby the sleeve is verti

cally adjustable.

3. A display rack comprising a standard , upwardly ex

tending ribs pivotally carried by the standard , a sleeve

loosely mounted upon said standard , links connecting said

sleeve and ribs, and a tooth bar carried by the standard for

preventing the sleeve from being drawn upward upon the
standard.

FTS F45. FIH. 4. A display rack comprising a standard , upwardly ex

tending ribs pivotally carried by the standard , a sleeve ver

tically adjustable on the standard , links connecting said

Robert H. Lindsay and Frederick R. Burch , co - inventors,
sleeve and the ribs , a tooth bar pivoted to the upper end of

the standard , and engaging a pin carried by the verticallyboth of Seattle, Washington, U.S.A., 7th August, 1906; 6 movable sleeve, and preventing the upward movement of the
years. Filed 12th August , 1906. Receipt No. 127,644 .

sleeve caused by the hat through the links .

Claim .-- 1 . The combination with the frame including two 5. A display rack comprising a standard , upwardly ex

upright members and a shelf, of vertically movable means tending ribs pivotally carriei by the standard, & sleeve

for pivotally securing one end of the shelf to one of said / loosely mounted upon the said standard, links connecting

members and vertically movable means provided upon the the sleeve and , ribs , and a tooth bar pivotally carried by

other of said members for supporting the other end of the the standard and engaging the sleeve and preventing the

shelf when in its closed position . same from being drawn upward upon the standard .

10

1803)
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6. A display rack comprising a base , an upwardly extend- 7. A closure for hermetically sealed receptacles compris.
ing tube carried by the base , a tube vertically movable ing a gasket having an approximately rhombic or rhom

within the tube carried by the base , a hat supporting mem- boidal cross sect :on , the inner and outer faces of which are

ber having its lower end provided with a ball with in the substantially cylindrical , and a cap having a receiving seat,
" pper end of the vertically movable tube, a rod passing a portion of which is inclined in substantial accordance
upward through the tube, a rubber block carried by the hat with one of the oblique angled faces of the gasket.
supporting member, a washer carried by the lower end of 8. A closure for hermetically sealed receptacles.compris

the vertically adjustable tube, and a screw passing through ing a gasket having an approximately rhonboidal cross
said washer and adapted to expand the washer against the section , the outer and inner faces of which are cylindrical
inside of the stationary tube and hold the vertically mov- and narrower than the oblique faces thereof, and a cap

able tube in its adjusted position , and said screw adapted having a gasket receiving seat , a portion of which is in
to engage the rod within the vertical tube and hold the clined in substantial accordance with one of the oblique

rubper block in engagement with the ball. faces of the gasket .

7. A display rack, comprising a base , an upwardly extend- 9. A closure for hermetically sealed receptacles, compris

ing tube carried by the base, a tube vertically movable ing a gasket a cross section of which is substantially a

within the tube carried by the base , a hat supporting mem- parallelogram having two shorter sides of cylindrical con

ber, a sleeve loosely mounted upon said standard , links tour, and two longer sides at oblique angles with the shorter

upper end of the vertically movable tube, upwardly extend- sides, and a cap provided with a receiving seat, a porti n

ing member pivotally carried by the hat supporting mem- of which is inclined in substantial accordance with an ob

ber, a sleeve loosely mounted upon said standard , links lique face of the gasket .

connected to the sleeve and ribs , a tontb, bar pivotally car- 10. The combination with a receptacle, of a hermetic seal

ried by the standard and engaging the sleeve and prevent- ing closure , comprising a gasket having an acute angled

ing the same from being drawn upward upon the standard , edge which in its initial position projects with a down

a rod passing upward through the vertically movable tube , ward inclination across and past the sealing seat of the re

a rubber block carried by the rod for engaging the ball car- ceptacle , and a cap having an inclined sealing portion for

ried by the hat supporting member, a washer carried by the wedging the gasket against the sealing seat of the recep
lower end of said vertically movable tube, and a screw pass- tacle .

ing through said washer and adapted to expand the washer 11. The combination with a receptacle having a substanti

against the inside of the upwardly extending tube, and hold ally rounded sealing seat , of a gasket having an acute angled

the vertically movable tube in its adjusted position , said edge which in its initial position, projects with a downward

screw adapted to engage the rod within the vertically mov- inclination across and past the sealing seat of the receptacle .

able tube and hold the rubber block in engagement with the and a cap provded with an inclined portion, for wedging the
ball . gasket at an angle against the sealing seat of the receptacle.

8. A display rack , comprising a standard, upwardly ex- 12. The combination with a receptacle having a substanti

tending pivoted members carried by said standard, hat ally rounded sealing seat, of a wedging closure therefor com

supporting means carried by the upper ends of said mem- prising gasket having inner and outer cylindrical faces and

bers , a sleeve vertically adjustable on said standard , links having an oblique angled lower edge which projects with a

connecting said sleeve and the upwardly extending mem- downwardly inclination across the sealing seat of the reeep

bers , and a pivoted member carried by the standard and tacle and a cap provided with an inclined portion for wedg
having teeth on its lower face to engage the sleeve and hold ing the gasket against the sealing shoulder of the recep

it in its adjusted position . tacle .

13. The combination with a receptacle having a rounded

No. 100,381 . Hermetic Closure. sealing zone, of a closure therefor , comprising a cap having

Fermeture hermétique .
a flexible flaring flange, and a gasket, the upper portion of

which is smaller in diameter than the outer diameter of the

receptacle rim , and having lower faces which converge at an

acute angle and project downwardly past the said rounded

sealing zone of the receptacle .

14. The combination with a receptacle having a rounded

rim , of a closure therefor comprising a cap having a flexible

flaring flange and a gasket having upper faces which con

verge to a diameter smaller than the other diameter of ihr

receptacle rim , and having lower faces which converge

downwardly at an acute angle and project through and be

yond the annular space between the round of the rim and

the cap flange.

15. The combination with a receptacle having a substanti

ally rounded sealing seat , of a gasket having a cylindrical

face, and an adjacent face at an oblique angle therewith ,

forming a wedge - shaped annular margin which projects

downwardly and across the rounded sealing seat of the re

ceptacle , and a ca provided with a flexible flaring flange

for compressing the said wedge-shaped portion of the gasket.

16. The combination with a receptacle having a rounded

William Henry Honiss , Hartford, Connecticut, U.S.A., 7th rim , of a cap having a flexibleflange, the upper portion of
August , 1906 . 6 years . Filed 28th April , 1906. Receipt

which is smaller in diameter thtan the outside of the recep
No. 135,348 .

tacle rim , and is inclined outwardly and downwardly , merg

Claim .—1 . A ring gasket made of rubber or similar elastic ing into a substantially cylindrical zone , larger than and

material , and having cylindrical inner and outer faces , with on the outside of the receptacle rim , and a gasket having a

the adjacent edges forming acute angles with the respec- downwardly and outwardly inclined inner surface resting

tive inner and outer faces . upon the outer portion of the rounded rim of the receptacle ,

2. An annular gasket , made of rubber or similar elastic and having an acute angled lower annular corner extending

material in the form of a short cylinder , having oblique into the annular space between the outer side of the recep

upper and lower surfaces substantially parallel with each tacle rim and the inner side of the cap flange.

other. 17. The combination with a receptacle having a plain

3. The con leination with a receptacle and a flaring cap , rounded rim , of a hermetic closure therefor, comprising a

of a gasket nade of rubber or similar elastic material and gasket having a downwardly and outwardly inclined lower

having a cylijdrical face with an adjacent face forming an surface which in the uncompressed condition of the gasket

oblique angle ther with . rests upon the rounded rim , with an acute angled annular

4. The combination with a receptacle and a flaring cap . corner projecting downwardly on the outer side of the rim .

of a gasket made of rubber or similar elastic material and and a sealing cap having a flexible flange which is inclined

having inner and outer cylindrical faces and inclined edges. downwardly and outwardly, merging into a substantially

5. A closure for hermetically sealed receptacles compris- cylindrical portion which extends downwardly upon the outer
ing a gasket having an approximately cylindrical face and side of the receptacle rim leaving an annular space outside

an adjacent face forming an oblique angle therewith , and of said rim substantially less in width than the thickness of

cap having a sisi et receiving seat, a portion of which is the gasket .

inclined in substantial accordance with the oblique face of 18. The combination with a receptacle having a plain

the gasket. rounded rim , of a sealing closure therefor comprising a car

6. A closure for hermetically sealed receptacles compris- having a flexible flange, the upper portion of which is smaller

ing a gasket having inner and outer cylindrical faces, and in diameter than the outer diameter of the receptacle rim .

an adjacent oblique face , and a cap having a gasket receiv- and which inclines outwardly and downwardly, merging into

ing seat inclined in substantial conformity with the oblique a zone having substantially vertical and parallel walls en

face of the gasket. compassing the outer side of the receptacle rim , leaving an
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Fig.1

anular space of substantial width between them, and a gas- 2. A bottle closing device comprising a screw stopper

ket having a downwardly and outwardly inclined lower face adapted to be engaged with a correspondingly screw -thread

resting upon the receptacle rim , and provided with an acute ed part of a bottle and provided at its upper end with a

argled annular corner , which in the uncompressed condition centrally arranged pin , a carrier formed with a hole in which

of the gasket extends downwardly into the said annular said pin is free to rotate , and a holder adapted to be attach

space. ed to a bottle and to which said carrier is jointed .

3. A bottle closing device comprising a screw stopper

No. 100,382. Stopper for Sealing Vessels. adapted to be engaged with a correspondingly screw -thread

Appareil à sceller les vaisseaux . ed part of a bottle and provided at its upper end with a
centrally arranged pin , a carrier formed with a hole in which

said pin is free to rotate and slide , and a holder adapted to

be attached to a bottle and to which said carrier is jointed .

4. A bottle closing device comprising a holder formed of
sheet metal with downwardly bent ends integral therewith

and with a central hole therethrough , a yoke - shaped carrier

formed of a single piece of sheet metal bent to shape and

having a centrally arranged hole extending therethrough.
the lower ends of said carrier being mounted to turn on the

downwardly bent ends of said holder , and a screw stopper

mounted to rotate in said carrier .

5. A bottle closing device comprising a holder formed of

sheet metal with downwardly bent ends integarl therewith

and with a central hole therethrough , a yoke shaped carrier

formed of a single piece of sheet metal bent to shape and

having a centrally arranged therethrough , the lower ends

of said carrier being pivoted to the downwardly bept ends

of said holder , and a screw stopper mounted to rotate in

said carrier and adapted to move endways rotatively thereto .

6. A bottle closing device comprising a carrier having a

hole extending therethrough, a screw stopper adapted to

Abbot Augustus Low , Horseshoe , New York , U.S.A. , 7th engage a correspondingly screw - threaded part of a bottle ,

August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 26th March , 1906 . Receipt a pin projecting from said stopper and adapted to extend

No. 134,275 . through said hole , and a holder pivoted to said carrier and

Claim . - In a seealing means for vessels the combination of adapted to be readily attached to a bottle , said pin being

a perforated sealing wafer, a stopper entered in and sus adapted to rotate and slide in said hole , as set forth .

tained by said wafer, whereby in use vertical and diametri 7. A bottle closing device comprising a carrier having a

cal compression is employed in sealing a vessel , substanti- hole extending therethrough, a screw stopper adapted to

ally as specified.
ergage a corespondingly screw- threaded part of a bottle ,

a pin projecting from said stopper and adapted to rotate

and to slide in said hole , and a holder connected to said
No. 100,383. Stopper for Containers. carrier and adapted to be readily attached to a bottle, the

Fermeture de bouteilles . length of said pin being such that when said holder is

attached to a bottle , the stopper will be prevented from

becoming detached from said carrier , as set forth .

8. A bottle closing device comprising a carrier having a

Figs
hole extending therethrough , a screw stopper adapted to

engage with a correspondingly screw - threaded part of

bottle , a pin projecting from said stopper and adapted to

extend through said hole , and a holder pivoted to said car

rier and adapted to be readily attached to the neck of a

bottle , said pin being adapted to rotate and to slide end

ways in said hole and the length of said pin being such that

when said holder is attached to the bottle , the stopper will

be prevented from becoming detached from said carrier, as

set forth .

9. The combination of a holder adapted to be readily at

Fugt tached to a bottle , a carrier consisting of a yoke -shaped

Figo frame pivtotally connected to said holder and having a hole

formed in its central portion , a screw stopper adapted to

engage a correspondingly screw - threaded portion of a bottle ,

and a pin projecting from said stopper and adapted to rotate

and to slide jn said hole, as set forth.
10. The combination of a holder adapted to be readily

attached to a bottle , a carrier consisting of a yoke- shaped

frame pivotally connected to said holder and having a hole
Frgt

formed in its central portion , a stopper, and a pin project

ing therefrom and adapted to rotate and to slide endways

in said hole , the length of said pin being such that when
Fig ?

said holder is attached to the bottle , the stopper will be

prevented from becoming detached from said carrier, as sei

forth

11. A combined stopper and holding device comprising a

holder formed with a central hole adapted to fit over the

neck of a bottle , a carrier formed with a hole and pivoted
PO to said holder, and a stopper having a pin adapted to ro

tate and slide in the hole of said carrier, as set forth .00353

12. A combined stopper and holding device comprising a

holder formed with a central hole adapted to fit over the
Charles Carter Newton and William Savage Newton , co

neck of a bottle , a carrier formed with a hole and pivoteu

inventors, both of Strafford Lodge , Oatlands Park , Wey- to said holder, and a stopper having a pin adapted to ro

bridge , Surrey, England , 1th August , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed tate and slide in the hole of said carrier , the length of said

21st March , 1906. Receipt No. 134,112 . pin being such that when said holder is attached to the

Claim . - 1. A bottle closing device comprising a screw stop- bottle, the stopper will be prevented from becoming de

per adapted to engage with a correspondingly screw -threaded tached from said carrier, as set forth .

part of a bottle , a holder adapted to be readily attached to a 13. A combined stopper and holding device , comprising a

bottle so that it has no operative movement thereon , and a holder having bent end portions and formed with a central

carrier which engages the holder and carries the stopper, hole adapted to fit over the neck of a bottle, a carrier con

said stopper being mounted to move in said carrier so that sisting of a yoke-shaped frame the central portion of which

it can be readily moved into its closed and open positions , is formed with a hole and the ends of which are pivotally
and in the latter position can be moved clear of the bottle connected to the bent end portions of said holder, and a

neck by said carrier whilst still attached to the bottle , as stopper having a pin adapted to rotate and slidein the hole
set forth . of said carrier, as set forth .
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14. A combined stopper and holding device, comprising a thread adapted to engage the thread on the externally screw

holder having bent end portions and formed with a central threaded neck of a tubular container, a yoke- shaped car

hole adapted to fit over the neck of a bottle , a carrier con- rier formed of sheet metal jointed to said holder and formed

sisting of a yoke - shaped frame the central portion of which with a hole , and an internally screw - threaded stopper adapt
is formed with a hole and the ends of which is formed with ed to screw onto said neck and having a pin adapted to

a hole and the ends of which are pivotally connected to the rotate in the hole in said carrier .

bent end portions of said holder, and a stopper having a pin 26. The combination with a tubular container of the kind

adapted to rotate and slide in the hole of said carrier, the herein referred to having an externally screw- threaded neck ,

length of said pin being such that when said holder is at- of a detachable closing device comprising a holder formed

tached to the bottle, the stopper will be prevented from be- with a hole the metal around which is adapted to engage

coming detached from said carrier, as set forth . with and screw on said neck and to finally rest upon the

15. A combined stopper and holding device , comprising a shoulder of said container at the base of the neck , a yoke

holder formed of sheet metal with a central hole adapted shaped sheet metal carrier jointed at its ends to the ends
to fit over the neck of a bottle and having bent end por- of said holder, and an internally screw -threaded stopper
tions each formed with a hole , a carrier consisting of a adapted to screw onto said neck and having a pin arranged
yoke-shaped frame the central portion of which is formed to rotate and move endways in said carrier.

with a hole and the ends of which are each formed with a 27. A bottle closing device comprising a screw stopper

hole whose edge portion is provided with a number of pro- adapted to engage with a correspondingly screw-threaded
jections that are passed through the hole in the correspond part of bottle, a holder adapted to be readily attached to
ing bent end portion of the holder and are bent against the a bottle so that it has no operative movement thereon , a car

inner side of the latter , and a stopper having a pin adapted rier which engages said holder and carries the stopper, said

to rotate and slide in the centrally arranged hole of said stopper being mounted to move in said carrier so that it can
carrier, as set forth . be readily moved into its closed and open positions , and

16. A combined stopper and holding device , comprising a in the latter position can be moved clear of the bottle neck

holder formed of sheet metal with a central hole adapted by said carrier whilst still attached to the bottle, and means

to be screwed over the externally screw-threaded neck of a for retaining said stopper in engagement with said carrier

bottle and having downwardly bent end portions , a carrier so as to be held firmly thereby in the inoperative position

consisting of a yoke shaped frame the central portion of clear of thebody of the bottle.

which is formed with a hole and the ends of which are 28. A bottle closing device comprising a screw stopper

pivotally connected to the downwardly bent end portions of adapted to be engaged with a correspondingly screw

said holder, and an internally screw- threaded cap stopper threaded part of a bottle and provided at its upper end with

having a pin adapted to rotate and slide in the centrally a centrally arranged pin , a carrier formed with a hole in

arranged hole of said carrier , as set forth . which said pin is free to rotate and slide, a holder adapted

17. The combination with the discharging end of a bottle , to be attached to a bottle and to which said carrier is

of a screw stopper adapted to engage a correspondingly jointed , and means for wedging said stopper in said holder

screw- threaded part of the bottle and to close the discharge when moved clear of the bottle mouth.

orifice therein , a holder connected to said discharging end, 29. A bottle closing device comprising a screw stopper

and a carrier formed with a hole and pivotally connected to adapted to be engaged with a correspondingly screw

said holder , said stopper having a pin adapted to rotate and threaded part of a bottle and provided at its upper end with
slide in said hole , as set forth .

a centrally arranged pin , a carrier formed with a hole in

18. The combination with the discharging end of a bottle , which said pin is free to rotate and slide , and holder

of a screw stopper adapted to close the discharge orifice adapted to be attached to a bottle and to which said carrier

therein , a holder connected to said discharging end , and a is jointed , said pin and the hole in the carrier being so

carrier formed with a hole and pivotally connected to said formed that the pin can be wedged in the hole when the

holder , said stopper having a pin adapted to rotate and slide stopper is moved clear of the bottle mouth.

in said hole , the length of said pin being such that the stop 30. A bottle closing device comprising a carrier having a

per will be prevented from becoming detached from said hole extending therethrough , a screw stopper adapted to en

carrier , as set forth . gage a correspondingly screw- threaded part of a bottle , a

19. The combination with a bottle having a screw- threaded conical or wedge -shaped pin projecting from said stopper

neck, of a bottle closing device comprising a sheet metal and adapted to extend through said hole, and a holder pivot

nolder formed with a central hole and adapted to screw over ed to said carrier and adapted to be readily attached to a

the neck of said bottle and to rest upon the shoulder of the bottle , said pin being adapted to rotate and slide endways

bottle , a carrier pivotally connected to said holder , and a in said hole , and to becomewedged therein when the stopper

screw stopper connected to said carrier and adapted to en- is withdrawn from the bottle mouth.

gage the correspondingly screw-threaded neck of the bottle . 31. The combination of a holder adapted to be readily at

as set forth . tached to a bottle , a carrier consisting of a yoke - shaped

20. The combination with the discharging end of a bottle frame pivotally connected to said holder and having a hole

having an externally screw - threaded neck of smaller formed in its central portion , a stopper, and a conical or

diameter than the bottle, of a holder connected to said dis- wedge - shaped pin projecting from said stopper and adapted

charging end of the bottle , a carrier formed with a hole and to rotate and to slide endways in said hole , and to become

pivotally connected to said holder, and a screw stopper wedge therein when the stopper is withdrawn from the

adapted to screw onto said neck and close the discharge bottle mouth.

orifice therein and having a pin adapted to extend through 32. A bottle closing device comprising a screw stopper

the hole in said carrier , as set forth . adapted to be engaged with a correspondingly screw

21. A bottle closing device comprising an internally screw- threaded part of a bottle and provided at its upper end with

threaded stopper adapted to be engaged with a corresponding a centrally arranged pin , a carrier formed with a hole in

externally screw- threaded neck of a bottle , a carrier in which said pin is free to rotate , a holder adapted to be at

which said stopper is free to rotate , and a holder formed of tached to a bottle and to which said carrier is jointed , and

sheet metal adapted to be screwed onto said bottle neck and means for protecting the outer end of said pin when the

to which said carrier is jointed . stopper is screwed to the bottle .

22. A combined stopper and holding device comprising a 33. A bottle closing device comprising a screw stopper

holder formed of sheet metal with a hole the edge of which adapted to be engaged with a correspondingly screw

is adapted to screw over the externally screw - threaded neck threaded part of a bottle and provided at its upper end with

of a tubular container , a carrier pivoted to said holder , and a centrally arranged pin , a carrier formed with a hole in
ar internally screw- threaded stopper adapted to rotate in which said pin is free to rotate, a holder adapted to be at

said carrier and to screw onto said neck . tached to a bottle and to which said carrier is jointed , and

23. A combined stopper and holding device comprising a laterally arranged guards formed on the outer side of said

holder formed of sheet metal adapted to be screwed over carrier for protecting the outer end of said pin when the

the externally screw - threaded neck of a tubular container stopper is screwed to the bottle.

with the plane of the metal practically at right angles to
said neck , a carrier jointed to said holder, and an internally
screw - threaded stopper mounted to rotate in said carrier No. 100,384. Bottle Stopper. Bouchon de bouteilles.

and adapted to screw onto said neck .

24. A combined stopper and holding device comprising a Michael J. Harrington and John J. Harrington , co - inventors ,

holder formed of sheet metal with a hole and with the metal
both of Laurium , Michigan , U.S.A. , 7th August , 1906 ; 6

at the edge of the hole adapted to be screwed onto the ex
years. Filed 12th February , 1906. Receipt No. 132,815.

ternally screw - threaded neck of a tubular container , a car- Claim . - 1. A bottle stopper having at its top end a dis

rier jointed to said holder , and an internally screw -threaded charge opening, and a valve under the same and a removable
stopper adapted to be screwed onto said neck and having a plug for closing the discharge opening, and bearing on the

pin adapted to rotate and slide in a hole in said carrier. valve to hold it seated,

25. A combined stopper and holding device comprising a 2. A bottle stopper comprising a cylinder having a cap

holder formed of sheet metal with a hole the edge of the provided with a threaded outlet opening and a valve within
metal around which is adapted to form part of a screw- the cylinder, and a screw plug fitting in said opening and
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adapted when inserted to bear upon the valve and hold it

closed.
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3. A bottle or jar closure comprising a bottle having lugs

or flanges projecting from the inner wall of the neck por

tion , stopple having arc - shaped flanges projecting from the
periphery of the body portion at the lower end thereof and

each tapering from the middle to the ends and adapted to

engage the under side of the aforesaid flanges on the turn

ing of the stopples either way in the neck of the bottle, and

a gasket inserted in a prepared groove under the rim of

said stopple, as and for the purpose specified .
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No. 100,386. Cork for Stoppering. Bouchon.
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3. A bottle stopper comprising a cylinder of sufficient

length to project at its lower end below the neck of the

bottleinto the bodythereof,andhaving a rigid catchwhich
is pivoted at its lower end in the wall of the said lower end

of the cylinder and has a spring which acts to force out its

upper end under the shoulder of the bottle .

4. The combination with a bottle having an internal

shoulder, of a stopper comprising a valved cylinder which

extends at its inner end below said shoulder and has re

cesses in the sides of said end, and rigid catches which are

pivoted in said recesses and have springs adapted to force

their upper ends out behind the shoulder.

Herbert William Dawson , Halifax , York, England, 7th

August , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 6th December, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 130,773.

Claim .-- 1. A cork or stopper made from one piece of cork

wood, with a body portion for engaging a bottle neck and an

enlarged integral head having flat sides to serve as a grip

or means by which the said cork or stopper can be applied

to or removed from the bottle neck.

2. In a bottle stopper, an enlargement B, a body A, said

enlargement and body being cut out from a single piece of

corkwood , substantially as shown.No. 100,385. Closure for Bottles and Jars.

Fermeture de bouteilles et jarres.

No. 100,387. Bottle. Bouteille .
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Christopher Dove Burton, Scarborough , Yorkshire, England,

7th August, 1906 ; 6 years , Filed 26th April , 1906. Receipt

No. 135,298 . Mary L. Ambrose, Nashville , Tennessee , U.S.A. , 7th August ,

Claim .-1 . A bottle or jar closure comprising a bottle hav 1906 ; years . Filed 1st March , 1906. Receipt No. 133,487.

ing lugs or flanges projecting from the inner wall of the Claim .-- 1. A bottle neck having a constricted portion form

neck and forming rounded beads disappearing into said in- ing a valve seat , a gravity valve for the seat, and spring

terior wall at each end thereof, and a stopple having a body fingers hung from the valve and diverged towards the same
portion to be inserted in the neck of said bottle and a rim with their free ends spaced to underlie the valve seat for

encircling said bodyportionat the top thereof and forming engagement therewith to limit outward movement of the

part therewith and flanges forming rounded beads on the valve.
periphery of said body portions towards the lower end and 2. A bottle neck provided with a constricted portion form

running in an oblique direction and adapted to engage on ing a valve seat, agravity valve co-operating with the seat,

their upper side the lower side of the aforesaid beads from and a plurality of spring fingers having shank portions hung

the bottle neck , as and for the purpose specified . from the valve , said spring fingers diverging towards the

2. A bottle or jar closure comprising a bottle having lugs valve with their free ends spaced to underlie and engage the

or flanges forming rounded beads from the interior wall of valve seat to permit a limited outward movement of the
the neck portion, said beads having their under sides incline valve.

upwardly towards one end thereof and from a rounded 3. A bottle Deck having a constricted portion forming a

shoulder on said underside , the said lug gradually tapering valve seat, a gravity valve co - operating with the seat, a

from said shoulder and disappearing in said wall having a plurality of spring fingers hung from the valve and diverg

body position to he inserted in the neck of said bottle and a ing towards the same with their free ends bent inwardly to

rim forming part therewith encircling said body portion at form shoulders spaced to underlie and engage the inner side

the top thereof and an annular groove or recess between of the seat to limit outward movement of the valve.

said rim and body portion in an enlarged part of the latter , 4. A bottle valve comprising a body, and a plurality of

said recess havinga curvedbed and flanges projectingfrom spring fingers hung therefrom and diverging towards the
the periphery of the body portion towards the lower end valve.

thereof forming rounded beads extending in an oblique direc 5. A bottle valve comprising a body, and a plurality of

tion thereon and at each end thereof disappearing into the spring fingers having shanks depending from the valve , said

said body portion , and a corresponding gasket inserted in fingers divergingtowards the valve with their free' ends

said groove or recess, as and for the purpose specified . terminating in inturned shoulders.

8-7
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No. 100,388. Non - Refillable Bottle.

Bouteille non - remplissable.

2. In a device of the class described, in combination with

the neck of a ' bottle having a tapered portion, a disc fit 5
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ting within said neck adjacent to said tapered portion have

ing an annular groove surrounding the lower portion there

of and a central orifice therethrough, a ring of compressible

material in said annular grove and abutting the tapered

portion of said neck , a valve closing said central orifice,

means for holding said valve to its seat, a cylindrical plug

fitting within said neck having a recess in the underside and

a plurality of openings in communication with said recess ,

Angelo A. Boschelli, Harrisburg , Pennsylvania, U.S.A., 7th drical plug having an orifice therethrough and a recess in
a cap fitting within said neck and abutting said cylin .

August, 1906 . 6 years. Filed 22nd February, 1906. .the under side thereof in communication with the openings

Receipt No. 133,176 . in said plug, and means for retaining said cap within the

Claim .-- 1 . A bottle having a liquid outlet and having an neck of said bottle , as and for the purpose specified.

air vent independent of said outlet, and an automatically 3. In a device of the class described , in combination with

closable valve of flexible material for said air vent . the neck of a bottle having a tapered portion at the lower

2. A bottle having a liquid outlet and having an air vent end , a diso fitting within said neck adjacent to said tapered

independent of said outlet and provided with a valve of portion having an annular groove at the lower side thereof

flexible material movable automatically to closed position and a central tapered circular orifice therethrough, a ring

when the bottle is in vertical position . of compressible material fitting within said goove and abut

3. In a bottle, an air vent tube having a section of flexible ting the tapered portion of said neck and making a water
material . tight joint , a tapered valve fitting the central tapered ori

4. In a bottle , an air vent tube formed of a plurality of fice in said disc and closing the same, means for holding
tubular section of rigid material connected by a section of said valve to its seat, a cylindrical plug fitting within said
flexible material . neck above said disc having a recess in the under side

5. In a bottle , an air vent tune having its upper end ex- thereof and a plurality of vertical openings in communica

tending into the neck of the bottle , a flexible tube section tion with said recess, a cap fitting within said neck and

connected thereto , and a second tube section of rigid ma- abutting said cylindrical plug having an orifice therethrough
terial secured to the upper end of the flexible section . and a recess in the underside thereof in communication with

6. A bottle having an air vent tube , the lower end of the openings in saidplug, ani m ans for r taining said
which is bent upward , and a flexible valve member con- cap within the said neck , as for the purpose specified.
nected to the upbent portion and having an enlarg d upper 4. In a device of the class described, in combination with

end movable by gravity to prevent the passage of fluid . the neck of a bottlehaving a tapered portion,a disc fitting
7. In a bottle , a rigid air vent tube having an upturned within said neck adjacent to said tapered portion having an

end, and a flexible valve member securu t..e eto said annular groove in the outer periphery and a central tapered
flexible valve member comprising an enlarged upper portion circular orifice therethrough, a ring of compressible water
and two tubular members , one oi which is connected to the tight material inserted in said groove and abutting the
vent tube, the other being bent upweard and provided with tapered portion of said neck making a water -tight jolot, a
a terminal fluid discharge mouth . tapered float valve fitting the central tapered orifice in said

8. In a bottle , collapsible pouring tube formed of thin d'sc and closing the same, a cone-shaped weight resting

flexibie material arrauged to open for the passage 0 . upon said valve anddisc, a cylindrical plug fitting within
liquid during the pouring operation , and lo permit reversal said neck above said disc and resting thereon having a cone:

when subjected to pressure of wuid entering at the mouth shaped recess in the under side thereof and a plurality of

of the botule, said tube clusing against pressure from
vertical slots in the outer periphery incommunication with

within the boitle when in the reversed position. the said recess, a cap fitting within said neck and resting

9. In a boitie , a collapsible pouring tube formed of thin on said plug having a central orifice therethrough and a

flexible material arranged to close when subjected to ex- recess in the under side in communication with the vertical

terior pressure , said tube being reversiole when subjected slots in said plug , and means for retaining said cap within

to a refilling pressure from the mouth on the bottle and act- the said neck , as and for the purpose specified .

ing to relain such refilling pressure within the boitle . 5. In a deviceoftheclass described,in combination with
10. In a bottle , a nippie disposed within the bottle neck , the neck of a bottle having a tapered portion at the lower

a pouring tube formed of a section of thin flexible tubing end thereof and an annular groove therein intermediate of

having its lower end ' distended over the upper portion of its length , a disc fitting within said neck adjacent to said

the nipple, forming a yieldable membrance lo permit the tapered portion having an annular groove in the outer peri

reversal of the position of the tube when subjected to the phery and a central taperedcircular orifice therethrough,a

pressure of fluid entering at the mouth of the bottle .
ring of compressible water-tight material inserted io said

11. In a bottle , a cup arranged witoin the nuck of the groove and abuttingthe tapered portion of said neck making
bottle , a nipple carried thereby, a flexible pouring tube se- a water -tight joint, a tapered Hoat valvefitting the central

cured to the nipple , a vent lube carried oy the cup and hav tapered orifice in said disc and closing the same ,a cone,

ing a self- closing valve , and a baffle plug arranged within shaped weightresting upon said valve and disc, a cylindrical

the neck of the bottle at a point above said cup . plug fitting within said neck above said disc and resting

thereon having a cone-shaped recess in the under side there

No. 100,389. Non - Refillable Bottle. of and a plurality of vertical slots in the outer periphery in

Bouteille non -remplissable. communication with the said recess, a cap fitting within said
neck and resting on saidplug having a central orificethere

Clarence Medley, Calgary, Alberta, Canada , 7th August,

1906.

through and a recess in the under sidein communication

6 years. Filed 19th April , 1906 . Receipt No. withthe vertical slots in said plug andan annular groove,in
135,047. the outer periphery thereof registering with the appular

Claim .-1 . In a device of the class described , in combina- groove in said neck having vertical slots extending upwardly

tion with the neck of a bottle , a disc fitting therein and therefrom , and a plasticcement fitting saidannular grooves ,

having an orifice therethrough, a valve closing said orifice, az and for the purpose specified .
means for holding said valve to its seat , a cylindrical plug

fitting within said neck having a 'recess in the underside No. 100,390. Non -Refillable Bottle .

and a plurality of openings in communication with said re
Bouteille non -reémplissable.

cess , a cap fitting within said neck and abutting sail cylin

drical plug baving an orifice thereth ough and a recess la John Meermans, Cleveland , Ohio , U.S.A. , 7th August, 1906; 6

the underside thereof in communication with the open.ng3 Filed 11th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,805.
in said plug , and means for retaining said cap within the Claim . - 1. In a non-refillable bottle, the combination with
Deck of said bottle, as and for the purpose specified . a botle having a neck , of a stopper within the neck, which

a

years.
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stopper is provided with the following: a passageway ar- bottle , a groove formed in and exteriorly of the stopper

ranged centrally between the upper and lower ends and ex- at the opposite end of the transverse passageway and ex

tending from the upper extremity of the stopper into com

munication with and downwardly below the transverse pas

sageway, which groove is enlarged at its lower end circum

ferentially of the stopper in opposite directions, and a fill

ing occupying the enlargement of the groove and extending

into the neck of the bottle .

6. The combination with a bottle having a neck , of a

stopper within the neck , which stopper is provided with

the following , a passageway formed at a suitable poin ' be

tween the upper and lower ends and exten ling transversely

of the stopper, a valved passageway extending downwardly

from one end of the transverse passageway and commur icat

ing with the interior chamber of the body portion of the

bottle, a groove formed in and exteriorly of the stoprer at

the opposite end of the transverse passageway and ey tend

ing from the upper extremity of the stopper into commu

nication with and downwardly below the transversa pas

sageway, and a Alling occupying the said groove beli w the

transverse passageway and extending into the neck of the

bottle .

tending transversely of the stopper, a chamber formed in 7. In a non -refillable bottle the combination , with a bottle

one side of the lower portion of the stopper at one end of having a neck ,ofa stopper within the neck , which stopper
and in communication with the said passageway, which cham- is provided with the following : a passageway formed at a
ter is provided in its bottom with a perforation which is in suitable point between the upper and lower ends of and
communication with the interior chamber ofthebody por- extendingtransversely of the stopper, a groove formed in
tion of the bottle , a valve normally closing the said perfora- and exteriorly of one side of the stopper and extending
tion , a groove formed in the opposite side of the stopper

from the upper extremity of the stopper downwardly into

and'extending from theupper end of thestopper to theopp formed in the lower portion of the stopperat andextend
communication with the aforesaid passageway , a chamber

positeendof and into communication with and downwardly ing to the exterior surfaceof the opposite side of the stop

below the transverse passageway, which groove is enlarged

circumferentially of the stopper a suitable distance below
per , which chamber has a bottom provided with a perfora

tion communicating with the interior chamber of the bodythe transverse passageway, and a filling occupying the cir
cumferentially enlarged portion of the groove and extending bottom and normally closing the said perforation, and a

portion of the bottle , a ball valve seated upon the said

into the neck of the bottle .

2. In a non-refillable bottle , the combination with a bottle aforesaid chamber in thestopper, all relatively arranged
crossbar extending over the valve and transversely of the

having a neck, of a stopper within the neck, which stopper substantially as and for the purpose set forth .
is provided with the following: a passageway arranged at a

suitable point between the upper and lover ends and extend
8. In a non -refillable bottle the combination , with abottle

ing transversely of the stopper,achamberformed in the having a neck , of a stopper within the neck,which stopper

lower portion of the stopper at one end of and in communi- is provided with the following : a passageway formed ata

cation with the said passageway , which chamberisprovided suitable point between the upper and lower ends of anů

in its bottom with a perforation which is in communication extending transversely of the stopper, which passageway

with the interior chamber of the body portion of the bottle, has an outlet at one end, a chamber formed in the lower

a valve normally closing the said perforation , a groove
portion of the stopper at the opposite end of the aforesaid

passageway and extending to the exterior surface of the
formed in the exterior of the stopper and extending from

the upper end of the stopper to the opposite end of and into
stopper , which chambe: has a bottom provided with a per

foration communicating with the interior chamber of the
communication with and downwardly below the transverse

body portion of the bottle , a ball valve seated upon the
passageway, which groove is enlarged circumferentially of

said bottom and normally closing the said perforation , and
the stopper a suitable distance below the transverse passage

way, and a filling occupying the enlargement of the groove side walls and a central outwardly facing inner wall which
the aforesaid chamber in the stopper having two opposite

and extending into the neck of the bottle.
has a groove extending downwardly from the aforesaid

3. In a non -refillable bottle , the combination with a bottle
transverse passageway , and a crossbar extending over the

having a neck , of a stopper within the neck, which stopper
valve and transversely of the last - mentioned chamber, which

is provided with the following : a passageway arranged at a
bar is supported from the foresaid opposite walls of the

suitable point between the upper and lower ends and extend
last -mentioned chamber, all relatively arranged substan

ing transversely of the stopper, a chamber formed in the tially as and forthe purpose set forth.

lower portion of the stopper at one end of and in communi

cation with the said passageway, which chamber is provided having a neck, of a stopper within the neck , which stopper
9. In a non - refillable bottle the combination with a bottle

in its bottom with a perforation which is in communication is provided with the following , a passageway formed at a
with the interior chamber of the body portion of the bottle , suitable point between the upper and lower ends of and
a valve normally closing the said perforation , a groove | extending transversely of the stopper , which passageway
formed in the exterior of the stopper and extending from the

has an outlet at one end , a chamber formed in the lower
upper end of the stopper to the opposite end of and into | portion of the stopper at the opposite end of the aforesaid
communication with and downwardly below the transverse passageway extending to the exterior surface of the stop
jassageway , and a filling occupying the groove below the per, which chamber has a bottom provided with a per

transverse passageway and extending into the neck of the foration communicating with the interior chamber of the

bottle.
body portion of the bottle, a ball valve seated upon the said

4. The combination with a bottle having a neck, of a stop - bottom and normally closing the said perforation , and the

per within the neck, which stopper is provided with the fol- aforesaid chamber in the stopper having two opposite side
lowing : a passageway formed at a suitable point between walls provided with recesses extending to the exterior sur

the upper and lower ends and extending transversely of the face of the stopper, and a crossbar extending over the valve

stopper, a valved passageway extending downwardly from and transversely of the last-mentioned chamber and engag

one end of the transverse passageway and communicating ing the said recesses, which bar extends at the ends flush

with the interior chamber of the body portion of the bottle , with the exterior surface of the stopper, all relatively ar

a groove formed in and exteriorly of the stopper at the oppo . ranged substantially as and for the purpose set forth .

site end of the transverse passageway and extending from 10. In a non - refillable bottle the combination with a

the upper extremity of the stopper into communication with bottle having a neck , of a stopper within the neck , which

and downwardly below the transverse passageway, which stopper is provided with the following : a pasageway

groove is gradually reduced transversely below the trans- formed at a suitable point between the upper and lower

verse passageway and toward its lower end and is enlarged ends of and extending transversely of the stopper, which

at the said end circumferentially of the stopper, and a filling passageway has an outlet at one end, a chamber formed in

occupying the enlargement of the groove and extending into ihe lower portion of the stopper at the opposite end of the

the neck of the bottle . aforesaid passageway and extending to the exterior surface

5. The combination , with a bottle having a neck, of a of the exterior surface of the stopper, which chamber has

stopper within the neck , which stopper is provided with the a bottom provided with a perforation communicating with
following : a passageway formed at a suitable point be- the interior chamber of the body portion of the bottle , a
tween the upper and lower ends and extending transversely ball valve seated upon the said bottom and normally closing
of the stopper, a valved passageway extending downwardly the said perforation , and the aforesaid chamber in the stop
from one end of the transverse passageway and communicat- per having two opposite side walls provided with recesses

ing with the interior chamber of the body portion of the extending to the exterior surface of the stopper, and a
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3. In a vehicle spring a strip of wire having an approxi

mately straight central portion and provided with coils be

crossbar extending over the valve and transversely of the

last-mentioned chamber and engaging the aforesaid recesses ,

all relatively arranged substantially as and for the purpose
set forth .

11. A non-refillable botle having a neck and provided

interiorly of the said neck with a stopper provided with the

following : a chamber formed in the lower portion of the

stopper, with the bottom wall of the chamber provided with

a perforation communicating with the interior chamber of

the body portion of the bottle, a valve contained within the

chamber and normally closing the said perforation , and a

groove formed in oneof the side walls of the chamber and

extending from the valve seat upwardly a suitable distance ,

and a passageway communicating at one end with the said

groove and formed in and extending transversely of the

stopper, said passageway being provided at its other end

with an outlet.
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No. 100,391. Non - Refillable Bottle.

Bouteille non - reémplissable.
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tween such central portion and its ends, the opposite ends

of the spring being bent to form attaching eyes.

4. A round wire spring , a shackle connection between the

same and the vehicle body, and a flat strip extending through

the shackle and connected loosely thereto, suid strip serv

ing to prevent side sway of the vehicle body.

5. In a vehicle spring, the mainspring member formed of

round wire having attaching eyes at its opposite ends ,

shackles for connecting the ends of the spring to the vehicle

body, and a flat spring strip extending above the main spring

and having its ends passing through the shackles and hooked

loosely around sai eyes , said strip serving to prevent lateral

sway of the vehicle body .

No. 100,393. Non -Refillable Bottle .

Bouteille non -remplissable.
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John Paul Nicholas Wood , Sifton , Manitoba , Canada, 7th

August , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 2nd May, 1906. Receipt No.

135,476 .

Claim . - 1. In a device of the class described the combin

ation with the body of the bottle of an elongated neck , a

groove extending diametrically around and within the neck ,

a stopper within the neck and below the groove and suitable

labels designed to be placed respectively on the bottle body

and the neck portion above the groove , as and for the pur

pose specified .

2. In a device of the class described the combination with

the body of the bottle of a neck flanged upwardly and out

wardly for a portion of its length and having the remainder

of a cylindrical cross section and easily breakable from the

flange portion , a cork within the flanged portion , a label

bearing an inscription on the upper cylindrical portion and William Reason O'Dell , assignee of Herschel William Smiley

a label bearing an inscription on the body portion , as and and Stacy Burrell O'Dell, all of Odon , Indiana , U.S.A. , 7th

for the purpose specified . August , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 26th December, 1905. Re

3. A non - refillable bottle comprising a body portion , an ceipt No. 131,297.

elongated neck having an incision extending therearound Claim.-1 . In a non - refillable bottle the combination of a

and dividing the neck into an upper and lower portion , a bottle having a suitable neck , a valve closure in said neck ,

cork extending within the lower portion, an inscribed label a weight arranged to normally hold said valve closed , and

on the body portion , an inscribed label on the upper por- means for manipulating the said weight to hold the same

tion of the neck, said upper portion being designed to be in a position preventing opening of the valve or permit

sealed after the insertion of the cork, as and for the purpose opening of said valve.

specified . 2. In a non - refillable bottle the combination of a neck

4. A non -refillable bottle comprising a lower body portion, a valve closure therefor, a weight arranged to rest on said

an elongated neck and a stopper, said neck consisting of an valve to normally hold the same closed , and means for lock

outwardly tapered lower portion forming a receptacle for ing the weight in such position ,admitting of manipulation

the stopper, a cylindrical upper portion readily breakable of said weight to permit opening of the valve .

in a predetermined alignment from the lower tapered por- 3. In a non - refillable bottle the combination of a neck, a

tion and designed to be sealed at the top after the insertion valve closure therefor, a weight arranged to rest upon said

of thecork and suitablyarranged referencelabels or in- valve to normally hold the same closed, and a member con

scriptions on the cylindrical and body portions respectively, nected with said weight to lock the same in a predeter

as and for the purpose specified . mined position or permit movement thereof for the purpose

specified .

No. 100,392. Vehicle Spring. Ressort de voiture .
4. In a non - refillable bottle the combination of a neck , a

valve closure therefor, a weight adapted to rest upon the

Charles L. Thomas, Canisteo, and Frank Caulking, assignee valve to normally hold the same closed , a stem connected

of a half interest , Hornellsville , both in New York, U. with said weight, and means co -acting with the stem to
S.A. , 7th August, 1906; 6 years . Filed 23rd April, 1906. lock the weight in a predetermined position , said stem being
Receipt No. 135,160 .

operable to permit ready opening of the valve .

Claim .-- 1 . A vehicle spring formed of wire having an ap- 5. In a non - refillable bottle the combination of a neck, a

proximately straight central bar, and provided with coils closure therefor comprising a hollow body, a valve mounted

in advance of its opposite ends,means for clamping the bar in said hollow body, said closure having a suitable outlet

in place, and means for connectingthe ends of the spring to opening therethrough, a weight normally resting upon the
the vehicle body. valve to hold the same closed , a stem connected with the

2. In a vehicle spring a strip of wire having an approxi- weight and passing through the outer end portion of the

mately straight central bar and turned to form a helical coil closure , and lock means for co -operation with the stem to

in advance of each of its ends, said coils being arranged to hold the weight in such a position that the valve is closed,

close or tighten on the application of weight or pressure to said stem being operable to permit ready movement of the

the ends of the spring. weight to admit of opening movement of the valve.
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No. 100,394. Vending Machine. Machine de vente. between its ends, said rim engaging members being located
substantially the same distance from the outer extremities

of the bandles and movable toward and from each other by

movement of said handles 2.

No. 100,396 . Method of Producing Batter.

Méthode de production du beurre.
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John A. Milne in trust for The Light - O Manufacturing Com

pany, assignee of Frank Otto, Wilbur J. Vaughn, Ralph C.

Teague, assignees of Joseph U. Peden, all of Marshall,

Michigan, U.S.A. , 7th August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 14th

March, 1906. Receipt No. 133,877 . The Aktiebolaget Baltic -Separator of Centralplatset, Stock

Claim . - 1. In a vending machine in combination, a shell
holm, assignee of Johannes V. M. Risber, Kenalstrand 3,

having a coin slot and a delivery opening, a coin chute sup
Solertelge, both in Sweden , 14th Augnst , 1906 ; 6 years.

ported above the shelf and before the slot, a magazine of
Filed 27th June , 1906. Receipt No. 137,334 .

which the shelf forms a bottom , a delivery pusher slidable Claim .-- 1. The herein described method of continually pro

on the shelf across the magazine and having a slot register- ducing butter characterized by the cream led into a rotating

ing with the coin chute, and acting to push the coin from drum drawn off a stripping pipe , by the pressure thus effect

the chute to the slot in the shelf and to push goods from the ed being caused to pass at a moderated speed through a

magazine to the opening in the shelf , and a detent above the chamber or channel provided with suitable obstacles to the

pusher and engaging therewith and arranged to be lifted by movement of the cream and of such capacity, that a com

à coin in the slot of the pusher when advanced . paratively slow butter formation takes place .

2. In a vending machine in combination a coin chute, a 2. The herein described method of continually producing

goods magazine, and a spring secured to the side of the butter, characterized by the cream led into a rotating drum

magazine and located between said side and the goods there and drawn off by a stripping pipe, by the pressure thus

in and normally held back by the goods, and having an arm effected being caused to pass at a moderated speed through

which is moved across the mouth of the chute by the spring a chamber or channel, provided with suitable obstacles to

when the magazine is empty. the movement of the cream and of such capacity that a com

3. In a vending machine in combination a coin chute , a paratively slow butter formation takes place, and after

goods magazine , a flat spring secured at one end to the side having passed through the said churning chamber being

of the magazine and normally held back by the goods, and returned into the drum , so that parts of the cream which

an arm projecting from the spring and arranged to extend possibly are not ready churned are again forced through the

across the mouth of the chute when the magazine is empty. churning chamber.

4. In a vending machine in combination, a coin chute , a

goods magazine, a spring in the magazine normallyheld No. 100,397. Rail Joint. Joint de rails.

back by the goods therein , and having an arm which is

moved by the spring across the chute when the magazine is

empty, and a weight follower upon the goods having a notch

into which the spring advances when the follower reaches

the bottom of the magazine.
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No. 100,395. Tool for Fixing Jar Covers .

Outil pour assujétir les couvercles de jarres.
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William A. Hill and Joseph Hill, assignee of a half interest ,

both of St. Paul , Arkansas, U.S.A., 14th August , 1906 ; 6

years. Filed 21st July, 1906. Receipt No. 138,011.

Claim . - 1. A rail joint comprising similar rail ends pro

vided with similar mortises communicating with the exterior

by reduced openings and with similar tenons carried upon

reduced necks and proportioned to engage within the mor

tises , and means for securing the ends together to permit a

movement of the tenons within the mortises longitudinally of
Earl D. Carter, Harvey, assignee of Willard C. Smith , the rails.

Chicago, both in Illinois, U.S.A., 7th August, 1906 ; 6 2. A rail joint comprising similar rail ends provided each
years. Filed 12th July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,738 . with a mortise transacting the upper and lower surfaces of

Claim.-A tool for operating upon jar covers comprising a the rail and communicating with the exterior by a cut ob

single length of spring wire bent to form the semi - circular lique to the side of the rail, similar tenons carried by rail

body 1 , and having the terminals thereof extended to form ends and engaged within the mortises , a bolt passing

the handles 2 arranged in divergent relation , the portion of through both rail ends, and a nut upon the bolt and so ar

the body 1 and the handles 2 adjacent the point of jointure ranged that the bolt head and nut bear against opposite

being flattened as indicated at 3 , each handle 2 being pro- sides of the same rail and to permit a movement of the

vided with the jar cover rim engaging member 5 at a point ' tenons within the mortises longitudinally of the rails .
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No. 100,398. Railway Joint Chair .

Coussinet de joint de chemin de fer.

5. In a process of fusing material the displacing of fused

material by the addition of unfused material so that said

process is caused to be self regulating.

6. In a process of fusing corrosive materials the formation

ale walntaining of an insulating layer of unfused material

between the electrodes and the containing vessel and the

l'assing of an alternating current through the fused material

from one electrode to the other in such manner that said

current is of low density in the fused material adjacent to

the electrodes ani ct high density adjacent to the material

to be fused.

Fes /
No. 100,400. Dump Wagon. Wagon à bascule.
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Dewitt C. Miller and Harry Jackson , both of Melrose ,

Florida , and Hugh W. Hamlyn , Hoboken , New Jersey,

each an assignee of a third interest , 14th August, 1906 ; 6

years. Filed 19th July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,955 .

Olaim . - 1 . A fish plate for railway joints consisting of a

plate fitted to the sides of the meeting ends of the rails and

adapted to rest at its bottom edge on the webs of the rails ,

the upper or tread surface of the plate gradually rising from

a line below the tread surface of the rails on each side of

the joint to a point about a quarter of an inch thereabove at

the meeting point . Erwin S. Boyd , Norris City , Illinois , U.S.A. , 14th August,

2. A fish plate for the railway rail joints consisting of a 1906 , 6 years . Filed 21st July , 1906. Receipt No. 138,036 .

plate fitted to the sides of the meeting ends of the rails and

adapted to rest at its bottomedge on the webs of the rails, opening doors, doors closing mechanism set for operation by
Claim . - 1 . A dumping car or wagon provided with gravity

the upper or tread surface of the plate gradually rising from

a line below the tread surfaceof the rails on each side of the having rigid hooked arms to engage co-actinglockingmem ;
the opening movement of said doors , a sliding locking bar

joint to a point about a quarter of an inch thereabove at the
bers on the doors , and a pivoted lever for actuating said

meeting point , combined with a brace extending laterally

from the point of the side of the joint inclinedly down .
locking bar.

3. A fish pdate for railway joints adapted to be secured to
2. A dumping car or wagon protided with gravity opening

the sides of the meeting ends of the rails and resting at its
doors having locking members, door closing devices includ

lower edge on the webs ofthe rails , the upper or tread sur
an operating lever set for operation by the opening

face being hardened co - ordinately with the ball of the rails
movement of the doors, a sliding locking member having

and extending above the tread surface of the latter at the portions to engage the locking members on the doors, a

line of the joint and gradually reduced in opposite directions
ever for actuating said sliding lockin's member, and com

therefrom on the top and sides , as set forth .
mon supporting means for the two levers .

3. A dumping car or wagon provided with gravity open

ing doors carrying locking members , a pivotally mounted
No. 100,399. Fusing Process. Procédé de fusion . door closing lever , connections between the doors and said

lever , the latter being set for operation by the opening

movement of the doors, a sliding locking bar carrying en

gaging devices to interlock with the locking members on

the doors , and a lever for operating said sliding locking bar

arranged co - axially mounted with the first -named lever,

whereby both levers may be controlled by an operator from

a common point .

4. A dumping car or wagon provided with gravity opening

doors carrying locking members, a sliding locking bar bar

ing co- acting members , a support , levers co -axially mounted

upon said support , one of saill levers being operatively con

nected with the locking bar , and door closing connections

between the other lever and the doors .

5. A dumping car or wagon provided with gravity opening

doors carrying hooked locking members, a sliding bar

mounted upon the bottom of the car and having laterally

projecting rigid arms provided with co-acting locking mem

bers , and means for sliding the bar.
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No. 100,401 . Baling Press. Presse à ballot.

The Roessler and Hasslacher Chemical Company, New York Cyrus M. Davidson , Kansas City , Missouri, U.S.A., 14th

City , New York , U.S.A. , assignee of George Fred Brind- August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 24th July, 1906. Receipt

ley, Niagara Falls , Ontario , Canada, 14th August, 1906 . No. 138,115 .

6 years . Filed 7th May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,660.
Claim . - 1. In a baling press , a plunger, a toggle pivot

Claim ,-1. In a process of fusing material the formation and ally secured at its opposite ends to the press frame and said

maintenance of a layer of unfused material on the inner plunger, a cam journalled upon the press frame near said

walls of the vessel containing the fused material. toggle, a cable attached to the joint of said toggle and en

2. In a process of fusing material the formation and main-' gaging the periphery of the cam , means for retaining the

tainanceofa layer ofunfused materialon the innerwalls cable inengagementwith said periphery throughoutthe
movement of said cam , and means for pulling said cable

electrodes and said walls and the fusing of said material to advance the plunger.

by passing an alternating current between said electrodes. 2. In a baling press, a plunger, a toggle pivotally secured

3. In a process of fusing material the maintenance of an at its opposite ends to the press frame and said plunger, a

alternating current of low density in the fused material in cam journalled upon the press frame near said toggle, a

contact with the electrodes . cable attached to the joint of said toggle and engaging the

4. In a process of fusing material the maintaining of an periphery of the cam , means for retaining the cable in en

alternating current of low d -nsity in the fused material / gagement with said periphery throughout the movement of
in contact with the electrodes and of a high density in that the cam , means for pulling on said cable to extend the

part of the bath where the unfused material is added to toggle and advance the plunger, and means to assist in

ih mass . folding said toggle after it has been extended .
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3. In a baling press , the plunger, a toggle pivotally secured at their opposite ends to said brackets and the L-shaped

at its opposite ends to the press frame and said plunger, a casting, a trip lever journalled upon the forward portion of

the press frame adapted to engage the block and advance

the rod, a plunger , and means connecting the rod to said

plunger whereby the latter is simultaneously advanced with

'said rod.

Pro 7 10. In a baling press, a transverse frame at the forward

portion thereof, centrally disposed blocks at the top and

bottom of said frame the lower block having a tapering

socket , a gooseneck shaving a tapering boss on its lower

portion which fits into the socket, and a trip lever jour

nalled in the gosseneck and the upper centrally disposed

block and provided with a shoulder which rests upon the

ago
lower portion of the gooseneck.

11. In a baling press, a transverse frame at the forward

» 1 portion thereof, centrally disposed blocks at the top and

100401 bottom of said frame , the lower block having a socket, a

gooseneck having a boss on its lower portion which fits

into said socket , a trip lever journalled in the gooseneck and
cam journalled upon the press frame near said toggle , able attached tothejointof saidtoggle and engaging the uppercentrally disposed blockprovidedwithashoulder

which rests upon the lower portion of said gooseneck,
the periphery of the cam , means for retaining the cable in

brackets secured to the press frame, tie rods connecting the
engagement with said periphery throughout the movement

upper rear portion of the gooseneck to the upper ends of
of the cam , means for pulling on said cable to extend the

said brackets , and gas pipes inclosing said tie rods and

toggle and advance the plunger, and a retractile spring abuting at their opposite endsagainst the gooseneck and
attached to the joint of the toggle and an upper portion of

the brackets .
the press to assist in folding said toggle after it has been

extended .4. In a biling press, a plunger, a shaft journalled onthe No. 100,402 . Machine for Refining Flour.

press frame in the rear of said plunger, a toggle pivotally Machine pour raffiner la fleur.

secured at its forward end to the plunger and rigidly se

cured at its rear end to said shaft, a crank arm rigidly

mounted upon one end of said shaft , a retractile spring

attached to its opposite ends to the free ends of said crank

arm and the press frame , a second shaft journalled upon the

press frame between the first -mentioned shaft and the

plunger, a cam mounted upon said second shaft , a cable

attached to the joint of the toggle and engaging the peri

phery of the cam , means for retaining the cable in engage

ment with said periphery throughout the movement of said

cam , and means for pulling on said cable to advance the

plunger.

5. In a bailing press, a plunger, a toggle pivotally secured

at its opposite ends to the press frame and said plunger

provided with a slotted arm , a cam journalled upon the

press frame which extends through the slotted arm of the

toggle and has a low radius , a high radius , and an inter

mediate radius connecting the low radius and the high

radius, a cable attached to the joint of the toggle and en

gaging the periphery of said cam , means for retaining the

cable in engagement with said periphery throughout the

movement of said cam , and means for pulling on said cable

to advance the plunger.

6. In a baling press, a rod, a pair of bars adjustably Clarence Lincoln Gerrard, Columbus , Nebraska, U.S.A. , 14th

secured to the forward end of said rod , a second pair of August , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 19th July, 1906. Receipt

bars pivotally secured at their rear ends to the forward No. 137,984 .

ends of the first -mentioned bars , a block secured to the Claim .-1 . An apparatus for treating flour, comprising a

forward ends of the second pair of bars, a trip lever jour: frame, a drum sustained thereby and having an inlet and

nalled upon the forwardportion of thepress frame,adapted outlet, an agitator in the drum , afan mounted on the frame,
to engage said block and advance the rod , a plunger, and means connecting the agitator and fan to drive one from the

means connecting the rod to said plunger whereby the other , a discharge pipe passing from the fan , a gas gener

latter is simultaneously advanced with said rod . ator head connected thereto to which head the discharge

7. Ir, a baling press , a rod , a pair of bars adjustably se- pipe leads , and a pipe passing from the generator head to

cured to the forward end of said rod, a second pair of bars the inlet of the drum , for the purpose specified .

secured at their ends to the forward ends of the first 2. An apparatus for treating flour, comprising a frame , a
mentioned bars with a bolt , a block secured to the for- drum sustained thereby and having an inlet and outlet , an

ward ends of the second pair of bars, a trip lever journalled agitator in the drum , a fan mounted on the frame , means
upon the forward portion of the press frame , adapted to connecting the agitator and fan to drive one from the other ,
engage said block and advance the rod , arms projecting a discharge pipe passing from the fan , a gas generator, a
laterally from one side of the press frame, arms pivotally generator head connected thereto to which head the dis

secured at their opposite ends to said laterally projecting charge pipe leads, a casing enclosing the gas generator and
arms and the forward ends of the second pair of bars , a attached to the generator head , and a pipe passing from

plunger, and means connecting the rod to said plunger the generator head to the inlet of the drum , for the pur
whereby the latter is simultaneously advanced by said rod. pose specified .

8. In a baling press , a rod , a pair of bars adjustably se- 3. An apparatus for treating flour, comprising a frame, a

cured to the forward end of said rod, a second pair of bars drum mounted thereon and having an inlet and outlet , a

secured at their rear ends to the forward ends of the first- fan , a discharge pipe passing therefrom , a generator with

mentioned bars with a bolt , a block secured to the forward which the head communicates, a contracting nozzle dis

ends of the second pair of bars, a roller mounted upon said charging from the said pipe into the head, and a pipe lead

bolt, a pair of parallel rails secured to the press frame be- ing from the head to thedrum inlet .

tween which the roller travels, a trip lever journalled upon 4. An apparatus for treating flour, comprising a frame , a

the forward portion of the press frame adapted to engage drum mounted thereon and having an inlet and outlet , a

the block and advance the rod , a plunger, and means con- fan , discharge pipes passing therefrom , a generator head , a

necting the rods to said plunger whereby the latter is ' gas generator with which the head communicates, a casing

simultaneously advanced with said rod . enclosing the gas generator and attached to the generater

9. In a baling press , a rod, a pair of bars adjustably se- i head , a contracting nozzle discharging from the said pipe
cured to the forward end of said rod , a second pair of bars into the head , and a pipe leading from the head to the

secured at their rear ends to the forward ends of the first - drum outlet .

mentioned bars with a bolt , a block secured to the forward 5. An apparatus for treating flour, comprising a frame , a
ends of the second pair of bars, a roller mounted upon said drum sustained therein and having inlet and outlet open
bolt, brackets secured upon the press frame , an inverted ings at its opposite ends , an agitator within the drum , a

L - shaped casting secured upon the press frame, a pair of shaft connected to the agitator and extending beyond one

parallel rollers between which the roller travels secured end of the drum , a fan mounted on the frame above the
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drum , means connecting the fan and agitator shaft to 4. In a folding box or crate comprising corner posts , sides

operate the same in unison , a discharge pipe passing from secured rigidly to the posts, ends hinged to the said posts
the fan , a generator head to which the discharge pipe leads,
a generator communicating with the head, a casing enclos

ing the generator and attached to the generator head, and

a pipe passing from the generator head to the inlet to the
1,91

drum.

No. 100,403. Cheese Vat Support.

Support pour cuve à fromage.
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and each made in two pieces hinged together to fold in

wardly , and top and bottom hinged to the ends of the corner

post , the pintles of the hinges joining the pieces of the ends

presenting pins projecting through holes in the top and bot

tom , substantially as described and for the purpose set forth .

Wilber Gordon , Tweed , Ontario , Canada , 14th August, 1906 ; 5. In a folding box or crate comprising corner posts, sides

6 years. Filed 21st July , 1906. Receipt No. 138,034. secured rigidly to the posts, ends hinged to the said posts

Claim . — 1. A cheese vat support comprising a receptacle, and each made in two pieces hinged togetherto fold in

nieans for admitting steam to the receptacle , and removable
wardly , and top and bottom hinged to the ends of the corner

supporting members secured to the receptacle.
post and each having a bar with perforated ends secured

2. A cheese vat supporting device comprising a metallic along its middle , the pintles of the hinges joining the pieces

receptacle, removable means for supporting the receptacle ,
of the ends presenting pins projecting through holes in the

and means for admitting steam to the receptacle .
top and bottom , and through the perforations of the bars,

3. In a cheese vat support , a plurality of metallic stan
substantially as described and for the purpose set forth.

dards , cross braces removably secured to the standards,
6. In a folding box or crate comprising sides , ends con

longitudinal braces removably secured to the standards , and
structed to fold between the sides, and top and bottom , and

a flanged receptacle disposed onthe cross braces andhaving buffers carried rigidly by the corner posts for the purpose

its flange disposed over the said standards .
of protecting the members of the ends when the box is fold

4. In a cheese vat supporting device , a plurality of chan
ed , substantially as described and for the purpose set forth.

nelled iron standards having closed tops , trarsverse mem
7. In a folding box or crate comprising sides, ends con

bers connecting the standards , longitudinal members con
structed to fold between the sides , and top and bottom, strap

necting the standards , removable clips disposed on the closed
hinges hinging the members of the ends together and to the

ends ofthe standards, and flanged metallic receptacle hav- bettomedges thereof, the leaves of thesaid hinges being each
sides and extending throughout the length of the top and

ing its flange disposed on the clips .

5. In a cheese vat supporting device , a plurality of chan
formed with a pair of knuckles on opposite sides thereof and

neled iron standards, channelled iron cross braces connect one at each end, substantially as described and for the pur

ing said standards in pairs , longitudinal angle irons dis
pose set forth .

rosed on the standards and having one of their flanges cut
8. In a folding box or crate comprising sides , ends con

away to receive the same , bolts disposed through the verti
structed to fold , and top and bottom hinges connecting to

cal standards , the longitudinal braces and the cross braces, gether the parts of each folding end and presenting pins

and a metallic receptacle carried by the standards .
projecting through holes in the top and bottom and the said

6. In a cheese vat supporting device , a metallic receptacle ,
pins having projections adapted to be acted upon by the

pipes leading into the receptacle, and metallic supporting
folded ends , for the purpose set forth.

members for the receptacle attachably secured thereto and
9. In a folding box or crate comprising sides , ends con

to each other.
structed to fold , and top and bottom, hinges connecting to

gether the parts of each folding end and presenting pins

projecting through holes in the top and bottom and the said

No. 100,404. Box, Boîte. pins having projections adapted to be acted upon by the

Henry Lawrence Gulline , Granby, Quebec , Canada , 14th Au
folded ends and distance pieces retaining the said pins in

place , for the purpose set forth.
gust , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 21st July, 1906. Receipt No.

138,024.

Claim . - 1. In a folding box or crate , means whereby inter- No. 100,405. Cooking Stove and Range.

nal strain exerted upon a part thereof will be distributed Poêle de cuisine.

throughout the entire box , substantially as described and

for the purpose set forth . Robert Nelson Grundy , Guelph , Ontario , Canada , 14th Au

2. In a folding box or crate comprising sides , ends con- gust , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 24th July, 1906. Receipt No.

structed to fold between the sides , and top and bottom ,
138,126 .

nieans whereby internal strain exerted upon the said ends is Claim . - 1 . A reduced chamber for inserting into the fire

transmitted to other members of the box, substantially as chambers of cooking stoves or ranges, consisting of a com

described and for the purpose set forth . bustion chamber with an enclosed air chamber underneath

3. In a folding box or crate comprising sides , ends con- and partially surrounding the same , as hereinbefore des

structed to fold , and top and bottom , the ends carrying pinscribed .

adapted to project through holes in the top and bottom for 2. A loose circular firepot tapering from top to bottom ,

the purpose of causing internal strain exerted upon the said fitting into a circular opening in the bottom of the combus

ends to be transmitted to other members of the box , sub- tion chamber and forming the only means of communication

stantially as described and for the purpose set forth . between the two chambers, as hereinbefore described.
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3. In connection with a loose circular tapering firepot, an tion to pass from the firepot into the combustion chamber

independent shaking grate operated by means of a lug fitting and beneath the bottom of the oven, as and for the purpose

specified.

6. In a kitchen range or stove the combination with the

range or stove body and the firepot and the oven, of a com
bustion chamber located between the oven and the firepot

and extending from the top of the oven down to the bottom

of the range, and a perforated pipe extending along the top

edge of the firepot and communicating with the outer air , as

and for the purpose specified.

No. 100,407. Derailer . Dérailleur.
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loosely in an eye at the lower end of a vertical rocking lever ,

as hereinbefore described .

No. 100,406 . Cooking Range. Poêle de cuisine .

D

F

Figl Fig. 3

Fuga

Stanley Wolcott Hayes , Geneva, New York , U.S.A., 14th

August , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 20th July , 1906. Receipt

No. 138,008 .

Claim . - 1. In a derailer a standard formed to provide a

of chamber, a floor for said chamber formed with an elevated

portion adapted to give a vertical component to the move

ment of a member moving upon said floor, in combination

with a wheel derailing member mounted within said cham

ber to move upon the floor thereof toward and from the rail .

2. In a derailer a standard formed to provide a chamber, a

floor for said chamber formed at one end with an elevated

portion adapted to give a vertical component to the move

ment of a member moving upon it , in combination with a

wheel derailing member mounted without said chamber to

move toward and from the rail and provided with a part at

one end engaging said elevated portion and supported at its

other end on a pivotal bearing within the chamber.
Fug.4 3. In a derailer a standardformed to provide a chamber ,

a floor therefor having a transverse rib forming a seat be
Wellesley R. Hampden, Toronto, Ontario , Canada , 14th tween itself and the rail , and an inclined approach to said

August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 27th July, 1906. Receipt No. seat on the other side of said rib, in combination with a
138,215 .

wheel derailing member having a part adapted to ride up

Claim . - 1. In a kitchen range the combination with the said inclined approach and be contained in said seat .
body and firebox and oven disposed at one side of the fire- 4. In a derailer a standard formed as a chamber, a wheel

box and located at a distance from the walls surrounding the derailing member mounted therein to slide upon the floor

same, of a perforated pipe located near the upper edge of the thereof and a roof for the chamber serving as a retaining
firebox at the entrance of the combustion chamber at one means confining the member to its proper path of movement
side of the oven as and for the purpose specified . therein .

2. In a kitchen range the combination with the body and 5. In a derailer , the combination of a standard forming a

firebox and oven disposed at one side of the firebox and chamber, and a derail block arm mounted on the floor there

located at a distance from the walls surrounding the same , of to move toward and from the rail , a transverse rib on

of a perforated pipe located near the upper edge of the fire the said floor causing the forward end of said arm to move

box at the entrance of the combustion chamber at one side vertically and a chamber roof confining said arm to its

of the oven , and a partition located at the upper corner of proper path of movement as determined by said rib .

the oven and provided with a suitable damper, as and for the 6. In a derailer, the combination of a standard forming a

purpose specified . chamber with an elevated portion formed on the floor there

3. In a kitchen range the combination with the body and of , a wheel derailing member sliding over said elevated

firebox and voen deposited at one side of the firebox and portion and an operating lug depending from said member

located substantially at a distance from the walls surround- through a slot in said floor.

ing the same , of a perforated pipe located near the upper 7. In a derailer , the combination of a standard floor having

edge of the firebox at the entrance of the combustion cham- a transverse rib , a derail block arm provided with a part

ber at one side of the oven , a partition located at the upper at one end adapted to ride over said rib and formed with a

corner of the oven and provided with a suitable chamber and hub at the other end confined within said standard , and an

a perforated pipe located towards the bottom of the combus- operating lug depending through a slot in the said chamber

tion chamber, as and for the purpose specified. floor .

4. In a kitchen range the combination with the body, fire- 8. In a derailer, a standard having side walls proportioned

box and oven and perforated pipes, of the obliquely arranged to extend over the flange of the rail when the standard is

partition at the bottom of the oven, the obliquely arranged in place, a floor between said extended side walls formed

partition at the outside of the oven , the cross partition pro- as a transverse rib with a sloping side, in combination with

vided with a damper at the top of the oven , the chamber a wheel derailing member comprising a shoulder adapted

located at the back of the wall and connected to the stove- to slide between the side walls upon said floor.

pipe and having an opening leading thereinto from the back 9. In a derailer, the combination of a standard provided

of the obliquely arranged side partition, as and for the pur- with means adapted to give an upward direction to a body

pose specified. moving thereon and provided with side walls forming a

5. In a kitchen range or stove the combination with the seat adjacent the rail, in combination with a wheel derail

range or stove body and the firepot and the oven, of a com- ing member provided with a shoulder moving on said means

bustion chamberlocated between the oven and 'the firepot toward and from the rall, said shoulder being adapted to

and extending from the top of the oven down to the bottom serve as a brace to prevent movement of themember paral
of the range, and means for causing the products of combus- ' lel with the rail .

8–8
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No. 100,408. Derailer. Dérailleur. 5. In a ballast weeding and dressing device, the combina

tion comprising a wheeled body, frames pivotally connected
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Stanley Wolcott Hayes , Geneva , New York , U.S.A. , 14th

August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 20th July, 1906 . Receipt

No. 138,009 .

Claim . - 1. In a derailer , a standard comprising a support

for a wheel derailing member , in combination with said

wheel derailing member embracing said support and mount

ed thereon for movement toward and from the rail . to the wheeled body , weeding blades carried by the frames,

2. In a derailer , a standard comprising a support for a levers pivotally connected to the wheeled body, means con

wheel derailing member, in combination with said member necting the levers and the frames, and means for locking

formed to embrace said support on three sides thereof and the levers in depresed position .

having slidable engagement with said support. 6. In a ballast weeding and dressing device, the combin

3. In a lerailer, a standard comprising a support for a ation comprising a wheeled body, frames pivotally connected

wheel derailing member, in combination with said member, to the wheeled body, weeding blades carried by the frame,

a vertically depending flange formed thereon and a pin and levers pivotally connected to the wheeled body, links on

groove connection between said flange and support. the levers, means for pivotally connecting the lower ends

4. In a derailer, a standard comprising a support for a of the links to the frame, and means for locking the levers
wheel derailing member, in combination with said member , in one position .

slidingly mounted on said support for movement toward 7. In a ballast weeding and dressing device , the combina

the rail, a depending flange formed on said member, and a tion comprising a wheeled body, frames pivotally connected

pin and curved groove connection between said flange and to the wheeled body, weeding blades carried by the frames ,

support . Levers connected with the frames and adapted to raise and

5. In a derailer , a supporting standard , a derail block , lower the same , hooks on the wheeled body adapted to en

an arm on said derail block recessed to form a cover for gage the levers , and means for locking the frames in de

said standard and having engaged with said standard on a pressed position .

portion of the same covered by said arm. 8. In a ballast weeding and dressing device , the combin

6. In a derailer , a supporting standard, and a relatively ation comprising a wheeled body, frames pivotally con

movable wheel derailing member covering and partially in- pected to the wheeled body. weeding blades carried by the

closing the same, pins on oneof said movable parts and frames , standards on the wheeled body, levers adjustably
grooves engaged thereby on the other, said grooves being and pivotally secured to the standards, means for connect
formed with extensions to the edge of the part, whereby the ing the levers to the frames, and means for locking the

pins may be introduced into said grooves in the assemblage levers in one position.

of the derailer. 9. In a ballast weeding and dressing device, the combin

7. In a derailer , a supporting standard and a relatively ation comprising a wheeled body, frames pivotally con

movable wheel derailing member covering and partially injected to the wheeled body, weeding blades carried by the

closing the same, in combination with an operating lug on
frames , means for raising and lowering the frames , means

the under side of said member. for locking the frames in elevated position, a guide on the

8. In a derailer, a supporting standard dispose 1 trans- car body , a slidable member under the guide , and means

versely to the rail and in substantial contact therewith, in for connecting the slidable member to a projecting part of

combination with a derail block arm provided with depend the pivoted frames .

ing flanges embracing said standard and movable thereon 10. In a ballast weeding and dressing device , the combin

into contact with the rail . ation comprising a wheeled body, frames pivotally secured

to the body , means for raising and lowering the frames,

means for locking the frames in lowered and raised posi
No. 100,409. Ballast Dressing Apparatus. tion , and blades adjustably carried by the frame.

Appareil à dresser le lest . 11. In a ballast weeding and dressing device , the combin.

ation comprising a body , bolsters secured to the body ,
John B. Hill , Winchester, Ontario , Canada , 11th August, wheeled axles, trees on the axles , means for pivotally con

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 23rd July, 1906. Receipt No. 138,060.necting one of the trees to one of the standards, means for
138,060 . limiting the movement of said tree unde, Siil bolster,

claim . – 1. In a ballast weeding and dressing device , the
irames pivotally secured to the car body , means for raising

combination comprising a wheeled body, frames pivotally and lowering the frames, and weeding and dressing mem
'connected to the wheeled body, weeding blades carried by Ibers carried by the frames .

the frame , and means for raising and lowering the frames.

2. In a ballast weeding and dressing device the combination No. 100,410. Bag Holder and Weighing Appar.
comprising a wheeled body, frames pivotally connected to atus. Porte sac et balance.

the wheeled body, weeding blades carried by the frame,

dressingscoops carried by the frames, and means for rais- Charles W. Edwards and George E. Howell, co - inventors,

ing and lowering the frames. both of Maquoketa , Iowa, U.S.A. , 14th August, 1906; 6

3. In a ballast weeding and dressing device , the combina- years. Filed 21st July, 1906. Receipt No. 138,019.

tion comprising a wheeled body , frames pivotally connected Claim .-1 . In a device of the class described, a braced up

to the wheeled body, weeding blades carried by the frame, right comprising two spaced side members connected at

means for raising and lowering the frames, and means for their upper extremities and having a forwardly and upward

locking the frames in elevated position ly offset portion provided with downward extending recesses,
4. In a ballast weeding and dressing device , the combina- a scale beam fulcrumed in said recesses , a yoke suspended

tion comprising a wheeled body, frames pivotally connected from the scale beam , rods depending from the ends of the

to the wheeled body, weeding blades carried by the frame , yoke , and a crosspiece connecting the rods and constituting
means for raising and lowering th fra nes moan for a platform.

locking the frames in elevated position , and means for lock- 2. A base , an upright comprising side members having par

ing the frames in depressed position . allel upper portions and divergent lower portions secured
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upon the base , braces to sustain said upright, spacing blocks

interposed between the parallel portions of the side mem

2. A check rein guard comprising a resilient flexible mem
ber.

mig, . Fig. 2 .
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3. A check rein guard comprising a tubular flexible mem
ber.

4. In a check rein guard the combination comprising a

tree, a pad disposed on the tree, a saddle on the pad, a

hook , means for securing together the saddle, the pad , the

tree and the hook and a compressible guard carried by said
bers of the uprights, a scale fulcrumed in a forwardly offset | securing means.

portion at the upper end of the upright , and a platform car- 5. In a check rein guard the combination comprising a

rying yoke suspended from the scale beam . tree , a pad disposed on the tree, a saddle on the pad , a hook

3. In a device of the class described , a base, an upright having one end disposed beneath the tree, a bolt disposed

having a forward offset upper portion , a scale beam ful- through the tree , the pad the saddle and the hook, a nut

crumed in said forwardly offset portion , a yoke suspended on one end of the bolt and a flexible compressible member

from the scale beam , rods depending from the ends of the carried by the opposite end of the bolt.

yoke , a crosspiece connecting the lower ends of the rods , 6. In a check rein guard the combination comprising a

and sleeves slidable upon the rods and provided with later- tree , a pad disposed on the tree, a saddle on the pad, a

ally extending hooks , in combination with a resilient bag hook having one end disposed beneath the tree, a bolt dis

holding shield having means for engaging the hooks . posed through the tree, the pad the saddle and the hook, a

4. In a device of the class described , a supporting device nut on one end of the bolt and a tubular flexible member

including an upright having spaced side members, in com- having one end clamped between the bolt and the saddle

bination with a weighing apparatus including a yoke, rods and its opposite end extending to the under face of the

depending from said yoke , and a platform connecting the hook.

lower ends of the rod, and a bag holding shield adjustably

connected with the rods depending from the yoke.

No. 100,413. Ice Creeper. Grappin .

No. 100,411 . Ploughshare. Soc de charrue.
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William Pennington, Bawtry , and David W. Freman , Fin
Daniel L. Pickett , Keene , New Hampshire , U.S.A. , 14th

ningly, both in England, co - inventors, 14th August, 1906 ; August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 26th July , 1906. Receipt No.
6 years. Filed 9th July, 1906. Receipt No. 138,104.

138,175.

Olaim .-- 1 . A ploughshare having detachable steel blades Claim .-1 . In an ice creeper , a heel member having depend

spliced or secured thereto by suitable fastenings, so that
ing spurs , clamp plates superimposed beneath said heel mem

when worn the blades can be readily replaced by a new one,
ber and upturned at the ends and extending inwardly and

as shown and described .
downwardly for yieldably bearing against the heel of the

2. A ploughshare A ,havingrecessed or tapered partsA ', skoe, and means for adjustably connecting said plates to said

upon which fits a blade B , having tapered part B' forming a

dovetail or joint C, and detachably secured thereto by
heel member.

fingers D and slots E , substantially as shown and described.
2. In an ice creeper, a heel member having depending

3. A ploughshare A , with recessed or tapered part A ' , upon
spurs, clamp plates superimposed beneath said heel member

which fits a blade B with thin or tapered part B' forming a
and upturned at the ends and extending inwardly and down

splice or joint C, and detachably secured thereto by bolts, wardly for yieldably bearing against the heel of the shoe, a

screws or other suitable fasteners, substantially as shown ing against the adjacent downwardly extending portion, and
cam member pivoted in one of said upturned ends and bear

and described.

means for adjustably connecting said plates to said heel

No. 100,412. Check-Rein Guard. member.

Garde de rènes de brides .
3. In an ice creeper, a heel member having depending

SĮ.urs , a toe member having depending spurs, means for flex
Edward Richard MacDonald, Shediac, New Brunswick , ibly uniting said heel and toe members, means for detachably

Canada, 14th August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 21st July, connecting said toe member to the toe portion of a shoe,
1906. Receipt No. 138,035 . clamp plates superimposed beneath said heel member and

Claim .-- 1. A check rein guard comprising a flexible mem- upturned at the ends with the extremities turned inwardly

ber. and downwardly for bearing against the heel of a shoe , a
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cam member pivoted in one of said upturned ends and oper 6. In a setter and receder for saw mills a carriage frame ,

ating to compress the adjacent downturned extremity slides movable transversely thereof, a shaft ranging longi

against the shoe heel, and means for adjustably connect- tudinally of said frame and geared in connection with said

ing said plates to said heel member. slides and adapted to move the same forwardly and back

wardly , a yoke lever mounted to swing forwardly and back

No. 100,414 . Saw Mill. Scierie. wardly in a vertical plane, devices connected with said

shaft and said yoke lever for moving said slides forwardly

in the forward movement of said yoke lever and means for

moving said slides backwardly in the forward movement of

Fig 1.
said lever , substantially as shown and described .

No. 100,415 . Electric Furnace .

Fournaise électrique.
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Robert Haynes Richards and William Ellis Swanger,

Hackettstown, New Jersey , U.S.A. , co - inventors , 14th

August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 19th July, 1906. Receipt

No. 137,983.

Claim .-- 1. A setter and receder for saw mills comprising

a carriage, slides transversely movable thereon , a shaft in Albert John Peterson , Alby, Sweden , 14th August, 1906 ; 6

operative connection with said slides , a yoke lever mounted years . Filed 12th May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,850.

on said shaft, devices connected with said shaft and with Claim . - 1 . The combination with an electric furnace for

said yoke lever for moving said slides forwardly in the for- | treating gases by means of voltaic arcs having an inner

ward movement of said yoke lever , and devices also in oper- central electrode and an outer electrode concentric there

ative connection with said shaft and said yoke lever for with, of means around the said furnace for creating a

moving said slides backwardly in the forward movement magnetic field in the space within the said outer electrode,

of said yoke lever, substantially as shown and described. substantially as and for the purpose set forth .
2. A setter and receder for saw mills comprising a car- 2. The combination with an electric furnace for treating

riage, a plurality of slides transversely movable thereon , gases by means of voltaic arcs having an inner central

a shaft in operative connection with said slides , a yoke electrode and an outer electrode concentric therewith , of

lever mounted on said shaft, devices in operative connec- a ring-shaped iron core around the furnace and means for

tion with said shaft and said yoke lever, a rod connected energizing the said iron core , substantially as an dfor the

with said yoke lever, and devices connected with said rod purpose set forth .

whereby the rotation thereof and the forward movement of 3. The combination with an electric furnace for treating

said yoke lever operates said slides backwardly , substan- gases by means of voltaic arcs having an inner central

tially as shown and described . electrode and an outer electrode concentric therewith , of an

3. A setter and receder for saw mills comprising a car- energizing coil around the said outer electrode, and means
riage, a plurality of slides transversely movable thereon , for connecting the said coil in series to the arc between the
a shaft in operative connection with said slides , a yoke said electrodes, the said coil forming an inductive resist

lever on said shaft , devices connected with said shaft and
ance for the arcs , substantially as and for the purpose set

said yoke lever for moving said slides forwardly in the
forth .

fcrward movement ofsaid yoke lever, and means for moving
4. The combination with an electric furnace for treating

said slides backwardly in the forward movement of said
gases by means of voltaic arcs having an inner central

lever, substantially as shown and described .
electrode and an outer electrode concentric therewith , of a

4. In a setter and receder for saw mills a carriage frame , ring-shaped iron core, an energizing coil in the said core,

slides movable transversely thereof, a shaft ranging longi
and means for connecting the said coil in series to the arcs

tudinally of said frame and geared in connection with said
between the said electrodes, substantially as and for the

slides and adapted to move the same forwardly and back
purpose set forth,

wardly, a segmental bracket or support connected with
5. The combination with an electric furnace for treating

said frame and through which said shaft passes , a ratchet
gases by means of voltaic arcs having an inner central

wheel secured to said shaft , a gear wheel mounted rear
electrode and an outer electrode concentric therewith, of

wardly of said shaft and meshing with a pinion connected
an energizing coil around the latter consisting of a spirally

therewith , a weighted crank lever or pawl pivoted over
wound ribbon shaped cable, substantially as and for the

said gear wheel and adapted to engage the same , pawls
purpose set forth.

6. The combination with an electric furnace for treating
pivoted in the yoke lever and adapted to engage the rat

chet wheel , a finger lever also pivoted in the yoke lever
gases by means of voltaic arcs having an inner central elec

and adapted to engage the crank lever or pawl andforce energizing coil around the latter consisting of a spirally
trode and an outer electrode concentric therewith, of an

it in connection with said gear wheel , an operating rod wound ribbon shaped cable the innermost turn of which

connected with the yoke lever whereby it may be moved forms the said outer electrode , substantially as described.

forwardly and backwardly , said rod being also adapted to 7. The combination with an electric furnace for treating

be turned in its support , and an arm connected with said
gases by means of voltaic arcs having an inner central elec

rod and in operative connection with said pawls, and said trode and an outer hollow electrode provided with inlet and

finger lever, substantially as shown and described.
outlet for a cooling Auid , of an energizing coil around the

5. In a setter and receder for saw mills a carriage frame, said outer electrode, substantially as and for the purpose

slides mounted transversely thereof, a shaft geared in set forth.

connection with said slides and adapted to move them in

opposite directions , a segmental bracket or support con- No. 100,416 . Paper Bag Making Machine.

nected with the carriage frame and through which said

shaft passes , a ratchet wheel secured to said shaft , a yoke
Machine à faire les sacs de papier .

lever mounted on said shaft and operating in connection George Hartman and Edward Wending, assignee of two
with said segmental bracket or support , devices in oper- fifths of the interest, both of Cincinnati, Ohio , U.S.A. ,

ative connection with said yoke lever and said ratchet wheel 14th August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 23rd June , 1906. Re

for turning said shaft in one direction in the forward ceipt No. 137,208 .

movement of the yoke lever , and oth devices in operative Claim.–1 . In a paper bag machine the combination of the

connection with the yoke lever and said ratchet wheel feed roll for the paper , devices adjacent to the feed roll for

whereby said shaft will be turned in the opposite direction fraying the surfaceof the paper to prepare it for receiving

in the forward movement of said yoke lever, substantially paste, pasters and folding devices for forming the paper
as shown and described . into a tube .
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2. In a paper bag machine for forming bags from a paper 12. In a paper bag machine the combination of tube

tube, the combination of the feed roll , the tube folding de- formers, rolls for feeding the tube forward , means located
adjacent the rolls for severing blanks from the tube and a

reciprocating arm for engaging the blanks and carrying them
Fig.l. forward toward the bottom folder.

13. In a paper bag machine the combination of a feed roll

for the paper, guide rolls adjacent to the feed roll over

which the paper passes towards the paster, rotating shafts

located upon opposite sides of the paper adjacent to

the guide rolls and supplied with splines for fraying the

edges of the paper upon opposite sides , pasters and folding

devices for forming the paper into a tube .

lu

M

Q

No. 100,417. Vestibule Car Diaphragm .

Diaphragme pour chars vestibule .
y al

Fiq.2.
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vices , the glueing apparatus between the folding devices

and the feed roll and a paper moistening device located

between the feed roll and the glueing apparatus and con

sisting of a chamber with ways for keeping the edges of

the paper dry.

3. In a paper bag machine of the character described the

combination of the feed roll , the tube folders , a rotating

knife between the feed roll and a folder for centrally notch

ing the paper , means located adjacent to the folders for

severing the blank from the tube , a swinging arm with

ringers for engaging the blank before it is served and for

carrying it forward toward the bottom folders.

4. In a paper bag machine a tube forming mechanism , Lowell Cary Bassford, Chicago, Illinois , U.S.A., 14th August,
means for severing blanks from the tube , bottom folders

and a swinging mechanism for carrying the blanks forward
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 23rd July , 1906. Receipt No. 138.105 .

from the severing means toward the bottom folders consist- Claim .-1 . A diaphragm for vestibule cars having side

ing of an arm pivoted at one end having spring pressed walls and a top cross wall , all being provided with bellows

fingers at the other end and cams located at the sides of folds , the ridges on the opposite sides connecting with the

the arm for contacting the fingers and opening them to re- valleys across the top and the side valleys connecting with

ceive and to release the blank . the top ridges and arch frames to which the ends of the

5. A carrying mechanism for conveying blanks from the diaphragm are secured, substantially as described .
severing knife to the bottom folders consisting of a swing- 2. A diaphragm for vestibule cars consisting of side walls

ing arm for receiving the blank from the severing knife, a and a top , all formed from a continuous piece of fabric , the

rotating wheel with fingers upon its circumference , means side walls and top being provided with bellows folds formed
for holding the fingers normally closed and stationary studs in the continuous fabric , the sides having ridges and valleys

located in the path of the fingers to open them to receive connecting with the valleys and ridges respectively across
the blanks from the swinging arm . the top and arch frames to which the ends of the diaphragm

6. In a paper bag machine the combination of a tube are secured , substantially as described .

former, a severing means for cutting blanks from the tube , 3. A diaphragm for vestibule cars consisting of side walls

a conveying cylinder for receiving the blanks , a series of and a top, all formed from a continuous piece of fabric, the
printing rolls contacting the conveying cylinder and bottom side walls and topbeing provided with bellows folds formed
formers adjacent to the conveying cylinder . in the continuous fabric, the sides having ridges and valleys

7. In a paper bag machine the combination of a wheel for in alignment with the valleys and ridges respectively across

conveying blanks cut from a paper tube to the bottom the top, arch frames to which the ends of the diaphragm
folders , means for holding the blank upon the wheel and are secured and reinforcing strips secured along the angles

printing rolls contacting the conveying wheel, and a wheel of the ridges of the sides and top , substantially as des

with automatically changing drying surface located adjacent cribed .
to the printing rolls . 4. A diaphragm for vestibule cars consisting of side walls

8. In a paper bag machine the combination of means for and a top , all formed integrally from a continuous strip of

printing the surfaces ofthe blank , a drying cylinderlocated fabric, the companion side walls being provided with bel

adjacent to the printing apparatus, and having journalled lows folds having oppositely disposed ridges and valleys

within it spools for holding cord and the cord zig-zagged and the top being formed with bellows folds having ridges

through the surface of the cylinder,means for rotating the and valleys in staggered relation with respect to the ridges

spools and winding the cord from one to the other spool . and valleys of the sides forming diagonally extending corner

9. In a paper bag machine folders for laying the diamond folds , reinforcing strips along the angles of the ridges and

folds in the blank consisting ofa rotating cylinderhaving along the diagonally extending cornerfolds and arch frames
two longitudinal blades and pins between the blades, the to which the ends of the diaphragm are secured , substanti

blades for cutting the longitudinal slits in the blank and the ally as described.

pins for catching the part of the blank which forms the rear

flap, a conveying cylinder with a finger for grasping the No. 100,418. Car. Char.

front flap and astripper for disengaging the pin from the
rear flap . Alamanza Porter, Scranton , Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 14th

10. In a paper bag machine the combination of the folders August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 21st July, 1906. Receipt

for laying the diamond folds in the blank , belts ror carrying No. 138,021.

the blank forward , creasing blades for making transverse Claim.--1 . Upper and lower longitudinal tracks and door

creases across the blank, a reciprocating blade for taking sections supported for slidable and pivotal movement be

under the rear flap of the blank and turning it down in a 1- tween said tracks and provided near their free edges with

vance of the folding of the front flap, a means for recip- track engaging rotary members .

rocating the blade and means for turning down the front 2. Longitudinal upper and lower tracks having T - grooves

flap over the rear one. supporting blocks slidably engaging said grooves , and door

11. In a paper bag machine the combination of folders for sections pivotally connected with said supporting blocks .

laying the diamond folds in the blank , bolts for engaging 3 Longitudinal grooved upper and lower tracks, grooved

the sides of the blanks and carrying them forward, side | side tracks diverging therefrom and communicating with the

frames adjacent to the belt having curved slots in them , a main tracks through notches in the sides of the latter, sup

rod mounted to slide in the slots, a blade secured to the porting members engaging the grooves of the tracks and

rod, a reciprocating arm pivoted to the blade whereby the door sections having pintles engaging said supporting mem

reciprocating of the arm causes the blades to take under bers.

the rear flap of the blank and to turn it over in advance of 4. Upper and lower longitudinal tracks having T - grooves

the front flap, and means for turning the front flap down on supporting members engaging said grooves and comprising

the rear ones . inner and outer members having connecting shanks and pro
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vided with recesses or bearings , door sections movable be

tween the surfaces of the tracks and having pinlets en
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7. In a device of the class described , a spring mounted

frame , means for adjusting said frame , a spring mounted

covering said frame , a plurality of retaining arms, means

for holding said arms in elevated position , and means for

automatically lowering said retaining arms.

8. In a device of the class described, an adjustable frame,

a spring mounted wire mesh covering said frame, a plurality

of retaining arms , means for holding said arms in an

elevated position , and means actuated by a body falling upon
said mesh lowering said retaining arms.

9. In a device of the class described , an L-shaped frame,

a spring mounted mesh covering said frame , a transverse

shaft, a plurality of retaining arms mounted on said shaft,
means for holding said arms in an elevated position , and a

plurality of members co -operating with said shaft to lower
said retaining arms .

10. A device of the class described comprising a yieldingly

mounted frame , a wire mesh covering said frame, a plurality

of normally elevated retaining fingers, and means actuated

by an object striking said mesh for lowering said retaining
fingers.
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No. 100,420. Linotype. Linotype.

A
D
E
D

gaging the bearings in the supporting members and track

engaging rollers near the free edges of the door sections .

5. In a street car, longitudinally disposed upper and lower

tracks having grooves therein , divergent track members upon

the platforms of the car and a plurality of door sections

mounted slidably and pivotally between the main track

sections and supported for storage upon the divergent track
sections .

6. The combination with a street car having upper and

lower track sections , of door sections and supporting sec

tions or frames hingedly connected therewith , said sections

or frames being slidably supported between the upper and

lower track sections .

7. In a street car a movably supported frame and a door

section hingedly supported in said frame to swing upon an

approximately verticle axis .

8. Upper an dlower track rails , a frame supported for

slidable and swinging movement between said rails and a

door section hingedly supported in said frame.
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No. 100,419. Car Fender. Défense de chars .
The Mergenthaler Linotype Company, assignee of Thomas

Simmons Homans , both of New York City, New York,

U.S.A. , 14th August , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 2nd March ,

1906. Receipt No. 133,487.

Claim.—1. The assembling elevator provided with the

single blade mounted to move endwise therein.

2. In a linotype machine the combination of a channelled

assembler, means for delivering matrices successively there

to , and a continuous blade mounted in the elevator and ar

inged to move endwise to and from the matrix delivering

3. In linotype machine provided with two letter matrices,

the star wheel , the assembler into which the matrices are

advanced by the star wheel, and the horizontal blade ex

tending the entire width of the assembler and mounted to

slide endwise therein .

4. In combination with the vertically movable assembling

elevator , and the intermediate channel to receive the matrix

line from the elevator, the blade mounted in the elevator

and movable endwise to extend beyond the same, whereby

it is adapted to hold the matrices down within the elevator
in position to be transfered therefrom .

5. In a linotype machine the combination of an assembler

William Henry Walsh, Montreal , Quebec , Canada, 14th to receive and align the matrices , means for delivering the

August , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 25th July, 1906. Receipt matrices one at a time thereto, and a horizontal blade

No. 138,147 .
mounted in the assembler and movable endwise to present

its end in the path of or beyond the path of the incoming
Claim . - 1 . A device of the class described comprising a

matrices .

yielding frame , means for vertically adjusting said frame ,

and means for automatically retaining an object upon said assembling mechanism and arranged to receive and sus
6. In a linotype machine a blade forming a member of the

frame.

2. In a device of the class described , a yieldable frame, endwise at will to a greater or less extent, whereby one or
tain a line of matrices , said blade arranged for retraction

means for vertically adjusting said frame , and gravity actu
more matrices may be permitted to descend to a lower level

ated means for retaining an object upon said frame .
at will .

3. In a device of the class described , an L-shaped frame ,

means for yieldably supporting said frame, means for verti

cally adjusting said frame, and gravity actuated means for No. 100,421. Ore Pulverizer.
retaining an object upon said frame . Pulvérisateur de minerais.

4. In a device of the class described, a spring mounted L- The W. L. McCullough Co. , Ypsilanti, assignee of George P.

shaped frame , a wire mesh covering said frame and means

for automatically retaining an object falling upon said mesh .
Good, Detroit , both in Michigan , U.S.A., 14th August,

5. In a device of the class described , a spring mounted L
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 11th May, 1906 . Receipt No.

shaped frame , means for adjusting said frame, a spring
135,793.

mounted netting covering said frame, and gravity actuated Claim.-1. In a mineral pulverizer the combination with

means ofr retaining an object falling upon said netting . parallel shafts and means for turning said shafts, of a disc

6. In a device of the class described , an adjustable spring having a conical side secured upon each of said shafts with

mounted frame , a wire mesh covering said frame , a plurality their conical sides adjacent to each other to form contact

of retaining arms, and means for holding said arms in a faces between which the mineral is passed, a screw- threaded

normally elevated position . shaft for moving one of said shafts longitudinally to move
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the contact surface toward and from each other, and means of the conical sides of the rolls , and fibrous material secured

for holding said shaft in its adjusted position.
to the said edges of the sides to engage the rolls .

8. In a mineral pulverizer the combination with parallel

shafts and discs on said shafts having conical contact sides ,

of a hopper chute consisting of sidesformed at their lower

edges to conform to the periphery of the rolls and provided

with a rabbet and ends adjustably secured to the sides and

formed at their lower edges to conform to the inclination of

the conical sides of the discs, strips of fibrous material in

the rabbets of the sides and plates secured to the sides at

their edges to secure the strips in place.

9. In a mineral pulverizer ihe combination with parallel

shafts and discs on said shafts having conical contact sides,

of cylindrical brushes supported in contact with the said

conical sides of the discs, a shaft upon which the brush is

mounted, a bracket bearing to receive the end of said brush

shaft , and means for holding said shaft from turning and re
leasing the same .

10. In a mineral pulverizer the combination with parallel

shafts mounted in adjustable bearings and discs on said

shafts having conical contact sides, of adjustable bearing

brackets, a shaft within the bearing of each bracket , a

cylindrical brush on each shaft in contact with each roll ,

a ratchet wheel on the end of each brush shaft and a gravity

cog to engage each of said ratchets and prevent the turning
of the brushes .

11. In a mineral pulverizer the combination with a frame

of parallel shafts, bearing for one of said shafts adapted

to be moved laterally to adjust the shaft toward or from

the other shaft , stationary bearings for the other shaft in

which said shaft is adapted to move longitudinally, and a

longitudinally movable bearing for said shaft within which

it is secured to move longitudinally therewith , discs on said

shafts having conical contact sides, brackets secured to the

frame at each side of the longitudinally movable bearing, a

crossbar secured to the outer ends of said brackets and pro
100421

vided with an opening, screw - threaded shaft secured at one

end to the movable bearing and extending through the open

2. In a mineral pulverizer the combination with a frame ing in the crossbar, a hand wheel on said screw- threaded
of parallel shafts mounted in bearings on said frame, discs shaft , a sleeve of yielding material on said shaft between

on said shafts having conical contact sides, a movable bear
the hand wheel and the crossbar, a casing secured to the

ing for one of said shafts , a screw- threaded shaft secured
frame and enclosing the discs and having a hopper above

to said movable bearing , brackets secured to the frame, a
said discs and a discharge opening beneath the same , a

crossbar secured to the endsof said brackets and provided hopper chute consistingofsidesformedat their lower ends

with an opening through which said screw-threaded shaft
to conform to the peripheries of the rolls and ends adjust

extends and means on said screw - threaded shaft engaging ably secured to said sides, brackets secured to theframe,

the crossbar for adjusting and holding said shaft .
arms adjustably secured to the sides of the hopper chute and

3. In a mineral pulverizer the combination with a frame ,
adjustably secured to the upper ends of the brackets .

of parallel shafts mounted in bearings on said frame, discs

on said shafts having conical contact sides, a movable bear- No. 100,422. Nitro- Glycerine Explosive.

ing for one of said shafts within which said shaft is se
Explosif de nitro - glycérine.

cured against longitudinal movement relative thereto , a

screw -threaded shaft secured at one end to said bearing, Conrad Hubert Glaessen , Berlin , Germany, 14th August,

brackets secured to the frame , a crossbar secured to the 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 6th June, 1906. Receipt No. 136.610.

ends of said brackets and having an opening to receive the Claim . - 1. The process for the manufacture of nitro

end of the screw -threaded shaft , a hand wheel on the screw- giycerine explosives having a very low freezing temperature,

threaded shaft , and a compressible sleeve on said shaft which consists in transforming glycerine into diglycerine by

between the hand wheel and the inner side of the cross- heating under atmospheric pressure and then nitrating the

bar. same for the manufacture of nitroglycerine explosives .
4. In a mineral pulverizer the combination with parallel 2. The process for the manufacture of nitroglycerine ex

shafts, and discs on said shafts having conical contact sides , plosives which consists in transforming glycerine into di
0 : a bearing for one end of the shafts , a stationary wear glycerine by heating it under atmospheric pressure, thep
disc within the bearing at one end thereof, to take the longi- nitrating the same and adding thereto trinitroglycerine.
tudinal thrust of the shaft , and a wear disc attached to the 3. The admixture of diglycerine and glycerine and nitrat

end of the shaft to turn therewith in contact with the sta- ing the mixture to produce nitroglycerine for the manu
tionary disc . facture of explosives.

5. In a mineral pulverizer the combination with parallel

shafts and discs on said shafts having conical contact sides,
of a movable bearing for one of said shafts consisting of a No. 100,423. Process of Electrical Heating.

movable base portion and a cap portion bolted thereto , an Procédé de chauffage électrique.

abutment on thebase portion extending upward attheendof Alfred H. Cowles , Cleveland , Ohio , U.S.A., 14th August, 1906 ;
the bearing, a stationary wear disc within the bearing

against the abutment and provided with oil grooves in its 6 years . Filed 22nd December, 1903. Receipt No. 111,143 .

contact face, a rotary wear disc in contact with side disc Claim . - 1. The process of heating materials , which con

and provided with oil grooves in its contact face, and means sists in placing the material in proximity to a resistance
on the shaft for engaging the rotary disc to cause the same conductor, passing an electric current through said con

to turn with said shaft. ductor, and increasing the current density along the path

6. In a mineral pulverizer the combination with parallel of the current, through a portion of the conductor in proxi

shafts and discs on said shafts having conical contact sides, mity to said material, as set forth.

of a movable bearing for one of said shafts consisting of a 2. The process of heating materials, which consists in

movable base portion and a cap portion bolted thereto, an placing the material in proximity to a resistance conductor

abutment on the base portion extending upward at one end of loose , broken or granular material , passing an electric

of the bearing, a wear disc within the bearing in contact current through said conductor, and increasing the current

with the abutment, a pin on said disc enga onen og density along the path of the current, through a portion

in the bearing to prevent the rotation of said disc, a rotat- of the conductor in proximity to said material, as set forth .

able wear disc having holes in one side and an axial recess, 3. The process of reducing a compound, which consists in

a reduced end on the shaft to engage the recess and pins placing a mixture of the compoundand a reducing agent in
on the shaft to engage the holes. proximity to a resistance conductor, passing an electric cur

7. In a mineral pu.verizer the combination with parallel rent through said conductor , and increasing the current

shafts and discs on said shafts having conical contact sides , density along the path of the current , through a portion of

of a hopper chute consisting of sides formed at their lower the conductor in proximity to said material , to a point where

edges to conform to the periphery of the rolls and ends the heat generated by the resistance of the conductor effects

formed at their lower edges to conform to the inclination reduction , as set forth.
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4. The process of reducing a compound , which consists 12. The process of heating materials which consists in

in placing a mixture of the compound and a reducing agent placing the material in proximity to a resistance conductor

of loose , broken or granular material , passing an electric

current through said conductor, and increasing the current

density in a portion of said conductor, in proximity to said

material , thereby heating it ununiformly , as set forth .

13. The process of reducing a compound which consists in

placing a mixture of the compound and a reducing agent

in proximity to a resistance conductor, passing an electric

current through said conductor, and increasing the current

density in a portion of said conductor in proximity to said

material , to a point where the heat generated by the resis
tance of the conductor effects reduction , as set forth .

14. The process of reducing a compound which consists in

placing a mixture of the compound and a reducing agent

in proximity to a resistance conductor of loose , broken or

granular material , passing an electric current through said

ond " ctor . and increasing the current density in a portion

of said conductor in proximity to said material, to a point

where the heat generated by the resistance of the conduc

tor effects reduction , as set forth.

15. The process of producing carbides which consists in

placing carbide forming materials in proximity to a resist
in proximity to a resistance conductor of loose , broken or ance conductor, passing an electric current through said con

granular material , passing an electric current through said ductor, and increasing the current density in a portion of
conductor, and increasing the current density along the path said conductor in proximity to said material to a point
of the current, through a portion of the conductor in proxi- where the heat generated by the resistance of the conductor

mity to said material, to a point where the heat generated causes the materials to re -act to form carbide , as set forth.

by the resistance of the conductor effects reduction , as set 16. The process of producing carbides which consists in

forth . placing carbide forming materials in proximity to a resist
5. The process of producing carbide which consists in ance conductor of loose, broken or granular material , pass

placing carbide forming materials in proxiinity to a resis ing an electric current through said conductor, and increas

tance conductor, passing an electric current through said ing the current density in a portion of said conductor in

conductor, and increasing the current density along the path proximity to said material, to a point where the heat gener

of the current , through a portion of the conductor in proxi- ated by the resistance of the conductor causes the mater

mity to said material to a point where the heat generated
ials to re - act to form carbide , as set forth .

by the resistance of the conductor causes the materials to 17. The process of producing carbides which consists in
re- act to form carbide , as set forth .

placing carbide forming materials in proximity to the resist .

6. The process of producing carbides , which consists in

placing carbide forming materials in proximity to a resist- conductor, increasingthe current density in a portion of said

ance conductor , passing an electric current through said

ance conductor of loose, broken or granular material , pass conductor in proximity to said material to a point where

ing an electric current through said conductor, and increas the heat generated by the resistance of the conductor causes

ing the current density along the path of the current , the materials to re- act to form carbide and the carbide to

through a portion of the conductor in proximity to said

material to a point where the heat generated by the resist - morten carbide and supplying fresh 'materials as required,

be brought into a molten condition , and tapping off said

ance of the conductor causes the materials to re-act to form as set forth.

carbide , as set forth . 18. The process of producing carbides which consists in
7. The process of producing carbide , which consists in placing carbide forming materials in proximity to a resist

placing carbide forming materials in proximity to a resist ance conductor of loose, broken or granular material , passing
ance conductor, passing an electric current through said an electric current through said conductor , increasing the

conductor, and increas ng the current density along the path current density in a portion of said conductor in proximity
of the current , through a portion of the conductor in proxi

mityto said material, to a point where the heat generated resistanceof the conductor causes thematerials to reach

to said material to a point where the heat generated by the

by the resistance of the conductor causes the materials to to form carbide and the carbide to be brought into a molten
re - act to form carbide and the carbide to be brought into a condition , and tapping off said molten carbide and supplying

molten condition , as set forth .
fresh material as required , as set forth .

8. The process of producing carbide, which consists in 19. The process of heating materials which consists in

placing carbide forming materials in proximity to a resist placing the material in proximity to a resistance conductor

ance conductor of loose, broken or granular material , pass of varying cross section and resistance and passing an elec
ing an electric current through said conductor, and increas

ing the current dens.ty along the path of the current,through creasing alongthe path of the current through a portion of

tric current through said conductor, the current density in.

a portion of the conductor in proximity to said material , to the conductor in proximity of said material thereby heating

a point where the heat generated by the resistane of the con the material non - uniformly, as set forth .
ductor causes the materials to re - act to form carbide and

the carbide to be brought into a molten condition, as set

20. The process of heating materials which consists in

placing the material in proximity to a resistance conductor
forth . of varying cross section and resistance andof loose , broken

9. The process of producing carbides which consists in orgranular materialand passing an electric current through
placing carbide forming materials in proximity to a resis said conductor and thereby heating the material non -uni
tance conductor, passing an electric current through said

formly , as set forth.

conductor , increasing the current density along the path

ofthe current, througha portion of the conductor inproxi- placing a mixture of the compound and a reducing agentela
21. The process of reducing a compound which consists in

mitytosaid material to apointwherethe heat generated proximity to a resistance conductor of varying cross secaby the resistance of the conductor causes the materials to tion and resistanceandpassingthrough saidconductor an
re -act to form carbide and the carbide to be brought into

electric current of sufficient volume to effect reduction, as
a molten condition , and tapping off said molten carbide and

set forth .

supplying fresh material as required , as set forth .

10. The process of producing carbides which consists in
22.The process of reducing a compound which consists in

placing carbideformingmaterials in proximity toa resis- proximity toa resistance conductor of varying cross section

inganelectriccurrentthrough saidconductor,increasing and passingthrough said conductor anelectriccurrent of
the current density along the path ofthe current, through sufficientvolumetoeffect reduction, as set forth.

a point where the heat generated bythe resistance ofthe placing carbide forming materials in proximity to a resisti

thecarbidetobe brought into a molten condition, and tap- passing through said conductor anelectriccurrentofsuite
pingoff said molten carbide and supplying fresh material as cientvolume to cause thematerials to re-act to form carbide,
required , as set forth . as set forth.

11. The process of heating materials which consists in

placingthematerial in proximity toa resistance conductor, placing carbide formingmaterials (in proximity to a resist

24. The process of producing carbide which consists in

Creasingthe current density in a portion of said conductor, ingthrough said conductoran electric current of sufficient
inproximity to said material, thereby heatingit uniformly. volume to cause the materials tore-act toformcarbide and
as set forth the carbide to be brought intoa molten condition and tap
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ping off said molten carbide and supplying fresh materials as in proximity to the materials to a point where the heat

required , as set forth. generated by the resistance of the conductor will cause the

25. The process of producing carbides which consists in materials to re - act to form carbide , as set forth .
placing carbide forming materials in proximity to a resist- 8. An electric resistance furnace for the production of
ance conductor of varying cross section and resistance and carbides, comprising a resistance conductor in proximity to

of loose , broken or granular material and passing through the charge of carbide forming materials, means for passing
said conductor an electric current of sufficient volume to through said conductor an electric current the density of

cause the materials to re - act to form carbide , as set forth . which increases through a portion of said conductor in proxi

26. The process of producing carbides which consists in mity to the materials to a point where the heat generated

placing carbide forming materials in proximity to a resist- by the resistance of the conductor will cause the materials

ance conductor of varying cross section and resistance and to re - act to form carbide and the carbide to be brought into

of loose , broken or granular material passing through said a molten condition , and means for withdrawing the carbide

conductor an electric current of sufficient volume to cause by gravity , as set forth .

the materials to re -act to form carbide and the carbide to 9. An electric resistance furnace , comprising & resistance

be brought into a molten condition , and tapping off said condutor of loose , broken or granular material in position

molten carbide and supplying fresh materials as required , as to heat the charge , and means for passing through said con

set forth, ductor an electric current the density of which increases

through a portion of said conductor in proximity to the

No. 100,424. Electric Furnace. charge and thereby heating it ununiformly, as set forth.

Fournaise électrique. 10. An electric resistance furnace , comprising a resistance

conductor of loose , broken or granular material in position

to heat the charge , means for passing through said conductor

an electric current the density of which increases to a maxi

mum through a portion of said conductor in proximity to

the charge and thereby heating it ununiformly , and means

adjacent to the region of maximum current density for with

drawing a product by gravity, as set forth .

3
5
3

6
4

No. 100,425 . Smelting Process.

Procédé de fonte de minerais .
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Alfred H. Cowles , Cleveland , Ohio , U.S.A. , 14th August , 1906 ;

6 years . Filed 22nd December, 1903. Receipt No. 111,147 .

Claim .-- 1. An electric resistance furnace comprising a

resistance conductor in position to heat the charge , and

means for passing through said conductor an electric cur

rent the density of which increases through a portion of

said conductor in proximity to the charge, and thereby

heating it ununiformly , as set forth .

2. An electric resistance furnace comprising a resis

tance conductor in position to heat the charge , means for

passing through said conductor an electric current the den

sity of which increases toa maximum through a portion of Alfred H. Cowles, Cleveland , Ohio, U.S.A., 14th August, 1906 ;

said conductor in proximity to the charge , and the.eby
6 years . Filed 22nd December , 1903. Receipt No. 111,148 .

heating it ununiformly , and means adjacent to the region
Claim.--1 . The process of smelting materials , which con

of maximum current density for withdrawing a product by sists in preheating a charge by passing hot gases through
gravity, as set forth , it , electrically heating the preheated charge to the required

3. An electric resistance furnace comprising a resis- temperature by an electric current passing through a resist

tance -conductor in position to heat the charge , and means ance conductor , and increasing the heat supplied by said

for passing through said conductor and electric current the resistance conductor along the path of the electric current ,

lensity of which increases along the path of the current as set forth ,

through a portion of said conductor in proximity to the 2. The process of smelting materials , which consists in

charge , and thereby heating it ununiformly , as set forth . preheating a charge by passing hot gases through it , elec

4. An electric resistance furnace comprising a resis - trically heating the preheated charge to the required tem

tance conductor in position to heat the charge, means for perature by an electric current passing through a resistance
passing through said conductor an electric current the den conductor , and increasing the heat supplied by said resist

sity of which increases to a maximum along the path of the ance conductor along the path of the electric current to a

tortion of said conductor in proximity to point where the products become molten and may be tapped

the charge , and thereby heating it ununiformly, and means out, as set forth .

adjacent to the region of maximum current density for 3. The process of producing calcium carbide , which con
withdrawing a product by gravity , as set forth , sists in preheating a charge of a calcium compound and

5. An electric resistance furnace comprising a resis- carbon , by passing hot gases through it , electrically heating
tance conductor of varying cross section , in position to the preheated charge to the required temperature by an

heat the charge, and means for passing through said con electric current passing through a resistance conductor, and

ductor an electric current the density of which increases increasing the heat supplied by said resistance conductor
along the path of the current in the conductor and sub along the path of the electric current , as set forth.

stantially inversely as the cross section of the conductor, 4. The process of vroducing calcium carbide , which con

and thereby heating it ununiformly , as set forth . sists in preheating a charge of a calcium compound ani

6. An electric resistance furnace, comprising a resistance carbon , by passing hot gases through it , electrically heating
conductor of varying cross section , in position to heat the the preheated charge to the required temperature by an

charge, means for passing through said conductor an electric electric current passing through a resistance conductor, in

current the density of which increases to a maximum along creasing the heat supplied by said resistance conductor

the path of the current in theconductor and substantially | along the path of the electric current to a point where the

inversely as the crosssection of the conductor, andthereby carbide becomes molter , and tapping out the molten carbide,
heating it ununiformly, and means adjacent to the region of as set forth .

maximum current density for withdrawing a product by 5. The process of producing calcium carbide , which con

gravity , as set forth . sists in preheating a charge of a calcium compound and

7. An electric resistance furnace for the production of carbon, by passing hot gases through it, electrically heating
carbides comprising a resistance conductor in proximity the preheated charge to the required temperature by an

to the charge of carbide forming materials, and means for electric current passing througha resistance conductor, in
passing through said conductor an electric current the den creasing the heat supplied by said resistance conductor along

sity of which increases through a portion of said conductor the path of the electric current, and burning the gases pro

8-9
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duced by the re - action to preheat the charge , as set forth . to the extremity of the evaporating chamber remote from

6. The process of producing calcium carbide , which con- the calcining chamber, means for imparting rotary move

sists in preheating a charge of a calcium compound and ment to the two chambers , and means for transferring the

carbon by passing hot gases through it , electrically heating contents of the evapourating chamber to the calcining cham

the preheated charge to the required temperature by an ber , including upper and lower tracks and an elevator for

electric currer passing throu a resistance conductor , in- elevating the material from the plane of one track to the

creasing the heat supplied by said resistance conductor along plane of the other track, substantially as described .

the path of the electric current to a point where the carbide

becomes molten, tapping out the molten carbide,and burn- No. 100,427. Air Separator. Séparateur d air .

ing the gases produced by the re-action to preheat the

charge, as set forth .

No. 100,426. Apparatus for Converting Zinc Sul

phate Solution into Zinc Oxide.

Appareil pour convertir les solutions de sulfate de zinc en vryde.

1
0
0
4
0

Gure
George Stockham Emerick , Nazareth , Pennsylvania, U.S.A.,

14th August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 5th July, 1906. Re

ug ' 100426 ceipt No. 137,569 .

Claim.-1 . In combination in an air separator, an outer

casing, an auxiliary chamber joined to and communicating

with the outlet of said outer casing, an inner casing disposed

Chauncey E. Dewey, Denver, Colorado , U.S.A. , 14th August ,
within said outer casing and a plurality of pipes forming a

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 16th June , 1906 . Receipt No. connection between said auxiliary chamber and said casing,

substantially as and for the purpose described.
136,966 .

2. In combination in an air separator, an outer casing, an

Claim . - 1 . In an apparatus for converting zinc sulphate | auxiliary chamber joined to and communicating with the

into zince oxide the combination of two independently re- outlet of said outer casing , an inner casing disposed within

voluble axially aligned chambers arranged in suitable proxi- said outer casing, means such as pipes N, forming a

mity to each other and having adjacent open extremities, communication between said auxiliary chamber and said
means for delivering heat to one chamber at its extremity inner casing, a rotary discharge plate adapted to centri

remote from the other chamber, means for delivering the fugally distribute material within said inner casing, and a

zinc sulphate solution to the chamber remote from the heat cylindrical retarding ring between said discharge plate and
generating means, and means exterior to the chambers for

said casing whereby the material distributed from said dis

transferring the contents of the last -named chamber to its charge plate is checked in its passage toward the wall of

companion chamber, substantially as described. said inner casing and retained in the path of the ascending

2. The combination with a suitable source of heat , of a air currents therein, substantially as described.

calcining chamber mounted to rotate and having open ' ends ,

one end being adjacent the source of heat, an evapourating No. 100,428 . Retort Furnace. Fournaise à cornue,

chamber also mounted to rotate and having open ends , one

end of the evapourating chamber being adjacent the open

end of the calcining chamber remote from the source of

heat , means for delivering zinc sulphate solution to the ex

tremity of the evapourating chamber remote from the cal

cining chamber , and means exterior to both chambers for

transferring the contents of the evapourating chamber to the

calcining chamber , substantially as described .

3. The combination with a suitable source of heat of a

calcining chamber mounted to rotate and having open ex

tremities , one of which is adjacent the source of heat , an

evapourating chamber arranged in axial alignment with the

calcining chamber, the evapourating chamber having open

ends and also mounted to rotate , suitable means for im

parting rotary movement to the two chambers , and means

exterior to both chambers for transferring the contents of

the evapourating chamber to the calcining chamber.

4. The combination with a firebox or source of heat , an

open ended calcining chamber mounted to rotate and having

one extremity adjacent the source of heat , an open ended

evapourating chamber also mounted to rotate and having one

of its ends as close to the calcining, chamber as is consistent 100428

with independent movement , means exterior to both cham

bers for transferring the contents of the evapourating

chamber to the calcining chamber, a dust chamber located | Richard C. Hills , Denver , Colorado , U.S.A. , 14th August,

at the extremity of the evapourating chamber remote from
1906 ;

6 years. Filed 16th June , 1906. Receipt No.

the calcining chamber, suitable means for delivering the 136,967.

material to be treated , to the extremity of the evaporat- Claim.-1 . A retort furnace provided with two banks or

ing chamber remote from the calcining chamber, and suit- series of horizontally disposed retorts located on opposite

able means for imparting rotary movement to the two cham- sides of the central part of the furnace in which are located

bers independently of each other, substantially as described. downwardly extending exhaust flues communicating with the

5. The combination of two independently revoluble hori- stack and combustion flues interposed between the retorts

zontally arranged and axially aligned open ended chambers and extending the entire length of both banks of retorts on

mounted in suitable proximity to each other, one of the one side of the latter , passing around the end of one retort

chambers being a calcining chamber and the other an evap of the furnace and extending in the reverse di

ourating chamber, means for delivering heat to the calcining rection on the opposite side of one retort and finally com

chamber at the extremity remote from the evapourating municating with the said downwardly extending exhaust
chamber, means for delivering the material to be treated , fues.

on one
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2. A retort furnace provided with double banks or series 8. In a furnace of the class described, the combination of

of horizontally disposed retorts located on opposite sides of horizontally disposed retorts arranged in parallel series in

the furnace, the furnace being centrally provided with down- double banks arranged end to end on opposite sides of the

wardly extending exhaust flues and combustion flues inter- furnace , means for automatically discharging the retorted

posed between the retorts and extending the entire length material from the bottom of the retorts, said means com

of both banks of retorts on one side of the latter , passing prising pocket wheels and hinged relief gates operating

around the end of one retort and returning in the reverse conjointly below the discharge openings of tne reorts, and
direction on the opposite side of one of the retorts and ter- means for allowing the raw material to enter the top of the

minating at the downwardly extending exhaust flues, the two retorts by gravity alone as fast as the retorted material

adjacent vertically disposed series of combustion flues com- is removed from below .

mencing on opposite sides of the furnace and communicating 9. In a furnace of the class described , the combination of

with a common downwardly extending exhaust flue. horizontally disposed retorts arranged in parallel series in

3. A retort furnace provided with double banks and series double banks arranged end to end on opposite sides of the ,

of horizontally disposed retorts,theindividual retorts of furnace, means for removingthe retorted material from the

each bank being parallel and the retorts of the two banks bottom of the retorts including revolubly mounted pocket

being arranged end to end , the furnace being provided with wheels and hinged relief gates , means for allowing the raw

downwardly extending centrally located exhaust flues, and material to enter the top of the retorts by gravity alone as

combustion flues interposed between the retorts and extend- fast as it is removed from the bottom , the roofs of the re

the entire length of both banks of retorts on one side of the torts having feed openings and barring down or working

latter passing around the end of one retort on one side of ports situated intermediate the feed openings, and gas escape

the furnace and extending in the reverse directions on the pipes connected with retorts for th purpose set forth .

opposite side of one of the retorts and communicating finally

with the said downwardly extending centrally located ex- No. 100,429 . Pedestal for Type Writing Machines .

haust flues, a regenerating chamber with which the exhaust Piedestal pour clarigraphes .
flues communicate , the regenerating chamber being provided

with flues communicating with the combustion flues and

through which the necessary air for combustion purposes is

passed .

4. A retort furnace provided with double banks of hori

zontally disposed parallel retorts arranged end to end on

opposite sides of the furnace , horizontally disposed combus

tion flues arranged in vertical series between the retorts ,

one series of two adjacent series of ffues commencing on one

side of the furnace, passing the entire length of the retorts,

around the end of one retort , and returning to the central

report , while the other series of combustion flues commences

on the opposite side of the furnace , takes a similar course

but in an opposite direction , finally leading to the central

part of the furnace which is provided with a downwardly

extending exhaust flues with which both series of combus

tion fiues communicate , the longer portions of each series

of combustion flues being provided with main burners on

one side of the furnace and their shorter portions with sup

plemental burners on the opposite side of the furnace.

5. In a furnace of the class described , the combination of

horizontally disposed retorts arranged in parallel series

end to end on opposite sides of the central part of the fur

nace in which are located downwardly extending exhaust
flues communicating with the stack , a series ofhorizontally Johnc. Reddick, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, 14th August ,

1906 ; 6 years .

disposed combustion flues extending the entire ength of two
Filed 3rd March , 1906 . Receipt No.

end to end retorts , around the end of one retort and return
133,503.

ing to one of the series of downwardly extending centrally
Claim . - 1 . The hereinbefore described construction

located flues , on the opposite side of the last-named retort, sisting of an individual pedestal for , each foot of a type
while the adjacent series of combustion flues on one side writing machine comprising a rigid base to cover a greater

takes a similar course but in an opposite direction , finally area than said foot , and a resilient cushion of substantially

leading tothenextflue of the downwardly extending series, the same area as and secured to the bottom surface of the
means for automatically removing the retorted material base .

from the bottom of the retort, and means for feeding said 2. An individual pedestal for each foot of a type writing

material into the top of the retorts by gravity alone , as niachine comprising a rigid base , a resilient cushion secur

fast as it is remvoed from below . ed to its bottom surface and a socket in its top surface to

6. In a furnace of the class described, the combination of receive the foot of a typewriting machine.

relatively narrow horizontally disposed retorts arranged 3. An individual pedestal for each foot of a type writing

in parallel series in double banks end to end on opposite machine comprising a rigid base of greater area than the

sides of the central part of the furnace in which are located foot of the type writing machine , a resilient cushion secured

downwardly extending flues communicating with the stack , to the bottom surface of the base and of a corresponding

horizontally disposed combustion flues extending the entire area thereto and a socket in the top surface of said base

length of two end to end retorts, one in each of the oppo- to receive said foot.

site banks and returning on the opposite side to one of the

saiddownwardly extending flues, means for producing an No. 100,430. Wood Working Machine.
automatic continuous unobstructed discharge of retorted

Machine à trarailler le bois.
material at the bottom of the retorts , means for allowing

the raw material to feed into the top of the retorts by Olmedo Cortez Wysong, Greensboro, North Carolina, U.S.A. ,

gravity alone as fast as it is removed from below , and 14th August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 29th March , 1906. Re

compartments for receiving the material discharged from ceipt No. 134,417 .

said retorts , said compartments having downwardly in- Claim .-- 1. In a mechanism of the character specified a

clined bottoms sufficiently steep to the retorted base , a frame located at one side thereof and pivoted there

material of its own gravity to be discharged on the outside to , said frame being adjustable to varying positions rela

of the furnace . tive to the base , means for locking the frame to the adjusted

7. In a furnace of the class described , the combination position, a band carrying pulley mounted upon a shaft

of double banks of horizontally disposed retorts arranged in journalled within said pivot , and a band carrying pulley ad

parallel series on opposite sides of the furnace , the retorts justable relative to said frame .

on opposite sides of the furnace being arrarged end to end , 2. In a mechanism of the character indicated a base , a

interposed combustion flues for supplying the necessary heat frame located at one side thereof and pivoted thereto , said

to the retorts , means for feeding the material into the top frame being adjustable to varying positions relative to the

of the retorts , for atomatically discharging the base, and counterweighted so as to turn freely from one

material at the bottom of the retorts as it is fed into the position to another , means for locking the frame to the

top thereof, separate compartments located below the res- adjusted position , a pulley mounted upon a shaft journalled

pective retorts on the opposite sides of the furnace , each within said pivot , an idler pulley carried by and adjustable

compartment having a bottom inclined whereby the retorted relative to the frame .

material is discharged at the opposite sides thereof, and 3. In a mechanism of the character indicated a base , a

conveyers located at the opposite sides of the furnace for frame pivoted thereto , a pulley mounted on a shaft jour

receiving the retorted material , substantially as described . nalled in said pivot , a pulley carried by the frame and ad

con

cause

means
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justable relative thereto , a work table carried by and ad

justable relative to said frame .

4. The combination with a brush having two pairs of

brackets , the pairs of brackets being arranged at right

angles to each other , of a handle provided with a member

for engaging a pair of brackets , and means for clamping the

said member to the brackets with the handle in engagement

with a bracket of the other pair of brackets.

F
i
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No. 100,432 . Fountain Brush. Brosse - fontaine.
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4. In a band carrying mechanism a frame journalled to the

base and adapted to be adjusted to varying positions of in

clination , a work carrying table carried by said frame and

means for adjusting the table to varying angles , and shift

ing it into and out of position for use .
George Wheeler, Hyde Park, Massachusetts, U.S.A. ,

5. In a wood working machine , a frame provided with band
14th August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 30th January, 1906,

carrying pulleys and adapted to be adjusted to varying
Receipt No. 132,417 .

angles of inclination , a work table , and an adjustable form claim .-- 1. As an article of manufacture , a stopper adapted

above said table supporting one face of the band, said work to fit the neck of a bottle, a tube projecting longitudinally

table and form being carried by said adjustable frame . through said stopper and fast thereto , a piece of absorbent

6. In a mechanism of the character indicated a base , a material into which the outer end of sai 1 tube opens, a

frame pivoted thereto , a pulley mounted on a shaft jour - spring actuated valve adatped to normally close the inner

nalled in said pivot , a pulley carried by the frame and ad- end of said tube , and a valve stem projecting longitudi

justable relative thereto , and a work table carried by said ially through said tube , laterally entirely across the inte

frame. rior of said tube and into said absorbent material .

2. As an article of manufacture , a stopper adapted to fit

No. 100,431 . Scrubbing Device . Brosse à plancher .
the neck of a bottle . a tube projecting longitudinally

through said stopper and fast thereto , a piece of absorbent

material into which the outer end of said tube opens, a

valve adapted to close the inner end of said tuhe , a valve

stom projieting lougitudinally through said tube , laterally

entirely across the interior of said tube and into said ab

sorbent material, a flange fast to the outer end of said

valve stem , and a spring encircling said valve stem be

tween said stopper and flange .

3. As an article of manufacture , a stopper adapted to fit

the neck bottle , a tube projecting longitudinally

through said stopper and fast thereto, a piece of absorbent

material into which the outer end of said tube opens, a

spiring actuated valve adapted to normally close the inner

and of said tube, and a helically formed valve stem pro

joeling longitudinally through said tube and into said ab

orhent material,

1. As an arti le of manufacture, a stopper adapted to

the neck of a bottle , a tube projecting longitudinally

I through said stopper and fast thereto , a piece of absorbent

material into which the outer end of said tube opens, a

| valve adatped to close the inner end of said tube, a heli

cally formed valve stem projecting longitudinally through

said tube and into said absorbent material , the outer peri
Franklin Ebenezer Whitney , Syracuse , New York , U.S.A.,

14th August , 1906 ;

Thery of said valve stem forming a sliding fit in said tube ,

6 years . Filed 16th December, 1906.

Receipt No. 131,067.

a flange fast to the outer end of said valve stem , and a

spring encircling said valve -stem between said stopper and

Claim .-- 1. A scrubbing brush comprising a brush member, i llauge.

spaced brackets mounted on the brush member and each

provided with V -shaped recess in its top and with

notches in its opposing edges , a handle provided with a
No. 100,433 . Carpet Cleaner. Nettoyeur de tapis.

transversely disposed member adapted to fit in the said re- Albert E. Moorehead , Oakland , California , U.S.A. , 14th

cesses , and means on the handle for engaging the notches August , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 9th April , 1906. Receipt

on either side of the brackets . No. 134,766 .

2. A scrubbing brush comprising a brush having pairs of Claim .-- 1. In a carpet cleaning device, a movable casing ,
brackets arranged at right angles to each other , said | means to conduct air under pressure thereto and for con

brackets being each provided with a V -shaped recess in its

top and notches in opposing sides , and a handle provided in said casing for directing the entering air current at the
veying the mingled air and dust therefrom , a pair of nozzles

with a transverse member for engaging the recesses of a proper angle against the surface to be cleaned and means

pair of brackets , and a clamping device for engaging the for bringing said 'nozzles into action separately and alter

notches in either side of said pairs of brackets to hold the nately accordingly as the device is moved forward or back

handle thereto and in engagement with a bracket of the ward over a carpet, substantially as specified .

other pair of brackets . 2. In a carpet cleaning device a movable casing , means to
3. In a scrubbing device the combination with a brush conduet air under pressure thereto and for conveying the

having thereon two pairs of brackets provided with 1 - i mingled air and dust therefrom , a pair of nozzles in said
shaped recesses, said two pairs of brackets being arranged casing reversibly mounted on a common axis , and means
at right angles to each other , of a handle provided with a for automatically reversing the position of said nozzles so

member adapted for engagement with the recesses in one as to bring one of the same into position for directing the

pair of said brackets , and means for securing said member air current at the proper angle against the surface to be
ir said recesses and holding the handle adjacent to said cleaned while the other nozzle is held out of action accord

membos in the recess of one of the brackets of the other ingly as the device is moved forward or backward , substan
pair . tially as specified.
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3. In a carpet cleaning device a movable casing , a pipe

to conduct air under pressure thereto, a centrally mounted

4. A duster comprising a tube of fibrous material , a stay

secured within the tube at opposite sides thereof, and a

holder extending into the tube.
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slotted tube therein with which said pipe is connected , a 5. A duster comprising a tube of fibrous material, a stay

pair of nozzles axially mounted on said tube communicating secured within the tube at opposite sides thereof , and hav

alternately with the slot therein , means for automatically ing a free end, and a holder extending into the tube and to

reversing the position of said nozzles on the tube to bring which the free end of the stay may be attached .

them alternately into communication with said slot accord- 6. A duster comprising a tube of comparatively loosely

ingly as the device is moved forward or backward , whereby voven fabric , and a stay of a comparatively densely woven

one of said nozzles presents the air current to the surface fabric attached thereto and extending outside the tube .

to be cleaned at the proper angle whether the device is 7. A duster comprising a tube of comparatively loosely

moved forward or backward , and means for conveying away woven fabric, and a stay of comparatively densely woven

the mingled air and dust from the casing, substantially as fabric attached to the interior thereof , one end of said stay

specified .
teing turned over the end of the tube and attached thereto .

4. In a carpet cleaning device a movable casing, a pair of
8. A duster consisting of a fabric having warp and weft

nozzles axially mounted therein , means for alternately re
threads, a portion of the ends of one of these sets of threads

versing the position of said nozzles to bring each into posi
being left free .

tion to direct the air current at the proper angle against 3. i duster consisting of a fabric having warp threads

the surface to be cleaned accordingly as the device is moved
and relatively soft weft threads, a portion of the ends of

forward or backward , a pipe to conduct air under pressure
the weft threads being left free .

to said nozzles , a pipe to convey away the mingled air and

dust from the casing and automatically acting pawls to

arrest and hold said nozzles at the required angle in either No. 100,435. Foot Scraper. Gratte - pieds.
position, substantially as specified.

5. In a carpet cleaning device a movable casing, a slotted

tube centrally mounted therein , a pair of nozzles axially

mounted on said tube communicating alternately with the

slot therein , a pipe to convey away the mingled air and dust

from the casing, means to automatically reverse the posi

tion of said nozzles accordingly as the device is moved for

ward or backward , and means to automatically stop said

nozzles at the proper angle to direct the current emciently

against the surface to be cleaned whether the device is

moved forward or backward, substantially as specified.

6. In a carpet cleaning device a movable casing the ends

of said casing being detachable , a central slotted tube

mounted in said ends, a pair of nozzles axially mounted on

said tube communicating alternately with the slot , means

for automatically reversing the position of said nozzles as

the casing is moved forward backward , whereby one of

them is brought into position at the proper angle for direct

ing the current efficiently against the surface to be cleaned ,

means for conducting air under pressure to said slotted

tube and means for conveying away the mingled air dust

from said casing , substantially as specified.

7. In a carpet cleaning device a movable casing , a pair of
George Francis Hibner , Concordia , Kansas , U.S.A. , 14th

reversing nozzles axially mounted in said casing , means to August, 1904 ; 6 years . Filed 10th May, 1906. Receipt

conduct air under pressure to said nozzles and means for No. 135,760.

conveying away the mingled air and dust from the casing , Claim . - 1. In a foot scraper the combination of a support ,

said casing being provided with adjustable air inlets for a scraping blade normally shielded thereby , actuating means

modifying the degree of air exhaustion therein , substanti- for projecting the scraping blade into operative position , a

ally as specified.. detent for holding the blade when projected , and a release

for said detent to admit of the scraping blade automatically

No. 100,434. Duster. Epoussette. returning to normal position when liberated .

2. In a foot scraper the combination of a support , a scrap

Lillian McMaster Lea, New York City, New York , U.S.A. , ing blade normally shielded thereby, means for positively

14th August , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 9th February , 1906 . holding the scraping blade out of action , means for project

Receipt No. 132,752.
ing the scraping blade into operative position , a detent for

Claim .-- 1. A duster comprising a fabric tube , a holder of holding the scraping blade projected against the force tend

substantially uniform width fitting within the tube and ex- ing to return it to normal position , and means for releas

tending outside the same to furnish a handle and means for ing the detent to admit of the automatic return of the scrap

securing the tube upon the holder . ing blade to normal position .

2. A duster comprising a fibrous tube , a holder extending 3. In a foot scraper the combination of a casing , a scraping

within the tube , a flexible member secured to the interior of hlade, a lever fulcrumed between its ends within said casing

the tube , and a spring clip fixed upon the holder for engage- and having one end attached to the scraping blade so that

ment by the flexible member. said scraping blade may be raised by depressing the other

3.A duster comprising a tube closed at one end and con end of said lever , a spring to hold the scraping blade nor

sisting of pieces of fabric overlapping at the closed end , and mally in lowered position , and a catch adapted to hold the

a holder extending within the tube . blade in a raised position .
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No. 100,437. Carpet Beater, Batteur de tapis.4. In a foot scraper the combination of a casing , a scrap

ing blade , a lever fulcrumed between its ends within said

casing and having one end attached to the scraping blade

so that said scraping blade may be raised by depressing the

cther end of said lever , a spring to hold the scraping blade

normally in a lowered position , and a catch adapted to hold

the blade in a raised position .

5. In a foot scraper the combination of a casing , a scrap

irg blade , a lever fulcrumed between its ends within said

casing and having one end attached to the scraping blade so

that said scraping blade may be raised by depressing the

other end of said lever , a spring to hold the scraping blade

normally in a lowered position , a catch adapted to hold the

blade in a raised position , and a trigger passing through

the casing and adapted to release said catch.

No. 100,436. Dust Suction Apparatus.

Appareil à suction de poussière.
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Daniel P. Farrell , Dayton , Ohio , U.S.A. , 14th August , 1906 ;

Adolf Hein , Berlin , Germany, 14th August, 1906 ; 6 years . 6 years . Filed 8th March, 1906. Receipt No. 135,695.

Filed 26th February , 1906. Receipt No. 133,327 . Claim . - 1 . In a carpet cleaning machine , a cleaning mech

Claim . - 1. A dust suction apparatus, comprising suction anism , and a carpet carrying means movable toward and

bellows having valved inlets and outlets , a crank shaft for from the cleaning mechanism , said carpet carrying means

working the same , means for conducting dusty air to the comprising shafts, blocks adjustably mounted on the shafts,

bellows inlets, a hollow stand for the bellows, means con- other blocks rigidly supported in alignment with said first

ducting from the bellows outlets into the interior of the named blocks , rollers mounted on said blocks, and means for

stand , and a filter through which the air from the bellows adjusting the blocks .

passes prior to escaping to the atmosphere, substantially 2. In a carpet cleaning machine , a plurality of beaters ,

as described . pivoted blocks , a rod connected to each beater and engaging

2. A dust suction apparatus, comprising suction bellows the blocks , operating devices for the beaters , and means

having valved inlets and outlets, a crank shaft for working for throwing each of said operating devices into and out of

the same , a bifurcated pip. conducting du ty air to the operative position .

bellows inlets , a T - pipe conducting from the bellows outlets 3. In a carpet cleaning machine , the combination with a

into the interior of the stand , and a filter through which the carpet cleaning machine, the combination with a carpet

air from the latter pipe passes prior to escaping to the cleaning mechanism and a carpet carrying means, said means

atmosphere , substantially as described . comprising vertical shafts, upper blocks carried by the

3. A dust suction apparatus, comprising suction bellows shafts, lower blocks rigidly supported in alignment with said

having valved inlets and outlets , a crank shaft for working upper blocks , rollers carried by the blocks, and means to

the same , a bifurcated pipe conducting dusty air to the adjust the upper blocks with relation to the lower blocks.

bellows inlets , a T - pipe conducting from the bellows outlets 4. In a carpet cleaning machine, the combination with a

into the interior of the stand, and a filter bag applied to carpet cleaning mechanism and a carpet carrying means,

the mouth of the latter pipe, substantially as described. said means comprising two vertical shafts, one of which

4. A dust suction apparatus, comprising suction bllows is journalled in fixed bearings , and the other of which is

having valved inlets and outlets , a crank shaft for working connected to the fixed shaft and adapted to swing in a circle

the same , a bifurcated pipe conducting dusty air to the with the fixed shaft as a pivot, blocks carried by the res

bellows outlets , a T - pipe conducting from the bellows pective shafts , other blocks supported in alignment with the

outlets into the interior of the stand, a filter bag through first -named blocks and rollers carried by the blocks .

which the air from the latter pipe passes prior to escaping 5. In a carpet cleaning machine , the combination of a plu

to the atmosphere, and preliminary filtering means located rality of beaters , pivoted guide blocks, a rod connected to

before the mouth of said bag , substantially as described . each beater and projecting through the guide blocks, and

5. A dust suction apparatus, comprising suction bellows means for intermittently engaging the rods to actuate the

having valved inlets and outlets , a crank shaft for working beaters .

the same , a bifurcated pipe conducting dusty air to the 6. In a carpet cleaning machine, the combination of a plu

bellows inlets , a T - pipe conducting from the bellows out- rality of beaters , rocking blocks having guides , a rod con

lets into the interior of the stand, a filter bag applied to nected to each beater and engaging said guides , a finger on

the mouth of the latter pip ” , and a rubber ring holding the end of each rod and means for intermittently engaging

the mouth of the bag in place, substantially as described. the fingers to actuate the beaters .

6. A dust suction apparatus, comprising suction bellows 7. In a carpet cleaning machine , the combination with a

having valved inlets and outlets, a crank shaft for working cleaning mechanism , of a carpet carrying means, said means

the same, upright supporting the shaft, means for conduct comprising vertical threaded shafts , blocks threaded on the

ing dusty air to the bellows inlets , a hollow stand support- shafts , other blocks rigidly mounted in vertical alignment

ing the bellows and shaft upright, means conducting from with said first - named blocks , rollers journalled in the blocks,

the bellows - outlets into the interior of the stand , and a and means to rotate the shafts to adjust the first -named

filter through which the air from the bellows passes prior blocks with relation to the rigid blocks .

to escaping to the atmosphere , substantially as describe l . 8. In a carpet cleaning machine , he combination with a

7. A dust suction apparatus, comprising suction bellows cleaning mechanism , of a movable carpet carrying means

having valved inlets and outlets, a double crank shaft for comprising vertical shafts , blocks on said shafts, other

working the same , a fly wheel mounted on the shaft between blocks, rigidly mounted in vertical alignment with the first

the two cranks, uprights supporting the shait, means for named blocks, rollers journalled in the blocks , means to

conducting dusty air to the bellows inlets , a hollow stani drive the rollers when the carpet is being cleaned , said

supporting the bellows and shaft uprights, means conduct- rollers being disconnected from the driving means when the

ing from the bellows outlets into the interior of the stand . carrying means is moved out of operative position.

and a filter through which the air from the bellows passes 9. In a carpet cleaning machine, a plurality of beaters,

prior to escaping to the atmosphere , substantially as des- pivoted blocks, a rod connected to each beater and engag.

cribed .
ing the blocks , fingers carried by the rods, a shaft, hubs
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mounted on said shaft , fingers carried by the hubs and 2. A boot cleaner comprising a base, a frame thereon

adapted to engage the first-named fingers to actuate the pivotally connected at one end thereto , cleaning devices on
beaters , and means for throwing one or more of said hubs

into or out of operation .

10. In a carpet cleaning machine , a plurality of beaters,

pivoted guide blocks , rods connected to the beaters and

engaging the blocks , means for engaging the rods to actuate

the beaters, and a carpet carrying means movable toward

and away from the beaters.

11. In a carpet cleaning machine , a frame, posts secure : 1

to said frame , a bar secured to said posts and provided with

recesses , guide blocks pivotally mounted in said recesses ,

bearing blocks adapted to secure said guide blocks in applied
position , spring members each having one of its ends

secured to the frame , beating heads carried by the free ends

of said spring members , rods connected to the spring mem

bers andengaging the guide blocks , and means for engaging

the rods to actuate the beaters .

12. In a carpet cleaning machine , the combination of a

plurality of beaters , a shaft , operating devices of the beaters

loosely mounted on the shaft , and means for independently

placing said devices in operative relation to the shaft .

13. In a carpet cleaning machine , a frame, posts secured said frame and a cover for said frame and cleaning devices,

to said frame, a bar secured to said posts and provided with said cover being pivotally connected at one end to the

recesses, guide blocks pivotally mounted in said recesses , pivoted end of the frame.

bearing blocks adapted to secure said guide blocks in ap

plied position, spring members each having one of its ends No. 100,439. Brush . Bro88e.

secured to the frame, beating heads carried by the free ends

of said spring members, rods connected to the spring mem

bers and engaging the guide blocks , a shaft journalled upon

said posts, means for rotating the shaft , hubs loosely

mounted upon the shaft , fingers carried by the hubs to Tagt
engage the rods to actuate the beating heads, and means for

throwing each of said hubs into and out of operation .

14. In a carpet cleaning machine , a frame , a cleaning mech

anism mounted on the frame, a standard mounted upon the

frame and having its upper end provided with a bearing ,

a bearing arranged adjacent to the frame and in alignment

with the first -named bearing, a shaft having a portion there

of screw threaded and journalled in said bearings, another

shaft having a portion thereof screw threaded , means for

connecting said shafts to permit the last-named shaft to be

swung and the first -named shaft to act as a pivot , blocks

mounted on the threaded portions of the shafts, other blocks

rigidly mounted in vertical alignment with the first - named
biocks, rollers carried by said blocks , means for rotating

said shaft to cause the first -named blocks to move toward Ing.Z 100439

and from the last -named blocks , a shaft carried by the

frame, a clutch member carried by one of said rollers, an

cother clutch member carried by said shaft and adapted to Samuel Henry Brister, Monticello , Iowa , U.S.A. , 14th August ,

be thrown into and out of engagement with the clutch mem 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 26th February , 1906. Receipt No.
ber carried by one of said rollers, and means for imparung 133,353.

rotation of the last -named shaft .

15. In a carpet cleaning machine , a cleaning mechanism ,
Claim . - The herein described brush comprising the head

and a carpet carrying means, said means comprising shafts, tapered at one end, having the screw socket at the opposite

one of which is journalled in a fixed bearing and the other
end and provided at its center with the transverse screw

in a movable bearing, blocks movably mounted on the shafts, socket, the brush having the skin covering of the size and

other blocks rigidly supported in alignment with the first- shape to receive the head and provided with openings a '

named blocks , rollers journalled in the blocks , a shaft, a

one end and at one side to register with the screw sockets

clutch member carried by one of the rollers , another clutch
of the head , and further provided at the end opening with an

member carried by the second -named shaft and adapted to
elastic contracting ring to draw said end on the correspond -

be thrown into and out of engagement with said first-named

ing end of the head , and the handle having the screw

clutch member, gears secured to the first-named shafts , a
threaded end to engage either of the sockets in the head

drive shaft , a gear secured thereto and meshing with one of
and the shoulder to bear against the cover.

the gears of the first - named shafts , another shaft , and gears

secured to the last-named shaft and meshingwith the gears No. 100,440 . Dust Suction Machine.

carried by the first - named shafts . Machine à suction de poussière.

16. In a carpet cleaning machine , a cleaning mechanism ,

and a carpet carrying means , said means comprising shafts ,

one of which is journalled in a fixed bearing and the other

in a movable bearing, means for connecting the shafts ,

blocks movably mounted on said shafts , other blocks rigidly

supported in alignment with the first- named blocks , rollers

journalled in the blocks , means for rotating the rollers ,

gears secured to the lower ends of the shafts , a drive shaft ,

a gear secured thereto and meshing with one of the gears

onthe shafts , another shaft , and gears thereon and meshing

with the gears on the first -named shafts .
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No. 100,438. Boot Cleaner. Nettoyeur de chaussure.

Robert Thomas Cummings, Maysville, Kentucky , U.S.A. ,

14th August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 1st May , 1906. Re

ceipt No. 135,424 .

Claim . - 1. A boot cleaner having a cleaning device pro- Jules Réné Blum , Paris, France , 14th August, 1906 ; 6 years .

vided with angularly disposed ribs and a brush at one side
Filed 29th May , 1906. Receipt No. 136,369.

of said devicein the angle formed by said ribs, and further Claim . - 1 . A machine for removing dust by suction from

provided with inclined outwardly diverging spring arms in - carpets, furniture, curtains, tapestry and the like , compris

clined laterally toward each other and having their inner ing in combination a flexible aspiration tube , a mouth secur

ends secured on the cleaning device and provided at theired to the end of said tube , a filtering receptacle to which

outér ends on their opposing faces with cleaning devices, leads the aspiration tube, suction devices connected to the

substantially as described . ultering receptacles, and automatic regulating bellows hav
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ing communication with the suction devices and having its 2. A mop wringer body comprising side frames with hori

movable flap provided with a discharge valve which carries zontal sideways therein , a perforated back board joining the
ar adjustable stop screw, substantially as described and for

the purpose set forth .

2. A machine for removing dust by suction from carpets ,

furniture , curtains , tapestry and the like , comprising in

combination a flexible aspiration tube o , a mouth of secured

to the end of said tube , a rigid filtering receptacle A , a fluid

tight box D which surrounds the receptacle A and to which

leads the aspiration tube o , bellows 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 coupled to

gether in pairs with a movable flap common to each pair ,

automatic regulating bellows y having communication with

the suction compartment k of the bellows 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 and hav

ing its movable flap provided with a discharge valve t which

carries an adjustable stop screw t ' , and a casing C enclosing

all the filtering and suction devices , substantially as des

cribed ond for the purpose set forth .

3. A machine for removing dust by suction from carpets ,

furniture , curtains , tapestry and the like , comprising in

combination a flexible aspiration tube o , a mouth of secured

to the end of said tube , a rigid filtering receptacle A , a

fluid tight box D which surrounds the receptacle A and to

which leads the aspiration tube o , bellows 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 coupled
together in pairs with a movable flap common to each pair, side frames andabottom board all rigidly secured together,

a follower having trunnions engaging in said slideways ina two crank winch driving shaft c , connecting rods a and b
the frames , an operating shaft extending between and

transmitting motion from the shaft c to the movable flaps
mounted in bearings in the side frames , cranks on the rock

of the bellows 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , an electric motor r adapted to im
shaft adjacent to and between the side walls , links connect

part rotary motion to the driving shaft c, automatic regu
ing the said cranks with the said trunnions respectively on

lating bellows r having communication with the suction
the inside of the side frames and an operating lever on said

compartment k of the bellows 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , and having its mov
shaft , substantially as set forth .

able flap provided with a discharge valve t which carries an
3. A mop wringer comprising side frames having horizontal

adjustable stop screw t " , a rheostat R electrically connected

to the electric motor r, a cord F connecting the handle of said side frames, a movable follower between the frames
slots therein respectively , a back board and bottom joining

the rheostat to the movable flap of the automatic regulating provided with trunnions engaging in said slots , a rock shaft

bellows r , a spring S secured to a fixed part of the machine extending between and mounted in bearings in the side

and connected to the handle of the rheostat, and a casing frames respectively having cranks adjacent to and on the

C mounted on wheels and enclosing all parts such as the inner side of the side frames respectively , links respectively

electric motor, the filtering suction and regulating devices, connecting the said cranks with the trunnions between the

etc. , substantially as described and for the purpose set forth . side frames and the ends of the follower and an operating

lever connected with said rock shaft between the side

No. 100,441 . Ventilating Apparatus. frames , substantially as set forth .

Appareil de ventilation . 4. The combination in a mop wringer of side frames hay

ing respectively horizontal arranged slotways, a back board

and bottom secured to said side frames , a movable follower

provided with trunnions engaging in said slotways , a shaft

extending between the side frames and journalled therein

and having adjacent to the inner sides of the side frames

crank arms, links connecting said crank arms with said

1518
trunnions respectively and an angular operating lever pro

vided on the rock shaft between the frames , substantially as

set forth .
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No. 100,443 . Musical Instrument.

Instrument de musique.
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Lewis Henry Hammitt , Sioux Falls , South Dakota and Louis

C. Schelt, Park Ridge . Illinois , both in the U.S.A. , as

signee of a half interest, 14th August, 1906 ; 6 years .

Filed 14th September , 1905 . Receipt No. 128,428 .

Claim . - A stand pipe, a main supply pipe provided with

a plurality of valve outlets , a blower or fan in communi

cation with the supply pipe, means for delivering a liquid

supply to the blower or fan , a reservoir casing arranged

between the stand pipe and the blower or fan , a coil of pipe

arranged within the reservoir casing , said coil of pipe com

municating with the furnace and supply pipe, a valve inter

fosed in the supply pipe , and a valve interposed in the heat

ing supply pipe , said valve being adapted to be operated to

permit cooled or heated air to be supplied.

C. J. Heppe and Son , assignee of Philip Wuest, Jr. , both

No. 100,442. Mop Wringer. of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania , U.S.A., 14th August, 1906 ;

Tordeuse de torchon .
6 years . Filed 18th March , 1904. Receipt No. 113,586 .

Claim . - 1. In a piano player, the combination with a

Charles A. Lee, assignee of Willis H. Wetmore , both of series of fingers levers, of a plurality of pneumatic motors

Oneida, New York, U.S.A., 14th August, 1906 ; 6 years . respectively connected with said finger levers, a valve
Filed 7th May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,658.

mechanism for each of said motors, and , a plurality of

Claim . – 1. A mop wringer comprising side frames formed separable valve shelves, each enclosing a definite group
with receptacle receiving recesses, each of the frames being of said valves , substantially as described .
formed with a horizontal slot , a back board joining the 2. In a piano player, the combination with a series of

frames, a bottom board joining the frames and spaced from finger levers , of a plurality of pneumatic motors respec
nions to engage said slots in the frames, an operating shaft tively connected with said finger levers, a valve mechanism
mounted in the side frames, a lever connected with said for each of said motors , and , a plurality of separable valve
shaft and links connecting said shaft and the follower shelves , each enclosing a definite group of said valves , said

orunion .
motors being mounted upon said shelves independently of
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each other and in registry with their respective valve me- 7. A ventilating device comprising a casing having a par

chanisms , substantially as set forth. tition dividing its interior into two chambers one of which

3. In a piano player, the combination with a series of has an opening at its bottom for admission of air and the

finger levers , of a plurality of separable valve shelves each other of which communicates at its top with the first -named

containing a distinct series of valves respectively in oper- chamber and has a valved opening at the front of the cas

ative relation with corresponding finger levers , substan- | ing for discharge of air , and filtering means in the first

tially as set forth . named chamber.

4. In a piano player , the combination with a series of 8. A ventilating device having a series of superposed

finger levers each operatively connected with a motor and screens through which air is adapted to bu . passed, each

an individual valve mechanism for controlling the same , of screen being perforated and corrugated .

a plurality of separable valve shelves , each enclosing a 9. A ventilating device comprising a casing provided with

definite number of said valves and each comprising a a passage for the flow of air and having at its lower part an

vacuum chamber common to the valves which it encloses, air inlet communicating with the lower part of the pas

and registered wind ports in the respective valve shelves, sage and also provided with an air outlet communicating

for direct communication between said vacuum chambers , with the upper part of the passage, a plurality of superposed

substantially as set forth . perforated screens extended across the passage and a valve

5. A separable valve shelf for a piano player, comprising arranged to control the outlet of the casing .

a bottom board provided with a series of pneumatic dia- 10. A ventilating device comprising a casing having a

phragm seats, a duct bar fixed to said bottom board , a top chamber, a frame insertible in the chamber and having a

cover board fixed to said duct bar and provided with a wall adapted , when the frame is in the chamber, to form a

series of valve chambers respectively in registry with the partition extended in the chamber and dividing the same

diaphragm seats in said bottom board , and a front cover into two compartments, and filtering means carried by the

board connecting said botom board and said top board and frame and extended across one of said compartments, the

provided with a series of inlets respectively in registry said casing having at its lower part an air inlet communicat

with said diaphragm seats , substantially as set forth . ing with the compartment wherein the filtering means is

located .

No. 100,444. Ventilating Device .
No. 100,445. Metallic Curtain .

Appareil de ventilation .
Rideau métallique.
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Michael Schultes, Youngstown, Ohio , U.S.A. , 14th August,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 7th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,625.

William Henry Lynch , Danville , Quebec , Canada , 14th
Claim . - 1. A curtain of the class described having pivot

August , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 10th February, 1902. Re- | ally connected wear links at the opposite ends of each of

ceipt No. 93,649. the curtain strips .

Claim .-- 1 . A ventilating device having a horizontally ex- 2. In a flexible metallic curtain pivotally connected links

tended perforated metallic screen through which air is secured to the ends of each of the strips .

adapted to pass , said screen being formed with crimps or 3. In a flexible metallic curtain a series of connected links

corrugations in its surface . arranged at the edge of the curtain , and means for securing

2. A ventilating device having a series of superposed hori- the links to the curtain strips .

zontally extended perforated screen through which air is 4. In a flexible metallic curtain links secured to the ends

adapted to pass, each screen being corrugated and the per- of the curtain strips and provided with ribs forming reduced

forations in the respective screens being made in graduated friction surfaces for engagement with the walls of the cur

sizes from one end of the series to the other . tain guiding grooves .

3. In a ventilating device , the combination of a casing 5. In a metallic curtain , wear links connected to the ends

having a filtering chamber and having an opening in its of the curtain strips and having pin and slot connections
bottom forming an air inlet communicating with the lower with each other.

part of the chamber, and having an air outlet communicating 6. In a metallic curtain a link secured to the end of each

with the upper part of the chamber and a plurality of super- strip, one end of each link being bent outward to permit

posed perforated screens extended horizontally in the overlapping of the several links.

chamber above its inlet and adapted to intercept foreign 7. In a metallic curtain a link arranged at the end of each

particles rising through the chamber so that such inter - curtain strip and provided with an inwardly extended flange

cepted particles are caused to fall by gravity through the secured to the strip and an outwardly extended rib for con

opening at the bottom of the casing. tact with the bottom wall of the curtain guiding groove.

4. A ventilating device having a series of superposed per- 8. In a metallic curtain a plurality of strips each bent at

forated and corrugated screens through which air is adapted one edge at an acute angle and at the opposite edge at an

to be passed , the corrugations in the several screens being obtuse angle to form moisture excluding joints , the edges

similar and registering with each other and the pendent being further bent to form a hinge .

portions produced by such corrugations at the underside 9. A metallic curtain having a flat outer face and com

of each screen being received in the spaces formed in the prising a plurality of parallel sections having inter-engag

upper face of the next lower screen by the corresponding ing edge portions, one provided with a rib and the other

corrugations therein . with a bead, the friction surfaces in contact to form a hinge

5. In a ventilating device , the combination of a casing connection being disposed adjacent to the outer faces of

having a filtering chamber and a plurality of superposed the sections.

corrugated metallic screens horizontally extended in the 10. A metallic curtain formed of a plurality of parallel

chamber and provided with openings of graduated sizes . sections, each section having at one edge a rib and at the

6. A ventilating device comprising a casing having a pas- opposite edge a bead for the reception of each said rib , the

sage for the flow of air and having inlet and outlet openings ribbed edge being recessed and the beaded edge having a

for admission nad discherge of air to and from the casing. well defined shoulder fittingin said recess to limit flexing

and a plurality of superposed perforated metallic screens movement of the curtain in one direction .

extended across the passage, each screen being corrugated 11. A metallic curtain formed of a plurality of parallel

and the inlet opening of the casing arrangod at a lower sections, each provided at one edge with a rib of approxi

level than the outlet, whereby air entering the casing flows mately sigmoidal form in cross section and at the opposite

in an upward direction . edge with a bead, the edge portion of the bead being flanged

8-10
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and seated within one of the curved portions of the rib of 2. In an inkstand of the character described , a body having

the adjacent sections . a main reservoir and a depression therein , a dip tube loosely

12. A metallic curtain formed of a plurality of inter - engag- resting on the top of the body and projecting into said reser

ing sections each having at one edge a rib of approximately voir to said depression , the diameter of the said depression

segmoidal form in cross section , and at the opposite edge a being approximately that of the lower end of the dip tube,

bead of approximately circular form in cross section and the combined depth of said main reservoir and depression

adapted for the reception of the rib , the adjacent spaced being approximately that of the length of a commercial pen,

walls of the rib being arranged on approximately concentric for the purpose set forth .

lines and affording a curved passage for the rib of an 3. In an inkstand of the character described , a body hav

adjacent section . ing a reservoir with a depression therein of comparatively

small diameter to that of the said reservoir, a dip tube sup

No. 100,446. Typewriter. Clavigraphe.
ported from the top of the body and projecting into said

reservoir to said depression , the combined depth of said

reservoir and depression being aproximately that of the

length of a commercial pen , for the purposes set forth.

4. In an inkstand of the character described, a body having

a square base with a dome- shaped top, a reservoir with a

depression therein of comparatively small diameter to that
Fig.1

of the said reservoir , a dip tube supported from the top of

body and projecting into the said reservoir, the combined

depth of said reservoir and depression being approximately

that of the length of a commercial pen , for the purpose set

forth .

5. In an inkstand of the character described , a body having

a main reservoir with a depression therein , said depression

being of very small diameter compared to that of the main

reservoir , and the depth of the said reservoir and repres

sion combined , being approximately that of the length of a

Fig . commercial pen for the purpose set forth , the top of the

stand being approximately a horizontal plane, a cover sup

ported from the top of the stand and having a depresison

in its surface which extends within the reservoir to about

the line formed by the under side of the top of the stand.

100446

No. 100,448. Ribbon Guide for Typewriters.

Guide-ruban pour clavigraphes.

Shannon A. Hardman , Elkins , West Virginia , U.S.A. , 14th

August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 11th May, 1906. Receipt

No. 135,798 .

Claim.-1 . The combination with a typewriter having a

longitudinally movable carriage, a rotatable platen , and a

platen operating lever , of a key lever pivoted to the type

writer, a sleeve secured to the typewriter, a rack slidably

mounted therein , guides for retaining the rack within the

sleeve , a sliding connection between the lever and rack, a

shaft journalled within the sleeve , a gear secured thereon

and within the sleeve and meshing with the rack, a drum

secured to the shaft , a flexible connection between the drum

and the platen lever, said connecting movably engaging the

carriage , and means for holding said connection normally

taut .

2. In a device of the character described , the combination

with a key lever having a fixed pivot at one end, of a station
Connell H. Dowlen , Hillsboro , Texas , U.S.A. , 14th August,arv sleeve , a rack slidably mounted therein , guides for hold

6 years.
ing the rack with in the sleeve, a sliding connection between

Filed 18th April , 1906 .

135,038 .
the key lever and rack , a shaft journalled within the sleeve

and meshing with the rack , a drum upon the shaft, and flex- Claim . - In a type writing machine a ribbon guide and

ible means connected to the drum and adapted to be secured holder comprising a pairofrelatively fixed tubes, rods slid

to the carriage of a typewriter, able therein and having ribbonloops atone end and a fin

ger piece at the other end, and a spring latch between the

No. 100,447. Inkstand . Encrier .
tubes and rods and constructed to hold the arms at adjust
ment .
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No. 100,449. Ballast Car. Char à ballast.

Harry Stillson Hart , assignee of J. 0. Neikirk anů ...
Cameron , all of Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A., 14th August,

1906. 6 years . Filed 9th July , 1906.' Receipt No. 137,655.

Claim . — 1. In a railway ballast car having the usual hopper

bottom , a ballast plough suitablyconnected to the car at a

point adjacent the hopper bottom between the hopper
tottom and the car trucks .

2. In a railway ballast car having the usual hopper bottom

a ballast plough suitably connected to the car at a point

adjacentthe hopper bottom betweeen the hopper bottom and

the car truck , means for vertically adjusting the plough, and

neans for guiding the plough during its adjustment.

3. In a railwayballast car having the usual hopper bottom ,

a plough adjacent to the hopper bottom ,meansfor flexibly

connecting the point of the plough tothehopperbottom,
depending guide members rigidly secured tothe car frame,

and guide members rigidly secured to the rear of the plough

co-operating with thedepending guide members.
4. In a railway ballastcar having theusualhopper bottom ,

a plough connected at its forward end to the hopper bottom ,

a winding shaft mounted in the car frame, flexible connec

tions between the winding shaft and the frontand rear por

tions of the plough , and means for guidingthe plough,

5.In a railway ballast car the combination of a plough,

means for raising and lowering

guides rigidlysecured to the frame ofthe car , guide stan

Frank M. Ashley, New York City, New York, U.S.A. , 14th

August, 1906; 6 years . Filed 30th November, 1905. Re

ceipt No. 130,568.

Claim . - 1 . In an inkstand of the character described , a

body having a main reservoir with a depression therein ,

said depression being of very small diameter compared to

that of the main reservoir and the depth of the said reser

voir and depression being substantially equal , a dip tube

resting loosely on the body and projecting into reservoir

to said depression , the combined depth of said reservoir and

depression being approximately that of the length of a com

mercial pen , substantially as described .

plough , dependin
g angle
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cards rigidly secured to the rear portion of the plough , said 3. The combination with a railway ballast car of a frame

standards being provided with overhanging lip portions and work secured to the rear end thereof having vertical pass
ageways therethrough, a plough , standards secured to the

plough passing through the vertical passageways, a cross
Fig t .

piece connecting the standards above the framework , a ful

crum bolt having a fulcrum member mounted on the cross

piece, a spring interposed between the fulcrum member and

the crosspiece , and a lever fulcrumed in the fulcrum member

and connected to the framework at its ends.

4. The combination with a railway ballast car of a frame

work, a plough mounted for vertical movement in the frame
6

work, cushioned means detachably connected to the frame

work for securing the plough in operative position, and

means for raising and lowering the plough when the secur

ing means is released .

5. The combination with a railway ballast car of a frame

work comprising side and end bars, angle straps mounted on

the side and end bars and forming passageways therewith , a

plough having standards mounted in the passageways, a

shaft journalled in the framework, flexible connections be

tween the shaft and plough , means for rotating the shaft, a

ratchet wheel on the shaft , and a pawl on the framework en

gaging the ratchet .

No. 100,451 . Linotype. Linotype.

forming with the rear portion of the plough a channel for the

angle guides .

6. The combination with a railway ballast car of a plough

provided with a protecting shoe at its point , metallic straps

having out - turned ends attached to the plough through the

shoe, and means for connecting these out- turned ends to the

car.

7. The combination in a railway ballast car of a plough

provided with a protecting shoe at its point , metallic straps

Laving out -turned ends attached to the plough through the

shoe, means for connecting the out - turned ends to the car,

rueans for adjusting the plough vertically , and means for

guiding the plough during such adjustment .

8. In a railway ballast car, the combination of a plough

provided with guides at its rear portion , depending angle

guides rigidly secured to the car frame co -operating with the

plough guides, and a transverse brace member connected to

the angle guides .

9. In a railway ballast car , the combination of a plough

riovided with guides at its rear portion , depending angle

guides rigidly secured to the car frame co-operating with the

plough guides , and a transverse brace member connected to

the angle guides and to the car frame intermediate the
The Mergenthaler Linotype Company assignee of John

guides.
Raphael Rogers, Brooklyn , New York, U.S.A. , 14th

10. In a railway ballast plough , the combination of a scrap
August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 27th November, 1905. Re

ing member having horizontal and vertical flanges adapted to
ceipt No. 130,453.

be attached to the bottom and side portions of the plough Claim .-1. In a two letter linotype machine , the matrices ,

respectively, and a depending scraping extension on the ver in combination with the first elevator, and the second

tical flange. elevator to receive the matrix lines therefrom , said parts

formed to permit the descent of the high matrices succes

No. 100,450. Ballast Plough. Charrue à ballast. sively as they pass to the second elevator,

2. În a two letter linotype machine the first elevator hav

ing fixed shoulders to sustain the matrices at different levels,

in combination with the second elevator, formed to permit

the descent of the high matrices in the advancing line, and

means to sustain the matrices at the lower level and guide

them into engagement with the second elevator.

3. The elevator N , with fixed matrix sustaining shoulders

at different levels in combination with elevator T, chan

nel R , and depressing shoulders .

4. The matrix elevator T, having its teeth terminated in

Fig. 1. advance of the receiving end , and the end of V form sub

stantially as shown .

5. In a two letter linotype machine having means to as

semble matrices at different levels in the same line, means

for restoring the matrices successively to a common line .

6. In a linotype machine, having means to sustain matrices

at different levels in a composed line, means for moving the

line endwise , and means whereby the matrices at one level

are caused to align successively with the matrices at the

100450
other level.

No. 100,452. Typewriter. Clavigraphe.

John E. Molle , Charles F. Moe , James C. Brown , Chester

Harry Stillson Hart, Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. , assignee of Fritz, Frank A. Shimmel , John G. Olingen and Dudley

Otto William Meissner ,Montreal, Quebec, Canada , 14th Lawrence, each an assignee of a twelfth interest of John

August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 9th July, 1906. Receipt No. E. Molle, all of Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin , U.S.A. , 14th

137,655. August, 1906; 6 years . Filed 7th May, 1906. Receipt

Claim.-1 . The combination with a railway ballast car of
No. 135,640 .

a framework secured to the rear end thereof, comprising Claim.-1 . The combination with a type bar and a key,

side and end bars and angle straps forming vertical passage- of a connecting rod terminating at opposite ends in cranks

ways, a plough , standards rigidly secured to the plough which are respectively connected to the key and the type

and passing through the vertical passageways in the frame- bar, and a support engaging the crank arms intermediate of

work, and means for adjusting the standards. their ends with the arms rotatable thereon , the connecting

2. The combination with a railway ballast car of a frame- bar being free to rotate upon the support for actuating the

work secured to the rear end thereof, a plough , and cushion- type bar by a depression of the key and said connecting bar

ed means for supporting the plough in the framework. also capable of being tortionally twisted when the type bar

8

с
a
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me
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strikes the platen to permit further depression of the key No. 100,453. Door. Porte.

and thus cushion the action .
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Nils Pehr Sjobring, Jamestown , New York, U.S.A. , 14th

August , 1906 . 6 years . Filed 23rd December, 1905. Re

ceipt No. 131,286 .

2. The combination with a type bar and a key , of a tor- Claim .-1 . A door comprising style sections , end sections ,

tionally twistable rock bar terminating at opposite ends in interlocking with the style sections and extending trans
cranks which are respectively connected to the type bar versely of the door,and panel sections interlocking with the
and the key, and a supporting rod loosely piercing the style sections, between the end sections, said panel sections
crank arms . being secured beyond said interlocking plane by the inter

3. The combination with a type bar and a key, of an elastic locking of the style and end sections .

tortionally twistable rock bar terminating at opposite ends 2. A door comprising style sections , end sections inter

in cranks which are respectively connected with the type locking with the style sections and panel sections inter

bar and the key , a supporting rod loosely piercing the cranks, locking with the style sections between the end sections,

and means carried by the rod to prevent creeping of the said panel sections being secured to the style sections be

rock bar under its tortional elastic action . yond their interlocking plane .

4. The combination with a type bar and a key , of a tor- 3. A door comprising style sections , end sections inter

tionally twistable elastic bar terminating at opposite ends locking with the style sections , and panel sections inter

in cranks which are respectively connected with the type locking with the style sections between the end sections , the

bar and the key, a supporting rod loosely piercing the side edges of the panel sections being secured between the

cranks, and elastic sleeves frictionally embracing the rod interlocking connections of the style sections and end sec

and in engagement with the opposite ends of the bar to pre- tions .

vent creeping of the latter under its tortional action . 4. A door comprising style sections provided with lock

5. The combination with a type bar and a key , of a rock ing flanges on their inner edges, end sections formed with

bar provided with opposite cranks which are respectively locking flanges to engage the locking flanges of the style

connected to the type bar and the key , and a supporting rod sections, and panel sections formed on their side edges for

loosely piercing the cranks . a portion of their length with interlocking flanges of the

6. Ino a key action for typewriting machines, the com - style sections between the end sections .

bination of a rock bar having a crank provided with a per- 5. A door comyrising style sections provided with locking

foration , a guard member adjacent the crank , and a key hav- flanges on their inner edges , and sections formed with

ing a stem provided with a lateral pin detachably engaging locking flanges to engage the locking flanges of the style

the perforation in the crank and working between the latter sections, and panel sections formed on their side edges for

and the guard member to prevent displacement of the stem. a portion of their length with interlocking flanges to engage

7. A typewriting machine having a main frame, projections the interlocking flanges of the style sections between the

extending inwardly from the frame at one end thereof, a key end sections, the remaining length of the side edges of the

action frame removably supported at end upon the panel sections being plain to engage between the interlock

projections, set screws carried by the key action frame ad- ing flanges of the end sections and style sections.

jacent the projections for frictional engagement with the 6. A door comprising style sections , panel sections secured

main frame , and other set screws piercing the other end of to the style sections,a keeper to support the edges of the

the main frame for detachable engagement with the key end sections between the style sections, and a binder within

action frame. the keeper to receive the ends of the panel sections .

8. In a typewriting machine the combination with a frame, 7. A door comprising style sections , panel sections secur

of a type bar support, type bars mounted upon the support, ed thereto and end sections secured to the style sections, a

a key action frame having its opposite ends provided with keeper to support the edges of the end sections between the

corresponding perforations, rods having their ends sup - style sections, a binder within the keeper to receive the

ported in the perforations of the key action frame , rock ends of the panel sections, and means passed through the

bars mounted upon the rods and connected to the corres- end sections and between the binder and keeper to secure

ponding type bars , and keys connected to the rock bars said parts together .

for rocking the same upon their supporting rods. 8. A door comprising style sections panel sections secured

9. In a typewriting machine the combination of a frame, thereto and end sections secured to the style sections, a

a type bar support carried by the frame above the rear end, keeper to support the edges of the end sections between

thereof, type bars mounted upon the support , rods extend- the style sections , a binder within the keeper to receive the

ing between the front and back of the frame, rock bars ends of the panel sections, and rivets passed through the

mounted upon the rods and terminating at opposite ends in end sections and between the binder and keeper, the approxi

cranks , connections between the rear cranks and the type mate wall of the former being channelled to receive said

bars , guard bars carried by the front of the frame and ex- rivets .

tending thereacross adjacent the front cranks, and keys 9. A door comprising style sections, panel sections secur

havingstems connected with the respective front cranks and ed thereto and end sections secured to the style sections,

working between the latter and the adjacent guard bars . a keeper to support the edges of the end sections and style

10. In a typewriting machine the combination with tions and style sections and between the binder and keeper,

frame , a type bar support , a type bar mounted thereon , a the panel sections , and rivets passed through the end sec

rod having its ends supported in openings in opposite ends tions an dstyle sections and between the binder and keeper,

of the frame , a tortionally twistable elastic rock bar having the approximate wall of the former being channeled to re

terminal cranks pierced by the rod , an operative connection ceive said rivets .

between one of the cranks and the type bar , a key connected

to the other crank , an elastic sleeve frictionally embracing

the rod and bearing against one end of the rock bar andthe No. 100,454. Rule . Règle.

adjacent end of the frame , another elastic sleeve friction

ally embracing the rod and bearing against the opposite end
Edward P. Johnson , Grand Forks , North Dakota , U.S.A. , 14th

of the rock bar, and a third elastic sleeve embracing the rod
August , 1906 , 6 years . Filed 14th May, 1906. Receipt No.

and bearing against the other end of the frame, said sleeves
135,923 .

operating to prevent creeping of the rock bar upon the rod Claim . - 1. A folding rule comprising a pair of pivoted mem

and prevent accidental endwise displacement of the roubers one of which is provided with a straight edge forming a

through the openings in the frame. housing for both sides of the rule when the latter is folded .

a
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2. A folding rule comprising a pair of supporting members 2. In a caisson the combination of upright walls consti

each consisting of pivotally united sections, and a straight | tuting a casing cast integral of concrete , a roof cast of con

crete integral with said walls , and means for bracing the

walls and roof cast integral with the walls and roof.

3. In a caisson the combination of downwardly flaring up

right walls and a roof for said walls , the walls and roof

being formed integral of concrete.

4. In a caisson the combination with an enclosing con

crete casing, of a roof formed integral with and connecting

the walls of said casing, and bracing means formed integral

with said walls and lying parallel to one of the faces of said
roof .

5. In a caisson the combination of an upright casing, an

integral horizontal roof therefor, and a brace formed in

tegral with and connecting opposite sides of the wall of said

casing and formed of the same material as said casing.

6. In a caisson the combination of an upright concrete

casing, an integral roof therefor, and a brace arranged be

neath said roof and formed integral with the connecting

opposite sides of the wall of said casing.

7. In a caisson the combination of a concrete casing, a

horizontal roof of the same material formed integral with

the walls of said casing and spaced above the lower end of
edge secured to each section of the one member and ex

the casing a distance for producing a working chamber, and
tended laterally beyond the adjacent longitudinal edge of a brace formed integral with the wall of said casing and ex

said member a distance equal to the width of the opposite tending across said working chamber.

member to form a housing for the rule when the latter is
8. In a caisson the combination of a concrete casing, a

folded. roof formed integral with said casing and spaced above the

3. A folding rule comprising a pair of pivoted members lower end thereof, a distance for producing a working cham

each consisting of pivotally united sections , and a straight ber, and horizontal braces formed integral with and con
edge secured to each section of one member and forming a necting the walls of said casing within said chamber for

housing for the rule when the latter is folded . preventing inward giving of said walls .

4. A folding rule comprising a pair of pivoted members 9. In a caisson the combination of a concrete casing, a

one of which is provided with spaced plates , a lug carried | concrete horizontal roof spaced above the lower end of said

by one of the spaced plates and seated in the slot of the ad- casing, and knee braces connecting the walls of the casing

jacent plate , a clamping screw engaging the lug for lock- with the roof, said knee braces being formed integral with

ing the pivoted members in engagement with each other, ( said walls and roof.

and a straight edge secured to one member and forming a 10. In a caisson the combination of an enclosing casing , a

housing for both sides of the rule when the latter is folded . horizontal roof formed integral therewith and connecting

5. A folding rule comprising a pair of pivoted members the walls thereof, and braces formed integral with said walls

one of which is provided with spaced graduated plates , a and disposed for registering external pressure tending to

slotted plate secured to the adjacent member and fitting be- press the walls of the casing inwardly , the said roof being

tween the spaced plates , an index carried by the slotted designed to be weighted for sinking the caisson .

plate an dadapted to register with the graduations, a lug 11. In a caisson the combination with vertical enclosing

secured to one of the spaced plates and seated in the slot walls, and a roof cast integral therewith for forming a work

of the ajacent plate , a clamping screw engaging the lug ing chamber, of a truss formation connected with the verti

for locking the pivoted members in engagement with each cal walls and roof for transmitting strains .

other , and a straight edge extending laterally from the ad- 12. In a caisson the combination with enclosing walls of

jacent longitudinal edge of one member and forming a hous- a truss extending across the space between the walls , and

ing for both sides of the rule when the latter is folded. having its ends cast integral with thewalls.

6. A folding rule comprising a pair of pivoted members, 13. In a caisson the combination with vertical enclosing

and a sectional plate secured to one of said members and walls and a roof, of a truss formation arranged within the

having its free edge extended laterally beyond said member enclosing walls , and connected to the walls and roof .

a distance equal to the width of the opposite member to 14. In a caisson the combination with vertical enclosing

form a straight edge . walls, and a roof constituting a working chamber , of a truss

7. A folding rule comprising a pair of pivoted members , chord connecting the vertical walls within the working

and a sectional straight edge secured to one of the members chamber, and truss braces connecting the chord with the

and forming a housing for the pivoted ends of said mem- rool.

bers . 15. In a caisson the combination with enclosing vertical

8. A folding rule comprising a pair of pivoted members walls and a roof cast integral, of a truss chord cast in

each consisting of pivotally united sections, and a straight tegral with the walls, and a vertical stud cast integral with
edge secured to each section of one member and having its the chord and with the roof.

free edge extended laterally beyond the inner longitudinal 16. In a caisson the combination with vertical enclosing

edge of said member a distance equal to the width of the op- walls , mud a roof cast integral, of intersecting truss chords

posite member, and means for clamping said member in connecting said vertical walls, and vertical studs cast in
engagement with each other. tegral with the ronf and with the chords , for connecting the

chords to the roof.

No. 100,455. Caisson. Caisson , 17. In a caisson the combination with upright enclosing

walls , and a horizontal roof cast integral therewith, of a

plurality of knee brace fillings disposed in the angle pro

duced by the union of the vertical walls and roof, and fillings
INI

for the trihedral angles produced by the union of each knee
alla

brace filling with the vertical wall and roof.

18. In a caisson the combination with vertical enclosing

walls, and a roof formed integral therewith for producing

a working chamber, of bracing beamsconnecting the walls,

and means connecting said beams with the roof, said con

necting means being formed integral with the bracing beams
and with the roof.

19. In a caisson the combination with vertical enclosing

walls and a roof cast of concrete, of a concrete truss forma

tions arranged above and connecting to the roof , and an in
tegral truss formation arranged beneath and connected to

the roof.

20. In a caisson the combination with vertical enclosing

walls and a roof cast of concrete , of a concrete trus forma

tion beneath and connected to said roof, a concrete truss

formation above and connected to said roof, and means con

Oliver C. Edwards, Jr. , Troy , New York , U.S.A. , 14th August ,

necting the trust formations,

21. In a caisson the combination with vertical enclosing
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th June, 1906. Receipt No. 137,299 . walls, and a roof cast of concrete, of intersecting brace

Claim .-- 1.In a caisson the combination of upright walls beams spaced from said roof, and means formed integral
forminga casing , a roof formedintegral with said walls, withsaidbeams and extending to andformed integral with
and means for bracing the walls and roof. the roof in connecting the beams to the roof.
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22. In a caisson the combination with enclosing walls, of 37. In a caisson , the combination of a concrete casing, a

a brace arranged beneath the said roof and connected to the roof arranged intermediate the length thereof and formed

enclosing walls , a vertical stud connecting the brace with integral therewith , bracing struts formed integral with and

the roof , bracing means arranged above the roof, a vertical connecting the walls of said casing above said roof, and

stud connecting said last -mentioned bracing means with the means below the roof for bracing the walls of the casing, said

roof in vertical alignment with the vertical stud of the first- bracing means being formed integral with the casing.

mentioned brace , and means extending longitudinally through 38. In a caisson , the combination of a concrete casing, a

both of said studs and through said brace and bracing means concrete roof formed integral with the casing, said roof be

for securing the parts together. ing formed with an aperture for permitting access to the
23. In a caisson the combination with the walls and roof space beneath the same , a plate embedded in said roof at the

of a working chamber , of intersecting bracing beams spaced point of said aperture , and a hollow shaft resting upon said

from said roof on one side thereof, and bracing beams spaced plate, the plate being formed with an aperture registering

from the roof on the other side thereof, means connecting all with the bore of said shaft .

of said bracing beams to the roof, and means for tying all 39. In a caisson , the combination of a casing, and a concrete
of said bracing beams together . roof supported thereby for producing a working chamber be

24. In a caisson the combination with enclosing walls and neath the roof, said roof being formed with an aperture per

a roof producing the combination with enclosing walls and mitting access to said working chamber, a plate embedded

spaced on one side of the roof, means connecting said beam in the material of said roof and formed with an aperture

with the roof, a bracing beam arranged on the opposite side registering with the aperture in said roof, a portion of the
of the roof , means connecting last - mentioned bra.cing beam material of said plate extending into the aperture in said

to the roof, and a tie rod connecting said bracing beams to- roof, and a shaft supported by that portion of said plate

gether. extending into the aperture of the roof.

25. In a caisson , the combination with enclosing walls and 40. In a caisson , the combination with a casing, of a con
a roof constituting a working chamber of intersecting brac crete roof supported thereby and spaced from the lower end

irg beams spaced on one side of said roof , vertical studs con thereof a distance sufficient for producing a working cham
necting the bracing beams at the point of intersection to the ber ; a plurality of apertures being formed in said roof, plates

roof , a bracing beam disposed on the opposite side of said embedded in the material of said roof at the point of said

roof, a verticalstud connectingthe last-mentioned beam with apertures and projecting into the apertures, and shafts posi
the roof in vertical alignment with the first-mentioned stud , tioned on said plates for being supported thereby and for
and a tie rod extending through sail studs and securing said affording access to the working chamber.

beams together . 41. In a caisson , the combination with a vertical concrete

26. In a caisson , the combination with enclosing walls , and casing, of a horizontal concrete roof connecting the walls of

a roof constituting a working chamber, of a plurality of truss said casing and formed integral therewith , said roof being

formations arranged on one side of the roof and formed in spaced above the lower end of said casing a distance suf

tegral therewith , and intersecting truss formations also ficient for producing a working chamber, means within said

formed integral with the roof. working chamber bracing the walls of the casing, shafts com

27. In a caisson , the combination with enclosing vertical municating through said roof with said working chamber , and

walls and a roof cast integral, of a beam space'i from said a coffer dam mounted above the roof.

roof , means cast integral with the beam at its end and con- 42. In a caisson , the combination of a casing, and a roof

necting the same with the roof, and an intermediate brace therefor formed with a transverse opening , a shaft extend

cast integral with said beam and also formed integral with ing into said opening of less transverse area than that of

the roof. said opening, whereby a clearance space is left between the

28. In a caisson , the combination with enclosing walls , and shaft and the walls of the opening, and means supported
a roof constituting a working chamber, the roof being formed by said roof and extending into the opening for sustaining
with an opening, of a circular plate formed with an opening said shaft.

registering with the opening in the roof, a right angle plate 43. In a caisson , the combination with a casing , and a
mounted upon said first -mentioned plate , bolts anchored ront connecting the walls thereof, said roof being formed

within the material of the roof and extending through said wita a transverse ing, a plate carried by said roof , and

first -mentioned plate for retaining the plate in position , and extending into said opening, a shaft resting upon said plate ,

a hollow shaft secured to the second -mentioned plate and ex- an angle plate connecting said shaft, and means detachably

tending above the same . connecting said angle plate to the first - mentioned plate .

29. In a caisson , the combiuation with vertical enclosed

walls, and a roof constituting a working chamber , the roof
No. 100,456. Whistle. Sifflet.

being formed with an aperture , of an annular ring formed of

right angle material, one of the angles of the ring being em

bodied in the material of the roof in position for having the

opening of the ring registered with the aperture in the roof,

means for anchoring the plate to the roof, a second plate

connected with the first - mentioned plate , and a hollow shaft

connected with the second-mentioned plate .

30. In a caisson, the combination with enclosing walls and

a roof constituting a working chamber, of intersecting brac

ing beams spaced from same roof at one side thereof, verti

cal studs arranged at the points of intersection of the brac

ing beams for connecting the bracing beams to the roof, a

bracing beam spaced from the opposite side of said roof, and

a vertical stud connecting the last -mentioned beam with the

roof .

31. In a caisson , the combination with a working chamber

cast of concrete, of a plurality of trusses aranged within said

working chamber and cast integral with the walls thereof .

32. In a caisson , the combination with a working chamber Peter A. Mortensen , Sanford , Colorado, U.S.A. , 14th August,

cast of concrete , of intersecting trusses arranged within said 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 5th July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,548 .

working chamber and cast integral with the walls thereof.

33. In a caisson , the combination with a working chamber ,
Claim.-1. A musical instrument comprising mouth

of trusses arranged therein and cast integral with the side
piece , and a trumpet of less width than the mouth piece ,

said mouth piece being formed of upper and lower members
walls and roof thereof.

34. In a caisson , the combination with a working chamber
each provided with an air inlet opening.

cast of concrete , of a truss cast within said working chamber
2. A musical instrument comprising a mouth piece, and

a trumpet , the latter being of less width than the mouth
integral with the roof and side walls thereof, and tie rods

extending through the roof and engaging the truss transmit- plates united at their rear edges and arranged on slightly
piece , said mouth piece being formed of a pair of flanged

ting strains .

35. In a caisson , the combination with a rectangular casing . opening.
divergent lines, each plate being provided with an air inlet

and a roof therefor , of a filling of trihedral form for each of 3. A musical instrument comprising a sheet of metal bent
the corners produced by the union of the walls of the casing to form a mouth piece , and a trumpet , the sides of the

with the roof .
mouth piece being open , and the sides of the trumpet being

36. In a caisson, the combination of a concrete casing, a closed .

roof arranged intermediate the length thereof and formed 4. A musical instrument comprising a mouth piece closed

integral therewith , and means for bracing the wall of said at its rear end and open at its opposite sides, and a trum

casing formed integral with said walls and arranged above pet extending from the mouth piece and of less width than

said roof and parallel to the upper face thereof. said mouth piece.
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5. A musical instrument comprising upper and lower 5. In a dust suction apparatus in combination a suction

divergent plates connected at their rear ends , and the sides pump , a dust tight dust chamber forming a stand therefor

of the front portions of the plates being connected to form

a trumpet, the plates having non-registering air inlet open Fig. 1
ing.

6. A musical instrument comprising a flat whistle having

spaced top and bottom members connected to each other

at one end and provided with sound holes, and a trumpet

substantially rectangular in cross section extending integ

rally from the outer end of the top and bottom members

from the whistle outward.

7. A musical instrument comprising a flat whistle open at

the sides and front and provided in its top and bottom

members with sound holes , and a trumpet extending integ

rally from the outer ends of the top and bottom members

of the whistle .

8. A musical instrument comprising a flat whistle having

spaced top and bottom members connected to each other

at one end , and provided with sound holes, and a trumpet

substantially rectangular in cross section extending integ

rally from the outer ends of the top and bottom members

of the whistle.

n

Fig. 2

No. 100,457. Propeller. Propulseur.

A

1
6
0
4
5
4

700 mp 5.8

and communicating at the top therewith , and a filter located

in the chamber immediately below the pump inlets , and

comprising a frame on which fine meshed fabric is stretched ,

substantially as described .

6. In a dust suction apparatus in combination , a suction

pump , a dust tight dust chamber forming a stand therefor

and communicating at the top therewith , a shallow dust

receptacle located at the bottom of the chamber, and a filter

located in the chamber immediately below the pump inlets ,

and comprising a frame on which fine meshed fabric is

Edward A. Stickler , Portage , Wisconsin , U.S.A. , 14th Au
stretched , substantially as described .

gust, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 8th June , 1906. Receipt No.
7. In a dust suction apparatus in combination , a suction

136,716.
pump, a dust tight dust chamber forming a stand therefor

and communicating at the top therewith , a shallow dust re

Clalm.-The herein described propeller having the hub ceptacle located at the bottom of the chamber and detach

and the spiral cam -shaped blades, the front sides ol which
ably screwed to the base thereof , and a filter located in the

project from the front portion of the hub, said blades be- chamber immediately below the pump inlets , and compris

ing curved rearwardly over the rear portion of the hub, ing a frame on which fine meshed fabric is stretched, sub
widened progressively from the hub rearwardly and ter- stantially as described .

minating in rearwardly projecting wings, the rear edges of

which present convex curves that extend from the outer

edges of the blades inwardly, and the inner edges of which
No. 100,459. Dust Suction Apparatus.

are spaced from the sides of the hub and merge in the Appareil de suction à poussière.

front portions of the blades attached to the hub .
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No. 100,458. Dust Suction Apparatus.

Appareil de suction à poussière.

Arthur Mestitz, Raudnitz a Elbe, Bohemia , Austria , 14th

August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 1st March, 1906. Receipt

No. 133,409 .

Claim .-- 1. In a dust suction apparatus, in combination a

suction pump, and a filter located immediately below the

pump inlets and comprising a frame on which fine meshed

fabric is stretched , whereby the fabric is set in vibration

by the suction strokes of the pump and any dust which

settles in the meshes of the fabric thus shaken out again ,

so that the fabric is kept clean automatically, substantially

as described.

2. In a dust suction apparatus in combination a suction

pump , and a filter located immediately below the pump in

lets and comprising a frame at both sides of which fine

meshed fabrics sheets are stretched, substantially as des

cribed .

3. In a dust suction apparatus, in combination a suction Arthur Mestitz, Randuitz a Elbe, Bohemia, Austria , 14th

pump , a hollow stand therefor and communicating at the
August , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 1st March , 1906. Receipt

top therewith a flange ring interiorily of the stand , located
No. 133,408 .

immediately below the pump inlets , and a filter supported Claim .-- 1. A filter for dust suction apparatus comprising an

by the ring comprising a dust tight camented frame on assemblage of parallel frames open above and below alter

which fine mushed fabric is stretched , substantially as des- nately and having filter sheets stretched across them ,

cribed. whereby a series of cells are formed open at the top and
4. In a dust suction apparatus in combination a suction bottom alternately and whose main walls are constituted by

pump, and a filter located immediately below the pump out- the said sheets , substantially as described .

lets, and comprising a plurality of superposed frames on 2. A filter for dust suction apparatus comprising an as

each of which fine meshed fabric is stretched , substantially semblage of parallel frames open above and below alter
as described. nately and having filter sheets stretched across them , and a
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receptacle at the top of which the frames are located , and mounted in the shell for working the bellows, a bracket

having an air inlet, below and an air outlet above the secured inside the shell , an electro -motor mounted on the

frames , substantially as described .

3. A filter for dust suction apparatus comprising an as
fini Ahmet

semblage of parallel frames open above and below alter

nately and having filter sheets stretched across them , a

receptacle consisting of two superposed detachably con
nected air tight jointed parts , at the top of which the

a filter cloth located between the upper wall of the said re

ceptacle and the filter, subsantially as described .

4. A filter for dust suction apparatus comprising an as

semblage of parallel frames open above and below alter

nately and having filter sheets stretched across them , and a

receptacle consisting of two superposed detachably con

nected air tight jointed parts , at the top of which the

frames are located , and having an air inlet below and an

air outlet above the frames , substantially as described .

5. A filter for dust suction apparatus comprising an as

semblage of parallel frames open above and below alter

nately and having filter sheets stretched across them , a re Figis

'ceptacle , at the top of which the frames are located , and

having an air inlet below and an air outlet above the frames ,

a plurality of brushes located below those frames which are

open at the bottom, and means for introducing the brushes

into the same and withdrawing them therefrom , substantially
as described .

6. A filter for dust suction apparatus comprising an as

semblage of parallel frames open above and below alter

nately and having filter sheets stretched across them , a

receptacle at the top of which the frames are located and

having an air inlet below and an air outlet above the frames,

a rotary bar extending across the receptacle below the

frames and operable from without , and brushes carried by

the bar below those frames which are open at the bottom

and adapted to enter the same , substantially as described . bracket , pulleys mounted on the motor and the crank shaft,

7. A filter for dust suction apparatus comprising an as- flexible transmission means connecting the pulleys , and a

semblage of parallel frames open above and below alter- dust tight casing boxing in the pulley gear, substantially

nately and having filter sheets stretched across them , a re- as described .

ceptacle, at the top of which the frames are located, and 5. In a portable dust suction apparatus in combination two

having an aid inlet below and an air outlet above the frames, suction bellows , a shell enclosing the same , a crank shaft,

and a dust current deflector located at the said inlet mounted in the shell for working the bellows, a bracket

whereby the coarser dust particles fall to the bottom of the secured inside the shell , an electro -motor mounted in the

receptacle, only the finer dust passing through the filter, bracket , pulleys mounted on the motor and the crank shaft,

substantially as described . flexible transmission means connecting the pulleys , and a
8. A filter for dust suction apparatus comprising an as- dust tight casing boxing in the pulley gear and consisting of

semblage of parallel frames open above and below alter- a lower part and an upper part detachable therefrom, sub

nately and having filter sheets stretched across them , and stantially as described .

a receptacle at the top of which the frames are located , and 6. In a portable dust suction apparatus , in combination

having an air inlet below and an air outlet above the frames , two suction bellows , shell enclosing the same and divided

and a window through which the height of the accumulated into a top and a base compartment, a crank shaft mounted

dust can be seen , substantially as described . in the top compartment for working the bellows, an electro

9. In combination a dust suction apparatus having a hol- motor mounted in the base pulleys mounted on the motor

low base , and a filter comprising an assemblage of parallel and the crank shaft, flexible transmission means connecting

frames open above and below alternately and having filter the pulleys, and a tubular casing having a removable cap ,

sheets stretched across them , a receptacle located in the boxing in the upper part of the pulley gear and opening into

said base at the top of which the frames are located , and the base , substantia ly as described .

having an air inlet below and an air outlet above the frames , 7. In a portable dust suction apparatus , in combination two

and a clamp rod hinged to the said base and taking over the suction bellows, a shell enclosing the same, a crank shaft

top of the receptacle whereby the receptacle is firmly but mounted in the shell for working the bellows , an electro

detachably held in the base , substantialıy as described . motor mounted on the apparatus driving the shaft , a cable

10. A filter for dust suction apparatus , comprising an as- conducting to the motor, and a plug contact for connecting

semblage of parallel frames open above and below alternately the cable with an electric circuit , substantially as described.
and having filter sheets stretched across them , a receptacle

at the top of which the frames are located, and having an

air inlet below and tubular air outlet above the frames, a
No. 100,461 . Tag. Etiquette.

bifurcated pipe and a screw nut uniting the same with the Jacob H. Johnson , Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. , 14th

receptacle outlet , substantially as described . August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th June , 1906 . Receipt No.

137,256.

No. 100,460. Dust Suction Apparatus.
Claim . - 1. In a tag the combination with a body portion

having flanged sides , a tongue carried by the lower edge of

Appareil de suction à poussière. said body portion, said body portion having a slot formed

therein , to which a strap may be attached , of an address
Adolf Hein, Berlin , Germany, 14th August, 1906; 6 years . plate carried by said body portion, a sight plate mounted

Filed 26th February, 1906. Receipt No. 133,326 .
upon said address plate , a movable plate mounted upon said

Claim.-1 . In a portable dust suction apparatus, in combin- sight plate, said sight plate and movable plate being each

ation two suction bellows, a shell enclosing the same, provided with a slot , said slots being adapted to be brought

crank shaft mounted in the shell for working the bellows , into registry to expose a portion of said address plate

and an electro -motor mounted on the apparatus driving the through said sight plate , and means to limit the movement

shaft , substantially as described . of said movable plate upon said sight plate , substantially

2. In a portable dust suction apparatus in combination two as described .

suction bellows , a shell enclosing the same , a crank shaft 2. A tag of the class described embodying a body portion

mounted in the shell for working the bellows , a bracket having a slot formed therein , an address plate carried by

secured to the apparatus, and an electro - motor mounted on said portion, a sight plate formed with a plurality of open

the bracket driving the shaft , substantially as described . ings and mounted upon said address plate, a movable plate

3. In a portable dust suction apparatus in combination two formed with a plurality of openings and mounted upon said

suction bellows , a shell enclosing the same, a crank shaft sight plate , means to retain said plates together, the open

mounted in the shell for working the bellows , a bracket ings in the sight plate and the openings in the movable plate

secured inside the shell , an electro -motor mounted on the being adapted to register at one position of the latter so as

bracket, pulleys mounted on the motor and the crank shaft , to expose a portion of said address plate through said sight

and flexible transmission means connecting the pulleys, sub- plate , and means to limit the movement of said movable

stantially as described . plate , substantially as described .

4. In a portable dust suction apparatus in combination two three plates mounted upon said body portion, two of said

suction bellows , a shell enclosing the same , a crank shaft three plates mounted upon said body portion, two of said

a
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so as

plates being provided with openings and one of the latter 8. A device of the character described comprising a plate

plates being movable to bring said openings into provided with a set of vertical flanges, the flanges in said

set integrally connected at their lower ends, and tread sup

porting means formed upon said plate.

9. Adevice of the character described comprising a plate

provided with horizontal and vertical flanges, said flanges

extending at right angles from said plate , and flanges formed

d'iga. upon said plate and positioned parallel to said first-men

tioned flanges .

ےنپا

No. 100,463. Safety Razor. Rasoir de sûreté.
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Frederick Herbert Arnold, Reading, Pennsylvania , U.S.A. ,

registry to expose a portion of one of said plates through the 14th August , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 27th July, 1906. Re

other two plates , substantiaily as described .
ceipt No. 138,220 .

Claim.-1 . A safety razor comprising a perforated blade , a

No. 100,462. Stairs. Escalier .
pair of clamping plates hinged at their outer ends , one of

which is formed with lugs for positioning said blade , hall

round stems of varied diameter formed on the inner ends of

said plates one of which is shorter than the other, a slotted

internally screw - threaded sleeve adapted to engage said stem

3 members o compress said plates, a plug formed on the end of

gaid longer stem and a tubular casing adapted to engage

either end of said plug .

2. A safety razor comprising a blade, a guard plate, a back

ing plate hinged thereto at one end, a plug formed integral

with said guard plate, an internally tapered clamping sleeve

adapted to clamp said plates together longitudinally and a

tubular casing adapted to engage either end of said plug.

3. In a safety razor , a backing plate formed with a hinged

member at its outer end , a half round stem at its inner end

and a depending catch, a guard plate formed with a cores

ponding hinge member at its outer end and a corresponding

stem at its inner end , a hollow plug formed on the end of

said stem and a trigger device located in said plug and stem

adapted to engage said catch , positioning lugs formed on said

James M.Knaus, Sedalia, Missouri, U.S.A., 14th August, 1906 ; plate, a perforated blade adapted to engage said lugs, a slot
ted clamping sleeve located on said stem adapted to engage

6 years . Filed 17th July , 1906. Receipt No. 137,922 .
and compress said plates , and a tubular casing adapted to

Claim .—1 . A device of the character described, comprising engage either end of said plug .
a plate provided with parallel vertical and horizontal

flanges , said flanges producing vertical and horizontal No. 100,464. Tool Holder. Porte - outil.
grooves or pockets, the vertical grooves closed at their

lower ends, and said vertical and horizontal grooves open at

one end .

2. A device of the character described comprising a plate

provided with horizontal and vertical flanges, the vertical

flanges integrally connected at their lower ends.

3. A device of the class described comprising a metallic

plate provided with a flanged edge, said plate provided with

a pertures, a plurality of parallel vertical flanges, and a

plurality of parallel , horizontal flanges formed upon said

plate , the lower , horizontal flanges integrally connected at

their front end , the vertical flanges integrally connected at

their lower end.

4. As a new article of manufacture , a staid side plate

formed from a blank sheet of metal provided with laterally

extending sets of parallel flanges producing a stepped lift

and thread supporting means .

5. A device of the class described comprising a plate pro

vided with a set of flanges integral at one of their ends ,

said flanges constituting a groove or pocket.

6. A stair plate provided with a set of flanges constituting

a groove or pocket within which a tread or riser may be

positioned .

7. A device of the character described comprising a plate

Melvin Barber, Oklahoma , Oaklahoma, U.S.A. ,14th August,

provided with sets of horizontal and vertical flanges, the
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 31st July , 1906. Receipt No. 138,292 .

vertical flanges in each set integrally connected at their Claim.-1 . A tool holder including a head, a pivotally

lower ends . mounted jaw carried by the head, and a rotary jaw actuating
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member mounted on the head and retained against longitu- No. 100,465. Brush and Mop Holder.
dinal movement thereon , said member engaging the jaw on

Porte - brosse ct faubert.

opposite sides of its pivot for swinging the same in opposite
directions .

2. A tool holder including a head , a pivotally mounted jaw

carried thereby , and a rotary jaw actuating member mounted
Fig.1

or the head and retained against longitudinal movement

thereon , said member having inwardly extending cams that

engage the jaw on opposite sides of its pivot for swinging said Fig 2

jaw in opposite directions .

3. A tool holder comprising a head , a plurality of pivotally

mounted jaws carried thereby a rotary jaw actuating mem

ber retained against relative longitudinal movement with res
Fig 5

pect to the head, and means engaging the jaws at opposite

sides of their pivots for actuating the jaws through the

rotary movement of said member. Fig.4

4. In a tool holder , the combination with a head and a

plurality of pivotally mounted jaws , of a relatively rotary

jaw actuating member provided with oppositely disposed off Fig.6

set cams projecting laterally from the actuating member and

arranged for engagement with the jaws at opposite sides of

the pivots thereof . George Ambrose Fraser, Winnipeg, Manitoba , Canada , 14th

5. In a tool holder, the combination with a head and a August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 29th June , 1906. Receipt

pivotally mounted jaw , of a relatively rotary jaw actuating No. 137,403 .

member provided with offset oppositely disposed cams pro- Claim . - 1. In a device of the class described , the combina

jecting laterally from the actuating member and arranged to tion with a tubing having an extending brush holding

alternately engage with the jaw for swinging the same in clamping arm , of a inner tubing , an extending gripping

opposite directions . arm dependent therefrom , and means whereby the gripping

6. In a tool holder, the combination with a head and a arm may be rotated at predetermined instants , as and for

plurality of pivotally mounted jaws , of a relatively rotary the purpose specified .

ja w actuating member retained against relative longitudinal 2. In a device of the class described , the combination with

movement with respect to the head and provided with oppo- a central tubing, having an extending brush holding clamp

sitely disposed cams arranged for engagement with the jaws ing arm of an inner tubing, a rod extending within the inner

a : opposite sides of the pivots therof . tubing, and slidably dependent therefrom , a spiral coil at

7. A tool holder comprising a head , a plurality of pivotal the rear end of the rod, and a gripping arm at the forward

jaws carried thereby and provided with tail pieces, and a end, and means whereby the rod may be rotated upon a

rotary jaw actuating member having oppositely disposed cams backward motion of the inner tube , as and for the purpose

opposite to the jaws and tailpieces respectively , said cams specified .

being arranged out of alignment respecting the longitudinal 3. In a device of the class described, in combination a

direction of the holder whereby the rotary movement in op- capped central tube with an enlarged annular end , an inner

posite directions of the jaw actuating member serves to posi- and an outer sliding tube, dependent the one from the other,

tively operate the jaws and is limited by the contact of either the inner tube having slots therein , a winged washer extend

of the jaws or tailpieces with the rear ends of the cams. ing into the slots and therebeyond , an angular cap at the

8. A tool holder comprising a head provided with a plur- forward end of the inner tube, a spiral spring gearing be
ality of pivoted jaws , and a rotary jaw actuating member, tween the inner face of the cap and the wings , a rod rota

having means engaging the jaws at opposite sides of their bly supported from the winged washer and passing for

pivots for actuating said jaws through the rotary movement wardly through the cap and without the central tubing, a

of the jaw actuating member, said means also constituting spiral coil on the rod, and a collar , an extending brush

a stop for limiting the relative movement of saidmember in holding clamp arm depended from the central tube, and an
both directions . outstanding clamping arm dependent from the free ex

9. A tool holder comprising a head , a plurality of pivoted tremity of the rod , as and for the purpose specified.

jaws provided with tailpieces , a sleeve surrounding the head 4. In a device of the class described, the combination with

and having internal transversely disposed cam -shaped ribs the central tube of a forwardly extending arm rigid there

arranged to respectively engage the jaws and tailpieces , said with , an angle bar plate secured transversely to the free

ribs having their faces inclined in opposite directions and end of the arm , and a swivelled clamping arm dependent

the ribs co -acting with the tailpieces and jaws being dis
from the main arm , as and for the purpose specfied .

posed in alternate arrangement to effect the positive actua 5. In a device of the class described , the combination with

tion of the jaws in opposite directions and limiting the move- the forward collar of the inner tube and the slidable winged

ment of the sleeve by the abutting of the rear ends of one washer of a compression spring designed to return the

set of ribs against the tailpieces , or by the abutting of the
coiled rod into normal position , as and for the purpose

other set of ribs against the jaws proper.
specified.

10. A tool holder comprising a head , a plurality of pivot

ally mounted jaws carried thereby, a jaw actuating member No. 100,466. Holder for Illustrated Post Cards.

mounted on the head and engaging the jaws at opposite sides

of their pivots to cause said jaws to approach or recede as
Porte carte- postale illustrée .

the jaw actuating member is rotated in opposite directions ,

means for preventing the longitudinal movement of the mem

ber with respect to the head , and means for limiting the

rotary movement of said member in opposite directions.

11. In a tool holder , the combination with a head , of a

jaw movably mounted on the head, a rotatable actuating

member for moving the jaw , said member having frictional

engagement at one end with the head, and means adjustably

mounted on the head and engaging the other end of the

actuating member for holding said actuating member in

such frictional engagement.

12. In a tool holder , the combination with a head , of a

jaw movably mounted on the head , a rotatable actuating

member for moving the head, and a nut bearing against one

end of the member to hold the same against displacement

and to apply friction to said member .

13. In a tool holder , the combination with a head , of a

plurality of jaws pivotally mounted on the head , a sleeve

rotatably mounted on the head and engaging the jaws to

move the same, and a nut screwed on the head and bearing

against one end of the sleeve .

14. In a tool holder, the combination with ahead having Earl J. Early, Philadephia , Pennsylvania , U.S.A., 14th Au

an outstanding flange at one end , a plurality of jaws pivot gust, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 8th June , 1906. Receipt No.
ally mounted on the head, a sleeve revolubly mounted on

136,679 .

the head and having one end bearing against the fange

thereof, said sleeve engaging the jaws to move the same , Claim . - 1 . A card holder , or similar article , formed of a

and a nut threaded on the head and bearing against the single piece of wire bent to have supporting loops, front

opposite end of the sleeve. and back portions joined by angular bottom portions to
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support the article or articles stored and displayed , and 3. In a rug frame the combination comprising a supporting

outward bendsl at the extremities of the front portions to framework , crosspieces carried by the framework and pro

secure the contained article or articles in endwise position. vided with slots and a line of recesses adjacent the slits,

2. A holder for cards or other articles , formed of a single blocks disposed on the crosspieces , projecting members

piece of wire with loops for the support of the upper one, carried by the blocks adapted to work through the slots ,

and for the support of succeeding ones , one upon another, rockable members carried the blocks and adapted to en

front and back portions joined by a bottom part which car- gage the recesses, longitudinal members adapted to abut

ries each card at a different elevation , and portions formed against the blocks, and means for attaching the rug to the

to secure the cards in endwise position . longitudinal members .

3. A series of holders for cards or similar articles , each 4. In a rug frame the combination comprising a frame ,

formed of a single piece of wire , bent and shaped for a locking members each comprising a block provided with a

central suspension, loops for supporting each one of the projecting shoulder and provided with a transverse bar, a
series upon another of the series, front and back retain- bolt disposed through each block, and a locking dog rockably

ing portions, bottom retaining portions, and end retaining supported in each block and provided with a downturned end.
portions, with open spaces through which the members of

the series may be interlocked or removed from such inter- No. 100,468. Stock for Revolvers.
locking

Bois de pistolets .

4. Storage and display holders for cards or like articles ,

formed of wire, with bends for suspension, front and back

parts for confining the objects , bottom parts to support

each article at a different elevation , bends at the top of the

front members which confine the articles as to their ends ,

and permit the insertion of another holder to be supported

by the holder aforesaid.

5. A receptacle for holding and displaying illustrated

postal cards or the like , formed and fashioned of wire , in

the following manner : first, a horizontal back member with

loops for suspension, downward extensions therefrom , with 18.3.

bends at their lower ends , from which upwardly extend

angular bottom portions on which the displayed objects 8

rest in different elevations , and from which the wire ex

tends upwardly in practically parallel relation to the back
0469

portions and at their upper ends terminate in bends form

ing three sides of a rectangle to confine the ends of the

cadrs or objects displayed with openings through which to

insert and remove another receptacle to be suspended from Daniel B. Martin , Gyttesburg, Ohio , U.S.A. , 14th August, 1906 ;

the aforesaid receptacle, as and for the purposes set forth . 6 years . Filed 14th June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,890.

6. A wire receptacle for the storing and display of goods, Claim .-An attachment for revolvers consisting of a band
fashioned of wire to form sustaining loops, vertical back having a standard depending therefrom and with diverging

portions, front portions tending diagonally upward from the rods extending from the lower end of the standard and con

back portions for a distance then running parallel and ter nected at their rear ends by a substantially vertical bar, a
minating in horizontal bends, outward , then backward and concaved plate within said band for bearing upon the hand

lastly inward to near the back portions .
grip portion of a revolver at one side , a convave plate within

7. A receptacle for the storing and display of post cards , said band for bearing upon the hand grip portion from the

or like articles, comprising wire bent to vertically pass the opposite side , and a set screw operating through said band

back and front of the articles , somewhat remote from their and bearing upon said last- mentioned plate .

ends , with right angular loops to confine the articles end

wise, and means whereby thereceptacles may be interlocked No. 100,469. Fish Hook . Hameçon .

in desired numbers .

12

13

19
M.

07

20

No. 100,467. Rug Frame. Cadre de tapis.

Herman F. Strehlow , Casselton , North Dakota , U.S.A. , 14th

August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th June , 1906. Receipt No.

137,232 .

Donald Skinner McDonald, Glendyer Mills , Nova Scotia , Can Claim.-1 . In a fish hook the combination of the hook pro
ada , 14th August , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 14th June , 1906 .

vided with an angular shank having a notch , an angular
Receipt No. 136,895 .

sheath or socket for said shank having a spring tongue

Claim . - 1 . In a rug frame the combination comprising a adapted to engage in said notch to secure the shank in the

base , pins carried by the base, standards removably disposed sheath , and means connected to said sheath adapted to have

on the pins, braces pivotally secured together and removably a line secured thereto .

connected with the standards, crosspieces carried by the 2. In a tish hook the combination of the hook provided

standards , longitudinal members disposed on the cross- with an angular shank a notch, an angular sheath or socket

pieces , locking members slidably disposed on the cross- for said shank having a spring tongue adapted to engage in

pieces and adapted to lock the longitudinal members, and said notch to secure the shank in the sheath , an an artificial

means for attaching a rug to the longitudinal members and bait secured to said shank and adapted to have a line secured

the crosspieces . thereto.

2. In a rug frame the combination comprising a plurality 3. In a duplex fish hook the combination of an angular

of standards, pins disposed on the standards, rockable hooks shank of a hook provided with a notch, a sheath for said

carried by the standards, braces having their ends disposed shank provided with a spring tongue to engage in said notch

between the pins and the hooks , a pivotal member securing and secured the shank in the sheath , a bait representing

the braces together , crosspieces carried by the standards, plate attached to said sheath , a shank for another hook and

slidable locking members carried by the crosspieces , longi- an elongated spoon attached thereto , said plate and spoon

tudinal members disposed under the locking members , and being hinged together, and a spring secured to one of said

means for attaching the rug to the longitudinal members. hinged members and pressing against the other.
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4. In a duplex fish hook the combination of a shank having 3. In a fire curtain the combination with guide plates , of
a notch , a sheath for the same provided with a tongue to a roller, a fireproof curtain connected to said roller, and
engage in said notch, a bait representing plate attached adapted to wind thereon , a housing enclosing the roller, a
thereto , the shank of another hook and a plate attached gutter attached to the lower end of the curtain , and adapted

thereto , said plates being hinged together , and a spring to when the curtain is wound on the roller to engage the hous

hold them separated. ing, a cable connected to the roller , a weight on said cable

normally supported by the gutter on the curtain , and a ther

No. 100,470. Vessel Propeller. Hélice de vaisseau.
mostatic element normally connecting the cable to the

housing.

4. In a fire curtain the combination of a roller , a fireproof

curtain connected to said roller and adapted to wind thereon .

a housing enclosing the roller , a gutter attached to the lower

end of the curtain , and adapted when the curtain is wound

on the roller to engage the housing, a cable connected to

the roller , a weight on said cable normally supported by

the gutter on the curtain , and a thermostatic element nor

mally connecting the cable to the housing.

5. In a fire curtain the combination of a roller , a fireproof

curtain connected to said roller, a cord connected to the

roller, a weight carried by said cord , means carried by the

curtain for normally supoprting said weight, a thermostatic

means holding the curtain normally wound on the roller.
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No. 100,472. Metallic Tubing. Tube métallique.
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Peet Carlson, Manor, Texas , U.S.A. , 14th August, 1906 ; 6

years . Filed 7th June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,628 .

Claim . - 1 . A vessel having a transversely concave stern ,

the side walls of the vessel being extended rearward to form

flanges at the opposite sides of said concaved stern , said

flanges being arranged on convergent lines that taper the

upper porton of the stern to a point of convergence adjacent

to or below the keel , a discharge port formed in the stern

at a point adjacent to the keel, and means for forcing a

steam of compressed air through said port .

2. A vessel having a transversely concaved stern , the side

walls of the vessel being extended from flanges at the op

posite sides of the stern, said flanges being arranged on

tapered lines toward a point of convergence adjacent to on

below the keel , a port arranged in the stern of the vessel ,

means for forcing a stream of compressed air through said

port, and a rudder mounted aft the concaved stern , and in

the vertical plane of the keel , substantially as specified.
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No. 100,471 . Fire Shutter. Rideau pour incendie .

12

HE
ܐܪܕܙ

James S. Wilson , Chelsea , assignee of Winfred Wilder Harris ,

Winthrop , both in Massachusetts , U.S.A. , 14th August,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 30th July, 1906. Receipt No. 138,256.

Claim .-1 . A flexible metallic tube comprising two strips

of material , each formed with a central depression and mar

ginal flanges, each of said strips being spun upon itself in a

helical manner to form an indepedent tube with overlapping

but freely slidable edges , one of said tubes being arranged

within the other and the overlapping edges of one tube being

arranged in the depression of the other tube.

2. A flexible metallic tube comprising two strips of ma

terial , each formed with a central depression and marginal

flanges, each of said strips being spun upon itself in a helical

manner to form a double tube one within the other, the

flanges of one tube being overlapped and arranged in the
hings

depression of the other tube .

3. A flexible metallic tube comprising an inner an an outer

tube , each formed of a strip of metal spun upon itself in a

helical manner to form a tube with overlapping but slidable

edges , the overlapping edges of one tube being arranged in

a chamber or depression in the wall of the other tube.

4. A compound tube formed of two tubes, one within the
Mary Bumer and Leonard Dorr , Moussen , Pennsylvania , U. other, each tube being formed of a strip spun upon itself,

S.A. , 14th August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 4th July, 1906 . with overlapping edges, and provisions whereby the joint

Receipt No. 137,535 .
of the overlapping edge of each tube is protected by the

Claim . - 1 . In a fire curtain the combination with a window other tube .

frame of a building, of guide plates mounted upon the sides 5. A compound tube formed of two tubes, one within the

of said frame, an asbestos covered roller journalled above other, each tube being formed of a strip spun upon itself,

said frame, an asbestos curtain connected to said roller and with overlapping but unlocked edges , and a central helical

adapted to travel between said guide plates, a housing mount- chamber, the overlapping edges of one tube being arranged

ed over said roller, a weighted cable wound upon said roller in the chamber of the other tube.

and connecting with said housing, means to temporarily 6. A compound tube formed of two tubes , one within the

connect said cable to said housing, and means carried by other, each tube being formed of a strip spun upon itself ,

said curtain to temporarily support said weight , substan- with overlapping but unlocked edges, a central helical cham

tially as described . ber , the overlapping edges of one tube being arranged in the

2. In a fire curtain the combination with guide plates , of chamber of the other tube, and a marginal chamber formed

a roller journalled above said guide plates , a fire curtain at- in the strip of the outer tube to receive the packing material .

tached to said roller , a housing encasing said roller , a 7. A compound tube formed of two tubes one within the

weighted cable wound upon said roller, means to tempor- oher, each tube being formed of a strip spun upon itself in

arily connect said cable to said housing, and means carried a spiral manner with overlapping edges , and provisions upon

by said curtain to temporarily support said weight, sub- each tube for preventing the separation of the edges of the

stantially as described . other tube .
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No. 100,473. Paper Pail. Seau en papier. 2. In a lever jack of the kind described a removable ex

tention rod suitably guided and adapted to be raised on the

foot of the casing, substantially as set forth and illustrated.
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James Tumblyn , Orono, assignee of David Elliott, Toronto, 3. In a lever jack of the kind described a removable ex

Ontario , Canada, 21st August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 26th tension rod adapted to pass through a guide on the upper

May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,280 . end of the rack , and rest at its lower end in a socket on

Claim.-1 . A paper pail comprising a paper tube com the foot, substantially as set forth.

pressed near one end to reduce its diameter and form an 4. In a lever jack of the kind described a removable ex

anndlar shoulder and a disc of stiff material in the tube
tension rod guided at its upper end and supported on the

above the shoulder , substantially as described .
foot of the sliding casing in combination with a pair of

2. A paper pail comprising a tapered paper tube com laterally projecting horns arranged on either side of the

• pressed and ironed near one end to smooth its internal sur upper endof said casing and extending forwardly on each

face, and a disc of stiff material fitted in the tube , with its
side of said rod, substantially as set forth.

edges in contact with the iron surface , substantially as des
5. In a lever jack of the kind described a sliding casing

cribed. provided with a pair of laterally projecting horns on either

3. A paper pail comprising a paper tube compressed to side of its upper end and with a friction roller at its lower

reduce it diameter from the bottom a short distance up
end , substantially as set forth.

ward whereby an internal annular shoulder is formed, and

a disc of stiff material fitted inthe tube above the shoulder. No. 100,475. Heating Stove . Poêle de chauffage.
substantially as described .

4. A paper pail comprising a tapered paper tube having

its sides pressed into parallelism from the smaller end a

short distance upward whereby an internal annular shoulder

is formed , and a disc of stiff materiol fitted in the tube

above the shoulder , substantially as described .

5. A paper pail comprising a tapered paper tube having

its sides near its larger end expanded and ironed into

smoothness whereby aninternal annular shoulder is formed

below a rim with smooth inner surface, and a disc of stiff

material fitted in the tube above the shoulder, substantially
as described.

6. A paper pail comprising a tapered paper tube having

its sides pressed into parallelism from the smaller end a

short distance upward, and also expanded near the larger

end whereby internal annular shoulders are formed, and

discs of stic material fitted in the tube above the shoulders,

substantially as described.
7. A paper pail comprising a paper tube compressed near The Comstock Castle Stove Company, assignee of Henry

one end to reduce its diamenter and form an annular Wolf and Philip H. Loughnane, all of Quincy , Illinois ,
shoulder, and a disc of stiff material fitted in the tube above U.S.A. , 21st August , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 29th May, 1906 ;

the shoulder, the tube being ironed immediately above the Receipt No. 136,386 .

shoulder to produce a smooth hard inside surface , substanti- Claim .-- 1. In a stove , a hollow annular casing provided
ally as described . with a central passage for the products of combustion and

8. A paper pail comprising a paper tube compressed near constituting a diaphragmsupported intermediate the upper
one end to reduce its diameter and form an annular shoulder, and lower ends of the stove casing, said hollow casing being

and expanded near its other end to form annular provided with openings for the intake of cold air and for the

shoulder, and discs of stiff material fitted in the tube above downward discharge of heated air, and means in said pas

the shoulders, the tube being ironed immediately above the sage for obstructing and regulating the flow of the products

shoulders to produce smooth hard inside surfaces, substanti- of combustion therethrough.

ally as described. 2. In a stove, a valved diaphram separating the lower

9. A paper pail comprising a disc bottom , a paper tube from the upperpart of the stove casing,andcircuitous pas
shrunk about the bottom , and a waterproofing solution ap- sages connecting the lower with the upper part of said cas

plied to the completed pail , substantially as described. ing, said diaphragm consisting of an annular casing hav

10. The process of forming a paper pail which consists, ing communication with the outer air and provided with a

first, in placing a closely fitting disc in a moist paper tube; valved opening discharging in a downward direction.

second , drying the pail to shrink the tube about the disc, 3. In a stove, a valved diaphram consisting of an annular

and third , waterproofing the pail to prevent subsequent ex- casing separating the lower from the upper part of the stove

pansion of the tube, substantially as described . casing, the front end of said diaphram being disposed above

tht feed door, a base having a flue chamber, side flues

No. 100,474. Lever Jack. Cric à levier. connecting the combustion chamber below the diaphram

with said flue chamber, a back flue connecting said flue
Benjamin Trewhella and William Trewhella, both of Tren - chamber with the stove casing above the diaphram , and a

thain , Victoria, Australia , 21st August, 1906 ; 6 years . direct draft damper in said diaphragm .
Filed 1st August, 1906. Receipt No. 138,316 . 4. In a stove , a division member consisting of an annular

Claim.-1 . An improved lever jack of the kind described casing fitted in the stove casing and separating the lower
comprising a comparatively long standard and a relatively from the upper part of said casing, said annular casing be
short siding casing fitted with a friction roller near its lowering provided with openings communicating with the outer
sliding casing fitted with a friction roller near its lov er air and with a downwardly discharging valve opening, a

end, a pair of lateral horns on the upper end of said casing deflector upon said division member extending over the
and a removable extension rod seated in a socket in the central opening therein , a damper hinged at the rear edge

foot thereof, and a guide for said rod on the standard , sub- of said opening, and an operating rod extending from said
stantially as set forth . damper forwardly through a slot in the stove casing.

an
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provi
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, of a plura
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Trains.

The Aktebolaget Separator, assigneeof Berger Ljungstrom No. 100,478. Steam Heating System for Railway

and Frederick Ljungstrom , all of Stockholm , Sweeden ,

Filed 24th July , 1906. Receipt Systime de chauffage à la vapeur pour chemins de fer.

21st August , 1906 ; 6 years .

No. 138,127 .

for milking machine
s

Claim .-- 1 . Operati
ng

mechan
ism

driven by recipro
cation

motion , wherein one or more wires ,

rods or the like, to which a recipro
cating

motion is im

parted , are arrange
d

along or across the racks in the cow

house or in the open field , said wires or the like being con

nected with the driving member of the milking machin
e

or

machin
es

.2. In mechanism as described in claim 1 , the arrangement

with several racks wherein the wires or the like running

along or across said racks, are connected together by means

of bell crank levers or the like , in order that they all may

be actuated from a single point .
3. In mechanism as described in claim 1 and 2 , the ar

rangement wherein further wires are arranged parallel to

the operated wires or the like , said further wires being fixed

or movable in a direction opposite to said operated wires .

4. In mechanism as described in claims 1 , 2 or 3 with the

milking members actuated by means of a pump , the con

struction wherein said pump or its piston is secured to the

movable wire , whilst the piston or pump is stationary or

secured to the wire or like , moving in opposite directions

respectively.
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Baril .

Edward Ethel Gold, New York City , New York, U.S.A., 21st

August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 25th July, 1906. Receipt No.
138,169 .

No. 100,477 . Barrel.

Claim .-- 1. In a car heating system as described, the ex

Matthew W. Ingraham , Glace Bay, Cape Breton, Nova Scotia tending of the discharge pipeand the arranging of the blow

Canada , 21st August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 28th July, 1906 .
off valve beyond the screen leading to the trap at the same

Receipt No. 138,230 .
time leaving a substantially unobstructed passage for the

Claim .-1 . A receptacle having a plurality of supporting steam , so that the opening of the blow -off valve causes the

members secured to the interior walls thereof and provided steam to pass over and beyond the screen to clean it and to

with lateral shoulders for engagement with the adjacent carry the dirt beyond it and out of the valve, substantially

heads of the receptacle . as described .

2. A receptacle having a plurality of supporting mem- 2. The system of claim 1 , a substantially unobstructed

berssecured to the interior walls thereof andprovided with passagebeing left along thebottom of the pipe.

lateral shoulders for engagement with the adjacent heads of
3. In the system of claim 1 , the projecting of the screen

thereceptacle, the side walls of said shoulders being curved into the discharge pipesothat the steam blows through the

thereby to present a smooth unobstructed surface . meshes of the screen, substantially as described.

3. A receptacle having a pluraity of supporting members 4. The arrangement of apairofbrancheson oppositesides

secured to the interior wallsthereofand provided with ver- of the discharge pipe,eachleadingtoatrap ,with a screen
tically adjustable lugs adapted to engage the adjacent heads attheentrance toeach branch and the blow - offvalvebeyond
of the receptacle. both said screens to clean them in the manner described .
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No. 100,479. Rail Joint. Joint de rails . 2. A flexible metallic pipe consisting of several section

pivotally jointed to each other in a transverse plane , one of

said sections consisting of two parts the meeting edges of

which are pivotally jointed together in a plane oblique to the

axis of said parts .

3. A flexible metallic pipe comprising two or more con

rected sections , one of which is pivotally connected at one

end to its companion section in a transverse plane , and

mediate its ends is divided in an oblique plane into two parts

and the edges resulting from such division pivotally con

Lected together .

4. A flexible metallic pipe comprising two or more con

pected sections, one of which is divided mediate its ends in a

plane oblique to its axis to form a joint and the edges re

sulting from such division each provided with an inwardly

projecting flange the inner edge of which is circular and con

centric with the axis of said joint , and rotatively bear against

each other.

5. A flexible metallic pipe comprising two or more con

lected sections , one of which is divided mediate its ends in a

William M. Horner and Benjamin F. Landis, co - inventors; from each division being each provided with inwardly and
plane oblique to its axis to form a joint , the edges resulting

both of Columbus, Ohio , U.S.A., 21st August, 1906 ; 6 outwardly projecting flanges, the inneredges of the former
years. Filed 24th July, 1906. Receipt No. 138,113.

and the outer edges of the latter being circular and concen

Claim . - 1 . In a rail joint the combination with two rails tric with the axis of said joint .

having openings formed therein adjacent to their ends , of a
6. A flexible metallic pipe comprising two or more con

base plate having openings formed therein , a flange carried nected sections, one of which is divided mediate its ends in a

by theone side of said base plate and having slots formed plane oblique to its axis to form a joint the engaging edges

therein , fish bars adapted to embrace the web portions of
resulting from which are provided with outwardly projecting

said rails, said fish bars having transversely disposed open- flanges the outer circumference of which is concentric with

ings formed therein adapted to align with the openings the axis of said joint, anda sleeve having a screw -threaded

of said rails , a headed plate adapted to extend through
engagement with the flange of one of said edges , and having

one of said openings , headed pins adapted to extend through
an inturned flange at the opposite end adapted to engage the

the other of said openings , spikes passing through the ends
other flange and clamp the two together .

of said pins and said plate, depending resilient strips car

ried by said spikes and adapted to lock said spikes in en
7. A flexible metallic pipe comprising two or more con

I.ected sections , one of which is divided mediate its ends in a

gagement with said pins and said plate , means to secure said

rails to said base plate, substantially as described .
plane oblique to its axis to form a joint the engaging edges of

2. In a rail joint the combination with rails , having open
which are each provided with an inwardly projecting flange

ings formed therein adjacent to their ends, of a base plate ,
the inner edge of each of which are concentric to the axis of

fish bars adapted to embrace the web portions of said rails ,
the joint , but differ in diameter , a packing suitably secured

said fish bars having openings formed therein adapted to
in the flange the diameter of whose edge is greatest , and

align with the openings of said rails, pins passing through pressing against the margins of the inner edge ofthe flange

some of said openings, a plate passing through the other of the diameter of whose edge is smaller.

said openings , spikes adapted to pass through the ends of
8. A flexible metallic pipe comprising two or more con

said pins and said plate, means carried by the upper ends nected sections , one of which is divided mediate its ends in

of the spikes and engaging the pins and plate respectively
a plane oblique to its axis to form a joint the engaging edges

to secure said spikes in said pins and said plate , and means
of which are each provided with an inwardly projecting flange

to lock said rails in engagement with said base plate , sub
the inner edge of each of which are concentric to the axis of

stantially as described .
the joint , but differ in diameter, an inwardly progressing in

3. In a rail joint the combination with rails having open volute curved packing suitably secured in the flange the di

ings formed therein adjacent to their ends , of a base plate , ameter of whose edges is greatest , and pressing against the

fish bars adapted to embrace the web portions of said rails , margins of the inner edge of the flange the diameter of whose

pins passing through said fish bars and said rails , a platé --dges is smaller.

passing through said fish bars and said rails , separate and 9. A flexible metallic pipe comprising two or more con

independent means carried by the plate and by each of the nected sections , one of which is divided mediate its ends in

pins respectively to lock said plate and said pins within said a plane oblique to its axis to form a joint the engaging edges

fish bars , means to lock the last -named means in said pins of which are each provided with an inwardly projecting flange

and in said plate , and means to lock said rails in engage- the inner edge of each of which are concentric to the axis of

ment with said base plate , substantially as described. the joint , but differ in diameter , an inwardly progressing in

volute curved packing suitably secured in the flange the di

No. 100,480. Flexible Metallic Pipe. ameter of whose edges is greatest , and pressing against the

Tuyau de métal ferible. margins of the inner edge of the flange the diameter of whose

edges is smaller and a spring engaging and pressing upon

said packing.

10. A flexible metallic pipe comprising two or more con

nected sections , one of which is divided mediate its ends in

a plane oblique to its axis to form a joint the engaging edges

of which are each provided with an inwardly projecting flange

the inner edge of each of which are concentric to the axis of

the joint, but differ in diameter , an inwardly progressing

involute curved packing suitably secured in the flange the

diameter of whose edegs is greatest , and pressing against the

margins of the inner edge of the flange the diameter of whose

cdges is smaller and an inwardly progressing involute spring

engaging and pressing upon said packing.

11. A flexible metallic pipe comprising two or more con

nected sections , one of which is divided mediate its ends in

a plane oblique to its axis to form a joint the engaging edges

of which are each provided with an inwardly projecting flange

the inner edge of each of which are concentric to the axis

o the joint , but differ in diameter, az inwardly progressing

involute curved packing suitably secured in the flange the

diameter of whose edges is greatest , and pressing against the

margins ofthe inner edge of the flange the diameter of whose

edges is smaller and an inwardly progressing involute spring

Frank Hatfield Rutherford , Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A. , 21st having its inner edge slit and engaging and pressing upon

August , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 19th July, 1906. Receipt No. said packing.
137,961. 13. A flexible metallic pipe consisting of several sections

Claim . - 1 . A flexible metallic pipe , one section of which is tion thereof offset and has the other portion jointed to the

pivotally jointed to the other section thereof in a plane ob- other section of said pipe in a plane oblique to the axis of

lique to the axis of the same .
the same .
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13. A flexible metallic pipe consisting of several sections No. 100,482. Adding Machine. Machine à additionner.

pivotally jointed to each other in transverse planes , one of

said sections consisting of two parts, the meeting edges of

which are pivotally jointed together in a plane oblique to the

axis of the parts where they are jointed , and one of said

parts having the end thereof opposite said joint offset.

14. A flexible metallic pipe comprising two or more con

nected sections , one of which is pivotally connected at one

end to its companion section in a transverse plane, and

mediate its ends is divided in a plane into two parts and the

edges resulting from such division pivotally connected to

gether and one of said parts having its longitudinal axis

offset.
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No. 100,481 . Cloth Measure and Marker.

Mesureur et marqueur de drap.

Figt. 22
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Edward Coe Dilworth , Pittsburg , Pennsylvania, U.S.A. , 21st

August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 7th June, 1906. Receipt

No. 136,637 .

Clalm .-1. An adding device comprising a frame provided

with a series of guides and having its face provided with a

series of openings extending across the same and two

series of slots and bearing numbers adjacent to each of said

slots , and a series of slides bearing numbers mounted in said

guides opposite said openings and provided with means

acessible through both series of slots for the engagement
of moving means , the numbers on said slides and those

F10.8. adjacent both series of slots all running consecutively in

the same direction .
44 g .J.

2. An adding device comprising a frame having a series of

guides therein , slides substantially half the length of said

guides carrying numbers adapted to be moved from one end

to the other of said guides and a front plate having two

sets of slots formed therein at its opposite ends and having
openings intermediate of said slots and numbers running

parallel with said slots , the numbers on the slides and

James F. Boggs, Acme, Arizona , U.S.A. , 21st August, 1906 ; those adjacent the two sets of slots running consecutively

6 years . Filed 7th June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,626 . in the same direction .

Claim . - 1. In a machine of the class described , a measur

ing wheel , a cam upon the axis of said wheel , a lever having No. 100,483 . Milk Cooler. Refrigérant à lait.
and end extended into the path of said cam , a spring sup

porting the opposite end of the lever, a marking wheel sup

ported for rotation upon said lever , and a spring pawl sup 11 . s.2 .

ported in constant engagement with notches in the said 3.2 .
marking wheel ,

2. A measuring wheel , a cam upon the axis of said wheel ,

a lever having an end extended into the path of said cam

to be operated thereby , a spring supporting the lever on the

opposite side of its fulcrum, a marking wheel supported for

rotation upon the spring supported end of the lever, said

wheel being provided with spaced type carrying lugs , and

a spring pawl supported in constant engagement with the

lugs and the spaces therebetween . 6.3 .

3. A measuring wheel , a lever supported in the path of
and adapted to be tripped by means connected with the

measuring wheel , a marking wheel supported for rotation

by the lever, means for advancing said marking wheel one

step at each operation of the lever, a platen beneath the

marking wheel , and means for advancing an adhesive coated

strip between the marking wheel and the platen .

4. A vibratory lever , a marking wheel supported for ro 100493

tation upon the said lever , a platen beneath said parking

wheel , means for advancing the latter one step at each

vibration of the supporting lever , means for advancing an Wareham Tuller Harris, Madoc , Ontario , Canada , 21st

adhesive coated strip between the platen and the marking
August 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 30th July, 1906. Receipt

wheel, and cutting means connected with the lever adjacent No. 138,262 .

to the marking wheel , Claim . - 1. In a milk cooler , an annular refrigerant com:
5. A marking wheel , a vibratory lever supporting said partment having one perforated walllonger than said com

wheel , means for advancing the marking wheel one step at partment, in combination with a coverprovided with an

each vibration of the supporting lever , a platen supported nular perforations.

heneath the wheel having a shoulder or offset, means for 2. In a milk cooler, an annular refrigerant compartment

applying ink to the face of thewheel, means for advancing having an inner wall longer than said compartment, in

anadhesivecoated strip between thewheel and the platen, combination with a cover provided with annular perfora
and a cutter connected with the lever adjacent to the wheel tions and a dam surrounding said perforations.

and co -operating with the shoulder of the platen to sever 3. In a milk cooler, an annular refrigerant compartment

the portion of the stripadvanced beyond the wheel when having oneperforated wall longer than said compartment,
the latter is depressed . in combination with a conoidalcentral portionand a dam
6. A marking wheel, a vibratory lever supporting said surrounding said perforations.

wheel , a shouldered platen beneath said wheel , means for 4. In a milk cooler, an annular refrigerant compartment

applying ink to the faceof thewheel means for advancing having anelongatedwall forming a support therefor, there

an adhesive coated strip between the wheel and the platen, being perforations in said elongated wall, incombination

shoulderedplaten, and a member pivoted adjacentto the extendingflanges and an upwardlyextending wall form
cutter and terminating at its free end in a presser foot. ing a dam surrounding the said perforations in the cover.

13.3
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5. In a milk cooler , a relatively circular ice compartment the pair of lugs and provided with a terminal cam, an ap

comprising an inner wall and an outer wall , with bottom proximately U - shaped spring having its free ends projecting

connecting portion , there being an unobstructed passage between the pair of lugs and having one member disposed

centrally through said compartment , and the inner wall upon the arm , and ears carried by the arm and clinched

extending below the said bottom portion , in combination against the spring.
with a flanged and perforated cover member having an
upwardly extending dam surrounding the perforations No. 100,486. Log Loader and Turner.
therein.

Charge et tourne billots.

No. 100,484. Blouse. Blouse.

1
0
0
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8
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Sarah Oppenheim, New York City, New York , U.S.A. , 21st

August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 30th July, 1906. Receipt

No. 138,245.

Claim .-- 1 . A blouse having a hem at the lower edge

thereof , with rear slits and forward slits on the inner side

of said hem , removable belt sections concealed in said hem ,

the forward extremities whereof extend through said for

ward slits and detachably connected to said blouse , and the

rear extremities whereof extends through said rear blits

respectively, an adjusting device between said rear slits and

adjustably connecting said belt sections .

2. A blouse having a hem at the lower edge thereof, with

rear slits and forward slits on the inner side of said hem ,

belt sections concealed in said hem , the forward extrem

ities whereof extend through said forward slits and have

button holes , and the rear extremities whereof extend William Robert Way, Beaverton, Ontario, Canada, 21st

through said rear slits respectively , an adjusting device August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 1st August, 1906. Receipt

between said rear slits having transverse bars and prongs No. 138,377 .

adapted to hold the belt sections , said rear extremities of Claim.–1 . In a log loader and turner the combination with

said belt sections passing over and inwardly between said the wayş, of an arm suitably swung upwardly against the

transverse bars and being adjustably held by said prongs , log and towards the carriage as and for the purpose specified.
and buttons adapted to engage with said button holes of 2. In a log loader and turner the combination with the
said belt sections near said forward slits . ways, of anarm suitably swung upwardly against the log

and towards the carriage and means on the arm for turning

the log, as and for the purpose specified .
No. 100,485 . Oil Can Holder. Porte bidon à huile.

3. In a log loader and turner the combination with the

ways , of anarm suitably swung upwardly against the log

and towards the carriage, and an endless sprocket chain

suitably carried and provided with spicular projections, as

and for the purpose specified.

4. In a log loader and turner the combination with the

ways and frame and shaft in the frame and arms secured to

the shaft and means for raising the arm , and means on the

arm for turning the log , of a supplemental arm, and means

for supporting the supplemental arm , so as to swing up

wardly with the arm carrying the turning means, as and for
the purpose specified.

5. In a log loader and turner the combination with the ways

and frame and shaft in the frame and arms secured to the

shaft and means for raising the arm and means on the arm

for turning the log, of a supplemental arm , and a laterally

extending pin extending from the arm carrying the turning

means, as and for the purpose specified.

6. In a log roller and turner the combination with an arm

Elisha A. Durfey, Penn Yan, New York, U.S.A. , 21st August, suitably swung on the shaft, sprocket wheels carried thereby.

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 28th July, 1906. Receipt No. 138,231 . a sprocket chain carried by the sprocket wheels and pro

Claim . - 1. A can holder embodying a base provided with vided with spicular projections, a gear on the shaft carrying

an arm , a pair of spaced lugs carried by the arm , a can the arm , a gear on the stud shaft carrying one of the

clamping member pivotally secured between the lugs , a sprocket wheels meshing with the gear on the shaft, and

spring bearing against the member , and a pair of ears car- means for turning the shaft , as and for the purpose specified.

ried by the arm and clinched against the spring. 7. In a log roller and turner the combination with an arm

2. A can holder embodying a base, an arm projecting there- suitably swung on the shaft , sprocket wheels carried thereby,

from and carrying a pair of aligned lugs and a terminal lug , a sprocket chain carried by the sprocket wheels and pro

a can clamping member embodying a yoke mounted for vided with specular projections, a gear on the shaft carrying

pivotal movement between the pair of lugs and provide 1 the arm , a gear on the stud shaft carrying one of the

with a terminal cam , and an approximately U -shaped spring sprocket wheels meshing with the gear on the shaft, a fric

secured to the arm and having one member projecting be- tion wheel secured on the shaft, a main driving shaft and a

tween the pair of lugs and engaging the can , the bend of the friction pinion secured thereon and meshing with the afore

spring beingnormally in engagement with the terminal lug. said friction wheel , asand for the purpose specified.

3. An oil can holder embodying a base provided with an 8. In a log roller and turner the combination with the shaft

arm carrying a pair of juxtaposed lugs and a terminal lug, in proximity to the carriage suitably journalled in the

a can clamping member embodying a yoke, pivoted between ' frame, and a shaft more remote from the carriage and suit
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ably journalled in the frame, an intermediate driving shaft, 2. The combination and organization in a mixing machine

of a loading arm located on the shaft in proximity to the of a cubiform mixing receptacle having diagonally opposite

carriage , a chain connected to the lower end of the arm and open corner portions and revoluble about a diagonal axis

wound around the shaft more remote from the carriage and passing through the open corner portions , a ring gear D en

connected to the arm above its fulcrum , as and for the pur- , circling and secured upon the mixing receptacle in a plane

Dose specified . transverse to the axis of rotation and intermediate of the

9. In a log roller and turner the combination with the open corner portions of the mixing receptacle, a base con

shaft in proximity to the carriage suitably journalled in the structed with uprights , a tilting frame supporting the mixing

frame, the main turning arm secured to the shaft , the gear receptacle and hung upon and arranged between the two base

secured to such shaft and meshing with the gear operating uprights , a transverse rotary driving shaft 18 having a bevel

the turning mechanism , a supplemental arm loosely held on gear 19 engaging the ring gear on the mixing receptacle , and

the shaft, the arm remote from the carriage suitably jour- also having a gear 25 , an upright counter shaft 27 gear con

nalled on the frame, the chain connected to the supplemental rected with gear 25, mechanism for actuating the tilting

arm at one end and extending around the shaft more remote frame and means for operating said device from the vertical

from the carriage and connected to the supplemental or countershaft 27 , a clutch for connecting and disconnecting the

loading arm above its pivotal point , the main driving shaft , tilting device with and from the driving power, a hand lever

the friction wheel located on the shaft in proximity to the for manually operating the clutch , and a stop device for auto

carriage and the friction wheel located on the shaft more matically operating the clutch at times to arrest the action

remote from the carriage, the main driving shaft and the of the tilting frame.

friction pinion , and means for carrying such friction pinion 3. In a mixing machine , a rotary cubiform mixing recep .

into engagement with either friction wheel , as and for the tacle supported to revolve about a diagonal tilting axis and

purpose specified. corners cut away and flattened as at 23 to avoid sharp in

10. In a log roller and turner the combination with the
terior angles , and means for tilting and means for revolving

shaft in proximity to the carriage suitably journalled in the said mixing receptacle .

frame, the main turning arm secured to the shaft , the gear
4. In a mixing machine , a rotary cubiform mixing recep

secured to such shaft and meshing with the gear operating tacle having one corner portion cut away and provided with

the turning mechanism , a supplemental arm loosely held on a discharge nozzle 22, and having its diagonally opposite cor
the shaft , the arm remote from the carriage suitably jour

nalled onthe frame, the chain connected to the supplemental cured on the mixing receptacle , the mixing receptacle being
ner portion cut away and provided with a mouthpiece 3 se

arm at one end and extending around the shaft more remote supported to revolve about a tilting axis passing through the

from the carriage and connected to the supplemental or
nozzle 22 and the mouthpiece 1.

loading arm above its pivotal point , the main driving shaft ,

the friction wheel located on the shaft in proximity to the

carriage and the friction wheel located on the shaft more
No. 100,488. Incandescent Gas Light.

remote from the carriage, the main driving shaft and the Lumière incandescente à gaz .

friction pinion, a lever through which the shaft extends and

i: journalled , suitably fulcrumed on the frame , as and for

the purpose specified.

11. In a log roller and turner, a log rolling arm secured on

a shaft suitably journalled and a turning arm suitably car

ried and driven, as and for the purpose specified.
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No. 100,487. Mixing Machine. Machine à mélanger.
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Sidney Mason , Philadelphia , Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 21st Au

gust, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 17th April , 1906. Receipt No.

134,965.

Claim.-1 . A glass globe for inverted incandescing mantles

having in the lower part of the body portion a constricted

central passage of smaller diameter than the body, and open

ing into a lower chamber having lateral air openings.

2. A glass globe for inverted incandescing mantles having

at its lower end a chamber with a closed bottom and lateral

air openings, said chamber communicating with the body of

the globe through a constricted central air passage.

3. A glass globe for inverted incandescing mantles pro

vided at its lower end with a chamber having a closed bot

Frederick C. Austin , assignee of Charles E. Bathrick , both of
tom and air openings in its side portions , said chamber con

Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A., 21st August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed necting with the globe body through a constricted central air

29th June , 1906. Receipt No. 137,417.
passage .

Claim . - 1. The combination and organization in amixing No. 100,489. Vapour and Gas Burner.

machine, of a cubiform mixing receptacle revoluble about a

tilting axis passing through diagonally opposite corner por
Bruleur à gaz et vapeur.

tions and provided with a ring gear encircling the cubiform
John Arthur Mathes, San Diego , California , U.S.A., 21st

mixing receptacle and secured thereon in a plane transverse

to the axis of rotation and intermediate of said diagonally
August , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 14th April, 1906. Receipt

No. 134,926 .

opposite corner portions , one or both of such corner portions

being open in line with the axis of rotation , a tilting frame
Claim . - 1. A vapour or gas burner having a port in that

upon which the cubiform mixing receptacle is revolubly sup part of the burner from which the gas or vapour issues of a

ported at opposite sides of the ring gear, a base support upon
sufficient size when open to cause back firing and a mixing

which the tilting frame is supported by trunnions , power chamber adjacent thereto , a removable closure for said port,

criven gearing engaging with the ring gear on the cubiform and means to operate said closure upon turning off the fuel

mixing receptacle , power actuated mechanism for oscillating supply to the burner.

the tilting frame about an axis passing through the trunni 2. A vapour or gas burner having a surface upon which the

ons, a clutch for connecting and disconnecting the operating gas or vapour burns with a mixing chamber under said sur

power with and from the mechanism for oscillating the tilt
face and having a port in said surface of sufficient size when

ing frame , a lever for operating the clutch at will , and a stop open to produce back firing , a pivoted weight having an arm

device for automatically operating the clutch at each end of adapted to close said port to prevent back firing, and means

a predetermined extent of tilt on the part of the tilting to withdraw said arm from said port when the fuel supply

frame.
is being turned off .

-
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3. A vapour burner having a distributing chamber pro

vided with a perforated top, said top having a port therein

a drive roller for said belt and adapted to move the con

veyer frame and conveyer longitudinally when the belt is
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locked to either of the end rollers and the drive roller is

turned .

4. In a loaded apparatus the combination with a support

of sufficient size when open to cause back firing, a pivoted ing frame, of a vertically movable frame supported thereto,
lever secured to the distributing chamber, said lever having and a longitudinally movable horizontal conveyer on said
the shorter end thereof heavier than the longer end , an arm vertically movable frame.

secured to the outer end of the heavy end of said lever , said 5. In a loading apparatus the combination with a support
armbeing adapted to close the port in thetopof thedistri- ing frame, of a vertically movable frame supported thereon,
buting chamber to prevent back firing into the chamber, a a laterally movable carriage on said vertically movable

valve adapted to control the supply of fuel to the burner, an frame supported thereon, a laterally movable carriage on

arm secured upon the stem of the valve and adapted to en
frame and a continuous horizontal conveyer mounted to be

gage the light end of the pivoted lever and cause it to with adjusted longitudinally in said carriage.

draw the arm on the heavy end from the port in the burner 6. In a loading apparatus the combination with a support

when the fuel supply is being turned off . ing frame , of a vertically movable frame supported thereon ,

means for adjusting said last - mentioned frame vertically ,

a laterally movable carriage on said vertically movable

No. 100,490 . Handle. Poignée. frame, a longitudinally adjustable horizontal conveyer sup

ported by said carriage, a hopper , and a conveyer adapted to

receive material from the hopper and carry it to the hori

zontal conveyer .

7. In a ship fueling or loading apparatus the combination

with a float adapted to be located beside the ship , a support

ing frame on said float, a horizontal conveyer on said frame,

means for adjusting the conveyer longitudinally and verti

cally, and means for taking fuel or material from a barge

beside the float and depositing it onto said conveyer .

8. In a loading apparatus the combination with a support

ing frame, of a horizontal conveyer frame having longitudi

nal movement on said supporting frame, a belt conveyer

movable around rollers at the ends of the conveyer frame, a

drive roller below the horizontal plane of the lower belt

section and around which the belt is passed , idle rollers on

opposite sides of the drive roller ina horizontal plane above

the same, and said drive roller adapted , when the belt is
locked to either of the end rollers , to move the conveyer

longitudinally , when the drive roller is turned.

9. In a loading apparatus the combination with a support
Clarence L. Stockdell, Atlanta , Georgia, U.S.A. , 21st August ,

ing frame , of a vertically movable frame thereon , a hori
1906 ; 6 years. Filed 12th April , 1906. Receipt No. 134,865 .

zontal conveyer frame having roller mounting supporting the

Claim.-1. A dumb-bell having a grip or handle comprising same on the vertically movable frame, a belt conveyer on

a bar cross sectionally of elongated general diamond form. said conveyer frame , means for driving said belt and ad

the edges of the bar at the intersection of the sides thereof justing the conveyer longitudinally, and means fordepositing
being curved or rounded . material onto said conveyer.

2. A dumb-bell having a grip or handle comprising a bar

provided with a plurality of angularly related sides , said No. 100,492. Concrete Mixer . Mélangeur de béton .
sides being arranged to impart a diamond form in cross
section to the bar, the edges of the bar at the points of in- Ernest Leslie Ransome, New York City, New York , U.S.A. ,

tersection of the sides being rounded to give a truncate 21st August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 21st February , 1906 .
formation and to fit within the folds of a clasped hand, sub- Receipt No. 133,161.

stantially as described . Claim .-- 1 . In a mixer the combination of a revoluble mix

ing drum having an open end , a lifting shelf secured within

No. 100,491 . Ship Loader. Monte - charge. the same, a chute extending outwardly from the interior of

the drum through said open end , a bail attached to the chute,

George Henry Hulett, Cleveland , Ohio , U.S.A. , 21st August, means on which the bail is pivotally mounted , a second bail

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 26th July, 1906. Receipt No. 138,183. connected to the chute, and a lever connected to the second

Claim . – 1. In a loaded apparatus the combination with bail to permit the reversal of the chute , for the purpose

framework , of a oarriage movable horizontally in said frame- specified.

work , a horizontally endless conveyer having its frame mov- 2. A mixer having a revoluble drum adapted to receive

able through the carriage at right angles to the line of travel material at one end and discharge it at the other, the drum

of the latter, and driving means co -operating with said end- having a centrally orificed head at the discharge end , a

less conveyer to operate thesame or move it bodily endwise. shelf secured within the drum and extending alongthe inner

2. In a loading apparatus the combination with a support- side thereofdiagonally with respect to the axis of the drum ,

ing frame , of a continuous horizontal conveyer thereon, the discharge end of the shelf extending to the head at the

means for adjusting the same longitudinally and vertically , discharge end of the drum and forming a pocket in con

a hopper, and conveyer receiving material from the hopper nection therewith, an additional shelf secured within the

and depositing it on the horizontal conveyer at any adjust- drum and extending diagonally of the axis thereof across

ment of the latter . the first -named shelf, and a means extending through the

3. In a loading apparatus the combination with a support- ' said orifice in the discharge head of the drum , for carrying

ing frame , of a horizontal conveyer frame mounted to move off the material from the drum .

longitudinally thereon , a belt conveyer on the conveyer 3. A mixing apparatus having a revoluble drum , adapted

frame turning over rollers at the endsof the conveyer frame , to receive the material at one end and discharge it at the
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other end , a lifting shelf secured to the drum against the end, lifting shelves in the drum for the purpose specified, ' a

irner side thereof , the shelf extending diagonally with res- closure commanding said inlet opening, and means hinged

ly mounting the closure on the base independently of the

drum , whereby to permit the closure to swing into the drum

during the charging thereof.

10. The combination with a revoluble drum having an

open end, of a guard plate suspended within said open end

of the drum , an annular guard plate surrounding said open

end and attached to the drum to lie outside of the suspend.

ed plate , and a stationary guard plate in lapping relation

to the annular guard plate .

No. 100,493 . Boiler Flue. Tuyau de chars.

ng

Ru

Vhemm

2

B

Figs Fig...

100443 2

27

20

100492

John M. Crozier , Minneapolis, Minnesota , U.S.A., 21st Aug
rect to the axis of the drum for the major portion of the

ust , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 26th January , 1906. Receipt
length of the shelf, and said major portion of the length of No. 132,285 .

the shelf being relatively straight, and the shelf terminating

at the discharge end of the drum in an offset portion , the
Claim . - In a boiler the combination with laterally spaced

concave side of which faces the direction of revolution of the
Aue sheets having flue seats of the same diameter, of a flue

drum , whereby to form a lifting pocket . having one end a fixed conical sleeve portion, and at its

4. Á mixing apparatus having a revoluble drum adapted to
otherend a screw - threaded conical portion , said two conical

receive the material at one end and discharge it at the other sleeve portions having the same diameter and the same

end, and a lifting shelf secured in the drum against the inner taper, and annular packing rings of relatively soft ma

side thereof, the shelf extending diagonally with respect to terial but of high fusibility interposed between said conical

the axis of the drum for the major portion of the length of sleeve portions and the surrounding seats in said flue

the shelf , and the shelf terminating at the discharge end of
sheets , and which packing rings are swaged or upset at

thte drum in an offset portion , the concave side of which their inner and outer portions so that they are permanently

faces the direction of revolution of the drum, whereby to secured in the said flue seats , substantially as described.

form a lifting pocket.

5. A mixing apparatus having a revoluble drum adapted to No. 100,494. Sand Mixer. Mélangeur de sable.

receive the material at one end and discharge it at the other

end , a shelf secured in the drum against the inner side there

of, the shelf extending diagonally with respect to the axis Pig.3.

of the drum for the major portion of the length of the shelf ,

and the shelf terminating at the discharge end of the drum

in an offset portion , the concave side of which faces the

direction of revolution of the drum whereby to form a

pocket , and an additional shelf secured in the drum and ex

tending diagonally of the axis thereof across the first -named

shelf.
rigt

6. A mixing apparatus having a revoluble drum adapted

to receive the material to be mixed, and a lifting shelf

secured on the drum against the inner side, the shell ex

tending diagonally with respect to the axis of the drum

for a part of the length of the shelf and terminating at one

end in an offset portion , the concave side of which faces the

direction of revolution of the drum and overhangs the inner

surface of the drum at an acute angle whereby to form a

lifting pocket , for the purpose specified.

7. A mixing apparatus, comprising the combination with

a base , of the drum revolubly mounted thereon , said drum 100464

having open ends respectively for charging and discharging

the material being mixed, a rod extending longitudinally

through the drum beyond the ends thereof , means at each
William G. Stockham , Piqua, Ohio , U.S.A., 21st August, 1906 ;

end of the drum , for mounting the rod on the base inde
6 years. Filed 23rd July, 1906. Receipt No. 138,071.

pendently of the drum , a closure located at each end of the Claim.-1 . In a device of the class described, a frame hay

drum and supported from said rod, a chute adapted to pro- ing transporting wheels , a shaft sustained by the frame

ject into the discharge end of the drum , means for tiltably and operatively connected with and for driving the trans

mounting the chute independently of the drum , and means porting wheels, a second shaft operatively connected with

for adjusting the chute . and driven by the first - named shaft , and cutting blades

8. A mixing apparatus comprising a revolubly mounted carried by the second shaft.

drum having an open end, lifting shelves in the drum , a 2. In a device of the class described , a frame having trans

closure located at said open end and comprising two rela- porting wheels , rotary crank shaft carried by the frame, a

tively movable parts , and means in connection with one of gear connected with and for driving one of the transporting

said parts for mounting the closure independently of the wheels , a chain connection between said gear and crank

drum whereby to permit the free rotation of the drum in- shaft , a cutter shaft, cutting blades carried thereby, and a

dependently of the closure, and to allow the other part of gear and chain connection between the crank shaft and
the closure to swing, for the purpose specified . cutter shaft for driving the latter.

9. In a mixer, the combination of a base , a drum revolu- 3. In a device of the class described, a frame having

bly mounted thereon , and having an inlet opening at one transporting wheels , a gear fixed for rotation with one of
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said wheels , a rotary crank shaft sustained by the frame, 5. In a concrete mixer, the combination of a driving shaft ,

a pinion fixed on said shaft , a chain travelling upon and con- a truncated conical mixing drum on the shaft , a roll on

necting the gear and pinion for driving the transporting

wheel from the crank shaft, a cutter shaft , cutting blades

carried thereby , a pinion fixed on the cutter shaft , a gear

fixed on the crank shaft and a chain operatively connecting

the latter gear and pinion , whereby the cutter shaft is

driven from the crank shaft .

4. In a device of the class described , a frame having

transporting wheels, a cutter shaft carried by the frame,

cutting blades carried by the shaft , and a power shaft sus

tained by the frame and operatively connected with and

for simultaneously driving both the ground wheels and

cutter shaft .

- 5. In a device of the class described , a frame having

transporting wheels, arms pivoted to the frame for ver

tical swinging movement , a cutter shaft carried by the arms

for movement therewith , cutting blades on said shaft, a

power shaft, operative connections between the power shaft

and transporting wheels and also between the power shaft

and cutter shaft .

6. In a device of the class described, a frame having

transporting wheels, a pair of arms pivotally connected

with the frame to swing in a vertical plane, a cutter shaft

carried by and for movement with the arms, means for

normally fixing the arms against movement , cutting blades the shaft , a chute beneath the roll and extending into the

carried by the shaft, a power shaft sustained by the frame ,
small end of the drum, a counter shaft arranged parallel

and operative connections between the power shaft and
with the driving shaft , a roll on the counter shaft , a belt

cutter shaft for driving the latter . engaging the rolls and moved thereby and constituting a

7. In a device of the class described, a frame having yielding and movable bottom for the hoppers, a plurality

transporting wheels , a shaft journalled in the frame , mecha of hoppers above the belt, side openings to the hoppers

nism for driving said shaft, and a pair of cutter members
and adjustable gates to said openings .

fixed upon and for rotation with the shaft, said members
6. In a concrete mixer, a shaft , a tube concentric with

each comprising arms radiating from the shaft and blades the shaft, bands surrounding the tube, rods bent near the

attached to and carried by the arms , said blades being ar
middle to partially surround the shaft and having their

ranged in pairs , each pair formed from a single length of
respective ends extending the tube and bends, and nuts

material bent adjacent its longitudinal center upon itself
on the ends of the rods.

and the blades of the respective members being arranged 7. In a concrete mixer, the combination of a hopper, a

in relatively staggered relation and spirally twisted from
mixing drum , a chute between the hopper and drum , a

cnd to end .
hinge supporting one end of the chute upon a horizontal

8. A machine for working sand or like material in bulk, axis , a rigid bale supporting the other end of the chute , a

the same comprising a frame , a mixing or kneading device rotating disc, and pins mounted in the disc to successively

mounted upon or carried by the frame and comprising ele
engage and support the bale .

mints arranged to work the materịal in the plane of move
8. In a concrete mixer, the combination of a sand hop

munt of the machine and simultaneously back and forth
per, a cement hopper, a belt beneath the hoppers, rolls

to effect a blending and a ridging thereof, propelling means
supporting the belt, pins in the end of one of the rolls , a

supporting the said frame , and actuating means for the
chute below said roll , a pivotal support for the upper end

mixing or kneading device and for the said propelling means
of the chute , a bail supporting the lower end of the chute ,

mounted upon the frame to admit of the machine being run
the pins in the roll successively engaging and supporting

the bail .
backward and forward .

9. A machine for working sand or like material in bulk,
9. In a concrete mixer , a sand hopper, a cement hopper,

the same embodying a mixing or kneading device compris
a driving shaft and a countershaft below the hoppers , rolls

ing blades alternately inclined in opposite directions to
on the said shafts, a belt engaging the rolls and extending

beneath the hoppers , a mixing drum on the driving shaft,

the plane of movement of the machine , and actuating means

for said mixer or kneader to effect a blending and work
a chute beneath the driving shaft, a pivotal support for the

ing of the material by a combined tossing and back -and
upper end of the chute, a bail supporting the lower end of

forth movement thereof without scattering or spreading.
the chute , and pins in the end of the driving shaft drum

10. A machine for working sand or like material in bulk,
and successively engaging and supporting the bail .

the same comprising a mixing or kneading device and means

for rotating said device , said rotary mixer comprising No. 100,496. Shears. Cisailles.

blades alternately inclined in opposite directions lengthwise

thereof to simultaneously toss the material in the plane of

travel of the machine and move it back and forth to effect

a thorough blending without scattering or spreading thereof.
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No. 100,495. Concrete Mixer. Mélangeur de béton.

Milon Joseph Demorest, Belding, Michigan , U.S.A. , 21st

August 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 4th July, 1906 . Receipt

No. 137,508.

Claim.-1 . In a concrete mixer, a hopper having a side

opening, a horizontally movable and vertically yieldable

belt forming a bottom to the hopper, an adjustable gate to

the side opening, and means for moving the belt.

2. In a concrete mixer, a hopper having a side opening,

a horizontally movable and vertically yieldable belt form

ing a bottom to the hopper, marginal supports for the belt,

means for moving the belt, and a gate to adjust the side

opening in the hopper.

3. Ina concrete mixer, a sand hopper and a cement hop

per each having a side opening and arranged side by side,
a single horizontally movable belt forming a bottom for

both hoppers, gates to adjust the side opening in the hop
pers and means for moving the belt .

4. In a concrete mixer, a driving shaft, a counter shaft William James Hancock , Freeland , Colorado, U.S.A. , 21st

parallel with the driving shaft , opposing rolls on said August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th April , 1906. Receipt No.

shafts , a sand hopper and a cement hopper above the plane
135,257 .

of said rolls , a belt engaging said rolls and forming a hori- Claim . - 1. Shears having portions adapted to be connected

zontally moving and vertically yielding bottom to the hop- by a pivot, said portions being rigid relatively to the blades

pers, a mixing drum on the shaft, and a chute below the roll and each being offset from the plane of its blade in the

on the driving shaft. same direction .
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2. Shears having portions adapted to be connected by a trough at a considerable distance from the forward end , a

pivot, said portions being joined rigidly to the blades , and spray device arranged to deliver a spray of water onto the

each portion being offset from the plane of its blade in the coarse material and onto the sand and cement in advance of

same direction , one offset portion leaving a recess or seat in the point of delivery of the coarse material , and spiral con

which the other offset portion is received . veyers for the said hoppers for the purpose specified .

5. In a machine for mixing concrete and the like, the com

No. 100,497. Concrete Mixer. Mélangeur de béton .
bination of a mixing trough, an agitator arranged to mix the

material and convey the same toward the rear end of the

trough , sand and cement hoppers with discharge openings

arranged to deliver to the forward end of said mixing trough,

a hopper for coarse material with discharge opening ar

ranged to deliver to said mixing trough at a considerable

distance from the forward end, and a spray device arranged

to deliver a spray of water onto the coarse material as it is

delivered to the mixing trough and onto the sand and cement

in advance of the delivery of the coarse material, for the

purpose specified .

6. In a machine for mixing concrete and the like the com

bination of a mixing trough, a shaft supported therein, mix

ing arms on said shaft adapted to mix the material and con

vey the same toward the rear of said mixing trough, a drum

I divided into compartments , adapted to receive the material

from said mixing trough , a crank for operating said drum,

and spring catches adapted to engage said crank as said

drum is revolved , for the purpose specified.

7. In a machine for mixing concrete and the like the com

bination of a mixing trough A' , a shaft rectangular in cross

section supported therein , mixing arms BT having notches in

their inner ends adapted to embrace said shaft , and spirally

arranged thereon so that the front edge of each arm projeets

beyond the plane of the rear edge of the next preceding arm,

retaining bolts r having cams gul on one side , and wedge blocks

& interposed between said bolts and said shaft whereby said

arms are secured in position , for the purpose specified .

8. In a machine for mixing concrete and the like the com

bination of a mixing trough A' , a shaft rectangular in cross

section supported therein , mixing arms BỊ having mould

broad- like faces concave on their forward surfaces and in

clined rearwardly, corresponding to a screw surface , with

their outer rear corners cut away at to form a narrow cut

ting edge at its outer end , spirally arranged on said shaft , so

that the front edge of each arm projects beyond the plane of

the rear edge of the next preceding arm , retaining both r

having camspd on one side , and wedge blocks s interposed be
Henry D. Conway, Jackson , Michigan , U.S.A. , 21st August , tween said bolts and said shaft , whereby said arms are

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 20th June , 1906. Receipt No. 137,083 .
secured in position , for the purpose specified .

Claim . - 1. In a machine for mixing concrete and the like 9. In a machine for mixing concrete and the like the com

the combination of a mixing trough , a shaft arranged therein , bination of a mixing troughA ' , a shaft rectangular in cross

mixing arms spirally arranged on said shaft so that the for- section supported therein , mixing arms B1 with their outer

ward edge of each of said arms projects beyond the plane rear corners cut away at z , spirally arranged on said shaft,

of the rear edge of the next preceding arm , sand and cement so that the front edge of eacharm projectsbeyond the plane

koppers with discharge openings arranged to deliver on the of the rear edge of the next proceeding arm , retaining bolts

same transverse line to the forward end of said mixing r having cams pel on one side , and wedge blocks & interposed

trough , a hopper for coarse material with discharge open- between said bolts and said shaft whereby said arms are

ing arrangedtodeliver to the said mixing trough at a point secured in position, for the purpose specified.

at a considerable distance from the forward end , force feed 10. In a machine for mixing concrete and the like the com

devices for said hoppers , and a spray device arranged to de- bination of a mixing trough , a shaft rectangular in cross

liver a spray of water onto the coarse material and onto the section , supported therein , mixing arms B having notches

sand and cement in advance of the point of delivery of the in their inner ends adapted to embrace said shaft, spirally

coarse material , co -acting for the purpose specified. arranged thereon , retaining bolts q having cams good on one

2. In a machine for mixing concrete and the like the com- side, and wedge blocks & interposed between said bolts and

bination of a mixing trough , a shaft arranged therein , mixing said shafts , whereby sai arms are secured in position , for

arms spirally arranged on said shaft , sand and cement hop- the purpose specified .

pers with discharge openings arranged to deliver on the same 11. In a machine for mixing concrete and the like the com

transverse line to the forward end of said mixing trough , a bination of a mixing trough , a shaft supported therein , mix

hopper for coarse material with discharge opening arranged ing arms with mould board faces , concave on their for

to deliver to the said mixing trough at a point at a consider- ward surfaces and inclined rearwardly, corresponding to a

able distance from the forward end, force feed devices for screw surface, having their edges curved convexly and rear

said hoppers, and a spray device arranged to deliver a spray wardly toward their outer ends and their outer rear corners

ct water onto the coarse material and onto the sand and cut away to form a narrow cutting edge at their outer ends ,

cenient in advance of the point of delivery of the coarse spirally arranged on said shaft so that the forward edge of

material , co -acting for the purpose specified . each arm projects beyond the rear edge of the next proced

3. In a machine for mixing concrete and the like the com- ing arm , for the purpose specified ,

bination of a mixing trough , an agitator arranged to mix the 12. In a mixing machine for concrete and the like the com

material and convey the same toward the rear of the trough, bination of a mixing trough , a shaft supported therein , mix

sand and cement hoppers with discharge openings therein ar- ing arms with mould board- like faces having their forward

ranged to deliver on the same transverse line to the forward edges curved slightly rearwardly toward thei router end , and

end of said mixing trough, a hopper for coarse material with having their outer rear corners cut away to form a narrow

discharge openings arranged to deliver to said mixing trough cutting edge at the outer end, spirally arranged on said

at a considerable distance from the forward end , a spray de- shaft, for the purpose specified .

vice arranged to deliver a spray of water onto the coarse 13. In a machine for mixing concrete and the like the com

material and onto the sand and cement in advance of the bination of a mixing trough , a shaft supported therein , mix

point of delivery of the coarse materials , spiral conveyers ing arms with mould board - like faces, extending into prox

for the said hoppers , and means for driving said conveyers imity to the bottom of said trough , having their outer rear

at varying relative speeds, whereby the quantity of material corners cut away to form a narrow cutting edge at the outer

delivered by it is determinedl , for the purpose specified . end thereof, spirally arranged on said shaft, for the purpese

4. In a machine for mixing concrete and the like the com- specified .

bination of a mixing trough , an agitator arranged to mix the 14. In a machine for mixing concrete and the like the com

material and convey the same toward the rear end of the bination of a mixing trough, a shaft supported therein , mix

trough , sand and cement hoppers with discharge openings ing arms with mould board- like faces, extending into prox

arranged to deliver on the same transverse line to the for- imity to the bottom of said trough , having their rear corners

ward end of said mixing trough , a hopper for coarse material cut away to form a narrow cutting edge at the outer end

with discharge opening arranged to deliver to said mixing ' thereof, spirally arranged on said shaft , so that the forward
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edge of each arm projects beyond the plane of the rear edge 8. In pneumatic stacker attachments for threshing ma

of the next proceding arm, for the purpose specified. chines , the combination with the stacker frame and with the

15. In a machine for mixing concrete and the like the com- hopper, fan and delivery chute mounted thereon , of laterally

bination of a mixing trough, a shaft supported within said adjustable connections for securing the stacker to threshers
mixing trough, mixing arms on said shaft, hoppersC, C+ , C ' , of different widths, suspension rods securedto the rear end
for said mixing trough, spiral conveyers G for said hoppers, of the stacker and having adjustable bolt connections for en

suitable shafts for said conveyers, and adjustable guards gaging the stacker frame and a hood for inclosing the space
arranged over the delivery end of said conveyers , for the between the thresher and said frame having side walls of

purpose specified . flexible sheeting.

9. In pneumatic stacker attachments for threshing ma
No. 100,498. Pneumatic Stacker . chines , the combination with the stacker frame and with the

Ameulonneur pneumatique.
fan , hopper and delivery chute carried thereby, of a verti

cally yielding connection for securing the forward end of said

frame to the rear end of said thresher, adjustable suspen

sion rods secured to the rear end of said frame and adapted

to be secured to the thresher frame and side walls of flexible

sheeting extending between the thresher and said frame .

10. In pneumatic stacker attachments for threshing ma

chines, the combination with the stacker frame and with the

fan , hopper and delivery chute carried thereby, of vertically

yielding laterally adjustable connections for securing said

frame to the sills of threshers of different widths , suspension

rcds pivoted to the rear end of said frame and having adjust

able bolt connections for engaging the thresher frame and a

hood for inclosing the space between the thresher and said

frame having side walls of flexible sheeting adapted to be

secured to said stacker frame and to the thresher frame.

* 11. In pneumatic stacker attachments for threshing ma

chines, the combination of the stacker frame comprising

lower sills and upper forwardly inclined side bars, a straw

hopper mounted within the rear end of said frame, a fan de

100468 . livering into said hopper mounted within the forward end of

said frame and arranged to receive the chatr from the thresh-

er sieves, laterally adjustable connections for securing the

stacker frame to the sills of stackers of different widths, sus

The Indiana Manufacturing Company, Indianapolis, Indiana , pension rods for supporting the rear ends of said frame and
assigne of Samuel David Felsing , Crookston , Minnesota, a hood having side walls of flexible sheeting extending be

U.S.A. , 21st August , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 23rd July, 1906 . tween the side bars of said frame and the side walls of the

Receipt No. 138,087 . thresher.

Claim.-1 . In pneumatic stacker attachments for threshing 12. In pneumatic stacker attachments for threshing ma

machines the combination with the stacker frame and with chines, the combination of the stacker frame comprising

the fan , hopper and delivery chute mounted thereon , of lower sills and upper forwardly inclined side bars , a straw

means for connecting the stacker frame to threshers, said topper mounted within the rear end of said frame, a fan de

connecting means being adjustable in accordance with the livering into said hopper mounted within the forward end of

different widths of the threshers, substantially as described. said frame and arranged toreceive the chaff from the thresh
2. In a pneumatic stacker attachments for threshing er sieves , means for connecting the forward end of said

machines the combination with the stacker frame and witb frame to the thresher , suspension rods for supporting the

the fan , hopper and delivery chute mounted thereon , of ad- rear end of said frame and a hood comprising an end section

justable means for connecting the stacker frame to threshers mounted upon the rear edge of said hopper , laterally adjust

of different widths and a hood having laterally adjustable able side bars pivoted to the upper end of said end section

side sections for inclosing the space between the stacker
and arranged to engage the thresher frame , a top cover on

frame and the rear end of the thresher .
said side bars and side walls of flexible sheeting secured to

3. In pneumatic stacker attachments for threshing ma
chines the combination with the stacker frame, of laterally stacker frame.

said side bars , end section and to the upper end bars of said

adjustable connections for securing said frame to the sills

ofthreshersofdifferent widths, and a hoodhaving sidesof chines, the combinationof the stacker frame comprising
13. In pneumatic stacker attachments for threshing ma

flexible sheeting for inclosing the space between tthe stacker
lower sills and upper forwardly inclined side bars, a strawframe and the rear end of the thresher .

4. In pneumatic stacker attachments for threshing ma
hopper mounted within the rear end of said frame , a fan de

chines the combination with the stacker frame and with the
livering into said hopper mounted within the forward end of

hopper, fan and delivery chute mounted thereon, of straps said frameand arranged to receive the chaff from the thresh

arranged to extend beneath the adjacent ends of the sills of er sieves, laterally adjustable connections for connecting the

the stacker frame and thresher, laterally adjustable bolt
sills of said stacker frame to the sills of threshers of dif

connections for securing said straps in place , and suspen
ferent widths, adjustable suspension rods for supporting the

sion rods connected to the rear end of said stacker frame rear end of said frame , and a hood having side walls of flex

having adjustable bolt connections for engaging the thresher ible sheeting adapted to extend between the rear ends of the
frame. side walls of said thresher and the upper , side bars of said

5. In pneumatic stacker attachment for threshing ma- siacker frame .

chines the combination with the stacker frame , of laterally 14. In pneumatic stackers for threshing machines , the com

adjustable connections for securing said frame to threshers bination with the stacker frame and with the hopper, fan

of different widths, a hood for including the space between and delivery chute mounted thereon , of a hood for inclosing

the thresher and said frame having laterally adjustable the space between the rear end of the thresher and said
side bars and side walls of flexible sheeting. stacker frame having an end section disposed in operative

6. In pneumatic stacker attachments for threshing ma- position opposite the end of the straw floor or rack of the

chines , the combination with the stacker frame, of laterally thresher , said end section being adjustable on said stacker
adjustable connections for securing said frame to threshers frame to and from the end of said straw floor or rack.

of different widths , a hood for inclosing the space between 15. In pneumatic stackers for threshing machines, the com

the thresher and said hood comprising top and end sections, bination with the stacker frame and with the hopper, fan

laterally adjustable side bars pivoted to said end section and and delivery chute mountedthereon , of a hood for inclosing
side walls of flexible sheeting secured to said side bars, end the space between the rear end of the thresher and said
section and stacker frame . stacker frame , said hood comprising an end section mounted

7. In pneumatic stacker attachments for threshing ma- upon the rear end of said stacker frame and adjustable

chines, the combination with the stacker frame , of connec- thereon to and from the rear end of the thresher, and side

tions for securing said frame to the rear end of the thresher, walls of flexible sheeting extending between said end section
a hood for inclosing the space between the thresher and said and stacker frame .

frame comprising an end section mounted upon the rear end 16. In pneumatic stackers for theshing machines, the com
of said stacker frame , side bars pivotally secured to the up- ' bination with the stacker frame and with the hopper, fan
per end of said end section to swing laterally and arranged and delivery chute mounted thereon , of a hood for inclosing
to be secured to the rear, upper end of the thresher , a top the space between the rear end of the thresher and saia
section mounted on said side bars and side walls of flexible stacker frame , said hood comprising an end section mounted

sheeting secured to said side bars , end section and stacker to swing upon the upper rear edge of said hopper, said bars
frame. for connecting the upper edge of said end section and the
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thresher frame, and side walls of flexible sheeting secured to No. 100,499. Chaffer for Grain Separators .
said side bars, end section and stacker frame . Séparateur.

17. In pneumatic stacker attachments for threshing ma

chines , the combination with the stacker frame and with the

hopper, fan and delivery chute carried thereby , of means for

securing said frame to the rear end of the thresher and a

hood for inclosing the space between the rear end of the

thresher and said frame comprising an end section mounted

upon the rear upper end of said frame and adjustable to and

from the end of the thresher, and side walls of flexible sheet

ing adapted to extend between said end section and frame

to the side walls of the thresher .

18. In pneumatic stacker attachments for threshing ma

chines , the combination with the stacker frame , of laterally

adjustable connections for securing said frame to the sills of

threshers of different widths and a hood for inclosing the

space between the thresher and said frame , comprising an

end section mounted to swing upon the rear upper edge of

said frame , side bars for connecting the upper edge of said

section and the thresher frame and side walls of flexible

sheeting arranged to extend between said side bars , end sec

tion , stacker frame and the rear end of the thresher .

19. In pneumatic stacker attachments for threshing ma

chines , the combination of a stacker frame comprising

Ir wer sills and upper forwardly inclined side bars , a fan

and hopper mounted within said frame , laterally adjustable

connections for securing the forward end of said frame to

the sills of stackers of different widths , adjustable sus

pension rods for supporting the rear end of said frame and

a hood for inclosing the space between the thresher and

said frame comprising an end section mounted upon the

rear upper edge of said hopper and adjustable to and from

the end of the thresher and side walls of flexible sheeting

arranged to extend between said end section , said frame and

the side walls of the thresher .

20. In pneumatic stacker attachments for threshing ma- Alvey D. Dusenbery , Mankato , Kansas, U.S.A. , 21st August,

chines , the combination of a stacker frame comprising 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 8th May, 1906. Receipt No. 135.687 .

lower sills and upper forwardly inclined side bars , a fan

and hopper mounted within said frame , laterally adjustable Claim .-In a grain separator the combination of a main

chaffer, an auxiliary chaffer arranged for simultaneous
connections for securing the forward end of said frame to

the sills of stackers of different widths , adjustable suspen
movement therewith, a bottom or deflector arranged below

said ariliary chaffer and having its upper surface stepped,sion rods for supporting the rear end of said frame and a
and its front end extended over the tilings spout of the shoe ,hood for inclosing the space between the thresher and said
and a flexible closure connected at one end to the deflectorframe comprising an end section mounted to swing upon the
and at its opposite end to the rear end of the tailings spoutrear upper edge of said hopper, adjustable side bars for

connecting the upper edge of said end section and the of the shoe , substantially as set forth .

thresher frame , a top cover on said side bars and side walls
No. 100,500 . Separator. Séparateur.

of flexible sheeting arranged to extend between said side

bars , end section , stacker frame and the side walls of the

thresher . Eig.1.
21. In pneumatic stacker attachments for threshing ma

chines, the combination of a stacker frame comprising low
DUR

er sills an upper forwardly inclined side bars , a fan and

hopper mounted within said frame , a hood for inclosing the 9+

space between the thresher and said frame comprising a

swinging end section mounted to swing upon the upper

rear edge of said hopper, side walls of flexible sheeting and

a sheet metal strip overlapping the joint between said end

section and hopper.

22. In pneumatic stacker attachments for threshing ma

chines, the combination of a stacker frame comprising

lower sills and upper forwardly inclined side bars , a fan

and hopper mounted within said frame, a hood for inclos

ing the space between the thresher and said frame com

prising a swinging end section mounted to swing upon the

upper rear edge of said hopper, adjustable side bars ar

ranged to extend between the top of said end section and

the thresher frame, a top cover on said side bars, and side 10050

walls of flexible sheeting connected to said side bars, end

section and the upper inclined side bars of said stacker George Boettler, St. Peters,Miss uri, U.S.A., 21st August,

frame . 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 7th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,630.

23. In pneumatic stackers , the combination with a frame , Claim .-1 . A separating cylinder including a plurality of

of vertically disyosed fans and fan casings, inlet openings discs, a plurality of rock shafts supported in said discs, and
in the inner side walls of said casings , a fan shaft extending teeth upon successive rock shafts disposed between succes

through same, and a separator plate mounted on said shaft sivepairs of discs according to the arrangement of the latter
between said casings , said separator plate having an angu- longitudinally of the shaft.

lar edge . 2. A separating device for threshing machines including &

24. In pneumatic stackers, the combination with a frame, ing a pluralityof spaced discs and a pluralityof rock shafts
cylindrical structure supported for rotation and compris

of vertically disposed fans and fan casings , inlet openings supported circumferentially in the discs, each of said rock
in the inner side walls of said casings , a fan shaft extend

ing through the same and a transverse vertical separator
shafts having a toothed portion extending between two of

plate mounted on said shaft having oppositely deflected por
the supporting discs .

tions on either side of said shaft .
3. A separating device for threshing machines including

a cylindrical structure supported for rotation and com.

25. In pneumatic stackers, the combination with a frame , prising a shaft, a plurality of discs supported upon said

of vertically disposed fans and fan casings , openings in shaft and spaced apart, a plurality of rock shafts extending

opposite sides of each of said casings , hopper leading through all of the discs and ach having a toothed portion

to said openings, a fan shaft extending through said casing extending between two of the discs only, cranks upon the

and agitators mounted on said shaft between said casings rock shafts , and bearing plates having cam grooves engag

beyond the outer sides thereof . ing said cranks.

1
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4. A separating device for threshing machines including centric to and operated by said shaft , means for directly

a cylindrical structure supported for rotation and compris- locking the conveyer to the shaft , and transmission or re

ing a shaft, a plurality of spaced discs upon said shaft , a versing mechanism operated by the shaft and with which

plurality of rock shafts extending through all of the discs and the conveyer is designed to interlock when free of said

each having a toothed portion extending between two of the locking means .

discs only , cranks upon the rock shafts , and bearing plates 3. A conveyer comprising a casing having a single inlet

havira cam' grooves engaging said cranks , in combination and a plurality of outlets, a shaft designed to be constantly

with supported straps extending beneath and partially en- operated in one direction , a screw conveyer, means for

circling the cylinder, said straps being spaced apart for directly locking the latter to the shaft , and means actuated

the passage of the teeth. by the shaft with which the conveyer is designed to inter

lock when not locked directly to the shaft , said conveyer

No. 100,501 . Grain Separator. Séparateur à grain .
being caused to revolve with, or in the reverse direction to ,

the shaft to effect the discharge into the different outlets.

4. The combination with the casing and the shaft con

tinuously operated in one direction , of the screw conveyer

having a tubular spindle concentric to said shaft, and means

intermediate the shaft and the spindle for causing the con

veyer to revolve with , or in the reverse direction to the

shaft .

5. The combination with the casing and the shaft con

tinuously operated in one direction , of the screw conveyer
having a tubular spindle concentric to said shaft, means

for shifting said spindle longitudinally of the shaft, means

at one end of the spindle for directly interlocking with the

shaft, and transmission or reversing mechanism operated

by said shaft with which said spindle at its other end is

designed to interlock,

6. The combination with the casing having a hopper at

one end and outlets at its two ends , one outlet being be

neath said hopper , of a screw conveyer extended longitudi

nally of the casing, an operating shaft , means for causing

said conveyer to revolve with, or in the reverse direction

Edward Horazdovsky, Montgomery, Minnesota , U.S.A. , 21st to the shaft , and means for closing off communication to

August , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 7th June, 1906. Receipt
the outlet beneath the hopper when the conveyer is rotat

No. 136,639 .

ing with the shaft.

7. The combination with the casing having a hopper at

Claim.-1 . A shaking shoe having a grooved crossbar and one end and outlets at its two ends, one outlet being

provided with hinged brackets supporting a tailings trough , beneath said hopper, of a screw conveyer extended longi

in combination with a screen frame supported at its upper tudinally of the casing, an operating shaft extended longi

edge in said crossbar and engaged at its lower edge by said tudinally through the conveyer and designed to revolve

brackets . continuously in one direction , a collar on said shaft with

2. A shaking shoe having a grooved crossbar near its which said spindle is designed to interlock , transmission or

upper front portion and an inclined bottom board at its reversing mechanism actuated by said shaft and having a

rear portion , and brackets hingedly connected with said collar with which said spindle is designed to interlock when

shoe and a tailing trough supported by said brackets, in shifted in one direction, means for shifting the spindle, and

combination with a screen frame supported at is upper a valve actuated by such shifting means for controlling the

edge in the grooved crossbar and at its lower edge upon the outlet beneath the hopper.

upper edge of the bottom board, the lower edge of said 8. The combination with the casing and the shaft con

screen frame being operatively engaged by the hinged tinuously operated in one direction having a gear pinion
brackets. on one end , of the screw conveyer having a tubular spindle,

3. In a grain separator, a shaking shoe , a screen frame through which said shaft extends , an internally toothed

supported therein , a gauge plate connected adjustably with wheel at one end of the casing concentric to said shaft ,

said screen frame, an inclined bottom board in the shoe , gear wheels intermediate said pinion and said internally

a guide board between the bottom board and the gauge plate , toothed wheel , means for causing said conveyer to engage

a cockle screen disposed to receive material guided thereto with said internally toothed wheel, and means for locking

by said board , and a curved shield above said cockle screen said screw conveyer to said shaft when the same is dis

to protect the latter from the impact of blast from the fan engaged from said wheel .

which is a part of the machine . 9. The combination with the casing having an outlet hop

per at one end and outlets at its opposite ends, of a screw

No. 100,502. Grain Conveyer. Transport à grain . conveyer located within said casing, means for operating

said screw conveyer in either direction , such means com

prising a shaft concentric to said screw conveyer, means

for positively locking the latter to said shaft, transmission

or reversing mechanism actuated by said shaft and with

which said screw conveyer is designed to engage when not

locked to the shaft, means extending outside of the casing

and connected to said screw conveyer for effecting the

shifting therof, and means operated by the last -mentioned

means for cutting off one of said outlets .

20

100922

No. 100,503. Excavator. Ercarateur.

John A. Manion, John P. Mullarkey and John Rowley, each

an assignee of a third interest , all of Montreal , Quebec,

Canada, 21st August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 19th May , 1906 .

Receipt No. 136,069 .

Pro.o
Claim .-1. In an excavating apparatus the combination

comprising a wheeled supporting frame, an auxiliary frame

adjustably secured to the supporting frame , vertical rotary

mechanism carried by the auxiliary frame , and a travelling
cutting conveyer on the auxiliary frame.

2. In an excavating apparatus the combination comprising

Edward J. Vraalstad , Buffalo, New York , U.S.A. , 21st Au- a wheeled supporting frame provided with teeth , an auxiliary

gust, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 23rd July, 1906. Receipt No. frame provided with teeth interlocked with the teeth on the

138,077. supporting frame , bolts adapted to secure the frames to

Claim._1. A conveyer comprising a shaft designed to be gether, and a travelling cutting conveyer on the auxiliary

continuously operated in one direction , a screw conveyer frame.

concentric to and operated by said shaft, and means at or 3. In an excavating apparatus the combination comprising

near each end of the screw for locking the latter to said a wheeled supporting frame , an auxiliary frame adjustably

shaft to cause it torevolvewith or in the reversedirection secured thereto, cutting mechanism carried by the auxillary
to the shaft . frame comprising a vertical shaft and cutting blades pro

2. A conveyer comprising a shaft designed to be con- jecting radially from the shaft, and a travelling cutting con
tinuously operated in one direction , a screw conveyer con- veyer on the auxiliary frame.

8-13
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4. In an excavating apparatus the combination comprising 3. In a machine of the class described the combination of

a wheeled supporting frame, an auxiliary frame adjustably a support , an apertured block thereon , a pin vertically con

fined in said aperture , a head pivoted on said pin and having

recesses, a boom, strap extensions on the boom insertible

ARA
in said recesses , and a horizontal bolt insertible in aper
tures in the head and strap extensions .

4. In a machine of the class described the combination of

a corner post, an apertured block thereon , a headed pin

vertically confined in said aperture, a head pivoted on said

pin and composed of a block and strap between which on

opposite sides are recesses, a boom , strap extensions on the

boom insertible in said recesses , and a horizontal bolt in

sertible in apertures in the band , block and strap exten .

sions.

5. In a machine of the class described the combination of

two corner posts , an apertured block on each post , a headed

pin vertically confined in each block aperture , a head pivoted

on each pin and provided with recesses and horizontal pivot
holes , a bracing strap for the vertical pin, a boom having

strap extensions insertible in the recesses of either head ,100503

ng
and a horizontal pivot bolt adapted to be passed through the

head holes and holes in said extensions .

6. In a machine of the class described the combination of
secured thereto , vertical rotary cutting mechanism carried a carrier frame , two posts at opposite corners of one end
by the auxiliary frame , a pair of driven chains on the auxil- of the frame , a boom adapted to be universally joined to

iary frame, and cutting troughs secured to the chains and either post, a dipper at the free end of the boom, said dipper
extending transversely of the auxiliary frame. having bails connected by a horizontal pivot to a vertically

5. In an excavating apparatus the combination comprising pivoted plate on the underside of the boom , a concave
a wheeled supporting frame, an auxiliary frame adjustably shoulder on the top of the dipper, and a swinging stop arm
secured thereto, vertical rotary cutting mechanism carried on the boom adapted to engage said shoulder .

by the auxiliary frame , a travelling cutting conveyer on the 7. In a machine of the class described the combination of

auxiliary frame , a hopper carried by the supporting frame a carrier frame, a boom adapted to be pivuted at either side

adjacent the cutting conveyer, and an endless conveyer ad- of said frame , a dipper universally joined to the free end

jacent the hopper. of the boom , a shoulder on the top of the dipper and an ad

6. In an excavating apparatus the combination comprising justable stop for engagement with the shoulder.

a wheeled supporting frame, an auxiliary frame adjustably 8. In a machine of the class described the combination of

secured to the supporting frame, vertical rotary cutting a carrier frame a dipper carrying boom shiftable from side

mechanism carried by the auxiliary frame, a travelling cut- to side of said frame, means formoving the boom , a shift

ting conveyer on the auxiliary frame, a conveyer on the sup- able inclined guide for the movement of the boom , and a

porting frame, a conveyer projecting from the supporting friction roller on the boom for engagement with the guide,
frame, and a series of removable co - operating conveyers ex- said roller being shiftable from side to side of the boom .

tending from the projecting conveyer. 9. In a machine of the class described the combination of

7. In combination with an excavating apparatus , having a a carrier frame , a dipper carrying boom shiftable from side

rearwardly extending conveyer, a series of co- operating re- to side of said frame , means for moving the boom, a shift

movable conveyers , each comprising a front and rear axle, able inclined guide for the movement of the boom , a friction
and branches connecting the axles, front wheels on the front roller journalled in arms pivoted to ears on the boom and
axles, rear wheels of greater diameter disposed on the rear permitting the shifting of the roller from one side of the

axles at a greater distance apart than the front wheels, and boom to the other, and means for securing the roller in

an endless belt on each conveyer of the series . either position .

10. In a machine of the class described the combination of

No. 100,504. Excavator. Ercavateur.
a carrier frame , a dipper carrying boom shiftable from side

to side of said frame, a mast carrying sheaves , a rope or

cable passing around said sheaves and attached to the boom ,

a vertical support for the mast, and means permitting the

shifting of the mast from side to side of the frame center.

11. In a machine of the class described the combination of

a carrier frame , a vertical A-frame central of the carrier

frame , a support at the upper end of he A - frame, a dipper

carrying boom shiftable from side to side of the carrier

frame, a mast , sheaves on the mast , a rope or cable passed

around said sheaves and attached to the boom , and means for

removably fastening the mast towards its upper end to said

support and at its lower end to the carrier frame , whereby

said mast is shiftable from one side of the frame center to

the other.

12. In a machine of the class described the combination of

a carrier frame , a vertical A-frame central of the carrier

frame , a support at the upper end of the A-frame , a dipper

carrying boom shiftable from side to side of the carrier

frame , a mast removably fastened to said support and to the

carrier frame to permit of its being shifted from one side of

the center of the frame to the other, a sheave at the upper

1005.* 4
and of the mast , a sheave at the lower end of the mast, and

a rope or cable passing around said sheaves and attached to
the boom .

13. In a ma ne of the class described the combination of
The Mahony R. R. Ditching Machine Company, assignee of a carrier frame, a dipper carrying boom shiftable from side

Daniel Henry Mahony, all of Vincennes, Indiana, U.S.A., to side of said frame, a mast carrying a sheave , a hoisting

21st August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 12th March , 1906. Re
rope or cable passing around the sheave and attached to the

ceipt No. 133,759.
boom , and an inclined guide for the movement of the boom

Claim .-1. In a machine of the class described the combin- carried by the mast , said mast and guide being shiftable to

ation of a carrier frame comprising side members which bring the latter at either side of the frame and the mast at

constitute runners , end members, corner posts at one end of either side of the frame center.

the frame , a vertical frame at the other end of the frame , 14. Ion a machine of the class described the combination

and braces for said posts, and vertical frame , each post of a carrier frame , a dipper carrying boom shiftable from

brace and frame brace being connected together at their side to side of said frame , a mast carrying sheaves , a hoist

lower ends . ing rope or cable passing around said sheaves and attached

2. In a machine of the class described the combination of to the boom , a foldable inclined guide for the movement of

a carrier frame comprising side and end members , corner the boom , and means for removably supporting the boom to

posts at one end of the frame, rods connecting the upper permit the shifting of the latter and guide from side to side
ends of said posts , an A- frame at the other end of the frame , of the frame.

braces for the A- frame and braces for the post , each post 15. In a machine of the class described the combination

brace having a strip extension secured to the lower end of of a carrier frame , a dipper carrying boom, a mast carrying

one of the A-frame braces .
boom hoisting means , a guide for the movement of the boom ,
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said guide being formed of two foldable pivoted together 4. The combination of an inner and outer shell arranged to

members, the upper member being removably and adjustably form an enclosing cast therebetween , means for temporarily

fastened to the mast, and means for securing the guide in expanding the inner shell , means for temporarily contract

extended condition at its lower member. ing the outer shell , means causing each of said shells to

16. Ino a machine of the class described the combination of move at least partly away from the other shell on release

a carrier frame, a dipper carrying boom shiftable from side of said temporary expanding and contracting means, a series

to side of said frame , a shiftable mast carrying boom hoist- of levers operated friction shoes for supporting each of said

ing means, a foldable guide for the movement of the boom, shells upon the vertical wall surfaces of a structure mould

the upper guide member being supported from the mast , and ed by said shells , and means for adjusting or plumbing said

said guide being shiftable with the mast, an adjustable brace shells relatively to said friction shoes and structure.
for the lower end of the guide , and means at each side of 5. The combination of an outer with an inner shell , each

the frame for adjustably securing the inner end of the brace. of said shells being in the form of a curved wall the vertical

17. In a machine of the character described the combination end edges of which substantially meet , a lever operated

of a carrier frame , a dipper carrying boom , means for rais- mechanism for forcing the edges of said outer shell toward

ing and lowering the boom, a guide for the movement of the and from each other and thereby respectively contract and

boom consisting of two foldable sections, a sectionalbrace expand said outer shell , a slightly taperedboard 57, or wall

for the lower end of the guide,and a rigid adjustable brace section, adapted to be interposed between the meeting edges
for said lower end, of said inner shell to force same apart and expand said inner

18. In a machine of the character described the combina- shell , the latter being constructed so that it will contract

tion of a carrier frame , a dipper carrying boom , means for when said wall section , or board 57 is removed, and means

raising and lowering the boom , a guide for the movement of for supporting each of said shells upon the vertical sides of

the boom and means for raising and lowering said guide. a cast , or moulded structure , formed between said shells .

19. In a machine of the character described, the combina
6. A curved wall or shell having normally separated meet

tion of a carrier frame, a dipper carrying hoom , a cable for ing edges, said shell constructed to serve as a mould for a

raising and lowering said boom, a sheave around which said column- like structure, a plate arranged to close the opening

cable passes, and a swinging housing for the sheave having between said edges without interfering with their movement

its pivot in line with the vertical traverse of the cable . toward and from each other , a lever operated mechanism for

20. In a machine of the character described the combination temporarily contracting said shell during each 'moulding
of a carrier frame , a dipper carrying boom , a cable for rais- operation and for expanding said shell to release it from a

ing and lowering said boom , a sheave around which said cast formed therewithin , and means for supporting said shell

cable passes, and a reversible swinging housing for the upon vertical surfaces of the cast.

sheave having its pivot in line with the vertical traverse of
7. A curved wall , or shell , having normally separated meet

the cable. ing edges, means for moving said edges toward and from

each other for the purpose of respectively contracting and

No. 100,505. Mould for Concrete.
expanding said shell, means for closing the open space be

tween said edges when said shell is expanded, and means

Moule pour le béton . for supporting said shell upon the vertical surfaces of a

moulded structure.

8. An expansible and contractile cast inclising shell re

straining means for forcibly expanding or contracting said

shell, means which cause said shell to resume its normal

form on removal of said restraining means, and means which

support said shell by frictional contact with the vertical

wall of a structure .

9. The combination of an inner and outer shell arranged

to provide an endless mould chamber therebetween means

causing said outer shell to expand and causing said inner

shell to contract for the purpose of releasing said shells

from a cast formed therebetween , a supporting ring for each

of said shells , a series of levers having brake shoes thereon

arranged to contact with the vertical walls of a structure

being moulded by said shells , connecting rods which support

said shells upon said rings , and means for adjusting said

shells upon said rods.

10. The combination of an outer with an inner shell , said

shells arranged to provide a continuous mould chamber

therebetween , means for contracting and expanding the

circumferences of said shells , friction contacts arranged to

support said shells on the vertical surfaces of a structure

moulded by said shells, means whereby the elevation of

said shells releases said friction contacts from fixed engage

ments with said surfaces, said means being operable by the

weights of said shell to hold said friction contacts in fixed

The American Chimney Company, assignee of Carl Stieler,
engagement with said surfaces .

Chicago, Illinois , U.S.A. , 21st August , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed

5th July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,568 . No. 100,506. Road Making Machine.

Claim . - 1 . The combination of a pair of shells arranged to Machine à faire les chemins.

form a continuous mould chamber therebetween , with means

for changing the forms of said shells to cause the adjacent

walls thereof to approach or recede from each other, and

means for supporting said shells upon a cast previously

formed therebetween , in such a manner that said shells, or

their support, do not rest on top of, or obstruct the space

immediately above said cast.

2. The combination of a pair of shells arranged one within

the other to form a ring- like mould chamber, said shells con

structed so that they are resiliently expansible and con

tractile , means for temporarily expanding the one shell to

ward the other and contracting the other shell toward said

first -mentioned shell, said means being releasable to cause

the walls of said shells to move away from each other and

a cast formed therebetween and means for raising and sup

porting said shells progressively upon the cast in such a

manner as to provide successive ring- like mould chambers ,

each of which is concentric with the cast , said supporting

means engaging only vertical surfaces upon the cast.

3. The combination of a pair of shells arranged to form a

ring form mould chamber therebetween, means for changing
the forms of said shells to cause the adjacent walls thereof Stephen Randall, Russell, Iowa, U.S.A. , 21st August, 1906 ; 6

to approach or recede from each other , and a mechanism for years. Filed 20th June , 1906. Receipt No. 137,093.

each of said shells which supports same through frictional Claim .-1 . A scraper consisting of supporting beams dis

contact with the vertical walls of a cast or structure mould - posed transversely and connected by means of a beam , a pair

ed by said shells. of side cutting blades suitably secured thereto , a pair of
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inclined inwardly and rearwardly extending cutting blades 2. In excavating machine, an adjustably mounted derrick , a

mounted within said side cutting blades and secured to said rack carried thereby, a pivoted lever for engaging successive

beams , and a par of inclined outwardly and rearwardly ex- teeth of the rack , and a locking yoke for engaging the rack

tending cutting blades secured to said beams intermediate and holding the derrick in adjusted position .

the front ends of said cutting blades . 3. The combination in an excavating machine, of a frame

2. A scraper consisting of supporting beams, side cutting having a pair of spaced transversely disposed sill members,

blades suitably secured thereto and providing a recess at an A -derrick having a lower connecting bar arranged between

their rear and a rearwardly and outwardly extending portion , said sill members, supporting feet or lugs projecting from

inwardly and rearwardly extending cutting blades suitably the derrick and engaging the upper surface of said sill mem .

secured to said beams , and A-shaped cutting blades secured bers , a rack carried by the derrick, a lever for engaging the

to one of said beams intermediate the end thereof . teeth of the rack and adjusting the derrick laterally of the

3. A scraper consisting of supporting beams , side cutting frame, and a pivoted yoke for engaging between the teeth

blades suitably secured thereto and provided at their rear and locking the derrick in adjusted position .

with a rearwardly and outwardly extending portion , a pair 4. In excavating machinery, a walking beam , a scoop or

of cutting blades mounted within said side cutting blades bucket pivotally connected thereto, and a yieldable latching

and suitably secured to said supporting beams , and a pair means for holding the bucket in operative position .

of cutting blades suitably secured intermediate the front 5. The combination in excavating machinery, of a pivoted

ends of said last-mentioned cutting blades . walking beam , a scoop bucket pivoted thereto , a latch , a

4. In a scraper the combination with a supporting beams, pivotally mounted pawl carried by the bucket and adapted to

and side cutting blades suitably secured thereto and provided engage said latch, and a spring connected to the pawl and

at their rear with a recess and a rearwardly and outwardly holding the same in operative position , the spring yielding

extending portion , of a pair of inwardly and rearwardly ex under excess pressure to permit release of the pawl.

tending cutting blades suitably secured to said supporting 6. The combination in excavating machinery, of a walking

beams within said side cutting blades and adapted to convey beam , a scoop bucket pivoted thereto, a tooth or pawl pivot

material to said recess and rearwardly and outwardly ex ed to the upper end of the bucket , a latch for engaging said

tending portion. tooth or pawl , a pair of links pivoted to the lower end of the

tooth , a second pair of links forming a connection between

No. 100,507. Road Grader. the first pair and the mounted frame , and a tension spring

Appareil d'égalage de chemins.
extending between the connected links and a fixed point,

thereby to permit yielding of the tooth or pawl when the

scoop bucket is subjected to excessive strain .

No. 100,509. Snow Thawing Machine.

Machine à fondre la neige.here
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Christian Morsing, St. Paul , Minnesota , U.S.A. , 21st August,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 11th June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,781 .

Claim .-- 1 . A road grader including scraping members hay

ing shoes, and a roller secured at the rear ends of the scrap

ing members .

2. A road grader comprising scraping members converg

ing rearwardly, and a roller mounted between the converg

ent end thereof.

3. A road grader comprising scraping members converg

ing rearwardly toward each other, a shaft mounted in the

rear ends of the scrapi g members, a roller mounted upon the

shaft, metallic rods crossing each other and connected at

their opposite ends to the scraping members to brace the

latter , other braces associated with the scraping members ,

a tongue pivoted to said braces, a flexible connection be

tween the tongue and scraping members , and a seat upon the

body of the scraper.

D
O

No. 100,508. Excavator. Excavateur.
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William Elliot, Montreal, Quebec , Canada, 21st August, 1906;
69뽀 6 years . Filed 5th June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,568.

Claim . - 1. In a device of the class described, a conveyer

adapted to receive the snow ,an endless belt mounted beneath
said conveyer, and means for delivering thesnowfrom the

conveyer to the endless belt in thin layers.

8 Pag.1 2. In a device of the class described, a snow receiving con

veyer , a belt mounted beneathsaidconveyer andtravelling

irthe oppositedirectionthereto , means for deliveringthe

Home
srow from the conveyer to the belt in thin layers, and means

for melting the snow during its travel upon said belt.
3. In a device of the class described , a snow receiving con

veyer, amelting belt mounted beneath said conveyer, means

for delivering the snow from the conveyer to the belt inthin

layers,and means for discharginga pluralityof streamsof

hot water on thesnowduringits travel uponsaid melting
Albert N. Cross , Tomah , Wisconsin , U.S.A. , 21st August, 1906 ;

belt .

Filed 7th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,633 .

4. In a device of the class described , a snow receiving com
Claim . - 1 . The combination in an excavating machine , of a veyer, ice crushing rolls mountedadjacent one end of said

frame having a boom , an A -derrick, a guyconnecting the conveyer, a melting belt mounted beneath said conveyer;
derrick to the boom , and means for adjusting said derrick means for delivering snow and ice from the conveyer and
laterally of the frame and independently of the boom .

crushing rolls tothebeltin thin layers, means for discharge

82
63

6222

24 22

13
16-1

9 25

101579

6 years.
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ing a plurality of streams of hot water on the snow during 7. The combination of a pair of slotted bars, a pair of

its travel upon said melting belt , and means for discharging links pivoted on opposite sides of one of the bars near its
lieated gases to the snow during its travel upon said melt- lower end , a pair of links pivoted on the opposite sides of
ing belt . the other bar near its lower end , said pairs of links crossing

5. In a device of the class described , a snow receiving con- each other and being connected by a pivot pin , pins occupy .

veyer, ice crushing rolls mounted adjacent one end of said iny slots in said bars, said pairs of links being connected at

conveyer, a melting belt mounted beneath said conveyer, their upper endsto said pins on opposite sides of said slots ,

means for delivering snow and ice from the conveyer and sheaves mounted on the projecting portions of said pins,

crushing rolls to the belt in thin layers , a water heater, a and two cables each of which is secured at its end near one

pump for discharging a plurality of streams of hot water on of said pins and then pass around the sheave on the opposite

the snow during its travel upon said melting belt , a motor pin .

driving said pump , means for discharging heated gases to the 8. In a clam shell bucket the combination of a pair of

snow during its travel upon said melting belt , and means for scoops, supporting and closing mechanism pivoted thereto

discharging water and mud from the device . and occupying the central plane of the scoops and links

6. In a device of the class described , a snow receiving con- governing the spreading of the scoops and connected to the

veyer , ice crushing rolls mounted adjacent one end of said
sides thereof.

conveyer, an apertured melting belt mounted beneath said 9. In a clam shell bucket the combination with the pair of

conveyer, means for delivering snow and ice from the con- pivoted scoops , a pair of links pivoted at their lower ends

veyer and crushing rols to the belt in thin layers , means for io said scoops and pivoted together at their upper ends , and

regulating the amount of snow delivered by said conveyer , a
a pair of additional links pivoted at their upper ends to the

water heater , a pump for discharging a plurality of streams links first -mentioned and pivoted at their lower ends to said

oi hot water on the snow during its travel upon said melting scoops.

belt , a motor driving said pump, means for discharging heat
10. In a clam shell bucket the combination of a pair of

ed gases to the snow during its travel upon said melting belt , scoops, a pair of links pivoted at their lower ends to theup

means for discharging the water of melted snow, and means per inner corners of the scoops and pivoted together at their

for discharging mud from the device . upper ends , and another pair of links pivoted at their lower

ends to the rear of the scoops and pivoted at its upper end to

that one of the links first -mentioned which is pivoted to the

No. 100,510 . Clam Shell Bucket.
opposite scoop .

Seau pour moules en écailles. 11. In a clam shell bucket the combination of a pair of

scoops , a pair of links pivoted at their lower ends to the up

per inner corners of the scoops and pivoted together at their

upper ends , another pair of links pivoted at their lower ends

to the rear of the scoops and pivoted each at its upper end

to that one of the links first -mentioned which is pivoted to

the opposite scoop , such link construction being duplicated

on the opposite edges of the scoops , and a closing and sup

porting mechanism for the scoops connected therewith .

12. In a clam shell bucket the combination of a pair of

scoops , a system of toggle members connected therewith for

opening the scoops , and a pawl carried by one of said mem

bers and adapted to come into engagement with a shoulder

when the scoops are spread and prevent their return.

13. In a clam shell bucket he combinaion with the scoops

and their operating mechanism , of a closing and raising

cable , an opening cable mounted on the bucket and termin

ating with it , and means independent of said opening cable
for holding the bucket open .

14. A clam shell bucket comprising scoops, toggle links

therefor, a closing and raising cable , and an opening cable

Henry P. Horn , Cleveland , Ohio , U.S.A. , 21st August , 1906 ; 6
connected with said links and terminating in an eye mov

years. Filed 28th May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,312.
able with the bucket, combined with a support having a hook

Claim .-- 1 . In a clam shell bucket, the combination of a pair anism for holding said hook in engaging position and for re
adapted to engage the eye of the opening cable , and mech

of scoops , closing means therefor to which the scoops are
leasing it .

connected , said closing means comprising a pair of bars , and 15. In a clam shell bucket the combination of a pair of

mechanism for causing the same to approach or recede from
links crossing each other and pivoted together at their cross

each other while remaining parallel . ing , a pair of additional l'nks pivoted to the upper ends of the

2. In a clam shell bucket , the combination with scoops of a link first -mentioned and themselves pivoted together , means

closing and supporting mechanism therefor , consisting of a
for forcing toward each other the two pivots mentioned, and

pair of slotted bars, links crossing each other and pivoted at scoops carried near the lower ends of the links first-men

their lower ends near the lower ends of said bars, and having tioned.

their upper ends connected to pins slidable in such slots . 16. In a clam shell bucket the combination of a pair of

3. In a clam shell bucket, the combination of a pair of lower linkscrossing each other and pivoted together at their

slotted bars , scoops pivoted to the lower ends of said bars, crossing, a pair of upper links pivoted to the upper ends of
pivotal means connecting the scoops , crossing links pivoted

the lower links and extending upwardly therefrom toward

near the lower ends of the bars and at their upper ends each other and themselves pivoted together, means for mov

carrying pins engaging slots in the bars , a pin connecting ing toward each other the pivot at the crossing and the pivot

said links where they cross, a sheave on said pin , and mech- of the upper links , means for moving toward each other the

anism for moving said pin to open the bucket . two pivots connecting theupper and lower links , and scoops
4. In a clam shell bucket , the combination of bars , scoops supported by the lower links.

carried at the lower ends thereof, links pivoted near the lower

ends of the bars and at their upper ends slidably connected No. 100,511. Grader and Excavator.
with the opposite bars , additional links connected with the

links first -mentioned and themselves connected together , a Appareil d'égalage et ercavateur.

pivot pin connecting the links first -mentioned where they
21st

cross , and means for causing such pin and the pivot con Stephen H. Bloomer, Seattle, Washington, U.S.A.,

recting the upper links to approach each other. August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 26th May, 1906. Receipt No.

136,276 .
5. The combination of a pair of slotted bars , links pivoted

near the lower ends of said bars and crossing each other and Claim . - 1 . A drive mechanism of the class described , com

pivoted together at the crossing , pins carried by said links prising a base , a supporting frame mounted thereon , a plur
extending through the slots in said bars, a pair of upper ality of sheaves rotatably mounted on said supporting frame
links connected to said pins at their lower ends and pivoted and held to rotate in a horizontal plane above the base, said
together at their upper ends , a sheave on the pivot pin sheaves adapted to receive an endless conveyer cable , gear
where the lower links cross, and a cable secured to the pivot connections between said drive motor and said sheaves, sub

of the upper links and extending downward beneath said stantially as shown and described .
sheave and then upward . 2. A drive mechanism for excavating apparatus compris

6. In a clam shell bucket the combination of a pair of ing a supporting sled, a platform thereon , a horizontal frame

bars , scoops secured thereto , links pivoted near the lower supported above said sled, a plurality of spindles mounted
ends of said bars and crossing each other and carry ng near in bearings in said horizontal plane , intermeshing gears on

their upper ends , pins occupying slots in the opposite bars , said spindles , sheaves secured to the lower end of said spin

sheaves mounted on said pins, and closing cables extending dies and rotating in the same horizontal plane above the sled

around the sheaves. platform , and a supplemental shaft mounted on said sled,
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gear connections between said supplemental shaft and said tongue to enter said socket , the end of said tooth having a

spindle gears, a drive motor, gear connections between said broad bearing surface on said point upon each side of said

web whereby said point is braced and strengthened , substan

tially as described .

4. A shovel tooth having a vertical socket in its end taper

ed from the top toward the bottom in combination with a

detachable point having a web on one end and tongue

tapered from the top toward the bottom and adapted to

enter said socket and fit snugly therein , and the end of said

tooth having a broad vertical bearing surface on said point

upon each side of said web , and a removable pin passing

through said tooth and web , for the purpose specified.

5. A shovel tooth having a vertical socket in its end

tapering from the top toward the bottom and a detachable

point having a tapered tongue to fit within said socket, sub

stantially as described.
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No. 100,513 . Scraper. Grattoir.
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drive motor and said supplemental shaft, an entrant and
100613

exit guideway for said sled , all being arranged substantially

as shown and described .

3. In a mechanism of the class described the combination

with an endless conveyer cable and excavating implements
John Francis Coleman, Everett , Massachusetts , U.S.A. , 21st

secured thereto, of a drive mechanism comprising a brace , a
August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 21st May, 1906. Receipt

supporting frame mounted thereon , a plurality of sheaves
No. 136,110 .

rotatably mounted on said supporting frame and held to Claim . - 1 . In a scraping machine , the combination of a

rotate in a horizontal plane above the base , said sheayes scraper mounted on wheels and provided with means for

adapted to receive an endless conveyer cable, gear connec- opening and closing its bottom , means to lower and to raise

tions between all of said sheaves , a drive motor, gear con- said scraper , and means to lock said scraper when raised.

nections between said drive motor and said sheaves . all be- 2. In a scraping machine, the combination of a suitable

ing so arranged that the excavating implements are passed frame mounted upon wheels, a scraper hung in said frame

over the base between the sheaves and the base and through and provided with means to open and to close its bottom ,

the frame while moving in the same horizontal plane . means to lower and to raise said scraper, and means to

lock said scraper when raised.

No. 100,512. Power Shovel Mechanism .
3. In a scraping machine , the combination of a suitable

frame mounted upon wheels , a scraper provided with

Mécanisme de pelle mécanique. guides and adapted to move upwardly and downwardly in

said frame , means to unload said scraper through its base ,

means to lower and to raise said scraper, and means to lock

said scraper when raised .

4. In a scraping machine , the combination of a frame

mounted upon wheels , a scraper provided with supporting

guides which are in moving engagement with the sides of

said frame , means to unload said scraper through its base ,

means to lower and to raise said scraper, and means to
lock said scraper when raised.

5. In a scraping machine, the combination of a frame

mounted on wheels , and having depending slotted side

braces, a scraper provided with supporting guides which

move in said slotted side braces , means to lower and to

raise said scraper, and means to lock said scraper when

raised .

6. In a scraping machine , the combination of a frame

mounted on wheels and having depending slotted sides , a

scraper having supporting guides which move in the slots

in said sides , said scraper being provided with means

whereby its base may be opened or closed, means to lower

John Treacy, St. Paul , Minnesota , U.S.A., 21st August, 1906 ;
and to raise scraper , and means to lock said scraper when

6 years. Filed 25th May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,217 . raised .

Claim .-1 . A shovel tooth having a socket in its end 7. In a scraping machine , the combination of a frame

tapering from one end to the other , and a detachable point mounted wheels and having depending slotted side

having a web on one end and a tapered tongue fitting braces , a scraper provided with supporting guides which

within said socket, substantially as described . move in said slotted side braces , a plurality to bell crank

2. A shovel tooth having a vertical socket in its end levers operatively connected to said scraper to raise and

tapered from the top toward the bottom of the tooth , and to lower it and means to lock said scraper when raised .

a detachable point having a vertical web on one end that 8. In a scraping machine , the combination of a frame

terminates in a tongue tapered from its upper toward its mounted on wheels and havinis depending side braces, a

lower end and adapted to enter said socket and fit snugly scraper hung on a plurality of bell crank levers which are

therein , substantially as described . pivotally attached to said frame and whereby said scraper

3. A shovel tooth having a socket in its end in combina- may be raised or lowered, means to lock said scraper when

tion with a detachable point having a web on one end and a raised , and means to unload said scraper through its base.
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9. In a scraping machine, the combination of a frame 4. In a drag scraper the combination with the body pro

mounted on wheels and having depending side braces , a vided with central and front pins the handles swung on

scraper provided with supporting guides engaging said

side braces, and hung on bell crank levers pivotally attach

ed to said frame whereby said scraper may be raised or

lowered, means to operate said bell crank levers , and means

to lock said scraper when raised .

10. In a scraping machine the combination of a frame

mounted on wheels, a scraper hung on bell crank levers

which are pivotally mounted on said frame , said scraper be

ing provided with a bottom which may be opened or closed,

means whereby said bell crank levers may be operated to

raise or to lower said scraper and means to lock said scraper

when raised

11. In a scraping machine the combination of a frame

mounted on wheels and having depending side braces , a

scraper having a bottom provided with means for opening

and closing it, supporting guides for said scraper engaging

said side braces , a plurality of bell crank levers pivotally
mounted on said frame and connected to said scraper, means

whereby said bell crank levers may be operated to raise or

to lower said scraper, and means to lock said scraper when

raised.

12. In a scraping machine , the combination of a frame

mounted on wheels and having depending slotted side braces ,

a scraper guides supporting said scraper and in moving

engagement with said slotted side braces, bell crank levers the pins and having at their lower ends projections at right

pivotally mounted on said frame and attached to said scraper, angles provided with lugs on the inner faces of the same,

means to operate said bell crank levers to raise or to lower of slotted levers having projections and provided with

said scraper , and means to lock said scraper when raised . fingers projecting at right angles and connecting with the

13. In a scraping machine, the combination of a frame lugs of the projections of the handles, as and for the pur

mounted on wheels and having depending slotted side braces, pose specified .
a scraper provided with means for unloading through its 5. In a drag scraper the combination with the body of the

base, guides supporting said scraper and in moving engage- handles connected together by two crossbars, of means

ment with said slotted side braces, a plurality of bell crank attached to the lower bar whereby the scraper body may

levers , pivotally mounted on said frame , one end of each be held rigid and adjusted to suit different positions of the

being pivotally connected to said scraper, and the other end scraper, as and for the purpose specified .

of each being operatively connected to a lever , said lever 6. In a drag scraper the combination with the body pro

to operate said bell crank levers to raise or to lower said vided with central and front pins , and handles, of levers
scraper , and means to lock said scraper when raised . connected to the body by the centrally located pins and

14. In a scraping machine , the combination of a frame provided with slots through which the centrally located pins

mounted on wheels and having depending slotted side braces, extend , and having jaw -shaped projections at the front ends
a scraper, guides attached to said scraper and provided at to catch the forward pins , as and for the purpose specified.

their free ends with studs which move in the slots in said 7. In a drag scraper the combination with the body and

side braces , a plurality of bell crank levers pivotally mounted handles of levers connected to the same and provided with

on said frame one end of each being pivotally connected to key slots having enlarged openings at the inner ends , of

said scraper and the other end of each being operatively the bails having L - shaped ends and shoulders adapted to

connected to a lever, said lever to operate said bell crank abut the sides of the levers so as to have the L - shaped ends

ievers to raise or to lower said scraper, lock bars pivotally flush with the inner surfaces of the levers, as and for the

mounted on said side braces and adapted to engage said purpose specified .

guide studs to lock said scraper in a raised position , and a

lever operatively connected to said lock bars to operate No. 100,515. Scraper. Grattoir.
the same .

15. In a scraping machine, the combination of a frame

mounted on wheels and having depending slotted side braces,

a scraper provided with means for unloading through its

base , guides attached to said scraper and provided at their

free ends with studs which move in the slots in said side

braces , a plurality of bell crank levers pivotally mounted

on said frame , one end of each being pivotally connected

to said scraper and the other end of each being operatively

connected to a lever, said lever to operate said bell crank

levers to raise or to lower said scraper, lock bars pivotally

mounted on said side braces and adapted to engage said

guide studs to lock said scraper in a raised position, and

a lever operatively connected to said lock bars to operate

the same .

D

No. 100,514. Scraper. Grattoir .

James Butler, St. Catherines, Ontario , Canada, 21st August, 100 6 °15

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 16th May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,960.

Claim.-1 . In a drag scraper the combination with the

body, means whereby the handles may be connected to the Thomas Jefferson Waddell , Philbrook , Montana, U.S.A. ,

scraper, and the line of draught changer from a point locat- 21st August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 8th May, 1906. Receipt

ed near the mouth of the scraper to a point situated cen- No. 135,697 .

trally, as and for the purpose specified . Claim .-1 . Combined in a self- loading vehicle , a shovel

2. In a drag scraper the combination with the body hay or scoop, winding drums, a chain or its equivalent for sus

ing two dins located on the side of the scraper , one near pending each end of said shovel from a winding drum , and
the mouth of the scraper and the other centrally located means operated by the running gear of the vehicle for
between the mouth and the top of the back , of means con- raising one end only of said shovel .

necting the handles to the pins whereby the line of draught 2. Combined in a self -loading vehicle, a shovel or scoop ,

may be changed from the forward pin to the pin centrally winding drums, a chain or its equivalent for suspending
located between the mouth and the top of the back of the each end of said shovel from the winding drum , means oper
projections, as and for the purpose specified . ated by the running gear of the vehicle for raising one end

3. In a drag scraper, the combination with the body pro- only of said shovel, and a clutch mechanism between said

vided with central and front pins and the handles swung on running gear and said operating means.

the pins and having at their lower ends projections at 3. Combined in a self- loading vehicle , a shovel or scoop ,

right angles provided with lugs on the inner faces of the winding drums , suspending chain extending from the for

same, levers having fingers and provided with fingers pro- ward end of said scoop to a winding drum , power operated

jecting at right angles and connecting with the lugs of the means for winding one drum , and manual means. for turn

projections, as and for the purpose specified . ing the other drum .
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4. Combined in a self- loading vehicle , a shovel or scoop , means for controlling the admission of fluid into said cylin
winding drums, suspending chain extending from said der either above or below said piston , substantially as des

shovel to the winding drums , power operated means for cribed .

winding one drum , manual means for rotating the other 7. An automatic excavator comprising a main cylinder , a

drum , means for holding said drums against backward rota- jet pipe protruding therefrom , a piston on said jet pipe, a

tion , and means for releasing either of said drums and simul- side pipe opening into said cylinder at its opposite ends and

taneously applying a braking device to said released drum . means for controlling admission of fluid into said main cylin

5. Combined in a self- loading vehicle , a shovel or scoop , der or said side pipe at will , substantially as described .

winding drums, suspending means from each end of the 8. An automatic excavator comprising a main cylinder, a

shovel to a winding drum , a door pivoted to the shovel and jet pipe protruding therefrom , a piston on said jet pipe, a

held closed by a latch , means for winding the drums , and side pipe having two elbows for connecting said side pipe

means for antomatically unlatching the door when the rear with said cylinder at its ends and a valve on one of said

of the shovel is lowered . elbows for admitting fluid either directly to the cylinder or

6. Combined in a self -loading vehicle having a frame and through the side pipe at will , substantially as described .

running gear, a shovel or scoop , winding drums, suspend

ing means from each end of said shovel to a winding drum, No. 100,517. Excavator and Conveyer Anchoring
a sprocketwheelto the clutch , chain gearing between the System,

sprocket wheel and one of the drums for winding said drum, Excavateur et trar ort.

a clutch mechanism for holding said drum when wound and

a manually operated lever for disengaging said clutch and

breaking the speed of said drum when unwinding.

7. Comboned in a self- loading vehicle , a shovel or scoop ,

winding drums , suspending means from each end of the

shovel to a drum , means for separately winding said sus

pending means on said drums , means for holding said drums

against rotation when wound, and independent means for

disconnecting said drums and applying a speed breaking

device thereto .

8. Combined in a self -loading vehicle , a shovel or scoop.

a winding drum , suspending means between the winding

drum and the shovel , means for winding said suspending

means on said drum , a door pivoted to said scoop , a latch

for fastening the door closed , and a connection between the

latch and the vehicle .

9. Combined in a self- loading vehicle , a shovel or scoop ,

means for suspending and elevating said shovel , and thrust

bars pivoted to the shovel and to the vehicle .
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No. 100,516. Fluid Excavator. Ercarateur.
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Edwin Montgomery Reese, Los Angles, California, U.S.A. ,

21st August , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 23rd April , 1906. Re

ceipt No. 135,185 .

Claim . - 1 . An excavator and conveyer comprising a pair

of conveying hoists each of which has a drum and means

for adjusting the same up and down , and an excavating de

vice between said hoists and operatively connected to said
drums .

2. An excavator and conveyer comprising a pair of hoists

having adjustable drums and anchorages thereof , and an ex

cavating device between and operately connected to the ad

justable drums of said hoists.

3. In an excavator and conveyer an excavating device pro

vided with pivoted tools , some of which are arranged to

operate in one direction and others of which are arranged

to operate in the other direction , and means for moving

said device on the ground in one and the other direction to

cause the reversely arranged pivoted tools to operate on the
ground in alternation.

Sherman Augustus Jubb , Highland , New Jersey , U.S.A. , 21st
4. An excavator and conveyer comprising a digger and

August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 2nd May, 1906. Receipt No.
scraper provided with pivoted tools , and hoists respectively

135.490 .
connected to the forward and rear ends of said digger and

Claim .-- 1. An automatic excavator comprising a main scraper.

cylinder, a jet pipe producing therefrom , a piston on the 5. An excavator and conveyer comprising a shell and re

inner end of said jet pipe and means for leading fluid into versely operating tools mounted pivotally in said shell , and

said cylinder over said piston , substantially as described . means for moving the shell on the ground in one and the

2. An automatic excavator comprising a main cylinder , a other direction .

stuffing box in one end thereof, a jet pipe passing into said 6. In an excavator and conveyer a digger and scraper com

cylinder through said stuffing box , a piston on the inner end prising a shell provided with runners and tools pivoted in

of said jet pipe , means for leading fluid into said cylinder said shell.

over said piston and means for leading fluid into said cylin- 7. An excavator provided with pivotally mounted tools

der under said piston, substantially as described .
comprising diggers in combination with a pivotally mounted

3. An automatic excavator comprising a main cylinder , a scraper , and means for moving the same on the ground in

jet pipe protruding therefrom , a piston on the inner end of one and the other direction , said diggers being reversely

said pipe pierced to admit fluid thereto and means for lead- arranged so that one will operate in one direction and the

ing fluid into said cylinder over said piston and through it other will operate in the other direction .

into said jet pipe , substantially as described . 8. A conveying hoist comprising an anchorage , thrust
4. An automatic excavator comprising a main cylinder, beams pivoted on said anchorage and a hoist mounted on

means for suspending the same, allowing universal motion said beams .

thereof, a jet pipe protruding therefrom, a piston on the 9. A conveying hoist comprising an anchorage , thrust

inner end of said jet pipe and means for leading fluid into beams pivoted on said anchorage and a movable hoist and

said cylinder over said piston , substantially as described . reversing means therefor , said hoist being mounted on said

5. An automatic excavator comprising a main cylinder, a thrust beam .

stuffing box in one end thereof, a jet pipe passing into said 10. In a conveying hoist an adjustable anchor provided

cylinder through said stuffing box , a piston on the inner end with a crossed lower end.

of said jet pipe and pierced to admit fluid thereto, means for 11. A conveying hoist comprising thrust beams pivotally

leading fluid into said cylinder above said piston and through secured to anchorage and a conveying drum mounted on the

it into the jet pipe and means for leading fluid into the cylin- free ends of said thrust beams.

der below said piston , substantially as described.
12. A conveying hoist comprising thrust beams pivoted to

6. An automatic excavator comprising a main cylinder, a anchorage and spaced apart by a beam at their upper ends ,

jet pipe protruding therefrom , a piston on said jet pipe and said ends being free to move up and down, a conveying drun
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same .

carried by said free ends , and means to raise and lower the No. 100,518. Snow Plough. Charrue à neige.

free ends of said thrust beams.

13. A conveying hoist comprising thrust beams pivotally

anchored at one end and carrying a transverse shafton their

free ends , a drum on said shaft provided with means for

shifting longitudinally of said shaft, and means to operate

said drum.

14. A conveying hoist comprising spaced thrust beams

pivotally secured to an anchorage, a frame on said anchorage

provided with means for raising and lowering said thrust

beams, and a longitudinally movable conveying drum moun

ted on and between said beams .

15. A conveying , hoist comprising spaced thrust beams
pivotally secured ' to an anchorage , a conveying drum

mounted on and between said thrust beams and adapted to

move through the distance between them , means for raising

and lowering said thrust beams and the drum mounted on

them .

16. In an excavating apparatus in combination , two adjust

able traction members , an excavating device adapted to re

ciprocate horizontally between said members , said excavat

ing device being provided with soil moving attachments

adapted to automatically assume an operative position when

the excavator moves toward one , and an inoperative posi

tion when the excavator moves toward the other traction

member , and means operatively connecting said excavating

device with said traction members .

17. In an excavating apparatus in combination , an excavat
Howard Grimes , Newcombe , New York , U.S.A. , 21st August

ing device adapted to be drawn upon the ground, and traction
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 6th March , 1906. Receipt No.

means for operating said excavating device, said device pro
133,599 .

vided with a soil moving attachment , said attachment having Claim .-- 1 . In a snow plough the combination of a central

a heel adapted to enter the soil and thereby throw said at- runner secured to opposite sides thereof and side runners at

tachment into operative position . both sides of the central runner, said side runner connected

18. In an excavating apparatus in combination , two traction together and having a lateral pivotal movement for steering

members , an excavating device adapted to reciprocate hori- the plough .

zontally between said members , and a flexible connection 2. In a snow plough the combination of a central runner, a

operatively connecting said excavating device with said platform thereon, posts on the central runner and platform,

members , a drum being provided for said connection to pass guides on said posts, ploughs located at both sides of the

over and means for raising and lowering said drum. central runner, and bars on said ploughs movable vertically

19. In an excavating apparatus in combination , an excavat- in said guides , and means for adjusting the ploughs verti

ing device adapted to drawn over the ground, a flexible con- cally .

Lection secured to said excavating device for drawing the 3. In a snow plough the combination of a runner located

same , a drum for said connection to pass over, a horizontal in line with the longitudinal axis of the machine, ploughs at

rotary shaft on which said drum is slidably mounted to tached to said runner, and a steering sled movably connected

rotate therewith , means for rotating said shaft , and means with said runner.

for supporting said shaft , and raising and lowering the 4. In a snow plough the combination with a central run

per , and a platform thereon , of a steering sled pivoted to

20. In an excavating apparatus in combination, an excavat- the platform , a curved rack on said steering sled, a vertical

ing device adapted to be drawn over the ground, a flexible shaft on the platform , a pinion on the shaft meshing with

connection secured to said excavating device for drawing the the curved rack , and a hand wheel on said shaft.

same , a drum for said connection to wind upon , a horizon- 5. In a snow plough the combination with a central run

tal rotary shaft upon which said drum is slidably mounted ner, ploughs supported thereby, and a platform secured on

to rotate therewith , pivoted thrust beams having their free said runner , of a steering sled below the platform , a king

erds secured to said shaft,means for swinging said beams | pin pivotally connecting the rear ends of the platform and

on their pivots, and means for rotating said drum . sled , a curved rack on the front end of the sled , a vertical

21. In an excavating apparatus in combination , a horizon- shaft on the platform , a pinion on said shaft meshing with

tally movable excavating device, a flexible connection secur- the curved rack , and a hand wheel on said shaft.

ed to said excavating device , for moving the same , a drum 6. In a spow plough, the combination with a central run

for said connection to wind upon, a horizontal shaft upon ner, ploughs supported thereby, and a platform secured on

which said drum is mounted , vertically movable means upon said runner, of a steering sled beneath the platform , pivoted

which said shaft is mounted, a frame supporting said mor- thereto, and comprising two runners , one located at each

atle means, a motor, and reversible means operatively con- side of the central runner, downwardly projecting guide

I ! ecting said motor with said shaft . blades on the sled runners , and means for changing the angle

22. In an excavating apparatus in combination , a horizon- of the steering sled to change the direction ofmovement of

tally movable excavator, a connection for moving the same , the snow plough.

a frame , a drum mounted thereon for said connection to 7. In a snow plough the combination with a central runner,

wind upon, means for supporting said drum and raising and and a platform secured thereon , of ploughs at opposite sides

lowering the same , an adjusting pulley , a slide on which of the central runner , adjusting screws on the platform

said pulley is mounted, an adjusting beam carrying said adjacent to the rear ends of the ploughs, brackets adjustable

slide and pivoted to swing toward and from said drum , a vertically on the screws by turning the latter , and wings

motor, and flexible connections operatively connecting said having movable hinged connection with said brackets .

pulley with said drum and motor. 8. In a snow plough , the combination with a central run

23. In an excavating apparatus in combination , an excavat ner, and a platformthereon , of ploughs at opposite sides of

or adapted to reciprocate over the surface of the ground , the central runner , adjustable supports on the platform ad

and means for reciprocating said excavator , said excavator jacent to the rear ends of the ploughs, wings hinged to said

being provided with a scraper and ploughs adapted to auto supports , posts on the rear portions of the platform having

matically assume operative position during one recipro
slots therein , brace rods secured to the wings and projecting

cation of the excavator , and to automatically assume in .
through said slots in the posts, and means for securing the

operative position during the other reciprocation thereof,
rods at various adjustments in the post slots to vary the

said scraper being mounted in a position behind the ploughs angle of the wings.

during the reciprocation in which said scraper and ploughs sled supporting the same, comprising three normally paral
9. In a snow plough, the combination of ploughs, and a

operate.

24. An excavating apparatus provided with an anchorage lel runners, two of which are constructed to be moved simul

having two legs and constructed to straddle the ground to taneously to vary the direction of movement of the sled.

be excavated.

25. An excavating apparatus provided with an anchorage No. 100,519. Grader . Appareil d'égalage.
having two legs , the feet of which are parallel with each

other and are long and narrow , said legs being arranged to
Roscoe S. Sheldon , West Allis, Wisconsin , U.S.A., 21st

straddle the ground to be excavated .
August , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 10th April, 1906. Receipt

26. An excavating apparatus provided with an anchorage
No. 134,810.

having two legs , the feet of which are parallel with each Claim .-1 . The combination of a plough and an earth scoop

other and are long and narrow, and anchors at front and I and means for pivotally connecting such plough and scoop

rear of said legs . together .

8-14
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2. The combination of a plough comprising a draft beam , said pulleys for elevating a scoop to said platform , whereby

vertical and horizontal cutting blades, a scoop , and means its contents may be dumped through said opening in the

for pivotally connecting the plough and scoop together. platform , substantially as described .

4. In an apparatus for excavating trenches, a framework

with a raised platform , an inclined way leading to said

platform , an opening through the platform , standards ex

lending above said platform with pulleys mounted thereon

and a cable over said pulleys for elevating a scoop to said

platform , whereby its contents may be dumped through said

opening in the platform , substantially as described .

5. In an apparatus for excavating trenches, a framework

with a raised platform , an inclined way leading to said plat

form , mechanism secured to said inclined way adapted to

take into the ground at the bottom of said way, an opening

through the platform , standards extending above said plat

from with pulleys mounted thereon and a cable over said

pulleys for elevating a scoop to said platform , whereby its

contents may be dumped through said opening in the plat

form , substantially as described.
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No. 100,521 . Mould . Youle.
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3. The combination of a scoop , a draft beam , cutting blades

formed at right angles to each other and secured to said

beam , a pivotal bolt connecting the rear end of said beam

to one side of the scoop , a diagonal brace bar rigidly con

nected at one end to the front of said beam and pivotally

connected at its rear end to the other side of said scoop ,

all substantially as set forth .

No. 100,520 . Excavator for Trenches, Etc.

Excavateur pour tranchées, etc.
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Herman Besser, Alpena, Michigan, U.S.A., 21st August , 1906 :

6 years .
Filed 30th June, 1906. Receipt No. 137,451.

Claim . - 1 . A mould comprising two sections , each section

having a triangular mould cavity therein, these cavities of

the two sections registering with each other along a line

diagonally placed with respect to the article to be moulded,

and means for separating said mould sections from each

other.

2. A mould comprising a pair of mould sections each con

taining a part of a mould cavity , said part registering with

each other, a lever pivotally mounted on one section and

having a notch , and a pin mounted on the other section and

adapted to enter said notch for locking the sections to

gether .

3. A mould comprising two mould sections and means for

locking said sections together, comprising a pair of levers

pivotally mounted on the opposite ends of one section, each

lever having a notch , and a pin mounted on each end of

the other section and adapted to engage said notch, said

notch being located in the opposite side of the levers, and said

William Heffron, Cincinnati , Ohio, U.S.A., 21st August, 1906 ; levers being connected together by a handle located further

6 years. Filed 2nd March , 1906. Receipt No. 133,488 . from the pivot of the levers than said notch, whereby the

Claim.-1 . In an apparatus for excavating trenches, a
handle will keep the mould locked by the force of gravity .

framework with a raised platform , an inclined way leading
4. In a mould , the combination of a pair of mould sections,

one of said sections being pivotally mounted , a lever for

to said platform , a leaf hinged to said way to extend the
incline to the ground, said leaf being provided with curved locking said sections together , and means connected with

shoes to enter the ground at the bottom of the incline ,
said lever for automatically moving one of the sections when

an opening through the platform and a trip block at the
the lever is operated to unlock them from each other.

5. In a mould , the combination of two mould sections, a

edge of said opening, standards extending above said plat

form with pulleys mounted thereon and a cable over said
lever pivotally connected with both of said sections, said

lever having a slot , and a lo ing lever having a pin engag

pulleys for elevating a scoop to said platform , whereby its

contents may be dumped through said opening in the plat- ing said slot .
6. In a mould , the combination of two mould sections, a

form , substantially as described.2. In an apparatus forexcavating trenches, a framework lever pivotallyconnected with both of said sections, said
with a raised platform , an inclined way leading to said plat- lever having a slot , and a locking lever having a pin for en
form, a leaf hinged to said way to extend the incline to the gaging said slot, said slot being located at an angle with
ground, said leaf being provided with curved shoes to enter respect to a line between the pin and the point at which the
the ground at the bottom of the incline , an opening through lever is pivotally connected with the opposite section .

the platform and a trip block at the edge of said , opening, 7. In a mould , the combination of two mould sections , a

standards extending above said platform , with pulleys | lever pivotally connected with both of said sections, said

mounted thereon and a cable over said pulleys for elevating lever having a slot of said sections, said lever having a slot,
a scoop to said platform , said framework being mounted on and a locking lever having a pin for engaging said slot ,

skids for the ready removal of said apparatus from place to each of said sections having mounted thereon a flange con

place , substantially described .

stituting a hopper , and a removable plate having tamper

3. In an apparatus for excavating trenches , a framework guides thereon .

with a raised platform , an inclined way leading to said plat- 8. A mould having a flange surrounding certain sides of its

form , an opening through the platform and a trip block at upper surface , a removable plate on another side of the

the edge of said opening, standards extending above said upper surface , said flange and plate constituting a hopper,

platform with pulleys mounted thereon and a cable over and tamper guides connected with said movable plate .
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9. A mould provided with a removable plate constituting a mass of material, said end walls being provided with

a part of a hopper, said plate having projections constituting slots extending therethrough, guide rods extending through

tamper guides.
said slots , and mechanism connected with said guide rods

10. A mould having a tamper guide mounted on its upper and with said side walls for the purpose of maintaining

surface, said guide registering with each of the mould cavi- said end walls and said side walls in a predetermined werk

ties in the mould.
ing relation .

12. The combination of side walls movable relatively
toward each other, end walls movable relatively toward

No. 100,522. Moulding Machine. Machine à mouler. each other, and mechanism connected with said side walls

and actuated thereby for the purpose of drawing said end

walls apart when said side walls are moved apart.

13. In a moulding machine , the combination of movable

walls, and an adjustable gauge plate disposed intermediate

of certain of said walls and disposed edgewise in relation

thereto so as to be clamped by said last -mentioned walls

when the same are moved toward each other for the pur

pose of moulding a fragmentary block.

14. The combination of a mould made of parts movable

relatively from each other for the purpose of releasing the

block from said mould , and means detachably connected

with said mould for holding a part of said block after the

release of the mould from the block .

15. The combination of a mould provided with walls mov

able outwardly from each other for the purpose of releasing

a block , and mechanism detachably connected with said

mould for temporarily holding a part of said block.

16. The combination of a mould for shaping a block , and

mechanism having the general conformity of a part of said

block adapted to close the same , said mechanism being de

tachable from said mould for the purpose of remaining upon

said block .

Herman Besser, Alpena , Michigan , U.S.A. , 25th August , 1906 ;

6 years . Filed 29th June , 1906. Receipt No. 137,397 . No. 100,523 . Mould for Hollow Articles .

: Claim . - 1. A moulding machine , comprising side walls

movable relatively to each other, end walls movable rela

Moule pour objets creux .

tively to each other , and connections from said side walls

to said end walls for the purpose of forcing said end walls

toward each other in consequence of the movements of said

side walls toward each other .

2. The combination of a pair of side walls movable toward

and from each other , a pair of end walls movable toward

and from each other, and connections from said side walls

to said end walls for the purpose of maintaining said side

walls and said end walls in a positive working relation .

3. The combination of a plurality of walls for encircling

a body to be moulded , rods extending from certain of said

walls, and connections from said rods to the other walls for

the purpose of maintaining all of said walls in a definite

working relation .

4. The combination of a plurality of walls movable toward

and from each other, mechanism for maintaining all of said

walls in a definite relation to each other, and shields

mounted upon certain of said walls for preventing the drop

ping of the material operated upon into the working parts
of the device.

5. The combination of end walls provided with bevels and

side walls provided with bevels mating said bevelsof said Herman Besser, Alpena, Michigan, U.S.A., 21st August, 1906 ;
end walls for the purpose of forcing said end walls in defi

nite directions forming angles to the general direction of

6 years . Filed 29th June , 1906. Receipt. No. 137,396 .

movement of said side walls .

Claim . - 1. In a device of the character described, the com

6. The combination of a plurality of walls provided with

bination with the mould , of a collapsable core , a cap con

grooves , means for moving said walls relatively to each

nected to the core , and means whereby traction upon the

other , and metallic bands detachably mounted within said
cap will collapse the core.

grooves for the purpose of remaining upon the block after withthe mould, of a collapsable core, a cap movably con ,

2. In a device of the character described , the combination

the removal of sand walls therefrom .
7. The combination of a plurality of walls movable toward rected with the core , and means whereby the movement of

each other, each of said walls being provided with a groove, the cap from the coremay contract said core and whereby

the grooves of the respective walls registering with each
movement of the cap toward the core may expand the said

other, and metallic bands detachable from said walls and
core.

sunken within said grooves for the purpose of acting upon

3. In a device of the character described , the combination

the material to be moulded between said walls .
with a mould , of a core , means for contracting and expand

8. The combination of a plurality of walls provided with ing said core, a cap in connection with the core, means

grooves, said walls being movable relatively to each other, whereby apreliminarymovement of the cap with respect to

metallic bands sunken within said grooves and provided with thecore will operate saidmeans to contract the core, and

surfaces flush with the inner surfaces of said walls, and whereby a further movement will lift said core.

means for permitting said walls to be taken a part.

4. In a device of the character described , the combination

9. The combination of a plurality of walls movable toward with the mould , of a collapsable core , a cap having a lost

and from each other for the purpose of enclosing a mass
motion connection with said core whereby to permit a

to be moulded , certain of said walls being provided with

limited movement of said core , and means whereby the rela

bevels and others of said walls being provided likewise with tive movement of said cap and core will expand and con

bevels mating said bevels first -mentionedandsodisposed tract the core.

that when said first -mentioned walls provided with said
5. In a core , the combination of a flexible shell having

first-mentioned bevels move toward each other they force overlapping edges, a pair of brackets located opposite each

the other walls toward each other.
other near said edges , said brackets having projections

10. In a mould , the combination of walls movable rela- extending toward and overlapping each other, and outwardly

tively to each other , guide rods and slideways mounted upon
facing extensions on the ends of said projections , said ex

side walls so as to maintain the same in a predetermined tensions having bearing surfaces facing each other, and a

relation ,a lever mounted upon oneof saidwalls and pro- wedgeadaptedto pass between said surfaces and engaging

vided with locking members for engaging said guide rods, them for positively contracting the shell.

thereby holding the walls in predetermined fixed positions

6. In a core , the combination of a flexible shell having

suitable for moulding.
two free edges , two pairs of brackets located opposite each

11. The combination of side walls and end walls movable other near said edges, each bracket having a bearing surface

relatively toward each other and adapted to close around ' facing the opposite bracket , a second pair of brackets located

1
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opposite each other near said edges, a third pair of brackets parallel to the longitudinal axis of said rotatable member,

each having overlapping projections provided with bearing an outside cylindrical cover, a nut for clamping the laminae

surfaces facing each other, and a bar provided with pairs iu position , adjustable wedges mounted on said nut, and

of wedges for engaging the first two pair of brackets , and means also mounted on said nut independent of the end

a third wedge facing in the opposite direction for engaging cover for forcing the wedges outwardly to clamp the end

the third pair of brackets. connections against the cylindrical cover .

7. In a core, the combination of a flexible shell , means for 7. In the rotatable element of a dynamo-electric machine

collapsing and expanding the shell comprising a bar having the combination of a core built up of laminae windings there
wedges thereon, cap at the end of the core to which said on , and means for supporting the end turns or connections

bar is fixedly connected and a cross tie connected with of said windings comprising an end cover for clamping the

said bar at a point within the core and connected with the end connections against the core in a direction parallel to

cap at the side opposite to that at which the bar is con- the longitudinal axis of said rotatable member, an outside
nected with it . cylindrical cover, a nut for clamping the laminae in position ,

said nut and laminae being provided with communicating

No. 100,524. Dynamo Electric Machine.
passageways , adjustable wedges mounted on said nut , and

Machine dynamo - électrique.
means independent of the end cover for forcing the wedges

cutwardly to clamp the end connections against the cylin

drical cover, said cylindrical cover and end cover being pro

vided with openings communicating with the spaces between
the end connections and the longitudinal passageways

through the core and nut for the purpose of permitting the

passage of air to ventilate the core and the windings
thereon .

No. 100,525. Reciprocator for Electrical Brushes.

Réciprocateur pour brosses électriques.
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29The Allis -Chalmers Company, Milwaukee , and The Bullock

Electric Manufacturing Coy. , Cincinnati, assignee of

Edwin C. Wright, Newport, Kentucky, U.S.A. , 21st

August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 5th May , 1906. Receipt FIG 1 FIG 2

No. 135,569 .
182.525

Claim.—1. In the rotatable member of a dynamo-electric | The Allis Chalmers Company, Milwaukee , Wisconsin , and the

machine the combination of a core , a winding thereon having Bullock Electric Manufacturing Company, Cincinnati ,

end turns or connections , an end cover forcing said end Ohio, both in the U.S.A. , assignee of Charles W. Johnson ,

turns against the core in a direction parallel to the longi- Montreal , Quebec , Canada, 21st August , 1906 ; 6 years .

tudinal axis of the rotatable member and spacing blocks for Filed 6th April , 1906. Receipt No. 134,660.

the purpose of maintaining said end connections at a pre- Claim.-1. In a device for imparting reciprocating motion

determined distance apart , said blocks being provided with to the brushes of a dynamo-electric machine the combina

radial ribs and contracted portions between said ribs to tion of a brush yoke , roller supports therefor, and means

allow ventilating spaces between the end connections.
for imparting axial movement to said supports .

2. In the rotatable member of a dynamo- electric machine
2. In a device for imparting reciprocating motion to the

the combination of a core, a winding thereon and means for
brushes of a dynamo- electric machine the combination of a

supporting the end turns or connections of said winding
brush yoke , supports therefor, and means for imparting an

comprising an end cover, an outside cylindrical cover , a
intermittent axial movement in each direction to said sup

supporting member mounted on the shaft of said core and
perts .

having an inclined surface wedges mounted on said inclined
3. In a device for imparting reciprocal motion to the

surfaces, and means also mounted on said supporting mem
brushes of a dynamo-electric machine the combination of

ber and independent of said cover for moving said wedges
a brush yoke , supports therefor, and means comprising an

to clamp the end turns against the cylindrical cover.
intermittent clutch device for imparting axial movement to

3. In the rotatable member of a dynamo-electric machine

the combination of a core, a winding thereon, and means for
said supports .

supporting the end turns or connections of said winding
4. In a device for imparting reciprocating motion to the

brushes of a dynamo-electric machine the combination ofcomprising an end cover, an outside cylindrical cover, a

winged supporting member, adjustable wedges mounted on
an eccentric , means for driving said eccentric , rods driven

the wings of said winged member, and means also mounted
by said eccentric, intermittent clutch devices operated by

on said winged member for forcing said wedges outwardly said rods and means operated by each of said clutch devices
to claim the end turns against said cylindrical cover. for imparting axial movement to the brushes .

4. In the rotatable element of a dynamo-electric machine 5. In a device for imparting reciprocating motion to the

the combination of a core built up of laminae, windings brushes of a dynamo-electric machine the combination of an
thereon and means for supporting the end turns or con eccentric , means for driving said eccentric from the main

nections ofsaid windings comprising an outside cylindrical shaftof the machine , rods driven by said eccentric , inter
cover, a nut for clamping the laminae in position, independ mittent clutch devices operated by said rods and means

ently adjustable wedges mounted on said nut and means also
operated by each of said clutch devices for imparting axial

mounted on said nut for forcing the wedges outwardly to movement to the brushes .

clamp the end connections against the cylindrical cover. 6. In a device for imparting axial movement to the brushes

5. In the rotatable element of a dynamo-electric machine of a dynamo-electric machine the combination of an eccen
the combination of a core built up of laminae windings tric , gearing for driving said eccentric from the main shaft

thereon , a winged nut for fastening the laminae in position, of the machine , rods driven by said eccentric, intermittent
and means for supporting the end turns or connections of clutch devices operated by said rods and means operated by

said windings comprising an outside cylindrical cover , each of said clutch devices for imparting axial movement

wedges mounted on the wings of said nut , and means also to the brushes .

carried by said nut for forcing the wedges outwardly to 7. In a device for imparting axial movement to the brushes

clamp the end connections against said cylindrical cover. of a dynamo- electric machine the combination of gearing

6. In the rotatable element of a dynamo- electric machine driven from the main shaft of the machine , an eccentric

the combination of a core built op of laminae windings operated by said gearing, rods driven by said eccentric ,
thereon , and means for supporting the end turns of con- pawl and ratchet driven by each rod and means operated

nections of said windings comprising an end cover for clamp- by each of said ratchets for imparting axial movement to

ing said end connections against the core in a direction the brushes.
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8. In a device for imparting axial movement to the brushes arm loosely supported by said rod and rigidly attached to

of a dynamo-electric machine the combination of gearing said spring, and a locking pin that may be removably in

driven from the main shaft of the machine , an eccentric

operated by said gearing, rods driven by said eccentric , a

pawl and ratchet driven by each rod , a collar secured to

each of said ratchets , each of said collars having a soller

connected thereto and a follower engaging an inclined groove

in fixed support , the rollers forming a support for the brush

yoke.
9. In a device for imparting axial movement to the brushes

of a dynamo-electric machine the combination of a brush

yoke , having its periphery engaged by rollers , fixed sleeve

supports for said rollers , said supports having inclined

grooves, collars mounted on said supports and each carrying

a follower engaging said inclined grooves, said collars being

connected to said rollers , and an intermittent clutch device

operated from the main shaft of the machine for imparting

rotation to said collars .

10. In a device for imparting axial movement to the

brushes of a dynamo -electric machine the combination of a

brush yoke , having its periphery engaged by rollers , fixed

sleeve supports for said rollers , said supports having in
serted in the hole in the bearing and in either of the holes

clined grooves , collars mounted on said supports and each
in the rod to lock the rod to the frame in each position to

carrying a follower engaging said inclined grooves , said
which it is rotatively adjusted.

collars being connected to said rollers , and pawl-and-ratchet
2. In a brush holder, the combination with a frame having

mechanisms operated from the main shaft of the machine
a socket and a brush having a sliding fit in said socket, of

for imparting rotation to said collars .

11. Ina devicefor imparting axial movement to the havingits other end resting upon said brush and a steady
a spiral spring having one end supported by said frame and

brushyokehavingitsperipheryengaged byrollers, fixed ingarmrigidlyfastened to the spring andhaving oneend

pivotally attached to the frame .
sleeve supports for said rollers , said supports having in

3. In a brush holder, the combination with a frame and a

clined grooves, collars mounted on said supports and each brush mounted to slide therein , of a spring, one end of
carrying a follower engaging said inclined grooves , said which rests upon said brush and the other end of which is

collars being connected to said rollers,pawl-and-ratchet attached to said frame,anda steadying arm rigidly fastened
mechanism , rods connected to the pawl carrying members

to said spring and pivotally attached to the frame.
and an eccentric for imparting reciprocating motion to said

rods, said eccentric being operated from the main shaft of brush loosely supported therein , of a rod rotatably mounted
4. In a brush holder, the combination with a frame and a

the machine. ir bearings in said frame , one of which has a transverse
12. In a device for imparting axial movement to the

hole, said rod being provided with a thumb wrench and
brushes of a dynamo-electric machine the combination of a

brush yoke havingits periphery engaged by rollers, fixed caused to register with the hole in the bearing , a spring
with a plurality of transverse holes each of which may be

sleeve supports for said rollers, said supports havingin- having one endattached to said rod and its other end rest
clined grooves , collars mounted on said supports and each

carrying a follower engaging said inclined grooves, said said spring, and a removable locking pin adapted to be
ing upon the brush, a pivoted steadying arm attached to

collars being connected to said rollers, pawl-and -ratchet inserted ineither of theholes in the rod and in the hole in
mechanisms, rods connected to the pawl carrying members, the frame.
an eccentric for imparting reciprocating motion to said 5. In a brush holder, the combination with a frame and a

rods and gearing for operating said eccentric from the main brush looselymounted therein , of a rod rotatably mounted
shaft of the machine . in the frame , a spiral spring having one end attached to

13. In a device for imparting axial movement to the said rod and the other end resting upon the brush , and a

brushes of a dynamo-electric machine the combination of a steadying arm connecting said rod with an intermediate

brush yoke, having its periphery engaged by rollers, fixed point in the spring .

sleeve supports for said rollers , said supports having in- 6. In a brush holder, the combination with a frame and a

clined grooves, collars mounted on said supports and each brush loosely mounted therein , of a rod journalled in said

carrying a follower engaging said inclined grooves , said col- frame, a removable locking device between the rod and the

lars being connected to said rollers.pawl-and-ratchet mech- frame, a spiral spring one end of which is fastened to said
anisms , rods connected to the pawl carrying members , an rod and the other end of which rests upon the brush and a

eccentric for imparting reciprocating motion to said rods, steadying arm having one end loosely mounted upon said

gearing for operating said eccentric from the main shaft of rod and rigidly fastened to the spring between the rod and
the machine, said gearing comprising a belt around the main the brush.

shaft , a pulley operated thereby and gears between said 7. In a brush holder, the combination with a frame and a

pulley and eccentric . brush loosely mounted therein, of a rod journalled in said

14. In a device for imparting axial movement to the frame, a removable locking device between the rod and the
brushes of a dynamo - electric machine the combination of a frame, a spring having one end attached to the rod and

brush yoke having its periphery engaged by rollers , fixed having a block at its other end that rests upon the brush

sleeve supports for said rollers, said supports having in and a steadying arm for the spring .
clined grooves , collars mounted on said supports and each 8. In a brush holder, the combination with a frame com

carrying a follower engaging said inclined grooves , said col- prising a casting and a rolled metal socket , of a brush

lars being connected to said rollers, pawl-and-ratchet mech- of a rotatable rod mounted in the casting, a removable

anisms , rods connected to pawl carrying members, an eccen- locking device between the rod and the casting , a spiral

tric for imparting reciprocating motion to the rods and spring attached to one end of the rod and a steadying arm

gearing comprising a belt around the main shaft , a pulley loosely mounted upon the rod and rigidly fasteneed to the

operated thereby , gearing driven by said pulley and a driv- free end of the spring.

ing shaft extending to the opposite side of the machine and 9. In a brush holder , the combination with a frame com

gearing connected to said shaft for operating said eccentric . prising a casting and a rolled metal socket , of a brush

loosely mounted in said socket, a rod rotatably mounted in

the casting , a removable locking device between the rod

No. 100,526. Brush Holder for Electrical Ma- and the casting, a spiral spring surrounding and fastenedchines. .
to said rod and having a projecting end provided with a

Porte brosses pour machines. block to rest upon the brush and a steadying arm loosely

connected at one end to said rod and rigidly fastened to

The Canadian Westinghouse Company, Limited, Hamilton , the projecting portion of the spring.

Ontario , Canada , assignee of Robert Siegfried and Nor

man W. Storer, both of Pittsburg, Pennsylvania , U.S.A., No. 100,527. Electrical Measuring Instrument.
21st August , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 25th May, 1906. Re Instrument électrique à mesurer.

ceipt No. 136,209 .
The Canadian Westinghouse Company Limited , Hamilton ,Claim .-- 1 . A brush holder for electrical machine com

Ontario , Canada , assignee of Theodore Abymeyer, WII
prising a frame, a brush loosely supported therein , a rod

kinsburg, Pennsylvania U.S.A., 21st August, 1906 ; 6
provided with a plurality of transverse holes rotatably

mounted in bearings in said frame , one of which has a
years. Filed 25th May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,210.

transverse hole , a spring having one end attached to said Claim . - 1 . In an electrical measuring instrument, the com

rod and its other end resting upon the brush , a steadying bination with a movable member, of a pointer, a spring
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concentric with the axis of said movable member and hav- No. 100,528. Fan . Evantail.

one end attached thereto, an arbour to which the other end
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The Winton Motor Carriage Company , assignee of Alexander

Winton and Harold B. Anderson , all of Cleveland ,
100524

Ohio, U.S.A., 21st August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 23rd

April , 1906. Receipt No. 135,210.

of the spring is attached, a rotatable scale carried by said Claim .-1 . The combination with an explosive engine of a

arbour, and a stationary index adjacent to said rotatable fan shaft, gears positively connecting the fan shaft and
scale .

engine, a fan loose on the fan shaft and driving friction
2. In an electrical measuring instrument , a stationary surfaces between the fan and its shaft .

coil and a movable coil having coincident axes , a spring 2. The combination with an explosive engine of a fan shaft,

concentric with said axes and having one end connected driving gears positively connecting the engine with the fan

to the movement coil , an arbour to which the other end of shaft , a fan loose on the fan shaft , a friction disc fast on

the spring is atached, a rotatable scale carried by the ar- the fan shaft , the hub of the fan having a friction surface ,

bour, and a stationary index and vernier scale adjacent to and means for causing the said friction surfaces to co - act

said rotatable scale , for the purpose described.

3. In an electrical measuring instrument , the combination 3. The combination with an explosive engine of a fan shaft,

with a movable member, of two oppositely coiled spiral driving gears positively connecting the engine and the fan
springs each of which has one end attached thereto , an shaft , a friction disc fast to the shaft , a fan loose on the

arbour to which the other ends of the springs are attached , a shaft , the hub of the fan having a friction surface, a frietion

rotatable scale carried by the arbour , and a stationary index disc between the aforesaid friction surfaces, and means

adjacent to said rotatable scale . for forcing the friction surfaces together.

4. In an electrical measuring instrument , the combination 4. The combination with an explosive engine of a fan

with a stationary coil , of a movable coil having its axis co- shaft , gears positively connecting the engine with the lan

incident with that of the stationary coil , pivots for the said shaft , a fan loose on the fan shaft, a friction disc fast on

movable coil , spiral springs having their inner ends attached the fan shaft and co - acting with the fan hub for driving the

thereto , an arbour to which the outer ends of the springs are fan , an expanding spring having one end co -acting with the

attached , a pointer carried by the movable coil, a rotatable opposite side of the hub from the said friction disc and the

seale carried by the arbour, and a stationary index adjacent opposite end of the spring held by a shoulder' on the fan

to said rotatable scale . shaft , the parts co -operating as described .

5. In an eleqtrical measuring instrument , a stationary 5. The combination with an explosive engine of a fan

coil and a movable coil having coincident horizontal axes , shaft , gears positively connecting the engine with the fan

pivots attached to said movable coil , spiral springs each shaft, the fan having an elongated hub loose on the shaft,

having one end attached to one of said pivots , an arbour a friction disc fast on the shaft and co -operating with one

to which the other ends of the said springs are attached , side of the hub for driving the fan and an expanding spring

a pointer carried by the movable coil , a rotatable scale car- co - operating with the opposite side of the hub, for the pur

ried by the arbour , and stationary index and venier scale pose described .

adjacent to said rotatable scale . 6. The combination with an explosive engine of a fan

6. In an electrical measuring instrument, the combination shaft , gears positively connecting the engine with the fan

with a stationary coil , and a movable coil having a pointer , shaft and a friction member between the shaft and the fan,

of a stationary scale and a movable scale adjacent to each and so located that the air resistance to the fan blades in

other and to the pointer, and a yielding resilient connection creases the friction as the air resistance is increased by the

between the movable coil and the movable scale . increased speed of the fan .

7. In an electrical measuring instrument, the combination 7. The combination of a fan shaft, means for driving it at

with a stationary coil and a movable coil in inductive rela- different speeds, a fan loose on the shaft, friction devices

tion to each other , said movable coil having a pointer, of a between the fan and its shaft for driving it , the friction

stationary scale and a movable scale adjacent to each other devices so located that the air resistance upon the blades

and to said pointeer, and a yielding, resilient connection of the fan causes the friction to increase or decrease ac
between the movable scale and the movable coil . cording to the speed of the fan .

8. In an electrical measuring instrument , the combination 8. The combination of a fan shaft , means for driving the

with a stationary coil and a movable coil in inductive rela- shaft at different speeds, a fan loose upon the shaft , friction

tion to each other , said movable coil having a pointer , of driving devices between the shaft and the fan , means forcing

a stationary index , and a movable scale adjacent to said the friction devices together , the friction devices being so

pointer and one or more springs connecting the movable arranged that the air resistance to the blades of the fan

coil and the movable scale . will add to the frictional engagement of the friction driving
9. In an electrical measuring instrument , the combination devices when the speed of the fan is increased .

with a stationary coil and a coil supported upon knife -edge

bearings in inductive relation to said stationary coil and No. 100,529. Machine for Forming Pulp Fibre .
provided with a pointer , of a stationary index , a movable

scale and one or more springs connecting said movable scale Machine à former des disques de fibre de pulpe

to said movable coil .

10. In an electrical measuring instrument , the combination The United States Fibre Stopper Company, assignee of

with a stationary coil , a movable coil mounted upon knife
Rudolph William Goeb , all of St. Louis , Missouri, U.S.A..

edge bearings and provided with a pointer , and means for
21st August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 8th March , 1906. Re

raising and supporting said coil independently of its bear
ceipt No. 133,646 .

ings , of a stationary index , a movable scale and one or more Claim.-1 . In a machine of the class described, a device for

springs interposed between said scale and the movable coil . nolding liquid pulp fibre, a perforated die and a co -operating

11. In an electrical measuring instrument, the combination die for moulding said pulp fibre into a predetermined form ,

with a stationary coil and a movable coil pivotally supported means for subjecting the face of said body of pulp fibre

in inductive relation thereto and having a pointer , of a which is acted upon by the perforated die to air pressure .

stationary index , a rotatable scale , one or more springs and means for causing said air pressure to force the liquid

connecting said scale to said moyable coil and means for ' rom said pulp fibre through said perforated die, substan

rotating said scale . tially as described.
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2. In a machine of the class described, a device for con- die and provided with a bore, a supply of compressed air
taining a quantity of liquid pulp fibre, means for moulding communicating with the bore of said rod, a block mounted

in said bore and provided with perforations , a tube extending

from said block to the die on said rod a transversely extend

ន
ing bore in said block leading from said tube , and a slot

in said cylinder adapted to register with the transversely

extending bore of the block , substantially as described.

11. In a machine of the class described, a tank for holding

liquid pulp fibre, a plurality of cylinders , a plurality of

measuring devices for apportioning the liquid pulp fibre

into predetermined quantities , means for conveying the pulp

Sys fibre in its liquid state from said measuring devices into

said cylinders, co -operating dies for each cylinder to mould

the pulp fibre into the form of a disc, and means for extract

ing the liquid from said pulp fibre during the mouding opera

tion , substantially as described .

12 , In a machine of the class described, a tank for holding

liquid pulp fibre, a measuring device , means for operating

said device intermittently to measure the liquid pulp fibre

into predetermined quantities , a cylinder, means for con

veying the pulp fibre in its liquid state from the measuring

saidpulp fibre into the form of a disc , means for subjecting device to the cylinder, moulding dies for pressing the pulp

che face of said disc to an air vacuum to withdraw the liquii fibre in the cylinder into the form of a disc, means for

from the fibre, means for subjecting the other face of said actuating said dies intermittently, andmeans for extracting

disc to a blast of compressed air, and means for causing theliquidfromthe pulpfibreduring the moulding operation,
said blast to force the liquid out through the face of the substantially as described .

disc which is subjected to the blast of air, substantially as 13. In a machine of the class described, a vertically dis

described . posed cylinder for holding liquid pulp fibre, reciprocating

3. In a machine of the class described , a device for con- dies for pressing said pulp fibre into the form of a disc , a

taining liquidpulpfibre, a perforated die, a co -operating plurality of rock shafts provided with arms,connectinglinks
die, means for closing said dies to mould the pulp fibre in- between said arms and said dies , a yielding connection be

to a predetermined form , a pipe in communication with the tween one die and its actuating link, and means for operat

perforated die, and means for subjecting the face of said ing said rock shafts, substantially as described.

pulp fibre which is acted upon by said perforated die to 14. In a machine of the class described, means for mould

air pressure whereby the iquid is forced from said fibre out ing pulp fibre into the form of a disc , a tilting table for re

through said pipe, substantially as described. ceiving said disc as it leaves the moulding dies , said table

4. In amachine ofthe class described, a tank for holding having a receiving face which is formed of fibrous material ,

liquid pulp fibre, means for measuring the pulp fibre into and means actuated by the mechanism which moves one of

predetermined quantities, a cylinder for receiving the pulp said dies for moving said table into and out of operative

fibre , means operating in said cylinder for moulding said position , substantially as described.

fibre into the form of a disc, means for extracting the 15. In a machine ofthe class described , a tank for holding

liquid from said pulp fibre during the moulding operation, liquid pulp fibre, a plurality of automatically actuating

and means for ejecting the disc from the machine , substan- measuring devices for measuring the liquid pulp fibre into

tially as described . predetermined quantities , a plurality of cylinders which re

5. In a machine of the class described , a cylinder for hold ; ceive the pulp fibre in its liquid state, a plurality of auto

ing liquid pulp fibre, a perforated die for closing one end vatically actuated dies co -acting with said cylinders for
of said cylinder, a co operating perforated die reciprocatingly moulding the pulp fibre into disc form , a compressed air

mounted in said cylinder for moulding the pulp fibre into supply, an air vacuum co-operating with each set of dies

the form of a disc, means for forcing air through said last- for extracting the liquid from the pulp fibre during the

named die , and a pipe in communication withsaid die for moulding operation , means for ejecting said discs from the

carrying awaythe water which is forced through the outer dies , and means for conveying said discs out of the machine,

face thereof, substantially as described . substantially as described .

6. In a machine of the class described, a cylinder for con

taining liquid pulp fibre, a perforated die for closing one end

of said cylinder, a co-operating perforated diereciprocat- No. 100,530. Bearing. Coussinet.
ingly mounted in asaid cylinder and operating to mould the

pulp fibre into the form of a disc , a hollow rod on which said

last -named die is mounted, a discharge tube located in said

pulp material and into said discharge tube, substantially as

described .

7. In a machine of the class described , a cylinder for con

taining liquid pulp fibre, a perforated die for closing one

end of said cylinder, a co -operating perforated die mounted

in said cylinder, means for actuating said dies to mould

the pulp fibre into the form of a disc , means for forcing

the liquid in said pulp fibre through both of said dies , and

automatic means for supplying the cylinder with predeter

mined quantities of liquid pulp fibre, substantially as des
cribed.

8. In a machine of the class described, a cylinder for con

taining liquid pulp fibre, upper and lower dies co-operating

with said cylinder for moulding the pulp fibre into the form

of a disc , actuating mechanism for said dies , means for hold

ing the disc is engagement with one of said dies when they

are separated , a carrier , means for moving said carrier into

position between the dies , means for ejecting the disconto

said carrier, and means for actuating said carrier to remove

the disc from the machine, substantially as described.

9. In a machine of the class described, a cylinder forbold- The Canadian General Electric Company, Toronto, Ontario,
ing liquid pulp fibre , perforated dies for moulding said pulp

fibre into a disc , an air pressure operating upon one side of
Canada , assignee of Oscar Junggren , Schenectady, New

the body of pulp , means for causing said air pressure to
York , U.S.A. , 21st August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 8th May,

force the liquid through the die which operates upon that
1906. Receipt No. 135,669.

side of the fibre to force the liquid therefrom , a vacuum Claim .-- 1 . In combination a shaft , a thrust bearing, a

operating upon the other side of the body of pulp fibre to guide bearing located beyond the thrust bearing , and a

draw the liquid therefrom and into a reservoir, and means means for supplying lubricant to the guide bearing from

for automatically discarging the liquid from said reservoir, which it exhausts and lubricates the thrust bearing.

substantially as described . 2. In combination a shaft , a thrust bearing, a guide bearing

10. In a machine of the class described , a cylinder for located beyond the thrust bearing, and a means for dis

holding liquid pulp fibre, a perforated die , a rod carrying charging high pressure lubricant through the guide bearing
said die and provided with a bore, a tubé communicating to the thrust bearing so that the guide bearing will always
with the bore of said rod , means for creating a vacuum in be lubricated and chips caused by cutting of the thrust

said tube , a co-operating perforated die , a rod carrying said bearing will be prevented from entering the guide bearing.

28

27

272
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3. In combination a shaft, a thrust bearing, a guide bear- inset, an adjustable plate engaging the guide bearing but

ing located beyond the thrust bearing, a plate for taking out of contact with the shaft and a conduit for supplying

the longitudinal thrust on the guide bearing and through lubricant to the space between the shaft and the plate .

it that on the thrust bearing , and means for admitting fluid 14. In combination a shaft , a bearing therefor , a thrust

under pressure between the end of the shaftandthe plate bearing, an enclosure for the bearings and a peep-hole in
and permitting it to flow through the guide bearing and the enclosure in line with the plane of separation of the

discharge through the thrust bearing . parts of the thrust bearing.

4. In combination a shaft , a guide bearing therefor , a thrust 15. In combination a shaft, a bearing therefor, a thrust

bearing located beyond the guide bearing, and co - operating bearing, an enclosure for the bearings, a peep -hole in the

therewith to take up thrust, an enclosure for the bearing, enclosure in line with the plane of separation of the parts

and an adjusting means for simultaneously moving the thrust of the thrust bearings, and means for closing the peep -hole.

bearing and guide bearings longitudinally . 16. In combination a shaft, a guide bearing therefor, a

5. In combination a shaft, a guide bearing therefor, one thrust bearing, an enclosure for the bearings , means for

end of which acts as a part of a thrust bearing, a thrust discharging lubricant under pressure to the bearings, and

bearing block carried by the shaft and co -operating with
means extending through the enclosure whereby the clear

the said end of the guide bearing, a closure for the end of
ances between the shaft and the guide bearings may be de

the shaft , and means for discharging lubricant under high
termined without disturbing the enclosure.

pressure between the end of the shaft and said closure
17. In combination a shaft, a guide bearing therefor , a

thrust bearing, an enclosure for the bearings, means for

and causing it to flow axially through the guide bearing

at full pressure and discharge between the upper end of the
discharging lubricant under pressure to the bearings and a

guide bearing and the block on the shaft .
screw- threaded means extending through the enclosure and

6. In combination a shaft , a guide bearing therefor , a
eugaging the thrust block on the shaft for determining the

clearance between the shaft and the guide bearing.

removable end for the guide bearing, a bearing block car

ried by the shaft and co-operating with said end to form a
18. In combination a shaft , a thrust block carried thereby ,

a stationary bearing surfaces co -operating therewith, a
thrust bearing to resist the thrust of the shaft , and a means

for discharging lubricant to the thrust and guide bearings. bearing for the shaft having aspherical surface which rests
cylindrical support having a spherical surface and a guide

7. In combination a shaft , a collar thereon , a bearing block
on that formed on the support.

seated thereon , a guide bearing beyond said block , one end
19. In combination a shaft, a thrust block carried thereby,

of which co -operates with said block to take up the thrust ,
a guide bearing one end of which co -operates with the block

an enclosure for the bearings , an adjusting plate within the to resist the thrust, a cylindrical rib on the bearing having

enclosure which engages only with the guide bearing, and a
a spherical surface , a cylindrical support having a corres

means for discharging high pressure lubricant between said ponding spherical surface co-operating with the first and a

plate and the end of the shaft . means for carrying the cylindrical support.

8. In combination a shaft , a support which is subject to 20. In combination a shaft , a thrust block carried by the

changes in position by reason of temperature variations , a block to resist the thrust , a cylinder for supporting the guide

spider which is attached to the support at a point remote | bearing, the meeting surface between the parts being spheri

from the center to minimize the effects of said variations , cal a means carrying the cylinder , a conduit which passes

guide and thrust bearings carried by the spider , and means through the cylinder and discharges lubricant to the space

for supplying lubricant to one bearing from which it flows between the shaft and the walls of the guide bearing and

through the other bearing. passages conveying the lubricant through the guide bearing

9. In combination a shaft, a support which is subject to and discharging it between the end of the guide bearing ani

changes by reason of temperature variations, a spider which the thrust lock on the shaft .

is attached to the support at a point remote from the cen

ter to minimize the effects of said variations , guide and No. 100,531 . Bearing . Coussinet.

thrust bearings carried by the spider, the thrust bearings

being located between the guide bearing and the support,

and a means for supplying lubricant to the end of the shaft Fig !

at high pressure to partially take up the thrust and causing

it to flow at high pressure through the guide bearing and

discharge through the thrust bearing to take up the remain

der of the thrust .

10. In combination a shaft a support which is subject to

changes by reason of temperature variations , a spider which

is attached to the support at a point remote from the center

to mininize the effects of said variations, a hub for the

holder, a bearing sleeve surrounding the shaft and located

within the bore of the hub , a plate within the bore which

adjusts the bearing longitudintlly, a thrust bearing block

carried by the shaft and co - operating with one end of the

bearing sleeve , and means for discharging lubricant under

high pressure between the plate and the end of the shaft

and causing it to flow through the bearing and discharge

between the thrust block and the said end of the bearing .

11. In combination a shaft a support which is subject to FIG 3

change by reason of temperature variations , a spider which

is attached to the support at a point remote from the center

to minimize the effects of said variations , a hub for the

spider which has an open ended bore to receive the shaft,

a sleeve located within the bore , a plate engaging the sleeve

and out of contact with the end of the shaft , a head for clos

ing one end of the bore of the hub, an adjusting screw car

ried by the head and engaging the plate , a block on the shaft ,

a stationary part co - operating therewith to form a thrust

bearing, a conduit which passes through the adjusting screw

and discharges lubricant between the plate and the end of

the shaft , and means for conveying the lubricant through

the bearing and discharging it between the surfaces of the

thrust bearing.

12. In combination a support having an inset , a spider ex
100531

tending across the inset and provided with openings to per

mit access to the parts between it and the adjacent wall of

the inset , a thrust and a guide bearing carried by the spider, The Canadian General Electric Company, Toronto, Ontario,

a means for supplying lubricant under pressure to the end
Canada , assignee of William L. K. Emmet, Schenectady,

of the shaft and causing it to flow through the guide bearing New York , U.S.A. , 21st August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed

and be discharged between the parts of the thrust bearing, 11th May , 1906. Receipt . No. 135,794.

and means for collecting and discharging the exhaust lubri- Claim.-1 . The combination of a shaft with a bearing there

cant. for comprising a plurality of strips of wood which form a
13. In combination a support having an inset , a spider ex- bearing surface , an enclosing support therefor, and retainers

tending across the inset , a hub therefor which is separated between the strips for holding then in place, as and for the
axially from the transverse wall of the inset, a thrust block purpose specified.
mounted on the shaft, a co - operating bearing surface car- 2.The combination of a shaft with a bearing therefor com

ried by the spider hub on the end adjacent to the inset , a prising a plurality of strips of wood with the end of the grain
guide bearing carried by the hub on the side away from the a plurality of strips of wood with with the end of the grain
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presented to the periphery of the shaft for supporting it , ' of the inner cup and fitting the peripheral face of the

an enclosing support therefor , and retainers between the sleeve.

strips for holding them in place , the heads of the retainers

being below the cylindrical surface presented by the blocks

so as form longitudinally extending passages for lubricant,

as and for the purpose specified .

3. The combination of a shaft with a bearing therefor

comprising a plurality of rows of wooden blocks, each row

containing two or more blocks , a support therefor , and

longitudinally extending retainers for securing the blocks

to the support , as and for the purpose specified.

4. The combination of a shaft with a bearing therefor com

prising a plurality of rows of wooden blocks , each of said

blocks having shoulders at its side edges , a support therefor,

and retainers having enlarged heads which fit into and en

gage the shoulders and hold the blocks in place , as and for
che purpose specified .

5. The combination of a shaft with a bearing therefor com

prising a lining , a shell enclosing the lining , a plurality of

wooden blocks arranged in rows and supported by the lining,

and retainers located between the blocks for securing them

in place , as and for the purpose specified .

6. A shaft in combination with a bearing therefor compris

ing a shell having an internal shoulder , a lining mounted

within the shell and secured to the shoulder , a plurality of

wooden bearing blocks arranged in rows about the shaft , and

a retaining ring located at one end of the lining to secure the
2. A ball bearing , comprising a journal , a spring pressed

blocks in place , as and for the purpose specified .
sleeve having sliding and guided movement on the journal,

7. A shaft in combination with a bearing therefor com
said sleev being provided with spaced annular racewaye,

prising a plurality of rows of wooden blocks, each row com
balls in the raceways , a box , a cup secured in each end

prising two or more bocks , a surrounding support , a flange i
of the box and engaging the balls , the outer cup being

onsaid support for holding the blocks at oneend , detachable closed and the inner onehaving an opening to receive the

ring serving the same purpose for the opposite end , a plu
sleeve , means for locking the cups in position , and a dust

rality of retainers ,each divided with sections and arranged ring secured tothe inner cup and fitting upon thesleeve.
3. A ball bearing , comprising a box, a journal, a sliding

between blocks for securing them in place , as and for the

purpose specified . and spring pressed sleeve on the journal, said sleeve being

8. As an article of manufacture , a wooden block for a
provided with spaced annular raceways , balls in the race

bearing made in the form of a segment of a cylinder made
ways , and cups secured in the ends of the box and engaging
the balls.

with the grain of the wood extending transversely , and

having top and bottom edges cut in planes transverse to
4. In a ball bearing , a box , a journal , a sliding and spring

that of the block and sides cut away to form shoulders , as
pressed sleeve on the journal, said sleeve having spaced

and for the purpose specified .
raceways each formed by an annular groove and a ring se

9. In combination a shaft, a shell which surrounds the
cured to the sleeve adjacent to the groove, balls in the race -

shaft , a plate closing one end of the shell,a bearingblock . ways, and a cup secured in each end of the box and engaging
the balls .

supported thereby , a second block mounted in line with the

first and normally separated therefrom by a film of lubricant ,
5. In a ball bearing, a box, a journal , a sliding and spring

rows of wooden blocks carried by the shell for centering and pressedsleeve on the journal,said sleeve being provided
| with spaced annular raceways , balls in the raceways ,

supporting the shaft, and means for retaining the rows of
blocks, as and for the purpose specified . cups secured in the ends of the box and engaging the balls,

10. In a bearing, the combination of a base or support ,
a dust ring fitting upon the inner end of the sleeve , a

a shell which is belted to the base and extends through an
washer engaging the dust ring and end of the inner cup,

orifice therein , an adjustable bearing block which is guided and aring nut screwing into the box into engagement with

by the inside wall of the shell , a removable plate for closing
the washer.

one end of the shell , means between the block and plate to
6. In a ball bearing box , a journal , a spring pressed

sleeve having sliding and guided movement on the journal ,

prevent relative rotation , a second bearing block in line
said sleeve being provided with spaced annular raceways

with the first, means for securing it to the shaft , and a

bearing having its working surface at right angles to the
balls in the raceways , cups screwing into the ends of the

first which is also supported by the shell, as and for the
box and engaging the balls , and means for locking the cups

purpose specified . in position after they have been adjusted.

11. In a bearing, the combination of a support , a bearing i

block carried thereby, a second bearing block detachably No. 100,533. Mouth Organ . Harmonica .

secured to the end of the shaft , a key for preventing rela

tive rotation of the shaft and the block , and pins for guiding

the shaft and block in assembling so that the key and the
slot receiving it will register, as and for the purpose speci

fied .

12. In a bearing , the combination of a support, a bearing

block carried thereby , a shaft , a second bearing block of

iarger diameter than the shaft and secured thereto , a cylin

drical bearing surrounding and supporting the shaft at in

point beyond the said blocks , a key for preventing relativ .

rotation of the shaft and of one of the blocks, and longi .

tudinally extending pins acting to guide the shaft anl block

relatively to each other to cause the key to enter the receiv

ing slot when the shaft is slipped through the said cylin

drical bearing .
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No. 100,532. Ball Bearing. Coussinet boules .

John Nicholas Petersen , and William Foster Pettit , assignee

ofa half interest, both of New Orleans, Louisiana, U.S.A., Anslow Barrington Rudd , Perth , assignee of Rufus Henry

21st August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 5th May, 1906. Receipt Deacon , Bolingbroke, both in Ontario , Canada , 21st

No. 135,567 August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 14th July, 1904. Receipt

Claim . - 1 .
No. 116,936 .

A ball bearing comprising a longitudinally

grooved journal, a sleeve having a key fitting in the groove ( laim . - 1 . In a mouth organ , reed protecting plates have

of the journal and provided with spaced annular raceways ing grooves formed longitudinally therein and secured to

bals in each of the raceways, a spring pressing the sleave the body of the said organ , a mouthpiece or slide having lip

in the direction of its length, a box, a cup screwing into contracting portions formed thereon and inwardly turned

each end of the box and engaging with its inner face the edges which are adapted to engage with the said grooves to

balls , the outer cup being closed and the inner one having told the said mouthpiece , the said mouthpiece being pro

an opening to receive the sleeve, means for locking the vided with an opening having folded or rounded edges, sub

cups in position , and a dust ring secured to the outer end ' stantially as described.

8-15
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2. In a mouth organ , reed protecting plates having grooves 4. An electric hammer comprising successive coils wound

formed longitudinally therein and secured to the body of in opposite directions , a hammer proper arranged to reci

said organ , a mouthpiece or slide having lip contacting

portions formed thereon and inwardly turned edges which

are adapted to engage with the said grooves to hold the

said mouthpiece , the said mouthpiece being provided with

an opening having folded or rounded edges , and side guards

formed upon the said mouthpiece adjacent to the said open

ing, substantially as described .

3. In a mouth organ , a movable mouthpiece having a longi

tudinal opening formed therein , in line with the openings

or the reed chambers of the said organ , and adapted to

slide longitudinally along the said mouth organ , the edge

of the said opening being turned or folded to form a rounded

surface , lip contracting members forming a portion of the

said mouthpiece, and means for attaching the said mouth

piece to the body of the organ, substantially as described .

4. In a mouth organ, a movable mouthpiece having a longi

tudinal opening formed therein , in line with the openings

of the reed chambers of the said organ , and adapted 60

slide longitudinally along the said organ , the edge of the

said opening being turned or folded to form a rounded sur

face , and means for attaching the said mouthpiece to the
100534

body of the organ , substantially as described .

5. In a mouth organ, a movable mouthpiece having a longi- procate within the coils and provided with a socket for re
tudinal opening formed therein , in line with the opening of ceiving a tool shank , a wearing button location in said socket

the reed chambers of the said organ , said mouthpiece being a tool shank arranged to enter the socket and provided

suitably connected to the body of the organ and adapted to with a hardened end to receive the impact of the hammer

slide longitudinally thereof , the edge of the said opening and for momentarily holding the magnetism , and means for

being turned or folded to form a rounded surface, substan- energizing and de - energizing the coils .

tially as described . 5. An electric hammer comprising successive coils wound

6. In a mouth organ , a movable mouthpiece having a longi- in opposite directions , a casing for the coils , a tool holder

tudinal opening formed therein , in line with the openings engaged with the casing at one end, a handle engaged with

o : the reed chamber of the said organ and adapted to slide the casing at the opposite end , a follower of non -magnetic

longitudinally along the said organ , lip contracting members material interposed between the handle and coils , a hammer

forming a portion of said mouthpiece , side guards formed proper arranged to reciprocate within the coils and pro

upon the said mouthpiece , adjacent to the said opening vided with a socket in its end toward the handle, a spring

therein , and means for attaching the said mouthpiece to the guided by the follower and entering the said socket on the

body of the organ , substantially as described . hammer, and means for energizing and de- energizing the

7. In a mouth organ , a movable mouthpiece having a longi
coils .

tudinal opening formed therein , in line with the openings of
6. An electric hammer comprising successive coils wound

the reed chambers of the said organ , said mouthpiece be in opposite directions , a suitable casing for the coils, a

ing suitably connected to the body of the organ and adapted
holow handle engaged with the casing, discs of insulating

to slide longitudinally thereof , and side guards formed upon
material located between the handle and coils and pro

the said mouthpiece, adjacent to the said opening, substan
vided with registering contact rings, wires leading from the

t : ally as described.
coils to the rings in one disc , wires leading from the com

8. In a mouth organ , a plurality of reeds , protecting plates panion disc through the handle, a commutator and source

disposed over the reds , a mouthpiece longitudinally slidable of electric energy for energizing and de - energizing the coils

over said reeds and provided with an opening communicating
7. An electric hammer comprising a plurality of coils

therewith , and means adapted to secure the mouthpiece to
suitably arranged within a casing, a hammer proper ar

tu the protecting plates to prevent lateral displacement of ranged to reciprocate within the coils, a hollow handle at
tached to the casing, an electric switch located within the

the mouthpiece .
9. In a mouth organ, a plurality of reeds, protecting plates handle , said switch comprising a spring actuated plunger

under the control of the operator and a spring actuated

disposed over the reeds, a mouthpiece longitudinally slidable sub-plunger carried by the said plunger, a sourceof electric

over said reeds and provided with an opening communicat energy and contact pieces within the handle in position to
ing therewith , and co - operative means on the mouthpiece and

be connected and disconnected by the sub-plunger, said
protecting plates , adapted to prevent lateral displacement of contact pieces being connected the one with the coils and
the mouthpiece . the other with a source of electric energy.

10. In a mouth organ , the combination of the usual reeds ,

longitudinally grooved protecting plates for said reeds , and
No. 100,535. Friction Clutch Brake.

a mouthpiece slidably engaging said longitudinal grooves ,
substantially as described. Frein d'embrayage à friction .

11. In a mouth organ , the combination of the usual reeds ,

longitudinally grooved protecting plates for said reeds , and

a mouthpiece overlapping said plates and provided with in

wardly turned edges slidably engaging the longitudinal

grooves therein , substantially as described .
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No. 100,534. Electric Hammer. Marteau électrique.

William Franklin Wegner and Alexander Wendelburg,

assignee of a half interest , both of New York City , New

York , U.S.A. , 21st August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 23rd Au

gust, 1906. Receipt No. 135,198 .

Claim .-1. An electric hammer comprising successive coils

wound in opposite directions , a hammer proper arranged to

reciprocate within the coils , a tool having its shanks pro

jected within the hammer, and means for energizing and de

energizing the coils .

2. An electric hammer comprising successive coils wound

in opposite directions, a hammer proper arranged to reci

procate within the coils and provided with socket in its end

for receiving a tool shank , and means for energizing and

de -energizing the coils .

3. An electric hammer comprising successive coils wound Henry Selby Hele -Shaw , Liverpool , England, 21st August ,

in opposite directions, a hammer proper arranged to reci- 1906 ; 6 years . Fied 29th December, 1902. Receipt No.

procate within the coils and provided with sockets in its 101,742.

opposite ends , one for receiving a tool actuating stem or Claim .-1 . In combination a shaft, a casing, shaft dises

shank and one for receiving a spring , a spring arranged to and casing discs , said discs being corrugated facsimiles of

enter said socket in one end of the hammer and means for each other , and means for pressing the disc together, sub

energizing and de -energizing the coils . stantially as described.
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2. In combination a shaft , a casing, corrugated shaft disc | casing being adapted to inclose the discs and to contain the

and corrugated casing disc, said discs being formed of sheet lubricating fluid, and means for pressing the discs together
metal and being facsimiles of each other so far as their comprising a spring case , a spring normally pressing the

corrugations are concerned, and means for pressing the case toward the discs , said spring case having pins to trans

discs together, substantially as described . mit the spring pressure to the discs and a groove by which

3. In combination a shaft, a casing, shaft discs and casing it may be held against the spring pressure in the inopera
discs, both sets of discs being of flexible material and pro- tive position , substantially as described.

vided with facsimile corrugations , and means for pressing 15. In combination a shaft with a feathered sleeve keyed

the discs together, substantially as described . thereto , a casing having featheredways cut therein , shaft

4. In combination a shaft , a casing , shaft discs and casing discs , casing discs and spacing discs, all said discs being

discs , said discs being corrugated and in respect to the cor- corrugated and in respect to the corrugations facsimiles of

rugations facsimiles of each other, said casing being adapted each other , and said shaft discs and casing discs being pro

to inclose the discs and to contain the lubricating fluid ,and vided with teeth adapted to fit respectively the feathered

means for pressing the discs together, substantially as des- sleeve and the feathered casing, said casing being adapted to

cribed . inclose the disc and being provided with an inlet and an out

5. In combination a shaft, a casing , shaft discs and casing let and and connecting pipe for the circulation of the lubri
discs , said dincs being corrugated and in respect to the cating and cooling fluid , and means for pressing the discs
corrugations facsimiles of each other, and means for press- together comprising a spring case, a spring normally press
ing the discs together comprising a spring case , a spring ing the discs together comprising a spring case, a spring

normally pressing the case toward the discs , said spring normally pressing the case toward the discs, said spring
case having pins to transmit the spring pressure to the case having pins to transmit the spring pressure to the discs
discs and a groove by which it may be held against the and a groove by which it may be held against the spring
spring pressure in the inoperative position , substantially pressure in the inoperative position , substantially as des
as described.

cribed .

6. In combination a shaft , a casing, shaft discs and cas- 16. In combination a shaft , a casing adapted to contain

ing discs, said discs being corrugated and in respect to the a lubricant, corrugated shaft discs , and corrugated casing
corrugations facsimiles of each other , said casing being discs , said discs being formed of sheet metal and being fac

adapted to inclose the discs and to contain the lubricating similes of each other so far as their corrugations are con

fluid , and means for pressing the discs together comprising cerned , spacing discs provided with a lubricating channel ,

a spring case, a spring normally pressing the case towards and means for pressing the discs together, substantially as

the discs, said spring case having pins to transmit the spring described .

pressure to the discs , and a groove by which it may be held

against the spring presure in the inoperative position, sub- lubricant, shaft discs and casing discs , both sets of discs
17. In combination a shaft , a casing adapted to contain a

stantially as described .

7. In combination a shaft , a casing, shaft discs and casing rugations , spacing discs provided with a lubricating chan
being of flexible material and provided with facsimile cor

discs , said discs being corrugated and in respect to the rel, and meansfor prossingthe discs together, substantially

corrugations facsimiles of each other, said casing being
as described .

adapted to inclose the discs and being provided with an

inlet and an outlet and connecting pipe for the circulation
18. In combination a shaft , a casing, shaft discs and cas

ofthe lubricating and cooling fluid, and means forpressing ing discs, said discs being corrugated and in respectto the

the discs together comprising a spring case, a spring nor
corrugations facsimilies of each other, spacing discs pro

mally pressing the case toward the discs, said spring case
vided with a lubricating channel , said casing being adapted

having pins to transmit the spring pressure to the discs
to inclose the discs and to contain the lubricating fluid,

and a groove by which it may be heldagainst the spring andmeans for pressing the discs together , substantiallyas

pressure in the inoperative position , substantially as des
described .

cribed . 19. In combination a shaft, a casing adapted to contain a

8. In combination a shaft with a feathered sleeve keyed lubricant, shaft discs and casing discs, said discs being cor

thereto, a casing having featherways cut therein , shaft discs
rugated and in respect to the corrugations facsimilies of

and casing discs, said discs being corrugated and in respect each other, spacing discs provided with a lubricating chap

tothe corrugations facsimiles of each other and provided nel, and means for pressing the discs together comprising a
with teeth to fit respectively the feathered sleeve and the spring case , a spring normally pressing the case toward

feathered casing, said casing being adapted to inclose the
the discs , said spring case having pins to transmit the

discs and being provided with an inlet and an outlet andcon- spring pressure to the disc, and a groove by which it may

necting pipe for the circulation of the lubriciating and cool- be held against the spring pressure in the inoperative posi

ing fluid , and means for pressing the discs together compris- tion , substantially as described .

ing a spring case , a spring normally pressing the case toward 20. In combination a shaft , a casing, shafts discs and cas

the discs , said spring case having pins to transmit the spring ing discs , said discs being corrugated and in respect to the

pressure to the discs , and a groove by which it may be held corrugations facsimilies of each other, spacing discs pro

against the spring pressure in the inoperative position , sub- vided with a lubricating channel , said casing being adapted

stantially as described . to inclose the discs and to contain the lubricating fluid ,

9. In combination a shaft, a casing, shaft discs, casing ard means for pressing the discs together comprising a

discs and spacing discs , all said discs being corrugated spring case, a spring normally pressing the case toward the

facsimilies of each other, and means for pressing the discs discs , said spring case having pins to transmit the spring

together , substantially as described . pressed to the discs and a groove by which it may be held

10. In combination a shaft, a casing, corrugated shaft against the spring pressure in the inoperative position , sub

discs , corrugated discs , and corrugated spacing discs , all stantially as described.

said discs being formed of sheet metal and being facsimiles 21. In combination a shaft, a casing, shaft discs and cas

of each other so far as their corrugations are concerned ing discs, said discs being corrugated and in respect to the

and means for pressing the discs together, substantially as corrugations facsimilies of each other, spacing discs pro
described . vided with a lubricating channel , said casing being adapted

11. In combination a shaft, a casing, shaft discs, casing ti inclose the discs andbeing provided with an inlet and
discs and spacing discs , all sets of discs being of 'flexible an outlet and connecting pipe for the circulation of the

material and provided with facsimile corrugations, and lubricating and cooling fluid, and means for pressing the

means for pressing the discs together , substantially as des- discs together comprising a spring case, a spring normally
cribed . pressing the case toward the discs , said spring case having

12. In colmbination a shaft, a casing, shaft discs , casing pins to transmit the spring pressure to the discs and a
discs and spacing discs, all said idscs being corrugated and groove by which it may be held against the spring pressure

in respecttothe corrugations facsimiles of each other , said in the inoperative position , substantially as described.
casing being adapted to inclose the discs and to contain the 22. In combination a shaft with a feathered sleeve keyed

lubricating fluid , and means for pressing the discs together, thereto, a casing having feather ways cut therein , shaft discs
substantially as described . and casing discs, said discs being corrugated and in respect

13. In combination a shaft, a casing, shaft discs , casing to the corrugations facsimilies of each other and provided

discs and spacing discs , all said discs being corrugated and with teeth adapted to fit respectively the feathered sleeve

in respect to the corrugations facsimiles of each other , and and the feathered casing, spacing discs provided with a

means for pressing the discs together comprising a spring lubricating channel , said casing being adapted to inclose

case, a spring normally pressing the case towardthe discs, the discs and being provided with an inlet and an outlet

said spring case having pins to transmit the spring pressure and connecting pipe for the circulation of the lubricating

to the discs, and a groove by which it may be held against and cooling fluid, and means for pressing the discs together

the spring pressure in the inoperative position, substantially comprising a spring case, a spring normally pressing the
as described . case toward the discs , said spring case having pins to trans

14. In combination a shaft , a casing, shaft discs , casing mit the spring pressure to the discs and a groove by which

discs oand spacing discs, all said discs being corrugated and it may be held against the spring pressure in the inopera

in respect to the corrugations facsimiles of each other, said ' tive position , substantially as described.
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23. In combination a shaft , a casing adapted to contain a the bridge of a spring, said spring having upwardly extend

lubricant , shaft discs and casing discs , all aforesaid discs be- ing open arms and sector arms extending from each end of

ing corrugated and in respect to their corrugations facsimiles

of each other, and spacing discs , having a series of lubri

cating channels formed by corrugating them , and placed

between pairs of discs of the same set , and means for press

ing the discs together , substantially as described .

24. In combination a shaft , a casing adapted to contain a

lubricant , shaft discs, casing disc , spacing discs placed one

between each shaft and casing disc , all aforesaid discs being

corrugated and in respect to the corrugations facsimiles

of each other , and spacing discs provided with lubricating

channels formed by corrugating them , and placed one be

tween pairs of discs of the same set , and means for press

ing the discs together, substantially as described .

25. In combination a shaft , a casing adapted to contain 1

a lubricant , shaft discs , casing discs , spacing discs placed

one between each shaft and casing disc, all aforesaid discs

being corrugated and in respect to the corrugations fac

similes of each other , spacing discs , provided with lubric

ating channels formed by corrugating them , and placed one

between pairs of discs of the same set , and means for press

ing the discs together comprising a spring case , a spring the spring towards each other and adapted to engage the
normally pressing the case toward the discs and a groove

brush spindle and rotate the same when the said spring arms
by which it may be held against the spring pressure in the

are pressed towards each other and released.
inoperative position , substantially as described .

2. A rotary tooth brush consisting of a circular brush
26. In combination a shaft, a casing , shaft discs , casing

mounted on a spindle , a double arm spring having a bridge ,
discs, spacing discs placed one between cach shaft and

means for mounting the lower end of the said spindle in
casing disc, all aforesaid discs being corrugated and in res

pect to the corugations facsimiles of each other , spacing either side of the same , sector arms extending towards each
said bridge so that the spring arms will extend upwardly at

discs , provided with lubricating channels formed by cor
other from each end of the said spring arms , a reduced part

rugating them , and placed one between pairs of discs of
to the said brush spindle and means for holding the sector

the same set , said casing being adapted to inclose the discs
arms of the said spring arms in contact with the said re

and to contain the lubricating fluid , and means for pressing duced part of the said spindle , substantially as described.

the discs together comprising a spring case , a spring nor
3. A rotary tooth brush consisting of a circular brush

mally pressing the case toward the discs , said spring case
mounted on a spindle having a reduced central portion , a

having pins to transmit the spring pressure to the discs and
pair of spring arms connected by a bridge portion, a screw

a groove by which it may be held against the spring pressure having a pointed end mounted in said bridge portion of the
in the operative position , substantially as described .

spring and a conical cavity formed in the end of the brush
27. In combination a shaft , a casing , shaft discs, casing spindle to engage over said screw point, sector arms at

discs , spacing discs placed one between each shaft and

tached to each of the ends of the spring arms and extending
casing disc , all aforesaid disc being corrugated and in res

towards each other and adapted to engage the reduced por
pect to the corrugations facsimilies of each other, spacing tion of the brush spindle and a sleeve enclosing the said

discs , provided with lubricating channels formed by cor
spindle and having an open shell at the top to partially en

rugating them , and placed one between pairs of discs of the

same set, said casing being adapted to inclose the discs substantially as set forth .
close the circular brush in the manner, and for the purpose

and being provided with an inlet and an outlet and con

necting pins for the circulation of the lubricating and cool

ing fluid, and means for pressing the discs together com- No. 100,537 . Show Window and Show Case.

prising a spring case , a spring normally pressing the case Fenitre d'étalage et boîte d'étalage.

toward the discs , said spring case having pins to transmit

the spring pressure to the discs and a groove by which it

may be held against the spring pressure in the inoperative

position , substantially as described .

28. In combination a casing, shaft discs, casting discs , and

spacing discs with means for pressing the said discs to

gether said spacing discs providing channels for the passage

of fluid , substantially as described .

29. In combination , a casing, clutch members comprising

corrugated sheet metal plates with a lubricant between the

said plates , and means for controlling the pressure between

the said clutch plates, substantially as described .

30. In combination a shaft , a casing , corrugated shaft

discs , corrugated casing discs and corrugated discs inter

posed between the shaft discs and casing discs , all of said

discs being facsimiles of each other as to their corrugations ,

and means for pressing the discs together , all of the said

discs being formed of thin sheet metal , substantially as

described .

31. In combination in friction clutches , a casing, a shaft ,

a plurality of shaft discs , a plurality of casing dises , both
the shaft discs and casing discs being identically circum- | Harry Brandenberger, Baltimore, Maryland, U.S.A. , 21st

ferentially corrugated, said discs being divided by curvili
August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 18th May, 1906. Receipt

near or oblique lines , and means for pressing the discs
No. 136,043 .

together , substantially as described . Claim - 1 . A rotary tooth brush consisting of a circular

32. In combination in clutches , a shaft , a casing, discs.ation of glass plates having their edges arranged in close

between the shaft and casing with means for pressing the relation , an inner angular vertically extending post against

said discs together, the said casing or sleeve being formed which the inner sides of the edges of the plates are based

of interlocking semi- circular corrugated plates , substan- the post having securing devices at the upper and lower

tially as described . ends thereof, a facing applied over the outer portions of the

33. In combination in a clutch, a casing , a shaft , a plu- , contiguous edges of the plates and fastening means extend

rality of discs identically corrugated circumferentially , I ing inwardly from the facing and held in the post , said

means for pressing said discs together , a sleeve interposed fastening means passing between the contiguous edges of

between the discs and the shaft, and a friction clutch for the plates .
connecting the said sleeve with the shaft, substantially as 2. In a device of the class set forth the combination of

described. glass plates having edges thereof in contact with each other,

an inner post against which the inner portions of the plates

No. 100,536. Tooth Brush. Brosse à dents . are braced , a facing over the outer portions of the plates

Edward Penkala, 15 Frang Josefsplatz , Agram , Kroatien, having angular terminals exerting a pressure on the latter.

the post being provided at its upper and lower terminals
Austro -Hungarian Empire , 21st August, 1906 ; 6 years .

Filed 28th March , 1906. Receipt No. 131,372 .
with securing means serving to hold said post in positive

position and fastening means extending inwardly from the
Claim .-- 1 . A rotary tooth bruch consisting of a circular center of the faces between the contiguous edges of the

brush mounted on a spindle and mounted at its lower end in plates and engaging the post,
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3. In a device of the class set forth the combination of are further recessed at the points of the greatest speed of

glass plates with contiguous edges , a post against which the balls, so as to prevent jamming of the latter at those

the inner portions of the plates are bracel , said post having

angular securing lugs at the upper and lower ends thereof.

a facing extending over the outer portion .

the plates and fastening means extending inwardly from

the facing through the contiguous plate edges and into the

post .

4. In a device of the class set forth the combination of

glass plates with contiguously arranged edges, a facing over

the outer portion of the plate edges , an angular post located

at a distance inwardly from the facing and between which

and the latter the edges of the plates are inserted , spring

devices interposed between the plate edges and post and

fastening means extending inwardly from the facing between

the plate edges and projecting into the post .
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No. 100,538. Bearing for Vertical Shafts.

Coussinet d'arbre verticai. h

points , substantially as herein shown and described and for

the purpose stated .
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No. 100,540. Brush Manufacture .
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Edgar W. Broomall , Rochester, New York , U.S.A. , 21st

August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 2nd April , 1906. Receipt

No. 134,492 .

Claim . - 1. The combination with a suitable support , of a

shaft supporting sleeve mounted in said support and open

at one side for the driving means , a step bearing in the

lower end of the sleeve , a shaft mounted in the sleeve and William Adam Weir, London , England , 21st August, 1906 ; 6

stepped at its lower end in said step bearing , and means years . Filed 25th May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,237 .

for yieldingly connecting the lower end of the sleeve to the Claim . - 1. A device for holding bunches of bristles or the

support .

2 ha combination with a su table support, of a sleeve pro- consisting of a strip of sheet metal slit lonbitudinally, in
like , applicable for use in the manufacture of flat brushes,

vided with an apertured flange at its lower end and passed
transversely arranged series, at intervals apart , and having

upwardly through an opening in said support, screws passed
the slit parts alternately raised above the depressed below

loosely through the flange aperture upwardly into the lower
the plane of the strip , so as , together, to form receptacles

side of the support , and springs between the flange and
crosswise of the strip and each adapted to receive a bunch

support . of doubled bristles, and the outer slit part at one edge of
3. The combination with a suitable support , of a shaft the strip at the location of each receptacle having a waved

supporting sleeve open at one side for the driving connec- formation adapting it to act as a stop at the bottom of the

tions , a step bearing in the lower end of the sleeve for said
receptacle for the bristle bunch to be pulled against while

shaft, an apertured flange being provided on the sleeve below being wired or drawn into position , as set forth .

the support , screws passed loosely through said flange aper 2. In combination a strip of sheet metal formed and
tures into the lower side of said support , and springs on the adapted with crosswise receptacles and forming the subject

screws between the flange and support.

4. The combination with a support and a shaft supporting such receptacle ,and a wire or wires serving to draw said
of claim 1 , bunches of doubled bristles inserted one into

sleeve passed upwardly through an opening in the support bristle bunches into and to hold the same in position in the

and there provided with an annular pivot ledge , screws receptacles , as set forth.
passed up loosely through the flange apertures into the

lower side of the support, springs between the flange and
support , of a cup in the lower portion of the sleeve, three No. 100,541 . Floor Scrubber. Faubert.

balls in the cup, a plug closing the lower end of the sleeve Henry Astley Coape - Arnold , Davidson , Saskatchewan .

and holding the cup in place , and a shaft within the sleeve Canada, 21st August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 13th July.

and having a pointed lower end stepped between the balls . 1906. Receipt No. 137,782 .

Claim . - 1 . In a scrubbing apparatus the combination com

No. 100,539. Ball Bearing. Coussinet à boules. prising a casing , rollers adapted to support the casing, a

plurality of water holding compartments in the casing,

August Riebe , Berlin , Germany , 21st August, 1906 ; 6 years . means for permitting the water to flow from the compart
Filed 20th April, 1906. Receipt No. 135,104 .

ments, a plurality of dirty water receiving compartments,

Claim .-- 1. A ball cage double grooved ball bearings with a scrubbing member and means for conducting water from

undivided rings consisting of two flat rings e , f , joined to- the scrubbing member to the dirty water compartments.

gether edge to edge having recesses k in their meeting edges , I 2. In a scrubbing apparatus the combination comprising

forming openings or holes, which rings embrace the balls, I a casing having hinged covers and a sectional hinged end

said rings being held together by cramps or the like to such and having an open space in its bottom , rollers adapted to

manner that in the movement of the balls a certain expan- support the casing, a plurality of water holding compart

sion of the cage or forcing a part of the rings can take place , ments in the casing , means for permitting water to flow

substantially is herein shown and described and for the pur- from the compartments, a plurality of dirty water receiving

pose stated . compartments, a scrubbingmember disposed in the open
2. A cage of the character described for ball bearings in space and means for conducting water from the scrubbing

which the recesses of the rings forming the ball openings member to the dirty water compartments .
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3. In a scrubbing apparatus the combination comprising a said driven wheels , and levers rockably and pivotally con

casing, rollers adapted to support the casing , a plurality of nected to the casing and connected to the pumps.

10. In a scrubbing apparatus the combination comprising

a wheeled casing, water holding compartments in the casing,

water receiving compartments beneath the water holding

compartments having inclined walls , pins adapted to bear

against the inclined walls , a scrubbing member, means for

rotating the scrubbing member, and means adapted to con

vey water from adjacent the scrubbing member to the re

ceiving compartments.

11. In a scrubbing apparatus the combination comprising a

wheeled casing, water holding compartments in the casing,

provided with straps , a pin disposed through the straps,

water receiving compartments beneath the water holding

compartments , a scrubbing member, means for rotating the

scrubbing member, and means adapted to convey water from

adjacent the scrubbing member to the receiving compart

ments.

12. In a scrubbing apparatus the combination comprising a

wheeled casing, water holding compartments in the casing,

water receiving compartments beneath the water holding

compartments, a scrubbing member, means for rotating the

scrubbing member, and means adapted to convey water from

adjacent the scrubbing member to the receiving compart

ments , comprising flanged troughs secured to the receiving

water holding compartments in the casing having openings troughs and connected with the receiving compartments,

compartments, and pumps having one end disposed in the

therein , valve casings connected with the openings and pro- strainers disposed across the flanged troughs, and means for

vided with openings , valves disposed in the casings, per actuating the pumps.

forated troughs connected with the valve casings , a plurality

of dirty water receiving compartments , a scrubbing mem

ber and means for conducting the water from the scrubbing
No. 100,542. Punch . Emporte -pièce.

member to the dirty water compartments .

4. In a scrubbing apparatus the combination comprising a

casing, rollers adapted to support the casing , a plurality

of water holding compartments in the casing having open

ings therein , valve casings connected with the openings and

provided with openings , valves disposed in the casings , per

forated troughs' with the valve casings , means adapted to

normally close the valves , a plurality of dirty water receiv

ing compartments, a scrubbing member and means for con

ducting the water from the scrubbing member to the dirty

water compartments.

5. In a scrubbing apparatus the combination comprising a

casing , rollers adapted to support the casing, a plurality of

water holding compartments in the casing having openings

therein , valve casings connected with the openings and pro

vided with openings , valves disposed in the casings , per

forated troughs connected with the valve casings, rods con

nected to the valves , an actuating rod connected to the

rods , a spring adapted to maintain the actuating rod in

one position , a plurality of dirty water receiving compartments , a scrubbing member and means for conducting the Ralph G. Whitlock, Los Angeles, California , U.S.A. , 21st

water from the scrubbing member to the dirty water com- August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 1st August, 1906. Receipt

partments .
No. 138,336.

6. In a scrubbing apparatus the combination comprising a Claim . - 1. In a machine of the class described the tcol or

wheeled casing, water holding compartments in the casing, operating device or devices , a drum having a plurality of

water receiving compartments beneath the water holding faces carrying devices to co- operate with the tool or tools , a

compartments, a scrubbing member , means for rotating the lever for holding the drum in position , and a shaft carry

scrubbing member and means adapted to convey water from icg the lever and means for adjusting the said shaft longi

adjacent the scrubbing member to the receiving compart- tudinally in its bearings so that the drum will be held accur

ments
ately in the desired position , said adjustment being in a

7. In a scrubbing apparatus the combination comprising a direction transverse to the axis of the drum , substantially

wheeled casing , water holding compartments in the casing , aw described .

water receiving compartments beneath the water holding 2. In combination in a machine of the class described, the

compartments , a scrubbing member, means for rotating the tools or operating devices , a gauge , a hand operating device

scrubbing member and means adapted to convey water from and a connection between the same and the gauge for multi

adjacent thescrubbing member to the receiving compart- plying the movement of the said hand operating device to the
ments comprising flanged troughs secured to the receiving gauge , substantially as described .

compartments and pumps having one end disposed in the 3. In combination in a machine of the class described , a

troughs and connected with the receiving compartments, sauge, a toothed bar connected therewith, a gear meshing
and means for actuating the pumps . with the toothed bar and hand operating device connected

8. In a scrubbing apparatus the combination comprising a with the gear for travelling the same and a toothed bar en

wheeled casing, waterholding compartments in the casing, gaging the gear for multiplying the movement of the hand
water receiving compartments beneath the water holding operatingdevice. substantially as described .compartments, a scrubbing member, means for rotating the 4. In combination in a machine of the class described , the

scrubbing member and means adapted to convey water from tool or tools with means for operating the same , a gauge,

adjacent the scrubbing member to the receiving compartments , comprising flanged troughs secured to the receiving movable along the surface of the table, a stop , a device for

compartments, and pumps having one end disposed in the

operating the gauge having connections thereto , and an ar

troughs and connected with the receiving compartments, a resting deviceassociated with the said operating device with

wheel driven from the wheels of the casing , rods connected

means for operating the arresting device so that it may pass

to said driven wheels, and levers pivoted to the casing and the stop , substantially as described .

connected to the pumps .

5. In combination in a machine of the class described, the

9. In a scrubbing apparatus the combination comprising a
tool or tools with means for operating the same , a gauge,

wheeled casing, water holding compartments in the casing, movable along the surface of the table, a plurality of stops,

water receiving compartments beneath the water holding
y device for operating the gauge , an arresting device associ

compartments , a scrubbing member, means for rotating the lated and moving with the operating device with means for

scrubbing member, and means adapted to convey water from throwing the said arresting device out of line with the said

adjacent the scrubbing member to the receiving compart- stops , substantially as described .

ments , comprising flanged troughs secured tthe receiving
6. In combination in a machine of the class described , a

compartments, pumps having one end disposed in the troughs
tool or tools with means for operating the same , & gauge

and connected with the receiving compariments, wheels movable along the surface of the table, a stop , an operating

driven from the wheels of the casting, rods connected to lever with connections to the gauge , an arresting device asso
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c'ated and moving with the said lever and means carried by No. 100.543. Grain Separator.

the lever for adjusting the arresting device so that it may Séparateur à grain.
pass the stop , substantially as described.

7. In combination in a machine of the class described , a

tool or tools with means for operating the same , a gauge , a

stop, an operating lever with connections to the gauge , an

arresting device associated and moving with the said lever,

and means carried by the lever for adjusting the arresting

device so that it may pass the stop , said adjusting means in

cluding a finger lever with connections to the arresting de

vice , substantially as described .

8. In combination in a machine of the class described , a

tool or tools with operating means therefor, a gauge , a hand

lever for operating the same , a stop , an arresting device asso

ciated and moving with the hand lever , a shaft extending

through the handle of the hand lever, a finger lever on the

said shaft and connections from the said shaft to the arrest

ing device to withdraw the same from engagement with the

stop, substantially as described .

9. In combination in a machine of the class described , a

tool or tools with operating means therefor, a gauge , a lever

having connections with the gauge and a horizontally extend

ing handle , a stop , an arresting device associated and moving

with the lever , a shaft extending horizontally at the handle ,

a finger lever for operating the said shaft and means for con- Gerhard Spenst , Gretna , Manitoba , Canada, 21st August, 1906 ;

necting the shaft with the arresting device , substantially as 6 years . Filed 2nd April , 1906. Receipt No. 134,541 .

described .

10. In combination in a machine of the class described , a
Claim . - 1 . A grain separator comprising a conveyer, ele

tool or tools with operating means , a gauge, a lever , a slid
vator and discharge spout, an upper chamber consisting of

ing carriage or block having a pin and slotconnection with hopperwith discharge slot , draft passage, settling chamber

the lever, a connection between the said block and a gauge, ing with said settling chamber, a suction fan between said
with regulator and discharge valves , side chambers connect

a stop , an arresting device carried by the block , and means

carried by the lever for withdrawing the arresting device
side chambers and drawing its current from them , and the

from alignment with the stop , substantially as described .
usual fanning mill arrangement with shoe carrying food

11. In combination in a multi-press, a drum adapted to be spout, shakerand blast fan, substantially as set forth.

2. In a grain separator, the combination with a fanning
turned, a recess in one face of the drum , a vise jaw associ

mill having blast fan , shoe and shaker , of a conveyer below

ated with said recess , means for operating the vise jaw , a
the fanning inill, an elevator with discharge spout , a hop

tool co -operating with the tool held by the vise jaw and
per with sloping bottom , discharge slot and regulating slide ,

means for operating the co - operating tool , substantially as
a draft pas- age adjacent to said hopper , a feed spout under

described .
said passage feeding the fanning mill shoe , a settling cham

12. In combination in a multi -press , a drum adapted to be ber with entrance on top from said passage and a valve

rotated , and having a plurality of faces , a tool held on one controlling sail intrance, discharge valves in said settling
of the said faces , guides secured to the said face , a tool co- chamber, side chambers with entrance at top from the

operating with the tool on the drum and moving in the said settling chamber, a fan case between said side chambers,

guides , and means for operating the said last - mentioned tool , and a suction fan in said fan case , substantially as set

substantially as described . forth .

13. In combination in a multi - press , a table having a mov- 3. In a grain separator, the combination with a fanning

able section , a drum arranged below the plane of the table mill having blast fan shoe and shaker, a hopper having

surface adapted to be turned, tools on the said drum being slotted discharge mouth, a regulator over the same, a draft

adapted to be brought into actions by turning the same , and passage adjacent to said hopper, settling chamber with en

the movable section of the table being adapted to be adjusted trance on top from said passage and discharge slots , a valve

to permit this adjustment and a tool co -operating with that controlling said entrance, valves controlling the discharge

on the drum , substantially as described . slots , side chambers with entrance at top from the settling

14. In a multi - press , a table formed in two sections slid- chambers, a fan case between said side chambers andcom
able towards and from each other , a rotary drum or carrier municating therewith and a suction fan in said fan case,
having thereon a plurality of tools , and a carrier for tools to substantially as set forth .

co- operate with those on the drum , the said table sections No. 100,544. Bearing for Armature Shafts.
being moved away from each other to permit the drum to be

turned and being returned to normal position when the drum
Coussinet pour arbres d'armatur 8.

is set , substantially as described .

15. In a punching machine , the combination of a gang of

punches , a gear bar toothed from end to end , means for os

cillating the said bar, bars carrying the punches and arranged

of posite the periphery of the gear bar and having teeth to

mesh therewith , guides in which the punch carrying bars

slide , said guides being adjustable individually towards and

from each other and along the toothed gear bar, substantially
as described .

16. In combination a series of rack bars carrying punches ,

nieans for operating the said rack bars and a hinged bar

carrying the said rack bars and adapted to be swung aside

to withdraw the rack bars from their operating means, sub

stantially as described .

17. In combination a gear bar having teeth extending iron

and to end , means for rotating the said gear bar , rack bars

carrying punches engaging the said gear bar, guides or Frederick G. Ward and Charles R. Buchheit . , co - inventors,

sleeves for guiding the rack bars , and a bar extending par- both of Pittsburg, Pennsylvannia , U.S.A. , 21st August,

allel with the gear bar and holding the sleeves , said sleeves 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 2nd February , 1906. Receipt No.

being individually adjustable towards and from each other, 132,514 .

substantially as described .
('laim . 1. The combination with a motor having a bear

18. In combination a gear bar toothed from end to end , a
ing seat, a gear case , anl an armature shaft projected

series of rack bars engaging the said gear bar , guides or through the bearing seat and into the gear case , of a bear

sleeves for the rack bars , a bar extending parallel with the ing sleeve fitted within and projected beyon 1 the ends of

gear bar and adjustably holding the guides or sleeves, and the bearing seat and loosely embracing the armature shaft ,

means for pivotally supporting the said sleeve bar , substan- caps fitted to the projected ends of the bearing sleeve and

tially as described. engaging the seat, the outer cap having an annular flange

19. In combination a toothed bar, a rack bar engaging the fitting within and closing the open'ns in the gear cage

toothed bar, a block having a way in which the said rack through which the armature shaft passes , anti-friction

bar is guided, a bar passing through the guide block and to rollers within the shell and projected into th cars and

which the said guide block is splined , and means for clamp- spacer rings fitted within the caps and having bearing open

ing the guide block to the said bar , substantially as described . ' ings for the respective rollers .

TO

*
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2. The combination with a motor shell having a bearing | rings are elongated radially of the axis of the bearing or in

seat, and an armature shaft projected through the seat, , wardly and outwardly corresponding to the displacement of

of a bearing sleeve fitted within the seat and projected at

opposite ends thereof , caps fitted to the ends of the sleeve

and bearing against the ends of the seat to hold the sleeve

in position , anti - friction rollers within the sleeve and pro

jected into the caps and spacer rings fitted within the caps

and provided with openings receiving the respective rollers .

3. A bearing of the class described comprising an open

ended sleeve , caps embracing the ends of the sleeve and

projected beyond the same , each cap having an internal an

nular channel located outwardly from the adjacent end of

the sleeve , spacer rings carried within the channels, and

anti - friction rollers having their ends journalled upon the

rings .

4. A bearing of the class described comprising an open

ended sleeve which is externally screw threaded at opposite

ends , threaded caps embracing the screw - threaded ends of

the sleeve and provided with inner annular channels located

between their screw - threaded portions and their backs,

spacer rings fitted within the channels, and anti - friction

rollers having theidr ends journalled upon the spacer rings .

5. A bearing of the class described having spacer rings

provided with polygonal bearing openings, anti- friction rol

lers journalled in said polygonal bearing openings. the balls that may arise substantially as herein shown and

| described and for the purpose stated .

6. A bearing of the class described , having spacer rings

provided with polygonal bearing openings intersecting the
No. 100,546. Apparatus for Impregnating Wood.

inner peripheral edges of the rings , and anti- friction rol

lers journalled in said polygonal bearing openings . Appareil pour imprégner le bois .

7. A bearing of the class described having spacer rings

provided with bearing openings intersecting the inner peri

pheral edges thereof , that portion of each opening which

interseets the inner edge of the ring being contracted , and

anti -friction rollers journalled in the bearing openings, the

walls of the contracted portions of the openings operating

iu prevent lateral displacement of the rollers.

8. A bearing of the class described having spacer rings

provided with polygonal bearing openings intersecting the

inner peripheral edges thereof, that portion of each bear

ing opening which intersects the inner edge of the ring be- |

ing contracted , and anti - friction rollers journalled in said

openings, the walls of the contracted portions of the open

ings constituting means to prevent lateral displacement of

the rollers .

9. A bearing of the class described comprising an open

ended cylindrical sleeve which is externally screw threaded

at oynosite ends , internally screw -threaded caps embracing

the screw - threaded ends of the sleeve and provided with in

ternal annular channels located between the backs of the

caps and the respective ends of the sleeve, spacer rings

fitted within the channels and provided with polygonal bear

ing openings intersecting the inner edges of the rings , that

portion of each opening which intersects the inner edge Paul Lafitte , Paris , France, 21st August , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed

of the ring being contracted , and anti - friction rollers within 9th March , 1905. Hereipt No. 123,231.

the sleeve with their ends projected beyond the ends of the Claim .-- 1. In an apparatus for impregnating wood , a cap

sleeve and mounted in the openings of the rings , the walls

or cover provided upon its under side with a continuous cir
of the contractel portions of the openings constituting

( 'ular rib , triangular in cro83 section and having its innermeans to prevent lateral displacement of the rollers .
face decidedly conical and terminating in a continuous blade

10. A bearing of the class described comprising an open- edge , the said cap or cover being provided with a fluid feel
ended sleeve , and caps fitted to the ends of the sleeve and duct leading into the space enclosed by the rib aforesaid .

provided with corresponding openings for the reception of 2. In an apparatus for impregnating wood , a cap or cover

a shaft, one of the caps having an external annular flange provided upon its under side with a continuous circular rib
surrounding the opening therein . triangular in cross section and having its inner face decid

11. A bearing of the class described comprising an open
edly conical and terminating in a continuous blade edge , the

sa i inner conical face being provided with screw threads .
ended sleeve , caps fitted to the ends of the sleeve and pro

3. In an apparatus for impregnating wood , a cap or cover
vided with corresponding shaft receiving openings, each of

provided upon its under side with a continuous circular rib
which openings is of a diameter less than that of the ex

ternal diameter of the sleeve , spacer rings located between
triangular in cross section , and having its inner face decid

the ends of the sleeve and the backs of the respective caps
edly conical and terminating in a continuous blade edge,

and provided with bearing openings extending entirely said inner concal face being provided with screw threads

through the rings,and anti-friction rollers journalled in cor- into the space enclosed by the threaded inner wall of the rib
and said cap or cover provided with a fluid feed duct leading

responding openings of the ring and free to move endwise
I aforesaid .

therethrough , the backs of the caps lying in the path of the

endwise movements of the anti - friction rollers and consti

tuting stops to receive the end thrusts of the rollers . No. 100,547. Process of Enamelling Wooden Sur

faces.

No. 100,545. Ball Bearing for Vertical Shafts.
Procédé pour émailler des surfaces de bois .

Coussinet à boule pour arbres vertical. Hilmar Bindewald , Friedberg , Hesse, Germany, 21st August ,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 19th January , 1906.

August Riebe , Berlin , Germany , 21st August , 1906 ; 6 years .
Receipt No.

132,035 .
Filed 1st March , 1906. Receipt No. 133,431 .

Claim .-- An art or process of enamelling wooden surfaces

Claim .-- A cage for ball bearings for vertical shafts with a consisting of thoroughly grinding and mixing in a suitable

double grooved course or ball path in which an elasticity , vessel soaked ordinary glue, body color and collodion , pre

especially in the rotary direction of the balls and at the paring the wooden surface by carefully smoothening itand

same time a radial displacement of the latter, can take place, filling the pores with size, coating the wooden surface thus

said cage consisting of two perforated discs or rings con- prepared with the said mixture and , after the coating thus

nected together at a few points only and holding the balls applied has become dry , polishing it with wax, substantially

above and below their center, the perforations of which as herein above set forth.
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No. 100,548. Cellulose Manufacture .

Fabrication de cellulose.

2. In an overhead carrying device the combination of a

telpher adapted to travel along a rail , a supporting trailer,
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100548 a connection between the telpher and the trailer and a

spreader supported from the telpher and trailer and a hoist

ZZZZZTITITITITZ ing and weight carrying device, substantially as described.

3. In an overhead carrying device the combination of a

telpher adapted to travel along a rail , a supporting trailer
Einar Morterud, Christiana, Norway, 21st August, 1906; 6 connected to said telpher and adapted to travel along said

years. Filed 10th January, 1906. Receipt No. 131,743 .
rail , a connecting beam supported from said telpher and

Claim . - 1. In the manufacture of sulphite cellulose the trailer, and a hoisting device carried by said connecting

process which consists in discharging the contents of the beam , substantially as described .

digester or only the liquid and gaseous contents of the same 4. In an overhead carrying device the combination of a

into a closed chamber, in which a low pressure , about or telpher adapted to travel along a rail , a supporting trailer

below atmospheric pressure, is maintained, drawing off the connected to said telpher and adapted to travel along said

gases and vapours formed in this chamber and passing them rail , a spreader connected to and suspended below said tel

through a closed apparatus in direct contact with water or pher and trailer and a hoisting nd weight carrying device

other suitable liquid of a suitable temperature so as to cause also connected to the telpher and trailer , substantially as
a condensation of the vapours and avoiding an absorption of described.

gases and utilizing the gases so obtained inany suitable way. 5. In an overhead carrying device the combination of a

2. In the manufacture of sulphite cellulose the process, telpher adapted to travel along a rail , a supporting trailer

which consists in discharging the contents of the digester or connected to said telpher adapted to travel along said rail ,

only the liquid and gaseous contents of the same into a closed and a beam supported from said telpher and trailer, sub

chamber, in which a low pressure , about or below atmos- stantially as described.

pheric pressure, is maintained, drawing off the gases and 6. In an overhead carrying device the combination of a

vapours formed in this chamber and passing them through telpher, a supporting trailer connected tothe telpher, said

a closed apparatus in direct contact with water or other telpher and trailer being adapted to travel , links connected

suitable liquid of a suitable temperature so as to cause a to the telpher and trailer , and a spreader connected to the

condensation of the vapours andavoiding an absorption of linksby a swivel connection, substantially as described .
gases, passing the gases leaving this apparatus through an 7. In an overhead carrying device the combination of a

apparatus containing absorption material for the purpose of telpher and trailer, the telpher and trailer adapted to travel

obtaining solution for the digesting process. along a rail, a pivoted connection between the telpher and

3. In the manufacture of sulphite cellulose the process trailer, hangersextending from the telpher and trailer , and

which consists in discharging the contents of the digester or a spreader pivotally connected to the hangers.

only the liquid and gaseous contents of the same into a closed 8. In an overhead carrying device the combination of a

chamber, in which a low pressure, about or belowatmos- | telpher and trailer, said telpher and trailer being adapted

pheric pressure, is maintained, drawing off the gases and to travel along a rail , the telpher and trailer being pivotally

vapours formed in this chamber and passing them through a connected to each other, hangers suspended from the telpher

closed apparatus in direct contact with water or other suit and trailer, a connecting beam connected to the hangers by

able liquid of a suitable temperature so as to cause a conden
swivel joints , and a hoisting device connected to said beam.

sation of the vapours and avoiding an absorption of gases ,

passing the obtained heated liquid through an apparatuscap- No. 100,550. Turbine Engine. Turbine.

able of reducing its temperature and returning the cooled

liquid to the condensing apparatus for treating the next
Gaston C. E. de Bonnechose , Paris , France , 21st August, 1906 ;

charge in the same manner.
6 years. Filed 13th January, 1905. Receipt No. 121,583.

4. In the manufacture of sulphite cellulose, the process Claim . - 1. A rotary turbine device for the purpose speci

which consists in discharging the contents of the digester, fied, having a plurality of buckets composed of conduits,

or only the liquid and gaseous contents of the same , into a each conduit having a succession of alternating contractions

closed chamber in which a suitable low pressure is main- and enlargements of its width , which latter increases in a

tained, drawing off the gases and water vapour, condensing direction from one end toward the other of the conduit, and

the watervapour without absorbing appreciable quantities having an undeviating and unobstructed central vein through

of gases, and finally recovering the gases for treatment of said conduit.

the next charge , substantially as and for the purpose set 2. A rotary turbine device for the purpose specified, having

forth, a plurality of buckets formed of laterally undulating walls,

5. The combination with a digester, of a closed vessel and of partitions , the same being disposed to form conduits
havinga liquid seal at its bottom into which said digester each with a succession of alternating contractions and en
discharges, means to receive the vapours and gases from largements of its width , which increase progressing in the

the discharge of the digester , means to supply cooling water direction from one end toward the other of the passage

in contact with the gases and vapours to condence the through the conduit, said passage having an undeviating
vapours with as little absorption of gas as possible , and central vein.

means to subsequently absorb the gases, substantially as 3. A rotary turbine device for the purpose specified, having

and for the purpose set forth. a plurality of buckets, each provided with laterally undulat

ing walls, the undulations in said opposite walls being so

No. 100,549. Overhead Electric Carrier .
disposed and aligned as to form a succession of alternating

contractions and enlargements of the passage through the

Transport aérien électrique.
conduit, and substantially normal to the flow of fluid in the
turbine.

Henry McL. Harding, New York City, New York, U.S.A. , 21st
4. A rotary turbine device for the purpose specified, having

August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 30th November, 1905. Re a plurality of buckets, each provided with laterally undulat
ceipt No. 130,586 .

ing walls , the undulations in said opposite walls being so

Claim .-- 1. In an overhead carrying device the combination disposed and aligned as to form a succession of alternating

of a telpher adapted to travel along a rail , a supporting contractions and enlargements of the passage through the

trailer connected to said telpher and also adapted to travel conduit, and said buckets each provided at the fluid outlet

along said rail, a connecting device supported from ard be with a curved wall to utilize the live force remaining in

low the telpher and trailer, and a weight carrying device . changing the relative velocity of the fluid .

8--16
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5. A rotary turbine device for the purpose specified, formed 2. The combination of a bracket having the transverse arm

of a disc, hollow interiorly in such a manner as to present a with the upwardly projecting spaced apart stops, a swinging

Fig 1
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Fig 3 c
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carrier movable between said stops , means whereby said

carrier when in normal position midway between said stops

will close a telephone switch , means in connection with the

swinging carrier for supporting a telephone receiver and

springs supported by the bracket and operating upon the

opposite sides of the swinging carrier and adapted to hold

the same yieldingly in normal position , substantially as set

forth .

100669 3. The combination of a laterally projecting bracket hav

ing a base plate, a carrier swinging relatively to said

bracket , and having means for supporting a telephone re

series of undulations substantially normal to the flow of the ceiver , and a plate underlying the base plate of the bracket ,

fluid through the interior of said disc, the interior space substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

thus formed augmenting in section from one end toward the 4. The combination in a support for telephone receivers ,

other, as set forth . of a rocker for connection with a telephone switch, said

6. A rotary turbine device for the purpose specified , formed rocker being pivoted at one end and having intermediate its

of a disc , hollow interiorily in such a manner as to present ends an elevated portion and having depressed portions on

a series of undulations substantially normal to the flow of opposite sides of the intermediate elevated portion and a

fluid through the interior of the disc , and presenting also on iaterally swinging spring pressed carrier movable normally

its outer faces series of similar undulations, and an outer to a position over the intermediate elevated portion of the

casing in which said disc rotates , said casing serving to rocker, whereby to close the switch in the normal position of

receive the counter pressure from the fuid . the carrier , and means connected with the carrier for hold

7. A rotary turbine device for the purpose specified , con- ing a telephone receiver , substantially as set forth .

sisting of a hollow disc having constructed interiorly with a 5. The combination of the bracket having a transverse bar

series of undulations substantially normal to the flow of the at its outer end , a rocker pivoted at one end to said bar ,

fluid within the disc , and with a series of undulations on each provided between its ends with an elevated portion and de

of its outer faces, and a casing in which the disc rotates, pressed on opposite sides of said elevated portion , a spring

said casing having a series of undulations on the inner faces pressed carrier extending over the said transverse bar and

of its walls , which are substantially normal to those of the resting normally on the elevated portion of the rocker and

disc. movable laterally in both directions to release the rocker,

and a latch pivoted to the transverse bar and having an up

No. 100,551. Food Compound. Composé d'aliment.
wardly projecting portion whose opposite sides may be en

gaged with the spring pressed carrier to hold the same in

Curt Köhler , Altenburg, Saxe -Altenburg, Prussia , Germany, one or the other of its positions when moved out of normal

21st August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 18th April , 1905 . Re position , substantially as set forth .

ceipt No. 124,389 . 6. The combination of a bracket, a laterally swinging

Claim.–1 . A powdery nutritive preparation , consisting of spring pressed carrier, a rocker for operation by said car

rier whereby to close the switch and means for supporting
the white of eggs, spinach , peas, and sugar, prepared sub

the receiver from the swinging carrier , said means includ
stantially as described .

2. A nutrituive preparation consisting of the dried and together by a horizontal pivot , the inner section being
ing inner and outer sections having offset portions jointed

pulverised spinach , dried and pulverized peas , and pulverized secured to the swinging carrier and receiver securing devices

sugar, preferably sugar candy, prepared substantially as
connected with the outer section , substantially as set forth .

described .
7. The combination in a telephone attachment, of a shaft

provided near its outer end with a transverse groove hav

No. 100,552. Telephone. Téléphone. ing its inner wall sloped , a receiver carrying tube fitting

over said shaft and movable therealong, and spring actuated

Frank Finley Howe, Cleveland, Ohio , U.S.A., 21st August, pins extending through the tube and arranged to bear against

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 30th April , 1906. Receipt No. 135,378 . | the shaft and to enter the groove therein, whereby to limit

Claim .—1 . The combination of laterally projecting the outward movement of the tube, substantially as set

bracket having at its outer end a transverse arm provided at forth.

its opposite ends with upwardly projecting stops , the swing- 8. The combination of the shaft having a transverse
ing carrier pivoted at its inner end and swinging at its outer groove , the tube telescoping on and movable along the shaft ,
end laterally across the transverse arm and between the a spring yoke encircling the tube and having its ends operat

stops thereof, readjusting means for normally holding the ing in the groove of the shaft and means for supporting a
carrier midway between the stops , a rocker for connection telephone receiver from the tube, substantially as set forth .
with a telephone switch, said rocker being pivoted at one 9. The combination in a telephone attachment, of a carrier
end, provided between its ends with an elevated portion for provided with means for supporting a telephone receiver and

engagement by the carrier and depressed on opposite sides spring pressed into normal position and movable from said
of said elevated portion , whereby the movement of the car- normal position in both directions , and a rocker for connec
rier laterally in either direction will permit an upward move- tion with the telephone switch, and having a central elevated

ment of the rocker , means in connection with the swinging portion engaged by the carrier and depressed on opposite
carrier for holding a telephone receiver , and a latch operat- sides of the elevated portion , the rocker being actuated by
ing in connection with the bracket and movable into and the carrier when the latter is in normal position, and freed

out of position to hold the carrier out of normal position , by the movement of said carrier in either direction out of
substantially as set forth . normal position , substantially as set forth.
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No. 100,553. Telephone Hook Switch .
4. An insulator comprising a body portion of insulating

Commutateur de téléphone.
material provided with oppositely disposed spouts , certain

of said spouts being intermediate of certain other of said

spouts and inverted relatively thereto so as to render said

body portions reversible , all of said spouts being provided

with raised walls for directing the flow of moisture , and a

metallic member connected with said body portion of insu

lating material, said body portion being provided with dif

ferent groups of syouts located upon opposite sides thereof,

the spouts of one group being inverted relatively to the

spouts of another group .

6. An insulator comprising a reversible member provided

with a plurality of spouts, certain of said spouts being in

verted relatively to others, and means for mounting said

member.

7. An insulator comprising a reversible body portion of

insulating material provided with spouts , one of said spouts

being inverted relatively to another, and a metallic member

having a shank anchored within said body portion of in

sulating material and provided with means for supporting a

conductor.

Josephus M. Clement, Mineral Bluff , Georgia , 21st August,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 14th May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,922. No. 100,555. Ball Bearing Trolley Wheel Bushing.
Claim . - 1 . In an electric switch , a rigid contact , indepen

dently movable flexible contacts arranged

Coussinet à boule, virole de roue de trollée.

opposite

sides of said rigid contact , and an operating member serv

ing to force one or other of the flexible members into en

gagement with the rigid contact without positive movement

of the second member, said flexible contacts automatically

moving from engaging position when released, the rigid

contact serving as a means for limiting movement of the

operating member.

2. In a teleyhone hook switch , a rigid contact, flexible

contact, and means operable on movement of the hook for

forcing one or other of the flexible members into engage

ment with the rigid contact, the latter serving as a means

for limiting movement of the hook.

3. In a telephone hook switch , a rigid contact , a pair of

ferib le contacts arranged one on each side of the rigid

contact , and a receiver supporting hook serving on move

ment in either direction to force one of the flexible contacts

into engagement with the rigid contact, the latter serving

also as a means for limiting movement of the hook .

4. The combination with a frame, of a contact formed of Mahlon Shaaber, Reading, Pennsylvania , U.S.A., 21st Aug
an approximately rigid strip of metal having its opposite ust , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 12th July, 1906 . Receipt No.

ends fixed to the frame , a pair of flexible strips also carried 137,744 .

by the frame and insulated from each other and from the

rigid strip , and a pivotally mounted telephone receiver

Claim . - 1. The combination with a trolley wheel rim and

hook having a pair of lugs or blocks for engaging the flexi

a trolley hary having a cross- sectionally angular pin en

ble strips and forcing the same against the rigid strip , the gaged therein, ofa sleeve having a cross- sectionally angular

latter serving also as a means for limiting movementof the longitudinal passage in which the pin is snugly fitted, said

receiver hook .

sleeve comprising a majo : end portion , a reduced middle

jortion and a further reduced and threaded end portion

No. 100,554. Prong Insulator. Isolateur.
and having a ball race in the angle between the major and

intermediate portions . a bearing cone engaged upon the

threaded portion of the sleeve and having a race, a ring

disposed about the sleeve and huving end races in co - opera

tive relation to the races of the sleeve and cone respective

ly , said ring being snugly fitted in the rim , and balls in the

races .

2. A bushing for trolley wheels comprising a sleeve com

prising a major end portion , an intermediate reduced portion

and a further reduced end portion provided with threads,

said sleeve having a race in the angle between its major

end intermediate portions , a cone engaged upon the thread

end portion of the sleeve and provided with a race , and a

ring encircling the sleeve and having end races in co - opera

tive relation to the sleeve and cone respectively and bearing

balls engaged in the races .
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No. 100,556. Multiple Unit Control System.

Système de contrôle.

RO

Louis Steinberger , New York City , New York, U.S.A., 21st

August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 6th July, 1906. Receipt No.

137,583 .

Claim . - 1 . An insulator comprising a body member of in

sulating material having a frusto - conical portion provided

with spouts and with shelter portions disposed intermedi

ate of said spouts, and a metallic member connected with

said body member of insulating material and provided with

prongs disposed in alingment with said sheltering portion.

2. An insulator comprising a body portion of insulating

material provided with spouts , said spouts being so positioned that divers of them are staggered relatively to other Henry MeL . Harding, New York City , New York, U.S.A. , and

spouts , and also inverted relatively thereto .

Charles M. Clark , Summit , New Jersey , U.S.A. , 21st Au

3. An insulator comprising a body portion of insulating

gust , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 21st June , 1906. Receipt No.

material provided with spouts, and a metallic member con
137.134 .

nected with said body portion and provided with prongs dis- ( laim .- 1. In a multiple unit control system , a single pilot

posed intermediate of said spouts .
wire extending throughout the train , and means for control
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ling the motor circuits of the several cars to forward , stop , parts of the body portion , a pair of contacting metal rings

or reverse conditions therefrom. in the meeting faces of the two parts of the body portion , a

2. In a multiple unit control system, a single pilot wire flexible conductor connected with one of said rings, a flexible

extending throughout the train, and branch connections in conductor connected with said pivotal connections, said two

the several cars for securing forward , stop , or reverse con- flexible conductors leading through suitable apertures in the

ditions of the car motors by varying the potential of said end of one of the body parts into the chamber formed by the

pilot wire.
recesses in the meeting faces of the two body parts , and con

3. In a multiple unit control system , a single pilot wire Cuctors leading from the terminals of said flexible conduc

extending throughout the train , branch connections there tors through the other body part and adapted for connection
from within the several cars, and magnetic devices within with the terminals of a wall socket .

the several cars and operable from said pilot wire for setting

the motors to forward, stop, or reverse movement.

4. In a multiple unit control system , a single pilot wire ex
No. 100,558. Trolley Pole. Perche de trollée.

tending throughout the train , magnetic devices within the

several cars for controlling the motor circuits thereof, and

branch connections from said pilot wire to said motor cir

cuits for arranging them in forward, zero or reverse relation

0 ? the motors .

5. In a multiple unit control system , a single pilot wire ex

tending throughout the train , magnetic devices within the

several cars for controlling the motor circuits thereof, and

branch connections from said pilot wire for arranging said

motor circuits in any desired relation by varying the poten

tial of said pilot wire.

6. In a multiple unit control system, magnetic devices with

in the several cars having differential or opposed windings,

a single pilot wire extending throughout the train , and con

nections from said pilot wire to said magnetic devices at

points between the opposed windings .

7. In a multiple unit control system, magnetic devices upon

the several cars having opposed or differential windings,

nieans for normally impressing a continuous current in series

through said opposed windings, a pilot wire extending

throughout the train , and anch connections from said pilot

wire to said magnetic devices at points between the opposed

windings .

8. In a multiple unit control system, magnetic devices on Angus S. Weaver, Sodus, New York, U.S.A. , 21st August,

the several cars having opposed or differential windings , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 23rd April , 1906. Receipt No. 135,208.

means for impressing a continuous current in series through Claim . - In a trolley pole the combination with a base, a

said windings, a pilot wire extending throughout the train supporting section pivoted thereon and a contact section

and connected to said windings , and means for varying the journalled on the supporting section, of a spring supported

potential of said pilot wire whereby the relative effect of the on the base and a lever attached to the spring and connec

opposed windings of each magnetic device is changed . tions between it and the contact section for operating the

9. In a multiple unit control system , a pilot wire extending latter in one direction .

throughout the train , pilot controller arms connected thereto, 2. In a trolley pole the combination with a base, a sup

resistance contacts in the path of said arms and respectively porting section pivoted thereon at its lower end and a con

connected to the trolley and to the track return, and mag- tact section journalled at its outer end, of a spring support

netic devices upon the several cars for setting the motors to ed on the base, a lever pivoted to the base and having one

forward , zero or reverse rotation by the varying potential of of its ends connected to the spring and a connection between

said wire. the other end of said lever and the contact section .

10. In a multiple unit control system , magnetic devices 3. In a trolley pole the combination with a pivoted tubular

upon the several cars having opposed windings through which supporting section split at the end to form side arms, and a

the potential drops from its maximum value to zero, a pilot similar split contact section having arms pivoted on those
wire extending throughout the train , and branch connections of the supporting section and means for moving the outer

for varying the distribution of the potential drop through end of the supporting section upwardly and also operating

said windings of the magnetic devices . the contact section upwardly on its pivot.

11. In a multiple unit system , a magnetic device constantly 4. In a trolley pole the combination with a pivoted sup

energized by the power circuit , a pilot wire connected to the porting section composed of a tube having a bifurcated end

windings of said magnetic device , and means for varying the forming parallel arms and a contact section having similar

potential of said pilot wire.
arms, of pivoted connections between said arms, a pin

secured between the arms on the contact section and means

No. 100,557. Wall Plug for Incandescent Electric
connected to said pin for revolving said section in one direc
tion on its pivot.

Lights. 5. In a trolley pole the combination with a base, a sup

Bouton de murs pour lumières électriques à incandescence. porting section and a contact section pivoted thereto , of a

journal on the base carrying the supporting section , a lever

also carried on the journal, a spring attached to the lever

and connections between the latter and the contact member

for revolving the latter upon its pivot and operating the

supporting section in one direction on its journals.

6. In a trolley pole the combination with a base having a

spring mounted thereon , a hinged supporting section and a

contact section pivoted thereon , of a pivoted lever arranged

ir alignment with the supporting section, having one arm

connected to the spring and the other connected to the con .

tact section .

7. In a trolley pole the combination with a base , a sup

porting section pivoted thereon and a contact section jour

nalled on the supporting section , of a pivoted lever having

one end connected to the contact section, rods connected to

the other end of the lever, guides movably supporting the

rods on the base and a spring located between the rods and

operating them in one direction.

8. In a trolley pole the combination with a base , a sup

porting section and a contact section pivoted thereon , of a

lever having one arm connected to the contact section , a

Charles J. Malish, Toledo, Ohio , U.S.A. , 21st August , 1906 ; 6 guideon the base , a movable member thereon, a spring

years. Filed 17th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,813 .
operating said member in one direction , and connections be

tween the latter and the other arm of the lever .
Olaim . - In a device of the described character, a two- part 9. In a trolley pole the combination with a base , a sup

body portion composed of suitable insulating material and porting section and a contact section pivoted thereon , of a

having corresponding recesses in their meeting faces, detach - lever located in alignment with the supporting section hav

able axially disposed pivotal connections between the two ing one arm connected to the contact section , a guide on the
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base and a movable member thereon , a spring operating the into and out of engagement with the track , connections be

member in one direction and adjustable rods connecting said tween the rocker and the trolley pole and means for holding

member with the other arm of the lever. the dog of the rocker normally out of engagement with the

10. In a trolley pole the combination with a base, a sup- track.

porting section pivoted thereon and a contact section jour- 4. The combination with the rack and the trolley pole , of a

nalled on the supporting section , of a spring supported on carrier movable along the track and comprising a box or

the base , a lever attached to the spring, connections between body embracing the track , and a rocker pivoted to said box

it and the contact section for operating both sections upon or body and provided with a dog movable into and out of

their pivots and a stop for limiting the movement of the engagement with the track, and a spring for yieldingly hold

supporting section in one direction . ing the rocker in its different positions, substantially as set
11. In a trolley pole the combination with a base , a sup- forth .

porting section pivoted thereon and a contact section jour- 5. The combination with the turntable having the project

nalled on the supporting section , of a spring supported on ing lug, of the track composed of a bar bent forming oppo

the base , a lever attached to the spring, connections between site side sections secured at their free ends to the lug of the

it and the contact section for operating both sections upon turntable, the trolley pole , the carrier having a box sliding

their pivots and stop formed by an extension on the sup- along the track , and a rocker pivoted to the box and having

porting section adapted to engage the base to limit the a dog movable into and out of engagement with the track ,

movement of said supporting section in one direction , connections between the rocker and the pole , and a spring for

holding the rocker in its different positions , substantially as

No. 100,559. Trolley Pole Catcher . set forth .

Attrape perche de trollée.
6. The combination of the trolley pole , the turntable hav

ing a projecting lug, the track composed of a bar bent be

tween its ends forming the side sections secured at their ends

to the lug of the turnable , and toothed on their lower edges ,

the carrier comprising a box or body slidable along the

track , and the rocker pivoted at its upper rear end to the box

and provided at its lower front end with a dog to engage

with the teeth of the track section , the spring secured to

the box or body and having a rounded boss engaging with

the rocker to secure the same in its different positions and

connections between the rocker and the trolley pole , sub

stantially as and for the purpose set forth .

7. The combination with the track and the trolley pole , of

a carrier movable along the track and comprising a box or

body embracing the track , and a rocker pivoted at one end

to such box or body and provided at its other end with a dog

movable into and out of engagement with the track and con

rections between the trolley pole and the rocker .

8. The combination of a trolley pole having a main pivot

at its lower end, a track extending longitudinally from the

base of the trolley pole , a rocker movable longitudinally along

said track and provided with a dog which may be set into and

out of engagement with the track and connections between

the rocker and the trolley pole whereby the latter on its

sudden upward movement when it has escaped from the

wire, will throw the dog into engagement with the track to

limit the upward movement of the trolley pole , substantially

as described .

9. The combination with the trolley pole , and the track .

of a carrier sliding on the track and comprising a box or

body embracing the track , and a hood pivoted to the box or

body and having means for engagement with the track , and

a spring operating between the box or body and the hood for

securing the latter in its different positions, substantially as

set forth .

10. The combination in an apparatus substantially as des

cribed , of the carrier box or body, the rocker consisting of

a hood pivoted to the box or body , whereby it may rock in

connection therewith, and a dog having side lugs secured to

the rocking hood, and a spring operating between the box or

body and the hood for securing the lattter in its different

positions.

11. The combination of the trolley pole having a main

pivot, the longitudinally extending track , a sliding carrier

John Henry Walker , Lexington , Kentucky, U.S.A., 21st movable along the track and having locking means for en

August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 26th March , 1906. Receipt gagement with the track , to lock the trolley against upward

No. 134,294 . movement on its sudden escape from the wire and means

Claim . - 1 . The combination of the turntable having the whereby the initial upward movement of the trolley pole on

projecting lug provided with the slots for the ends of the escaping from the wire will throw such locking means into

track rail, the track rail consisting of a bar of metal bent engagement with the track to lock the trolley pole against

at its middle and having its ends secured in the slots of the further upward movement .

turntable lug, the side sections of the track being arranged 12. The combination in an apparatus substantially as des

vertically edgewise and being toothed in their lower edges, cribed , of a trolley pole having a main pivot at its lower

the trolley pole having a main pivot at its lower end in con- end , a track extending longitudinally from the base of the

nection with the turntable, the carrier having a box or body trolley pole and provided with a rack, and a dog carrier by

embracing and slidable along the track, the rocker pivoted the trolley pole , the dog and rack being movable relatively

at its upper rear end to the body or box of the carrier and and arrangel to be thrown into engagement on the initial

provided at its lower front end with a dog extending beneath unward movement of the trolley pole on escaping from the

and normally free from engagement with the teeth of the wire whereby to lock the trolley pole against further up

track rails , the rods connecting such rocker with the trolley ward movement substantially as described .

pole , and the spring secured to the body or box of the car- 13. The combination in an apparatus substantially as des

rier and having a rounded boss engaging with the rocker, cribed , a trolley pole , the track extending longitudinally

whereby to hold the same yieldingly in both positions , sub- from the base of the trolley pole, and provided with a rack,

stantially as and for the purposes set forth . a dog movable longitudinally along the track and into and

2. The combination in an apparatus substantially as des- out of engagement with the track , and connections between

cribed, of the track extending longitudinally from the base the dog and the trolley pole .

of the trolley pole , the trolley pole, a carrier slidable along 14. The combination with the trolley pole, of a track ex

tthe track and having a rocker provided with a dog movable tending longitudinally from the base of the trolley pole , a

into and out of engagement with the track and connections carrier movable along the track , a rocker pivoted at one end

between the rocker and the trolley pole . to the carrier and movable therewith along the track, and

3. The combinationin an apparatus substantially as des- provided at its other end with a dog movable into and out

cribed , of the track , the trolley pole , a carrier slidable along of engagement with the track , and a connecting rod between

the track and having a rocker provided with a dog movable I the rocker and the trolley pole .
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No. 100,560. Electrical Brush Holder. 2. In a static electric machine having the electric current

Porte brosse électrique. generators mounted within a closed case , an equalizer rotat

ably mounted around the center shaft of the machine, and

means extending from the outside of the closed case for os

cillating said equalizer.

3. In a static electric machine , an equalizer , a closed case

surounding same , a hub on the central shaft of the machine

to which the equalizer is secured, said hub extending to the
outside of the case , and means on the outside of the case for

rocking said hub .

4. In a static electric machine , an equalizer, a closed case

surrounding same , a sleeve through the wall of said case , a

hub on the central shaft of the machine to which the equali

zer is secured , said hub extending to the outside of the case ,

and means on the outside of the case for rocking said hub .

5. In a static electric machine, an equalizer including a rod

extending diametrically across the plates , a laterally extend

ing crossbar from each end of said rod near the edge of said

plates, rods secured to the crossbars between each pair of

plates and a metal brush secured to each of said rods so as

to engage the surface of the discs .

6. In a static electric machine having a series of plates , an

equalizer including side rods extending diametrically across

the series of plates in said machine, crossbars connecting the

Moffat St. Clair , Fort Wayne , Indiana , U.S.A., 21st August,
ends of said rods , short rods extending from said crossbars

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 14th April , 1906. Receipt No. 134,928 .
between each series of plates , and a metal brush secured to

each of said rods adjacent to the plates .
Claim .-- 1 . In a commutator brush holder, a supporting

7. In a static electric machine having the electric current
casting having in connection therewith a rest , a guide slot in

generators within a closed cabinet , an equalizer, and means
said rest , a contact plate in connection with a brush , the

for changing the distance between the points of equalization
former ranging in said slot , and the latter seated upon said

rest, a retracting spring having connection with said casting ,
of the equalizer and collectors without opening the case .

8. In a static electric machine having the electric current

and also with said contact plate , and acting to hold the brush generators within a closed cabinet , an equalizer, and means

against said rest , and an adjustable spring acting to hold the
extending outside of the cabinet for changing the distance of

brush in contact with the commutator .
the points of electrical transmission on the collectors .

2. In a commutator brush holder, a supporting casting hav

ing in connection therewith a rest , a commutator brush , a side rods extending diametrically across the discs , conducting
9. In a static electric machine, an equalizer comprising two

contact plate in fixed relation with the brush , tension means
crossbars connecting the ends of said side rods , the short

in connection with the casting and contact plate to hold the
rods extending from said crossbars between each series of

brush against the rest, and an adjustable spring acting to
discs on the opposite sides of the machine, combs secured to

hold the brush into contact with the commutator .
said short rods adjacent to the discs in the machine , and

3. In a commutator holder , a supporting casting having a brushes secured in said rods that contact with said discs .
rest with a guide slot therein, a commutator brush seated

against the rest and having means in connection therewith
10. A static electric machine having inclosed electric gen

erators and practical means for precipitating the moisture
which extends into said slot to guide the brush , and two ad

in said inclosure upon a predetermined portion of the inclos
justable springs , one acting to hold the brush on said rest

ing case .
and the other to press the brush into contact with the com

mutator .
11. A static electric machine having inclosed electric gen

4. In a commutator brush holder , a supporting casting hav
erators and means outside of said closure for precipitating

the moisture in said interior.
ing in connection therewith an adjustable commutator brush ,

a rocking lever pivoted on said casting, one end of the lever 12. A machine having an electric generator , an inclosing

having means in connection with the brush to act against the
case for the generator having means for opening said case to

latter to hold it into contact with the commutator , the oppo
permit access to said generator and having a smaller open

site end of the lever having an adjusting screw , and an up
ir.g , a refrigerant located outside of the case , and a remov

wardly curved lug in connection with the casting, affording able portion separating the refrigerant from the interior of

a rest for the end of said adjusting screw.
the case , said removable portion being inserted or withdrawn

from said smaller opening and forming a closure therefor

when inserted .

No. 100,561. Static Electric Machine.
13. In a static electric machine , a cabinet containing the

Machine statique électrique. electric generators and means for cooling a limited portion

of said cabinet to cause a precipitation of the moisture of

the interior thereon .

14. In a static electric machine , a cabinet containing the

electric generators, an ice box outside of said cabinet and a

metal plate separating the interior of the cabinet from the

ice box .

15. In a static electric machine , a cabinet containing the

electric generators, a portion of said cabinet made of a

material that is a good conductor of heat, and means for

lowering the temperature of said portion below the tempera

ture of said portion below the temperature of the interior

of the cabinet.

16. In a static electric machine a cabinet containing the

electric generators , a sliding bottom portion of said cabi

net made of a material that is a good conductor of heat ,

and means for lowering the temperature of said slide below

the temperature of the interior of the cabinet .

17. In a cabinet containing an electric generator , a means

for warming one portion of the cabinet interior while cool

ing another portion .

18. In a static electric machine, a cabinet containing the

electric generators, metal plates in the bottom of said cabi

net containing the electric generators, metal plates in the

bottom of said cabinet and means for heating one portion

of said bottom and cooling the other , substantially as des

Theodorus H. Patee , Indianapolis , Indiana, U.S.A. , 21st Au
cribed and shown .

gust, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 9th May , 1906. Receipt No.
19. In a static electric machine a rod having a hollow

135,743.

end , a car on the hollow end of the rod and a brush iin
Claim .-- 1 . In a static electric machine having the electric pinged between the rod and the cap .

current generators within a closed cabinet, an equalizer, and 20. In a static electric machine, a rol having a hollow

means extending outside of the cabinet for changing its posi-ind, an opening through the wall of sait hollow portion , a

tion. brush with one end introduced into the hollow rod through
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the opening in its wall and a cap on the hollow end of the irregular outline, said plate having marginal conductors of
rod to clamp and hold the brush. electricity and brushes to take the electricity off of the

21. In a static electric machine , a brush consisting of a plate .

tube , a bundle of fine metal wire bent at the middle, and 40. In an electric machine of the class described, a cur

having said middle drawn into the tube and an insulating rent make -and -break device revolving between the poles of
knob on the end of the tube from the brush to prevent elec- the machine , said device consisting of a plate with an out

trical leakage , in combination with a rod holder and a cross line that is not a true circle , said disc having marginal elec

plate to which the rod is fastened . tric conductors , switches to make and break the crcuit in

22. In a static electric machine , a rod having a hollow said conductors and brushes to take the electric current off
end , an opening through the wall of said hollow portion , a of the plate .

cap on the hollow end of the rod having a portion of its 41. In a static electric machine , the main shaft , an exten

side wall removed , and a bundle of fine metal wire having sion removably secured thereto , a current make-and -break
one of its ends introduced into the hollow rod through device loosely mounted on the shaft extension , a cone pulley

the openings in the walls of the rod and cap . mounted adjacent thereto , a connecting belt, a pulley on

23. In a static electric machine inclosed within a case, a the same shaft as the second cone pulley connected with
static electric generating disc provided with a non -con- a belt to the mae- and -break device .

ducting rim .
42. In a static electric machine , a main shaft, an exten

24. In a static electric machine an electric plate provided sion removably secured thereto , and a current make-and

with a marginal shield of non-conducting material and a break device mounted on the extension .

case inclosing said plate and generative mechanism . 43. In a static electric machine a cabinet containing the

25. In an electric achine , a plurality of electric discs electric generators and means for simultaneously heating

having insulating rims , a series of brush rods and another and cooling different portions of the interior of the cabinet.

series of comb rods between and at the sides of the discs , 44. In a static electric machine a cabinet containing the

said brush rods and comb rods and a plate secured to the electric generators, a compartment outside of the cabinet

said rims to which plate the brush rods and comb rods are having communication with the interior of said cabinet and

secured. a removable partition between said cabinet and the said
26. In static electric machine comprising generating outside compartment.

discs , stationary comb rods and brush rods , and a plate to 45. In a static electric machine, an equalizer , and means

which the stationary comb rods and brush rods on the same extending outside of the machine for changing its position .
side of the generating discs are secured . 46. In a static electric machine , an equalizer rotatably

27. In a static electric machine, a suitable electric plate , mounted around the center shaft of the machine, and means

an insulating rim around the same and automatic means extending from the outside of the machine for oscillating
for varying its length to meet changed conditions due to said equalizer.

expansion and contraction . 47. In a static electric machine, an equalizer including a

28. In a static electric machine, a suitable electric plate rod extending diametrically across the disc , a laterally

and a flexible rim of insulating material around the edge extending crossbar from each end of said rod near the peri
of said plate. phery of said discs , short rods extending from said bars

29. In a static electric machine, a suitable electric plate , between the discs , and a metal brush secured to each of

a hard rubber rim around the same and an elastic coupling said rods so as to engage the surface of the discs .

connecting the meeting ends of the rim . 18. In a static electric machine having a series of discs ,

30. In a static electric machine a suitable electric plate , an equalizer including side rods extending diametrically

a hard rubber rim around the same , a plate of hard rubber across the series of disc in said machines, crossbars con

overlapping the joint and fastened to the ends of the rim , necting the ends of said rods, short rods extending from

one of the fastenings being through a longitudinal slot per- said crossbars between each series of discs , and a metal

mitting adjustment in diameter of the rim and a spring to brush secured to each of said rods and short rods ad,acent

draw the ends of the rim together. to the discs .

31. In a static electric machine , a main shaft , a series 49 . In a brush , a rod having a hollow end , adjustable

of groups of plates mounted on the shaft, eit: rnally thread
brush wires each of which has one end inserted in and the

ed sleeve or sieeves mounted on the shaft, having flanges, opposite end protruding from said hollow , and means for

suitable rings and washers around said threaded sleeve removably and adjustably securing said brush wires within

separating it from its disc , a nut screwing on the sleeve to
said hollow .

tighten the washers and disc against the flange and means 50. In a static electric machine having electric generators

for securing the sleeve to the main shaft .
located within a case , a movable conducting m d'um to

32. In a static electric machino, a main shaft , a series of
serve between the positive and negative parts as a means

sleeves secured thereon , said sleeves having a flange at one
for modifying and regulating the electric current while said

end and an external screw thread from the other end to the current is passing from the generators to the sliding elec

tlange , said sleeves being arranged in pairs as to their trodes or other terminals , said conducting medium having

tlanged ends which are placed adjacent to each other, a re incans available from outside of the case fo : changing its

volving plate mounted on each sleeve and a pair of station position.
51. In a static electric machine having electric generatorsary plates at the flanged ends of the sleeves between the

revolving plates .
located within a case , a movable condu, ting medium to

33. In a static electric machine , a main shaft , a series of
serve as a means for modifying and controlling the elec

sleeves mounted thereon, glass plates mounted the tric current while said current is passing from the genera

sleeves and elastic bearings between the plates and the
tors to the sliding electrodes or to other terminals, said

conducting medium having means available from outside of
sleeves.

34. In a static machine , a main shaft , ball bearings to
the case for changing its position .

52. In a static electric machine having electric current
support said shaft , a series of plates mounted on the shaft ,

an equalizer diametrically surrounding the series of plates medium acting upon and regulating the polarized current
generators located within a case , a movable condurting

with rods extending between the plates , said equalizer being
while the current is flowing from the generators to the

niounted on the shaft .

35. In a static electric machine , the generators , the elec
l'ombs , brushes or other receiving or distributing mechan

trodes, the Leyden jars and the bases for said jars hav
ism for passing said current to the sliding electrodes or

other terminals, said conducting medium having mans
ing a series of sockets of different diameters .

36. In an electricstatic machine a currentmake-and - break available ouside the case for changing its position.

53. In a static electric machine having an electric genera

device moving between the positive and negative electric

forces generated by the machine and means to take the conducting medium to serve as a means for changing, moi
tor with an inclosing portion of the machine, a movable

current from said device .

37. In a static electrical machine, the stationary and the while said currentis flowing from the generator to the re
fying . and regulating the action of the polarized current

revolving glass disc , the operating shaft , the combs and ceiving or distributing mechanism for passing said current

the conductors through which the electricity generated to the sliding electrodes or other terminals, said conducting
passes off, a revolving electric current make -and - break de .

vice adapted to be carried by the said shaft and make-and
medium having means available from outside of said in

closure for changing its position .

break contact with said conductors as the device is revoly

ed , and means to take the current off of the revolving device.

38. In an electric machine of the class described, a cur
No. 100,562 . Credit System Apparatus.

rent make-and -break device revolving between the poles of Appareil de système de crédit .

the machine, said device consisting of a plate with mar

ginal conductors of electricity having switches to break Jacob Oscar Greenwald , Milwaukee , Wisconsin , U.S.A. , 21st

the circuit, and means to take the electricity off of the plate , August , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 23rd May, 1906. Receipt No.

39. In an electric machine of the class described , a cur
136,192 .

rent make -and - break device revolving between the poles Claim . - 1. In a device of the character described , a mag

or the machine, said devices consisting of a disc with an netic check punching device comprising a solenoid, a core

on
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therefor, a spring retracted punch member in the path of of current , contact piece and armature and with each other

the core and adapted to be struck and moved thereby, punch in series. substantially as described.
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2. In a jump spark apparatus, a pair of induction coils

having their primary windings connected in series, a separ

ate core for each coil , and a contact breaker provided with

an armature plate having its face adjacent to the ends of

the cores, substantially as described .

3. In a pump spark apparatus, a pair of electrically con

nected induction coils mounted parallel to each other, a

separate core for each coil , and a contact breaker provided

with an armature plate of substantially uniform magnetic

permeability throughout, substantially as described .

4. In a jump spark apparatus the combination of a plur

100562 ality of secondary windings each of which is located about

a separate primary winding, an independent core for each

of the primary windings, and a contact breaker provided with

an armature plate supported by a spring at each end and

pins carried by the punch member, a plate having perfora having its face adjacent to the ends of the cores , substanti
tions in which the punch pins project, and a die adapted to ally as described .

receive a check and having perforations into which the punch 5. In an electric circuit , a pair of induction coils mounted
pins may be driven through the check when the punch mem

parallel to each other and having separate cores , a contact
ber is struck by the solenoid core .

breaker provided with a spring mounted armature having
2. In a device of the character described , a magnetic check its face adjacent to ends of the cores, and a condenser

punching device comprising a solenoid , a core therefor,
shunted across the contact breaker, substantially as des

a punch member in the path of the core and adapted to be cribed .

struck and moved thereby , punch pins carried by the punch
6. In a jump spark apparatus the combination with a suit

member , a plate having perforations in which the punch pins
able casing of a pair of parallel induction coils having separ

project, said member having a shouldered reduced portion ,
ate cores and a condenser in the casing embedded in and

a punch rest connected to the plate and having an opening separated bya body of non -conducting material,and a con
through which the reduced portion of the punch member tacting breaker for the coils provided with a spring mounted

passes, a coil spring surrounding the reduced portion of the
armature having its face adjacent to the ends of the cores ,

punch member, and bearingagainst its shoulder and against substantially as described .
the punch rest, and a check receiving die mounted on the

plate and havingperforations into which the punch pins are No. 100,564. Circuit Breaker.

adapted to be driven through the check when the punch

member is struck by the solenoid core. Interrupteur de circuits.

3. In a device of the character described , a check punching

means comprising a solenoid , a core tube for the solenoid

extending beneath the same, a core operating in the core

tube, a plate to which the core tube is rigidly secured , a

punch member having a reduced portion projecting into the

core tube and adapted to be struck and moved by the core , a

series of punch pins carried by the punch member, a top

plate connected with the before-mentioned plate at a dis

tance, therefrom and having perforations into which the

punch pins extend, a punch rest mounted on the top plate

for supporting the punch member and having an opening

through which the reduced portion of the punch member ex

tends , a coil spring surrounding and engaging the reduced

portion of the punch member and bearing on the punch rest ,

à check receiving die strip on the top plate having perfora

tions into which the punch pins are adapted to be driven

when the punch member is struck by the solenoid core, a

bracing strip on the die strip adapted to prevent its boing

bent out of position, and guides on the top plate for de

termining the position of a check to be operated upon by

the punching means.
George Gale Stout , Parkersburg, West Virginia, U.S.A., 21st

August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 16th June , 1906. Receipt

No. 100,563. Jump Spark Apparatus. No. 136,994 .

Appareil d'étincelles à bond . Claim.-1 . In an electric circuit breaker the combination

with a switch , of a resistance coil connected across the poles

Herman Charles Mueller , Fond du Lac, Wisconsin, U.S.A. , of said switch, a magnet core loosely suspended within said

21st August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 4th June , 1906. Receipt coil, a balance beam connected to said suspended core and

No. 136,530. actuated thereby in such manner that the voltage may be

Claim .-1 . In sparking apparatus the combination with a determined, a magnet coil connected across the poles of

source of current, of induction coils having separate cores, said switch with an open circuit switch, a locking bolt as

and primary and secondary windings and a contact breaker sociated with said latter coil , a movable contact adapted to

comprising an adjustable contact piece and a vibrating arm- be moved by said balance beam to close said open circuit

atura arranged between ends of the cores and said contact and cause said latter coil to actuate said switch locking

piece , said primary coils being connected with said source holt to release said switch.
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2. In an electric circuit breaker the combination with a chamber communicating with the said grate , a fuel hopper

switch , of a resistance coil connected across the poles of opening into the chamber, a feeder, means for operating the

said switch , an armature associated with said coil , a magnet same, and a positively operated fuel check arranged in the

coil connected across the poles of said switch with an open said chamber , substantially as described.

circuit switch, connecting means between said open circuit

switch and said armature, a switch locking element associ- No. 100,566. Seed Cleaner and Grain Separator.

ated with said last -mentioned coil , said circuit being adapt

ed to be closed by the movement of said armature which
Nettoyeur de graine et séparateur à grain .

causes said last -mentioned coil to actuate said switch lock

ing elements to release said switch .

3. In an electric circuit breaker the combination with a

switch , of a series of resistance coils connected in series to

each other and in multiple on the circuit, a magnet core

loosely suspended within one of said resistance coils, a bal

ance beam connected to said suspended core and actuated

thereby in such manner that the voltage can be determined ,

a magnet coil connected across the poles of said switch with

an open circuit switch , a locking bolt associated with said

latter coil , a movable contact adapted to be moved by said

balance beam to close said open circuit and cause said latter

coil to actuate said switch locking bolt to release sa id switch.

1
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No. 100,565. Furnace . Fournaise.
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James E. Benson, Troy, New York, U.S.A. , 21st August, 1906 ;

Robert William Hillyard and John Baird, co - inventors, both 6 years. Filed 25th June, 1906. Receipt No. 137,265 .

of Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, 21st August, 1906 ; 6 years . Claim.-1 . In a machine of the class described, the com

Filed 12th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,827. bination with a hopper, and a grain separating shoe sup

Claim .-- 1 . A mechanical feeder for furnaces having in com- ported on a main frame for reciprocal motion thereon, of an

bination an annular grate , a bell -mouthed chamber in com- upper chaff shoe and a lower chaff shoe inclined in opposite

munication therewith, an arcuate extension secured to the directions to each other , the lower chaff shoe being inclined

said chamber, a slot therein having lugs arranged adjacent in an opposite direction to the grain separating shoe, said

thereto , a lever pivoted between the said lugs, the lever end chaff shoes being disposed between the hopper and the sepa

of which is formed with a projection , and a feeder, suitably rating shoe, said upper chaff shoe having a screen, a metal

supported in the said extension , having a corresponding slot bottom plate below said screen and having a discharge out

to receive the projection on the lever and adapted to be ! let , said lower chaff shoe comprising a pair of screens ar

operated thereby, substantially as described . ranged in different planes and each extending about half the

2. In a mechanical feeder for furnaces in combination an length of the shoe , oil cloth curtains over said lower chaff

arnular grate, a bell -mouthed chamber in communication shoe screens, and a sheet metal top over the upper screen of

therewith , having an arcuate extension , a hopper in com- the lower chaff shoe , and means for longitudinally recipro

munication with the chamber, and a fuel check arranged be- | cating both of said chaff shoes and said separating shoe.

tween the hopper and the grate, said check being provided 2. In a machine of the class described , the combination

with an auxiliary check , a feeder, and means for operating with a hopper, and a grain separating shoe supported on a

the same , substantially as described . main frame for reciprocal motion thereon , of an upper chaff
3. In a mechanical feeder for furnaces in combination an shoe and a lower chaff shoe inclined in opposite directions

annular grate , a bell-mouthed chamber communicating there- to each other, the lower chaff shoe being inclined in an oppo
with having an arcuate extension , a feeder arranged to site direction to the grain separating shoe, said chaff shoes

operate within the said extension, an articulated head in the being disposed between the hopper and the separating shoe,

said feeder and means for operating the feeder, substantially said upper chaff shoe having a screen, a metal bottom plate
as described. below said screen and having a discharge outlet , said lower

4. In a mechanical feeder for furnaces in combination an chaff shoe comprising a pair of screens arranged in different

annular grate, a bell-mouthed chamber communicating there- planes and each extending about half the length of the shoe,

with having an arcuate extension , a feeder arranged to oil cloth curtains over said lower chaff shoe screens, and a

operate within the said extension , a fuel hopper communi- sheet metal top over the upper screen of the lower chaft

cating with the said chamber, an articulated head in the said shoe, and means for longitudinally reciprocating both of said

feeder, provided with a rearwardly extending portion adapted chaff shoes and said separating shoe , and for vertically re

to close the mouth of the fuel hopper when the feeder is in ciprocating one of said chaff shoes.

its advanced position , and means for operating the said 3. In a machine of the class described , the combination

feeder. with a hopper, and a grain separating shoe supported on a

5. In a mechanical feeder for furnaces in combination an main frame for reciprocal motion thereon , of an upper chafr

annular grate, means for revolving the same, a bell -mouthed shoe and a lower chaff shoeinclined in opposite directions

chamber communicating with the said grate having an to each other, the lower chaff shoe being inclined in an op

arcuate extension , a feeder arranged in the said extension, an posite direction to the grain separating shoe , said chaff shoes

articulated headin the said feeder, an anti-friction support being disposed between the hopper and the separating shoe ,

for the rear end of the feeder and a lever having a ball and said upper chaff shoe having a screen, a metal bottom plate

socket connection with the said feeder to operate the same, below said screen and having a discharge ouli't said lower

substantially as described . chaff shoe comprising a pair of screens arranged in different

6. In a mechanical feeder for furnaces in combination an planes and each extending about half the length of the shoe,
annular grate, means for revolving the same , a bell -mouthed ' cil cloth curtains over said lower chaff shoe screens, a sheet

8-17
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metal top over the upper screen of the lower chaff shoe , and 8. In a machine of the class described , the combination

an air blast device for causing an air blast between the up- with a hopper, and a separator shoe supported on the main
per and lower chaff shoes , substantially as shown and dis- frame for reciprocal mo'ion thereon , of an upper chaff shoe

cribed . and a lower chaff shoe inclined in opposite directions to each

4. In a machine of the cass described , the combination with cther, the upper chaff shoe lying in a plane parallel with the

a hopper, and a grain separating shoe supported on a main separator shoe , an agitator carried by the upper chaff shoe

frame for reciprocal motion thereon , of an upper chaff shoc , and projecting into the hopper, said hopper having a dis

and a lower chaff shoe inclined in opposite directions to earn charge outlet , an adjustable gate for opening and closing

other , the lower chaff shoe being inclined in an opposite said discharge outlet of the hopper, air blast devices dis

direction tothegrain separating shoe, said chaff shoes being chargingbetweentheupper and lower chaff shoes and be
disposed between the hopper and the separating shoe, said ' tween the lower chaff shoe and the separator shoe, and means

upper chaff shoe having a screen , a metal bottom plate below for operating said air blast devices for imparting longitu

said screen and having a discharge outlet , said lower chatt dinal reciprocal motion to the separator shoe , for imparting

shoe comprising a pair of screens arranged in different planes longitudinal reciprocal motion to both chaff shoes and for

and each extending about half the length of the shoe , oil imparting vertical reciprocal motion to the upper chaff shoe,

cloth curtains over said lower chaff shoe screens , a sheel all being arranged substantially as shown and described .

metal top over the upper screen of the lower chaff shoe , an

air blast device for causing an air blast between the upper No. 100,567. Display Rack . Ratelier de montre.

and lower chaff shoes , means for controlling said air biası

devices to regulate the supply of air emitted from the air

blast devices , and means for longitudinally reciprocating

both of said chaff shoes and said separating shoe and for:

vertically reciprocating one of said chaff shoes and for oper

ating said air blast device .

5. In a machine of the class described , the combination

with a hopper, and a grain separating shoe supported on a

main frame for reciprocal motion thereon , of an upper chaff

shoe and a lower chaff shoe inclined in opposite directions

to each other , the lower chaff shoe being inclined in an op

posite direction to the grain separating shoe , said chaff shoes

being disposed between the hopper and the separating shoe ,

said upper chaff shoe having a screen , a metal bottom plate

below said screen and having a discharge outlet , said lower

chaff shoe comprising a pair of screens arranged in different

planes, and each extending about half the length of the shoe ,

oil cloth curtains over said lower chaff shoe screens , a sheet

metal top over the upper screen of the lower chaff shoe , and

an air blast device for causing an air blast between the up

per and lower chaff shoes, a second air blast device for caus

ing an air blast between the lower chaff shoe and the sepa

rator shoe, means for controlling both of said air blast de

vices to regulate the supply of air emitted therefrom , and

means for operating said air blasting devices and longitus

dinally reciprocating both of said chaff shoes and said sepa

rator shoe and for vertically reciprocating one of said chaff

shoes , substantially as shown and described .

6. In a machine of the class described , the combination with

a hopper, and a separator shoe supported on the main frame

for reciprocal motion thereon , of an upper and lower chaff

shoe mounted for reciprocal movement between the hopper

and the separator shoe , the upper chaff shoe and the sepa

rator shoe lying in parallel planes , the lower chaff shoe lying Bossi

in a plane inclined diagonally between the upper chaff shoe

and the separator shoe , inclined hangers pivotally secured to
the upper end of the upper chaff shoe, and to theframe of G. H. North ,W. F. Brewster and C. S. Smith , co -inventors,

the machine , hanger bars secured near the other end of the
all of Pocatello, Idaho, U.S.A., 21st August, 1906 ; 6 years .

upper chaff shoe , angle irons pivotally secured to the frame
Filed 10th March , 1906. Receipt No. 133,729.

of the machine each including a long and a short arm, the Claim .-1 . A display rack comprising a ring-shaped base ,

short arm of each angle iron being connected to one of said the inner margin of the ring being at right angles to the up

hanger bars of the upper chaff shoe , bars pivotally secured to per face , and the upper face of the ring flattened to form a

the upper end of the lower chaff shoe and pivotally secured bearing, said upper face having a plurality of openings for

to the long arm of the angle irons , means for rocking said receiving oil , and a turntable having on its under face a

angle irons to impart longitudinal reciprocal movement to ring -shaped plate , the inner margin of said ring-shaped plate

the chaff shoes and vertical reciprocal movement to theup- having a depending flange fitting within the inner margin of

Ler chaff shoe, and means for reciprocating the separator, the ring -shaped base, and the face ofsaid ring- shaped plate

shoe, substantially as shown and described . being flattened to form a bearing resting upon the bearing

7. In a machine of the class described , the combination of the base , and provided with oil holes, for the purpose set

with a hopper, and a separator shoe supported on the main
forth .

frame for reciprocal motion thereon , of an upper and lower 2. A display rack comprising a ring-shaped base, the inner

chaff shoe mounted for reciprocal movement between the margin of the ring being at right angles to the upper face,
hopper and the separator shoe , the upper chaff shoe and the and the upper face of the ring flattened to from a bearing

separator shoe lying in parallel planes , the lower chaff shoe and a turntable having on its inner face a ring -shaped plate,

lying in a plane inclined diagonally between the upper chaff the inner margin of said ring-shaped plate having a depend

shoe and the separator shoe , inclined hangers pivotally se ing flange fitting within the inner margin of the ring-shaped

cured to the upper end of the upper chaff shoe and to the base , and the face of said ring-shaped plate being flattened

frame of the machine, hanger bars secured near the other t . ) form a bearing resting upon the bearing of the base , for

end of the upper chaff shoe , angle irons pivotally secured the puurpose set forth.

to the frame of the machine each including a long and a short

arm , the short arm of each angle iron being connected to No. 100,568. Window Cleaner . Nettoyeur de fenêtre .

one of said hanger bars of the upper chaff shoe , bars pivot

ally secured to the upper end of the lower chaff shoe ard Ernest Butland, Montreal , Quebec, Canada, 21st August,

pivotally secured to the long arm of the angle irons , omans
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 2nd February, 1906. Receipt No.

for rocking said angle irons to impart longitudinal recipro
132,537 .

cal movement of the chaff shoes , and vertically reciprocal Claim . - 1. A window cleaner comprising a foldabe handle ,

movement to the upper chaff shoe , and means for recipro- a crossarm rigidly attached to the upper end of said handle,

cating the separator shoe, said last-named means comprising plates secured to the extremities of said crossarm, and a

a pair of vertically disposed levers pivotally fulcrumed to removable cleaning fabric to said plates .

the lower brace bars of the machine frame , a transverse rod 2. A device of the class described comprising a jointed

connecting said levers together and bearing members on the foldable handle, a crossarm rigidly attached to the upper

under side of the separator shoe for engaging said transverse end of said handle , plates attached to the extremities of
rod and a means for operating said levers , substantially as said crossarm at right angles thereto , a cleaning fabric

shown and described . removably attached to the other plate.
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3. In a device of the class described, a handle comprising exhaust pipe connected with the cylinders , an auxļliary

two members hingedly connected together, means for main - exhaust pipe, a detachable connection between the main

and auxiliary exhaust pipes and valve mechanism in the

connection, the valve mechanism being wholly exterior to

the main exhaust pipe .

2. In mechanism of the class described the combination of

a locomotive provided with the usual main exhaust pipe

connected with the cylinders , an auxiliary exhaust pipe , a

detachable connection between the main auxiliary exhaust

pipes , and automatically operating valve mechanism in the

connection , the valve mechanism being wholly exterior to
the main exhaust pipe.

3. In mechanism of the class described, the combination of

a locomotive provided with a main exhaust pipe connected

with the cylinder mechanism , an auxiliary exhaust pipe

connected with the main exhaust pipe in the smoke box

of the locomotive, valve mechanism in the connection be

tween the main and auxiliary exhaust pipes for opening and

closing said auxiliary exhaust valve, a lifting shaft arm on

said locomotive, a reach rod pivotally connected therewith

and leading to the cab of the locomotive , and auxiliary rod

taining said members in aligment ya crossarm rigidly mechanism connected with the auxiliary valve mechanism

attached to the upper extremity of said handle, suitable and leading therefrom to the cab of the locomotive and

plates secured to the extremities of said crossarm, a clean- | having slotted engagement with the reach rod mechanism

ing fabric removably secured to the outer face of one of so as to permit automatic and independent movements of

said plates , and a polishing fabric removably secured to said auxiliary valve , substantially as described .

the outer face of the other plate . 4. In mechanism of the class described , the combination

4. In a device of the class described, a handle comprising of a locomotive provided with a main exhaust pipe con

two members hingedly connected together , a pivoted link nected with the cylinder mechanism, an auxiliary exhaust

connecting the extremities of said members , a ferrule slid - pipe connected with the main exhaust pipe in the smoke

ing on one of said members and adapted to maintain said box of the locomotive , transversely arranged auxiliary

members in alignment, a shoulder adapted to limit the down - valve mechanism in the connection between the main and

ward movement of said ferrule, a crossarm rigidly attached auxiliary exhaust pipes , a valve rod for said auxiliary

to the upper extremities of said handle, plates secured to the valve mechanism arranged transversely of the smoke box

outer extremities of said crossarm , a cleaning fabric secured and extending outside of the same, a lifting shaft arm for

to one of said plates, and a polishing fabric to the other said locomotive , a reach rod pivotally connected therewith

plate . and reaching to the cab of the locomotive , a reach rod pin

forming the pivotal connection between said reach rod and

No. 100,569. Picture Making Process. lifting shaft arm and having an outwardly extending por

Procédé pour faire des images.
tion , compound auxiliary rod and lever mechanism having

slotted engagement with said reach rod pin connected with

the rod of said auxiliary valve at one end and leading to

the cab of the locomotive at the other end, whereby said

auxiliary exhaust valve may be operated automatically and

independently as desired , substantially as described.

No. 100,571 . Broom. Balai.

3
2
.
9
0
0
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Sidonie Chadzynska, Peczenizyn , Galicia, Austria , 21st Aug

ust, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 7th March , 1906. Receipt No.

133,612 .

Claim . - A process for the production of pasted pictures ,

which consists in bringing together finely divided silk threads

or cloth pieces upon a pasted ground , the silk threads or the

cloth pieces being thereafter treated by means of suitable

tools to give them relief shape, afterwards the parts of the

picture may be coloured for the purpose of reviving the

plastic effect of the subject.

No. 100,570 . Locomotive Exhaust.

Tuyau d'émission de locomotives .

Fig. 1

B? B
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Edwin Carter Crompton, Brantford, Ontario, Canada, 21st

John Joseph Conolly and John Herron , co - inventors, both of August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 20th December, 1905. Re

Marquette, Michigan, U.S.A. , 21st August, 1906 ; 6 years . ceipt No. 131,193.

Filed 4th June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,523. Olaim . - 1. An attachment for a broom comprising a

Claim.-1. In mechanisms of the class described, the com- bracket having a lower crossbar adapted to extend across

bination of a locomotive provided with the usual main ' one side of the besom and an upright portion comprising two
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open end, and a brush secured within such nozzle of such

size and form relative to the size and form of the interior of

F
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bars forming a continuation of the bent ends of the cross

bar, and extending upwardly on the opposite side of the

besom to the stick , and suitably and adjustably attached to

the stick , as and for the purpose specified .

2. An attachment for a broom comprising a bracket hav

ing a lower crossbar adapted to extend across one side of

the besom , and an upright portion comprising two bars form

ing a continuation of the bent ends of the crossbar, and ex

tending upwardly on the opposite side of the besom to the

stick and having arc- shaped ends designed to straddle the

stick , as and for the purpose specified .

3. An attachment for a broom comprising a bracket hav

ing a lower crossbar adapted to extend across one side of

the besom and an upright portion comprising two bars form

ing a continuation of the bent ends of the crossbar, and

extending upwardly on the opposite side of the besom to the

stick and suitably and adjustably attached to the stick, and

a projecting cover for the bar, as and for the purpose speci

filed .
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BNo. 100,572. Weigher and Register.

Balance et registre.
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said nozzle as to provide an air passage and a capillary ink

passage between said brush and the interior of said nozzle ,

substantially as shown and described.

2. In a fountain brush the combination of a reservoir

closed except at one end, a nozzle extension of such open end,

and a brush secured within such nozzle at some point re

moved from its open end , said brush being of such size and

form of the interior of said nozzle as to provide an air pass .

age and a capillary ink passage between said brush and the

interior of said nozzle, substantially as shown and described.
3. In a fountain brush the combination of a reservoir closed

except at one end, a nozzle extension of such open end, and

a brush secured within such nozzle at some point removed

from its open end , said brush being of such size and form

relative to the size and form of the interior of said nozzle

as to provide an air passage and a capillary ink passage be

tween said brush and the interior of said nozzle and provide

David Petrie Davidson , Pahiatus , New Zealand , 21st August,
a capillary overflow space within the nozzle at and near Its

1906; 6 years. Filed 15th May, 1905. 'Receipt No. 125,214 . open end, substantially as shown and described.

Olaim . - 1. A measuring vessel divided into sections and
No. 100,575. Landing Net. Petit filet.

supported upon pivots in such a manner that the vessel shall

be capable of tipping alternately to each side , as matter is

fed into it , in combination with a loosely mounted lever, a

two-armed lever having one arm in position to be operated

by the lever first - named and also having a pawl carried by

its other arm , a ratchet engaged and driven in one direction

by said pawl , a weight connected with said ratchet and pro

vided with a pointer for advance along a scale , and means

including a trip operated by said weight, for shutting off the

supply of material to the measuring vessel .

2. In milk weighing machines and the like , a tipping

measuring vessel in combination with a ratcheted wheel

mounted on the outside of the vessel , means whereby the

tipping movements of the measuring vessel will impart a

rotatory movement to the ratchet wheel, a flexible cord one

end of which is wound upon the ratchet wheel , a vertical

guage beam down the front of which the other end of the

cord is led , an indicator pointer secured upon such cord , a

catch upon this top end of the gauge beam adapted to be

openedby the engagement therewith of the indicator pointer,

a weighted lever arm controlling the valve of the supply

pipe, and a flexible cord attached to the lever arm and pro

vided with a catch piece adapted to engage with the catch

upon the gauge beam , substantially as and for the purposes

herein specified.

No. 100,573. Waterproof Fabric.

Tissu à l'épreuve de l'eau.

Alwin Doelling , Tannenbergsthal, near Jägersgrun, Saxony,

Germany, 21st August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 30th April,

1906. Receipt No. 135,382.

Claim . - The method for the manufacture of waterproof,

washable material of valvety appearance , consisting in coat

ing the surface of fabric , paper or the like , with anadhesive
substance such as varnish, and applying to the surface thus John William Graham , Nanaimo, British Columbia, Canada,
coated a powder consisting of finely divided silk or raw

materials commonly used for the manufacture of velvet and 21st August, 1906; 6 years . Filed 17th April, 1906. Re

the like. ceipt No. 134,946 .

Claim . - 1. In combination with a common form of hand

No. 100,574. Fountain Brush. Brosse fontaine. landing net, a weight secured to the bottom of the net.

William I. Ferris, Stamford , Connecticut, U.S.A., 21st August , net, an annular weight secured to the bottom of the net.
2. In combination with a common form of hand landing

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 29th May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,376 .
3. In combinationwith a common form of land landing net ,

Claim . - 1 . In a fountain brush the combination of a re- an annular weight secured to the bottom of the net by

servoir closed except at one end , a nozzle extension of such I knotting the strands of the net around the weight.
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4. A landing net comprising a handle , a hoop secured to No. 100,578. Steam Trap. Purge à rapeur.

the handle , a meshed member having its upper end secured

to the hoop, and an annular weight secured to the strand of

the meshed member at its lower end .

No. 100,576. Means of Attaching Crossbars to

Hollow Columns.

Moyen d'assujétir les barres de traverses au colonnes creuses .
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John T. Lindstrom , Allentown, Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 21st

August , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 15th June, 1906. Receipt

No. 136,940.

Claim . - 1. In a valve structure for steam traps and the

like , a casing, a valve seat therein having a cylindrical

chamber, a valve in said chamber comprising disc-shaped

members and a substantially triangular body portion con

necting said disc -shaped members , a float, and a stem lever

having a bifurcated end connected with said disc members

o the valve.

2. In a valve structure for steam traps and the like a cas

ing having an outlet and an internal boss formed with a

threaded socket and a discharge passage leading therefrom

to the outlet, a valve seat screwed into said socket and

formed with a shoulder bearing against the upper side of

the boss, and also formed at its upper end with a cylindri

cal chamber provided in its sides with bearing openings

and having a lateral inlet , the seat being further formed

with a vertical passage leading from said chamber to the

Louis C. Hamel , Appleton, Wisconsin, U.S.A., 21st August, discharge passage, a valve mounted within said chamber

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 5th March , 1906 . Receipt No. and comprising disc -shaped members , an intermediate tri

133,541. angular body portion and squared extremities beyond the

Claim . - 1. The combination in a sign post of a hollow disc -shaped members , said disc -shaped members being jour

column having openings in its opposite sides, armsextending palledinand closingthe bearing openings in the endsof
through the openings and projecting from the opposite sides the chamber and mounting the valve therein for oscillatory

of the column, a binding member mounted and longitudin movement, a lever stem provided with a forked end, the

allymovable within the columnand havingarmreceiving extremities of the valve , and a float secured to said leverarms of said forked end beingapertured to receive the square

openings, and means for moving said binding member in
stem.

the direction of its length in order to clamp the arms be

tween the end walls of said openings.

2. The combination in a sign post of a hollow column pro
No. 100,579. Ship Construction .

vided with openings in its opposite side walls, arms extend Construction de vaisseau .

ing through the openings and projecting from the opposite

sides of the column , a tubular binding member arranged

within the column and also provided with openings, and

means for moving said binding member in the direction of

its length to thereby clamp the arms to the column .

3. In combination a sign post including a hollow column

having openings formed therethrough , a tubular binding

member arranged within the column and having openings

registering with the column openings, arms inserted through

the openings , and means for exerting pressure upon the

upper end of the binding member to effect clamping of the

arms against the column ,
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No. 100,577. Artificial Wood. Bois artificiel.

Jacob Laeufer, Lima , Ohio, U.S.A., 21st August , 1906 ; 6

years. Filed 25th June , 1906. Receipt No. 137,267.

Claim . - 1 . The herein described substitute material com

prising vegetable matter, Portland cement , plaster of paris ,

and animal blood, in or about the proportions mentioned.

2. The herein described material comprising vegetable

matter, Portland cement , plaster of paris, sulphur and

animal blood , in or about the proportions mentioned.

3. The herein described material comprising vegetable

matter, Portland cement, plaster of Paris, sulphur, sugar,

and animal blood , in or about the proportions mentioned.

4. The herein described substitute material comprising

vegetable matter, Portland cement , plaster of paris, oil,

and animal blood, in or about the proportions mentioned.

5. The herein described substitute material , comprising

vegetable matter , Portland cement, plaster of paris , sulphur,

oil, and animal blood , in or about the proportions mentioned.

6. The herein described material comprising vegetable

matter, Portland cement , plaster of paris , animal hair ,

cream floated barytes, and animal blood , in or about the

proportions mentioned.

7. The herein described material consisting of vegetable

matter, Portland cement , plaster of paris , sulphur, oil ,

animal hair , cream floated barytes , and animal blood in or

about the proportions mentioned.

1
0
1
0

George William Maytham , Buffalo , New York , U.S.A. , 21st

August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 10th June , 1905. Receipt

No. 125,925.

Claim . - 1. A ship having a series of hoppers in its hold

and diagonal bars extending from the bottom of the hold to
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means

the deck on which the inclined sides of the hoppers are sup- compartment a distance above the bottom of the hold , said

ported, said bars being arranged in pairs and the bars of deck sections when swung into a horizontal position serving

each pair being inclined in opposite directions . to form a deck , and means for retaining said deck sections

2. A ship having a series of hoppers in its hold and in a horizontal position .

diagonal bars extending from the bottom of the deck on 3. A ship provided with a series of compartments, anil

which the inclined sides of the hoppers are supported . swinging deck sections attached to the walls of said com

3. A ship having a series of hoppers , a hatchway arranged partments a distance above the bottom of the hold , said

over each hopper and diagonal bars extending from the deck sections when swung into a horizontal position serving

upper end of two adjacent hoppers to the deck , said bars to form a deck , and means for retaining said deck sections

being secured to the deck between said hatchways. in a horizontal position .

4. A ship having a series of hoppers , a hatchway arranged 4. A ship provided with a series of compartments, swing

over each hopper and diagonal bars extending from the ing deck sections attached to opposite walls of each of said

upper end of two adjacent hoppers to the deck. compartments and shifting boards pivotally attached to pre

5. A ship having a series of hoppers, a hatchway arranged vent the shifting of grain or to sub -divide the compartments.

over the center of each hopper and diagonal bars connected 5. A ship provided with a series of compartments, shifting

at the upper end of two adjacent hoppers and extending to boards pivotally attached to opposite walls of each com

the deck for connection near the sides of two adjacent partment , and for connecting opposite shifting

hatchways.
boards .

6. A ship having bars extending from top to bottom in the 6. A ship provided with a series of compartments , shift

hold and shifting plates secured to said bars . ing boards pivotally attached to opposite walls of each

7. A ship having diagonal bars and shifting plates secured compartment and boards connecting the ends of said shift

to said diagonal bars . ing boards and forming in effect a continuous shifting

8. A ship having diagonal bars arranged in pairs and a board .

shifting plate secured to each pair of said bars . 7. A ship provided with shifting boards pivotally attached

9. A ship having diverging bars connected together and to a fixed portion of the ship , at least two of said shifting

to the deck and a shifting plate secured to the separated boards being in line and boards connecting all aligned shift

ends of said bars . ing boards to serve as continuations of the latter.

10. A ship having diverging bears connected together and 8. A ship provided with a series of compartments , each

to the deck , a shifting plate secured to the separated ends compartment being provided with a hopper bottom having a

of said bars and a shifting plate secured to the connected central horizontal portion, keelsons on which said horizontal

ends of said bars . portions are supported and transverse bars conn

11. A ship divided by transverse bulkheads into a number said keelsons and serving also to support said horizontal

of cargo compartments and having one or more hoppers in portions of the several hopper bottoms.

the bottom of each compartment, diagonal bars extending 9. A ship provided with a double wall forming a water

from the bottom of the hoppers along the front and rear in- ballast compartment, and means for directing compressed

cl ned walls of the latter and being connected together at air to said water ballast compartment or to the hold of the

the upper ends of said inclined walls and a hatchway in ship .

the deck above each hopper. 10. A ship provided with a double wall forming an air

12. A shiphaving a series of hoppers in the bottom of its tight water ballastcompartment, of an air pipe outside of

hold, a hatchway centrally over each hopper, and diagonal said compartment and having an outlet leading to the latter
bars on which the inclined walls of said hoppers are sup for displacing the water therein with compressed air .

ported , said bars extending from the bottom of the hold to 11. A ship provided with an air - tight hold and having an

the deck having their upper ends secured to the deck be air pipe outside of the hold with an outlet leading to the

tween said hatchways. latter for displacing water therein with compressed air .

12. A ship provided with a double wall forming a water

No. 100,580. Ship Construction , ballast compartment , an air pipe above said compartment

Construction de vaisseau.
and a three - way valve connected to said air pipe and having

an air outlet leading to the hold and to said water ballast

compartment, and means for operating said valve tn

compressed air from said air pipe to said water ballast

compartment or to the hold .

13. A ship provided with a series of cargo compartments

separated by transverse walls , a water ballast compartment

partly surrounding each of said cargo compartments, an air

pipe arranged lengthwise of the ship , three -way valves se

cured to said air pípe, one being provided for each cargo

compartment and its surrounding water ballast compart

ment, and means for operating each of said valves to force

compressed air from said air pipe into the cargo compart

ments or into the water ballast compartments.

O

No. 100,581 . Propeller and Float for Boats, Etc.

Propulseur et flotte pour bateaum .
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Hans Mikorey, Schoneberg,
Dear Berlin , Germany, 21st

George William Maytham , Buffalo , New York , U.S.A. , 21st August, 1906. 6 years. Filed 16th November, 1905. Re

August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 20th July, 1905. Receipt ceipt No. 130,173.

No, 127,039. Claim.-1 . A propelling and floating device for boats and

Claim.-1 . A ship provided with a collapsible main deck the like characterized in that the boat is at each side pro

by means of which a single hold or an upperand lower hold vided with a float which is in pivotal connection with the

may be provided . rim of the boat and of such area that its upper and lower

2. Aship provided with a collapsible deck between the sides, whilst diverging from their pivotal connection are

spar deck and the bottom of the hold and comprising a joined to a cylindricalmain body and join each other at the

number of swinging sections attached to the walls of said bow of the boat in cutter- like fashion .
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2. A propelling floating device for boats and the like 2. In a machine for straightening cylindrical bodies , the

characterized in that the two floats are , on turning on their combination of two pairs of supporting rolls , an interme

pivotal connection , made adjustable in their level by means diate roll , and means for imparting rotation to at least two

of rods pivotally connected thereto and adapted to be oper- of said rolls , the several rolls being arranged about a com

ated in strut- like fashion through the medium of a right mon axis and having their axis oblique to said common axis

and left hand screw - threaded coupling for the purpose of and to each other.

making the boat capable for different loads and that each 3. In a machine for straightening cylindrical bodies the

of the floats is at its rear end provided with a propelling combination of two pairs of rolls and a roll intermediate

motor and the propeller , the propelling motors being con the proximate ends of the two roll pairs , the several rolls
nected to their generator or equivalent source which is being grouped about a common axis and having their axis

placed in the boat itself through the medium of a three - way oblique thereto and to each other, and the paired rolls be

cock or other equivalent device so that the propulsion may ing movable longitudinally toward and from the interme
be effected either by both motors , or for steering purpose diate roll .

by any one of them only .
4. In a machine for straightening cylindrical bodies , the

combination of two pairs of rolls , and a roll intermediate

No. 100,582. Reversing Gear for Steam Engines. the proximate ends of the two roll pairs , the several rolls

Mécanisme de renversement pour machines à vapeur. being grouped about and movable toward and from a com

mon axis , and having their axis oblique to said common

axis and to each other ,

5. In a machine for straightening cylindrical bodies the

combination of two pairs of rolls, and a roll interposed

between the proximate ends of the two roll pairs , the gev
eral rolls being grouped about and movable toward and from

a common axis , and having their axis oblique to said axis

and to each other, and the paired rolls being longitudinally

movable toward and from the intermediate roll .

6. In a machine for straightening cylindrical bodies the

combination of a suitable frame work having guideways con

verging toward a common axis , roll carrying carriages

mounted and longitudinally movable upon said guideways,

an intermediate roll carrying carriage movable radially or

in a right line perpendicular to said axis , and connections

between one of the longitudinally movable roll carriages and

the radially movable carriage , for imparting to it such radial

movement.

7. In a machine for straightening cylindrical bodies the

combination of a suitable frame having three or more sets

of guideways converging toward a common axis , three roll

William J. D. Miller, Hillsboro, Missouri, U.S.A., 21st August, pairs mounted in carriages arranged and to end upon the
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 15th January, 1906. Receipt No. lower sets of guideways, the intermediate pair being fixed

131,873. against longitudinal movement , and the outer pairs being

Claim. -1. In a reversing gear the combination with a longitudinally movable toward and from the intermediate

skaft , of a frame secured on the said shaft and provided pair , and independent roll carrying carriages mounted upon

with radial slotsat its middle partand guides at its sides, the upper guideways, in alteration with the lower carriages

an eccentric provided with projections which are slidable and rolls , said independent carriages and rolls being longitu

in the said guides , wedge- shaped plates slidable in the said dinally movable toward and from each other.

radial slots and engaging with the said eccentric , and means 8. In combination with girders U, U , converging toward a

for sliding the said plates longitudinally whereby the said common axis , and with roll carrying carriages mounted and

eccentric is slid crosswise of the said shaft . longitudinally adjustable thereon , roll carrying carriages

2. In a reversing gear the combination with a shaft, of a mounted upon the guideways intermediate of said longitu

frame secured to the said shaft and provided with radial dinally movable carriages and movable toward and from

slots , said frame having also slotted wings at its sides, an said common axis , girder V having guideways likewise con

eccentric provided with guide ribs which engage with the verging toward the common axis and having twice the degree
slots of the said wings , wedge - shaped plates slidable in of inclination of the girders U , U , and roll carrying carri

the said slots and engaging with the said eccentric , and ages mounted and movable on the guideways of girder V.

means for sliding the said plates longitudinally whereby 9. In combination with paired rolls L, M and R, S , inter

the said eccentric is slid crosswise of the said shaft .
mediate roll N , gearing for imparting rotation to said rolls

L , M and N, and telescopic shaft connections between the

No. 100,583. Machine for Straightening Shaft rolls and gearing, whereby said rolls are adapted to be
ing, Etc.

longitudinally adjusted without becoming disconnected from

Machine à redresser les arbres de couches, etc. the gearing.

10. In combination with a frame comprising girders U, U

and V , having guideways converging toward a common axis ,

carriages mounted and longitudinally movable on said guide

ways and provided with rolls , other roll carriages mounted

at the midlength of the girders U , U , provided with rolls ,

and movable radially to said common axis , yokes C " , D ',

connected with the longitudinally movable carriages , means

for causing said yokes to approach and recede from each

other, and wedges carried by two of the longitudinally mov

able carirages and passing between the radially movable

carriages and the girders on which they are supported,

whereby the radially movable carriages are caused to move

simultaneously with the longitudinally moving carriage.

11. In combination with girders or supports having con

verging guideways , roll carriages mounted and longitudi

100513 nally movable upon said guideways, roll carriages mounted

upon the guideways intermediate of the longitudinally mov

able carriages and movable radially toward and from the

common axis toward which the guideways converge, and

means for simultaneously moving the several carriages to
Walter James Muncaster , Cumberland , Maryland , U.S.A. , ward and from said common axis .

21st August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 1st August , 1906. Re- 12. In a machine for straightening cylindrical bodies the
ceipt No. 138,335. combination of a frame provided with guideways convergent

Claim .-- 1. In a machine for straighteningcylindrical bodies toward acommon axis, roll- carrying carriages mounted on
the combination of two pairs of rolls and an intermediate said guideways and movable longitudinally thereon to cause

roll , the paired rolls and single roll being arranged with their endwise and axial approach , interposed roll - carrying
their axis oblique to ch other and to the common axis | ca ages movable radially toward and from said common

about which they are grouped, and at varying points in the axis , and means for thus adjusting the roll carriages, said

length of said axis, and means for imparting rotation to at carriages having their roll receiving bearings swivelled upon
least two of said rolls , their bases, substantially as described , whereby the angle

aloe
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of roll axes may be varied to accord with the approach or 2. In a trawl net, the combination with the spreader board

separation of the rolls . of a two -part bracket adapted when not in use to overlap

13. In combination with a suitable frame comprising gir- and lie parallel with the board and a shackle adapted to

ders U, U , and V , having convergent guideways , roll-carry- connect the two parts of the bracket when in use , as and for

ing carriages mounted and longitudinally muvable on said the purpose specified.

guideways, yokes C° , D', connected with some of said car- 3. In a trawl net , a longitudinally extending pocket closed

riages, a two -part rod C' , having its proximate ends reverse- at the front and open at the rear and being in connection

ly threaded , a nut El connecting the rod sections, and means, with the rear portion of the net and a yielding trap sec

substantially such as described, for rotating said nut. tion in the end in front of the opening of said pocket, as and

14. In combination with a main frame and roll -carrying for the purpose specified.

carriages mounted and longitudinally movable thereon to- 4. In a trawl net, a yielding trap section for the same , a

ward and from each other yokes C' , D' , connected with said pocket extending along the side of the net being closed and

carriages , a divided rod G' , having its sections connected open at the rear and in communication with the rear por

with the respective yokes , a nut E connecting the rod sec- tion of the net, as and for the purpose specified .

tions , a worm wheel F carried by said nut, a worm H' mesh- 5. In a trawl net , a shaping and weighting member there

ing with said worm wheel, a shaft Il carrying said worm , and of consisting of a piece of material such as wire and rope

means for turning said shaft. wound on said piece , the meshes of the net being on said

15. In combination with girders U, U , having guideways piece between the convolutions of said rope.
convergent toward a common axis, a girder V having guide- 6. In a trawl net, a spreader board at the mouth there

ways also convergent toward said axis, but at twice the of, the same being provided with a shoe at bottom braces

angle of those of the girders U , U , roll - carrying carriages at the rear and top , the same being continuous of said shoe

mounted on the several guideways and longitudinally ad- and means for connecting the net with said board at the

justable thereon , and screws swivelled in the girder V and rear braces .

threaded in the carriages thereon , for moving said carri

ages longitudinally upon their guideways.

16. In a machine for straightening cylindrical bodies, a No. 100,585. Muffler for Exhausts .

main frame comprising a base, two triangular frames moun Assourdissoir pour émission de la vapeur.
ted thereon , girders extending from one to the other of said

frames connecting the same, and provided with convergent

guideways and tie rods connecting the girders at points inter

mediate of the triangular frames , substantially as shown and

described.

17. In a machine for straightening cylindrical bodies the

combination of three pairs of rolls , an intermediate oppos

ing roll or rolls between the first and second pairs of rolls ,

an intermediate opposing roll or rolls between the second

and third pairs of rolls , all of said rolls being grouped about

and movable toward and from a common axis , and having

their axes oblique to one another and to the common axis , the

rolls being longitudinally adjustable, and means for im

parting rotary motion to at least two of the rolls .

18. In a machine for straightening cylindrical bodies a

series of rolls grouped about and radially adjustable toward

and from a common axis and also longitudinally adjustable,

said rolls being bevelled at their forward or receiving ends

to faciliate entrance of a cylindrical body between them

and having their axis oblique to one another and to the

common axis , and means for rotating at least two of said John M. Porter , Parkersburg, West Virginia , U.S.A. , 21st

rolls . August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 28th December, 1905. Re

19. In a machine for straightening cylindrical bodies a ceipt No. 131,375 .

series of rolls grouped about a common axis and having their
Claim . - 1 . A muffler comprising a series of cells or cylin

axes oblique to one another and to said common axis, and

means for imparting rotation to atleast two of said rolls, being of a smaller diameterandof a shorter length , sub
ders arranged one within the other , each inside cylinder

the rolls being set at varying points in the length of said
comon axis and being adjustable toward and from said axis stantially as described.

and also longitudinally thereof.
2. A muffler comprising a series of cells or cylinders

arranged one within the other, said cells or cylinders having

a common base and independent tops or caps , substantially

No. 100,584. Trawl Net. Filet. as described .

3. A muffler comprising a series of cells arranged one with

in the other , said cells or cylinders having independent tops

or caps , substantially as described.

4. A muffler comprising an inner cell or cylinder into

Fig . 3
which the exhaust is led , said inner cell or cylinder having

one end closed and provided with an opening near its other

ya
end , a cell or cylinder enclosing said inner cell or cylinder

Fog ? into which the exhaust passes from said inner cell or cylin

der, said enclosing cell or cylinder being provided with an

opening at one end , a second enclosing cell or cylinder into

which the exhaust passes from said enclosing cell or cylin

der , said second enclosing cell or cylinder having one end

closed and provided with an opening to allow the exhaust

to pass therefrom , said enclosing cell or cylinder being of

a larger diameter and longer than said inner cell or cylin

der, substantially as described .

5. A muffler comprising an inner cell or cylinder having a

closed end against which the exhaust strikes , an enclosing

cell or cylinder constructed to receive the exhaust from

said inner cell or cylinder , one end of said enclosing cell

being provided with an opening through which the exhaust

passes , a second enclosing cell having a closed end against

۰ ،۱۰ 1In0394 which the exhaust strikes passing from said enclosing cell ,

substantially as described.

6. A muffler comprising an inner cell having a closed end

forming an air cushion against which the exhaust strikes ,

an enclosing cell having one of its ends provided with an
Richard Rippon Obee, New York City, New York, U.S.A., 21st opening through which the exhaust passes , and a second en

August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 11th May , 1906. Recipt closing cell having one of its ends provided with an open

No. 135,804 .
ing through which the exhaust passes , and a second enclos

Claim.-1 . a trawl net , combination with the ing cell having one of its ends closed and constructed to

spreader board of two-part overlapping angular brackets form therein an air cushion beyond the end of said enclos

secured thereto and a shackle connecting the apices of the ing cell against which the exhaust strikes passing from said

brackets, as and for the purpose specified. ecclosing cell , substantially as described.

BEDJ
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No. 100,586. Locomotive . Locomotive. 2. A steam trap comprising a vessel mounted to swing

and provided at its fulcrum end with an inlet and a dis

1
0
0
5
8
7

1
0
0
5
8
6

a

charge, a lever fulcrumed between its ends and connected

at one end by a link with the free end of the vessel, a

weight carried on the other end of the lever , and a stop

bracket located between the ends of the said vessel and

provided with stops of yielding material , for limiting the

up -and-down swinging motion of the said vessel , the lever

having its fulcrum on the said stop bracket.

3. A steam trap comprising a vessel having heads, means

connected with one head and engaging the other head to

hold the heads position on the vessel , hollow et and

outlet trunnions on which one head is mounted to swing.

the inlet trunnion being connected with a steam sup

ply pipe, a pipe extending lengthyise in the vessel and

discharging into the outlet trunnion , the inlet end of said

pipe extending to near the bottom of the vessel , a water

Hugh Reid, Springburn, and David McNab Ramsay, 20 Sunny- discharge pipe connected with the outlet trunnion , a valve

side avenue, Uddington, both in Scotland, 21st August, in the water discharge pipe, and a bracket removablyat
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 20th June, 1906 . Receipt No. tached to the said vessel and connected with the said

137,088. valve , to open and close the latter.

Claim . - 1. A motor car carrying an isolated steam electric 4. A steam trap comprising a vessel, hollow inlet and
generating plant having a steam turbine in combination outlet trunnions on which one end of said vessel is mount

with an air cooled condenser consisting of piping for the ed to swing , the inlet trunnion being connected with
exhaust steam, means for maintaining a vacuum therein , steam supply pipe, a pipe extending lengthwise in the

and means for producing a current of air therein , as des- vessel and discharging into the outlet trunnion, a yoke

cribed . having a hollow arm with which the outlet trunnion con

2. A motor car carrying an isolated steam electric gener nects, a water discharge pipe connected with the hollow

ating plant having a steam turbine in combination with an arm of the yoke , a valve in the water discharge pipe , the

air cooled condenser consisting of piping for the exhaust valve being so arranged that the pressure from within the

steam, means for maintaining a vacuum therein , an air vessel is exerted on the top of the valve to assist in hold

chamber in which said piping is located , means for producing the valve to its seat, and a connection between the

ing a current of air therein ,and means for introducing air valve stem and the pivoted end of said vessel.

heated therein into the steam generator of the plant to 5. A stream - trap comprising a cylindrical vessel having

maintain combustion , as described . heads , hollow inlet and outlet trunnions on which one of

3. A motor car carrying an isolated steam electric gener
said heads is mounted to swing, the inlet trunnion being

ating plant, having a steam turbine in combination with an connected with a steam supply pipe, a pipe extending

air cooled condenser consisting of piping for the exhaust lengthwise in the vessel and discharging into the outlet

steam , means for maintaining a vacuum therein, an air trunnions , a yoke suitably supported and having a bearing

chamber in which said piping is located, means for intro
at the end of one arm , the other arm of said yoke being

ducing air heated therein into the steam generator of the hollow , the inlet trunnion being secured in said bearing

plant to maintain combustion, and a structure inclosing and the outlet trunnion screwing at its outer end into the

said isolated plant and having said air chamber located said hollow arm , a discharge-pipe connected with the hol

in its walls and roof and providedwith openings to the out- low arm of the yoke, and a valve in said pipe connected

side, as described . with the pivoted end of said vessel, the pressure from

4. A motor car carrying an isolated steam electric gener- within the vessel being exerted on the top of said valve to

ating plant , having a steam turbine in combination with an
assist in holding the valve to its seat.

air cooled condenser consisting of piping for the exhaust

steam , means for maintaining a . vacuum therein , an air
No. 100,588. Locomotive . Locomotive.

chamber in which said piping is located, means for produc

log a current of air therein, means for introducing air heated

therein into the steam generator of the plant to maintain

combustion, a structure inclosing said isolated plant and

having said air chamber located in its walls and roof and

provided with openings to the outside, and shutters for said

openings, some of said shutters projecting forward and some

rearward , as described .
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No. 100,587. Steam Trap. Purge à vapeur.

Edward John Ryan , Danville, Illinois , U. S. A., 2186 Aug

ust , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 17th April , 1906. Receipt

No. 134,984.

Claim . - 1. A steam trap comprising a vessel having heads,

means connecting the heads to hold them in place on the
vessel , hollow inlet and outlet trunnions on which one of Francis O'Neal Whealon , St. Paul , Minnesota , U.S.A. , 21st

said heads is mounted to swing, a lever fulcrumed between August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 1st May, 1906. Receipt No.

its ends and connected at one end by a link with the free
135,444 .

end of the vessel , and a weight carried on the other end Claim . - 1. A locomotive having a steam cylinder provided

of the lever. with an exhaust port which is connected with the smoke

8-18
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chamber, a piston , a steam chest , a passageway leading from 15. A locomotive having draft mechanism , a steam cylinder

said exhaust port to the open air and having a brauch to provided with live and exhaust steam ports, a piston , a

said steam chest, valve mechanism connected with said steam chest, a valve controlling said ports , a passageway

passageway, means for operating said valve mechanism and connecting the exhaust port with the outer air, a connec

a check valve in said branch . tion between said live steam ports and said passageway and

2. In combination with a locomotive cylinder , its piston valve mechanism in said passageway and connection.

and steam chest , a passageway connected with said steam 16. A locomotive having a steam cylinder provided with

chest and the exhaust port leading from said cylinder and live and exhaust steam ports, the latter connected with the

having a branch outlet and a valve in said passageway. smoke chamber, a piston , a steam chest, a passageway lead

3. In combination with an engine cylinder, its piston and ing from said exhaust port to the outer air, a connection be

steam chest, a passageway connecting said steam chest with tween said live steam ports and passageways and a relief

the exhaust outlet leading from said cylinder and having or back pressure valve in said connection.

an outlet and an automatic valve in said passageway.

4. In combination with a cylinder, steam chest and valve, No. 100,589. Rack for Burial Caskets .

having live and exhaust steam connections, a communica Ratelier pour cerceuils .

tion between said live and exhaust steam connections having

a branch outlet and a valve in said communication adapted

to open into the steam chest when live steam is cut off and

the piston is in motion and close when live steam enters
said steam chest.

5. In combination with the cylinder of a steam engine , its

piston , exhaust opening and live steam inlet , a valve for

modifying said exhaust opening, a passageway connecting

the exhaust opening with said live steam inlet , a valve in

said passageway to close the same when live steam is en

tering the cylinder and open it when the supply of live steam

is checked, and an outlet leading from said passageway at

a point between said exhaust opening and said last described

valve.

6. In combination with a locomotive, its steam chest and

exhaust passageway from the cylinder to the smoke cham

ber, of an auxiliary passageway leading to a point outside

of said smoke chamber for the exhaust steam, a valve in

said auxiliary passageway, means for operating said valve,

a connection between said steam chest and said auxiliary

passageway and an automatic valve in said connection to

open the same when the supply of live steam to said chest

is checked .

7. A device of the class set forth consisting in combin

ation with a locomotive having a smoke chamber, its cylin

ders, and a main exhaustpassageway leading from the cylin- Charles 0. Whitcomb, Oxford , Michigan, U.S.A., 21st August ,
ders and projecting into said smoke chamber, of an auxili- 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 21st March , 1906. Receipt No. 134,114.

ary passageway connected with said main exhaust passage- Claim . - 1 . In a device for the purpose set forth , the com

way having valve mechanism for modifying the size of the bination of a pedestal to support a casket in a verticalposi

same, aconnection between the auxiliary passageway and tion , a rack binged to the pedestal to support the casket in
the steam chest in each of said cylinders and an automatic a horizontal position , movable braces attached to said rack

valve in said connection .
and connected with the pedestal to extend when the rack is

8. In combination with a locomotive having a main pass- in a horizontal position, and retract them when said rack is

ageway forming an exhaust outlet between the cylinders swung to a vertical position.

and the smoke chamber, a branch passageway from said 2. In a device for the purpose set forth, the combination

main passageway leading to the exterior of said smoke of a pedestal , a rack hinged to the pedestal to swing in the

chamber, means for modifying the size of said branch pass- arc of a circle , braces hinged to said rack to automatically

ageway, a connection between the steam inlets of said extend when the rack is moved to a horizontal position , and

cylinders and said branch passageway and automatic valve retract them when the rack is swung ito a vertical position .

mechanism in said connection .
3. In a device for the purpose set forth the combination

9. A device of the class set forth comprising a passage- of a pedestal, a foldable rack consisting of supporting bars

way between the cylinders and smoke chamber of a locomo- movably mounted on the pedestal , braces hinged to said pe

tive for the exhaust steam , a branch passageway from said | destal to support the rack in a horizontal position , and

first passageway to the exterior of said smoke chamber, valve means for preventing longitudinal movement of the casket on
mechanism for regulating the size of the outlet of said said rack.

branch passageway, lever mechanism for operating said 4. In a device for the purpose set forth the combination

valve mechanism , a connection between the branch passage- of a pedestal , a casket supporting rack , links movably con

way and the live steam inlets of said cylinders and valve necting the rack with the pedestal , said links and pedestal

mechanism in said connection .
supporting the rack in a horizontal position , the links carry

10. An engine cylinder having an exhaust port , a piston , a ing the rack when swung to a vertical position

steam chest , a passageway leading from said exhaust port 5. In a device for the purpose set forth the combination

to the open air, a valve in said passageway, means for oper- of a pedestal , a casket supporting rack, links pivotally con

ating said valve, a branch from said passageway connected nected to the rack and to the pedestal , and means for limit

with said steam chest and a valve in said branch . ing the movement of said links.

11. An engine cylinder having an exhaust port , a piston , a

steam chest, a passageway opening from said exhaust port No. 100,590. Straw Rack for Threshing Machine.
and having a branch connected with said steam chest , and

valve mechanism in said passageway and its connection .
Ratelier à paille pour moulin à battre.

12. A locomotive having steam cylinders each provided

with a piston, steam chest and exhaust port connected with

the smoke chamber, passageways between the exhaust ports

and steam chests of said cylinders , valve mechanism con

nected with said passageways to close the same when live

steam is entering said cylinders and open when the supply

of live steam is checked and a branch to said passageways

leading from said smoke chamber.

13. A locomotive having a steam cylinder provided with a

piston , steam inlet and outlet ports, a valve controlling said

ports , draft mechanism in the locomotive , a passageway

connecting the outlet port with the outer air , a connection

between the steam inlet ports and said passageway and valve

mechanism in said connection . 100590

14. A locomotive having a steam cylinder provided with

inlet and exhaust ports, a valve to control said ports , a Charles E. Whitney, Webster, South Dakota, U.S.A. , 21st

draft passageway leading from the exhaust port and having
August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 21st July, 1906. Receipt

a branch opening into the outer air to form variable exhaust
No. 138,014 .

mechanism , a connection between said branch and inlet Claim.-A framework , rock shafts supported therein and

ports and valve mechanism in said connection. having forwardly and rearwardly extending arms, hangers

Fig. 1.
6,9
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depending from said arms , two independently movable straw No. 100,593. Check for Time Recorders.

rack members supported by the hangers depending respec Registre horaire.

tively from the forwardly and from the rearwardly extend

ing arms , a driven shaft having oppositely extending cranks ,

pitmen connecting said cranks with the straw rack members ,

slotted arms depending from the rock shafts , a link rod con

nected adjustably with said slotted arms to transmit motion

between the rock shafts of variable extent, and a pitman

connecting one of the slotted arms adjustably with a crank

upon the driven shaft .
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No. 100,591. Cane knife. Cane couteau .

6
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The Dey Time Register Company, assignee of John Dey and

Owen Rufus Wingate, Duval, Florida , U.S.A. , 21st August , Alexander Dey , all of Syracuse, New York , U.S.A. , 21st

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 14th November, 1905. Receipt No.
August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 27th May, 1905. Receipt

130,073 .
No. 125,545 .

Claim . - 1 . A knife including a blade having a longitudinal Claim .-- 1 . In a time recorder mechanism adapted to print

cuttingedge and a cutting edge at its end , said last- named records each ofwhich indicates both by character and posi

cutting edge terminating in a hook. tion the day upon which it was made .
2. A knife including a blade having a longitudinal cutting

2. In a time recorder in combination mechanism adapted
edge and having its end formed with a cutting edge and

to make a character distinctive of the day upon which it

directed upwardly and rearwardly above the back of the

blade to form a hook .'
was made, and a card adapted to co -act therewith having a

space distinctive of said day adapted to receive an impres

sion from said mechanism .
No. 100,592. Hydraulic Drill.

3. In a time recorder in combination automatịc mechanism
Forêt hydraulique .

adapted to print a record indicative by its character of the

day upon which it was made, and means adapted to posi

tion a card to co-act with said mechanism and form a re

cord distinctive by its position upon said card of the day

upon which the record was made .

4. In a time recorder in combination printing mechanism

adapted to form a record indicative by its character of the

day upon which it was made, a card receiver , and means

adapted to move said card receiver relative to said printing

mechanism .

5. In a time recorder in combination printing mechanism

adapted to form a record indicative by its character of the

day upon which it was made, a card receiver , and meang

adapted to move said card receiver relative to said print

ing mechanism in a plurality of directions .

Waclaw Wolski , Lemberg, Austria , 21st August, 1906 ; 6

years. Filed 28th June, 1906 Receipt No. 137,376 .
No. 100,594. Exhaust Valve. Soupape d'émission .

Claim . - 1 . In a hydraulic drill the combination with a

tubular casing adapted to be connected with a hollow pump

rod and to be suspended thereform , of a partition in said

tubular casing whereby two chambers above and below are

formed, a piston guided in said partition and fromed in a

tube, a drill guided in the lower part of said tubular casing

and having a bore for the rinsing water, a tube connecting

said drill with said piston , a helical spring in the lower

chamber of said tubular casing and bearing with its upper

end on said piston and with its lower end on a shoulder of

said tubular casing, a plate with a plurality of arms guided

in the upper chamber of said tubular casing and adapted

to periodically close as a valve the cavity of said piston ,

two helical springs in the upper chamber of said tubular

casing on both sides of said plate and adapted to normally

hold the latter at a height above said piston.

2. In a hydraulic drill the combination with a cylindrical

vessel having a neck which is adapted to be connected with

a hollow rod and to be suspended therefrom , of a stuffing

box screwed into the lower end of said cylindrical vessel ,

a piston vertically guided in said stuffing box and formed as

a tube with a flange at the lower end , a plate with a plur
ality of arms guided in said cylindrical vessel and adapted Russell E. Winger and Claude Bennet, assigneesof Wesley

to periodically close as a valve the cavity of said piston, a
Jennings Inman , all of Fort Worth, Texas, U.S.A. , 21st

first helical spring inserted between said plate and the August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 11th June, 1906. Receipt

shoulder of said cylindrical vessel, a second helical spring
No. 136,763.

inserted between said plate and said stuffing box , a vertical Claim.--1 . Valve gear comprising a suitable steam chest , a

tube screwed on said stuffing box , a vertical guiding tube shaft rotated in said chest, a rotary valve carried by said

screwed into the lower end of said vertical tube, a helical shaft and having aport therethrough and face ports toward

spring tapering upwards and inserted between the flange of the end of said chest for exhausting a seat for said valve

said piston and the upper face of said vertical guiding tube,a formed in said chest and provided with exhaust ports there

drill guided in said vertical guiding tubeand having abore through, an oscillating valve loosely mounted on said shaft

for the rinsing water, and a tube screwedat its upperend and co -operating with said rotary valve, said oscillating

into said piston and at its lower end into said drill, said first valve having combined inlet and exhaust ports, and said

helical spring and said second helical spring being adapted chest having suitable inlet andexhaust ports and pipes to

to normally hold said plate at a height above said piston. be conected with an engine cylinder ,
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2. Valve gear comprising a suitable steam chest , a rotary to provide a head for said bar, a notch in said read , a

valve having an inlet port therethrough operating in said movable jaw on said channelled rack bar, and a rotatable

chest, a seat formed in said chest for said valve having ex- and removable means engaging both the notch and the head

haust ports therethrough , an oscillating valve having com . o said channelled bar and the movable jaw, to move said

bined inlet and exhaust ports therethrough co -operating jaw independently of said channelled rack bar.

with said rotary valve , and suitable combined inlet and 2. In a vise , a housing provided with an aperture, a rack

exhaust pipes communicating with said oscillating valve and bar engaging said aperture , means on the housing to limit

to be connected to an engine cylinder , said rotary valve hav- | the movement of said rack bar, a jaw movably mounted on

ing face exhaust ports communicating with said seat ports the rack bar , means rotatably mounted on the rack bar to

and said oscillating valve . move the jaw independently of said bar, and a slot in the

3. Valve gear comprising a steam chest , combined inlet rack bar to receive the rotatable means .

and exhaust pipes communicating with said steam chest and

to be connected to an engine cylinder ,an oscillating valve No. 100,596. Speed Indicator . Indicateur de vitesse.

mounted in said chest and provided with combined exhaust

and inlet ports to co -operate with said pipes, a rotary valve Fig. 1
having an inlet port therethrough and face exhaust ports

adjacent to said oscillating valve, and a seat having ex

haust ports co -operating with ports in said rotary valve . 128

4. Valve gear comprising a steam chest, means for spply

ing said chest with steam , an oscillating valve mounted in

said chest and provided with ports for alternately feeding

and exhausting, combined feeding and exhausting pipes com

municating with said ports , a rotary valve having an inlet

port therethrough co -operating with said oscillating valve

and face exhaust ports co -operating with said oscillating

valve, and a seat formed in said chest for said rotary valve

having exhaust ports therethrough .

5. Valve gear comprising a steam chest, a rotary feed

valve mounted in said chest having a port therethrough ,

combined exhaust and feed pipes communicating with said

chest, and an oscillating feed and exhaust valve co - operat

ing with said pipes and said rotary valve for starting , stop QU0000

ping or reversing an engine, said rotary valve being pro

vided with face exhaust ports adjacent to said oscillating

valve.

1003-46

148 F9

6. Valve gear comprising a steam chest, a rotary feed valve

mounted in said chest having an inlet port therethrough, two Heinrich Froost, Westend and Karl Ring, Berlin , both in

combined feeding and exhaust pipes communicating with said Germany, 21st August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 12th Jan

chest, each pipe having a double connection with said chest, a uary, 1906. Receipt No. 131,786.

seat for saidrotary valve having exhaust ports therethrough , Claim . — 1. In a speed indicator the combination with a

and an oscillating valve having ports therethrough for feed - centrifugal governor, a non-rotating sleeve encircling said

ing and exhaust purposes for starting, stopping or reversing governor and slidably arranged thereon , of a rotating shaft

purposes said oscillating valve forming the connection be- operatively connected to said sliding sleeve and operating

tween said pipes and said rotary valve and said rotary valve the pointer speed indicator travelling a scale, the disc speed

having exhaust ports co - operating with said oscillating valve indicator and the speed recorder, as and for the purpose

ports. specified .

7. Valve gear comprising a steam chest , combined feeding 2. In a speed indicator the combination with a centrifugal

and exhausting pipes connectedwith eachend of said chest, governor,a non - rotating sleeve encircling said governor and
an oscillating valve having combined feed and exhaust ports slidably arranged thereon , of a scale, a pointer, a counter
therethrough mounted in each end of said chest and co -oper- driven from the shaft of said centrifugal governor, a disc

ating with said pipes, a rotary valve having a feed port there- speed indisator , a speed recorder and a rotating shaft opera

through mounted in each end of said chest adjacent to said tively connected to said sliding sleeve and operating said
oscillating valves and provided with face exhaust ports, a pointer, disc speed indicator and speed recorder, as and for
seat for each valve having a plurality of exhaust ports the purpose specified .

therethrough , the casing of said chest having a circular 3. In a speed indicator the combination with a centrifugal
duct communicating with each seat port at each end and a governor, a non-rotating sleeve encircling said governor and

longitudinal duct connecting the two circular ducts , and an slidably araanged thereon, of a scale , a pointer, a clock, a
exhaust pipe connected to one of said ducts. counter driven from the shaft of said centrifugal governor,

a disc speed indicator, a speed recorder and a rotating

No. 100,595. Vise, Rack and Screw . Etau et vis . shaft operatively connected to said sliding sleeve and oper

ating said pointer, disc speed indicator and speed recorder,

as and for the puropse specified .

4. In a speed indicator the combination with a centrifugal

Pig .l . governor, a non -rotating sleeve encircling said governor and

+
slidably arranged thereon, of two discs in the same plane

and provided with big figures, two windows, a pointer and

te
scale, a speed recorder and a rotating shaft operatively
connected to said sliding sleeve and operating said pointer,

disc speed indicator andspeed recorder, as and for the pur

pose specified .

5. In a speed indicator the combination with a centrifugal
Fig. t .

Fig.5.
governor, a non-rotating sleeve encircling said governor and

slidably arranged thereon, of two discs in the same plane

Fig.3. and provided with big figures, two windows , a mechanism for

intermittently feeding said two discs past said two windows,

a scale, a pointer, a clock, and connections between the

sleeve of said centrifugal governor, said mechanism and said

pointer, as and for the purpose specified.

6. In a speed indicator the combination with a centrifugal

governor, a non -rotating sleeve encircling said governor and

slidably arranged thereon , of a counter driven from the

shaft of said centrifugal governor , a scale, a pointer, a clock ,

a register work driven from said clock, two discs in the

same plane and provided with big figures, two windows and
100.5631 a rotating shaft operatively connected to said sliding sleeve

and operating said pointer, disc speed indicator and speed

indicator, as and for the purpose specified.
Georgiana R. Ellis and William Helfenberger , both of In

7. In a speed indicator the combination with a centrifugal

dianapolis, Indiana, U.S.A. , 21st August, 1906 ; 6 years. governor, a non -rotating sleeve encircling said governor and

Filed 16th July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,848 . slidably arranged thereon , of a contact system and a rotat

Claim .-1 . In a vise , a housing provided with an aperture , ing shaft operatively connected with said sleeve and operat

a channelled rack bar engaging said aperture, an integral ing said contact system coincidentally with the other parts ,

wall formed in the forward end of said channelled rack bar as and for the purpose specified .
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8. In a speed indicator the combination with a centrifugal two discs past said two windows , a clockwork , a register

governor, a non - rotating sleeve encircling said governor and work with a paper band and driven from said clockwork, a

slidably arranged thereon, of a scale, a pointer, a contact rack meshing with said spur wheel and longitudinally guided
system adapted to close a circuit for actuating an alarm in said frame, and a pencil fast on said rack and adapted

device, and a rotating shaft operatively connecting to said to write on said paper band , as and for the purpose speci

sleeve and operating said alarm system and pointer, as and fied .

for the purpose specified . 17. In a speed indicator the combination with a centrifu

9. In a speed indicator the combination with a centrifugal gal governor, of a frame, a toothed segment rocking in said

governor,a non -rotating sleeve encircling said governor and frame, a link connecting saidtoothedsegment with the sleeve

slidably arranged thereon, of two discs in the same plane of said centrifugal governor, a shaft rocking in said frame,

and provided with big figures, two windows, a mechanism a pinion fast on said shaft and meshing with said toothed

for intermittently feeding said two discs past said two segment , a pointer fast on said shaft, a scale therefor, a

windows, a contact system adapted to close a circuit for spur wheel fast on said shaft , two discs in the same plane

actuating analarm device and a rotating shaft operatively and provided with big figures, two windows, a mechanism

connected with said sleeve and operating said discs and con- driven from said shaft for intermittently feeding said two

tact system , as and for the purpose specified . discs past said two windows, a clockwork , a register work

10. In a speed indicator the combination with a centrifugal with a paper band and driven from said clockwork, a rack

governor, a non-rotating sleeve encircling said governor and meshing with said spur wheel and longitudinally guided in

slidably arranged thereon, of two disos in the same plane said frame, a pencil fast on said rack and adapted to write

and provided with big figures, two windows, a mechanism on said paper band, a commutator , an arm fast on said rack,

for intermittently feeding said two discs past said two
an insulated contact spring on said arm and adapted to longi

windows, a scale, a pointer, a contact system adapted to tudinally slideover saidcommutator, and a circuit connected

close a circuit for actuating an alarm device and a rotating with said commutator and said contact spring and adapted

shaft operatively connected with said sleeve and operating for actuating an alarm device , as and for the purpose speci

said discs, pointer and contact systém, as and for the pur- fied .

pose specified .

11. In a speed indicator the combination with a centrifugal gal governor, of a frame, a toothed segmentrocking insaid
18. In a speed indicator the combination with a centrifu

governor, a non -rotating sleeveencirclingsaid governor and frame, anarm connectedbymeansofaball-bearing with

slidably 'arranged thereon, of two discs in the same plane the sleeve of said centrifugal governorandguidedin said

and provided with big figures,two windows,amechanism frame,a link connectingsaid arm with said toothed seg

for intermittently feeding said two

windows,ascale, a pointer, a clock, arecorder, acontact nuent, ashaftrocking in said frame, apinion fast on said
shaft and meshing with said toothed segment, a pointer

system adapted to close a circuit for actuating an alarm
fast on said shaft , a scale therefor , a spur wheel fast on

device and a rotating shaft operatively connected to said
said shaft, two discs in the same plane and provided with

sleeve and operating said discs, pointer, recorder and con

tact system, as and for the purpose specified .
big figures , two windows, a mechanism driven from said

12. In a speed indicator the combination with a centrifugal shaft for intermittently feeding said two discs past said two

governor, of two discs in the sameplane and provided with windows,a clockwork, a register work with a paper band

bigfigures , two windows, a mechanism for intermittently and driven from said clockwork ,arack meshingwith said
feeding said two discs past said two windows, a scale , a

spur wheel and longitudinally guided in said frame, and a

pointer, a clock , a register work comprisingtwo paperrolls pencil faston said rack and adapted towrite on said paper
and a paper band and driven from said clock , a subsidiary band,as and for the purpose specified .

clockwork for winding said paper band on one of said two
19. In a clock for a speed indicator the combination with

paper rollsand thus assisting saidclock, and connections twoparallel plates, of a large spring barrelsecured on the

between the sleeve of said centrifugal governor, said mech- outside of one of said two parallel plates, a spring shaft
anism , said pointer and the pencil of said register work , as mounted in said spring barrel and in the adjoining plate

and for the purpose specified . to turn , a ratchet wheel fast on said spring shaft , & gear

13. In a speed indicator the combination with a centri
wheel loose on said spring shaft within said two parallel

fugal governor , a counter driven from the shaft of said plates, a pawl on said gear wheel and engaging said ratchet

centrifugal governor , a scale , a pointer, a clock, a register wheel , and a going train within said two parallel plates and

work comprising two paper rolls and a paper band and driven by said gear wheel, as and for the purpose speci

driven from said clock, a subsidiary clockwork for wind- fied .

irg said paper band on one of said two paper rolls and thus 20. In a clock for a speed indicator the combination with

assisting said clock , two discs in the same plane and pro- two parallel plates , of a large spring barrel secured on the

vided with big figures, two windows , a mechanism for in- outside of one of said two parallel plates, a spring shaft

termittently feeding said two discs past said two windows , mounted in said spring barrel and in the adjoining plate

and connections between the sleeve of said centrifugal gov- to turn and provided with a hole at its internal end , a rat

ernor, said mechanism , said pointer and the pencil of said chet wheel fast on said spring shaft, a gear wheelloose

register work , as and for the purpose specified. on said spring shaft within said two parallel plates , a pawl

14. In a speed indicator the combination with a centrifu- on said gear wheel and engaging said ratchet wheel , and a

gal governor, of two discs in the same plane and provided going train within said two parallel plates and driven from

with big figures, two windows, a mechanism for intermit- said gear wheel , said going train comprising a shaft which

tently feeding said two discs past said two windows , a scale , is adapted to drive the minute handand is mounted to turn
a pointer, a clock, a register work comprising two paper in the hole of said spring shaft and in the opposite plate ,

rolls and a paper band and driven from said clock , a sub- as and for the purpose specified .

sidiary clockwork for winding said paper band on one of 21. In a clock for a speed iudicator the combination with

said two paper rolls and thus assisting said clock , a contact a casing, of a large spring barrel secured on the outside of

system adapted to close a circuit for actuating an alarm said casing, a spring shaft mounted to turn in said spring

device, and a rotating shaft operatively arranged between barrel and in the adjoining wall of said casing, a going train
the sleeve of said centrifugal governor, said mechanism , within said casing and driven from said spring shaft and

said pointer, the pencil of said register work and said con- comprising a shaft which makes a revolution per hour, a

tact system , as and for the purpose specified . second shaft mounted to turn in said casing at right angles

15. In a speed indicator thecombinationwith a centrifu- to said shaft, two like pinionsfast on said shaft and said
gal governor, of a counter driven from the shaft of said second shaft and meshing with each other, a first spur wheel

centrifugal governor, a scale, a pointer, a clock, a register loose on said second shaft, means for yieldingly holding said

work comprising two paper rolls and a paper band and first spur wheel on said second shaft, a minute hand at the
driven from said clock , a subsidiary clockwork for winding nave end of said first spur wheel, a second spur wheel loose

said paper band on one of said two paper rolls and thus on the nave of said first spur wheel , a pin mounted in said

assisting said clock , two discs in the same plane and pro- casing to turn, and two change wheels fast on said pin and

vided with big figures, two windows, a mechanism for inter- engaging said two spur wheels, as and for the purpose speci

mittently feeding said two discs past said two windows, and fied.

a shaft operatively arranged between the sleeve of said cen- 22. In a clock for a speed indicator the combination with

trifugal governor, said mechanism , said pointer and the a casing, of a large spring barrel secured on the outside of

pencil of said register work , as and for the purpose speciled. said casing. a spring shaft mounted to turn in said spring

16. In a speed indicator the combination with a centrifu- barrel and in the adjoining wall of said casing, a going
gal governor, of a frame, a toothed segment rocking in said train within said casing and driven from said spring shaft

frame, a link connecting said toothed segment with the and comprising a shaft which makes a revolution per hour.

sleeve of said centrifugal governor, a shaft rocking in said a second shaft mounted to turn in said casing at right angles

frame, a pinion fast on said shaft and meshing with said to said shaft , two like pinions fast on said shaft and said

toothed segment, a pointer fast on said shaft , a scale there- second shaft and meshing with each other , a first spur wheel

for , a spur wheel fast on said shaft , two discs in the same loose on said second shaft , means for yieldingly holding said

plane and provided with big figures, two windows , a mechan- first spur wheel on said second shaft , a minute hand at the

ism driven from said shaft for intermittenty feeding said I nave end of said first spur wheel , a second spur wheel
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loose on the nave of said first spur wheel , an hour hand at so as to render uniform the division of said scale, as and

the nave end of said second spur wheel , a pin mounted in for the purpose specified.

said casing to turn , two change wheels fast on said pin and 29. In a speed indicator the combination with a shaft

meshing with said two pur wheels , and a device compris- adapted to be driven from without, of a part on said shaft,

ing a pinion which engag.'s in the larger of said two change a sleeve longitudinally movable on said shaft and prevented

wheels for adjusting said minute hand and said hour hand , from turning , links in pairs connecting said part with said

ar and for the purpose sp .'cified . sleeve two weights in the points of union of said links , a

23. In a clock for a speel indicator the combination with tube on said part concentric with said shaft , a second tube

a caring, of a large spring barrel secured on the outside of on said sleeve and adapted to engage said tube, a helical

said casing , a spring shaft mounted to turn in said spring spring surrounding said tube and said second tube and adap

barrı 1 and in the adjoining wall of said casing, a going train ted to bear on said part and said sleeve, and further heli

within said casing and driven from said spring shaft and cal springs within said tube and said second tube concentric

comprising a shaft which e tends to without, a fluted roller therewith and adapted to act only consecutively after said

on the external part of said shaft , a second shaft mounted sleeve has put back certain distances , as and for the pur

to tu'n in said casing at risht angles to said shaft, two pin- pose specified.

ions fast on said shaft and said second shaft and meshing 30. In a speed indicator the combination with a register

with each other, a first spiir wheel loose on said second shaft , work comprising a paper band, a pencil of hard material

means for yieldingly holding said first spur wheel on said and provided with a fine central perforation, an ink reser

second shaft , a minute hand at the nave of said first spur voir communicating with the perforation of said pencil, and

wheel, a second spur wheel loose on the nave of said first means for moving said pencil , as and for the purpose speci

spur wheel, an hour hand at the nave end of said second
fied .

spur wheel, a pin mounted in suid casing , two change wheels 31. In a speed indicator the combination with a register

on said pin and engaging said two spur wheels , a second pin work comprising a paper band, of a rod longitudinally

ou said casing, a paper roll on said second pin , a clockwork guided in the casing of said register work at right angles

iu said casing and comprising a roll shaft which extends to to said paper band , a guide adjustable on said rod aboutat

without, a second paper roll on said roll shaft , a plurality right angles to the face of said paper band, a pencil guided

of guiding rollers mounted to turn on pins on the outside in said guide and provided with a fine central perforation,
of said casing. a paper band passing from said paper roll a spring in said guide and adapted to press said pencil for

over said fluted roller and said plurality of guiding rollers ward , and an ink reservoir on said pencil and communicating
10 said second paper roll , a lever rocking on said casing, a with its perforation , as and for the purpose specified .

roller coated with india rubber on said lever and adapted to 32. In a speed indicator the combination with a centri

hear on said fluted roller, a spring pressing on said lever , a fugal governor, of a frame , a shaft mounted to rock in said

cam mounted to turn on a pin on said casing and bearing frame at right angles to the shaft of said centrifugal gov
against said lever and adapted to detach the roller on said ernor , a toothed segment on said shaft , a link pivotally

lever from said fluted roller, and means for actuating said connecting the sleeve of said centrifugal governor with said

cam , as and for the purpose specified .
toothed segment, a pinion mounted to turn in said frame

24. In a clock for a speed indicator the combination with
and meshing with said toothed segment , two parallel pins

in said frame, two discs in the same plane and turnable ona casing, of a large spring barrel secured on the outside of

said casing, a springshaft mounted to turn in said spring said two parallel pins and bearing big figures, two pinions
barrel and in the adjoining wall of said casing,a going train rigidly connected with said two discs and provided with
within said casing and driven from said spring shaft and alternating short and long teeth , two toothed discs each
comprising a shaft which extends to without, a fluted roller provided in the periphery with a plurality ofnotches and

on one side with a plurality of pairs of teeth , the spaces be
on the external part of said shaft, a pin on said casing, a

tween which correspond with the notches , said two toothed
paper roll on said pin , a clockwork in said casing and com

discs meshing with said two pinions in the manner that the
prising a roll shaft which extends to without , a second paper
roll on said roll shaft, a plurality of guiding 'rollers mounted periphery of each toothed disc bears on the two long teeth

of the respective pinion and permits the latter to turn
to turp pins on the outside of said casing, a paper band pass

through an angle of two tooth pitches only in case a long
ing from said paper roll over said fluted roller, and said

tooth engages in its respective notch whereupon the short
plurality of guiding rollers to said second paper roll , a lever

teeth of the pinion work with its teeth , a transmission from
rocking on said casing , a roller coated with india rubber on

said lever and adaptedto bear on said fluted roller, a spring said pinion for rotating said two toothed discs in the same
direction and two windows past which said two discs are

pressing on said lever , a cam mounted to turn on a pin on
intermittently fed , as and for the purpose specified .

said casing and bearing against said lever and adapted to

detach the roller on said lever from said fluted roller , and

means for actuating said cam , as and for the purpose No. 100,597. Means of Converting Motion .

specified.
Moyen de changer de mouvement.

25. In a speed indicator the combination with centrifugal

governor , of a casing , a commutator turnable in said casing

and provided with two connected metallic parts on two dif

ferent places , an arm on said commutator without said cas

ing , a signal on said arm , means for securing said commuta

tor in either of two positions , a contact spring guided in

said casing and adapted to slide over said comutator, a

circuit connect with said contact spring and the metallic

parts of said commutator and adapted for actuating

alarm device , and connections between the sleeve of said

centrifugal governor and said contact spring, as and for the

purpose specified .

26. In a speed indicator the combination with a centrifugal

governor, of a worm on the shaft of said centrifugal gover

nor , a casing , a counter in said casing, a shaft mounted in

said casing to turn , a worm wheel fast on said shaft and

meshing with said worm , a replaceable gear wheel on said

shaft , a lever on said counter, means for adjusting said lever,

and a gear wheel on said lever and adapted to mesh with

said replaceable gear wheel on the one hand and with the

gearing of said counter on the other hand , as and for the

purpose specified.

27. In a speed indicator the combination with a scale , of

a pointer, a centrifugal governor comprising a plurality of Ralph Abraham Schoenberg, assignee of Charles Julius

springs, of which one normally bears on its sleeve and the Klein , New York City, New York, U.S.A. , 21st August,

springs are adapted to act only consecutively upon the sleeve 1906 ; 6 yearrs . Filed 17th April , 1906. Receipt No.
after the latter has put back certain distances , and connec- 134,952 .

tions between the sleeve of said centrifugal governor and Claim .-1 . Improved means of the character described

said pointer , as and for the purpose specified .
comprising two members having different motion , one of

28. In a speed indicator the combination of a pointer , a such members comprising a body provided with a plurality

centrifugal governor comprising a plurality of springs , of of operative relatively angularly disposed facial portions
which one normally bears on its sleeve and the other springs grouped about a central axis of said body, and the other of

are adapted to act only consecutively upon the sleeve after said members being arranged to be directly operatively en

the latter has put back certain distances , and connections gaged with said facial portions in such arrangement that

between the sleeve of said centrifugal governor and said said facial portions are interposed directly between sail

pointer, said plurality of springs having different strengths, latter member and said axis of said other member.
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2. Improved means of the character described comprising No. 100,599. Power Generator. Générateur.

two members having different motion, one of said members

comprising a body of varying transverse sectional areas and

provided with a plurality of operative relatively angularly

disposed facial portions grouped about a central axis of said

body, and the other of said members being arranged to be

operatively engaged with said facial portions in such ar

rangement that said facial portions are interposed directly

between said latter member and said axis of said other

member.

3. Improved means of the character described comprising

two members having different motion , one of said members

comprising a body provided with a plurality of operative

relatively angularly disposed smooth facial portions grouped

about a central axis of said body, and the other of said mem

bers being arranged to be directly operatively engaged with

said smooth facial portions in such arrangement that said

facial portions are interposed directly between said latter

member and said axis of said other member.

4. Improved means of the character described comprising

a rotary member, a tension member and a reciprocating

member, said tension member being connected with one of

said other members and comprising two tensionally rela

tively separable portions, and the other of said other mem- The Canadian General Electric Company , Toronto. Ontarin ,

bers being provided with a plurality of diversely inclined Canada, assignee of William L. R. Emmet. Schenectady.

operative portions with which said tension member is en- 1 New York, U.S.A. , 21st August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 3rd

gaged . January, 1906. Receipt No. 131,534 .

Claim .-1 . In combination two more high pressure

No. 100,598 . Buffer . Tampon .. reciprocating engines , a lower pressure turbine which is

common thereto and separates nozzles or other fluid dis

charging devices which receive the exhaust from the engine

and discharge it into the turbine , as specified .

2. In combination two or more high pressure reciprocat .

ing engines, a low pressure turbine which is common there ..

to, nozzles or other devices which discharge fluid to the
turbine and a conduit that extends from the low pressure

cylinder of each of the reciprocating engines to a nozzle or

other fluid discharging device , as specified .

3. In combination two or more high pressure reciprocat

ing engines , a low pressure turbine that is common to and

receives the exhaust from the engines , a separate device

which discharges the fluid from each engine to the turbine ,

and shut -off valves that control the passage of exhaust

steam to said devices , as specified .

4. In combination two or more high pressure reciprocat

ing engines, a low pressure turbine that is common to and

receives the exhaust from the engines , a separate device

which discharges the fluid from each engine to the turbine

and a relief valve for each reciprocating engine which opens

upon a definite increase in exhaust pressure, as specified.

5. In combination a high pressure reciprocating engine , a

The Canadian General Electric Company , Toronto, Ontario, low pressure turbine receiving exhaust from the engine, a

Canada, assignee of William L. R. Emmet, Schenectady condenser connected to the turbine , a nozzle on the turbine

New York, U.S.A., 21st August, 1906; 6 years. Filed 25th through which the exhaust from the engine passes, and an

May , 1906 . Receipt No. 136,207. other nozzle also on the turbine having a greater ratio of

Claim . - 1. A buffer having a base provided with a stuffed expansion than the first through which steam of higher pres
sure passes , as specified .

pad on its lower surface and with an upwardly extending
6. In combination a high pressure reciprocating engine, a

ledge about its upper edge , a cover for said pad , said cover
low pressure turbine receiving exhaust from the engine, a

consisting of a sheet of flexible material contracted at the
condenser connected to the turbine , a nozzle on the turbine

top to constitute a pocket for receiving the base , the con
through which the exhaust from the engine passes , another

tracted portion of the top having an opening of a smaller
nozzle also on the turbine having a greater ratio of expan

size than the top of the base and an elastic binding on the
sion than the first through which steam of higher pressure

inner edge of said opening for the purpose of retaining the
coverupon thebase and permitting the same tobereadily passes, and a high pressure main that supplies the high pres

removed therefrom .
sure reciprocating engine and the last -mentioned nozzle , as

specified.
2. A buffer having a base provided with a stuffed pad on

its lower surface and with an upwardly extending ledge

about its upper edge, a cover for said pad, said cover con No. 100,600. Generation of Power.

sisting of a sheet of flexible material contracted at the top Générateur de pouvoir .

to constitute a pocket for receiving the base , the contracted
portion of the top having an opening of a smaller size The Canadian General Electric Company, Toronto , Ontario ,

than the top of the base , an elastic binding on the inner
Canada , assignee of William L. R. Emmet , Schenectady ,

edge of said opening for the purpose of retaining the cover
New York , U.S.A. , 21st August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 3rd

upon the base and permitting the same to be readily re
January, 1906. Receipt No. 131,523 .

moved therefrom , a handle consisting of a plate fitting the Claim .-1 . In combination one or more high pressure re

ledge on the base, said handle having a pin and the base ciprocating engines, a header receiving the exhaust there

having a perforation for receiving the pin , a screw extend- from , one or more low pressure turbines receiving energy

ing upwardly from the base , said handle having a slot for from the header, a relief valve discharging from the header

receiving said screw and a nut mounted on the screw in a to a suitable exhaust , and a conduit for admitting high pres

horizontal position, the handle being provided with anopen- sure fluid to the turbine for overhead conditions of service ,

ing through which the nut projects whereby the handle may as and for the purpose specified.

besecured to the base . 2. In combination one or more high pressure reciprocating

3. A buffer comprising a base having a pad on the lower engines, a header receiving the exhaust therefrom , one or

side thereof, the base being provided with a convex upper more low pressure turbines receiving energy from the header

surface surrounded by a projecting flange and having a screw and a condenser into which the turbines exhaust, in com

projecting from said convex surface, and a handleconsisting bination with a by-pass connection by which the reciprocat

of a plate having a lower surface adapted to fit said flange ing engine or engines can be started as condensing units,

and to cover' said convex surface , the handle being provided as specified.

with a passage for the reception of said screw and an en- 3.In combination one or more high pressure reciprocating

larged passage communicating with the first-mentioned pas- engines, a header receiving exhaust therefrom , one or more
sage , and a nut mounted in said enlarged passage and en- low pressure turbines receiving energy from the header, and a

gaging the screw , said nut projecting from the sides of the conduit for admitting high pressure fluid to the turbine or
handle whereby it can be readly operated from without . turbines for overload conditions, as specified .
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4. In combination one or more high pressure reciprocating governing the admission of motive fluid to the turbine, as

engines, a header receiving exhaust therefrom , a relief valve specified .
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therefor , one or more low pressure turbines receiving energy

from the header , one or more condenors into which the tur

bines exhaust , a conduit admitting high pressure fluid to the
4. A high pressure reciprocating engine, a low pressure

header for heavy load conditions on the turbine and a con
turbine receiving the exhaust from the engine in combina

duit for connecting one or more of the reciprocating engines tion with a heat storage device receiving the exhaust from

to the condensing apparatus for starting, as specified . the engine and discharging it into the turbine and compris

5. In combination one or more reciprocating engines, a ing a liquid containing tank and a means for discharging

header receiving the exhaust therefrom , one or more low the exhaust from the engine into the liquid in the tank, as

pressure turbines receiving energy from the header, elcetric specified.

generators for the engines and turbines which are connected 5. In combination a high pressure reciprocating engine, a

in parallel to synchronize the speeds of the reciprocating header receiving the exhaust from the engine, a heat storage

engines and turbines and an automatic valve which controls device receiving the exhaust from the engine after it passes

the pressure fluid in the header, as specified .
through the header and comprising a liquid containing tank

6. In combination one or more reciprocating engines , a and a means for discharging the engine into the liquid there

header receiving the exhaust therefrom, one or more low in , and a low pressure turbine arranged to receive the ex

pressure turbines receiving energy from the header, electric kaust from the engine after it passes through the header

generators for the engines and turbines which are con- and storage device , as specified .

nected in parallel to synchronize the speeds of the recipro- 6. A high pressure reciprocating engine and a low pres

cating engines and turbines , and a conduit for admitting sure turbine receiving the exhaust therefrom in combina

high pressure fluid to the turbine or turbines for heavy load tion with a heat storage device through which the exhaust

conditions , as specified .
piasses that comprises a liquid containing tank and a device

7. In combination one or more reciprocating engines , a that discharges the exhaust in the form of small jets or

header receiving the exhaust therefrom , one or more low streams into and through the liquid in the tank , as speci

pressure turbines receiving energy from the header, electric fied.

generators for the engines and turbines , an automatic re- 7. In combination a high pressure reciprocating engine , a

lief valve for controlling the pressure in the header and a header connected thereto for receiving the exhaust , a plural

conduit for admitting high pressure fluid directly from the ity of heat storage devices connected to the header and re
source to theheader when the load on the turbine or turbines ceiving the exhaust therefrom, and one or more low pres
exceeds a certain predetermined amount, as specified . sure turbines arranged to receive the fluid discharged by

8. In combination one or more high pressure reciprocating the heating devices , as specified .

engines , one or more low pressure turbines receiving the 8. In combination' a high pressure reciprocating engine, a

exhaust therefrom , a shut- off valve for each turbine which header connected thereto for receiving the exhaust, a plural

closes the communication between it and the high pressure ity of heat storage devices connected to the header and re

reciprocating engine or engines when the speed of the tur- ceiving the exhaust therefrom , a conduit for equalizing the

bine exceeds a certain predetermined amount , and a con- pressures of the fluid discharged by the heat storage de

duit that discharges the excess motive fluid when one or vices , and one or more low pressure turbines arranged to be

more of the shut- off valves close , as specified . driven from the fluid by said devices, as specified .

9. In combination one or more high pressure reciprocating 9. In combination a high pressure reciprocating engine, a

engines, a header receiving the exhaust therefrom , one or heat storage device arranged to receive the exhaust there

more low pressure turbines connected to and receiving mo- from , a low pressure turbine arranged to receive the engine

tive fluid form the header, condensing apparatus connected exhaust after it passes through said device and a conduit for

to the turbine or turbinesand a conduit for admitting mo- conveying high pressure fluid to the turbine for emergency
tive fluid to the turbine or turbines at a pressure above that conditions, as specified.

of the header, as specified .

No. 100,601. Power System . Système de pouvoir .
No. 100,602. Head Coupler for Al igned Cylinders.

Joint pour têtes de cylindres.
The Canadian General Electric Company, Toronto, Ontario ,

Canada, assignee of William L. R. Emmet , Schenectady, The Canadian General Electric Company, Toronto , Ontario ,

New York, U.S.A. , 21st ugust, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 3rd Canada, assignee of William L. R. Emmet, Schenectady,

January, 1906. Receipt No. 131,532. New York , U.S.A. , 21st August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed

Clain .-- 1. In combination a high pressure reciprocating 19th January, 1906. Receipt No. 132,027.

engine , a header which receives the exhaust from the engine, Claim .-- 1 . A separable head coupling for aligned cylinders

á low pressure turbine connected to the header and a valve comprising two cylinder heads having shanks removably

mechanism for automatically governing the admission of secured together, one of the heads when released being

motive fluid to the turbine in accordance with the load con- arranged to permit its shank to telescope within the shank
ditions , as specified. of the other head .

2. In combination a high pressure reciprocating engine , a 2. A separable head coupling for aligned cylinders com

header which receives the exhaust from the engine , a low prising two cylinder heads each having a shank provided

pressure turbine connected to the header , a valve mechan- with segmental lateral flanges, the flanges of both shanks

ism responding to changes in pressure of the exhaust for being removably secured together and arranged to permit
increasing the volume of fluid admitted to the turbine as the assembling of the heads and the telescoping of one

the pressure rises and decreasing it as it falls, as specified. shank within the other when the flanges are released.

3. In combination a high pressure reciprocating engine, a 3. A separable head coupling for aligned cylinders com

leader which receives the exhaust from the engine, a relief rising two cylinder heads, one havingashank provided with

valve that opens when the pressure on the header exceeds inwardly projected segmental lateral flanges and the other

a certain amount and closes when it falls, and a valve for ' head having a shank provided with outwardly projected seg
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mental lateral flanges, the flanges of both shanks being re- and bottom of the press and an elastic band securing said

movably secured together and arranged to permit the as- ends , substantially as specified.

8. In a milking machine in combination teat presses hav

ing upper and lower collapsable pouches within a rigid outer

wall , air pumps connected one to the upper and one to the

lower of said pouches and means for reciprocating the pis

tons of said air pumps, substantially as specified .

9. In combination teat presses having independent upper

and lower collapsable pouches, air pumps connected one to

the upper and the other to the lower of said pouches , means

for reciprocating the pistons of said pumps and calves to

admit air to said pumps , substantially as specified and illus

trated .

10. In combination teat presses having independent upper

and lower collapsable pouches , air pumps connected one to

the upper and the other to the lower of said pouches , means

for adjusting the stroke of the pistons of said air pumps to

regulate the pressure in said pouches , means for reciprocat

ing said pistons and valves to admit air to said pumps when

required by the variation of the stroke of the pistons, sub

stantially as specified and illustrated .

11. In combination • teat presses having upper and lower

collapsable pouches , air pumps connected one to the upper

sembling of the heads and the telescoping of one shank and one to the lower of said pouches , a trunnion spindle

within the other when the flanges are released .
carried in lugs projecting from said cylinders, a foundation

frame and bearings thereon receiving said spindle , a piston

reciprocable within each cylinder , a rod for each piston and
No. 100,603. Milking Machine.

a jaw with a draw pin upon each rod , oscillating levers de

Machine à traire les taches . pending from a bar fixed in said foundation frame , the levers

having holes to receive said draw pins , a shaft journalled

in the foundation frame , cams upon said shaft , one for each

lever , a friction roller upon each lever , springs adapted to

draw the rollers into contact with the cams, a rocking

standard pivoted upon the frame to which the said springs

are connected, an arm connected to the rocking standard , a

lever pivoted upon a fixed bar pivotally connected to said

arm , the arm extending rearwardly and engaging with said

H bar to hold the springs extended, substantially as specified .

12. In combination teat presses having upper and lower

collapsable pouches, air pumps connected one to the upper

and one to the lower of said pouches , a trunnion spindle

carried in lugs projecting from said cylinders , a foundation

frame and bearings thereon receiving said spindle , a piston

reciprocable within each cylinder , a rod for each piston and

a jaw with a draw pin upon each rod , oscillating levers de

pending from a bar fiexed in said foundation frame, the

levers having holes to receive said draw pins , a shaft

journalled in the foundation frame, cams upon said shaft, one

for each lever, a friction roller upon each lever, springs

The Hydraulic Hand Milker Company , assignee of George adapted to draw the roller into contact with the camsand

Hutchinson , both of Wellington , New Zealand, 21st means for throwing out of action the said springs, substan

August , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 27th March , 1906. Roceipt tially as specified.
13. In a milking machine in combination teat pressure hav

No. 134,322 .

ing upper and lower collapsible pouches, oscillating air
Claim .-1 . In suspensory apparatus of milking machines

pumps connected one to the upper and one to the lower of
in combination , a pole , a bow spring at one end thereof by said pouches,oscillating levers for reciprocating the pistons

which it is connected to an overhead beam , a tension spring of said air pumps , means for actuating said levers and

at the opposite end of said pole and a notched bracket upon
means for connecting the ends of the rods of said pistons to

said beam from which the tension spring is supported, sub said levers , substantially as specified .
stantially as specified . 14. In a milking machine in combination teat presses hay

2. The means for connecting the under arm to the body ing upper and lower collapsable pouches, oscillating air

bow comprising in combination the body bow , a bracket pumps connected one to the upper and one to the lower of

secured upon the end thereof adapted to receive the end
said pouches, jaws one upon the piston rod of each pump, a

oi the under arm , a curved recess upon the upper edge and draw pin slidable in each jaw and means for operating said

a curved projection upon the under edge of the end of said draw pins , oscillating levers to which the jaws are adjust

arm and a curved projection and a curved recess in said ably connected and means for oscillating said levers , sub

bracket to receive and engage respectively with the pro- stantially as specified .

jection and recess in the end of the arm , and a set pin

screwing through the bracket engaging with and r ? gulat. No. 100,604. Pipe Wrench . Clé à écrou .
ing the position of the said arm , substantially as specified .

3. In combination the under arm shaped at its end to the

contour of the body of the animal , a stuffed pad fitting such

shaped portion and a fin upon the upper edge of the under

arm for maintaining said pin in position , substantially as

specified .

4. The combination in means for connecting a teat press

to a carrying arm of a ball upon a stem projecting from

the teat press , a recess in the end of the arm to receive

the ball , saw cuts in said recessed end, and a socket screw

ing upon said end , substantially as specified .

5. A teat press having rigid outer walls integrally formed ,

collapsable pouches within said walls , a rečess in one of

said walls to receive the tubes conveying air to the pouches ,

and a screw pin passing through one wall and screwing into

the opposite wall for holding the pouches in position , sub

stantially as specified .

6. In a teat press the combination with the collapsable

pouches of metal plates secured to said pouches adapted

to coincide with walls of the press and a projection from
The Roemer Pipe Tong Company , assignee of Joseph Roemer,

each plate adapted to take into a corresponding channel in
all of Santa Maria , California , U.S.A. , 21st August, 1906 ;

one of the walls, substantially as specified .
6 years . Filed 12th July , 1906. Receipt No. 137,739.

7. In a teat press the combination therewith of a tubular

sleeve passing through the press between the opposing col
Claim . - 1. A device of the character described comprising

lapsable pouches and having its ends folded over the top à head provided with a work receiving jaw , a lever or handle
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pivotally connected to said head , and a flexible gripping ing provided at its sides with notches , a handle pivotally
member connected at one end to said handle and arranged connected to said head and connected to said gripping mem
for adjustable connection to the head , connection between ber and a pivoted tappet arm carried by said handle and ar

one end of said chain and the handle consisting of a plate ranged for engagement with either set of notches, as and for

formed with an angular slot producing two sockets one in the purpose set forth .

advance of the other , and a connecting stud mounted in said 12. A device of the character specified comprising a head,

slot and adapted to be held in either one of said sockets . a handle connected to the head to receive an oscillatory

2. A device of the character described comprising the head , movement and a work gripping member having adjustable

the lever or handle connected to said head, a flexible gripping connection with both the head and handle .

member embodying links arranged for adjustable connection

to the head and also adjustably connected to the lever , one No. 100,605. Electric Conductor.

of said connections embodying a slotted plate and means for
Conducteur électrique.

securing the adjacent link of the chain to said plate at dif

ferent longitudinal positions with respect to the latter. The Parker - Clark Electric Company, Jersey City, New Jer

3. A device of the character described comprising a head , sey, assignee of Walter G. Clark , New York City, New

a handle connected to said head, and a flexible gripping mem York, U.S.A. , 21st August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 2nd May,
ber adapted to encircle the work, said flexible gripping mem- 1906. Receipt No. 135,484 .

ber embodying a slotted connecting link 12 formed with an Claim.-1 . The herein described composition of matter ,

angular slot , the two portions of said slot producing sockets consisting of a combination of carbon and silicon which is a

one in advance of the other , and said gripping member also

embodying links provided with connectingstuds, one
ofwhich good conductor of electricity whencold .

2. A composition of matter consisting of a combination of
is received in said slot and is adapted to be held in either

carbon and silicon produced by decomposing gaseous com

one of said sockets , as and for the purpose set forth .
pounds of carbon and compounds of silicon in the presence of

4. A device of the character described comprising a head each other.

embodying two spaced apart plates provided with recesses
3. The herein described composition of matter consisting

constituting a work receiving jaw , a handle pivotally con
of a combination of carbon and silicon which is produced at

nected to said plates at one end and mounted between the
a temperature less than that required to fuse carborungum

same , and a flexible gripping member embodying a series of
and is a conductor of electricity when cold.

spaced apart plates , a single intermediate plate and studs

pivotally connecting the same , and also embodying one link
in the form of a slotted plate connected to the handle in ad- No. 100,606. Dress Stay Making Machine.

vance of the pivot point of the latter , the said last - named Machine à faire des renforts de robes.

plate being received between the two spaced apart plates of

the next adjacent portion of the gripping member, and the

slot of said plate being angular and producing two sockets

one in advance of the other, said slot receiving the adjacent

pivot stud , and the latter being adapted for engagement in

either one of said sockets .

5. A device of the character described comprising a head ,

a lever pivotally connected to the head, a flexible gripping

iLember adapted to encircle the work , said gripping member

being arranged for connection to the head and also connected

to the handle , and means for limiting the relative movement

of the pivot handle with respect to the head at different pre

determined points , as and for the purpose set forth . Mg

6. In a device of the character described , the combination

of a head, a flexible gripping member adapted to encircle the

work and arranged for connection to the head, a handle con

nected to said head and arranged for a relative oscillating 70

movement with respect to the same , the gripping member

being connected to said handle whereby a back and forth mo
19 100666

tion of the latter will effect an alternate binding and loosen

ing of the gripping member on the work , and means for limit- Charles Andrew Kelly, Derby, Connecticut, and Christopher

ing the relative movement of the handle with respect to the M. Kelly, assignee of a third interest, Grand Rapids,

head and for varying the limit of said movement . Michigan , U.S.A. , 28th August , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 1st

7. In a device of the character described , the combination August , 1906. Receipt No. 138,342 .

of a head , a flexible gripping member adapted to encircle Claim . - 1 . The combination of means for applying a cov

the work and arranged for connection to said head, and a ering to a strip of steel , means for severing the same in

handle pivotally connected to said head and connected to said predetermined lengths , and means for applying metal tips

gripping member and arranged to draw upon one end of said to said lengths , all combined and arranged to operate in
gripping member by a relative movement of the handle with

succession , and means for automatically operating the same.

respectto the head , and a tappet arm adapted to limit the 2. The combination of a pasting roll , a folder , a pair of

relative movement of the handle with respect to the head. cover compressing rolls , cutting dies , two pairs of tip com
8. In a device of the character described , the combination pressing rolls , two tip hoppers , rolls to reverse the motion

of a head , a gripping member adapted to encircle the work of the stock , and means for automatically operating the

and arranged for connection to said head , a handle connected
various rolls and the cutting dies.

to said head and having a relative movement with respect to 3. The combination of a pasting roll , a folder, a pair of

the same , one end of said handle being connected to the cover compressing rolls , a guideway, cutting dies , feed rolls ,

gripping member for the purpose specified,and an adjustable two pairs of tip compressing rolls , a tip hopper at one side

tappet arm carried by the handle and adapted to contact of each pair of tip compressing rolls, rolls adapted to re
with the head at different points , whereby to limit the move- verse the motion of the stock, an inclined guide to direct the

ment of the handle with respect to the head . stock, and means for automatically operating the various
9. In a device of the character described , the combination pairs of rolls and the cutting dies .

of a head , a flexible gripping member adapted to encircle the 4. The combination of a pasting roll , a folder , a driving

work , and arranged for connection to said head , a handle shaft , cover compressing rolls one of which is mounted on

pivotally connected to the head , the head being provided said shaft, gears connecting said rolls , cutting dies, a cam

with a series of notches, and a tappet arm carried by the to operate the dies, a cam shaft, change gearing connecting

handle and arranged to engage in any one of said notches, as the cam shaft and the driving shaft , two pairs of tip com

and for the purpose set forth . pressing rolls , two tip hoppers, gearing to drive the tip com
10. In a device of the character described , the combination pressing rolls , means for connecting said gearing with the

of a head , a flexible gripping member adapted to encircle the driving shaft , and means for conveying the stock from one
work , and arranged for connection to said head , a handle pair of tip compressing rolls to the other pair of the same .
pivotally connected to the head , the head being provided 5. The combination of means for applying a covering to a

with a series of notches , a tappet arm carried by the handle strip of material , a cutting die , a driving shaft, means for
and adapted to engage in said notches as the handle is applying tips to the ends of the severed portions of the

moved with respect to the head, and means for holding said stock, a bed plate supporting said means and adjustable to
tappet arm at different inclinations with respect to the han- ward and from the cutting dies , a counter shaft connected to
dle whereby its engagement with any of said notches may be the drivin shaft, a gear to operate the means for applying

regulated. tips , and a gear engaging the same and adjustable on the
11. In a device of the character described , the combination countershaft .

of a head, a flexible gripping member adapted to encircle the 6. The combination of a pasting roll , a shaft to operate

work , and arranged for connection to said head , the head be- the same, a folder , a pair of compressing rolls , a driving

2106
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shaft supporting one of said rolls , gears connecting said 3. A car having a longitudinal center sill extending the

rolls, gears connecting the driving shaft and pasting roll entire length of the car body and having an uppersurface of

shaft , cutting dies , a lever to operate the same , a cam to less width than its lower surface , and a T - iron having its

operate the lever , a cam shaft supporting the cam , gears web secured between the upper flanges of the longitudinal

connecting the cam shaft and the driving shaft , feed rolls , sill members, substantially as described.

means for operating the same , two grooved rolls mounted on 4. A car having a longitudinal center sill whose upper sur

a single shaft, means for connecting said shaft with the face is of less width than its lower surface . the upper por

driving shaft , a roll engaging the upper side of one grooved tion of the sill being in the form of a T having a depending

roll, means for operating the said rolls, and means for trans- flange or flanges secured to the upper portion of the lower

ferring the stock from one grooved roll to the other grooved member of the sill , and whose upper surface is substantially

roll . flush with and forms a part of the bottom of the car , sub

7. The combination of a pasting roll , a folder , a pair of stantially as described .

compressing rolls, gears connecting the same , a driving 5. In a flat bottom gondola car having bottom doors , a

shaft supporting one of the compressing rolls , a shaft sup
longitudinal center sill below the car floors, formed of two

porting the pasting roll , gears connecting the said shaft members consisting each of a lower horizontal flange, a

with the driving shaft , cutting dies , a cam to operate the lower vertical web portion , an upper inclined portion below

dies, a shaft on which the cam is mounted , a change gear to
the inner edge portions of the doors and permitting move

drive the cam shaft. a gear on the driving shaft. an idler ment thereof, and an uppper vertical portion to receive the

gear connecting the same with the change gear and mounted door hinges, and an independent top flange or flanges secured

on an adjustable arm, and a set screw to hold the arm . to said members , and having its upper surfaces substantially

8. The combination of two grooved rolls , mounted side by flush with the surfaces of the doors , substantially as des

side, a roll engaging the upper side of one grooved roll , a
cribed .

roll engaging the under side of the other grooved roll , rolls
6. A flat bottom gondola car having a longitudinal center

to receive the stock from one grooved roll and transfer it to
sill formed of two metal members , each of which has a hori

the other grooved roll , and an inclined guide to move the
zontal flange at its lower edge , and a web which is vertical

stock laterally , at its upper and lower portions and is inclined at its inter
9. The combination of two pairs of tip compressing rolls , mediate portion, together with a top member secured to said

one of each pair being on the same shaft side by side, a
members and having a flat upper surface substantially flush

middle roll extending opposite the same, rolls at opposite with the car floor, substantially as described .

sides and opposite ends of the middle roll , and mounted on
7. A car having a longitudinal sill with an upper surface

the ends of pivoted and crossed levers , rolls on the other
of less width than its bottom , bolsters having upper surfaces

ends of said levers, gearing connecting the rolls on one of of less width than their bottoms , and downwardly opening

the levers , means for operating the rolls , and an inclined
doors whose surfaces are substantially flush with the upper

guide to direct the stock .
surfaces of both the sills and the bolsters , substantially as

10. The combination of two pairs of tip compressing rolls , described.

two tip hoppers , means for operating said roll , a middle roll ,
8. A steel car having at the end a filler plate formed by

rolls normally engaging the opposite sides of the middle
upper and lower portions parallel with and secured to the

roll , pivoted levers movably supporting said rolls at one end,
end sheet of the car , and an intermediate inwardly bent por

intermediate pivot supports for said levers , rolls supported
tion having an upper inclined shedding surface, substantially

on the opposite ends of said levers one of which is nearer
as described .

the first - named rolls to change the direction of the stock ,
9. A steel car having a Z - shaped member secured to the

gearing connecting the rolls on one lever and means for
sides at the corners and having parts of its lower fanges

operating the rolls. projecting downwardly , substantially as described.

11. In combination with tip compressing rolls and means
10. A steel car having Z -shaped members extending from

for operating the same , transfer mechanism comprising a
the end along the side to or slightly beyond the bolster with

middle roll , rolls normally engaging opposite sides of the
outwardly projecting flanges and flattened end portions

middle roll , pivoted levers movably supporting the said rolls
secured to the side structure of the car , substantially as des

and extending diagonally across each other, rolls supported
cribed .

on the other ends of said levers, one of said rolls being
11. A car having a longitudinal center sill with a raised

nearest to the middle roll and gears connecting the rolls on
portion above its normal height, the upper member of the

one lever.
sill forming such raised portion being in the form of a T

12. In a machine for making dress stays in combination and acting as a support for the doors, its upper surface be
with cutting dies for severing the stock, a presser foot ad- ing in the plane of and forming the floor surface between the

apted to yieldingly engage the stock during the operation of doors , substantiallyas described.

the cutting dies .
12. A flat bottom car having a narrow longitudinal station

13. In a machine for making dress stays in combination ary central floor member in the form of a T connected to and

with cutting dies, a spring actuated presser foot attached to
extending above the center sill proper, and having its upper

the movable die and adapted to yieldingly engage the stock. surface substantially flush with the floor of the car, doors

hinged below said member and extending along each side

No. 100,607. Steel Car. Char en acier.
thereof, the upper surfaces of said doors when closed being

substantially flush with the surface of said member, the

lower edgesof the car sides being elevated sufficiently above

Fig.1.
the center sill proper to enable the outer ends of the doors

tobe lowered to the proper angle for discharging the load ,

substantially as described.
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No. 100,608. Stump Puller. Arrache - souches .

Johan Heinrich , Neudorf, Saskatchewan , Canada, 28th

August , 1906; 6 years . Filed 1st August, 1906. Receipt

No. 138,329 .

Claim . - 1. In a stump puller the combination comprising a

base , upper and lower bearing plates supported by one base ,

shaft journalled in the upper and lower bearing plates, a

drum on the shaft , means for preventing reverse motion of

the drum , a perforated plate carried by the shaft , a lever

190677
adapted to rotate around the shaft, and means for locking

the lever to the plate .

2. In a stump puller the combination comprising a rotat

ThePressed Steel Car Company , Pittsburg, assignee of able drum , a ratchet carried by the drum , a pawl pivoted

Charles Augustus Lindstrom , Allegheny,both in Penn- adjacent the ratchet, a spring adapted to maintain the pawl
sylvania, U.S.A. , 28th August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 2nd ía engagement with the ratchet , a bell crank lever pivotally

August, 1906. Receipt No. 138,371 . supported adjacent the pawl , a link connecting the bell

Claim - 1 . A car having longitudinal center sills extending crank lever with the pawl, a plate secured to the drum , a

the entire length of the car body and having an upper sur- lever, and means for locking the lever to the plate.

face of less width than its lower surface , the upper member 3. In a stump puller the combination comprising a rotat

of the sill being of T-form , substantially as described . able shaft, means for preventing reverse rotation of the

2. A car having a longitudinal center sill whose upper sur- shaft, a perforated plate secured to the shaft, a strap dis

face is flat and is substantially flush with and forms a part posed around the shaft , a lever secured to the shaft , a guide

of the car bottom , and which is of less width than its lower strap secured to the lever, a plunger disposed through the

surface, the upper portion of the sill being in the form of a guide strap and adapted to engage the perforated plate , a

T, substantially as described . segmental rack secured to the lever, a short lever pivoted
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to the segmental rack and having its end connected to the to said adjusting bolts or to a rack on each of the said ad

plunger, a pawl carried by the lever and adapted to engage justing bolts , major ropes attached to said minor ropes, each

of said minor ropes passing over pulleys at the top of the

shaft and pulleys at the bottom of the shaft, all as and for

the purposes hereinbefore described and as illustrated in the

drawings .

3. In apparatus for guarding the doorways leading from

the floors of buildings to the elevator shaft, stationary ropes

attached to the top of the front of a lift shaft , said ropes

descending and passing under pulleys at the top of the front
of the cage , then over pulleys at the back of the top of the

cage , under pulleys at the bottom of the back of the cage,

over pulleys at the front of the bottom of the cage, descend

ing to the lift shaft bottom and there anchored, said ropes

being with or without network, means for adjusting said

ropes , all as and for the purpose hereinbefore described.

4. In apparatus for guarding the doorways leading from

the floors of buildings to the elevator shaft a cage in com

bination with major ropes passing over pulleys at the top

and bottom of the shaft , minor ropes at both ends of said
major ropes , each minor rope passing over a pulley at the

end of an arm , the outer end of each arm passing through an

open mouthed aligner fixed to the well , said minor ropes be

ing adjustably secured to the top and bottom of the cage,
all as and for the purpose hereinbefore described and as

illustrated in the drawings.

the segmental rack , and means for maintaining the lever leading from the floors of buildings to the elevator shaft,

5. Improvements in apparatus for guarding the doorways

against upward movement on the shaft .

4. In a stump puller the combination comprising a rotat

consisting of a lift cage in a lift well , ropes attached to said

able shaft , a drum on the shaft , means for preventing reverse

cage and passing over pulleys at the top and the bottom of

the said lift well, or said ropes having minor ropes at each
rotation of the drum , a perforated plate secured to the shaft,

alever, a strap disposed around the shaft and having its outer end of an armand attached to an adjusting bolt or to
end , each of said minor ropes passing over a pulley at the

end secured to the lever, a pin disposed transversely through

the shaft above the strap , means for securing and releas

rack , rope aligners having a mouth therein situated near

ing the lever from engagement with the plate , and anchor cribed and as illustrated in the drawings.
each landing, all as and for the purposes hereinbefore des

receiving members secured to the device .

No. 100,610. Crate. Manne.

No. 100,609. Doorway Guard for Elevators.

Garde porte d'élevateur.
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Herbert Harvey Cummer, Cadillac, Michigan , U.S.A., 28th

August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 8th August, 1906. Receipt

Korm No. 138,499 .

Claim . - 1. A crate having openings in oppositely disposed

walls near the edges thereof, bails attached at the edge

of one of said walls adjacent to the opening therein, and a

bottom having a free connection with said bails, and the

edges whereof project into said openings, and cover having

members projecting laterally therefrom and engaging the

Fig !
100609 edges of the walls connecting said first walls.

2. A crate having a body with openings in a pair of oppo

site walls thereof near their lower edges , bails attached to

one of said walls at the lower edges thereof and making a

William Henry Allsop, East Melbourne, Victoria, Australia, pivotal connection at said edge , and a bottom having a slid,

28th August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 9th August, 1906. Re ing connection on said bails and adapted to be shifted

ceipt No. 138,521. laterally so that its edges may lie in said openings , said

Claim . - 1 . In apparatus for guarding the doorways leading cover having laterally disposed cleats adapted to engage the

from the floors of buildings to the elevator shaft the com- lower edges of said body , certain of said cleats affording

bination of an elevator to the top of which ropes are at- means for locking said bottoin against later movement.

tached, said ropes passing over pulleys at the top of the 3. A crate having a body with openings near the lower

shaft , then down the back of the shaft , then under pulleys at edges of opposite walls, a bolster disposed longitudinally at

the bottom of the shaft and then attached to the bottom one end of said edges , bails fastened loosely about said bol

of the cage, means for tightening said ropes, all as and for ster , a bottom making a slidable connection with said bails

the purpose hereinberfore described and as illustrated in and adapted to have its edges thrust into said openings ,

the drawings. said bottom having transversely disposed cleats projecting

2. In apparatus for guarding the doorways leading from under the edges of the walls connecting said opposite walls,

the floors of buildings to the elevator shaft , and in combin- and another cleat constituting means for abutting the face

ation , cross beams above or below a cage, adjusting bolts of the wall opposite said bolster , said last cleat being ad

passing through one of said cross beams, spiral springs on apted to pass with the edge of said bottom into the adjacent

the inner end of said adjusting bolts , minor ropes attached ' opening .
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No. 100,611. Piling Apparatus for Ore, Coal, Etc.

Appareil à cmpiler pour minerais, charbon etc.

6. In combination with a heating system , employing a

single pipe divided into two passages, a double ported valve

for controlling both passages .
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10066

7. In combination with a heating system , employing a

single pipe divided into two passages , means for connecting

two lengths of such piping one being at substantially a right

angle to the other.

8. A heating system comprising in combination , a single

undivided flow main , a series of double pipe branches ex

tending therefrom , the flow main being in feed connection

Robert Allison Chambers , New Glasgow, Nova Scotia, Can- with the flow side of the double pipes , radiators connected

ada , 28th August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 7th August , 1906 . to such double pipe branches , and a single undivided return

Receipt No. 138,471 . main in connection with the return side of said double pipe

Claim .-1 . A method of stacking ore , coal and the like
branches.

which consists in erecting a portable bridge structure at a 9. A heating system comprising in combination a double

suitable point , connecting said structure with a track , dump- pipe supply main , double pipe branches extending therefrom

ing the material from said portable structure , and inter- and radiators connected to such double pipe branches .

mittently shifting said structure in a forward direction .
2. A method of stacking coal and the like which consists No. 100,613. Switch. Aiguille.

in erecting upon the pile a portable truss having track rails

laid thereon , connecting said truss to a track , dumping the

material from the front end of said truss , and intermittently

elevating and moving said truss in a forward direction .

3. In a device of the class described , a track, a portable
19.1

bridge connected thereto , and means for intermittently ele

vating the forward end of said bridge .

4. In a device of the class described , a track , a portable
7thol

bridge structure connected thereto , and means for inter

mittently moving said bridge in a forward direction .

5. In a device of the class described , a track, a portable
a .

bridge structure connected to said track , means for forward

ing and elevating said bridge , and means for dumping a car

from the forward end of said bridge .

6. In a device of the class described , a track , a portable

truss connected to said track , means for forwarding and ele

vating the front end of said truss , cars travelling upon said

track , and means for dumping said cars at the forward end

of said truss.

7. In a device of the class described, a sectional track , a

portable truss connected thereto, means for forwarding and

elevating the front end of said truss , cars carried upon said
100613

track, endless cables attached to said cars , and means for

dumping said cars from the front end of said truss.

8. In a device for stacking ore , coal and the like , a sec

tional track, a portable bridge connected to said track ,
Edward Platt Robbins , Mansfield , Ohio , U.S.A. , 28th August ,

means for shifting said bridge in a forward direction, cars
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 4th August, 1906 . Receipt No.

travelling upon said track , cables attached to said cars , and
138,425.

means for dumping said cars at the front end of said bridge.
Claim .-- 1. In a switch , a trunnioned support secured to

the trolley pole underneath the trolley wheel , rotating

No. 100,612. Heating System. Système de chauffage . levers mounted thereon , rollers secured to the free ends of

the levers , pawls pivoted to said levers , means for retaining

David Mein Nesbit , London , England , 28th August, 1906 ; 6 said levers in a predetermined position under tension , means

years. Filed 6th August, 1906. Receipt No. 138,446 . for releasing said levers permitting them to rotate, means

Claim . – 1 . In a one pipe heating system the combination of for conducting an electric current to a shifting rail mechan

a pipe and a dividing web extending across and separating ism connected to the pivotal rail of the switch alternately

the area of said pipe into two portions, serving as independ- closing and opening said switch at the will of the operator,

ent flow and return passages . as described and set forth .

2. In a one pipe heating system the combination of a pipe 2. In an automatic electric switch for street railways, a

and a dividing web integral with said pipe extending across trolley mechanism secured to the trolley pole , contact plates

and separating the area of said pipe into two portions of the suspended on both sides of the trolley wire, means for

same or different area . bringing the trolley mechanism in contact with the plates,

3. In combination with a heating system , employing a solenoids secured to a case or box in alignment with each

single pipe divided into two compartments , means for con- other , a plunger fitted to reciprocate in apertures in said

necting one of such passages to a corresponding passage in solenoids, an arm secured to said plunger, a shifting rod

an adjacent length of piping. attached to said arm , a connecting rod secured to one end

4. In a one pipe heating system in combination , a pipe , a of the rod with the opposite end secured to the pivotal rall

dividing web separating the pipe into two passages , and a of the switch , means for conducting an electric current to

ferrule or nipple into the end of each passage for connection the solenoids exciting them alternately , and forcing the

to an adjacent length of piping. shifting rod to reciprocate and throw the switch to corres

5. In combination with a heating system employing a pond with the direction it is desired to move the car in ,

single pipe divided into two passages , means for controlling signal lights connected to and operated in conjunction with
one of such passages. the shifting mechanism , as described and set forth .
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3. In an automatic electric switch for street railways, determined position, contact plates, means for bringing the

a trolley mechanism secured underneath the trolley wheel , trolley mechanism in and out of contact with said plates,

contact plates suspended on each side of the trolley wire , a shifting mechanism connected to the switch rail, means

a box placed underneath the surface of the ground having for operating said mechanism by an electric current trans

an auxiliary bottom , solenoids attached to said bottom , a mitting from the trolley with a signal light mechanism

plunger having enlarged ends fitted to reciprocate in suita , operated in conjunction with said shifting mechanism where

ble apertures provided therein , means for charging siid by the position of the switch is indicated by lights placed

solenoids alternately with an electric current, connecting in a box behind bull's eyes of different colours, said light
mechanism secured to the pivotal rail and the plunger, mechanism being electrically connected with light series

brackets attached to the side of the box , a bar mounted alternately.

therein , forked contacts adjustably mounted on said bar ,

an arm attached to the shifting rod , a knife contact attach- No. 100,614. Cooking Utensil. Ustensile de cuisine.
ed to the end and adapted to be brought in and out of con

tact with the forked contacts , means for making an elec

trical connection with a light series.

4. In an electrically operated switch , a trolley mechanism

secured to the trolley pole , contact plates having the under

portion made concave with both ends curved upward , said

plates being hung on each side of the trolley wire , a trol

ley clamp suspended from an insulated shell resting on the

wire , a box placed under the surface of the ground , sole

noids attached to an auxiliary bottom , a plunger fitted to

apertures provided therein , an arm secured to said plunger,

a shifting rod adjustably secured to the free end of said arm ,

a connecting rod secured to the projecting end of the shift

ing rod on one end and the pivotal rod on the opposite end,

an arm secured to the shifting rod having a knife contact

attached to the free end, forked contacts secured to a bar

and adapted to contact therewith when the plunger is

operated, said contacts being wired to a light series .

5. In an automatic switch , a trunnioned support clamped

to the trolley pole , levers mounted thereon having their Jacob Johan Sophus and Ernest Newman Butler , co-inventors ,

free ends projecting upwardly at an incline , rollers jour both of Montreal , Quebec , Canada , 28th August, 1906 ; 6
nalled to bolts passing through apertures in the free ends ,

years . Filed 3rd August, 1906. Receipt No. 138,391.
pawls pivotally secured to the inner faces of the lever , col

Claim.-1 . A device of the class described comprising a cas
lars made contiguous with the journals of the trunnioned

support having notches formed in the periphery thereof and ing; a fillingof non -conducting material within said casing

adapted to mesh with the hooked portion of the pawls stop said filling being provided with suitable apertures, an inner

pins secured to theface of the collars meshing with slots covering for said apertures, and an outer cover adapted to fit

formed in the lower portionof the levers, volute helix tightly over the sides of the casing.

springs attached to the end of the levers , cones adapted to
2. A device of the class described comprising a box , a filling

inclose said springs , one end of said cones being connected
of non - conducting material for said box , suitable apertures

to the bent end of the small coil in such a manner as to within said filling, a diaphragm covering said filling, an in

connect the cone and levers together under tension with ner lid adapted to cover said apertures , and an outer lid

means of decreasing or increasing the tension of the spring, adapted to envelope the sides of the box .

whereby the levers are made to rotate when the pawls are 3. A device of the class described comprising a box or

released , as described and set forth , casing, a filling for said casing comprising non -conducting

6. In an automatic electric switch , comprising a trunnioned material, suitable apertures in said filling, a diaphragm en

support adjustably secured to the trolley pole, rotating veloping said filling and apertures , an inner cover of non

levers secured to said support under tension , means for re- conducting material , and an outer flanged cover adapted to

leasing said levers , means for limiting the rotation of said fit over the sides of the box.

levers , contact plates suspended on each side of the trolley

wire,'meansfor regulating thethrowof the levers to con- No. 100,615. Boiler. Bouillotte.

tact with the plates and conduct the currents from the

trolley to excite or charge the solenoids operating the shift

ing mechanism , as described and set forth .

7. In an electric switch comprising a trolley mechanism ,

contact plates , a shifting mechanism , brackets, a rod , fork

ed contacts secured to said rod , an arm carrying a knife

contact, means for alternately making a circuit with lights

placed in a box behind different coloured bull's eyes , as des

cribed and set forth .

8. An automatic switch for street railways , comprising a

support having projecting lugs made integral forming a trun

nion, levers journalled on said lugs , pawls pivotally secured

to said levers , collars having notches formed in the peri

phery thereof, a guard secured to the trolley pole , a spiral

spring connected to the levers , cones adapted to inclose the

lugs and springs , said springs being compressed and exert

ing a pressure against the lower portion of the levers pre

venting lateral motion .

9. In an automatic switch , a trunnioned support secured

to the trolley pole, levers journalled on said trunnions with

the free ends extending on each side of the trolley wheel, Roch Ouimet . Montreal , Quebec, Canada, 28th August, 1906 ; 6

pawls pivotally secured to said levers , volute helix springs ,
years .

cones inclosing said springs , ears made integral with said
Filed 1st August , 1906. Receipt No. 138,328.

levers , contact plates suspended on each side of the trolley
Claim . - 1. A boiler having a flange and having openings

wire, means of conducting an electric current to a shifting adjacent the base of the flange.

rail mechanism , as described and set forth . 2. In combination with a boiler having a flange and having

10. In an electric switch mechanism , comprising a trolley openings adjacent the base of the flange, a closure having a

mechanism , cintact platos s spend d on each side of the trol- vertical flange adapted to engage the vertical wall of the
ley wire , a shifting rail mechanism adapted to impart move- bciler and having a horizontal flange adapted to project

ment to the switch rail , brackets secured to one side of a box therefrom .

placed under the ground , a bar supported by said brackets, 3. A boiler having openings adjacent the top of the wall , a

forked contacts a ljustably securei to said bar , an arm flange secured to the wall below the openings , and a closure

secured to the shifung mechanism , a knife contact secured for the boiler.

thereto and adapted to be moved in and out of contact with 4. A bojler having a top flange, and a closure for the boiler

the forked contacts whereby an electrical conuection is made provided with a flange and provided with openings adjacent

with a light series connected to lights placed in a suitable the base of the flange.

box , as described and set forth .
5. A boiler having a top flange, and a closure for the boiler

11. In an automatic electric switch , a trunnioned support, having a coinciding flange of less width than said boiler

levers rotatably mounted thereon under tension , pawls se- flange and provided with openings adjacent the base of its

cured thereto and adapted to retain said levers in a pre- . flange.
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No. 100,616. Heating Apparatus.

Appareil de chauffage.

body and adapted to engage the rails , cotters adapted to en

gage said keepers and having resilient retaining tongues on

the under sides thereof adapted to engage said body, said

body having recesses in the faces thereof near said resilient

members, facilitating the removing of said cotters .

No, 100,618. Sawmill. Scierie.
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Joseph Leonard Carter , North Sydney , Cape Breton , Nova

Scotia , Canada , 28th August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 8th

August, 1906. Receipt No. 138,490 .

Claim . - 1 . In combination with a hot water heater, a steam

dcme secured in connection therewith, and means connecting

the steam dome and the hot water heater adapted to indicate

the steam pressure in the dome .
100618

2. In combination with a hot water heater , a cylindrical
steam dome disposed above the heater and in connection William Henry Trout , Milwaukee, Wisconsin , U.S.A., 28th

therewith , a pipe leading from the steam dome , a pipe lead- August , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 3rd August , 1906. Receipt

ing from the bottom of the heater and connected with said No. 138,396 .

first pipe , a steam gauge operatively connected with said Claim . - 1 . In sawmill set works the combination with the

pipes, and a water gauge carried by one of said pipes . set shaft , of a vertical shaft geared therewith , a driver and

3. In combination with a water heating boiler, a dome con- a gear loosely mounted on said vertical shaft and provided

nected therewith and adapted to collect the steam from the with clutch members , a sleeve splined on said vertical shaft

water heated . between said driver and gear and having clutch members

4. In combination with a water heating boiler having a movable into and out of engagement with the clutch members

flanged outlet in tis top , a flanged steam receiving dome dis- of said driver and gear, and another driver connected with

posed over the flanged opening, and provided with an outlet . said gear for turning the set shaft in the opposite direction ,

substantially as described .

No. 100,617. Railway Tie. Dormant de chemin de fer .
2. In sawmill set works the combination with the set shaft ,

of a vertical shaft having a friction power transmitting con

nection with said set shaft , a driver and a gear loosely

? mounted on said vertical shaft , a sleeve splined on said

vertical shaft and having clutch members movable into and

out of engagement with opposing clutch members attached

to said driver and gear, and another driver connected with

said gear for turning the set shaft in the opposite direction ,

substantially as described .

3. In sawmill set works the combination with the set shaft,

FEO2
of a vertical shaft geared therewith , a receding sheave and

Fins

Figung a gear loosely mounted on said vertical shaft and provided

with clutch members, a sleeve splined on said vertical shaft

between said sheave and gear and having clutch members

movable therewith into and out of engagement with the

clutch members on said sheave and gear, and a setting

sheave located in the same horizontal plane with the receding

sheave and connected with said gear, substantially as des
cribed .

4. In sawmill set works the combination with the set shaft,

100617 of a vertical shaft having an adjustable friction driving con

nection with said set shaft, a sheave and gear loosely mount

Charlie J. Kopf, Paducah , Kentucky , U.S.A. , 28th August ,
ed on said vertical shaft , a sleeve splined on said vertical

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 31st July, 1906. Receipt No. 138,308 .
shaft and having clutch members movable into and out of

engagement with opposing clutch members on said sheave
Claim . - 1. A railway tie having transverse grooves in the

and gear, and a sheave connected with said gear, substan
upper face thereof, adapted to receive the rail flanges , and tially as described .

having longitudinal grooves in the upper face thereof, keep- 5. In sawmill set works the combination with the set

ers slidably mounted in said latter grooves, said tie further shaft, of a vertical shaft connected therewith and having a

having transverse grooves disposed behind said keepers, cot
gear and sheavę revolubly mounted thereon and each pro

ters slidably mounted in said last grooves and abutting vided with a friction clutch member, a sleeve splined on said

against the rear extremities of said keepers , to force the vertical shaft and provided with friction clutch members

same against the rail , a resilient member attached to said adapted to be engaged with the opposing members on said

cotters and presenting a head adapted to engage the edge of sheave and gear , another sheave mounted in the same hori

said tie to retain said cotters , and a fiber block supporting zontal plane with the first -named sheave and connected with

the rail on said body. the gear on said vertical shaft , substantially as described.

2. A railway tie having a body with transverse grooves in 6. In sawmill set works the combination with the set shaft .

the upper face thereof adapted to receive the rails and hav- of a vertical shaft connected therewith and provided with a

ing projecting tongues adapted to engage the rail flanges, sheave and a gear loosely mounted thereon and with a sleeve

said body having longitudinal grooves disposed opposite said splined thereon and carrying clutch , members which are

tongues , keepers received in said grooves and engaging the movable therewith from a middle neutral position into en

rail flanges , cotters slidably mounted in said last grooves and gagement either with said gear or with said sheave, means

affording means for holding said keepers against the rails , tending to return said sleeve into and to hold it in its middle

said cotters having grooves therein , and springs carried in position, a lever for moving said sleeve up and down from

said grooves , having heads adapted to engage the edges of its middle position on said vertical shaft , and another

said body to retain the said cotters . sheave mounted in the same horizontal plane with said first

3. A railway tie having a body adapted to support the rails mentioned sheave and connected with said gear, substantially
thereupon , keepers slidably mounted on the upper face of said as described.

20
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FIG /

STO

7. Ing sawmill set works in combination with the car- 2. An aerating and cooling bar presenting a pair of dowo

riage and set shaft , of two sheaves mounted on the carriage wardly converging sides terminating in a longitudinal recess

in the same horizontal plane , means adapted to connect

either of said sheaves with the set shaft and to turn the

same in opposite directions for setting and receding, driving

and guiding sheaves arranged in the carriage way , one in a

vertical plane and the other in an oblique plane, and an end

less driving cable passing around said driving and guiding

shcaves and in opposite directions around the setting and

receding sheaves on the carriage , substantially as described .

8. In sawmill set works the combination with the carriage

and set shaft , of two sheaves mounted on the carriage in the

same horizontal plane, means for connecting either of said

sheaves with the set shaft to turn the same in opposite

directions for setting and receding, driving and guiding

sheaves arranged in the carriage way, one in a vertical plane

and the other in an oblique plane in positions to deliver the

driving cable to one of the sheaves on the carriage and to

receive said cable from the other sheave on the carriage , the

guiding sheave being movable towards and from the driving

sheave , a weight connected with the guiding sheave and FIG.2.

tending to move it away from the driving sheave and an end

less driving cable passing around said driving and guiding

sheaves and in opposite directions around the sheaves on the

carriage , substantially as described .

9. In sawmill set works the combination with the set

shaft havilng a bevel gear loosely mounted thereon , a fric

tion clutch member splined on said shaft and held in adjust

able engagement with said gear , a vertical shaft , a spur gear

and a sheave loosely mounted on said vertical shaft and pro
vided with clutch members , connected clutch members

splined on said vertical shaft between said spur gear and

sheave , a level for moving said connected clutch members

from their middle neutral position so as to carry either one

of them into engagement with the opposing clutch member

on said spur gear or sheave , another sheave arranged in the
100619

same horizontal plane with the first-mentioned sheave and
connected with the spur gear on said vertical shaft , and a and having a projection of triangular cross section extending

driving cable arranged to turn said sheaves in opposite direc- along the middle of the top thereof, substantially as des

tions, substantially as described .
cribed and for the purpose set forth .

10. In sawmill set works the combination with the set 3. An aerating and cooling bar presenting a pair of down

shaft , of setting and receding members for turning said shaft wardly converging sides terminating in a longitudinal recess

in opposite directions, an operating lever for connecting said and having a projection of triangular cross section extend

shaft with either of said members , a stop shaft geared wita
ing along the middle of the top thereof , such top presenting

said set shaft and having a ratchet wheel fixed thereon , 2
surfaces one at each side of and inclined downwardly away

setting arm provided with means for locking it to said from the triangular projection , substantially as described

ratchet wheel, stops for determining the movement of said
and for the purpose set forth .

arm , a pawl for preventing backward movement of the 4. An aerating and cooling bar presenting converging sides

ratchet wheel in setting , and a connection between said pawl
terminating in a bottom side and having a member of tri

and operating lever adapted to throw the pawl out of en
angular cross section secured along the middle of the top

thereof, a pair of members of triangular cross section
gagement with the ratchet wheel when said lever is carried

secured a short distance apart along the said bottom side
into position to connect the set shaft with the receding mem

and forming a continuation of the said converging sides , sub
ber , substantially as described .

stantially as described and for the purpose set forth .
11. In sawmill set works the combination with the set

5. A water cooling tower comprising means dividing the
shaft and means for turning said shaft , of a shaft geared to

water supplied into a plurality of falling bodies , and means
said set shaft and provided with a ratchet wheel , a setting

maintaining such
arm provided with means for locking it to said ratchet wheel ,

subdivisions during the fall thereof

throughout the tower , substantially as described and for the
stops for determining and limiting the movement of said arm ,

purpose set forth .
a pawl for preventing backward movement of said ratchet

6. A water cooling tower comprising a pair of wire lattice
wheel in setting , and means for throwing and holding said

work frames , a plurality of aerating and cooling bars sup
pawl out of engagement with the ratchet wheel after the first

tooth of the ratchet wheel in its advance passes the pawl, diagonal air passages between them and extending from one
ported in diagonal rows by such lattice work and presenting

and for throwing said pawl into engagement with the ratchet side to another of the tower and means for supplying the

wheel as the setting arm arrives at the front stop , substan water to be cooled to the top of such tower , substantially as
tially as described.

set forth .

12. In sawmill set works the combination with the set
7. A water cooling tower comprising a pair of interlaced

shaft and means for turning said shaft , of a shaft geared to wire lattice work frames , a plurality of serating and cooling

said set shaft and provided with a ratchet wheel , a setting
bars supported in diagonal rows by such lattice work and

arm provided with means for locking it to said ratchet wheel, presenting diagonal passages between them and extending

a stop for limiting the advance of said arm , a pawl for pre- from one side to another of the tower and means for sup

venting backward movement of the ratchet wheel in setting , plying the water to be cooled to the top of such tower , sub

and a spring actuated bolt engaging an arm on said pawl, stantially as described and for the purpose set forth .

one of said engaging parts having a double incline arranged 8. In a water cooling tower the combination with a plur

to hold said pawl after it passes a central position either in ality of aerating and cooling devices, of a water distributing

or out of engagement with the ratchet wheel , the passage of device supported above the said aerating and cooling devices

the first tooth of the ratchet wheel in its advance carrying and comprising a horizontal member having a plurality of

said pawl arm past its central position in one direction , and apertures, and valvular devices controlling such apertures,

the setting arm upon its arrival at said stop , carrying said substantially as described and for the purpose set forth .

pawl arm past its central position in the opposite direction , 9. In a water cooling tower the combination with a plur

substantially as described . ality of aerating and cooling devices, of a water distributing

platform supported above the said aerating and cooling de

No. 100,619. Water Cooling Tower.
vices and having a plurality of crevices , and a plurality of

angle irons supported in valvular relation to the crevices,

Tour à refroidir l'eau . substantially as described and for the purpose set forth .

10. In a water cooling tower the combination with a plur
Ovid Miner Gould . Montreal , Quebec, Canada, 28th August , ality of aerating and cooling bars each presenting an angular

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 16th May , 1906. Receipt No. 135,964 .
apex extending throughout its length , of a water distributing

Claim . - 1. An aerating and cooling device having a central platform made up of a series of separated boards with the

upward projection upon its top and a pair of separated down spaces therebetween located over the apices of the bars, and

ward projectings upon its bottom and a pair of angula . means dividing the water falling through such spaces and

aerating and cooling surfaces leading from opposite sides or causing the same to fall upon opposite sides of the said

the upper projection to the said lower projections , substanti- apices, substantially as described and for the purpose set
ally as described and for the purpose set forth .

forth .
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11. In a water cooling tower the combination with a plur- 3. A receptacle for boiling vegetables comprising a body

ality of aerating and cooling bars each presenting an angu- portion having a nose , a rack having longitudinal project

lar apex extending throughout its length , of a water dis- ling arms which are pivotally mounted in apertures in the

tributing platformmade up of a series of separated boards wall of the receptacle, with a space intervening between

with the spaces therebetween located over the apices of the said rack and the entrance to the spout, said rack adapted

bars, and means dividing the water falling through such to swing within the receptacle with its lower end a slight

spaces and causing the same to fall upon opposite sides of distance above the bottom of the latter, a cover, a strap

the said apieces, and means maintaining such division during fastened over the top of the receptacle and adapted to hold

the fall of the water throughout the tower , substantially as the forward edge of the cover to the receptacle, a loop

described and for the purpose set forth . secured to the kettle, an eye upon the cover over which said

12. In a water cooling tower the combination with a plur- loop engages, a key passing through said eye, and a handle
ality of serating and cooling bars each presenting an angu- for tilting the receptacle, as set forth.

lar apex extending throughout its length, of a water distri

buting platform made up of a series of separated boards with
No. 100,621 . Portable House. Maison portative .

the spaces therebetween located over the apices of the bars ,

and angle irons dividing the water falling through such

spaces and causing the same to fall upon opposite sides of

the said apices , and means maintaining such division during

the fall of the water throughout the tower, substantially as

described and for the purpose set forth .

13. A water cooling tower comprising a pair of wire fat

tice work frames, a plurality of aerating and cooling bars

supported by such lattice work and each presenting a longi

tudinal apex of angular cross section , the sides of each bar

converging downwardly and the lower ends thereof being

separated by an upwardly extending recess , a water distri

buting platform supported above the said bars and having a

plurality of crevices parallel to and in vertical line with the

bars, a plurality of angle irons, and means supporting such

angle irons in valvular relation to the said crevices, sub

stantially as described and for the purpose set forth .

14. A water cooling tower comprising a pair of wire lattice

work frames , a plurality of aerating and cooling bars sup

ported by such lattice work and each presenting a longitudi

nal apex of angular cross section , the sides of each bar con

verging downwardly and the lower ends thereof being separ

ated by an upwardly extending recess , a water distributing

platform supported above the said bars and having a plur

ality of crevices parallel to and in vertical line with the

bars , a plurality of angle irons , and adjustable means sup- James E. Walker, Los Angeles, California , U.S.A., 28th

porting such angle irons in valvular relation to the said August , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 26th July, 1906. Receipt

crevices, substantially as described and for the purpose set
No. 138,172 .

forth. Claim.--1 . In a portable house , a bent including a cross

sill , uprights connected therewith, rafters supported by the

No. 100,620. Vegetable Boiler. uprights, a casting connecting said rafters , and cross beam

Bouilloire pour légumes.
or plate members connected with the upper ends of the

posts and supported by an intermediate casting suspended

from the cap casting .

2. A cross beam or sill having bevelled ends and provided

with clips extending beyond said ends , posts insertible into

the clips and having bevelled recesses engaging the bevelled

ends of the cross piece , and connecting wedges.

3. A cross piece , uprights connected with the ends there

of , çastings supported upon said uprights and having in

clined sleeves, and rafters fitted in said sleeves and having

abutting ends .

4. A cross piece , uprights at the ends thereof, connecting

members supported upon said uprights and inclining in
clined sleeves and recesses having laterally extending

bracket plates , a ridge cap , rafters extending through the

sleeves and into the ridge cap, a rod depending from the

latter, a supporting member connected with said rod and

having supporting brackets and flanged guard members, and

cross beams supported at the outer ends in the recesses of

the connecting members and the upper end of the posts and

provided near their inner ends with grooves engaging the

flanged guards of the supporting member .

5. A cross piece , uprights connected detachably with the

ends thereof , connecting members supported upon the up

rights and having inclined sleeves, a cap member, and

Alice Maud Ham, Kent, Washington , U.S.A. , 28th August , rafters engaging said sleeves and cah member, the said

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 8th August , 1906 . Receipt No. rafters being provided with recesses forming shoulders

138,481 . abutting upon the sleeves and cap members.

Claim.-1 . A receptacle for boiling vegetables comprising 6. In a portable building , bents each including a cross

a body portion having a nose , a rack having longi udinal piece, uprights supported at the ends thereof , connecting

slots therein , the upper end of the rack having oppositely members supported upon said uprights and including in

projecting arms which are pivotally mounted in apertures clined sleeves, recesses having laterally extending brackets

in the wall of the receptacle, with a space intervening be- and laterally extending supporting flanges having flanged

tween said rack and the entrance to the spout, sail rack guards at the ends thereof, inclined cap members having

adapted to swing within the receptacle with its lower end laterally extending supporting flanges and flanged guards at

a slight distance above the bottom of the latter , as set
the sides thereof, rafters engaging the inclined sleeves of

forth . the connecting members and the cap members , rods de

2. A receptacle for boiling vegetables comprising a body pending from the latter cruciform supporting member con
portion having a nose , a rack having longitudinal slots nected with said rods and provided with pairs of flanged

therein , the upper end of the rack having opposite'y pro- guards upon the four sides thereof, and cross membrs
jecting arms which are pivotally mounted in apertures in having grooves engaging oppositely disposed flanged guards

the wall of the receptacle, with a space intervening between of said supporting members and supported at their outer

said rack and the entrance to the spout, said rack adipted ends in the recesses of the connecting members at the outer

to swing within the receptacle with its lower end a slight i cuds of the posts , in combination with side plate membrs ,

distance above the bottom of the latter, a c ver, ani a ridge beam members and longitudinal stringer members ,

strap fastened over the top of the receptacle and adapted to cach having grooves near the ends thereof engaging flanged

hold the forward edge of the cover to the receptacle , as set guards of the connecting members , the car beam members

forth . and the cruciform supporting members respectively .
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7. A portable building in which a plurality of bents are 2. In a portable house having a built -up sill in which wall

connected by stringer beams , cap beam members and longi- studs are socketed and wall sections fitting the spaces be

tudinal ridge beam members detachably conneected with tween such studs, a wall plate secured by eye bolts on the

said bents . tops of the wall studs , said wall plate being notched to re

8. In a portable building having rafters projecting be- ceive the roof rafters , a roof composed of ties resting on the

yond the side walls , a flexible roof provided at the edges wall plate and having rafters secured thereto , said rafters

thereof with folds having s'its for the admission of the notched to rest upon the wall plate and project beyond the

ends of the rafters . wall, each of said rafters longitudinally grooved to receive a

9. In a portable building having rafters extending beyond tongued dividing rafter leaving a roof section seat on each
the end walls and provided with recesses in their upper sine of the dividing rafler and having a drain groove down

sides at the outer ends thereof, a flexible roof having folds each section seat, a ridge timber having dowel pins through

provided with stiffening members to engage the recesses it adapted to enter dowel holes in the upper end of each

in the rafters and provided with tucks adapted for connec- rafter, the upper edge of which ridge timber is bevelled to

tion with the side plates of the building . the pitch of the roof , roof sections each composed of section

10. In a portable building having rafters extending beyond rafters and a lower end cross rail over which section rafter

the side walls thereof to form eaves , a flexible roof having
and rail are secured shiplap boards having an outer covering

folds provided with slits for the reception of the ends of the of water shedding material such as painted canvas or rub

rafters , and tucks for engagement with the side plates. beroid, cover boards secured to the upper side of the ridge

11. In a portable building having rafters extended beyond timber and projecting over the outer surface of the roof sec

the side walls to form eaves and provided with cornice
tions and cover boards secured to the divisional rafter and

members at the gable ends, a flexible roof having side and
projecting over the upper surface of the roof sections , said

end folds provided with stiffening members and with slits cover boards being throated on the under side of such over
for the admission of the ends of the rafters and of the cor

lap.

nice members, stiffening members supported in said folds 3. In a portable house having a built-up sill in wiiich wall

for engagement with the rafters and cornice members , and studs are socketed and wall sections fitting the spaces bz .
tucks provided with eyelets for the temporary attachment

tween such studs , window sections comprising section studs
of the roof.

the lateral thickness of which partly fits the rebate in the
12. In a portable building, cross pieces provided with

wall studs and a window frame fitting the remainder of the
clips at the ends thereof, uprights engaging said clips and

wall stud rebate .
having recesses at their lower ends , side plates , flexible side

walls attached to said side plates provided with seams at

their lower edges , stiffening members in said seams engag No. 100,623. Cement Block Making Machine.

ing their recesses at the lower ends of the posts or uprights Machine à faire des blocs de ciment.

and wedges engaging the clips at the ends of the cross

pieces to secure the uprights and the stiffening members at

the lower ends of the side walls .

.

No. 100,622. Portable House. Maison portative.
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Moses Crogan , Sarnia , Ontario , Canada , 28th August , 1906 ; 6

years . Filed 13th July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,770 .

Claim . - 1. In a cement block machine the combination of a

mould having an opening in its bottom for the passage of a

core, a core support vertically movable on the frame of

fic 1
the mchine , a roller centrally journalled under the core supFIC 4

port , a shaft journalled on the frame of the machine, an arm

secured to the shaft and provided with a curved slot engag .

ing the roller, and a hand lever secured to the shaft , sub

stantially as described.

16622
2. In a cement block machine the combination of a mould

having an opening in its bottom for the passage of a core , a

core support vertically movable on the frame of the machine ,

a roller centrally journalled under the core support , a shaft

journalled on the frame of the machine, an arm secured to

Edwin C. Mahony, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada , 28th the shaft and provided with a curved slot engaging the roller,

August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 17th July, 1906. Receipt No. a hand lever secured to the shaft , a second arm secured to

137,928. the shaft , and a counterbalancing weight on said arm , sub

Claim . - 1. As a portable house , a base sill constructed of stantially as described.

a water table on the outside , an intermediate distance piece

kaving spaces for the reception of the studs of the wall frame No. 100,624. Band Cutter and Feeder .

and an inner portion forming a joist rest ; the three parts of Coupe - hart et alimentateur .
the sill being bolted together, wall frame studs socketed in

the sill , said studs rebated on the adjacent sides from the in- Samuel Dunkelberger, Newton, Kansas, U.S.A., 28th August,
ner side to receive wall sections , wall sections each com- 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 9th July , 1906. Receipt No. 137,664.

posed of section studs rabetted on the outer side to receive Claim.-1. In a band cutter and feeder, the combination

ar, outer facing of rustic or clap boards , and having on the with a driving shaft , of a separate driven shaft , friction

inner side a lining of tongue and groove boards , a door frame discs carried by the shafts and disposed in overlapping rela

section adapted to fit the rabetted aperture between adja- tion , one of said discs being movable toward and from the

cent wall studs , cover boards secured to the inner sides of other, a yielding pressure device for urging the movable disc

the wall frame studs, and a wall plate secured by eye bolts toward said other disc, a longitudinally movable support

to the tops of the wall studs , said wall plate being rabetted located transversely of the shafts and having a swinging

to downwardly overlap the outside of the wall sections and movement on its longitudinal axis , a friction wheel journalled

notched to receive the roof rafters .
on the support and swinging therewith , being interposed be
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tween and having frictional engagement with the discs , said 6. In a band cutter and feeder the combination with a

wheel having its axis disposed in angular relation to the axis crank shaft, of a driving shaft geared to the crank shaft , a

driven shaft disposed alongside the driving shaft, a conveyer

including a shaft, a connection between the driven shaft and

conveyer including a clutch , a speed governor carried by the

crank shaft for effecting the operation of the clutch , over

lapping friction discs carried respectively by the driving and

driven shafts , a friction wheel interposed between and in

frictional engagement with the adjacent faces of the discs ,

said wheel being movable toward and from the axes of move

ment of the discs, means for effecting the movement of said

friction wheel including a plurality of depending float arms

disposed over the conveyer , and band cutting mechanism

including gyratory cutter bars secured to the crank shaft

and having knives operating through the spaces between

and also below the depending arms.

7. In a band cutter and feeder the combination with a

crank shaft, of bearing boxes journalled on the crank shaft ,

a bracket fixed to each bearing box and having spaced de

pending arms provided with longitudinal slots , a pair of knife

bars for each bracket extending transversely of the arms ,

and bolts passing through the bars and through the slots in

the arms for adjustably connecting the knife bars with the

of the discs and being urged into frictional engagement with bearing boxes .

one of the discs by pressure against it of the spring pressed 8. In a band cutter and feeder the combination with a

novable disc, a conveyer driven from the driven shaft , and conveyer belt having an upwardly inclined front portion and
means located over the conveyer for moving the friction a downwardly inclined rear portion , of a threshing cylinder

wheel toward and away from the axes of the shafts . located in rear of, below, and spaced from the said down

2. In a band cutter and feeder , the combination with a wardly inclined portion , a rotary retarding device journalled

suitable frame , of a bracket secured to one side of the frame , between the said downwardly inclined portion of the belt

substantially parallel shafts arranged between and journalled and the threshing cylinder in spaced relation thereto and in
upon the bracket and frame , friction discs carried by the substantial alignment therewith , and gyratory band cutting

shafts , means for driving one of said shafts , a conveyer hav- means operating over the conveyer belt and the retarder and

ing a connection with the other shaft , a longitudinally mov- having its near portion inclined downwardly to correspond

able supporting rod arranged in a plane between the discs and substantially to the path of travel of the material over the

carrying a depending journal , a friction wheel mounted on rear portion of the belt and retarder, the front portion of

the journal and having frictional engagements with the discs , said gyratory band cutting means being set at an inclination

a rock shaft journalled over the conveyer and having a crank and operating over the upwardly inclined front portion of

arm , adjustable connections between the crank arm and sup- the conveyer belt .

pcrting rod , and depending arms secured to the rock shaft 9. In a band cutter and feeder the combination with a

and disposed over the conveyer . machine frame , of a conveyer platform extended upwardly
3. In a band cutter and feeder, the combination with a

and rearwardly and then downwardly and rearwardly, a con

conveyer, of means for driving the conveyer, speed varying veyer travelling over said platform , ashaft above the plat
mechanism interposed between the driving means and the form having a number of crank arms thereon extended in

conveyer and connected therewith for securing the continu- different directions , & bearing box on each crank arm , a

ous movement of the conveyer at varying rates of speed , a bracket having slotted sides fixed to the under surface of

movable actuating devicefor operating the speed varying each pair ofblocks,a pair of knife bars for each pair of
mechanism located over the conveyer and having a connec- brackets extended longitudinally of the machine frame, their

tion with said mechanism , said device comprising depending forward end portions being substantially horizontal and their
.spaced arms located over the conveyer in advance of its rear rear ends inclined downwardly and rearwardly substantially

end and in the path of movement of abnormal amounts of parallel with the downwardly and rearwardly inclined por

grain carried thereby, and band cutting mechanism including tion of the platform , bolts passing through the bars and
gyratory knife bars carrying knives , certain of said knives through the slots in the brackets for adjustably connecting

operating between the arms downwardly in advance thereof the knife bars with the bearing blocks , one or more knife

ard beneath the lower ends of said arms and others having blades at the forward end of each knif bar, said blades hav

gyratory paths of movement in rear of the lower ends of the ing smooth front edges substantially at right angles to the

arms and directly adjacent to the rear end of the conveyer . knife bar and sharpened rear edges inclined downwardly and

4. In a band cutter and feeder, the combination with a forwardly from the knife bar , a knife blade on each knife

conveyer, of means for driving the conveyer, speed varying bar at a point substantially above the highest part of the

mechanism interposed between the driving means and the platform , said knife having its edges tapered toward each

conveyer and connected therewith for securing a continuous other and both edges being sharpened , one or more knives on

movement of the conveyer at varying rates of speed , a mov- the downwardly and rearwardly inclined portion of each

able actuating device for operating the speed varying mech- knife bar having smooth front edges inclined downwardly and

anism , located over the conveyer and having a connection forwardly, and hangers for supporting the rear ends of each

with said mechanism , said device comprising a rock shaft pair of knife bars.

having a connection with the speed varying means, spaced 10. In a band cutter and feeder the combination with a

depending rearwardly curved arms having their lower ends threshing cylinder, of a conveyer having a downwardly in

spaced above the conveyer in advance of its rear end , a clined rear end that is located in advance of the upper por

crank shaft journalled above the lower ends of the arms , and tion of the cylinder , a shaft for operating the conveyer, a

gyratory knife bars connected with the crank shaft and hav- driving shaft , means for transmitting motion from the driv

ing depending cutter blades, certain of said blades operating ing shaft to the conveyer shaft, a speed governor for varying
between the a, 'ms downwardly in advance of the same and the speed of the conveyer shaft with respect to that of the

beneath the lower ends of said arms in proximity to the con- driving shaft while both are in motion , a rotary retarder

veyer , and others operating over the rear end of the con- located between the conveyer and cylinder, below the rear

veyer entirely in rear of the arms . end of said conveyer and in advance of the upper portion of

5. In a band cutter and feeder the combination with a bed the cylinder, said retarder comprising a shaft extending

comprising an upwardly inclined front portion and a down- | transversely of the machine and rotating in the same direc

wardly inclined rear portion forming an apex , of an endless
tion as the conveyer, said shaft having a number of out

conveyer apron movable over the downwardly and upwardly wardly projecting arms receiving the material from the con

inclined portions, means for driving the conveyer including veyer and delivering it to the cylinder, means for operatively

speed varying mechanism , a float suspended above the con
connecting the retarder with the conveyer, and gyratory

veyer and connected with the speed varying mechanism , said cutter bars extending over the conveyer and retarder.

float holding downwardly and rearwardly inclined spaced 11. In a band cutter and feeder the combination with a

arms extending over the apex of the bed , the lower ends of driving shaft , of a conveyer , a shaft for operating the con

said arms being disposed above the downwardly inclined por- veyer, a float above the conveyer, a friction wheel operatively

tion of the bed contiguous to its upper end , and band cut- connected with the coinveyer shaft , a small friction wheel in

ting mechanism supported above the lower ends of the float enogagement with the aforesaid friction wheel and opera

arms and including cutters that move between the arms tively connected with the driving shaft , and means controlled

downwardly in advance of the same and rearwardly at the by the float for moving the small friction wheel to and from

lower ends of said arms, said cutters extending over tho the central porion of the large friction wheel for varying the

anex of the bed and co-operating with both the upwardly and speed of the conveyer shaft relative to that of the driving

downwardly inclined portions thereof, shaft while both are in motion , a retarder beneath the dis
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charge end of the conveyer comprising a shaft extending of the conveyer including a rock shaft carrying a guide that

transversely of the machine and rotating in the same direc- is disposed transversely of said rock shaft, actuating me.

tion as the conveyer , said shaft having a number of out

wardly projecting arms, and means for operatively connect

ing the retarder with the conveyer.

12. In a band cutter and feeder the combination with a

threshing cylinder and concave, of a band cutter and feeder

frame located at some distance above the concave , a curved

board detachably connected to the concave at one end and

detachably connected with the feeder frame, a flexible strip

at its other end , an endless conveyer on the band cutter and

feeder, said conveyer having cross pieces which during their

return movement engage said flexible strip , a stationary

cross piece above the lower portion of the conveyer , and

a flexible strip thereon extending downwardly to engage the
upper surface of the lower portion of the conveyer directly

above the first -mentioned flexible strip .

13. In a band cutter and feeder the combination with a

conveyer, of driving and driven shafts , a connection between

the driven shaft and the conveyer, friction discs carried by

the shafts , a friction wheel movable between and in frictional

engagement with the discs , a movable support for the fric

tion wheel, said driving and driven shafts being in the line

of movement of the support , a roller bearing for the support,
7086 26

and a movable float located over the conveyer and having

connections with the friction wheel support .

14. In a band cutter and feeder , the combination with a

threshing cylinder , of a feeder bed arranged in advance of

the cylinder and having a downwardly inclined rear end , a chanism for the rock shaft comprising straw engaging

conveyer apron movable over the bed , a revoluble retarding means adjustably movable on the guide toward and from

device interposed between the rear end of the bed and the the rock shaft , and means for securing the straw engaging

cylinder and having teeth located in proximity to the teeth means against its adjustable movement.

of said cylinder , gyratory cutter bars having downwardly 2. In a band cutter and feeder , the combination with a

inclined rear portions that extend over the downwardly conveyer , of means for controlling the movement of the

inclined portion of the bed and over the retarder , and conveyer including a rock shaft , a guide rod rigidly ex

cutter blades secured to the bars. tending therefrom , straw engaging means adjustably mov

15. In a band cutter and feeder, the combination with a able on said guide rod toward and from the rock shaft ,

crank shaft , of bearing blocks journalled on the crank and means for securing the straw engaging means against

shaft, a bracket having slotted sides fixed to the under side such adjustable movement .

of each bearing block , a pair of knife bars for each bracket , 3. In a band cutter and feeder the combination with a

and bolts passing through the bars and through the slots conveyer , of band cutters operating at variable rates of
in the bracket for adjustably connecting the knife bars mechanism for driving the conveyer at variable rates of

with the bearing blocks . speed , and means for effecting the movement of the said

16. In a band cutter and feeder , the combination with a speed varying mechanism , said means including a straw

bed provided with a front upwardly inclined portion and a actuated device movably suspended over the conveyer and

rear downwardly inclined portion , forming at their adja- having the band cutters operating therethrough and in

cent ends an apex , of a conveyer belt movable over said advance thereof , said device being adjustable bodily toward

bed, crank arms arranged substantially over the apex of and from the front end of the conveyer and the front limit

said bed, links pivotally supported in rear of the crank of movement of the said band cutters.

arms , continuous rigid cutter bars having connections with 4. In a band cutter and feeder, the combination with a

the crank arms and links, said bars havingintermediate conveyer,of gyratory band cutters operating over the con

bends disposedabove the apex of the bed , and cutter blades veyer and having fixed paths of movement, mechanism for

secured to the bars, the lower ends of said blades being driving the conveyer at variable rates of speed, and means

located in lines substantially parallel with the inclination for affecting the variation of the said speed varying me

of the bed.
chanism , said means including a movable support located

17. In a band cutter and feeder , the combination with a over the conveyer and connected to the speed varying me

bed provided with a front upwardly inclined portion and a chanism , and a straw actuated device secured to the sup

rear downwardly inclined portion , forming at their adja- port , said device being bodily adjustable toward and from

cent ends an apex , of a conveyer belt movable over the the support to vary its position with respect to the front

upwardly and downwardly inclined portions of the bed, limit of movement of the band cutters, said cutters oper

crank arms arranged subtantially over the apex of said ating through the said device and in advance thereof.

bed , links pivotally supported in rear of the crank arms , 5. In a band cutter and feeder, the combination with a

continuous rigid outer bars having connections with the conveyer , of band cutting mechanism , and means for con

crank arms and links , said bars having intermediate bends trolling the movement of the conveyer including a rock

at the crank arms and disposed above the apex of the bed, shaft located over said conveyer, and straw engaging means

and cutter blades rigidly secured directly to the bars and adjustably suspended from the rock shaft and movable
located on opposite sides of the apex , the lower ends of said toward and from the axis of movement thereof, said means

blades being located in lines substantially parallel with the being disposed over the conveyer and swinging toward and

inclination of the bed, and the blades in rear of the apex from said conveyer with said rock shaft as an axis of the

having cutting edges . swinging movement.

18. In a band cutter and feeder, the combination with a 6. In a band cutter and feeder, the combination with a

conveyer belt , of a threshing cylinder , a concave located in conveyer, of means for controlling the movement of the

rear of and spaced from the belt , said cylinder having teeth , conveyer , said means including a rock shaft, swinging float

downwardly extending grain directing means bridging the arms adjustably suspended from the rock shaft , the axis

space between the rear end of the conveyer and the con- of the swinging movement of said arms being coincident

cave , a rotary retarding device journalled between the belt with the axis of the rock shaft, said arms being movable

and threshing cylinder and having rotary teeth , said rotary toward and from the rock shaft, and means for moving the
teeth co -acting directly with the teeth of the cylinder at arms toward and from the rock shaft .

the rear side of the retarder and delivering the material 7. In a band cutter and feeder, the combination with a

from the conveyer belt to the cylinder, and said retarder conveyer, of means for controlling the movement of the con
being disposed above the horizontal plane of the center of veyer, said means including a rock shaft having projecting

the cylinder and wholly above the grain directing means, guides , boxes slidably mounted on the guides, a crossbar
and gyratory band cutting means having knives operating necting the boxes, and float arms secured to the crossbar
over the rear portion of the belt and over the retarder. and suspended therefrom over the conveyer.

8. In a band cutter and feeder, the combination with a con

No. 100,625. Band Cutter and Feeder. veyer, of means for controlling the movement of the con

Coupe-harts et alimentateur. veyer , said means including a rock shaft having projecting

guides , boxes slidably mounted on the guides, a crossbar con

Samuel Dunkelberger Newton, Kansas , U.S.A., 28th August, necting theboxes, float arms secured to the crossbar and

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 9th July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,668 . Suspended therefrom over the conveyer, and means connect

Claim.-1. In a band cutter and feeder , the combination ing the crossbar and rock shaft for relatively moving the
with a conveyer, of means for controlling the movement sime,
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9. In a band cutter and feeder , the combination with an fixed to the shaft adjacent to the loose member , a jaw pivot

endless conveyer apron , of means for controlling the move- ed upon the fixed member, a roller journalled on thefree

ment of the conveyer apron , said means including a rock end of the jaw and movable into and out of engagement

shaft journalled thereover , guides secured to the rock shaft , with the bearing surface of the loose member, and a spring

a crossbar slidably supported on the guides , an adjusting bearing against the roller for resisting the rotation thereof .

screw connecting the crossbar and rock shaft , depending 19. In a band cutter and feeder the combination with

rearwardly extending float arms secured to the rock shaft, threshing mechanism , of a feeding conveyer therefor, driving

and gyratory band cutters operating between and in advance means for the conveyer including a clutch having a movable

of the arms.
element, a detent rod movable into and out of the path of

10. In a band cutter and feeder, the combination with movement of said movable element for operating the same to

threshing mechanism , of a conveyer, a rotary retarding de- stop the conveyer, and means for moving the rod into said

vice disposed between the conveyer and threshing mechan path of movement when the threshing mechanism is below
ism and located wholly in rear of the conveyer , said retarder a predetermined speed , said means comprising a shaft driven

comprising a shaft having projecting fingers, a guard inter- from the threshing mechanism , a member loosely journalled

posed between the shaft and threshing mechanism and per- on the shaft and having a connection with the detent rod .

mitting the passage of the fingers , a support for the guard said loose member also having an annular flange, another

located in rear of the same and in rear of the lower portion member fixed to the shaft , oppositely disposed jaws pivoted

of the retarder, the upper portion of the guard extending to the fixed member , a yoke connecting the jaws, rollers

over the shaft and being spaced from said support, and journalled on the free ends of the jaws and movable into and

spaced connections secured to the lower portion of the guard out of engagement with the flange of the loose member, and

below said retarder shaft , said connections being spaced from coiled springs bearing against the rollers for resisting the

the upper end of the guard to form an exit for the straw in movement of the same when in engagement with said flange .

rear of the retarder. 20. In a band cutter and feeder the combination with a

11. In a band cutter and feeder, the combination with driving shaft operating in one direction , means for driving

threshing mechanism , of a conveyer , a rotary retarding device the shaft , of a conveyer shaft operating in an opposite direc

disposed between the conveyer and threshing mechanism and tion , a disc loosely journalled on the shaft and having an

comprising a shaft having projecting fingers, a guard inter- operative connection with the other shaft , another disc fixed

posed between the shaft and threshing mechanism and com- to the shaft carrying the loose disc , a friction wheel located

prising spaced plates permitting the passage of the fingers between the discs and capable of a swinging movement on

therebetween , said plates having terminal hooks at their an axis transversely of its axis of rotation to move its peri

upper ends that engage over the shaft , and a support for the phery toward and from the peripheries of the disc , a con

guard located on the opposite side of the shaft to said guard veyer operated by the conveyer shaft , and a straw actuated

and having spaced connections with the plates , said connec- float movably located over the conveyer and having a con

tions extending below the guard . nection with the friction wheel .

12. In a band cutter and feeder , the combination with a
21. In a band cutter and feeder the combination with a

conveyer, of a revoluble retarding device located in rear of driving shaft operating in one direction , of a conveyer shaft
the conveyer and having projecting fingers, a supporting bar operating in an opposite direction , means for actuating the
extending longitudinally of the retarding device , guard plates driving shaft, a friction disc fixed to the driving shaft ,
extending between the fingers, and brackets connecting the another disc loosely journalled on said shaft and having a

plates and the supporting bar. geared connection with the conveyer shaft , a friction wheel
13. In a band cutter and feeder , the combination with a located between the discs and capable of a swinging move

conveyer, of a revoluble retarding device located in rear of ment on an axis transversely of the axis of rotation to move

the conveyer and comprising a shaft carrying radially dis- its periphery toward and from the peripheries of the discs ,

posed retarding fingers, a channel bar disposed longitudinally a conveyer belt passing about the conveyer shaft and driven

of the shaft, a plurality of guard plates extending beneath thereby, and a stray actuating float movably located over the
the shaft and having hooked portions at their upper ends that conveyer belt and actuated by an abnormal amount of grain
engage over the same between the fingers, and separate thereon , said float having a connection with the friction

brackets connecting the channel bar and the lower end of the wheel for swinging the same.

guard plates . 22. In a band cutter and feeder the combination with a

14. In a band cutter and feeder, the combination with a driving shaft of a conveyer , a friction disc secured to the

threshing cylinder, of a conveyer having its rear end spaced driving shaft , a loosely journalled friction disc having a

therefrom , a rotary retarding device located between the ; hub, gear connections between the hub and the convoyer

conveyer and cylinder, and spaced rearwardly projecting sta- shaft , a friction wheel interposed between the discs and

tionary teeth supported beneath the retarder and having | having peripheral engagements with both , said friction

their rear ends directly adjacent to the cylinder. wheel being capable of oscillation on an axis transversely of

15. In a band cutter and feeder the combination with a its axis of rotation , a conveyer driven by the conveyer shaft ,

conveyer , of a revoluble retarding device located in rear of and a straw actuated float movably located over the con

the conveyer, a guard extending over the retarder, support- veyer and having a connection with the friction wheel to

ing means for the guard, and rearwardly projecting teeth oscillate the same .

disposed below the retarder and securing the guard to the 23. In a band cutter and feeder the combination with a

supporting means . driving shaft , of a conveyer shaft, a friction disc secured to

16. In a band cutter and feeder the combination with a the driving shaft, another friction disc loosely journalled

conveyer , of a retarder shaft disposed in rear of the conveyer on the driving shaft and having a hub . a sprocket wheel

and having radially disposed fingers, a guard comprising carried by the hub and located between the discs, a sprocket

plates that extend between the fingers, brackets having their chain connection with said sprocket wheel and the conveyer

Icwer ' ends disposed .contiguous to the lower ends of the shaft , a conveyer operated by the conveyer shaft , a straw

plates, and rearwardly projecting teeth arranged at the actuated float movably located over the conveyer, a friction

lower ends of the plates and comprising means for securing wheel having a peripheral engagement with the discs and

said plates to the brackets. located between the same , said wheel having a swinging

17. In a band cutter and feeder the combination with movement transversely of the axis of rotation and having

threshing mechanism , of a feeding conveyer therefor, driv- an operative connection with the float.
ing means for the conveyer including a clutch having a mov- 24. In a band cutter and feeder the combination with a

able element , a detent for operating the movable element of suitable frame, of a conveyer , means for driving the same

the clutch to stop the conveyer, and means for holding said including speed varying mechanism , said mechanism having

detent in active position with respect the movable element rock stems , the movement of which stems changes the speed

when the threshing mechanism is below a predetermined of the mechanism , supports for said stems carried by the

speed , said means comprising a shaft , a loose member, an- frame, a connection between the stems , friction wheels car

other member fixed to the shaft , a jaw carried by the fixed ried by the stems , a straw actuated float movably located

member and having a friction roller that is movable into over the conveyer and an extensible connection between the

and out of engagement with the loose member, and a con- float and stem , said connection being adjustable toward and

nection between the said loose member and the operating from one of the stems for varying the amount of movement
means for the clutch element . of said stems upon a predetermined movement of the float .

18. In a band cutter and feeder the combination with 25. In a band cutter and feeder the combination with a

threshing mechanism , of a feeding conveyer therefor, driv- conveyer of means for driving the same including speed

irg means for the conveyer including a clutch having a varying mechanism , said mechanism having rock stems, the

niovable element , a detent for operating the movable ele- movement of which stems varies the speed of said mechan

ment of the clutch to stop the conveyer, means for hold- ism , journal supports for the rock stems , friction wheels

ing said detent in active position with relation to the mov- carried by the stems, said stems being provided with op

able element when the threshing mechanism is below a pre - positely extending arms , a connection between the arms.

determined speed, said means comprising a shaft driven another arm carried by one of the stems, a straw actuated

from the threshing mechanism , a member loosely mounted float movably located over the conveyer and a link having a

on the shaft and having a bearing surface, another member connection with the last -mentioned arm and adjustable
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thereon toward and from the stem to vary the movement of 35. In a band cutter and feeder the combination with a

the stems with respect to the movement of the float. conveyer, of a threshing cylinder, a rotary retarder having

26. In a band cutter and feeder the combination with a radially disposed fingers located between the conveyer and

machine frame , of a conveyer , means for driving the same threshing cylinder , a plurality of guard plates having hooked

including speed varying mechanism , said mechanism having upper ends engaging over the retarder, the spaces between
rock stems, the movement of which stem varies the speed of the plates being of sufficient width to permit the passage of

the mechanism , journal sleeves for the rock stems mounted the fingers and braces connected to the lower ends of the

on the frame, a connection between the stems, an arm car- plates beneath the retarder, said braces being narrower

ried by one of the stems and having a longitudinally dis- than the plates .

posed slot, friction wheels carried by the rock stems , a 36. In a band cutter and feeder the combination with a

swinging straw actuated float located over the conveyer, an conveyer , of means for controlling the movement of the con

extensible link connected to the float and an adjustable con- veyer, including a swinging support, a crossbar swinging

nection between the link and arm , said connection being ad- with the support and adjustable upon the same toward and

justable in the slot thereof and varying the movement of the from its axis of movement, and a grain actuated float sus

arm with respect to the movement of the float. pended from the crossbar and adjustable with the same , said

27. In a band cutter and feeder the combination with a float being located over the conveyer and actuated by an

threshing cylinder , of a conveyer therefor having its rear abnormal amount of grain carried thereon.

portion spaced from the cylinder , a rotary retarder located 37. In a band cutter and feeder the combination with a

in the space between the conveyer and cylinder, gyratory conveyer, of a driving shaft , a friction disc tight upon the

cutter bars located and operating over the rear portion of shaft , a friction disc loose upon the shaft, a friction wheel

the conveyer, the retarder and the cylinder, a rock shaft interposed between the discs, a float located over the con

journalled over the cutter bars and deflector tines depend- veyer and having connections with the friction wheel , a con

ing from the rock shaft and extending rearwardly and down- veyer shaft , connections between the loose disc and conveyer

wardly between the cutter bars and over the retarder and shaft including a clutch , and a speed governor including an

cylinder . actuating device for the clutch mounted on the shaft and

28. In a band cutter and feeder the combination with a means for engaging and moving the actuating device, said

casing, of a threshing cylinder, a conveyer for feeding mater- means being carried by the fixed friction disc .

ial to the threshing cylinder, means for varying the speed of 38. In a band cutter and feeder the combination with a

the conveyer, said means including a float having depending conveyer , of a driving shaft, a friction disc tight on the shaft ,

spaced arms, a deflector comprising a rock shaft journalled a friction disc loose on the shaft , a friction wheel inter

transversely in the casing and having downwardly extend- posed between the discs , a float located over the conveyer

irg spaced tines , the lower ends of which are located ad- and having connections with the friction wheel , a conveyer

jacent to the cylinder , means for securing the rock shaft shaft , a clutch mounted on the shaft and including a sprocket

against movement and in different positions, gyratory knife wheel loose thereon , a chain connecting said sprocket wheel

bars operating between the tines and the float bars and hav- and loose friction disc , and a speed governor including an

ing depending cutter blades, a crank shaft connected with actuating device for the clutch mounted on the shaft and

the knife bars and located between the float arms and tines , centrifugally operated arms co -acting with the actuating

and suspending links connected to the rear ends or the knife | device and carried by the fixed disc .

bars in rear of the tines .

29. In a band cutter and feeder the combination with a
No. 100,626. Device for Moisteningand Deliver

( onveyer , of a driving shaft driving and driven elements
ing Gummed Binding Tape.

mounted on the shaft, connections between the said ele
ments for effecting the relative variable movements thereof Ippareil à humecter et distribuer le ruban gommé pour border.

means for moving the connections to vary the relative move

ments of the driving and driven elements , connections be

tween the driven element and conveyer including a clutch

and means mounted on the driving shaft for effecting the

inovement of the clutch ,

30. In a band cutter and feeder the combination with a

conveyer, of a driving shaft , driving and driven elements

mounted on the shaft , said driving element being fixed to the

shaft, the driven element being loose thereon , connections

between said elements for effecting the relative variable

movement thereof, connections between the driven element

and the conveyer, including a clutch , a device for operating

the clutch and a centrifugal governor mounted on the shaft

and connected to the device for operating said clutch .

31. In a band cutter and feeder the combination with a

conveyer, of a driving shaft, a driving element fixed upon the

shaft, a driven element, means interposed between the ele

ments for effecting the relative variable movement thereof ,

connections between the driven element and the conveyer

including a clutch , and a governor for operating the clutch ,

said governor including elements mounted on and operated

by the said driving element.

32. In a band cutter and feeder the combination with a

conveyer , of a driving shaft , a driving element fixed upon the

shaft , a driven element means interposed between the ele- Henry Pitt Roberts, Boston , Massachuetts , U.S.A. , 28th

ments for effecting the relative variable movement thereof, August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 28th May, 1906. Receipt

connections between the driven element and the conveyer
No. 136,315 .

including a clutch , and a governor for operating the clutch , Claim . - 1 . In a tape moistener , a holder for a gummed roll

said governor including centrifugal arms mounted on and of tape , an adjustable tension device restraining rotation of
rotatable with the driving element. the roll of tape, a series of fixed guides for the tape in its

33. In a band cutter and feeder the combination with a
line of feed , a pan, an absorbent pad in the pan , a carrying

conveyer , of a driving shaft, a driving element secured to frame pivoted on the pan , a moistening roll normally resting
the shaft, a driven element revolubly mounted on the shaft on the pad pivoted at one end of the carrying frame .

at one side of the driving element, means interposed between bight of the tape leading from a fixed guide , passing over

the elements for moving the same at variable speeds , con- the opposite end of the carrying frame and leading to an

nections between the driven element and the conveyer in- other fixed guide, a bracket to hold the tape normally clear

cluding a clutch , a governor element loosely mounted on the of the moistening roll , and a cutter to position the tape '

shaft on the side of the driving element opposite the loosely above the roll and to sever the tape when moistened , sub

mounted driven element , centrifugally operated means car- stantially as described .
ried by the driving element and co -acting with the loose 2. In a tape moistener, a holder for a gummed roll of tape ,

governor element, and means operated by the said loose and a frictional let-off therefor combined with a movable
governor element for actuating the clutch .

moistening roll , means to sever the portion moistened and

34. In a band cutter and feeder the combination with a means to support the loose end clear of the said roll , sub

conveyer, of a threshing cylinder located in rear of the same, stantially as described .

a rotary retarder located between the conveyer and thresh- 3. In a tape moistener the combination with a pan , an ab

ing cylinder, and a deflector frame comprising a crossbar, a sorbent pad in the pan , and a moistening roll yieldingly press

plurality of guard plates that co -act with the retarder and ed against the pad, of devices to support gumme pe above

braces conecting the guard plates and crossbar, said braces the moistening roll and means to move the roll from the

having shanks that are curved upwardly toward the rotary absorbent pad into contact with the gummed side of the

retarder. tape. substantially as described.
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4. In a tape moistener, a pan containing an absorbent pad , said support, normally preventing its downward movement,

and a moistening roll in yielding contact with the pad, com- and a part adapted to engage the hand of the operator and

bined with devices to guide and support a strip of gummed

tape , and means to remove the moistening roll from the pad

to touch the said roll to the tape when the tape is pulled ,

substantially as described.

5. In a tape moistener in combination , means for restrain

ing, directing the positioning a strip of gummed tape , a

movable moistening roll , and means actuated by said roll for

separating the end of the tape and the surface of the roll

after the tape has been fed and severed .

6. In a tape moistener the combination with means to re

strain , guide and position a strip of gumméd tape , of a mov

able moistening roll and mechanism connecting the tape

with the roll , such that varying feeding stress in the tape

will change the position of the moistening roll with re

lation to the tape, substantially as described .
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No. 100,627. Life Preserver. Ceinture de sauvetage.

4 10.1. 30. 2?.

prevent the movement of said rod when the lamp is moved in

the ordinary manner, substantially as described .

No. 100,629. Abdominal Corset. Corset abdominal.0
7

2
9
0
0

10062y

Laughlin James O'Shaughnessy, Halifax, Nova Scotia,

Canada, 28th August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 3rd May,

1906. Receipt No. 135,519 .

Claim.-1 . A life preserver comprising the combination of

a neck band , a body band , a band connecting the neck and

body bands and a plurality of inflated receptacles carried by

the neck band.
Charles Munter, New York City , New York , U.S.A. , 28th

2. In a life preserver the combination comprising a neck August , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 17th April , 1906. Receipt

band of non- elastic material , a body band of elastic mater
No. 134,982 .

ial , a connecting band connecting said neck and body bands Claim.-An abdominal corset constructed of pliable mater

and a plurality of receptacles carried by the neck band . ial and adapted to conform to the shape of the waist , abdo

3. In a life preserver the combination comprising a neck nien and hips of the wearer, and comprising a body sec

band provided with means for securing its ends together, tion having a stay at one edge and a rear intermediate sec

an elastic body band provided with means for securing its tion having a stay in its edge opposite to the other stay,

ends together, means for securing the neck and body bands said stays being provided with releasable fastening devices,

together, and a plurality of inflated receptacles carried by and said body section and intermediate section cach hav

the neck band . ing parallel stays at its other edge, with a row of eyelets

4. In a life preserver the combination comprising a hori- therebetween , and independent laces passed between cor

zontally disposed inflated receptacle, a pair of vertically responding eyelets, crossed and given an upward direction

disposed inflated receptacles provided with pointed ends, and to tho waist line at the front portion , suid laces being

means for securing the receptacles to the body of the wearer . brought together and provided at their ends with tabs hav

5. In a life preserver the combination comprising a hori ing hooks adapted to engage with eyes located on said body

zontally disposed convex ended inflated receptacle, means section at the upper end or waist portion of the corset ,

for securing the receptacle to the back of the wearer , a whereby the tendency is to lift the parts enclosed upwardly

plurality of pointed ended vertically arranged inflated re and at the same time compress said parts .
ceptacles, and means for securing the latter receptacles ad

jacent the front position of the body of a wearer.

6. In a life preserver the combination comprising a neck No. 100,630 . Floor Dressing Machine.

band , a plurality of inflated receptacles carried by the neck Machine à polir les planchers.

band , loops secured to some of the receptacles , an elastic
band disposed through the loops and provided with fasten- Cyra Bissel Wattles, Providence, Rhode Island, U.S.A. , 28th

ing means on its ends and a non - elastic member adapted to August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 10th April , 1906. Receipt

secure the neck and body bands together. No. 134,807 .

Claim .-1 . The combination with a floor dressing machine

having a frame , a handle pivotally secured to the frame ,
No. 100,628. Oil Lamp. Lampe à huile .

wheels rotatably secured to the frame, a dressing roll

the frame, a motorThomas Samuel Tarling,17 Tess Road , Fleetville , St. Albans , rotatably secured in bearings in
secured to

the frame, and means for operatively con

Hertford , England, 28th August , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed

17th April , 1906. Receipt No. 134,976 .
necting the motor with the dressing roll to revolve the roll ,

of means for automatically collecting and holding the dust

Claim.-In a lamp the combination of the lamp body , a caused by the abrasive action of the dressing roll on a floor .

burner support secured to the top of said body , said burner 2. A floor dressing machine comprising a frame, a handle

support being provided with a stationary guard plate , spring Pivotally secured to the frame, wheels rotatably secured

operated rods passing through said guard plate , extinguish- to the frame, a dressing roll rotatably secured in bearings

ing devices carried by the upper parts of said rods , springs in the frame, a motor secured to the frame, means for oper

located beneath said guard plate and surrounding said rods , atively connecting the motor with the dressing roll to re

a support for said springs , a weighted rod centrally located volve the roll , a fan operatively connected with the motor,

in said lamp and carrying a portion adapted to engage with ' a dust receptacle , and means for operatively connecting the
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fan with the dressing roll and the dust receptacle 3. In a rotary engine , a fixed hub having live steam and

whereby dust caused by the abrasive action of the dressing exhaust ports therein , said hub having a cross slot , a

1
0
4
6
3
7

means

a

-

roll on a floor is collected adjacent the dressing roll and

deposited in the dust receptacle.
slidable valve mounted in said slot, a revoluble cylinder

3. A floor dressing machine comprising a frame , a handle having an eccentric passage ending in a pocket mounted

pivotally secured to the frame, wheels rotatably secured to
around said hub , an exhaust passage communicating with

the frame , a dressing roll rotatably secured in bearings in
said exhaust ports, means to place said live steam ports

the frame , a motor secured to the frame , means for oper
alternately into communication with said passage and

atively connecting the motor with the dressing roll to re
to place said exhaust ports alternately into com

munication with said passage .

volve the roll , a fan operatively connected with the motor,

a casing inclosing the fan and having the inlet and outlet
4. In a rotary engine , a fixed hub having live steam and

openings , a hoodadapted to cover the dressing roll, a pipe able valve mounted in said slot, a revoluble cylinder hav,
exhaust ports therein , said hub having a cross slot, a slid

connecting the hood with the inlet opening of the fan cașing ,

a dust receptacle in the form of a bag made of burlap or

ing an eccentric passage ending in a pocket mounted

similar fabric, and a pipe connecting the dust receptacle said exhaust ports said valve having means to place said
around said hub , an exhaust passage communicating with

with the outlet opening of the fan casing , whereby dust

caused by the abrasive action of the dressing roll on
live steam ports , alternately into communication with said

floor is caught by the hood , sucked up through the pipe alternately into communication with said passage.
eccentric passage, and means to place said exhaust ports

by the fan and forced through the fan casing and the pipe

into the dust receptacle , as described .
5. In a rotary engine , a fixed hub having live steam

4. The combination with a floor dressing machine , of a fan
and exhaust ports therein , said hub having a cross slot a

slidable valve mounted in said slot , a revoluble cylinder

k operatively connected with the motor of the machine, a having an eccentric passage ending in a pocket at each end,
casing 1 adapted to inclose the fan and having the inlet

opening 21 and the outlet opening 12, a hood m secured to
each pocket opening toward the passage, said valve hav

ing means to place said live steam ports alternately into
the frame of the machine over the dressing roll , and having communication with said eccentric passage, and means to

the outlet opening m' , a pipe n connecting the outlet opening
convert said live steam ports into exhaust ports and vice

m' of the hood with the inlet opening l of the fan casing, a versa , whereby the engine may be reversed.

dust receptacle o in the form of a bag constructed of bur . 6. In a rotary engine, a fixed hub having live steam and

lap or similar fabric and shaped to have the constructed exhaust ports therein, said hub having a cross slot and pas
mouth o?, a pipe p connected with the mouth of of the dust sages from said live steam and exhaust ports to said slot ,

receptacle and the outlet opening za of the fan casing, and a slidable valve mounted in said slot , said valve having re

ineans for removably securing the dust receptacle o to the cesses or cavities on both faces opposite said passage , &
machine, as described.

cylinder having an interior cut-out portion forming a pas
5. In a floor dressing machine the combination of a frame sage between said hub and cylinder , said cylinder having

a , a handle b pivotally secured to the frame , wheels cc rota- an interior shoulder and means to reciprocate said valve

tably secured to the frame , a motor e secured to the frame , whereby the live steam ports are alternately placed in com
a dressing roll shaft f rotatably secured in bearings in the munication with the passage between said cylinder and hub.
frame, a dressing roll g secured to the shaft , a sheet of 7. In a rotary engine , a fixed hub having live steam and
abrasive material h secured to the dressing roll , means for exhaust ports therein , said hub having a cross slot and pas
operatively connecting the motor with the dressing roll shaft sages from said live steam and exhaust ports to said slot ,

f , a fan k operatively connected with the motor 0, a casing a slidable valve mounted in said slot , said slot having re
1 adapted to inclose the fan and having the inlet opening l! cesses or cavities on both faces opposite said passages , a
and the outlet opening lº, a hood m secured to the frame a cylinder having an interior eccentric cut-out portion form

over the dressing roll g and having the outlet opening m' , ing a passage between said hub and cylinder, said last

a pipe n connecting the outlet opening me of the hood with named passage ending in a pocket, said sliding valve adapt
the inlet opening 21 of the fan casing, a dust receptacle o od to be reciprocated by the eccentric form of said passage

in the form of a bag constructed of burlap or similar mater- and said live steam ports alternately placed into communi

ial and shaped to have the contracted mouth o' , a pipe con- cation with said eccentric passage .
nected with the mouth of of the dust receptacle and the out- 8. In a rotary engine , a fixed hub having four ports , a

let opening 12 of the fan casing, and means for removably cross slot , passages connecting each of said ports with
securing the dust receptacle o to the handle b, as described . said slot and exhaust passage connecting with an

other central port , a steam chest arranged at the opening

No. 100,631 . Rotary Engine. Machine rotatoire.
of said ports, a reversing valve having a passage therein

adapted to cover either pair of diametrically opposite ports

Daniel B.Stalker, Hot Springs, Arkansas, U.S.A., 28th Aug- and place them in communication with the exhaust passage,
ust , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 7th April , 1906 . Receipt No. a slidable valve mounted in said cross slot, a revoluble

134,722 . cylinder having an eccentric cut-out portion ending in a

Claim.-1 . In a rotary engine , a fixed hub having live pocket between said hub and cylinder, and means to place
steam and exhaust ports therein, said hub having a cross said live steam ports alternately into engagement with said

slot., a slidable valve mounted in said slot , a revoluble cyl- last -mentioned passage .
inder having a passage extending part way around the hub 9. In a rotary engine , a fixed hub having a cross slot , a

within said cylinder , said passage ending in a shoulder, slidable valve mounted“ in said slot , said valve having re

means to reciprocate said slidable valve , and to cesses or cavities in each of its faces separated by pack

place said live steam in communication with said passage. ing strips, a rotary cylinder mounted around said hub and

2. In a rotary engine, a fixed hub having live steam and having an eccentric inner surface adapted to reciprocate said
exhaust ports therein , said hub having a cross slot , a slid- valve , said hub having live steam and exhaust ports adapt

able valve mounted in said slot , a revoluble cylinder hav- cd to be alternately placed into communication with the

ing an eccentric passage ending with a pocket mounted interior of the cylinder by way of the recess in said valve,

around said hub, and means to place said live steam ports and said cylinder having pockets for the steam whereby

alternately into communication with said eccentric passage. I said cylinder is rotated.

an

means
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No. 100,632. Mould for Rubber Soles.

Moule pour semelles en caoutchoue.

mersion period which consists in supplying the steam gen

erator furnace with oxygen or oxygenated air, diluted with

an inert gas such as the combustion gases.

H face

y
o
r
,

1
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w

180633

Thomas Miller, Auburn , Rhode Island, U.S.A. , 28th August ,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 23rd March , 1906. Receipt No.

134,186 .

Claim . - 1. In a device of the character described , a mould

adapted to form the heel , sole and foxing portion of a shoe

from rubber or other elastic material , means for applying

heat to said mould for vulcanizing its contents , means for

applying pressure to said mould while vulcanizing, and means

for causing resistance to the plastic material so the same

will be forced into the pores of the upper.

2. In a device of the character described , a mould adapted

to form the heel, sole and foxing portion only of a shoe, a

last adapted to fit into said mould and assist in the forma

tion of said heel , sole and foxing portion therein , said

mould being so formed as to closely engage the foxing line

of said last to cause a resistance and prevent the free flow- 2. The herein described method which consists in supply

ing of the material therefrom, and means for applying heating oxygen or oxygenated air , diluted with inert, gas to the

and pressure to the material. hydro - carbon burnersof a flash or instantaneous vapouriz

3. In a device of the character described , a mould adapted ation generator adapted for use in connection with steam
to form the heel, sole and foxing portion of a shoe , a last

boilers .

over which a shoe may be formed the same being adapted to

fit the mould and assist in the formation of the heel , sole No. 100,634. Steam Boiler. Chaudière à vapeur.
and foxing therein , means for applying heat and pressure to

the material and means in said last and mould for causing

resistance to the plastic material so that the same will be

formed into the pores of the upper.
Гуг.

4. In a device of the character described , a mould adapted

to form the heel, sole and foxing portion of a shoe, a last

over which a shoe may be formed the same being adapted to

fit the mould and assist in the formation of the heel , sole

and foxing therein , said mould being so formed as to closely

fit the upper on the last at the foxing line thereof to cause

a resistance and insure the plastic material being formed

into the pores of the upper, and means for applying heat and

pressure to the material .

5. In a device of the character described , a mould adapted

to form the heel , sole and foxing portion of a shoe from

rubber or other plastic material , means for applying heat to

said mould for vulcanizing its contents , a last or form to
700634

assist in the formation of the heel, sole and foxing portion ,

means for applying pressureto said mould while vulcaniz- Johann Schutte, Langfuhr -Danzig , Prussia , Germany, 28th
ing and means engaging the foxing line to better retain the August , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 20th March , 1905. Re

material while under pressure. ceipt No. 123,524 .

6. In a device of the character described , a mould adapted

into one piece adapted to form the heel , sole and foxing
Claim . – 1 . In a steam boiler the combination of a fire tube

portion of a shoe , a last adapted to fit into said mould and boiler , a steam chamber arranged above the water level of

assist in the formation of said heel, sole and foxing portion the fire tube boiler, a roomy short tube forming an open

therein , said mould being so formed as to closely engagethe connection between the fire tube boiler and said steam cham

foxing line of said last to cause a resistance and prevent ber ,a water chamber, water tubes connecting said water

the free escape of the material in order to compress and chamber with the steam chamber, and a fire grate below

harden the same , means for applying heat and flexible means
the fire tube boiler , as set forth .

for applying pressure to the material. 2. In a steam boiler the combination of a fire tube boiler

7. In a device of the character described , a mould made in having the top part of its rear wall inclined , a steam cham

one piece adapted to form heel, sole and foxing portion ber above the water level of the fire tube boiler, a roomy

only of a shoe , a last over which a shoe may be formed. short tube forming an open connection between the fire

flexible means for applying pressure to said last , said last tube boiler and said steam chamber, the lower open end

adapted to fit the mould and assist in the formation of the of said roomy tube being connected to the inclined top part

heel , sole and foxing portion therein , said mould being so of the rear wall of the fire tube boiler , a water chamber,

formed as to close fit the upper on the last at the foxing water tubes connecting said water chamber with the steam

line thereof to cause a resistance when under pressure and chamber and a fire grate below the fire tube boiler , as set

insure the plastic material being forced into the pores of forth.

the upper and adhere to the same, and means for applying 3. In a steam boiler the combination of a fire tube boiler ,

heat to the material . a steam chamber arranged above the water level of the fire

tube boiler , a roomy short tube forming an open connection

No. 100,633 . Steam Boiler Mechanism . between the fire tube boiler and said steam chamber, a

Mécanisme de chaudière à vapeur.
steam tube passing through said roomy connecting tube and

adapted to lead steam from the steam chamber into the

George Francois Jaubert , Paris , France, 28th August , 1906 ; steam receiver of the fire tube boiler , a water chamber ,

6 years. Filed 24th November, 1905. Receipt No. 130,383. water tubes connecting said water chamber with the steam

Claim . - 1. The herein described method of using steam chamber and a fire grate below the fire tube boiler , as set
boilers for submarine propulsion , especially during the sub - 1fcrth.

8-21
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4. In a steam boiler the combination of a fire tube boiler 12. In a steam boiler the combination of a fire tube boiler

having the tap part of its rear wall inclined , a steam cham- having the top part of its rear wall inclined , a steam cham

ber above the water level of the fire tube boiler , a roomy ber above the water level of the fire tube boiler, a roomy

short tube having its lower open end connected to the in- / short tube forming an open connection between the fire

clined top part of the rear wall of the fire tube boiler and tube boiler and said steam chamber, the lower open end of

said steam chamber, a steam tube passing through said con- said roomy tube being connected to the inclined top part of

necting tube and conveying steam from the steam cham- the rear wall of the fire tube boiler, a steam pipe passing

ber into the steam receiver of the fire tube boiler, a water through the said connecting tube and adapted to lead steam

chamber, and water tubes connecting said water chamber from the steam chamber into the fire tube boiler, a water

with the steam chamber, and a fire grate below the fire chamber , water tubes connecting said chamber with the

tube boiler, as set forth. steam chamber, a fire grate provided below the fire tube
5. In a steam boiler the combination of a cylindrical fire boiler, two roomywater tubes connecting the fire tube boiler

tube boiler, a steam chamber higher than the water level with the water chamber of the water tube boiler, one of

o the fire tube boiler , a roomy short tube forming an open said water tubes being connected to the front wall of the fire

connection between the fire tube boiler and said steam cham tube boiler while the other passes through the front wall

ber, a water chamber, water tubes connecting said water
of the fire tube boiler and has its inlet near the back wall

chamber with the steam chamber and a fire grate below
thereof, as set forth .

the fire tube boiler, as set forth .
13 , In a steam boiler the combination of a cylindrical fire

6. In a steam boiler the combination of a cylindrical fire
tube boiler , a steam chamber arranged above the water level

of the fire tube boiler , a roomy short tube forming an open
tube boiler having the top part of its rear wall inclined , a

steam chamber above the water level of the fire tubeboiler, ber ,a water chamber, water tubes provided to connect said
connection between the fire tube boiler and said steam cham

a roomy short tube forming an open connection between the

fire tube boiler and said steam chamber , the lower open end
water chamber with the steam chamber, a fire grate below

the fire tube boiler , two water tubes connecting the fire tube
of said roomy tube being connected to the inclined top part

boiler with the water chamber of the fire tube boiler, one
of the rear wall of the fire tube boiler, a water chamber ,

of said tubes opening into the front of the fire tube boiler
water tubes connecting said water chamber with the steam

while the other passes through the front wall of the fire
chamber and a fire grate below the fire tube boiler , as set

tube boiler and opens therein near the back wall thereof, as
forth .

set forth .

7. In a steam boiler the combination of a cylindrical fire 14. In a steam boiler the combination of a cylindrical fire

tube boiler, a steam chamber arranged above the water tube boiler having the top part of its rear wall inclined, a

level of the fire tube boiler , a roomy short tube forming steam chamber above the water level of the fire tube boiler,

an opening connection between the fire tube boiler and said a short tube forming an open connection between the fire

steam chamber, a steam tube passing through the roomy tube boiler and said steam chamber , the lower end of said

connecting tube to conduct steam from the steam chamber tube being connected to the inclined part of therear wall of

into a steam receiver of the fire tube boiler , a water cham- the fire tube boiler , a water chamber, water tubes connect

ber , water tubes connecting said water chamber with the ing said water chamber with the steam chamber, a fire grate

steam chamber and a fire grate below the fire tube boiler, below the fire tube boiler , two water tubes connected to the

as set forth . water chamber of the water tube boiler, one of said tubes

8. In a steam boiler the combination of a cylindrical fire being also connected to the front wall ofthe fire tube boiler

tube boiler , having the top part of its rear wall inclined , a while the other tube passes through the front wali of the fire

sieam chamber above the water level of the fire tube boiler , lube boiler and has its inlet near the back wall thereof, as

a roomy short tube forming an open connection between the
set forth .

fire tube boiler and said steam chamber, the lower open
15. In a steam boiler the combination of a cylindrical fire

end of said roomy tube being connected to the inclined top tube boiler, a steam chamber above the water level of the

part of the rear wall of the fire tube boiler , a steam tube fire tube boiler , a roomy short tube forming an open connec

passing through the roomy connecting tube and conducting tion between the fire tube boiler and said steam chamber, a

steam from the steam chamber into a steam receiver of steam tube passing through the roomy connecting tube and

the fire tube boiler , a water chamber , water tubes con
conducting steam from the steam chamber into a steam re

necting said water chamber with the steam chamber , and a
ceiver of the first tube boiler, a water chamber, water tubes

fire grate below the fire tube boiler, as set forth .
connecting said water chamber with the steam chamber, a

9. In a steam boiler the combination of a fire tube boiler , fire grate below the fire tube boiler,two roomy water tubes

a steam chamber above the water level of the fire tube
connecting the fire tube boiler with the water chamber of

boiler , a roomy short tube forming an open connection be
the water tube boiler , one of said roomy tubes being con

nected to the front wall of the fire tube boiler while the
tween the fire tube boiler and said steam chamber , a water

chamber, water tubes connecting said water chamber with
other passes through the front wall of the fire tube boiler

the steam chamber, a fire grate below the fire tube boiler ,
and opens therein to near the back wall thereof, as set
forth .

two roomy water tubes connecting the fire tube boiler with

the water chamber of the water tube boiler , one of said
16. In a steam boiler the combination of a cylindrical fire

tube boiler having the top part of its rear wall inclined , a
roomy tubes opening into the front wall of the fire tube

boiler while the other passes through the front wall of the
steam chamber above the water level of the fire tube boiler, a

fire tube boiler and extends therein to near the back wall

roomy short tube forming an open connection between the

fire tube boiler and said steam chamber , the lower end of
of the fire tube boiler , as set forth .

said tube being connected to the inclined top part of the rear

10. In a steam boiler the combination of a fire tube boiler wall of thefire tube boiler, a steam tube passing through the

having the top part of its rear wall inclined , a steam cham- roomy connecting tube and conducting steam from the steam

ber above the water level of the fire tube boiler , a roomy chamber into the fire tube boiler, a water chamber, water

short tube forming an open connection between the fire tube tubes connecting said water chamber with the steam cham
boiler and said steam chamber and having its lower ber, a fire grate below the fire tube boiler, two water tubes

end , connected to the inclined top part of the rear connecting the fire tube boiler with the water chamber of

wall of the fire tube boiler, a water chamber, water the water tube boiler, one of said water tubes being con

tubes connecting said water chamber with the steam cham- nected to the front wall of the fire tube boiler while the

ber, a fire grate provided below the fire tube boiler, two other passes through said front wall and has its inlet end

roomy water tubes , connecting the fire tube boiler with the near the back wall of the fire tube boiler, as set forth.

water chamber of the water tube boiler , one of said roomy

tubes being connected to the front wall of the fire tube No. 100,635. Steam Boiler . Chaudière à vapeur.

boiler and the other passing through the front wall of the

fire tube boiler and extending therein to a point near the Joseph Alexander Mumford, Roslyn, New York, U.S.A. , 28th

back wall thereof , as set forth . August , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 15th February, 1905. Re

11. In a steam boiler the combination of a fire tube boiler , ceipt No. 122,533.

a steam chamber above the water level of the fire tube boiler Claim .-- 1. The combination with a boiler having an in

a roomy short tube forming an open connection between the ternal fire box and fire tubes of a superposed water drum ,

fire tube boiler and said steam chamber, a steam tube pass- water legs connecting the drum and the main boiler, a cas

ing through the roomy connecting tube and adapted to lead ing , a return flue or passage within the casing and between

steam from the steam chamber into the steam dome of the the boiler and drum connecting at one end with the stack,

fire tube boiler, a water chamber, water tubes connecting a chamber at the rear end of the boiler projecting down

said chamber with the steam chamber , a fire grate below the wardly below the lowermost fire tube and protective mater

fire tube boiler, two roomy water tubes connectiing the fire ial within the chamber upon which the deposited products

tube boiler with the water chamber of the water tube boiler , of combustion fall .

one of said water tubes opening into the front of the fire 2. The combination with a tubular boiler having a main

tube boiler while the other passes through the front wall of shell and a superimposed drum , of a casing extending longi

the fire tube boiler and opens therein near the back wall tudinally the whole length of the drum and vertically extend

thereof, as set forth . ing tangentially from the main shell to the drum , a cham
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ber formed at the rear of the main shell by an extended ciprocal in said cylinder, a crosshead guided on said guide

portion of said casing and forming the connection between rods. a piston rod having one end rigidly secured to the
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the outlets from the tubes and the return flue within said

casing, substantially as set forth .

3. The combination with a tubular boiler having a main

shell and a superimposed drum, of a series of flanged plates

secured together longitudinally and connecting the shell and
drum tangentially and flanges or ribs on said shell and drum piston and its other end threaded into said crosshead to

to which the upper and lower flanges of said plates are se- permit adjustment of the piston within the cylinder and a

cured, said plates forming a casing to constitute a return connecting rod connecting said crosshead with the crank

flue, substantially as set forth .
shaft.

4. The combination with a tubular boiler having a main 3. In an explosive engine the combination with a suitable

shell and a superimposed drum , of a casing secured tangen- frame having a cylinder and parallel guide rods, of a crank

tially to the sides of the shell and drum to form a return of a crank shaft journalled in said frame , guide rods secured
flue and a chamber at the rear end of the main shell formed at one of their ends to said frame and at their other ends

by a continuation and downward extension of said casing entering said sockets, a piston reciprocal within said cylin

below the lowesttubes and a protective insertion within the der, a crosshead guided on said guide rods, a piston rod
said chamber adjoining the shell endandthe bottom of şaid rigidly affixed at one end to said piston and at its other end
chamber, substantially as set forth , frame having a cylinder and parallel guide rods, of a cronk

connecting said crosshead with the crank shaft of the

No. 100,636. Hair Crimper. Fer à friser . adjustably affixed to said crosshead , and a connecting rod
engine.

5. in an explosive engine the combination with a suitable

frame having a cylinder and parallel guide rods , of a crank

shaft journalled in said frame, a piston reciprocal within

said cylinder , a cross head guide for movement of said

guide rods and comprising a cross member and side mem

bers connected by said cross member and having grooves in

their outer faces to receive said guide rods , shoes within

said grooves underneath said guide rods and having depend

ing lips lying against the ends of said side members and ad

justing nuts entering said side members from the underside

John B. Hall , assignee of James Fabre Martin , both of
thereof and bearing against said shoes to permit of adjust

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, U.S.A., 28th August, 1906 ; said piston and having its other end adjustably threaded
ing the latter, a piston rod rigidly secured at one end of

6 years . Filed 17th April, 1906. Receipt No. 134,944.
into the crosshead and a connecting rod connecting said

Claim .-1 . A hair crimper comprising members movably crosshead with the crank shaft.

connected together at their ends , one of said members being

formed at its free end with a recess and projecting portions No. 100,638. Manufactureof Pyroxylin Collars,
adjacent thereto , the other member having at its free end

Cuffs, Etc.

a cutaway portion adapted to engage said projections where

by accidental displacement of the member is prevented .
Fabrication de cols, manchettes, etc. , en pyroxylin .

2. A hair crimper comprising members movably connected

at their ends , one of said members being formed at its free

end with a recess or opening and the other member having Fig1.
at its free end a cutaway portion adapted to engage the said

recess or opening whereby accidental displacement of the
member is prevented.

3. A hair crimper comprising members movably connected

together at their ends , one of said members being formed

at its free end with a projecting portion and the other

member having at its free end , means adapted to engage

the said projection whereby accidental displacement of the

members is prevented .
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No. 100,637. Explosive Engine. Machine erplosive.

Fig2

The Robertson Manufacturing Company, assignee of William

Robertson , all of Buffalo, New York , U.S.A., 28th August ,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 11th November , 1905. Receipt No.

129,987.

Claim . - 1. In an explosive engine the combination with a

suitable frame, a crank shaft mounted in said frame , a cylin

der and guide rods , of a piston reciprocal with the cylin
dor, a crosshead guided on said guide rods, a piston rod The Arlington Company, assignee of James Allen Osborne,

hļaving one end secured to the piston and its other end
all of Arlington , New Jersey , U.S.A. , 28th August , 1906 ;

threaded into said crosshead to permit adjustment of the
6 years. Filed 17th April , 1906. Receipt No. 134,954 .

piston within the cylinder and a connecting rod connecting Claim . - 1 . A die or former for proxylin collars or cuffs

said crosshead with the crank shaft . comprising layers or plies of textile fabric , and means for

2. In an explosive engine the combination with a suitable holding the same together in alignment or registry.

frame having a cylinder and parallel guide rods having op- 2. A die or former for pyroxylin collars or cuffs, compris

posite ends secured to the cylinder and frame respectively , ing layers or plies of textile fabric, and means along one

and a crank shaft journalled in said frame, of a piston re- edge to hold the plies in alignment or registry.
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3. A die or former for pyroxylin collars or cuffs compris- No. 100,639. Weather Strip . Bourrelet de portes .

ing a series of layers or plies of textile fabric united by

stitching along one edge.

4. A die or former for pyroxylin collars or cuffs compris

ing two series of layers or plies of textile fabric , the whole

united along one edge, and means for securing the layers or

plies together along their respective edges .

5. A die or former for pyroxylin collars or cuffs compris

ing two series of layers or piles of textile fabroc , the whole

united along one edge and lacing for securing the layers or

plies together along their respective edges.

6. A die or former for pyroxylin collars or cuffs compris

ing two series of layers or plies of textile fabric and a plate

having the outline of a collar or cuff underlying the layers

or plies of one series.

7. A die or former for pyroxylin collars or cuffs compris

ing two series of layers or plies of textile fabric united

along ine edge, and a plate having the outline of a collar or

cuff underlying the layers or piles of one series .

8. A die or former for pyroxylin collars or cuffs compris

ing two series of layers or plies of textile fabric and a plate

having the outline of a collar or cuff interposed between the The Chamberlin Metal Weather Strip Company, Detroit ,

layers or plies of one series , said plate having offset or de- Michigan , assignee of Josiah C. McMahon , Pittsburg,

flected edges. Pennsylvania , both in the U.S.A. , 28th August, 1906 ; 6

9. A die or former for pyroxylin collars or cuffs compris- years . Filed 16th July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,839.

ing two series of layers or plies of textile fabric along one Claim . - 1. The combination with a frame member pro

edge and rows of stitching on the contiguous fabric layers vided with a runway and a sash member mounted to co
of the two series.

operate with said runway , one of said members being pro

10. A die or former for pyroxylin collars or cuffs compris- vided with a groove , of a weather strip interposed between

ing two series of layers or plies of textile fabric united said members comprising two opposing sheet metal parts,

along one edge , rows of stitching outlining the collar or one of said parts having a securing flange and an outwardly

cuff on the contiguous fabric layers of the two series , and
stitching outlining button holes on one or both of said con

extending rib arranged to project into said groove, and the

other of said parts omprising a pair of connected spring
tiguous layers.

flanges each free at its outer edge and adapted to contact

11. A die or former for pyroxylin collars or cuffs compris- with the side surfaces of said rib , the connecting portion

ing two series of layers or plies of textile fabric united intermediate said spring flanges being rounded laterally,
along one edge, a plate having the outline of a collar or cuff ineans passing through said rounded connecting portion for

andhaving offsetor deflected edges interposed between the securing said spring flanges in place whereby their free
layers or plies of one series, and rows of stitching on the edges are freely movable withinsaidgroove and also where
contiguous layers of the two series adapted to overlie the by said spring flanges may bodily rock in a lateral direction ,

Offiset edges of said plate when the two series are folded the side walls of the groove being spaced apart from the
together.

free edges of the spring flanges whereby ample space is

12. A die or former for pyroxylin collars or cuffs compris provided to permit said flanges to spring or rock laterally
ing two series of layers or piles of textile fabric united without interference from said side walls , and a sealing

along one edge, a plate having the outline of a collar or cuff portion of the spring flanges and the member to which ſit

and having offset or deflected edges interposed between the is attached.

layers of the two series adapted to overlie the offset edges 2. The combination with a window frame , of a metal

of said plate when the two series are folded together, and weather strip located in the runway thereof and provided

stitching on one or both of said contiguous layers outlining with a sealing flange extending outwardly therefrom , a sash

the button holes in the collar or cuff . member having a groove into which the said sealing flange

13. A die or former for pyroxylin collars or cuffs compris enters, a metallic member in the groove having an inwardly

ing two series of layers or plies of textile fabric , the series bent spring part engaging the side of said flange, means for

being united along one edge, lacing securing the several securing the last -mentioned metallic member in its groove
layers of each series together along one edge, a plate hav whereby it may rock in a lateral direction , and a sealing

ing the outline of a collar or cuff, and having offset or de . packing interposed between the said metallic member and

flected edges interposed between the layers or plies of one the part to which it is secured.

series , and rows of stitching on the contiguous layers of the 3. The combination of a window frame , of a metal weather

two series adapted to overlie the offset edges of said plate strip located in the runway thereof and provided with a

when the two series are folded together .
sealing flange extending outwardly therefrom , a sash mem

14. A die or former for pyroxylin collars or cuffs compris
ber having a groove into which the said sealing flange en

ing two series of layers or plies of textile fabric , the series
ters , a metallic member in the groove having an inwardly

being united along one edge, lacing securing the several
bent spring part engaging the side of said flange, means for

layers of each series together along one edge, a plate having securing the last -mentioned metallic member in its groove

the outline of a collar or cuff and having offset or deflected
whereby it may bodily shift in a lateral direction , and a

edges interposed between the layersorplies of one series, sealingpacking interposed between the said metallic mem
rows of stitching on the contiguous layers of the two series

ber and the part to which it is secured.
adapted to overlie the offset edges of said plate when the

4. The combination with two parts, one movable relative
two series are folded together, and stitching on one or both

of said contiguous layers outlining the button holes in the
to the other, of a weather strip therebetween comprising

two members , one carried by each part and adapted to co
collar or cuff.

act to seal the space therebetween , means for fastening
15. A die or former for pyroxylin collar or cuffs compris

one of said members to one of the parts whereby it may
ing two series of layers or plies of textile fabric united

have lateral movement , and a packing between said later
along one edge , a plate having the outline of a collar or cuff

interposed between the layers of one series , and guides se
ally movable member , and the part to which it is secured.

5. The combination with two parts , one moving, relative
cured to the face of one of said series for holding the collar

or cuff blank in registry with said plate.
to the other , of a weather strip therebetween comprising

two members one carried by each part and adapted to co

16. A die or former for pyroxylin collars or cuffs compris act to seal the space therebetween , means for fastening

ing two series of layers or plies of textile fabric united one of said members to one of the parts whereby it may

along one edge, a plate having the outline of a collar or rock laterally , and a packing between said laterally rock
cuff interposed between the layers of one series, and guides ing member and the part to which it is secured .

secured to the face of one of said series of holding the collar
6. The combination with two parts , one movable relative

or cuff blank in registry with said plate , each of said guides
tc the other , of a weather strip for sealing the space there

comprising a base secured to the fabric face and spring between comprising two metallic members one carried by

prongs attached to said base.
each part , one of said members comprising a securing flange

17. A die or former for pyroxylin collars or cuffs, said die and a sealing ribor flange and the other member a sub

having an impression surface of textile fabric provided with stantially U- shaped strip formed to receive said sealing rib

raised stitching. or flange, and a sealing packing interposed between the con

18. A die or former for pyroxylin collars or cuffs, said die nected edge portion of said last -mentioned , strip and the

having an impression surface of textile fabric provided with part to which it is attached.

raised stitching and having an underlying shaping or form- 7. The combination with two parts , one movable relative

ing mould. to the other, of a weather strip for sealing the space there .
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between comprising two metallic members, one carried by No. 100,640. Poeket Igniter.

each part , one of said members comprising a securing flange Allumoir de pocho.

and a sealing rib or flange and the other member a sub

stantially U-shaped strip mounted to shift in a lateral di

rection , and a sealing packing interposed between the con

nected edge portion of said last -mentioned strip and the

part to which it is attached.

8. The combination with two parts, one movable

lative to the other , of a weather strip for sealing the space

therebetween comprising two metallic members one carried

hy each part, one of said members comprising a securing

flange and a sealing rib or flange and the other member a

substantially U -shaped strip rounded to rock in a lateral

direction , and a sealing packing interposed between the

connected edge portion of said last -mentioned strip and the

part to which it is attached .

9. The combination with two parts , one movable relative

to the other, of a weather strip for sealing a space there

between comprising two members one carried by each part,

and adapted to co-act to seal the space therebetween , one

one of said members being formed of sheet metal bent upon

Itself to form a groove and the other of said members hav

ing a sealing rib or flange projecting into said groove and

a packing between the base of said grooved member and

the part to which it is secured .

10. The combination with two parts , one movable relative

to theother ,andone of said parts being provided with a The MacDonald Match and Magazine Company, Davenport,

groove , of a weather strip therebetween comprising two
Iowa , assignee of William C. MacDonald and Clayton

members one carried by each part and adapted to co - act
E. MacDonald , Rock Island, Illinois , U.S.A., 28th August ,

to seal a space therebetween , one of said members being 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,263.

fcrmed of sheet metal bent upon itself to form a groove , Claim . - 1 . A pocket lighter comprising a casing, a maga

and the other of said members having a sealing ribor zine wheel mounted to rotate in the said casing and having

flange adapted to project into said groove , means passing spaced cells for containing fulminating pellets, an igniting
through the base of said grooved member for securing the device held on the outside of the casing and in communica
same within and to the base of the grooved part , and a tion with a cell at a time and a plunger for forcing a pellet

packing interposed between said base of said grooved mem- out of a cell and into the igniting device for igniting the

ber and the base of said grooved part . pellet outside of the casing.

11. The combination with a frame member and a sash 2. A pocket lighter comprising a casing, a magazine

member mounted to co -operate therewith , one of said mem
mounted to rotate in the said casing and having spaced cells

bers being provided with a groove, of a weather strip in- for containing fulminating pellets , an igniting device held

terposed between said members comprising two opposing
on the outside of the casing and in communication with a

sheetmetalparts, one of said parts having a securingflange cell at a time,aplungerfor forcinga pellet out of a celland
and an outwardly extending rib arranged to projectinto intothe igniting device for igniting the pellet outsideof the

said groove, the thicknessof said ribbeing considerably casing, and means controlled by the said plunger for inter
less than the width of said groove, and the other of said mittently rotating the said magazine wheel.

parts consistingofa resilient member approximately pear mounted to rotate in the said casing and having cells for con
3. A pocket lighter comprising a casing , a magazine wheel

shaped in cross section having spring flanges free at their
edges and contacting with the side surfaces ofthe rib,and taining fulminating pellets , an igniting device held on the

outside of the casing and in communication with a cell at ameans for securing said resilient member in the groove with

t'ime , a plunger for forcing a pellet out of a cell and intoits connecting edge at the base of the groove whereby spaces
the igniting device for igniting the pellet outside of the cas

are left between the side walls of the groove and the free

ing, means controlled by the said plunger for intermittentlyends of the spring flanges and between the edge of the rib
rotating the said magazine wheel on the return of the plunand the inner sides of said flanges within which the parts
ger, and means controlled by the said plunger for preventing

may play in either lateral direction .

the magazine wheel from being turned too far by the said
12. The combination with a frame member and a sash

means for rotating the magazine wheel.
member mounted to co -operate therewith, one of said mem

4. A pocket lighter cocprising a casing , a magazine wheel

bers being provided with agroove, of a weather strip inter: mounted to rotate in the said casing and having spaced cells
posedbetween said members comprising two opposing sheet for containing fulminating pellets,an igniting device heldmetal parts , one of said parts having a securing flange and

on the outside of the casing and in communication with a
an outwardly extending rib arranged toproject into said cell at atime, a plunger for forcing a pellet out ofa celi

groove, the thickness of said rib beingconsiderablylessthan and intothe igniting device for igniting the pelletoutsideof
the width of said groove , and the other of said parts consist

the casing, a spring passing the plunger for returning the
ing of a resilient member approximately pear- shaped in

same , ratchet teeth on the said magazine wheel and a spring
crosssection having spring flanges free at their edges and pressed pawl adapted to engage the said ratchetteeth and
contacting with the side surfaces ofthe rib , and means for controlled by thesaid plunger .
securing said resilient member in the groove with its con

5. A pocket lighter comprising a casing , a magazine wheel

necting edge at the baseof the groove whereby spaces are mounted to rotate in the said casing and having spaced cells

left between the side walls of the groove and the free ends
for containing fulminating pellets , an igniting device hall

of the spring flanges and between the edge of the rib and the
on the outside of the casing and in communication with a

inner sides of said flanges within which the parts may play cell at a time, a plunger for forcing a pellet outofa cell and

in either lateral direction and the relatively wide or con
into an igniting device for igniting the pellet outside of the

nected edge ofthe resilient pear -shapedmember being of casing, aspring pressing the plunger for returning the same,

transverse formation permitting it to bodily rock in either ratchet teeth on the said magazine wheel, a spring pressed

lateral direction .
pawl adapted to engage the said ratchet teeth and controlled

13. The combination with a frame member and a sash by the plunger , and a dog on the said pawl for engaging the

member mounted to co - operate therewith , one of said mem- said magazine wheel to prevent the same from running too

bers being provided with a groove , of a weather strip inter far .

posed between said members comprising two opposing sheet 6. A pocket lighter comprising a casing having an internal

metal parts, one of said parts havingasecuring flange and annular bearing a magazine wheel mounted to turn in the

an outwardly extending rid of increasing thickness arranged said bearingand formed of a ring and radial partitions form
to project into said groove, the maximum thickness of said ing cells for the reception of individual pellets , the said ring

rib being considerably less than the widthofsaid groove, having ratchet teeth at its minor edge, a plunger mounted to

and the other of saidparts consistingof a resilient member slide diametricallyin the said casing and adaptedtopass
approximately pear-shaped in cross sectionhaving spring through a cell at a time for ejecting the pellet therein , the

flangesfree at their edgesand contacting with the side sur- plungerhaving an offset, a spring pressingthe said plunger
faces of the rib , and means for securing said resilient mem- to normally hold the free end thereof out of engagement with

ber in the groove with its connecting edge at the base of a cell , an igniting device on the outside of the rim of the

the groove whereby spaces are left between the side walls casing and in register with a cell at a time, the axis of the

ofthe groove and the free ends of the spring flangesand be- igniting device coincidingwith the axis of the said plunger

tween the edge of the rib and the innersides of said flanges and a spring pressed pawl engagingthe sald ratchet teeth

within which the parts may play in either lateral direction . I and adapted to be engaged by theoffset of the said plunger .
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7. A pocket lighter comprising a casing having an internal passing over pulleys and made fast on their outer ends to

annular bearing, a magazine wheel mounted to turn in the the farthest door, uniting lines between said doors, all as and

said bearing and formed of a ring and radial partitions form- for the purposes hereinbefore described and as illustrated

ing cells for the reception of individual pellets , the said ring in the drawings.

having ratchet teeth at the inner edge, a plunger mounted 6. In apparatus for controlling elevator shaft doors the

to slide diametrically in the said casing and adapted to pass combination of an elevator framehaving a vertical slot near

through a cell at a time for ejecting the pellet therein , the its top and its bottom , a crossbar near the middle of the

plunger having an offset, a spring pressing the said plunger said frame in which is a parallel slot and at each end a cir

to normally hold the free end thereof out of engagement cus hole, a vertical releasing bar outside said frame , a hand

with a cell, an igniting device on the outside of the rim of wheeled sleeve having flats thereon passing through said

the casing and in register with a cell at a time , the axis of parallel slot , a pivot pin passing through said sleeve, one end

the igniting device coinciding with the axis of the said plun- of which is attached to the outer lug of a channel guide and

ger, a spring pressed pawl engaging the said ratchet teeth also passing through the inner lug of another channel guide.
and adapted to be engaged by the offset of the said plunger a guide pin inside the top and bottom of each channel guide

and a dog extending integrally from the said pawl and adap- movicg in the verticel slot before referred to , an upper chan

ted to engage the said ratchet teeth on the magazine wheel . nel guide and a lower channel guide, the meeting ends of said

guides having lugs, said lugs being pivoted , said meeting

No. 100,641. Elevator Shaft Door Mechanism. ends being capable of movement by the hand wheeled sleeve ,

a lower stationary horizontal slide bar, inside the lift well
Mécanisme de porte d'élevateur .

or shaft , a slide bar above the same capable of a partial

rotary movement, a tappet at one end of the said upper bar

and at the other a bend forced outwardly by a spring, a slide

moving horizontally along said bar having a catchhole in

one's in each of which is a tension adjuster passing over

outside pin also protruding from said slide , the inner ends of

four lines attached to the said outside pin , the two opening

ends of which pass over the pulleys and have their outer

ends attached to the nearest sliding door, the two closing

ones , in each of which is a tension adjuster, passing over

pulleys and made fast on their outer ends to the farthest

door, uniting lines between said doors, all as and for the pur

poses hereinbefore described and as illustrated in the draw

ings.
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a No. 100,642. Stopper for Bottles, Etc.

Bouchon de bouteilles, etc.
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Samuel Bentley, Warruambool, Victoria, Australia , 28th

August , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 8th August, 1906 . Re

ceipt No. 138,486.

Claim . - 1. In apparatus for controlling elevator shaft doors

a frame having a vertical slot near its top and its bottom ,

a crossbar near the middle of the said frame in which is a

parallel slot and at each end a circus hole , a vertical releas

ing bar outside said frame, all as and for the purposes here

inbefore described and as illustrated in the drawings .

2. In apparatus for controlling elevator shaft doors a frame

having a vertical slot near its top and its bottom , a cross

bar near the middle of the said frame in which is a parallel

slot and at each end a circus hole , a vertical releasing bar :

outside said frame , a hand wheeled sleeve saving flats there

on passing through said parallèl slot, a pivot pin passing John Lowman , London , England , 28th August, 1906 ; 6 years.

through said sleeve, one end of which is attached to the Filed 14th March, 1906. Receipt No. 133,881 .

outerlug of a channel guide and also passing through the Claim.-1 . The herein described process of manufacturing

inner lug of another channel guide , a guide pin inside the
stoppers from cork held in capsuls , caps or covers for effect

top and bottom of each channel guide moving in the verticel ing theclosureof bottles, jars or other receptacles, which
slot before referred to , all as and for the purposes herein consists in compressing edgewise a shallow piece of cork of

before described and as illustrated in the drawings .. suitable form and while in this compressed state placing
3. In apparatus for controlling elevator shaft doors , an same into a cap or holder which serves to retain it in this

upper channel guide and a lower channel guide the meeting laterally compressed state andwhereby itis applied in this

ends of said guides having lugs , said lugs being pivoted to state to the outlet to be closured.

gether, said meeting ends being capable of movement in a 2. The herein described process of manufacturing stoppers

horizontal plane and locked at each extremity by a hand- from cork held in capsules or covers for effecting the closure
wheeled sleeve , all as and for the purposes hereinbefore des- of bottles, jars or other receptacles which consists in com
cribed and as illustrated in the drawings. pressing edgewise a cork washer or gasket and simultan

4. In apparatus for controlling elevator shaft doors, a beously supporting the washer on its inner circumference

Tower stationary horizontal slide bar inside the lift well or and while in this compressed state placing same into a cap

shaft, a slide bar above the same capable of a partial rotary or holder which serves to retain it in this laterally com

movement, a tappet at one end of the said upper bar and at pressed state and whereby it is applied in this state to the

the other a bend and a catch forced outwardly by a spring, outlet to be closured .

a slide moving horizontally along said bars having a catch 3. A stopper for effecting the closures of bottles , jars or

hole inside it, an inside guide pin protruding from said slide , other receptacles comprising an outer cap and a piece of

an outside guide pin also protruding from said slide, all as cork in a state of lateral compression located within said

and forthe purpose hereinbefore described and as illustrated cap wherebyit is held and applied while still in the afore
in the drawings . said compressed state to the outlet to be closured.

5. In apparatus for controlling elevator shaft doors, a 4. A stopper for effecting the closure of bottles , jars or

lower stationary horizontal slide bar inside the lift wall or other receptacles comprising an outer cap and a cork disc

shaft, a slide bar above the same capable of a partial rotary in a state of lateral compression located within said cap

movemennt, a tappet at one end of the said upper bar , and whereby it is held and applied while still in the aforesaid

at the other a bend and a catch forced outwardly by a compressed state to the outlet to be closured .

spring, a slide moving horizontally along said bars having a 5. A stopper for effecting the closure of bottles, jars or

catch hole inside it , an inside guide pin protruding from said other receptacles comprising an outer cap and a cork

slide, the inner ends of four lines attached to said outside washer, ring or gasket in a state of lateral compression

pin , the two opening ones of which pass over pulleys and located within said cap whereby it is held and applied while

have their outer ends attached to the nearest sliding door, still in the aforesaid compressed state to the outlet to be

the two closing ones, in each of which is a tension adjuster ' closured.
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6. A stopper for effecting the closure of bottles, jars or No. 100,645. Starch Drier. Séchoir d'amidon .

other receptacles comprising an outer cap and a plurality

of superimposed discs or shallow pieces or layers of cork in

a state of lateral compression located within said cap where

by same are held and applied while still in the aforesaid

compressed state to the outlet to be closured.

No. 100,643. ' Stopper for Laboratory Flasks, Etc.

Bouchon de flasque de laboratoire .
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William Samuel Johnstone, Montreal , Quebec , Canada , 28th

August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 7th March, 1906. Receipt

No. 133,613 .

Claim.-1. A stopper for bottles and like receptacles com

prising a tapered body portion of highly resilient material

having a plurality of apertures of various sizes opening

tuom the top and terminating near the bottom of said

stopper .

2. A stopper for bottles and like receptacles comprising

a tapered body portion closed at the bottom and having a

plurality of vertical central apertures opening from the top Elmer Ellsworth Perkins , Chicago, Illinois , U. S. A. , 28th

of said stopper. August , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 26th April, 1906. Receipt

3. A device of the class described comprising a body por No. 135,297.

tion of highly resilient material having a plurality of aper- Claim.–1 . In a continuous acting drying apparatus, an

tures of various sizes opening from the top of the stopper elongated closed chamber having an outlet near its top ,
and extending to a point near the bottom , said apertures an endless travelling conveyer below the outlet to sus

being separated by ribs or webs integral with the material tain within and move longitudinally through the chamber
of the stopper. the material to be treated , a heater exterior to the cham

4. A stopper for bottles and like receptacles comprising a ber , means to draw dry air from the heater and force it in

body portion of resilient material closed at one end and hav- a substantially horizontal blast into the chamber at or near

ing a plurality of apertures opening from the opposite end the feed end of the conveyer, to take up moisture from the

and extending vertically part way through said stopper, said material thereon and pass through the outlet, and means

apertures being separated by webs integral with the mater- to continuously condense the moisture in and cool the air

ial of the stopper.
passing therethrough, the dry cold air being returned to

the heater and reheated to be again withdrawn therefrom

No. 100,644. Sprinkler for Cloth. and forced into the chamber.

Arrosoir pour drap . 2. In a continuous action drying apparatus , an elongated

closed chamber having an outlet near its top, a condens

ing compartment communicating with the outlet , a heater

beneath the chamber and connected with the condensing

compartment , means to convey the material from one to the

other end of the chamber, and means to draw dry cold air

from the condensing compartment into and through the

heater and to force it in a substantially horizontal blast

into the chamber adjacent the feed end of the conveying

means , to take up moisture from the material thereon and

pass throlgh the outlet into the condensing compartment ,

wherein the contained moisture is condensed to dry the air

prior to its re -entrance to the heater.

3. In a continuous action drying apparatus, an elongated

closed chamber having an outlet near its top, a travelling

conveyer below the outlet to sustain within the chamber

the material to be treated and to carry it back and forth

in the chamber and discharge it at the end opposite that in

which it is fed , and means to alternately heat and cool ,

externally to the chamber, a continuous current of air

directed upon the material at the inlet end of the cham

Karl Sturc Theodor Bjorkman , Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, 28th ber, the hot incoming air taking up moisture from the
August , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 21st April , 1906. Receipt material and passing through the outlet to be cooled , such

No. 135,154 . cooling condensing the contained moisture prior to reheat

Claim .-1 . In a tailor sprinkling device the combination ing of the air and its reintroduction to the chamber, the

with the reservoir, fluid conducting pipe leading therefrom action of the air current upon the material diminishing as

and nozzle at the end of the conducting pipe , of a flapper the latter approaches the discharge end of the chamber.

valve located in said nozzle , a depressible lever pivoted 4. In a continuous action drying apparatus, an elongated

thereto and extending through the casing, a button secured closed chamber having an outlet near its top, a condensing

to the end of the lever, a spring pressing on the underside compartment communicating with the outlet, a heater out

of the button and on the nozzle , as and for the purpose side the chamber and connected with the condensing com
specified . partment, a plurality of endless travelling conveyers with

2. An improved nozzle for sprinkling devices comprising in the chamber one below the other, to convey material

a tubular portion secured to the conducting pipe, a suitable through the chamber , the material being discharged from
end nozzle for the same , a flapper valve located in said an upper conveyer to the one next below it and thereby

tubular portion , a lever pivoted thereto and extending ex- caused to traverse the chamber several times before its

terior to the tubular portion, a button secured to the end discharge , and a fan at one end of the chamber to direct

thereof , a compression spring abuting the underside of the the hot, dry air from the heater upon the material on the

button and the exterior of the tubular portion , as and for conveyers, to take up moisture from such material and

the purpose specified . then pass through the outlet to be cooled and the contained
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moisture condensed prior to reheating of such dry cold air adapted to form an outer covering for said tapering sec
in the heater and its reintroduction to the chamber . dions , and means to secure said design sections to sald

5. In an apparatus of the class described , an elongated

closed chamber having a long outlet near its top , an exter

nal cold compartment communicating with the outlet and

having a condenser therein , an endless travelling conveyer

in the chamber below and extending the length of the out

let , a hot compartment beneath the chamber and provided

with heating coils , the inlet of said compartment communi

cating with the cold compartment below the condenser,

and means to draw hot dry air from the hot compartment

and continuously force it into the chamber at the end of

the conveyer, to act upon the material thereon and pass

thence through the long outlet to the cold compartment,

the condenser therein condensing the contained moisture in

the air , the dried and cooled air thereafter returning to

the hot compartment to be again forced into the chamber.

6. In an apparatus of the class described , an elongated

closed chamber having an outlet near its top , a travelling

conveyer to carry material through the chamber, a condens

ing compartment at the side of the chamber , and communi

cating therewith through the outlet , a heater extended longi

tudinally beneath the chamber and connected with the bot

tom of the said compartment , a conduit connecting the outlet

of the heater with the adjacent end wall of the chamber,

and a fan in the conduit to draw dry cod air from the tapering sections , for the purpose set forth substantially as

condensing compartment through the heater and direct the described.

hot dry air in a substantially horizontal blast into and 2. In a design roller for granting machines the combin

lengthwise of the chamber to take upmoisture from the ation with two flanged hubs, of wooden sections extending

moving material on the endless conveyer , the moisture lader radially from the said hubs , said sections tapering inwardly ,

air passing thence upward through the outlet to the con . an outer covering of sections o: design wood having the

densing compartment to be again used. grain running in various directions , means to secure said
7. In an apparatus of the class described , a closed cham- sections to said tapering sections, said tapering sections

ber having an outlet near its top , means to continuously being mounted in sockets cast or formed upon hubs of the

move material to be treated through the chamber from one roller and a shaft extending through said roller , for the

to the other end thereof, means to heat rapidly a current purpose set forth substantially as described.

of air , means to circulate the same through the chamber to 3. In a design roller for granting machines the combination

act upon the material to be dried, the heating means being with two hubs , of wooden sections extending radially from
located outside the chamber, means to cool and dry the the said hubs, said sections tapering inwardly and having
air acting upon such material , the air cooling and drying an outer covering of sections of design wood having the

nieans communicating with the chamber through the outlet , grain running around the roller, said sections being joined

the hot dry air taking up moisture from the material and in such a manner that there will be no break in transmitting

passing through the outlet to be cooled and thereby have the impression of the grain to the printing roller, means

its contained moisture condensed prior to reheating of such to secure said sections to said tapering sections , and means

air . to secure said tapering sections to said hubs, for the pur

8. In a continuous drying apparatus , an elongated closed pose set forth substantially as described.

chamber having an outlet near its top and a floor inclined 4. In a design roller for graining machines the combination
in the direction of the length of the chamber , a heater be- with two hubs , of wooden sections extending radially from

neath the floor , a cold compartment outside the chamber the said hubs , said sections tapering inwardly and having an

and communicating therewith by the outlet and also com- outer covering of sections of design wood having the grain

municating with the heater at a distance from said outlet, running around the roller, said sections being joined in such
means to draw hot, dry air from the heater and force it A manner that there will be no break in transmitting the

into one end of the chamber to take up moisture from the impression of the grain to the printing roller, said taper

material therein and pass through the outletto thecold ing sections being mounted in sockets cast of formed or
compartment. cooling of the air therein condensing its con

the hubs of the roller and a shaft extending through said

tained moisteure, the cooled dry air returningtothe heater roller, for the purpose set forth substantially as described .
to be reheated , a plurality of endless conveyers arranged 5. In a design roller for graining machines the combination

one above the other in and moving lengthwise of the cham
with two flanged hubs having a bevel gear cut upon the outer

ber in opposite directions , to support the material on their
face of said flanges, of wooden sections extending radially

upper runs and traverse it back and forth in the chamber
from the said hubs , said sections tapering inwardly and

frcm the feed to the discharge end thereof , and means to
having their outer surface turned true, an outer covering

automatically brush the material falling onto the floor to the
of sections of design wood having the grain running in

discharge end of the chamber.
various directions , said sections being joined in such a man

9. In a continuous drying apparatus, an elongated closed
ner that there will be no break in transmitting the impres

chamber having an outlet near its top , a heater exterior to sion of the grain tothe printing roller , means to secure said
sections to said tapering sections and means to secure said

the chamber, means located at one end of the chamber to
draw heated dry air from the heater and circulate it through tapering sections to said hubs , for the purpose set forth
the chamber to act upon the material to be dried and take substantially as described.

up moisture therefrom , the moisture laden air passing ation with two flanged hubs having a bevel gear cut upon
6. In a design roller for graining machines the combin

throughthe outlet , a cooling compartmentinto whichthe the outer face of the said flanges , of wooden sections ex
outlets open cool the air and condense the moisture tending radially from the said hubs, said sections tapering

therein, said compartment at its opposite end communi-, inwardlyand having their outer surface turned true,said
cating with the heater to convey the cooled dry air thereto sections being provided with extensions at each end, said

to be reheated , and a plurality of endless conveyers ar
extensions extending inwardly and fitting around the said

ranged one above the other in and moving lengthwise of hubs , an outer covering of sections of design wood having
the chamber in opposite directions , to support the material the grain running around the roller , said sections being
on their upper runs and traverse it back and forth through joined in such a manner that there will be no break in

the chamber, the material being turned over and loosened transmitting the impression of the grain to the printing

a . it drops from one conveyer to the next one below it . roller, means to secure said sections to said tapering sec

tions , means to secure said tapering sections to said hubs

and a shaft extending through said roller , for the purpose
No. 100,646. Design Roller for Graining Machine.

set forth substantially as described.

Rouleau pour machine à imiter .

Bennet D. Marks, Chicago , Illinois, U.S.A. , 28th August , 1906 ; No. 100,647. Packing for Stuffing Boxes, Etc.
6 years. Filed 28th April, 1906. Receipt No. 135,354 .

Garniture de boîtes de piston , etc.

Claim . - 1. In a design roller for graining machines the

combination with two hubs, of wooden sections mounted
John Williamson , Glasgow , Scotland , 28th August , 1906 ; 6

100 said hubs, said sections extending radially from said years . Filed 28th March , 1904. Receipt No. 134,394 .

hubs, said sections tapering inwardly, flanges on said hubs . Claim. -Packing for stuffing boxes and the like composed

means to secure said sections to said hubs, sections of de- either wholly or in part of vegetable fibres subjected to a

sign wood having the grain running around the roller process of tanning , as and for the purpose set forth .

to
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No. 100,648 . Manufacture of Sorting Apparatus. iradial cuts on one side and tangential cuts on the other

Fabrication de machine à assortir.
side of the ring , said radial and tangential cuts being dis
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Wilhelm H. R. Herrmann , Dresden , Saxony , 28th August .

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 17th March , 1906. Receipt No.

134,005.

Claim .-1 . The method of manufacturing separating or

sorting plates or cylinders which consists in partially cut

ting through the thickness of the metal thereof at the places

where the cells are to be produced for a portion of the

periphery of the respective cells and pressing these por

tions of the metal out of their original position to form

the cells , substantially as described .

2. As a new article of manufacture a separating or sorting

plate or cylinder having portions of the same partially cut

through and stamped or pressed out of their original posi

tion to form cells .

10

-
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Fig.5.16

No. 100,649. Animal Chase. Piste à renards, etc.
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posed upon lines between each other so as to break joint
around the surface of the ring.

4. A packing ring comprising segments , each composed

of two parallel integral parts , one of said parts having its

ends tangentially and the other , radially bevelled , the res

Tertive tangentially and radially bevelled parts of the sev

eral segments forming opposite sides of the body of the

ring and tangential and radial cuts, the tangential cuts be

irg disposed upon one side of the ring, and the radial cuts

upon the opposite side of the ring and on lines between

said tangential cuts.
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No. 100,651 . Valve. Soupape.

1-
S
1
0
0
1

Willis Mathew Elder and Clarelice Wyly Turner, co -inven

tors , both of Waverly , Tennessee , U.S.A. , 28th August,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 17th March , 1906. Receipt No. 133,988 .

Claim . - 1. A fox or other animal chase comprising a heli

cal runway , substantially as specified .

2. A fox or other animal chase , comprising a helical run

way , the upper and lower ends of which are connected to

gether by a connecting runway, substantially as set forth
and described.

3. A fox or other animal chase, comprising a helical run .

way the upper and lower ends of which are connected to

gether by a connecting runway , and means for checking or

restraining the pursuit of the coursing animal , substantially
as set forth and described.

4. A fox or animal chase, comprising a helical runway, the

upper and lower ends of which are connected together by

means of a wire covered runway, restraining or checking

gates situated within said connecting runway , and checking

or restraining gates suitably placed for diverting the direc- James B. Culler , Monessen , Pennsylvania, U.S.A. , 28th

tion of the coursing, substantially as set forth and described. August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 11th April, 1906. Receipt

No. 134,861.

No. 100,650. Metallic Packing. Garniture métallique. Claim.-1 . A three - way valve comprising a casing having

inlet and discharge ports formed therein , valve seats arrang
Edward M. Cook , Oberlin , Ohio , U.S.A., 28th August, 1906 ; ed in said casing , a discharge valve adapted to engage one of

6 years . Filed 30th June, 1906. Receipt No. 137,431 .
said seats , a tubular stem secured to said valve , an inlet

Claim . - 1 . A packing ring composed of a single set of seg- valve adapted to engage the other valve seat, a stem se

ments having engaging ends , said ends being formed to pro - cured to said inlet valve and adapted to work through the

vide radical cuts on one side and tangential cuts on the tubular stem of the discharge valve , threads formed on the

other side of the ring. upper end of the tubular valve stem of said discharge valve ,

2. A packing ring composed of segments, each having two a nut adapted to be screwe , up and down on said threads

irtegral portions , one set of portions of the several segments and means whereby the stem of said inlet valve is loosely

co -operating to form one -half and the other set of portions connected to said nut, and operated thereby, substantially

the other half of the body of the ring , said portions of the a 3 described .

segments having their ends constructed to respectively form 2. A three - way valve comprising a casing having inlet and

radial cuts on one side and tangential cuts on the other discharge ports formed therein , valve seats arranged in

side of the ring. said casing, a discharge valve adapted to engage one of said

3. A packing ring composed of a single set of segments seats , a tubular steam secured to said valve, an inlet valve

having engaging ends, said ends being formed to provide ' adapted to engage the other valve seat , a stem secured to

8-22
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said inlet valve and adapted to work through the tubular in the frame to bring the caster into engagement with the

stem of the discharge valve , threads formed on the upper floor and means for transmitting power from a source of

end of the tubular stem of said exhaust valve , a nut adapted energy to the motor , as described.

to be screwed up and down on said threads , a packing gland 4. In a floor dressing machine the combination of the

arranged around the tubular stem of said exhaust valve frame a supported on the floor by the wheels b b adjustably

where the same passes through said valve casing , means secured to the frame, and the dressing roller c rotatably

to limit the movement of said exhaust valve stem and valve , secured in the frame , of the hollow T-shaped handle d

a collar secured to the upper end of said inlet valve stem , | pivotally secured at its lower end to the frame, the flexible

and means whereby said collar is secured to and operated cable e having wires extending downward through the handle

by the nut on the stem of said exhaust valve, substantially connecting with the switch dl on the handle and to the

as described . irotor f adjustably secured on the frame a by bolts f* p*

3. A three - way valve comprising a casing having inlet and and a a ", the pulleys f on the motor connected to the

discharge ports formed therein, valve seats arranged in said pulley on the dressing roller shaft ch by the belt g and the

casing, a discharge valve adapted to engage one of said caster h having the screw -threaded stem h extending up

seats, a tubular stem secured to said valve , an inlet valve ward through the boss all on the frame a, and adjustably

adapted to engage the other valve seat , a stem secured to secured in the boss by the nuts h hº in screw-threaded en

said inlet valve and adapted to work through the tubular gagement with the stem h' , as described.

stem of the discharge valve , threads formed on the upper 5. In a floor dressing machine , the frame a having the

end of the tubular stem of said exhaust valve , a nut adapted sides at a extending outward at the front to form the arms

to be screwed up and down on said threads , a packing glanda- a in which are the bearings aa as for the shaft of the

arranged around the tubular stem of said exhaust valve dressing roller c and the cavities at at for the rubber buffers

where the same passes through said valve casing, a stopa a , the elongated openings a® as in the sides at a', the

plate adapted to engage an annular recess in the tubular outwardly extending lugs ai ai on the sides at the ends of

stem of said exhaust valve whereby the movement of the the openings , the adjusting bolts as as screw - threaded in

same is limited, collar secured to the upper end of said
lugs for adjusting the position of the wheels 6 o rotatably

inlet valve stem in position to engage the nut on the ex supported on the axle b extending through the openings as
haust valve and a cap adapted to be screwed onto said nut

ao in the sides al a' , the adjusting bolts a a® in screw

thereby loosely securing the inlet valve stem to said nut, thread engagement with the lugs aló qlo on the frame a and
substantially as described . engaging with the base f of the motor f and the cylindrical

boss allin which the castor h is adjustably secured, as des

No. 100,652. Floor Dressing Machine. cribed.

Machine à polir les planchers .
6. In a floor dressing machine the combination of a frame,

a dressing roller mounted in one end of the frame on a hori

zontal axis and serving as a support for that end of the

frame , a pair of wheels secured near the opposite end of

the frame , said wheels and dressing roller forming the suite

si : pport of the frame , an electric motor mounted on the

frame and secured to the dressing roller to rotate the same,

and means for connecting the motor with the source of elec

tric energy.

7. In a floor dressing machine the combination of a frame,

a dressing roller rotatably secured in one end of the frame ,

wheels mounted at the opposite end of the frame to be

adjusted longitudinally thereof, the dressing roller and said

wheels forming the sole support for the frame, a handle

pivotally secured to the frame for guiding and controlling

from the floor the movement of the machine , an electric

motor supported on the frame and connected to the dress

ing roller by a belt , an electric cable connecting the motor

with a source of electric energy, and a switch to control the

operation of the motor located on said handle and opera

table from the floor.

8. In a floor dresing machine the combination of a framu,

ä pair of wheels therefor, a dressing roller mounted in

said frame on a horizontal axis and forming with said wheels

the sole support of the machine, a self contained motor

mounted on the frame for driving said roller, means for

relatively adjusting the weight of the machine with respect

Cyra Bissell Wattles, Providence , Rhode Island , U.S.A. , 28th to said supports whereby the pressure of the dresser roller

August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 2nd April , 1906. Receipt or the floor may be varied , and a handle pivotally secured

No. 134,532 .
to the frame and abutting thereagainst below its pivotal

Claim . — 1 . In a floor dressing machine a frame supporting connection thereto, whereby the operator may at will lift the

a motor and a dressing roller, means for transmitting power dressing roller from the floor.

from the motor to the dressing roller consisting of pulleys
9. In a floor dressing machine the combination with a

on the shafts of the motor and dressing roller connectedby frame, a pair of supporting wheels therefor , a dressing roller

a belt , and means for adjusting the weight of the motor
mounted in said frame and forming with said wheels the

upon the dressing roller consisting of mechanism adapted
scle supports of the machine , a self contained motor mount

to adjust the motor on the frame horizontally toward or
ed on the frame for driving said roller and means for re

from the dressing roller, as described .
latively adjusting the weight of the machine with respect

2. In a floor dressing machine the combination with a to said supports whereby the pressure of the dressing roller
frame , a pair of wheels therefor, a dressing roller mounted upon the floor may be varied .

in said frame on a horizontal axis and forming with said 10. In a floor dressing machine , a motor transmitting power

wheels the sole support of the machine , a self-contained to a dressing roller , and means consisting of mechanism for

motor mounted upon the frame for driving said roller , and adjusting the weight of the motor in relation to the dress

means consisting of mechanism for adjusting the weight of ing roller to give more or less weight on the dressing

the machine with relation to the dressing roller to place roller, and means consisting of mechanism for adjusting

more or less weight on the dressing roller whereby to pro- the weight of a motor in relation to the dressing roller to

portion the weight of the machine to be supported by the vary the pressure of the dressing roller on the floor, for

wheels and said roller , for the purpose specified. the purpose described.

3. In a floor dressing machine , a frame, wheels adjustably

secured to the frame ,a dressing roller rotatably secured in

the frame and adapted to engage with the floor , a motor on
No. 100,653. Floor Dressing Machine.

the frame , a handle pivotally secured to the frame, pulleys Machine à polir les planchers.

on the shafts of the motor and dressing roller connected by
a belt, a caster adjustably secured in the frame and adapted Cyra Bissell Wattles, Providence , Rhode Island, U.S.A. , 28th

to engage with the floor, means for adjusting the pressure
August , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 2nd April , 1906. Receipt

of the dressing roller on the floor, consisting of mechanism
No. 134,531 .

adapted to adjust the position of the wheels on the frame , Claim . - 1. In a floor dressing machine a dressing roller

means for adjusting the tension of the belt consisting of covered with an abrasive or polishing material rotatably

mechanism adapted to adjust the position of the motor on mounted in the machine, a motor connected to the machine

the frame, means for adjusting the dressing roller from the by a flexible shaft to rotate the dressing roller , a handle to

floor consisting of mechanism adapted to adjust the caster the machine and crossbars in the frame of the machine, in
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termediate the dressing roller and the handle acting as a 4. In a machine of the character set forth , a printing sur

fulcrum on the floor to lift the dressing roller by depressing face , a wiping surface therefor in the form of a flexible

strip , means for moving said strip in one direction in con

tact with said printing surface and means for returning said

strip by moving it in the opposite direction into position

for a succeeding wiping operation by the soiled portion of

said strip, and means for letting off a portion of said strip

at one end and taking it up at the other.

5. In a machine of the character set forth, a printing sur

face, a wiping surface therefor in the form of a flexible strip ,

means for moving said strip in one direction in contact with

said printing surface and means for returning said strip by

moving it in the opposite direction into position for a suc

ceeding wiping operation by the soiled portion of said strip ,

and means for automatically letting off a portion of said

strip at one end and taking it up at the other.

6. In a machine of the character set forth , a printing sur

face , a wiping surface therefor in the form of a flexible strip ,

means for moving said strip in one direction in contact with

said printing surface and means for returning said strip by

nioving it in the opposite direction into position for a suc

ceeding wiping operation by the soiled portion of said strip ,

and means for automatically letting off a portion of said

strip at one end and taking it up at the other after each

wiping operation.

7. In amachine of the character set forth , a printing sur

face, a wiping surface therefor in the form of a flexible strip ,

the handle and stop the operation of the dressing roller on
means for moving said strip in one direction in contact with

the floor without stopping the motor, as described . said printing surface and means for returning said strip by

2. In a floor dressing machine the combination with a moving it in the opposite direction into position for a suc

motor anda flexible shaft, ofthe frame 01 having thearms ceeding wiping operation by thesoiled portion of said strip

6* b * with the bearings 6 83, the T-shape handle b ', the cross while out of contact with said printing surface.

bars 65 and the dressing roller secured on the shaft bi
8. In a machine of the character set forth , a printing sur

connected to the flexible shaft and rotating inthe bearings face , a wiping surfacetherefor in the form of a flexible strip ,

b3 ba, all for the purpose as described. means for moving said strip in one direction in contact with

said printing surface and means for returning said strip by

moving it in the opposite direction into position for a suc

No. 100,654. Printing Machine. ceeding wiping operation by the soiled portion of said strip

Machine à imprimer . while out of contact with said printing surface, and means

for automatically letting off a portion of said strip at one

end and taking it up at the other during such return move

ment.

9. In a machine of the character set forth, a printing sur

face, a wiping surface therefor in the from of a weak flexi

ble strip , means for moving said strip in one direction with

said printing surface and for returning said strip by moving

it in the opposite direction and a strong flexible belt moving

with and supporting said strip .

10. In a machine of the character set forth , a printing sur

face , a wiping surface therefor in the form of a flexible strip,

a carrier to which the ends of said strip are secured and

means for moving said carrier alternately in opposite direc
tions .

11. In a machine of the character set forth , a printing sur

face , a wiping surface therefor in the form of a flexible strip ,

a cylindrical carrier to which the ends of said strip are se

cured and means for oscillating said carrier , whereby said

strip is moved alternately in opposite directions.

12. In a machine of the character set forth , a printing sur

face, a wiping surface therefor in the form of a flexible strip .

a carrier , rolls mounted therein on which the ends of sald

strip are wound , means for moving said carrier alternately

ir opposite directions , and means actuated by such move

ments for automatically taking up a portion of said strip on

one of said rolls and letting off a portion from the other of
Stephen L. Morgan , Rutherford , New York , U.S.A. , 28th said rolls .

August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 24th July, 1906. Receipt 13. In a machine of the character set forth , a printing sur
No. 138,133.

face , a wiping surface therefor in the form of a flexible strip ,

Claim .-- 1. In a machine of the character set forth, a print- a cylindrical carrier, rolls mounted therein on which the

ing surface, a wiping surface therefor in the form of a ends of said strip are wound , means for oscillating said car

flexible strip , means for moving said strip in one direction rier and thereby moving said strip in opposite directions and

in contact with said printing surface, and means for re- means actuated by such oscillatory movements for automati

turning said strip by moving it in the opposite direction cally taking up a portion of said strip on one of said rolls

into position for a succeeding wiping operation by the soiled and letting off a portion from the other of said rolls.

portion of said strip . 14. In a machine of the character set forth , a printing sur

2. In a machine of the character set forth , a printing sur- | face, a wiping surface therefor in the form of a flexible strip ,

face, a wiping surface therefor in the form of a flexible a cylindrical carrier , rolls mounted therein on which the

strip, means for moving said strip in one direction in con- ends of said strip are wound , a belt having its ends secured

tact with said printing surface, and means for returning to said carrier and serving as a support for said strip means

said strip by moving it in the opposite direction into posi- for oscillating said carrier on its axis and thereby moving

tion for a succeeding wiping operation by the soiled portion said belt with its strip altesnately in opposite directions and

of said strip , means for guiding said strip and presenting means for automatically taking up a portion of said strip on

it to said printing surface , and means for controlling the one of said rolls and letting off a portion from the other of

tension of said strip . said rolls .

3. In a machine of the character set forth , a printing sur- 15. In a machine of the character set forth , a printing sur

face, a wiping therefor in the form of a flexible strip, means face, a wiping surface therefor in the form of a flexible strip ,

for moving said strip in one direction in contact with said means for moving said strip in one direction in contact with

printing surface , and means for returning said strip by mov- said printing surface and for returning said strip by moving

ing it in the opposite direction into position for a succeeding it in the opposite direction , means for guiding said strip and

wiping operation by the soiled portion of said strip , means presenting it to said printing surface and a cleaning surface

for guiding said strip and presenting it to said printing sur- held in yielding contact with the solled face of said strip.

face and a cleaning surface yieldingly presented to the solled 16. In a machine of the character set forth , a printing sur

face of such strip during the movement of the latter. face , a wiping surface therefor in the form of a flexible strip.
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means for moving said strip in one direction in contact with body being formed with a dovetailed groove extending ver

said printing surface and for returning said strip by moving tically thereof and of greater width at its inner end than

it in the opposite direction , means for guiding said strip and

presenting it to said printing surface , a cleaning surface in

the form of a flexible ribbon held in yielding contact with the

soiled face of the said strip and means for moving said rib

bon to present fresh surfaces of the latter to said strip .

17. In a machine of the character set forth , a printing

surface therefor in the form of a flexible strip , means for

moving said strip in one direction in contact with said

printing surface and for returning said strip by moving it

in the opposite direction , means for guiding said strip and

presenting it to said printing surface , a cleaning surface in

the form of a flexible ribbon held in yielding contact with the

soiled face of said strip , take -up and let - off rolls for said

ribbon , and means for automatically actuating said rolls to

shift said ribbon at intervals to present fresh surfaces of

said ribbon to said strip .

18. In a machine of the character set forth , a printing

surface , a wiping surface in the form of a flexible strip , a

carrier , rolls mounted therein on which the ends of said

strip are wound, means for moving said carrier alternately

in opposite directions , means actuated by such movements

for automatically taking up a portion of said strip on one

of said rolls and letting off a portion from the other of said

rolls , a cleaning surface in the form of a flexible ribbon
held in yielding contact with the soiled face of said strip, the width of said opening, the opposite end of the body

take-up and let -off rolls for said ribbon, and means auto- being provided with a wedge-shaped rib of lesslength than

niatically actuated by the movements of said carrier for
the depth of the groove , the dovetailed groove and rib being

letting off and taking up a portion of said ribbon at inter
of greater extent transverse the block than the similar dim

vals to present fresh surfaces of said ribbonto said strip. ension of the vertically arranged opening whereby to pro

19. In a machine of the character set forth , a D -roller , a
vide the maximum air space at the ends of the block .

curved printing surface thereon , a wiping surface in the
2. A building block comprising a body including two in

form of a flexible strip , means for moving said strip in tegral sections arranged at a right angle toeach other,

the direction opposite to the movement of said printing and each of the sectionsbeing formed with centrally ar
of one section having asurface, and for returning said strip by moving it in the ranged openings, the terminal

opposite direction during the period in which the cut-away being formed with a wedged -shapedrib of less length than
wedged-shaped groove, and the terminal of the other section

portion of said roller is presented to said strip and the

tension of the latter thereby lessened .
the depth of the groove , the dovetailed groove and rib being

20. In a machineof the character set forth , apolishing dimensions of the vertically arranged opening, whereby to
of greater extent transverse the block than the similar

belt , guide rollers therefor, a swinging roller arranged to
contact at one end of its motion witha supply of whiting provide the maximum air space of the ends of the block .

or analogous material , and at the other with said belt , and

means for inducing the movements of said swinging roller. No. 100,656 . Packing for Piston Rods.

21. In a machine of the character set forth , a polishing
Garniture pour bielles de piston .

belt , guide rollers therefor , a yielding platform carrying a

supply of whiting or analogous material , a swinging roller

arranged to contact at one end of its motion with said

whiting, and at the other with said belt , and means as a

pad for distributing the whiting thus received upon the

surface of said belt .

22. In a machine of the character set forth , a printing

roller , a polishing belt , a driving roller therefor, a swing

ing frame adjacent to said printing roller , guide rollers for

said belt in said frame , and pivots on such frame whereby

the latter may be tilted to allow access to said printing
roller.

23. In a machine of the character set forth , a polishing

belt , a driving roller therefor , a yielding platform carry

ing a supply of whiting or analogous material , a swinging

roller arranged to contact at one end of its motion with

said whiting, and at the other with a portion of said belt in

contact with said driving roller , and a weighted pad lying

upon said belt and supported by said driving roller.

24. In a machine of the character set forth , a printing

roller, a curved printing surface thereon , a horizontally dis- John Thomas Wilson , Jersey Shore , Pennsylvania , U.S.A. ,

rosed ink distributing mechanism operated by the recipro
28th August , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 9th July, 1906 . Re

cations of said plank, an ink roller carried by said plank
ceipt No. 137,652 .

and arranged to supply ink to said curved printing surface , Claim . - 1. A packing for piston valves and pistons com

a wiping mechanism located above said plank and printing prising a wide ring, two expansible snap rings , and means

roller arranged to contact with said curved printing sur- for holding in parallel positions the inner portions or edges

face, and a vertically disposed polishing mechanism in front of the snap rings.

of said printing roller and ararnged to contact with said 2. A packing for piston valves and pistons comprising a

surved printing surface . wedge ring , two wall rings , two snap rings, and a Avide

25. In a machine of the character set forth , a printing ring between the snap rings .

roller and shaft therefor, a plank beneath said printing 3. A packing for piston valves and pistons comprising an

roller , arranged to be moved in one direction by the fric- expansible wedge ring . two non- expansible wall rings , two

tional contact between a printing surface and a surface to expansible snap rings , and an expansible wide ring.

be printed upon , carried by said printing roller and plank, 4. A packing for piston valves and pistons provided with

an adjustable friction surface on said plank , and a flange two expansible snap rings , and an expansible wide ring , said

or : said shaft adapted to engage said frictional surface at wide ring interlocking with the edges of the snap rings .

the termination of such impression and complete the move- 5. A packing for piston valves and pistons having two

ment of said plank in the same direction , and means for bearing rings and a wide ring between said rings with its

returning said plank .
edges engaging the said bearing rings, whereby the bearing

No. 100,655. Cement Building Block.
rings are held parallel .

6. A packing for piston valves and pistons having two
Bloc de construction en ciment.

bearing rings and a wide ring located between and inter

George W. Roberts . Ravenna, Nebraska, U.S.A., 28th Aug- locking with said bearing rings, whereby a bearing ring is
ust , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 21st July , 1906. Receipt No. 1revented from expanding into a port .

138,037 . 7. A packing for piston valves and pistons having two ex

Olaim . - 1 . A building block comprising a body formed pansible bearing rings and a wide expansible ring between

with a centrally vertically arranged opening, one end of the and interlocking with said rings, said wide ring having an
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above another therein , all of less diameter than the casing ,

so as to provide passages for the upward flow of air between

D

Qu
e

F

6

G

opening or holes therethrough for the passage of steam to

the underside thereof when over a port .

8. A packing for piston valves and pistons having a wide

ring provided with a series of longitudinal grooves in its

exterior surface , for the purpose set forth .

9. A packing for piston valves and pistons having two

bearing rings and a wide ring engaging said two rings , the

exterior surface of the said wide ring being provided with a

series of longitudinally disposed grooves and ribs or bastard
threads .

10. The combination with a piston valve or piston , of a

packing comprising two snap rings, a wide ring, two wall

rings, and a wedge ring , means being provided for admitting

steam to the inner surfaces of the wedge and snap rings.

11. The combination with a piston valve or piston , of a

packing having two snap rings each provided with a groove

in one of its sides , and a wide ring with its edges located

iu the grooves and movable therein .

12. The combination with a piston valve or piston , of a

packing comprising two snap rings, a wide ring , two non

expansible wall rings , and a wedge ring, means being pro

vided for the admission of steam to the under surface of the

packing.

13. The combination with a piston valve or piston , of two

snap rings , a wide ring with an opening therethrough , two

wall rings , and a wedge ring, means being provided for the

admission of steam to the under surface of the packing .

14. A paeking for piston valves and pistons comprising a

wedge ring, two wall rings with bevelled surfaces or sides,

two snap rings each having one side bevelled and each pro

vided with a groove , and a wide ring between the snap rings .

15. A packing for piston valves and pistons having two

bearing rings spaced apart and a wide ring interlocking

with said bearing rings , the exterior surface of said wide

ring being provided with a series of grooves and ribs or pro

jections.
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No. 100,657. Cold Storage Building.

Bâtisse frigorifique.

the casing and deflectors, and a central air pipe having

openings for supplying air to the masses of material con

tained in the deflectors , substantially as specified .

3. The combination in a cooler for powdered or granular

material , of a casing, a series of deflectors disposed one

above another in said casing, all of less diameter than the

same , whereby air pasages are provided between the deflec

tors and the casing, a central pipe for supplying air to the

SA masses of material contained in the deflectors, and air sup

plying means at the lower portion of the casing independent

of that provided by the central pipe , substantially as

specified.

4. The combination in a cooler for powdered or granular

material , of a vertical casing having a draft stack at the

top , a series of deflectors disposed one above another in said

casing, all of less diameter than the same, so as to provide

passages for the upward flow of air between the deflectors

Bernt A. Norman , Logan , Utah, U.S.A., 28th August, 1906 ; 6 for passage through the successive bodies of material con
and the casing, and means for supplying to the casing air

years . Filed 7th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,634. tained in the deflectors, substantially as specified.

Claim . - A cold storage building consisting of outer and

ir nerlagged wallsandan intermediate lagged division wall No. 100,659. Jar Closure. Fermeture de jarre.
forming air spaces at opposite sides thereof, a lagged roof

and ''flooring constituting continuations of the division wall ,

said roof being peaked , an inner lagged wall constituting

a portion of the roof and forming an air space thereabove ,

supplemental walls within the building and spaced from the

inner lagged walls of the sides and roof and terminating

above the floor and adjacent the apex of the ceiling , said

supplemental walls forming flues for conducting air from

the floor of the building to the apex of the ceiling , and ice

chamber supported from the ceiling and having imperforate

walls and an outlet in the bottom thereof, and a drip box

disposed below the outlet , the air outlet between the upper

ends of the supplemental walls being disposed above the

center of the ice receptacle .

No. 100,658. Cooler for Granular Material.

Refroidisseur pour matières granulaires.
Walter John Hough , Montreal , Quebec, Canada , 28th August ,

Charles Arthur Matcham , Allentown , Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 12th May , 1906. Receipt No. 135,836 .

28th August , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 1st June , 1906. Re
Claim .-1. A jar closure comprising a body portion having

ceipt No. 136,479. an angularly formed rim at the top edge thereof surrounding

Claim.-1 . The combination in a cooler for powdered or the opening thereinto and an annular ledge projecting from

granular material, of a casing and a series of deflectors dis- the inner wall thereof immediately below the inner incline of

posed one above another therein , all of said deflectors being said angular rim, a cover having an annular recess and its

of less diameter than the casing, whereby spaces for the bed formed angularly corresponding to said rim , a flat rub

upward flow of air are provided between the deflectors and ber gasket extending completely across said angular rim

the casing , substantially as specified. whensaid cover is in position and having its inner edge rest

2. The combination in a cooler for powdered or granular ing on said ledge, and means for fastening said cover to said

material, of a casing, a series of deflectors disposed one ' body portion , as and for the purpose specified .
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2. A jar closure comprising an annular tongue on onemem- No. 100,662. Feed Water Heater and Purifier,

ber fitting into an annular groove on the other member, a
Appareil à alimenter et chauffer l'eau,

flat rubber gasket extending completely around said tongue

and across said groove and introduced therebetween , and a

suitable fastening ring securing said cover in position and

adapted to squeeze said gasket between the members, as and

for the purpose specified. F
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No. 100,660. · Printing Device. Appareil à imprimer .
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Andrew Holtun , Clinton , Wisconsin , U.S.A. , 28th August,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 18th May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,047 .
Claim . - 1. A printing device consisting of a holder in the Henry Esson Moffat, Woodstock , Ontario , Canada, 28th

form of a frame having parallel bars oppositely recessed at
August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 27th October, 1905. Receipt

No. 129,589.

one end to provide clearance space, type and space blocks

having sliding engagement with the frame bars, and a lock
Claim . - 1. A feed water heater and purifier comprising a

ing slide engaging said bars. pure water chamber, an outlet pipe and an automatically

2. A printing device consisting of a holder in the form of a operating check valve to allow of the egress of the contents

frame having parallel bars oppositely recessed at one end to of the pure water chamber and prevent the ingress of atmos

provide clearance space , type and space blocks having slid- pheric air thereto.

ing engagement with the frame bars , another block having 2. A feed water heating and purifier comprising a pure water

similar engagement with said bars , lugs extending from the chamber, a suction pipe , a vent pipe for the suction pipe and

latter block, and set screws epgaged with the lugs to oppose an automatically operating check valve to allow of the

the aforesaid bars . egress of the contents of the vent pipe and prevent the in

gress of atmospheric air thereto .

No. 100,661 . Packing. Garniture.
3. A feed water heater and purifier comprising a pure

water chamber , a suction pipe , a vent pipe for the suction

pipe , an automatically operating check valve to allow of the

egress of the contents of the vent pipe and prevent the in

gress of atmospheric air thereto, a pump connected with the

suction pipe and an automatically operating check valve in

terposed in the suction pipe between the pump and pure

water chamber.

4. A feed water heater and purifier comprising a pure water

chamber, an overflow pipe having its inner end above the

high water level, and an automatically operating check valve

fitted to the outer end of the overflow pipe opening outwards

to permit of the egress of the contents of the overflow pipe

and prevent the ingress of the atmospheric air .

5. A feed water heater and purifier comprising a pure water

chamber, suction and overflow pipes therefor, an oil ex
tractor, an oil drip pipe for the oil extractor and automati

cally operating check valves opening outwards to permit of

the egress of the contents of the suction , overflow and oil

drip pipes and to prevent the ingress therethrough of atmos

pheric air to the pure water chamber.

Adrian 0.Van Dervort, Troy ,NewYork,U.S.A., 28th August, plate, a pure water chamber below the deflectingplate, a
6. A feed water heater and purifier comprising a deflecting

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 31st May , 1906. Receipt No. 136,455 .

settling chamber at the side of the pure water chamber, a

Claim .-- 1. A packing ring embodying a casing, comprising filter interposed between the settling chamber and pure water

segments together constituting less than a circle , composed chamber, andan auxiliary inlet through the deflecting plate
of metal soft and mobile under the influence of the heat of to the pure water chamber.

steam under pressure , and a radially reducible ring of similar 7. A feed water heater and purifier comprising a deflecting

metal located withinthecasingand radially reducibleunder plate, a pure water chamber below thedeflecting plate, a
the compression of the casing upon the application of heat settling chamber, a filter interposed between the settling
and circumferential pressure thereto. chamber and pure water chamber, an auxiliary inlet through

2. The packing ring embodying a ring comprised of a num- the deflecting plate to the pure water chamber, a vertical
ber of segments having a bearing face for the rod and com partition for the auxiliary inlet extending above the deflect

posed of metal soft , reformable and mobile under the in ing plate , and a steam exhaust pipe having a steam outlet
fluence of the heat and pressure of steam , and a casing ofsimilar metalforsaid ring and comprised of anumber of port above the top of the partition.

chamber below the deflecting plate , a

spaced apart sect ons in engagement with the outer perimeter settling chamber, a filter interposed between the settling

of said ring, said casing having faces on the outer perimeter chamber and pure water chamber , an auxiliary inlet through
of the sections for receiving fluid pressure and pressing the the deflecting plate to the pure water chamber , a vertical

ring against the rod and circumferentially compressing the partition for the auxiliary inlet extending above the deflect
ring and reforming the bearing surface as the same is re- ing plate , a steam exhaust pipe having a steam outlet port
duced and worn away . above the top of the partition and a hood covering the top

3. The packing ring embodying a soft , reformable, mobile of the partition and separated therefrom to provide an open

metal ring comprised of a number of segments, and having ing for the unobstructed flow of the feed water over the top

a bearing face for the rod, and having its outer perimeter of the partition into the auxiliary inlet.

cylindrical, and a soft , reformable , mobile metal casing for 9. A feed water heater and purifier comprising a pure

said ring comprised of a number of spaced apart sections | water chamber, a relief pipe therefor communicating with

presenting a cylindrical inner face in engagement with the the atmosphere and an inwardly opening automatically oper

cylindrical outer permeter of said ring , said casing having ating check valve to prevent the egress of the contents of

faces on the outer perimeter of the sections for receiving the pure water chamber through the relief pipe and to allow
fluid pressure and pressing the ring against the rod and cir- of the ingress of atmospheric air thereto when the pressure

cumferentially compressing the ring and reforming the bear- in the pure water chamber has fallen below atmospheric

ing surface as the same is reduced and worn away. pressure,
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10. A feed water heater and purifier comprising a pure vided with a split nut L star -shaped , which depresses or ele

water chamber, purifying means above the pure water cham- vates the emptying mechanism by its coming in contact with

ber, rélief pipes above the pure water chamber and inward- p'ins L ' L L L secured to internal gear G , and for quick

ly opening automatically operating check valves for the re- removing when its work is done, disk M , carrying shaft J ,

lief pipes to prevent the egress of the contents of the appar- and screw K , in a circular and a revolving motion at the

atus and permit of the ingress of atmospheric air thereto same time, driven as before described, pitch hole V with a

when the pressure therein has fallen below atmospheric step U, for holding rigidly shaft N.
pressure.

11. A feed water heater and purifier comprising a pure No. 100,664. Method of Applying Turbines
water chamber, purifying means above the pure water cham Locomotives.

ber, relief pipes above the pure water chamber, inwardly

opening automatically operating check valves for the relief Méthode d'appliquer les turbines aux locomotives .

pipes to prevent the egress of the contents of the apparatus

and permit of the ingress of atmospheric air thereto when

the pressure therein has fallen below atmospheric pressure,

and water sheds protecting the check valves to prevent the

precipitates from the feeding water depositing thereon.

12. A feed water heater and purifier comprising a steam

exhaust outlet, a relief pipe therefor, an inwardly opening

automatically operating check valve therefor to prevent the

egress of the contents of the steam exhaust outlet and to

permit of the ingress of atmospheric air thereto when the

pressure therein has fallen below atmospheric pressure .

13. A feed water heater and purifier comprising a steam

exhaust outlet and a perforated shield therefor to allow of

the free circulation of the steam and prevent the contents of

the filters passing through the steam exhaust outlet .

14. A feed water heater and purifier comprising a steam

exhaust pipe having steam outlet ports , purifying means

located below the steam outlet ports, and internal overflow

pipes extending through and above the purifying means but

below the steam outlet ports.

15. A feed water heater and purifier comprising a pure
water chamber, a main feed water inlet pipe, water cha els

to apply the pure water chamber from the main feed water

inlet pipe and a supplemental feed water inlet pipe to sup

ply the pure water chamber in the event of the usual chan

nels becoming obstructed.

FIC 2

101664No. 100,663. Leach Emptier.

Appareil à vider les cendres de lessive.

porywisstrict

T'

Lida Wilson , Greenock , Scotland , 28th August , 1906; 6 years .

Filed 8th January, 1906. Receipt No. 131,649 .

Claim .-- 1. In a locomotive engine having reciprocating

pistons , the combination therewith of turbines mounted on

the driving axles and actuated by the exhaust gases from

the engine's cylinders.

2. In a locomotive engine having reciprocating pistons the

combination therewithof turbines mounted on the bogie

axles and driven by the exhaust gases from said engine's

cylinders.

3. In a locomotive engine having reciprocating pistons the

combination therewith of turbines mounted on the pony

truck axles, and driven by the exhaust gases from said

engine's cylinders.

4. In a locomotive of the class described , and in combina

tion with the reciprocating pistons, reversible turbines

mounted on the driving , or bogie , or pony truck axles , cas

ings for said turbines, ball bearings supporting said casing

on said axle, thrust bearings such as Mon said casing and

axle , and means for maintaining a steam tight connection

between said axle and casing.

5. In a locomotive of the class described and in combina

tion with the reciprocating pistons, driving, bogie or pony

trucks, axles extending outside of their respective wheels,

and reversible turbines mounted upon said axle extensions.

6. A method of utilizing the exhaust gases of locomotive

Fiel engine cylinders , which consists in causing the same to
104663

actuate a reversible turbine or turbines mounted on the

driving or bogie, or pony truck axles of said locomotive .

William Pigott Plant, Hastings , Onotario , Canada, 28th

August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 5th March, 1906. Receipt No. 100,665. Detergent for Scouring Wool.
No. 133,580.

Détersif pour dégraisser la laine.

Claim . - A leach emptier consisting of a sprocket wheel
A , connected my means of a shaft B , to bevel pinion E , to Salo Wohle , London, England, 28th August, 1906 ; 6 years.

drive the bevel gear F, attached to disc M carrying spur Filed 29th January, 1906. Receipt No. 132,375 .

pinion H in a pocket I to revolve in an integral gear G , being Claim . - 1. In a detergent for scouring wool the combina

fastened rigidly to the standards D D' , which are secured to tion with a vegetable saponin of mucilage and an oxidizing

the top of the leach cover, shaft J passing through pinion agent, substantially as described.

H and disc M to connect with the bevel gear R which drives 2. A detergent for scouring wool prepared by boiling lin

beyel gear R' , carried in pocket P P , and by which means it seed in water, straining the connection , adding thereto an

drives the screw cleaners SSS in a revolving motion , disc extract produced by digesting stripped horse chestnuts with

M secured to shaft N , which revolves in the integral gear G water, to which carbonate of soda has been added , straining

to give it a revolving motion , which gives a circular motion the decoction and adding castor oil , acetic acid, and sodium

to the screw cleaners Sss at the same time that it is re- peroxide.

volved by the motion of the pinion H revolving in an integral 3. A detergent for scouringwool prepared by boiling 23

gear G, screw K, passing through disc M with shaft J, pro- ' pounds of linseed with 5 gallons of water, straining and

v
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oz .

adding an extract obtained by digesting 123 pounds of more cars or floats swinging or pendant from said struc

stripped horse chestnuts in 5 gallons of water to which ture and an enclosure placed about the course of the cars

from 2 to 23 pounds of carbonate of soda has been added, to produce tunnel effect and screen the cars from view.

straining and adding about pound of castor oil followed 2. In an amusement device , the combination with a struc

by 1 oz. of acetic acid and about 1 } of peroxide of ture revolving over a circular traek or path , of one or more

sodium, cars or floats swinging or pendant from said structure ,

4 A detergent for scouring wool prepared by boiling to- means placed at various points in the line of travel to de

gether in 10 gallons water, to which 2 to 23 pounds of car- flect the cars and an enclosure built about the course of the

bonate of soda have been added, 21 pounds of linseed and cars to produce a tunnel effect and screen the cars , from

123 pounds of stripped horse chestnuts, straining and add - view.

ing about 1 pound of castor oil followed by 1 oz . acetic acid 3. In an amusement device , the combination with a frame

and about 13 oz of peroxide of sodium . or structure revolving over a circular track or path , of one

5. A detergent for scouring wool prepared by boiling 3 to or more cars or floats swinging or pendant from said struc

4 pounds of vegetable material yielding mucilage with 5 ture or frame, a tunnel placed about the course of the

gallons of water, straining and adding an extract obtained cars to screen the cars from view and doors working auto

by digesting 121 pounds of stripped horse chestnuts in 5 matically at either end of the tunnel to exclude outside

pounds of water with from 2 to 2 ) pounds of carbonate of light from entering the tunnel .

soda , straining and adding about pound of castor oil fol- 4. In an amusement device, the combination of a struc

lowed by 1 oz . acetic acid and about 1 } oz . of peroxide of ture or frame with radial arms revolving over a circular

sodium . track or path , of one or more cars or floats swinging or pen

6. A detergent for scouring wool prepared by boiling vege- dant from said structure or frame , of rollers or anti-friction

table matter yielding mucilage in water , straining and agu- means placed in the line of travel of the cars to deflect

ing a decoction obtained by digesting stripped horse chest- them , a tunnel built about the course to screen the cars

nuts in water to which has been added carbonate of so la , from view and doors in the tunnel to exclude outside light

straining , adding a fatty oil followed by a feeble acid and from entering the tunnel .

then adding a suitable peroxide . 5. In an amusement device , the combination with a frame

adapted to move around a central point and carry dependio

No. 100,666 . Explosion Engine. Machine erplosive. cars , screens in the line of travel of the cars to be auru

matically deflected as the cars pass them, and enclosed

structure in the line of the moving cars, automatically

operated doors at the opening and within the enclosed

structure , and a water supply adapted to flow over the doors
or the screens .
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No. 100,668. Apparatus for. Stretching Fingers.

Appareil pour étendre les doigts.
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Eugenio Cantono , Rome , Italy, 28th August, 1906 ; 6 years.

Filed 9th May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,717.

Claim . - An automotic device for storing the energy of

a rotating shaft and for starting or aiding the rotation of

said shaft when required, comprising an epicyclic gear hav

ing a satellite element adapted normally to revolve trans

lationally with regard to two sun elements , one of which is

connected with the shaft and one with a suitable accumu

lator, the carrier of the satellite element being adapted to

be retarded when required so as to enable the one sun

clement to drive the other and so store energy, the satel

lite carrier being adapted to be released so as to be able

to continue its orbital movement , but not its rotary move

ment about its own axis when required , so as to enable the

stored energy to be returned to the driving shaft, substanti- Wilhelm Johannes Mennes , Amsterdam , Netherlands , 28th

ally as hereinbefore described . August , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 23rd March, 1906. Receipt

No. 134,207 .

No. 100,667. Amusement Device . Claim . - 1. In an apparatus of the class described, a pair

Appareil d'amusement. of tongs pivotally connected to each other intermediate their

extremities , spoon - shaped finger pieces movably connected

adjacent to the ends of said tongs , and tension means for

holding the tongs in a closed position .

2. An apparatus of the class described , including arms

pivotally connected adjacent to one extremity of each arm,

means for limiting the movement of said plates on the arms ,

and tension means acting upon said arms in a direction to

bring together said plates ,

3. A pair of tongs having a spoon -shaped plate pivotally

mounted at the ends of each of the long arms, the oscilla

tion of which plates is limited by stops, the short arms , by

which the tongs are grasped and which are held apart by

flat fork - like springs , being provided on the outside with

horn- like projections to prevent slipping off of the hand and

te facilitate pressing the tongs into the openings between

the fingers, substantially as and for the purpose hereinbe

fore described.

4. An apparatus of the class described comprising a pair

of tongs associated side by side with respect to each other

and pivotally connected spoon - shaped finger pieces pivotally

connected to the ends of said tongs, and stops for limiting

the movement of said finger pieces .

5. An apparatus of the class described comprising a pair
Herbert Horton Pattee , New York City , New York , U.S.A., oi tongs pivoted centrally together, movable finger pieces

28th August , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 23rd April , 1906 . Re- connected at one end of each of the tongs , springs carried

ceipt No. 135,186 .
by each tong, the free terminals of which acting upon the

Claim . - 1. In an amusement device , a structure revolving respective tongs for normally holding the finger pieces to

over a circular track or path, in combination with one or gether.
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6. An apparatus of the class described including pivotally threaded plug 25 screwed into the side of the inlet spud of

connected members forming arms, one terminal of each arm the valve body to regulate the flow of water to the closet,

forming a handle having projections to prevent slipping off and a cap 27 inclosing the outer end of the said plug to pre

of the hand and to facilitate pressing the tongs into the vent any leakage.

opening between the two fingers, tension means interposed 5. In combination with a flush valve for water closets hav

between the arms to hold the same normally closed, pivotal ing a smoothly bored chamber 1, a piston 2 within the cham

finger pieces carried at the opposite terminals of the arms , ber 1 , and a relief valve by which the water pressure on top

and stops on the arms for limiting the motion of the finger of the piston is reduced to a minimum when the said relief

pieces. valve is opened, of a metal ring 28 fitted on the upper end of

the body of the device under the cap 15 and arranged so that

No. 100,669. Hot Air Engine. Machine à air chaud.
the rubber cushion on its can be turned in any position and

secured there , as and for the purpose set forth.

Franz Stolze, Charlottenburg, Germany, 28th August, 1906 ; 6. A flush valve for water closets or urinals having a

6 years . Filed 17th September , 1904. Receipt No. 118,491. smoothly bored chamber 1, a piston 2 within the said cham

Claim.-1. The improved method of increasing the efficiency ber, a channel 21 extending from the lower to the upper part

of hot air and gas engines , which consists in using a de- of the chamber 1 , a regulating valve 23 operating on a valve

creased quantity of motive fluid, so as to decrease the work seat within the channel 21 , a discharge valve 5 having a de

of compression thereof and mixing a small quantity of steam pending guide 6 with ports 7 7 in the side, a recessed cap 15

with said motive fluid as a substitute fortheexcess thereof, having one or more ports 16 in its communicating with a

said quantity of steam corresponding exactly to the quan
channel 18 in the body of the valve , a relief valve to take

tity of heat otherwise absorbed by said excess of motive
the pressure from the upper part of the piston and allow the

fluid , substantially as set forth .
discharge valve 5 to be lifted from its seat and a cup washer

2. The improved method of increasing the efficiency of hot
3 on the piston arranged to close the inlet of the channel 21

air and gas engines , which consists in using a decreased
when the discharge valve is near its seat .

quantity of hot air so as to decrease the work of compres

sion thereof, and mixing a small quantity of combustible No. 100,671. Means of Pleating and Hanging
liquid with said motive air as a substitute for the exces's Curtains, Etc.

thereof , said quantity of combustible liquid corresponding

exactly to the quantity of heat otherwise absorbed by said
Moyen de plisser et pendre les rideaua , etc.

excess of air, substantially as set forth .

No. 100,670 . Water Closet Flush Valve.

Chasse d'eau pour cabinets d'aisance . J
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Charles H. Moore, New York City, New York, U.S.A. , 28th

August , 1906; 6 years. Filed 3rd February, 1905. Re- George Frederick French , Manchester, and William Henry

ceipt No. 122,196 .
Pinch, Birkenhead, both in England , 28th August, 1906 ;

Claim .-- 1 . A flush valve for water closets or urinals hav
6 years. Filed 22nd May, 1905. Receipt No. 125,412 .

ing a smoothly bored chamber 1 , a piston 2 within the cham
Claim . - 1. In means for pleating or gathering and suspend

ber , a cup washer 3 on the piston , a cap 4 to hold the cup ing curtains and the like , a curtain , a tape equal in length

washer in place, a valve 5, a depending guide 6 having ports
to the width of thecurtain and affixed by its two longitudinal

7 , 7 , in the side, a recessed cap 15 having ports 16, 16, through edges to the curtain, a series of eyelets let into the said

i : communicating with a groove 17 in the cap and a channel
tape at equal and short distances apart along its whole

18 in the body of the valve, a relief valve 10 operating length , a draw tape between the curtain and tape fixed at

against a valve seat on the bottom of the cap 15 by a push
one end , and loose at the other, and a series of hooks for

spindle 13 and a spring 14 within the cap , and a channel 21
suspending the tapes and curtain, engaging the said eyelets

having a regulating screw 23 upon the crown of the inlet
in the tape, as set forth .

spud , as and for the purpose set forth .

2. In means for pleating or gathering and suspending cur

2. A flush valve for water closets or urinals having a
tains and the like, a curtain , a tape equal in length to the

smoothly bored chamber 1 , a piston 2 within the chamber, a
width of the curtain and affixed by its two longitudinal edges

cup washer 3 on the piston, a valve5,a depending guide 6 equaland shortdistancesapart along itswhole length, and

to the curtain , a series of eyelets let into the said tape at

having ports 7 , 7 , in the side , a recessed cap 15 having ports

16, 16 , through it communicating with a groove 17, in the cap

a series of hooks for suspending the tape and curtain , en

and a channel 18 in the body of the valve , a relief valve 10

gaging the said eyelets in the tape , as set forth.

operating against a valve seat on the bottom of the cap 15

3. In means for suspending curtains and the like , a cur

by a push spindle 13 and a spring 14 within the cap , and an

tain , a tape affixed along its longitudinal edges to the curtain

adjustable fitting 9 screwed on a fitting in the interior of
and eyelets let into the tape at short distances apart for its

the piston 2 , as and for the purpose set forth .

whole length, substantially as set forth.

3. A flush valve for water closets or urinals having a

smoothly bored chamber 1, a piston 2 within the chamber, a No. 100,672. Kite. Cerf- volant.

cup washer 3 on the piston, a valve 5 , a depending guide 6
having ports 7 , 7 , in the side, a recessed cap 15 having one Alfred Jacques Bergeron , Bordeaux, France, 28th August ,

or more ports through it communicating with the channel 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 9th December, 1905. Receipt No.

18 , a relief valve 10 operating against a valve seat on the
130,852.

bottom of the cap 15 by a push spindle 13 and a spring 14 Claim.-1 . A kite of the character described consisting in

within the cap, and a means provided for regulating the the combination with a main supporting section or plane , of
length of time that the valve 5 is to remain up from its seat a second or directing section detachably supported by the

and the closet is to be flushed . main section , and a third or compensating section detach

4. In combination with a flush valve for water closets or ably supported by the said second section, all arranged in the

urinals having a smoothly bored chamber 1 , a piston 2 with- manner and for the purpose specified .

in the chamber 1 , an outlet valve 5 , and a relief valve by 2. A kite of the character described consisting in the com

which the water pressure on top of the piston is reduced to bination with the main supporting section or plane having

a minimum when the said relief valve is opened , of a a depending rod, of a second or directing section having a

8-23
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rod provided with a socket into which socket the lower end opening therein , a link connecting said lever arm with said

of said depending rod fits, and a third or compensating sec- last-mentioned door and adapted to actuate the same when

said lever arm is contacted and lifted by said fire door, a

steam pipe adjacent to said shaft, a valve controlling the

entrance of steam thereinto and a lever connection between

said U-shaped lever arm and said valve, and adapted to

regulate the flow therethrough by the movement thereof, sub

stantially as described .

2. The combination of a fire door , a shaft pivoted above

said fire door , an arm on said shaft extending above and in

front of said fire door and forming a cam surface adapted to

be contracted and acted upon as a cam surface by said fire

door, said arm having a notch or bend adapted to engage

said fire door, an opening in said fire door, a second door

hinged thereto and adapted to close said opening, means for

connecting said second door with said arm, a steam pipe

provided with a valve, and means for connecting said arm

with said valve.

3. The combination of a fire door , a shaft rtatably jour

nalled thereabove , a lever arm extending from said shaft and

structurally integral therewith , a U-shaped lever arm de

pending from said shaft in front of said door, and affording

tion having a socket into which fits the lower end of the a cam surface adapted to be acted upon thereby, an opening

rod on the second section. in said fire door, a second door hinged to said fire door and

aldapted to close said opening, a link connecting said second

No. 100,673. Drying Apparatus for Malt, Etc.
door with said lever arm, a steam pipe providedwith a plur

ality of jets, a valve therein, a connecting rod joining said
Appareil à sécher la drèches.

valve with said lever arm , a second lever arm upon said

shaft, a cylinder and a piston linked thereto, and adapted

to retard the movement of said shaft and the mechanism
connected therewith while returning to its normal position ,

substantially as described .

4. In a furnace the combination of a fire door C, provided

with an opening therethrough, a door D hinged thereupon,

and adapted to close said opening, a shaft E extending above

the door C and adapted to rotate in a plane at right angles

to that of the door c , a U-shaped lever arm E ’, depending

in front of said door C and structurally integral with said

shaft having a notch M , a steam pipe G, a valve G?, controll

ing the flow hrough said pipe, a connecting rod joining the

lever arm El with the valveG ,̒ and a connecting rod joining

the lever arm E', with the door D and adapted to actuate the

same by movements of the shaft E. a cataract gear, and

means for connecting said shaft E therewith, substantially

as described.

5. In a furnace the combination of a fire door C, provided

with an opening therethrough, a door D, pivoted upon the

door C, and adapted to close said opening, a shaft E extend

ing above the door C, and pivoted to turn in a plane at right

angles to the plane in which the door C turns, a lever arm

Emil Ellermann, Berlin , Prussia, Germany, 28th August, E' , shaped to form a cam extending over and in front of the

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 17th January, 1906. ReceiptNo. 131,944. door C , so as to be engaged by said doortorock said lever

arm when the door is opened , said lever arm being shaped

Claim .-1. Apparatus for drying malt and the like com
to form a notch so located that it shall engage said door

prising in combination a hollow rotating shaft, a system of
to hold the same yieldingly in an open position , a steam pipe

coil pipes of different diameter surrounding said shaft and
C , provided with a valve G², a connecting rod joining the

connected therewith and means for conveying the goods to

be dried.
lever arm El at a point a distance from the axis about which

2. Drying apparatus comprising a hollow rotating shaft, a
said arm turns , with the door D at a distance from the axis

system of connected coil pipes of different diameter con
about which said door turns, a cataract gear, and means for

centric with said shaft, branch pipes for leading off conden
connecting said shaft with said cataract gear, and an ad

sationwater, and conveyers for feeding the goods to be dried . justable arm on said shaft, as and for the purpose described .

No. 100,674. Smoke Consumer. Appareil fumivore.
No. 100,675. Drying Kiln. Four à sécher.
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George Cramond, Detroit, Michigan, U.S.A., 28th August,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 22nd January, 1906 . Receipt No.

132,131.

Claim .-1 . The combination of a fire door , a shaft horizon . Elmer Ellsworth Perkins, Chicago, Illinois , U.S.A. , 28th

tally journalled thereabove, a U-shaped lever arm having its
August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 26th February, 1906. Re

terminals attached to said shaft and depending therefrom in
ceipt No. 133,331 .

front of said fire door so as to be contacted and rocked there- Claim.—1 . In a drying kiln , a closed housing having an up

by, an auxiliary door hinged to said fire door and covering an ' right partition dividing it into a drying chamber and an ad
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jacent compartment of relatively large cross sectional area 3. A funnel comprising a conical bowl converging into a

communicating therewith at its upper end, a double bottom neck or tube , said bowl being provided on its inner surface

for the chamber directly connected with the lower end of with a plurality of narrow channels formed below the sur

said compartment and having inlets into the chamber in- face of the bowl and extending into the neck of the funnel ,

creasing in area as they are farther from the compartment, said channels being separated by comparatively wide bear

curved guides adjacent the inlets to direct the air as it en- ing surfaces for the filtering material , and said neck being

ters the chambe a condenser in the compartment, and heat- provided with exterior air vent channels , substantially as

ing means adjacent the inlets into the chamber, the alter- described .

hate heating and cooling on opposite sides of the partition 4. A funnel comprising a conical bowl converging into a

causing a continuous and free air current through the cham- neck or tube , the inner surface of said bowl being plain and

ber, the variations in the areas of the inlets and the curved provided with a plurality of narrow channels formed below

guides distributing the incoming air uniformly throughout the surface of the bowl and extending into the neck of the

the chamber, and preventing the formation of eddies and funnel , said channels being separated by wide bearing sur

dead spaces. faces for the filtering material, and said nuck beinz pro

2. In a drying kiln, a closed housing having an upright vided with exterior air vent channels, substantially as des

partition dividing it into a drying chamber and an adjacent cribed .

compartment of relatively large cross sectional area com- 5. A funnel comprising a bowl converging into a neck or

municating therewith at its upper end, a double bottom for tube, the inner surface of said bowl being plain and pro

the chamber, directly connected with the lower end of said vided with narrow grooves or channels formed below the

compartment and having inlets into the chamber increasing plain surface of the bowl and extending into the neck of

in area as they are farther from the compartment, curved the funnel , said channels being separated throughout their

guides adjacent the inlets and extending both above and be- entire length by wide bearing surfaces for the filtering ma

low the plane in which the inlets are located , to direct the terial , and said neck being provided with exterior air vent

air as it enters the chamber, a condenser in the compart- channels.

ment , and heating means adjacent the inlets into the cham

ber, the alternateheating and cooling on opposite sides of No. 100,677. Pillow Sham Holder.

the partition causing a continuous and free air current

through the chamber, the variations in the areas of the in
Porte taie - d'oreiller .

lets and the curved guides distributing the incoming air uni

formly throughout the chamber, and preventing the forma

tion of eddies and dead spaces .

3. In a drying kiln , a closed housing having a transversely 00
curved roof and an upright partition dividing the housing

into a drying chamber and an adjacent condensing compart

ment communicating therewith at its upper end, a double

bottom for the chamber having a direct and curved connec

tion with the lower end of said compartment and having in

lets into the chamber increasing in area as they are farther

away from the compartment, curved guides adjacent the in

lets to direct the air as it enters the chamber, and heating

means adjacent said inlets the alternate heating and cool

ing on opposite sides of the partition causing a continuous

and free air current through the chamber, the variations

in the areas of the inlets and the curved guides distributing

the incoming air uniformly throughout the chamber , and

acting, with the curved roof and the curved connection be

tween the compartment and the double bottom of the cham

ber to prevent the formation of eddies and dead spaces.
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Herbert J. Bailey , Albion , New York , U.S.A. , executor of

the estate of Swan W. Cady, 28th August, 1906 ; 6 years.

Filed 21st July, 1904 . Receipt No. 117,115 .

Claim.-1 . In a pillow sham holaer , a tube, and means for

firmly securing said tube to a bed, in combination with a

rod provided with a loop at its upper end and vertically

adjustable in said tube, means for firmly securing said rod

at the position to which it is adjusted in said tube , a

bracket secured to and supported by said rod and provided

at its opposite ends with loops in line with the loop on the

upper end of said rod, and pillow sham holding arms held

in place, supported by and laterally adjustable in said

loops in said rod and bracket, substantially as shown and

for securing said foot to said bed rail , and a folding clamp

described and for the purpose specified.

2. In a pillow sham holder, a tube , a foot with which said

tube is provided , in which foot a socket is formed to adapt

it to clasp the horizontal flange of a bed rail , means for

securing said foot to said bed rail, and a folding clamp for

securing said tube to the bar of an iron bed, in combina

tion with a rod formed with a loop at the upper end and

Wallace Dawson, Montreal, Quebec, Canada , 28th August, vertically adjustable in said tube, and means for securing

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 1st March, 1906. Receipt No. 133,- said rod at the position towhichit is adjusted in said tube,
443 . a bracket secured to said rod and provided with loops on its

Claim .-- 1 . A funnel having a bowl provided with a plu- outer ends in line with the loop on the upper end of said

rality of narrow grooves or channels separated by plain rod, and pillow sham holding arms supported by, held in

bearing surfaces, whereby the filtering material will be place, and laterally adjustable in said loop, substantially as

maintained upon said bearing surface and will bridge over shown and described and for the purpose specified.

said grooves to allow the liquid to escape freely therefrom . 3. In a pillow sham holder, a tube , and means for secur

2. A funnel having a bowl provided with a plurality of ing said tube to a bed, in combination with a rod vertical

narrow grooves or channels extending into the neck of ly adjustable in said tube , and means for securing said rod

said funnel, said grooves being separated by comparatively at the position to which it is adjusted in said tube, a
wide bearing surfaces , said bearing surfaces being main- / bracket secured to said rod , and laterally adjustable pillow

tainedthroughout the depth of said bowl at a sufficient shamholding arms supported by and held in place by said
width to prevent the altering material from allingsaid rod and said bracket, substantially as shown and described
grooves and retarding the escape of the liquid . and for the purpose specified.
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No. 100,678. Caulk for Horseshoes. therewith , and a cut -out for preventing the action of said

Orampon de fer à cheval. tap when the supply of gas is shut off .

2. In an apparatus of the character described , the com

bination of a supporting member provided with separate

openings for admitting gas to the burner and for admitting

gas to the pilot lamp , a rolling ball adapted to fit into each

of said openings so as to close the same gas tight , an elec

tro -magnet, and a movable armature for said magnet, said

movable armature being so positioned that in moving under
the impulse of said magnet it rolls said ball from one of

said openings to the other.

3. In an apparatus of the character described , the com

bination of a supporting member provided with an opening

for admitting gas to the burner and with an opening for

admitting gas to the pilot lamp, said member heing further

provided with a raised portion intermediate of said open

ings , a loose ball adapted to fit each of said openings gas

tight , said ball being further adapted to roll over said

raised portion when given an impetus for that purpose , an

electro -magnet, and a movable armature for said electro

magnet, said movable armature being so positioned as to

strike said ball when the same is resting within one of

said openings.

4. In an apparatus of the character described, the com

bination of a supporting member provided with an opening

for admitting gas to the burner and a separate opening for

admitting gas to the pilot lamp, a ball adapted to close

each of said openings air tight, an electro -magnet, a mov
wi able armature for said magnet, said armature being adapted

to roll said ball from one of said openings to the other, and

means operable while said electro-magnet is energized for

preventing said ball from completely closing the opening

into which it rolls .

John Durke , Jr. , Woodbine , Iowa , U.S.A. , 28th August, 1906 ;

6 years . Filed 2nd August, 1906. Receipt No. 138,361 . No. 100,681 . Oil Engine. Machine à huile.

Claim . - 1. A horseshoe caulk composed of a V-shaped outer

plate of iron with an angular opening extending length

wise of its body below the line of its free ends , and a

steel plate fitting within the opening, the steel plate being 42 57

provided with a pointed lug integral therewith and extend

ing outwardly from the edges of the outer plate.

2. A horseshoe caulk consisting of a steel plate portion AME

having a pointed lug extending from its edge and integral

therewith , having a plate of iron folded upon the length

wise edge opposite the lug , said iron portion enveloping

one edge and entire side surfaces of the steel plate por
tion, substantially as shown and described .

No. 100,679. Clothes Washing Composition. 398

Composition pour laver le linge. 33 33

John Marshall Hamilton, Sault Ste Marie , Ontario , Canada ,

28th August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 22nd March , 1906. Re

ceipt No. 134,163 .

Claim . - 1. The herein described composition of matters

consisting of carbonate of sodium , bi - carbonate of soda and
Fig. 1.

sodium silicate, substantially as described and for the pur

pose specified. 106687

2. The herein dsecribed composition of matters for wash

ing clothes , cottons and cloth materials consisting of and

in the proportions of 6 pounds of carbonate of sodium , 1

pound of carbonate of soda, and 6 pounds of sodium sill- Arthur Edward Whitehouse, Montreal, Quebec , Canada, 28th

cate, substantially as described .
August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 20th March, 1906. Receipt

No. 134,079 .

No. 100,680. Electric Gas Lighter. Claim.-1. In an oil engine , a cylinder, a trunk piston slid

Bouteille non - reemplissable. ing therein , an air tight crank case, an air tight oil reser

voir, a carbureter attached to said cylinder, a wheel governor

actuated oil pump, means for adjusting the stroke of said

pump , means for compressing air in the crank case at each

forward stroke of the piston, and means for utilizing said

compressed air to force oil from the reservoir to the car

bureter and the oil pump.

2. In an oil engine , a cylinder, trunk piston sliding

therein , an air- tight crank case, means for compresinsg air

in the crank case at each forward stroke of the piston , and

means for utilizing said compressed air to blow the pro

ducts of combustion out of the cylinder at the end of each

forward stroke of the piston .

3. In an oil engine , a cylinder , a trunk piston , sliding

therein , an air- tight crank case , means for compressing air

in the cylinder at each return stroke of the piston , means

for creating a partial vacuum in the crank case at each re

turn stroke of the piston , and means for admitting air to the

crank case at the end of each return stroke of the piston.

4. In an oil engine , a cylinder, a trunk piston sliding

therein, a conecting rod pivoted to the piston , an air - tight

crank case , and means for creating a partial vacuum in the

crank case at each return stroke of the piston whereby

Giorgio Giorgi, Florence, Italy, 28th August, 1906 ; 6 years. lubricating oil will be fed to the connecting rod and the

Filed 19th March, 1906. Receipt No. 134,011 .
cylinder .

Claim.-1 . In an apparatus of the character described the 5. In an oil engine , a lubricating oil reservoir, means for

combination of an electro -magnet tap , a burner co -acting heating the oil in said reservoir, a plurality of oil cups, an
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open cell and a closed cell in each oil cup, oil strainers in 4. A napkin clip comprising a bar having divergent spring

said open cells , passages connecting the open cells and the arms whereby it is adapted to be suspended , and a bar close

closed cells , check valves in said closed cells , pipes regu- to the first and having eyes at its ends whereby it engages

lating the lubricating oil reservoir and the open cells , regu- said arms.

lating valves in said pipes, and passages leading from the 5. A napkin clip comprising a bar having at its ends arms

closed cells for delivering oil . whereby it may hang from a belt or garment , and a sliding

6. In an oil engine , a water jacketed cylinder , a water bar extending along the first and having at its ends means

tank , a float in said tank , a pipe connecting the bottom of loosely engaging said arms so as to admit of its movement

the water tank and the top of the water jacket, a second along said arms away from the first bar, means being pro
pipe connecting the top of the water tank and the cylinder, vided for preventing accidental separation of said bars.
a valve seat in the mouth of said second pipe , and a needle 6. A napkin clip comprising a bar bent up at its ends to

on said float adapted to fit into said valve seat. form divergent arms which are adapted to hang from loops,

7. In an oil engine , a water jacketed cylinder, an air - tight said arms having laterally extending members formed with

crank case , an air - tight oil reservoir, a carbureter hinged to reflex members inserted within the loops , and a bar pro

the cylinder cover , a hollow globe within the carbureter hav- vided with eyes whereby it is loosely mounted upon said

ing a neck projecting into the cylinder , an oil pump , a wheel arms and prevented from becoming accidentally separated

governor actuating said oil pump , a pipe connecting the from the first bar.

crank case and the oil reservoir, and a check valve in said

pipe adapted to prevent air escaping from the oil reservoir. No. 100,683. Drill. Foret.

8. In an oil engine , a lubricating oil reservoir , means for

heating the oil in said reservoir, an air -tight fuel oil reser

voir, a governor actuated oil pump, means for actuating said

oil pump independently of said governor, and means for ad

justing the stroke of said oil pump.

9. In an oil engine, a lubricating oil reservoir located in

juxtaposition to the exhaust pipe , an air - tight fuel oil reser

voir, a governor actuated oil pump, a lever for operating

said oil pump independently of said governor , and an ad

justing screw attached to said lever for regulating the stroke

of said oil pump.

10. In an oil engine , a lubricating oil reservoir , means for

heating the oil in said reservoir , an air- tight fuel oil reser

voir , a governor actuated oil pump , manually operable means

for actuating said pump independently of said governor, and

means for adjusting said manually operable means to regu

late the stroke of the piston in the oil pump.

11. In an oil engine , a water jacketed cylinder, a water

tank, a float in said water tank , a needle on said float, a car

bureter hinged to said cylinder , a hollow member in said

carbureter projecting into the cylinder , an air- tight oil res

crvoir , .an oil pump, a wheel governor actuating said oil

pump , an air- tight crank case , a pipe connecting the crank

case and the oil reservoir , a check valve in said pipe , a

lubricating oil reservoir, means for heating the oil in said Henry John Lamb, London , and Alexander K. Kirkpatrick,

reservoir , a connecting rod pivoted to the piston , and a Kingston, both in Ontario, Canada, 28th August, 1906 ; 6

longitudinal oil gutter extending along the top of said con- years. Filed 17th July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,900 .
necting rod.

Claim.-1 . In a drilling machine, the combination with the

standards suitably supported and a cross bridge extending

No. 100,682. Catamenial Belts. Ceinture cataméniale. betwen the same, of a sleeve extending through the cross

bridge and provided with inwardly extending bosses, a hol

low shaft fitting within the sleeve and provided with a spiral

into which the bosses extend , a drill stock extending through

the hollow shaft and provided with a suitable bit and suit

ably held in the hollow shaft and means for driving the

sleeve , as and for the purpose specified.

2. In a drilling machine, the combination with the stan

dards suitably supported and a cross bridge extending be

tween the same, of a sleeve extending through the cross

bridge and provided with inwardly extending bosses, a hol

low shaft fitting within the sleeve and provided with a spiral

into which the bosses extend, a drill stock extending through

the hollow shaft and provided with a suitable bit and suit

ably held in the hollow shaft , means for driving the sleeve ,

and a tube at the lower end of the drill stock into which the

drill extends , as and for the purpose specified .

3. In a drilling machine the combinatiin with the standards

suitably supported and a cross bridge extending between the

same , of a sleeve extending through the cross bridge and
provided with inwardly extending bosses , a hollow shaft fit

ting within thesleeveand provided with a spiral into which
the bosses extend, a drill stock extending through the hollow

shaft, a worm wheel secured on the sleeve and located in the

slot in the bridge , a cross shaft supported in bearings in the

Arthur Edward Luzzi , New York City , New York , U.S.A. , 28th | bridge and provided with suitable crank handle and a worm

August , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 8th May, 1905. Receipt No. secured on the cross shaft meshing with the worm wheel , as

124,937 .
and for the purpose specified.

4. In a drilling machine the combination with the stand

Claim .- 1 . A napkin clip comprising a pair of arms, each
ards and drill stock andoperating means for the same, and

arm having a laterally extending member which is formed the bridge , of a crankshaft supported in bearings on the

with a reflex short finger, said finger being beneath said bridge, the major and minor sprockets secured on the cross
laterally extending member, whereby the clip may be de

shaft , the block provided with a depending hook and the
tachably supported upon a pair of loops of tape, each loop sprocket chains passing around the block and over the
being confined between an arm and the crotch of the finger sprocket wheels ontheshaft, as and for the purpose specified.
thereon. 5. The combination with the standards and bridge and the

2. A napkin clip comprising a bar bent up at its ends to drill stock and spirally grooved hollow shaft through which

fcrmpendent arms, the latter having laterallyextending the stock extends and isheld, of a crossbar connected to the
members formed with reflex fingers, and a bar provided with bridge by depending hangers and provided with depending

cyes whereby it is loosely mounted upon said arms. lugs, a sleeve located in the drill stock and provided at the

3. A napkin clip comprising a bar having divergent arms upper end with friction dogs designed to engage with the

whereby it is adapted to be suspended from a belt, and a stock, and means for raising the sleeve for bringing the tails

loose bar prevented from slipping away from the latter by of the dogs into engagement with the depending lugs of the

reason of the divergence of said arms. crossbar, as and for the purpose specified .
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6. The combination with the standards and bridge and the No. 100,685. Lubricator for Axle Spindles.

drill stock and spirally grooved hollow shaft through which Graisseur pour essieur .
the stock extends and is held , of a crossbar connected to

the bridge by depending hangers and provided with depend

ing lugs , a sleeve located in the drill stock and provided at

the upper end with friction dogs designed to engage with

the stock , a crank shaft journalled in bearings on the bridge ,

a cam secured in the crank shaft , a lever fulcrumed and

provided with a depending intermediate portion designed to

ride on the cam , and a rod connecting the outer end of the

lever with an arm atached to the sleeve on the drill stock,

as and for the purpose specified .

7. The combination with the standards and bridge and

sleeve extending through the bridge and provided with in

wardly extending bosses and upper external annular

groove, of a hollow shaft provided with an internal spiral

groove , a drill stock extending through the spiral hollow

shaft and securely held therein , and a lever pivoted on a

suitable bracket on the bridge and designed to engage with

the annular groove at the upper end of the sleeve and means

for raising the drill stock , as and for the purpose specified .
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No. 100,684. Car Journal Box.

Coussinet d'essieux de chars.
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Walter Vandenburgh, Melrose, Massachusetts, U.S.A. , 28th

August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 21st March, 1906. Receipt

No. 134,143.

Claim .-1 . A lubricating device for an axle spindle, con

sisting of an axle spindle having a groove extending longi

tudinally upon the upper surface thereof and from the outer

end of the spindle , a wick of absorbent material saturated

with a lubricant, said wick filling the entire length, width ,

and substantially the depth of the groove in the spindle , with

its outer edge in engagement with the inner surface of the

box used upon the spindle , a stiffening strip on one side of

the wick extending the entire length of the wick and longi

tudinally thereto , and means to attach said strip to said wick ,

whereby the wick may be withdrawn from the groove in the

spindle or reinstated therein from the outer end of the

spindle while the box is upon the spindle and the entire

groove be used to contain the lubricant .

2. A lubricating wick for an axle spindle , made from ab

sorbent material , and stiffening strip on one side only of the

wick but extending the entire length of the wick and longi

tudinally thereto , and means to attach said strip to said wick,

John Rudolph Schrader, Buffalo, New York , U.S.A. , 28th whereby the wick may be removed from or reinserted within

August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 9th January, 1906. Receipt a groove in the spindle of an axle from the outer end of the

No. 131,715 .

groove while the box is upon the axle spindle and the wick

Claim .-1. In a car journal box the combination with the
may be made the same size as the groove in the spindle.

3. A lubricating wick for an axle , made from absorbent

body thereof and a car axle , of a bearing block provided with
an old pocket in its curved underside , anopeningleading material, a stiffening plate upon one side only of said wick

but extending the entire length of the wick, and projecting
through the block from said pocket to the top therof, and a
groove in the top of said block which communicates with the points upon said plate which enter the wick and attach the

opening and terminates at the block end over the axle ,
wick to the stiffening plate , whereby the lubricating wick

may be inserted or removed from a groove on the surface of

whereby the rotation of the car axle fills the oil pocket and
an axle spindle from the end of the groove and the wick be

forces oil through the opening to the top whence it flows
made sufficiently large to fill the entire groove in the spindle.

through the groove to its termination and then downward

by gravity upon the car axle to produce an automatic over

head oil feed , substantially as set forth . No. 100,686. Bushing for Belt Pulleys.

2. In a car journal box the combination with the body
Dé de poulies de courroies.

thereof and a car axle , of a bearing block provided with a

series of oil pockets in its curved under side, and a groove Daniel T. McNiel , Detroit , Michigan , U.S.A. , 28th August,

in its side connected by openings with said oil pockets , said 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 8th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,677.

groove extending to one end of the clock over the axle
Claim. -1 . A composite bushing for belt pulleys and the

whereby oil is conducted to the end of the bearing block
like comprising a plurality of layers of different material

over the car axle , for the purpose specified. assembled and shaped to form a complete bushing, having a
3. In a car journal box the combination with the body

bore to fit upon a shaft and an exterior formed to fit within

thereof and a car axle , of a bearing block provided with a
the central opening of a pulley .

series of oil pockets in its curved under side , a plurality

of grooves in its top side extending to at least one end of
2. A composite bushing for belt pulleys and the like com

said bearing block and over the axle whereby the oil may
prising layers of metal and material of greater compres

drop by gravity upon the axle , and openings extending from
sibility secured together to form a unit , with a bore to fit

the oil pockets to the grooves , whereby when the car is
upon a shaft and an exterior to fit within the central open

travelling the rotation of the axle will force oil into the re
ing of a pulley .

cesses and up through the openings into the top grooves
3. A composite bushing for belt pulleys and the like com

thereby producing an automatic overhead feed directly upon prising a layer of metal and a layer of material of greater

the car axle .

compressibility secured together to form a unit, provided

4. In a car journal box the combination with the body with a bore to fit upon a shaft and exterior to fit within the

thereof and the car axle , of a bearing block upon said axle
central opening of a pulley.

having a longitudinal series of enlarged pockets on its under
4. A composite bushing for belt pulleys and the like com

curved side , one or more grooves in the top of said block prising two plates of metal with a layer of material of

extending the full length thereof and vertical channels con- greater compressibility between them, the bushing being

necting said enlarged pockets with the grooves whereby the provided with a bore to fit upon a shaft and an exterior to

axle is adapted to pick up oil from the box and to convey
fit within the central opening of a pulley .

it to the pockets and thence through the channels to the 5. A composite bushing for separable pulleys and the like

aforesaid groove or grooves from which latter the oil re- comprising a plurality of layers of metal and a more com

turns by gravity to lubricate the axle. pressible material provided with a bore to fit upon a shaft
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and an exterior to fit within the central opening of the pul- No. 100,688. Ratchet Wrench . Clé à rochet.

ley , said bushing being separable to permit placing the same
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on a shaft or removing it therefrom without disturbing the

shaft in its hangings.

No. 100,687. Ore Concentrator.

Concentrateur de minerais.

George Seator Stevenson , Dunedin , New Zealand, 28th Au

gust, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 8th August, 1906. Receipt No.

138,482 .

Claim . In combination a casing, a pair of corresponding

superimposed ratchet discs mounted in said casing each pro

vided at one side with an opening and independently re-!

voluble, and a spring pawl mounted in said casing engaging

said discs , substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Fi
d
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No. 100,689. Plough . Charrue.
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Emil Deister , Fort Wayne , Indiana, U.S.A. , 28th August,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 31st July, 1906. Receipt No. 138,297 .

Claim . - 1 . In apparatus of the class described, an oscil

lating lever having means in connection therewith to actuate

the same , and having also a driving head, a driving rod ex

tending through the head having sliding relation therewith

and having also a threaded sleeve fixed thereon , a buffer se

cured to the rod and acting against the heat upon the side

thereof opposite the sleeve, a check spring interposed be

tween the head and adjacent end of the sleeve , an adjusting

collar in connection with the sleeve , and an adjusting spring Auguste Louis Vermeulen Claes , Beveren , Belgium , 28th

interposed between the head and the adjacent end of the August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 13th July, 1905. Receipt No.
collar. 126,859.

2. In a device of the class described, a reciprocating driv
Claim.-1. A plough comprising a beam , a share on the

ing head, a driving rod extending movably through the head, beam , an auxiliary share disposed on the beam to the rear of

a buffer in connection with the driving rod and acting against theshare.

the adjacent face of the head , a check spring in connection 2. A plough comprising a beam , a share on the beam , an
with the driving rod and acting against the head on the side auxiliary share adjustably disposed on the beam to the rear

thereof opposite the buffer, and an adjusting spring acting of the share.

against the head coincidently with the check spring and hav- 3. A plough comprising a beam , a share on the beam , an

ing an independently adjustable connection with the driving auxiliary share vertically and laterally adjustably disposed

rod. on the beam to the rear of the share.

3. An oscillating lever with a driving head , a driving rod 4. A plough comprising a beam having a rear extension , a

extending movably through the head, a check spring having share on the beam and an auxiliary share on said extension .

connection with the driving rod and acting against one face 5. A plough comprising a beam having a rear extension

of the head, an adjustable buffer on therod acting against placed at right anglesthereto , a share on thebeamandan

the opposite side of the head, an adjusting spring acting aux liary share on said extension.
against the head coincidently with the check spring, and a 6. A plough comprising a beam having an extension

collar in adjustable connection with the driving rod and act- thereon provided with a roughened surface,à binding mem
ing against the adjacent end of the adjusting spring. bar adjustably disposed on the extension , a sheth disposed

4. In apparatus of the class described , an oscillating lever, in the binding member, a share carried by the sheth and a

a pitman suitably driven and having a crosshead adjustably share carried by the beam .

seated against the lever, and a spring in adjustable connec- 7. A plough comprising a beam having an extension

tion with the pitman , which acts against said lever oppo- thereon on both sides thereof , a share on the beam, and an

sitely to said crosshead and holds the latter in seated posi- adjustable auxiliary share carried adjacent each end of said

tion. extension.
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No, 100,690 . Pulley . Poulie. 3. The combination with a reciprocating member and a

movably supported member, of means for imparting move
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Johann George Hansler, Munich , Germany , 28th August , 1906 ;

6 years. Filed 2nd June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,503 .

Claim . - A pulley characterized by a hub made in four or

more parts, which are provided with chambers for the arms

and which parts come into contact with each other, when the

annular chamber which increases in width towards the center

is loaded, when the bolts are tightened , and which parts re

ceive the spherical ends of the arms and which parts are

drawn together by bolts parallel to the shaft and are thus

connected with (secured to ) the arms and the shaft at the

game time .

ment to said movably supported member, said means com

No. 100,691. Coupling for afts, Etc.
prising a pivoted lever disconnected from said reciprocating

member which projects into the path of travel thereof and

Joints d'arbres de couches, etc. connection between said lever and said movably supported

member, the point of connection of said movably supported

member to said lever being between the pivotal point of said

lever and the point of contact of said reciprocating member
therewith .

4. The combination with a reciprocating member and a

revoluble member fitted to and longitudinally movable in

suitable bearings , of means for imparting movement to said

revoluble member in one direction said means comprising a

pivoted lever which projects into the path of travel of said

reciprocating member, a collar on said revoluble member, a

housing provided with a recess the sides of which embrace

said collar and connection between said lever and said hous

ing.

5. The combination with a reciprocating member and a

revoluble member fitted to and longitudinally movable in

suitable bearings , of means for imparting movement to said

revoluble member in one direction said means comprising

a pivoted lever which projects into the path of travel of said

reciprocating member, a collar on said revoluple member, a

housing provided with a recess the sides of which embrace

said collar and connection between said lever and said hous

ing, the point of connection of said housing to said lever

Johann George Hansler, Munich , Germany , 28th August , 1906 ; and the point of contact of said reciprocating member with

6 years . Filed 2nd June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,504. said lever being at different distances from the pivotal

Claim . - Coupling for shafts and the like with two or more
point of said leyer .

conical holes parallel to the axis , with slots for their whole
6.The combination with a reciprocating member and a re

length, characterized by the slots forming a direct connec
voluble member fitted to and longitudinally movable in suit

tion betweenthe conical holes and the bore of the coupling, ablebearings, of means for imparting movement to said re

thus producing by means of the conical holes themselves
voluble member in one direction said means comprising a

elastic jaws, which in the well known manner are pressed pivoted lever which projects into the path of travel of said

against the ends of the shafts , by driving conical keys into reciprocating member, a collar on said revoluble member, a

the holes .
housing provided with a recess the sides of which embrace

said collar and connection between said lever and said hous

No. 100,692. Mechanism for Transmitting Move
ing , the point of connection of said housing to said lever be

ments.
ing between the pivotal point of said lever and the point of

contact of said reciprocating member therewith.
Mécanisme pour transmettre le mouvement.

7. The combination with a reciprocating member, of a
The Standard Screw Company, assignee of Walter Beverly hollow spindle, an auxiliary spindle fitted to and longitudi

Pearson , all of Detroit , Michigan, and of Charles E. Rob- nally movablein bearings in said hollow spindle, a pivoted

erts , Oak Park, Illinois , U.S.A. , 28th August, 1906 ; 6 years.
lever which projects into the path of travel of said recipro

Filed 22nd June, 1906. Receipt No. 137,170. cating member and connection between said pivoted lever
Olaim . - 1 . The combination with a reciprocating member and said auxiliary spindle .

and a movably supported member , of means for imparting 8. The combination with a reciprocating member, of a

movement to said movably supported member, said means hollow spindle , an auxiliary spindle fitted to and longitudi

comprising a pivoted lever disconnected from said recipro- nally movable'in bearings insaidspindle, a spring applied
cating member which projects into the path of travel thereof to said auxiliary spindle, a stop which limits the movement

and connection between said lever and said movably sup- of said auxiliary spindle under the influence of said spring ,

ported member . a pivoted lever which projects into the path of travel of said
2. The comb'nation with a reciprocating member and a reciprocating lever and connection between said lever and

movably supported member, of means for imparting move- said auxiliary spindle .

ment to said movably supported member, said means com- 9. The combination with a reciprocating member, of a

prising a pivoted lever disconnected from said reciprocating hollow spindle , an auxiliary spindle fitted to and longitudi
member which projects into the path of travel thereof and nally movable in bearings in said hollow spindle, a pin

connection between said lever and said movably supported secured in said auxiliary spindle which engages a slot in said
member, the point of connection of said movably supported hollow spindle , a spring applied to said auxiliary epindle, a

member to said lever and the point of contact of said recip- pivoted lever which projects into the path of travel of said

rocating member with said lever being at different distances reciprocating member and connection between said pivoted
from the pivotal point of said lever. lever and said auxiliary spindle.
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10. The combination with a reciprocating member, of a ber, a driven shaft ,a cam thereon for moving said stop lever

hollow spindle , an auxiliary spindle fitted to and longitudi- pivotally against the force of the spring applied thereto,

nally movable in bearings in said hollow spindle , a ring on said cam being provided with a recess to provide for pivotal

said hollow spindle , a pin secured in seid ring an't movement of said lever under the influence of said spring.

auxiliary spindle which engages a slot in said hollow spindle, 2. The combination with a revoluble member , of means for

a spring applied to said auxiliary spindle , a housing on said rotating said member, means to effect engagement and dis

hollow spindle provided with a recess the sides of which em- engagement of said member with the means for rotating the

brace the ring pinned to said auxiliary spindle , a pivoted same, means to stop said member, comprising a stop or stops

lever which projects into the path of travel of said reciproci- thereon , a pivoted stop lever, a pin or projection thereon , a

ating member and connection between said lever and said spring applied to said stop lever for moving the same pivot

housing. ally to effect engagement of the pin or projection thereon

11. The combination with a reciprocating member, of a with a stop on said revoluble member, a driven shaft and a

hollow spindle , an auxiliary spindle fitted + n and longitudi- cam thereon for moving said stop lever against the force of

nally movable in bearings in said hollow spindle . a ring on said spring, said cam being provided with a recess to pro

said hollow spindle , a pin secured in said ring and in said | vide for pivotal movementof said lever under the influence

auxiliary spindle which engages a slot in said hollow spindle, of said spring and means to brake said revoluble member,

a spring applied to said auxiliary spindle , a housing on said said means comprising an arm on said stop lever, a brake

hollow spindle provided with a recess the sides of which em- plug therein and a projection on the stop lever operating

brace the ring pinned to said auxiliary spindle , a pivoted cam for imparting pivotal movement to said lever to depress

lever which projects into the path of travel of said recpro- said brake plug into frictional engagement with said re

cating member and pivotal connection between said lever
voluble member.

and said housing , the relation being such that the point of 3. The combination with a revoluble medier, of a driv

pivotal connection of said housing to said lever and the ing shaft, a pinion thereon , a gear loosely mounted on said

point of contact of said reciprocating member with said revoluble member, means to effect engagement an disen

lever will be at different distances from the pivotal point of gagement of said gear with said revoluble member , and

said lever. means for stopping said revoluble member, said means com

12. The combination with a reciprocating member , of a prising a stop or stops on said revoluble member, a pivoted

hollow spindle , an auxiliary spindle fitted to and longitudi- stop lever, a pin or projection thereon , a spring applied
nally movable in bearings in said hollow spindle , a ring on to said lever for.moving the same pivotally to effect engage

said hollow spindle , a pin secured in said ring and in said ment of the pin or projection thereon with a stop or stops

auxiliary spindle which engages a slot in said hollow spindle , on said revoluble member, a driven shaft, a cam thereon

a spring applied to said auxiliary spindle , a housing on said for moving said stop lever pivotally against the force of

hollow spindle provided with a recess the sides of which em- the spring applied thereto , said cam being provided with a

brace the ring secured to said auxiliary spindle , a pivoted recess to permit pivotal movement of said lever under the

lever which projects into the path of travel of said recipro- influence of said spring.

cating member and connection between said lever and said 4. The combination with a revoluble member, of a driving

housing , the point of attachment of said housing to said shaft, a pinion thereon , a gear loosely mounted on said

lever being between the pivotal point of said lever and the revoluble member, a clutch for effecting engagement and

point of contact of said reciprocating member therewith . disengagement of said gear with said revoluble member ,

13. The combination of a reciprocating member, a inovably means to operate said clutch and means to stop salu re

supported member, and an intermediate member operated voluble member, said means comprising a stop or stops on

upon by said reciprocating member in one direction , con- said revoluble member, a pivoted stop lever, a pin or pro

nections between said intermediate member and said mov- jection thereon, a spring applied to said stop lever for im

ably supported member arranged to transmit to said mov- parting pivotal movement thereto to effect engagement of

ably supported member a part only of the movement given the pin or projection thereon with a stop on said revoluble

to said intermediate member. member, a driven shaft, a cam thereon for moving said stop

14. The combination of a reciprocating member, a movably lever pivotally against the force of the spring applied there

supported member , an intermediate member operated upon to , said cam being provided with a recess to permit pivotal

by said reciprocating member, and connections between said movement of said stop lever under the influence of said

intermediate member and said movably supported member, spring.

and means for giving to said intermediate member a move- 5. The combination with a revoluble member, of a divid

ment in two directions for the purpose of transmitting a ing shaft, a pinion thereon, a gear loosely mounted on said

diminished amount of motion from the reciprocating mem- voluble member, comprising a stop or stop thereon, a

ber to the movably supported member. pivoted stop lever, a pin or projection theron a spring ap

means to operate said clutch , means for stopping said re

No. 100,693 . Mechanism for Transmitting Motion . voluble member, comprising a stop or stop thereon, a

Mécanisme pour transmettre le mouvement.
pivoted stop lever, a pin or projection thereon. a spring ap

plied to said stop lever for imparting pivotal movement

thereto to effect engagement of the pin or projection there

Fig1.
on with a stop on said revoluble member, a driven shaft,

a cam thereon for moving said stop lever pivotally against

the force of the spring applied thereto, said cam being pro

vided with a recess to permit pivotal movement of said stop
BВ

lever under the influence of the spring applied thereto , and
M

means for braking said revoluble member, said means com

prising an arm on said stop lever, a brake plug therein and

a projection on said stop lever operating cam for imparting

pivotal movement to said stop lever to depress said brake

plug into frictional engagement with said revoluble member.

6. The combination with a revoluble member of a driv

ing shaft , a pinion thereon , a gear loosely mounted on said

revoluble member provided with clutch teeth a sleeve

89577 splined to said revoluble member provided with clutch

teeth for engaging the clutch teeth on said loose driving

gear, means for maintaining the clutch teeth on said sleeve

100693 normally in engagement with the clutch teeth on said loose

gear and means for imparting movement to said sleeve to

disengage the clutch teeth thereon from the clutch teeth

on said loose gear and to stop said revoluble member, said

means comprising an inclined stop or stops on said sleeve,

a movable supported stop pin and means to impart move

The Standard Screw Company, assignee of Walter Beverly ment to said stop pin to effect engagement and disengage

Pearson , both of Detroit , Michigan , and of Charles E. ment thereof with a stop on said clutch sleeve .

Roberts, Oak Park , Illinois, U.S.A., 28th August, 1906 ; 6 7. The combination with a revoluble member, of a driv

years . Filed 22nd June, 1906. Receipt No. 137,171 . ing shaft, a pinion thereon, a gear loosely mounted on said

Claim-1 . The combination with a revoluble member, of revoluble member provided with clutch teeth , a sleeve

means for rotating said member, means to disengage said splined to said revoluble member provided with clutch teeth

member from said means for rotating the same and means for engaging the clutch teeth on said loose driving gear, a

for stopping said revoluble member, said means comprising spring applied to said sleeve adapted to impart movement

a stop or stops on said revoluble member, a pivoted stop thereto to maintain the clutch teeth thereon normally in

lever , a pin or projection theron , a spring applied to said engagement with the clutch teeth on said loose driving gear

lever to movethesame pivotally to effect engagement of the and means for imparting movement to said sleeve to dis

pin or projection thereon with a stop on said revoluble mem- engage the clutch teeth on said loose gear and to stop said

3 A
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h
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revoluble member, said means comprising an inclined stop applied to said stop lever for imparting pivotal movement

or stops on said sleeve, a movable supported stop pin and thereto to effect engagement of the pin or projection thereon

means to impart movement to said stop pin to effect engage- with a stop on said revoluble member, a driven shaft , a cam

ment and disengagement thereof with a stop on said clutch thereon for imparting pivotal movement to said stop lever

sleeve. against the force of the spring applied thereto, said cam

8. The combination with a revoluble member, of means being provided with a recess to permit pivotal movement of

for imparting rotary movement thereto at relatively fast said stop lever under the influence of said spring and means
and slow speeds, said means comprising a driving shaft , for braking said revoluble member, said means comprising

pinions thereon , gears loosely mounted on said revoluble an arm on said stop lever, a brake plug therein and a pro

member, a clutch for effecting engagement and disen- jection on the stop lever operating cam for imparting pivotal

gagement of the fast driving gear with said revoluble mem- movement to said stop lever to depress said plug into fric

ber, a sleeve for operating said clutch splined to said re- tional engagement with said revoluble member.

voluble member between said clutch and the slow driving
13. The combination with a revoluble member, of means

gear, said sleeve and slow driving gear being providedwith for imparting rotary movement thereto at relatively fast and

clutch teeth, means for imparting movement to said sleeve slow speeds, said means comprising a driving shaft, pinions
to effect engagement and disengagement of the clutch ap thereon , gears loosely mounted on said revoluble member, a
plied to the fast driving gear, means for maintaining the

clutch for effecting engagement and disengagement of the

clutch teeth on said sleeve normally in engagement with fast driving gear with said revoluble member, a sleeve for

theclutch teeth on the slow driving gearwhen the clutch operating said clutch splined to said revoluble member be
applied to the fast driving gear is disengaged and means for

tween said clutch and the slow driving gear , said sleeve and
imparting movement to said sleeve to disengage the clutch

teeth thereon from the clutch teeth on said slow driving for imparting movement to said sleeve for effecting engage
slow driving gear being provided with clutch teeth , means

gear and to stop said revoluble member, said means com
ment and disengagement of the clutch applied to the fast

prising an inclined stop or stops on said sleeve , a movably driving gear, said means comprising a pivoted lever , a

supported stop pin and means to impart movement to said driven shaft,'a cam thereon, projections on said lever, one
stop pin to effect engagement and disengagement thereof

of which engages a groove in said sleeve and the other of

with a stop on said clutch sleeve . which engages a cam on said driven shaft , a spring applied

9. The combination with a revoluble member , of a driving
to said clutch operating sleeve for imparting movement

shaft , a pinion thereon , a gear loosely mounted on said re

voluble member provided with clutch teeth, a sleeve splined

thereto to effect engagement of the clutch teeth thereon with

the clutch teeth on the slow driving gear, means to im
to said revoluble member provided with clutch teeth for

part movement to said sleeve ito disengage the clutch

engaging the clutch teeth on said loose gear, a spring ap teeth thereon from the clutch teeth on said slow driving

plied to said sleeve for effecting engagement of the clutch

teeth thereon with the clutch teeth on said loose gear and
gear and to stop said revoluble member , said means com

prising an inclined stop or stops on said sleeve , a pivoted
nieans for imparting movement to said sleeve to disengage

the clutch teeth thereon from the clutch teeth on said loose
stop lever, a pin or projection thereon , a spring applied to

said stop lever for imparting pivotal movement thereto to
gear and to stop said revoluble member , said means com

prising an inclined stop or stops on said sleeve, a pivoted
effect engagement of the pin or projection thereon with a

stop lever , a pin or projection thereon , a spring applied to
stop on said clutch operating sleeve , a driven shaft , a cam

said stop lever for moving the same pivotally to effect en
thereon for imparting pivotal movement to said stop lever

against the force of said spring, said cam being provided
gagement of the pin or projection thereon with a stop on

said sleeve , a driven shaft, a cam thereon for imparting piyo
with a recess to permit pivotal movement of said stop lever

under the influence of said spring.
tal movement to said stop lever against the force of the

spring applied thereto, said cam being provided with a re
14. The combination with af revoluble member, of means

cess to permit pivotal movement of said stop lever under the
for rotating the same at relatively fast and slow speeds , said

ipfluence of said spring.
means comprising a driving shaft , pinions thereon, gears

10. The combination with a revoluble member, of a driving
loosely mounted on said revoluble member, a clutch applied

shaft , a pinion thereon , a gear loosely mounted on said re

to said fast driving gear, a sleeve for operating said clutch

voluble memberprovided with clutchteeth,a sleeve splined splined to said revoluble member betweensaid clutch and

to said revoluble member provided with clutch teeth for en
the slow driving gear , means to impart movement to said
sleeve to operate said clutch , said sleeve and slow driving

gaging the clutch teeth on said loose gear, a spring applied

to said sleeve for effecting engagement of the clutch teeth

gear being provided with clutch teeth, a pivoted lever , a

thereon with the clutch teeth on said loose gear, means for
driven shaft, a cam on said shaft, said pivoted lever being

provided with projections one of which engages a groove in
imparting movement to said sleeve to disengage the clutch said sleeve and the other the cam on said driven shaft, said

teeth thereon from the clutch teeth on said loose gear and
sleeve actuating lever being also provided with a cam sur

to stop said revoluble member , said means comprising an
face , a lever pivoted adjacent thereto provided with a pro

inclined stop or stops on said sleeve , a pivoted stop lever , a
jection and a spring applied to said lever for maintaining

pin or projection thereon , a spring applied to said stop lever the projection thereon in engagement with the cam surface
for imparting pivotal movement thereto to effect engagement on said sleeve actuating lever , the relation of parts being

of the pin or projection thereon with a stop on said sleeve , such that engagement of said projection with said cam sur

a driven shaft , a cam thereon for imparting movement to face will impart movement to said sleeve to effect engage

said lever against the force of the spring applied thereto, inent of the clutch teeth thereon with the clutch teeth on

said cam being provided with a recess to permit pivotal said slow driving gear and means to disengage the clutch

movement of said stop lever under the influence of said teeth on said sleeve from the clutch teeth on said slow driv

spring, and means for braking said shaft , said means com- ing gear and to stop said revoluble member, said means

prising an arm on said stop lever ,a brake plugtherein ,and comprising an inclined stop or stops on said sleeve , a pivoted
a projection on the stop lever operating cam for imparting stop lever, a pin or projection thereon, a spring applied to
pivotal movement to said stop lever to depress said brake said stop lever for imparting pivotal movement thereto to

plug into frictional engagement with said revoluble member. effect engagement of the pin or projection thereon with a

11. The combination with a revoluble member, of means stop on said sleeve , a driven shaft and a cam thereon for

for rotating the same at relatively fast and slow speeds , imparting pivotal movement to said stop lever against the

said means comprising a driving shaft, pinions thereon , force of said spring, said cam being provided with a recess

gears loosely mounted on said revoluble member, means to to permit pivotal movement of said stop lever under the in

effect engagement and disengagement of said gears with said fluence of said spring.

revoluble member and means to stop said revoluble mem- 15. The combination of a revoluble member, means for

ber, said means comprising a stop or stops thereon, a pivo- rotating same at relatively fast and slow speeds , means for

ted stop lever , a pin or projection thereon, a spring applied moving said member from engaging position with said fast

to said lever for imparting pivotal movement thereto to speed device to engaging position with said slow speed de

effect engagement of the pin or projection thereon with a vice , stop mechanism , means for operating said stop mech

stop on said revoluble member, a driven shaft , a cam , there- anism first to disengage positively said member from said

or for imparting pivotal movement to said stop lever against slow speed device and thereafter to hold said member against

the force of the spring applied thereto , said cam being pro- movement.

vided with a recess to permit pivotal movement of said stop 16. The combination of a revoluble member, means for

lever under the influence of said spring. rotating said member at relatively fast and slow speeds,
12. The combination with a revoluble member, of means means to effect engagement and disengagement of the driv

for rotating the same at relatively fast and slow speeds, ing connections , a stop mechanism , means to operate said
said means comprising a driving shaft , pinions thereon , gears stop mechanism , the relation being such that said stop mech
loosely mounted on said revoluble member , means for effect- anism will be actuated stop said revoluble member while

ing engagement and disengagement of said gears with said said revoluble member is rotating under the influence of one

revoluble member, means for stopping said revoluble mem- of said driving connections and means controlled by the

ber , said means comprising a stop or stops on said member, operation of said stop mechanism for effecting disengage
a pivoted stop lever, a pin or projection thereon, a spring I ment of said driving connection.
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No. 100,694. Driving and Reversing Mechanism . draft device carried by said shaft, and means revolvable

Mécanisme de commande et transmission de mouvement.
with the first -mentioned clutch parts and adapted for re

ciprocating, said draft devices, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

11. A driving and reverhing mechanism comprising a

shaft to be driven in combination with opposite direction

drivers therefor, means longitudinally movable upon said

shaft and revolvable therewith for connecting said drivers

to the shaft alternately, and means actuated by said shaft

for controlling the alternation of such driving connections ,

substantially as described.

12. In a driving and reversing mechanism , a driven shaft

in combination with opposite direction drivers revolvable

about said shaft, a clutch part shiftable upon said shaft ,

for alternate engagement with said drivers, a draft device

also shiftable upon said shaft for operating said clutch part

and having the described freedom of movement, parts car

ried by and operable with relation to said drivers for actu

ating said draft device to shift said clutch parts, and means

external to said drivers for controlling the action thereof,

substantially as described.

13. A driving or reversing mechanism comprising a driven

shaft in combination with opposite direction drivers, and

means for connecting the same to said shaft alternately, a

shifter controlling such action , a shifting block for actuating

The Conkling Company, assignee of Allan Conkling, as said shifter , and a timing mechanism for operating said

signee of Frederick Snow , all of Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A., block , substantially as described .

28th August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 5th March, 1906. Re
14. In a driving and reversing mechanism , a shaft to be

ceipt No. 133,558 . rotatively reciprocated , in combination with driven clutches

Claim . - 1. In a driving and reversing mechanism , a shaft for driving said shaft, clutch operating means including par
to be driven in combination with means adapted for mov- allel rocking shafts , and cam devices for actuating said rock

ing said shaft in opposite directions, and a reversing me- ing shafts to shift the clutches , substantially as described .

chanism actuated by the movement of said shaft , substan 15. In a driving and reversing mechanism, a shaft to be

tially as described. rotatively reciprocated , in combination with driven clutches

2. An automatic driving and reversing mechanism , the for driving said shaft, clutch operating means including par
automatic operation of which is positively controlled and allel rocking shafts , cam devices for actuating said rocking

timed by the movement of its driven element, substantially shafts, and means positively connected with the driven shaft

as described . and actuated thereby for automatically operating said cams ,

3. In an automatic driving and reversing mechanism , a
substantially as described .

driven shaft for connection with the machine to be driven , 16. A driving and reversing mechanism comprising a shaft

in combination with means for rotating the shaft alternat- to be driven in combination with oyposite direction drivers

ing in opposite directions , and means geared to said driven or clutch parts, corresponding clutch parts for connecting

shaft and positively controlling and timing the operation of the same with said shaft alternately, shiftable devices con

said shaft by the shaft rotating means , substantially as des- trolling such action, a pair of rocking shafts connected with

cribed . said devices, a shifting block provided with elevations, and

4. In a driving and reversing mechanism , a shaft in com
rider arms upon said rocker shafts for communicating the

bination with oppositely rotated clutch members means for movement of said blocks thereto to cause the reversal of

connecting either thereof with said shaft, an intermitting the clutches upon the first -mentioned shaft, substantially as

member for operating the clutches , and a member continu
described .

ously connected with said shaft and operating said inter
17. A driving and reversing mechanism comprising a shaft

mitting member, substantially as described. to be driven in combination with opposite direction drivers

5. In a driving and reversing mechanism , a working mem
or clutch parts , corresponding clutch parts for connecting

ber in combination with oppositely rotated clutches for the same with said shaft alternately ,shiftable devices con

driving said member, and a clutch operating and timing trolling such action , a pair of rocking shafts connected with

mechanism geared to and driven bysaid member, substanti- said devices, a shifting block provided with elevations, rider

ally as described .
arms upon said rocking shafts for communicating the move

6. In a driving and reversing mechanism , an element to ment of said block thereto to cause the reversal of the

be driven in combination with oppositely rotating parts for clutches upon the first -mentioned shaft, and means reci

moving said element in opposite direction , means for en
procated by the first -mentioned shaft and adapted to operate

gaging either of said parts with said element, a revers
said block intermittently, substantially as described .

ing mechanism ,andmeansactuated by the driven, element rotatively reciprocated, in combinationwith clutchmembers
18. In a driving and reversing mechanism , a shaft to be

for operating said reversing mechanism, substantially as

described.
concentric with said shaft and driven in opposite directions ,

7. A driving and reversing mechanism comprising a
co - operating clutch posts revolvable with said shaft , a clutch

shaft to be driven in combination with oppositely rotated operating member slidably fixed upon said shaft, a draft
clutch parts thereon,a common clutch part attached to said device, slidably fixed upon said shaftfor actuating said clutch

shaft, a draft mechanism for actuating the latterclutch part ope ating merber, co -o - erating draft parts movably arranged

and a shifter forcontrolling the operation of said draft arranged upon the latter for actuating and locking said co
in the opposite rotated clutch members , shifting rings

mechanism , substantially as described .
8. In a driving and reversing mechanism , a shaft to be operatingdraft parts, and means for operatingsaid shifting

rotatively reciprocated, in combination with oppositely ro
rings , substantially as described .

tated clutch members revolvable about said shaft, an in
19. A driving and reversing mechanism having a starting

termediateclutch member slidably fixed upon said shaft closing said mechanism and carrying means for operation
lever in combination with a closed oil -containing casing en

for alternate engagement with said oppositely rotated of said lever , substantially as described.

clutch members, a draft mechanism slidably fixed upon

said said shaft for actuating said intermediate clutch mem
20. In a driving and reversing mechanism a power shaft

ber, means upon the oppositely rotated clutch members for closing thesame and substantially concentric with said
and the associated parts in combination with a casing en

co -operation with said draft mechanism , and means for shaft, and a driving wheel upon the exterior of the casing

automatically and positively actuating said draft mechan- and concentric therewith, substantially as described.

ism by the movement of said shaft, substantially as des
21. In a driving and reversing mechanism a shaft to be

cribed .
driven in combination with opposite direction clutch parts

9. A driving and reversing mechanism comprising a
revolvable thereabout , a shiftable clutch part for connect

driven shaft , in combination with oppositely rotated clutch ing the first -mentioned clutch parts to said shaft alter

parts thereon , a common clutch part attached to said nately , a draft device provided upon said shaft , nuts pro

shaft , a mechanism for actuating the latter, a shifter for vided in the first -mentioned clutch parts and which being

controlling the operation of said mechanism , and means

whereby said shifter is actuated from said shaft, substan- ment thereof, and shifting rings upon said clutch parts for
engaged with said draft device cause the longitudinal move

tially as described . operating and locking said nuts, substantially as described .
10. A driving and reversing mechanism comprising a

driven shaft , in combination with opposite direction clutch to be driven in combination with a clutch part revolvable
22. A driving and reversing mechanism comprising a shaft

parts thereon , a clutch part longitudinally movable on said about said shaft and driven in opposite directions , partial

shaft for engagement with either of the first-mentioned nuts laterally movable in said clutch parts , means on the

clutch parts to cause said shaft to rotate therewith , a ' clutch parts for shifting said nuts, an intermediate clutch
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part revolvable with and slidable upon said shaft, threaded No. 100,695. Driving and Reversing Mechanism ,
draft sleeves slidable upon said shaft suitably connected

Mécanisme de commande et transmission de mouvement.
and adapted to engage opposite ends of said clutch parts,

substantially as described .

23. In a drying and reversing mechanism , a shaft to be

driven , in combination with opposite direction clutch parts

revolvable about said shaft , a clutch member movable with

relation to said clutch parts and having wedge recesses in

its periphery , friction rings upon said clutch parts and pro

vided with ends held in the wedge recesses of said member,

and means for shifting said member to tighten said rings

alternately, substantially as described .

24. In a driving and reversing mechanism , a shaft , in com

bination with opposite direction clutch members revolvable

about said shaft, an intermediate clutch member slidably

fixed upon said shaft and provided with peripheral wedge

recesses , split rings frictionally engaged with said opposite

direction clutch members and having their ends held in the

wedge recesses of said intermediate member, and means for

shifting said intermediate member, substantially as des

cribed .

25. In a driving and reversing mechanism , a shaft , in com

bination with opposite direction clutch members revolvable The Conkling Company, assignee of Frederick Snow, all of
about said shaft , an intermediate clutch member slidably Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. , 28th August, 1906 ; 6 years.

fixed upon said shaft and provided with peripheral wedge Filed 4th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,522.

recesses , split rings frictionally engaged with said opposite

direction clutch members and having their ends held in the
Claim . - 1 . In a driving and reversing mechanism , a single

wedge recesses of said intermediate members , said inter
direction driving shaft in combination with a driven shaft ,

mediate member and said split ringstogether being compar- opposite direction clutch parts concentric with said driven

atively elastic and resilient, and means for shifting said in
shaft and driven by said driving shaft, a shiftable clutch

termediate member, substantially as and for the purpose member and shifting means operatively connected with said

specified . shiftable clutch member and continuously actuated by said

driving shaft , substantially as described .
26. A driving and reversing mechanism comprising a driven

shaft in combination with opposite direction drivers , a shift
2. In a driving and reversing mechanism , a shaft to be

ing clutch mechanism , positive shifting means , and means
driven , in combination with opposite direction driving

actuated by the final rotation of the shaft in each direction
clutches adapted for moving said shaft, in opposite direc

and adapted to actuate the shifting means , substantially as
tions , and a reversing single direction constantly rotated

described .
member governing said means and itself actuated by the

movement of said shaft , substantially as described .

27. In a driving and reversing mechanism , a shaft to be 3. In an automatic driving and reversing mechanism , a

rotatably reciprocated , in combination with clutch members single direction constantly rotated driving shaft in com

revolvable about the same , an intermediate clutch part slid - bination with a driven shaft for connection with the machine

ably fixed upon said shaft , clutch parts revolvable therewith to be driven , opposite direction driving clutch members

and frictionally engaged with respective clutch members, rotated by said driving shaft for rotating the driven shaft

hreaded sleeves slidably fixed upon said shaft to abut and alternately in opposite directions , and means geared to

operate with said intermediate clutch part and capable of said driving shaft and positively controlling and timing the
relative or lost motion with respecť thereto , partial nuts

arranged in said clutch members, and means for moving the members, substantially as described.
operation of said driven shaft by said opposite direction

same into and out of engagement with, said threaded sleeves ,

as and for the purpose specified.
4. In a driving and reversing mechanism, a shaft in com

bination with oppositely rotated clutch members , means for

28. In a driving and reversing mechanism , a shaft to be connecting either thereof with said shaft , an intermitting

rotatively reciprocated, in combination with clutch members member for operating the clutches, and a continuously

revolvable about the same , an intermediate clutch part slid driven single direction member periodically operating said
ably fixed upon said shaft, clutch parts revolvable therewith intermitting member , substantially as described.

and frictionally engaged with respective clutch members ,
5. In a driving and reversing mechanism , a single direc

threaded sleeves slidably fixed upon said shaft to abut and
tion continuously driven shaft in combination with two

operate with said intermediate clutch part and capable of
clutch members continuously driven in opposite directions

relative or lost motion with respect thereto , partial nuts
by said shaft , a shaft to be driven, a clutch mechanism for

arranged in said clutch members, and means upon said engaging said members with the last-mentioned shaft alter

clutch members for operating said partial nuts and for
nately and a cam continuously driven by the first -mentioned

securing the same in engagement with said threaded sleeves

alternately , substantially as described .
shaft and actuating and controlling said clutch mechanism ,

substantially as described .

29. In a driving and reversing mechanism , a power shaft 6. In a driving and reversing machanism , a driving shaft

in combination with a shaft to be rotatively reciprocated ir combination with an element to be driven, oppositely
a suitable opposite direction clutch mechanism for connec rotating parts for moving said element in opposite direc
tion with said shaft , a clutch shifting mechanism , a recipro- tions, means for engaging either of said parts with said

cating member for actuating the latter , and a second reci element , a reversing mechanism , and means actuated by
procating member driven by the rotatively reciprocating the driving shaft for operating said reversing mechanism ,

shaft for actuating the first reciprocating member, substan- substantially as described.
tially as described .

7. A driving and reversing machanism comprising a shaft

30. In a driving and reversing mechanism, a shaft to be to be driven in combination with opposite direction drivers

rotatively deciprocated , in combination wth clutches, shift therefor, means longitudinally movable upon said shaft

able means for engaging the clutches with said shaft alter- and revolvable therewith for connecting said drivers to the

nately, means geared to said shaft for actuating said shift shaft alternately, and a continuously rotated cam for con

able means, and a power shaft connected with said clutches
trollng the alternation of such driving connections , substan

for driving them in opposite directions , substantially as tially as described .

described .
8. A driving or reversing mechanism comprising a driven

31. In a driving and reversing mechanism , a shaft to be shaft in combination with opposite direction drivers , and

rotatively reciprocated , in combination with clutches, shift- clutch devices for connecting the same to said shaft alter

able means for engaging the clutches with said shaft alter- nately , a shifter controlling such action , and a continuously

nately, means geared to and driven by said shaft for actuat- rotated cam for actuating and timing said shifter , substan

ing said shiftable means , a power shaft connected with said tially as described .

clutches for driving them in opposite directions and a single 9. A driving and reversing mechanism comprising a driven

driver for said power shaft , substantially as described . shaft in combination with continuously rotated opposite di

32. In a driving and reversing mechanism , a shaft to be rection drivers , a shifting clutch mechanism , shifting yokes,

rotatively reciprocated , in combination with clutches, shift- and a continuously rotated cam engaged with said yokes

able means for engaging the clutches with said shaft alter- and adapted to operate one in advance of the other, as and

nately , means geared to said shaft for actuating said shift- for the purpose specified .

able means , a power shaft connected with said clutches for 10. In a driving and reversing mechanism , a single direc

driving them in opposite directions, a driver for said power tion shaft in combination with a driven shaft to be rota

shaft, and a single direction ratchet interposed between said tively reciprocated . a suitable opposite direction clutch

power shaft and said driver , substantially as described . mechanism driven by said power shaft for connection with
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said shaft , a shiftable clutch member, a reciprocating draft ball and its retainer being interposed between and in contact

mechanism for actuating the latter, and a cam rotated by with adjacent load carrying balls , as and for the purpose

said power shaft and controlling the operation of said draft specified.

mechanism , substantially as described. 5. In a ball bearing, load carrying balls , a separating ball ,

11. In a driving and reversing mechanism , a driving shaft à retainer for said separating ball provided with means for

in combination with a driven shaft, to be rotatively reci- loosely confining the separating ball therein , and also pro

procated, clutch members rotated by said driving shaft, vided with flared ends, said separating ball and its retainer
shiftable means for engaging the clutches with said driven being arranged between and in contact with adjacent load
shaft alternately, a worm on said driving shaft, a worm carrying balls , as and for the purpose specified .

gear and a cam rotated with said gear for actuating said 6. A ball bearing , comprising a series of load carrying balls,

shiftable means, substantially as described . a separating-ball interposed between each adjacent two load

12. In a driving and reversing mechanism , a shaft to be carrying balls and an independent tubular retainer for each

rotatively reciprocated in combination with clutches, shift- of said separating balls within which retainer the separat

ablemeans for engaging the clutcheswithsaid shaft alter- ing balls is confined, said retainer supported by and between
nately, a clutch driving shaft , means geared to and driven the load carrying balls and adapted to automatically main

by said driving shaft for actuating said shiftable means, and tain the separating balls on a dead - center line between ad

a single driver for said power shaft , substantially as des- jacent load carrying balls , as and for the purpose specified .
cribed .

No. 100,698 . Rotary Gear. Engrenage rotatoire.

No. 100,696 . Manufacture of Electrical Insulating

and Non - Heat Conducting Compositions.

Fabrication de compositions électriques isolantes et non con
ductrices de la chaleur.

La Société Anonyme Matthey & Co. , assignee of Charles

Clement, both ofVallorbe, Switzerland, 28th August,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 27th October, 1905 . Receipt No.

129,615 .

Claim . - 1 . The process of producing an insulating and non

heat conducting composition , which consists in forming a

plastic mass composed of amianthus , sulphate of lime and

water, then moulding said mass , then drying the same, then

impregnating said moulded mass by immersing the same in

a compound of pitch or the like , rubber, and sulphur, the

said impregnating compound being kept at a temperature,

whereby vulcanization will take place .

2. An insulating and non-heat conducting article of manu

facture, consisting of amianthus , sulphate of lime, pitch or

the like , rubber and sulphur, vulcanized .
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No. 100,697 . Ball Bearing . Coussinet à boule.
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Syver Lee and The Forston Manufacturing Company , both

of Minneapolis, Minnesota , U.S.A., 28th August, 1906; 6

years . Filed 20th April , 1906. Receipt No. 135,082.

Claim . - 1. An alternating rotary gearing mechanism com

prising gearing and shafts, and a pair of clutches in combin

ation with a reciprocating carriage for the loose clutch mem

bers, and an automatically operating shifter for periodically

reciporcating the carriage to alternate the engagement of

the clutches and reverse the direction of the revolutions of

the gearing, substantially as set forth.

2. An alternating gearing mechanism comprising gearing

and shafts and a pair of clutches in combination with a re

ciprocating carriage for the loose clutch members , an oscil

latory lever for engaging the carriage to reciprocate it , and

means operated by the driven mechanism for periodically

oscillating the lever to reciprocate the carriage and alter.

nate the clutch engagement , substantially as set forth .

3. An alternating gearing mechanism comprising gearing

and a driving and a driven shaft, and a pair of clutches on

the former shaft in combination with a reciprocating carri

The Chapman Double Ball Bearing Company of Canada , engaging the carriage to reciprocate it, a screw on the
age for the loose clutch members , an oscillatory lever for

Toronto , Ontario, Canada , assignee of Charles H. Chap

man , Winchester, Massachusetts, U.S.A., 28th August, ly to the carriage, and devices operating at the limits of such
driven shaft for moving the lever forth and back transverse

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 19th March, 1906 . Receipt No.

movements to throw the lever in opposite directions to re
134,031.

ciprocate the carriage and reverse the direction of rotation

Claim . - 1. A ball bearing comprising load carrying balls , a of the driven shaft, substantially as set forth .

separating ball , and an independent tubular retainer with- 4. An alternating rotary gearing comprising a driven

in which the separating ball is loosely confined , said separ- shaft , a bevel gear wheel thereon, a driving shaft , a pair of

ating ball and its retainer interposed between two adjacent loose bevel pinions thereon meshing with the gear wheel at

load carrying balls , in superfical contact therewith , and on a opposite points, clutch members carried by the pinions ,

dead center line therewith , as and for the purpose specified. corresponding loose clutch members , an intermediate recip

2. A ball bearing comprising load carrying balls , a separ- rocating carriage for the latter , and an automatically oper

ating ball , and an independent retainer for said separating ating shifter for periodically reciprocating the carriage to

ball of a length greater than the diameter of the separ- alternate the engagement of the clutches and reverse the

ating ball and interposed between two adjacent load carry- direction of revolution of the gear wheel , substantially as

ing balls and in superficial contact therewith , the retainers set forth .

and their separating balls automatically adjusting them 5. An alternating rotary gearing comprising a driven

selves onto a dead center line relatively to said load carrying shaft, a brvel gear wheel thereon, a driving shaft, a pair of
balls , as and for the purpose specified . loose bevel pinions thereon meshing with the gear wheel at

3. In a ball bearing, load carrying balls , a separating ball , opposite points, clutch members carried by the pinions ,

a retainer for said separating ball having flared ends, said corresponding loose clutch members , an intermediate re

separating ball and its retainer being interposed between ciprocating carriage for the latter, an oscillatory lever ful

adjacent load carrying balls , as and for the purpose speci- crumed on a threaded portion of the driven shaft for periodi
fied . cally reciprocating the carriage, and devices operating at the

4. In a ball bearing; load carrying balls, a separating ball , limits of the forth and back movements of the lever to throw

and a retainer for said separating ball , provided with means it in opposite directions to movethe carriage and alternate

for confining said separating ball, within it , said separating the clutch contacts, substantially as set forth .
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6. An alternating rotary gearing comprising a driven 4. A free piston engine having a sloping portion on its

shaft, a bevel gear wheel thereon, a driving shaft , a pair of piston rod , a pump on its body the same being provided with

loose bevel pinions thereon meshing with the gear wheel at

opposite points , clutch members carried by the pinions, 12 59 18

corresponding loose clutch members , an intermediate re

ciprocating carriage for the latter , an oscillatory lever ful
Fica

crumed on a threaded portion of the driven shaft , and projec

tions on the gear wheel and driven shaft for engaging the

lever at the limits of its travel on the shaft to throw it alter

nately in opposite directions to alternate the clutch contacts ,
F1241

substantia
lly

as set forth .

2

7. An alternating rotary gearing comprising a driven

shaft , a bevel gear wheel thereon , a driving shaft , a pair of

loose bevel pinions thereon meshing with the gear wheel at

opposite points , clutch members carried by the pinions , Fig . 2

corresponding loose clutch members provided with horizon

tal pins, a collar fixed on the shaft and having grooves in

which said pins slide , an intermediate reciprocating carriage Flasam

for the loose clutch members , and an automatically operat

ing shifter for periodically reciporcating the carriage to

alternate the engagement of the clutches and reverse the

direction of revolution of the gear wheel , substantially as set

forth .

8. An alternating rotary gearing, comprising a driven
F10.39 %

119

shaft , a bevel gear wheel thereon meshing with the gear 1100699

wheel at opposite points , clutch members carried by the

pinions , corresponding loose clutch members provided with a spring returned piston and a bell crank pivoted to the

norizontal pins, a collar fixed on the shaft and having grooves body and provided with rollers , one engaging said sloping

in which said pins slide , an intermediate reciprocating carri- portion and the other engaging the pump piston for actuat

age for the loose clutch members, an oscillatory lever ful- ing the same whereby water may be circulated for cooling

crumed on a threaded portion of the driven shaft, and projec- the body of the engine.

tions on the gear wheel and driven shaft for engaging the 5. A frec piston engine having its body open at both ends

lever at the limits of its travel on the shaft to throw it alter- and having a piston rod extending in and closing the open

nately in opposite directions to alternate the clutch contacts, ings at the ends, igniting devices actuated from the piston

substantially as set forth . heads and a handle adapted to be detachably connected with

9. In combination a pair of clutches, an intermediate re- the piston rod for starting the engine into operation.

ciprocating carriage for the loose members thereof , and an 6. A free piston engine having in its body ways at both

automatically operating oscillatory lever for actuating the ends and having a piston rod extending in and closing the

carriage and locking it in position at the extremes of its ways at the ends and provided with a socket and an annular

movements , substantially as set forth . gain in one end of the piston rod and a handle for the piston

10. In combination a pair of clutches , an intermediate re- rod provided with a normally released catch , and with means

ciprocating clutch carriage having opposite upwardly inclin- for causing the catch to engage the annular gain of the

ed surfaces, an oscillatory shifter lever fulcrumed inter- piston rod when the handle is inserted in the socket.

mediate said inclines and having rollers arranged to alter

nately engage them to reciprocate the carriage, and means No. 100,700. Soldering Apparatus.

for automatically, oscillating the lever at intervals , substan
Appareil à souder .

tially as set forth ,

11. In combination a pair of clutches , an intermediate re

ciprocating clutch carriage having opposite upwardly inclin
ed surfaces , a weighted shiftei lever fulcrumed intermediate

said inclines and having rollers arranged to alternately en Fig2
gage them to reciprocate the carriage, and means for auto

matically oscillating the lever past the perpendicular at in

tervals, substantially as set forth .

12. The combination with a stationary casing and an in

terior revoluble drum , of a driving shaft the rotation of

which is constant in one direction , gearing connecting such

shaft with the drum axis , and automatically operating mech

anism for periodically changing the direction of moveineit

of the gearing to reverse the direction of revolution of th :

drum , substantially as set forth .

13. The combination with a stationary casing and an in

terior revoluble drum , of a driving shaft the rotation of

which is constant in one direction , gearing connecting such

shaft with the drum axis , clutches for changing the direction

of movement of the gearing, and an automatically operating

shifter for moving the clutch members to alternate engage

ment and reversing the direction of the drum revolutions ,

substantially as set forth .

Fig4
No. 100,699. Gas or Vapour Engine.

Machine à gaz ou tapeur.
100700

The National Gas Drill Company, assignee of Otho Cromwell

Durgea, all of Los Angeles , California , U.S.A. , 28th John Eldridge , Peter Kruse and the Astoria Iron Works,

August , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 13th March, 1906. Receipt each an assignee of a third interest, all of Astoria, Ore

No. 133,860. gon , U.S A., 28th August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 31st July,

Claim-1 . A rear compression direct double acting gas or
1906. Receipt No. 138,288 .

vapour engine having duplicate explosion chambers and Claim . - 1 . In a can body soldering machine the combin

ways at its ends , and a piston rod extending in said ways ation of a stationary guide disposed in the range of travel

whereby equal action of the explosive charges in the op- of the can bodies and travelling carriers for advancing the

posite explosion chambers is maintained . can bodies along the guide, said carriers embracing the

2. A rear compression direct double acting gas or vapour guide and freely slidable relative thereto and serving to

engine having duplicate explosion chambers, and ways for maintain the guide in position and a vertically adjustable

the piston rod open at both ends whereby the piston rod is track upon which the carriers and can body guide are sup

accessible at each end of the engine . ported.

3. A double acting free piston engine having ways at the 2. In a can body soldering machine the combination of a

ends of its body and having a piston rod provided with two stationary guide disposed in the range of travel of the can

piston heads and a rifle bar between them, a rifle sleeve | bodies and travelling carriers for moving the can bodies

mounted to rotate in one direction only extending into the along the guide, said carriers slotted to receive and embrace

compression chambers of the engine and being chambered the underside of the guide to maintain said guide in position

by the piston heads on the compression stroke, the piston and a vertically adjustably track upon which the carriers

heads being hollow for that purpose . are supported .
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3. The combination with outside soldering devices of a a can body guide , a track below the guide having a chan

can body guide, travelling carriers slotted to receive and nelled upper surface, endless travelling carriers operable

embrace opposite sides of the guide and thereby maintain along said track and having projected blocks with slots

said guide in position and prevent movement in a lateral adapted to push the can bodies along the guide and having

direction , a track below the guide and upon which the car- laterally extending arms slidably engaging the channel of

riers are supported, and means whereby the track and the the track, an inside soldering device, and means for heating

superposed parts are vertically adjusted relative to the the soldering device.

said soldering devices. 15. In a can body soldering machine, a con body guide

4. The combination of outside soldering devices , a can body comprising a top bar adapted toformbotha support for

guide , travelling carriers adapted to embrace opposite sides the can body beneath the seam and an inside soldering

of the guides whereby the guide is maintained in position, iron therefor, longitudinally set bars adapted to contact

said carriers arranged to move the can bodies along said with side of the can body at intervals apart circumfer

guide , a vertically adjustable support for the carriers and entially thereof , an outside soldering iron loosely sup

guide, an inside soldering device, and means for heating the ported over and in line with the inside soldering iron and
soldering devices . vertically movable in its supports , an endless travelling

5. In a cap body soldering machine an endless travelling carrier having spaced blocks at intervals apart adapted to
carrier having spaced blocks engaging and carrying the engage the can bodies and also to support the inside sol

cap bodies, and a can -body guide comprising a plurality of dering iron within the travelling can bodies, and a sta

set bars adapted to support the cap body from the inside at tionary track for the blocks of the endless carrier, sub
intervals apart circumferentially, the blocks of the endless stantially as set forth .

carrierbeing formed to continuously engage and support the 16. The combination of a solder feeding device , a solder

cap body guide and a vertically adjustable support for the ing iron adapted to operate on the seam from the outside

carriers and can -body guide , substantially as set forth . of the can body , a stationary can body guide having a re

6. In a can soldering apparatus the combination with a relatively narrow top bar that also serves as an inside sol

can body guide, a track, endless travelling carriers supported dering iron , a stationary track , an endless travelling car
thereby and arranged to support the cap body guide as they rier having carrier blocks supported by the track and adapt
move along the same, and means for adjusting vertically ed to move the can bodies along the guide, and means for
the said track, carriers and can body guide, substantially as simultaneously adjusting vertically both the inner soldering
set forth ,

iron and the track.

7. In a can soldering apparatus the combination with a
17. In a can body soldering machine the combination with

set of stationary soldering devices arranged to operate upon solder feeding devices , of soldering irons operated on the

the outside of the cap bodies, another of soldering irons

arranged to operate upon the cans from the inside , means
seam from the outside of the can body, means for heating

the solder and the soldering iron , and a soldering iron
for adjusting the latter soldering irons in relation to the

outside soldering irons , a chamber arranged above the
adapted to act on the seam from the inside, and receiving

soldering irons for melting the solder, and a single source
its heat by contact with the outside soldering iron .

of heat supplying means arrangedto melt the solder and latively narrow top edgeadapted to form a soldering iron
18. A can body guide comprising a top bar having a re

heat both sets of soldering irons , substantially as set forth.

8. In a cap soldering machine the combination with the
for the inside of the can body , and longitudinally set sta

framework , of the soldering irons and heating chamber sup
tionary guide bars parallel with the top bar adapted to

ported thereby a can body guide, an endless travelling side soldering ironssupported in line with the top bar and
guide and steady, the can body in combination with out

carrier for moving the cap bodies along the guide , a track

upon which is an independent adjustable framework for sup
separately thereof, and means for adjusting the can body

porting the can body guide, the carrier and the track , sub
guide with relation to the outside irons to regulate their

contact with the seam.
stantially as set forth.

9. In a cap body soldering machine a stationary guide,
19. The combination with a soldering iron having a pas

travelling carriers operated to move the cap bodies along
sage leading through the bottom face of the iron , a solder

the guide, a heating trough above the stationary guide sup- receptacle located above the iron having an outlet aperture,

ported separately thereof, a solder pot in said trough , out
a solder feeding tube leading from said outlet into the iron ,

side soldering irons suspended from the inside of said a valve for controlling the flow of solder from the receptacle

trough and movable separately thereof, and an inside sol- | into the iron and means for setting the valve so asto

dering iron supported by the stationary guide beneath the regulate the flow of solder.

outside soldering irons , said inside iron being heated from
20. The combination of a soldering pot having an outlet

the outside irons by contact therewith.
and tube connecting therewith , said tube having a con

10. In a cap body soldering machine, a soldering device tracted lower end and an outlet therefrom, a soldering iron

comprising a vertically movable soldering iron adapted to circumscribing the tube and having a passage through the

act on the outside of the seam, means for applying solder lower end and a valve normally stationary and passing into

to the seam beneath the iron , means for keeping the sol- said tube , said valve having a reduced lower end controlling

der in a molten state and for heating the iron , in com the delivery of the solder through the outlet of the tube,

bination with a stationary inside soldering iron having con
and means whereby the valve is adjusted to vary the quan

tact with the outside soldering iron to be heated thereby tity of the flow .

and comprising a solid bar adapted by its position to form 21. In a can body soldering machine a solder pot, a heating

a rest for the cap body directly under the seam , a support trough inclosing a heating chamber beneath the pot, said

to which the inside soldering iron is rigidly attached , and chamber having a slot in the bottom , of a soldering iron

an endless travelling carrier having spaced blocks at in- loosely suspended in the slot and having its head standing

tervals apart to continuously support the inside soldering above the bottom and its tip extending below the bottom

iron within the can bodies and to move the can bodies of the trough, said iron having a passage leading through

along the iron , substantially as set forth . its bottom face and a soldering feeding device comprising

11. In a can body soldering machine the combination with a feed tube extending from an outlet in the solder recep

an outside soldering iron and solder feeding devices , of a tacle into the iron , and a controlling valve in said tube in

stationary cap body guide comprising a top bar, a bottom combination with a stationary can body support , means for

bar and side rails adapted to support and steady the can moving the can bodies along the support , and means for ad

bodies, the outside soldering iron being parallel with the justing said support vertically with relation to the bottom

top bar of the cap body guide and arranged to normally of the iron .

rest thereupon and heat the same, but to be separated 22. In a can body soldering machine'a wiper comprising

therefrom when a can blank passes. a hinge arm, a slidable plate on the arm detachable from

12. In a can body soldering machine, the combination of it , a pad of flexible fabric detachably fixed on said plate

a stationary guide disposed in the range of travel of the and a spring clip as a means for securing the plate on the

cap bodies, a track below the guide having a channelled

upper surface , travelling carriers comprising blocks adapt

ed to embrace the guide and to freely slide relative there- No. 100,701. Speed Changer. Changeur de vitesse.

to to push the can bodies along the guide, said blocks hav
ing laterally extending arms slidable in the channel of the The John Bertram & Sons Company ,, Dundas, assignee of

track . Augustus Wood, Hamilton , Ontario, Canada, 28th August,

13. In a can body soldering machine the combination of 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 6th June, 1906. Receipt No. 136 ,.

a stationary guide disposed in the range of travel of the 592.

can bodies, a track below the guide having a channelled Claim.-1. In a composite speed changer the combination

upper surface , endless travelling carriers operable along substantially as set forth , of a shaft, a pair of dissimilar

said track , said carriers having slotted blocks adapted to sized clutching gears loose thereon , a clutch on said shaft

embrace the guide and having interally extending arms adapted to lock either of said gears to the shaft , a second

operable in the channel of the track whereby the guide is shaft parallel with the first -mentioned shaft, a pair of dis

maintained in position and prevented from side movement. similar sized gears fast thereon and engaging said clutch

14. In a can body soldering machine the combination of ing gears, a third shaft, a gear fast thereon engaging one

arm .
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of the gears on the second shaft , a pair of dissimilar sized projects outside of the said case , with a removable cap pro

clutching gears loose on the third shaft, a clutch on the tecting the exposed volatile substance and secured through

the same to said case.
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third shaft adapted to lock thereto either of the gears there

on , a fourth shaft parallel with the third shaft , a pair of 2. A combination inhaler consisting of a shell, means for

dissimilar gears fast thereon and engaging the clutching securing a volatile substance in said shell, means for ad

gears on the third shaft , additional dissimilar sized gears mitting air through said volatile substance, a volatile sub

fast on the fourth shaft, a fifth shaft parallel with the stance secured to the end of said shell and projecting there

fourth shaft , a gear splined thereon , a tumbling lever mount- from , and means for simultaneously sealing said volatile

ed on the fifth shaft and carrying the gear thereon , and a
substances .

gear carried by the tumbling lever and engaging the gear 3. A combination inhaler consisting of a shell , a divided

splined on the fifth shaft and adapted to selectively engage
or crystaline volatile substance in said shell, means for ad

gears on the fourth shaft . mitting air through said divided or crystaline volatile sub

2. In a composite speed changer the combination substan
stance , a moulded volatile substance secured in the end of

tially as set forth , of a secondary speed changer adapted to said shell and projecting therefrom, and means for simul

impart selective speeds to a machine , a plate forming a part taneously protecting said moulded volatile substance and

of said secondary speed changer and adapted for attach- said divided or crystalized volatile substance from the air.

ment to the machine, a gear forming part of said secondary 4. An inhaler consisting of a shell having an opening in

speed changer , a casing separably secured to said plate , a
one end covered by a valve of limited movement in combin

primary speed changing mechanism in said casing ,compris ation with a detachable cap covering an opening in theother

ing a shaft , a gear fast on said shaft and engaging the first
end of said shell and which operates said valve when near

mentioned gear, an initial shaft , and means for imparting
ing its closed position .

rotation to the last -mentioned shaft .
5. In an inhaler a shell containing a volatile substance and

having an opening at each end of said shell , a valve operat

No. 100,702. Liquid Cementing Paint.
ing to close one end of said shell in combination with a

moulded volatile substance in the other end of said shell, and

Peinture à cimenter . a removable cap closing the other end of said shell and said

The Standard Paint Company, New York City , New York, moulded volatile substance and simultaneously operating

assignee of Herbert Abraham, Bound Brook , New Jersey, said valve.

U.S.A. , 28th August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 19th March , 6. In an inhaler a shell containing a volatile substance

1906. Receipt No. 134,033.
and having an opening at each end of said shell , a valve

Claim . - 1. The herein described process of manufacturing operatingto close oneend of saidshell in combination with

liquid cementing paint which consists in dissolving in a
a removable cap closing the other end of said shell and

simultaneously operating said valve.
volatile solvent under the application of heat, a weather

proofplastic pitch of a colour adapted to be dominated by No. 100,704. Car Axle Box Lid .
that an added pigment , allowing the solution to cool , and

then adding a pigment which is relatively inert to the other
Couvercle de boîtes d'essieur de chars.

ingredients.

2. The herein described process of manufacturing liquid

cementing paint which consists in dissolving in a volatile

solvent , a weatherproof and non-gelatinizing plastic pitch

of a colour adapted to be dominated by that of an added

pigment and incorpo ating an inert pigment with the solu:

tion .

3. The herein described process of manufacturing liquid

cementing paint which consists in incorporating or mixing

with each other a volatile solvent, a weatherproof plastic

pitch of a colour adapted to be dominated by that of an

added pigment and a pigment which is relatively inert to the

other ingredients.

4. A liquid adapted for use as a paint, cement or the like ,

the said liquid containing a volatile solvent , a weatherproof

and non - gelatinizing plastic pitch and an inert pigment, the

colour of which dominates that of said pitch.

5. A liquid adapted for use as a paint, cement or the like,

the said liquid containing a volatile solvent, a weatherproof

plastic binder which contains a waterproof pitch which ap

pears light coloured and more or less pevious to light when

viewed in a thin layer and a pigment the colour of which

dominates that of the binder.

6. A liquid adapted for use as a paint , cement or the like ,

the said liquid containing as a solvent one of the lighter
Alvin C. McCord, assignee of William C. Dunham , both of

hydro - carbon distillates as a binder, a waterproof pitch
Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A. , 28th August, 1906 ; 6 years.

which appears light coloured and more or less pervious to
Filed 6th April, 1906. Receipt No. 134,672.

light when viewed in a thin layer and as a pigment, a me- Claim . - 1 . The combination with an axle box and a lid

tallic oxide the colour of which dominates that of the pitch. hinged thereto, of a spring thrust device extending on a line
obliquely intersecting the mouth of the box when it is

No. 100,703. Inhaler. Respirateur.
closed which spring thrust device re -acts against the lid

and against a seat in a fixed base of resistance and has an

Sharpe and Dohme, assignee of Benjamin Thomas Winches angular movement both in respect to the lid and the box,
ter, all of Baltimore, Maryland, U.S.A. , 28th August, substantially as described.

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 17th January , 1906. Receipt No. 2. The combination with an axle box, of a lid hinged
131,961 .

thereto by means ofa separable hinge permitting the lid to

Claim.-1. In combination a case containing a volatile be lifted from the box, and a spring thrust devive obliquely

substance mounted in the end thereof and a portion of which I intersecting the mouth of the box when the lid is closed,
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said spring thrust device re -acting against an inwardly pro- said lid and its support being provided with means where

jected intermediate portion of the lid and a fixed base of by the movement of the lid carries said thrust device from

resistance on the box , said spring thrust device having an ore side to the other of a dead center, substantially as des

angular movement both in respect to the lid and the box cribed .

and exerting a strain tending to maintain engagement be

tween the hinge members , substantially as described .
No. 100,706. Power Transmission Gears.

3. The combination with an axle box having a fulcrum rib

above its mouth opening, of a lid having at its upper edge Engrenage à transmission de la force.

a seat that engages said fulcrum rib to form the lid hinge ,

a spring thrust device obliquely intersecting the mouth of

the box when the lid is closed , and re -acting against an in

termediate inwardly projecting portion of the lid and against

a base of resistance on the box , said spring thrust device

having an angular movement both in respect to the lid and

the box when said lid is moved, substantially as described .

4. The combination with an axle box having a fulcrum rib

above its mouth opening, of a lid having an open seat loosely

engaging said fulcrum rib , a bolt pivoted to lugs on the box

and working loosely through an inwardly projecting lug on

the intermediate portion of the lid , a spring on said bolt re
acting against said bolt and against the lug on said lid ,

said bolt and spring having angular movement both in

respect to the box and to the lid , said spring tending to

maintain engagement between said fulcrum rib and seat,

substantially as described .

5. The combination with an axle box and a lid connected

thereto by a separable hinge , said box having outwardly
1204

projecting perforated bearing lugs , one of which is slotted

and said lid having an inwardly projecting perforated lug,

of a T-bolt having a shaft- like head seated in the perforated Erick Juno Swedlund, and Martin Anderson , assignee of a

bearing lugs of said box and having a flattened neck adapted half interest , both of Atwater, Minnesota , U.S.A. , 28th

to pass through said slotted lug under a lateral movement August , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 4th June , 1906. Receipt

of said T -bolt, said T-bolt being passed through the lug of No. 136,517.

said lid and a coiled spring on said bolt compressed between Claim . - 1. The combination of a driving shaft , a driven

a collarthereon and thelug of said lid , substantially as shaft, a conoidal gear member connected with said driv

described .
ing shaft and free to gyrate , a buffer , means for rendering

6. The combination with an axle box and a lid hinged
the same stationary in relation to said driven shaft , a coni

thereto , said box having perforated bearing lugs and said lid
cal roller for forcing said conoidal gear member into en

having an inwardly projecting perforated bearing lug , of a
gagement with said buffer , and adjustments for regulating

T-bolt having its head pivoted in the lugs of said box and
the pressure of said conoidal gear member.

having its free end passed through the lug of said lid , a

spring on said bolt pressing against the lug ofsaid lid , the causing the same to gyrate , a revoluble casing, a bracket
2. The combination of a conoidal gear member, means for

thrust device made up of said bolt and spring being movable mounted within said revoluble casing and engaging said

from one side to the other of a dead center under movements

of said lid , and a stop at the outer end of said boltfor limit- latively to said casing.
conodial member, and means for adjusting said bracket re

ing the opening movement of the box , substantially as des

3. The combination of a driven shaft , a revoluble membercribed .

of substantially conoidal form connected therewith and free

to gyrate , the larger diameter of said conoidal member
No. 100,705. Car Axle Box Lid.

having the greater degree of movement , a gear member
Couvercle de boîtes d'essieux de chars. engaging said revoluble conoidal member and serving as

a center around which the latter is free to gyrate , means

for maintaining said conoidal member in positive functional

engagement with said gear member , and mechanism for actu

ating said conoidal member.

4. In a power transmitting gear the combination of a driv

ing shaft, a driven shaft , reversible friction gearing con

nected with said driving and said driven shafts and adapted

to reverse the motion of said driven shaft , and mechanism

for connecting said friction gearing , said driving shaft and

said driven shaft together so that all of said parts can be

moved together as a whole.

5. In a power transmitting gear the combination of a gear

member free to rotate upon its own axis and also to gyrate ,

said gear member having a contact surface , a non -revoluble

member provided with a contact surface of substantially

conical shape engaged by said contact surface of said gear

member, means for shifting the general position of said

non -revoluble member relatively to said gear member, and

mechanism connected with said gear member for transmit

ting power to or from the same.

6. In a power transmitting gear the combination of a

hollow gear member free to rotate upon its own axis and

also to gyrate , said gear member having an internal con

tact surface , a member having an external contact surface

Alvin G. McCord , Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. , 28th August , engaged by said internal contact surface of said hollow gear

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 6th April, 1906 . Receipt No. member to rotate as aforesaid upon its own axis , a shaft

134,673. connected with said hollow gear member for transmitting

Claim . - 1. The combination with an axle box and a lid power to or from the same , and another shaft connected

hinged thereto , of a spring thrust device re-acting against with said hollow gear member and having a rotary move

the lid and against a seat in a fixed base of resistance in- ment corresponding to the gyratory movement thereof.

ward of the axis of the lid hinge, said spring thrust device 7. In a power transmitting gear the combination of a gear

having an angular oscillatory movement both in respect to member free to rotate upon its own axis and also to gyrate,

the lid and the box, and so disposed that its line of force said gear member having a bearing surface, a member en

intersects the mouth of the box when the lid is closed, gaged by said gear member and provided with a bearing

substantially as described. surface engaging said bearing surface of said gear , whereby

2. The combination with an axle box and a lid hinged the latter is caused to rotate upon its own axis, means for

thereto, of a spring thrust device re -acting against the lid causing said gear member to gyrate , and a revoluble shaft

and against a seat in a fixed base of resistance inward of the connected with said gear member by a universal joint .

mouth opening of the lid , said spring thrust device having 8. In a power transmitting gear the combination of a

ar angular oscillatory movement both in respect to the lid hollow gear member provided with an inner bearing sur

and the box , and so disposed that its line of force obliquely face and an outer bearing surface, means for actuating said

intersects the mouth of the box when the lid is closed, and gear member so as to cause the same to gyrate , and mech
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Fig. 1.
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anism provided with separate bearing surfaces to be en- 3. In a turbine a collar on the rotor having a side face in

gaged by said inner and said outer bearing surfaces res- a plane at right angles to the axis , and a relatively softer

pectively for the purpose of causing said gear member to circumferential sectional strip on the stator with a groove

rotate in opposite directions , and mechanism connected with on its face portion and with the part beyond the groove in

said gear member for transmitting power thereto or there- co -action with the side face of the rotor collar.

from. 4. In a turbine a packing including a strip quadrilateral

9. In a power transmitting gear the combination of a in cross section and grooved and a hard means co-acting

driving member and a driven member connected in opera with the grooved face of the strip.

tive engagement with each other by means of changeable 5. In a turbine a packing including a strip rectangular in

diameter contact surfaces , one of said members having a cross section and grooved , and means in which said strip is
gyratory movement and also a rotary movement , the other caulked .

of said members being acted upon in response to said gyra 6. In a turbine a packing including a strip having a bear

tory movement, and means for shifting one of said members ing portion and a groove, and means in which the strip is

bodily in relation to the other. caulked , the groove forming a shoulder on which to caulk .

10. In a power transmitting gear the combination of a 7. As an article of manufacture an arcuate packing strip

gear member free to rotate upon its own axis and also to rectangular in cross section of soft material grooved on its

gyrate, said gear member having a contact surface , a non
plane side .

revoluble member provided with a contact surface of sub
8. A grooved caulking strip, substantially as and for the

stantially conical shape engaged by said contact surface
purpose shown and described.

of said gear member , means for bodily shifting the position

of said non-revoluble member relatively to said gear mem- No. 100,708. Internal Combustion Engine.

ber, and mechanism connected with said gear member for Machine à combustion interne.

transmitting power to or from the same.

11. In a power transmitting gear the combination of a

gear member free to rotate upon its own axis and also to

gyrate , said gear member having a contact surface , a se

cond member having a contact surface engaged by that of

said gear member and adapted to co -act therewith for

changing the speed thereof according to the positions of

said gear and said second member relatively to each other,

means for transmitting power to or from said gear member

and mechanism for controlling the position of said gear

member and said second member relatively to each other.

12. In a power transmitting gear the combination of a

gear member free to rotate upon its own axis and also to

gyrate , said gear member having a contact surface , a second

member having a contact surface engaged by said contact

surface of said gear member, thereby causing said gear

member to rotate as aforesaid upon its own axis, a shaft

connected with said gear member for transmitting power to

or from the same , and another shaft connected with said

last -mentioned shaft and having a rotary movement cor

responding to the gyratory movement of said gear member.

13. The combination with driving and driven bodies , of

variable speed gearing interposed between them, having en

gaging members , one of which rolls upon the other and is

operatively connected with both of said bodies , the mem

ters being adjustable one with relation to the other to gra

dually change the relative diameters of their engaging sur

faces .

14. The combination with driving and driven bodies, of

variable speed gearing interposed between them having en

gaging members, one of which moves as a planet wheel roll

ing against the other, the members being adjustable one

with relation to the other to gradually change the relative

diameters of their engaging surfaces .

The Empire Oil Engine Syndicate, Limited, London, assignee
No. 100,707. Steam Turbine Packing. of John Clay, 64 Mersey Road, Rock Ferry, Chester,

Garniture de turbines à vapeur.
England, 28th August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 27th March,

1905. Receipt No. 123,717.

Claim . - 1. An internal combustion engine comprising a

working cylinder , an air pump, a mechanically actuated dis

tribution valve between the air pump and the cylinder, a

combustible mixture supply pump and a mechanically actu

ated distribution valve between the mixture pump and the

cylinder, substantially as set forth.

2. An internal combustion engine comprising a working

cylinder, an air pump, a mechanically actuated distribution

valve between the air pump and the cylinder, a combustible

mixture supply pump and a mechanically actuated distri
rig !

bution valve between the mixture pump and the cylinder

adapted to have the amount of opening to the cylinder for

the supply of mixture varied by varying the stroke of same,

substantially as set forth.

3. In an internal combustion engine a cylinder, a piston

working therein a mechanically operated valve for regulat

ing and admitting combustible mixture to the cylinder, a
rig2

rg

110707 fluid pressure reservoir, a separate reversing valve com

municating with the cylinder and the said reservoir by

passages and adapted to act as a combined inlet and ex
The Allis -Chalmers Company, assignee of Robert Asa Mc- haust valve, a link and double eccentric motion for operat

Kee, both of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, U.S.A., 28th August, ing said valve, variable throw lever mechanism connected

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 12th March, 1906. Receipt No. with the combustible mixture supply controlling valve for

133,810.
varying and cutting off the stroke and fluid supply opening,

Claim .-- 1. In a _turbine a hard collar integral with the substantially as set forth.

rotor and a circumferential soft co - acting strip grooved on 4. In an internal combustion engine a working cylinder, a

its face portion on the stator. compressed fluid reservoir , a reversing valve , a valve cas

2. In a turbine a collar on the rotor having its side face ing therefor, conduits in said casing communicating with the

in a plane at right angles to the axis, and a relatively softer exhaust port and the combustion space of the cylinder
circumferential strip on the stator grooved in its co - acting respectively, and with the reservoir, and controlled by said

face portion with the part beyond the groove in co - action valve and a valve setting reversing mechanism connected

with the side face of the rotor collar.
with said valve, substantially as set forth.
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5. An internal combustion engine comprising a cylinder 1 , Jections on the latter , of drawer supporting members com

a piston 5 working in same , a combustible mixture control- posed of sheet metal resting on the projections of the cas

ling valve 11 , a valve casing 10, ports 12 communicating be

tween the valve and the interior of the cylinder, a valve

operating link 36 worked from and connected with the pis

ton rod of the engine at one end , and at the other end with

the valve and a shifting fulcrum to said links between these

ends adapted to be moved nearer to and further from the

end connected with the valve by which the stroke of the

valve and quality of combustible mixture supplied can be

varied or cut off , substantially as set forth .

6. In an internal combustion engine a cylinder 1, a piston

5 working in it , a mechanically worked valve 11 for distribut

ing and controlling the supply of combustible mixture to

the cylinder, a pump 20 for supplying the combustible mix

ture , the distribution and flow of which is controlled by said

valve, a mechanically moved valve 8 for distributing and con

trolling the supply of air to the cylinder , an air pump 15 for

supplying air to the cylinder, the distribution and flow of

which is controlled by said valve 8 , a valve connected with

the combustion space and with the exhaust port of the cylin

der for reversing the engine, and a link motion for actuating

said reversing valve , and a reservoir containing fluid under

pressure connected with said reversing valve, substantially

as set forth .

7. In an internal combustion engine the combustion of

cylinder 1 , a piston 5, fluid inlet conduits 4 at the ends of

the cylinder, an exhaust port 6 at the center of the cylin

der, an automatic non-return valve 2 in the port 4, a

valve chest 3 below the valve 2 , a valve 8 for controlling

and distributing the supply of air , a valve casing 7 , ports 9

communicating between the valve casing 7 and the valve

casing 3 , a valve 11 for regulating and controlling the supply

of combustible fluid , a casing 10 in which the valve 11 works

and ports 12 communicating between the valve casing 10 and

the valve casing 3 at each end , substantially as set forth .

8. In an internal combustion engire the combination of

cylinder 1 , a piston 5 , fluid inlet conduits 4 at the ends of

the cylinder , an exhaust port 6 at the center of the cylinder, ing and receiving the projections on the walls, of the

an automatic non- return valve 2 in each of the ports 4, a
drawer and flanges on the edges of said members extending

valve chest, below the valves 3, a valve 8 for controlling and
over the sides of each of their co -operating projections ad

distributing the supply of air , a valve casing 7, ports 9 com
municating between the valve casing 7 andthe valve casing jacent, the sidewalls of the casing and drawerrespectively.

3, a valve 11 for regulating and controlling the supply of ing therein and side walls, supporting rollers on said walls,
4. The combination with a casing having a drawer open

combustible fluid , a casing 10 in which the valve 11 works,

ports12communicatingbetween the valve casing 10 and the therefrom , of supporting members interposed between the
a drawer comprising side walls and rollers projecting

valve casings 3 , an air pump 15 operated from the engine, a
walls of the casing and drawer which rest upon the rollers

conduit 19 connecting the air pump delivery with the valve
on the casing and receive those on the drawer , said mem

casing 7, a combustible mixture pump 20 operated by the
engine and a conduit 24 connecting the combustion pump sides of their respective rollersbers being provided with means extending over the rear

delivery with the valve casing 10, substantially as set forth. movement ofthe members relatively to the rollers.
for preventing lateral

9. In an internal combustion engine the combination of

cylinder 1 , a piston 5, fluid inlet conduits 4 at the ends of
5. The combination with a cabinet , a drawer adapted

thecylinder, anexhaust port 6 at the center ofthe cylinder, cabinet and drawer, of supports mounted to operate be
to operate therein, and supporting devices provided on the

an automatic non-return valve 2 in each of the ports 4 , a

valve chest 3 below the valve 2 , a valve 8for controlling material benttoform an intermediate track section hav
tween the drawer and cabinet, each composed of sheet

and distributing the supply of air, a valve casing 7, ports 9
communicating between the valve casing 7 and the valve ing the supporting devices of the drawer and cabinet ar

casing3,a valve 11 for regulating and controlling thesupply ranged on opposite sides thereof, and flanges formed above

of combustible fluid ,a casing 10 in whichthevalve11 works, andbelow the saidtrack section for preventing tilting be

ports 12 communicating between the valve casing 10 and the
tween the drawer and casing.

valve casings 3 at each end, areversingvalve 58,avalve operate therein, and supportingdevices provided on the cabi
6. Thecombination with a cabinet , a drawer adapted to

casing 55 in which the valve works, conduits 56 connecting

the valve casing 55 with the cylinder spaces 4 and a conduit
net and drawer, of supports mounted to operate longitud

57 connecting the casing 55 with the exhaust port 6, substan- inallybetweenthedrawer and cabinet each embodying a

tially as set forth.
horizontal intermediate track section having said support

ing devices of the drawer and cabinet arranged on opposite

sides thereof, flanges arranged above and below said track
No. 100,709. Filing Case.

section and arranged to engage said supporting devices to

Caisse de remplissage. prevent relative tilting between the drawer and cabinet,

The Yawman and Erbe Manufacturing Company, assignee mediate track section for preventing lateral disengagement
and portions on said flanges extending toward the inter

of Philip H. Yawman, both of Rochester, New York, of the supporting devices and support.

U.S.A. , 28th August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 8th June , 7. The combination with a cabinet , a drawer mounted to

1906. Receipt No. 136,673 . operate therein , and suitable supporting devices provided

Claim - 1. The combination with a casing, projections on the drawer and cabinet, of supports mounted to operate

therein , and a drawer fitting within the casing provided between the drawer and cabinet each composed of sheet

with similar projections , of a member movably engaging material bent to form a horizontal track section having the

the projections on the case and drawer to support the lat- supporting devices of the drawer and cabinet arranged at

ter and means on the member extending over the sides of either side thereof , the material being bent in opposite

said projections adjacent the casing and drawer respec- directions from the track section and thence bent to form

tively to prevent lateral movement of the member. flanges extending parallel to the track section , said flanges

2. The combination with a casing having side walls , pro- being arranged to co -operate with the supporting devices to

jections extending inwardly therefrom , a drawer fitting the prevent relative tilting of the drawer and cabinet, the edges

casing comprising side walls and outwardly extending pro- of said flanges being bent toward said track section to

jections on the latter, of movable members resting on the from lateral guides for the supporting devices.

projections of the casing and receiving the projections on 8. The combination with the casing having a drawer

the walls of the drawer to support the later and devices on opening therein , a drawer adapted to operate in the drawer

said members extending over rear sides of their co -opera- opening, and supporting devices arranged on the drawer

ting projections for preventing lateral movement of the and casing, of supports having ways extending longitudin

members relatively to the drawer or casing. ally of the drawer to receive the supporting devices of the

3. The combination with a casing having side walls , pro - drawer and casing, means on the supports for retaining

jections extending inwardly therefrom , a drawer fittng the the supporting devices of the drawer in their correspond

casing comprising side walls and outwardly extending pro- ing ways , a portion of the latter being cut away to form
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passages arranged out of alignment with said ways for stops at either end of the ways for the supporting devices

permitting the removal of the supporting devices of the on the drawer formed by bending a portion of the sheet

drawer from their ways . material laterally across the ways.

9. The combination with the casing having a drawer open- 19. The combination with a casing having a drawer open

ing therein , a drawer adapted to operate in the drawer ing therein forming side walls, a drawer adapted to oper
opening, and supporting devices arranged on the drawer ate in the opening having side walls and projections ar

and casing , of supports having closed ways thereon for re- ranged on the walls of the drawer and casing, of extensible

ceiving and guiding the supporting devices of the drawer and supports arranged between the drawer and casing each hav

casing and stops on the supports for limiting the forward ing parallel upper and lower ways formed therein to re
motion of the drawer, cut away portions being formed in ceive the projections of the drawer and casing, spaced

the corresponding ways and forming passages leading past guides provided at the upper and lower sides of the ways

the stops to permit the removal of the drawer supporting for co -operation with the respective projections to prevent

devices from their ways . tilting motion of the drawer, and projecting lateral edges on

10. The combination with the casing having a drawer open said guides extending over the rear sides of the respective

ing therein, a drawer adapted to operate in said opening projections for preventing lateral movement of the sup

and laterally projecting rollers on the drawer and casing, perts relatively thereto .

of supports having ways open at opposite sides thereof to

receive the rollers of the drawer and casing and means on

said support for preventing the lateral disengagement of the No. 100,710 . Paper Holder for Roller Copying

rollers and the ways .
Devices.

11. The combination with the casing ha ng a drawer open
Porte papier pour rouleauso à copier .

ing therein , a drawer adapted to operate in said opening,

and laterally projecting supporting devices on the drawer

ard casing, of supports composed of sheet material each

having horizontal upper and lower ways arranged in the

same vertical plane to receive the supporting devices of the

drawer and casing, said ways having turned edges serving

as lateral guides for the supporting devices .

12. The combination with the casing having a drawer open

ing therein , a drawer adapted to operate in said opening,

and laterally projecting supporting devices on the drawer

ard casing, of supports composed of sheet material bent

transversely into substantially the form of two channel bars

placed edgewise to form ways extending longitudinally re

latively to the drawer to receive the supporting devices of

the drawer and casing .

13. The combination with the casing having a drawer open

ing therein , the drawer adapted to operate in the said open

ing and laterally projecting supporting devices arranged on

the drawer and the casing , of supports composed of sheet

material bent transversely to form oppositely arranged

channels or ways arranged edgewise and open at opposite

sides of the support to receive the supporting devices of The Yawman and Erbe Manufacturing Company, assignee of

the drawer and casing .
Philip H. Yawman , both of Rochester, New York , U.S.A. ,

14. In combination with the casing having a drawer open
28th August , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 8th June , 1906. Re

ing therein , the drawer adapted to operate in the said open
ceipt No. 136,680.

ing , and laterally projecting supporting devices arranged on Claim.-1 . In a press copier the combination with a sup

the drawer and casing , of supports composed of sheet port an impression device , a paper holder for supplying an

material having intermediate horizontal tracks thereon for impression strip to the impression device and a receptacle

the supporting devices of the drawer and casing, and flanges arranged beneath the impression device and adapted to re

above and below the intermediate portion having retaining ceive the strip therefrom, of a device located at a point be

edges for guiding the supporting devices in the ways. tween the receptacle and the impression device for holding

15. The combination with the casing having a drawer the end of the strip leading to the receptacle in operative

opening therein , a drawer adapted to operate in the said position for attachment to the end of the strip leading from

drawer and casing, of supports composed of sheet material
the impresion device .

bent transversely substantially in the form of oppositely ar
2. In a press copier the combination with a support, an

ranged channel bars placed edgewise to form upper and
impression device mounted thereon, a paper holder for sup

lower ways open at opposite sides of the supports to re
plying an impression strip to the impression device, a knife

ceive the rollers of the drawer and casing, and stops at
arranged to receive the strip from the receptacle for sever

the forward ends of the upper ways arranged to co -operate ing it into sections , and a receptacle arranged beneath the

with the rollers of the drawer to limit the forward motion
knife and impression device and adapted to receive the strip

of the latter . portions of the upper channel bars being cut
from the latter, of a device arranged between the receptacle

awayadjacent to the stops to permit removal of the drawer fromthe receptacle inoperative position relatively to the
and knife for holding the severed end of the strip leading

rollers from their respective ways .

16. The combination with the casing having a drawer
knife , and a second device arranged between the impression

opening therein , a drawer adapted to operate in the said strip leading fromthe receptacle in operative position to
device and receptacle for holding the severed end of the

opening, and laterally projecting rollers arranged on the

drawer and casing , of supports having upper and lower
receive the end of the strip leading from the impression
device.

ways extending longitudinally to receive the rollers of the

drawer and casing , stops at the forward ends of the upper
3. In a copying device of the character described the com

bination with the receptacle adapted to hold the continuous
ways , the adjacent portions of the supports being cut away

to permit the passage of the drawer rollersabove the stops, the severing knifefor dividing the strip into sections, of a
strip after the impressions have been printed thereon, and

and guides on the supports extending beyond the cut away
clamping device for the strip embodying a relatively fixed

portions to co - operate with the rollers of the drawer in
support over which the strip is adapted to pass and a re

passing through the cut away portions .
latively movable member attached to the support and bear

17. The combination with the casing having a drawer open
ing upon said strip .

ing therein , a series of rollers arranged horizontally within 4. In a copying device of the character described the com
the casing, a supplemental roller of smaller diameter being bination with the receptacle adapted to hold the continuous

arranged in rear of the other rollers, and a drawer adapted strip after the impressions have been printed thereon and

to operate in the said opening , of supports having ways, the severing knife for dividing the strip into sections, of a

thereon to receive the rollers of the casing and adapted to clamping device located adjacent the knife embodying a

movably support the drawer therein , and stops on the sup support over which the strip passes, and a relatively mor
ports arranged to permit the passage of the smaller roller able bail attached to said support and arranged to produce

and engage one of the larger rollers to limit the motion of a pressure upon the strip .

the support relatively to the casing. 5. In a copying device of the character described the com

18. The combination with the casing having a drawer open- bination with a suitable receptacle adapted to contain the

ing therein, a drawer adapted to operate in said opening continuous impression strip and the severing knife for divid

and oppositely arranged supporting devices on the drawer ing the strip into sections, of a ball having its endsjournal
and casing , of extensible supports composed of sheet mater- led in a relatively fixed portion of the knife and having a

ial having the horizontally extending ways or tracks to re- central portion arranged to bear frictionally upon the strip

ceive the supporting devices , the upper and lower flanges to prevent the latter from leaving the knife when a section

for retaining the supporting devices within their ways, and thereof has been sèvered,
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6. In a copying device of the character described the com- 5. In combination , a centrifugal basket comprising outer

bination with a suitable receptacle adapted to contain the and inner walls , and a driving motor therefor located within

continuous impression strip , and the severing knife having said inner wall .

a relatively fixed portion provided with a recess over which 6. In combination , a gyratory member, the non - rotatable

the strip passes , of a clamping device attached to the re- element of a motor secured to said member , the rotatable

latively fixed portion of the knife and having an engaging element of said motor deflectable with said non-rotatable

portion bearing upon the strip to clamp it in said recess . element and maintained concentric therewith, and a centri

7. In a copying device of the character described the com- fugal basket surrounding said rotatable motor element and

bination with a support, the receptacle therein and the strip secured thereto .

carried by the receptacle and passing through an aperture 7. In combination , a gyratory shaft , the non-rotatable
formed in the support, of a clamping device embodying a element of a motor secured to said shaft , the rotatable ele

bail having its ends journalled in the ends of said aperture ment of a motor secured to said shaft , the rotatable element

and having a central portion adapted to be swung over and and maintained concentric therewith, and a centrifugal
clamp the strip between it and the side of the aperture. basket surrounding said rotatable motor element and secur

ed thereto .

No. 100,711. Internal Combustion Motor. 8. In combination , a gyratory shaft , the non - rotatable ele

Moteur à combustion interne .
ment of a motor cesured to said shaft , the rotatable element

of said motor deflectable with said non-rotatable element

and Imaintained corcentric therewith , and a centrifugal

basket comprising concentric cylinders, the inner cylinder

surrounding said rotatable motor element and secured there

9. In combination , a motor mounted upon a gyratory sus

pension , and a centrifugal basket secured to the rotatable

element of said motor and comprising outer and inner walls ,

said motor being located within said inner wall ,

10. In combination , a gyratory shaft , the non-rotatable

element of a motor secured thereto , the rotatable element

of said motor deflectable with said non -rotatable element and

maintained concentric therewith , a centrifugal basket

surrounding said motor and secured to the rotatable element

thereof , and a ball bearing intermediate the rotatable mem

bers and said shaft .

11. In combination , a non -rotating gyratory shaft a cen

trifugal basket supported by said shaft , the rotatable ele

ment of a driving motor surrounded by said basket , and the

Defiance Iron Works Company, assignee of Richard J. non -rotating element of said motor secured to said shaft ,

Barnes , both of Chatham , Ontario, Canada, 28th August, 12 , In combination , a centrifugal basket , an electric motor

1906 ; 6 years . Receipt No. 132,875 . of the alternating current induction type for driving said

Claim .-1 . In an internal combustion motor a cylinder pro- basket, the motor secondary being surrounded by and secured

vided with a peripheral flange and a boss on its end in com
to said basket,

bination with a water jacket slipped over the cylinder and

clamped to the flange and boss , substantially as described . No. 100,713. Internal Combustion Engine.

2. In an internal combustion motor a cylinder provided Machine à combustion interne.
with a peripheral flange and an apertured boss on its end in

combination with a water jacket silpped over the cylinder

provided with an aperture corresponding with the aperture
in the boss and a flange resting on the flange of the cylin

der, a flanged plug screwed into the aperture in the boss

and adapted to clamp the jacket to the boss and a flanged

ring screwed on the flange of the cylinder and adapted to

clamp the flange of the jacket thereon , substantially as des
cribed.
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No. 100,712. Centrifugal Apparatus.

Appareil centrifuge.
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Fynis Colwell Gordon , Charles ills Caywood and Richard

Wallace Caywood, assignee of a half interest , all of

Asotin . Washington , U.S.A. , 28th August, 1906 ; 6 years,

Filed 7th December , 1905. Receipt No. 130,790 .

Claim . - 1 . In an internal combustion engine the combina

tion of a plurality of working cylinders , a separate vapour

izer for each cylinder , and means connecting the vapourizer

with its particular cylinder .
William L. D'Olier, Philadelphia, assignee of Cornelius D. 2. In an internal combustion engine the combination of a

Ehret, Ardmore , both in Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 28th plurality of working cylinders , a separate vapourizer for

August , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 20th February , 1905 . Re- each cylinder , a fuel mixture pump, and connections whereby

ceipt No. 122,678 .
the mixtures from the vapourizers are passed to their res

Claim . - 1. In combination, a centrifugal basket, and a driv- pective working cylinders.
ing motor therefor , the rotatable element of said motor be- 3. An internal combustion engine comprising a plurality of
ing surrounded by said basket . working cylinders , a vapourizer for each cylinder and a

2. In combination, a centrifugal basket , and a motor for double acting pump and connections , the pump having its

driving the same, said motor being surrounded by said ends respectively connected with the vapourizers and their
basket . corresponding working cylinders , for the purpose specified .

3. In combination , a centrifugal basket , and a driving 5. In an internal combustion engine the combination of

motor therefor, the rotatable element of said motor being two working cylinders , a vapourizer for each cylinder, a

surrounded by and secured to said basket , double acting fuel pump having its ends respectively in con

4. In combination , a centrifugal basket, comprising con- rection with the vapourizers, and a double acting mixture

centric cylinders of different diameters, and a driving motor pump having its ends respectively in connection with the

therefor located within the cylinder of lesser diameter . vapourizers and the working cylinders related thereto.
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3. An engraving machine comprising a pattern holder, a

work holder adapted to hold the plate , a tracer rod termin

15. In an internal combustion engine the combination of

a liquid fuel pump, a vapourizer into which the pump dis

charges, the vapourizer having an air inlet , a mixture pump

communicating with the vapourizer, a working cylinder with

which said pump also communicates, and a governor con

trolled means for varying the action of said pumps .

2
wo

No. 100,714. Non -Refillable Bottle.

Bouteille non - remplissable.
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ating at one end in a tracing point , a pivoted support for

said tracer rod , a graver , a frame pivoted to swing about one

of its edges , a second frame pivoted to the first and swing

ing about an axis parallel to the axis of the first frame, a

Joseph William Wood ard and Louis Cohen , both of Wash- third frame carrying a graver pivoted to said second frame,

ington , District of Columbia , assignee of a half interest , and means operated by said tracer rod for moving said gra

28th August , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 8th June, 1906 . Re- ver transversely to the plate, substantially as described .

ceipt No. 136,711. 4. An engraving machine comprising a pattern holder, a

Claim . - 1. A bottle having the neck provided with an an work holder adapted to hold a plate, a tracer rod termin

nular shoulder near its inner end , a similar shoulder near Its
ating at one end in a tracing point, a pivoted support for

outer end and an annular groove at a point between said
said rod consisting of two gimbal rings, the one longitudin

shoulders in combination with a valve casing in the neck,
ally adjustable relative to the other and both movable

with its inner end bearing against the inner shoulder, said
lengthwise along said rod , a graver, means for moving said

casing having spring locking devices engaging the annular
graver towards and away from the plate and mechanism

for holding said graver at a constant angle to said plate and

groove, and a cap on the outer end of the said casing, and

bearing against the outer shoulder, substantially as des
means operated by said tracer rod for moving said graver

transversely to the plate , substantially as described .

cribed.
5. An engraving machine comprising a pattern holder, a

2. A bottle having the neck provided with an annular
work holder adapted to hold a plate , a tracer rod terminat

shoulder near its inner end , a similar shoulder near its

ing at one end in a tracing point , a pivoted support for said
outer end and an annular groove at a point between said

rod consisting of two gimbal rings , the one longitudinally
shoulders in combination with a valve casing in the neck ,

adjustable relative to the other and both movable length

with its inner end bearing against the inner shoulder, said
wise along said rod , a graver a series of pivoted frames

casing having spring locking devices engaging the annular

groove, and a cap on the outer end of the casing , bearing
co -operating to hold said graver at right angles to said

plate , and means operated by said rod for moving said
against the outer shoulder and having an outwardly con

graver transversely to the plate , substantially as described .
tracting bore, substantially as described .

6. An engraving machine comprising a patern holder, a
3. A non - refillable bottle having an inner valve, a weight

work holder adapted to hold a plate, a tracer rod terminat
element to close said inner valve when the bottle is in an up

ing at one end in a tracing point , a pivoted support for said
right , inclined or horizontal position , an outer disc valve , a rod consisting of two gimbal rings, the one longitudinally

guide therefor, a float disc spaced from the outer side of the
adjustable relative to the other and both movable length

disc valve and connected thereto to operate the same, and
wise along said rod , a graver, a pivoted swinging frame and

a cap in the neck of the bottle enclosing the float valve ,
a transverse swinging frame pivoted thereto with a frame

and having an outwardly contracted bore , substantially as
carrying the graver pivoted to said transverse frame, and

described .
means operated by said tracer rod for moving said graver

4. A non - refillable bottle having a valve casing in the neck transversely to the plate, substantially as described .

thereof, a disc valve , a guide for said disc valve , and a float 7. A machine of the character described comprising a

disc spaced from the outer side of said disc , and connected tracer rod mounted in gimbals, a tracer tool mounted in the

thereto to operate the same , substantially as described . front end of and co - axial with said rod, a graver, means for

5. A non -refillable bottle having an inner valve , a weight moving said graver transversely to the plate operated by

element to close said inner valve when the bottle is in an the movement of the rear end of said tracer rod , and means

upright , inclined or horizontal position , an outer valve , independent of said tracer tool for maintaining the graver

and a float element to close said outer valve on an attempt at a constant angle to the surface of the plate , substantially

to introduce liquid into the bottle when the latter is in an as described .

inverted position , substantially as described. 8. A machine of the character described comprising a

tracer rod , a tracer tool mounted in the end of said rod , a

No. 100,715. Engraving Machine. Machine à graver .
graver, means for moving said graver transversely to the

plate operated by the movement of said tracer rod , and a
The Long Arm System Company , Cleveland , Ohio , assignee

series of pivoted frames with means co -operating therewith
of Josiah Percy Stevens , Atlanta , Georgia , and Robert

to maintain the graver at a constant angle to the surface
H. Kirk , Cleveland , aforesaid, all in the U.S.A., 28th of the plate , substantially as described.

August , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 23rd June , 1906. Receipt 9. A machine of the character described comprising a

No. 137,212 . tracer rod, a tracer tool mounted in the end of said rod , a

Claim . - 1 . An engraving machine comprising a pattern pivoted support for said rod comprising two gimbal rings,

holder, a work holder adapted to hold a plate , a tracer rod the one longitudinally adjustable relative to the other , a

terminating at its front end in a tracing point , gimbals sup- graver, means for moving said graver transversely to the

porting said rod near its rear end, a graver mechanism for plate operated by the movement of said tracer rod , and in
holding said graver at a constant angle to said plate , and dependent means for maintaining the graver at a constant

means operated bythe rear end of said rod for moving said | angle to the surface of the plate, substantially as described.
graver transversely to the plate , substantially as described . 10. A machine of the character described comprising a

2. An engraving machine comprising a pattern holder , a tracer rod , a tracer mounted in the end of said rod , a pivoted

work holder adapted to hold a plate , a tracer rod terminat- support for said rod comprising two gimbal rings , the one

ing at one end in a tracing point, a pivoted support for said longitudinally adjustable relative to the other and both ad

tracer rod, a graver, a series of pivoted frames and means justable lengthwise along said rod, a graver , means for

co -operating therewith to hold said graver at right angles moving said graver transversely to the plate operated by
to said plate, and means operated by said tracer rod for the movement of said tracer , and independent means for

moving said graver transversely to the plate , substantially maintaining the graverperpendicular to the surface of said

ag described . plate , substantially as described.
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11. An engraving machine comprising a pattern holder, a 19. A machine of the character described , comprising a

work holder adapted to hold a plate , à tracer rod carrying tracer rod, a tracer tool mounted at the end of said rod, a

at one end a tracing point, a pivoted support for said rod, pivoted support for said rod , comprising two gimbal rings,
a graver mounted near the opposite end of said rod , a series the one longitudinally adjustable relative to the other, and

of pivoted frames and means co-operating therewith to hold both adjustable lengthwise along said rod , a graver, means

said graver at a constant angle to said plate , means for for moving said graver operated by the movement of said

normally pressing said graver towards the plate , means tracer , and independent means for maintaining the graver

controlled by the operator for withdrawing the graver from perpendicular to the surface of said plate , means for nor

the plate, and means operated by said rod for moving said mally pressing said graver towards the plate, means con

graver transversely to the plate , sugstantially as described . trolled by the operator for withdrawing the graver from the

12. An engraving machine comprising a pattern holder, plate , and means operated by said tracer rod for moving
a work holder adapted to hold a plate, a tracer rod car- said graver transversely to the plate, substantially as des

rying at one end a tracing point , a pivoted support for cribed .

said rod, a graver, a swinging frame pivoted along one edge, 20. In a machine of the character described , the com

and a transverse swinging frame having pivots parallel to bination with a plate and plate holder, of a tracer rod pivot
the first, a frame carrying the graver pivoted to said trans- ed in gimbals near one end thereof and carrying a tracer

verse frame , means for normally pressing said graver to- tool telescopically mounted in the opposite end, a graver,

wards the plate , means controlled by the operator for with- means for passing said graver against the plate and for

drawing the graverfrom the plate, and means operated by withdrawingsame when desired, and mechanism controlled
said rod for moving said graver transversely to the plate, by the movement of said tracer rod for moving said graver

substantially as described . over the face of the plate , substantially as described.

13. An engraving machine comprising a pattern holder , 21. In a machine of the character described , the combin
a work holder adapted to hold a plate , a tracer rod carry ation with a plate and plate holder, of a tracer rod carrying

ing at one end a tracing point, a pivoted support for said a tracer tool at one end , gimbal bearings supporting said

rod consisting of two gimbal rings, the one longitudinally tracer rod near the opposite end, a graver, a weight, and

adjustable relative to the other, and both movable length- mechanism operated thereby for pressing the graver against

wise along said rod , a graver mounted near the opposite the plate with a predetermined pressure , means for with

end of said rod, mechanism for holding said graver at a drawing said graver from said plate against the action of

constant angle to said plate, means for normally pressing said weight, and mechanism controlled by the movement

said graver towards the plate , means controlled by the
of said tracer rod for moving said graver over the face of

operator for withdrawing the graver from the plate , and

means operated by said rod for moving said graver trans
the plate, substantially as described.

22. An'apparatus comprising a plate and plate holder,
versely to the plate , substantially as described .

14. An engraving machine comprising a pattern holder, universal bearings between
a type or design , and a type holder, a tracer rod mounted in

he plate holder and the type
a work holder adapted to hold a plate , a tracer rod carrying atone end a tracing point, a pivoted support for said holder and provided with a tracer tool, a graver mounted

rod consisting of two gimbal rings , the onelongitudinally plate independentof said tracer rod, and means operated by
near said plate , means for pressing said graver against said

adjustable relative to the other, and both movable length
said tracer rod for moving said graver over the face of

wise along the same rod

wise along said rod, a graver , a series of pivoted frames
said plate , substantially as described .

co-operating to hold said graver at a constant angle to
23. An apparatus comprising a plate and plate holder, a

said plate, means for normally pressing said graver

type or design , and a type holder, a tracer rod mounted in
to

wards the plate , means controlled by the operator for with
universal bearings between the plate holder and the type

drawing the graver fromthe plate, and means operated by holder and provided with a tracer tool, a graver mounted

said_tracer rod formoving said graver transversely , sub- plate with a predetermined pressure, and means for with
near said plate , means for pressing said graver against said

stantially as described .
15. An engraving machine, comprising a pattern holder, drawing said graver from the face of said plate when de

a work holder adapted to hold a plate , a tracer rod carry

sired , with mechanism operated by said tracer rod for

ing at one end a tracing point , a pivotedsupport for saia moving said graver over the face of said plate, substantially

rod consisting of two gimbal rings , the one longitudinally
as described.

adjustable relative to the other, and both movable length
24. An apparatus comprising a plate and plate holder, a

wise along said spindle, a graver, a longitudinally pivoted type or design,anda type holder, a tracer rod mounted in
swinging frame, and a transverse swnging frame pivoved universal bearings hetween the plate holder and the type
thereto , with a frame carrying the graver pivoted to said holder andprovided with a tracer tool , a graver 'mounted

transverse frame , means for normally pressing said graver
near said plate , a weight with mechanism operated thereby

towards the plate, means controlled by the operator for pressing said graver against said plate with a predeter
withdrawing the graver from the plate , and means operated mined pressure , independent means for moving said graver

by said tracer rod for moving said graver, substantially as
away from said plate against the action of said weight, and

described. mechanism controlled by said tracer rod for moving said

16. A machine of the character described , comprising a
graver over the face of said plate , substantially as described .

tiacer rod mounted in gimbals, a tracer tool mounted in
25. In a machine of the character described , the combin

the front end of said rod, a graver, means for moving said ation with a plate and plate holder, of a tracer rod mounted

graver operated by the movement of the rear end of said
to swing about two axes substantially at right angles to

tracer rod, and means independent of said tracer for main- each other, with means for shifting either or both of said

taining the graver at aconstant angle to the surface of said holding said graver at right anglesto the face of the plate
axes longitudinally on said rod , of a graver, means for

plate, means for normally pressing said graver toward the

plate , means controlled by the operator for withdrawing the
while in engagement with said plate , and mechanism for

graver from the plate , and means operated by said tracer rod
moving said graver over the face of the plate controlled

for moving saidgraver transversely to theplate, substanti- by,said tracerrod, substantially as described.

ally as described . 26. In a machine of the character described , the com

17.Amachine of the character described comprising a bination with a plateand plate holder, of a tracer rod

tracer rod,a tracer tool telescopically mounted at theend angles toeach other, with means for shifting either or
mounted to swing about two axes substantially at right

of said rod, a graver, means for moving said graver operated bothof said axes longitudinally on said rod, of a graver,

by the movement of said tracer rod and a series of pivoted andmechanism for moving said graver over the face of the

frames with means co -operating therewith to maintain the platecontrolled by said tracer rod, means for holding said
graver at a constant angle to the surface of said plate , graver at right angles to the face of the plate while in
means for normally pressing said graver towards the plate , engagement with said plate, with independent means for

means controlled by the operator for withdrawing the pressing said graver against the face of the said plate,
graver from the plate, and means operated by said tracer and other means for withdrawing the graver from the face

rod for moving said graver transversely to the plate , sub- of the plate when desired , substantially as described .

stantially as described .

18. A machine of the character described, comprising a bination with a plate and plate holder, of a tracer rod
27. In a machine of the character described, the com

tracer rod , a tracer tool mounted at the end of said tracer carrying a tracer tool at one end , gimbal bearings sup

rod , a pivoted support for said rod comprising two gimbal porting said tracer rod near the opposite end, a graver.

rings, the one longitudinally adjustable relative to the other, means for holding said graver at right angles to the face

a graver , means for moving said graver operated by the of the plate while in engagement with said plate , means

movement of said tracer rod , and independent means for for pressing the graver against the plate, means for wain

maintaining the graver at a constantangle tothe surface drawing the graver from the plate when desired , and mech
of said plate , means for normally pressing said graver to- anism controlled by the movement of said tracer rod for

wards the plate , and means controlled by the operator for moving said graver over the face of the place, substan
withdrawing the graver from the plate, and means oper- tially as described

ated by said tracer rod for moving said graver transversely 28. In a machine of the character described, the com

to the plate, substantially as described. bination with a plate and plate holder, of a tracer rod
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means

pivoted in gimbals near one end thereof and carrying a 36. In a machine of the character described the combin .

tracer tool mounted in the opposite end, adjustable means ation with a plate and plate holder, of a tracer rod carrying

for counterbalancing ' the weight of the longer arm of the a tracer tool at one end, gimbal bearings supporting said

tracer rod, a graver , means for pressing said graver against tracer rod near the opposite end, means for counterbalanc

the plate andfor withdrawing the same when desired , and ing the weight of the tracer end , of the tracer rod compris

mechanism controlled by the movement of said tracer rod ing a laterally swinging arm adapted to press upwards

for moving said graver over the face of the plate , sub- | beneath said tracer rod and to swing laterally therewith ,

stantially as described . and a spring adapted to support in whole or in part the
29. In a machine of the character described , the com- preponderance of said arm , a graver, means for holding said

bination with a plate and plate holder, of a tracer rod
graver at right angles to the face of the plate while in en

carrying a tracer telescopically mounted in one end , gim- gagement with said plate , means for pressing the graver

bal bearings supporting said tracer rod near the opposite against the plate, means for withdrawing the graver from

end , adjustable means for counterbalancing the weight of the plate when desired and mechanism controlled by the

the longer arm of the tracer rod , a graver, a weight , and movement of said tracer rod moving said graver over the
mechanism operated thereby for pressing the graver | face of the plate , substantially as described .

against the plate with a predetermined presure , means for 37. In a machine of the character described the combin

withdrawing said graver from said plate against the action ation with a plate and plate holder, of a tracer rod mounted

ofsaid weight, and mechanism controlledby the move- ' in gimbals near its rear end to swing about two axes sub
ment of said tracer rod for moving said graver over the stantially at right angles to each other , a graver and mech

face of the plate, substantially as described . | anism controlled by the rear end of said tracer rod for mov
30. An apparatus comprising a plate and plate holder, a ing the graver over the face of the plate , substantially as

type or design , and a type holder, a tracer rod mounted in described .

universal bearings between the plate holder and the type 38. In a machine of the character described the combin

holder and nearer the plate holder , and provided with a ation with a plate and plate holder, of a tracer rod mounted

tracer tool , adjustable for counterbalancing the to swing about two axes substantially at right angles to

weight of the longer arm of the tracer rod , a graver | each other , a graver and mechanism controlled by said

mounted near said plate , means for pressing said graver tracer rod for moving the graver over the face of the plate

against said plate independent of said tracer rod, and with independent means for pressing the graver against the

means operated by said tracer rod for moving said graver face of the plate and for withdrawing same when desired,

over the face of the plate , substantially as described. substantially as deseribed .

31. An apparatus comprising a plate and plate holder, a 39. In a machine of the character described the combina

type or design and a type holder, a tracer rod mounted in tion with a plate and plate holder , of a tracer rod mounted

universal bearings between the plate holder and the type to swing about two axis substantially at right angles to

holder and nearer the plate holder, and provided with a each other , a graver and mechanism controlled by said

tracer tool, adjustable means for counterbalancing theweight tracer rod for moving thegraverover the face of the plate,
of the longer arm of the tracer rod , a graver mounted near with a weight and mechanism operated thereby for swing

said plate, means for pressing said graver against said plate ing the graver into engagement withthe plate, anda treadle
with apredeterminedpressure, and means forwithdrawing and mechanism operatedthereby for withdrawing the graver
said graver from the face of said plate when desired with

out of engagement with the plate against the action of said

mechanism operated by said tracer rod for moving said
weight , substantially as described .

graver over the face of said plate , substantially as des
40. In a machine of the character described the combina

cribed. tion with a plate and plate holder, of a tracer rod revolubly

32. An apparatus comprising a plate and a plate holder, mounted and also adapted to swing abouttwo axissubstan

a type or design and a type holder, a tracer rod mounted in

universal bearings between the plate holder and the type blymounted , and mechanism controlled by said tracer rod
tially at right angles to each other, a graver also revolu

holder and nearer the plate holder, and provided with a
for moving the graver over the face of the plate , and also

tracer tool , adjustable means for counterbalancing the weight
for rotating the graver, whereby various cutting edges of

of the longer arm of the tracer rod , a graver mounted near

said plate , a weight with mechanism operated thereby press the graver may be presented to the plate, substantially as
described .

ing said graver against said plate with a predetermined pres

41. In a machine of the character described the combina
sure, independent means for moving said graver away from

said plate against the action of said weight , and mechan tion with a plate and plate holder , of a tracer rod revolubly

ism controlled by said tracer rod for moving said graver tially at right angles to each other,agraver also revolublymounted and also adapted to swing about two axis substan

over the face of said plate , substantially as described .
33. In a machine of the character described the combin - mounted , and mechanism controlled by said tracer rod for

ation with a plateand plate holder, of a tracer rod carrying moving the graver of the face of the plate, and also for

a tracer tool at one end , gimbal bearings supporting said rotating the graver, whereby various cutting edges of the

tracer rod near the opposite end , adjustable means for graver may be presented to the plate, with independent

counterbalancing the weight of the longer arm of the tracer means for pressing the graver against the face of the plate ,

rod , a graver , means for holding said graver at right angles and for withdrawing same when desired , substantially , as

to the face of the plate while in engagement with said plate , described.

means for pressing the graver against the plate , means for 42. In a machine of the character described the combina

withdrawing the graver from the plate when desired and tion with a plate and plate holder , of a tracer rod revolu

mechanism controlled by the movement of said tracer rod bly mounted and also adapted to swing about two axis sub

for moving said graver over the face of the plate , substan- stantially at right angles to each other, a graver also re
tially as described. volubly mounted , and mechanism controlled by said tracer

34. In a machine of the character described the combin- rod for moving the graver over the face of the plate , and

ation with a plate and plate holder, of a tracer rod pivoted also for rotating the graver , whereby various cutting edges

in gimbals near one end thereof and carrying a tracer tool of the graver may be presented to the plate , with aweight

mounted in the opposite end , means for counterbalancing and mechanism operated thereby for swinging the graver

the weight of the tracer end of the tracer rod comprising a irto engagement with the plate, and a treadle and mechanism

laterally swinging arm adapted to press upwards beneath operated thereby for withdrawing the graver out of engage .

said tracer rod and to swing laterally therewith , and a ment with the plate against the action of said weight, sub

spring adapted to support in whole or in part the prepon- stantially as described .

derance of said arm , a graver, means for pressing said gra 43. In an apparatus of the character described, means for

ver against the plate and for withdrawing same when de balancing the tracer end of the tracer rod , which consists
sired and mechanism controlled by the movement of said

of a laterally swinging arm adapted to press upwards be

tracerrod formoving said graver over the face of the plate , neath said tracer rod and to swing laterally therewith, and

substantially as described.

35.Inamachine of the character described the combin: ponderance of the said arm, substantially asdescribed.
a spring adjusted to support in whole or in part the pre

ation of a plate and plate holder , of a tracer rod carrying a

tracer telescopically mounted in one end , gimbal bearings
44. In an apparatus of the character described, the means

supporting said tracer rod near the opposite end , means
for shifting either the vertical or the horizontal axis of the

forcounterbalancing the weight of the tracer end, ofthe adjustable' gimbal rings , with meansfor clamping the same
tracer rod , or both , comprising longitudinally and relatively

tracer rod comprising a laterally swinging arm adapted to

press upwards beneath said tracer rod and to swing later
at the desired relative position, substantially as described .

ally therewith, and a spring adapted to support in whole or
45. In an apparatus of the character described , the means

in part the preponderances of said arm , a graver, a weight for shifting either the vertical or the horizontal axis of the

and mechanism operated thereby for pressing the graver
tracer rod , or both , comprising longitudinally and relatively

against the plate with a predetermined pressure,means for adjustable gimbal rings, with means for clamping the same

withdrawing said graver from said plate against the action at the desired relative position in combination with a sup

of said weight , and mechanism controlled by the movement port for said gimbal rings, and means for moving said sup

of said tracer rod for moving said graver over the face of port along the axis of said gimbal rings , substantially as

the plate , substantially as described .
described.
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46. In an apparatus of the character described, the com- 16. In an excavator having a boom , a rotatable table , a

bination with a tracer rod , a telescopic tracer tool holder dipper, a differential drum supported on the boom , and

mounted therein, a graver mounted near the opposite end means including a rope for operating the dipper.

of said rod, universal bearings for said rod intermediate 17. In an excavator , a dipper, a differential drum, and a

between said tracer tool and said graver, and mechanism rope co -acting with the drum for operating the dipper.

operated by said rod for causing said graver to follow the

motions of said tracer , substantially as described . No. 100,717. Printing Apparatus.

Appareil à imprimer.
No. 100,716. Steam Shovel. Pelle à vapeur .
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The Allis -Chalmers Company, assignee of Olaf Hetlesaeter, The Underwood Typewriter Company, New York City, New

all of Milwaukee , Wisconsin , U.S.A. , 28th August , 1906 ; York, assignee of William G. Fuerth, Newark , New

6 years. Filed 9th December, 1905. Receipt No. 130,806. Jersey, U.S.A. , 28th August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 3rd

Claim.-1 . In a power shovel , a dipper, and means for
July , 1906. Receipt No. 137,476 .

operating the dipper, including a sectiou co -acting to re Claim .-- 1 . In a printing or reproducing apparatus the com

ceive upward power stress . bination with a main drum or cylinder provided with a later

2. In a power shovel , a base , a rotatably adjustable table , ally extending channel , and outwardly extending and perfor

a boom on the table , a dipper swingably mounted on the ated lugs or ears , of an ink -mat or cloth on said cylinder ,

boom , a rope attached to the dipper , a sheave on the boom, a pair of retaining rods in said channel with which the res

and a guide sheave mounted at a higher level stationarily pective ends of said cloth are connected , and a detachable

as to the base , the sheaves so placed as to receive the rope holding means at the opposite ends of said rods for drawing

and locate a section thereof in the common tangent of the
the ends of the mat or cloth into the said channel and pulling

sheaves and in the vertical axis of the table . said mat or cloth taut , said holding means extending through

3. In a power shovel , a dipper, and a rope for operating the perforations in said outwardly extending lugs or ears,

the dipper, including a section co -acting to receive upward substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

power stress . 2. In a printing or reproducing apparatus, the combination

4. In a power shovel , a base , a rotatably adjustable boom, with a main drum or cylinder provided with a laterally ex

a dipper on the boom, a sheave on the boom , a guide sheavetendiug channel , and outwardly extending and perforated

supported on the base at a higher level than the boom
lugs or ears , of an ink-mat or cloth on said cylinder, a pair

sheave,anda rope attached to the dipper and co-acting end ofsaid cloth are connected, and a spring controlled de
of retaining rods in said channel with which the respective

with the sheaves.

5. In a power shovel, means for operating the dipper co- tachable holding means at the opposite ends of said rods for
acting to receive apower stress tending to counterbalance drawingthe ends of the mat or cloth intosaid channeland

the weight of shovel parts .
pulling said mat or cloth taut , said holding means extending

6. Inapower shovel, adipper, and a rope for operating through theperforation in said outwardly extending lugs or

the dipper, including a section co -acting to receive a power
ears , substantially as and for the purposes set forth .

stress tending to counterbalance the weight of shovel parts.
3. In a printing or reproducing apparatus, the combination

7. In a power shovel,a dipper , and means for operating tending channel, and outwardly extending and perforatedwith a main drum or cylinder provided with a laterally ex

the dipper, including a differential drum.

8. In a power shovel, a dipper, a differential drum , ropes
lugs or ears , of an ink-mat or cloth on said cylinder , a pair

of retaining roads in said channel with which the respective
co -acting with the drum for operating the dipper and having ends of said cloth are connected , hook-shaped links con

different factors of safety.
nected with the respective end portions of said rods, said

9. In a power shovel , a dipper, a differential drum , and links extending through and beneath said lugs or ears, a
means for operating the dipper including a rope co -acting coiled spring upon the lower portions of each pair of links

with one differential part of the drum and a second rope and means for retaining said springs in position , substan

co - acting with a second differential part of the drum , the tially as and for the purposes set forth .

ropes having different factors of safety . 4. In a printing or reproducing apparatus , the combination ,

10. In a power shovel , a dipper and means for operating with a main drum or cylinder provided with a laterally ex

the dipper including a differential drum and a section co -act- tending channel , and outwardly extending and perforated

ing to receive upward power stress. lugs or ears , of an ink mat or cloth on said cylinder , a pair

11. In a power shovel,a base, a rotatably adjustable table, of retaining rods in saidchannelwith which the respective

a frame on the base extending over the table, a guide sheave ends of said cloth areconnected, hook - shaped links con

supported over the table by the frame tangential to the table nected with the respectiveend portions of said rods, said
axis , a dipper, and operating means for the dipper includ- links extending through and beneath said lugs or ears, a

ing a rope leading in the table axis to the guide sheave. coiled spring upon the lower portion of each pair of links,

12. In a power shovel , a dipper, a differential drum , a and means for retaining said springs in position , consisting

plurality of ropes connected to the dipper and co -acting of a connecting loop -shaped end between each pair of links,

with the drum , and means for operating the drum . and a laterally extending bar in each loop - shaped end , the

13. In a power shovel , a rotatable table , a dipper and a projecting end portions of said bars serving as finger pieces ,

differential drum supported on the table. a plurality of ropes substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

connected with the dipper and co -acting with the drum , and 5. In a printing or reproducing apparatus, the combination

means for operating the drum including a rope in the table with a main drum or cylinder provided with a laterally ex

axis. tending channel, and outwardly extending and perforated

14. In a power shovel , a rotatable table , a boom on the lugs or ears , of a channelled memberin said channel of the

table , a dipper on the boom , fluid pressure means on the cylinder, said member being provided with perforations

bcom for operating the dipper including a rope section in next its ends which register with the perforations of said

the axis of the table, and means for supplying fluid pres - lugs or ears, an ink mat or cloth on said cylinder, a pair of

sure to the boom means and located in the axis ofi the retaining rods in said channelled member with which the

table below the rope section , respective ends of said cloth are connected , hook-shaped

15. In an excavator , a dipper, a differential drum , and, links connected with the respective end portions of said rods,

means including a rope for operating the dipper. said links extending through the registering perforations of

8–26
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said channelled member and said lugs or ears , and also be- member, consisting of pins at one end of said member with

neath the said lugs or ears , a coiled spring upon the lower which one end portion of said latch plate is in detachable

portions of each pair of links , and means for retaining said engagement and a hook -shaped spring post or rod in de

springs in position , substantially as and for the purposes tachable engagement with the other end portion of said latch

set forth. plate, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

6. In a printing or reproducing apparatus , the combin

ation with a main drum or cylinder provided with a later- No. 100,718. Machine for Removing Scales from

ally extending channel and outwardly extending and per Metal Rods.

forated lugs or ears, of a channelled member in said chan

nel of the cylinder, said member being provided with per
Machine pour enlever la rouille des barres de métal.

forations near its ends which register with the perforations

of said lugs or ears, an ink mat or cloth on said cylinder, a

pair of retaining rods in sa id channelled member with which

the respective ends of said cloth are connected, hook- shaped

links connected with the respective end portions of said

rods, said links extending through the registering perfora

tions of said channelled member of said lugs or ears , and

also beneath the said lugs or ears a coiled spring upon the

lower portion of each pair of links, and means for retaining

said springs in position consisting of a connecting loop

shaped end between each pair of links and a laterally ex

tending bar in each loop-shaped end , the projecting end

portions of said bars serving as finger pieces , substantially

as and for the purpose set forth .

7. In a printing or reproducing apparatus, the combina

tion with a main drum or cylinder provided with a laterally

extending channel and an ink cloth on said cylinder, of means

connected with the ends of said mat or cloth for drawing

said ends into the said channel and pulling said mat or cloth

taut, a stencil sheet attaching means consisting of a resili

e'nt latch plate , and means for securing said latch plate

over said channel comprising pins at one end of said chan The Capewell Horse Nail Company, assignee of George

nel with which one end portion of said latch plate is in Joseph Capewell , both of Hartford , Conecticut, U.S.A. ,

detachable engagement, and a hook-shaped spring post or
28th August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 23rd July, 1906. Re

rod in detachable engagement with the other end portion ceipt No. 138,109 .

of said plate , substantially as and for the purposes set Claim-1. A scaling machine having rolls for crimping

forth . rod in one plane, rolls for crimping rod at right angles

8. In a printing or reproducing apparatus the combination thereto , a feed roll with a groove for receiving rod, and a

with a main drum or cylinder provided with a laterally ex- feed roll with a flange for holding rod in the groove .

tending channel and an ink mat or cloth in said cylinder, of 2. A scaling machine having rolls for guiding rod , rolls
a pair of retaining rods in said channel, means at the op- for crimping rod in one plane , rolls for crimping rod in

posite ends of said rods for drawing the ends of the mat or another plane, a feed roll with a groove for receiving rod,

cloth into said channel and pulling said cloth or mat taut, and a feed roll with a flange for holding rod in the groove.

and a stencil sheet-attaching means consisting of a resilient 3. A scaling machine having rolls for crimping rod in one

latch plate , and means for securing said latch plate over plane , rolls for crimping rod in another plane, a feed roll

said channel, substantially as and for the purpose set forth . with a groove for receiving rod , a feed roll with a flange

9. In a printing or reproducingapparatus, thecombination for holding rod in groove, and rolls for coiling rod after it
with a main drum or cylinder provided with a laterally ex- passes between the feed rolls.

tending channel and an ink mat or cloth on said cylinder, of 4. A scaling machine having rolls for guiding rod, ad

apairofretaining rods in said channel , means at the op- justable supports for the guiding rolls, rolls for crimping

posite ends of said rods for drawing the ends of the mat or
rod in one plane , adjustable supports for these rolls, rolls

cloth into said channel and pulling said mat or cloth taut for crimping rod in another plane, adjustable supports for

and a stencil sheet-attaching means consisting of a resillent these rolls , a feed roll with a groove for receiving rod. a
latch plate , and means for securing said latch plate over feed roll with a flange for holding rod in the groove, rolls
said channel comprising pins at one end of said channel for coiling rod after it passes between the feed rolls, and
with which one end portion of said latch plate is in a de

adjustable supports for the coiling rolls .

tachable engagement, and a hook-shaped spring post or rod 5. A scaling machine having guiding rolls, adjustable sup

in detachable engagement with the other end portion of said ports for the guiding rolls , horizontally crimping rolls .

latch plate, substantially as and for the purposes set forth . adjustable supports for these rolls, vertically crimping

10. In a printing or reproducing apparatus the combination rolls, adjustable supports for these rolls, a grooved feed

with a main drum or cylinder provided with a laterally ex roll , a flanged feed roll co-operating therewith , coiling

tending channel and outwardly extending and perforated rolls, adjustable supports for the coiling rolls, and a table

lugs or ears, of an ink mat or cloth on said cylinder, a pair for receiving the coiled rod.

of retaining rods in said channel with which the respective
6. A scaling machine having rolls for crimping rod back •

ends of said cloth are connected , hook -shaped links con
and forth , a feed roll formed of a pair of discs with a

nected with the respective end portions of said rods, said groove in its periphery, and a feed roll formed with a
links extending through and beneath said lugs or ears , a

flange , the periphery of which is adapted to run in the

coiled spring upon the lower portions of each pair of links,
groove between the discs of the other feed roll .

means for retaining said springs in positions and a stencil

sheet-attaching means consistingof a resilient latchplate, and forth,a feedroll supported by fixed bearings and
7. A scaling machine having rolls for crimping rod back

and means for securing said latch plate over said channel , having a pair of discswitha groove between them, and a

substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

11. Ina printing or reproducing apparatus, the combina- single flange ,theperipheryofwhich is adapted to run in
feed roll supported by oscillatory bearings and having a

tion with a main drum or cylinder provided with a laterally the groove between the discs of the other feed roll .

extending channel and outwardly extending and perforated

lugs or ears, of an ink mat or cloth on said cylinder, a pair

of retaining rods in said channel with which the respective No. 100,719. Core Drill. Forêt à noyau .

ends ofsaid cloth are connected , hook -shaped links connect
ed with the respective end portions of said rods , said links The Keystone Driller Company, assignee of Robert M.

extending through and beneath said lugs or ears, a coiled
Downie, both of Beaver Falls, Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 28th

spring upon the lower portions of each pair of links, means August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 26th May, 1906. Receipt

for retaining said springs in position and a stencil sheet- No. 136,270.

attaching means consisting of a resilient latch plate , and Claim . - 1. A reciprocatory core -forming cutter comprising

means for securing said latch plate over said channel com- a tubular body having an annular series of tooth members

prising pins at one end of said channel with which one end depending from its lower edge and arranged in sets, the

portion of said latch plate is in detachable engagement and members of each set being diametrically opposite, and the

a hook -shaped spring post or rod in detachable engagement members of the different sets being disposed on the body at

with the other end portion of said latch plate, substantially points substantially 90° apart, the tooth members of one set

as and fir the purpises set firth . extending inwardly and th the other set extending out

12. In a printing or reproducing apparatus, the combina- wardly.
ation with a main drum or cylinder provided with a laterally 2. A cutter comprising a body having a plurality of de
extending channel and a channelled member therein , of a pending tooth members, the members of each set being

stencil sheet -attaching latch plate, and means for securing diametrically opposite and the members of the different sets

said latch plate in its holding relation in said channelled being disposed on the body at points substantially 90° apart,
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the tooth members of one set of members extending in and having depending inwardly and outwardly extending
wardly and those of the other set extending outwardly, said teeth , said teeth having substantially vertical sides, and in
tooth members each having a group of teeth. clined sides , the latter sides being inclined in an opposite

direction to the threads, and a core barrel slidably mounted

in the casing, said casing and teeth being capable of a lateral

movement with respect to the barrel.

13. A reciprocatory core drilling cutter, comprising an

open tubular body having inclined teeth for the purpose of

giving said cutter a cork screw motion at the instant of its

impact with the bottom of the bore hole , certain of said

teeth being set inwardly toward the axis of the body, others

being set outwardly.

14. A reciprocatory core drilling cutter, comprising an
open tubular body having an annular series of teeth disposed

around a central axis , and inclined in the same direction to

effect an automatic rotary or cork- screw motion upon its

impact and reciprocation, certaiu of said teeth being set in

wardly toward the axis of the body, others being set out

wardly.
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No. 100,720. Ink Distributor for Platen Printing

Press .

Distributeur d'enore pour pre8808 à imprimer.3.
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3. A reciprocatory core- forming cutter comprising a tub
I

ular open -ended body having an annular series of depending

tooth members, said members being located at points sub

stantially 90° apart and being alternately set inwardly and

outwardly.

4. A cutter comprising a tubular body having an annular

series of depending teeth, a plurality of the adjacent teeth

being set inwardly, and a succeeding plurality of adjacent
teeth being set outwardly.

5. A cutter comprising a tubular body having depending

tooth members, each tooth member having a plurality of

teeth set in the same direction .

6. A cutter comprising a body having a plurality of de

pending sets of tooth members, the members of each set

being diametrically opposite and the members of the dif

ferent set having their central portions disposed substan

tially 90 ° apart, the tooth members of one set extending

inwardly and those if the other set extending outwardly,

said tooth members each having a plurality of teeth and

the teeth of each member extending in the same direction .

7. A cutter comprising a tubular reciprocatory casing, a

core barrel member slidably mounted therein, said casing

being capable of a lateral movement with respect to the Carl F. Eckman , Chicago, Illinois , U. S. A., 28th August,

barrel, and a percussion cutter carried by the lower end of
1906 ; 6 years .

the casing and having inwardly extending teeth that swing
Filed 11th May, 1906. Receipt No.

laterally with said casing to positions beneath the lower end
135,797.

of the core barrel to trim the core beneath the said barrel . Claim . - 1. The combination with the roller bearing frame ,

8. The combination with a tubular reciprocatory casing, of an auxiliary roller shaft rigidly mounted on said frame,

of a core barrel slidably mounted therein, said casing being and auxiliary roller having cam -shaped ends rotatably

capable of a lateral movement with respect to the barrel mounted on said shaft and bearing against the form rollers,

and a percussion cutter carried by the lower end of the cas said cam-shaped ends bearing against contact rolls , thus

ing and including a tubular body having diametrically op- imparting a rectilinear and rotary motion to the auxiliary

posite inwardly extending teeth that move laterally with roller when the press is operated, substantially as des

the casing to positions beneath the lower end of the core cribed.

barrel to trim the core beneath said barrel . 2. The combination with the roller bearing frame , of an

9. The combination with a tubular reciprocatory casing, of auxiliary roller, said shaft mounted on said frame, means

a core barrel slidably mounted therein , said core barrel for securely locking said shaft in position , an auxiliary

being of less diameter than the bore of the casing, said cas- roller carried by said shaft and rotatably mounted thereon ,

ing thus being capable of a lateral movement with respect to cams formed on the ends of said auxiliary roller bearing

the barrel , and a percussion cutter carried by the lower end against contact rolls , imparting a rectilinear motion to

of the casing and including a tubular body having diametri- said auxiliary roller when the press is operated , substanti

cally opposite tooth members, each member including a plur- ally as described.

ality of adjacent teeth inclined inwardly and movable later- 3. In combination with the roller bearing frame , the

ally with the casing to positions beneath the lower end of roller sockets and form rollers carried thereby, of an ink

the core barrel to trim the core beneath the same. distributor comprising a shaft, auxiliary roller bearings

10. The combination with a tubular reciprocatory casing, secured to the roller sockets, and having openings there

of a core barrel slidably mounted therein , said casing being through for receiving said shaft , an auxiliary roller carried

capable of a lateral movement with respect to the barrel, by said shaft, cams on each end of the auxiliary roller

and a percussion cutter carried by the lower end of the cas- bearing against the rollers secured on the auxiliary bear

ing and comprising a body having a plurality of dependingings, and giving said auxiliary roller an oscillating motion

sets of tooth members, the members of each set being dia- when in operation, means for retaining the auxiliary roller

metrically opposite and the members of the different sets in the auxiliary bearings, substantially as described.

having their central portions disposed substantially 90°

apart, the tooth members ofoneset extending inwardly and No. 100,721. Combination Rule.
being capable of a lateral movement with the casing to posi

tions beneath the lower end of the core barrel, the members Règle à combinaison .

of the other set extending outwardly.
11. The combination with a casing, of a cutter threaded James Edward Huey and Welcome Collinsworth Lovejoy,

on the casing and having depending teeth , said teeth having assignee of a hali interest , both of Charlotte, North

substantially vertical sides and inclined sides , the latter Carolina , U.S.A. , 28th August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 27th

sides being inclined in an opposite direction to the threads June, 1906. Receipt No. 137,361.

of the joints . Claim . - A combination rule consisting of the hinged mem

12. The combination with a reciprocatory tubular casing, bers provided with spaced tapering pencil perforations and
of a cutter comprising a tubular body threaded on the caging guides, a perforated disc joint, a joint plate having an open
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ing therein adapted to register with any of the perforations
3. The combination with a hollow shaft , of a hood sup

in said disc, a locking pinon one of the hinged members of ported by and surrounding the same and forming an air

rassage between them , an inverted conical member mounted

above the mouth of said shaft and supported by the hood,

and a pipe leading from the bottom of the conical member

through the side of the shaft above the bottom of the hood.

4. The combination with a hollow shaft, of an inverted

conical member above the mouth of the shaft , a hood sup

ported on the shaft and supporting the conical member and

extending above the top of the latter, and a drain pipe lead

ing from the bottom of the conical member through the side

of the shaft above the bottom of the hood.

5. The combination with a hollow shaft, of an inverted

conical member mounted above the mouth of the shaft, a

hood supporting the conical member mounted on the shaft

and extending above and below the tops of the shaft and

forming air passages between it and the shaft and conical

member, a drain pipe leading from the bottom of the latter

through the side of the shaft above the bottomof the hood,

and a conical screen mounted in the top of the hood.
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No. 100,723. Scales for Measuring the Volume of
Trees .

Echelle pour mesurer la grandeur des arbres.

Fig.2 .
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the rule , and an eyelet pintle serving also as a fulcrum

point, for the purpose described .

No. 100,722. Chimney Cowl and Ventilator .

Capuchon et ventilateur de cheminée.
Fig.1.
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Fig : 2

Otto Skavhaugen , Kirkegaden 31 , Fredriksstad Ö Norway ,

Fig : 1 . 28th August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 16th May, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 135,979.

Claim . - 1 . In a scale for the purpose specified two gradua

tions arranged oppositely to each other, one of said gradua

tions being a usual measure of length and the other indi

cating at every single point the thickness which the yearly

rings are required to have when a tree of the dimension

indicated by the opposite line of the graduations first men

tioned has obtained a certain per cent increase in volume.

2. In a scale for the purpose specified the combination

with the scale having a longitudinal groove adapted to re

ceive a cylinder of yearly rings bored out from the stem to

10022 be measured of two graduations arranged on each edge of the

groove , one of said graduations being the usual measure of

length and the other indicating at every single point the

thickness which the yearly rings are required to have when

David Whitehead and Harry Adams , assignee of a half in a tree of the dimension indicated by the opposite line of the

terest, both of Perth , West Australia , Australia, 28th graduations first-mentioned has obtained a certain per cent

August , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 15th January, 1906. Re
increase in volume .

ceipt No. 131,891 .

Claim . - 1. The combination with a hollow shaft , of an in- No. 100,724. Binder Fan. Evantail de lieuse.

verted conical member above the mouth of the shaft, a hood

supporting the conical member mounted on the shaft and
Thomas Lait , Medicine Hat, Alberta, Canada, 28th August,

extending above and below the tops of the shaft and coni
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 30th May , 1906. Receipt No. 136,409 .

cal member and forming air passages between it and the Claim . - 1 . In an harvesting machine , the combination with

shaft and conical member. the platform , a standard hinged at the inner end of same, a

2. The combination with a hollow shaft , of a hood sup- bracket supported by said standard, the reel supported at

ported by and surounding the same and forming an air one end in said bracket , and means for operating said reel ,

passage between them , an inverted conical member mounted of a standard hinged to the other end of said platform, and

above the mouth of said shaft and supported by the hood , means whereby the outer end of said reel is supported by

and a pipe leading from the bottom of the conical member said standard in such a manner as to keep the reel parallel

tbrough the side of the shaft . to said platform.
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2. In an harvesting machine, the combination with the reel, a pinion meshing with said gear wheel , a shaft having

platform , a standard hinged at the inner end of same , a bearing in said bracket and carrying said pinion, a bevel

pinion secured to said shaft and in mesh with the outer face

of said double bevel gear wheel , and means for operating

said double bevel gear wheel .

6. In an harvesting machine, the combination with the

platform , a rack provided standard hinged at inner end of

same, and a bracket normally locked to said standard , of

the reel shaft having bearing at one end in said bracket , a

bevel pinion loosely mounted thereon , a double bevel gear

wheel having bearing in said bracket and with which said

bevel pinion is in mesh, a toothed pinion keyed to said reel

shaft and meshing with the rack in said standard , a friction

clutch on said reel shaft designed to engage with said bevel

pinion in order to rotate said reel shaft to raise same and

said bracket, means for unlocking said bracket from said

standard , means for operating said friction clutch , a rack

provided standard hinged to the outer end of said platform,

a bracket movable thereon in which has bearing the outer

end of said reel shaft , a toothed pinion secured to said reel

shaft and meshing in the rack of said standard, a reel loosely

mounted on said reel shaft, a gear wheel secured to said

reel , a pinion meshing with said gear wheel , a shaft having

bearing in said bracket and carrying said pinion, a bevel

pinion secured to said shaft and in mesh with the outer face

of said double bevel gear wheel , a bevel pinion held con

stantly in mesh with the outer face of said double bevel gear

wheel , a shaft on which said bevel pinion has longitudinal

movement , the said shaft being mounted so as to permit of

the movement of said first -mentioned pivoted standard, and

means for operating said shaft.

7. In an harvesting machine the combination with the plat

form , a standard hinged at the inner end thereof, and a

standard hinged at the outer end thereof, of the reel mounted

between said standards and supported thereby at both ends,

and means for operating said reel in the desired direction .

8. In an harvesting machine the combination with the plat

form , a toothed standard hinged at the inner end thereof, a

bracket movable on said toothed standard , the reel shaft

supported in said bracket , and means for operating said reel

bracket supported by said standard , the reel supported at shaft , of a gear wheel secured to said reel shaft and in mesh

one end in said bracket, means for raising and lowering said with the toothed rack in said standard , means for clutching

reel , and means for operating said reel , of a standard hinged and unclutching said reel shaft from its operating means , a

to the other end of said platform , and means whereby the locking rack secured to or formed a part of said standard, a

outer end of said reel is supported by said standard in such bolt carried by said bracket and designed to engage with said

a manner as to keep the reel parallel to said platform . locking rack in order to lock said bracket and said reel shaft

3. In an harvesting machine , the combination with the to said standard when said reel shaft is not rotating, and

platform , a standard hinged at inner end of same , a bracket means for unlocking said bolt from said rack in order to

supported by said standard , the reel shaft supported at one permit of the raising of said bracket by the rotation of said

end in said bracket , means for raising and lowering said reel reel shaft .

sbaft, and means for rotating the reel loosely mounted on 9. In an harvesting machine the combination with the

said reel shaft, of a rack provided standardhingedto the platform , a toothed standard hinged at theinner end thereof,

other end of said platform , a bracket movable on said rack a bracket movable on said toothed standard , the reel shaft

provided standard and supporting the outer end of said reel supported in said bracket, and means for operating said reel

shaft, and a toothed pinion secured to said reel shaft and shaft, of a gear wheel secured to said reel shaft and in mesh

meshing in the rack in said standard.
with the toothed rack in said standard , means for clutching

4. In an harvesting machine, the combination with the and unclutching said reel shaft fromitsoperating means, a

platform , arack provided standard hingedat inner end of locking rack secured to orformed a part ofsaid standard,

same , and a bracket normally locked to said standard , of the
a bolt carried by said bracket and designed to engage with

reel shaft having bearing at one end in said bracket , a bevel
said locking rack in order to lock said bracket and said reel

pinion loosely mounted thereon ,a bevel gear wheel having shaft to said standard when said reel shaft is not rotating,

bearing in said bracket and with which said bevel pinion is
a support , a lever hinged to said support and hinged to said

bracket on said toothed standard, and means carried by said
in mesh , a toothed pinion keyed to said reel shaft and mesh

lever and said bracket in order to unlock said bolt from said
ing with the rack in said standard , a friction clutch on said
reel shaft designed to engagewith'said bevel pinion in order locking rack during the rotation of said reel shaft in order

to permit said bracket being raised up .
to rotate said reel shaft to raise same and said bracket,

10. In a harvesting machine the combination with the plat
means for unlocking said bracket from said standard , means
for operating said friction clutch ,meansfor operating said form , a rackprovided standard hinged to the inner end of

same, and a carrying bracket supported upon said rack pro
bevel gear wheel , a rack provided standard hinged to the

rided standard , of a supporting member, a lever, a standard
outer end of said platform , a bracket movable thereon in

to which said lever is hinged which is hinged to said sup
which has bearing the outer end of said reel shaft, a toothed

pinion secured to said reel shaft and meshing in the rack from said support, and means carried by said lever and said
port , means for locking and unlocking said standard to and

of said standard, the reel loosely mounted on said reel shaft, bracket in order to lock and unlock said bracket to and
and means for rotating said reel interposed between same

from said rack provided standard .
and said bevel gear wheel .

5. In an harvesting machine , the combination with the form , a rack provided standard supported at the inner end

11. In a harvesting machine the combination with the pla !

platform , a rack provided standard hinged at inner end of of same, and a bracket supported on said standard, of the

sɛme, and a bracket normally locked to said standard , of the reel shaft having bearing in said bracket, a gear wheel secur
reel shaft having bearingat one end in said bracket, a beveled thereto and inmeshwiththe toothed rack of said stand

pinion loosely mounted thereon , a double bevel gear wheel ard , a friction clutch for throwing said reel shaft into and

having bearing in said bracket and with which said bevel out of gear with a source of power, a friction clutch lever

pinion is in mesh, a toothed pinion keyed to said reel shaft pivoted to said bracket, and an arm depending down from

and meshing with the rack in said standard, a friction clutch said standard and into the path of movement of said friction

02 said reel shaft designed to engage with said bevel pinion clutch lever so that when same is moved into contact with

in order to rotate said reel shaft to raise same and said said arm, the friction clutch will be operated out of gear

bracket , means for unlocking said bracket from said stan- with said source of power so as to prevent the rotation of

dard , means for operating said friction clutch , a rack pro- said reel shaft .

vided standard hinged to the outer end of said platform , a 12. In a harvesting machine the combination with a plat

bracket movable thereon in which has bearing the outer end form, a standard hinged at the inner end of same , a bracket

of said reelshaft , a toothedpinion secured to said reel shaft supported on said standard and the reel shaft supported by

and meshinginthe rack ofsaidstandard, the reel loosely saidbracket, of a bevel gear wheel journalled in saidbracket.
mounted on said reel shaft, a gear wheel secured to said ' a bevel pinion in mesh therewith , a shaft supported in said
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bracket to which said bevel pinion is secured, a pinion secur- necting and operating the upper and lower car feeders, coil

ed to said shaft , a reel mounted on said reel shaft, a gear springs forming connection between the frame and card

wheel secured to said reel and meshing with said pinion , and feeders, duplicate bell cranks and connecting links , levers

means for operating said bevel gear wheel . and spring pawls and square shouldered pins , which simul

taneously move the card feeders into position to engage and

No. 100,725 . Fishhooks. Hameçon .
operate the cards horizontally after they are transferred

vertically, and duplicate springs to move the mechanism

forming connection with the card elevators and transfer the

cards.

2. In an automatic street or station indicator and adver

tiser the combination with a circuit closer , of a case pro

vided with a glass front to permit a view of the street or

station names or numbers and the advertisments , a frame

provided with vertical slots cut in the end pieces thereof,

duplicate gear wheels and a shaft carried by bearings on the

end pieces of the frame , pins rigidly fastened to said gear

wheels, front and rear elevators adapted to travel up and

down and racks on the ends thereof adapted to be operated

by said gear wheels , a plurality of card frames , cards, and

horizontally slotted rests for supporting the same in tiers ,

pins and blocks operating in said slotted rest to automati

cally open and close the spaces between the ends of the

card rests and elevators , cams atached to said gear wheels

adapted to engage said pins in said blocks and move them

forward or backward , an armature extending horizontally

across the back of said machine, duplicate levers slotted at

their inner ends pivotally attached to the machine frame
William Edward Kock , Whitehall, New York, U.S.A. , 28th rigidly fastened to said armature and engaging at their inner

August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 6th April , 1906. Receipt No. slotted ends with the pins in the gear wheels, L -shaped card
134,691 . feeders provided with pins adapted to operate in slots in

Claim.-1 . The combination with a main fishhook, of a line the frame, duplicate levers connecting and operating the

attaching swivel on the hook, a gang attaching loop below upper and lower card feeders, coil springs forming connec

the swivel , and a sinker directly on the hook . tion between the frame and card feeders, duplicate bell

2. A main fishhook , a link attaching swivel thereon , a loop cranks and connecting links , an electro -magnet adapted to

extended from thehook below the swivel, and a weight slid- attract the armature which operates the mechanism forming
able on the hook . connection with the card elevators and moving said eleva

3. A main fishhook, a plate attached to the shank thereof, tors into position to engage the cards , spring pawls attached

the plane of said plate being at right angles to the bend of to said elevators and adapted to engage the card frames ,

the hook, and a loop on the lower end ofsaid plate . duplicate springs attached to said armature to recover said

4. A main fishhook, a plate of substantially triangular form movement of the mechanism and transfer the cards , square

secured to the hook shank with one of its straight edges to- shouldered pins fastened rigidly to said card feeders, spring

ward the bent of the hook, and a loop on the plate atsaid pawls fastened to the machine frame and adapted to engage

straight edge .
and hold said pins after said card feeders have been moved

into position to engage the cards , cams atached to said gear

wheels to release said square shouldered pins from said
No. 100,726 . Street Indicator and Advertiser .

pring pawls after the cards are completely elevated allowing

Annonce et indicateur de rue . saidcoil springs to pull said card feeders against the cards

thus transferring them horizontally after they have been

transferred vertically, substantially as shown and described .

3. In an automatic street or station indicator and adver

tiser the combination of a machine frame . duplicate gear

wheels and a shaft carried by bearings on the end pieces of

said frame , front and rear elevators adapted to travel up

and down and racks on the ends thereof adapted to be oper

ated by said gear wheels, spring pawls attached to said ele

vators card frames adapted to be engaged by said pawls, an

armature extending horizontally across the back of the

machine, duplicate levers slotted at their inner ends pivot

ally atached to the machine frame rigidly fastened to the

armature and engaging at their inner slotted ends with pins

in the gear wheels, and electro - magnet adapted to attract

the armature and operate the mechanism forming connection

with the card elevators and move the elevators into position

to engage the cards, duplicate springs attached to said
armature to recover said movement of mechanism and trans

fer the cards, substantially as shown and described.

4. In an automatic street or station indicator and adver

tiser, a machine frame, L- shaped card feeders provided with

pins adapted to operate in slots in said frame, duplicate

levers_connecting and operating the upper and lower card

feeders, coil springs forming connection between the frame

and card feeders, duplicate bell cranks and connecting

levers , an armature, an electro -magnet adapted to attract
Gerald R. Livergood , St. Joseph , Missouri , U.S.A., 28th Au

said armature which operates the mechanism forming con
gust , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 15th June , 1906. Receipt No. nection with the said card feeders, square shouldered pins

136,930.
fastened rigidly to said card feeders , card frames , spring

Claim . – 1 . In an automatic street or station indicator and pawls fastened to the machine frame and adapted to engage

advertiser the combination of a case provided with a glass and hold said pins after said card feeders have been moved

front to permit a view of the street or station names or into position to engage said card frames, cam attached to

numbers and the advertisements, a frame provided with said gear wheels to release said square shouldered pins from

vertical slots cut in its end pieces , duplicate gear wheels said spring pawls after cards are completely elevated allow

and a shaft carried by bearings on the end pieces of the ing said coil springs to pull said card feeders against the

frame, front and rear elevators adapted to travel up and cards thus transferring them horizontally, substantially as

down and racks on the ends thereof adapted to be operated shown and described .

by said gear wheels , a plurality of card frames, spring 5. In an automatic street or station indicator and adver

pawls attached to said elevators to engage said card frames , tiser the combination with slotted card rests and elevators ,

cards horizontally slotted , rests for supporting the same in of blocks and pins operating in said slotted card rests to

tiers , pins and blocks operating in said slotted rests to auto- automatically open and close the spaces between the ends

matically open and close the space between the ends of the of said card rests and elevators , a machine frame , duplicate

cord rest and elevators, duplicate levers slotted at their gear wheels and a shaft carried by bearings on the end

inner ends pivotally attached to the frame and engaging at pieces of said frame, duplicate cams attached to said gear

their inner slotted ends with pins in the gear wheels , L- wheels adapted to engage said pins in said blocks and move

shape upper and lower car feeders provided with pins ad- said blocks forward and backward, an armature extending

apted to operate in slots in the frame , duplicate levers con- l horizontally across the back of said machine, duplicate
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levers slotted at their inner ends pivotally attached to the retaining said upper and under members together to prevent
machine frame rigidly fastened to said armature and engag- displacement of the anti- friction bearing means, and a stud

ing at their inner slotted ends with pins in the gear wheels , or projection carried by the base for entering the bottom of

an electro- magnet adapted to attract said armature which the bore , of a roll of paper supported upon the revolving

operates the mechanism forming connection with the blocks member, vertical standard rising from the stationary mem

in the slotted rests , substantially as set forth and shown. ber at one side the revolving member, and a vertical cut
ting mechanism carried by the standard .

No. 100,727. Paper Cutter. Coupe -papier. 6. An improved paper cutter , comprising a horizontal base

embodying a stationary under member, an upper member

revolving upon said under memebr, anti- friction bearing

means loosely mounted between said members, means for

detachably connecting and retaining said upper and under

members together, and a stud of projection carried by said

revolving member for entering the bottom of the bore, of

a roll of paper supported upon the revolving member, a ver

tical standard rising from the stationary member at one

side the revolving member, and a vertical cutting mechanism
carried by the standard.

7. An improved paper cutter comprising a horizontal base

ably carried by said base, at one side the revolving member,

a vertical cutting mechanism detachably carried by the stan

dard, and a top holding pin detachably carried by the stan

dard and adapted to slide into the bore of a roll of paper

vertically supported upon the revolving member of the base,

whereby the parts can be detached , for the purpose set forth .

8. An improved paper cutter comprising a horizontal

base embodying a stationary under member, a revolving

upper member, and means for detachably connecting and
retaining said upper and under members together, a ver

Meynardie Nelson, Littleton , North Carolina, U.S.A., 28th tical standard detachably carried by the stationary member

August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 21st June , 1906. Receipt of the base at one side the revolving member, a vertical

No. 137,123 . cutting mechanism detachably carried by the standard . and

Claim.-1 . An improved paper cutter, comprising a hori- a top holding pin detachably carried by the standard and
zontal base embodying a stationary under member having adapted to slide into the bore of a roll of papervertically

an upwardly projecting pin or stud, a revolving upper mem- supported upon the revolving member of the base, where

ber turnably mountedupon said pin , an anti - friction means by the parts can be detached, for the purpose setforth .
having members loosely seated between said under and 9. An improved paper cutter comprising a horizontal base

upper members, and a tap or projection upon said pin above embodying a stationary under member, an upper member

said upper member, said tap operating against said upper revolving upon said under member , anti - friction bearing
member to retain the upper and under members together means between said members, means for connecting and re

and prevent displacement of the anti- friction means be- taining said upper and under members together, and a

tween the same , a vertical standard rising from the station- stud or projection carried by the base for entering the bot

ary base member at one side the revolving base member. tom of the bore of a roll of paper vertically supported upon
and a vertical cutting mechanism carriedby the standard, the revolving member, vertical standard detachablycarried

said revolving base member being adapted to support a by the stationary member of the base at one side the re

roll of paper with the pin or stud carrying the retaining volving member, a vertical cutting mechanism detachably

tap or projection entering the bottom of the bore of said carried by the standard, and a top holding pin detachably
roll . carried by the standard and adapted to slide into the top

2. An improved paper cutter, comprising a horizontal base of the bore of the roll of paper.
embodying a stationary under member having an upwardly 10. An improved paper cutter comprising a horizontal

projecting pin or stud, a revolving upper member turnably base embodying a stationary under member, a revolving

mounted upon said pin and having at its top a tubular stud upper member, and means for detachably connecting and
or projection surrounding the pin , an anti- friction means retaining said upper and under members together, a verti

having members loosely seated between said under and cal standard detachably carried by the stationary member

upper members, and a tap or projection upon said pin of the base at one side the revolving member, and a ver

above said stud, said tap operating against the top of said tical cutting mechanism carried by the standard.
stud to retain the upper and under members together and 11. An improved paper cutter comprising a horizontal

prevent displacement of the anti - frietion means between the base embodying a stationary under member and an upper

same, a vertical standard rising from the stationary base member revolving upon said under member, a vertical one
member at one side the revolving base member, and a ver - piece standard detachably carried by the stationary mem
tical cutting mechanism carried by the standard, said re- ber of the base at one side the revolving member and hav

volving base member being adapted to support a roll of ing its top end bent at an angle to project over the base, a

paper with the tubular stud and the pin or stud carrying vertical cutter mechanism carried by the standard , and

the retaining tap or projection entering the bottom of the means for retaining a roll of paper in vertically supported
bore of said roll . position upon the revolving member of the base.

3. An improved paper cutter comprising a horizontal 12. An improved paper cutter comprising a vertical base

base embodying a stationary under member having an up- embodying a stationary under member , an upper member

wardly projecting pin or stud and an annular groove or revolving upon said under member, means for connecting

channel surrounding the same , a series of balls seated in and retaining said upper and under members together , and a

said channel, a revolving upper member turnably mounted stud or projection carried by the base for entering the bot

upon said pin and resting upon said balls , and a tap or pro- tom of the bore , of a roll ofp aper vertically supported upon

jection upon said pin above said upper member, said tap the revolving member, a vertical standard carried by the

operating against said upper member to retain the upper stationary member of the base at one side the revolving

and under members together and prevent displacement of member and having its top projecting at an angle over the

the balls from their channel, a vertical stahndard rising base and provided with a vertieal opening registering with

from the stationary base member, and a vertical cutting said stud or projection, a vertical cutter mechanism car

mechanism carried by the standard, said revolving base ried by the standard, and a pin having a head or projection
member being adapted to support a roll of paper with the for supporting it in said opening in the standard and adapt

pin or stud carrying the retaining tap or projection entered to slide into the top of the bore of the roll of paper.
ing the bottom of the bore of said roll . 13. An improved paper cutter, comprising a horizontal

4. An improved paper cutter comprising a horizontal base embodying a stationary under member and an upper

base embodying a stationary under member, an upper mem- member revolving upon said under member, a vertical one

ber revolving upon said under member, anti- friction bear - piece standard detachably carried by the stationary member

ing means between said members, and a projection car- of the base at one side the revolving member and having

ried by said revolving member for entering the bottom of its top end bent at an angle to project over the base and

the bore , of a roll of paper supported upon the revolving provided with a vertical opening, a vertical cutter mechan

member, a vertical standard rising from the stationary ism carried by the standard, and a pin having a head or

member at one side the revolving member, and a vertical projection for supporting it in said opening in the standard

cutting mechanism carried by the standard. and adapted to slide into the bore of a roll of paper verti

5. An improved paper cutter comprising a horizontal base cally supported upon the revolving member of the base .

embodying a stationary under member, an upper member 14. In an improved paper cutter comprising a horizontal

revolving upon said under member, anti -friction bearing base embodying a revolving member adapted to carry a roll

means loosely mounted between said members, means for of paper in vertical position , a vertical rising from said
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base at one side said revolving member, a vertical cutter No. 100,728. Street Indicator and Advertiser .

having a pivotal bearing upon the standard, and tensional Indicateur et appareil d'annonce de rues .

means carried by the standard and bearing upon the pivo

tally mounted cutter for retaining the same against the roll

of paper.

15. In an improved paper cutter comprising a horizontal

base embodying a revolving member adapted to carry a roll

of paper in vertical position , a vertical standard rising from

said base at one side said revolving member, a vertical
15

cutter carried upon arms pivotally connected with the stand

ard, and springs carried by the standard and in tensional

connection with the cutter for retaining the same against
the roll of paper.

16. In an improved paper cutter comprising a horizontal

base embodying a revolving member adapted to carry a roll

of paper in vertical position , a vertical standard rising from

said base at one side said revolving member , a vertical cut

ter carried by arms pivotally connected with the standard,

and coiled springs mounted upon and secured to the standard

and having a bent end projecting into engagement with

said arms , for the purpose set forth .

17. In an improved paper cutter comprising a horizontal

base embodying a revolving member adapted to carry a

roll of paper in vertical position , a vertical standard ris

ing from said base at one side said revolving member, a ver
Charles H. Townsend , Berkley, California , U.S.A. , 28th

tical cutter pivotally mounted upon the standard , and August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 21st June, 1906. Receipt No.

springs secured to the standard and forming a seat or sup- 137,118 .

port for the pivotal mounts of the cutter, said springs hav- Claim , -1. In an indicating and exhibiting device the com

ing a tensional bearing with respect to the cutter for retain- bination of endless travelling belts, and drums over which

ing the same against the roll of paper. they pass, one of said belts having indicla arranged in suc

18. In an improved paper cutter comprising a horizontal
cessive order and the other belt having words or characters

base embodying a revolving member adapted to carry a roll
to be exhibited , unitary mechanism including a gear wheel

of paper in vertical position , a vertical standard raising
and gears of different diameters on the axes of the drums

from said base at one side said revolving member , a verti
and in direct engagement with the first -named gear wheel

cal cutter carried by arms pivotally surrounding the stand whereby one of the belts is advanced more rapidly than the

ard, coiled springs mounted upon and having one end secur
other , and means for operating the gears , said means in

rd to the standard and forming supports for the pivotal cluding a rock shaft , a lever on the axis of the first -named

mounts of the cutter, the other ends of said springs being
gear wheel, a lever on the rock shaft , jointed connections be

bent outwardly at an angle to form an arm bearing against Iween the levers and actuating devices between the first

the cutter arm and having an end or terminal projecting namd lever and said first-named gear.

across the edge of the cutter arm to secure the latter upon
2. In a combined indicating and exhibiting device the com

its pivotal seat on the spring.
bination of a plurality of endless belts and drums around

which said belts pass , a case within which the drums and

19. In an improved paper cutter comprising a horizontal
belts are mounted, said case having sight openings and one

base embodying a revolving member adapted to carry a roll of the belts having characters arranged thereon in succes
of paper in vertical position, a vertical standard detachably

sive order and the other belt having advertising subject mat
secured to said base at one side said revolving member, a ter , means whereby the belts are simultaneously moved at

vertical cutter pivotally and detachably mounted upon the different rates of speed , said mechanism including gears of

standard, and springs detachably mounted upon the stand- different diameters fixed to the drums , a gear wheel engag.

ard and tensionally bearing upon the cutter , for the purpose ing the drum gears , a rock shaft , a lever connected to one

set forth .
of the gears, and knee levers between said lever and rock

20. An mproved paper cutter comprising a vertical stand- shaft .

ard , and a plurality of horizontal bases adjustably secured 3. In a combined indicating and exhibiting device , the

on the sstandard and adapted to support rolls of paper in combination of a case having sight openings and a plurality

vertical position intermediately of said bases . of movable indicators within the case and bearing unrelated

21. An improved paper cutter comprising a stationary matter in the form of charactersarranged in successive or
subject matter, one of said indicators having its subject

norizontal base, a vertical standard rising therefrom , and
der, means whereby the belts may be intermittently moved

horizontal bases carried by said standard intermediately be

tween the stationary base and the top of the standard , cluding a rock shaft and knee levers between the same and
in unison and at different rates of speed, and conections in

whereby rolls of paper may be supported in vertical posi- said means whereby the latter may be operated from inde

tion upon and between said bases.
pendent and remote points .

22. An improved paper cutter comprising a vertical stand- 4. In a combined indicating and advertising device, a plur

ard , and a plurality of horizontal bases mounted thereon , clity of endless belts , drums around which said belts pass ,

and bases embodying a stationary ander member and a re . train of gearing having independent connections with the

volving upper member adapted to support a roll of paper drums, whereby said drums are rotated at different rates

in vertical position . of speed , pawl and ratchet and lever mechaism , and a

23. An improved paper cutter comprising a vertical stand
stop carried by a movable member of the lever mechanism

ard , a plurality of horizontal bases mounted thereon and and adapted to engage a member of the gearing whereby the

embodying a stationary under member and a revolving up
belts are advanced a stated distance at each movement of

per member adapted to support a roll of paper in vertical
the lever .

position, said bases having an upwardly extending stud or
5. In an indicating and advertising device, a plurality of

projection for entering the bottom of the bore of the roll of
belts, drums around which said belts pass, a train of gearing

paper and the bases which are intermediately of the rolls
with independent connections with the drums of each belt,

of paper having a downwardly projecting stud or pin for en
a pawl and ratchet for operating the gearing , a lever mech

tering the top of the bore of the roll . anism including a rock shaft, a lever on the axis of the

24. An improved paper cutter comprising a vertical stand
ratchet and knee levers between the last-named lever and

the rock shaft, by which the ratchet is intermittently actu

ard , a plurality of horizontal bases mounted thereon and ated, and a latch carried by one of the knee levers and en

embodying a stationary under member and a revolving up gaging a member of the gearing at the termination of the
per member adapted to support a roll of paper in vertical

advance movement .

position , and a plurality of cutting mechanisms mounted
6. The combination in an indicating and advertising de

upon and carried by the standard intermediately of said
vice of a plurality of endless belts, independent drums

lases .
around which said belts are disposed, a train of gearing and

25. An improved paper cutter comprising a vertical stand- connections by which the belts are advanced at different

ard, a plurality of horizontal bases mounted thereon and em

bodying a stationary under member and a revolving upper ate the ratchet , said mechanism including a lever on the axis

member adapted to support a roll of paper in vertical position of the ratchet , a rock shaft and knee levers between the

upon and between the bases , and a plurality of spring actu- shaft and first -named lever , a bell and a spring pressed

ated cutting mechanisms mounted upon and carried by the hammer and pins carried by a member of the said train of

standard with relation to the respective rolls which are gearing whereby the hammer is raised and released with

mounted between the bases. cach advance of the belts .
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7. In an indicating and advertising device , a plurality of to constitute the other trunnion for the latter , and means

belts, independent drums around which said belts pass , connected with said spindle for rotating the latter to tilt

mechanismby which the belts are advanced and a front

through which the characters of each are exposed, means

for removing belts and drums , said means comprising slotted

bearings in which the shafts of the drums are turnable and

elastic sections in tl belts whereby said belts may be ex

tended to allow the drum shafts to be lifted from their bear

ings.
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No. 100,729. Clinical Thermometer .

Thermomètre clinique.
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the tank , whereby the tank may be rotated on both its verti

cal and horizontal axis.

3. A concrete mixer embodying standards , a pair of axles

journalled in the lower ends of the standards , traction

wheels longitudinally adjustable upon said axle, whereby the

tread may be adjusted , in combination with a rotary mixing

tank pivotally hung between the standards , and means for

tilting the tank on its pivots.

4. A concrete mixer embodying standards, a pair of axles

journalled in the lower ends of the standards, and traction

wheels longitudinally adjustable upon said axle, whereby the

tread may be adjusted .

5. A concrete mixer embodying standards , a crossbar

pivotally hung between the standards, a mixing tank ro

tatably mounted on the crossbar and having a marginal

Millard Fillmore Beeton , Jersey City , New Jersey, U.S.A. , 28th flange, means on the crossbar to engage the upper face of

August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 30th June, 1906. Receipt | the marginal flange to steady the tank in its rotation , and

No. 137,432 . means for turning the crossbar on its pivots to tilt the tank ,

Claim .-1. A thermometer formed with a mercury bore and substantially as specified.

with a second bore in rear of said mercury bore, a hollow
6. A concrete mixer embodying standards, a supporting

scale strip inserted in said secondbore, anda light reflecting crossbar connected to the standards and having a central

means within said hollow strip .
socket, an axle shaft fixed in said socket and projecting

2. A thermometer formed with a longitudinally arranged thereabove, a mixing tank habing an upwardly projecting

bore inrearofthe mercury column, a hollow scale strip centralsleevesurroundingsaid axle shaft and also having
within said bore,and a light reflecting stripinsertedwithin abearing onthecrossbar around said axle shaft, and means
and fitting the hollow bore of the scale strip .

for rotating the tank on said bearing around said axle shaft.

3. A thermometer formed with a longitudinal bore in rear,
7. A concrete mixer embodying standards, a supporting

of the mercurycolumn ,ahollow scale strip fitting within crossbar pivotally hung fromtheupper ends of said stand

said bore , and alightreflecting backing strip fitting snugly ards,an axleshaft securedto said crossbar and projecting
within the scale strip, the edges of said backing strip being upwardly , a mixing tank having a bearing on said crossbar

colored contrastingly with the remainder of the strip .
and also provided with a sleeve which has a bearing on said

4.A thermometer formed with a longitudinal bore in rear axle shaft, a scraper supported from said shaft,meansfor
of the mercury column, a semi-cylindrical hollow scale strip rotating the mixing tank on theaxle shaft, and means for

ſitting within said bore, and a light reflectingbacking strip rotating the tank on the pivots of the supporting crossbar,

fitting snugly within the scale strip, the edges ofthe backing substantially as specified.
strips being colored .

6. A thermometer comprising a body of substantially trian- No. 100,731 . Work Holder for Plainers, Etc.

gular shape in cross scetion , said body being formed adjacent
Porte ouvrage pour machines à raboter .

the apex with a mercury bore and in rear of said bore with

a longitudinally arranged opening , and a light reflecting

scale strip carrying scale marks inserted in said opening, the

side of the strip next the bore being convex, and scale finders

of a contrasting colour relative to the strip disposed to de

fine the edges of the strip when in position .

6. A thermometer comprising a body of substanially trian

gular shape in cross section , said body being formed adja

cent the apex with a mercury bore and in rear of said bore

with a longitudinally arranged opening , and a light reflect

ing scale strip carrying scale marks inserted in said open

ing, the side of the strip next the bore being convex, the

width of the strip approximating the width of the body in

alignment with the mercury bore, and scale finders of a con

trasting colour relative to the strip disposed to define the

edges of the strip when in position .

No. 100,730. Cement Mizer. Mélangeur de ciment.

Ransom Z. Snell , South Bend , Indiana, U.S.A. , 28th August ,

1906; 6 years. Filed 21st July, 1906. Receipt No. 138,022.

Claim . - 1. A concrete mixer embodying standards, a sup

porting crossbar pivotably suspended from the upper ends
Charles Francis Pearl Warner, Providence, Rhode Island ,

of the standards, a mixing tank rotatably mounted on said
U.S.A. , 28th August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 23rd July, 1906.

crossbar, means for rotating the tank upon the said cross
Receipt No. 138,106 .

bar, and means for rotating the tank with the crossbar on Claim . - 1. A device of the character described comprising

the pivots of the latter. a body portion , a plurality of adjustable retaining screws

2. A concrete mixer embodying standards, a supporting threaded therein at close intervals, said screws being adapt

crossbar connectedat each end with the top of the standards. ed to be turned outward and extended from said body to en

a mixing tank rotatably mounted on the crossbar and having gage and hold by pressure the work to be operated upon .

a rack therearound , a shaft journalled in the upper end of 2. A device of the character described comprising a body

one standard, constituting a trunnion for one end of the sup- portion, a plurality of adjustable retaining screws threaded

porting crossbar, and having a gear thereon adapted to en- therein at close intervals , said screws being downwardly in

gage with the rack on the tank ,means for rotating said shaft. clined and adapted to be turned outward and extended from

à spindle journalled in the upper end of the other standard said body to engage and carry the work to its seat and hold

and having one end secured tothe other end of the crossbar the same by pressure to be operated upon.
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3. A device of the character described comprising a body towards and from the back during the printing pressure of

portion, a plurality of adjustable retaining screws threaded the stamp, said frame embracing a plurality of type bars
therein at close intervals , said screws being downwardly in- between which are formed type receiving slots , and means

clined and adapted to be turned outward and extended from effecting endwise clamping pressure on the ends of said bars
said body to engage and hold by pressure the work to be for holding the bars at predetermined distances apart and to

operated upon , and vertically adjustable means on which
maintain in adjustment the width of the type slots.

said body is supported. 9. A printing stamp comprising a back or body provided on

4. A device of the character described comprising a body its under face with a cushion , a type holding frame which is

portion, a plurality of adjustable retaining screw -threaded connected with the back , said frame embracing a plurality

therein at close intervals, said screws being set at an angle of type bars between which are formed type receiving slots ,

to the rearface of the body and inclining slightly downward means for effecting endwise clamping pressure on said bars

therefrom , and said screws being adapted to be turned and for holding the bars at predetermined distances apart and
extended outward from said body so that the heads of the

to maintain in adjustment the width of the type slots , and
same will engage and hold by pressure the work to be oper

means for holding the said frame to the said back or body
ated upon , and a plurality of supporting screws threaded intothe underside of said body by the rotation of which said body comprising bails connected withsaid frame and adapted to

swing over the ends of said back or body and constructed
may be adjusted vertically.

to clamp said cushion against types in said slots .

10. A printing stamp comprising a back or body, a slotted

No. 100,732. Hand Stamp. Cachet à main. type holder affixed thereto by means permitting it to move

freely toward and from the body in the direction of and dur

ing the printing pressure of the stamp , types inserted into

the slotted holder and separately yieldable in and having

guiding engagement with said slots and a yielding member

interposed between the types and said body.

11. A printing stamp comprising a back or body , a slotted

type holder affixed thereto by means permitting it to move

freely toward and from the body in the direction of and

during the printing pressure of the stamp , a plurality of in

dependent types inserted into the slotted hoider and having

separately yieldable , guiding engagement with the slots of

said holder, and a cushioning body interposed between the

inner faces of said types and said body.

12. A printing stamp comprising a back or body, a slútted

type holder removably affixed thereto by means permitting

i ! to move freely toward and away from the body in the di

rection of and during the printing pressure of the stamp, a

plurality of types which are inserted into said holder from

the rear thereof , and a yielding member interposed betweer

Washington Laycock, Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. , 28th August, the body and the rear faces of said types, the types being

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 30th July, 1906. Receipt No.138,281. separately yieldable in said slots.

Claim .-1 . In a printing stamp, a type holder provided with holderhavingin itsflat facea type receiving slot , individual
13. A printing stamp comprising a back or body , a type

a plurality of type receiving slots and means for fixedly
varying the width of theslots to receive types ofdifferent types whichare insertedinto said slot from the rear of the

widths and constructed to exert no confining pressure on the the printing pressure of the stamp therein, and means for
holder and are separately and rearwardly yieldable during

side faces of the type .
2. In a printing stamp, a type holder embracing a plur- affixing the holder to the body permitting the holder to move

ality of bars between which areformedtypereceiving slots, freely toward andaway from the bodyinthe direction of

said bars being moved toward and from each other to vary
and during the printing pressure of the stamp.

the widths of said slots , and means independent of the type
14. A printing stamp comprising a back or body, a slotted

for holding the bars rigidly in said frame at definite nxed type holder affixed to the body by means permitting it to

distances apart.
move freely toward and from the body during the printing

3. In a printing stamp , a type holder frame, including a
pressure of the stamp , a cushion on the lower face of the

plurality ofbars between which are formed type-receiving body,andshouldered types having their narrower ends ex

slots , clamping bars in said frame with which the type bars
tending through the slots and their wider ends interposed

have interlocking connection , by means permitting move
between the bars of the holder and said cushion whereby

ment of the type bars towards and from each other , and
said types are clamped firmly between said holder and cush

means for spreading apart the clamping bars to effect' end- ion but are permitted to separately yield backwardly into

wise clamping action on the type bars.
the cushion .

4. In a printing stamp, a type holding frame , including a 15. A printing stamp comprising a back or body, a slotted

plurality of bars between which are formed type receiving type holder affixed to the body by means permitting it to

slots , clamping bars in said frame which are movable toward move frely toward and from the body during the printing

and from each other, hooks on the type bars which hook over pressure of the stamp , a cushion on the lower face of the

said clamping bars, and means for adjusting the clamping body and separately movable types in the slot of the holder

bars towards and from each other. having narrow advance ends and wide rear ends , said nar

5. In a printing stamp, a type holding frame, including a row advance ends having guiding engagement with the walls

plurality of bars between which are formed type receiving op the slots and the wider rear ends being clamped between

slots , clamping bars in said frame, hooks on the type bars the holder and the cushion.

which engage said clamping bars and laterally slidable there

on , and clamping means for spreading apart the clamping No. 100,733. Stamp Canceller .
bars.

Machine à maculer les timbres-poste.
6. In a printing stamp, a type holder including a plurality

of bars between which are formed type receiving slots, Wilber E. Bowercock, Burlington, Iowa, U.S.A., 28th August,
clamping bars ip said frame, one of which is affixed to the 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 23rd June , 1906. Receipt No. 137,219 .

frame and the other of which is movable therein towards Claim .-1 . In a cutter , a circular head having an outstand

and from the other bar, interlocking connection between the ing shank and a recess adjacent the shank, cutting discs
ends of the type bars and said clamping bars and means for mounted upon opposite sides of the head , and a lateral

spreading apart said clamping bars to effect clamping action scraping edge occupying the interval between the discs.
between the same and the type bars . 2. In a cutter , a circular head having an outstanding shank

7. In a printing stamp, a type holding frame including a and a recess adjacent the shank , defining a lateral scraping

plurality of bars between which are formed type receiving edge , cutting discs mounted upon opposite sides of the head,

slots, clamping bars in said frame, one of which is fixed in and with the lateral scraping edge occupying the interval
the frame and the other of which is movable in the frame between the discs .

towards and from the other bar , interlocking connections 3. In a cutter , a circular head having an outstanding shank

between the ends of said type bars and said clamping bars , and a recess adjacent the shank , cutting discs correspond

said frame having slots through which the ends of the moving in size to and mounted to rotate upon opposite sides of

able clamping bars extend, an extension frame connected the head, and a lateral scraping edge occupying the interval
with the movable bar and clamping screws pasing through between the discs .

the extension frame and engaging the main frame for spread- 4. In a cutter, a circular head having an outstanding shank
ing apart the clamp bars . and a recess adjacent the shank defining a lateral scraping

8. A printing stamp comprising a back or body provided on edge, cutting discs corresponding in size to and mounted to

its under face with a cushion , a type holding frame which is rotate upon opposite sides of the head , and with the lateral

connected with the back by means permitting it to move I scraping edge occupying the interval between the discs.
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5. In a cutter, a circular head having an outstanding 3. A rack for displaying rugs comprising a horizontal bar

shank and a recess adjacent the shank defining a lateral | having along its top two rows of pins each pointing verti

cally upward, the pins of one row standing flush with one

vertical side of the bar and the pins of the other row

flush with the opposite side of said bar , and means to swing

the said bar from one end .
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No. 100,735 . Sign Manufacture.

Fabrication d'enseigne.

George M. Ferguson , Amherst , Nova Scotia, Canada , 28th

August, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 7th June, 1906. Receipt No.

136,668.

Claim .-- 1 . The herein described method of making signs ,

which consists in applying through a stencil an adhesive

enamel, applying a plastic composition through a stencil to .

the outline formed by the enamel, applying pressure to the

plastic composition to give a desired shape, applying a coat

ing of enamel to the composition , and applying a finishing
coat of colour.

2. The herein described method of making signs , which

consists in applying through a stencil an adhesive enamel

composed of copal varnish , brown japan and white lead , ap

plying a plastic composition through a stencil to the outline

niade by the enamel , applying pressure to plastic composi

tion, applying a coating of enamel to the composition , and

scraping edge formed at the periphery of the head, cutting applying a finishing coat of colour.

discs mounted upon opposite sides of the head and with the 3. The herein described method of making signs , which con

lateral scraping edge occupying the interval between the sists in applying through a stencil an adhesive enamel, ap
discs . plying a plastic composition composed of refined cement,

6. In a cutter, a circular head having an outstanding plaster of paris, alabastine and water , applying pressure

shank and a recess adjacent the shank defining a lateral to the plastic composition , applying a coating of enamel

scraping edge formed at the periphery of the head , cutting to the composition, and applying a finishing coat of colour.

discs corresponding in size to and mounted to rotate upon 4. The herein described method of making signs , which

opposite sides of the head, with the lateral cutting edge consists in applying through a stencil an adhesive enamel
occupying the interval between the discs .

composed of copal varnish , brown japan and white lead , ap

7. In a cutter, a circular head having an outstanding plying a plastic composition through a stencil to the out
shank and a recess adjacent the shank , cutting discs cor- line made by the enamel , which composition is composed of

responding in size to and mounted to rotate upon opposite refined cement, plaster of paris , alabastine and water, and

sides of the head and with their cutting peripheries in finishingin colour the design thusformed .
juxtaposition thereto , and a lateral scraping edge occupy- 5. The herein described method of making signs, which

ing the interval between the discs . consists in applying through a stencil an adhering enamel ,

8. In a cutter, a circular head having an outstanding applying a plastic composition through a stencil to the out

shank anda recess adjacent the shank defining a lateral line made by the enamel, applying a mould under pressure
scraping edge formed at the periphery of the head, cutting to the plastic composition , and finishing the design thus

discs corresponding in size to and mounted to rotate upon formed in colour .

opposite sides of the head and with their cutting per 6. The herein described method of making signs , which

pheries in juxtaposition thereto, and with the lateral scrap- consists in applying through a stencil a plastic composition
ing edge occupying the interval between the discs.

to the outline made by the enamel, applying pressure to

9. In a cutter, ahead having an outstanding shank and the plastic composition, applyingacoating of enamel through
a recess adjacent the shank, cutting discs mounted upon a stencil to ihe composition , and finishing the design thus

opposite side of the head, a lateral scraping edge occupying Formed in colour.

the interval between the discs , and means for holding the 7. The herein described method of making signs , which

cutting edge at a predetermined angle . consists in applying an adhesive enamel , applying a plastic

composition to the enamel, compressing the plastic com

No. 100,734 . Rack for Displaying Rugs. position, coating the composition with enamel and applying

Ratelier de montre pour tapis.
a coating of metallic leaf.

No. 100,736. Sign Manufacture.

Fabrication d'enseigne.
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George M. Ferguson, Amherst , Nova Scotia , Canada, 28th

August , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 30th May, 1906. Receipt No.

136,427.

Charles Henry O'Neal , Baltimore, Maryland, U.S.A. , 28th
Claim .-1 . The herein described sign comprising a base, a

August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th June, 1906. Receipt coating of adhesive matter disposed on the base, a body of
No. 137,243.

Claim . - 1. A rack for displaying rugs comprising a hori- ing of hardening matterdisposedonthe plastic composition ,

zontal bar having along its topedge straight upward point- and a coating ofcolour on thehardening matter.
ingpins which stand flush with the verticalside ofsaid 2. The herein described sign comprising a base , a coating

bar.

of adhesive matter on the base composed of varnish , brown

1.A rack for displaying rugs comprising ahorizontal bar japan and white lead , a body of plastic composition disposed

having along its top edge straight upward projecting pins on the adhesive matter,a coating of hardening matterdis

barche stand Aush with the vertical side of said bar and posed on the plastic composition,and a coating of colour on
means forraising and lowering said har, the hardening matter.
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3. The herein described sign comprising a base , a coating ers adapted to be removably mounted on said plate , each

of adhesive matter disposed on the base , a body of com- type holder having projections for entering one of said

pressed plastic composition on the adhesive matter, a coat

ing of hardening matter on the plastic composition , and a

coating of colour on the hardening matter.

4. The herein described sign comprising a base , a coating

of adhesive matter disposed on the base , a body of plastic

compositi disposed on the adhesive matter and composed

of refined cement , plaster of paris , alabastine and water, and

a coating of hardening matter on the plastic composition ,

and a coating of colour on the hardening matter.

5. The herein described sign comprising a base, a coating

of adhesive matter disposed on the base, a body of plastic

composition compressed on the adhesive matter, a coating

of hardening matter on the composition , and a coating

of colour on the hardening matter.

6. The herein described sign comprising a base , a coat

ing of adhering matter disposed on the base , a body of

plastic composition on the adhesive matter, a coating of

clear enamel in the plastic composition , and a coating of

colour on the coating of clear enamel .

7. The herein described sign comprising a base , a coating

of adhesive matter arranged in the outline of a design , a

body of plastic composition disposed on said outline , a coat

ing of hardening matter on the plastic composition , and a

coating of metallic leaf on the coating of hardening matter. pockets , and means for removably securing said type holders

to said printing plate at another point.

No. 100,737. Printing Device. Appareil à imprimer. 4. A printing device comprising a frame and a printing

plate , said printing plate having the general form of a
Oscar Dickinson Safford , PassaicPark , New Jersey, U.S.A., rocker and being provided with a series of pockets along

28th August, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 15th June , 1906. Re:
one side , and a movable plate mounted upon the other side

ceipt No. 136,952 .
of said printing plate for the purpose of securing type hold

Claim . - 1. A printing device comprising a frame provided ers thereupon.

with an aperture and adapted to rest upon the surface to be 5. In a printing device , a printing plate provided with an

printed , and a rocker provided with type holders coinciding aperture , and further provided upon one side of said aper

in position with said aperture so as to allow the impression ture with pockets for receiving the ends of type holders so

to be made through said aperture . as to space the same apart, and mechanism mountedupon

2. A printing device , comprising a frame having a passage the other side of said plate for spacing apart said type

therethrough , a rocker provided with type holders so posi- holders at the other ends thereof.

tioned as to project the type through said passage , and side 6. A printing device comprising a base and a rocker, said

flanges for preventing improper movement of said rocker rocker being provided upon one side with pockets for receiv

relatively to said frame. ing the ends of type holders , and further provided upon its

3. In a printing device the combination of a supporting opposite side with apertures for receiving the other endy

frame having a passage and guides , a printing plate haying of said type holders , and a strip movable in relation to said

edges adapted to be moved between said guides , said printing rocker for the purpose of temperarily secured all of said

plate being provided with pockets , and a series of type hold- | type holders in position thereupon .
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No. 100,738 . Plaiting Machine. Machine à plaquer.
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Alfred Holmes , Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada, 4th

September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 23rd July , 1906. Re

ceipt No. 138,061 .

Claim . - 1. In a device if the character described side mem

bers provided with flanges thereon and openings therein ,

transverse connecting members secured to the side members ,

slats provided with reduced necks inserted in said openings

and disposed across said side members and a filling board

disposed between the side members and intermediate of the

slats and said transverse connecting members.

2. In a device of the character described side members

provided with supporting flanges and provided with open

ings therein, members connecting the side members secured

at each end thereof and one of which is provided with a

flanged extremity, flexible overlapping slats provided with

reduced end disposed in the openings in said side members,

and a filling board disposed between said side members.

3. In a device of the character described a plurality of

side members provided with supporting flanges, a plurality

of overlapping flexible slats journalled in said side members,

members connecting said side members and a removable

padded Allingboarddisposed between said sidemembers.

4.In a deviceof the character described a pluralityof
side members, a pluralityofmembers connecting the side

members one of which connecting membersisprovided with

an upturnedflange, a plurality of overlapping metallic slats

journalled in said șide members, a filling board disposed

between the side membersand of a thickness equal to the

belght of the flange on the said connecting member, and
means for inserting a fabric between the edges of said 'slats.

Thomas A. Wilson , Toronto , and william P. McCarthy and

Robert Reid Dowsley, both of Prescott , Ontario, Canada ,

4th September, 1906; 6 years . Filed 17th July, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 137,897.

Claim . - 1. An egg carrier comprising a shallow box or

tray and a removable frame provided with a plurality of

holes in which eggs may be set with their lower ends rest

ing on the bottom of the box, substantially as described.

2. An egg carrier comprising a shallow box or tray and

a removable frame provided with a plurality of holes in

which eggs may be set with their lower ends resting on the

bottom of the box , the upper edges of the box extending to

or above the upper ends of the eggs, substantially as des

cribed .

3. An egg carrier comprising a shallow box or tray and a

removable frame provided with a plurality of holes in which
eggs may be set with their lower ends resting on the bottom

of the box , the frame being of sufficient thickness and so

placed as to surround each egg from a point at or below

the greatest diameter of the egg to a point at or near the

top of the egg, substantially as described .

4. An egg carrier comprising a shallow box or tray and a

removable frame provided with a plurality of holes in which

eggs may be set with their lower ends resting on the bottom

of the box, the frame being of sufficient thickness and so

placed as to surround each egg from a point at or below the

greatest diameter of the egg to a point at or near the top of

the egg, and the upper edges of the box extending to or

above the upper ends of the eggs, substantially as described.

5. An egg carrier comprising a shallow box or tray and a

removable frame provided with a plurality of holes in which

eggs may be set with their lower ends resting on the bottom

of the box and a pad on the bottom of the box, substantially

as described .

6. An egg carrier comprising a shallow box or tray and a

removable frame provided with a plurality of holes in which

eggs may be set with their lower ends resting on the bottom

of the box , the frame being of sufficient thickness and so

placed as to surround each egg from a point at or below the

greatest diameter of the egg to a point at or near the top of

the egg and a pad on the bottom of the box, substantially as

described.
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No. 100,740. Saw. Scie. ber and body and through the side of the body at a short

distance from its upper end , and a cover forming a recep
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Joshua Oldham , New York City, New York , U.S.A. , 4th Sep

tember, 1906 ;6 years. Filed 11th July , 1906. Receipt the said space between the body and milk chamber.
tacle ofr a cooling medium and adapted to discharge into

No. 137,729 .

Claim .-1 . A saw having an insertible tooth flared later tormed with a milk chamber therein, a space between the
4. The combination with a can open at its upper end and

ally toward its effective or cutting edge and inclined inward wall of the can and the wall of the chamber, of a cover to

and rearward at said edge thereby forming the point, said close the upper end of said can and chamber and forming a

tooth also having its top edge bifurcated in the direction of receptacle for a coolingmedium , an overflow tube extend

the length of said edge with the walls of the bifurcationing throughthe cover into the space between the chamber

flaredoutward and laterally and vanishing at their points and can, anda cross strip extending across the cover at its

of intersection with the outer lateral edges of the tooth, upper end over said tube.

and said top edge also being sloped rearward to its point of
5. The combination with a can open at its upper end and

conjunction with the blade of the saw .
formed with a milk chamber therein open at its upper end

2. A saw having an insertible tooth flared laterally toward
and with a space between the wall of the can and the wall

its effective or cutting edge and inclined inward and rear
of the chamber forming a water jacket , of a cover to close

ward thereby forming thepoint, said tooth also having its the open upper end of the can and chamber and forming a

top edge bifurcated with the walls of the bifurcation flared receptacle for a cooling medium, a cross strip secured at its

outward laterally and vanishing at their points of inter- ends to the upper edge of the side wall of the cover and

section with the outer lateral edges of the tooth and said extending diametrically across the cover , overflow tubes ex

top edge also being sloped rearward to its point of con
tending through the bottom of the cover beneath said strip

junction with the blade of the saw , the shank of said tooth and vent tubes secured at their lower ends to the bottom of

having lateral edges pinched or upset into notches formed in
the cover and at their upper ends to the cover strip and

the opposite edge of the shank receiving slot in said blade.
opening through said bottom and strip .

6. The combination with a can open at its upper end , a

No. 100,741 . Cream Separator. Séparateur à crème. milk chamber having an open upper end and supported in

Hugh L. Minds , Detroit , Michigan , U.S.A., 4th September, said can with a space between its sides and bottom and the

sides and bottom of the can and a center chamber in the
1906 ; : 6 years . Filed 16th July , 1906. Receipt No. 137,852 .

milk chamber opening through the bottom thereof , of a
Claim .-1 . The combination with the body of a receptacle

cover having an upwardly extending side wall forming a
having vertical side walls and a bottom , of a milk chamber receptacle for a cooling medium , a cross strip secured to the

supported within said body with a space betweeu its side
upper edge of the side wall , tubes extending through said

walls and bottom and the side walls and bottom of the body , bottom and projecting above and below the same, vent tubes

a vertical center chamber within the milk chamber opening opening through the bottom and through the cross strip

through the bottom thereof and communicating with the said and a detachable wooden bottom within the cover receptacle

space, and an overflow opening into the upper end of the made in halves and formed with notches to receive the said

center chamber and extending laterally therefrom across the tubes.

milk chamber and space and through the side wall of the 7. The combination with a cylindrical can body open at
receptacle .

the top , of a milk chamber supported within the can with a
2. The combination with a cylindrical can body, of a milk

space between its sides and bottom and the sides and bottom
chamber supported within said can with a space between

of the can and with its upper open end in the plane of the

its sides and bottom and the sides and bottom of the can , a upper edge of the can , a tubular chamber in the axis of the

tubular chamber in the axis of the milk chamber and open milk chamber with its lower end integral with and opening
ing through the bottom thereof into the said space below the through the bottom of said chamber and having a closed

milk chamber, and an overflow pipe opening into the axial upper end , an overflow pipe opening into the axial chamber

chamber at a short distance below the upper edge of the near its upper end and extending laterally through the side
milk chamber and can and extending laterally outward of the can , a draw -off pipe connected to the lower end of the
across the said mílk chamberand space and through the milk chamber and extending outward through the side of the

side wall of the can . can , a cover having a bottom to close the upper open ends
3. The combination with a cylindrical can body open at of the can and milk chamber and a vertically extending side

its upper end , of a cylindrical milk chamber of lesser dia- wall forming a receptacle for a cooling medium , a cross

meter than the can body supported therein with its closed strip secured at its ends to the upper edge of the side walls

lower end at a distance above the bottom of the can and of the cover and extending diametrically across the same ,

its open upper end in the plane of the upper end of said overflow tubes extending through the bottom of the cover

body , a tube in the axis of the chamber with its lower end beneath said strip and projecting downward into the space

integral with and opening through the bottom of the cham- between the side wall of the can and the milk chamber and
ber and its upper closed end in the plane of the upper end of upward in the cover receptacle , vent tubes opening through

the body , an overflow pipe opening through the side of the the cover bottom and communicating with the milk chamber

tube near its upper end and extending laterally therefrom at their lower ends and opening through the cross strip at

across the milk chamber and the space between said cham - their upper ends and a detachable bottom in the cover.
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No. 100,742. Bottom Damping Bucket. bucket when it is closed with its bottom , a shelf extending

Auget à fond à bascule . from each side of the bucket in the path of the bell crank, to

support the arms of the latter when the bucket is

dumped

10. In a bottom dumping bucket the combination of a cross
shaft journalled from the back of the bucket and

at the upper end thereof, sustaining links extending from

the said shaft , bearings extending from the sides of the

bucket near the front and upper portion thereof, operating

bell cranks supported in the latter bearings , a connecting

link joining on each side of the bucket the lower portion of

the sustaining link and one of the arms of the bell crank,

an operating handle connecting the other arms of the oper

ating bell crank , and arranged to bear on the front of the

bucket, and a bottom pivoted from the lower ends of the

sustaining links.

11. In a bottom dumping bucket the combination of sus

taining links journalled on the bucket , a bottom pivoted

at the central portion from the lower ends of the said

links , operating bell cranks journalled from the sides of the

bucket , arms of unequal lengths on each bell crank , a con

necting link extending between the lower end of each sus

taining link and the short arm of each bell crank, an oper

Gustavus L. Steubner, New York City, New York , U.S.A. , 4th ating handle connecting the longer arms of the bell cranks,

September , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 9th July , 1906 .
and a pocket in the front of the bucket located so as to be

Re

ceipt No. 137,667 .
under the handle , when the bucket is closed with its bottom.

12. In a bottom dumping bucket the combination of sus
Claim .-1 . In a dumping bucket the combination of

taining links journalled thereto , a bottom pivot operating

bottom therefor , pivots on the bottom , means on the bucket bell cranks supported in bearings connected to the sides

to support the said bottom on its pivots , means to move of the bucket , connecting links joining the said bell cranks

the pivots away from the bucket and thereby dump the and the sustaining links , and a bail secured to the bucket .

said bottom , the latter means enabling the pivots to be 13. In a bottom dumping bucket the combination of a

placed in their original position and thereby move the bot front and rear for the body thereof, the lower portion of
tom up against the bucket.

the back of the bucket tapering toward the central bottom

2. In a dumping bucket the combination of a bottom there- opening of the bucket , sustaining links swinging on the

for , pivots extending from the bottom , sustaining links sides of the bucket , operating bell cranks operating on the

journalled on the bucket and supporting the said bottom sides of the bucket, connecting links joining the lower end

with its pivots practically in equilibrum , means to move of the sustaining links and an arm on each bell crank , a

the sustaining links and pivots and thereby dump the bottom pivoted from the lower ends of the sustaining links ,
bottom. arms of the bell cranks arranged to bear against the front

3. In a dumping bucket the combination of a bottom there- of the bucket when the bottom is closed , and the bottom ar

for, pivots extending from the bottom to maintain it prac - ranged so that itwill bear against the inclined back when
tically in equilibrium when supported by said pivots , means dumped , and a bail for the bucket .

on the bucket to support the pivots , means to dump the

bottom , and means to raise the latter and maintain it No. 100,743. Horseshoe. Fer à cheval.

against the bucket .

4. In a dumping bucket the combination of sustaining links

journalled thereto , a bottom pivoted from said links and

supported in equilibrium , bell cranks journalled on the

bucket . connections between the bell crank and the sus

taining links , a connection joining a pair of arms of the

bell cranks, and means to lock the said connection in place

when the bottom is up against the bucket .

5. In a dumping bucket the combination of sustaining links

journalled to the bucket, a bottom pivoted from said links to

support it in equilibrium , operating bell cranks journalled

on the bucket, connections betweeen the bell cranks and the rigu

sustaining links, a handle joining a pair of arms of the bell

crank, chains with hooks extending from the bucket and

arranged to encircle the said handle .

6. In a bottom dumping bucket the combination of sus Fig.2

taining links journalled on the bucket, a bottom pivoted Fig .

from said links , operating bell cranks supported in bear

ings connected to the bucket, connecting links joining the

said bell crank and the sustaining links .

7. In a bottom dumping bucket the combination of sus -9

taining links journalled on the bucket , a bottom pivoted
Fig.3 fig:

from said links , operating bell cranks journalled on the

bucket , connecting links joining arms of the bell cranks

and the sustaining links, a handle joining a pair of the

arms of the said bell cranks, and arranged to bear against

the body of the bucket , when the latter is closed by its

bottom.
6 Fig.3

8. In a bottom dumping bucket the combination of sus

taining links journalled on the bucket , a bottom pivoted

from said links , operating bell cranks journalled to the
fig .

Fig7

bucket , connecting links joining the sustaining links and
100743

operating bell cranks , the latter located so that the cen

ter lines of the connecting links will be on one side of the John Joseph Lynes , Toronto , Ontario, Canada , 4th Septem

axial lines of the bell crank bearings , when the bucket is ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 31st July , 1906. Receipt No.

closed with its bottom, and on the opposite side thereof 138,298.

when the bucket is dumped. Claim .-1 . The combination with a horseshoe , of a slotted

9. In a bottom dumping bucket sustaining links journalled reduced heel portion, of detachable heel caulks engaging

thereonso as to swing on the sides of the bucket , a bottom over said heel portions , said heel caulks formed with fasten

for the bucket , pivots exending from the said bottom at ing flanges adapted to engage the upper and under faces of

the central portion thereof, legs extending at right angles said heel portions, means for detachably fastening said heel

from the sustaining links, bearings in the bucket , operating caulks to shoe , substantially as described.
bell cranks, pivots extending the said bell cranks supported 2. The combination with a horseshoe, of a slotted reduced

in the said bearings, a connecting link on each side of the heel portion , of detachable heel caulks engaging over said

bucket connecting the said leg and an arm of the operating heel portion, said heel caulksformed with fastening flanges

bell crank ,and an operating handle connecting the ends of adapted to engage the upper and under faces of said heel

the latterarms, and arranged to bear on the front of the portions , a groove or channel formed in the upper face of
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said heel portion , a tongue or rib formed with one of said , 7 . The combination with a car, a car coupler having a staple

fastening flanges, said tongue or rib adapted to engage in depending from its rear end and a bolt depending from said

said groove or channel , means for detachably fastening said

heel caulks to shoe , substantially as described.

3. The combination with a horseshoe of a detachable toe

caulk, a flange formed integral with said toe caulk, said

flange adapted to engage in a pocket formed in the front

part of said shoe, fastening flanges formed with said caulk .

means for fastening said caulk to shoe , substantially as

described .

4. The combination with a horseshoe of a detachable toe

caulk, a flange formed integral with said toe caulk , said

flange adapted to engage in a pocket formed in the front

edge of said shoe , fastening lugs formed integral with said

caulk, said lugs engaging with the underside of said shoe ,

of detachable heel caulks engaging over the heel portions

of said shoe , fastening springs adapted to fasten said toe

and heel caulks to shoe, substantially as described .

5. In combination with a horseshoe , detachable toe and heel

caulks, fastening lugs and flanges formed integral with said

toe and heel caulks. fastening springs for attaching said

caulks to shoe, said spring having their ends adapted to

pass through the said lugs and flanges into said shoe , a lip

formed on the edge of said shoe, said fastening springs

adapted to engage under said lips , a toe plate with toe cap

formed therewith riveted to toe portion of said shoe , sub

6. In combination with a horseshoe , detachable toe and

heel caulks, fastening lugs and flanges formed integral with

said caulks , openings formed through said lugs and flanges,

a fastening spring , the ends of said fastening spring adapted

to pass through the openings in said lugs and flanges into

said shoe , a lip formed on the edge of said shoe , said

fastening spring adapted to engage under said lip, substan

tially as described .

7. In combination with a horseshoe, detachable toe and

heel caulks , fastening lugs formed integral with said toe

caulk , fastening flanges formed integral with said heel caulks, having a hook adapted to engage the eye of said staple and
car coupler, of an automatic train pipe coupler, a carrier

openings formed through said lugs and flanges, said open
having its forward end turned downward and adapted to

ings registering with corresponding openings in said shoe

fastening springs , the ends of said springs adapted and pass
support said automatic coupler and provided with a longitu

ing through said openings, lips formed on the edges of said
dinal slot intersecting said bend and engaged by said bolt.

shoe, said fastening spring engaging under said lip , sub
8. The combination with a car, a car coupler and a bolt

stantially as described .
tapped into and depending down from said car coupler, of

8. The combination with a horseshoe of a detachable toe
an automatic train pipe coupler , a carrier having a down

turned forward end in which said automatic coupler is sup

caulk, fastening lugs formed integral with said caulk , open

ings formed through said lugs , of detachable heel caulks, bolt , arms projecting laterally from said carrier and means
ported and having a slot in its forward bend engaged by said

flanges formed integral with said heel caulks, said heel
on each side of said car coupler adapted to be engaged by

caulks adapted to engage over the heel portions of said
said arms.

shoe , openings formed through said flanges , of fastening

springs having their endsadapted toengage in theopenings tapped intoand depending down fromsaidcar coupler, of an
9. The combination with a car, a car coupler and a bolt

in the said lugs and flanges in toe and heel caulks and open- automatic train pipe coupler, acarrier havinga down-turned
ings in shoe, substantially as described .

forward end in which said automatic coupler is supported

and having a slot in its forward bend engaged by said bolt

No. 100,744. Automatic Train Pipe.
arms projecting laterally from said carrier and horizontal

rails secured to the car body on each side of said car coupler
Joint automatique de tuyau de chars.

adapted to be engaged by said arms .

Frank Hatfield Rutherford , Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. , 4th 10. The combination with a car and a car coupler, of an

September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 30th July , 1906. Re- automatic train pipe coupler, a carrier therefor detachably

ceipt No. 138,242 . secured to and movable with said car coupler and having

Claim . - 1 . The combination with a car and a car coupler, transverse arms projecting therefrom and means on each

of an automatic train pipe coupler, a carrier therefor de- side of said car coupler to be adapted to be engaged by said

tachably secured to said car coupler and means dependent arms.

of said car coupler for preventing the simultaneous acciden 11. The combination with a car and a car coupler, of an

tal withdrawal of said carrier with said car coupler from automatic train pipe coupler, a carrier therefor detachably

said car. secured to and movable with said car coupler and having

2. The combination with a car and a car coupler, of an auto- transverse arms projecting therefrom and horizontal rails

matic train pipe coupler , a carrier therefor detachably se secured to the car body on each side of said car coupler

cured to and movable with said car coupler and means inde- adapted to be engaged by said arms.

pendent of said car coupler for loosely connecting said car 12. The combinaation with a car, a car coupler having a

rier to the car body. staple depending from its rear end and a bolt depending

3. The combination with a car and a car coupler , of an auto- therefrom nearer its front end, of an automatic train pipe

matic train pipe coupler , a carrier therefor detachably se- coupler, a carrier having a hook adapted to engage the eye

cured to and movable with said car coupler and supplemental of the staple , having its forward end down - turned and at

means connected to the car body for supporting said carrier its bend having a longitudinal slot therein into which said

independently of said car coupler. bolt enters and having transverse arms projecting therefrom

4. The combination with a car and a car coupler, of an au
and horizontal rails secured to the car body at each side of

tomatic train pipe coupler , a carrier therefor detachably se- said car coupler and adapted to be engaged by said arms.

cured to and movable with said car coupler and supplemental 13. The combination with a carrier having a down -turned

means secured to the car body at each side of said car forward end and a suitable opening therein and a pivot head

coupler for supporting said carrier independently ofsaid car projecting from the edge of said opening into the same, of

coupler, a train pipe coupler having a suitable extension passing

5. The combination with a car and a car coupler having a through said opening into the bore of which said pivot head

staple depending from its rear end , of an automatic train extends and having its rear end flanged outwards and a heli

pipe coupler , a carrier therefor having a hook adapted to en
cal spring one end of which bears against the rear end of

gage the eye of said staple and supplemental means connec
said extension and the other end of which is returned through

ted to the car body for supporting said carrier independently the coils of the spring and is connected to the pivotal head.

of said car coupler . 14. The combination with a carrier having a down -turned

6. The combination with a car, a car coupler and a bolt | forward end having a suitable opening therein and a re

depending from said car coupler, of an automatic train pipe movable pivot head projecting from the edge of said opening

coupler, a carrier having its forward end turned downward into the same , of a train pipe coupler having a suitable ex

and adapted to support said automatic coupler and provided tension passing through said opening into the bore of which

with a longitudinal slot intersecting said bend and engaged said pivot head extends and means for maintaining said coup

by said bolt. ler normally in a horizontal position .
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15. The combination with a carrier having a down -turned venting the simultaneous accidental withdrawal of said car

forward end having a suitable opening therein and a pivot rier with said car coupler from said car.

head projecting from the edge of said opening into the same 30. The combination with a car , and a car coupler , of a

and its engaging edge protected with a metallic facing, of a longitudinally yielding automatically returnable train pipe

train pipe coupler having a suitable extension passing coupler capable of movement at an angle to the line of draft

through said opening into the bore of which through a longi- of the car , a carrier therefor detachably secured to and mov

tudinal slot said pivot head projects, a metallic lining for the able with said car coupler, and supplemental means con

bore of said extension and means for maintaining said coup- nected to the car body for supporting said carrier independ

ler normally in a horizontal position . ently of said car coupler.

16. The combination with a carrier having a down-turned 31. The combination with a car, and a car coupler, of a

forward end havinga suitable opening therein, and a remov- longitudinally yielding automatically returnable train pipe

able pivot head projecting from the edge of said opening into coupler capable of movement at an angle to the line of

the same and its engaging edge protected with a metallic fac- draft of the car, a carrier therefor detachably secured to and

ing , of a train pipe coupler having a suitable extension pass- movable with said car coupler , and supplemental means

through said opening , into the bore of which through a longi- secured to the car body at each side of said car coupler for

tudinal slot said pivot head projects , a metallic lining for supporting said carrier independently of said coupler.

the bore of said extension , and means for maintaining said 32. The combination with a car, a car coupler, a carrier

coupler normally in a horizontal position . detachably secured to said car coupler, and a longitudinally

17. The combination with a train pipe coupler , having a yielding automatically returnable train pipe coupler mov
rearward extension having a longitudinal slot therein . of a able to a position at an angle to the line of draft of the car

suitable support for said coupler, pivot head having a screw- supported thereby, of a chain connecting said carrier to the

threaded shank removably secured in said support, and body of the car .
means for maintaining said coupler normally in a horizontal 33. The combination with a car, a car coupler, a carrier

position . detachably secured to said car coupler , and a longitudinally

18. The combination with a car , a car coupler , a carrier yielding automatically returnabletrain pipe coupler mov
detachably secured to said car coupler , and an automatic able to a position at an angle to the line of draft of the car

train pipe coupler supported thereby, of a chain connecting supported thereby, of a chain connecting said train pipe
said carrier to the body of the car. coupler to the body of the car .

19. The combinaion with a car , a car coupler , a carrier de- 34. The combination wih a car, a car coupler , a carrier de

tachably secured to said car coupler, and an automatic train tachably secured to said car coupler , and a longitudinally

pipe coupler supported thereby, of a chain connecting said yielding automatically returnable train pipe coupler mov

train pipe coupler to the body of the car. able to a position at an angle to the line of draft of the car

20. The combination with a car , a car coupler, a carrier supported thereby, supplemental means connected to the

detachably secured to said car coupler , and an automatic car body for supporting said carrier independently of said

train pipe coupler supported thereby, of a chain connecting car coupler, and a chain connecting said carrier to the body

said carrier, and an independent chain connecting said train of the car.

pipe coupler to the body of the car . 35. The combination with a car, a car coupler , a carrier

21. The combination with a car, and a car coupler, of an detachably secured to said car coupler, and a longitudinally

automatic train pipe coupler, a carrier therefor detachably yielding automatically returnable train pipe coupler mov

secured to and movable with said car coupler , supplemental able to a position at an angle to the line of draft of the car

means connected to the car body for supporting said carrier supported thereby, supplemental means secured to the car

independently of said car coupler and a chain connecting said body at each side of the car coupler for supporting said car

carrier to the car body. rier independently of said car coupler and a chain connect

22. The combination with a car, and a car coupler, of an ing said train pipe coupler to the body of the car.

automatic train pipe coupler , a carrier therefor detachably 36. The combination with a car , a car coupler , a carrier

secured to and movable with said car coupler, supplemental detachably secured to said car coupler and having trans
means connected to the car body for supporting said carrier verse arms projecting therefrom , and a longitudinally yield

independently of said car coupler and a chain connecting said ing , automatically returnable train pipe coupler movable to
train pipe coupler to the car body. a position at an angle to the line of draft of the car sup

23. The combination with a car , a car coupler , a carrier ported thereby, supplemental means secured to the car body

detachably secured to said car coupler, and an automatic at each side of the car coupler which are adapted to be en

train pipe coupler supported thereby, supplemental means gaged by said carrier , and a chain connecting said carrier to
connected to the car body for supporting said carrier inde- the body of the car.

pendently of said car coupler, and a chain connecting said 37. The combination with a car, a car coupler, a carrier

carrier to the body of the car . detachably secured to said car coupler , and a longitudinally

24. The combination with a čar, a car coupler, a carrier de- yielding , automatically returnable train pipe coupler mov

tachably secured to said car coupler, and an automatic train able to a position at an angle to the line of draft of the car

pipe coupler supported thereby, supplemental means secured supported thereby , supplemental means connected to the car

to the car body at each side of the car coupler for supporting body for supporting said carrier independently of said car

said carrier independently of said car coupler and a chain coupler , and a chain connecting said train pipe coupler to the

connecting said train pipe coupler to the body of the car. body of the car.

25. The combination with a car , a car coupler, a carrier de- 38. The combination with a car , a car coupler, a carrier

tachably secured to said car coupler and having transverse detachably secured to said car coupler, and a longitudinally

arms projecting therefrom, and an automatic train pipe yielding , automatically returnable train pipe coupler mov

coupler supported thereby, supplemental means secured to able to a position at an angle to the line of draft of the car

the car body at each side of the car coupler which are adapt- supported thereby, supplemental means secured to the car

ed to be engaged by said carrier , and a chain connecting said bodyat each side of the car coupler for supporting saidecar

carrier to the body of the car. rier independently of said car coupler and a chain connect

26. The combination with a car , a car coupler, a carrier de- ing said train pipe coupler to the body of the car.
tachably secured to said car coupler , and an automatic train 39. The combination with a car, a car coupler, a carrier

pipe coupler supported thereby, supplemental means con- detachably secured to said car coupler and having transverse

nected to the car body for supporting said carrier independ- arms projecting therefrom , and a longitudinally yielding,

ently of said car coupler, andachain connecting said train automatically returnable train pipe coupler movable to a
pipe coupler to the body of the car . position at an angle to the line of draft of the car supported

27. The combination with a car , a car coupler , a carrier thereby, supplemental means secured to the car body at each

detachably secured to said car coupler , and an automatic side of the car coupler which are adapted to be engaged by

train pipe coupler supported thereby, supplemental means said carrier, and a chain connecting said train pipe coupler

secured to the car body at each side of the car coupler for in the body of the car.

supporting said carrier independently of said car coupler and

a chain connecting said train pipe coupler to the body of No. 100,745. Inserted Saw Teeth .

Dents de scies .

28. The combination with a car, a car coupler, a carrier

detachably secured to said car coupler and having trans- William S. McLean , Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada ,

verse arms projecting therefrom , and an automatic train 4th September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 30th July, 1906. Re

pipe coupler supported thereby, supplemental means secured ceipt No. 138,269 .

to the car body at each side of the car coupler which are Claim .-1 . In a cut - off saw, an inserted saw tooth hav

adapted to be engaged by said carrier, and a chain connecting a parallel portion which is secured in a provided re
ing said train pipe coupler to the body of the car . cess in the blade of the saw and a portion projecting out

29. The combination with a car and a car coupler, of a ward beyond the edge of the blade which outwardly project

longitudinally yielding auomatically returnable train pipe ing portion is off-set to one side or the other beyond that face
coupler capable of movement at an angle to the line of draft of the blade and provided with a cutting edge on the off

of the car, a carriertherefor detachably secured to said car set side which slopes downward in the direction the saw is

coupler and means independent of said car coupler for pre- designed to move.

the car.
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2. In a cut -off saw , an inserted saw tooth consisting of a zontal conveyer supported by said carriage, an elevator

bit parallel in width , the portion by which it is secured in for conveying material to the horizontal conveyer, a revol

uble derrick , and a bucket and operating means therefor

associated with the derrick for supplying material to the
elevator .

2. In a ship fueling machine the combination with a float,

a tower on said float, a revoluble derrick on the float, and

a bucket and operating means therefor , associated with the

derrick , of a vertically movable carriage in the tower , a

horizontal conveyer supported by the carriage , and an ele

vator in the tower to receive material from the bucket on

the derrick and convey it to the horizontal conveyer .

3. In a machine of the character described , the combina

tion with framework , of a vertically movable carriage sup

tal conveyer mounted therein , a hopper over said conveyer

and movable vertically with it and means for controlling the

feed of material from said hopper to the conveyer.

4. In a machine of the character described, the combina

tion tiwh framework, of a vertically movable carriage sup

ported thereby, a horizontal conveyer supported by the car

riage, and feeding means carried by the carriage over the

conveyer,

5. In a machine of the character described , the combina

tion with framework , of a vertically movable carriage sup

ported thereby, a hopper mounted on said carriage above

the conveyer, and means between the hopper and the con
the saw blade being of approximate thickness to the said

veyer for controlling the feed of material to the latter .
blade and having opposite V-shaped edges to engage sim 6. In a machine of the character described , the com

ilar edges in the recess provided for it in the blade, the bination with framework ,of a horizontal conveyer mounted

portion of the bit which projects beyond the edge of the therein , means for moving the horizontal conveyer verti

saw blade being laterally off-set to one side or the other cally , a hopper above the conveyer, a trough disposed over

and the outer end of the bit ground to a moderately acute
the conveyer and communicating with the hopper, a plun

angle, the end plane of which slopes downward in the direc
tion of the intended movement of the saw and is similarly ger in the trough and means for reciprocating the plunger .

sloped to the side of the bit opposite to the offset, and bination with framework , of a horizontal conveyer mounted
7. In a machine of the character described , the com

means for securing the bit in the blade .
therein , means for moving the horizontal conveyer verti

cally , a hopper above the conveyer and connected verti

No. 100,746. Ship Fueling Machinery. cally with it , a trough disposed over the conveyer and par

Machine à charger les vaisseaux de combustible. allel therewith , one end of said trough communicating with

the hopper, a plunger in the trough to force material for

wardly in the trough and feed it upon the conveyer at a

point beyond the outlet end of the hopper and means for

reciprocating the plunger.

8. In a machine of the character described, the combina

tion with framework , of a vertically movable horizontal con

veyer mounted therein , a hopper above the conveyer, feed

ing means for controlling the passage of material from the

hopper to the conveyer , and a single motor controlling the

operation of the feeding means and the conveyer, said hop

per , feeding means and motor movable vertically with the
horizontal conveyer.

9. In a machine of the character described, the combina

tion with framework , of a vertically movable horizontal

conveyer mounted therein , a hopper above the conveyer ,

a trough under the hopper and over the conveyer , said

trough having an elongated opening in the forward portion

of its bottom and communicating at its rear end with the

outlet of the hopper , a plunger operating in the trough to

propel material therefrom and means for reciprocating the

plunger , said hopper and trough movable vertically with

the horizontal conveyer.

10. In apparatus of the character described, the combina

tion with framework , of a vertically movable carriage

mounted therein , a horizontal conveyer supported by said

carriage , a motor on the carriage for driving the conveyer ,

a hopper suppoted by the carriage above the conveyer , a

trough supported under the hopper and over the conveyer

and communicating with the hopper , a plunger in the

trough and means connecting said plunger with the motor

which drives the conveyer.

11. In a machine of the character described , the combina

tion with framework , of a vertically movable horizontal

conveyer supported thereby , a trough mounted over the

conveyer. a hopper communicating with the trough , a plun

ger in the trough , operating means for the plunger and

means for adjusting the stroke of the plunger, said hopper ,

trough , plunger and operating means movable vertically with

the horizontal conveyer.

12. In apparatus of the character described , the combina

tion with framework , of a vertically movable horizontal con

veyer supported thereby, a trough over the conveyer, a hop

per communicating with the trough, a plunger in the trough ,

a driving shaft , a pivoted link , means for connecting said

link with the plunger, a pitman operated by the driving

shaft and means for adjustably connecting said pitman with

the pivoted link, said trough , hopper and operating means

George Henry Hulett, Cleveland , Ohio , and George Wash- movable with the conveyer.
13. In a machine of the character described, the combinaington Theiss , Pittsburg , Pennsylvania , U.S.A., 4th

September , 1906 ; 6 years .
tion with a tower , of a vertically movable carriage mounted

Filed 26th ly, 1906. R pt
therein , a horizontal conveyer supported by said carriage ,

No. 1.38,182 .
feeding means supported by the carriage over said conveyer,

Claim . - 1 . In a ship fueling machine , the combination with and means for elevating and discharging it through said

a tower, of a vertically movable carriage therein, a hori- ' feeding means to the conveyer.
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14. In a machine of the character described, the combina- 2. In combination with a cook stove having a closure sup

tion with a tower, of a vertically movable carriage mounted porting flange , a removable hollow attachment disposed on

in the tower, a horizontal conveyer supported by the cari

age , feeding means supported by the carriage over the con

veyer, elevating means operating in the tower for sup

plying material to said feeding means at any elevation of

the carriage and horizontal conveyer, and means for sup

plying material to said elevating means .

No. 100,747. Dust Bin or Similar Portable Re

ceptacle.

Boite à poussière ou autres réceptacles portatifs semblable.

p.3.
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the flange and extending above the stove and a closure for

the removable member .

a

No. 100,749. Sheaf Loader. Charge-gerbes.
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Hermann Lange, Hamburg, Germany, 4th September, 1906 ;

6 years . Filed 25th July, 1906. Receipt No. 138,146.

Claim . - 1. Improved dust bin or similar portable recep

tacle for containing domestic or other refuse comprising a

bin of rectangularcross section , a lid of similar shape in

cross section, means for connecting said lid to the bin so

as to be capable of rotary and rectilineal motion on its

pivots , a handle pivoted to the bin and rotatable on an axis
100 yiye

parallel with the pivots of the lid, and means for locking the

lid at the side of the open bin when the latter is being tilted

around the fulcrum of theaforesaid rotary handle beyond Cephas Ezra Martin , Killarney. Manitoba , Canada, 4th Sep

the horizontal position, substantially as set forth .
tember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 11th August, 1906 . Re

2. Improved dust bin or similar portable receptacle for
ceipt No. 138,592.

containing domestic or other refuse comprising a bin of rec

tangular cross section , a lid of similar shape in cross Claim .-- 1 . In a sheaf loading implement the combination

section, a marginal down turned edge at three sides of the comprising a wheeled supporting frame , a chute carried by

lid , means for connecting said lid to the bin so as to be the frame , a conveyer extending below the frame to the

capable of rotary and rectilineal motion consisting of two chute , means for actuating the conveyer, and means for

pivots attached to the bin and engaging longitudinal slots moving a sheaf from the ground to the conveyer.
in the two opposite down turned marginal edges of the lid , 2. In a sheaf loading implement the combination com

a handle pivoted to the bin and rotatable on an axis parallel prising a wheeled supporting frame , tubular bearings on
with the pivots of the lid , and means for locking the lid at the frame , ca frames on the bearings , wheels carried by

the side of the open bin when the latter is being tilted the frame , a conveyer extending from below the frame to

around the fulcrum of the aforesaid rotary handle beyond the chute , means for actuating he conveyer , means for mov

the horizontal position , substantially as set forth . ing the sheaf from the ground to the conveyer, and actuat

3. Improved dust bin or similar portable receptacle for ing means for said moving means.

containing domestic or other refuse comprising a bin of 3. In a sheaf loading implement the combination com

rectangular cross section, a lid of similar shape in cross prising a wheeled supporting frame , a chute adjustably car
section, means for connecting said lid to the bin so as to be ried by the frame and adapted to discharge on either side
capable of rotary and rectilineal motion on its pivots, a thereof, a conveyer extending from below the frame to the
handle pivoted to the bin and pivoted on an axis parallel chute, means for actuating the conveyer , and means for

with the pivots of the lid , and means for locking the lid at moving a sheaf from the ground to the conveyer .

the side of the open bin when the latter is being tilted 4. In a sheaf loading implement the combination com

around the fulcrum of the aforesaid rotary handle beyond prising a wheeled supporting frame , a chute adjustably car

the horizontal position , said means consisting in step or
ried by the frame , a wind guard removably attached to the

crank portions provided in the parallel arms of the rotary frame, a conveyer extending from below the frame to the

handle and adapted to contact with the lid at the side of chute ,means for actuating the conveyer , and means for mov

the bin , substantially as set forth . ing a sheaf from the ground to the conveyer.
4. In an improved dust bin or similar portable receptacle 5. In a sheaf loading implement , the combination compris

for containing domestic or other refuse of the nature here

inbefore set forth , the combination of means for limiting frame, a bar carried by the bracket , a chute slidably dis
ing a wheeled supporting frame, a bracket on the rear of the

the downward movement of the rotary handle so as tokeep posed on the bar , a guide bar on the chute disposed below

the latter off the external surface of the bin , substantially
as set forth,

said bar on the bracket , a flexible member secured to the

ends of the chute, and means for conveying a sheaf from the

ground to the chute .

No. 100,748. Stove. Poêle. 6. In a sheaf loading implement , the combination compris

ing a supporting frame, a rotatable axle carried by the

Simon Belanger, North Dakota, U.S.A., 4th September, 1906 ; frame , an inclined conveyer on the frame , means for driving

6 years. Filed 14th August, 1906. Receipt No. 138,684 . the conveyer from the axle , means for moving a sheaf from

Claim . - 1. An attachment for a stove consisting of a the ground to the conveyer, and an adjustably supported

hollow member having a flange thereon . chute disposed adjacent the upper end of the conveyer,
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7. In a sheaf loading implement, the combination compris- bearings around it , and emergency springs between the said

ing a wheeled supporting frame , a chute on the frame , a casing and the cover , all as and for the purposes herein

conveyer leading to the chute, bars pivotally supported at before described and as illustrated in the drawings.
one end by the frame , rollers on said bars adjacent their 2. In apparatus for absorbing shock communicated to the

free ends, means for elevating said bars, resilient fingers bodies of road or other vehicles and in combination an open
carried by the bars, and means for carrying a sheaf from the topped casing having drain and inspection holes therein , one
fingers to the conveyers. end of a spring from the axle pivoted to the bottom of said

8. In a sheaf loading implement , the combination compris- easing, a flange at each end of said casing, a cover the lower
ing a wheeled supporting frame, a chute on the frame , a con- plate of which enters the casing, and has plain and grooved

veyer loading to the chute, bars pivotally connected with the rollers around its edges, a transverseand longitudinal rib
frame and provided with rollers , flexible members connected above said lower plate, a top plate to which is pivoted an
to the bars , a shaft having a cranked end and a lever to arm from the vehicle body, cross bolts extending across the

which the flexible members are secured, resilient fingers car- said casing and above the lower plate, emergency springs be

ried by the bars, andmeans for carryinga sheat from the tween the said top plate and the flanges on the casing, one
fingers to the conveyer. or more cushions in the said casing, all as and for the pur

9. In a sheatloading implement, the combination compris- poses hereinbefore described and as illustrated in the
ing a wheeled supporting frame, achuteonthe frame, a drawings.

conveyer leading to the chute, bars pivotally supported at 3. In apparatus for absorbing shock communicated to the

one end by theframe, rotatable supportsfor the opposite bodies of road or other vehicles, consisting ofa casing, a

ends of the bars, means for elevating saidbars, resilient flange around said casing,a tubular cushion or cushions

fingers pivotally connectedwith the bars,acrossbar adapted aroundsaidcasingand on saidflange, a coverrestingupon
said air cushion , emergency springs between the cover andto limit the movement of the resilient fingers, and means
the casing. all as and for the purposes hereinbefore desfor carrying a shear from the fingers to the conveyer .
cribed and as illustrated in the drawings.

10. In a sheat loading implement, the combination com

prising a wheeledsupporting frame, a chuteonthe frame, bodies of road or other
vehicles andin combination anopen

4. In apparatus for absorbing shock communicated to the

a conveyer leading to the chute , pivotally supported mem
bers at one end of the frame, resilient fingers provided with topped casing,cross boltsextending across saidcasing, lugs

resilient rearward extending portions carried by the bars, flange around the bottom of said casing , a cushion or
beneath the same to which is pivoted one end of a spring, a

and means for carrying a sheaf from the fingers to the con
cushion resting upon said flange, a lower plate or flange

veyer.
resting upon the top of said air cushion, grooved rollers in

11. In a sheaf loading implement, the combination com side the said flange, a concave roller in each bearing on each
prising a wheeled supporting frame, a chute on the frame , a end of the flange, a transverse rib having upcuts therein , a

conveyer leading to the chute, pivotally supported bars at longitudinal rib also havingupcuts therein, a top plate bav

one end of the frame , resilient fingers carried by the bars , a ing lugs protruding therefrom, an arm from the vehicle body

shaft on the bars , beater slats secured on the shaft, and a pivoted from said lugs, emergency springs inside the casing

short conveyer extending from the beater slats to said first the lower end of each of which encircles protuberances and

conveyer. the upper ends of which encircle protuberances projecting

12. In a sheaf loading implement , the combination com- from bearers , all as and for the purposes hereinbefore des

prising a wheeled frame , a chute thereon , an inclined con- cribed and as illustrated in the drawings .

veyer leading to the chute, pivotally supported conveying 5. In apparatus for absorbing shock communicated to the

mechanism carried by the frame adjacent the lower end of bodies of road or other vehicles, a cushion open at the top

the conveyer , and rake fingers adapted to reciprocate over and bottom, rounded ends to said air cushion , inner and
the pivotally supported mechanism . outer flanges at the top and bottom of said casing, the top

13. In a sheaf loading implement , the combination com- inner flange entering a groove in the top plate and the bot

prising a wheeled frame , a chute thereon , an inclined con- tom inner flange, a groove in the bottom plate, a clamp, unit

veyer leading to the chute , pivotally supported conveyer ing the top plate and the top outer flange and the bottom

mechanism caried by the frame adjacent the lower end of plate and the bottom outer flange respectively together,
the conveyer , a crank shaft adjacent the forward end of the guide bars between the top and bottom plates, alí as and for

frame, rake fingers disposed on the crank shaft and pro- thepurposes hereinbefore described and as illustrated in the
vided with hooked forward ends , a crossbar on the frame drawings.

adapted to limit the movement of the fingers, and means for 6. Improvements in apparatus for absorbing shock commun

driving the cranked shaft . icating to the bodies of road or other vehicles , and in com

14. In a sheaf loading implement , the combination com- bination a cushion open at the top and bottom , inner and

prising a wheeled frame , a chute thereon , an inclined con- outer flanges at the said top and bottom , the inner flanges

veyer leading to the chute, means for conveying a sheaf from ofwhich are tapered and enter into grooves madearounda

the ground to theinclined conveyer, acrossbar carried by topand bottom plate respectively, an air bag inside said
the frame , a draft attaching means , and a seat on the cross

cushion , lugs protruding from said top and bottom plate to

accommodate an arm from the vehicle body and a spring
bar.

from the vehicle axle respectively , overhanging arms pro

truding from said top and bottom plates , vertical guide bars

No. 100,750. Apparatus for Absorbing Shock in secured to the arms protruding from the top plate and slid

Vehicles. ing in holes having balls therein , in the protruding arms in

the bottom plate , a U-sectioned clamp uniting the meeting

Appareil pour absorber les secousses dans les véhicules.
flanges at the top and bottom of the cushion , the inner walls

of the said clamp diverging outwardly , rounded corners

pivoted at one end of the said clamp and drawn together by

a bolt , all as and for the purposes herein before described
Ushs

and as illustrated in the drawings .
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No. 100,751 . Guide Chart for Dress Patterns.

Carte guide pour patrons de robes.
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Theron McCampbell , New York City, New York, U.S.A. , 4th

September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 10th August , 1906. Re

ceipt No. 138,583.

Claim.-1 . A chart for guidance in assembling garment

sections provided with an illustration of said garment as

assembled and illustrations of said garment sections sepa

rated and developed , said chart being also provided with

corresponding conventional signs on the illustrations of each

part of said garment as assembled and on each correspond

ing illustration of said sections as shown developed , sub

stantially as described .

2. A chart for guidance in assembling garment sections
Joseph Elam Pounds , Melbourne, Victoria , Australia , 4th provided with an illustration of said garment as assembled ,

September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 10th August , 1906. Re- and illustrations of said garment sections separated and de
ceipt No. 138,577 . veloped , said chart being also provided with corresponding

Claim . - 1. In apparatus for absorbing shock communicated conventional signs on the illustrations of each part of said
to the bodies of road or other vehicles , one or more cushigns garment as assembled and on each corresponding illustra
within an open topped casing , said casing having a coter, tion of said sections as shown developed, and each of said
the lower plate of which moves in said casing and has roller ' last -named illustrations having printed on it the name of

04
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the part of the garment which it represents , substantially 3. In a car , the combination of a bogie truck having axles

as described . and wheels, a car body pivotally mounted thereon, a boiler

on said car body, an engine upon said truck between the

axles thereof, means supporting said engine at one end upon

an axle of the truck, springs supporting the other end of the

engine, connections for carrying steam from the boiler to

the engine , a shaft driven by the engine , gearing between

said shaft and said axle of the truck, an eccentric on said

shaft , and a rod actuated by said eccentric and connected to

the movable valve member of the engine, substantially as

described .

4. In a car , the combination of a bogie truck, a car body

pivotally mounted thereon , an engine upon the truck sup

ported at one end upon one of the axles thereof and con

nected in driving relation to said axle, supporting springs ,

and a pin connected thereto and co -acting with the other end

of the engine for yieldingly supporting the same , substan

tially as described .

5. In a car , the combination with a bogie truck having

axles and wheels and a car body pivotally mounted thereon,

of a boiler on said car body, an engine upon the truck, a

shaft driven by the engine, gearing between said shaft and

3. A chart for guidance in assembling garment sections one of the axles of the truck, flexible connections for carry

provided with an illustration of said garment sections sepa- ing steam from the boiler to the engine , an eccentric on

rated and developed , said latter illustrations having printed said shaft, and a rod actuated thereby and connected to the

on appropriate portions directions as to the proper treat- movable valve member of the engine, substantially as des

ment of the garment sections corresponding thereto , and said cribed .

chart being also provided with corresponding conventional 6. In a car , the combination with a truck having axles and

signs on the illustrations of each part of said garment as wheels , of a steam engine located between the axles of the

assembled and to each corresponding illustration of said truck, a shaft driven by the engine, gearing between said

sections as shown developed, substantially as described . shaft and one of the axles , an eccentric on said shaft and a

4. A chart for guidance in assembling garment sections rod actuated thereby and connected to the movable valve

provided with an illustration of said garment as assembled , member of the engine, substantially as described.

and illustrations of said garment sections separated and de- 7. In a car , the combination with a truck having axles and

veloped , said latter illustrations having printed upon them wheels of a steam engine mounted on the truck between the

directions as to the proper positioning of the patterns on axles thereof, a casing for said engine , a shaft mounted in

the material from which said sections are to be cut, and said bearings in said casing and actuated by the engine, gearing

chart being also provided with corresponding conventional between said shaft and one of the axles of the truck, an

signs on the illustrations of each part of said garment as eccentric on said shaft and a rod actuated thereby and con

assembled and on each corresponding illustration of said nected to the movable valve member of the engine, sub

sections as shown developed, substantially as described .
stantially as described.

8. In a car the combination with a truck having axles and

wheels, of a steam engine mounted on the truck between the
No. 100,752. Steam Motor Car. Char moteur à vapeur.

axles therof, a casing for said engine, bearings formed in

said casing through which one of the axles of the truck ex

Fig.1, tends, a support for the other end of the engine , a shaft

mounted in bearings formed in said casing and arranged to

be driven by the engine, gearing between said shaft and an

axle of the truck, an eccentric on said shaft and a rod actu

ated thereby and connected to the movable valve member of

the engine , substantially as described.

9. In a car the combination of a truck having axles and

wheels, of a steam engine mounted on the truck between the

axles thereof, a casing for said engine, bearings formed in

said casing through which one of the axles of the truck ex

tends, springs supporting the other end of the engine, a shaft

mounted in bearings formed in said casing and arranged

to be driven by the engine, gearing between said shaft and

ar axle of the truck , an eccentric on said shaft and a rod

actuated thereby and connected to the movable valve mem

ter of the engine , substantially as described.

10. In a car the combination with a truck having axles

and wheels, of an engine yieldingly supported on said truck,
700752 said support including a pin, a member having a socket

therein into which the end of said pin extends and a spring

William George Wagenhals, St. Louis, Missouri, U.S.A. , 4th supporting said member, substantially as described.

September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 10th August, 1906. Re- 11. In a car the combination with a truck having axles and

ceipt No. 138,580. wheels, of an engine yieldingly supported on said truck, said

Claim .-- 1. In a car , the combination of a bogie truck, a
support including a pin having rounded heads, members

car body pivotally mounted thereon , a boiler carried by the mounted on the engine and truck having sockets therein in

car body , a steam engine mounted on the truck and con
which the heads of said pin are received and a spring sup

Dected in driving relation to one of the axles thereof, con
porting one of said members, substantially as described .

cections for carrying steam from the boiler to the engine,
12. In a car the combination of a truck having axles and

valves controlling the admission of the steam to the engine , wheels, ofanengineyieldinglysupported on said truck , said

mechanism for operating said valves, and means connected
support including standards mounted on said truck, a block

to said mechanism and actuated from the car body for re
movable vertically and guided by said standards, springs

versing the direction in which the engine drives the truck supporting said block and means connecting said blockwith

in any position of the truck relatively to the car body, sub
the engine, substantially as described.

stantially as described.

13. In a car the combination of a truck having axles and

2. In a car , the combination ofa bogie truck , a car body support including two sets of leaf springs mountedparallel
wheels, of an engine yieldingly supported on said truck, said

pivotally mounted thereon , a boiler carried by the car body . to each other on said truck, a block sustained thereby and
ac engine mounted on the truck between the axles thereof havinga socket therein , a pin extending between said sets

and connected in driving relation to one of said axles, springs of springs and having a rounded head entering said socket
yieldingly supporting the engine upon the truck, connecting and means securing said pin to said engine , substantially as
rcds transmitting the power of the engine from one axle of described .

the truck to theother, connections for carrying steam from 14. In a car the combination of a truck , a car body pivot

the boiler to the engine, valves controlling the admission of ally mounted thereon , a boiler carried by the car body, a
the steam to the engine, mechanism for operating said steam engine mounted on the truck between the axles there
valves , and means connected to said mechanism and actu- of and connected in driving relation to the truck , and flexible

ated from the car body for reversing the direction in which connections including ball and extension joints for carying
the engine drives the truck in any position of the truck rela- st eam from the boiler to the engine, substantially as des

tively tothe car body , substantially as described. cribed.

000

000
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15. In a car the combination of a truck, a car body pivot- No. 100,754 . Gas Irons. Fer à repasser à gaz.
ally mounted thereon , a boiler carried by the car body , a

steam engine mounted on the truck between the axles there

of and connected in driving relation to the truck, means

supporting the engine at one end of the axles of the truck ,

springs supporting the engine at the other end , and flexible

connections including ball and extension joints for carrying

steam from the boiler to the engine , substantially as des

cribed .

16. In a car the combination of a truck , a car body pivot

ally mounted theron , a steam engine mounted on the truck

and connected in driving relation thereto , means for actu

ating the valves of the engine, and devices operated from the

car body and connected to said means for revising the direc

tion in which the engine drives the track , substantially as

described .

17. In a car the combination of a bogie truck, a car body

pivotally mounted thereon , a boiler on the car body, an

engine on the truck connected in driving relation thereto ,

flexible connections for carrying steam from the boiler to

the engine , means for actuating the valves of the engine , and

devices operated from the car body and connected to said

means for revising the direction in which the engine drives

the truck, substantially as described .

18. In a car the combination of a truck , a car body pivot
ally mounted theron, a steam engine mounted on the truck | George Carl Cooper, Toronto , Ontario , Canada, 4th September,

and connected in driving relation thereto , a Stevenson link
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 9th August , 1906. Receipt No.

gearing controlling the admission of steam to the engine and
138,522 .

means operated from the car body for actuating said gearing Claim .-1 . In a gas iron , the combination with the body

to reverse the direction in which the engine drives the truck , of the iron having a central partition or diaphragm and

substantially as described . openings therein and enlarged openings above the diaphram ,

19. In a car the combination of a truck , a car body pivot- the intermediately sized openings beneath and the minor
ally mounted thereon , a steam engine on the truck between openings below it , of a burner of flat- like form with V

the axle thereof supported at one end on an axle of the truck shaped end fitting the iron and having depending teats, such

and connected in driving relation to said axle , springs sup- burner extending through an opening in the back end of the

porting the other end of the engine, means operated from iron and means for supporting the burner in position , as and

the car body for reversing the direction in which the engine for the purpose specified.
drives the truck , substantially as described . 2. In a gas iron , and the combination with the body of

20. In a carthe combination of abogie truck,a car body the iron , of a burner provided with a front support andrear
pivotally mounted theron , an engine on the truck connected side lugs suitably held in place and an elbow extending up

in driving relation thereto, reversing gear for said engine wardly from the rear of the burner and provided with a

and operating means therefor including an arc - shaped mem- suitable nozzle , as and for the purpose specified.

ber and a part connected but movable relatively thereto, 3. In a gas iron, the combination with the body of the

substantially as described . iron and handle having bosses , of a shield interposed be

21. In a car the combination of a truck , a car body pivot tween the handle and the top of the iron and provided with

ally mounted thereon , an engine on the truck connected in
bosses, and screws extending through the bosses in the

driving relation thereto , reversing gear for said engine , an handle the bosses in the shield and into the top of the iron ,

arc - shaped member supported on the car, means for reci as and for the purpose specified .

procating said member, and devices connected to said re 4. In a gas iron , the combination with the body of the
versing gear and also connected to said member but adapted | iron , ofa burner provided with suitable supports and hav

to move relatively thereto , substantially as described . ing depending teats provided with passageways and ex

No. 100,753. Colter . Coutre.
tending round the side and front of the burner at the bottom

and of a size less in area than the entrance orifices of the

gas .

No. 100,755 . Railroad Track Rail Gauge Holder

and Brace Therefor .

Jauge pour voies de chemins de fer.
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Fig.a.

John Henry Crowley, Duluth , Minnesota , U.S.A. , 4th Sep

tember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 8th August, 1906. Receipt

108253 No. 138,488 .

Claim . — 1. A track rail gauge holder and brace, comprising

Herbert W. Fleury, Aurora , Ontario , Canada, 4th September , a gauge bar of T - rail which is inverted so as to dispose the

1906; 6 years. Filed 9th August, 1906. Receipt No. 138,527 . base flanges thereon above the ball , an abutment flange

Claim . - The hereinbefore described construction compris- secured on the base flanges of said gauge bar near each end

ing a plough beam , a plough colter , a colter clip for locking thereof and adapted for contact with the inner base flange

the plough colter to the plough beam , and a colter clamp oli a respective track rail , and two outer clamping flanges

consisting of a nut having a plurality of facets and a sleeve mounted upon the base flanges of the gauge bar at its ends ,

having its outer surface eccentric to the outer surface of the said clamping flanges respectively bearing upon the outer

nut , and a bore centrally located with relation to the facets base flanges of the track rails and also having integral

of the nut and eccentric with relation to the surface of the portions adapted for impingement upon the webs of said
sleeve. track rails .

- - -

1
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2. The combination with cross- ties and two spaced lines 3. A heating device for cheese vats , comprising a box hav

or track rails thereon , of a plurality of track rail gauge ing an opening covered by a screen or strainer , and an

holders and clamping braces , each comprising a gauge bar of

T - rail material having base flanges held engaged with the

base flanges on the track rails , and clamping means for hold

ing the gauge bar thereon , consisting of two abutments each

embodying a clip band mounted and secured upon the gauge

bar , each adapted for a clamping engagement with the base

flanges and web of said gauge bar , and an integral clamping

flange extending from the clip band over and bearing upon

an inner base flange of a respective track rail , and two

other clamping flanges each held impinged upon the outer

base flange and web of a respective track rail by an integral

clip band which engages an outer end portion of the gauge

bar and is secured thereon , said clip band having an integral

clamping flange projected at one end thereof and bearing

on an adjacent base flange and against a web portion of a

respective track rail .

1
0
0
7
3
4

No. 100,756 . Dumping Car. Char à bascule .
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ejector having its suction port in communication with the

box to withdraw the contents thereof.

4. A heating device for cheese vats comprising a box hav

ing an opening covered by a screen or strainer and having a

cup in the bottom of the box , and an ejector having a suction

pipe projected into said cup.

5. The combination with a cheese vat , of a heating device

comprising a box mounted within the vat and constructed to

receive whey from the vat, a cup in the bottom of the box

into which the whey collects , a steam pipe passing into the

box and terminating in an ejector nozzle , an ejector casing

in which the said nozzle is located, the said casing having

a suction pipe extending into the said cup , and an outlet

pipe leading from the ejector casing and discharging into the
vat .

6. The combination with a dumping car body, of a swinging

door supported on door levers , body locking levers by which

the body is held in horizontal position, and door catches also

engaged by said body locking levers .

7. The combination with a dumping car truck and body
Daniel King, Pinkney, Tennessee , U.S.A., 4th September,

locking levers extending transversely of said body, door
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 3rd August, 1906 . Receipt No.

levers at each end of the body and having pivots at each

138,390. side which become alternately the fulcrum of said levers,

Claim.-1. A dumping car provided with a spring interposed doors having pintles extending into notches in the door

between the body and truck and held under tension when levers and also into notches in the body, springs connected

the car is in horizontal position, means for holding the car to the body and to the door levers and flexible connections

body horizontal , and means for releasing the body so that from the door levers to the body locking levers, whereby

the spring may dump the same. the latter may be depressed and the doors left supported

2. The combination with a car body and supporting truck, by the body, as set forth.

of a spring interposed between the body and truck , means 8. The combination with a car truck and dumping body,

for holding the body horizontal and the spring under tension , and an interposed spring, of a lever connected to the body ,

means for holding a side door closed and means for releas- and an incline adjacent to the car track, whereby the car

ing the body and door,whereby the spring affects the tipping body may be brought to horizontal position and the spring
of the body and the opening of the door. placed under tension as the train moves past the incline .

3. In a dumping car , the combination with the car body, 9. The combination with a car truck and dumping body ,

of body locking levers at the ends thereof, door lezers of and a spring acting to dump the body, of means for holding

which the door pintles rest springs connecting the ends the body in horizontal position , and means alongside the

of the door levers to the body, and chains connecting the track whereby the car body may be released and permitted

door levers to the body locking levers , whereby the release to be dumped by the spring.

of the body locking levers releases the tension the 10. The combination with a car truck and car body , and a

springs connected to the door levers. spring acting to dump said body, of detents acting to hold

4. In a dumping car , the combination with the car body, the body in horizontal position , a hinged lever which may be

of door levers pivoted to said body, doors supported by said extended at the side of the car and act to release said de

• levers , and a spring connecting one arm of each of the door tents by engaging an obstruction , and an incline at the side

levers to the body, and serving to lift the doors when per- of the track by which said hinged lever is turned in as the

mitted to operate on the door levers . car moves .

5. In a dumping car the combination of a car body and 11. Thecombination with a car truck and body, of a spring

locking levers therefor, a pair of door levers at each end acting to dump the body when free to do so, a swinging door

of the car body , springs connected to the inner end of these on said body , levers on which said door may swing, and

levers and to the car body, doors supported to the outer ends springs connected to the door levers and body to support

of said door levers , and body locking levers connected by the doors when swung open .

flexible connections to the door levers, to hold their springs

under tension when the body is locked. No. 100,758. Stove for Railway Freight Cars.

Poêle pour chars à marchandises .

No. 100,757. Machines for Making Cheese.

Machine pour faire du fromage.
The Thomas Davidson Manufacturing Company, assignee of

Peter Alexander Garvin , all of Montreal , Quebec , Can

Charles Henry Southard , Smithville Flats , New York, U.S.A. , ada, 4th September , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 15th August,

4th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 31st July, 1906. Re 1906. Receipt No. 138,703.

ceipt No. 138,309 . Claim.-1. A stove of the type described for use in a freight

Claim.-1 . A cheese vat and means for forcing a mixture of train van , having devices for retaining the dampers against

steam and whey into the vat to heat the contents thereof. accidental displacement , substantially as described and for
2. A cheese vat and means for forcing a mixture of steam the purpose set forth.

and whey into the vat to heat the contents thereof , the said 2. In stove of the type described for use in a freight train

means comprising a steam ejector device having its suction van the combination with the rear oscillatory damper d of

pipe extending into the contents of the vat , whereby the means for retaining the same against accidental displace

whey of saidmixture is drawn from the vat , ment, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

on
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3. In a stove of the type described for use in freight train 2. The combination of a sad iron body with a holding stud

van the combination with the rear oscillatory damper d, of rigidly mounted thereon , the said stud having a head and
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Figl.

neck, a handle having a base provided with an opening to fit

over the stud , a slanting holding face adjacent to the said

opening means for preventing the handle from rotating on

the said stud , a fastening tongue having an end adapted to

engage the neck of the holding stud and to form a locking

block of metal between the under face of the head of the

said stud and the holding face of the said handle base, and

means for operating the said fastening tongue.

3. The combination of a sad iron body with a holding stud

rigidly mounted thereon , the said stud having a head and a

rounded groove under the head forming a neck , a handle

base provided with an opening to fit over the said stud and

a slanting holding face adjacent to the said opening, an

operating lever pivoted on the said handle base and a pendo
ant tongue pivoted to the said lever and having a ball

shaped end for engagement with the said groove of the stud

and holding face of the handle base.

a notched lever e for retaining the same against accidental

displacement, substantially as and for the purpose set forth . No. 100,760. Hoisting Apparatus. Appareil à hisser.
4. In a stove of the type described for use in a freight train

van the combination with the rear oscillatory damper d, of a

lever e having notches i and j for retaining the same against

acidental displacement, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

5. In a stove of the type described for use in a freight train

van the combination with the hinged and slidable ash pit

door p, of the bearing r notched as at t, substantially as and

for the purpose set forth.

6. In a stove of the type described for use in a freight

train van , the frame ud of the upper front slide damper u

having a pin v, and the slide having a pair of notches, sub

stantially as described and for the purpose set forth.

7. A stove of the Quebec heater type having a grate sup

ported between its base and the stove top, substantially as

described and for the purpose set forth .

8. A stove for use in a freight train van , comprising a

Quebec heater b, an oven c, a temporary grate removably

supported within the Quebec heater on a level with the floor

of the oven, substantially as described and for the purpose

set forth.

9. The combination with the floor A of a freight train van,

of the Quebec heater b , oven c, ring 2 having projections 2a ,

grate halves 5 , 6 , with ribs 7, damper d, notched lever e, door

p, notched bearing r, t , damper u , having notches, frame u

having a pin o, substantially as described and for the pur

pose set forth.

10. The combination with the floor of a conveyance d and

a stove of the type described, of a metal strap 18 with feet

19 , and bolts 20, substantially as described and for the pur
pose set forth.

11. In a stove of the Quebec heater type , an oven having

its top wall and the wall nearest the fire chamber construct

ed of two layers of sheet metal and an interlining or filling

of sheet asbestos, substantially as described.

Eigh.
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No. 100,759. Sad Irons. Fer à repasser.

Lauders, Frary and Clark, assignee ofAlonzo Abner Warner, 100460

all of New Britain , Connecticut, U.S.A. , 4th September,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 10th August , 1906. Receipt No.

138,555. William Turnley McCall , assignee of Carl Theodore Painter,

Claim.-1 . The combination of a sad iron body with a hold- both of Chattanooga, Tennessee, U.S.A., 4th September,

ing stud rigidly mounted thereon , the said stud having a head 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 13th July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,764 .

and a neck under the said head, a handle having a base pro- Claim.-1. In a hoisting mechanism the combination of a

vided with an opening to fit over the said stud , a slanting | pair of wheels about which a cable is adapted to pass, a

holding face extending outwardly and upwardly from the clutch arranged to be brought into engagement with one or

said opening and base of the said neck, an operating lever the other thereof accordingly as it is moved, and thereby

hinged on the said handle base , and a fastening tongue hinged connect it with a source of driving power, and a cable guid

to the said lever and having an end adapted to engage the ling pulley arranged to direct the cable from one of the
neck of the said holding stud.

wheels to the other, substantially as set forth.
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2. In a hoisting mechanism the combination of a pair of 5. In combination, the outer ring carrying the globe at the

wheels about which a cable is adapted to pass mounted bottom , the dome located within the retaining edge of the

loosely upon a shaft, a clutch mounted between the wheels rim at the top, the inner ring provided with inwardly ex

and arranged to be brought into engagement with one or the tending lugs , the fixture arms extending through the outer

other thereof accordingly as the clutch is adjusted and to ring and the inner ring into the lugs and connecting the

thereby connect the wheel with a source of driving power, rings together , the supporting crown or cap for the globe

and a guiding pulley for the cable mounted loosely upon a having a retaining edge and inwardly extending lugs, and

support, the axis of the said pulley being disposed at right the arms having the lower ends secured in the lugs of the

angles to the axis of the said wheels, substantially as set retaining rim and the upper end extending through the lugs
lorth.

of the crown and nuts screwed on to the upper ends of the

3. In a hoisting apparatus the combination of a shaft ad- arms above the lugs , as and for the purpose specified.

apted to be continuously driven in one direction , a pair of 6. In a gas fixture in which a lower globe and upper dome

wheels a , b, loosely mounted thereupon and provided with is used, the combination with the inner ring, of the outer
peripheral cable grooves or seats, clutch mechanism arrang- ring designed to support the globe and dome provided with

ed to connect one or the other of the wheels with the shaft perforations, as and for the purpose specified.

accordingly as it is adjusted , a grooved pulley u, mounted

looselyupona support that is disposed at substantially right No. 100,762. Soap Cake. Pain de savon .

angles to the shaft on which the wheels a , are mounted,

and a hoisting cable passing around one of the wheels,

thence around the pulley u and thence around the other
tiga

wheel , substantially as set forth .

4. In a hoisting machine the combination of a shaft r, a Fig. 1

pair of wheels provided with cable seats or grooves loosely

mounted on the said shaft and formed with laterally pro

jecting flanges having inclined faces adapted to constitute

friction members adapted to engage with the said inclined

faces of the flanges of the wheels, each comprising an annu

lar friction ring, disc -like plates secured near their outer

edges to the opposite faces of the ring and near their, inner

edges to sliding ring- like members mounted on the driving

shaft , and means for shifting the movable clutch members,
substantially as set forth .

Fig . 3

No. 100,761 . Gas Fixtures. Appareil de gaz .
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100762

The Hygienic Soap Granulator Company, assignee of George

F. Shaver, New York City, New York , U.S.A. , 4th Septem

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 17th April, 1906. Receipt No.

134,945 .

Claim . - 1 . A cake of soap adapted for use in a soap dis

pensing machine, said cakehaving a portion thereof adapted

to engage a retaining member to hold the cake in operative
The James Morrison Brass Manufacturing Company, assignee position.

of Baron Albert Perry, all of Toronto, Ontario , Canada ,

4th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 18th April, 1906. machine, said cake having a longitudinal opening extending
2. A cake of soap adapted for use in a soap dispensing

Receipt No. 135,028 .
therethrough .

Claim.-1. The combination with the ring designed to sup- 3. A cake of soap adapted for use in a soap dispensing

port the globe beneath the same, and having an upper re- machine, having a central opening therein providing for the

taining rim , of the dome and a connecting means between use of a spindle operating a cutter, a portion of said cake

the ring and the top of the dome and within the dome for being shaped to engage a retaining member to hold the cake

holding the bottom edge of the dome down in position within in position during the process of cutting .

the rim , as and for the purpose specified. 4. As a new article of manufacture, a cake of soap adapted

2. The combination with the ring designed to support the for use in a machine which dispenses the same in fine par

globe beneath the same and having an upper retaining rim , ticles and having an opening extending longitudinally there

of the dome , and the retaining ring secured to the top of the through, said cake being also provided with a portion adapt

dome , the crown secured on top of said ring and a connect- ed to be engaged by a co -operating portion of the machine

ing means located within the dome and between the crown whereby the soap is maintained in operative position during

and the retaining ring for the bottom of the dome for hold- the operation of the machine.

ing the bottom edge of the dome securely within its retain- 5. A cake of soap adapted for use in a soap dispensing ma

ing rim , as and for the purpose specified . chine , having a portion thereof adapted to interlock with a

3. The combination with the outside finishing ring de- corresponding portion of a second cake to retain the cake in

signed to support the globe beneath the same and having an position during the process of cutting.

upper retaining rim , of the interior ring suitably held with- 6. A cake of soap adapted for use in a soap dispensing ma

in the outer ring, the dome having the bottom edge extend- chine, having an end thereof adapted to interlock with an

ing withinthe retaining rim of the outer ring, the crown for end of a second cake to retain the cake in position during

the dome and a connecting means between the crown and the process of cutting.

the interior ring, as and for the purpose specified. 7. A cake of soap adapted for use in a soap dispensing ma

4. In combination , the outer ring carrying the globe at the chine , having opposite ends thereof interchangeable, adapted

bottom , the dome located within the retaining edge of the to interlock with either end of a second cake to retain the

rim at the top , the inner ring provided with inwardly ex- cake in position during the process of cutting.

tending lugs , the fixture arms extending through the outer 8. A cake of soap adapted for use in a soap dispensing ma
ring and the inner ring into the lugs and connecting the chine , having a plurality of surfaces at opposite ends of said

rings together , and connecting means between the inner cake of soap , said surfaces being separated by a wall and

ring and the top of the globe for holding down the globe with adapted to reversably interlock with corresponding surfaces

its bottom edge within the retaining rim , as and for the of a second cake to retain the cake in position during the

purpose specified . process of cutting.
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9. A cake of soap adapted for use in a soap dispensing ma- 2. In a beet root topper and blocker , the combination with

chine , having a central opening therein providing for the the main frame suitably supported and provided with a

use of a spindle operating the cutter , a portion of said cake tongue and operating handles, of a pair of discs suitably set

teing adapted to engage a retaining member of said machine in a horizontal position with their outer edges slightly

and a portion thereof adapted to interlock with a corres- raised so that the discs are at an angle with the ground and

ponding portion of a second cake of soap to hold the cake with each other and with overlapping sharpened edges , and

in position during the process of cutting . shafts suitably journalled in the frame of the machine and

10. A cake of soap adapted for use in a soap dispensing to which the discs are secured, as and for the purpose speci

machine , having a central opening therein providing for the fied .

use of a spindle operating a cutter , a recess at one side 3. In a beet root topper and blocker , the combination with

thereof adapted to engage a retaining member to hold the the main frame , suitably supported and provided with a

cake in position during the process of cutting. tongue and operating handles, of a pair of discs set in a

substantially horizontal direction and at angles to the

No. 100,763 . Method of Preserving and Water- ground, supporting shafts journalled in the frame and to

proofing Wood. which the discs are secured, bevel gears secured to the upper

Moyen de préserver et rendre le bois à l'épreuve de l'eau.
ends of the shafts, a cross shaft and bevel gears thereon de

signed to mesh with gears of the discs supporting shafts , as

Joseph Albert Deghueé and Sarah Frances Bevier, assignee of and for the purpose specified .
a two- thirds interest, both of New York City , New York, 4. In a beet topper and blocker , the combination with the

U.S.A., 4th September, 1906 ;6 years. Filed 25th April, main frame suitably supported and provided with a forward

1906. Receipt No. 135,280 . ly extneding tongue and operating handles, of a pair of discs

Claim .-1 . The herein described method of preserving and set in a substantially horizontal position and designed to

waterproofing wood , which consists in treating the same un- have overlapping sharpened edges, a gauge roller and a

der the influence of heat and pressure with a homogeneous forked bar depending from the tongue in which the roller is

mixture of creosote oil, resin , saponifiable oil and sulphur, journalled , as and for the purpose specified.
substantially as described . 5. In a beet topper and blocker, the combination with the

2. The herein described method of preserving and water- main frame , inverted U- shaped in form having a forwardly

proofing wood, which consists in treating the same under the extension, a forwardly extending tongue secured to the frame

influence ofheatand pressure, with a homogeneous mixture and operating handles, of a bracket swung beneath the

of creosote oil, resin, cotton seed oil and sulphur, substan- frame having outwardly flaring depending ends , braces ex
tially as described . tending from such ends to the extension of the main frame

3. The herein described method of preserving and water- to which they are adjustably connected , shafts journalled in

proofing wood, which consists in first drying, sterilizing and bearingformed on the depending end ofthe bracket and

fixing the natural antiseptic material of the wood by heat discs secured thereto , as and for the purpose specified.
and pressure to protect the inner portion of the wood from

decay and rendering its outer portion absorbent, then pro: No. 100,765. Kerosene Vapour Burning Apparatus.
tecting the outer portion from decay and waterproofing it

by treating the same under the influence of heat and pres Appareil à brûler à vapeur de kerosine.

sure with a homogeneous mixture of creosote oil , resin ,

saponifiable oil and sulphur, substantially as described .

4. The herein described method of preserving and water

proofing wood , which consists first, in heating the wood,

then treating the same under the influence of heat and pres

sure with a homogeneous mixture of creosote oil , resin ,

saponifiable oil and sulphur and then cooling the wood while

well immersed in the re -agents, substantially as described.

No. 100,764. Beet Topper.

Appareil à enlever les têtes de betteraves.
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John Arthur Mathes, San Diego, California, U.S.A. , 4th Sep

tember , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 14th April , 1906. Receipt

No. 134,927 .

Claim . - 1 . A burner comprising a cylindrical casing having

an open top , a burner plate arranged on said top, and a

slotted side portion forming a downwardly extending con

tinuation of said burner top , a mixing chamber , a single

Fig2 straight vapourizing tube having a single vapourizing cham

ber arranged along side of and transversely to said down

wardly extending slotted side portion and positioned to be

in direct contact with the flame therefrom , an air mixing

tube extending from proximity to said vapourizing chamber

into said air mixing tube , and means for supplying oil to

said vapourizing tube .

2. A burner comprising a casing having a mixing chamber

and provided with a slotted burner extending over the top

of said chamber and down one side of said casing, a single

straight vapourizing tube having a unitary vapourizing cham

Georg Morden , The Gore, Camden, Ontario , Canada , 4th ber arranged alongside of and transversely to said down

September, 1906; 6 years. Filed ist December, 1905. Re- wardly extending slotted side of said casing, said tube hav

ing all portions of its outer surface between the inlet and
ceipt No. 130,605 . outlet thereof in direct contact with the flame from said

Claim .-1 . In a beet root topper and blocker the combina- slotted side of the casing, a mixing tube extending from

tion with the main frame suitably supported and provided proximity to said vapourizing tube into said mixing cham
with a tongue and operating handles , of a pair of discs set ber , an outlet from said vapourizing tube opening into said

in a substantially horizontal position and designed to have mixing chamber, and means for supplying oil to said vapour
overlapping sharpened edges and shafts suitably journalled izing tube .
in the frame and to which the discs are secured , as and for 3. A burner comprising a hollow body having an imper

the purpose specified . forate bottom , a perforate top , and a cylindrical wall , only

109764
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-
-
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a portion of which is perforate, said perforated portion form- versely of said slotted side , said vapourizing tube having all

ing a downward side extension of said perforate top of said portions of its outer surface between the inlet and outlet

body, thus forming a unitary mixing chamber , all portions thereof, in direct contact with the flame from said slotted

of which intercommunicate, a single straight vapourizing side , a light filling in said vapourizing tube, an air mixing

tube arranged alongside and in direct heat receiving re- tube in said mixing chamber, said vapourizing tube provided

lation thereto , said vapourizing tube communicating into with a peripheral outlet opening into said air mixing tube ,

said mixing chamber through an inlet thereinto of larger a valve for said peripheral outlet , a valve stem for said

diameter of the outlet from said vapourizing tube, and means valve extending transversely through said vapourizing tube

for supplying oil to said vapourizing tube . and means for supplying oil to said vapourizing tube .

4. A burner comprising a shrort hollow cylindrical body 10. A burner comprising a body having a mixing chamber
having an imperforated bottom , a perforate top , a cylindri- all portions of which directly intercommunicate, said body
cal wall forming a unitary mixing chamber, all portions of having a slotted top and a downwardly extending slotted

which directly intercommunicate, a portion of said wall be- side , a single vapourizing tube having a single unitary

ing downwardly perforated and forming a downward side vapourizing chamber arranged sidewise to and transversely
extension of said perforate top, a vapourizing tube arranged of said slotted side , and having a peripheral outlet, a mix
sidewise to and transversely of said downwardly extending | ing tube extending into said mixing chamber into which

perforate side and in directheat receiving relation thereto, said peripheral outlet communicates, a valve for said peri
ihe inlet and outlet of said vapourizing tube arranged just | pheral outlet , a valve stem for said valve extending trans
beyond the limit of perforation of said side and having all versely through said vapourizing tube , means for supplying

its intermediate portions between said nlet and outlet in oil to said vapourizing tube and a hood over and enveloping
direct contact with the flame from said perforate side ex- said vapourizing tube, said hood provided with a perforation

tension , an air mixing tube extending into said chamber, allowing the union of the flame of said slotted top and
and air tube extending from below said body and opening slotted side.

into said mixing tube, said vapourizing tube provided with
11. An incandescent vapour burner comprising a short ,

aperipheral outlet arranged opposite and opening into the wide, hollow casing having an imperforate bottom , a top
inlet end of said mixing tube , a valve arranged transversely having a flanged outlet and imperforate except through said

of said vapourizing tube to control said outlet, a light fil outlet , and a side or wall having a perforated portion , the
ling in said vapourizing tube and means connected with the

perforations of which extend from said outlet downwardly,
inlet end of said vapourizing tube for supplying oil to said

a mixing tube extending into said casing at one side of said

vapourizing tube, said vapourizing tube having its outlet perforated side , a vapourizing tube having a straight unitary

above its inlet .
5. A burner comprising a body having a mixing chamber.vapourizing chamber arranged sidewise to andtransversely

of said downwardly extending perforated portion of said side ,
a single straight vapourizing tube having a single unitary and adapted to be in direct contact with the flame there

vapourizing chamber arranged alongside of and transversely from , said vapourizing tube having an inlet and an outlet,
of the side of said body, said body provided with a slotted the inlet being arranged below the level of the outlet ,

top and with a slotted side opposite said vapourizing tube , means for supplying oil to said vapourizing tube, said
2 hood over and embracing said vapourizing tube , said hood vapourizing tube opening into said mixing tube , and means

provided with an opening permitting the union of the flame for admitting air to said mixing tube .
between said slotted top and slotted side , a mixing tube in

said chamber, an air tube extending from below said body having a mixingchamber, a flangedtop outlet, a side air
12. An incandescent vapour burner comprising a casing

into communication with said mixing tube, said vauopriz
ing tube provided with a peripheraloutlet opening opposite irlet,a downwardly perforated side portion, a 'mixing tube

extending into said chamber, a straight vapourizing tubethe inlet end of said mixing tube, a valve extending trans
having a unitary straight vapourizing chamber arranged

versely through said vapourizing tube to control said out
sidewise to and transversely of said downwardly extending

let , said vapourizing tube having all portions of its outersurface between the inlet and outlet in the flameofsaid side portion in close proximity thereto, and having aperi
slotted side,and means for supplying oil to saidvapourizing pheral outlet into said mixing tube, and an inlet arranged
tube , said vapourizing tube having its outlet above its inlet. below the level of said outlet , a valve extending transverse

6. A burner comprising a body having a mixing chamber
of said vapourizing tube controlling said peripheral outlet

and means for supplying oil to said vapourizing tube.

all portions of which directly intercommunicate, said body

having top and a downwardly extending slotted side, a
13. An incandescent vapour burner comprising a casing

single straight vapourizing tube having unitary vapourizing having a mixing chamber, a flanged top outlet, a side air
chamber arranged alongside of and transversely of said inlet, a downwardly extending perforated side portion ,a
slotted side, a mixing tube extending into said mixing cham- mixing tube extending into said chamber, a straight vapour
ber, saidvapourizing tube provided with a peripheral outlet izing tube having a unitary straight vapourizing chamber
opening into the inlet end of said mixing tube , means for arranged sidewise to and transversely of said perforated side

supplying oil to said va pourizing tube , at a point below said portion in close proximity thereto and having a peripheral
outlet, and a hood over and enveloping said vapourizing tube , outlet into said mixing tube , a valve for said peripheral out

said hood provided for intercommunication between the let extending transverse of said vapourizing tube , means for

flame from said slotted top and said slotted side . supplying oil to said vapourizing tube , a mantle on said

7. A burner comprising a sbort hollow cylindrical body flanged outlet, and a hood supported on said casing andex

having an imperforate bottom , a perforate top and a cylin- tending outdownover said vapourizing tube, said hood pro

drical wall forming a unitary mixingchamber, all portions vided with an opening allowing communication of flame be

of which directly intercommunicate , a portion of said wall
tween said mantle and perforated side .

being downwardly perforate, and forming a downward side
14. An incandescent vapour burner comprising a casing

extension of said perforate top , a vapourizing tube having a
having a central mixing chamber, a flanged outlet there

single unitary vapourizing chamber arranged sidewise to from , a downwardly extending perforated portion , a mixing
and transversely of said downwardly extending perforate tube extending into said casing at the side of said perforated
side and in direct heat receiving relation thereto, a light side portion , a single straight vapourizing tube having a
filling loose in said vapourizing tube, meansfor supplyng unitary straight vapourizing chamber arranged transverse
oil to said vapourizing tube , said vapourizing tube having of said downwardly extending perforated side portion and in

a peripheral outlet into said mixing chamber, and an inlet close proximity thereto , all portions of said vapourizing tube
below said outlet, and means for admitting air to said mix- between the inlet and outlet thereof being in direct contact
ing chamber. with the flame from said perforate side portion , said vapour

8. A vapour burner comprising a short hollow body having izing tube having a peripheral outlet into said mixing cham
an imperforate bottom , a perforate top and a cylinderical top ber, a valve for said per eral outlet operating transversely

and a cylindrical wall forming a unitary mixing chamber, of said vapourizing tube, and means for supplying oil to said

all portions of which directly intercommunicate, a portion vapourizing tube.

of said wall being downwardly perforated and forming a 15. An incandescent vapour burner comprising a casing

downward side extension of said perforate top , a single having a central mixing chamber, a flanged outlet therefrom ,
straight vapourizing tube, having a single unitary vapour- a downwardly extending perforated side portion , a mixing

izing chamber arranged sidewise to and transversely of said tube extending into said casing at the side of said perforated
downwardly extending perforated side and direct contact side portion , a single straight vapourizing tube arranged

with the flame therefrom , means for supplying oil to said sidewise to and transverse of said downwardly extending

vapourizing tube, said vapourizing tube,, asid vapourizing perforated side portion and in close proximity thereto,ali
tube having a peripheral outlet, the steam of said valve ex- portions of said vapourizing tube between the inlet and out

tending transversely through said vapuorizing tube , and let thereof, being in direct contact with the flamefrom said
means for admitting air to said mixing chamber .

perforated side portion , a light anti- carbonizing filling in

9. A burner comprising a body having a mixing chamber , said vapourizing tube, means for supplying oil to said va

said body provided with a slotted top and a downwardly ex- pourizing tube , said vapourizing tube discharging into said

tending slotted side, a single straight vapourizingtube hav- mixing tube, said mixing tube adapted to receive air from

ing a single unitary vapourizing chamber arranged trans- outside said casing.
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No. 100,766 . Bread Raiser.

Appareil à faire lever le pain.

No. 100,768. Drenching Bit.

Mors de bride.
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James Hineman, Irondale , Ohio , U.S.A. , 4th September, 1906 ;

6 years . Filed 23rd April , 1906. Receipt No. 135,209 .

Claim .-- 1. In a drenching bit the combination of a yoke

having longitudinally slotted arms , a bit bar connecting the

free ends of the arms, a pair of parallel arms pivoted at their

centers on the bit bar and provided with openings in one of

their ends , a nose strap engaging the openings and connect

ing the arms , a second pair of parallel arms pivoted to the

free ends of the first pair, a second bit bar connecting the

centers of the second pair of arms , pins on the free ends of

the second pair of arms and engaging the slots in the yoke

May Burgess, Green Bay , Michigan , U.S.A., 4th September, arms, and a handle connected withthe yoke.

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 20th April , 1906. Receipt No. 135,083 . 2. A drenching bit comprising a yoke having longitudin

Claim . - 1. A bread raiser consisting of a sheet metal cas- ally slotted arms , a pair of oppositely disposed toggle levers,

ing having a cylindrical base with openings near the bottom , a bit bar connecting the centers of the outer members of the

a partition above this cylindrical part of the casing and hav- toggle levers with the ends of the yoke arms, a nose strap

irg a central opening, a deflecting cone above said opening, connecting the free ends of the outer members , a second bit

a flared section of the casing above said base, and a flared bar connecting the centers of the inner members of the

pan having its outer edge resting on the upper edge of the toggle levers , pins on the free ends of the said inner mem

casing. bers for engaging the slots of the yoke arms , and a handle

2. A bread raiser consisting of a sheet metal casing with connected with the yoke .

cylindrical base and outwardly flared upper section , a hori- 3. A drenching bit comprising a yoke having longitudinally

zontal partition between the sections having a central open- slotted arms , a pair of oppositely disposed toggle levers,

ing and a deflecting cone above said opening, a flared pan in pins on the inner ends of the levers engaging the slots in

the upper section of the casing and resting on the edge the yoke arms , a flexible connection between the outer ends

thereof, handles on the interior of the flared pan , and a of the toggle levers, bit bars connecting the centers of the

cover to said pan . corresponding members of the toggle levers, a pivotal con

nection between the outer bit bar and the ends of the yoke

arms , and a handle on the yoke .

No. 100,767. Dental Pliers. 4. A drenching bit comprising a yoke provided with a

Pinces dentaires . handle and parallel arms , a pair of toggle levers pivoted to

the free ends of the arms, a sliding connection between the

inner ends of the toggle levers and the yoke arms, a flexible

connection between the outer end of the toggle levers , and

bit bars connecting the centers of the corresponding mem

bers of the toggle levers.

5. A drenching bit comprising a pair of toggle levers, bit

bars connecting the centers of the corresponding members of

the pair, a flexible connection between the free ends of the

toggle levers , and means engaging the opposite ends of the

levers and the bit bar adjacent to the flexible connection for

actuating the toggle lever .

6. A drenching bit comprising a pair of toggle levers, bit

bars connecting the centers of the corresponding members

of the pair, a flexible connection between the free ends of

the toggle levers and means engaging each of the members

of the toggle levers to actuate the same .

7. A drenching bit comprising a pair of toggle levers , a bit

bar connecting the centers of the corresponding members of

the pair , and means engaging one of the bit bars and the

ends of the members of the opposite pair of levers for actu
ating the same.

Nathan Harvey Smith, Seattle, Washington, U.S.A., 4th Sep. No. 100,769. Decomposition of Oils , Eto.

tember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 21st April , 1906. Receipt
Decomposition d'huille, etc.

No. 135,133.

Claim . - 1. A pair of dental conture pliers comprising simi- John Harvey, Liverpool, and Edward T. B. Simpson , Walton ,

lar complemental members pivoted near one end and com- Wakefield, York , England, 4th September, 1906 ; 6 years.

prising suitable handles and jaws, the latter gradually Filed 23rd April , 1906. Receipt No. 135,211.

tapering throughout their length and pivoted at or near their Claim .-- 1. A method of decomposing oils and similar or

extremities with a longitudinal mating crimp and projection, ganic bodies , which consists in subjecting said organic bodies,

one of the jaws having a flat gripping face and the other while under the influence of a vacuum oh sub -atmospheric

jaw having its inner face flat and the remainder transversely pressure , to an electric or galvanic action in the presence of

rounded the longitudinal gripping elements coming together superheated steam, and collecting and condensing the

when the jaws are closed. vapourous decomposed vapourized products.
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2. A method of decomposing oils and similar organic 3. A plate exposing device consisting of a receiving shell ,

bodies, which consists in admitting said organic bodies to a plate shifter slidably mounted therein provided with spring

a vessel which is heated and maintained internally in a extremities adapted to engage the plate , and means for ac

vacuous condition , causing an electric current to pass be - tuating the shifter, substantailly as set forth.

tween terminals immersed in said organic bodies within the 4. A plate exposing device consisting of a holder having

vessel , passing superheated steam through and in contact a rigidly mounted receiving shell , a plate shifter slidingly

with said organic bodies, and collecting and condensing the mounted in the holder provided with fing adapted to

decomposed vapourized products . positively engage the plate , and means for actuating the

3. A method of decomposing oils and similar organic shifter , substantially as set forth.

bodies which consists in admitting said organic bodies to a 5. In combination with an exposing plate holder frame , a

vessel whose interior is maintained in a vacuouscondition receiving shell for the plate rigidly mounted within the plate

and heated to a temperature of about 550 ° F, causing an holder at one end with a surrounding clearance space, a

electric current to pass between terminals immersed in said plate shifter slidingly mounted within the shell provided

organic bodies within the vessel , passing superheated steam with means for engaging and gripping the plate, and means

through and in contact with said organic bodies, and collect- for actuating the shifter from the exterior of the holder ,

ing and condensing the decomposed vapourized products. substantially as set forth,

4. A method of decomposing oils and similar organic bodies ,
6. In combination with a plate holder frame , a receiving

which consists in admitting said organic bodies to a vessel shell for the plate rigidly mounted within the plate holder

whose interior is maintained in a vacuous condition and at one end with a surrounding clearance space , a plate shif

heated to a temperature of about 550° F by superheated ter slidingly mounted within the shell provided with means

steam circulating in a pipe within the vessel , causing an for engaging the gripping the plate , and a pivotally mounted
electric currentto pass between terminals immersed in said shifting lever providedwith an actuating arm extending

organic bodies within the vessel , passing superheated steam through the plate holder frame, substantially as set forth .

through and in contact with said organic bodies, and col- 7. In combination with a plate holder frame , a receiving

lecting and condensing the decomposed vapourized products. shell for the plate rigidly mounted within the plate holder

5. A method of decomposing oils and similar organic bodies, at one end with a surrounding clearance space, plate shifter

which consists in admitting said organic bodies to a vessel slidably mounted within the shell provided with means for

whose interior is maintained in a vacuous condition and engaging and gripping the plate, and a pivotally mounted

heated to a temperature of about 550° F by superheated shifting lever provided with an actuating arm extending

steam circulating in a pipe within the vessel , causing an
through the plate holder frame, with fending devices adapted

electric current to pass between terminals electrically con
to operate on each side of the shell , substantially as set

nected together and immersed in said organic bodies within forth .

the vessel, simultaneously passing superheated steam

8. A plate exposing device adapted for operation with an
through and in contact with said organic bodies, andcol- envelope surrounded plate , consisting of a stationary frame

lecting and condensing the decomposed vapourized products. adapted to receive the plate in its interior and the envelope

6. A method of decomposing oils and similar organic
upon its exterior, with a portion adapted to engage and

bodies , which consists in admitting said organic bodies to a
hold the plate , substantially as set forth.

vessel whose interior is maintained in a vacuous condition
9. A plate exposing device adapted for operation with

and heated to a temperature of about 550° F by superheated
an envelope surrounded plate , consisting of a stationary

steam circulating in a pipe within the vessel, causing an
frame adapted to receive the plate in its interior and the

electric current to pass between terminals electrically con
envelope upon its exterior, with a relatively movable portion

nected externally with a source of electric supply and im
adapted to engage and hold the plate , substantially as set

mersed in said organic bodies within the vessel, passing sup forth .

erheated steam through and in contact with said organic
10. A plate exposing device edapted for operation with an

bodies, and collecting and condensing the decomposed
envelope surrounded plate , consisting of a stationary frame

vapourized products.
adapted to receive the plate in its interior and the envelope

upon its exterior, with a relatively movable portion pro

No. 100,770. Photographic Plate Holder. vided with spring devices adapted to engage the plate and

Porte - plaque photographique. shift it with relation to the envelope , substantially as set

forth .

11. A plate exposing device adapted for operation with an

Fig . 1 . envelope surrounded plate , consisting of a stationary frame

adapted to receive the plate in its interior and the envelope

upon its exterior , with a relatively movable portion provided

with spring devices adapted to engage the plate and shift it

with relation to the envelope , with actuating means therefor,

substantially as set forth .

12. In combination with a photographic plate and in en

closing envelope, a receiver for the plate adapted to inter

vene between the plate and the envelope , with means for

grasping and shifting the plate, substantially as set forth.

13. In combination with a photographic plate and an en

closing envelope, a receiver for the plate adapted to inter

vene between the plate and the envelope when the plate is

inserted and a movable plate shifter mounted in the re

ceiver and adapted to engage and shift the plate with rela

tion to its envelope , substantially as set forth.

14. In a plate exposing device adapted for operation with

an envelope surrounded plate, the combination of a plate

receiver having a portion adapted to intervene between the

Figs plate and the envelope , a plate shifter provided with grip.

ping fingers, and means for actuating the shifter, substanti

ally as set forth .

15. In a plate exposing device adapted for operation with

an envelope surrounded plate, the combination of a plate

receiver having a portion adapted to intervene between the

plate and the envelope, a plate shifter provided with grip

ping fingers, and means for actuating the shifter, with

means for preventing interference of the envelope, substan
/100470 tially as set forth.

16. A plate exposing device comprising in combination a

Jesse D. Lyon , Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. , 4th Septem- holder provided with plate receiving mechanism adapted to

ber , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 24th April , 1906. Receipt No. intervene between the plate and a surrounding envelope and

135,229 . a movable plate shifter mounted in the holder, substantially
Claim .-1 . A plate exposing device consisting of a holder as set forth.

17. A plate exposing device comprising in combination abaving a receiving shell , a plate shifter mounted in the

holder adapted to receive an envelope surrounded plate, andholder and means for actuating the shifter, substantially as
a plate gripping device adapted to co - operate with the plate

set forth.
and envelope and to positively engage the plate and permit2. A plate exposing device consisting of a holder having
the withdrawal and return of the envelope while at the

a receiving shell , a plate shifter mounted in the holder pro
vided with means for positively engaging the plate, and same time protecting the plate from light, substantially as

set forth.means for actuating the shifter, substantially as set forth .
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No. 100,771. Developing Apparatus for Photo

graphic Plates.

Appareil à développer pour plaques photographiques.

4. As a new article of manufacture, a dental accessory

comprising a shell provided with channels.

5. As a new article of manufacture, a dental accessory

comprising a shell of pliable metal ,

6. As a new article of manufacture, a dental accessory

comprising a shell of aluminum.

7. In combination with a dental plate , a plurality of shells

secured thereto.

8. In combination with a dental plate, a plurality of shells

disposed on the plate , and a body of adhesive disposed be

tween the shells and the plate.

9. In combination with a dental plate , a plurality of shells ,

some of which are superposed on the others, and a body of

adhesive disposed between the plate and the shells and be

tween the superposed shells.

10. In combination with a dental plate , a plurality of

hollow members , and means for filling and securing said

members to the plate.
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No. 100,773. Piano Action , Action de piano.
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Jesse D. Lyon , Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, U.S.A., 4th Sep

tember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 24th April, 1906 . Receipt

No. 135,228 .

Claim - 1. A developing apparatus consisting of a tank pro

vided with means for receiving a photographic plate from a

surrounding light proof envelope, and means co - operating

with the plate and envelope adapted to exclude the light

from the interior of the tank.

2. A developing apparatus consisting of a tank provided

with means for receiving a photographic plate from a sur

rounding light proof envelope, with means for excluding the

light from the interior of the tank, substantially as set forth .

3. A developing apparatus consisting of a tank provided

with a movable slide having an insertion opening, and a plate

receiving shell surrounding and projecting beyond said open

ing, substantially as set forth. Lewis N. Soper, Guelph, Ontario, Canada, 4th September,

4. A developing apparatus consisting of a tank provided 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 17th July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,924 .

with overlapping movable slides , one of said slides having Claim-1 . In an upright piano action , a hammer butt pro

an insertion opening, and a plate receiving shell surrounding vided with a projection on its upper outer corner, a jack , a

said opening, substantially as set forth. spring having one end connected to the jack and extending
5. A developing apparatus for photographic plates con on a curve outward and upward therefrom , and a flexible

sisting of a fluid containing tank , overlapping slides mounted connection attached at one end to the projection on the

in the top thereof, means for excluding the light from the hammer butt and connected at its other end to the upper

interior of the tank, and means incorporated with one of the
end of the spring.

slides adapted to receive an envelope protected plate, sub- 2. In an upright piano action, a hammer butt provided

stantially as set forth.
with a projection on its upper outer corner extending over

6. A developing apparatus for photographic plates consist the countercheck shank , a jack, a spring having one end con
ing of a tank having vertical plate receiving ways, over- nected to the upper extremity of the jack and extending out

lapping slides mounted in the top of the tank, means pro- ward and upward therefrom , and a flexible connection at

viding light proof bearings for said sides, an inner and an tached at one end to the projection on the hammer butt and

outer shell mounted on one of said slides, said inner shell | its other end connected with the upper end of the spring.

providing an entering opening through the slide , substanti 3. In an upright piano action, a hammer butt provided
ally as set forth.

with a projection extending from its outer upper corner over
No. 100,772. Denture. Denture . the countercheck shank , a jack, a spring connected at one

end to the upper extremity of the jack and curving outward

and upward therefrom , and a flexible connection between the

projection on the hammer butt and said spring acting with

a backward pull on the hammer as the latter strikes the

string and then automatically relaxing said backward pull

to allow the jack to reseat itself for another stroke.
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2 No. 100,774. Motor Car. Char moteur.

John M. Thurston , trustee, Washington , District of Columbia,

assignee of John A. Miller , Baltimore, Maryland , U.S.A. ,

4th September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 4th June, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 136,518.

Claim-1 . In a safety system of the class described , the

combination with a motor and its independent controlling

means , of a separate safety circuit, an armature short cir

cuit , opening and closing means for the safety circuit inde

pendent of said motor controlling means , and switch mech

anism comprising means for opening and closing the motor

supply circuit, and for the reverse opening and closing of
said short circuit.

2. In a safety system of the class described the combina

Francis Ainsworth , St. John, New Brunswick, Canada, 4th tion with a motor and its independent controlling means, of
September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th April , 1906. Re- a motor supply circuit, speed governing means for the

ceipt No. 135,256. motor, a separate safety circuit including said speed govern

Claim - 1. The herein described method of forming and ing means , opening and closing means for the safety circuit

maintaining the contour of the lips and cheeks which con- independent of the saidmotor controlling means, and means

sists in securing a plurality of shells to a dental plate.
also included in the safety circuit for controlling said sup

2. As a new article of manufacture , a dental accessory ply circuit and for applying a dynamic brake to the motor.

comprising a shell . 3. A safety system of the class described comprising a

3. As a newarticle of manufacture , a dental accessory motor supply circuit, a normally closed safety circuit , open
comprising a shell of metal. ing and closing means included in said circuit, a current in
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dicator and spark preventing means included in said circuit, No. 100,775. Lamp Socket. Douille de lampes.

and an electric switch arranged in operative relation to said
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100444 The Benjamin Electric Manufacturing Company, assignee of

Reuben B. Benjamin , all of Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A., 4th

September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 10th August, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 138,554.

safety circuit and provided with means for opening and clos Claim .-- 1. In a lamp socket, a lamp receptacle and suitable

ing an armature short circuit for the motor. contacts therein , passageways extending through the rear of

4. A safety system of the class described comprising a the socket and communicating with said receptacle for the

supply circuit for a motor, an armature short circuit there
entrance of the leading- in wires and a pair of binding posts

for , an independent field circuit for the motor, means for
in the bottom of said receptacle consisting of screws ac

opening and closing said supply circuit, means for causing cessible from the front of the socket , and co -operating
the reverse opening and closing of the short circuit, and fingers projecting into said passageway over which fingers

means for establishing the independent field circuit to the
the leading- in wires are adapted to be looped and clamped

motor.
by said screws.

5. In a safety system of the class described , the combina
2. In a lamp socket, an insulating base having a lamp re

tion with a motor and its independent controlling means, of ceiving receptacle formed therein, a metallic inclosing cas

a motor supply circuit , an armature having a plurality of
ing for said base having a threaded opening at the rear end

circuits, one of which circuits is normally open and provided for engagement with a conduit or support , suitable contacts

with resistance, a switch in each circuit for controlling the ir. said lamp receptacle , a pair of passageways extending

same independently of said motor controlling means, and through the rear of said base and communicating with said

means for actuating the switches . receptacles, and a pair of binding posts in the bottom of said

6. A safety system of the class described comprising a receptacle consisting of screws accessible from the front of

motor supply circuit, a normally energized magnetic switch
the socket , and overhanging fingers projecting over said

normally maintaining the current supply for the motor, an passageways around which the leading- in wires are adapted

armature branch short circuit including said switch and to be looped and clamped by said screws.

adapted to be closed upon the de-energization of the latter ,

a current retaining circuit for the motor field magnets , and No. 100,776. Animal Trap and Stock Loader.

means for energizing and de-energizing the magnetic switch Piège à animal et charge bétail.
from a remote point .

7. A safety system of the class described . comprising a

motor supply circuit, an armature short circuit , an inde

pendent fluid circuit , a separate safety circuit, a switch in

cluded in said safety circuit and comprising means for open Fig .I.
ing and closing the supply circuit, for causing the reverse

opening and closing of the armature short circuit , and for

establishing said independent field circuit for the motor, and

a door or gate actuated circuit opening and closing means

included in said safety circuit .

8. A safety system of the class described comprising a

supply circuit for a motor, an armature short circuit, an in

dependent field circuit , a separate safety circuit , motor gov

erning means included in said safety circuit , and a switch

also included in said safety circuit and comprising means for

controlling all of said other circuits , and controlled itself

by said governing means. Charles L. Burrus , assignee of James M. Harris , both of De

9. A safety system of the class described comprising a Sota, Missouri , U.S.A. , 4th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Fil

motor supply circuit, an armature short circuit , a current ed 3rd May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,494.

retaining branch for the field magnets of the motor, a safety Claim.-1. An animal trap comprising spaced uprights,

circuit , a switch mechanism included in said safety circuit wings hinged to one of said uprights for movement to lie

and comprising means for controlling said other circuits, parallel to each other to form a passage therebetween or

means independent of the usual motor controlling means for to extend in opposite directions, each of said wings having

opening and closing the safety circuit, and a speed governor an upwardly directed connection hingedly connected with the

included in said safety circuit and operatively related to said corresponding uprights , animal confining mechanism con

motor,
nected to and disposed between the uprights and communi

10. A safety system of the class described comprising a cating with the passage between the wings, a cover remov

motor supply circuit , a safety circuit , motor governing ably disposed to one end betweeu the uprights and sup

means included in said safety circuit , a switch mechanism ported therebetween, and above the animal confining me

also included in said circuit and comprising means for open - chanism and disposed for movement of its other end into and

ing and closing the motor supply circuit, an electrically out of engagement with the ground between the wings.

operated detent arranged in operative relation to said gov- 2. A portable animal trap comprising spaced uprights ,

prning means for normally holding the switch mechanism in wings hinged to the uprights and lying normally parallel

a closed position , and motor armature short circuit connec- to each other to form a passage , a cross piece secured at

tions arranged to be controlled by said detent. its ends, to the uprights adjacent to their lower ends, said

11. A safety system for motor propelled vehicles having a cross piece having a recess in its upper edge , a slat secured

safety closure and independent motor controlling means, the at oneend to one end of the cross piece and extending there

combination of a safety mechanism having a controlling de- above and in spaced relation to the adjacent uprights, a

vice operated solely from said closure and comprising means, member pivoted to the other upright at one end and lying
for opening and closing the power supply for the motor, and with its remaining end within the space between the slat

for simultaneously applying restraining means to the latter. I and the first-mentioned upright, said member having a re
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cess of the cross piece , said member being movable upon its flexible element coupling the free ends of all of said arms,

pivot toward and away from the cross piece , a second cross and means for operating said primary arm to carry said

piece secured at its ends to the uprights above the pivoted

member, a top removably disposed at one end upon the sec

ond cross piece , and a bar disposed upon the upper edges of

the wings adjacent to their free ends , said bar receiving the

top thereupon.

3. A portable animal trap comprising spaced uprights,

wings hinged at one end to the uprights for movement to lie

parallel to each other to form a passage therebetween or Share
to extend in opposite directions , animal confining mechanism

connecting to and disposed between the uprights and com

municating with the passage between the wings, a cover

removably disposed at one end between the uprights and

supported therebetween and above the animal confining

mechanism and disposed for movement of its other end into

and put of engagement with the ground between the wings.
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No. 100,777. Cinch Grip . Griffe de selle.
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secondary arms over the center for projection by gravity

ilito active position .

2. In a cattle guard , an arm pivoted to swing into vertical

position, a plurality of secondary arms pivoted at one end to

said primary arm near the pivot of the same, a flexible ele

ment coupling the free ends of all of said arms , a vertically

movable trip platform and means whereby the motion of said

platform is communicated to said primary arm.

3. In a cattle guard , a rock shaft , a primary arm connected

to said shaft and movable therewith , a plurality of secondary

arms pivoted to said primary arm near said shaft , a flexible

element coupling the free ends of all of said arms , means for

operating said shaft to carry said primary arm into vertical

position and carry said secondary arms over the center for

Edwin August Grushus, and Joseph S. Dewey, assignee of projection into active position.
a half interest , both of Cedarville, California, U.S.A., 1 4. In a cattle guard , a rock shaft, a primary arm connected

4th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 4th June, 1906. Re- to said shaft and movable therewith, a plurality of secondary

ceipt No. 136,516 . arms pivoted to said primary arm near said shaft, a flexible

Claim .-- 1. In a device of the class described , the combina- i element coupling the free ends of all of said arms, a verti

tion of an attaching member, a hook projected therefrom , cally movable trip platform , and means whereby the motion

a clamp member pivoted to the attaching member , co -oper
of said platform is communicated to said shaft.

ating engaging members carried by the clamp and attach
5. In a cattle guard, a rock shaft , a support disposed adja

ing members, a girth connected with the hook of the at
cent to said shaft , a primary arm connected to said shaft

taching member, and a tie stop looped about the clamp and
and movable therewith and a plurality of secondary arms

attaching members and having an end thereof passed be- pivoted to said primary arm near said shaft and bearing

tween the engaging members of the said attaching and clamp upon said support when in open position, an arm swinging

members .
loosely upon said shaft , a flexible element connected at one

2. In a connecting device of the class described , the com
end to said support and coupled consecutively to the free

bination of attaching and clamp members pivotally secured erds of said loosely swinging arm , primary arm and secon
at one end, a hook at the opposite end of the attaching dary arms , and means for rotating said shaft to carry said

member, strap engaging members projected from the at primary arm into vertical position , and carry said loosely

taching the clamp members aforesaid , and transverse bars | swinging arm and secondary arms into active position.

extending across the attaching and clamp members at a
6. In a cattle guard, a rock shaft having one or more

point between the strap engaging members thereof and the
cranks , a primary arm connected to said shaft and movable

point of pivotal connection of said attaching and clamp therewith , a plurality of secondary arms pivoted to said

members. primary arm near said shaft, a flexible element connecting

3. In a connecting device of the class described , the com
the free ends of all of said arms, one or more vertically

bination of a tie strap , a girth , a connection between the movable trip platforms disposed in the path of the approach

girth and tie strap comprising an attaching member , a ing animal , and coupling means between said platforms and

clamp member pivoted to the attaching member, engaging cranks, whereby the depression of the platforms will actuate

members provided upon the clamp and attaching members the shaft and move the arms into active position .

aioresaid , a hook projecting from the attaching member and 7. In a cattle guard , parallel shafts mounted for rotation

connected with the girth , and transverse bars upon the and provided with spaced cranks , a primary arm connected

attaching and clamp members and having the tie strap loop- to each of said shafts , a plurality of secondary arms swing

ed thereabout , for the purpose specified . ing from each of said primary arms , flexible elements coup

4. In a connecting device of the class described , the com ling all the arms of each of said shafts , levers disposed in

bination of a tie strap, a girth , a connection between the pairs and pivoted intermediately and extending beneath said

girth and tie strap comprising an attaching member , a clamp shafts , coupling means between each pair of said levers ,

member pivoted to the attaching member atone end there- platforms movably connected to each coupled pair of said
of , engaging members provided upon the clamp and attach- levers , counterweights at the outer ends of said levers, and

ing members aforesaid , a hook projecting from the attach- slotted members upon said levers and engaging said cranks.

ing member and connected with the girth , transverse bars

upon the attaching and clamp members and having the tie No. 100,779. Induction Coil. Fil inducteur.

strap looped thereabout, rollers mounted upon the trans

verse bars aforesaid , and means for limiting the movement Stanislaus Henry Sauvé and Jacob H. Robbins, assignee of

of the clamp member away from the attaching member.
forty -nine one hundredths of the interest, both of Spo

kane , Washington , U.S.A. , 4th September, 1906 ; 6 years.

No. 100,778. Cattle Guard . Garde bétail.
Filed 19th June , 1906. Receipt No. 137,051 .

Claim .--1. In an induction coil a disconnected wiring form

Wallace E. Dement , Alvin C.Crawford and James L. Scott, ing part thereof for increasing the undulating current and

each an assignee of a third interest , all of Blaine, Wash- the electro -motive force .

ington , U.S.A. , 4th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 2. An induction coil having a false secondary or tertiary

14th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,888. wire disconnected from the other wires of the coil .

Claim.-1. In a cattle guard , an arm pivoted to swing into 3. An induction coil having in combination with the pri

vertical position , a plurality of secondary arms pivoted at mary winding , two separate and distinct secondary windings ,

one end to said primary arm near the pivot of the same, a one of which is disconnected.
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Scie.4. An improved induction coil comprising a plurality of No. 100,781 . Saw.

wirings , an independent wiring and means co - acting with the

latter for increasing the inductivity of the coil .
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Frederick A. Wuest , Lawrenceburg, Indiana U.S.A. , 4th

September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 8th June , 1906. Receipt

No. 136,713.

Claim .-- 1 . A saw having a slidably mounted blade provided

with rack teeth along one edge , and a screw having its thread

5. An induction coil having a false secondary wire, the engaged with said teeth for adjusting said blade .

extreme ends of which are disconnected . 2. A saw comprising a handle, a back, a blade slidable in

6. An induction coil having three separate and distinct said back and having rack teeth, a worm screw having its

wires or coils capable of being used interchangeably , one of thread engaging said rack teeth for adjusting one end of

the wires having its extreme ends disconnected when of the said blade , and means for clamping the other end thereof.

remaining wires one is connected with the line wire and the 3. A saw comprising a handle , a back, a blade having rack

other with the battery. teeth upon its outer end, a worm screw mounted in the outer

end of said back and having its thread engaged with said

No. 100,780. Fence Wire Stretcher. rack teeth , and means for clamping the inner end of said
blade.

Tendeur de clôture de fils de fer.
4. A saw comprising a handle, a slotted back, a saw blade

slidable in the latter and having its outer end formed with

rack teeth , a worm screw journalled in the recessed outer

end of said back and having its thread engaged with said

rack teeth , a finger piece for operating said worm screw ,

and means for clamping the inner end of said blade.

5. A saw comprising a handle formed with a recessed

portion , a back consisting of two spaced members connected

together and recessed at their outer ends and formed with

aligning longitudinal slots at their inner ends , a guide screw

in said handle extending through said slots, a clamping bolt

in said handle and extending through said slot, a blade slid

able between the members of said back and having cutting

teeth on its longitudinal or side edges and rack teeth on its

outer end , a worm -screw in the recess in the outer end of

said back and having its thread engaged with said rack

teeth , and a knob or finger piece for rotating said worm

screw , substantially as described .
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No. 100,782. Saw. Scie.

Orville Marshall Knox , Oneida , New York , U.S.A. , 4th Sep

tember, 1906 ; 18 years . Filed 12th June , 1906. Receipt

No. 136,809.

Claim .-- 1. A fence wire securer comprising a bracket,

means for securing the bracket to a fence post, a reel car

ried by the bracket, means for locking the reel from retro

grade rotation , and means independent of said securing

means to engage the post and hold the bracket from cant

ing under the tension of the secured wire .

2. A fence wire securer , comprising a bracket having jaws

to embrace a fence post, fastening means for drawing the

jaws together to clamp the post , standards carried by the

bracket, a reel journalled in said standards , and a lug or

shoulder on one of said standards to engage the post and

hold the bracket from canting under the tension of the

secured wire.

3. A fence wire securer comprising a bracket having jaws

to embrace a fence post, fastening means for drawing the

jaws together to clamp the post, standards carried by the

bracket, a reel journalled in said standards, and carrying a

disc provided with openings, a key adapted to be fitted into

one or the other of said openings and abut against one of
Frederick A. Wuest , Lawrenceburg, Indiana, U.S.A. , 4th

the standards to hold the reel from retrograde rotation , and September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 8th June , 1906. Receipt

a lug or shoulder on the other standard to abut against the No. 136,712 .

post and hold the bracket from canting under the tension of Claim . — The herein described combined cosscut and rip

the secured wire. saw comprising a blade, having crosscut teeth upon one edge

4. A fence wire securer , comprising a bracket having a thereof , rip - saw teeth upon the opposite edge thereof, one

post receiving and engaging portion at the rear thereof, end of said blade being curved, a curved slot 10 near said

means co -operating with said portion for securing the end , a handle connected at its outer end to the blade by a

bracket to a fence post, a reel carried by the front portion single pivot 9, and provided with a slot 6 in which the blade

of the bracketabove the plane of said post receiving and is secured, a transverse bolt passing through the handle, and

engaging portion , means for locking the reel from retro- through the slot 10 in the blade and provided with a head 14

grade rotation,and means on the bracket between the reel which bears at one side against said blade and is seated

and post engaging portion to engage the adjacent side ofthe ina socket in one side of the handle,a wingnut adjustable
post and hold the bracket from canting under the tension of on the threaded end of the bolt , and a plug 16 for covering

the secured wire. the head of the bolt in the socket, substantially as described .
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No. 100,783. Gate . Barrière. 8. In automatic musical apparatus the combination with

controlling members of sound emitters and power means to

vary the action of said members during their operation, of

a record comprising devices to actuate said members and

companion expression devices to actuate said power means.

9. In automatic musical apparatus the combination with

sound emitters, members actuating said sound emitters and

power means to vary the action of said members during their

operation, of a record comprising devices to actuate said

members and companion expression devices to actuate said

power means .

10. In automatic musical apparatus the combination of a

record of music having a companion record of expression ,

controlling members of sound emitters, power means actu

ating said members and means for first augmenting and

secondly reducing said power means during a single action

of said members.

11. In automatic musical apparatus the combination of a

record of music having a companion record of expression ,

sound emitters , controlling members for said emitters,
power means actuating said members and means for first

augmenting and secondly reducing said power means during
a single action of said members.

William Mark Watson, Brantford , Ontario, Canada, 4th Sep 12. In automatic musical apparatus the combination of a

tember, 1906; 6 years. Filed 31st May, 1906. Receipt No. record of music having a companion record of expression , a

136,444 . plurality of motors operatively connected with each mem

Claim - The combination in a gate opening and closing ber controlling a sound emitter and independent controlling

device of the specially designed hinge I J and H H F and
means for each of said motors.

eyes D D together with friction roller E and the cords C.C record ofmusic having a companion record of expression ,
13. In automatic musical apparatus the combination of a

R R and the pulleys P P together with the stop V, substanti

ally as set forth and described .
sound emitters , controlling members for said emitters, a

plurality of motors for each of said members and an inde

pendent governing device to be controlled by the record for
No. 100,784. Musical Apparatus. Appareil musical. each of said motors .

14. In automatic musical apparatus the combination with

each member controlling a sound emitter, of a uniformly

actuated motor for each of said members, a variably actu

ated motor for each of said members , and means for caus

ing the secondly - named motor to alternately retard and ac

celerate the motion of said member.

*
15. In automatic musical apparatus the combination of a

record of music having a companion record of expression ,

sound emitters ,, controlling members for said emitters, a

uniformly actuated motor for each of said members , a vari

ably actuated motor for each of said members , and means

for causing the secondly - named motor to alternately retard

and accelerate the motion of said member , substantially
as set forth.

16. In automatic musical apparatus the combination of a

record of music having companion records of expression ,

controlling members of sound emitters , a uniformly actu

ated motor for each of said members, a plurality of variably

actuated motors for each of said members , and means for

causing the last-named motors to alternately retard and

accelerate the motion of said member, s'ubstantially as set
forth .

James John Walker , London , England , 4th September, 1906 ; record of music having companion records of expression,
17. In automatic musical apparatus the combination of a

6 years . Filed 21st May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,103.
sound emitters , controlling members for said emitters , a

Claim -- 1. A music record having in combination devices uniformly actuated motor for each of said members , a plur

adapted to control the action of a reproducer and accelerator ality of variably actuated motors for each of said members,

devices variably disposed with regard to the first -named and means for causing the last-named motors to alternately
devices.

retard and accelerate the motion of said members, substanti

2. A music record having in combination devices adapted ally as set forth .

to control the action of a reproducer and accelerator devices

thefront endsof which are variablydisposed with regard No. 100,785 . Nose Ring for Animals.

to the front ends of the first -named devices , for the purpose Anneau pour nez d'animal.

described.

3. A music record having in combination devices adapted

to control the action of a reproducer and accelerator devices

the rear ends of which are variably disposed with regard to

the rear ends of the first - named devices, for the purpose

described .

4. A music record having in combination devices adapted

to control the action of a reproducer and accelerator devices ,

the front and rear ends of which are variably disposed with

regard to one another and with regard to the front and rear

ends of the first -named devices , for the purpose described .

5. A music record having in combination devices for con

trolling the action of a reproducer and accelerator control

Ting devices the front ends of which are variably disposed

with regard to the front end of the corresponding one of the

first -named devices.

6 In a music record the combination with each device for

controlling the action of a sound producer, of a plurality of

accelerator controlling devices the rear ends of which are

variably disposed with regard to one another and with regard

to the rear end of the corresponding one of the first -named
devices.

7. A music record having in combination devices for con

trolling the action of a reproducer and accelerator devices Robert I. Teeter , Ellis, Minnesota , U.S.A., 4th September,

the front and rear ends of which are variably disposed with 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 11th June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,761.

regard to the front and rear ends of the first -named devices Claim-A device of the character described comprising a

and with regard to one another, for the purpose described. pair of curved members each having a reduced end resulting
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in a shoulder having a slot therein , the extremities of each ductor, whereby a practically continuous train of electro

member being bevelled for engagement in the slot of the magnetic waves varied in amplitude in accordance with said

opposite member , the said member also having perforations sonorous vibrations is developed, in combination with a re

adapted for registration with each other , and a spring ceiving system comprising a resonant circuit for selectively

secured upon one of the members and provided with a de- absorbing the energy of said waves, and a bolometer fine

pending lug for engaging in the perforations of both mem- wire or strip included in said resonant circuit.

bers to lock them against pivotal movement with respect to 7. In a system for the transmission and reception of vocal

each other . or other sounds, including articulate speech, without the

use of guiding wires , a transmitting system comprising a

No. 100,786. Space Telephony. Téléphone sans fils. transmitting conductor, means for developing a substan

tially continuous train of electro -magnetic waves and means

for modifying the amplitude of such waves in accordance

with the air vibrations accompanying the sounds to be trans

mitted , in combination with a receiving system comprising a

receiving conductor adapted to receive the energy of such

modified waves and means for converting the energy of the

electrical oscillations thereby produced in said conductor

into air waves corresponding to said sounds .

8. In a system of electric signalling, a transmitting con

ductor, a sonorous circuit, associated therewith and adapted

to develop therein a substantially continuous train of elec

trical oscillations of substantially constant amplitude, and a

circuit containing a condenser and an inductance coil as

sociated with said sonorous circuit , and containing means

whereby its electro -magnetic constants may be varied in

accordance with the air vibrations accompanying vocal or

other sounds , in combination with an elevated receiving con

ductor adapted to absorb the energy of said electro -magnetic

waves and means associated therewith for converting the
John Stone Stone , Cambridge , Massachusetts , U.S.A. , 4th

energy of the resulting electrical oscillations into sound
September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 13th August, 1906 . Re

waves.

ceipt No. 138,657.

Claim.-1. In a system of selective electric signalling, a

transmitting system comprising means for radiating a sub
No. 100,787. Space Telegraphy. Télégraphie sans fils.

stantially continuous train of electro -magnetic signal waves ,

and means for varying the amplitude of said waves in accord

ance with the sonorous vibrations of articulate or other

sounds , in combination with a receiving system comprising

means for selectively absorbing the energy of said waves

and means quantitatively responsive to the variations in the

amplitude thereof.

2. In a system of selective electric signalling , a transmit

ting system comprising means for radiating a practically

continuous train of electro -magnetic waves of substantially

constant amplitude , and means for varying the amplitude of

said waves by and in accordance with the sonorous vibra

tions of articulate or other sounds, in combination with a

receiving system comprising means for selectively absorbing

the energy of said waves and means for reproducing said

sounds.

3. In a system of selective electric signalling, a transmit

ting system comprising means for developing a practically

continuous train of electrical oscillations of substantially

constant amplitude , means for varying the amplitude of said

electrical oscillations by and in accordance with the sonor- John Stone Stone , Cambridge , Massachusetts, U.S.A. , 4th

ous vibrations of articulate or other sounds, and means for September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 13th August , 1906. Re
impressing said electrical oscillations so varied in amplitude ceipt No. 138,656 .

upon an elevated transmitting conductor, whereby a practi- Claim .-- 1 . In a system for developing simple harmonic

cally continuous train of electro -magnetic waves varied in electro -magnetic signal waves of definite frequency, a plur
amplitude in accordance with said sonorous vibrations is de- ality of sonorous circuits , each adapted to develop simple

veloped, in combination with a receiving system comprising harmonic electrical oscillations of said definite frequency,
means for reproducing said sounds. means common to said sonorous circuits for simultaneously

4. In a system of selective electric signalling, a transmit- disturbing the electrical equilibrium thereof , and means as

ting system comprising means for radiating a practically sociated with all of said sonorous circuits for converting the
continuous train of electro -magnetic waves of definite fre- ecergy of the resulting electrical oscillations into electro

quency and of substantially uniform amplitude, and a vari- radiant energy.

able resistance transmitter for varying the amplitude of said 2. In a space telegraph transmitting system , a plurality of

waves by and in accordance with the vibrations of the air sonorous circuits , each adapted to develop simple harmonic

accompanying vocal or other sounds, in combination with a electrical oscillations of the same definite frequency and all

receiving system comprising a resonant receiving circuit connected in parallel to a common spark gap , a radiating

attuned to the frequency of said electro -magnetic waves and conductor inductively associated with all of said sonorous

means included in said resonant circuit for reproducing said circuits and a source of periodically varying electro -motive

sounds. force connected to said spark gap .

5. In a system of selective electric signalling, a transmit- 3. In a space telegraph transmitting system, a plurality of

ting system comprising means for radiating a practically sonorous circuits , each adapted to develop simple harmonic

continuous train of electro -magnetic waves of definite fre- electrical oscillations of the same definite frequency, and

quency and of substantially uniform amplitude, and means means common to said sonorous circuits for simultaneously

for varying the amplitude of said waves by and in accord- disturbing the electrical equilibrium thereof, in combination

ance with the sonorous vibrations of articulate or other with an elevated transmitting conductor associated with all

sounds, in combination with a receiving system comprising a of said sonorous circuits .

resonant receiving circuit attuned to the frequency of said 4. In a space telegraph transmitting system , a plurality of

electro -magnetic waves and means associated with said re- sonorous circuits , each adapted to develop electrical oscilla

sonant circuit for reproducing said sounds. tions the primary of a transformer , and means common to

6. In a system of selective electric signalling, a transmit- said sonorous circuits for simultaneously disturbing the

ting system comprising a sonorous circuit for developing a electrical equilibrium thereof, in combination with an ele

practically continuous train of electrical oscillations of sub- vated transmitting conductor serially connected with the

stantially constant amplitude , a variable resistance trans- secondary of each transformer, such secondaries being con

mitter associated with said sonorous circuit for varying the nected in parallel between the elevated conductor and earth .

amplitude of said electrical oscillations by and in accord 5. In a space telegraph transmitting system , a plurality of
ance with the sonorous vibrations of articulate or other sonorous circuits , each adapted to develop electrical oscilla

sounds, and means for impressing said electrical oscillations tions of the same definite frequency, and each comprising a
50 varied in amplitude upon an elevated transmitting con- condenser and the primary of a transformer, and means

mm
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common to said sonorous circuits for simultaneously dis- No. 100,788. Space Telegraphy.

turbing the electrical equilibrium thereof, in combination
Télégraphie sans fils.

with an elevated transmitting conductor serially connected

with the secondary of each transformer , such secondaries

being connected in parallel between the elevated conductor

and earth , and means for rendering each sonorous circuit the

equivalent of a circuit having a single degree of freedom .

6. In a space telegraph transmitting system , a plurality of

sonorous circuits , each adapted to develop electrical oscil

lations of the same definite frequency and each comprising

a condenser and the primary of a transformer , and means

common to said sonorous circuits for simultaneously distri

buting the electrical equilibrium thereof , in combination

with an elevated transmitting conductor serially connected
with the secondary of each transformer, such secondaries

being connected in parallel between the elevated conductor

and earth and each secondary being so spatially related to
its primary as to render its sonorous circuit the equivalent

of a circuit having a single degree of freedom .

7. In a space telegraph transmitting system , a plurality

of sonorous circuits , each adapted to develop electrical oc

cillations of the same definite frequency and each compris

ing a condenser and the primary of a transformer, and a

spark gap common to said sonorous circuits for simultane

ously distributing the electrical equilibrium thereof , in com

bination with an elevated transmitting conductor serially

connected with the secondary of each transformer, such sec
ondariesbeing connected in parallel between theelevated John Stone Stone, Cambridge, Massachusetts , U.S.A. , 4th

September , 1906 ; 6 years .
conductor and earth and each secondary constituting with

Filed 13th August, 1906 . Re

ceipt No. 138,655 .
its primary a transformer having sufficient magnetic leak
age to render its sonorous circuit the equivalent of a cir- Claim . - 1. In a space telegraph transmitting system , an

cuit having a single degree of freedom . ( levated conductor system , means for developing forced

8. In a space telegraph transmitting system , a plurality of
electrical oscillations of definite frequency therein and a

closed persistently oscillating circuits , each adapted to de
circuit associated therewith and containing such capacity

velop electrical oscillations of the same definite frequency, and inductance as to balance by its re -actance for persistent

means common to said persistently oscillating circuits for
trains of oscillations of said definite frequency the re -actance

simultaneously disturbing the electrical equilibrium there of the rest of the elevated conductor system .

of , a good radiating circuit and means for so associating 2. In a space telegraph system , an elevated conductor

said good radiating circuit with all of said persistently os- system , a plurality of persistently oscillating circuits asso

cillating circuits that the mutual energy of each circuit ciated therewith and attuned respectively to different de

of the system with respect to all of the interrelated circuits finite frequencies, and circuits , associated with the elevated

of the system is rendered small compared to the self energy conductor and containing such capacity and inductance as to

of each circuit . render the re - actance of the elevated conductor system zero

9. In a space telegraph transmitting system , a plurality for persistent trains of oscillations of said definite fre
of sonorous circuits , each adapted to develop simple har quencies.

monic electrical oscillations of the same definite frequency, 3. In a space telegraph system, an elevated conductor sys
and means common to said sonorous circuits for simultane- tem , a plurality of persistently oscillating circuits associ

ously distributing the electrical equilibrium thereof, in com ated therewith and attuned respectively to different definite

bination with an elevated transmitting conductor induc- frequencies , and means for rendering ihe re-actance of the

tively associated with all of said sonorous circuits . elevated conductor system zero for persistent trains of

10. In a space telegraph transmitting system , an elevated electrical oscillations of said definite frequencies.

transmitting conductor and means associated therewith for 4. In a space telegraph system , an elevated transmitting

developing electrical oscillations of definite frequency there conductor system , means for developing therein forced

in , said means consisting of a plurality of sonorous circuits, electrical oscillations of different definite frequencies and
each containing a condenser and an inductance coil and all means for rendering the re - actance of the elevated conductor

connected in parallel to a common spark gap , and means for system zero for persistent trains of oscillations of said

rendering the mutual energy of each circuit with respect definite frequencies .
to all of the inter - related circuits of the system small com 5. In a space telegraph system , an elevated transmitting

pared to the self energy of each circuit . conductor system , a plurality of sonorous circuits associated

11. In a spaced telegraph transmitting system , means for therewith and adapted to develop therein electrical oscilla

developing electrical oscillations of definite frequency , said tions of different definite frequencies, and means for render

means consisting of a plurality of sonorous circuits , cach ing the re - actance of the elevated conductor system zero for

adapted to develop electrical oscillations of the same de- persistent trains of electrical oscillations of said definite

finite frequency and all connected in parallel to a common frequencies.

spark gap , a radiating conductor associated with all of said 6. In a space telegraph system , an elevated transmitting

sonorous circuits, and means for rendering the product of conductor system , a sonorous circuit associated therewith

the inductance of each sonorous circuit by the inductanc" of and adapted to develop therein electrical oscillations of

the radiating conductor large compared to the square of the definite frequency, and a circuit associated with the elevated

mutual inductance between each sonorous circuit and said conductor and containing such capacity and inductance as to
radiating conductor. balance by its re - actance for persistent trains of oscillations

12. In a space telegraph transmitting system , a plurality of said definite frequency the re -actance of the rest of the
of sonorous circuits , adapted to develop simple harmonic elevated conductor system .
electrical oscillations of the same definite frequency, and 7. In a space telegraph system , an elevated transmitting

means common to said sonorous circuits for simultaneously conductor system , means for developing therein forced elec
distributing the electrical equilibrium thereof , in combina - trical oscillations of different definite frequencies and cir .
tion with an elevated transmitting conductor attuned as to cuits associated with the elevated conductor and containing

its fundamental or one of its odd harmonies to the afore such capacity and inductance as to render the re -actance of

said definite frequency and associated with all of said sonor- the elevated conductor system zero for persistent trains of

ous circuits . oscillations of said definite frequencies.

13. In a system for developing simple harmonic electro- 8. In a space telegraph system , an elevated receiving con

magnetic signal waves of definite frequency, a plurality of ductor system , resonant circuits associated therewith and
sonorous circuits , each adapted to develop simple harmonic attuned respectively to different definite frequencies, and
electrical oscillations of said definite frequency, means com means for rendering the re -actance of the elevated conductor

mon to said sonorous circuitsfor simultaneously disturbing system zero for persistent trains of electrical oscillations of
the electrical equilibrium thereof, and a radiating conduc- said definite frequencies .

tor associated with all of said sonorous circuits . 9. In a space telegraph system , an elevated receiving con

14. In a space telegraph transmitting system , a plurality ductor system , resonant circuits associated therewith and

of sonorous circuits , each adapted to develop simple har attuned respectively to different definite frequencies , and

monic electrical oscillations of the same definite frequency, circuits associated with the elevated conductor system and
and means common to said sonorous circuits for simultane- containing such capacity and inductance as to render the
ously disturbing the electrical equilibrium thereof, in com- re -actance of the elevated conductor system zero for persist

bination with an elevated transmitting conductor associated ent trains of electrical oscillations of said definite fre
with all of said sonorous circuits . quencies.
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10. In a space telegraph elevated conductor system , the No. 100,789. Space Telegraphy .

combination with an elevated conductor , of means connected Télégraphie sans fils.

and arranged to render the re -actance of the elevated con

ductor system zero for persistent trains of electrical oscilla

tions of a plurality of different definite frequencies.

11. In a space telegraph elevated conductor system the

combination with an elevated conductor of a plurality of cir

cuits having such capacity and inductance as to render the

re -actance of the elevated conductor system zero for persist

ent trains of electrical oscillations of a plurality of different

definite frequencies .

12. In a space telegraph elevated conductor system the

combination with an elevated conductor of a plurality of

parallel branch circuits each containing capacity in one

branch and inductance in the other branch and being so con

structed and arranged as to balance by their combined re

actances for persistent trains of electrical oscillations of a

plurality of different definite frequencies the re - actance of

the rest of the elevated conductor system .
202020

13. In a multiplex space telegraph system , a transmitting

system comprising an elevated conductor, means for develop

ing a multiperiodic oscillatory electric current in said ele- John Stone Stone , Cambridge , Massachusetts, U.S.A., 4th

vated conductor and means associated with said elevated September , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 13th August, 1906 , Re

conductor for giving the elevated conductor system rates ceipt No. 138,654 .
of vibration equal respectively to the frequencies of the sim

ple harmonic components of said multiperiodic current.
Claim . - 1. In a space telegraph receiving system , an ele

vated conductor system comprising an elevated conductor

14. In a multiplex space telegraph system , a transmitting per se and means for giving the same a pronounced natural
system comprising an elevated transmitting conductor, and rate of vibration , in combination with a circuit containing

means for developing a multiperiodic electric current there- capacity and inductance and adapted to balance , by its re

in in combination with a receiving system comprising an actance for a persistent train of electrical oscillations of

elevated receiving conductor , resonant receiving circuits as- definite frequency, the re -actance of the rest of the elevated

sociated therewith and each attuned to the frequency of a conductor system .

different one of the simple harmonic components of said 2. In a space telegraph receiving system, an elevated con

multiperiodic current and circuits , one of each of said res- ductor system comprising an elevated conductor per

onant receiving circuits associated with said receiving con- and a serially connected inductance and capacity for giv

ductor and each containing such capacity and inductance as ing the same a pronounced natural rate of vibration , in

to present , for a persistent train of electrical oscillations of combination with a circuit containing capacity and induct

the frequency to which its corresponding resonant receiving ance and adapted to balance, by its re -actance for a per

circuit is attuned, a re -actance equal and opposite to the re- sistent train of simple harmonic electrical oscillation of de

actance of the rest of the elevated receiving conductor finite frequency, the re - actance of the rest of the elevated

system . conductor system .

15. In a multiplex space telegraph system ,a transmitting ductor system comprising an elevated conductor per se and
3. In a space telegraph receiving system , an elevated con

system comprising an elevated transmitting conductor means

for developing a multiperiodic oscillatory electric current
and means for giving the same a pronounced natural rate

therein and means associated with said elevated conductor
of vibration, in combination with means for rendering the

for giving the elevated conductor system rates of vibration
re - actance of the elevated conductor system zero for persis

equal respectively to the frequencies of the simple harmonic
tent trains of electrical oscillations of definite frequency .

components of said mulitiperiodic current in connection with
4. In a space telegraph receiving system , an elevated con

a receiving system comprising an elevated receiving conduc- ductor system comprising an elevated conductor per se and

tor , resonant and each attuned to the frequency of a differ
a serially connected capacity and inductance for giving the

ent one of the simple harmonic components of said multi

same a pronounced natural rate of vibration , in combination

periodic current, and means associated with said elevated ductor system zero for persistent trains of electrical oscil
with means for rendering the re -actance of the elevated con

receiving conductor for giving the elevated conductor system lations of definite frequency .

for persistent trains of electrical oscillations of the frequen

cies to which the resonant receiving circuits respectively are
5. In a space telegraph receiving system , an elevated con

attuned, rates of vibration equal respectively to the fre- ductor system comprising an elevated conductor per se and

quencies of said simple harmionic components of said multi- vibration , in combination with means for rendering the re
means for giving the same a pronounced natural rate of

periodic current.
actance of the elevated conductor system zero for persistent

16. In a multiplex space telegraph system , a receiving trains of electrical oscillations of definite frequency, and a
system comprising an elevated receiving conductor , reson- resonant receiving circuit , attuned to said definite fre

ant receiving circuits associated therewith and each attuned quency, associated with said elevated conductor system .

to the particular frequency of the electro -magnetic waves 6. In a space telegraph receiving system , an elevated con

the energy of which it is to receive , and circuits , one for ductor system comprising an elevated conductor per se and a

each of said resonant receiving circuits, associated with said serially connected capacity and inductance for giving the
elevated receiving conductor and each containing such cap- same a pronounced natural rate of vibration , in combina

acity and inductance as to present, for a persistent train of tion with means for rendering the re - actance of the elevated

electro-magnetic waves of the frequency to which its cor- conductor system zero for persistent trains of electrical

responding resonant receiving circuits is attuned , a oscillations of definite frequency, and a resonant receiving

actance equal and opposite to the re -actance of the rest of circuit associated with said elevated conductor system .

the elevated receiving conductor system . 7. In a space telegraph receiving system , an elevated con

17. In a multiplex space telegraph system , a receiving sys

ductor system comprising an elevated conductor per se and

tem comprising an elevated receiving conductor, resunant

a serially connected coil and condenser so designed that

receiving circuits associated therewith and each attuned to

their resultant re-actance is zero for the fundamental fre

the particular frequency of the electro -magnetic waves the quency of the elevated conductor per se when isolated , in

energy of which it is to receive, and means associated with
combination with a parallel branch circuit containing capa

said elevated receiving conductor for giving the elevated city in onebranch and inductance in the other branch and

receiving conductor system , for persistent trains of elec- adapted to present , for persistent trains of simple harmonic

tro-magnetic waves of the frequencies to which the resonant

electrical oscillations of definite frequency, a re -actance

receiving circuits respectively are attuned, rates of vibra- equalbut opposite in sign to the re -actance of the restof

the elevated conductor system.
tion equal respectively to said frequencies. 8. In a space telegraph receiving system , an elevated con

18. In a multiplex space telegraph system , a receiving sys- ductor system comprising an elevated conductor per se and

tem comprising an elevated receiving conductor, resonant means for giving the same a pronounced natural rate of

receiving circuits associated therewith and each attuned to vibration , in combination with a parallel branch circuit con

the particular frequency of the electro-magnetic waves the taining capacity in one branch and inductance in the other

energy of which it is to receive, and means associated with branch and adapted to balance, by its re -actance for a per

said elevated conductor for giving the elevated conductor sistent train of electrical oscillations of definite freq cy,

system rates of vibration equal respectively to the fre- the re -actance of the rest of the elevated conductor sys

quencies to which said resonant receiving circuits are at- tem , and a resonant receiving circuit associated with said

tuned.
parallel branch circuit.

re
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9. In a space telegraph receiving system , an elevated con- 3. In a space telegraph system , an elevated conductor and

ductor system comprising an elevated conductor per se and an electrical system connected to the lower end thereof and

a pronounced natural rate of vibration, in combination with consisting of a plurality of coils and condensers having for

a serially connected coil and condenser for giving the same the wave lengths employed such capacity and inductance

a parallel branch circuit containing capacity in one branch that the reactance of said system for the corresponding fre

and inductance in the other branch and adapted to balance , quencies is equal to that of said elevated conductor.

by its re -actance for a train of electrical oscillations of de

finite frequency , the re -actance of the rest of the elevated No. 100,791 . Fabric Measure, Protector and Dis
conductor system , and a resonant receiving circuit associ

ated with the said parallel branch circuit.
play Apparatus.

10. In a space telegraph receiving system , an elevated re- Mesure, appareil de protection et de montre pour tissus.

ceiving conductor system and an associated resonant re

ceiving circuit attuned to the frequency of the waves the

energy of which is to be received, in combination with means

for giving the elevated conductor system a pronounced

natural rate of vibration different from that of the waves

the energy of which is to be received , and consequently dif

ferent from that to which said association resonant receiving

circuit is attuned, and means for making the elevated re

ceiving conductor system highly responsive to persistent

trains of waves of the frequency to which said resonant

circuit is attuned .

11. In a space telegraph receiving system , an elevated re

ceiving conductor system and an associated resonant receiv

ing circuit attuned to the frequency of the waves the energy

of which is to be received, in combination with a serially

connected coil and condenser for giving the elevated con

ductor system a pronounced natural rate of vibration differ

ent from that of the waves the energy of which is to be re

ceived and consequently different from that to which said

associated resonant receiving circuit is attuned , and a

parallel branch circuit containing a condenser in one branch

and an inductance coil in the other branch and adapted to

balance, by its re - actance for a train of electrical oscilla

tions of the frequency to which the associated resonant re

ceiving circuit is attuned , the re -actance of the rest of the

elevated conductor system .

12. In a space telegraph receiving system , an elevated re

ceiving conductor system and an associated resonant receiv

ing circuit attuned to the frequency of the waves the energy

of which is to be received , in combination with a serially

connected coil and condenser for giving the elevated con

ductor system a pronounced natural rate of vibration dif- Alfred Ebenezer Standen , Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. , 4th Sep

ferent from that of the waves the energy of which is to be
tember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 21st June , 1906. Receipt No.

received and consequently different from that to which said 137,122.

associated receiving circuit is attuned, and a conductively

connected parallel branch circuit containing a condenser in
Claim.-1 . A bolt , roll or coil of fabric having a linear

one branch and an inductance coil in the other branch and measuring strip rolled therein and extending from end to end

adapted to balance , by its re - actance for a train of electrical
thereof, said measuring strip having equally spaced trans

oscillations of the frequency to which the associated reson
verse slits therein throughout its length through each of

ant receiving circuit is attuned, the re -actance of the rest of which said fabric passes.

the elevated conductor system.
2. A bolt, roll or coil of fabric having a strip provided with

a linear scale reading from end to end thereof rolled therein ,

No. 100,790. Space Telegraphy. Télégraphic sans fils. its length through which the fabric passes from alternate
said strip having equally spaced transverse slits throughout

sides.

3. The combination with a roll of fabric, of a measuring

strip having a plurality of oppositely reading scales thereon

and in length equal to the reading from opposite ends of the

fabric, said measuring strip and fabric being arranged to

coincide and rolled into a bolt, said fabric passing at regular

intervals through the strip through its length.

4. The combination with a strip of fabric of a measuring

strip of a greater width and equal length rolled therewith

into a bolt and having on the opposite edges thereof linear

scales reading from its opposite ends and also having

throughout its length equally spaced transverse slits through

each of which the fabric is passed whereby said strip is

capable of use in measuring purchases and determining by

inspection of the scale the quantity remaining in the bolt.

5. A flexible measuring strip for the purpose specified com

prising a measuring and protecting device marked to afford

linear scales at its edges and provided throughout its length

with equally spaced transverse slits adapted to receive a

strip of fabric or the like therethrough.

6. A flexible measuring strip of a distinctive colour having

a plurality of oppositely reading scales on each margin and

each side thereof and having central transverse slits arrang

ed at equal and short distances apart throughout its length.

John Stone Stone, Cambridge , Massach'usetts , U.S.A. , 4th

September, 1906; 6 years . Filed 13th August , 1906. Re- No. 100,792. Binding Post. Poteau à renforcir.

ceipt No. 138,653.

Claim . – 1. In a space telegraph system, an elevated conduc- Clyde Slusser, Charleston, West Virginia, U.S.A. , 4th Sep

tor, and an electrical system connected to the lower end of
tember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 2nd April , 1906. Receipt
No. 134,522.

said elevated conductor and having for all the rates of

change of the currents employed a resistance operator equal
Claim.-1 . A binding post for electrical circuits consist

to that of the said elevated conductor.
ing of a hollow tubular part of malleable metal , a spring

2. In a space telegraph receiving system , an elevated con contact maker mounted upon the exterior thereof, and a

ductor, an electrical systemconnected to the lowerendof support bywhich the tubular part is carried, substantially
the elevated conductor and having for all rates of change as described .

of the currents to be detached a resistance operator equal to 2. A binding post for electrical circuits consisting of a

that of said elevated conductor, and an oscillation detector hollow tubular part of malleable metal, having a slot in

associated with the complete oscillator so formed at the the lower end, and a spring contact maker mounted upon
electrical center thereof. the exterior thereof.
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3. In a binding post for electrical apparatus the combina- with a radial slit and also provided with an armature mount
tion of a tubular part made of malleable metal, a spring ed upon its periphery, an electro -magnet disposed adjacent
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encircling the said part made of malleable
metal, a spring

encircling the said part and means upon the part for hold
E

icg a conductor against the pressure from the spring, and

a support upon which the tubular part is carried , substan

tially as described .

4. In an electrical binding post the combination with a to the path of said last -mentioned armature, a screen pro

tubular part made of malleable metal and having a serrated vided with a slit and disposed adjacent to said last-men

lower and a flanged upper end , of a spiral spring encircling tioned disc , a light controlled cell disposed at a distance

the body of the said post , a washer interposed between the from the slit of said last mentioned screen , a source of light

spring and flanged ends, and means upon the post for main- upon the opposite side of said last-mentioned revoluble disc

taining a conductor against pressure from the spring, sub- and in alignment with the slit of said last -mentioned screen ,
stantially as described. a conductor connecting said light-controlled cell with the

ground, another conductor connecting said light controlled

No. 100,793. Bevel Square. Equerre.
cell with the electro -magnet at the receiving station , a

transmission line connecting together said electro - magnets
at the different stations, and a battery for energizing said

conductors and said line .

2. In a synchronizing system the combination of separate

sources of power located respectively at the transmitting

and receiving stations , two revoluble discs driven by said

sources of power respectively and each provided with a

radial slit and upon its periphery with an armature, two

electro -magnets located at the respective stations and dis

posed above the respective paths of said two revoluble discs ,

a line wire connecting said electro -magnets together, two

screens disposed respectively at the transmitting and re
ceiving stations , each screen being arranged upon

side of the revoluble disc at that station and provided with

a slit adapted to register with the radial slit of the disc , two

light controlled cells disposed respectively at the two sta

tions behind the slits of said two screens, two sources of

light disposed adjacent to the respective revoluble discs but

upon the opposite sides thereof from said light controlled
cells and in alignment with the slits of said two screens ,

two local circuits each disposed at one of said stations ,

said circuits being connected with the coils of said two

electro -magnets and said two light controlled cells , two con

ductors respectively connecting said two local circuits with

the ground , and two switches for connecting said two elec

tro -magnets with the ground through the medium of said

two local circuits.

3. In a synchronizing system the combination of two separ

ate sources of power disposed at different stations, two re

voluble discs located at said stations and driven respectively

by said two sources of power, each disc being provided

Ode Marcellus Seibert, Hartford, Connecticut , U.S.A. , 4th with a plurality of radial slits and with a plurality of arma

September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 13th June , 1906. Re- tures mounted upon its periphery, two electro -magnets dis

ceipt No. 136,849 . posed above the respective paths of said armatures, a line

Claim . The herein described square comprising a hollow connecting together the coils of said two electro -magnets,

sheath open on one side and one end and having formed two screens disposed at the respective stations , each screen

therein a slot and a recess, a blade hinged to said hollow being arranged upon one side of one of said discs and pro

sheath to fold into the open side of the same , a slotted seg vided with a slit adapted to register with the radial slits

mental arm formed integral with said blade and adapted to thereof, two light controlled cells disposed respectively at

work through the slot in said sheath, said arm having formed
the two stations and placed behind the slits of said two

thereon a scale of degrees, and a set screw arranged in
screens , two sources of light mounted respectively upon the

said sheath and passing through the slot in the arm to hold opposite sides of said two discs and in line with the slits

said arm and blade in their adjusted positions, substantially
o said two screens two local circuits disposed at the re

as described .
spective stations and connected with said two electro -mag

nets and said light controlled cells , two lines connecting

No. 100,794 . Synchronizing System.
said two local circuits with the ground , and two switches

for connecting said two electro-magnets with the ground
Système synchronisme. by means of said two local circuits.

Paul Ribbe , Berlin , Germany, 4th September, 1906 ; 6 years.

Filed 3rd August, 1906. Receipt No. 138,384.
No. 100,795. Hen Nest. Nid de poule.

Claim .-- 1. In a synchronizing system the combination of a

revoluble disc located at a transmitting station and pro- Jephtha O'Dell, Rayville, Missouri, U.S.A., 4th September,
vided upon its periphery with an armature , means for actu- 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 29th May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,393.

ating said revoluble disc, an electro -magnet disposed ad- Claim . - 1. In nest construction the combination of a bot

jacent to the path of said armature, a line connecting said tom a plurality of sides pivoted to the bottom, a top and a

Diagnet with the ground, a revoluble disc disposed at a front composed of a plurality of connected sections, for the

receiving station , said last-mentioned disc being provided purpose specified .
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2. In nest construction the combination of the bottom 3. The combination with a gate post , of castings secured

sides, a top and front composed of a plurality of sections to said gate post carrying the upper and lower ends of the

rear bar of the gate , the lower casting provided with a verti

cally projecting pin and the upper casting provided with two

eyes one of which is offset to one side, a link pivotally

mounted on the pin of the lower casting , a vertical rod

rigidly secured at its lower end to one end of said link and

projecting through one of the eyes of the upper casting and

a miter gear at the upper end of said rod, a pin or stud pro

jecting upwardly from the link, a gate the rear bar of which

is pivotally mounted at its lower end on the pin projecting

from the link and passing at its upper end throughthe offset

eye of the upper casting, a horizontal stud projecting from

the gate post, a slotted bar pivotally secured at its center

on said stud , a segmental miter gear on the lower edge of

said slotted bar , the slot of said bar having offset branches

at each end and the segmental gear on said bar meshing

with the miter gear on the upper end of the aforesaid rod, a

weighted block mounted to slide on said bar being guided

by said slot, and means such as cables secured to said block

to cause the slotted bar to swing on its pivot to cause rotat

ion of the rod carrying the miter gear at its upper end and

to cause the link secured to its lower end to oscillate to

pivoted together, engaging means between the lowermost of one side of the vertical center of said rod and tilt the gate

said sections and the adjacent sides of the nest, and en- to unlatch the same and cause it to swing open or closed.

gaging means carried by the uppermost of said sections for 4. In combination a supporting post a gate arranged for

Co -operation with the top of the nest . horizontal swinging movement thereon, a bar pivotally

3. In nest construction the combination of the bottom mounted on the post and operably connected with the gate

frame, side frames pivoted to the bottom frame, a top frame to open and close the same , means for tilting said bar

pivotedto one of the side frames, engaging means between comprising a weight slidably mounted thereon , an operating
said top frames and other side frames and a front compris- mechanism for actuating said weight , and means for estab

ing a plurality of frame sections, one of said frame sections lishing an initial interlocking connection between the weight

being adapted to engage the top of the nest. and bar on operation of these parts and preliminary to the

4. In a nest construction the combination of the bottom sliding movement of the weight .

frame , side frames pivoted to the bottom frame , a top frame 5. In combination a supporting post a gate arranged for

pivoted to one of the side frames , the other of the side horizontal swinging movement thereon , a bar pivotally

frames being provided with openings at the upper portion mounted on the post and operably connected with the gate

thereof, extensions projected from the top frame to enter to open and close the same, means for tilting said bar com

openings in the side frames aforesaid and a front compris- | prising weight slidably mounted thereon , an operating mech

ing a plurality of frame sections . anismfor actuating said weight and a pin and slot connec

tion between the weight and the bar for effecting interlock

No. 100,796 . Gate. Barrière. ing of the weight with the bar on operation of these

parts and preliminary to the sliding movement of the weight

along the bar.

6. In combination a post a gate mounted thereon , a bar

operably connected with the gate for actuation thereof , an

oscillatory bar having a gear connection with the first

mentioned bar, a weight slidable longitudinally of the

oscillatory bar, and means for actuating the oscillatory bar

to operate the gate and effect movement of the weight longi

iudinal of said oscillatory bar.

7. In combination a gate post a swinging gate mounted

thereon , a rotatable rod mounted on the gate post and con

nected with the gate to effect tilting of the latter and open

ing or closing of the same , and means for rotating said rod.
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No. 100,797. Guard Rail and Lantern Holder.

Garde rails et porte - lanterne.
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Frederick Emanuel Nelson and George Washington Tribbey,

co- inventors , both of Marshfield , Oregon , U.S.A. , 4th

September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 18th June , 1906. Re

ceipt No. 137,016.

Claim.-1. In combination with a swinging gate and a

post of which said gate is pivotally secured , a rotatable rod

mounted between said gate and post and a connection be

tween the lower end of the rod and the gate whereby rotat

ion of said rod will cause the gate to tilt vertically and un
latch itsell .

2. In combination with a gate post a casting secured to the

post near its lower end and having a vertically projecting

pin , a link pivotally mounted on said pin , said link having

a vertically projecting stud or pin , a rod or bar rigidly

secured to one of said link and projecting upward , a casting

secured to the post and surrounding the aforesaid rod near

its upper end, said rod having at its upper end a miter

gear, a gate the rear end bar of which is pivotally mounted

at its lower end on the vertical pin of the link and passes

at its upper end through an eye offset to one side from the
upper casting, a stud projectingfrom the gate post, a bar Daniel F. McCarthy, Waterbury, Connecticut, U. S. A. , 4th

pivotally mounted at its center on said stud, said bar having
September , 1906 ; 6years . Filed 2nd June , 1906. Receipt

à segmental miter gear on its lower edge meshing with the
No. 136,499 .

gear on the aforesaid rod , a weighted block mounted to Claim .-1 . A guard rail and lantern holder comprising a

slide on said pivoted bar , and means connected with said standard having means for supporting it in upright position ,

block to cause the bar to swing on its pivot and rotate the a head and a plurality of rail holders extending therefrom

rod having the miter gear at its upper end and through the and adapted to support rails for the purpose set forth ,

link at its lower end cause the gate to tilt and unlatch and one or more of said rail holders being provided with lantern

swing open or closed . holders.
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2. A guard rail and lantern holder comprising a standard No. 100,800. Gate. Barrière

having means for supporting it in upright position , a head

and a plurality of rail holders extending therefrom and

adapted to support rails for the purpose set forth , one or

more of said rail holders being provided with lantern hold

ers and with means whereby a lantern may be secured

against removal .

8

No. 100,798 . Scaffolding Bracket.

Console pour échafaudage.
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George Edward Humphries , Wellington , New Zealand , 4th

September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 30th August, 1905. Re

ceipt No. 128,056
Joseph S. Johnson , Lodi , Ohio , U.S.A. , 4th September, 1906 ;

6 years . Filed 7th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,652.

Claim.-1. A scaffolding comprising in combination , a hori

zontal member having a hook at its inner enda diagonal bars secured at their ends by means of vertical members,Claim . - 1. A gate consisting of a series of longitudinal

member connected to the horizontal member at one end and

having its lower end bent outwardly, a tie bar connecting hinge memberssecured at the rear thereof, one of the hinge

the horizontal and diagonal members , and a bolt having a
members consisting of a horizontal hinge rod and a pivotally

rectangular hole to receive said hook of the horizontal mem
mounted clutch member having its free end provided with

ber, substantially as specified .
an opening taking over said hinge rod , a wire secured to the

2. A scaffolding bracket comprising in combination a hori- free end of said clutch member, and extending forwardly to

zontal member having a hook at its inner end a diagonal ward the free end of the gate, and a depending operating
member connected to the horizontal member at one end and lever pivotally secured to one of the horizontal bars and

having its lower end bent downwardly, a notch in the lower
connected to the end of said wire.

end of said diagonal member, a tie bar connecting the hori
2. In a gate adapted for vertical adjustment at its free

zontal and diagonal members , and a bolt having a ctangu end, a hinge connecting its upper rear end to a post , and

lar hole to receive sald hook of the horizontal member , sub- consisting of a hinge rod suitably mounted, a pivotally

stantially as specified. mounted clutch member having its free end provided with

an opening taking over and adapted to grip said hinge rod ,

and means for releasing said clutch member from said

No. 100,799 . Trolley Finder. hinge rod.

Recouvre trollé. 3. In a gate adapted for vertical adjustment at its free

erd , a hinge connection consisting of a hinge bar suitably

mounted, a clutch member pivotally secured to the end

member of the gate and provided at its free end with an

opening taking over said hinge rod , a wire or cord secured

to the free end of said clutch member and extending for

wardly toward the free end of the gate, and a depending

operating lever pivotally secured to one of the horizontal

bars and connected said wire or cord whereby the clutch

member is released from the hinge rod .

4. In a gate adapted for vertical adjustment at its free

end, a hinge connection consisting of a hinge bar suitably

mounted , a clutch member pivotally secured at the upper

rear end of the gate , and means connected to said clutch

member whereby the same is released from the hinge rod.

5. In a gate adapted for vertical adjustment at its free

end , a hinge connection consisting of a hinge rod suitably

mounted, a clutch member pivotally secured to the gate

and provided with an opening at its free end taking over

said hinge rod and adapted to automatically grip the same

when the free end of the gate is elevated , and means con

nected to said clutch member whereby the same may be

released from said hinge rod .

6. In a gate adapted for vertical adjustment at its free

end the combination with a pivotally mounted hinge rod, of

a pivotally mounted clutch member having its free end pro

vided with an opening taking over said hinge rod and

William Jasper Hinton , Danville, Illinois, U.S.A., 4th Sep- adapted to automatically grip the same when the free end

tember, 1906 ;6 years . Filed 11th August, 1906. Receipt of the gate is elevated , and means connected to the free end

No. 138,613 . of said clutch member whereby the same may be released .

Claim .-- In a device of the character described , the com- 7. In a gate adapted for vertical adjustment at its free

bination with a trolley pole and a trolley wheel journalled erd , a hinge connection connecting its upper rear end to a

thereon, of elbow bearing brackets journalled upon the trol- post and consisting of a horizontal hinge rod and a pivot

ley pole and having their ends provided with recesses, a ally mounted clutch member having its free end provided

wire engaging member detachably having its ends fitting in with an opening taking over said hinge rod , a wire secured

two of the said recesses and a yoke having its ends fitting to the free end of said clutch member and extending for

in the other two of said recesses . and bolts carried by the wardly toward the free end of the gate , and an operating

arms and engaging the ends of the wire engaging member lever pivotally secured to the gate and connected to said

and yoke to removably secure them to the brackets. wire whereby said clutch member may be manipulated.
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No. 100,801 . Mould for Pig Iron.

Moule pour fonte de première fusion.

mediate projections between said claw and said head , said

projections increasing in height with the distance from said
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claw end constituting fulcrums to rest upon a surface in ex

tracting a nail or spike.
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Edward Gurry , Hamilton , Ontario , Canada, 4th September, No. 100,803. Cut - off for Insulators.

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 30th June , 1906 . Receipt No.
Détente pour isolateurs.

137,447.

Claim.-1 . In a machine for moulding pig iron an incline

track, a carriage adapted to run on the track, a transverse

shaft journalled in the carriage , a spiral formed roller on

the shaft and adapted to roll level floors of sand by the

travel of the carriage, a channel former near to one end

of the shaft , means on the roller to form a transverse bank

of sand , means on the roller to form a transverse feed pas

sage and means on the roller to form moulds for pig iron

on the sides of the feed passages and communicating there

with .
2. In a machine for moulding pig iron , an incline track ,

a carriage adapted to run on the track, a roller journalled

in the carriage and adapted to roll the sand floor to a level

plane by the travel of the carriage and means on the roller

to form level pig iron moulds .

3. In a machine for moulding pig iron , a track with down

ward grade, a carriage adapted to travel on the track , a

roller journalled in the carriage to roll a sand floor on a

level plane by the travel of the carriage .

4. In a machine for moulding pig iron , a track of down

ward grade, a carriage adapted to travel on the track , a

roller journalied in the carriage and adapted to roll a sand Gomer Evans, Streator,Illinois, U.S.A. , 4th September, 1906 ;floor on a level plane by the travel of the carriage , means
6 years. Filed 29th May , 1906. Receipt No. 136,387.

on the roller to form pig iron moulds in the same plane,

and means on the roller to form feed passages to the end
Claim . - The combination with a lamp provided with a

wick, of a heating drum located above the same, said drum

of the moulds .
5. In a machine for moulding pig iron an incline track, a

being provided with a vertical flue forming a conduit for the

products of combustion ascending from said lamp , a ther
carriage adapted to run on the track , a roller journalled in
the carriageand adapted to roll thesandon a level plane mostatically actuated damper located above said "drum and

adapted to control the passage of the products of combus
by the movement of the carriage , means on the roller to

tion upwardly from said flue, a fluid containing receptacle
form pig iron moulds in the sand and in the same plane ,

located above said heating drum and provided with a verti
means on the roller to form a transverse feed passage to

cal flue, said flue being in alignment with the flue of said
the moulds , means on the roller to form a bank of sand at

the opposite ends of themoulds,andmeans onthe carriage whereby products of combustion can pass by said damper

heating drum and larger than said flue and said damper

in advance of the roller to prepare the sand floor .

6. In a machine for moulding pig irona spiral formed cation with said fluid containing receptacle, andmeans
rotary roller adapted to roll and travel on an incline , to

actuated by said motor for raising or lowering the wick of
roll sand on a level plane , a number of spiral moulds, or

said lamp.

flanges, extending from the roller and following the same

spiral contour , and means extending on the roller and be

tween the moulds thereof to form a feed passageor row No. 100,804. Art of Duplex Wireless Telegraphy.

in the sand , to communicate with said mould . Art de télégraphie sans fils duplex .

Lee de Forest , New York City , New York, U.S.A. , 4th Sep

No. 100,802. Claw Hammer and Spike Puller. tember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 10th October, 1905. Re

Marteau à dents et arrache chevilles. ceipt No. 129,125.

Claim .-- 1 . The method of simultaneously sending and re
Charles Frederick Fifer, Boulder, Colorado, U.S.A. , 4th ceiving messages at a wireless signalling station which con

September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 11th June, 1906. Re
sists in breaking the receiving circuit at the beginning of

ceipt No. 136,786 . each spark of the transmitter and restoring it at the ter

Claim . - 1 . A tool presenting a hook formed at one end mination of each spark.

thereof, said hook terminating in a claw to engage a nail 2. The method of simultaneously transmitting and receiv

in extracting the same, a hammer head on the rear side of ing a message at the same station which consists in employ

said hook projecting therefrom and intermediate projections ing different spark frequencies for the transmitting and the

between said hammer head and said clow constituting ful- ieceiving waves , and in cutting the receiving device out of

crums to rest successively upon a surface in extracting a its circuit during the time of each spark and restoring it

nail or spike.
in its circuit between each spark .

2. A tool consisting of a lever having its end bent into a 3. The method of simultaneously transmitting and receiv

hook , said hook terminating in a claw adapted to engage a ing a message at the same station which consists in employ

nail in extracting the same, a hammer head presenting flat ing different spark frequencies for the transmitting andthe

face projecting from the rear side of said hook and inter- receiving waves, and in insolating the indicating device of
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the receiving apparatus from the effects of waves produced 14. A magnetic detector comprising a series of nested de

by the associated transmitter during the time of duration magnetizing coils and steel wires forming layers alternat

ing with the coils.

15. A magnetic detector comprising a plurality of inde

pendent demagnetizing coils nested together and steel wires

orming layers alternating with the coils, said coils being

adapted for parallel connection with the antenna.

16. A magnetic detector comprising a . plurality of demag

netizing coils bundled together nad adapted for parallel con

nection with the antenna, and magnetizable cores for said

coils.

17. A magnetic detector comprising a plurality of demag

netizing coils bundled together and adapted for parallel

connection with the antenna, magnetizable cores for said

coils, and a signal coil common to all the demagnetizing

coils.

18. A magnetic detector comprising a plurality of demag

netizing coils , magnetizable cores therefor, and a signal coil

common to all the demagnetizing coils .

19. A magnetic detector comprising a plurality of demag

netizing coils , magnetizable cores therefor, a signal coil

and a remagnetizing coil both common to all the demagnet

izing coils.

20. A magnetic detector comprising a plurality of demag

netizing coils, bundled together, cores therefor, and a sig

of each spark and in submitting the indicating device to nal. coil common to all the demagnetizing coils .

21. A magnetic detector comprising a plurality of demagsuch influences between each spark.

netizing coils bundled together, cores therefor, a signal

coil common to all said demagnetizing coils and means for
No. 100,805. Magnetic Detector.

automatically remagnetizing the cores.
Avertiseur magnétique.

22. A magnetic detector comprising a series of magnetiz

able cores adapted to be bundled together, individual means

for demagnetizing said cores by the aerially received im

pulses, and a common remagnetizing means for all of said
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23. A magnetic detector comprising a series of magnetiz

able cores adapted to be bundled together, individual means

for demagnetizing said cores by the aerially induced im

pulses, and automatic means for remagnetizing said cores.

24. A magnetic detector comprising a plurality of mag

netizable cores , and independent means for demagnetizing

each of said cores.

25. A magnetic detector comprising a plurality of mag

netizable cores, means for independently demagnetizing each

core , and a common remagnetizing means for all cores.

26. A magnetic detector comprising a plurality of mag

netizable cores, means for independently demagnetizing each

core, a signal coil common to all cores, and means for re

magnetizing said cores.

27. The combination with a plurality of separated anten

nae, a magnetic detector for each antenna , and signal coils

for said detectors connected in series.

28. The combination with a plurality of separated an

tennae , a plurality of magnetic detectors comprising sol
Lee de Forest, New York City , New York, U.S.A., 4th Sep- enoids and having their cores connected each with its res

tember, 1906 : 6 years . Filed 10th October, 1905. Re- | pective antenna , the coils of said solenoids being con

ceipt No. 129,124 . nected in series with a source of variable electro- motive

Claim . - 1 . A magnetic detector comprising a shell of mag- | force, and signal cores for said detectors connected in series.

netizable material and a demagnetizing coil therefor. 29. A magnetic detector comprising a plurality of demag

2. A magnetic detector comprising a plurality of wires ar- netizing coils and cores in parallel with the same atenna

ranged as a shell and a demagnetizing coil therefor. and operative upon the same signalling instrument.

3. A magnetic detector comprising a shell of magnetiz 30. The combination of a plurality of groups of demag

able material, and a demagnetizing coil surrounding the netizing coils and cores, an antenna for each group, remag

same. netizing coils and signal operating coils, onefor each group

4. A magnetic detector comprising a magnetizable shell and and each being in series with the other coils of like kind.

demagnetizing coils both within and without said shell .

5. A magnetic detector comprising a shell composed of par

allel wires, and a demagnetizing coil both within and with No. 100,806. Protector for High Frequency Appa

out said shell.
ratus.

6. A magnetic detector comprising a magnetizable shell

Protecteur pour appareil à haute fréquence.and a demagnetizing coil both within and without said shell ,

one of said coils being adapted for connection with the an
Lee de Forest, New York City, New York , U.S.A. , 4th Sep

tenna and the other with the ground.
tember , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 10th October, 1905. Re

7. A magnetic detector comprising a magnetizable shell
ceipt No. 129,123.and a plurality of demagnetizing coils adapted for connec

tion with the antenna and earth in parallel. Claim .-1 . The combination in an apparatus , a portion of

8. A magnetic detector comprising a magnetizable mat which is subject to high frequency electrical surgings of an

erial and a demagnetizing coil embedded therein . earth connection employing therein a condenser and located

9. A magnetic detector comprising a magnetizable mater- between the portion which is subject to said surgings and

ial , and a plurality of demagnetizable coils embedded other portions of the apparatus.

therein . 2. The combination in an apparatus, a portion of which is

10.A magnetic detector comprising a magnetizable mater- subject to high frequency electrical surgings of a high ten

ial and a plurality of demagnetizing coils embedded therein sion transformer, a primary source of electromotive force

and adapted for connection with the antenna inparallel . and an earth connection with each side of the circuit be

11. A magnetic detector comprising a magnetizable mate- iween said primary of electromotive force and the transfor

rial and a plurality of nested demagnetizing coils alternat- mer and containing a condenser in the connection with each

ing therewith, branch of the circuit.

12. A magnetic detector comprising a magnetizable ma- 3. In an apparatus a portion of which is subject to high

terial and a plurality of nested demagnetizing coils adapted frequency electrical surgings in combination, a generator, a

for connection with the antenna in parallel . transformer, leads connecting said parts, a choke coil in each

13. A magnetic detector comprising a series of nested de- lead between the generator and transformer and an earth

magnetizing coils and magnetizable wires forming layers al- connection through a condensoi for each lead between said

ternating with said coils. choke coils and the transformer,
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4. In an apparatus a portion of which is subject to high- 2. In a shoe sewing machine the combination of an upper

frequency electrical surgings , in combination , a generator , a stretching device formed with a welt guide, and mechanism

for stitching the welt and upper to the shoe sole .
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transformer , leads connecting said parts and means connec

ted with said leads and means connected with said leads and

adapted to shunt high frequency back -surgings from said

transformer off to earth.
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No. 100,807. Fruit Ladder. Echelle à fruits .

3. In a shoe sewing machine the combination of an upper

stretching and pressing device shaped to conform to the

crease between the last and sole of a lasted shoe and ar

ranged to enter such crease , means to impart a feed move.

ment thereto , and stitching mechanism .

4. In a shoe sewing machine the combination of an upper

stretching and pressing device formed with a welt guide,

means to impart a feed movement to said device , and mech

anism for stitching the welt and upper to the shoe sole .

5. In a shoe sewing machine the combination of a work

plate, a member opposed thereto and shaped to conform

with the crease between the last and sole of a lasted shoe ,

said member having a welt guide , and mechanism for stitch

ing the welt and upper to the sole .

6. In a shoe sewing machine the combination of a work

plate , a member opposed thereto shaped to conform with

the crease between the last and sole of a lasted shoe and

arranged to enter such crease , means for imparting a work

feeding movement to said member , and stitching mechanism .

7. In a shoe sewing machine the combination of a work

support , an upper stretching member and a presser both co

operating therewith , and stitching mechanism operating be

tween said member and presser.

John Clark , Tallmadge, Michigan , U.S.A. , 4th September, support , a presser having an automatic movement toward
8. In a shoe sewing machine the combination of a work

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 1st August, 1906. Receipt No.
and from the same , an upper stretching and pressing mem

138,319.
ber co - operating with said work support , mechanism timed

Claim ,-1 . In combination with the standards , steps , legs to impart a work feeding movement to said member while

and top of a step ladder , loops formed in the top and hooks the presser is away from the work support, and stitching

secured to the tops of the legs forming a universal joint be- mechanism .

tween the two and a flexible brace secured at one end to the 9. In a shoe sewing machine the combination of a work

top of the ladder thence passing out and through the legs support, an upper stretching and pressing member co - oper

and back to and secured to the standard of the ladder a short ating therewith, mechanism for imparting movements to

distance down from the top , substantially as and for the pur- said member both toward and from the work support and
pose set forth. longtudinally thereof, and stitching mechanism .

2. In combination with a step ladder, a top having loops , 10. In a shoe sewing machine the combination of a con

legs having hooks arranged to engage said loops , flexible
vex work support , stitching mechanism, an upper stretch

braces connecting theladder and legs, loopsattachedto the ing and pressing member, and mechanismfor causing said
a short distance below the top , in position to be engaged by

member to automatically move toward the work support ,

the hooks on the legs, securing appliances above saidloops then slightly away therefrom andlongitudinallyof the work

securing the ladder and the legs and temporary feet secured support to feed the work and subsequently to retract.
to the legs . 11. In a shoe sewing machine the combination of a con

3. In a step ladder , the step , standard and legs , a top
vex work support , stitching mechanism , an upper stretch

secured to the standards and having loops , hooks on the legs

in position to engage the loops, loops on the standards below ingand pressing
member, and mechanism for causing said

member to automatically move toward the work support ,
the tops and in position to be engaged by the hooks on the then slightly away therefrom and longitudinally of the work

legs reversingthe position of the legs means for holdingthe supportwhilethe needle pierces the work , and subsequent
legs rigidlyto the standards and temporary stepsinter- ly to retract.
locked with the legs , substantially as and for the purpose

12. In a shoe sewing machine the combination of a work
set forth . support , an automatic presser foot opposed thereto , stitch

ing mechanism having a lateral movement to feed the work ,

No. 100,808 . Shoe Sewing Machine. and an upper stretching and pressing device opposed to

Machine à coudre les chaussures .
said work support and having a lateral work feeding move

ment coincident with that of the stitching mechanism .
John Callahan , Lynn , Massachusetts , U.S.A. , 4th September, 13 In a shoe sewing machine the combination of stitching

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 21st May, 1906. Receipt No. 136 , - mechanism including a needle and an awl , the latter having
108 . a lateral movement to feed the work , a work support , and

Claim .-1 . In a shoe sewing machine the combination of a av upper stretching and pressing member having a move

sole support , stitching mechanism operating transversely to ment toward and from said work support and a lateral

the working face thereof, and a presser foot and an upper movement coincident with that of the awl for feeding the

stretching device opposed to said sole support. work.
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14. In a shoe sewing machine the combination of a work detachable frame formed with a front stop and resting upon
support, stitching mechanism , and two work pressing devices the top sheet of the paper to be printed the widened opening

opposed to said support, one of which presses the work while Lehind said stop , and means for securing said frameto the
the other releases it and vice versa. feeding board in the way and manner described.

15. In a shoe sewing machine the combination of stitch- 2. In combination with a rotary duplicator or printing

ing mechanism , a work support, a presser foot having an machine a frame having a stop, the height of which is

automatic movement toward and from the work support to automatically adjusted by the number of sheets of paper
alternately press and release the work, and an upper stretch- and maintained by the sinking of the frame as said sheets
ing and gripping member opposed to said work support and are fed forward in the way and manner described.

having a movement toward and from the work support to 3. In combination with a rotary duplicator or printing

alternately press and release the work, said member being machine having an automatic feeding board, a detachable

in pressing position when the presser foot is in releasing frame having a front stop and additional bars and rest

position and vice versa. ing on the top sheet of the paper to be printed and being

16. The combination of a work support, a presser , oper- also provided with an opening behind said stop and with

ating mechanism connected with said presser throughout means for securing said frame to the feeding board , sub

the work approaching movement of the latter, and means stantially as set forth.

actuable by the operator for disconnecting said presser

from its operating mechanism. No. 100,810. Animal Weaner. Appareil à sevrer .
17. The combination of a work support, stitching mech

anism , presser operating mechanism , a presser disconnec

tible from said operating mechanism through the agency of

the operator, and provisions for automatically re -connect

ing said presser with its operating mechanism by the move

ment of the latter.

18. The combination of a work support, a presser, oper

ating mechanism therefor disconnectible from the presser

yielding means tending to hold said mechanism and pres

ser in operative connection , and means under the control

of the operator for disconnecting said mechanism and pres

ser.

19. The combination of a work support , a presser, operat

ing mechanism therefor disconnectible from the presser,

yielding means tending to hold said mechanism and presser

in operative connection, means under the control of the

operator for disconnecting said mechanism and presser, and

provisions for retaining the same out of operative connec

tion except when they occupy a certain predetermined re

lation to each other.

20. The combination of a work support , a presser, a mem

ber connected thereto having an engaging portion operating

mechanism for the presser comprising in part a recipro- Mary Wilhelmina Brender, Allegan , Michigan, U.S.A. , 4th

cable member having a complemental engaging portion ar

ranged to connect with said first -named engaging portion ,
September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 7th June, 1906. Re
ceipt No. 136,641.

and means actuable by the operator for disconnecting said

engaging portions whereby the presser is disconnected from
Claim.-1 . The combination of a frame comprising a cen

the operating mechanism.
tral longitudinal bar and transverse curved members adapted

21. The combination with a work support , a presser, mem
to embrace the face of the animal , means for securing the

frame in place comprising suitable straps and buckles, aber connected thereto, and operating mechanism for the
presser comprising in part a reciprocable member, one of spring attached to the frame and extending outward and

said members having a recess and the other a projection
slanting downward therefrom, and spikes attached to the

flexible end of the spring.arranged to enter the recess and engage the sides thereof.
2. The combination of a frame comprising a central longi22. The combination of a work support , a presser , a mem

tudinal bar and two curved transverse members attached
ber connected thereto , operating mechanism for the presser

thereto and adapted to embrace the face of an animal , acomprising in part a reciprocal member , one of said mem
bers havinga recess and the other aprojectionarranged spring adjustably attached to the frame and extending in a

curve outward and downward therefrom , spikes attached toto enter the recess and engage the sides thereof, and means

actuable by the operator for separating said projecting from frameinplace comprisingastrap to extend around the neck
the lower end of the spring, and means for securing the

the recess todisconnect the presser from the operative of theanimal, straps extending from the frame tosaid strap
mechanism.

and means for adjusting the length of said straps.

3. The combination of a frame comprising a central longi

No. 100,809. Frame for Printing Machines. tudinal bar and an upper and lower transverse curved mem

Cadre pour machines à imprimer.
ber, each adapted to embrace the face of an animal and each

having openings in their respective ends, a spring adjust

ably attached to the frame, lateral extensions on the end of

the spring, spikes rigidly supported by the extensions, a

strap to extend around the neck of the animal and straps

attached to the upper transverse member of the frame and

crossed to extendbeneath the jaw of the animal and thence

extending through openings in the lower transverse mem

ber and from thence extending through the upper member

and to the neck strap and attached thereto, and means for

adjusting the length of said straps.

4. The combination of a frame comprising a longitudinal

bar and upper and lower transverse curved members, a neck

strap to extend around the neck of the animal , a strap ex

tending from the upper part of the neck strap to the upper

end of the bar and adjustable for length and straps extend

ing through openings in the respective ends of the transverse

members , said straps being crossed to extend beneath the

jaw and thence extended through the upper member and to

the neck strap and attached thereto , and means for adjusting

the length of said straps.

5. In combination with a frame comprising a longitudinal

bar and upper and lower curved members having openings

in their respective ends , a strap to extend around the neck

of the animal , and two straps attached to the respective ends

of the upper member and thence crossed and passed through

openings in the lower member and thence extending through

Summer Brown, London, England, 4th September, 1906 ; 6 openings in the upper member and thence extended to the
years. Filed 15 th May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,937. neck strap attached thereto, buckles to adjust the length of

Olaim . - 1 . In combination with a rotary duplicator or
said strap and a strap extending from the upper part of the

printing machine fitted with an automatic feeding board, a neck strap and attached to the upper end of the frame.
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6. A frame comprising a longitudinal bar and upper and secured in said shaft and means for connecting said shaft

lower transverse curved members having openings in their with the cooling chamber of a refrigerating apparatus , sub

respective ends, a neck strap to surround the neck of the stantially as described.

animal , a strap attached at its respective ends to the upper 7. In a dynamo - electric machine an armature mounted upon

part of the neck strap and spaced apart having its middle a hollow partitioned shaft , a cooling cylinder mounted in

portion connected to the upper end of said bar, a buckle for proximity to the periphery of said armature, branch tubes

adjusting the length of said straps and straps connecting connecting said cylinder with the hollow shaft and means for

the neck strap and the respective ends of the curved mem- connecting said shaft with the cooling chamber of a refriger

bers, said straps being crossed and slidable in the openings ating apparatus, substantially as described.
in said members. 8. In a dynamo electric machine an armature mounted upon

7. The combination of a frame comprising a longitudinal a hollow partitioned shaft , said shaft connected with the

bar and an upper and lower transverse curved member hav- cooling chamber of a refrigerating apparatus, cooling coils

ing openings in their respective ends, a ring adjustably at- disposed in proximity to the discsof said armature and
tached to said frame and extending in a curve outward and having communication with said hollow shaft, means for forc

downward therefrom , lateral extensions to the spring, spikes ing a cooling fluid into said cooling coils and menas for with

projecting inward from the extensions, a neck strap, a strap drawing it therefrom, substantially as described .

attached to the upper part of said- bar and to the neck strap, 9. In a device of the class described the combination of a

two straps attached to the respective ends of the upper dynamo- electric machine with a refrigerating apparatus com

members thence extending downward and crossed and in- prising a cooling tank , cooling coils passing through said

serted in the openings of the lower member and thence ex- tank, and a cylinder having connection with said cooling

tended to the upper member and through the opening of the coils , substantially as described .

same and thence extended to the neck strap and attached 10. In a device of the class described the combination of a

thereto and buckles for adjusting the said straps. dynanio - electric machine with a refrigerating apparatus com
8. The combination of a rigid frame adapted to fit and em

prising a cooling tank , cooling coils passing through said
brace the face of an animal, means for securing the frame tank , and a cylinder having connection wih said cooling coils ,

in place on an animal , a spring attached to the lower end of
substantially as described .

the frame and extending in a curve and outward therefrom
11. In a device of the class described the combination of a

and slanting downward relative to the frame and spikes at: dynamo- electric machine with a refrigerating aparatus com

tached to the movable end of the spring and inclined inward prising a cooling tank , a cylinder containing a refrigerating

and downward therefrom.
fluid adapted to pass through said coils and a compression

and condensing apparatus adapted to condense and return

No. 100,811 . Cooler for Electric Generators. the refrigerating fluid to the cylinder after it has passed

Réfraichissoir pour générateur. through the cooling coils , substantially as described.

12. In a device of the class described the combination of a

dynamo- electric machine , a hollow partitioned shaft upon

which the armature of said machine' is mounted , stationary

propeller wheels disposed within said shaft, bevelled swivel

Fig ! joints at one or both end of said shaft, pipes or tubes con

necting said shaft with a reservoir containing cooling gas ,

substantially as described.

13. In a device of the class described the combination of a

dynamo -electric machine , a hollow partitioned shaft upon

which the armature of said machine is mounted , grooved

abutments formed upon the inside of said hollow shaft a

short distance from the ends thereof, said shaft being be

velled from said abutments to the end thereof , a bevelled

swivel joint having grooves upon the inner end thereof

which are adapted to interlock with the aforesaid grooved
abutments to form an air tight joint , substantially as des

cribed .

14. In a device of the class described the combination of a

dynamo- electric machine with a hillow partitioned shaft

upon which the armature of said machine is mounted , cool

ing coils disposed in proximity to said armature, a grooved

abutment near the end of said shaft, a bevelled swivel joint

Benson Bidwel , Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A., 4th September, 1906 ; lock with the grooves in said abutment, said point havinghaving grooves upon the inner end thereof adapted to inter

6 years. Filed 10th August, 1906. Receipt No. 138.581 .
connection with a reservoir containing a cooling gas which

Claim.-1. In a dynamo-electric machine a hollow parti- is adapted to pass through the aforesaid shaft and cooling

tioned shaft , a circular tube or cooling cylinder in proximity coils , substantially as described .

to the core of the armature of said machine , branch pipes

connecting said cooling cylinder with the aforesaid hollow
shaft and means for forcing a cooling a fluid through said No. 100,812. Wireless Telegraphy Receiving Ap

shaft and tubes , substantially as described . paratus.

2. Ina dynamo-electric machine a hollow partitioned shaft Récepteur pour télégraphie sans fils.

having an armature mounted thereon, tubes connecting said

shaft with a cooling reservoir , a turbine wheel disposed near

the entrance of said shaft for drawing the cooling fluid there

in , branch tubes leading from said hollow shaft, said tubes

disposed in proximity to the armature discs , means for forc

ing the cooling fluid through said branch tubes and back in

to the hollow shaft and means for returning it to the cool

ing reservoir, substantially as described . www

3. In a dynamo-electric machine a hollow partitioned shaft,

propellor wheels secured in said shaft upon either side of

the partition , substantially as described .

4. In a dynamo-electric machine a hollow partitioned shaft,

propellor wheels secured in said shaft upon either side of the

partition , an armature mounted on said shaft, a cooling

cylinder disposed in proximity to the discs of said armature,

and branch tubes forming communication between said cool

ing cylinder and shaft , substantially as described .

5. In a dynamo -electric machine a hollow partitioned shaft,

one end of said shaftconnected with the cooling chamber of Alessandro Artom . Turin , Italy, 4th September, 1906 ; 6 years.

a refrigerating apparatus, an armature mounted upon the

aforesaid hollow shaft, cooling cylinders disposed in close
Filed 14th April, 1906. Receipt No. 134,981 .

proximity to the discs of said armature, branch tubes con- Claim . — 1 . A receiver for circularly or elliptically polarized

necting said cooling cylinders with the hollow shaft , means electro - magnetic waves , comprising aerials angularly dis

for drawing the cooling fluid into said shaft at one end and posed to each other , an electro -magnetic wave detector and
means for discharging it into a return pipe at the opposite means to operate and influence the detector, said means in
end , substantially as described . cluding a device to eliminate the action of waves not polar

6. In a dynamo-electric machine a hollow partitioned shaft, ized circularly or elliptically on the detector, substantially
having bevelled swivel joints at either end thereof, propellers l as described .
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a

on

2. In a receiver for elliptically or circularly polarize'da on the hubs, rods connected with the blades , a shaft disposed

electro -magnetic waves , aerials angularly disposed to each transversely of the wheel and pivotally connected with the

other , an electro -magnetic wave detector, means to elimi

nate the action of waves not polarized circularly or ellipti

cally , said means in inductive relation to the detector, sub

stantially as described. mg1
3. In a receiver for elliptically or circularly polarized elec

tro -magnetic waves, the combination with grounded aerials

angularly disposed to each other, of means to eliminate the

action of waves not polarized circularly or elliptically, and

a receiving instrument controlled by induced oscillation from

said means, substantially as described.

4. In a receiving station for circularly or elliptically polar

ized electro -magnetic waves the combination with grounded

aerials angularly disposed to each other, of primary coils,

of a transformer between the ends of the aerials angularly

disposed to each other and the ground, said coils arranged

to be transversed by oscillations differing in direction , and

a secondary coil in inductive relation thereto , said primary maa

coil forming part of a circuit controlling a receiving in-,

strument, substantial
ly

as described.

5. In a receiving station for circularly or elliptically 100873

polarized electro -magnetic waves the combination with

pair of grounded aerials angularly disposed to each other, rods and provided with cranks its ends, rollers on the

of a primary coil inserted between the ground and each cranks, and plates fixed at each end of the shaft and provided

aerials , said coils in axial alignment, a secondard coil in in- with channels in which the rollers are adapted to ride.

ductive relation to the primary coils , said primary coil 2. In combination with a boat hull having paddle boxe3

forming part of a suitable circuit controlling a receiving secured thereon, a transverse driven shaft , paddle wheels

instrument , substantially as described. secured to the opposite end of the driven shaft, each com

6. In a receiver for circularly or elliptically volarized elec- prising the combination of a hub having a casing on its

tro -magnetic waves the combination with a pair of grounded opposite ends provided with openings therein , spokes car

aerials angularly disposed to each other, of a primary coilried by the hub, rockable blades supported by the spokez.

inserted between each aerial and the ground and a second - shafts provided with crank portions disposed in said open

ary coil in inductive relation to the primary coils and all of ings, rods connecting the shafts and connected with the

the coils in axial alignment, said secondary coil forming part rockable blades , rollers on the crank portions of the shaft ,

of a suitable electric circuit controlling a receiving instru- plates secured to each side of the boat and to each othe

ment , substantially as described . paddle boxes, and provided with channels in which said roll

7. The combination with a pair of grounded aerials angu- ers are adapted to ride .

larly disposed to each other, of a closed circuit in induc- 3. In combination with the hull of a boat , a main shaft

tive relation to the grounded circuit of each aerial , each of provided with crank portions , paddle wheels secured to the

said cised circuits containing a capacity and a primary outer end of the main shaft , links secured to the crank por

coil , the two primary coils of the closed circuits arranged to tions of the main shaft and provided with collars , levers

carry oscillations in opposite directions, and a secondary coil disposed through the collars , hooked plates secured to one

in adjustable inductive relation to both primary coils and end of the levers, foot plates secured to the opposite ends

forming part of a suitable circuit controlling a receiving in- of the lever, seats secured to the hull adjacent the ends

strument, substantally as described. of the levers, and a balance wheel disposed centrally of the

8. The combination with two grounded aerials angularly hull andconnected with themain crank shaft.
disposed to each other, of a primary coil between each aerial 4. In combination with the hull of a boat , a main shaft ,

and the ground, an ohmical resistance and a capacity in paddle wheels secured to the ends of the shaft , means for
parallel with each coil, said coils arranged to carry oscilla- | driving the shaft, seats adjacent the driving means, a frame
tions in opposite directions , and a secondary coil in in work disposed centrally of the driving means and provided

ductive relation to the primary coils and forming part of a with a steadying handle adjacent one side , a steering rod

suitable circuit controlling a receiving instrument , substan - carried by the opposite side of the framework and provided

tially as described. with a hand wheel , a bevelled pinion on the end of the steer

9. The combination with two grounded aerials angularly ing rod,aframework supported adjacent the lower end of

disposed to each other, of a primary coil between each the steering rod, a shaft carried by the framework , a bevel

aerial and the ground, an ohmical resistance capable of be- led gear in mesh with the bevelled pinion on said shaft , a
ing varied , and a capacity also capable of being varied in winding drum on the shaft , and a balance wheel connected

parallel with each coil, said coils arranged to carry oscil with the main shaft and disposed centrally of the hull .

lations in opposite directions and a secondary coil in in- 5. In combination with the hull of a boat, a main shaft ,

ductive relation to both primary coils and forming part of means for driving the main shaft , paddle wheels carried

a suitable circuit controlling a receiving instrument , sub by the ends of the main shaft , a sprocket wheel on the main

stantially as described. shaft , a chain disposed over the sprocket wheel , a second

10. The combination with a pair of aerials angularly dis- sprocket wheel adapted to receive the chain, a countershaft

posed to each other, of a primary coil connected to each adapted to support the second sprocket wheel , a balance

aerial and said primary coils connected together and ground- wheel disposed on the countershaft centrally of the hull,
ed , said coils arranged to be traversed by oscillations in and pumping mechanism adapted to be actuated by the

opposite directions , a closed circuit containing a source of countershaft .

electricity, a detector of electro -magnetic waves, a trans 6. In combination with the hull of a boat , a main shaft ,

lating device and a secondary coil, said secondary coil in means for driving the main shaft , paddle wheels carried by

inductive relation to both of the primary coils, an indepen- the ends of themain shaft, a sprocket wheel on the main
dent circuit closed by the translating device and a receiving shaft adapted to support the second sprocket wheel, a main
instrument in said independent circuit , substantially as des shaft , a chain disposed over the sprocket wheel , a second

cribed. sprocket wheel adapted to receive the chain , a countershaft

11. The combination with a pair of aerials angularly dis- adapted to support the second sprocket wheel ,a balance
and grounded, a closed circuit , a battery, a conerer, wheel disposed on the countershaft centrally of the hull , an

aerial and said primary coils wound in opposite directions eccentric on the countershaft, a strap over the eccentric, a
posed to each other, of a primary coil connected to each rod on the strap, a pump adapted to be actuated by the rod,
and grounded. a closed circuit, a battery, a coherer, and a ratchet secured on the countershaft , an annulus carried

electro -magnet and a secondary coil all in series in said by the eccentric ,and a spring- pressed pawl adapted to en
circuit , said secondary coil in inductive relation to both of gage the ratchet and cause rotation of the eccentric .

the primary coils , a normally open circuit containing a re

ceiving instrument, said circuit closed by the electro -mag No. 100,814. Treadle. Pédale .

net , substantially as described .
Stanislas Denis Bachaud, Coaticook , Quebec, Canada, 4th

No. 100,813 . Boat. Bateau.
September, 1906.6 years . Filed 4th December, 1906 .

Receipt No. 130,646 .

Fortunat Audet , St. Jean Deschaillons , Quebec, Canada, 4th Claim . - 1 . In combination with a table a pair of sleeves

September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 9th May, 1906. Re having lugs secured to the table , a spring on one of the lugs ,

ceipt No. 135,718. and a treadle having projections disposed in the sleeves and

Claim . - 1. In a paddle wheel the combination comprising provided with a groove in one of the projections adapted to

a hub, spokes carried by the hub , pivotally supported blades be engaged by the spring.

an
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2. In combination with a table a treadle frame , means for No. 100,816. Apparatus for the Distribution of

removably securing the frame to the table, said frame com
Whey or Skimmed Milk .

Appareil pour la distribution du petit lait, ou lait écremé.
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prising standards, and a horizontal member pivoted to one

of the standards, and means for locking the horizontal mem
John Daniel , Cambria , Wisconsin , U.S.A. , 4th September,

ber against movement.
1906 ; 6 years. Filed 18th May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,046.

3. In combination with a table a treadle frame , means re- Claim .-1. A whey or skimmed milk delivery apparatus

movably securing the frame to the treadle, said frame com- comprising a tank , a pump having its suction end adjacent

prising standards and a horizontal member pivoted to the to the bottom of the tank, a hose connected to the suction

standards and provided with a bent free end , and means for end of the pump and a float in connection with the free end

locking the horizontal member against movement.
of the hose.

4. In combination with a table a treadle frame, means for 2. A whey or skimmed milk delivery apparatus comprising

fremovably securing the treadle frame to the table , said a tank, a pump having its suction end adjacent to the bot

frame comprising standards and a horizontal member pivoted tom of the tank, a horse connected to the suction end of the

to the standards, and a spring secured to the horizontal pump , a float in connection with the free end of the hose, a

member and adapted to engage one of the standards. receiving reservoir at the discharge end of the pump and a

5. In combination with a table a treadle frame, means for discharge pipe having a stop-cock and hose coupling in con
removably securing the treadle frame to the table, said nection with the receiving reservoir.

frame comprising standards and a horizontal member pivoted

to the standards, a spring secured to the horizontal member No. 100,817. Gas Stove and Radiator.
and adapted to engage one of the standards, a treadle car
ried by the horizontal member , a driving wheel carried by

Poêle à gaz ez calorifère.

the standards and a connection between the treadle and the

driving wheel.

1
2

No. 100,815 . Wire Fence Stay.

Etai pour clôtures de fil de fer .
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Florente De Grauwe, Antwerp, Belgium, 4th September , 1906 ;

6 years. Filed 21st April, 1906. Receipt No. 135,134.

Claim.-1. In a gas stove of the class described the com

bination with the main reflector , the upper substantially

horizontal reflector and the gas burner of two side boxes,

means for heating the hot combustion gases from the burner

into said boxes, suitable partitions in the latter dividing the

same into separate compartments, horizontal pipes leading

from endto said compartmentsfi and suitable discharge pass

ages leading from each compartment, substantially as set

forth .

Theodore M. Connor, Kokomo, Indiana, U.S.A., 4th Septem- 2. In a gas stove of the class described the combination

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 7th September, 1905. Receipt with the main reflector, the upper substantially horizontal
No. 128,248. reflector and the gas burner, of two side boxes , an opening

Claim . - In a wire fence the combination with the in the inner wall of each box and in the bottom part thereof

stringers or longitudinal wires thereof, of stay wires each for the entrance of the hot combustion gases, a substantially

having at its ends coiled portions with spaced apart turns horizontal partition in the right hand side box whereby the

or limbs, one such coiled portion having a bowed or U- latter is divided into upper and lower compartments , a sub

portion arranged parallel to the general or longitudinal stantly vertical partition in the left hand side box whereby

plane of said coiled portion and intermediately of the last- the same is divided into right and left compartments , suit

named portion and the stay proper , said U - portion inter- able heating pipes leading from end to the several compart

locking with and passing behind the opposite stay. and ments of the boxes to uniformly distribute the heat , and

laterally of the longitudinal wire or stringer and said suitably discharge passages leading from the upper part of

turns or lims fitting one between the other. each side box, substantially as described.
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3. In a gas stove of the class described the combination while moving in either direction , for actuating the vibrator.

with the main reflector, the upper substantially horizontal 2. A lock consisting of a bolt , an alarm , a rotary vibrator
reflector and the gas burner, of two side boxes, an opening for operating the alarm , and means operated by the bolt
in the inner wall of each box and in the bottom part thereof while moving in any direction for rotating the vibrator in
for the entrance of the hot combustion gases, a substan- one direction.

tially horizontal partition in the right hand side box where- 3. A lock consisting of a bolt , an alarm , a rotary vibrator

by the latter is divided into upper and lower compartments, for operating the alarm , a rotatable device movable with
a substantially vertical partition in the left hand side box the vobrator, and oppositely disposed means upon the bolt
whereby the same is divided into right and left compart- for engaging and operating the rotatable device during the
ments, a horizontal obliquely arranged pipe leading from the actuation of the bolt.

lower compartment of the right hand side box into the left 4. A lock consisting of a bolt, an alarm , a rotary vibrator

compartment of the right hand side box, a horizontal for operating the alarm , a rotatable device movable with

obliquely arranged pipe extending from the right compart- the vibrator , and oppositely disposed means upon the bolt

ment of the left hand side box into the upper compartment for engaging and operating the rotatable device in one

of the right hand side box, suitable discharge passages lead- direction only during the actuation of the bolt.
ing from each side box, and a common controllable discharge 5. A lock consisting of a bolt, an alarm , a rotary vibrator

pipe for leading the combustion gases from said passages for operating the alarm , a ratchet wheel rotatable with the

into the chimney, substantially as set forth. vibrator , and means upon the bolt for engaging and oper

ating the ratchet wheel during the movement of the bolt

No. 100,818 . Hose Support Jarretelles .
in any direction .

6. A lock consisting of a bolt, a rotatable vibrator , a rat

chet wheel movable therewith, oppositely disposed spring

ratchet engaging devices upon the bolt , a bell , and means

operated by the vibrator for sounding the bell .

7. A lock consisting of a bolt, a rotatable vibrator , a rat

chet wheel movable therewith , oppositely disposed spring

ratchet engaging devices upon the bolt , a bell , a spring

strip adjacent the vibrator, a dog held in contact with the

vibrator by said strip , and a head upon the strip for sound

ing the bell .

8. In a lock the combination with a recessed spring

pressed bolt and a rack in said recess, of a key compris

TID ing a barrel , and teeth radiating from the barrel for en

gaging the rack.

No. 100,820. Wire Fence. Clôture de fil de fer.
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Julius Eisman, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, 4th September,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 9th May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,721 .

Claim . – 1 . In a hose supporter, a waist belt band

crossed at the front diagonally and having upright portions,

which with the diagonally arranged portions form at the

bottom loops , the metal loops located on the loops afore

said and the supports extending through the metal loops

and provided with suitable fastening devices for connecting

the supports at the bottom of the hose the said supports

when connected being arranged so that one of each sup
port is substantially on a line with the diagonally ar

ranged crossed portion and the other members of which are

substantially on a line with the upright portions of the

waist band or belt, as and for the purpose specified.

2. In a hose supporter, the combination with the waist

band provided with an end fastener, and the crossed por

tions forming with the extension loops at the bottom, and

a cross bridge at the top, such cross portions being suit- John E. Frederick . Kokomo , Indiana , U.S.A., 4th September,

ably fastened at the point of crossing, and hose supports
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 12th July, 1905. · Receipt No.

suitably connected to the bottoms of the loops, as and for

the purpose specified.
126,844.

Claim,-1. A wire fence comprising a series of horizontal

strand wires and vertical stay wires, each vertical stay wire

No. 100,819 . Alarm Lock. Serrure d'alarme. being formed in sections and each of the sections having at

its initial bend , the bends on the companion sections being

hooked together and each of the initial bends terminating in

a final coil surrounding the strand wire , the two coils being

wound in reverse directions around the strand wire, substan
tially as described.

2. A wire fence comprising a series of horizontal strand

wires and vertical stay wires, each vertical stay wire formed

in sections and each of the companion sections being provi

ded at its lockiny end with an initial bend, the bends on

companion sections being hooked together on one side of the

strand wire and each of the initial bends terminating in a

final coil surrounding the strand wire , the final coils of the

companion sections being reversely wound with respect

to one another, substantially as described .

3. In a wire fabric a continuous wire and two transversely

extending sections of wire locked to the continuous wire and

to each other, of the sections having at its locking

end an initial bend , the bends being hooked together,

and each of the initial bends terminating in a final

coil surrounding the continuous wire, the two companion

coils being wound in reverse direction around the strand wire

on opposite sides of the stay wire , substantially as described.

4. In a wire fabric a continuous wire and two transversely

extending sections of wire locked to the continuous wire and

Henry C. Ferguson, Walla Walla, Washington, U.S.A., 4th to each other , eachof the sections having at its lockingend

September , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 14th June, 1906. Re an initial bend, the bends being hooked together and each of
ceipt No. 136,894 .

the initial bends terminating in a final coil surrounding the

Claim . - 1 . A lock consisting of a bolt, an alarm , a vibrator continuous wire, the companion coils being reverselywound

for operating the alarm , and means operated by the bolt with respect to one another, substantially as described.
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5. Ina wire fabric the combination with the stringers or wedge and the edges of the said slot , the said plate being

lingitudinal wires thereof, of stay wires each having spiralled also provided with a combination of pins and catches, or
or coiled portions at its ends , completely infolding the

stringers or longitudinal wires , one such coiled portion hav Fig . 1 .

ing a bowed or U -portion with its arcuate portion extend
19 A Fug.3

ing in a plane parallel to the general or longitudinal plane

of said coiled or spiralled portion and parallel with the cor

responding plane of the stringers .

6. In a wire fence the combination with the stringers or
3 7

longitudinal wires thereof, of stay wires , each having spir

alled or coiled portion at its ends , completely enfolding the
stringers or longitudinal wires , one such coiled portion hav Fig.2.

ing a bowed or U-portion with its arcuate portion extending

in a plane parallel to the general or longitudinal plane of

said coiled portion and parallel with the corresponding plane

of the stringers and arranged intermediately of the last
100922

named portion and the stay proper.

7. In a wire fence the combination with the stringers or shields, for securing a waistband, or the like , substantially

longitudinal wires thereof, of stay wires completely enfold as hereinbefore described .
ing the stringers and longitudinal wires , each having coiled

portions at its ends , one such coiled portion having a bowed bination of plate 1, having slots 22 , and 3, and catches 12,
4. In a device for securing articles of dress , the com

or U- portion arrangel parallel to the general or longitud- of spring pins 9-10 secured to the said plate and their

inal plane of said coiled portion and intermediately of the points taking under said catches, wedge 4-7 hinged to the

last -named portion and a stay proper, said U or bowed por- plate and fitting said slot 3 and holder 6 for retaining the

tion interlocking with anl passing behind the opposite stay wedge in its closed position , substantially as described .

and laterally of the longitudinal wire or stringer.

No. 100,823. Plug . Tampon .
No. 100,821. Cattle Guard . Garde - bétail.
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Cyprien Laurin and Frederick Henderson , Lachine Locks ,

Quebec, Canada , 4th September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed

7th May , 1906. Receipt No. 135,651 .

Alexander Heron, Calder, Ontario , Canada , 4th September, Claim .-1. In a plug, the combination comprising a casing,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 10th April, 1905 . Receipt No. a lower casing secured thereto , inlet and discharge pipes
124,126. connected to the lower casing, a rockable valve disposed in

Claim.-In a cattle guard the combination with the rails the lower casing and provided with an L- shaped passage

and ties of a railway track, bearing bars mounted on the ties , adapted to register with the inlet and discharge pipes and

a shaft carried by said bearing bars , said shaft extending en
provided with openings in its upper face, a rockable rod

tirely across the track , a gate, springs on the free end of disposed in the casing and provided with a bifurcated lower

the gate at each side thereof, the other end of the gate end adapted to engage in said openings, a collar on the rod,

pivotally mounted on said shaft , plates rigidly carried by
a plug secured to the casing and adapted to bear on said

the pivoted end of said gate, a second shaft running parallel collar and maintain said valve and said rod against the
to said first-named shaft, said shaft being carried by the upward pressure of water and provided with a plurality of

plates of the gate , a platform mounted on said second-named openings, a plurality of valves disposed through some of

shaft , a supporting bar 29 , said supporting baradaptedto the openings ofthe plug, and a cap plate on the plug.

support the free endof said platform and means comprising with a lower 'inlet valve , meansfor rocking the inlet valve ,
2. In a plug, the combination comprising a casing provided

a chain and weight for limiting the movement of , and re

turning the gate, substantially as described. a plug secured to the casing and provided with a plurality

of openings, a plurality of rockable hollow valve disposed in

the openings and provided with reduced necks, and a cap

No. 100,822. Blouse and Skirt Support. secured on the plug and provided with a plurality of open

Support de blouse et jupe. ings adapted to fit around said reduced necks of the hollow

valves .

Richard Berwick Hope , 171 New Bond Street , London , Eng

land , 4th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 12th May , No. 100,824. Lock and Latch . Serrure et loquet.

1906. Receipt No. 135,837 .

Claim .-1 . In a device for securing articles of dress , a James W. Lindsay, Riverside, California, U.S.A. , 4th Sep

plate having in it a slot and provided with a bar carrying tember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 7th June, 1906. Receipt
a wedge and means for securing the said bar so that a part No. 136,631 .

of the article of dress to be secured can be held between Claim .-1 . A lock comprising a casing, a latch slidably

the said wedge and the edges of the said slot , substantially mounted within the casing and providedwith a locking pin
as hereinbefore described . and a pivoted dog adapted to engage the pin for locking the

2. In a device for securing articles of dress the combin- latch in projected position .
ation with a plate having means for attachment to the 2. A lock comprising a casing, a spring actuated latch

waist of the wearer and catches or shields formed thereon, slidably mounted within the casing and provided with a

of spring pins secured to the plate and having their free laterally extending pin , a pivoted dog having a recess formed

points adapted to be held under said catches, substantially therein for the reception of the pin , said dog being provided
as described .

with a locking recess adapted to engage the pin for locking

3. In a device for securing articles of dress , a plate hav- the latch in projected position .

ing in it a slot and provided with a bar carrying a wedge 3. A lock comprising a casing, a spring actuated latch

and means for securing the said bar so that the part of the slidably mounted within the casing and having one end

article of dress to be secured can be held between the said thereof bifurcated and provided with terminal lugs, a knob .
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receiving spindle mounted for rotation in the casing and No. 100,826. Gas Washer,

adapted to engage the lugs for operating the latch, a pin

Rondelle pour le gaz.
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Benjamin J. Mullen , Leetonia , Ohio , U.S.A. , 4th September,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 27th January, 1906. Receipt No.

132,323 .

extending laterally from the latch and a dog pivoted within
Claim.-1. In a gas washer the combination with a vessel

provided with inlet and outlet openings for gas and having
the casing and provided with a locking recess adapted to

receive the pin for locking the latch in projected position. also an overflow opening for water , of an inlet gas chamber

4. A lock comprising a casing, a latch slidably mounted in the said vessel and a multiplicity of dividing chambers

within the casing and provided with a shoulder, a lug or pipes supported at the lower part of the said gas cham

secured to the casing and extending beyond said shoulder, ber, saiddividing chambers having open upper ends which
communicate with the said gas inlet opening , and open

a spring bearing against the shoulder and engaging said
lower ends arranged above the level of the said water over

lugs, a pin extending laterally from the latch, means for

operating the latch and a locking dog pivoted within the
flow opening and communicating constantly with the said

casing and provided with a locking recess adapted to re gas outlet opening whereby the gas is divided into small

ceive the pin for locking the latch in projected position. volumes or jets which impinge on the surface of the water

in the lower part of the said vessel .
5. A lock comprising a casing, a latch slidably mounted

2. In a gas washer the combination with a vessel provided
within the casing and provided with oppositely disposed

keywards , one end ofthe latch being inclined or bevelled withan overflow opening for water, and havinginlet and

and the oppositeend thereof bifurcated and formed with outlet openings for gas at its top and side respectively, of
an inlet gas chamber depending in the said vessel and

terminal lugs, a knob-receiving spindle journalled in the

casing and provided with a cam face operating in the bifur- forming an annular space forthe gas whichcommunicates
catedend of the latch and adapted toengage the lugsfor constantly withthe said outlet opening, and a series of

actuating said latch , a pin extending laterally from the chambers supported at the lower partofthesaid gas cham
lateh , a spring bearing against the latch , a dog pivoted of the said overflow opening , said chambers operating tober and having open lower ends arranged above the level

within the casing and provided with an opening for the re
divide the gas into small volumes which impinge on the sur

ception of the pin, a lug projecting within the opening and
face of water in the lower part of the said vessel .

defining a locking recess , said locking recess being adapted
3. In a gas washer the combination with a vessel provided

to engage the pin for locking the bolt in projected position .

6. A lock comprising a casing, a reversible latch slidably outlet openings for gasat its top and side respectively, ofwith an overflow opening for water, and having inlet and

mounted in the casing and provided with oppositely dis
an inlet gas chamber depending in the said vessel, ahead

posed pins, one end of the latch being bifurcated and pro
at the lower part of the said gas chamber, water inlet sup

vided with terminal lugs, a lug secured to the casing, a
ply pipes which support the said head from the upper part

spring bearing against the latch and engaging said lug, a
of the said vessel , and a series of chambers suspended from

locking dog having an opening formed therein for the re
the said head and having open lower ends arranged above

ception of one of the pins , a lug projecting within the open
the level of the said overflow opening, said chambers operat

ing and defining a locking recess , said lug having its free
ing to divide the gas into small volumes which impinge on

end inclined or bevelled and a spring engaging the locking
the surface of the water in the lower part of the said vessel .

dog for depressing said dog to thereby cause the locking re

cess to engage the adjacent pin on the latch and lock the No. 100,827. Rack for Drying Clothes.

latter in projected position .

Ratelier à linge.

No. 100,825 . Sewing Machine Needle .

Aiguille de machine à coudre.
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Henry G. W. L. Noy, Dunedin, New Zealand , 4th September,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 14th December, 1905. Receipt No.

William Alexander Martin , Broadview, Saskatchewan , 131,010.

Canada, 4th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 2nd Jan Claim . - 1 . In a rack for drying clothes an inner member

uary, 1906. Receipt No. 131,506 .
adapted to be secured firmly in position and provided with

Claim . - A sewing machine needle comprising an enlarged a forked outer end and two pins adapted to traverse the

sbank, a body portion havinga pointed end , an open eye forked end in combination with an adjustable outer member

provided with a narrow diagonal slot extending from the slotted at one end, and adapted to engage through its slot
top to the bottom of said eye and having ite entrant corners with the outermost pin on the inner member and a hook

bevelledupwardly and downwardly, and a longitudinal formed near the slotted end of the outer member and adapted

threadgroove extending from the eye upwardly on each side to engage with and bereleased from theinner pin ofthe
of the needle. inner member, substantially as specified .
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2. In a rack for drying clothes an inner member adapted | ber, a hasp member provided at one end with a head for

to be secured firmly in position and provided with a forked engaging the keeper and having an opening at the other end

outer end and two pins and a lug on its upper surface , in to receive the loop.

combination with an adjustable outer member slotted at 6. A latch comprising an attachment member having two

one end and adapted to engage slidably through its slot with fanges arranged at an angle , one of the flanges being pro
the outermost pin of the inner member, a hook formed near vided with a loop and the other flange having an opening

the slotted end of the outer member adapted to engage arranged at an angle to the loop , a keeper having a project

with and be released from the under face of the inner pin ing flange and provided therein with an opening arranged
of the inner member, a shoulder formed on the outer mem- at an angle to the opening of the attachment member , and a

ber toengage with and rest onthelug of the inner member hasp member provided at oneend with an eyeforming a
when the rack is retracted , a boss formed on the free end of head for engaging the keeper and adapted to receive a pad

the outer member and pierced with a hole and a rod to en - lock , the other end of the hasp member being provided with

gage at one end with this hole and with a hole in a similarly an opening receiving the said loop.

formed bracket at its other end, substantially as specified. 7. A. latch comprising an attachment member having a pro

jecting portion provided with an opening, a staple piercing
No. 100,828. Latch. Serrure.

the attachment member and forming a loop arranged at an

angle to the opening, and a hasp member provided at one

end with an opening receiving the loop, said hasp member

being also provided at the other end with means for engag

ing the keeper.

8. A latch comprising an attachment member having a pro

jecting portion provided with an opening, a loop projecting

from the attachment member and arranged at an angle to

the said opening , a keeper, and a hasp member provided

with an elongated loop linked into the said loop, whereby it

is hingedly and slidably connected with the attachment mem

ber, said hasp member being also provided with means for

engaging the keeper.

9. A latch comprising an attachment member, a keeper

having a projecting portion provided with an opening, and a

hasp member having a head to pass through the opening of

the keeper, said hasp member being slidably connected with

the attachment member and capable of a limited rotary

movement whereby the hasp member is engaged with and

disengaged from the keeper.

10. A latch comprising an attachment member, a keeper

having a projecting portion provided with an opening, and

a hasp member having a head to pass through the opening

of the keeper, said hasp member being slidably and hingedly

connected with the attachment member and also capable of
John W. Pettijohn , Montesano , Washington , U.S.A. , 4th Sep

tember , 1906 ; 6 years .
a limited rotary movement, whereby the hasp member is

Filed 26th May, 1906. Receipt engaged with and disengaged form the keeper, and is ad
No. 136,287 .

apted to be swung out of the way when disengaged.

Claim.-1 . A latch comprising an attachment member pro- 11. A latch comprising an attachment member, a keeper

vided with a vertical loop and having an opening arranged having an opening, a hasp member having a head to pass

at an angle to the loop , a keeper provided with an open- through the opening for engaging the keeper, said hasp

ing disposed at an angle to the opening of the attach- member being slidably connected with the attachment mem

ment member, and a hasp member provided with an open- ber and capable of a limited rotary movement , whereby it

ing and linked into said loop , and adapted to slide on the is disengaged from the keeper, and a stop carried by the

iatter to arrange it opposite the opening of the attachment atachment member for holding the hasp member against

member, said hasp being also provided at its free end with backward movement when in its locked position .

a head adapted to pass through the opening of the keeper 12. A latch comprising an attachment member having a

and engaging the latter when arranged at an angle to the stop, a hasp member, means for connecting the hasp member

opening thereof, to the attachment member, said means permiting the hasp

2. A latch comprising an attachment member having an member to have a vertical and a horizontal sliding move

openingand provided with a loop arranged at an angle to ment , said hasp member, when at the limit of its down
the opening, a keeper provided with an opening also arranged ward movement, being held by the stop against longitudinal

ai an angle to the opening of the loop , and a hasp member movement, and a keeper adapted to be engaged by the hasp

having an opening linked into the said loop and slidable member.

thereon to arrange it opposite the opening of the attach

ment member, whereby it is adapted to be moved rear- No. 100,829. Re- floating Receptacle for Convey

wardly through such opening, and said hasp member be ance of Pulp Wood, Etc.

ing also provided with a head adapted to be passed through

the opening of the keeper when the hasp member is Réceptacle à bois pour le transport de bois de pulpe, etc.

arranged to pass through the opening of the attachment

member.

3. A latch comprising an attachment member provided

with an opening and having a loop arranged at an angle to

the opening, a keeper having an opening also arranged at

an angle to the opening of the attachment member, and a

hasp member provided at one end with a head adapted to

pass through the opening of the keeper and engage the lat

ter , said hasp member being also provided at its other end

with a loop arranged in a plane intersecting that of the

head, and linked into the loop and slidable thereon to ar

range it opposite the opening of the attachment member.

4. A latch comprising an attachment member having a

horizontal slot and provided with a vertical loop, a keeper

having a vertical slot , and a hasp member provided at one

end with a head and having a loop at the other end arranged

in a plane intersecting that of the head and linked into the

said loop whereby said hasp member is hinged to the attach

ment member, said hasp member being capable of a limited

rotary movement and being slidable on the loop of the at- George F. Rowe and Jackson F. Johnston, co-inventors , both
tachment member to arrange its ends in position to pass of St. John , New Brunswick , Canada , 4th September,

through the said openings . 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 19th July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,961.

5. A latch comprising an attachment member having two Claim.--The method of construction of a floating recep

flanges arranged at an angle , one of the flanges being pro- tacle for the conveyance of pulp wood and other timber,

vided with a loop and the other flange having an opening made in the form of a wooden framework surrounded with

arranged at an angle tothe loop, a keeper provided with a a wire netting and providedwith gatesatconvenientinter

projecting flange and provided therein with an opening ar- vals on the sides and ends, to permit the quick dischargeof

ranged at an angle to the opening of the attachment mem- the contents, and having a flooring of wire or wood.
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No. 100,830. Lock. Serrure. exterior and interior channels and bifurcated tumblers adapt

ed to move in said channels and to enter said recesses ,

substantially as described.

12. The combination with a lock casing , of a barrel or

plug having a longitudinal ward -carrying spring-pressed

tumblers and projecting into a central U-shaped key way,

separate series of recesses in the casing opposite the res

pective ends of the tumblers , and a key having a bitted

edge and a protecting bood therefor adapted to pass on op

posite sides of said ward and engage the locking pins, sub

stantially as described .
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Frederick William Schroeder, 9 Arundel Street, London,

England, 4th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 11th Janu

ary, 1906. Receipt No. 131,763.

Claim.-1 . The combination with a lock casing, of a lock

barrel or plug having a ward projecting into a central key

way in said plug and spring pressed tumblers movable trans

versely in holes in said ward, said tumblers having lugs

projecting laterally into said key way, substantially as des

cribed .

2. The combination with a lock casing provided with a

series of recesses, of a lock barrel or plug having a ward Frederick William Schroeder, 9 Arundel Street, London ,

projecting into a central key way in said plug , and spring England, 4th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 1st May,

pressed tumblers movable transversely in holes in said ward,
1906. Receipt No. 135,437.

adapted to enter said recesses to lock the plug to the cas- Claim.-1 . A key having a lever edge protected by a hood

ing, said tumblers having lugs projecting laterally into said or guard , substantially as described.
key way, substantially as described. 2. A key having a serrated or bitted edge protected by

3. The combination with a lock casing, of a lock barrel or a hood or guard , substantially as described .

plug having a central key way, tumblers movable in holes in 3. A key for a tumbler lock , having the parts adapted to

said plug, having lugs projecting laterally into said key way, engage the tumblers protected by a hood or guard, sub

and a key having a protected bitted edge for engaging said stantially as described .

lugs , substantially as described . 4. A key having the parts adapted to engage the opera

4. The combination with a lock casing, of a lock barrel tive portion of the lock protected by means of an overlap

or plug, tumblers movable transversely in holes in the ward, ping hood or guard, substantially as described.

said tumblers and said ward having lugs projecting laterally 5. A key having the parts adapted to engage the operative

into said key way, and a key having a protected bitted edge portion of the lock protected by means of an overlapping

for engaging the lugs on the tumblers, substantially as des- hood or guard and having an intervening space or slot to

cribed. receive the ward of the lock, substantially as described.

5. The combination with a lock casing provided with a 6. A key for a tumbler lock , having one side bitted or

series of recesses , of a lock barrel or plug having a central serrated to form the lever edge , and the other side par

key way, a ward projecting into said key way and carrying tially enclosing the said lever edge to form a protecting

spring pressed tumblers adapted to enter said recesses, and flap or hood, substantially as described.

a key baving a protected bitted edge constructed to retract

the tumblers from the casing, substantially as described . No. 100,832. Padlock . Cadenas.

6. The combination with a lock casing provided with a

series of recesses , of a lock barrel or plug, a central key way,

a ward projecting into said key way and carrying spring

pressed tumblers adapted to enter said recesses , lugs pro

jecting from said tumblers and a key having a protected

bitted edge constructed to engage said lugs to withdraw

the tumblers from the casing, substantially as described.

7. In a pin tumbler lock , the combination with a casing

provided with a series of recesses , a barrel or plug within

the casing having a central key way a longitudinal ward pro

jecting into said key way, and bifurcated spring pressed tum

blers each having one limb or stem operating in a channel

and the other limb in a slot in the side of the plug, substan

tially as described.

8. In a pin tumbler lock, the combination with a casing

provided with a series of recesses, a barrel or plug within

the casing having a central key way, a longitudinal ward

projecting into said key way, bifurcated spring pressed tum

blers each having one limb or stem operating in a chan

nel and the other limb in a slot in the side of the plug, and

a key having a bitted edge protected by a guard or hood

operating in said key way to retract said tumblers, substan

tially as described .
Frederick William Schroeder, 9 Arundel Street, London ,

9. In a tumbler lock the combination with a casing pro England, 4th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 1st May,

vided with recesses, a barrel or plug within the casing car
1906. Receipt No. 135,437 .

rying spring pressed tumblers adapted to enter said recesses, Claim . - 1. In a lock the combination of a shackle, a pro

said tumblers having shanks or stems provided with projection on the heel end of the shackle of a length greater

jecting lugs, and a key having bittings or serrations and than the diameter of the shackle , a relativey movable and

a projecting hood or guard therefor arranged to engage said concentrically arranged shell and barrel, a removable hollow

lugs, substantially as described. plug fixed in the end of the barrel having openings adapted

10. In a tumbler lock , the combination with casing pro- \ to receive the ends of the shackle and a longitudinal slot ex

vided with a series of recesses , of a plug within the casing, tending through the side of the plug whereby the shackle

a key way within said plug, said plug having exterior and maybe readily removed,substantially as described.

interior channels, and 'bifurcated tumblers adapted to move 2. In a lock the combination of a shackle , a removable

in said channels and to enter said recesses , substantially as plug, means for locking the plug in a fixed position , openings

described. in the end of the same adapted to receive the ends of the

11. In a tumbler lock , a casing provided with a series of shackle and a longitudinal slot extendingthrough the side

recesses,aplugwithin the casing, a key way withinsaid of theplug whereby the shackle maybe readily removed,
plug,a wardprojecting into said key way, said plug having ' substantially as described .
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3. In a lock the combination of a shackle , having a projec- 4. A crossarm support , comprising a curved post plate , a

tion on the heel end of the shackle of a length greater than crossarm plate having upper and lower flanges, tongues on

the diameter of the shackle , a relatively movable and con- the latter extending through slots in the former to contact

centrically arranged shell and barrel, à removable hollow with the post, means for limiting the extent of the tongue

plug fixed in the end of the shell having openings in the movements through said slots , and a bolt for clamping such

end ofthe same adapted to receive the ends of the shackle , plates between a crossarm and a post , substantially as set
and exterior thread on the plug adapted to engage with cor- forth.

responding threads of the shell , a longitudinal slot extend- 5. The combination with a post and a crossarm , of a pair

ing through the side of the plug whereby the shackle may be of plates consisting of a curved plate in contact with the

readily removed, retractible tumblers carried by the barrel | post , an outer plate in contact with the crossarm and having

and a ball bearing intermediate the end of the barrel and the tongues extending through the curved plate into the post,

plug, substantially as described . and a bolt for clamping such plates between the post and

4. In a lock the combination of a shackle , a relatively crossarm , substantially as set forth .
movably and concentrically arranged shell and barrel , lock- 6. In a cross arm support, a sheet metal plate having for

ing means carried by one of the said members adapted to wardly projecting flanges for engaging the crossarm and
engage with the shackle, tumblers carried by the barrel, and rearwardly projecting tongues for engaging the pole to
opposed recesses on the ends of the barrel and the casing which the crossarm is to be attached , said flanges and

constituting the seats of a ball bearing, substantially as des- tongues being struck up from the metal of said plate.
cribed. 7. In a crossarm support, a sheet metal plate having for

5. In a lock the combination of a shackle, a relatively wardly projecting flanges for engaging the crossarm and
movable and concentrically arranged shell and barrel, said rearwardly projecting tongues for engaging the pole to which
shell provided with locking means rigid therewith and the crossarm is to be attached , said flanges and tongues

adapted to engage with the shackle , and retractible tumb- being struck up from the metal of said plate, and a bolt
lers carried by the barrel , substantially as described . adapted to extend through said crossarm and said plate to

6. In a lock thecombination of a shackle having threads, bind them in position on the pole.

and a relatively movable and concentrically arranged shell 8. A crossarm support comprising a post plate , a crossarm

and barrel, said shell provided with interior threads adapted plate,a crossarmplate ,rearwardly projecting tongues on
to engage the threads on the shackle , substantially as des- the crossarm plate adapted to extend back of the post plate

cribed. into a post, and to bind said post plate against the post.

7. In a lock the combination of a shackle having threads, 9. A crossarm support comprising a post plate , a crossarm

a relatively movable and concentrically arranged shell and plate, rearwardly projecting tongues on the crossarm plate

barrel, interior threads on the shell adapted to engage the adapted to extend back of the post plate into a post, and to

threads onthe shackle, and longitudinal grooves in the barrel bind said post plate against the post, and a bolt for clamp

adapted to receive the ends of the shackle, substantially as
ing such plates between a crossarm and said post.

described .
10. A crossarm support for posts comprising a post plate,

8. In a lock the combination of a shackle having threads, a crossarm plate , tongues on the latter adapted to

a relatively movable and concentrically arranged shell and
operate with the former to shape it to the post , and means

barrel , interior threads on said shell adapted to engage the
for clamping both plates between a crossarm and the post.

threads on the barrel and on the ends of the shackle and 11. A crossarm support for posts comprising a post plate ,

longitudinal grooves in the barrel adapted to receive the a crossarm plate , tongues on the latter adapted to engage

ends of the shackle , substantially as described .
the former to shape it to the post , said tongues also engag

9. In a lock the combinationof ashackle having threads, ingthepost, andmeans for clamping the plates betweeen
a relatively movable and concentrically arranged shell and

a crossarm and the post .

barrel, the interior threads on the shell adapted to engage 12. A crossarm support for posts comprising a post plate,

the threads on the barrel and on the ends of the shackle and a crossarm plate , tongues on the latter co-operating with

longitudinal grooves in the barrel adapted to receive the the former and with the post to shape the post plate to the

ends of the shackle , and means for locking the barrel post, means for limiting the extent of engagement of said

against rotation , substantially as described . tongues with the post , and a clamping device adapted to

10. In a lock the combination of a shackle having threads, clamp both of said plates between a crossarm andthe post.

a relatively movable and concentrically arranged shell and 13. A crossarm support for posts comprising a post plate ,

barrel, interior threads on the shell adapted to engage the
a crossarm plate having upper and lower flanges , a cross

threads on the barrel and on the ends of the shackle and
arm contained between said flanges, rearwardly extending

longitudinal grooves in the barrel adapted to receive the ends tongues upon the crossarm plate adapted to co -operate with

of the shackle, and retractible tumblers carried by the bar- the post piate to shape it to the post,anda device for
rel, substantially as described . holding a crossarm between the flanges of the crossarm

plate and for clamping the crossarm and the post .

No. 100,833. Crossarm Support. Support de traverse, 14. A crossarm support for posts comprising a post plate ,

a cross arm plate having upper and lower flanges , a cross

arm contained between said flanges, rearwardly extending

tongues upon the crossarm plate adapted to co - operate with

the post plate to shape it to the post , shoulders on said

tongues for engagement with the plate to limit the extent

of engagement of the post by the tongues and a bolt passing

through the crossarm and said plates and also through the

post whereby the plates are clamped between the crossarm

and the post.

15. The combination of a crossarm and a pole with an

interposed member for engaging the crossarm and another

interposed member for embracing the pole, and means for

engaging said members and holding the crossarm at right

angles to the pole .
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.1 No. 100,834. Rotary Engine. Machine rotatoire.

Richard Nettersville Story , Philadelphia , Pennsylvannia ,

Edward C. Short , St. Paul , Minnesota , U.S.A., 4th September, U.S.A. , 4th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 4th June ,

1906 ; years . Filed 19th July , 1906. Receipt No. 137,957. 1906. Receipt No. 136,554 .

Claim .-1 . A crossarm support, comprising a post plate , Claim.-1. In a reversible rotary engine the combination

a crossarm plate , tongues on thelatterextending through of a casing forming a working chamber and having two sup

slots in the former to contact with the post, a bolt for clamp- ply ports through one end wall , and two exhaust ports

ing such plates between a crossarm and a post , substantially through the other end wall , valves controlling the supply
as set forth . and exhaust ports , a rotary piston head operating in the

2. A crossarm support , comprising a post plate , a cross- working chamber or cylinder and provided with a radial

arm plate, tongues on the latter extending through slots in piston blade and with two interchangeable acting supply
the former to contact with the post , means for limiting the and exhaust ports through it , said piston headacting as an
extent of the tongue movements through said slots , and a automatic valve for cutting off the supply of working fluid
bolt for clamping such plates between a crossarm and a post , to either piston port .

substantially as set forth . 2. In a rotary engine the combination of a casing forming
3. A crossarm support, comprising a curved post plate , a a working chamber and having supply and exhaust ports in

crossarm plate having uppeu and lower flanges, tongues on , its end walls , and short groove ports in the inner face of one
The latter extending through slots in the former to contact wall in communication with the supply port , a rotary piston
with the post, and a bolt for clamping such plates between head operating in the working chamber or cylinder and pro
a crossarm and a post , substantially as set forth . vided with a radial piston blade and with supply and ex
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haust ports which lead from the ends of the piston head to face of the one end wall , and the exhaust ports being in

the working chamber, said rotary piston head acting as an communication with circular exhaust groove ports in the

inner face of the other end wall , a rotary piston head oper

ating in the casing and provided with a plurality of piston

Fig ? blades , two series of ports passing through the piston head

and communicating respectively with the two series of sup

ply and with the exhaust ports in the casing walls , one series

of said piston ports entering the working chamber in front

of the piston blades, and the other series of piston ports en

tering the working chamber behind the piston blades , and

suitable co -operating abutments, said piston head acting as

an automatic cut - off for the supply ports .

9. In a reversible rotary engine , the combination of a cas

ing having two series of supply ports in one end wall , and

two exhaust ports in the opposite end wall , the supply ports

having short groove extensions in the inner face of the cy

linder wall , and the exhaust ports being in communication

with circular exhaust groove ports in the inner face of the

wall of the cylinder, valves controlling the supply and ex

haust ports , a rotary piston head operating in the casing

and provided with a plurality of piston blades , and two ser

ies of ports passing through the piston head and communi

cating respectively with the supply and exhaust ports in the

loc 834 casing walls , one series of said piston ports entering the

working chamber in front of the piston blades , and the other

automatic valve for opening and cutting off the supply of the piston blades, and suitable co -operating abutments.
series of piston ports entering the working chamber behind

working fluid.
10. In a reversible rotary engine , the combination of a cas

3. In a reversible rotary engine the combination of a cas
ing having a fluid supply chamber at one end and an exhaust

ing forming a working chamber and having supply and ex

haust ports in its end walls, and short groove port exten- leading from the supply chamber into the casing, and two
chamber at the opposite end , two series of fluid supply ports

sions in the inner face of one end wall in communication

with the supply ports , a rotary piston head operating in the
series of exhaust ports leading from the casing to the ex

working chamber and provided with a plurality of radial haust chamber , a partition wall dividing the casing into a

piston blades and withtwo series of interchangeable supply vided with two series of ports passing through it , a pluralplurality of working chambers , said partition wall being pro

and exhaust ports, which lead from the ends of thepiston ity of rotary pistonheadsmountedupon a common shaft

head to the working chamber, one series of ports entering within said plurality of working chambers, each piston head

the working chamber in front of the piston blades, and the
other series of ports entering the working chamber behind being provided with radial piston blades and with twoser

the piston blades, and reversing valves controlling the sup ies of ports leading into the working chamber in front and

ply and exhaust ports . rear respectively of the piston blades and communicating

4. In a reversible rotary engine the combination of a cas
respectively with the series of supply ports and exhaust

ing forming a working chamber, and having two supply ports ports , a plurality of abutments operating in the casing and

through one end wall and two exhaust ports through the co - operating with the piston blades, means for operating the

other end wall , a rotary piston head operating in the work- abutments, and a plurality of valves controlling the two

ing chamber or cylinder and provided with a series of radial series of ports through the end walls and partition , whereby

piston blades and with two series of interchangeable acting the engine may be operated in either direction .

supply and exhaust ports , one series of ' ports entering the
11. In a reversible rotary engine , the combination of a cas

working chamber in frontof the piston blades and the other ing forming a working chamber and having working fluid

series entering the working chamberbehind the piston supply ports at one end , and exhaust ports at the other end ,

blades , and reversing valves controlling the supply and ex a partition wall dividing the casing into two working cham

haust ports of the casing. bers, said partition wall being provided with suitable ports

5. Ina reversible rotary engine the combination of a cas- through it , two rotary piston heads mounted upon a common

ing having two valved supply ports, and two valved exhaust shaft within said working chambers , each piston head being

ports , a rotary piston head operating in said casing and hav- provided with a plurality of equally spaced radial piston

ing a radial piston blade and two ports , one of which piston blades and with ports leading into its working chamber and

ports communicates with one of the supply ports and one of communicating with the ports in one end of the casing and

the exhaust ports and leads into the working chamber in the ports in the partition wall , each piston head having the

front of the piston blade , and the other piston port communi- same number of piston blades , and the blades of the two

cates with the other supply port and the other exhaust port heads being arranged in different radial planes , abutments

and leads into the working chamber behind the piston blade , operating in the working chambers , and valves controlling

and a suitable co -operating abutment . the supply and exhaust ports of the casing.

6. In a reversible rotary engine, the combination of a cas- 12. In a rotary engine, the combination of a casing formed

ing having two series of supply ports , and two series of ex- with a plurality of working chambers and having supply and

haust ports , with a valve adapted to close either series of exhaust ports in its partition and end walls , a plurality of

the supply ports, a second valve adapted to close either rotary piston heads mounted upon a common shaft and

series of exhaust ports, a rotary piston head operating in operating in the working chambers, each piston head being

said casing and having a plurality of radial piston blades provided with an equal number of equally spaced radial pis

and two series of ports , one series of piston ports communi- ton blades and with supply and exhaust ports through it , the

cating with one series of supply ports and one series of ex- blades of the several piston heads being arranged in differ

haust ports and leading into the working chamber in front ent radial planes , and compound abutments operating in the

of the piston blades , and the other series of piston ports casing , each compound abutment comprising a plurality of

communicating with the other series of supply ports and the recessed abutment heads mounted upon a common shaft and

other series of exhaust ports and leading into the working arranged with their recesses in different radial planes to co

chamber behind the piston blades, and suitable co -operating operate with the arrangement of piston blades .

abutments. 13. In a rotary engine , the combination of a casing formed

7. In a reversible rotary engine , the combination of a cas- with a plurality of working chambers and having supply and

ing having two series of valved supply ports in one end wall, exhaust ports in its partition and end walls, a plurality of

and two valved exhaust ports in the opposite end wall, the rotary piston heads operating in the working chambers and

supply ports having short groove extensions in the inner provided each with a plurality of radial piston blades and

face of the cylinder wall, a rotary piston head operating in with supply and exhaust ports through it , and a plurality of

the casing and provided with a plurality of piston bladest compound abutments operating in the casing and co -oper

two series of ports passing through the piston head and ating with piston blades, each compound abutment compris

communicating respectively with the two series of supply ing a plurality of abutment heads arranged longitudinally

and exhaust ports in the casing walls , one series of said upon a common shaft , and each abutment head being formed

piston ports entering the working chamber in front of the with a recess to admit the passing of the piston blades.

piston blades and the other series of piston ports entering 14. In a rotary engine, the combination of a casing formed

the working chamber behind the piston blades , and suitable with a plurality of working chambers and having supply

co -operating abutments , substantially as set forth.
and exhaust ports in its partition and end walls , a plurality

8. In a reversible rotary engine, the combination of a cas- of rotary piston heads of graduated diameters mountedupon

ing having two series of valved supply ports in one end wall , a common shaft and operating in the working chambers,
and two valved exhaust ports in the opposite end wall , the each piston head being provided with a plurality of radial

supply ports having short groove extensions in the inner piston blades and with supply and exhaust ports through it.
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and a plurality of compound abutments operating in the 21. In a rotary engine, the combination of a casing formed

casing in co -operation with the piston blades , each compound with a plurality of working chambers and having supply and

abutment comprising a plurality of abutment heads mounted exhaust ports in its partition and end walls, a plurality of

upon a common shaft, and each abutment head being formed rotary piston heads operating in the working chambers upon

with a recess to admit the passing of the piston blades . a common axis and provided each with a plurality of radial

15. In a rotary engine, the combination of a casing form- piston blades and with supply and exhaust ports through it,

ed with a plurality of working chambers of graduated areas suitable abutments co-operating with the piston blades, and

and having supply and exhaustports in its partition and a valve controlling the casing supply ports.

end walls , a plurality of rotary piston heads operating in 22. In a rotary engine, the combination of a casing formed

the working chambers and provided each with a plurality with a plurality of working chambers and having supply

of radial piston blades and with supply and exhaust ports and exhaust ports in its partitions and end walls , a plurality
through it, the blades of the several piston heads being of of rotary piston heads operating in the working chambers

graduated size to correspond with the graduated areas of upon a common shaft and provided with a plurality of

theworking chambers, and suitable abutments co-oper- rigidly mounted radial piston blades and with supply and

ating with the piston blades. exhaust ports through it , suitable abutments movably

16.In a rotary engine, the combination of a casing formed mounted in the casing and co -operating with the piston
with a plurality of working chambers and having supply and blades, and means controlling the casing supply ports.

exhaust ports in its partition and end walls , a plurality of 23. In a rotary engine the combination of acasing having

rotary piston heads of graduated sizes operating in the end walls and partition walls forming a plurality of working

working chambers and provided each with a plurality of chambers, said end walls and partition walls having ports

radial Piston blades and with supply and exhaust ports through them , a plurality of rotary piston heads mounted

through it , a plurality of compound abutments operating in upon a common shaft and operating in the working chambers,

the casing and co -operating with the piston blades, each each piston head being provided with a plurality of radial

compound abutment comprising a plurality of abutment | piston blades and with two series of supply and exhaust ports

heads mounted upon a common shaft and graduated in size
passing through it , and suitable abutments mounted in the

to correspond with the graduated piston heads, and each casing and co -operating with the piston blades .

abutment head being formed with a recess to admit the 24. In a reversible rotary engine the combination of a cas

passing of the piston blades . ing having end walls and partition walls forming a plurality

17. In a rotary engine , the combination of a casing form of working chambers , said end walls and partition walls

ing a working chamber and having working fluid supply having two series of ports through them, a plurality of

ports at one end and exhaust ports at the other end , a par
rotary piston heads mounted upon a common shaft and oper

tition wall dividing the casing into a plurality of working ating in the working chambers , each of said piston heads

chambers, said partition wall being provided with suitable being provided with a series of radial piston blades and with

ports through it , rotary piston heads mounted upon a com two series of interchangeably acting supply and exhaust

mon shaft within said working chambers, each piston heat ports extending through it, a plurality of abutments co -oper
being providedwith a plurality of radial piston blades and ating with said piston blades, and reversing means control

with ports leading into the working chambers and communi- ling the supply and exhaust of working fluid through the

cating with the ports in the end walls and partition walls ports of the casing .

of the casing, a plurality of compound abutments operating 25. In a rotary engine the combination of a casing form

in the casing and co -operatingwith the piston blades,eaching a working chamber, an abutment, and a rotary piston

compound abutment comprising a plura ;ity of abutment head operating in said chamber and provided with a radial

heads each of which is formed with a recess to admit the
piston blade , said blade being formed of the interlocked face

passage of the piston blades , means for operating the plate and spring bearing head, the bearing head being of hol

compound abutments , and valves controlling the supply and low spring formation capable of yielding engagement with

exhaust ports.
the cylinder wall .

18. In a reversible rotary engine , the combination of a
26. In a rotary engine the combination of a casing forming

casing having a steam supply chamber at one end and an a working chamber, a rotary abutment, and a rotary piston

exhaust chamber at the opposite end, two series of sunply head operating in said chamber and provided with radial

ports leading from the supply chamber into the casing , and
pison blades , each piston blade being formed of a face plate

two series of exhaust ports leading from the casing to the
dove - tailed into the piston head and having the inwardly pre

cxhaust chamber, short groove ports in the inner face of the
sented locking flanges, a hollow spring bearing head formed

end wall at the supplyend of the casing in communication
with inwardly presented arms having flanges which interlock

with the two series of supply ports , two circular exhaust
with the flanges of the face plate, interlocked T-shaped side

port grooves in the exhaust endwall of the casing in com- bearing stains,andmeans for rigidly wedging said parts in

munication respectively with the two series of exhaust ports, operative " sition upon the piston blades .

nartition walls dividing the rasing into a plurality of work

ing chambers, each partition wall being provided with two No. 100,8 :35 . Power Converting Apparatus.

circular groove ports in one face , two series of ports passing Appareil à convertir la force.
through the partition wall and communicating respectively

with the circular groove ports , and two series of short

groove ports in opposite face of the partition wall and com

municating respectively with the two series of through ports ,

a plurality of rotary piston heads mounted upon a common

shaft within said plurality of working chambers , each piston

head being provided with radial piston blades and with two

series of ports leading into the working chamber in front

and rear resnectively of the piston blades and communicat

ing respectively with the series of supply port grooves and

circular exhaust groove ports , a plurality of abutments

operating in the casing and co-operating with the piston

blades , means for operating the abutments , and a plurality

of valves controlling the two series of ports through the end

walls and partition walls, whereby the engine may be oper

ated in either direction .

19. In a reversible rotary engine , the combination of a

casing having walls forming a working ciamber and two

series of ports leading through each of said walls, revers

ing valves controlling the said two series of ports in each

wall . a plurality of rotary abutments, and a rotary piston

head operating in said working chamber, a plurality of

radial blades upon said piston head, twoseries of radial George H. Morgan , Ravenna, Nebraska, U.S.A., 4th Septem

ports formed in the piston heads , one series communicating

with the working chamber in front of the piston blades , and
ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 28th July, 1906. Receipt No.

138,227 .

the other series communicating with the working chamber
behind the piston blades , and offset ports leading from each Claim . - In a power transmitting apparatus the combination

radial piston port to ports of both casing walls, substan- of a drive shaft, a driven shaft, a train of gearing between

tially as set forth. the driving shaft and the driven shaft , said train of gearing

20. In a rotary engine, the combination of a casing formed embodying a spring motor through the medium of which

with a plurality of working chambers and having supply and the driven shaft is driven , a pawl and ratchet device for

exhaust norts in its partition and end walls . a plurality of preventing the spring motor expending its energy backwards ,

rotary piston heads operating in the working chambers manually controlled means for connecting one end of said

and provided each with a plurality or radial piston blades train of gearing to the drive shaft, manually controlled

and with supply and exhaust ports through it,and suitable means for controlling the spring motor, and a governor de

abutments co-operating with the piston blades. vice geared to the driven shaft.
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No. 100,836. Piston Packing . Garniture de piston . 2. In an engine the combination with a rotating piston

cylinder, of a piston rod , a piston head secured approxi

mately at the middle of said piston rod , a piston frame at

tached to said piston rod, a cam-shaped ring secured to said

piston frame and rotating with said piston cylinder, a driv

ing shaft also secured to and rotating with said cylinder and

ring , and non- rotating guiding means for keeping said rings

in a given path .

3. In an engine the combination with a rotating piston

cylinder, of a piston rod , a piston head secured to said rod,

a piston frame secured to said rod , guiding means for keep

ing said piston frame in a given path, and attached to the

outside of said piston cylinder, a cam- shaped ring attached

to said piston frame and rotating with said cylinder, a driv

ing shaft secured to and rotating with said cylinder and said

ring , and non- rotating guiding means for keeping said ring

in a given path .

4. In an engine the combination with a rotating piston

cylinder, of a power containing chamber surrounding said
cylinder and rotating therewith , which is divided into two

parts, one of which is adapted for the inlet of the fresh

power and the other to receive the exhaust of the said power
after the power stroke , a piston rod, a cam-shaped ring

William B. Norton, Detroit , Michigan , U.S.A., 4th September, secured directly or mediatelytosaid rod and rotating with

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 30th July, 1906. Receipt No. 138,266 . said piston cylinder, non -rotating guiding means for keeping

Claim . - 1. A piston packing having in combination a pair said ring in a given path and means for controlling the inlet

of eccentric rings of different diameters and the smaller and exhaust of the motive power.

located inside the larger, a second pair of similarly arrangedr 15. In an engine the combination with a rotating piston

rings superimposed upon the first with the thin part of each cylinder, of a power containing chamber outside of said pis

immediately above the thick portion of the corresponding ton cylinder and rotating therewith, a driving shaft secured

ring of the lower pair , and a junk ring adapted to hold the to and rotating with the said cylinder, a piston frame at

assembled rings in position , substantially as described . tached to the piston rod of said cylinder, and a rotating

2. In a piston packing the combination of split eccentric cam-shaped ring secured to said piston frame and rotating

rings arranged in pairs, the members of each pair having therewith, rotating guiding means atached to said cylinder

different diameters, and in each pair the ring of smaller for keeping said piston frame in a given path and non -rotat

diameter being arranged within the ring of larger diameter ing guiding means for keeping said ring in a given path.
and with its split portion directly above the wide portion of 6. In an engine the combination with a rotating piston

the corresponding ring of the next lower pair, means for cylinder, of a motive power containing chamber surrounding

holding the rings in position , and a junk ringadapted tohold said piston cylinder and divided into an inlet part and an

the assembled parking rings to their seat , substantially as outlet or exhaust part, means for controlling the inlet and

described .
exhaust of the motive power into and from said piston cylin

3. In a piston packing the combination of a purality of der, all of which rotate with said piston cylinder, a driving

pairs of eccentric rings each split at its thinnest portion, shaft secured to the piston rod of said cylinder and guided

the smaller ring of each pair fitting within the larger thereof in a given path by guiding means rotating with and attached

and the split portion of each ring being placed over the wide
to said cylinder, a cam-shaped ring secured to said piston

part of the corresponding ring in the pair immediately be
frame and retating therewith , non- rotating guiding means

low, substantially as described.
for keeping said cam- shaped ring in a given path, and inlet

4. A piston packing having in combination a plurality of and outlet ports in said driving shaft rotating therewith

pairs of eccentric rings fitting the onewithin the other,each which register with the stationary inlet and outlet pipes,

ring being split at its narrow part, and the split portions of which conduct the motive power therefrom .

each pair being at opposite ends of a diameter , and means 7. In an engine the combination with a rotating piston

for holding said rings in place, substantially as described.
cylinder, of a driving shaft secured to and rotating with said

5. In a piston packing in combination with a holding junk cylinder, valve governing cams loosely mounted on said

ring, a plurality of pairs of rings, one member of each pair driving shaft, means connected with said cams for control

fitting within the other, and each ring being wider in one ling the inlet and exhaust valves leading into said piston

portion of its periphery than in another and being cut across
cylinder, a piston rod , a piston frame , a cam -shaped ring

its narrow portion, the narrow cut portion of one ring being attached to said piston frame and rotating therewith, and

located adjacent to the other side of its companion ring, non -rotating guiding means for keeping said cam - shaped

substantially as described.
rings in a given path.

6. A piston packing having in combination a plurality of
8. In an engine the combination with a rotating piston

pairs of eccentric rings , each split at its narrow part, the cylinder, a driving shaft attached to saidcylinder and rotat

smaller ring of each pair fitting closely within the larger ing, therewith , valve controlling cams loosely mounted on

andwith its split portion adjacent to the wide portion both said driving shaft, inlet and exhaust valves governing the

of its companion ring and of its corresponding ring in the
inlet and exhaust of the wotive power in the said cylinder,

adjacent pair, substantially as described.
a piston rod, a piston head secured substantially in the

middle of said piston rod , means for driving said piston head

and said piston rod in a direct line , a piston frame attached

No. 100,837. Engine. Machine à vapeur.
to said piston rod, means secured to said piston cylinder for

guiding said piston frame in a given path, a cam -shaped

ring attached to said piston frame and non- rotating guiding

means for keeping said ring in a given path.

9. In an engine the combination with a rotating piston

cylinder , of a driving shaft secured thereto and rotating

therewith , a power containing chamber surrounding said

cylinder, an inlet and an outlet valve for controlling the in
let and exhaust of said motive power at the one end of said

cylinder, corresponding inlet and outlet valves at the oppo

site end of said cylinder , valve controlling means mounted

on said driving shaft, a piston rod , a piston head and a cam

shaped ring attached directly or mediately to said piston

rod, and non -rotating guiding means for keeping said ring in

a given path.

10. In an engine the combination with two or more rotat

ing piston cylinders of two or more piston rods , two or more

car-shaped rings secured directly or mediately to said pis

ton rods and rotating with said cylinders, a driving shaft

Franklin Stratton , Buffalo, New York , U.S.A.,4th September, also secured to and rotating with said cylinders and said
1906; 6 years. Filed 22nd August, 1906. Receipt No.138,918 . rings , and non -rotating guiding means for keeping said rings

Claim . - 1. In an engine the combination with a rotating in a given path.

piston cylinder, of a piston rod, a cam-shaped ring secured 11. In an engine the combination with two or more rotat

directly or mediately to said piston rod and rotating with ing piston cylinders, of power containing chambers sur

said cylinder, a driving shaft secured to and rotating with rounding said cylinders, a driving shaft atached to and ro

said cylinder and cam - shaped ring , and non- rotating guiding tating with said cylinders , inlet and exhaust valves attached

means for keeping said ring in a given path. to the ends of each of said cylinders , means for controlling
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said inlet and exhaust valves attached to and rotating with 4. In a rotating engine the combination with a plurality

said driving shaft, piston rods acting through said cylinders, of cylinders and the pistons therein , of a valve frame , means

a cam-shaped ring attached directly or mediately to said | imparting gyratory motion thereto, and a valve for each

piston heads and rotating with said cylinders and said shaft, cylinder slidably engaged by and carried on said valve frame

and means for revising the action of said inlet and exhaust and a governor acting to move said valves laterally of their

valves. normal movement .

12. In an engine the combination with two or more rotating 5. In an engine the combination with a plurality of cylin

piston cylinders, of a driving shaft atached to and rotating ders and the pistons therein , of a valve frame centrally dis

with said cylinders, inlet and exhaust ports connecting with posed with respect to the cylinders , means actuating said

said cylinders, inlet and exhaust valves for governing the valve frame , a valve for each cylinder positively connected

inlet and exhaust of the motive power, valve controlling with and actuated by said valve frame and means acting to
means loosely mounted on said driving shaft, means for re- move said valves laterally of the normal movement of the

versing the action of said valves , piston frames attached to valves comprising a governor.

said rods, guiding means attached to said cylinders for keep- 6. In a rotating engine the combination with a plurality

ing said piston frames in a given path , a cam -shaped ring of cylinders and the pistons therein , of a gyratory valve

secured to said piston frames and rotating therewith, and frame centrally disposed with respect to the cylinders, means

non -rotating guiding means for keeping said cam -shaped actuating said valve frame, a valve for each cylinder posi
rings in a given path. tively connected with and actuated by said valve frame and

13. In an engine the combination with two or more rotating centrifugally operated means acting to move said valves

piston cylinders of a drivingshaft secured to and rotating laterally of the normal movementof the valves comprising
therewith , means for conducting the motive power into and a governor.

out of the said cylinders , valve controlling means for regu
7. In an engine the combination with a plurality of cylin

lating the inlet and exhaust of the motive power, piston ders and pistons therein , of a valve frame disposed centrally

rods passing through said piston cylinders , a piston head
of the cylinders, means for actuating said valve frame , a

secured substantially in the middle part of said piston rods. valve for each cylinder carried slidably thereon and means

means for keeping said piston rods in a given path, cam
carried on the valve frame and movable independently there

shaped rings attached either directly or mediately to said
of acting to slide the valves on the valve frame comprising

piston rods, and rotating with said driving shaft , one or a centrifugal governor.
more power transmitting wheels attached to and rotating

8. In a rotating engine the combination with a plurality

with said driving shaft and said piston cylinder, and non of radially disposed cylinders and pistons therein , of a valve

rotating guiding means for keeping said cam - shaped rings frame disposed centrally of the cylinders , means for actu

in a given path. ating said valve frame , a valve for each cylinder slidably car

14. In an engine the combination with a rotating piston ried thereon and means carried on the valve frame , and

cylinder , of a piston rod, a piston head attached substantially movable independently thereof acting to slide the valves on

in the middle portion of said piston rod , means for keeping the valve framecomprising a centrifugal governor.

said piston rod in a given path , a cam- shaped ring and a
9. In an engine the combination with a cylinder and its

ring secured directly or mediately to said piston rod and piston, of a valve frame, means actuating the valve frame,
rotating with said piston cylinder, and non- rotating guiding

a valve slidably carried on said frame and a centrifugal
means secured to the base of said engine for keeping said

governor also carried on the valve frame , positive connec
ring in a given path .

tions between the governor and the valve acting to slide the
15. In an enginethe combination with a piston cylinder , of

same on the valve frame and affording the cut off .

a piston rod, a piston head , a cam or bevelled - shaped guiding
10. In a rotating engine the combination with a cylin

device attached directly or mediately to said piston rod and
der and its piston, of a valve frame , means actuating the

adapted to move in consonance with thepiston thrust and valve frame,a valve slidably carried on said frame and a
guiding means co - operating with said cam or bevelled

centrifugal governor also carried on the valve frame , posi
shaped device for converting the direct piston thrust into a

tive connections between the governor and the valve acting
rotary motion .

to slide the same on the valve frame and affording the

cut off.

11. In an engine the combination with a valve frame lo

No. 100,838. Steam Engine. Machine à vapeur. cated centrally of one or more valves carried thereby and

movable therewith and independently thereof and a centri

fugal governor mounted on the valve frame and acting to

vary the position of the valves with respect to the valve

frame and port openings .

12. In a rotating engine comprising a plurality of radially

disposed cylinders the combination with a valve frame lo

cated centrally , of one or more valves carried thereby and

movable with and independently thereof and a centrifugal

governor mounted on the valve frame and acting to vary the

position of the valves with respect to the valve frame and
port openings .

13. In a rotating engine comprising a plurality of radially

disposed cylinders the combination with a valve frame 10

cated centrally, of one or more valves carried thereby and

movable with and independently thereof and a centrifugal

governor mounted on the valve frame and acting to vary

the position of the valves tangentially with respect to the

valve frame and port openings.

14. In a rotating engine the combination with a non -ro

tative eccentric , of a valve frame revolvable thereon , one

or more steam valves adjustably carried on said valve frame
100838

and movable therewith and independently thereof , and a

centrifugal governor carried on the valve frame and posi

tively connected with the valve or valves and acting to shift

Clifford Albert Holcomb, Chicago, Illinois , U.S.A., 4th Sep- the same on the frame to cut off admission of steam to the

tember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 7th May, 1906. Receipt No. port .

135,624 . 15. In a rotating engine te combination with a non - ro

Claim .-1 . In an engine the combination with a plurality tative eccentric of a valve frame revolvable thereon , of

of cylinders and the pistons therein , of a valve frame , means steam valves adjustably carried thereby and movable with

actuating the same and a valve for each cylinder slidably and independently thereof and provided with apertures

engaged on and operated by said valve frame. normally registering with an inlet passage and a port res

2. In a rotating engine the combination with a plurality rectively and normally acting to admit steam therethrough

of cylinders and the pistons therein , of a gyratory valve to the port at dead centers and a centrifugal governor on the

frame , means actuating the same and a valve for each cy- valve frame and acting to shift the valves laterally cutting

linder slidably engaged on and operated by said valve frame off the steam from passage through the valves .

and affording maximum port opening and complete closure 16. In an engine the combination with a plurality of op

at dead centers. positely disposed cylinders , their pistons and crank shaft,

3. In an engine the combination with a plurality of cylin- of a valve frame positioned centrally of the cylinders , means

ders and pistons therein , of a valve frame , means imparting imparting gyratory motion thereto , a valve for each cylinder

gyratory motion thereto, and a valve for each cylinder carried thereon and movable therewith and a weighted iever

slidably engaged by and carried on said valve frame and a pivoted on the valve frame and positively connected with

governor acting to move said valve laterally of their normal the valves and acting centrifugally to vary the adjustment

movement. thereof with the frame .

A
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17. In a rotative engine the combination with a plurality of which is movable by the bolt , a laterally extended head

of oppositely disposed cylinders and their pistons, of a non- on each piston rod shaped to engage said cones and rings

rotative crank with which the pistons are connected, a valve engaging around said heads and cones within the flanges of

frame positioned centrally of and eccentrically connected the latter and acting to hold the ends of said piston rods in

with the cylinders, means imparting gyratory motion there - operative engagement therewith .

to, a valve for each cylinder carried thereon and movable 25. In a rotative engine , the combination with a plurality

therewith and normally at dead center affording full port of radially disposed cylinders , their pistons and piston rods ,

opening and complete closure respectively , and a weighted of a non -rotative crank positioned centrally of the cylinders

lever pivoted on the valve frame and positively connected and means affording a connection thereof with the piston

with the valves and acting centrifugally to vary the adjust- | rods comprising an adjusting bolt passing axially through

ment thereof with the valve frame varying the cut off. the crank, inwardly facing cones journalled on the crank, one

18. In a rotative engine, the combination with a plurality of which is movable by the bolt, a laterally extended head

of oppositely disposed cylinders and their pistons , of a non- on each piston rod shaped to engage said cones and rings:

rotative crank with which the inner ends of the pistons are engaging around said heads and cones within the flanges of

connected , a valve frame positioned centrally of the cylin- the latter and acting to hold the ends of said piston rods in

ders and rotating therewith , means imparting gyratory mo- operative engagement therewith , and a washer having a

tion thereto , a chambered valve for each cylinder carried greater diameter than the crank carried on said bolt and

on said valve frame and movable therewith and through engaging against the larger base of one of said cones and

which the steam is conveyed to the ports and a weighteil acting to draw thecones inwardly toward each other.

lever pivoted on the valve frame and positively connected
26. The combination with a non - rotative shaft provided

with the valves and acting centrifugally to vary the adjust- with a fixed crank thereon , of a rotative tubular shaft in

ment thereof with the frame and limiting the passage of
alignment therewith , a disc _comprising an engine frame

steam through said valves.
secured thereon and provided with substantially radial pas

19. In a rotative engine, the combination with a plurality sages extending therethrough and registering with the bore

of radially disposed cylinders and their pistons and piston of the shaft, radial cylinders secured on said frame, pistons

rods, of a non-rotative crank with which the inner ends of therein, operative connections between the pistons thereof
the piston rods are connected, a non-rotative eccentric posi- and said fixed crank , a non -rotative eccentric on the tubular

tioned centrally of the cylinders , a valve frame journalled shaft , a valve frame mounted thereon and eccentrically con

thereon and eccentrically connected with the cylinders and nected with the engine frame , and revolvable therewith .

revolvable therewith , a valve for each cylinder carried there- valves movable thereby and connected therewith to afford

on and movable therewith and a weighted lever pivoted on normally full opening and complete closure of the ports at

the valve frame and positively connected with the valves and centers and a governor movable with the valve frame and

acting centrifugally to vary the adjustment thereof with the independently thereof and acting to shift the valves later

frame. ally of their normal movement to afford a cut off .

20. In a rotative engine, the combination with a plurality 27. In an engine the combination with integrally con

oi radially disposed cylinders , their pistons and piston rods, nected radially disposed revolvable cylinders and the pis

of a non- rotative crank operatively connected with the pis- tons therein , of a fixed crank connected with said pistons

ton rods and about which the engine rotates , a valve frame and about which the engine revolves, ports at the outer ends

positioned centrally of the cylinders, means imparting gyra- of the cylinders, a central non -rotative eccentric , a valve

tcry motion thereto , a valve for each cylinder carried there- frame operated thereby and revolvable with the cylinders ,

on and movable therewith to afford full port openings and valves carried by said valve frame and movable normally to

complete closure thereof at dead centers and a centrifugally afford full opening and closure of the ports and a governor

operating governor movable with the valve frame and inde- mounted on said valve frame and comprising a governor

pendently thereof and acting to move the valves laterally to ring , integral arms thereon , positive connections between

afford a cut- off . said arms and said valves and weighted levers pivoted on

21. In a rotative engine, the combination with a plurality said valve frame and connected with said arms and acting

of radially disposed cylinders and the pistons therein, of a centrifugally to partly revolve said governor ring on the

non -rotative crank connected with said pistons, a centrally valveframe thereby moving said valves to limit the opening

disposed eccentric , a valve frame thereon afforded gyratory
of the ports.

motion thereby , a valve for each cylinder adjustably con- 28. In a rotating engine provided with a plurality of ports

nected with said valve frame and a plurality of weighted disposed near the periphery thereof , a non - rotative eccentric
and mutually counterbalancing levers pivoted on said valve positioned at the axis of rotation , a valve frame mounted

frame and operatively connected with said valves and acting thereon , eccentric guides affording connection thereof with

centrifugally to move the valves laterally with respect to
the engine, valves carried on and operated by said valve

the valve frame , frame to open and close said ports, and a governor compris

22. In a rotating engine , the combination with a plurality ing a plurality of integrally connected arms pivoted on said
valve frame and each connected with one of said valves,

0 : radially disposed cylinders and their pistons, of a fixed

crank with which each piston is connected, a port at the levers also pivoted on the valve frame and connected at their

ends with said arms and springs acting normally to hold
outer end of each cylinder, a tubular shaft rigidly secured
at the axis of rotation of the cylinders, means admitting : said valves in position to permit maximum opening of the

ports .
steam therethrough, passages leading therefrom and opening

29. In a rotating engine the combination with a rotative
adjacent said ports , a non -rotative eccentric through which

shaft of a plurality of cylinders rigidly engaged thereon , a
said shaft passes , a valve frame mounted thereon , an eccen

stationary crank pin eccentric with said shaft, a plurality
tric guide connecting the same with the cylinders, a valve

for each cylinder carried on the valve frame and positioned operatively connectedwith said cones, ports opening intoof inwardly facing cones adjustably engaged thereon , pistons

to normally afford full opening and closure of said ports and
said cylinders , slide valves controlling said ports and cen

a centrifugal governor carried on said valve frame and act
trifugally operated means acting to regulate said valves .ing to shift the valves laterally to vary the port openings .

30. In a rotary engine the combination with a plurality of
23. In a rotating engine, the combination with a plurality oppositely disposed cylinders, of a chambered disc rigidly

of radially disposed cylinders and their pistons , of a fixed
engaged thereon , a shaft rigidly engaged on said disc , a non

crank with which each piston is operatively connected and rotative eccentric on said shaft, an apertured valve frame

about which the engine rotates, of a port at the outer end thereon, a plurality of stud shafts in said disc, anti - friction

of each cylinder, a tubular rotative shaft rigidly secured at rollers thereon adapted to engage in the apertures in said

the axis of rotation of the cylinders and adapted to admit frame and a plurality of laterally movable valve plates car

steam therethrough , passages leading therefrom and open- ried on said frame.

ing adjacent said ports, a non-rotative eccentric through

which the shaft passes, a valve frame mounted thereon, an No. 100,839. Exhaust for Marine Engines.

eccentric guide connecting the same with the cylinders , a
Appareil d'échappement pour machines marines.

valve for each cylinder carried on the valve frame and pro

vided with a plurality of apertures therethrough which nor- Henry Walter Going, Brockville , Ontario, Canada, 4th Sep

mally register with the open end of the passage and with, tember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 28th April , 1906. Receipt No.

the ports respectively , thereby normally affording full open- 135,365 .

ing and closure of the ports at dead centers and a centri- Claim . - 1 . An improved under water exhaust comprising a

fugal governor carried on the frame and acting to shift the vacuum producing nozzle and means for rotatably supporting

valves laterally to restrict or prevent the passage of steam the same beneath the surface of the water, as and for the

through said valves and ports . purpose specified .

24. In a rotative engine, the combination with a plurality 2. An improved under water exhaust comprising a vacuum

of radiallydisposed cylinders, their pistons and piston rods , producing nozzle , means for rotatably supporting the same

of a non-rotative crank positioned centrally of the cylinders beneath the water and means operat by the movement of

and means affording a connection thereof with the piston the water for changing the position of the nozzle to corres

rods comprising an adjusting bolt passing axially through pond with the directionof movement of the water as and

the crank, inwardly facing cones journalled on the crank one for the purpose specified.
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3. An improved under water exhaust comprising a vacuum beneath the surface of the water and an indicator located

producing nozzle , means for rotatably supporting the same within the boat indicating the position of the same , as and

for the purpose specified .

11. An improved under water exhaust comprising a vacuum,

means for rotatably supporting the same beneath the sur

face of the water and a handle above the bottom of the boat

for rotating the nozzle , as and for the purpose specified .

m

No. 100,840. Rotary Steam Engine.

Machine rotatoire à vapeur .FIO . I.
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James Henry Howden , Neepawa, Manitoba, Canada, 4th

September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 28th March, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 134,369.

beneath the water and a rudder secured to the exhaust Claim.-1. In a rotary engine the combination of a cylinder,

nozzle , as and for the purpose specified . rotating piston therein , lateral steam chamber divided longi

4. In an under water exhaust the combinationwith the ex- tudinally into two steam passages, a rocking valve having a

haust nozzle, of means for supporting the same free to rotate steamway adapted to admit steam into said passages alter

in a horizontal plane, and a rudder downwardly extending nately, and an intermediately pivoted valve having its two

from the exhaust nozzle , as and for the purpose specified . flaps extending across its inner ends of the two steam pas

5. An under water exhaust comprising a casing adapted sages, one flap alternately closing and opening , one steam

to be fastened to the boat , a passageway therethrough adapt- passage and serving as a steam abutment when open .

ed to be connected to the exhaust of the engine , an exhaust 2. In a rotary engine the combination of a cylinder , rotat

nozzle secured to the casing free to rotate about a vertical ing cylindrical piston therein of smaller diameter having one

axis, and having the exhaust orifice therein in alignment with or more vanes revolving close to the cylinder walls, a lateral

the passageway through the casing, as and for the purpose steam chamber longitudinally divided into a main steam pas

specified . sage and an auxiliary steam passage, a rocking valve having

6. An under water exhaust comprising a casing adapted a steamway which in one position admits steam into the

to be fastened to the bottom of the boat, a passageway there- main passage and in another position admits a relatively

through adapted to be connected to the exhaust of the engine , small quantity of steam the auxiliary passage , and a

an exhaust nozzle having an exhaust orifice, an annular swinging flap valve at the inner end of said main passage

fiange upwardly extending from around the exhaust orifice having a tail flap valve alternately opening and closing the
and extending within the lower end of the passageway main steam passage and serving as a steam abutment when

through the casing and connecting means holding the nozzle open.

rotatably in position , as and for the purpose specified . 3. In a rotary engine the combination of a cylinder, rotat

7. An under water exhaust mprising a casing adapted to ing piston therein, lateral steam passage , a swinging Alap

befastened to the bottom of the boat, a passageway there- valve which in one position closes said passage and in

through adapted to be connected to the exhaust of the another position opens into the cylinder and constitutes a

engine , an exhaust nozzle having a circular exhaust orifice, steam abutment, said flop valve having a tail flap or part at

an annular flange upwardly extending from around the ex- the opposite side of its pivot, an auxiliary steam passage

haust orifice and extending within the lower end of the pass- behind said tail flap and means for directing steam alter

ageway a rod secured to the exhaust nozzle and upwardly uately into the twosteam passages ,

extending through the center of the orifice therein and 4. In a rotary engine the combination with the cylinder,

through the casing, means for holding the rod in position rotating piston therein, and communicating steam chamber

and a rudder downwardly extending from the exhaust nozzle, at the side of the cylinder , of a valve which in one position

as and for the purpose specified . closes passage between said steam chamber and cylinder and

8. In an under water exhaust the combination with the which in another position opens such passage and consitutes

exhaust nozzle having a longitudinal passageway there- a steam abutment and means whereby steam pressure acts

through and an exhaust orifice, of a casing adapted to be alternately in opposite directions on said valve and thereby

secured to the bottom of the boat and having a passageway moves the same to and from such positions.

therethrough adapted to be connected to the exhaust of the 5. In a rotary engine the combination of a cylinder, rotating

engine, of means for holding said exhaust nozzle free to piston therein, lateral steam chamber, a longitudinal parti

rotate about a vertical axle and with the orifice thereof in tion dividing said steam chamber into two passages, a rock

alignment with the passageway through the casing, as and ing valve having a steamway which admits steam into said

for the purpose specified. passages alternately, and a flap valve intermediately pivoted

9. In an under water exhaust the combination with the at the inner end of said partition having its flaps acted upon
exhaust nozzle having a longitudinal passageway there- | alternately by the steam in the two passages.

through and an exhaust orifice, of a casing adapted to be 6. In a rotary engine the combination of a cylinder, rotary

secured to the bottom of the boat and having a passageway hollow piston therein having steam vanes , and ports in front

therethrough adapted to be connected to the exhaust of the of said vanes , a steam operated abutment in the cylinder,

engine, of means for holding said exhaust nozzle free to means for controlling admission of steam, and an exhaust in

rotate about a vertical axis and with the orifice thereof in communication with said hollow piston.

alignment with the passageway through the casing, and a 7. In a rotary engine the combination of a cylinder rotary

rudder downwardly extending from the exhaust nozzle , as piston therein , steam operated abutment, rocking valve for

and for the purpose specified . admitting steam , rock arm on the valve shaft and a gear

10. An improved under water exhaust comprising a vacuum operated by the piston shaft having a crank pin connected
producing nozzle, means for rotatably supporting the same to said rock arm.

1
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No. 100,841 . Rotary Motor. Moteur rotatoire. and being rigidly secured to pivoted means , said casing be

ing formed to alternately move said pressure parts into and

Fig. 1 out of the carrier during rotation of said carrier.

2. A rotary engine comprising a casing, a carrier rotatable31

therein , spaced apart pressure parts rigidly secured to means

pivoted to the carrier and moving in unison alternately into
22 30

and out of the carrier , said pressure parts having their outer
21 2252

ends continually engaging the inner face of the casing.

3. A rotary engine comprising a casing, a carrier rotatable

therein , swing frames mounted in said carrier , and pressure

parts rigidly connected to said frames and having their outer

ends continually engaging the inner face of said casing, said

casing having its inner face so shaped as to cause said pres

13 14 37 2133 sure parts to move alternately into and out of the carrier .

4. A rotary engine comprising a casing, a carrier rotatable

therein , opposite swing frames mounted in said carrier,

Jy pressure parts secured to the ends of said frames , and means

whereby said pressure parts are moved into and out of the

/Ton841 carrier during rotation thereof .

5. A rotary engine comprising a casing, a carrier rotatable
Adelbert Sauer , Pittsburg , Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 4th Septem- therein , a plurality of pairs of pressure parts connected to

ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 1st March , 1906. Receipt No. pivoted means and being slidably mounted in said carrier

133,440 .
and having their outer ends engaging the inner face of the

Claim . - 1. The combination of a casing, a piston set rotat- casing, said casing having its inner face shaped to cause

ably in the casing, a series of radially disposed ribs on the alternate inward and outward movement of said pressure
piston , inlet ports in the casing for the motor fluid , means parts .

for directing the motor fluid against the ribs , a series of 6. A rotary engine comprising a casing, a carrier rotatable

spirally arranged channels in the piston extending from the therein , said carrier being formed with opposite curved ways
spaces between the ribs to the ends of the piston and an ex- extending through the periphery of the carrier , pressure

baust port in the casing connecting with the outer ends of parts slidably mounted in said ways, swing frames mounted
the channels . in said carrier, each of said swing frames having two of said

2. The combination of a casing, a piston set rotatably in pressure parts rigidly connected therewith , and said casing

the casing , a series of ribs radially disposed on the piston being formed to cause swinging movement of said frames.

and extending to the casing, radial ports tangentially dis- 7. A rotary engine comprising a casing, a rotatable carrier

posed in the casing , a series of spirally arranged ribs on the therein , said carrier being formed with diametrically oppo

piston extending from the said ribs and forming spiral pass- site cut - out portions extending inwardly from one side face

ages between the ribs of the piston and the inner surface of the carrier , a removable plate secured to the last -named

of the casing and leading to the end of the piston , and an side of the carrier , swing frames mounted in said cut -out por

exhaust port in the casing connecting with the ends of the tion and being journalled in said carrier and removable plate ,

spiral passages . pressure parts rigidly connected to said swing frames at their

3. The combination of a casing, a piston set rotatably in opposite ends and being continually in engagement with the

the casing , a series of ribs radially disposed in the casing , a ir.ner face of said casing, and said casing having its inner

series of spiral ribs on the piston arranged in a zig-zag face shaped to cause inward and outward movement of said

course and extending from the said ribs toward the end of pressure parts during rotation of the carrier .

the piston whereby spiral passages alternately increasing 8. A rotary engine comprising a casing, a carrier rotatable

and diminishing in their cross sectional area are formed lead therein , and opposite pairs of pressure parts mounted in said

ing from the spaces between the latter ribs to the ends of carrier and being rigidly secured to swinging means.

the piston, and an exhaust port in the casing connecting with 9. A rotary engine comprising a casing, a carrier rotatable

the ends of the spiral passages. therein , a plurality of eccentrically pivoted pressure parts ,

4. The combination of a casing, an outer shell concentric said pressure parts being connected and swinging in com

with the casing , longitudinal slots in the middle part of the mon arcs during movement of the carrier.

easing disposed at an angle to the radius of the casing, col- 10. A rotary engine comprising a casing formed with in

lars set between the shell and the casing one at each end of gress ports , a carrier rotatable therein , pressure parts slid

the slots , an inlet into the outer shell opening into the space ably mounted in the carrier , said pressure parts having their
between the collars , a piston rotatably set in the casing, a outer ends continually engaging the inner face of the casing,

circumferential flange set on the piston approximately mid- and said carrier being formed in its sides and on opposite

way between its ends and at right angles to its axis , a series sides of the pressure parts with steam channels adapted to

of radial zig- zag ribs extending from the circumferential register with the ingress ports of the casing during move
flange spirally around the piston and toward the ends there- ment of said carrier , the steam channels on one side of said

of , engaging the casing with their outer edges , and forming pressure parts being closer to the periphery of the carrier

spiral passages alternately increasing and diminishing in than those channels on the opposite side.
their cross sectional area and leading from the circumfer- 11. A rotary engine comprising a casing formed with oppo

ential flange to the ends of the piston, an outlet from the site abutments and having its heads formed with ingress

cuter ends of the spiral passages into the space between the ports arranged on opposite sides of said abutments , a car

casing and the shell , and exhaust outlets in the shell . rier rotatable in said casing , and pressure parts movably

mounted on said carrier , said carrier being formed with chan

No. 100,842. Rotary Engine. Machine rotatoire. nels extending inwardly from its opposite sides and adapted

for registration with the respective ports of the casing, und

having ducts leading therefrom to opposite sides of said

pressure parts .

12. A rotary engine comprising a casing , a carrier rotatable

therein, and opposite pairs of pressure parts mounted in said

carrier, each pair of pressure parts connected to means,

swinging eccentrically to the carrier and having their outer

ends continually engaging the inner face of the casing , said

inner face of the casing being so shaped as to cause alter

nate inward and outward movement of the respective pres

sure parts .
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No. 100,843 . Rotary Engine . Machine rotatoire.

George Stanley MacDonald , Helena , Montana , U.S.A. , 4th

September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 26th May, 1906 . Re

ceipt No. 136,279 .

Claim .-1 . In a rotary engine , the combination of opposite

ly moving pistons provided with clutch members , a shaft ,

and a clutch head mounted on said shaft between said pis

Norman R. Smith , Seattle, Washington , U.S.A. , 4th Septem- tons and arranged for engagement with either of the same ,

ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 27th March , 1906. Receipt No. as and for the purpose set forth .

134,350. 2. In a rotary engine , the combination with the cylinder

Claim . - 1. A rotary engine comprising a casing, a carrier and the two pistons working therein side by side and pro

rotatable therein , and pressure parts mounted in said carrier ' vided on their opposing faces with gearing teeth , a par
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tition ring between said pistons and provided with pinions 4. In an engine of the type set forth, the combination of

meshing with the teeth thereof, each of said pistons being a circular casing , a shaft extending centrally therethrough

and carrying a serpentine piston , transversely working gates

connected to said piston , inlet ports at each side of the cas

ing in advance of each gate and exhaust ports at opposite

sides of the casing behind each gate, a single valve con

trolling each pair of inlet ports and each pair of outlet ports

and means connected to the shaft for operating said valve.

5. In an engine of the type set forth, the combination of

a circular casing, a shaft extending therethrough and carry

ing a serpentine piston , transversely working gates engag

ing said piston , inlet ports at each side of the casing in

advance of each gate and exhaust ports at opposite sides

of the casing behind each gate , a valve casing for each pair

of inlet ports and a valve casing for each pair of exhaust

ports , each of said valve casings being connected to its ports

by independent steam passages , a single valve in each valve

casing adapted to alternately open and close said steam

passages, means for alternately actuating the inlet valves ,

and means for alternately actuating the exhaust valves ,

substantially as set forth.

6. In an engine of the type set forth , the combination of
provided on its inner face with a female clutch member a circular casing, a shaft extending therethrough and carry

and a shaft mounted in said cylinder and provided with a ing a serpentine piston , transversely working gates engag

clutch head designed to be moved into engr gement with ing said piston, inlet ports at each side of the casing in ad

either clutch member of the pistons , as and for the purpose vance of each gate and exhaust ports at opposite sides of

set forth . the casing behind each gate , these ports being connected to

3. A rotary engine comprising a cylinder , two pistons lo- | independent steam passages leading to the periphery of the

cated in said cylinder side by side and provided on their casing , an inlet valve casing for each pair of inlet ports and

opposing faces with gear teeth , and also provided on said a valve casing for each pair of exhaust ports , these valve

faces with female clutch members , pinions interposed be- casings extending across the periphery of the casing, a re

tween the two faces of the pistons and meshing with the ciprocating piston valve in each casing, and means for oper

teeth thereof, whereby the pistons will turn in opposite ating these valves from the shaft of the engine, substantially

directions , means for admitting steam to said pistons and as set forth .

for exhausting it from the cylinders, a shaft mounted in 7. The method herein described of operating a rotary en

the cylinder , and a clutch head on said shart between the gine of the continuous piston type , consisting in alternately

two pistons and arranged for engagement with the clutch sliding across the piston a series of gates or abutments ,

member . these gates working in closed interconnecting chambers and
4. A rotary engine , comprising a cylinder provided with being actuated by means independent of the piston .

a steam chest divided into two compartments and said cylin

der also provided with a partition dividing it into two com
No. 100,845 . Rotary Engine. Machine rotatoire.

partments, pistons mounted to turn in said cylinder on

opposite sides of said ring and provided on their opposing

faces with female clutch members, pinions mounted in said

partition ring and engaging said opposing faces of the two

pistons , and a shaft mounted with a clutch head designed Fig 1

to be moved into engagement with the clutch member of the

pistons, and means for admitting steam alternately into the

compartments of the cylinder whereby to act successively

on the two pistons , as and for the purpose set forth.

G9 G

No. 100,844. Piston Engine. Machine à piston.
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Joseph C. Jarvis , Huntington , West Virginia , U.S.A. , 4th

September , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 28th July, 1906. Receipt
100845

No. 138,226 .

Claim .-- 1. In an engine of the type described , the com

bination of a casing , a shaft carrying a serpentine piston,
a plurality of gates engaging the piston and having their Benjamin F. Augustine, Buffalo, New York , U.S.A. , 4th Sep

ends working in chambers at the sides of the casing , and tember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 28th June , 1906. Receipt No.

pipes connecting opposite pairs of these chambers , for the
137,375 .

purpose set forth . Claim .-1 . The combination of a rotary core, a cylinder sur
2. In an engine of the type described , the combination of rounding said core and contacting therewith to form an

a casing, a shaft carrying a continuous serpentine piston , abutment , pistons carried by said core and travelling in con

gates engaging this piston and adapted to slide endwiis'e tact with the inner surface of said cylinder, means for ad

aeross the casing, and means independent of the piston for mitting the motive fluid into the cylinder at one side of said

endwisely sliding said gates as the piston rotates . abutment and cutting it off to act expansively, a supple

3. In an engine of the type described, the combination of mental exhaust port at the opposite side of the abutment

a casing, a shaft carrying a continuous serpentine piston , and a main exhaust port between said admission means and

gates engaging this piston and adapted to slide endwise said supplemental exhaust port , said abutment having a by .

across the casing , and means independent of the piston for pass passage whereby the fluid can pass by a piston in con .

sliding said gates as the piston rotates , said means tact with said abutment and exert its pressure between the

sisting of a rod connected to each of the gates and a con preceding piston and said abutment substantially until said

necting lever arrangement. preceding piston reaches said main exhaust port and the

con
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succeeding piston passes off of said abutment, substantially 9. The combination of a rotary core , a cylinder surround

as set forth . ing the core and contacting therewith at one side to form

2. The combination of a rotary core , a cylinder surround- an abutment, diametrically opposite pistons arranged to

ing said core and contacting therewith to form an abutment , slideinradial guides in said core , a counterweight arranged

pistons carried by said core and travelling in contact with diametrically opposite to each piston to slide in a radial

the inner surface of said cylinder, an admission port in the guide in the core, rods connecting each piston and the oppo

end of the cylinder at one side of said abutment, a disc site counterweight and passing through the counterweight

secured to the end of said core and having ports which co- for the opposite piston , means for holding the pistons in con

operate with said admission port to cut off the fluid to act tact with the cylinder , and means for admitting and exhaust

expansively, an exhaust port, said abutment having a by- | ing fluid to and from the cylinder, substantially as set forth .

pass passage whereby the fluid from the admission port can 10. The combination of a rotary core , a cylinder surround

pass by a piston in contact with said abutment and exert its ing the core and contacting therewith at one side to form an

pressure between the preceding piston and said abutment abutment, pistons carried by said core , cams secured to the

substantially until said preceding piston reaches said ex- heads of said cylinder for holding the pistons in contact with

haust port and the succeeding piston passes off of said the inner surface of the cylinder, end plates secured to the

abutment, substantially as set forth . ends of said core and located between said cams and the

3. The combination of a rotary core , a cylinder surround- heads of the cylinder, packing rings between the heads of

in said coreand contacting therewith to forman abutment, the cylinder and said end plates, packing rings between the

pistons carried by said core and travellingin contact with
ends of said core and the inner sides of said cams , and means

the inner surface of said cylinder,an admissionport inthe for admitting and exhausting fluid to andfromthecylinder,
end of the cylinder at one side of said abutment , a disc substantially as set forth .

secured to the end of said core and having ports which co

operate withsaidadmission port to cut off the fluid to act No. 100,846. Mechanism for Feeding a Bar of
expansively , an exhaust port, said abutment having by -pass Stock .

passages in its opposite sides whereby the fluid can pass by Mécanisme alimentateur de barre de filière.

a piston in contact with said abutment , ports connecting

with said by-pass passages , and a reversing valve controlling

said ports and adapted in one position to close the port at

the side of the abutment adjacent to said admission port

and open the other port to serve as a supplemental exhaust Fig !

port , substantially as set forth.

4. The combination of a rotary core , a surrounding cylin 0000

der concentric with said core and having an eccentric portion

which contacts with the core to form an abutment, pistons

carried by said core and travelling in contact with said cylin

der, admission ports in the ends of the cylinder at one side

of said abutment, a valve controlling the supply thereto ,

discs secured to the ends of the core and having ports which

co -operate with said admission ports to cut off the fluid to

act expansively , said cylinder having a main exhaust port

and also ports at opposite sides of said abutment , a fluid

supply, and a reversing valve controlling said fluid supply

and ports at opposite sides of the abutment and construct

d to close the port at the side of the abutment next to the

admission ports and open the port at the opposite side of the

abutment to serve as a supplemental exhaust port, or to con

nect the last -mentioned port with said fluid supply and open 100846

the port next to the admission port for reversing the engine,

substantially as set forth .
The Standard Screw Company, assignee of Walter Beverly

5. The combination of a rotary core , a cylinder surround- Pearson , all of Detroit, Michigan , U.S.A. , 4th September,

ing said core and contacting therewith at one side to form 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 5th July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,541 .

an abutment , pistons carried by said core and travelling in

contact with the inner surface of said cylinder, means for
Claim.-1 . The combination with a stock spindle, of a stock

admitting motive fluid to the cylinder at one side of said prising a feed tube, means to operate said chuck and means
chuck and a wire feed applied thereto , said wire feed com

abutment and cutting it off to act expansively , a valve con

trolling the supply of fluid to said means, and a reversing wire feed , saidmeans comprising a slide in which said feed
to impart reciprocating movement to the feed tube of said

mechanism independent of said cut-off mechanism for ad

mittingand exhausting motive fluid to and from the cylinder nected to saidslide and adapted to be connected to said
tube is revolubly secured , a crank or disc , a rod or bar con

at opposite sides of said abutment , substantially as set forth.
crank or disc at different distances from its axis of rotation

6. The combination of a rotary core , a cylinder surround
and on different radial lines thereof, and means to impart

ing the core and contacting therewith at one side to form step -by -step rotation to said crank or disc , the relation be

an abutment, pistons slidably mounted in radial guides in ing such that during periods of rest of said crank or disc the

said core , means for holding said pistons out against the
point of attachmeit of said connecting rod or bar to said

inner surface of the cylinder, counter weights connected to
crank or disc will be at a dead point .

said pistons , stops to limit the outward movement of the 2. The combination with a stock spindle , of a stock chuck
pistons , shoes on said pistons which are pressed against the

cylinder independently of the means for holding said pistons a feed tube , means to operate said chuck and means to im
and a wire feed applied thereto , said wire feed comprising

out , and means for admitting and exhausting fluid to and part reciprocating movement to the feed tube of said wire

from the cylinder, substantially as set forth .. feed , said means comprising a slide in which said feed tube

7. The combination of a rotary core, a cylinder surround is revolubly secured , a crank or disc , a rod or bar connected

ing said core and contacting therewith at one side to form to said slide and adapted to be connected to said crank or
an abutment , pistons carried by said core and travelling in disc at different distances from its axis of rotaticn and on
contact with the inner surfare of said cylinder , means for different radial lines , a shaft to which said crank or disc

admitting motive fluid to the cylinder at one side of said is secured , a gear on said shaft, a driven shaft and a seg

abutment and cutting it off to act expansively, admission mental gear or gears on said driven shaft adapted to engage
and exhaust ports at opposite sides of said abutment, and a the gear on said crank shaft , the angular distances between

reversing valve controlling said ports to admit and exhaust the radial lines passing through the different points for the

motive fluid toandfrom the cylinder at opposite sides of said attachment of said connecting rodto said crank or discbeing

abutment, said reversing valve being also constructed and equal to or a multiple of 360 degrees divided by the number

arranged to closethe admission and exhaust port at the side of teeth in the gear on said crank shaft .

of the abutmentadjacent to said cut- off means and open the 3. The combination with a stock spindle , of a stock chuck

admission and exhaust port at the opposite side of the abut- and a wire feed applied thereto, said wire feedcomprisinga

ment , substantially as set forth . feed tube , means to operate said chuck and means to impart

8. The combination of a rotary core, a cylinder surround - reciprocating movement to the feed tube of said wire feed,

ing the core and contacting therewith at one side to form an said means comprising a slide in which said feed tube is re

abutment, pistons slidably mounted in radial guides in said volubly secured , à crank or disc provided with a plurality of

core, means for holding said pistons out against the inner holes at different distances from its axis of rotation, a rod

surface of the cylinder , stopsto limit the outward movement or bar connected to said slide , a pin theeon interchangeable

of said pistons, counter weights connected to said pistons in the holes in said crank or disc , a shaft to which said crank

and movable in guides in said core , and means for admitting or disc is secured, a gear on said crank shaft, a driven shaft

and exhausting fluid to and from the cylinder, substantially and a segmental gear or gears on said driven shaft which

as set forth .

engage the gear on said crank shaft, the holes in said crank
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or disc being arranged on radial lines the angular distances 11. The combination with a stock spindle , of a stock

between which are equal to or a multiple of 360 degrees chuck and a wire feed applied thereto, said wire feea com

divided by the number of teeth in the gear on said crank prising a feed tube , means to operate said chuck, means to

shaft . impart reciprocating movement to the feed tube of said wire

4. The combination with a stock spindle, of a stock chuck feed, said means comprising a slide in which said feed tube

and a wire feed applied thereto , said wire feed comprising a is revolubly secured , a crank or disc, a rod which connects

feed tube , means to operate said chuck and means to impart said crank or disc with said slide , a shaft to which said

reciprocating movement to the feed tube of said wire feed. crank or disc is secured, a gear thereon , a driven shaft , a

said means comprising a slide in which said feed tube is re- segmental gear or gears on said shaft which engage the

volubly secured , a crank or disc , a rod which connects said gear on said crank shaft and means to lock said slide against

slide with said crank or disc , means for connecting said rod movement between engagements of said segmental gear or

to said slide at different points longitudinally thereof and to gears with the gear on said crank shaft.

said crank or disc at different distances from its axis of 12. Thecombination with a stock spindle , of a stock chuck

rotation and means to rotate said crank or disc . and a wire feed applied thereto , said wire feed comprising a

5. The combination with a stock spindle, of a stock chuck teed tube, means to operate said chuck, means to impart re
and a wire feed applied thereto , said wire feed comprising a ciprocating movement to the feed tube of said wire feed ,

feed tube, means to operate said chuck and means to impart said means comprising a slide in which said feed tube is re

reciprocating movement to the feed tube of said wire feed, volubly secured, a crank or disc , connection between said

said means comprising a slide in which said feed tube is re- slide and said crank or disc whereby rotation of said crank

revolubly secured , a crank or disc , a rod which connects said or disc will impart reciprocating movement to said slide , a

slide with said crank or disc , means for connecting said ro shaft to which said crank or disc is secured , a gear on said

to said slide at different points longitudinally thereof and crank shaft , a driven shaft , a segmental gear or gears on said

to said crank or disc at different distances from its axis of driven shaft which engage the gear on said crank shaft , and

rotation , a shaft to which said crank or disc is secured , a means to lock said slide in position between successive en

gear on said crank shaft , a driven shaft and a segmental gagements of said segmental gear or gears with the gear
gear or gears on said driven shaft which engage the gear on on said crank shaft .

said crank shaft .
13. The combination with a stock spindle , if a stock chuck

6. The combination with a stock spindle , of a stock chuck and a wire feed applied thereto , said wire feed comprising

and a wire feed applied thereto, said wire feed comprising a a feed tube , means to operate said chuck , means to impart

feed tube,means to operate said chuck and means to impart reciprocatingmovementto the feed tube of said wirefeed,
reciprocating movement to the feed tube of said wire feed, said means comprising a slide in which said feed tube is
said means comprising a slide in which said feed tube is

revolubly secured , a crank or disc , a rod which connects

revolubly secured provided with a plurality of holes arranged said slide with said crankor disc,a bar which extendsover

lengthwise thereof, a crank or discprovided witha plurality said rod , a spring pressed shoe in saidbarwhichbears on
of holes at different distances from its axis of rotation , a said rod, the surface of said rod engaged by said shoe being
rod or bar,, pins thereon interchangeable in the holes in said angular in cross section and said shoe being provided with

slide and in said crank or disc and means to rotate said crank a corresponding recess , a shaft to which said crank or disc

or disc . is secured , a gear on said crank shaft , a driven shaft and a

7. The combination with a stock spindle, of a stock chuck segmentai gear or gears on said driven shaft which engage

and a wire feed applied thereto , said wire feed comprising the gear on said crank shaft.

a feed tube , means to operate said chuck and means to im- 14. The combination with a stock spindle , of a stock chuck

part reciprocating movement to the feed tube of said wire and a wire feed applied thereto, said wire feed comprising

feed , said means comprising a slide in which said feed tube a feed tube , means to operate said chun, means to impart

is revolubly securedprovided with a plurality of holes ar : reciprocatingmovementto the feed tube of said wirefeed,
ranged lengthwise thereof, a crank or disc provided with said means comprising a slide in which said feed tube is

a plurality of holes at different distances from its axis of revolubly secured, acrank or disc, operative connection be
rotation , a rod or bar , pins thereon interchangeable in the tween said crank or disc and said slide whereby rotation of
holes in said slide and in said crank or disc , a shaft to which said crank or disc will impart reciprocating movement to

said crank or disc is secured , a gear on said crank shaft, said slide , a shaft to which said crank or disc is secured,

a driven shaft and a segmental gear or gears on said driven a gear on said crank shaft , a driven shaft and a segmental

shaft which engage the gear on said crank shaft . gear or gears on said driven shaft which engage the gear

8. The combination with a stock spindle , of a stock chuck in said crank shaft.

and a wirefeed applied thereto , said wire feed comprising 15. The combination with a stock spindle , of a stock chuck

a feed tube , means to operate said chuck and means to im- and a wire feed applied thereto, said wire feed comprising

part reciprocating movement to the feed tube oť said wire a feed tube , means to operate said chuck , means to impart

feed, said means comprising a slide in which said feed tube reciprocating movement to the feed tube of said wire feed ,

is revolubly secured provided with a plurality of holes ar- ejector fingers which project inwardly through slots in the

ranged lengthwise thereof, a crank or disc provided with a spring jaws of the feed tube of the wire feed which regis

plurality of holes at different distances from its axis of ter with slots in the stock chuck and means to impart re

rotation, a rod or bar, pins thereon interchangeable in the ciprocating movement to said ejector fingers.

holes in said slide and in said crank or disc , a shaft to 16. The combination with a stock spindle, of a stock chuck

which said crank or disc is secured , a gear on said crank and a wire feed applied thereto , said wire feed comprising

shaft , a driven shaft and a segmental gear or gears on said a feed tube , means to operate said chuck means to impart

driven shaft which engage the gear on said crank shaft. the reciprocating movement to the feed tube of said wire feed,

holes in said crank or disc being arranged on radial lines ejector fingers which project inwardly throughslots in the

the angular distances between which are equal to or a mul- spring jaws of the feed tube of said wire feed which regis
tiple of 360 degrees divided by the number of teeth in the ter with slots in the stock chuck and means controlled by

gear on said crank shaft . the feed tube operating mechanism for imparting recipro

9. The combination with a stock spindle , of a , stock chuck cating movement to said ejector fingers.

and a wire feed applied thereto , said wire feed comprising 17. The combination with a stock spindle, of a stock chuck

a feed tube, means to operate said chuck and means to im- and a wire feed applied thereto , said wire feed comprising

part reciprocating movement to the feed tube of said wire a feed tube , means to operate said chuck , means to impart

feed , said means comprising a slide in which said feed tube reciprocating movement to the feed tube of said wire feed,

is revolubly secured , a crank or disc , a rod or bar, pius rods fitted to and longitudinally movable in grooves formed

thereon which are fitted to holes in said slide and in said in the chuck plunger and in the wire feed tube , ejector

crank or disc , a bar which extends over said rod , a spring fingers on said rods which project inwardly through slots in

pressed shoe in said bar which bears on said rod , a shaft the spring jaws of the wire feed tube which register with

to which said crank or disc is secured , a gear on said crank slots in the stock chuck and means for imparting recipro

shaft , a driven shaft and a segmental gear or gears on said cating movement to said rods .

driven shaft which engage the gear on said crank shaft. 18. The combination with a stock spindle , of a stock chuck

10. The combination with a stock spindle, of a stock chuck and a wire feed applied thereto , said wire feed comprising

and a wire feed applied thereto , said wire feed comprising a feed tube , means to operate said chuck , a slide in which

a feed tube , means to operate said chuck and means to im- the feed tube of said wire feed is revolubly secured , means

part reciprocating movement to the feed tube of said wire to impart reciprocating movement to said slide , rods fitted

feed, said means comprising a slide in which said feed tube to and longitudinally movable in grooves formed in the

is revolubly secured , a crank or disc , a rod , pins thereon chuck plunger and in the feed tube of the wire feed , ejec

which are interchangeable in a series of holes in said slide tor fingers on said rods which project inwardly through

and in said crank or disc , a bar which extends over said slots formed in the spring jaws of the wire feed tube which

rod a spring pressed shoe in said bar which bears on said register with slots in the stock chuck, a sleeve on said feed

rod, a shaft to which said crank or dis is secured , a gear tube to which rods are secured , a lever pivoted upon the

on said crank shaft, a driven shaft and a segmental gear or slide in which the feed tube is secured , one end of which is

gears on said driven shaft which engage the gear on said , connected to the ejector sleeve and a stop which forms a
crank shaft. fulcrum for the opposite end of said lever.
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19. The combination with a stock spindle , of a stock chuck said lever , said stud or projection being interchangeable in

and a wire feed applied thereto , said wire feed comprising a a series of holes .

feed tube, meansto operate said chuck,a slide in which the 25. The combination with a stock spindle , of a stock chuck

fted tube of said wire feed is revolubly secured , means to and a wire feed applied thereto , said wire feed comprising a

impart reciprocating movement to said slide , rods fitted to feed tube , means to operate said chuck, a slide in which the

and longitudinally movable in grooves formed in the chuck feed tube of said wire feed is revolubly secured , means to

piunger and in the feed tube of the wire feed , ejector fingers | impart reciprocating movement thereto , means to vary the

on said rods the ends of which project inwardly through slots movement thereof , rods fitted to and longitudinally movable

formed in the spring jaws of said feed tube which register ir grooves formed in the chuck plunger and in the feed tube

with slots in the stock chuck , a sleeve on the feed tube to of said wire feed , ejector fingers on said rods which project

which the ejector rods are secured , a lever pivoted on the inwardly through slots formed in the spring jaws of the feed

feed tube slide , connection between one end of said lever and tube in register with slots in the stock chuck , a sleeve od

the ejector sleeve , a stop which projects into the path of said feed tube to which the ejector rods are secured , a level

travel of the opposite end of said lever as said slide ad- pivoted upon the feed tube slide , connection between one end

vances , and a spring applied to said lever adapted to impari of said lever and the ejector sleeve , a stop which projects

pivotal movement to said lever to retract said ejector sleeve into the path of travel of the opposite end of said lever as

20. The combination with a stock spindle , of a stock chudl : said slide advances , said stop being interchangeable in a

and a wire feed applied thereto , said wire feed comprising scries of holes and a spring applied to said lever adapted to

a feed tube , means to operate said chuck , a slide in which move the same pivotally to retract said ejector sleeve .

the feed tube of said wire feed is revolubly secured , means 26. The combination with a stock spindle , of a stock chuck

to impart reciprocating movement to said slide, rods fitted and a wire feed applied thereto , said wire feed comprising

to and longitudinally movable in grooves formed in the stock a feed tube , means to operate said chuck , a slide in which

chuck plunger and in the feed tube of said wire feed , ejector the feed tube of said wire feed is revolubly secured , means

fingers on said rods the ends of which project inwardly to impart reciprocating movement thereto , means to vary the

through slots formed in the spring jaws of said feed iube movement thereof, rods fitted to and longitudinally movable

which register with slots in the stock chuck , a sleeve on the in grooves formed in the chuck plunger and in the feed tube

feed tube to which the ejector rods are secured , means to of said wire feed , ejector fingers on said rods which pro

impart reciprocating movement to said sleeve ' and a stop ject inwardly through slots in the spring jaws of the feed

which limits the rearward movement thereof relatively to tube in register with slots in the stock chuck, a sleeve on

the feed tube of the wire feed. said feed tube to which the ejector rods are secured , a lever

21. The combination with a stock spindle , of a stock cbuck pivoted upon the feed tube slide , connection between one

and a wire feed applied thereto , said wire feed comprising a end of said lever and the ejector sleeve , a stop which pro

feed tube , means to operate said chuck , a slide in which the jects into the path of travel of the opposite end of said

feed tube of said wire feed is revolubly secured , means to lever as said slide advances , said stop being changeable in

impart reciprocating movement to said slide , rods fitted to a series of holes , a spring applied to said lever adapted to

and longitudinally movable in grooves formed in the chuck move the same pivotally to retract said ejector sleeve and

plunger and in the feed tube of the wire feed , ejector fingers a stop which limits the rearward movement of said sleeve

or said rods the ends of which project inwardly through relatively to the feed tube of the wire feed .

slots formed in the spring jaws of said feed tube which reg- 27. The combination with a stock spindle , of a stock chuck

ister with slots in the stock chuck, a sleeve on the feed tube and a wire feed applied thereto , said wire feed comprising

to which the ejector rods are secured , a lever pivoted upon a feed tube , means to operate said chuck, means to impart

the feed tube slide , connection between one end of said lever reciprocating movement to the feed tube of said wire feed ,

and the ejector sleeve , a stop which projects into the pail ejector fingers which project inwardly through slots formed

of travel of the opposite end of said lever as said slide ac . in the spring jaws of said feed tube in register with slots

vances , and a stop which limits the rearward movement of formed in the stock chuck , stops which limit the inward

said sleeve relatively to the feed tube of the wire feed. movement of said ejector fingers relatively to the spring

22. The combination with a stock spindle , of a stock chuck jaws of the wire feed tube and means to impart reciprocat

and a wire feed applied thereto , said wire feed comprising a ing movement to said ejector fingers.

feed tube, means to operate said chuck, a slide in which the 28. The combination with a stock spindle , of a stock chuck

feed tube of said wire feed is revolubly secured , means to and a wire feed applied thereto , said wire feed comprising

impart reciprocating movement to said slide, rous fitted to a feed tube , means to operate said chuck , means to impart

and longitudinally movable in grooves formed it the chuck reciprocating movement to the feed tube of said wire feed ,

plunger and in the feed tube of said wire feed , ejector fingers ejector fingers which project inwardly through slots formed

on said rods the ends of which project inwardly through in the spring jaws of said feed tube in register with slots

slots formed in the spring jaws of said feed tube which reg- formed in the stock chuck , shoulders on said spring jaws

ister with slots in the stock chuck , a sleeve on the feed tube which limit the inward movement of said ejector fingers re

to which the ejector rods are secured , a lever pivoted upon latively thereto and means to impart reciprocating move

the feed tube slide, connection between one end of said lever ment to said ejector fingers.

and the ejector sleeve , a stop which projects into the path 29. The combination with a stock spindle , a stock chuck

of travel of the opposite end of said lever as said slide ad- and a primary wire feed applied thereto , said wire feed com

vances , a spring applied to said lever adapted to move the prising a feed tube , means to operate said chuck and means

same pivotally to retract said sleeve and a stop which limits to impart reciprocating movement to the feed tube of said

the rearward movement of said sleeve relatively to the feed wire feed, of an auxiliary wire feed , comprising spring jaws

tube of the wire feed. secured in the feed tube in the rear of the spring jaws of

23. The combination with a stock spindle , of a stock chuck the primary wire feed , a fixed support in the rear of said

and a wire feed applied thereto , said wire feed comprising a feed tube , a sleeve revolubly mounted in said support and

feed tube, means to operate said chuck , a slide in which the means on said sleeve to prevent rearward movement of a

feed tube of said wire feed is revolubly secured , means to bar of stock therethrough .

impart reciprocating movement thereto, rods fitted to and 30. The combination with a stock spindle , a stock chuck

longitudinally movable in grooves formed in the chuck plun- and a wire feed applied thereto , said wire feed comprising

zºr and in the feed tube of the wire feed , ejector fingers on a feed tube , means to operate said chuck and means to im

said rods which project inwardly through slots formed in ih : part reciprocating movement to the feed tube of said wire

spring jaws of said feed tube which register wird slots in feed , of an auxiliary wire feed comprising spring jaws secur

the stock chuck , a grooved sleeve on said feed tube to which ed in the feed tube of said wire feed in the rear of the

the ejector rods are secured, a lever piyoled upon the feed spring jaws of the primary wire feed , a fixed support in the

tube slide , one end of which engages the groove formed in rear of said feed tube , a sleeve revolubly mounted therein

the ejector sleeve and a stop which forms a fulcrum for the provided with a hole adapted to receive a bar of stock , a

opposite end of said lever. plate pivoted to the rear face of said sleeve at one side of

24. The combination with a stock spindle of a stock chuck the hole therein and which extends across said hole , said

and a wire feed applied thereto , said wire feed comprising a plate being provided with a hole adapted to receive a bar

feed tube , means to operate said chuck , a slide in which the of stock , a spring applied to said plate to force the free

feed tube of said wire feed is revolubly secured , means to end thereof away from the face of said sleeve and a stop

impart reciprocating movement thereto, means to vary the which limits the movement of said plate under the influence

movement of said slide , rods fitted to and longitudinalloy of said spring.

movable in grooves formed in the chuck plungerandin the 31. The combination with a stock spindle, a stock chuck

feed tube of said wire feed, ejector fingerson said rods and a wire feed applied thereto , said wire feed comprising

which project inwardly through slots in the spring jaws of a feed tube , means to operate said chuck and means to im

the feed tube in register with the slots in the stock chuck , a part reciprocating movement to the feed tube of said wire

sleeve on the feed tube to which the ejector rods are secured , teed , of an auxiliary wire feed , comprising spring jaws secur

a lever pivoted on the feed tube slide , connection between ed in said feed tube in the rear of the sprog jaws of the

one end of said lever and the ejector sleeve and a stud or primary wire feed , a fixed support in the rear of said feed

projection which forms a fulcrum for the opposite end of ' tube, a sleeve revolubly mounted in said support provided
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with a hole adapted to receive a bar of stock, a plate pivot- device with said spindle , a stop device for said clutch and

ed to the rear face of said sleeve at one side of the hole spindle and a second stock holder adapted to co- operate

therein and which extends across said hole , said plate being with said angular bar when at rest for clamping same to

provided with a hole adapted to receive a bar of stock, a said stock holder , means for operating said stop device ar

spring applied to said plate to force the free end thereof ranged first to disengage said clutch from said operating

away from the face of the sleeve , a stop which limits the device and immediately thereafter hold said clutch and

movement of said plate under the influence of said spring, spindle stationary in proper predetermined position to in
a catch or detent adapted to secure said plate in contact sure the proper registry of the second holding device add

with the face of said sleeve , a pin for disengaging said de- tar of stock and subsequently to release said stop device ,

tent from said plate and means to throw said pin into and and means for effecting re-engagement of said clutch for the

out of the path of travel of said detent . purpose of twisting the bar on its axis .

6. In a screw machine a main operating device , a stock

No. 100,847. Screw Machine. Machine à vis.
spindle and a stock holder for an angular shaped bar of

stock , a clutch for connecting the operating device with said

spindle for rotating same , a stop device for said spindle, a

second stock holder, angular shaped jaws thereon , means

for moving the stop device to disengage said clutch from the

main operating device and hold said bar of stock and said

spindle at a predetermined point of rotation , means for

operating the jaws of the second stock holder while said

spindle is held by said stop device , and means for releasing

said stop device subsequent to the operation of said jaws,

for the purpose specified.

No. 100,848. Sorew Making Machine.

Machine à faire des vis.
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The Standard Screw Company, assignee of Walter Beverly

Pearson , all of Detroit , Michigan , U.S.A., 4th September ,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 5th July , 1906. Receipt No. 137,542.

Claim . — 1. In a screw machine the combination of a re

voluble stock holder and means for rotating the same , a

cutting device for partially severing a bar of stock secured

'in said revoluble stock holder, a second stock holder for

seizing the end of said partially severed bar of stock and

holding the same stationary, means for intermittently stop

ping said revoluble stock holder, and means to cause said

second stock holder to grasp the end of said partially

severed bar of stock when said revoluble stock holder is in

positions of rest, substantially as described .

2. In a screw machine the combination of a revoluble The Standard Screw Company, assignee of Walter Beverly

stock holder and means for rotating the same at relatively Pearson , all of Detroit , Michigan , U.S.A. , 4th Septem

fast and slow speeds , a cutting device for partially sever- ber , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 6th July, 1906. Receipt No.

ing a bar of stock secured in said revoluble stock holder , a 137,581 .

second stock holder for seizing the end of said martially
Claim .-- 1 . The combination with a revoluble and longitu

severed bar of stock and holding the same stationary , means

for intermittently stopping said revoluble stock holder, and vided with slots and holes, a converting disc, a pin thereon,
dinally movable member, of an indexing head thereon pro

means to cause said second stock holder to grasp the end of

sa id partially severed bar of stock when saidrevoluble stock shaft and converting disc whereby rotation of said shaft will
a driven shaft , operative connection between said driven

holder is in position of rest , substantially as describert
3. Ina screw machine thecombination of a stock spindle, impart intermittent rotary movement to said converting disc,

a movable holding device adaptedto be brought into register projections on the indexing head, a cam on thedrivenshaft
with said stock spindle to seizeone end of the bar of stock, ergaged by said projections and a locking stud which en

a cutting device for partially severing a bar of stock secured
gages a hole in said indexing head between rotary actua

in said stock spindle mechanism for rotating said stock tions thereof on which said converting disc is mounted, sub

spindle , means for intermittently stopping the rotation of stantially as described.

said stock spindle , and means to cause the holding device to
2. The combination with a revoluble and longitudinally

approach and seize the stock during intervals of rest ofthe movablemember, of an indexing head thereon provided with

stock spindle , substantially as described . slots and holes , a converting disc , a pin thereon , a gear se

4. In a screw machine, means for rotating a bar of stock , cured to rotate with said converting disc, a driven shaft, a

a change of speed device for said rotating means, a cutting segmental gear thereon which engages the gear on said con

device for partially severing said stock , means for holding verting disc, projections on the indexing head, a cam on the

stationary one end of said bar, means to operate the change driven shaft engaged by said projections and a locking stud

of speed device whereby there will be a change from fast to which engages a hole in said indexing head between rotary

slow speed and then to inoperative position before the end actuations thereof on which said converting disc is mounted,

of the bar is seized by the holding device, means for operat- substantially as described.

ing the change of speed device subsequent thereto and after 3. The combination with a revoluble and longitudinaliy

the partial severance of said stock , for the purpose specified . movable member, of an indexing head thereon provided with

5. In a screw machine a main operating device a stock slots and holes , a converting disc , a pin thereon , a gear se

spindle and a stock holder connected therewith for an an- cured to rotate with said converting disc , a driven shaft, a

nular bar of stock, a clutch for connecting said operating ' segmental gear thereon which engages the gear on said con
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verting disc , projections on the indexing head , a cam on the verting disc adapted for engagement with said fixed part ,
driven shait engaged by said projections, a locking stud substantially as described.

which engages a hole in the indexing head between rotary 12. The combination with a revoluble member, of means to

actuations thereof on which the converting disc is slidably impart rotary movement thereto , comprising an indexing

mounted , and shoulders on said movably supported member head provided with slots and holes , a converting disc, pins

which embrace the sides of said converting disc whereby thereon adapted to engage the slots in said indexing head,
said converting disc will be maintained in fixed relation to a driven shaft , a gear secured to said converting disc , a seg

the indexing head, substantially as descrbed . mental gear on said driven shaft adapted to engage the gear

4. The combination with a revoluble and longitudinally on said converting disc , means to prevent over- carrying of

movable member , of an indexing head thereon provided with said converting disc , means to impart reciprocating move

slots and holes, a converting disc , a pin thereon , a gear ment to said revoluble member and means to lock said re

secured to rotate with said converting disc , a driven shaft, voluble member against the rotary movement between en

a segmental gear thereon which engages the gear on said gagements of said segmental gear with gear on said convert
converting disc , projections on said indexing head , a cam ing disc , comprising a rigid stud adapted to enter the holes

or said driven shaft engaged by said projections , a locking in said indexing head , substantially as described .

stud which engages a hole in said indexing head between 13. In a machine for making screws and the like , the com

rotary actuations thereof on which said converting disc is bination of a movably supported head , means for imparting

mounted and means to prevent over carrying of said con- reciprocating and rotary movement thereto , shucks on said

verting disc , substantially as described . head , a wedge applied to each of said chucks for closing the

5. The combination with a revoluble and longitudinally same and a movable member supported independently said

mcovable shaft, of an indexing headthereon provided with movably supported head in position to engage the wedge of
slots and holes , a converting disc , a pin thereon , a gear se

a chuck when in receiving position and adapted to impart

cured to rotate with said converting disc , a driven shaft , a
movement to said wedge to close said chuck and to leave

segmental gear thereon which engages the gear secured to
said wedge at rest with said chuck closed and means to actu

said converting disc , projections on said indexing head, a
ate said movable member to thus close the chucks on said

cam on said driven shaft engaged by said projections, a lock- movably supported head in succession .

ing stud which engages a hole in said indexing head be
14. In a machine for making screws and the like , the com

tween rotary actuations thereof on which said converting bination of a movably supported head , means for imparting

discis mountedand a cam faced groove block yieldingly head, a wedge applied to each of said chucks for closing the
reciprocating and rotary movement thereto , chucks on said

supported in said convering disc, which engages said mov

ably supported shaft , when the locking stud is in register
same , a lever pivoted on the machine frame in position to

with a hole in the indexing head , substantially as described.
engage the wedge of a chuck when in receiving position and

6. The combination with a revoluble member , of means
adapted to impart movement to said wedge to close said

to impart rotary movement thereto,comprising anindexing Chuck and to leave said wedge at rest with said chuck closed ,

a driven shaft , a cam thereon and a projection on said actuat
head provided with slots, a converting disc, pins thereon

ing lever which engages said cam , the relation being suchadapted to engage the slots in said indexing head , the re
that said lever will be actuated to thus close the chucks on

lation being such that a pin on said converting disc will al
said head in succession .

ways be in engagement with a slot in said indexing head,
15. In a machine for making screws and the like , the comand means to impart intermittent rotary movement to said

bination o a movably supported head , means for impartingconverting disc , substantially as described .

7. The combination with a revoluble member, of means
reciprocating and rotary movement thereto , chucks on said

for imparting rotary movement thereto , comprising an in
head , a wedge comprising eccentric wedging surfaces ap

dexing headprovided with slots, a converting disc, a pin plied to each of said chucks for closing the same, separate
slides on said movably supported head in which said wedgesthereon adapted to engage the slots in said indexing head

and means to impart intermittent rotary movement to said
are secured so as to be axially adjustable, a movable member

converting disc, the relation being such that in positions of supported independently of said movably supported head in

rest said pin will be in engagement with a slot in said in
position to engage the wedge of a chuck when in receiving

dexing head, and the sides of said slot will be perpendi- position and adapted to impart movement to said wedge to

close said chuck and to leave said wedge at rest with said
dicular to a radial line through said pin , substantially as

chuck closed and means to actuate said movable member to
described.

thus close the chucks on said movably supported head in8. In a combination with a revoluble member, of means
succession .

for imparting rotary movement thereto , comprising an in
16. In a machine for making screws and the like , the comdexing head provided with slots , a converting disc , a pin

thereon adapted to engage the slots in said indexing head, reciprocating and rotary movement thereto, flanges on said
bination of a movably supported head, means for imparting

means to impart intermittent rotary movement to said con

verting disc , a part fixed relatively to said converting disc said ' flanges, shanks on said chuck bodies secured in the
head, chuck bodies provided with slots secured in one of

to said fixed part between rotary actuations thereof , the re
other of said flanges, chuck levers pivoted in the slots inlation being such that in positions of rest said pin will be
said chuck bodies , a wedge mounted on the shank of eachin engagement with a slot in said indexing head and the
chuck body adapted to move the chuck levers of said chuck

sides of said slot will be perpendicular to a radial line' pivotally to close said chuck , a movable member supported
through said pin , substantially as described.9. In combination witha revoluble member, of means for independently of said movably supported head in position

to engage the wedge of a chuck when in receiving position
imparting rotary movement thereto , comprising an index

and adapted to impart movement to said wedge to close
ing head provided with slots , a converting disc, pins there

said chuck and to leave said wedge at rest with said chuck

on adapted to engage the slots in said indexing head and
closed and means to actuate said movable member to thus

means to impart intermittent rotary movement to said con
close the chucks on said movably supported head in suc

verting disc , the relation being such that a pin on said cession .

converting disc will always be in engagement with a slot
17. In a machine for making screws and the like , the com

in said indexing head and such also that in positions of bination of a movably supported head , means for impart
rest a radial line through a pin in engagement with a slot ing reciprocating and rotary movement thereto, chucks on
in said indexing head will be perpendicular to the sides of said head, a wedge comprising eccentric wedging surfaces
said slot, substantially as described.

mounted on the shank of each chuck body, separate slides

10. The combination with a revoluble member, of means provided with guide surfaces which engage corresponding

for imparting rotary movement thereto comprising an in- guide surfaces on said movably supported head in which

dexing head provided with slots , a converting disc, pins said wedges are seeured so as to be axially adjustable, a

thereon adapted to engage the slots in said indexing head, movable member supported independently of said movably

means to impart intermittent rotary movement to said con- supported head in position to engage the wedge of a chuck

verting disc, a part fixed relatively to said converting disc when in receiving position and adapted to impart move

and means to lock said converting disc to said fixed part be ment to said wedge to close the chuck and to leave said

tween rotary actuations thereof, the relation being such that wedge at rest with said chuck closed and means to actuate

a pin on said converting disc will always be in engagement said movable member to thus close the chucks on said mov

with said slot in said indexing head, and such also that in ably supported head in succession .

positions of rest a radial line through a pin in engagement 18. In a machine for making screws and the like , the com

with a slot in said indexing head will be perpendicular to the bination of a movably supported head, means for impart

sides of said slot , substantially as described. ing reciprocating and rotary movement thereto , chucks on

11. The combination with a revoluble member, of means said head, a wedge applied to each of said chucks for clos

for impaiting rotary movement thereto, comprising an in- ing the same , means to impart movement to said wedges

dexing head provided with slots, a converting disc, pins to successfully close said chucks when re in receiv

thereon adapted to engage the slots in said indexing head ing position and to leave said wedges at rest with said

meansto impart intermittent rotary movement to said con- chucks closed and means to retract said wedges to permit

verting disc ,a part fixed relative to said converting disc and said chucks to open as they successfully come into discharg

a cam -faced, grooved block yieldingly supported in said con- ing position, said means consisting of a fixed pin which
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projects into the path of travel of the wedge of a chuck cating and rotary movement to said head, chuck jaws on

or of a rigid part thereof when said chuck is in discharg- said head and means to discharge articles from said chuck

ing position as the movably supported head advances. jaws through said broach , said means comprising plungers,

19. In a machine for making screws and the like , the springs applied thereto , stops which limit the movement of

combination with a movably supported head and means for said plungers and a reciprocating member adapted to ad

imparting reciprocating and rotary movement thereto , of vance said plungers through said chuck jaws , substantially

levers pivoted thereon , chuck jaws on said levers , springs as described.

applied to said levers, wedges , an oscillating lever for ad- 28. In a machine for making screws and the like the com

vancing said wedges between said levers when the chuck bination of a discharge tube and a plurality of tools moun

jaws thereon are in receiving position , means to retract ted in a circle , said tools comprising a broach in register

said wedges from between said levers when the chuck jaws with said discharge tube , a head, means to impart recipro

thereon are in discharging position and means to discharge eating and rotary movement thereto, chuck jaws on said

articles from said chuck jaws comprising plungers , a mem- head and means to discharge articles therefrom through said

ber pivoted to the wedge operating lever which strikes a broach and into said discharge tube , substantially as des

discharge plunger when said chuck jaws are in discharging cribed.

position and a shank on said member which engages a suit- 29. In a machine for making screws and the like the com

able guide bearing , substantially as described. bination of a stock spindle and a plurality of tools mounted

20. In a machine for making screws and the like , the in a circle , a head , means to impart reciprocating and rotary

combination of a discharge tube and a plurality of tools movement thereto , chuck jaws thereon, means to feed a bar

mounted in a circle , a movably supported head, means to of stock through said stock spindle , means to rotate said

impart reciprocating and rotary movement thereto , chucks stock spindle , means to stop said stock spindle , a pivoted

on said head , a wedge applied to each of said chucks for lever, a cut - off tool carried thereon, a spring applied to said

closing the same , discharge plungers fitted to and longitud- cut -off tool lever adapted to retract the cut- off tool , a driven

ipally movable in axial bearings in said chucks, a movable shaft, cams thereon one of which is adapted to impart

member supported independently of said movably supported pivotal movement to said cut-off tool lever to partially sever

head in position to engage the wedge of a chuck when a blank from a bar of stock in said stock spindle and the

in receiving position and to leave said wedge at rest with other of which is adapted to impart pivotal movement to

said chuck closed and comprising a part adapted to engage said cut - off tool lever to finish the end of a blank on the

the discharge plunger of a chuck when in register with the end of a bar of stock in said stock spindle , substantially as
discharge tube and to impart movement to said plunger to described .

advance the end thereof through said chuck and means to 30. In a machine for making screws and the like the com
actuate said movable member to thus close the chucks on bination with a stock spindle and a plurality of tool carry

said movably supported head and advance the discharge ing spindles mounted in a circle and in parallel position a
plungers thereof in succession . blank carrying head a plurality of chucks thereon , means to

21. In a machine for making screws and the like the com- impart movement to said head towards and from said stock
bination of a discharge tube and a plurality of tools mounted and tool carrying spindles, means to impart intermittent
in a circle , a movably supported head, means to impart re- rotary movement to said blank carrying head to bring the
ciprocating and rotary movement thereto , chucks on said chucks thereon successively in register with the different

head discharge plungers fitted to and longitudinally mov- spindles, both stock and tool carrying spindles, means to
able in axial bearings in said chucks, a movable member feed a bar of stock through said stock spindle to a chuck

supported independently of said movably supported head in on the blank carrying head in register therewith and means
position to engage the discharge plunger of a chuck when to sever blanks from said bar of stock.

said chuck is in register with the discharge tube and adapted 31. In a machine for making screws and the like , the com

to impart movement to said plunger to advance the end bination of a plurality of tools mounted in a circle, a blank
thereof through said chuck , and means to actuate said mov- carrying head and means to impart reciprocating and rotary

able member to thus advance the plungers of said chucks in movement to said blank carrying head, said tools including
succession .

a pointing tool , a spindle on which said pointing tool is car

22. In a machine for making screws and the like the com- ried,means to rotate said spindle and means to impart move

bination of a plurality of tools mounted in a circle , a head ment to said pointing tool away from said blank carrying

means to impart reciprocating and rotary movement to said head as said blank carrying head advances and at a slower
head , chuck jaws on said head , means to open and close said rate of spoed , substantially as described .

chuck jaws , a receiving member , means to discharge articles 32. In a machine for making screws and the like , the com

from said chuck jaws into said receiving member and fingers bination of a plurality of tools mounted in a circle , a blank

which hold said chuck jaws closed during the operation of carrying head and means to impart reciprocating and rotary

said discharge mechanism , substantially as described . movement to said blank carrying head , said tools including

23. In a machine for making screws and the like the com- a pointing tool , a spindle on which said pointing tool is car

bination of a plurality of tools mounted in a circle, a head , ried , means to rotate said spindle and means controlled by
means to impart reciprocating and rotary movement there

the movement of said blank carrying head for imparting

to , levers pivoted upon said head , chuck jaws on said levers , movement to said pointing tool away from said blank carry

wedges , means to advance said wedges between said levers ing head as said blank carrying head advances and ata slow

and to retract them therefrom , a receiving member, means er rate of speed , substantially as described .

to discharge articles from said chuck jaws into said receiv- 33. In a machine for making screws andthe like , the com

ing member and fingers whichembrace said chuck jaw levers bination of a plurality of tools mounted in a circle, a blank
and hold said chu jaws closed during the operation of the carrying head and means to impart reciprocating and rotary

discharge mechanism , the relation being such that the wedge movement to said blank carrying head, said tools including

will be retracted from between said levers after said levers a pointing tool , a spindle on which said pointing tool is

are embraced by said fingers and before the operation of the carried , means to rotate said spindle and means to impart

discharge mechanism , substantially as described . movement to said pointing tool away from said blank carry.

24. In a machine for making screws and the like the com : ing head as said blank carrying head advances, said means

bination of a plurality of tools mounted in a circle , said comprising a pivoted lever, connection between said lever

tools including a broach , a head, means to impart recipro- and said pointing tool anda plunger on said blank carrying

cating and rotary movement to saidhead, chuck jaws on said head adapted to strike a rigidportion of said lever, the

head and means to discharge articlesfrom said chuck jaws point of engagement of said plunger with said lever and the

through said broach , substantially as described. point of connection of said lever to said pointing tool being

25. In a machine for making screws and the like the com- at different distances from the pivotal point of said lever,

bination of a plurality of tools mounted in a circle , said substantially as described .

tools including broach , a head, means to impart recipro- 34. In a machine for making screws and the like , the com

cating and rotary movement to said head, chuck jaws op binationofaplurality of tools mountd in a circle, a blank

said headand means to discharge articles from said chuck carryinghead and means to impart reciprocating and rotary

jaws through saidbroach, said means comprising plungers movementtosaid head ,said tools including a pointing tool,

and means to advance said plungers through said chuck jaws, a spindle on which said pointingtoolis carried ,means to ro

substantially as described . tate said spindle,means to impartmovementto said pointing
26. In a machine for making screws and the like the com- toolaway from said blank carrying head as said blank carry

bination of a plurality of tools mounted in a circle , said tools ing head advances and at a slower rate of speed , said means

including a broach ,à head , means to impart reciprocating comprising a pivoted lever , connectionbetween said lever
and rotary movement of said head , chuck jaws on said head and said pointing tool, a plunger on said blank carrying

and means to discharge articles from said chuckjaws head adapted to strike'a rigid portion of said pivoted lever
through said broach , said means comprising plungers and a as said blank carrying head advances,a spring applied to said

reciprocating member adapted to advance said plungers pointingtool adapted to advance the same and a stop which
through said chuck jaws , substantially as described . limits the movementof said pointing tool under the influence

27. In a machine for making screws and the like the com- of said spring , substantially as described.

bination of a plurality of tools mounted in a circle , said 35. In a machine for making screws and the like, the com

tools including a broach ,a head, means to impart recipro- Ibination of a pluralityof tools mounted ina circle, a blank
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carrying head and means to impart reciprocating and rotary pvoted lever, the point of attachment of said pivoted lever

movement to said head , said tools including a pointing tool , to the box on said hollow spindle being between the pivotal

a hollow spindle , means to rotate the same, an auxiliary point of said lever and the point of engagement of the plun

spindle fitted to and longitudinally movable in bearings in ger on said blank carrying head with said lever, substanti

said hollow spindle , in which said pointing tool is directly ally as described.

secured, a pin in said auxiliary spindle which extends 40. The combination with an opening die , of a spring or

through longitudinal slots in said hollow spindle , a spring springs applied thereto adapted to operate the same in one

applied to said auxiliary spindle adapted to advance the same , direction , a lever applied thereto adapted to operate the same

a pivoted lever, connection between said lever and said aux- against the force of said spring or springs and means to im

iliary spindle and a plunger on said blank carrying head ( part pivotal movement to said lever comprising a driven

adapted to strike a rigid portion of said pivoted lever, the shaft , a cam thereon a bar on said lever which projects into

point of engagement of said plunger with said lever and the the path of said cam , means to adjust said bar lengthwise of

point of connection of said lever with said auxiliary spindle said lever and means to secure said bar in adjusted position

being at different distances from the pivotal point of said on said lever , substantially as described.

lever, substantially as described . 41. In a machine for making screws and the like the com

36. In a machine for making screws and the like the com- bination with a blank carrying head , means to actuate the

bination of a plurality of tools mounted in a circle , a blank same and a counter, of means to operate said counter dis

carrying head and means to impart reciprocating and rotary posed in position to be actuated by a screw or blank sup

Biovement to said blank carrying head , said tools including ported on said blank carrying head , substantially as des
a pointing tool , a hollow spindle , an auxiliary spindle fitted cribed .

to and longitudinally movable in bearings in said hollow 42. In a machine for making screws and the like the com

spindle in which said pointing tool is directly secured, a bination of a plurality of tools mounted in a circle , a blank

pin secured in said auxiliary spindle which extends through carrying head, means to impart reciprocating and rotary

a longitudinal slot in said hollow spindle , a spring applied to movement to said head , chuck jaws on said head, a counter

said auxiliary spindle adapted to advance the same, a pivot- and means to operate said counter , said means comprising

ed lever , connection between said lever and said auxiliary a longitudinally movable rod mounted in the circle with the

spindle , a plunger on said blank carrying head adapted to tools the end of which projects into the patch of a blank

strike a rigid portion of said lever , the point of engage secured in the chuck jaws when in alignment therewith ,

ment of said plunger with said lever and the point of con means to secure said rod against rotary movement, a sleeve

nection of said lever with said auxiliary spindle being at dif on said rod which is movable both revolubly and longitudin

ferent distances from the pivotal point of said lever, sub ally thereof , an arm on said sleeve , operative connection be

stantially as described. iwaen said arm and counter, said sleeve being provided

37. In a machine for making screws and the like the com
with a cam slot comprising a straight and an inclined sec

bination of a plurality of tools mounted in a circle , a blank
tion , a pin secured in said rod which engages the cam slot

carrying head and means to impart reciprocating and rotary
in said sleeve , stops which secure said sleeve in fixed longi

movement to said blank carrying head , said tools including
tudinal position, a spring applied to said rod and a stop

which limits the movement of said rod under the influence
a pointing tool , a hollow spindle , means to rotate the same ,

an auxiliary spindle fitted to and longitudinally movable in
of said spring, the relation of parts being such that normally

bearings in said hollow spindle in which said pointing tool
the pin in said rod is in engagement with the inclined sec

is directly secured , ring on said hollow spindle, a pin se
tion of the cam slot in said sleeve, substantially as des
cribed.

cured in said ring and in said auxiliary spindle which ex- 43. In a machine for making screws and the like the com

tends through a longitudinal slot in said hollow spindle , a

box fitted to said hollow spindle provided with an opening carrying head, means to impart reciprocating and rotary
bination of a plurality of tools mounted in a circle, a blank

or recess the sides of which embrace the ring pinned to said inovement to said head , chuck jaws on said head , a counter
auxiliary spindle , a pivoted lever, pivotal connection between

and means to operate said counter, said means comprising a
said lever and the box on said hollow spindle, a plunger on

longitudinally movable rod mounted in the circle with the
the blank head which strikes a rigid portion of said pivoted

tools the end of which projects into the path of a blank se
lever as said blank carrying head advances , the point of cured in the chuck jaws when in alignment therewith, means

engagement of said plunger with said lever and the point
to secure said rod against rotary movement, a sleeve on

or connection of said lever with said auxiliary spindle being said rod which is movable both revolubly and longitudinally

at different distances from the pivotal point of said lever, thereof, an arm on said sleeve , operative connection between

and a spring applied to said auxiliary spindle adapted to
said arm and counter, said sleeve being provided with a cam

advance the same , substantially as described .
slot comprising a straight and an inclined section , a pin se

38. In a machine for making screws and the like the com- cured in said rod which engages the cam slot in said sleeve,

bination of a plurality of tools mounted in a circle , a blank a stop which secures said sleeve against movement in one

carrying head and means to impart reciprocating and rotary direction , a stop which limits the movement of sald rod in

movement to said head , said tools including a pointing tool , the opposite direction and a spring inserted between the stop

a hollow spindle , means to rotate said hollow spindle , an on said rod and the end of said sleeve, the relation of parts

auxiliary spindle fitted to and longitudinally movable in being such that normally the pin in said rod is in engage

bearings in said hollow spindle in which said pointing tool ment with the inclined section of the cam slot in said sleeve,

is directly secured , a ring on said hollow spindle , a pin substantially as described .

secured in said ring and in said auxiiary spindle and which 44. In a machine for making screws and the like the com

passess through a longitudinal slot in said hollow spindle, a bination with a plurality of tool spindles including a thread

box on said hollow spindle provided with a recess or open- ing die spindle and a power shaft , of driving connections for

ing the sides of which embrace the ring pinned to said said spindles other than the threading die spindle compris

auxiliary spindle, a pivoted lever , pivotal connection between ing driving connection between one of said spindles and said

said lever and the box on said hollow spindle , a plunger on power shaft and driving connections between said spindle so

the blank carrying head adapted to strike a rigid portion driven from said power shaft and the other of said spindles

of said pivoted lever as said blank carrying head advances , and independent driving connection between said power shaft

the point of engagement of said plunger with said lever and and the threading die spindle , substantially as described.

the point of pivotal attachment of said lever to said box on
45. In a machine for making screws and the like the com

said hollow spindle being at different distances from the bination with a plurality of tool spindles including a thread

pivotal point of said lever , and a spring applied to said: ing die spindle and a power shaft , of driving connections for

auxiliary spindle adapted to advance the same, substantially
said spindles other than the threading die spindle compris

as described. ing bevelled gears connecting said power shaft with one of

39. In a machine for making screws and the like the com
said spindles and spur gears connecting sai spindle with

bination of a plurality of tools mounted in a circle , a blank
the other , and worm gears connecting said power shaft with

carrying head and means to impart reciprocating and rotary said threading die spindle, substantially as described.

movement thereto, said tools including a pointing tool , a
No. 100,849, Rotary Engine. Machine rotatoire.

hollow spindle , means to rotate said hollow spindle , an auxi

liary spindle fitted to and longitudinally movable in bear- Sarah J. Christie , assignee of Elza James Christie, both of

ings in said hollow spindle , in which said pointing tool is Marion , Iowa , U. S..A . , 4th September, 1906 ; 6 years

directly secured , a ring on said hollow spindle , a pin secured Filed 30th March , 1906. Receipt No. 134,446.

in said ring and in said auxiliary spindle and which passes Claim . - 1. In a rotary engine , the combination with suit

through a longitudinal slot formed in said hollow spindle, able bearings, of a steam chest ring forming the equatorial

a spring applied to said auxilary spindle adapted to main- section of a hollow sphere, a driver fitted torevolve therein ,

tain the same at the forward limit of its movement , a box and provided with a circumferential steam recess adjacent

on said hollow spindle provided with a recess the sides of to the steam chest ring , and with an externally accessible

which embrace the ring pinned to said auxiliary spindle , a steam disc or valve seat to take a centrally mounted valve

pivoted lever, pivotal connection between said pivoted lever or steam disc in an expanded part of the driver transverse

and the box on said hollow spindle and a plunger on the to the ring , a valve or steam disc mounted to turn in said

blank carrying head adapted to strike a rigid portion of said ' seat , and means for revolving the same.

98
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2. In a rotary engine , the combination with a suitable 4. In a lock the combination of inner and outer hollow

base and bearings, of a rotary driver provided with a cir- non -rotatable knobs, a locking bolt a plurality of actuators
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cumferential steam recess , a steam chest ring in contact

therewith , and provided with oppositely disposed abut- carried by one knob and engageble with the bolt to retract

ments fitting said recess, a disc having oppositely dis- the same, said actuators operable by independent means , an
posed gaps to pass said abutments carried by the driver independent actuator carried by the other knob, and means

and adapted to intercept the steam in said recess at points to set said independent actuator to prevent the operation
intermediate of the abutments, and means for giving posi- of either of said other actuators .

tive rotation to the disc in a plane transverse to that of 5. In a lock the combination with inner and outer hollow

the driver. non- rotatable knobs, a locking bolt , a pair of actuators car

3. In a rotary engine the combination with a suitable ried by one of said knobs and reciprocal transverse to the

base and bearings, of a rotary driver having a central bolt, said actuators operable by separate means and one

ring with a circumferential steam recess, and a transverse operable separately from the other, and means carried by

disc forming a seat for a steam disc , a steam chest ring in the other knob to limit the movement of one or both of said

contact with said driver ring and provided with abutments
actuators .

fitting said recess , a steam disc seated in the driver , and
6. In a lock the combination of a locking bolt, a hollow

adapted to cut across said recess , with peripheral gaps to knob or equivalent support, a carrier reciprocal in said

permit it to pass the abutments, and means for revolving knob provided with an actuator engageable with the bolt, a

it in a plane transverse to that of the driver. second actuator supported by said carrier and movable in

4. In a rotary engine , the combination with a suitable dependently thereof, and means to hold said bolt and actu

base and bearings , of a rotary driver having a cylindrical ators in normal operative relation to one another .

middle portion with circumferential steam recess therein , a 7. In a lock the combination of a locking bolt, a hollow

steam chest ring fitted thereto , and having abutments fit - knob or equivalent support, a carrier reciprocal in said knob

ting said recess , a disc carried by the driver, having peri- provided with an actuator engageable with the bolt, a second

pheral gaps to permit it to pass the abutments, and adapted actuator supported by said carrier and movable independ

to cut across and bridge said recess , a fixed gear concentric ently thereof, and means to hold said bolt and actuators in

with the axis of the driver , and gearing connecting the normal operative relation to one another , said independently

same and the disc , whereby it is positively revolved in a operable actuator being provided with a keyway, and means

plane transverse to that of the driver .
to prevent the actuation of the carrier to retract the bolt .

5. In a rotary engine , the combination with a rotary 8. In a lock the combination of a locking bolt a hollow

driver , of a steam chest ring forming the equatorial section knob or equivalent support , a carrier reciprocal to said knob

of a hollow sphere , in continuous contact with said driver, !o'r support and provided with an actuator to engage said

and a disc carried by the driver , the disc being the corres bolt to operate the same , another actuator slidably support

ponding section of a solid sphere, and means for revolv ed in said carrier and operable independently of the first

ing the disc on an axis central to the ring and parallel named actuator, said independent actuator having a key

with its sides . way and tumbler mechanism interposable in the keyway.

5. In a rotary engine the combination of a rotating
9. In a lock the combination of a locking bolt , a hollow

driver having a cylindrical central portion with a circum- knob or equivalent support a carrier reciprocal to said knob

ferential steam recess therein , a ring enclosing the same ,
or support and provided with an actuator to engage said

abutments on said ring fitting said recess , steam ports
bolt to operate the same , another actuator slidably support

adjacent to the abutments, a disc mounted in the driver
ed in said carrier and operable independently of the first

in a plane transverse to the ring and having peripheralgaps named actuator, said independent actuator having a key

for the passing of the abutments, the said disc being adapt wayandtumbler, mechanism in the keyway, said tumbler

ed to cut across the recess and contact with the ring be- mechanismincluding a tumbler plate movable in cam guides

tween the abutments , means for imparting rotary motion to in the carrier and provided with pins fitting perforations in

the disc as the driver revolves , an auxiliary cut-offvalve, the keyway portion of said actuator and intersecting the

and means for operating the same to open after the gaps
keyway.

in the disc have passed the abutments.
10. In a lock the combination of a locking bolt, a hollow

knob, a carrier reciprocal in said bolt and provided with an

actuator to engage said bolt to operate the same, another

No. 100,850. Lock. Serrure. actuator slidably supported in said carrier and operable in

dependently of the first- named actuator , said independent

John Jorgenson and Augustus Quad , assignee of a half inter- actuatorhaving keyway and tumbler mechanism in the key

est, San Francisco , California , U.S.A ... 4th September, way , said tumbler mechanism including a tumbler plate
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 3rd April , 1906. Receipt No. movable in camguidesin thecarrier and provided with pins

134,543.
fitting perforations in the keyway portion of said actuator

Claim . - 1. In a lock the combination of inner and outer and intersecting the keyway , and means to prevent the oper

hollow stationary knobs , a locking bolt and separate actua- ation of either of said actuators , said last -named means in

tors carried by each knob to retract the bolt, means to per- cluding a wedge member interposable in the path of said
mit either of said actuators to operate independently of the actuators.

other, and means to set one actuator to pervent the actua- 11. In a lock the combination of outer and inner hollow

tion of the other. stationary knobs ,a locking bolt , a carrier mounted for re

2. In a lock the combination of outer and inner knobs, a ciprocation in the outer knob , a pair of actuators supported

locking bolt, one of said knobs having a plurality of actu- by said carrier , one of said actuators movable separately

ators operated by different means to reciprocate said bolt , from the other and an independent actuator carried by the

and means carried by the inner knob to prevent the oper- | inner knob and operable by a push button .

ation of one or both of said actuators . 12. In a lock the combination of outer and inner hollow

3. In a lock the combination of a locking bolt and operat- stationary knobs, a locking bolt a carrier mounted for reci

ing means therefor, said operating means including a pair procation in the other knob a pair of actuators supported

De actuators disposed on the same side of the bolt and en- by said carried , one of said actuators movable separately

gageable therewith, one of said actuators operable by a key from the other and an independent actuator carried by the

only and a key to operate said actuator. inner knob and operable by a push button , said independent

-
-

-
-

-
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actuator having a reciprocating and rotative movement and 4. The combination with a bed and an articulated rectan

a part rotatable with said independent actuator and inter- gular mould mounted thereon, of a plate secured to said bed
posable in the path of one of the first named actuators on having a portion thereof parallel to one of the rectangular

said carrier to prevent the operation thereof. sides of said mould and a portion extending obliquely there

13. In alock the combination of outer and inner stationary | from , and a complementary plate secured to said angling

knobs , a slotted locking bolt a pair of actuators operated by portion and extending perpendicular thereto, the combined

independent means sui bly supported for reciprocation in angling plates extending between parallel sides of said rec

the outer knob and engageable in the slot in said bolt to re tangular mould and being adjustable in relation to the third

tract the latter, means for holding the bolt and actuators side thereof .
in operative relation and an independent actuator carried 5. The combination with a bed and an articulated rectan
the inner knob and engageable with the bolt to retract the gular mould frame mounted thereon, of a plate extending be

latter.
tween parallel sides of said articulated frame , and having a

14. In a lock the combination of outer and inner stationary portion parallelto a third side of said frameand two oppo

knobs, a slotted locking bolt a pair of actuators operated by | sitely angling oblique portions and a filling block inserted in

independent means suitably supported for reciprocating in the angle of said rectangular mould, adjacent to one of said

the outer knob and engagable in the slot in said bolt to re oblique portions and parallel to the other oblique portion .

the outer knob and engageable in the slot in said 'bolt to re 6. A mould comprising a mould frame forming three sides

in operative relation , an independent actuator carried by of a rectangle, a plate having a portionparallel to one of

the inner knob and engageable with the bolt to retract the said sides and two oppositely angling oblique portions, the

latter, said independent actuator mounted to rotate and total length of said portions extending between the parallel

adapted tolie in a plane parallel with the first-named actu- sides of said frame and said plate, being adjustable toward

ators or in a plane transverse thereto.

15. În a lock the combination with a sliding latch bolt block having a moulding face parallel with one of said
or from the third side of said frame and a variable sized

provided with lateral notches and a keyway and having per- obliqueportions andperpendicular to the other oblique

forations intersecting said keyway, of a tumbler member portion .

supported independently of but movable with the bolt , said
7. A mould for an obliquely angling block, the sides of each

member operable across the keyway.

16. In alock the combination with a sliding bolt provided pendicular to the sides of said mould comprising anarticu
portion of which are parallel and the ends of which are per

with a keyway and having perforations intersecting saidkey- latedrectangular mould frame, a rigid plate extending be

way, of a tumbler plate supported independent of and mov

able transverse to the bolt and provided with projections ward of from the third side of said rectangle, said rigid plate
tween the parallel sides of said rectangle and adjustable to

registrable with the perforations in the bolt.
comprising a portion parallel to the side of the rectangle,

No. 100,851. Monld for Building Blocks.
and two oppositely angling oblique portions , and a variable

filling block within the corner of said rectangle, having a
Moule pour blocs de construction .

moulding face parallel with one of said oblique sides and

Fingt perpendicular to the other side .

8. The combination with a bed , and an articulated rectan

gular mould frame mounted thereon , of a mould plate moun

ted upon said bed having a portion parallel to one of the

sides of said rectangular mould frame, and two oblique por

tions perpendicular to each other and a triangular block fit

ting between the sides of said rectangular mould frame and

one of said angling portions and forming a mould face par

allel to the other angling portion .

9. The combination with a bed and an articulated rectan

gular mould frame mounted thereon , of a plate F secured to

said bed and having the oblique portions a and b, a bottom

plate fitting against said plate F and having a portion fitting

mewny between the rectangular sides of said mould frame and the

plate H extending over said bottom plate adjacent to one

side of said rectangular frame .

10. The combination with a bed and an articulated rectan

gular mould frame mounted thereon , of an angle plate F

rigidly secured to said bed , a bottom plate I fitting against

said plate F and within the rectangular sides of said mould

frame , the plate H secured to the plate F extending over the

bottom plate and the block J , substantially as and for the

purpose specified.

No. 100,852. Fire Hydrant. Borne - fontaine pour le feu.
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William F. Cowham , assignee of Levi P. Normandin , both of

Jackson, Michigan, U.S.A., 4th September, 1906 i 6 years .

Filed 28th May , 1906. Receipt No. 136,302 .

Claim . - 1 . In a mould the combination with a bed , of a rec

tangular mould frame comprising articulated sides , a bot

iom plate adjacent to said sides and a completing side rigid

ly attached to said bed and extending over said bottom plate ,

for the porpose deseribed .

3. The combination with a bed and an articulated mould

frame mounted thereon , of an angle plate secured to said

bed having a portion parallel with one of the sides of said

rectangular frame and an oblique portion , and a bottom plate Robert Marionprovided with a rectangular portion fitting between the sides The Corey Estate Company, assignee of

of said rectangular frame and an angling portion extending
Pringle , both of St. Louis , Missouri , U.S.A. , 4th Septem

adjacent to said oblique side .
ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 14th June, 1906. Receipt No.

3. The combination with a bed and an articulated mould
136,886.

frame mounted thereon, of an angle plate secured to said bed, Claim.-1 . In a fire hydrant the combination with a stand

one portion thereof being parallel with the side of said rece pipe and its valve seat, of a main valve , a valve operating

tangular mould and another portion extending obliquely in rod provided with oppositely pitched threaded portions, nuts

relation thereto , a plate extending perpendicular from the co- operating with said threaded portions , links pivotally

end of said oblique portion to the side of said rectangular connected to said nuts and to said main valve , and inde

mould , and a bottom plate fitting agtainst said angle plate, pendent connection between said links whereby said links

having a rectangular portion fitting within the sides of the are caused to approach each other to nearly parallelism ,

rectangular mould .
when the main valve is seated, substantially as described .
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2. In a fire hydrant the combination with a stand pipe and the chamber and subjecting the said layers of the substance

its valve seat , of a main valve , a valve operating rod pro- to the action of free moving currents of properly heated

vided with oppositely pitched threaded portions, nuts co- neutral gases or the deoxidized products of combustion which

operating with said threaded portions , links pivotally con- are caused to flow over and under each of said layers suc

nected to said nuts and to said main valve , and a link 11 cessively , substantially as described .

pivotally connected to said first -mentioned links on opposite 5. The process of distilling coals , shales . lignites and

sides of the pivotal points of connection of said first-men - other hydro-carbonaceous substances consisting in dividing
tioned links to the main valve, substantially as described. charge of the substance into relatively small

3. In a main valve operating mechanism for fire hydrants , bodies confined in an air tight chamber and causing cur

the combination with a valve operating rod provided with rents of neutral gases heated to a temperature below in

two oppositely threaded portions , of a nut on each of said candescence , that is , from about 650 ° to 800° F. , to pass

threadedportions, amain valve, a link extending from each through the chamber and impinge upon the separate bodies ,
nut and pivotally connected thereto and to the main valve , substantially as described .

and a link co - operating with said links for maintaining the 6. The process of distilling coals , shales , lignites and

main valve in a vertical plane in its different adjusted posi- other hydro -carbonaceous substances consisting in dividing

tions , substantially as described . a charge of the substance into relatively small bodies con

4. In a fire hydrant the combination with a stand pipe fined in an air tight chamber, and causing currents of

and its valve seat , of a main valve , a valve operating rod , neutral gases heated to a temperature below incandescence ,

a barrel for a drain valve arranged in the lower portion of that is, from about 650 ° to 800 ° F. , to pass over, around

the stand pipe , said barrel having interior longitudinally and under the several bodies , substantially as described.

disposed grooves in one of its ends , and a drain valve con- 7. The process of distilling coals , shales , lignites id

nected to and operated by said operating rod , said drain other hydro -carbonaceous substances consisting in dividing

valve in its movement passing the inner termini of said a charge of the substance into relatively small bodies, de

grooves, substantially as described . positing the same in separate layers and causing the cur

rents of neutral gases heated to a temperature below in

No. 100,853. Process of Distilling Coal, Shales, candescence, that is, from about 650 ° to 800 ° F., to pass

Lignites and other Hydro - C'arbonate over, under and between the several layers, substantially as
described .

Substances.
8. In the process of distilling coals , shales , lignites and

Procédé pour distiller le charbon, etc. other hydro - carbonaceous substances consisting in dividing

a charge of the substance to be distilled into relatively

small bodies , depositing the same in separate layers on

suitable surfaces and causing the neutral gases heated to
H

a temperature below incandescence , that is , from about

650° to 800° F. , to pass over and under the said layers and

through the spaces between the same , substantially as des

cribed .

9. The process of distilling coals , shales , lignites and

other hydro-carbonaceous substances consisting in dividing

a charge of the substance to be distilled into relatively

small bodies , spreading the same in separate layers on

suitable surfaces separated from one another and with

passages at opposite ends of adjoinin ? surfaces that con

nect with the spaces above and below thus forming a zig

zag passage through the distilling chamber, and causing the

neutral gases heated to a temperature below incandescence ,

that is , from about 650 ° to 800° F. , to pass through the

zig-zag passages over the respective layers and under the

same, substantially as described .

10. The process of distilling coals , shales, lignites and

other hydro -carbonaceous substances consisting in dividing
a charge of the substance into relatively small bodies ,

spreading the same in thin layers on surfaces arranged in

an air tight chamber with spaces between , and with com

The American Eduction Company, Washington , District of the endsof adjoining surfaces thus forming a zig -zag pass
municating passages between adjoining spaces situated at

Columbia , assignee of Henry Wurts , Jr. , Newark, New
age through the chamber, and causing currents of neutral

Jersey, both in the U.S.A. , 4th September, 1906 ; 6 years , gases heated to a temperature below incandescence , that is,

Filed 17th February , 1906. Receipt No. 132,482 . from about 650 ° to 800 ° F. , to pass over the tops of the

Claim . — 1. The process herein described of distilling coals, iayers andunder the bottom of the surfaces on which the

shales, lignites and other hydro - carbonaceous substances layers are deposited . substantially as described .

which consists in dividing a charge of the substance to be 11. The process of distilling coals , shales , lignites and

distilled into relatively small isolated bodies confined in an other hydro - carbonaceous substances consisting in dividing

air tight chamber and subjecting the same to the action a charge of the substance into relatively small bodies each

of free moving currents or properly heated neutral gases or of which is spread on a chair in the air tight chamber ,

the deoxidized products of combustion, substantially as des- causing currents of neutral gases heated to a temperature
cribed . below incandescence , that is , from about 650 ° to 800 ° F. , to

2. In the process herein described of distilling coals , shales , pass through said chamber in contact with the bodies of

lignites and other hydro-carbonaceous substances consist- material to distill the vayours therefrom , and which are

ing in dividing a charge of the substance to be distllled withdrawn with the oils, oleaginous vapours and other

into relatively small isolated bodies confined in an air tight volatile distillates out of the chamber and driven into a

chamber, subjecting the same to the action of free moving condenser , substantially as described.

currents of properly heated neutral gases of the deoxidized 12. The process of distilling coals , shales , lignites and

products of combustion , which said heated currents are other hydro -carbonaceous substances consisting in dividing

caused to flow over and under each of the said bodies , sub- a charge of the substance into relatively small bodies and

stantially as described . causing rapidly moving hot products of combustion from a

3. The process herein described of distilling coals , shales , ron- contiguous fire to pass over the layers and under the

lignites and other hydro-carbonaceous substances, consisting surfaces and to sweep the vapours as they develop away

in dividing a charge of the fragments of the substance to from the material from which they are distilled and the

be distilled into relatively small isolated bodies arranged heat engendered by their distillation and to carry them

one above the other in suitable receptacles confined in an directly to a condenser, substantially as described.

air tight chamber and subjecting the said bodies to the 13. The process of distilling coals, shales , lignites and

action of free moving currents of properly heated neutral other hydro - carbonaceous substances consisting in divid

gases or the deoxidized products of combustion, which are ing a charge of the substances into relatively small bodies

caused to flow over and under each of the said bodies, suc- which are spread on a series of trays supported horizontally

cessively , substantially as described . in an air tight chamber with spaces between and passages

4. The process herein described of distilling coals , shales , between opposite ends of those that adjoin and the walls

lignites and other hydro - carbonaceous substances, consist of the chamber, causing the product of combustion from a

ing in dividing a charge composed of fragments of the sub- non - contiguous fire to enter the chamber and pass length
stance to be distilled into relatively small isolated bodies, wise of the trays through the spaces between adjoining

spread in relatively thin layers in suitable receptacles con- trays and in contact with the substance on one tray and

fined in an air tight chamber and arranged with spaces be- the bottom of the adjoining tray, substantially as des

tween them and also between their ends and the walls of'cribed .
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14. The process of distilling coals, shales , lignites and 2. In an apparatus for distilling coals , shales , lignites and

other hydro- carbonaceous substances consisting in dividing other hydro - carbonaceous substances , spaced and staggered

a charge of the substance into relatively small bodies ,
spreading the same in layers on a series of surfaces, caus

ing hot currents of products of combustion from an exterior

fire to pass through the distilling chamber in contact with

the material on the trays , and drawing the products of

combustion and the vapours distilled from the coal out of
the distilling chamber and driving them to condenser,

substantially as described .

15. The process of distilling coals , shales , lignites and

other hydro- carbonaceous substances consisting in dividing

a charge of the substance into relatively small bodies .

spreading the same in layers on a series of trays sup

ported in the distilling chamber with spaces between them

and with passages around the opposite ends of aljoining

trays, and causing hot gaseous products of combustion from

non-contiguous fires to pass into the distilling chamber at

the top and then downward through the zig-zag passage ,

and horizontally over and under the material in the trays

and sweep the vapours of oils and waxes and other vola
tile products distille from the material away from the

point where they are developed and then out of the distilling

chamber and into a condenser, substantially as described.

16. The process of distilling coals , shales , lignites and

other hydro-carbonaceous substances consisting in dividing

a charge ofthe substance into relatively small isolated trays for holding the substance to be distilled , enclosed in

bodies confined in an air tight chamber and causing cur- a compartment which is in communication on the one hand

rentsof hot products of combustion from anon-contiguous with heat flues from fire chambers adjoining the two sides
fire to pass through the chamber and impinge on the sey- of the compartment , and on the other hand with an exhaust

eral bodies of coal , substantially as described. pipe, and means for inducing currents of heated products

17. The process of distilling coals, shales, lignites and of combustion to enter the compartment from the heat flues

other hydro- carbonaceous substances consisting in dividing and zag-zag over the substance on the trays , and under.

a charge of the substance ' into relatively small bodies and around the ends of the trays and to draw the products

spread in uniform layers on trays or shelves arranged in a of combustion and distillation out of the compartment and

distilling chamber and adjusted to form a zig-zag passage into the exhaust pipe, substantially as described .

through the chamber and causing a current of hot products 3. In an apparatus for distilling coals , shales , lignites and

of combustion from non-contiguous fires to pass over the other hydro -carbonaceous substances , spaced and staggered

layers of coal and under the bottoms of the trays , substan- trays, for holding the substance to be distilled , enclosed in

tially as described . a compartment which is in communication on the one hand

18. The process of distilling coals , shales , lignites and with heat flues from fire chambers adjoining the two sides

other hydro -carbonaceous substances consisting in dividing of the compartment , and on the other hand with an exhaust

a charge of the substance into relatively small bodies, pipe , means for inducing currents of heated products of

spreading the same in layers on trays in an air tight dis- combustion to enter the compartment from the heat flues

tilling chamber arranged and adjusted to form a zig -zag and zag-zag over the substances on the trays and under and

passage through said chamber, causing a current of gaseous around the ends of the trays , and to draw the products of

products of combustion to enter the top of the chamber combustion and distillation out of the compartment and into

and pass downward through the zigzag passage over the the exhaust pipe, and means for controlling the inflow of

tops of the successive layers of coal and under the bottoms the products of combustion to the compartment, substanti

of the trays, and to issue from the bottom of the chamber ally as described .

with the vapours distilled from the coal , and thence driven 4. In an apparatus for distilling coals, shales, lignites and

into a condenser, substanțially as described . other hydro - carbonaceous substances, the combination of a

19. The process of distilling coals , shales, lignites and fire chamber and a compartment adjacent thereto , but separ

other hydro-carbonaceous substances , consisting in placing nted therefrom hy a wall , and a heat flue leading from the

the substance in a casing open at top and bottom and en- fire chamber, openings in the wall between the heat flue and

closed in an air tight compartment , leading the hot pro- a compartment for the passage of the products of combus

ducts of combustion from a noncontiguous fire into the cas- tion into the compartment , trays supported one above the

ing at the top and downward through the same and the other in the compartment and staggered to form a zag-zag

hydro-carbonaceous substance therein , and drawing the passage through the compartment, an exhaust pipe and an

vapours and products of combustion out of the casing at exhaust connected therewith to induce currents of products

the bottom , substantially as described . of combustion from the heat flues into and through the com

20. The process of distilling coals, shales, lignites and partment and to draw the products of combustion and dis

other hydro - carbonaceous substances consisting in placing tillation out of the compartment and into the exhaust pipe ,
the substance in a casing open at the top and bottom and substantially as described .

enclosed in an air tight compartment between non - contigu- 5. In an apparatus for distilling coals , shales , lignites and

ous fires, leading the hot products of combustion from both other hydro -carbonaceous substances the combination of fire

fires into the casing at the top and downward through the chambers and a compartment located between the same , heat

same and the hydro - carbonaceous substance therein , and flues leading from the fire chambers, openings leading

drawing the vapours and products of combustion out of the
to the heat flues in the walls of the compartment , trays

casing at the bottom , substantially as described .
supported one above the other in the compartment and

staggered to form a zag-zag passage through the compart

No. 100,854. Apparatus for Distilling Coals, Shales, ment, an exhaust pipe and an exhaust connected therewith

and Hydro - Carbonaceous Substances.
to induce the products of combustion from the heat flues

into and through the compartment and to draw the products
Appareil pour distiller le charbon, etc. of combustion and distillation out of the compartment and

into the exhaust pipe , substantially as described .

The American Eduction Company, District of Columbia , as- 6. In an apparatus for distililng coals , shales , lignites and

signee of Henry Wurts, Jr., Newark , New Jersey , both other hydro-carbonaceous substances the combination of a

in the U.S.A., 4th September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 17th fire chamber, a compartment adjacent to the fire chamber ,

February, 1906. Receipt No. 132,483 . heat flue leading from the fire chamber, and a casing in

Claim.--1 . In an apparatus for distilling coals , shales , lig- serted in the compartment having trays arranged in the

nites and other hydro - carbonaceous substances, spaced and
same for the coal , substantially as described .

slaggered trays , for holding the substance to be distilled , 7. The combination of one or more fire chambers , a com

ecclosed in a compartment which is in communication on partment adjacent thereto , a heat flue or fiues leading from

the one hand with a heat flue from a fire chamber adjoining the fire chamber or chambers to the compartment , a casing

the compartment , and on the other hand with an exhaust open at top and bottom and having trays arranged therein

pipe , and means for inducing currents of heated products to form a zag- zag passage through the casing and adapted

of combustion to enter the compartment from the heat flue to receive the coal to be distilled , substantially as described .

and to zig -zag over the substance on the trays , and under The combination of one or more fire chambers, fuel

and around the ends of the trays and to draw the products magazines located above the fire chambers having water

of combustion and distillation out of the compartment and sealed tops , a compartment adjacent to the fire chamber or

into the exhaust pipe , substantially as described.
chambers but divided therefrom by a partition or partitions,
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heat flue or flues leading from the fire chamber or chambers forming the annular outlet being so separated and the area

to the compartment and a casing located in the compart- of said outlet being so proportioned to the capacity of said

ment having trays arranged therein for the coal , substan- chamber that the exhaust intermittently discharged into said

tially as described . Chamber may not escape directly therefrom through said

9. The combination of one or more fire chambers , a com- outlet, but may be held to commingle and expand therein,

partment adjacent thereto divided therefrom by a partition which apparatus is also so made that slightly inclined guid

or partitions through which openings lead into the compart- | ing surfaces shall extend to the walls forming said outlet,

ment , a valve chamber or chambers located in the com- whereby a gradually narrowing approach is made thereto

partment and valves for controlling the temperature in the and exhaust controlled to exit through the outlet in a freely

compartment, substantially as described . moving continuous column .

10. The combination of one or more fire chambers , a com- 4. An exhaust apparatus having a globular steam holding

partment adjacent thereto , heat flue or flues leading to the and expanding chamber the bottom part of which is provided

compartment , a casing arranged in the compartment and with a single exhaust receiving inlet, the upper portion of

having trays arranged therein to receive the coal , said cas- said chamber having a straight walled opening with a V.

ing adapted to be movedinto the compartment during dis- shaped crossbar located at about the largest diameter of
tillation and to be moved out of the same to discharge the said chamber with an inverted cone mounted on said cross

residual coke and recharge with coal , substantially as des- bar having a base adapted to form with the opening in said

cribed . chamber a straight walled annular exhaust passage thereto .

11. The combination of one or more fire chambers , a com

partment adjacent thereto, heat flue or flues leading to the No. 100,856. System of Electrical Distribution .
compartment , valves for regulating the temperature in the

Système de distribution électrique.
compartment, a casing in the compartment having trays ar

ranged therein for the coal , an exhaust blower under the

casing to draw the products of combustion and the vapours

arising from the distillation of the coal out of the casing ,

substantially as described .

2No. 100,855. Exhaust for Locomotives.

Appareil d'échappement pour locomotives .

2
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The Electric Storage Battery Company, assignee of Justus

B. Entz, both of Philadelphia , Pennsylvania ,U.S.A., 4th
September , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 27th February , 1905.

Receipt No. 122,848.

Claim.--1 . A system of electrical distribution comprising

the combination of a working circuit, a battery provided

with a booster and its circuit connections, a generator for

generating alternating current and feeding the working cir

cuit, a prime mover for driving the generator, transforming
provisions interposed between the working circuit and bat

tery for converting direct and alternating current to permit

the battery to charge and discharge, and means for mechan

ically insuring synchronism of the generator and transform

ing provisions whereby the frequency of the current gener,

ated by the alternating generator and of the superimposed
battery current is the same, substantially as described .

2. A system of electrical distribution comprising the com

bination of a working circuit, a battery provided with :

booster and its circuit connection, an alternating generator

feeding the working circuit and provided with a commu

tator, a prime mover for driving the generator, and con

nections between the commutator and battery , whereby the

frequency of the current generated andofthe superimposed
battery current is the same.

Lig
a pies

ca
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No. 100,857. Rotary Engine. Machine rotatoire.

10 10 وزا

12

The Robinson Company , assignee of Frank Robinson , both of

Bangor, Maine , U.S.A. , 4th September , 1906 ; 6 years. Fig. 2
Fig.1.

Filed 23rd April , 1906. Receipt No. 135,178.

Claim.-1 . An apparatus of the character specified having

a steam expanding and holding chamber for the exhaust dis

charges , said chamber having an annular outlet , the walls

forming the outlet being so separated and the area of the

outlet so proportioned that the exhaust intermittently dis

charged into said chamber may be held and allowed to com

mingle and expand therein , which apparatus also has walls

inclined to form a gradually harrowing approach to said

outlet whereby the exhaust may issue therefrom in a freely

moving continuous column .

2. An apparatus of the character specified having a steam

expanding and holding chamber with an annular outlet, the

walls forming said annular outlet being so arranged that 10073-7

said outlet will be of relatively small diameter and large

area so proportioned however to the capacity of said cham

ber that the exhaust intermittently discharged into the same The Taylor Herrick Engine Company, assignee of Edwin Tay.

may not issue therefrom through said outlet, but may be
lor, all of Brooklyn , New York , U.S.A., 4th September
1906 ; 6 years.

held to commingle and expand within said chamber, which
Filed 9th August , 1906 .

apparatus also has walls inclined to form a gradually par
138,536 .

rowing approach from inside said chamber to its outlet Claim . - 1. In a rotary engine having a barrel eccentricalls
whereby the exhaust may issue therefrom in a freelymov- arranged within the casing, a central shaftand a piston ex

ing continuous column.

tending therefrom through the barrel to the casing, a series

3. An apparatus of the character specified having a and
steam expanding and holding chamber with annular outside the barrel andto be sucessively fully closed and
straight walled escape opening or outlet thereto , the walls then opened on the passage of the piston.

Receipt No.

an
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2. In an apparatus for the conversion of energy the com- 13. The combination with the piston of a rotary engine

bination , a cylinder, an eccentric barrel, a shaft , a piston ex- recessed at the edge, of a packing strip within the recess

tending from the shaft through the barrel , inlet and outlet provided with pins 19 , and L -shaped grooves in the sides of
ports , and a series of passages between the chambers inter- the recesses receiving said pins.

ior and exterior to said barrel arranged radially in respect 14. The combination with the shaft and piston of a rotary

to the center ofthe shaft as set forth, whereby the pressure engine, of an eccentric barrel consisting of two rings or sec
is applied to only part of the piston area during part of the tions with meeting edges, and a recess formed partly in

stroke and is upon the full piston area during another sub- each section , and a rocking bearing having a recess for the

stantial part of the stroke . passage of the piston fitted to the rock in the recess formed

3. In arotary engine in combination , a cylinder, an eccen- in said sections.

tric barrel , a shaft, a piston extending from the shaft through 15. In an apparatus for the conversion of energy, in com

the barrel, inlet and outlet ports, passages betwen the cham - bination, a casing,an eccentricbarrel,a shaft , a piston ex
bers interior and exterior to said barrel arranged radially tending therefrom through the barrel , ports communicating

in respect to the center of the shaft as set forth , whereby with the chambers interior and exterior to said barrel and
the pressure is applied to only part of the piston area dur a plurality of channels of communication betweeen the said

ing a part of the stroke and is upon the full piston area chambers, the distance between the outer edges of the first
during another part of the stroke, and means for cutting off and last channels comprehending about one- half the cir
the steam to secure its expansive action upon the full area

cumference of the barrel , said channels arranged to secure
of the piston . a working pressure within the parts of said chambers be

4. In a rotary engine having a cylinder, an eccentric barrel, hind the piston at all points of thestroke.
a shaft and a piston extending from the shaft through a 16. In an apparatus for the conversion of energy in com
packed opening of the barrel , inlet and outlet ports and chan. bination, a casing, an eccentric barrel , a shaft , a piston ex
nels arranged radially to the center of the shaft as set forth . tending therefrom through the barrel, ports communicating
whereby the pressure is upon only part of the piston area

with the chambers exterior to and interior to said barrel ,
during the first half of its traverse and is uniformly upon and a series ofpassages between said chambers though

the full piston area during another substantial part of the which the fluid passes in a direction backwardly inclined to
traverse .

the radii of the barrel .

5. In a rotary engine having a casing , an eccentric barrel ,
17. In an apparatus for the conversion of energy in com

a shaft, a piston extending therefrom through thebarrel, bination , a casing, an eccentric barrel, a shaft, a piston ex
ports communicating with the chambers outside of and with

tending therefrom through the barrel , ports communicating
in the barrel , channels whereby the steam may pass from

with the chambers exterior to and interior to said barrel , a
one chamber to the other and means whereby the steam may series of passages between said chambers through which the
be admitted directly from the supply to either the port com

municating with the outside chamber or that communicating
fluid passes in directions increasingly inclined to the radii of

said barrel .

with the inside chamber at any point of the stroke .
18. In an apparatus for the conversion of energy in com

6. The combination with the eccentric barrel , a shaft and bination , a casing, shaft concentric with the interior of said

a piston extending therefrom through the barrel and having casing,an eccentric circular barrel forming peripheral con
its edges bevelled, substantially as described.

tact with the interior of said casing , a piston carried by

7. The combination ina rotary engine, of the casing having the shaft and extendingfrom said shaft through the barrel, a
a circular chamber and sides with annular grooves , eccen- port near said contact for the chamber exterior to said bar

tric barrel extending into said grooves, tapering, packing rel, a port near the shaft for the chamber interior to said

and bearing rings surrounding the periphery of the barrel barrel and a series of passages radial to the axis of the
within the grooves , the inclined aces of the rings adapted shaft connecting said chambers and extending substantially

to inclined faces of the grooves, and means for moving the from the point of said barrel nearest said shaft to the point
rings inward . of said barrel nearest the casing.

8. The combination with the casing and eccentric barrel of 19. In an apparatus for the conversion of energy in com

a rotary engine, of a shaft carrying a piston extending bination , a cylinder, an eccentric barrel, a shaft, a d'ston

through the barrel and provided with a hollow enlargement extending from the 'shaft through the barrel , inlet and out

within the barrel, the said enlargement having a port in its let ports in the casing and passages partly in the edges of

periphery, and a series of passages radial to the shaft the barrel and partly in the casing adjacent thereto arrang

through which the steam can pass between the outside cham- ed to permit steam to pass from the outside to the inside

ber and said port and the casing having an exhaust port com- of the barrel .

municating with the chamber within the enlargement . 20. In an apparatus for the conversion of energy in com
9. The combination with the casing and eccentric barrel bination , a cylinder , an eccentric barrel , a shaft , a piston

of a rotary engine , of a shaft carrying a piston extending with bevelled edges extending through the barrel, a rocker

through the barrel and provided with a hollow enlargement bearing E between the piston and the barrel , packing strips

within the barrel, the said enlargement having a port in its therein bearing on the faces of the piston and U -shaped

periphery, and the casing having channels or passages afford- packing pieces 19 fitting the side edges of the piston .

ing a communication between the chambers within and out
21. Iu an apparatus for the conversion of energy in com

side the barrel and an exhaust port communicating with the bination , a cylinder, an eccentric barrel , a concentric shaft,

chamber within the enlargement.
a piston extending from the shaft through the barrel , inlet

10. The combination with the casing having inlet and ex- and outlet ports to the chambers within and without said

haust ports and eccentric barrel, of a shaft carrying a piston barrel anl a series of passages connecting sail chambers an !

extending through the barrel and provided with a hollow en means whereby the fluid passing through said passages is
largement or hub within the barrel and a series of channels t heated .
affording communication between the chambers inside and

22. In an apparatus for the conversion of energy in combi
outside of the barrel, the said hug having a port n arranged ration, a casing, a shaft, an eccentric barrel the ends of

to afford 'communication betwen the hub and the chamber
which abut in grooves in the heads of said casing, tapered

outside the barrel until a material area of the piston is ex
split rings surrounding said barrel within said groove and

posed within the barrel .
means for adjusting the same , the faces of said rings pre

11. The combination in a rotary engine , of a casing , eccentric barrel, shaft and piston extending through a sealed 1 sented to said barrel being substantially cylindrical.

opening of the barrel, inlet and outlet ports and passages bination , a cylinder, a shaft , an eccentric barrel forming
23. In an apparatus for the conversion of energy in com

arranged radially for approximately one halfof the piston's peripheral contact with the interior of said cylinder, a

travel to secure the pressure of the steam on the pistonarea piston extending from said shaft through said barrel , a series

outside the barrel during a part of the traverse and a pres
of passages between the chambers exterior and interior to

sure upon the piston area at the same side of the piston

both outside of and within the barrel for another part and
said barrel, a port for said interior, a port in the periphery

only within the barrel for another part of the traverse ,
of said exterior chamber near said barrel contact and a

clearance space 40, extending from said peripheral port to
12. The combination in a rotary engine , of a casing , eccen ward said contact .

tric barrel , shaft, and piston extending through a sealed 24. In an apparatus for the conversion of energy in com
opening of the barrel, inlet and exhaust ports , and passages

bination , a cylinler, a shaft , an eccentric barrel, a piston car
arranged radially forapproximately one -half of the piston's ried by said shaft and extending through said barrel, a hol

travel to secure the pressure of the steam on the piston low boss carried by said shaft and containing ports it its

area in the primary chamber outside of the barrel as the
periphery and head and a steam box 8 with which said head

piston passes the inlet port and during part of the traverse , port communicates extending substantially around the shaft.

and only on the piston area within the barrel during an 25. In a rotary engine in combination , a cylinder, a shaft ,
other part of traverse and a pressure upon the piston both eccentric barrel , a piston extending from the shaft

outside of and within the barrel for another part of traverse through the barrel , passages radial to the axis of the shaft

and until the piston passes the inlet and the engine ex* connectingthe chambers interior and exterior to said barrel
hausts.

ports respectively in said exterior and interior chambers,

an
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supply and exhaust passages connected with said ports and mounted in the discharge end of the shell , said screw being

unitary valve mechanism whereby the connection between of less depth than those in the forward end thereof, and

said ports and said passages may be reversed . means for imparting independent positive rotary motion to

26. In a rotary engine in combination the cylinder the said screw .

shaft , a cylindrical barrel a piston extending from the shaft 2. In combination with a perforate shell or casing, a series

through the barrel , passages connecting the chambers in- of separated screws mounted therein , means for imparting

terior and exterior to said barrel ports for said chambers, rotary motion to the screws until a determinate pressure is
a valve chamber, passages leadinb from sail ports to said exerted thereby upon the material under treatment, a screw

valve chamber, a constantly rotated cut-off valve member mounted in the discharge end of the shell , said screw being
12 , connections whereby the same is rotatel by the engine of less depth than those in the forward end thereof, means

and an intermittently oscillated valve member 10 provided for imparting an independent positive rotary motion to said

with a by-pass passage around the cut - off. screw and means for deflectingor spreading the material out

27. Ina rotary engine in combination the cylinder, the wardly toward the shell of the press as it passes from the
shaft , a cylindrical barrel a piston extending from the shaft last of the series of screws to the screw working in the dis

through the barrel , passages connecting the chambers in- charge end of the press.

terior and exterior to said barrel, ports for said chambers , 3. In a press the combnation of a perforated shell or casing

a valve chamber, passages leading from said ports to said a series of separated screws mounted in the feed end thereof,

valve chamber, a constantly rotated cut -off valve member 12 , a screw mounted in the opposite end thereof, said screw

connections whereby the same is rotated by the engine and being of less depth than the separated screws, means inter

an intermittently oscillated valve member 10 provided with mediate said screws for effecting a compression of the mat

a by-pass passage around the cut-off, and means whereby erial previous to its being acted upon by said last or dis

said valve member 10 may be moved to introduce said by- charge screw , and means for imparting a continuous motion

pass passage between the steam main and either port. to the discharge screw and permitting the series of screws

28. In a rotary engine in combination a cylinder, an eccen- to come to rest when a determinate pressure is exerted

tric barrel, a shaft, a piston extending from the shaft through thereon by the material .

the barrel , inlet and outlet ports , passages between the 4. In a press the combination of a perforate shell or casing,

chambers within and without the barrel arranged substan- a series of separated screws mounted in the feed end thereof,

tially as set forth whereby the pressure is applied to only a screw mounted in the opposite end thereof, said latter

part of the piston area duringpart of the stroke and is upon screw being of less depth than the separated screws, an in

substantially the full piston area during another part of the clined conical member placed intermediate said screws

stroke,means whereby the steam may be cut off during the whereby the material acted upon by the first set of screws

stroke, and means independent of the cut-off whereby the is condensed and spread out before being acted upon by the

boiler pressure may be admitted to the piston at any point final compression and discharge screws and means for im
of the stroke . parting a continuous motion to the discharge screw and per

29. In a rotary engine in combination a cylinder, a shaft, mitting the series of screws to come to rest when a deter

an eccentric barrel, a piston extending from said shaft minate pressure is exerted thereon by the material.
through said barrel, a series of passages radial to the axis 5. In a press the combination of a cylindrical perforate

of the shaft connecting the primary and secondary cham- shell or casing, a series of separated screws mounted in the

bers on opposite sides of said barrel and arranged as set forward end thereof, a discharge screw mounted in the oppos

forth , whereby the number of said passages transferred to ite end of the shell or casing, the space intermediate the

the low pressure side of said piston in the secondary cham- shell and the screw being less at the discharge end of the

ber increases in proportion , substantially as the area of the press than at the forward end thereof, substantially as des

piston in the said secondary chamber increases . cribed , and means for driving the discharge screw constantly

30. The combination with an engine having a casing , radial and the other screw intermittently according as the pres

piston barrel and a rocking bearing in the barrel for the sure of the material thereon varies, substantially as des

passages of the piston , of shims adjustable at the edges of cribed .

the bearing to compensate for wear. 6. In a press the combination of a perforate shell or casing,
31. The combination with an engine having a casing , radial

a shaft extending therethrough, a quill mounted upon said
piston barrel and rocking bearing in the barrel for the pass- shaft, a series of separated screws carried by said quill, a

age of the piston , of curved wedge- like shims, and means for
sleeve also mounted upon the shaft within the shell or casing

connecting them adjustably to the edges of the bearing. the forward end of said sleeve being tapered, substantially

32. The combination of an engine having a casing , radial as described , a screw carried by said sleeve at a point in

piston barrel and rocking bearing in the barrel for the pass- rear of the tapered end and means for imparting a continu

age of the piston , of ccrved wedge- like shims , and means for ous motion to said shaft and an intermittent motion to tho

connecting them adjustably to the edges of the bearing, said quill .

shims and edges having interlocking ribs . 7. In a press the combination of a perforate shell or casing,
33. In a device for receiving and transmitting energy, the having grooves or depressions formedupon its interior face

combination of a shaft , an eccentrically located barrel , a and extending longitudinally thereof , independent of the

piston extending from said shaft through said barrel, a draining spaces formed in theshell and aseries of separated
cylinder with a recess Y into which the said barrel extends,

screws mounted within said shell or casing, substantially as
chambers exterior and interior to said barrel , and a series and for the purpose described.

of passages connecting said chambers through which the
8. A shell for a press, comprising a series of bars secured

fluid passes inclined in a direction at angles to the radial together so as to form draining spaces between the adjacent

of said barrel.
bars, one or more of said bars being proviled with means

extending longitudinally thereof upon the inner face and sub

No. 100,858. Press. Presse. stantially throughout its length to prevent rotation of the

material undergoing treatment within the shell.

9. A shell for a press, comprising a series of bars secured

together so as to form draining spaces between the adjacent

bars, one or more of said bars being provided with grooves

or channels extending longitudinally thereof, substantially

throughout its entire length , said grooves or channels serving

to prevent rotation of the material within the shell , substan

tially as described.

10. In a press the combination of a perforate shell or cas

ing , a series of separated screws mounted therein and means

for preventing the rotation of the material intermediate the

separated screws.

11. A shell or barrel for presses, comprising a series of

hinged ribs , a series of bars secured to said ribs, a second

series of bars and ring - shaped members secured to both

sets of bars , substantially as described .

100867 12. In a press the combination of a suitable frame, a rod

secured in said frame , a series of ribs hinged upon said rod ,

The Sherwin -Williams Company, assignee of Albert D. An- latter are brought together toform the shell or barrel of
a series of bars secured to said ribs and adapted when the

derson , both of Cleveland, Ohio , U.S.A., 4th September, the press , projections extending outwardly from said ribs ,
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 1st August, 1906 . Receipt No.

lugs extending from the frame of the press, locking bars
138,332 .

arranged to bear upon said lugs and the projections of the

( laim - 1. In combination with a perforate shell or casing, ribs , and means for securing said locking bars in position.

a series of separated screws mounted therein , means for im- 13. In a press the combination of a suitable frame, a rod

parting motion thereto until a determinate pressure is exer- carried thereby, a series of ribs hinged to said rod , said ribs

ied thereby upon the maierial under treatment, a being provided with laterally extending lugs R, a series of

192

screw
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bars S secured to said lugs , a series of bars U placed inter- formed and secured together with their side faces in parallel

mediate the bars S , ding -shaped members attached to said ism throughout those portions which lie adjacent to the

bars S and U, and means for securing the ribs in their closed interior of the shell .

position . 2. A shell for a press, comprising a series of bars arranged

14. A member for the barrel or shell of a press comprising side by side, the adjacent faces of said bars at their inner

a bar having a series of spacing strips or plates riveted to portions standing parallel to each other while the remainder

the side faces thereof. of the space between each pair of bars gradually increases

15. A member for the barrel or shell of a press comprising toward the outer faces of the bar.

a bar having spacing strips riveted to the opposite side 3. A shell for a press, comprising a series of bars , said

faces thereof. bars being substantially rectangular in cross section and

16. In a press the combination of a perforate shell or cas- each alternative bar having those faces which are adjacent

ing, a series of separated screws mounted in the forward
to the next bars slightly bevelled so that said bevelled por

end thereof , a discharge screw working in the opposite end tions stands parallel to the next adjacent bars .
of the shell, an inclined bearing face located intermediate

4. A shell for a press , comprisinga series of radially ar
the series of screws and the discharge screws serving to con

ranged bars , said bars being placed side by side and having
dense and spread out the material under treatment substan a space or opening of a definite width between the inner
tially as described , and means for imparting a continuous edges of each pair of bars , said space projecting inwardly

motion to the discharge screw and permitting the series to between the bars to a limited extent while the bars are

come to rest when a determinate pressure is exerted thereon
separated a greater distance throughout the remainder of

by the material.
their side faces , substantially as described.

17. In combination with the shaft of a press , a head or
5. A bar for the shell or casing of a press, provided with

plug located at the discharge end thereof mounted on and

rotatable with said shaft, a follower mounted upon the
inwardly bevelled side faces adjacent to its inner edge.

6. A bar for the shell or casing of a press , said bar being
threaded end of the shaft in rear of said head, and means

for arresting the rotation of said follower and thereby caus
substantially rectangular in cross section and provided with

ing it to advanceupon the shaftwhereby the head or plug adjacent to the inner edgethereof.
inwardly bevelled faces extending throughout its length

will be moved inwardly, substantially as described.

18. In combination with the main shaft of a press, a head
7. A shell or casing for a press, comprising a series of

or plug located at the discharge end thereof mounted and bars , the adjacent faces of said bars at their inner portions

longitudinally movable on said shaft, a gear carried by the standing parallel to each other, a series of spacing members

threaded section of the shaft in rear of said head , a second
secured to the bars and adapted when the bars are assem

shaft, a pinion splined upon said second shaftand meshing bled to separate the inner edges thereof to a predetermined

with the gear, and means for holding said second shaft extent, and means for preventing the bars from stacking

against rotation or for imparting to it a speed of rotation
when the same are secured in position .

in excess of that of the main shaft. 8. In combination with a supporting member having a

19. In combination with the main shaft of a press, a head curved face, a series of bars mounted thereon , means for

or plug mounted thereon, said plug rotating with the shaft spacing the bars at their inner edges , means independent

and being free to move longitudinally thereof, a gear moun- of the spacing means for preventing the bars from stacking,

ted upon the threaded portion of the shaft in rear of the and means for securing the bars in position upon said sup

head , a shaft e having an extended keyway formed therein, porting member.

a shrouded pinion splined upon said shaft , and means applied 9. Ashell or casing for a press , comprising a series of

to said shaft for arresting or increasing the speed of rota- supporting members having curved bearing faces, a fixed bar

tion thereof, substantiallyas and for the purpose described . extending through the series by supporting members , a se

20. In combination with a perforate shell or casing , a cond fixed bar carried by said members , a series of loose

series of separated screws mounted in the forward end bars, means for properly positioning said bars with refer

thereof, means for imparting intermittent motion thereto, ence to each other, and a wedge-shaped member adapted to

a series of screws mounted in the discharge end of the shell, act upon one of the outer bars of the loose series, whereby

'said screws being of less depth than those in the forward said bars are forced against the first -mentioned fixed bar

end thereof, and means for imparting independent positive and against the positioning means.
rotary motion thereto. 10. In a press the combination of a series of semi-circular

21. In combination with a perforate shell or casing, means ribs or supporting members, each of said members being
contained within the forward end thereof for compressing provided with three notches or recesses, one of which is

the material undergoing treatment, independent means located at the midlength of said rib while the others are
mounted in the discharge portion of the shell for further formed adjacent to the outer faces of the rib , a bar mounted

compressing and discharging the mass, said last -named in each of said notches or recesses, a removable shoe se
means having a relatively restricted working area immedi- cured to one face of each of the barsmountedinthe outer re

ately adjacent to the inner surface of the shell, substantially
cesses , a wedge-shaped member secured to the intermediate

as describel, and a disintegrator working adjacent to the bar, and a series of loose bars resting upon the ribs interme

discharge means.
diate, the wedge -shaped member and the outer bars, sub

stantially as described.

No. 100,859 , Press . Presse. 11. In a press the combination of a series of semi-circu

lar ribs or supporting members, each of said members being
provided with three notches or recesses , one of which

Fig.2 . is located at the midlength of said rib while the others are

formed adjacent to the outer faces of the rib, a bar mount

ed in each of said notches or recesses , a removable shoe

secured to one face of each of the bars mounted in the

outer recesses, a wedge-shaped member secured to the inter

mediate bar, a series of loose bars resting upon the ribs

intermediate the wedge-shaped member and the outer bars ,

and means for securing the proper spacing of the bars as

they are locked in position .

12. A bar for the shell of a press or the like, said bar hav

ing bevelled faces adjacent to its inner edge, spacing mem
Fig.2

bers arranged upon the outer faces of the bar, and a rivet

passing through said spacing members , the rivet being pro

vided with a bevelled head upon each end.

ܬ

No. 100,860 . Fluid Pressure Motor.

Moteur à fluide sous pression.

The National Engine Company, assignee of J. P. Magney

and F. R. Kellogg, all of Los Angeles, California , U.S.A. ,

10086-9 4th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 18th July, 1906. Re:

ceipt No. 137,944 .

Claim . - 1. A compound engine comprising a high pressure

The Sherwin -Williams Company, assignee of AlbertD.An- cylinder having a high pressure inlet and intermediate

derson, bothof Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A., 4th September, pressure and low pressure outlets, and a cylinder having an
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 1st August, 1906 . Receipt No. inlet connection to the intermediate pressure outlet of the

138,333. high presure cylinder .

Claim . - 1. A shell for a press comprising a substantially 2.Acompound engine comprising a high pressure cylinder

circular series of metallic bars, said bars being separately ' having an inlet port and having a plurality of outlet ports

9-9
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and a piston member movable in the cylinder and provided 12. An expansive fluid pressure engine comprising a cylin

with fluid receiving means communicating, in the movement der having high pressure and low pressure ports , and pro

vided with an outlet connection from a point of intermediate

pressure, and piston means connected to and utilizing the

fluid from said intermediate pressure outlet .

No. 100,861 . Gas Engine. Machine à gaz.
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of said piston member, successively with the inlet port and

with the outlet ports for delivering to said outlet ports

fluid at successively lower pressures, and cylinders having

supply connections respectively to said outlet ports .

3. A compound engine comprising a high pressure cylin

der and a low pressure cylinder connected to the high pres

sure cylinder at a point of intermediate pressure therein .

4. A compound engine comprising a plurality of cylinders ,

rotary piston members therein having intermeshing teeth ,

the wall of each cylinder having a portion extending be

tween the piston members to fit the pheripheral faces of

the teeth , and provided with a central inlet port , said wall

portion of one of the cylinders being provided with an out
Ernest Emil Schmidt and Michael Joseph Miller, assignee of

let port at one or each side of the inlet and a connection be a half interest , both of Covington , Kentucky, U.S.A. ,

tween said outlet and the inlet of another cylinder . 4th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 13th December, 1905 .

5. A compound engine comprising a high pressure cylin Receipt No. 130,973 .

der having a high pressure inlet and intermediate and low Claim .-- 1. In a gas engine the combination with the revolv

pressure outlets, piston members in said cylinder movable | ing engine shaft and a jump spark igniter, of a circuit in

to open communication with said ports successively , an in- which said engine shaft and said jump spark igniter are in

termediate pressure cylinder having an inlet connected to cluded and which said engine shaft at certain times or

the aforesaid intermediate outlet port of the high pressure periods closes and opens and means for changing or altering

cylinder and having an outlet connected to the aforesaid the periods or times when said circuit is closed and opened

low pressure outlet port of the high pressure cylinder . by said shaft.

6. A compound engine comprising a high pressure cylinder 2. In a gas engine the combination with the revolving en

having a high pressure inlet and intermediate and low gine shaft and a jump spark igniter , of an outside circuit in

pressure outlets , piston members in said cylinder movable which said engine shaft and said jump spark igniter are in-,

to open communication with said ports successively , an in- cluded and which said engine shaft at certain times or per

termediate pressure cylinder having an inlet connected to iods closes and opens and means for changing or altering the

the aforesaid intermediate outlet port of the high pressure periods or times when said outside circuit is closed and

cylinder and having an outlet connected to the aforesaid opened by said shaft .

low pressure outlet ports of the high pressure cylinder , and 3. In a two - part cycle gas engine the combination with the

a low pressure cylinder provided with an outlet and having engine cylinder , the jump spark igniter held therein , the pis

an inlet port connected to the low pressure outlet of the ton head , the crank case communicating with said cylinder,

high pressure cylinder and to the outlet of the intermediate the engine shaft and connecting means between said piston
pressure cylinder, head and said engine shaft, of the igniter circuit which said

7. An engine comprising two rotary piston members pro- engine shaft at certain times or periods closes and opens ,

vided with intermeshing teeth and a cylinder inclosing said and means for changing or altering the periods or times

members and having a wall portion extending between the when said circuit is closed and opened by said engine shaft.

members and fitting the peripheral faces of the teeth of said 4. In a two - part cycle gas engine the combination with the

members, said wall portion formed with inlet and outlet | engine cylinder, the jump spark igniter held therein , the pis

ports , and the inner wall of the cylinder being clear of the ton head, the crank case communicating with said cylinder,

piston members at other points . the engine shaft provided with a projection , and connecting

8. An engine comprising two rotary piston members form- means between said piston head and said engine shaft, of the
ed as intermeshing gears,and a cylinder inclosing said gears igniter circuit , a contact strip in said igniter circuit with
and formed on one wall with a face portion extending be- which the projection on said engine shaft comes in contact
tween said gears and fitting the peripheral faces of the so as to close and open said igniter circuit and means for
teeth thereof, said face portion being provided with inlet changing or altering the position of said contact strip so as
and outlet ports, and the remaining portion of said wall to change or alter the periods of times when the projection
of the cylinder being separated from the gears to form a on said shaft opens and closes said igniter circuit by associa
low pressure chamber in the cylinder, the cylinder being tion with said contact strip .
provided with an exhaust port communicating with said low 5. In a two - part cycle gas engine the combination with the
pressure chamber.

engine cylinder, the jump spark igniter held therein , the pis

9. An expansive fluid pressure engine comprising a cylin- ton head , the crank case communicating with said cylinder,

der, piston means movable therein and dividing the cylinder the engine shaft provided with a projection and connecting

into high pressure , intermediate pressure and low pressure means between said piston head and said engine shaft , of

portions, said cylinder being provided with ports communi- the igniter circuit , a contact strip in said igniter circuit

cating respectively with said high pressure , intermediate with which the projection on said engine shaft comes in con

pressure and low pressure portions, a supply connection to tact so as to close and open said igniter circuit, a support

the high pressure port and an engine cylinder having a held on said engine shaft from which said contact strip is

supply connection from the intermediate pressure port. insulated , an arm secured to or forming part of said support,

10. An expansive fluid pressure engine comprising a cylin- and a quadrant suitably supported from said engine and pro

der having high pressure and low pressure ports, and provided with a plurality of notches in which said arm rests in

vided with an outlet connection from a point of intermediate order to hold said support and contact strip in the desired

pressure. position .

11. An expansive fluid pressure engine comprising a cylin- 6. A reversing gear for gas engines , comprising a support ,

der having high pressure and low pressure ports, and pro- a contact strip supported thereby but insulated therefrom ,

vided with an outlet connection from a point of intermediate an arm secured to or forming part of said support, and a

pressure , and means for conducting away and utilizing que quadrant with which said arm is associated so as to hold

fluid from said intermediate pressure outlet. said support and said contact strip in the desired position.

- -
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No. 100,862. Automobile. Automobile. chamber extending above and below the horizontal plane of

the axle , a párt on the end of the axle and occupying the

Fig.1.
upper part of said chamber , a coiled spring confined between

said part and the base of said chamber and receiving the

load placed on the axle , and means for keeping said casing

vertical , substantially as set forth .

8. In a vehicle the axle supporting the body and having

wheels on its ends , said wheels having hollow hubs , com

bined with spring cushioning means within said hubs for

the ends of said axle , said means for each wheel comprising

a casing around which the wheel may turn and containing

a vertictl chamber extending above and below the horizontal

plane of the axle , an inverted cup - shaped casing on the end

of the axle and extending above and below the same and dis

posed within said chamber, a coiled spring confined within

said chamber between said casing and receiving the load

placed on the axle, and means for keeping said first-mention

ed casing vertical , substantially as set forth.

9. In a vehicle the axle supporting the body and having

wheels on its ends , said wheels having hollow hubs com

bined with spring cushioning means within said hubs for the

ends of said axle , said means for each wheel comprising a

casing around which the wheel may turn and containing a

vertical chamber extending above and below the horizontal

plane of the axle , an inverted cup-shaped casing on the end

of the axle and extending above and below the same and

disposed within said chamber, a coiled spring confined within

100812 said chamber between said casings and receiving the load

placed on the axle , and means for keeping said first-mention
Edward Cliff and Albert T. Plummer , assignee of a half fd casing vertical, said casing being formed of upper and

interest, both of New York City, New York , U.S.A., 4th lower sections bolted together and affording a cylindrical
September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th January, 1906. chamber, and said cup -shaped casing being conformed to
Receipt No. 132,265. sald chamber, substantially as set forth .

Claim . - 1. A vehicle comprising a body, axles and wheels 10. In a vehicle the axle supporting the body and having

combined with semi- elliptic springs extendingtransversely wheels on its ends, said wheels having hollow hubsprovided
of and mounted on said axles and supporting said body, and withraceways for the bearings, and said hubs containing
coiled springs upon which said axlesaresupported ,' said hollow casings having complemental raceways for saidbear
elliptic springs each having a top re-acting spring plate, ings and vertical openings at their inner sides for the axle,
substantially as set forth. combined with spring cushioning means within said hubs for

2. A vehicle comprising a body, axles and wheels combined said axle, said means for each wheel comprising the said
with leaf springs of elliptic character mounted on said axles hollow casing forming within it a vertical chamber, a part
and supportingsaid body and coiled springs upon which said

on the end of the axle and occupying the upper part of said

axles are supported , said elliptic springs each having as a
chamber, and a coiled spring confined between said part and

part thereof a re -acting spring plate to resist the rebound
the base of said chamber and receiving the load placed on

ing action of the spring, substantially as set forth .
the axle , substantially as set forth .

3. In a vehicle the axle supporting the body and having on
11. In a vehicle , the axle supporting the body and having

its ends, said wheels having hollow hubs combined with wheels onitsends, said wheels having hollow hubs provided
spring cushioning means within said hubs for the endsof withraceways for the bearings, and said hubs containing
saidaxle , said means for each wheelcomprising a casing hollow casingshaving complemental raceways for saidbear
around which thewheelmayturn and containing a vertical ings and vertical openings at their inner sides for the axle ,

chamber, a part onthe end of the axle and occupying the combined with spring cushioning means within said hubs for

upper part of said chamber , a coiled spring confined be- said axle , said means for each wheel comprising the said

tween said part and the base of said chamber and receiving hollow casing forming within it a vertical chamber, an in

the load placed on the axle and means for keeping said cas- verted cup -shaped casing on the end of the axle and disposed

ing vertical , substantially as set forth . within said chamber, and a coiled spring confined within said

4. In a vehicle the axle supporting the body and having chamber between said casings and receiving the load placed

on its ends, said wheels having hollow hubs combined with on the axle , substantially as set forth .

spring cushioning means within said hubs for the ends of 12. In a vehicle , the axle supporting the body and having

said axle, said means for each wheel comprising a casing wheels on its ends , said wheelshaving hollow hubsprovided

around which the wheel may turn and containing a vertical with raceways for the bearings, and said hubs containing
chamber, an inverted cup -shaped casing on the end of the hollow casings having complemental raceways for said bear

axle and disposed within said chamber, a coiled spring con- ings and vertical openings at their inner sides for the axle ,

Nned within said chamber between said casings and receiv- combined with spring cushioning means within said hubs

ing the load placed on the axle and means for keeping said for said axle , said means for each wheel comprising the said

first -mentioned casing vertical , substantially as set forth . hollow casing forming within it a vertical chamber, an in
5. In a vehicle the axle supporting the body and having verted cup - shaped casing on the end of the axle disposed

wheels on its ends, said wheels having hollow hubs com- within said chamber , and a coiled spring confined within said

bined with spring cushioning means within said hubs for the
chamber between said casings and receiving the load placed

ends of said axle , said means for each wheel comprising a
on the axle , said casings at their outer meeting faces being

casing around which the wheel may turn and containing a
respectively provided with the vertical flange and groove,

vertical chamber. an inverted cup - shaped casing on the end substantially as set forth .

of the axle and disposed within said chamber, a coiled spring
13. In a vehicle, the axle supporting the body and having

confined within said chamber between said casings and re
wheels on its ends , said wheels having hollow hubs , com

ceiving the load placed on the axle and a bolt extending binedwith spring cushioning means within said hubs for the

vertically through said casings and springs, substantially ends of said axle ,said means for each wheel comprising a

as set forth.

6. In a vehicle theaxle supporting the body and having casing around which the wheel may turnand containing a
wheels on its ends, said wheels having hollow hubs combined vertical cylindrical chamber , an inverted cup-shaped casing

on the axle fitting within and adapted to guide on the walls
with spring cushioning means within said hubs for the ends
of said axle , said means for each wheelcomprising a casing of said chamber, a coiled spring confined at its ends between

around which the wheel may turn and containing a vertical said casings and at its sides by the walls of said cup -shaped

chamber, an inverted cup -shaped casing on theend of the casing and adapted to receive the load placed on the axle,

axle and disposed within said chamber, a coiled spring con
and means for keeping the first -mentioned casing vertical ,

fined within said chamber between said casingsandreceiving ' bstantially as set forth .

the load placed on the axle and a bolt extending vertically
14. In a vehicle, the axle supporting the body and having

through said casings and springs , said cup shaped casing wheels on its ends, said wheels having hollow hubs which

having a depending sleeve and the other casing and upwardly are closed at their outer faces and open at their inner faces

extending sleeve to receive said bolt , substantially as set to receive the ends of the axle, combined with spring cush

forth ,
ioning means within said hubs for the ends of said axle , said

7. In a vehicle the axle supporting the body and having means for each wheel comprising a non-rotable casing

wheels on its ends, said wheels having hubs combined with around which the wheel may turn and affording a vertical

spring cushioning means within said hubs for the ends of chamber, a part on the axle extended into said chamber, and

said axle , said means for each wheel comprising a casing a coiled spring confined in said chamber between said part

aroundwhichthe wheel may turn and containing a vertical land said casing, substantially as set forth.
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15. In a vehicle , the axle supporting the body and having from the complete blanks or the complete articles formed

wheels on its ends, said wheels having hollow hubs which therefrom , the main punching devices operating idly in the
are closed at their outer faces and open at their inner faces

to receive the ends of the axle , combined with spring cush

ioning means within said hubs for the ends of said axle , said

means for each wheel comprising a non-rotable casing

around which the wheel may turn and affording a chamber,

an inverted cup-shaped casing on the end of the axle and dis

posed within said casing, and a coiled spring confined at its

ends between said casings and at its sides by said cup-shaped

casing, substantially as set forth ,

16. In a vehicle , the axle supporting the body and having

wheels on its ends , said wheels having hollow hubs which

are closed at the outer faces and open at their inner faces

to receive the ends of the axle, combined with spring cush

ioning means within said hubs for the ends of said axle, said রা

means for each wheel comprising a non -rotatable casing

around which the wheel may turn and affording a chamber

into which the axle projects, and a coiled spring confined

within said chamber and receiving the load placed on the

axle , substantially as set forth . openings formed by the partial blank punching means , sub

17. In a vehicle, the axle supporting the body and having stantially as described.

wheels on its ends , said wheels having hollow hubs which 2. In a machine of the class described the combination of

are closed at their outer faces and open at their inner faces niain punching devices , means for punching out the partial

to receive the ends of the axle , combined with spring cush- blanks and delivering the same separately from the com

ioning meanswithin said hubsforthe ends of said axle, said plete blanks or the articles formed therefrom , and timing
means for each wheel comprising a non-rotatable casing means for operating the partial blank punching means after

around which the wheel may turn and affording a chamber a certain number of operations of the main punching devices

into which the axle projects and which extends above and have taken place , the main punching devices operating idly

below the main horizontal plane of the axle, a part on the in the openings formed by the partial blank punching means,

axle occupying the upper portion of said chamber , and the substantially as described.

coiled spring confined within said chamber between said part 3. In a machine of the class described the combination of

and said casing and normally extending above and below. main punching devices, means for punching out the partial

the main horizontal plane of the axle, substantially as set blanks and delivering the same separately from the com

forth . plete blanks or the articles formed therefrom and means

18. In a vehicle, the axle supporting the body and having for feeding the material with the forward edge of the fresh

wheels on its ends , said wheels having hollow hubs closed at sheet adjacent the trailing edge of the sheet previously fed

their outer faces and open at their inner faces to receive the in whereby the partial blanks will be cut out and delivered

ends of the axle , and the sprocket wheel and the brake flange from the adjacent edges of the sheets before reaching the

open at their center to admit the axle through them and se- main punches , substantially as described.

cured by bolts to the inner face of said hubs , combined with 4. In combination in a machine of the class described ,

spring cushioning means in said hollow hubs for the ends of main punches, partial blank punches, means for feeding the

the axle , said means for each hub comprising a non-rotat- sheets with their edges adjacent, means for operating the

able casing around which the wheel may rotate, and a coiled main punches to utilize the stock throughout the body of

spring receiving the end of the axle , substantially as set the sheets and timing means for operating the partial blank

fcrth. punches when the meeting edges of the sheets are brought

below the same, substantially as described .

No. 100,863. Spring Neck Bearing. 5. In combination in amachine of the class described, main

punching and die mechanism for cutting out complete blanks

and forming the articles therefrom and partial blank punches

for cutting out the partial blanks from the edges of the sheet.

6. In combination in a machine of the class described, the

main punches, the reciprocating crosshead carrying the

same , partial blank punches , a supplemental crosshead carry

ing the same , and timing means for operating the supple

mental crosshead at intervals in respect to the operation of

the main crosshead, said main punches operating idly is the

openings formed by the partial blank punches, substantially

as described .

7. In combination in a machine of the class described, the

main punches , partial blank punches , the cross shaft 24 , a

crosshead operated from said shaft and means for driving the

said shaft intermittingly , said main punches operating idly

in the openings formed by the partial blank punches, sub

stantially as described.

8. In combination in a machine of the class described, the

main punches , partial blank punches, the cross shaft 24 , a

Aktiebolaget Pumpseparator, assignee of Gustaf Theodor crosshead operated from said shaft and means for driving the

Söderström , Stockholm, Sweden , 4th September, 1906; 6 said shaft intermittingly, said means including the con

years. Filed 24th July , 1906. Receipt No. 138,124 .
stantly rotating member, the clutch block on the shaft, a pin

carried thereby to engage the constantly rotating member,
Claim . - 1. In spring neck bearings the combination of a

ring 5 , and wires or bands of suitable springy material wound timing ratchet wheel and the cam segment, substantially as
and means for controlling the said clutch pin including a

round the ring and extending outward from the same at some
described .

places , forming a circle of springs , mounted between the 9. In combination in a machine of the class described ,

shaft and some outer ring -shaped abutment 3 , enclosing the main punches , partial blank punches , feeding means for the

shaft , said springs keeping the shaft in its central position . sheets of material, connections thereto from the main shaft

2. The combination of the shafit collar 1, the circle 7 , of of the machine , timing means for operating the partial blank

spring enclosing the same, a ring -shaped part 5 holding punches and connections for operating the same from the
the said springs, and a part 2 , screw -threaded on the said feed connections, said main punches operating idly in the
collar 1 , by means of which part 2 the circle of springs may openings formed by the partial blank punches, substantially

be forced into the axially tapering space between the collar as described .

1 and an outer ring- shaped abutment 3. 10. In combination in a machine of the class described ,

main punches, partial blank punches , timing mechanism for

No. 100,864 . Punch . Poinçonneuse . operating the partial blank punches including a constantly

rotating member, a slow motion member, a clutch and means
The Crown Cook and Seal Company, assignee of William E.

Lindsay, all of Baltimore , Maryland , U.S.A. , 4th Septem
for controlling the clutch from the slow motion member,

substantially as described .
ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 13th August, 1906. Receipt No.

11. In combination in an organization of the class describ
138,619 .

ed, the combination of means for feeding the sheets with
Claim . - 1 . In a machine of the class described the com- their edges adjacent and means for cutting half blanks from

bination of main punching devices , and means for punching the said adjacent edges and delivering the same without

out the partial blanks and delivering the same separately ' shaping them , substantially as described.
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No. 100,865 . Cement Mixer. Mélangeur de ciment. No. 100,866. Rear Axle Driving Mechanism .

Mécanisme de commande d'essieu de derrière.

FR

6

FIO.I.

2222

c ou
FIO.6

0286

a

A

FIO.2 . d

The Winton Motor Carriage Company, assignee of Alexander

Winton and Harold B. Anderson , of Cleveland, Ohio ,

U.S.A. , 4th September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 17th Janu

ary , 1906. Receipt No. 131,967.

Claim.-1 . A supporting and riving mechanism for vehi

cles , comprising a differental housing baving projecting
therefrom axle section housings , a differential gearing sup

ported and journalled in the said differential housing, two

separate axle sections located respectively within the axle

PIG.5 . G
housings , the inner ends of the axle sections and the differ

FIG.3 .
ential gearing constructed to interlock , and supporting and

100963

driving wheels connected with the cutter ends of the said
axle sections .

James Arrand, McInnes, and Wettlaufer Brothers and Sons, prising a differential housing having axle housings project
2. A supporting and driving mechanism for vehicles , com

Stratford ,'both in Ontario, Canada, 4th September, 1906 ; | ing from oppositesides thereof, a differential gearing sup

6 years . Filed 17th April , 1906. Receipt No. 135,006 . ported by the differentual housing, supporting and driving

Claim - 1. In a cement mixer the combination with rotary wheels having hubs, the axle housings extending through
mixing vessel of a plurality of radial arms therein and mix- the said hubs and forming a journal and support for the
ing blades adjustably secured to said arms, as and for the said wheels, and members at the outer ends of the wheel
purpose specified . hub and constructed to interlock with the wheel hub and

2. In a cement mixer the combination with a plurality of the outer ends of the axle sections .

radial arms of a plurality of mixing blades extending trans- 3. A propelling and driving mechanism for vehicles , com

versely on said arms, a plurality of bolt holes in each of prising a differential housing having oppositely extending

said arms and bolts extending through the blades and arms , axle housings , a differential gearing journalled in the dif

as and for the purpose specified . ferential housing , driving and supporting wheels journalled

3. In a cement mixer the combination with the rotary on the outer ends of the axle housings , separate axle sections
mixing vessel of two rotating cylindrical feeding hoppers , as placed respectively in the axle housings , and means for lock
and for the purpose specified . ing the inner ends of the axle sections to the differential

4. In a cement mixer the combination with a mixing vessel, gearing, and the outer ends of said axle sections to the sup

a shaft rotating the same, of a plurality of cylindrical feed. porting and driving wheels.

ing hoppers , and means operated by the rotation of the 4. A propelling and driving mechanism for vehicles , com

shaft for rotating the same as and for the purpose specified. prising a differential housing having oppositely projectng

5. In a cement mixer or the like an improved feeding de- axle housing, a differential gearing supported in said hous

vice comprising two cylinders rotating in opposite directions | ing, supporting and driving wheels journalled on the outer

having pockets thereon to receive the materials to be mixed , ends of the axle housings, a separate axle section in each

as and for the purpose specified. axle housing, the inner ends of the axle sections connected

6. In a cement mixer or the like an improved feeding de- with the differential gearing, and a member located outside

vice comprising two cylinders rotating in opposite directions of the axle housing and constructed to connect the outer
with different velocities having pockets therein to receive ends of the axle sections and the outer end of the wheel

the material to be mixed , as and for the purpose specified . hubs .

7. In a cement mixer or the like the combination with a 5. A supporting and driving mechanism for vehicles, com

tiltably supported mixing vessel of a plurality of cylindrical prising a differential housing, a differential gearing support

feeding hoppers and means for rotating the same, as and ed in said housing, axle housings secured to and projecting

for the purpose specified. from opposite sides of the differential housing, supporting

8. An improved movable cement mixer comprising a coni- and driving wheels journalled on the outer ends of the axle

al mixing vessel,a shaft rotating the same, a tiltable truck housings , an axle section for each housing having their

supporting the shaft, a trough adjacent to the large end of inner ends connected with the differential gearing, a mem

the mixing vessel , an opening through the mixing vessel op- ber constructed to connect the outer ends of the axle sec

posite the trough, two abuting cylinders having a plurality tions to the outer ends of the wheel hubs . and means for

of pockets thereon , shafts supporting the same and journal- holding the said member in position .

led in the trough , gearing rotating the said cylinders in op- 6. Asupporting and driving mechanism for vehicles, com

posite directions operated by therotation of the main shaft prising a differential housing having oppositely projecting

and means for rotating the main shaft, substantially as des- axle housing, a differential gearing supported in the differ

cribed . ential housing, supporting and driving wheels journalled on

9. An improved movable cement mixer comprising a tilt- the outer ends of the axle housings, aseparate axle section

able truck , a conical mixing vessel having an opening at one for each housing, the inner ends of the axles interlocking
end for the introduction of the material and an opening at with the differential gearing, the outer ends of the axles

the other end for the emptying thereof , a shaft , a tiltable projecting beyond the axle housings, and members inter

truck supporting the same , a plurality of radial arms sup - locking with the outer ends of the wheel hubs and with the

porting themixing vessel from said shaft, a plurality of mix- | projecting ends of the axle sections.

ing blades adjustably secured to said radial arms, a trough 7. A supporting and driving mechanism for vehicles , com

adjacent to the opening at the large end of the mixing vessel . prising a differential housing having oppositely projecting

two mixing cylinders journalled therein having a plurality of axle housings, a differential gearing supported in said hous

pockets thereon , gearing for rotating the cylinders in the ing , supporting and driving wheels journalled on the outer

opposite directions operated by the rotation of the central ends of the axle housings , a separate axle section in each

shaft, and means for rotating the said central shaft, as and axle housing, the inner ends of the axle sections connected

for the purpose specified . with the differential gearing, a member for the outer end of
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each axle housing and constructed to connect the outer ends 4. The combination with a vehicle of an air pressure actu

of the axle sections to the outer ends of the wheel hubs , ated brake therefor , an air pressure supply , and a combined

and a hub cay enclosing and holding the said connecting manually and air pressure controlled valve for the said air
member in position. pressure supply.

8. A supporting and driving mechanism for vehicles, com- 5. The combination in a motor vehicle, of an air actuated

prising a differential housing having oppositely projecting brake, an air supply therefor, and controlling means for the

axle housings, a differential gearing supported in the said air supply comprising an air actuated member, and a yield

differential housing, supporting and driving wheels jour - ing connection with the air actuated member for moving the

nalled on the outer ends of the axle housings , a separate | latter.

axle section for each housing having their inner ends con- 6. A braking system for vehicles , including an air actuated

nected with the differential gearing, the outer ends of the brake, an air supply therefor, a valve for the said supply,

axle sections projecting beyond the axle housings , a member an air actuated device operatively connected with the said

for the projecting end of each axle section and enclosing and valve , and means having a yielding connection with the air

interlocking with the projecting ends of the axle sections actuated member for moving it.

and with the outer ends of thewheel hubs, and means for 7. An air braking system for vehicles comprising an air

holding the interlocking member in position . actuated brake , an air supply therefor, a valve controlling

9. Asupporting and driving mechanism for vehicles, com- the said supply, an air actuated diaphragm operatively con

prising a differential housing, a differential gearing within nected with said valve, and a yielding means for moving the

the said housing . adjustable bearings connecting the housing diaphragm in a direction opposing the air pressure thereon.

and the differential gearing, whereby the differential gearing 8. An air braking system for vehicles comprising a pres

may be adjusted within the housing, a shaft journalled at sure actuating brake , a pressure supply in cummunication

right angles to the differential gearing, and a pinion carried therewith, and a combined air and manually controlled valve

by the shaft meshing with a driving gear of the differential, for the said pressure supply.

combined with separate axle sections connected with the 9. A braking system for vehicles comprising an air actu

differential at their inner ends , and supporting the driving ated brake, an air pressure supply therefor, an air pressure

wheels operatively connected with the outer ends of the relief for the air pressure brake, and a movable member con
said axle sections. trolling the air pressure supply and the said relief .

10. A supporting and driving mechanism for vehicles , com- 10. An air braking system for vehicles comprising an air

prising a differential housing, a differential gearing jour- actuated brake, an air pressure supply therefor, a check

nalled within the said housing , the differential gearing in- valve between the supply and the air actuated brake, and

cluding separate concentric pinions journalled in a sub- means for unseating the check valve to admit the air pres

differential housing, oppositely extending axle housing con- sure to the brake , and means for permitting the closing of

nected with the differential housing , separate axle sections the check valve and opening an air relief for the brake.

in the said axle housings , the inner ends of the axle sections 11. A braking system for vehicles comprising an air actu .

and the said differential pinions constructed to interlock , ated brake, an air supply therefor, and a controller for the

supporting and driving wheels journalled on the outer ends air supply including a valve, a diaphragm for controlling the

of the axle housings , and means for connecting the outer valve , the diaphragm being subjected to the air pressure on

ends of the axle sections with the supporting and driving one side , and a yielding operating member for moving the
wheels. diaphragm in opposition to the air pressure thereon .

12. A braking system for vehicles comprising an air actu

No. 100,867. Air Brake for Automobiles.
ated brake , an air supply therefor, a controller for the air

supply comprising a casing having a chamber in communi
Frein à air pour automobiles . cation with the air supply and with the brake , a valve con

trolling the inlet to said chamber, a diphragm within said

chamber and adapted by its movement to control the valve ,

and a yielding member for moving the diaphragm in opposi

tion to the air pressure in the said chamber.

13. An air braking system for vehicles comprising an air

brake , an air supply therefor , a controller for air supply

comprising a case having a chamber in communication with

the supply and with the brake , a valve controlling the com

munication between the chamber and the supply, a dia

phragm within the chamber and subjected to the air pres

sure therein on one side , a relief for the pressure in the air

brake , and a yielding member operating upon the diaphragm

in opposition to the air pressure and controlling also the
relief.

14. An air braking system for motor vehicles comprising

a driving wheel for the vehicle having a brake flange, a

brake supported adjacent the flange, an air cylinder sup

ported by the vertical and operatively connected with the

brake , an air supply for the said cylinder, and a controller
100167

for the air supply to said cylinder .

15. An air braking system in combination with a motor
The Winton Motor Carriage Company, assignee of Alexander vehicle having a driving shaft and propelling wheels attach

Winton and Harold B. Anderson , all of Cleveland , Ohio , ed thereto, a housing for the propelling shaft , a propelling

U.S.A. , 4th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 17th January, wheel having a brake flange, a braking member co-operating

1906. Receipt No. 131,973 . with the said flange, an air cylinder supported by the housing

Claim . - 1. The combination in a motor vehicle , having pro- and having a piston operatively connected with the brake

pelling wheels and a steering gear , a transmission mechanism member, an air pressure supply for the cylinder , and a con
between the motor and the propelling wheels , a disconnect - troller for the said air pressure supply .

ing device between the motor and said propelling wheels , an 16. In combination with a motor vehicle having a propel

air actuated braking mechanism for the vehicle propelling ling shaft and drive wheels operatively connected therewith,
wheels, an air producing device operatively connected with the drive wheels having a brake flange , a housing for the

and operated by the motor and in communication with said driving shaft , an oscillating cylinder supported by the hous

air braking mechanism , an air controlling device between | ing, a brake member co-operating with the said flange, an

the air braking mechanism and said air producing device. oscillating member for operating the brake member, a pis
whereby air pressure for the braking mechanism is furnished ton in the cylinder operatively connected with the oscillating

for controlling the movement of the vehicle when the motor member, an air supply for the said cylinder, and a controller
is disconnected from the propelling wheels.

for said air supply.

2.In a motor vehicle the combination of a propelling motor

therefor, propelling wheels, a brake, an air actuated device No. 100,868. Sanding Device.
operatively connected with the brake for applying it , an

Appareil à sabler.

air producing device operatively connected with thepropel- Augustus Leicester Moss , Sandusky, Ohio , U.S.A., 4th Sep

ling motor, a communication between the air producing de
tember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 7th April , 1906. Receiptvice and the air actuated device for the brake , a valve for
No. 134,732 .

controlling said communication , and a combined manually

and air pressure controlled device for the said valve . Claim .--- 1 . A sanding device for automobiles and like

3. In a motor vehicle the combination of an air braking vehicles, provided with a revoluble distributor connected with
system including an air actuated member, a brakeoperatively a sand supply and adapted to scatter the sand on the road
connected therewith, means for supplying air pressure to the bed by centrifugal force .

air actuated device, and a combined manually and air pres- 2. A sanding device for automobiles and like vehicles , pro

sure controlled means for controlling the air pressure sup- vided with a revoluble distributor connected with a sand
ply to the said air actuated device. supply an dadapted to scatter the sand on the road bed by

19

62
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centrifugal force , the distributor being disposed horizontally ried on the automobile, an air pump for charging the said

and provided with ribs for scattering the sand. compressed air reservoir with compressed air, nozzles for

Fig.2
Fig1.

?

2

X

100365100868 100869

3. A sanding device for automobiles and like vehicles com- scattering sand over a roadway in front of and around the

prising a sand box, a horizontally disposed revoluble distri- driving wheelsof the automobile, a valve for controlling the
butor, adapted to scatter the sand on the road bed by centri connection between the said sand container and the said noz

fugal force, a feeding device for feeding the sand from the zles and for controlling the connection between the com

said sand box to the centrer of the said distributor , and a pressed air reservoir and the said nozzles , to force the sand

driving means for rotating the distributor from a driven out of the latter by compressed air from the said reservoir,
part of the vehicle . and means under the control of the chauffeur for actuating

4. A sanding device for automobiles and like vehicles com- in unison the said valve and the stopping and starting de

prising a sand box , a horizontally disposed revoluble distri- vice of the said air pump.

butor , adapted to scatter the sand on the road bed by centri- 4. The combination with an automobile , of a sanding de

fugal force, a feeding device for feeding the sand from the vice held on the said automobileand comprising a sand con

said sand box to the center of the said distributor, a driving tainer , nozzles connected with the said container and ar

means for rotéating the distributor from a driven part of the ranged to scattersand over a roadway in front of and around

vehicle, and a stopping and starting device under the control the driving wheels of the automobile, a conpressed air

of the operator , for connecting and disconnecting the said reservoir, à pipe leading therefrom and a manually controll
driving means and the said distributor . ed valve having a nozzle adapted to register with said pipe,

5. A sanding device for automobiles and like vehicles com- the said valve simultaneously controlling the connection be

prising a sand box , a revoluble disc disposed horizontally tween the said nozzles and the said air reservoir.

and having ribs on its upper face , and a feed chute connected 5. The combination with an automobile, of a sanding de

wth the said sand box and discharging onto the said upper vice held on the said automobile and comprising a sand
face of the disc . container , nozzles connected with the said container and ar

6. A sanding device for automobiles and like vehicles com- ranged to scatter sand over a roadway, in front of and around

prising a sand box , a revoluble disc disposed horizontally the driving wheels of the automobile , a compressed air re
and having ribs on its upper face , the said ribs beng alter- servoir, a manually controlled valve for simultaneously con
nately of dfferent length , and a feed chute connected with trolling the connection between the said nozzle and the said
the said sand box and discharging onto the said upper face sand container and between the said nozzles and the said

of the disc . air reservoir, an air pump having a stopping and starting

7. A sanding device for automobiles and like vehicles com- device connected with a driven part of the automobile , and

prising a sand box, a feed chute leading therefrom , a hori- means under the control of the chauffeur and connected with

zontally disposed distributing disc having guide ribs on its the said stopping and starting device and with the said valve ,

upper face and on which discharges the said feed chute , a for successively actuating the same .

feed screw in the said sand box, for feeding the sand from 6. The combination with an automobile, of a sanding de

the said sand box into the said feed chute , a gearing for vice held on the said automobile and comprising a sand con

rotating the said feed screw and disc in unison , and a driv tainer, nozzles connected with the said container and ar

ing device for driving the said feed screw froma driven part ranged to scatter sand over aroadway , in front of and around
of the vehicle . the driving wheels of the automobile a compressed air re

8. A sanding device for automobiles and like vehicles com- servoir, a manually controlled valve for simultaneously con

prising a sand box ,afeed chute leading therefrom ,a hori- trolling the connection between the said nozzles and the
zontally disposed distributing disc having guide ribs on its said sand container and between the said nozzles and the

upper face and on which discharges the said feed chute , a said air reservoir, an air pump having a stopping and start

feed screw in the said sand box, for feeding the sand from ing device connected with a driven part of the automobile,

the said sand box into the said feed chute, a gearing for and means under the control of the chauffeur and connected

rotating the said feed screw and disc in unison, a driving with the said stopping and starting device and with the said

device for driving the said feed screw from a driven part of valve, for successively actuating the same, to start the pump

the vehicle , and manually controlled means for throwing the
ahead of the opening of the said valve .

feed screw in or out of gear with the said driven part. 7. A sanding device provided with a valve having a valve

casing connected with a sand container, a compressed air

No. 100,869 . Sanding Device for Automobiles. reservoir , a pipe connecting said reservoir with the valve

casing, a sand discharge leading from the valve casing , and

Appareil à sabler pour automobiles. a valve plug mounted to turn in the said casing and under

Augustus Leicester Moss , Sandusky, Ohio , U.S.A. , 4th Sep
the control of the operator, the valve plug having an outlet

tember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 9th April, 1906. Receipt adapted to register with the said discharge, and a nozzle in

No. 134,763.
the valve plug registering with the outlet of the valve plug

and adapted to register with the pipe leading from the re
Claim .-1. An automobile provided with a sanding device servoir the said valve plug connecting the said discharge

having pipes terminating n nozzles and extending at an angle simultaneously with both the sand container and the said

toward the path to be travelled by the driving wheels but ter: compressed air reservoir.

minating away from the wheels, at the inner side of said 8. An automobile provided with a sanding device , an air

path, for scattering sand over a roadway in front of the driv- reservoir for delivering a blast of air to the said sanding

ing wheels of theautomobile and across their pathway . device , a pump for pumping air into the reservoir , and means

2. An automobile provided with a sanding device having under the control of the operator, for actuating the said

pipes terminating in flat nozzles and extending forwardlyand sanding device,the said means also controllingthe starting

outwardlytoward the path of travel of the driving wheels mechanism ofthepump to start the same.
but terminating away from the wheels at the inner side of

9. An automobile provided with a valve controlled sanding

said path, the nozzles being arranged to scatter sand in fan device, an air reservoir for delivering a blast of air to the

shape over a roadway in front of the driving wheels of the said sanding device, a pump for pumping air into the reser
automobile and across their pathway. voir , and means under the control of the operator , for actu

2. The combination with an automobile , of a sanding device ating the said sanding device and for starting the said pump

comprising a sand container, a compressed air reservoir car- ahead of the said sanding device , the said means comprising
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a rod movable in the direction of its length and connected No. 100,870 . Hydrometer . Hydromètre.
with the valve of the sanding device, the said rod also con

trolling the starting mechanism for the pump .

10. An automobile provided with a sanding device , a com

pressed air reservoir for delivering a blast of air to the

said sanding device, a pump , mechanism for actuating the

pump, a clutch for connecting said mechanism with a driven

part of the automobile , for charging the said reservoir with

compressed air, and means under the control of the operator,

for actuating the sair sanding device and for actuating said

clutch to stop or start the pump .

11. An automobile provided with a sanding device com

prising a sand container mounted on the automobile and

provided with an outlet , and pipes extending downwardly,

outwardly and forwardly from the said outlet , the said pipes

each extending at an angle toward the path to be travelled

by the respective driving wheels , but terminating short of

said path , for scattering sand over the roadway in front of

the driving wheels and across the path of travel thereof.

12. An automobile provided with a sanding device com

prising a sand container mounted on the autoniobile and pro

vided with an outlet and pipes branching in opposite direc

tions from said outlet , the said pipes extending downwardly ,
outwardly and forwardly from the said outlet, the said pipes Richard Edward Oscar Bock, Philadelphia Pennsylvania ,

each extending at an angle toward the path to be travelled U.S.A., 4th September, 1906; 6 years. Filed 12th March,

by the driving wheel butterminating short of said path, and 1906. Receipt No. 133.841 .

each provided at its terminal with a flat nozzle for spreading Claim.-1 . In a hydrometer , a liquid containing vessel hav

the sand in fan -shape over the roadway in front of the driv- | ing a nozzle , combined with a float having a pointer, and a

ing wheels and across their path of travel . scale co-operating with said pointer , substantially as speci

13. A sanding device comprising a sand container, a valve fied .

for controlling the discharge of sand from said container, 2. A hydrometer provided with a float, an enclosed pocket ,

an air reservoir connected with the sanding device , a pump a ballast within the pocket, and a hollow stem extending

for pumping air into the reservoir , mechanism for actuating through the float into the pocket, substantially as specified.

the pump , a stopping and starting device for the pump, and 3. In a hydrometer, a liquid containing vessel having a

means connected with the said valve to actuate the same . nozzle combined with a float having a stem, and a guide hav

the said means also having a controlling connection with the ing a spring pressed finger and adapted to engage the stem ,

stopping and starting device for the pump . substantially as specified .

14. A sanding device comprising , a said container, a valve 4. In a hydrometer, a liquid containing vessel having a

for controlling the discharge of sand from said container, nozzle combined with a float, a ballasted pocket enclosed

an air reservoir for delivering a blast of air to the said thereby, a thermometertube between pocket and float, and

sanding device, a pump for pumping air into the reservoir, a stem extending through the float into the pocket, substan

means for actuating the pump, a stopping and starting de- tially as specified.

vice for the pump, and a rod for actuating said valve and
having a loose sliding connection with the same, the said No. 100,871. Grain Door for Freight Cars.

rod also controlling the stopping and starting device for the
Porte à grain pour chars à marchandises.

pump.

15. In a sanding device , the combination with a sand con

tainer, of a valve casing connected with the sand container,

a compressed air reservoir connected with the valve casing,

a pump for pumping air into the reservoir, a stopping and

starting device for the pump , a sand discharge leading from

the valve casing, a valve plug mounted to turn in the casing

to connect the said discharge with the sand container and

with the compressed air reservoir , an arm on the said valve

plug provided at its free end with a pin , a rod for actuating

said valve and having an elongated slot engaged by said pin ,

a lever connected with said rod , a spring connected with

said lever , and a controlling connection between the said

rod and the stopping and starting device for the pump.

16. The combination with a valve controlled sanding device ,

of an air reservoir for delivering air to the said sanding de

vice , a pump for pumping air into the reservoir, means for

actuating the valve of the sanding device, the said means in

cluding a longitudinally movable rod operatively connected

with the said valve , mechanism for actuating the pump, a

clutch for controlling said mechanism , a shifting fork en

gaging the said clutch, a spring connected with the shifting William John Cocklin , Rising City , Nebraska, U.S.A., 4th
fork for moving the clutch into active position , and a cu September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 30th April , 1906. Receipt

nection between the said longitudinally movable rod and No. 135,377.

the shifting fork for normally holding the shifting fork Claim.-In a device of the character described the combin

against tension of its spring. ation with a grain door , of two vertical door reinforcing

17. A sanding device comprising a sand container, a valve members of a length less than the width of the door to pro

casing connected at its top by ports with the sand container , vide shoulders below , astopblock secured centrally to the

a compressed air reservoir connected by a pipe with the grain door,two angle flanges, one secured to each vertical

valve casing , a sand discharge pipe connected with the valve edge of the grain door, one edge of each angle flange extend

casing, a valveplug mounted toturn in thesaid casing and ing outward in the form of a web, each of said webs being

under the control of the operator, the said plug having a re- slotted , two headed locking levers secured to the grain door,

cess in its upper part into which open ports adapted to said heads extending through the slots within said webs and

register with the ports in the top of the casing, the said being adapted to work within a pocket, of a suitable door

recess terminating at its lower end in a side extension post , securing members fastened to each of said flanges, a

adapted to register with the discharge pipe , and a nozzle U -shaped keeper pivotally fastened to each securing mem

in said valve plug opening into the said side extension and ber, and a guide rod adapted to be engaged by each keeper,

adapted to register with the pipe leading from the air reser- said guide rod being suitably secured as set forth .

voir.

18. A sanding device comprising a sang container , a com No. 100,872. Traction Engine. Machine à traction .
pressed air reservoir , an air pump for charging the said

reservoir with compressed air , a sand discharge, a valve for George Cuff, Poynette, Wisconsin , U.S.A. , 4th September,

controlling the connection between the sand container and 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 8th June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,719.

the said discharge and for controlling the connection be- Claim .-- 1. In a traction engine, a winding mechanism for

tween the compressed air reservoir and the said discharge. hauling loads, comprising a winding drum having a spirally

and means for actuating in unison the said valve and the arranged groove on the surface thereof, a cable secured

stopping and starting device for the air pump. thereto, guide pulleys for said cable, means for permitting
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the drum to move laterally upon its shaft to wind the cable 3. The combination with a structure containing a load re

in the groove on said surface, a pinion having guide projec- ceiving compartment having a load retaining door or doors ,

adapted to close a load discharging opening, of a shaft jour

nalled on said construction , flexible means secured at one

end to said shaft and adapted to be partly wound thereon

and secured at its other end or ends to the free edge of said

door or doors , a ratchet wheel on said shaft adapted to ro

tate therewith, a rock shaft journalled on said structure an

arm mounted on said rock shaft and adapted to rock there

with, a pawl pivotally connected to said arm and adapted to

be manually raised into operative engagement with said

ratchet wheel to rotate the same , means adapted in oper

ative position to prevent the counter rotation of said ratchet

wheel , a second arm mounted on said rock shaft a nd adapted

to rock therewith , a connecting rod pivotally connected to

the latter said arm and by an eccentric pin to a gear wheel,

and means including an engine adapted to rotate said gear

wheel , substantially as described .

2<
8
0
0
1

No. 100,874. Motor Vehicle. Véhicule moteur.

TD

tions to engage a gear wheel on the drum , said pinion adapt

ed to move laterally on its shaft , and means for rotating

said shaft, substantially as described .

2. In a winding mechanism for traction engines , a drum

provided with a spirally grooved surface for a cable , means

for permitting said drum to move laterally upon its shaft , a

pinion connected to a gear wheel on said drum , said pinion

adapted to slide laterally with the drum , means for revolv

ing its shaft, a friction wheel mounted in a sliding guide

and adapted to be moved into and out of contact with the

crank wheel of the traction engine , and connections between

the friction wheel and the pinion shaft , substantially as des

scribed .

T
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No. 100,873. Door Closer for Scows.

Fermeture de porte pour chalands.

Fig 1 $
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Peter Edwin Hanson , Galveston , Texas, U.S.A. , 4th Septem

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 28th May , 1906. Receipt No.

136,319 .

Claim .-- 1. A self propelled, dumping dray comprising an

exle provided with and supported by travelling wheels, a

main frame having a rear section connected with and ar

ranged to swing vertically on the axle , and also having a

forward section hinged to the rear section at a point in ad

vance of the axle , whereby the frame is adapted to flex ,

means detachably connecting the said frame sections with a

view of retaining the same in alignment with each other,
ng 3 . a pilot wheel carried by the forward frame section , a motor

carried by the rear frame section , and a driving connection

intermediate said motor and the axle .
720-14

2. In a self propelled, dumping dray, the combination of

an axle provided with and supported by travelling wheels ,
100873

a main frame comprising a rear section connected with and

arranged to swing vertically on the axle and having a trans

Frank Hayes and William Clifford , co - inventors , Duluth , verse loop on its forward portion , and a forward section

Minnesota , U.S.A. , 4th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed hinged to and lapping the forward portion of the rear section

25th June, 1906. Receipt No. 137,255 . and having a transverse loop arranged to register with that

of said rear section , a removable bar occupying said loops
Claim.-1. In a door closing means for scows the combina.

tion with a scow having a load receiving hopper provilled of the framesections, a hangerhaving an upwardly extend
ing shaft journalled in the forward frame section and pro

with hinged floor doors , of a rotatable shaft journalled on
said scowabove the plane of said doors when closed , flexible vided with ahandle, a pilot wheel carried by said hanger,

a motor carried by the rear frame section and connected
means secured at one end to said shaft and at the opposite
ends to the meeting edges ofsaid doors, a ratchet" wheel with the axle, and means on said rear frame sectionfor

controlling the motor.
keyed to said shaft , a rock shaft journalled in suitable sup .

ports on said scow , an eccentric pawl mounted on said rock

shaft and adapted in operative position to engage said No. 100,875. Power Transmitting Device.

ratchet wheel to rotate the same , means adapted in operative

position to prevent the counter rotation of said ratchet Appareil à transmettre la force.

wheel , and means adapted in operation to rock said rock
Otto Hoffmann, Granite, Minnesota , U.S.A., 4th September,shaft.

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 27th February , 1906 . Receipt No.

2. The combination with a suitable support containing a
133,393 .

load receiving hopper or compartment provided with a load

retaining door or doors adapted to close a load discharging Claim . - 1. The combination with a vehicle axle having car

opening in said compartment, of a shaft journalled on said rying wheels, of a spoke or plate centrally pivoted on said

support , flexible means secured to said shaft and to a free xle, a spocket wheel loosely mounted on said axle and hay

edge of said door or doors, a ratchet wheel keyed to said ing a swivelled connection with the ends of said spoke, and

shaft . a rocking shaft, an arm secured thereon and adapted a driving connection for said spocket wheel , substantially as
to rock therewith , a pawl pivotally secured to said arm and described .

adapted in operative position to engage said ratchet wheel 2. The combination with an axle having carrying wheels

tc rotate the same, a dog mounted on said support and ad- provided with a centrally arranged loop, of a flattened spoke
apted in opera.ive position to engage said ratchet wheel centrally pivoted in said loop , a sprocket wheel mounted on

oppositely to said pawl to prevent counter rotation of said said axle and having swivelled connections with the ends of

wheel , a second arm keyed to said rock shaft , a connecting said spoke , and said swiveled connections being at right

rod pivotally secured at one end to the outward end of the angles substantially with the pivot of said spoke in said

latter sald arm and means for reciprocating said onnecting loop, and a driving connection for said spoke wheel , sub
rod . stantially as described.

9--10
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3. The combination with a forward axle having carrying 4. A device of the class described consisting of an upper

wheels and a frame with a steering post , of a vehicle body member comprising an upper plate having its front edges

bent downward and then backward so as to form a ledge , a

lower plate made to fit over an inside corner , a support se

cured to or formed a part of said lower plate and projecting

thereabove so as to provide support for said upper plate , and

means for securing said plates in applied position .

5. A device of the class described consisting of an outer

member comprising an upper plate having its front edges

bent downward and then backward so as to form a ledge , a

lower plate made to fit over an outside corner , a support

secured to or formed a part of said lower plate and project

ing thereabove so as to provide support for said upper plate

near its outer portion , a plate adapted to fit an inside cor

ner and provided with slots , lugs secured to or formed a part

or said upper and lower plates , and screws adjustably held

ir said lugs so as to hold said device in applied position .

6. A member for a device of the class described constructed

to fit an inside corner and composed of an upper and two

side portions, each provided with slot .

7. The combination with the top and side plates of glass ,

of a show case , of a member comprising a corner designedswivelled on said frame , a sprocket wheel loosely mounted
to fit over or upon the corner of said top plate of glass and

on said axle and having a universal joint connection there
so protect or strengthen same , a member designed to fit over

with,and a driving connection for said sprocket wheel .
4. The combination with the forawrd axle having carrying the outside corner formed by said side plates of glass, and

means for holding said corner members in applied positionwheels , of a frame mounted on said axle , a steering post for
said frame, a vehicle bottom supported on gaid frame, guides so as to bind said top and side plates of glass together.

8. In a show case or similar article , the conibination withdepending from said vehicle bottom , a sprocket wheel having
ball bearings in said guides, and a spoke centrally pivotedon the top and vertical sides thereof, of a corner designed to fit
said axle and having swivelled connectionsat its endswith over or upon the front corners of said top to protect same,

said sprocket wheel , substantially as described.
and means passing from said corner into the interior of said

5. The combination with a vehicle axle having carrying show case so as to secure said corner in place .

wheels , of a wheel having a swivelled connection with said 9. In a show case or similar article , the combination with

axle between said carrying wheels , and a driving connection
the top thereof having its front corners cut away or removed ,

for said swivelled wheel , substantially as described .
and the vertical sides thereof , of a corner designed to com

6. The combination with a vehicle having carrying wheels , plete the configuration of said top and to support said top

of a sprocket wheel having a universal joint connection with
to said vertical sides by being held over or around the cut

said axle between said carrying wheels, and a driving con- away or removed corners, and means passing down between

nection for said sprocket wheel . said cut -away corner and said vertical sides whereby said

7. The combination with a vehicle axle having carrying top and sides and corner are all bound together.

wheels , of a wheel having a universal joint connection with

said axle , guides for saidwheel, and a driving connection for No. 100,877. Unloader for Wagons.

said wheel .
Appareil à décharger les wagons.

No. 100,876. Corner for Show Cases,

Coin pour boîtes de montre. 0
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Wilfrid Ledoux. Arnaud , Manitoba , Canada , 4th September,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 18th April , 1906. Receipt No. 135,010 .

Claim .-1 . In a device of the class described , the combina

tion with the bottom of the wagon box having an adjustable

opening , of a chute leading from the opening, as specified.

2. In a device of the class described , the combination with
Otto Charles Kade, Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. , 4th September, I the wagon box having an adjustable opening, of a chute lead

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 11th April , 1906. Recript No. 134,839 . ing from the opening, as specified .

Claim . - 1 . A device of the class described consisting of an 3. In a device of the class described , the combinaton with

outer member comprising an upper plate having its front the bottom board having an opening, of a slidable plate de

edges bent downward and then backward so as to form a signed to close within the opening, a chute extending down

ledge , a lower plate made to fit over an outside corner , and wardly from the opening and means for restraining the plate

means for securing said plates in applied position . when in its closed position , as specified.

2. A device of the class described consisting of an outer 4. In a device of the class described, the combination with

member comprising an upper plate having its front edges the wagon box , having an opening centrally and at the side

bent downward and then backward so as to form a ledge, a of the bottom board provided with a slant side , of a chute

lower plate made to fit over an outside corner, a plate adap - extending downwardly and outwardly from the opening, a

ted to fit an inside corner , and means for securing said de- side piate designed to fit the opening and have access thereto

vice in applied position . from the side of the box and means for restraining the slide

3. A device of the class described consisting of an outer plate when in the closed position , as specified .

member comprising an upper plate having its front edges' 5. In a device of the class described, the combination with

bent downward and then backward 30 as to form a ledge , a the wagon box having an opening centrally and at the side

luwer plate made to fit over an outside corner, a plate adap- of the bottom board , said opening being of less dimension at

ted to fit an inside corner and provided with slots , lugs se- the bottom than at the top, a plate extending over the entire

( ured to or formed a part of said upper and lower plates, and edge of the opening and flanged outwardly and secured to the

screws adjustably held in said lugs so as to hold said device toitom board and flanged with the upper face , a chute ex

ir applied position . tending downwardly and outwardly from the opening and
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secured by means of a flanged edge to the bottom board, an 4. A ventilator comprising a span board having an opening

adjustable slide plate designed to fit the opening and having therein , a deflector box or casing supported by said board

access thereto from the side of the box, means for prevent- and provided with outlet openings, a valvular shutter mount

ing upward displacement of the slide plate and adjustable ed in said box or casing and having a weight secured to one

means for holding the said slide plate in its closed position, side thereof, and adjusting means adapted to engage the op

as specified. posite edge of said shutter.

6. The combination with the wagon side and bottom having 5. A ventilator comprising a span board having an opening

an opening at one side , of a chute extending downwardly therein , extension pieces for said board , a deflector box or

from the opening and a cut -off valve for normally closing casing supported by said board and provided with outlet
the opening, as specified . openings, a valvular shutter mounted in said box or casing

7. The combination with the wagon side and bottom having and having a preponderant side , and means for positively

an opening at one side , of a chute extending downwardly adjusting said shutter.

from the opening and a cut - off valve for normally closing

the opening, and a holdfast means on the outside of the box No. 100,880. Logging Sled . Traineau à billots .
designed to hold the valve closed , as specified.

No. 100,878 . Means for the Prevention of Side

Slip with Mechanically Driven Vehicles.

Moyen d'empêcher les véhicules de glisser de côté.
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Henry Bridges Molesworth , 39 Victoria Street, Westminster,

England, 4th September , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 20th June ,

1906. Receipt No. 137,087.

Claim . - 1 . In combination with a mechanically driven

vehicle having driving and steering wheels , a subsidiary

wheel or wheels held in rolling contact with the ground but

left entirely free both from the driving power and the brake . Alexander D. McDonell , Medford , Wisconsin, U.S.A. , 4th

2. The combination of a carriage axle, a driven wheel on September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 22nd June, 1906. Receipt

each end of it and a free subsidiary wheel alongside of each No. 137,168 .

driven wheel and concentric with it.
Claim.-1 . In a logging sled , a medially disposed trans

verse beam, a roller in the front end of the sled , the roller

No. 100,879 . Ventilator. Ventilateur. being provided with a tongue , draft chains secured to said

beam and passing the ends of the roller by which the chains

are held in place apart from each other and coming together

in front of the roller, and means for connecting the front

ends of the chains and coupling them to a hauling device .

2. A sled having a medially disposed transverse fixed beam ,

draft chains secured at their rear ends to this medially dis

posed sled beam, a roller provided with a tongue , and a

coupling device on the tongue at a distance in front of the

sled to which the chains at their front ends are directly

secured and which coupling device is adapted to couple the

chains up to a hauling means.

3. A sled having a fixed medially disposed transverse beam ,

draft chains secured to the beam, plate links in the chain

provided with longitudinal slots, a roller in the front end of

the sled , said roller having pin pivot terminals that pass

through the slots in the plate links , and means for coupling

the chains at their front ends to a hauling means .

4. In a sled , a roller , a tongue fixed to the roller, an ex

tension tongue secured detachably to the tongue and having

means for securing it detachably to a hauling means, and

means other than the tongue secured to the sled at the rear

of the roller adapted to be attached in front of the roller

detachably to the hauling means for pulling the sled along .

5. In a sled , a roller having a thereto secured rigid tongue ,

a detachable tongue extension having furcate legs adapted to
Gilman Moulton , West Somerville , Massachusetts, U.S.A. , 4th

September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 19th June, 1906. Receipt straddleand fit on the tongue, a band on the ends of the legs

also adapted to fit on the tongue, said tongue extension being
No. 137,067.

provided with pin holes for pins to secure it to the tongue ,

Claim.-1 . A ventilator comprising a span board having an and to a hauling means .

opening therein , a deflecting box or casing supported by said 6. In combination, a sled with a medially disposed fixed

board and provided with outlet openings, valvular shutter beam , draft chains secured at a distance apart severally to
mounted in said box or casing and having a preponderant the beam , a tongue roller interposed between the chains
side , and means for positively adjusting said shutter. keeping them apart at the front end of the sled a distance

2. A ventilator comprising a span board having an opening substantially equal to the width of the sled , and a coupling

therein, a deflecting box or casing supported by said board , device to which the front ends of the chains are secured near

a sliding top for said casing provided with outlet openings , together and having means for coupling it to a hauling

a shutter pivotally mounted in said box or casing and having means.

a preponderant side, and means for positively adjustingsaid 7. In combination , a plurality of sleds one following

shutter.
another, a roller between and mounted in the front ends of

3. Avtntilator comprising a span board having an opening the runners ofeach sled , a single transverse beam medially

therein, a deflecting box or casing supported by said board on and secured to the runners, a pair of sled connecting
and provided with outlet openings , a valvular shutter mount- chains attached at a distance apart to the beam of the pre

ed in said box or casing and havinga preponderant side, and ceding sledandat their rear ends to thebeam of the follow

an arm mounted in saidcasing and provided with adetenting sled , said chains being crossed medially and held apart
adapted to engage said shutter. by the roller of the following sled .
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No. 100,881 . Traction Sled. Traineau à traction .

Frio.1.

4 you
CALD

9. In a traction sled , the combination with a fixed runner

having a substantially horizontal frame extending around the

top thereof, of movable runners working at opposite sides

of the fixed runner, means to raise and lower and at the

same time work the movable runners back and forth , tracks

upon opposite sides of the fixed runner, tracks hung from

the frame at the outer sides of the movable runners, and

guide members carried by opposite sides of the movable

runners for engagement with the respective tracks.

No. 100,882. Fur Trimmer.

Appareil à arranger les fourrures.
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James McGillis , Chippewa Falls , Wisconsin , U.S.A., 4th Sep

tember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 23rd March, 1906. Receipt

No. 134,213.

Claim.-1. In a traction sled the combination with a frame

supported on fixed runners , of a crank shaft , a movable

runner, a spring hanger connecting the crank and the mov

able runner, and means to drive the shaft .

2. In a traction sled the combination with a runner sup

ported frame, of a crang shaft, means to drive the shaft, a

movable runner, a spring hanger having one end connected

to the runner and its opposite end connected to the crank,

and a guard member carried by the runner and loosely em

bracing the hanger.

3. In a traction sled the combination with a frame sup

ported on fixed runners , means to drive the shaft , a spring

hanger connecting the crank and the movable runner, a

guideway, and means upon the movable runner to engage the

guideway and support the movable runner in an elevated

position when travelling forward .

4. In a traction sled the combination with a frame having

a fixed runner, of a movable runner working at one side of

the fixed runner, means for working the movable runner back

and forth , a cam track carried by the movable runner and

working upon the track during the forward movement of the

inovable runner to elevate the same.

5. In a traction sled, the combination with a runner sup

ported frame, of a movable runner, a crank shaft, means for

driving the crank shaft, a flexible hanger connected to the

crank and the runner, a guide member carried by the run

ner, and a track located in the forawrd path of the guide Albert Frederick Schnaufer, Toronto, Ontario , Canada , 4th

member to elevate the movable runner during its forward September , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 10th April , 1906. Re

movement. ceipt No. 134,797 .

6. In a traction sled , the combination with a frame hav- Claim . - 1 . In a fur trimming machine, the combination

ing a pair of fixed runners, a pair of shafts mounted trans- with the main frame, the stationary cutting plate and the

versely of the frame and provided with cranks respectively co -acting cutting cylinder, of a swinging frame pivotally

located at the inner and outer sides of the individual run- secured to the main frame , and a compression spring extend

ners, the members of each pair of cranks being disposed ing between the swinging frame and the main frame , and

at opposite sides of the adjacent shaft, means for simultane- on which the fur is designed to rest during the cutting opera

ously rotating the shafts in the same direction , movable tion , as and for the purpose specified.

runners working back and forth at opposite sides of the 2. In a fur cutting machine, the combination with the

respective fixed runners , spring links having their forward main frame, the stationary cutting plate and the co - acting

ends connected to the respectivemovable runners and in- cutting cylinder, of a swinging frame pivotally secured to

clined upwardly and rearwardly therefrom with their upper the main frame comprising arms pivotally secured to the

ends pivotally connected to the adjacent cranks, looped base of the main frame , a cross connecting bar connecting

guards carried by the movable runners and loosely embrac- the endsof the arms together , and a roller journalled be

ing the respective spring links , anti- friction guide rollers tween the arms over which the fur is designed to be passed ,

carried by the movable runners and located between the as and for the purpose specified .

latter and the respective fixed runners, and tracks carried 3. n a fur cutting machine the combination with the main

upon opposite sides ofthefixed runners and located in the supporting frame , the stationary cutting plateand the co

paths of the forward movements of the rollers to elevate acting cutting cylinder, of a swinging frame comprising bars

the movable runners when moving forwardly. pivotally secured to the base of the main frame , a cross

7. In a traction sled , the combination with a frame sup- connecting bar , a cross roller journalled between the arms

ported on fixed runners, of a movable runner, a crank shaft and means for regulating the forward swing of the arms

upon the frame , a spring hanger connecting the movable against the knives , as and for the purpose specified .

runner and the crank, a guideway upon the fixed runner, 4. In a fur cutting machine the combination with the main

and a guide carried by the movable runner and working supporting frame, the stationary cutting plare and the co

upon the upper side of the guideway to support the movable acting cutting cylinder, of a swinging frame comprising bars

runner in an elevated position, when moving forwardly pivotally secured to the base of the main frame, a cross con

and running at the under side of the guideway during the necting bar, arc -shaped bars connected to the swinging bars

rearward movement of the runner to prevent elevation and designedto pass through holes in the main frame, and a

thereof. roller journalled on supports adjustably secured to the arc

8. In a traction sled , the combination of fixed runners , shaped bars, as and for the purpose specified.

movable runners working at opposite sides of each fixed 5. In a fur cutting machine the combination with the main

runner, means for raising and lowering and at the same frame, the stationary cutting plate and the co -acting cutting

time working the movable runners back and forth , guide cylinder, of a swinging frame pivotally secured to the main

members carried by opposite side of the movable runners , frame comprising arms pivotally secured to the main frame,

tracks carried upon opposite sides of the fixed runners for arc -shaped bars secured to the arms and designed to pass

co -operation with adjacent guides of the movable runners, through an opening in the main frame, standards adjustably

and other tracks supported at the outer sides of the mov- secured to the bars, a roller journalled between the stand

able runners in co -operative relation with the adjacent ards and collars forming limiting stops adjustably secured

guides. to the arc-shaped bars, as and for the purpose specified.
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2. A runner of the character described , having its front

ends curved upwardly , backwardly and downwardly, and ter

Fique

6. In a fur cutting machine , a swinging frame comprising

pivoted side bars, a cross connecting bar, arc -shaped sup

porting bars and a roller adjustably journalled in bearings

adjustably secured between the arc -shaped bars , as and for

the purpose specified.

7. In a fur cutting machine, a swinging frame designe 1

to be pivotally secured to the body of the machine, and a

compression spring extending between the frame and the

body, as and for the purpose specified.

8. In a fur cutting machine , a swinging frame comprising

pivoted side bars , a cross connecting bar and a roller jour

nalled between the bars , as and for the purpose specified.

10. In a fur cutting machine , a swinging frame comprising

pivoted side bars, a cross connecting bar, arc -shaped sup

porting bars and a roller journalled between the arc - shaped

bars , as and for the purpose specified .

Tic 2

No. 100,883. Gauge for Saw Blade Edges.

Jauge pour le tranchement de lames de scies.
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minating in a vertical shank having a plurality of adjusting

apertures , and said runner having its rear end curved up

wardly and terminating in an inwardly extending horizontal

shank , T - shaped bearing boxes slidable on either shank ends ,

said bearing boxes having set screws for clamping them in

their different adjustments and having portions to receive

Seneca Edward Smith , Victoria , British Columbia , Canada ,
the axle spindles , substantially as shown and described .

4th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 14th May, 1906. Re
3. A runner of the character described , having its front

ceipt No. 135,859 .
end bent into a circular shape and terminating into a vertical

Claim .-- 1 . As a means for detecting any deviation from a downwardly projecting shank portion rectangular in cross
straight line in the edge of a saw blade, the combination section and having its rear end bent up into a semi - circle

with a bench or support having stop members secured thereto and terminating in an inwardly projecting horizontal shank

against which the edge of the blade may be pressed , of a portion, rectangular in cross section , and a pair of T -shaped
gauge bearing on the edge of the blade between the sup- socket members, each consisting of a cylindrical bearing por

ports that will indicate any deviation of the edge of the tion to receive an axle spindle, a set screw for co -operating
saw from a straight line between the point of contact on the with said bearing portion , and each of said bearing members ,
stops . having squared apertures for receiving the shank portions

2. In a device of the class described the combination with of the runners, and a set screw for co - operating with said

a bench or support for a saw blade having stops spaced a squared apertures for holding the bearing members, adjust

convenient distance apart, against which the edge of the able on the runners , substantially as shown and described .

blade may be pressed , of a member endwise slidable against

the edge of the blade midway between the supports, and No. 100,885. Controller for Vehicles.

means connected to the stem whereby any deviation of the

edge of the blade from a straight line between the supports
Contrôleur pour réhicules.

will be indicated and its amount determined .

3. In a device of the class described the combination with

a bench or support , of adjustable stops spaced a convenient

distance apart offering an elongated bearing surface to the

edge of a saw blade pressed against them , a gauge member

endwise slidable in a support against the edge of such blade ,

a pointer pivotally connected to the slidable member and

ſulcrumed to said support on a pin adjacent so that endwise

movement of the slidable member will be multiplied to the

end of the pointer, and a spring to pressthe slidable mem

ber in contact with the edge of a blade against the supports .

No. 100,884. Cab Runner. Patin de voitures.
0

James W. Sorenson , Grayling , Michigan, U.S.A. , 4th Septem

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 20th June, 1906. Receipt No.

137,085 .

Claim . - 1. A runner of the character described, having up
Alexander Winton , Cleveland , Ohio , U.S.A. , 4th September ,

wardly curved front and rear ends , the front end having a
1906 ; 6 years. Filed 17th January, 1906 . Receipt No.

downwardly curved portion terminating in a vertically pen
131,969 .

dent shank, rectangular in cross section, the rear end ter- Claim .-- 1 . A controller for self- propelled vehicles , includ

minating in an inwardly extending horizontal shank , rec- ing a rotatable steering tube, a concentrically arranged long

tangular in cross section, and socket members for receiving itudinally movable member carried by the tube , a spiral cam

the axle spindles, said socket members having rectangular carried by the tube and adapted to be oscillated therewith ,

apertures to receive the vertical and horizontal shanks , and means for oscillating the cam independent of the tube , a

set screws for holding the same in their adjusted position , controller fortheengine , and a connection between the con

substantially as shown and described . troller and said longitudinally movable member.
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2. A controlling mechanism for self- propelled vehicles com- 5. In a motor vehicle , the combination of a motor having

prising a rotatable steering tube, a concentrically arranged a driving shaft, a vehicle driving shaft, and a longitudinally

longitudinally movable member exterior said tube , a spiral expanding and contracting shaft connecting the motor and

cam adapted to oscillate in said tube, a member connected the vehicle driving shaft .

with said cam and extending through and beyond the upper 6. In a motor vehicle , the combination of a motor having

end of the tube , a handle for oscillating the cam indepen- a driving shaft, a vehicle driving shaft , and a longitudinally

dently of the tube , means for locking the cam to said tube , expanding and transversely yielding shaft connecting the

and a controller connection connected with said longitudin- sbaft and the vehicle driving shaft .

ally movable exterior member. 7. In a motor vehicle , the combination of a motor having a

3. A controlling mechanism for self- propelled vehicles com- driving shaft , a vehicle driving shaft , and a two-part shaft

prising a rotatable steering tube , a longitudinally movable connecting the motor and vehicle driving shafts, the two

sleeve surrounding said tube and rotatable therewith , a cam parts of the connecting shaft having interposed yielding

within said tube and operatively connected with said sleeve , members, for the purpose described.

an operating member for the cam extending through the up

per end of said tube , means for locking said member and No. 100,887. Pulverizer and Grinding Mill.
thereby the cam to said tube , and a controller connection

Pulvérisateur et broyeur.
non -rotatably mounted on said sleeve .

4. A controller for explosive engines , including a rotatable

steering tube, an oscillatable spiral cam within the tube , a

longitudinally movable sleeve surrounding the tube , the tube

provided with a longitudinal opening, the sleeve having an

operative engagement with said cam through the said open

ing, a member connected with the cam and extending through

the tube and beyond the upper end thereof, a member con

nected with the steering tube for oscillating it , a handle con

nected with the cam member, means for locking the handle

te said tube operating member , the said sleeve having a

groove , a ring loosely placed in the groove , means for hold

ing the ring against rotation , a controller for the engine , and

a connection between the ring and said controller .

5. A controller for explosive engines , including a steering

tube, two independently oscillatable spiral cams located in

the tube , one above the other, a tube connected with the

upper cam and extending through the steering tube and be

yond the upper end thereof , a handle connected with the

tube , a rod passing through the said tube and connected to

the lower cam , the upper end of the rod extending beyond James Wheeler Fuller, Jr. , Catasauqua, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. ,

the said cam tube , a handle connected with the extended end
11th September. 1906 ; 18 years . Filed 17th August, 1906.

of the rod , longitudinally movable sleeves surrounding the
Receipt No. 138,754 .

steering tube and operatively connected respectively with

the said cams through the steering tube , two controllers for Claim . - 1. In a pulverizing or grinding mill , separating, col

the engine, and separate operative connections connecting lecting and discharging chambers in communication with

the respective sleeves with the respective controllers .
each other, grinding means, rotatable means to create a

suction action of air above said grinding means , and said

No. 100,886 . Driving Shaft for Motor Vehicles. separating, collecting and discharging chambers respectively

Arbre de commande pour véhicules moteur.
in communication with said grinding means and discharge
spouts of the mill .

2. In a pulverizing or grinding mill, grinding means , ro

latable blades or wings arranged at different angular posi

tions with respect to each other to create a suction action

of air and arranged to permit of the free descent of matter

to be ground to said grinding means , separating, collecting

and discharging chambers communicating with each other.

and respectively connected with said grinding means and

discharge spouts of the mill .

3. In a pulverizing or grinding mill , grinding means, se

parating, collecting an discharging chambers connected with

each other and with discharge spouts of the mill and rota

table means located above the grinding means for creating

and maintaining a suction action of air , the construction and

arrangement being such as to permit of free passage of

matter to be ground to said grinding means , of separation

of finely divided or ground matter from the coarser matter,

in the separating chamber by the force of air from said ro

tatable means lifting the finely divided or ground matter

Alexander Winton , Cleveland , Ohio , U.S.A. , 4th September, into the collecting and discharging chambers and spouts of

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 28th May , 1906. Receipt No. 136,328 . the mill, and the conveying of the coarser matter by gravity

Claim . — 1. In a motor vehicle, the combination of a driving back into the path of said grinding means.

engine , a vehicle driving shaft operatively connected there
4. In a pulverizing or grinding mill , grinding means, ro

with, and a connecting shaft provided with an intermediate tatable means located above the grinding means for creating

transversely yielding portion .
and maintaining currents of air , and separating, collecting

2. In a motor vehicle, the combination of an explosive the currentsof air created by said rotatable means adapted
and discharging chambers in communication with each other,

engine provided with a crank shaft , a vehicle driving shaft ,
to lift ground matter vertically and radially into the separat

a connecting shaft provided with two universal joints , the
ing chamber , wherein the finely divided or ground matter

connecting shaft provided with a transversely yielding por is separated from the coarser matter , and the former then
tion located between said universal joints .

lifted by the force of the air into the collecting and dis
3. In a motor vehicle , the combination of a motor, a yield- charging chambers and the latter conveyed back into the

ingly supported vehicle driving shaft , a connecting shaft ex path of said grinding means.

tending longitudinal the vehicle , one end of the ocnnecting
5. In a pulverizing or grinding mill , grinding means, rota

shaft operatively connected with the vehicle driving shaft'table wings or blades located above the grinding means ,

and its opposite end operatively connected with the motor and said blades or wings arranged at different angular

driving shaft , the longitudinally extending connecting shaft | positions with respect to each other, separating, collecting

constructed to longitudinally expand and contract for the and discharging chambers connected with each other , said

purpose described .
| separating and collecting chambers closed at the top but

4. In a motor vehicle , the combination of a motor having connected with each other by an adjustable inlet device and

a driving shaft, a yieldingly supported vehicle driving shaft, the series of said chambers respectively in communication
a connecting shaft having one end operatively connected with said grinding means and discharge spouts of the mill .

with the vehicle driving shaft and its opposite end adapted 6. In a pulverizing or grinding mill, grinding means , ro

to be operatively connected with the motor shaft , said con- i tatable wings or blades arranged at different angular posi

necting shaft adapted to yield in a direction transverse its tions with respect to each other and above said grinding

axis and to expand and contract in a direction longitudinal means, separating, collecting and discharging chambers con

its axis , for the purpose described . Dected with each other and respectively in communication
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with said grinding means and discharge spouts of said dis- the same against the casing between said separating and col

charging chamber of said mill. lecting chambers .

7. In a pulverizing or grinding mill , grinding means, se- 14. In a pulverizing or grinding mill , grinding means ,

parating, collecting and discharging chambers cammunicat- means for creating and maintaining currents of air within

ing with each other, wings or blades located above said a central chamber, concentrically arranged casings surround

grinding means and permitting of free descent of matter to ing said chamber and constituting separating and collecting

be ground to the grinding means, and when rotated elevation chambers of the mill in communication with each other, and

of ground matter vertically and discharging transversely said chambers connected with said grinding means and with

into said separating chamber wherein by force of the im- discharge outlets or spouts of the mill .

pelled air separating in said chamber the finer matter 15. In a pulverizing or grinding mill , a grinding means ,

from the coarser matter and discharging said finely divided means for creating and maintaining currents of air within a

or ground matter in thecollecting chamber into the discharg- central chamber to lift by said means and the air created

ing chamber and then through the discharge spouts of the thereby, ground matter vertically and radially from said

mill, and at the same time, returning from the separating means concentrically arranged casings surrounding said

chamberthe coarser matter back into the pathof said grind- chamber and constituting separating and collecting chambers
ing means. of the mill in communication with each other and said cham

8. In a pulverizing or grinding mill, casings arranged bers connected with said grinding means and discharge out

concentrically in relation to each other and forming respec- lets or spouts of the mill.

tively suction , separating and collecting chambers and means 16. In a pulverizing or grinding mill , grinding means, ro

interposed between the separating and collecting chambers tatable means for creating currents of air within a central

for increasing or decreasing the area of the separating chamber to lift by said means and air creating thereby,

chamber. ground matter vertically and radially from said means , con

9. In a pulverizing or grinding mill , a casing, a second cas- ventrically arranged casings supported from a channelled

ing surrounding the same, means slidably arranged on said casting above said grinding means and constituting the

second casing for increasing or decreasing the heighth there- separating and collecting chambers of said mill , means ad

of and in conjunction with said second casing forming bafil - justably connected with the casings separating said two

ing walls , and means arranged in said first casing for gener- communicating chambers with each other to control the

ating currents of air and raising and forcing ground matter length of travel of separated fine matter from coarse mat

with the air from the first casing against the baffling walls ter in the separating chamber prior to its discharge into

of the second casing to permit of separation of the finer the collecting chamber impelled by the air , under pressure,

matter from the coarser matter and discharge of said finer and said two chambers connecting with said grinding means

matter by the impelled air . and with the discharge outlets or spouts of the mill.

10. In a pulverizing or grinding mill , grinding means,

separating, collecting and discharging chambers communi- No. 100,888. Pulverizing and Grinding Mill.
cating with each other, wings or blades located above said Pulvérisateur et broyeur.

grinding means and permitting of free descent of matter to

be ground to the grinding means, and when rotated, eleva

tion of ground matter vertically and discharging transversely

into said separating chamber, wherein by the force of the

impelled air separating in said chamber the finer matter

from the coarser matter and discharging said finely divided

or ground matter in the collecting chamber into the dis

charging chamber and then through the discharge spouts of

the mill, and at the same time , returning from the separat

ing chamber the coarser matter back into the path of said

grinding means , and said slidable means determining the de

gree of fineness of the separated ground matter, by increas

ing or decreasing the length of travel thereof in the exit of

the same from said second casing.

11. In a pulverizing or grinding mill , a casing, two con

centrically arranged casings surrounding the same , means

for connecting the outer casing with the inner casing and

forming a deflecting wall for air, and means arranged in

the inner casing for generating currents of air and forcing

the air as well as raising and discharging ground matter

against the intermediate casing to separate the finely ground

matter from the coarser matter therein and permit in con

junction with said deflecting means the discharge of said

finer matter from the intermediate chamber into theouter James Wheeler Fuller, Jr., Catasaqua, Pennsylvania , U.S.A. ,
chamber of said casings by the currents of air generated in 11th September, 1906. 6 years . Filed 20th August, 1906 .

the inner chamber of said casings . Receipt No. 138,817 .

12. In a pulverizing or grinding mill , a casing having a

discharge for finely ground matter therein, two concentric. ing outlets, grinding means arrangedwithin the casing below
Claim .-- 1 . In a pulverizing or grinding mill , a casiug hay.

ally arranged casings surrounding deflecting means for air

connecting the outer of said casings with the inner casing outlets thereof,air current generating means arranged with
the outlets , a second casing surrounding the first casing and

at their upper ends, means forming a part of said inner cas
in the inner casing above the grinding means, means for con

ing and carrying the outer and intermediate casings and
trolling the outlets of the inner casing, and means for con

baving passageways connecting the intermediate with the

inner of said casings and the outer casing with the dis
trolling the position of all of the outlets controlling means
from a given point.

charges, means arranged in the inner of said casings for 2. In a pulverizing or grinding mill , a casing having out
generating currents of air and forcing air and raising and lets , grinding means arranged within the casing below the
discharging ground matter against the intermediate of said outlets, a second casingsurrounding the first casing and out

casings to separate the finely ground matter from the lets thereof, air current generating means arranged within

coarser matter therein, and permit of discharge of the finer
the inner casing above the grinding means, means for con

matter from the intermediate of said casings to and through trolling the outlets of the inner casing, and means for simul

the outer casing by said deflecting means and from the outer taneously actuating the outlet controlling means and hold

of said casings through the discharges of the outer of said ing at a uniform positionwithin the inner casing.
casings by the currents of air and of the return of the 3. In a pulverizing or grinding mill , casings arranged con .

coarser matter from the intermediate of said casings to the centrically with respect to each other and forming suction,
inner of said casings, by gravity. separating and collecting chambers , the inner one of said

13. In a pulverizing or grinding mill , a casing forming a casings having peripheral outlets, grinding means arranged

discharge chamber with outlets or spouts , grinding means within the inner casing below the outlets, air current gener

located adjacent to said chamber, but separated therefrom by ating means arranged within the inner casing, means for

the grinding ring and acessories of said means , a channelled controlling the outlets of the inner casing and by the same

nelled casting supported about said grinding means and the exit of air therefrom , and means for closing the upper

casting supported about said grinding means and carrying end of the outer casing and deflecting air rising in the sep .

casings constituting separatingand collecting chambers arating chamber in a downward direction into the collecting
of the mill and connected with each other, adjustable means chamber.

for increasingor decreasing the length of the wall separat- 4. In a pulverizing or grinding mill , casings arranged

ing said two chambers from each other, an air and matter concentrically with respect to each other, a partition wall

defleeting roof above the casing of said chambers and means arranged between said casings to form communicating, sep

located above the grinding means for creating and maintain- arating and collecting chambers outside the inner casing.

ing currents of air for lifting ground matter and deflecting means adjustably connected with the partition wall for de
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creasing or increasing the height thereof , the inner of the a plurality of radially disposed arms, extensions slidably
asings having peripheral outlets , grinding means arranged mounted in the arms of said frame bars detach

within the inner casing below the outlets , air current gener

ating means arranged within said inner casing, means for

controlling the outlets of the inner casing and by the same

the current of air striking the partition wall , and means for

closing the upper end of the outer casing and deflecting the

air in a downward direction in the collecting chamber.

5. In a pulverized or grinding mill , a casing having peri

pheral outlets , grinding means arranged within the casing

below the outlets, air current generating means arranged

within the inner casing above the grinding means, a series
of superposed deflector slats guarding each outlet of the in

ner casing, means for moving said deflector slats in the

casing to vary the angle of discharge through said outlets ,

and means for simultaneously actuating the moving means
for each series of said slats to hold the same in a uniform

position in the outlets of the inner casing .

6. In a pulverizing or grinding mill , a casing having peri

pheral outlets, grinding means arranged within the casing

below the outlets, air current generating means arranged

within the inner casing above the grinding means , a series of

superposed deflector slats guarding each outlet of the inner

casing , means for moving said deflector slats in the casing

to vary the angle of discharge through said outlets , means

for simultaneously actuating the moving means for each

series of said slats to hold the same in a uniform position

in the outlets of the inner casing, an outer casing surround

ing the inner casing, a partition wall separating the inner

casing from the outer casing to form communicating separ
ably connected to said arms, separate bars detach

ating and collecting chambers, means carried by said parti- ably connected to said extensions, a brake band carried by

tion wall to increase or decrease the height thereof, and a said frame, and engaging posts mounted adjacent to said

cap carried by the casings for deflecting air coming from the mast and engaged by said brake band , means to operate said

separating chamber in a downward direction into the col- brake band , and a belt wheel carried by said mast.

lecting chamber.
2. A horse trainer and exerciser embodying revoluble

7. In a pulverizing or grinding mill , a casing having posts mast , radially disposed arms supported by said mast, exten

forming peripheral outlets therein , slats arranged in said sions slidably mounted in said arms , bars detachably con

outlets and carried by said posts , means removably arranged
nected to said arms , separate bars detachably connected to

in said posts for locking the slats thereto , means for con
said extensions, a platform carried by said arms , and means

necting the slats with each other, and actuating means for to retard the movement of said mast, substantially as des

said connecting means to control the position of the slats .
cribed .

8. In a pulverizing or grinding mill , a casing having posts 3. A horse trainer embodying a mast, a socket spider car

forming peripheral outlets therein , a series of slats arranged ried by said mast , a plurality of radially disposed arms sup

in each of the outlets and carried by the posts, means ar
ported by said socket spider and said mast, extensions slid

ranged in the posts for removably locking the slats thereto, ably mounted in said arms, bars detachably connected to

means for connecting the slats of one series with the other, said arms, and separate bars detachably connected to said

means for engaging the connecting means to actuate the extensions, substantially as described.

slats , and means carried by the casing for actuating the en
4. A horse trainer and exerciser embodying a revoluble

gaging means of each series of slats from a given point , and
mast , radially disposed arms carried by said mast, and

thereby to insure uniformity of position of each of the series
means to retard the movement of said mast, substantially

of slats .
as described .

5. In a horse trainer, a revoluble mast, a plurality of arms

projecting radially from the mast near the base thereof,

No. 100,889. Pad for Horses. Bourrelet pour harnais. main guy wires attached to said mast to steady the same

and hold it in a vertical position , inner guy wires attached

at their upper ends to the mast and at their lower ends to

said radially projecting arms to support the latter, and bars

detachably connected to said arms.

6. In a horse trainer, a revoluble mast, power transmitting

mechanism carried by the mast, a plurality of radially dis

posed arms carried by the mast, bars detachably connected

to said arms , inner guy wires connected to the mast and to

said arms for supporting the latter, a plurality of anchor

posts , a clearance post located adjacent each anchor post,

and main guy wires connected at their upper ends to the

mast and at their lower ends to the anchor posts , said guy

wires intermediate their ends being looped around the clear

Sebie A. Ladd , Duane, New York, U.S.A. , 11th September, ance posts .

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 13th August, 1906 . Receipt No. 7.A horse trainer and exerciser embodying a revoluble

138,624. mast, power, transmitting mechanism carried by said mast,

Claim .-1 . A sweat pad for horses composed of an outside a plurality of stalls arranged around the mast and means to

and inside layer of cloth, as drilling , and an intermediate retard the movement of said mast.

layer of composite stuffing, said layers being perforated
8. A horse trainer and exerciser, embodying a revoluble

through and through and quilted , the lines of all quilting mast , power transmitting mechanism carried by said mast,

stitches crossing in the perforations .
anchoring means for steadying the mast and holding the

2. A sweat pad for horses composed of suitable coverings same in a vertical position , a plurality of radially disposed

of cloth , and an inner stuffing, said layers or plies being per arms carried by said mast, detachable means for forming one

forated through and through and finished by cross quilting ,
or ' more stalls between each pair of arms, and means sup

the cross quilting lines of stitches crossing the perforations porting the arms from the mast.

as, described, and hooks being connected with the outer plurality of radially disposed armscarried by said mast, bars
9. In a horse trainer and exerciser, a revoluble mast, a

edges.
3. A sweat pad for harness perforated through and through detachably connected to said arms, extension arms engaging

and quilted by lines of cross stitches, the latter crossing in the first -named arms, and separate bars detachably connect

each perforation .
ed to said extension arms .

10. In a horse trainer and exerciser, a revoluble mast,

power transmitting mechanism carried by the mast, means

No. 100,890. Horse Training Device.
for forming one or more stalls adjacent to the mast, and a

Appareil pour entrainer les chevau . brake for retarding the movement of the mast.

11. In a horse trainer and exerciser, a revoluble mast , a

Samuel 11. Arthurs, Brookville , Pennsylvania, U.S.A., 11th plurality ofradially extending arms carried by said mast,

September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 23rd July, 1906. Receipt means for forming one or more stalls between each pair of

No. 138,093.
arms , extension arms engaging the first- named arms, and

Claim .--1 . A horse trainer embodying a revoluble mast, a means for forming one ormore stalls between each pair of

horizontal frame supported by said mast and consisting of ' extension arms.
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No. 100,891 . Door Chute. Chute. 8. The combination with a casing frame having an inclined

bottom and flanged inner and outer edges , and the journal

attachments secured to the frame , of the chute having trun

cater sides adapted to enter the opening of said frame , and

a bottom of greater width and length than the corresponding

dimensions of said opening, said chute bottom being formed

with a taper at one end, a horizontally disposed rod secured

to said chute bottom and projecting into the said attach

ments , diagonally disposed bars secured to said chute sides

and terminating in bends , a bar connecting the said bars,

and a latch bar suspended from the top of the said frame

and adapted to engage with said second -named bar.
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No. 100,892. Gyrating Machine.

Machine à giration .
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Theodore F. Clark , Seattle, Washington, U.S.A. , 11th Septem

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 19th July, 1906. Receipt No.

137,977.

Claim.-1. The combination with the casing frame , of a

chute having a sliding hinge connection therewith whereby

the bottom of the chute will be caused to entirely cover the Fjalle

opening of said frame when closed and be protruded into

said opening when the chute is tilted down for use .

2. The combination with the casing frame, 2f a chute hav

ing a sliding hinge connection therewith whereby the bottom

of the chute will be caused to entirely cover the opening of

said frame when closed and be protruded into said opening

when the chute is tilted down for use, and means to auto

matically lock said chute in its closed position.

3. The combination with the casing frame , of a chute hav

ing a sliding hinge connection therewith whereby the bottom

said frame when closed and be protruded into said opening

when the chute is tilted down for use , mears to automati

cally lock said chute in its closed position , and means to

limit the extent of the outward tilting of the chute.

4. The combination with a casing frame having an inclined

bottom, and the journal attachments secured to the frame , 100783

of the chute having sides adapted to enter the opening of

said frame and a bottom of greater width and length than

the corresponding dimensions of said opening, said chute

bottom being formed with a taper at one end, a horizontally

disposed rod secured to said chute bottom and projecting George William Combs and Frederick David Combs , co - in

into the said attachments , bars secured to said chute sides, ventors, both of Leavenworth , Kansas, U.S.A. , 11th Sep

a bar connecting the said bars , and a latch bar suspended tember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 14th August, 1906 . Re

from the top of the said frame and adapted to engage with ceipt No. 138,686 .

said second-named bar. Claim .-- 1. A gyrating machine consisting of a plurality of

5. The combination with a casing frame having an inclined sieve boxes, independentbridge trees connecting the boxes
bottom , and the journal attachments securedto the frame, in diagonal pairs and provided with centrally disposed bear
of the chute having sides adapted to enter the opening of ings , and a centrally arranged shaft having for each pair

said frame and a bottom of greater width and length than oppositely disposed cranks journalled in the bearings .
the corresponding dimensions of said opening, said chute 2. A gyrating machine consisting of a plurality of verti

bottom being formed with a taper at one end , a horizontally cally arranged sieve boxes, diagonally extending independent
disposed rod secured to said chute bottom and projecting bridge trees connecting the boxes in diagonal pairs and pro
into the said attachment, diagonally disposed bars secured vided with centrally disposed bearings, and a centrally ar

to said chute sides, a bar connecting the said bars, and a ranged vertical shaft having for each pair of boxes op
latch bar suspended from the top of the said frame and positely disposed cranks journalled in the bearings .
adapted to engage with said second -named bar. 3. A gyrating machine consisting of a plurality of sieve

6. The combination with a casing frame having an inclined boxes, bridge trees connecting the boxes in diagonal pairs

bottom , and the journal attachments secured to the frame, and provided with centrally disposed bearings, a centrally

of the chute having sides adapted to enter the opening of arranged shaft having oppositely disposed cranks journalled

said frame and a bottom of greater width and length than in the bearings , a hanger having two bearings in which the

the corresponding dimensions of said opening, said chute upper portion of the shaft is journalled , a cap secured to

bottom being formed with a taper at one end, a horizontally the upper end of the shaft , anti-friction balls interposed

disposed rod secured to said chute bottom and projecting between the cap and the adjacent bearings of the hanger,

into the said attachments, diagonally disposed bars secured and means for rotating the shaft from a point between the

to said chute side and terminating in bends , a bar connect- bearings.

ing the said bars , and a latch bar suspended from the top 4. A gyrating machine consisting of a plurality of sieve

of the said frame and adapted to engage with said second boxes , bridge trees connecting the boxes in diagonal pairs

named bar. and provided with centrally disposed bearings, a centrally

7. The combination with a casing frame having an inclined arranged vertical maia shaft having oppositely disposed

bottom , and the journal attachments secured to the frame, cranks journalled in the bearings , a hanger having two

of the chute having truncated sides adapted to enter the bearings, a drive shaft journalled therein , a short section

opening of said frame, and a bottom of greater width and ' of shafting arranged between the main and the driving

length than the corresponding dimensions of said opening, shafts, and universal joints connecting the adjacent ends of
said chute bottom being formed with a taper at one end , a the shafting

horizontally disposed rod secured to said chute bottom and 5. A gyrating machine consisting of four boxes , bridge

projecting into the said attachments, diagonally disposed trees arranged in duplicate pairs extending at right angles

bars secured to said chute siúes and terminating in bends, ' to each other and connecting the boxes in diagonal pairs,

a bar connecting the said bars , and a latch bar suspended centrally disposed bearings formed integral with the bridge
from the top of the said frame and adapted to engage with trees , and a centrally arranged shaft having two like sets

said second -Damed bar. of oppositely disposed cranks journailed in the bearings .

9-11
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6. A gyrating machine consisting of a plurality of sieve flector in operative position and for holding the parts of

boxes, diagonally extending bridge trees connecting the such drum together.

boxes in diagonal pairs and provided with centrally disposed

bearings, a centrally arranged shaft having oppositely dis

posed cranks journalled in the bearings, and means for pre

venting the shaft from gyrating consisting of a member

connected by universal joints with one extreme end of the 요
shaft and a stationary object.

7. A gyrating machine consisting of a plurality of sieve
boxes , diagonally extending bridge trees connecting the

boxes in diagonal pairs and provided with centrally disposed

bearings, a centrally arranged shaft having oppositely dis

posed cranks journalled in the bearings, a spring, and uni

versal connections at its opposite ends to a stationary ob

ject and the lower end of the shaft to prevent the latter

from gyrating

8. Ina gyrating machine , a plurality of sieve boxes loosely

supported driving mechanism leading to said shaft .
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No. 100,893 . Ash Sifter and Bucket.
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4. In a heating drum and in combination with the body por

tion thereof, a deflector adapted to produce eddy currents in

practically horizontal planes in the gases passing there

through and detachable means for supporting such deflector

il operative position and for holding the parts of such drum

together and adapted to be held in place by such deflector .

5. In a heating drum and in combination with the body por

tion thereof, a deflector adapted to produce eddy currents in

practically horizontal planes in the gases passing there

through and detachable and elastic means adapted by its re

siliency to hold such deflector in operative position and per

Charles W. Conradt, West Chester, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. ,
mit the removal of the same .

11th September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 13th August, 1906 . 6. In a heating drum and in combination with the body por

Receipt No. 138,621. tion thereof, a deflector adapted to produce eddy currents in
Claim . - 1. In an ash sifter, the combination with an outer practically horizontal planes in the gases passing there

receptacle having an inverted T -shaped slotextendingdown- through and detachable and elastic means adapted by its re

wardly from its upper edge to a point above the bottom
siliency to hold such deflector in operative position and per

thereof , of supporting strips secured at intervals against the
mit the removal of the same and adapted also to hold the

inner face of the receptacle below the slot, and having their parts of such drum together.

upper end portions bent inwardly in a common horizontal
7. In a heating drum and in combination with the body por

plane, a sifting member located within theouterreceptacle practically horizontal planes in the
tion thereof, a deflector adapted to produce eddy currents in

upon the inwardly bent portions of the strips , a handle car
gases passing there

ried bythe siftingmember and extendingoutwardlythrough through and detachable and elastic means adapted by its re

the horizontal portion of the T - shaped slot , and being of a
siliency to hold such deflector in operative position and per

size to just pass through the stem of the slot , and a cover
mit the removal of the same and adapted also to hold the

removably engaged over the outer receptacle and extending partsof such drum together and to be held inplace by such
deflector .

downwardly to close the whole of the stem of the T -shaped

slot , said handle being removable longitudinally of the hori
8. In a heating drum and in combination with the body por

zontal portion of the slot , to oscillate the inner receptacle .
tion thereof, a deflector and detachable means for supporting

2. An ash sifter comprising an outer receptacle having a
such deflector in operative position and for holding the parts

door in its lower portion and having an inverted T - shaped
or such drum together and adapted to be held in place by

such deflector.
slot in its upper portion diametrically opposite from the

door, the stem of the slot opening through the upper edge of
9. In a heating drum and in combination with the body por

the receptacle , supports for the sifting member and extend
tion thereof, a deflector and detachable and elastic means

ing outwardly through the horizontal portion of the slot,and adapted by its resiliency to hold such deflector in operative

being of a size to just pass through the stem of the slot, position and permit the removal of the same.

said handle being movable longitudinally of the horizon
10. In a heating drum and in combination with the body

tal portion of the slot to oscillate the sifting member, a
portion thereof, a deflector and detachable and elastic means

cover fitted upon the outer receptacle andclosing the end of adapted by its resiliency to hold such deflector in operative

the slot, and a bail pivoted to the outer receptacle at points position and permit the removal of the same and adapted also

midway between the vertical plane of the door andtheslot, to hold the parts of such drum together .

said handle of the sifting member extendingbeyond theouter portion thereof,a deflector and detachable and elastic means
11.In a heating drum andincombination with the body

rcceptacle for manipulation to move the receptacle with res- adapted by its resiliency to hold such deflector in operative
pect to the bail .

portion thereof , a deflector and detachable and elastic means

to hold the parts of such drum together and to be held in

No. 100,894. Radiator. Radiateur. place by such defiector.

Samuel Drew , Rochester, New York, U.S.A., 11th September, No. 100,895. Turntable . Table tournante.
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 8th August, 1906 . Receipt No.

138,492. Charles K. Ernst , Buffalo , New York , U.S.A , 11th Septem

Claim . - 1 . In a heating drum and in combination with the ber , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 17th August , 1906. Receipt No.

body portion thereof , a deflector adapted to produce eddy 138,763 .

currents in practically horizontal planes in the gases pass- Claim .-1. The combination of a fixed hollow bearing box

ing therethrough . having an open upper end provided with a circular race , a

2. In a heating drum and in combination with the body turntable arranged above the bearing box and having a cen

portion thereof, a deflector adapted to produce eddy currents ier post depending into the bearing box , anti - friction sup

i. practically horizontal planes in the gases passing there - porting bearings for the turntable arranged between the

through and detachable means for supporting such deflector same and the circular race at the upper end of the bearing

in operative position . box , and a center bearing between the lower end of said

3. In a heating drum and in combination with the body center post and the lower portion of the bearing box, sub

rortion thereof, a deflector adapted to produce eddy cur- stantially as set forth.

rents in practically horizontal planes in the gases passing 2. The combination of a fixed hollow metal bearing box

therethrough and detachable means for supporting such de- ' having an open upper end provided at its rim with a circular

-
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race, a turntable arranged above the bearing box and hav- No. 100,896. Steam Heating System .

ing a center post depending into said box , anti- friction sup
Système de chauffage à la chaleur.

B
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Frank C. Goff, Denver, Colorado , U.S.A., 11th September,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 13th August , 1906. Receipt No.

138,633.

Claim .-1 . In a heating system the combination of a radia

ing device , a discharge pipe, a valve device interposed be
100885

tween the outlet of the radiating device and discharge pipe ,

a pressure motor for operating the valve piece of said valve

porting bearings for the turntable arranged in said circular device, the motor having its opposite sides acted upon res

race and bearing against a circular face on the turntable and pectively by the pressures within the valve device on the

a center bearing for the turntable consisting of a bearing outlet side of the radiator and discharge pipe and means

member removably secured to the bottom of the bearing box located in the radiating device outside of or beyond the inlet

and provided with means for engaging the lower end of said side of the valve device and controlled by conditions at the

center post , substantially as set forth. point of location , to automatically control the pressures on

3. The combination of a fixed hollow metal bearing box the outer side only of said motor.

having an open upper end provided with a circular race , a 2. In a fluid system the combination of a discharge pipe

turntable arranged above the bearing box and having a connected with the system , a valve device for controlling the

center post depending into said box , braces for said center fluid discharge through the pipe , a pressure motor for oper

post also arranged within said bearing box , anti-friction sup- ating the valve piece of said valve device , said motor having

porting bearings for the turntable arranged between the its opposite sides acted on respectively by the pressures

same and said circular race at the upper end of the bearing within the valve device on the outlet side of the system and

box , and a center bearing between the lower end of said cen- discharge pipe and means located within the system outside

ter post and the lower portion of the bearing box , substan- of or beyond the inlet side of the valve device and controlled

tially as set forth .
by conditions at the place of location , whereby the pressure

4. The combination of a fixed hollow bearing box having on the outer side only of the motor is regulated or con

ai: open upper end, a turntable having a horizontal bearing trolled .

plate arranged above the bearing box , a center post depend- 3. In a heating system the combination of a heater or
ing below said bearing plate into the bearing box, braces radiator, a discharge pipe , a valve device in said discharge

connecting said bearing plate and the depending portion of pipe having a suitable valve casing provided with a port for
the bearing post and located within the bearing box , anti - the discharge of the water, a fluid pressure motor control

friction bearings arranged between the upper open end of ling said port, the valve casing being provided with a fluid

the bearing box and said bearing plate and a center bearing pressure chamber on the outside of said motor , a passage

between the lower end of said center post and the lower por- connecting the said fluid pressure chamber only with a por

tion of the bearing box , substantially as set forth . tion of the pressure system beyond the valve casing and

5. The combination of a fiexd hollow bearing box having an means located within the last-named portion of the system

open end , a turntable frame comprising a hub and floor sup- for controlling said passage , said means being adapted to be

porting members secured to said hub, said hub consisting of controlled by the collection of water of condensationwithin

a horizontal bearing plate provided with upwardly project- the system outside of or beyond the valve device .

ing parts to which the floor supporting members are secured 4. In a steam heating apparatus the combination of a rad

ard a center post which depends from said bearing plate in- iating device , a return for the air and water of condensation

to the bearing box and braces connecting the center post and leading therefrom , a valve device interposed between the

bearing plate and located within the bearing box, anti - fric - outlet of the radiating device and the return, a pressure

tion bearings arranged between the open upper end of the motor for operating the valve piece of said valve device and

bearing box and said bearing plate and a center bearing be- having its opposite sides acted upon respectively by the

tween the lower end of said center post and the lower por - pressures in the radiator outlet and return and means auto

tion of the bearing box , substantially as set forth . matically controlled by the conditions within the radiating

6. The combination of a fixed hollow bearing box having an device outside of or beyond the valve device to control the

open upper end , a turntable frame comprising a hub, radial differential pressure acting on the outer side only of the

1oor suporting members secured to said hub and a rim con- motor.

pecting the outer ends of said floor supporting members , said

hub consisting of a horizontal bearing plate and a center No. 100,897. Apparatus for Handling Cans.

post depending from said bearing plate into the box bearing

Appareil à manier les boîtes de fer blanc.
parts extending upwardly from said bearing plate to which

the said radial floor supporting members are secured and Swan Johnson, Melrose Park, Illinois, U.S.A. , 11th September,

braces connecting said center post and said bearing plate 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 15th August , 1906. Receipt No.

and located within the bearing box , anti - friction bearings ar- 138,720.

ranged between the upper end of the bearing box and said Claim.-1 . In an apparatus for handling articles in com

bearing plate and a center bearing between the lower end of bination , a table, a removable tray thereon , means to feed

said center post and the lower portion of the bearing box , the articles to the table , and means to transfer the same
substantially as set forth . from the table to the tray.

7. The combination of a fixed hollow bearing box having an 2. In an apparatus for handling articles in combination , a

open upper end provided with a circular race , a turntable table , a removable tray thereon , means to feed the articles

arranged into the bearing box and having a center post de to the table and the tray and constructed to transfer the

pendinginto the bearing box, anti-friction supportingbear- articles from theformerto the latter.
ings for the turntable between the same and the circular 3. In an apparatus for handling articles in combination , a

race at the upper end of the bearing box , anti -friciton re- table , a removable tary thereon , a transfer frame movable

taining bearings arranged between the upper end of the bear- over the table and tray and having guides for the articles

ing box and a depending portion of the turntable and a center and means to feed the articles to the said frame .

bearing between the lower end of said center post and the 4. In an apparatus for handling articles in combination , a

lower portion of the bearing box, substantially as set forth . table having inclined tracks at the ends , a removable tray
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on the table between said ends , a transfer frame movable 3. The herein described method which consists in secur

upon said tracks and having dopending ribs , and means to ing a bail ear to a can body and providing the bail ear with

Fig.7 . Fig . 2 .
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a projecting portion adapted to be turned down over the
feed articles to the table under the frame between said ribs. edge of the can .

5. A carrying tray for articles having a discharging slide

secured thereto and movable back and forth thereon, sub
4. In a can , the combination comprising a body provided

with stamped lips , and ears disposed under the lips .
stantially as described.

5. In a can , the combination comprising a body provided

6. A carrying tray for articles, comprising the bottom with stamped lips , and ears secured by the lips and pro
frame H having a handle , and the discharging slide I secured

vided with projecting fingers adapted to be turned over the
to the frame, and having the handle i extending thereover, upper edge of the body.

7. In an apparatus for handling articles in combination , a 6. In a cam , the combination comprising a body having
table having a bed piece at the rear thereof, and inclined

tracks at the ends , a removable tray on the table , in front edge horizontallips , ears provided with inclined sides and a
on its opposite sides converging lips and adjacent its upper

of said bed piece and between the tracks, a transferring horizontal upper edge disposed under said lips, and means

frame movable back and forth on thetracks overthe bed carried by the ears for securing a closure on the can.

piece and tray, and having depending ribs and means to feed

the articles onto the bed piece under said frame and between stamped lips, ears disposed under the lips and provided
7. In a can , the combination comprising a body having

the ribs .

8. In an apparatus of the kind stated , the movable trans
with openings, and a bail disposed through said ears .

ferring frame having depending longitudinal ribs and fric
tion guide strips extending between said ribs, substantially No. 100,899. Device for Preventing Train Rob

as described.
beries .

9. In an apparatus for handling articles in combination , a Appareil pour empêcher le pillage des convois de chemins de fer .

table having a bed piece at the rear thereof and inclined

tracks at the ends , a feed chute at the end of the table , de

livering the articles in rows onto the bed piece , a removable

tray on the table in front of the bed piece , and a transfer

frame movable back and forth on the tracks and having

depending ribs between which the articles are received and

rear extension at the ends which close the chute when the

frame is drawn forward .

10. In an apparatus of the kind stated the movable trans

fer frame having longitudinal depending ribs forming ways

to receive articles , and stops on the frame between the ribs ,

adjustable to vary the length of the ways .

11. In an apparatus for handling packages or articles , in
100884

combination , a receiver and means to deliver articles there

to , a removable carrier supported adjacent to the receiver, John C. Pillsbury, Whitefield , New Hampshire , U.S.A., 11th

means to transfer the articles from the receiver to the car September , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 13th August , 1906 . Re

rier , and means to discharge the articles from the carrier.

12. In an apparatus for handling articles , in combination,
ceipt No. 138,623 .

a receiver open at one side , means to deliver articles to
Claim .-1 . In a device of the class described , the com

the receiver ,a removable carrier supported adjacent the bination with an engine including a boiler , and a tender, of a

open side the receiver and having means to discharge tubing connected with the boiler and extending forwardly of

articles therefrom , and means to simultaneously transfer the engine upon both sides and exteriorly thereto, and rear

the articles from the receiver to the carrier.
wardly and directed upon both sides of the tender, the

13. In an apparatus for handling articles, in combination , tubing being provided with a series of nozzles to permit

a receiver, means to deliver articles thereto in orderly ar
the exit of steam from the tubing , and a single valve in

rangement, a removable carrier supported adjacent to the
the line of the tubing to permit steam passing through all

receiver, means to simultaneously transfer the articles from of the nozzles of the latter.

the receiver to the carrier in thesame orderly arrangement, with an engineincluding a boiler, and a tender, of a tub
2. In a device of the class described, the combination

and means to discharge articles from the carrier in the same

arrangement.
ing associated with the boiler and directed forwardly and

14. A carrying tray for articles , comprising a frame having rearwardly thereof and provided with a series of nozzles to
a handle , and a discharging slide attached to the frameand permit the exit of steam therefrom , and a single valve

movable back and forth thereon , and having a handle ex- connected with the tubing to cause the exit of steam through

tending thereover, and arranged to assist in carrying the the various nozzles of the tubing .
frame.

No. 100,900. Stand for Washing Machines.

No. 100,898. Can . Boîte de fer blanc. Plateforme pour machine à laver .

Joseph Montpetit, Montreal, Quebec, Canada , 11th Septem- Norman J. Spencer, Vancouver, British Columbia , Canada,

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 18th August , 1906. Receipt 11th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filled 20th August , 1906 .

No. 138,792 . Receipt No. 138,823 .

Claim . - 1. The herein described method which consists in Claim .-1 . The combination with a washing machine, of a

stamping from a can body a plurality of lips , and plac- standard frame on which the washer is pivotally mounted, a

ing under the lips bail ears . wash tub support beneath the washer susceptible of being

2. The herein described method which consists in stamp- folded against the standard frame, and means for securing

ing from a can converging lips and a horizontal lip , and the washer to the upper edge of a wash tub on the support.

disposing between said lips ears having converging outer 2. The combination with a washing machine , of a standard

edges and a horizontal upper edge. frame to which the washer is pivotally connected by links

-
-
-

-
-
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to each end of the base board of the washer, a wash tub No. 100,901 . Sawmill Dog.

support beneath susceptible of being folded up against the

Renard de scieries .

10 1 rig. 7 . Fig . 2 . Fig.3.
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William Henry Trout , Milwaukee , Wisconsin , U.S.A. , 11th

September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 13th August, 1906 .

Receipt No. 138,646 .

Claim.--1 . In a sawmill dog the combination with a stan

dard , of a plate guided and movable obliquely towards and

from the face of the standard and cylindrical teeth secured

in said plate and having on one side plane oblique faces

arranged parallel with the line of movement of the plate ,

substantially as described .

2. In a sawmill dog the combination with a dog plate hav
100 900

ing threaded sockets or holes, of adjustable cylindrical teeth

threaded in said sockets or holes and having points formed

hy plane faces intersecting their cylindrical faces obliquely

standard frame and having leg members extending to the and set screws threaded in said plate and engaging the

floor, and means for resting and staying in the base board of shanks of the teeth , substantially as described .
the washer to the upper edge of and just within a wash tub 3. In a sawmill dog the combination with a standard , of

on the support . a plate guided and movable obliquely towards and from the

3. In combination a washing machine comprising a base working face of the standard and having oblique sockets or

board having upwardly projecting side frames,a relatively holes, cylindrical teeth threaded in said sockets or holes and

large diameter corrugated roller the axle of whichpasses having plane bevelledor oblique faces forming theirpoints
through vertically elongated apertures in the side frames and

and set parallel with the direction of movement of said plate
is rotatable in bearings connected to the side frames and

and set screws threaded in said plate and engaging longitu

vertically movable upward against the resistance of springs, dinal grooves in the shanks of said teeth , substantially as

a series of smaller diameter rollers corrugated and plain described .

rotatable in the side frames beneath the larger roller, links 4. In a sawmill dog the combination of a standard provided

secured to the base board and pivotally connected to the with transverse guide pins , dog plates provided with teeth

standards, of a support frame, means for supporting a wash and having obliquely and reversely arranged guide slots

tub beneath the washer, said means being articulated and through which said pins pass and an operating lever con

hinged to the standard frame so as to fold up against it when nected with said plates arranged to move them in oppos

not required, and means for securing the base boardofthe ite directions,substantially as described .

washer to the upper edge of a wash tub on the support, said 5. In a sawmill the combination of a standard provided

means comprising, loops pivotally connected to each end of with transverse guide pins, dog plates provided with teeth
the base board and having downwardly turned ends.

and having obliquely and reversely arranged guide slots

4. In combination an open center standard frame having through which said pins pass and an operating lever pivoted

provision for the reception of an ironing board therein , a
directly to one of said plates and connected with the other

washing machine pivotally connected to the standard frame , by a link , substantially as described .

a wash tub support beneath the washer susceptible of being 6. In a sawmill dog the combination of a recessed stan

folded against the standard frame, and an ironing board dard provided with transverse guide pins held at the ends

removably secured to the standard frame opposite to the in sleeves threaded in the sides of the standard , and dog

washer and outwardly supported from the floor by a frame plates provided with teeth and having reversely arranged

susceptible of being folded against the standard frame when oblique guide slots through which said pins pass, the inner
not in use. ends of said sleeves forming bearings for the outer faces

5. The combination with a washing machine pivotally of said plates , substantially as described .

mounted on a standard frame, of a wash tub support be- 7. In a sawmill dog the combination of a recessed stan

neath the washer, a wringer the rollers of which are rotat- dard provided with guide pins passing transversely through

ably mounted between the side frames of the standard on it and held at the ends in sleeves which are threaded and

the side opposite to the washer, a receiving plate pivotally adjustable endwise in the sides of the standard , rollers

mounted on each side of the rollers , spreader plates having mounted on said pins and dog plates provided with teeth
convex upper edges on each side of the rollers, a water and having oblique guide slots adapted to work with said
chute pivotally mounted beneath the rollers , and susceptible rollers, substantially as described .
of being inclined to either side and an iron board remov 8. In a sawmill dog the combination of a recessed stan

ably secured to the standard frame below the wringer . dard provided with guide pins passing transversely through
6. The combination with a central standard frame , of a it , dog plates provided with teeth and having oblique guide

washer pivotally mounted thereto on one side, a wringer on slots through which said pins pass and face plates attached

the opposite side , a tup support beneath the washer com
to the standard with their inner edges in position to guide

prising a slat connected frame pivotally mounted on the and support the teeth against lateral displacement , substan

side frames of the standard and a leg frame pivotally con tially as described .

nected tothe end of the slat connected frame, an ironing

board removably connected to the standard frame beneath

the wringer, said ironing board supported outwardly by a
No. 100,902. Sawmill Dog. Renard de scieries .

slat connected frame pivotally mounted to the standard
frame and having a leg frame and a strut frame pivotally William Henry Trout , Milwaukee, Wisconsin , U.S.A. , 11th

connected to its other end , clothes rods suspended from the
September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 13th August, 1906.

Bide frame of the standard and susceptible of being hori
Receipt No. 138,647.

zontally secured thereto and radially spread apart, and an Claim.--1 . In combination with a sawmill carriage knee , a

iron stand hinged to the upper end of the side standards standard connected with said knee parallel with its working

and susceptible of being turned over the upper endthereof. ' face and movable independently of the knee forward and
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backward towards and from the saw line, a dog vertically movable vertically on said standard, the lower dog being at

adjustable on said standard and means tending to carry said tached to a rack parallel with the standard and the upper

dog being provided with an operating lever and with a pawl

connected with said lever and adapted to work with said

rack, and a guide arm connecting the standard with a guide

way on the knee and having a sliding connection with the

lower dog adapted to maintain the working faces of the dogs

parallel with the working face of the knee in all positions of

the standard , substantially as described.

11. In combination with a sawmill carriage knee , of a

standard pivotally connected therewith and movable towards

and from the saw plane, a dog mounted and vertically adjus

table on said standard, steps for limiting the movement of

said standard in its extreme positions and a special lock or

stop for intermediate positions of the standard, substantially

as described .

12. The combination with a sawmill carriage knee, of a

tubular standard having parallel legs , one of which is hinged

or pivoted to said knee , dogs mounted and vertically adjus

table on the other leg, the lower dog being attached to a

standard and dog back out of working position , substan- rack extending upwardly therefrom parallel with the standard

tially as described. and the upper dog having a lever and a pawl connected there

2. The combination with a sawmill carriage knee , of a with for engaging the rack and connecting and operating the

standard hinged or pivoted at one side thereof to said knee dogs and a lever fulcrumed to the upper part of the standard

in a line parallel with its working face and movable inde- and connected at one end with the lower dog and at the

pendently thereof towards and from the plane of the saw , a other with a counterweight which is enclosed and movable

spring tending to swing said standard back from the saw up and down in the pivot leg of the standard , substantially

plane , a dog vertically adjustable on said standard , a lever as described .

for operating said dog and steps for limiting the forward 13. The combination with a sawmill carriage knee , of a

and backward movement of the standard and dog with re- standard connected therewith and movable independently

lation to the knee , substantially as described . thereof towards and from the saw plane , dogs mounted and

3. The combination with a sawmill carriage knee , of a movable vertically on said standard means for connecting

standard connected with said knee and movable indepen- said dogs and moving them towards and from each other and

dently thereof parallel with its face towards and from the an auxiliary dog detachably fitted to said upper dog and hav

saw plane, a dog adjustable vertically on said standard , means ing a tooth adapted to be secured between and behind the

tending to raise the dog on said standard and means tending teeth of said upper dog which are arranged on opposite sides

to move the standard away from the saw plane, substan- of said standard for quarter sawing , substantially as des

tially as described . cribed .

1. The combination with a sawmill carriage knee , of a 14. The combination with a sawmill carriage knee of a

standard having two legs , one of which is hinged to said standard pivotally connected therewith and movable towards

hnee parallel with its face , a dog adjustable vertically on and from the saw plane, a spring tending to move and hold

the other leg , a lever for operating said dog , a spring tending the standard away from the saw plane, dogs mounted and

to swing said standard and dog away from the saw plane vertically movable on said standard which is free to turn

and a counterweight connected with the log and tending to therein , means for connecting and disconnecting said dogs

lift it on said standard , substantially as described . and for moving them towards and from each other, a guide

5. The combination with a sawmill carriage knee , of a arm pivoted to said standard and having a sliding connection

standard connected with said knee parallel with its face and with the lower dog parallel with said standard and a guide

movable relatively thereto towards and from the saw plane, way enga ing said guide arm and adapted to maintain the

upper and lower dogs movable vertically on said standard working faces of the dogs parallel with the face of the knee

and means for adjustably connecting said dogs and forcing in all positions of the standard , substantially as described.

them towards and from each other , substantially as des

cribed . No. 100,903. Work Holder. Porte - ouvrage.
6. The combination with a sawmill carriage knee , of a

standard connected therewith and movable independently Bot

thereof towards and from the saw plane , upper and lower

dogs mounted and vertically movable on said standard , the

lower dog being provided with an upwardly extending rack

and the upper dog with a pawl adapted to work with said

rack and an operating lever connected with said upper dog

and with said pawl , substantially as described .

7. The combination with a sawmill carriage knee , of a

standard connected therewith and movable independently

thereof towards and from the saw plane means tending to

move said standard away from saw plane , upper and lower

dogs mounted and vertically movable on said standard , the

lower dog being attached to a rack parallel with the stan

dard and the upper dog having a pawl normally held by a

spring in engagement with said rack and a lever connected

with the upper dog and said pawl and adapted to discon .

nect the pawl from the rack and to move the dogs towards
100913

and from each other when the pawl engages said rack , sub

stantially as described . Addie Ann Whitman , Boston , Massachusetts , U.S.A. , 11th

8. The combination with a sawmill carriage knee , of a September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 13th August , 1906. Re

standard connected therewith and movable towards and from
ceipt No. 138,674.

the saw plane , upper and lower dogs mounted and vertically Claim .-A work holder comprising a bed jaw formed to

adjustable on said standard and means for connecting the bear on a table , its upper surface forming a jaw face , an arm

upper dog with the lower dog and for forcing said dogs when extending downwardly from the front edge of the jaw and

so connected towards and from each other and a counter- inwardly under the jaw, said arm having an adjustable at

weight connected with the lower dog and overbalancing the taching device for engagement with the table , a , U - shaped
same but underbalancing the two dogs when they are con- arm extending from one of the side edges of the bed and

nected together, substantially as described . overhanging the jaw face of the bed , said overhanging arm
9. The combination with a sawmill carriage knee , of a being in a plane substantially at a right angle to the plane

standard pivotally connected therewith and movable towards of the downwardly extending arm and presenting an unob
and from the saw plane, a dog mounted and vertically adjus- structed space for the passage of the work, and a lever
table on said standard and a guide arm connecting thedog pivoted to said overhanging arm and having a jaw adapted
with a guide way on the knee and adapted to maintain the to co - operate with the bed jaw , the arrangement of the over
working face of the dog in all positions of the standard hanging arm being such that the bed jaw is unobstructed at

parallel with the face of the dog, in all positions of the stan- its rear edge , so that the work can project indefinitely back
dard parallel with the face of the knee, substantially as ward from the rear edge , the lever being pivoted to swing in
described .

a direction transverse to the plane of the overhanging arm ,
10. The combination with a sawmill carriage knee , of a whereby the work at one side of the point of engagement of

standard pivotally connected therewith and movable towards the jaws may be rolled up within the space afforded by the

and from the saw plane, upper and lower dogs mounted and ' overhanging arm and moved along through said space.

.

- -
-

- -
-
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No. 100,904. Golosh . Galoches . a plate having a slot therein within which the trigger is ar

ranged to travel, and a spring secured to said plate and ar
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Alfred Edwin Nicholls and James Gunning Silly, co-inventors ,

both of Christchurch, New Zealand, 11th September, ranged to hold the trigger against one wall of the slot where

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 8th August , 1906. Receipt No. | by the trigger is caused to disengage the hammer.

138,511. 2. In a saw setting device the combination with a suitable

Claim . - In goloshes, a wearing sheet of leather placed upon support, and an anvil carried by said support, of a leaf

the outside face of the heel and secured in position by means spring having one end mounted on the support, a saw setting

of rivets or other fastenings passing through it , through the tool formed integral with the other end of said leaf spring

heel , and through a sheet of leather laid upon the inside and thereby held suspended over the anvil , a second leaf

face of the heel , substantially as specified. spring having one end mounted on the support , a hammer

carried by said second leaf spring, and means for automati

No. 100,905 . Broadcast Device for Planters and cally raising and releasing said second leaf spring and ham

Fertilizer Distributors..
3. In a saw setting device , a hammer , a spring handle there

Appareil de semis pour plantation , distributeur, etc.
for , a controlling lever, a spring for returning the lever to

its starting position , a trigger pivotally mounted on said

lever and having a shoulder engaging with the handle where

by said handle is raised and released , a plate having a slot

within which the trigger is arranged to travel , and a spring

arranged to hold the trigger against one wall of the slot

whereby the trigger is caused to disengage the hammer.

4. In a saw setting device , an anvil , a saw setting tool

movably mounted above said anvil , a hammer mounted above

the saw setting tool and adapted to engage therewith, a ham

mier head , a flexible handle for said hammer head , a support

having one end of said handle rigidly secured thereto , a

second support , a lever mounted thereon , a spring actu

ating said lever, a trigger pivotally mounted the

lever and arranged to operate the handle, a plate ad

justably mounted on said second support and having a

slot therein within which the upper end of the trigger is

arranged to travel , and a spring secured to said plate and

arranged to hold said trigger in place.

5. In a saw setting device, a suitably mounted bed plate ,

Benjamin Franklin Cranwell , Charles F. F. Allan , and a vertical crosspiece secured thereto , an anvil secured there

Joseph Henry Trudgeon, co - inventors , all of Auckland, to, a setting tool movably mounted above the anvil , a ham

New Zealand , 11th September , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 18th
mer head mounted above the anvil , a flexible handle for said

August , 1906. Receipt No. 138,810 .
hammer head, a lever pivoted on the crosspiece, a spring

Claim . - 1 . A broadcast attachment for planters and like
secured to the bed plate and arranged to control one end of

the lever , a trigger pivotally mounted on said lever and ar
machines consisting of a tubular tapering body having an in

terior baffle lip between its end and an opposing distribut- adjustably mounted on said crosspiece and overhanging the
ranged to throw the handle into and out of operation, a plate

ing or scattering lip at its lower end .
same, a slot in said plate within which the upper end of the

2. A broadcast attachment for planters , fertilizer distri
trigger is arranged to travel , a support rigidly secured to the

butors and the like consisting of a tubular tapering body bed plate and having one end of the flexible handle rigidly

provided with an interior baffle lip at its forward portion, mounted thereon , and a spring secured to said plate and to

having a downward inclination , and a wider distributing or the upper end of said trigger and adapted to control the
scattering lip at its lower or discharge end, extending from

same .

the rear of the said body at an inclination in a forward 6. In screw setting device , an anvil mounted on a suit
direction .

ably support , a hammer head mounted above said anvil , a
3. As an improved article of manufacture , a broadcast at spring handle having the hammer head secured to one end

tachment for planters , fertilizer distributors and the like, thereof, a rigid support having the other end of the handle
consisting of a tubular tapering body wider at its lower end mounted thereon , a second support, a lever pivotally mount

acd open at both ends, the rear of the said body being flat
ed on said second support, a spring controlling one end of

and its forward portion convexed , a spreading or baffle lip the lever , a trigger pivotally mounted on said lever and

located within the said body and secured to its forward por- adapted to raise and release the handle, a plate adjustably

tion and having a downward and rearward inclination , and a mounted on the top of said second support and having a

wider distributing or scattering lip located at the lower end siot therein within which the upper end of the trigger is

of said body, extending from the back thereof downwardly arranged to travel, a spring secured to said plate and ar

and forwardly, said distributing or scattering lip being of a ranged to control the upper end of said trigger, and means

length corresponding to the full width of the said body at for actuating said lever.

its discharge end.

No. 100,907. Loose Leaf Binder.

No. 100,906. Sawset. Fer à contourner . Reliure à feuilles mobiles.

Samuel L. Hawn and Abraham Coan , assignee of a half in- | The Business Systems, Limited , assignee of Daniel Smith

terest , both of Crisman, Colorado, U.S.A. , 11th Septem- Baird , all of Toronto, Ontario, Canada, 11th September ,

ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 30th July, 1906. Receipt No. 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 31st July, 1905. Receipt No. 127,

138,249. 310.

Claim . - 1 . In a setting device, a hammer, a spring handle Claim .-- 1 . A loose leaf binder comprising in its construc

therefor, a controlling lever, a trigger pivotally mounted on tion a binder back consisting of a middle member and two

said lever and having a shoulder to engage with the handle , ' laterally movable side members located at opposite sides of
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the middle member, an operating screw mounted in bearings 3. A fumigating attachment, comprising a door adapted

connected to the binder back, two wrist plates pivoted with - to be applied to an elevator leg or similar chamber and
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provided at one end with a vertically swinging extension

and at its opposite end with a tenon and horizontally

swinging extensions arranged on opposite sides of the tenon,

and a fumigating spout or conduit connected with the door

and adapted to communicate with the interior of the ele

in the binder back, a slide nut movable on the operating vator leg, substantially as set forth .

screw, a link actuated by the slide nut and pivotally con
4. In a fumigating apparatus, the combination of an ele

nected with the wrist plates whereby it will oscillate them
vator leg or similar chamber having an opening provided

during the movement of the slide nut, two sets of links with a bevelled upper edge and a bevelled undercut lower

pivotally connected to the wrist plates on opposite sides of edge, a door applied to said opening and provided at its

the wrist plate pivot and pivotally connected to their res
upper edge with a bevelled extension, a vertically swinging

pective movable side members at substantially right angles bail connecting said extension with the body of the door,

to the length of the operating screw whereby the links of
the door being provided at its lower edge with a bevelled

each set may move in substantially parallel planesduring opposite sides of said tenon with horizontally swingingex
tenon adapted to interlock with said undercut edge and on

the oscillation of the wrist plates and during said movement

constantly exert their lines of force on said movable side
tensions having bevelled lower edges and a fumigating

members at substantially right angles to the length of the spout or conduit connected with the doorand adapted to

screw.
communicate with the interior of the elevator leg , substan

2. A loose leaf binder comprising in its construction a
tially as set forth.

binder back consisting of a middle member and two later

ally movable side members located at opposite sides of the No. 100,909. Means of Purifying and Regulating
middle member, an operating screw mounted in bearings Water ,

connected to the binder back, two wrist plates pivoted with Moyen pour purifier et régler l'eau .

in the binder back , a slide nut movable on the operating

screw , a link actuated by the slide nut and pivotally con

nected with the wrist plates whereby it will oscillate them

during the movement of the slide nut and two sets of links

having their inner ends pivotally connected to the wrist

plates on opposite sides of the wrist plate pivots and at the

same distance therefrom and having their outer ends pivot

ally connected to their respective side members on lines

passing diametrically through the wrist plate pivots at sub

stantially right angles to the length of the operating screw

whereby the links of each set may move in substantially

parallel planes during the oscillation of the wrist plates and

during the said movement constantly exert their lines of

force on said movable side members at substantially right

angles to the length of the operating screw.

3. A loose leaf binder comprising in its construction a

binder back consisting of a middle member and two later

ally movable side members located on opposite sides of the

middle member, an operating screw operatively mounted in

the binder back , two wrist plates pivoted within the binder

back , a slide nut movable on the operating screw , a link

actuated by the slide nut and pivotally connected with the

wrist plates whereby it will oscillate them during the move

ment of the slide nut and two sets of links connected to the

wrist plates and to their respective movable side members. Joseph S. L. Wharton , William S. Hallwell and John C.

Jones, doing business under the firm name of The Har

No. 100,908. Fumigator. Fumigatoire. rison Safety Boiler Works , assignee of Joseph Willard

Gamble, all of Philadelphia , Pennsylvania , U.S.A., 11tb

John Brown , Niagara Falls, and William McLean , Lockport , September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 28th April , 1906. Re

assignee of a half interest , both in New York, U.S.A. , ceipt No. 135,366.

11th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 26th April , 1906 .
Claim.-1. A filter , and a passage about the same opening

Receipt No. 135,286.
into the outlet from the filter, and containing an obstruc

Claim .-- 1. A fumigating attachment, comprising a door tion adapted to be diminished as the resistance of the filter

adapted to be applied to an elevator leg or similar chamber increases .

and provided with movable end and side extensions , and a 2. A filter and a passage about the same opening into

fumigating spout or conduit connected with said door and the outlet from the filter, and containing a loaded valve

adapted to communicate with the interior of the elevator normally closed , but adapted to open when the resist

leg , substantially as set forth . ance of the filter equals its own load.

2. In a fumigating apparatus , the combination of an ele 3. A filter and passage about the same opening

vator leg or similar chamber provided with an opening hav- into the outlet from the filter, and containing a resistance

ing one of its horizontal edges undercut, a door provided at automatically diminishing or increasing as the resistance of
one end with a movable extension and at its opposite end the filter increases or diminishes.

with a tenon adapted to engage with said undercut edge 4. A filter and a by- pass about the same opening into the
and on opposite sides of said tenon with horizontally swing- outlet from the filter, and having a resistance therein

ing extensions, and a fumigating spout or conduit connected greater than the normal resistance of the filter , adapted to

with said door and communicating with the interior of the be automatically overcome and established according as the

elevator leg, substantially as set forth .
resistance of the filler exceeds or falls below itself.

a
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5. A filter and a by-pass about the same opening into pressure on its outer side, a valve actuating piston, a con

the outlet from the filter, and having an adjustable resist- trol valve and passages for varying the pressure on said pis

ance therein , adapted to diminish as the resistance of the

filter increases.

6. The combination of a water heater , a filter beyond the

heater, and an automatic by-pass about the filter so placed

as to take water from a point approximately close to the

filter on the supply side, and discharging on the outlet side .

7. The combination of a heater, a filter, and a conduit

having its inlet covered by a hood vented at the top and

opening below the water line near the filter bed, and having

an outlet opening into the outlet of the heater.

8. The combination of a heater, a filter, and a conduit

vented at the top and opening above and near the filter bed ,

and having an outlet opening into the outlet of the heater,

and provided with means for exerting a resistance greater

than the normal resistance of the filter þed .

9. The combination of a water purifier, and a by - pass

comprising a hood, a vent in said hood, a conduit, the inlet

of which is located within the hood above the normal water

line , and the outlet of which communicates with the out

let of the purifier.

10. The combination of a water heater , a chemical feeder,

a filter, and means for automatically supplementing the out

flow through the filter through an increment of chemically

treated water taken from a point near the filter and in

creasing in quantity according as the resistance of the filter
ton to open and close the air inlet valve and a float and con

increases. nections for actuating said control valve to secure the open

11. The combination of a heater, a chemical supply, a fil- ing of the air inlet valve when the liquid in the condenser

ter, and a by- pass around the filter to the outlet thereof, reaches a certain level.

containing a resistance adapted to automatically vary in
2. The combination with a condenser , of a vacuum breaker

versely as the resistance of the filter. having the inlet valve exposed to atmosphere pressure on

12. The combination of a water heater, a chemical supply, its outer side, a piston connected to said valve and exposed

a filter and means for automatically supplanting the out- to atmospheric pressure tending to open the valve , a control

flow through the filter by an increment of chemically treat valve and passages for connecting the opposite side of the

ed water, varying inversely as the supply passing through piston with the atmospheric or condensing chamber and a

the filter. float and connections for actuating said control valve.

13. The combination of a hrater, a chemical supply, a fil- 3. In a condenser vacuum breaker, the combination with

ter, a conduit having an inlet at the water line of the the air inlet valve b of piston c connected to the valve b , said

heater, and a closed hood vented at the top covering the valve and piston being exposed to atmospheric pressure on

inlet and opening below the water line near the filter bed , their adjacent sides , pressure chamber 19 on the opposite

the outlet to the conduit opening into the outlet of the side of said piston , passages for connecting said chamber 19

heater. with the atmospheric or the condenser and float actuated

14. The combination of a heater, a chemical supply , a fil- control valve a controlling said passages, substantially as

ter, a conduit having a closed hood vented at the top cov
described.

ering the inlet to the conduit , and opening below the 4. In a condenser vacuum breaker, the combination with

water line near the filter bed , and a loaded valve having a
the air inlet valve b of piston c connected to the valve b, said

resistance greater than the normal resistance of the filter . valve and piston being exposed to atmospheric pressure on

15. The combination of a heater, a chemical supply and their adjacent sides, pressure chamber 19 on the opposite

feeder, a filter, and means for automatically supplementing side of said piston, passages 16 , 17 , 18 for connecting said

the outflow from the filter by an increment of chemically pressure chamber with the atmosphere of the condenser,

treated but unfiltered water. control valve a controlling said passages, float F and link 15

16. The combination of a chemical water purifier and connecting said float to control valve a for actuating said

heater, a horizontal filter, and means for automatically and
control valve .

adjustably supplementing the outflow from the filter with

an increment of chemically treated but unfiltered water. No. 100,911 . Governor for Engines.
17. The method of heating , purifying and regulating water,

which consists in automatically supplying water and a puri
Gourerneur pour machines à vapeur,

fying chemical to a heater in proportion as the water is

discharged therefrom , heating the solution, filtering the

water, discharging the same, and automatically supple

menting the quantity of filtered water discharged by such

an increment of heated but unfiltered water as will keep

substantially uniform at all times the ultimate quantity

discharged form the heater.

18. The method of heating, purifying and regulating water

which consists in automatically supplying water and a

purifying chemical to a heater in proportion as the water is

discharged therefrom , heating the solution, filtering the

water, and automatically supplementing the quantity of

water passing through the filter, by an increment of un

filtered but heated water, varying in quantity inversely as
the quantity passing through the filter .

19. The method of heating , purifying and regulating water

which consists in heating the water, precipitating the im

purities therein , filtering the water, and automatically sup

plementing the quantity of filtered water by an increment

of unfiltered water varying inversely as the quantity fil

tered .

20. The method of heating and regulating water, which

consists in heating the water, filtering the same, and auto- The Pickering Governor Company, assignee of Richard H.

maticallysupplementing the quantity of filtered water by Pascall , all of Portland , Connecticut , U.S.A. , 11th Sep

an increment of unfiltered but heated water varying in tember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 14th March , 1906 . Re

versely as the quantity filtered.
ceipt No. 133,900 .

No. 100,910. Vacuum Breaker for Condensers. Claim . - 1 . A governor for steam engines and the like com

Frein à vacuum pour condenseurs.
prising the valve chamber, the valve and its stem , the gover

nor head and means for adjusting the valve vertically inde

The International Steam Pump Company, assigneeof Bron- pendently of the governor head comprising a non-rotary
son C. Woodford, both of New York City, New York , nut and an adjusting rod threaded into said nut with its end

U.S.A. , uth September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 8th Janu- connected with the end of the valve setm and connections be

ary , 1906. Receipt No. 131,634 .
tween the top flange of the governor head and said adjusting

Claim .-- 1. The combination with a condenser , of a vacuum rod to cause them to move together vertically , as and for the

breaker having an air inlet valve exposed to atmospheric ' purposes specified.
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2 , A governor for steam engines and the like comprising No. 100,913. Channelling Machine.

the valve chamber, the valve and its stem , yielding means Machine à rainure.
normally exerting an upward pressure on said valve , the

governor head , and means for adjusting the valve vertically

independently of the governor head comprising a non - rotary

nut and an adjusting rod threaded into said nut with its end

connected with the end of the valve stem and connections

between the top flange of the governor head and said adjust

ing rod to cause them to move together vertically , as and

for the purpose specified.

3. A governor for steam engines and the like comprising

the valve chamber, the valve and its stem , yielding means

normally exerting an upward pressure on said valve , the

governor head and means for adjusting the valve vertically

independently of the governor head comprising a non -rotary

nut, an adjusting rod threaded into said nut with its end con

nected with the end of said valve stem and a bonnet nut

secured to the top flange of the head and having engagement

with said nut whereby said nut takes its vertical movement

from the vertical movement of said governor cap .

4. A governor for steam engines and the like comprising

the valve chamber, the valve and its stem , yielding means

normally exerting an upward pressure on said valve, the gov- The Ingersoll-Rand Company,New York City, New York,

ernor head , and means for adjusting the valve vertically assignee of Arthur H. Gibson , Easton , Pennsylvania ,

independently of the governor head comprising a nut splined
both in U.S.A. , 11th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed

to a non-rotary part of the governor and adapted for length- 4th June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,519 .

wise movement thereof , an adjusting rod threaded into said Claim .-1 . A tool cylinder having a piston chamber therein ,

nut with its end connected with said valve stem and connec- a piston having heads in said chambers, air feeding tubes ,

tions between said nut and the top flange of the governor said cylinder having front and back ports for the two cham

head to cause them to travel together vertically . bers communicating with their respective tubes and an auxi
5. In a governor the cap and base rings and two or more liary back port for one chamber communicating with the

springs secured thereto, the plane of attachment of said tube other than the one with which the other back port
spring to said rings being angularly disposed with reference communicates, and a valve for opening and closing said
to the axis of the governor.

auxiliary back port .

6. In a governor the cap and its rings having peripheral 2. A tool cylinder having piston chambers therein , a piston
slots the bottoms of which are angularly disposed with rela- baving heads in said chambers, air feeding tubes , said cylin

tion to the axis of the governor and springs having their der having front ports for the chambers communicating with
ends firmly secured to the bottoms of said slots and weights one air tube, back ports for the chambers communicating
attached to said springs.

with the other tube , and an auxiliary back port for one of
7. A governor for steam engines and the like comprising said chambers communicatingwiththe first-named air tube

a valve chamber , a valve and its stem , a governor head and and avalve for opening andclosing the said auxiliary back

means for adjusting the valve vertically independently of the port.
governor head comprising an adjusting rod threaded in a

3. A tool cylinder having piston chambers therein , a piston
non-rotary part with its end connected with the end of said having heads in said chambers, air feeding tubes , said cylin
valve stem and engaging points on the end of said adjusting der having front ports for the chambers communicating with
rod.

one air tube , back ports for the chambers communicating

No. 100,912. Rock Drill . Foret à roche.
with the other air tube, and an auxiliary back port for one

of said chambers communicating with the first -named air

tube and a manually operated valve for opening and closing

the auxiliary back port .

4. A tool cylinder having front and back piston chambers

thereiņ , a piston having heads in said chambers , air feeding

tubes, said cylinder having front and back ports for the two

chambers communicating with their respective tubes and an

auxiliary back port for the back piston chamber communi

cating with the tube other than the one which the other

back port in said chamber communicates and a valve for

opening and closing the auxiliary back port .

5. A tool cylinder having front and back piston chambers

therein , piston having heads in said chambers , air feed

ing tubes , said cylinder having front ports for the chambers

communicating with one air tube, back ports for the cham

bers communicating with the other air tube and an auxiliary

back port for the back chamber communicating with the

100412 first -named air tube and a valve for opening and closing the

auxiliary back port .

The Ingersoll - Rand Company, New York City , New York , 6. A tool cylinder having piston chambers therein , a piston

assignee of Arthur Henry Gibson , Easton , Pennsylvania, having heads in said chambers , air feeding tubes, said cylin

both in U.S.A. , 11th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed der having front ports for the chambers communicating with

19th January, 1906. Receipt No. 132,029 . one air tube, an intermediate front port for one chamber

Claim .-1 . The combination with a rock drill cylinder hav- communicating with said air tube,an auxiliary back port for
ing a rear extension , of a piston having a hollow tail rod said other chamber communicating with said air tube and

extended into and entirely inclosed by said rear extension , a back ports for both chambers communicating with the other

sleeve surrounding the tail rod forming an annular chamber air tube, a valve for opening and closing the front port for

within the rear extension , a rifle bar telescoping within the one chamber and a valve for opening and closing the auxi

tail rod and a port leading from the annular chamber to the liary back port for the other chamber.

air space within the sleeve and tail rod . 7. A tool cylinder having piston chambers therein , a piston

2. The combination with a rock drill cylinder having a rear having heads in said chambers, air feeding tubes, said cylin

extension, of a piston having a hollow tail rod extended into der having front portsfor thechambers communicating with
and entirely inclosed by said rear extension , a sleeve sur- one air tube , an intermediate front port for one chamber

rounding the tail rod forming an annular chamber within communicating with said air tube , an auxiliary back port for

the rear extension, a rifle bar telescoping within the tail said other chamber communicating with said air tube and

red , a port leading from the annular chamber to the air back ports for both chambers communicating with the other

space within thesleeveandtailrodand an aperture leading air tube, a manually operatedvalve for openingand closing
from the annular chamber to the exterior. the front port for one chamber and a manually operated

3. The combination with a rock drill cylinder having a valve for opening and closing the auxiliary back port for the
rear extension , of a piston having a hollow tail rod extended other chamber.

into and entirely inclosed by said rear extension, a hollow 8. A tool cylinder having front and back piston chambers

sleeve surrounding the tail rod, a washer surrounding the therein , a piston having heads in said chambers , air feeding
tail rod for preventing as much as possible the leakage of tubes , said cylinder having front ports leading from the said

air past the same from the piston chamber and a rifle bar chambers to one air tube , an intermediate front port for the

telescoping within the hollow tail rod . front chamber communicating with said air tube , an auxi

37
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liary back port for the back piston chamber communicating the cover, and a pair of movable leaves located upon oppo

with said air tube and back ports for the front and back site sides of the cut away portion of the cover and adapted

chambers communicating with the other air tube , a valve for

opening and closing the front port for the front piston cham

ber and a valve for opening and closing the auxiliary back

port for the back piston chamber .

9. A tool cylinder having front and back piston chambers

therein , a piston having heads in said chambers , air feeding

tubes , said cylinder having front ports leading from the

said chambers to one air tube , an intermediate front port for

the front chamber communicating with said air tube, an

auxiliary back port for the back piston chamber communi

cating with said air tube and back ports for the front and

back chambers communicating with the other air tube , a

manually operated valve for opening and closing the front

port for the front piston chamber, and a manually operated

valve for opening and closing the auxiliary back port for the

back piston chamber.
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No. 100,914 . Cock for Steam Cylinders.

Robinet pour cylindres à vapeur.

to fit closely about the member projecting from the recep

tacle .

3. The combination of a receptacle , a cover therefor hav

ing a portion thereof cut away, a member projecting from

the receptacle and passing through the cut away portion of

the cover , and a pair of movable leaves located upon oppo

site sides of the cut away portion of the cover, the said .

movable leaves being provided upon their adjacent edges

with notches which are adapted to fit closely about the

member projecting from the receptacle .

4. The combination of a receptacle, a cover therefor hav

ing a portion thereof cut away , a member projecting from

the receptacle and passing through the cut away portion of

the cover, and a pair of leaves pivoted to the cover an 1

located upon the opposite sides of the cut away portion:

thereof, said leaves being adapted to fit closely about the

member projecting from the receptacle .

5. The combination of a receptacle , a cover therefor hav

ing a portion thereof cut away , a member projecting from

the receptacle and passing through the cut away portion of

the cover, and a pair of leaves pivoted to the cover and

Swan Anderson , Ottumwa, Iowa , U.S.A. , 11th September, located upon opposite sides of the cut away portion thereof

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 14th May, 1906. Receipt. No. 135 , - the pivoted leaves being provided upon their adjacent edges

917. with notches which are adapted to fit around the member

Claim.-1 . A cylinder drain cock including a casing provid- projecting from the receptacle .

ed with draining openings and having a valve seat in ad

vance of said openings, a direct seating valve arranged to No. 100,916. Dispensing Apparatus for Beverages.
close against the seat and there hold in part by the pressuro Appareil à distribuer les breuvages.

of the piston actuating fluid in the cylinder , said casing he .

ing provided also with a pair of aligning cylinders , pistons Est

arranged in said cylinders and connected to the valve, and

valved connections leading to said cylinders to permit the

operation of either piston and the opening or closing of the
valve .

2. A cylinder drain cock comprising a casing including a

pair of aligned cylinders , said casing being provided with

drain openings and having a valve seat in advance of said

openings a pair of pistonş arranged in the cylinders , a stem

connecting the pistons , a direct seating valve carried by the

stem and arranged to be held to its seat in part by the įres

sure of the piston actuating fluid in the cylinder , a'id valved

connections leading to the cylinders to permit operation of

either piston and the opening or closing of the valve. 7554

3. The combination with a source of steam supply and a

source of compressed air supply, of a drain cock provided

with opposed and aligned cylinders and an inlet communicat
100916

ing with the cylinders one of said cylinders being provided

with an exhaust aperture and with a valve seat at its inner
end , a valve proportioned to close the end of the cylinder John Campbell Cory, New York City, New York, U.S.A., 11th

and the exhaust aperture and carrying aligned pistons mov
September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 7th May, 1906. Re

able within the cylinders and to open and close the valve ,
ceipt No. 135,647 .

ard means to selectively admit steam or compressed air to Claim .-1 . A dispensing apparatus for liquids and the like

either cylinder to move the valve in either direction .
comprising a case for the liquid receptacle , means for re

taining the receptacle in said case and means for permit

No. 100,915. Cover for Shaving Mugs.
ting the decanting of the liquid from the receptacle and for

preventing the refilling of the receptacle while it is in said

Couvercle pour pots à barbe. case , substantially as described .

Samuel J. Connies, Brooklyn , New York,U.S.A., 11thSep. prising a case for the liquid receptacle means forpermitting
2. A dispensing apparatus for liquids and the like com

tember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 4th May, 1906 . Receipt

No. 135,539.
the decanting of the liquid from the receptacle and for pre

venting the refilling of the receptacle while it is in said case

Claim .-- 1 . The combination of a receptacle , a cover there and means for preventing the removal of thte receptacle

for having a portion thereof cut away, a member project- from the case so long as the said receptacle remains intact ,
ing from the receptacle and passing through the cut away substantially as described .

portion of the cover, and a movable leaf located upon the 3. A dispensing apparatus for liquids and the like com

cover and adapted to fit closely around the member project - prising a case for the liquid receptacle, means for permitting
ing from the receptacle. the decanting of the liquid from the receptacle and for pre

2. The combination of a receptacle, a cover therefor hav- venting refilling of the receptacle while it is in said case and
Ing a portion thereof cut away , a member projecting from means for preventing the removal of the receptacle from

the receptacle and passing through the cut away portion of the case so Jopg as the said receptacle remains intact, said
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case being so arranged as to permit the destruction of the 14. A beverage dispensing apparatus , comprising the com

liquid receptacle therein without injury to said case and the bination of a bottle holder , means for withdrawing the cork,

retaining means being adapted to release said receptacle means for decanting the contents of the bottle , means for

upon a substantial destruction thereof , substantially as des- preventing back flow into the bottle , means for replacing the

cribed . cork in the bottle, substantially as described .

4. A dispensing apparatus for liquids and the like com- 15. A beverage dispensing apparatus , comprising the com

prising a case for a liquid receptacle , said case having a bination of a bottle holder, means for withdrawing the cork ,

movable section adapted to be locked in pla and to per- means for destroying the bottle after its contents are with

manently retain the receptacle in said case when so locked , drawn , and means for preventing the bottle fragments from

means associated with said case for permitting the decant- | ialling into the operative parts of the mechanism, substan

ing of the liquid in the receptacle and for preventing the tially as described .

refilling thereof while it is in said case , said means being so 16. A beverage dispensing apparatus , comprising the com

arranged as to permit of the destruction of the liquid re- bination of a reciprocating rod carrying a corkscrew, a sleere

ceptacle therein without injury to the said case and means partly enveloping the rod, reciprocating therewith and har

for releasing the movable section upon a substantial des ing a rack on its periphery , a pinion meshing with the rack,

truction of the liquid receptacle , substantially as described . a spring actuated bottle breaking hammer, and means co

5. A dispensing apparatus for liquids and the like com- operating with the pinion to trip the hammer, substantially

prising a case for a liquid receptacle , said case having a as described .

movable section adapted to be locked in place and to per- 17. A beverage dispensing apparatus , comprising the com

manently retain the receptacle in said case when so locked, bination of a casing, a bottle holder within the casing,&

means associated with said case for permitting the decanting door closing the casing,means whereby the bottle is clamped

of the liquid from the receptacle and for preventing the re- in the holder upon closure of the door, means within the

filling thereof while it is in said case , and means for releas- casing for automatically locking the door, means for de

ing the movable section upon a substantial destruction of canting the contents ofthebottle, a bottlebreaking hammer

the liquid receptacle and automatic means for destroying and means for automatically tripping the hammer and un

said receptacle , substantially as described . locking the door when the contents of the bottle have been

6. A dispensing apparatus for liquids and the like com- decanted , substantially as described .

prising a case for the liquid receptacle , means for retain 18. A beverage dispensing apparatus, comprising the com

ing the receptacle in said case , an outlet from said recep- bination of a casing , a bottle holder therein , a closure door

tacle through said case for permitting the decanting of the therefor, interiormeansforautomatically locking the door

liquid in the receptacle and means for preventing the pass- when closed , means for decanting the contents of a bottle

age of liquid into said receptacle while it is in said case mounted in the holder, means for releasing the door, and

and for deverting it through an overflow device attached to means for automatically rupturing the bottle on release of

said case , substantially as described . the door , substantially as described .
7. A dispensing apparatus for liquids and the like com 19. A beverage dispensing apparatus, comprising a case,

prising a case for the liquid receptacle means for retaining means for permanently holding a bottle therein , means to

the receptacle in said case, an outlet from said receptacle release said bottle which destroy the bottle before releasing

through said case for permitting the decanting of the liquid it, stopper discharging means,means for decanting the liquid

in the receptacle, means including a check valve in said out and means to prevent refilling of said bottle by tipping or

let for preventing the passage of liquid into said receptacle inverting the apparatus, substantially as described.
while it is in said case and for diverting it through an over 20. A beverage dispensing apparatus , comprising a case,

flow device attached to said case and means for preventing means for permanently holding a bottle therein, means to

the removal of the receptacle from the case so long as the release said bottle which destroy the bottle before releasing

said receptacle remains intact , substantially as described . it , stopper discharging means , means for decanting the liquid

8. A dispensing apparatus for liquids and the like com- and means to prevent refilling of said bottle by flooding the

prising a case for the liquid receptacle means for retaining apparatus, substantially as described .
the receptacle in said case. an outlet from said receptacle 21. In a device of the character described , an emergency

through said case for permitting the decanting of the liquid valve movably supported in the case, and adapted to close

in the receptacle , means for preventing the passage of liquid the fluid channel, means for obstructing the access of sur:

into said receptacle while it is in said case and for diverting reptitiously introduced devices from withoutthe case to said

it through an overflow device attached to said case means for valve and means for automatically closing thesaid valve it

preventing the removal of the receptacle from said case so the case is tipped , inverted or flooded, substantially as des

long as the said receptacle remains intact and means for re- cribed .

moving the cork from said receptacle, substantially as des- 22. For use in a device of the character described, a bottle

cribed . made of glass or other frangible material and formed with
9. A dispensing apparatus for liquids and the like com an integral puncturing recess, substantially as described.

prising a case for the liquid receptacle means for retaining 23. In a device of the characterdescribed, an outlet for the

the receptacle in said case , means associated with said case fluid comprising a reservoir, a bridged outlet therefrom ,pro

for permitting the decanting ofthe liquid from the receptacle jecting wings extendingtherein , anda channel communicat
and for preventing the refilling of the receptacle while it is ing with said reservoir, substantially as described.
in said case , said case being so arranged as to permit the 24. In a device ofthe character described, an outlet for
destruction of the liquid receptacle therein without injury

to the said case and the retaining means being adapted to projectingwingsextendingtherein, achannel communicating

the fluid comprising a reservoir, a bridged outlet therefrom,

release said receptacle upon a substantial destruction there with saidreservoir, a perforated rear wallto said reservoir,

of , and a single lever for releasing and retaining means and a deflecting wing projecting downward and outward below

operating the receptacle rupturing means, substantially as saidchannel and guiding surreptitiously liquid through the

described . perforations , substantially as described.

10. A dispensing apparatus for liquids and the like com 25. In a device of the character described, an outlet for

prising a case for the liquid receptacle , said case having a

movable section adaptedto be locked in place andto per- projectingwings extending therein,a channel communicating

the fluid comprising a reservoir, a bridged outlet therefrom ,

manently retain thereceptacle in said case whenso locked , with said reservoir, a perforated rear wall to said reservoir,

an outlet from said receptacle through said case for per- a deflecting wing projectingdownward and outward below

mitting the decanting of the liquid in the receptacle means

for cooling the liquid while itis being decanted , means in- perforations, anemergency valve adapted to close the outlet
said channel and guiding surreptitious liquid through the

cluding a check valve and an overflow device for preventing to said channel andmeans to operate same, said deflecting

thepassage of liquid into said receptaclewhile it is in said wing likewise protecting said emergency valve,aservice
case and means for releasing the movable section upon a valve in said channel normally closedand means for operat

substantial destruction of the liquid receptacle , substantially ing same, substantially as described.

as described .

11. A beverage dispensing apparatus comprising means for prising a casing, means for lockinga receptacle thereto,

26.A portable dispensingapparatus for beverages com

holding a bottle , means for decanting its contents and auto- means for fracturingthe receptaclewhich in operatingauto

matic means acting to rupture the bottlebefore it is released, matically release the lock after fracturing the receptacle,
substantially as described . means for decantingthe liquid, andahandle for the device,

12. A beverage dispensing apparatus comprising means for substantially as described.

holding a bottle , means for decanting its contents , means 27. A portable dispensing apparatus for beverages com

forpreventing thereflling of the bottle and meansacting prising acasing, means forlockinga receptacle thereto,
automatically to rupture it before itis released from the means for fracturing the receptacle which in operating aute
holder , substantially as described . matically release the lock after fracturing the receptacle,

13. A beverage dispensing apparatus comprising the com- meansfor decanting the liquid comprising á fluid channel,a
bination of means for holding a bottle, means forwithdraw- service valve therein normally closed ,andmeansfor openie
ing the cork ,means for decanting its contents and means for ing the valve automatically,operated by tipping the device
automatically destroying the bottle beforeit isreleasedfrom to decant the liquid ,anemergencyvalve andagravityoper:the holder, subintilly as described .

ating weight for automatically closing the same ifthe de
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vice is tipped sidewise and a float for automatically closing and a sleeve valve slidably mounted in engagement with the

the same if the device is inverted , substantially as des- inner wall of such cylinder and movable into and out of
cribed. closed engagement with the exhaust and inlet passages in

28. A beverage dispensing apparatus comprising a casing , such cylinder.

means for locking a bottle thereto, means within the casing 6. In an apparatus of the class described the combination

for destroying the bottle , a connection between the destroy- of a piston, a piston cylinder slidably mounted thereon pro

ing means and the lock , whereby the latter is released after vided with an upper portion closing the upper end and ex

the receptacle is destroyed, means for decanting the liquid , tending beyond the main body portion of such cylinder

automatically operating means to prevent refilling ofthe adapted to engage the bell crank of a bell to be operated
bottle and a verticallymovable cork removing rod, adapted thereby, such cylinder forming a piston chamber having an

to discharge the cork into the bottle , substantially as des- exhaust passage leading therefrom and one of such members

cribed .
having an inlet passage leading into such piston chamber,

29. A beverage dispensing apparatus comprising a support and means for opening and closing such inlet and exhaust

for the bottle , means for decanting the liquid from the bot passages .

tle through said support, means for preventing refilling of 7. In an apparatus of the class described the combination

the bottle while connected with said support, and means for
ot a piston , a piston cylinder slidably mounted thereon

preventing the removal of the bottle from said support so

long as the bottleremains intact , substantially as described. leading therefrom , one of such members having an inlet pas
forming a piston chamber provided with an exhaust passage

30. A beverage dispensing apparatus comprising means for
sage communicating with the piston chamber, and means for

rigidly securing a liquid receptacle thereto, means for de
partially closing the admission passage before the exhaust

canting its contents and for preventing the refilling of the
receptacle while it is in its secured position, and means for passage is open during the stroke in one direction and

releasing the receptacle adapted to operate upon the rupture
movable into position to partially close the exhaust pas

thereof, substantially as described .
sages during the return movement before the admission

passage is open .

8. In an apparatus of the class described the combination
No. 100,917. Bell Ringer for Locomotives.

of a fixed piston , a piston cylinder slidably mounted there

Sonneur de cloches pour locomotives. or having a closed upper end forming a piston chamber pro

vided with an exhaust passage, such piston and cylinder be

ing provided with inlet passages communicating with

source of fluid under pressure , and means for opening and

closing such exhaust and inlet passages .

9. In an apparatus of the class described the combination

of a piston provided with an admission passage communi

cating with a suitable source cf fluid under pressure, a pis

ton cylinder provided with a closed upper end and open lower

end mounted upon such piston and having an exhaust pas

sage and an admission passage adapted to communicate with

such admission in the piston when the cylinder is in one

position and movable out of communication with such ad

mission passage when the cylinder is in a second position ,

and a sleeve valve slidably mounted in such cylinder for cov

ering and uncovering such exhaust and admission passages .

10. In an apparatus of the class described , the combina

tion of a piston provided with a fluid inlet passage and hav

11419 ing an annular recess and an annular shoulder above and

below such recess , a piston cylinder in sliding engagement

with such piston having a closed upper end and side walls

Richard Moore Crosby, Tacoma , Washington, U.S.A. , 11th forming a piston chamber and provided with a passage in

September , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 19th January, 1906 . its side walls leading to such chamber and adapted to com

Receipt No. 132,033. municate with such inlet passage in the piston , and a sleeve

Cloim .-- 1 . In an apparatus of the class described the com . valve mounted in the recess between the piston and cylin

bination of a fixed piston , a piston cylinder slidably inowite der walls movable with the cylinder into and out of engage

thereon having a closed upper end forming a piston chamber ment with the shoulders upon the piston for opening and

provided with an exhaust passage leading therefrom , one of closing the fluid passage .

such m :mbers having an inlet passage leading to such pis- 11. In an apparatus of the class described, the combina

ion chamber , and means for opening and closing such inle : tion of a fixed piston having a fluid inlet passage and pro

and exhaust passages . vided with an annular recess having annular shoulder por

2 In an apparatus of the class described the combination tions forming the upper and lower ends of such recess, a

of a piston , a piston cylinder slidably mounted thereon hai- cylinder closed at its upper end slidably mounted upon such

ing a closed upper end forming a piston chamber provide, piston forming a piston chamber having a pasasge communi
with an exhaust passage leading therefrom, one of such cating with the space formed by such recess and provided
members having an inlet passage leading to such prilon with a passage having its lower end movable into and out of

chamber and the other having an inlet passage communicat . communication with the inlet passage of the piston and its

ing with a source of fluid supply, such inlet passages being upper end opening into the recessed portion of the piston ,

adapted to be connected and disconnected by the movenen : and a sleeve valve mounted in slidable engagement with the

of the cylinder with relation to the piston inner wall of such piston cylinder and movable into and

3. In an apparatus of the class described the combination out of engagement with the upper end of such fluid passage

of a piston , a piston cylinder slidably mounted thercos nav- in the cylinder ,

ing a closed upper end forming a piston chamber pror.dede 12. In an apparatus of the class described the combina

with an exhaust passage leading therefrom , one of such tion of a fixed piston having a fluid inlet passage provided

members having an inlet passage leading to such pistor with an annular recess having annular shoulder portions at

chamber and adapted to communicate with a source of fluid the upper and lower ends of such recess , a cylinder closed

supply , and a sleeve valve mounted in the piston cylinder at its upper end slidably mounted upon such piston forming

and movable into and out of engagement with such exhaust a piston chamber having a passage communicating with the
and inlet passages. space formed by such recess and provided with an exhaust

4. In an apparatus of the class described the combination. passage leading from the recess and an inlet passage having

of a piston provided with a fluid inlet passage, a piston its lower end movable into and out of communication with

cylinder slidably mounted thereon having a closed upper end the inlet passage of the piston and its upper end opening

forming a piston chamber provided with an exhaust passage into the recessed portion of the piston , and a valve slidabiy

leading therefrom and having an inlet passage communirar- mounted in the recess formed between the piston and the

ing with such piston chamber and adapted to be moved with walls of the piston cylinder and movable with the piston

the cylinder into and out of connection with the inlet pas- cylinder into and out of engagement with the shouldered

sage in the piston , and means for opening and closing the portions of the piston for opening and closing the inlet
exhaust passage . and exhaust passages in the cylinder.

5. In an apparatus of the class described the combina- 13. In an apparatus of the class described the combina

tion of a piston provided with a fluid inlet passage , a piston tion of a piston and piston cylinder mounted in sliding en

cylinder slidably mounted thereon forming a piston chamber gagement with each other and provided with fluid inlet and
provided with an exhaust passage leading therefrom and exhaust passages , and means for partially closing the ad

having an inlet passage communicating with such piston mission passage before the exhaust passage is open during

chamber and adapted to be moved with the cylinder into the upward movement of the cylinder and movable into posi

and out of connection with the inlet passage in the piston , tion to partially close the exhaust passage before the admis
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sion passage is open during the downward movement of the steam chest and mounted on the valve stem , said valve hav

cylinder. ing a plurality of inlet ports communicating with the end

14. In an apparatus of the class described the combination of the steam chest and a plurality of exhaust ports com

of a piston and piston cylinder mounted in sliding engage- municating with the longitudinal passage in the valve stem.

ment with each other and provided with fluid inlet and ex- 2. An engine comprising a steam chest , steam cylinders

haust passages , and a piston ring slidably mounted in en- arranged at opposite sides thereof and communicating

gagement with the inner surface of the piston cylinder mov- therewith , a rotary valve working in the steam chest and

able into position to partially close the admission passage shiftable endwise therein, a valve stem provided with a

before the exhaust passage is open during the upward move- steam exhaust passage leading from the valve outward and

ment of the cylinder and movable into position to partially provided with a lateral vent , and a steam chamber sur

close the exhaust passage before the admission passage is rounding the stem and communicating with the lateral

open during the downward movement of the cylinder . vent , said chamber being elongated to maintain communi

cation with the exhaust passage under any adjustment of

No. 100,918. Pouch. Sac.
the valve .

No. 100,920 . Rock Drill. Forêt à roche.
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Uberto Deroix Ezell , Kimball , Texas, U.S.A. , 11th September,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 5th May , 1906. Receipt No. 135,576 .

Claim.-1 . A pouch adapted to be applied to the male

organ , a ring adapted to be fitted around the cervix imme

diately above the corona, and posterior and anterior cords

connecting the pouch and ring , the anterior cord being longer

then the posterior cord to permit the application of the
ring .

2. A pouch adapted to be applied to the male organ, an

clastic ring adapted to be fitted around the cervix im

mediately above the corona, and posterior and anterior elas

tic cords connecting the pouch and ring , the anterior cord

being longer than the posterior cord to permit the appli

cation of the ring .

3. A pouch adapted to be applied to the male organ , said

pouch being reduced to provide a flaring entrance , an elas

tic ring adapted to be fitted around the cervix immediately

above the corona , and posterior and anterior elastic cords

connecting the pouch and ring, the anterior cord being

longer than the posterior cord to permit the application of

the ring .

ob?

The roosa100920
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No. 100,919. Engine. Machine à vapeur.

Henry Hellmen and Lewis Condict Bayles , co - inventors ,

both of Johannesburg, Transvaal , South Africa , 11th
Fing ?

September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 8th August , 1905. Re

ceipt No. 127,533 .

Claim .-- 1 . In a rock drilling machine or engine of the

nature indicated the combination of a casing, a power

cylinder slidingly and rotatively carried by said casing, per

cussive apparatus in the power cylinder , a drill or bit oper

atively carried at the forward end of the power cylinder and

in such manner that it is compelled to rotate therewith , a

rearward extension or tail pipe connected to the power

cylinder , and means for imparting rotary motion to the

power cylinder in one direction , substantially as described .

2. In a rock drilling machine or engine the combination

of a casing, a power cylinder slidingly and rotatively car
ried by said casing, precussive apparatus in the power

cylinder , a drill or bit operatively carried at the forward

end of the power cylinder, packing between the casing and
Puigen Peug 5 power cylinder or its connections .which packing by confin

ing the actuating fluid at its rear utilizes the pressure of

said fluid to feed the drill , a rearward extension or tail pipe

revolubly connected to the power cylinder and means located
20 '93m

100619 in said extension or tail pipe or between it and the power

cylinder for imparting an intermittent rotary motion to the

latter , substantially as described .

3. In a rock drilling machine or engine of the nature in
Charles E. Hastings , Griffin , California , U.S.A., 11th Septem- dicated in combination, a power cylinder, a reciprocating

ber , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 6th December , 1905. Receipt precussive member therein , a drill or bit positioned at the

No. 130,740 . forward end of said cylinder , a casing slidingly supporting

Claim . - 1 . An engine comprising a steam chest , steam the power cylinder, said casing being constructed with for

cylinders arranged on opposite sides thereof and communi- wardly directed exhaust ports surrounding said cylinder ,

cating therewith , a longitudinally shiftable and rotary valve substantially as and for the purposes described .

stem extending into the steam chest and having a longi- 4. In a rock drilling machine or engine of the nature in

tudinal passage formed with a lateral vent , a steam cham- dicated in combination , a power cylinder , a casing surround

ber surrounding the stem and communicating with the lat- ing said power cylinder, a split sleeve surrounding the cas.

eral vent , said chamber being elongated to maintain con- ing and adjustable longitudinally thereof, and means for

nection with the lateral vent, under any longitudinal ad- decreasing the internal diameter of said split sleeveto grip
fyrtment of the stem , and the rotary valve shiftable in the the casing , substantially as described .
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5. In a rock drilling machine or engine of the nature is- der, a drill or bit having a longitudinal port along which

dicated in combination, a power cylinder, a casing in which water is conducted from the swivel to the bottom of the hole

said cylinder is slidingly and rotatively carried, a drill or through the medium of the actuating fluid passing through

bit carried at the forward end of said power and in such the impact piece , packing located between the casing and

manner that it is compelled to rotate therewith, a recipro- power cylinder or its connections for utilising the pressure

cating precussive member in the power cylinder, an impact of the actuating fluid to feed the drill , a cylindrical piece

piece loosely positioned in the forward end of the power rigidly attached to the rear end of the power cylinder, said

cylinder at the rear of the drill or bit , said impact piece piece being constructed with internal ratchet teeth, a rear

being constructed with a longitudinal port for permitting ward extension or tail pipe rotatably connected to the power

a quantity of the actuating fluid to pass therethrough , a cylinder, a cylinder in said tail pipe or extension and a pis

water swivel located at the forawrd end of the power cylin- ton in said cylinder, a rifle nut carried by said piston, a rifle

der, said swivel serving to conduct water to a hole formed bar working through said rifle nut , said rifle bar carrying

longitudinally of the drill or bit to the cutting extremity pawls engaging the ratchet teeth in the cylindrical piece, a

of which it is carried by the fluid passing through the im- valve arranged in the extension or tail pipe for admitting

pact piece, substantially as and for the purposes described . the actuating fluid to operate the piston , pawls which serve

6. In a drilling or boring machine or engine of the nature by engaging teeth in the cap at the rear of the casing to pre

indicated in combination , a power cylinder, a casing slid vent said tail pipe rotating in one direction , and means for

isgly and rotatively supporting said cylinder, a drill or bit rotating it in the reverse direction to rotate the power cylin

carried at the forward end of said cylinder , a reciprocating der and drill or bit by hand , substantially as and for thepur
percussive member in said cylinder, a valve for alternately poses described

admitting the actuating fluid to either end of said cylinder , 11. In a rock drilling machine or engine of the nature

a rearward extension or tail pipe revolubly attached to the indicated , the combination of a casing and a power cylinder

rear of the power cylinder, a reciprocating member in said slidingly and rotatively supported therein . a reciprocating

tail pipe adapted tobe operated by the actuating fluid , and percussive member in said cylinder, means for admitting the

means actuated by said reciprocating member to impart an actuating fluid alternately to either end of said cylinder, an
intermittet rotary motion in one direction to the power impact piece loosely positioned in the forward end of the

cylinder and drill or bit , substantially as described .
cylinder, a drill or bit operatively carried at the front end of

7. In a rock drilling machine or engine of the nature indi- said impact piece , the power cylinder being constructed with

cated, in combination, a power cylinder a casing slidingly a port or ports normally closed by the inner end of the im
and rotatively carrying said power cylinder, a reciprocating pact piece, which when said impact piece is driven forward
percussive member in said cylinder , a drill or bit carried at by the reciprocating percussive member serve as exhaust

the forward end of said cylinder in such manner that it is ports for the actuating fluid and prevent said percussive

compelled to rotate in unison therewith, a valve for admit- member being propelled on its rearward stroke until the im

ting the actuating fluid alternately to either end of the power pact piece is moved in a rearward direction to close said

cylinder, a rearward extension or tail pipe rotatably attached ports , substantially as and for the purpose described .
to the power cylinder , a piston in said tail pipe and a valve

for alternately admitting the actuating fluid to either side of cated,in combination a power cylinder, a casing slidingly
12. In a rock drilling machine or engine of the nature indi

said piston , and mechanism actuated by the piston in the

tail pipe which imparts an intermittent rotary motion to the constructed at the forward end with exhaust ports surround
and rotatively supporting said cylinder , said casing being

power cylinder, substantially as described .
ing said cylinder, a clamp consisting of a split sleeve adjust

8. In a rock drilling machine or engine of the nature indi- able longitudinally of said casing , percussive reciprocating

cated, a power cylinder, a casing rotatively supporting the member in the power cylinder , a valve for alternately ad

same, packing between said casing and cylinder which by mitting the actuating fluid to either end of said cylinder , a
confining the actuating fluid at its rear utilises the pressure valve box and valve box cap enclosing said valve , packing

of said fluid to feed the drill, a reciprocating percussive between the casing and cylinder or valve box cap for utilis

member n the power cylinder, a drill or bit carried at the ing the pressure of the actuating fluid to feed the drill, an

forward end of the power cylinder in such manner that it is impact piece in the forward end of the power cylinder, a port
compelled to rotate therewith , a valve for admitting the through said impact piece along which a quantity of the

actuating fluid to either end of the power cylinder to actu- actuating fluid may pass from the power cylinder to and

ate the percussive member, a rearward extension or tail pipe, along the drill or bit to the cutting end, a water swivel ar
rotatably attached to the rear of the power cylinder, a cylin- ranged at the forward end of the power cylinder for conduct
der in said extension or tail pipe, a piston in said cylinder ing water to the drill or bit along which it is conducted by
and a valve for admitting the actuating fluid to either end the actuating fluid , means for compelling the drill bit to

of the cylinder to actuate said piston , ratchet mechanism rotate in unison with the power cylinder , a rearward exten

between the power cylinder and tail pipe or rearward exten- sion or tail pipe rotatably attached to the rear end of the

sion which operates to impart an intermittent rotary motion power cylinder , a cylinder in said tail pipe , a piston in said

to the power cylinder and drill or bit , and means for rotat- cylinder , a rifle nut carried by said piston , a rifle bar work

ing by hand the tail pipe or rearward extension , power cy- ing through said rifle nut, ratchet mechanism actuated by

linder and drill or bit independent of the automatic rotation , said rifle bar to impart an intermittent rotary motion to the
substantially as described. power cylinder and drill or bit in one direction , a valve and

9. In a rock drilling machine or engine of the nature indi- valve box in the tail pipe or rearward extension which serves

cated , in combination, a protective casing, a power cylinder for admitting the actuating fluid to either side of the piston,
slidingly and rotatively carried therein , a tail pipe or rear- pawls carried by a piece fixed to the tail pipe, said pawls

ward extension rotatively attached to the rear of the power being adapted to engage teeth provided on a part rigidly at
cylinder, a clamping device arranged around said tail pipe or tached to the casing which operates to prevent said tail pipe

extension at the rear of the casing, said device comprising rotating in one direction whilst permitting it to be rotated
a split strap or band having one extremity constructed with in the opposite direction to permit said tail pipe , power cy

a slot into which the other extremity projects and a key linder and drill or bit to be rotated by hand independent of
placed in the slot which when driven in one direction tight- the automatic power rotation , substantially as described.

ens the strap or band round the tail pipe or extension and 13. In a rock drilling machine or engine of the nature indi
when driven in the reverse direction loosens the band or

cated , in combination a power cylinder, a casing in which
strap, thereby permitting it to be adjusted longitudinally of

said power cylinder is slidingly and rotatively carried, a

the tail pipe or extension, substantially as and for the pur- drill or bit carried at the forward end of said power cylinder

Poses described . and in such manner that it is compelled to rotate therewith ,

10. In a rock drilling machine or engine of the nature indi- a reciprocating percussive member in the power cylinder , an

cated, in combination , a power cylinder , a casing in which impact piece loosely positioned in the forward end of the

said power cylinder is slidingly and rotatively mounted, said power cylinder at the rear of the drill or bit , said impact

casing being constructed with forwardly directed exhaust piece being constructed with a longitudinal port for permit

ports surrounding the cylinder, a clamp comprising a split ting a quantity of the actuating fluid to pass therethrough

sleeve adjustable longitudinally of the casing, a recipro- to and along the drill or bit to the cutting extremity thereof ,

cating percussive member in the power cylinder,a valve car- substantially as described .

ried by the power cylinder which serves for admitting the

actuating fluid to the power cylinder, an impact piece posi
tioned in the forward end of the power cylinder and formed No. 100,921 . Hair Fastener. Attache pour cheveux.

with a port along which a quantity of the actuating fluid may
Frank B. Rogers and Charles H. Dittmer, co - inventors , both

rass from the power cylinder, a bit positioned at the front
of Maddux , Montana, U.S.A., 11th September, 1906 ; 6

end of the power cylinder and in front of said impact piece,
years . Filed 7th May, 1906. Recipt No. 135,614.

a swivel carried at the front end of the power cylinder which

serves for conducting water to the port in the impact piece Claim . - A hair fastener comprising a pair of forked pins ,

along which the actuating fluid passes from the power cylin-' the prongs of which are presented towards each other, the
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head of one of said pins having an opening, and the head of No. 100,923. Engine and Boiler.
the other pin a socket , and a pin slidably mounted ' in the

Machine à vapeur et chaudière.

Hring

-

Frig ..

10092 /

aforesaid opening, and extensible into the socket , and re

movably secured therein .

No. 100,922. Match Box. Boîte à allumettes.

2
7

:/

ال

د

و

Dexter M. Small, Providence , Rhode Island , U.S.A., 11th Sep

tember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 3rd April , 1906. Receipt No.

134,557.

Claim .-- 1. In an engine of the class described the combina

tion with cylinder A, of a heating device thereunder, the

heat from which is automatically applied thereto when pis .

ton is down and then removed when piston has been raised

to its adjusted limit .

No. 100,924. Disinfecting Apparatus.

Appareil désinfectant.

1
0
0
9
2
4

w

S
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Thomas H. Pace , Richmond , Virginia , U.S.A. , 11th September ,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th April , 1906. Receipt No. 135,260 .

Claim . - 1. A match box comprising side plates , blocks be

tween said plates , an intermediate pivoted match receptacle

between said plates , an elastic connection between the inner

lower end of said receptacle and one of said blocks , and a

trigger for normally holding the receptacle in an inward

position against said elastic connection , substantially as des- Pierre Lassablière , No. 2 Boulevard Brune, Paris , France,

cribed . 11th September , 1906. 6 years . Filed 28th November, 1905 .
2. A match box comprising side plates , blocks holding the

Receipt No. 130,500.

same in their separated position , a receptacle between said
Claim . - 1. A process of disinfection by means of gaseous

plates, a ball and socket connection between said receptacle
and one of said blocks , means normally tending to throw the formic aldehyde, which consists in the production and uti

lization of gaseous formic aldehyde in a continuous manner,
receptacle into an outward position and locking means for

and at a pressure of between 7 and 12 atmospheres, sub
normally holding the receptacle in an inward position be

stantially as specified.

tween the plates , substantially as described .

3. A match box comprising side plates , blocks holding said
2. An apparatus for carrying out the process of disinfection

by means of gaseous formic aldehyde, comprising a pressure
plates in their separated position, a receptacle between said

chamber a, a valve k for maintaining the pressure between
plates , a ball and socket connection between said receptacle

and one of said blocks, locking means normally tending to
predetermined limits, and an escape valve i for controlling

throw the receptacle into an outward position , and a trigger the closure of the escapement , substantially asspecified .

having a ball and socket connection with one of said blocks

and having a downwardly extending member adapted to en
No. 100,925. Burial Casket. Cercueil.

gage and hold the receptacle in an inward position between

the plates , substantially as described .

4. A match box comprising side plates , blocks holding the

same in their separated position , a match receptacle pivoted

between said plates intermediate its ends, means normally

tending to throw the receptacle in an outward position and

locking means for normally holding the receptacle in an in

ward or closed position , substantially as described .

5. A match box comprising side plates , blocks holding the

same in their separated positions, a match receptacle be

tween said plates , a ball and socket connection between said

receptacle and one of said blocks , means normally tending

to throw the receptacle in an outward position , and a trigger

having a ball and socket connection with one of said blocks ,

and means carried by the trigger for holding the receptacle

in an inward position , substantially as described ,

6. A match box comprising plates in the form of human

fingers and spaced apart by blocks , a match receptacle pivot

ed to said block between the plates , intermediate its ends ,

an elastic connection between the lower end of said block
and receptacle and normally tending to throw the upper end Charles C. Adams, Kalamazoo, Michigan, U.S.A. , 11th Sep.

outwardly, and a cap pivoted between the upper end of said
tember , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 3rd August, 1906. Receipt

plates and having a downward extending member adapted to
No. 138,385 .

engage the upper end of the receptacle and normally hold it Claim . - 1 . In a burial casket the combination of a shell,

in an inward position , substantially as described . a cover or top hinged thereto at the back, a movably sup
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ported bottom links connecting said bottom to said cover, 2. In apparatus for feeding tobacco to cigarette making

a pair of counterbalance springs secured to said bottom , machines and in combination, a feed hopper , carding cylin
rollers arranged at each end of said bottom , cords connecting

said springsto said shell arranged over said rollers , said

cords being connected to said shell at the bottom thereof,

and an inner casket carried by said bottom, for the purpose

specified .

2. In a burial casket, the combination of a shell , a cover or

top hinged thereto at the back , a movably supported bottom ,

links connecting said bottom to said cover, a counterbalance

spring connected to said bottom and to said shell , and an

inner casket carried by said bottom, for the purpose speci

fied .

3. In a burial casket , the combination of an outer shell ,

an inner casket, and means for relatively adjusting said

outer shell and said inner casket, for the purpose specified .

4. In a burial casket, the combination of a shell , a cover

or top hinged thereto at the back, a movably supported bot

tom , links connecting said bottom to said cover , a pair of

counterbalance springs secured to said bottom, rollers ar
24' 291

ranged at each end of said bottom, and cords connecting

said springs to said shell, arranged over said rollers , said 100927

cords being connected to said shell at the bottom thereof,

for the purpose specified.

5. In a burial casket , the combination of a shell , a cover machines and in coinbination a feed hopper, carding cylin

or top hinged thereto at the back, a movably supported der a belt beneath same adapted to receive any tobacco
bottom , links connecting said bottom to said cover , and a falling from said plate and carry it forward for admixture

counterbalance spring connectedto said bottom and to with that carried over by the cylinder , substantially as des

said shell , for the purpose specified . cribed .

6. In a burial casket , the combination of a shell , a suitable 3. In apparatus for feeding tobacco to cigarette making

cover therefor, a bottom , said bottom and shell being ad- machines and in combination a feed hopper , carding cylin

justably supported in relation to each other , and a counter- ders therein , a doffing cylinder for removing the tobacco

balance spring connected to said shell and to said bottom , from the carding cylinder and a belt beneath the latter

for the purpose specified . adapted to receive any tobacco falling behind the carding

cylinder and carry it forward for admixture with that re

No. 100,926 . Cutter for Tobacco. Couleau à tabac.
inoved by the doffing cylinder , substantially as described .

4. In apparatus for feeding tobacco to cigarette making

machines and in combination a feed hopper , carding cylin

ders therein presser fingers adapted to lightly hold the to

bacco to the lower carding cylinder, a doffing cylinder adapt

ed to remove said tobacco and a belt beneath the carding

cylinder adapted to receive any tobacco falling behind same

an carry it forward for admixture with that removed by the

doffing cylinder , substantially as described.

5. Ino apparatus for feeding tobacco to cigarette making

machines and in combination a feed hopper, carding and
doffing cylinders therein , a thrower for receiving the tobacco

from the doffing cylinder and a belt beneath the carding
cylinder adapted to receive the tobacco from the thrower ,

substantially as described .

6. In apparatus for feeding tobacco to cigarette making

machines and in combination a feed hopper, carding cylin

ders therein , a belt forming part of the bottom of the hopper

and adapted to carry any fine particles of tobacco to the

lower carding cylinder, a plate in close proximity to the

cylinder and the belt , and a second travelling belt beneath

said plate adapted to receive any particles of tobacco fall

ing from said plate , and carry same forward to be mixed

Bernhard Baron , 5 St. James Place , London , England, 11th
with the tobacco carried over by the cylinder, substantially

September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 13th June , 1906 . Re
as described .

ceipt No. 136,844 . 7. In apparatus for feeding tobacco to cigarette making

Claim .-- 1. In apparatus for cutting cake or leaf tobacco
machines and in combination a feed hopper, carding cylin

and in combination, a crosshead, a knife blade adjustably derstherein,a belt forming partof the bottom of thehopper,

mounted thereon , guide rods for said crosshead , and means
a dofing cylinder and a second travelling belt adapted to re

operated from the crosshead shaft for feeding the tobacco

ceive any tobacco falling between the first belt and the cylin

beneath the knife, substantially as described.
der and carry same forward to be mixed with that removed

2.Inapparatus for cutting cake or leaftobacco and in bythe doffing cylinder, substantially as described.

combination , a reciprocating knife blade , a shaft for driv
8. In apparatus for feeding tobacco to cigarette making

machines and in combination a feed hopper, carding cylin
ing same, a grooved plate adapted to be rotated by said

shaft, a block adjustably mounted in said plate, a ratchet
ders therein , a belt forming part of the bottom of the hop

arm connected to said block, and a rachet wheel adapted to
per , a plate in close proximity to the lower carding cylinder

be operated from the rachet arm and to impart feed motion to receive any particles of tobacco falling from said plate
and to the belt , a travelling belt beneath said plate adapted

to the tobacco , substantially as described.

3. In apparatus for cutting cake or leaf tobacco and in
and carry same forward, and a doffing cylinder adapted to re

combination a reciprocating knife blade, a shaft for driving
move the tobacco from the lower carding cylinder, substan

same, a rachet wheel operated from said shaft and feeding
tially as described.

devices for the tobacco operated from said rachet wheel,

9. In apparatus for feeding tobacco to cigarette making

machines and in combination a feed hopper, carding cylin
substantially as described.

ders therein , a belt forming part of the bottom of the hopper,

a second belt below same, a dofing cylinder adapted to re

No. 100,927. Feed Mechanism for Cigarette Mak- move the tobacco from the lower carding cylinder, and a

ing Machines. thrower adapted to receive said tobacco and throw same

Ilécanisme d'alimentation pour machine à faire des cigarettes. forward ontothe lower belt, substantially as described.
10. In apparatus for feeding tobacco to cigarette making

Bernhard Baron , 5 St. James Place , London , England , 11th machines and in combination , a hopper , carding cylinders

September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 18th June, 1906 . Re- therein , a belt forming partof the bottom ofthe hopper, a

ceipt No. 135,003 . plate in close proximity to the lower carding cylinder and

Claim . - 1. In apparatus for feeding tobacco to cigarette to the belt , a second belt below same , a dofing cylinder

making machines and in combination, a feed hopper, card- adapted to remove the tobacco from the carding cylinder

ing cylinders therein a belt beneath the same adapted to
and thrower adapted to receive said tobacco and throw

receive any tobacco falling behind the lower carding cylin- same forward into the lower belt , substantially as described.
der and carry it forward for admixture with that carried 11. In apparatus for feeding tobacco to cigarette making

over by the cylinder, substantially as described. machines and in combination a hopper , carding cylinders
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therein , a belt forming part of the bottom of the hopper, a nalled in the sides of a casing , said belt carrier having rows

second belt adapted to receive and carry forward any tobacco of picks projecting from its outer surfaces, and a belt tra

falling thereon , presser fingers adapted to lightly hold the velling on rollers journalled in said casing above the afore

tobacco to the lower carding cylinder, a doffing cylinder said belt carrier and having rows of picks projecting from

adapted to remove said tobacco, and means for delivering its outer surface , a forming tube, a guideway from said feed

same to the lower travelling belt , substantially as described . to said forming tube , a frame supporting said parts , and

12. In apparatus for feeding tobacco to cigarette making means for operating, as and for the purpose specified.
machines and in combination , a feed hopper, carding cylin- i 2. A cigarette making machine comprising a feed mechan

ders therein , a belt forming part of the bottom of the hop- ism having an endless carrier suitably arranged in the lower

per, a plate in close proximity to the lower carding cylinder part of a casing , said carrier having picks inclined forwardly
and said belt a lower belt adapted to receive and carry for- in the direction of travel , and a belt arranged above the

ward any particles falling from said plate , presser fingers aforesaid carrier in said casing have its face opposing the

adapted to lightly hold the tobacco to the lower carding aforesaid carrier travelling in an opposite direction, said
cylinder, a doffing cylinder adapted to remove same and carrier having picks inclined rearwardly to the direction of

means for delivering same to the lower belt , substantially travel , a forming tube , a guideway from said feed to said

as described . fcrming tube, a frame supporting said parts , and means for

operating, as and for the purpose specified.

No. 100,928. Press for Leaf Tobacco. 3. A cigarette making machine comprising a feed mechan

Presse pour tabac en feuilles.
ism , a forming tube , a guideway from said feed to said form

ing tube, means for carrying a ribbon of paper through said

tube , a stamping table over which said paper passes , a stamp

beneath said table, means for shearing, means for engaging

and operating said stamp one time to every two operations

of said shearing mechanism , a frame supporting said parts,

Fig.1
and a main driving shaft journalled from said frame, as and

for the purpose specified .

4. A cigarette making machine comprising a feed mechan

ism , a forming tube , a rotating wheel forming a guideway

from said feed to said forming tube , a shaft suitably jour

nalled and operatively connected to the shaft of said rotating

wheel , a pulley on the aforesaid shaft , a ribbon belt extend

ing around said pulley and through said forming tube, a

roller suitably journalled having a roll of paper in ribbon

form mounted thereon , a plurality of rollers over which said

100928
paper passes to said forming tube, a pivoted arm having a

roller at the end thereof resting against the paper between

the stamping table and forming tube , a shearing mechanism ,

a stamping mechanism , means for operating said stamping
Bernhard Baron , 4 to 8 St. James Place , Aldgate, London, mechanism one time to every two operations of the shearing

England , 11th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 20th June , mechanism , a frame having a plurality of bearings and sup

1906. Receipt No. 137,090 .
porting the various parts, and a main shaft journalled in

Claim .-- 1. In apparatus for pressing leaf tobacco , a mould bearings from the frame , as and for the purpose specified.

one part of which is removable , means for compressing the 5. In a cigarette making machine , the combination with the

tobacco therein , and clamps adapted to hold the mould in a frame supporting a table , a casing containing a feed mech

closed condition or to release one part thereof, substantially anism supported above said table, and a forming tube, of a

as described . rotating wheel journalled in the frame of the machine be

2. In apparatus for pressing leaf tobacco , a mould one part neath said feed mechanism and having a plain arc -shaped

of which is removable , pivoted arms carrying presser plates, surface to its rim extending without interruption from side

and means for holding the inner ends of said arms while to side , a ring mounted on said wheel at each side of said
pressure is being exerted , substantially as described .

rim , and forming a passage from said feed to said forming

3. In apparatus for pressing leaf tobacco , a mould one tube , and a main driving shaft , as and for the purpose

part of which is removable , clamps adapted to hold the specified.

mould in a closed condition or to release one part thereof 6. In a cigarette making machine, the combination with

and pivoted arms carrying pressure plates, substantially as
the frame supporting a table, and a casing containing a feed

described . mechanism supported above said table and a forming tube ,
4. In apparatus for pressing leaf tobacco , a mould one part of a rotating wheel having an arc -shaped periphery to its

of which is removable, clamps adapted to hold the mould rim, a pair of rings mounted on said rim and having annular

in its closed condition or to release one part thereof, pivoted flanges forming a guideway from said feed to said forming

arms carrying presser plates , and means for holding the in- tube, a plurality of pins extending through the frame of the

ner ends of said arms while pressure is being exerted , sub- machine and adjustably secured therein , and having rollers

stantally as described .
journalled at the ends thereof engaging the said rings, a

rotating wedge turning on a shaft adjustably held in the

No. 100,929. Cigarette Making Machine. frame diametrically opposite said guideway and extending

Machine à faire des cigarettes . between said flanges , and a main driving shaft , as and for

the purpose specified.

7. In a cigarette making machine, in combination a frame

supporting a table , a feed mechanism supported thereabove ,

a forming tube , a shaft extending across said frame, a pulley

mounted on said shaft , a ribbon belt extending around said

pulley and through said forming tube, a roll of paper in

ribbon form mounted on a roller journalled in the frame of

said machine and extending to said ribbon belt , a plurality

of rollers guiding said paper, a pivoted arm having a roller

journalled at the end thereof engaging said paper intermedi

ate of the distance between two of said rollers , a self- inking

stamp through which said ribbon of paper extends , means for

operating the plunger of said stamp co - incidentally with the

operation of the other parts of the machine , and a main driv

ing shaft , as and for the purpose specified.

18. In a cigarette making machine, in combination, a frame

supporting a table, a feed mechanism supported thereabove,

a forming tube, a shaft extending across said frame , a pulley

mounted on said shaft , a ribbon belt extending around said

Fig.l.
pulley and through said forming tube , a roll of paper in rib

10092G
| bon form mounted on a roller journalled in the frame and

extending to said ribbon belt , a plurality of rollers guiding

said paper , a pivoted arm having a roller journalled at the

Canaan de Cazen , 1496 Notre Dame Street, Montreal, Quebec , end thereof engaging said paper intermediate of the distance

Canada, 11th September , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 18th June , between two of said rollers, a self-inking stamp over which
1906. Receipt No. 137,006. said ribbon of paper extends, a lever pivoted in the frame

claim . - 1 . A cigarette making machine comprising a feed and engaging the plunger of said stamp,an eccentric mounted

mechanism having a belt carrier travelling on rollers jour- on the driving shaft , and a strap encircling said eccentric

25
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and having an arm therefrom pivotally connected with said of said sides and bearings in said parts , a pair of rollers

lever, and a main driving shaft , as and for the purpose journalled in the bearings in the lower portionof said sides,
specified . a belt carrier extending around said rollers and having picks

9. In a cigarette making machine, in combination a frame projecting from the surface thereof inclined in the direction
supporting a table, a feed mechanism supported thereabove , of travel of said carrier, a roller rotating in the opposite
à forming tube , and a shaft extending across said frame , a

uirection to the aforesaid rollers and having picks meshing

rulley mounted on said shaft and turned thereby , a ribbon with the aforesaid picks and journalled in bearings in the

extending around said pulley and through said enveloping lower portion of said sides , a pair of rollers rotating in the

tube , a roll of paper in ribbon form mounted on a roller
same direction as the rollers of the aforesaid carrier , one

journalled in the frame of said machine and extending to said
of which is journalled in bearings in the upper portion of the

ribbonbelt, a plurality of rollers guiding saidpaper, a piv- sides and the otherjournalled in the bearingsinthesaid

oted arm having a roller journalled at the end thereof en
adjustable parts , a belt carrier extending around said roll

gaging said paper intermediate of the distance between two prs and having picks projecting from its surface inclined

oi said rollers , a self- inking stamp secured to a bracket from
rearwardly from the direction of travel of the said carrier ,

the machine , a lever pivoted in the frame of the machine
a hopper extending into the box and having the discharge

having a projection from the end thereof engaging the plun- opening immediately over the lowermost carrier, and a hop

gerof said stamp. an eccentric mounted on the main driving per receiving the tobacco from said lowermost ' carrierand

shaft , a strap encircling said eccentric , having an arm there
the gathering roller and dropping the same into the

from pivotally connected to said lever, and a main driving machine, as and for the purpose specified.

shaft , as and for the purpose specified.
14. In a cigarette making machine the combination with

10. In a device of the class described , in combination , a
the frame , forming tube supported thereby means for guid

frame having a plurality of bearings, a casing supported unism , of a rotating wheel journalled in suitablebearingsin
ing the length of paper into said tube, and driving mech

above said frame , a plurality of belt carriers , turning on
said frame in alignment with said tube and having an arc

rollers journalled in the sides of said casing, a sprocket and
ctain mechanism connecting the shafts ofsaid rollers,a main shapedperiphery, a ring of concave convex form mounted on

said wheel at each side of said rim , a box supported by said

driving shaft journalled in bearings in brackets from the side
frame above said wheel having bearings in the upper and

of the frame , a shaft parallel with said main driving shaft
lower portions of the sides , a belt carrier extending around

jrurnalled in brackets in the side of the frame thereabove , a
suitable rollers journalled in said lower hearings and having

sprocket and chain mechanism connecting said shafts , a
picks from the surface thereof inclined forwardly in the

sprocket and chain mechanism connecting the upper shaft direction of travel of said carrier , a hopper extending into
and the aforesaid rollers , a rotating wheel journalled in suit said box and emptying on to said carrier , a roller journalled
able bearings beneath said feed mechanism forming a guide

in the sides of said box having picks meshing with the afore
way from said feed , a forming tube leading from said guide .

said picks at one end of said carrier and gathering the to

way, a shaft journalled in bearings in said frame at right bacco therefrom , and depositing it on said rotating wheel

angles to the aforesaid shaft , having a pulley secured there- between said rings , and a belt carrier extending around roll

on , a sprocket and chain mechanism forming the operating ers journalled in the upper bearings in said box and having

connection between said shaft and the shaft of said rotating | picks inclined backwardly from the direction of travel and

wheel beneath said feed mechanism , a gear mechanism form- extending into proximity with the aforesaid belt carrier at

ing the operating connection between the shaft above the the delivery end of the latter , as and for the purpose speci

main driving shaft and the shaft journalled at right angles fied .

thereto in the frame, a shearing mechanism , a cam on said 15. In a device of the class described in combination a

main driving shaft operating said shearing mechanism , a slid frame suprorted on suitable standards and having an elevated
able table carrying said shearing mechanism , a stamping portion at one end thereof, a hopper box supported above
mechanism , an eccentric on said main driving shaft having said elevated portion , a plurality of bearings arranged in
an operating connection with said slidable table and said connection with the supporting bars of said hopper box , a
stamping mechanism , a pasting mechanism , a belt and pulley pair of rollers journalled in said bearings , a belt carrier
connection thereto from the main shaft , and a belt and pulley extending around said rollers having picks projecting from
connection from the shaft above the main shaft of said its surface inclined forwardly in the direction of travel of

shearing mechanism , as and for the purpose specified. said carrier being arranged in an upward incline , a pair of

11. In a cigarette making machine the combination with a nollers journalled in said bearings above the bearings of the

frame, a forming tube supported thereby , and means for aforesaid carrier , a belt extending around said rollers and

guiding the length of paper into said forming tube , of a box having an upward incline from the delivery end of said car

supported above said frame and having bearings in theup- rier and picks projecting from its surface inclined back
per and lower portions of the sides thereof, a pair of rollers wardly in the direction of travel, the opposing surfaces of

journalled in the upper bearings in said box, a belt carrier said carrier and belt moving in an opposite direction , a roll
extending around said rollers and having a downward incliner journalled in said bearings at theendofthebars of the

ation in the direction of travel ,a pairof rollers journalled said hopper box and having picks projecting from its peri
in bearings in the lower portion of said box , a belt carrier shery meshing with the picks of said carrier and gathering
extending therearound and having an upward inclination in tobacco from the said carrier , a hopper beneath said gather

its direction of travel, a hopper extending into said box and ing roller receiving tobacco therefrom and having an upward
having its discharge opening immediately over the lower- extending portion hooding said roller, forming mechanism

most carrier, a roller journalled in bearings in the lower supported by said frame receiving tobacco delivered from
portion of said box in proximity to the said lowermost belt said hopper, and means for operating said feeding and form

carrier and gathering the tobacco therefrom , and a hopper ing mechanism coincidentally, as and for the purpose speci
below said roller having a discharge opening leading towards fied.

said forming tube, as and for the purpose specified. 16. In a device of the class described in combination a

12. In a cigarette making machine the combination with a frame having an elevated portion at one end thereof, a hop

frame, a forming tube supported thereby, and means for per box supnorted above said elevated portion and suitable
guiding the paper into said forming tube, of a box supported | bars arranged at right angles to said frame , a plurality of

above said frame having bearings in the upper and lower adjustable hearings formed in and supported by said bars,
portions of the sides , a pair of rollers journalled in bearings a pair of rollers journalled in the lowermost of said bear

in the lower portion of said side , a belt carrier extending ines, a carrier encircling said rollers and having picks pro
around said rollers and having a plurality of picks project- jecting from its surface inclined forwardly in the direction of

ing from the surface thereof inclined forwardly in the direc- travel and its upper side passing through said hopper box in
tion of travel of said carrier , a hopper extending into said an inclined upward direction , a pair of rollers journalted in

box and having its discharge opening directly over said car- the uppermost of said bearings having the inner roller

rier , a roller journalled in bearings in the lower portion of thereof immediately above the roller at the delivery end of

said box to one end of said carrier and having picks meshing said carrier , a belt having picks projecting from its surface

with the aforesaid picks and gathering the tobacco from said and extending around said upper rollers and inclined in an

carrier , a pair of rollers journalled in bearings in the upper upper direction from its inner roller thereof , the opposing
portion of said box, a belt carrier extending around said surfaces of the said belt and the said carrier travelling in

rollers and located over the forward part of the aforesaid an opposite direction , a roller journalled in the adjustable

belt carrier and angularly inclined thereto , and having a bearings, at the inner ends of the said supporting bars of the

plurality of picks projecting from the surface thereof in- hopper box and having picks from its periphery meshing with
clined backwardly from the direction of travel of said car- the picks of said carrier and gathering tobacco therefrom , a

rier andmeans for guiding the tobacco from the first -named hopper beneath said roller having an extension thereabove
carrier into the machine, as and for the purpose specified . hooding said roller , a sprocket wheel mounted on the shaft

13. Ino a cigarette making machine the combination with , of one of the belt rollers , a sprocket wheel mounted on the

the frame, a forming tube supported thereby and means for shaft of one of the carrier rollers , an idle roller journalled

guiding the paper into said forming tube , of a box supported on a suitable pin projecting from one of said supporting

above said frame and having bearings in the upper and lower bars, a main driving shaft journalled in suitable bearings

portions of its sides and adjustable parts hinged to the top from said frame, a sprocket wheel on said main shaft, a
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chain extending around said sprocket wheel on said main dinally on said table and having a length of paper travelling

shaft and over and under the aforesaid sprocket wheels and therethrough , a cylindrical paste receptacle arranged at right

over the said idle roller, a pulley on said gathering roller angles to said tube and having an opening at one end thereof

shaft, a groovel pulley on said main shaft , and a belt extend- and a journal orifice at the other end , a semi - circular mem

ing from said grooved pulley to said pulley on said roller ber secured to the mouth opening of said cylinder and hav.

shaft. as and for the purpose specified . ing a channel groove therein communicating with said mouth

17. In a device of the class described , in combination a opening, a piston head in said cylindrical receptacle , auto

frame having an elevated portion to one end thereof , a hop- matic means for operating said piston head, a paste disc

per box, a pair of bars arranged at right angles to said mounted at the top of a spindle journalled in suitable bear

frame and supported thereabove from said elevated portion ings secured to the frame of the machine, said paste disc

and having slots at the ends thereof and intermediate of turning in said semi -circular member and picking up paste

their length and an upright therefrom opposite said inter- therefrom and applying it to the paper along said forming

niediate slots , adjustable bearing blocks arranged in one of tube, a feed mechanism , and means for operating the vari

said end slots and in said intermediate slot , a roller jour- ous parts coincidentally, as and for the purpose specified.

called in said bearing blocks and having a sprocket wheel 22. In a device of the class described, in combination a

on the shaft thereof , a belt carrier extending around said frame supporting a table , a forming tube longitudinally ar

rollers and having picks inclined forwardly in the direction ranged onsaid table , receiving a length of paper travelling
oi travel and moving in an incline upward direction in said therethrough , a cylindrical paste receptacle having an ad

hopper box, adjustable bearing blocks in the slots at the justable mouth opening at one end thereof and secured on

other end of said bar , a roller journalled in said bearing said table at right angles to said forming tube and a journal

blocks and having picks from its periphery thereof meshing orifice in the other head , a semi-circular member secured

with the picks on said carrier , bearing blocks supported by over said mouth opening and having a channel groove there

adjustable links secured to said bars and said upright por : in , communicating therewith , a piston head travelling in said

tions therefrom , adjustable bearings at the upper end of said receptacle, a cover capping the outer end of said cylinder

uprights from the bar, a roller journalled in said uprights and and having a journal orifice in alignment with the aforesaid

having a sprocket wheel on the shaft thereof, a roller jour: jcurnal orifice, a ratchet wheelrotating between said cover
nalled in said bearing blocks supported by said links , a belt and said head and having a hub journalled in said orifices

extending around said rollers and having its opposing faces and internally threaded , a spindle correspondingly threaded

to said carrier travelling in an opposite direction and picks and extending through said head and secured to said piston

projecting from the surface inclined backwardly in the direc head and having at its outer end a crank handle , a pendant

tion of travel , a driven shaft , a sprocket wheel mounted arm hanging from said hub , a pawl secured to the end there

thereon, a chain connecting the aforesaid sprocket wheels o ? and spring- held to said ratchet , a reciprocating rod se

and said sprocket wheel on the main shaft and drivingthe cured to said pendant arm , means for causing said rod to

rollers of said belt and said carrier coincidentally,a hopper reciprocate, a bracket secured to said frameand supporting
receiving tobacco from said carrier , and forming means sup a vertical bearing , a spindle journalled in said vertical bear

ported by said frame , as and for the purpose specified . ing and extending upwardly through the table , an adjustable

18. In a device of the class described , in combination a point bearing supporting the lower end of said spindle, a

frame . a hopper box arranged thereabove and to one end disc mounted on the upper end of said spindle and turning

thereof, adjustable bearings supported independently of said

hopperboxand rollers journalled therein, belts extending and applying said paste to the paper travelling along said

in said semi -circular member and collecting paste therefrom

around two pairs of said rollers respectivelyand having their forming tube, a pulley mounted on said spindle below said
opposing faces moving in opposite directions and inclined table and having belt connection with the driving mechan

angularly one from the other , the lower of said belts form ism , a feed mechanism , and means for driving the various

ing the carrier for the tobacco from said hopper and travel parts coincidentally , as and for the purpose specified,

ling over a suitably supported bridge within said hopper , a

roller gathering the tobacco from said carrier , a hopper re

23. In a device of the class described , in cimbination , a

frame, a table slidably arranged on one end thereof, a link

ceiving the tobacco from said roller , a rotating guideway pivotally connected thereto , a vertical lever pivotally con

receiving tobacco from the latter hopper , a forming tube re

ceiving the tobacco from said rotating guideway , and means

nocted to said link and having a journal orifice in the cen

tre thereof , a shaft extending through said Journal orifice
for operating said feed mechanism and the forming mechan and secured to the frame of the machine at each end there

ism coincidentally, as and for the purpose specified. of , a toggle joint having one of its members pivotally con

19. In a device of the class described , in combination a nected to said lever at the lower end thereof and its other

frame having circular parts to one end thereof and arc member pivotally connected to the frame of the machine ,

shaped slots in said circular parts , a shaft journalled in suit a shaft journalled in suitable bearings in the frame of the
able bearings arranged centrally in said circular parts of the machine and extending thereacross. a main shaft driving

frame , a wheel mounted on said shaft , rings secured on the the said shaft , an eccentric mounted on the shaft extending

sides of the rim forming an annular channel groove there across the machine having its strap pivotally connected
between , rollers journalled on pins suitably set in said arc

shaped slots and regulating the space at points circumfer- arranged knife mounted on said table, á forming tube sup:

to one of the members of said toggle joint, an adj'stably

entially between said links, a bracket supporting a bearing ported by said frame and delivering 'a string of cigarette
a : the front of said rotating guide wheel , a pressure wheel under said knife , means for operating said knife on every

journalled in said bearing and extending in rotation into movement of the table , a feeding machanism . and means for

said channel groove , a feed mechanism delivering tobacco to operating the various coincidentally, as and for the pur
said channel groove , a forming mechanism receiving the

pose specified.

tobacco from said channel groove, and means for operating 24. In a device of the class described . in combination a

the parts coincidentally, as and for the purpose specified . frame , a slidably arranged table at the end of said frame a

20. In a device of the class described , in combination a forming tube supported by said frame , automatic means for

frame having circular parts to one end thereof , bearings ar- moving said slidable table backward and forward ,a bracket

ranged centrally in said circular parts,ashaft rotating in projectingunwardly from said table, an
saidbearings, a wheel having an arc-shaped peripherytoits forked end andpivotallysecured at the top of said bracket.
rim mounted on said shaft and turning between said circular extending upwardly from said table and having an are

parts,a ring having a corresponding inner surface to said shaped slot therethrough and intermediately arranged to
arc -shaped periphery mounted on each side of said rim , a

plurality ofrollersjournalled on pins adjustably secured in position in said arc -shaped slot, aspindle journalledin

the length of said arm , said arm being set in any desired

said circular parts of the frame. said rollers having annular suitable bearings in saidfork -shaped end, a circular knife
grooves engaging said rings and retaining them onsaidwheel. mounted onsaid spindle, a pulley mounted on said spind'e,
and a central annular tongue formed by said grooves spac- a driving pulley connected bya suitable belt to the afore

ing said rings apart to form an annular channel groove

around said wheel, rollers engaging the sides of said rings adjustable means for bringing the string of cigarette re

said pulley and supported by abracket from the frame,

opposite the aforesaid rollers and journalled at the ends of ceived from the forming tube into contact with said rotating

pins adjustably arranged in said circular parts and project- knife, afeeding mechanism delivering tobacco to said form.

ing inwardly to said rings, an adjustable bearing supported ing tube ,andmeansfor operating the various parts coin- .

from a bracket rigidly secured to the frame to the front of cidentally, as and for the purpose specified.

said wheel , a pressure wheel journalled in said bearing ex

tending intosaidchannelgroove,a feed mechanism deliver- frame, atable slidably arranged thereon at one end there;

25. In a device of the class described, in combination a

ing tobacco into said channelgroove, a forming mechanism of, automaticmeans forsliding said table backwardly and

receiving tobacco from said forming groove, a main shaft, forwardly ,a bracket projecting upwardly from said table,

of the mechanism coincidentally, as and for the purpose and supportingbearings, a spindle turning in saidbearings,
specified.

21. In adevice ofthe class described, in combination a mounted on said spindle, a bracket intermediately arranged
frame supporting atable, a forming tube arranged longitu- l in the length of said arm having slots in its upwardly pro

arm having a
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jecting portions, a din extending through said arm and if an adjustable arm extending from said sleeve over which
through said slots and adjustably arranged in the latter, a said paper passes on to the belt in said forming tube , and

bracket extending upwardly from the table below said knife , means for operating said machine , as and for the purpose

a forked arm pivotally secured to said bracket , a funnel- specified .

shaped tube projecting inw : rdly from an orifice in one of 28. In a device of the class described in combination a

the prongs of the latter forked arm , ' a tube extending out- irame, a forming tube supported thereby, a roll of paper

wardly from the orifice in the cther prong in alignment with journalled on a pin projecting from the frame , a table suit

said funnel -shaped tube, a pin pivotally secured to said ably supported within said frame, and along which said

forked arm beneath said knife having a reduced lower end paper travels , means for printing said paper as it passes

extending through the table of the machine and a head or along said table, a plate having a plurality or bearings sup

nut at the extreme lower end thereof, a spiral spring encircl- ported at the further end of said table, a roller journalled
ing the said reduced lower end of said rim between said in one of said bearings over w ich said paper passes , a bronze

table and said head or nut , a lever pivoted in a suitable well supported on said bearing plate , and in which said roller

bracket extending downwardly and extending across the turns, a rotary brush journalled in one of said bearings and

table through a suitable guide loop and having a roller brushing said paper as it passes theerealong, a main shaft,
journalled thereon , a threaded pin inserted in a corres- a shaft extending across the machine and driven by said

pondingly threaded orifice in the center of said lever and main shaft , pulleys respectively on the shafts of said roller

normally abutting the head or nut at the lower end of said and said rotary brush, pulleys on said cross shaft operatively

pin extending through the table , a crank lever pivoted in- connected to said pulleys on the rotary brush shaft and roll

termediate of the length of its vertical section in the frame or shaft , an idle roller between said rotary brush and said

of t machine having at the lower end of said section a roller suitably journalled on a pin projecting from said plate

roller and at the extreme outer end of its horizonal section and around which said plate passes, a plurality of rollers

a iattened portion engaging the roller on said lever , a main suitably journalled and suitably supported in the path of

shaft, a cross shaft journalled in suitable bearings in the said paper to said forming tube , and means for driving the

standards of the machine and operated by said main shaft , various parts of the machine coincidentally, as and for the

a cam mounted on said cross shaft and engaging the roller purpose specified .

of said crank lever and raising the forked arm under said 29. In a cigarette machine in combination with the frame

knife upwardly thereto twice for every revolution of the supported on suitable standards , a hopper box supported on
said shaft, a grooved pulley on the main shaft , a pulley a suitable frame above the aforesaid and to one end thereof,

journalled in a bearing supported by a bracket from the a plurality of adjustable bearings supported in proximity to
machine and suitably operated from said grooved pulley on said box , a plurality of rollers suitably journalled in said

the main shaft and in turn driving the pulley on the spindle bearings, a belt carrier extending around two of said rollers

on which said knife is mounted, a feed mechanism deliver- and travelling in an inclined upward direction and having

ing tobacco to a forming tube, and means for operating the picks projecting from the surface thereof inclined forwardly
various parts coincidentally, as and for the purpose speci- in the direction of travel of said carrier , a belt extending

fied . around two other of the rollers and angularly arranged to

26. In a device of the class described , in combination a the aforesaid carrier having picks projecting from its sur

frame, a roll of cigarette paper journalled on a pin project- face inclined backwardly in the direction of travel, said belt

ing from the frame, a bridge extending across said frame, at one end thereof being in proximity to the delivery end of

a pair of upright brackets supported thereon , a table sup- said carrier and having its opposing face to said carrier mov

ported by said brackets , a roller journalled in a bracket ing in an opposite direction thereto, a romb secured to the

rigidly secured at the end of said table over which said frame of said box and having teeth abutiing said carrier be

paper passes and along the under side of the table , verti- tween the picks, a sprocket wheel secured to the shaft of a

cal bearings supported by said bridge and vertical rods slid- roller of said carrier, a sprocket wheel secured to the shaft

ing in said bearings , and carrying at their upper end a of a roller of said belt and a chain extending around said

type platehaving type mounted thereon andat the lower end sprockets and around a sprocket wheel on the main shaft of

having a pivotally secured link , an operating lever pivotally the machine communicating the motion of said shaft to said

joined to saidlink, said operating lever having a journal rollers, a roller adjustably journalled in twoof said bearings

orifice centrally arranged therein , a curved offset portion and having picks from the periphery thereof meshinog with

forming the other half of said lever, a shaft extending the picks on the said carrier at one end and gathering the

through said journal orificefrom sideto side of theframe, tobacco therefrom and delivering said tobacco intoa hopper

a main shaft, a cross shaft driven thereby , an eccentric immediately therebeneath , said hopper having an upwardly

mounted on said cross shaft and having its strap pivotally extending portion hooding said rollerand from which the

secured to the end of said curved portion of the lever, and tobacco is delivered to the forming parts of the machine , as

operating the printing mechanism one for every revolution and for the purpose specified .
of said shaft , a plurality of rollers suitably arranged in the 30. In a cigarette machine in combination with the feed

path of said paper to the forming tube, and means for mechanism , a frame supporting a table and having circular

irawing said paper through said forming tube , as and for the parts at one end thereof and suitable standards and cross

purpose specified . pieces supporting bearings throughout the machine , a shaft

27. In a device of the class described, in combination a journalled in bearings in the crosspieces extending between

frame. a forming tube supported thereby having a belt said circular parts , a wheel mounted on said shaft and turn

travelling therethrough, a roll of paper journalled on a pin ! ing theerwith between said circular parts of the frame, and

projecting from the frame , a bridge extending across said having an arc -shaped periphery to its rim and on each side

frame, a pair of brackets supported on said bridge and hav- l of said rim having a ring mounted in which annularinner

ing upwardly extendinglugs, a table having a central open- surfaces correspond to the surface of said arc - shaped rim ,

ing and secured to said brackets immediately beneath said said ring forming a channel guideway therebetween , a plur

upwardly extending lugs , a roller journalled in brackets ality of spacing rollers suitably journalled and regulating

secured to the end of said table , rollers journalled in said the width of said annular channel in the wheel and retaining

brackets immediately at the forward and rear edges of said / said rim on said wheel , a pressure wheel secured in suitably

opening in the table, a roller journalled on a pin adjustably supported bearings to the front of said guide wheel and in

arranged in said lugs, said paper extending over and around rotation extending into said channel and pressing on the

saidrollers and along and under the table , vertical bearings tobacco received from the feed mechanism into said channel

supported on said bridge , a pair of rods vertically sliding in guideway as the said tobacco passes therealong on to the

said vertical bearings and carrying at the top end a type table and forming mechanism , and means for operating said

plate having suitable type mounted thereon and intermediate shaft of said guide wheel coincidentally with the operation

of the distance between said type plate and said bearings, of the various parts of the machine , as, and for the purpose

a projecting pin and a pivoted link at the lower end , a lever specified .

at one end pivotally secured to said link and at the other 31. In a cigarette machine in combination with the frame

end pivotally secured to an eccentric rod and in the center and a roll of cigarette paper journalled on a suitable pin

thereof havinga journal orifice, a shaft extending through projecting from saidframe, a table supported on a pair of

said journal orifice and secured to the frame . a main shaft. brackets from a bridge extending across the frame of the

a shaft journalled in suitable bearings extending across the machine , a guide roller jourpalled from a suitable bracket

machine and driven by said main shaft, an eccentric mount- rigidly supported at one end of said table and over which the

ed on said shaft and connected to said lever as aforesaid . length of the paper from said roll passes along on the lower

crank levers pivoted at their angles in brackets from said surface of said tabe, said table having an opening in the

bridge having one of their sections slotted, and ink rollers middle thereof and a plurality of rollers journalled in up

journalled from the other sections, ink wells secured to the wardly extending portions from the bracket under and over

ind of said type plate by suitable inclined pieces forming which said paper passes, a reciprocating type plate having

a path for said rollersfrom said type plate to said ink wells suitable type mounted thereon and stamping said paper at

a shaft extending across said machine secured to its mid- intervals as it passes along said table, said type plate being

standards, a sleeve encircling said shaft , a pendant arm supported on rods reciprocating in vertical bearings , said

pivoted to said sleeve and having a roller at its lower en rods having at the lower end thereof, a crosspiece and the

under which said paper passes, a roller journalled at the end link pivotally joined thereto, an operating lever pivotally
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joind to said link , said operating lever having a central jour rim , mounted on each side of said rim, said ring having

nal orifice mounted on a shaft extending across the machine vertically flaring inner surfaces and secured on said wheel

and at its outer end having pivotal connection to an eccen- | by set screws arranged at intervals and forming a central

tric strap rod , said eccentric strap rod encircling an eccen- channel therebetween, said wheel being mounted on a rotat

tric on a rotating shaft extending across the machine, means ing shaft journalled in suitable bearings in the frame of the

operated by said reciprocating rods for inking said type , a machine and bringing said channel at one point therein im

roller, journalled at the extreme of a pendant arm , and mediately beneath the delivery point of said feed mechanism

engaging said paper subsequent to its passage along the and at another point in alignment with the receiving end of

table , a guide roller over which said paper passes on to a said forming tube , and meads for rotating said shaft as and

ribbon belt travelling through the forming tube , said ribbon or the purpose specified.

helt extending around a plurality of rollers and a grooved 35. In a cigarette machine in combination with the frame

operating pulley mounted on a rotating shaft and along supporting a table and having suitable standards and cross

through the forming tube into which it carries the paper re- pieces , a main shaft extending longitudinally with the frame

ceiving a string of tobacco from a suitable feed mechanism and journalled in a pair of brackets rigidly secured to the

and therewith passing into the forming tube to be suitably two end stunlards of said frame and having mounted thereon

finished at the end of said tube, as and for the purpose speci- a suitable driving pulley, and at one end a grooved pulley,
fied . i intermediate of its length a friction disc and a grooved

32. In a cigarette machine in combination with the forming pulley towards the other end , a shaft arranged at right

tube having a length of paper passing therethrough and angles to the aforesaid shaft and jou rnalled in suitable

ineans for transporting said paper along the tube , a cylinder bearings on the standards and having a friction wheel at

containing paste arranged at right angles to said forming one end engaged by said friction disc and at the other end a

tube and supported on said machine frame and having an pinion an, intermediate of its length and between said

opening in the head thereof adjacent to said forming tube standards a plurality of eccentrics, pulleys and a cam , a

and a vertical dovetailed groove in the said head , an adjust- ' shaft journalled in bearings in vertical alignment with the

able plate sliding in said groove and having a cylindrical bearings of the last- named shaft and having a gear wheel at

projection in front of said opening forming the mouth of said one end thereof operatively connected by an intermediate

cylinder , a semi-circular member having a lug therefrom gear adjustably journalled with the aforesaid pinion , said

secured over said cylindrical projection , said lug having a upper shaft having between said standards a plurality of

passage therethrough leading into the channel groove form- pulleys mounted thereon and at its other end a bevel gear,

ing the wall of said semi - circular member, a ratchet wheel a shaft arranged longitudinally on the machine in bearings

having its hub journalled in suitable bearings in the oppo - supported in rigid brackets in the side of the machine and

site head of the cylinder and a cover capping said head and above the bearings of the main shaft , said upper longitudinal

turning between said cylinder head and said cover, a pend - ' shaft having a pinion at one end co -acting with the said

ant arm from said hub extending through a slot in said cover bevel gear and a pinion at the other end co -acting with

and having a pawl pivotally secured to the end thereof and a bevel gear mour ted at the end of a cross shaft journalled

spring-held to said ratchet wheel , a threaded spindle secured in bearings in the standards at the feed end of the machine ,

to a piston head in said cylinder and extending through the and turning the rotating guide wheel, said longitudinal shaft

correspondingly threaded hub ofsaidratchet wheel and hav having a sprocket wheel at the end thereof connected with
ing at the outer end a crank handle, a reciprocating rod and operating the feed mechanism , said shafts being rotated

pivotally secured to said pendant arm and during the oper- as shown through the connection of said driving pulley with

ation of the machine constantly moving said pawl from tooth a suitable power and in turn rotating the pulleys , eccentrics

to tooth and thus rotating said ratchet wheel , said recipro- cams and other parts connected to the feed mechanism , and

rating rod being secured to a moving part of the mechanism . i all the various other parts necessary to form and finish the

a disc mounted on a suitably journalled rotating spindle and cigarette , as and for the purpose specified.

turning in the said semi - circular member and gathering ,

paste therefrom and applying paste to said paper passing No. 100,930. Process of Eliminating Odour of Fish

along the forming tube , and means for rotating said spindle . Oil.

as and for the purpose specified. Procédé pour éliminer les odeurs d'huile de poisson .

33. In a cigarette machine the combination with the form

ing tube and a table supported by a suitable frame and a

string of cigarette formed by said tube , a table slidably

arranged on the frame at the end of the aforesaid table , a

link pivotally secured to the inner end of said table at one

end and at the other to a vertically arranged lever centrally

pivoted intermediately of the height of the machine and at

its lower end pivoted to the outer member of a toggle joint .

the inner member of said toggle joint being pivotally secured

to the frame of the machine , an ececatric mounted on a ro

tating shaft in said machine and having its rod pivotally

connected to one of said toggle joint member intermediate

of its length, said eccentric at each revolution of said shaft

causing said table to slide twice for every revolution of said

shaft, a rotarv knife mounted on a spindle journalled in a !

bracket extending over said table , said bearing members

being vertically adjustable to raise and lower said knife , a

bracket secured to the top of said table having a pivoted

forked arm extending therefrom , the prongs of said fork being

one to each side of said knife , a funnel - shaped tube extend

ing inwardy from a prong of said fork to receive the string

ofcigarette from said forming tube and a tube extending

outwardly from the other prong and receiving the string of

cigarette and thus bringing the space between said prongs

with said cigarette , a pin pivotally secured to said forked

arm and extending through the table and having an encir

cling spring exerting a downward spring pull on said arm , a

pivoted lever extending across said machine under said table

and having a roller at the end thereof and an adjustable
screw centrally arranged therein engaging the head of said Alexandre de Hemiptinne, 56 rue de la Vallée , Ghent, Bel

pin under said table , a crank lever suitably pivoted on the
gium , i1th September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed , 28th June ,

frame of the machine having a flattened portion at the end
1905. Receipt No. 126,438 .

of its horizontal section engaging the roller on said lever (' laim .- ? 'he herein described process of eliminating the

and at the lower end of its vertical section having a roller ' odour of fish oil, which consists in subjecting a layer of oil

attached thereto and engaged by a cam mounted on a rotat- to the act on of a silent electrical discharge in a confined

ing shaft in said machine , said cam engaging said roller atmosphere of hy irogen .

twice for every revolution of said shaft and causing the

adjusting screw in the aforesaid lever to engage said pin ' No. 100,931 . Gasholder. Gacomitre.

twice for every revolution of said shaft and consequently

moving the said forked arm upwardly and bringing the striug William Gadd, 64 Barton Arcade, Manchester, England , 11th

of cigarette in contact with the rotating knife, as and for September, 1906; 6 years. Filed 10th January, 1906. Re

tho purpose specified . ceipt No. 131,741 .

34. In a cigarette machine in combination with the feed ( laim . - In gasholders supported by spiral guides the com

mechanism and forming tube , a rotating wheel having a flat bination therewith of vertical guides and a movable ring
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formation arranged around the circle together with the 6. The method of forming spring wire clips which consists

necessary guide and grip rollers connected therewith for the in winding wire into a spring coil, simultaneously bending
each turn to form an angular portion offset from the body

portion of the strand , and periodically severing a turn of

said coil at a point opposite said angular portions , whereby

the uncoiling action of the severed part will cause a separa

tion of the angular portion of said severed part .

7. The method of forming spring wire clips which con

sists in winding wire upon a rotating arbour to form a

spring coil , bending each turn of the coil to form an angu

lar member offset from the body of the coil , and periodically

severing a turn of said coil at a point opposite said angular

members, whereby the uncoiling action of the severed part

will cause a separation of the angular members of said

severed part.

8. The method of forming spring wire clips which con

sists in winding wire into a spring coil , simultaneously bend

ing each turn to form a plurality of aligned angular mem

bers offset from the body of the coil , and finally severing

every other turn of the coil at a point opposite said angular

members , whereby the uncoiling action of the severed part

will cause a separation of the angular members of said

severed part .

9. The method of forming spring clips which consists in

purpose of giving a vertical rise and fall to this class of winding wire into a spring coil, simultaneously bending each

gasholders in manner as herein set forth . turn to form a plurality of aligned angular members offset

from the body of said coil and pressing in or straightening

No. 100,932. Method of Forming Spring Clips.
a portion of each turn of the coil, and finally severing every

other turn of the coil , whereby the uncoiling action of the
Méthode de former des tonailles à ressort.

severed part will cause a separation of the angular members

of said severed part.

10. The method of forming spring clips which consists in

winding wire into a spring coil and bending the turns thereof

to form a longitudinal rib made up of a plurality of aligned

cars or projections offset from the body of the said coil , and

severing a turn of said coil at periodical intervals , whereby

the uncoiling action of the severed part will cause a separa

tion of the ears or projections of the severed part .
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No. 100,933. Detergent. Procédé à nettoyage.

Herbert Jackson, 10D Powis Terrace, Bayswater, London ,

England , 11th September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 3rd April ,

1906. Receipt No. 134,567 .

Claim.-1 . As a detergent , 'water containing not more than

2 per cent of ammonium oleate free from excessive am
monia.

2. As a detergent, a solution containing not more than 2

joshua Browning Hale , Providence, Rhode Island , U.S.A. , per cent of ammonia oleate made by adding oleic acid to

11th September , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 18th June, 1906. water and then introducing ammonia in quantity only suffi

Receipt No. 136,997 .
cient to dissolve the oleic acid.

Claim . - 1. The method of forming spring wire clips which
consists in winding wire into an approximatelycircular No. 100,934. Machine for Attaching Fabric to

Boxes.
spring coil and simultaneously bending each turn of the

coil to form a projection extending beyond the circumferen Machine pour attacher les tissus aur boîtes.

tial plane of the body of the coil, and periodically severing

a turn of the coil , whereby the uncoiling action of the

severed portion of the coil will cause a separation of the

said projections .

2. The method of forming spring wire clips which consist

in winding wire upon a rotating arbour to form an approxi

mately circular spring coil , and simultaneously bending each

turn of the coil to form an angular portion projecting beyond

the circumferential plane of the body of the coil , and peri

odically severing a turn of the coil , whereby the uncoiling

action of the severed part will cause a separation of said

angular portions.

3. The method of forming spring clips which consists in

winding wire into an approximately circular spring co'l

and providing each turn of said coil with an irregular por

tion projecting beyond the circumferential plane of the

body of the coil, and severing a turn of said coil at perio

dical intervals , whereby the uncoiling action of the severed

parts will cause a separation of the angular portions of said
severed part .

4. The method of forming spring clips which consists in

winding a wire upon a rotating arbour provided with a
William Kahle , Boston , Massachusetts , U.S.A. , 11th Septem

longitudinal anvil or rib to form an approximately circular
ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 2nd May, 1906. Receipt No.

spring coil , the turns of which are provided with an angular
135,467.

portion projecting beyond the circumferential plane of the Claim . - 1 . In a machine for attaching fabric to boxes , a

body of the coil, and finally severing a turn of said coil at fabric holder comprising in its construction a plate provided

periodical intervals, whereby the uncoiling action of the with a recess in its upper face, a sheet of elastic material

severed part will cause a separation of the angular portions extending across said recess , and an elastic pad located be
of said severed part. neath said sheet with an aperture therein of smaller area

5. The method of forming spring clips which consists in tnan said recess, whereby the edges of said aperture pro

winding wire into an approximately circular spring coilject over said recess.

and providing each turn of said coil with an ear or pro- 2. In a machine for attaching fabric to boxes , a fabric

jection extending beyond the circumferential plane of the holder comprising in its construction a plate provided with

body of said coil, and severing a turn of said coil at perio- a recess in its upper face , a sheet of elastic material ex

dical intervals , whereby the uncoiling action of the severed tending across said recess , an elastic pad located beneath

part will cause a separation of the ears or projections of said sheet with an aperture therein of smaller area than

said severed part. said recess , whereby the edges of said aperture project over
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said recess , and an elastic cushion in the bottom of said folding pad fast to said holder and extending across said

recess . recess, means to hold a piece of fabric against said folding

3. In a machine for attaching fabric to boxes , a fabric pad , a receptacle for adhesive material , a gluing pad , mech

helder comprising in its construction a plate provided with a anism to move said gluing pad from said receptacle into

recess in its upper face , a sheet of elastic material extending contact with said fabric and vice versa , and means to impart

across said recess , an elastic pad located beneath said sheet a rotary motion to said gluing pad when the same is being

with an aperture therein of smaller area than said recess , inoved as aforesaid .

whereby the edges of said aperture project over said recess , 15. In a machine for attaching fabric to boxes , a fabric

and a plurality of spring actuated clamp fingers adapted to holder provided with a recess in one face thereof, an elastic

hold a piece of fabric against said sheet of elastic material . folding pad fast to said holder and extending across said

4. In a machine for attaching fabric to boxes , a fabric recess, means to hold a piece of fabric against said folding

holder comprising in its construction a plate provided with pad, a receptacle for adhesive material , a gluing pad, mech
a recess in its upper face , a sheet of elastic material extend- anism to move said gluing pad from said receptacle into con

ing across said recess, an elastic pad located beneath said tact with said fabric, and a reciprocatory holder for a box in

sheet with an aperture therein of smaller area than said alignment with said fabric holder recess, whereby said fabric

recess whereby the edges of said aperture projects over said may be attached to said box and folded over the edges

recessa plurality of spring actuated clamp figures adapted thereof.

to hold a piece of fabric against said sheet of elastic mater- 16. In a machine for attaching fabric to boxes , a yieldingly

ial , and means to move said fingers out of contact with said supported fabric holder provided with a recess in one face

fabric. thereof, an elastic folding pad fast to said holder and extend

5. In a machine for attaching fabric to boxes , a fabric ing across said recess, means to hold a piece of fabric against

holder comprising in its construction a plate provided with a said folding pad , and means to move said holding means to

recess in its upper face , a sheet of elastic material extending release said fabric .

across said recess , an elastic pad located beneath said sheet 17. In a machine for attaching fabric to boxes , a yieldingly

with an aperture therein of smaller area than said recess , supported fabric holder provided with a recess in one face

whereby the edges of said aperture project over said recess , thereof, an elastic folding pad fast to said holder and extend

a support for said fabric holder, a plurality of spring actus ing across said recess, means to hold a piece of fabric against

ated fingers pivoted to said plate adapted to hold the fabric said folding pad , and means operated by the movement of

against said elastic sheet, and means to simultaneously rock said yieldingly supported holder to release said fabric .

said fingers out of contact with said fabric . 18. In a machine for attaching fabric to boxes , a fabric

6. In a machine for attaching fabric to boxes, a fabric
holder consisting of a plate provided with a recess in one

holder comprising in its construction a plate provided with a
face thereof, and an elastic pad extending across said recess

recess in its upper face , a sheet of elastic material extending
and having its edges fast to said plate outside and adjacent

across said recess , an elastic pad located beneath said sheet to said recess , said pad having a flange on its lower face .

with an aperture therein of smaller area than said recess , 19. In a machine for attaching fabric to boxes , a fabric

whereby the edges of said aperture project over said recess ,
holder consisting of a plate provided with a recess in one

a support for said holder , a plurality of fingers pivoted to face thereof and a pad formed of elastic sheet material fast

said plate, a spring actuated stud engaging each of said to said plate and extending across said recess .

fingers respectively, and a slide adapted to engage said
20. In a machine for ataching fabric to boxes, a fabric

studs and simultaneosly move said fingers out of contact with holder consisting of a plate provided with a recess in one

said fabric . face thereof and a sheet rubber pad fast to said plate and

7. In a machine for attaching fabric to boxes , a fabric extending across said recess.

holder comprising in its construction a plate provided with a 21. In a machine for attaching fabric to boxes , a fabric

recess in its upper face, a sheet of elastic materialextending holder consisting of a plate provided with a recess in one

across said recess , an elastic pad located beneath said sheet
face thereof and a pad formed of elastic sheet material ex

with an aperture therein of smaller area than said recess , tending across said recess , said pad having a flange upon its

whereby the edges of said aperture project over said recess .
lower face .

a support to which said holder is detachably fastened , and

an plastic cushion in the bottom of said recess . No. 100,935. Pneumatic Cushion for Vehicles.

8. In a machine for attaching fabric to boxes, a fabric Coussinet pneumatique pour véhicules.

holder comprising in its construction a plate provided with

a recess in one face thereof, a sheet of elastic material fast

to said plate and extending across said recess , and an elastic

pad with an aperture therein fast between said plate and

elastic sheet, the edges of said aperture projecting over said

recess .

9. In a machine for attaching fabric to boxes , a fabric

holder comprising in its construction a plate provided with a

recess in one face thereof , a sheet of elastic material fast to

said plate and extending across said recess, an elastic pad

with an aperture therein fast between said plate and elastic

sheet, the edges of said aperture projecting over said ecess ,

and an elastic cushion detachably fastened to said plate at

the bottom of said recess.

10. In a machine for attaching fabric to boxes , a fabric

holder provided with a recess in one face thereof, an elastic

folding pad fast to said holder and extending across said

rocess, means to hold a piece of fabric against said folding

pad, mechanism adapted to apply adhesive material to said

fabric, and a reciprocatory holder for a box in alignment

with said fabric holder recess , whereby said fabric may be

attached to said box and folded over the edges thereof.
11. In a machine for attaching fabric to boxes, a reciproca- Juchereau de St. Denis Le Moine , Ottawa, Ontario, Canada,

tory box holder comprising in its construction a holder for
11th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 20th January, 1906 .

Receipt No. 132,088.
the base or top of said box , and a holder for a flange adapted

to be fastened to said top , one of said holders movable to
Claim . - A pneumatic cushioning device comprising an

ward and away from the other.
inner member supported from the axle having two annular

12. In a machine for attaching fabric to boxes , a reciproca
grooves on the periphery thereof, an outer member secured

tory box holder comprising in its construction a holder for
to the vehicle body having two similar annular grooves on

the base or top ofsaid box, a holderforaflange adapted to ing between the twomembers and provided with outwardly
the inside thereof and an annular pneumatic cushion extend

be fastened to said top , one of said holders movable toward

and away from the other, and a springadapted to movesaid extending ribs which engage the said grooves , as and for the

holders apart .
purpose specified .

13. In a machine for attaching fabric to boxes , a fabric
holder provided witha recess in oneface thereof,'an elastic No. 100,936 . Manufacture of Glue.

folding pad fast to said holder and extending across said Fabrication de colle forte.

recess, means to hold a piece of fabric against said folding
pad , a receptacle for adhesive material, 1 gluing pad, and Christian Wilhelm Luther, 27 Grosse Pernantche Strasse,

mechanism to move said gluing pad from said receptacle into
Reval, Ehstland, Russia , 11th September, 1906 ; 6 years .

contact with said fabric .
Filed 6th October, 1905. Receipt No. 129,003 .

14. In a machine for attaching fabric to boxes, a fabric Claim.-Manufacture of a glue suitable for the glueing of

holder provided with a recess in one face thereof an elastic hyroscopic porous organic materials in particular wood
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consisting in the combination of an albumen soluble in ber, one being arranged to move the disc in one direction

water, a polyvalent base, preferably caustic lime and water, step -by-step and the other to move it in the opposite direc

such glue being then stored for a length of time until it tion step - by-step, a device responsive to speed changes for

attains a gelatinous condition while stopping short of the controlling the action of both dogs, and a toothed means

maximum consistency so as to obtain a glue the cementing that engages with and restores both dogs to a normal posi

property of which can be calculated and is dependent upon tion after the valve has been moved , as specified.

temperature degree of concentration and age , substantially 6. In a governing mechanism , the combination of a valve

as described. for controlling the passage of fluid , a toothed disc for open

ing and closing the valve , a vibrating member, oppositely

No. 100,937 . Governor. Gouverneur. acting dogs carried by said member, a shield plate con

trolling the action of the dogs which is adapted to be

moved a predetermined number of degrees for a predeterm

ined change in speed , and a means provided with teeth that

restores the shield plate to its normal position after the

valve is moved, the teeth on said means being separated by
Fig.6 .

a greater angular distance than the teeth on the disc to

compensate for the movement of the shield plate due to a

change in speed , as specified.

7. In a governing mechanism , the combination of valves

arranged to control the passage of fluid , a toothed means

for opening and closing the valves successively, a vibrating

member, oppositely acting dogs carried by said member

and arranged to engage the teeth of the said member and

move it step -by-step , a pivotally supported shield plate for

controlling the action of the dogs, a shaft governor, and a

connection between the shaft governor and the shield plato

which rocks the shield plate about its pivot, as specified.

Fig.1 8. In a governing mechanism , the combination of a plural

ity of valves for controlling the passage of motive fluid, an

actuator for each valve , a shaft common to said actuators ,

the actuators being arranged to open and close the valves

in predetermined order, a toothed means mounted on the

shaft for moving it step - by- step in one direction or the

other to meet the load conditions , a source of power, means

for transmitting motion from said source to the toothed

means, and a device responsive to changes in speed for con

trolling the action of the dogs , as specified .

9. In a governing machine , the combination of a plur

ality of valves controlling the passage of motive fluid , an
actuator for each of the valves, a shaft common to the

actuators, a toothed disc mounted rigidly on a shaft for

moving all of the actuators , a vibrating lever freely moving
about the axis of the shaft, dogs carried by the lever which

102437 are arranged to engage the teeth on the disc and move it

in one direction or the other as the load changes , a second

lever also movable about the axis of the shaft, a shield plate

carried by the second lever for controlling the action of

the dogs in response to changes in speed , and a means for

restoring the shield plate to its normal position after one

The Canadian General Electric Company, Limited , Toronto .
or more of the valves have moved, as specified .

Ontario, Canada , assignee of CharlesH. Worsey. Lynn, controlling thepassage of motive fluid , a vibratingmember,
10. In a governing mechanism the combination of a valve

Massachusetts , U.S.A. , 11th September , 1906 ; 6 years .

Filed 24th March , 1906. Receipt No. 134,225 .
means for connecting the vibrating member to the valve

urder the control of a speed governor, a shut -off valve , a

Claim . - 1 . In a governing mechanism , the combination of means for releasing the shut -off valve which is moved by

vaives controlling the passage of fluids, a cam for each the vibrating member, and a speed responsive device , as

valve , a toothed disc for moving the cams which is com- specified.

mon thereto , a constantly vibrating lever , means for trans

mitting motion from the vibrating lever to the toothed disc, ity of admission valves, a means for operating each of the
11. In a governing mechanism the combination of a plural

a device responsive to load conditions for controlling the valves, a toothed disc common to said means, a vibrating

action of said means , as specified.

2. In a governing mechanism , the combination of a plur- engage with and actuate the disc, a shut-off valve, a device
member, dogs carried by the vibrating member adapted to

ality of valves controlling the passage of fluid, a cam for

opening and closing each of the valves , a toothed disc com

for actuating it , a means controlling said device which is

mon to the cams and valves , a shaft common to the disc
actuated by the toothed disc and a speed responsive de

vice which is common

and cams , a lever fastened to the shaft for rocking it , dogs

to the admission and the shut - off'

carried by the lever which are arranged to move the dise valves, as specified.

in one direction or the other in response to load changes ,
12. In a governing mechanism the combination of an ad

a lever loosely mounted on the shaft, a shield plate pivot" nuission valve, a toother disc for openingand closing the

ally supported thereon , a speed responsive device , and a

valve , a member which has a constant to - and - fro motion for

connection between the speed responsive device and the moving the disc , a shield plate for controlling the action of

shield plate , as specified.
said means on the valve , a speed responsive device for con

3. In a speed governing mechanism , the combination of a trolling the action of the shield plate, and a second toothed

valve controlling the passage of fluid, a cam for opening and disc which is smaller in diameter than the first for restor

closing the valve , a toothed disc for operating the cam , a
ing the shield plate to a neutral position after the valve

vibrating member, dogs carried thereon , a shield plate mov
has been moved in response to a change in speed, as speci.

ing in response to load charges , and a second toothed disc
fied .

which co -operates with the shield plate to control the
13. ' In a governing mechanism the combination of a plural

dogs, the teeth on the disc being of different pitch , as speci- ity of valvesregulating the passage of fluid through a tur

fied.
bine , a device which has a constant to - and -fro movement , a

4. In a governing mechanism , the combination of a valve toothed means acted upon by the said device which is com

for controlling the passage of fluid , a toothed disc for open
mon to and actuates the valve , and mechanism responding

ing and closing the valve , a member which is constantly to load changes for connecting the device and the toothed

vibrating , dogs carried by said member and arranged to
means in a manner to actuate the latter step - by -step , as

engage the teeth on the disc , a pivoted shield plate respon- specified .
sive to changes in load for controlling the action of the 14. In a governing mechanism the combination of a valve ,

dogs on the toothed disc, a support therefor, and means
a device which has a constant to - and -fro movement , dogs

movable with the disc for resetting the pivoted plate after carried thereby, a toothed means for opening and closing

the valve is moved, as specified.
the valve . a pivoted shield plate controlling the dogs , a

5. In a governing mechanism , the combination of a valve speed responsive device , and a connection between the speed

for controlling the passage of fluid, a toothed disc for open- responsive device and the shield plate that positively tilts

ing and closing the valve , a member which is constantly the plate on its pivot to permit the dogs to operate , as spe

vibrating, oppositely acting dogs carried by the said mem- cified .

و14
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No. 100,938. Governor for Turbines. changes and a support for the said device which is normally

Gouverneur de turbines . in motion to prevent the friction of repose , as and for the

purpose specified .

10. In a governing mechanism the combination of a valve ,

a means for opening and closing the valve , a device for con

trolling the actionof the said means in response to load

changes , a guide for said devices having parallel surfaces and

means for keeping the guide in action to prevent the friction

of repose, as and for the purpose specified.

11. In a governing mechanism the combination of a valve ,

means for controlling the action of the said means in

response to load changes , a pair of connected rock shafts

which form a guide for the said device and a driving means

for rocking the shafts , as and for the purpose specified .

12. In a governing mechanism the combination of a valve ,

a means for opening and closing it , a device governing the

action of said means , a speed governor connected to the de

vice and a means for taking up the play of the parts, as and

for the purpose specified.

13. In a governing mechanism the combination of a valve,

means for opening and closing it , a device governing the ac

tion of said means, a speed governor connected to the device

and a spring for taking up the play in the connection be

tween the governor and said device , as and for the purpose

specified.

14. In a governing mechanism the combination of a plur

ality of valves , a crosshead which is common thereto , means
The Canadian General Electric Company, Toronto , Ontario , carried by the crosshead for actuating the valves , a slide

Canada, assignee of William L. R. Emmet, Schenectady, arranged to move to and fro at right angles to the plane of

New York, U.S.A., 11th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed movement of the crosshead in response to load changes and

22nd May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,143. pins or projections on the slide for controlling the action of

Claim.–1. In a governing mechanism the combination of said means, as and for the purpose specified.

& valve , a crosshead which is constantly reciprocated in a 15. In a governing mechanism the combination of a plur

given path for opening and closing the valve , a means mov- ality of valves , a crosshead which is common thereto , means

ing in a plane at an angle to the direction of motion of the carried by the crosshead for actuating the valves , a slide

crosshead for controlling the action thereof on the valve , arranged to move to and fro at right angles to the plane of

and a device responsive to load changes for shifting said movement of the crosshead in response to load changes and

means. pins or projections on the slide arranged in sets to cause

2. In a governing mechanism the combination of a valve , the said means to open and close the valves successively , as

a crosshead which is reciprocated in a given path, a dog and for the purpose specified .

carried by the crosshead for opening and closing the valve , 16. In a governing mechanism the combination of a plur

a means moving in a plane at right angles to the directionality of valves, a crosshead, a rock shaft , cranks and rods

of motion of the crosshead for moving the dog in a manner driven by the shaft and connected to opposite ends of the

to cause it to operate the valve , and a load responsive de- crosshead for actuating the valves and a speed responsive

vice for shifting the said means , as and for the purpose device for controlling the action of the dogs, as and for the

specified. purpose specified .

3. In a governing mechanism the combnátion of a valve , 17. In a governing mechanism the combination of a plur

a means which is reciprocated in a given path , a double ality of valves , a crosshead , a rock shaft , cranks or rods

acting pivoted dog , carried by the means for operating the driven by the shaft and connected to opposite ends of the

valve, a device for snapping the dog first into one of its crosshead for reciprocating it , dogs carried by the cross

positions and then the other, and a means responsive to head for actuating the valves, a slide arranged to move at

load variations for controlling the action of the dog, as and right angles to the plane of movement of the crosshead ,
for the purpose specified . means on the slide for controlling the dogs and a speed res

4. In a governing mechanism the combination of a valve, ponsive device connected to and moving the slide , as and

a means which is reciprocated in a given path , a double for the purpose specified.

acting pivoted dog carried by the means for operating the 18. In a governing mechanism the combination of a valve ,

valve, a spring working over a dead center for snapping the a two part stem therefor, a coupling between the parts of

dog, first into one of its positions and then the other, and the stem, a reciprocating crosshead, a means carried by the

a speed responsive device for tilting the dog in one direc - crosshead which acts through one part of the stem to open

tion or the other as the load conditions change , as and for and close the valve and a speed responsive device control

the purpose specified . ing the action of said means , as and for the purpose speci

5. In a governing mechanism the combination of a valve, fied .

ar actuator, a double ended pivoted dog carried by the actu- 19. In a governing mechanism the combination of a casing ,

ator adapted to engage the valve stem and move it , a slide a plurality of valves , a removable crosshead located in the

for causing one end or the other of the dog to engage the casing , and dogs mounted on and removable with the cross

stem, anda speed responsive device for moving the slide , head for actuating the valves, as and for the purpose speci

as and for the purpose specified. fied ,

6. In a governing mechanism the combination of a valve 20. In a governing mechanism the combination of a casing,

having a stem , a crosshead through which the stem freely a plurality of valves , a double acting dog for actuating each

passes, a means for reciprocating the crossheads without of the valves , a spring for causing each dog to snap from

moving the valve, a dog carried by the crosshead which is one postion to another and a removable crosshead located in

adapted to engage with and move the valve, and pins mov- the casing to which the dogs and springs are attached and

ing in response to speed changes for causing the dog to removable therewith .

actuate the valve , as and for the purpose specified. 21. In a governing mechanism the combination of a casing ,

7. In a governing mechanism the combination of a valve a plurality of valves , actuators therefor, a crosshead for

having a stem , a crosshead , a guide therefor, a rock shaft , a moving the actuators, a receptacle or tray in the crosshead
connection between the rock shaft and the crosshead for for supplying lubricant to the actuators , as and for the pur

transmitting motion , a valve stem , and a means carried by pose specfied.

the crosshead and acting in response to load changes for 22. In a governing mechanism the combination of a cross

opening and closing the valve, as and for the purpose speci- head, a plurality of valves , actuators therefor carried by the
fied . crosshead , a slide arranged to move to and fro , and a four

8. In a governing mechanism the combination of a valve point support for the slide , as and for the purpose specified.

having a stem , a crosshead , a guide therefor , a means for 23. In a governing mechanism the combination of weights

transmitting motion from the crosshead to the valve , a slide moving in response to speed changes, an opposing spring, an

moving at an angle to the path of movement of the cross- erclosing barrel to which one end of the spring is attached ,

head , a guide therefor, a device carried by the slide for con- a shaft recessed to receive barrel , and means for confining

trolling the said means , and a speed responsive device con- the barrel in place , as and for the purpose specified .

nected to and moving the slide , as and for the purpose: 24. In a governing mechanism the combination of weights

specified. moving in response to speed changes , knife edge pivots there

9. In a governing mechanism the combination of a valve , for , an opposing spring, an enclosing barrel for the spring

means for opening and closing the valve , a device for con- and means for securing the barrel in place that also acts as

trolling the action of the said means in response to load a support for the pivots , as and for the purpose specified .
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No. 100,939. Governor for Turbines. 9. In a governing mechanism the combination of a valve , a

Gouverneur de turbines .
motor for adjusting the valve to vary the passage of fluid to

the apparatus being governed , a speed responsive device
for regulating the motor , a follow -up device to prevent over

travel of the motor , a second motor acting independently of

the first for suddenly closing the valve , and a means for

disconnecting the first motor from the valve and permitting

the second motor to act thereon , as specified .

10. In a governing mechanism the combination of a pivot

ally supported valve, a reciprocating motor, a means for

transforming the rectilinear movement of the motor into an

oscillating movement of the valve , a second motor for sud

denly closing the valve irrespective of the position of the

Fig2
first motor and a speed responsive device for controlling the

action of the second motor, as specified.

11. In a governing mechanism the combination of a valve .

a fluid actuated motor capable of assuming intermediate

positions for moving the valve , a pilot valve responding to

load changes for controlling the motor and a weight for sud

denly closing the valve in response to predetermined con ,

ditions , as specified .

12. In a governing mechanism the combination of a valve ,

a fluid actuated motor capable of assuming intermediate

positions for moving the valve , a pilot valve responding to

load changes for controlling the motor, a follow-up device

for preventing over trayel of the motor, a weight for sud

denly closing the valve , and means responding to abnormal

conditions for releasing the weight and permitting it to fall

and close the valve , as specified .

13. In a governing mechanism the combination of a valve,

a motor, a source of relay power therefor , an actuator for

the valve connected to and moved by the motor, a means
100939

normally connecting the actuator and the valve, a second

motor acting independently of the first through a lost motion

The Canadian General Electric Company , Toronto, Ontario , for closing the valve , the said motor being arranged to first

Canada, assignee of Oscar Junggren , Schenectady , New break the connection between the actuator and the valve ,

York , U.S.A. , 11th September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 27th and a device for releasing the second motor and permitting

February, 1906. Receipt No. 133,366. it to break the connection and close the valve , as specified .

Claim . - 1 . In a governing mechanism the combination of a 14. In a governing mechanism the combination of a valve,

valve which serves both as a regulating and a shut -off a spindle therefor , an actuator loosely mounted on the valve

valve , a mechanism for moving the valve in a manner to spindle , a device rigidly connected to the valve spindle , a

regulate the passage of fluid , a device to load changes for lock carried by the device for rigidly connecting the actu

controlling the action of said mechanism and means for ator and the valve spindle , a motor for moving the actuator

suddenly actuating the valve under predetermined condi and through it the valve and a means for controlling the

tions, as specified. movement of the valve , as specified .

2. In a governing mechanism the combination of á valve 15. In a governing mechanism the combination of a valve ,

which serves both as a regulating and a shut - off valve , a a spindle therefor , an actuator loosely mounted on the valve

source of relay power for moving the valve for regulating spindle , a device rigidly connected to the valve spindle , a

purposes , a speed responsive device controlling the action lock carried by the device for rigidly connecting the actu

of said course on the valve, and a means for suddenly actu- ator and the valve spindle , a motor for moving the actuator

ating the valve under predetermined conditions, as specified. and through it the valve , a means for controlling the move

3. In a governing mechanism the combination of a valve , ment of the valve and a second motor which releases the

a motor for automatically adjusting it to vary the passage lock and actuates the valve, as specified .
of fluid to the apparatus being governed , and a second motor 16. In a governing mechanism the combination of a valve,

which under predetermined conditions suddenly closes the a motor, a locking device for connecting the movable ele

valve, as specified . ment of the motor and the valve , a weight , a pivotally sup

4. In a governing mechanism the combination of a valve , ported arm therefor , a latch for holding the arm in a raised

a motor for automatically moving the valve in a manner to position , and a means for releasing the arm and permitting

vary the passage of fluid to the apparatus under control , a the weight to fall and release the lock and move the valve ,

lock for connecting the motor and valve , and a second motor as specified .

which releases the lock and closes the valve under prede- 17. In a governing mechanism the combination of a valve,

termined conditions , as specified . a motor capable of assuming intermediate positions for

5. In a governing mechanism the combination of a valve moving the valve, a follow-up device for preventing over

capable of assuming intermediate positions, a motor for travel of the motor, a second motor having two positions ,

actuating it that is also capable of assuming intermediate a latch for restraining the second motor, a speed respon

positions, a source of power for the motor, a second motor sive device for starting and stopping the first motor and a

for operating the valve under predetermined conditions second speed responsive device for tripping the latch and

which has two positions only corresponding to the open and permitting the second motor to operate and disconnect the

elosed positions of the valve , and means connecting the first motor from and shut the valve, as specified.

second motor and the valve in such manner that the motor 18. In a governing mechanism the combination of a

moves a full stroke each time it is operated irrespective of throttle valve supported by a spindle , a motor for moving

the position of the valve, as specified.
the valve to and fro to throttle the admission of fluid to the

6. In a governing mechanism the combination of a valve apparatus being governed is the load changes , an actuator
capable of assuming intermediate positions , a motor directly loosely. mounted on the valve spindle , a clevis secured to the
connected thereto for varying th passage of fluid, a second valve spindle , a lock carried by the clevis which normally

motor acting on the valve through a lost motion connection , connects the motor and the actuator, an arm loosely moun
add means responding to the speed changes for disconnect- ted on the spindle and acting to release the lock and close
ing the first motor from the valve and allowing the second the valve by a hammer blow , a weight for moving the arm .
motor to close it, as specified . and a speed responsive device for releasing the weight and

7. In a governing mechanism the combination of a valve , a permitting it to suddenly close the valve , as specified .

motor for adjusting it to vary the passage of fluid to the 19. In a governing mechanism for turbines the combin

apparatus being governed , a load responsive device for mov- ation of a throttle valve , a motor for automatically adjust

ing the valve in a step - by -step manner both in opening and ing the position of the valve in response to changes in load,

closing, and a second motor acting independently of the first a second motor for closing the valve under abnormal con

for suddenly closing the valve , as specified . ditions , and one or more valves for varying the number of

8. In a governing mechanism the combination of a valve , a fluid discharging devices in service , as specified.
motor for adjusting it to vary the passage of fluid to the 20. In a governing mechanism the combination of a

apparatus being governed , a load responsive device for mov- throttle valve, a motor for shutting it suddenly in response

ing the valve in a step-by- step manner both in opening and to abnormal conditions , a fluid actuated motor for moving
closing, a second motor acting independently of the first for the valve to throttle the admission of fluid to the apparatus

suddenly closing the valve and a speed responsive device being governed, a pilot valve responding to speed changes
which controls the second motor, as specified . for starting and stopping the motor, a crosshead connected
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to the movable element of the motor, a speed responsive de- 6. A turbine through which the flow of elastic fluid is con

vice , a lever connected to the said device and the pilot stantly from the high to low pressure end, comprising

valve , and a lever and connecting rod between the first- wheel buckets and fluid discharging devices in combination

mentioned lever and the crosshead for restoring the pilot with a valve which moves too and fro to expose a port con

valve to its neutral position when the movable element of nected to one of said devices under load conditions and to ex

the motor has moved an amount corresponding to the move- pose another port under different load conditions , a gover

ment of the speed responsive device and stopping the motor , nor carrying a member which rotates therewith and whose

as specified . orbit varies with changes in load , and a connection between

21. In a governing mechanism the combination of a valve the member and the valve for moving the latter , as and for

a motor for automatically moving it to and fro to regu'ate the purpose specified.

the admission of fluid to the apparatus being governed , a 7. A turbine through which the flow of motive fluid is con

second motor for suddenly closing the valve, a device for stantaly from the high to low pressure end , comprising

restraining the second motor , and a manually actuated wheel buckets and a fluid discharging device in combination

means for releasing the said device and permitting the with ports which admit fluid to the device, a valve that opens

second motor to operate , as specified. first one port and then another , a governor responsive to

speed changes , a member carried by the governor which ro

No. 100,940. Governor for Turbines. tates therewith and has its orbit changed with changes in

Gouverneur de turbines .
load and a connection uniting the said member and valve so

that the latter will be moved too and fro to open and close

the ports, the extent of said movement being determined by

the variations in the size of the orbit of said member, as and

for the purpose specified .

8. A turbine through which the flow of motive fluid is

constantly from the high to the low pressure end, compris

ing wheel buckets and a fluid discharging device in combina

tion with ports arranged in sets that admit motive fluid to

the different devices, one set receiving fluid for light load

conditions and another for heavier load conditions, a speed

responsive device, a member moving with said device whose

orbit varies with the load for moving the valve in a manner

to cover and uncover one set of ports for light load condi

tions and cover and uncover all the ports for heavier load

conditions , as and for the purose specified .

9. A turbine through which the flow of motive fluid is con

stantly from the high to the low pressure end , comprising

wheel buckets, devices discharging motive fluid against the

buckets and passages conveying fluid to the devices in com

bination with a valve arranged to cover and uncover ports

communicating with passages, a rotary means for imparting

a too and fro movement to the valve , a weight for varying

the orbit of said means in accordance with load changes and

The Canadian General Electric Company , Toronto , Ontario , a spring opposing the movements of the weight, as and for

Canada , assignee of Oscar Junggren, Schenectady, New the purpose specified.

York , U.S.A., 11th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 15th 10. A turbine comprising wheel buckets , a casing therefor

June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,920 . and fluid discharging devices in combination with a valve

Claim . - 1. A turbine through which the flow of motive fluid which is constantly moved too and fro with a given travel for

is from the high to the low pressure end , in combination with a given load to admit motive fluid to one or more of said de

a valve for regulating the admission of motive fluid and a
vices and is moved in a similar manner but with a greater

governor controlled member whose orbit varies with load travel for an increased load , a speed responsive device, a

changes and also moves the valve too and fro to regulate the member mounted thereon and rotating therewith whose or

passage of motive fluid , as and for the purpose specified . bit changes with changes in speed and a mechanical connec

2. An elastic fluid turbine comprising a casing and rela- tion for directly transforming and transmitting the orbital

tively rotatable elements in combination with a valve for re- movement of the said member into a too and fro movemen :

gulating the passage of motive fluid through said elements , a
of the valve , as and for the purpose specified.

speed responsive device, a member rotating with said device 11. A turbine comprising wheel buckets , a casing therefor

for moving the valve too and fro whoseorbit varies in size and fluid discharging devices , a plurality of ports connecting
with load changes to vary the travel of the valve , as and for with the devices, a valve arranged to move too and fro over

the purpose specified. the ports , the parts of the valve and the ports having a pro

3. An elastic fluid turbine having wheel buckets and a fluid gressive overlap to successively cut the said devices into and

admitting device in combination with a valve that regulates out of service, a speed responsive device, a member carried
the passage of motive fluid to the device and is interposed thereby whose orbit changes in size with changes in load on

between it and the source of supply , a speed governor, a the turbine and a mechanical connection secured to said

member carried by and rotating with the governor whose or- member that vibrates the valve and changes its travel in ac

bit changes in size with the load and a connection that trans- cordance with changes in size of the orbit of said member, as

mits the rotary motion of said member into too and fro and for the purpose specified.
movement of the valve , as and for the purpose specified . 12. In combination a turbine with a governing mechanism

4. An elastic fluid turbine having a wheel bucket and inter- therefor comprising a speed responsive device, a member

mediate fluid admitting devices in combination with a valve carried thereby whose orbit enlarges and diminishes with

having a constant too and fro movement varying in ampli- changes in load, a valve for controlling the admission of

tude with the load , that is common to the devices to regu- fluid to the turbine which is driectly vibrated by the said
late the passage of motive fluid to the devices and is inter- member, the extent of said vibrations varying with varia

posed between them and the source of fluid supply , a gover- tions in size of the orbit of said member, and a reservoir

nor responding to changes in load ontheturbine , a member interposed between the valve and the turbine to decrease the
carried by and rotating with the governor weight whose or- pulsatory effects of the motive fluid , as and for the purpose

bit enlarges and diminishes as the load changes and a con- specified.

nection for transmitting the rotary motion of said mem- 13. In combination a turbine with a governing mechanism

ber into a too and fro motion of the valve and also changes therefor comprising a speed responsive device , a secondary

the amplitude of its movement with changes in size of the shaft for the governor, gearing between the main and secon

orbit of the said member, as and for the purpose specified . dary shaft to reduce the speed of the latter , a member car

5. An elastic fluid turbine having wheel buckets and a fluid ried by the speed responsive device whose orbit enlarges

admitting device in combination with a valve for regulating with an increase in load and diminishes with a decrease in

the passage of fluid to the device that has a too and fro load , a controlling valve and a connection between the said

movement , a fly wheel driven by the turbine, a weight pivot- member and the valve for moving the latter two and fro and

ally mounted on the fly wheel, the wheel and weight changing changing its travel in accordance with changes in size of

their relative positions with changes in speed, a member the orbit of said member , as and for the purpose specified.

mounted on and moving with the weight whose orbit en- 14. A turbine in combination with ports through which the

larges and diminishes as the relative positions of the weight motive fluid passes, independent fluid discharging devices

and fly wheel change , and a mechanical connection uniting communicating with the ports , a valve balanced as to fluid

the valve and said member so that the rotary movement of pressures having portions of varying widths arranged to
the latter is transformed into a too and fro movement of the cover and uncover the ports to successively cut the dis

valve whose amplitude of stroke varies with changes in the charging devices into and out of service and a governor

orbit of the said member, as and for the purpose specified . controlled member whose orbit changes in size with load

-
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changes for moving the valve too and fro and also change by the shaft, a guide which directs the radial movement of
the extent of its travel, as and for the purpose specified . the weight , a means opposing the movements of the weight,

15. A turbine in combination with means for regulating the and a controller actuated by the weight, as and for the pur

passage of motive fluid therethrough , a governor acting by pose specified .

centrifugal force and inertia , a member rotating with the

governor whose orbit changes in size with the changes in No. 100,942. Ribbon Device for Typewriters.

load and a device connecting the said means and the member

for transforming the rotary movement of the latter into the Appareil de ruban pour clavigraphes.

too and fro movement of the former .

No. 100,941 . Emergency Governor . Gouverneur.

rigo
Fig 1.

Fig .7
6

20

BA

100942

100941

The Underwood Typewriter Company , New York City, New

York, assignee of Carl August Joeressen , Washington ,

District of Columbia , both in U.S.A. , 11th September,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 2nd May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,472 .

he Canadian General Electric Company, Toronto , Ontario , Claim . - 1 . In a sight typewriting machine , a ribbon guide ,

Canada , assignee of Frederick Samuelson , 11th Septem- means to interpose the ribbon between the type and the

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 29th June, 1906. Receipt No. platen, actuating means for the interposing means , said

137,390. actuating means being movable to engage the interposing

Claim . - 1. In an emergency governor of the character des- means at different points to vary the throw thereof and

cribed the combination of a rotating shaft, a single centri- means independent of the operation of the machine, deter

fugally acting weight positively driven by the shaft and ar- mining the position of the actuating means , and causing the

ranged to move bodily , and a regulating mechanism operated ribbon to be moved to a different printing position relatively

by said weight , as and for the purpose specified. to the platen .

2. In an emergency governor of the character described the 2. The combination with a ribbon vibrating lever having

combination of a rotating shaft , a centrifugally acting weight upon its opposite sides studs at unequal distances from the

which surrounds the shaft and is positively driven thereby, fulcrum of the lever, of an actuator mounted on a pivot and

means for opposing the action of the weight, and a mechan. having slots to engage said studs, and shiftable upon said

izm normally out of engagement with the weight and oper- pivot to bring either stud into use at will .

ated by it for shutting off the supply power to or from the 3. In combination with a ribbon guide, a suitably fulcrumed

machine, as and for the purpose specified. lever having connection with said ribbon guide , an arm en

3. In a governor the combination of a rotating shaft , a gaging said lever to oscillate it , and a reciprocating part of

centrifugally acting weight , means carried by the shaft on the machine carrying said arm , said lever having pins at

which the weight is slidably mounted to move in a plane different distances from its fulcrum and said arm being

transverse to the axis of rotation , means for opposing the movably transversely to the plane of the lever's movement

action of the weight, and a mechanism operated by the and having slots through which it is engaged with the re
weight , as and for the purpose specified . spective pins at will .

4. In a governor the combination of a rotating shaft , a 4. In a sight writing typewriter having a platen shifting

centrifugally acting weight which surrounds the shaft , means to bring it into printing relation with upper case characters

for supporting the weight on the shaft and permitting it to and having a ribbon interposing means which shifts with

move in a direction at right angles to he latter , means for the platen to maintain its relation and normal operation

opposing the action of the weight, and a mechanism oper- during upper case printing, means actuating the ribbon in

ated by the weight , as and for the purpose specified .
terposing means , and means changing the throw imparted

5. In a governor the combination of a rotating shaft , a by such actuating means independently of other functions of

centrifugally acting weight which surrounds the shaft , radi- the machine and without changing the normal position to

ally extending supporting means on the shaft for the ele- which the ribbon is returned and maintaining the same con

ment and on which the latter is free to move , means for op- trol of said actuating means over the ribbon interposing

posing the action of the weight , and a mechanism operated means for both positions of the platen .

by the weight , as and for the purpose specified . 5. In a sight writing typewriter having a shifting platen

6. In a governor the combination of a rotating shaft , an and a ribbon interposing means shifting with the platen ,

annular centrifugally acting member surrounding the shaft , and actuating means having a plurality of engagements with

radially extending and diametrically opposite projections on the interposing means adapted to be brought into effect at

the shaft which support the said member, means for op : will and each permitting movement of the interposing means

posing the action of the member , and a regulating mechan- relatively to the actuating means during the platen shift .

ism operated by the member , as and for the purpose speci- 6. In a sight writing typewriter the combination of

fied . platen shifting from its normal position to receive characters

7. In a governor the combination of a rotating shaft , a on a different portion of the type bar, a ribbon interposing

centrifugally acting member on the shaft , diametrically dis- means movable to and from the printing point and shifting

posed projections on the shaft for supporting the member, with the platen in order to maintain its normal relation

means arranged on one of the projections and disposed with thereto and comprising a suitably fulcrumed lever and an

in the periphery of the member for opposing the centrifugal actuating arm movable into engagement with the lever at

action of the latter , and means actuated by the said member, different distances from its fulcrum whereby it changes the

as and for the purpose specified . throw imparted to the lever , but permitting independent

8. In a governor the combination of a rotating shaft, an movement of the lever during the platen shift .

unequally weighted ring, projections on the shaft which mov- 7. In a sight writing typewriter the combination of a shift

ably support the ring, an abutment arranged on one of the ing platen , a ribbon interposing means shifting with the

projections which is disposed within the periphery of the piaten and maintaining its normal relation thereto at dif

ring, a spring on the said projection between the abutment ferent positions of the platen, and comprising a lever

and the ring which opposes the centrifugal action of the through which varying throws may be imparted to the rib

latter, and a means adapted to be actuatedby the ring which bon and an arm through which movement is imparted to the

engages the periphery thereof, as and for the purpose speci- interposing lever, adapted to engage either of the pins on

fied. the lever at will , such engagement being through the medium

9. In an governing mechanism of the character described of a slot extending in the direction in which the lever moves
the combination of a shaft , a radially moving weight driven in the shifting of the platen , so as to maintain the throw

a
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varying relation of the parts during either position of the levers and normally out of engagement with said vibrator

platen . and switch mechanism for connecting the last -mentioned

8. In a sight writing typewriter the combination of a rib- means with the ribbon vibrator and for disconnecting the

bon guide , a pivoted lever by which the ribbon guide is first-mentioned means therefrom .

moved , a means for imparting movement to said lever hav . 19. In a typewriting machine the combination of a ribbon

ing a changeable point of connection therewith , and means vibrator, printing keys, means operable thereby to throw

for changing said point of connection consisting of a longi- said vibrator a given distance from a normal position, and
tudinally movable rod engageing the lever moving means. other means also operable by the printing keys and adapted

9. In a sight writing typewriter the combination of a rib- to be connected to said vibrator for throwing it a different

bon guide , means through which the ribbon guide is moved, distance from said position .

an arm actuating said means carried by a part having in 20. In typewriting machine the combination of a ribbon

the operation of the machine a tail piece or extension on vibrator, a lever having a fixed fulcrum for actuating the

said arm , and a longitudinally movable rod engaging said same, a vibrating means operative upon said lever at a pre

extension . determined distance from its fixed fulcrum , a second vib

10. In a sight writing typewriter the combination of a rib - rative means operative upon said lever at a different pre

bon guide , a means for imparting a throw thereto to bring determined distance from its fixed fulcrum , and means for

the ribbon over the printing point, a means for varying shifting said operative means alternately to and out of en

said throw to change the portion of the ribbon brought over
gagement with said lever .

the printing point, means for shifting the direction of the 21. In a visible writing machine the combination of a rib

ribbon feed , and a connection between theribbon feed shift - bon, a ribbon winding mechanism , means for reversing the

ing means and the throw varying means whereby one of said ribbon winding mechanism , means for holding the ribbon

parts may be set through the other. normally fromthe printing point , means for moving the rib

11. In a sight writing typewriter the combination of a rib
bon automatically to cover the printing point , and means

bon guide , an arm having connection with theribbon guide for alteringthe extent of said aŭtomatic movement, said

for moving it mounted on a moving part of the machine and
last-named means being operated by the ribbon reversing

having a movable bearing thereon whereby the amplitude of
means .

the movement imparted to the ribbon guide is changed , a 22. In a visible writing machine the combination of a pair

ribbon shifting means by which the feed of the ribbon is of ribbon spools arranged one at either side of the printing

changed and a connection between the ribbon shifting means point , winding means for said spools , means for reversing

and said arm , whereby the throw of the ribbon is changed said winding means, a ribbon carrier arranged between the

through the act of shifting the ribbon feed. spools and normally away from the printing point , means

12. In a sight writing typewriter the combination of a rib- for throwing the carrier upward, one or another of a plur

bon guide, a means for imparting a throw thereto to bring ality of predetermined distances to cover the printing point

the ribbon over the printing point, a means for varying said during printing operation, and means for changing automa

throw to change the portion of the ribbon brought over the tically from one to another of said predetermined distances
the throw of said carrier.

printing point, means for shifting the direction of the rib

bon feed and releasable connection between the ribbon
23. In a visible writing machine the combination of a

feed , shifting means and the throw varying means, whereby series of printing keys, a ribbon, a ribbon winding mechan

one of said parts may be set through the other .
ism , means for reversing said ribbon winding mechanism,

means operated by the printing keys for moving the ribbon
13. In a sight writing typewriter the combination of a rib- to and from the printing point, and means operatively con

bon guide , a pivotally mounted arm having connection with trolled by said reversing means for altering the to and fro
the ribbon guide for imparting a throw thereto and movable movement of the ribbon .

on its pivot to vary said connection and amplify or diminish 24. In a visible writing machine the combination of a rib

the throw of the ribbon , a longitudinally movable rod en- bon carrier , means for moving said carrier to and from the

gaging said arm , a ribbon feed shifting means and an arm printing point , a ribbon winding mechanism , means for

extending from the ribbon feed shifting means and engaging reversing said ribbon winding mechanism and a switching

the longitudinally movable rod , for the purposes set forth . member operable by said reversing means to alter the move

14. In a sight writing typewriter the combination of a rib - ment of said carrier moving means .

bon guide , a means imparting a throw to said ribbon guide 25. In a visible writing machine the combination of a rib

shiftable to vary its connection therewith and to amp'ify or bon carrier , a lever adapted to move said carrier to and fro.n

diminish the throw thereof , a longitudinally movable rod the printing point, ribbon winding mechanism , means for

having a flange by which it engages said means to shift it reversing said ribbon winding mechanism , and means for

and a ribbon feed changing mechanism having an arm ex- simultaneously altering the throw of said lever only when

tending therefrom into engagement with said flange whereby said reversing means is operated.

the rod is moved simultaneously with the shifting of the 26. In a visible writing machine the combination of a rib
ribbon feed .

bon , a ribbon winding mechanism , means for reversing the

15. In a sight writing typewriter the combination of a rib- ribbon winding mechanism , means for holding the riodon

bon guide , a pivotally mounted arm having connection with normally away from the printing point, means for moving

the ribbon guide for imparting a throw thereto and movable the ribbon automatically to cover the printing point, means

on its pivot to vary said connection and amplify or diminish operated by the ribbon reversing means for altering the

the throw of the ribbon , a longitudinally movable rod engage extent of said automatic movement , and means for render

ing said arm , a ribbon feed shifting means and an arm ex- ing said altering means inoperative.

tending from the ribbon feed shifting means and engaging 27. In a visible writing machine the combination of a ser

the longitudinally movable rod for the purposes set forth , ies of printing keys , a universal bar operated by said print

said rod being rotatable and disengaging its connection with ing keys, a ribbon , a ribbon winding mechanism , means for

the ribbon feed shifting means by said rotation . reversing said ribbon winding mechanism , means actuated

16. In a sight writing typewriter the combination of a ribby said universal bar for moving the ribbon to and

bon guide , a means imparting a throw to said ribbon guide from the printing point, means connected with said ribbon

shiftable to vary its connection therewith and to amplify or winding mechanism , and with said reversing means and

diminish the throw thereof , a longitudinally movable rod operable by the latter for altering said to and fro movement

having a flange by which it engages said means to shift it , of the ribbon , and means for rendering said altering means

and a ribbon feed changing mechanism having an arm ex- inoperative.

tending therefrom into engagement with said flange whereby 28. In a typewriting machine the combination of a ribbon
the rod is moved simultaneously with the shifting of the rib- vibrator , a single lever for operating said vibrator, a single

bon feed , said flange having recess therein adapted to be means operative upon said lever at one or another of a plur
brought into registry with the arm of the ribbon feed chang- ality of predetermined distances from its fulerum , means

ing mechanism to render said arm ineffective as to the longi- for automatically causing said single means to operate on

tudinally shiftable rod .
said lever at one or another of said predetermined distances .

17. In a typewriting machine the combination of key levers , and means for rendering said automatic means inoperative .

a ribbon vibrator, means operable by the key levers and
29. In a typewriting machine the combination of printing

normally connected with said vibrator for operating it , and instrumentalities, a ribbon, means for feeding said ribbon

means also operable by the key levers but normally discon- longitudinally a ribbon vibrator, means for throwing said

nected from said vibrator, said last -mentioned means being vibrator one or another of a plurality of predetermined dis

also adapted to operate the vibrator when connected there. tances so as to cause the types to follow one or another of
with .

a number of predetermined parallel paths longitudinally of

18. In a typewriting machine the combination of key said ribbon , means for automatically changing the throw of

levers, a ribbon vibrator , actuating means operable by the said vibrator directly from one to another of said prede

key levers and normally in operative engagement with said termined distances , and means for rendering said automatic

vibrator, other actuating means also operable by the key means inoperative .
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No. 100,943 . Core Drill. Forêt à noyau . 12. The combination with a stem , of a core holder mov

ably associated therewith , means for effecting the downward

movement of the holder , said means having a swivel con

nection with the holder, and anti-friction rollers located

contiguous to said swivel connection.

13. The combination with a tubular stem , of a core holder

longitudinally movable therein , a weight for moving the

holder downwardly in the stem , said weight having a swivel
conection with the holder and anti- friction rollers carried

by said swivel connection .

14. The combination with a stem , of a core holder movably

associated therewith, a weight having a swivel connection

with the upper end of the core holder, a carrier mounted on

the swivel connection and rollers journalled on the carrier

and operating against the stem .

15. The combination with a stem , of a core holder movably

associated therewith , a weight having a swivel connection

with the upper end of the core holder , a carrier mounted on

the swivel connection, rollers journalled on the carrier and

operating against the stem and a ball bearing interposed be

tween the carrier and holder .

The Keystone Driller Company, Beaver Falls , assignee of 16. The combination with a tubular drill stem , of an at

John Morris Smith, Reynoldsville, and R. M. Downie and taching head secured to the upper end thereof , a percussion

F. W. Ranson , of Beaver Falls , all in Pennsylvania , cutter head sleeve secured to the lower end of the stem , a

U.S.A. , 11th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 20th Aug- tubular core barrel slidably mounted in the stem and ar

ust , 1906. Receipt No. 138,871. ranged to move through the cutter head , a cap carried by the

Claim . - 1. The combination with a tubular reciprocatory
upper end of the barrel , a weight located within the barrel

drill stem having a percussion cutter at its lower end , of a and having a spindle journalled in the cap , a carriage collar

tubular core holder located within the stem and having a mounted on the spindle and having recessed seats , rollers

free longitudinal movement in the same, the lower portion journalled in the seats and bearing against the drill stem

of said tubular core holder being movable freely through and a spring surrounding the weight and bearing against the

the percussion cutter , and a spring engaging the holder and carrier collar .

urging the same through said percussion cutter . 17. The combination with a drill stem and core holder, of

2. The combination with a tubular reciprocatory drill a cutter carried by the lower end of the stem and including

stem having a completely closed upper end and an open a series of rollers having sharpened peripheral edges .

lower end , of a percussion cutter head surrounding said 18. The combination with a drill stem and a core bolder, of

lower end, a tubular core holder located within the stem a sleeve carried by the lower end of the stem and having a

and having a free longitudinal movement therein , and a series of slots , cutting rollers located in the slots, journal

spring engaging the holder and urging the same througb means for said rollers mounted on the sleeve and a keeper

the said cutter head. secured to the sleeve and having ears that extend between

3. The combination with an imperforate stem tube , of an
the rollers and over the journal means .

attaching head completely closing the upper end thereof, a
19. The combination with a drill stem and a core holder ,

percussion drill head sleeve secured to the lower end of the of a sleeve carried by the lower end of the stem and having a

tube a freely movable core barrel longitudinally slidable in series of slots , cutting rollers located in the slots , a ring

the stem tube and movable through the sleeve , and a coiled
axle for said rollers located at the end of the sleeve and a

spring interposed between and bearing against the attach - keeper secured to the sleeve and having ears that extend be

ing head and barrel to urge the latter outwardly through tween the rollers and over the axle to retain the latter in

the drill head sleeve.
place .

4. The combination with a tubular drill stem , of a longi 20. The combination with a drill stem and core holder , of

tudinally movable swivel therein , said swivel comprising a cutter comprising a sleeve secured to the lower end of the

relatively rotatable members, a core holder carried by stem , said sleeve having an annular seat and slots intersect

one member, and a spring associated with the other mem ing the same , rollers located in the slots , a ring axle for the

ber to urge the holder over a core . rollers located in the seat and a keeper extending over the

5. The combination with a tubular drill stem , of a longi- axle.

tudinally movable core barrel located therein , and a spring 21. The combination with a tubular stem , of a core barrel

having a swivelled bearing upon the core barrel . longitudinally movable therein , means detachably associated

6. The combination with a tubular drill stem , of a longi
with the core barrel for effecting the feeding movement

ludinally movable swivel therein comprising relatively rota thereof over a core and a device for holding the moving

lable upper and lower members , a tubular core barrel de means against rotation during the detachmentof the barrel

pending from the lower member, and a coiled spring ex
therefrom , said device being carried by the stem and said

tending above the swivel and bearing downwardly thereupon . means being movable into and out of engagement therewith .

7. The combination with a tubular drill stem , of a longi 22. The combination with a tubular stem , of a cutter head

tudinally movable core barrel located therein , a cap. carried carried by the lower end thereof, a lug disposed inside the

by the upper end of the barrel and constituting a swivel
stem adjacent to the cutter head , a core barrel slida bly

member, another member including a spindle journalled in
mounted within the stem, a cap screwed upon the upper end

the cap , and a coiled spring bearing upon said other mem- of said barrel, said cap having a socket that receives the lug ,

ber .
and means for urging the barrel outwardly to bring the seat

8. The combination with a tubular drill stem , of a core of the cap to a position to receive the lug .

holder movable therein , a weight having a swivel connec

tion with the core holder, and a spring associated with the No. 100,944. Machine for Forming Metallic Stays

weight. for Garments.

9. The combination with a tubular reciprocatory drill

stem carrying a percussion cutter at its lower end , of a Machine pour faire des renforts métalliques pour vêtements .

core barrel longitudinally slidable in the stem , a weight The Spirella Company, assignee of Francis William Mallet,
having a swivel connection with the upper end of the bar

rel , and a spring surrounding the weight and bearing against
both of Meadowville, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. , 11th Sep

the swivel connection .
tember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 20th June , 1906. Receipt

10. The combination with a drill stem , of a core barrel
No. 137,075 .

jongitudinally movable therein and having a can at its Claim.-1. In combination with the alternately oscillating

upper end, a weight located above the barrel and having a wire carrying bars, vertical shafts at opposite sides of said

stem journalled in the cap , and a spring coiled about the bars and adjustable in their distances from the same , wire

weight and urging the core barrel downwardly.
bending fingers attached to said shafts and mechanisms im

11. The combination with a tubular drill stem , of an at - parting alternate oscillatory motion to the shafts , as set

taching head secured to the upper end thereof and closing forth .

the same, a percussion drill head secured to the lower end 2. In combination with the alternately oscillating wiro

of the stem and having an opening therethrough, a tubular carrying bars , pivotally supported eccentrics at opposite

core barrel slidably mounted in the stem and movable sides of said bars , means for locking said eccentrics ad
through the opening, a cap secured to the upper end of the justably in position , shafts pivoted in the eccentrics , wire

barrel, a weight swivelled on the cap and located between bending fingers attached to said shafts and mechanism im
the barrel and attaching head, said weight being adapted parting alternate oscillatory motion to the shafts , as set

to engage with said attaching head , and a spring surround- forth .

ing the weight and bearing against the attaching head , said 3. In combination with the pivotally supported wire carry

spring urging the core barrel downwardly. ing bars, wire bending fingers disposed at opposite sides of
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said bars , and means imparting alternate oscillatory motion 10. The combination with the wire carrying bars and wire

to said fingers, a rotary horizontal shaft disposed at right bending fingers, of an anvil located beyond said bars and in

range therewith to receive the bent wire, a guide leading

said wire to the anvil , a hammer over said anvil , and mech

anisms actuating said hammer ' to successively strike the
wire in transit on the anvil .

11. The combination with the wire carrying bars and wire

bending fingers of an anvil located beyond said bars and

provided with a longitudinal wire receiving groove in its

top and with a depression in said groove , a hammer over

said depression and mechanisms actuating said hammer to

successively strike the wire in transit, as set forth.

12. The combination with the wire carrying bars and wire

bending fingers of an anvil located beyond said bars and

provided with a longitudinal groove in its top , push bars

forcing the bent wire into said groove, mechanisms actu

ating said push bars , a hammer over the groove of the

anvil and mechanisms actuating said hammer.

13. The combination with the wire carrying bars and wire

bending fingers of an anvil located beyond said bars and

provided with a longitudinal groove in its top , a block

formed with a guide groove leading the bent wire to the

groove of the anvil , levers pivoted to said block, wire push

ing dogs pivoted to said levers and riding in the guide

groove of the block , springs depressing said dogs, mechan

isms imparting oscillatory motion to said levers, a hammer

over the groove of the anvil and mechanisms actuating said
hammer.

14. The combination with the wire carrying bars and wire

bending fingers of an anvil located beyond the said bars and

in range therewith, a hammer over said anvil , a spring de
pressing the hammer and a rotary cam lifting the hammer,
as set forth .

15. The combination with the wire carrying bars and wire

bending fingers, of an anvil located beyond said bars and in

range therewith , a hammer over the anvil and pivoted be

yond the same, a post between the anvil and the pivot of

the hammer and provided with a vertical guide slot receiv

ing the hammer through it , a horizontal shaft extending

through said slot under the hammer and journalled in the

post, a hammer lifting cam wheel attached to said shaft
within the slot of the post . a spring supported in the post

and bearing on the top of the hammer , a screw connected

angles to the wire carrying bars, grooved cams attached to to the post and depressing on the top of the spring, and

said shafts and reversed in their contours , arms pivoted to mechanisms transmitting rotary motion to the aforesaid

the said bars and engaging said cams to impart alternate shafts, as set forth.

oscillating motion to said bars , as set forth. 16. The combination with the pivoted wire carrying bars
4. In combination with the alternately oscillating wire and wire bending fingers an anvil located beyond said

carrying bars, vertical shafts at opposite sides of said bars , bars and in range therewith, a hammer over said anvil and

wire bending fingers attached to said shafts , a rotary hori- attached to successively strike the bent wire in transit , a

zontal shaft disposed at right angles to the aforesaid bars, block interposed between the anvil and aforesaid bars pro

reversely disposed grooved cams attached to said horizontal vided with a guide groove leading to the anvil, wire pushing

shafts , arms attached to the vertical shafts and rods con- levers pivoted to the interposed block , a rotary horizontal

nected to said arms and receiving reciprocating motion from shaft disposed at right angles to the wire carrying bars ,
the grooved cams , as set forth . cams of reverse contours mounted on said shafts and im

5. În combination with the pivotally supported wire carry - parting oscillatory motion to said bars and to the wire push

ing bars, vertical shafts at opposite sides of said bars , wire ing levers.

bending fingers attached to said shafts , a rotary horizontal 17. The combination with the pivoted wire carrying bars

shaft disposed at right angles to the wire carrying bars , and wire bending fingers, of an anvil located beyond said

two sets of grooved cams attached to said horizontal shafts , bars and in range therewith, a hammer over said anvil and

the contours of the cams of each set being reverse to each pivoted beyond the same , a post between the anvil and the

other, arms connected to the wire carrying bars and receive pivot of the hammer and provided with a vertical guide slot

ing reciprocating motion from one set of said cams , arms receiving hammer through it , a horizontal shaft extending

attached to the vertical shafts, and rods connected tosaid through the said slot and journalled in the post , a hammer

arms and receiving reciprocating motion from the other set lifting cam wheel attached to said shaft, a block interposed
of dams, as set forth and shown. between the anvil and the wire carrying bars and provided

6. In combination with the alternately oscillating wire with a guide groove leading to the anvil, wire pushing levers

carrying bars , vertical shafts at opposite sides of said bars pivoted to the interposed block , a rotary horizontal shaft

and provided with laterally projecting arms and wire bend- disposed at right angles to the wire carrying bars, cams

ing fingers attached to said shafts , a rotary horizontal shaft of reverse contour mounted on said shaft and imparting

disposed at right angles to the aforesaid bars , grooved oscillatory motion to said bars and to the wire pushing

cams of reversed contours attached to said horizontal shafts levers, and a train of gears transmitting motion from said

and rods transmitting motion from said cams to the arms of shaft to the shaft of the hammer lifting cam wheel, as set

the vertical shafts , and each of said rods composed of two forth and shown.

end sections provided with sockets and intermediate sec- 18. In combination with the wire carrying bars , wire bena

tions having right and left threaded ends screwed adjustably | ing fingers , wire band straightening hammer, the driving

into the aforesaid sockets to adjust the length of the rod, as shaft, mechanisms transmitting motion from said shaft

set forth . to the aforesaid parts, a reel mounted on mandrels, a wheol

7. The combination with the wire carrying bars and alter- | fastened to one of said mandrels, and provided with means

nately oscillating wire bending fingers , of a wire guide lead- for imparting rotary motion to the reel , a ratchet wheel

ing to said bars and pivoted to swing laterally within limits mounted loosely on said mandrel , a friction disc interposed

of the sweeps of said fingers, as set forth . between said wheels and a lever actuated by the oscillations

8. In combination with the wire carrying bars and altern- of the hammer and imparting rotary motion to the aforesaid

ately oscillating wire bending fingers, a wire guide leading to the path transversed by said fingers.
to said bars and supported yieldingly to the thrust of the 19. In combination with the alternately oscillating wire

wire, tensioning plates disposed at opposite sides of the carrying bars provided with upwardly projecting pins on

path of the wire to said guide, and means for adjustably their front end , the wire bending fingers movable across the

pressing said plates into contact with the wire , as set forth . ends of said bars and provided with wire engaging notches

9. The combination with the wire carrying bars and wire lower than the top of the bar in raised position to bend the

bending fingers, of an anvil located beyond said bars and in wire partly down on the top edge if the bar, as and for the

line therewith to receive the bent wire, a hammer over said purpose set forth .

anvil , and mechanisms actuating said hammer to succes- 20. In combination with the wire carrying bars and oscil !.

sively strike the said bent wire in transit on the anvil . atory wire bending fingers, a laterally yielding wire feed
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guide leading the wire to the path traversed by the afore- No. 100,946. Apparatus for Purifying Liquids.

said fingers. Appareil pour purifier les liquides.

21. Incombination with the wire carrying bars and oscill

atory wire bending fingers, a laterally yielding wire feed

guide supported adjustably in elevation and leading the wire

to the path transversed by said fiugers.

22. In combination with the wire carrying bars and

oscillatory wire bending fingers, a post supported adjustably

in elevation and a wire feed guide pivotally supported on
said post.

23. In combination with the wire carrying bars and

wire bending fingers, a post supported adjustably in eleva

tion , a wire feeding guide pivotally supported on said post ,

a sleeve embracing the post and provided with a screw

threaded perforation in its side, an arm screwed into said

perforation and engaging the post, a post secured to the

free end of the arm and wire tensioning plates attached to

the latter post , as set forth.

24. In combination with the reel , a roller parallel with

the said reel and provided with right and left grooves in its

periphery , a ring surrounding said roller and movable to

ward and from the same, tongues in opposite side of the in .

terior of the ring and inclined corresponding to the afore .

said grooved , means for shifting the ring toward and from

the roller at opposite end thereof, a guide on the aforesaid

ring carrying the wire band toward the reel , and means for
Emile Gobli , Paris , France , 11th September, 1906 ; 6 years.

transmitting motion to the aforesaid roller.
Filed 16th January , 1906. Receipt No. 131,926.

25. In combination with the reel , a roller parallel with

said reel and provided with right and left grooves in its
Claim .--Ce que je revendique comme mon invention et dé

periphery, a ring surrounding said roller and movable to
sire prot ger par la présente demande de brevet, c'est , un

ward and from the same , tongues in opposite sides of the
appareil d'épuration de tous liquides ou fluides, caractérisé

interior of said ring and inclined corresponding to the afore par des éléments épurateurs constitués par des coquilles ,

said grooves, a lug in each of the grooves and disposed at
disques , rondelles ou autres, empiles et serrés l'un contre

opposite ends of the roller to throw the ring alternately l'autre , de facon que le liquide ou le fuide traité s'épure par

toward and from the roller , a track parallel with the roller , son passage entre eux , soit de l'extérieur à l'intérieur , soit ,

a stem extending from the ring and disposed to engage the
au contraire, de l'intérieur à l'extérieur , ces éléments lais

track alternately at opposite sides, a guide on the ring sant , en outre, repasser le liquide ou le fluide épuré en sens

carrying the wire band toward the reel, and means for inverse pour le nettoyage de l'appareil , après qu'ils ont été

transmitting motion from the reel to the roller , as set desserrés , ou en les faisant écarter automatiquement , apres

forth. desserrage au moyen de ressorts interposés entre eux, les

piles d'éléments assemblés sur tubes , tiges ou fonds perforés

No. 100,945. Governor for Pumping Engines.
étant placées dans des réservoirs munis de dispositifs vari

ables suivant leur destination et avec lesquels ils sont com

Gouverneur pour machines d'épuisement . binés.

h
i
g
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No. 100,947. Feed Mechanism for Magazines, Etc.

Appareil d'alimentation pour magasins.
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Charles Palmer McMullen and William Elmel Nye , both of

Wareham , Massachusetts, assignee of Charles Palmer

McMullen , Brooklyn , New York, all in the U.S.A., 11th

September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 4th April , 1906 . Re
但 已 。

ceipts No. 133,682 and 134,614 .

Note - This patent is a re - issue of No. 97,032, bearing date

the sixteenth day of January, 1906 .

Claim.-1 . A governor for pumping engings comprising a

cylinder, a trapconnected with one end thereof and in oper

ative connection with the water pipe leading from the pump,

and means for connecting said piston with the throttlevalve

of the engine, said piston being operated in one direction by

the water in said pipe, and means for operating said piston

in the opposite direction and for holding the throttle valve

normally open , substantially as shown and described .
D. P. Montagne and Charles Owens , assignees of Alexander

2. A governor for pumping engines comprising a cylinder ,
Lyle , all of Chattanooga , Tennessee , U.S.A. , 11th Sep

a trap connected with one end thereof and with the water tember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 13th July , 1906. Receipt

ripe leading from the pumping engine , a piston mounted
No. 137,786 .

within said cylinder and operated in one direction by the Claim.--1 . In an apparatus of the class described , means

water in the pipe leading from the pump , means for con for holding the magazines or other articles set up on edge

necting said piston with the throttle valve of the pumping and means for engaging the two opposite lateral ed of

engine, devices for moving said piston in the opposite direc- the said magazines or other articles and feeding the same

tion and to normally hold the throttle valve open, and means from the holding means , substantially as described.

for supplying oil to said trap, substantially as shown and 2. In combination in a machine of the class described ,

described.
means for holding the magazines or other articles set up on

9-15
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edge and means for entering between the leaves at the op- 18. In combination the ledge or stop, endless bands or

posite side edges of the said magazine or other article to chains for pressing the articles against the stop , follower

remove it from the holding means, substantially as des- means for pressing forwardly the upper parts of the arti

cribed. : cles, and means engaging the opposite ends of the articles

3. In combination a holder for the magazines or other for lifting them over the ledge or stop and feeding the same

articles to hold them set up on edge , and feed means for the forward , said follower means consisting of the rolls having

said articles comprising feed fingers, rotary carrying means gears associated therewith and rack bars with which the

therefor and means for automatically advancing and re- gears engage , substantially as described .

tracting the said feed fingers in relation to the carrying 19. In combination holding means for the articles , feed

means, and substantially transverse to the paths travelled fingers to engage the opposite side edges of the articles,

by them , substantially as described . carrying means therefor arranged to turn , said carrying

4. In combination a holder for the magazines or other means being associated with a cylindrical or partly cylindri

articles and feed means for the said articles consisting of cal surface or surfaces upon which the articles rest when

carrying means, feed fingers carried thereby and means for drawn from the holding means , substantially as described .

advancing the feed fingers substantially at right angles to 20. In combination means for supporting the magazines or

the paths they travel to enter between the folds or leaves of articles set up on edge , rotary means associated with a cy

the article and from opposite ends thereof when the said lindrical or partly cylindrical surface or surfaces to receive

feed fingers arrive at a certain point in relation to the said the articles , feed fingers carried by the rotary means , and

article , substantially as described . means for advancing and retracting the feed fingers in line

5. In combination holding means , carrying means having parallel with the axis of rotation , said feed fingers with
turning movement and feed fingers carried thereby and hav- drawing the articles from the holder onto the cylindrical

ing advancing and retracting movement in relation to the surface, substantially as described.
said carrying means to grasp the articles to be fed , substan

tially as described.
No. 100,948. Match Making Machinery.

combination in apparatus of the class described , a

holder for the articles to be fed , carrying means having
Machine à faire des allumettes.

turning movement and provided with guide flanges for the

articles , feed fingers on the said carrying means having Fort,

movement in a direction transversely of the flanges to en

gage the articles at opposite ends, substantially as des- .

cribed.

7. In combination in apparatus of the class described ,

means for holding the articles set up on edge , carrying

means , and feed fingers carried thereby to engage the

articles , said feed fingers having advancing and retracting

niovement in relation to the carrying means to engage the

articles , substantially as described.

8. In combination in an apparatus of the class described ,

means for holding the articles set up on edge , feed fingers

to engage the said articles and carrying means for the said

feed fingers having turning movement and on which the

said feed fingers have movement, substantially as described.

9. In combination in apparatus of the class described ,

means for holding the articles set up on edge, feed fingers,
100948

turning carrying means for the said feed fingers adapted to

lift the articles from the holding means , said feed fingers

having movement in relation to the said carrying means , Ferral Carlton Dininny , New York City , New York,

substantially as described . assignee of Almon Beeman Calkins, Franklin , New

10. In combination in apparatus of the class described , Jersey, both in the U.S.A. , 11th September, 1906 ; 6

means for holding the articles set up on edge , feed fingers, years. Filed 6th September, 1901. Receipt No. 90,104 .

carrying means therefor rotating in one direction and means

comprising a cam for controlling the position of the feed
Claim . - 1. In matchmaking machinery the combination with

fingers on the said carrying means, substantially as des- feed trough to said cutting mechanism , a feed płate rotot
veneer card cutting mechanism , of a feed trough for the

cribed .
11. In combination in apparatus of the class described ably mounted upon eachof the said feed racks, but secured

means for holding the articles , feed fingers, carriers rotat
against relative endwise movement thereon and operating

ll ! cans for the said feed racks .

ing constantly in one direction on which the said feed fingers
2. In matchmaking machinery the combination with veneer

are supported and means for advancing and retracting the card cutting mechanism , of a feed trough for the veneer

feed fingers, substantially as described.
cards , two feed racks for feeding the cards in said feed

12. In combination holding means for the articles , feed tough to said cutting mechanism , a feed plate rotatably

fingers , carriers therefor rotating only in one direction and mounted upon each of the said feed racks but secured against

adjustable cam means for controlling the position of the relative endwise movement thereon , and means for indepen.

feed fingers on the carriers in relation to the article to be dently operating either of the said feed racks.

fcd, substantially as described . 3. In matchmaking machinery the combination with veneer

13. In combination holding means for the articles , carrier card cutting mechanism , of a feed trough for the veneer

means having turning movement, feed fingers on the carrier cards,a stationary guiderod on either side of the feed

means, armscarrying saidfeed fingers adjustable radially of trough,twofeed rackseachhaving a lug whichsurrounds

the carrying means,and car means for operating the arms and loosely engages one each of the said guide ords, two
substantially as described . pusher or feed plates , each rotatably mounted on the lug of

14. In combination, holding means for the articles , feed one eachof thesaid feed racks , feed pawls on the said racks,
fingers, carrier means therefor , means for advancing and re- and means for disengaging either or both of the said feed

tracting the feed fingers and means for adjusting them radi- pawls from their respective feed racks .

ally of the carrier means , substantially as described. 4. In matchmaking machinery the combination with veneer

15. In combination the holding means having the ledge or card cutting mechanism , of a feed trough for the veneer

stop against which the articles are held set up on edge , feed cards, a stationary guide rod 30 on either side of the feed

fingers for engaging the two opposite lateral edges of the trough, two feed racks 32 , each having a lug 33 in loose en

article to be fed and carrying means for the feed fingers , gagement with said guide rods, two pusher or feed plates 34

said feed fingers being adapted to lift the articles over, rotatably mounted upon the lugs 33 , a transverse rock shaft

the said ledge or stop , substantially as described. 38 , feed pawls 36 carried thereby and tripper shafts for dis

16. In combination in apparatus of the class described , engaging either or both of the said feed pawls 36 from their

holding means for the articles , a ledge or stop against respective racks .

which the articles bear when set up on edge , automatic fol- 5. In matchmaking machinery the combination with veneer

lower means for pressing the upper parts of the artcles for- card cutting mechanism , of a feed trough for the veneer

wardly and feed fingers with carrier means for engaging cards , two feed racks arranged one each on either side of the

the opposite lateral edges of the articles , substantially as feed trough , a transverse rock shaft having feed pawls adap

described. ted to engage the said feed racks , tripper shafts having a

17. In combination the ledge or stop , endless bands or connection with the said feed pawls whereby upon the oper

chains for prossing the articles against the stop , follower ation of the said shafts either or both of the said pawls

m - ans for pressing forwardly the upper parts of the arti- may be disengaged from their respective racks.

cle , and means engaging the opposite ends of the article 6. In matchmaking machinery the combination with veneer

for lifting them over the ledge or stop and feeding the same card cutting mechanism , of a feed trough for the veneer

forward , substantially as described. cards , two feed racks arranged one each on either side of the
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feed trough , a rock shaft having feed pawls adapted to en- adjacent to the lower dies , a staple carrying blade pivoted

gage the said feed racks , two rotatably mounted tripper to the outer end of the said trough, staples thereon, a
shafts 44, each having an operating handle and each having a spring detent in the trough at the upper end and means for

pin 46 in engagement with staples 48 upon the feed pawls . lowering said blade , and for threafter releasing said detent

7. In matchmaking machinery the combination with veneer to permit one staple to fall into the lower die , substan

card cutting mechanism , of a feed trough for the veneertially as described .

cards , duplicate feeding means for feeding the cards in said 2. The combination with lower dies , and a rigid inclined

feed trough to said cutting mechanism , a feed plate rotatably trough adjacent thereto , of a staple storage blade pivoted
mounted with respect to each of said feeding means , but se- to the upper end of the trough, a spring detent arranged to

cured against relatively endwise movement thereon and resist the passage of staples in the trough , and means for
independent operating means for each of the said dupli- controlling the movements of the detent to intercept the
cate feeding means. staples and to release the remaining staple when the blade

8. In matchmaking machinery the combination with rotary is lowered , substantially as described .

cutters, of receivers for receiving the splints thereform , 3. In a device for the purpose described, in combination ,

adapted to convey the same to carrier frames for the splints, a vertically reciprocating lower die, comprising a longitud

plungers for expelling the splints from the receivers and inally and doubly grooved portion and adjacent vertical

forcing them into the frames after the receivers have been wedge-shaped portion , and upper dies comprising a verti

moved in the direction, and means for giving a step by step cally yielding primary recessed portion, and a stationary

feeding means for feeding veneer cards to the cutting mech- bending die provided with a transversely and doubly grooved

anism , comprising a feed trough and two independently portion , substantially as and for the purpose described .

operated feed plates, each rotatably mounted to swing out 4. In a device for the purpose described , in combination ,

of the path of the cards in the trough , substantially as an upper die comprising a vertically yielding portion pro

specified . vided with a single recess in its lower face and a fixed por

9. In matchmaking machinery the combination with rotary tion provided with a transversely and doubly grooved lower

cutters, a feed plunger for feeding veneer cards thereto, and face, of a lower vertically reciprocating die provided with

means for reciprocating the feed plunger, of receivers for a doubly grooved upper surface underneath the yielding

receiving the splints into which the veneer cards are separ- upper die, and with a wedge - shaped portion underneath the

ated by the cutters and for conveying the same to carrier fixed upper die , an inclined trough leading to the lower

frames, and means for intermittently reciprocating the re- grooved die , wires intersecting over the grooved portion of

ceivers once for every reciprocation of the said feed plun- the lower die, a staple feeding and storing device, a releas

ger, together with duplicate feeding means for feeding able detent for the staples , and means for lowering the staple

veneer cards to said feed plunger, comprising a feed trough storing device, previous to releasing the said detent , sub

and two independently operated feed plates , each rotatably stantially as described.

mounted to swing out of the path of the cards in the 5. In means for attaching staples to intersecting fence

trough, substantially as specified. wires, the combination with the intersecting wires, of upper

10. In matchmaking machinery the combination with rotary and lower dies, adjacent to the intersecting points thereof,

cutters , a feed plunger for feeding veneer cards thereto , and and a device for feeding staples , one at a time , to said

means for reciprocating the feed plunger, of receivers for re- dies, comprising an inclined trough , a staple storage blade

ceiving the splints into which the veneer cards are separ- pivoted to the outer end of said trough , a spring detent in

ated by the cutters and for conveying the same to carrier the upper end of the trough adapted to retain the lower

frames, and a cam for intermittently reciprocating the re- staple, means for releasing said detent, and means for low

ceivers once for every reciprocation of the said feed plunger, ering the storage blade with the staples thereon, previous

together with duplicate feeding means for feeding veneer to releasing said detent whereby one staple only will be

cards to said feed plunger, comprising a feed trough and two delivered at a time to the dies , substantially as described .

independently operated feed plates each rotatably mounted 6. The combination with the lower dies of a staple at

to swing out of the path of the cards in the trough , substan- taching device for wire fencing, of a trough leading to said

tially as specified . dies , a staple storage blade pivoted to the upper end there

of, a spring detent at the upper end of said trough , adapted

No. 100,949. Machine for Making Wire Fences.
to retain a staple discharged into said trough from said

Machine à faire des clôtures de fil de fer .
blade , means for operating said detent , consisting of a ro
tatable cam adjacent thereto , and means for lowering said

blade to prevent the staples thereon from passing into said

trough when the detent is released , and for elevating the

blade to provide another staple for the trough, substantially

Büge
as described.

7. In a machine for the purpose described, an upper die,

one portion of which is yielding and the other portion

fixed , a vertically reciprocating lower die , a transverse bar

in which said lower bar is fixed , a main shaft and cam

thereon engaging said transverse bar, and a staple feed

device comprising a trough communicating with the lower

die , at its lower end , a staple storage blade pivoted to said

trough , and discharging therein , a detent in the upper end

of the trough adapted to retain a staple from the said blade ,

means for withdrawing said detent to release said staple

Frgs
and for replacing the same, means for lowering said blade

to prevent the discharge of the staples thereon until said

detent is replaced , and cams upon said main shaft , and

mechanism controlled thereby for operating said blade and

detent , substantially as described.

8. In a device for the purpose described, the combination

with a vertically reciprocating lower die , and operating

main shaft , and cam therefor , of a staple feed device , con

sisting of an inclined trough and staple storage blade pivot

ted thereto , a rock bar adapted to raise and lower said

trough , a shaft and cam thereon adapted to control the

movement of said detent , and cams upon said main shaft,

and intermediate mechanism adapted to control the move

ments of said rock bar, and detent controlling cam , sub

stantially as described .

riga

No. 100,950. Pipe Joint. Joint de tuyau.

pigg Arthur L. Greenlaw , Malden and Wesley W. Blair , Boston ,

100949
both in Massachusetts , U.S.A. , 11th September , 1906 ; 6

years. Filed 4th May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,550 .

Maud H. Smart , assignee of Jonathan Harris, both of Cleve- Claim.-1 . In a flexible pipe joint the combination of a

land, Ohio , U.S.A., 11th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed casing, pipe members each provided with a flaring end ex

12th May, 1905. Receipt No. 125,128 .
tending within said casing, a head secured to either end of

Claim . - 1. In a machine for making wire fence, the com- said casing provided with a seat for one of said flaring ends,

bination with yielding and stationary upper dies , and ver- and means located within said ends for forcing each of said

tically reciprocating lower dies, of a staple feeding trough flaring ends to its seat.
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2. In a flexible pipe joint the combination of a casing , pipe

members each provided with a flaring end extending within

12. In a flexible pipe joint the combination of a casing,

a pipe member provided with a ball -shaped end located

partially within said casing, a head secured to an end of said

casing provided with a seat for said ball -shaped end , and

a packing ring held by said head contacting with said ball

shaped end outside of said seat.
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No. 100,951 . Water Cleaning Device.

Appareil de nettoyage d'eau.
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said casing, a head secured to either end of said casing pro

vided with a seat for one of said flaring ends , a tubular con

nector interposed between said flaring ends , and means for

forcing each of said flaring ends to its seat .

3. In a flexible pipe joint the combination of a casing,

pipe members each provided with a flaring end extending

within said casing, a head secured to either end of said cas

ing provided with a seat for each of said flaring ends, a

tubular connector interposed between said flaring ends ,

means for forcing each of said flaring ends to its seat , and

means for adjusting said heads longitudinally of said casing .

4. In a flexible pipe joint the combination of a casing, pipe

members each provided with a flaring end extending within

said casing, a head secured to either end of said casing The United Injector Company, New York City, New York,

provided with a seat for one of said flaring ends , a tubular assignee of William R. Park , of Taunton , Massachusetts,

connector interposed between said flaring ends , means for both in the U.S.A. , 11th September , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed

forcing each of said flaring ends to its seat, means for ad- 22nd May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,158 .

justing said heads longitudinally of said casing , and means
Claim . - 1. In a device of the character described a vessel

for locking said heads in adjusted position .

5. In a flexible pipe joint the combination of a casing , pipe
having a perforated top and central annulus with a depend

ink skirt thereon , a re -entrant outlet with its mouth under
members each provided with a ball - shaped end located parti

ally within said casing, a head secured to either end of

the skirt , a valve sliding in the annulus to control the out

said casing provided with a seat for a ball-shaped end , a
let , and means extending from the valve to operate the

same.

divided tubular connector interposed between said bal'
2. The combination of a trap vessel having an apertured

shaped ends , and means for forcing the outer en is of said
top and re - entrant outlet , of a valve for the outlet sliding

divided connector against the interior face of said ball
shaped ends.

in a bearing in the vessel top and adapted to be inserted in
the said bearing from the outside of the vessel .

6. In a flexible pipe joint the combination of a casing, pipe 3. The combination with a trap vessel having an apertured
members each provided with a ball -shaped end located par tep and re- entrant outlet , of a valve for the outlet sliding

tially within said casing, a head secured to either end of
in a bearing in the vessel top and adapted to be inserted

said casing provided with a seat for a ball - shaped end, a in the said bearing from the outside of the vessel, a strainer

divided tubular connector interposed between said ball dome over the valve having space therein to accommodate
shaped ends , means for forcing the outer ends of said divid

ed connector against the interior face of said bell-shaped through the strainer-dome.
the valve when lifted , and valve operating means extending

ends, and means for adjusting the heads longitudinally of

said casing.

7. In a flexible pipe joint the combination of a casing, pipe No. 100,952. Feed Water Filter.

members each provided with ball -shaped end located parti Filtre d'eau d'alimentation .

ally within said casing , a head secured to either end of said
casing provided with a seat for a ball - shaped end , a teles . Henry E. Ferchen and Alexander Easler, assignee of one

copic connector interposed between said bell-shaped ends ,
half of the interest, both of Vancouver, British Colum

and means for forcing the ends of said telescopic connector
bia , Canada , 11th September. 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 4th

against the interior surface of said ends. June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,539 .

8. In a flexible pipe joint the combination of a casing, pipe Claim.-1. As a filter for the removal of grease and oil

members each provided with a ball -shaped end located parti- from feed water, an elongated open trough having at the
ally within said casing, a head secured to either end of said end in which the water is delivered a receiving compart
casing provided with a seat for a ball - shaped end , a teles- ment with a horizontal removable perforated distributing

copic connector end of which is provided with a flaring plate and at the outer end an overflow wall that will retain
mouth and an annular seat fitting the interior face of said the trough practically full of water, a passage from the re

ball - shaped ends, and means for forcing the ends of said ceiving compartment to the trough in the level of the bot
telescopic against the interior surface of said ends . tom , a partition adjacent over which the water may flow , a

9. In a flexible pipe joint the combination of a casing, pipe partition at the other end adjacent to the overflow having

members each provided with a ball - shaped end located parti- an under passage , and a series of removable gauze screens

ally within said casing , a head secured to either end of said throughout the length of the trough.

casing provided with a seat for a ball - shaped end , two tubu- 2. As a filter for the removal of oil or grease from feed

lar members telescopically connected together each pro- water, an open trough surrounding a rectangular downward

vided with a flaring end having a seat against the interior aperture, one of the end walls of which aperture is lower

face of said ball -shaped ends, and means for forcing said than the other walls of the trough to form an overflow into

members apart to insure the proper seating of said ends . the central aperture , a partition produced from one of the

10. In a flexible pipe joint the combination of a casing, sides of the aperture terminating the trough beyond the

pipe members each provided with ball - shaped end located overflow , a receiving compartment across the end of the

partially within said casing, a head secured to either end of trough adjacent to such termination, a passage in the level

said casing provided with a seat for a ball - shaped end , two of the bottom from the receiving compartment to the begin

tubular members telescopically connected together each pro- ning of the trough , an overflow partition across the trough

vided with an annular flange and a spring interposed be- adjacent to such entering passage, an underflow partition

tween said flanges. across the box adjacent to the outlet overflow and a series

11. In a flexible pipe joint the combination of a casing , of removable gauze screens across the trough .

pipe members each provided with a ball -shaped end located 3. As a filter for the removal of oil or grease from feed

partially within said casing, a head secured to either end water, the receiving receptacle 7 having the perforated

of said casing provided with a seat for a ball -shaped end, screen 4 , the passage 13 communicating with the open trough

and a packing ring held by said head to protect said seat. 7 surrounding the downward aperture 10, the overflow parti
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tion 16 adjacent to the inlet passage , the overflow partition 2. In a car the combination with the roof thereof, a false

11 adjacent to the outlet 10, the underflow partition 8 ad- ceiling within said car provided with apertures or holes to
permit air from the body of the car to pass into the space

Jetween said false ceiling and said roof, and means whereby

a current of fresh air is passed from the outside of the car

into and out of said space , of a conduit or pipe longitudin
FIG . 1

ally placed within the body of the car and below said false

ceiling and in proximity to the apertures or holes therein ,

whereby fresh air passes from the outside of the car through

a plurality of apertures or holes formed in the upper side

of said conduit or pipe so as to direct said fresh air upward

towards said apertures or holes in said false ceiling , so as

to carry the foul air from the car body into said space and

thereout through the means before mentioned for permitting

the passage of air into and out of said space , and means for

controlling the passage of air through said conduit or pipe.

3. In a car the combination with the roof thereof, a false

ceiling within said car provided with apertures or holes to

permit air from the body of the car to pass into the space

between said false ceiling and said roof , means for control

ling the opening and closing of said apertures or holes , and

means whereby a current of fresh air is passed from the
outside of the car into and out of said space , of a conduit or

pipe longitudinally placed within the body of the car and

below said false ceiling and in proximity to the apertures or
FIG . 3

holes therein , whereby fresh air passes from the outside of

the car through a plurality of apertures or holes formed in

the upperside of said conduit or pipe so as to direct said

fresh air upward towards said apertures or holes in said

false ceiling, so as to carry the foul air from the car body

into said spase and thereout through the means before

100952
mentioned for permitting the passage of air into and out of

said space, and means for controlling the passage of air

jacent to the overflow 11 and the removable gauze screens
through said conduit or pipe.

17. 4. In a car the combination with the roof thereof, a false

ceiling within said car provided with apertures or holes to

No. 100,953. System of Ventilating Railway Cars. permit air from the body of the car to pass into the space

hetween said false ceiling and said roof , a plurality of slats
Système de rentilation de chars de chemins de fer.

positioned so as to open and close said apertures or holes

apertures or holes therein , whereby fresh air passes from

the outside of the car into and out of said space , of a con

duit or pipe longitudinally placed within the body of the

car and below said false ceiling and in proximity to the

apertures or holes therein , whereby fresh air passs from

the outside of the car through a plurality of apertures or

holes formed in the upper side of said conduit or pipe so as

to direct said fresh air upward towards said apertures or

holes in said false ceiling , so as to carry the foul air from

the car body into said space and thereout through the

means before - mentioned for permitting the passage of air

into and out of said space , and means for controlling the

passage of air through said conduit or pipe.
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No. 100,954. Clothes Pin. Epingle à linge.
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George Henry Layog, Toronto , Ontario , Canada, 11th Sep

tember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 13th March , 1906. Re

ceipt No. 133,862.

Claim . - 1 . In a car the combination with the roof thereof,

a false ceiling within said car provided with apertures or

holes to permit air from the body of the car to pass into

the space between said false ceiling and said roof, and means Joseph Gideon Cartier, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, 11th

whereby a current of fresh air is passed from the outside of September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 28th March, 1906. Re

the car into and out of said space , of a conduit or pipe
ceipt No. 134,370.

longitudinally placed within the body of the car and below Claim .-1. A clothes pin comprising a single loop through

said false ceiling and in proximity to the apertures or holes which the clothes line is designed to extend and one resilient

therein , whereby fresh air passes from the outside of the short arm terminating in a suitable grip to straddle the wire

car through a plurality of apertures or holes formed in the and one long arm terminating in a suitable grip designed

upper side of said conduit or pipe so as to direct said fresh to straddle the wire , as and for the purpose specified .

air upward towards said apertures or holes in said false 2. A clothes pin comprising a single wire loop througb

ceiling, so as to carry the ul air rom the car body into which the clothes line designed to extend and one resil

said space and thereout through the means before men- ent short arm terminating in a coil designed to straddle the

tioned for permitting the passage of air into and out of said wire and one long arm designed to straddle the wire , as and

space. for the purpose specified.
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No. 100,955. Cigarette Making Machine. is discharged from the carding mechanism and an exhaust

Machine à faire des cigarettes. for drawing off dust from the tobacco .

9. In a cigarette machine the combination with the tobacco

feeding means, the compressing means, the carding means,

the rope forming means , the wrapping means and the

means for cutting into lengths of the continuous cigarette

rod thus formed, a a stripper roll lying parallel to the rope

forming mechanism and a dust exhausting means drawing

transversely to the rope and axis of the stripper roll.

10. In a cigarette machine a rope forming mechanism com

prising an endless belt , the pulley between which the belt is

stretched , the supporting rollers over which the belt runs

at intermediate points , and the pairs of lateral rollers

located at intervals and shaping the belt into the desired

form .

11. In a rope forming mechanism for cigarette machines

the combination of the endless belt , the adjustable side

members , the paired shaping rollers mounted on the side

members, and an adjustable connection between the side

members by which their distance apart may be determined

at will .

12. In a rope former for cigarette machines, the combina

tion of the belt , the adjustable side members, the series
of pairs of belt forming rollers mounted upon the side

members , each side member carrying one roller of each
pair, means for determining the distance between the side

members , and the supporting rollers , each mounted on a

side member.

13. A rope former for cigarette machines comprising an

endless belt , the paired forming rollers , and the relatively

adjustable side members supporting the forming rollers .

14. A rope former for cigarette machines comprising the

pivoted side members , the adjusting screw connecting them ,

the paired forming rollers , and the endless belt.

15. The combination of the relatively adjustable side mem

bers, the paired forming rollers mounted thereon, the end
Napoleon Du Brul , Cincinnati, Ohio , U.S.A., 11th September, less ' belt running between the forming rollers, the con

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 26th April , 1905 . Receipt No
densing wheel , and the adjusting screw drawing the side

124,618 . members together and pressing the belt , through means of

Claim.--1 . In a tobacco feeding mechanism for cigarette the forming rollers, against the condensing wheel .
machines , an apron upon which the tobacco is delivered and 16. In a wrapper attachment for cigarette machines, the

a compresing roller beneath which the tobacco is fed by the tape or paper guide comprising the deflecting part and the
belt , said compressing roller having its periphery spirally guide swinging therefrom and supported by the tape or
grooved . paper passing therethrough.

2. In a tobacco feeding mechanism for cigarette machines 17. In a paper attachment for cigarette machines, the

the combination of the apron upon which the tobacco is de- deflecting part carrying the hinging guide, and having ad
livered , an auxiliary compression roll , a main compression justing screws for shifting it laterally.

roller and a swinging frame pivoted upon the axis of the 18. In a wrapper mechanism , having a paper feed and a

main compression roller , the outer end of which supports tape, an adjustable guide for the paper having a curved

the auxiliary compresison roller in aljustable relation to portion over which the paper is deflected before passing

the feeding apron . upon the tape .

3. In a tobacco feeding mechanism for cigarette machines 19. In a wrapper applying mechanism for cigarette ma
the combination of the apron upon which the tobacco is de- chines the combination of the paper supply, the tape, and
livered , the main compressing roller beneath which the to .

independently adjustable deflecting and guiding means for
bacco is passed , and the auxiliary compressing roller adjust said paper and tape respectively.

ably mounted by a frame swinging about the axis of the 20. In a wrapper attachment for cigarette machines , the

main compressing roller, said rolls being both spirally combination of the tape deflecting roller, the guide hing

grooved.
ing therefrom , the guide through which the paper passes

4. In a tobacco feeding mechanism for cigarette machines having a curved part over which the paper is deflected be.

the combination of the apron upon which the tobacco is de fore reaching the tape and the set screws for adjusting the
livered , the main compression roll , the swinging frome pivot . guide laterally.

ally mounted upon the axis thereof, the auxiliary compres . 21. In a cigarette machine , the combination with an end

sion roll mounted in the outer swinging end of the said less tape, a driving wheel to propel the same, forming de

frame and a screw for regulating the height of the auxiliary vices to form the cigarette rod upon the tape, adjustable

compression roll above the feeding apron. flanged guides fitted to the edges of tape and wrapper , the

5. In a cigarette machine the combination with means for one guiding the tape to a deflecting roller , the other guid

feeding and compressing the tobacco , of tobacco cardinging the paper over a stationary ironing and smoothing de

means , comprising the short toothed picker roll and the re- flecting end , pins on which the guides are adapted to swing

latively long toothed stripper roll slightly meshing there andset screws to vary the relationof the guides to each

with , means for forming the tobacco into a rope , means for other and the forming tube.

wrapping the tobacco rope in a paper wrapper, and means 22. In a cigarette machine , the combination of a main

for cutting into lengths the cigarette rod thus formed. drive shaft, a tape, a tape driven wheel driven from the

6. In a cigarette machine the combination with means for main drive shaft , and a pair of independent paper drive
feeding and compressing the tobacco , of the short tooth rolls having driving connections imparting to them the

picker roll, the guiding roller co - operating therewith , the same surface speed as that imparted to the tape drive wheel ,
relatively long toothed stripper roll slightly intermeshing 23. In a paper cigarette machine , having a main drive
with the picker roll , means for forming the tobacco into a shaft and a tape drive wheel connected directly therewith ,

continuous rod , means for feeding the wrapper to the con- independent paper drive rolls also geared directly to the

tinuous cigarette rod , means for pasting said wrapper, main shaft and driven thereby at the same peripheral speed
means for encasing the cigarette rod therein , and means for as the tape drive wheel .

cutting into lengths the cigarette rod thus formed. 24. In apaper cigarette machine, the combination of the

7. In a cigarette machine the combination with the tobacco main shaft, the tape having its driving means directly

feeding means , the compressing means , the carding means , connected with the main shaft, a pair of independent paper

the rope forming means , the wrapping means , and the means drive rolls also directly connected with the main shaft,

for cutting into lengths of the continuous cigarette rod thus and driven thereby at the same surface speed as the tape

formed , of exhaust mechanism for drawing off dust from the driving means , a cutter also driven from the main drive

tobacco shaft and interchangeable gearing between the main drive

8. In a cigarette machine the combination with the tobacco shaft and the cutter whereby the length of the cigarettes

feeding means , the compressing means , the carding means , to be produced may be changed at will .

the rope forming means, the wrapping means and the means 25. In a cigarette machine,a pair of crimping or knurling

for cutting into lengths of the continuous cigarette rod thus rolls located in position to knurl or crimp the pasting edge

formed , of a stripper roll by means of which the tobacco ' of the wrapper.
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26. In a cigarette machine in which the wrapper is pasted, driving wheel , the printing roll and the crimping rolls , so as
means crimping or knurling the pasted edge of the paper to feed the wrapper in unison with the tape .

before it reaches the paster. 41. In a continuous cigarette machine the combination

27. In a cigarette machine in which a paper wrapper is with the tape and means for driving the same , means for

pasted to secure it around the filler, a pair of paper drive supplying the wrapper and feeding the tobacco thereto , means

rolls having crimping or knurling surfaces in line with the for forming the cigarette rod and a cutter for cutting of the

pasting edge of the paper as it passes between the rolls . cigarettes, of a printer having a printing roll to print upon

28. In combination with a paper cigarette machine , a print- the wrapper, a pair of non - inking drive rolls for paper , and

ing roll and its platen , and independent paper drive rolls a master gear connecting the printing roll and feed roll to

for the wrapper paper, driven from the same source of rotate them at the same surface speed.
power as the printing roll and having the same surface 42. In a continuous cigarette machine the combination

speed as the printing roll . with the tape and means for propelling the same means for

29. In combination with a paper cigarette machine, drive supplying the wrapper paper and feeding the tobacco thereto,
rolls for the wrapper paper, the printing roll with its means for forming the cigarette rod and a cutter for cutting

platen, and a gear connecting said gear and drive rolls off the cigarettes , of a printer having a printing roll to print

and causing them to travel with the samesurface speed , upon the wrapper , a pair of crimping, drive rolls for paper
and in definite relation to theoperation of the cigarette and mechanism connecting the cutter to the printing and
machine. drive rolls to rotate them in unison.

30. In combination with a paper cigarette machine, a plur- 43. In a continuous cigarette machine the combination

ality of printing rolls , a pair of paper drive rolls for the with the tape and means for propelling the same , means for
wrapper paper rotating in definite relation to the operation supplying the wrapper paper and feeding the tobacco there

of the cigarette machine and a gear connecting all of said to , means for forming the cigarette rod and cutter for cut
printing and drive roll and causing them to rotate with the ting off the cigarettes, of a printer having a printing roll to
same surface speed. print upon the wrapper, a pair of driving rolls for paper ,

31. In combination with a paper cigarette machine. print . | mechanism ionnecting the cutter to the printing and drive

ing rolls , inking rolls for said printing rolls , a bronzing roll rolls to rotate them in unison , gearing connecting the cut -off

driven from said inking rolls , paper drive rolls for the knife with the tape driving wheel, and a change wheel in

wrapper paper and a gear connecting the paper drive such gearing to vary the lengths of the cigarettes.

rolls and printing rolls and causing them to run with equal 44. In a continuous cigarette machine the combination

surface speed. with the tape and means for propelling the same , means for

32. In combination with a paper cigarette machine , first supplying the wrapperpaper and feeding the tobacco there

and second printing rolls , inking rolls for said printing rolls , to , means for forming the cigarette rod and a cutter for cut

a pair of paper driving rolls for the wrapper paper and a ting off the cigarettes, of a printer having a printing roll to

gear common to all of said rolls and driving the printing | print upon the wrapper, a pair of driving rolls for paper,

and paper drive rolls at equal surface speed . mechanism connecting the cutter to the printing and drive

33. In combination with a paper cigarette machine , the feed rolls to rotate them in unison , gearing connecting the cut-off
rolls for the wrapper paper, the printing roll , a gear causing knife with the tape driving wheel , a change wheel in such

said rolls to travel at equal surface speed, the cigarette cut- gearing to vary the length of cigarettes, a drive shaft in such

ter , the shaft rotating in definite relation to the cutting mechanism , a printer drive gear releasably secured to said

operation and a gear connecting said shaft to the printing shaft by a set screw , permitting a rotary adjustment of such
roll . printing rolls and drive rolls, to vary the relation of the

34. In combination with the wrapping mechanism of a paper printer to the cutter, or to wholly detach the printer from

cigarette machine, a printing attachment co -operating with the cutter , when required .

the same , additional printing mechanism constructed to be 45. In a cutter for cigarette machines the combination of

aplied to the machine, an idler gear to connect one print- the knives mounted to oscillate across the path of the cigar

ing means with the other, a drive shaft and a gear connecting ette rod , the slide upon which the knives are mounted and

said drive shaft to the printing roll . a cam having connections for simultaneously oscillating the

35. In combination with the wrapping mechanism of a knives and reciprocating the slide .

paper cigarette machine having a printing attachment, an 46. In a cutter for cigarette machines the combination of

additional removable printing means, constructed to be the slide, the pivoted frame, the knives mounted in the

brougth into driving relation to the printing mechanism , a frame, and the cam for oscillating the frame and reciprocat

drive shaft, and a drive gear for connecting said shaft to the ing the slide, said frame being formed of two parts relatively

printing attachment , said gear having an adjustable connec- adjustable about the center of oscillation in order to adjnst

tion with the shaft , permitting the driven parts to be ad- the knives tofward the path of the cigarette rod.

justed relatively to the shaft. 47. In a cigarette machine the combination of the recipro

36. In a cigarette machine the combination of the cutter , cating slide, the oscillating frame formed in two parts , each

wrapper driving mechanism , a printing attachment, ashaft having a bearing at the center of oscillation and a slotand

connecting thecutter operating parts with the mechanism screw connection between said parts whereby they may be

of the printing attachment, a sleeve turning on said shaft, adjusted relatively to bring the cutting edge of the knives

a gear for driving the printing and wraper driving mechan- into proper relation to the path of the cigarette rod .

isms, supported on said sleeve, a hand grip also on said 48. In a cutter for cigarette machines the combination of

sleeve , and means carried by the hand grip whereby the the oscillating frame carrying the knives , the slide upon

sleeve may be rigidly secured to the shaft . which the frame is mounted to oscillate , shoes secured to the

37. In a cigarette machine the combination of the cutter , ends of the slide and having sliding bearings upon the ma

a shaft in operating connection therewith, a gear detach - chine and the caps secured to the machine over the shoes

ably secured to said shaft , a compound gear supported in and holding the latter in place .

turning relation with the said shaft detachably secured gear , 49. In a cutter for cigarette machines the combination of

an idler intermeshingwith said compound gear, by means of the slide shoe formed with a turned body, the oscillating

which the wrapper driving and printing mechanisms are knife frame having a bearing on the turned body of the slide,

simultaneously and co -relatively driven and a second gear on a shoe secured to the end of the turned body and confining

the supporting shaft of said compound gear, by means of the oscillating frame, the caps fitted over the shoes and hold

which additional printing attachments may be driven . ing them upon their bearings, the cam lever depending from

38. In a continuous cigarette machine having a printer to the oscillating frame , the roller stud depending from he

print upon the wrapper before it is delivered to the wrap- slide, and a cam engaging the cam lever and roller stud for

ping mechanism , the combination with the tape and driving oscillating the knife frame and reciprocating the slide.
wheel to propel the same, of a printing roll with type to 50. In a cutter for cigarette machines the combination

print the impressions and a pair of driving rolls for the with the oscillating knife lever, the rotary knives mounted
wrapper paper adapted to crimp and feed the paper be- thereon and having a pulley for rotating them , a pulley

tween their opposed faces, and means connecting the tape journalled on the center of oscillation of the knife frame ,

driving wheel, the printing roll and the driving rolls , so as and a bolt passing from an external source of driving power

to feed the paper in unison with the tape . over said pulleys and rotating the knives .

39. In a continuous cigarette machine the combination with 51. In a cigarette machine the combination with the feed

tape and means for driving same , of a pair of driving rolls ing and carding means , the rope forming means , the mechan

for the wrapper, provided with intermeshing grooves and ism for wrapping the continuous rope filler and the cigarette

ridgesadapted to crimp the wrapper between their opposed cutting means, of a means forcrimping,corrugating , ribbing
faces . or otherwise roughening one of the overlapped pasting edges

40. In a continuous cigarette machine having a printer to of the wrapper paper , prior to applying paste thereto .

print upon the wrapper before it is delivered to the tape, the 52. In a cigarette machine the combination with the feed

combination with the tape and a driving wheel to propel the ing and carding means, the rope forming means , the mechan
same, of a printing roll with type to print the impressions ism for wrapping the continuous rope filler and the cigarette

anda pair of crimping rolls provided with intermeshing cutting means, of means for roughening the paste receiving

groovesand ridges adapted to press and stretch the paper portion near but not extending to one edge of thewrapper

betwen their opposedfaces, andmeansconnecting thetape ' paper,means for applying paste to said roughened edge, and
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means for pressing the pasted roughened edge into position valve stem , the arms on the stem moving loosely in said

to adhere to the opposite edge of the paper. holes, the face of the gate having an opening, a relief valve

53. In a cigarette machine thecombination with the feed- in said opening having a flange and guide stem , said guide

ing and carding means . the rope forming means , the mechan- stem being suitably guided in the gate , a lever to which

ism for wrapping the continuous rope filler and the cigarette said stem is loosely pivoted. an arm extending from the stem

cutting means, of means for roughening the paste receiving from a link connecting said lever and arm , a coiled spring

portion near but not extending to one edge of the wrapper around the relief valve stem pressing it outward anda coiled

paper so as to leave a flat smooth pasting portion, means spring for pressing the gate outward, substantially as des

for applying paste to said roughened edge , and means for cribed .

pressing the pasted roughened edge into position to adhere

to the opposite edge of the paper . No. 100,957. Hat. Chapeau .

54. In a cigarette machine the combination with the feed

ing and carding means , the rope forming means, the mech

anism for wrapping the continuous rope filler and the

cigarette cutting means , of means for feeding the paper by

a pair of rolls having corresponding portion of their peri

pheries formed to crimp , corrugate , rib or otherwise roughen

the edge of the paper , means for passing the paper in posi

tion to receive paste upon said edge, and means for pressing

said edge in overlapped relation to the opposite edge of the

paper.

55. In a cigarette machine , a dryer movable on the machine

to and from the folding tube and adapted to dry the pasted

seam of the cigarette rod passing therethrough .

56. In a cigarette machine , a heater trunnioned on the

machine and removable therefrom and adapted to be moved

into or out of the heating relation with the pasted seam of

the continuous cigarette.

57. In a cigarette machine , a heater movable on the

machine to or from heating relation with the folding tube ,

the said heater embodying an overhanging portion formed

with a chamber through which the products of combustion

pass to increase the drying effect as the continuous rod Charles Johnstone - Hall, 92 Bexley Road, Northumberland

passed through the cigarette tube. Heath, Belvedere , England , 11th September, 1906 ; 6

58. A dryer for cigarette machines , comprising a hollow years. Filed 19th March, 1906. Receipt No. 134,007.

body adapted to conform to the folding tube of a cigarette Claim .-1 . In combination with a hat , a hook pivotally

machine and constructed with a base chamber for fuel hav connected thereto and adapted to project outward and to
ing an upwardly discharging burner opening, a combustion lie within the hat.

chamber into which said burner opening discharges, having 2. In a hat suspending device , a plate , a hook pivotally
inlets for air to support combustion , a baffle plate extending connected to the plate, and means for attaching the plate

transversely of said combuston chamber to deflect the burn to a hat.

ing gases toward the wall which contacts with the folding
3. In a hat suspending device , a plate , a hook pivotally

tube, and an extension to the combustion chamber extending connected to the plate, means for attaching the plate to a

a part of the length of the dryer and overhanging the fold- hat, and means for limiting the movement of the hook.

ing tube .
4. In a hat suspending device , a plate provided with a

plurality of slots, a hook pivotally connected to the plate,

No. 100,956. Controller for Distributing Mechan- and means for attaching the plate to a hat.

ism for Fluids in Cities. 5. In a hat suspending device, a plate , a hook pivotally

Mécanisme de distribution des fluides dans les villes. connected to the plate and provided with a stamped

strengthening rib.

6. In a hat suspending device, a plate, a hook pivotally .

connected to the plate and attaching members disposed

through the plate .

7. In a hat suspending device , a plate , a hook pivotally

connected to the plate and provided with an arched portion ,

and attaching screws disposed through the plate over one of

which said arched portion of the hook is adapted to pass.

8. In a hat suspending device, a plate, an eyelet disposed

through the plate and a hook carried by the eyelet.

9. In a hat suspending device an attaching member, a

hook pivoted to the attaching member, means for securing

the attaching member, and means for limiting the movement

of the hook.

10. In a hat suspending device an attaching member, a

hook pivoted to the attaching member, means for securing

the attaching member to a hat and a projecting member

carried by the attaching member in the path of movement
of the hook.
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No. 100,958. Money Paying Machine.
Frank J. Foveaux , Alameda , California , U.S.A. , 11th Sep

Machine à payer l'argent.
tember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 27th June , 1906. Receipt

No. 137,337 . Edward Ludvigsen , Copenhagen , Denmark, 11th September,

Claim . - 1 In an apparatus of the character described the
1906 ; 6 years. Filed 30th October, 1905 . Receipt No.

combination of a cylindrical valve casing having ways , a
129,657.

stem arranged axially of the casing, arms secured upon said Claim.-An apparatus for paying in an out by the use of

stem , a yoke-shaped valve gate having sector -shaped holes which contagion by money can be prevented in such a
in the arms of said yoke, said holes surrounding the valve manner that the shop assistant or cashier is not obliged to

stem and the arms secured thereto , the middle portion of touch the coins or notes comprising combination the trans

the yoke being cylindrical in form to move in contact with porting device for the bank notes consisting of a band
the cylindrical wall of the casing, the face of the gate having moved below an opening of the casing of the till, two rollers

an opening therein, a relief valve in said opening, means revolubly mounted in the casing having each one end of the

operated by the movement of the stem for withdrawing said band fixed to it , means for revolving the one roller in one
relief valve , the arms on the stem in their further move- direction and the other roller in opposite direction to wind
inent being adaptedto come into contact with the arms of up the band with the band notes upon the one roller and to
the yoke -shaped gate to actuate the same , substantially as unwind the same in opposite direction in such a manner

described . that the notes fall out from the band , a push engageing

2. In an apparatus of the character described the combin- with an incision of one of the rollers for locking the same

ation of a cylindrical casing having ways for connecting with in position , tubes for the reception of coins of assorted

main pipes , a stem arranged axially in said casing , arms value , slides closing the bottom of said tubes , a bottom

secured to said stem to rock therewith , a yoke-shaped plate of the tube having an opening for the coin and a guide

valve gate the arms of which have holes surrounding the plate for the slide having an opening through which the
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coin falls out , a counter plate for the reception of the coin 4. In a coiled wire fabric machine, the combination with

to be paid out,a locking device consistingof a bar securing the coiling devices, of a pair of feed rolls forfeeding the
wire thereto , the pressure surface of one of the rolls having

Fig. 1 .
it yielding connection with its driving shaft and the wire

feeding surface of the other roll comprising a removable ring

or collar positively driven by its shaft .

5. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with

-9 the coiling devices , of a pair of feed rolls for feeding the

wire thereto , the pressure surface of one of the rolls being
5 -10

in the form of a ring or collar having a yielding operating

connection with its shaft , and a ring or collar removably

mounted on the other feed roll .

6. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with

coiling devices, of a pair of feed rolls for feeding the wire

thereto, and means for intermittently moving the wire feed

ing surface of one roll towards that of the other with a

yielding pressure.

7. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with

Fig. 2 .
coiling devices , of a pair of feed rolls for feeding the wire

thereto , and means for intermittently moving the wire feed
A

ing surface of one roll towards that of the other with a

yielding pressure , adjustable in degree .

8. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with

coiling devices , of a pair of continuously operațing feed rolls

for feeding the wire thereto , and having shafts having a

fixed working relation , and means for moving the wire feed

ing surfaces of one roll towards that of the other with a

yielding pressure .

9. In a coiled wire fabric machine, the combination with

coiling devices , of a pair of feed rolls for feeding the wire

thereto , the pressure surface of one of the rolls being ar

ranged to be moved eccentric of its shaft to a feeding posi

tion , and intermittently operated means for so moving the

the stopper of the note rollers in locking position and the pressure surface .

slides of the coin tubes , an angular lever hinged with one 10. In a coiled wire fabric machine, the combination with

end to said bar, a support plate hinged to the frame, a coiling devices , of a pair of feed rolls for feeding the wire

spring for swinging round said support plate and cams con- thereto, the pressure surface of one of the rolls being ar

nected with the pivots of the support plate and engaging ranged to be moved eccentric of its shaft to a feeding posi

with the other end of the angular lever, a hook of the sup lion , and intermittently actuated means for so moving the

port gripping behind a fixed noose of the casing , a sliding pressure surface for an intermittent feed of the wire, said

carriage mounted in said support plate adapted to be moved fred rolls being continuously running.

forward in said support, a feeding device for a paper strip 11. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with

mounted in said carriage, a toothed disc at the end of the coiling devices , of a pair of feed rolls for feeding the wire

main roller of said feeding device and a rack fixed on the thereto , the pressure surface of one of the rolls being ar

suppoçt plates outside said carriage for automatically re- ranged to be moved eccentric of its shaft to a feeding posi

volving the roller when the carriage is moved forward in its tion , and spring pressed mechanism for intermittently ex

support , substantially as described and shown and for the erting pressure on such surface and moving the same eccen

purpose set forth . tric of its shaft for feeding the wire .

12. In a coiled wire fabric machine, the combination with

No. 100,959. Coiled Wire Fabric Making Machine. coiling devices, of a pair of feed rolls for feeding thewire

Machine à faire les tissu8 de fil roulé.
thereto , the pressure surface of one of the rolls being ar

ranged to be moved eccentric of its shaft to a feeding posi

tion , and comprising a ring or collar encircling its shaft and

1391 -502 | baving a spring driving connection therewith , and an inter

mittently operated roller arranged to bear against the ring

or collar and move it in its eccentric feeding position .

13. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with

coiling devices , of a pair of feed rolls for feeding the wire

thereto , the pressure surface of one of the rolls being ar

ranged to be moved eccentric of its shaft to a feeding posi

tion , and comprising a ring or collar encircling its shaft and

having a spring driving connection therewith and an inter

mittently operated spring pressed roller arranged to bear

against the ring or collar and move it in its eccentric feed

ing position .

302 14. In a coiled wire fabric machine, the combination with

119.98306 coiling devices , of a pair of feed rolls for feeding the wire

thereto, the pressure surface of one of the rolls being ar

ranged to be moved eccentric of its shaft to a feeding posi

100959
Son 30g

tion , and comprising a ring or collar encircling its shaft and

having a spring driving connection therewith , a pair of roll
ers arranged to bear against the ring or collar, a movable

Wilber J. Pine , Oshkosh, Wisconsin , U.S.A., 11th September spring pressed frame or cradle for such rollers, and means

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 11th December, 1905. Receipt No. for intermittently reciprocating the frame to cause its rollers

130,912. to intermittently move the ring to eccentric feeding position .

Claim .-1 . In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination 15. In a coiled wire fabric machine, the combination with a

with the coiling devices , of a pair of feed rolls for feeding plurality of coiling devices , of a pair of continually running

the wire thereto , one of said rolls comprising a shaft and a feed rolls for feeding the wire thereto , one of the rolls hav

removable collar or ring mounted thereon and rotatable ing a plurality of pressure surfaces with a yielding driving

iberewith .
connection with the shaft of their roll , a corresponding plur

2. In a coiled wire fabric machine, the combination with ality of pressure rollers co - operating with the pressure sur
the coiling devices , of a pair of feed rolls for feeding the faces to move the latter eccentric of their shaft for wire

wire thereto . one of said rolls comprising a shaft and a feeding, means for so moving the rollers , and means for regu
plurality of collars or rings mounted thereon parallel to lating the pressure capable of being exerted by such rollers

each other and rotatable therewith . independently.

3. In a coiled wire fabric machine, the combination with 16. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with

the coiling devices , of a pair of feed rolls for feeding the a plurality of coiling devices , of a pair of continually run

wire thereto , one of said rolls comprising a shaft , a disc ning feed rolls for feeding the wire thereto , one of the rolls

mounted on and driven by the shaft, and a ring or collar having a plurality of pressure surfaces with a yielding driv

surrounding the disc and constituting the wire feeding sur- ing connection with the shaft of their roll , a corresponding

face of such roll.
plurality of pressure rollers co -operating with the pressure
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surfaces to move the latter eccentric of their shaft for wire head for cutting off the wire, said knife being adjustable in

feeding, means for so moving the rollers , and means for ren- position relatively to the coiling device.

dering any one of the rollers inactive at the will of the 27. In a coiled wire fabric machine, the combination with

operator. the coiling device, of a movable trigger or arm arranged

17. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with to engage and position the coil during the cording operation ,
a plurality of coiling devices , of a pair of continually run- and means for adjusting the position of such arm .

ning feed rolls for feeding the wire thereto, one of the rolls 28. In a coiled wire gabric machine , the combination with

having a plurality of pressure surfaces with a pielding driv- the coiling device, of a movable trigger or arm arranged to

ing connection withtheshaft of their roll, a corresponding engage and position the coil during the cording operation,
plurality of pressure rollers co - operating with the pressure cut - off mechanism for cutting the wires after being coiled ,

surfaces to move the latter eccentric of their shaft for wire and means for adjusting the arm to operate closer to or

feeding , an operating connection , springs interposed between further away from the cut -oc mechanism .

said connection and the rollers for transmitting motion , and 29. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with

means interrupting such transmitting connection at the will the coiling device, of a movable trigger or arm arranged to

of the operator. engage and position the coil during the cording operation ,

18. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with
and cut -off mechanism for cutting the wires after being

a plurality of coiling devices, of a pair of continually run
coiled and adjusted in respect to the coiling device , said arm

ning feed rolls for feeding the wire thereto , one of the being also adjustable in respect thereto.

rolls having a plurality of pressure surfaces with 30. In a coiled wire fabric machine, the combination with

yielding driving connection with the shaft of their roll , a
the coiled device , of a movable trigger or arm arranged to

corresponding plurality of pressure rollers co -operating with
engage and position the coil during the cording operation ,

the pressure surfaces to move the latter eccentric of their and cut-off mechanism for cutting the wires after being

shaft for wire feeding, an operating connection, springs in - coiled , said cut- oc mechanism and said arm being inde

terposed between said connection and the rollers for trans
pently adjustable with respect to the coiled device and in

mitting motion, and a series of independently operated keys respect to each other.

for taking the thrust on said springs and relieving the rollers
31. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with

of pressure .
the coiled device , of a movable positioning or retaining

19. In a coiled wire fabric machine, the combination with finger arranged to hold the coil after being coiled and to

the coiling devices, of a pair of feed rolls for feeding the also move the rearward end thereof slightly away from the

wire thereto, means for intermittently exerting a yielding
coiling device .

pressure against one of the rolls , said rolls having a plura
32. In a coiled wire fabric machine, the combination with

lity of wire feeding surfaces to accomodate a plurality of
the coiling device and cut- off mechanism , of a movable re

coiling devices , and a series of independently operable keys laining finger arranged to engage the coil in the cording

for preventing the action of such yielding pressure in res
operation, and a trigger or arm arranged to engage and move

an end of the coil towards the cut - off mechanism in the cord
pect to any one or all of the sets of coiling devices.

20. In a coiled wire fabric machine, the combination with independently adjustably adjustable in respect to each other

ing operation , said cut - off mechanism , finger and arm being

the coiling devices , of a pair of feed rolls for feeding the
and to the coiling device.

wire thereto , one of the rolls having a yielding pressure sur 33. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with

face movable to a position eccentric of its shaft , a pressure the coiler, of a tensioner therefor comprising a cylinder
roller arranged to bear against such surface, to move it mounted in advance of the coiler and having a spiral to co

to said position , a movable frame for said roller, a recipro - operate with thatof said coiler, and means for rotarily ad.

cating bar having a bore partwayof its length, a spring justing the cylinder comprising a gear operatively connected

arranged within said bore , and a plunger or pin sliding in
with the cylinder, and a pinion engaging said gear.

the bore and outwardly pressed by said spring , said plunger 34. In a coiled wire fabrid machine, the combination with
exerting pressure against said frame when the bar is oper the wire coiling and weaving devices, of electrical means for
ated.

21. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with acting upon preceding coils .

holding the wire or coil last run while the weaving device is

the coiling devices, of feed rolls for feeding the wire there 35. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with
to , the pressure surface of one of the rolls consisting of a the wire coiling and weaving devices, of an electro -magnet

pair of rings or collars yieldingly connected with their for attracting andclamping the wire or coil last run while

driving shaft, pressure applying rollers for the pressure the weaving device is acting upon preceding coils .
rings . a corresponding pair of frames or cradles in which 36. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with
therollers are mounted, a fulcrum bar on which the frames

the wire coiling and weaving devices , of an electro -magnet

are pivoted, a reciprocating bar, and a spring connnection for attracting and clampingthe wireor coil last run while
between the latter bar and the fulcrum bar. the weaving device is acting upon the preceding coils , and

22. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with automatic means for alternately energizing and de-energiz
the coiling devices, of feed folls for feeding the wire thereto, ing the electro -magnet.

the pressure surface of one of the rolls consisting of a pair 37. In a coiled wire fabric machine, the combination with

of rings or collars yieldingly connected with their driving a wire coiling device, of a weaving device comprising a
shaft, pressure applying rollers for the pressure rings , a channel in which the wires as coiled are run, and electrical

corresponding pair of frames or cradles in which the rollers means for retaining the wire last run in the channel.
are mounted, means for moving the frames with a yielding 38. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with

pressure adjustable with respect to the individual frames. a wire coiling device , of a weaving device comprising a

23. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with channel in which the wires as coiled are run , and an electro

the coiling devices , of feed rolls for feeding the wire there- magnet arranged in the channel to attract and thereby clamp

to, the pressure surface of one of the rolls consisting of a the wire last run in the channel .

pair of rings or collars yieldingly connected with their 39. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with

driving shaft , pressure applying rollers for the pressure a wire coiling device , of a weaving device comprising a

rings, a corresponding pair of frames or cradles in which channel in which the wires as coiled are run , and an electro

the rollers are mounted, a sliding bar having a cam roller, magnet forming the bottom of the channel and adapted ,

yielding operating connections between such bar and the when energized , to attract and retain the wire last run in

frames or cradles, and an operating bar having a cam ar- the channel.

ranged to co - operate with the cam roller and thereby actu- 40. In a coiled wire fabric machine, the combination with

ate its sliding bar . a wire coiling device, of a weaving device comprising a

24. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with channel in which the wires as coiled are run , and which con

the coiling devices , of feed rolls for feeding the wire there- sists of parallel strips in alignment with the coiling device,

to, the pressure surface of one of the rolls consisting of a and an electro -magnet arranged between such strips and ex

pair of rings or collars yieldingly connected with their tending substantially throughout their length to attract and

driving shaft, pressure applying rollers for the pressure thereby clamp the coil or wire last run in the channel.

rings , a corresponding pair of frames or cradles in which the 41. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with

rollers are mounted, a sliding bar, yielding operating con- a wire coiling device , of a weaving device comprising a

nections Between such bar and the frames or cradles, an channel in which the wires as coiled are run, an electro

operating bar , and a cam mounted thereon to operate the magnet arranged in the channel to attract and thereby clamp

sliding bar and adjustable to time the movement of the the last wire run in the channel , and automatic means for

latter. energizing and de - energizing said magnet.

25. In a coiled wire fabric machine, the combination of an 42. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with

oscillating head, the coiling devices and cut -off mechanism a wire coiling device , of a weaving device comprising a

mounted thereon , and cut -off mechanism adjustable in res- channel in which the wires as coiled are run, parrallel plates

pect to the coiling device . of non -magnetic material lining the opposite longitudinal

26. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with walls of the channel, and an electro -magnet arranged in the

the coiling device, of an oscillating head on which said coil - channel between said plates to attract, and clamp the wire

ing device is mounted and a knife also mounted in said ' last run in the channel.
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43. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with 57. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with

a wire coiling device , of a weaving device comprising a a wire coiling device , of a weaving device comprising parallel

channel in which the wires as coiled are run, means for hold- side members forming a weaving channel betwenthem , both

ing the last wire run in the channel, and shutters alternately of the members being adjustable to adjust the width of such

movable partially across the channel from opposite sides channel for different diameters of coils .

thereof to engage the wire fabric in the weaving operation . 58. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with a

44. In a coiled wire fabric machine the combination with wire coiling device , of a weaving device comprising two

a wire coiling device , of a weaving device comprising a parallel bars or strips , forming a channel between them, one

channel in which the wires as coiled are run , one side of said of which is movable and the other stationary, a series of

channel being movable vertically, means for holding the yokes arranged at intervals along the length of the strips to

last wire run in the channel , and shutters mounted on both receive both of them but secured to the stationary strip only,

sides of the channel and movable partially across the channel means for adjusting the relative position of the movable

from opposite sides thereof to engage and feed the wire strip in the yoke , and means for adjusting the yokes and
fabric.

stationary strip , whereby the width of the channel may be

45. In a coiled wire fabric machine, the combination with adjusted for different diameters of coils .

a wire coiling device, of a weaving device comprising a 59. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with

channel in which the wires as coiled are run , one side of the coiling device , of a weaving device comprising two

said channel being fixed and the other movable vertically, parallel longitudinal strips forming a weaving channel be

means carried by both sides of said channel for co -operating tween them , one of the strips being stationary and the other

with the fabric in the weaving operation, and mechanism movable in the weaving operation , a laterally adjustable

for actuating said means. frame supporting the stationary strip .

46. In a coiled wire fabric machine, the combination with
60. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with

a wire coiling device , of a weaving device comprising a

channel in which the wires as coiled are run, one side of said parallel longitudinal strips forming a weaving channel be
the coiling device, of a weaving device comprising two

channel being fixed and the other movable vertically , an
tween them , one of the strips being stationary and the other

electro - magnet secured to the fixed side of the channel and movable in the weaving operation , and a laterally adjustable

adapted, when energized, to clamp the wire last run in the framesupporting the stationary strip , and means for corres

channel .
pondingly adjusting the movable strip .

47. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with

a wire coiling device , of a weaving device comprising a
61. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with

channel in which the wires as coiled are run , one side of parallel longitudinal strips forming a weaving channel be
the coiling device, of a weaving device comprising two

said channel being fixed and the other movable vertically , tween them , one of the strips being stationary, and the

an electro-magnet secured to the fixed side of the channel other movable in the weaving operation , and a series of yokes

with a pole forming the bottom of such channel , and shutters arranged along the length of the strips and secured to the

movable on the walls or sides of the channel to co -operate stationary strip but only receiving the movable strip , a lat

with the fabric in the weaving operation .

48. In a coiled wire fabric machine, the combination with removable fillets arranged between an inner side of the yokes
erally adjustable frame supporting the stationary strip , and

a wire coilng device, of a weaving device comprising a chan- and the outer side of the movable strip.

nel in which the wires as coiled are run , and shutters

mounted on both sides of the channel and movablepartially the coiling device, of a weaving device comprising two
62. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with

across the channel , one side of said channel being fixed and
the other movable bodily vertically together with its shutter. parallel longitudinal strips forming a weaving channel be

49. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with a
tween them , one of the strips being stationary, and the other

wire coiling device, of a weaving device comprising a chan - movable in the weaving operation , and a series of yokes ar
nel in which the wires as coiled are run, and shutters alter- ranged along the length of the strips and secured to the

nately movable partially across the channel to engage the
stationary strip but only receiving the movable strip , later

wire fabric and comprising plates or strips arranged to slide
ally adjustable frames or plates supporting opposite ends

upon the opposite walls of said channel and extending sub
of the stationary strips , and removable fillets arranged in

stantially throughout the length thereof.
the yokes for adjusting the relative position of the movable

50. In a coiled wire fabric machine, the combination with a strips thereon .

wire coiling device , of a weaving device comprising a chan 63. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with

nel in which the wires as coiled are run , shutters alternately the coiling device, of a weaving device comprising a channel

movable partially across the channel to engage the wire in which the wires as coiled are run, shutters movable

fabric , bars arranged to slide in the walls of the channel partially across the channel to co -operate with the fabric ,

and operatively connected with the shutters, and means for and yielding operating connections co -operating with the

actuating said bars. shutters and arranged to yield when the cords are presented

51. In a coiled wire fabric machine, the combination with
to the shutters .

a wire coiling device, of a weaving device comprising a chan 64. In a coiled wire fabric machine, the combination with

nel in which the wires as coiled are run , shutters alternately the coiling device, of a weaving device comprising a channel

movable partially across the channel to engage the wire in which the wires as coiled are run , shutters movable par

fabric , bars arranged to slide in the walls of the channel tially across the channel to co-operate with the fabric,

and having a slot and pin connection with the shutters, and operating connections for said shutters to move them in

means for actuating said bars. respect to the channel and automatic means for determining

52. In a coiled wire fabric machine, the combination with a the degree of such movement accordingly as the regular

wire coiling device, of a weaving device comprising a chan- weave or cords are presented to the shutters.

nel in which the wires as coiled are run , shutters alternately 65. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with

movable partially across the channel to engage the wire ' the coiling device, of a weaving device comprising a channel

fabric, bars arranged to slidein the walls of the channel and in which the wires as coiled are run , shutters movable par
operatively connected with the shutters, means for actuating | tally across the channel to co-operate with the fabric, a

said bars, and an abutment plate arranged above one of the driving shaft , and operating connections between such shaft

shutters and the shutters and adapted to yield after a predetermined

53. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with thrust is imparted to the shutters.
a wire coiling device , of a weaving device comprising a chan- 66. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with

nel in which the wires as coiled are run , said channel being the coiling device, of a weaving device comprising achannel
formed of one fixed member and a parallel but movable mem- in which the wires as coiled are run, shutters movable par

ber , and means for moving said last -named member in the tially across the channel to co - operate with the fabric, a

weaving operation . driving shaft, and operating connections between such shaft

54. In a coiled wire fabric machine, the combination with and the shutters and having interposed springs adapted to

a wire coiling device, of a weaving device comprising a chan- yield after a predetermined thrust is imparted to the shut

nel in which the wires as coiled are run , said channel being ters .

formed of one fixed side and a parallel but movable side , and 67. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with

means arranged near the opposite ends of the movable side a wire coiling device , of a weaving device comprising two

for operating the same. parallel bars or strips , forming a channel between them , one

55. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with of which is movable and the other stationary, a series of
a wire coiling device, of a weaving device comprising parallel yokes arranged at intervals along the length of the strips
side members forming a weaving channel between them , to receive both of them but secured to the stationary strip

and means for adjusting the width ofsuch channel for differ - only, a plate arranged upon the inner side of the stationary
ent diameters of coils . | strip to form thereat a removable wear plate , said plate be

56. In a coiled wire fabric machine. the combination with | ing of non -magnetic material , blocks connected with the
& wire coiling device, of a weaving device comprising yokes, and an electro -magnet supported by such blocks.
parallel side members forming a weaving channel between 68. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with

them , oneof the members being adjustable to adjust the coiling and weaving devices , of a pattern device comprising
width of such channel for different diameters of coils . a movable member having a step - by -step movement, and
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means co -operating therewith and controlling the movements 80. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with

of the weaving device . coiling and weaving devices , of a pattern device determining

69. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with the pattern or place of insertion of cords in the fabric , and

coiling and weaving devices , of a pattern device comprising mechanism for operating the weaving devices , such pattern

a movable member having a step - by - step movement , and device comprising an endless band continuously operated in

having a series of depressions spaced according to the par- the operation of the machine , and provided on one edge with

ticular plan or pattern of fabric as regards the place of in- a series of notches spaced according to the desired type of

sertion of the cords , and means co-operating with said do fabric to be produced and provided on the other edge with

pressions and arranged to control the movements of the teeth corresponding to the number of weaves in the fabric , a

weaving device. pinion engaging said teeth , a pin wheel operated by the ma

70. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with chine , and an arm controlling the operation of the weaving

coiling and weaving devices, of mechanism for operating the device and itself controlled by the noiches of the band.

weaving device , and a pattern device determining the pat- 81. In a coiled wire fabric machine, the combination with

tern or place of insertion of cords in the fabric and co- coiling and weaving devices, of a pattern device determining

operating with the weaving device . the pattern or place of insertion of cords in the fabric , such

71. In a coiled wire fabric machine, the combination with pattern device comprising an endless band continuously

coiling and weaving devices , of mechanism for operating the operated in the operation of the machine , a train of mech

weaving device , and a pattern device determining the pat- anism for operating the weaving device and including a

tern or place of insertion of cords in the fabric and arrang- ratchet and pawl , and means under the control of the band

ed to stop the weaving device at intervals . for swinging the pawl to an inactive position when a cord is

72. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with being run .

coiling and weaving devices , of mechanism for operating the 82. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with

weaving device , and a pattern device comprising a mo"able coiling and weaving devices , of a pattern device determining

member provided with a series of projections and depres the pattern or place of insertion of cords in the fabric , such

sions, and means co -operating therewith and controlling the pattern device comprising an endless band continuously
movements of the weaving device . operated in the operation of the machine , a train of mechan

73. In a coiled wire fabric machine, the combination with ism for operating the weaving device and including a ratchet
coiling and weaving devices, of mechanism for operating and pawl, and means under the control of the bandfor swing
the weaving device, and a pattern device comprising a longi- ing the pawl to an inactive position when a cord is being run .
tudinally movable member provided on one edge with a such means comprising a slide having an arm which when

series of projections and depressions aud means Co - oper- the slide is stopped interferes with and swings the pawl to

ating therewith and controlling the movements of the weav- inactive position , and an arm governed by the band and ar

ing device . ranged to stop said slide when a cord is to be run , as deter

74. In a coiled wire fabric machine the combination with mined by the band.
coiling and weaving devices , of a pattern device determining 83. In a coiled wire fabric machine, the combination with

the pattern or place of insertior of cords in the fabric , such coiling and weaving devices, of a pattern device determining

pattern device comprising an endless hand continuously the pattern or place of insertion of cords in the fabric, such
operated in the operation of the machine and having means pattern device comprising an endless band continuously

for causing the stopping of the weaving devices for the in - operated in the operation of the machine, a train of mech
sertion of cords. anism for operating the weaving device and including a

75.In a coiled wire fabric machine, the combination with ratchet and pawl, and means under the control of the band

coiling and weaving devices, of a pattern device determining for swinging the pawl to an inactive position when a cord is

the pattern or place of insertion of cords in the fabric, and being run , such means comprising a slide spring pressed

mechanism for operating the weaving devices , such pattern downwardly and having an arm which when the slide is held
device comprisiug an endless band continuously operated in suspended interferes with and swings the pawl to inactive

the operation ofthe machine, and an arm controlled by the position, a cam for raising the slide against its spring pres
band and. when permitted by the latter , arranged to stop sure , said band having on one edge a series of notches spaced

said operating mechanism . according to a predetermined pattern as regards cords in the

76. In a coiled wire fabric machine, the combination with | fabric, and a spring pressed arm having a tooth pressed

coiling and weaving devices, of a pattern device determining against said edge of the band and adapted to drop into any

the pattern or place of insertion of cords in the fabric , and one of the notches presented to thereby cause such arm to

mechanism for operating the weaving devices , such pattern nove to a position to interfere with the slide and hold it

device comprising an endless band continuously operated in suspended .
the operation of the machine , and an arm normally hela 84. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with

with a yielding pressure towards a position to interfere coiling and weaving devices , of a pattern device determining

with and stop the weaving devices, but restrained thereby the pattern or place of insertion of cords in the fabric, such
until the time for the insertion of a cord . pattern device comprising an endless band continuously

77. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with operated in the operation of the machine , a train of mechan

coiling and weaving devices , of a pattern device determining ism for operating the weaving device and including a ratchet

the pattern or place of insertion of cords in the fabric , and and pawl , and means under the control of the band for swing

mechanism for operating the weaving devices , such patterning the pawl to an inactive position when a cord is being

device comprising an endless band continuously operate run , such means comprising a slide having an arm which

in the operation of the machine , and provided with a series when the slide is stopped and held suspended interferes with

of notches spaced at predetermined distances apart accordin and swings the pawl to inactive position, and a device under
to the desired type of fabric to be produced , and an arm co- the control of the band for holding the slide suspended when

operating with such notches and arranged to stop the wear- a cord is to be run , as determined by the band, a second

ing device when a notch is presented thereto . slide , a trigger or arm operatively connected therewith to

78. In a coiled wire fabric machine, the combination with co - operate with the wire after leaving the coiling device, and
coiling and weaving devices, of a pattern device determining a connection between said slides whereby the second slide
the pattern or place of insertion of cords in the fabric . and may be held suspended , together with the first slide .
mechanism for operating the weaving devices , such pattern 85. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with

device comprising an endless band continuously operated in coiling and weaving devices, of a reciprocating head on which

the operation of the machine , and provided on one edge with the coiling device is supported .
a series of notches spaced according to the desired type of 86. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with

fabric to be produced, said band having a step -by - step move- coiling and weaving devices , of a head supporting the coiling
ment and an arm co-operating with such notches and con- device and arranged to reciprocate toward and away from

trolling the operation of the weaving device , said arm being rhe weaving device .
arranged to drop into any notch presented and thereby stop 87. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with

the weaving device . coiling and weaving devices , of a head supporting the coiling

79. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with device and arranged to be moved intermittently and to be

coiling and weaving devices , of a pattern device determining reciprocated toward and away from the weaving device.

" 2 " ** # torn or place of insertion of cords in the fabric , and 88. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with

mechanism for operating the weaving devices, such pattern coiled and weaving devices , and with wire feeding mech

device comprising an endless band continuously operated in anism for feeding the wire to the coiling device, of a head

the oneration of the machine and provided on one edge with carrying said coiling device and wire feeding mechanism and

a series of potches snaced according to the desired type of arranged to reciprocate toward and away from the weaving

fabric to he produced and provided or the other edge with device.

tenth corresponding to the numbor of weaves in the fabric . 89. In a coiled wire fabric machine the combination with

A pinion operated by the machine and engaging said teeth to coiling and weaving devices, and with feed rolls for feeding

move the hand with a step -by - step movement , and an arm the wire to the coiling device , of a head carrying said feed

controlling the operation of the weaving device and itsell rolls and coiling device and arranged to be intermittently

controlled by the notches of the band .
reciprocated toward and away from the weaving device.
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90. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination of a 103. In a coiled wire fabric machine the combination with

coiling device , a weaving device , cut - off mechanism , and a a plurality of coiled devices , of weaving mechanism com

reciprocating head on which the coiling device and cut- off prising channels in which the wires as coiled are run , separ
mechanism are mounted. ate sets of shutters movable partially across the channels to

91. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination of a Co - operate with the coils , and separate operating arms for

coiling device, a weaving device , cut - off mechanism , feed the different sets of shutters , actuating or driving mechan

rolls for feeding the wire to the coiling device , and a reci- ism for said arms, separable yielding connections betweeen

procating head on which the coiling device , cut - off mech- the shutters of one set and their operating arm , and a yield

anism and feed rolls are mounted. ing connection between the other arm and said driving

92. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with mechanism .

104. In a coiled wire fabric machine, the combination with

the coiling device is supported and actuating mechanism for the coiling and weaving devices , and with the feed rolls , of

such head comprising a driving shaft , a rolling key oper- mechanism for actuating said devices and rolls , a clutch

atively connected with the head and co - operating with the device co -operating with such mechanism, and electrically

shaft , and means for controlling the position of such key . controlled mechanism actuated by the running wires when

93. In a coiled wire fabric machine, the combination with entangled and arranged to co - operate with the clutch.

coiling and weaving devices , of a reciprocating head on 105. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with

which the coiling device is supported and actuating mech- the coiling and weaving devices , and with the feed rolls , of

anism for such head comprising a driving shaft , a disc ar- mechanism for actuating said devices and rolls , a clutch de

ranged on such shaft and operatively connected with the vice co- operating with such mechanism , and electrically con

head, a rolling key co-operating with the shaft , and means trolled mechanism actuated by the running wires when en

for intermittently rolling said key to establish engagement langled and arranged to co -operate with the clutch and com

between the disc and shaft to reciprocate the head , compris- prising electrodes arranged adjacent the running wires and

ing an intermittently operated tripper adapted to be inter- in an electrical circuit, and an electro -magnet in said cir

posed in the path of the key to so rock or roll the same. cuit and controlling the clutch device .

94. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with 106. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with

the main frame , of an oscillating head therein, a coiling de- the coiling and weaving devices , and with the feed rolls , of

vice , feed rolls for feeding the wire to the coiling device, and mechanism for actuating said devices and rolls, a clutch de

cut - off mechanism , said coiling device , feed rolls and cut - off vice co - operating with such mechanism , and electrically con

mechanism being mounted on the oscillating head , and such trolled mechanism actuated by the running wires when en

mechanism being adjustable with respect to the coiling tangled and arranged to co -operate with the clutch and com

device. prising flexible electrodes arranged adjacent the running

95. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with wires and in an electrical circuit, and an electro -magnet in

the main frame , of an oscillating head therein, a coiling de
said circuit co-operating with the clutch device.

vice , feed rolls for feeding the wire to the coiling device ,
107. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with

and cut -off mechanism , said coiling device , feed rolls and
the coiling and weaving devices, and with the feed rolls , of

cut- off mechanism being mounted on the oscillating head, mechanismfor actuating said devices and rolls , a clutch de

a movable trigger or arm arranged to co - operate with the
vice co -operating with such mechanism , and electrically con

forward portion of the coil in the cording operation and also
trolled mechanism actuated by the running wires when en

mounted on the oscillating head , said trigger being adjust
tangled and arranged to co -operate with the clutch and com

able towards and away from the coiling device .
prising electrodes arranged adjacent the running wires and

36. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with
in an electrical circuit , a shafting lever connected with the

clutch , a notched rod on said lever, an armature adapted to

the main frame, of an oscillating head therein , coiling de

vice , feed rolls for feeding the wire to the coiling device,
engage said notch, an electro -magnet interposed in said

circuit and adapted to co - operate with the armature, and a
and cut - off mechanism , said coiling device , feed rolls and

cut - off mechanism being mounted on the oscillating head, a
circuit breaker operated by said rod .

108. A coiled wire fabric machine , comprising a plurality
movable trigger or arm arranged to co-operate with the for

of gangs of coiling and weaving devices for producing a plur
ward portion of the coil in the cording operation and also

ality of fabrics , and feed rolls adapted to feed the wires into

mounted on the oscillating head, a movable finger arranged
the machine, one of which rolls has a series of pressure sur

rearwardly of the trigger to stretch the coil and position the
faces subjected to independent tension.

cords and likewise mounted on the oscillating head , said
109. A coiled wire fabric machine, comprising a plurality of

finger being adjustable towards and away from the coiling gangs of coiling and weaving devices for producing a plur
device .

ality of fabrics , and feed rolls adapted to feed the wires into

97. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with
the machine, one of which rolls has a series of pressure

the main frame, of an oscillating head carrying the coiling rings for the wires subjected to independent tension.

device , a housing on such head , a trigger frame mounted in 110. n a coiled wire fabric machine the cambination with

the housing and having an independent movement, a trigger coiling and weaving devices , and with power or driving

mounted in the trigger frame and arranged to co - operate mechanism for the machine , or means co- operating with the

with the forward end of the coil , and means for oscillating wire before its entrance to the machine for automatically

the head and moving the trigger frame. stopping said mechanism when the strain on the wire ex

98. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with ceeds apredetermined amount.

the main frame, of an oscillating head carrying the coiling 111. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with

device, a housing on such head , a trigger frame mounted coiling and weaving devices, and with power ordriving
in the housing and having an independent movement, a mechanism for the machine , of electrically controlled means

trigger frame, operating connections between the slide and co -operating with said mechanism , and a circuit closer con

operate with the forward end of the coil , a slide in the trolling the electrical circuit of said means and arranged

trigger frame, operatin connections between the slide and to co -operate with the wire before its entrance to the

the trigger, and means for oscillating the head . machine .

99. In a coiled wire fabric machine the combination with 112. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination there

the coiling device , and the weaving channel, of a rotatable with of the wire reels, and means interposed between the

roll arranged above the channel and adapted to elevate the machine and the reels for catching a knot or the like in the

completed fabric therefrom , and a friction device connection wire and automatically stopping the machine when a wire

for the roll. thus becomes caught and for supplying sufficient wire to

100. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with complete the coil of the particular wire caught or knotted .

the coiling device, and the weaving channel , of a rotatable 113. In a coiled wire fabric machine the combination there

roll arranged above the channel and adapted to elevate the with of the wire reels , a pulley or sheave over which the

completed fabric therefrom , and a friction drive connection wire runs from the reel to the machine and which is suspend

for the roll, such friction being adjustable in degree . ed with a yielding pressure, said pressure being overcome

101. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with when a wire is caught or knotted , and an electrical device

the coiled device, and the weaving channel , of a rotatable actuated by the falling sheave for stopping the machine.

roll arranged above the channel and adapted to elevate the 114. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination there

completed fabric therefrom , said roll having a spiral pro- with of the wire reels , a pulley or sheave over which the wire

vided with a flange , a drive wheel fitting over the spindle , runs from the reel to the machine and which is suspended

and a spring for pressing the drive wheel against the flange with a yielding pressure , said pressure being overcome when

with a yielding pressure.
. wire is caught or knotted , means for predetermining the

102. In a coiled wire fabric machine, the combination with amount of such pressure , and an electrical device actuated

a plurality of coiling devices , of weaving mechanism com- by the falling sheave for stopping the machine .

prising channels in which the wires as coiled are run , separ- 115. In a coiled wire fabric machine, the combination

ate sets of shutters movable partially across the channels Therewith of the wire reels , a pulley or sheave over which

tu co - operate with the coils , and operating connections for the wire runs from the reel to the machine and which is

the shutters, the connections for one set of shutters of the suspended with a yielding pressure, said pressure being

different channels being seperately yielding .
overcome when a wire is caught or knotted, an upright arm
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near whose upper and the sheave is so held and on which 131. A coiled wire fabric machine , comprising a plurality

it is arranged to slide when falling, and an electrical device of coiling devices for producing the coils, of a plurality of

actuated by the falling sheave for stopping the machine . separate e nd och plete fabrics , each coiling device being

116. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination separate and independent and arranged to produce all of the

therewith of the wire reels , a pulley or sheave over which coils of its particular fabric , a corresponding plurality of

the wire runs from the reel to the machine and which is weaving devices comprising separate and independent chan

suspended with a yielding pressure, said pressure being nels arranged in advance of and co -operating with the coil

overcome when a wire is caught or knotted , an upright arm ing devices and a so comprising shutters working from op

having a longitudinal slot arranged to receive the spindle nosite sides of the channels, and mechanism common to said

of the sheave , a spring pressed arm having an inclined coiling and weavilg devices for operating them .

portion engaging said spindle to hold the sheave in elevated

position in the slot with a yielding pressure , andan elec- No. 100,960. Hose and Pipe Coupling.
trcal device actuated by the falling sheave for stopping the

Joint de boyaux et tuyaum.
machine.

117. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination

therewith of the wire reels , a pulley or sheave over which

the wire runs from the reel to the machine and which is

suspended with a yielding pressure , said pressure being

overcome when a wire is caught or knotted , an upright arm

having a longitudinal slot arranged to receive the spindle

of the sheave , a spring pressed arm arranged to engage the
spindle to hold the sheave in elevated position in the slot

with a yielding pressure , an electrical device actuated by the

falling sheave for stopping the machine , a support having

a bracket on which the slotted arm is mounted , and another
sleave mounted on said bracket and over which the wire

passes on its way to the machine.

118. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with

the coiling and weaving devices , of a trimmer arranged in

the path of the rearward edge of the fabric as delivered from

the machine and adapted to trim said edges.

119. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with

the coiling and weaving devices , of a reciprocating knife ar

ranged in the path of the rearward edge of the fabric as de

livered from the machine and adapted to trim said edges .

120. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with Jonas Pehrson , Willow Brook , Saskatchewan, Canada, 11th

the coiling and weaving devices , of a fixed plate having a September, 1903 ; 6 years . Filed 18th May, 1906. Receipt

slot receiving the rearward edge of the fabric as delivered No. 136,041 .

from the machine , and a reciprocating knife movable across
Claim.--A hose and pipe coupling comprising two members

such slot to trim such edge of the fabric.
provided with ends adapted to abut on one another, one on

121. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with said members having a series of arms provided with cam

gangs of coiling and weaving devices adapted to simultane: surfaces , the other member being provided with webs spaced

ously produce a plurality of fabrics, of a trimmer arranged fromone anotherand one of them having aperturesthrough

in the path of the rearward edge of all the fabrics and which said arms are inserted, a locking ring loosely mounted

adapted to simultaneously trim the same. between said webs and into which said arms are thrust, said

122. In a coiled wire fabric machine, the combination with ring being provided with a series of lugs at intervals pro

the coiling and weaving devices , of means for crushing one vided with cam surfaces to engage the corresponding sur
end of the fabric to prevent displacement of the coils . faces on said arms and draw said members together , and a

123. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with retaining collar on one of said webs, substantially as des

the coiling and weaving devices, of a trimming device for cribed .

trimming one edge of the fabric , and means for crushing

such edge of the fabric. No. 100,961 . Filter. Filtre.
124. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with

the coiling and weaving devices, of a channel or guide in

which the fabric passes, and a movable member adapted to

crush an edge of the fabric against such guide .

125. In a coiled wire fabric machine , the combination with

the coiling and weaving devices, of a channel or guide in

which the fabric passes , a reciprocating knife for trimming

an edge of the fabric , and a movable member operatively

connected with the knife and arranged to crush the fabric

against such guide .

126. A coiled wire fabric machine , comprising a plurality

oi coiling devices for producing the coils, of a plurality of

separate and complete fabrics , each coiling device being

separate and independent and arranged to produce all of the

coils of its particular fabric , a corresponding plurality of

weaving devices separate and independent of each other and

co - operating with said coiling devices , and mechanism com

mon to all of said coiling and weaving devices for operat
Fig.1

a 100961

ing them.

127. A coiled wire fabric machine , comprising a plurality

of gangs of coiling and weaving devices for producing a John Mills , Toronto, Ontario , Canada, 11th September , 1906 ;

plurality of fabrics, and feed rolls adapted to feed the wires 6 years . Filed 5th May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,606 .

into the machine , one of which rolls has a series of indepen- Claim .-1 . A filtering machine comprising a rotary filter,

dent pressure surfaces . squeezing rolls opposed thereto , and means for causing the

128. A coiled wire fabric machine, comprising a plurality revolution of the rotary filter.

of gangs , of coiling and weaving devices for producing a 2. A filtering machine comprising a rotary filter, squeezing

plurality of fabrics, and feed rolls adapted to feed the wires rolls opposed thereto, means for causing the revolution of

into the machine, one of which rolls has a series of inde- the rotary filter, and means for causing the revolution of the

pendently adjustable pressure surfaces . squeezing rolls.

129. A coiled wire fabric machine , comprising a plurality 3. A filtering machine comprising a rotary filter , squeezing

of gangs of coiling and weaving devices for producing a rolls opposed thereto, means for causing the revolution of

plurality of fabrics , and feed rolls adapted to feed the the rotary filter and means for adjusting the squeezing rolls

wires into the machine, one of which rolls has a seriesof relatively to the rotary filter.

separate pressure rings for the wires. 4. A filtering machine comprising a rotary Alter , squeezing

130. A coiled wire fabric machine comprising a plurality rolls opposed thereto , means for adjusting the squeezing

of gangs of coiling and weaving devices for producng a l rolls relatively to the rotary filter , means for causing the

plurality of fabrics, and feed rolls adapted to feed the wires revolution of the rotary filter, and means for causing the re

into the machine , one of which rolls has a series of inde- , voluion of the squeezing rolls.

pendently adjustable rings forming pressure surfaces for the 5. A filtering machine comprising a rotary filter composed

wires. of a number of removable filter sections , means for securely

1
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holding the filter sections in their fixed positions , squeezing ing space above the drain , a filter plate supported by the

rolls opposed to the rotary filter and means for causing the filter bed composed of a number of removable filter plato

revolution of the rotary filter . sections , a clamping means for each filter plate section to

6. A filtering machine comprising a rotary filter composed removably hold it in its fixed position, squeezing rolls op

of a number of removable filter sections , means for securely posed to the filter surface of the filter plate, adjustable bear

holding the filter sections in their fixed positions, squeezing ings for the shafts of the squeezing rolls whereby they can

rolls opposed to the rotary Alter , means for adjusting the be adjusted to the filter surface , tension springs engaging the

squeezing rolls relatively thereto, means for causing the re- bearings of the squeezing rolls to hold them in their adjust

volution of the rotary filter and means for causing the re- ed position , a crown wheel carried by the rotary plate , bevel

volution of the squeezing rolls . wheels mounted upon the shafts of the squeezing rolls mesh

7. A filtering machine comprising a shaft , a rotary plate ing with the crown wheel , and tub sides enclosing the squeez

revoluble around said shaft , an annular spur wheel concen- ing rolls adjustable to the filter bed .

tric with the rotary plate and separated therefrom by an 16. A filtering machine comprising a stationary shaft , a

intervening space, a perforated filter bed connected to the collar vertically adjustable upon the shaft , a rotary plate

rotary plate and to the annular spur wheel to bridge the revoluble around said shaft and supported by said collar , an

intervening space between them , squeezing rolls opposed to annular spur wheel encircling the rotary plate and separated

the filter bed and means for causing the revolution of the therefrom by an intervening space, idlers to support the an

spur wheel, filter bed and rotary plate . pular spur wheel , an annular drain connected to the rotary
8. A filtering machine comprising a vertical shaft , an hori- plate and to the spur wheel and protruding through the space

zontally disposed plate revoluble around said shaft a filter interyening between them , a filter bed bridging the inter
bed supported by said plate , squeezing rolls opposed to the vening space above the drain , a filter plate supported by the
filter bed, means for causing the revolution of the filter bed, filter bed composed of a number of removable filter plate
and means for causing the revolution of the squeezing rolls . sections, clamping means for each filter plate section to

9. A filtering machine comprising a vertical shaft, an hori. removably hold it in its fixed position , squeezing rolls op
zontally disposed plate revoluble around said shaft a filter posed to the filter surface of the filter plate . adjustable '

bed supported by said plate, squeezing rolls opposed to the bearings for the shafts of the squeezing rolls whereby they

filter bed, means for causing the revolution of the filter bed ,

means for causing the revolution of the squeezing rolls, and ing the bearings of the squeezing rolls to hold them in their
can be adjusted to the filter surface, tension springs engag

means for adjusting the squeezing rolls to the filter bed .

10. A filtering machine comprising a rotary filter, squeezing bevel wheels mounted upon the shafts of the squeezing rolls
adjusted position , a crown wheel carried by the rotary plate ,

rolls opposed thereto , means for causing the revolution of meshing with the crown wheel, tub sides enclosing the

the filter, sides enclosing the squeezing rolls and means for squeezing rolls adjustable to the filter bed , and a trough

adjusting the sides to the filter.
located below the drain .

11. A filtering machine comprising a stationary shaft, a

rotary plate revoluble around said shaft, means on said shaft

for maintaining the rotary plate in a fixed horizontal plane, No. 100,962. Filter Wash Trough .

an annular spur wheel encircling the rotary plate and separ Auge à laver pour filtres.

ated therefrom by an intervening space, a perforated filter

bed connected to the annular spur wheel and rotary plate
FIG . 1

and bridging said space , a filter plate supported upon the

filter bed , idlers supporting the annular spur wheel , means

for causing the revolution of the spur wheel , filter bed and

rotary plate, squeezing rolls opposed to the filter bed and

means for causing the revolution of the squeezing rolls .

12. A filtering machine comprising a stationary shaft a

rotary plate revoluble around said shaft , means on said shaft

for maintaining the rotary plate in a fixed horizontal plane ,

an annular spur wheel encircling said rotary plate and separ

ated therefrom by an intervening space , a perforated filter
bed connected to the annular spur wheel and rotary plate

and bridging said space , a filter plate supported upon the

filter bed composed of a number of removable filter plate

sections , means for removably holding the filter plate sec

lions in their fixed positions upon the filter bed , idlers sup

porting the annular spur wheel , means for causing the re

volution of the spur wheel, filter bed and rotary plate ,

squeezing rolls opposed to the filter bed and means for caus FIG . 2

ing the revolution of the squeezing rolls .

13. A filtering machine comprising a stationary shaft, a

rotary plate revoluble around said shaft , means on said shaft

for maintaining the rotary plate in a fixed horizontal plane ,

an angular spur wheel encircling said rotary plate and separ

ated therefrom by an intervening space , a perforated filter

bed connected to the annular spur wheel and rotary plate and

bridging said space , a filter plate supported upon the filter

bed , idlers supporting the annular spur wheel , means for

causing the revolution of the spur wheel , filter bed and rot

ary plate , squeezing rolls opposed to the filter bed , means
100962

for causing the revolution of the squeezing rolls, and means

for adjusting the squeezing rolls to the filter bed .
14. A fltering machine comprising a stationary shaft , a FrederickBernard Leopold, Evanston , Illinois, U.S.A. , 11th

rotary plate revoluble around said shaft , means on said shaft
September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 29th June , 1906. Receipt

for maintaining the rotary plate in a fixed horizontal plane ,
No. 137,418.

an annular spur wheel encircling said rotary plate and Claim .-1. A wash trough for filters having bulging or pro

separated therefrom by an intervening space, a perforated truding walls forming inclined faces and a contracted mouth.

filter bed connected to the annular spur wheel and rotary 2. A wash trough for filters having a projecting top portion

plate and bridging said space,a filter plate supported upon extending outwardly from the mouth of said trough whereby

the filter bed , composed of a number of removable filter plate the water before entering said trough travels in a horizontal

sections, means for removably holding the filter plate sec- or substantially horizontal course.

tions in their fixed positions upon the filter bed , idlers sup- 3. A wash trough for filters having an inclined top portion

porting the annular spur wheel , means for causing the re - extending from the mouth of said trough whereby the water

volution of the spur wheel , filter bed and rotary plate , before entering said trough travels in a horizontal or sub

squeezing rolls opposed to the filter bed , means for causing stantially horizontal course .

the revolution of the squeezing rolls, and means for adjust- 4. A wash trough for filters having outwardly projecting

ing the squeezing rolls to the filter bed. top portions extending from the mouth of said trough at both

15. A filtering machine comprising a stationary shaft , a sides thereof whereby the water before entering said trough

collar vertically adjustable upon the shaft , a rotary plate travels in a horizontal or substantially horizontal course .

revoluble around said shaft and supported by said collar, an 5. A wash trough for filters having inclined top portions

appular spur wheel encircling the rotary plate and separated extending from the mouth of said trough at both sides there

therefrom by an intervening space, idlers to support the an- of , whereby the water before entering said trough travels in

nular spurwheel, an annular drain connected to the rotary a horizontal or substantially horizontal course.

plate andto the spur wheel and protruding through the space 6. A wash trough for filters having upwardly and outwardly

intervening between them , a filter bed bridging the interven- ' inclined faces extending from the bottom of said trough to a

18
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3. In a valve in combination , a body portion having a suit

able seat, a bonnet covering in said body portion and having

point and inwardly and upwardly inclined faces extending

from said point to the mouth of said trough .

7. A wash trough for filters having an opening in the bot

tom thereof leading back into the filter .

8. A wash trough for filters comprising metal plates con

nected together with a slight intervening space between their

lower edges .

M
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No. 100,963 . Electrically Operated Safety Valve.
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a recess from its lower end and a central cylindrical orifice

into said recess and projections from the wall of said recess ,

a spindle having a threaded portion intermediate of its length

and extending through said orifice into proximity with said

seat , a non- rotating nut slidably arranged in said recess

Adolph W. Jenczewsky, Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. , 11th Sep
and correspondingly threaded and co -acting with said spindle

tember , 1906 ; 6 years .
and having slots in the periphery thereof registering with the

Filed 25th May, 1906 . Receipt

No. 136,216.
projections from the walls of said recess , a helical spring

esconsed in said cylindrical orifice and resting against said

Claim .-- 1. The combination with a supply pipe which enters nut, and a valve at the lower end of said spindle and engage

a building through the outer wall thereof , of a safety valve ing said seat , as and for the purpose specified.

applied to the supply pipe inside of the said wall of the puild- 4. In a valve in combination , a body portion having a suit

ing , said valve embracing a valve closure which has a ten- able seat , a bonnet covering in said body portion and having

dency to assume its closed position , means for holding the
a recess from its lower end and a central cylindrical orifice

( losure in its open position , and electrically actuated means into said recess and projections from the wall of said recess ,

for releasing the closure embracing an electric circuit and a a spindle having a threaded portion intermediate of its

switch in said circuit located outside of the building . í length and an enlarged lower end and extending through said

2. The combination with a supply pipe which enters a orifice into proximity with said seat, a non-rotating nut slid

building through one of the walls thereof, of a safety valve ably arranged in said recess correspondingly threaded and

applied to the supply pipe inside of the said wall of the co -acting with said spindle and having slots in the periphery

building, said valve embracing a valve closure which has a thereof registering with the projections from the walls of

tendency to assume its closed position , means for holding said recess, a valve surorunding the enlarged lower end of

the closure in its open position , electrically operated means said recess, a valve surrounding the enlarged lower end of

for releasing the closure, and a valve casing which surrounds ing said valve on said spindle , as and for the purpose

and forms a permanently closed enclosure for the said elec- specified.

trically operated releasing means. 5. In a valve in combination a body portion having a suit

3. A safety valve for supply pipes comprising a valve cas- able seat, a bonnet coyering in said body portion and having

ing , a valve closure in said casing which has a tendency to a recess from its lower end and a central cylindrical orifice

assume its closed position , means for holding the valve clo- into said recess and projections from the wall of said recess ,

sure in its open position embracing a supporting member a spindle having a threaded portion intermediate its length

which is destructible by heat , and an electric circuit adapted and an enlarged lower end and lateral projections therefrom

to generate heat for effecting the destruction of said support and extending through said orifice into proximity with said

ing member, and the release of the closure . seat, a non -rotating nut slidably arranged in said recess

4. A safety valve for supply pipes comprising a valve cas- correspondingly threaded and co -acting with said spindle and
ing, a movable valve closure in said casing which has a ten- having slots in the periphery thereof registering with the

dency to assume its closed position , and means for holding projections from the walls of said recess, a valve at the

said valve closure in its open position including a wire with lower end of said spindle and engaging said seat having a

in the casing which is insulated from the casing and forms recess from its upper side and threaded on the interior and

part of an electric circuit . a central cylindrical recess below said threaded recess to

receive the enlarged end of said spindle and recess from said

No. 100,964 . Valve . Soupape. central recess to receive the projections from said spindle ,

and nut surrounding said spindle having a threaded portion
Henry Rustad , Lindsay , Ontario , Canada , 11th September , of said valve and securing it to said spindle, as and for the

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 13th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136.
purpose specified.

837 . 6. In a valve in combination a body portion having a suit

Claim.-1 . In a valve in combination a body portion having able seat , a bonnet covering in said body portion and having

a suitable seat , a bonnet covering in said body portion and a cylindrical recess from its lower end reduced for a portion

having a recess from its lower end and a central cylindrical of its length and forming a shoulder and projections from

orifice into said recess , a spindle having a threaded portion the walls thereof below said shoulder and a central cylindri

intermediate of its length and extending through said orifice cal orifice into said recess and the outer periphery threaded

into proximity with said seat , a spring held non- rotating at the upper end , a spindle having threaded portion inter

nut slidably arranged in said recess correspondingly thread- mediate of its length and an enlarged lower end and lateral

ed and co -acting with said spindle, and a valve at the lower projections therefrom and extending through said orifice into

end of said spindle and engaging said seat , as and for the proximity with said seat , a cylindrical nut slidably arranged
purpose specified . in said recess correspondingly threaded and co -acting with

2. In a valve in combination a body portion having a suit- said spindle and having slots in the periphery thereof regis

able seat , a bonnet covering said body portion and having a tering with the projections from the walls of said recess, a

recess from its lower end and a central cylindrical orifice valve at the lower end of said spindle and engaging said seat

into said recess , a spindle having a threaded portion inter- having a recess from its upper side and threaded on the in

mediate of its length and extending through said orifice into terior and a central cylindrical recess below said threaded

proximity with said seat , a non- rotating nut slidably arrang- recess to receive the enlarged end of said spindle and form

ed in said recess correspondingly threaded and co -acting ing a shoulder and recesses from said central recess to re

with said spindle , a helical spring esconsed in the central ceive the projections from said spindle, and a nut surround

cylindrical orifice in said bonnet and resting against said ing said spindle having a threaded portion to engage the

nut, and a valve at the lower end of said spindle and engag- threaded portion of said valve and abutting said shoulder,
ing said seat , as and for the purpose specified. as and for the purpose specified.
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No. 100,965 . Tobacco Pipe. Pipe à tabac. 3. An attachment for the bowl of tobacco pipes, the same

comprising a plate, a deflector arranged below the plate and
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Charles Lindberg, Duluth, Minnesota , U.S.A., 11th Septem

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 30th April , 1906. Receipt No.

135,406 .

Claim .-The herein described tobacco pipe having the bowl

provided with the short stem having the draft bore and the

enlarged counterbore , the draft tube , of reduced diameter

connected with the draft bore and extending through the

counterbore, the hollow drain cap or plug communicating spaced therefrom , and connecting means between the plate

with the inner end of the counterbore and depending from and deflector.

the short stem , the main stem fitted in the counterbore and

intowhich the draft tube extends, and the mouthpiece fitted comprising a plate, a deflector of approximately concavo
4. An attachment for the bowl of tobacco pipes , the same

and having the reduced inner portion in the outer end of the
main stem , the mouthpiece being spaced fromthe draft tube. convex form arranged below the plateandspaced therefrom ,

substantially as specified.
the hollow side facing away from the plate , and connecting

means between the plate and deflector .

No. 100,966. Tobacco Pipe. Pipe à tabac.
5. In a tobacco pipe , the combination of a trap in the lower

portion of the bowl , a tube leading through said trap and

extended upward therefrom , and a deflector located above the

trap and receiving the upper end of said tube.

6. In a tobacco pipe, the combination of a perforated plate

aranged within the lower portion of the bowl , a deflector lo

cated below said perforated plate , a trap arranged below said

deflector, and a tube opening through the trap and having

its upper end projected into the deflector.

7. An attachment to be fitted in the longitudinal portion of

the bowl of a tobacco pipe, the same comprisinga plate, and

a deflector of concavo-convex form spaced from the plate and

| baving central connection therewith, the hollow side of the

deflector facing away from the said plate.

8. An atachment to be fitted in the longitudinal portion of

the bowl of a tobacco pipe , the same comprising a plate , a

trap spaced from the plate , a deflector of approximately con

| cavo -convex form arranged in the space formed between the

said plate and trap , and having its hollow side facing the

trap and its lower edge spaced therefrom , and connecting,

means between the several parts forming a support to admit

| of manipulating the attachment.

Bertram Odegard , Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. , 11th September, 9. An attachment for tobacco pipes comprising a bar adap

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 7th June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,648 . ted to form a scraper , and a perforated plate , deflector and
Claim . - 1. A pipe comprising a bowl and a removable stem , , trap supported by said bar and adapted to be placed in posi

said stem comprising a sleeve and a core removably arranged tion or removed from the bowl of the pipe thereby.

in said sleeve, said core having a spiral groove in its surface
10. An attachment for tobacco pipes comprising a cap , a

and provided at its outer end with an extension having a bar projected therefrom , and a perforated plate , deflector

diminished diameter and surrounded by an appular chamber and trap supported by means of said bar.

communicating with said spiral groove, said extension hav
11. An attachment for tobacco pipes comprising a cap

ing on its outer end a portion fitting the opening in the outer adapted to be fitted to the upper end of the bowl of a pipe

end of the sleeve, said portion having therein a perforation and adapted to beturned thereon , a bar connected with said

communicating with the annular chamber . cap and adapted to form a scraper for cleaning the inner

2. A pipe consisting of a bowl and a stem removably fitting side of the bowl , anda perforated plate , deflector and trap

said bowl, said stem comprising a core having spiral grooves supported by means of said bar.

in its surface,a cord arranged in one or moreof said grooves, 12. An attachment for tobacco pipes comprising a support,

a sleeve surrounding said core and holding said cord in its
and a trap connected with said support and movable there

grooves, said sleeve being removable from said core. with to be placed within or to be removed from the bowl ,

3. A pipe comprising a bowl , a stem consisting of a core said trap being movable with reference to the support to ad

and a sleeve and a wiper arranged on said core, substanti- mit of its being readily cleaned.

ally as shown and described. 13. An attachment for tobacco pipes comprising a support ,

and a trap having hinged or pivotal connection with the

No. 100,967. Tobacco Pipe. Pipe à tabac.
support and provided with a catch to normally hold the same

in a given position .

Muscoe L. Spotswood and Turner Ashby Weller , Birmingham , 14. An attachment for tobacco pipes comprising a cap

Virginia , U.S.A., 11th September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed rotatable upon the end of the bowl , a support connected with

10th May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,762. said cap and comprising a spring arm and a bar, the latter

Claim .-1 . A tobacco pipe attachment consisting of a per- coming close to the inner side of the bowl to form a scraper

forated plate and a spring clip formed from sheet metal, the and the spring arm being deflected between its ends to span

inner clip member being flat and the outer member having the bulge of the bowl and grip the side thereof at a point

oppositely inclined portions , as and for the purpose des between the bulge and base, and a perforated plate, deflector

cribed . and trap attached to said support .

2. A new article of manufacture, a tobacco pipe attach- 15. An attachment for tobacco pipes comprising an annular

ment, the same comprising a perforated plate and a spring ! cap , bars and spring arms connected therewith , and a per
clip formed of a sheet metal blank , the clip members being forated plate , deflector and trap connecting the lower ends

flat and adapted to lie close against the inner and outer walls of the bars , the trap being provided with a centrally dis

of the pipe bowl, the outer member being longer than the posed tube having its lower end in communication with the

irner member and composed of oppositely inclined parts, passage of the stem of the pipe and having its upper end ex

substantially as specified. tended into the space of the deflector .

3-17
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No. 100,968. Gyroscope. Gyrophore. descended in order to bring about the contact , substantially

as described .

10. In a gyroscope a device for automatically returning its

axis of rotation to normal position comprising an electro

magnet armature provided with a pawl, which when the cir

cuit is closed , is first brought into engagement with a ratchet

wheel mounted on the third axle perpendicular to the axis

of rotation and to the axis of elevation , and afterwards oper

ated to turn the ratchet wheel to give a desired torque to

said axle , substantially as described .

11. In a gyroscope a device to automatically return its axis

of rotation to normal position the provision of a pawl rota

tably mounted on a slide block movable in guides , which slide

block forms the armature for an electro -magnet which is

switched in when the circuit is closed by a change of position

of the said axis from normal and is raised when the said

electro - magnet is excited , whereby on the one hand the pawl

is brought into engagement with the ratchet wheel , and on

the other hand, the circuit of another electro -magnet is

excited , which exercises a lateral pull in one or in the other

direction on the pawl , substantially as and for the purpose

Hermann Aschutz -Kaemfe, Kiel , Prussia , Germany, 11th Sep- described.

tember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 9th June , 1906. Receipt No.

136,737. No. 100,969. Air Gun. Fusil à vent.

Claim .-- 1 . In a gyroscope the provision of means to bring

about a precession thereof corresponding at any point of the

surface of the earth to the velocity and direction of the

rotation of the earth, consisting in providing on one side of

the axis of rotation a weight which has the tendency to turn

the gyroscope about the horizontal axis perpendicular to the

axis of rotation - the axis of elevation - the action of the said

weight being brought in accordance with the desired latitude

by suitable choosing its size and position , substantially as
described .

2. A gyroscope characterized by the arrangement of a

weight acting on its axis of rotation the said weight being

movable transversely of the axis of elevation along a scale

the divisions of which correspond to the different degrees of

latitude and indicate the positions into which the weight has

to be moved for producing a precession corresponding to the

desired latitude, substantially as described.

3. A gyroscope characterized by the arrangement of the

weight in such manner , that the leverage with which it acts

on the axis of rotation is automatically modified in accord

ance with the elevation of the axis of rotation, in such man

ner that the speed of precession always remains the same,

substantially as described.

4. In a gyroscope the provision of means to automatically

return its axis of rotation to normal position , when the po

sition of said axis has been varied to a given extent .

5. In a gyroscope the provision of means whereby when

the position of the axis of rotation has been altered to a

given extent , the circuit of an electro-magnetic device is in

fluenced in such manner that a torque or turning movement

is exerted on the gyroscope with reference to the axis per

pendicular both to the axis of rotation and to the axis about

which the incorrect turning has taken place , axis of eleva

tion , in such manner that owing to the reaction the axis of

rotation is moved in accordance with the laws of gyroscopic

action in the opposite direction to that in which it was Axel Linus Blomëu, Sundbyberg, Sweden , 11th September,

wrongly moved , substantially as described . 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 9th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,732 .

6. In a gyroscope the provision of two electric circuit clos- ( laim . - 1 . The combination with an air gun having an

ing devices secured to the frame carrying the axle of rota- air reservoir , an air pump and a valve acted upon by a
tion of the gyroscope , one of the said circuit closing devices, trigger device and adapted to close and open a passage be
when the axis of rotation swings out in one of two directions tween the reservoir and the barrel , of a body yieldingly con
to a given extent closing the circuit of an electro -magnetic nected to the valve and adapted to engage the pawl which

device in such manner that the latter exerts a torque on the as usual is released by the trigger , so that a tension is
third axis perpendicular to the axis of rotation and to the established between the valve and said body, when the latter
axis of elevation , the said torque producing a movement of

engages the pawl , said tension being adapted to press the
the axis of rotation to return the same to normal position , valve against its seat , for the purpose set forth .

substantially as described .
2. The combination with an air gun having an air reser

7. In a gyroscope the combination with an electro -magnetic voir, an air pump,and a valve acted upon by a trigger de

device, of circuit closing devices secured to the frame of the vice and adapted to close and open a passage between the

axle of rotation so that after an incorrect movement of the reservoir and the barrel , of a sleeve passed on the rear

said axle to a given amount has taken place , the circuit is end of the valve stem , a spring inserted between the valve
maintained closed until movement of the axis of rotation, stem and the bottom of the sleeve, and a screw fastened

produced by the electro -magnetic device , has reached the in the stem and passing through a hole in the bottom of

same amount as that of the previous incorrect movement , the sleeve, so that the backward movement of the sleeve
whereupon the circuit is broken .

relatively to the stem is stopped by the head of the screw ,
8. In a gyroscope having electro -magnetic means to auto- substantially as set forth .

matically control the position of its axis of rotation the pro- 3. The combination with an air gun , having an air reser

vision of contacts to close an electric ciruit, one contact voir , an air pump, and a valve controlling the communica

being movable bythe movement of the axis to close the cir- tion between the reservoir and the barrel , of a sleeve passed

cuit, and the other being moved after the circuit is closed , onthe valve stem , a spring adapted to move the sleeve rear

substantially as and for the purpose described . wards on the stem , a stop connected to the stem and adapted

9. In agyroscope having circuit closing devices to control to limit the backward movement of the sleeve on the stem ,
the apparatus for correcting the position of its axis of rota- another spring adapted to open the valve by pressing on the
tion , the provision of a contact , in the form of a mercury front edge of the sleeve , a shoulder on the sleeve , adapted
cup arranged on the armature of an electro -magnetic device to engage a pawl engaged by the trigger, and a cap screwed
which, when the circuit is closed by the contact of the mer- on the rear end of the sleeve and leaving a space between
cury surface with a second contact in the form of a metal its bottom andthe said stop so as not to interfere with the
pin , is raised to such an extent that the contact pin dips into movement of the sleeve relatively to the stem , substantially

the mercury to the same extent to which the axis of rotation as set forth .
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spikes , the central spike bar, the springs on the uprights

adapted to depress the latter spike bar, the hinge jointed

bait bar, and operative means between the bait bar and

central spike bar to latch the latter in raised position when

its joint is straightened , but to release the said spike bar

when the hinge joint of the bait bar is broken .

2. The combination with the uprights and the top bar, of

the base bar provided with upwardly projecting spikes, the

central spike bar, the springs on the uprights adapted to de

press the latter spike bar, the hinged jointed bait bar, the

latch pins pivoted in said bifurcations , the trip standards

having latch engaging fingers, to which standards the ends

of the bait bars is pivoted , the said fingers engaging the

latches on one side of their pivot and the central spike bar

resting upon them on the other side of their pivots , the said

standards being each provided with a hinge joint , and the

angular guiding standard .

9

No. 100,972 . Firearm . Arne à feu.
104970
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hg5

John Jefferson Crowson , Pecan Cap , Texas, U.S.A. , 11th Sep

tember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 8th June, 1906. Receipt No.

136,718 .

Claim .-1 . A trap of the character described having means

to suspend the same above the ground, and means simul

Caneously operated with the springing of the trap to elevate
tig.o.

the latter , substantially as described .

2. A trap of the character described , comprising a sup

portng frame, spring actuated gripping jaws pivoted to said trgu
ng 8

frame, a trigger to hold said jaw in an open or set position ,

a slidably mounted supporting rod connected to said trap ,

means to pull said rod upwardly and thereby elevate said

trap , and means adapted to be released by the spring of the

trap jaws , to hold said rod and trap in a lowered position ,

substantially as described.
100472

3. A trap of the character described comprising a support

ing frame, spring actuated gripping jaws pivotally mounted John D. Russ , F. F. McIntosh and A. J. Lyons, each an

on said frame , a trigger to hold said jaws in an open or set

postion , a supporting post , a guide arm projecting from said
assignee of a third interest, all of Spencer, West Vir

post , a supporting rod slidably mounted in said arm , said
ginia , U.S.A. , 11th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 29th

rod being connected at its lower end to said trap , an ele
May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,359 .

vating connection to the upper end of said rod , a lever Claim .-- 1. In a single trigger mechanism the combination

pivotally mounted on said arm , means formed on said lever with the hammer sears , of a receptacle member having two

to hold said rod and the trap in a lowered position , and operative positions for sear release , and an automatic detent

means connected to the jaws of the trap whereby when the distinct from the sears and arranged to retain said reciproc

same are sprung said lever is actuated to release said rod able member in first operative position and to be moved out

and permit said spring to elevate the trap .
of engagement therewith by the sear releasing movement

4. A trap of the character fcecribed comprising a support thereof.

ing frame, spring actuated gripping jaws pivotally mounted 2. In a single trigger mechanism the combination with the

on said frame , a trigger to holdsaid jaws in an open or set hammer sears, of a reciprocable member having two oper

position , a supporting rost , a guide arm projecting from said ative positions for sear release , an automatic detent dis

rod being connected at its lower end to said strap, an ele- tinct from the sears for rotating said member in first oper

vating spring connected to the upper end of said rod,alever ative position, and means for actuating said memberto simu

pivotallymounted on said arm , a laterally projecting roller taneously disengage said detent and to bring about first sear

pivotally mounted on said rod, a hook formed on said rod release .

and strap in a lower position , a rod or cord connected to 3. In a single trigger mechanism , the combination with the

the upper end of said lever, and to one of the jaws of said hammer sears , of a reciprocable member having two oper

strap whereby when the latter is sprung, said lever will be ative positions for sear release , an automatic detent dis

actuated to disengage the hook thereon from the roller on tinct from the sears and arranged to retain said member in

said rod, thereby permitting said spring to elevate the trap , first operative position and to be moved out of engagement

substantially as described . with said member by the sear releasing movement thereof,

setting means for moving the member in one direction into

No. 100,971. Trap. Piège.

first operative position , and means for moving the member

in the opposite direction upon disengagement of the detent .

4. In a single trigger mechanism , mechanism vertically

movable to bring about release of the sears successively,

comprising a horizontally reciprocable slide and a horizont

ally pivoted detent overlying the slide , said detent having

an engaging tip arranged to engage detainingly with the

slide and said slide being constructed on vertical movement

to engage liftingly with the detent between pivot and tip .

5. In a single trigger mechanism the combination of a

longitudinally movable member having two operative posi

tions for sear release , means for moving the member from

first to second operative position , a detent for retaining the

member in first operative position , means for disengaging

the detent and actuating the member to bring about release

of the sears succcessively, and means for timing such dis

engagement of the detent.

mu 6. In a single trigger mechanism, mechanism vertically

movable to bring about sear release successively, compris

ing a horizontally reciprocable slide and a horizontally

pivoted dent overlying said slide , said detent having an en

gaging tip arranged to engage detainingly with the slide and

James P. Sandefur, Stamford, Texas, U.S.A., 11th September, a depending adjustable pin disposed intermediate the pivot

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 11th June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,780 . ) and tip, and said slide having a detent disengaging region

Claim . - 1. The combination with the uprights and the top arranged on vertical movement of the slide to contact lift

bar, of the base bar provided with upwardly projecting ' ingly with the pin.
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7. In a single trigger mechanism the combination of a ber in firing action , and a single finger trigger piece arranged
longitudinally movable slide capable of pivotal movement to actuate said second releasing member.

about a horizontal axis , a horizontally pivoted detent over- 19. In a single trigger mechanism the combination with

lying the slide and having an engaging tip and actuating the hammer sears , of an initial releasing member for the
means for elevating the slide to bring about sear -release, first sear, and a second releasing member but arranged to

the slide being provided with a shoulder engaged by the tip actuate said member in firing action .

of the detent and with a detent disengaging region located 20. In a single trigger mechanism the combination with the
farther from the horizontal axis than said shoulder and ar- hammer sears , an initial releasing member for the first sear

ranged on vertical movement of the slide to contact liftingly and a second releasing member for the second sear arrang
with the detent between pivot and tip . ed to actuate the initial releasing member , of setting means

8. In a single trigger mechanism a longitudinally movable for positioning said second releasing member in advanceof

member having two operative positions for sear release, releasing position , and manual actuating means whereby

an automatic detent arranged to retain said member in first said second releasing member is released to move toward

operative position, and means carried by the detent for de- releasing position and simultaneously actuates the initial
taining the slide between operative positions . releasing member to effect release of the first sear, said

9. In a single trigger mechanism a longitudinally and ver- means being then operable to actuate said second releasing

tically movable member having two operative positions for member to effect release of the second sear .
sear release , means for urging the members from first to 21. In a single trigger mechanism the combination with

second operative positions , means for elevating the member the hammer sears , of an initial releasing member for the
to bring about sear release , and an automatic detent for first sear, a releasing member for the second sear , and set

retaining the member in first operative position and also ting means for positioning said second releasing member in

for preventing the member assuming second operative posiadvance of releasing position, said initial member being
tion while elevated for first sear release .

arranged to serve as a detent to retain temporarily the se

10. In a single trigger mechanism the combination of a cond releasing member in such advanced position , and of

longitudinally and vertically movable slide having two oper means for actuating said releasing members to effect sear
ative positions for sear release , a horizontally pivoted de- release successively.

tent overlying said slide and having an engaging tip ar- 22. In a single trigger mechanism the combination with

ranged automatically to engage and detain the slide at first the hammer sears , of an initial releasing member for the

operative positions, actuating means arranged to elevate first sear, a slide movable to effect release of the second

the slide to bring about sear release , and slide being pro sear , setting means for moving said slide longitudinally in
vided with a detent disengaging region arranged to contact advance of releasing position , said initial releasing mem

liftingly with the detent between pivot and tip during ele- ber being arranged to serve as a detent to temporarily re

vation at first operative positions , and a stop depending from tain said slide in such advance position , and of actuating

the detent and arranged to arrest the slide in advance of
means for causing said member and slide to effect sear re

second releasing operative position during such elevation . lease successively.

11. In a single trigger mechanism the combination of a 23. In a single trigger mechanism the combination with

longitudinally movable slide raisable for sear release , means the hammer sears raisable to release the hammers . of a

for urging the slide longitudinally from one operative posi- vertically movable initial releasing member arranged to
tion to another, and an automatic horizontally pivoted de- underlie one of said sears , a second longitudinally slidable

tent overlying and co -operating with the slide and having releasing member underlying said initial member, setting

a depending adjustable pin and a depending stop in rear of means for moving said second member longitudinally in ad

said pin , said pin being engaged by the slide during eleva- vance of releasing position beneath the other sear though

tion to release the slide and said stop being arranged to still beneath the initial releasing member , and manual actu

temporarily arrest the slide between operative positions .
ating means arranged to bring about sear releasing elevation

12. In a single trigger mechanism the combination of a of said second releasing member , elevation of said second

reciprocable member movable in one direction into first member while advanced operating to raise the initial mem

operative position and in the opposite direction into second ber into releasing engagement with its sear, the second re
operative position , actuating means for moving said member leasing member then moving to take up releasing position

al operative positions to bring about sear release , and an with reference to its sear.

adjustable stop arranged to temporarily arrest the member 24. In a single trigger mechanism the combination with the

between first and second operative positions. hammer sears raisable to release the hammers , of a hori

13. In a single trigger mechanism the combination with zontally pivoted initial releasing member arranged to un

the hammer sears , of a sear releasing member normally in derlie one of said sears, a second longitudinally slidable
releasing positions with reference to one of said sears, a releasing member underlying said initial member at one

releasing member for the other sear unconnected with the side of its pivot , setting means for moving said second mem

other releasing member, setting means for positioning the her longitudinally in advance of releasing position beneath

latter member in advance of releasing position with refer- the other sear though still beneath the initial releasing

ence to the corresponding sear, and single means for succes- member, and manual actuating means arranged to bring

sively actuating the members to release the sears. about sear releasing elevation of said second releasing mem
14. In a single trigger mechanism , the combination with ber, elevation of said member while advanced operating to

second sear releasing member unconnected with said initial raise the initial member into releasing engagement with its

niember setting means for moving said second releasing mem

ber to a point in advance of releasing position , and single releasing position with reference to its sear .
sear , the second releasing member then moving to take up

treans for actuating said releasing members successively to 25. In a single trigger mechanism the combination with the

effect sear release .
hanimer sears , of an initial releasing member for the first

15. In a single trigger mechanism , the combination with sear , and a releasing member for the second sear , said

the hammer sears , of an initial sear releasing member ar- initial member being arranged to serve as a detent to re

ranged to occupy releasing position with reference to one of tain the other releasing member in advance of releasing

the sears, a second sear releasing member unconnected with position prior to the release of the first sear .
said initial member , and setting means for disposing said 26. in a single trigger mechanism the combination with

second member in advance of releasing position , said second the hammer sears, of an initial releasing member for the

member being arranged , after release of the first sear by the first sear , a releasing member for the second sear , setting

initial member, to occupy releasing position with reference means for positioning said second member in advance of re
to the second sear. leasing position , said initial member being arranged to

16. In a single trigger mechanism , the combination with serve as a detent for temporarily retaining said second mem

the hammer sears, of an initial releasing member arranged ber in such advanced position, and of actuating means for
to occupy releasing position with reference to one of the simultaneously removing said initial releasing member from
sears , a second releasing member constructed and arranged retaning engagement and causing it to effect sear release ,
to actuate said initial member in firing action, and setting said means being afterwards operable to actuate the re
means for disposing said second member in advance of re- inaining releasing member to effect sear release.
leasing position where operable to actuate the initial releas- 27. In a single trigger mechanism , the combination with

ing member to effect release of the first sear , the second re- the hammer sears , of an initial releasing member for the

leasing member then moving to assume releasing position first sear, a member for releasing the second sear , setting
with reference to the second sear . means for positioning said second member in advance of

17. In a single trigger mechanism , the combination with releasing position, said initial releasing member being ar

the hammer sears, of an initial releasing member for the ranged to be actuated by the second member and to serve

first sear , and a second releasing member for the second as a detent for temporarily retaining said member in ad

sear arranged to actuate said initial member in firing action . vanced position , and of means arranged to actuate said se

18. In a single trigger mechanism the combination with cond releasing member to disengage the initial releasing

the hammer sears , of an initial releasing member for the member and simultaneously to cause said initial member to

first sear, a second releasing member for the second sear effect gear release , said means being afterwards operable

arranged to engage operatively said initial releasing mem- cause the second releasing member being afterwardstc
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operable to cause the second releasing member to effect leasing member movable to effect release of either of the

release of the second sear. sears as desired, and a longitudinally movable member ar

28. In a single trigger mechanism in combination with ranged to actuate said selective member in firing action

the hammer sears of an initial releasing member for the and having means for effecting release of the other sear
first sear , a releasing member for the second sear , and set . after the operation of the selective member, said selective

sing means for positioning said second releasing member in member being movable transversely without partaking of the

advance of releasing positon, said init !al releasing member longitudinal travel of said longitudinally movable member.

heing arranged to serve as a detent to retain temporarily 38. In a single trigger mechanism , the combination with

the second releasing member in such aŭvanced position and the hammer sears , of a transversely swinging selective
again to arrest said member before reaching releasing posi- member movable to effect release of either of the sears as

tion . desired , and a longitudinally movable member arranged to

29. In a single trigger mechanism the combination with actuate said selective member in firing action and movable
the hammer sears, ofan initial releasing member arranged to effect release of the other sear after the operation of the

to occupy releasing position with reference to the first selective member.

sear and a longitudinally movable releasing member for the 39. In a single trigger mechanism , the combination with

second sear arranged to have a setting movement in one the hammer sears located at either side of the lock cham

longitudinal direction to a point in advance of releasing ber and raisable to release the hammers, of a selective re

position and a return movement to releasing position, both leasing member mounted intermediate the sears on vertical

of said members being raisable to effect initial sear release, and horizontal axes so as to be capable of raising eitherof

ard said initial releasing member serving as a detent to the sears as desired , and a second releasing member ar

retain temporarily the second releasing member in such ad- | ranged to actuate said selective member in firing action

vanced position and again , during elevation of the second and capable of raising the other sear after the operation of

releasing member for initial sear release , to arrest such the selective member.

member before reaching release position . 40. In a single trigger mechanism , the combination with

30. In a single trigger mechanism , the combination with the hammer sears located at either side of the lock cham

the hammer sears, of a longitudinally reciprocable slide for ber andraisable to release the hammers , of a trigger plate,

releasing one of the sears having a setting movement in one
a post intermediate the sears mounted on said plate on a

longitudinal direction to a point in advance of releasng vertical axis , a selective releasing member carried by said

position and a return movement into releasing position , and postto swing laterally therewith beneath either sear as

being provided on its upper surface wth a recess , of an
desired and mounted on a horizontal axis to bring about

initial releasing member arranged, while said slide is ad
the elevation of the sears , and a second releasing member

vanced to occupy releasing position with reference to the capable of raising the other sear after the operation of the

other sear, and overlying said slide and serving as a detent selective member.

to retain the same in advanced position , of means for ele
41. In a single trigger mechanism the combination with the

rating the releasing members at releasing positions to
hammer sears located at either side of the lock chamber and

bring about sear release, elevation at initial releasing posi- raisable to release the hammers , of a selective releasing
tion freeing the slide to take upmovement toward second member mounted intermediate the sears and laterally shift

releasing position, and of a stop depending from the initial able to occupy releasing position beneath either of the sears .

releasing member and arranged , during elevation of the
and a slide positioned below said selective member and

slide for initial release , to arrest the slide before reaching
having transverse releasing region arranged to underlie

releasing position , said stop during elevation of the slide at
both of the sears at once , said slide being longitudinally mov

second releasing position being received in the recess in able , after release of one of the sears by the selective mem

said slide.
her, to carry said releasing region to such point beneath the

31. In a single trigger mechanism , the combination with both of the sears as to be in position to raise either of the

the hammer sears, of a selective releasing member mov
sears not raised by the selective member.

able to effect release of either of the sears as desired , and
42. In a single trigger mechanism the combination of a re

a second independently mounted releasing member arranged | leasing slide movable longitudinally between two operative

to actuate the selective member in firing action and mov
positions and having a detaining shoulder, means for urging

able to release the other sear after the operation of the
the side from the first to second operative position and de

selective member. tent overlying the slide and arranged to engage with said

32. In a single trigger mechanism , the combination with shoulder at first position , the region of the slide in advance

the hammer sears , of a selective releasing member mov
of said shoulder being downward inclined or curved to pre

able at will to occupy releasing position with reference to
vent the detent when released from opposing the movement

either of the sears, and a second independently mounted re of the slide to second position .

leasing member arranged to actuate said selective member
43. In a single trigger mechanism the combination of a

in firing action and movable , after release of the first sear
longitudinally moved releasing slide having a detaining

by the selective member, to occupy releasing position with shoulder and a downwardly inclined or curved region in ad

reference to the other sear. vance of said shoulder, means for urging the slide longitudi

33. In a single trigger mechanism , the combination with nally and a pivoted detent overlying the slide and arranged

the hammer sears. of a selective releasing member mov
to engage said shoulder to retain the slide in opposition to

able at will to occupy releasing position with reference to
said urging means , the engaging tip of the detent being ex

either of the sears, a second releasing member movable tended downward to co -operate with the downward inclined

after release of the first sear by said selective member to
or curved region of the slide .

occupy releasing position beneath both of the sears , and
44. In a single trigger mechanism the combination of a

of means for preventing said second member assuming re longitudinally movable releasing slide and an intermediately

leasing position in event of failure of the selective mem
pivoted setting lever connected at one end with said slide

ber to release either sear. and adapted to be engaged at the other end by a moving part.
34. In a single trigger mechanism . the combination with 45. In a single trigger mechanism the combination with

the hammer sears, of a selective releasing member located
the hammer sears disposed longitudinally and raisable to re

between the sears and transversely shiftable at will to oc lease the hammers, of a releasing member longitudinally

cupy releasing position with reference to either sear , but
movable in one direction to a point in advance of releasing

incapable in mid -position of occupying releasing position position and having a return movement into releasing posi

with reference to ether sear , and a second releasing member
tion and being provided on its upper surface with a trans

oderable only after the release of the first sear to release verse releasing region of such length as to underlie both of

the remaining sear.
the sears at once and with a transverse shoulder in rear of

35. In a single trigger mechanism, the combination with said region having its walls extended upward at the center

the bammer sears , of a selective releasing member movable of a selective releasing member mounted intermediate the

to effect release of either of the sears as desired , and a
sears and laterably shiftable to occupy releasing position

second releasing member movable to release the other sear
beneath either of them but incapable in mid position of un

after the operation of the selective mmber, said selective derlying either of them , said selective member serving as a
member serving as a detent for retaining the second releas detent to engage with the shoulder on the longitudinally
ing member in advance of releasing position until after the movable member to hold the latter in advanced position,

release of the first sear by said selective member.
and of means for elevating said longitudinally movable mem

36. In a single trigger mechanism , the combination with ber at such advanced position to cause the selective member

the hammer sears , of a transversely shiftable selective re- to release one of the sears , such elevation also removing the .

leasing member movable to effect release of either of the selective member from engagement with said shoulder but

sears as desired , and a longitudinally movable independently being incapable of raising the selective member free of the

mounted member arranged to actuate said selective member shoulder when said member occupies mid position in rear of

in firing action and having releasing means for effecting re- the extension of the shoulder.

lease of the other sear after the operation of the selective 46. In a single trigger mechanism the combination with

member.
the hammers and the hammer sears pivoted above the ham

37. In a single trigger mechanism , the combination with mers and raisable to release the hammers , with a selective

the hammer series , of a transversely shiftable selective re- releasing member movable to release either of the hammers
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as desired , a second releasing member movable to release the 7. A loom for interweaving a pile thread with a pair of

other hammer after the operation of the selective member ground warp threads , comprising means for alternately

and manual means for actuating said members, of bevelled crossing and uncrossing a pair of ground warp threads, a

lugs disposed upon the sears to engage with the backs of the pile thread carrier for passing a pile thread between the

hammers during firing whereby each hammer when down ground warp threads after they are crossed and for passing

maintains its sear sufficiently elevated to escape further en- one end of the pile thread between the ground warp threads

gagement with the corresponding releasing member. after they are uncrossed, and a knife for cutting the pile

tbread adjacent to the said carrier ,

No. 100,973. Pile Fabric Loom. Métier. 8. A loom for interweaving a pile thread with a pair of

ground warp threads comprising a lay and heddles , a shoga

ging device for alternately crossing and uncrossing the said

ground warp threads , and a tuft yarn tube carrying the pile

thread and adapted to pass between the ground warp threads

when the ground warp threads are crossed and again when

the ground warp threads are uncrossed .

9. A loom for producing an oriental weave having Persian

knots comprising heddles for operating the ground warp

threads in pairs, an intermittently reciprocating lay having

dents adapted to pass between the ground warp threads of

a pair of ground warp threads , a set of tuft yarn tubes for

carrying the pile threads and adapted to pass between the

ground warp threads of the pairs of ground warp threads . a

shogging device for alternately crossing and uncrossing the

ground warp threads during the formation of each row of

knots , and means for actuating the tuft yarn tubes twice for

the formation of each row of knots .

10. A loom for producing an oriental weave having Persian

knots comprising heddles for operating the ground warp

threads in pairs, an intermittently reciprocating lay having

dents adapted to pass between the ground warp threads of

a pair of ground warp threads, a set of luft yarn tubes for

carrying the pile threads and adapted to pass between the

ground warp threads of the pairs of ground warp threads ,

a shogging device for alternately crossing and uncrossing

the ground warp threads during the formation of each row

of knots, and means for actuating the tuft yarn tubes twice

for the formation of each row of knots and alternately with

the said shogging device .

11. A loom for producing an oriental weave having Persian

knots comprising heddles for operating the ground warp

threads in pairs, an intermittently reciprocating lay having

dents adapted to pass between the ground warp threads of

Nazar Costikyan, assignee of James Karmi Delkranian, all carrying the pile threads and adapted to pass between the
a pair of ground warp threads, a set of tuft yarn tubes for

of New York City, New York, U.S.A., 11th September, ground warp threads of the pairs of ground warp threads.

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 12th June, 1906. Receipt No. a shogging device for alternately crossing and uncrossing
136,823 .

the ground warp threads during the formation of each row

Claim .--- 1. A loom for interweaving a pile thread with a of knots , means for actuating the tuft yarn tubes twice for

pair of ground warp threads , comprising means for passing the formation of each row of knots and alternately with the

the pile thread twice between the ground warp threads of said shogging device , and a cutting device for cutting the

a pair , and means for crossing and uncrossing the ground pile threads adjacent to the tuft yarn tubes and while the

warp threads alternately relative to the movement of the latter are at rest at the end of the last half stroke .

pile thread . 12. A loom for producing an oriental weave having Persian

2. A loom for interweaving a pile thread with a pair of knots comprising a tuft yarn tube , means for imparting

ground warp threads , comprising means for alternatively two full strokes to the tuft yarn tube to move the latter

crossing and uncrossing the ground warp threads, means for twice between the ground warp threads of a pair of ground

passing the pile thread twice between the ground warp warp threads during the formation of the knots , a shoggin '

threads, that is once while the ground warp threads are in levice forintermittently crossing and uncrossing the ground
crossed condition , and a second time while the ground warp warp threads of a pair of ground warp threads and alter

threads are in an uncrossed condition . pately relative to the movement of the tuft yarn tube and

3. A loom for interweavinga pile thread with a pair of curing the formation of the knot , and a cutting device for
ground warp threads , comprising means for alternately cutting the pile thread adjacent to the tuft yarn tube and at
crossing and uncrossing a pair of ground warp threads , and the time the tuft yarn tube is at the end of its last half
means for passing a pile thread between the ground warp stroke.

threads after the crossing is made and passing one end of 13. A loom for producing an oriental weave having Persian

the pile thread between the ground warp threads after they knots comprising a tuft yarn tube , means for imparting two
are uncrossed.

full strokes to the tuft yarn tube to move the latter twice

4. A loom for interweaving a pile thread with a pair of between the ground warp threads of a pair of ground warp

ground warp threads, comprising means for alternately threads during the formation of the knots, a shogging de

crossing and uncrossing a pair of ground warp threads , vice for intermittently crossing and uncrossing the ground

means for passing a pile thread between the ground warp warp threads of a pair of ground warp threads and alter

threads after the crossing is made and passing one end of nately relative to the movement of the tuft varn tube and

the pile thread between the ground warp threads after they during the formation of the knot , a cutting device for cut

are uncrossed, means for shifting the ground warp threads ting the pile thread adjacent to the tuft yarn tube and at
to form an open shed, and means for passing a weft thread the time the tuft yarn tube is at the end of its last half

through the open shed.
stroke, heddles for operating the pair of ground warp

5. A loom for interweaving a pile thread with a pair of threads, a shuttle mechanism forpassing the weft through

ground warp threads, comprising means for alternately the open shed and a lav for beating in the weft and knots.
crossing and uncrossing a pair of ground warp threads , and 14. A loom for producing an oriental weave having Persian

a pile thread carrier for passing a pile thread between the knots comprising a tuft yarn tube, means for imparting

ground warp threads after they are crossed and for passing two full strokes to the tuft yarn tube to move the latter

one end of the pile thread between the ground warp thread twice between the ground warp threads of a pair of ground

after they are uncrossed . warp threads during the formation of the knots , a shogging
6. A loom for interweaving a pile thread with a pair of device for intermittently crossing and uncrossing the ground

ground warp threads, comprising means for alternately warp threads of a pair of ground warp threads and alter
crossing and uncrossing a pair of ground warp threads, a dately relative to the movement of the tuft yarn tube and

pile thread carrier for passing a pile thread between the during the formation of the knot , a cutting device for cut

ground warp threads after they are crossed and for passing ting the pile thread adjacent to the tuft yarn tube and atthe
cne end of the pile thread between the ground warp threads time the tuft yarn tube is at the end of its last half stroke ,

after they are uncrossed, heddles for operating the ground heddles for operating the pair of ground warp threads , a

warp threads to form open sheds , and a shuttle mechanism shuttle mechanism for passing the weft through the open

for passing weft threads through the open sheds. shed and a lay for beating in the weft and knots, the lay
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having a detent adapted to pass between the ground warp carried by the lease rod brackets , a series of drop bars em

threads . bracing the circuit bars and adapted to be supported out of

15. A loom for producing an oriental weave having Persian contact with the contact bar by the warp threads passing
knots comprising a tuft yarn tube, means for imparting two about the lease rods , a knock -off mechanism , a magnet for
full strokes to the tuft yarn tube to move the latter twice operating the same and an electrical connection between the
between the ground warp threads of a pair ground warp source of electrical supply and the said magnet.

threads during the formation of the knots , a shogging de- 7. The combination in a loom , a stop motion therefor , com

vice for intermittently crossing and uncrossing the ground prising a series of drop bars supported upon the warp threads
warp threads of a pair of ground warp threads and alter- if the loom and an elastic guard strip supported above the

nately relative to the movement of the tuft yarn tube and drop bars and adapted to limit the upward movement of the
during the formation of the knot , a cutting device for cut- drop bars .

ting the pile thread adjacent to the tuft yarn tube and at the 8. The combination in a loom , of means for disposing the
time the tuft yarn tube is at the end of its last half stroke, warp threads thereof into opposite declining intersecting

heddles for operating the pair of ground warp threads, a banks , a stop motion embodied in the loom and comprising

shuttle mechanism for passing the weft through the open opposite series of drop bars supported by the several threads
a dent adapted to pass between the ground warp threads , composing said banks, and a yielding means located between
and means for intermittently reciprocating the said lay . the intersecting banks of warp threads and the thread dis

posing means for limiting the upward movement of said bars

No. 100,974. Stop Motion for Looms. and capable of being drawn aside to expose said bars .

9. The combination in a loom , of means for disposing the
Mouvement d'arrêt pour métiers.

warp threads thereof into opposite declining intersecting

banks , a stop motion embodied in the loom and comprising

opposite series of drop bars supported by the several threads

comprising said banks , and a yielding means common to both

series of drop bars located between the intersecting banks

of threads and the thread disposing means for limiting the

vertical movement of said drop bars and capable of being

drawn aside to expose said drop bars .

10. The combination in a loom , means for disposing the

warp threads thereof into opposite intersecting banks, a

stop motion embodied in the loom and comprising opposite
series of drop bars supported by the several threads com

posing the said banks and an elastic strip located between

said dividing means and above the said drop bars whereby

the drop bars of both series are limited in their upward
movement.

11. The combination in a loom , of means for supporting

the warp threads thereof, a stop motion embodied in the

loom and comprising a series of drop bars supported by the

several warp threads and a flexible strip secured at its op

posite ends located above and adapted to limit the upward

movement of the drop bars and adapted to be drawn aside in .

The Coldwell - Gildard Company, Fall River , Massachusetts , order to give address to said drop bars and permit of their

U.S.A., 11th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 11th June, removal from and replacement on the threads.
1906. Receipts Nos. 136,419 and 136,762 . 12. The combinationin a loom , of means for disposing the

Note.-- This patent is a re-issue of Patent No. 95,964 bear- warp threads thereof into opposite declining intersecting

ing date the 7th day of November, 1905 . banks , a stop motion embodied in the loom and comprising

opposite series of drop bars supported by the several threads
Claim ,-1. The combination with a loom and a stop motion

composing said banks and a flexible guard common to both
therefor comprising a series of drop bars supported upon

series of drop bars secured at its opposite ends and located
ihe warp threads of the loom, of an elastic guard strip sup

between the intersecting banks of threads and adapted to be
ported above and out of contact with the drop bars and the

drawn aside from said drop bars to give access to said drop
warp threads of the loom and designed to prevent an acci

dental throwing off of said drop bars from said warp threads
bars and permit of their removal from and replacement on
the threads .

and capable of being stretched to one side to give access to
13. In warp stop mechanism for looms the combination of

the drop bars .

2. The combination with a loom and a stop motion there
a series of drop bars supported upon the warp threads and a

guard strip attached at each end to the loom frame and loca

for comprising a series of drop bars supported on the warp
ted above the series of drop bars and across their line of

threads of the loom , of an elastic guard strip removably sup
movement transversely of the warp threads, which guard

ported above and out of contact with the drop bars and de

signed to prevent an accidental throwing off of said drop being thrown from the warp threads and aiso to be readily
strid strip is adapted normally to prevent the drop bars from

tars from the warp threads.
moved to one side of the line of drop bars without detaching

3. The combination with a loom comprising brackets ar
the end connections of the guard strip from the frame .

ranged for the support of its lease rods and above and be
14. In warp stop mechanism for looms the combination of

tween the latter provided with lugs , of a stop motion for the
a series of drop bars supported upon the warp threads and a

loom comprising a series of drop bars supported by the warp
guard strip attached at each end to the loom frame in a

threads thereof between the lease rods and a guard strip ar
position to normally cover the upper ends of the series of

ranged above and out of contact with the drop bars and ter
drop bars and prevent their accidentaldisplacement from the

minating in eyes engaging said lugs of the brackets.
warp threads , which guard strip is adapted to be readily

4. In an electrically operated stop motion for looms and in

combination with an electrical circuit rod or bar and drop tachmentto the loom frame and to be automatically returned
moved from its normal position without disturbing its at

bars loosely embracing the same , a contact bar , also in cir
to such position .

cuit and having an inclined contact surface free at its lower
15 . In warp stop mechanism for looms the combination of

edges arranged in the path of and adapted to deflect said
one or more seres of drop bars supported upon the warp

drop bars. threads and a cover for the upper ends of the drop bars nor

5. In an electrically operated stop motion for looms and nally located above and in proximity to them and attached

in combination with a pair of electrical circuit bars and drop at each end to the loom frame , which cover is adapted to be

bars loosely embracing the same, a hollow triangular contact thrown toone side to give access to the drop bars and to be

bar having its oppositely inclined contact surfaces arranged returned to its normal position without removal from its

in the path of and adapted to deflect the drop bars , and also connections with the loom frame.

in circuit .

6. The combination with a loom frame the main brackets
supported thereby and provided with the lugs forming the No. 100,975. Condenser and Purifier for Water.

broken triangular sockets, one of which the latter has a per Condenseur et épurateur pour l'eau .

foration , a wire conducting tube leading to the same and to

the bottom of the loom , triangular insulating plugs one of
William McIntryre, and Odus Graham Young, assignee of a

which is hollow, seated in the sockets , a triangular contact half interest , both of Kansas City , Missouri, U.S.A., 11th

bar receiving the inner ends of the plugs, a source of electri- September , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 20th August , 1906. Re

cal supply located at the foot of the loom below the same,
ceipt No. 138,846 and 138,798 .

a circuit wire leading from the same up through the tube Claim.-1 . The combination with a plurality of condensing

and terminating in the triangular contact bar in an electrical chambers disposed one above the other and connected by

contact , of a pair if leased rod brackets, circuit bars below pipes for the passage of steam , the upper chamber having

the same and supported by the main brackets, lease rods ' an inlet to receive the exhaust steam and the lower chamber
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having an outlet for water and air , of a plurality of settling steam pipes connecting respectively the different chambers,

basins mounted one upon each of said chambers and en- a plurality of settling basins mounted one on each chambor,

means by which water may be supplied to the upper basin ,

overflow pipes connected to said basins respectively , the

upper overflow pipes discharging into the next lower basins

respectively, the lower overflow pipe discharging into the

outlet of the lower chamber , and a flaring steam pipe con

nected at its larger end to the inlet of upper chamber.

8. A combined condenser and water purifier comprising a

plurality of condensing chambers disposed one above the

other , the upper chamber having an inlet for exhaust steam ,

the lower chamber having an outlet, an outlet pipe con

nected to said outlet and having two outlets one disposed

above the other for the passage of water and air respec

tively, a plurality of steam pipes connecting respectively the

said chambers, a plurality of basins mounted one on each

chamber, a plurality of overflow pipes connected one to

each basin , the upper overflow pipes discharging each into

the next lower basin , the lower overflow pipe discharging

into said outlet pipe , means for supplying water to the

upper basin , and an upwardly extending air draft pipe con

nected at its lower end to the lower hamber.

9. A combined condenser and water purifier comprising a

circiing said steam pipes , the upper basins having overflow plurality of condenser chambers disposed one above the

pipes discharging respectively into the next lower basins , other and upper chamber having an inlet for exhaust

the lowest basin having an overflow pipe discharging into steam , the lower chamber having an outlet for water and
the outlet of the lower chamber. air , a plurality of steam pipes connecting respectively the

2. In a combined condenser and water purifier, the com- chambers , a horizontal transverse screen in the upper cham

bination with a plurality of condensing chambers disposed ber. an air draft pipe connected at its lower end to the

one above the other and connected respectively by steam lower chamber and extending upwardly therefrom , a plur

pipes, the upper chamber having an inlet to receive the_ex- ality of settling basins mounted one on each chambers, a

haust steam and the lower chamber having an outlet for plurality of overflow pipes connected one to each basin , the

air and water, of a series of settling basins mounted one on upper overflow pipes discharging into the basins next below

each chamber , a series of overflow pipes connected one to respectively , the lower overflow pípe discharging into the

each basin , the lowest overflow pipe discharging into the outlet of the lower chamber, means for supplying water to

outlet o the lower chamber and the other overflow pipes dis- the upper basin , means by which the basins may be respec

charging nach into the next lower basin , and means for dif- tively drained, and a flaring pipe connected at its larger end

fusing the steam entering the upper chamber . to the inlet of the upper chamber and adapted to receive in

3. In a combined condenser and water purifier, the com- its smaller end the exhaust steam.

bination with a plurality of condensing chambers disposed

one above the other, adjacent chambers being connected No. 100,976. Window . Fenêtre .

by steam pipes , the upper chamber having an inlet for the

steam to be condensed , and the lower chamber having an

outlet for air and water , of a screen disposed transversely

in the upper chamber , a plurality of settling basing

mounted one on each chamber, and a series of overflow

pipes connected respectively with said basins and the upper

overflow pipes discharging respectively into the basins next

below, the lowest overflow discharging into the outlet of

the lower chamber.

4. In a combined condenser and water purifier, the com

bination with a plurality of condensing chambers disposed

one above the other, the upper chamber having an inlet for

receiving the exhaust steam , and the lower chamber having

an outlet for water and air, of a plurality of sets of vertical

radially disposed pipes connecting respectively the different

chambers , a plurality of settling basins mounted one on each

chamber , and a plurality of overflow pipes connected respec

tively one to each basin , the upper overflow pipes discharg

ing each into the next lower basin , and the lowest over

flow pipe discharging into the outlet of the lower chamber .

5. A combined condenser and water purifier comprising a

series of condensing chambers disposed one above the other, Oliver Murray Edwards, Syracuse , New York , assignee of

steam pipes connecting said chambers , the upper chamber Edward Frank Chaffee, Brooklyn, New York , both in U.

having an inlet for receiving the exhaust steam , the lower S.A. , 11th September , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 7th June ,

chamber having an outlet for air and water , one or more 1906. Receipt No. 136,622.

upwardly extending draft pipes connected at their lower Claim.--1 . In a window the combination substantially as

ends to the lower chamber, a plurality of basins mounte ! set forth, of a frame adapted to receive and hold a sash , a

one on each chamber , means in the upper chamber for dif- sash movable in theframe holding means, a support for the

fusing thesteam, overflow pipes connected one to each sash and means connecting such support with the holding
basin , the upper overflow pipes discharging each into the means whereby the sash is supported through the holding

next lower basin, thelower overflow pipe discharging into means and its weight aidsinmoving it transversely in the
the outlet forthe lower chamber, means for supplying water frame to hold the sash therein .
to the upper basin , and means by which the basins may be 2. In a window the combination substantially as set forth,

drained respectively of water contained therein . of a frame adapted to receive and hold a sash, a sash mov

6. A combined condenser and water purifier comprising a able in the frame, holding means a portion of which is mov;
series of cordensing chambers connected in series one above able relatively to the sash ,a support for the sash and
the other by steam pipes, the upper chamber having an means connecting such support with the movable portion of

inlet for steam , the lower chamber having an outlet for the holding means.
air and water, one or more screens disposed transversely 3. In a windowthe combination substantially as set forth,

and horizontally in the upper chamber, a plurality of set- of a frame adapted to receive and hold a sash, a sash mov

tlingbasins mounted one on each chamber ,overflow pipes able in theframe, holding means, a support for the sash ,
connected one to each basin, the upper overflow pipes dis- means connecting the support with the holding means ,

charging each into the next lower basin , the lower overflow and releasing means connecting with the holding means

pipe discharging into the outletof the lower chamber, whereby the sashis supportedand held stationary in its
means for supplying water to the upper basin , means respec- frame and is released to permit it to move therein to open

tively for draining the several basins , and upwardly ex- and close the window.

tending draft pipes connected at their lower ends to the 4. In a window the combination substantially as set forth,

lower chamber. of a frame adapted toreceiveandsupporta sash , a sash,

7.A combined condenser and water purifier comprising a movable in the frame, a support for the sash, and means

plurality of condensing chambers disposed one above the arranged between thesupport and sash and provided with

other, the upper chamber having an inlet for exhaust steam , amovablepartadaptedtomovethe sash transversely In the
the lower chamber having an outlet for water and air , ' fraine to hold it therein .
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5. In a window the combination substantialy as set forth, movable in the frame , a plurality of holding means arranged

oi a frame adapted to receive and support a sash , a sash at one edge portion of the sash , each of which has a por

movable in the frame , a support for the sash , a sash mov- tion movable relatively to the sash , and sash balancing

able in the frame , a support for the sash , and holding means , means connecting with such portions and acting thereon to

a portion of which is movable relatively to another portion, support the sash in the frame .

connecting with both the support and the sash , whereby the 18. In a window the combination substantially as set forth ,

sash is supported in the frame and its weight aids in holding of a frame adapted to receive and support a sash , a sash

it therein . movable in the frame , holding means provided with co -act

6. In a window the combination substantially as set forth, ing wedge faces , one of which is formed on a part movable

of a frame adapted to receive and support a sash , a sash relatively to the other , and sash supporting means con

movable in the frame , a support for the sash consisting of nected with such movable part and normally acting there

sash balancing means supported on the frame , and means cn to support and hold the sash in the frame.

arranged between the sash and support and provided with 19. In a window the combination substantially as set forth,

a movable part adapted to move the sash transversely in
of a frame adapted to receive and hold a sash , a sash mov

the frame to hold it therein . able in the frame , a plurality of wedging members arrangea
7. In a window the combination substantially as set forth, at each edge portion of the sash , co -acting members en

of a frame adapted to receive and support a sash, a sash gageable with the other members , sash balancing means
movable in the frame , a support for the sash consisting connectable with such members , and means connecting each

of a spring roller mounted on the frame , and means arrang- plurality of members together and with the balancing means ,

ed between the sash and roller and provided with a mov whereby the sash is supported and held in the frame by
able part adapted to move the sash transversely in the frame such balancing means .

to hold it therein .

8. In a window the combination substantially as set forth, of a frame adapted to receive and hold a sash, a sash mov
20.'In a window the combination substantially as set forth ,

of a frame adapted to receive and support a sash, asashable inthe frame, a plurality of wedging members attached

movable in the frame , a support for the sash consisting of
to the sash at each edge portion thereof , a bar provided with

sash balancing means supported on the frame , and sash similar members which are arranged in co -acting relations

holding means , a portion of which is movable relatively to

another portion, one of which portions is attached to the whereby the sash is supported and held in the frame by the
thereto , and sash balancing means connected with such bars,

balancing means and the other is upon the sash , whereby balancing means.

the sash is supported in the frame and its weight aids in
21. In a window the combination substantially as set forth ,

holding it therein .

9.Ina window the combination substantially as set forth , movable in theframe, holding means, a portion of which is
of a frame adapted to receive and support a sash, a sash

of a frame adapted to receive and support a sash, a sash
movable relatively to another portion , a spring roller, fiex

movable in the frame , a support for the sash supported on
ible material connecting with the roller and adapted to

the frame , and sash holding means, a portion of which is
wind thereon , and means connecting such flexible materialmovable and in the form of a wedge , which portion is at

tached to the supportfor the sashand' is engageable with the with the movable portion of the holding means wherebythe
sash is held in the frame ,

sash, whereby the sash is supported in the frame and its
22. In a window the combination substantially as set forth ,

weight aids in holding it therein.

10.In a window the combination substantially as set forth , movablein the frame, holding means, a portion of which isof a frame adapted to receive and support a sash, a sash

of a frame adapted to receive , hold and support a sash , a

sash movable in the frame , holding means arranged in co
movable relatively to another portion , a spring roller , flex

ible material connecting with the roller and a bar, a bar
acting relations with the sash and frame and adapted to

move one relatively to the other, a support for the sash , connecting with such movable portion whereby the spring
roller is connected with the holding means and the sash is

and means connected with the support and holding means
held in the frame .

and normally acting thereon to support and hold the sash

in the frame. 23. In a window the combination substantailly as set forth ,

11. In a window thecombination substantially as set forth, movable in theframe , holding means arranged at each edgeof a frame adapted to receive and support a sash, a sash

of a frame adapted to receive , hold and support a sash , a

sash movable in the frame , holding means , a portion of portion of the sash, a portion of which is movable relatively

which is movable and is adapted to move the sash and frame , to another portion , means connecting such movable portions

one relatively to the other, a support for the sash, and together, a bar centrally connected to such means, a spring

means connected to such movable portion and the support
roller and means connecting such bar with the roller where

and normally acting thereon to support andhold the sash by the movable portions of the holding means are moved
in the frame. relatively to the sash to hold it in the frame.

12. In a window, the combination substantially as 24. In a window the combination substantially as set forth ,

forth , of a frame adpated to receive and support a sash, a of a frame adapted to receive and support a sash, a sash

sash movable in the frame , holding means , a portion of
movable in the frame , holding means, a portion of which is

which is movable and is arranged in co -acting relations
movable , sash balancing means connected with such mov

with the sash and frame, and sash supporting means con
able portion and normally acting thereon to hold the sash

nected with the sash through such movable portion and nor in the frame , and operating means engageable with such

movable portion to move it relatively to another portionmally acting thereon to support the sash and hold it in the
frame. whereby the action of the balancing means on the holding

13. In a window the combination substantially means is overcome and the sash is released and movable
set

in the frame .
forth , of a frame adapted to receive and hold a sash , a sash

movable in the frame , holding means , a portion of which is 25. In a window the combination substantially as set forth ,

movable and engageable with the sash and frame, the sash
of a frame adapted to receive and support a sash, a sash

holding means connected with the sash only through such movable in the frame, holding means, a support for the

movable portion to balance and hold it in the frame. sash , means connecting such support with the holding

14. In a window the combination substantially as set forth , means and operating means adapted to engage with a por

of a frame adapted to receive and support a sash, a sash tion of the holding means to move .such portion relatively

movable in the frame , holding means arranged at each edge to the sash to release and permit it to move in the frame.

portion of the sash, a portion of which is movable relatively 26. In a window the combination substantially as set forth,

to another portion, and sash balancing means connected of a frame adapted to receive and hold a sash, a sash

with such movable portion at each edgeportion of the movable inthe frame, holding meansarranged at each edge
sash and thereby adapted to balance and hold it in the portion of the sash with a portion thereof movable relatively

frame. to another portion , sash balancing means connecting with

15. In a window the combination substantially as set forth , and normally acting on such movable portions, and operat
of a frame adapted to receive and support a sash, a sash | ing means at each edge portion of the sash and adapted to

movable in the frame , holding means, a portion of which is operate each of such movable portions separate'y one from

movable relatively to another portion , a spring roller, and the other whereby the sash is permitted to move in the

connecting means arranged between the roller and such frame.

movable portion, normally holding the sash in the frame. 27. In a window the combination substantially as set forth ,

16. In a window the combination substantially as set forth, of a frame adapted to receive and hold a sash, a sash mov

of a frameadapted to receive and support a sash , a sashable in the frame, holding means arranged at one edge por

movable in the frame, holding means arranged ateach edge tions of the sash, a portion of which is movable relatively
portion of the sash , a portion of which is movable relative- to another portion and is adapted to engage with a locking

ly to another portion , and sash balancing means connected detent , a locking detent and operating means adapted to

with suchportions and acting thereon to support the sash engage with and operate both the movable portion of the

in the frame. holding means and locking detent, whereby the sash is re

17. In a window the combination substantially as set forth , leased from the holding means and is unlocked by the move

of a frame adapted to receive and support a sash , a sash ment of the operating means .

set

as

9-18
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28. In a window the combination substantially as set forth , adapted to engage with the holding means and move such

of a frame adapted to receive and hold a sash , a sash mov- wedge surface in the opposite direction .

able in the frame, holding means arranged at one edge por- 40. In a window the combination substantially as set forth ,

tion of the sash, a portion of which is movable relatively to of a sash having at its vertical portions wedge surfaces.

another portion and is adapted to engage with and operate holding means at such portions having wedge surfaces and

a locking detent, a locking detent movably mounted on the yielding sash supporting means connecting with the holding

frame and engageable with the sash , and operating means means and adapted to move their wedge surfaces relatively

mounted on the sash whereby the movable portion if the to the sash to hold it in the window .

holding means and locking detent are operated by the move- 41. In a window the combination substantially as set forth ,

ment of the operating means . of a sash having at its vertical portions wedge surfaces ,

29. In a window the combinaton substantially as set forth , holding means at such portions having wedge surfaces,sash

of a frame adapted to receive and hold a sash , a sash mov supporting means connecting with the holding means and

able in the frame, holding means a portion of which is con- adapted to move their wedge surfaces relatively to the sash

nected with the sash and is adapted to engage with a por to hold it in the window , a locking detent automatically

tion of the frame , a support for the sash and means for con movable into locking position , and operating means adapted

necting such support with the portion of the holding means to operate a portion of the holding means and thereby move

connected with the sash . i the detent out of locking position to permit of the sash being

30. In a window the combination substantially as set forth .
moved to open the window .

of a frame adapted to receive and hold a sash, a sash mov
42. In a window the combination substantially as set forth ,

able in the frame , holding means having a lever pivotally
of a sash having its vertical portions wedge surfaces , co

connected to the sash and movable therewith , and a support operatingwedge surfaces at such portions, equalizing means,
for the sash connected to such lever, of the holdingmeans portions of which connect with such co -operating wedge

and adapted to move a portion thereof into engagement with
surfaces and other portions connect with the sash supporting

the window frame.
means and sash supporting means connected wth the equal

31. In a window the combination substantially as set forth , izing means and adapted to move such co - operating wedge

| surfaces relatively to the sash to hold it in the window .

of a frame adapted to receive and hold a sash, a sash mov
43. In a window the combination substantially as set forth ,

able in the frame , holding means having a wedge surface
of a sash having at its vertical portions wedge surfaces, co

arranged on an elbow lever pivotally connected to the sash
operating wedge surfaces at such portions connectable to

near one of its ends, and a support for the sash connected

to the lever of the holding means between its pivotal con
one of a pair of equalizing bars, a pair of equalizing bars

connected together midway of their length and connecting
nection to the sash and such wedge surface .

with such co -operating means and sash supporting means ,
32. In a window the combination substantially as set forth ,

and sash supporting means connected to one pair of equal
of a frame adapted to receive and hold a sash , a sash mov izing bars and adapted to move such co -operating wedge
able in the frame, holding means a portion of which is con- surfaces relatively to the sash to hold it in the window.

nected with the sash and is adapted to engage with a por

tion of the frame, another portion connectedwith the first- No, 100,977. Method of Lining Converters.

mentioned portion and adapted to be moved thereby, a sup

port for the sash and means whereby the sash is supported Méthode de garnir les convertisseurs.

and held in the frame .

33. In a window the combination substantially as set forth ,

of a frame adapted to receive and hold a sash , a sash mov

able in the frame , holding means having a portion pivotally
Fig . 1.

connected to the sash and engageable with the window frame ,

a support for the sash connected to such pivoted portion,

and wedging surfaces arranged between the sash and frame,

one of which is moved into wedging position by the move

ment of such pivoted portion .

34. In a window the combination substantially as set forth ,

of a frame adapted to receive and hold a sash , a sash mov

able in the frame, holding means a portion of which is en

gageable with the sash and is adapted to move relative there

to a support for the sash , and means for connecting such

support with the part of the holding means engageable with

the sash , whereby the support is connected to the holding

means to both support and tightly hold it in the window .

35. In a window the combination substantially as set forth ,

of a frame adapted to receive and hold a sash, a sash mov

able in the frame, holding means having a portion arranged

near each edge portion of the sash engageable with it , and

the frame and another portion pivotally connected to the

sash and adapted move the first -mentioned portions rel
Fiy. 2.

atively to the sash a support for the sash, and means con

necting such support with the portion of the holding means

pivotally connected to the sash .

36. In a window the combination substantially as set forth ,

of a frame adapted to receive and hold a sash , a sash mov

able in the frame, holding means having a portion arranged

near each edge portion of the sash engageable with it , and

the frame and other portions pivotally connected to the sash

adjacent to the first-mentioned portions and adapted to

move them relatively to the sash , a support for the sash , Henry Lewis Charles and Fritz Augustus Heinze, assignee

and means connecting such support with those portions of of a half interest , both of Butte , Montana, U.S.A. , 11th

the holding means pivotally connected to the sash . September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 11th July, 1906. Re

37. In a window the combination substantiallyas set forth , ceipt No. 137,689 .

of a sash having at its vertical portions wedge surfaces , Claim .-- 1 . The within described method of drying and hard

holding means at such portions having movable wedge sur ening basic or silicious lining of converters or refining fur
faces and sash supporting means connecting with the holding

naces prior to their use in oxidation by using the heat de

means connecting with the holding means and adapted to rived from the introduction of molten material within the
to the sash to hold it in the window.

converter or refining furnace while the basic or silicious

38. In a window the combination substantially as set forth , linings is still in a damp and unhardened condition .

of a sash having at its vertical portions wedge surfaces 2. The within described method of drying and hardening

holding means at such portions having a plurality of mov- the basic or silicious lining of converters or refining furnaces

able wedge surfaces connected together and sash supporting prior to their use in oxidation by using the heat derived from

means connecting with the holding means and adapted to the introduction of molten material within the converter

move such connected surfaces relatively to the sash to hold or refining furnace while the basic or silicious lining is still

it in the window.
in a damp and unhardened condition to form a shell over

39. In a window the combination substantially as set forth , the inner surfaces of the lining .

of a sash having at one end of its vertical portions a wedge 3. The within described method of drying and hardening

surface , holding means at such porton having a wedge sur- the basic or silicious lining of converters or refining fur

face , sash supporting means connecting with the holding naces by introducing molten slog or matte within the con

ineans and adapted to move the wedge surface of the holding verter or refining furnace while the basic or silicious lining
means relatively to the cash in one direction , and means is still in a damp and unhardened condition.
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4. The within described method of drying and hardening said engine cylinders , a steam actuated slide valve for con

the basic or silicious lining of converters or refining furnaces trolling said ports , and means governed by the movement of

by introducing molten slag or matte within the converter or the high pressure steam piston for controlling the movement

refining furnace while the basic or silicious lining is still of said slide valve .

in a damp and unhardened condition to form a slag or matte 4. In a compound engine , the combination with vertical

shell over the inner surface of the lining material . high and low pressure engine cylinders, of an integral head

5. The within described method of lining converters or re- for said cylinders having a valve seat with ports leading to

fining furnaces consisting if first tamping the lining material : the opposite ends of said cylinders, a steam actuated slide

around the inner core , then removing the core, and while the valve controlling said ports , and means in line with and

lining material is still damp and unhardened introducing ' governed by the movement of the high pressure steam piston

molten material within the converter or refining furnace in for controlling the movement of the slide valve .

sufficient quantities to completely dry and harden the lining 5. In a compound pumping engine , the combination with

material.
| a high pressure engine cylinder, and a low pressure engine

6. The within described method of lining converters or re- cylinder, of a cylinder head having a valve seat with ports

fining furnaces consisting of first tamping the lining material leading to the opposite ends of said cylinders , a steam ac

around an inner core, then removing the core , and while the tuated slide valve for controlling said ports , an auxiliary

lining material is still damp and unhardened introducing reversing valve for controlling the movement of the dis

molten slag or matte within the converter or refining fur- ' tribution slide valve, and a reversing valve rod extending

race in sufficient quantities to completely dry and harden through the cylinder head in line with the engine piston rod .

the lining material .
6. In a compound pumping engine , the combination with

7. The within described method of lining converters or re- high and low pressure engine cylinders of initial and final
fining furnaces, consisting of first tamping the lining material compression pump cylinders, the high pressure steam piston
around an inner core then removing the core and forming a being directly connected to the piston of the initial compres
slag or matte shell over the inner surface of the lining by sion pump cylinder, a steam actuated distribution valve for
the introduction of molten slag or matte. the engine cylinders , and means governed by the movement

8. The within described method of lining converters or re- of the high pressure steam piston for controlling the move

fining furnaces , consisting of first, tamping the lining ma- ment of the said distribution valve .

terial around an inner core, then removing the core and par- 7. In a compound pumping engine , the combination with

tially drying the lining by forming a shell over the inner high and low pressure engine cylinders of initial and final

surface of the lining by the introduction of molten material, compression pump cylinders, the high pressure steam piston

then removing the molten material and completing the dry- being directly connected to the piston of the initial com

ing of the lining by the introduction of one or more ad- pression pump cylinder, a steam actuated distribution valve

ditional ladles of molten material. for the engine cylinders , and an auxiliary reversing valve

actuated by the movement of the high pressure steam piston

No. 100,978 . Steam Pump. Pompe à vapeur. for controlling the movement of the main distribution valve .

No. 100,979. Scaffold Support. Support d'échafaud .
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Moulton and Evans , Minneapolis , Minnesota , assignee of

Marquis F. Seeley , Chicago , Illinois U.S.A. , 11th Sep

tember, 1906 ; years . Filed 8th January, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 131,693 .

Claim.-1 . A metal hanger for scaffolds consisting of a

shank provided at its opposite ends with integral lateral

"
arms, said arms extending from the body of the hanger in

right angled relation to each other, and the lower arm be

The Canadian Westinghouse Company, Hamilton , Ontario, to one of themembers of the scaffold .
ing provided at its end with means for securing the hanger

Canada , assignee of Alexander England, Wilkinsburg ,
2. A metal hanger for scaffolds consisting of a shank pro

Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 11th September, 1906 ; 6 years.
vided at its opposite ends with integral lateral arms , said

Filed 19th April , 1906. Receipt No. 135,055.
arms extending from the body of the hanger in right

Claim . - 1. In a compound pumping engine, the combina - angled relation to each other and the upper arm being pro

tion with a high pressure engine cylinder and piston , and a vided with a downwardly extending prong.

low , pressure engine cylinder and piston, of an initial com- 3. A metal hanger for scaffolds consisting of a shank pro

pression pump cylinder and a final compression pump cylin- vided at its opposite ends with integral lateral arms , said .

der, the piston of the initial compression pump cylinder be- arms extending from the body of the hanger in right angled

ing directly connected to the high pressure engine piston . relation to each other, and the hanger being provided at its

2. In a compound pumping engine, the combination with upper part with a handle .

high and low pressure engine cylinders having pistons there- 4. A metal hanger for scaffolds consisting of a shank pro

in , of an initial compression pump cylinder having a piston vided at its opposite ends with integral lateral arms , said

directly connected to the high pressure steam piston , a arms extending from the body of the hanger in right angled

smaller final compression pump cylinder having a piston relation to each other, and the hanger being provided at its

connected to the low pressure steam piston , and a valve upper part with a loosely connected ring forming a handle .

mechanism operated by the movement of the high pressure 5. The combination with a scaffold member provided with

steam piston for effecting the admission and exhaust of a hole extending therethrough parallel with the wall on

steam to and from the engine cylinders. which the scaffold is hung, of a metal hanger embracing a

3. In a compound pumping engine, the combination with a chank having at its uper and lower ends lateral rigid arms ,

high pressure engine cylinder and low pressure pump cylin- said arms extending from the body or shank at right angles

der in line therewith , and a low pressure engine cylinder to each other and the lower arm being adapted to engage the

and a high pressure pump cylinder , of a cylinder head hav- hole in the scaffold member, and the upper arm to engage

ing a valve seat with ports leading to the opposite ends of a hole in the said wall .
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No. 100,980. Steam Turbine. Turbine à vapeur. No. 100,981 . Locomotive Engine.

Machine de locomotive .
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The Allis - Chalmers Company , assignee of Charles Frederick

Barth , all of Milwaukee, Wisconsin , U.S.A., 11th Septem

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 1st March , 1906. Receipt No.

133,427. 100981

Claim.-1. A securing strip having an edge at an inter

mediate flow portion.

2. A metallic securing strip having a force applying face, F. A. Pierce , J. E. Oswald and J. Y. Travers , each an assignee

and a metal flow edge near the force applying face.
of a fourth interest , all of Wheeling, West Virgina,

3. A metallic securing strip having a bevelled side and a U.S.A., 11th September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 3rd May,

pair of parallel engaging sides. 1906. Receipt No. 135,492 .

4. A turbine blade ring securing strip having a bevelled Claim.–1. As an improvement in engines the combination

side and a pair of parallel engaging sides . with a pair of cylinders, a distributing valve for each cylin

5. A member having a groove, a stripentering said groove der, and an exhaust lead thatis common to both distribhting
and leaving a parallel side space in the groove ,and a secur- valves , of an auxiliary valve having an exhaust port that
ing strip havinga bevelled side in the parallel side space . communicates with the stack and is adapted under one ad

6. A member having a groove provided with a recess, a justment to connect the exhaust lead from the two cylinders

rigid strip entering the groove and leaving a parallel sided with the stack, an air reservoir having a lead that connects

space, and a close slip fit securing strip in said parallel with the supplemental exhaust valve , the said exhaust valve

sided space and adjacent said recess . having a port adapted under a predetermined adjustment to

7. A member having a groove with a perpendicular side, connect the cylinder exhaust with the reservoir, and relief

a strip entering said groove leaving a parallel sided space, valves connected with the feed lead to the distributing valves

and a securing strip non-rectangular in cross section in said for charging the cylinders with air when the exhaust through
space. the supplemental valve to the stack is cut off and the exhaust

8. A member having a groove with a perpendicular side , a from the said valve to the air reservoir is open , for the pur .

strip entering said groove and leaving a parallel sided space , rose specified.
whereby the strip may be readily forced into locking portions 2. In a locomotive engine the combination with high and

whereby the strip may be readily forced into locking posi- low pressure cylinders , of a distributing valve therefor on
tion in said space. one side of the locomotive , and corresponding parts on the

9. A member having a groove provided with a locking opposite side of the locomotive , of a receiver space common

recess, a strip having a perpendicular side entering said to both sets of cylinders and their distributing valves , and

groove and leaving a parallel sided space adjacent said an air reservoir, of an auxiliary exhausting valve that com

recess, and a malleable securing strip in said space . municates and co -operates with the two distributing valves

10. A member having an endless groove, a rigid strip at the opposite sides and with the receiver space , said sup

entering said groove and leaving a parallel sided space , and plemental exhausting valve including a port adapted to be

a securing strip having a bevelled portion whereby the strip brought into communication with the air reservoir, means

may be readily forced into locking position in said space. operable from the engine cab for shifting said auxiliary

11. A rotary member having a peripherial groove provided valve with relation to the distributing valves , said valves

with a recess, a strip entering said groove and leaving a par- having provisions in virtue of which the several cylinders

allel sided space, and a malleable securing strip having a may be operated under compound action or under high pres

bevel terminating near the recess whereby the strip 'may be sure in all the cylinders , or as air compressors , as set forth.

forced more readily into locking position in said space . 3. In a locomotive engine the combination with a pair of

12. A rotor having a groove provided with a recess, a blade cylinders, and a separate distributing valve co-operatively

holding ring entering said groove and leaving a parallel joined with each cylinder, of an exhaust receiver in communi

sided space, and a securing strip having a bevel terminating cation with the distributing valves and an air reservoir , of

near the recess , said strip having a close slip fit in said an auxliary valve mechanism having inlet and exhaust ports

space. that communicate with the reservoir and with the distribut

13. A rotor having a peripherial groove provided with a ing valve , and having a port that communicates with the air
continuous recess in a side wall , a blade holding ring enter- reservoir , said valve having provisions in virtue of whicli

ing said groove and leaving a parallel sided space, and a when under one adjustment , the feeds and the exhausts ar

malleable securing strip having four obtuses angles whereby controlled to feed a working agent pressure into the cylinder
the strip may be forced more readily into locking position and under another adjustment to convert both cylinders into
in said space. air compressors , and means for shifting the auxiliary valves.

14. A rotor having a peripherial groove formed with a 4. The combination with high and low pressure cylinders ,

tapering side and a perpindicular side, there being a recess a distributing valve co - operatively joined with each set of

in the perpendicular side, a blade holding ring fitting against high and low pressure cylinders , a receiver in communica

the tapering side , and a soft metal securing strip having tion with the distributing valves, of an auxiliary valve me
an edge at the recess in the perpendicularside of the groove. chanism having inlet and outlet ports that communicate

15. A rotor having a groove with a radial side and a re- with said distributing valves, and having provisions in

cess, a blade holding ring in said groove, and securing virtue of which when the auxiliary valve is under one ad

means adjacent said recess for said ring . justment , it controls the feeds and exhausts to effect a

16. A rotor having a groove with a radial side and a lock - compound action of the two sets of cylinders, under another

ing recess , blades mounted in said groove, and means ad- adjustment to work all the cylinders under high pressure and

jacent said recess to rigidly secure the blades . under a third adjustment to convert the several cylinders
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into air compressors , and means for shifting the auxiliary 11. The combination with the high and low pressure cylin

valve . ders , and a distributing valve therefor mounted on one side

5. In a locomotive engine , the combination with an air oi the locomotive, and similar cylinders and a valve there

reservoir, a pair of pressure cylinders , a separate distribut- for on the opposite side of the locomotive, a relief valve in

ing valve for each of the pressure cylinders, an exhaust each feed pipe for the distributing valve, a receiver space

receiver common to both cylinders and their co -operative common to both of the aforesaid distributing valves , and air

distributing valves, of a supplementalexhausting valve in reservoir, of a supplemental exhausting valve for connecting

communication with the stack and with the exhaust receiver , said reservoir with the receiver, the said supplementalvalve

the said supplemental valve including a supplemental ex- having passages through the receiver exhausts to the stack,

haust port adapted when the valve is adjusted to cut off the and passages for connecting the receiver with the reservoir,
stack exhaust from the receiver to connect the said receiver and another passage for connecting the low pressure side of

with the air reservoir, as set forth . the distributing valve , a relief valve in each lead from the

6. In a locomotive engine , the combination with a pair of supplemental valve to the distributing valve, and means for

high pressure cylinders and a pair of low pressure cylinders shifting the said supplemental valve from the engine cab

one for each high pressure cylinder, a distributing valve while the train is in motion , as set forth .
for each set of high and low pressure cylinders , a receiver 12. The combination with two sets of high and low pressure

common to both sets of cylinders, and their co -operating dis- cylinders , a distributing valve co -operatively joinedwith
tributing valves, of a supplemental valve exhausting me each set of high and low pressure cylinders, of a receiverin
chanism incommunication with the stack and with the two communication with the distributing valves, an auxiliary ex

distributing valves, the said supplemental valve mechanism haust valve mechanism , also in communication with the res

including a supplemental exb ist port adapted when the ervoir and having inlet and exhaust ports in communication

valve is adjusted to cut off the stack exhaust to exhaust to with the several distributing valves, said auxiliary mech

the air reservoir , as set forth . arism having provisions in virtue of which when under one

7. The combination with two sets of high and low pres- adjustment the working agent is fed to the cylinders to oper

sure cylinders and their controlling valves , and a receiver ate the engine compound , under another adjustment to feed

common to both the distributing valves and having connec- the working pressure and under a third adjustment to con

tion with the stack, and an air receiver, of a supplemental vert the several cylinders into air compressors , and means

exhaust valve located in the said stack connection , and hav- for shifting said auxiliary valve .

ing ports and feeds that connect with the high pressure 13. The combination with two pairs of cylinders , a distri

cylinder distributing valves , and provided with a supple- buting valve for each pair of cylinders, each distributing

mental port adapted to connect with the air reservoir for the valve being co -operatively joined with each cylinder of its

brake and signal mechanism , said supplemental valve having respective pair , an exhaust receiver in communication with

provisions in virtue of which when under one adjustment , a each distributing valve , an auxiliary and said distributing

high pressure action is effected in all the cylinders , and valves having provisions in virtue of which when the aux

under another adjustment of the valves the cylinders are iliary valve is under one adjustment the working ageni is

worked compound, automatically actuated relief valves in fed into the cylinders to operate the same compound , and

the several feeds of the distributing valves , and means when the auxiliary valve is under another adjustment to con

operable from the engine cab for simultaneously shifting vert the cylinder into air compressors , and when the aux

the relief valves and the supplemental exhaust valve , as set iliary valve is under a third adjustment to feed working

forth .
agent to the cylinders to operate them under high pressure ,

8. The combination with the high and low pressure cylin- and means for shifting said auxiliary valve .

ders, a distributing valve therefor at one side of the loco

motive, corresponding parts on the other side of the loco : No. 100,982. Electric Clock. Horloge électrique.

motive , a receiver common to both sets of cylinders and

valves , an air reservoir , of a supplemental valve mechan

ism having provisions in virtue of which when the supple

mental valve is under one adjustment the fluid will be

conducted from the receiver against the low pressure side

from the distributing valve, and under another adjustment,

the pressure of the receiver will be conducted to the air

reservoir, said supplemental valve having ports adapted to

communicate with ports in the distributing valves , relief

valves connected with the live steam feeds to the distri

buting valves and other relief valves in the leads that join

the supplemental valve with the distributing valves, as set
forth .

9. The combination with two sets of high and low pres

sure cylinders and their pistons , of a distributing valve for

each pair of cylinders , an exhaust receiver between the dis

tributing valves and in communication therewith , an air

reservoir, said distributing valves having similar arrange

ment of ports at diametrically opposite sides, connections

between said distributing valves and their respective cylin

der at their respective sides , a supplemental exhaust valve

in communication with each distributing valve and with the

reservoir and with the air reservoir, and in communication

with the stack, said supplemental valve also having a live

steam inlet and having provisions in virtue of which under

one adjustment of the supplemental valve , the pressure is The Kutnow Brothers , assignees of Timothy Bernard Powers,

led from the receiver to the low pressure side of the distri .
all of New York City , New York , U.S.A. , 11th September ,

buting valves , and under adjustment of the supplemental 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 22nd June, 1906. Receipt No. 137,183 .
valve into the low pressure side of the distributing valves,

Claim . - 1. In an electric clock , the combination of a clockand under a third adjustment to cut off the stack and lead

the fluid pressure from the receiver into the air reservoir, train, a balance wheel to the clock train, an electro -magnet

and means for shifting the supplemental valve as set forth .
mounted with the balance wheel , a stationary armature and

10. The combination with the high and low pressure cylin- circuit connections and contacts whereby the magnet is mo
ders , and a distributing valve therefor at one side of the mentarily energized as its pole approaches the armature.

locomotive , corresponding parts on the other side of the
2. In an electric clock , the combination of a clock train , a

locomotive , the said distributing valve having a like ar
balance wheel , means for transmitting motion from the bal

rangement of high and low pressure ports at diametrically arce wheel to the clock train , an electro - magnet mounted

opposite sides thereof, the shiftable member of said dis- with the balance wheel , a stationary armature, a contact pin

tributing valve having grooves for connecting adjacent ports carried by the balance wheel , a contact spring located in the

of the valve , and a receiver into which the said distributing path of movement of the pin and circuit connections .

valves discharge, of a supplemental exhausting valve in com
3. In an electric clock , the combination of a clock train , a

munication with the receiver , the stack , and with the distri- balance wheel , means for transmitting motion from the bal

buting valves at the opposite sides of the locomotive, the ance wheel to the clock train , an electro - magnet mounted

said supplemental valve having its ports which include a with the balance wheel, a stationary armature , a contact pin

live steam inlet arranged , when under one adjustment to carried by the balance wheel and insulated on one side , a

admit live steam through the said supplemental valves to contact spring having a broad L -shaped head located in prox

the low pressure side of the two distri ting valves, and imity to the path of movement of the pin whereby the pin

under another adjustment to feed the fluid pressure from rasses on one side of said head in one direction and on the

the receiver against the low pressure side of the valves , as other side of said head in the other direction , and circuit

set forth . connections .

1
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4. In an electric clock , the combination of a clock train , a No. 100,984. Bottle . Bouteille.

split compensating balance wheel, an electro -magnet mounted

with the balance wheel , a stationary armature , a contact pin

carried by the balance wheel , a contact spring located in

proximity to the path of the pin , transmission devices hav

ing a portion located in proximity to the spring to be actu

ated thereby and circuit connections .

5. In an electric clock, the combination of a clock train , a

balance wheel , an electro -magnet mounted with the balance

wheel , a stationary armature, a contact pin carried by the

balance wheel , a contact spring located in proximity to the

path of the pin , a lever mounted in proximity to the contact

spring to be actuated thereby , means whereby the movement

of the lever is made to actuate the clock train , and circuit

connections .

6. In an electric clock , the combination of a clock train , a

balance wheel mounted upon a horizontal axis , means for

transmitting motion from the balance wheel to the clock

train , an electro -magnet mounted with the balance wheel , a

stationary armature beneath the balance wheel and circuit
De Witt Clinton Breed , Lockport, New York , U.S.A. , 11th

connections , and circuits whereby the magnet is momentar
September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 13th December , 1905. Re

ily energized as its pole approaches the armature. ceipt No. 130,968 .

7. In an electric clock , the combination of a clock train , a

split compensating balance wheel mounted upon a horizontal
Claim.-1 . A bottle provided with means for separating the

axis and having roller journal bearings and end thrust bear
liquid from the foam when discharging the contents of the

bottle .
iøgs, means for transmitting motion from the balance wheel

to the clock train , an electro -magnet mounted with the bal
2. A bottle provided with a valvular means for separating

ance wheel , a stationary armature and circuit connections.
liquid from foam when discharging the liquid from the bottle .

3. A bottle provided with a foam separating means .8. In an electric clock , the combination of a clock train , a

balance wheel mounted upon a horizontal axis , roller journal
4. A bottle provided with a plurality of neck portions , and

bearings for the balance wheel , glass sheets closing the
à foam separating means in each of the neck portions .

outer ends of said bearings , the shaft of the balance wheel
5. A bottle provided with a plurality of neck portions , and

having pivot bearings against said glass sheets through which
a valvular member mounted in each of said neck portions

the roller bearings are visible , means for transmitting mo
and constituting a means for separating the liquid from the

tion from the balance wheel to the clock train, an electro
foam when the liquid is discharged from the bottle .

magnet mounted with the balance wheel , a stationary arma
6. A bottle comprising a neck portion and a valvular mem

ber mounted therein and constituting a means for separating

ture and circuit connections .
liquid from foam when discharging liquid from the bottle .

7. A bottle comprising a neck portion , a valvular member

No. 100,983. Winding Indicator for Clock . mounted therein and constituting a means for separating

Indicateur de montage d'horloge.
liquid from foam when discharging the liquid from the bot

tle , and a resilient member extending in said neck portion

for retaining the valvular member in position.

8. A bottle comprising a neck portion , a valvular member

mounted therein and constituting a means for separating

liquid from foam when discharging the liquid from the bottle ,

a resilient member extending in said neck portion for retain

ing the valvular member in position , and a packing surround

ing said valvular member near the top thereof.

9. A bottle provided with a plurality of neck portions , and

a valvular member of less diameter than the neck portion

suitably suspended therein and constituting a means for sep

arating liquid from foam when discharging liquid from the

bottle .

10. A bottle comprising a plurality of neck portions, a

valvular member mounted in each of said neck portions and

constituting a means for separating foam from liquid when

discharging liquid from the bottle , and resilient members for

suspending said valvular members within the neck portions .

11. A bottle comprising a plurality of neuk portions , a

valular member mounted in each of said neck portions and

constituting a means for separating foam from liquid when

discharging liquid from the bottle , resilient members for

Theodore J. Arneson, Westbrook, Minnesota , U.S.A., 11th and a packing suitably surrounding each of said valvular
suspending said valvular members within the neck portions ,

September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 29th June , 1906. Receipt members.

No. 137,394 .
12. In a bottle the combination with a neck portion , of a

Claim . - 1. The combination with a clock having an actu- valvular member mounted therein and constituting means

ating spring arranged for expansion as the clock runs down, for separating foam from liquid , said member consisting of

of an alarm mechanism , and means for holding said mech- a tube closed at its bottom and provided with liquid inlets,

anism against operation , said holding means consisting of a and a valve for closing that portion of the tube below the

revoluble shaft, an arm carried by the shaft and lying in outlet .

position for engagement and movement by the spring when 13. A bottle comprising a plurality of neck portions , a
the latter expands to move the shaft, a notched disc mount- valvular member mounted in each of said neck portions and

ed upon the shaft , a pivoted arm having a finger resting upon constituting a means for separating foam from liquid , and

the periphery of the disc , said shaft being arranged for a closure for each of said valvular members .

movement by the spring to bring the notch of the disc into 14. A bottle comprising a plurality of neck portions ,

position for passage of the finger therethrough, means for valvular member arranged in each of said neck portions and

holding the shaft yieldingly against movement by the spring, constituting a means for separating foam from liquid , resili

and connections betwen the second arm and the alarm mech- ent devices for suspending the valvular members in said neck

anism , said connections being arranged to hold the alarm portions , and a closure for each of the valvular members.

mechanism against movement when the finger is engaged 15. A bottle comprising a plurality of neck portions , a

with the periphery of the disc . valvular member arranged in each of said neck portions and

2. The combination with a clock, of an alarm mechanism constituting a means for separating foam from liquid, resi

therefor , an arm pivoted for vertical movement, means for lient devices for suspending the valvular members in said

holding the arm against movement in one direction, said neck portions , a closure for each of the valvular members,

means being arranged for movement into and out of opera- and a packing interposed between the valvular members and

tive position , means arranged for actuation by the clock for the inner face of the neck portions.

moving the arm holding means out of operative position 16. A bottle provided with a plurality of neck portions and

when the clock has run down , and means connected with the means for connecting the neck portions together at the top
arm and with the alarm mechanism to old aid mechanism thereof, thereby forming a hand for the bottle .

against operation when the arm holding means is in oper- 17. A bottle provided with a plurality of neck portions .

ative position . means for connecting the neck portions together , thereby

1
9
9
3
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forming a handle for the bottle , and a foam separating means ary upright and said swinging frame , and means for operat
in each of the neck portions. ing said swinging frame .

18. A bottle provided with a plurality of neck portions and 7. In a cement block machine , a bed , a base secured there

means for connecting them together , thereby forming to , a pallet supported by said bed , a stationary upright se

handle for the bottle. cured to said bed , a swinging frame pivotally secured to said

19. A bottle provided with a foam separating means, a neck base, and a mould box the sides of which are secured one to

portion in which is mounted said means , and a handle for said stationary upright and the other to said swinging frame ,

the bottle . and the ends of which rest on said pallet, in combination

with hand levers secured to said swnging frame, inclined sta

No. 100,985. Cement Block Making Machine. tionary uprights provided with elongated slots and secured

Machine à faire des blocs de ciment.
to said bed, and bolts secured to said hand levers , and rest

ing in said elongated slots in said stationary uprights .

8. In a cement block machine , a bed , a basé secured there

to , a pallet supported by said bed, a stationary upright se

cured to said bed , a swinging frame pivotally secured to said

base , a mould box the sides of which are secured one to said

stationary upright and the other to said swinging frame , and

the ends of which rest on said pallet , hand levers secured to

said swinging frame , and inclined stationary uprights pro

vided with elongated slots secured to said bed , with which

slotted uprights said bolts secured to said hand levers en

gage, in combination with a platform the sides of which are

pivotally secured to the aforesaid base , and connecting bars

provided with elongated slots with which the pivot bolts
29 secured to said hand levers engage , to raise and lower said

platform alternately as the swinging frame is adjusted back

wards and forwards.

9. In a cement block machine , a bed , a base and stationary

upright secured to said bed, guide bars secured at one end to

said bed and at the other end to said base , a core head held

in place by and vertically adjustable in said guide bars , cores

secured to said core head , in combination with a hanger

pivotally secured to said bed , a platform pivotally secured

te said base , and a lever fulcrumed on said hanger, and con

rected at one end to said core head and at the other end to

Thomas D. Brock and Clarence W. P. Brock, co - inventors, said platform .

Waterford , Ontario , Canada , 11th September, 1906 ; 6

years . Filed 10th April , 1905. Receipt No. 124,124 . No. 100,986. Ore Concentrator.

Claim .-- 1. In a cement block machine the combination with Concentrateur de minerais.

a bed provided with crossbars, of set screws extending

through screw- threaded sockets in said crossbars, a verti

cally adjustable frame supported on said set screws , rollers

mounted on said frame, and a pallet resting on said rollers .

2. In a cement block machine a bed provided with cross

bars, set screws extending through screw - threaded sockets

in said crossbars , a vertically adjustable frame supported on

said set screws , rollers mounted on said frame, and a pallet

resting on said rollers, in combination with a stationary

upright, and a base secured to said bed, a swinging frame

pivotally secured to said base and a mould box the sides of

which are secured one to said upright and the other to said

swinging frame , and the ends of which rest on said pallet ,

and means clamping said ends between said sides.
biol .

3. In a cement block machine, a bed , a pallet supported by
II.2 .

and a base and stationary upright secured to said bed and

a swinging frame pivotally secured to said base , in combin

ation with a mould box to the sides of which straps

secured in which a series of bolt holes are formed, to adapt

said sides to be adjustably secured one to said stationary

upright and the other to said swinging frame , and the ends

of which mould box rest on said pallet , and means for

Clamping said ends between said sides. Christoffer A. Christensen , Oretown , Oregon , U.S.A. , 11th
4. In a cement block machine, a bed, a base and stationary September , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 25th June , 1906. Receipt

upright secured thereto, a pallet supported by said bed No. 137,242.

ind a swinging frame pivotally secured to said base, in com

bination with a mould box, the sides of which are secured,
Claim.--1. In an ore concentrator, the combination with a

one to said stationary upright aud the other to said swing- supporting frame, of a table pivotally and slidably mounted

ing frame, and the ends of said mould box formed witha
thereon , riffles arranged on said table , and means whereby

plurality of openings, and resting on said pallet, a plurality said riffles may be elevated at one end of the table, substan
of cores supported in said openingsin the ends of said mould tially as described .

box , and means for operating said swinging frame to clamp
2. In an ore concentrator, the combination with the sup

said ends in position between the sides of said mould box .
porting frame, of a table pivotally and slidably mounted

5. In a cement block machine the combination with a bed thereon, longitudinally disposed riffles arranged on said table,

a base secured thereto , a pallet supported by said bed , and
means whereby the riffles may be elevated at one end of said

a stationary upright secured to said bed adjacent to said table to form a gradual rise from one side to the other of

pallet , of a swinging frame pivotally secured to said base, a
the table , and means whereby said table is operated , sub

mould box the sides of which are secured one to said upright stantially as described .

and the other to said swinging frame and the ends of which 3. In an ore concentrator, the combination with a support

Test on said pallet, and are clamped and rigidly held in posi- ing frame, of a table pivotally and slidably mounted thereon,

tion between the sides of the mould box secured to said up- longitudinally disposed riffles arranged on said table , pivot
right and to said swinging frame , and means for operating ally mounted elevating bars arranged beneath said riffes at

said swinging frame. one end of the table , adjusting screws adapted to elevate one

6. In a cement block machine the combination with a end of said bars and the riffles thereon , and means to oper

bed , a pallet supported by and a stationary upright secured ate said table , substantially as described .

to said bed, of a base secured to said bed in two opposite 4. In an ore concentrator , the combination with a support

sides of which a series of bolt holes are formed,a swinging ing frame ,ofatable pivotally and slidably mounted thereon ,

frame adapted to be pivotally securedto saidbase by a bolt riffles arranged on said table and extending longitudinally

extendingthrough any of said series of holes in said base , a from one end to the other thereof, a transversely disposed

mould box the sides of which are secured one to said station- pivot rod arranged near one end of the table frame, elevating

ary upright and theother to said swinging frame, and the bars pivotally mounted ontheir inner ends on said bars, a

endsof whichreston said pallet, andare clamped and rigid bearingplate arranged across the under side of said end of

ly held in position between the side secured to said station - ' the table , bands arranged on the ends of said elevated bars ,

ra
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said bands having in their lower sides threaded apertures , 3. An electric drill comprising a casing forming the field

and adjusting screws swivelled in said bearing plate and frame of an electric machine, a rotatable armature within

adapted to engage the threaded apertures in said bands ,

whereby when said screws are turned in the proper direc

tion , said bars and the riffles above the same will be ele

vated , substantially as described .

5. In a concentrator , the combination with a supporting

frame, of a table slidably and pivotally mounted thereon ,

riffles arranged on said table , means to elevate one end of

said riffles, a bumper arranged on said table to engage a

bumper on said supporting frame , a table operating mech

anism arranged on one end of said supporting frame , and

means connected to one side of the table whereby the latter

is tilted , substantially as described .

6. In a concentrator, the combination with a supporting

frame, of a table pivotally mounted thereon , riffles arranged

on said table , means arranged in the framework of one end

of the latter to elevate one end of said riffles , bumpers ar

ranged on said supporting frame and table , means to operate

said table and bring said bumpers into violent engagement, said casing, a tool spindle journalled in such casing and

threaded elevating rods connected to one side of said table arranged in axial alignment with the armature shaft, grasp
and a turnbuckle arranged on said rods whereby the same ing handles on said casing , and means for operatively con

may be lengthened or shortened to tilt said table , substan- necting the spindle and armature shaft.
tially as described . 4. An electric drill comprising a casing forming the field

7. In an ore separator the combination with a supporting frame of an electric machine , a rotatable armature within

frame having a centrally disposed supporting bar or beam , said casing , end heads for the casing in which the armature

of open bearings arranged thereon , supporting shafts or bars shaft is journalled , a tool spindle journalled in such casing

arranged in said bearings, supporting lugs pivotally mount- and arranged in axial alignment with the armature shaft ,

ed on said rods or shafts, a table arranged on said lug , graspinghandles on said casing, and means for operatively

riffles arranged on and extending longitudinally from one connecting the spindle and armature shaft .

end to the other of said table , means to elevate one end of 5. An electric drill comprising a casing forming the field

said riffles in a gradual rise from one side of the table to the frame of an electric machine , a rotatable armature within

other, a yoke arranged on the outer end of one of said sup- said casing, end heads connected to the ends of the casing

porting bars or shafts, a drive shaft mounted on the forward and having ball bearing journals to receive the armature

end of said supporting frame, a cam arranged on said shaft shaft , a tool spindle journalled in such casing and arranged

to engage said yoke and move said supporting rod and table in axial alignment with the armature shaft , grasping handles

in one direction , and a spring adapted to throw said table on said casing, and means for operatively connecting the

back in the opposite direction , substantially as described . spindle and armature shaft.

8. In an ore concentrator the combination with a support- 6. An electric drill comprising a casing forming the field

ing frame having open bearings arranged thereon , of sup- frame of an electric machine, a rotatable armature within

porting rods slidably mounted in said bearings , a table said casing, end heads connected to the ends of the casing,

pivotally mounted on said rods , a yoke arranged on the outer the lower one of which has a thrust bearing to receive the

end of said rod , a bearing roller journalled in said yoke, a lower end of the armature shaft , and the upper one of which

guide rod slidably mounted in the outer end of said support- | has an adjustable bearing for the upper end of armature

ing frame , a coil spring arranged on said guide rod , means to shaft, a tool spindle journalled in such casing and arranged

adjust the tension of said spring , a drive shaft journalled in axial alignment with the armature shaft , a breast plate

on the supporting frame, a cam arranged on said shaft to connected with the upper head , and means for operatively

engage the bearing roller in said yoke , whereby the table is connecting the spindle and armature shaft .

moved in one direction against the tension of said spring, 7. An electric drill comprising a casing forming the field

and means to regulate the stroke of said operating mech- frame of an electric machine , a rotatable armature within

anism, substantially as described . said casing, end heads connected to the ends of the casing.

9. In an ore concentrator the combination with a support the lower one of which has a thrust bearing to receive the

ing frame having open bearings arranged at each end there- lower end of the armature shaft and the upper one of which

oi , supporting rods or shafts slidably mounted in said bear- has a flanged opening, a bearing adjustable up and down in

ings, a table pivotally mounted on said shaft, a yoke secured | said flanged opening and adapted to receive the upper end of

to the outer end of one of said operating shafts , a bearing such shaft, a breast plate fitting over such opening, and a

roller journalled in said yoke , a guide rod connected to the tool spindle journalled in such casing and operatively con

outer end of the latter , a drive shaft journalled on said nected with the armature shaft.

supporting frame, a cam arranged on said shaft to engage 8. An electric drill comprising a casing forming the field

the bearing roller in said yoke to move the table in one frame of an electric machine , a rotatable armature within

direction , a spring arranged on said guide rod to throw said said casing, end heads connected to the ends of the casing ,

table back in the opposite direction , an adjusting nut to and having bearings for the armature shaft , a gear case

regulate the tension of said spring, an adjusting nut arrang- secured to the lower end head and having an internal circular

ed on said supporting rod to limit the stroke of said shaft , rock, a driving pinion on the lower end of the armature

bumpers arranged on said table and its supporting frame , shaft , a gear case secured to the lower end head and having

threaded tilting rods arranged on one side of said table , and an internal circular rack , a driving pinion on the lower end

a turnbuckle arranged on said rods whereby said table may of the armature shaft , a tool spindle , and the two pinions 14

be tilted , substantially as described . carried thereby and meshing with the driving pinion and

10. A concentrator table , ríffles arranged on said table and with the rack .

extending longitudinally from one end thereof to the other, 3. An electric drill comprising a casing, an electric motor

and means whereby said riffles are elevated at one end of therein having an armature shaft , a tool spindle journalled

the table to provide a gradual rise from one side of the latter ' in said casing and operatively connected with the armature

to the other, substantially as described . shaft , handles connected with the casing, and an electric

switch governing the current to the motor and operatively

connected with one of the handles.

No. 100,987. Electric Drill . Foret électrique 10. An electric drill comprising a casing, an electric motor

William 0. Duntley , Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A., 11th Septem- il said casing and operatively connected with thearmature
therein having an armature shaft, a tool spindle journalled

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 1st May, 1905. Receipt No. shaft, handles connected with the casing and one of them

124,746.
į being movable , and an electric switch governing the current

Claim.-1 . An electric drill comprising a casing, an electric to the motor and controlled by the movements of said mov

motor therein having an armature shaft , a tool spindle jour- able handle .

nalled in said casisg and arranged in axial alignment with 11. An electric drill comprising a casing, an electric motor

the armature shaft , grasping handles on said casing , and therein having an armature shaft, a tool spindle journalled

means for operatively connecting the spindle and armature in said casing and operatively connected with the armature

shaft. shaft , handles 20, 21 connected with the casing, a switch box

2. An electric drill comprising a casing, an electric motor 22 secured to the casing and to which the handle 21 is con

therein having an armature shaft , a tool spindle journalled nected so as to have a rotary movement , and a switch ar

in said casing and arranged in axial alignment with the arm- ranged within said box to govern current to the motor and

ature shaft , grasping handles on said casing , and a plane- operatively connected with the handle 21.

tary gearing connection between the spindle and armature 12. An electric drill comprising a casing , an electric motor

shaft.
therein , a tool spindle driven by the motor , and an air cool
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ing device contaned within the casing and comprising a fan axially extending passages, the passages between the sta

arranged at one end of and driven by such motor. tionary bucket being of less cross section than those of the

13. An electric drill comprising a casing, an electric motor rotary buckets and disposed at a greater angle to the axis

therein , a tool spindle driven by the motor, and an air cool- of rotation than the passages of the rotary buckets.

ing device contained within the casing and comprising a fan 7. In an elastic fluid turbine , the combination of a casing

arranged on the armature shaft and driven thereby. having annular grooves in its internal surface, rows of rota

14. An electric drill comprising a casing having openings ting buckets mounted thereon , rows of intermediate buckets,

for the entrance and exit of air , an electric motor in such externally grooved arc - shaped members supporting the inter

casing , a tool spindle driven by the motor , and a fan com- mediate buckets and engaging the interior wall of the casing,

prising a collar 19 secured to the armature shaft of the mo- and a key fitted in the grooves of said members and the cas

ior and having blades 19a to cause a circulation of air through ing for preventing relative axial displacement between the

the said openings and casing. intermediate buckets and the casing.

15. An electric drill comprising a cylindrical casing having 8. In an elastic fluid turbine , the combination of a casing ,

openings arranged at the ends for the entrance and exit of rows of rotating buckets mounted therein , rows of inter

air , an electric motorin such casing. a tool spindle driven niediate buckets, annular members for supporting the inter

by the motor , and a fan operatively cualnecting with the mediate buckets which are held circumferentially in engage

motor and adapted to cause a circulation of air through ment with the interior wall of the casing, registering key

Lile said openings and casing. ways in the said members and casing, and keys in said ways

for preventing relative axial displacement of the members

No. 100,988. Elastic Fluid Turbine. and casing .

Turbine à fluides élastiques.
9. In an elastic fluid turbine , the combination of buckets

having flat fluid impinging faces and arranged to receive the

motive fluids delivered in a tangential direction , the passages

between the buckets being of substantially uniform cross

section and open at their circumferential and side ends, with

buckets having flat fluid impinging faces and arranged to re

ceive the fluid delivered from the side ends of the first

buckets .

?
?
?
? No. 100,989. Track Laying Machine.

Machine à poser les rails.
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James W. Ferguson , Sandusky, Ohio , U.S.A. , 11th September,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 2nd August, 1906 . Receipt No.

138,363.

Claim . - 1 . In an elastic fluid turbine , the combination of

radially and axially extending buckets open at their circum

ferential and side ends and arranged to receive fluid tangen

tially at their circumferential end and to discharge the fluid

equally from the side ends in an axial direction , with buckets

arranged to receive the fluid from the side ends of the first

bucket to further abstract energy from the fluid .

2. In an elastic fluid turbine, the combination of buckets

which receive the motive fluid delivered in a tangential direc

tion and are open at their circumferential and side ends , with

successive rows of buckets constructed to form passages of

uniform cross section and arranged to receive the motive
lluid axially from the first -mentioned buckets , the cross

section of the bucket of alternate rows being different from

the cross section of the intermediate rows.

3. In an elastic fluid turbine , the combination of radial and

axially extending buckets adapted to receive fluid discharged

tangentially against them , intermediate buckets arranged at

an angle to the first for receiving fluid flowing from the lat

ter in axial directions , and rotary buckets aranged adjacent

and at an angle to the intermediate buckets to receive the

fluid discharged thereby, the cross section of the fluid pass

ages of the intermediate buckets being uniform and less than Taylor Milton Garver, Champaign, Illinois , U.S.A., 11th Sep
the cross section of the passage between the said rotary tember , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 16th August, 1906. Receipt

buckets. No. 138,735.

4. In an elastic fluid turbine , the combination of radially Claim.-1 . A track laying apparatus comprising a car hav

and axially extending buckets adapted to receive fluid disc ing a compressed air tank mounted upon it, truck adapted to

charged tangentially, rows of intermediate buckets forming run on the track forward of the car, means on the car for

passages of uniform cross section disposed at an angle to the conducting rails and ties along the car and forward thereof

pasages between the first buckets , and rotary buckets ar- past said truck , pneumatically operated track gauging ap.

ranged in co -operative relation to the intermediate buckets pliances mounted on the truck , and a flexible pipe connection

which form passages of different uniform cross section and to said appliances from the compressed air tank on the car.

disposed at an angle to the first buckets different from the 2. A track laying apparatus comprising a car adapted to

angle of the intermediate buckets . run on the track to be laid , a compressed air tank mounted

5. In an elastic fluid turbine , the combination of radially on such car, a truck adapted to run on the track in advance

and axially extending buckets rotatably mounted and adapted of the car , pneumatically operated track gauging appliances
to receive fluid tangentially and deliver it axially , rows of ou the truck and a flexible pipe connection from the com

iztermediate buckets forming passages of uniform cross sec- pressed air tank on the car to said pneumatic appliances,

tion and disposed at an angle to the axis of rotation , and pneumatic operated tie lifters on the truck and flexible pipe

rows of rotating buckets forming passages of greater cross connections thereto from the compressed air tank .

section than the aforesaid passages and disposed at a less 3. A track laying apparatus comprising a car adapted to

angle to the axis of rotation . run on the track laid , a compressed air tank mounted on

6. In an elastic fluid turbine, the combination of a rotat- such car, tie lifters suspended from the car in position for

able element, radially and axially extending buckets arranged engaging the ties underlying the rails on which the car

thereon which are uncovered at their circumferential and stands , pneumatically operated means for actuating said

side ends to deliver fluid axially therefrom , tangentially dis- tie lifters to uphold the ties against the under side of the

charging nozzles angularly displaced around the element, and I rails, and pipe connections from the compressed air tank to

alternately arranged stationary and rotary buckets forming said devices .

9--19
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4. A track laying apparatus comprising a car adapted to on the track in advance of the car for gauging the rails, a

run on the track to be laid , means mounted on the car ex- plurality of pneumatically operated tie lifters mounted on

tending longitudinally thereof and_forward therefrom for the car, trolley hangers for the same , and trolley tracks upon

conducting rails and ties to the road bed forward of the car , which they are mounted to run longitudinally of the track ,

and a track gauging apparatus adapted to run on the track and flexible connections from the tie lifters to the com

between the car and the delivery end of the rail and tie pressed air tank.

conductors.

5. A track laying apparatus comprising a car adapted to run No. 100,990. Machine for Bending Metal Tubes.
on the track to be laid, rail and tie conductors extending

Machine à plier les tubes en métal.

alongside the car and projecting forward therefrom for de

livery of rails and ties to the road bed in advance of the car.

a truck adapted to run on the track between the forward end

of the car and the delivery point of the rail and tie conduc

tors , a compressed air tank mounted on the car , pneumati

cally operated track gauging devices mounted on the truck

and flexible pipe conenctions from the tank to said devices .

6. A track laying apparatus comprising a car adapted to

run on the track to be laid , rail and tie conductors extend

ing alongside the car and projecting forward therefrom for

delivery of rails and ties to the road bed in advance of the

car, a truck adapted to run on the track between the for

ward end of the car and the delivery point of said rail and

tie conductors , a compressed air tank mounted on the car,

pneumatically operated track gauging devices and pneumati

cally operated tie lifters both mounted on the truck, and

flexible pipe connections from the compressed air tank on

the car to said devices on the truck .

7. A track laying apparatus comprising a car adapted to

run on the track to be laid , rail and tie conductors extending

alongside the car and projecting forward therefrom along

the road bed for delivery rails and ties to the latter at a

point in advance of the car, a truck adapted to run on the

track between the forward end of the car and said rail and

tie delivery point, a compressed air tank mounted on the car, William Kennedy, West Drayton , Middlesex England , 11th

pneumatically operated tie lifters mounted on the car and September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 3rd October, 1905. Re

connections for supplying them with compressed air from ceipt No. 128,922 .

the tank, pneumatically operated track gauging devices and Claim.-1. In apparatus for bending metal tubes, rods or

tie lifters mounted on the truck and flexible pipe connections the like , the combination of a central screw- threaded plug

to said devices from the compressed air tank .
having a fixed flange and a flange screwed thereon , a stop

8. A track laying apparatus comprising a truck adapted to or the fixed flange, a bracket mounted to revolve round the

run on the track to be laid , a gauging device having its frame central plug , a stop on said bracket , and a screw lever
carried by the truck and comprising two parallel inner gauge consisting of a toothed wheel revolving with the bracket and

bars extending transversely with respect to the track be- a worm journalled in a fixed bracket and gearing with the
tween the front and rear wheels of the truck at the level of said toothed wheel , substantially as described.

the heads of the rails for spacing the latter, two pairs of 2. In apparatus for bending metal tubes , rods or the like ,
transversely reciprocating bars extending out over the rails , the combination of a central screw - threaded plug having a

between the truck wheels, one pair at each side , and having flange screwed thereon , a bracket mounted to revolve round

their ends hooked for engaging outside the rails, and pneu- the central plug, a stop on said bracket, means for revolving

matically operated connections for actuating said clamping said bracket upon the central plug, and means for tempor

bars to draw them inwardly for clamping the rails against arily coupling said bracket with the screwed flange, substan

the interior spacing bars.

berun on the track to be laid,a gauging device havingits No. 100,991. Method of Treating Tin Scrap.

9. A track laying apparatus comprising a truck adapted to tially as andfor the purpose set forth.

frame carried by the truck and comprising two parallel

inner gauge bars extending transversely with respect to the Méthode de traitement des déchets de ferblanc.

track between the front and rear wheels of the truck at the

level of the heads of the rails for spacing the latter, two

pairs of transversely reciprocating bars extending out over

the rails , one pair at each side, and having their ends hook

ed for engaging outside the rails between the truck wheels,

a cylinder mounted on the truck having connection with a

source of compressed air for operating the piston or pistons ,

such piston or pistons having connections therefrom for

actuating the reciprocating bars.

10. A track laying apparatus comprising a truck adapted to

run on the track to be laid , a frame suspended from such

truck between the rails , interior spacing bars mounted on

such frame at the level of the heads of the rails between the

tread points of the front and rear wheels , exterior clamping

bars mounted for reciprocation on such frame extending out

over the rails between the front and rear wheels and hooked

for engagement outside the rails , pneumatic tie lifters

mounted on the truck having their means for engaging the

ties extending down between the interior gauging bars, and

pneumatically operated devices for actuating the clamping

bars.

11. A track laying apparatus comprising a truck adapted
to run on the track to be laid , a frame flexibly suspended

from the truck between the wheels and below their axles,

track gauging devices mounted on such frame and tie lifters Meredith Leitch, Elizabeth ,New Jersey, U.S.A., 11th Septem

mounted on the truck.

12. A track laying apparatus comprising a truck adapted ber , 1906 : 6 years. Filed 5th July, 1906. Receipt No.

to run on the track to be laid, having the axle bearings all 137,570.

rigidly framed together, such frame comprising an elevated Claim . - 1 . In the treatment of tin scrap for the recovery of

transverse bar located in a vertical plane between the front tin by a de -tinning bath the improvement which consists in

and rear wheels of the truck and extending laterally beyond converting the filth adhering to said scrap into a form not

the track at both sides to overhang the road bed, tie lifters detrimental to the bath without removing the coating of tin

carried by the overhanging ends of such bar, and track and keeping the medium surrounding the scrap while being

gauging devices carried by the truck in position for operat- thus treated inert relatively to the tin thereon .

ing on the track rails before and behind the transverse verti- 2. In the treatment of tin scrap for the recovery of tin by

cal plane of the tie lifters . a de - tinning bath the improvement which consists in volatiz

13. A track laying apparatus comprising a car having a ing the volatile portions of the filth and carbonizing the

compressed air tank mounted upon it, means adapted to run carbonaceous matter of the filth and meanwhile keeping the
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medium through which the scrap is then passing de -oxidized adapted to simultaneously open or close the ports , a float

and at an even temperature sufficiently high to carbonize within the receptacle , a guide therefor , a supply pipe

the carbonaceous matters but not high enough to remove the

coating of tin from the scrap.

3. In the treatment of tin scrap for the recovery of tin by
Pig3.

a de -tinning bath the improvement which consists in vola

tilizing the volatile portions of the filth and carbonizing the

carbonaceous matters of the filth in a de - oxidized atmos 119.1.

phere heated sufficiently to carbonize the carbonaceous mat

ters but not to remove the tin coating from the scrap and

jarring said scrap so as to remove the carbonized matter

therefrom .
Mig 2

Ilg.* .

4. In the process of treating tin scrap comprising old cans

for the recovery of tin by a de-tinning bath the improve
ment which consists in volatilizing the volatile portions of

the filth and carbonizing the carbonaceous matter of the

filth in a heated de - oxidized atmosphere without removing istioodoodoo

the tin coating and subjecting the cans while in said heated P95.

atmosphere to mechanical blows and thereby disintegrating

them.

5. In the process of treating tin scrap consisting of old tin

cans , the improvement which consists in subjecting the same

to heat in a de-oxidized atmosphere and subjecting the cans

thus heated to mechanical blows.
100993

6. In the process of treating tin scrap consisting of old

cans, the improvement which consists in subjecting the same

to heat in a de-oxidized atmosphere and periodically striking opening into the receptacle , and means operated by the

the cans thus heated and thereby disintegrating them and float for controlling the passage of liquid through the pipe.

impelling them in an onward direction.

7. In the process of treating tin - scrap consisting of old ing ports therein, means for simultaneously opening or clos
3. A vapourizer for furnaces comprising a receptacle hav

cans, the improvement which consists in subjecting the same
ing the ports , a cover, a float within the receptacle, a stem

to heat in a de-oxidized atmosphere and striking the cans thereon guided within the cover, a supply pipe, and means

thus heated with blows in an obliquely onward direction operated by the float for controlling the passage of liquid
and impelling them onward by such blows . through the pipe .

8. In the process of treating tin scrap consisting of old
4. A vapourizer for furnaces comprising a receptacle hav

cans, the improvement which consists in subjecting the same

to heat in a de-oxidized atmosphere and simultaneously sub- apertured ring movably mounted within the groove and
ing a groove therein , said groove provided with ports, an

jecting them to centrifugal force and striking them with adapted to open or close the ports , a cover upon the re

blows in an obliquely onward direction thereby causing ceptacle, a guide tube therein, a float and a stem extending

them to move onward and to become disintegrated. from the float and slidably mounted within the tube.

5. A vapourizer for furnaces comprising a receptacle hay

No. 100,992. Cement Block . Bloc de ciment. ing a groove therein , said groove provided with ports, an

apertured ring movably mounted within the groove and

adapted to open or close the ports, a cover upon the recep

1844 tacle , a guide tube therein , a float and a stem projecting

from the float and slidably mounted within the tube, a sup

ply pipe extending into the receptacle , and means operated

by the stem and float for controlling the passage of liquid

through the pipe.

No. 100,994. Building Block. Bloc de construction .
a

sbe
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John Fretts Madden , London , Ontario, Canada, 11th Sep

tember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 28th October, 1905. Re

ceipt No. 129,639.

Claim . - 1 . A building block comprising front and rear

walls of concrete or the like connected by wooden blocks

which extend into the front wall and through the rear wall .

2. A building block comprising front and rear wall of con

crete or the like connected by wooden blocks about which

the concrete is moulded, said blocks extending into the

front wall and through the rear wall, and means to prevent

the separation of said blocks and walls .
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No. 100,993 . Vapouriser for Furnaces. Nels J. Peterson, Omaha , Nebraska , U.S.A., 11th September,

Appareil à vaporiser pour fournaises.
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 21st April, 1906. Receipt No.

135,128 .

David L. O'Connor, Waynesboro, Virginia, U.S.A., 11th Sep
Claim.-1. A filler block for wall construction comprising

tember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 24th July , 1906. Receipt a body portion having four converging sides which meet in

No. 138,114. two lines opposite each other and the center thereof, and

Claim . - 1. A vapourizer for furnaces comprising a recep- said body portion being provided with an aperture , substan

tacle having ports therein , an apertured ring mounted upon tially as set forth .
the receptacle and adapted to simultaneously open or close 2. A filler block for wall construction composed of four in

the ports, a supply pipe opening into the receptacle , a float clined sides 5 which meen in points 6 and 8 opposite the
andmeans operated by the float for controlling the passage enter of the block , the ends 7, the top and bottom faces b

of liquid through the pipe . and the diamond shaped aperture, substantially as set forth.

2. À vapourizer for furnaces comprising a receptacle hav- 3. A wall composed of building blocks A having converg

ing ports therein , an apertured ring upon the receptacle ing sides 2 which meet in a line 3, the filler blocks B having
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4. In improvements in line spacers for. typewriting ma

chines the combination of a platen, a disc having a central

F
i
g
4

a diamond shaped aperture f, and the four inclined sides 5

which meet in lines 6 and 8 opposite each other and the cen

ter of said block , said last -mentioned blocks being laid so

that each block of a course above the lowermost course will

seat upon the blocks next below .

4. A masonry wall consisting of a plurality of wall sec

tions , one section at an angle to the other section , said wall

being composed of a plurality of angular blocks laid in

courses and having three contiguous rows in each course ,

such rows being separated to provide an air space on each

side of the center row or filler blocks , the air space of one

course on each side of the center row or filler blocks being

arranged to cross the air space of the adjoining courses

above and below to provide vertical communicating pass

ages between the air spaces of the several courses and the

center row of blocks having substantially quadrangular

shaped apertures to provide vertical air passages which

communicate with the aforesaid contiguous air spaces upon

each side of the center row of blocks .

1
0
0
9
9
4

No. 100,995. Power Hammer. Marteau mécanique.

F
i
g
3

.

boss attached to the end of said platen , a friction clutch

member having a tail piece , a stop on type machine against

which said tail piece abuts, an eccentric ended lever pivot

ally connected by an arm to the operating spacing lever of

the machine , substantially as described .

No. 100,998. Typewriter Mechanism ,
Mécanisme de clavigraphe.

Fig. 2 .

Fig.3

4

Fift

Frank P. Polaski, Granite, Oklahoma , U.S.A. , 11th Septem

ber , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 27th June, 1906. Receipt No.

137,341.

Claim .-- A power hammer comprising a framework having

an anvil thereon, a hammer to co -operate therewith and car

ried by a fulcrumed beam , a flexible joint carried by one

end of said beam, a screw- threaded shank projecting from

said joint , a U -shaped member adjustably connected to said

shank and an elliptical spring resting under or secured to

a stationary part of the framework and passing between the

sides of said U-shaped member, the lower portion of said

spring being connected to the sides of the said U-shaped

member and adapted to restore the hammer to its normal

position.

No. 100,996. Explosive . Erplosif.

Berthold Gustav Reschke , Hamburg, Germany , 11th Septem

ber , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 19th June, 1906. Receipt No.

137,058.

Claim . - In the manufacture of ammonium nitrate safety

explosives the introduction of fennel with or without the

addition of wood pulp , substantially in the proportions and

for the purpose specified . Fig.5
Fige

No. 100,997. Typewriter Mechanism .

Mécanisme de clavigraphe. John Stephen Southerden , Brisbane , Queensland , Australia ,

11th September , 1906 ; years . Filed 20th April , 1906.

John Stephen Southerden , Brisbane , Queensland , Australia , Receipt No. 135,102.

11th September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 20th April , 1906 . Claim ,-1 . In improvements in line spacers for typewriting

Receipt No. 135,100. machines the combination of a platen , a circular plate re

Claim.-1 . In improvements in line spacers for typewriting cessed on face having a concentric groove for receiving grip

machines the combination of a platen , a disc having a cen- ping dogs and a central boss fitting round platen spindle,

tral boss attached to the end of aplaten , a grip ended clutch said plate attached to end of platen, substantially as des

with tail pieces fitting over boss of disc and the grip ends cribed.

adapted to engage with the periphery of the disc , substanti- 2. In improvements in line spacers of typewriting ma

ally as described. chines the combination of a platen, a plate having a recessed

2. In improvements in line spacers for typewriting ma- face and a concrete groove, dogs adapted to grip said groove,

chines the combination of a platen , a disc having a central a lever having a boss provided with notches for engaging said

boss attached to the end of said platen, a friction clutch dogs and spiral springs attached to said lever and dogs,

member having a tail piece , a lever with eccentric end pivot- substantially as described .

ally connected to said tail piece and adapted to engage with 3. In improvements in line spacers for typewriting ma

the periphery of the disc, substantially as described. chines the combination of a platen , a plate having a recessed

3. In improvements in line spacers for typewriting ma- face and a concentric groove, dogs adapted to grip said

chines the combination of a platen , a disc having a central groove, a lever having a boss provided with notches for en

boss attached to the end of said platen , a friction clutch gaging said dogs , springs attached to said lever and dogs, a
memer having a tail pece, a lever with eccentric and pivot- plate connected to said lever by helical spring and provided
ally connected to said tail piece , a spring connected to said with radial arms having pins on ends of same for engaging

tail piece keeping the eccentric end of lever in engagement with said dogs and a radial arm engaging with a stop on the
with the disc , substantially as described . machine , substantially as described.

''وت
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No. 100,999. Typewriter Mechanism .

Mécanisme de clavigraphe.

mentioned gear , a suitable motor actuating said gears , a

sheave secured to said driving shaft adapted to come in en
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gagement from below with said lowermost suspended wire

and a mail receptacle secured to said carriage.

No. 101,001 . Turbine Engine. Machine turbine.

慧

o
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Fig 2
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Fig 4 .

100999

Alfred Tschinkel , New York City, New York, U.S.A. , 11th

September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 10th August, 1906 . Re

John Stephen Southerden, Brisbane, Queensland, Australia , ceipt No. 138,584 .

11th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 20th April , 1906 . Claim .-- 1 . In a turbine engine , a stationary enclosing

Receipt No. 135,101. casing having inlets in one side and outlets in the other

Claim .-1 . In improvements in line spacers for typewriting side and a line of transversely extending pockets in its in
machines the combination of a platen , a recess formed in terior circumference open at each end , and a rotatable wheel

the end of platen lined with a flanged ring, a disc having a in said casing having a line of transversely extending pock

boss formed integrally therewith fitting into the end of the ets in its outer circumference open at each end and adapted

platen, said boss having a tapered recess, a ball or roller
to intersect the pockets in said casing, whereby the motive

travelling along the path ofsaid recess and aspiral spring fluid simultaneously enters the pockets inthe casing and

forcing the said ball or roller into grip with the flanged ring thepockets in the wheel from one side in separatebodies,

and the said boss , substantially as described.
mixes therein when the pockets register and then exhausts

2. In improvements in line spacers for typewriting ma
from said pockets on the other side of said casing. sub

chines the combination of a platen, a recess formed in end stantially as described.

of platen lined with a flanged ring , a disc having a boss
2. In a turbine engine , a stationary enclosing casing hav

formed integrally therewith , said boss having a tapered re
ing a line of transversely extending pockets in its interior

cess , a ball or roller , a spiral spring fixed in end of said re
circumference open at each end, a rotatable wheel having a

cess, a stop on frame of machine , a releasing member work
line of transversely extending pockets in its outer circum

ing in a straight line or concentrically against the face of ference open at each end and adapted to intersect the pock

the disc, provided at one end with a pin set at right angles
ets in said casing, inlets in one side of the casing each hav

adapted to engage withthe ball or roller and the free end ing a passage communicating with the pocketsin said cas
engaging with the said stop releasing ball or roller from

ing, and a passage communicating with the passage in the

gripping the platen , substantially as described.
wheel and outlets in the other side of the casing, whereby

3. In improvements in line spacers for typewriting ma
the motive fluid simultaneously enters the pockets in the

chines the graduated dial M provided with a stop Q and casing and the pockets in the wheel from one side in sep

pointer P in combination with lock nut N and handle NI
arate bodies , mixes therein when the pockets register and

adapted to lock the dial to frame of machine, substantially
then exhaust from said pockets on the other side of said

as described . casing, substantially as described .

4. In improvements in line spacers for typewriting ma- 3. In a turbine engine, a stationary enclosing casing hav

chines the combination of a graduated dial M , lock nut N ing inlets in one side and outlets n the other side and a line

and operating lever L in combination with the toothed gear- of transversely extending curved pockets in its interior cir

ing K and KI , springs V and S , substantially as described.
cumference open at each end and a rotatable wheel in said

casing having a line of transversely extending curved

pockets in its outer circumference open at both ends and

No. 101,000. Rural Route Mail Deliverer. adapted to intersect the pockets in said casing, whereby

the motive fluid simultaneously enters the pockets in the

Appareil de distribution de la malle rurale.
casing and the pockets in the wheel from one side in separ

Valentine F. Springer , Milford, Nebraska, U.S.A., 11th Sep. then exhausts from said pockets on the other side of saidate bodies , mixes therein when the pockets register and

ttember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 19th June , 1906. Receipt casing, substantially as described .

No. 137,069 .
4. In a turbine engine , a stationary enclosing casing hav

Claim.-In a device of the character described the com- ing a line of curved pockets in its interior circumference, a

bination with two superposed suspended wires , of a carri- rotatable wheel having a line of curved pockets in its outer

age, said carriage being provided with brackets , a sheave circumference adapted to intersect the pockets in said cas

supported within each bracket working upon the uppermost ing, inlets in one side of the casing each having a passage

suspending wire, a gear secured to one of said sheaves, a communicating with the pockets in said casing and a passage

drive gear secured to said carriage meshing with said first- ' communicating with the pockets in the wheel and outlets in
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Fight

Fig.1

the other side of the casing , whereby the motive fluid simul- wheel and outlets in the other side of the casing, whereby

taneously enters the pockets in the casing and the pockets the motive fluid simultaneously enters the pockets in the

in the wheel from one side in separate bodies, mixes therein casing and the pockets in the wheel from one side in sep

when the pockets register and then exhausts from said arate bodies , mixes therein when the pockets register and
pockets on the other side of said casing, substantially as then exhausts from said pockets on the other side of said

described . casing. substantialiu as described .

5. In a turbine engine, a stationary enclosing casing hav

ing inlets in one side and outlets in the other side and a No. 101,002. Pegging Machine. Machine à cheviller .

line of transversely extending curved pockets open at each

end and a rotatable wheel having a line transversely ex

tending pockets in its outer circumference curved in the re

verse direction to the pockets in the casing and adapted to
Pegging Machinc.

intersect the pockets in said casng , whereby the motive fluid

simultaneou
sly

enters the pockets in the casing and the

pockets in the wheel from one side in separate bodies , mixes

therein when the pockets register and then exausts from

said pockets on the other side of the casing, substantial
ly

as described . Figl

6. In a turbine engine , a stationary enclosing casing hav

ing a line of transversely extending pockets in its interior

circumference open at each end , a rotatable wheel having a

line of transversely extending pockets in its outer circum

ference open at each end and adapted to intersect the

pockets in said casing, inlets in one side of said casing,

outlets in the other side of said casing, and a chamber in

said casing to receive the exhaust from the pockets therein

and the pockets in the wheel , whereby the motive fluid

simultaneously enters the pockets in the casing and the

pockets in the wheel from one side in separate bodies , mixes

therein when the pockets register and then exhausts from

said pockets on the other side of said casing, substantially

as described .

7. In a turbine engine , a stationary enclosing casing hav

ing a line of pockets in its interior circumference , a rota

table wheel having a line of pockets in its outer circumfer

ence adapted to intersect the pockets in said casing, inlets

in one side of said casing , each havng a passage communi

cating with the pockets in said casing and a passage com

municating with the pockets in the wheel , outlets in the Fig.5

other side of the casing and a chamber in said casing to

receive the exhaust from the pockets therein and the pockets

in the wheel , whereby the motive fluid simultaneously enters

the pockets in the casing and the pockets in the wheel from

one side in separate bodies , mixes therein when the pockets 100002

register and then exhausts from said pockets on the other

side of said casing, substantially as described.
The United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada, Boston ,

8. In a turbine engine , a stationary enclosing casing hav
Massachusetts, assignee of The Davey Pegging Machine

ing inlets in one side and outlets in the other side , a line
Company, assignee of William Winslow Kelly, both of

of transversely extending graduated pockets in its interior Portland , Maine, U.S.A. , 11th September, 1906 ; 18 years .

circumference open at each end and a rotatable wheel hav

ing a line of transversely extending graduated pockets in NOTE .-This patent is a re - issue of Patents No. 54,643 , bear
Filed 9th January , 1900. Receipt Nos . 76,042 and 78,057

its outer circumference open at each end and adapted to

intersect the pockets in said casing , whereby the motive
ing date the 18th day of January, 1897 .

fluid simultaneously enters the pockets in the casing and Claim.--1 . The combination of a awl and peg driving mech

the pockets in the wheel from one side in separate bodies anism of pegging machine with a rotatable horn presenting
mixes therein when the pockets register and then exhausts an effective support for the material between the point pene

from said pockets on the other side of said casing, substan- trated by the awl and the axis of rotation of the horn, the
tially as described. axis of rotation of the horn being offset with relation to the

9. In a turbine engine, a stationary enclosing casing hav- line of. feed of the awl , which awl operates outside the ex

ing a graduated line of transversely extending pockets in terior surface of said support, substantially as described.

its interior circumference open at both ends, a rotatable 1a. The combination of the awl and peg driving mechanism

wheel having a graduated transversely extending line of of a pegging machine with a rotatable horn , the axis of

pockets in its outer circumference open at both ends and which is offset with relation to the line of feed of the awl ,

adapted to intersect the pockets in said casing. inlets in one and means for presenting an effective support for the

side of said casing each having a passage communcating material close to the point penetrated by the awl between

with the pockets in said casing and a passage communicat- the axis of rotation of the horn and the point of penetration

ing with the pockets in the wheel and outlets in the other of the awl , and an additional support beyond said point of

side of the casing, whereby the motive fluid simultaneously penetration forming a bottomless working space for the awl

enters the pockets in the casing and the pockets in the between said supports.

wheel from one side in separate bodies, mixes therein when 2. The combination of the peg driving mechanism of a

the pockets register and then exhausts from said pockets on pegging machine with a rotatable horn , the axis of rotation

the other side of said casing, substantially as described. of which is offset with relation to the line of feed of the peg

10. In a turbine engine, a stationary enclosing casing hav- driving mechanism , and an anvil piece pivotally supported

ing inlets in one side and outlets in the other side and in- in the top of said horn to support the material between

terior circumferential ribs forming a line of transversely the point penetrated by the awl and the axis of rotation of

extending graduated pockets open at each end and a rotat- the horn , the awl operating on a tangent outside the peri

able wheel having exterior circumferential ribs forming a phery of said anvil piece, substantially as described .

line of transversely extending graduated pockets open at 3. The combination of the peg driving mechanism of a

each end and adapted to intersect the pockets in said cas- pegging machine with a rotatable horn , the axis of rotation

ing, whereby the motive fluid simultaneously enters the of which is offset with relation to the line of feed of the peg
ickets in the caring ang the pockets in the wheel from driving mechanism , and an anvil piece pivotally supported

one side in separate brises , mixes therein when the pockets in the tip of said horn to support the material between the

register and ther e larsts from said pockets on the other point penetrated by the awl and the axis of rotation of the
side of said casing substantially as described . horn , the awl operating on a tangent outside the periphery

11. In a turbine engine, a stationary casing having inlets of said anvil piece, and means for holding said anvil piece
in one side and outlets in the other side and interior cir- against rotation with the horn, substantially as described .
cumferential ribs forming a Ine of transversely extending 4. The combination of the rotatable horn with an anvil

pockets open at each end, a rotatable wheel having exterior piece supported in the tip thereof and projecting laterally
circumferential ribs forming a line of transversely extend beyond said horn tip to afford a support for the material,
ing pockets open at each end adapted to intersect the and means for holding said anvil against rotation with the

pockets in said casing , inlets in one side of the casing each born , substantially as described .
having a passage communicatng wth the pockets in said 5. The combination of the peg driving mechanism com

casing and a passage communicating with the pockets in the prising an awl and peg driver with a rotatable horn , the axis
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of rotation of which is offset with relation to the said awl 8. The combination of a gravity conveyer and a letter chute

and driver which operate outside the periphery of the tip of rectangular cross section extending longitudinally through

of said horn, and an anvil piece supported in said horn tip the interior of said conveyer.

and projecting over the periphery thereof toward the awl 9. The combination of a multiple spiral gravity conveyer

and driver, and means for holding said anvil piece against and a plurality of letter chutes extending longitudinally

rotation with the horn, substantially as described . through the interior of said conveyer.

6. The herein described anvil piece for the horn of a peg- 10. The combination with a gravity conveyer, of a letter

ging machine comprising a pivotal shank and an overhang- chute and receiving boxes for said conveyer and chute.

ing head or supporting portion having a lateral projection 11. The combination with a multiple spiral gravity con

at one end thereof, substantially as described . veyer , of receiving means for each spiral, a letter chute and

7. The combination of the rotatable horn with a sprocket additional receiving means for said chute .

wheel held against rotation in the axis of the horn , a second 12. The combination with a multiple spiral gravity con

sprocket wheel having its bearing in the rotating horn, and veyor or a plurality of letter chutes extending longitudinally

a chain connecting said sprocket wheels , an anvil piece through the interior of said conveyer, and a box at the lower

pivotally supported in the horn tip and connection between end of the conveyer and chutes provided with separate com

the same and said sprocket wheel and horn , substantially partments for each of the spirals and chutes.

as and for the purpose described . 13. The combination with a conveyer of an inner letter

8. The combination with the rotatabde horn and means for chute , and means affording communication between the outer
yieldingly pressing it upward , of a treadle and means for portion of the conveyer and said inner chute .
yieldingly pressing it upward , and a loose or slotted con- 14. The combination with a conveyer of an inner chute ,

nection between said treadle and horn , said horn being means affording communication between the outer portion

movable downward independently of said treadle , substan- of said conveyer and said inner chute and observation open
tially as described. ings adjacent said means.

9. The combination of a rotatable horn with an anvil 15. The combination with a gravity conveyer of an inner

piece supported in the tip thereof, gearing in said horn to chute having one of its walls composed of transparent
prevent rotation of said anvil piece therewith and a shaft material, and an auxiliary chute extending from the

in the shank of said horn connected with said gearing, a terior of said conveyer to said inner chute , said conveyer

fixed post below and in line with the said horn engaged with being provided with observation openings in alignment with

said shaft as described whereby the latter can move longi- | the transparent wall of said inner chute.

tudinally but without rotary movement in said post, sub- 16. The combination with a conveyer of an inner chute and

stantially as and for the purpose set forth. an auxiliary chute extending from the exterior of said con

10. The combination of a rotatable horn with a spring to veyer to said inner chute , said conveyer and inner chute

press it upward and an anti-friction bearing for the end of being provided with observation openings .

said spring comprising a collar , a series of balls contained 17. The combination with an outer casing of an inner chute ,

therein and bearing surfaces for said balls åt each side of an interposed spiral blade and an inner chute , said casing

said collar, substantially as and for the purpose described . and core being provided with openings in substantial align

11. The combination of the horn having a hollow or tubular ment with each other.

shank and an anvil piece supported in the tip thereof, and 18. The combination with an outer casing of an inner chute

gearing in said horn to prevent rotation of said anvil piece an interposed spiral blade , an inner chute and an auxiliary

therewith, a post fixed below and entering the tubular shank chute connecting an opening in said outer casing withan

of said horn, a shaft in said horn connected with the gearing opening in said inner chute , said casing, core and inner chute

therein and engaged with said post as described, a spring to being provided with openings in substantial alignment with
elevate said horn and a treadle connected to a shaft in said each other.

horn and provided with a stop to limit the upward movement 19. The combination with an outer casing of an inner core ,

thereof, substantially as described . an , interposed spiral blade , an inner letter chute and an

auxiliary letter chute below said blade and connecting an

No. 101,003. Letter Chute and Conveyer. opening in the outer casing with an opening in the inner

Transport et chute de lettre. chute through an opening in the inner core , said casing,

core and inner chute being privided with observation open

ings between said blade and said auxiliary chute.

20. The combination with a gravity conveyer of an inner

chute and a plurality of auxiliary , chutes extending be

tween the exterior of said conveyer and said inner chute ,

said conveyer and inner chute being provided with obser

vation openings adjacent each of said auxiliary chutes .

21. The combination with a gravity conveyer of landing

foors therefor, an inner chute auxiliary conveying means

adjacent a landing and extending between the exterior of

said conveyer and said inner chute .

22. The combination with a gravity conveyer of landing

floors therefor, a plurality of inner chutes and auxiliary

conveying means extending from the exterior of said con
veyer adjacent a floor landing to the said inner chutes , sai:1

conveyer and chutes being provided with observation open
ings .

23. The combination with a multiple spiral gravity con

veyer , of landing floors therefor , an inner chute , and means

affording communication between the exterior of said con

veyer and said inner chute at a point adjacent a floor land

ing, said conveyer and chute being provided with openings
in substantial alignment with each other.

Martin C. Schwab , Baltimore , Maryland , U.S.A., 18th Sep
24. The combination with an outer casing of an inner core ,

tember , 1906 ; 18 years. Filed 23rd April , 1906. Receipt
a plurality of spiral blades interposed between said casing

No. 135,177.
and core to form conveying surfaces for packages , a plur

Claim.-1 . The combination of a letter chute and a gravity inner core, meansaffording communication between said
ality of letter chutes extending longitudinally through said

conveyer. outer casing at points adjacent a floor landing and the said

2.The combination of a letter chute and a spiral gravity letter chutes , said outer casing having intake openings and

conveyer.

3.The combination of a vertical letter chute and a fravity and the letter chute being provided with additional obser
observation openings adjacent the spirals of the conveyer,

conveyer adjacent thereto.
vation openings for the letter chute and individual receiv

4. The combination of a letter chute and a multiple spiral ing means for the letter chutes and for the package convey
gravity conveyer.

5. The combination with an outer casing of an inner core,
ing spirals .

a spiral blade interposed between said casing and core , and

a letter chute extending through said inner core.
No. 101,004. Plate Printing Machine.

6. The combination with an outer casing of an inner core Machine à imprimer des plaques.

and a spiral blade interposed between said casing and core ,
said casing having an observation opening and an intaké i be Long-Arm System Company , assignee of Robert H. Kirk ,

both of Cleveland , Ohio , U.S.A .. 18th September , 1906 ; 6

opening. years. Filed 28th May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,301 .

7. The combination of a gravity conveyer having an obser
vation opening and an intake opening, and a letter chute Claim .-- 1 . In a plate printing machine the combination

extending through the interior of said conveyer.
with a frame , a bed roller journalled therein , and an im

1
0
1
0
0
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pression roller in the form of a cylinder mounted above said said bed roller, of a plate carriage mounted to vibrate on

bed roller, of a plate carriage mounted to vibrate on said said frame between said rollers, a card carrier with means

for automatically moving same towards and coupling same

to said plate carriage, means for automatically uncoupling

said card carrier when it returns to the initial position,

mg1. automatic means for holding the card carrier in the initial

position until released , a strap connected to the plate car

riage with a weight suspended therefrom , a stiff strip con

nected to said strap , and intermittently acting friction roll

Y crs acting upon said strap and strip for imparting a fric

tional feed to said plate carriage independent of the pres- .

y sure between the printing rollers, and an ink roller auto

matically operated by the motion of said plate carriage for

inking the plate , substantially as described.

6. In a plate printing machine the combination with a

frame, a bed roller journalled therein and an impression

roller in the form of a segment , of a cylinder mounted above

said bed roller , of a plate carriage mounted to vibrate on

said frame between said rollers, a card carrier with means

for automatically uncoupling said card carrier when it re

turns to the initial position , automatic means for holding

the card carrier in the initial position until released, a strap

connected to the plate carriage with a weight suspended

therefrom , a stiff strip connected to said strap, and inter

mittently acting friction rollers acting upon said strap and

strip for imparting a frictional feed to said plate carriage

independent of the pressure between the printing rollers,

and an ink roller automatically operated by the motion of

said plate carriage for inking the plate , with means for

holding the card normally at an angle on said card carrier

and causing it to project above and clear of the plate, ex

cept when pressed between the rollers , substantially as des
cribed .

101004 7. In a plate printing machine the combination with a

frame , a bed roller journalled therein , and an impression

roller mounted above said bed roller, of a plate carriage

frame between said rollers , and a card carrier also mounted mounted to vibrate on said frame between said rollers , a

to vibrate on said frame, means for automatically moving plate holder mounted on said garriage , a card carrier with

said card carrier towards and coupling it with said plate means for holding the card at an angle above said carrier ,

carirage and for uncoupling same and holding the card car- means for coupling the plate carriage and card carrier to

rier in the initial position, and a friction drive independent gether and a friction drive for moving said plate carriage in

of the pressure between said rollers for moving the plate dependently of the pressure between the printing rollers,

carriage, and with it the card carrier, between said rollers , substantially as described.

substantially as described . 8. In a plate printing machine the combination with a

2. In a plate printing machine the combination with a frame, a bed roller journalled therein , and an impression rol

frame, a bed roller journalled therein , and an impression ler mounted above said bed roller, of a plate carriage moun

roller in the form of a segment, of a cylinder mounted above ted to vibrate on said frame between said rollers , a plate

said bed roller, of a plate carriage mounted to vibrate on for holding the card at an angle above said carrier, means,

said frame between said rollers , and a card carrier also for holding the card at an angle above said carirer , means,

mounted to vibrate on said frame , means for automatically for coupling the plate carriage and card carrier together and

moving said card carrier towards and coupling it with said a friction drive for moving said plate carriage independently

plate carriage and for uncoupling it with said plate carriage of the pressure between the printing rollers, with an ink

and for uncoupling same and holding the card carrier in the roller automatically operated by the motion of said plate

initial position , and a friction drive independent of the pres - carriage for inking the plate , substantially as described .

sure between said rollers for moving the plate carriage , and 9. In a plate printing machine the combination wth a

with it the card carrier between said rollers , and means frame and printing rollers journalled in said frame , of a

for holding the card normally at an angle on said card car- plate carriage mounted to vibrate on said frame between

rier and causing it to project above and clear of the plate , said printing rollers, and acard carrier provided with a series

except when pressed between the rollers , substantially as of resilient fingers for gripping the card and holding it at

described an angle in the card carrier, a rod journalled in said card

3. In a plate printing machine the combination with a carrier and having a flat face normally resting beneath said

frame , a bed roller journalled therein , and an impression gripping fingers and allowing the same to grip the card but

roller in the form of a segment , of a cylinder mounted 'to lifting said gripping fingers when said rod is rocked, sub

vibrate on said frame between said rollers , and a card car- stantially as described .

rier also mounted to vibrate on said frame , means for auto- 10. In a plate printing machine the combination with a

matically moving said card carrier towards and coupling it frame and printing rollers journalled in said frame , of a

with said plate carriage, and for uncoupling same and hold- plate carriage mounted to vibrate on said frame between

ing the card carrier in the initial position , and a friction said printing rollers and a card carrier provided with a

drive independent of the pressure between said rollers , for of resilient fingers for gripping the card and holding it at

moving the plate carriage , and with it the card carrier be- an angle in the card carrier , a rod journalled in said card

tween said rollers , and an inking roller automatically oper- carrier and having a flat face normally resting beneath said

ated by the motion of said plate carriage for inking the plate , gripping fingers and allowing the same to grip the card but

substantially as described . lifting said gripping fingers when said rod is rocked , with a

4. In a plate printing machine the combination with wrist lug secured to said rod for rocking the same , substan

frame , a bed roller journalled therein , and an impression tially as described.

roller in the form of a segment of a cylinder mounted above 11. A card holding and releasing device for use in machines

said bed roller , of a plate carriage mounted to vibrate on of the character described , comprising a bar having an in

said frame between said rollers , a card carrier with means clined face , a rod mounted to rock in said bar and flattened

for automatically moving same towards and coupling same along one side thereof, a series of resilient gripping fingers

to said plate carriage , means for automatically uncoupling secured to said bar and engaging said flattened face of said

said card carrier when it returns to the initial position , red and normally tending to restore the same to the initial

automatic means for holding the card carrier in the initial position and to grip the card beyond the edge of said rod ,

position until released , a strap connected to the plate car- with means for rocking said rod and thereby releasing all of

riage, with a weight suspended therefrom , a stiff strip con- said fingers from engagement with the card , substantially as

rected to said strap , and intermittently acting friction roll . | described .

( rs acting upon said strap and strip for imparting a fric- 12. In a plate printing machine the combination with a

tional feed to said plate carriage independent of the pres- frame and printing rollers journalled therein , of a plate car
sure between the printing roller3 , substantially as des- rage mounted to vibrate on said frame between said printing

cribed . rollers and a card carrier also mounted to vibrate on said

5. In a plate printing machine the combination with frame , with means for coupling said plate carriage and said

frame , a bed roller journalled therein and an impression card carrier together, a shaft for driving said printing rollers

roller in the form of a segment , of a cylinder mounted above a drive wheel loosely mounted on said shaft , clutch mechan

a

a
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ism for connecting said drive wheel and said shaft together 20. In a plate printing machine the combination with a

when desired and automatic means for disconnecting said frame and printing rollers journalled therein , of a plate car
clutch mechanism before said shaft has performed a com- riage mounted to vibrate on said frame between said print

plete revolution , substantially as described. ing rollers , and a card carrier with means for causing same

13. In a plate printing machine the combination with a to move towards said plate carriage when released, and

frame and printing rollers journalled therein , of a plate car- means for coupling said plate carriage and said card car

riage mounted to vibrate on said frame between said printing rier together, a shaft for driving said printing rollers , a

rollers and a card carrier also mounted to vibrate on said drive wheel loosely mounted on said shaft, clutch mechanism

frame, with means for coupling said plate carriage and said ſ for connecting said drive wheel and said shaft together

card carrier together , a shaft for driving said printing rol- | when desired , a treadle and mechanism operated thereby for

lers , a drive wheel loosely mounted on said shaft, clutch releasing said card carriage, and independent mechanism ,

mechanism for connecting said drive wheel and said shaft also operated by said treadle , for throwing said clutch
together when desired , a treadle and mechanism operated mechanism into engagement when desired, and means in

thereby for throwing said clutch mechanism into engagement dependent of said treadle for automatically throwing said

when desired , and means independent of said treadle for clutch mechanism out of engagement, irrespective of the

automatically throwing said clutch mechanism out of engage- position of said treadle before the said shaft completes a
ment, irrespective of the position of said treadle, before the single revolution, substantially as described.

said shaft completes a single revoluton , substantally as des
21. In a plate printing machine the combination with a

crbed.
frame and printing rollers journalled therein , of a plate

14. In a plate printing machine the combination with a

frame and printing rollers journalled therein , of a plate car- | printing rollers, means for holding the card above said
carriage mounted to vibrate on said frame between said,

riage mounted to vibrate on said frame between said print- plate carriage, a shaft for driving said printing rollers and

ing rollers and a card carrier also mounted to vibrate on

said frame, with means for coupling ' said plate carriage and shaft , clutch mechanism normally tending to couple said
said plate carriage, a drive wheel loosely mounted on said

said card carrier together, a shaft for driving said printing drive wheeland said shaft together , comprising amember

rollers , a friction drive operated by said shaft for moving fast to said wheel, and a shifting member splined to said

said plate carriage, a drive wheel loosely mounted on said

shaft, clutch mechanism for connecting said drive wheel and
shaft , and automatic means for moving said sliding clutch

said shaft together when desired and automatic means for
member out of engagement with the opposite member before

disconnecting said clutch mechanism before said shaft has
said shaft has performed a complete revolution, substan

performed a complete revolution , substantially as described .
tially as described .

15. In a plate printing machine the combination with a
22. In a plate printing machine the combination with a

frame and printing rollers journalled therein , ofa plate carriage mounted to vibrate on said frame between said
frame and printing rollers journalled therein, of a plate

carriage mounted to vibrate on said frame between said
printing rollers , and a card carrier also mounted tovibrate printing rollers , means for holding the card above said plate

op said frame, with means for coupling together, a shaft carriage, a shaft for driving said printing rollers andsaid

for driving said printing rollers, a friction drive'operated plate carriage, a drive wheel loosely mountedonsaid shaft

by said shaft for moving on said shaft , clutch mechanism
clutch mechanism normally tending to couple said drive

for connecting said drive wheel and said shaft together when
wheel and said shaft together comprising a member fast to

desired , a treadle and mechanism operated thereby for
said wheel , and a sliding member splined to said shaft , a

throwing said clutch mechanism into engagement when de
treadle and mechanism controlled thereby for throwing said

sired , and means independent of said treadle for automati
cliding clutch member into engagement when desired , and

cally throwing said clutch mechanism out of engagement ,
means independent of said treadle for automatically throw

irrespective of the position of said treadle , before said shaft
irg said sliding clutch member out of engagement, irre

spective of the position of said treadle , before the said
completes a single revolution , substantially as described .

shaft completes a single revolution , substantially as des
16. In a plate printing machine the combination with a

cribed.

frame and printing rollers journalled therein, of a plate
23. In a plate printing machine, the combination with a

carriage mounted to vibrate on said frame between said
frame and printing rollers journalled therein , of a plate

printing rollers and said plate carriage, a drive wheel loose
mounted to vibrate on said frame between said printing

ly mounted on said shaft, clutch mechanism for connecting rollers, means for holding the card above said plate car

said drive wheel and said shaft together when desired , and
riage, a shaft for driving said printing rollers , spring sup

automatic means for disconnecting said clutch mechanism
ported bearings for said shaft, a friction drive operated by

before said shaft has performed a complete revolution , sub
said shaft for moving said plate carriage , a drive wheel

stantially as described. loosely mounted on said shaft, and clutch mechanism for

17. In a plate printing machine the combination with a connecting said drive wheel and said shaft together when de

frame and printing rollers journalled therein , of a plate car sired , with automatic means for disconnecting said clutch
riage mounted to vibrate on said frame between said print mechanism before said shaft has performed a complete re

ing rollers , means for holding the card above said plate volution , substantially as described.

carriage , a shaft for driving said printing rollers and said 24. In a plate printing machine the combination with a

plate carriage , a drive wheel loosely mounted on said shaft , frame and printing rollers journalled therein , of a plate car

clutch mechanism for connecting said drive wheel and said riage mounted to vibrate on said frame between said print

shaft together when desired, a treadle and mechanism oper- ing rollers, means for holding the card above said plate

ated thereby for throwing said clutch mechanism into en- carriage , a shaft for driving said printing rollers , a friction

gagement when desired, and means independent of said drive operated by said shaft for moving said plate carriage

treadle for automatically throwing said clutch mechanism a drive wheel loosely mounted on said shaft, clutch mechan

out of engagement , irrespective of the position of said ism normally tending to couple said drive wheel and said

treadle, before the said shaft completes a single revolution , shaft together, comprising a member fast to said wheel , and

substantially as described. a sliding member splined to said shaft , a treadle and mech
18. In a plate printing machine the combination with a anism controlled thereby for throwing said sliding clutch

frame and printing rollers , means for holding the card above into engagement when desired, and means independent of
said plate carriage , a shaft for driving said printing rollers , said treadle for automatically throwing said sliding clutch

a friction drive operated by said shaft, for moving said member out of engagement irrespective of the position of said
plate carriage, a drive wheel loosely mounted on said shaft, treadle, before said shaft completes a single revolution, sub
and clutch mechanism for connecting said drive wheel and stantially as described .

said sbaft together when desired, with automatic means for 25. In a plate printing machine the combination with a

Cisconnecting said clutch mechanism before said shaft has frame and printing rollers journalled therein , of a plate car

performed a complete revolution , substantially as described . riage mounted to vibrate on said frame between said print
19. In a plate printing machine the combination with a ing rollers , means for holding the card above said plate car

frame and printing rollers journalled therein , of a plate car- riage , a shaft for driving said printing rollers, spring sup
riage mounted to vibrate on said frame between said print - ported bearings for said shaft, a friction drive operated by
ing rollers , means for holding the card at an angle above said shaft formoving said plate carriage , and an inkng rol
said plate carriage , a shaft for driving said printing rollers , ler automatically operated by the motion of the plate carri

a friction drive operated by said shaft for moving said plate age, a drive wheel loosely mounted on said shaft and clutch
carriage , a drive wheel loosely mounted on said shaft, mechanism for connecting said drive wheel and said shaft

clutch mechanism for connecting said drive wheel and said together when desired, with automatic means for discon
shaft together when desired, a treadle and mechanism oper- necting said clutch mechanism before said shaft has per

ated thereby for throwing said clutch mechanism into en- formed a complete revolution , substantially as described .
gagement when desired, and means independent of said 26. In a plate printing machine the combination with a

treadle for automatically throwing said clutch mechanism frame and printing rollers journalled therein , of a plate car
out of engagement, irrespective of the position of said riage mounted to vibrate on said frame between said rollers,
treadle before said shaft completes a single revolution, sub- means for holding the card above the plate carriage , a strap

under tension connected to the plate carriage, with a stiffstantially as described.

9-20
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strip connected to said strap and intermittently acting fric- 35. In a plate printing machine the combination with a

tion rollers acting upon said strap and strip for imparting frame and printing rollers journalled in said frame, of a

is frictional feed to said plate carriage independent of the plate carriage mounted to vibrate on said frame between

pressure between the printing rollers , substantially as des- said printing rollers , and a card carrier provided with a bar

( ribed . and a series of resilient fingers mounted on said bar for

27. In a plate printing machine the combination with a gripping the card and holding it on the card carrier , a rod

frame and printing rollers journalled therein , of a plate car- journalled in said carrier and having a flat face normally

riage mounted to vibrate on said frame between said rollers , resting between said gripping fingers and allowing the same

means for holding the card above the plate carriage, a strap to grip the card but lifting said gripping fingers when said

under tension connected to the plate carriage with a stiff rod is rocked with a wrist lug, secured to said rod for rock

strip connected to said strap and intermittently acting fric- ing the same, and a sliding stop mounted on said bar and

vion rollers acting upon said strap and strip for imparting normally held in place by one or more of said gripping

a frictional feed to said plate carriage independent of the fingers , substantially as described .

pressure between the printing rollers, with an ink roller
36. A card holding and releasing device for use in machines

automatically operated by the motion of said plate carriage of the character described comprising a bar having an in

for inking the plate , substantially as described . clined face , a rod mounted to rock in said bar and flattened
28. In a plate printing machine the combination with a

along one side thereof, a series of resilient gripping fingers

frame, a bed roller journalled therein and an impression secured to said bar and engaging said flattened face of said

rolled in the form of a segment, of a cylinder mounted above rod and normally tending to restore the same to the initial

said bed roller , of a plate carriage mounted to vibrate on position and to grip the card beyond the edge of said rod,

said frame between said rollers , means for holding the card with means for rocking said rod and thereby releasing all

above said plate carriage , a strap connected to the plate of said fingers from engagement with the card, a sliding stop

( arriage with a weight suspended therefrom , a stiff strap mounted on said bar and normally held in places by one or

connected to said strap and intermittently acting friction more of said gripping fingers, substantially as described.

zollers acting upon said strap and strip for imparting a fric- 37. A card holding and releasing device for use in machines

tional feed to said plate carriage independent of the pressure
of the character described comprising a bar having an in

between the printing rollers, substantially as described . clined face , a rod mounted to rock in said bar and flattened
29. In a plate printing machine the combination with a along one side thereof , a series of resilient gripping fingers

frame, a bed roller journalled therein and an impression secured to said bar and engaging said flattened face of said

roller in the form of a segment, of a cylinder mounted above rod and normally tending to restore the same to the initial
said bed roller , of a plate carriage mounted to vibrate on

position and to grip the card beyond the edge of said rod, a
said frame between said rollers, a strap connected to the wrist lug connected to said rod for rocking the same when

plate carriage with a weight suspended therefrom , a stiff
desired and a sliding stop mounted on said bar and normally

strip connected to said strap and intermittently acting fric held in place by one or more of said gripping fingers, sub
tion rollers acting upon said strap and strip for imparting a stantially as described.

frictional feed to said plate carriage independent of the
38. In a plate printing machine the combination with a

pressure between the printing rollers , with means for hold
frame , a bed roller journalled therein , and an impression

ing the card normally at an angle above and clear of the
roller mounted above said bed roller , of a plate carriage

plate except when pressed between the rollers, substantially mounted to vibrate on said frame between said rollers , and

as described.

30. In a plate printing machine the combination with a
a card carrier also mounted to vibrate on said frame , means

frame, a bed roller journalled therein and an impression said plate carriage and for uncoupling same, a detent for
for moving said card carrier towards and coupling it with

roller mounted above said bed roller, of a plate carriage holding the card carried in the initial position, and mech

mounted to vibrate on said frame between said rollers, a

plate holder mounted on said carriage , a card carrier , with
anism for temporarily withdrawing said detent from en

means for holding the card at an angle above said carrier ,
gagement when desired , and for automatically restoring said

means for coupling the plate carriage and card carrier to
detent to the initial position , substantially as described.

gether , and means for moving said plate carriage indepen
39. In a plate printing machine the combination with a

dently of the pressure between the printing rollers with the
frame, a bed roller journalled therein , and an impression

same linear speed as, has the periphery of the impression mounted to vibrate on said frame between said rollers , and
roller also mounted in said frame , of a plate carriage

roller , substantially as described .

31. In a plate printing machine the combination with a
a card carrier also mounted to vibrate on said frame , means

frame, a bed roller journalled therein and an impression said plate carriage and for uncoupling same ,for moving said card carrier towards and coupling it with

roller' mounted above said bed roller, of a platecarriage holding the card carrier in the initial position, comprising
means for

mounted to vibrate on said frame between said rollers , a

plate holder mounted on said carriage , with means for hold
a spring constrained detent , a rod controlled by the opera

ing the card at an angle above said carrier, means for coup
tion , and mechanism actuated by said rod for first with

iing the plate carriage and card carrier together, and means
drawing said detent and then automatically restoring the

for moving said plate carriage independently of the pressure
same to the initial position during a single movement of

between the printing rollers with the same linear speed as
said rod , substantially as described .

has the periphery of the impression roller , with an ink roller
40. In a plate printing machine the combination with a

automatically operated by the motion of said plate carriage frame , a bed roller journalled therein , and an impression

for inking the plate, substantially as described. roller also mounted in said frame , of a plate carriage

32. A card holding and releasing device for use in machines mounted to vibrate on said frame between said rollers , and

of the character described comprising a bar having an in a card carrier also mounted to vibrate on said frame, means

clined face, a rod mounted to rock in said bar and flattened for moving said card carrier towards and coupling it with

along one side thereof, a series of resilient gripping fingers said plate carriage and for uncoupling same , means for hold

secured to said bar and engaging said flattened face of said ing the card carriers in the initial position , comprising a

rod and normally tending to restore the same to the initial constrained detent, a treadle controlled by the operator , a

position and to grip the card beyond the edge of said rod, rod pivoted to said treadle , and mechanism actuated by said

with means for rocking said rod and thereby releasi: g all mechanism actuated by said rod for first withdrawing said

of said fingers from engagement with the card, and a sliding detent , and then automatically restoring the same to the

stop mounted on the card carrier and normally held by one initial position during a single downward movement of said

or more of said gripping fingers, substantially as described. treadle, substantially as described .

33. In a plate printing machine the combination with a 41. In an apparatus of the character described the combi

frame and printing rollers journalled in said frame , of a nation with a card carrier , and automatic means for moving

plate carriage mounted to vibrate on said frame between the same , of a detent normally holding said carrier in the

said printing rollers , and a card carrier provided with a bar initial position , a treadle controlled by the operator, a rod

and a series of resilient fingers on said bar for gripping the pivoted to said treadle, and mechanism actuated by said

card and holding it on the card carrier, means for adjusting rod for first withdrawing said detent, and then automati
said bar, and means for simultaneously releasing all of said cally restoring the same to the initial position during a

fingers when desired , substantially as described . single downward movement of said treadle, substantially as

31. In a plate printing machine the combination with a described .

frame and printing roller journalled in said frame , of a

plate carriage mounted to vibrate on said frame between
said printing rollers and a card carrier provided with a bar No. 101,005. Ironing Board. Planche à repasser.

and a series of resilient fingers on said bar for gripping Max Anthony Baetz and Philipp Kessler, assignee of a third

the card and holding it on the card carrier , means for ad

justing said bar, a rod journalled in said card carrier and
interest, both of Ashbury Park, New Jersey, U.S.A., 18th

Re

having a flat face normally resting beneath said gripping
September , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 20th August, 1906 .

fingers and allowing the same to grip the card but lifting
ceipt No. 138.828 .

said gripping fingers when said nod is rocked, substantially Claim .-1 . In a folding ironing board the combination with

as described . the top , of attaching devices secured to one end thereof, a
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prop , bail -shaped hinges connected to one end of said prop the carriage , a back frame extended upward from said base

and provided with spurs, means to slidably connect said and provided with a laterally extending bracket, a rotating

cutter head disposed in said bracket above said holder ,

means for automatically feeding said carriage toward and

from said back frame , means for automatically reversing

the direction of travel of said carriage .

2. In a turning lathe , a work holder , means for rotating

the work therein , a rotating cutter head disposed in a hori

zontal plane above the holder, means for automatically feed

ing the work holder transversely to its axis of rotation and

beneath said head , means for reversing the direction of

travel of said work holder , means for vertically adjusting

said cutter head, a frame carrying a back knife and mounted

to travel in a vertical plane parallel to said cutter head,

and cut - off saws mounted upon the frame of the back

knife at the opposite ends thereof .

3. In a turning lathe , a back knife frame mounted for re

ciprocation , supporting arms carried by said frame, a shaft

rotatably mounted in said arms and provided with saws at

the opposite ends thereof , and means for rotating said shaft .

4. In a turning lathe , a back knife frame mounted for re

ciprocation , supporting bearings carried by said frame , a

shaft rotatably mounted in said arms and provided with

saws at the opposite ends thereof, a driving pulley upon

said shaft , idlers at opposite ends of said pulley and car

ried by said frame , and a driving bolt carried by the machine

hinges with said top , and clamping nuts to insert said spurs frame and disposed between said idlers and driving pulley .
and adjustably connect said hinges to said top , substantially 5. In a turning lathe. vertical standards, a back knife

as described. mounted to reciprocate therein , driving screws connected to

2. Ina folding ironing board the combination with the said knife, a laterally disposed shaft extending betweenthe

top having inner and outer pairs of transversely disposed screws, opposite cones carried by said shaft, an intermediate
cleatssecuredto its underside, of inner and outer pairsof driving cone, means for shifting said driving cone, cut-off
longitudinally disposed bars secured to said cleats , attaching saws supported upon the knife frame , a driving belt for

hookssecured to said inner bars, a prop, bail-shaped hinges rotating said saws during the travel of said frame.
6. In

slidably mounted on said outer pair of bars , and means a turning lathe , vertical standards, a back knife

whereby said hinges are rigidly connected to said bars to
mounted to reciprocate therein , driving screws connected to

hold the same and the prop in their adjusted positions , sub said knife, a laterally disposed shaft extending between the

stantially as described . screws, opposite cones carried by said shaft, an inter

3. In a folding ironing board the combination with the
inediate driving cone , a geared shaft extending from said

top having inner and outer pairs of transversely disposed driving cone, means for pivotally mounting said shaft , a
cleats secured to its underside, of inner and outer pairs of pivoted lever connected at its upper end to said pivoted

longitudinally disposed bars secured to said cleats, attach
shaft, a crank pin connected to the lower end of said lever,

ing hooks secure to said inner pair of bars , a prop , bail
a gear carried by the shaft of said crank pin , and means for

shaped hinges slidably mounted on said outer pair of bars operating said gear.
7. In a turning lathe , vertical standards , a back knifeto hingedly and slidably connect said prop with said bars ,

barbs or spursformed on the inner sides of said bail-shaped said knife, a laterally disposed shaft extending between the
mounted to reciprocate therein , driving screws connected to

hinges a thumb nut arranged on the pivot bolts of said

hinges whereby the sides of the latter may be clamped into screws , opposite cones carried by said shaft , an intermediate

engagement with said outer bars and said spurs forced into driving cone, a geared shaft extending from said driving
cone , means for pivotally mounting said shaft . a pivoted

the same , substantially as described .
lever connected at its upper end to said pivoted shaft , a

crank pin connected to the lower end of said lever , a gear

No. 101,006. Turning Lathe. Tour. carried by the shaft of said crank pin , a reciprocating rack

meshing with said gear , a controlling lever pivotally

mounted upon the base of the machine , and connections ex

tending from said controlling lever and rack to reciprocate

the latter .

8. In a turning lathe , a base , a carriage mounted to travel

thereon , a rotatable work holder mounted upon said car

riage , a driving shaft extending from and movable with said

carriage, oppositely disposed cones splined upon said shaft

and supported against longitudinal movement therewith , an

intermediate driving cone , a pivoted lever carrying said

driving cone at one end , tappets carried by said driving

shaft , and means extending from said lever and disposed in

the path of said tappets to be actuated thereby .

9. In a turning lathe, a base , a carriage mounted to travel

thereon , a work holder mounted upon said carriage , means

for rotating said work holder , a standard carried by the

base and provided with a nut mounted therein . a driving

screw carried by said carriage , a driving shaft extending

from said screw and provided with opposite cones thereon ,

an intermediate driving cone mounted upon a pivoted lever ,

a controlling lever mounted upon the base and provided with

a rack bar connected therewith , a gear mounted upon the

base and meshing with said bar and a crank pin carried by

said gear to engage a slotted end of said lever .

10. In a turning lathe, a base, a carriage mounted to travel

thereon , a work holder mounted upon said carriage , means

for rotating said work holder, a standard carried by the

base and provided with a nut mounted therein , a driving

screw carried by said carriage , a driving shaft extending

from said screw and provided with opposite cones thereon ,

an intermediate driving cone mounted upon a pivoted lever.

a controlling lever mounted upon the base and provided

with a rack bar connected therewith , a gear mounted upon

The Memphis Column Company, Memphis, Tennessee , as the base and meshing with said rack bar , a crank pin carried

signee of FrederickNeudorff, Sheffield , Alabama, U.S.A. , by said gear to engage a slotted end of said lever, fingers
18th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 23rd August, 1906 . carried by said driving shaft, a countershaft provided with
Receipt No. 138,943. co-operating fingers, a lever extending from said counter

Claim . - 1. In a turning lathe , a base , a carriage mounted shaft. and a bell crank lever pivotally connected to said

to travel thereon , a work holder upon said carriage , means countershaft lever and having its opposite end disposed in

for rotatingthework by said holder during the trayel of the path oftappets carried by said rack bar,
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11. In a turning lathe , a stock provided with a driving rut mounted upon said base, a driving screw carried by said

gear thereon , a chuck spindle carried by said stock and carriage , a driving shaft extended from and movable with

longitudinally adjusted by said gear, a driving shaft having said screw , driving devices mounted upon the base and

a pinion co - operating with said gear, means for producing a through which said shaft travels , an intermediate driving

travel of said stock laterally of the spindle , opposite cones member disposed between said device, a work holder mount

splined upon said shaft , and an intermediate driving cone . ed upon said carriage and provided with means for adjusting

12. In a turning lathe , a stock provided with a driving gear its chuck , a driving shaft for said work chuck movable with

thereon , a chuck spindle carried by said stock and longitu- the carriage , and relatively fixed driving devices througt

dinally adjusted by said gear, a driving shaft having a pinion which the driving shaft of the work chuck travels in the

co -operating with said gear, means for producing a travel movement of the carriage.

of said stock laterally of the spindle, opposite cones splined 21. In a turning lathe , a carriage feed mechanism compris

upon said shaft, an intermediate driving cone, a pivoted ing a base , a carriage mounted to travel thereon, a feed

lever carrying said driving cone at one end, a controlling nut mounted upon said base, a driving screw carried by said

lever mounted upon the base , and connections extending carriage, a driving shaft extended from and movable with

from said controlling lever to said pivoted lever for shifting said screw , driving devices mounted upon the base and
the same. through which said shaft travels , an intermediate driving

13. In a turning lathe , a carriage, means for driving the member disposedbetweensaid devices, a work holder mount
same , a work holder mounted upon said carriage , means for ed upon said carriage and provided with means for adjust

adjusting the chuck of said work holder, controlling levers ing its chuck , a driving shaft for said work chuck movable

mounted upon a common pivot and provided with connec- with the carriage , relatively fixed driving devices through

tions to the carriage , driving and work holder chuck ad- which the shaftof the work chuck travels in the movement

justing shafts respectively and means controlled by the car- of the carriage , an operating lever disposed at one side of

riage driving shaft for automatically reversing the travel the carriage to control the driving means for the work

thereof and shifting its controlling lever. chuck , and an operating lever disposed adjacent the work

14. In a turning lathe , a carriage , means for driving the chuck lever for controlling the driving devices for the car.

same, a work holder mounted upon said carriage, means for riage .

adjusting the chuck of said work holder , controlling levers 22. In a turning lathe , a carriage feed mechanism com .

mounted upon a common pivot and provided with connec- prising a base , a carriage mounted to travel thereon , a feed

tions to the carriage driving and work holder chuck adjust - nut mounted upon said base, a driving screw carried by said

ing shafts respectively, means controlled by the carriage carriage and having an extended shaft , opposite driven cones

driving shaft for automatically reversing the travel thereof mounted upon the base and having a sliding connection upoc
and shifting its controlling lever, a back knife , driving said shaft ,an intermediate driving cone , and means for

means for reciprocating the same, and a controlling lever automatically shifting said cone in the travel of said car

for said driving means upon a common pivot with the before- riage .

mentioned controlling levers. 23. In a turning lathe , a carriage feed mechanism compris

15. In a turning lathe, a carriage, means for driving the ing a base , a carriage mounted to travel thereon , a feed nut

same , a work holder mounted upon the carriage , means for mounted upon said base , a driving screw carried by said car

adjusting the chuck for said work holder , controlling levers riage and having an extended shaft, opposite driven cones

mounted upon a common pivot and provided with connection mounted upon the base and having a sliding connection upon

to the carriage driving and work holder chuck adjusting said shaft an intermediate driving cone, a pivoted lever

shafts respectively, means controlled by the carriage driv- upon which said driving cone is mounted, a gear mounted

ing shaft for automatically reversing the travel thereof and upon the base , a crank pin carried by said gear to engage

shifting its controlling lever , a back knife , driving means the slotted end of said pivoted lever , and means for rotat

for reciprocating the same, a controlling lever for said driv- ing said gear .

ing means mounted upon a common pivot with the before 24. In a turning lathe , a carriage feed mechanism compris

mentioned controlling levers , cut -off saws supported upon ing a base, a carriage mounted to travel thereon , a feed nut

the frame of saidknife and means for continuously driving mounted upon said base , a driving screw carried by said
said saws during the movement of the knife frame. carriage and having an extended shaft , opposite driven cones

16. In a turning lathe, a carriage , means for driving the mounted upon the base and having a sliding connection with

same, a work holder mounted upon said carriage , means for said shaft , an intermediate driving cone , a pivoted lever

adjusting the chuck of said work holder , controlling levers upon which said driving cone is mounted , a gear mounted

mounted upon a common frame and provided with connec- 1pon the hase , a crank pin carried by said gear to engage

tions to the carriage driving and work holder chuck ad- the slotted end of said pivoted lever , a controlling lever

justing shafts respectively, means controlled by the carriage mounted upon the base , and a reciprocating rack bar car

driving shaft for automatically reversing thetravel thereof ried by said lever and engaging said gear.
and shifting its controlling lever, a back knife , driving 25. In a turning lathe, a carriage feed mechanism compris

means for reciprocating the same , a controlling lever foring a hase , a carriage mounted to travel thereon , a feed nut

said driving means mounted upon a common pivot with the mounted upon said base . a driving screw carried by said

before -mentioned controlling levers , cut- off saws supported carriage and having an extended shaft , opposite driven cones

upon the frame of the knife , means for continuously driving mounted upon the base and having a sliding connection

said saws during the movement of the knife frame , a rotat- upon said shaft , an intermediate driving cone, a pivoted

able cutter head , means for continuously driving the same , lever upon which said driving cone is mounted , a gear

and means for vertically adjusting said head while being mounted upon the base , a crank pin carried by said gear

driven .
to engage the slotted end of said pivoted lever, a controlling

17. In a turning lathe , a carriage feed comprising a base , lever mounted upon the base , a reciprocating crank bar

a carriage mounted to travel thereon , a feed nut mounted carried by said lever and engaging said gear, trappets car

upon said base , a driving screw carried by said carriage , a ried hy said rack bar, a bell crank lever co -operating with

driving shaft extended from and movable with said screw , said tappets, and means carried by the shaft of the driv

driving devices mounted upon the base through which said ing screw for operating said bell crank lever.

shaft travels , and an intermediate driving member disposed 26. In a turning lathe , a carriage feed mechanism com

between said devices.
prising a base , a carriage mounted to travel thereon , a feed

18. In a turning lathe , a carriage feed mechanism com- rut mounted upon said base , a driving screw carried by said

prising a base, a carriage mounted to travel thereon, a feed carriage and having an extended shaft . opposite driven cones

nut mounted upon said base , a driving screw carried by said mounted upon the base and having a sliding connection upon

carriage , a driving shaft extended from and movable with said shaft . an intermediate driving cone , a pivoted lever

said screw, driving devices mounted upon the base and upon which said driving cone is mounted, a gear mounted

through which said shaft travels , an intermediate driving upon the base , a crank pin carried by said gear to engage

member disposed between said devices , means for shifting the slotted end of said shaft pivoted lever, a controlling

said driving member, and means carried by the driving shaft lever mounted upon the base , a reciprocating rack bar car

for actuating the shifting means .
ried by said lever and engaging said gear, tappets carried

19. In a turning lathe, a carriage feed mechanism compris- ty said rack bar , a bell crank lever co-operating with said

ing a base , a carriage mounted to travel thereon, a feed nut tappets, fingers carried by said driving shaft, co -operating

mounted upon said base , a driving screw carried by said fingers provided upon a counter shaft , and a lever connection

carriage , a driving shaft extended from and movable with from said countershaft to the bell crank lever.

said screw, driving devices mounted upon the base and 27. In a turning lathe , a carriage feed mechanism compris

through which said shaft travels , an intermediate driving ing a base provided with a feed nut , a carriage mounted to

member disposed between said devices , means for shifting travel upon said base , a driving screw mounted upon the car

said driving member, fingers carried by the driving shaft, riage to co -operate with said nut and provided with an ex

and means extended from the driving members into the tended shaft therefrom , shifting means mounted upon said

path of said fingers to be actuated thereby.
shaft , driving devices slidably mounted upon said shaft ,

20. In a turning lathe , a carriage feed mechanism com- controlling means for said devices, fingers carried by the

turising a base , a carriage mounted to travel thereon , a feed ' driving shaft , a countershaft provided with co -operating
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fingers, a bell crank lever connected to said countershaft , gaged in the passages , the lower wedge members having

and means carried by said lever to operate said shifting downwardly directed portions extending over the surfaces
means . of the first - named members below their passages , the upper

28. In a turning lathe , a carriage feed mechanism compris- wedge members resting upon the lower and against the

ing a base provided with a feed nut, a carriage mounted to under face of the plate and being movable inwardly to move

travel on said base, a driving screw movable with said car- the first -named members downwardly and means for holding

riage and provided with an extended shaft , fingers mounted the upper wedge members at different points of their move

upon said shaft at the opposite ends thereof , a relatively ment.

fixed countershaft provided with means at its opposite ends 3. The combination with a railroad tie , of a plate dis

to engage the fingers of the screw shaft in the travel of the posed thereupon and extending' laterally beyond thesides

carriage,a driving mechanism for the screw shaft, and means thereof,saidplatehavingverticalopeningsinthe laterally
controlled from the countershaft for shifting said driving extending portions, members slidably disposed in the open

mechanism. ings and lying in pairs at opposite sides of the tie , the mem

29. In a turning lathe, a carriage feed mechanism compris- bers of each pair having rail engaging lips directed toward

ing a base provided with a swivelled feed nut thereon , a car- each other, a rail disposed upon the plate between the mem

riage adapted to travel upon said base, driving screw pivot- bers of each pair and with its base flange beneath the lips .

ally mounted in said carriage , a shaft carried by said screw means for moving the members downwardly to hold the rail

at the rear of the carriage , driving devices for said shaft in position and a spike engaged in the plate and in the tie

mounted upon the said base and having a sliding connection beneath the rail .

with said shaft, and means carried by said shaft for auto- 4. In a railroad tie the combination with a body portion ,

matically shifting the driving devices to reverse the direc- of a plate disposed thereupon, a spike engaged in the plate

tion of rotaton of the shaft . and in the body portion , a rail disposed upon the plate

30. In a turning lathe , a carriage feed mechanism compris- above the spike , said plate, having vertical openings therein

ing a base provided with parallel ways, a carriage mounted at opposite sides of the rail , rail engaging members slidably

upon said base and provided with ways upon its underface, engaged in the openings for verticalmovement, saidmem
roller bearings disposed between said base and carriage, co- bers having aligning passages therein below the plate ,
operating rack bars carried by the base and carriage at upper and lower wedge members disposed in the aligning

cach side and an intermediate pinion disposed between said passages therein below the plate, the upper and lower wedge
rack bars. members disposed in the aligning passages , the lower mem

31. In a turning lathe, a carriage feed mechanism compris- ber having downwardly extending portions lying outwardly

ing a base , a carriage mounted to travel thereon, a work of the first-named members to hold the lower wedgemem

chuck supported from said carriage and provided with adjus- ber against longitudinal movement, the upper wedge mem

ing gear , driving shaft having a pinion co - operating with ber being operable to move the rail engaging members down

said gear and movable with said carriage, opposite cones wardly to clamp the rail in position .

carried by the base and splined upon said shaft and an in

termediate driven shaft .

32. In a turning lathe, a carriage feed mechanism compris- No. 101,008. Railway. Chemin de fer.

ing a base, a carriage mounted to travel thereon , a work

chuck supported from said carriage and provided with adjust

ing gear, a driving shaft having a pinion co -operating with

said gear and movable with said carriage , opposite cones

carried by the base and splined upon said shaft , an inter

mediate driven shaft. a pivoted lever carrying said driving

cone at one end , a controlling lever mounted upon the base

and connections from said controlling lever to said pivoted

lever for shifting the same .

33. In a turning lathe, a carriage ieed mechanism compris

ing a carriage , a driving shaft therefor , a work chuck mov

able with said carriage , an adjusting shaft for said work

chuck, controlling levers mounted upon a common pivot and

connections from the carriage and work chuck adjusting
shafts , respectively to said levers .

No. 101,007. Railway Tie . Dormant de chemin de fer.
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Lewis Ginger, Colorado Springs, Colorado , U. S. A. , 18th

September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 27th August, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 139,002 .

Claim.-1 . The combination of an inclined track , an ele

vator travelling thereon, a drum carried by the elevator ,

Eiga a cable wound upon the drum with one end anchored at the

top of the track and the other end anchored at the bottom

101007 of the track, and means actuated by a motor car upon the

truck for rotating the drum to raise and lower the track ,

2. The combination of an inclined track , a truck running

John E. Walling Salt Lake City, Utah , and Clarence E. thereon, a drum mounted upon the truck , a cable wound

Rathbun , assignee of a half interest, Helena, Montana , upon the drum with its free end anchored at the top of the

U.S.A. , 18th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 22nd Aug - truck and its lower end anchored at the bottom of the track ,

ust , 1906. Receipt No. 138,912 .
a gear connected to the drum , a drive shaft mounted upon

Claim .-- 1. In a railroad tie comprising a body portion , a the truck , a gear upon the drive shaft and in mesh with the

plate disposed upon the body portion , said plate having first-mentioned gear, and a drive wheel mounted upon the

vertical openings therein , members engaged in the openings shaft and projecting above the top of the truck.

and members lying in pairs at opposite sides of the body 3. The combination of an inclined track , a truck running

portion and at opposite sides thereof, said members ex- thereon , a track upon the top of the truck at substantially

tending downwardly below the plate and having rail engag- right angles to the first-mentioned track, and truck elevat

ing lips at their upper ends adapted for engagement with a ing means carried by the truck and includinga drive wheel

rail disposed between the members , said members having raising above the top of the track between the track rails

registering horizontal passages in their downwardly extend thereon.

ing portions and co -operating wedge members engaged in 4. The combination of an inclined track, a truck running

the passages, said members being disposed for operation to thereon , a drum mounted upon an upright axis upon the

move the first-named members downwardly. truck , a cable wound upon the drum with one end anchored

2. A railroad tie comprising a plate , a support for the at the top of the track and the other end anchored at the

plate, members engaged in the plate for vertcal move- bottom of the track, a substantially horizontal drive shaft

ment and having co -operating lips adapted for engagement mounted upon the truck and operatively connected to the

with a rail, said members having registering passages there- drum , and a drive wheel carried by the drive shaft and

in below the plate , upper and lower wedge members en - ' rising above the top of the truck .
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No. 101,009. Machine for Making Barrels.

Machine pour faire des barils.

said stationary ring so that the middle assembling ring is

substantially concentric therewith, means for contracting the
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Charles John Alley, Farndon , New Zealand , 18th September ,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 22nd August , 1906. Receipt No.

138,929 .

Claim .-- 1 . In means for chiming, crozing and howelling

barrels , a barrel supporting frame comprising a pair of

heads' supported upon parallel horizontal bars and capable

of adjustment thereon and each having a roller mounted on

a horizontal axis at the back end thereof, a pair of sliding

blocks mounted on the bars, one on the outside of each head

and each having a roller mounted thereon and adapted to lie

in the same horizontal plane as the roller upon the respective

head , means whereby the sliding blocks may be moved out

wards or inwards along the bars, and means for rotating

a barrel supported upon the rollers , substantially as speci

fied .

2. In means for chiming, crozing and howelling barrels , a stationary ring , means for contracting the assembling rings

barrel supporting frame comprising a pair of heads sup
and means for reciprocating said carriage and assembling

ported upon parallel horizontal bars and capable of adjust- rings to and away from said stationary ring.

ment thereon and each having a roller mounted on a horizon- 2. In a barrel making machine , a suitable frame, a sta

tal axis at the back end thereof, a pair of sliding blocks ticnary flexible ring positioned at one end thereof, means for

mounted on the bars , one on the outside of cach head and

each having a roller mounted thereon and adapted to lie in flexible divided assembling rings mounted on said carriage
contracting and expanding said ring, a movable carriage ,

the same horizontal plane as the roller upon the respective and provided with lugs at their adjacent ends , means for

head , cutter carriers mounted on the morizontal bars, one i reciprocating said carriage and assembling rings to and away

on the out side of each sliding block and connected to the from said stationary ring , means for contracting the central

respective block , so as to be capable of movement there- assembling ring independent of the outside rings and means

with , means whereby the sliding blocks may be moved out for contracting the outside assembling rings.

wards or inwards along the bars , and means for rotating a
3. In a barrel making machine, a suitable supporting frame,

barrel supported upon the rollers , substantially as herein
a stationary flexible ring positioned at one end thereof , rot

specified .

3.Inmeans for use in chiming, crozing and howelling bar- tioned attheother end of the frame, a reciprocating carri
able cutter heads for finishing the ends of the shook posi

rels , a barrel supporting and rotating frame slidably mounted age mounted in said frame , assembling rings mounted upon
upon a pair of parallel bars, in combination with cutter car

riers mounted uponthe bars, one upon each end of the frame, rings from oneendofsaid frame to the other, whereby the
zaid carriage and means for reciprocating said carriage and

cach of which is formed with an upwardly extending member assembling rings and a barrel shook contained therein may

adapted to form a bearing for the cutter spindle and with a
be transferred from a position in which the central assem

forwardly extending portion formed with a slot therein and
eccentric sleeves mounted upon the front parallel bar and Sling ring is concentric with said stationary rings to a posi

fitting within the slots in the respective cutter carriers, and heads andmeans for trussing the ends of the shook.
tion wherein the ends of the shook are adjacent said cutter

means whereby such bar and the sleeves may be rotated ,

substantially as specified.
4. In a barrel making machine , a supporting frame, a sta

4. In means for use in chiming, crozing and howelling bar- tionary flexible ring positioned at one end thereof, a mov .

rels , a barrel supporting and rotating frame , slidably moun
able carriage, flexible divided assembling rings mounted on

ted upon a pair of horizontal parallel bars and cutter car
said carriage , cutter heads positioned at the opposite end of

riers mounted upon the bars , one at each end of the frame ,
the frame adapted to finish the ends of the shook and means

and each formed with bearings for carrying the cutter spin- for trussing the ends of the shook , said trussing device be

dle arranged to allow of longtudinal movement thereof, in
inga pivotally and slidably mounted upon said frame .

combination with a bar secured to one end of the cutter
5. In a barrel making machine , a supporting frame , a sta

spindle and formed with a backwardly extending member, a
tionary flexible ring positioned at one end thereof , a movable

bar slidably mounted upon the barrel supporting frame, a carriage , flexible divided assembling rings having lugs on the

fork secured thereon adapted to engage with the truss hoop ends thereof mounted on said carriage, cutter heads posi

upon the barrel in the machine and a fork upon the end of
tioned at the opposite ends of the frame adapted to finish

this bar adapted to engage with the backwardly extending the ends of the shook and means for trussing the ends of the

member of the bar secured to the cutter spindle,substan- shook consisting of oppositely moving arms adapted to en

tially as specified . gage said lugs and a lever for operating said arms, said,

trussing device being pivotally and slidably mounted upon

said frame.

No. 101,010. Barrel Making Machine. 6. In a barrel making machine , a supporting frame , a sta

Machine à faire des barils . tionary flexible ring positioned at one end thereof, and pro

Rinaldo L. Cummings, Paris , Maine , U.S.A. 18th September, flexible divided assembling rings mounted on said carriage ,
vided with a toggle jointed section, a movable carriage ,

1906 : 6 years. Filed 21st August , 1906 . Receipt No. said carriage being adapted to be positioned relative to said

138,900 .
stationary ring so that the middle assembling ring shall be

( laim . - 1 . In a barrel making machine , a supporting frame, concentric therewith and spaced apart therefrom a distance

a stationary flexible ring pisitioned at one end thereof, a about equal to the thickness of the shook , whereby the shook

movable carriage, flexible divided assembling rings mounted can be inserted betweeen said stationary ring and said cen

on said carriage and adapted to be positioned relative to ' tral assembling ring,
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7. In a barrel making machine , a suitable frame having 5. A vaive comprising a casing a rotary valve controlling

a positioning board at one end , a curved slot in said board , the passage through the casing, a stem for the valve , d har

a contractile stationary ring positioned near said board , a dle on the stem , means for locking the handle to the ca - ing,

toggle section in said ring, a lever for operating said toggle a spiral spring on the stem between the handle and a shoul

projecting through said board , a reciprocating carriage der on the casing to hold the handle in its adjusted position ,

mounted in said frame , assembling rings mounted on said and a packing around the stem between the shou ! car and

carriage , the stationary ring and divided assembling rings spring and instantly compressed against the stem by said

being positioned so as to give entrance to the staves between spring.

the said stationary ring and the middle assembling ring , 6. A valve comprising a casing, a rotary upwardly seating

means for locking the middle assembling ring upon the valve controlling the passage through the casing, a stem

shook and means for contracting the stationary ring where- for the valve , a pivoted handle on the upper end of the

by the assembling rings and shook may be moved away stem and adapted to engage the casing at its outer portion ,

from the stationary ring. an annular shoulder in the valve casing above the valve

8. In a barrel making machine, a suitable supporting frame seat , packing on the shoulder around the stem , a washer on

means for assembling the shook, cutter bands mounted upon the stem over the packing, and a spring expansion spring

the end of the shaft for finishing the ends of the shook , on the valve stem between the inner end of the handle and

means for transferring the assembled shook to said cutter the said washer and acting to hold the outer end of the

head, and means for drawing the end of the shook into con- handle down to the casing , press the valve upwardly to its

tact with said heads . seat and compress said packing around the valve stem .

7. A valve comprising a casing, a rotary upwardly seating

No. 101,011 . Valve for Heating Systems. valve controlling the passage therethrough , said valve con

sisting of a metallic disc having an annular recess in its
Soupape pour système de chauffage.

upper face and a non -metallic ring therein and projecting

above the walls of the recess to prevent engagement of the

metal valve disc with the seat , stem extending up

through the casing from the valve, a packing for the stem

over the valve seat , a locking handle for the stem and a

spring on the stem between the handle and packing , and

serving to hold the valve to the seat, hold the packing

around the stem and hold the handle in locking engagement

with the casing.

8. A valve comprising a casing , an upwardly seating ro

tary valve therein having a semi- circular series of aper

tures to control the passage through the valve , a central

opening in the valve having a flattened or guiding portion ,

a valve stem extending down through the casing and valve

seat and shaped at its lower end to correspond with the

central valve opening so that it may be placed properly

thereon with respect to the valve apertures, a spring

holding the valve to its seat and a locking handle for the

valve acted on by the spring to hold it in its adjusted

position .

9. A valve comprising a casing , a rotary valve controlling

Albert Preston Broomell , York , Pennsylvania , U. S. A. , the passage through the casing, a locking handle on the

18th September, 1906; 6 years . Filed 21st August , 1906 . valve stem and a spiral spring on the stem seating the

Receipt No. 138.903. valve and throwing the handle into locking engagement

Claim.-1 . A valve comprising a casing provided with lock
with the casing .

ing recesses , a rotary valve controlling the passage of fluid
10. A valve comprising a casing, a valve seat therein hav

through the casing, a stem for the valve , a handle on the
ing a slot therethrough , a rotary valve seating upwardly

stom having a portion to engage any one of said recesses ,
against the seat and having a plurality of openings to suc

and a spiral spring between the handle and a part of the
cessively register with said slot , a stem extending down

casing to hold the valve to its seat and also hold the handle
through the casing , means for predetermining the correct

in its locked positions .
position of the valve on the stem with respect to the open

2. A valve comprising a casing provided with locking re
ings, a locking handle on the upper end of the stem and

cesses and a horizontal valve seat or partition a rotary
a spiral spring, holding the valve to its seat and the outer

valve seating upwardly against the lower side of the said
end of the handle in locking engagement with the casing.

seat or partition, a stem extending upwardly through the
11. A valve comprising a casing having a valve seat, and

casing from the valve , a handle pivoted to the upper end
a series of interchangeable valve discs each having a series

of the stem and having a depending lug to engage anyone
of different sized apertures to enable a single size valve to

be used with different sized radiators .
of the said recesses , and a spiral expansion spring on the

stem between the inner end of the handle and a portion of

the casing, and holding the handle locked and the valve No. 101,012. Engineer's Brake Valve.

seated .
Soupape de frein .

3. A valve comprising a casing provided with a horizontal

seat or partition beneath its inlet and outlet openings , a James Amers Hicks, Atlanta , Georgia , U.S.A., 18th Septem

tube connecting the said seat or partition with the closed
ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 16th July , 1906. Receipt No.

upper end of the casing , a shoulder being formed at the
137.853 .

lower end of the tube , a rotary disc valve seating upwardly Claim .-- 1. An engineer's valve for fluid pressure brake
against the under side of the partition or seat , a stem ex- systems comprising in combination ports and passages for
tending down through the tube and secured to the valve , a effecting train brake service , ports and passages for effect

loose collar on the stem in the upper end of the tube , an ing engine brake service , and means for securing engine
expansion spring on the stem between the collar and shoul- brake application in advance and independently of train
der, a horizontal handle pivoted to the upper end of the brake application .

stem and engaged at its under side of its inner end by a 2. An engineer's brake valve for fluid pressure brake

spring pressed collar , the handle having a depending lug to system comprising in combination ports and passages for
engage the upper side of the valve casing and hold the handle effecting train brake service , ports and passages for effect

ir. its adjusted position . ing engine brake service, normally movable means for secur

4. A valve comprising a casing provided with a horizontal ing engine brake application in advance and independently

seat or partition between its inlet and outlet openings , said of train brake application , and means for automatically

stat having a curved slot , a tube connecting the partition effecting engine brake application upon destruction of train

with the closed upper end of the casing, a shoulder at the line .

lower end of the tube , a valve stem extending down through 3. An engineer's valve for fluid pressure brake systems ,

the tube , a valvedisc on the lower end of the stem , having comprising in combination ports and passages for effecting

a series of apertures to register with said opening, a hori- train brake service , ports and passages for effecting engine

zontal handle having a slotted inner end in which the upper brake service, manually movable means for securing engine

end of the stem is pivoted , a spiral spring on the stem within brake application , and means normally held inactive by

the tube , a collar on the stem in the upper end of the tube train line pressure for automatically
effecting engine brake

and forced upward by said spring against the handle , the in- application upon destruction of train line .

bor end of the handle having a projection engaging the collar 4. An engineer's brake valve for fluid pressure brake

and the handle having at the opposite side of its pivot a de- systems, comprising in combination ports and passages for

pending locking lug to engage the top of the casing and hold effecting train brake service, ports and passages for effect .

The handle in its adjusted position . ing engine brake service , a single manually movable element
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to control pressure for both train and engine brakes , means 13. An engineer's brake valve for Auid pressure brake

whereby the engine brake application may be manually ef- systems, comprising in combination ports and passages for

directing train brake service , means for feeding main reser

voir pressure to the engine brakes , a single manually mov

able element to control the engine feed and the train brake

ports and passages , a second main reservoir feed to the

engine brakes, and a pressure operated check brake normally

under train line pressure closing said second feed .

14. An engineer's brake valve for fluid pressure brake

systems, comprising in combination ports and passages for

offecting train brake service, means for feeding main reser

voir pressure to the engine brakes, a single manually mov

able element to control the engine feed and the train brake

ports and passages, a second main reservoir feed to the en

gine brakes and a double check valve controlling both en

gine feeds .

15. An engineer's brake valve for fluid pressure brake

systems, comprising in combination ports and passages for

effecting train brake service, means for feeding main reser

voir pressure to the engine brakes , a single manually mov

able element to control the engine feed and the train brake

ports and passages, a second main reservoir engine feed

and a double check valve normally closing said second engine

feed, but releasable upon destruction of train line to open

said second feed.

16. An engineer's brake valve for fluid pressure brake

fected in advance and independently of train brake applic- systems, comprising in combination ports and passages for
ation, and automatically means for securing engine brake effecting train brake service , means for feeding main reser
application upon destruction of train line . voir pressure to the engine brakes, a single manually mov

5. An engineer's brake valve for fluid pressure brake ible element to control the engine feed and the train brake
systems, comprising in combination ports and passages for ports and passages , a second main reservoir engine feed and

effecting train brake service , ports and passages for effect- a double check valve controlling both feeds and normally

ing engine brake service and a single manually movable ele- closed by train line pressure against said second engine feed ,

ment to control pressure for both train and engine brake releasable upon destruction of train line to open said second

operable to effect engine brake application in advance and feed.

independently of train brake application . 17. An engineer's brake valve for fluid pressure brake

6. An engineer's brake valve for fluid pressure brake systems having a manually controlled main reservoir supply

systems , comprising in combination ports and passages for for the engine brakes , an independent constant main reser

effecting train brake service ; ports and passages for effect- voir supply for the engine brakes , and means releasable

ing engine brake service and a single manually movable ele . upon destruction of train lines normally closing said con

ment to control pressure for both train and engine brakes stant supply.

operable to effect engine brake application and effect engine 18. An engineer's brake valve for fuid pressure brake

brake release after train brake release . systems having a manually controlled main reservoir supply

7. An engineer's brake valve for fluid pressure brake for the engine brakes , and an independent constant main

systems, comprising in combination ports and passages for reservoir supply for the engine brakes .

effecting train brake service , ports and passages for effect- 19. An engineer's brake valve for fluid pressure brake

ing engine brake service , a single manually movable element
systems having a manually controlled main reservoir supply

to control pressure for both train and engine brakes , means for the engine brakes , an independent constant main reser

whereby the engine brake application may be manually voir supply for the engine brakes , and automatic means for
effected in advance and independently of train brake appli- controlling said constant supply.

cation , and means normally held inactive by train line pres
20. An engineer's brake valve for fluid pressure brake

sure for automatically effecting engine application upon de
systems, having two main reservoir supply feeds for engine

struction of train line .
brake service , means for manually controlling one feed , and

8. An engineer's brake valve for fluid pressure brake means automatically operable by train line pressure control

systems, comprising in combination ports and passages for ling the other feed.

effecting train brake service , means for feeding main reser

voir pressure to the engine brakes , a single manually mov
21. An engineer's brake valve for fluid pressure brake

able element to control the engine feed and the train brake
systems, having two main reservoir supply feeds for engine

brake service, a manually operable controlling device for one
ports and passages and automatic means for securing engine

oľ said feeds, and a train line pressure operated check valvebrake application upon destruction of train line .

9. An engineer's brake valve for fluid pressure brake
controlling the other feed .

systems , comprising in combination ports and passages for
22. An engineer's brake valve for fluid pressure brake

effecting train brake service , means for feeding main reser
systems comprising in combination ports and passages for

voir pressure to the engine brakes , a single manually mov
efi'ecting train brake service , an engine brake supply port in

able element to control the engine feed and the train brake
constant communication with main reservoir pressure , and

ports and passages , and means normally held inactive by
an engine brake feed passage in the path of said supply port ,

train line pressure for automatically effecting engine brake
said engine brake supply port and feed passage being so dis

posed relative to the train brake ports and passages as toapplication upon destruction of train line .

10. An engineer's brake valve for fluid pressure brake
Lermit engine brake application in advance and indepen

systems, comprising in combination ports and passages for
dently of train brake application .

eflecting train brake service , means for feeding main reser
23. An engineer's brake valve for fluid pressure brake

voir pressure to the engine brakes, a single manually mov
system , comprising in combination ports and passages for

able element to control the engine feed and the train brake effecting train brake service, an engine brake supply port in

ports and passages , and means normally closing said second constant communication with main reservoir pressure and

main reservoir feed. an engine brake feed passage in the path of said supply port ,

11. An engineer's brake valve for fluid pressure brake said engine brake supply port and passage being disposed

systems , comprising in combination ports and passages for
relative to each train brake ports and passages as to permit

effecting train brake service , means for feeding main reser
engine brake application in advance and independently of

voir pressure to the engine brakes , a single manually mov train brake application and without interrupting train line

able element to control the engine feed and the train brake
feed .

ports and passages , a second normally closed main reservoir 24. An engineer's brake valve for fluid pressure brake

Teed to the engine brakes, and means operable upon destruc- systems, comprising in combination ports and passages for

tion of train line to open said second main reservoir . effecting train brake service , ports and passages for effecting

12. An engineer's brake valve for fluid pressure brake engine brake service in advance and independently of train

systems, comprising in combination ports and passages for brake application , an engine exhaust ports and passages so

effecting train brake service , means for feeding main reser- disposed as to effect release of the engine brake after release

voir pressure to the engine brakes , a single manually mov- of the train brakes .

able element to control the engine feed and the train brake 25. An engineer's brake valve for fluid pressure brake

ports and passages, a second normally closed main reservoir systems comprising in combination ports and passages for

rced to the engine brakes, and means normally closed by effecting train brake application and release , and ports and

train line pressure but operable upon destruction of train passages for effecting engine brake application and release ,

lino controlling said second feed . said engine brake ports and passages being so disposed as

-
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to permit application and release of engine brakes indepen- 5. In a car brake the combination of the car frame , an axle

dently of train brake application and release. mounted thereon and the supporting wheels of the axle , of the

26. In a fluid pressure brake system and in combination , an swinging bar pivotally connected to the bottom of thecar on
engineer's brake valve having ports and passages for effect- an axis in the vertical plane of the axis of said axle and hav

ing brake application and release , a single connection be- ing cam slots arranged at either side of said pivotal connec

tween said valve and the brake cylinders , a feed valve in tion , the sprag bars arranged transversely of the car at

said connection through which the brake cylinders are fed , either side thereof and on opposite sides of said axle and
and a by- pass around said feed valve through which the adapted to have their outer ends engage with the adjacent

brake cylinders are exhausted . supporting wheel and the slide blocks secured to the inner

27. In a fluid pressure brake system and in combination , an nds of said sprag bars and each fitted into one of said slots

engineer's brake valve having ports and passages for effect- in said swinging bar an adapted to be actuated by the walls

ing brake application and release, a single connection be- thereof , substantially as set forth.

tween said valve and the brake cylinders, a feed valve in said 6. In a car brake the combination with a truck frame, an

connection through which the brake cylinders are fed , and a axle therefor and supporting wheels for the axle , of the sprag

by- pass around said feed valve having a check valve closed bars arranged transversely of the truck frame , a swinging

19 feed and open to exhaust through which the brake cylin- bar, and cam - like connections between said sprag bars and
ders are exhausted . said swinging bar, each adapted to reciprocate one of the

sprag bars in a straight line into and out of engagement with

No. 101,013. Car Brake. Frein de char8. one of said supporting wheels , as said swinging bar is os

cillated .

7. In a car brake the combination with a car frame , an
Agl.

axle thereon and supporting wheels on the axle , of the longi

tudinally reciprocatable sprag bars , each adapted to be

thrown into and out of engagement with one of said support

ing wheels , a swinging bar, and cam connections between

said swinging bar and said sprag bars adapted to impart

straight line motion to the sprag bars as the swinging bar

is oscillated .

No. 101,014. Sawbuck. Chevalet pour le bois .
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RO + Ashley Dwight Thomas , Arena , Wisconsin , U.S.A. , 18th Sep

tember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 22nd August, 1906. Receipt

101013 No. 138,910 .

Edward G. Tillman , Thayer , West Virginia , U.S.A. , 18th
( 'laim .- 1 . In a saw buck the combination with a frame in

cluding crossed braces, of levers pivoted in the frame, log
September , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 21st August , 1906. Re

ergaging devices carried by the levers, said levers being
ceipt No. 138,890 .

movable to hold a log engaged by the devices in an angle
Claim ,-1. In a car brake the combination with the car

of the crossed braces and means for holding the levers

frame , an axle mounted in said frame, and the supporting with a log in such a position.

wheels of the axle , of the swinging bar pivotally connected 2. A sawbuck comprising a frame including legs and

to the bottom of the car and having cam slots therein, of crossed braces , of levers pivoted between the legs , log en

aprag bars arranged transversely of the car and having their gaging devices connected with the levers , said levers being
outer ends adapted to engage with said car wheels and the

movable to permit of the engagement of the devices with
slide blocks secured to the inner ends of said sprag bars fit- a log and to bring a log thus engaged into an angle of the

ted into said cam slots in said swinging bar and adapted to crossed braces and means for holding the levers at different

be actuated by the walls of said slots to effect a longitu- points of their movement.
dinal movement of said sprag bars , substantially as set forth . 3. In a sawbuck the combination with a collapsable frame

2. In a brake of the class described the combination with including spaced pairs of legs and crossed braces pivotally

be car frame, the car axle and the wheels thereon , of the connected with the legs at one end and removably connected

swinging bar pivotally mounted on the car bottom and hav- therewith at their opposite ends , of a lever pivoted between

ing a slot therein , the sprag bar arranged transversely of the legs of each pair , log engaging tongs connected with the

the cam frame and the slide block carried by said sprag and levers at one end , said levers being movable to bring the

adapted to be engaged by the walls of said slot to move the tongs into position for engagement with a log disposed be

sprag longitudinally, substantially as set forth . tween the pairs of legs and to raise a log thus engaged to

3. In a brake of the class described the combination with bring it into an angle of the crossed braces, rack baſs con

a car frame, the axle mounted in the frame and the wheels nected with the pairs of legs and retaining devices carried

thereon, of the sprag bars arranged transversely of the car by the lever and adapted for engagement of the rack bars
frame and adapted to have their outer ends engage with the to hold the levers at different points of their movement.

said wheels and having slide blocks carried by their inner

ends and a swinging bar pivotally mounted on the car bottom No. 101,015. Saw . Scie.

and having cam slots therein , the slots of which are adapted
Calvin Dilks , Alloway, New Jersey , U.S.A. , 18th September,

to engage with the slide blocks on the sprag bars to move the
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 22nd August , 1906 . Receipt No.

bars longitudinally, substantially as set forth .

4. In a brake of the class described the combination with
138,909 .

the car frame , an axle mounted on the frame and the sup- Claim .-1 . The combination substantially as herein des

porting wheels of the axle , of the swinging bar pivotally cribed of the saw blade having a throat whose rea " wall

connected to the bottom of the car and having a cam slot forms a seat for a bit , and provided in advance of said wall

therein , the sprag bar mountd transversely of the car and with a tongue projecting outwardly into the gullet and

having its outer end adapted to engage with one of said car spaced apart from said seat wall and having its wall adja

wheels, the guides for said bar adapted to hold it in paral- cent to said seat undercut, the bit fitted between said seat

lelism with the said axle and the slide block carried by the wall and tongue and having its front edge opposite the

ipoer end of said sprag bar and fitted into said cam slot in ' tongue recessed and the key made larger at its butt end

the swinging bar and adapted to be actuated by the walls , and tapering thence toward its point end and fitted in the

ihereof , substantially as set forth .
space between the bit and the tongue whereby to secure

9-21
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the bit and having its point end bent or returned along root of the teat , said chamber having openings on its under

the front edge of the tongue whereby to lock the bit inside and internal periphery and a pin hole air iplet in its
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external circumference , substantially as and for the purpose

place and to form a protecting cover for the front edge of set forth.

the tongue, as and for the purpose set forth. 4. In a metallic mouthpiece for pneumatic teat cups, a

2. The improvement in saws comprising the blade having raised annular hollow chambered portion with openings in

a throat whose rear wall forms a seat for the bit, anabut- the underside and a slot around the internalperiphery there
ment projecting into the throat in advance of said wall, a of, substantially as and for the purpose set forth and as
bit fitting between the wall and abutment and a key operat- illustrated in figure 5 of the drawings.

ing between the bit and abutment and bent into locking en- 5. In a metallic mouthpiece for pneumatic teat cups , a

gagement with the abutment, substantially as set forth. raised annular hollow chambered portion completely open on

3. The combination of the saw blade having a seat wall its underside and having a series of holes on its internal

for a bit,anabutment in advance of said seatwall, a bit periphery, substantially as and for thepurpose set forth and

fitting against said seat wall and a key operating between as illustrated in figure2 of the drawings.
the bit and abutment and having its point end bent along the

front wall of the abutmentwhereby to protect the same No. 101,017. Track Sander. Appareil à sabler la voie .
from wear, substantially as set forth.

4. The combination of the saw blade having a seat wall

for the bit and an abutment in advance thereof, the bit

fitting said seat wall and the key initially of greater thick

res than the saw blade and applied between the bit and

abutment and swaged laterally into engagement therewith

and bent longitudinally over the outer end of said abutment ,

substantially as set forth .

5. The combination of the saw blade having a throat

whose rear wall forms a seat for the bit , and said blade be

ing provided with an integral tongue projecting into the

throat in advance of the said seat wall , the bit fitting

against the seat wall and having opposite the said tongue

a recess for the locking key , and the locking key operating

between the tongue and bit and bent at its point end along

the front edge of the tongue, substantially as set forth. Migd.

6. The combination of the saw blade having a seat wall

for a bit an abutment tongue in advance thereof and hay

ing its edges chamfered, the bit fitting against said seat wall

and recessed in its edge opposite the abutment tongue and

the key operating between the bit and abutment tongue

and initially of greater thickness than the said tongue and
Figa. Peg.s.

swaged laterally into locking engagement with the cham

fered edges thereof and bent longitudinally over the outer

end of said abutment tongue , substantially as set forth.

7. A saw blade having a throat whose rear wall forms a 'ng

seat for the bit and having an integral tongue projecting
into the throat in advance o he said seat wall , the bit Papanda

fitting against said seat wall and the key operating between

the bit and the integral tongue in advance thereof and bent

into engagement with the outer end of said tongue sub

stantially as set forth .

Fig.5 . 101019

No. 101,016. Mouthpiece for Pneumatic Teat Cups.

Embouchure de godet pneumatique pour les dents .
John Henry Hanlon , Somerville , Massachusetts, U.S.A. , 18th

September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 14th August, 1906. Re

Alexander Gillies , Gulong, Victoria , Australia, 18th Septem- ceipt No. 138.699.

ber, 1906: 6 years . Filed 20th April, 1906. Receipt No. Claim . - 1. The improved air nozzle for track sanders , hav .

135,094. ing a tapering end for engagement with a socket wrench.

Claim . - 1. An improved mouthpiece for pneumatic teat cups 2. The improved air nozzle for track sanders , having one

made of a substantially rigid substance such as metal , and end tapering for engagement with a socket wrench and the

having a hollow chamber the underside of which is in com- other end screw -threaded for engagement with the body of

munication with the suction in the cup , and the inner peri- the sander.

shery of which is formed with openings, substantially as and 3. In a track sander, the combination of a sand collector ,

for the purpose set forth .
an air discharge nozzle and a scale collector within the said

2. An improved mouthpiece for pneumatic teat cups made air discharge nozzle.

of metal having a flange to fit substantially round the top of 4. In a track sander , the combination of a sand collector ,
the teat cup , and a raised hollow chamber which substanti- an air nozzle screwed into the interior of the said sand col .

ally encircles the root of the teat, said chamber having open- iector, and a scale collector within the said. air nozzle screw
lugs on its under side and internal periphery, substantially ed to the interior thereof.

as and for the purpose set forth . 5. The improved air nozzle for sand collectors, comprising
3. An improved mouthpiece for pneumatic teat cups made a nozzle body, having an air aperture and an enlarged bore,

of a substantially rigid substance such as metal , having a and a scale collector within the said enlarged bore having an

flange to fit substantially round the top of the teat cup, and exterior diameter less than the interior diameter of the said

A raised hollow chamber which substantially encircles the ' nnlarged bore.
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6. The improved air nozzle for sand collectors comprising 4. A grain treating device comprising the combination of

a nozzle body having an air aperture , an enlarged bore and a a solution receiving receptacle provided with a slot in one

scale collector within the said enlarged bore provided with or its walls , a grain receiving receptacle pivotally supported

air apertures in the form of slits . within the solution receptacle, a handle on the grain receiv

7. The improved air nozzle for sand collectors comprising ing receptacle adapted to lie within said slot, and a guard

a nozzle body having an air aperture , an enlarged bore and a lip secured to the grain receiving receptacle, the latter of

scale collector within the said enlarged bore provided with which is provided with perforations .

air apertures in the form of slits and circular holes.

8. The improved clean -outdevice for track sanders, which No. 101,019. Shirt. Chemise.

comprises a tube enclosing the air nozzle and reaching from

the exterior of the clean -out to a point back of the air inlet

holes.

9. The improved air discharge nozzle for track sanders hav

ing its air discharge aperture counterbored to prevent the

admission of sand to the interior of the air discharge nozzle.

10. The improved means for preventing the wear of sand

discharge pipes comprising a cushion or buffer of sand col

lected in a suitable pocket.

11. The improved means for preventing the wear of sand

discharge pipes which consists in a pocket opposite the point
1

of discharge in which sand may collect and form a cushion
or buffer .

12. The improved means for preventing the wear of sand

discharge pipes which consists of a Y -connection, one branch

of which serves as a pocket opposite the point of discharge

in which the sand collects to form a cushion or buffer, and

the other branch of which is connected to the sand discharge

pipe.

13. The improved means for preventing the wear of sand

discharge pipes which consists of a Y -connection, one branch

of which serves as a pocket opposite the point of discharge

in which the sand collects to form a cushion or buffer, and F0.3

the other branch of which is connected to the sand discharge

pipe , the angle between the said branches of the Y -connec

tion being relatively small .

14. In a track sanding device , the combination with a sand

dome , of a sand collector , an ingress hole through the said

sand dome , and a hood above the said ingress hole and

shielding the said ingress hole from a flow of sand from

within the said sand dome . 11879

15. In a track sanding device , the combination with a sand

dcme , of a sand collector , an ingress hole through the said
sand dome, whereby access may be had to the sand inlet Mato FitmauriceMaloney, Norfolk , Nebraska, U.S.A. , 18th

holes in the sand collector , and a hood above the said ingress
September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 20th August , 1906. Re

hole and shielding the said ingress hole from a flow of sand
ceipt No. 138,837 .

from within the said sand dome. Claim.—The herein described shirt provided with shoulder

straps 5 providing a series of loops, slits formed at opposite

sides of the front and in the center of the back for the sus

No. 101,018. Grain Treating Apparatus.
pender ends , and flaps 8 for covering said slits , in combina

Appareil pour traiter le grain , tion with suspenders having the ends passed through the

slits, and fastening devices 7 for holding the suspender ends

within the slits , substantially as described.

No. 101,020. Track Laying Machine.

Machine à poser les voies de chemins de fer.

79.1.
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John Livingstone Hathaway, West Hill , Turtle Mountain ,

Manitoba, Canada, 18th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed

101027

23rd August , 1906. Receipt No. 138,934.

Claim.-1. A grain treating device comprising the combina- Charles Oscar Wescott , Puyallup, Washington , U.S.A., 18th
tion of a receptacle , a second receptacle pivoted to the first September , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 20th August, 1906. Re

receptacle and provided with a round wall , and a perforated ceipt No. 138,827.

wall . Claim .-- 1 . In a track laying machine the combination of a

2. A grain treating device comprising the combination of car platform , a supporting structure secured thereto and ex

a receptacle, a second receptacle pivoted to the first recep - tending forward therefrom , a track secured to one side of

tacle, provided with a perforated end wall and a rounded bot- said structure, a carriage sliding on said track , a cable

tom and side, and a guard lip secured to said perforated secured to the rear end of said carriage , means for pulling

wall. said cable rearward , two sheaves mounted at the ends of

3. In a grain treating device the combination comprising said carriage, a double ended cable passing over said sheaves

a receptacle, provided with openings therein , a grain recep- and extending forward along said track, rail gripping means

tacle disposed within the first -named receptacle, pintles dis- secured to the ends of said double ended cable, and means

posed through said openings and secured to the grain recep- for pulling said double ended cable forward .

lacle , a guard lip secured on the grain receptacle, and a 2. In a track laying machine the combination of a car plat

handle secured to said grain receptacle, all of said parts be- form , a supporting structure secured thereto , an extension

ing constructed of a non - corrodible material. of said supporting structure hinged to the forward end
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thereof and adapted to extend forward thereof and to be with inclined faces, and vertical knives arranged to cut the

folded back there beside, and means supported by said struc- vertical walls of the seat .

ture whereby rails may be raised , transported, or lowered.

3. In a track laying machine the combination of a car plat

form , a supporting structure secured thereto and extending

forward therefrom , a track secured to one side of said struc

ture, a carriage sliding on said track, two sheaves mounted

at the ends of said carriage , a cable secured to said carriage ,

a double ended cable passing over said sheaves and support

ing the rail , means actuating said cables in opposite direc

tions, and means controlling said actuating means whereby

their re - actions one on the other will raise , transport or

lower said rail .

4. In a track laying machine the combination of a support

ing structure having a longitudinal track thereon , a carriage

sliding on said track, a cable secured to said carriage, a

cable engaging said carriage and depending therefrom to sup

port a rail , means actuating said cables in opposite direc

tions , and means controlling said actuating means whereby

their re -actions one on the other will control the vertical

position of the suspended rail and the horizontal position of

sliding carriage.

2. A machine for forming rail and chair seats in railway

No. 101,021 . Cold Draft Stop.
sleepers, comprising a frame held upon a rail by means of

Arrêt pour le tirage de l'air froid . keys passed beneath the latter and upon which runs a rack

carriage supporting the rotary cutter , substantially as here
inbefore described.

3. In a machine of the character described maintaining the

sleeper beneath adjustable stops connected to the carriage

by pivoting arms, by means ofa shoe on the end of a lever

adapted to be operated by a screw , substantially as herein

before described .

4. In a machine of the character described , the pinion

operating the carriage rack and the screw for raising

the sleeper to be recessed , by means of a hand wheel the

sleeve of which may be disengaged in order to act either

upon one part or the other, substantially as hereinbefore
de-cribed .

5. In a machine of the character described the combination

and arrangement of parts for automatically effecting the

angular movement of the cutter relatively to the movable

carriage each time the said carriage has completed its for

ward or backward movement , which allows of forming by a

movement in each direction above the sleeper a seat or re

cess the width of which is double the diameter of the cutting
William Andrew Brewster, Edmonton , Alberta , Canada , 18th tools , substantially as hereinbefore described .

September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 23rd November, 1905. 6. In a machine of the character described , the means for

Receipt No. 130,347 . effecting the angular automatic movement of the cutter shaft

Claim .-1 . In an automatic draft stop the combination with comprising two superposed plates the lower one fixed and

the casing and the door, of a flexible strip secured at its up the upper movable , supporting the cutter shaft , the said

per side in proximity to the bottom of the door , and extending riage by catches combined with levers in connection with a
plates being connected during the working stroke of the car

thereacross , said strip having an enlarged lower edge, a re

inforcing crossbar secured to the free portion of the flexible
rod having adjustable stops determining the disengagement

of the plates at the end of the stroke , substantialy as hereinstrip , and on its upper face , and of such dimensions that the
before described.

enlarged portion of the flexible strip extends below the lower
7. In a machine of the character described , mounting theedge of the crossbar, a plurality of spiral compression

catches between the fixed plate and the movable pivotingsprings extending from the door and behind the said cross
plate in slots , the relative position of the two catches debar, and a stop rigidly secured to one of the case uprights, termining in combination with the disengaging levers the

and designed to receive the said crossbar , and press it variable extent of the angular movement of the cutter shaft ,
downwardly and inwardly, until the enlarged portion of the the said catches being adapted to be placed in such a posi
flexible strip comes into surface contact with the base of the

tion as not to effect any angular movement when the recesscasing, when the door is passing to its closed position , lasing operation is to be performed in a single stroke , sub
and for the purpose specified.

stantially as hereinbefore described .
2. In an automatic draft stop the combination with the

casing and the door, of a crossbar extending parallel with No. 101,023. Golf Ball Marker.
and along the inner lower edge of the door , a flexible strip

secured to and passing longitudinally along the said cross Marqueur de boule de golfe.

bar, and extending upwardly and laterally away from the

same , a cross strip above and substantially parallel the here

before mentioned crossbar, means for securing the said cross

strip through the laterally extending portion of the flexible
J.A.C.

strip to the door, a cushioning portion extending along the

lower face of the crossbar, and secured thereto , a plurality

of sprial compression springs extending from the door and

behind the said crossbar, and a stop rigidly secured to one

of the case uprights , and designed to receive the said cross

bar, and press it downwardl
y and inwardly till the cushion

ing member comes into surface contact with the base of the

casing, when the door is passing to its closed position , as and

for the purpose specified .
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No. 101,022. Method of Cutting Rails and Chair

Seats in RailwaySleepers.

Méthode de couper les rails , etc.
TVC

Albert Collet , Paris , France , 18th September, 1906 ; 6 years .

Filed 27th March , 1906. Receipt No. 134,326 . John Campbell Cory, New York City, New York, U.S.A. , 18th

September , 1906 ; 6 yeras . Filed 29th June , 1906 .( 'laim .-1 . A cutting apparatus for forming rail and chair Re

seats in railway sleepers, comprising the combination of a ceipt No. 137,407 .

vertical shaft , arms fixed to the shaft, axles on the arms , Claim.--1 . A golf ball marker comprising a frame having

cutting discs movably disposed on the axles and provided a circular ball seat, a movable die holder, a die secured

-
-
-
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to said holder and a power member adapted to operate said taining briquettes placed in baskets supported within the
die holder and ie , substantially as described . generators , said generators having as small a capacity as

2. A golf ball marker comprising a frame having cir

cular ball seat , a die holder pivoted to said frame and pro

vided with a die having a spherical contour , and a power

member likewise pivoted to the frame and engaging said

die holder for operating the same , substantialy as des

cribed .

3. A golf ball marker comprising a truncated spherical

seat , a movable die holder pivotally mounted adjacent there

to , a die mounted on said holder having raised characters

thereon , and a pivoted power member engaging with said

die holder and adapted to operate the same, substantially a

as described .

4. A golf ball marker comprising a frame having a trun

cated spherical seat, a movable die holder pivotally mounted

on said frame adjacent thereto, and having a die with raised

characters mounted thereon , and power member also

pivoted to said frame and a ball and socket connection

between the die holder, and power member, and a spring

for maintaining the die in its normal position , substantially

as described .
Egh

No. 101,024. Building Block . Bloc de construction .
6

101026

a

possible additional to the space occupied by the briquettes ,

cut - off cocks for said generators , and means for cooling the

same .

3. In an apparatus for the production of oxygen by the

combustion of briquettes in the manner referred to , the

combination of a gas receiver , of one or more independent

generators containing briquettes, pipe connections between

said generators and a purifier placed in front of the gas

receiver , cut-off cocks on the pipe connections and means

for cooling the generators , consisting of a water tank in

which deep the generators and means for ensuring a water

circulation through the tank .

Ill

Fish

14

No. 101,027. Vacuum Device. Appareil de vacuum .

1

2

2
7
0
1
0
1
0

William Edward Henderson , Toronto, Ontario , Canada, 18th

September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 7th February, 1906 .

Receipt No. 132,676.

Claim .- 1 . A composite building block comprising fibre and

plaster of paris suitably mixed and moulded into block form

and having a pertures extending therethrough and tongues

on two of the adjacent sides and grooves on the two ad

jacent sides opposite , as and for the purpose specified .

A wall comprising a plurality of blocks formed uf

fibre and plaster of paris , each block having two tongues

on adjacent sides and two grooves on the opposite adjacent

sides, and an aperture or apertures extending therethrough

as and for the purpose specified.
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No. 101,025. Manufacture of Oxygen Briquettes.

Fabrication de briquettes d'oxygène.

George François Jaubert, Paris, France , 18th September, Sylvester Smith Leonard , Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A., 18th Sep

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 20th April , 1906. Receipt No. tember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 10th May, 1906 . Receipt

135,085 .
No. 135,767.

Claim .-Briquettes with a base of oxygenated salt such as
Claim .-1 . In a device of the class described , the com

a perchlorate of potash or other perchlorates or nitrates
bination with a pump cylinder , a piston movable therein ,

liberating practically pure oxygen by their combustion and
a piston rod secured to the piston and projecting from the

prepared by kneading, in the presence of water or of an
rear of the cylinder, and a handle at the rear end of the pis

other solvent . the said oxygenated salt with a small pro
ton rod, of a frame slidably mounted on the cylinder , a per

portion of pulverulent combustible such as carbon and in foration in the rear end of the frame through which the
ert material , this kneading being followed by the moulding handle can pass and means for locking the frame in its rear

into cakes or briquettes of the paste obtained and by the position.

drying of these briquettes.
2. In a device of the class described, the combination with

a pump cylinder, a piston movable therein , a piston rod

No. 101,026. Oxygen Generator. secured to the piston and projecting from the rear of the

Générateur d'orygène. cylinder , and a handle at the rear end of the piston rod ,

of a frame slidably mounted on the cylinder , a perforation
George François Jaubert, Paris France, 18th September, in the rear end of the frame through which the handle can

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 20th April , 1906. Receipt No. pass , an abutment upon the rear end of the cylinder, and a

135,086.
pin upon the frame adapted to be brought into engagement

claim . - 1. In an apparatus for the production of oxygen with the rear thereof whereby the frame can be locked in

by the combustion of briquettes with a base of oxygenated its rear position .

salts, the combination of a receiver, of independent genera- 3. In a device of the class described, the combination with

tors, of pipe connections between the generator or genera- a pump cylinder , a piston movable therein , a piston rod

tors and the receiver , and a purifier between said parts. secured to the pston and projecting from the rear of the

2. In an apparatus for the production of oxygen by the cylinder, and a handle at the rear of the piston rod , of a

combustion of briquettes with a base of oxygenated salts , frame slidably mounted upon the cylinder, a perforation in
the combination of a receiver, independent generators con- the rear end of the frame through which the handle can
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pass , means for locking the frame in its rear position on therefrom for supplying a lubricant between the several

the cylinder, and a spring adapted to hold the piston nor- clips and the knife, means for automatically supplying a

mally forward . lubricant to said conduit .

4. In a device of the class described, the combination

with a cylinder , a piston movable therein , a piston rod se

cured to the piston and extending rearwardly from the cylin

der and a handle at the rear of the piston rod, of a ring

slidably mounted on the cylinder, rods extending rearwardly

from the ring on opposite sides of the cylinder , a brace con

necting the rear ends of the rods, said brace perforated for

the passage of the handle , an abutment upon the rear end of

the cylinder having a notch in its periphery, and a pin

upon one of the rods adapted to pass through the notch and

engage the rear of the abutment, whereby the frame can be

locked in its rear position . e tiga

5. In a device of the class described, the combination with

a cylinder , a piston movable therein , a piston rod secured

to the piston and extending rearwardly from the cylinder

and a handle at the rear of the piston rod , of a ring slid

ably mounted on the cylinder, rods extending rearwardly

from the ring on opposite sides of the cylinder, a brace con

necting the rear ends of the rod , said brace being perfor

ated for the passage of the handle , an abutment upon the

rear end of the cylinder having a notch in its periphery, 101029

a pin upon one of the rods adapted to pass through the

notch and engage the rear of the abutment whereby the

frame can be locked in its rear position, and a spring exert- catingknifecomprisingcutting sections, guide clipslocated
3. The combination with a mower cutter bar, of a recipro

ing a forward pressure on the piston .
at predetermined points on said cutter bar and engaging

No. 101,028. Carbureter. Carburateur.
sections of said knife, a lubricating conduit extending longi

tudinally of the cutter bar and having passages leading

therefrom for supplying a lubricant between the several

clips and the corresponding knife sections , and means for

automatically supplying a lubricant to said conduit.

4. The combination with a mower cutter bar, of a recipro

cating knife comprising cutting sections , guide clips , lo

cated at predetermined points on said cutter bar and en

gaging sections of said knife, a lubricating conduit beneath

the knife sections extending longtudinally of the cutter bar

and having passages leading therefrom at points below said

clips, the knife sections beneath said clips having holes

therethrough with which said passages register , whereby

the lubricant is supplied between said clips and the knife

sections engaged thereby.

5. In a mower knife, the combination with a knife bar ,

of cutting sections secured to said bar, a longitudinal lubri

cating conduit in said bar extending beneath said sections ,

predetermined sections having holes therethrough, commu

nicating with sai? nduit , whereby the lubricant is sup

plied from said conduit to the upper surface of said sections .

6. In a mower knife , the combination with a knife bar, of

cutting sections secured to said bar, a longitudinal conduit

located within said bar and extending beneath said sections ,

William F. Rothe , East Saint Louis , Illinois , U.S.A. , 18th predetermined sections having holes therethrough communi

September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 10th February , 1906. cating with holes through said conduit, whereby the lubri

Receipt No. 132,783 .
cant is supplied from said conduit to the upper surface of

said sections .
Claim.-1 . A carbureter, comprising a cylindrical member

7. In a mower knife , the combination with a knife bar ,
adapted to be secured to the engine casing, there being anintegral flange helically arranged on the interior of said of a head secured tothe inner head of said bar, a hollow bali

member, means whereby oil is discharged into the cylin- nected , a lubricating conduitcommunicating with said hol
on said head to which a pitman rod is adapted to be con

drical member at the front thereof, and an adjustable mem

ber arranged in the cylindrical member opposite the oil said sections, predetermined sections having holes there
low ball and extending longitudinally within said bar beneath

inlet and provided in its upper end with a recess , substan- through, ocmmunicating with said conduit, and a supply of
tally as specified .

lubricant communicating with said ball .

2.A carbureter, comprising a cylindrical member adapted 8. In a mower kinfe, the combination with a knife bar ,
to be secured to the engine casing, an integral flange heli

cally arranged on the interior of said cylindrical member, ball on said head to which a pitman rod is adapted to be
0 , a head secured to the inner end of said bar , and a hollow

an inlet valve located in the top of the outer end of the connected, said ball having holes leading from the in

cylindrical member in front of the flange therein , an oil terior to the exterior thereof, a lubricating conduit com
inlet tube leading to said valve, a

screw bolt passing municating with said hollow ball and extending longitu
through the outer endof the cylindrical member opposite dinally within saidbar beneath said sections, and a supply
the inlet valve , there being a recess in the upper end of of lubricant communicating with said hollow ball .

said screw bolt, and a lock nut arranged on the screw bolt

outside the cylindrical member, substantially as specified.

No. 101,030. Metal Brazing Composition .

No. 101,029. Mower Cutter Bar. Composition à braser le métal.

Barre de lames de faucheuses. Electus Backus Ward, New York City, New York , U.S.A.,

Welden C. Rarig , Ogden , Utah , U.S.A. , 18th September , 1906 ;
18th September , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 8th May , 1906. Re

6 years. Filed 8th January, 1906. Receipt No. 131,636 .
ceipt No. 135,700 .

Claim .-- 1. The combination with a mower cutter bar, of
Claim .-The herein described composition of matter or

a reciprocating knife mounted thereon , a lubricating con
brazing flux , consisting of sodium carbonate and boracic

duit extending longitudinally of the cutter bar and having acid , substantially as specified.

passages leading therefrom for delivering a lubricant, and

means for reciprocating said conduit relatively to the cut- No. 101,031 . Paint. Peinture.

ter bar thereby distributing the lubricant between the re

latively movable parts of the reciprocating knife and the Jolin Francis Villard and and S. L. Tilley Harrison , assignee

cutter bar.
of a half interest, both of Rexton , New Brunswick , Can

2. Thecombination with a mower cutter bar , of a recipro
ada , 18th September , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 12th May , 1906 .

cating knife mounted thereon , clips engaging said knife for
Receipt No. 135,833 .

guiding the same, a lubricating conduit extending longi- Claim .-1 . The herein described composition of matter

tudinally of the cutter bar, and having passages leading ' which consists of whiting, flour, water and glue cooked into

1
2 D

i
0
2
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2 paste, rossin and Bergundy pitch, white lead and linseed supported by said pipes , and a tube adjustably secured in
oil , colouring mattes , and a drier. the bottom of the drum and passing up into the same and

2. The herein described composition of matter which con- having its lower end encircling the top of the chimney of the

sistsof whiting, flour, water and glue cooked into a paste, lamp.

rosin and Burgundy pitch, beeswax and turpentine, white

lead and linseed oil , colouring matter, and a drier.
No. 101,033. Oxygen Gas Generating Composition.

Composition à générer le gaz d'oxygène.
No. 101,032. Heating and Illuminating Device .

Appareil à chauffer et éclairer. The Roessler and Hasslacher Chemical Company, New York

City, assignee of George Fred. Brindley , Niagara Falls ,

Ontario , Canada, 18th September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed

7th May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,659 .

Claim . - 1 . A composition of matter containing an alkali

peroxide and a metallic oxide.

2. A composition of matter containing a fused alkali per

boʻxide ' and a substance causing a catalytic reaction in the

presence of moisture.

3. A composition of matter containing a fused alkali per

oxide and a metallic oxide .

4. A composition of matter containing sodium peroxide and
a metallic oxide.

5. A composition of matter containing fused sodium per

oxide and a substance causing a catalytic reaction in the

presence of moisture.

6. A composition of matter containing fused sodium per

oxide and a metallic oxide.

7. A composition of matter containing sodium peroxide and

cupric oxide.

8. A composition of matter containing fused sodium per
oxide and cupric oxide.
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No. 101,034. Apparatus for Generating Oxygen
Gas.

Appareil à générer le gaz d'oxygène.

Samuel Shelton St. Hoor, Mary H. Clagett , and William S.

Clagett, each an assignee of a fourth interest, all of

Kansas City, Missouri, U.S.A. , 18th September, 1906 ; 6

years . Filed 1st May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,414.

Claim .-- 1 . A device of the character described , comprising

a casing provided with perforations in its lower portion , a

suitable drum having its lower portion perforated , a conduit

or pipeway communicating at its lower end with the upper

portion of the casing and at its upper end with said drum ,

means for adjustably supporting the drum upon said pipeway

or conduit , and means for heating the air in said drum.

2. A device of the character described, comprising a cas

lng provided with perforations in its lower portion, a suit

able drum having its lower portion perforated, a conduit or

pipeway communicating at its lower end with the upper por

tion of the casing and at its upper end with said drum , and

a heater within the casing .

3. A device of the character described comprising a casing

provided with perforations in its lower portion and with a

door controlled opening, a suitable drum having its lower

portion perforated, a conduit or pipeway communicating at

its lower end with the upper portion of the casing and at

its upper end with said drum , and means for heating the air

in said drum.

4.In a device of the character described, a suitablecasing The Roessler and Hasslacher ChemicalCompany , assignee of
having its lower portion perforated , a drum suitably sup Richard von Foregger , New York City, New York , U.S.A. ,
ported and having its lower portion perforated, a conduit or

pipeway communicating at its lower end with the upper por
18th September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 7th May, 1906. Re

tion of the casing and at its upper end with the drum , a lamp
ceipt No. 135,661.

suitably supported and having its chimney arranged to dis Claim .-- 1 . A generator for oxyegn gas comprising a con

charge into the drum, and an adjustable tube arranged tainer, gas producing means suspended therein, means for

within the drum and having its lower end externally em- controlling the generation of gas by said gas producing

bracing the upper end of the lamp chimney. means and means for controlling the pressure in said con

5. In a device of the character described, a suitable cas
tainer.

ing having its lower portion perforated , a drum suitably 2. A generator for oxygen gas comprising a container, gas

supportedand having its lowerportion perforated , a conduit producing meanssuspended therein, means for controlling
or pipeway communicating at its lower end with the upper the generation of gas by said gas producing means and

portion of the casing and at its upper end with the drum , a means for varying the pressure in said container.

lamp suitably supported and having its chimney arranged to 3. A generator for oxygen gas comprising a container, gas

discharge into the drum , a tube arranged within the arum producing means suspended therein and means for instan

and having its lower end externally embracing the upper taneously starting the generation of gas.
end of the lamp chimney, and a deflecting bell suspended 4. A generator for oxygen gas comprising a container, gas

from the top of the drum and overhanging the upper end of producing means suspended therein and means for instan

said tube . taneously stopping the generation of gas.

6.Inadevice of the character described, a casing having 5. A generator for oxygen gas comprising a container, gas

its lower portion perforated , a drum having its lower por- producing means suspended therein and means for instan

tion perforated , a plurality of conduits or pipeways com- taneously starting and stopping the generation of gas.

municating with the upper portion of the casing, and pro- 6. A generator for oxygen gas comprising a container, gas

jecting upward into the drum , collars on the conduits or pipe- producing means suspended therein and means for generat

ways below the drum to support the latter, a lamp having ing said gas under low pressure in said container.

its chimney arranged to discharge into the drum , and a sup- 7. A generator for oxygen gas comprising a container , gas

port for thelamp above the casing and supported by said producing means suspended therein and means for preserv
conduit or pipeways . ing said gas producing means against decomposition when

7. A device ofthe character described comprising a casing said generator has been closed .

baving a perforated bottom, a drum having a perforated bot- 8. A generator for oxygen gas comprising a portable appar

tom , pipes leading from the casing into the drum, a lamp atus including a container, gas producing means suspended
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therein , means for controlling the generation of gas by said No. 101,036. Method of Obtaining a Soluble

gas producing means and means for controlling the pressure
Glutinous Substance .

on said container . Méthode d'obtenir une substance soluble et gluante.
9. A generator for oxygen gas comprising a container ,

gas producing means suspended therein , means for control- La Compagnie Internationale La Norgine, assignee of Ernest

the generation of gas by said gas producing means, Hermann, both of Paris , France , 18th September, 1906 ; 6

means for varying the pressure in said container and means years . Filed 8th May , 1906. Receipt No. 135,671 .

for drawing off said gas . (' laim .--Method of producing a glutinous substance which

shall be dry , neutral and perfectly soluble , by pressing tang

No. 101,035. Process of Purifying Air.
acid while in a heated state , reducing the resulting product

Procédé pour purifier l'air .
to a powder and subjecting it to the action of ammonia

vapour or treating it with ammonia gas , drying and at the

same time freeing said product from any excess of ammonia

which it may contain , substantially in the manner described .

ید.

No. 101,037. Window Shade Fixture.

Garniture d'abat - jour de fenêtre.20.a.
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The Roessler and Hasslacher Chemical Company, assignee of

Richard von Foregger , both of New York City , and of

George Fred . Brindley, Niagara Falls , Ontario , Canada ,

18th September , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 7th May, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 135,662 .

Claim .-- 1. A process for the regeneration and purification

of air comprising the passing of a continuous stream of air

over a substance adapted to re -act with the humidity of the

air to free oxygen and absorb carbon dioxid .

2. A process for the regeneration and purification of air
comprising the passing of a continuous stream of air over John Franklin Cannon , Mattie Newton Cannon and Fred

an alkaline peroxid .
erick Ernest Beaty , assignee of a halt interest , all of

3. A process for the regeneration and purification of air Erick , Oklahoma , U.S.A. , 18th September, 1906 ; 6 years.

comprising the passing of a continuous stream of air over Filed 18th June , 1906. Receipt No. 137,019 .

fused sodium peroxid . Claim.--1 . A window shade fixture comprising brackets ar

4. A process for the regeneration and purification of air ranged for attachment to the stiles of a window frame, arms
comprising the passing of the air over an alkaline peroxid pivotally connected at one end to said brackets to swing in
and the removing of the carbonates or bi -carbonates formed a vertical plane , a plate connecting the free ends of said

during the re - action .
arms , said arms being provided with sockets for the recep

5. A process for the regeneration and purification of air tion of the gudgeons of a shade roller , and one of said arms

comprising the passing of the air over an alkaline peroxid being provided on its innerface with a stud and on its outer
whereby the humidity of the air decomposes the peroxid face with a pin or lug, an actuating rod secured to the stud

generating oxygen and absorbing carbon dioxid and the re whereby the arms may be raised and lowered , a spring catch

moving of the carbonates or bi-carbonates formed on the projecting out from the face of one stile and provided with

peroxid by the re - action . an orifice in which the lug on the outer face of said arm is

6. A process for the regeneration and purification of air designed to snap and an actuating cord secured to said catch

comprising the generating of oxygen gas and the absorbing and designed to draw the same outwardly from engagement

of carbon dioxid by the re - action of the humidity contained
with said lug.

in the air on sodium peroxid and continuously removing the 2. A window shade fixture comprising brackets designed for
coating of carbonate of bi-carbonate formed by the re -action . attachment to the stiles of a window frame , arms pivoted in

7. A process for the regeneration and purification of air
said brackets to swing in a vertical plane and provided at

omprising the continuous generation of oxygen gas and ab their free ends with sockets designed to receive the gudgeons

sorption of carbon dioxid by the re -action of the humidity of a shade roller, an L - shaped plate permanently connected

contained in the air on an alkaline peroxid .

8.A process for the regeneration and purification of air nection to the outer end of the other arm whereby said arm
at one end to one of said arms and having a detachable con

comprising the generating of oxygen and absorbing of car
bon dioxid from the air by decomposing fused sodium peroxid niay be sprung outwardly with relation tothe plate tose

cure the shade roller in place and remove it also , an actu

or peroxid in any other form , by the humidity contained in
ihe air and continuously removing the coating of carbonates ating rod secured to one of said arms , said latter arm being

or bi-carbonatesformed by the re-action with sodium providedon its outer facewith a lug, an angular spring catch

projecting out from one stile and provided with an orifice in
peroxid .

comprising the passing of the air over an alkaline peroxid the free end of said catch , an eye or loop being provided on

9.A process for the regeneration and purification of air which the lug is designed to snap whereby to hold the arms

in raised position , and an actuating cord or cable secured to

whereby the humidity of the air decomposes the peroxid

generating oxygen and absorbing carbon dioxid , removing catch and through which the cord or cable passes .
the stile adjacent to and in horizontal alignment with said

the carbonates of bi - carbonates formed on the peroxid by the

the re-action and the regulating of the degree of humidity to No. 101,038. Window Screen . Ecran de fenêtre.
which the peroxid is exposed .

10. A process for the regeneration and purification of air
comprising the passing of the air overan alkaline peroxid Joseph W. Adams, Pasadena, California , U.S.A., 18th Septem

whereby the humidity of the air decomposes the peroxid
ber , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 7th June , 1906. Receipt No.

generating oxygen and absorbing carbon dioxid , removing
136,635 .

the carbonates of bi - carbonates formed on the peroxid by the C'la im.--1 . The combination with a window having a verti

re -action and the regulating of the generation of oxygen . cal groove , of a screen frame having a furrow along its verti

11. A process for the regeneration and purification of air cal edge, a rigid strip mounted in the furrow and engaging

comprising the passing of the air over an alkaline peroxid within the groove of the window , a spring within the screen

whereby the humínity of the air recomposes the peroxid gen- trame arranged to hold the strip normally in engagement

( rating oxygen and absorbing carbon dioxid and removing with the groove, a link engaging the strip and extending

the carbonates or bi-carbonates formed on the peroxid by transversely through the screen frame, a cam engaging the

the re - action , sufficient oxygen being generated to restore linkand the face ofthe screen frame and meanswhereby the

the air to normal conditions and to destroy the toxic ele . cam may be manipulated to draw the strip out of the groove
ments of the vitiated air . and retain it wholly within the furrow of the screen.

-
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2. A window screen comprising a frame having furrows curtain roller bracket extending laterally from the other end

formed along its opposite vertical edges , a rigid strip mount- and a vertical socket between the plate and bracket, and a
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standard supported in said socket and having means at its

ed and laterally movable within each furrow and with a longi- free end for supporting a curtain .pole .

tudinal edge protruding normally beyond the lines of the 3. The herein described device comprising a plate having

frame, a spring mounted in the frame and exerting pressure
means for attachment to a window and with one end bent

against the inner edge of the strip . a link connected with laterally for bearing beneath the window casing and with a

the strip and extending transversely through the frame and curtain roller bracket extending laterally from the other end

ar eccentric connected with the link and extending opposite and a vertical socket between the plate and bracket and with

the strip and arranged upon manipulation to draw and hold one side open , a standard supported in said socket and pro

the strip wholly within the furrow and against the tension vided with means at the free ends for supporting a curtain

of the spring. pole , and a tongue extending from said plate transversely of

said socket and bearing upon the standard supported therein .

No. 100,039. Hanger for Curtain Poles and Shade
Rollers . No. 101,041 . Cathode Plate . Plaque de cathode.

Console opur bâtons de rideaux et rouleau d'abat - jour.
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Harry Cross Hubbell , East Orange , New Jersey , U.S.A. , 18th

September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 25th June, 1906. Receipt

No. 137,264 .

Claim .-- 1. A storage battery cathode composed of hair

like fibers of nickel interwined and embedded in a mass of

pickel oxid , forming a plastic mat or cake .

Milo A. Elliott, Waterville , Maine, U.S.A. , 18th September,
2. A cathode comprising hair - like fibers of nickel and a

mass of plastic nickel oxid formed into a mat - like body.
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 28th June , 1906. Receipt No. 137,366 .

3. A battery plate composed of nickel filaments interlocked
Claim .-A reversible and adjustable hanger for curtain in a mass of nickel oxid in a pasty or dough- like condition

pcles and shade rollers comprising two brackets disposed at and forming a mat or cake.

right angles to each other, the brackets having bearings or 4. A cathode consisting of hair - like nickel fibers mixed and

supports for the shade roller upon upper and lower edges interwined with a mass of nickel and inserted in a wire

thereof respectively , one of said brackets having a support gauze pocket or sack.

for the shade roller at the end of said bracket and length

wise therewith , substantially as and for the purpose set | No. 101,042. Trap for Sewer Pipes.
forth.

Trappe de tuyau d'égout.

No. 101,040. Curtain Pole. Bâton de rideau. Leon Jodoin , Montreal , Quebec, Canada, 18th September, 1906 ;

6 years . Filed 3rd May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,500.

Edson B. French , Helena , Montana , U.S.A. , 18th September,
Claim .--- 1 . The combination with a sewer pipe and a valve

1906; 6 years. Filed 7th June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,629. ' for closing the same, of an auxiliary duct communicating

Claim . - 1. The herein described device comprising a plate with such sewer pipe and containing a float, and means oper

having means for attachment to a window and with one end atively connecting such float to the valve, substantially as

bent laterally for bearing beneath the window casing and described and for the purpose set forth.

with a curtain shade roller bracket extending laterally from 2. The combination with a street sewer, a house branch

the other end and with a vertical socket between the bracket pipe connected thereto , and a downwardly projecting circular

and plate , and a standard supported in said socket and hay . seat within the uppor end of such branch , of an auxiliary duct

ing means at its free end for supporting a curtain pole . cast in one with the house branch pipe and containing a ball

2. The herein described device comprising a plate having float, a valve hinged adjacent to the seat , and a curved rod

means for attachment to a window and with one end bent pivotally connected to such float and valve, substantially as
laterally for bearing beneath the window casing and with a described and for the purpose set forth . "

9--22
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3. The combination of street sewer b, house branch c, duct 5. In a chair the combination with a frame and a back

d , port d ', partition f , slit f valve 9 , lugs g' , lugs h, bracket i , hingedly secured thereto, of a pair of pivotal members
secured to said chair having a longitudinal slot therein and

teeth projecting into said slot , and means for engaging the

teeth in said slot and securing the back of the chair, as and

for the purpose specified.

No. 101,044. Fly Frightener. Chasse -mouche.
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ball float k , curved rod m , valve seat q , rubber gasket r , and

Ic movable side portion t , substantially as described and for

the purpose set forth .

No. 101,043. Chair. Fauteuil

.
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Thomas J. Merryman , Lincoln , Nebraska , U.S.A. , 18th Sep

tember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 27th March , 1906. Receipt

No, 134,331 .

Claim.-1 . In a device of the class described, the combina

tion with a door frame and door, of movable insect frighten

ing devices , one mounted upon the vertical side of the door

frame and outside thereof , and the other mounted upon the

top of said door frame and outside thereof, and a continuous

cable wound around both said devices and attached to said
door.

2. In a device of the class described, the combination with

a door frame and door, of movable insect frightening devices ,

one mounted upon the vertical side of the door frame and

outside thereof, and the other mounted upon the top of said

door frame and outside thereof, a continuous cable wound

around both said devices and attached to said door, and a

spring secured to one end of said cable.

3. In a device of the class described , the combination with

a door frame and door, of a plurality of rotatable insect

frightening devices mounted one upon the door and the other

upon the door frame , and common means for simultaneously

rotating said devices.

Jacob Stadelbauer Enechtel, Hanover, Ontario , Canada , 18th 4. In a device of the class described , the combination with

September, 1906; 6 years . Filed 1st June , 1906. Receipt a door frame and door, of an insect frightening device mov

No. 136,473 . ably mounted on the door frame, a separate fly frightening

Claim .-1 . In a chair the combination with a frame having device mounted to rotate upon the door, and means for simul

a hinged back and a recess from the rear end in each of the taneously moving both devices upon the opening of the said

side pieces thereof, of a pair of racks pivotally secured to door,

the chair back at one end and adapted to recede into said re 5. In a device of the class described , the combination with

cesses, and a pin extending across each of the said recesses a door frame and door, of an insect frightening device mount

at the open end thereof and engaging said racks , as and for ed on the door frame, an insect frightening device mounted

the purpose specified . on the door, one of said devices consisting of a shaft, spiral

2. In a chair the combination with a frame having a hinged wings arranged longitudinally of and secured to the shaft ,

back and a recess from the rear end in each of the side said wings having looped portions projecting on opposite

pieces thereof, ofa pair of racks pivotally secured to the sides of the shaft,and means for simultaneously operating
chair back at one end and adapted to recede into said re- the frightening devices upon the opening of the door, said

cesses having a longitudinal slot thereinand teeth project means having an engagement with the shaft for actuating the
ing downwardly from the upper edge of said slot , and a pin same .

extending across each of the said recesses at the open end 6. In a device of the class described, the combination with

thereof and passing through the slot in said racks, as and a door frame and door , of a movable insect frightening de
for the purpose specified . vice separately mounted on each , each of said devices in

3. In a chair the combination with a frame having a hinged cluding a rotary shaft having a pulley , and a single cable

back and a vertical longitudinal recess from the rear end in passing about the pulleys of both shafts and having a mov

each of the side pieces thereof, of a pair of racks pivotally able resistance at one end .

secured to the chair back at one end and adapted to recede 7. In a device of the class described, the combination with

into said recesses having a longitudinal slot therein and a door frame and door, of an insect frightening device mount

teeth projecting downwardly from the upper edge of saided on the door frame and including a vibratory shaft having

slot and a rearwardly projecting portion beyond said slot, a drum , another insect frightening device mounted on the

and a pin extending across each of said recesses at the open dcor and including a shaft having a pulley, a cable having

end thereof and passing through the slot in said racks and one end wrapped upon the drum , said cable passing about

engaging the teeth therein, as and for the purpose specified. the pulley, and a weight attached to the other end of the

4. In a chair in combination with a frame having recesses pulley.

in each of the side pieces thereof and a back hingedly secured 8. In a device of the class described , the combination with

thereto, a pair of pivotal members secured to said back and a door frame and door, of a shaft journalled along the top
adapted to recede into said recesses and presenting an un- of the frame and having wings secured thereto , an upright

broken outer edge and having a longitudinal slot therein and shaft journalled along one side of the frame and having

ieeth projecting into said slot from the upper edge , and wings, a shaft journalled upon the door and having wings ,

means secured 10 said frame to engage the slot in the said and a cable having a movable end , said cable passing about

pivotal members for securing the back of the chair , as and the various shafts to simultaneously operate the same when

for the purpose specified. the door is moved .
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No. 101,045. Sewer Cleaning Device. closure near one end of the said device , and a detachable

Appareil à nettoyer les égouts.
cover, and means for securing said detachable cover to said

trough-shaped body, substantially as and for the purpose

set forth .

7. A sewer cleaning device comprising a trough-shaped

body having forwardly and outwardly projecting and sharp

scoop-shaped charging or cutting ends pointed at their low

est portions, a closure near one end of the said device, a

detachable cover, and means for securing said detachable

cover to said trough -shaped body, substantially as and for

org the purpose set forth .

8. A screw cleaning device comprising a trough-shaped

body having a forwardly projecting and sharp charging or

cutting end pointed at its lowest portion , a swinging gate

or door in one end of said trough -shaped body portion adapt

ed to open inwardly into said trough-shaped body portion ,

a detachable cover, and means for securing said detachable

cover to said trough -shaped body portion, substantially as
and for the purposes set forth .

9. A sewer cleaning device comprising a trough-shaped

body portion having forwardly and outwardly projecting

and sharp scoop-shaped charging or cutting ends pointed

at their lowest portions, a swinging gate or door in one end

of said trough-shaped body portion adapted to open in

wardly into said trough- shaped body portion , a detachable

cover, and means for securing said detachable cover to said

trough -shaped body portion , substantially as and for the
purposes set forth .

10. A sewer cleaning device comprising a trough-shaped

Robert Shannon , Jersey City, New Jersey, U.S.A., 18th Sep- body having a forwardly projecting and sharp scoop -shaped
tember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 8th May , 1906. Receipt No. charging or cutting end pointed at its lowest portion, a

135,701.
detachable cover, and means for securing said detachable

Claim .--- 1. A sewer cleaning device comprising an open
cover to said trough -shaped body, consisting essentially of

topped andtrough-shaped body portion having a sharp charg, and movable bolts slidably arranged at the opposite end
fixed bolts secured upon one end of said detachable cover.

ing or cutting end formed by a pair of segmental edges of

the body meeting in a sharp point , said point lying in the
of said detachable cover, said trough-shaped body portion

plane of the base of said body , and a swinging gate or door
being provided with holes for the reception of said bolts ,

back of said charging or cutting end in one end of said substantiallyas and for the purposes set forth .

trough -shaped body portion adapted to open inwardly into
11. A sewer cleaning device comprising a trough -shaped

said trough -shaped body portion, the said gate or door and scoop-shaped charging or cutting ends pointed at their low
body having forwardly and outwardly projecting and sharp

charging end forming an auxiliary scoop, substantially as
est portions , a detachable cover, and means for securing

and for the purposes set forth .

2. Asewer cleaning device comprising an open -topped and ing essentially of fixed bolts secured upon one end of sadd
said detachable cover to said trough-shaped body, consist

trough - shaped body portion having forwardly and rearwardly detachable cover, and movable bolts slidably arranged at the

projecting and sharp scoop-shaped charging or cutting ends

formed by segmental marginal edges meeting in sharp points body portion being provided with holes for the reception of
opposite end of said detachable cover, said trough-shaped

at the opposite ends of the body , said points lying in tha
said bolts, substantially as and for the purposes set forth .

plane of the base of said body, and a swinging gate or door 12. A sewer cleaning device comprising a trough -shaped

back of said rear charging or cutting end in one end of said body portionhaving a forwardly projecting and sharp charg

trough -shaped body portion adapted to open inwardly into ing or cutting end pointed at its lowest portion , a swinging

said trough -shaped body portion adapted to open inwardly gate or door in one end of said trough -shaped body portion

irto said trough -shaped body portion, said gate or door and adapted t open inwardly into said trough -shaped body por

rear charging or cutting end forming an auxiliary scoop , tion, a etachable cover , and means for securing said detach
aubstantially as and for the purposes set forth . able cover to said trough-shaped body portion , consisting

3. A sewer cleaning device comprising an open -topped and essentially of fixed bolts secured upon one end of said

trough - shaped body portion having a sharp scoop -shaped detachable cover, and movable bolts slidably arranged at
body charging or cutting end formed by a pair of segmental the opposite end of said detachable cover, said trough - shap

marginal edges of the body meeting in a sharp point, said ed body portion being provided with holes for the reception

point lying in the plane ofthe base of said body, a swinging of said bolts,substantiallyas and for the purposes set
gate or door back of said charging or cutting end in one end forth.

of said trough -shaped body portion adapted to open inwardly 13. A sewer cleaning device comprising a trough - shaped

into said trough-shaped body portion , the said gate or door body portion having forwardly and outwardly projecting and

and charging end forming an auxiliary scoop , and means to sharp scoop- shaped charging or cutting ends pointed at

prevent said gate or door from swinging in an outward direc- | their lowest portions, a swinging gate or door in one end of

tion , substantially as and for the purposes set forth. said trough -shaped body portion adapted to open inwardly

4. A sewer cleaning device comprising an open-topped and into said trough -shaped body portion , a detachable cover ,

trough -shaped body portion having forwardly and rearwardly and means for securing said detachable cover to said trough

projecting and sharp scoop -shaped charging or cutting ends shaped body portion , consisting essentially, of fixed bolts

formed by segmental marginal edges meeting in sharp points secured upon one end of said detachable cover , and movable

at the opposite ends of the body, said points lying in the bolts slidably arranged at the opposite end of said detach

plane of the base of said body , a swinging gate or door back able cover, said trough- shaped body portion being provided

of the said rear charging or cutting end on one end of said with holes for the reception of said bolts , substantially as

trough -shaped body portion adapted to open inwardly into and for the purposes set forth.

said trough-shaped body portion , said gate or door and rear 14. A sewer cleaning device comprising a scoop-shaped

charging or cutting end forming an auxiliary scoop , and body adapted to be drawn through a sewer to collect ob

means to prevent said gate or door from swinging in an out- structions, a closure near one end of said device , and a

ward direction , substantially as and for the purposes set cover detachably connected with said scoop - shaped body to

forth. produce a bucket, substantially as and for the purposes set

5. A screw cleaning device comprising an open - topped and forth .
trough -shaped body portion having a sharp charging or cut- 15. A sewer cleaning device comprising a scoop-shaped

ting end formed by a pair of segmental edges of the body body, draft links pivotally connected with each end of said

meeting in a sharp point, said point lying in the plane of body for drawing said body through a sewer to collect ob

the base of said body, a swinging gate or door back of said structions , a closure near one end of said device , and a

charging or cutting end in one end of said trough-shaped cover detachably connected with said scoop -shaped body to

body portion , the said gate or door and charging end form- produce a bucket , substantially as and for the purposes set

ing an auxiliary scoop, means to prevent said gate or door forth .
from swinging in an outward direction , and shoes secured 16. A sewer cleaning device comprising a scoop - shaped

upon the bottom of said trough-shaped body portion , sub- body adapted to be drawn through a sewer to ccllect ob

stantially as and for the purpose set forth . structions , a closure near one end of said device, a cover

6. A sewer cleaning device comprising a trough - shaped detachably connected with said scoop - shaped body to pro

body having a forwardly projecting and sharp scoop -shaped duce a bucket, and means for securing said cover in posi

charging or cutting end pointed at its lowest portion, a ' tion , consisting essentially of fixed bolts secured upon one
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end of said detachable cover, and movable bolts slidably 5. In an electric furnace of the class described the arrange

arranged at the opposite end of said detachable cover , said ment that the groove intended for reception of the material

scoop - shaped body being provided with holes for the re- to be treated and which extends into the blast furnace or

ception of said bolts, substantially as and for the purposes smelting furnace be covered with a vault or plates of fire

set forth . proof materials , so that canals or passages be formed ex

17. A sewer cleaning device comprising a scoop -shaped tending into the blast furnace, said canals or passages be

body, draft links pivotally connected with each end of said ing connected with a pipe for introducing suitable gases,
body for drawing said body through a sewer to collect ob- as for instance gases containing carbon monoxide , into the

structions , a closure near one end of the said device, a blast furnace or the smelting furnace.
cover detachably connected with said scoop-shaped body to 6. In an electric furnace of the class described two or

produce a bucket, and means for securing said cover in more grooves each of which being arranged to partly enclose

position , consisting essentially of fixed bolts secured upon a leg of the iron core belonging to one and the same trans

one end of said detachable cover , and movable bolts slid- former or a leg of each of several separate electric trans

ably arranged at the opposite end of said detachable cover, formers, said grooves being connected with each other by
said scoop -shaped body being provided with holes for the means of other grooves arranged parallel to and near each

reception of said bolts , substantially as and for the pur- other in such a way that the first -mentioned grooves together

poses set forth . with the last -mentioned one form an endless groove , a blast

18. A sewer cleaning device comprising a scoop - shaped furnace or other similar furnace located above the parts of
body adapted to be drawn through a sewer, to collect ob- said groove that are placed parallel to and near each other
structions, a hinged gate near one end of the said device , through the hearth of which furnace the last -mentioned parts

and a projection extending from said gate to prevent the of the groove pass.

gate sticking by suction , substantially as and for the pur- 7. In an electric furnace of the class described the arrange

poses set forth . ment of a basin for collecting the smelted material , said

basin being connected with the groove or grooves intended

No. 101,046. Electric Smelting Furnace.
for reception of the material to be smelted and located about

at the middle of the parts of said groove or grooves that are
Haut fourneau électrique. arranged parallel to and near each other, said basin being

further so arranged as to form a neutral point.

8. In an electric furnace of the class described the arrange

ment that the primary coil of the transformer is placed on

the lower part of those parts of the core of the transformer

that connect its vertical legs with each other or eventually

that a primary coil be placed at the same time on both the

said lower part and on the adjacent part of the leg not en

closed by the smelting groove or secondary coil.
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No. 101,047. Concentrator. Concentrateur.
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E. A. A. Gronwall, A. R. Lindbald , and 0. Stalhane , co -in

ventors, all of Ludvika, Sweden, 18th September, 1906 ; F55.2
6 years . Filed 5th May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,591 .

Claim . - 1. An electric furnace comprising a static electric

transformer, an endless groove arranged so as to enclose

one or two legs of the said transformer and intended for the

reception of the material to be heated or smelted which

material itself or eventually other conductors placed in said

groove , forms the secondary coil of the transformer, said

groove being thus arranged, that parts of the same are plaoed

substantially parallel to and near each other so as to form

-
or projections etxending from those parts of the

groove that are bent round the leg or legs of the trans

former and for inducing alternate current in the material

forming the secondary coil.

2. Inan electric furnace of the class described the arrange
E. Peters and G. F. Bander, Seattle , Washington , and

ment of two or more electric transformers combined with Alexander D. Campbell , Van Asselt, Washington , U.

each other by a common secondary coil formed by an endless
S.A. , co - inventors, 18th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed

groove enclosing a leg of the iron cores of each of the trans
24th July, 1906. Receipt No. 138,117.

formers and charged with the material to be heated, said Olaim . - 1 . In apparatus of the class described , the com

groove being thus arranged that parts of the same are placed bination with the chute, and of a frame adapted to be placed

substantially parallel to and near each other so as to form within said chute , said frame being formed with sides and

a projection or arm , connecting said parts of the groove with a top with alternately disposed riffies and deflector bars

each other that are bent around the said legs of the cores of which are arranged in different planes.

the transformer.
2. In apparatus of the class described the combination with

3. In an electric smelting furnace of the class described , the the chute , of a frame adapted to be placed within said chute ,

combination of the groove intended for the reception of the said frame being formed with sides and a top with alter

material to be treated with a blast furnace or other smelting nately disposed riffies and deflector bars which are ar

furnace in such a way that parts of the said groove extend ranged in different planes, and a layer of fabric intermed

into or pass through the hearth of said blast furnace or iate the frame and the bottom of the chute .

smelting furnace. 3. In apparatus of the class described the combination with

4. In an electric furnace of the class described the com- the chute having a cleat at its delivery end , of a frame

bination of two grooves intended for reception of material adapted to be placed within said chute, said frame being

to be treated and each provided with parts arranged parallel formed with sides and a top with alternately disposed riffies

to and near each other so that said parts form relatively and deflector bars which are arranged in different planes ,

long arms or projections, said grooves being located the one and a layer of fabric intermediate the frame and the bottom

higher than the other and connected with each other by of the chute.

suitable means for tapping off smelted mass from the one 4. In apparatus of the class described the combination with

into the other , the higher one of said grooves eventually ex- the chute having a cleat at its delivery end , and a hopper

tends into or passes through the hearth of a blast furnace provided with a discharge opening communicating with the

or other smelting furnace, one or more transformers either chute, of a frame adapted to be placed within said chute,

common to both the said or more trans- said frame being formed with sides and a top with alter

formers arranged separately for each of the grooves for in- nately disposed riflies and deflector bars which are arranged

ducing alternate electric current in the conducting material in different planes, and a layer of fabric intermediate the

placed in said grooves. frame and the bottom of the chute.

or one
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5. In apparatus of the class described the combination with elevating said gate, and pairs of tread bars arranged upon

the chute having a cleat at its delivery end , and a hopper opposite sides of said gates and having their outer ends

provided with a discharge opening communicating with the pivotally connected to the track rails and their inner ends

chute, of a frame adapted to be placed within said chute , said loosely pivoted to said gate , substantially as described.

frame being formed with side and a top with alternately

disposed riffies and deflector bars which are arranged in dif No. 101,049. Tobacco Pipe Stem Cleaner.
ferent planes , a layer of fabric intermediate the frames and

the bottom of the chute , and a gate for said discharge open Nettoyeur de pipe de tabac.

ing.

6. In an apparatus of the class described , the combination

with the chute having a cleat at its delivery end , and a

hopper provided with a discharge opening communicating

with the chute , of a frame adapted to be placed within said

chute and extend into said discharge opening, said frame

being formed with sides and a top with alternately disposed

riffles and deflector bars which are arranged in different

planes, a layer of fabric intermediate the frame and the

bottom of the chute , and a grate for said discharge open

ing.

7. In apparatus of the class described the combination

with the chute having a cleat at its delivery end, and a

hopper provided with a discharge opening communicating

with the chute , of a frame adapted to be placed within

said chute and extend into said discharge opening, said

frame being formed with sides and a top with alternately

disposed riffles and deflector bars which are arranged in

different planes , a layer of fabric intermediate the frame

and the bottom of the chute, a grate for said discharge

opening, and a gate for the delivery end of the frame .

8. In apparatus of the class described, the combination

with the chute having a cleat at its delivery end , and a

hopper provided with a discharge opening communicating

with the chute , of a frame adapted to be placed within

said chute and extend into said discharge opening, said

frame being formed with sides and a top with alternately

disposed riffles and deflector bars which are arranged in

different planes , a packing piece for making a non-leakable

joint between the hopper and the frame , a layer of fabric

intermediate the frame and the bottom ofthe chute , a Benjamin Franklin Eshelman, Tacoma, Washington, U.S.A. ,

gate for said discharge opening, and a gate for the delivery
18th September , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 26th June , 1906 .

end of the frame. Receipt No. 137,313 .

Claim . - 1 . In a pipe the combination of a bowl , a stem hay

No. 101,048. Railway Gate.
ing two smoke passages therein , a mouthpiece having a sin

gle passage therein adapted to connect with either one of
Barrière de chemin de fer.

said smoke passages, and a cleaner secured to said mouth

piece and adapted to enter and to dry out the smoke passage

with which said mouthpiece passage is not connected.

2. In a pipe the combination of a stem having smoke pass

ages therein arranged symmetrically of the center , and a

rotatable mouthpiece having an eccentric passage therein

adapted to connect with different passages in said stem in

different positions thereof.

3. A pipe having a bowl , a stem with a plurality or symme

trical passages therein , a mouthpiece adapted to connect

with any of said passages , a cleaner secured to said mouth

piece and lying within the unused passage in said stem .

15

No. 101,050. Machine for Clamping Pieces of

Wood, Etc.

Machine pour unir des pièces de bois, etc.
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Albert M. Dyer, Baxter, Tennessee , U.S.A. , 18th September,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th June , 1906. Receipt No. 137,251 .

Claim.-1 . The combination with the track rails , of guides

depending therefrom , and a gate movable upon said guides .

2. The combination with the track rails , of guides de

pending therefrom , and an automatically operated gate slid

able upon said guides .

3. The combination with the track rails , of guides de

pending therefrom , a gate vertically slidable upon said

guides, a spring for elevating said gate, and a tread bar

for lowering said gate . William Jamieson , Grays , Essex, England , 18th September,

4. The combination with the track rails , of guide rods
1906 ; 6 years. Filed 20th April , 1906. Receipt No.

depending therefrom and connected at their lower ends, a
135,120.

vertically sliding gate upon said rods having slots or open- Claim . - 1 . In machine for clamping wood or other

ings to receive said track rails, springs upon said rod for material the employment of a presser bar worked by a crank

clevating said gate , and tread bars for lowering said gate . and connecting rod through a lever having no fixed or im

5. The combination with the track rails , of guide rods de inovable fulcrums, and the work of which is measured by

pending therefrom and connected at their lower ends, a the strength of a spring to which it is attached , substanti

vertically sliding gate upon said rods having slots or open- ally as described with reference to the accompanying draw

ings to receive said track rails , springs upon said rod for ' ings .

a
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3. In a device for the purpose specified the combination

with the base plate , the reciprocating pusher and the spring
1

1
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2. In a machine for clamping wood or other material , the

device for preventing the work rising from the table when

pressure is applied , consisting of a bar hinged to the presser

and having its lower end extended through a slot in the

table against the end of which slot it engages and is tilted

up to allow work to be placed on the table .

3. In a machine for clamping wood or other material hav .

ing a bar hinged to the presser for the purpose of holding

the work down on to the table , the arrangement of a piece

fixed to the end of the table and having a hole in it through

which the said bar can pass ( as the presser moves forward)

for the purpose of further strengthening and securing it ,

substantially as described.

4. In a machine for clamping wood or other material , the

arrangement of a clutch so disposed as will allow the ma

chine to perform one revolution and then stop , such device

consisting of a shoe resting on the edge of a disc and con

trolling the rise and fall of a catch and working conjunction

with a projecting ring on the side of a driving wheel, sub

stantially as described and set forth with reference to the

accompanying drawings.

No. 101,051 . Protector for Tool Handles.

Protecteur pour manches d'outils.
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plate mounted adjustably on the base plate , of a presser

device and guide 1 , carried by the spring plate and having an

upper lip 1 , an upper guide 2 , a lower lip 3 , and a lower

guide 4 , substantially as set forth .

4. In a device for the purpose specified the combination

with the base plate A , having an edge n set obliquely to the

path of the feed, the reciprocating pusher and a spring plate

mounted adjustably on said base plate of a presser device

and guide I , mounted on and carried by the spring plate and

having an upper lip 1 , an upper guide 2 , a lower lip 3 , and a

lower guide 4 , said guide being parallel with the adjacent

margin or edge n of the base plate.

5. A guide J for an overseaming attachment having an up

right guide plate 4 , a loop - like portion , a spring finger p at

tached to said loop - like portion at one end and bearing with

spring pressure on the outer face of the guide plate 4 , said

finger being directed forward at its free end and a pin a

carried by the guide and aligned with the guide plate 4 and

in front of same.

6. In a device for the purpose specified the combination

John H. Lyons, Oregon, U.S.A., 18th September, 1906 ; 6 with the base plate , a pusher for displacing the goods ,

years. Filed 29th June, 1906. Receipt No. 137,400 . means for operating the pusher and a guide for the goods,

Claim .-- The combination with a tool and its handles , of a
said guide having an attaching portion whereby it is secured

detachable shield embracing the handle and comprising a
to the base plate, a loop - like portion, an upright guide plate

4 , a spring finger q attached to the free end of the loop-like

soft iron body portion having its parallel longitudinal edges
tampered and spaced apart to conform to the shape of the portion and its free end adapted to bear with spring pres

tool handles and gradually increasing inthickness from said guide and disposed in front of an adjacentto the pusher.

sure up to the plate 4 , and an upright pin q carried by the

edges to the center of the body portion and inclined towards

one end of the latter, said body portion being provided at No. 101,053. Incubator Nest. Couveuse.

its opposite end with an annular shoulder for engagement

with the base of the tool and having a reduced extension of

approximately one half the width of the body portion and

forming a socket adapted to receive the adjacent longitud

inal edge of the handle, the end of the extension being bent

to form a central laterally projecting lug for engagement

with the head of the tool and provided with the longitudinal

key receiving recess extending laterally through the walls

of said extension and communicating with the eye of the

tool , and a key seated in said recess and adapted to pierce

the handle.

1
0
1
0
5
-
3

No. 101,052. Overseaming Device for Sewing Ma

chines .

apnos p sauryodu unod 1 !12 ! 1n8 ???a.pddy

Jehu C. Moore , Brooklyn, New York, U.S.A. , 18th September,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 11th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,774.

Claim.-1. In a device for the purpose specified the com

bination with the intermittently rotating pillar provided with

a radial cam at its lower end, the base plate and the casing

of the pillar provided with a recessed base , of a pusher Ğ

slidably mounted and provided with a semi-circular yoke h

embracing the said cam on the pillar, said yoke having a

2

projection i disposed in the path of the cam for withdrawing

the pusher.

2. In a device for the purpose specified the combination

with the base plate A, the upright casing B mounted on the
base plate and provided with a recessed base c. and the in- John U. Moore,Morrow , Iowa, U.S.A., 18th September, 1906;
termittently rotating pillar C in the casing and provided 6 years . Filed 25th June, 1906. Receipt No. 137,300 .

with a radial cam g at its lower end of the slidably mounted Claim . - 1. Inanincubator,acasing openat the lower side
pusher provided with means so disposed as to be engaged by in combination withanest for the eggsdetachably connec
said cam g for imparting positive reciprocating movement to ted into said casing and inserted into and removable down

the pusher. wardly and swinging laterally from said casing.
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2. In an incubator, a casing open at the lower side, a nest body portion having one end thereof extending rearwardly

for the eggs detachably fitting into said open side , a sup- at an inclination and the other end vertically, rearwardly

porting means having said nest mounted for rotation thereon ,

vertically , and means for swinging said supporting means and

the nest carried thereby laterally .

3. In an incubator, a casing open at the lower side, a nest

for the eggs detachably fitting into said open side, a sup

porting means having said nest mounted or rotation thereon,

means for moving said supporting means and the nest car

ried thereby vertically , and means for swinging said support

ing means laterally.

4. In an incubator, a casing open at the lower side, a brac

ket connected to said casing, a standard mounted for rotative

and longitudinal movement in said bracket, an arm extend

ing laterally from said standard , a nest for the eggs mounted

for rotation upon said arm , and means for moving said stan

dard and the arm and nest carried thereby vertically to in

sert said nest into and remove it from said casing .

5. In an incubator , a casing open at the lower side, a brac

ket conected to said casing , a standard mounted for rotative

and longitudinal mevement in said bracket, an arm extend

ing laterally from said standard , a nest for the eggs mounted

for rotation upon said arm , a collar mounted loosely upon portions arranged at the back of the body portion, one of
and downwardly at an inclination , said rearwardly extending

said standard and bearing upon said bracket, spaced rods said rearwardly extending portions provided with an enlarge

movably connected by one end to said collar, a wheel rota ment.

tively connected to the other ends of said rods and provided

with an operating handle, and means for movably coupling No. 101,056. Box Filling Machine.
said wheel to said standard ,

Machine à remplir les boîtes .

No. 101,054. Crosscut Saw Handle .

Manche de scie ,
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The Diamond Match Company, Chicago , Illinois, assignee of

Heman E. Owens, Black Creek , New York , U.S.A., 18th Sep
Jacob P. Wright and Charles F. Wright, both of Haber

ton , Ohio , U.S.A. , 18th September, 1906 ; 18 years . Filed
tember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 25th June , 1906. Receipt

2nd June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,484 .
No. 137,261 .

Claim.-1 . In a box filling machine the combination of a

Cilam . - 1 . A saw handle comprising in combination a grip , series of travelling holders movable in a horizontal plane ,
a ferrule to which said grip is attached and provided with a

or substantially so , a flexible carrier extending toward ,
contracted upper portion and an enlarged lower portion , aninternally threaded core projecting upwardly from the bot- longitudinally of, and away from the path ofsaidholders, a

tom of said ferrule , a looped rod having a threaded portion
series of plungers supported by said carrier and progressive

adapted to be retained in place in said core , and means car
ly impelled thereby to and in a path alongside of, and in

ried by said core adapted to expend the lower end of the
substantially the same horizontal plane with , the holders,

grip .
means for concertedly impelling the holders and the longi

2. In a saw handle , a ferrule formed of a single piece of tudinally adjacent portion of the carrier in the same direc

metal and having an enlarged lower portion and a contracted
tion and at the same rate of speed, and means for reci

upper portion , an internally threaded core projecting upward - procating horizontally, or substantially so , the plungersof

ly from the bottom of said ferrule , a looped rod adapted to
such portion of the carrier transversely of the path of travel

receive one end of said saw blade and held in place in said
of the holders and of the carrier , substantially as described.

threaded core , and wedge -shaped projections provided on
2. In a box filling machine the combination of a series of

opposite sides of said core .
travelling holders movable in a horizintal plane , or substan

3. A saw handle comprising in combination a grip , a fer tially so , an endless flexible carrier extending toward, longi

rule to which said grip is connected and provided with an
tudinally of , and away from the path of said holders, a

upper contracted portion, a lower enlarged portion and an
series of plungers supported at intervals by and throughout

internally threaded core projecting upwardly from the bot the length of said carrier and progressively impelled there

tom of said ferrule and provided at diametrically opposite by to and in a path alongside of, and in substantially the

points with wedge - shaped projections, said grip being pro
same horizontal plane with , the holders , means for concert

vided with an upwardly extending opening adapted to re
edly impelling the holders and the longitudinally adjacent

ceive said core when in place in said ferrule and a looped portion of the carrier in the same direction and at the same

rod to embrace one end of the saw blade and held in place rate of speed , and means for reciprocating horizontally, or

in the threaded portion of the core .
substantially so , the plungers of such portion of the carrier

transversely of the path of travel of the holders and of the

No. 101,055. Napkin Holder. Porte - serviette. carrier, substantially as described .

3. In a box filling machine the combination of a series of
Sarah VanDuzer, New York City , New York, U.S.A. , 18th

temporary match holders movable in a horizontal plane , or
September , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 21st June , 1906. Re

substantially so , an endless chain of links extending toward,

ceipt No. 137,136. longitudinally of, and away from the path of said holders ,

Claim .-A napkin holder comprising a body portion em- plungers supported by the respective links of said chain and

bodying a spring coil, each of the loops of the coil having progressively impelled thereby to and in a path alongside

the curvature thereof continuous in the same plane, said ' of , and in substantially the same horizontal plane with , the
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holders , means for concertedly impelling the holders and the 10. In a box filling machine the combination with a series

longitudinal portion of the chain in the same direction and of temporary holders a series of box holders adjacent there

at the same rate of speed , and means for reciprocating hori- to , and means for concertedly actuating said match and box

zontally, or substantially so , the plungers of such portion of holders, of two oppositely disposed sets of plungers whereof

the chain transversely of the path of travel of the holders one set is adapted to open the trays of the boxes in the box

and of the chain , substantially as described. holders and the other set to transfer the contents of the

4. In a box filling machine the combination of an endless temporary holders to said trays, carriers for the respective

chain of holders movable in a horizontal plane or substan- sets of plungers, each of said carriers extending towards,

tially so , an endless chain of links extending toward , longi- longitudinally of and away from the path of the box holders,

tudinally of, and away from the path of said holders, plun- means for impelling in concert with the said match and box

gers supported by the links of said chain and progressively holders the longitudinal portions of the respective carriers

impelled thereby to and in a path alongside of , and in sub- adjacent thereto, and means for reciprocating the said sets

stantially the same horizontal plane with, the chain of hold- of plungers across the paths of travel of the match and box

ers, means for concertedly impelling the adjacent longitu- holders respectively, substantially as described.

dinal portions of said chains in the same direction and at 11. In a box filling machine the combination with a series

the same rate of speed , and means for reciprocating hori- of temporary match holders a series of box holders adjacent

zontally or substantially so , the plungers transversely of the thereto, and means concertedly actuating said match and box

path of travel of the holders and of the carrier , substanti
holders of two oppositely disposed sets of plungers, whereof

aliy as described.
cne set is adapted to open the trays of the boxes in the box

5. In a box filling machine the combination of an endless
holders, and the other set to transfer the contents of the

chain of holders movable in a horizontal plane , or substan
temporary holders to said trays, carriers for the respective

tially so , an endless chain of links extending toward, longi sets of plungers , each of said carriers extending towards,

tudinally of, and awayfrom thepathofsaid holders, plun- longitudinal of and away from the path of the boxholders,

means for impelling in concert with the said match and box
gers supported by the links of said chain and progressively

impelled thereby to and in a path alongside of, and in sub
holders the longitudinal portions of the respective carriers

stantially the same horizontal plane with , the chain
adjacent thereto , means for receiprocating the said sets of

of

holders, means for concertedly impelling the adjacent longi- | plungers across the paths of travel of the match and box

holders respectively and means for closing the filled boxes ,
tudinal portions of said chains in the same direction and at

substantially as described.
the same rate of speed, and a stationary cam with which

12. In a box filling machine the combination with a series
the plungers co -act during their traverse, whereby the said

of temporary match holders, a series of box holders adjacent
plungers are reciprocated horizontally, or substantially so ,

across the path of travel of the holders as they move on
thereto, and means for concertedly actuating said match and

box holders, of two oppositely disposed sets of plungers,
ward therewith , substantially as described.

whereof one set is adapted to open the trays of the boxes in
6. In a box filling machine the combination of a series of

the box holders and the other set to transfer the contents

temporary match holders movable in a horizontal path, or
or the temporary holders to said trays, carriers for the res

substantially so, an endless flexible carrier extending toward ,
pective sets of plungers, each of said carriers extending

longitudinally of, and away from, the path of said match
towards, longitudinally of and away from the path of the box

holders, plungers supported by and throughout the length holders, means for impelling in concert with the said match

of said carrier , and progressively impelled thereby to and
and box holders the longitudinal portions of the respective

in a path alongside of , and in substantially the same hori carriers adjacent thereto, means for reciprocating the said

zontal plane with , the match holders , means for continuously
sets of plungers across the paths of travel of the match and

moving said holders and the adjacent longitudinal portion of

the carrier inthe same direction and at the same rate of close the filled boxes, a carrier for the last-named plungers,
box holders respectively, a third set of plungers adapted to

speed , and means for reciprocating the plunger in such por means for actuating this carrier and means for reciprocating

tion of the carrier horizontally, or substantially so, into and
its plungers across the path of travel of the box holders,

across the path of travel of the match holders as they travel
substantially as described.

along therewith , whereby the matches are progressively ex
13. In a box filling machine the combination with a series.

pelled from the said match holders , substantially as des
of temporary match holders, means for ejecting the matches

cribed. therefrom comprising a series of plungers, a carrier for said

7. In a box filling machine the combination of a series of plungers, and means for reciprocating said plungers with a
horizontally travelling holders for tray-and -shuck boxes , an vibratory or jarring, action across the path of travel of the

endless flexible carrier extending toward, longitudinally of, match holders , substantially as described.

and away from the path of said holders , plungers supported 14. In a box filling machine the combination with a series

by and throughout the length of said carrier, and progres- of temporary holders for matches, of a plunger for ejecting

sively impelled thereby to and in a path alongside of , and the matches endwise from said holders, and means for reci

in substantially the same horizontal plane with, the holders, procating said plungers with a rapid vibratory or jarring
means for continuously moving said holders and the adjac- action transversely of the match holders, whereby a tremu

ent longitudinal portion of the carrier in the same direction lous impact is exerted upon the ends of the matches while

and at the same rate of speed , and means for reciprocating
they are being ejected, substantially as described.

the plungers in such portion of the carrier horizontally , or 15. In a box filling machine the combination with means

substantially so , into and across the path of travel , of said for impelling open trays in a horizontal positicn , of means
holders to impinge against and effect the opening of the in the horizontal path of said trays for engaging and raising

trays of the boxes carried by the holders , substantially as one end of said trays during their trasverse so as to incline

described . or tilt the same , and means for introducing matches to the

8. In a box filling machine the combination of a series of inclined trays, substantially as described.

horizontally travelling holders for sustaining tray -and- shuck 16. In a box filling machine the combination with means

boxes with their trays in open position, an endless flexible for impelling open trays in a horizontal position , of means
carrier extending toward , longitudinally of, and away from , in the horizontal path of said trays for engagng and raising

the path of said holders , plungers supported by and through- one end of said trays during their traverse so as to incline

out the length of said carrier, and progressively impelled or tilt the same , means for introducing matches to the in

thereby to and in a path alongsideof, and in substantially clined trays , and means for returning the trays to their nor
the same horizontal plane with , the holders , means for con- mal plane , substantially as described.

tinuously moving said holders and the adjacent longitudinal 17. In a box filling machine the combination with means

portion of the carrier in the same direction and at the same for impelling open trays in a horizontal position , of means

rate of speed , and means for reciprocating the plungers in in the horizontal path of said trays for engaging and raising

such portion of the carrier horizontally , or substantially so , one end of said trays during their traverse so as to incline

in respect to the path of travel of said holders to push into or tilt the same , means for introducing matches to the in

their shucks the open trays of the boxes carried by said clined trays, means for returning the trays to their normal
holders, substantially as described . plane and yielding means bearing upon the matches while

9.Ina box filling machine the combination with a series they are being introduced to the trays, substantially as des
of box holders , and means for impelling the same , of two cribed,

oppositely disposed sets of plungers, whereof one set is 18. In a box filling machine the combination with means

adapted to open and the other set to close the trays of boxes for impelling open trays in a horizontal position , of means

in said holders, carriers for the respective sets of plungers, for raising one end of said trays to incline or tilt the same,
each of said carriers extending towards , longitudinally of, means for introducing matches to the inclined trays and

and away from the path of the box holders , means for im- yielding means extending longitudinally of the path of travel

pelling in concert with the box holders the longitudinal por- of the trays and bearing upon the matches during and after

tions of the respective carriers adjacent thereto , and means their introduction the trays, substantially as described.

for reciprocating the respective sets of plungers in opposite 19. In a box filling machine the combination with means

directions across the path of travel of the box holders, sub- for impelling open trays in a horizontal position, of means

stantially as described. for raising one end of said trays to incline or tilt the same ,
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means for introducing matches to the inclined trays and a a series of plungers, a carrier for moving them along with

thin flexible rod extending longitudinally of the path of the boxes and devices for progressively reciprocating them
travel of the trays and bearing upon the matches during and into and from the path of travel of the boxes during their

after their introduction to the trays , substantially as des- longitudinal traverse therewith , substantially as described.

cribed . 30. In a box filling machine the combination with an end

20. In a box filling machine the combination with means
less chain of box holders in which the boxes are held with

for impelling open trays in a horizontal position , of means
their trays in open position , of means for supplying matches

for raising one end of said trays to incline or tilt the same,
to said boxes, means for bodily jarring the holders with the

means for introducing matches to the inclined trays , a thin
filled boxes , and means for thereafter closing the boxes , said

flexible member extending longitudinally of the path of
latter means comprising a series of plungers, a carrier for

moving them along with the boxes and devices for progres
travel of the boxes and bearing upon the matches during and

after theirintroduction to the trays, and means for acting sively reciprocating them intoandfrom the path of travel
of the boxes during their longitudinal traverse therewith ,

against the ends of the matches while they are passing under

said member, substantially as described .
substantially as described .

31. In a box filling machine the combination with box
21. In a box filling machine the combination with means

holders comprising jointed links having parallel walls to re
for impelling slide boxes having their trays in open position ,

ceive and hold closed boxes, of means for opening the said
of means extending into and longitudinally of the path of

boxes during the travel of the holders , means for supplying

travel of the boxes for raising the engaged ends of the box
matches to the open boxes, and means for thereafter closing

shucks and trays and thereby inclining the same , and means
said boxes , said latter means comprising a series of plun

for introducing matches to the inclined open trays , substan

tially as described.
gers, a carrier for moving them along with the boxes and

devces for progressively reciprocating them into and from
22. In a box filling machine the combination with a travel- the path of travel of the boxes during their longitudinal

ling carrier on which slide boxes with trays in open position
traverse therewith , substantially as described .

are carried , of a cam extending into and longitudinally of
32. In a box filling machine the combination with an end

the path of travel of the boxes with which cam said boxes
less chain , of box holders comprising jointed links having

contact and by which the engaged ends of the box shucks
parallel walls to receive and hold boxes , of means for sup

and trays are raised to incline the shucks and trays and
plying closed boxes to said chain , means for opening the

means for introducing the matches to the inclined open trays ,
said boxes during the travel of the chain , means for supply

substantially as described.
ing matches to the open boxes, and means for thereafter

23. In a box filling machine the combination with means closing said boxes , said latter means comprising a series of

for impelling slide boxes having their trays in open position , jilungers , a carrier for moving them along with the boxes and

of means extending into and longitudinally of the path of devices for progressively reciprocatingthem into and from

travel of the boxes for raising the engaged ends of the box the path of travel of the boxes during their longitudinal tra

shucks and trays and thereby inclining the same , means for verse therewith , substantially as described .

introducing matches to the inclined open trays , and means
33. In a box filling machine , an endless chain of box

for returning the boxes to their normal plane , substantially holders comprising jointed links each having a horizontal
as described.

body portion with surfaces for the support of the shucks and
24. In a box filling machine the combination with a travel- trays respectively of the boxes, one of said surfaces being

ling carrier on which slide boxes having their trays in open providedwith plane parallel walls to embrace the shucks and

position are carried , of a cam extending into and longitu- the other with recessed or off- set walls to embrace the trays

dinally of the path of travel of the boxes with which cam extending from said shucks and to overhang the upper edges

said boxes contact and by which the engaged ends of the of the side walls of the trays, substantially as described.

box shucks and trays are raised to incline the same , means 34. In a box filling machine , an endless chain of box
for introducing matches to the inclined open trays , and

holders comprising jointed links each having two flat hori
means for returning the boxes to their normal plane, sub

zontal surfaces on different planes , the lower surface being

stantially as described.
provided with plane vertical walls and the upper surface

25. In a box filling machine the combination with means with recessed or offset walls, substantially as described .

for impelling slide boxes having their trays in open position ,
35. In a box filling machine the combination of an endless

of means for supplying matches to said boxes , means for
chain of box holders , two endless chains of plungers between

bodily jarring the filled boxes, and means for thereafter clos
which travels the chain of box holders, each of said chains

ing the boxes, said latter means comprising a series of plun
of plungers for a portion of its length extending adjacent to

gers , a carrier for moving them along with the boxes and
and in parallelism with the chain of box holders, means for

devices for progressively reciprocating them into and from

the path of travel of the boxes during their longitudinal tra
impelling the adjacent parallel portions of the respective

chains in the same direction and at the same rate of speed ,
verse therewith , substantially as described .

and means for progressively reciprocating the respective sets
26. In a box filling machine the combination with means of plungers toward and from the box holders as they travel

for impelling slide boxes having their trays in open position ,
along therewith , substantially as described.

of means for supplying matches to said boxes, means for
36. In a box filling machine the combination with a series

hodily jarring the filled boxes, means for partially closing
of travelling holders and actuating mechanism therefor, of a

the boxes while they are being jarred , and means for there
trough or way for said holders comprising several sections

after completing the closing of the boxes , said latter means
jointed together and pivotally supported at their outer excomprising a series of plungers , a carrier for moving them

along with the boxes and devices for progressively recipro
tremities , and means for vertically jarring said trough or

cating them into and from the path of travel of the boxes
way, substantially as described.

during their longitudinal traverse therewith, substantially
37. In a box filling machine the combination with the

as described. match carrier of a match machine , and means for discharg

27. In a box filling machine the combination with an end
ing the matches from said carrier, of a series of travelling

holders moving across the path of the matches dischargedless chain of holders in which the boxes are held with their
from said carrier , and a trough or way for said holders comtrays in open position , of means for supplying matches to

said boxes , means for bodily jarring the filled boxes, and prising several sections jointed together, one section extend

means for partially closing the boxes while they are being
ing throughout the width of carrier , or substantially so , and

the other sections of the trough being pivotally supported
jarred, said latter means comprising an inclined rib or cam

which ' extends into the longitudinal path of travel of the
at their extremities, as described , together wth means for

open ends of the trays , substantially as described .
vertically jarring said trough or way , substantially as des
cribed .

28. In a box filling machine the combination with an end .

less chain of holders in which the boxes are held with their

trays in open position, of means for supplying matchesto No. 101,057. Plate Lifter.

said boxes , means for bodily jarring the filled boxes , means Appareil à soulever les assiettes .

for partially closing the boxes while they are being jarred,

and means for thereafter completing the closing of the boxes,
Oscar Goodwin and William H. Sanborn , assignee of a half

said latter means comprising a series of plungers , a carrier interest , both of Berlin , New Hampshire, U.S.A. , 18th

for moving them along with the boxes and devices for pro
September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th June , 1906. Re

gressively reciprocating them into and from the path of ceipt No. 137,277.

travel of the boxes during their longitudinal traverse there- Claim .-- A plate lifter and carrier comprising a handle of

with , substantially as described . the character described , two pairs of arms composed of wire

29. In a box filling machine the combination with an end- depending from the handle , a pair of jaws formed from the

less chain of holders in which the boxes are held with their central portions of said wires and each jaw constructed on
trays in open position , of means for supplying matches to cach side with a straight portion , a triangular bend , an in

said trays , means for jarring the filled boxes, and means for ward return bend forming a long finger, and a stretch of wire

thereafter closing the boxes, said latter means comprising the outer margin of the central part of the jaws, each jaw

9--23
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being a counterpart of the other , excepting when closed the

firger bends of one jaw will extend parallel with and out

4. A cement post with thimbles embedded in the surface

thereof and enlarged at their inner ends , and spring wire
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side of the finger bend of the other jaw, and into the tri

angular bend of the opposite jaw.

No. 101,058. Embroidery Device for Sewing Ma
chine.

Appareil de broderies pour machines à coudre .

looped fasteners with their ends bent away from each other

and when compressed insertible in the thimbles and ex

pansible in the enlarged portions of the thimbles .

5. A cement post provided with metallic thimbles embedded

therein, each thimble consisting of a body portion extending

from the outer surface of the post into the post and a cap

covering the inner end of the body portion of the thimble

so as to form an enlarged chamber therein , and a compres

sible spring fastener insertible in said thimble and with its

inner ends expansible in said chamber.

6. A cement post with metallic thimbles embedded therein ,

each thimble formed of a body portion extending into the

post and with an annular outwardly extending flange on its

irner end and a cap for covering the inner end of said body

portion of the thimble that surrounds said flange and has a

stop to hold the back of the cap at a distance from the in

ner end of the body portion so as to form an enlarged cham

ber, and a compressible spring fastener insertible in said

thimble with its inner ends expansible in said chamber.

7. A cement post with metallic thimbles embedded therein ,

and compressible fasteners insertible in said thimbles for

Billie Johnson and David R. Pendleton , assignee of a hall holding the wires of a fence, the diameter of the thimbles
interest, both of Temple, Texas, U.S.A., 18thSeptember, being greater than the width of the fastenersso that atool

may be inserted in the thimbles to compress the fasteners
1906 ; 6 years. Filed 4th July , 1906. Receipts Nos. 137,513

for the removal thereof .

and 138,151. 8. A cement post provided with thimbles embedded there

Claim .-1 . A yieldable presser foot attachment formed of a in , the outer ends of the thimbles being flush with the sur

single piece of metal having at its lower end a coiled eye face of the post and the inner ends enlarged, and compres

for the passage of the sewing needle , the upper portion of sible spring fasteners insertible in said thimbles for hold

said piece of metal being bent to form a plurality of spaced ing the wires of a fence .

arms arranged to bear against the bottom of the needle bar, 9. A cement post provided with a recess in the surface

and open at one end to permit the lateral introduction of the thereof, and externally extending holding means insertible in
shank or body portion of the needle, an intermediate portion said recess and adapted to spread at its inner end to pre
or the piece of metal being bent to form a spring loop . vent its escape.

2. A yieldable pressure foot attachment formed of a single

piece of wire coiled at one end to form an eye , the coils No. 101,060. Process of Producing Fac - similes of

overlapping and the end of the wire being bent upward , the Oil Paintings.
wire being thence bent to form a spring coil and being bent

above the coil to form a plurality of arms disposed in paral- Procédé pour la production de fac-simile de peinture à l'huile.

le ! relation , thereby to form an extended bearing for con

tact with the lower end of the needle bar, the upper por- | Herbert Frederick Gribble and Frank Augustus Rolph, as

t : on of the wire being bent at a right angle to said parallel
signee of a half interest , both of Toronto , Ontario Can

bars to form a loop for engaging a boss or projection on
ada , 18th September , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 20th July, 1906.

said needle bar and the extreme end of the wire projecting
Receipt No. 137,995 .

to form a finger piece. Claim . - 1. A process for the production of fac - similes of

oil paintings consisting in first forming a solvent surface on

No. 101,059. Cement Post and Fastener. å flexible holding, then printing the various colours upon

Poteau et attache de ciment. said solvent surface and allowing the same to dry, then

Homer S. Quick , Indianapolis, Indiana , U.S.A., 18th September, the sameto dry, then applying to said surface an adhesive,
applying to the complete surface a solid colour and allowing

1906; 6 years. Filed 3rd July , 1906. Receipt No. 137,474 . then applying said adhesive surface in a tacky condition to

Claim .-- 1. A cement post provided with recesses in the a primed sheet of textile material and finally removing said

surface and fence wire holding means insertible in any of flexible holding, as described.

said recesses and adapted to spread at its inner end to pre- 2. A process for the production of facsimiles of oil paint

vent its escape. ings consisting in first forming a solvent surface of a pre

2. A cement post provided with recesses in the surface paration of gum arabic on an absorbent flexible holding , then

thereof enlarged within the post , and fence wire holding printing the various colours upon said solvent surface and

means insertible in any of said recesses and adapted to allowing the same to dry, then applying to the complete

spread at its inner end to prevent its escape. surface a solid colour and allowing the same to dry , then

3. A cement post provided with thimbles embedded there applying to said surface an adhesive, then applying said ad

in and enlarged within the post , and compressible spring hesive surface in a tacky condition to a primed sheet of

fasteners insertible in said thimbles for holding the wires textile material and finally removing said flexible holding,

of the fence. as described .

1
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3. A process for the production of fac - similes of oil paint- 3. A multi -speed regulator for talking machines compris

ings consisting in first forming asolvent surface of a pre- ing a governor, an adjusting screw for regulating the speed

paration of gum arabic on an absorbent flexible holding , of the governor, connections between said screw and gover

then printing the various colours upon said solvent surface nor, a slidable sleeve within which said screw is mounted, a

and allowing the same to dry, then applying to the complete fixed sleeve for holding said slidable sleeve , means for mov

surface an adherent coating and allowing the same to dry ing said slidable sleeve , a projection carried by said slid

and form a solid backing to the colours, then applying to able sleeve , said fixed sleeve having an inclined portion , said

said surface an adhesive , then applying said adhesive sur- inclined portion being provided with stops for limiting the

face in a tacky condition to a primed sheet of textile mater- movement of said projection to definite distances thereover

ial and finally removing said flexible holding, as described . to give different speeds having definite relations to each

4. A process for the production of fac -similes of oil paint- other.

ings consisting in first forming a solvent surface of a pre- 4. A multi-speed regulator for talking machines compris

paration of gum arabic on an absorbent flexible holding , then ing a governor, an adjusting screw for regulating the speed

printing the various colours upon said solvent surface and of the governor, connections between said screw and the

allowing the same to dry, then applying to the complete governor, a slidable sleeve within which said screw is

surface an adherent coating and allowing the same to dry mounted , a fixed sleeve for holding said slidable sleeve , a

and form a solid backing to the colours , then applying to lever for moving said slidable sleeve radially , a projection

said surface an adhesive coating of a mixture of Canada carried by said slidable sleeve , said fixed sleeve having a

balsam and lithograph varnish , then applying said adhesive recess with an inclined rear wall within which is a socket

surface in a tacky condition to a primed sheet of textile for limiting the movement of said projection to definite dis

material and finally removing said flexible holding. tances on said incline to give different speeds having definito

5. A process for the production of fac-similes of oil paint relations to each other.

ings consisting in first forming a solvent surface of a pre- 5. A multi- speed regulator for talking machines compris -

paration of gum arabic on an absorbent flexible holding, ing a governor , an adjusting screw for regulating the speed

then printing the various colours upon the solvent surface of the governor, connections between said screw and gover

and allowing the same to dry , then applying to the complete nor, a slidable sleeve within which said screw is mounted,

surface an adherent coating and allowing the same to dry a fixed sleeve for holding said slidable sleeve , said fixed

and form a solid backing to the colours, then applying to sleeve having a spring portion adapted to hold said slidable

said surface and adhesive coating of a mixture of Canada sleeve frictionally in position , and means for limiting the

balsam and lithograph varnish, then applying said adhesive movement of said slidable sleeve within said fixed sleeve to

surface in a tacky condition to a primed sheet of textile give different speeds having definite relations to each other.

material, then partly dissolving the solvent surface and fin

ally removing the flexible holding, as described .
No. 101,062. Sole Pressing Machine.

6. A process for the production of fac - similes of oil paint

ings consisting in first forming a solvent surface of a pre
Machine à presser les semelles.

paration of gum arabic on a flexible holding, then printing

the various colours upon said solvent surface and allowing

the same to dry, then applying to the complete surface an

adherent coating and allowing the same to dry and form a

solid backing to the colours, then applying to said surface

an adhesive coating of a mixture of Canada balsam and

lithograph varnish , then applying said adhesive surface in

a tacky condition to a primed sheet of textile material, then

dampening the back of the flexible holding , then subjecting

the whole to pressure and finally removing the said flexible

holding , as described. tar
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The United Shoe Machinery Company, Montreal , Quebec,

Canada, assignee of Erastus Edwin Winkley, Lynn , Mass

achusetts, U.S.A., 18th September , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed

22nd September, 1904. Receipt No. 118,602.

Claim . - 1 . A sole pressing machine having in combination

2 shoe supporting jack , a sole pressing form and mechanism

operating automatically and continuously to impart a rela

tive vertical movement to the jack and form to bring the

jack and form into a position of pressure , to hold the jack

and form in said position during the time required to press

the sole of a shoe placed upon the jack and thereafter to

Separate the jack and form to bring the jack into a position

of clearance , substantially as described.

2. A sole pressing machine having in combination a shoe

supporting jack, a sole pressing form and mechanism operat

ing automatically and continuously to impart a relative ver

The Victor Talking Machine Company, assignee of Wilburn

lical movement to the jack and form to bring the jack and

N. Dennison , Camden , New Jersey, U.S.A. , 18th Septem

form into a position of pressure, to hold the jack and forn

ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th March , 1906. Receipt No.

in said position during the time required to press the sole of

123,698 .

a shoe placed upon the jack , and thereafter to return the

jack to its position of presentation , substantially as CO3

Claim.-1. A multi-speed regulator for talking machines cribed.
comprising a governor, an adjusting screw for regulating the 3. A sole pressing machine having in combination a plur

speed of thegovernor, connections between said screw and alityof shoe supporting jacks, a plurality of pressing forms
governor, a slidable rotatable sleeve within which said screw co - operating respectively therewith , mechanism for rela

is mounted, an inclined guide for said rotatable sleeve and lively actuating the jacks and forms to cause each jack and
for limiting the movement of said sleeve to give different its co - operating form to press the sole of a shoe placed on

speeds having definite relations to each other . the jack , comprising means for imparting relative vertical

2. A multi -speed regulator for talking machines compris- movements to each jack and form to produce pressure and

ing a governor, an adjusting screw for regulating the speed clearance , means controlled by the operator for connecting

of thegovernor, connections between said screw and gover- each jack with said actuating mechanism and automatic

nor, a slidable rotatable sleeve within which said screw is means for disconnecting each jack therefrom , substantially

mounted , a fixed sleeve for holding said slidable sleeve , said as described .

sleeves being provided with a projection and corresponding 4. A sole pressing machine having in combination a plur

recess for limiting the movement of said movable sleeve in ality of shoe supporting jacks , a plurality of pressing forms

relation to said fixed sleeve to give different speeds having co -operating respectively therewith, mechanism for rela

definite relations to each other. tively actuating the jacks and forms to cause each jack and
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its co - operating form to press the sole of a shoe placed on 14. A sole pressing machine having in combination, a shoe

the jack comprising means for imparting relative vertical supporting jack, a sole pressing form , mechanism for rela
movements to each jack and form to produce pressure and tively actuating the jack and form to press the sole of a
clearance , and means for connecting each jack with said shoe , means acting automatically to stop said mechanism
actuating mechanism having provision for throwing said with the jack and form in a position of pressure, and means

mechanism into operation , substantially as described . acting, automatically to thereafter start said mechanism into

5. A sole pressing machine having in combination a plur- operation , substantially as described .

ality of shoe supporting jacks , a plurality of pressing forms 15. A sole pressing machine having in combination , a shoe

co -operating respectively therewith, mechanism operating supporting jack , a sole pressing form , mechanism for rela
automatically and continuously to impart a relative vertical tively actuating the jack and form to press the sole of a
movement to each jack and form when connected therewith shoe, means acting automatically to stop said mechanism
to bring the jack and form into a position of pressure , to with the jack and form in a position of pressure , and means

hold the jack and form in said position during the time re- acting automatically to thereafter start said mechanism into
quired to press the sole of a shoe placed upon the jack and operation having provision for adjustment to vary the time
thereafter to return the jack into its position of presenta- during which the jack and form are held in a position of

tion, and means for connecting and disconnecting each jack pressure, substantially as described.
and said actuating mechanism , substantially as described . 16. A sole pressing machine having in combination a shoe

6. A sole pressing machine having in combination a plur- supporting jack, a sole pressing form , mechanism for rela

ality of shoe supporting jacks, a plurality of pressing forms tively actuating the jack and form to press the sole of a

co -operating respectively therewith, mechanism for impart - shoe , means acting automatically to stop said actuating

ing to the jacks rectilinear reciprocating movements to bring mechanism with the jack and form in a position of pressure,

them from a position of presentation to a position of clear- normally inoperative mechanism acting automatically when

ance and to return them to a position of presentation , means thrown into operation to start said actuating mechanism ,

for connecting and disconnectingeach jack and said mechan- and means acting automatically to throw saidnormally in

ism and mechanism for imparting to each jack and form operative mechanism into operation, substantially as des

relative vertical movements to bring the jack and form into cribed.

a position of pressure and to separate the jack and form to 17. A sole pressing machine having in combination a shoe

bring the jack into a position of clearance, substantially as supporting jack , a sole pressing form , mechanism acting
described. automatically to bring the jack and form into a position of

7. A sole pressingmachine having in combination a plur - ressure to hold the jack and form in such position, and

ality of shoe supporting jacks, a plurality of forms co -opera- thereafter return the jack to a position of presentation , and

ting respectively therewith , mechanism acting to bring each means for varying the time during which the jack and form

Jack and form when connected therewith into a position of are held in a position of pressure , substantially as des

pressure , to separate the jack and form to bring them into cribed .

a position of clearance and to return the jack to a position 18. A sole pressing machine having in combination a shoe

of presentation,means for throwing each jack and its co; supporting jack , a sole pressing form , mechanism for rela

operating form into andout of operative connection with said tively actuating the jack and form to bring them into a
actuating mechanism , and means acting automatically to position of pressure, to hold them in such position and

throw said actuating mechanism out of operation when the thereafter return the jack to a position of presentation ,

jack is in its position of presentation and itsco -operating means acting automatically to stop said mechanism with
form is in its position of clearance , substantially as des the jack and form in a position of pressure, and means act

cribed. ing automatically to thereafter start said mechanism into

8. A sole pressing machine having in combination a plur- operation, substantially as described.

ality of shoe supporting jacks, a plurality of forms co 19. A sole pressing machine having in combination a shoe

operating respectively therewith, mechanism acting to bring supporting jack, a sole pressing form , mechanism for rela

each jack and form into aposition of pressure, to separate tively actuating the jack and form to bring them intoa

the jacks and forms to bring them into a position of clear position of pressure , to hold them in such positionand

ance and to return the jacks to a pos tion of presentation, thereafter return the jack to a position of presentation ,

and means acting automatically to throw said actuating me

chanism out of operation when one of the jacks is in its
means acting automatically to stop said mechanism with

the jack and form in a position of pressure, and means act
position of presentation and all the forms are in their posi- ing automatically to thereafter start said mechanism into

tion of clearance , substantially as described .

9. A sole presing machine , having in combination , a plural- during which the jack and form are held in a position of
operation having provision for adjustment to vary the time

ity of sole pressing forms , a plurality of shoe supporting pressure , substantially as described.

jacks co - operating respectively therewith , a vertically reci

procating supporting table common
20. A sole pressing machine having in combination

to all the jacks and plurality of shoe supporting jacks , a plurality of co-operat
along which eachjack is independently movable from a posi- ing sole pressing forms, mechanism acting automaticallyto
tion of presentation to a position of clearance , and means

bring each jack and form into a position of pressure to hold
for actuating the table and jacks , substantially as described .

the jack and form in such position and thereafter separate
10. Asole pressing machine having in combination a plural- the jack and form , means for throwing each jack and its

ity of shoe supporting jack , a plurality of sole pressing forms
co -operating respectively therewith , swinging levers for im- co -operating form into and out of operative connection with

parting to said jacks a rectilinear movement from a posi, which the jack and form are held in a position of pressure ,
said mechanism and means for varying the time during

tion of clearance , links and latches connecting the levers and
substantially as described .

jacks , and means for automatically actuating the latches to

disconnect the jacks when the jacks are returned to a posi- ality of shoe supporting jacks, a plurality of co - operating
21. A sole pressing machine having in combination a plur

tion of presentation , substantially as described .

11. A sole pressing machine having in combination a
sole pressing forms, mechanism acting automatically to bring

plurality of shoe supporting jacks, a plurality of sole press - jack and form in such position and thereafter return the
cach jack and form into a position of pressure to hold the

ing forms co-operating respectively therewith, and mechan - jack to position of presentation, means for throwing each
ism for relatively actuating the jacks and forms to press the

jack and its co -operating form into and out of operative con
soles of shoes supported upon the jacks and to return the

nection with said mechanism and means for varying the time
jacks to a position of presentation having provision for during which the jack and form are held in a position of

actuating each jack separately or all the jacks simultane
pressure, substantially as described.

ously at the will of the operator , substantially as described .
22. A sole pressing machine having in combination a plur

12. A sole pressing machine having in combination

plurality of shoe supporting jacks , a plurality of sole press
ality of shoe supporting jacks , a plurality of co - operating

ing forms co -operating respectively therewith , mechanism jack and its co -operating form to press the sole of the shoe ,
sole pressing forms, mechanism for relatively actuating each

acting to impart to each jack and its co -operating form re- means for throwing each jack and its co - operating form into

lative vertical movements to produce pressure and clear- and out of operative connection with said mechanism , means

ance and to return the jack to its position of presentation , acting automatically to stop said mechanism with a jack and

while the other jacks remain in a position of presentation , form in a position of pressure , and means acting automati

and means acting automatically to throw said mechanism cally to thereafter start said mechanism into operation , sub

out of operation when all the jacks are in a position of pre- stantially as described.

sentation , substantially as described.

13. A sole pressing machine having in combination a shoe ality of shoe supporting jacks , a plurality of co -operating
23. Asole pressing machine having in combination a plur

supporting jack, a sole pressing form, mechanism acting sole pressing forms , mechanism for relatively actuating each

automatically to bring the jack and form in such position of jack-and its co -operating form to press the sole of the shoe ,

pressure to hold the jack and form in suc position at
means for throwing each jack and its co -operating form into

thereafter separate the jack and form , and means for vary- and out of operative connection with said mechanism , means

ing the time during which the jack and form are held in a
acting automatically to stop said mechanism with a jack and

position of pressure, substantially as described .
form in a position of pressure, and means acting automatic

a

а
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ally to thereafter start said mechanism into operation hav- carrier upon which said receptacle is mounted , a hollow

ing provision for adjustment to vary the time during which member which receives the water that drains away from

the jack and form are in a position of pressure , substanti

ally as described .

24. A sole pressing machine having in combination a plur

ality of shoe supporting jacks , a plurality of co - operating

sole pressing forms , mechanism for relatively actuating each

jack and form to press the sole of the shoe and to return the

jack to its position of presentation , means for connecting

and disconnecting each jack in its actuating mechanism , and

means for locking each jack in its position of presentation ,
substantially as described .

25. A sole pressing machine having in combination a plur

ality of shoe supporting jacks, a plurality of co - operating

sole pressing forms , mechanism for relatively actuating each

jack and form to press the sole of a shoe and to return the

jack to its position of presentation , means for locking each

jack in its position of presentation, and a treadle and suit

able connections for unlocking a jack , for connecting the

jack to the mechanism , for relatively actuating said jack and

its co -operating form and for throwing said mechanism into

operation , substantially as described .

26. A sole pressing machine having in combination a shoe

supporting jack , a co - operating sole pressing form , mechan

ism for relatively actuating the jack and form to press the

sole of the shoe and to return the jack to its position of

presentation , means for locking the jack in its position of the pulp fibre, means for turning said receptacle over to de

presentation and a treadle and suitable connections for un- posit the wet pulp fibre at a certain point, dies which mould

locking the jack and for throwing the mechanism for rela- | the pulp fibre into the orm of a stopper, and means for ex

tively actuating the jack and form into operation , substanti - tracting all of the water from said pulp fibre, substantially

ally as described. as described .

27. A sole pressing machine having in combination a shoe 2. In a machine of the class described, a movable member

supporting jack and a sole pressing form co-operating to carrying a plurality of oscillating perforated receptacles for

level the sole of a shoe placed on the jack , mechanism for
receiving a quantity pulp water, means for collecting the

relatively actuating the jack and form comprising an inter- water which drains away from the pulp fibre, means for

mittently rotating cam shaft , a constantly rotating driving oscillating said receptacles to discharge the pulp fibre there

shaft, and connections between the driving shaft and cam from , dies which mould the pulp fibre into predetermined

shaft acting automatically to stop the cam shaft with the form , and means for extracting all of the water from said

jack and form in a position of pressure and thereafter start pulp fibre, substantially as described .

the cam shaft , substantially as described . 3. In a machine of the class described , a turntable carrying

28. A sole pressing machine having in combination a shoe a plurality of pivotally mounted perforated receptacles ,

supporting jack and a pressing form co -operating to press the means for moving said table intermittently, means for actu

sole of a shoe placed on the jack , means for actuating the ating said receptacles to discharge the contents thereof , dies

jack , a latch for holding the jack in a position of presenta- for moulding the pulp fibre into predetermined form , and

tion, a latch for connecting the jack with its actuating mech means for extracting the water from said pulp fibre while

anism , and mechanism connected with both latches for actu- it is being acted upon by said dies , substantially as des

ating the same to release the jack and connect it with its
cribed .

actuating mechanism , substantially as described . 4. In a machine of the class described , a movable member

29. A sole pressing machine having in combination a jack provided with a plurality of pivotally mounted perforated

and a pressing form co -operating to press the sole of a shoe receptacles , means for actuating said receptacles to dis

placed on the jack , a spring pressed latch for holding the
charge the contents thereof, and dies for moulding the

jack in a position of presentation , mechanism controlled by material discharged from said receptacles into predeter

the operator for disengaging the latch from the tack , and mined form , substantially as described.

means for preventing a re -engagement of the latch with the 5. In a machine of the class described, a movable member

jack until the machine has completed its cycle of operations, provided with a plurality of pivotally mounted preforated

substantially as described . receptacles, a rack bar for actuating said receptacles to

30. A sole pressing machine having in combination a shoe discharge the contents thereof and dies for moulding the

supporting jack and a pressing form co - operating to press material discharged from said receptacles into predeter

the sole of a shoe placed on the jack , means for holding the mine form , substantially as described .

jack in a position of presentation , means for connecting the
6. In a machine of the class described , a trough, a plunger

jack with its actuating mechanism , and mechanism connected reciprocatingly mounted in said trough, means for deposit

with both of said means whereby one is rendered inoperative ing a mass of wet pulp fibre in said trough , dies co -operat

when the other is rendered operative , substantially as des ing with said plunger to mould the pulp fibre into predeter

cribed . mined form , dies for thereafter acting on said pulp fibre to

31. A sole pressing machine having in combination a shoe mould it into cylindrical form and a movable member pro

supporting jack and pressing form co - operating to press the
vided with dies into which the pulp fibre is forced to mould

sole of a shoe placed on the jack , means for holding the jack
it into the form of a stopper, substantially as described .

in position of presentation , mechanism controlled by the
7. In a machine of the class descrbed , a trough for re

operator for rendering said means inoperative and a device ceivinga quantity ofwet pulp fibre,a movable member hav

for maintaining said means inoperative until the machine ing a solid face which closes the end of said trough and pro

has completed its cycle of operations , substantially as des
vided with a die adjacent said solid face , a plunger recipro

cribed . catingly mounted in said trough for pressing the pulp fibre

32. A sole pressing machine having in combination a shoe
dies which thereafter act upon the fibre to mould it into

supporting jack and a pressing form co -operating to press
cylindrical form , means for actuating said movable member

the sole of a shoe placed on the jack , means for holding the
to bring its die into alignment with the trough, and means

jack in a position of presentation , mechanism controlled by
for forcing the pulp fibre into the die in said member, sub

the operator for rendering said means inoperative, a device stantially as described.

acting to maintain said means inoperative until the machine
8. In a machine of the class described , a trough for re

has completed its cycleof operations and then allowsaid mounted in said trough for acting upon said pulp fibre,
ceiving a quantity of pulp fibre, a plunger reciprocatingly

means to become operative, andmeans actingautomatically moulding dies co -operating with said plunger to mould the

to actuate said device , substantially as described .
the pulp fibre into predetermined form , a member provided

No. 101,063 . Machine for Forming Stoppers from plunger, means for causing the water from the wet pulp
with a recess acting as a die , a hollow die mounted in the

Pulp Fibre.
fibre to be drawn through said hollow die by means of air

Machine pour faire des bouchons de fibre de pulpe. pressure, and means for moving said hollow die relatively

The United States Fibre Stopper Company, assignee of Ru- to saidplunger to force the pulp fibre into the recess of said

dolph William Goeb, both of St. Louis, Missouri, U.S.A., member, substantially as described .

18th Sepatember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 17th May,
9. In a machine of the class described, a hollow support, a

turntable rotatably mounted on said support and provded
Receipt No. 135,991 .

with a plurality of openings and a plurality of buckets pivot

Claim .-- 1. In a machine of the class described, a perforated ally mounted on the turntable over said openings and pro

receptacle for receiving a quantity of pulp water, a movable ' vided with perforated bottoms , substantially as described.
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10. In a machine of the class described , dies for moulding water from said pulp fibre through said die , a trap into which

a mass of wet pulp fibre into predetermined shape, a mov- the water drains , said trap being provided with an opening

able member provided with dies , means for forcing the pulp in its bottom , a guideway carried by the trap , a slide moun

fibre into the dies of said member to mould it into predeter - ted in said guideway and provided with an opening, a spring

ipined form , and means for subjecting the pulp fibre to an pressed plate forming the bottom of said guideway and hav

air vacuum while it remains in the die of said member for ing a drain pipe connected thereto and means for reciprocat

extracting the water therefrom , substantially as described. ing the slide, substantially as described.

11. In a machine of the class described, dies or moulding 20. In a machine of the class described a turret provided

a mass of wet pulp into a predetermined shape , a member with a plurality of recesses acting as dies , means for rotat

provided with dies , means for forcing the pulp fibre into the ing the turret intermittently, a locking device for said tur

dies of said member, means for subjecting the pulp fibre to ret plungers mounted in said turret in alignment with said

an air vacuum while it remains in said member, means for dies , and a stationary cam with which projections on said

imparting an intermittent movement to said member, and plungers engage during the movement of the turret, sub

means for ejecting the moulded fibre from said member , sub- stantially as described .

stantially as described. 21. In a machine of the class described , a turret having

12. In a machine of the class described, dies for moulding notches formed in its periphery and provided with a plur

a mass of wet pulp fibre into a predetermined shape, means ality of dies, an actuated lever provided with pawl which

for supplying pulp fibre to said dies, a movable member pro- co -operates with the notches in said turret to impart move

vided with a plurality of dies, means for forcing the pulp ment thereto, a locking dog for said turret and means car

fibre into one of the dies of said member after it has been ried by said lever for moving the locking dog into an in

shaped by the dies first referred to , means for actuating operative position as said lever moves into position prepara

said movable member, and means for extracting the water tory to feeding the turret forwardly , substantially as des

from the pulp fibre before it leaves the die of said member, cribed .

substantially as described . 22. In a machine of the class described, a trough for re

13. In a machine of the class described , dies provided with ceiving a quantity of liquid pulp fibre, a plunger mounted in

concave faces for moulding a mass of wet pulp fibre into the said trough , means co - operating with said plunger for com

form of a cylindrical block , an air vacuum for acting upon pressing the pulp fibre, and means for causing the face of

the pulp fibre while it is being moulded by said dies , a move the pulp fibre which is acted upon by said plunger to be sub

able member provided with plurality of tapered openingsjected to air pressure which causes the liquid to be forced

acting as said dies , means for forcing the cylindrical block out of the fibre, substantially as described .

of pulp fibre into one of the dies of said member, plungers 23. In a machine of the class described , a trough for re

mounted in said movable member in alignment with the ceiving liquid pulp fibre, a plunger mounted in said trough ,

tapered openings therein and provided with perforated ends . dies co - operating with said plunger to compress the pulp

means for creating a vacuum in said plungers, and means fibre , a movable member normally closing one end of the

for actuating said plungers to eject the moulded pulp fibre trough and provided with a die and a reciprocating member

from the dies of said movable member , substantially as des- mounted in the plunger for forcing the pulp fibre into said

cribed . din substantially as described .

14. In a machine of the class described a movable member

provided with a plurality of openings acting as dies , means No. 101,064. Punching and Shearing Machine.

for forcing pulp fibre into said openings , devices mounted in

said movable member in alignment with said openings and
Machine à poinçonnage et rognage

provided with perforated ends which form the bottom of said

dies , each of said devices being provided with a bore or pass Fig:5 19

ageway, a valve which moves with said movable member ,

said valve being provided with ports which communicate
For

with the bores of said devices , a stationary valve seat pro

vided on its inner face with a recess that registers with a

number of the ports of said valve and an air vacuum pipe
1403

communicating with the recess of said valve, substantially
83 Stry : 7 Fuoco

as described .

15. In a machine of the class described a turret provided

with a plurality of openings acting as dies, plungers moun 35

ted in the turret in alignment with said openings and having

perforated ends which form the bottom of said dies , each of

said plungers being provided with a bore , a valve moving

with the turret and provided with a plurality of ports , tubes

communicating with said ports and connected to the outer

ends of said plungers, a stationary valve seat provided on

its inner face with a recess with which a number of the

ports of said valve register simultaneously, an air vacuum

pipe communicating with said recess, a second recess formel

in the valve seat and registering with but a single port of

the valve seat at the same time and an air pressure pipe 101064

communicating with said last-named recess, substantially

as described .

16. In a machine of the class described , a die for acting on Leslie David Jannell, Sylver J. Gonya, Aretas E. Stearns

a mass of wet pulp fibre , an air vacuum for extracting the
and Philo B. Clark, each an assignee of a sixth interest

water from said pulp fibre through said die , a trap into
all of Rumford , Maine , U.S.A. , 18th September, 1906 ; 6

which the water drains , said trap being provided with an
years . Filed 23rd July, 1906. Receipt No. 138,095 .

opening, a slide provided with an opening, and means for Claim .-- 1. In a combined punching and cutting machine the

actuating said slide to move the opening therein into align- operating shaft arranged transversely to the line of the cut

ment with the opening of the trap , substantially as described. ' ting blades and a punch operated from the same shaft being

17. In a machine of the class described a die for acting on in substantially the same plane, and said punch and cutting

a mass of wet pulp fibre, an air vacuum for extracting the mechanisms having feed openings facing in the same direc

water from said pulp fibre through said die , a trap into tion .

which the water drains , said trap being provided with an 2. A punching and shearing machine comprising a support

opening , a slide provided with an opening, means for actu- ing frame having a fixed punch member at its upper portion ,

atingsaid slide to move the opening therein into alignment and a fixed shear blade located below the fixed punch mem

with the opening of the trap ,andyielding means for holding ber, acarriermovable verticallyin theframe and having

the slide in intimate engagementwith the trap, substantially a punch member and a shear blade arranged to co -operate

as described . respectively with the fixed punch member and fixed shear
18. In a machine of the class described a die for acting on blade , and an operating shaft located below the shear blades

a mass of wetpulp fibre, an air vacuum for extracting the and having oppositely and alternately acting cams engaging

wateh from said pulp fibre through said die, a trap into which the carrier at points at opposite sides of the shaft and sub

the water drains, said trap being provided with an opening, stantially in alignment with the punch members and with

i slide provided with an opening, a guideway in which the the central portions of the shear blades , one of the cams

slade moves, a drain pipe communicating with said guide- being formed to depress the carrier with a relatively slow

way, and means for actuating said slide to cause its opening motion, while the other is formed to raise the carrier with a

to align with the opening in the trap and thereafter align relatively quick motion.

with the drain pipe in the guideway, substantially as des. 1 3. A punching and shearing machine comprising a support

cribed. ing frame , a movable carrier guided thereby in a substan

19. In amachineofthe class described a die for actingon tially vertical path,said frame and carrier having comple
a mass of wet pulp Abre, an air vacuum for extracting the ' mental cutting members which are caused to co -operate by
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movements of the carrier, and an operating shaft provided by the length of the engine stroke for varying the pressure

with two oppositely acting cams, one cam acting to project on said valve to control its movement.

the carrier and cause the action of the cutting members,

and the other cam acting to retract the carrier.

4. A punching and shearing machine comprising a sup

porting frame, a movable carrier guided thereby in a sub

stantially vertical path , said frame and carrier having com

plemental cutting members which are caused to co -operate

by movements of the carrier, and oppositely facing abut

trents at its lower portion , located substantially in align

ment with the said cutting members, and an operating shaft

provided with two oppositely acting cams co -operating with

said abutments , one cam acting to project the carrier and

the other to retract the carrier.

5. A punching machine comprising a supporting frame hav

ing a substantially horizontal seat provided with guides, a

die holding and guiding yoke having a base movable on said

seat between the guides , complemental punching dies, one

attached to the yoke and the other movable therein , the

movable die having coupling members , and a reciprocating

carrier having a head overhanging the seat, said head and

niovable die having complemental coupling members adapted

to be interlocked by a movement of the yoke to its opera

tive position on the seat.

6. A punching machine comprising a supporting frame hav- 2. In a compensating direct acting engine having one or

ing a punch member, a guide above such punrh member , a more compensating cylinders and pistons, and means for ap

reciprocating carrier having a head overhanging the guide plying fluid in opposition to the working pressure to adjust

and the punch member, and a punch member movable in the compensating pressure, a valve opened by the opposing

said guide and engaged with the overhanging head, the said pressure to permit the escape of opposing fluid , and means

head being relatively small cross sectional area , so that it controlled by the length of the engine stroke for varying the

ray be surrounded by an annular body presented to the resistance to the opening of said valve to vary the compen

punching dies , and the said guide and the two punch mem- sating pressure .

bers being removable as a unit from the supporting frame . 3. In a compensating direct acting engine having one or

7. A punching and shearing machine comprising a support- more compensating cylinders and pistons and an accumulator

ing frame having a substantially horizontal seat at its upper though which the compensating pressure is derived , a valve
forward portion, and a fixed shear blade located below said actuated by presure in the compensating system to control

seat , a die holding and guiding yoke movable horizontally to
the accumulator pressure , and means controlled by the length

and from said seat, complemental punching dies, one at- of the engine stroke for varying the resistance to movement

tached to the yoke and the other movable therein , and a
of said valve to vary the compensating pressure.

reciprocating carrier movable vertically in the frame and 4. A compensating direct acting engine having devices for

having an upper end projecting above the frame and over- controlling the compensating pressure including a valve , a

hanging the seat, said overhanging end being provided with
pressure device acting on said valve , means actuated by the

means for detachably engaging the movable die when the engine piston for actuating the pressure device to vary the

yoke is in its operative position upon the seat , the carrier
pressure when the length of the engine stroke is increased ,

having also a shear blade arranged to co-operate with the
and means for returning the pressure device to normal posi

fixed shear blade, the said yoke occupying a space directly tion.

above the shear blades , and between the seat and the over
5. In a compensating direct acting engine having one or

hanging end of the carrier, so that the removal of the yoke
more compensating cylinders and pistons, a weighted valve

permits the utilization of said space for the reception of the
controlling the compensating pressure and means actuated

upper portion of an annular body subjected to the shear
by the engine piston for shifting the weight to vary the

blades.
pressure on the valve.

8. A punching and shearing machine comprising a sup
6. In a compensating direct acting engine having one or

porting frame, a carrier movable thereon , said frame and
more compensating cylinders and pistons , a weighted valve

carrier having complemental cutting members caused to act
actuated by the pressure in the compensating system to con

by movements of the carrier , a rotary operating shaft hay
trol the compensating pressure , means actuated by the en

ing means for engaging and reciprocating the carrier , a
gine piston for shifting the weight to vary the pressure on

power mechanism for rotating said shaft , said mechanism
the valve, and means for slowly returning the weight when

having an automatic stop motion for rendering it inoperative
shifted by the engine .

and a hand operated shaft rotating mechanism adapted to be
7. A compensating direct acting engine having devices for

used interchangeably with the said power mechanism.
controlling the compensating pressure including an escape

9. In a machine of the character stated , a shear blade
valve opened by pressure in the system, a weight lever and

holder having a three -sided recess, one of the end walls of
shiftable weight controlling the valve , a rod and connections

which overhangs the bottom of the recess , a shear blade for shifting the weight, a tappet moved by the engine piston

adapted to enter said recess and having shouldered ends , the
for shifting the rod, a spring for returning the rod and a

blade being shorter than the recess , so that a space exists
cataract cylinder having a piston connected to the rod and

between one of its ends and the corresponding end of the
arranged to retard the return movement of the rod .

recess when the blade is in place , and an attaching bolt en
8. The means for varying the compensating pressure to

gaged with the holder and having a head occupying said
control the stroke of a compensating direct acting engine,

space , one side of the head being formed to overhang the
substantially as shown in the accompanying drawings.

adjacent end of the shear blade.

10. In a machine of the character stated , a male punch of No. 101,066 . Brooder. Coureuse.

cylindrical form , having a stepped acting end and a center
ing projection on the axial line of thepunch, each stepped Marion W. Savage, assignee of Newton C. Sprague, Minne

portion having a flat outer face arranged substantially at a
apolis, Minnesota , U.S.A., 18th September , 1906 ; 6 years.

right angle with the axial line of the punch , and adapted
Filed 19th February, 1906. Receipt No. 133,044 .

tc independently detach a portion of the material removed
Claim .-1 . In a brooder the combination with a floor hav

by the action of the punch , the hole being formed by suc iug an opening therein, of a perforated drum removably

cessively detaching parts or sections of the material , one
mounted on said floor ,' a hover plate supported above said

stepped portion acting to detach a part of the material be
Grum having depending curtains inclosing the same, and im

fore the next stepped portion commences to act.
perforate drum removably mounted within said first-named

drum and spaced therefrom , intake and discharge flues com

municating with said drums respectively and a source of

No. 101,065. Compensating Direct Acting Engine. heat communicating with said imperforate drum , substanti
Machine à action directe. ally as described.

2. The combination with a brooder floor having an opening

Henry R. Worthington , New York City, New York, U.S.A. , therein of a perforate drum arranged on said floor, a hover

assignee of Franz F. Nickel, East -sange, New Jersey, plate having discharge ports supported above said drum and

U.S.A., 18th September. 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 13th June , having a depending curtain inclosing said drum , an imper
1906. Receipt No. 136,831. forate drum provided within said first - named drum and

Claim .-- 1. In a compensating direct acting engine having spaced therefrom , intake and discharge flues communicating

one or more compensating cylinders and pistons, a valve con- with said drums respectively , a pipe provided in said second

trolling the compensating pressure and means controlled | imperforate drum and having open ends, the lower end com
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municating with a source of heat , substantially as described. | 5. In a machine of the character described the combina

3. The combination with a brooder floor of a plate arrang- tion of a hollow column which is adapted to be mounted on

i interchangeable supporting columns for work of different

sizes, a radial arm arranged on the hollow column , means
between the column and the arm which permits the latter

to be adjusted laterally of and also around its axis and a

tool carriage operatively mounted on the arm , as specified .

6. In a machine of the character described the combina

tion of a supporting column suitable for work of a definite

size , a hollow column adapted to fit the supporting column ,

a ball bearing between the columns , an arm secured to the

hollow column to rotate therewith, means between the arm

ard hollow column for adjusting the former in a lateral direc

tion , means for adjusting the arm on its axis and a tool

carriage on the arm which is adjustable and is adapted to

be reciprocated axially of the arm , as specified.

7. In a machine of the character described the combina

tion of a supporting column, a shoulder on the column which

rests on the work for supporting the column , a hollow column

assembled on the supporting column , a ball bearing between

the lower end of the hollow column and the said shoulder

and a cutter carrying arm on the hollow column , as specified .

8. The combination of a supporting column, a hollow

column assembled thereon , an anti- friction bearing between

them , an arm carried by the hollow column which extends

parallel to the plane of the work, a tool carriage operative

ly mounted on the arm , a tool carried by the carriage, and

means for adjusting the arm to cause the tool to be moved

radially with respect to the work, as specified.

ed beneath the same and spaced therefrom , a perforate drum 9. In a machine of the character described the combina

mounted on said floor, cold air intake flues provided in the tion of a supporting column, a cutter carrying arm, a sup

space between said plate and floor and communicating with port between the arm and the column , a carrier between the

said drum , a hover inclosing said drum , an imperforate drum arm and the support, means for adjusting the carrier later

provided within said first -nameddrum and spaced therefrom ally on the support, and means for adjusting the arm around
and having a discharge flue leading to the open air and a !ts axis on the carrier , as specified .

pipe provided within said imperforate drum and communi- 10. In a machine of the character described the combina

cating with a source of heat , substantially as described . tion of supporting column , a hollow column assembled

thereon , a dovetail way provided on the hollow column, a

No. 101,067. Milling Machine. Machine à traire .
carrier movably supported in said way , means for adjusting

the carrier laterally in the way, an arm rigidly secured to

the carrier to move therewith , means for adjusting the arm

Fig.1
about its axis on the carrier and a tool carriage operatively

mounted on the arm , as specified .

11. In a machine of the character described, the combin

ation of a column adapted to be arranged centrally on the

work to be finished , a radial arm supported thereon , a car

rier between the column and the arm , a dovetail connection

between the carrier and the column , an adjusting screw

supported by the column for moving the carrier and the

arm laterally on the column , means for permitting the arm

to be adjusted axially on the carrier , and a tool carriage

299 )
operatively mounted on the arm , as specified.

235

12. In a machine of the character described , the combina

tion of a central supporting column, a radial arm mounted

thereon, a tool carriage arranged on the arm which is mov

able longitudinally thereof, a cutter carrying spindle mount

ed in the carriage which extends transversely to the axis

of the arm , a cutter on the spindle , means for adjusting the

101067 spindle longitudinally in the carriage, and means for adjust

ing the arm angularly about its axis and also laterally in a

plane at right angles to the column to cause the cutter to
The Canadian General Electric Company, Limited , Toronto ,

Ontario , Canada , assignee of John Riddle, Schenectady, column, as specified.
move in a radial direction with respect to the supporting

New York , U.S.A., 18th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Pued
13. In a machine of the character described, the combina

7th June , 1905. Receipt No. 125,799 .
tion of a central supporting column pivotally supported to

Claim . - 1 . In a machine of the character described ihe move on its axis , a radial arm arranged thereon , a cutter

combination of a column supported above the work , an irm carriage mounted on the arm and adapted to move there

attached to the column which is unsupported at its outns with about the axis of the column which is movable longi

end, a work holder having its axis coincident with the axis tudinally thereof, a means carried by the arm for recipro

of the column , the arm and work holder being capable ! cating the carriage , a cutter carrying spindle mounted in

relative angular adjustment , a tool holder carried by the frer the carriage , a cutter on the spindle , a source of power ar

end of the arm , means for adjusting the position of the tool ranged on the column and movable therewith and means

holder with respect to the work , and a motor supported by for transmitting power from said source to the spindle , as

the column which drives the tool , as specfied , specified.

2. In a machine of the character described the combina- 14. In a machine of the character described , the combina

of a supporting column , a radial cutter carrying arm revolv- tion of a supporting column , a radial arm mounted thereon

ably mounted thereon , and means for adjusting the arm and composed of two sections which are independently ad

either side of a radial position and in a plane at right angles justable about the same axis, a yoke formed on the outer

to the axis of the column, as specified. section the axis of which extends parallel to that of the

3. In a machine of the character described the combina arm , a carriage mounted in the yoke, means for recipro

tion of a supporting column having a base which is adapted cating the carriage , a spindle mounted in the carriage with

to rest on the work , a radial tool carrying arm revolvably its axis extending transversely to that of the arm , a cutter

supported solely by the arm , a tool carriage arranged to on the spindle , and means for rotating the cutter, as speci

reciprocate on the arm , and means for angularly adjusting fied.
the arm on its axis , as specified. 15. In a machine of the character described , the combina

4. In a machine of the character described the combina- tion of a column, a radial arm adjustably mounted thereon,

tion of a supporting column, means for supporting the work | a yoke formed at the outer end of the arm , a carriage mov

with respect to the axis of the column to permit of a rela- ably mounted in the yoke, a rotating cutter carrying spindle

tive turning movement, arm carried by the column , in the carriage , a manually actuated lever carried by the

means for shifting the arm laterally in a plane at right arm , and a connection between the lever and the carriage ,

angles to the axis of the column, means for angularly adjust- ' as specified.

ing the arm on its axis and a tool carriage operatively 16. In a machine of the character described , the combina
mounted on the arm , as specified. tion of a column, a radial arm adjustably mounted thereon
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which is provided with a yoke, a carriage which is mor- No. 101,069. Bucket for Elastic Fluid Turbines.

able in the yoke in the direction of the axis of the arm, Godet pour turbines à fluides élastiques.
a sleeve in the carriage which extends transversely to the

axis of the arm , a spindle rotatably mounted in the sleeve ,

a cutter on the spindle, means for adjusting the spindle and

sleeve together in the carriage, and a manually operated

device carried by the arm for reciprocating the carriage

and cutter during the cutting strokes, as and for the purpose
specified .

17. A milling machine adapted to be bodily supported and

movably mounted on the work, an adjustable cutter carry

ing spindle in the carriage, a motor supported on the col

umn , and a power transmitting device between the motor

and the spindle for rotating the latter, said device including

means for permitting the arm and spindle to be adjusted , 17

as and for the purpose specified.

18. In a machine of the character described , the combina

tion of a stationary support, a laterally and angularly ad
USD

justable arm revolvablymounted thereon , a carriage longi

tudinally movable on the arm , a rotating cutter carrying

spindle adjustably mounted on the carriage, a driving wheel

on the spindle, a motor supported to revolve with the arm , The Canadian General Electric Company, Toronto, Ontario ,

a belt driving connection between the wheel and motod, Canada , assignee of George E. Stevens , Lynn, Massachu

and means for maintaining said connection in operative re- setts , U.S.A. , 18th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 8th

lation to the wheel for all positions of adjustment of the May , 1906. Receipt No. 135,670 .

cutter carying spindle , as and for the purpose specified . Claim.-1 . In an elastic fluid turbine the combination of a
19. In a machine of the character described, the combina- support , a sheet metal bucket having a base formed inte

tion of a supporting column, a radial arm which is revolv : gral therewith , and a device which extends across the base
ably mounted thereon, and is capable of lateral and axial for securing the bucket to the support.

adjustment, a carriage on the arm which is adjustable there 2. In an elastic fluid turbine the combination of a support ,

with, means for reciprocating the carriage longitudinally of sheet metal buckets having a base that is common to and

the arm , a cutter carrying spindle on the carriage which integral therewith , a device which extends across the base

extends transversely of the arm and is longitudinally ad- and acts as a means common to the buckets for securing

justable, a motor secured in fixed position on the support them to the support.

ing column , a shaft pulley for the motor, a distance pulley 3. In an elastic fluid turbine the combination of a sup

adjustably supported on the arm , a driving wheel on the port, sheet metal buckets arranged between the separate

spindle which is movable therewith , an idler arranged in

a common plane with the wheel and distance pulley and the buckets, and a retainer which crosses the base piece for
rows , a base piece which is common to and integral with

movable with the former, and a driving belt extending from securing the buckets and is located between the rows.

the motor pulley to the distance pulley and operatively en- 4. In an elastic fluid turbine the combination of a sup

gaging with the driving wheel and idler, as and for the
pcrt , a sheet metal bucket having an integral base piece

purpose specified.
projecting each side thereof and retainers which overlie the

No. 101,068. Means of Attaching Turbine Backets. ) base piece and secure the bucket to the support.
5. In an elastic fluid turbine the combination of a support,

Moyen d'attacher des godets de turbines . having projections thereon, sheet metal buckets which are

supported by the projections, a base piece formed integral

with two or more buckets which is located in the groove

between the projections , and retainers that occupy the

grooves and hold the buckets in place .

6. In an elastic fluid turbine the combination of a support,

sheet metal buckets arranged in rows thereon , a base piece

formed integral with and connecting buckets of different

rows, and retainers which secure the buckets at a point be

tween the rows.

7. In an elastic fluid turbine the combination of a sup

port , sheet metal buckets arranged in rows thereon , a base

piece formed integral with and connecting buckets of dif

ferent rows, retainers which secure the buckets at a point

between the rows , and means for securing the base piece at

the ends.

8. In an elastic fluid turbine the combination of a support ,

buckets carried thereby and arranged in rows , a base com

mon to and integral with the buckets in different rows , re

tainers for the buckets which extend across the base and are

common to adjacent rows .

9. In an elastic fluid turbine the combination of a support ,

The Canadian General Electric Company, Toronto , Ontario , a plurality of buckets carried thereby and arranged in rows,

Canada, assignee of John G. Callan , Lynn , Massachusetts, said buckets being formed by sheet metal and each provided
U.S.A., 18th September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 2nd May, with an integral tenon , a base piece common to and connect

1906. Receipt No. 135,462.
ing buckets of different rows, and a cover that is secured

Claim . - 1 . In an elastic fluid turbine the combination of a to the ends of the buckets by the tenons thereon .

support having one or more channels , a bucket carrying base 10. In an elastic fluid turbine the combination of a support

mounted in the channel , and staking pieces situated between having a deformed edge portion , with buckets having bases

the bucket base and the walls of the channel , said staking mounted on the support which are secured in place by secur

pieces being held by the walls of the groove and turned over ing the support of its deformity by forcing the metal of

at their outer ends to secure the buckets. which it is composed over the ends of the bucket bases.

2. In an elastic fluid turbine the combination of a support 11. In an elastic fluid turbine the combination of a sup

provided with one or more channels having overhanging port having parallel projections thereon , with grooves be

shoulders on opposite sides, a bucket carrying segmental tween buckets mounted on the projections having bases

base mounted in the channel and provided with shoulders which extend acriss the grooves and segmental locking

on opposite sides , and staking pieces located between the pieces located in the grooves which extend across the bases.
sides of the channel and the bucket base , the inner ends of 12. In an elastic fluid turbin the combination of a support

the staking pieces being held in place by the support and having parallel projections thereon with grooves between

the outer ends turned over to engage the said shoulders . buckets mounted on the projections having bases which ex

3. In an elastic fluid turbine the combination of a sup- tend across the grooves , and segmental locking pieces locat

port having a channel formed therein with an overhanging ed in the grooves which extend across the bases , and retain

wall, a bucket carrying base mounted therein and provided ing devices which are common to adjacent segmental lock

with a shoulder on one side , and a staking piece located be- | ing pieces .
tween the wall of the channel and the bucket base and se- 13. As an article of manufacture a bucket element which is

cured at its inner end by the overhanging wall of the chan- punched out of sheet metal and has a base piece common to

nel, the outer end being bent over to engage the shoulder two or more buckets, the said buckets being arranged to

on the bucket base and secure it in place. form an angle with the base piece .
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No. 101,070. Bucket for Elastic Fluid Turbines . 2. The combination with a base having a dovetail or under

Godet pour turbines à fluides élastiques.
cut groove, of a plurality of separately formed buckets of

uniform cross section and cut away at one end to form

shanks fitting said groove, spacing blocks in said groove

flush with the surface of the base and having curved ends

fitting against the bucket shanks, and lips upset at the ends

of the groove to hold the parts together.

3. The combination with a base having a dovetail or un

dercut groove, of a plurality of separately formed buckets

of uniform cross section and cut away at one end to form

shanks fitting said groove , spacing blocks of the same mater

ial as the buckets fitted into said groove and fitting the
0

curves of said bucket shanks, a filling block at the end of the

groove of substantially the same material as the base , the

incisions in the end of the base forming upset lips to hold

the parts together.

4. In an elastic fluid turbine the combination of a bucket

support having a groove formed therein which is narrower

a : the throat than at the bottom buckets , having projections

thereon which enter the groove and are retained in place by

the walls thereof and devices for spacing the buckets apart

to preserve the proper pitch, the ends of the support being

The Canadian General Electric Company , Toronto , Ontario , riveted over to force the buckets and spacing devices into

Canada, assignee of Edmund H. Farquhar, Schenectady, engagement with each other and also to secure them rigidly

New York , U.S.A., 18th September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed in said support.

41h June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,514 .

Claim . - 1. In an elastic fluid turbine the combination of a No. 101,072. Bucket Fastening for Elastic Fluid

plurality of buckets made of a hot rolling alloy , a cast metal
Turbines.

support to which the buckets are fused and a carrier for the Attache de golet pour turbines à fluides élastiques.

support, as and for the purpose specified .

2. In an elastic fluid turbine the combination of a plurality

of buckets each saving a concave and a convex wall and

made of hot rolling alloy, a cast metal base to which the

buckets are fused at one end , a means for connecting the

opposite ends of the buckets to hold them in alignment and

preserve the pitch distance and a carrier for the support, as

and for the purpose specified .

3. In an elastic fluid turbine the combination of a plurality

off buckets each being separately formed and provided with

concave and convex walls, a base to which the buckets are

secured by fusing, tenons on the buckets , a cover or shroud

that is secured to the buckets by the tensons which forms

one wall of the fluid passages , preserves the pitch relation

between the buckets and assists in securing the buckets

against centrifugal strains and a carrier for the base , as and

ior the purpose specified .

4. In an elastic fluid turbine the combination of a plurality

of buckets each being made of extruded metal and provided

with a recess at one end , tenons formed integral with the

buckets, a cast metal base to which the buckets are fused, The Canadian General Electric Company, Toronto , Ontario ,

the metal of the base filling the recesses and forming an ad- Canada, assignee of Oscar Junggren , Schnectady , New

ditional mechanical support , a cover for the buckets which York , U.S.A. , 18th September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 28th

is secured thereto by riveting over the ends of the tenons, August, 1906. Receipt No. 139,037 .

the said cover acting as a mechanical support to resist cen- Claim .-1 . In an elastic fluid turbine the combination with

trifugal strains and also to preserve the pitch distance be- a wheel , of bucket carrying base segments fitted thereto ,

tween the buckets and hold them in alignment against lateral shoulders on each side of said wheel and segments , flanged

displacement and a carrier for the base , as and for the pur- rings engaging with said shoulders and rivets passing

pose specified .
through said rings and wheel .

2. In an elastic fluid turbine the combination with a wheel

No. 101,071 . Bucket for Elastic Fluid Turbines . having a concentric shoulder on each side and transverse

Godet pour turbines à fluides élastiques. passages , of a base segments fitted to the rim of said wheel

and provided with shoulders concentric therewith , separately
formed buckets ' secured in said segment , flanged clamping

rings engaging said shoulders and rivets passing through

said rings and the passages in said wheel .

3. In an elastic fluid turbine the combination with a wheel

having a smooth periphery and concentric shoulders on its

sides, of the base segments fitted to said periphery provided

with a longitudinal undercut groove and having concentric

shoulders on each sides, separately formed buckets having

shanks engaging in said groove, spacing blocks between

them , segmental clamping rings having flanges engaging

with said shoulders on the base segments and wheel and

rivets passing through said rings and wheel .
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No. 101,073. Bucket for Elastic Fluid Turbines.

Godet pour turbines à fluides élastiques.

The Canadian General Electric Company , Toronto , Ontario ,

Canada, assignee of Walter Field Rice , Quincey, Massa

chusetts , U.S.A. , 18th September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed

31st August, 1906. Receipt No. 139,133.

The Canadian General Electric Company, Toronto, On ario , Claim . - 1. In an elastic fluid turbine the combination with
Canada , assignee of Edmund H. Farquhar, Schenectady, separately formed buckets . of a connector passing through

New York, U.S.A. , 18th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed
the same, and a mass of metal cast on said buckets, as ani

27th August , 1906. Receipt No. 138,991.
for the purpose specified.

Claim . - 1. The combination with a base having a dovetail 2. In an elastic fluid turbine the combination with separ

undercut groove, of a plurality of separately formed ately formed buckets , of a connector passing through the

buckets having shanks fitting said gro and spacing blocks same and a mass of metal cast on said buckets and fusel

in said groove between said bucket shanks, the material of thereto, as and for the purpose specified .
the base at the ends of the groove being upset to secure the 3. In an elastic fluid turbine the combination with separ

parts together. ately formed buckets , of a connector passing through the

0
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same , and a mass of metal cast on said buckets and fused 4. A packing for rotating shafts having in combination

thereto and to said connector, as and for the purpose groups of collars arranged in steps on the shaft , a split

specified. bushing carrying packing collars , an enclosing box having

a removable top thereto .

5. A packing gland for rotating shafts having in combina

tion packing collars arranged in groups partly cylindrical in

form and partly conical , a split bushing adapted to the

collars on the shaft , a box enclosing the bushing and hav

ing a removable cover thereto , substantially as described .

6. A packing gland for rotating shafts having in combina

tion a packing gland box with a removable top cover, a

split bushing within the box , said split bushing having pack

ing collars thereon , packing collars on the shaft , and means

for longitudinally adjusting the position of the split bush

ing, substantially as described .

7. A packing gland for rotating shafts having in combina

tion a packing gland box with a removable cover , a split

bushing within said box . groups

4. In an elastic fluid turbine the combination with separ
of packing collars

arranged in steps , collars the shaft adapted to

ately formed buckets . of a connector passing through their
the collars in said bushing, means for longitudinally ad

ends, and a mass of metal cast thereon and extending 59
justing the position of the bushing, substantially as des

yond said connector , as and for the purpose specified.
cribed .

5. In an elastic fluid, turbie the combination with separ

atelyformed buckets , or a cable passing through their ends nation a packing gland box with a removable cover , a split
8. A packing gland for rotating shafts having in combi

and a support cast thereon and enveloping said ends and bushing carrying groups of packing collars , groups of pack

said cable , as and for the purpose specified .

6. In an elastic fluid turbine thecombination with separ- ing collars onthe shaft adaptedto thepackingcollarson
ately formed buckets, ofabase and cover both castonsaid the bushing, spaces between said groups, lantern spaces , in

buckets , as and for the purpose specified . the packing gland box , holes in the split bushing at the

7. In an elastic fluid turbine the combination with separ - spaces between the groupsof packing said holes communi

ately formed buckets , of a base and a cover both cast there- cating with the latern spaces.

on and a connector passing through said buckets, as and for
9. A packing gland for rotating shafts having in combina

the purpose specified . tion , a packing gland box with removable cover, a split

8. In an elastic fluid turbine the combination with separ- bushing, packing collars on said bushing, packing collars on

ately formed buckets , of a base and cover both cast thereon
the shafts , lantern spaces g in the packing gland box , a

and a connector passing through said buckets and enveloped packing gland q adapted to prevent leakagefrom said lan

by the cast metal , as and for the purpose specified .
tern spaces , substantially as described .

9. In an elastic fluid turbine the combination with separ 10. A packing gland for rotating shafts having in combin

ately formed buckets, of a cover nast thereon and mechani- ation a packing gland box with removable cover, a split bush

cally interlocked therewith, as and for the purpose specified. ing, packing collars on said bushing, packing collars on the

10. In anelastic fluid turbine the combination with separ- shafts , lanternspacesgin the packing gland box,a packing
ately formed buckets ,ofa cover castthereon and mechani- gland q adapted to prevent leakage from said lantern spaces,

cally interlocked therewith and a base cast on and fused to means for longitudinally adjusting the split bushing.

said buckets , as and for the purpose specified . 11. A packing gland for rotating shafts having in combin

11. In an elastic fluid turbine the combination with separ- ation a packing gland box with removable cover, a split

ately formed buckets having shouldered ends, of a cover bushing, packing collars on said bushing, packing collars on

cast thereon and interlocking with said shoulders, as and the shafts, lantern spaces g in the packing gland box, a pack
for the purpose specified . ing gland q adapted to prevent leakage from said lantern

12. In an elastic fluid turbine the combination with separ- spaces , a ring externally fixed to the gland box , a screwed

ately formed buckets , of a connector passing through them ring engaging with a screw on the split bushing and working

near one end , a base cast on and fused to said buckets and ir, a recess in the externally fixed ring.

enveloping said connector and a cover cast on and mechani- 12. A packing gland for rotating shafts having in combin

cally interlocked with said buckets, as and for the purpose ation a packing gland box with removable cover , a split

specified. bushing, packing collars on said bushing, packing collars on

the shafts , lantern spaces g in the packing gland box , a pack

No. 101,074. Packing Device for Shafts of Steam ing gland' q adapted to prevent leakage from said' lantern
Turbines. spaces , a ring externally fixed to the gland box , a screwed

Garniture pour essieux de turbines à vapeur.
ring engaging with a screw on the split bushing and working

in a recess in the externally fixed ring , screws in the screw

ed ring adapted to exert an end pressure on the packing

gland.q.

No. 101,075. Liquid Filter.
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The Honourable Charles Algernon Parsons , Heaton Works ,

Newcastle-on -Tyne , assignee of John Turnbull and How

itson Hall , both of Turbina Works , Walsend -on -Tyne ,

England , 18th September, 1906 ; 18 years. Filed 7th

February, 1906. Receipt No. 132,663 .

Claim.-1 . A packing gland for rotating shaft , having in

combination a semi -cylindrical extension in the pressure

casing, a removable top cover, split bushing carrying the

packing collars, packing collars on the shafts and registering

with the packing bushings , substantially as described.

2. A packing gland for rotating shafts having in combina

tion , a fixed semi - cylindrical extension on the pressure

casing, a removable top cover, a split bushing having groups Wilfred Reeves and Balfour Bramwell, co -inventors, both of
of packing rings or collars , packing rings or collars fixed to Wellington Place , Belfast , Ireland , 18th September, 1906 ;

the shaft and registering with the packing rings or collars
6 years . Filed 29th August , 1906. Receipt No. 128,020.

on the bushing, substantially as described . Claim.-1 . Apparatus for filtering liquids comprising a filter

3. A packing gland for rotating shafts having in combina chamber revolvably mounted on hollow trudnions, a perman

tion , conically arranged collars on the shaft , a split bushing ently fixed inlet pipe passing through one of the said trun
carrying packing collars adapted to said conically arranged nions in and extending upwardly within the said chamber, a

collars, an enclosing box having a removable top thereto, filter bed having spherical walls is the lower part of the

substantially as and for the purpose described. chamber , a passage connecting the lower side of the filter
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bed with the second trunnion , and a fixed outlet pipe leading 11. A vacuum filter aparatus having a filter frame , a

from the said second trunnion , substantially as described . vacuum drum , connections between said frame and drum .

2. In apparatus for filtering liquids such as herein des- means for exhausting the air from said drum , a discharge

cribed , a filter chamber revolvably mounted on hollow trun- pipe from said drum and a water seal at the lower end of

nious, a filter bed in the lower part of the said chamber , and said discharge pipe .

a fixed inlet pipe passing through one of the said trunnions 12. A vacuum filter having a tubular frame and porous

and extending upwardly over the filter bed and terminating material interposed between two sheets of filtering fabric.

in an upwardly turned open bell - mouth , substantially as des- 13. A vacuum filter frame having a porous material inter

cribed . posed between two sheets of filtering fabric and a perfor

3. In apparatus for filtering liquids such as herein des- ated tube enclosed within said filtering fabric .

cribed , a spherical ended filter chamber revolvably mounted 14. The combination in a vacuum filter of a porous mater

on hollow trunnions and constructed in two sections divided ial interposed between two sheets of filtering fabric , the

on a plane normal to the axis of said trunnions , a perman- material and fabric being sewed together ur fastened at

ently fixed inlet pipe passing through one of the said trun- intervals and a perforated pipe within said filtering fabric .

nions into the filter chamber , an upwardly inclined exten- 15. A vacuum filter frame having a porous material inter

sion of said inlet pipe terminating in an upwardly directed posed between two sheets of filtering fabric, a perforated

open bell - mouth , a fixed outlet pipe leading from the second tube within said filter fabric for supplying fluid to and re

hollow trunnion , and means for revolving the filter chamber , moving fluid from the interior of said filter, and means for

substantially as described . producing a vacuum in the interior of said frame.

4. Apparatus for filtering liquids comprising a spherical 16. A vacuum filter frame having a foraminous materia !

ended filter chamber revolvably mounted on hollow trun interposed between two sheets of filtering fabric , and means

nions, a filter bed in the lower part of the said chamber , a for removing fluid from and suplying fluid to the interior of

fixed pipe passing through one of the said trunnions and ter- said frame .

minating in an upwardly turned open bell - mouth adapted to 17. A vacuum filter frame provided with a filtering fabric ,

distribute the liquid to be filtered over the upper side of the portions of which are coated with waterproofing material .

filter bed , a perforated supporting floor for the filter bed.
18 , A vacuum filter frame provided with filtering fabric, a

narrow rim of which is coated with a waterproofing material.

No. 101,076. Vacuum Filter. Filtre à vacuum . 19. A vacuum filter having its surface divided into panels

by vertical strips.

20. A vacuum filter having projections upon the surface

thereof to aid in holding material to be filtered upon said

surface.

No. 101,077. Power Hammer. Marteau mécanique.1
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Charles Butters , Berkeley, California . U.S.A. , 18th Septem

ber, 1906 : 6 years. Filed 12th February, 1906. Receipt

-10 . 132,842 .

Claim .-- 1 . A vacuum filter frame having a porous material

interposed between two sheets of filtering fabric and a per

forated tube for removing fluid from and supplying fluid to

the interior of said filter frame .

2. The combination in a vacuum filter frame of a porous

material interposed between two sheets of iltering fabric ,

the fibrous material and filtering fabric being sewed or fast
ened together at intervals and a perforated pipe for with Austin Bragg, Waterville , Maine, U. S.A., 18th September,

drawing and admitting fluid to and from the filter .
1906 ; 6 years. Filed 23rd July, 1906. Receipt No. 138,079 .

3. A vacuum filter frame having a porous material inter- Claim . - 1 . In a power hammer , the combination with a

r.osed between two sheets of filtering fabric and a perforated ram or hammer, of an elliptic spring helve having both of

cube for removing fluid from and supplying fluid to the in- its members connected at one end to said ram or hammer

terior of said filter frame, and means for producing a vacuum and the other ends of said members pivotally supported an 1

in the interior of said frame. means connected to the two members of said spring helve

4. A vacuum filter frame having a top member or rail, intermediate the ends thereof for actuating it , substantially

grooves therein , retaining strips having the under outer edge as set forth .

lower than the portion next to the frame adapted in com- 2. In a power hammer , the combination with a ram or

bination with said grooves to hold filtering fabric , and hammer and a movable support , of an elliptic spring helve

means for producing a vacuum in the interior of said frame. having its two members connected at one end to said ram

5. A vacuum filter frame provided with a filtering fabric or hammer and at the other end pivotally connected to the

portions of which are rendered impervious to fluid . movable support , and means connected to the members 0

6. A vacuum filter frame provided with a filtering fabric the spring helve intermediate the ends thereof for operat

a narrow rim around the sides of which is rendered imper- ing the same.

vious to fluid . 3. In a power hammer, the combination with a ram or

7. A vacuum filter frame having a porous material inter- hammer and a lengthwise adjustable support, of an elliptic

posed between two sheets of filtering fabric and means for spring helve having both of its members connected at one

removing fluid from and supplying fluid to the interior of end to said ram or hammer and at the other end pivotally

said filter frame, and means for producing a vacuum in the connected to the adjustable support and means connected

interior of said frame. to the helve intermediate its ends for operating same .

8. A vacuum filter frame having a top member or rail , 4. In a power hammer the combination with a ram or

grooves therein , retaining strips adapted in combination hammer and a swinging fulcrum , the latter being construct
with said grooves to hold filtering fabric and grooves in said ed whereby it may be lengthened or shortened, of an elliptic
retaining strips adapted to deflect fluid from the surface of spring helve having both of its members connected at one
said filter frame .

end to the ram or hammer and at the other end pivotally

9. A vacuum filtering apparatus having a receptacle , a connected to the free end of the fulcrum , and means engag

filtering frame, a drum , connections between said drum and ing the two members of the helve intermediate the ends

filter frame , an outlet pipe from said drum , and means for thereof for operating the same .

exhausting the air from . said drum . 5. In a power hammer the combination with a ram or

10. A vacuum filtering apparatus having a receptacle , a hammer, of a movable fulcrum , an elliptic spring helve

Oltering frame , a drum , connections between said drum and connecting said ram and fulcrum , bars on opposite sides

filter frame, an outlet pipe from said drum , a supply and of said spring helve , clamping bolts connecting said burs

discharge pipe, means for connecting and disconnecting said and adapted to adjust the tension and flexibility of the

supply and discharge pipe from said vacuum drum , and spring helve , and operating means connected with said
means for exhausting the air from said drum . helve between its ends .
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6. In a power hammer, the combination with a frame, of contact by a two -fold primary circuit, said circuit, a duplex

an elongated ram or hammer guide in said frame , a ram or switch including said primary circuit, devices for detach

hammer in said guide having an opening therein, a fulcrum ably retaining the switch in its closed condition with either

rod , an elliptic spring helve having eyes in the endsof its fold of said primary circuit, mechanicalmeansfor diverting

two members , one of said eyes pivotally mounted on the the current form one fold of the primary circuit to the

fulcrum rod , an eccentric , and a pitman connecting said ec- other, a two - fold primary circuit including a motor and a

centric with the helve between the ends of the latter. i circuit closer in each of its folds , said motors, said circuit

7.In a power hammer,the combination with a frame, of a closers which are respectively actuated by the first -named

head having ram guides therein and pivoted at its lower electro -magnets, devices for individually retaining said cir

end to said frame, a shaft carried by the head , pinions on cuit closers in operative condition , means co-acting with

said shaft, racks on the frame in mesh with said pinions, said attachments for disengaging said retaining devices

a hand wheel to turn the shaft , and a lock nut to secure the from said circuit closers and driving connections between
parts at any adjustment . said motors and spools.

8. In a power hammer, the combination with a ram or 3. The combination with a car, a track contact and the

hammer, of an elliptic spring connected at one end to tha circuit wires connected with a source of energy of two

ram or hammer and at the other end to a fulcrum , a bar spools , a screen provided with apertures adjacent of its ends

connecting the two ends of the spring helve and means in- and wound about the spools , spaced attachments upon the

termediate the ends of the helve for operating the same. screen , a contact on the car and connected with the track

9. In a power hammer, the combination with a ram or contact by a two - fold primary circuit , said circuit, a duplex

hammer, of an elliptic spring helve connected at one end switch including said primary circuit , a two - fold supple

to said hammer and at its other end to a fulcrum , means mentary circuit connected with the electro - magnets of said

connecting the semi - elliptic sections of the spring for regu
switch and terminating in two pairs of contacts arranged

lating their tension and means connected to the helve in
upon opposite sides of the screen and adapted to complete

termediate its ends for operating same . the respective circuits thereof through the said screen

apertures, devices for detachably retaining the switch in its
No. 101,078. Station Indicator. Indicateur de station .

closed condition with either fold of said primary circuit ,

electro -magnets included in said supplementary circuit for

disengaging said retaining means to divert the current from

one fold to the other of said primary circuit when the res

pective pairs of contacts close the supplementary circuit ,

mechanical means for diverting the current from one fold

of the primary circuit to the other, a two -fold primary cir

cuit including a motor and a circuit closer in each of its

folds , said motors , said circuit closers which are respectively

actuated by the first -named electro -magnets , devices for in

dividually retaining said circuit closers in operative con

dition , means co-acting with said attachments for disengag

FIT . 2 . ing said retaining devices from said circuit closers , and driv

ing connections between said motors and spools .
SEND

4. The combination with a car, a track contact , and the

LINE circuit wires connected with a source of energy, of two

spools, a screen provided with apertures adjacentof its ends

FIE and wound about the spools, spaced attachments upon the

screen , a contact on the car and connected with the track

contact by a two- fold primary circuit , said circuit , a duplex

switch including said primary circuit , a two- fold supple

mentary circuit connected with the electrro -magnets of said

switch and terminating in two pairs of contacts arranged

upon opposite sides of the screen and adapted to complete

the respective circuits thereof through the said screen aper

tures, devices for detachably retaining the switch in its

closed condition with either fold of said primary circuit ,

electro -magnets included in said supplementary circuit for

disengaging said retaining means to divert the current from

one fold to the other of said primary circuit when the res

pective pairs of contacts close the supplementary circuit, a

101078 slidable bar, devices actuated by the movement of the bar

for reversing the switch , a two - fold primary circuit includ

ing a motor and a circuit closer in each of its folds, said

motors , said circuit closers which are respectively actuated
Arthur James Clark , Seattle , Washington , U.S.A. , 18th Sep

by the first -named electro-magnets, devices for individually
tember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th July, 1906. Receipt

retaining said circuit closers in operative condition , means

No. 138,155 .
co -acting with said attachments for disengaging said re

Claim.-1 . The combination with a car, a track contact and taining devices from said circuit closers , and driving con

the circuit wires connected with a source of energy of two nections between said motors and spools.

spools , a screen provided with apertures adjacent of its ends

and wound about the spools , spaced attachments upon the

screen , a contact on the car and connected with the track No. 101,079. Railway Track. Voie de chemin de fer.
contact by two-fold primary circuit , said circuit, a duplex

switch including said primary circuit, a two -fold supple- Reuben D. Culver, Veederburg, Indiana, U.S.A. , 18th Sep

mentary circuit connected with the electro -magnets of said tember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 12th April , 1906. Receipt

switch and terminating in two pairs of contacts arranged
No. 131,873

upon opposite sides of the screen and adapted to complete Claim .-- 1 . Ii . a railw 13 tiack cons! " l'ition, a concrete base

the respective circuits thereof through the said screen aper- extending locgitudinally beneath each track rail , and rail

tures , devices for detachably retaining the switch in its cushions arranged at intervals in the tops of said bases ,

closed condition with either fold of said primary circuit , substatially as spenified.

electro -magnets included in said supplementary circuit for 2. fit a railway track (listrirain , a coucrete base ex

disengaging said retaining means to divert the current from tendiiti longitudinally beneatlı cach track rail, there being

one -fold to the other of said primary circuit when the res- waviries !ormerl at intervals in the tops of the bases , and

pective pairs of contacts close the supplementary circuit, a rail cushions arranged in said cavities, substantially as

two- fold primary circuit including a motor and a circuit pecifieil.

closer in each of its folds , said motors , said circuit closers 3. An improved track construction for street and other

which are respectively actuated by the first-named electro- railways comprising independent cement concrete bases

magnets, devices for individually retaining said circuit having spaces formed at intervals in their length, cushions

closers in operative condition , means co -acting with said :nounterl in said spaces , and rails supported by said cush

attachments for disengaging said retaining devices from said ions , substantially as specified.

circuit closers , and driving connections between said motors 4. An improved track construction for street and other

and spools. railways , comprising independent cement concrete bases ,

3. The combination with a car , a track contact and the bearing boxes formed at intervals in the length of said
circuit wires connected with a source of energy of two spools. bases, cushions mounted in said boxes, rails supported
a screen provided with apertures adjacent of its ends and by said cushions , and bolts engaging said rails and having

wound about the spools, spaced attachments upon the their lower ends anchored to said bases , substantially as
screen , a contact on the car and connected with the track specified.

OS PIESE
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5. An improved track construction for street and other No. 101,080. Production of Nickel.

railways , comprising independent cement concrete bases ,
Production de nickel.

Ellen G. Elworthy, Battlefield Road , Herts , England , ad

ministrix of the estate of Herbert Samuel Elworthy, 18th

September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 30th May , 1905. Receipt
No. 125,609 .

Claim . - 1 . Method or process for the manufacture of nickel,

comprising the reduction of a nickel compound by means of

a reducing gas and heating the resulting metallic nickel to

a temperature at which the metal becomes pasty and co

herent .

2. Method or process for the manufacture of nickel , com

prising the reduction of a nickel compound by means of a

reducing gas , and heating the resulting metallic nickel in

an atmosphere of gas inert thereto, to a temperature at

which the metal becomes pasty and coherent.

3. Method or process for the manufacture of nickel , com

prising the reduction of a nickel compound, as commercial

nickel oxide , by a reducing gas, as hydrogen, and heating the

resulting metallic nickel to approximately 1,200 to 1,400 ° C.

4. Method or process for the manufacture of nickel , com

prising the reduction of a nickel compound, as commercial

nickel oxide , by a reducing gas , as hydrogen, and heating

the resulting metallic nickel in an atmosphere of gas inert

thereto approximately 1,200 ° to 1,400° C.

bearing boxes formed at intervals in the length of said
base, cushions mounted in said boxes, rails supported by No. 101,081. Tag . Etiquette .

said cushions , bolts engaging said rails and having their

lower ends anchored to said bases, and tie rods connecting

the webs of said rails , substantially as specified.

6. An improved track construction for street and other

railways , comprising concrete bases, boxes formed in said

bases at intervals of the length of same, a body of sand

or other slightly resilient material in certain of said boxes ,

a cover or packing placed upon said body of resilient ma

terial , rail blocks placed within said boxes upon said cover

0 ; packing, rails mounted upon said rail blocks , means for

securing the bases of said rails in position upon said rail

blocks , and means for gauging the rails, substantially as
specified.

7. An improved track construction for street and other

railways , comprising concrete bases, boxes formed in said

bases at intervals of the length of the same , a body of sand

or other slightly resilient material in certain of said boxes ,

a cover or packing placed upon said body of resilient ma

terial , rail blocks placed within said boxes upon said cover

or packing, rails mounted upon said rail blocks , means for

securing the bases of said rails in position upon said rail Axel E. Ellis, Boston, Massachusetts. U.S.A. , 18th September,

blocks , means for gauging the rails , and the upper faces of
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th June , 1906. Receipt No. 137,281 .

said rail blocks having longitudinal depressions in which Claim .-1 . A tag comprising a body portion , a string and a

said rails are located , substantially as specified. fastening device , said fastening device being located near
8. An improved track construction for street and other one end of the tag and provided with a plurality of prongs

railways , comprising concrete bases, boxes formed in said and said string being looped about one prong and passing be
bases at intervals of the length of the same , a body of tween two other prongs , substantially as described .

sand or other slightly resilient material in certain of said 2. A tag comprising a body portion , a string and a fasten

boxes , a cover or packing placed upon said body of resilient ing device provided with three or more prongs, said string
material , rail blocks placed within said boxes upon said being looped about one of said prongs and passing between

cover or packing, rails mounted upon said rail blocks, means two other prongs , said prongs extending through the body

for securing the bases of said rails in position upon said portion of the tag and being clinched on the reverse side ,

rail blocks, means for gauging the rails, anchors mounted substantially as described .

in said bases , and bolts connecting the bases of the rails to 3. A tag comprising a body portion , a pronged fastening
the said anchors , substantially as specified. device located adjacent to one end of the tag and a string

9. An improved track construction for street and other looped about one of the prongs of said fastening and placed

railways, comprising concrete bases , boxes formed in said with both strands arranged between other prongs, said

bases at intervals of the length of the same , a body of prongs extending through the body portion and being clinch

sand or other slightly resilient material in certain of said ed upon the reverse side , substantially as described .

boxes , a cover or packing placed upon said body of resilient

material, rail blocks placed with said boxes upon said cover No. 101,082. Tag. Etiquette.

or packing ,rails mounted upon said rail blocks, means for David Essex , Kearney, New Jersey, U.S.A., 18th September,
securing the bases of said rails in position upon said rail

blocks , means for gauging the rails , anchors detachably
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 23rd July, 1906. Receipt No. 138,083 .

mounted in said bases , and bolts connecting the bases of Claim .- 1 . A tag comprising a body, a turned -over lap at

the rails to the said anchors , sụbstantially as specified . each end of said body, and a string or cord connected with

10. In a track construction for street and other railways , , each end and the turned - over lap of the said body, and each

the combination of independent cement concrete bases hav- string or cord having a pair of free end portions extending

ing a series of bearing boxes , cushioning devices mounted from each end of the tag. whereby the tag can be arranged

in said boxes, rails mounted upon said cushioning devices , and secured in a flat condition upon a package, substantially

the bottom of said boxes being inclined , ' a drain passage in as and for the purposes set forth .

the bottom of said boxes , and a porous plug at the upper 2. A tag comprising a body, a turned -over lap at each end

end of said drain passage , substantially as specified. of said body , both the said body and said laps being provided

11. In a railway track construction, a pair of rail bases with a plurality ofperforations at the ends of the tag, and

formed of bodies of concrete extending parallel with each a string or cord at each end of said body , each string or

other and arranged longitudinally beneath the track rails , cord being inserted in the perforations at the respective ends

and cushions arranged at suitable intervals in the tops of oi the tag , and having their free end portions extending from

said bases , substantially as specified. the ends of the tag , whereby the tag can be arranged and

12. In a railway track construction , a pair of rail bases secured in a flat condition upon a package , substantially as

formed of bodies of concrete extending parallel with each and for the purpose set forth .

other and arranged longitudinally beneath the track rails . 3. A tag comprising a body, said body being provided at

cushions arranged at suitable intervals in the tops of said each end with two pairs of perforations , said perforations be

bases , and meanswhereby track rails are anchored to the ing staggered, and a string or cord at each end of said body,
bases , substantially as specified , each string being inserted in the said staggered perforations

:,5. )
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and having their free end portions extending from the ends therein , adjustable and vertically reversible end socketed

of the tag, whereby the tag can be arranged and secured in engaging bodies for the reception of the points or forward
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a flat condition upon a package , substantially as and for the 101084
purposes set forth .

4. A tag comprising a body, a turned-over lap at each end

of said body, both the said body and said laps being pro- bodies inadjusted position,
ends of said guards, and bolts for uniting the castings and

vided with two pairs of perforations , said perforations being
3. In combination with the finger bar and guards of astaggered , and a string or cord at each end of said body , each

string being inserted in said staggered perforations and hav
mower or : harvester, a series of castings , and a series of

ing their free end portions extending from the ends of the adjustable and vertically reversible end socketed bodies

tag, whereby the tag can be arranged and secured in a flat
attached to said casting for the reception of the poißts or

forward ends of said guards.

condition upon a package, substantially as and for the pur
4. In combination with the finger bar and guards of a

poses set forth .

mower or harvester, a series of castings with openings there

No. 101,083. Steam Engine, Machine à vapeur.
through, adjustable and vertically reversible end socketed

engaging bodies for the guard points, and bolts for securing

the castings and bodies together, said bolts being adjustably

movable in said openings , and adapted to stay in place after

adjustment.

5. In combination with the finger bar and guards of a

mower or harvester, a series of castings, shoes pivotally at

tached to the forward ends of said castings and having

pointed front ends , and a series of engaging bodies having

end sockets at one side of the centers thereof, and adjustably

secured to said castings for the reception of the forward

ends of the guards, said bodies being reversible so as to re

ceive said guard ends at a different elevation, whereby the

elevation of the shoe points may be changed.

5. In combination with the finger bar and guards ofa

mower or harvester, a series of castings , shoes pivotally

attached to the forward ends of said castings, said shoes

Thomas Row Fowler, Formby, Lancaster, England, 18th Sep- having pointed front ends , and lifting arms extending back

tember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 16th July, 1906. Receipt No. ward therefrom , longitudinally and reversible blocks having

137,870. end sockets at one side of the centers thereof for the recep
Claim . - 1. In a high pressure , superheated steam engine of tion of the points of forward ends of said guards, and bolts

the single acting type, the combination of a closed crank for securing the said blocks in adjusted position .
chamber j , a cylinder a open at its inner end, and in free 6. In combination with the finger bar and guards of a

communication with the chamber j, two pistons c , d , directly mower or harvester, a series of castings recessed to form

connected together and working in said cylinder, a space i troughs with divergent side walls , and having longitudinal

between the said pistons, and a port g through the walls of openings with serrated opposed edges through their bottom
the cylinder in constant communication with the said space , walls, hexagonal longitudinally adjustable and reversible

substantially as described . blocks formed with end sockets at one side of their centers

2. In a high pressure, superheated steam engine of the for the reception of the points or forward ends of said

single acting type , the combination of a closed crank cham- guards and vertical bores beyond the end sockets, and bolts

ber j, a cylinder a open at its inner end, and in free communi- for uniting the castings and blocks , the bolt shank having

cation with the chamber j, two pistons c, d , directly connect - squared or lozenge-shaped portions for adjustable engage
ed together and working in said cylinder, a space f between ment with the serrated edges of the trough openings .

the said pistons , a port g through the walls of the cylinder 8. In combination with the finger bar and guards of

in constant communication with said space , a jacket varound mower or harvester , a series of castings, and a series ofre
the cylinder a, a passage l communicating at one part with versible blocks resting on and attached to said castings , and

the cylinder a and at another with the jacket b, an exhaust | havingend sockets at one side of the centers thereof for the

lift valve k adapted to open and close the said communica- reception of the points or forward ends of said guards.
tion , and an exhaust port n on said jacket b, as herein set 9. In combination with the finger bar and guards of a

forth . mower or harvester, a reversible socketed member for each

guard adapted to engage the point thereof at one side of the

No. 101,084. Finger Bar of Mowers.
central horizontal plane of the block, a supporting member

Barre de faucheuses.
adjustably connected therewith and also secured to the finger

bar, and lifting shoe'pivotally connected with said supporting

William Gaterman, Manitowoc, Wisconsin , U.S.A. , 18th Sep-' member in advance of the socketed member.

tember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th May, 1906. Receipt No.

136,222. No. 101,085. Ice Cream Freezer.

Claim .-1 . In combination with the finger bar and guards Appareil réfrigérant pour crème à la glace .

of a mower or harvester, a series of castings, shoes pivotally
attached to the forward ends of said castings, said shoes Henry Jacob Gerner, Niagara Falls, New York , U.S.A. , 18th

having pointed front ends and lifting arms extending back
September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 15th May, 1906. Receipt

ward therefrom , adjustable and vertically reversible end
No. 135,934.

socketed engaging bodies to receive and hold the points or Claim.-1 . In an ice cream freezer , a freezer can , a cream

forward ends of said guards and bolts forsecuring the said feeding pipe leading into said can adjacentthebottomthere
bodies in adjusted position . of, an air supply pipe communicating with the feed pipe ,

2. In combination with the finger bar and guards of a agitating means within said freezer can , and means for ro

mower or harvester, a series of castings having openings ' tating same.

a
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23322. In an ice cream freezer, a freezer can , a cream feed pipe form to said top and means for holding said sections or

11. In an ice cream freezer, a stationary freezer can , a
leading into said can adjacent the bottom thereof, an air members in the closed position .

frame mounted within said can and provided with a series

of wings or arms placed at a suitable angle, a shaft also

mounted within said can and provided with a series of wings

or arms held at a suitable angle, said sliaft and its wings

or arms designed to rotate in a direction opposite to the

direction of rotation of said frame and its arms or wings

and means for oppositely rotating these members.
12. In an ice cream freezer , a stationary freezer can , a

frame mounted within said can and provided with a series

of wings or arms placed at a suitable angle, a sleeve held

to rotate within the bottom of said freezer can and provided

in its top portion with holes or notches, pins secured to or

formed a part of said frame and designed to rest in the

holes or notches in said sleeve , a shaft also mounted within

said can and provided with a series of wings or arms held

at a suitable angle , a coupling member mounted within said

sleeve and designed to rotate therewithin and provided with

a square-shaped socket in its head in which is designed to

fit the square shaped other end of said shaft, and means

for rotating said frame and said shaft in opposite directions .

MO

No. 101,086. Circulating Advertising Card .

Carte d'annonce.

supply pipe communicating with the feed pipe , oppositely

rotating agitating means operating within said freezer can ,

and means for operating said oppositely rotating agitating

means.
3. In an ice cream freezer , a tub , a freezer can stationary

within said tub , a frame mounted within said freezer can and

provided with wings or arms held at a suitable angle, a shaft

also within said freezer tub and provided with wings or arms

held at a suitable angle , and means for rotating said frame

and said shaft in opposite directions .
4. In an ice cream freezer , a tub , a freezer can stationary

within said tub and provided with a pyramidal or frustro

conical -shaped top , a discharge tube opening into said top ,

a frame mounted within said freezer and provided with wings

or arms held at a suitable angle , a shaft also within said

freezer tub and provided with wings or arms held at a suit

able angle , a spiral discharge screw controlled by said frame

and operating within said freezer can top and designed to

feed the finished product out of said freezer through said

discharge tube, and means for rotating said frame and said

spiral discharge screw in a direction opposite to that in

which said shaft is rotated by said means .

5. In an ice cream freezer, the freezer tub hung to swing

in uprights or standards, a freezer can mounted in the tub ,

a reservoir, a feed pipe in communication with the reser

voir and the freezer can adjacent the bottom of the latter ,

means for agitating the cream within the freezer can , and George Weatherall Hemmans , Winnipeg . Manitoba , Canada ,

means for moving the tub and freezer can from a vertical

to a horizontal position to permit of the discharge of the

18th September , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 27th July , 1906. Re

ceipt No. 138,216 .

finished product .

6. In an ice cream freezer, a vertically disposed freezer monthly circulating card, having a centrally disposed limited
Claim . - 1 . Improved advertising means, comprising a

tub ' trunnioned to swing in uprights or standards , a canmounted stationary within said tub, means for supplying space thereon, a vertical index column at the outer edge
a freezing agent to the tub through one of the trunnions, thereof,vertically and horizontally aligned block sections,

means for supplying cream to the can through the other
to receive the text of the individual advertisements, sur

trunnions, means for moving the tub and can from a verti- rounding, said open space , vertical columns adjoining said

cal to an inclined and horizontal position , and agitatin2 co- operativewith said index column, for giving immediate
index column, and means within said adjoining columns,

means within the freezer can .

7. In an ice cream freezer , a vertically disposed freazer
reference to the aforesaid individual block sections, as and

tub , a freezer can mounted stationary therein , means for
for the purpose specified .

supplying cream to said freezer can adjacent the bottom
2. An improved advertising device comprising a card

thereof, a frame mounted to turn within said freezer can and divided at one portion into columnsand linesby squares ani

provided with wings or armsplacedat a suitableangle, tentsand positions of each squareon the card , as and for
having a complementary index portion to designate the con

à shaft mounted within said freezer can and provided with

wings or arms placed at a suitable angle , the said shaft
the purpose specified .

and its wings or arms rotated in a direction opposite to the

direction of rotation of said frame and its wings or arms ,
No. 101,087 . Sterilizing Cabinet.

and means for rotating said frame and said shaft .

8. In an ice cream freezer, a freezer tub trunnioned in up

Cabinet de stérilisation .

rights or standards, a freezer can mounted within said tub
James A. Henning, Beardstown , Illinois , U.S.A. , 18th Sep

and stationary therein , means for supplying brine to the
tember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 26th June , 1906. Receipt

tub through one of the trunnions, a cream supply pipe
No. 137,304 ,

leading through the opposite trunnion and into the freezer

can adjacent the bottom , agitatingmeans within the freezer shelves arranged within the cabinet one above the other to

Claim .–1 . In a sterilizing cabinet , a plurality of perforated

can , and means for moving the tub on its trunnions to in- form compartments , whereby a sterilizing agent may pass

cline the same .

9. In an ice cream freezer, a freezer can provided at its the cabinet whereby access may be had to the entire cabinet,

throughout the entire cabinet, a door for oneof the faces of

upper edge with a series of lugs , threaded bolts pivotel or

hinged to said lugs , a can top resting on the top of said the compartments in such a way that access may be had to

and means carried by the door communicating with each of

canand provided with a horizontal flange having notches one of the shelves independentof the other compartments.
which receive said threaded bolts , and nuts in said bolts

for securing said top to said freezer can .

2. In a sterilizing cabinet, a plurality of perforated shelves

10. In an ice cream freezer, a freezer tub, a freezer can compartments through which a sterilizing agent is free to
arranged within the cabinet one above the other and forming

mountedwithin said tub and provided with a substantially pass, a door for one of thefaces ofthecabinet, said door
pyramidal or frusto-conicaltop, a lid for the freezertub being providedwitha series of openings communicating with

embodying two hinged sections or members adapted to con- a compartment withinthe cabinet,the lower edge of each
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opening being flush with the corresponding shelf or floor and taching the connecting means to the belt at another place
means for closing each of the openings within the door . disposed with regard to the first -mentioned place lengthwise

of the belt , said last- mentioned means being located between

the extensile and contractile member and the first -mentioned
For

means of attachment, and means for adjusting the connect

ing means .

5. A tension regulating means comprising a belt , a tension

regulator , means connected with the tension regulator, and

connecting one part of the belt to another part, means for

attaching the connecting means at one place to the belt, and

other means for slidably attaching the connecting means to

the belt at another place disposed with regard to the first

mentioned place lengthwise of the belt, and located between

the tension regulator and the first -mentioned means of at

tachment , and means for limiting the extending movements

of the tension regulator.
101087

6. A tension regulating means comprising a belt , a .tension

regulator, means connected with the tension regulator and

3. In a sterilizing cabinet , a plurality of perforated sleeves connecting one part of the belt to another part, means for

aranged within the cabinet one above the other and forming attaching the connecting means at one place to the belt , and

compartments, each of said compartments being of such size arranged to adjust the length of the connecting means , other

as to receive a tray, a hinged door for one of the faces of the means for slidably attaching the connecting means to the

cabinet , said door permitting access to all of the compart- belt at another place disposed with regard to the first -men

ments , said door having a series of openings of such size as tioned place lengthwise of the belt , said last -mentioned

to allow the passage of a tray therethrough , each of said. means being located between the tension regulator and the

openings communicating with a compartment within the cab- first-mentioned means of attachment and means for limiting

inet , the lower edge of each opening being flush with the the extending movements of the tension regulator.

corresponding shelf or floor, guides on the sides of the open- 7. A tension regulating means comprising a belt, a tension

ings and drop doors mounted in the guides. regulator disposed transversely to the length of the belt and

intermediate its side edges , connecting means connected with

No. 101,088. Tension Regulator for Belts, Etc.
the tension regulator, fastening means for adjustably attach

ing the connecting means at one place to the belt, and other
Régulateur de tension de courroies, etc.

means for slidably attaching the connecting means to the

belt , said last -mentioned means of attachment being located

intermediate the tension regulator and first -mentioned

means of attachment.

8. A tension regulating means comprising a belt , a tension

regulator disposed transversely to the length of the belt ,

connecting means connected with the ends of the tension

regulator, fastening means for attaching the connecting

| means at one place to the belt , and other means for slidably

attaching the connecting means to the belt intermediate the

tension regulator and the first -mentioned means of attach

ment , said last -mentioned means of attachment being ar

ranged to limit the extending movement of the tension regu

lator .

9. A tension regulating means comprising a belt , a tension

regulator disposed transversely to the length of the belt ,

connecting means connected with the ends of the tension

regulator , fastening means for attaching the connecting

means at one place to the belt, and other means for slidably

attaching the connecting means to the belt intermediate the

tension regulator and the first -mentioned means of attach

ment , said last - mentioned means of attachment being ar

ranged to limit the extending movement of the tension regu

lator , and means for adjusting the length of the connecting

Frederick Duncan Mercer, London , Ontario , Canada , 18th

September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 16th March, 1906. Re
No. 101,089. Lock. Serrure.

ceipt No. 133,955 .

Claim .-- 1. A tension regulating means comprising a belt , a

tension regulator, means connected with the tension regula

tor and connecting one part of the belt to another part ,

means for attaching the connecting means at one place to

the belt , and other means for slidably attaching the connect

ing means at another place disposed with regard to the first

mentioned place lengthwise of the belt , and located between

the tension regulator and the first -mentioned means of

attachment .

2. A tension regulating means comprising a belt, a tension

regulator, means connected with the tension regulator and

connecting one part of the belt to another part , said con

necting means being attached at one place to the belt , and

slidably attached to the belt at another place disposed with

regard to the first -mentioned place lengthwise of the belt ,

said last -mentioned place being intermediate the tension

regulator and the first -mentioned place of attachment .

3. A tension regulating means comprising a belt , a tension

regulator , means connected with the tension regulator and

connecting one part of the belt to another part, means for

attaching the connecting means at one place to the belt and

aranged to adjust the length of the connecting means, other

means for slidably attaching the connecting means to the
Soren Juul Nielson , Copenhagen , Denmark , 18th September,

belt at another place disposed with regard to the first -men
1906; 6 years. Filed 9th December , 1905. Receipt No.

tioned place lengthwise of the belt , said last -mentioned
130,833 .

means being located between the tension regulator and the Claim.-Keyless lock comprising in combination a frame at

Arst - mentioned means of attachment . the front end of the drawer to be locked , a ledge in the bot

4. A tension regulating means comprising a belt, an exten tom end of the frame, a slab with a horizontal slot for cover

alle and contractile member, means connected with the ex- ing the front surface of the frame, and upper guide board of

tensile and contractile member and connecting one part of the drawer having a groove in the lower surface and the

the belt to another part , means for attaching the connecting bottom plate of the drawer having a groove in the upper

means at one place to the belt , other means for slidably at- i surface , a number of vertical rods shorter than the height
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No. 101,092. Steam Engine. Machine à vapeur.

FIGI

of the frame standing on said ledge of the frame and pro

vided with an aperture, an equal number of longer rods close

behind said short rods , having longitudinal slots and adapt

ed to engage with the groove of the bottom plate or with the

groove of the upper guide board according to their position

with regard to the front rods , and flat headed screw bolts

located in the apertures of the front rods and projecting with

their heads through the slot of the slab and plate fixed in

the drawer behind the longer rods, screw nuts for the re
ception of the ends of the flat headed screw bolts in said

plate, substantially as described and shown and for the pur

pose set forth ,

FIG.2

No. 101,090. Surface Carbureters. Carburateur .

1
6
7
1

새
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FIG .

William Oliphant, " ronto, Ontario , Canada, 18th September ,
101462

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 4th May , 1906. Receipt No. 135,530 .

Claim .-- 1. In a carbureter a tank , a feed reservoir therefor

having its outlet extending down below the fluid level in the

tank, a diphragm in the reservoir close to its outlet having

an opening therein and a needle valve adapted to control the

said opening and having its stem extending out through the Leon Serpollet , Paris, France , 18th September, 1906 ; 6 years.
reservoir, substantially as described .

Filed 11th June , 1906. Receipt No. 137,700 .

2. In a carbureter a tank , a feed reservoir therefor having

it's outlet extending down below the fluid level in the tank , by means of valves, comprising in combination a motor
Claim . - 1. A double steam acting motor with distribution

acup supported about the lower end of the outlet to forma cylinder a with two bottoms, a cylindricalsleeve j rigid.y

seal perforated to permit of a flow of liquid , substantially as connected to the motor cylinder and in a line therewith , a

described . tight casing p filled with oil and secured in a line with the
3. In a carbureter a tank , a tapped air inlet therefor, an

sleeve j , a piston c moving in the motor cylinder, a slide

air outlet therefor, a supply pipe for an engine connected block k 'fixed to the free end of the piston rod and moving

with the air outlet, a check valve in said pipe, and a valve tigthly in the sleeve i, a connecting rodi jointed to the

controlled air inlet in the pipe between the check valve and block k and a cross driving shaft o journalled on bearings

the engine end of the pipe, substantially as described .
through the casing p and to which is jointed the connecting

rod, substantially as described and for the purpose set

No. 101,091 . Driving Belt and Covering for Fric- forth.

tion Wheels. 2. A double steam acting motor with distribution by

means of valves, comprising in combination a motor cylin
Courroie de commande et courercle pour roues de friction . der a with two bottoms , a cylindrical sleeve į rigidly con

nected to the motor cylinder and in a line therewith, a

tight casing p filled with oil and secured in a line with the

sleeve j , a piston c moving in the motor cylinder, a slide

ligt. block k fixed to the free end of the piston rod and moving

tightly in the sleeve j , a connecting rod 1 jointed to the

block k , a cross driving shaft o journalled on bearings

through the casing p and to which is jointed the connecting

rod, a guided for the piston rod comprising parallel

grooves , a passage g by which oil is supplied to said

grooves , a passage h leading on one hand to the sleeve i

between the guide d and the slide block k and on the other

Parascheva Seehiari, Paris , France , 18th September, 1906 ; 6
hand to the exterior, substantially as described and for the

purpose set forth .

years . Filed 1st May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,429 .
3. A double steam acting motor with distribution by

Claim.-1. A frictional transmission element having a means of valves, comprising in combination a motor cylin

covering or envelope of cork. der a with two bottoms , a cylindrical sleeve i rigidly con

2. A transmission element having a working surface of nected to the motor cylinder and in a line therewith , a
denaturized cork. tight casing p filled with oil and and secured in a line with

3. A transmission element having a covering of denaturized the sleeve ” ; a piston c moving in the motor cylinder, a
cork applied in sheets .

slide block k fixed to the free end of the piston rod and mov

4. A transmission element having a body of textile fabric ing tightly in the sleeve j, a connecting rod I jointed to the
and a covering composed of sheets of denaturized cork. blockk, a cross driving shaft o journalled on bearings

5. A driving belt comprising a body of textile fabric and a through the casing p and to which is jointed connecting

covering of denaturized cork applied in sheets. rod , two admission valves 1 and 2, two exhaust valves 3 and

6. A driving belt comprising superposed plies of textile 4 , a distributing shaft q parallel with the motor shaft and

fabric and a covering of cork sheets applied thereto by journalled on bearings through the casing p , two cams
rubber containing cement. and u mounted on the distributing shaft within the casing

7. A driving belt embodying a plurality of plies of textile ' p . two rollers & carried by the rod of one the admission

fabric applied to each other by means of india rubber valves and by the rod of one of the exhaust valves , and

cement, and a covering of cork sheets, likewise applied by bearing respectively on the cams r and u , and two trans

means of india rubber cement to the outer piles. mission levers t bearing on one side respectively upon the

8. A driving belt embodying a plurality of plies of textile cams and u and on the other side upon the ends of the

fabric applied at an angle to each other by means of india rods of the other admission valve and of the other exhaust

rubber cement, and a covering of cork sheets , likewise ap- valve , substantially as described and for the purpose set

plied by means of india rubber cement to the outer piles . I forth .

10169/
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No. 101093. Can Opener. Appareil à ouvrier les boîtes . 2. The combination with a bed post and a side frame piece,

of a member secured rigidly to the post and presenting a
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Archibald Grant Snowdown , Westmount , Quebec , Canada ,

18th September , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 1st August, 1906.

Receipt No. 138,330 . pair of vertical ribs having the outer corners of their ad

Claim .-1. A can
jacent sides rounded and such sides being formed with coropener comprising a case having an

opening at one end thereof and a knife blade projecting their tops to within a short distance of their lower ends, the
responding longitudinal recesses extending downwardly from

from its under side at said open end and a bar slidably ar

ranged in said case and extending beyond the open end
forward walls of such recesses being downwardly inwardly

thereof having at the outer end thereof a downwardly and
inclined to present vertical wedges , a second member secured

outwardly turned and pointed end, and meansfor stopping rigidly to the side frame piece and presentinga pair of

the further movement of the bar on the said bar reach
abutment shoulders and a vertical tongue adapted to be re

ing its extreme outer position , as and for the purpose
ceived between the said pair of ribs , and a steel pin project

specified. ing through the middle of the tongue with its ends adapted

2. A can opener comprising a case having an open end
to be inserted into the slots in the pair of ribs and jam the

and formed in the interior thereof with suitable guide ways ,
wedges between them and the abutment shoulders , substanti

a knife blade projecting from its under side and in a paral- ally as described and for the purpose set forth.
lel direction therewith , bar sliding in said guide ways and

having a pointed end suitably formed to engage one of the No. 101,095. Tag for Clothing ,
walls of the can , said pointed end extending byond said open

end of the case , and means for stopping the slipping out
Etiquette pour vêtements,

of the bar from the case , as and for the purpose specified .

3. A can opener comprising a handle having a central

recess and a knife blade projecting from its under surface

in a parallel direction therewith and a bar longitudinally

slotted having a suitably formed point to engage the top

of the can and a rivet extending through the said handle

and said slot in the bar, as and for the purpose specified.:

4. A can opener comprising a handle internally recessed

forming a case and having a knife blade projecting from the

ur der side thereof and in a parallel direction therewith ,

a bar longitudinally slotted and correspondingly formed to

slide in said recess, and a rivet extending across the open

end of said recess through said slot in the sliding bar, as

and for the purpose specified.

5. A can opener comprising a handle formed of upper and

lower pieces internally grooved to form a case having a

guide way therein and an open end , a knife blade projecting

from the under side of said under piece and extending in a

parallel irection therewith , a bar sliding in said handle and

extending through said open end and having a longitudinal

slot for a portion of its length and a downwardly and

outwardly turned point adapted to engage the can , and a

rivet securing said pieces together at the open end thereof

and extending through the slot in the said bar and forming

the ston for the further outwardly movement of said bar, John Cornelius St. John , Boston , Massachusetts, U.S.A., 18th

as and for the purpose specified.

September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 16th July, 1906. Receipt

No. 137,860.

No. 101,094. Bed . Lit. Claim.-1 . The combination with a ticket or tag made of

cardboard or other such like material, and a fabric of any
John Henry Sticht, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, 18th Septem- suitable kind lying in part within the thickness of the tag,

ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 11th January, 1906. Receipt No. of a pin inserted through and lying in the thickness of the
131,760.

tag and passing through the goods lying within the thickness

Claim.-1 . The combination with a bed post and a slide of the tag , substantially as described for the purpose

frame piece, of a member secured rigidly to the post and pre- specified .

senting a pair of vertical ribs having corresponding trans- 2. The combination with a ticket or tag made of cardboard

verse recesses extending downwardly from their tops , the or other such like material and having a hole through its

forward walls of such recesses being downwardly inwardly thickness , and a fabric of any suitable kind lying in part

inclined to present vertical wedges, a second member secured within said hole of the tag, of a pin inserted through and

rigidly to the side frame and presenting a pair of abutment lying in the thickness of the tag and passing through the

shoulders and a vertical tongue adapted to be received be- goods lying within said hole of the tag, substantially as des

tween the said pair of ribs , and a transverse pin projecting cribed for the purpose specified .

through the middle of the said tongue and having its ends 3. A pin tag comprising a main label having a seat formed

adapted to be inserted into the recesses in the pair of ribs in the body therefor, and having cavities in the body thereof

and jam the said wedges between them and the abutment aligned with each other on the opposite sides of said seat,

shoulders , substantially as described and for the purpose set and a removable fastener inserted in said cavities and across

forth. said seat , substantially as described ,
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No. 101,096. Milling Machine. Machine à mouler. able in a curvilinear plane concentric with the fixed center ,

a work supporting standard carried by the oscillatory plate ,

means for adjusting the oscillatory plate, means for adjust

fiel ing the work supporting standard relatively to the station

ary standard, an arm suported by the stationary standarr a

tool supporting means adjustably connected with the arm

and arranged so that the longitudinal axis of the work cut

ting tool will constantly intersect the fixed center, and

means for automatically positioning the arm to determine

the obliquity of the tool on the work , comprising a sector

plate on the free end of the arm , a guide cone engaging the

working face of the sector plate , a travelling clutch engag

ing the sector plate and the guide cone , and means for actu

ating the travelling clutch .

6. A bevel gear muilling machine comprising a base, a sta

tionary standard supported thereon having a head , the center

of which constitutes a fixed center for the co -acting parts ,

an oscillatory plate mounted upon the base and movable in

a curvilinear plane concentric with the fixed center, a work

supporting standard carried by the oscillatory plate, means

for adjusting the work supporting standard relatively to the

FIG . 6 stationary standard , an arm supported by the stationary

standard , a tool supporting means adjustably connected with

the arm and arranged so that the longitudinal axis of the

work cutting tool will constantly intersect the fixed center,

and means for automatically positioning the arm to deter

mine the obliquity of the tool on the work , comprising a sec

tor plate on the free end of the arm , a guide cone engaging

the working face of the sector plate , a travelling clutch en

FIG. 7 gaing the sector plate and the guide cone , and means for

actuating the travelling clutch , comprising a pair of clutch

arms, a spur wheel to oscillate the clutch arms in a fixed

path , a pinion meshing with the spur wheel , a stub shaft for

the pinion , a worm wheel mounted on the stub shaft and ar

101096 ranged to revolve unitedly with it in one direction and to

permit the stub shaft to revolve independently of it in the

opposite direction , a worm meshing with the worm wheel ,

Percy Leonard Weston , University of Sidney, New South , and means for causing the revolution of the worm .

Wales, Australia, 18th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 7. A bevel gear milling machine comprising a base , a sta

16th December, 1905. Receipt No. 131,062 . tionary standard supported thereon having a head the center

Claim . - 1. A bevel gear milling machine comprising a
of which constitutes a fixed center for the co-acting, parts,

stationary standard having a head whosecenter constitutes an oscillatory plate mounted upon the base and movable in a

a fixed axis for the co -acting parts, a sleeve havinga socket curvilinear plane concentric with the fixed center, a work

articulating mounted on the head ofthe stationary standard, supporting standard carried by the oscillatory plate, means

an arm supported by the sleeve , a tool supporting means
for adjusting the work supporting standard relatively to the

connectedwith the arm , awork supporting standard adjust standard ,a tool supporting meansadjustablyconnectedwith
stationary standard , an arm supported by the stationary

able relatively to the stationary standard and radially on an

arc concentric with the fixed center, and means for actuating the arm and arranged so that the longitudinal axis of the

the arm to determine the obliquity of the tool on the work .
work cutting tool will constantly intersect the fixed center,

2. A bevel gear milling machine comprising a base , a
means for automatically positioning the arm to determine

stationary standard supported thereon having a head , the
the obliquity of the tool on the work, comprising a sector

center of which constistutes a fixed center forthe co -acting plate on the free end of the arm , a guide cone engaging the

parts, an oscillatory plate mounted upon the base and mov
working face of the sector plate , a travelling clutch engag

able in a curvilinear plane concentric with the fixed center , a
ing the sector plate and the guide cone , and means for act

work supporting standard carried by the oscillatory plate , uating the travelling clutch , comprising a pair of clutch

adjustable relatively to the stationary standard and radially arms, a spur wheel to oscillate the clutch arms in a fixed

to the fixed center, a sleeve supported by the stationary path , a pinion meshingwith the spur wheel , a stub shaft for

standard, and arm carried by the sleeve, a tool supporting the pinion , a worm wheel mounted on the stub shaft and

means adjustable connected with the arm , and means for arranged to revolve unitedly with it in one direction and to

automatically positioning the arm to determine the obliquity permit the stub shaft to revolve independently of it inthe

of the tool on the work.
opposite direction , a worm meshing with the worm wheel ,

3. A bevel gear milling machine comprising a base , a sta
means for causing the revolution of the worm , and means for

tionary standard supported thereon having a head,the automatically stopping the motion of the worm when the

center of which constitutes a fixed center for the co-acting travelling clutch has completed its movement in a forward

parts , an oscillatory plate mounted upon the base and mov- direction.

able in a curvilinear plane concentricwith the center of the 8. A bevel gear miling machine comprising a base, a sta

fixed standard , a work supporting standard carried by the tionary standard supported thereon having a head, the center

oscillatory plate adjustable relatively to the stantionary of which constitutes a fixed center for the co - acting parts,

standard, an arm shpported by the stationary standard , a an oscillatory plate mounted upon the base and movable in

tool supporting means adjustably connected with the arm a curvilinear plane concentric with the fixed center , a work

and and so arranged that the longitudinal axis of the cutting supporting standard carried by the oscillatory plate , means

tool supported by its will when projected intersect the fixed for adjusting the work supporting standard relatively to the

center, andmeans for automatically positioning the arm to stationary standard , an. arm supported by the stationary

determine the obliquity of the tool on the work. standard, a tool supporting means adjustably connected with

4. A bevel gear milling machine comprising a base, a the arm and arranged so that the longitudinal axis of the

stationary standard supported thereon having a head, the work cutting tool will constantly intersect the fixed center,

center of which constitutes a fixed center for the co-acting means for automatically positioning the arm to determine

parts, an oscillatory plate mounted upon the base and mov- the obliquity of the tool on the work, comprising a sector

able in a cnrvilinear plane concentric with the fixed center, plate on the free end of the arm , a guide cone engaging the

awork supportingstandard carried by the oscillatory plate, working faceof the sector plate, a travelling clutch engaging
means for adjusting the oscillatory plate, means foradjust the sector plate and the guide cone , and means for actuating

ing the work supporting standard relatively to the stationary the travelling clutch , comprising a pair of clutch arms, a

standard, an arm supportedby the stationary standard , å spur wheel actuating the clutch arms and adapted to oscil
tool supporting means adjustably connected with the arm late the clutch arms in a fixed path , a pinion meshing with

and arranged so that the longitudinal axis of the work cut- the spur wheel , a stub shaft for the pinion, a worm wheel

ting tool will constantly intersect the fixed center, and means mounted on the stub shaft and arranged to revolve unitedly

for automatically positioning the arm to determine the ob- with it in one direction and to permit the stub shaft to re

liquity of the tool on the work . volve independently of it in the opposite direction, a worm

5. A bevel gear milling machine comprising a base, a meshing with the worm wheel , means for causing the revo

stationary standard supported thereon having a head, the lution of the worm , and two bands, the ends of one of which

center of which constitutes a fixed center for the co -acting are connected to the upper extremity of the guide cone and

parts , an ocillatory plate mounted upon the base and move to the lower extremity of the sector plate , and the other to
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the upper extremity of the sector plate and to the lower ex- shaft to revolve independently of it in the opposite direc

tremity of the guide cone. tion , and a worm meshing with the worm wheel and means

9. A bevel gear milling machine comprising a stationary | for causing the revolution of the worm .
standard having a head whose center constitutes a fixed axis 15. A bevel gear milling machine comprising a base, a
for the co -acting parts, a sleeve having a socket articulat- stationary standard supported thereon having a head, the

irgly mounted on the head of the stationary standard , an center of which constitutes a fixed center for the co-acting

arm supported by the sleeve , a movable head adjustable on parts , an oscillatory plate mounted upon the base, and

the arm, a plate swivelled to the movable head, a tool sup- movable in a curvilinear plane concentric with the fixed
porting means connected with the swivel plate , a work sup- center , a work supporting standard carried by the oscil

porting standard adjustable relatively to the stationary stan- latory plate , means for adjusting the oscillatory plate,
dard and radially on an arc concentric with the fixed center, means for adjusting the work supporting standard relatively

and means for actuating the arm to produce a geometrically to the stationary standard , an arm supported by the station

correct involute conical surface on the work . ary standard , a movable head adjustable on said arm, a

10. A bevel gear milling machine comprising a base , a sta- plate swivelled to the movable head, a tool supporting

tionary standard supported thereon having a head , the center means connected with the swivel plate , means for actuating

of which constitutes a fixed center for the co -acting parts , an the arm to enable the tool to produce a geometrically cor

oscillatory plate mounted upon the base and movable in a rect involute conical surface on the work , comprising a

curvilinear plane concentric with the fixed center,a work sector plate on the free end of the arm , a guide cone engag

supporting standard carried by the oscillatory plate adjusting the working face of the sector plate , atravelling clutch

able relatively to the stationary standard and radially to the engaging the sector plate and the guide cone, means for

fixed center, a sleeve supported by the stationary standard, actuating the travelling clutch, comprising a pair of clutch

ac arm carried by the sleeve , a movable head adjustable on arms , a spur wheel to oscillate the clutch arms in a fixed

the arm , a plate swivelled to the movable head, a tool sup path , a pinion meshing with the spur wheel , a stub shaft for

porting means connected with the swivel plate, and means
the pinion , a worm wheel mounted on the stub shaft and

for actuating the arm to produce a geometrically correct
arranged to revolve unitedly with it in one direction and to

involute conical surface on the work. permit the stub shaft to revolve independently of it in

11. A bevel gear milling machine comprising a base, a the opposite direction , and a worm meshing with the worm

stationary standard supported thereon having a head, the wheel , means for causing the revolution of the worm , and

center of which constitutes a fixed center for the co -acting means for automatically stopping the motion of the worm

parts, an oscillatory plate mounted upon the base and mov when the travelling clutch has completed its movement in

able in a curvilinear plans concentric with the center of
a forward direction .

the fixed standard , a work supporting standard carried by 16. A bevel gear milling machine comprising a base , a

the oscillatory plate adjustable relatively to the stationary stationary standard supported thereon having a head, the

standard , an arm supported by the stationary standard , a
center of which constitutes a fixed center for the co -acting

movable head adjustable on the arm , a plate swivelled to parts , an oscillatory plate mounted upon the base, and mov

the movable head, a tool supporting means connected with able in a curvilinear plane concentric with the fixed center,

the swivel plate and means for actuating the arm to enable a work supporting standard carried by the oscillatory plate,

the tool to produce a geometrically correct involute conical means for adjusting the oscillatory plate, meansfor adjust
surface on the work. ing the work supporting standard relatively to the station

12. A bevel gear milling machine comprising a base, a ary standard , an arm supported by the stationary standard ,

stationary standard supported thereon having a head , the
a movable head adjustable on said arm , a plate swivelled

center of which constitutes a fixed center for the co -acting to the movable head , a tool supporting means connected

parts , an oscillatory plate mounted upon the base and mov- with the swivel plate , means for actuating the arm to enable

able in a curvilinear plane concentric with the fixed center thetool to produce a geometrically correct involute conical

a work supporting standard carried by the oscillatory plate, surface on the work , comprising a sector plate on the free

means for adjusting the oscillatory plate , means for ad- end of the arm , a guide cone engaging the working face of
justing the work supporting standard relatively to the the sector plate , a travelling clutch engaging the sector

stationary standard, an arm supported by the stationary plate and the guide cone, means for actuating the travelling

standard , a movable head adjustable on said arm , a plate clutch , comprising a pair of clutch arms, a spur wheel to

swivelled to the movable head , a tool supporting means con oscillate the clutch arms in a fixed path , a pinion meshing

nected with the swivel plate , and means for actuating the with the spur wheel, a stub shaft for the pinion, a worm

arm to enable the tool to produce a geometrically correct
wheel mounted on the stub shaft and engaged to revolve

involute conical surface on the work . unitedly with it in one direction and to permit the stub

13. A bevel gear milling machine comprising a base , a
shaft to revolve independently of it in the opposite direc

stationary standard supported thereon having a head , the tion and a worm meshing with the worm wheel, means for

center of which constitutes a fixed center for the co - acting causing the revolution of the worm , means for automa
parts , an oscillatory plate mounted upon the base and mov- tically stopping the motion of the worm when the travel

able in a curvilinear plane concentric with the fixed center ling clutch has completed its movement in a forward direc

a work supporting standard carried by the oscillatory plate, tion, and two bands, the ends of one of which are connected

means for adjusting the oscillatory plate , means for adjust- to the upper extremity of the guide cone and to the lower
ing the work supporting standard relatively to the sta- extremity of the sector plate , and the other to the upper

tionary standard, an arm supported by the stationary stan- extremity of the sector plate and to the lower extremity of

dard , a movable head adjustable on said arm , a plate swivel
the guide cone.

led to the movable head, a tool supporting means

nected with the swivel plate, means for actuating the arm No. 101,097. Turbine Bucket Wheel.

to enable the tool to produce a geometrically correct in

volute conical surface on the work , comprising a sector
Turbine à roues à godets.

plate on the free end of the arm , a guide cone engaging the

working face of the sector plate, a travelling clutch engag

ing the sector plate and the guide cone , and means for

actuating the travelling clutch .

14. A bevel gear milling machine comprising a base, a

stationary standard supported thereon having a head , the

center of which constitutes a fixed center for the co - acting

parts, an oscillatory plate mounted upon the base and mov

able in a curvilinear plane concentric with the fixed center ,

a work supporting standard carried by the oscillatory plate ,

means for adjusting the oscillatory plate , means for adjust

ing the work supporting standard relatively to the station

ary standard , an arm supported by the stationary standard ,

a movable head adjustable on said arm , a plate swivelled to

the movable head, a tool supporting means connected with

the swivel plate, means for actuating the arm to enable the

tool to produce a geometrically correct involute conical

surface on the work , comprising a sector plate on the free

end of the arm. a guide cone engaging the working face of
the sector plate, a travelling clutch engaging the sector James Wilkinson , Providence, Rhode Island, U.S.A., 18th Sep

plate and the guide cone , means for actuating the travelling
tember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 4th September, 1906. Receipt

No. 139,190 .
clutch , comprising a pair of clutch arms , a spur wheel to

oscillate the clutch arms in a fixed path , a pinion meshing Claim.-1 . A turbine bucket wheel or drum , a bucket sup

withthe spur wheel, a stub shaft for the pinion, aworm porting rim thereon, buckets mounted on said rim and hav
wheel mounted onthe stub shaft and arranged to revolve ing integral elongated shank portions which straddle said

unitedly with it in one direction and to permit the stub rim and hug the sides thereof, inwardly disposed hooked
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extensions carried by said shanks and adapted to engage the seat of the body and the seat of the back , the body and

with said rim to hold the buckets against radial displace- plates being in contrasting colours.

ment , and means to secure said buckets positively to said

rim .

2. The combination with a bucket supporting element pro

vided with shouldered portions on each side , a plurality of

individual buckets adapted to be mounted thereon and pro

vided each with a pair of integral spacing shank portions

adapted to straddle said element, and projections on said

shanks which catch under said shouldered portions .

3. A turbine bucket element having a rim portion on which

the buckets are mounted , in combination with buckets hav

ing shanks which straddle said rim portion , shoulders on

said shanks adapted to engage a portion of said rim , and

projections on said rim adapted to be caulked against said

shanks to hold them in engagement with said rim .

4. A bucket wheel having a rim portion for supporting

buckets and an annular fange on each side , in combination

with buckets adapted to be mounted on said wheel and to be

held in position by having said flanges bent into engagement

with them .

5. A turbine bucket wheel comprising an under cut rim and
4. In an illuminated sign the combination of a field having

two caulking flanges, in combination with buckets having
an opening therein in the shape of a symbol , an opaque

portions which interlock with said rim , said flanges being symbol body disposed opposite the opening at one side of
so disposed relatively to said bucket portions that they may the field and smaller than the opening,and translucent edge

be bent into engagement with them , for the purposes des
plates extending between the edges of the symbol and the

edges of the opening and inclined across the opening, thecribed .

6. A turbine bucket wheel provided near its periphery with symbol body and the plates being in contrasting colours .
5. A symbol for illuminated signs comprising a back hav

an annular flanged portion , and a narrow annular web con
nectingsaid portion with a rim which is widerthan said web ing an opening therein in the shape of a symbol, and pro
but of less width than said flanged portion , in combination vided with seats around the edges of the opening,an oqa

with buckets which straddle and interlock with said rim , the
que symbol body disposed opposite the opening at one side

sides of said flanged portion being adaptedto be bentinto lucent plates set atanangle to the bodywith their edges
of the back and provided with peripheral edge seats , trans

engagement with said buckets, for the purposes described .

7. The combination with an element having an undercut angle bars connecting the abutted ends of adjacent trans
received within the seats of the body and the back, and

bucket supporting portion , of individual buckets having in- lucent plates, the symbol body andthe plates being in

tegral spacer base blocks carrying two shanks which are
contracting colours .

adapted to straddle said portion with a close fit , said shanks
6. A symbol for illuminated signs comprising an opaque

being enlarged for a considerable portion of their length to

form intermediate shoulders which areadapted to enterlock plate toform atiaching flanges and there being an opening
back plate having edge portions bent across the back of the

with the overhanging parts of said portion, caulking flanges formed in the plate and having the shape of the symbol to
on said element, and tapered faces at the ends of said shanks be exhibited, an opaque symbol body of the same shape and
against which said flanges are adapted to be caulked .

8. As an article of manufacture, a bucket or vane having extending between the edgesof the opening and the edges of
of less size than the opening and translucent edge plates

integral ductible shanks oppositely disposed and provided the symbol and inclined across the opening, the symbol
withinwardlyprojecting shoulders. the top faces ofwhich body and the plates beingin contrasting colours and the
are disposed substantially at right angles to said shanks .

plates forming a connection between the symbol body and

9. A turbine bucket wheel having a rim, in combination the back plate .

with bucket elements , each of which is provided with arms

adapted to be spread apart and passed over said rim so as

to straddle it, hooked projections on said arms so disposed No. 101,099 . Metal Turning Lathe.

that when the bucket is seated upon the rim and said arms Tour pour le métal.

liave been brought together against the sides of the rim , the Henry Patiman Trueman and Edward Duncan Cleghorn,

said projections will catch under said rim , and means to hold
co - inventors , both of Worcester, England , 18th Septem

said projections in engagement with the rim .
ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 22nd May, 1903. Receipt No.

10. A turbine bucket wheel having a shouldered rim of
105,764 .

considerable radial thickness , an annular groove in said rim

to lighten it , buckets adapted to seat against said rim and
Claim .-1 . In screw making and metal turning lathes , the

having elongated hooked shanks which straddle said rim , means for enabling various thicknesses of work to be oper

fitting closely against its sides and catching under the ated upon, consisting in the combination ofa workspindle,
a feed tube carried within said work spindle , and having

shouldered portions thereof, and means to hold said shanks

in engagement with said rim . an interior screw thread at one end , a feed shell having an

11. The combination with a bucket supporting element , of
exterior screw thread at its inner end , and a reducing

a row of buckets mounted thereon and provided each with a
socket having one end screw threaded internally and adapted

spacing flange at its outer end , which is spread until it abuts
to receive the externally screw threaded end of the feed

against an adjacent bucket . shell and having its other end screw threaded externally

12. A bucket wheel comprising a row of buckets spaced at
and adapted to screw into the feed tube , substantially as

their inner and outer ends and placed under an initial ten
specified .

sion at their outer ends by spreading or caulking their abut
2. In screw making and metal turning lathes, in which

ting portions .
a supplemental tool carried is employed , means for impart

ing a sliding movement to said tool carrier , said means

comprising a shaft having a worm wheel and crank for actu

No. 101,098. Illuminated Sign. Enseigne illuminée. ating said tool carrier , a worm shaft to actuate said worm

Charles L. Williams, Parkersburg, West Virginia , U.S.A., Sporting said shaft, an arm for supporting said tool carrier,
wheel, a bearing bracket upon the main tool slide for sup

18th September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 21st July , 1906. Re
and an extension on said arm the bearing bracket for which

ceipt No. 138,015 .
said extension slides , in combination with stops and springs

Claim .-1 . A symbol for illuminated signs comprising an fcr automatically operating said tool carrier , said stops

opaque body , and translucent edge plates set at an angle being rigidly carried upon said worm shaft , one on each

to the body , the body and the plates being in contrasting side of said bearing bracket , and said spring being inter
colors to produce a shaded effect. posed between said stops and said bearing bracket, sub

2. A symbol for illuminated signs comprising a back hav- stantially as specifiod.

ing an opening therein , an opaque symbol body disposed op- 3. In screw making and metal turning lathes , the cut
posite the opening at one side of the back , and translucent ting off slideways held upon the main frame and capable

edge plates extending between the edge of the body and the of angular adjustment, the actuating lever of said cutting

edges of the opening, the symbol body and plates being in off slideways, the telescoping ball joints of said actuating

contrasting colors to give a shaded effect to the symbol. lever , and the grooved guides along which the ball ioints
3. A symbol for illuminated signs comprising a back hav- of said actuating lever operate , said grooved guides being

ing an opening therein in the shape of a symbol , a seat ex . attached to the tool slides , substantially as specified.

tending around the edge of the opening, an opaque symbol 4. In stock feeding mechanism for screw making and metal

body disposed opposite the opening at one side of the back turning lathes the combination with the feeding slides and

and provided with a peripheral seat, and translucent plates the feed spools operated by said feed gpools in their re

set at an angle to the body with their edges received within ) tracted positions , said means consisting of balls arranged
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to lie in a groove in the feed spool , recesses in the end 2. An illuminated sign comprising a casing, a light trans

of the feed tube, in which are located said balls , and springs mitting character carried by the casing, a reflector arranged

within the casing, and an illuminating means arranged

within the casing and partially protruding through the

character.

3. An illuminating sign comprising a light transmitting

sign panel , and an illuminating means partially protruding

through the panel .

4. An illuminated sign comprising a light transmitting

sign panel , and a single illuminating means arranged on

both sides of the panel .

5. An illuminated sign comprising a sign panel , and a

single illuminating means arranged on both sides of the

panel.

No. 101,101 . Door. Porte.
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located in said recesses and arranged to exert a pressure

on said balls , substantially as specified .

5. In screw making and metal turning lathes of the multi
spindle type , means for enabling the tool slides to be ad

Fig.2.
justed to compensate for wear, said means comprising the

combination with side strips , capable of adjustment to com

pensate for the wear on the sides of the tool slide , of screw

and clamp bolts for adjustment, and blocks fitted in spaces, Floyd W. Newman , Bradford , Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 18th Sep
and the spaces formed in the under side of the tool slide , tember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 23rd June, 1906 . Receipt

said blocks being capable of vertical adjustment to compen- No. 137,223.

sate for wear on the bottom of the tool slide, and the set Claim . - 1 . In a closure of the class described , a stationary

screws for adjusting vertically , substantially as specified .

receiving pocket having spaced sides , a plurality of leaves
6. In screw making and metal turning lathes , means for

in C -shape in transverse section and individually pivotedoperating the feed spools, said means comprising a clamp within the pocket with their adjacent spaced longitudinal

slide , a feed slide arranged to slide upon said clamp slide, edges overlapping the connected longitudinal edges of the
a cam pin upon said clamp slide and a cam pin upon said adjacent leaf, and a stile pivoted to the free ends of said
feed slide , said pins being arranged to be operated by cam

leaves, whereby the leaves are capable of interfolding withinstrips upon a cam drum , and the said cam drum and the
the pocket and the stile foldable within the interfolded

said cam strips upon said cam drum , substantially as speci- leaves when the door is in open position .

fied.

2. In a closure of the class described, a stationary receiv

ing pocket having spaced sides , a plurality of leaves in U

No. 101,100. Illuminated Sign . Enseigne illuminée . shape in transverse section and individually pivoted within

the pocket with their adjacent spaced longitudinal edges

overlapping the connected longitudinal edges of the adjacent

leaf , a stile pivoted to the free ends of said leaves whereby

the leaves are capable of interfolding within the pocket and

the stile foldable within the interfolded leaves when the

door is in open position , and locking means carried by the

closure for rendering the leaves rigid at any point of their

elevation .

3. In a closure of the class described , a stationary receiv- .

ing pocket having spaced sides , a plurality of leaves in U.

shape in transverse section and individually pivoted within

the pocket with their adjacent spaced longitudinal edges

overlapping the connected longitudinal edges of the adjacent

leaf , a stile pivoted to the free ends of said leaves whereby

the leaves are capable of interfolding within the pocket and

the stile foldable within the interfolded leaves when the door

is in open position , a spring actuated bolt , and a member

having spaced recesses to receive said bolt one at a time

and connected respectively to one of said leaves and to said

stile, for rendering said leaves rigid at any point of eleva

tion .
Joseph Hotchner, New York City, New York, U.S.A. , 18th 4. In a closure of the class described , a stationary receiy.

September , 1906 : 6 years . Filed 28th March, 1906 . Re- ing pocket having spaced sides , a plurality of leaves in U

ceipt No. 134,363.
shape in transverse section and individually pivoted within

Claim .--1. An illuminated sign comprising a light trans
the pocket with their adjacent spaced longitudinal edges

mitting character, and an illuminating means, said illumi- overlapping the connected longitudinal edges of the adjacent

nating means partially protrudingthrough the character. leaf , a stile pivoted to the free ends of said leaves whereby

hu
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the leaves are capable of interfolding within the pocket and overlapping the connected longitudinal edges of the adjacent

the stile foldable within the interfolded leaves when the door leaf, a stile pivoted to the free ends of said leaves, whereby

is in open position , a spring actuated bolt carried within the leaves are capable of interfolding within the pocket and

one of said leaves , an arm extending from the adjacent pivot the stile foldable within the interfolded leaves when the door

of said leaf supported bolt and operating in a recess in said is in open position , and a bar coupled to the upper leaf and

bolt , an operating lever connected to said pivot , a plate two or more of the intermediate leaves and operating withiu

within the stile and provided with spaced recesses for re- said pocket , to govern the movement of the leaves.

ceiving said bolt when projected. 14. In a closure of the class described, a stationary rersiv

5. In a closure of the class described, a stationary receiv- ing pocket having spaced sides, a plurality of leaves il. U.

ing pocket having spaced sides diverging toward the inner shape in transverse section and individually pivoted wit:vio
edge, a plurality of leaves in U -shape in transverse section the pocket with their adjacent spaced longitudinal edges

and with the side walls converging toward the free ends and overlapping the connected longitudinal edges of the adjacent

individually pivoted within the pocket with their adjacent leaf and a stile pivoted to the free ends of said leaves where

spaced longitudinal edges overlapping the connected longi- by the leaves are capable of interfolding within the pucket

tudinal edges of the adjacent leaf, and a stile pivoted to the and the stile foldable within the interfolded leaves when the

free ends of said leaves, whereby the leaves are capable of door is in open position ,one or more of said leaves having

interfolding within the pocket and the stile foldable within projections at the free ends and formed with depressions for

the interfolded leaves when the door is moved into open posic | bearing yieldably against the stile and retarding the move

tion , and the adjacent surfaces of the individual members of
ment of the parts .

the structure caused to draw away from each other and avoid
15. In a closure of the class described , a stationary receiv

C - iction between the parts.
ing pocket having spaced sides , a plurality of leaves in U

6. In a closure of the class described , a stationary receiv

ing pocket , a plurality of leaves in U - shape in transverse
shape in transverse section and individually pivoted within

section and with the side walls converging toward the free
the pocket with their adjacent spaced longitudinal edges

ends and individually pivoted within the pocket with their overlapping the connected longitudinal edges of the adjacent

adjacent spaced longitudinal edges overlapping the con
leaf , a stile pivoted to the free ends of said leaves whereby

nected longitudinal edges of the adjacent leaf , a stile pivot
the leaves are capable of interfolding within the pocket and

ed to the free ends of said leaves whereby the leaves are
the stile foldable within the interfolded leaves when the door

capable of interfolding within the pocket and the stile fold
is in open position , and filler strips upon the stile for closing

able within the interfolded leaves when the door is moved the spaces between the leaves and stile when in closed

into open position , and the adjacent surfaces of the in
position .

dividual members of the structure caused to draw away from
16. In a closure of the class described , a stationary receiv

each other and avoid friction between the parts, a stile pivot
ing pocket having spaced sides and opening into the door

ed to the free ends of said leaves , and bindings of yieldable way opening, a plurality of leaves in U-shape in transverse

material upon the overlapping edges of said leaves . section and with the side walls parallel for a distance of the

7. In a closure of the class described, a stationary side erds and converging toward the outer ends between the par

member , a plurality of leaves individually pivoted to said allel portions, the parallel portions of said leaves at one end

member with their adjacent longitudinal edges overlapping, individually pivoted within the pocket with their adjacent

a stile with the free ends of the leaves individually pivoted spaced longitudinal edges overlapping the connected longi

thereto , and a brace bar spaced from said leaves and pivoted tudinal edges of the adjacent leaf, and a stile substantially

at one end to the pocket end of one of the leaves and with in U -shape in cross section with the sides parallel for a dis

the other end pivoted at the free end of the same leaf. tance at the open edge and converging toward the closed

8. In a closure of the class described a door frame, a pocket edge for the remainder of the distance, the parallel portions

within said frame at one side and opening into the doorway of said stile pivoted between the parallel portions of said

opening, a plurality of leaves individually pivoted within said leaves at the outer ends , whereby the leaves are capable of

pocket with their adjacent longitudinal edges overlapping, interfolding within the pocket and the stile resting within

a stile with the free ends of the leaves individually pivoted the interfolded leaves when the door is disposed in open

thereto , and a brace bar spaced from said leaves and pivoted position, and the parts caused to move without lateral

at one end to one of the pivots at the pocket end of the strains or friction .

leaves and with a section curved concentric to said pivot and 17. In a closure of the class described , a stationary side

extending through an aperture in the frame and pivoted at member , a plurality of leaves individually pivoted to said

the free end of the same leaf . member with their adjacent longitudinally edges overlapping

9. In a closure of the class described, a door frame, a and with projections at the free ends of twoor more of the

pocket within said frame at one side and opening into the leaves , a handle having laterally extended ends bearing

doorway opening and a recess in the frame at the opposite against two of said projections, clamp screws operating

side and opening into the doorway opening, a plurality of through said projecting portions and into said extended ends ,

leaves individually pivoted within said pocket and with their a brace member pivoted at one end at the pocket end of one

adjacent longitudinal edges overlapping, and a stile with the of the leaves and engaging one of the extended ends of the

froe ends of the leaves individually pivoted thereto and cap- handles which projects beyond the same and returned par

able of seating within the recess in the frame when the door allel to the body of the brace and spaced therefrom and con

is in closed position . riected to the handle end.

10. In a closure of the class described, a door frame having 18. In a closure of the class descried, a stationary side

a pocket therein at one side and opening into the doorway member, a plurality of leaves individually pivoted to said

opening and a recess in the frame at the opposite side and member with their longitudinal edges overlapping and with

openinginto the doorway opening,& plurality of leaves in projections at the free ends of two or moreof the leaves, a

dividually pivoted within said pocket and with their adja- handle having laterally extended ends bearing againsttwo of
cent longitudinal edges overlapping, a stile with the free ends said projections , lifting bars pivoted to said projections , a

of the leaves individually pivoted thereto and capable of seat- brace member pivoted at one end at the pocket end of the

ing within the recess in the frame when the door is in closed leaves and engaging one of the extended ends of the handle

position, and a yieldable packing strip attached to said stile and projecting beyond thesame and returned parallel to the
to bear against the frame within the recess. body of the brace and spaced therefrom and connected to the

11. In a closure of the class described , a stationary side handle end exteriorly of the leaves .
member , a plurality of leaves individually pivoted to said

19. In a closure of the class described, a door frame in

member with their adjacent longitudinal edges overlappingcluding spaced vertical tubular supporting members con

and with projections at the free ends of two or more of the nected at the end to the supporting structure , horizontal

leaves, lifting bars pivoted to said projections, and a stile tubular members within the header portion of said frame
with the free ends of the leaves pivoted thereto. and connected at the ends to the vertical members, a pocket

12. In a closure of the class described, a stationary re- within said frame at one side and opening into the doorway

ceiving pocket having spaced sides , a plurality of leaves in opening and a recess in the frame at the opposite side and

U -shape in transverse section and individually pivoted with opening into the doorway opening, a plurality of leavesin
in the pocket with their adjacent spaced longitudinal edges dividually pivoted within said pocket and with their ad
overlapping the connected longitudinal edges of the adjacent jacent longitudinal edges overlapping, and a stile with the
leaf, a stile pivoted to the free ends of said leaves, a socket free ends of the leaves individually pivoted thereto and

adjacent to the pocket pivot of one of said leaves and hav- capable of seating within the recess in the frame when the
ing extended side walls , a spring folded upon itself and seat- door is in closed position .

ed at the fold within said socket, spaced pins carried by the 20. In a closure of the class described, a door frame in

leaf adjacent to said socket and embracing both arms of said cluding spaced vertical tubular supporting members bear
spring, and spaced pins carried by said leaf and embracing ing at one end over depending pins and with spring sup
one arm of said spring. ported pins at the other ends for entering sockets in the

13. In a closure of the class described , a stationary receiv- adjacent supporting structure, horizontal tubular members
ing pocket having spaced sides , a plurality of leaves in U- within the header portion of said frame and connected at

shape in transverse section and individually pivoted within the ends to the vertical members, a pocket within said

the pocket with their adjacent spaced longitudinal edges ' frame at one side and opening into the doorway opening and
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a recess in the frame at the opposite side and opening into 2. A device of the class described, comprising a casing

the doorway opening, a plurality of leaves individually pi- open at one end, a tube connected with the other end there

voted within said pocket and with their adjacent longitu

dinal edges overlapping, and a stile with the free ends of

the leaves individually pivoted thereto and capable of seat

ing within the recess in the frame when the door is in

closed position . C

Figl
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No. 101,102. Concrete Block Making Machine.
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of , a handle on said tube, a plunger in said casing, cutter

blades on said casing, a wire carried by said cutter blades ,

a supplemental tube mounted in said first -named tube and

the end of which adjacent to said handle is provided with

a screw thread and an internally threaded device in opera

tion with said supplemental tube for axjusting the same

longitudinally , substantially as described.

3. A butter cutter, comprising a casing open at one end,

a handle connected therewith , a blade on either side thereof,

a laterally arranged block on the inner side of each of said

blades , a screw in each side of said casing and provided

with a slotted head in which the corresponding one of said

laterally arranged members is adapted to slide , and devices

connected with said handle for moving said blades , sub

Fig.
stantially as described .

4. In a butter cutter , a casing open at one end , a handle

connected therewith , a plunger in said casing, a handle

. connected therewith, a block in said plunger, and devices

for limiting the outward movement of said block in the
101102

outward movement of saild plunger, substantially as des

cribed .

Albert A. Pauly, Youngstown , Ohio, U.S.A. , 18th Septem
5. A butter cutter, comprising a casing open at one end,

ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 23rd July, 1906. Receipt No. a tube secured to the closed end of said casing, a handle
138,092.

secured to said tube , plunger in said casing, a tube secured

Claim . - 1. The combination with a frame having rollers in said plunger and provided with a handle , a blade pivotal

journalled therein , of standards carried by said frame , a ly mounted on each side of said casing , a wire adjustably

plate connecting said standards together, a frame slidably mounted in said blades , devices for moving said blades on

mounted upon said standards, a plunger carried by said their pivotal points , devices for locking said blades in their

standards , a shaft journalled in said frame and having intermediate positions, a plurality of wires adjustably and

suitable crank handles, a toothed wheel mounted upon said detachably secured to said casing and passing over the open

shaft , a rack carried by said plate and meshing with said end thereof, a block in said plunger and devices for limiting

toothed wheel , a pawl pivotally mounted upon said frame the movement of said block in the movement of said plun

and normally engaging said toothed wheel , substantially ger , substantially as described .

as described . 6. In a butter cutter of the class described , a casing open

2. The combination with a frame having rollers journal- at one end, a handle connected therewith , a plunger movable

led therein , of standards carried by said frame, a rack bar therein , a handle connetced with said plunger, a block in

carried by said standards , a frame slidably mounted upon said plunger , a rod connected with said block and secured
said standard , a plunger carried by said frame a toothed in said rod and passing through a slot in said plunger

wheel journalled in said frame and meshing with said rack handle, said screw being also secured in a collar slidably

bar, means to rotate said toother wheel and means to nor- on said plunger handle , a tube mounted on said plunger

mally hold said wheel in a locked position , substantially as handle and provided with a screw thread at one end there

described . of , a screw - threaded sleeve engaging said tube, and blades

3. The combination with a frame having rollers journal- pivotally mounted on each side of said casing, a wire de

led therein , of standards carried by said frame , a frame tachably and adjustably secured on said blades and passing

slidably mounted upon said standards , a plunger carried over the open end of said casing , and devices for moving

by said frame , means to elevate said frame, and means to said blades and said wire , substantially as described.

lock said frame in an elevated position , substantially as 7. In a butter cutter , a casing open at one end, a hollow

described . shank connected therewith , a handle secured to said shank,

4. Mechanism of the character described consisting of a plunger in said casing, a blade rotatably and laterally

standards, a rack bar carried by said standards, a frame movable on each side of said casing, a plate on each side

slidably mounted upon said standards , a plunger carried by of said shank and provided with a segmental slot , a yoke

said frame, a toother wheel journalled in said frame, and lever pivoted on said shank, a link pivotally connected to
meshing with said rack bar , means to rotate said toothed said yoke -shaped lever and provided with a stub -shaft

wheel and means to lock said toothed wheel in a fixed operating in said segmental slot , and a stub shaft passing

position , substantially as described. through the corresponding one of said blades , a rod slidably

mounted on each side of said shank and provided with a

No. 101,103. Butter Cutter. Couteau à beurre.
handle member, a bracket mounted on each of said slidable

rods , a connecting rod pivotally connected with each of said

Patrick Mathew Scanlan , New York City , New York, U.S.A. , brackets and with said yoke lever devices for locking

18th September. 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 22nd June , 1906. said blades in a predetermined position , and devices for

Receipt No. 137,177 . moving said plunger longitudinally of said casing, substan

Claim . - 1. A device of the class described , comprising a tially as described .

casing open at one end , a tube connected with the other 8. In a butter cutter of the class described , a casing open

end thereof, a handle on said tube , cutter blades pivotally at one end, a blade pivoted to each side thereof, a wire

mounted on said casing one on each side thereof , a sup- secured in said blades and passing over the open end of

plemental tube in said first - named tube , a rod in said sup- said casing, a plunger in said casing , devices for moving

plemental tube and devices for moving said supplemental said blades, devices for moving said plunger, a plurality of

tube, said rod and said cutter blades independently of each wires on said casing and passing over the open end thereof ,

other , substantially as described.
a shaft on said casing to which said wires are connected , a

9--26
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one

lever on said shaft , segment gear on said casing , and sery- 5. A wall of the character described , consisting of paral

ing as of the supports for said shaft , and a plate lelopiped concrete blocks arranged in courses , the blocks
slidably mounted on said lever and adapted to engage said being arranged in the several courses to overlap those in

segment gear, substantially as described . the adjacent courses, piles passing rectangularly to and

through the various said courses and so disposed as to be at

No. 101,104. Scaffold Bracket. Console d'échafaud . each joint of the contiguous blocks of a course and also

intermediate thereof.

6. A wall of the character described, consisting of paral

lelopiped concrete blocks arranged in courses with inter

vening cement filling there-between and between the blocks

of each course , the blocks being arranged in the several

courses to overlap those in the adjacent courses , piles pass

ing rectangularly to and through the various said courses

and so disposed as to be at each joint of the contiguous

block of a course and also intermediate thereof.
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No. 101,106. Fountain Pen. Plume- fontaine.
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Alfred Weir, Winnipeg, Manitoba , Canada , 18th September,
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 21st June, 1906. Receipt No.

137,121.
12/31

Claim.--1 . A scaffolding bracket consisting of a main arm , Joseph F. Betzler , Akron , Ohio , U.S.A., 18th September, 1906 ;

having one of its ends pointed , an arm pivotally bolted to 6 years. Filed 26th May , 1906. Receipt No. 136,288 .

the other extremity of the main arm , and a hook at the
Claim.-- 1 . In a fountain pen the combination with a barrel ,

free end of the depending arm , as and for the purpose speci
of a corrugated longitudinally compressible ink receptacle

fied .

2. A scaffolding bracket consisting of a bar iron compres municating with said nozzle, and means for compressing said
therein, a nozzle and pen, one end of said receptacle com

sion arm,having the liwer end pointed and turned inwardly, receptacle, substantially asdescribed .

and the upper end turned at right angles to the body, a ten
2. The combination with a fountain pen having a barrel , a

sion arm pivotally bolted to the compression arm and at

its upper end ,and means at the free end of the tension arm longitudinally compressible ink receptacle enclosed within
nozzle feeding device therein and a pen in the nozzle, of a

for securing tothe uprights or studs , as and for the purpose the barrel, said receptaclecommunicating with said nozzle at

specified .
one end , and closed at the other end , and a compressing de

No. 101,105 . Sea Wall. Mur de mer.
vice for the receptacle , said compressing device located

within the barrel , substantially as described .

3. The combination with a fountain pen having a barrel , a

nozzle therefor and a penaand ink feeding device in the noz

FI 5.2 . zle , of a longitudinally compressible ink receptacle in the

barrel communicating with said nozzle, a compressing de

vice for the receptacle located in said barrel and an operat

ing device accessible from the exterior of the barrel for said

compressing device, substantially as described .

4. The combination in a fountain pen having a barrel , a

nozle therefor and a pen feeding device therein of a longitu
FI.2. dinally compressible receptacle therein comunicating with

said nozzle , a piston in the barrel behind the compressible

receptacle, and means located exterior to the barrel and con

nected with said said piston for operating the same , sub
stantially as described.

5. In a fountain pen the combination with the barrel and

nozzle therefor having a pen and feeding means therein , of a

longitudinally compressible receptacle , within the barrel, a

piston behind the receptacle , an exterior longitudinally mov

able member and operatively connecting means for said ex

terior member with said piston , said barrel having an open

ir- through which said connecting means projects, substan

Henry Winter , Seattle , Washington , U.S.A. , 18th September, tially as described .

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 19th July , 1906. Receipt No. 137,978. 6. In a fountain pen having a barrel , a nozzle and pen and

feeding device in the nozle , a longitudinally compressible

Claim . - 1 . A wall of the character described , comprised of

a plurality of piles and blocks , said blocks being each
corrugated roubber tube in the barrel, a piston in the barrel ,

formed or provided with apertures adapted to severally re
behind the tube and a stem for said pen passing longitudin

ally through the outer extremity of said barrel, substantially

ceive said piles .

2. A wall of the character described, comprised of a plur
as described .

ality of piles and blocks , said blocks being formed or pro
7. Ina fountain pen the combination with a barrel having

vided with apertures adapted to register with said piles
a nozle and pen therein , of a longitudinally compressible ink

and thereby be interlocked for positioning the blocks dur
receptacle therein, a piston in the barrel , a stem therefor

ing the process of construction and thereafter maintaining projecting longitudinally though an opening in the outer end

of the barrel and longitudinally extensible extremity for said

them in alignment.
3. A wall of the character described, consisting of paral- stem , substantially as described .

lelopiped concrete blocks arranged in courses , the blocks
being arranged in the several courses to overlap those in No. 101,107. Passenger Recorder.

the adjacent courses , piles passing rectangularly to and
Registre pour voyageurs .

through the various said courses and so disposed as to be
Emma W. Jackson , administratix of the estate of C. F. Jack

at each joint of the contiguous blocks of a course.
son , deceased , Sherman, Texas , U.S.A. , 18th September ,

4. A wall of the character described , consisting of paral
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 7th March , 1906. Receipt No. 133,610 .

lelopiped concrete blocks arranged in courses with interven

ing cement filing therebetween and between the blocks of Claim . - 1 . In a passenger recorder a plurality of yieldable

each course , the blocks being arranged in the several steps each having independent circuit closing contacts , i

courses to overlap those in the adjacent courses, piles pass- plurality of imprinting devices , electro -magnets controlling

ing rectangularly to and through the various said courses the movement of imprinting members, said magnets being

and so disposed so as to be at each joint of the contiguous independently connected in circuits leading to the step con

blocks of a course . Tacts and electro -magnetically controlled operating means
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connected in series with certain of the electro -magnets of 3. In an article of furniture of the character described the

the imprinting members and serving to feed the record strip front post having a longitudinal corner rabbet provided with

of ll 3 *
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only at intervals with respect to the operation of the im- an offset groove in combination with a slotted end rail en

printing devices .
gaging the rabbet and having a tenon engaging said groove ,

2. In passenger recorders a series of three movable steps and a front rail having an extension tongue adapted to pass

each having independent circuit closers , three electro-mag- through the slot of said end rail and engage the rear surface

nets connected one to each of the steps , imprinting devices of the front post , and means for securing said tongues to

operably connected to the armatures of the electro -magnets, said end rail .

and means for imparting feeding movement to the record 4. In an article of furniture of the character described the

strip after closing of the circuits controlled bythe first and combination with the vertically grooved front post and

third steps . slotted laterally grooved end rail having a tenon , of the

3. In passenger recorders yieldable steps , movable doors front rail having a tongue engaging the slot of the tenon,

or gates, independent contacts carried by the steps and doors and a drawer track bar having lateral tenons engaging the

and forming the terminals of electric circuits , electro -mag- groove of the end rail.

nets connected with the circuits , imprinting devices having.

operative connections with the armatures of said electro- No. 101,109. Acetylene Gas Generator,

magnets , an auxiliary imprinting device , an operating mag Générateur à gaz acétylène.
net therefor , a circuit in which the operating magnet is

connected and contacts forming the terminals of said circuit ,

said contacts being moved to engaging position on the clos .

ing of the doors .
Fuga

4. In passenger recorders a plurality of yieldable steps, a

movable door or gate , independent contacts carried by the

steps and doors , circuits of which the contacts form ter Figi

minals , electro - magnets connected in said circuits , imprint

ing devices operatively connected to the armatures of said

electro -magnets and a battery circuit connected to and form

ing a part of the magnet circuit , said battery circuit having

terminals disposed adjacent to the door of the vehicle and

arranged to break the circuit when the door is closed .

5. In a passenger recorder for vehicles ' a plurality of

yieldable steps each having independent contacts , a door ,

contacts controlled thereby, circuits of which contacts form
Figh

terminals, electro-magnets connected in said circuits , im

printing devices operatively connected to the armatures of

said electro- magnets , means for imparting a step -by - step

movement to a record strip , an auxiliary electro -magnet, a

printing member carried thereby for recording on the strip

the stations at which the vehicle stops, an independent cir
101109

cuit for the magnet, said circuit having terminals that are

movable into engagement by the closing ofthe vehicle door, Aquila Lauzon, Labelle , and Linière Grégoire, St. Jovite ,

and a battery circuit having terminals disposed adjacent to

the door and movable to break the circuit when the door is
both in Quebec , Canada , co -inventors. 18th September ,

closed .
1906 ; 6 years. Filed 15th March, 1906. Receipt No.
133,944.

6. In a passenger recorder a plurality of yieldable steps ,

contacts carried thereby and forming the terminals of inde
Resumé. – 1. Dans un genérateur à gaz acetylène , la combin

pendent circuits, a casing, a platen arranged in the casing,
of the front post , and means for securing said tongues to

electro -magnetically actuating means for a recording strip ,
aison d'une cuve 12 avec une cloche à gaz fixe 11 , plongeant

an inked ribbon also movable over the platen, an electro- dans l'eau de cette cuve, avec audessus un réservoir à eau

magnetically movable feeding means for the ribbon, a plur- indepenendant 10 surmonté d'une capacité à carbure, avec un

ality of imprinting devices and electro -magnets for actuating agitateur avec une branche elliptique 22 avec une tige re

the same, said electro -magnets being disposed in the cir- courbée 23 , le tout tel que décrit en substance .

cuit of which the step contacts form the terminals.
2. La combinaison dans un générateur à gaz acetylane ,

d'une cuve avec une cloche à gaz fixe, avec un tube de sûreté

No. 101,108. Furniture . Meuble. 138, avec un flotteur cylindrique plat 17 , avec une tige filetée

William Kirkpatrick, Jamestown, New York , U.S.A. , 18th 15 , fixée à volonte au flotteur au moyen de deux écrous 19,

September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 24th July , 1906. Re
avec une tête cylindrique 9 formant soupape à carbure, le

ceipt No. 138,112.
tout tel que decrit en substance , pour les fins specifiées.

Claim . - 1. In an articleof furniture of the character des- No. 101,110. Map Hanger. Pendant de cartes.
cribed the combination with vertically grooved front and
rear posts and back rails , of slotted end rails having tenons John J. O'Leary, Yreka, California , U.S.A. , 18th September,

slidably engaging the grooves of said posts , and front rails
1906 ; 6 years. Filed 16th July , 1906. Receipt No. 137,862 .

. having slotted extension tongues engaging the slots of the Claim.-An improved map hanger having in combination

end rails and keys for securing said tongues. two parallel spaced rods.or rollers , transversely extending

2. In an article of furniture of the character described the end pieces in which the rods or rollers are journalled , said

combination with rabbetted front posts having vertical end pieces having sockets intermediate of their ends , flexible

grooves offset from their rabbets, vertically grooved rear suspending devices and rods connected thereto and having

posts and back rails , of slotted end rails having tenons, front their lower ends provided with journal pins adapted to en

rails having extension tongues passing through the slots of gage the sockets of the end pieces whereby said end pieces

the end rails, and means for keying the tongues to said end and the rollers are substantially balanced , a map or other

rails . descriptive sheet having bars at opposite ends and having

10-20
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a limited reciprocating movement between said rods or rol- within the body at the extremities thereof, and a series of

lers and adapted to carry graphic representations on its ob- trays each provided at the upper ends of the extremities

1
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verse and reverse sides, the representation on one side being

upside down in relation to that on the other side.

1
2
1

No. 101,111. Fire Extinguisher.

Extincteur d'incendie .

2

Pig. l .

(hereof with supporting means to rest upon the upper edges

of the corresponding steps, of said folding end brackets to

suspend the trays at different elevations, whereby the trays

may each be lifted vertically off from the corresponding

steps of the brackets , said brackets arranged to be folded

within the inclosing body in knockdown position, said trays

with their supporting means constructed to be located with

in the body of the case when removed from the end brackets .
101111

2. A display case having in combination an inclosing body

independently constructed , folding end brackets located

within the body at the extremities thereof formed with a

Henry Simpson and Robert Tomlinson , both of Liverpool, series of steps, and a series of trayseach provided with

Lancaster, England, 18th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed outwardly projecting supporting clips at the extremities
12th September, 1905. Receipt No. 128,374 .

thereof to extend over and upon the upper edges of the

Claim . - 1 . The improved fire extinguishing apparatus con- corresponding steps of the brackets, to suspend the trays

sisting of an actuating device operated by changes of tem- at different elevations , whereby the trays may be lifted ver

perature , an alarm , a series of jets or sprinklers , and means tically off from the steps of the brackets , said brackets ar

for producing a fire extinguishing fluid under pressure and ranged to be folded within the body in knockdown position ,

supplying the same to the said jets, all so characterized that said trays with their supporting clips constructed to be

when the limiting temperature is reached the said device located within the body of the case when removed from the

actuates means which give the alarm produces the said fluid end brackets.
and supplies the same to said jets , substantially as described . 3. A display case having in combination an inclosing body

2. Apparatus of the class described consisting of a series independently constructed, folding stepped end brackets
of sets of jets or sprinklers , a corresponding series of actu- located within the body at the extremities thereof, and a

ating devices, means for producingafire extinguishing fluid series of trays supported upon the steps of said brackets,
under pressure adapted to be connected to any one of the cne rising above another, said trays each provided at its

said sets of jets and means for giving an alarm, the arrange- opposite extremities with outwardly projecting metal sus

ment being such that a predetermined rise of temperature pending clips secured to the corresponding end of the tray,
near any sets of jets operates the actuating device corres- said clips extending outward and over the upper edge of the

ponding with that set which thereupon actuate the alarm corresponding step of the brackets, whereby the trays may
and the means for producing the fluid under pressure and be lifted vertically off from the steps of the brackets, said

connecting it to that set of jets, substantially as described. brackets arranged to be folded within the body in knock
3. A fire extinguishing apparatus comprising an actuating down position, said trays with their suspending clips con

device comprising a quick acting and slow acting means structed to be located within the body of the case when re

adapted to actuate the apparatus either when a maximum moved from the end brackets.

temperature is reached or when the normal temperature is 4. A display case having in combination an inclosing body

exceeded by a predetermined amount, substantially as des- Independently constructed, folding end brackets located with
cribed. 11 the body at the extremities thereof each formed with a

4. A fire extinguishing apparatus comprising a tank con- series of steps , and a series of trays each provided at its

taining substances which when mixed provide a fire extin- extremities with supporting means to suspend the tray upon

guishing fluid under pressure, means for mixing the sub- the upper edges of the corresponding steps of the brackets ,

stances including a weight arranged to drop and fracture a whereby the several trays may individually be lifted verti

container of one of the substances, means for connecting the cally off from the supporting brackets, said brackets ar

tank to a particular set of sprinklers or jets , and an actu- ranged to be folded within the body in knockdown position,

ating device fixed near the said set of sprinklers and adapted said trays with their supporting means constructed to be

to actuate an alarm and to release a weighted lever or the located within the body of the case when removed from the

like device which thereupon operates the mixing and con- end brackets.

necting means, substantially as described . 5. A display case having in combination an inclosing body,

5. A fire extinguishing apparatus including actuating means folding end brackets each formed with a series of steps, ad

comprising quick acting and slow acting devices, each carry- ditional means to connect said brackets ,and a series of trays

ing two sets of contacts, one set for actuating the alarm each at its extremities provided with clips whereby the

and one set which afterwards closes the circuit, of an elec- trays may be supported upon the upper edges of the brackets

tro -magnet which releases a loaded lever or the like which and whereby the trays may individually be lifted vertically

thereupon operates the fire extinguishing apparatus , substan- off from the end brackets.
tially as described . 6. A display case having in combination an inclosing body, .

folding end brackets , each form with a series of steps, a

No. 101,112. Display Case. Caisse d'étalage. back strip connecting the rear edge of said brackets, and a

D. M. Ferry & Company, assignee of Robert Turner, Jr. , both series of trays each provided at its extremities with clips

of Detroit, Michigan, U.S.A., 18th September, 1906 ; 18 upper edges of the brackets , and whereby the trays may be
whereby the tray may be supported upon the corresponding

years . Filed 4th July , 1906. Receipt No. 137,502 .
individually lifted vertically off from the end brackets , said

Claim .-- 1. A display case having an inclosing body, inde- brackets and the back connecting strip being removable from

pendently constructed , folding stepped end brackets located the body.
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No. 101,113. Advertising Apparatus.

Appareil d'annonce.

Fig. ".
Fig.2.

No. 101,114. Imitation Silk. Imitation de soie.

La Société Générale de la Soie Artificielle 'Linkmeyer, as

signee of Rudolf Linkmeyer , all of Brussels , Belgium,

18th September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 22nd March , 1906 .

Receipt No. 134,150 .

Claim .-- 1. In the process for the manufacture of brilliant

threads resembling silk by means of solutions of cellulose

in ammoniacal oxide of copper converted into threads by

precipitation in solutions of fixed alkalies or salts , the treat

ment of the threads on leaving the precipitation bath with

gases or solutions of salts adapted to absorb the ammonia

and to form with the oxide of copper combinations readily

soluble in acids but insoluble in water , substantially as des
cribed above .

2. In the process for the manufacture of brilliant threads

resembling silk by means of solutions of cellulose in am

moniacal oxide of copper converted into threads by precipi

tation in solutions of fixed alkalies or salts, a method of

extracting oxide of copper from the alkaline precipitation

bath consisting in immersing cellulose in this bath and in

withdrawing it after the salts of copper have become de

posited thereon , substantially as described above.

.

No. 101,115. Steam Turbine. Turbine à vapeur.C
A
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Berliner Ansslellings -Gallerien , Berlin , assignee of Karl J.

H. Klem pau , Hamburg, both in Germany, 18th September,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 16th September, 1905. Receipt No.

128,471.

Claim . - 1 . Advertising apparatus comprising an advertis

ing band , two drums around which the band passes, a slid

ing frame in the form of a crosshead and having constant

movement to and fro , an endless chain connecting the two

drums , and means for connecting the sliding frame with

cither the right or the left hand side of said endless chain to

transmit the downward movement of said sliding frame to

said chain whereby the drums are operated to rotate either

one way or the other according to whether the connection
The Allis -Chalmers Company, assignee of James Wilson, all

of the sliding frame is with the right hand or left hand side
of Milwaukee, Wisconsin , U.S.A., 18th September . 1906 ;

of the chain . substantially as described .
6 years. Filed 2nd August, 1906. Receipt No. 138,368 .

2. In combination in an advertising apparatus , a pair of

drums, an endless band passing over the same , an endless
Claim .-- 1 . A grooved base , a notched strip in the groove ,

blades in the notches and blocks in the groove co -acting
chain connecting the drums , a reciprocating crosshead or

sliding frame , means for reciprocating the said crosshead or
with the strip and blades .

sliding frame , pawls carried by the sliding frame and adapt
2. A grooved base , a strip in the groove having undercut

ed to engage either the right or left hand side of the chain ,
notches, blades in the notches and blocks in the groove co

means for automatically controlling the engagement of the
acting with the strip and blades .

pawls with the chain in order to effect the reversal of the
3. A grooved base, a strip in the groove having undercut

directions of rotation of the drums , said controlling means
notches, blades in the notches and blocks in the groove co

acting with the strip and blades and having an undercut por
consisting of a cam disc. a device for operating the said

tion .

cam disc , said device being in turn operated by the reci

procating movement of the sliding frame , the said cam de
4. A grooved base, a notched strip , in the groove , blades in

vice having its edge formed to maintain one pawl out of
the notches and blocks in the groove co -acting with the strip

engagement with the endless chain while permitting the en
and blades and having an undercut portion .

gagement of the other pawl therewith , the said cam disc re
5. A grooved base, a strip in the groove having notches

versing the position of the pawl just before the completion
undercut at their ends , blades in the notches co - acting along

of the transfer of the advertising band from one drum to the
an edge with the undercut notch ends and blocks in the

other, substantially as described.
groove, said blocks having an undercut portion co - acting

with the side of the blade.
3. In an advertising apparatus the combination of an ad

6. A base , a blade tapered across its thickness at one por

vertising band , drums for holding the said band , an endless
tion of the blade root and across its width at a second por

chain connected with the drum , a sliding frame having pawls ,

one of which engages one side of the chain and the other of
tion of the blade root, and means for fastening the blade to

which engages the other side of the chain , means for auto
the base comprising an element co -acting with the first

matically controlling the engagement of the pawl with the
portion of the blade root and a separate element co - acting

chain , a stopping lever arranged to render both pawls in
with the second portion of the blade root.

operative simultaneously and a striking pin against which
the stopping lever strikes during the upward stroke of the No. 101,116. Power Transmitting Mechanism .

sliding frame to release the pawls , substantially as des Mécanisme de transmission de la force.

cribed.

4. In an advertising apparatus the combination of the ad The Canadian General Electric Company, Limited, Toronto ,

vertising band , the drums carrying the said band , an endless Ontario , Canada , assignee of Richard H. Rice, Swamp

chain connected with the drums , a sliding frame, means for
scott , and Fred . R. C. Boyd , Lynn , both in Massachusetts ,

reciprocating the same, pawis carried by the sliding frame U.S.A. , 18th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 15th May,

for engaging the chain to operate the same in opposite di
1906. Receipt No. 135,928 .

rections , means for controlling the engagement and disen- Claim .-- 1. In an apparatus of the character described the

gagement of the pawls , two spring locking pawls for the combination of a motor, a shaft driven thereby , a driven

upper drum , a pin on said upper drum to be engaged by the shaft , worm gearing between the shafts , and a means for

said spring locking pawls , a bent lever adapted to press the adjusting the worm longitudinally on the motor driven shaft .

spring locking pawis aside , and a supporting lever engaging 2. In an apparatus of the character described the combin

the bent lever, said supporting lever being controlled by the ation of a motor, a shaft driven thereby, a bearing for the

sliding frame, substantially as described . shaft, means for preventing endwise movement of the shaft,
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a worm splinted on the shaft , a means for adjusting the posi- 10. In a device of the character described the combination

tion of the worm on the shaft , a driven shaft and a worm of a driving shaft , a driven shaft , worm gearing between

the shafts , a means for adjusting the position of the worm

and worm wheel with respect to each other , a means for

discharging lubricant over the face of the worm , a base

for supporting the shafts which contains a chamber to re

ceive the lubricant after it is used , and a cooling coil lo

cated in the chamber ..

11. In an apparatus of the character described the com

bination of a driving and a driven shaft , gearing between

the shafts , a shell for supporting the driving shaft and con

taining a cylinder and a collection chamber , a longitudinally

adjustable bearing block in the cylinder , a second block op

posing the first, the lubricant from the blocks discharging

into the collection chamber, a bearing carried by the shell,

a second chamber formed in the shell and separated from

the first to receive lubricant exhausting from the bearing.

12. In an apparatus of the character described the com

bination of a base or frame. a shaft mounted thereon , a

motor for driving the shaft which is overhung and attached

to the frame , a driven shaft , gearing between the shafts , a

means for taking up the thrust on one of the shafts.

13. In an apparatus of the character described the com

bination of a base or frame , a driving shaft carried thereby,

a driving shaft at right angles to the first , bearings for the

driven shaft also carried by the frame and located above

the driven shaft , gearing between the shafts , a fluid bearing

thrust bearing between the driving shaft and a fixed abut

ment , and a second thrust bearing between the driven shaft

and a fixed abutment .

14. In an apparatus of the character described the com

wheel mounted on the driven shaft and meshing with the
bination of a driving and a driven shaft, journals for the

worm. shafts , gearing between the shafts , a worm and a worm

3. In an apparatus of the character described the combin- lubricant from the pump to the gearing to lubricate it and
wheel , a pump driven thereby , and conduits for conveying

ation of a motor, a shaft driven thereby, a secondary or

justing the gear on the motor driven shaft , athrustbearing shaft driven bytheturbine,a second shaft connected to and

driven shaft, gearing between the shafts, a means for ad- dissipate heat , and also to the journals.
15. In combination a steam turbine , a hydraulic pump , a

1or the motor driven shaft and a conduit for introducing

lubricant under the pressure to the thrust bearing and driving the movable member of the pump , the two shafts

continuously maintaining a fluid film between its blocks.
being at right angles to each other , worm gearing between

4. In an apparatus of the character described the combin
the shafts , means for taking up the thrust on the worm , and

ation of a motor, a shaft driven thereby , a secondary or a separate means for taking up the thrust on the turbine

driven shaft , gearing between the shafts, a means for ad- driven shaft.

justing the gear on the motor driven shaft , a thrust bearing
16. In an apparatus of the character described the com

for the motor driven shaft, a conduit for introducing lubri- bination of a motor , a shaft driven thereby, a gearing ar

cant under pressure to the thrust bearings and continuously ranged to take the thrust thereof, other bearings for sup

maintaining a fluid film between the blocks , one or more con porting the motor driven shaft , a frame for supporting the

duits for introducing lubricant to the gearing , and means bearings , a second suitably supported shaft , a gearing for

for preventing the lubricant delivered to the gearing and transmitting motion from one shaft to the other, and means

the thrust bearings from mingling. for supplying lubricant under pressure to the bearings and

5. In an apparatus of the character described the combin
the gearing.

ation of a frame or support, a driving shaft , a driven shaft ,
17. In an apparatus of the character described the com

a grar splinted on the driving shaft , a gear on the driven
bination of a motor , a shaft driven thereby, a frame, a

shaft meshing therewith , a sleeve for longitudinally adjust - bearing supporting one end of the shaft , a bearing for the

ing the gear on the driving shaft , ' a bearing block carried other end of the shaft , a shell supporting said bearing and

by the sleeve, an adjustable block carried by the frame or attached to the frame, a thrust bearing carried by the shell ,

support, and a conduit for introducing fluid under pressure a second suitably supported shaft , and gearing for transmit

between the blocks and maintaining a fluid film therein . ting motion from one shaft to the other .

6. In an apparatus of the character described the combin 18. In an apparatus of the character described the combi

ation of a frame or support , a driving shaft mounted there . nation of a motor , a shaft driven thereby, a frame, bearings

in , a driven shaft, a gearing for transmitting motion from for the shaft supported by the frame , a second shaft, gear

the driving to the driven shaft , a casing for enclosing one ing for transmitting motion between the shafts , bearings

of the gears to keep a body of lubricant in contact therewith for the second shaft supported by the frame , and means for

for lubricating and cooling purposes, and a conduit for sup- taking up the thrusts on the shafts.

plying lubricant to the casing.

7. In an apparatus of the character described the combin . No. 101,117. Elastic Fluid Turbine.
ation of a frame or support , a driving shaft , a worm and

worm wheel for transmitting motion from the driving to the
Turbine à fluide élastique .

driven shaft , a shell which surrounds the shaft , ' a casing

or projection carried by the shell which encloses the worm The Canadian General Electric Company , Toronto , Ontario ,

to keep lubricant in contact therewith for lubricating and
Canada , assignee of Richard H. Rice , Lynn , Massachu

cooling purposes, and a conduit for supplying lubricant to
setts , U.S.A. , 18th September , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 28th

the casing projection .
August , 1906. Receipt No. 139,036 .

8. In an apparatus of the character described the combin- Claim.—1 . An elastic fluid turbine comprising relatively

ation of a frame or support , a driving shaft mounted there. rotating parts in combination with a main shaft, a valve

on , a driven shaft, a worm and worm wheel for transmitting mechanism a secondary shaft driven by the main shaft,

motion from the driving to the driven shaft , a shell which gearing between the main and secondary shafts, a means

surrounds the shaft , a casing or projection carried bythe driven by the secondary shaft for actuating the valve mech

shell encloses the worm to keep lubricant in contact there- anism , and a lubricating pump geared to and driven by the

with for lubricating and cooling purposes, a conduit for sup- secondary shaft, as and for the purpose specified .

plying lubricant to the casing or projection, a bearing for 2. An elastic fluid turbine comprising relatively rotating

supporting the shell and through it the shaft , and means parts and a main shaft in combination with a bearing there

for adjusting the worm longitudinally of the shaft and shell . for , a secondary shaft carried by the bearing support, gear

9. In a device of the character described the combination ing between the main and secondary shafts , a gear pump

of a motor having a rotating element, a shaft driven there also carried by the bearing support, and a gear mounted on

by, a bearing for the shaft , means for preventing longitudin- the secondary shaft and meshing with one of the pump

ally thrust on the shaft from being transmitted to the said gears for driving it, as and for the purpose specified .

rotating element , a driven shaft at right angles to the driv- 3. An elastic fluid turbine comprising relatively rotating

ing shaft, a longitudinally movable worm on the motor driven parts and a main shaft in combination with a bearing there

shaft , a worm wheel secured to the driven shaft , a sleeve on for , a secondary shaft extending at right angles to the main

the shaft, a thrustblock carried to the sleeve, and an ad- shaft and carried by the bearing support, a reciprocating
justable thrust block engaging with the first. member driven by the secondary shaft , gearing between the

-
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shafts, a gear pump comprising meshing gears, shafts there

for extending parallel to the secondary shaft and a gear

3. In an elastic fluid turbine the combination of a casing,

a wheel, rows of buckets mounted thereon, intermediate

1
0
1
1
1
Y

r'$ r

buckets between the rows of wheel buckets and a device for

converting pressure of the motive fluid into velocity and dis

charging it against the wheel buckets, the axis of the said

device being inclined to the plane of the wheel and also to

the axis of the wheel to reduce the tendency for the motive

fluid to pass the buckets without performing useful work .

4. In an elastic fluid turbine the combination of a casing, a

wheel having a row of buckets , a cover therefor having pro

jections extending transversely of the wheel axis and a wall

carried by the casing which extends between and co -operates

with said projections to reduce the leakage .

5. In an elastic fluid turbine the combination of a casing, a

wheel having a row of buckets , a cover therefor , a plurality

of projections and projections carried by the casing which

extend between the projections on the cover to form a path

of high resistance to leakage fluid.

6. In an elastic fluid turbine the combination of a casing, a

mounted on the secondary shaft and meshing with one of

the gears of the pump to drive it , as and for the purposes projections extending transversely to the wheel axis, cy.in
wheel having rows of buckets , a cover for each row having

specified .
4. An elastic fluid turbine comprising relatively rotating drical projections carried by the casing which extend be

parts and a main driving shaft in combination with a bear
tween the projections on the cover and co -operate therewith

ing therefor, a secondary shaft extending at right angles to
to reduce leakage , intermediate buckets , a device for dis

the main shaft , gearing between the two , a casing enclosing
charging motive fluid against the wheel buckets .

7. In an elastic fluid turbine the combination of a casing, a
the gearing to confine the lubricant and insure proper dis

tribution thereof, bearings for the secondary shaft , agear projections thereon extending transversely of the wheel axis,
wheel having rows of buckets , a cover for each row having

pump and a support that is common to the bearings of the

secondary and pump shafts, as and for the purposes speci- projections to reduce leakage, intermediate buckets between
projections carried by the casing which extend between the

fied .
each two rows of wheel buckets, projections on said inter

5. In an elastic fluid turbine the combination of a fluid
mediate buckets which co -operate with the wheel to reduce

discharging device, a bucket wheel, a lip on the discharging leakage and a device for discharging fluid against the buckets.
device which projects over the periphery of the wheel , and a

8. In an elastic fluid turbine the combination of a casing , a
cylindrical projection on the wheel that extends under the

Muid discharging device , a wheel having buckets thereon , a
discharging device , as and for the purpose specified .

cover for the buckets having projections extending trans

6. In an elastic fluid turbine the combination of a sup versely to the plane thereof , a projection carried by the cas
port that is split to provide a yielding clamping member and

ing which extends between those on the cover to baffle the
contains a bucket receiving groove , buckets the ends of

leakage , and a means situated between the wheel axis and

which extend into the groove , and means for causing the
discharging device for further reducing the leakage .

parts of the support to clamp the buckets , as and for the
9. In an elastic fluid turbine the combination of a support ,

purpose specified.

7. In an elastic fluid turbine the combination of a split having a plurality of projections thereon, and means for se
a row of buckets mounted thereon, a cover for the buckets

support having a dovetail groove , buckets with the ends
curing the cover to the buckets which are located between

mounted therein , means for clamping the parts of the sup the projections.
port to hold the buckets, and a lining strip inserted between 10. In an elastic fluid turbine the combination of a support,
the support and the main body of the buckets, as and for the

a row of buckets mounted thereon , a cover for the buckets

purpose specified . having a plurality of rows of projections formed integral

8. In an elastic fluid turbine the combination of wheel therewith and rows of tenons formed integral with the buc

buckets and fluid discharging devices,ashield to reduce the kets which project through the cover on opposite sides ofa

rotation losses of the idlebuckets, and a circumferential projection and are riveted over to secure the cover in place.
flange co - operating with the shield to reduce the tendency of

the motive fluid to leave its normal path , as and for the No. 101,119. Governor for Elastic Fluid Turbines .
purpose specified .

Gouverneur pour turbines à fluide élastique.

No. 101,118. Elastic Fluid Turbine.
The Canadian General Electric Company, Toronto , Ontario ,

Canada , assignee of Walter Kieser, Berlin, Germany,
Turbine à fluide élastique.

18th September , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 19th July , 1906 .

The Canadian General Electric Company , Toronto , Ontario , Receipt No. 137,954 .

Canada , assignee of Elihu Thompson, Swampscott, Massa- Claim .–1 . In a governing mechanism the combination of a

chusetts, U.S.A. , 18th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed valve , a means for vibrating the valve , and a device respon

9th May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,712 .
sive to lead variations for changing the region of vibration

Claim . - 1 . In an elastic fluid turbine the combination of a of the valve , as and for the purpose specified .

casing , a bucket wheel mounted therein , a device for dis- 2. In a governing mechanism the combination of a valve , a

charging fluid against the buckets, the axis of which is in- means for vibrating the valve in a manner to throttle the

clined towards the wheel axis to reduce the effects of centri- passage of motive fluid , a speed responsive device , and

fugal force on the fluid . means acted upon by the speed responsive device for chang

2. In an elastic fluid turbine the paralle flo type, a ing the region of vibration of the valves, as and for the pur.

wheel having peripheral buckets , with the device for dis- pose specified .

charging fluid thereto, the axis of which is inclined to the 3. In a governing mechanism the combination of an elastic

plane of of the wheel and also to its axis .
band valve , a means for winding and unwinding the valve , a
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device for vibrating the said means and a speed responsive end of the second lever , and means for transmitting motion

device for changing the region of the vibration of the said from the speed responsive device to the other end of the
means , as and for the purpose specified. second bell crank lever to vary its position to change the

region of vibration of the valve, as and for the purpose

specified .

13. In a governing mechanism the combination of a valve ,

a means for vibrating the valve , a means changing the region

of vibration of the valve and an elastic medium which tends

at all times to move the valve in one direction, as and for

the purpose specified.

14. In a governing mechanism the combination of an elastic

band valve, a means for winding and unwinding the valve, a

means responding to speedchanges for moving the valve and
a spring which tends at all times to move the valve in one

direction, as and for the purpose specified.

HI ETH 15. In a governing mechanism the combination of a plur

ality of ports, a valve which opens the ports one after the

other as the demand for motive fiuid increases and closes

them one after the other as the demand decreases, a gover

nor for setting the valve in response to load changes , and a

means for vibrating the valve at each of its positions, as and

for the purose specified .

16. In a governing mechanism the combination of a plur

ality of ports, a valve which opens and closes the ports one

after the other as the demand for motive fluid changes , an

actuating spindle for the valve , a governor for moving the

spindle too and fro in response to load changes , and a means

for vibrating the valve each side of a neutral position for

each new position assumed by the actuating spindle, as and

for the purose specified.

11. In a governing mechanism the combination of a plur

ality of ports , a valve which opens and closes the ports suc

cessfully, a source of power , a lever and connections be

(ween the source and the valve for vibrating the latter and

a governor which adjusts the valve and determines the

neutral point of vibration , as and for the purpose specified .

4. In a governing mechanism the combination of a valve , a 18. In a governing mechanism the combination of a speed

power driven means for constantly vibrating the valve and a responsive device , a valve , a spring tending at all times to

device responsive to load conditions for varying the region position and a second latch actedupon by the speed responseat the valve , a latch which holds the valve in the open

of vibration of the valve, as and for the purpose specified .

5. In a governing mechanism the combination of a valve, a sive device which trips the first and allows the spring to

spindle for the valve , a means for oscillating the spindle to close the valve , as and for the purpose specified.

vibrate the valve , a driving device for the said means , and a
19. In a shaft governor the combination of a support adap

sneed responsive device for modifying the action of the valve
ted to be mounted on a shaft, centrifugally acting weights

vibrating means, as and for the purpose specified.
mounted on the support, a spring opposing the weights, an

6. In a governing mechanism the combination of a valve , a
emergency weight mounted on the support for radial move

means for vibrating it , a speed responsive device and a
ment and a spring opposing the outward movement of the

weighted lever and connections for changing the region of weight, as and for the purpose specified .

vibration of the valve , as and for the purpose specified .
20. In an elastic fluid turbine the combination of a wheel ,

7. In a governing mechanism the combination of a valve, a
buckets carried thereby , a blank wall situated at one side

means for vibrating it , a speed responsive device, a weighted of the buckets to cut down the rotation losses and also to
lever and connections for changing the region of vibration of restrict the passage of motive fluid toward the shaft, a

the valve, and a speed responsive device controlling the cylindrical wall that surrounds the idle buckets and in close

action of the weighted lever, as and for the purpose speci- proximity thereto to reduce rotation losses, and means for

fied .
discharging motive fluid against the buckets , as and for the

8. In a governing mechanism the combination of a valve , a purpose specified.

source of power , a speed responsive device, a system of
21. In an elastic fluid turbine the combination of a rotating

levers and connecting rods connected to the source of power
bucket wheel , a wall , tubes which pass axially through the

for moving the valve, and a means actuated by the speed wall and nozzles that are detachably secured to the tubes

responsive device for changing the relative positions of the
and extend tangentially to the wheel , as and for the purpose

pivots of said system of levers and rods, as and for the pur- specified .

pose specified .
22. In an elastic fluid turbine the combination of a wheel,

9. In a governing mechanism the combination of a valve ,
U -shaped buckets mounted on the periphery thereof, nozzles

an actuating rocking spindle therefor, a driving connection
for discharging motive fluid against one side of the buckets

which is directly connected to the spindle and is constantly and a wall which prevents the fluid exhausting from the

in motion for vibrating it , and a speed responsive device for wheel from interfering with that discharged by the nozzles,

modifying the movements of the driving connection so as to
as and for the purpose specified.

change the region of vibration of the valve spindle , as and

for the purpose specfied . No. 101,120. Governor for Elastic Fluid Turbines.

10. A fluid actuated motor in combination with a vibrating Gouverneur pour turbines à fluide élastique.
valve controlling the passage of motive fluid therethrough ,
a low speed shaft driven by the moving element of the motor, The Canadian General Electric Company, Toronto, Ontario ,

a rod which is constantly vibrated by the shaft levers, and
Canada , assignee of John G. Callan , Lynn , Massachus

a connecting rod for transmitting motion from the vibrating etts , U.S.A. , 18th September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 3rd

rod to the valve spindle and a speed responsive device driven
March , 1906. Receipt No. 133,492 .

by the motor for changing the position of certain of the Claim.--1 . In a governing mechanism for multi-stage tur

pivots of the levers, and connecting rod to change the region bines , the combination of an admission valve , means for ac

of vibration of the valve , as and for the purpose specified. tuating the admission valve, a stage valve, means for actu

11. A fluid actuated motor in combination with a vibrating ating the stage valve, and a speed responsive device which

valve, a speed responsive device driven by the motor, a causes the stage valve to open after the admission valve

weighted lever , the position of which is changed by the speed and close before it , as specified.

responsive device , a driving connection between the movable 2. In a governing mechanism for multi-stage turbines , the

element of the motor and the valve for vibrating it and a combination of a plurality of admission valves, means under

connecting rod between the weighted lever and the driving the control of a speed governor for actuating the admission

connection for varying the position of certain of its pivots valves, a plurality of stage valves, means under the con

to vary the region of the vibration of the valve , as and for trol of the speed governor for actuating the stage valves ,

the purpose specified . and a speed governor which causes the stage valves to

12. A fluid actuated motor in combination with a speed open successively and between the periods of operation of

responsive device, a vibrating valve for controlling the pas- the admission valves , as specified .
sage of motive fluid therethrough , a bell crank lever having 3. In a governing mechanism for multi- stage turbines , the

a fixed pivot , a rod connecting one end of the lever with the combination of a device moved by a speed governor, an ad

valve to vibrate it , a second bell crank lever supported by mission valve under the control of said device, a stage

the first, a rod vibrated by the motor and connected to one ' valve , a fluid actuated motor for controlling the stage valve,
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the diameter of the valve being greater than t'iat of the adjacent another portion of the valve , means rendered opera

motor piston , and a pilot valve for controllin } the stage tive by an increase of speed above a prescribed limit which
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valve that is connected to the device operated by the speed actuates the catch to release the valve and to impart a blow

governor, as specified .

4. In a governing mechanism for multi-stage turbines, the
to the second portion of the valve , and means for rotating

combination of admission and stage valves , a mechanical
the catch to rest the valve in open position , as and for the

means for opening and closing the admision valves , a fluid
purpose specified.

pressuremeans for actuating the stage valve or valves, plurality of projections, a catch having oppositely disposed
5. In a governing mechanism an emergency valve having a

and a speed responsive device that is common to and con

trols the operation of the valves, as specified .
members one of which engages one of the projections while

5. In a governing mechanism for multi -stage turbines,
a second member is adjacent another projection, and means

the combination of admission and stage valves , a mechanical
rendered operative by an increase of speed above a pre

means for opening and closingtheadmission valves,a fluid projection and to impart a blow to theother projection to
scribed limit which actuates the catch to release the first

pressure means for actuating the stage valve or valves , one
close the valve , as and for the purpose specified .

or more pilot valves for controlling the action of the stage

valve or valves , a speed responsive device that is common
6. In a governing mechanism an emergency valve having

to said mechanical means and the pilot valve or valves , as
a plurality of projections, a catch having oppositely disposed

specified .
members one of which engages one of the projections while

6. In a governing mechanism for multi - stage turbines , the
a second member is adjacent another projection , means ren

combination of admission valves , crossheads connected to
dered operative by an increase of speed above a prescribed

the valve stems, actuators for moving the crosshead to and
limit which actuates the catch to release the first projection

fro , one or more stage valves , fluid pressure motors for
and to impart a blow to the other projection to close the

actuating them , one or more crossheads for the stage valves,
valve , and means for resetting the valve , as and for the pur

one or more actuators for moving the last-mentioned cross
pose specified .

7. In a governing mechanism an emergency valve , a catch
heads to and one or more pilot valves for the otors

having oppositely disposed members one of which engages
actuated by the crosshead or heads , and a speed responsive the valve to hold it open while another member is located
device which controls the action of the admission valve

adjacent a portion of the valve , means rendered operative
actuators and the pilot valves, as specified .

7. In a governing mechanism for mặlti-stage turbines , the
by an increase of speed above a prescribed limit which

actuates the catch to release the valve and to impart a blow

combination of a plurality of separately actuated admis
to said portion to close the valve , and a means for rotating

sion valves, one or more stage valves , one or more fluid

pressure motors for actuating the stage valves, a baffling specified .
the catch to open and rest the valve , as and for the purpose

device in the conduit between the source of supply and a
8. In a governing mechanism a stud, an emergency valve

motor, and a speed responsive device for controlling the

admission of motive fluid to the turbine , as specified .
loosely mounted on the stud and having a projection sub

8. In a governing mechanism for multi -stage turbines , the
stantially in line with the valve and another proection at

an angle to said valve , a pivoted catch having two oppos

combination of a plurality of separately actuated admis
itely disposed members one of which engages the first pro

sion valves , one or more stage valves, one or more fluid

jection to hold the valve open while the other overliesthe

pressure motors for actuating the stage valves, one or more second projection , and means rendered operative by an in
dash pots for damping the action of the stage valve or

crease of speed above a prescribed limit which actuates the
valves, and a speed responsive device for controlling the

catch to release the first projection and to impart a hammer
action of the valves .

like blow to the other projection to close the valve, as and

for the purpose specified .

No. 101,121 . Governor for Turbines . 9. In a governing mechanism an emergency valve , a catch

Gouverneur de turbines. which normally holds the valve open and is also employed

to reset it after being closed , and means for operating the

The Canadian General Electric Company, assignee of John catch to reset the valve , as and for the purpose specified .

G. Callan , Lynn , Massachusetts, U.S.A. , 18th September , 10. In a governing mechanism the combination of an emer
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 31st August , 1906 . Receipt No.

gency valve, a catch to hold the valve open , a device for

139,131 . releasing the catch when it is desired to close the valve , and

Claim .-1. In a governing mechanism the combination of a means for moving the catch in a manner to reset the valve,

valve that has a tendency at all times to close a catch which as and for the purpose specified .

normally prevents the valve from closing , and a means for 11. In a governing mechanism an emergency valve, a catch

rotating the catch after it has released the valve to reset it , for the valve having oppositely dispod members including
as and for the purose specified . a notch and a cam- like portion, projections on the valve one

2. In a governing mechanism an emergency valve , a catch of which engages the notch while the other is disposed adja

which may engage the valve to hold it open , means for rotat- cent a cam portion , means rendered operative by an increase

ing the catch to engage it with the valve and means rendered of speed above a prescribed limit which releases the valve

operative by an increase of speed above a prescribed limit from the notch and brings the cam portion into forcible con

which rotates the valve from the catch , as and for the pur- tact with its adjacent projection, and means for normally

pose specified. operating the catch to bring a cam portion into engagement

3. In a governing mechanism an emergency valve , a catch with the first -mentioned projection for resetting the valve

which may engage the valve to hold it open , means rendered and catch, as and for the purpose specified.

operative by an increase of speed above a prescribed limit 12. In a governing mechanism an emergency valve, a catch

to release the valve, and meansfor rotating the catch to which engages the valve to hold it open , a shaft upon which
open and reset the valve, as and for the purpose specified. the catch is mounted , an arm upon the shaft , a rod having

4. In a governing mechanism an emergency valve, a catch a sliding connection with the arm , a swivel bearing for the

having a plurality of members one of which engages a por- rod, abutments on the rod for limiting the sliding movement,

tion of the valve to hold it open while another is located a spring tending to move an abutment into engagement with

3—27
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the arm to actuate the catch and release the valve , a trigger i tion of a regulating valve , a governor which imparts a cer

for holding the rod againstthe action of the spring, a speed tain number of strokes to the valve in a given unit of time,

responsive device which actuates the trigger to release the and a means which retards the movement of the valve in

rod when the speed rises to a prescribed limit , and a handle the opposite direction .

on the arm for manually resetting the catch and valve, as 3. In a governing mechanism for turbine the combination

and for the purpose specified . of a regulating valve, a governor which positively imparts to

13. In a governing mechanism a valve having two discs, the valve in one direction a given number of strokes per

means for adjusting the discs with respect to each other, interval of time , and a device which moves the valve in the

and means for securing the discs in adjusted position , as and opposite direction and also retards it .

for the purpose specified . 4. In a governing mechanism for turbines the combination
14. In combination a valve , an actuating member having a

of a regulating valve, a governor, a valve actuator recipro

connection with the valve which permits the latter to be cated directly by the governor in one direction at a speed

moved laterally into engagement with the member, a spindle and through a distance determined by the speed of the tur

extending centrally through the valve and having a conical bine, a retract device for said actuator acting in opposi
(ind , and means for bringing said end into engagement with

tion to said actuator, and means for retarding the effect of
a similar seat in said member to align the valve and the said retracting device.

member, as and for the purpose specified. 5. In a governing mechanism for turbines the combination

15. In combination a valve actuating member, a hub carry- of a regulating valve , a governor responsive to speed

ing a valve disc and slidably engaging said member, a second changes, a lever actuated by said governor at a speed and

hub carrying a valve disc and adjustably connected with the through an angular distance depending upon the speed of
rst hub , and a spindle extending centrally through the hubs

the turbine , a valve actuator operated by said lever to open
and discs and having a conical end engaging a similar seat

said valve , a spring for closing said valve, and a retarding

in said member to align the parts , as and for the purpose device controlling the rate of the closing .

specified . 6. In governing mechanism for turbines the combination of
. 16. In combination a speed responsive device , a connection

a regulating valve , a governor comprising a weight pivoted
actuated thereby, a stud in one end of said connection , a hub eccentrically to its axis of revolution , a lever connected to
having a connection with said stud which permits the hub

said weight, a valve stem operated by said lever in one
to be moved laterally to connector disconnect the hub and

direction , a spring to move said valve in the opposite direc
stud, a valve disc on the hub , a second hub in threaded en
gagement with the firsthub,a valve disc on the second hub, tion,and a dash pot to control the rate of movement by said

a spindle passing centrally through the bubs having a
7. In a governing mechanism for turbines the combination

threaded engagement with the second hub and a conical end

engaging a corresponding seat in the head of the stud , the succession during itstravel, of a valve stem , a governor re
with a regulating valve controlling two or more ports in

opposite end of the spindle extending beyond the second hub, sponsive to speed changes, and intermediate mechanism

a check nuton the extended end of the spindle for locking the whereby said governor will actuate said stem by an amount
hubs in adjusted position , and means for guiding the end of

inverse to the speed of the turbine .

the spindle , as and for the purpose specified .

17. In combination , a steam chest, a speed responsive de
8. In a governing mechanism for turbines the combination

vice and a forked lever connected therewith located outside with a regulating valve controlling two or more ports in

said steam chest,a shaftextending through thewall of the succession during its travel , ofa valve stem , a governor

chest to which one branch of the lever is securea, bearings comprising a revolving weight pivoted eccentrically to the

for said shaft mounted in the walls of the steam'chest and axis of revolution, a wrist pin on said weight, whose orbit

having a steam tight connection therewith, au arm mounted of revolution varies in diameter inversely with the speed

on the shaft within the chest adjacent one of the bearings,
of the turbine , a lever connected to the said pin and actuat

thrust washers between the arm and the bearing which pre- | ing said stem in one direction , and a retarded device for

vent leakage along the shaft , a stud mounted in the other moving said stem in the opposite direction .

bearing having a steam tight connection therewith and en

gaging the end of the shaft to prevent longitudinal move- No. 101,123. Governor for Turbines.

ment , said stud also affording a bearing for the other branch Gouverneur de turbines .

of the forked lever , and a valve connected with said arm , as

and for the purpose specified .

18. In combination , a steam chest , a shaft mounted in the

walls of the steam chest, a speed responsive device having

forked lecer connected with the shaft outside the chest , an

arm mounted on the shaft within the chest and a valve con

nected with the arm , as and for the purpose specified .

No. 101,122. Governor for Turbines.

Gouverneur de turbines .
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The Canadian General Electric Company, Toronto, Ontario,

Canada, assignee of Charles H. Worsey, Lynn , Massachu

setts , U.S.A., 18th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 28th

August , 1906. Receipt No. 139,038 .

Claim .-- 1 . In a governing mechanism the combination of a

plurality of regulators, a rotating actuator for sucessively

moving the regulators to and fro as the load conditions

change, a driving means for the actuator, a device for im

parting a step - by - step action to the actuator, and a load res

ponsive mechanism controlling the action of said device to
The Canadian General Electric Company, Toronto , Ontario ,

Canada , assignee of William L. R. Emmet. Schenectady, purpose specified.
cause successive operation of the regulators , as and for the

New York . U.S.A., 18th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed
2. In a governing mechanism the combination of a regula

27th August , 1906. Receipt No. 138.992 .
tor, means for moving the regulator in one direction or the

Claim.-1 . In a governing mechanism for turbines the com- other, and a load responsive device for controlling the opera

bination of a valve whose region of movement varies for tion of said regulator including a lever having stepped

different loads , and speed responsive device for changing the ends, as and for the purpose specified.

region of movement of the valve , and a means that acts to 3. In a governing mechanism the combination of a plural

retard the movements of the valve in the opposite direction . ity of regulators, means for opening and closing said regu

2. In a governing mechanism for turbines the combina- llators, and a load responsive device for controlling the oper
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means

ation of said regulators including a tilting lever having of operative engagement with the shifting means to shift

stepped ends, as and for the purpose specified . the series of devices in either direction to engage the trans

4. In a governing mechanism the combination of a valve , mitting means and to open or close the valves in successive

means for opening and closing said valve , a device respon- order, as and for the purpose specified.

sive to changes in the load for controlling the operation of 15. In a governing mechanism , the combination of a plur

said valve including a lever having stepped ends and a posi- ality of regulaters , a rotating shaft, a series of actuating

tioning device for said lever , as and for the purpose speci- shafts , devices for the regulators mounted on the shaft,

fied . means for transmitting motion from the devices to the

5. In a governing mechanism the combination of a valve , valves , a shifting cam on the shaft adjacent each end of

means for opening and closing the valve, a load responsive said series , a lever pivoted at a point between the cams,

device controlling the operation of said valve including a adjacent the shaft and having stepped ends, and a load re

lever and a positioning device for said lever comprising a sponsive device having a connection with said lever to

spring pressed plunger and a fixed abutment having reces- move its ends into or out of operative engagement with

ses with which the end of said plunger yieldingly engages ,
the shifting cams to move said series of devices longitudin

as and for the purpose specified .
ally in either direction to engage the transmitting means

6. The combination of a regulator with a constantly rotat and to open or close the regulators in successive order, as

ing cam for actuating said regulator , means for transmit
and for the purpose specified.

ting motion from the cam to the regulator , a means for
16. In a governing mechanism , the combination of a series

shifting the cam to one side of a given position to move the
of shiftable valve actuating devices , means for shifting the

regulator in one direction , and for shifting it further in the
devices including a lever, a speed responsive mechanism

same direction to move the regulator in the opposite direc
having a connection with the lever , and a pivot for the

tion , as and for the purpose specified .
iever which is located to receive the thrust of said shifting

7. In a governing mechanism the combination of a regu
means to prevent load upon said mechanism , as and for the

lator , a constantly rotating cam for actuating said regulator ,
purpose specified .

means for transmitting motion from the cam to the regula- of shifting cams,means for rotating the cams, means for
17. In a governing mechanism , the combination of a series

tor, a means for shifting the cam to one side of a given posi- shifting the cams including a lever , a speed responsive de

tion to move the regulator in one direction and for shifting vice having a connection with the lever, and a pivot for the

it further in the same direction to move the regulator in the lever
which islocatedto receive the thrust of said shifting

opposite direction , and a speed responsive device for con
means to prevent load upon said device, as and for the

trolling said shifting means , as and for the purpose speci

fied .
purpose specified .

8. The combination of a regulator, a constantly rotating more regulators, means for operating said regulators in
18. In a governing mechanism , the combination of one or

cam for actuating the regulator , for transmitting cluding a shaft, means

motion from the cam to the regulator , and a means for shift- direction comprising two discs mounted thereon and having
for shifting the shaft in either

ing the cam to one side of a given position to move the oppositely disposed cam surfaces , a lever pivoted adjacent

miminons in one direction and for shifting it further in the said shaft having stepped ends , and a load responsive device

same direction to move the regulator in the opposite direc- having a connection with the lever to move its ends into

tion and for shifting it still further in said direction to re or out of operative engagement with the cam surfaces, as

Irase the regulator from the cam , as and for the purpose and for the purpose specified.

specified .

9. In a governing mechanism the combination of a valve ,
a constantly rotating cam for actuating the valve, means for No. 101,124. Governor for Turbines.

transmitting motion from the cam to the valve , a means for Gouverneur de turbines .

shifting the cam to the one side of a given position to move

the valve in one direction and for shifting it further in the

same direction to move the valve in the opposite direction

and for shifting it still further in said direction to release

the valve from the cam , and a speed responsive device con

trolling said shifting means , as and for the purpose speci
fied . fig.1

10. The combination of a regulator, a yoke connected to

the regulator having two oppositely disposed offset portions ,

a rotating cam located between said portions , and speed

responsive means for shifting said cam to engage either or

neither of said portions to open or close said valve or to

permit it to remain open or closed , as and for the purpose

specified .

11. In a governing mechanism , the combination of a plur

ality of valves, means for actuating said valves , a device

for shifting said actuating means including a lever having

stepped ends , and a speed responsive mechanism which

positions said lever to shift said actuating means , as and

for the purpose specified.

12. In a speed governing mechanism , the combination of a

plurality of valves , connections spaced apart for moving

said valves, a rotating shaft, a plurality of cams on the

shaft so spaced apart that they can engage the connections

to open or close but one valve at a time , means for shift

ing the cams longitudinally to actuate the valves in suc

cessive order in either direction , and a speed responsive
The Canadian General Electric Company, Toronto , Ontario ,

device to control the shifting means , as and for the pur
Canada, assignee of Oscar Junggren , Schenectady, New

pose specified.
York, U.S.A., 18th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 28th

13. In a governing mechanism , the combination of a
August , 1906. Receipt No. 139,039.

plurality of valves, a shaft , a series of valve actuating de Claim.-1 . In a governing mechanism for elastic fluid tur

vices mounted on said shaft and receiving their motion bines the combination with the turbine of sets of nozzle

therefrom , means for transmitting motion fromthe devices valves, a cam shaft for actuating each set of valves, a liquid

to the valves, shifting means moving with said shaft , a de- pressure motor located at about the level of said valves,

vice adjacent said shaft which may be moved into engage- connections between said motor and said cam shafts and

ment with said shifting means, a load responsive mechanism speed responsive devices controlling said motor, as and for

which moves said device into or out of operative engage- the purpose specified.

ment with the shifting means to shift said series of devices 2. In a governing device for elastic fluid turbines the com

longitudinally in either direction to engage said transmit bbination with the turbine of sets of nozzle valves , a cam

ting means and central the operation of the valves , as and shaft for actuating each set of valves, a horizontal cylinder

for the purpose specified . kocated at about the level of said valves, a piston in said

14. In a governing mechanism , the combination of a plur- cylinder actuated by liquid pressure, connections between

ality of valves , a shaft, a series of actuating devices for said piston and said cam shafts and speed responsive devices

the valves mounted on the shaft and receiving their motion controlling the admission of liquid to said cylinder, as and

therefrom , means for transmitting motion from the devices for the purpose specified.

to the valves, shifting means on the shaft , a lever adjacent 3. In a governing mechanism for elastic fluid turbines the

the shaft having means at its end to engage the shifting combination with the turbine of sets of nozzle valves , a cam

means, and a speed or load responsive device controlling shaft for actuating each set of valves , a transverse shaft

the position of said lever and moving its end into or gut geared to said cam shafts , a liquid pressure motor for rotat ,
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.

ing said transverse shaft and controlling devices for said main portion of the nut, the free end of said tongue being

motor responsive to speed changes of the turbine ,, as and ibent so as to throw the threads thereof out of alignment

for the purpose specified. with the adjacent threads of the other portion of the out.

4. In a governing mechanism for elastic fluid turbines the

combination with the turbine casing and the generator of a

stool interposed between them, two valve chests on opposite

sides of said stool, a cam shaft on each chest , a transverse

shaft geared to said cam shafts and pressing through said

stool , a hydraulic motor mounted outside of and extending

into said stool and connected with said transverse shaft, and n

controlling devices for said motor connected to the speed

governor of the turbine, as and for the purpose specified.

5. In a governing mechanism for elastic Auid turbines the

combination with mechanically operated nozzle valves, of a

- liquid pressure motor for operating them and means for

causing said motor to operate by an intermittent motion in

stead of continuously, as and for the purpose specified.

6. In a governing mechanism for elastic fluid turbines the

combination with mechanically operated nozzle valves, of a

liquid pressure motor for operating them, and means for 5. A nut having a longitudinal cut produced therein and

periodically interrupting the escape of the liquid from the extending substantially half way through the nut , a radia !

motor when working, as and for the purpose specified. cut extending from the top of the nut to the longitudinal

7. In a governing mechanism for elastic fluid turbines the cut thereby producing a free portion or tongue, the end of

combination with mechanically operated nozzle valves , of a the said free portion being pressed inwardly toward the bot

liquid pressure motor for operating them , means for causing tom of the longitudinal cut and side of the radial cut, as and

said motor to operate by an intermittent motion instead of for the purpose described .

continuously comprising a valve offering a predetermined re

sistance to movementand an air chamber, as and for the No. 101,127. Trace Connector. Joint de trait.

purpose specified.

b
i
n

No. 101,125. Planting Machine. Plantoir .
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Robert James Lay and Benjamin E. Summers, assignee of a

halt interest , both of Cairo, West Virginia , U.S.A. , 25th

Felix G. Green, John W. Cooper and Conway G. Norris, each September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 3rd August, 1906. Re

an assignee of a three - fifths interest, all of Ledalia , ceipt No. 138,404.

Missouri, U.S. A. , 25th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Claim .-- 1. A trace connector consisting of a piece of wire

Filed 3rd April , 1906. Receipt No. 134,556. that is bent to provide converging members to lie over one

Claim . - The herein described planter comprising a suitable side of a portion of a trace , continuations of such members
framework and carrying wheels therefor, said carrying which span the edges of the trace, a terminal portion shaped

wheels being each formed intwo parts,separated slightly to engage the eye of a whiffletree when passed through the
from each other, furrow making discs 6 adapted to have one eye of the trace, the other terminal entering a recess in the

portion of their edges disposed between the separated wheels trace, substantially as shown .

whereby the discs will be kept clean and in a secured con- 2. A trace connector made from a continuous piece of

dition, a pair of hoppers, grain conveying tubes extending spring wire that is bent to provide diverging bars, cross

from said hoppers to the furrows made by said discs,a slide portions that embrace the edges of a trace, a spring depress

mountedin the bottom of each hopper andanactuating disc ed member having an upward extending portion and parallel
controlling a lever connected with said slides whereby each therewith a pin, a member that extends from the other cross

of the slides will be operated simultaneously and at prede- portion, such member being bent to form a loop that limits.

termined points to dispose the grain in continuous or drilled the movement of the pin carrying member, the part beyond

rows or hills of uniform separation all combined, substan- the loop being substantially at right angles to the bar which
tially as set forth . terminates in the pin that enters the eye of the singletree ,

substantially as set forth .

No. 101,126. Nut Look . Arrête - écrou ,

No. 101,128. Firebox for Stoves and Ranges.
George Bryar, Waltham, Massachusetts , U.S.A. , and John

White, each an assignee of a one - sixteenth interest ,
Foyer pour poêles.

all of St. John, New Brunswick, Canada , 25th September, The Canadian Heating and Ventilating Company, assignee of

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 27th August , 1906. Receipt No. William James Christie, Robert Crane and Westley R.

138,998. Wilson , all of Owen Sound , Ontario , Canada, 25th Sep

Claim . - 1. A nut having a free portion produced by making
tember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 29th August, 1906. Re

a longitudinal and transverse cut in the nut, the end of said ceipt No. 139,076 .

free portion being pressed inwardly toward the bottom of Olaim . - 1. In a range or stove the combination with the

one cut and the side of the other cut, as set forth. firebox , of bricks having hollows perforated upper edges or

2. A nut having a cut parallel with the top and base and a rims, as and for the purpose specified.

radial cut communicating with the first-mentioned cut , the 2. In a range or stove the combination with the firebox ,

free portion of the nut being pressed so as to throw the of the back bricks having hollow perforated rims and an

threads of said portion out of alignment with the threads of arched rim extending upwardly therefrom and perforated, as

the adjacent portion of the nut. and for the purpose specified .

3. A nut having a free portion or tongue bent inwardly 3. In range or stove the combination with the firebox , of

thereby throwing the threads out of alignmentand also pro- the back bricks having hollow perforated rims andan arched

ducing a shoulder adapted to engage the thread of a bolt, as rim extending upwardly therefrom and perforated, and the

set forth . end bricks having the upper hollow perforated rim commu

4. A nut having a free portion or tongue, the threads of nicating at the back with the openings in the rim , as and for

sald free portion or tongue being of the same pitch as the ' the purpose specified.
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4. In a range or stove the combination with the firebox, of cating therewith by passages near its ends , a smaller inner

the back bricks having hollow perforated rims and an arched tube passing through and extending beyond and longitudin
ally movable in said outer tube and open from end to end

and having outlet passages therein connecting the interior

o : the outer tube with the interior of the inner tube when

said inner tube is in its operative position but being removed

from connection with said outer tube when not in its operative

position , and a collar secured to said inner tube adjacent to

said outlet passages and adapted to press against the lower

end of the outer tube to prevent the leakage of liquid from

said outer tube around said inner tube when said inner tube

is not in operative position .

POC
L
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O
C

No. 101,130. Rail Fastener. Attache de rails.
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rim extending upwardly therefrom and perforated , and the William J. Allin , Clarendon , Arkansas , U.S.A. , 25th Sep

end bricks having the upper hollow perforated rim and hav tember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 31st August , 1906. Receipt
ing a depending front perforated portion having a front No. 139,122.

opening, the front brick having perforations or openings
Claim . - 1 . A rail fastener constructed of a single piece of

registering with said openings in the depending front per

forated portionsof the rim of the end bricks, said openings tending brace and transverse strengthening lugs upon the
metal folded upon itself and provided with an upwardly ex

in the front brick communicating with openings in the front
bottom of its lower surface and upon the outer side of its

of the stove , as and for the purpose specified .

5. The combination with the back bricks having a perfor
upward brace , substantially as specified .

2. A rail fastener constructed of a single piece of sheet
ated top rim , of the end bricks having a perforated top

metal forming a base plate for the rail and bent upwardly
rim having end openings registering with openings in the

sides of the ends of the back bricks and front openings re
to form a brace adapted to fit against the under and outer

surface of the ball of the rail to receive its outward thrust ,
gistering with the openings in the front of the stove, as and

and transverse strengthening lugs upon the bottom surface
for the purpose specified .

of the fastener and upon the upper edge of the brace , sub

stantially as specified.

No. 101,129. Filling Device. Appareil à remplir. 3. A rail fastener consisting of a tie plate and brace con

structed of a single piece of metal bent and folded upon

itself, the lower portion of which fastener is provided with

transverse V-shaped ribs adapted to impinge against the tie

when in position for use, the terminal folded end of said

fastener extending up at an angle and adapted to fit under

reath the head of the rail , which terminal portion is pro

vided with transverse strengthening ribs and the bended

orer portion also provided with ribs which serve as a brace

for the lower end of the ribs formed on the upwardly pro

jecting portion , substantially as specified .

4. A rail fastener comprising a single sheet of metal folded

upon itself to form a seat for the rail , and a brace to pro

teet the ball of the rail from lateral thrust, the bottom of

the fastener and the outer surface of the bracing end being

provided with transverse ribs , substantially as specified.

5. A rail fastener constructed of a single piece of metal

and comprising a flat base portion , integral ribs on the under

side of said base portion , and an integral brace extending

upwardly at an angle so as to bear against the ball of the

rail , and the top side of which brace is provided with in

tegral ribs, substantially as specified .

6. A rail fastener constructed of a single piece of metal

and comprising a flat base portion, integral ribs on the under

side of said base portion , an integral brace extending up

Charles A. M. Nystrom , Jacob H. Beckman, and Frank W. wardly at an angle so as to bear against the ballof the rail,
Beckman , co - inventors, all of Portland, Oregon , U.S.A. , the top side of which brace is provided with integral ribs,

25th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 24th August , 1906 . and there being a tongue cut from said brace and adapted

Receipt No. 138,950. to be bent downwardly by one of the spikes which secures

Claim . - 1 . The combination with a vessel , of a closure for
the fastener to the tie, substantially as specified .

said vessel , a closed tube connected with said vessel through

said closure , a smaller inner tube passing through and longi- No. 101,131 . Rake. Ratelier.

tudinally movable in said outer tube and open from end to

end and having outlet passages therein connecting the in- George W. Anderson , Ladoga , Indiana, U.S.A. , 25th Septem

terior of the outer tube with the interior of the inner tube
ber, 1906 ; 6 years Filed 15th May, 1906. Receipt No.

and being adapted to be moved into and out of communica- 135,944 .

tion with the inside of said outer tube by the longitudinal Claim.--1 . In a rake, the combination of a crosshead hav

notion of said inner tube. ing a pair of tooth receiving perforations and an aligned

2. The combination with a vessel of a closure for said receptacle for an intermediate kinked portion of the tooth ,

vessel , a closed tube secured to said closure and communi- ' and a tooth passage through said perforations and having

3
7
1
1
0
1
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11

an intermediate portion between the perforations kinked

into said receptacle.

3. A cast metal bolster comprising a top plate , a bot

tom plate of less width than the top plate , and approxi
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1mately straight side webs connecting the longitudinal edges
2. In a rake. the combination of a crosshead having a pair of the top and bottom plates .

of tooth receiving perforations , and a dimple formed in

alignment therewith , and a tooth passed through said per

forations and having a portion between said perforations No. 101,134. Crane . Grue.

kinked into said dimple .

16

36No. 101,132, Lace Shoe. Lacets de chaussures.
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. Milford F. Berry, Bombay, New York , U.S.A. , 25th Septem

ber , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 27th August, 1906. Receipt

No. 139,001 .

Claim . - In a crane, a mast having a lower pivot , an upper

socket member secured to the mast , a pivot rodextending
within said socket member and provided with bifurcated

Frank William Barron , Toronto Junction , Toronto, Ontario , arms, a support for receiving the ends of said arms, guid

Canada , 25th September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 29th Aug- ing sheaves mounted on the bifurcated arms,a crane arm
ust, 1906. Receipt No. 139,070 . also having guiding sheaves, a hoisting cable guided by the

Claim.-1 . In a lace shoe , an upper having a front laced several sheaves , a stationary operating cylinder, a piston

portion and a back flap extending over the heel, and means disposed in said cylinder , a piston rod, and means for con

for fastening such flap around at the side of the shoe, as necting the cable to the piston rod .

and for the purpose specified.

2. In a laceshoe, an upper having a front laced portion No. 101,135. Heating Mechanism .
and a back minor flap designed to fit inside and a major

flap designed to extend around the minor flap and means
Mécanisme de chauffage.

for fastening such flap around at the side of the shoe , as Albert Preston Bromell , York, Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 25th

and for the purpose specified. September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 21st August, 1906 .
Re

ceipt No. 138,902 .

No. 101,133. Bolster . Coussin . Claim.-1. In a steam heating apparatus a receiver for the
water of condensation from the radiators, a connection at

Edward Hendry Benners, Elizabeth , New Jersey, U.S.A. , | the upper end of the receiver for thereturn water, a con

25th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 1st September, nection at the lower end of the receiver for returning water

1906. Receipt No. 139,162 . to the boiler , a damper actuating float in the receiver, a re

Claim -1. A bolster comprising a top plate, a narrower lief valve chamber opening into the upper end of the me

bottom plate andinclosedsidewebsconnecting them ,said ceiverand havinga connectionforthe steam spaceof the

side websbeing approximately straightfromthe toptothe boiler, arelief valve in the said chamber and a leverfor

bottom plates.

2.In abolster comprising a top plate, a narrower bottom by saidfloat.

lifting the valve extending into the receiver for operating

plate and inclined open work webs connecting said plates , 2. In a steam heating apparatus a receiver for the water

said webs beingapproximately straight from the top tothe of condensation from theradiators, a connection at the

bottom plates upper end of the receiverforthereturn water, 4 connection
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at the lower end of the receiver for returning the water to 9. In a steam heating apparatus a receiver for the water of

the boiler, a damper actuating float in the receiver, a relief condensation from the radiators , a connection at the upper

end of the receiver for the return water, a connection at the

lower end of the receiver for returning the water to the

boiler , a guide frame or spider on the upper open end of the

receiver and having an interlocking connection therewith , a

damper actuating float in the receiver, a relief valve con
nected with the steam space of the boiler, a lever for lifting

the valve extending into the receiver , a vertical rod adjust

ably connected to said lever guided at its upper end in the

guide frame or spider and having a ring- like abutment at its

lower end in the path of the float.

B

No. 101,136. Car Coupler. Attelage de chars.
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chamber opening into the upper end of the receiver and hav

ing a connection with the steam space of the boiler, a relief

valve in the chamber, a lever for lifting the valve and a

rod depending from the lever into the path of the said float .

3. In a steam heating apparatus a receiver for the water of

condensation from the radiators , a connection at the upper

end of the receiver for the return water, a connection at

the lower end of the receiver for returning the water to the

boiler , a float in the receiver provided with an upwardly ex
Frederick William Colley, Basswood, Manitoba, Canada, 25th

tending damper actuating chain , a relief valve chamber
September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 30th August, 1906. Re

opening into the upper end of the receiver and having a
ceipt No. 139,098 .

connection for the steam space of the boiler, a relief valve Claim.-1 . In a car coupler the combination with the draw

in the chamber, a weight secured to the upper side of the head provided with a substantially U -shaped end , a longitud

valve and a lever connected to the valve and extending into inal recess , and the knuckle journalled on a pin extending

the receiver for operation by the float. through the apices of one of the sides, of a stem extending

4. In a steam heating apparatus a receiver for the water of inwardly from the knuckle , a spring secured within the re

condensation from the radiators , a connection at the upper cess and co - operating with the stem , and means within the

end of the receiver for the return water, a connection at the recess whereby the knuckle may be locked in a closed posi

lower end of the receiver for returning the water to the tion, as and for the purpose specified.

boiler , a float in the receiver having a damper actuating 2. In a car coupler the combination with the drawhead

chain , a relief valve having a connection for the steam space provided with a substantially U-shaped end, a longitudinal

of the boiler and provided with an operating lever extending recess , and the knuckle journalled on a pin extending

into the receiver, an adjustable rod depending from the inner through the apices of one of the sides , of a stem extending

end of the lever , and having an abutment at its lower end in inwardly from the knuckle , a spring secured within the re

the upward path of the float. cess and co - operating with the stem, and means within the

5. In a steam heating apparatus a receiver for the water of recess whereby the knuckle may be held in an open position ,

condensation from the radiators , a connection at the upper as and for the purpose specified .

end of the receiver for the return water, a connection at 3. In a car coupler the combination with the drawhead

the lower end of the receiver for returning the water to provided with a substantially U -shaped end, a longitudinal

the boiler, a damper actuating float in the receiver , a relief recess and the knuckle journalled on a pin extending through

valve chamber opening into the upper end of the re- the apices of one of the sides of a stem extending inwardly

ceiver, and open at its top and bottom , an elbow coup- from the knuckle , a spring secured within the recess and co

ling to connect with the steam space of the boiler and enter- operating with the stem, a spring actuated bar slidable

ing the lower open side of the chamber , means for securing within the recess and designed to lock the knuckle in a

said elbow to the chamber, a relief valve seating on the closed position and withhold it in an open position , as and

upper end of the elbow , a lever in the chamber connected to for the purpose specified .

said valve and at its free end entering the receiver in opera- 4. In a car coupler the combination with the drawhead

tive relation to the float. provided with a substantially U- shaped end, a longitudinal

6. In a steam heating apparatus a receiver for the water of recess , and the knuckle journalled on a pin extending

condensation from the radiators , having a trap chamber at through the apices of one of the sides , of a stem extending

its upper end, a return pipe connection for said chamber, a inwardly from the knuckle , a spring secured within the re

vent pipe connection for the top of said chamber, a connec- cess and co - operating with the stem , a bifurcated bar slid

tion from the lower end of the receiver to return the water able within the recess, a spiral spring actuating the bar, a

to the boiler , a float in the receiver having damper actuat- roller bearing within the bifurcations , the said roller being

ing chain and weighted at its lower end to keep the chain adapted to engage the stem and hold it in a locked closed

connection on top , a relief valve having a boiler connection position , and means whereby the bar may be thrown back

and a valve operating lever entering the receiver for opera- wardly within the drawhead to release the stem , as and for

tion by the float. the purpose specified.

7. The combination with the relief valve chamber having a 5. In a car coupler the combination with a hollow draw

seat at its lower end and open at its top and side , of a valve head provided with a substantially U-shaped end and having

seated on the said seat and provided with a weighted exten- one of the sides of the U -shaped endopen mouthed , of a

sion extending up through the top opening and an actuating knuckle journalled on a pin extending through the apices of

lever removably connected to the valve , whereby on remov- the open mouthed side, a stem extending inwardly from the

ing the lever the valve may be rotated on its seat by means knuckle and integral therewith, a spring secured to the

of its projecting extension . inner face of the drawhead and behind the stem , a bifur

8. In a steam heating apparatus a receiver for the water of cated bar slidable within the recess in the head, a spiral

condensation from the radiators , a connection at the upper spring enveloping the inner portion of the bar and abuting

end of the receiver for the return water, a connection at the forwardly a shoulder on the bar, a cross partition within the

lower end of the receiver for returning the water to the drawhead , a roller bearing within the forwardly extending

bojler , a damper actuating float in the receiver, a relief valve ends of the slidable bar and designed to secure the knuckle

for the steam space the boiler, a lever extending from the in a locked closed position and to restrain the knuckle in an

valve into the receiver , a vertically adjustable rod depending open position , as and for the purpose specified .

from the inner end of the lever and having a lateral abut- 6. In a car coupler the combination with a hollow draw.

ment at its lower end in the path of the float. head , having a substantially U- shaped end and provided with
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a knuckle journalled on a pin extending through the apices upon one end an integral rail engaging device 7 and upon the

of one of the sides , of a stem extending inwardly from the opposite end an adjustable clamp 8 fitting around said top

knuckle and integral therewith , means whereby the knuckle member, a plurality of corrugations or frictional devices

is automatically locked when it is returned to a closed posi- | formed on the edges of said top section, and means carried

tion , and means whereby the knuckle may be loosed from the by the adjustable member to engage said frictional devices

closed position and withheld in the open position, as and for whereby it may be locked securely against the track rail , an

the purpose specified. auxiliary securing device carried by the crosstie and ad

7. In a car coupler the combination with the drawhead , justably secured thereon adapted to press against the inner

having a longitudinal recess and provided with a substan- sides of the track rails or the guard and switch rails co

tially U - shaped end and a knuckle journalled on a pin ex- operating therewith all combined, substantially as specified

tending through the apices of one of the sides , of a stem and for the purpose set forth .

extending inwardly from the knuckle and integral there

with , a spring secured within the drawhead and bearing be- No. 101,139. Seat for Harrows. Siège de herses.

hind the knuckle when in a locked position , a bifurcated

bar slidable within the recess, a spiral spring actuating the

bar forwardly , a roller bearing within the extending ends of

the bar and designed to engage with the stem of a knuckle

to withhold it in a closed or open position , a roller pivot

ally supported in the drawhead on the side opposite to the

knuckle and bearing continuously on the face of the bar, and

a key extending within the drawhead and designed in its
rotation to throw the bar backwardly in the recess , as and

for the purpose specified ,

T197

No. 101,137. Baling Press. Presse d'emballage.
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Samuel B. Hazard , Peoria , Illinois , U.S.A. , 25th September,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 30th July, 1906. Receipt No. 138,
序 234.

4
A

Claim.--1 . In a device of the character described the com

bination of a pair of carrying wheels and their axle, & carry

ing frame carried by the latter, a reach pivoted to the frame

to swing in a horizontal plane, a bar carried at the forward
lig 2 . * end of the reach, and a harrow attached to the rear side of

121131
said bar , substantially as described and shown.

William 0. Cumming, Macon , Georgia , U.S.A., 25th Septem : reach, and a harrow attached to the rear side of said bar
carried by the latter, a reach pivoted to the frame to swing

ber, 1906. 6 years. Filed 20th February, 1906. Receipt substantially as described and shown.

No. 133,103.
2. In a device of the character described the combination

Claim . The combination in a baling press with a single of a harrow , abar forward ofthe same, connections between

plunger, of an antifriction abutment carried by and project- the bar andharrow ,a pair of wheels rearward of the harrow,

ing at an angle to the plunger, operating arms suitably
a frame carried by the wheels , and a reach pivoted on the

pivoted at one end of the baling press, the arms comprising frame and rigidly secured to the bar forward of said har

a plurality of horizontal members extending transversely row , draft attachments on the said bar, and a seat carried

to eachother and located in different horizontal and parallel or the wheelframe, substantially as and for the purposes

planes the members in one horizontal plane provided with set forth .

cam faces adapted to engage and wipe the anti - friction abut
3. In a combination with a harrow , a bar forward of the

ment preliminary to the engagement of the members in the
same and with which it has connection , a wheeled frame in

remaining horizontal plane with the end of the plunger.
the rear of the harrow , a seat carried thereon for the pur

poses set forth and a reach rigidly secured to the bar for

No. 101,138. Metal Tie. Dormant métallique. ward of the harrow, said reach having pivoted connection

with the said wheeled frame, and adapted to swing in a

horizontal plane, as described.

4. In combination with a harrow. a bar forward of the

Fig . I
6

same to which it is connected , draft attachments on the

bar, a pair of wheels rearward of the harrow , an axle there

for , a pair of hounds secured to the axle and extending for

ward , a reach having pivotal connection with the hounds to

move in a horizontal plane , said reach being formed in two

extensions projecting forward at an angle to the right and

14 left, said projections having rigid connection with the bar

fcrward of the harrow, and a seat and seat frame carried

between the wheels for the purposes explained.

5. In a combination with a harrow, a bar forward of the

same with which it is connected, draft attachments on said

bar , a pair of wheels rearward of the harrow, a pair of

hounds carried between the wheels, a seat carried on the
10

hounds , a reach comprising two arms pivoted at the forward

ends of the hounds and lying parallel with one another rear

ward of the pivot but diverging and extending forward from

8
the pivot , the forward ends having attachment with the bar

6 fcrward of the harrow, and means rearward'of the pivot of

101138 the reach for sustaining the said reach as against vertical

movement but permitting a free horizontal movement for the

purposes set forth .

6. In combination with a harrow , a bar forward thereof
Thomas A. Enloe and Joseph V. Enloe, co - inventors, both of and to which it is connected , draft attachments for the

Pinole, California, U.S.A., 25th September, 1906 ; 6 years. har, a wheeled frame in the rear of the harrow , a seat
Filed 20th June , 1906. Receipt No. 137,092. carried thereby , a bifurcated reach pivoted to the said wheel

Claim.-A permanent form of metal crosstie comprisingaed frame, the extremities extending forward and diverging

suitable base and top section properly united and having and having connection with the bar forward of the harrow

10
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substantially as shown , means for preventing vertical move- tc said block, an arm depending from each end of the block,

ment of the reach at its rear end , and a footrest placed at straps connected to said arms, a shoulder strap secured to

the pivot of said reach , for the purposes set forth .

7. In combination with a harrow , a bar forward thereof and

having connection therewith , draft attachments on the bar , a

pair of reaches attached at their forward ends to the bar

and extending rearward and converging near their rear ends

and thence extending parallel with each other, a supporting

plate to which the converging ends are secured, a second

plate beneath the first, a wheeled frame to which the said

second plate is secured , a guide carried by the wheeled

frame between which the rear ends of the reach members

3re slidably held for the purposes set forth , and a pivot for

the plate for permitting horizontal pivotal movement of the

reaches and wheeled frame .

8. In combination with a harrow a bar forward thereof and

having connectio therewith, draft attachments on the bar ,

a pair of reaches attached at their forward ends to the bar

and extending rearward and converging near their rear ends

and thence extending parallel with each other a supporting

plate to which the converging ends are secured , a second

plate beneath the first, a wheeled frame to which the said

second plate is secured, a guide carried by the wheeled

frame between which the rear ends of the reach members

are slidably held for the purposes set forth , a pivot for the

plates for permitting horizontal pivotal movement of the the outer face of the block ,and a shield secured to the upper

reaches and wheeled frame , a seat carried on the wheeled face of the block.

frame, and a foot rest located at the said pivot , substanti

ally as set forth.
No. 101,141 . Butter Cutter. Couteau à beurre.

9. In combination with a harrow a draft bar forward there

of and with which it is connected , a wheeled frame rearward

of the harrow, a pair of reach arms , of angle iron secured

at their forward ends to the draft bar and extending upward

and then rearward therefrom, said arms converging near

their rear ends and lying parallel with each other at the

rear ends , the extremities being flattened and slidably hela

within the said wheeled frame , and pivotal connection be

tween the reaches and said frame , the latter preventing ver

tical movement of the frame and reaches at the pivot

thereof.

10. The combination of a harrow having draft devices for

ward thereof, a wheeled seat carrying frame rearward of the

harrow , a connecting frame between the said draft device

and the wheeled frame , there being a pivotal connection be

tween the two frames substantially as shown and described ,

and means for preventing vertical tilting movement be

tween the two frames.

11. In combination with a harrow having draft attachments ,

a wheeled seat carrying frame rearward of the harrow , a

connecting frame attached to said draft attachments and

pivoted on the wheeled frame and composed of two diverging

forwardly extending bars attached at their separated ends

to the draft attachments, a place on the wheeled frame at

the point of pivotal connection of the connecting frame and Arthur C. Hummer, Seattle , Washington , U.S.A. , 25th Sep

a plate on the latter , said plates forming the bearings be tember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 4th September, 1906 . Re

tween the said frames, and means for preventing a vertical ceipt No. 139,252 .

tilting movement between the frames while permitting a Claim .-1 . A butter cutter comprising means for support

horizontal movement for the purposes described . ing a body of butter for movement , a cutting means mov

able into and out of the path of said body , and means en
12. In combination with a harrow having draft attach - gaging the body when advanced for limiting the movement

ments , a wheeled frame rearward of the harrow , a reach thereof operated so as to be moved away from said body

consisting of two members pivoted to the said wheeled
as the cutting means is moved for cutting.frame and extending both forward and rearward of the

2. A butter cutter comprising means for supporting a
pivot , the forward ends of the reach diverging and having body of butter for movement, a cutting means movable to

connection with the said draft attachments , and means for
and from the path of said body, and means for limiting the

preventing vertical rocking movement between the frames
movement of said body associated with said cutting means

while permitting horizontal movement thereof on the con

for movement into said path in advance of the body as thenecting pivot.
cutter is moved from said path.

3. A butter cutter comprising means for supporting a

body of butter for movement, a frame supported for move

No. 101,140. Milking Shield. ment to and from the path of said body, a cutter mounted

Garde po machines à traire les vaches. on said frame, and means to limit the movement of said

body mounted on said frame and arranged to be moved

into the path of the butter in advance of the said body as
John W. Hughes , Rogers , Arkansas , U.S.A. , 25th September, the frame is moved from the path and to move from said

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 29th August, 1906 . Receipt No. path as the frame is moved toward the same.

139,064 . 4. A butter cutter comprising means for supporting a

Claim . - 1 . Ahead protector comprising a saddle block hay- body of butter for movement, a frame swingingly supported

ing a concaved underfacefor engagement upon theshoulder for movement to and fromthe pathof saidbodyinarela
of the wearer, said block having a groove in its upper face , an tively angular plane, means to limit the movement of said

arm depending from each end of the block, each arm having body arranged on said frame so as to move into said path

aligning slots , a waist strap secured in the lowermost align - mounted on said frame rearwardly of said limiting means.the frame is moved toward the same , and cutter

ing perforations in said arms , a side strap secured in the up

5. A butter cutter comprising means for supporting a
permost slots o " said arms , a neck strap secured to one of the

side faces of the aforesaid block, a shoulder strap secured body of butter for movement, a frame swingably supported

for movement to and from the path of said body in a rela
to the other side face oftheblock ,and a shield fitted in the tively angular plane, a stoparranged to contact with said

aforesaid groove in the top of the block .
frame when the frame is in either retracted or advanced

2. A head protector comprising a saddle block for engage- positions, means to limit the movement of said body com

ment with the shoulder of the wearer, a neck strap secured prising a finger arranged on said frame so as to project

a

9-28
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into said path and to lie without the same when the frame 8. In an apparatus of the character described , a support

is respectively in retracted and advanced positions, and a ing post, a bag delivering device mounted thereon , the same

cutter mounted on said frame rearwardly of said limiting consisting of upper and lower members designed to hold the
means.

mail bag, the lowermost being mounted to turn axially and

6. A butter cutter comprising a rectangular frame having also to move in a vertical direction , and said member being

notches spaced apart in the forward outer edge of each provided with a foot and the post provided with inclined

bar thereof, a bottom plate and a side plate secured to surfaces designed to effect a turning and lowering of said

said frame and extending rearwardly thereof, tension de- member.

vices mounted on said plates adjacent their rear ends , angu- 9. In an apparatus of the character described comprising a

larly disposed cutters in the form of wires seated in op- bag catching hook , a spring normally tending to hold said

posite notches of said frame and engaged at one end each hook within a car , means for holding said hook in a projected

with a respective one of said tension devices, each of said position from the door of the car against the action of said

cutters being secured at the opposite end to said frame spring, and means whereby the impact of a bag in the hook

rearwardly of the adjacent notches therein , a cutter frame will release the same from the means which hold it pro

swingingly supported in front of said first frame , and a jected .

cutter mounted on said last frame. 10. An apparatus of the character described comprising a

bag catching hook , means for holding said hook in a pro

No. 101.142. Apparatus for Receiving and Deli- ected position from a car , said means including a trigger

vering Mail Bags on and from Moving Trains.
connected to the hook, a lever connected to the trigger, a

link rod connected to said lever, a cam block operatively
Appareil pour capter et livrer les sacs posteaux des trains en

connected to said link rod, a . latch hook and a support for
mouvement.

the bag catching hook , said support being arranged for en

gagement by said latch hook and a spring tending to draw

said support backwardly in the car.

11. An apparatus of the character described comprising a

bag catching hook, a support therefor, a latch hookadapted

for engagement with said support and designed to hold the

support with the bag catching hook in a projected position

from the car, a cam block adapted to disengage said latch

hook from the said support, a spring tending to withdraw the

support and bag catching hook backwardly into the car and a

trigger arranged for connection to the bag catching hook

and operatively connected to said cam block , for the pur

pose specified .

12. An apparatus of the character described comprising a

post , a bag catching hook carried by said post , a latch hook

arranged for connection to a portion of the post, a cam block

adapted to release said latch hook , and a trigger arranged

for detachable connection to said bag catching hook and

operatively connected to said cam block.

13. An apparatus of the character described , comprising a

bag catching hook , a post supporting said hook, a transverse

elevated rail, a carriage connected to the upper part of said

post and mounted to travel on said rail , a spring pressed
Frank Meeker Hurley, Blissfield , Ohio , U.S.A. , 25th Septem- latch hook designed for engagement with said carriage

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 1st September , 1906. Receipt whereby to hold the bag catching hook in a projected posi
No. 139,160 .

tion from the car, means for automatically withdrawing said

Claim . - 1 . In an apparatus of the character described , a post and its bag catching hook , a cam block supported on

supporting post , a sleeve mounted to move freely on said post said rail and arranged for operative engagement with said

both in an axial and vertical direction , the post being pro- latch hook to release the same , and means whereby the im

vided with a base and surfaces descending therefrom and the pact of the bag within the hook will actuate said cam block .

sleeve being provided with a foot designed to rest on said 14. An apparatus of the character described , comprising a

base and ride downwardly on said surfaces and a bag catca- post , an elevated travelling support carrying said post , and

ing hook carried by said sleeve. with which the post is pivotally connected to turn in a hori

2. In an apparatus of the character described, a support- zontal plane, a bag catchinghookcarried on said post and

ing post provided with a base and surfaces descending there- adapted to be projected out of either doorway of the car ,

from , a sleeve mounted to move freely both axially and in according as the post is turned in one direction or the re

a vertical direction on said post and provided with a foot verse , a spring adapted to draw the post back into the car ,

designed to rest in said base and ride on said surfaces and and arranged to be reversed , to withdraw the post in one

a bag catching hook carried by said sleeve and axially direction or the opposite , means for holding the post with its

adjustable thereon. bar catching hook contiguous to either doorway of the car ,

3. In an apparatus of the character described, a support- und means whereby the impact of a bag in the hook will re

ing post provided with a base and surfaces descending there- lease the holding means .

from , a sleeve mounted to move freely both axially and in 15. An apparatus of the character described , comprising a

a vertical direction on said post and provided with a foot post adapted to move transversely of a car, a bag catching

designed to rest on said base and ride in said surfaces and hook secured by said post , a carriage provided with wheels

a bag catching hook carried by said sleeve and provided with and an elevated rail on which said wheels are designed to

an arm for supporting the bag thereon . run , said carriage supporting the post at its upper end, a

4. In an apparatus of the character described , a support- latch hook arranged for engagement with said carriage to

ing post provided with abase and surfaces descendingthere. hold the post near the car doorway with the hook in pro
from, a sleeve arranged to turn freely on said post botbjected position therefrom , a cam block arranged to disen

axially and in a vertical direction and provided with a foot gage said hook , a link rod connected to said cam block, a

designed to rest on said base and ride on surfaces , a bag spring for retracting said link rod , a lever fulcrumed inter

catching hook carried by said sleeve and a stop for preven- mediate its ends within the car and connected at one end to

ing the movement of said parts in one direction. said link rod, and a trigger connected to the other end of

5. In an apparatus of the character described, a support said lever and arranged for engagement with the bag catch

ing post provided with a base and surfaces descending there- ing hook.

from , a sleeve arranged to turn freely on said post both 16. An apparatus of the character described, comprising a

axially and in a vertical direction and provided with a foot bag catching hook provided with an aperture 11, means for

designed to rest on said base and ride on said surfaces, a holding said hook in a projected position from the trigger of

bag catching hook carried by said sleeve and an adjustable a car, said means including a spring pressed latch hook and

stop for preventing the movement of said parts in one direc- à travelling support for the bag catching hook with which

tion . said latch hook is designed to engage , means for disengaging

6. In an apparatus of the character described the combina- said hook from the travelling support, said means including

tion of a supporting post , a bag catching hook designed to a trigger provided at one end with a hook adapted to enter

swing axially around said post and to move vertically upon the aperture in the bag catching hook whereby the impact of

the same , and a stop mounted on the post and arranged to a mail bag in the bag catching hook will actuate said trigger,

prevent or limit the movement of said hook in one direction and means for automatically withdrawing the hook into the

7. In an apparatus of the character described, a support

ing post and a bag delivering device supported thereon , the 17. In an apparatus of the character described, the combin

same consisting of a lower member movable both axially ation of a bag catching hook,a vertical post by which said

and vertically on said post and an upper member mounted hook is carried, a travelling support with which said post

on said post to swing in a vertical plane. has a pivotal connection so that it may be turned in a hori

car .
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Rodolph F. Moore, Providence , Rhode Island , U.S.A. , 25th

September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 29th August, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 139,068.

Claim .-- 1. In a dispensing can the combination with the

body and a top secured thereto , of a pump barrel secured

to said top , a ball valve normally closing the lower or inlet

passage to the pump, a manually actuated piston mounted

in the pump barrel, a discharge pipe communicating with

the pump above said valve and extending therefrom through

the top of the can, a ball valve normally closing the outlet

passage between the pump and discharging pipe , a branch | Walter Armstrong McLeod , Winnipeg, Manitoba , Canada,

pipe or nozzle in continuous open communication with the 25th September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 30th August, 1906.

said discharge pipe and having an opening into the can Receipt No. 139,097.

chamber, and a manually controlled valve for automatically Claim . -1 . In a device of the class described the combin

and normally closing the said opening when the downwardation, with the dome and the outer casing of the furnace , of

pressure upon the valve is removed , substantially as here a fan rotatably supported between the dome and the casing,
inbefore described .

and means for rotating the fan, as and for the purpose
2. In a can of the character described the combination of

specified.

a single acting pump , self closing inlet and discharge valves 2. In a device of the class described the combination with

communicating with the pump barrel, an upwardly extending the casing of the furnace, ofa fan suspended within the cas
discharge pipe secured to the lower portion of the pump ing and means for rotating the fan , as and for the purpose

barrel having said discharge valve movably mounted there- specified .
in , and a manually controlled self closing siphon valve 3. In a device of the class described the combination with

mounted in an normally closing an opening formed in said the casing of the furnace , of a fan revolubly supported with
discharge pipe, substantially as set forth . in the casing and above the domeand means for rotating the

fan , as and for the purpose specified.

No. 101,144. Rubber Fastener. Attache de galoches. 4. In a device of the class described the combination with

the casing and the dome of the furnace, of a vertical shaft

Hugh D. McLachlin , Glencoe, Ontario , Canada, 25th Septem : extending through the top of the casingand bearing cen

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 5th September, 1905. Receipt Irally on the dome, a horizontal fan secured on the shaft
No.128,174.

and means for rotating the shaft , as and for the purpose

Claim . – 1. A rubber provided with a resilient socket in specified.
combination with a shoe provided with a ball member, said 5. In a device of the class described the combination with

ball member beingsecured in said resilient socket by being thedome and the casingofthe furnace, of a cup bearing

inserted and sprung intosaid resilient socket, substantially centrallysecuredon thedome, a vertical shaft extending
as showa and described and for the purpose specified. downwardly through the casing and bearing within the cup,

2. In a rubber fastener , a resilient socket provided with a a bearing for the shaft in the casing , a bevelled gear at the

flange in which slits are formed and a hollow body provided upper extremity of the shaft, a bevelled gear in mesh with

with an opening, radiating form which opening into said the aforesaid gear, a horizontal shaft extending from the

hollow body slits are formed, and a rubber to which said re- latter gear, supports for the shaft, means for rotating the

silient and hollow bodies are secured in combination with a shaft and a fan secured to the vertical shaft and designed

tubular section provided with a flange and a hollow ball sec- in its rotation to increase the warm air circulation in the

tion provided with a flange,and a shoe to which said tubular pipes, as and for the purpose specified.
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6. In a device of the class described the combination with 2. In a snatch block, two jaws, provided each with a long

the dome and casing, of a fan located at the top of the dome opening or slot therethrough , extending from the top to

within the casing and means outside the casing for driving ward the bottom thereof , straps or plates fitting in said

the fan , as and for the purpose specified. openings, and means for holding the jaws spaced apart , such

means also holding together the jaws and the straps .

No. 101,146. Nut Lock Washer. 3. In a snatch block , two jaws provided each with a long

opening or slot therethrough, extending from the top to
Rondelle d'arrête -écrou.

ward the bottom thereof , straps or plates fitting in said

openings , and means for holding the jaws spaced apart,

such means also holding together the jaws and the straps

Fig 1 and permitting pivotal movement of the jaws thereon.

4. In a snatch block, two jaws provided each with a long
76

opening or slot therethrough , extending from the top to

ward the bottom thereof, straps or plates fitting in said

openings, and means for holding the jaws spaced apart ,
IL15

such means also holding together the jaws and straps and

permitting pivotal movement of the straps thereon .

5. In a snatch block , two jaws, provided each with a long

opening or slot therethrough, extending from the top to

ward the bottom thereof , straps or plates fitting in said

openings, and means for holding the jaws spaced apart,

such means also holding together the jaws and the straps

and permitting pivotal movement thereon of said jaws and

Fig.2. 10 fig.3.10
straps .

6. In a snatch block , two jaws provided each with a long

opening cr slot hterethrough , extending from the top toward

the bottom thereof, straps or plates fitting in said openings ,16

means located at the top of the jaws and the straps for

-25 spacing the jaws apart, such means also holding together

the jaws and the straps , and additional means located below

and independent of the first -mentioned means , for tempo

rarily securing the jaws and the straps against independent
101146

movement.

7. In a snatch block, two jaws provided each with a long

opening or slot therethrough , extending from the top to
William B. Neel , Meeker, Oklahoma , U.S.A. , 25th September, ward the bottom thereof , straps or plates fitting in said

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 30th May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,403. openings , a swinging crosshead for spacing the jaws a part,

Claim .-- The combination with a body of a plurality of bolts and means engaging the crosshead, the jaws and the straps
extending therethrough, nuts threaded on said bolts , a flat for holding together the jaws and the straps relatively to

longitudinal bar having terminal and intermediate openings the crosshead .

formed therein for the reception of said bolts and having its 8. In a snatch block , two jaws provided each with a long

opposite ends at said openingsterminating in spherical en opening or slot therethrough, extending from the top toward
largements , the continuous marginal edges of which are the bottom thereof, straps or plates fitting in said openings.

curved laterally beyond the general plane of the bar to form a swinging crosshead for spacing the jaws apart , and

washers, said bar having its upper and lower edges at the means engaging the crosshead, the jaws and the straps
intermediate openings extended laterally forming spaced pro for holding together the jaws and the straps relative to

jections , the marginal edges of which are curved both longi the crosshead , and constructed to permit pivotal move

tudinally and laterally , there being reversely inclined in ment of the jaws and the straps thereon .

cisions formed in the bar on each side of the intermediate 9. In a snatch block , two jaws provided each with a long

openings and extended inwardly from the points of jun ture opening or slot therethrough , extending from the top to,
of the longitudinally curved marginal edges of the lateral ward the bottom thereof, straps or plates fitting in said

projections with said bar to thereby permit the washers to openings, a swinging crosshead for spacing the jaws apart,

be bent inwardly into engagement with the nuts on either and means engaging the crosshead, the jaws and the straps
side of the openings. for holding together the jaws and the straps relative to the

crosshead , and constructed to permit independent pivotal
movement of the jaws and the straps thereon .

No. 101,147. Snatch Block for Pulleys.
10. In a snatch block , twojaws provided each with a

Chaumard pour poulies.
long opening or slot therethrough , extending from the top

toward the bottom thereof, straps or plates fitting in said

openings, a swinging crosshead for spacing the jaws apart,

and a dowel pin passing through the crosshead, the jaws

and the straps.

11. In a spatch block , two jaws provided each with a long

opening or slot therethrough , extending from the top toward

the bottom thereof, straps or platesfitting in said openings,

a swinging crosshead for spacing the jaws apart, means

engaging the crosshead, the jaws and the straps for hold

ing together the paws and the straps relative to the cross

head, and constructed to permit pivotalmovement of the

jaws and the straps thereon, and strips or bars disposed

transversely of and secured to the jaws and constructed to

permit temporary clamping of the jaws and the straps
against independent movement.

12. In a snatch block , two jaws provided each witha long

opening or slot therethrough , extending from the top to
wardthe bottom thereof,straps or plates fitting in said

openings, a swinging crosshead forspacing the jaws apart,

means engaging the crosshead , the jaws and the straps for

holding together the jawsand the straps relative to the

crosshead, and constructed to permit pivotal movement of

the jaws andthe straps thereon, strips or bars disposed

transversely of andsecuredto the jaws,the straps andthe

transverse strips being prvoided with ' aligning openings,

and means passing through said openings for temporarily

clamping the jaws and the straps against independent move
ment .

Gustav Nettle , Leaburg, Oregon , U.S. A. , 25th September,

1906 ; 6 years Filed ' 4th September ,1906. Receipt No. opening or slot therethrough, extending from the top tog
13. In a snatch block , two jaws provided each with a long

139,228 . ward the bottomthereof,straps or plates fitting in said

Claim .-- 1. In a snatch block two jaws, provided each with openings , and provided with openings therethrough near

a long opening or slot therethrough , extending from the heirlowerends,a swinging crosshead for spacing the jaws
top towards the bottom thereof, straps or plates fitting in a part, means engaging the crosshead , the jaws and the

said openings,andmeans for holdingthe jaws spaced apart. I straps forholdingtogether the jaws and the straps rela
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tive to the crosshead , and means passing through the open- 2. A band or shirt comprising a body of elastic knitted

ings in the lower ends of the straps for temporarily secur- fabric having elastic shoulder pieces or straps and inelastic

ing them against independent movement . strips or tapes extending diagonally downward from said

14. In a snatch block, two jaws carrying a pulley and pro- shoulder pieces over the front and rear of the body to central

vided each with a long opening or slot therethrough ex- pionts near the bottom thereof, and suitable tabs secured at
tending from the ton towards the bottom thereof, said pul- the lower ends of said tapes.

ley being provided with a central opening and with counter- 3. A band or shirt comprising a body of elastic knitted

sunk portions , in each face , adjacent to said opening . fabric having shoulder pieces or straps and inelastic strips

15. In a snatch block , two jaws carrying a pulley and pro or tapes extending diagonally downward from said shoulder

vided each with an extended opening or slot therethrough pieces over the front and rear of the body to central points

running from the top to a point towards the bottom thereof , near the bottom thereof, and suitable tabs secured at the
said pulley being provided with a central opening, with lower ends of said tapes.

countersunk portions, in each face , adjacent to said open- 4. A band or shirt comprising a body of elastic knitted

ing, and with an internal lubricant chamber. fabric having shoulder pieces or straps and inelastic tapes

16. In a snatch block , two jaws carrying a pulley and pro- extending downwardly over the front and rear of the body to

vided each with a long opening or slot therethrough extend a point near the bottom thereof tabs secured at the lower

ing from the top to a point toward the bottom thereof, said ends of said tapes and said shoulder straps having elastic

pulley being provided with a central opening and with or yielding portions of double thickness at the point where

countersunk portions, in each face , adjacent to said open- | they bear on the shoulder intermediate to said forward and

ing, and a ball bearing cone disposed in the central opening rear tapes , substantially as described .

of the pulley.

17. In a snatch block, two jaws carrying a pulley and pro- No. 101,149. Washing Machine and Stand.

vided each with a long opening or slot therethrough ex
Machine et banc à laver.

tending from the top to a point toward the bottom thereof ,

said pulley being provided with a central opening, and a

ball bearing cone disposed in the central opening of the

pulleyand provided with flanges adapted to fit in the coun

tersunk portions.

18. In a snatch block , two jaws carrying a pulley and pro

vided each with a long opening or slot therethrough extend

ing from the top to a point toward the bottom thereof, said

pulley being provided with a central opening and with coup

tersunk portions ineach face adjacent to said openings , and

a ball bearing cone disposed in the central opening of the

pulley and formed in two sections , and provided with

flanges adapted to fit in the countersunk portions of the

pulley.

19. In a snatch block , two jaws carrying a pulley and pro

vided each with a long opening or slot therethrough ex

tending from the top to a point toward the bottom thereof ,

said pulley being provided with a central opening and with

countersunk portions, in each face adjacent to said open

ing, and a ball bearing cone disposed in the central opening

of the pulley and formed in two sections , and provided with

flanges adapted to fit in the countersunk portions of the

pulley, each section of the cone being provided with re

movable bushings or sleeves on which the balls run .

20. In a snatch block , two jaws carrying an automatic ,

self lubricating pulley and provided each with a long open

ing or slot therethrough extending from the top to a point

toward the bottom thereof , and straps or plates fitting in

said openings, said pulley being provided with a central

opening and with countersunk portions , on each face , ad

jacent to said central opening.

101149

No. 101,148. Infant's Shirt. Chemise d'enfant.

Edward M. Sinclair, Sioux City, Iowa, U.S.A. , 25th September,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 25th August, 1906. Receipt No.

138,979.

Claim.-1. In a washing machine the combination of prim

ary standards , auxiliary standards, horizontal supports

pivotally connected to said auxiliary standards, each of said

primary standards provided with an elongated groove or slot ,

means carried by the horizontal supports and engaging the

grooved portions of said primary standards for limiting

movement of the horizontal supports , swinging arms pivot

ally connected to the upper ends of said primary standards,

means carried by said swinging arms for locking said auxi

liary standards and horizontal supports in a folded position ,

and a wringer device connected to said swinging arms.

2. In a washing machine the combination of standards pro

vided with longitudinally extending grooves , a tub support

pivotally connected to said standards, a rod in engagement

with said tub support and extending into the grooves of said

standards, a tub carried by said support , a wringer position

ed upon said tub, and means pivotally connecting said

wringer to said standards.

3. The combination of pairs of primary and auxiliary

standards, means pivotally connecting said standards , a

horizontal support connected to one pair of said standards

Hattie R. Ovenshire, Minneapolis, Minnesota, U.S.A. 25th . means connecting said arm to one pair of said standards,
and slidably connected to the other pair, a swinging arm ,

September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 4th September, 1906. Re
and locking means carried by said arm and adapted to retain

ceipt No. 139,224 . said horizontal support in a folded position .

Claim.—A band or shirt comprising a body of elastic 4. The combination of primary standards , auxiliary stand
knitted fabric having shoulder pieces or straps and inelastic ards pivotally connected to said primary standards , a tub
tapes extending downward over the fror an rear if the support pivotally connected to said auxiliary standards , and

body to a point near the bottom thereof , and tabs secured at means slidably connecting said tub support to said auxiliary

the lower ends of said tapes, and said shoulder straps having standards.
elastic portions intermediate to said forward and rear tapes, 5. The combination of primary standards , each standard

substantially as described. provided with an elongated groove, auxiliary standards
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pivotally connected to said primary standards, horizontal upper end , said slide member provided with an enlarged por

supports pivotally connected to and near the upper ends of tion and a longitudinally extending groove , an arm pivotally

said auxiliary standards, a rod extending through said hori- mounted upon said bench contiguous to said standard, a hook

zontal supports and having its ends positioned within the fixedly secured to said arm, and means in engagement with

grooves of said primary standards, and wringer supporting said hook and the grooved portion of said slide member ,

means in engagement with some of said standards . being capable of retaining said arm in a raised position .

6. The combination of primary standards , each standard

provided with a longitudinally extending groove , auxiliary No. 101,150. Mail Bag Catcher.

standards pivotally connected to said primary standards ,

horizontal supports to said auxiliary standards near their
Appareil à capter les sacs postaut .

upper end , a rod in engagement with said horizontal support

and positioned within the grooves of said primary standards,

swinging arms, a rod extending through said swinging arms

and in engagement with said primary standards, each of said

swinging arms provided with a notch , the notched portions

adapted to engage said rod positioned within said grooves

when the auxiliary standards and horizontal supports are in

a folded condition , and a wringer device in engagement with
said arms.

7. In a washing machine the combination of a bench , a

wringer device , means connecting said wringer device to said

bench , said wringer device comprising a base board , a pair

of detachable plates in engagement with said base board ,

each plate provided with a pair of elongated apertures, a

pair of fastening means positioned within the elongated

apertures of each plate and adjustably securing said plate

to the end of said baseboard, and rollers journalled above
said baseboard.

8. In a washing machine the combination of a wash bench,

a wringer device , means pivotally connecting said wringer

device to said wash bench, said wringer device comprising

a base board . supports secured to said base board, auxiliary

rollers journalled upon said supports , a primary roller jour

nalled upon said supports, a shaft in engagement with said

primary roller , hooks in engagement with said shaft and ex

tneding through said baseboard , a bowed spring, fastening

means positioned centrally of said bowed spring and base

hoard, said spring provided with apertures atits ends, the Frank Douglas Smiley, Ithaca , New York , U.S.A. , 25th Sep

hooks extending through the apertured ends of said spring.

and nuts carried by said hooks and being capable of con
tember, 1906 : 6 years . Filed 1st September, 1906. Re

trolling the tension of said spring. ceipt No. 139,157.

9. In a washing machine the combination of a washing Claim.-1. A mail bag catcher comprising a sectional hinged

bench , a wringer device , means pivotally connecting said bar having a pair ofspring actuated gripping arms mounted

wringer device to said wash bench , said wringer device com- upon the outer end of one section , means for holding the said

prising a baseboard, plates in engagement with the ends of arms in an opened position together with means for closing

said baseboard , each plate provided with parallel elongated and releasing said arms, as set forth .

apertures , bolts positioned within the apertures of each plate 2. A mail bag catcher comprising a bar having a pair of

and extending through said baseboard , nuts threaded upon gripping arms pivotally connected to the outer end thereof,

said bolts , rollers journalled above said baseboard , a shaft a spring for normally throwing said arms into closed posi

in engagement with one of said rollers , hooks engaging said tion , a keeper adapted to be engaged by one of said arms,

shaft and extending through said baseboard, a bowed spring the other arm provided with a finger adapted to operate upon

positioned upon the lower ends of said hooks , a bolt extend- the other arm and release the same from the keeper, as set

ing through the central portion of said baseboard and spring , forth .

ond a nut threaded upon said bolt . 3. A mail bag catcher comprising a bar made in two sec

10. The combination of primary standards , auxiliary stan- tions hinged together, the coil spring attached to the said

dards pivotally suported said primary standards, sectional bar upon the side opposite the hinge, the gripping

tub supporting means pivotally conected to said aux- arms pivotally connected to the outer end of the outer sec

iliary standards, means slidably connecting said supporting tion , the outer arm having an upwardly projecting finger

means to said primary standards , and means for locking said adjacent its pivotal end, a spring keeper carried by the outer

supporting means and auxiliary standard in a folded position . section of the arm and adapted to be engaged by the inner

11. The combination of primary standards, auxiliary stan- gripping arm , and a helical spring adapted to bear upon one

dards pivotally connected to said primary standards, hori- end of the inner arm , as and for the purpose set forth.

zontal supports pivotally connected to said auxiliary stan

dards, means slidably connecting said horizontal supports to No. 101,151 . Washboard . Planche à laver .

said primary standards , arms pivotally connected to said

primary standards , a hook carried by one of said arms , and

means carried by one of said primary standards and adapted

to be engaged by said hook for holding said arms in a raised

position .

12. The combination with a wash bench , of a wringer de

vice supporting arm pivotally connected to said bench, a

hook fixedly secured near one end to said arm , and means

formed upon said bench and adapted to be engaged by said

took for holding said arm in an adjusted position .

13. The combination with a wash bench , of pivotally mount

ed wringer supporting means carried by said bench, and

means for locking said wringer supporting means in a raised
position .

14. The combination with a wash bench , of a pivoted arm

carried by said wash bench , a hook provided with a pin ,

fixedly secured to said arm , and means engaging said pin and

being capable of retaining said arm in an adjusted position .
15. The combination witha wash bench, a slide member Archelaus Enos Spencer, Barrie, Ontario, Canada , 25th Sep

provided with an enlarged portion secured to said bench , said
tember , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 4th September, 1906. Re

slide member and enlarged portion provided with a groove,
ceipt No. 139,195 .

an arm pivotally mounted upon said bench, a hook fixed to Claim .-1 . The combination with the washboard, of a pro

said arm , a pin carried by said hook , the pin positioned with- jecting portion extending rearwardly from near the top and

in the groove of said slide member and being adapted to en- designed to form a support for the board when in a slanting

sige the enlarged portion for retaining said arm in an position , as and for the purpose specified.

adjusted position. 2. The combination with the washboard , of the top back

16. The combination with a wash bench provided with a board having a lower projecting portion , as and for the pur

standard , of a slide member secured to the standard near its pose specified.

to
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3. The combination with a washboard, of the top back No. 101,153. Press .

boards having blocks or projections secured to the ends of

the same at the lower edge, as and for the purpose specified .

4. The combination with the washboard, of the top back

boards , blocks or projections having the lower sides extend

ing substantially at right angles to the board, and the upper

sides inclined , as and for the purpose specified .

72
C100 34
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Fig. 1 .
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No. 101,152. Liquid Receptacle.

Réceptacle pour liquides.
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Martin H. Schirmer and Josepr Lehr, co - inventors , both of

Rochester , New York, 25th September , 1906 ; 6 years.

Filed 30th August , 1906. Receipt No. 139,103 .

Claim . - 1. In a pressing machine the combination with a

pressing surface, of a jointed arm arranged to swing in a

plane parallel to the pressing surface , a rocker arm carried

by the jointed arm and mounted to swing angularly to the

pressing surface , an iron carried by the rocker arm , and

means operating between the jointed supporting arm and

the rocker to produce pressure between the iron and press

ing surface.

2. In a pressing machine the combination with a horizontal

pressing surface , of a pivoted arm arranged to swing freely
Edwin Clay Webb , Providence , Rhode Island, U.S.A., 25th in a horizontal plane , an intermediately pivoted rocker arm

September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 30th August, 1906 . Re

carried by the first arm and arranged to swing in a vertical

ceipt No. 139,092 .
plane , an iron carried on one end of the rocker arm and

Claim . - 1. A receptacle comprising a body portion , an in- a motor operating on the other end thereof to produce

ner and outer head at one end of said body forming an air pressure between the iron and pressing surface .

space between them , each of said heads being provided with 3. In a pressing machine the combination with a pressing

an inlet and outlet hole , each of said heads also being pro- surface , of a jointed arm and a rocker arm mounted thereon

vided with vent holes independent of said outlet holes . to swing in a plane intersecting the plane of movement of the

2. In an oil can , a body portion, a bottom at one end, an jointed arm , an iron having a universal connection with the
outer head at its opposite end, an inner head provided with a rocker arm and arranged to co-operate with the pressing

plurality of holes, said head being located below said outer surface, and a motor operating to produce pressure between

head forming a narrow space between said two heads , a par- the iron and pressing surface.

tition through said space dividing the same into a plurality 4. In a pressing machine the combination with a pressing

of compartments, one of said compartments being provided surface, of a jointed arm arranged to swing in a plane

with vent holes and another compartment being provided parallel to the pressing surface , a rocker arm carried by the
with delivery holes . first-mentioned arm and arranged to swing angularly to the

3. An oil can comprising a body with a bottom at one end , pressing surface, an iron carried by the rocker arm , and a

a head at its opposite end , and an inner head or partition motor arranged between the said arms for producing pres

below said outer head forming an air space between them , sure between the iron and the pressing surface.

and a valve placed between said heads . 5. In a pressing machine the combination with a pressing

4. An oil can comprising a body provided with a bottom surface, of a jointed arm arranged to swing in a horizontal

at one end, an outer headat its opposite end , and a perfor- plane, a rocker arm carried by the first -mentioned arm and

ated inner head located a short distance below said outer pivoted intermediately to swing in a vertical plane , an iron

head forming a narrow air space between said heads, and a carried on one end of the rocker arm having an operating

valve or shut - off between said heads dividing said space. handle for guiding it over the pressing surface , a motor car

5. An oil can comprising a body provided with a bottom at ried at the other end of the rocker arm for moving the iron

one end, an outer head at its opposite end, and a perforated toward the pressing surface , and controlling devices con
inner head located a short istance below said outer heannected to the motor and having an operating member ad

forming a narrow air space between said heads , and a rotat jacent to the iron operating handle.

able spindle valve extending across the can between saiol 6. In a pressing machine the combination with a suitable

heads and adapted to divide the space therein . pressing surface, of an arm mounted to swing in angular re

6. In an oil can ,a body portion having a bottom at one end. lation to the pressure surface , an iron having a supporting

an outer head at its opposite end , an inner head located be- shaft mounted in a universal bearing on said arm , a motor

low said outer head forming a narrow space between them mounted separately from said shaft for operating said arm

said inner head being provided with a plurality of operi to move the iron into co -operative relation with the pressing

spaces, and the space between said inner and outer heads be- surface, and controlling devices connected to the motor and

ing divided into a plurality of compartments, and means having an operating mamber on the supporting shaft of the
whereby said compartments may be subdivided. iron.

7. In an oil can, a body portion having a bottom , at one 7. In a pressing machine the combination with a pressing

end , an outer head at its opposite end, an inner head located surface, of an arm mounted to swing in angular relation to

below said outer head forminga narrow space between them , the pressure surface, an iron having a shaft connected by a

said inner head being provided with a plurality of open universal bearing with thearm , a motor carried bysaid for
spaces, and the space between said inner and outer heads moving the iron into co - operative relation with the pressing

being divided into a plurality of compartments , and a rotat- surface, and controlling devices for the motor embodying an

able spindle valve extending across the can between said operating member on the said shaft, and devices for main
heads and adapted to sub - divide the space between the heads taining operative connection between the operating member
in each compartment. and motor irrespective of the different angular relations of

8. A receptacle comprising a body portion , and inner and the said arm and shaft.
outer head at one end of said body forming a narrow space 8. In a pressing machine the combination with a suitable

between them , each of said heads being provided with an in- pressing surface , of an arm mounted to move in angular re

let and outlet hole , each of said heads also being provided lation to the pressing surface , an iron having a supporting

with vent holes independent of said outlet holes , and a valve shaft connected by a universal bearing to said arm , a motor

extending through said space between the heads adapted to mounted separately from the said shaft, and motor control
control the communication between the hole in the inner ling devices embodying an operating member on the shaft, a

head and the holes in the outer head . lever on the arm having a bearing surface thereon formed
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concentric with the shaft bearing and connected to the motor motor for operating the rocker arm , and a retracting device

controlling devices, and a part actuated by the operating operating on the motor connections for restoring the motor

member and co - operating with the bearing surface on the and arm to normal position.

lever while the said arm and shaft occupy different angular 18. In a pressing machine , the combination with a pressing

relations. surface , of a supporting arm , and a rocker arm mounted

9. In a pressing machine the combination with a horizontal thereon and arranged to move in angular relation to the

pressing surface , of an arm mounted to operate in a vertical pressing surface , an iron carried by the rocker arm ar

plane , an iron having a shaft with a universalbearing on the ranged to co -operate with the pressing surface and having

said arm , a motor mounted separately from said shaft for an operating handle, a motor for operating the rocker arm ,

moving the iron into co -operative relation with the pressing a retracting device exerting a force tending to return the

surface, and motor controlling devices embodying an oper- rocker arm to normal position, and means for preventing

ating member on said shaft , a lever on said arm having a the operation of the retracting device to permit manual

spherical surface thereon formed concentric to the universal manipulation of the iron .

shaft bearing and having operative connection with the

motor, and an actuating lever connected to the operating No. 101,154. Gas Lamp. Lampe à gaz.
member for moving the latter into engagement with the

spherical surface of the said lever.

10. In a pressing machine the combination with a hori

zontal pressing surface , of an arm mounted to operate in a

vertical plane, an iron having a supporting shaft with a uni

versal bearing on the said arm and provided with a handle

for manipulating the iron , a fluid pressure motor carried by

the arm for moving the iron into co-operative relation with

the pressing surface and having a controlling valve thereon,

a bell crank lever in the said arm operatively connected to

the motor controlling valve and having a bearing surface

thereon formed concentric with the center of movement of

the said shaft, and an operating member located on the shaft

adjacent to the handle and having a portion co -operating

with the concentric bearing surface of the bell crank lever

for operating the latter irrespective of the different angular

relations of the said arm and shaft.

11. In a pressing machine the combination with a suitable

pressing surface , of a jointed arm arranged to swing parallel

to the pressing surface and having a U-shaped frame there

on, a rockerarm pivoted to the arms of the said frame to Adolphus Sydney Francis, London , England, 25th September,
swing in angular relation to the pressing surface, an iron 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 23rd May , 1906. Receipt No.

carried on the rocker arm and arranged in co - operative re
136,172 .

lation with the pressing surface , and a motor operating be

tween thesaid frame and rocker arm for producing pressure
Claim .-- 1. An inverted incandescent gas lamp comprising

between the iron and pressing surface .
a gas supply pipe, a ring pipe connected thereto and a plu

12. In a pressing machine the combination with a hori- rality of bent tube Bunsen burners connected to and ar

rarged to project radially inwards from said ring pipe, sub
zontal pressing surface, of a frame mounted to swing in a

horizontal plane and having a pair
of spaced horizontal arms, stantially asset forth.

a rocker arm pivoted betweenthespaced arms of the frame supplypipe,a ring pipe connected thereto , a plurality of
2. An inverted incandescent gas lamp comprising a gas

and arranged to swing in angular relation to the pressing bent tube Bunsen burners connected toand arranged to pro
surface, an iron carried at one end of the rocker arm and

ject radially inwards from said ring pipe , a chimney flared
arranged to co - operate with the pressing surface , and a

at its lower end , means for supporting said chimney over
motor connected to the other end of the rocker arm for tilt

ing the latter to bring the iron into co - operative relation burners to pass through said chimney, substantially as set
said burners and apertures in said chimney to allow said

with the pressing surface. forth .

13. In a pressing machine the combination with a suitable
3. An inverted incandescent gas lamp comprising a gas

pressing surface, of a movable frame , and a rocker arm sup- supply pipe, a ring pipe connected thereto , a plurality of
ported thereon andarranged to swing in angular vertical re

lation to thepressing surface, an iron carried by the rocker ly inwards from said ring pipe, a plurality of bent tube
burner tubes connected to and arranged to project radial

arm and arranged to co -operate with the pressing surface, a
Bunsen burners , and a plurality of sliding joints connecting

fluid pressure cylinder having a piston operating therein, and the said burners with their respective tubes, substantially
operating connections between the said frame and rocker

as set forth .

arm which are operated on by the piston for producing a re
4. An inverted incandescent gas lamp comprising a gas

lative movement of the frame and rocker arm.
supply pipe, a ring pipe connected thereto , a plurality of

14. In a pressing machine the combination with a pressing burner tubes connected to and arranged to project radially

surface, of a frame and a rocker arm pivoted thereon and inwards from said ring pipe , a plurality of bent tube Bun

arranged to swing in angular relation to the pressing sur
sen burners, a plurality of sliding joints connecting the

face , an iron operated on by the rocker arm , and a motor said burners with their respective tubes, a chimney flared
mounted on the frame for operating the arm embodying a at its lower end , means for supporting said chimney over

fluid pressure cylinder having a piston operating therein, said burners and apertures in said chimney to allow said

and a lever connected to the piston and forming an operative burners to passthroughsaidchimney,substantially as set
connection between the frame and rocker arm. forth .

15. In a pressing machine , the combination with a press- 5. An inverted incandescent gas lamp comprising a gas

ing surface, of a frame, and a rocker arm pivoted thereon supply pipe , a ring pipe connected thereto, a plurality of

and arranged to swing in angular relation to the pressing bent tube Bunsen burners connected to and arranged to pro

surface, an iron operated on by the rocker arm, and a motor ject radially inwards from said ring pipe, a chimney flared

for producing relative motion between the frame and arm at its lower end , means for supporting said chimney over

embodying a fluid pressure cylinder and piston carried by said burners, apertures in said chimney to allow said burn

one of the parts , and a lever connected to the piston and ers to pass through said chimney, an imperforate globe of

having a pivotal bearing on one of the parts and a link larger diameter than the end of said chimney, means for

connection with the other. supporting said globe beneath said burners and beneath

16. In a pressing machine , the combination with a press- said chimney substantially as and for the purpose set forth .

ing surface , of a supporting arm , and a rocker arm pivoted 6. An inverted incandescent gas lamp comprising a gas

thereon and arranged to move in angular relation to the supply pipe , a ring pipe connected thereto, a plurality of

pressing surface , an iron operated on by the rocker arm , bent tube Bunsen burners connected to and arranged to

and a motor for operating the arm embodying a fluid pres- project radially inwards from said ring pipe, a chimney,

sure cylinder and its piston mounted on the arm , a lever means for supporting said chimney over said burners, aper

pivoted on the supporting arm and having one arm thereof tures in said chimney to allow said burners to pass through

attached to the piston, and a link connecting the other arm said chimney, a flare end to said chimney situated approxi

of the lever and the rocker arm . mately in the same plane as that in which the points of

17. In a pressing machine , the combination with a press said burners are situated , an imperforate globe of larger

ing surface, of a supporting arm , and a rocker arm carried diameter than said flared end , and means for supporting

thereby and arranged to swing in angular relation to the said globe in such manner that its upper edge is situated

pressing surface , an iron operated on by the rocker arm approximately in the same plane as that in which said

and arranged to co - operate with the pressing surface, a burner points and said flared end are situated, substantially

motor , connections between the said arms actuated by the as and for the purposes set forth .
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7. An inverted incandescent gas lamp comprising a gas part , current directing plates fastened to the inner side walls

supply pipe , a ring pipe connected thereto a plurality of of the body part , passages formed by the said current direct

bent tube Bunsen burners connected to and arranged to ing plates and the inner side walls of the said body part , a

project radially inwards from said ring pipe , a chimney draft plate fastened to the inner face of the said back plate ,

flared at its lower end , means for supporting said chimney a passage formed by said draft plate and the inner back

over said burners , apertures in said chimney to allow said plate , said passage communicating with the flue , said flue

burners to pass through said chimney, an imperforate globe formed through the back plates of body part , a hinged door

of larger diameter than the end of said chimney, means for for the said oven section , and a sliding pan for the said

supporting said globe beneath said burners and beneath broiler section , substantially as described .

said chimney, a cover for the upper end of said chimney,

and a ring of perforations situated near to the edge of said No. 101,156. Treatment of Vulcanized Rubber

cover, substantially as set forth . Waste.

8. An inverted incandescent gas lamp comprising a gas
Traitement des déchets de caoutchouc vulcanisés.

supply pipe , a ring pipe connected thereto , a plurality of

bent tube Bunsen burners connected to and arranged to
William Adolph Köneman , Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. , 25th

project radially inwards from said ring pipe , a chimney September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 21st May , 1906. Receipt

flared at its lower end, means for supporting said chimney
No. 136,114 .

over said burners, apertures in said chimney to allow said
Claim .-- 1 . In the chemical treatment for the purpose setburners to pass through said chimney, an imperforate globe

of larger diameter than theend of said chimney, means for forth , of vulcanized rubber or rubber compounds , the pro
supporting said globe beneath said burners and beneath

cess of devulcanizing the same , which consists in boiling the

said chimney, and a domed cover supported upon saia material in a finely divided conditon, in aqueous com

chimney for the purpose of further isolating the fresh air pound acid solution , practically free from oxidizing ingre

dients, of sulphuric acid, as the base , and an acid of the
supply from the escaping exhaust gases , substantially as

set forth . halogen elements of chlorin , bromin or iodine .

2. The process of treating vulcanized rubber or rubber

compounds, for the purpose set forth , which consists in
No. 101,155. Gas Range. Poêle à gaz.

boiling the material, in a finely divided condition , in an

aqueous solution , practically free from oxidizing ingredients ,

of sulphuric acid and hydrochloric acid, and washing and

drying the product .

3. The process of treating , vulcanized rubber or rubber

compounds , for the purpose set forth, which consists in boil

ing the material, in a finely divided condition , in an aqueous

compound acid solution , practically free from oxidizing in

gredients , of sulphuric acid , as the base , and an acid of the

halogen elements of chlorin , bromin or iodine , boiling the

product in an alkaline solution , and washing and drying said

product .

an
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No. 101,157. Method of Recovering Rubber.

Méthode de récupérer le caoutchouc.

William Adolph Köneman , Chicago, Illinois , U.S.A. , 25th Sep

tember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 21st May, 1906. Receipt No.

136,113.

Claim .-- 1. The process of recovering rubber from rubber
ETS - 3

waste, which consists in boiling the finely divided material

ir a mineral acid solution with the addition of a halogen salt

William Joseph Hallarn , Toronto , Ontario , Canada , 25th Sep- of the alkaline group , such as sodium or calcium chloride ,

tember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 15th May, 1906. Receipt No. without setting free in a gaseous state the chlorine, bromine,

135,930 . or iodine , and removing the dissolved and decomposed fiber .

Claim . - 1 . In a gas range , a body part formed by inner and 2. The process of recovering rubber from rubber waste ,

outer side and back plates, air spaces formed between the
which consists in boiling the finely divided material in a

inner and outer plates, an oven bottom dividing the said mineral acidsolution with the addition ofahalogensalt of
the alkaline group , such as sodium or calcium without setting

body part into oven and broiler sections , an air space formed

by the top and bottom faces of the said oven bottom , a hing
free in a gaseous state the chlorine, bromine or iodine , and

ed door for thesaidovensection , and a broiler pan' adapted removingthe dissolved and decomposed fiber and mineral
substances.

to slide in and out of the said broiler section , substantially
as described . 3. The process of recovering rubber from rubber waste,

2. In a gas range , a body part formed by inner and outer
which consists in boiling the finely divided material in a

side and back plates, air spaces formed between the inner mineralacid solution with the addition of a halogen salt of

and outer plates , an oven bottom dividing the body part into
the alkaline group , without setting free in a gaseous state

oven and broiler sections , an air space formed by a flat top
the chlorine , bromine or iodine , removing the acid and dis

face and a V-shaped bottom face of said oven bottom , pas
solved matter from the rubber, then boiling the rubber in a

sages between the side edges of the said oven bottom , and
solution of alkaline salt , and washing and drying the pro

duct.
the side walls of the body part, a hinged door for said oven

section, a broiler pan adapted to slide in and out of said
4. The process of recovering rubber from rubber waste ,

broiler section , substantially as described .
which consists in first decomposing and then removing the

3.In agasrange,a body part formed by inner and outer fiber , and treating the resultant rubber product with a solu

side and back plates , air spaces formed between said inner
tion of an alkaline salt , such as soda or potash , with the ad

and outer plates , an asbestos lining on one of the inner walls dition if a chemical substance having a preservative effect

of the said air spaces , an oven bottom dividing said body
on vegetable matter , such as boracic acid or sodium borate.

part into oven and broiler sections , said oven bottom com
and washing and drying the product.

prising a flat top and a V- shaped bottom , an air space form - 5. The process of recovering rubber from rubber waste,

ed by said flat top and V- shaped bottom , passages between which consists in first decomposing and then removing the

the side edges of the oven bottom and side walls of body fibre, and treating the resultant rubber product with a solu
part , current directing plates fastened to the said side walls tion of an alkaline salt , such as sida or potash , with the ad

of the body part, passages formed between the said current dition of a soluble gum , and washing and drying the product.

directing plates and the said side walls , a draft plate fasten- 6. The process of recovering rubber* from rubber waste ,

ed to the inner face of the back of the body part , a passage which consists in first decomposing and then removing the

formed between the said draft plate and the back wall , said fibre, and treating the resultant rubber product with a solu
passage adapted to communicate with a flue, said flue formed tion of an alkaline salt , such as soda or potash , with the ad

through the back of said body part , substantially as des- dition of a chemical substance having a preservative effect

cribed. on vegetable matter, such as boraic acid or sodium borate .

4. In a gas range , a body part comprising inner and outer and of a soluble gum , such as rosin or shellac , and washing

side and back plates, air spaces formed between the inner and drying the product.

and outer plates , an oven bottom dividing the body part into 7. As a step in the recovery of rubber from rubber waste

oven and broiler sections , said oven bottom consisting of a ty decomposing and separating the fibre from the rubber by

flat top and a V-shaped bottom , an air space formed be- | subjecting the material to the action of a suitable chemical

tween the said flat top and V-shaped bottom , passages be- solution , that of removing from the rubber product soluble

tween the side edges of oven bottom and side walls of body ' compounds remaining from the soluble employed in previous

9-29
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treatment, which consists in rendering said soluble com- 6. The combination with a linotype machine, of a holder

pounds insoluble and removing them from the rubber pro- adapted to support a plurality ofmagazines ,a rall extend
duct by precipitation,

8. As a st in the recovery of rubber from rubber waste

by decomposing and separating the fiber from the rubber by

subjecting the material to the action of a suitable chemical

solution, that of removing from the rubber product soluble

compounds remaining from the solution employed in pre

vious treatment, which consists in rendering insoluble and

precipitating said compounds by treating said product with a

weak astringent solution of aluminum salt.

9. The process of recovering rubber from rubber waste

which consists in boiling the material in a finely divided

state in a mineral acid solution with the addition of a halo

gen salt, removing the dissolved fiber, boiling the rubber

product in a solution of an alkaline salt, with the addition

of a chemical substance having a preservative effect on

vegetable matter and with a soluble gum, then treating the

product with a weak astringent solution of an aluminum

salt having the effect of rendering insoluble any remaining

soluble compounds in the rubber and precipating the same,

and finally washing and drying the product.

No. 101,158. Process Recovering Rubber from

Waste.

Procédé pour récupérer le caoutchouc des déchets

de caoutchouc.

William A. Köneman , Chicago, Illinois , U.S.A., 25th Septem

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 21st May, 1906. Receipt No.

136,115.

Claim.-1. The process of treating finely divided rubber ,

which consists in boiling the same in a suitable liquid and

adding thereto a mixable hydro -carbon such as tar, pitch ,

resin or balsam, for the purpose set forth.

2. As a step in the recovery of rubber from rubber waste

material by treating the material in a suitable chemical solu

tion , adding to said material a suitable proportion of hydro - ing between said holder and the machine , a carrier supported

carbon , for the purpose set forth .
on said rail , and means depending from the carrier, compris

3. As a step in the recovery of rubber from rubber waste
ing a lever for raising the magazine and means for retaining

material by treating the material in a suitable chemical solu
the lever to hold the magazine in its raised position.

tion, adding to said material a suitable proportion of tar,

pitch or balsam , for the purpose set forth.
7. The combination with a linotype machine, of a holder

4. The process of recovering rubber from rubber waste adapted to support a plurality of magazines ,à rail extend

material, which consists in boiling the finely divided ma
ing between said holder and the machine , a carrier supported

terial with the addition thereto of a suitable proportion of
on said rail , and means depending from the carrier compris

mixable hydro -carbon ina suitable chemical solution ,and ing a hanger,a lever pivotally connected with the hanger, a

removing the dissolved and decomposed fiber, for the pur
beam connected with the lever and adapted to be engaged

with a magazine and means for engaging the free end of the
pcse set forth .

lever with the beam.

5. The process of recovering rubber from rubber waste
8. The combination with a linotype machine, of a plurality

material, which consists in boiling the finely divided ma of holders , each adapted to support a magazine, and a mov
terial with the addition thereto of a suitable proportion of

mixable hydro-carbon in a mineral acid solution containing
able magazine carrier adapted to transport magazines be

tween the machine and each of said holders.

a halogen salt of the alkaline group, such as sodium or cal
9. The combination with a linotype machine, of a plurality

cium chlorid, and removing the dissolved and decomposed of holders , each adapted to support a plurality of magazines ,
fiber, for the purpose set forth .

and a movable magazine carrier adapted to transport maga
6. The process of recovering rubber from rubber waste

zines between the machine and each of said holders .

material , which consists in boiling the finely divided ma
10. The combination with a linotype machine , of a plural

terial with the addition thereto of a suitable proportion of

mixable hydro-carbon in a mineral acid solution containing ally supported rail adapted to extend between either of said
ity of holders each adapted to support a magazine , a pivot

a halogen salt of the alkaline group , removing the acid and holders and the machine, and a carrier supported on said

dissolved matter from the rubber , then boiling therubberin rail andprovidedwithmeansfor engaging and supporting a

a solution of alkaline salt, and washing and drying the pro- magazine.

duct, for the purpose set forth .
11. The combination with a linotype machine, of a plurality

of holders each adapted to support a magazine, a rail pivot

No. 101,159. Linotype Machine. Linotype. ally mounted on the machine and adapted to extend to either

Gustav Kretzsehmar, Baltimore, Maryland, U.S.A. , 25th Sep- of said holders, and a carrier supported on said rail and pro

tember, 1906; 6 years. Filed 25th July , 1906. Receipt No. vided with means for engaging and supporting a magazine.

138,145 .

Claim.-1. The combination with a linotype machine, of a No. 101,160. Support for Electric Lamps.

holder adapted to support a plurality of magazines, and a
Support pour lampes électriques.

movable magazine carrier adapted to transport magazines

between the machine and holder . Hubert Cheppendale Smith , Erdington, near Manchester,

2. The combination with a linotype machine , of a movable England , 25th September , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 16th May,

holder adapted to support a plurality of magazines , and a 1906. Receipt No. 135,968.

carrier movable between the machine and the holder and
Claim.-1 . In pendants or like supports for electric lamps ,

adapted to transport a magazine .
the combination with a pendant of looped suspension cords,

3. The combination with a linotype machine, of a rotatable automatically adjustable connections between the cords and

holder adapted to support a plurality of magazines , and a the pendant , and a sustaining block provided with apertures

carrier movable between the machine and the holder and through which the said looped cords can slide on the ap

adapted to transport a magazine . plication of a pendant adjustment movement, substantially

4. The combination with a linotype machine, of a holder as set forth .

adapted to support a plurality of magazines, a rail extending 2. In pendant or like supports for electric lamps , the

between said holder and the machine , a carrier supported on combination comprising a pendant and looped suspension

said rail , and means depending from the carrier and adapted cords therefor, cord attachment arms secured to the pen

to engage and support a magazine . dant , sliding connections between the cords and the said

5. The combination with a linotype machine , of a holder arms permitting of a lateral movement of the lower extre

adapted to support a plurality of magazines , a rail extend mities of the cords when the pendant is angularly adjusted,

ing between said holder and the machine, a carrier supported and a sustaining block provided with apertures through

on said rail , and means depending from the carrier for rais- which the cords can slide on the application of a lamp ad

ing and supporting a magazine . justment movement, substantially as set forth .
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3. In a pendant or like supports for electric lamps, the its discharge end , a central stool and pillar carrying bear
combination comprising a pendant and a pair of looped sus- ings for the eccentric and driving gear and overhead arms

by which the pan is suspended by such as adjustable chains

and the pan furnished with arms having a central boss to

which an eccentric or gyratory motion is imparted , a per

forated feed hopper a divided collecting hopper for the

saved mineral and seconds , and a tympanum elevator for

returning seconds to table , all substantially as described
and shown .
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No. 101,162. Method of Making Buttons from

Australian Ivory Nut.

Méthode de faire des boutons des noir d'ivoire.

Edward Julius Conn , Hamburg, Germany , assignee of H. G.

Leithäuser, Schmollin , Germany, 25th September, 1906 ; 6

years . Filed 19th May , 1906. Receipt No. 136,068.

Claim.--1 . The method of producing buttons from Aus

tralian nuts consisting in cutting the nuts into discs, ex

tracting the fatty matters from these discs , from which the
buttons can be made.

2. The methed of producing buttons from Australian nuts ,

consisting in cutting the nuts into discs , extracting the

pension cords therefor, cord attachment arms secured to the fatty matters from these discs by boiling them in solutions

pendant, sliding connections between the cords and the of fat absorbing matters and in working them into buttons.

said arms permitting of a lateral movement of the lower 3. The method of producing buttons from Australian nuts

extremities of the cords when the pendant is angularly consisting in cutting the nuts into discs, extracting the

adjusted, a flexible lead or conductor, and a sustaining block fatty matters from these discs by boiling them in a solution

attached to the said lead or conductor and provide with of soda and in working them into buttons .

angular apertures through which the said cords can slide , 4. The method of producing buttons from Australian nuts

substantially as set forth . consisting in cutting the nuts into discs , extracting the

fatty matters from these discs , turning these to shape and

No. 101,161 . Ore Amalgamator.
perforating them , whereupon they are ground with pumice

stone and finally polished with chalk and tripoli mixed with
Amalgamateur de minerais . oil .

No. 101,163. Type Setting and Distributing Ma
chine .

Machine à distribuer les caractères .
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John Robert Harrison and Hugh Victor Mackay, assignee of

a half interest , both of Victoria, Australia , 25th Septem

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 11th May , 1906 . Receipt No.

135,790 .

Claim . - 1 . In an improved amalgamator or concentrator a

suspended pan or table volute shape in plan having a fall

helically from its feed to its discharge end partially in the

form of a channel and partially provided with an inner

gutter, substantially as described and shown.

2. In an improved amalgamator or concentrator, a sus

pended pan or table volute shape in plan having an adjust , Arthur G. Baker, Albion , J. Frank Scott and J. Frank Hel

able fall helically from its feed to its discharge end and
mer, both of Jackson , all in Michigan , U.S.A., 25th Sep

with an adjustable radial transverse fall from its inner
tember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 15th June , 1906. Receipt

edge to its outer edge provided with an outer rim and a par No. 136,950 .

tial inner rim and a discharge gutter, substantially as des
cribed and shown . Claim. -1 . The combination of a movable type distributor

3. In an improved amalgamator or concentrator a pan or
having a rack and a detent at each end of the rack , a swing

table having a volute shape surface and a radial transverse ing arm , means for operating the arm, and a reversible pawl

fall and a circumferential fall from its feed to its discharge carried by the arm and co-acting with the rack and adapted

end suspended by such as chains, and having a gyratory or
to be alternately struck by the detents , for the purpose

eccentric motion imparted tothe pan or table , substantially specified.

as described and shown .
2. The combination of a movable type distributor compris

4. In an improved amalgamator and concentrator of the ing a rack and a detent at each end thereof, a swinging arm ,

type herein specified, the means for adjusting the trans means for opertaing the arm , and an intermediately pivoted

verse fall, circumferential fall and the height at discharge pawl adapted to co-act at its ends with the rack and to be

end of table , substantially as described and shown . alternately struck by the detents automatically to reverse

5. In an improved amalgamator or concentrator consist
the pawl.

ing of one or more pans or tables having a volute shaped 3. In a type setting and distributing machine , the combin

surface with a radial and a circumferential fall , and a ation of a base, type selecting mechanism therein, vertically
spray pipe near its discharge end, suspended by such as extending plates rising from the base, horizontally extending

chains and furnished with arms having a central boss to bars clamping said plates together and spaced apart from
receive a ball or other eccentric by means of which a gyra- each other to form type compartments , the upper bars form
tory or eccentric motion is imparted to the table substan- ing a track , a distributor mounted to move horizontally on

tially as described and shown . said track, the distributor comprising vertically extending

6. An improved amalgamator or concentrator consisting plates and means for clamping them together and spaced

of a volute shape surface having a transverse radial and apart from each other to form type compartments, a rack on

a circumferential fall and a spray pipe at one side near said distributor, a swinging arm , a reversible pawl mounted
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on the arm and co-acting with the rack , a detent at each end rolls journalled therein , means for causing the revolution of

of the rack adapted to strike the pawl to reverse the same , the compression rolls , a delivery tube located at the de

and means for imparting regular movement to said arm .

4. In a type setting and distributing machine , the combin

ation of a base , type selecting mechanism therein , vertically

extending plates rising from the base , horizontally extending

bars clamping said plates together and spaced apart from

each other to form type compartments , the upper bars form

ing a track, a distributor mounted to move horizontally on

said track , the distributor comprising vertically extending

plates and means for clamping them together spaced apart

from each other to form type compartments, a rack on said

distributor , a swinging arm, a reversible pawl mounted on

the arm and co -acting with the rack , a detent at each end

of the rack adapted to strike the pawl to reverse the same ,

means for imparting regular movement to said arm , a table

mounted on the base and inclining forward and downward

from the lower type compartments , curved guides extending

along the upper surface of said table to control the move

ment of the type delivered thereon , a galley to which said

guides lead , and means for advancing the type in the galley .

5. In a type setting and distributing machine , the combin 101163

Fig.1.
ation of a base , type selecting mechanism therein , vertically

extending plates rising from the base , horizontally extend

ing bars clamping said plates together and spaced apart from livery end of the compression rolls and located opposite

each other to form type compartments, the upper bars form the interval between them , a cutting mechanism at the de

ing a track , a distributor mounted to move horizontally on livery end of the delivery tube , means for imparting motion

said track, the distributor comprising vertically extending to the cutting mechanism , and means for softening the vege

plates and means for clamping them together and spaced table matter during its compression by the compressing

apart from each other to form type compartments , a rack on
rolls .

said distributor , a swinging arm , a reversible pawl mounted
2. A machine for manufacturing vegetable matter com

on the arm and co -acting with the rack , a detent at each end prising a main frame, compression rolls journalled therein

of the rack adapted to strike the pawl ' to reverse the same, having spiral grooves in their peripheral surfaces to move

means for imparting regular movement to said arm , a table
the material towards their delivery end , means for impart

on the base inclining downwardly and forwardly from the ing motion to the compression rolls , a tank mounted on the

lower type compartments and adapted to receive the type main frame, steam jets to direct the steam towards the ma

from the selecting mechanism , a diagonal wall extending terial contained between the compression rolls , and means

along said table from the upper part to the opposite lower for connecting the tank with the steam jets and the steam

corner thereof, curving guides on top of the table directing space of the boiler .

the type from said lower corner of the table , a galley adapted
3. A machine for manufacturing vegetable matter com

to receive the type from said lower corner, a push rod adap- prising a main frame , compression rolls journalled therein

ted to advance the type in the galley, and meansfor recipro- having spiral grooves in their peripheral surfaces to move

cating the push rod . the material towards their delivery end, means for impart

ing motion to the compression rolls , a delivery tube at

the delivery end of the compression rolls located opposite

No. 101,164 . Process of Extracting Potassium the interval between them , a cutting means opposite to the
Chloride from Seaweed .

delivery end of the delivery tube , and means for actuating

Procédé pour ertraire le chlorure de potassium des plantes the cutting means .

marin 8 . 4. A machine for manufacturing vegetable matter com

prising a main frame, compression rolls journalled therein

having spiral grooves in their peripheral surfaces to move

he material towards their delivery end, means for impart

76 ing motion to the compression rolls , a tank mounted on the

main frame , steam jets to direct the steam towards the ma

terial contained between the compression rolls, means for

connecting the tank with the steam jets and the steam space

of the boiler, and a delivery tube at the delivery end of

the compression rolls located opposite the interval between
them .

5. A machine for manufacturing vegetable matter com

prising a main frame , compression rolls journalled therein

having spiral gooves in their peripheral surfaces to move

the material towards their delivery end, means for imparting

motion to the compression rolls , a tank mounted on the main

frame , steam jets to direct the steam towards the material

ontained between the compression rolls , means for connect

11
ing the tank with the steam jets and the steam space of the

boiler a delivery tube at the delivery end of the compres

sion rolls located opposite the interval between them , a

utting means opposed to the delivery end of the delivery
10.112.4

tube and means for actuating the cutting means .

6. A machine for manufacturing vegetable matter com

prising a main frame , compression rolls journalled therein

David M. Balch , Coronado , California , and Anson P. Stephens, having spiral grooves in their peripheral surfaces tomove

New York City , New York , U.S.A. , assignee of a half the material towards their delivery end, means for imparting

interest, 25th September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 19th May , motion to the compression rolls , a feeder for the compression
1906. Receipt No. 136,072 . rolls , a feed roll to positively deliver the vegetable mat

Claim .-The herein described process of obtaining potas- ter from the feeder to the compression rolls , a delivery

sium chloride from sea weeds , which consists in first sweat- tube at the delivery end of the compression rolls located

ing and drying the weeds in an enclosure and then separating opposite the interval between them , a tank mounted on the

the exuded salts therefrom by mechanical agitation . main frame, steam jets to direct the steam towards the ma

terial contained between the compression rolls , and means

No. 101,165 . Machine for Making Vegetable
for connecting the tank with the steam jets and the steam

Matter into a Solid Mass of a Selective
space of the boiler.

Size and Shape.
7. A machine for manufacturing vegetable matter com

prising a main frame , compression rolls journalled therein

Machine pour mettre en blocs des matières régétales. having spiral grooves in their peripheral surfaces to move

the material towards their delivery end, means for impart
William Howard Buker, Alliston , Ontario , Canada, 25th ing motion to the compression rolls , a feeder for the com

September, 1906; 6 years . Filed 3rd March , 1906. Receipt pression rolls , a feed roll to positively deliver the vege
No. 133,502.

table matter from the feeder to the compression rolls , a

Claim -- 1. A machine for manufacturing vegetable matter delivery tube at the delivery end of the compression rolls

into a solid mass , comprising a machine frame , compression located opposite the interval between them , a tank mounted

0

10

3

8
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on the main frame , steam jets to direct the steam towards

the material contained between the compression rolls , means

for connecting the tank with the steam jets and the steam

space of the boiler , a cutting means opposed to the delivery

end of the delivery tube and means for actuating the cut

ting means.

8. A machine for manufacturing vegetable matter com

prising a main frame , compression rolls journalled therein

having spiral grooves in their peripheral surfaces to move

the material towards their delivery end , means for impart

ing motion to the compression rolls , a feeder for the con

pression rolls , a feed roll to positively deliver the vege

table matter from the feeder to the compression rolls , a de

livery tube at the delivery end of the compression rolls lo

cated opposite the interval between them , a tank mounte !

on the main frame , steam jets to direct the stearn towar is

the material contained between the compression rolls ,

means for connecting the tank with the steam jets and the

steam space of the boiler, a cutting means opposed to the

delivery end of the delivery tube , means for actuating the

cutting means and a shaping means opposed to end of

the delivery tube .

to produce an arc between the electrodes , and magnets of

unequal intensity mounted above and below the apertures ,

for the purpose specified .

8. In an electric furnace , a hearth having a central aper

ture and a concentric channel in the hearth surrounding the

aperture, a plurality of steps surrounding the channel , a pair

of electrodes having their ends projecting over the aperture ,

means to produce an arc between the electrodes , means to

feed raw material onto the steps of the hearth , a magnet

mounted centrally of the aperture , and a magnet of greater

intensity than the aforesaid magnet mounted above the

latter .

No. 101,167. Die for Making Forks.

Etampe pour faire des fourches.

No. 101,166. Furnace for Smelting, Etc.

Fonderie , etc.
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Cashmer Eisbrenner and Charles Arthur Dumeah , both of

Tillsonburg, Ontario , Canada , 25th September , 1906 ; 6

years . Filed 28th August, 1906 , Receipt No. 139,041 .

Claim .-A die for three tine forks having a tang portion .

having a central tine portion , the axis of which is coincident

with the axis of the tang portion , and having outside tine

Kristian Birkeland and Samuel Eyde , Readhusgaden, Nor- portions, the axes of which are at an angle to the axis of the

way, 25th September , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 22nd January, tang portion , said tang portions and one tine portion being

1906. Receipt No. 132,103 . pointed in one direction , and the central tine portion and

Claim . - 1 . In an electric arc furnace for smelting or metal
the other tine portion being pointed in an opposite directiou

from a central point .
lurgical operations, the combination with a smelting hearth ,

of a pair of electrodes, feedways for introducing material to

the hearth so disposed that no material passes under the No. 101,168. Wrench. Clé à écrou .

points of the electrodes, and a magnetic field dispersing the

arc to a large disc .

2. In an electric arc furnace for smelting or metallurgical

operations, an annular hearth, means to create a magnetic

field inside of the hearth , and a pair of electrodes placed in

an axial plane in the magnetic field .

3. In an electric arc furnace for smelting or metallurgical

operations, a hearth in the form of an annular channel , a

sloping hearth concentric with and raised above the said

channel , feedways for introducing raw material to the top of

the sloping hearth , electrodes placed in an axial plane above

the hearth and means to create a magnetic field adapted to

spread the arc over the hearth so that it will take the form

of a more or less spherical or vault -shaped disc .

4. In an electric arc furnace for smelting or metallurgical

operations a hearth in the form of an annular channel , a

terraced sloping hearth concentric with and raised above the

said channel, feedways for introducing raw material to the

top of the terraced sloping hearth , electrodes placed in an

axial plane above the hearth and means to create a magnetic

field adapted to spread the arc over the hearth so that it

will take the form of a more or less spher.cal or vault-shaped

disc .

5. In an electric arc furnace for smelting or metallurgical

operations, a hearth in the form of an annular channel , a

sloping hearth concentric with and raised above the said
channel, feedways for introducing raw material to the top of Andrew H. De Groff, Little Genesee, New York , U.S.A. , 25th

the sloping hearth , electrodes placed in an axial plane above
September , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 1st September, 1906. Re

the hearth and means to create a magnetic field adapted to
ceipt No. 139,161 .

spread the arc over the hearth so that it will take the form Claim.-A wrench comprising similarly formed members ,

of a more or less spherical or vault -shaped disc , and to cause each provided at one end with an off -standing jaw extending

it to vibrate in a vertical direction . forwardly at an obtuse angle , a flattened handle at the oppo

6. In an electric furnace , a pair of electrodes , means to site end and an intermediate flattened shank , the handles

produce a strong magnetic field , the arc gap between the being offset from the shanks , one of said members having a

electrodes at substantially the center of said field , and a stop shoulder at the juncture of the handle and shank and

hearth situated to one side of the arc gap and magnetic field provided with a flattened pivot , and the other member having

center and within the field and influence of the spread arc . | its shank provided with a series of pivot openings connected

7. In an electric furnace, a hearth having a central aper- by means of a slot , the said pivot fastening and stop shoul

ture, a pair of electrodes projecting over the aperture , means der co -operating to limit the closing of the handle members .
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No. 101,169. Machine for Making Turbine Wheels, slidable mounted welding head , means for reciprocating said
Rings, Drums, Etc. welding head including a main motion shaft , clutches adapt

Machine pour faire des roues de turbines , anneaux, tambours , ed to drive said shaft in either direction together with

etc. means including a travelling nut and a screwed slidable ex

tension of said shaft for stopping said shaft at each end of

the travel of said welding head , substantially as described .

Fig.1.
11. In combination in apparatus for welding turbine blades

to their carrying elements , means for pressing a turbine

blade and carrying element together including a slidable

blade clamp adapted to carry electrical current, means for

automatically setting the blade carrying element in posi

tion for the next weld, substantially as described.

12. In apparatus for welding turbine blades to their carry

ing elements , means for holding and clamping blade metal

strip comprising a jaw holder having members movable for

clamping purposes relatively to one another together with

jaws supported by said jaw holder when viewed in a direc

tion substantially parallel to that of said clamping move

ment.

13. In combination in apparatus for welding turbine blades

to their elements, means for holding a blade including elec

101169 tro-magnetically operated clamping jaws, means for causing

a blade and its carrying element to approach and be pressed

Sebastian Ziani de Ferranti, London , England , 25th Septem- together and means for leading current to and from the

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 14th August, 1906. Receipt No. welding point, substantially as described .

138,696. 14. In combination in apparatus for electrically welding

Claim .-1. In combination in apparatus for welding turbine
blades to their carrying elements, means for causing a tur

bine blade to make contact with its carrying element , means

blades to their carrying elements , means for pressing the
caused to operate by said contact producing means for press

turbine blade and carrying element together, including a
ing said blade and carrying element together and means for

slidable blade clamp adapted to carry electric current and automatically switching off the welding current when the

means for automatically effecting a relative displacement of weld is complete, substantially as described.

the carrying element and welding head , substantially as des
15. In combination in apparatus for electrically welding

cribed .
blades to their carrying elements , means for causing a tur

2. A machine adapted to electrically weld turbine blades to bine blade to make contact with its carrying element , means

their carrying elements comprising in combination means
caused to operate by said contact producing means for press

for causing a blade and its carrying element to approach ing said blade and , carrying element together, a blade holder

and be pressed together , means for leading current to and through which current is led to the welding point and means

from the welding point together with means for setting the for automatically effecting a relative displacement of said

blade carrying element in position for the next well , sub- carrying element and holder, substantially as described.

stantially as described . 16. In combination in apparatus for electrically welding

3. A machine adapted to electrically weld turbine blades to blades to their carrying elements , means for pressing a tur

their carrying elements comprising in combination means for bine blade and carrying element together including a blade

causing a blade and its carrying element to approach and be holder and means for setting the angle thereof, substantially

pressed together , means for leading current to and from the as described .

welding point, means for removing metal from said carrying 17. In apparatus for welding turbine blades to their carry

element in advance of the welding point together with means ing elements , means for holding and clamping blade metal

for setting the blade carrying element in position for the strip , comprising a jaw holder having members movable for

Lext weld , substantially as described . clamping purposes relatively to one another and having also

4. A machine adapted to electrically weld turbine blades to an aperture passing through from side to side thereof to

their carrying elements comprising in combination a rotat- gether with jaws supported by said jaw holder , said jaws

ably mounted blade carrying element stool , a blade clamp , a having an operative clamping portion within said aperture.

slidably mounted welding head carrying said blade clamp , to- 18. In apparatus for electrically welding blades to their

gether with means for causing said blade clamp to approach carrying elements, a blade holder having clamping elements ,

said stool , substantially as described . said holder being rotatably mounted for setting the angle of

5. A machine adapted to electrically weld turbine blades the blades in relation to their carrying elements, substan

to their carrying elements comprising in combination, means
tially as described .

for causing a blade and its carrying element to approach , a
19. In apparatus for welding turbine blades to their carry

toggle device for producing pressure at the welding point, ing elements, means for holding and clamping blade ruetal

means for leading current to and from said welding point to
strip comprising a jaw holder having members movable for

gether with means for setting the blade carrying element in
clamping purposes relatively to one another together with

position for the next weld , substantially as described.
clamping jaws supported by said jaw holder, said jaws hav

6. A machine adapted to electrically weld turbine blades
ing each an operative clamping portion standing clear of

to their carrying elements comprising in combination
said jaw holder when viewed in a direction substantially

carrying element , a slidably mounted welding head , means
parallel to that of said clamping movement, and said opera

for holding a blade therein , means for leading current to the
tive clamping portions being disposed at a distance apart

welding point , means including a crank and a pitman for re
less than their own thickness .

ciprocating said welding head together with means for caus
20 In combination in apparatus for electrically welding

ing said crank to stop automaticallyat the end of each hall for causing said blade holderto approach such carrying ele
blades to their carrying elements , a blade holder and means

revolution , substantially as described .

7. A machine adapted to electrically weld turbine blades substantially as described .
ment within a distance less than the length of said blades ,

to their carrying elements comprising in combination a
21. In apparatus for welding turbine blades to their carry

rotatably mounted blade carrying element stool , a slidably
ing elements , means for holding and clamping blade metal

mounted welding head , means for causing said welding head strin comprising a jaw holder having members movable for

to reciprocate together with means operated from said weld clamping purposes relatively to one another together with
ing head for turning said stool into a position for the next clamping jaws separated by said jaw holder, said jaws hav

weld , substantially as described . ing each an operative clamping portion standing clear of

8. A machine adapted to electrically weld turbine blades said jaw holder when viewed in a direction substantially
to their carrying element , comprising in combination means parallel to that of said clamping movement together with

for causing a blade and its carrying element to approach , a means for leading current to the welding point by way of

toggle device for producing pressure at the welding point , a said operative clamping portions , substantially as described .

switch together with means operated from said toggle for 22. In apparatus for welding turbine blades to their carry

opening said switch when the weld is completed , substanti- ing elements , means for holding and clamping blade metal

ally as described.
strip comprising a jaw holder together with clamping jaws

9. A machine adaptnd to electrically weld turbine blades supported by said holder, one of said clamping jaws having

to their carrying elements comprising in combination a slid- an operative clamping convex area on the side thereof ad

ably mounted welding head carrying a blade holder slidable jacent to said other jaw and a concave area on the side re

relative thereto , means for reciprocating said welding head , mote and the other of said clamping jaws having an opera

in switch together with means operated from said recipro- tive concave area on the side thereof adjacent to said first

rating means for closing said switch , substantially as des- mentioned jaw and a convex area on the side remote, sub
cribed . stantially as described .

10. A machine adapted to electrically weld turbine blades 23. in apparatus for electrically welding bent blades to
to their carrying elements comprising in combination a their carrying elements , a blade holder having bent clamping

a
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elements to laterally clear adjacent blades on either side No. 101,172. Food Composition. Composé d'aliment.

thereof during the welding operation , substantially as des
cribed. John Macfarlane Wilson , Peterborough , Ontario , Canada ,

24. In combination in apparatus for electrically welding 25th September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 2nd January 1906 .

blades to their carrying elements, a blade holder, means for Receipt No. 131,484 . .

making good electrical contact between said holder and cer Claim .-- The herein described condiment composition con
tain lateral portions of said blade and means for causing said sisting of cheese , olive oil , jersey cream , flour of celery

blade and carrying element to approach and be pressed to- seed , flour of mustard seed , and saltpetre in substantial
gether , substantially as described.

proportions specified, or thereabouts.
25. In apparatus for electrically welding blades to their

carrying elements , a blade holder having elements between
whichsaid blade is adapted to be clamped, said element hav- No. 101,173. Machine for Making Wire Goods.

ing respectively concave and convex areas on the sides ad Machine pour faire des objets en fil de fer.

jacent to said blade the sum of said concave and convex

areas being greater than the cross sectional area of the

blade, substantially as described .

26. In combination in apparatus for electrically welding

turbine blades to their carrying elements , a blade holder and

blade disposed therein, said blade having only a short length

projecting from said holder in a direction towards the carry

ing element and said holder having portions in good electrical

contact with the portions of said blade which lie to one side

of the plane in which are disposed the opposite edges of the

blade , substantially as described .
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No. 101,170. Production of Oxygen.
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George François Jaubert , Paris , France , 25th September,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 20th April , 1906 . Receipt No.

135,084 .

Claim - The improvement to the process for the prepara

tion of oxygen or of gases rich in oxygen by kindling in an

appropriate vessel a mixture formed substantially of a

combustible material and of a large excess of perchlorate

or nitrate and if desired of inert materials , which con

sists in mixing or kneading in the presence of water or of

some other solvent, perchlorate of potash ( or other per

chlorate or nitrate) with a small proportion of pulverulent
combustible such as carbon , and of an inert material , this

kneading being succeeded by the moulding into blocks, cakes The Clinton Wire Cloth Company, assignee of Herbert

or briquettes of the paste obtained and by the drying of

said blocks, cakes or briquettes .
Lothrop Smith , both of Clinton , Massachusetts , U.S.A. ,

25th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 18th June, 1906 .

Receipt No. 137,029 .
No. 101,171 . Pipe Grip. Grippe pour tuyaux.

Claim.-1 . In combination with the co -operative elements

of a wire fabric , means for feeding strand wires , means for

feeding a stay wire , means for welding said wires at points

of intersection, comprising a series of pairs of welding jaws ,

means for advancing half of said jaws , means for advanc

ing the complemental jaws independently to grasp the work ,

a transformer and an independent connection from each pair

of welding jaws to the secondary circuit of said transformer.

2. In combination with the co -operative elements of a

wire fabric machine , means for feeding strand wires , means

for feeding a stray wire , means for welding said wires at

points of intersection , comprising a series of pairs of weld

ing jaws , means for advancing half of said jaws , means for

advancing the complemental jaws independently to grasp

the work, and means whereby one of each pair of jaws has

an independent and automatic upsetting movement.

3. In combination with the co -operative elements of a

wire fabric machine , means for feeding strand wires , means

for feeding a stay wire , means for welding said wires at

points of intersection , comprising a series of pairs of weld

ing jaws , a single transformer having a secondary coil

whose two terminals are each extended to form a buss bar,

one -half of said jaws being each independently connected

to one buss bar, the other half of said jaws being inde

pendently connected to the other of said buss bars.

4. In combination with the co - operative elements of a wire

David W. Stirling, Glade Mills , Pennsylvania, U.S.A. , 25th fabric machine, means for feeding strand wires, means for

September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed ist September, 1906. feeding a stay wire, means for welding said wires at points

Receipt No. 139,153 . oi intersection , comprising a single transformer, having each

Claim.-1 . A gripping device of the character described terminal of its secondary coil extended to form a buss bar,

consisting of two substantially semi- circular straps hinged a series of welding jaws, a connection between each of said

together , an eyelet carried by oneof said straps, the other series and one of said buss bars , a complemental series of

of said straps having a substantially hook -shaped end , and opposed welding jaws and an independent connection be

projections or teeth carried by the inner or confronting tween each jaw of said series and the other ofsaid buss bars.

faces of said straps, substantially as described . 5. In combination with the co - operative elements of a wire

2. A gripping device of the character described consist- fabric machine , means for feeding strand wires , means for

ing of two straps hinged together, an eyelet carried by one foeding a stay wire , means for welding said wires at points

of said straps, a link carried by said eyelet and adapted of intersection , comprising a single transformer each second

to be attached to a rope, the other of said straps having a ary terminal of which is extended to form a buss bar, a

substantially hook-shaped end over which the rope is series of welding jaws, each of which is independently con

adapted to engage, and projections carried by the confront- nected to one of said buss bars, a complemental series of

ing or inner faces of said straps, substantially as described. welding jaws , each of which is independently connected to

3. A gripping device consisting of two straps hinged to the other of said buss bars, means for selectively closing the

gether, an eyelet carried by the free end of one strap, a primary circuit through said single transformer for each pair

flexible connection attached to said eyelet, the other of of welding jaws and means controlled by each pair of weld

said strads having a hook-shaped end, with which said ing jaws for automatically breaking the circuit upon comple

flexible connection is adapted to engage. tion of the weld.
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6. In combination with the co -operative elements of a wire ' of intersection , comprising a series of welding members, a

fabric machine , means for feeding strand wires , means for power device , an independent connection between said power

Peeding a stay wire , means for welding said wires at points device and each of said members , a complemental opposed

of intersection, comprising a series of movable welding jaws , series of welding members , a power device and an independ

a series of complemental movable opposed welding jaws, ent connection between each of said members and said de

means for advancing the first series to grasp the work , means vice , a source of power, means for connecting the latter with

for selectively and independently advancing each jaw of the said power devices , an independent power interrupter for

second series to grasp the work and close the primary cir- each pair of welding units and means controlled by said unit

cuit , and means operated by each jaw of the first series for for automatically operating the power interrupter and dis

automatically breaking the circuit upon completion of the connecting the unit from the power device upon the comple
weld .

tion of the welding operation of that unit.

7. In combination with the co-operative elements of a wire

fabric machine, means for feeding strand wires, means for No. 101,174. Staple Blank. Blanc de crampes.

feeding a stay wire , means for welding said wires at points

of intersection , comprising a series of movable welding jaws ,

a complemental opposed series of movable welding jaws ,

means for advancing the first series to grasp the work, means

for advancing each jaw of the second series independently

and selectively to grasp the work, and means controlled by

each pair of welding jaws for breaking the primary circuit

upon completion of the weld .

8. In combination with the co -operative elements of a wire

fabric machine , means for feeding strand wires , means for

feeding a stay wire , means for welding said wires at points

o intersection, comprising a pair of welding jaws, each of

which is movable, a break switch , means controlled by one

of said jaws for setting said switch before the welding

operation and means controlled by the other of said jaws to

open the switch upon completion of the welding operation .

9. In combination withthe co -operative elements of a wire

fabric machine , means for feeding strand wires , means for

feeding a stay wire , means for welding said wires at points

of intersection, comprising a transformer, having each of its The Greenfield Automatic Fastener Company, New York

secondary terminals extended to form a buss bar , a series of New York , U.S.A. , 25th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed

welding jaws and an independent laminated connection be- 14th August , 1906. Receipt No. 138,702 .

tween one of the buss bars and each jaw of said series , a Claim.-1 . As an article of manufacture a staple blank or

complemental opposed series of welding jaws and an inde- strip embracing a series of staples interconnected only at

pendent laminated copper connection between each of said the lateral or side edges of the back of such blank or strip .

jaws and the other of said buss bars . 2. As an article of manufacture a staple blank or strip

10. In combination with the co -operative elements of a wire embracing a series of staples united together only at the

fabric machine , means for feeding strand wires , means for angular portions between the legs and the backs thereof

feeding a stay wire , means for welding said wires at points and separated from each other by oblong openings.

of intersection, comprising a series of pairs of welding units , 3. As an article of manufacture a staple blank or strip

means for advancing half of said welding units to grasp the embracing completed staples integrally connected only at

work , means for selectively and independently advancing the the angles between the legs and backs thereof.

complemental half of each welding unit to grasp the work, a 4. As an article of manufacture a staple blank or strip

source of power, means for connectingthat source of power embracing a series of staplesseparated from each other

with each welding unit and means controlled by each weld by spaces between the legs and oblong openings between

ing unit for automatically cutting out or disconnecting said the backs extending to points relatively near the lateral

unit from the source of power upon completion of the weld - edges of the strip.

ing operation of that unit .

11.In combination with the co -operative elements of a wire No. 101,175. Water Closet. Latrine à eau .

fabric machine , means for feeding strand wires, means for

feeding a stay wire , a welding unit composed of two opposed

movable members , a source of power, means for connecting

said unit to the source of power, an independent power in

terrupter device and means controlled by said unit for auto

matically actuating said device .

12. In combination with the co -operative elements of a wire

fabric machine , means for feeding strand wires , means for

feeding a stay wire, a series of welding units each composed

of two movable members , a source of power , means for auto

matically and selectively connecting each unit with said

source of power, an independent power interrupter device for

each unit and means controlled by each unit for automati

cally actuating the interrupter device of that unit .

13. In combination with the co - operative elements of a wire

fabric machine , means for feeding strand wires , means for

feeding a stay wire , means for welding said wires at points

of intersection , comprising a series of welding units, each

composed of two members , a source of power , means for

selectively and independently connecting each welding unit

with said source of power, an independent power interrupter

device for each welding unit , means controlled by one mem

ber of each unit for operating the interrupter device of that

unit to operate the unit , and means controlled by the other

miember of each unit for automatically operating said device

to disconnect the power from that unit at the completion of

the welding operation .

14. In combination with the co - operative elements of a wire The Duner Company, Chicago, assignee of John Charles

fabric machine , means for feeding strand wires , means for Duner, Wheaton , Illinois , U.S.A., 25th September, 1906 ;

feeding a stay wire , means for welding said wires at points 6 years . Filed 30th June , 1906. Receipt No. 137,427 .

of intersection , comprising a pair of welding members , each Claim . - 1. In a water closet the combination with a bowl

or which is movable , a source of power, a power interrupter and means for flushing the same, of a dumping pan em

device, means controlled by one of said members for operat- bracing the outlet of said bowl and provided with a double

ing said power interrupter device to connect the power and bottom containing an insulating packing between the two

nie ?ns controlled by the other of said members for operating layers of the bottom , substantially as and for the purpose

said power device to disconnect the power upon completion described.

of the welding operation . 2. In a water closet , the combination of a supporting cas

15. In combination with the co - operative elements of a wire ing 6 , a detachable upper bowl 12 therein , a cover plate on

fabric machine , means for feeding strand wires , means for the upper bowl , and operating means comprising means

feeding a stay wire , means for welding said wires at points ' for operating the dumping pan , a flushing device and means

-
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for operating the flushing device , all mounted upon the cover pressing it into the valve casing,and an escapement for

plate and removable from the supporting casing 6 with the liquid behind said piston to the nozzle, whereby the flow of

bowl 12.
the water through the nozzle into the bowl is continued after

3. In a water closet the combination with a bowl and a the valve is closed , substantially as and for the purpose des

dumping pan and means for flushing said pan , of a casing cribed.

and valve for admitting the flushing water having means for 15. In a water closet the combination of a bowl having a

gradually closing the valve and continuing to inject water circumferential groove around a top portion adapted to re

into the bowl after the valve has closed, substantially asceive a gyratory stream of water, and an injection pipe lying

described. therein and having a squirt nozzle at the end adapted to

4. In a water closet a flushing valve consisting of a cas- direct the stream of water to flow in gyratory direction in

ing and a stem having a valve fixed thereon , and an auxili- said groove and to be kept up by a centrifugal force, sub

ary plunger mounted upon said stem and spring pressed in stantially as described.
the casing and having a loose cup valve to admit and con- 16. In a water closet in combination , a bowl , a dumping

fine the water behind the same so that as the valve closes pan , means for flushing the same , a valve, spring means to

the plunger continues its movement to inject water from the close the valve, and a fluid throttling device to retard the

casing into the cylinder, substantially as described. closing movement of the valve as it is operated by the spring.

5. In a water closet the combination with a bowl and 17. In a water closet in combination , a bowl , a dumping

a dumping pan , of a valve for introducing water to flush the pan and a flushing device having a valve for admitting water

bowl and means in the valve casing to continue the injec- to flush the bowl , means for storing a portion of the water

tion of water after the valve is closed, and a common admitted, and means whereby such stored water is dis

handle to operate the pan and to manipulate the valve , charged into the bowl as the valve is closed.
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

6. In a water closet a flushing valve comprising a casing No. 101,176. Water Closet. Latrines à eau .

having inlet and outlet passages, a poppet valve opening

against the inflow of water therein , and a loose auxiliary

cup plunger upon the valve stem and a spring to move

it in the casing, and a bleed passage in the casing behind

said plunger through which the water is caused to flow as

the valve is closed , by the pressure of the plunger, substan

tially as described.

7. In a water closet a flushing valve comprising a cylin

der having an inlet valve seat , a poppet valve opening

against the incoming stream of water , an auxiliary plunger

upon the stem of the valve and spring pressed to push it

through the casing, a loosely fitting cup valve on the plun

ger and a regulable bleed passage for escape of the water

behind said plunger and means for adjusting the throw of

the valve plunger in operating the valve, substantially as

described.
14

8. In a water closet the combination with a supporting 13
13

casing 6, of a removable upper bowl 12 therein , a handle H

operating the dumping pan, a flushing valve , and means for 44

operating the flushing valve, all carried upon a portion of
the bowl and removable from the supporting cising 6 with -16

the bowl , substantially as described.

9. In a water closet the combination with a bowl and a

pumping pan, of a flushing valve, and a handle operating
Fig.1. Fig.2.both the dumping pan and the flushing valve , means to re

turn the pan and the valve to normal position , and an auxi

liary plunger on the valve stem provided with means for 101176

causing the water to continue to flow as the valve is closed ,

to flush the pan after it is returned to normal position , sub

stantially as described. Frederick W. Delanoy , Oakland , California , U.S.A. , 25th Sep

10. In a water closet the combination with a bowl and
tember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 17th April , 1906. Receipt

dumping pan , of a shaft attached to said pan for dumping
No. 134,968 .

the same , a lever arm and link for operating the shaft, Claim.--1 . In a closet, a bowl having a trap , and a conical

means upon said latter shaft for reciprocating the flushing countersunk channel at the discharge end of the trap , a
valve of the bowl , and means upon the flushing valve and sleeve having the upper end diverged to substantially fit the

spindle for regulating the flow of the valve, aud closing of countersunk channel, a gasket fitting between the upper
the pan , and automatic means to continue the water flow end of the sleeve and the interior of the channel, and a

after the operating means is released and the pan is closed screw -threaded locknutturnable upon corresponding threads

substantially as described. on the sleeve whereby the parts are locked and sealed.

11. In a water closet the combination with a pivoted 2. In a water closet , a basin having a trap , with a terminal

dumping pan and a handle and connections for operating it , countersunk channel , a gasket fitting the channel, a tube or

of a flushing valve forming an immediate inlet from the sleeve threaded upon the outer side having the upper end

feed pipe to the pan actuated by means of the handle for made divergent to fit the countersunk channel of the bowl

dumping the pan , and an escapement hook on the handle discharge , a flanged gasket fitting the channel and enclosing

engaging part of the dumping mechanism , whereby the link the upper end of the sleeve , a threaded nut turnable upon the

is dropped automatically at a predetermined point as the threads of the sleeve whereby the latter is drawn downward

handle is raised , so that the valve may be held open after and the gasket compressed to form a joint.

the pan is closed. 3. In a water closet, a bowl , a trap , a discharge passage , a

12. In a water closet a flushing valve therefor comprising sleeve and means for forming a joint between the sleeve and

a casing having a poppet valve opening towards the in- the trap, a tube into which the lower end of the sleeve ex

flowing stream of water, a separate chamber of the valve tends , said tube having a stuffing box and gland at the upper

casing having a regulable bleed passage leading therefrom , end whereby a movable joint is made around the sleeve .

a loose plunger mounted on the stem of the valve and pro- 4. In a closet , a bowl having a trap , a discharge, a sleeve

vided with a spring to press it into said separate chamber, and joint forming means between the sleeve and the trap, a

whereby the flow of water to said bleed passage is inde- tubein line withthe sleeve having an annular flange through

pendent of the movement of the valve, substantially as des- which the lower end of the sleeve extends , a stuffing box

cribed . and gland forming a joint between the sleeve and the pipe ,

13. In a water closet the combination with a bowl having screw threads formed upon the exterior of the pipe , and a

a circumferential groove for a stream of water and a dump- | threaded floor flange engaging said threads, whereby the

ing pan and flushing valve, of an injecting pipe emptying into pipe may be adjusted with relation to the floor.

the bowl groove at the side distant from the valve and hav- 5. In a closet , a basin having a trap , a metal sleeve , an

ing a squirt nozzle , and means in the flushing valve for con- interlocking disengageable joint formed between the upper

tinuing the flow of water through the squirt nozzle after the end of thesleeve and the discharge end of the trap, a pipe

valve is closed and the pan is returned to place . in line with the sleeve having a stuffing box and gland

14. In a wa'er closet the combination with a bowl and a through which a tight and adjustable joint of the sleeve is

dumping pan and means for returning the dumping pan to formed , a screw - threaded floor flange engaging correspond

pormal position , of a nozzle in the bowl adapted to introduce ing threads upon the exterior of the pipe whereby the latter
a stream in gyratory direction around said bowl , and a flush- | is adjustable with relation to the sleeve, and a soil pipe hav

ing valve including a casing having an inlet valve therein ing a socket and joint forming devices at the junction of the
and an auxiliary piston on the valvestem with a spring for two.

9-30
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6. In a water closet having a' trap and a terminal dis- 2. In an apparatus of the character described, a bed or

charge , a sleeve and a detachable joint forming device be- support for the mattress provided on its upper surface with

tween the sleeve and trap , a soil pipe in line with the sleeve, a plurality of compressing devices having a cavity for the

and an interposed pipe section forming a fixed joint with reception of a tuft and provided with a slot extended sub

the soil pipe, and a slidably adjustable joint with the sleeve. stantially at right angles to the said cavity, a clamping

7. In a water closet, a bowl and trap, a sleeve and joint member co -operating with the said bed to secure the mat

forming means between the sleeve and the trap , a soil pipe iress in operative position on said bed and provided on its

connection , and a slidably adjustable joint between said con- lower surface with a plurality of compressing devices co

nection and the sleeve , and an opening at the rear of the operating with the compressing device secured to the bed,

bowl and trap through which access may be had to the con- means to secure said clamping member to said bed in its

necting joints .
closed or operative position , a plurality of needles , a com

mon carrier to which all of said needles are secured , means

No. 101,177. Water Closet. Latrines à eau . to move said carrier toward and from the said bed, and

means to move the bed and its clamping member laterally

with relation to the path of movement of the said needles,

substantially as and for the purpose specified .

3. In an apparatus of the character described in combina

tion , a bed or support for the mattress and a needle car

rier comprising side , end and intermediate bars , one of said

parts being bodily movable with relation to the other in a

substantially vertical plane and the other of said parts being

bodily movable laterally, and a plurality of rows of needles

rigidly secured to the intermediate bars of said carrier, sub
substantially as described.

4. In an apparatus of the character described in combina

tion , a bed or support for the mattress and a needle carrier,

comprising side , end and intermediate bars, one of said

parts being bodily movable with relation to the other, a

plurality of rows of needles rigidly secured to the bars of

said carrier, and means for effecting bodily movement of the

bed laterally with relation to the needles , substantially as

described.

5. In an apparatus of the character described in combina

tion a bed or support for the mattress and a needle carrier ,
one of said parts being bodily movable laterally with rela

David Seaman Schureman , Rockford , Illinois , U.S.A. , 25th tion to the other, and a plurality of rows of needles rigidly

September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 6th August, 1906.
secured to said carrier, substantially as described.

Re

ceipt No. 138,440 .
6. In an apparatus of the character described in combina

Claim . - 1 . In a water closet , the combination of a tank, a
tion a bed or support for the mattress , a clamping device or

valve for the water inlet opening, a valve for the water dis
member bodily movable toward and from said bed or sup

charge opening, a cam lever movable with the valve for the bed, ' said means comprising levers 40 , 41 and brace bars 44,
port , means to raise said clamping member away from said

discharge and capable of opening the inlet valve, and a float

having a connection with the cam lever .
and a handle 56 connecting the levers 40, substantially as

2. In a water closet the combination of a tank , a valve for
described .

the water inlet opening, a valve for the water discharge tion a bed or support for the mattress , compressing devices
7. In an apparatus of the character described in combina

opening, means movable with the valve for the discharge

opening for opening the inlet valve , said means movable in
secured to said bed or support and each provided with a

dependent of the valve for the discharge opening, thereby cavity for the reception of a tuft and a slot extended sub

permitting the closing of the inlet valve, and a floathaving stantially at right angles to and beyond said cavity for the

a connection with said means .
passage of a needle on opposite sides of said tuft, a clamp

3. In a water closet the combination of a tank , a valve for secured to said clamping member and co -operating withthe
ing member co -operating with said bed , compressing devices

. the water inlet opening supporting a roller at its lower end, compressing devices on said bed, a common needle carrier, a

avalve for the water discharge opening, a cam lever mov- pluralityof needles rigidly secured thereto, means to move

able with the valve for the discharge opening and a float said carrier to cause allthe needles to penetrate the mat

having a connection with the link , said cam lever capable

of movement in engagement with the roller.
tress held between said compressing devices, and means to

move said bed and clamping member laterally with relation

No. 101,178 . Mattress Tufting Machine.
to the path of movement of said needles, substantially as
described.

Machine à garnir de touffes les matelas.
8. In an apparatus of the class described in combination a

bed or support for the mattress , a clamping member co

operating therewith, a substantially horizontal rock shaft ,

substantially vertical cranks or arms on said rock shaft

in engagement with said bed , and a handle attached to said

rock shaft to enable the said shaft to be rocked to effect

bodily movement of said bed and clamping member, sub

stantially as described .

9. In an apparatus of the class described in combination a

bed or support for the mattress , and a common needle car

rier, a plurality of rows of needles rigidly attached to said

common carrier, means to effect bodily movement of one

of said parts laterally with relation to the other , and means

to effect bodily movement of one of said parts in a direc

tion substantially at right angles to said lateral movement ,

substantially as described .

10. The combination in a tufting machine , of compression

members for the mattress , each comprising a frame and a

plurality of projections provided with openings, the said pro

jections extending from opposing surfaces of said frame, one

George Whitfield Bent, Hyde Park , Massachusetts , U.S.A. plurality of rows of needles arranged to be passed through
of said frames being movable toward and from the other, a

25th September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 16th July , 1906 .

Receipt No. 137,869.
the openings in said projections, and means for producing a

relative movement laterally between said compressing mem
Claim. -1. In an apparatus of the character described in

bers and needles , substantially as described .

combination a bed or support for the mattress , a plurality 11. In an apparatus of the class described , in combination ,

of rows of needles co -operating therewith , a common car
a bed or support for the mattress, a plurality of ruws of

rier to which all of said needles are secured , means for mov- recdles, one for posh tuft of ' he completed mattress, co

ang said common needle carrier toward and from the said operating with said support and arranged to penetrate the

bed or support, and means for moving said bed or support mattress at the points where it is to be tufted by bodily

Interally with relation to the path of movement of the movement of one of said parts toward the other, means to

1:21 substantially as and for the purpose specified . effect said bodily movement, and means to effect movement
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of one of said parts laterally with relation to the other, for tudinally of the seat, said back rest having thereon a part

the purpose specified . opposed to said seat and adapted to be engaged thereby for

12. In an apparatus of the character described, in com

bination , a bed or support for the mattress , a common

needle carrier , one of said parts being bodily movable with

relation to the other in a substantially vertical plane , and

one of said parts being bodily movable laterally with rela

tion to the other, and a plurality of of rows of needles , one

for each tuft of the completed mattress , secured to said

common carrier , substantially as and for the purpose speci

fied.

13. In an apparatus of the class described, in combination ,

a bed or support upon which the mattress is placed , a plur

ality of rows of needles co-operating with said bed and ar

ranged in penetrate the mattress at the different points over

its surface where it is to be tufted , one of said parts being

bodily movable laterally with relation to the other , and one

of said parts being movable bodily substantially at right

angles to said lateral movement , and means to clamp the

mattress on its bed or support against movement thereon Fig.1.
and to compress the same at the points where it is to be

tufted , substantially as described .

14. The combination of a tufting machine , of a bed or

support for the mattress, a plurality of compressing devices

secured to said bed or support and arranged in rows over

the surface thereof at the points where the mattress is to

be tufted , a clamping member co -operating with said bed to

firmly hold the mattress on said bed against movement

thereon , a plurality of compressing devices secured to said

clamping member and arranged in rows over the surface

thereof to register with the compressing devices of the bed

and thereby firmly compress the mattress on its opposite

surfaces at the points where it is to be tufted , and a plur

ality of rows of needles one for each tuft co -operating with s1011862
said bed or support and arranged to penetrate the mattress

at the points under compression , substantially as described . locking said back rest against movement when a downward

pressure is exerted on the seat.

No. 101,179. Window Blind Fastener.
4. In an article of furniture the combination of a frame , a

Attache de store de fenêtre . seat: on said frame , a back rest slidable in said frame longi

tudinally of the seat , said back rest having thereon a part

opposed to said seat and adapted to be engaged thereby for

locking said back rest against movement when the seat is

occupied and a spring normally holding said seat out of

contact with said part.

5. In an article of furniture the combination of a frame, a

seat mounted in said frame , a spring supporting said seat,

a back rest adjustable along said seat and adapted to be en

gaged by said seat through the yielding of said spring when

the seat is occupied and thereby lock said back against

movement, said spring being adapted to lift the seat out of

contact with said part and permit of adjusting said back.

when the seat is not occupied .

6. In an article of furniture the combination of a horizon

tally disposed supporting frame , a seat - frame mounted on said

supporting frame and adapted to be tilted at an angle there

to , a seat yieldingly suported on said seat frame, a back

adjustable along said seat frame , a part secured to said back

adapted to receive the weight of said seat when occupied
Michael J. Coogan, Port Chester, New York , U.S.A. , 25th

thereby locking said back against movement with respect to
September , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 12th July, 1906. Re

said seat and a spring normally urging said seat out of en
ceipt No. 137,743 .

gagement with said part.

Claim .--- 1 . In a window blind , a bar having pivotal con- 7. In an article of furniture the combination of a frame , a

nection with the upper and lower sets of slats, a crank member mounted on said frame and adapted to be tilted at

shaft mounted to swing on the lower end of the blind and an angle thereto , a pair of racks secured_at opposite sides
having a horizontal portion engaging in said bar, a handle of said member and disposed transversely thereof and in

on said crank shaft , and a spring yielding plate having chan - parallel relation to each other, said racks having teeth on

nels on its outer face for receiving said handle . relatively opposite edges thereof, a locking bar pivotally

2. In a window blind, a bar consisting of sections , the mounted between said racks and adapted to simultaneously

upper section being pivotally connected to the upper slats engage corresponding teeth of each rack , a spring normally

of the blind , while the lower section is pivoted to the lower urging said bar into such engagement and a lever for releas

slats of the blind, a metal plate connecting the sections and ing said bar to permit of angular adjustment of said member.

having a cut-away portion for receiving the parting strip of 8. An article of furniture comprising a frame having there

the blind , a plate secured to the lower end of the blind , a on a seat and a back rest mounted in said frame and adapted

crank shaft mounted to swing in said plate and having to be tilted angularly of said seat , said back rest comprising

pivotal connection with the lower section of said bar , a a support , having a horizontally disposed cross piece near the

handle on said shaft , and a spring yielding plate having top , a plurality of vertically disposed springs secured to said

channels for receiving said handle . cross piece , horizontal slats connecting said springs and a

cushion mounted on said springs and being free from said

No. 101,180. Couch. Canapé. support and adapted to bend to fit the back of an occupant

John Frindale, Chicago , Illinois, U.S.A., 25th Septecber , 1906 ; through the yielding of said springs.
9. In an article of furniture the combination of a seat and

6 years . Filed 18th June , 1906. Receipt No. 137.044 . a back rest comprising a frame adapted to be tilted angu

Claim .-- 1 . An article of furniture comprising a frame having larly with respect to said seat , a horizontally disposed cross
thereon a seat , a back rest mounted in said frame and adjus- piece rigidly secured near the top of said frame , a slat be

table to a plurality of different positions relatively of the low said cross piece and connected therewith by one ormore

seat, and means for clamping said back rest in each of said vertically disposed flat springs , a plurality of slats below
positions of adjustment through pressure on said seat. said first slat and parallel herewith , a plurality of verti

2. An article of furniture comprising a frame having there - cally disposed flat springs extending across and securing said

on a seat , a back rest adjustable along said seat , and means slats together to form a yielding support said springs ex

whereby a downward pressure on the seat will secure said tending upwardly across said cross piece but being not

back rest against shifting. directly connected thereto, and a cushion secured to said

3. In an article of furniture the combination of a frame , a slats , all arranged to permit the lower end of the cushion

seat on said frame, a back rest slidable in said frame longi- ' to yield rearward and the upper end to yield forward.
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No. 101,181 . Upholstery. Tapisserie bracket struck from said base , a guide extending at right

angles and integral with the base , said guide terminating at

i's outer end in a brace permanently secured to the base, said

base and the parts integral therewith being formed in a

single sheet of metal and a pole bracket adjustably mounted

upon the guide.

2. The combination with a base having an integral guide
struck thereform and terminating in a brace permanently

secured to the base, of a pole and bracket adjustably moun

ted upon the guide.

3. A combination bracket form in two pieces of sheet metal

one of said pieces comprising a base , angular pronged arms

at one end of the base , a guide extending from between the

arms and terminating in a brace and a shade roller bracket

struck from the base, said brace being permanently connec

ted to the base adjacent the bracket and the other piece com

prising a hooked slde and opositely disposed ears integral

therewith and embracing the guide.
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No. 101,183. Safety Deposit Receptacle.

Réceptacle de dépôt de sûreté.
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Edwin M. Hulse, Columbus , Ohio , U.S.A. , 25th September ,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 16th July , 1906. Receipt No.

137,859.

Claim . - 1. In upholstery the combinationwith a spring work
structure, of a top or pad therefor, a stiffening strip for the

edge of said top or pad secured thereto independently of the

spring work structure and metallic buttons or fastening de

vices constituting the means securing said strip to said edge .

2.The combination with a top or pad for application to up

holster spring work , of a strip of stiff material provided

with openings for the passage of fastening devices , and said

fastening devices passed through said openings to secure the

strip to the pad , said strip being adapted and arranged to

fit next to and engage the wall of the spring work structure ,

substantially as described .

3. A pad for spring work upholstery comprising in com

bination a padded portion proper having a pliable under

covering, a metallic stiffening strip provided with openings

for the passage of fastening devices, fastening devices passed

through said openings and securing said strip along the edge

of the padded portion and a flexible fastening piece beyond

the stiffening strip to secure the pad with reference to the

spring work structure . Arabella A. Nees , New Orange , New Jersey , U.S.A. , 25th

4. A pad for spring work upholstery comprising in com- September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 28th June , 1906. Re

bination a padded portion proper having a pliable under ceipt No. 137,371 .

covering , a stiffening strip provided with openings secured Claim . — The combination with a supporting board having

along the edge of said padded portion in a position substan- keepers, of oppositely disposed latches or bolts controlling

tially at right angles to the plane of said padded portion the terminals of an electric circuit and adapted to engage

and a flexible fastening piece beyond the stiffening strip to said keepers to lock a receptacle onto said supporting board,

secure the pad with reference to the spring work structure. springs for holding said latches in locked relation to said

5. The combination with a spring work structure including receptacle, a push button to release said latches from the
a frame as 7 , of a pad for the spring work structure receptacle and an electric alarm appliance and its battery
comprising a padded body proper having a pliable under conections and said terminals and controlled by said latches

covering, a stiffening strip at the edge thereof , a flexible or bolts , substantially as set forth.

fastening piece beyond the stiffening strip and fastening to

saidframe, said stiffening strip lying adjacent the corner of No. 101,184. Bed Spring.
the wall of the spring work .

Sommier éiastique.

6. The combination with a spring work structure, of a

pad for said structure comprising the padded body proper, a

stiffening strip having holes therein along the edge of the

body of the pad and staple - like fastening devices located end

to end on said stiffening strip and having contiguous prongs

passed through the same hole in said stiffening strip .
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Jonas F. Dixon and Thomas J. Ridgway , both of Carthage.

Missouri , U.S.A. , 25th September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed

7th June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,632 .

Claim . — The combination with a spring element having its

lower whorl provided with a terminal upstanding toe within

the adjacent whorl , of a longitudinal intermediately kinked

Willard Jones , Auburn, Maine, U.S.A. , 25th September, 1906 ; with the toe , said wire being kinked to arch over the whorl
brace wire disposed above the whorl and in engagement

6 years . Filed 21st July , 1906. Receipt No. 138,016 .
and to bind the toed end of the element against the adjoin

Claim.-1. The combination bracket comprising a base , ing whorl to prevent lateral displacement and a normally

prolonged supporting arms integral therewith , a roller shade ' straight spring brace wire extending transversely over the

-
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first -mentioned wire and under opposite portions of the whorl 2. A bed of the character described embodying tubular

and exerting a constant upward tension upon said whorl to posts, an end frame slidably mounted in some of said posts ,

bind it upon the kinked wire, said lower whorl being disposed a head frame slidably mounted in the other of said posts, two

to hold in a plane parallel with the two wires . part hinged rails connecting said frames , means to simultan

cously raise said frames , and means to independently raise

No. 101,185. Bedstead. Bois de lit. said frames, substantially as described .

No. 101,187. Bed Bottom. Fond de lit.
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William A. Moore, Canton , Michigan , U.S.A. , 25th September, Gilbert Bezanger, Boston , Masschusetts, U.S.A. , 25th Sep

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 7th July, 1906. Receipt No. tember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 11th June , 1906. Receipt

137,603. No. 136,787.

Claim . - 1 . In a bed bottom in combination , a frame having Claim .-1 . A device of the class described comprising a

side posts at the middle thereof which stand upon the floor, frame having a section jointed thereto , and means for hold

a commode box and seat swingingly hung form the posts , a ing one end of said section in an elevated position .

head section hinged to the box and adjustable to various 2. A device of the class described comprising a frame hav

angles. ing a section jointed thereto , and an adjustable support con

2. A bed bottom comprising a frame, a commode box sup- sisting of a double toggle adapted to hold sail section in a

ported therein and forming the middle section of the bottom , plurality of position .
a head section hinged to the box and having means to sup- 3. A device of the class described comprising a frame hav

port the same in an upright position and a foot section hav ing a jointed section , said section having a plurality of

ing a hinged part detachably engaged at one end to the box jointed members supported thereon , means for holding said

and hinged at its other end to the other part of the foot section in a plurality of positions, and means for holding

section and adapted to be swung down and away from the said members in a plurality of positions with reference to

box . said section .

3. A bed bottom comprising a frame having cleats at the 4. A device of the class described comprising a frame hav

head and foot and posts on each side at the middle , a com- ing a section jointed thereto , means for elevating the fren

mode box hung from said posts , a head section hinged to the end of said section, a member supported upon said section

top of the box and adapted to rest upon the cleat at the and jointed thereto , a second member supported upon said

head of the frame and a foot section formed of parts hinged section and jointed to said first member, and means for ele

together and resting upon the cleats at the foot of the frame vating said members at the joint connecting the same .

and detachably connected to the box . 5. A device of the class described comprising a frame hav

ing a section jointed thereto , said section comprising sides
No. 101,186. Bed. Lit. and transverste bars , adjustable means for holding said sec

tion in a plurality of elevated positions , a member having

flexible slate and supported upon said sides , said member

further having a hinged connection with a transverse bar of

said section , a second member having flexible slats sup

ported upon said sides and jointed to said first member , and

adjustable means for elevating the said members at the

joint conncting them .

6. A device of the class described comprising a frame hay

ing a section jointed thereto at one end of the same , saiš

section having sides , a longitudinal slat intermediate be

tween said sides and transverse bars , a double toggle

mounted at the free end of said section and adapted to sup

port the same in a plurality of elevated positions, a plur

ality of jointed members having slats and transverse bars

projecting beyond said sides and adapted to rest thereupon

and upon said longitudinal slat, and means for elevating said

members at the joints connecting them .

7. In a device of the class described, sections having slats

and transverse bars adapted to rest upon a supporting frame,

said sections having a hinged connection , a removable rod

mounted upon the transverse bars near the ends thereof and

near the end of one of said sections at an angle with the

normal position of said member, said rod affording means for

Walter B. Sterling, Wellsburg, West Virginia , U.S.A., 25th elevating said member, a block slidably mounted on the rod,

September, 1906; 6 years . Filed 19th July, 1906. Receipt said block being adapted to rest upon the supporting frame

and to hold said member in a plurality of positions.

Claim ,-1. A bed of the character described embodying tu 8. A device of the class described comprising a frame, a

bularposts, end bars, side rails,a revoluble shaft supported section havingsides, a slat intermediate between said sides
by said end bars ,gearwheels loosely mounted uponsaid and transverse bars, one of said transverse bars being hinged
shaft , clutches carried by said shaft and adapted to engage to said frame , a transverse bar remote from said hinged bar

said gear wheels, an endframe slidablymountedin some of having an upwardly projecting flange, a double toggle pivot

said posts, a head frame slidably mounted insome of said ally mounted upon said fange and having a bartdaptedto

posts, two -part hinged rails carried by said frames, depend- ! rest upon a support, said double toggle being adapted to hold

ing racks carried by said frames and adapted to engage said the end said section in a plurality of elevated positions ,

gear wheels, meanstomaintain said two -part hinged rails in a plurality of hinged members having flexible slats and

a horizontal position, and means to revolve saidshaft, sub- transverse bars adapted to rest upon said sides and said in
stantially as described . termediate slat of said section, one of said members having
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a hinged connection with said section , a removable rod moun- a head rest supporting the ends of like portions of the bars,
ted upon the transverse bars of one of said members and at means for adjusting the head rest to impart bulges to said

an angle withthe normalhorizontal position thereof, said portions, and means for adjusting other like portions of said
rod affording means for the elevating of said member, and a bars to also impart bulges thereto , said head rest embodying

slidable block upon said rod having a curved extension movably connected bars having bracket members.
adapted to rest upon the side of said section and to hold 12. A structure of the character specified comprising a

said member in a plurality of positions .
frame , a plurality of flexible elastic bars associated there

with, a head rest supporting the ends of like portions of the

No. 101,188. Bed Bottom. Fond de lit. bars, means for adjusting the head rest to impart bulges to

said portions , means for adjusting other like portions of said

| bars to also impart bulges thereto , said first -named means

embodying a screw , a plate movable up and down thereon

and a pawl and ratchet for holding the screw in different

positions.

13. A structure of the character specified comprising a

plurality of parallely disposed flexible elastic bars, and

means for imparting bulges thereto including a chain, a

winding device therefor and a slidable rod having connection

with the bars , said rod being provided with a guide pulley

for said chain .

14. A structure of the character specified comprising a

frame having side strips and connecting strips therefor at

the ends , one of said strips being provided with a vertical

member having a bracket formed with a slot and having a

branch , and the other with short strips , a plate having apin

projecting through said slot , movable arms supported by

the plate and having inturned bracket members at one of

their ends and formed with slots at the other ends thereof,

pins extending through said slots from said vertical member,

a strip connecting said bars at one end and resting upon said

bracket members , still another strip connecting said bars at

the other end and slidable on the side strips and said short

strips , and means for imparting bulges to said bars.

15. A structure of the character specified comprising a

frame having side strips and connecting strips therefor at

Gilbert Bezanger, assignee of John A. Stewart , both of Hali
the ends, one of said etrips being provided with a vertical

fax , Nova Scotia , Canada , 25th September , 1906 ; 6 years .
member having a bracket formed with a slot and having a

Filed 14th June, 1906 . Receipt No. 136,912 .
branch and the other with short strips , a plate having a pin

Claim . - 1 . A structure of the character specified compris
projecting through said slot , movable arms supported by

the plate and having inturned bracket members at one of
ing a frame , a plurality of flexible elastic bars associated

their ends and formed with slots at the other ends thereof ,
therewith , a head rest supporting the end of like portions of pins extending through said slots from said vertical member,

the bars , means for adjdsting the head rest to impart briges
a strip connecting said bars at one end and resting upon said

10 said portions , and means for adjusting iother like por bracket members . still another strip connecting said bars at

tions of said bars to also impart bulges thereto .
the other end and slidable on the side strips and said short

2. A structure of the character specified comprising a
strips , and means for imparting bulges to said bars , em

frame, a plurality of flexible elastic bars associated there , bodying a slidable bar having diverging members having

with , and means for drawing the ends of the bars toward and
connection with the flexible elastic bars at one of their ends .

from each other whereby to impart bulges to said bars .

3. A structure of the character specified comprising a
Poteau de clôture.plurality of parallely disposed flexible elastic bars, and No. 101,189. Fence Post.

means for drawing the ends of the bars toward and from

each other whereby to impart bulges thereto .

4. A structure of the character specified comprising a

frame , a connecting member for the sides thereof , a plurality

of parallely disposed flexible elastic bars secured to said

member, and means for drawing the ends of the bars toward

tach other whereby to impart bulges thereto .

5. A structure of the character specified comprising a

frame having side strips and a member connecting the latter

intermediate of their ends , a plurality of parallely disposed

tlexible elastic bars secured to said member , means for im

parting bulges to portions of the bars at one side of said

member, and means for also imparting bulges to the por

tions of the bars at the other side of said member .

6. A structure of the character specified comprising a plur

ality of parallely disposed flexible elastic bars , and means

for imparting bulges thereto , said bars having a member

connecting them together at each of the ends thereof.

7. A structure of the character specified comprising a

frame , a connecting memer for the sides thereof , a plurailty

of parallely disposed flexible ciastic bars secured to said

member, and means for imparting bulges thereto , said bars

having a member connecting them together at each of the

ends thereof .

8. A structure of the character specified comprising a

frame having side strips and a member connecting the lat
Thomas Patterson , Henry Buckel and James Pitt Mabee ,

ter intermediate of their ends , a plurality of parallely dis
each an assignee of a third interest , all of Toronto ,

posed flexible elastic bars secured to said member , means Ontario , Canada, 25th September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed

for imparting bulges to portions of the bars at one side of
27th July , 1906. Receipt No. 138,213 .

said member, and means for also imparting bulges to the Claim .-- 1. In a fence post the combination with the post ,

portions of the bars at the other side of said member, said of the top and bottom encompassing brackets provided with

bars being connected together at each of the ends thereof. lugs, a brace bracket and a base extending between the

9. A structure of the character specified comprising a plur- base bracket and one of the lugs , and a rod adjustably con

ality of parallely disposed flexible elastic bars , and means nected at one end to the base bracket and at the other end

for imparting bulges thereto ,: including a winding device . to one of the lugs of the lowermost bracket , as and for the

10. A structure of the character specified comprising a purpose specified .

plurality of parallely disposed flexible elastic bars , and 2. In a fence post the combination with the tubular post ,

means for imparting bulges thereto including a chain , a of the top and bottom divided encompassing brackets pro

winding device therefor and a slidable rod having connection vided with lugs , and bolts for clamping the brackets on

with the bars. the post, and supplemental lugs carrying pins for sup

11. A structure of the character specified comprising a porting or forming part of the hinges of the gate, as and

frame , a pluraliy of flexible elastic bars associated therewith, for the purpose specified.
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4. The herein described method for forming woven pile

fabrics having Persian knots , consisting in passing the pile

D2
3

3. In a fence post the combination with the tubular post,

of the top bracket suitably supported thereon and provided

with a lug , and the bottom bracket provided with a lug , a

base ground plate provided with lugs, a double brace ex

tending between the lug on the upper bracket and the lugs

on the lower bracket and bolted thereto, and a rod having

a hooked end extending into a lug in the lowermost bracket

and the other end extending through the lug of the base

bracket and adjustably held therein , as and for the pur

pose specified .

4. In a fence post the combination with the base and con

crete ground socket, of the upper and lower brackets

secured to the base , the concrete base block for the brace ,

the base plate located thereon, the double brace extending

between the base plate and the upper bracket, and the rod

connected to the lower bracket and adjustably connected

to the intermediate lug of the base plate , as and for the

purpose specified .
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thread supported at one end between the warp threads ,

shifting the warp threads laterally, passing the supported

end of the pile thread between the warp threads, and then

cutting off the supported end of the pile thread .

5. The herein described method for forming woven pile

fabrics having Persian knots , consisting in passing the pile

thread supported at one end between crossed warp threads ,

then uncrossing the ground warp threads and passing the

supported end of the pile thread between the uncrossed warp

threads and then cutting off the supported end of the pile

thread .

6. The herein described method for forming woven pile

fabrics having Persian knots , consisting in alternately cross

ing and uncrossing a pair of warp threads and passing a

Walter Frederick Goodnough, New York City , New York , pile thread twice in the same direction between the said

assignee of Harry William Noyes, New Haven, Connecti
warp threads , that is , once while the warp threads are in a

cut, U.S.A., 25th September, 1906 ; 6 years. 'Filed 15th crossed condition and a second time while the warp threads

June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,922.
are in an uncrossed position .

7. The herein described method for forming woven pile
Claim.-1 . A cork extractor comprising a loop-like handle fabrics having Persian knots, consisting in passing one end

having substantially parallel sides contracted at their outer of a pile thread between a pair of warp threads , shifting the

ends , a cork screw pivoted between the said outer ends and warp threads laterally and then passing that portion of the

adapted to fold into the handle , and a plate pivoted to one pile thread which is to form the other end between the warp

end between the sides of the said handle within the loop . threads.

said plate corresponding in width to the width of said loop
8. The herein described method for forming woven pile

and formed on opposite sides with ears adapted to bear fabrics having Persian knots, consisting in passing one end

on opposite edges of the loop and form a fulcrum to bear of a pile thread between a pair of crossed ground warp .
upon the neck of the bottle .

2. A cork extractor comprising a loop -like handle hav- end of the pile thread between the uncrossed ground warp
threads into an uncrossed position and passing the other

ing substantially parallel sides contracted at their outer threads .

ends, a cork screw pivoted between said outer ends and
9. The herein described method for forming woven pile

adapted to fold into the handle , and a plate pivoted atone end between the sides of the said handle within the fabrics having Persian knots. consisting in crossing the

loop, said plate corresponding in width to the width of the ground warp threads of a pair of ground warp threads, in

loop and transversely bowed and formed on opposite sides serting a pilethread between the crossed ground warp

with bowed ears adapted to bearupon opposite edges of threads, uncrossing theground warp threads, and passing

the looy when in a closed position and to form a fulcrum
one end of the pile thread between the uncrossed ground

adapted to bear upon the neck of the bottle , substantially as
warp threads .

10. The herein described method for forming woven pile
described .

fabrics having Persian knots , consisting in extending a pile

thread between a pair of crossed ground warp threads at

No. 101,191 . Method of Forming Wover. Pile Fa- angles thereto, uncrossing the ground warp threads , and
brics .

passing one end of the pile thread between the ground warp

Méthode de faire des tissus à poils fins. threads to completely loop a portion of the pile thread

Nazar Costikyan, assignee of James Karmi Dalkranian , both around one of the ground warp threads.

of New York City, New York, U.S.A., 25th September, fabrics having Persian knots , consisting in alternately cross
11. The herein described method for forming woven pile

1906; 6 years. Filed 12th June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,824 . ing and uncrossing a pair of ground warp threads, with a

Claim . - 1 . The herein described method for forming woven pile thread between the ground warp threads to bring each

pile fabrics having Persian knots, consisting in passing the end of the pile thread to the outside of the corresponding
pile thread in the same direction twice between the warp ground warp thread, and then passing one end of the pile
threads and shifting the warp threads laterally. thread between the ground warp threads.

2. The herein described method for forming woven pile 12. The herein described method for forming woven pile

fabrics having Persian knots, consisting in passing the pile fabrics having Persian knots , consisting in unerossing a pair
thread supported at one end between the warp threads , shift- of crossed ground warp threads having a pile thread be

ing the warp threads laterally and passing the supported tween them to extend the ends in opposite directions on the
end of the pile thread between the warp threads . outside of the ground warp threads, and then passing one

3. The herein described method for forming woven pile end of the pile thread between the uncrossed ground warp

fabrics having Persian knots , consisting in passing the pile threads, and in the direction of the other end of the pile

thread supported at one end between crossed warp threads , thread.

then uncrossing the ground warp threads and passing the 13. The herein described method for forming woven pile

supported end of the pile thread between the uncrossed fabrics having Persian knots , consisting in crossing a pair

warp threads . of ground warp threads , passing a pile thread between the
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ground warp threads of the said pair of ground warp threads 5. The process of regulating the operation of an electric

and at angles thereto , uncrossing the said ground warp furnace which consists in forming a scale on the walls of

threads , and passing one end of the pile thread between the the furnace and varying the thickness of such scale.

ground warp threads of the said pair of ground warp threads 6. The process of regulating the operation of an electric

and in the same direction in which the pile thread was first furnace which consists in varying the cross section of the

passed between the ground warp threads . zone of fusion.

14. The herein described method for forming woven pile 7. In the smelting of iron ore in an electric furnace, the

fabrics having Persian knots , consisting in crossing a pair process of varying the quality of the product which consists
of ground warp threads , then passing a pile thread between in introducing with the charge a varying quantity of lime in
the ground warp threads of the said pair of ground warp excess of that required by the slag.

threads, one end of the pile thread being loose and the other 8. In the smelting of iron ore in an electric furnace, the
being supported , then uncrossing the ground warp threads , process of varying the quality of the product which consists
and passing the supported end between the uncrossed ground in introducing with the charge a varying quantity of refrac
warp threads. tory material to form a scale of varying thickness upon the

15. The herein described method for forming woven pile sides of the crucible.

fabrics having Persian knots , consisting in crossing a pair

of graund warp threads , then passing a pile thread between No. 101,193. Ground Anchor . Ancre.

the ground warp threads of the said pair of ground warp

threads, one end of the pile thread being loose and the other

being supported , then uncrossing the ground warp threads ,

passing the supported end between the uncrossed ground

warp threads, and finally cutting the supported end of the
pile thread.

16. The herein described method for forming woven pile

fabrics having Persian knots , consisting in crossing a pair

of ground warp threads passing a pile thread between the

ground warp threads of the said pair of ground warp threads

and at angles thereto , uncrossing the said ground warp

threads , passing one end of the pile thread between the

ground warp threads of the said pair of ground warp threads

and in the same direction in which the pile thread was first

passed between the ground warp threads and interweaving a

plurality of weft threads with the said ground warp threads.

17. The herein described method for forming woven pile

fabrics having Persian knots , consisting in crossing a pair

of ground warp threads , passing a pile thread between the

ground warp threads of the said pair of ground warp threads

adjacent to the crossing and at angles to the ground warp

threads , uncrossing the said ground warp threads , and pass

ing one end of the pile thread between the ground warp,

threads of the said pair of ground warp threads and in the

same direction in which the pile thread was passed between

the ground warp threads .

No. 101,192. Electric Smelting. Fonderie électrique. William J. Gallagher, Detroit , Michigan , U.S.A., 25th Sep

tember , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 26th July, 1906. Receipt

No. 138,180.

Claim.—1 . A ground anchor consisting of blades pivoted

together and a craft rod attached to said blades at their

pivot.

2. A ground anchor consisting of blades pivoted together

and formed with shoulders at one side of the pivot to limit

the turning of said blades , and a draft rod attached to the

blades and extending from the opposite side of said pivot.

3. A ground anchor consisting of blades , ears on said blades

at the adjacent ends thereof projecting from one side of said

blades and said ends forming abutting shoulders to limit the

turning of the blades , a bolt extending through said ears to

pivotally connect said blades and a draft rod attached to said
bolt.

4. In a ground anchor the combination of blades together
La Société Electro -Metallurgique Francaise Froges, Isere , forming a concave convex anchor plate having oppositely

assignee of Paul Louis Toussaint Heroult , La Praz,
curved outer ends , ears projecting from the concave side of

Savoio , both in France , 25th September, 1906 ; 6 years. I said blades near their adjacent ends , a pivot bolt extending

Filed 8th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,709 .
through said ears , stops formed by the abutting ends of the

Claim . - 1 . In the smelting of iron ore in an electric fur- blades and a draft rod attached to the bolt between said

hace having an electrode from which the current passes to

the base of the furnace , the process which consists in feed- 5. In a ground anchor the combination of blades pivoted

ing a charge of ore and carbon in such proportion that the together at their adjacent ends , a draft rod attached to said

carbon forms a magma below the electrode and the ore is blades at their pivot, and means attached to said blades and

fused above the column and is reduced in passing there- engaging said rod to hold said blades and rod in a certain

through and the molten iron collects at the bottom, and relation to each other.

adding lime to the charge in quantities sufficient to form a 6. In a ground anchor the combination of blades pivoted

scale of desired thickness at the sides of such column , dim- together at the adjacent ends , a draft rod attached to said

inishing the cross section of the column and thus concen- blades at their pivot, and means connecting said blades to

trating the energy of the current through such cross section , prevent one from turning independently of the other.

and raising the electrode so as to increase the length of the 7. In a ground anchor the combination of blades pivoted

column and to increase the rate of reduction . together , the yielding means interposed between said blades

2. In the smelting of iron ore in an electric furnace , the to normally hold the same extended in opposite directions.

process of restricting the cross section of the zone of fusion 8. In a ground anchor the combination of blades pivoted

which consists in introducing with the charge a sufficient together, and yielding means attached to said blades and

quantity of the most refractory material thereof to form a adapted to resist the turning of said blades toward each

scale of desired thickness . other.

3. In the smelting of ore in an electric furnace, the pro- 9. In a ground anchor the combination with blades pivoted

cess of restricting the cross section of the zone of fusion together. of a draft rod , a spring loop attached at its ends
which consists in introducing with the charge a refractory to the blades and slidingly engaging the rod intermediate

material in sufficient quantity to form a scale of desired its ends.

thickness on the walls of the furnace . 10. In a ground anchor the combination of blades having

4. The process of smelting in an electric furnace which ears, a pivot bolt extending through said ears to pivotally

consists in maintaining a column of carbon between the connect the blades , a draft rod attached to said bolt, and a

electrodes and through which the molten material passes spring loop attached at its ends to the blades and slidingly

and varying the length of said column. engaging the rod intermediate its ends.
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11. In a ground anchor the combination of blades having therewith and so formed that the bowl or other part of the

ears extending from one side thereof near one end and said pipe may make an air tight joint therein or thereon , and

onds forming shoulders , a pivot bolt extending through said

ears , a draft rod having a loop at one end to engage said

bolt teeth on the outer ends of said blades , and a spring loop

attached to the rod intermediate its ends to slide thereon

and pivotally attached at its ends to the blades .

12. In a ground anchor the combination of concavo -convex

blades the inner ends of which form abutting shoulders and

having outwardly curved outer ends formed with teeth, ears

extending from the concave side of the blades , a pivot bolt

extending through said ears , a draft rod having a loop

throughwhich said bolt extends , a spring loop pivotally at

tached at its ends to the blades intermediate their ends at

their concave sides , and means for securing the loop inter

mediate its ends to said draft rod to slide longitudinally of

said rod .
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No. 101,194. Pipe Tuyau .
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a water supply control valve operable by pressure upon

the nozzle, substantially as described.

5. An apparatus for cleaning a tobacco pipe , comprising in

combination a continuous air exhausting device , a nozzle

communicating therewith and so formed that the bowl or

other part of the pipe may make an air tight joint therein

or thereon , and a receptacle for a cleansing substance

into which may dip the end of the pipe which is not ap

plied to the nozzle , substantially as hereinbefore described.

6. An apparatus for cleaning a tobacco pipe , comprising

Ryerson D. Gates , Oak Park, Illinois , U.S.A, 25th September, in combination a water jet ejector, a nozzle communicating

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 3rd July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,482 . therewith and so formed that the bowl or other part of the

Claim . - 1. In a pipe the combination of a tobacco recep- pipe may make an air tight joint therein or thereon , and

tacle having a tubular portion , a stem leading from said re- a receptacle for a cleansing substance into which may dip

ceptacle and a platform slidingly mounted in the tubular the end of the pipe which is not applied to the nozzle , sub

portion of said receptacle for being raised and lowered stantially as described.

therein , said receptacle being open at the bottom whereby

the user may have direct access to said platform for elevat- No. 101,196. Cramp Plate. Plaque.

ing it with his thumb or finger.

2. In a pipe the combination of a tobacco receptacle having

a tubular portion , a stem leading from said receptacle and a

platform slidingly mounted in the tubular portion of the re

ceptacle for being raised and lowered therein, said receptacle

being open at the bottom for affording direct access to said

piatform from beneath and said platform having vertically

extended sides of a height approximately equal to the radius

cf the receptacle whereby all the necessary guiding effect

is inherent in the platform itself .

3. In a pipe the combination of a tobacco receptacle having

a tubular portion which is open at the bottom , a platform

slidingly mounted in the tubular portion of said receptacle

for being raised and lowered therein , a stem leading from

the side of said receptacle and a trap located at the foot of

said stem, all substantially as shown and described .

Peter Paxton Kee, Brandon , Manitoba, Canada, 25th Sep

No. 101,195. Tobacco Pipe Cleaner. tember , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 6th July , 1906. Receipt

Nettoyeur de pipe à tabac. No. 137,571 .

Claim .-- 1 . A cramp plate comprising a rounded bent por
Alexander Marr , West Norwood , near Manchester, England, tion , and having a slot at a right angle toits length, and

25th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 28th July, 1906. having flanges on its opposite sides .

Receipt No. 138,238 . 2. A cramp plate comprising a plate having a rounded

Claim . - 1. An apparatus for cleaning a tobacco pipe , com - channel central portion , and having a slot at a right angle

prising in combination a continuous air exhausting device to its length , and having flanges provided with rounded

and a nozzle communicating with the continuous air ex- corners on its opposite sides .

hausting device and so formed that the bowl or other part 3. A cramp plate comprising a rounded bent portion , and

of the pipe may make an air tight joint therein or thereon, having a slot at a right angle to its length , and having

substantially as described . flanges on its opposite sides bent at an angle of 45 degrees

2. An apparatus for cleaning a tobacco pipe , comprising to the plate .

in combination a water jet ejector and a nozzle communi

cating therewith and so formed that the bowl or other No. 101,197. Gate. Barrière.

part of the pipe may make an air tight joint therein or

thereon , substantially as described .
John Marcus Millican , Brazos , Texas , U.S.A. , 25th September,

3. An apparatus for cleaning a tobacco pipe , comprising 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 21st July , 1906. Receipt No. 138,013 .

in combination a water jet ejector, a nozzle communicating Claim . - The combination with a swinging gate and a slid

therewith and so formed that the bowl or other part of the able latch mounted thereon , of a latch post , a latch support
pij may make an air tight joint therein or thereon, and ing pin extending horizontally from the post , a lower pin ex

a water supply control valve, substantially as described . tending horizontally from the post and in vertical alignment

4. An apparatus for cleaning a tobacco pipe, comprising with the latch supporting pin , a keeper centrally fulcrumed

in combination a water jet ejector, a nozzle communicating upon the latch supporting pin and tapered toward its ends ,

9-31
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said keeper when the gate is closed being disposed at right 2. A thread guide having its shank turned back along it

angles thereto and its ends adapted to swing in a vertical self , a clamping pate provided with a rounded projection
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adapted to engage the parts of the shank of the guide and

means for fastening the clamping plate to the finger board .

Tig. 3 . Fig.2.
101194

No. 101,200. Creel. Panier .

plane , there being a rectangular notch in the upper surface

of the keeper constituting a seat adapted to snugly receive

the latch, a coil pivotally mounted on the lower pin and

spring loops diverging upwardly from the coil and bearing

upon the keeper adjacent its ends to hold the notch normally

in vertical alignment with the pins .

$

No. 101,198. Thread Guide. Guide- fil.
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Isaac E. Palmer, Middleton , Connecticut , U.S.A. , 25th Sep

tember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 23rd July, 1906 . Re

ceipt No. 138,101 .

Claim . - 1 . A creel comprising racks set at an angle to

each other, spool carrying bars pivotally secured to the

racks, and means for swinging a spool carrying bar from

a position for holding the spools directed outwardly from

the rack to a position for holding the spools directed in

wardly from the rack .

2. A creel comprising racks set at an angle to each other,

spool carrying bars pivotally secured to the racks , and

means for simultaneously rocking the several spool carry

ing bars of a rack from a position to present the spools

outwardly from the rack into a position to present the

gpools inwardly from the rack .

Isaac Emerson Palmer, Middleton, Connecticut, U.S.A., 25th spindle bars provided with socket pieces at their opposite
3. A creel comprising racks set at an angle to each other,

September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 23rd July , 1906 . Re

ends pivotally secured in series between the top and bot
ceipt No. 138,099 .

tom of the rack , arms leading from the socket pieces and a

Claim .-1 . A thread guide having an opening in its shank , bar connected with several arms for rocking the spindle

a bearing plate or washer provided with a projection on its bars .

face extending into the opening in the shank, and means for 4. A creel comprising racks set at an angle to each other ,

securing the guide in position in the desired longitudinal and series of spindle carrying bars pivotally secured between
swinging adjustment . the bottoms and tops of the racks , means for simultane

2. A thread guide support, a thread guide having its shank ously rocking the spindle carrying bars of a rack anda stop

back along itself to form a loop , a fastening device passing for limiting the swinging movement of the bars both out
through the loop and leaving the guide free to be adjusted wardly and inwardly.

bodily thereon in a longitudinal and swinging direction . 5. A creel comprising racks set at an angle to each other,

and a bearing plate or washer interposed between the thread spindle carrying bars pivotally secured to the racks , arms

guide and its support and provided with a projection ex- projecting laterally from the spindle carrying bars at the

tending between the sides of the loop . top and bottom , rods connecting the said arms to form

3. A thread guide comprising a wire having a return bend guides for the yarn or thread , and means for swinging the

in its shank , a washer froming a bearing for the shank and said spindle carrying bars together with the guide rods and

provided with a lug struck up from its face in position to thereby maintaining the tension on the yarn or threads .
engage the said return bend , a clamping plate and a screw

for forcing the clamping plate toward the washer to lock No. 101,201 . Grid for Openers, Scutchers, Etc.
the guide in position.

Porte pour ouvertures, tillottes, etc.

No. 101,199. Thread Guide. Guide - fil.
Robert Schaellibaum , Providence , Rhode Island , U.S.A. , 25th

September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 9th June , 1906 . Re

Isaac Emerson Palmer, Middleton , Connecticut, U.S.A. , 25th ceipt No. 136,747 .

September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 23rd July, 1906. Re- Claim .-1 . In an opener, scutcher and the like machine , a
ceipt No. 138,100 . grid in combination with a comb, the said grid comprising

(' laim . – 1 . A thread guide having its shank turned back bars each of which has a lateral projection V-shaped at its

along itself, a clamping plate provided with a projection free end and terminating at the back in a shoulder, the said
engaging the parts of the crank , and means for fastening projection forming the working edge, all substantially as
the clamping plate to the finger board . and for the purpose set forth .

—
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2. In an opener, scutcher and the like machine , grid bars 6. A thin place detector for looms comprising a feeler

each of which has a lateral projecting V-shaped at its free bearing on the cloth so as to change its position in case

of derangement of filling, a throw- out for stopping the loom ,

a controlling handle , an electro -magnet and armature at

tached to control the action of the throw- out , an electric

circuit connected to the magnet and to be opened and closed

by the feeler , and a switch in said circuit comprising a

slotted pivoted arm which the controlling handle engages.

7. A thin place detector for looms comprising an insulat

ed bearing carried by the looms, a feeler pivoted on the in

sulated bearing and bearing on the cloth so as to change

its position in case of derangement of filling, a throw-out

for stopping the loom , an electro -magnet and armature at

tached to control the action of the throw- out , and an elec

tric circuit connected to the magnet to be opened and closed

by the feeler.
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No. 101,203. Apparatus for Drawing Out Electric
Arcs.

Appareil pour le tirage des arcs - électriques.

fiy. 1

S
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end and terminating at the back in a shoulder, segmental

brackets engaging the ends of the said bars , projections on

the said brackets between the said bars supporting them at

the said shoulder and means jointly engaging the outer edges

of the said bars and capable of circular adjustment, all sub

stantially as and for the purpose set forth .

3. In an opener, scutcher and the like machine, a comb

having a pin foundation with corrugations in each side and

rows of pins secured into every alternate side of each cor

rugation to pass through two opposite sides thereof, sub

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.
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No. 101,202. Loom Machinery .

Machine pour métiers.
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William J. Stewart, Webster, Massachusetts , U.S.A. , 25th 101203

September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 11th June, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 136,775. Johan J. Thoresen , Christiania , and Filip Tharaldsen , Mera

Claim . - 1 . A thin place detector for looms comprising a
ker, near Trondhjeur, both in Norway, 25th September,

feeler bearing on the cloth so as to change its position in
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 5th June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,

case of derangement of filling, a throw-out for stopping the
571 .

loom , an electro -magnet and armature attached to control Claim .-- 1. The improvement
in deviating electric arcs or

the action of the throw - out, and an electric circuit connected electric discharges as hereinbefore
described which consists

to the magnet and to be opened and closed by the feeler. in producing such deviation by means of a rotary magnetic

2. A thin place detector for looms comprising a feeler field , the electrodes being parallel to the axis of rotation

bearing on the cloth so as to change its position in case of and the field perpendicular thereto , for the purpose specified .

derangement of filling, a throw - out for stopping the loom , 2. The method or process of deviation of electric arcs or

an electro -magnet and armature attached to control the electric discharges , which consists in producing such devia

action of the throw- out , an electric circuit connected to the tion by means of rotary magnetic fluid , in the manner that

magnet and to be opened and closed by the feeler , and a electrodes in pairs producing the said arcs are placed paral

switch in said circuit which is opened when the loom is lel to the axis of rotation between two cylindric iron cores

thrown out of operation . and perpendicular to the said rotating magnetic field , in

3. A thin place detector for looms comprising a feeler order to obtain cylindric surfaces of arcs for the purpose

bearing on the cloth so as to change its position in case specified

of derangement of filling , a controlling handle for the loom , 3. The method or process of deviation of electric arcs or

a throw-out for stopping the loom , an electro -magnet and electric discharges , which consists in producing such devia

armature attached to control the action of the throw - out, tion by means of a rotary magnetic field, the electrodes being

an electric circuit connected to the magnet and to be open - placed parallel to the axis of rotation both the field as well

ed and closed by the feeler , and a switch controlled by the as the arc being supplied with alternating current or with

starting handle. current induced by the rotary field , or from a separate trans

4. The combination of a loom , a feeler arranged thereon so former, or from a source of direct current as hereinbefore

as to engage the loom temple and normally held out of en- described with reference to figures 1 , 2 , 3 and 4 of the an

gagement therewith by the filling in the cloth, a throw -out nexed drawings .

for stopping the loom , an electro -magnet and armature at- 4. The method or process of deviation of electric arcs or

tached to control the action of the throw -out , and an electric electric discharges which consists in producing such devia

circuit connected to the magnet to be closed and opened by tion by means of a rotary magnetic field in the manner that

the feeler engaging and disengaging the loom temple . one or more pairs of electrodes producing said arcs are

5. A thin place detector for looms comprising a feeler placed between iron cores parallel to the axis of rotation

bearing on the cloth so as to change its position in case of and perpendicular to said rotary magnetic field , said elec

derangement of filling, a throw -out for stopping the loom , a trodes connected in series with the coils producing the mag

dog pivoted on the throw - out , a bunter carried by the lathe , netic field , such coils being fed either with alternating or

an electro -magnet, an armature connected to the pivited with direct current.

dog, and an electric circuit connected to the magnet to be 5. The method or process of deviation of electric arcs or

opened and closed by the feeler. electric discharges, which consists in producing such devi
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ation by means of a rotary magnetic field in the manner gas space within the gasometer, a tube or cover fixed to the

that one or more pairs of electrodes producing said arcs are gasometer and extending down about the upper end of the

placed parallel to the axis of rotation between iron cores blow -off pipe , and a trapped pipe leading from the gas

and perpendicular to said rotary magnetic field, the latter space of the gasometer into the interior of the said pipe or

being directly connected to the source of power and fed cover , substantially as described .

with direct current as described with reference to figure 5 7. In an acetylene generator the combination of a gaso

of the annexed drawings , the arcs being fed from the in- meter chamber, a gasometer therein , a blow - off pipe ex

duced current on the circular iron core . tending from the gas space of the gasometer down and out

6. Apparatus to be used in the chemical decomposition through the gasometer chamber , a tube or cover fixed to

and combination of gases by means of electric arcs or dis- the gasometer and extending down about the upper end of

charges deviated by means of a rotary magnetic field in the the blowoff pipe , and a trapped pipe leading from the gas

manner that pairs of electrodes producing said arcs are space of the gasometer into the interior of the said pipe or

placed parallel to the axis of rotation between circular iron cover, substantially as described .

cores and perpendicular to the said magnetic field , said 8. In an acetylene generator the combination of a generat

pairs of electrodes arranged at suitable intervals forming ing chamber, a superimposed gasometer, a pipe connecting

circular rows, the primary and secondary cores mounted on the two and extending up to the water level in the gaso

circular concentric walls having apertures for the inlet meter chamber and a trapped overflow for the generator

and outlet of the gases and being separated from the elec- chamber, substantially as described.

trodes by means of partition walls of fireproof insulating 9. In an acetylene generator the combination of a generat

material , the wall on the inlet side being perforated ing chamber, a superimposed gasometer, a pipe connecting

directly opposite the arcs, substantially as shown and des- the two and extending up to the water level in the gasometer

cribed. chamber and below the water level in the generating cham

ber and a trapped overflow for the generator chamber , sub

No. 101,204. Acetylene Machine. Machine à acétylène. stantially as described.

10. In an acetylene generator the combination of a generat

ing chamber, a superimposed gasometer, a pipe connecting

ile two and extending up to the water level in the gaso

meter chamber, a trapped overflow for the generator cham

ber, a cover for the gasometer chamber and a funnel formed

therein , substantially as described.

11. In an acetylene generator the combination of a gener

ating chamber, a sludge outlet connection communicating

therewith at the bottom and having a sludge outlet therein ,

a tube communicating with the connection and extending up

therefrom, a plug closing the outlet, a rod connected to the

plug and extending up through the tube, a sleeve surround

ingthe rod, and an agitator connected to the lower end of

the sleeve, substantially as described .

12. In an acetylene generator the combination of a gaso

meter chamber , a gasometer therein , a blow - off pipe ex

tending from the gas space of the gasometer down and out

through the gasometer chamber, a tube or cover fixed to the

gasometer and extending down about the upper end of the

Arthur E. Blanchard , Toronto , Ontario , Canada , 25th Sep
blow -off pipe , a trapped pipe leading from the gas space of

tember, 1906 ; 6 years.
the gasometer into the interior of the said pipe or cover, an

Filed 6th November , 1905. Re
external pipe connecting the gas space of the gasometer

ceipt No. 129,834 .
with the top of the cover tube and a cock in the said pipe,

Claim.-1 . In an acetylene generator the combination of substantially as described .

a generating chamber, a superimposed gasometer chamber, 13. In an acetylene generator the combination of a gener

a carbide feed chamber communicating with the generating ating chamber, a superimposed gasometer chamber, a car

chamber and extending up through the gasometer chamber, bide feed chamber communicating with the generating cham

and a bell -shaped cover for the carbide feed chamber dip- ber and extending up through the gasometer chamber, an an

ping down into the gasometer chamber, substantially as nular flange of greater diameter than the opening of the car
described . bide feed chamber secured to the bottom of the gasometer

2. In an acetylene generator the combination of a carbide chamber and extending down below the water level in the

holder having a discharge aperture in its bottom , a valve generator chamber, substantially as described.

controlling said aperture , a stem extending up from said

valve , a cover suitably supported over the valve and a tubu : No. 101,205. Acetylene Gas Machine.

lar guide for the stem extending up from the cover and

closed at its upper end , substantially, as described.
Machine à gaz acétylène.

3. In an acetylene generator the combination of a car

bide holder having a discharge aperture in its bottom, a

valve controlling said aperture , a rod adapted to operate

the valve , a gasometer , a rod vertically journalled on the

gasometer, a projection on the rod adapted to engage the

valve operating rod, a cap for the carbide chamber and a

bent end on the gasometer rod which when the projection

is in engagement with the valve operating rod lies over the

cap but which may be swung to one side to free the cap

and disengage the rods , substantially as described.

4. In an acetylene gas generator the combination of a

generating chamber, a superimposed gasometer chamber, a

surge box located in the bottom of the gasometer chamber ,

a pipe extending from the bottom of the surge box into the

generating chamber to a point below the water level in the

same, and a pipe leading from the upper part of the surge

box to the atmosphere , substantially as described .

5. In an acetylene generator the combination of a gen

erating chamber, a superimposed gasometer chamber, a

surge box located in the bottom of the gasometer chamber,

a pipe extending from the bottom of the surge box into the

generating chamber to a point below the water level in '
Frederick P. Cave , Los Angeles , California , U.S.A. , 25th Sep

the same , a guard plate suitably held below the mouth of tember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 11th July, 1906. Receipt

the said pipe, and a pipe leading from the upper part of
No. 137,732 .

the surge box to the atmosphere , substantially as described. I Claim .-- 1 . In an acetylene gas machine , a water tank, a

6. In an acetylene generator the combination of a gener- gas bell vertically movable therein , guides for said gas bell ,

ating chamber , a superimposed gasometer chamber, a surge al carbide hopper upon the top of the bell and having a de

box located in the bottern of the gasometer chamber, a pipe livery tube projecting into the bell , a tubular valve having

extending from the botim of the surge box into the gen- an open top , a port in the side thereof and a closed bottom

erating chainber to a point below the water level in the vertically movable within said delivery tube, a weight con

same, a pipe leading from the upper part of the surge box nected to the bottom of said valve , levers carried by the bell

to the atmosphere, a gasometer in the gasometer chamber, ' and operatively connected to said valve, and weights oper

a hlow -off pipe extending from the surge box up into the atively connected to the outer ends of said levers.
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2. In an acetylene gas machine, a water tank, a gas bell dcor, rolling on said door frame , and holding said door out

vertically movable therein , guides for said gas bell , a car- of contact with said frame, said door frame having recesses

bide hopper upon the top of the bell and having a delivery

tube projecting into the bell, a valve on said delivery tube

comprising a tube open at the upper end and vertically

movable in said delivery spout , said tube being closed at its

lower end and having an opening in one side thereof, a stem

secured to the lower end of said tube, supports secured to

the top of the gas bell and projecting downwardly therefrom ,

one on each side of said delivery spout, levers having slots

in the ends thereof pivotally secured to said supports, a pin

passing through said slots and through the stem secured to 2016

said valve , weights secured to the outer end of said levers,

a weight secured to said valve stem , and a stop to hold the

ivner ends of said levers against too great downward move

ment.

No. 101,206. Acetylene Gas Machine.

Machine à gaz acétylène.

a

lying opposite said rollers when said door is closed, whereby

said door may come against said door frame.

2. In combination a door frame , a guide consisting of a

hood extending longitudinally of said door frame and at

tached thereto above, a track formed beneath said hood, a

door having a hanger running on said track , rollers carried

by said door, running on the face of said door frame and

holding said door out of contact therewith, said door frame

having recesses receiving said rollers to permit said door to
come against said door frame.

d

Fig .

Fig . 5 .

No. 101,208. Artificial Stone, Brick, Etc.

Pierre et brique artificielles.

August Deidesheimer and Franz Jurschina, Wurzburg, Ba

varia, Germany, 25th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed

3rd August, 1906. Receipt No. 138,383 .

Claim .-1 . A proces for the manufacture of burned and fire

resisting blocks, bricks and like articles from materials of

the kind herein specified , the distinguishing feature of said

process being that the raw material is intimately mixed in

suitably ground condition with about 1 to 4 per cent of clay,

only so much water being used as to effect a complete coat

ing of the individual grains by the clay whilst neverthe

less obtaining a mass capable of being efficiently dry press

ed in moulds or dies into bricks , blocks or the like and then

immediately burnt without shrinking, substantially as des

cribed.

No. 101,209. Crate. Manne.

rige,

-de

12/2/6

6

Biq.1 .

11 17 11 29 26

12
9

16

7

23

134 23

11 12

Frederick William Moore and Albert Joseph Moore , co

inventors , both of Bradford . Ontario , Canada , 25th Sep

tember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 26th January, 1906. Receipt 30 RUPTUTUL WUUTI

No. 121,964 .

Claim.-1 . In a machine of the class described the combin

ation with the generator tank , of an interior supplemental

tank located in the generator tank and designed to receive

the carbide , as and for the purpose specified .

2. In a machine of the class described the combination

with the generator tank and bell of an interior tank located

in the generator tank and extending up into the bell and ex

tending up into the bell and designed to receive the carbide ,

as and for the purpose specified .

3. In a machine of the class described a tank , a blow - off

pipe and service pipe extending thereinto , a connecting pipe

between the blow - off pipe and service pipe and a controlling

valve in the said connecting pipe, as and for the purpose

specified .

4. In a machine of the class described a carbide chamber

having top and bottom openings, a closing cap for the top Vig.3. Fig.24.

opening of the carbide chamber , a valve provided with a

lever handle and valve chamber communicating
with the bot

tom opening of the said chamber, a stem extending from the

top of the closing cap , a crossbar through which the stem
dig.5.

loosely extends and links connecting the ends of the bar

with the lever handle of the valve, as and for the purpose

specified .

101209

No. 101,207. Sliding Door. Porte glissante .

John Sebastian Schlosser , Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. , 25th Sep- The Milwaukee Brewers ' Specialty Company, assignee of

tember, 1906 ; years . Filed 25th July, 1906. Receipt Frank Sochurek , Sr. , all of Milwaukee , Wisconsin , U.S.A. ,

No. 138,165. 25th September , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 19th ary ,

Claim.-1 . In combination a door frame , a guide attached
1906. Receipt No. 132.040.

thereto and adapted to swing outwardly from said door Claim.-1 . In a bottle crate the combination with a box or

frame , a door hung from said guide, rollers carried by said receptacle consisting of an upper and a lower section , the

СС
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lower section provided with a bottom piece and the upper 5. The combination of a carbureter, a measuring device

section turned upwardly at its lower edges and extending for delivering hydro - carbon liquid thereto , an air supplying

horizontally to form an integral horizontal partition , the device having a gravitating bell , and connections between

said partition provided with openings for the passage of the said bell and said measuring device for directly operating

bottles therethrough , and the upper edge of the lower sec- said device by the downward movement of the bell .

section of the box being fitted against and secured to the

upturned bend atthelower edges of the upper section , of No. 101,211 . Culvert. Ponceau.

means within the box for supporting the lower ends of the

bottles.

2. In a bottle crate the combination with a box or recep

tacle consisting of an upper and a lower section, the lower

section provided with a bottom piece and the upper section

turned upwardly at its lower edges and extended horizontally

to form an integral horizontal partition , the said partition

provided with openings for the passage therethrough of the

bottles , and the bordering edges of said openings having

spring fingers depending therefrom and the upper edge of the

lower section of the box being fitted against and secured to

the upturned bend at the lower edge of the upper section , of

means within the box for supporting the lower ends of the

bottles .

3. A bottle crate consisting of a box or receptacle com

prising an upper and a lower section , the lower section hay

ing its lower edges bent upwardly and extended horizontally

to form an integral raised bottom piece adapted for support

ing the lower ends of bottles , and the upper section turned

upwardly at its lower edges , and extended horizontally to

form an integral horizontal partition , the said partition pro

vided with openings for the passage of the bottles , and the

upper edge of the lower section of the box being fitted

against and secured to the upturned bend at the lower edge

of the upper section .
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No. 101,210. Carbureting Machine. Carburateur . William Q. O'Neal , Edgar H. O'Neal and Frank McCalip.

all of Crawfordsville , Indiana, U.S.A. , 25th September,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 7th October, 1904 . Receipt No.

119,009.

Fis 1
Claim .-1 . A culvert constructed of corrugated sheet metal

and comprising connected cylindrical sections, the outer

ends of the last sections being reinforecd with a ring hav

ing a flange entering the end of said last section and a

flange approximately at right angles to said first flange

с
extending outside of and against the end of said culvert and

means for securing the inserted flange to the culvert section .

2. A culvert constructed of sheet metal and comprising

connected cylindrical sections provided with circumferen

tial corrugations extending to the extremes of the sections ,

B and an angle iron reinforcing ring having a flange inserted

within the outer end of each end section of said culvert, and

means for securing it to said culvert section.

3. A culvert constructed of sheet metal and comprising

connected cylindrical sections provided with circumfer

ential corrugations extending to the extremities of the

d ' sections , each section terminating at one end in a flared and

at the other end in a contracted portion of a corrugation,

whereby the contracted extremity of one section is adapted
101210 d

to fit into the flared extremity of the adjoining section to

interlock the terminal corrugation , means engaging the

overlapping extremities of the corrugations for securing

the sections together and an annular flange entering the
Samuel S. Poole and Samuel H. Hellen , Nebrose , Massachu

end of the outside section and secured to said sections said
setts , U.S.A. , assignee of half of the interest , 25th Sep- annular flange having an outwardly extended integral flange

tember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 16th July, 1906. Receipt which bears against the end of the culvert section .

No. 137,838 .
4. A culvert constructed of sheet metal and comprising

Claim . - 1. The combination of a carbureter , a series of connected cylindrical sections provided with circumferen

measuring buckets for supplying hydro -carbon liquid there- tial corrugations extending to the extremities of the sec

to , an air supplying device provided with a reciprocating tions , each section terminating at one end in a flared and

member for supplying a measured quantity of air to the at the other end in a contracted portion of a corrugation ,

carbureter, and connections between the series of buckets whereby the contracted extremity of one section is adapted

and reciprocating member for moving the buckets during to fit into the flared extremity of the adjoining section to in

the air supplying movement of said member. terlock the terminal corrigations, and means , as bolts , en

2. In a gas machine the combination of a carbureter , an gaging the overlapping extremities of the corrugations for

endless chain for measuring buckets for delivering hydro- securing the sections together, and end reinforcing rings

carbon liquid thereto, an air supplying device having a having a flange entering the end of each end section and a

gravitating bell, and connections between said bell and flange at right angles to said entering section extending

said chain for operating said chain by the downward move- outwardly and for an appreciable distance past the end of
ment of the bell .

said section and means as bolts for securing the said enter

3. The combination of a carbureter, a vertically moving ing flange to the section which it enters.

chain of buckets for supplying hydro -carbon liquid through

which the chain passes during the lower part of its travel ,
a receiving plate upon which the liquid is discharged , a No. 101,212 . Spirit Level. Niveau .

conduit therefrom to the carbureter, an air supplying bell
for delivering a measured quantity of air to the carbureter, Thomas 0. Sharp and Eugene J. Tucker, assignee of a half

and direct connections between the bell and chain of buck
interest, both of Roxboro, North Carolina, U.S.A. , 25th

ets for moving the buckets in unison with the air supplying
September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 17th July, 1906. Receipt

movement of the bell .
No. 137,915 .

4. The combination of a carbureter, a series of measuring Claim . - In a device of the character described , a stock

buckets for supplying hydro-carbon liquid to the carbureter, having a longitudinal recess, the bottom thereof being on
an air bell for supplying a measured quantity of air to the a horizontal plane , a tube within the recess , the under sur

carbureter, and devices for directly connecting the bell face of the tube being flattened and adapted to contact with

with the series of buckets to move the buckets in unison the bottom surface of the recess, the upper surface of said

with the air supplying movement of the bell . tube being curved , said tube being provided with gradua
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3. In a wall bracket the shelf supports or brackets proper,tions , a strip arranged above the recess, said strip having
graduationscoinciding with the graduations of the tube , each comprising the horizontal portion , provided with the
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and means arranged at each end of the longitudinal recess

of the stock to hold the tube within said recess.

No. 101,213. Propelling_and Steering Apparatus

for Boats.

Appareil de propulsion et à gouverner pour bateaux.

RgJ

Fig2 101214
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.1.

hole gll and the vertical portion d , said horizontal and verti

cal portions being adjustably connected at their adjacent

ends, and the braces k supported at their lower ends by said

vertical portions and formed at their lower ends with the

curved or rounded edges k ' and the projections kill extending

loosely into said holes gll whereby a certain amount of play

or relative movement is provided at that point , substantially

as and for the purpose set forth .

4. In a wall bracket vertical holders adapted to be rigidly

secured to the wall , shelf supports or brackets proper, each

comprising a horizontal portion and a vertical portion ad

justably connected at their adjacent ends, said shelf sup

ports being adapted to be supported by slide vertically in ,

and adjustably secured to the holders and braces extendingEthel Post, assignee of Charles Wesley Post , both of Zion
from the vertical to the horizontal portions of the shelf sup

City, Illinois , U.S.A. , 25th September , 1906 ; 6 years .
ports and connected therewith in such a manner as to allowFiled 31st July, 1906. Receipt No. 138,290.

a certain degree of adjustment as to the angle of the horiClaim . - The combination of a shell provided with a pass- zontal portion with relation to the vertical portion , substan

ageway therethrough , a shoulder at the lower end of the tially as described .

passageway, said passageway being enlarged to form a

chamber and said shell being provided with an aperture No. 101,215. Milking Machine.
therethrough communicating with the chamber, a plug rota Machine pour traire.

tably mounted in the shell and extending below it , said

plug provided with a shoulder corresponding with and rest

ing on the shoulder in the shell , and said plug provided with Fig.1
a passageway communicating with the chamber in the shell

and with the water below the shell , the discharge of said

passageway directing the water flowing therethrough in a

substantially horizontal plane, and a steering wheel at

tached to the rotatable plug , substantially as described .

No. 101,214. Wall Bracket. Console pour murs .

Frank W. Chickering Irvine , A. Norcross and Olin M. Rowell ,

all of Hardwick , Vermont, U.S.A. , 25th September, 1906 ;

6 years . Filed 26th June, 1906. Receipt No. 137,303 .

Claim .-1 . In a wall bracket the holders each comprising

a vertical plate c formed with the inwardly extending lips

6 and a central channel or groovec', the shelf supports,
1/27

each comprising the leg d formed with the raised and slotted

slideway or guide d' all and the horizontal portions y, each
provided with the downward extension g and means for ad- D. H. Burrell and Company, assignee of Loomis Burrell , all

of Little Falls , New York, U.S.A. , 25th September, 1906 ;justably securing said legs to the holders and said horizontal

portions of the shelf supports to the legs, substantially as 6 years. Filed 16th February , 1906. Receipt No. 132,966.

described . Claim .-1 . In a milking machine , the combination of a milk

2. In a wall bracket the shelf supports or brackets proper , receiving vessel , a pulsator on the same, a conduit by which
eachcomprising a horizontalportionanda vertical portion suction is applied to the vessel , and a separating chamber in
adjustably connectedattheir adjacent ends, and braces k said conduit for intercepting particles which are carried on
rigidly secured at their lower ends to said vertical portions the air which passes through the suction conduit , substan
and loosely connected at their upper ends with said hori- tially as set forth.
zontal portions, whereby said horizontal portions and the 2. In a milking machine , the combination of a milk receiv

shelf supported thereby may have their rear edges swung ing vessel , a pulsator on the same , a conduit by which suc
vertically and the angle of theshelf changed for levelling tion is applied to the vessel , and a filter in said conduit for
purposes with relation to said vertical portions, substanti- separating objectionable particles from the air , substantially
ally as set forth, as set forth .
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3. In a milking machine , the combination of a milk receiv- ing of the fuse to move said target into a position of dis

ing vessel having a suction opening in its cover, a pulsator play .

arranged on said cover , a separating chamber provided at 2. In a protective device for electric circuits, the combin

opposite ends with a nipple which communicates with said ation with an insulating supporting strip and terminal plates

opening and with a nipple to which the suction pipe is at- carried at the ends thereof, of a coiled spring, a support

tached, and a filter arranged in said chamber, substantially therefor mounted upon one of said plates, one end of said

as set forth . spring being electrically connected with the aforesaid ter

4. In a milking machine , the combination of a pulsator minal plate , an extension arm formed by the other end of

valve having an air port , and a valve cylinder having an air said spring, a target carried by said arm, a fuse wire elec

iclet port and a milk port, the air port in the valve being trically connected with the other terminal plate and united

arranged to place the air inlet port of the cylinder in com- with said arm between the target and coil to maintain said

munication with said milk port , and the air inlet port of the spring under tension , said arm being adapted to be moved

cylinder having a restricted inlet which communicates direct- by the spring to bring the target into a position of display

ly and without the intervention of a valve with the milk port when the fuse wire is parted .

of the cylinder through the air port of the pulsator valve, 3. A protective device comprising an insulating mounting

substantially as set forth . strip and terminal plates therefor, a spring secured to one

5. The combination of a milk vessel provided with a valve of said terminal plates, a fuse wire completing the electrical

cylinder having a milk port and having in its side a restricted connection between said plates, and maintaining the spring

air inlet which communicates directly and without the inter- under tension , an arm carried by said spring, and a tubular

vention of a valve with the outer air , and a pulsator valve glass target carried by an angular portion of said arm, said

which is provided with an air port arranged to place the air arm when the spring is under tension maintaining the target

inlet of the cylinder in communication with said milk port, inconspicuous, and being adapted upon the parting of the

substantially as set forth . fuse to move said target into a position of display.

6. In a milking machine , the combination of a milk receiv- 4. A protective device comprising an insulating mounting

ing vessel having a removable cover, a pulsator valve and strip e and terminal pieces et e* therefor, a coiled spring f , a

cylinder arranged upon said cover, á milk pipe connected support e therefor , one end of said spring being electrically

with said valve cylinder, teat cups connected with said milk connected with the terminal e ', an extension arm f formed

pipe , and a restricted air inlet formed on said valve cylinder , by the other end of said spring , an opaque glass target g of

substantially as set forth . distinctive colour carried by an angular portion f of said

7. In a milking machine , the combination of a pulstaor arm , and a fuse wire f maintaining said spring under ten

valve , an inlet for admitting the external air to the milk sion and electrically connected with the terminal plate e *,

passage , and a filter which covers said inlet and through said fuse wire being united with the arm f between the tar

whichthe air is compelled to pass , substantially as set forth. set and coil , whereby when the fuse is parted the target is

8. In a milking machine , the combination of a pulsator noved into a position of display by the recoil of said spring.

valve , a cylinder in which the same is arranged and which is 5. A protective device comprising an insulating supporting

provided with an air inlet for admitting the external air strip, terminal plates carried at the ends thereof, a coiled

through said valve to the milk passage , and a filter which spring, a metallic supporting plate for said spring mounted

covers said inlet, substantially as set forth . upon one of said terminal plates at right angles thereto, one

9. In a milking machine, the combination of a milk receiv- end of said spring being secured to said plate, an extension

ing vessel having a removable cover, a pulsator valve and arm caried by the other end of said spring, a leaf spring

cylinder arranged upon said cover, said cylinder being pro- secured at one end to the other terminal plate and extending

vided with an inlet for admitting the external air , and a parallel to the insulating strip on the side thereof opposite

filter which is secured to said inlet, substantially as set forth . said coiled spring, a fuse passing through said strip and

connecting said leaf spring and extension arm to maintain

No. 101,216. Alarm Fuse for Telephone Exchanges. the coiled spring under tension, and a target of distinctive

Fusée - avertiseur pour échange téléphonique.
colour carried by an angular portion of said extension arm

and adapted to be moved into a position of display by said
arm when the fuse is parted.

1

6. A protective device comprising an insulating supporting

strip , terminal plates carried at the ends thereof, a coiled

spring supported by one of said plates , one end of said spring

being connected with said plate , an extension arm carried

by the other end of said spring, a leaf spring connected with

the other terminal plate and extending parallel to said in

sulating strip on the side thereof opposite said coiled spring,

a fuse passing through said strip and connecting the ends

of said springs to maintain the coiled spring under tension ,

and a target carried by an angular portion of said exten

sion arm independent of the current carrying portion

thereof , said target being adapted to be moved into a posi

tion of display by said arm when the fuse is parted.

7. A protective device adapted to be mounted in a verti

cal plane, comprising an insulating supporting strip , ter

minal plates carried at the ends thereof, a coiled spring

supported by one of said plates , one end of said spring be

ing connected with said plate, an extension arm carried by

the other end of said spring, a portion of said arm being

bent to lie at right angles, a fuse wire electrically con

nected with the other terminal plate and united with said

extension arm between the angular portion thereof and the

coiled spring to maintain said spring under tension , and a

tubular target carried. by said angular portion and normally

maintained in an inconspicuous position with its small end

alone visible , said target being adapted to be moved by said

arm to display its side surface when the fuse is parted.

FIE . 2

No. 101,217. Electro-Magnetic Wheel.

101216 Roue électro - aimante,

Hugo Behan , Seattle , Washington , U.S.A. , 25th September,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 8th September, 1906. Receipt No.

The Bell Telephone Company of Canada , Montreal, Quebec , 139,337 .

Canada, assignee of Edward B. Craft , Chicago , Illinois ,

U.S.A., 25th September , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 9th May, bination with the track rail, the wheel , and the electric
Claim . - 1. In apparatus of the class described the com

1906. Receipt Nc . 135,707 .

conducting wires , of a plurality of electro -magnets having
Claim . - 1. A protective device comprising an insulating their cores extending through the rim of said wheel and

mounting strip and terminal plates therefor , a spring secured the coils terminating in an annular piece of metal and a

to one of said terminals, a fuse wire electrically connected series of contact segments secured to said wheel , a terminal

with the other terminal and united with said spring to main- of the said conducting wires which makes continuous con

tain the same under tension , and a target carried by said tact with said annular piece , another terminal of the con

spring , said spring when under tension holding said target in ducting wires engaging with the said contact segments, and

ar inconspicuous position , but being adapted upon the part- means for adjusting said last - named terminal so as to

TV2
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cause it to engage with certain predetermined of said con

tact segments, substantially as described .

No. 101,219. Box for Electric Mouldings.

Boîte pour moulage électrique.
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John L. Gleason, Jamaica Plain , Massachusetts , U.S.A. , 25th

September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 14th May, 1906. Receipt

No. 135,880 .

Claim . - 1 . A reduction box for electrical mouldings com

prising in its construction two end plates joined together

by a curvilinear front plate, integral therewith , said front

plate provided in each of its opposite edges respectively

with a recess, one of said recesses being larger than the

FI . 3.
other, said recesses each having two ends connected by a

117217 longitudinal side , and a bevelled corner connecting each of

said ends to said sides at opposite ends thereof respectively.

2. A reduction box for electrical mouldings comprising

2. In an apparatus of the class described the combination in its construction two end plates joined together by a cur

with a wheel , electro -magnets mounted radially on the
vilinear front plate integral therewith, said front plate

wheel , an annular rotary contact , segregated contacts re- provided in each of its opposite edges respectively with a
voluble with the wheel, an adjustable contact adapted to recess, one of said recesses being larger than the other,

engage said segregated contacts, whereby, through the said recesses each having two ends connected by a longi
movement of said adjustable contact, an electric magnet tudinal side, and a bevelled corner connecting each of said
may be energized in front of or in rear of the bearing point ends to said sides at opposite ends thereof respectively ,
of the wheel.

an a V-shaped projection extending into the larger of said
recesses from said longitudinal side midway between said

No. 101,218. Bottle . Bouteille .
corners.

3. A reduction box for electrical mouldings comprising in

its construction two end plates joined together by a curvi

linear front plate integral therewith , said front plate pro

vided in each of its opposite edges respectively with a re

cess , one of said recesses being larger than the other, and

ilanges projecting from the longitudinal edges of said front

plate substantially at right angles to each other.

4. A reduction box for electrical mouldings comprising in

its construction two end plates joined together by a curvi

linear front plate integral therewith , said front plate pro

vided in each of its opposite edges respectively with a re

cegs , and flanges projecting from the longitudinal edges of

said front plate substantially at right angles to each other.

5. A reduction box for electrical mouldings comprising in

its construction two end plates joined together by a curvi

linear front plate , integral therewith , said front plate pro

vided in each of its opposite edges respectively, with a re

cess , one of said recesses being larger than the other, said

recesses each having two ends connected by a longitudinal

side, and a bevelled corner connecting each of said ends to

said sides at opposite ends thereof respectively, and flanges

Walter D'Esmond Chappelle, Wyoming, Ontario, Canada, projecting from the longitudinal edges of said front plate,

25th September , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 15th June , 1906. substantially at right angles to each other and fastened to

Receipt No. 136,942 . two supporting walls at an angle to each other , in combin

Claim . - 1. A position guard for bottles comprising a band ation with mouldings projecting into said recesses and

having a movable connection with the bottle and of greater caps for each of said mouldings , said bevelled corners

diameter and height than the portion of the cork project - bearing against the edges of said caps, whereby said caps

ing beyond the bottle. are clamped against said mouldings, and said mouldings are

2. A poison guard for bottles comprising a band arranged clamped against said supporting walls.

to encircle the cork and of greater height than the project

ing portion thereof, the upper edge of the band being formed No. 101,220. Switch Receptacle.

with a plurality of spur projections .
Réceptacle de commutateurs.

3. A poison guard for bottles comprising a clip to engage

the bottle neck, a band arranged to encircle the cork and George H. Metheany, Lima, Ohio, U.S.A., 25th September,

of greater height than the projecting portion thereof, said
1906 ; 6 years. Filed 18th May , 1906. Receipt No. 136,052 .

band having a hinge connection with the clip .

4. A poison guard for bottles comprising a clip to en
Claim . - 1. A device of the character described comprising

gage the bottle neck, a band arranged to encircle the cork an inverted cup -shaped casing, said casing provided with an

and of greater height than the projecting portion thereof, internal screw- threaded surface formed near its lower edge,

said band having a hinge connection with the clip , and an annular extension formed upon the inner face of said cas

means for securing the band in operative relation with the ing, said screw- threaded surface terminating short of said

cork .
annular extension , a removable base member positioned with

5. A poisch guard for bottles comprising a bottle en- in said casing , and contiguous to said annular extension , said

gaging clip, a band having hinge connection with the clip , base member provided with an upper concaved surface and

the upper end of the band being formed with vertically with a central aperture , said member provided with a coni

arranged spur points, and a locking strip depending from cal depending portion, said depending portion provided with

the band. a concaved recess, a standard formed integral upon said base
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member, ribs extending in opposite directions from said , brace the end portions of correspondingly shaped conduits .
standard and formed integralwithsaid base member, a block means to detachably receiveconduits in said members, and
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Fig. 2.

Fig.3.

formed upon the upper end of said standard , spring terminals
carried by said block , and an annular locking member posi

tioned within said casing , for securing said base member in

a fixed position , said locking member provided with an outer

screw - threaded surface and with inwardly projecting exten

sions.

2. A device of the character described comprising an in
verted, cup -shaped casing, a removable member of the same

diameter as the diameter of the interior of said casing posi
kg.4 .

tioned within said casing, means for securing said member

within said casing, said member provided with an aper

ture , a ball valve positioned within said casing and nor

mally closing said aperture, and terminal carrying means

formed upon said member.

3. A device of the character described comprising a casing

closed at its top and open at its bottom , a removable mem

ter positioned within and closing the bottom of said casing, 1221

said member provided with a depending guiding portion and

an aperture , a ball valve closing said aperture, and terminal

supporting means carried by said member.

4. A device of the character described comprising a casing

open at its bottom and closed at its top , a removable mem

ber of the same dimensions as the dimensions between the means for detachably connecting said members with said

irner walls of said casing, said member positioned within box , said members being provided with prongs bent into

said casing, said member provided with a series of apertures connection with a conduit to hold the members and con

and with terminal carrying means, and valve means for clos- duits together.

ing one of said apertures . 2. An outlet or junction box provided with holes , com

5. A device of the character described comprising a casing bined with members entering said holes to connect with
closed at its top and open at its bottom , a removable mem- conduits, said members having extensions passing into the

ber closing said bottom , said member provided with an aper- box along its bottom , and means for detachably connecting

ture , a ball valve for closing said aperture, and terminal said extensions with the bottom of the box.

carrying means formed upon said member. 3. An electrical outlet or junction box provided with holes ,

6. A device of the character described comprising a casing, and members entering said holes and provided with prongs

a removable member positioned within said casing, means bent into connection with conduits through slots in said

for securing said member within said casing, guiding means conduits to hold the members and conduits together.

carried by said member, valve means carried by said member , 4. A bond - like member for holding a conduit to an outlet

and terminal carrying means carried by said member. ur junction box comprising a channel- like piece having a

7. A device of the character described comprising a casing bottom and sides provided with opposed grooves to receive

closed at its top and open at its bottom , a removable mem- a conduit and provided with lugs adapted to be bent against

ber positioned within the lower portion of said casing, means the inner wall of a junction box.

for securing said removable member within said casing , de- 5. A bond for connection with a conduit comprising a

pending guiding means formed upon said member, terminal channel-like piece having a bottom and sides provided with

carrying means formed upon said member within said casing, grooved portions, and a prong adapted to be bent through

said member provided with an aperture , and a ball valve for a slot in a conduit , substantially as described.

closing said aperture .

8. In a device of the character described, the combination No. 101,222. Conduit for Electric Wire.
of a casing closed at its top and open at its bottom, a re

trovable bottom of substantially the same width as the Conduit pour fils électriques.

interior of said casing, positioned within the same, a revol
uble locking member threaded into said casing and in engage Clarence C. Sibley and George Augustus Lutz, New York

ment with the said bottom, terminal carrying means sup City , New York , U.S.A. , 25th September, 1906 ; 6 years .

ported by said bottom , conical guiding means formed upon Filed 4th May , 1906. Receipt No. 135,525 .

said bottom , said bottom provided with an opening, and valve Claim . - 1. An elbow for conduits comprising a pair of

means for closing said opening. members having channels and provided with opposed

9. In a device of the character described , the combination zrooves and movably connected together, and independent

of a casing closed at its top and open at its bottom , an ex- sections within said members provided with grooved por

tension formed interiorly of said casing , a removable bottom tions entering the grooves of said members adapted to align

positioned within said casing and in engagement with said with the grooves of corresponding conduits and to receive
extension , a removable , annular locking member threaded the covers therefrom .

into said casing and in engagement with said bottom , and 2. An elbow for conduits comprising members movably

terminal carrying means positioned within said casing. connected together, means for closing the openings adjacent

to the adjacent ends of said members, and sections located

No. 101,221 . Outlet or Junction Box, in said members and having their outer ends at a distance

Sortie de boîte de jonction . from the ends of the members to permit the entrance of

the ends of conduits into said members .
Clarence C. Sibley and George Augustus Lutz , co - inventors ,

3. An elbow for conduits comprising a pair of channel
both of New York City , New York , U.S.A. , 25th Septem-; like members movably connected together and adapted to

ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 4th May, 1906. Receipt No. receive correspondingly shaped conduits, said members hav

135,524 .
I ing means for firmly connecting them with said conduits to

Claim . - 1. An electrical outlet or junction box provided prevent movement of the conduits in a longitudinal direc
with holes, channel like members entering said holes to em- tion .
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4. An elbow for conduits comprising a pair of channel- journal bearing and a centrifugal governor in said casing

like members movably connected together and adapted to provided with a hollow upwardly open spindle and mounted

for rotation in said journal bearings, of a supplemental
rig : endwise open indicator case having a hollow downwardly

open boss at its bottom fitted and detachably confined in

said socket , and having a vertically slotted front wall made

with opposite endwise open grooves, and a vertically slotted

indicator scale card on the front wall of the indicator case ,

and marginally engaged in said grooves , a stem within the

hollow spindle subject to vertical movement by the opera
Fig.n.

tion of the governor extended upwardly within the indicator

case and carrying a pointer at its upper portion extended

through the slots of the indicator case and scale card, and

arranged closely to , and registering on, the card .3 ,
Fig.

4. In a speed indicating device the combination with the

main governor casing supporting at its top an indicator
casing having a slotted front and a slotted scale card

thereat , and a centrifugal governor in the main case pro

vided with a hollow upwardly open spindle , of a stem within

the hollow spindle connected with the governor . rotatable

in unison therewith , and endwise movable independently of

the governor spindle , and having at its upper end an in
dicator head bodily movable with the stem and relatively

to which the stem is independently rotatable , and said head

having the lateral stud projecting through the slots of the

raFig.4.
indicator casing and scale card . and a pointer carried , ad

jacent the face of the scale card by the outer extremity of

said stud .

5. In a speed indicating device in combination the main

governor casing of circular form , and enclosed , having jour

nal bearing holes through its top and bottom, and having

101222
about the upper journal hole an upwardly open socket f. the

surrounding wall of said socket depending within the top of

the casing, and said main casing being constructed of the
receive correspondingly shaped conduits , said members be

upper and lower matching sections hand c, the indicator
ing provided with prongs adapted to enter slots in the con

duits and to be bent to lock the conduits to the members.
casing having a downwardly open depending boss fitting in

said socket , and having a vertically, slotted front wall pro

vided with an indicator scale detachably connected thereat ,

No. 101,223. Speed Indicating and Alarm Device. a set serew engaging said hollow boss through the wall of
Indicateur de vitesse et avertisseur.

the socket therefor, a centrifugal governor having the spindle

thereof hollow . upwardly open and longitudinally slotted

through its sides , the indicator stem vertically movable

within the indicator spindle and connected with a movable

member of the governor. and a head carried at the upper

end of the stem within the indicator casing , provided with

the lateral stud projecting through the slot in the indicator

case and having the externally located pointer.

6. In a speed indicating device , the combination with an

enclosed governor casing having at its top a supplemental

endwise open indicator case, having a vertically slotted
front wall with side wall extensions forwardly projecting

beyond the slotted front wall and having within their inner

sides the opposing pairs of grooves 10. 10 and 12 , 12 , the

slotted indicator card engaged in the grooves 10 and the glass

forward thereof marginally engaged in the grooves 12 , of the

governor , having an indicator stem endwise movable rela

tively thereto and actuated thereby, provided at its upper

end within the supplemental case with a part projecting

through the front wall slot and provided with a pointer to

register on the card .

John Ellwin Parrish and Richard Hale Smith , co -inventors , 7. In a speed indicating device , a governor casing having

both of Springfield , Massachusetts, U.S.A., 25th Septem- at the top thereof an indicator scale , a governor in said case
ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 30th July, 1906. Receipt No. and a stem actuated by the governor and having a pointer

138,265 . registering on the scale , an electric lamp supported on the

Claim . - 1. In a speed indicating device the combination case adjacent and to illuminate the scale , normally open cir

with a casing, having a centrifugal governor therein pro- cuit connections for the lamp including a battery,and means

vided with a hollow upwardly open spindle, and having at comprised in the lamp circuit and movably controlled by the

its top a supplemental slotted facewise indicator casing governor for automatically closing the lamp circuit under

having a slot through the wall thereof, and which casing predetermined speed conditions , and additional and non -auto

is constructed also for the reception of interchangeable matic means for closing the lamp circuit at pleasure .

cards, of a stem within the hollow spindle , subject to ver 8. In a speed indicating device , a governor casing having

ticalmovement on the operation of the governor and having at the top thereof an indicator scale , and an adjacent in

ing it's upper end located in the indicator casing andhaving tegrally formed apertured hood , a governor in said case, and

a part movable closely to and registering on the indicator, a stem actuated by the governor and having a pointer regis

and means connected with the governor for impartingits tering on the scale,an electriclamp supported by thecase
rotation thereto. within said apertured hood , normally open circuit connec

2. In a speed indicating device the combination with a tions for the lamp , having a battery connected therein , and
circular enclosed casing having upper and lower central means for closing the lamp circuit .

journal bearings , and made with a socket about the upper 9. In a speed indicating and alarm device , a governor cas

journal bearing, and a centrifugal governor in said cas- ing having at the top thereof an indicator scale , a governor

ing provided with a hollow upwardly open spindle and it said case and a stem actuated by the governor, a pointer

mounted for rotation in said journal bearings, of a supr carried by the stem and registering on the scale , an electric

plemental downwardly open indicator case having a hollow audible alarm device carried by the case, normally open cir

lower part fitted and detachably confined in said socket cuit connections for the alarm device having a battery con

and having an indicator scale, a stem within the hollow nected therein , and automatic means actuated by the gover

spindle subject to vertical movement by the operation of nor for closing the alarm circuit .

the governor, extended upwardly within the indicator case 10. In a speed indicating device , a governor casing having

and having an externally visible part movable closely to at the top thereof an indicator scale , a governor in said case

and registering on the indicator scale . and a stem actuated by the governor and carrying a pointer

3. In a speed indicating device the combination with a having a reciprocatory movement and registering on the

circular enclosed casing having upper and lower central scale , an electric lamp supported on the case adjacent and

journal bearings, and made with a socket about the upper ' to illuminate the scale, and an audible electrically operable
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signaling device , normally open circuit connections compris- the lamp is in metallic connection, the battery, wire con
ing a generator , and connecting the lamp and the signalling nected to said metallic part 92 , 93, and wire connected to

device , and a movable part controlled by the governor for the metallic governor casing, and a tongue adjacent and

closing the lamp and signal circuits , for simultaneously normally separated from the metallic plate 42, and in con

lighting the lamp and sounding the alarm under predeter- nection with the electrically conducting governor case, and

mined speed conditions , and additional non - automatic means means for forcing said tongue against plate 42 , for the

for closing the lamp circuit at pleasure . purposes set forth.

11. In a speed indicating device, a governor casing having 17. In a speed indicating device, a governor casing hav

at the top thereof a supplemental casing havingan exter- ing at the top thereof a supplementalcasing provided with
nally visible indicator scale, and having a vertically slotted externally visible indicator scale, and having a vertically
wall, a governor in said case and a stem actuated by the slotted wall, a governor in said case and a stem actuated
governor and having a head in the supplemental case pro by the governor and having a head in the supplemental

vided with a pointer registering on the scale , an electric case provided with a pointer registering on the indicator

audible alarm device, normally open circuit connections for scale , an electric lamp, and an insulating support therefor

the alarm device including the battery, the head of the indi- secured within the casing having a metallic plate 42 there

cator stem and an adjustably movable contact relatively to on , and on which the metallic lamp socket is in contact, an

which the head of the governor controlled stem moves , and independent metallic plate 92, 93 , secured to said support

a screw stud projected through the slot in the casing, and and with which one terminal of the lamp is in metallic con

having a confining nut and controlling the position of said nection , the metallic part 48 having the upstanding member

adjustable contact , for the purposes set forth. 50 , and the tongue 49 , extending to overlap, normally sepa

12. In a speed indicating device , a governor casing having rated from the plate 42 , a contact supported by and ad

at the top thereof a supplemental casing having an exter- justable on the member 50 in electrical connection with the

nally visible indicator scale , and having a vertically slotted part 48 , and also connected to the metallic governor casing ,

wall , a governor in said case and a stem actuated by the metallic connections through the governor between the

governor and having a head in the supplemental case pro- governor casing and the indicator stem and head, and means

vided with a pointer registering on the scale , an electric
for placing the tongue 49 in contact against the plate 42 ,

audible alarm device, normally open circuit connections for
for the purposes set forth.

the alarm device , including a battery , the head of the indi- 18. In a speed indicating device, a governor casing having

cator stem , and an adjustably movable contact relatively to at the top thereof a supplemental casing provided with an

which the head of the governor controlled stem moves , a externally visible indicator scale, and having a vertically

screw stud projected through the slot in the casing, and slotted wall , a governor in said case and a stem actuated

having a confining nut , and controlling the position of said by the governor and having a head in the supplemental case

adjustable contact, a numbered scale on the side of the cas- provided with a pointer registering on the indicator scale ,

ing adjacent said slot , and a pointer engaged with the screw an electric lamp and an insulating support secured within

stud and movable therewith along said slot and for registry the casing having a metallic plate 42 thereon , and on which

on the numbered scale , for the purposes set forth . the metallic lamp socket is in contact , an independent me

13. In a speed indicating device , a governor casing having tallic plate 92,93, secured to said support and with which

at the top thereof a supplemental casing having an exter
one terminal of the lamp is in metallic connection , the

nally visible indicator scale , and having a vertically slotted plate 48 having the tongue 49 and the member 50 provided

wall , a governor in said case and a stem actuated by the with an adjustable contact adjacent the indicator stem
governor and having a head in the supplemental case pro- head, the battery wire connected to said metallic part 92,

vided with a pointer registering on the indicator scale , an 93 , and wire connected to the metallic governor casing, me
electric audible alarm device , and an electric lamp adjacent tallic connections through the governor between the gover

the indicator, normally open circuit connections for the
nor casing and the indicator stem and head, and connec

alarm device , and for the lamp including a battery, the head
tions between the plate 48 and the battery, means for forc

of the indicator stem , and an adjustably movable contact
ing said tongue 49 against said plate 42 , and the tongue 60

relatively to which the head of the governor controlled stem
in electrical connection with the case and arranged to be

moves , and means for connecting and disconnecting the cir forced at pleasure against the said plate 42, for the pur

cuit connections pertaining to the lamp from those pertain poses set forth.

ing to the alarm device. 19. In a speed indicating device , a governor casing having

14. In a speed indicating device , a governor casing having at the top thereof a supplemental casing provided with an

at the top thereof a suppemental casing having an exter- externally visible indicator scale , and having a vertically

nally visible indicator scale, and having a vertically slot- slotted wall , a governor in said case and a stem actuated

ted wall , a governor in said case and a stem actuated by the by the governor and having a head in the supplemental case

governor and having a head in the supplemental case pro provided with a pointer registering on the indicator scale,

vided with a pointer registering on the indicator scale, an an electric lamp and an insulating support secured within

electric audible alarm device, and an electric lamp adjacent the casing having a metallic plate 42 thereon, and on which

the indicator, normally open circuit connections for the the metallic lamp socket is in contact , independent

alarm device , and for the lamp, including a battery , the metallic plate 92, 93, secured to said support and with which

head of the indicator stem , and an adjustably movable con- one terminal of the lamp is in metallic connection , an elec

tact relatively to which the head of the governor controlled trically operable audible alarm device, the plate 48 having

stem moves , and means for connecting and disconnecting the tongue 49 and the member 50 provided with an adjustable

the circuit connections pertaining to the lamp from those contact adjacent the indicator stem head , the battery, wire

pertaining to the alarm device, and additional and non- connected to said metallic governor casing, and wire con

automatic means for closing at pleasure the lamp circuit . , nected with the audible alarm device and connections be

15. In a speed indicating device , a governor casing hav- tween said alarm device and the plate 48 , metallic connec

ing at the top thereof a supplemental casing provided with tions through the governor casing and the indicator stem

externally visible indicator scale, and having a vertically and head, and means for forcing said tongue 49 against said

slotted wall , a governor in said case and a stem actuated plate 42.

by the governor and having a head in the supplemental case 20. In a speed indicating device, a governor casing hav.

provided with a pointer registering on the indicator scale , ing at the top thereof a supplemental casing provided with

an electric audible alarm device and a battery, a metallic an externally visible indicator scale , and having a vertically

plate mounted on an insulating support having connection slotted wall , a governor in said case and a stem actuated

with the electric alarm device and having an upstanding by the governor and having a head in the supplemental case

member within the supplemental casing adjacent the indi- provided with a pointer registering on the Indicator scale,

cator stem , a contact vertically movable on said upstand- an electric lamp and an insulating support secured within

ing member and having an insulated stud projecting through the casing having a metallic plate 42 thereon , and on which

the slot of the supplemental casing, a wire connecting said the metallic lamp socket is in contact , an independent

plate and the battery, a wire connecting the battery with metallic plate 92, 93 , secured to said support and with which
the metallic governor casing, and metallic connections be- one terminal of the lamp is in metallic connection , an elec

tween the governor casing and the contacting head of the trically operable audible alarm device , the plate 48 having

indicator stem . the tongue 49 and the member 50 provided with an adjustable

16. In a speed indicating device , a governor casing hav- contact adjacent the indicator stem head, the battery, wire

ing at the top thereof a supplemental casing provided with connected to said metallic part 92, 93 , wire connected to said

an externally visible indicator scale , and having a verti- metallic governor casing, and wire connected with the audi

cally slotted wall , a governor in said case and a stem actu- ble alarm device and connections between said alarm de

ated by the governor and provided with a pointer register- vice and the plate 48, metallic connections through the

ing on the indicator scale, an electric lamp and an insulat- l'overnor between the governor casing and the indicator

ing support secured within the casing having a metallic stem and head, means for forcing said tongue 49 against said

plate 42 thereon, and on which the metallic socket of the plate 42, and the tongue 60 in electrical connection with the

lamp is in contact, and an independent metallic plate 92, case and arranged to be forced at pleasure against the said

93, secured to said support and with which one terminal of ' plate 42.

an
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21. In a speed indicating device , a casing having a gov- through the forward face of the breech block , electrical con

ernor therein , an indicator and a pointer actuated by the nections between the contact piece and the induction coil ,
governor for registering on the indicator, and an electric

lamp , adjacent the indicator , and said casing made with the

pockets d and e and having a battery and an audible electri o7

cally operable alarm device respectively therein , circuit
Tie 1

connections comprising the battery and the alarm device ,

and automatic means controlled by the governor for closing

the circuit for the alarm device .

22. For a speed indicator the combination with an indi

cator having a speeding governor , of a gear wheel and de

tachable means for its confinement on a traction wheel of

the vehicle , consisting of a clip having its intermediate por
Fig . 3 .

tion looped to encircle a wheel poke and having its ex

tremities adjoined and extended through the gear wheel .

screw - threaded , and having a confining nut setting against

the gear wheel , a pinion in mesh with the gear wheel , and a
Figs.

flexible shaft connecting the pinion and the governor of the

indicator .

23. In transmission connections for a speed indicator de- and electrical connections betweeen the breech block and the

vice of the character described, a traction wheel-carried irduction coil .

gear wheel , a pinion to mesh therewith and having an arbour
2. In a gun the combination with a stock having a cham

to be flexible shaft-connected with the indicator, and a sup
ber therewithin and having a longitudinal slot in its upper

port for the pinion arbour , and relatively to which such portion communicating with the chamber, of contact plates

arbour is adjustable in the line of its axis.
disposed at opposite ends of the slot , a plate slidably mount

24. In a speed indicating apparatus in combination a casing ed for movement into and out of position to contact with

carrying an indicator scale and having therein a governor both of the first -named plates simultaneously, a shank se

controlled stem provided with a pointer co -acting with the cured to the slidable plate and extending outwardly through

scale , a traction wheel provided with a gear wheel , a pinion the slot , means for holding the sliding plate yieldably out of

in mesh with said gear wheel having an arbour, a flexible operative position, a make-and -break , electrical connections

shaft connecting said arbour and the governor and a journal between one of the stationary plates and a member of the

support for said arbour which is adjustable bodily in a direc- make-and-break, a battery, electrical connections between

tion transverse of the axis thereof. said battery and the other of the stationary plates , an in

25. In a speed indicating apparatus in combination , a cas
duction coil carried by the stock, electrical connections be

ing carrying an indicator scale and having therein a gover
tween said coil and the other battery electrical connections

por and a governor controlled stem provided with a pointer between said coil and the other member of the make-and

co-acting with the scale, a traction wheel provided with a
break , a metallic breech block for the gun , an insulating

gear wheel , a pinion in mesh with said gear wheel having an
body in the breech block , a contact piece in the insulating

arbour, a flexible shaft connecting said arbour and the body extending through the forward face of the breech block ,

governor, and a journal support for said arbour which is electrical connections between the contact piece and the

adjustable for a swinging movement about an axis perpendi- induction coil, electrical connections between the breech

cular to the axis of the arbour. block and the induction coil , a cartridge disposed against

26. In transmission connections for a speed indicator de the breech block, said cartridge including a metallic heel

vice of the character described, a traction wheel-carried piece contacting the breech block , and having a passage

gear wheel, a pinion to mesh therewith and having an arbour formed therethrough communicating with the interior of the

to be flexible shaft- connected with the indicator and a sup- shell , an insulating core in the passage , an electrode in the

port for the pinion arbour and relatively to which said arbour insulating core, said electrode contacting the contact piece

is adjustable on the line of its axis, adjustable bodily trans- and extending into the shell, and a second electrode disposed

versely its axis and capable of a swinging movement on with one end in the shell and in spaced relation to the

an axis perpendicular to the axis of the said arbour. first -named electrode, said second electrode being electrical

27. For a speed indicating device of the class described , ly connected with the heel - piece .

the combination with a gear wheel and a pinion having an
arbour, of a supporting appliance and a stem vertically ad- No. 101,225. Trolley. Trollé.

justable relatively thereto , and provided with a journal bear

ing head in which the arbour of the pinion is rotatably sup

ported and through which such arbour is endwise adjustable

and a flexible shaft secured to the pinion arbour and for con

nection with the speeding portion of the indicating device.

28. For a speed indicating device of the class described , in

combination with the indicating device and the vehicle wheel

having a spur gear K, the separable clip Q having the up

standing socketed portion 190 , the stem 193 , adjustably con

fined in said socketed portion and having the journal bearing

head 194 , the pinion having the arbour rotatable in , and

axially adjustable through said bearing head, the adjustable

collars 95 , 95 , and means for adjustably confining them on

the arbour at opposite ends of the journal bearing head and

the flexible shaft connected to the arbour and to the speed

ing portion of the indicating device .
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No. 101,224. Electrical Gun. Fusil électrique.

Martin E. Thomas , Batavia, Iowa , U.S.A. , 25th September,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 19th July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,

956 .

Claim._1. In a gun the combination with a stock having a

chamber therewithin and having a longitudinal slot in its

upper portion communicating with the chamber, of contact

piece disposed at opposite ends of the slot , a plate slidably

mounted for movement into and out of position to contact

with both of the first - named plates simultaneously , a shank

secured to the slidable plate and extending outwardly

through the slot , means for holding the sliding plate yield

ably out of operative position , a make-and -break, electrical

connections between one of the stationary plates and a mem

ber of the make-and -break, a battery, electrical connections
144

between said battery , and the other of the stationary plates ,
lil223

an induction coil carried by the stock, electrical connections

between said coil and the battery, electrical connections be- William Freman Thompson , Corospolis , Pennsylvania , U.S.A. ,

tween said coil and the other member of the make- and- 25th September , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 1st May, 1906 .

break, means for operating the make-and- break, a metallic Receipt No. 135,420.

breech block for the gun , an insulating body in the breech Claim.--1 . The combination with a trolley pole , and a trol

block, a contact piece in the insulating body and extending ' ley wheel , of a harp , spring arms carried by said harp and
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adapted to overlie said trolley wheel, means for partially means for tightening the cord , as and for the purpose

rotating said arms , means for vertically reciprocating said specified.

trolley wheel within said harp , substantially as described . 7. In a bow facing oar the combination with the two

2. The combination with a trolley pole , of a harp , an ad- discs placed one above the other, of friction wheels having

justable spindle mounted in said harp , a wheel journalled contact with the surface of both discs, as and for the pur

tipon said spindle , arms carried by said harp and adapted pose specified .

to overlie said wheel , means to partially rotate said arms , 8. In a bow facing car the combination with the two

and means to adjust said wheel , substantially as described . discs , pivoting means extending between the same , the oar

3. The combination with a trolley pole , of a harp , a spindle blade and the handle of connecting brackets extending be

mounted in said harp , a wheel journalled upon said spindletween the discs , handle, oar blade and friction rollers

means carried by said harp to automatically adjust said trol- secured on said brackets bearing an said discs , as and for

ley wheel, arms carried by said harp and adapted to overlie the purpose specified .

said trolley wheel , and means to move said arms out of 9. An improved bow facing oar comprising two overlap

vertical alignment with said trolley wheel , substantially as ping members , pivoting means extending between the same,
described. means for communicating the motion of one member to the

4. The combination with a trolley pole, and a trolley wire , opposite reversed in direction and means for applying foot

of a harp , a spindle adjustably mounted in said harp , a wheel power to rotate one member, as and for the purpose speci

journalled upon said spindle and adapted to engage said trol - fied.

ley wire , arms overlying said trolley wire , means to move 10. In a bow facing oar the combination with the two

said arms out of alignment with said trolley wire , means to disc and means for communicating the rotation of one

return said arms to their normal position , and means to disc to the other reversed in direction , of a cord extending

normally hold said trolley wheel in engagement with said around the periphery of one disc, a movable foot rod and
trolley wire , substantially as described . connecting means extending between the foot rod and the

cord , as and for the purpose specified .

No. 101,226. Bow Facing Oar. Rames. 11. In a bow facing oar the combination with the two

discs , pivoting means extending between and means for

communicating the motion of one disc to the other, of a

movable foot rod and means for communicating the motion

of the foot rod to one of the discs, as and for the purpose

specified .

12. In a bow facing oar the combination with two pivoted

members , means for communicating the motion of onemem

ber to the other reversed in direction , of means for feather

ing the oar at the end of each stroke , as and for the pur

pose specified .

13. In a bow facing oar the combination with means for

operating the oar blade in a reverse direction to the handle,

of means for automatically feathering the oar, as and for the
purpose specified .

14. In a bow facing oar the combination with the blade.

handle and means for giving the blade a motion reversed

in direction to that of the handle, of means for locking the

oar blade in predetermined positions , means for unlocking

the same at the end of each stroke and means for turning

it when unlocked , as and for the purpose specified ,

15. In a bow facing oar the combination with the rotatably

3 supported oar blade , of means for locking the same in pre

N B Gri determined positions and means for releasing the locking

means and rotating the car at the end of each stroke ,

as and for the purpose specified .

16. In a bow facing oar the combination with the rotatably

supported oar blade , of locking dogs on the end thereof, a

fixed ring having a slot therein adapted to be alternately
]

engaged by the locking dogs , means for alternately releas

ing the locking dogs and moving the oar to bring them al

ternately in engagement with the slot in the fixed ring ,

as and for the purpose specified .

17. In a bow facing oar the combination with the rotatably

supported oar blade , of means for locking the same in pre

Charles Henri Wessot, Ottawa , Ontario, Canada, 25th Sep- determined positions ,a lug on the end thereof, stops ad

tember, 1906 ; 6 years , Filed 29th June, 1906 . Receipt apted to engage said lug and turn the oar at each end of

No. 137,426 .
the stroke, and means for releasing the locking dogs prior

Claim . - 1 . An improved bow facing oar comprising two to the engagement of the lug with the stop , as and for the

overlapping members and means for communicating the purpose specified.

movement of one member to the other reversed in direction , 18. In a bow facing oar the combination with a rotatably

as and for the purpose specified. supported car blade , a pulley slidably supported in the end

2. An improved bow facing oar comprising two overlapping thereof, means for resiliently pressing the same upwardly, a

members , pivoting means extending between and means for fixed ring having a slot therein adapted to be engaged alter

communicating the motion of one member to the other re - nately by the pulley, cam surfaces on the bolt , fixed stops

versed in direction , as and for the purpose specified. adapted to engage each of said cam surfaces alternately at

3. An improved bow facing oar comprising two circular each end of the stroke of the oar and operating the release

discs , pivoting means for extending between each , means for said bolt , and means for turning the oar blade after the bolt

communicating the rotation of one disc to the other, reversed has been released until the other bolt comes in engagement

in direction , a handle secured to one disc and an oar blade with the slot , as and for the purpose specified .

secured to the other, as and for the purpose specified . 19. In a bow facing oar the combination with a rotatably

4. An improved bow facing oar comprising two circular supported oar blade , a bolt slidably supported in the end

discs having grooved peripheries , pivoting means extend thereof, means for resiliently pressing the same upwardly, a

ing between the same, two pulleys , means for fixedly sup- fixed ring having a slot therein adapted to be engaged alter

porting the same , a cord extending partially around the nately by the bolt , cam surfaces on the bolt, fixed stops

periphery of each disc and over the pulleys , a handle adapted to engage each of said cam surfaces alternately

secured to one disc and an oar blade secured to the other , at each end of the stroke of the oar and operating to re

as and for the purpose specified . lease said bolt , a projecting lug secured to the end of the

5. An improved bow facing oar comprising two circular oar blade , a fixed cam surface co - operating with said lug

discs having grooved peripheries , a spider interposed be- to turn the car at each end of the stroke after the bolts

tween the two discs , pivoting means extending through the have been unlocked , as and for the purpose specified.

discs and the spider, means for non-rotatably supporting 20. In a bow facing car the combination with the oar

the spider , two pulleys secured on the spider, a cord extend- blade , and means for feathering the same , of means for ad

ing around the groove in each disc and around the pulleys , justing the length of the stroke , as and for the purpose

a handle secured to one disc and an oar blade secured to the specified .

cther , as and for the purpose specified. 21. In a bow facing oar the combination with the rotatable

6. In a bow facing oar the combination with the two ' supported oar blade, a projecting lug secured to the end

discs , two pulleys and cords extending around the same, of thereof, of adjustably held stops adapted to engage said
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lug at the end of each stroke and co - operating therewith ing recesses in their upper surfaces with overhanging flanges,

to turn the oar, as and for the purpose specified. of jaws arranged in said recesses with their outer edges ex

22. An improved bow facing oar comprising a handle, an

oar blade , an overlapping joint connecting the same , pivot

ing means extending through the joint , means for communi

cating the motion of the handle to the oar blade reversed

in direction , means for automatically feathering the

blade , means for adjusting the length of stroke, as and for

the purpose secified .

23. An improved bow facing oar comprising a handle, an

oar blade , an overlapping joint connecting the same , pivot

ing means extending through the joint , means for communi

cating the motion of the handle to the oar blade reversed

in direction , means for automatically feathering the oar

Slade , means for adjusting the length of stroke, and means

for applying foot power to the oar blade, as and for the

purpose specified .

24. An improved bow facing oar comprising a handle, two

circular discs having grooved peripheries, a bracket ex

tending between the handle and one disc , a bracket rotat

ably supporting the handle and secured to the other disc ,

a spider extending between the two discs , two pulleys se

cured to the same, a cord extending partially around the Todos

periphery of the discs and around the pulleys, means for

locking the oar blade in two predetermi
ned positions ,

means for releasing the locking means at each end of the

stroke , and means for turning the oar automatic
ally after

the locking means has been released , as and for the pur

pose specified .

10

27a

No. 101,227. Discharge Pipe. Tuyau de décharge.

1012
22

tending below said flanges, inwardly extending lugs on the

inner edges of said jaws and means to actuate said blocks .

No. 101,229. Bait for Fish. Apat pour poissons.
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.Frederick W. Delanoy, Alameda , California , U.S.A. , 25th Sep

tember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 14th April , 1906. Receipt

No. 134.899 .

Claim . - 1 . A stand pipe having branches for basin connec- John T. Mitchell , Seattle , Washington, U.S.A., 25th Septem

tions at intervals between top and bottom, said branches ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 31st July , 1906. Receipt No.

having annular interiorly screw-threaded enlargements at 138,296.

the outer ends , a circular disc adapted to seat upon the Claim .-1 . In an artificial fish bait , a substantially egg

interior shoulder of the enlargement, and a tubular exterior- shaped body adapted to represent a fish egg.

ly screw - threaded gland , the inner end of which seats upon 2. In an artificial fishing bait a substantially egg- shaped

and compresses the disc between itself and the shoulder, elastic body adapted to represent a fish egg.

substantially as described . 3. In an artificial fishing bait a substantially egg-shaped

2. In a basin and like connection, a discharge pipe or stack body adapted to represent a fish egg and formedwith an
having branches for the connection of the basin pipe , said ear having a hook receiving aperture.

branches having an enlarged screw- threaded outer end and
4. In an artificial fishing bait, a body having the exterior

an annular seat, a disc fitting upon said seat to close the surface shaped in conformity with that of a fish egg and cor

opening for testing purposes, and a screw -threaded gland responding thereto in colour.
having the inner end bevelled whereby the disc is forced 5. In an artificial fishing bait , a cluster of bodies each hay
upon its seat and a tight joint maintained.

ing the exterior surface shaped in conformity with that of

the egg of a salmon and corresponding thereto in colour.

No. 101,228. Machine for Shrinking Cold Tires. 6. In combination with a fish hook an artificial bait com

Machine à rétrécir les bandages froids .
prising an egg- shaped body having the hook passed there

through , and a plurality of egg-shaped bodies secured to

Henry Mayers , St. Louis, Missouri , U.S.A. , 25th September , the first-named body and being entirely free of the book .

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 29th August, 1906. Receipt No.

139,080. No. 101,230. Fire Extinguisher.

Claim .-1. In a machine of the character described the Extincteur d'incendie .

combination with slidably mounted oppositely movable

blocks having recesses in their surfaces with overhanging Beauchamp Henry Montgomery, Owen Sound, Ontario, Can
fanges , of jaws arranged in said recesses with their outer ada, 25th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 6th July , 1906 .

edges extending below said flanges and means to actuate Receipt No. 137,572 .

said blocks . Claim .-- 1 . In an automatic fire extinguisher, the nozzle

2. In a machine of the character deseribed the combina - consisting of the tubular portion having the dish-shaped

tion with slidably mounted oppositely movable blocks, of head formed with the central concave vaive seat , the disc

jaws arranged on the upper surfaces of said blocks , said fitting in said head and formed with a convex faced valve

jaws having inwardly extending lugs , for the purpose speci- registering with said valve seat, said head and disc forming
fied , and means to actuate said blocks . a chamber between the two parts, the threaded stem ex

3. In a machine of the character described the combina - tending from within the tubular portion of the head and

tion with slidably mounted oppositely movable blocks hav- carrying said valve disc for regulating the play of the dise
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within the head , the swinging yoke provided with the ad- of the path of the semaphore arm , a series of inanimate

justable centrally disposed screw having its point bearing signal devices carried by said semaphore arm , means where

by the said signal device can be animated individually in

groups or collectively, and means for swinging the said

to different angular positions relatively to the key

signal device, substantially as described and for the pur

pose set forth .

2. A night signal system consisting of a white key signal

lamp , red code signal lamps, a semaphore arm , red white

and green lamps carried by the semaphore arm , means

whereby the said lamps are illuminated individually , in

groups, or collectively, and means for moving the sema

phore arm to different angular positions relatively to the

key signal lamp , substantially as described and for the pur
pose set forth .

3. The combination of a standard, a semaphore arm ,

means pivotally connecting the semaphore arm to the

standard to rotate in a vertical plane , means pivotally con

necting such semaphore arm to the standard to revolve

around the same in a horizontal plane, a central key sig

nal device mounted concentrically to the first-mentioned

pivotal connection of the semaphore arm , a series of signal

against the end of the screw stem on which the disc valve devices carried by the arm , means for rotating the arm in

is adjustable for holding the valve to its seat , and a fus- a vertical plane to different angular positions, a pair of

ible member for holding the yoke in its closed position , sub - code signal devices located one above and one below the

stantially as described. semaphore arm , and means for animating the signal devices

2. In an automatic fire extinguisher, the nozzle consisting individually in groups or collectively, substantially as des

of the tubular portion having the dish -shaped head formed cribed and for the purpose set forth .

with the central concave valve seat and having a serrated 4. The combinaton of a standard, asemaphore arm , means

periphery, the disc fitting in said head and formed with a pivotally connecting the semaphore arm to the standard to

convex faced valve registering with said valve seat and hav- rotate in a vertical plane, means pivotally connecting such

ing a serrated portion lying within the serrated portion of semaphore arm to the standard to revolve around the same

the head screw -threaded stem adjustably supporting said in a horizontal plane , a central key signal device mounted

disc valve within the head, a yoke pivoted at one side of concentrically to the first -mentioned pivotal connection of

the head and having a centrally disposed adjustable screw the semaphore arm , two series of signal devices carried by

for holding the valve to its seat , and a fusible member for opposite ends of the arm, means for rotating the arm in a

holding the yoke to its closed position, substantially as vertical plane to different angular positions, a pair of code

described. signal devices located one above and one below the sema

3. An automatic fire extinguisher comprising piping for phore arm and means for animating the signal devices in
the supply of a fire extinguishing agent, a nozzle connected dividually in groups or collectively.

therewith and consisting ofa tubular portion provided with 5. The combination of a standard , a semaphore arm , means

a dish - shaped head formed with a central concave valve pivotally connecting the semaphore arm to the standard to
seat, the disc fitting in said head and formed with a con- rotate in a vertical plane , means pivotally connecting such

vex faced valve registering with said valve seat, a screw - semaphore arm to the standard torevolve around the same
threaded stem adjustably supporting said disc valve within in a horizontal plane, a central key lamp mounted concentri

the head, a yoke pivoted at one side of the head and hav- cally to the first-mentioned pivotal connection of the sema

ing a centrally disposed adjustable screw for holding the phore arm, two series of different coloured lamps carried by

valve to its seat, a fusible member for holding the yoke to opposite ends of the arm , means for rotating the arm in a

its closed position , and an electrical alarm having a con- vertical plane to different angular positions, a pair of code

tact point located to have the free end of said yoke when signal lamps located one above and one below the sema

thrown to one side of the head to make contact therewith phore arm , and means for illuminating the lamps indivi

to close thecircuit and give an alarm , substantially as des- dually in groups or collectively.

cribed.
6. A night signalling apparatus comprising a standard, a

No. 101,231. Signal. Signal. frame supported thereby and adapted to swing around the

same to face different points of the compass, a semaphore

arm , a pair of code signal lamps , means suporting such code

signal lamps one above and the other below the semaphore

arm , means pivotally connecting the latter to the frame ,

means whereby such semaphore arm is oscillated in a vertical
FIG

plane in both directions from the perpendicular, a series of

signal lamps carried by the said semaphore arm , and means

for illuminating the lamps individually, in groups or collec

tively.

7. A night signalling apparatus comprising a standard , a

frame supported thereby and adapted to swing around the

same to face different points of the compass, a semaphore

arm , a pair of code signal lamps, movable arms supporting

such code signal lamps one above and the other below the

semaphore arm , a detachable device retaining the arms in
10

a perpendicular line , means pivotally connecting the latter

to the frame, means whereby such semaphore arm is oscil

lated in a vertical plane in both directions from the per

pendicular, a series of signal lamps carried by the said

semaphore arm , and means for illuminating the lamps indi

vidually, in groups or collectively.

8. A night signalling apparatus for use on ship board and

comprising a portable standard , a frame supported thereby

and adapted to swing around the same to face different

points of the compass , a semaphore arm , a pair of code

signal lamps, means supporting such code signal lamps one

above and the other below the semaphore arm , means pivot

ally connecting the latter to the frame , means whereby

such semaphore arm is oscillated in a vertical plane in both

directions from the perpendicular, a series of signal lamps

carried by the said semaphore arm , and means for illuminat.
50 14123/

ing the lamps individually, in groups or collectively, sub
stantially as described and for the purpose set forth.

John Keith Reid, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, 25th Septem-. 9. A night signalling apparatus comprising a standard, a

ber , 1906; 6 years . Filed 20th November, 1905. Receipt frame supported thereby and adapted to swing around the

No. 130,246. same to face different points of the compass, a horizontal

Claim .-1 . A signal system consisting of a semaphore arm , shaft rotatably supported in the frame, a semaphore arm

a normally inanimate key signal device mounted centrally mounted rigidly upon one end of the shaft , a second shaft
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having a hand wheel mounted rigidly thereon, a train of switch and a different signal lamp, and a pair of switches

gears operatively connecting such shafts together , a pair of each electrically connected to a different pair of signal

code signal lamps , means supporting such code signal lamps lamps , an index box pictorally representing the different

one above and the other below the semaphore arm , means angular positions to which the semaphore arm may be

pivotally connecting the latter to the frame, means whereby swung and also representing the different signals to be in

such semaphore arm is oscillated in a vertical plane in both terpreted from the said semaphore arm when in each posi

directions from the perpendicular, a series of signal lamps tion with one or more lamps illuminated , such index box

carried by the said semaphore arm , and means for illumin- being mounted concentrically to the second shaft , and an

ating the lamps individually, in groups or collectively, sub- | indicator mounted rigidly upon the said second shaft in

stantially as described and for the purpose set forth.
close proximity to the index, substantially as described and

10. A portable electric night signalling apparatus for use for the purpose set forth .

aloft on ship board and comprising a series of movable

signal devices mounted upon a portable carrier, and means No. 101,232. Sprinkler.

electrically connecting such signal devices to the source of
Arrosoir .

electricity , substantially as described and for the purpose

set forth.

11. In a marine electric night signalling apparatus sub

stantially as described , the combination with a movable sig

nalling member, of means operatively connected thereto and

located a distance therefrom and automatically indicating

the position of said signalling member, substantially as des

cribed and for the purpose set forth.

12. In an electric signalling apparatus having an oscilla

tory signalling member with a series of signal lamps

mounted thereon , a stationary key lamp and a pair of sta

tionary code lamps mounted adjacent to the oscillatory

member, the said oscillatory member being adapted to be

swung to different angular positions relatively to the key

lamp , of a plurality of switches, electrical connections be

tween each switch and a different signal lamp , substanti

ally as described and for the purpose set forth .

13. In an electric signalling apparatus having an oscillatory

signalling member with a series of signal lamps mounted
thereon , a stationary key lamp and a pair of stationary George Ichabod Rockwood, Worcester, Massachusetts , U.S.A.,

code lamps mounted adjacent to the oscillatory member, the
25th September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 3rd July, 1906. Re

said oscillatory member being adapted to be swung to dif
ceipt No. 137,495 .

ferent angular positions relatively to the key lamp , of a

plurality of switches, electrical connections between each
Cliam .-1 . In an automatic sprinkler the combination with

switch and a different signal lamp, and a pair of switches
a water nozzle and a cap closing said nozzle , of a fixed boss

each electrically connected to a different pair of signal
and a cap retaining device between said cap and said boss

lamps , substantially as described and for the purpose set
comprising a lever arranged parallel to said cap, a post hav

forth.
ing one end bearing against said cap and its opposite end

14. In an electric signalling apparatus having an oscilla- bearing against one end of said lever, anda strut interposed

tory signalling member with a series of signal lamps mount
between said post and the opposite end of said lever, said

ed thereon, a stationary key lamp and a pair of stationary
strut consisting of attached pieces detachable by heat.

code lamps mounted adjacent to the oscillatory member the
2. In an automatic sprinkler the combination with a water

nozzle and a cap closing said nozzle , of a cap retaining de

said oscillatory memberbeing adapted to be swung to differ

entangularpositions relatively to the key lamp, of a switch vice comprisinga lever arranged paraliel tothecap, a post

board in theformof a transparency bearing a plurality of resting upon said cap and supporting one end of said lever,

switches, electrical connections between each switch and a
a strut placed at an oblique angle to said post and interposed

different signal lamp , and a pair of switches each electri
between said post and the opposite end of said lever, said

cally connected to a different pair of signal lamps, substan
strut consisting of attached pieces detachable by heat , and

tially as described and for the purpose set forth .
means for applying pressure to said lever between its sup

ported ends .

15. In an electric signalling apparatus having an oscilla
3. In an automatic sprinkler the combination with a water

tory signalling member with a series of signal lamps mount
nozzle and a closing cap for said nozzle , of a fixed boss hav

ed thereon , means for swinging such member to different
ing its axis coincident with the axis of the nozzle , a lever

vertical angular positions and means for illuminating
bearing against said boss and between its ends, a post inter

such device individually , in groups or collectively, of an in

dex pictorially representing the different angular positions posedbetweenoneend of said lever and saidcap, and a strut

to which the oscillatory member may beswung andalso interposed between said post and the opposite end of said

representing the different signals to be interpreted from lever, the integrity of said strut being destroyable by heat.

the member when in each position with one ormorelamps nozzle and a closing cap for said nozzle , of a fixed boss above4. In an automatic sprinkler the combination with a water

illuminated, an oscillatory indicator movable concentrically said cap, a lever parallel with the cap and bearing against

of and in close proximity to the index and means for moving said boss, a post bearingon saidcapand supporting one end

the indicator synchronously with the oscillatory member,
of said lever and a trust resting against a shoulder on said

substantially as described and for the purpose set forth .
16. In an electric signalling apparatus having an oscilla- | post and supporting the opposite end of said lever, and

tory signalling member with a series of signal lamps
means for varying the distance between said boss and said

cap.

mounted thereon , means for swinging such member to dif

ferent verticalangularpositionsandmeans for illuminating nozzle and a cap closing said nozzle, of a fixed boss above5. In an automatic sprinkler the combination with a water

such devices individually , in groups or collectively, of an

index in the form of a transparency pictorially represent- boss andsaidcap and consistingof a frame comprising an
said cap and a cap retaining device interposed between said

ing the different angular positions to which the oscillatory
member may be swung and also representing the different upright post, an oblique strut bearing against said post, and

a lever supported upon said post and strut and bearing

signals to be interpreted from the member when in each

position with one or more lamps illuminated, an oscillatory against said :boss, one member of said retaining device being

indicator movableconcentrically of andinclose proximity composedof piecesattached together by solder fusible at a

to the index, and means for moving the indicator synchron- predetermined degree of heat.

ously with the oscillatory member, substantially as des

cribed and for the purpose set forth . No. 101,233. Furnace for the Manufacture of
Steel.17. A night signalling apparatus comprising a standard, a

frame supported thereby and adapted to swing around the Fournaise pour la fabrication de l'acier .
same to face different points of the compass , a horizontal Alexandre Tropenas, Paris, France, 25th September , 1906 ; 6

shaft rotatably supported in the frame , a semaphore arm
Filed 26th March , 1900. Receipt No. 78,165.

mounted rigidly upon one end of the shaft, a second shaft

having a hani wheel mounted rigidly thereon , a train of Claim .-1 . A rocking open hearth furnace having attached

gears operatively connecting such shafts together to rotate to and extending downwardly from that part of its floor or

in unison a pair of code signal lamps, means supporting lining which is lowermost in normal position, a crucible or
such code signal lamps one above and the other below the converter in which the metal is adapted to be treated by a

semaphore arm , a series of signal lamps carriedby the pneumatic process , the cross sectional area of the converter
said semaphore arm , and a switch board bearing a plur- being less than such portion of the floor of the open hearth
ality of switches, electrical connections between each furnace whereby therein left at the margin or upper edge of

years .

333
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[September, 1906 .

the crucible a sufficient furnace floor upon which may be 4. An insulator comprising a body portion the top of which

placed materials to be used as described and which become is provided with a plurality of diametrically disposed slots

inclined downwardly from the center thereof and each having

a groove at its lower wall adapted to receive a line wire,

and removable locking members disposed in said slots and

| adapted to engage said wire.
5. An insulator comprising a body portion provided with 3

depression having a plurality of diametrically disposed slots

radiating therefrom , a seating groove formed in the bottom

wall off each slot for the reception of a line wire , and balls

disposed in the slots and adapted to engage said wire.

No. 101,235. Display Rack. Ratelier d'étalage.

Eigt.

0

Q
Fig 1 .

17

Figa

Tiga.

ting. 3.
12

E

10182
3 Figs

heated during the pneumatic process conducted in the

crucible .
2. A rocking open hearth furnace having extending down

101235

wardly from that portion of its floor or lining which is lower
most when the furnace is in its normal position , a crucible Wallace D. Wilbur, Ottawa , Kansas, U.S.A., 25th September,

or converter of less cross sectional area than such portion 1906 : 6 years. Filed 8th August, 1906. Receipt No.

of the floor of the furnace and an upward projection from the 138,477 .

floor of the furnace adjacent the margin or upper edge of the Claim . - 1. In a display rack of the character described

crucible whereby scrap , lime , &c . , placed upon the floor of the combination with a display bar and depending handle

the furnace at the margin of the crucible is prevented fromslipping into the crucible and is highly heated duringthe rigidly connected tothe bar and pulleys fixedlysupported

above said bar , of knotted flexible supporting devices con

pneumatic operation conducted in the crucible .
nected to the bar extending over the pulleys and means

adjustably connected to said knotted flexible portions adap

No. 101,234. Insulator. Isolateur
ted to engage and support the handle .

2. The combination with a display bar having a depend

rigid handle , of pulleys above the bar, cords secured to

the bar and extending over the pulleys, the ends of said

cords hanging together and knotted , a shank and eye at one

and adapted to engage the knotted ends, and a hook on the

shank adapted to engage and support the rigid handle.

No. 101,236. Gauge, or Marker and Rule .

Jauge, ou marqueur et régloir.

Fij . 1 .
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William R. Twiggs, Sandusky, Ohio, U.S.A. , 25th September ,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 29th August, 1906. Receipt No.

139,063.

Claim . - 1. An insulator comprising a body portion having a

depression formed in the top thereof, diametrically disposed

downwardly inclined slots radiating from said depression

and adapted to receive a line wire, and removable locking
Fig. 2 .

members disposed within said slots for engagement with said

wire.
2. An insulator comprising a body portion having a depres

sion formed in the top thereof, a plurality of diametrically

disposed downwardly tapered slots radiating from said de

pression and removable locking members disposed within
12/236

said slots and adapted to engage said wire.3. An insulator comprising a body portionthe top of which Anthony D. Zimmer, Newburg, North Dakota, U.S.A., 25th

is provided with a plurality of diametrically disposed slots September, 1906 ; 6 years .

Filed 20th August, 1906.

inclined downwardly from the center thereof and adapted to Receipt No. 138,820 .
receive a line wire, and locking members disposed within Claim . - A gauge or marker for use in fitting baseboards

said slots and adapted to engage said wire .
to the base block ofa room comprising twomembers 1 pivot
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ally connected together at one end and provided at their 2. In a mixing machine the combination with a casirg and

pivoted ends with inwardly extending extensions 4 pro- movable mixing devices therein , of means for positively

vided with right angles , faces or edges, two of said faces

being designed to abut against each other to hold said mem

bers in parallel relation so that the device may be conveni

ently straddled upon the baseboard and the latter marked

at the proper point.

No. 101,237. Culvert. Ponceau .

Farge

Fig. 1.

sh
a
. ry

trgo

X'

6

Fig.3.
Fig. 2 .

IT

181237

1612.75

Thomas Bardon and Charles E. Wiberg, co-inventors , both

of Ashland, Wisconsin , U.S.A. , 25th September , 1906 ; 6

years. Filed 18th August, 1906 Receipt No. 138,809 .

Claim . - 1 . A culvert made up of a plurality of interlock

ing plates each of which is formed with lugs which project

outwardly from the longitudinal edges of the plate , the lugs

of one plate entering between the lugs of the two adjacent

plates in inter locking engagement therewith, one of said

longitudinal edges in each plate being continuous and thick- feeding the material to be mixed to the upper end of said

ened and formed integral with the plate itself, the thickness casing and permitting the same to be fed through said cas
of said thickened longitudinal edge being greater than that ing by gravity, an overflow connection at the upper end of
of the lugs which project outwardly therefrom whereby a said casing, and an adjustable restriction for the discharge
supporting shoulder is formed on the inner wall of each from the lower end of the casing .

plate along said thickened longitudinal edge .
3. In a mixing machine the combination with a verticaily

2. A culvert madeup of a plurality of interlocking plates arranged mixing chamber, of means forfeeding the material

formed with lugs which project from tbeir longitudinal to be mixed into the upper end through the stirrer mechan

edges, the lugs of one plate entering between the lugs of ism within said chamber, a detachable gate controlling the

the two adjacent plates in interlocking engagement there- discharge from the lower end of said chamber, the upper

with , a plurality of said plates being formed with a con- end of said chamber being provided with an overflow open

tinuous thickened edge, the lugs projecting from said edge ing for indicating the relative volumes of the supply and

being of less thickness than said edge whereby a supporting discharge.

shoulder is formed along said edge, said lugs being formed 4. A mixing machine comprising a vertically arranged dry

with an inwardly projecting tooth between which and said mixing chamber, a revoluble stirrer therein , and a hori

shoulder the edge of the adjacent plate is seated , said teeth zontally extending wet mixing trough at the lower end of

resisting pressure from within the culvert. said dry mixing chamber and into which the material from

3. A built up culvert made up of a plurailty of interlock- the latter is discharged .

ing plates having thickened longitudinal edges from which 5. A mixing machine comprising a vertically arranged mix

project lugs of less thickness than that of said edges where ing chamber through which thematerial to be dry mixed is

by a supporting shoulder is formed along said edges, said fed by gravity, stirrer mechanism within said mixing cham

lugs being formed with teeth in the groove between which ber, anadjustable gate at the lower end of said mixing

and said shoulder the edge of theadjacent plate is seated, chamber controlling the discharge of the material therefrom ,

said plates being provided with flanges at one end which
a horizontally extending trough at the lower end of said

overlap the abutting end of the corresponding plateof the chamber in which thematerialisdischarged , stirrer mech
next succeeding section of the culvert and a side plate of anism within said trough , and a perforated nozzle extending

said culvert being formed with an opening having a raised across above said trough , through which water is discharged
collar therearound for the connection of a house pipe. into the material within the trough .

No. 101,238. Concrete Mixer. Mélangeur de béton. No. 101,239. Condenser. Condenseur.

William H. Likins and William F. Cowham , assignee of a The Bell Telephone Company of Canada, Montreal , Quebec,

three - fourths interest , both of Jackson , Michigan , U.S.A. , Canada, assignee of Maurice Kolb McGrath , Antwerp ,

25th September, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 31st August , 1905 . Belgium , 25th September, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 30th

Receipt No. 128,078 . March , 1904. Receipt No. 113,974.

Claim.-1. In a mixing machine the combination with a Claim .-- 1. The herein described process of making condens

casing, of a vertical shaft pasing axially therethrough, agi- ers , which consists in assembling the strips of foil and in

tator arms of rounded cross section projecting from said sulating material in a flat roll , folding said flat roll, treating

shaft within the casing, and a blade secured to said shaft the same with melted wax or the like, and finally subject

at the lower end of said casing for ejecting the material ing the folded roll to continual pressure on all sides while

therefrom . allowing the wax to cool and set.
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2. The herein described process of making condensers, ing the folded roll in a narrow rectangular mould and sub

which consists in assembling strips of foil and paper in a jecting the same to continued pressure while allowing the
wax to cool and set .

3. An electric condenser consisting of a flat roll of alter

| nate layers of conducting and insulating material reversely

folded two times or a multiple thereof, whereby distortion
of the laminae is prevented .

4. A condenser comprising a flat roll of strips of foil and

| paper reversely folded in a complete zigzag , paraffined and

| pressed .

5. A condenser comprising strips of paper and tin foil , as

sembled and folded reversely into an S -shape, and finally

pressed on four sides , the pressure being sufficient to pro

duce intimate contact between the strips of foil and in

sulating material where the same are folded .

6. The herein described process of making condensers .

which consists in rolling and folding strips of paper and

tin foil reversely into an S - shape , treating the same with

melted wax , and subjecting the same to pressure on all sides

in a mould while allowing the wax to cool and set, the pres

sure being applied in such a way as to force all adjacent

portions of said strips into intimate relation , whereby maxi

nium capacity for a given amount of material is obtained.

m
y 1

0
1
3
,
3
9
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y
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flat roll, reversely folding the flat roll into an s-shape,

treating the same with melted paraffin wax or the like , plac
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TRADE-MARKS

Registered during the month of July, 1906, at the Department of Agriculture

Copyright and Trade-Mark Branch.

11036.

11037.

GEORGE ROBERTSON, Toronto, Ont. Confectionery. A portrait of

Alexander Muir and the words : “ Canadian Cream Taffy "

and “ The Maple Leaf Forever.” 3rd July, 1906.

THE LAKESIDE CANNING COMPANY , LIMITED , Wellington , Ont.

Canned Foods , such as Fruits, Vegetables , Ketchup and

Meats. Words : “ Navy Brand surmounting naval

scene enclosed in an oval with flowers and two British

Flags in the background . 3rd July, 1906 .

11038. THE LAKESIDE CANNING COMPANY , LIMITED , Wellington , Ont .

Canned Goods, such as Fruits, Vegetables , Ketchup and

Meats. Words : “ Riverdale Brand " surmounting a moon

light river scene with a lit up tower on a projecting point.

3rd July , 1906 .

11039. ALLIS - CHALMERS - BULLOCK COMPANY, LIMITED , Montreal, Que.

Mining Machinery , such as Rock Drills, Channeling

Machines, Coal Cutters, Air Compressors, &c . Word :

“ Ingersoll " associated with the representation of a Drill

ing Machine. 3rd July, 1906 .

11040. WATSON GRIFFIN , Toronto, Ont . Gloves, Mitts, Gauntlets and

Moccasins. Word : “ Interocean ." 3rd July, 1906.

11041. EDWARD M. WILCOX , Toronto, Ont. Magazine. Word : “ Motor

ing." 4th July, 1906.

11042. FRANK MARSDOM JOHNSTON , Toronto, Ont. Hats . Crest in the

form of the letter : “ W surmounting a representation

of a Garter bearing the words : “Superior Quality " and

enclosing the words . “The Wilton Brand ." 4th July,

1906.

.

11043. W. H. VOWLES & SONS, Bristol, Gloucester County, England.

Brushes. Word : “ Kosmos. " 5th July, 1906 .

11044. WOOD BROTHERS, Howard Valley, Que. Native Remedies . Name :

“ Wood Brothers " above the representation of a Horse.

5th July, 1906.

11045. THE ALABASTINE COMPANY, PARIS , LIMITED, Paris, Ont. Ma
terial for Plastering Walls . Word : Pulpstone." 5th

July, 1906.

11046. HENRY B. WALTON, Magnetawan , Ont. An electric Apparatus for

treating Diseases. Words : “ Electric Rays." 5th July,

1906 .

11047. THE COLUMBIAFLOURING MILLS COMPANY, LIMITED , Enderby,

British Columbia , Flour. Word : “ Wheatlets.” 6th

July, 1906.

11048. THE COLUMBIA FLOURING MILLS COMPANY, LIMITED, Enderby,
British Columbia. Flour. Word : Alpina." 6th July ,

1906.

11049. THE COLUMBIA FLOURING MILLS COMPANY, LIMITED , Enderby,

British Columbia . Flour. Words : “ Drifted Snow ." 6th

July, 1906.

11050. THE GRIFFITHS, DIXON COMPANY LIMITED, Toronto, Ont.

Druggists' Sundries of every description in rubber and

other materials . Word : “ Perfecto." 6th July, 1906.

11051. THE CAPITAL CITY CANNING AND PACKING COMPANY, LIMITED ,

Victoria , British Columbia. Canned Salmon . Label re

“ Icicle Brand.” 7th July, 1906.

11052. WALTER OLIVER HASTINGS, Boston , Massachusetts, U.S.A. Tan

ners' Oils, Greases and Extracts. Word : “ Crescent."

7th July. 1906 .

11053. WALTER OLIVER HASTINGS, Boston, Massachusetts, U.S.A. Tan

ners' Oils , Greases and Extracts. Representation of five

pointed Star and Crescent. 7th July, 1906.

11054. B. F. ACKERMAN, SON & COMPANY , Peterborough, Ont. Harness ,

Saddlery and Leather Goods . Representation of head of

a curbed Horse in center of panels containing name and

address of Registrants. 7th July, 1906.
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11055. EDWARD JAMES SKEANS , Toronto, Ont. Teas, Spices, Flavouring

Extracts , Jelly Powder, Baking Powder, Cocoa , Chocolate,

Sauces, Pickles, Jams. Words : " Club Coffee Company."

7th July, 1906 .

11056. HENRY BIRKS & SONS , LIMITED, Montreal, Que. Jewellery, Silver

ware, Silver Plated Ware, Cutlery, Glass, Watches, Clocks ,
Leather Goods, Stationery and Bric -a- Brac. Name :

“ Birks " in raised block letters in a sunk panel. 9th

July, 1906.

11057. MARK FISHER , SONS & COMPANY, Montreal, Que. Serges ,

Cheviots and Coatings. Word : “Kingfisher" and repre

sentation of a Bird . 9th July , 1906.

11058. St. JOHN HARMSWORTH, London , England. Natural Table Water in

Bottles . Words : “ Gaz Naturel - Source Perrier - Eau de

Table Naturelle " printed on a green label with medals at

either end. 9th July, 1906.

11059. CHARLES MARCHAND, New York , N.Y. , U.S.A. Powdered Dry Beef.

Word : “ Meatox." 9th July, 1906.

11060. FOLEY , LOCK AND LARSON , Winnipeg, Man . Biscuits . Label

bearing words : “ Dainty City Soda " and representation

of a number of Padlocks with words : " Ever Fresh , "

thereon . 10th July, 1906.

11061. FOLEY, LOCK AND LARSON, Winnipeg , Man . Tea. Label bearing

words : “ Society Tea ” and represenations of Padlocks.

10th July , 1906.

11062. FOLEY, LOCK AND LARSON , Winnipeg, Man. Biscuits . Label re

“Butter Thin ," & c . 10th July, 1906.

11063. FOLEY, LOCK AND LARSON, Winnipeg, Man . Biscuits . Label re

" Shell Oyster Crackers." 10th July, 1906.

11064. FOLEY, LOCK AND LARSON, Winnipeg, Man . Ginger Snaps. Label

“ New England Ginger Snaps.” 10th July. 1906.re

11065. FOLEY . LOCK AND LARSON, Winnipeg, Man . Biscuits . Label re

' Select Soda Crackers." 10th July, 1906 .

11066. FOLEY , LOCK AND LARSON, Winnipeg. Man . Ginger Wafers.

Label re “ Krispo Ginger Wafers.” 10th July, 1906 .

11067. FOLEY, LOCK AND LARSON . Winnipeg. Man . Vanilla Wafers .
Label re “ Vanilla Wafers," representation of a Padlock ,

words : Ever Fresh ," &c . 10th July, 1906 .

11068. FOLEY , LOCK AND LARSON . Winnipeg , Man . Saratoga Flakes ,
Label re “ Saratoga Flakes," representation of a Padlock ,

words : Ever Fresh ," &c . 10th July, 1906.

11069. THE WILLIAMS . GREENE & ROME COMPANY OF BERLIN,

LIMITED , Berlin , Ont. Collars and Cuffs. Representa

tion of a Head of an Elk . words : " Elk Brand ” and in

itials : “ W. G. & R." 11th July, 1906.

11070. WATSON GRIFFIN, Toronto, Ont . Leather. Word : “ Interocean."

11th July, 1906.

11071. AMERICAN STOCKING COMPANY , New York , N.Y. U.S.A. Hosiery .

Words : “ American Boy " and representation of a Boy's

Heald . 11th July, 1906 .

11072. GEO . O. HAYES , Avonmore, Ont . Cataract Eye Salve . Words :

" Professer Geo . 0. Hayes , Cataract Eye Salve. " 12th July ,

1906 .

11073. THE COPAL VARNISH COMPANY , LIMITED. Palmerston Buildings .

Old Broad Street , London , England. Chemical Substances

used in manufactures, photography or philosophical re

search and anti- corrosives. Word : “ Berrite ." 12th July,

1906.

11074. THE GAS POWER PUBLISHING COMPANY , St. Joseph, Michigan ,

U.S.A. Publications. Words : “ Gas Power. " 12th July,

1906 .

11075. THE JAMES MCCREADY COMPANY, LIMITED , Montreal, Que.

Shoes . Word : “ Carlton ." 12th July, 1906.

11076. DAVID SMITH , Toronto , Ont . Safety Paper. Shield with a Light

house in center, and words : “ Canadian Safety Paper."

13th July, 1906 .

11077. REED & CARNRICK, Jersey City, New Jersey, U.S.A. Medical Pre

paration . Word : " Nephritin ." 13th July, 1906.

11078. Cancelled .
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11079. COMPANIA GENERAL DE TABACOS DE FILIPINAS , Barcelona ,

Espagne . Tabac , Cigares et Cigarettes . Etiquette re “ EI

Ensueno (Le Rêve) ," representation d'une femme assise,

“l'Ecu d'Espagne," diverses médailles , etc. 14 juillet

1906.

11080. THE SEAMLESS RUBBER COMPANY, New Haven , Connecticut,

U.S.A. Fine Rubber Goods and Rubber Sundries. Word :

“ Kantleek .” 14th July, 1906 .

11081 . THE SEAMLESS RUBBER COMPANY , New Haven , Connecticut,

U.S.A. Fine Rubber Goods and Rubber Sundries. Repre

sentation of a Fleur-de - lis on a Red Seal . 14th July , 1906 .

11082. J. W. SCALES , LIMITED, Toronto , Ont . Tobacco and Tobacco Pro

ducts . Word : “ Kopek " and representation of a medal

lion bearing scales . 14th July , 1906 .

11083. WALTER T. MURPHY, Halifax, Nova Scotia. Medical Remedy .

Word : “ Katholekon.” 14th July , 1906.

11084. PETERBOROUGH SHOVEL AND TOOL COMPANY, LIMITED , Peter

borough , Ont. General Trade Mark. Representation

Three Scoops or Shovels grouped together with the

Handle of each placed transverse the handles of the

other two. 14th July, 1906 .

11085. HARRIET POWELL WHEELER, Toronto , Ont. Proprietary Medi

cines and Kindred Articles . Words : The Emancipator "

above representation of a Roman Lamp flanked on either

side by a scarab wing. 16th July, 1906 .

11086 . THE TILLSON COMPANY LIMITED , Tillsonburg , Ont. Flour.

Label re “ Rainbow ." 16th July , 1906 .

11087. LEITCH BROS., Oak Lake, Man . Products of Wheat, Oats, Barley,

Speltz. &c . Words : “ Happy Home." 16th July, 1906 .

11088. LEITCH BROS. , Oak Lake, Man . Products of Wheat, Oats, Barley,

Speltz , &c . Word : “ Sovereign.” 16th July, 1906.

11089. LEITCH BROS . , Oak Lake, Man . Products of Wheat , Oats , Barley ,

Speltz , &c . Word : “ Wonder.” 16th July, 1906.

11090.
THE UNITED STATES PLAYING CARD COMPANY, East Norwood ,

Cincinnati, Ohio , U.S.A. Playing Cards. Word :

Bicycle." 17th July, 1906 .
66

11091 . THE UNITED STATES PLAYING CARD COMPANY, East Norwood ,

Cincinnati, Ohio , U.S.A. Playing Cards. Representation

of a Safety Bicycle. 17th July, 1906.

11092. J. NARCISSE DUPUIS , Montreal, Que. , Trading as DUPUIS FRERES.

Corsets. Words : “ La Captivante.” 17th July, 1906.

11093. J. NARCISSE DUPUIS , Montreal, Que . , Trading as DUPUIS FRERES.

Corsets. Word : “ STELLA .” 17th July. 1906.

11094 . DUNLOP TIRE AND RUBBER GOODS COMPANY, LIMITED, Toronto ,

Ont. Cycie , Automobile and Vehicle Tires, and Rubber

Goods of all descriptions. Words : “ Welch Fabric.” 18th

July, 1906.

11095. DUNLOP TIRE AND RUBBER GOODS COMPANY , LIMITED , Toronto,

Ont. Cycle , Automobile and Vehicle Tires and Tubes, and

Tire and Tube Making Machines. Word : “ Doughty."

18th July, 1906 .

11096. DUNLOP TIRE AND RUBBER GOODS COMPANY, LIMITED , Toronto ,

Ont. Rubber Packings and Rubber Goods of all descrip

tions. Words : “ Ebony Black .” 18th July , 1906 .

11097. DUNLOP TIRE AND RUBBER GOODS COMPANY, LIMITED, Toronto,

Ont. Cycle , Automobile and Vehicle Tires and Rubber

Goods of all descriptions . Word : “ Peerless." 18th July ,

1906.

11098. DUNLOP TIRE AND RUBBER GOODS COMPANY, LIMITED, Toronto ,

Ont. Rubber Packings and Rubber Goods of all descrip

tions . Words : “ Polar Bear." 18th July, 1906 .

11099. DUNLOP TIRE AND RUBBER GOODS COMPANY, LIMITED , Toronto ,

Ont. Cycle , Automobile and Vehicle Tires, and Rubber

Goods of all descriptions. Word : “ Reliance.” 18th July,

1906.

11100. DUNLOP TIRE AND RUBBER GOODS COMPANY, LIMITED , Toronto,

Ont. Cycle, Automobile and Vehicle Tires , and Rubber

Goods of all descriptions. Word : “ Record.” 18th July,

1906.

11101. J. M. FORTIER, LIMITED , Montreal, Que. Cigars, Ciga ? attes and

Tobaccos. Label re “ Chamberlain," 19th July, 1906 .
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11102. THE STANDARD VARNISH WORKS, New York, N.Y. , U.S.A.

Paints and Painters' Supplies. Word : " Alko ." 19th

July, 1906 .

11103. THE NATIONAL MALLEABLE CASTINGS COMPANY, C.eveland ,

Ohio , U.S.A. Car Couplers and their parts. Word :

Climax." 19th July , 1906 . T

11104. THE NATIONAL MALLEABLE CASTINGS COMPANY, Cleveland ,

Ohio , U.S.A. Car Couplers and their parts. Word :

“ Tower." 19th July, 1906 .

re

11105. THE KINGSTON MILLING COMPANY, LIMITED, Kingston , Ont.

Flour. Words : “ Royal Gem ” and representation of a

Jewel in a circular scroll. 20th July, 1906 .

11106. CAPITAL CITY CANNING AND PACKING COMPANY, LIMITED,

Victoria , British Columbia. Canned Salmon . Label

Juan de Fuca ” Brand with Map of Vancouver Island

showing City of Victoria in red letters and Strait of San

Juan de Fuca . 20th July , 1906 .

11107. THE TILLSON COMPANY, LIMITED , Tillsonburg , Ont . Rolled Oats

and all manufactured products of Oats. Label re “ Till

son's Premium Rolled Oats ." 21st July, 1906 .

11108. THE STANDARD SANITARY MANUFACTURING COMPANY OF

PITTSBURG , Pittsburg , Pennsylvania, U.S.A. Bath Tubs,

Wash Stands, Lavatories , Sinks, Closets , Laundry Trays,

Urinals , &c. , and their attachments . Word : “ Standard.”

21st July, 1906.

11109. FREDERICK HENRY ROSS, Toronto , Ont. General Trade Mark.

Word : “ Pinnacle." 23rd July , 1906 .

1110. THE LISK MANUFACTURING COMPANY LIMITED, Cananda igua ,

New York, U.S.A. Tinware, Aluminum Galvanized Ware ,

Planished Copper Ware, Copper Nickeled Ware and En

amelled Steel Ware. Representation of a Maltese Cross.

23rd July, 1906.

11111 . THE LISK MANUFACTURING COMPANY, LIMITED , Canadaigua ,

New York , U.S.A. Tinware, Aluminum Galvanized Ware,

Planished Copper Ware , Copper Nickeled Ware and En

ameled Steel Ware. Representation of a Maltese Cross

bearing name : “ Lisk .” 23rd July, 1906 .

11112. ANGUS WATSON & COMPANY, 30 Cloth Market, Newcastle-on - Tyne ,

England. Canned Fish (other than Salmon ) , Canned

Meats , Canned Fruits and Canned Vegetables. Label re

“ Skipper." 24th July, 1906.

11113. BURROUGHS ADDING MACHINE COMPANY, Detroit , Michigan ,

U.S.A. Adding and Listing Machines . Word : “ Bur

roughs.” 24th July, 1906.

11114. THE ONTARIO SILVER COMPANY, LIMITED , Niagara Falls . Ont.

Knives and Cutlery. Words : “ Butler Brand ” and re

presentation of a Stag feeding. 25th July, 1906.

11115. H. BOKER & COMPANY , Solingen , Rhenish Prussia , Germany,

Scissors , Cutlery , Razors and Hardware. Words : “ H.

Boker & Co's Improved Cutlery.” 25th July, 1906 .

11116. AMERICAN HORSESHOE COMPANY, Philipsburg , New Jersey,

U.S.A. Horseshoes and Mule Shoes. Letter : “ A ” in

circle surrounded by name and address of Registrants.

25th July, 1906 .

11117. THE MONARCH TYPEWRITER COMPANY, Syracuse, New York,

U.S.A. Typewriting Machines and Supplies. Word :

" Monarch." 25th July, 1906 .

11118. DEFENDER PHOTO SUPPLY COMPANY, Rochester, New York ,

U.S.A. Photographic Paper. Word : " Argo." 26th July,
1906 .

11119. DEFENDER PHOTO SUPPLY COMPANY, Rochester, New York ,

U.S.A. Photographic Paper. Word : “Metalotype . " 26th

July, 1906.

11120. DEFENDER PHOTO SUPPLY COMPANY , Rochester, New York ,

U.S.A. Photographic Paper. Word : " Disco. " 26th July,

1906 .

11121. THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY OF CANADA , LIMITED ,

Montreal, Que. Tobaccos and Cigarettes . Word “ Pearl"

and representation of a Shell. 26th July, 1906 .

11122. MCCASKILL, DOUGALL & COMPANY, Montreal, Que . Varnishes,

Fillers , Prepared Oil, Surfacers and Architectural Finish

ers . Word : * Wudol." 27th July, 1906 .

- -
-
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11123. L. AUGUSTE CARRIER, de la Maison A. CARRIER & FILS, Levis ,

Que. Epiceries : Thé, Café, Epices, Poudre à pâte et
Tabac en Feuilles. Mots : Gold Star avec Ecusson et

une Etoile jaune. 27 juillet 1906 .

11124 . THE UNITED STATES GYPSUM COMPANY, Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A.

Ivory Wood Fibre Plaster. Words : “ Ivory Wood Fibre

Plaster " between the representation of two Elephants'

Heads, having Tusks, and facing each other . 28th July ,

1906.

??

11125. THE UNITED STATES GYPSUM COMPANY, Chicago, Illinois , U.S.A.

Ivory Cement Plaster. Words : “Ivory Cement Plaster

in connection with the representation of four Elephants'

Heads, having tusks. 28th July , 1906 .

11126. THE SOLUROL (THYMIC ACID) COMPANY , LIMITED , 40 Mincing

Lane, London , E.C. , England. Chemical Substances pre

pared for use in Medicine and Pharmacy. Word :

minic .” 30th July, 1906 .

" Thy

“ Dr. Leo ." 3011127. EDGAR PATOINE , Montreal , Que . Medecine . Mot :

juillet 1906 .

11128 . BOULTER , DAVIES & COMPANY, Toronto , Ont. Boots and Shoes .

Words : • Mother Hubbard. ” 30th July , 1906.

11129. THE JOHN MCPHERSON COMPANY , LIMITED . Hamilton , Ont .

Boots and Shoes . Word : " Cinderella .” 30th July, 1906 .

11130 . URBAIN VEILLET, Ste . Genevieve de Batiscan , Que . Mineral Water.

Label re “ Ste . Genevieve Star Water," and representation

of a Star . 30th July , 1906 .

11131. JOHN G. REID & WILLIAM J. BARTLEY, Trading as BARTLEY &

REID , Montreal, Que. Tea. Words : “ Gold Medal." 31st

July, 1906.

11132. THE WELLS & RICHARDSON COMPANY, LIMITED, Montreal, Que.

Butter Colouring. Label re “ Dandelion .” 31st July , 1906 .

11133 . THE MILLER MANUFACTURING COMPANY, LIMITED, Toronto ,
Ont. Custom Made Washable Clothing, consisting of

Coats, Aprons, Vests and Trousers and Whitewear. Words :

“ The Miller Brand ” and “ Ahead of All ” and representa

tion of three men running. 31st July , 1906 .

11134. BRITISH AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY, LIMITED , Cecil Cham

bers , 86 Strand , London , Eng'and . Tobacco . Words :

" Continental Cubes," and representation of a sordier

reading despatches. 31st July, 1906 .

11135. THE HALL'S SAFE COMPANY , Cincinnati , Ohio , U.S.A. Fire and

Burglar Proof Safes, Vault Doors, and Safe Deposit Boxes.

Representation of an Eagle with outspread wings having

on its breast a Safe and grasping in its claws the ends of
a scroll. 31st July , 1906 .

INDUSTRIAL DESIGNS

Registered during the month of July, 1906, at the Department of Agriculture

Copyright and Trade -Mark Branch.

2462. THE KING EDWARD COMPANY, LIMITED , Toronto , Ont. Waiters'

Check . 5th July, 1906 .

2463. JOSEPH AZARIE BRAULT, Montreal, Que. Emblême , consistant d'un

Drapeau rouge reposant sur un ancre , re “ Club Nautique

Delanaudière ." 10 juillet 1906.

2464. HELEN HARRIET COOKE, (as Trustee ) , Toronto , Ont. Sheet Metal

Radiator. 16th July, 1906 .

2465. WM . A. ROGERS, LIMITED, Toronto , Ont . Spoon or other Handle with

ornamentation of Wild Rose, 28th July, 1906 .

9--34
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COPYRIGHTS

Entered during the month of July, 1906, at the Department of Agriculture

Copyright and Trade -Mark Branch .

17358. I WONDER IF YOUR HEART IS STILL THE SAME. (Song. ) Words

by Ethel Tillson . Music by Chas. E. Hart . Jerome H.

Remick and Company , New York , N.Y. , U.S.A. , 3rd July,

1906 .

17359 . Will Rossiter,BROWN OF HARVARD. Waltz . By Louie Maurice .

Chicago , Ill . , U.S.A. , 3rd July, 1906 .

17360 . A NATION'S LIFE CANCER. Sermon by Rev. Frank De Witt Tal

mage , Los Angeles , Cal., U.S.A., 1st July , 1906. F. Diver,

Toronto, Ont., 3rd July, 1906 .

17361 . THE MAKERS OF CANADA. Count Frontenac. By William D. Le

Sueur. ( Book .) Morang and Company, Limited, Toronto,

Ont. , 3rd July, 1906 .

17362. DOWLER'S GUIDE TO THE CITY OF CALGARY AND SUBURBS.

(Guide. ) Leo. Dowler, Calgary , Alta. , 3rd July, 1906.

17363. THE CANADIAN MUNICIPAL JOURNAL. June, 1906. (Book. ) The

Canadian Municipal Journal Company , Limited, Montreal ,

Que . , 4th July, 1906.

17364. ON SAN FRANCISCO BAY. (Song. ) Words by Vincent Bryan , Music

by Gertrude Hoffman , Jerome H. Remick and Company,

New York, N.Y. , U.S.A. , 5th July, 1906.

17365. THE WESTMINSTER . July, 1906. (Book. ) The Westminster Com

pany, Limited, Toronto, Ont. , 5th July, 1906.

17366. THE AUERBACH SYSTEM FOR PRICING GOODS. ( Book. ) Marcus

Auerbach , Montreal , Que. , 5th July, 1906.

17367. DURHAM , FRONTENAC, HASTINGS, LENNOX, ADDINGTON,NOR

THUMBERLAND, AND PRINCE EDWARD COUNTIES,

DIRECTORY , 1906. Union Publishing Company of Inger

soll , Ingersoll, Ont . , 5th July , 1906 .

17368. GRAVURE D'UN SAVANT. (Gravure. ) Dr. R. Villecourt, Montreal,

Qué. , 5 juillet , 1906 .

17369. HAPPYLAND . Waltz Song. Words by Will Miles. Music by Horace

E. Dowell. W. Miles, H , E. Dowell, and Alex . Sloan , Winni

peg, Man., 6th July, 1906.

17370. WHOSE SON ART THOU ? Sermon by Rev. Frank De Witt Talmage,

Los Angeles, Cal. , U.S.A. , July 8th, 1906. F. Diver ,

Toronto, Ont. , 7th July, 1906 .

17371. METHODE PRATIQUE DE LECTURE -ECRITURE . Par T. Rochon.

(Deuxième Livre .) Librairie Beauchemin , Limitée, Mont

réal , Qué. , 7 juillet, 1906.

17372. ELECTRICAL CONDUCTORS. ( Book . ) Edward F. Sise, Montreal,

Que. , 7th July, 1906 .

17373. LES MINES DE QUEBEC. Guide Théorique et Pratique du Chercheur,

de l'Exploitant et du Mineur, Suivi d'un Précis d'Histoire

et d'un commentaire de la Loi des Mines. Par André

Leroy. (Livre .) André Leroy , ( Arthur Lemont), Québec ,

Qué . , 7 juillet , 1906 .

17374. WINTER MODELS 1906-7. ( Picture .) The Lowndes Company, Limit .

ed, Toronto, Ont. , 9th July, 1906.

17375. REGISTRE ET JOURNAL D'APPEL. ( Livre. ) J. E. Mercier, Lévis,

Qué. , 9 juillet, 1906.

17376. BROTHER BEAR'S BIG HOUSE. (Pictures.) Canada Newspaper

Syndicate, Limited , Montreal , Que . , 9th July, 1906.

17377. BUSTER BROWN, MARY JANE , AND TIGE. (Picture .) Canada

Newspaper Syndicate , Limited, Montreal , Que. , 9th July ,
1906.

17378. ISAAC ROLLING MUD AND PAUL TWO YOUNG MAN . (Photo.)

Byron Harmon, Banff , Alta ., 11th July, 1906.

17379. PAUL BIGSTONE AND SQUAW. ( Photo. ) Byron Harmon , Bant,

Alta. , 11th July, 1906.

-
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17380. MORLEY BEAVER SQUAW, AND PAPOOSE . ( Photo . ) Byron Har

mon, Banff, Alta . , 11th July, 1906 .

17381. STONEY BRAVES. ( Photo . ) Byron Harmon , Banff, Alta. , 11th July,

1906.

17382. THE BRILLIANTS . A Caprice . ( For Piano . ) By Fred . C. Fisher .

Whaley, Royce , and Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont. , 11th

July, 1906 .

17383. LOGIE O' BUCHAN . (For Piano . By Eugen Woycke , Op . 57. No. 1 .

Whaley , Royce and Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont . , 11th

July, 1906.

17384 . ROBIN ADAIR . e For Piano . ) By Eugen Woycke, Op . 57 . No. 2 .

Whales, Royce and Company , Limited , Toronto , Ont. , 11th

July 906.

17385 . WITHIN A MILE OF EDINBURG TOON. èFor Piano . ) By Eugen

Woycke , Op . 57 . No. 3 . Whaley , Royce and Company .

Limited , Toronto , Ont . , 11th July, 1906 .

17386 . BONNIE LADDIE , HIGIILAND LADDIE. è For Piano .) By Eugen

Woycke , Op . 57 . No. 4 . Whaley, Royce and Compani.

Limited, Toronto, Ont. , 11th July, 1906.

17387 . THE EWE BUGHTS . (For Piano. ) By Eugen Woycke Op . 57. No. 5.

Whaley, Royce and Company, Limited , Toronto, Ont.,

11th July, 1906.

1

17388. CALLER HERRIN . (For Piano. ) By Eugen Woycke, Op. 57. No. 6.

Whaley, Royce and Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont . , 11th

July, 1906.

17389. A HIELAND LAD. (For Piano.) By Eugen Woycke, Op. 57. No. 7.

Whaley , Royce and Company, Limited , Toronto, Ont. , 11th

July, 1906.

17390 . YE BANKS AND BRAES. (For Piano . ) By Eugen Woycke , Op. 57.

No. 8. Whaley, Royce and Company , Limited , Toronto ,

Ont. 11th July , 1906.

17391. THE CAMPBELLS ARE COMING . (For Piano . ) By Eugen Woycke,

Op . 57. No. 9. Whaley, Royce and Company, .Limited.

Toronto, Ont. , 11th July , 1906.

17392. NNIE LAURIE . (For Piano . ) By Eugen Woycke, Op. 57. No. 10 .

Whaley, Royce and Company, Limited , Toronto, Ont. , 11th

July, 1906.

17393. THE LASS O' GOWRIE . (For piano.) By Eugen Woycke, Op. 57. No.

11. Whaley, Royce and Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont. ,

11th July , 1906.

17394. SCOTS, WHA HAE WI' WALLACE BLED. ( For Piano. ) By Eugen

Woycke, Op. 57 . No. 12 . Whaley , Royce and Company,

Limited, Toronto, Ont. , 11th July, 1906.

17395. I'M TRYING SO HARD TO FORGET YOU . (Song. ) By Ben Jerome.

Harry H. Sparks, Toronto , Ont. , 12th July, 1906.

17396. FLORENTINE. Waltzes . By Josef F. Lamb.

Toronto, Ont. , 12th July, 1906.

Harry H. Sparks,

17397. THE ENGINEERING JOURNAL OF CANADA . July, 1906 . ( Book .)

Archd. W. Smith and Partners, Limited, Toronto, Ont. ,

13th July, 1906.

17398. SCHOOL ROOM PRACTICE . Arranged by J. A. Dickinson and David

Young (Book. ) The Copp. Clark Company , Limited,

Toronto, Ont. , 13th July, 1906.

17399. THERE'S A ROOM TO RENT IN MY HEART FOR YOU . (Song.)

Words by Harry L. Newton. Music by Hampton Durand .

Will Rossiter, Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A. , 14th July, 1906.

17400. LOVE'S CONSOLATION. A Meditation for Piano. By Geo. L. Spauld

ing. Will Rossiter, Chicago , Illinois, U.S.A. , 14th July,

1906.

17401. OFFICIAL TELEPHONE DIRECTORY, DISTRICT OF TORONTO AND

SUBURBS. July, 1906. The Bell Telephone Company, of

Canada Limited Montreal, Que ., 14th July, 1906 .

17402. THE CANADIAN LAW TIMES ANNUAL DIGEST OF CANADIAN

CASES REPORTED AND NOTED DURING THE YEAR

1905. Edited by Edward B. Brown, B.A. (Book. ) The

Carswell Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont. , 14th July, 1906.

17403. THE CANADIAN LAW TIMES. Volume XXV. Edited by Edward B.

Brown, B.A. (Book .) The Carswell Company, Limited,

Toronto, Ont. , 14th July, 1906 .
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17404. NOUHIKA. Indian Intermezzo Two -Step . Par Wilfrid Beaudry.

Wilfrid Beaudry, Québec, Quué . , 14 Juillet , 1906 .

17405. DIXIE BLOSSOMS. Two-Step. By Percy Wenrich. Jerome H. Remick

and Company, Detroit , Michigan, U.S.A. , 16th July, 1906.

17406 . AUTUMN. ( The Woods are Ablaze . ) By Neil Morèt. ( Music. ) Jerome

H. Remick and Company, Detroit , Michigan , U.S.A. , 16th

July, 1906 .

17407. LE SECRET DE LA MARQUISE ; et UN HOMME D'HONNEUR . Par

Adèle Bibaud . Suivi des poésies Canadiennes de Michel

Bibaud . ( Livre . ) Adele Bibaud , Montréal, Qué . , 16 juillet ,

1906.

17408. HARMSWORTH SELF - EDUCATOR MAGAZINE. 19th July, 1906. No.

16 . The Amalgamated Press , Limited, London , England,

16th July , 1906 .

17409. SMILY'S CANADIAN SUMMER RESORT GUIDE, 1906. By Frederick
Smily. ( Book . ) Frederick Smily , Toronto, Ont., 16th

July, 1906 .

17410. I LIKE YOU, TOO. (Song.) Lyrics by Harry Williams. Music by

Gertrude Hoffman . Jerome H. Remick and Company, New

York , N.Y. , U.S.A. , 17th July, 1906 .

17411. THE CIRCUIT GUIDE. No. 23. (Book. ) Archibald Young Blain,

Toronto , Ont. , 17th July , 1906 .

17412. THE LILY MAID . A cycle of seven Songs with Piano Accompaniment.

Words by Gertrude Rogers. Music by Alexander Von

Fielitz . Op . 84. The John Church Company, Cincinnati,

Ohio , U.S.A. , 17th July, 1906.

17413. THE ONTARIO LAW REPORTS. Vol . X. 1905. Edited by James F.

Smith , K.C. The Law Society of Upper Canada , Toronto ,

Ont. , 18th July, 1906 .

17414. CLEVELAND NEWS. March and Two -Step. By J. S. Zamecnik . H.

N. White , Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A. , 18th July, 1906 .

17415. CANADIAN ELECTRICAL ASSOCIATION QUESTION BOX. 1906 .

(Book. ) Adolphe Alfred Dion, Ottawa, Ont. , 18th July,
1906 .

17416. OTTAWA CITY DIRECTORY, 1906. Might Directories, Limited ,

Toronto , Ont. , 19th July, 1906.

17417. SELECTIONS FROM WORDSWORTH . Edited , with Notes, by Alex

ander Mowat, B.A. Morang & Company, Limited, Toronto,

Ont. , 19th July, 1906 .

17418. THE HEROES. Complete. By Charles Kingsley. Edited with Notes,

by John C. Saul , M.A. Morang & Company, Limited,

Toronto , Ont. , 19th July, 1906.

17419. TANGLEWOOD TALES . Complete . By Nathaniel Hawthorne. Edited

with Notes , by John C. Saul, M.A. Morang & Company,

Limited, Toronto, Ont. , 19th July, 1906 .

17420. HITLOFI GRAFIST. By Iven Hitlofi. (Book. ) Iven Hitlofi, Toronto ,

Ont. , 19th July, 1906.

17421. IMPRESSIONS D'UN PASSANT (AMERIQUE - EUROPE - AFRIQUE .)

Par l'Abbé V. A. Huard. (Livre . ) Victor Alphonse Huard,

Ptre. , Québec, Qué. , 20 juillet 1906 .

17422. HEARTS AND MASKS. For Piano. By Leo Friedman. Jerome H.

Remick & Company, Detroit, Michigan, U.S.A. , 20th July.

1906 .

17423. THE CARE AND REPAIR OF A WATCH. (Book. ) Henry Birks &

Sons, Limited, Montreal , Que. , 20th July, 1906.

17424. THE CANADIAN GIRL. ( Picture . ) The Canadian Rubber Company

of Montreal, Limited, Montreal, Que. , 21st July, 1906 .

17425. DARE TO BE A DANIEL . Sermon by Rev. Frank De Witt Talmage ,

Los Angeles, California , U.S.A. , 22nd July , 1906. Frederick

Diver, Toronto, Ont. , 21st July, 1906 .

17426. ORKNEY LULLABY . Words by Eugene Field . Music by Reginald de

Koven. The John Church Company, Cincinnati, Ohio ,

U.S.A. , 23rd July, 1906 .

17427. FIDDLE-DEE-DEE. Words by Eugene Field. Music by Reginald de
Koven. The John Church Company, Cincinnati , Ohio,

U.S.A. , 23rd July, 1906 .

17428. SWING HIGH ANDSWING LOW. Words by Eugene Field. Music by

Reginald de Koven. Op. 117. No. 2. The John Church

Company, Cincinnati , Ohio, U.S.A. , 23rd July, 1906.

17429. LITTLE -OH -DEAR . Words by Eugene Field. Music by Reginald de

Koven. The John Church Company, Cincinnati, Ohio,

U.S.A. , 23rd July, 1906.
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17430. NIGHTFALL IN DORDRECHT. Words by Eugene Field. Music by

Reginald de Koven . The John Church Company, Cincinnati,

Ohio , U.S.A. , 23rd July, 1906 .

17431 . MCALPINE'S HALIFAX CITY DIRECTORY, 1906-1907. McAlpine

Publishing Company , Limited, Halifax , Nova Scotia , 23rd

July, 1906 .

17432. GUILTY. ( Forgiven -Reclaimed. ) A Canadian Story from Real Life.

By Lance Bilton. Stuart Taggart, ( Lance Bilton ) , Ottawa,

Ont. , 23rd July, 1906 .

17433. INVESTIGATE VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA. (Print. ) The

Vancouver Hundred Thousand Club, Vancouver, British

Columbia, 23rd July, 1906.

17434. WHAT'S THE USE OF ANYTHING . Words by Harry Williams.

Music by Egbert Van Alstyne. Jerome H. Remick &

Company, New York, N.Y. , U.S.A. , 24th July, 1906.

17435. WHAT'S THE MATTER WITH OUR TEAM. Words and Music by

Vincent Bryan. Jerome H. Remick & Company, New

York , N.Y. , U.S.A. , 24th July, 1906.

17436. THE INSURANCE HOLDER. , Arthur Gate, Toronto, Ont . , 24th July,

1906.

17437 . CAYUGA. (Two-Step. ) By W. H. Hodgins. (Music. ) W. H. Hod

gins , Toronto , Ont. , 24th July, 1906 .

17438. MARRIAGE CERTIFCATE AND MARRIAGE SERVICE. By James

Rollins. ( Book. ) James Rollins , London , Ont. , 24th July,

1906 .

17439. SILVER LEAVES. ( Intermezzo. ) For Piano. By Hampton Durand.

Will Rossiter , Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. , 25th July, 1906.

17440. FLORA DORA. A Stirring March Song. Words and Music by W. R.

Williams. Will Rossiter, Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. , 25th

July, 1906 .

17441 . BANK LEGAL GUIDE, 1906-7 . ( Book . ) McPhee Bros. & Bayley

Company, Montreal , Que . , 25th July , 1906 .

17442. KEEP ON PRAYING. (Hymn. ) Words by F. W. Vandersloot. Music

by Mabel F. Gohl . Vandersloot Music Publishing Com

pany, Williamsport , Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 25th July, 1906.

17443 . SIGHT SINGING. (Theory . ) By Wm . Shannon . (Book . ) Wm . Shan

non, Montreal , Que . , 25th July, 1906.

17444 . LA GRAMMAIRE . Par Eugéne Laibiche. Edited with Notes and

Vocabulary, by John Squair, B.A. W. J. Gage & Company ,

Limited, Toronto , Ont. , 25th July, 1906 .

17445. HISTORY OF CANADA FOR USE IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS. By Maria

Lawson . Edited by A. H. Reynar , M.A. , LL.D. W. J. Gage

& Company, Limited, Toronto , Ont. , 25th July, 1906.

17446. ALEXANDER MUIR. (Portrait. ) The Alexander Engraving Com

pany, Toronto , Ont. , 26th July, 1906.

17447 . MOUNTAIN WILD FLOWERS OF CANADA . A Simple and Popular

Guide to the Names and Descriptions of the Flowers that

Bloom above the Clouds. By Julia W. Henshaw . (Book. )

Mrs. Julia W. Henshaw, Vancouver, B.C. , 26th July, 1906.

17448. THE CANADIAN MUNICIPAL JOURNAL. July, 1906. ( Book . ) The

Canadian Municipal Journal Co. , Limited, Montreal , P.Q. ,

26th July, 1906 .

17449 . AN HISTORICAL POEM : THE ST. LAWRENCE RIVER . By Judith

Julia Farley. ( Book . ) Judith Julia Farley, Quebec, Que. ,

26th July , 1906 .

17450. WHISPERING WAVES. (Waltzes. ) By Harry J. Lincoln.. Vander

sloot Music Publishing Company, Williamsport , Penn. ,

U.S.A. , 27th July, 1906 .

17451. THE JOKER. March Two - Step . By Abe Losch. Vandersloot Music

Publishing Company , Williamsport, Penn. , U.S.A. , 27th

July, 1906.

17452. VINGT-QUATRE JUIN. Cheur de Chant. Par Paul -Emile Prévost.

(Composition musicale . ) Dr. Paul - Emile Prévost, Mon

tréal, Que . , 27 juillet 1906 .

17453 . THE CANADIAN MAGAZINE. August , 1906. Ontario Publishing

Company, Limited , Toronto, Ont. , 28th July, 1906.

17454. ELIE'S SHORTHAND. Par Prof. William Elie. ( Livre. ) William

Elie , Montréal , Que. 30 juillet 1906.

17455. THE HARDWARE MONTHLY OF CANADA. July , 1906. (Book. )

Archd . W. Smith and Partners, Limited, Toronto, Ont., 30th

July, 1906 .
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17456 .

17457

THE ANNUAL FINANCIAL REVIEW. (Canadian ) July, 1906. (Book. )

William Robert Houston , Toronto, Ont . , 30th July, 1906.

Le VENERABLE FRANCOIS DE MONTMORENCY-LAVAL, Premier

Evéque de Québec . Par l'Abbé Auguste Gosselin . ( Livre .)

Auguste Gosselin , ( Ptre . ) St -Charles, Comté de Belle

chasse, Que . , 30 juillet 1906 .

17458. THE CHURCH SLEEPERS. Sermon by Rev. Frank De Witt Talmage,

Los Angeles , Cal . , U.S.A. , 29th July , 1906. F. Diver,

Toronto , Ont . , 30th July , 1906.

17459 . VICTORIA PARK, BERLIN, ONT. (Photograph. ) The Panoramic

Camera Company of Canada, Toronto , Ont . , 31st July, 1906 .

17460 . HARMSWORTH SELF -EDUCATOR MAGAZINE. ( No. 17. ) August

2nd , 1906 . The Amalgamated Press , Limited, London ,

England, 31st July , 1906 .

传
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No. 101,240 . Supplementary Vehicle Spring.

Ressort supplémentaire de véhicule.

7
rigt.Fig1

leaf, said disjoined leaf being connected to said pendant, a

pair of vertical bolts also connected to said pendant and to

said disjoined leaf, a helical member connecied at one end

to the main body of the leaf spring and at the other end to

said vertical bolts.

3. A device of the character described, comprising means

for connecting same to the vehicle body, a leaf spring having

a disjoined leaf, and a pair of helical springs underneath said

leaf spring but so connected as to be resilient therewith .

4. A device of the character described, comprising a con

nection with the vehicle body, a leaf spring having a dis

joined leaf, an eye turned at the end of said disjoined leaf

and another eye turned at the end of the next adjoining leaf,

bolts passing through said eyes, a helical member having an

eye at one end, one of said bolts passing through said eye,

and a third bolt having an eye through which the other of

said first - mentioned bolts passes, said third bolt being firmly

connected to the end of the helical member opposite the end

on which said eye is formed .

5. A device of the character described, comprising leaf

members and a helical member pivotally connected together

and arranged so that the weight first tends to flatten one of

the leaf members, then to distend the helical member, and

then finally to flatten the other leaf member.

6. A device of the character described , comprising a leaf

member having a disjoined leaf, a helical member at one end

pivotally connected to said leaf member, and at the other

end firmly united to an intermediate connecting means in

pivotal relation to said disjoined leaf.

7. A device of the character described, comprising a fixed

support and a firm but yielding point of resilient strain and a

leaf spring interposed between said members and connected

thereto, one leafof said leaf spring being held disjoined from

the remainder .

8. A device of the character described, comprising a leaf

spring having one disjoined leaf and a pair of helical springs

connected to said leaf spring and also to said disjoined leaf,

and being located exterior to the space between said leaf

spring and said disjoined leaf.

9. A device of the character described, comprising a leaf

spring having one disjoined leaf and a pair of helical springs

connected to said leaf spring and also to said disjoined leaf,

and being located exterior to the space between said leaf

spring and said disjoined leaf, and the resiliency of said

helical springs coming into play intermediate the flattening

of said disjoined leaf and the remainder of said leaf spring.

10. A device of the character described , comprising a leaf

spring having a disjoined leaf, said leaf spring being piyot

ally connected to a helical spring member, and said disjoined

leaf pivotally connected with the vehicle body and being

also connected with said helical member.

11. A device of the character described, comprising a leaf

member having a disjointed leaf and a helical spring member

in pivotal relation thereto , said helical spring member being

located exterior to the leaf member and its disjoined leaf,

but its resilient action being intermediate same.

Fig.a.
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The Supplementary Spring Company , assignee of Samuel

Fulmidge , both of St. Louis , Missouri , U.S.A. , 2nd October ,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 4th September, 1906. Receipt No.

139,212 .

Claim . – 1. A device of the character described, comprising

a yielding connection with the vehicle body, a leaf spring

having a disjoined leaf , said disjoined leaf having pivotal

connection with said rigid connection, a helical spring mem

ber in pivotal connection with said leaf spring, and also with

said disjoined leaf, the intermediate means for connecting

said helical member to said disjoined leaf being in firm con

nection with one end of said helical member.

2. A device of the character described , comprising a pen

dant from the vehicle body, a leaf spring having a disjoined

No. 101,241. Hame Fastener . Attache d'attelles.

Eben Bryant Smith and James La Flamboy, each an assignee

of a half interest , both of Buffalo , New York, U.S.A., 2nd

October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 4th September, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 139,211.

Claim . - 1 . In a hame fastener the combination of a support

ing member, a fastener member pivotally supported on said

10—1
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supporting member, and means for retaining said fastener

member in locked position .

13. A hame fastener comprising a supoprting member hay

ing side bars separated by an intervening space and provided

with aligned longitudinal slots having a plurality of L-shaped

slots branching therefrom, and a fastener member pivotally

supported by said supporting memebr and having its support

ing pivot movable along said L-shaped slots.

14.A hane fastener comprising a supporting member pro

vided with longitudinal slot , and a fastener member pivot

ally supported by said supporting member and having its

pivot movable along said slot.

No. 101,242. Cheese Cutter. Couteau à fromage.
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2. In a hame fastener the combination of a supporting

member having means for connection to a hame, a fastener

member pivotally supported on said supporting member,

means to retain said fastener member in locked position , and

means for adjusting said fastener member on the supporting
ng4

member,

3. The combination with a pair of hames , of a supporting

member pivotally and adjustably connected to one of said

hames, and a fastener member having means for connecting

with the other of said hames and being pivotally supported

on the supporting member .
The Anderson Computing Scale Company, assignee of

4. The combination with a pair of hames , of a supporting Thomas C. Braskett , both of Anderson, Indiana, U.S.A. ,

member pivotally connected to one of said hames, a fastener 2nd October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 7th September, 1906.

member supported on said supporting member, means to Receipt No. 139,308 .

affect an adjustment between said members, and means to Claim .-- 1 . In a cheese cutter the combination of a rotary

affect an adjustment between one of the hames and the sup- cheese table an operating lever for the same having a scale,
porting member. a movable fulcrum for said lever, an indicator, and means

5. A hame fastener comprising a supporting member, a carried by said lever for changing the position of said ful

fastener member, and an intermediate member pivoted to crum in accordance with the adjustment of said indicator,

said supporting member and having the fastener member substantially as specified .

pivotally connected thereto , the relative arrangement of the 2. In a cheese cutter the combination of a rotary cheese

pivotal points of said members being such than when the table , an operating lever for the same having a cheese

fastener member is swung into its locked postion , the pivot | weight scale upon said lever , an indicator for said scale , a

thereof is beyond the center of the pivotal point of the inter- movable fulcrum for said lever , and means for simultane

mediate member. ously adjusting said indicator and movable fulcrum , sub

6. A hame fastener comprising a supporting member pro- stantially as specified.

vided with a threaded aperture,an adjusting screw threaded 3. In a cheese cutter the combination of a rotary cheese

into said aperture and having means for connection to a table, a horizontally working operating lever for the same,

hame , and a fastener member carried by said supporting a price per unit scale bar extending transversely of said

member and adapted for connection with a hame. lever and an adjustable stop upon said scale bar, substan

7. A hame fastener comprising a supporting member pro- tially as specified.

vided with a threaded aperture at or near one end , an ad- 4. In a cheese cutter the combination of a rotary cheese

justing screw having an enlarged square portion and a head table , an operating lever for the same having a longitudinal

and being threaded into said aperture, a V -shaped clevis pro- cheese weight scale, a movable fulcrum for said lever, an

vided with square apertures through which the square por- | indicator , means for simultaneously adjusting said indicator

tion of the adjusting screw passes and which is adapted for and fulcrum , a transverse price per unit scale, and an ad

connection with a hame, and a fastener member carried by justable stop therefor , substantially as specified.

said supporting member and adapted for connection with a 5. A cheese cutter having in combination a rotary cheese

hame,
table , an operating lever for the same having cheese

8. A hame fastener comprising a supporting member con- weight scale upon said lever , an indicator for said scale , a

sisting of side bars connected at the ends and separated by movable fulcrum for said lever, and a longitudinal adjust

an intervening space, a fastener member movable within said ing rod engaging said fulcrum and indicator, substantially

intervening space, and an intermediate member pivotally as specified .

supporting said fastener member and being pivotally con- 6.A cheese cutter having in combination a rotary cheese

nected to the supporting member. table , an operating lever therefor having a scale, a clutch

9. A hame fastener comprising a supporting member hav- for engagement with said table at the rear end of said lever ,

ing side bars separated by an intervening space , a lock lever an indicator for said scale , a movable fulcrum intermediate

pivoted near its inner end to said supporting member and a of the ends of the lever, and means for simultaneously ad

fastener member pivotally connected to the inner end of said justing said fulcrum and indicator, substantially as speci

lock lever and having at its outer end a hook for connection fied.

to a hame. 7. In a cheese cutter the combination of a rotary cheese

10. A hame fastener comprising a supporting member hav- table , an operating lever therefor having a cheese weight

ing side bars separated by an intervening space, a lock lever scale at its forward end , an indicator therefor, a price per

pivoted near its inner end to said supporting memberand unit scale bar at the forward end of said lever, an adjus

means for locking said fastener member and lock lever to- table stop for said price per unit scale bar, and means for

gether. varying the amount of movement imparted by said lever to

11. A hane fastener comprising a supporting member hav- the cheese table upon adjustment of said cheese weight in

nig side bars separated by an intervening space, a lock lever dicator, substantially as specified.

pivoted near its inner end to said supporting member and a 8. In a cheese cutter the combination of a rotary cheese

fastener member having a downwardly and pivotally curved plate , a lever for rotating the plate , a clutch between the

inner extremity connected at said extremity to theinner end plate andlever, an adjustable fulcrum , and means carried
of said lock lever. by the lever for adjusting the fulcrum , substantially as

12. A hame fastener comprising a supporting member, a specified.

lock lever pivotally connected near its inner end to said sup- 9. In a cheese cutter the combination of a base frame and

porting member and having a stud projecting laterally there- a rotary table mounted thereon ,a vibrating lever and means

from near its outer end, a fastener member pivoted to said actuated thereby for rotating the table varying measured

lock lever, and a lock spring secured to said fastener mem- distances, and means mounted on the vibrating lever for

ber and having an aperture into which the stud of the lock varying the distance the table may be thrown by the lever
lever fits when the parts are in locked position . with a stroke of a given length. .

a
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10. In a cheese cutter the combination of a base frame , No. 101,243. Kettle . Chaudron.
and a rotary table mounted thereon , a vibrating lever hav

ing a fixed maximum throw, means actuated thereby for

rotating the table variable distances in accordance with the

amount of cheese to be measured off , a total weight scale

on said lever , an indicator working in conjunction therewith ,

and means carried by the lever for moving the indicator

simultaneously with the adjustment of the table throwing
devices .

11. In a cheese cutter, the combination of a base frame

and a rotary table mounted thereon , a vibrating lever , a

clutch operated thereby to throw the table variable dis

tances , and means carried by the lever for varying the throw

of the clutch .

12. In a cheese cutter the combination of a base frame and

a rotary table mounted thereon , a clutch adapted to rotate

the table variable distances, a vibratable lever connected to

the clutch and pivoted to the base and having a handle por

tion projecting beyond the table, a total weight scale on

the projecting end of the lever, a screw rod carried by the

lever, an indicator actuated by this rod and means whereby

the turning of this rod varies the throw of the clutch carry

ing arm , the variation in throw being indicated by the scale Herman L. Smith, assignee of John E. Longhenry, both of

on the lever. Gloversville, New York , U.S.A., 2nd October, 1906; 6

13. In a device for cutting cheese and the like into por- years . Filed 8th September , 1906. Receipt No. 139,349.

tions , a rotary cheese support, a lever for actuating the Claim .-- 1. A steamer comprising an upper section adjust

rotary cheese support, a scale on said lever , and means co - able in diameter, a telescoping section adapted to move ver

operating with said scale for regulating the movement of tically within the first -mentioned section , means for suspend

the cheese support so as to cut uniform pieces from various ing the first -mentioned section within the kettle, and means

cheeses . for locking the telescoping section in its adjusted position

14. In a device for cutting cheese and the like into por- within the first-mentioned section .

tions , a rotary cheese support, a lever for actuating the 2. A steamer comprising upper and lower sections, the up

rotary choese support , a scale on said lever, and means per section being split longitudinally, the lower section tele

movable with reference to the scale for regulating the in- scoping within the split section , means for suspending the

fluence of the throw of the lever upon the movement of the split section within a kettle, and means for locking the tele
cheese support. scoping section in its adjusted position within the upper

15. In a device for cutting cheese and the like into por- section .

tions , a rotary cheese support , a lever for actuating the 3. A device of the kind described comprising a steamer

rotary cheese support , a stationary weight scale on the divided into two sections, the upper section being split longi

lever , and means movable on the lever with reference to thetudinally, and the lower section being reticulated and mov

weight scale for regulating the influence of the throw of the able within the upper section, perforated bars carried by the

lever upon the movement of the cheese support . inner sides of the upper section , said bars being angled at

16. In a device for cutting cheese and the like into por- their upper ends, an inverted bail adapted to support the

tions , a cheese support , a lever for feeding the cheese, a lower movable section, and pins carried by the bail adapted

variable fulcrum therefor , two scales , one a price per pound to engage the perforations of the bars.

scale and the other a scale for indicating the various weights 4. A device of the kind described comprising a steamer

of cheeses for controlling the position of said fulcrum so formed in the upper and lower sections , vertical bars carried

that the cheeses of varying weights and prices per pound upon the inner sides of the upper section , angled plates con

may be cut into portions of uniform value . nected to the upper ends of the bars and projecting over and

17. In a device for cutting cheese and the like into por- beyond the upper edges of the upper section, an inverted

tions , a cheese support, a lever for feeding the cheese , a spring bail having its free end portions turned inwardly, said

variable fulcrum for said lever , and a pluralityof scales for bail being adapted to move vertically within the upper sec

indicating the desired adjustment of said lever. tion , pins carried by the bail adapted to engage the perfora

18. In a device for cutting cheese and the like into por- tions of the bars , and a lower reticulated section supported

tions , a cheese support, a lever for moving one of said parts within the bail , as and for the purpose set forth .

toward the other and a scale controlled means for adjusting

the fulcrum of said lever to modify the feeding action No. 101,244. Can . Bidon.
thereof so as to cut portions of a certain unit of value.

19. In a computing cheese cutter , the combination of a

base and a rotary cheese table thereon , a lever for operating

the same , a price vait scale bar extending transversely of

sa id lever , and an adjustable stop upon said scale bar, for

the purpose set forth .

20. In a computing cheese cutter, the combination of a

base and a rotary cheese table , an operating lever for the

same , a cheese weight scale and means co -operating there

with for varying the influence of the lever upon the cheese

table , a transverse price scale , and an adjustable stop there

for, for the purpose set forth.

21. In a computing cheese cutter, the combination of a

base and a rotary table thereon , a vibrating lever, a clutch

operated by the lever to throw the table variable distances ,

and means carried by the lever for varying the throw of the

clutch without varying the throw of the handle end of the

lever.

22. In a computing cheese cutter , the combination of a

rotary cheese table , and means for rotating the table con

trolled by a price scale and a total weight scale, whereby the

cheese may be cut by weight or by value.

23. In a computing cheese cutter , the combination of a

rotary table , an operating lever, and means for varying the
111244

icfluence of the lever upon the table, said means embodying
a scale on the base and a scale on the lever, one of said William Bohemier, Montreal, Quebec , Canada , 2nd October,

scales being a weight scale and the other a price scale .
1906 ; 6 years. Filed 11th September, 1906. Receipt No.

24. The method substantially as herein shown and des- 139,419.

cribed of measuring off segments of circular cheese by weight Claim . - 1. A can comprising an open ended body , closures

as well as by value, consisting in governing the movements for the ends , and a bottom intermediate of the ends of the

of the actuating devices by a combined total weight scale body.

and price per pound scale, whereby segments may be mea- 2. A can comprising an open ended body, a screw - threaded

cured off either by price or by weight by the same actuating closure for one end, a bottom intermediate of its ends, and

means , substantially as set forth. a receptacle disposed in the opposite end.

fup2.
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3. A can comprising a body having a crimp therein inter- 4. In a plough the combination with the beam thereof, a

mediate of its ends, a bottom disposed in the body and abut- bracket secured to the beam , a standard carried by said

ting against said crimp, a receptacle adapted to be inserted bracket, and a locking device for the standard also carried

within one end ofthe body and provided with a flange adapt- by the bracket, of a frame consisting of a socket section

ed to abut against the lower edge of the body , and a screw
mounted to turn on the standard below the beam , and oppos

threaded closure for the opposite end of the body.
ing arms extending rearwardly from the said frame, the

land side arm being the longest, a spindle journalled in

No. 101,245. Stovepipe Thimble.

said arms, a disc cutter secured to said spindle dished

at its mould board side, means for adjustably connecting the

Douille de tuyau de poêle . cutter to the beam , and mould board supported by the frame

and acting in conjunction with the dished face of the cutter.

5. The combination with a plough, of a frame pivotally

mounted below the beam therof, a cutter mounted to revolve

in the said frame, means for holding the said cutter in a

diagonal position with respect to the forward edge of the

plough share and at an inclination in direction of the mould

board side of the plough, the mould board side of the cutter

being dished, and a mould board supoprted by the said frame

and held at an angle to the dished face of the said cutter .
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No. 101,247. Undercutter Support for Saws.

Support pour scies.

F
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Thomas W. Bright, Elk, West Virginia, U.S.A., 2nd October,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 10th September, 1906. Receipt No.

139,377.

Claim .-1 . A stovepipe thimble having its inner surface

cylindrical and face convex from end to end, said thimble

being provided with an angular rebate in one end , and at its

other end with an angular extension the edges of which are

disposed at right angles to each other and parallel with the

edges of the rebate , and a flange extending laterally from

the edges of the extension .
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No. 101,246. Jointer for Stubble Ploughs.

Orochet pour charrucs à chaume.
Frank H. Lamb , Hoquiam , Washington , U.S.A. , 2nd October,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 10th September, 1906 . Receipt No.

139,397.

Claim .–1 . An undercutter support comprising a dog adapt

ed for insertion in the material to be sawed , a supporting

arm provided with a saw bearing thereon at one end , and

means for mounting said arm upon said dog to permit the

reversal of the arm to bring the saw bearing either above or

below the dog.

2. An undercutter support comprising a dog adapted for in

sertion in the material to be sawed , a supporting arm provid

ed at one end with a saw bearing, and means for mounting

said arm upon said dog to permit the adjustment and rever

sal of the arm and bearing relative to the dog.

3. An undercutter support comprising a dog adapted for

insertion in the material to be sawed , a supporting arm pro

vided at one end with a saw bearing, and clamping means

for supporting said arm at one side of said dog to permit its

reversal and adjustment without interference with the dog.

4. An undercutter support comprising a dog, a supporting

arm mounted thereon for vertical adjustment and provided

at one end with a saw bearing, a supporting bolt through

which arm passes , and a clamping washer mounted upon said
Don Henry Dickinson , Parkers , Oregon, U.S.A., 2nd October, bolt and provided witha recessed face to engage one side of

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 12th September, 1906. Receipt No. said arm .
139,464. 5. An undercutter support comprising a dog, a supporting

Claim .-- 1. In a jointer for stubble ploughs, a frame mount- arm mounted thereon for vertical adjustment and provided at

ed to turn beneath the plough beam , a revoluble disc cutter one end with a saw bearing, a supporting bolt through which

carried by the said frame , and means for holding the cutter said arm passes , a clamping washer mounted upon said bolt

at an inclination in direction of the mould board side of the and provided with a recessed face to engage one side of said

plough. arm , an extended threaded shank from said bolt , a co -operat

2. In a plough , a bracket secured to the beam , a standard ing washer mounted upon said shank to engage the clamping

carried by said bracket , a frame mounted to turn on said washer and provided upon one face with a recess to seat

standard below the beam , the said frame consisting of a upon said dog , and a holding nut mounted upon the shank of

socket member and arms rearwardly extending therefrom , the supporting bolt at the opposite side of the dog from said

the land side arm being the longest , a spindle journalled in washers.

the said arms, a dished disc cutter secured to the said 6. In an undercutter support , a dog having an aperture at

spindle , and means for attaching the frame to the beam of its outer end , a supporting belt having a threaded shank

thé plough in a manner to bring the disc cutter at an in - extending through said aperture, a supporting arm adjust

clination in direction of the mould board side of the plough. ably carried by said bolt , means for clamping said arm and

3. In a plough , a beam , a bracket secured to the beam , a holt to said dog, and a supporting roller disposed upon a

standard carried by the bracket , a frame mounted to turn on laterally extending lug at one end of said arm .

the standard , a disc cutter mounted to turn in the frame , 7. In an undercutter support, a supporting member , an arm

having its mould board side dished, and means for adjustably carried thereby and provided with a saw bearing. a clamping
holding the said cutter diagonally with respect to the for - bolt through which said arm passes , a clamping washer

ward edge of the plough share and inclined in direction of mounted upon said bolt and provided upon one face with a

the mould board side of the plough. recess to receive a portion of said arm and upon its opposite
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face with a bevelled clamping seat, a co -operating washer firebox of a stove, substantially as herein described and ex

having a bevelled face to enter said seat , and means for plained .

clamping said washers together.

8. In an undercutter support , a supporting member, an arm

carried thereby and provided with a saw bearing, a clamping

bolt through which said arm passes , a clamping member

mounted upon said bolt and provided upon one face with a

recess to receive a portion of said arm and upon its opposite

face with a bevelled clamping seat, a co -operating washer

having a bevelled face to enter said seat , a holding dog

mounted upon the outer face of the co -operating washer, and

a clamping nut threaded upon the shank of the holding bolt .

No. 101,248. Beet Cultivator.

Cultivateur de betteraves .
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Andree Larsen , Stirling, Alberta , Canada, 2nd October, 1906 ;

6 years. Filed 10th September, 1906. Receipt No.
11249

139,372.

Claim . - 1 . In a beet harvester , the combination of a frame,

a transverse supporting bar slidably and pivotally mounted 2. Improved auxiliary fuel box for stoves and the like

thereon , cultivator shovels carried by the bar, beams also adapted to be drawn outwardly of the stove and be sup

carried by the bar, cutting and earth throwing devices car- ported on brackets or legs or on the stove front, substanti

ried by each beam, and each having a shank pivotally and ally as herein described and explained.

adjustably attached to the beam , means connecting the de- 3. Improved auxiliary fuel box for stoves and the like

vices to move in unison , a pressure spring acting on the adapted to telescope with or without operating springs and

shank of the earth throwing device, locking meansfor hold- being supported in front of the firebox of astove, substan

ing said devices in vertically adjustable position, and means tially as herein described and explained .

for oscillating and sliding the transverse bar. 4. The combination with the front of a stove or the like

2. In a beet harvester , the combination of a frame, a and a fuel box or holder of a frame having horizontal such

transverse supporting bar slidably and pivotally mounted as 8, and diagonal such as 9, substantially as herein describ

thereon, beams carried bythe bar, cutting and earth throw - ed and explained and as illustrated in the drawings.
ing devices carried by each beam , and each having a shank 5. The fuel box and its appurtenances on the front of a

pivotally and vertically adjustably attached to the beam , a stove or the like substantially as herein described and

link connecting the shanks of said devices to move in uni- explained andas illustrated in figure 1 of the drawings.
son, a pressure spring acting on the shank of the earth 6. The fuel box and its appurtenances on the front of a

throwing devices , locking means for holding said devices stove or the like substantially as herein described and

in adjusted position, an intermediate bar adjustably con- explained and as illustrated in figure 2 of the drawings.

nected with the beam , a link connecting said bar with

the cutting device, and means for oscillating and sliding the No. 101,250. Needle Cushion for Spools.

transverse bar.
Cuisson d'aiguilles pour bobines.

3. In a beet harvester, the combination of a frame , a

transverse supporting bar slidably and pivotally mounted

thereon , a sleeve non-rotatably mounted upon the bar and

provided with terminal heads, a rack yoke carried by said

sleeve, a gear engaging the rack , means for actuating the

gear to slide the rack and bar in either direction , means for

rocking the bar, and cultivating devices supported by the

bar and adjustable vertically and laterally through the ac

tion thereof.

4. In a beet harvester, the combination of a frame, a

transverse supporting bar slidably and pivotally mounted

thereon , cultivator shovels carried by the bar, beams also

carried by the bar, cutting and earth treating devices çar

ried by each beam , each having a shank pivotally and verti

cally adjustably attached to the beam , a link connecting the
shanks of said devices to move in unison, a pressure spring

acting on the shankof the earth throwing device, an inter

mediate bar vertically adjustable on the beam , a link con

necting said bar with the cutting device, locking means for

holding said shanks and intermediate bar in adjusted posi

tion, means for locking the supporting bar to vertically ad

just the devices, and rack and pinion mechanism for slid

ing said bar to laterally adjust said devices.

No. 101,249. Auxiliary Fuel Box for Stoves.

Boîte à flamme pour poêles.
Albert C. Loomis , West Orange, New Jersey , U.S.A. , 2nd

Thomas Berry Lockley, Goulburn , New South Wales , Aus- October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 10th September, 1906. Re

tralia , 2nd October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 12th Septem- ceipt No. 139,398 .

ber , 1906. Receipt No. 139,463 .
Claim.-A cushion for spools comprising a disc , a sheet

Claim . - 1 . Improved au ary fuel box oves and the of fabric , the disc and the sheet of fabric enclosing a fill

like having a removable cover and supported in front of the ' ing , and a plate having its marginal rim bent to embrace
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the edges of the disc and sheet , and having a series of con- 6. A metallic tie comprising an upper plate , rotatabla lugs

centric prongs struck up from the plate, the free ends of projecting upwardly through said plate , key operated means
the prongs adapted to enter the perforation of a spool .

No. 101,251 . Switch . Aiguille.
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Fig.1

119.3

3 .

beneath said plate for locking the lugs , a channel bar se

cured beneath the said plate with its web portion downward

and means on the bottom of the channel bar for holding it

against longitudinal motion .

7. A metallic tie comprising a top plate , rotatable headed

Fig.5. fastenings projecting upwardly through said plate, key oper

ated means, and said rotating means comprising a notched

bar and secured to said headed fastenings.

8. A metallic tie comprising a top plate, movable fasten

ing means projecting upwardly through said plate, key oper

ated means beneath the said plate for operating the said
FT . fa .fig ? fastening means.

101257 9. A metallic tie comprising a top plate , rotatable lugs

projecting upwardly through said plate , and adapted to hold

Henry 0. Marquis, Superior , Pennsylvania, U.S.A. , 2nd Octo- the rail thereto, springs on the lugs beneath the said plate,

ber , 1906; 6 years. Filed 23rd August, 1906. Receipt No. cranks on the lugs beneath the springs and a notched bar

138,944.
to which the ends of the cranks are pivotally connected .

Claim . - 1. In a switch throwing device, the combination ing from the plate to hold a rail in place thereon, means
10. A metallic tie comprising a top plate , means project

with a car, a track , a switch tongue, and a spring retained beneath the said plate for locking the holding means in

hook-shaped bar carried by said car and actuated by the place, said means being adapted tobe released by means of

operator of saidcar, of a casing mounted insaidtrackand a key inserted through an opening in the plate.

having recesses formed in its upper face , eccentrics mounted
11. A metallic tie comprising a top plate, movable rail

within said casing adjacent to said recesses and adapted to fastening means projecting upwardly through the plate,
protrude therein , a block pivotally mounted in said casing means beneath the said plate for operating the fastening

and connected with said switch tongue, means actuated by

the bar of said car to move said switchtongue , substantially means, said means comprising a longitudinally movablebar.
12. A metallic railway tie comprising a top plate, the said

plate being provided with perforations , lugs having side wise

2.The combination witha car, a track and a switch tongue, projecting portions at their upper ends projecting through
of a spring held hook-shaped bar carried by said car and

the perforations in said plate, springs on the lower ends
actuated by the operator thereof , a casing mounted in said of thelugs, cranks beneath the springs, a bar bolted upon

track and having recesses formed therein , eccentrics mounted the lugs beneath the cranks, a bar to which the ends of

ir, said casing and protruding into said recesses, a block the cranks are pivoted, said last-named bar being provided

pivotally mounted in said casing and connected to said switch with notches in its side, a spring operated key releasable

tongue and links connecting the opposite ends of said block means for locking the last -named bar apainst longitudinal

with said eccentrics , said block being actuated by said bar
movement .

contactingwith said eccentrics to move said switch tongue ,

substantially as described . No. 101,253. Ironing Board. Planche à repasser.
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No. 101,252. Railway Tie . Dormant de chemin de fer .

Arthur B. Mason , Ashland, Ohio , U.S.A. , 2nd October, 1906 ; 6

years . Filed 10th September, 1906. Receipt No. 139,380.

Claim .-- 1 . In a metallic railway tie a plate , adjustable i
means for securing a rail thereto and means beneath the

plate for adjusting and securing said means in a plurality of

positions with respect to the rail .

2. In metallic railway tie a plate, adjustable means for se

curing a rail thereto , and key operated means beneath the

plate for adjusting the securing means to leave the rail un

secured , to partially secure the rail or to hold it tightly

secured.

3. In a metallic railway tie, a top plate provided with per

fcrations , the tie being adapted to be placed with the per

fcrations on each side of a rail , rotatable fastening means

projecting upwardly through the said plate , a means beneath

the said plate for rotating the fastening means.

4. A metallic railway tie comprising a perforated plate ,

rotatably headed fastening means extending upwardly

through said perforations, a key operatable means beneath

the said plate for rotating the said fastening means .

5. A metallic tie comprising a top plate, rotatably headed Ferdinand Winthrop Moore, Montreal, Quebec , Canada, 2nd

fastening means projecting upwardly through said plate, key
October, 1906. 6 years . Filed 5th September, 1906. Re

operated means beneath the said plate for rotating the said
ceipt No. 139,266.

fastening means and a channel bar secured beneath the said Olaim .-- 1. In a foldable ironing board the combination of a

plate with its web portion downward. longitudinally slotted board , a supporting leg having a notch
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or recess on its underside, near the top end thereof , an in- ber having recesses which will connect the adjacent pas
termediate support resting on said supporting leg inter- sages to form one continuous passage from an inlet in

mediate its ends and engaging with a notchedmember to

brace said ironing board .

2. In a foldable ironing board the combination of a longi

tudinally slotted board , a supporting leg having a notch or

recess on its underside, near the top end thereof, an inter

mediate support resting on said supporting leg intermediate

its ends and engaging with a notched member to brace said

ironing board , in combination with a leg hinged at the outer Fic .

end of the board and adapted to rest on the floor,

3. In a foldable ironing board the combination with a

longitudinally slotted board, an obiquely disposed notched

supporting leg, a serrated casting on the upper side of said

leg and a brace connected with said board at one end and

resting on said casting at its opposite end.

No. 101,254. Meat Baster, Arrosoir pour viande.

Fig . 2
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John O'Connor, New York City, New York, U.S.A. , 2nd

October , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 4th September, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 139,221 . one of the lower ones to an outlet from one of the upper

ones, means for delivering atmospheric air to the inlet, and
Clairn . - In a baster the combination with a pan having a

means for connecting the outlet to the lower end of an oil
substantially flat bottom and upright corner forming sides tank.

and ends , of an elongated perforated receptacle adapted to
2. In a carbureter an open-ended rectangular chamber

rest against the pan bottom at one side of the pan , arms ex

tending from said receptacle and having swivelled connec
divided by horizontal and vertical partitions into a series of

elongated passages , covers for the ends of the chamber hav
tions with the ends of the pan , whereby by swinging the re

ing recesses that will connect the adjacent passages to form
ceptacle , basting material may be lifted from the side of the

one continuous passage from an inlet in one of the lower
pan and discharged over the meat .

ones to an outlet from one of the upper ones, said connected

passages being filled with an absorbent material, means for

*No. 101,255. Process of Eradicating Weeds and automatically maintaining said material saturated with
Insect Pests .

hydro -carbon oil from a tank adjacent, means for introducing

Procédé pour déraciner les mauvaises herbes, etc. atmospheric air to the lower end of the connected series of

passages, and means for delivering into the lower end of the

supply tank the hydro-carbon gas generated.

3. In a carbureter a rectangular chamber divided by hori

zontal and vertical partitions into a series of elongated pass

d
ages which are connected by recesses in the cover to form

one continuous passage which passages is charged with an

absorbent material, means for introducing atmospheric air

to the lower end of the series , means for delivering from the

upper end of the passage the gas generated through a light

check valve into the lower end of an oil reservoir, means for

withdrawing the gas from the upper end of the oil reservoir ,

and a spring controlled air valve opening inward in the gas

withdrawal pipe .

101244

No. 101,257. Flashboard Holder for Dams,

FIG.1
Ecluse pour digues.

William Lee Church , Newton , Massachusetts, U.S.A. , 2nd

George Montague Bowser and Edwin Albert Bowser, co - in- October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 4th September, 1906. Re

ventors, both of Brisbane, Queensland, Australia, 2nd ceipt No. 139,234 .

October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 10th September, 1906. Re
Claim.--1 . A dam having at its crest a series of guides , and

ceipt No. 139,415. Dashboard supporting posts movable in said guides.

Claim .-In a process for destroying vegetable growths and 2. A dam having at its crest a series of guides, and posts

insect pests, exposing the same to the action of steam and movable endwise and rotatable said guides , and provided
hot air applied under suitable cover, from any convenient with ears or lugs adapted to engage the upper edges of
source. flashboards.

3. A dam having in its crest a series of guides, and

No. 101,256. Carbureter. Carbureteur. pockets communicating with the upper ends of the guides,

and posts movable in said guides and provided with flash
William Brown and James Brown , co- inventors , both of Van- board engaging ears or lugs adapted to occupy said pockets

couver, British Columbia , Canada, 2nd October, 1906 ; 6 when the posts are retracted .

years . Filed 16th October, 1905. Receipt No. 129,271 . 4. A dam having a chamber or cavity below its crown,

Claim . - 1 . In a carbureter, an open - ended rectangular guides extending from said chamber through the crown, and

chamber divided by horizontal and vertical partitions into a flashboard supporting posts movable in said guides and

seriesof elongated passages,covers for the ends of the cham- provided with operating means locatedin the chamber.
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5. A dam having a chamber or cavity below its crown , 8. A dam having an upstream crest, a downstream crest

guides extending from said chamber through the crown, and separated from the upstream crest by an overflow passage,

and means for deflecting backwardly the overflow passing

through said passage , the deflected water cushioning the ver

flow pasing over the downstream crest.

9. A dam having an upstream crest, a downstream crest

separated from the upstream crest by an overflow passage ,

one side of which is formed by a baffle wall below the down

stream crest and means for maintaining a cushioning pool

underneath the baffle wall.

1
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No. 101,259. Dam for Water Works.

Digue pour machines hydrauliques.
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flashboard supporting posts movable in said guides and pro

vided with operating handles at their lowerend within the

chamber.

6. A concrete dam structure hollow below its crown , tubu

lar metal guides extending through the crown , and flashboard

supporting posts movable in said guides.

7.Adam having a chamber or cavity below its crown ,

guides extending from said chamber through the crown ,

flashboard supporting posts movable in said guides and ex

tending into the chamber, and stuffing boxes surrounding

said posts.

Fig.2

No, 101,258. Dam . Digue.

155

101259

20 21

23

William Lee Church, Newton , Massachusetts, U.S.A. , 2nd

October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 4th September, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 139,236.

Claim .-- 1. A water works dam having a screened opening

in its deck, and a clear water chamber below the deck, said

chamber receiving water through said opening and com .

municating with a water main .

10/23 2. A water works dam having an inclined deck provided

with an elongated opening, a screen partially occupying

said opening, filling pieces occupying the remainder of the
..slliam Lee Church, Newton, Massachusetts, U.S.A., 2nd opening, said screen and filling pieces being adjustable to

October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 4th September, 1906.
Re

vary the height of the screen , and a clear water chamber

ceipt No. 139,235 . communicating with said opening.

Claim .-- 1. A dam having means at the downstream side of 3. A water works dam having an inclined deck , and a clear
its crest for deflecting overflow water backwardly. water chamber below the deck, the deck having an elongated

2. A dam having means at the downstream side of its opening communicating with the clear water chamber, re

crest for deflecting overflow water backwardly , and a wear taining members adjacent to said opening, and a screen and

resisting bed arranged to sustain the impact of the deflected filling pieces occupying said opening, and confined against

overflow water . lateral displacement by said retaining members.

3. A dam comprising a deck , a wear resisting bed extend- 4. A water works dam having a screened opening in its

ing downstream from the heel of the deck , and a baffle wall deck , a clear water chamber below the deck communicating

located at the downstream side of the deck and adapted to with said opening, a gate house adjacent to said member,

direct overflow water backwardly toward the deck and upon and a water main constituting the outlet of the clear water

the bed chamber and provided with a gate, and a gate operating

4. A dam comprising a deck , a wear resisting bed extend- device located in the gate house.

ing downstream from the heel of the deck, buttresses be

tween the bed and deck, and a bafle wall supported bythe No. 101,260. Artificial Limb. Membre artificiel.

buttresses at the downstream side of the deck and adapted

to direct overflow water backwardly toward the deck and John K. S. Farris, Saltville , Virginia, U.S.A., 2nd October,

upon the bed . 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 5th May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,587.

5. A dam comprising a deck, a wear resisting bed extend Claim.-1. In an artificial limb , the combination of a flex

ing downstream from the heel of the deck, and a baffle wall ible foot body, a flexible leg portion, and connecting and

located at the downstream side of the deck and separate stiffening meansconsistingof side leg'irons secured to said
from the latter by an overflow passage . leg portion and having a transverse ankle blot connection

6. A dam comprising a deck , a wear resisting bed extend , with said foot body, substantially as specified.

ing downstream from the heel of the deck, a baffle wall 2. In an artificial limb , the combination of a foot body

located at the downstream side of the deck and separated formed of a series of straight flat longitudinal vertical lay

from the latter by an overflow passage and a grind or grat- ers of rubber and interlayers of thread having a cement
ing in the upper portion of said passage. connection to said layers of rubber, a flexible leg portion

7. A dam comprising a deck, a wear resisting bed extend- joined to said foot body, and connecting and stiffening

ing downstream from the heel of the deck, a baffle wall means consisting of side leg irons secured to said leg por

located at the downstream side of the deck and adapted to tion and to said foot body, substantially as specified.

direct overflow water backwardly toward the deck and upon 3. In an artificial limb, the combination of a foot body

the bed , the crest of the baffle wall being substantially flush formed of a series of straight flat longitudinal vertical lay

with the crest of the deck and located over the bed. ers of rubber and interlayers of thread having a cement
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connection to said layers of rubber, a flexible leg portion a receptacle B arranged in said mask in position to be sup

joined to said foot body and formed of layers of felt and ported beneath the nose of the wearer, said receptacle hay

ing perforations in the top and bottom thereof, the perfor

ations in the top being arranged in a zigzag manner in rela

tion to those at the bottom , a door having perforations there

in hinged at its top opening beneath said receptacle B, a re

ceptacle carried by said door having perforations in the top

thereof adapted to be brought into register with the per

forations in the bottom of said receptacle B when said door

is in its closed position , a spring adapted to retain said door

in its open and closed positions and suitable filling material

for said receptacles, for the purpose specified .

2. In an inhaler or respirator the combination of a mask

adapted to fit over the nose and mouth of the wearer , a re

ceptacle B arranged in said mask in position to be supported

beneath the nose of the wearer, said receptacle having per

Jeg 2 forations in the top and bottom thereof, the perforations in

the top being arranged in a zigzag manner in relation to

those in the bottom , a door having perforations therein

hinged at its top opening beneath said receptacle B , a re
Theng .

ceptacle carried by said door having perforations in the top

thereof adapted to be brought into register with the perfor

ations in the bottom of said receptacle B when said door is

in its closed position and suitable filling material for said

receptacle , for the purpose specified.

3. In an inhaler or respirator the combination of a mask

adapted to fit over the nose and mouth of the wearer, a re

ceptacle B arranged in said mask in position to be supported

beneath the nose of the wearer , said receptacle having per

forations in the top and bottom thereof, a door having per

forations therein hinged at its top onening beneath said re

reptacle B , a receptacle carried by said door having perfor

ations in the top thereof adapted to be brought into register

with the perforations in the bottom of said receptacle B
101260

when said door is in closed position , a spring adapted to re

tain said door in its open and closed positions and suitable

leather having perforations throughout for ventilation and filling material for said receptacles, for the purpose specified.

flexibility , the ends of said leg portion having lacing con- 4. In an inhaler or respirator the combination of a mask

nections , and stiffening and connecting means consisting of adapted to fit over the nose and mouth of the wearer , a re

side leg irons secured to said leg portion and having a ceptacle B arranged in said mask in position to be supported

transverse ankle bolt connection with said foot body, sub- beneath the nose of the wearer, said receptacle having per

stantially as specified . forations in the top and bottom thereof , a door hinged at the

4. An artificial limb, the combination with longitudinal tophaving perforations therein , opening beneath said re

vertical flexible layers connected together and forming aceptacle B, a receptacle carried by said door having perfor

foot body, of side leg irons having forward terminal bends , ations in the top thereof adapted to be brought into register

and an ankle bolt passing through said layers and connect with the perforations in the bottom of said receptacle B
ing said irons , substantially as specified . when said door is in its closed position and suitable filling

5. In an artificial limb , lateral leg irons having forward material for said receptacles , for the purpose specified.
terminal bends at their lower ends, a flexible foot body hav- 5. In an inhaler or respirator the combination of a mask

ing an ankle recess, a transverse ankle bolt, a transverse adapted to fit over the nose and mouth of the wearer, a re

bracing bolt, side pads and recess padding , and a foot form ceptacle arranged in said mask in position to be supported
covering, substantially as specified. beneath the nose of the wearer , said receptacle having per

forations in the top and bottom thereof , the perforations in

No. 101,261 . Respirator or Inhaler.
the top being arranged in a zigzag manner in relation to

those in the bottom , a door having perforations therein

Respirateur ou inhalateur. opening beneath said receptacle, a spring adapted to retaiu

said door in its opening and closed positions and a suitable

filling material for said receptacle , for the purpose specified .

6. In an inhaler or respirator the combination of a mask

adapted to fit over the nose and mouth of the wearer, a re

ceptacle arranged in said mask in position to be supported

beneath the nose of the wearer, said receptacle having per

forations in the top and bottom thereof, a door opening

beneath said receptacle arranged in front of the mouth

wearer , a spring adapted to retain said door in its open and

closed positions and a suitable filling material for said re

ceptacle, for the purpose specified.

7. In an inhaler or respirator the combination of a mask

adapted to fit over the nose and mouth of the wearer, a re

ceptacle arranged in said mask in position to be arranged

beneath the nose of the wearer , said receptacle having per

forations in the top and bottom thereof, a door having per

forations therein , opening beneath said receptacle arranged
in front of the mouth of the wearer and suitable filling

material for said receptacle , for the purpose specified.
8. In an inhaler or respirator the combination of a mask

adapted to fit over the nose and mouth of the wearer, a per

forated receptacle arranged in said mask in position to be

supported beneath the nose of the wearer, a door in said

mask opening beneath said receptacle and arranged in front

of the mouth of the wearer and a suitable filling material for

said receptacle , for the purpose specified .

No. 101,262. Pasteurizing Apparatus.

Appareil à pasteuriser.

Charles H. Loew, Lakewood , Ohio , U.S.A. , 2nd October, 1906 ;

6 years. Filed 7th May , 1906. Receipt No. 135,648 .

(laim. -1 . An apparatus for pasteurizing beer in bottles

John L. Hively , Elkhart, Indiana, U.S.A., 2nd October, 1906 ; comprising a pasteurizing chamber, a spraying mechanism

6 years . Filed 10th May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,756 . within the chamber, means for supplying water thereto and

Claim .-- 1. In an inhaler or respirator the combination of a means for gradually heating the water so supplied without

inask adapted to fit over the nose and mouth of the wearer, ' interrupting its flow .
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2. An apparatus for pasteurizing beer in bottles compris- No. 101,263. Post Retaining Band.
ing a pasteurizing chamber , a spraying mechanism within Bande de retenue pour poteaur.
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Olof Olson , Bancroft, Iowa, U.S.A., 2nd October, 1906 ; 6

1012 62 years. Filed 13th September , 1906. Receipt No. 139,469 .

Claim .-1 . In a device of the class described a post engag

the chamber , means for supplying water thereto and means ing member, a handle pivoted thereto , a rope passing around

for gradually heating the water so supplied without inter
one end of the handle secured at one end to the post retain

rupting its flow , consisting of a water tempering chamber ing member and secured at its other end to the handle, a

provided with a steam supply pipe .
ratchet secured to the post retaining member on the op

3. An apparatus for pasteurizing beer in bottles compris- | posite side of the handle from it , and a pawl secured to the

ing a pasteurizing chamber, a spraying mechanism within handle for retaining the handle against movement in one

the chamber, means for supplying water thereto and means
direction .

for gradually heating the water so supplied without inter
2. In a device of the class described a post engaging,mem

rupting its flow , consisting of a water tempering chamber ber, a handle pivoted thereto , a rope passing around one end

provided with a steam supply pipe, and means, as a ther
of the handle secured at one end to the post retaining mem

mostat , adapted to control and regulate the steam supply.
ber and secured at its other end to the handle, a ratchet

4. An apparatus for pasteurizing beer in bottles, compris
secured to the post retaining member on the opposite side

ing a pasteurizing chamber, a spraying mechanism within
of the handle from it , a spring actuated pawl secured to the

the chamber , means for supplying water thereto and means
handle for retaining the handle against movement in one
direction .

for gradually heating the water so supplied without inter

rupting its flow , until a predetermined temperature for the
3. In a device of the class described a post engaging mem

spray is arrived at andmeans for maintaining said tem- ber, a handle havingaseries of openings extending through

perature a suitable length of time.
it , a rounded head having a groove in it at one end of the

5. An apparatus for pasteurizing beer in bottles , compris- handle, means for pivotally securing the curved head of the

ing a pasteurizing chamber , a spraying mechanism within
handle to the post retaining member, and a cable secured to

the chamber, means for supplying water thereto and means
the post engaging member passing around the curved head

and detachably secured to the handle .
for gradually heating the water so supplied without inter

rupting its flow , until a predetermined temperature for the
4. In a device of the class described a post engaging mem

spray is arrived at and means for maintaining said tem
ber, a handle having a series of openings extending through

perature a suitable length of time, consisting of a water
it , a rounded head having a groove in it at one end of the

tempering chamber, a steam supply pipe and a thermostat handle to the post retainingmember, a cable secured to the
handle , means for pivotally securing the curved head of the

regulated by the temperature within the water tempering post engaging member passing around the curved head, and

chamber and controlling the steam supply accordingly.
a hook on the free end of the cable designed to be inserted

6. An apparatus for pasteurizing beer in bottles compris
into any one of the openings in the handle .

irg a pasteurizing chamber, a spraying mechanism within
5. In a device of the class described a post engaging mem

the chamber, means for supplying water thereto , means for

gradually heating the water so supplied without interrupt- | it, a rounded head having a groove in it at one end of the
ber, a handle having a series of openings extending through

ing its flow , means for collecting the said water after use , handle, means for pivotally securing the curved head of the

and means for restoring its temperature and returning it to handle to the post retaining member , a cable secured to the

the spraying mechanism .
post engaging member passing around the curved head , a

7. An apparatus for pasteurizing beer in bottles , compris hook on the free end of the cable designed to be inserted into

ing a pasteurizing chamber, a spraying mechanism within
any one of the openings in the handle, a ratchet wheel non

the chamber, means for supplying water thereto , means for
rotatably secured to the post engaging member, and a spring

gradually heating the water so supplied , without interrupt.
actuated pawl mounted on the handle and designed to engage

ing its flow , means for collecting the said water after use .
the ratchet for maintaining the handle in position against

and means for restoring its temperature and returning it
the drawing force of the rope when it is shown tight around

to the spraying mechanism consisting of a drip tank, a a post.

pump, a water tempering chamber provided with a steam 6. A post engaging member having a concave surface de

pipe. signed to engage a post and a convex outer surface , a bearing

8. An apparatusfor pasteurizingbeer in bottles compris- extending outwardly from the convex surface, a handle pivot
ing a pasteurizing chamber, means for supporting bottles ally mounted on the bearing, a squared member extending

therein , a plurality of spraying devices each arranged above outwardly from the bearing, a ratchet wheel secured to the

a suitable number of bottles,acommon means for supply- squared member, a spring actuated pawl pivoted to the
ing thespraying devices with heated water , and means for handle designed to engagetheratchet,a rope secured to one
heating the water. side of the post engaging member and passing through the

9. In an apparatus of the kind described , a pasteurizing other side of the handle and passing around theend of the

chamber, a plurality of spraying devices arranged one above handle adjacent to the ratchet wheel, and a hook secured to

another within the chamber, means intermediate for sup- the free end of the rope designed to enter any one of the

porting the bottles under each spraying device , each support openings in the handle , for the purposes stated .
being adapted to allow the water to pass through the same, 7. A post engaging member having a concave surface de

a drip tank at the bottom of the chamber and means where- signed to engage a post and a convex outer surface, a bearing

by the water from the drip tank is conveyed to the spray- extending outwardly from the convex surface, a handle pivot

ing devices under pressure. ally mounted on the bearing, a squared member extending

10.Anapparatus for pasteurizing beer in bottles, compris- outwardly fromthe bearing, a ratchet wheel secured to the
ing a pasteurizing chamber, a spraying mechanism within squared member, a spring actuated pawl pivoted to the
the chamber, means for supplying water thereto and means handle designed to engage the ratchet, a rope secured to one
for gradually heating the water so supplied without inter- side of the post engaging member and passing through the
rupting its flow until a predetermined temperature for the other side of the handle and passing around the end of the
spray is arrived at and means for maintaining said tem- handle adjacent to the ratchet wheel, and a hook detachably
perature a suitable length of time , and means for finally secured to the free end of the rope designed to enter any

reducing the temperature. one of the openings in the handle.
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No. 101,264. System of Electric Train Control. 15. The combination with a plurality of cars , of a motor

Système électrique de contrôle des convois . and a controlling circuit therefor on each car, inductive

means for operatively associating the controlling circuits ,

Higit
and means for controlling the motor from any selected car

whereby the motor may be started in either direction .

16. The combination with a plurality of cars , of motors

OOOOR 06 and controlling circuits on the cars , inductive means for

associating the controlling circuits between the cars , mas

ter switches at both ends of each car , and means for oper

atively associating the master switches with the controlling

circuits.

17. The combination with a plurality of cars, of motors

and controlling circuits on the cars, means for inductively

associating the circuits between the cars , master switches
DODOOD 000000 000000

on the cars connected in the controlling circuits , and means
Riga for rendering any desired master switch or switches in

operative .

18. The combination with a plurality of cars , of a motor

and a controlling circuit therefor on each car, inductive

means for operatively associating the controlling circuits ,

a master switch and a compensating switch on each car

for controlling the circuits .

Fig 3
19. The combination with a plurality of cars , of a motor

101264
Figa

and a controlling circuit therefor on each car, inductive

means for operatively associating the controlling circuits , a

August Sundh and Axel Magnuson , New York City , New master switch on each car for controlling the circuits, and

York, U.S.A. , 2nd October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 29th a compensating switch for varying the current in the con

May, 1905 . Receipt No. 125,586 . trolling circuits .

Claim . - 1 . The combination with two connected cars ad 20. The combination with a plurality of cars , of a motor

apted to
and a controlling circuit therefor on each car, inductive

carry goods or passengers, electrical circuits on

the cars , an inductive apparatus associating the circuits means foroperatively associating the controlling circuits , a
master switch on each car for automatically controllingon the two cars , and a chain for flexibly supporting the in

ductive apparatus . the circuits. and a compensating switch for varying the

2. In combination with two cars , a two part inductive ap current in the controlling circuits in proportion to the num

ber of cars .paratus, one part of which is flexibly connected to one of
21. The combination with a plurality of cars , of a sourcethe cars by means of a chain and the other part of which

is flexibly connected to the other of the cars by means of of alternating current motors , circuits adapted to connect

another chain ,
the motors to the source of supply , and controlling circuits

2. In combination with two cars , a two part inductive therefor. on each car , and inductive means for operatively

apparatus , one part of which is on one of the cars and associating the controlling circuits between the cars.

the other part of which is on the other of the cars , and
22. The combination with a plurality of cars , motors on

means for uniting and rigidly holding the two parts to some of the cars , an external source of alternating current

electrical supply connected to one of the cars , and inductive
gether.

4. In combination with two cars , a two part inductive Cevicesbetween the cars arranged to establish current in
the other cars.apparatus , one part of which is on one of the cars and the

other part of which is on the other of the cars , and means 23. The combination with a plurality of cars of a motor

for unitingand rigidly holding the two parts together under anda controlling circuit therefor on each car, and inductive
usual conditions but allowing them to be pulled apart means for associating the circuits so that they will be
when subjected to an undue strain . mutually operative when the cars are together .

5. In combination with two cars , an inductive apparatus 24. The combination with a plurality of cars , of a motor

comprising two parts, each enclosed in a waterproof casing, and a controlling circuit therefor on each car, and inductive

one of which parts is supported by one of the cars and means on the end of each car for associating the circuits

the other of which is supported by the other of the cars . so that they will be mutually operative only when the cars

6. In combination with a plurality of cars , a plurality are together.

of alternating current circuits on each of the cars , a plur 25. In combination with an electric train, controlling cir
ality of inductive devices between the cars adapted to oper cuits therefor adapted to carry a single phase alternating

atively associate the circuits , and a switch arranged to current, a master switch for controlling the circuits , and
control said circuits. means for regulating the amount of current in the circuits .

7. In combination with a plurality of cars , a plurality of 26. In combination with an electric train , motors for driv

alternating current circuits on each of the cars, a plurality ing the train, controlling circuits for the motors, said cir

of inductive devices between the cars adapted to operatively cuits adapted to carry a single phase alternating current ,
associate the circuits , and switches on each car for con- and a master switch for controlling the controlling cir

trolling the circuits . cuits .

8. In combination with a plurality of cars , a plurality of 27. In combination with an electric train , motors for driv
alternating current circuits on each of the cars , a plurality ing the train, controlling circuits for the motors, said cir

of inductive devices between the cars adapted to operatively cuits adapted to carry a single phase alternating current ,

associate the circuits , and switches on each car any one a motor switch for controlling the controlling circuits, and

of which may be used for controlling the circuits . means for regulating the amount of current in the circuits .

9. In combination with a plurality of connected cars, a 28. In combination with an electric train , a source of mul

plurality of alternating current circuits on each of the tiphase alternating current supply, multiphase motors for

cars , a plurality of inductive devices between the cars hauling the train, and single phase controlling circuits for

adapted to operatively associate the circuits and arranged the motors .

to render such circuits inoperative should the cars become 29. In combination with a plurality of cars, a source of

separated. multiphase alternating current supply , multiphase motors

10. The combination with a plurality of cars , of a motor for hauling the cars , single phase controlling circuits for

and a controlling circuit therefor on each car and inductive the motors , and means for controlling the circuits from any

means for operatively associating the controlling circuits . selected car.

11. The combination with a plurality of cars , of a motor 30. In combination with an electric train , a source of mul

and a controlling circuit therefor on some of the cars , and tiphase alternating current supply, multiphase motors for

inductive means for operatively associating the controlling hauling the train , single phase controlling circuits for the

circuits . motors , and means for inductively associating the control

12. The combination with a plurality of cars, of motors ling circuits between the cars of the train .

and controlling circuits therefor, inductive means for oper- 31. In combination with a plurality of cars , a source of

atively associating the circuits between the cars and a multiphase alternating current supply, multiphase motors

switch in the controlling circuit. for hauling the cars , single phase controlling circuits for

13. The combination with a plurality of cars , of a motor the motors , means for inductively associating the controlling

and a controlling circuit therefor on each car, inductive circuits between the cars of the train , and means for con

means for operatively associating the controlling circuits trolling the circuits from any selected car.

and a switch on each car in the controlling circuit.
32. In combination with an electric train , alternating cur

14. The combination with a plurality of cars , of a motor rent motors thereon , controlling devices for the motors,

and a controlling circuit therefor on each car , inductive said controlling devices being actuated by the single phase

means for operatively associating the controlling circuits , I alternating current controlled from any selected platform

and means for controlling the motors from any selected car. of the train .
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33. In combination with an electric train , multiphase al- 47. The combination of a plurality of cars each having an
ternating current motors thereon , electrically operated con- alternating current motor, an opposition element in the

trolling devices for the motors , single phase controlling motor circuit , a direct current generator driven by the
circuits for actuating the controlling devices , and means movement of the car , an electro -responsive device com

for inductively associating the controlling circuits between prising magnets for removing the opposition element from

the cars .
the motor circuit step by step and controlling circuits and

34. In combination with an electric train , multiphase al- inductive means between the sars for operatively associat

ternating current motors thereon , electrically operated con- ing the controlling circuits .

trolling devices for the motors , single phase controlling cir 48 The combination of a plurality of cars each having an

cuits for actuating the controlling circuits between the cars alternating current motor , a direct current generator driven

and means for controlling the controlling circuits from a by the movement of the car and arranged to generate a vari

selected platform of the train .
able voltage in proportion to the speed of the car , an electro

35. The combination with a car having an electric motor, a responsive device connected to the generator,said electro - re.

plurality of controlling circuits therefor and a switch ar
sponsive device comprising magnets actuated one by one as

ranged to send a single phase alternating current through
the voltage increases , and controlling circuits and inductive

for

one or more of the controlling circuits , of another car also
means between the cars operatively associating the

having an electric motor and a plurality of similar control
controlling circuits.

ling circuits, and an inductive device between the cars ar
49. In combination with a car , an alternating current mo

ranged to send a single phase current through such of the
tor , a direct current generator driven by the movement of

circuits on the second car as correspond to the circuits of

the car and arranged to generate a .variable voltage , an

the first car through which current is being sent .
electro -responsive device connected to the generator for

36. The combination with a car having an electric motor, a
controlling the acceleration of the motor , said electro -re

plurality of controlling circuits therefor and a switch ar

sponsive device comprising magnets arranged to be acuated

one by one , and means for rendering the magnets inoperative .
ranged to send a single phase alternating current through

50. In combination with a car, an alternating current mo
one or more of the controlling circuits , of one or more cars

each having an electric motor and a plurality of similar con
tor , a direct current generator driven by the movement of

the car and arranged to generate a variable voltage in pro
trolling circuits , and inductive devices between the cars

arranged to send a single phase current through such of the
portion to the speed of the car , an electro -responsive device

circuits on the other cars as correspond to the circuits of
connected to the genrator , for controlling the acceleration

of the motor, said electro -responsive device comprising
the first car through which current is being sent . magnets arranged to be actuated one by one as the voltage

37. In combination with an electric train , a source of al- increases, and means for rendering the magnets inoperative .

ternating current, an alternating current motor for driving 51. In combination with a car , an alternating curret mo
the train , and a direct current generator driven by the tor, a direct current generator driven by the movement of

movement of the train and arranged to control the accel the car and arranged to generate a variable voltage in pro
eration of the motor,

portion to the speed of the car, an electro- responsive device
38. In combination with an electric train , a source of al- connected to the generator, for controlling the acceleration

ternating current , a plurality of motors for driving the of the motor, said electro - responsive device comprising

train , and a direct current generator driven by the movement magnets arranged to be actuated one by one as the voltage

of the train , and a direct current generator driven by the increases, and means for rendering one or more of the mag

movement of the train , and arranged to control the accel- nets inoperative .

eration of the motors . 52. In combination with a car , an alternating current mo
39. In combination with an electric train , a source of tor , a direct current generator driven by the movement of

alternating current , a plurality of motors for driving the the car and arranged to generate a variable voltage in pro

train , controllers for the motors , and a direct current gen- portion to the speed of the car, an electro -responsive device
erator driven by the movement of the train and arranged connected to the generator for controlling the acceleration
to control the acceleration of the motors . of the motor, said electro -responsive device comprising

40. In combination with an electric train , an alternating magnets arranged to be actuated one by one as the voltage

current motor for driving the train , a direct current genera- increases , and manually operated means for rendering one

tor driven by the movement of the train , an electro -respon- or more of the magnets inoperative .

sive device actuated by the direct current for controlling 53. The combination of a plurality of cars each having an

the acceleration of the motor. alternating current motor, a direct curren generator driven

41. In combination with an electric train , an alternating by the movement of the car and arranged to generate a vari

current motor for driving the train , a direct current genera- able voltage in proportion to the speed of the car, an electro

tor driven by the movement of the train , an electro -respon- responsive device connected to the generator, said electro

sive device comprising direct current magnets actuated by responsive device comprising magnets automatically actuated

the current from the generator for controlling the accelera- one by one as the voltage increases, means for rendering said

tion of the motor. magnets inoperative and controlling circuits, and inductive

42. A car , an alternating current motor for driving the car , means between the cars for operatively associating the con

a direct current generator driven by the movement of the trolling circuits .

car and arranged to control the acceleration of the motor 54. The combination of a plurality of cars each having an

and controlling circuits , combined with another car having alternating current motor, a direct current generator driven
a similar motor, generator and controlling circuits and in- by the movement of the car and arranged to generate a vari

ductive means for operatively associating the controlling able voltage in proportion to the speed of the car, an elec

circuits on the two cars . tro -responsive device connected to the generator, said elec

43. The combination of a plurality of cars each having an tro -responsive device comprising magnets automatically

alternating current motor , a direct current generator driven actuated one by one as the voltage increases, manually oper.

by the movement of the cars and arranged to control the ated means for rendering one or more of the magnets in

acceleration of the motor and controlling circuits and in- operative and controlling circuits , and inductive means be

ductive means between the cars for operatively associating tween the cars for operatively associating the controlling

their controlling circuits . circuits .

44. The combination of a plurality of cars each having 55. In combination with a car an alternating current motor

an alternating current motor, a direct current generator for driving the car, a direct current generator driven by the

driven by the movement of the car , an electro - responsive movement of the car, an electro -responsive device actuated

device actuated by the current from the generator for con- by the direct current for automatically controlling the

trolling the acceleration of the motor and controlling cir
acceleration of the motor, and manually controlled means

cuits and inductive means between the cars for operatively for controlling the speed of the motor.

associating the controlling circuits . 56. The combination of a plurality of cars each having an

45. The combination of a plurality of cars each having an alternating current motor, a direct current generator driven

alternating current motor, an opposition element in the by the movement of the cars and arranged to automatically

motor circuit , a direct current generator driven by the control the acceleration of the motor and controlling cir
movement of the car , an electro - responsive device for re- cuits, inductive means between the cars for operatively as

moving the opposition element from the motor circuit , and sociating their controlling circuits, and means for controlling

controlling circuits and inductive means between the cars the cars from any selected platform of the train .

for operatively associating the controlling circuits . 57. The combination of a plurality of cars each having an

46. The combination of a plurality of cars each having an alternating current motor , a direct currentgenerator driven

alternating current motor , an opposition element in the by the movement of the cars and arranged to automatically

motor circuit, a direct current generator driven by the control the acceleration of the motor and controlling cir.

movement of the car, an electro - responsive device compris- cuits , inductive means between the cars for operatively as

ing magnets for removing the opposition element from the sociating their controlling circuits , manually controlled

motor circuit and controlling circuits and inductive means means for starting , stopping and controlling the speed of the
between the cars for operatively asso the controlling cars , and means or conti ng the cars from any selected

circuits . platform of the train .
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58. In combination with a plurality of cars , alternating 71. In combination with a plurality of cars , alternating

motors for the cars , controlling cirruits, electrically oper- current motors on the cars . starting switches in the motor

ated switches in the circuits , said switches comprising alter - circuits, alternating current controlling circuits arranged

nating and direct current magnets , inductive means between to close the starting switches , and inductive means be

the cars for operatively associating the operating circuits . tween the cars for operatively associating the controlling

59. In combination with a plurality of cars , alternating circuits.

current motors on the cars , starting switches in the motor 72. In combination with two connected cars , electrical cir

circuits, single phase controlling circuits arranged to close cuits on the cars , an inductive apparatus associating the

the starting switches, and inductive means between the cars circuits on the cars , flexible conductors to the inductive

for operatively associating the controlling circuits. apparatus and flexible supports for the inductive apparatus.

60. In combination with a plurality of cars , a source of 73. In combination with two connected cars , electrical cir

alternating current supply, alternating current motors on cuits on the cars , a tro -part inductive apparatus between

the cars , direct current generators connected to run with the the cars associating the circuits , flexible conductors con

cars , starting switches for the motors primarily closed by necting the circuits to the inductive apparatus, and flexible

the alternating current and held in closed position by the supports for the inductive apparatus connecting one part

direct current and inductive means between the cars ar- of the inductive apparatus to of the cars and the

ranged to cause the starting switches to be closed simul- other part to the other car and so arranged that they take all

taneously. tensile strain between the parts if the cars become separated .

61. In combination with a plurality of cars a source of 74. In combination with a plurality of cars , alternating

alternating current supply , alternating current motors on current motors for the cars, controlling circuits therefor ,

the cars , direct current generators connected to run with the electrically actuated switches in the circuit, and alternat
cars , starting switches for the motors primarily closed by

ink current magnets and direct current magnets , circuits for

the alternating current and held in closed position by the the magnets , said magnets arranged to operate said switches .

direct current, inductive means between the cars arranged
75. In a train system the combination of a motor or

to cause the starting switches to be closed simultaneously , motors for hauling the train , and controlling circuits there

and means for controlling the switches from a selected point . for, inductive means for operatively associating the control

62. In combination with a plurality of cars, alternating ling circuit , and means in the controlling circuits to weaken

current motors for starting the cars , a source of direct cur and strengthen the current at will .

rent controlled by the motors, electrically operated starting 76. In combination with an electric train , a motor or

switches for the motors, electro - responsive devices actuated motors for hauling the train , electrically operated control

by the direct current for controlling the acceleration of the ling devices for the motor or motors, circuits therefor , and
motors, alternating current magnets and direct current inductive means connected to the cars for associating the

magnets for actuating the starting switches, controlling cir- | controlling circuits.

cuits and inductive means for operatively associating the 77. In an electric train , a motor or motors for hauling

controlling circuits on the several cars . the train electrically operated controlling devices for the

63. In combination with a plurality of cars , alternating motor or motors , controlling circuits therefor, means for

current motors for driving the cars, direct current generators regulating and means for controlling the circuits from any

connected to run with the cars , electrically operated start
selected car of the train , and inductive means for associat

ing switches for the motors , electro - responsive devices com- ing the circuit between the controlling devices the

prising accelerating magnets actuated by the direct current several cars.

for automatically controlling the acceleration of the motors , 78. In an electric train , a motor or motors for hauling

speed controlling switches for controlling the accelerating the train, a source of electric supply conducted to the motor
magnets , alternating current magnets and direct current or motors , an electric generator driven by the train and

magnets for actuating the starting switches and the speed arranged to control the acceleration of the motor or motors.
controlling switches, controlling circuits and inductive means 79. In combination with a plurality of cars , alternating

for operatively associating the controlling circuits . current motors for driving the cars , a source of direct cur

64. In combination with a plurality of cars , alternating cur rent controlled by the motors , electrically operated starting

rent motors for driving the cars , direct current generators switches for the motors , electro - responsive devices actuated

connected to run with the cars , electrically operated start- by direct current for controlling the acceleration of the

ing switches for the motors , electro- responsive devices com- motors , alternating current magnets and direct current

prising accelerating magnets actuated by the direct current magnets arranged to actuate the starting switches and the

for automatically controlling the acceleration of the motors, speed controlling switches.

speed controlling switches for controlling the accelerating 80. In combination with a plurality of cars , alternating

magnets, alternating current magnets and direct current current motors for driving the cars , direct current gener

magnets for actuating the starting switches and the speed ators connected to run with the cars , electrically operated

controlling switches, controlling circuits and inductive starting switches for the motors, electro-responsive devices

means for operatively associating the controlling circuits , comprising accelerating magnets actuated by the direct cur

and master switches on the cars for controlling the said rent for automatically controlling the acceleration of the

starting and speed controlling switches . motors, speed controlling switches for controlling the ac

65. In an electric train the combination of two or more celerating magnets , alternating current magnets and direct

motor cars , one or more cars without motors , controlling current magnets arranged to actuate the starting switches

circuits for the motors , and inductive means between all of and the speed controlling switches.
the cars for operatively associating the controlling circuits . 81. In a train system the combination of two sources of

66. In an electric train the combination of two or more electric energy , one of which is conducted to the train the

motor cars , one or more cars without motors , controlling
other of which is on the train and is proportional in strength

circuits for the motors and inductive means between all of to the speed of the train , both of which are arranged to

the cars for operatively associating the controlling circuits
control the movement of the train .

and means for controlling the motors from a selected plat
S2 . In a train system the combination of two sources of

form of any of the motor cars . current supply , one of which is pulsating and of practically

67. In combination with an electric train , a plurality of
constant value , the other of which is on the train and varies

controlling circuits therefor adapted to carry alternating
from zero to a maximum in proportion to the speed of the

train , both of said supplies arranged to control the train .currents , a master switch for controlling the circuits , and
83. In a train system , two sources of electrical energy , one

a plurality of inductive devices between the cars for oper
of which is generated by the movement of the train and is

atively associating the controlling circuits .
proportional in strength to the speed of the train , the other

68. In combination with an electric train , a plurality of of which is conducted to the train and a master switch ar
controlling circuits therefor adapted to carry alternating ranged to controlthe latter supply from a selected car of
currents , master switch for controlling the circuits , a

the train .

plurality of inductive devices between the cars for oper 84. In a train system , two sources of current supply , one
atively associativg the controlling circuits , and means for

of which is conducted to the train and is pulsating but prac
controlling the circuits from any selected car .

tically constant in strength , the other of which is direci and
69. In combination with an electric train , alternating cur

is generated by the movement of the train and is variable
rent motors thereon, electrically operated controlling de from zero to a maximum , and a controlling circuit on the
vices for the motors , alternating current circuits for actu

train and magnetic means in the controlling circuit for con
ating the controlling devices, and means for inductively as trolling the starting , reversing, acceleration and stopping
sociating the controlling circuits between the cars . of the train and additional means on the cars to control the

70. In combination with an electric train , alternating cur- ( urrent in the controlling circuits.

rent motors thereon , electrically operated controlling de- $5 . In combination with a plurality of cars , motors for

vices for the motors , alternating current circuits for actu- driving the cars , an external source of pulsating current

ating the controlling devices, means for inductively asso- conducted to the cars and adapted to control and to drive

ciating the controlling circuits between the cars , and means the motors, controlling switches for the motors actuated by

for controlling the controlling circuits from a selected plat- said current , a second source of curre supply obtained
form of the train . from a generator mechanically connected to the running

a
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mechanism of the cars and driven thereby when the cars are heel, and having the ends bent at the front of the heel,

in motion, said second source of supply arranged to auto- connected by a screw or bolt and nut , substantially as and

matically control the acceleration of the cars and to co- for the purposes herein before set forth .

operate with the first source of supply to operate the con- 2. As an article of manufacture, a metallic clamp for

trolling switches . attaching a heel to a boot or shoe, composed of a metallic

86. The combination of a plurality of cars each having an strip having a flange on one edge, and having the ends bent

alternating current motor, an opposition element in the and connected by a screwor bolt and nut, substantially as

motor circuit,an electric generator driven by the movement and for the purposes hereinbefore set forth .

of the cars and electro - responsive devices comprising mag

nets for removing the opposition element from the motor No. 101,266. Piano. Piano .

circuit .

87. The combination of a plurality of cars each having an

alternating current motor , an opposition element in the

motor circuit , an electric generator driven by the movement

of the car and an electro - responsive device comprising

magnets for removing the opposition element from the mo

tor circuit step - by - step in proportion to the speeding up of

the cars .

88. The combination of a plurality of cars each having an

alternating current motor, an electric generator driven by

the movement of the car and arranged to generate a vari

able voltage in proportion to the speed of the car, an elec

tro-responsive device connected to the generator, said elec

tro - responsive device comprising magnets actuated one by

one as the voltage increases.

89 In a train system , a motor or motors for hauling the

train , an electric generator driven by the movement of the

car and arranged to generate a variable voltage , an electro

responsive device connected to the generator for controlling

the acceleration of the motor , said electro -responsive device

comprising magnets arranged to be actuated one by one,

and means for rendering the magnets inoperative.

90. In combination with a plurality of cars , alternating

current motors for the cars, controlling circuits therefor,

alternating and direct current magnets , circuits for the mag- Roland Montague Squire, Montreal , Quebec, Canada, 2nd
nets , electrically actuated switches in the motor circuits, October, 1906; 6 years. Filed 8th August, 1906. Receipt

said swithces arranged to be operated by the alternating No. 138,484.

and direct current magnets
Claim.-1. In a piano the combination with a rail , a key,

91. The combination of a plurality of cars each having an

alternating current motor, a direct current generator driven the key and means including a member effecting a direct
a hammer, the butt of the hammer , a part movable with

by the movement of the car , an electro - responsive com

pising magnets actuated by the current from the generator movable with the key and the hammer, such means being
and temporarily rigid connection between the said part

for controlling the acceleration of the motor and control permanently pivotally connected to both the butt and the

ing circuits and inductive means between the cars for opera- said part movable with the key, of movable means carried

tively associating the controlling circuits .

92. In combination with twocars, an inductive apparatus the said first -mentioned means, and thesaid movable means
by the rail and the path of movement whereof intersects

comprising two parts each inclosed in a waterproofcasing being constructed andarranged to be impinged upon and
one of which parts is supported by one of the cars and the moved bythe first -mentioned means and the said rigid

other of which is supported by the other of the cars .
connection broken , substantially as described .

2. In a piano the combination with a rail , a hammer, a

No. 101,265. Clamp for Afizing Heels. key , and a jointed jack the members whereof co-act to

Mordache pour a88ujetir les roues . retain each other against movement in one direction upon

their joint , of a movable member carried by the stationary

part of the piano and disconnected from the jointed jack

Fig. 1 Fig. 2 and adapted to be impinged upon the jointed jack to cause

the members of the latter to turn on their joint , substanti

ally as described .

3. In a piano action the combination with a hammer , a

key, a rail and a jointed jack , of an arm pivoted to the

rail adjacent to and disconnected from the jointed jack adapt

ed to be impinged upon by the jointed jack to cause the mem
bers of the latter to turn on their joint, substantially as des

cribed .

4. In a piano the combination with a rail , a hammer, a

key, and a jointed jack the members whereof overlap each

other to prevent movement in one direction upon their

joint , of a movable yielding member carried by the station

ary part of the piano and disconnected from the jointed

jack and adapted to be impinged upon by the jointed jack

to cause the members of the latter to turn on their joint ,

substantially as described .

5. In a piano actioqn the combination with a hammer , a

key, a rail and a jointed jack , of an arm pivoted to the

Fig.4
rain and disconnected from the jointed jack, a member

secured to the free end thereof by a screw adjustable into

and out of such end, such member being adapted to be im

pinged upon by the jointed jack to cause the parts of the

latter to turn on their jonnt , substantially as described.

6. In a piano action the combination with a hammer, a

key, and a jointed jack , of a duplex rail , an arm extending

between the parts of the rail , means pivotally connecting

the rear end of the arm to the rear side of the upper part

of the rail , the forward end of such arm being in position

101als to be impinged upon by the jointed jack , substantially as

described.

7. In a piano action the combination with a hammer , a

Carl C. Schmidt, St. John , New Brunswick, Canada , 2nd key , and a jointed jack , of a duplex rail, an arm extending

October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 28th May , 1906. Receipt between the parts of the rail , means pivotally connecting

No. 136,321 . the rear end of the arm to the rear side of the upper part

Claim . - 1 . As an article of manufacture , a metallic clamp of the rail , the forward end of such arm being in position

for attaching a heel to a boot or shoe , composed of a to be impinged upon by the jointed jack , and a damper

metallic strip having a flange on one edge , the strip made lever having a portion thereof curved to accommodate the

with a bevei or curve around the sides and back of the rear end of the pivoted arm , substantially as described.

ia

Figs
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No. 101,267. Leach Tank . Réservoir . and having depressions between consecutive rows of holes

which depressions extend from the outside of the cap inward,

a chamber under said cap and a centrally perforated dia

phragm separating the two chambers, substantially as des
cribed.

2. A burner cap for gas burners provided with two rows of

holes crossing at the center and with each row branching

into a multiple of rows at points intermediate the center

and the circumference , substantially as described .

3. A burner cap provided with a plurality of intersecting

rows of holes in the central portion of its surface, and with

other rows of holes extending from points adjacent to the

ends of said first -mentioned rows toward the outer edge of

cap, there being air conveying channels in the surface of

said cap intermediate the several rows of holes, substanti

ally as described .

4. A burner cap having a plurality of rows of holes in the

central portion and other rows of holes leading from one of

said first -mentioned rows toward the outer edge , there being

air conveying channels in the surface of said cap between ad

jacent rows , substantially as described .

5. In a gas burner in combination with a mixing chamber,

a chamber under the gas exit holes, a plate forming a dia

Iube phragm between said chambers and provided with an open

ing for the escape of gas therefrom , a cap seat concentric

with the center of said opening , a cap provided with gas exit

holes on elevated portions thereof and with depressions of

the cap wall between the holes, said depressions of the wall

dividing the chamber under the cap radially, substantially as

described .

6. A burner having in combination with a base plate pro

vided with a seat, a cap having its under and inner surface

provided with a member of radial depressions dividing the

F 101267 chamber beneath the cap into radially arranged chambers, a

mixing chamber beneath the radial chambers and a centrally

James D. Wood , Cheboygan , Michigan, U.S.A. , 2nd October. | perforated diaphragm between the radial chambers and the

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 1st May , 1906. Receipt No. 135,427 . mixing chamber, substantially as described .

Claim.-1. The combination with a leach tank, of rotatable
7. In a gas burner a cap provided on its under side with

radial hanging parts, a seat for said cap and a perforatedarms carrying cutters and gravity operating means for con
diaphragm forming the underside of a chamber beneath saidtrolling the speed of descent of the cutters into the tank.

2. The combination with a leach tank, of rotatable arms
cap , the said radial depressions stopping short of the plate

carrying cutters and gravity operating meansforcontrolling whereby there is formed a separate chamberextendingover
said plate with high parts radiating from the center therethe speed of descent of the cutters into the tank, and means

carried by the arms to regulate the dip of the cutters . of , substantially as described .

3. The combination with a leach tank of rotatable arms 8. A burner cap having in combination a mixing chamber,

carrying rotatable cutters , an overhead truck carrying means a diaphragm thereover perforated at its central portion and

for driving the arms, and gravity controlled counterbalancing a plurality of radially extending supply chambers communi
devices supported by the truck and operatively connected cating at their inner ends with each other and with the

with the cutting mechanism . perforation in said diaphragm, the cap being perforated with

burner holes over each branch of said supply chamber, sub

stantially as described .
No. 101,268. Gas Burner. Brûleur à gaz.

9. In a gas mixer and burner in combination with a mixing
chamber, a supply chamber for the burners and an interven

ing perforated diaphragm , the upper surface of said supply

chamber being provided with rows of holes extending along

radial elevations on said surface and having depressions be

tween consecutive rows of holes , said depressions extending

Moys from the outside of said surface inward, substantially as

described.

10. In a gas burner in combination with a mixing chamber

and a supply chamber, an intervening perforated diaphragm

and rows of holes extending along radial elevations in the

upper surface of said mixing chamber, there being interven

ing depressions in said surface between the rows of holes

adapted to provide a free supply of air to all of said holes,

substantially as described .

11. In a gas burner a cap provided on its underside with

radial hanging parts , a seat for said cap and a perforated

diaphragm forming the underside of a mixing chamber and

the top side of a supply chamber, said mixing chamber ex

tending radially over said diaphragm , substantially as des

cribed.

12. A burner cap having in combination with a mixing

chamber and a centrally perforated diaphragm across the top

thereof, elevated burner openings with depressions between

them extending radially from the center, substantially as

described .

20
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No. 101,269. Conduit for Electric Wires.

Conduit pour fils électriques .

The Conduits Company , Toronto , Ontario , Canada , assignee

of Daniel Hayes Murphy , Newcastle, Pennsylvania , U.S.A. ,

2nd October , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 6th March , 1906. Re

The Michigan Stove Company, assignee of W. J. Keep and ceipt No. 133,585 .

Henry C. Maul, all of Detroit, Michigan, U.S.A., 2nd Claim .-- 1 . As a new article of manufacture , a metal pipe

October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 5th May, 1906. Receipt No. having a metallic coating on one surdace and a flexible en
135,568.

amel coating applied directly to the other surface , substan

Claim .-- 1 . In a gas mixer and burner in combination with tially as described .

a base provided with a mixing chamber , a cap provided with 2. As a new article of manufacture , a metal pipe having

rows of holes extending along radial elevations on said cap a metallic coating on its outer surface and a flexible en
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amel coating applied directly to

stantially as described .

O
fio .

its inner surface , sub - forming a wire attaching means, the terminal prong of the

tongue extending through the adjacent aperture and into

the material.

5. A bale band tie consisting of a plate bent intermediate

of its ends to form angularly related members , and provided

with an aperture in each of said members, and a tongue

projecting from one end of one of said members and pro

vided with a terminal prong , said tongue forming a wire

engnging member, and the prong being arranged to pass

through the adjacent aperture and into said material being

bundled .

6. A bale band tie having an opening , a tongue , and a

spur projecting from one end of the tie , the spur being bent

transversely of the tie in one direction, and the tongue

bent back across the tie in the other direction and over

lapping the opening, the free extremity of the tongue being

formed into a transversely disposed prong capable of being

driven through the opening.

7. A blank for a bale band tie having an opening, a

tongue projecting from one end of the blank in alignment

with the opening, and a spur projecting from the same end

of the blank , the tongue being of a length to overlap the

opening when bent back across the blank , and the free

extremity of the tongue being pointed to form a prong.

No. 101,271 . Milling Machinery.

Machine de moulin ,

1

1

rig 1

101269

의

1
0
1
2
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3. As a new article of manufacture , a metal pipe having

an electro - galvanized metallic coating on its outer surface

and a flexible enamel coating applied directly to its inner

surface, substantially as described .

4. A tube of iron , electro- plates on the outside with zinc

and having a flexible inside coating of enamel applied

directly to the iron of the tube, substantially as des

cribed .

No. 101.270. Bale Band Tie .

Altache de courroies de ballots .
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James W. Kennedy, assignee of Edward Grotz , both of

Chicago, Illinois , U.S.A., 2nd October , 1906 ; 6 years .

Filed 4th September, 1906. Receipt No. 139.226 .

('laim . - 1 . The combination of a revoluble member for sup

porting the work , a movable tool holder, means for advanc

ing said tool holder comprising a cam secured to said re

voluble member outside of the work and in close proximity

thereto, an arm which engages saidcamand connection be

tween said arm and said tool holder .
2. The combination of a revoluble member for supporting

the work , a movable tool holder , meansfor advancing said

tool holder comprising a cam secured to said revoluble mem

ber outside of the work and in close proximity thereto , an

arm which engages said cam in substantially the same axial

plane of the revoluble member as the cutting tool and con

nection between said arm and said tool holder.

3. The combination of a revoluble member for supporting

the work, a movable tool holder ,means for advancing said

tool holder comprising cams secured to rotate with said re

The Southern Bale Tie Company, assignee of Edward L.

Pence, both of Memphis,Tennessee, U.S.A., 2nd Oeto- proximitythereto,arms which engage sa id cams and con

voluble member, one at each side of the work and in close

ber , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 29th June , 1906 . Receipt No. nection between said arms and said tool holder .

137,398 .

Claim . - I. A bale band tie formed of a sheet metal plate the work , a movable tool holder, means for advancing said

4. The combination of a revoluble memberfor supporting

provided with an opening , and a plurality of tongues or tool holder comprising a cam or cams secured to said revol

spurs, one of which is arranged to be driven through the uble member, an arm orarms whichengage said cam or

opening into the material, while the other is arranged at cams, connection between said arm or arms and said tool

the end of the plate and is also adapted to engage with the holder, and a spring applied to said tool holderwhichmalo.

material .
tains the same normally retracted and operates to take up

2. A bale band tie formed of a sheetmetal plate lav; all lost motion under all conditions of use.
ing means at one end for engagement with a wire band 5. The combination of a revoluble member, a tool holder,

and provided near its opposite end with an opening, and a means to maintainsaid tool holder normally retracted and

pair of tongues or spurs for engagement with the opposite means for advancing said toolholdercomprising a cam or

end of the wire and with the material to be bundled. cams secured to rotate with said revoluble member. an arm

3. A bale band tie consisting of a plate having spaced ap

ertures, and a tongue extending from one end of the plate directly connect said arm or arms withsaidtool holder.

or arms which engage said cam or cams and rods which

with its terminal bent at an angle to the same , said tongue

being adapted to be bent over the plate and its bent ter- No. 101,272. Can Lifter.
minal passed through the adjacent aperture and into the

material being bundled .

Appareil à soulever les bidons.

4. A bale band tie consisting of a plate having spaced Emily A. Austin , Bethel , New York , U.S.A., 2nd October

apertures , and a tongue and a spur extending from one 1906 ; 6 years .

Filed 8th August, 1906. Receipt No.

end of the plate , the terminal of the tongue being bent at 138,480.

an angle thereto to form a prong, said spur being arranged

to engage with the material being bundled , and the tongue

Claim . - 1. A device for lifting jars consisting of a disc,
a standard rising therefrom , a ba il pivotally mounted upon
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said standard and adapted to encircle the jar resting upon skin at the base of the cells , said webs being of less

said disc, one end of said bail being bent to form an arm width than the thickness of the cell walls and the edges of
said walls being attached to the stamp block together with

said stamp block for the purpose described .

4. A base plate for hand stamps consisting of an integral

hy
kga

strip of rubber formed with parallel series of independent

hollow columns united by webs or ligatures of less width

than the thickness of the walls of the hollow columns, for

the purpose described .

5. A base plate for hand stamps consisting of an integral

strip of rubber forme with parallel series of hollow col

umns which are quadrangular in cross section united by

webs or ligatures of less width than the thickness of the

walls of said hollow columns , for the purpose described.

6. A moulded blank for rubber type bases consisting of

an integral strip of rubber formed with two series of par

allel severing grooves, one series intersecting the other with

hollow columns united by thin narrow webs of less width

than the thickness of the walls of the columns, said webs

consisting of the skin at the bottom of the said inter

secting grooves .

7. A moulded blank for rubber type bases consisting of

an integral strip of rubber formed with two series of par

with an eye at the end thereof, and a hook upon the standard angles, with hollow quadrangular columns united by thin
allel severing grooves intersecting each other at right

adapted to be engaged by said eye whereby said bail may be
narrow webs of less width than the thickness of the walls

held in an elevated position , as set forth.
of said hollow quadrangular columns , said webs consisting

2. A device for lifting jars comprising a disc , a wire bent of the skin at the bottom of said intersecting grooves .

at its longitudinal center to form an eye, the ends of said 8. A moulded blank for rubber type bases consisting of

wire secured to said disc , each leg of said wire being bent to

form an eye, a bail made of a single piece of wire and adap: nal parallel severing grooves and a series of transverse
ar antegra strip of rubber formed with a series of longitudi

ted to encircle a bar resting upon said disc , portions of said
wire forming thebailhavingbearingsinthe eyes of said parallel severing grooves, with square hollowcolumos be

standards, a hook upon the standards and a portion of the the thickness of thewalls of said square hollow columns,
tween them united by thin narrow webs of less width than

wire forming said bail bent to form a resilient arm with an said webs consisting of the skin at the bottom of said

eye at the end designed to engage said hook , as set forth . intersecting grooves .

9. A moulded blank for rubber type bases consisting of

No. 101,273. Rubber Printing Stamp. an integral strip of rubber fromed with two series of par

Etampe de caoutchouc. allel severing grooves , one series intersecting the other with

hollow columns between them united by webs consisting of

the skin at the bottoms of said intersecting grooves the

sides of which extend down to said skin where they inter

sect each other to form sharp well defined lines of sever

ance , for the purpose described .

10. A moulded blank for rubber type bases consisting of

an integral strip of rubber formed with two series of par

allel grooves , one series intersecting the other with columns

between them united by webs consisting of the skin at the

bottom of said intersecting grooves the sides of which latter

extend down to said skin and intersect it and each other

to form sharp well defined lines of severance , for the pur

pose described .

a

1
0
1
2
7
3

No. 101,274. Method of Making Boiler Flues .

Méthode de faire des tuyaux de chaudières.

1
1
g

2

s
b
a
r

Lawrence R. Blackmore, Arlington , New Jersey , U.S.A. , 2nd

October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 18th June, 1906. Receipt
No. 137,028.

Claim.-1. In a hand stamp the combination with a stamp

block , of a rubber type base attached thereto consisting

of an integral strip of rubber formed with intersecting
grooves with hollow columns between them, said hollow

columns being united at the bottom of the said intersecting

grooves by thin narrow webs of less width than the thickness

of the side walls of said bollow columns, said webs con

sisting of the skin at the bottom of said intersecting

grooves, and all surfaces of the bank being formed with a

smooth continuous surface together with a rubber type

plate attached to the rubber type base.

2. In a hand stamp the combination with a stamp block , of
a rubber type base attached thereto consisting of an integral

strip of rubber formed with intersecting grooves with hollow

columns between them , said hollow columns being united

by a web consisting of the skin at the bottom of said

intersecting grooves, the sides of which latter extend down John M. Crozier , Minneapolis, Minnesota, U.S.A. , 2nd Octo
to said skin where they intersect each other, so to

form sharp and well defined lines of severance for the pur
ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 7th August , 1906. Receipt No.

138,463.

pose described, together with a rubber type plate attached
to the said rubber type base . Claim . - The process of forming a flue with an enlarged

3. Asan article of manufacture, a hand stamp consisting tapered end having a wall of increased thickness, which con
ofa rubber type plate mounted upon a hollow flexible rub- sists, first, in reducing the end of the flue both ininternal
ber cushion formedwitha series of adjoining cells having and external diameter, and second, inupsetting the reduced
independent side walls, the opposedsides of saidadjoining end of said flue to thicken up the wall thereof and increase
cells being united by the thin parrow webs consisting ofthe the external diameter thereof, substantiallyas described.

as

10-3
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No. 101,275. Apparatus for Cleaning and Separat
ing Seeds.

Appareil à nettoyer et séparer les graines .

4. The combination of a frame , a spindle carried by the

frame , a series of discs mounted on the spindle , washers

FIG.1 .
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interposed between the discs , each washer being of a dia

meter less than that of the discs and having cutting por

tions extending to the peripheries of the discs, a retaining

means on each end of the spindle , and an elastic stripping

member having teeth projecting into the spaces between

the discs , the ends of the teeth being in constant engage

ment with the peripheries of the washers.

5. The combination of a frame , a spindle carried by the

frame , a series of cutting discs mounted on the spindle , and

a series of radially projecting cutters arranged between the

said discs .

101273

Carrie

و

1012 >>

No. 101,277. Machine for Cutting Railway Ties.
Frederick Malcolm Dossor, Doncaster , England, 2nd Octo

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 26th June , 1906. Receipt No.
Machine pour couper les dormants de chemins de fer .

137,320.

Claim . - 1 . In an apparatus for cleaning and separating

sceds the combination of a main feed hopper , a series of

inclined overlapping upwardly travelling endless belts or

bands of velvet, velveteen or like fabric , a series of adjust Figt.

able rollers carrying the said belts or bands, and a series

of smaller hoppers each having a fine transverse discharge

slit so as to feed the seed in a single evenly distributed line

across the entire width of each successive band or belt for

the purpose of receiving and passing on the seed over the

ertire width of each successive band or belt for the pur b ja
pose of receiving and passing on the seed over the entire

series of belts or bands, continuously extracting the weed Fig .2

seed and foreign matter therefrom during such passage, and

separately and continuously discharging and delivering the

cleaned seed and the extracted matter, substantially as

shown and described.

2. In an apparatus for cleaning and separating seeds and

the like , the combination of a feed hopper delivering to a Fig.2.

second hopper, inclined upwardly travelling endless belts ,

one overlapping the other, and supporting boards, covers, Enos W. Hogan , Kashabowie, Ontario , Canada , 2nd Octo

and guides, all carried on a suitable frame capable of ad- ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 27th June, 1906. Receipt No.

justment as to its angle or slope , and constructed and oper- 137,343 .

ating substantially as shown and described .
Claim.-1 . A machine for cutting ties and the like com

prising a bed adapted to hold a log , a frame hinged at one

end on the bed , a steam cylinder and its piston rod operat
No. 101,276. Dough Cutter. Couteau à pâte.

ing connections between the piston rod anl the frame , and

William Vincent Heinz , La Salle , Illinois , U.S.A. , 2nd
two longitudinal parallel knives carried by the frame and

October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 30th April, 1906 . Re- spaced apart the thickness of a tie , substantially as des
cribed .

ceipt No. 135,379 .
2. A machine for cutting ties and the like comprising a

Claim . - 1. The combination of a frame, a spindle carried bed adapted to hold a log, a frame hinged at one end on

by the frame, a series of cutting discs mounted on the the bed, means for drawing down the frame , and two longi

spindle, and a series of washers interposed between the tudinal parallel knives carried by the frame and spaced

discs , and having projecting cutting portions extending to - apart the thickness of a tie , substantially as described.

ward the peripheries of the discs .
3. In a machine for cutting ties and the like comprising a

2. The combination of frame, a spindle carried by the
bed adapted to hold a log , longitudinal guides secured to

frame, a series of cutting discs mounted on the spindle, the bed, a slide movable therein , a longitudinal knife hinged

washers interposed between the discs, said washers being of at one end on the slide , an arm hinged on the bed and hav

less diameter than the discs but having cutting portions ing the knife hinged thereon intermediate its ends , a steam

extending to the peripheries of the discs , the discs being cylinder and its piston rod, and a connecting rod pivotally

arrangedwith their cutting portions in alignment, and a re connected with the arm and the piston rod, substantially
taining member on each end of the spindle . as described .

3. The combination of a frame, a spindle carried by the 4. A machine for cutting ties and the like comprising a

frame, a series of cutting discs mounted on the spindle, bed adapted to hold a log, longitudinal guides secured to the

washers interposed between the discs, the washers being of bed, sloping downwardly toward the log, a slide movable

less diameter than the discs , and having cutting portions therein , a longitudinal knife hinged at one end on the slide,

extending to the peripheries of the discs , anda stripping an arm hinged on the bed andhavingthe knife hinged
member having teeth disposed between the discs and ar- thereon intermediate its ends , a steam cylinder and its

ranged to have the ends of the teeth in constant engage- piston rod , and a connecting rod pivotally connected with

ment with the peripheries of the washers.
the arm and the piston rod, substantially as described .

-
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5. A machine for cutting ties and the like comprising a 9. In a ladder and trap door mechanism a collapsable

bed adapted to hold a log, longitudinal guides secured to ladder hinged or pivoted within the well hole and adapted to

the bed, sloping downwardly toward the log , a slide mov- be shortened to occupy a position wholly within said well

able therein , a longitudinal knife hinged at one end on the hole and extended so as to reach to the floor, levers and links

slide, an arm hinged on the bed and having the knife connecting said ladder with said trap door to open and close

hinged thereon intermediate its ends , and means for operat- the same by lowering and raising said ladder and a disposi

ing the arm, substantially as described . tion of the pivotal connections of said levers and links adap

ted to secure the trap door in the opened and closed posi
No. 101,278. Ladder and Trap Door Mechanism .

tions .

Echelle et mécanisme de trappe. 10. In a ladder and trap door mechanism a collapsable lad

der hinged or pivoted within the well hole and adapted to be

Fig . 1 . shortened to occupy a position wholly within said well hole

and extended to reach to the floor, levers pivoted within said

well hole door links connecting said levers with trap door,

ladder links connecting said levers with the ladder, and

radius links connecting said ladder links with the end wall

or the well hole .

11. In a ladder and trap door mechanism a collapsable lad

der of the lazy tongs description comprising members having

dished positions , stops formed with end flanges, concave re

cesses in said end flanges to fit the convexity of the inner
Fig . 3 .

members, bolts passing through said flanges and said mem

bers at the points of intersection , lock nuts locking the inner

members to said flanges, sleeves intermediate the bolts and

the outer members and means securing the whole in posi

tion .
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No. 101,279. Lid Lifter .

Appareil à soulever les couvercles.

FIG . 2
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Albert G. Kountz, Mount Oliver , ' Pittsburg , Pennsylvania,

Thomas Marcus Houghton , London , England , 2nd October ,
U.S.A. , 2nd October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 8th August,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 15th August , 1906. Receipt No. 138, 1908. Receipt No. 138,478 .

707.
Claim.-1 . On attachment for utensils comprising a spring

Claim .-- 1 . A ladder and trap door mechanism, comprising supporting clip , a cover engaging clip mounted thereon and

a ladder and actuating means connecting said ladder and a handle extending from the cover engaging clip .

said tra? door to open an close said trap door upon lower- 2. A device of the character described comprising a utensil

ing and raising the ladder.
engaging clip consisting of a base and clamping fingers ad

2. A ladder and trap door mechanism comprising a ladder, jacent thereto, a pivot pin supported by said clip, a cover

actuating means connecting said ladder with said trap door engaging clip comprising integral overlapping U -shaped por

to open and close same, and means securing said trap door | tions pivoted upon the pin and a handle extending from said

in its open and closed positions .
cover engaging clip.

3. A ladder and trap door mechanism comprising a ladder ,
3. An attachment of the character described comprising a

actuating means connecting said ladder with said trap supporting clip formed in a single length of spring wire bent

door, means securing said trap door in its open and closed toform abase, eyes and spring fingers for clamping an ob

positions , and a handrail device .
ject upon the base, a cover engaging clip consisting of a

4. A ladder and trap door mechanism comprising a ladder, single length of spring wire bent to form overlapping U.

actuating means connecting said ladder with the trap door, shaped clamping portions, a handle and eyes integral with

means securing said trap door in its opened and closed
said clamping portions and a pivot pin extending through

positions, a handrail device , and means hiding said ladder the eyes of the two clips .
and mechanism from View when closed .

5. A ladder and trap door mechanism comprising a ladder No. 101,280. Manufacture of Paint, Fuel, Etc.
and levers and links connecting said ladder with said trap

door adapted to open and close said trap door upon the lad Fabrication de peinture, combustible, etc.

der being lowered and raised respectively.
6. A ladder and trap door mechanism comprising a ladder, René Adolphe Le Maitre , Brussels , Belgium , 2nd October,

levers and links connecting said ladder with the trap door 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 13th June, 1905. Receipt No. 125,998.

to open and close the same, and means securing said trap Claim.-1 . The process of manufacturing an aggultinant

door in its open and closed positions . consisting in producing sulpho -nitrated of chloro -nitrated

7. A ladder and trap door mechanism comprising a ladder, compounds by the action of a mixture of nitric and sulphuric

levers and links connecting said ladder with the trap door, acids, or of a hydrochloric and nitric acids or organic sub

means securing said trap door in its open and closed posi- stances, and in causing the sulpho -nitrates or chloro -nitrates

tions , a hand rail device and actuating means for said hand obtained to act on a hevy hydro - carbon in the presence of

rail device . an energetic condensation agent , such as baryta, calcium

8. In a ladder and trapdoor mechanism a collapsable lad- lydrate, sodium hydrate ,chloride or zinc or chloride of al
der hinged or pivoted within the well hole and adapted to be uminium.

shortened to occupy a position wholly within said well hole 2. The process of manufacturing an agglutinant consisting
and extended so as to reach to the floor, and levers and links in utilizing for the production of complex sulpho -nitrated or

connecting said ladder with said trap door to open and close chloro -nitrated compounds organic substances of animal
the sameby lowering and raising said ladder. origin , such as blood, excremental substances, suint, chlos
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terine, raw lanoline or residues and products of purification ing rearwardly from the post toward the reel and pro

of the residual waters from wool washing establishments. vided at its rear or free end with a handle, whereby the

3. The process of manufacturing an agglutinant consisting

in treating 100 parts by weight of suint with two parts by

weight of a mixture containing two- fifths of sulphuric acid

191.ro

and three - fifths of nitric acid , stopping the re- action at the

desired moment by the addition of alkaline water, extracting

the water and drying the sulpho -nitrates obtained , introduc

ing them into 1,000 parts by weight of heavy mineral oils in

the presence of 10 parts of baryta or equivalent substances,

and allowing the re -action to take place in a closed vessel

at a high temperature until resinification of the mass takes
12 Pro

place, substantially as described . is a

4. As a new product an agglomerate in the form of a com

pressed briquette moulded block or loose material consist

ing of a mixture of coal dust or the like , and an agglutinant

obtained by the molecular condensation of a hydro - carbon ,

substantially as described . po

5. As a new product, an agglomerate consisting of a mix

ture of coal dust or charcoal dust saturated with a combus
101282

tible gas with an agglutinant obtained by the molecular con

densation of a hydro -carbon , substantially as described.
reel actuating device and lever are arranged in relative

position to be simultaneously controlled, a guide upon the

No. 101,281. Wire Coiler . Appareil à enrouler le fil. steering 'post, a rod slidable vertically in said guide at

the rear of the steering post, a brake shoe connected at

the lower end of the rod and adapted to engage the steer

ing wheel , a brake lever extending rearwardly with the

steering lever and parallel therewith and intermediately

fulcrumed thereto, said brake lever being pivotally attached

at its forward end to the upper end of the prod and pro

vided at its rear end with a handle arranged to be simul

taneously gripped with the handle of the steering lever,

whereby both levers and the reel are adapted to be con

veniently controlled by a single operator, and a spring ar

ranged between the levers to normally spread their handles

apart, substantially as described .
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Charles F. Leonard , Nampa, Idaho , U.S.A. , 2nd October,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 21st July, 1906. Receipt No. 138,038 . 10/23

Claim.-A wire fence machine comprising a main frame,

upright and frames rising from said main frare, each end Nils A. Lybeck, Brooklyn , New York, U.S.A. , 2nd October,

frame being composed of side standards and top and bottom 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 31st July, 1906. Receipt No. 138,291 .

crossbars, the bottom crossbar of the front end frame being
Claim.-1. A brooder comprising a coop, and a guard ar

formed at its forward edge with a concavity and said bar ranged within the coop and provided with a curved passage

and the co - operating upper crossbar with bearing recesses
or space for the chicks, said guard being also provided with

arranged in rear of the plane of said concavity and in series
means for preventing the chicks from crowding upon one

on opposite sides of the vertical center of the end frame, a another in the passage or space.

reel mounted upon the main frame between the front and
2. A brooder provided with a guard consisting of inner

rear end frames and provided with operating means , wheeled and outer concentric rings, and slats extending across and

(supports for the forward end of the main frame arranged forming a top for the guard, said slats being arranged at a

between the front end frame and reel, a roller at the rear height to prevent one chick from standing uponanother, and

of the main frame having supporting and steering means being also spaced apart to provide intervening openings

supported by the rear end frame, a horizontal guide roller through which chicks are adapted to fall to prevent them

disposed in the concaved portion of the bottom crossbar of from crowding upon the top of the guard.

the front end frame and journalled at its ends in the stan 3. A brooder provided with a removable guard comprising

dards of said frame, and a pair of vertical guide rollers on a rectangular frame adapted to fit the interior of the

the front end frame and adapted to be journalled in any co- brooder, and inner and outer concentric rings located with

operating pairs of the aforesaid sets of bearing recesses, ingthe frame and forming an intervening circular passage,

whereby said vertical rollers may be relatively adjusted to said frame being also provided with an opening forming an
co -operate with the reels of different lengths , substantially entrance to the passage.

as described .
4. A brooder provided with a guard comprising a frame ,

inner an douter rings forming an intervening circular pas

No. 101,282. Wire Fence Making Machine. sage and arranged within the frame, the latter being pro

Machine à faire les clôtures en fil de fer . vided with an entrance opening communicating with the

passage , and slats secured to the frame at the top thereof
Charles F. Leonard, Nampa , Idaho , U.S.A., 2nd October, and extending across the circular passage and spaced apart

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 21st July, 1906. Receipt No. 138,039 . to provide openings through which chicks are adapted to

Claim.-In a steering and break mechanism for wire fall to prevent them crowding one another upon the top of

fence machines, the combination with a frame provided at the guard.

the rear with supporting wheels , and in advance thereof 5. A brooder comprising a coop, a frame fitting within the

with a reel, said reel being provided with an actuating de- coop, curved walls located within the frameand spaced

vice , of a supporting and steering wheel at the front of the apart to provide an intervening passage, slats mounted upon

frame, a steering post journalled vertically in the frame the frame and extending across the said passage and spaced

and carrying said steering wheel, a steering lever extend- 'apart to provide openings through which chicks are adapt
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ed to fall, and roost bars or perches mounted within the caoutchouc upon said duck , windings of friction muslin upon

coop above the said slats . the last-mentioned layer , a wire tube upon the last-men

6. A brooder comprising a casing open at the bottom and tioned muslin , a layer of caoutchouc upon the last-men

provided with an entrance, a guard removably fitted within tioned wire tube, and a suitable oil - proof cover.

the coop and having a circular passage, said guard being

also provided with an entrance communicating with the en - No. 101,285. Wrench for Threshing Cylinders.

trance to the coop, and a bottom fitted within the coop and

removably receiving the guard.
Clé à écrou pour cylindre à battre.

No. 101,284. Air Brake Hose. Boyau de frein à air.
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Martin Mahlen , Osakis , Minnesota , U.S.A. , 2nd October , 1906 ;

6 years . Filed 4th July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,512 .

Claim . - 1. A wrench of the class described comprising in

combination a center presenting a pair of oppositely dis

posed plates having concavely cut extremities constituting

bearings , rotatable heads mounted in said bearings, a socket

carried by one of said heads and adapted to be applied to a

nut, a spindle for rotating the other of said heads , and a

chain passing around said heads to transmit rotation there

between and lying between said plates , said chain affording

means for retaining said heads .

2. In a wrench of the class described in combination , a

center presenting a pair of oppositely disposed plates the

Frank Allan Magowan , New York City, New York, U.S.A., extremities whereof are cut concavely so as to constitute

2nd October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 4th August, 1906. bearings , heads rotatably mounted in said bearings , one of

Receipt No. 138,427. said heads constituting a socket to receive a nut , a spindle

Claim.-1 . A flexible airbrake hose comprising an inner attached to the other of said heads and adapted to rotate

tube formed of an oil-proof compound of rubber and in
the same, said heads comprising oppositely disposed spur

closed by a layer of caoutchouc, said layer inclosed by a wheels , and a chain passing around said heads between said

woven copper wire tube of fine mesh upon which is an out- | plates and retaining said heads, said chains having project

side layer of caoutchouc , plies of duck wound upon the last- ing pins engaging between the spurs of said spur wheels.

mentioned layer, a second woven copper wire tube of fine 3. In a wrench of the class described in combination , a

mesh inclosing said duck , and a suitable cover of oil- proof center comprising a centrally disposed block and oppositely

rubber . disposed plates, rotatable heads mounted at the extremity

2. A flexible airbrake hose comprising an interior tube of said center, said block and said plates having their ex

formed of an oil-proof compound of rubber and inclosed by tremities concavely cut constituting bearings for said heads ,

a layer of caoutchouc , said layer inclosed by windings of an endless chain passing around said heads between said

wire upon which is an outside layer of caoutchouc, plies plates and adapted to transmit rotation therebetween , said

of duck wound around the last -mentioned layer , and a chain affording means for retaining said heads , a spindle

suitable cover of rubber . attached to one of said heads , and a socket formed at the

3. A flexible air brake hose comprising an inner tube , other of said heads.

windings of duck , a cover, and a layer of caoutchouc formed
4. In a device of the class described in combination , a

in the wall of the hose for preventing access of deletorious center comprising a block and a pair of oppositely disposed

substances to the duck. side plates, said plates presenting oppositely disposed

4. A flexible air brake hose comprising an inner tube, shoulders formed near the inner faces thereof, said center

windings of duck, a cover, and layers of caoutchouc inside having concavely cut extremities constituting bearings ,

and outside of the duck for preventing access of deleterious rotatable heads mounted at the extremities of said center ,

substances thereto , said layers formed between said tube one of said heads comprising oppositely disposed spur

and said cover. wheels , a sprocket chain having pins projecting laterally

5. A flexible air brake hose comprising an interior oil- therefrom and lying in the space above said shoulders, said

proof rubber tube, layers of caoutchouc and woven copper chain affording means for driving said spur wheels through

wire thereon , windings of duck upon said layers , layers of the medium of said pins , and a casing surrounding said heads

caoutchouc and woven copper wire upon said duck , and an
and said center.

oil - proof cover.

6. A flexible air brake hose comprising an interior oil- | No. 101,286. Ladder, Echelle.

proof rubber tube, a layer of caoutchouc thereon, windings

of friction muslin upon said caoutchouc, a woven wire tube Samuel B. Martin, Dalton , Ohio , U.S.A., 2nd October, 1906 ;

upon said muslin , windings of duck , and a cover. 6 years. Filed 30th August, 1906. Receipt No. 139,114 .

7. A flexible airbrake hose comprising an interior oil- Claim.-1 . Two ladders spaced apart and connected near

proof rubber tube, a layer of caoutchouc thereon,windings their ends by horizontally disposed platforms, a guide cable

of friction muslin upon said caoutchouc, a woven copper suspended from a ceiling contiguous to a line of shelving
wire tube of fine mesh upon said muslin , windings of duck and parallel therewith , a guide track for attachment to said

upon said wire tube, a layer of caoutchouc upon said duck, shelving and extending longitudinally thereof, a mast extend

windings of friction muslin upon the last -mentioned layer, ing from the outer side of said ladder and terminating in a

a woven copper wire tube upon the last -mentioned muslin , giude pulley for movement on said cable, and giude pulleys

and a suitable cover . for movement on said track and connected to the inner sides

8. A flexible airbrake hose comprising an interior oil- of said ladder members.

proof rubber tube, a layer of caoutchouc thereon, windings 2. Two arched frames connected by spaced steps to form
of friction muslin upon said caoutchouc , a wire tube upon two ladders spaced apart and connected by their side mem

said muslin , a layer of caoutchouc upon said wire tube bers at one end and with horizontal platforms connecting

windings of duck upon the last -mentioned layer, a layer of the ladders near the ends.
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3. Two ladder members spaced apart and connected near held in a bearing at the central part of one of the heads of

their ends by horizontally disposed platforms, a tie member the chamber, a fuel supply device connected to the sliding
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connecting said ladder members at one side and diagonally

disposed brace members connecting said tie member with

the opposite side of said lower platform .

4. Two arched frames spaced apart and connected at their

lower ends with spaced steps connecting the farmes at intervals, said steps each consisting of a single piece of sheet part of the slip joint, adapted to supply fuel to the chamber

metal shaped into box - like form open at the lower side and
while it is rotated, a chimney also connected to this sliding

with the ends bent around the side members and riveted
part of the slip joint, and affording means for the escape

thereto . from the furnace of the products of combustion, and means

5. Ladder side members connected at intervals by trans for holding the sliding part of the slip joint and devices car

verse stops each consisting of a single piece of sheet metal
ried by it stationary relative to the rotation of the chamber

shaped into box - like form open at the lower side and with and causing them to be otherwise moved with the chamber.

the ends bent for enclasping the side members and riveted : 2. In combination , a heating chamber, means for rotating

thereto , it, a slip joint , comprising a part fitted to slide and held in

6. Two ladder members spaced apart and connected near a hollow or chambered bearing at the central part of one of

the ends , a guide cable supported above said ladders, a guide the heads of the chamber, water supply and discharge pipes

track disposed parallel with the path of said ladders , a trol- connected to the chamber of the bearing, a fuel supply de

ley connected to said ladders and bearing laterally upon vice connected to the sliding part of the slip joint, adapted

cable , hanger frames carrying trolleys bearing upon said to suply fuel to the chamber while it is rotated, a chimney

track, brackets connected to said ladders and links movably alsoconnected to this sliding part of the slip joint, and
connecting said brackets and hangers. affording means for the escape from the furnace of the pro

7. Two ladder members spaced apart and connected near ducts of combustion , and means for holding the sliding part

the ends , a guide cable supported above said ladders , a giude of the slip joint and devices carried by it stationary rela

track disposed parallel with the path of said ladders, a trol- tive to the rotation of the chamber and causing them to be

ley connected to said ladders and bearing laterally upon otherwise moved with the chamber .

said cable , hanger frames carrying trolleys bearing upon 3. In combination , a heating chamber provided with a

said track , brackets connected to said ladders, links mov central opening at each end, a fuel supplying device and a

ably connecting said brackets and hangers , and guard mem chimney located at the opening of one end of the chamber, a

bers carried by said hangers for bearing againstsaid slip joint comprising a part fitted to slide and held in a bear

ladders . ing at the central part of this end of the chamber and to

8. Two ladder members spaced apart and connected near which is securedthefuel supplying device and the chimney,
the ends , a guide cable supported above said ladders , a a door for closing the opening at the other end of the cham

guide track disposed parallel with the path of said ladders, ber, and means for rotating the chamber.
a trolley connected to said ladders and bearing laterally 4. In combination , a heating chamber provided with a cen

upon said cable , hanger frames carrying trolleys bearing tral opening at each end , a fuel supplying device and a

upon said track, and with standards depending therefrom , chimney located at the opening of one endof the chamber,a
hooks at the terminals of said standards , brackets con- slip joint comprising a part fitted to slide and held in a bear
nected to said ladders, and links connecting said brackets ing at the central part of this end of the chamber and to
with the hooks upon said standards

which is secured the fuel supplying device and the chimney,
9. Two ladder members spaced apart and connected near a muffle door for closing the opening at the other end of the

the ends , a guide cable supported above said ladders, a chamber, a door for closing the muffle opening of the muffle

guide track disposed parallel with the path of said ladders, door , and means for rotating the chamber.

a trolley connected to said ladders and bearing laterally 5. In combination, a heating chamber provided with a cen

upon said cable , hanger frames carrying trolleys bearing tral opening at each end,a fuel supply device and a chimney

upon said track , and with standards depending therefrom , located at one end ofthe heatingchamber, a door for closing
hooks at the terminals of said standards and extended for the opening of the other end of the heating chamber, two or

slidably bearing against the
face of said track, more tapping holes formedthrough this end of the chamber,

brackets connected to said ladders , and links movably con- perforated bricks for closing said tapping holes, means for
nected between said brackets and hooks. rotating the chamber, and means for setting the chamber in

10. Two ladder members spaced apart and connected near different angular positions.
their ends by horizontally disposed platforms, with the 6. Ina metallurgical heating chamber, in combination , two

lower steps of said ladder members extended laterally . cylindrical end sections, a cylindrical middle section, two

circular supporting rails, each composed of two partswhich

are secured to the adjacent edges oftheends and middle
No. 101,287. Smelting and Refining Furnace .

sections, means, as bolts , for securing the parts of the two
Fournaise de coulée et d'affinage. rails together, endswith central openings secured to the

Chauncey Clements Medbery, New York City, New York, bricks , applied to the interior ofthe chamber, and a frame
outer edgesof theend sections ,a refractorylining, asfire

U.S.A. , 2nd October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 3rd May, 1906.
provided with rollers upon which thechamberbyits circular

Receipt No. 135,502 . rails rests .

Claim .-- 1. In combination , a heating chamber, means for 7. In combination, a heating chamber, means for rotatlog

rotating it, a slip joint,comprisinga partfitted to slide and it meansforsetting it indifferent angular positions, a frame

rear

3
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in which the chamber is held and rotated, a slip joint con- comprising a burner having a suitable lid and gas outlets,

nection attached to one end of the chamber, a burner nozzle a carbureter connected with said burner and having a suit

extending through this slip joint connection, an air pipe car

ried by the frame and supplying air to the nozzle , and means c's

whereby said nozzle may be removed from the slip joint con

nection and set away from the end of the chamber .

8. In combination, a heating chamber, means for rotating

it, means for setting it in different angular positions, a slip

joint connection attached to one end of the chamber , a frame

in which the chamber is held and rotated, a burner nozzle

extending through this slip joint conenction , an air pipe car

ried by the frame and supplying air to the nozzle, a fuel noz

zle carried by and entering the burner nozzle , a fuel pipe

carried by the frame and connected to the fuel nozzle, and

means whereby said burner , including the air supply connec

tion and the fuel nozzle, may be removed from the slip joint

connection and set away from the end of the chamber . rig.2
9. In combination , a heating chamber , means for rotating

it, means for setting it in different angular positions , a slip

joint connection attached to one end of the chamber, a burner

nozle extending through this slip joint connection an air

pipe supplying air to the nozzle, ap oil nozzle carried by and

entering the burner nozzle , an oil pipe for supplying oil to

the oil nozzle, a slip joint conencting the burner nozzle to

the air pipe, and a slip joint in the oil pipe, whereby the

burner and oil nozzle may without disarrangement of parts
be swung away from the end of the chamber.

10. In combination , a heating chamber provided with a fuel

supplying device comprising a compressed air and fuel noz

zles at one of its ends, a frame provided with trunnions and

in which the chamber is longitudinally rotatably supported .

means for rotating the chamber, means for rocking the

frame, an air pipe extending from one of the trunnions of

the frame to the fuel supplying device, a slip joint in the air

pipe line with the axis of the trudnions , and another slip

joint in said pipe adjacentto the nozzle , whereby said nozzle able nozzle , and cup suitably hooded and covering in said
may be swung away from the end of the chamber, carbureter and forming a compressing reservoir having a

11. In combination, a heating chamber, means for rotating feed opening connected to a suitable vapourizer and a dis

it, a fuel supplying device connected to one end of the cham- charge opening into said carbureter, as and for the purpose

ber and adapted to supply fuel thereto while it is rotated specifled .

and a chimney also connected to this end of the chamber for 2. A generating and carbureting apparatus producing gas

the escape of the products of combustion therefrom , and a by means of kerosene and other hydro-carbons, comprising

sliding connection joining the fuel supplying device and a burner having emission holes of suitable dimensions, a

chimney with the chamber, an air pipe connected to the fuel cylindrical carbureter secured to one side of said burner

supply device,and slip joint in said pipe adjacent to the fuel and communicating therewith, a nozzle centrally arranged

supplying device , whereby it may be swung away from the and extending downwardly in said cylinder , and a cup suit

end of the chamber. ably capped surmounting said carbureter and having a feed

12. In combination , a heating chamber, means for rotat- opening thereinto connected to a suitable oil supply and a

ing it , a fuel suppliyng device connected to one end of the discharge opening, as and for the purpose specified.
chamber and adapted to supply fuel thereto while it is 3. A generating and carbureting apparatus producing gas

rotated, and a chimney also connected to this end of the by means of kerosene and other hydro -carbons, comprising
chamber for the escape of the products of combustion there- a burner having emission holes of suitable dimensions, a

from, and a hollow or chambered sliding connection joining cylindrical casing forming a carbureter and secured to one
the fuel supplying device and chimney with the chamber, side of said burner and communicating therewith , a plural
water supply and discharge pipes connected to said cham - ity of nozzles in said casing forming conical shaped cham
bered connection, an air pipe and an oil supply pipe con- bers therein having suitable air holes through the walls.

rected to the fuel supplying device, and slip joints in align- | thereof , adjusting rings encircling said nozzles and having
ment in said air and oil pipes , whereby the fuel supplying hcles registering with the aforesaid holes and a cup suit
device may withoutdisarrangement of parts be swung away ably capped surmounting the upper of said nozzles and hav
from the end of the chamber . ing a discharge opening thereinto and a feed opening con

13. In combination , a heating chamber , means for rotat- nected to a suitable oil supply, as and for the purpose

ing it, means for setting it in different angular positions, a specified .

slip joint comprising a part fitted to slide and held in a 4. A generating and carbureting apparatus producing gas

bearing at the central part of one of the heads of the cham- by means of kerosene and other hydro -carbons, comprising

ber, a burner nozzle extending through the sliding part of å burner having emission holes of suitable dimensions, a

the slip joint , an air pipe for supplying air to the burner cylindrical casing forming a carbureter and secured to one

nozzle and adapted to move with the chamber as it assumes side of said burner and communicating therewith, a nozzle

different angular positions, a slip joint in the air pipe ar- extending downwardly into said casing having suitable air

ranged so that the burner nozzle may be set away from the holes therethrough, and a cup suitably capped forming a

end of the chamber, a fuel supply pipe connected to the compressing chamber and having a blast nipple leading from

fuel nozzle , and a sliding detachable connection in the fuel an outlet in its lower side into said nozzle and a screen in

supply pipe. the interior at the bottom thereof and a feed opening con

14. In combination , a heating chamber , means for rotat- rected to a suitable oil supply , as and for the purpose

ing it, means for setting it indifferent angular positions, a specified.

slip joint connection at one end of the chamber, a burner 5. A generating and carbureting apparatus producing gas

nozzle extending through this slip joint connection, a chim- by means of kerosene and other hydro -carbons, comprising

ney also located at this end of the chamber and extending a burner having emission holes of suitable dimensions, a

through theslip joint connection, an air pipe supplyingair cylindrical casing forming a carbureter and secured to one

to the burner nozzle , afuelpozzlecarried by and entering side of said burner and communicating therewith, a nozzle

the burner nozzle , means whereby the said burner may be fcrming a conical shaped chamber within said casing, a

removed from the slip joint connection and set away from nozzle correspondingly formed and extending downwardly

the end of the chamber , a stationarysource of fuel supply , into the said conicalchamber , said nozzles having a'r holes

a pipe therefrom connected to the fuel nozzle, and a slid- therethrough , adjusting rings encircling said nozzles and
ing detachable connection in this pipe. having holes registering with the aforesaid hole , and a cup

suitably capped having a screened outlet opening in the

No. 101,288. Hydro -Carbon Generator and Car- lower side and a nipple secured thereover and directing the
bureting Apparatus. blast through said nozzles and a feed opening into said cup

Générateur à hydro - carbone et appareil à carburer . chamber connected to a suitable oil supply , as and for the

Daniel Millior, Paris, France , 2nd October, 1906; 6 years ,
purpose specified ,

6. A generating and carbureting apparatus producing gas
Filed 27th March, 1906. Receipt No. 134,327. by means of kerosene and other hydro - carbons, comprising

Claim .- 1. A generating and carbureting apparatus pro a burner having emission holes of suitable dimensions, a

ducing gas by means ofkerosene and other hydro -carbons, cylindricalcasing forming a carbureter and securedtoone

to
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side of said burner and communicating therewith , a nozzle No. 101,290. Ladder. Echelle .

in said casing, a cup surmounting said nozzle having a dis

charge opening thereinto and a feed opening, a revoluble

cap having cam formations on the upper side thereof, and a

stirup extending over said cup and pivotally secured to said

casing at its lower ends and engaged by said cam forma

tions to tighten said cap , as and for the purpose specified.

7. A generating and carburetting apparatus producing gas

by means of kerosene and other hydro -carbons, comprising

a burner having suitably dimensioned emission holes

through the lid thereof and mixing grate in the interior

thereof, a casing secured to one side of said burner and

forming a carburetting chamber having a compressing

chamber suitably formed at the upper end thereof and a

vapourizer formed of a pipe connected with a suitable oil

supply and having a filter in an enlarged part thereof inter

mediate of the distance between said supply and said

burner, and a coil directly over said burner, said coil lead

ing to said feed opening of the compressing chamber, as

and for the purpose specified.

8. A generating and carburetting apparatus producing gas

by means of kerosene and other hydro -carbons, comprising

a burner having suitaby dimensioned emission holes in the

lid thereof, a casing forming a carburetting chamber John Irving Thompson, Elk Grove, California , U.S.A. , 2nd

secured to one side of said burner, a nozzle extending into October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 8th September, 1906. Re

said chamber having air holes therethrough , an adjusting
ceipt No. 139,351 .

ring having holes registerable with the aforesaid holes and Claim .-1 . A ladder comprising a top step , a step section

handles extending laterally therefrom ,a cup surmounting fixedly secured thereto and having side rails converging
said nozzle , a cap covering said cup and having a handle from the top step, connected brace rails hinged to the step

projecting laterally therefrom and cam formation on the section adjacent to and overlapped by the top step.

upper side thereof and a stirrup extending over said cap and 2. A ladder comprising a top step , a step section fixedly

engaged by said cam formation on the turning of said cup, secured thereto, and havingside rails convergingfromthe
as and for the purpose specified. top step , brace rail hinged adjacent the top step and a re

inforcing block interposed within the contracted end of the
step section.

No. 101,289. Chip Breaker for Wood-working 3. A ladder comprising hinged sections having the oppo

Machines. site rails of opposite sections substantially parallel and

Brise - copeau pour machines a travailer le bois. wedge-shaped bearing blocks carried by each section and

producing contact surfaces substantially parallel each with

the other.

No. 101,291. Screw Driver. Tournevis .
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oLouis John Nelson , Chicago, Illinois , U.S.A., 2nd October,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 16th July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,872 .

Claim .-1 . A chip breaker comprising a number of breaker

sections arranged in series and loosely assembled and sup

ported from an axis common to all alike , one or more sec
tions being capable of an independent action in accordance Simon H. Wiessedeppe , Olympia, Washington, U.S.A. , 2nd

with the width of the work. October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 21st July . 1906. Receipt

2. A chip breaker comprising a series of sections loosely
No. 138,020.

assembled on a support common to all , means for retaining Claim.-1 . In a screw driver , a driving head , a spring

the same in their relative working position and permit of pressed screw receiver surrounding the head, and a tubular

each section having an independent yielding movement in guide within which the screw receiver slides during the

accordance with the contacting surface of the work. operation of the screw driver.

3. A chip breaker comprising a head plate, a series of 2. In a screw driver , a screw driving head, a shank carry

breaker sections loosely suspended therefrom and capable ing the same, a handle member in which the shank is secur
of a swinging movement, means for retaining the sections in ed, a tubular screw receiver fitting around the driving head

contact with the work and means for limiting the down and having an inturned flange bearing against the shouldered
movement thereof.

inner end of the head , a spring encircling the shank and

4. A chip breaker comprising a head plate , a series of bearing at one end against the fange and at the other end

breaker sections having a hinged or pivotal connection against the handle, a tubular guide for the screw receiver ,

therewith , the free ends swinging in the path of the work, said guide forming a housing for the spring and its outer

means for exerting a continuous yielding pressure on said end forming a ferrule for the handle , a locking screw ex

sections, and means for preventing a lateral displacement tending through the ferr ile,the handle and the shank .

thereof . 3. In a screw driver , a driving head , a shank carrying the

5 In a chip breaker, a supporting head plate having a same , a handle through which the shank extends , the outer

channel or depression in one edge, and a rib formed on the end of said shank being of non -circular form , a washer sur

other edge , a series of breaker sections having parts loosely rounding the non- circular end of the shank and secured to

engaging said channel and rib parts and providing for a the handle, a screw receiver mounted on the head and hav

swinging hinged movement , an elastic bar recessed in said ing an inturned fange surrounding the shank, a compression

head plate and having a continuous yielding bearing on the spring between said flange and the inner end of the handle,

hinged end of said sections, and means for preventing a ' and a tubular guide forming a housing for the spring and

lateral displacement of said sections. rigidly secured to the handle and the shank .
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No. 101,292. Stair Routing Machine.

Machine à rainure pour escaliers.

within the sleeve to a point near its forward end and pro

vided with apertures through its sides , and means for longi
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Fig.3 .

tudinally adjusting the sleeve on the vapourizer , substanti

ally as described.

3. In a device of the class described the combination of

Fig2.

a soldering point having a sleeve extending back from the

same and having openings therein adjacent to its rear end,

a burner and vapourizer having a tube extending forward

within the sleeve to a point near its forward end and pro
vided with apertures through its sides , and means for

longitudinally adjusting the sleeve on the vapourizer, the

I reservoir and air pump, substantially as described.

1/2
No. 101,294. Third Rail Protector.

Silas Paul Woolf, Omaha , Nebraska , U.S.A. , 2nd October ,
Protecteur de troisième rails.

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 30th July, 1906. Receipt No. 138,247 .

Claim . - 1 . In a stair routing machine and in combination

a plurality of rectangular frames comprising the longitudi

nal and crossbars, screw - threaded bolts at the corners of

the lower frame and traversing the opening in the upper

frame, wing nuts engaging the bolts, the longitudinal bars

of the upper frame being provided with grooves , a carriage

mounted in the grooves and provided with an inwardly ex

tending bracket, an incline spindle journalled in the bracket

and provided at its upper end with a squared portion , a gear

wheel on the lower end of the spindle , a vertical shaft

journalled in the carriage, a bevel gear on the upper end

thereof and meshing with the bevel gear on the spindle , and

a bit on the lower end of the vertical shaft.

2. In a stair routing machine, the combination with upper

and lower rectangular frames for engaging the stringer,

and means for securing the frames together, of a carriage

slidably mounted in the upper plate , a vertical shaft journal

led in the carriage , a cutting bit on the lower end of the

shaft , means for driving the shaft, said driving means being

inclined from the direction of travel of the carriage .

3. In a stair routing machine, the combination with upra

and lower rectangular frames for engaging the stringer and

means for securing the frames together, of a carriage

slidably mounted on the frame, a vertically arranged cutting

bit on the carriage, and means for driving the cutting bit ,

said driving means being inclined from the direction of

travel of the carriage.

4. In a stair routing machine , the combination with a car- William H. Kober, and Charles E. Watier, both of Lancas

riage and a support therefor, of a cutting bit journalled ter, Ohio , U.S.A. , 2nd October , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 21st

vertically in the carriage, and means for driving the bit , March , 1906. Receipt No. 134,127 .

said driving means being inclined upwardly and away from
Claim.-In a third rail system , a shield member formed of

the direction of travel of the carriage whereby pressure

applied to said driving means will hold the cutter to its ing an insulatinglining, the ends of the strips and the lin

a plurality of transversely curved metallic strips, each hav

work and move the carriage forward .

5. In a stair routing machine , the combination with a
ings overlapping, and the lining of the outer strip serving

to insulate the strips from each other, insulated securing
sliding carriage , of a cutting bit journalled vertically there

bolts connecting said strips, and supporting brackets ex
in , and means for driving the cutting bit, said driving means

being inclined upwardly and away from the direction of strengthening braces for the shield.
tending over the strips and rigidly secured thereto to form

travel of the carriage .

No. 101,293. Soldering Iron. Fer à souder.
No. 101,295. Electric Heater. Chauffeur électrique.

Albert R. Fraser and Wilfred Leroux , co - inventors, We Louis P. Brown and Frank J. Holmes, both of Chicago, Illi

burn , Saskatchewan , Canada, 2nd October. 1906 ; 6 years .
nois , U.S.A., 2nd October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 27th March,

Filed 14th June , 1905. Receipt No. 126.029 . 1906. Receipt No. 134,343.

Claim .-- 1 . In a device of the class described the combina- Claim . - 1 . In an electric heating device, a heating coil

tion of a reservoir section , a small chamber formed within the wound in a double spiral and having its turns closer together

reservoir . and secured thereto , a burner section detachably near its loop than at a point more remote from the loop, for

connected to the reservoir section and provided with a fuel the purpose of reducing the danger of short circuiting .

pipe adapted to project within the said chamber, substanti- 2. In an electric heating device, a heating coil wound in a

ally as described.
double cylindrical spiral backward from a loup therein , the

2. In a device of the class described the combination of distance between the turns gradually increased toward the

a soldering point having a sleeve extending back from the terminals of the coil .

same and having openings therein adjacent to its rear end , 3. In an electric heating device, a metallic heating tip and

a burner and vapourizer having a tube extending forward a resistance coil for heating the same, said coil being wound
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in double cylindrical spiral from a return loop therein and ing an annular bevelled shoulder thereon between its ends,
said coil having its turns closer together near the said loop means for heating said tip, a tube for supporting said tip ,

and an imperforate diaphragm within said tube between the

ends thereof, said tube having a bevelled surface at its

mouth whereonto the bevelled shoulder on said tip may be

7kg Fina 11 * 4,5 wedged for sealing said tube.

13. In an electric heating device the combination of a

metallic tip for heating the object to be heated , said tip hav

ing an anular bevelled shoulder thereon between its ends,

means for heating said tip , a tube for supporting said tip,

an imperforate diaphragm within said tube between the ends

thereof, said tube having a bevelled surface at its mouth and

means for tightly forcing the bevelled shoulder of said tip

down onto the bevelled surface of said tube for sealing the
mouth thereof.

14. In an electric heating device the combination of a heat

tiga
ing tube having an annular bevelled shoulder thereon ,means

for heating said tube, and a casing for inclosing said heating

means , said casing having a bevelled surface whereby said

casing may be wedged against the bevelled shoulder on said

mi'
tube .

15. In an electric heating device the combination of a heat

ing tube having an annular bevelled shoulder thereon, a heat

generating resistance medium upon said tube, a casing for

inclosing said resistance medium , said casing having a bevel

at one end for contracting the shoulder on said tube, and

means at the rear end of said casing for forcing and holding

; it against the said shoulder on said tube.

16. In an electric heating device the combination of an

electric heat generator, a terminal block, conductors leading

from said block to said heat generator, and binding posts on

said block making contact with said conductors andadapted

to be connected to suitable supply wires, said binding posts

being arranged in tandem upon said terminal block for the

purpose described.

012430 17. In an electric heating device, the combination of a

heat generator, a tube supporting the same, a terminal

than at a point more remote therefrom for the purpose des conductors leading from said heat generator totheterminal
block secured to said tube at the rear extremity thereof,

cribed.

4. In an electric heating device, a metallic heating tip , a
block, and binding posts on said block making electrical

resistance coil for heating the same, said coil being wound
contact with said conductors and adapted to be connected

in double cylindrical spiral from a return loop therein , and

to suitable supply wires , said binding posts being arranged

means at said loop for maintaining the same in fixed re

in tandem upon said terminal block , for the purpose dos

cribed .

lationship with the remaining parts of the coil , said coil hav

ing itsturns closer together atsaidloop thanattheparts resistance medium mounted on said tube for generatingheat,
18. In an electric heater, the combination of a tube, a

more remote therefrom for the purpose of reducing the
danger of short circuiting,thelooppart of said coil lying a terminal block supported on said tube ,conductors leading

nearest to the operative portion of said tip .
to said terminal block and fastened thereto, other conduc

5. In an electric heating device, a heating coil , a central tors leading from said terminal block to said resistance

body around which the coil is wound in double spiral, and a
medium , said terminal block and all of said conductors be

strip for holding the coil at the looped extremity thereof, ing supported on said tube, and a longitudinally wored

said strip. being held in position upon the central body by handle rigidly securedto said tube , satd handle adapted to

means of the turns of the coil itseli. circumferentially inclose said terminal block and a portion

6. In an electric heating device the combination of a heat- of said conductors and being independent of said terminal

ingcoil,a central body around which the coil is wound in block and conductors.

double spiral , and a strip of insulating material for holding 19. In an electric heater, the combination of a tube, a re

the coil at the loop therein , the turns of the coil adjacent to sistance medium mounted on said tube for generating heat ,

the loop passing over said strip for firmly retaining the same a terminal block supported on said tube, conductors leading

inposition upon the said central body. to said terminal block and fastened thereto , other condue

7. In an electric heating device the combination of a heat- tors leading from said terminal block to said resistance

ing coil, a central body around which the coil is wound in medium , said terminal block and all of said conductors be

double spiral, and a strip of insulating material for holding ing supported on said tube, a longitudinally bored handle

the coil at the loop therein, the turns of the coil adjacentto adapted to circumferentially inclose said medium block and

the loop passing over said strip for firmly rotating the same a portion of said conductors and being independent of said

in position upon said central body, and the distance between terminal block and conductors , said handle screwing onto

the turns of the coil becoming greater as the distance from said tube from the rear end thereof, and locking means for

the loop increases . preventing the accidental unscrewing of said handle .

8. In an electric heating device the combination of a tube, 20. In an electric heater, the combination of a single ona

an insulating web thereinand an electric conductor mounted piece tube constituting the foundational structure of the ve

upon said web out of contact with said tube. vice , a resistance medium wound upon one end thereof, for

9. In an electric heating device the combination of a tube, generating heat , conductors leading into the other end of

a web of insulating material in said tube having a width ap- said tube for supplying electric current to said resistance

proximately equal to the inside diameter thereof and an medium , and a longitudinally bored, one piece handle fitting
electric conductor mounted upon said web and passing from over the rear end of said tube and adapted to be slid there

one surface thereof to the other at suitable intervals, to unto from the rear thereon .

thereby remain out of contact with said tube. 21. In an electric heater, the combination of a tube con

10. In an electric heating device the combination of a tube, stituting the foundational structure of the device, a resis

a web of insulating material extending approximately along tance medium near one end thereof for generating heat,
the center thereof, said web having perforations at suitable a terminal block lying partially within said tube and pro

intervals therein, and a conductor threaded through said jecting out of the rear end thereof, supply conductors lead

apertures so as to pass from one surface of the web to the ing from the source of energy to said terminal block , other

other for remaining out of contact with said tube. conductors leading from said terminal bloek to said heat

11. In an electric heating device the combination of a tube , generating medium , and a longitudinally bored one piece

a web of insulating material extending approximately along handle fitting over the rear end of said tube and adapted
the center thereof, said web having perforations therein, to be slid thereonto from the rear thereof, said handle

substantially in pairs occurring at suitable intervals therein, thereby inclosing said terminal block.

and a pair of conductors threaded through said apertures 22. In an electric heater, the combination of a tube, a

from one surface of the web to the other and lying on oppo- metallic tip rigidly secured at the forward end thereof,

site surfaces of the web at any given point therein whereby a heating coil upon said tube adjacent to said tip, and a

said conductors are kept out of contact with each other. handle rigidly secured to said tube at the rear end thereof,

12. In an electric heating device the combination of a said tip and coil and handle being all mounted on the same

metallic tip for heating the object to be heated , said tip hav. piece whereby the device is rigid from end to end.
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23. In an electric heater , the combination of a tube have over for the purpose of retaining said knob in place, sub

ing perforations in the side thereof, a metallic tip at the stantially as described and for the purpose set forth.

forward end of said tube, a heat generating resistance

located upon the outside of said coil adjacent to said tip .
FIG . FIG . 3.

conductors within said tube from the rear end thereof and

passing through the said perforations therein to join said

heat generating medium , and a web of insulating material

located within said tube and supporting said conductors. O,
24. In an electrical heater, the combination of a tube hav

ing perforations in the side thereof, a metallic tip at the

forward end of said tube, a heat generating resistance

medium located upon the outside of said coil adjacent to

said tip, conductors leading within said tube from the rear PIC 4 .

end thereof and passing outward through the said perfora

tions therein to join said heat generating medium, and a

web of insulating material located within said tube and sup

porting said conductors to insulate the same , said web hav

ing suficient stiffness to carry forward the free forward

ends of the said conductors during assemblage , whereby the

said ends may be threaded out through the apertures in said

tube to be joined with said heat generating medium.
FIGY

25. In an electrical heater, the combination of a tube, a

handle screwing onto the rear end thereof, a metallic tip

supported by said tube at the front end thereof, a heat

generating medium located on the outside of said tube ad

jacent to said tip , a casing outside of said heating generat Fico

ing medium slidable lengthwise of said tube, a rigid longi

tudinally slotted collar upon said tube, and an inward pro

jection upon said casing for entering the slot in said collar

whereby the casing may be moved longitudinally but is

prevented from turning, said casing thereby affording means

whereby the device may be gripped in screwing the handle

on or off.

F10 5 FIG8
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No. 101,296. Telephone. Téléphone.

3. The combination with an unventilated cover or other

sheet metal object, of a ventilated sheet metal knob carried

rigidly by said cover or other object , and a single intact

coating of enamel covering both cover and knob , substan

tially as described and for the purpose set forth.

• 2 No. 101,298. Trolley Pole and Stand .

Perche et plateforme de trollé.

10

11,
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John H. Boyd , Vaiden , Mississippi, U.S.A. , 2nd October, 1906;

6 years. Filed 21st March , 1906. Receipt No. 134,123. Fig .

Claim . - 1 . In a telephone the combination with a box, of a

transmitter mounted exterior to the box and including a

diaphragm , a wire passed through the box and attached to

the diaphragm , a shaft rotatably mounted in said box, a disc

carried by the shaft, fingers carried by the disc and project

ing at an acute angle therefrom and rearwardly from the

direction of rotation of said dics, and arranged to engage

said wire to vibrate the same when the said shart is rotated.
Mig2

2. A telephone comprising a box , a transmitter carried by

the box and including a diaphragm , a wire passed through

the box and attached to the diaphragm , a spring arm dis

posed transversely of the wire and normally out of contact

therewith, and adapted when vibrated to strike the said wire ,

& shaft mounted for rotation in said box, a hub carried by

said shaft, fingers carried by said hub , said fingers having

their end portions bent to extend rearwardly from the direc 101297

tion of rotation of the said hub and guides associated with

said box and with said spring arm.
William W. Hallenbeck, Burrville, Connecticut, U.S.A. , 2nd

October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 13th September , 1906. Re
No. 101.297. Knob for Metallic Covers .

ceipt No. 139,491.

Bouton pour couvercles métalliques. Claim.-1. In a base or stand for trolley poles, the combina

Thomas Charles Davidson , Montreal, Quebec , Canada , 2nd tion of a base, a pivot mounted upon said base, a head

mounted upon the pivot, the base being provided with a seat
October , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 9th May, 1906. Receipt No.

115,163.
concentric of the pivot, a bearing ring in the seat aforesaid ,

and anti - friction bearings interposed between the bearing
Claim .-- 1 . The combination with a sheetmetal cover having ring and the head .

a series of slits in the body thereof , of a sheet metal knob 2. In a base or stand for trolley poles, the combination of a

having a series of teeth inserted in the slits and bent over for base , a pivot mounted upon said base, a head mounted upon

the purpose of retaining the knob in place, substantially as the pivot, the base being provided with a seat concentric of

deseribed and for the purpose set forth .
the pivot, a bearing ring in the seat aforesaid , a second bear

2. The combination with a sheet metal cover having a ing ring above the first -mentioned bearing ring , anti -friction

series of shits in the body therof, of a ventilated sheet metal bearings interposed between the said rings, and an interlock

knob having a series of teeth inserted in said slits and bent | ing connection between the upper ring and the head.
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3. In a base or stand for trolley poles the combination of a said members, and an electro -magnetically controlled pen

base, a pivot mounted upon said base , a head mounted upon dulum for moving the upper member from the support.

said pivot, said head comprising a body and an attaching 2. In signallng apparatus , a pair of superposed contact

plate, and anti- friction bearings between the attaching plate members, a pivotally mounted receiver hook having at its

and the base. inner end a support for the upper member and provided with

4. In a base or stand for trolley poles the combination of a an inclined arm extending below the support to permit re

base having a tubular extension projecting from its under- engagement with said upper member after a circuit closing

side , a pivot mounted in said tubular extension , means for operation, and an electro -magnetically controlled pendulum

preventing displacement of the pivot from the tubular ex- for moving the upper member from the said support.

tension , anti- friction bearings between the pivot and the 3. In signalling apparatus, a pair of superposed contact

base, a head mounted upon the pivot , and anti - friction bear- | members , a receiver hook having at its inner end an insu

ings between the head and the base. lated support for the upper member and provided with a per

5. In a base or stand for trolley poles the combination of a fect pendent arm arranged in a plane oblique to the verti

base having a tubular extension , a sleeve affixed to the base cal plane of said upper member, and an electro -magnetically

within the tubular extension aforesaid, a pivot mounted in controlled pendulum for moving said upper member from
the said sleeve , anti-friction bearings between the sleeve its support.

and the pivot , a head mounted upon the pivot and comprising 4. In a signalling apparatus , a lower contact member in the

a body and an attaching plate secured thereto , the base being form of a bar having an inturned arm at one end , a second

provided with a seat concentric of the pivot aforesaid, bear- contact member arranged above the first and adapted to en

ing rings disposed in said seat , and anti-friction bearings be- gage said arm to close a circuit , a pivotally mounted re

tween said rings, the attaching plate of the head co - operat - ceiver hook having at its inner end a support for said mem

ing with rings aforesaid, as specified. ber, and provided with a pendent inclined arm to permit re

engagement with said upper member after a circuit closing

No. 101,299. Vapourizer Vaporisateur. operation , and an electro -magnetically controlled pendulum

for moving said upper member from its support.

No. 101,301 . Trolley Wheel. Roue de trolle .
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Emil Hubert, Budapest , Hungary, 2nd October, 1906 ; 6

years. Filed 9th May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,722 .

Claim.-1. In a vapourizer for liquid combustibles, in com

bination a spindle fitted in the interior of the vapour tube ,

a filter formed of a number of gauzes one over the other

and placed over the end of the spindle opposite to the outlet

aperture , substantially as described and shown in the draw

ing.

2. In a vapourizer a casing , a tube 2 screwed on to the

casing 1 and made hollow for the formation of a preheating

chamber 3 and the reception of the spindle 4 , a filter 13 pro

vided at the end of the spindle opposite to the outlet aper

ture, a needle spindle 6 extending through the vapour tube

and connected to an evapourating device in the casing 1 for

Cleaning the outlet aperture formed in thecap 11 , substan- George Loffi, Garrett, Indiana, U.S.A., 2nd October, 1906 ; 6

tially as described and shown in the drawing.
year. Filed 17th September, 1906. Receipt No. 139,559.3. In a vapourizer a vapour tube , having the interior of

spiral form or the like and a smooth spindle fited within the Claim.-In a trolley , the trolley wheel having a lateral

tube which bears against the edge of the threads, substan- hub, bearings engaging the opposite ends of said hub and

tially as described and shown in the drawing. supporting an axle extending through the same, said hear

4. In a vapourizer a smooth spindle wound with strips of ings having convergingarmsunitedat theirextremitiesand

wire or the like and bearing withthese strips against the formed into a longitudinal bearing, a pole socket for re

interior of the tube fitted within the smooth vapour tube, ceiving said longitudinal bearing and provided with spaced

substantially as dsecribed and shown in the drawing.
ears extending in advance of the longitudinal socket, a pin

disposed through said ears and a spring bearing terminally

No. 101,300. Telephone Signal Apparatus.
against said pin and the longitudinal bearing.

Appareil de signal de téléphone.
No. 101,302. Electro -Magnetic Apparatus.

Appareil électro -magnétique.

F91.
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David F. Laughlin, Clyde , Kansas, U.S.A., 2nd October,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 19th September, 1906. Receipt No.

139,631. John McIntyre , Jersey City, New Jersey, U.S.A. , 2nd October,

Claim.-1. In a signalling apparatus, a pair of superposed
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 27th January, 1906. Receipt No.

contact members, a receiver hook having its inner end ar
132,331 .

ranged to form a support for the upper member , the re- Claim.-1 . A means for treating live animal, live vegetable

moval ofthe receiver from the hook permitting such upper or other objects , comprising a pliable cable coil, and a
members to descend into engagement with the lower mem- frequency source of electrical energy in circuit with the said

ber, and the replacing of the receiver serving to separate l coil .
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2. A means for treating live animal , live vegetable or tation to maintain the faces of the said contact portions at

other objects, comprising a frequency source of electrical all times in the same straightline registering position .
energy , and pliable cable coils arranged in series and in 5. A ruhmkorff coil comprising a coil cylinder carrying

circuit with the said frequency source of electrical energy . the primary and secondary wires and the core, a spring
3. A means for treating live animal , live vegetable or amature lever fixed at one end and carrying at its free end

other objects , comprising a frequency source of electrical an armature located opposite the said core , a contact por

energy , and multiple cable coils in circuit with the said tion on the said armature lever, intermediate the fixed end

frequency source of electrical energy . and the said armature , a bar slidable at an angle toward

4. A means for treating live animal, live organic vege- and from the said armature lever and carrying a contact

table or other objects , comprising a frequency source of portion opposite the said armature lever contact portion ,

electrical energy , a primary circuit connected with the said means for the bar to slide in and hold it against rotation to

frequency source of electrical energy, and a Sueondary cir- maintain the faces of the said contact portions at all times

cuit induced by the said primary circuit , the conducting in the same straight line registering position , and means

cables of the said circuits being arranged in coils for sur- for holding the said armature and armature lever in position

rounding the object, the cables being flexible to allow any while adjusting the said bar in the direction of its length .
portion thereof being brought nearer to or farther from the 6. A ruhmkorff coil comprising a coil cylinder carrying the

object. primary and secondary wires and the core, a spring arma

ture lever fixed at one end and carrying at its free end an

No. 101,303. Ruhmkorff Coils. Serpentin . armature located opposite the said core, a contact portion

on the said armature lever, intermediate the fixed end and

the said armature , a slidable bar carrying a contact portion

opposite the said armature lever contact portion, means for

Figl. the bar to slide in and to hold it against rotation , a spring

pressing the said bar in the direction of its length, and re

taining means engaging the said armature and armature

lever for holding the armature lever in position while ad

justing the bar.

7. A ruhmkorff coil comprising a coil cylinder carrying the

primary and secondary wires and the core, a spring arma

ture lever fixed at one end and carrying at its free end an

amature located opposite the said core,a contact portion on

the said armature lever, intermediate the fixed end and the

said armature, a slidable bar carrying a contact portion

opposite the said armature lever contact portion, means for

the bar to slide in and to hold it against rotation , a spring

pressing the said bar in the direction of its length , and re

taining means engaging the said armature and armature

lever, for holding the armature lever in position while ad

justing the bar , the said retaining means consisting of a

lever fulcrumed in the end of the coil cylinder and adapted

to be swung into position between the said cylinder and

the inner face of the armature and armature lever.

Fig. 5. 8. A ruhmorff coil having an armature lever contact por

tion and a contact portion opposite the said armature lever

contact portion , and non -rotatable to maintain the faces

of the said contact portions at all times in the same straight

line registering position , the said non - rotatable contact

portion being adapted to be moved at a right angle toward

and from the said armature lever contact portion .

No. 101,304. Game Apparatus. Appareil de jeu .
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John McIntyre, Jersey City, New Jersey, U.S.A. , 2nd October ,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 19th March, 1906. Receipt No.

134,010.

Claim.-1. A ruhmkorff coil provided with a spring arma

ture lever carrying a contact portion , a bar arranged at an

angle to the said armature lever and carrying a contact por

tion for engagement by the said armature contact portion ,

and a bearing for the said bar to slide in and for holding the

bar against turning to maintain the faces of the said con

tact portions at all times in the same straight line register

ing position .

2. A ruhmkorff coil provided with a spring armature

lever carrying a contact portion for engagementby the said

armature contact portion , a bearing for the said bar to

slide in and for holding the bar against turning to maintain

the faces of the said contact portions at all times in the

same straight line registering position , and a fastening de

vice for securing the bar in place in the said bearing after

the desired adjustment is made.

3. A ruhmkorff coil provided with a spring armature

lever carrying a contact portion, a bar carrying a contact

portion for engagement by the said armature contact por

tion , a bearing for the said bar to slide in and for holding

the bar against turning, and a spring pressing against the

bar at the end opposite the one carrying the contact portion .

4. A ruhmkorff coil comprising a coil cylinder carrying

the primary and secondary wires and the core , a spring

armature lever fixed at one end and carrying at its free end

an armatore located opposite the said core , a contact por
tion on the said armature lever, intermediate the fixed end | Livingston B. Pennell , Stevens Point, Wisconsin , U.S.A. , 2nd

and the said armature, a bar slidable at an angle toward October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 27th February, 1906. Re

and from the said armature lever and carrying a contact ceipt No. 133,381 .

portion opposite the said armature lever contact portion , Claim.-1 . A game apparatus comprising a board with a

and means for the bar to slide in and to hold it against ro- ' long main track across the same, a shorter single continuous
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curved track or siding, communicating at each end with said throughout the series and a means for passing the fluid

main track, and three groups of movable pieces, representing medium from the conveying compartment of one collar to the
cars, with two pieces representing engines, each of the said pressure compartment of the next adjacent collar, and so on
groups of cars comprising three pieces, those in one of the throughout the series.

glroups being wholly detached and those in the two other

groups being united together, and each end of each engine No. 101,306. Elastic Fluid Turbine.
being adapted to couple with either end of the two groups of

united cars , the described siding being capable of holding
Turbine à fluide élastique.

only three cars and one engine at any one time.

2. A game apparatus comprising a board with a long main

track across the same, a shorter single continuous curved

track or siding communicating at each end with said main

track , pivoted guards or guides for opening and closing com

munication between said main track and said siding at proper

times, a group of three wholly detached movable pieces rep

resenting railroad cars, two other groups of similar pieces,

three in each group, inseparably united together, and two

other pieces representing railroad engines, the said engines,

and the two last -named groups of cars being provided with

coupling devices for engagement when described , and all of

the movable pieces being in engagement with said tracks, the

said siding being capable of holding only one engine and

three cars at any time.

No. 101,305 . Steam Tarbine. Turbine à vapeur.
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James Wilkinson, Providence, Rhode Island, U.S.A., 2nd

October , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 4th September, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 139,189.

Claim.-1 . An elastic fluid turbine operating by stage ex

pansion and having a working passage which enlarges across

stages, the provision therein of successive nozzles formed in

stationary elements and disposed at increased angles across

stages to the plane of bucket rotation , and buckets of de

creasing concavity co - operating with said nozzles.

2. In a multiple stage turbine, buckets rotatable within the

several stages, and nozzle passages discharging fluid pressure

against said buckets, the nozzle passages for supplying motor

fluid to the low pressure stage or stages having a greater

angle of inclination than the nozzles for the other stage or

stages , substantially as and for the purpose described .

3. In a multiple stage turbine, buckets rotatable within the

several stages, nozzle passages discharging fluid pressure

against said buckets , the nozzle passages for the low pres

sure stage or stages having a greater angle or inclination

than the nozzles for the other stages, and the buckets co

operating with said nozzle passages having different angles

of inclination , substantially as described .

4. In a multiple stage turbine, stationary elements between

the stage compartments, nozzle passages leading through

said elements and forming conduits for the fluid between

stages , said nozzles having relatively smaller induction ends,
Vel Alvin Rutledge, Berkley, Virginia , U.S.A., 2nd October, as proportioned to the cross sectional area of the nozzles,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 10th Auugst, 1906. Receipt No. 138,567. and relatively larger angles of inclination , for the low pres

Claim.-1. In a turbine, a rotating piston, a collar sur- sure stages than for the high pressure stages.

rounding and receiving said piston and fitting snugly about 5. In a multiple stage turbine , partitions between stages

the entire periphery of the same, said collar having a fluid and nozzle passages leading through said partitions and
medium pressure compartment with a channel leading there having enlarged admission openings and angularly disposed
from to the inner periphery of the collar, said collar also discharge passages leading therefrom and constituting the
having a medium conveying compartment with a channel pozzles proper, the cross sectional area of the nozzles pro
leading thereto from the inner periphery of the collar. per for the last stages being increased relatively to the cross

2. In a turbine ,a rotating piston , a collar surrounding and sectional area of their admission openings.
receiving said piston , said collar having a fluid medium pres 6. In a turbine operating by stage expansion , nozzle pass

sure compartment with a channel leading therefrom to the ages formed in stationary elements through which the motor

inner periphery of the collar, said collar also having a fluid flows in succession to act against rotatable buckets ,

medium conveying compartment with a channel leading and supply openings for the nozzles, the cross sectional area

thereto from the inner periphery of the collar, the capacity of said openings representing a decreasing percentage of the

of thelast said channel being greater than the first said cross sectional area of their respective nozzles for the last

channel , stage as compared with the preceding stages.

2. In a turbine , a rotating piston, a collar surrounding and 7. In a multiple stage turbine, fluid supply nozzle passages

receiving said piston and fitting snugly around the entire comprising enlarged admission ends and nozzles proper

periphery of the same, said collar having a fluid medium leading therefrom , the cross sectional area of the nozzles

pressure compartment with a channel leading therefrom to proper for the last stage or stages being increased relatively
the inner periphery of the collar, said collar also having a to the cross sectional area of their admission ends by in

medium conveying compartment with a channel leading creasing their angle of inclination to the rotating buckets

thereto from the inner periphery of the collar , the capacity against which they discharge fluid .

of the last said channel being greater than that of the first 8.In an elastic fluid turbine subdivided into stages by

said collar . diaphrgas , nozzle supply openings formed in said dia

4. In a turbine, a series of rotating pistons, a collar re- phragms, nozzles leading therefrom at a determined angle,

ceiving each piston, each said collar having a fluid medium the angle of the nozzlesin the last diaphragm being greater

pressure compartment with a channel leading therefrom to than that of the nozzles in preceding diaphragms, and buck

the inner periphery of the collar , each said collar also having ets in the several compartments which co-operate with said

fluid medium conveying compartment with a channel leading nozzles , the buckets for the nozzles having the greater in

theretofrom the inner periphery of the collar, the pressure clination being less concave than the other buckets but hav
compartments of one collar being located in alignment withing their admission edges disposed at a relatively greater

the conveying compartment of the next adjacent collar angle to their plane of rotation than said other buckets.

- - - -
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No. 101,307. Elastic Fluid Tarbine. 13. In an elastic fluid turbine, the combination of a sup

Turbine à fluide élastique. port , a segmental bucket base carrying a plurality of over

lapping buckets , a recess in the end of one segment regis

tering with the end bucket of the adjacent segment, so

that one segmental base can be removed without disturb

ing the other, and a means for securing the base to the

support.

14. In an elastic fluid turbine, the combination of a sup

port, a segmental bucket base carrying a plurality of over

lapping buckets, each having a recess in one end and an

overhanging bucket at the other, the recess and bucket

registering when the parts are assembled on the suppott,

and a bucket securing means.

15. In an elastic fluid turbine , the combinusion of seg

mental bases , each common to a plurality of overlapping

buckets and provided with a recess for registering with a

bucket on the adjacent segment at one end and a projecting

bucket on the other, and segmental covers for the buckets,

the plane of division between cover segments being located

between the buckets of adjacent segments.

No. 101,308. Elastic Fluid Turbine .
The Canadian General Electric Company, Toronto , Ontario ,

Turbine à fluide élastique.Canada , assignee of Charles Fix , Quincy, Massachusetts,

U.S.A. , 2nd October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 2nd May, 1906.

Receipt No. 135,463.

Olaim . - 1 . In an elastic fluid turbine , the combination of a

support, a plurality of buckets, a supporting base, a device

for anchoring the base with respect to the support at one

point, and one or more other devices for attaching the base

to the support which permit it to freely expand and con

tract.

2. In an elastic fluid turbine , the combination of a sup

port, a bucket supporting base, a device for anchoring the

base , and one or more bolts for securing the base to the

support which are body bound in the base and are loose in

the support.

3. In an elastic fluid turbine , the combination of a sup

port , a bucket supporting base, a screw - threaded means for

securing the base and the support, and a wall for preventing

the means from loosening.

4. In an elastic fluid turbine , the combination of a bucket

supporting base, a holder, a means securing the base to the

holder and permitting it to expand and contract, a casing,

ard means securing the holder to the casing which permit

the said holder and casing to expand and contract independ
ently of each other .

5. In an elastic fluid turbine , the combination of a bucket The Canadian General Electric Company, Toronto, Ontario ,

supporting base, a holder, a means for locating the position Canada, assignee of Elihu Thompson , Swampscott, Mas

of the base with respeet to the holder, and a means for se
sachusetts, U.S.A. , 2nd October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed

curing the base and holder which permit the two to expand 15th May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,927 .

and contract independently , a support for the holder, and Claim.-1. In an elastic fluid turbine , the combination of

means uniting the holder and support which permit the two buckets which are relatively rotatable, an enclosing casing,

to expand and contract independently. and a means for balancing the thrust on one set of buckets
6. In an elastic fluid turbine, the combination of a bucket comprising a member which is movable axially of the

supporting base, a holder therefor having a groove to re- casing.

ceive the base, screw -headed means for attaching the base 2. In an elastic fluid turbine , the combination of buckets

to the holder which are prevented from backing out by the which are relatively rotatable, an enclosing casing, and a
support, a support for the holder, and a means for uniting means for balancing the thrust on one set of buckets which

the holder and support. is responsive to changes in fluid pressure within the cas

7. In an elastic fluid turbine, the combination of a bucket ing and is movable independently of the buckets .

base, a holder therefor, screw - threaded means extending 3. In an elastic fluid turbine, the combination of a casing,

iawardly from the periphery of the holder to secure the buckets carried thereby, a bucket carrying drum , and means

base, a casing which supports the holder and also prevents for balancing the thrust on the bucket drums, which is mov

the screw -threaded means from backing out , and means for able axially and independently of the bucket drum.

securing the holder to the casing. 4. In an elastic fluid turbine, the combination of a casing,

8. In an elastic fluid turbine, the combination of bucket relatively rotatable buckets enclosed thereby, a shaft carry
bases situated side by side, a holder having grooves to re- ing one set of buckets, and a drum for balancing the end

ceive the bases and prevent axial movement, radially ex- thrust on one set of buckets which is movable longitudinal
tending screw-threaded means for uniting the base and the ly with respect to said shaft.
holder, and a support for the holder which prevents the 5. In an elastic fluid turbine, the combination of a cas

screw- threaded means from backing out and at the same ing, buckets carired thereby, fluid discharging devices , a

time permits the bases and the holder to expand and con- drum carrying the revolving buckets , a balancing drum lo
tract independently thereof. cated inside of the bucket drum , which is movable axially

9. In an elastic fluid turbine, the combination of a bucket with respect thereto , and a means for taking up the thrust

base, a holder therefor, a bolt for securing the holder and on the balancing drum .

base which is body bound in both parts, one or more other 6. In an elastic fluid turbine , the combination of a casing,

bolts for securing the parts which are body bound in the fluid discharging devices carried thereby, a bucket carrying

base only , a support, and bolts for securing the holder and drum which is rotated by the fluid from said devices, a

support which are body bound in the holder only. mainshaft, a means for supporting the drum from the main

10. In an elastic fluid turbine, the combination of rela- shaft , a means for supporting the drum from the main

tively movable parts , a casing therefor having an opening shaft, a balancing drum , a secondary shaft supporting the

through which the clearances between the said parts can balancing drum, which is movable longitudinally with res

be observed , and a removable closure for the said opening. pect to the main shaft in response to pressure changes,

11. In an elastic fluid turbine, the combination of a groov- and means for receiving the thrust of the secondary shaft.

ed base having a plurality of buckets , and a holder there- 7. In an elastic fluid turbine, the combination of a casing ,

for, the metal of which is forced into the groove to prevent a bucket carrying drum enclosed thereby, a shart supporting

the base from creeping circumferentially. the drum , means for preventing endwise movement thereof,

12. In an elastic fluid turbine, the combination of a bueket a balancing drum which supports and centers the bucket

base having circumferential and radial grooves , with a drum without constraining its movements due to expansion

holder therefor, the metal of which is forced into the said and contraction , the said balancing drum being free to move

grooves to hold the base against radial movement and also slightly in an axial direction , and means arranged to re

to prevent creeping. ceive the thrust of the balancing drum .
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8. In an elastic fluid turbine , the combination of a casing, opens in response to changes in pressure in one of the

a bucket carrying drum , a wall carried by the casing aid stages . a balancing piston attached to the valve and co

supporting fluid discharging devices, the said wall co-operat- operating with the said device , the valve and piston being

ing with the surface of the drum to form stages , a balanc-exposed to high pressure on one side and low pressure on
ing drum extending inside of the bucket drum , and means the other, and a conduit connecting the low pressure sides

for taking up the thrust on the balance drum. of the valve and piston so that changes in pressure will

9. In an elastic fluid turbine the combination of a casing, correspondingly effect both , as and for the purpose specified .
a bucket carrying drum , a wall carried by the casing and 5. An elastic fluid turbine which is divided into stages

supporting fluid discharging devices, the said wall co-operat- working at different pressures, comprising relatively rotat
ing with the surface of the drum to form stages , a balanc- ing parts and fluid discharging devices, in combination with
ing drum located inside of the bucket drum and movable a plurality of successively operating stage valves control

longitudinally thereof to a limited extent, and a fluid pres- ling the passage of fluid through said devices, each of said
sure means for taking up the thrust on the balancing drum . valves being provided with a device opposing the effect of

10. In an elastic fluid turbine, the combination of a bucket stage pressure thereon, and a balancing means which is
carrying drum , a disc for supporting the drum , the opposite acted upon by the same pressure which tends at all times to

sides of which are balanced as to temperature , and a
open the valve, as and for the purpose specified .

balancing drum which assists in supporting the bucket
6. An elastic fluid turbine of the multi-stage type , in com

drum , the opposite ends which are subjected to different bination with a valve which controls the passage of motive

temperatures . fluid from one stage to another, a balancing piston for the
valve whose effective action in opposing its opening is less

No. 101,309. Governor for Turbines. than the effective action of the fluid on the valve itself, and

a device which co -operates with the piston to prevent the

Gouverneur de turbines. valve from opening until the stage pressure exceeds a cer

tain amount and assists in closing it when the pressure

falls , as and for the purpose specified.

7. An elastic fluid turbine ofthe multi -stage type, in com

bination with a valve which controls the passage of motive

fuid from one stage to another, a balancing piston for the

valve that is exposed on opposite sides to a difference in

fluid pressure, a balancing piston attached to the valve that

is exposed on opposite sides to the same difference in fluid

pressure, a spring opposing the opening of the valve and

which assists in closing it , and a conduit which connects

the low pressure sides of the balancing piston and valve ,

as and for the purpose specified.

8. A turbine in combination with a valve that controls

the passage of motive fluid from one part to another, the

said valve comprising a casing to receive the valve , the lat.

ter having a double area , a balancing piston attached to the

valve , the effective area of the valve being greater than that

of the piston , a spring co -operating with the piston to re

sist the action of motive fluid on the valve, and means for

connecting the low pressure sides of the valve and piston

with the pressure of that part of the turbine into which the

riga
fluid passing through the valve discharges , as and for the

purpose specified .

9. A turbine in combination with a valve and its casing ,

a balancing piston in line with the valve, a stem connect

ing the valve and piston , a spring assisting to seat the valve ,

a stop for limiting the opening of the valve, an indicator to

show the position of the valve within its casing, and a con

duit for equalizing the pressure on opposite sides of the

piston and valve , as and for the purpose specified.

20

a

30

No. 101,310. Governor for Turbines.

Gouverneur de turbines.

101309

23

13
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Canadian General Electric Company , Toronto , Ontario ,

Canada , assignee of Oscar Junggren , Schenectady, New

York, U.S.A., 2nd October , 1906; 6 years. Filed 3rd

August, 1906. Receipt No. 138,393 .

Claim . - 1. An elastic fluid turbine comprising relatively

rotating parts working at different pressures, in combina

tion with a stage valve automatically responding to changes
rig.i.

in stage pressure for controlling the passage of motive fluid,
a device opposing the opening of the valve , and means res

ponsive to fluid pressure for assisting said device and thereby
relieving it of a certain amount of work, as and for the pur

pose specified.

2. An elastic fluid turbine comprising relatively rotating

parts working at different pressures, in combination with a

stage valve automatically responding to changes in stage

pressure for controlling the passage of motive fluid , a device

opposing the opening of the valve , and a balancing piston

responsive to fluid pressure which co-operates with the said

device to prevent the valve from opening, as and for the

purpose specified .

3.An elastic fluid turbine comprising stages wherein a dif

ference in pressure exists, rotary buckets, and fluid dis 1013/0

charging devices , in combination with a stage valve that

opens in response to changes in pressure in one of the

stages, a device opposing the action of fluid pressure on the

valve , a balancing means co -operating with the said device,
and a conduit for partially balancing the pressures to which the Canadian General Electric Company, Toronto, Ontario ,

the valve and balancing means are exposed, as and for the Canada, assignee of John G. Callan, Lynn, Massachusetts,

purpose specified. U.S.A., 2nd October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 31st August,

4. An elastic fluid turbine, comprising stages wherein a
1906. Receipt No. 139,132.

difference in pressure exists , rotary buckets, and fluid dis- Claim.-1. In a governing mechanism the combination of a

charging devices , in combination with a stage valve that regulator, a governor controlling it, and a device co - operating

-
-

-

1 1
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with and assisting the governor in its action on the regulator,

as and for the purpose specified .
4. A device of the character described comprising a bear

2. In a governing mechanism the combination of a regu . ing or draft portion adapted to conform to the shoulders of

lator, a motor for moving it , a governor for controlling the

movements of the motor ,and a device co -operating with the
10. 1governor to reduce the load thereon as it controls the motor ,

as and for the purpose specified.

3. In a governing mechanism the combination of a regu

lator, a motor for moving it, means for controlling the motor,

a governor for varying the position of said means as the load

requirements change, and a device co- operating with and re

ducing the load onthe governor , as it acts on said means, as

and for the purpose specified .

4. In a governing mechanism the combination of a regu
lator, a hydraulic motor for moving it, a pilot valve control

ling the motor, a governor regulating the movement s of the

pilot valve , and a device co - operating with the governor to

move the pilot valve, as and for the purpose specified .

5. In a governing mechanism the combination of a regu

. 2lator, a motor for moving it, a speed governor controlling the

motor, and a device responding to unbalanced pressures for

assisting the governor , as and for the purpose specified.

6. In a governing mechanism the combination of a regu

lator, a hydraulic motor for moving it , comprising a piston ,

cylinder and pilot valve , a governor acting on the pilot valve ,

and a device responding to unbalanced pressure for assisting

the governor in its action on the pilot valve, as and for the

purpose specified .

7. In a governing mechanism the combination of a regu

lator, a hydraulic motor for moving it , & speed governor, a

pilot valve located in the motor piston so that the latter

will follow up the movements of the valve , and a device set

into operation by unbalanced pressures created by a move
15 :

ment of the pilot valve , which acts on the pilot valve in con

junction with the governor, as and for the purpose specified.

8. In a governing mechanism the combination of a regu a horse and a curved portion outward therefrom so formed

lator, a motor for moving it , comprising a moving and a as to extend beyond and clear the neck of said horse, as set

stationary element, a speed governor for controlling the forth.
motor, a device for asissting the governor in its action on

the motor, and a spring opposing the said device that is car- No. 101,312. Hose Coupler. Joint de boyaux.
ried by the movable element of the motor, as and for the pur

pose specified .

9. In a governing mechanism the combination of a regu
lator , a piston and cylinder for moving it, a pilot valve for

governing the motor , a governor for controlling the action of

the pilot valve, a device responding to fluid pressure changes

for assisting the governor in its action on the pilot valve ,

and a spring for opposing the movements of said device

which engages the piston , as and for the purpose specified.

10. In a governing mechanism the combination of a regu

lator, a fluid actuating motor for moving it through which

the fluid continuously flows, a valve for creating an unbal

anced condition as to pressure on the movable element of the

motor when it is desired to move the regulator , a means for

moving the pilot valve, and a fluid actuated device which co

operates with the said means, as and for the purpose
specified .

11. In a governing mechanism the combination of a regu

lator, a hydraulic motor for actuating it , a pilot valve for

controlling the motor, which is provided with heads, ports

co -operating with the valve head , the relation of parts being

such that one head closes its port before another to reduce

the load on the actuator, and an actuator for moving the Alexander W. Irvin and Richard John Hughes, assignee of

pilot valve , as and for the purpose specified. a balf interest, both of Altoona , Pennsylvania , U.S.A. ,

2nd October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 1st September, 1906.

Receipt No. 139,149 .
No. 101,311. Horse Collar. Collier à cheval.

Claim.-1 . In a hose coupling, the combination with the

Alfred U. Field and Sidney William Carman, assignee of train pipes and angle cocks , of metal connections therefor

one-fourth interest , both of Stockton, California, U.S.A., so constructed as to permit free movement in every direc

2nd October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 28th August , 1906. tion , substantially as described .

Receipt No. 139.056 . 2. In a hose coupling, the combination with the train

pipes, of couplings therefor , each provided with a ball and
Claim . - 1. A device of the character described comprising socket joint, andan elbow joint made wholly of metal , sub

a bearing or draft portion adapted to conform to the shoul stantially as described .

ders of a horse and a curved portion outward therefrom and 3. The combination with the train pipe , an angle cock , a

adapted to clear the neckof the horse, and a spring bar' (perforated ball and socketjointconnectedthereto,an elbow

secured to said draft portion and following the periphery joint connected tosaid ball and socket joint , and a coupler

of said curved portion , as set forth .
joint connected to said elbow joint, substantially as , des

2. A horse collar comprising a draft portion adapted to cribed .

conform to the shape of a horse's shoulders , a curved por- 4. The combination with the train pipe and angle cock, of

tion outward therefrom and adapted to extend beyond and a perforated ball and socket joint connected to said angle

clear the neck ofthe horse, tongues rearward from said cock, a spring tending to force the members of said joint
draft portion and adapted to be fastened to the tugs of the apart , an elbow joint , a coupler joint, and connections be
harness, all as set forth. tween said elbow joint and said ball and socket and coupler

3. In a borse collar a portion conforming to the shape of joints respectively, substantially as described.

the shoulders of a horse, a curved portion outward there 5. In a hose coupling, the combination with the train

from and adapted to clear the neck of the horse, a spring pipes , of couplings therefor each provided with a ball and
steel bar rivetted to said draft portion and following the socket joint consisting of a ball member having one large
Beriphery of said curved portion , as set forth . perforation extending from the neck of said member to the

I

10-5
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center of the ball and one or more smaller perforation ex- 5. In a selective telephone system , a party line , one wire

tending from and connecting with the larger perforation, of which grounds at central, a resistance therein at central

two socket members adapted to enclose the ball of said ball greater than that of any talking circuit in the system , mag

member, one of said socket members containing perforations , nets at each station bridging said wire with the other wire

one adapted to contain a spring, a spring adapted to press of the line , means at each station for grounding said other

the ball member away from one of the socket members to wire , and means at central for connecting said other wire

form an air passage from the smaller perforations in said through an interrupter with the corresponding wire of any

ball member through the larger socket member and a wash - other party line and also for inserting in the first wire at

er interposed between said ball member and said spring , central an interrupter whereby the magnets on either line

substantially as described. can be intermittently energized by central , substantially as

6. In a hose coupling, the combination with the train described.

pipes ,of couplings therefor each provided with an elbow 6. In a selective telephone system , a party line of which

joint consisting of a male member and a female member , one wire grounds at central, a resistance therein at central

adapted to fit one within the other , and having their abut - greater than that of any talking circuit in the system, mag

ting ends enlarged and bevelled , and said female member nets at each station bridging said wire with the other wire ,

having screw threads formed upon its enlarged portion , a means at each station for grounding said other wire, and

shoulder formed upon the female member , an internally means at central for inserting in said first wire an inter

threaded connecting member provided with an inwardly ex- rupter whereby the magnets can be intermittently energiz

tending flange adapted to engage said shoulder on said feed , substantially as described.

male member and to screw upon said male member, said. 7. In a selective telephone system , a party line of which

male member when in engagement being slightly larger than one wire grounds at central , a resistance therein at central

said female member , and a packing ring disposed between greater than that of any talking circuit in the system , mag .

the shoulder of said female member and said connecting nets at each station bridging said wire with the other wire,

member, substantially as described .
means at each station for grounding said other wire , and

means for inserting in said first wire an interrupter where

No. 101,313. Selective Telephone . Téléphone. by the magnets can be intermittently energized, substanti

ally as described.

8. In a selective telephone system , controlling mechanism

comprising magnets and a rotating device advanced a short

distance when a weak current passes through the magnets

and a long distance in the same direction when a strong cur

rent passes therethrough , and means for throwing a resis

tance into the line through the magnets by taking down the

receiver , substantially as described.

9. In a selective telephone system, controlling mechanism

comprising magnets and a rotating device advanced a short

distance in the same direction when a weak current passes

through the magnets and a long distance when a strong cur

rent passes therethrough, and means operatable by the call

ing party for throwing a resistance into the line through the

magnets , substantially as described.

10. In a selective telephone system , controlling mechanism

comprising a rotating device, clock work mechanism for ro

tating the same , stops for the same arresting the device.

the one after a long movement thereof and the other after

a short movement, a magnet, means whereby the first stop

is brought into action by a strong current through said mag

net, and the second stop by a weak current therethrough,

and means operated by taking down the receiver for throw
Noble S. McKinsey , Susanville , California , assignee of An

ing a resistance into circuit with the coil through the mag
ton R. Nelson , Philadelphia , Pennsylvania , U.S.A., 2nd net, substantially as described.

October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 27th August, 1906. Re
11. In a selective telephone system , controlling mechanismu

ceipt No. 138,995 .
comprising a rotating device , clock work mechanism for

Claim.-1. In a selective telephone system , a party line of rotating the same, stops for the same arresting the device,

which one wire grounds at central, a resistance therein at the one after a long movement thereof and the other after

central greater than that of any talking circuit in the sys- a short movement , a magnet, means whereby the first stop

tem, means for connecting at central the other wire of said is brought into action by strong current through said mag

line with the corresponding wire of any other party line of net, and the second stop by a weak current ther through ,

the system , selector magnets at each station bridging the and means operatable by the calling party for throwing a
wires of the party line , and means at each station for resistance into circuit with the coil through the magnet ,

grounding said other wire, substantially as described . substantially as described .

2. In a selective telephone system , a party line of which 12. In a selective telephone system , controlling mechanism

one wire grounds at central, a resistance therein at central comprising a rotating device, clockwork mechanism for ro

greater than that of any talking circuit in the system , means tating the same , arresting means therefor , a magnet for

for connecting at central the other wire of said line with operating the latter, means for interruptingthe currents

the corresponding wire of any other party line of the sys- through the magnet repeatedly in succession with a weak

tem, selector magnets at each station bridging the wires of current , a circuit closed after a predetermined number of

the party line, and means at each station for grounding said such interruptions, and means whereby a strong current

other wire, means controlled by said magnetsfor throwing through the magnet removes thearresting means to break

out all other talkingcircuits except that of the station so said circuit, and arrests the rotating device in asubsequent

grounded , substantially as described. position thereof , substantially as described.

3. In a selective telephone system , a party line of which 13. In a selective telephone system , party lines , one wire

one wire groundsat central, a resistance therein atcentral of each of which is grounded at central, a resistancetherein
greater than that of any talking circuit in the system , at central greater than that of any talking circuit in the
means for connecting at central the other wire of said line system and the other wire of any line can be connected
with the corresponding wire of any other party line of the at central with the corresponding wire of any other line,
system , selector magnets at each station bridgingthewires means for grounding said other wireat any station of the
of the party line , and means at each station for grounding line , and means whereby central can connect the two wires

said other wire, means, controlledby said magnets prevent at any station on any line, to form a complete talking cir
ing grounding at any other station, substantially as des- cuit, substantially as described.
cribed . 14. In a selective telephone system , a step-by-step rotat

4. In a selective telephone system , a party line of which ing device , clock work mechanism for rotating the same,

one wiregrounds at central, aresistance therein at central a magnet controlling the same by interrupted weak cur

greater thanthat of any talking circuit in thesystem ,means rents therethrough ,'meansfor simultaneouslyclosing the

for connecting at central the other wireofsaid line with circuitthrough said magnet and throwinga resistance int

the corresponding wire of any other party line of the sys- said circuit to weaken the current to besubsequently so

tem , selector magnetsat each stationbridgingthe wires of interrupted, meansfor shutting theresistance to pass a

otherwire,means controlled step -by-step by successiveen- strong current returns the rotating device to its initial

ergizations of magnets oftheother line, for closing in suc- position, and means for holdingthe line closed upon operat

cessionthe bell circuits of said other lines . substantially as ing said shunting means until said rotating device has

described. turned to its initial position,substantially as described .
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15. In a selective telephone system , a line controller at 8. In a machine of the character described, a developing

each station , means for closing the circuit by said line bath having a plurality of compartments one of which is al

controller, means whereby the rise of the automatic hoon ways in register with the exposure position when the bath

operates the line controller to close the circuit, means for is at rest, and means for effecting the intermittent rotation

supporting the line controller in a position to be so oper- of said bath .

the closing of the circuit influences all the supporting means 9. In a machine of the character described , plate treating

the closing of the circuit influences all the supporting means baths arranged concentrically one within the other, and

on the line to withdraw the controllers except the one al- n'eans for transferring a plate from one bath to the other.

ready operated out of position to be so operated by the 10. In a machine of the character described , a ring pro

risc in the corresponding automatic hook , substantially as vided with three concentric channels , containing respectively

described. developing, fixing and washing fluids, and means for trans

16. In a selective telephone system , a line controller at ferring a plate from one channel to the other and finally dis
each station, means for closing the circuit by said line con- charging the plate from the machine.
troller, means whereby the rise of the automatic hook oper 11. In a machine of the character described, a ring pro

ates the line controller to close the circuit, nieans for sup- vided with troughs or channels , concentrically arranged, and

porting the line controller in a position to be so operated a transferring device, means for bringing a plate supported

by the rise of the automatic hook, and means whereby the

closing of the circuit influences all the supporting means transferring device and means for effecting the operation of
in one of said troughs or channels to rest underneath the

on the line to withdraw the controllers except the one al
the transferring device to grip the plate , withdraw it from

ready operated out of position to be so operated by the rise the first trough or channel, deposit it in the second trough

in thecorresponding automatic hook, and a busy signal or channel and subsequently move it to the first position.

brought into signalling position by such actuation of the
12. In a machine of the character described , a ring, a

supporting means, substantially as described.
transferring device operating while the ring is at rest to ( 1 )

move downward and engage a plate , ( 2 ) lift the plate clear of

No. 101,314. Photographing Machine. the ring , ( 3 ) move along a radius of the ring carrying the

Machine photographique. plate to position over the next trough or channel in said

ring , ( 4 ) discharge the plate , and ( 5) move down and radially
back to the first position .

13. A photographic machine comprising a magazine hav

ing means whereby each plate therein may be held at an

angle to the next , means for detaining the foremost plate ,

and mechanism for effecting relative movement between

said magazine and said detaining means , to disengage said

detaining means from the foremost plate and engage said

detaining means with the succeeding plate .

14. A photographic machine comprising a rotatable maga

zine having means whereby each plate therein may be held

at an angle to the next , means for detaining the foremost

plate , and mechanism for rotating the magazine, said maga

zine and said retaining means being so related that upon

rotation of the magazine said detaining means become dis

engaged from the foremost plate and engaged with the

succeeding plate .

15. A photographic machine comprising a magazine hav.

ing means whereby oblong plates may be held therein each

crosswise of the next, detents for engaging the four cor

ners of the foremost plate , and mechanism for effecting

such relative movement between said magazine and said

detents that the latter release the foremost plate and en

gage the four corners of the succeeding plate .

16. In combination a rotatable magazine having means for

Joseph Frederick Rodors, New York City, New York, U.S.A. , holding a pack of oblong plates each disposed crosswise of
2nd October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 27th February , 1904. the next and means rendered effective through the rotation

Receipt No. 112,955. of the magazine for discharging the foremost plate in edge

Claim .-- 1 . In a machine of the character described a maga wise direction .

zine, plates angularly aranged therein relatively to each ,
17. In combination a rotatable magazine formed for holding

other, and means for effecting the edgewise discharge of the a pack of oblong plates standing on edge and each disposed

first plate by engaging the second and disengaging the first, crosswise of the next, a spring for advancing said plates,
and so forth . detents against which the corners of the foremost plate

2. In a machine of the character described, a magazine , abut, said detents and magazine being so related that upon
plates arranged therein angularly to each other, means for rotation of the magazine the foremost plate is released and
holding the forward plate , and means for rotating the maga- the surceeding plate is engaged by the detents, and a guide
zine to cause the disengagement of the holding means from through which a released plate may drop.
the forward plate and the engagement of said means with 18. In combination a rotatable magazine formed for hold
the immediately succeeding plate . ing a pack of plates , means for effecting the rotation of the

3. In a machine of the character described, a magazine , magazine , and means for enabling a rotary movement of the

plates arranged therein angularly to each other, stops magazine to cause the foremost plate to be discharged in

against which the first plate abuts, and means for effecting edgewise direction .

the relative movement between the plates and the stops , 19. In combination a rotatable magazine formed for hold

whereby said stops successively engage the second and dis - ing a pack of oblong plates each crosswise to the next, de
engage the first of said plates. tents movably mounted upon one end of the magazine for

4. In a machine of the character described, a magazine , engaging the four corners of the foremost plate, means for

plates aranged therein in such manner that each plate is at giving the magazine quarter revolutions , means for en

right angles to its next plate, means for turning the maga - abling the detents to release the foremost plate and engage

zine, stops against which the horizontally disposed first plate the next during each quarter revolution of the magazine,

abuts, and means for transferring the stops from the first to and four guides upon the magazine through which the re

the second plate as the first plate approaches verticalposi- leased plates may drop , narrow end foremost.
tion and the second plate horizontal position . 20. In combination a rotatable magazine formed for hold

5. In a magazine of the character described, a magazine , ing a pack of oblong plates each crosswise to the next, and

and means for turning the said magazine to discharge a plate means for giving the magazine quarter revolutions and for
therefrom by the intersection of a coin . discharging the foremost plate at each quarter revolution of

6. In a machine of the character described , a magazine , a the magazine.

shutter, an operating spring therefor , and means for simul- 21. The combination with a magazine for photographic

taneously etfecting a partial rotation of the magazine and a plates , of a series of pivoted detents for engaging the fore

rewind of the shutter spring. most plate , gearing connecting said detents, and means for

7. In a machine of the character described , means for suc - operating said gearing.

cessively delivering plates to exposure position and succes- 22. A combination with a rotatable magazine for holding

sively exposing and delivering said plates to developing blong photographic plates some crosswise to others, of

position, and means for simultaneously developing a plural- four detents pivoted upon said magazine for engaging the

ity of plates and transferring them to the fixing bath in foremost plate, four gears connected to the detents , and a
order of immersion in the developer. fixed central gear meshing with said four gears ,

i ,
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23. The combination with arotatable magazine formed apron, canvas, conveyer or belt being taken up or permit

for holding oblong photographic plates some crosswise to of the
necessary expansion of same.

others , of means for giving said magazine quarter revolu

tions, four two -arm detents pivoted upon said magazine,

lour gears one rigid with each detent, and a fixed central

gear meshing with the said four gears .
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No. 101,315. Method of Making Rubber Hose .

Méthode de faire des boyaux de caoutchouc.

William Henry Adams , Montreal , Quebec, Canada, 2nd Octo

ber. 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 23rd July , 1906. Receipt No.

138,059 .

Claim . - 1 . The herein described method of making fire

hose , which consists in partly curing a wholly vulcanizable

rubber tube , inserting the tube into a tube of fabric and

causing it to adhere thereto , applying a coating of rubber

to the outer surface of the tube of fabric, applying a pro

tecting covering to the outer surface of the rubber to pre

vent overcuring, and fully curing the inner and outer rub

ber surfaces .

2. The herein described method of making fire hose , which

consists in partly curing a wholly vulcanizable rubber tube ,

inserting the tube into a tube of fabric , further curing the

rubber tube and causing it to adhere to the woven tube , ap

plying a coating of rubber to the outer surface of the tube

of fabric , applying a protecting covering to the outer sur

face of the rubber to prevent over curing , and fully curing

the inner end outer rubber surfaces .

3. The herein described method of making fre hose, which

consists in partly curing a wholly vulcanizable rubber tube ,

inserting the tube into a tube of fabric , closing the ends of

the rubber tube and admitting live steam to the interior of

the rubber tube , cooling the rubber tube , inserting a cold

hollow mandrel into the rubber tube , applying a coating of

rubber to the outer surface of the tube of fabric , applying

a removable protecting covering to the outer surface of the

rubber to prevent over curing , and fully curing the inner

and outer rubber surfaces .

4. The herein described method of making fire hose, which

consists in partly curing a wholly vulcanizable rubber tube,

inserting the tube into a tube of fabric , further curing the

rubber tube and distending the same to adhere to the tube

of fabric, passing a cooling medium through the inside of

the rubber tube , inserting a cold hollow mandrel inside of

the tube of rubber , applying a protecting covering to the

outer surface of the rubber coating to prevent over curing ,

and fully curing the inner and outer rubber surfaces .

5. The herein described method of making fire hose , which 5. The combination with a divided apron , belt , canvas or

consists in partly curing a wholly vucanizable rubber tube , conveyer, of a member to which one end of same is connec

inserting the tube into a tube of fabric , maintaining the ted , a rotatavie member, a spring acting under the influence
tube of rubber and fabric in a desired shape, appying an of torsional force controlling axial movement of said rotat

outer coating of rubber to the tube of fabric , applying a able member , means for connecting said members together

protecting covering of fabric to the outer surface of the in such a manner as to permit of the adjusting movement of

rubber and fully curing the inner and outer rubber surfaces . said first -mentioned member so as to decrease or increase

6. The herein described method of making fire hose, which the torsional force exerted by said spring upon said rotat.

consists in partly curing a wholly vulcanizable rubber tube , able member.

inserting the tube into a tube of fabric , maintaining the 6. The combination with an apron , belt, canvas, or con

tubes of rubber and fabric in a desired shape, applying an veyer, of means circulating therwith , and a spring acting

outer coating of rubber to the tube of fabric , applying a
under the influence of torsional force and controlling axial

covering of continuous wet fabric to the outer surface of movement of said means, which, being so attached or con

the rubber to prevent over curing , and fully curing the in- nected to said canvas , belt , apron, or conveyer automatically

ner and outer rubber surfaces. takes up the slack therein or permits of the necessary ex
pansion thereof.

7. The combination with a divided apron, belt, canvas or

No. 101,316. Belt or Canvas Tightener, conveyer , of a member to which one end of same is connect

Tendeur de courroies, etc. ed , a spring controlled member to which the other end of

same is yieldingly secured , and means for connecting said
George Edgar Clarke , Toronto, Ontario, Canada, 2nd Octo members together in such a manner as to permit of the slack

ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 15th March, 1906. Receipt No. in said apron , canvas , conveyer, or belt, being taken up or

133,916 . permit of the necessary expansion of same through the

Claim .-1 . The combination with an apron , belt, canvas or movement of said spring controlled member.

conveyer , of means acting under the influence of a torsional 8. The combination with a divided apron, belt, canvas, or

forceand circulating therewith so as to automatically take conveyer, of a normallynon -rotating roller'to which oneend
up theslack therein or permit of the necessary expansion of same isconnected ,a spindle loosely mounted within said
thereof. roller, a spring controlled roller to which the other end of

2. The combination with a divided apron , belt , canvas or same is yieldingly secured , and meansfor connecting said

conveyer, of means acting under the influence of a torsional rollers together in sucha mannerasto permit of the slack
force and yieldingly connecting the ends together in such a in said apron , canvas, conveyer or belt being taken up or

manner as to automatically take up the slack therein or permit of the necessary expansion of same through the move
permitof the necessary expansion thereof. ment of said spring controlled roller.

3. The combination with a divided apron , belt , canvas or 9. The combination with adivided apron , belt , canvas or
conveyer, of adjustable means acting under the influence of conveyer, of a normally non -rotating roller to which one

a torsional force and yieldingly connecting the ends to end ofsame is connected, a spindle loosely mounted within

gether insuch a manner asto automatically take up the said roller,a roller towhich the other end of same is yield

Slack therein or permitof the necessary expansion thereof. ingly secured, a spindle mounted within this roller, a spring

4. Thecombinationwith a divided apron,belt, canvas or within said roller having one end attached to said spindle
conveyer , of a member to which one end of the same is and its other end attached tosaid roller,threaded rods con

connected, a secondmember, a spring acting under thein- necting said spindles together at each end, nutsthreadedon

fluence of torsional force, controlling movement of saia saidrods,andmeans forlocking said first-mentioned roller
second member, and means for connecting said members to- so as to prevent rotation of same,

gether in such a mannerasto permit of the slackin saia ' roller being free to turn on its spiral in order topermit of

said second -mentioned
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Axel Magnuson , New York City , New York, U.S.A., 2nd Oc
tober, 1906 ;

6 years. Filed 1st September, 1905. Receipt
No. 128,130.

Claim.-1 . The combination with an electric motor, of

controlling apparatus therefor, means for controlling single

phase current to operate said motor controlling apparatus,

and an electric device for holding said motor controlling

apparatus in a predetermined position .

2. The combination with a multiphase motor, of control

ling apparatus therefor, means in a circuit connected across

any two of the mains of said motor, for closing a single

phase circuit to said motor controlling apparatus, and elec

tric holding means for said controlling apparatus.

3. The combination with an electric motor, of controlling

apparatus therefor , holding means for said controlling ap

paratus , a source of single phase current , a source of

direct current, and a single switch device for controlling

the single phase current to operate said motor controlling

apparatus and for controlling the direct current to operate

said holding means.

4. The combination with an electric motor, of starting

switches therefor, electro-responsive devices for closing

said switches , electro- magnetic apparatus for holding said

switches in closed position , a source of single phase current

a source of direct current and a single manual switch for

controlling the single phase current to operate said electro
Louis V. Gadbois, Aylmer, Quebec, Canada, 2nd October, 1906 ; responsive devices and for controlling the direct current

6 years. Filed 16th June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,993. to operate said electro-magnetic holding apparatus.

Claim . - 1. In a heating device for incubators, a tank ex- 5. The combination with an alternating current motor, of

tending practically on the whole area of the egg chamber, a reversing switches therefor, single phase magnets for actu
portion of said tang projecting outside of the egg chamber, a ating said switches to closed position , direct current mag

heat fue in said extension , a regulator boiler closing the top nets for holding said switches in closed position, and means
of said flue, a heat regulator actuated by the steam generated for controlling both the said single phase magnets and

in said boiler, and means conencted to saidregulator to the saiddirect current magnets.
direct the beat on or off said regulator boiler, an egg tray , a 6. The combination with an alternating current motor, of

solid bottom to said egg tray , a belt on said bottom , means two reversing switches therefor, an electro -responsive de

for moving said belt , an egg separating rods in said tray. vice for each of said switches to actuate the same to closed

2. A temperature regulator for incubators, a water tank, position , an electro-magnet connected to each switch to
a regulator boiler embodiedin said tank , a flue directing the told the same in closed position , and a manual switch for
heatto said boiler, a flue directing the heat off from said controlling single phase current to operate either of the
boiler, a double damper mounted between said flues , a steam electro -responsive devicesand for controlling direct current
actuated piston in said regulator boiler , and means connect tooperate the corresponding holding electro -magnet.
ing the piston and dampers to actuate the same by a pre 7. In combination with a motor , a source of electrical

determined pressure in said boiler, an egg tray, a solid bot - supply, a resistance in series with the motor armature, and

tom to said egg tray, a belt on said bottom , means for mov- a generator connected to the motor and arranged to control

ing said belt, and egs separating rods in said tray.
said resistance in starting the motor.
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8. In combination with a motor, a source of electrical rent , a direct current generator dependent upon the move

supply, a resistance in series with the motor armature , and ment of the motor arranged to generate a voltage propor

a generator mechanically connected to the motor and ar- tional to the speed of the motor, a magnetic device connected

ranged to control said resistance in starting and stopping to such direct current generator and arranged to hold the

the motor. starting device firmly in closed position , an opposition ele

9. In combination with an alternating current motor, a ment in the motor circuit , and a series of electro -responsive

source of electrical supply , a resistance electrically con- devices for removing the opposition element from the motor

nected to the motor, and a generator connected to the circuit, said electro - responsive devices being connected to

motor and arranged to control the movement of the motor the direct current generator and arranged to be actuated

upon starting, by controlling the resistance . one by one as the motor accelerates.

10. In combination with a motor, an opposition element 23. In combination with an alternating current motor, an

in circuit with the motor and a generator mechanically con- electrically operated starting device therefor, and circuits

nected to the motor and arranged to control the movement for actuating the starting device comprising an alternating

of the motor in starting and stopping by controlling the current circuit and direct current circuit .
opposition element. 24. In combination with an alternating current motor, a

11. In combination with an alternating current motor, a starting device therefor, alternating current and direct cur

resistance electrically connected to the motor , and a gen- rent circuits , said starting device being actuated by a single

erator connected to the motor and arranged to control phase alternating current and positively held in operative

the resistance in proportion to the speed of the motor on position by a direct current .

starting 25. In combination with an alternating current motor, a

12. In combination with a motor, controlling circuits starting device therefor, said starting device being actuated

therefor, electro -magnetic switches in the controlling cir- by a single phase alternating current and positively held in

cuits , and means for generating a variable voltage in pro - operative position by a direct current , alternating current

portion to the speed of the motor , said voltage applied to and direct current electrical circuits for the starting de

said electro-magnetic switches in the controlling circuits vice, and a manually operated switch for controlling the cir
which are arranged to be actuated by the variable voltage . cuits .

13. In combination with a motor, an opposition element 26. In combination with an alternating current motor , a

in circuit with the motor, a generator so connected to device for starting the motor in one direction and another

the motor that it will generate a voltage in proportion to device for starting the motor in the other direction , alternat

the speed of the motor, a plurality of electro-magnets in ing current and direct current circuits , said starting device

connection with the generator and arranged to control the being actuated by a singlephase alternating current and
opposition element , positively held in operative position by a direct movement.

14. The combination with an electric motor and a mechan- 27. In combination with an alternating current motor, a

ism driven thereby, a generator mechanically connected to resistance, an electrically operated reversing switch . cir

the driven mechanism , an electro -responsive device con- cuits for the reversing switch for both alternating and direct

nected to said generator, and means electrically connected currents , a manually operated switch for controlling the cir

to the motor and operated by said electro-receptive device cuits, electro -responsive devices for controlling the resist.

for controlling the acceleration of the motor upon starting. ance and a direct current generator connected to run with

15. In combination with an electric motor, a mechanism the motor arranged to supply the direct current circuits for

driven thereby, an opposition element in the motor circuit , the reversing switch and to automatically actuate the elec

an electro-responsive device for controlling the opposition tro -responsive devices ,

element , and a generator connected to the driven mech 28. In combination with an alternating current motor, a

anism and arranged to actuate the electro -responsive de resistance. an electrically operated reversingswitch.cir.
vice to cut the opposition element out of the motor circuit cuits for the reversing switch for both alternating and direct

in a number of steps in proportion to the acceleration of currents, a manually operated switch for controlling the cir

the driven mechanism . cuits, electro - responsive devices for controlling the resist
16. In combination with an electric motor, a starting ance , and a direct current generator connected to run with

device therefor, electric circuits to actuate the starting the motor arranged to supply the direct current circuits for
device , a source of electrical supply , and another source the reversing switch and to automatically actuate the electro

of electrical supply dependent upon the movement of the responsive devices in proportion to the acceleration of the
motor and arranged to co -operate with the first source of motor.

supply to hold the starting device during the rotation of 29. In combination with an alternating current motor. a

the otor . resistance . an electrically operated reversing switch. cir

17. In combination with an electric motor , a starting de- cuits for the reversing switch for both alternating and direct

vice therefor, electric circuits to actuate the starting device, currents, 4 manually operated switch for controlling the

a source of electrical supply, and another source of elec circuits, electro - responsive devices for cutting out the re

trical supply dependent upon the movement of the motor sistance step -by-sten, and a direct current generator con

and proportional to its speed and arranged to co -operate nected to run withthemotor arranged to supply the direct

with the first source of supply to hold the starting device current circuits for the reversing switch and to automatic

during the rotation of the motor. ally actuate the electro - responsive device one at a time in

18. În combination with an electric motor, an electrically proportion in the acceleration of the motor .

operated starting device therefor, electric circuits to actuate 30. In combination with a motor, means for reversing the

the starting device, a source of electrical supply, another direction of rotation of the motor, a generator connected to

source of electrical supply dependent upon the speed of the run with the motor, means for keepingthedirection of the

motor and proportional to its speed and arranged to co current generated by the generator thesame if the direction

operate with the first source of supply to hold the starting of rotation ofthe motor ischanged, and means actuated by

device during the rotation of the motor , a manually the current generated by the generator for controlling the

operated switch to control the circuits to the starting de- motor.

vice . 31.În combination with a motor , means for reversing the
19. A starting device for motors comprising an alternating direction of rotation of the motor, a resistance for the motor

current motor , a direct current generator connected to run circuit, a generator connected to run with the motor , means

with the motor , and means actuated by the current from the for keeping the direction of the current generated by the

generator to control the starting and accelerating of the generator the same if the direction of rotation of the motor

motor.
is changed , and means actuated by the current generated by

20. In combination with an alternating current motor , a the generator for controlling the motor by cutting the re

source of alternating current supply , an opposition element sistance into and out of the motor circuit .

in the motor curcuit , a series of electro-magnetic responsive 32. In combination with a motor, means for reversing the

devices for removing the opposition element from the motor direction ofrotation of the motor,' a generator connected to

circuit , and a source of direct current supply dependent upon run with the motor, means connected with the generator for

themovement of the motorandproportional to its speed. keeping the direction of its generated current the same, said
arranged to actuate the electro -responsive devices one by generator arranged to generate a voltage in proportion to

one as the speed of the motor increases . the speed of the motor, and electro-responsive devices de

21. In combination with an alternating current motor, a pendent upon the generated voltage for controlling the accel

source of alternating current supply, a starting device for eration of the motor.

the motor arranged to be actuated by, the alternating cur 33. In combination with an alternating current motor, a
rent , means dependent upon the movement of the motor for starting device thereforanda direct currentgeneratorcona

generating a direct current,andamagnetic deviceoperated nectedtorun with the motor and arranged to control the
by such direct current to hold the starting device firmly in acceleration of the motor in starting the motor.
closed position . 34. In combinationwith an alternating current motor,

22. In combination with an alternating current motor , a starting device therefor actuated by alternating current,and
source of alternating current supply, a starting device for a direct current generator connectedto run with the motor
the motor arranged to be actuated by the alternating cur- and arranged to control the acceleration of the motor .
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35. In combination with an alternating current motor, ally supported upon said magnet, as arm carried by said

means for starting the motor in one direction or the other , armature having a terminal hook to secure the shutter in

and a direct current generator connected to run with the

motor and arranged to control the acceleration of the motor.

36. In combination with an alternating current motor .

means for starting the motor in one direction or the other,

said means actuated by alternating current and a direct cur

rent generator connected to run with the motor and arranged

to control the acceleration of the motor .

37. In combination with an alternating current motor,

means for starting the motor in one direction or the other,

said means actuated by an alternating current, a manually

operated switch for controlling the starting device and a

direct current generator connected to run with the motor

and arranged to control the acceleration of the motor.

38. In combination with an alternating current motor,

a starting device therefor , alternating current and direct cur

rent circuits , said starting device being actuated by an alter

pating current and positively held in operative position by a

direct current .

39. In combination with an alternating current motor , a

starting device therefor, said starting device being actu

ated by an alternating current and positively held in oper

ative position by a direct current , alternating current and
its normal vertical position , a connecting plug, a cord at

direct current electrical circuits for the starting device, and tached to an end of said plug, a weighted pulley supported

a manually operated switch for controlling the circuits .
on said cord , a pivoted lever having one arm contacting with

40. In combination with an alternating current motor ,
the shutter extension and having the other arm forming a

a device for starting the motor in one direction and another support for said plug when the latter is in its socket .

device for starting the motor in the other direction , alter

nating current and direct current circuits , said starting de- No. 101,320. Gas Generator. Générateur à gaz.

rices being actuated by an alternating current and positively

held in operative position by a direct current .

41. In a starting device for alternating current motors , a

source of supply,a starting mechanism , alternating current

and direct current circuits , means connected with said source

of supply arranged to actuate the starting mechanism to

start the motor, and a direct current generator mechanically

connected to the motor and arranged to control the acceler

ation of the motor step -by -step .

42. In a system of motor control , two sources of current

supply, one being pulsating and connected to the motor, the

other being a direct current generated by the movement of

the motor and variable from zero to a maximum in propor

tion to the speed of the motor and adapted to control the
acceleration of the motor ,

43. In a system of motor control two sources of current

supply , one of which is not variable and is connected to the

motor, the other of which is generated by the movement of

the motor and is variable from zero to a maximum in propor

tion to the speed of the motor.

44. In a system of motor control two sources of current

supply , one of which is not variable and is connected to the

motor, the other of which comprises a generator connected

to the motor and is variable from zero to a maximum in pro

portion to the speed of the motor.
Jean Patoine , Quebec, Quebec, Canada, 2nd October , 1906 ;45. In a system of motor control two sources of current

6 years. Filed 11th May , 1906. Receipt No. 135,804.
supply, one being obtainable before the motor is started , and

the other being dependent upon the movement of said motor Claim .-- 1.A gas generator comprising the combination of

means operated by current from one of said sources for a tank having an inclined bottom merging into a T connec

starting, reversing or stopping the motor , and means oper tion , a pipe leading from the T connection , a rockable pipe

ated by current from the other source for effecting an ac provided with an opening adapted to register with the ver
celeration of the motor. tical portion of the T connection and provided with a

46. In combination with an electric motor, an external squared outer end , and means for automatically feeding car

source of current supply of practically constant value , a con bide into the tank.

trolling device in series with the motor, and a generator 2. A gas generator comprising the combination of a tank

mechanically connected to the motor and arranged to con provided with a horizontal partition having an opening

trol the controlling device. iherein , a float disposed in the tank , guideways for the fioat,

47.In combination with an electric motor, an external angle irons secured to the float, a cylinder secured to the
source of current supply of practically constant value , a angle irops and adapted to work in said opening in the

starting switch for themotor, a controllingdevice for the partition , a water sealcarried by the float,a carbide cham
motor , and a generator mechanically connected to the motor ber , a cylinder depending from the carbide chamber into

and arranged to control the controlling device . the water seal, a closure for the carbide chamber, and means

48. In combination with an electric motor , an external for operating the closure by the upward and downward

source of current supply of practically constant value, an
movement of the float.

electrically actuated starting switch for the motor, a manu 3. A gas generating apparatus comprising the combina

ally operated circuit closer for the starting switch , a con tion of a tank , a float disposed in the tank, a water seal

trolling device for the motor and a generator mechanically carried by the float, a cylinder disposed in the water seal , a

carbide chamber carried by the clyinder and provided
connected to the motor and arranged to control the controll

ing device. with downwardly extending sleeves , a link secured to the

float, a cross bar pivoted to the link , an arm secured to the

carbide chamber and pivoted to the cross bar, rods pivoted
No. 101,319. Telephone Switchboard.

to the cross bar and disposed through the sleeves, a cross

Commutateur de téléphone. bar carried by said rods , and a funnel - shaped closure for

the carbide chamber carried by the iast - named cross bar .
Ewing McLean, Greencastle , Indiana , U.S.A. , 2nd October, 4. A gas generating apparatus comprising the combina

1906; 6 years . Filed 21st March , 1906. Receipt No. 134 , - tion of a tank , a float carried by the tank , a water seal
126.

carried by the float , a carbide chamber disposed above the

Claim . - In a telephone switchboard , a shutter occupying water seal , a cylinder depending from the carbide chamber

a normal vertical position, said shutter being hinged at its into the water seal, a closurefor the carbide chamber adap
lower end andadapted to swing down on its hinge as asig- ted to be actuated by the upward and downward movement
nal to the operator,said shhtterhaving an outwardly pro- of the float, and links carried by one ofthe members of th

jected extension at its hingeend, a magnet having windings water seal andprovided with hooked endsadaptedto engage
connected with the telephone line wires, an armature pivot- ' a portionofthecarbide chamberand lock thesame.
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No. 101,321. Machine for Cutting Tubular Bodies. arbour , a shaft extending axially through said saw carrier

Machine pour tailler des corps tubulaires. and geared to said arbour, means for rotating said shaft,

means for rotating said saw carrier, intermittently , com

prising a constantly driven clutch member, & co -operating

Figl Fig.1. clutch member secured to the carrier, means for automati

cally connecting said clutch members, means for automati

cally disengaging said clutch members at the completion of

each revolution of the carrier, and means for automatically

locking the carrier against movement while the clutch mem
bers are disengaged .

11. In a machine for cutting tubular bodies the combina

tion with a suitable bearing and a saw carrier comprising

a sleeve journalled in said bearing, and having a head adapt

ed to support a saw arbour at one end of the bearing and

a clutch member fixed to said sleeve at the opposite end

822 of the bearing, of a constantly driven clutch member jour.

palled upon said sleeve , means for automatically engaging

and disengaging said clutch members, a shaft extending

axially through said sleeve, means for constantly driving

said shaft , a saw arbour mounted in said head parallel with

the shaft and having a saw thereon , and gearing connecting

said shaft and arbour.

12. In a machine for cutting tubular bodies the combina

tion with a suitable bearing and a saw carrier comprising

a sleeve journalled in said bearing, and having a head at

Thomas D. Miller , Woodstock , Maryland , assignee of one end adapted to support a saw arbour and a clutch mem

Eugene J. Logan, Philadelphia , Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 2nd ber secured to said sleeve at the opposite end of the bear

October, 1906 ; 6 years Filed 26th May, 1906. Receipt | ing, of a gear forming a clutch member journalled upon

No. 136,272 .
said sleeve, a saw arbour journalled in said head, a shaft

Claim . - 1. The combination with a clamp for tubular extending axially through said sleeve and geared to said

bodies , of a circular saw adjacent to an end of said clamp ,
saw shaft, a countershaft, and gearing connecting said coun.

means for constantly rotating said saw about its axis , and
tershaft , with the shaft extending through the sleeve and

independent means for giving said saw an orbital movement
with the gear journalled upon said sleeve .

about the axis of the clamp.
13. In a machine for sawing tubular bodies the combina

2. The combination with a clamp for tubular bodies , of a
tion with a saw carrier comprising a sleeve journalled in

circular saw adjacent to and end of said clamp, means for
a suitable bearing, of a clutch upon said sleeve at ane end

constantly rotating said saw about its axis,andindepend: positeend of thebearing, a clutch lever and a locking lever
of said bearing, a collar secured to said sleeve at the op

ent means for giving said saw an orbital movement about

the axis of the clamp intermittently.

pivoted adjacent to said bearing, said clutch lever beiog

3. The combination with a clamp for tubular bodies , of a
adapted to engage and operate the clutch and said lock

ing lever being adapted to form a locking engagement with
pair of circular saws arranged adjacent to the ends of said

clamp , means for constantly rotating said saws about their and ashaft having a cam thereon adapted to operate said

the collar, a rod connected to the free ends of said levers,

axis, and independent means for giving said saws an orbital
rod.

movement about the axis of the clamp.

4. The combination with a clamp for tubular bodies , of a
14 In a machine for sawing tubular bodies , a rotatable

pair of circular saws arranged adjacent to the ends of said

saw carrier , a saw carried thereby at one side of the axis

or the carrier, means for rotating said saw, means for in

clamp, means for constantly rotating said saws about
termittently rotating said carrier , a feed wheel having one

their axis, and independent means for giving said saws an

arbital movement about the axis of the clamp simultane
or more holders , each adapted to hold a tubular body with

its end projecting in the plane of the saw, means for oper

ously.

5. The combination with a clamp for tubular bodies, of a

ating said feed wheel to bring the tubular body or bodies

irtoengagement with thesaw , and means for holding said

pair of circular saws arranged adjacent to the ends of said feed wheel stationary while the saw carrier is in motion .

clamp, means for constantly rotating said saws about their

axis , and independent means for giving said saws an orbital
15. In a machine for sawing tubular bodies, a rotatable

inovement about the axis of the holder simultaneously and journalledin saidcarrierat one side of the axis of thecar:

saw carrierandmeans for rotatingthe same,a sawarbour

ictermittently .

6. The combination with a circular saw, and means for

rier, said arbour having a saw thereon , a feeding device hav

ing one or more holders thereon each adapted to hold a
rotating the same about its axis, of a feeding device hav

tubular body, means for constantly rotating said saw , means
ing one or more holders for tubular bodies thereon , means

for holding said carrier stationery , means for moving said
for moving said feeding devices intermittently to bring the feeding device to bring a holder opposite the end of the
bodies against the saw, and means for giving said saw an sawcarrierwith the tubular bodyin engagement withthe
orbital movement about the axis of each tubular body after

saw , means for automatically starting said carrier Into

it has been brought into engagement with the saw . operationafter the tubular body is in engagement with the

7 The combination of a saw carrier journalled in a suit saw, and means for automatically stopping the rotation of
able bearing and a saw arbour journalled in said carrier at said carrier after it has made a complete revolution.

one side of the axis of the carrier , a saw mounted upon 16. In a machine for sawing tubular bodies,a rotatable
said arbour, a shaft extending axially through said saw car saw carrier,and means for rotating the same, a saw arbour

rier and geared to said arbour, means for rotating said journalled in said carrier at one side of the axis of thecar.

shaft , and means for intermittently rotating said saw car rier,said arbour having a saw thereon ,a feeding device

rier. having a series of holders thereon each' adapted to hold a

8. The combination of a saw carrier journalled in a suit tubularbody, means for constantly rotating said saw, means

able bearing and a saw arbour journalled in said carrier at

onesideof the axis of the carrier, a saw mounted upon said feeding device intermittently to bringthe holders succesh

for holding said carrier stationary, means for moving sald

arbour , a shaft extending axially' through said saw carrier sivelyintoposition opposite the end of the saw carrier with
and geared to said arbour, meansforrotating saidshaft, thetubularbodyinengagementwith the saw , means
means for rotating said saw carrier, and meansforlocking automatically starting said carrier into operation each time
the saw carrier against movement at the completion of each a tubular body is brought into engagement with the same

revolution of the carrier. and means for automatically stopping the rotation of the

9. The combination of a saw carrier journalled in a suit- carrier after it has made a complete revolution .
able bearing and a saw arbour journalled in said carrier 17. In a machine for sawing tubular bodies, a rotatable

Et one side of the axis of the carrier , a saw mounted upon

saidarbour,a shaft extending axially throughsaid saw journalled in saidcarrierat one sideof the axis of the care

saw carrier, and means for rotating the same, a saw arbour

carrier and geared to saidarbour ,means for rotating said rier, said arbour havinga sawthereon, a feed wheel having
,

comprising a constantlydriven clutch member, a co-operat' body,means for constantly rotating said saw , meansto

mátically connectingsaid clutch members, and means for whelto bring a holder opposite the end of the saw carriesautomatically disengaging said clutch members at the com- with the tubular body in engagement with the saw , means

pletion of each revolution of the carrier.

10.The combination of a saw carrier journalled ina suit- meter

for automatically starting said carrier into operation after

able bearing and & saw arbour journalled in said carrier at for automatically stopping the rotation ofsaid carrier alter

one side of the axis of the carrier, a saw mounted upon said it has made a complete revolution .
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saw

18. In a machine for sawing tubular bodies, a rotatable closed while the tubular bodies are being cut - off, a cleaning
saw carrier , and means for rotating the same , a saw arbour device at the rear of the saws, means for moving said device

journalled in said carrier at one side of the axis of the car- into and out of the holders while the jaws are closed by said

rier, said arbour having a saw thereon, a feed wheel having guide and the feed wheel is at rest.
a series of holders thereon each adapted to hold a tubular 27. In a machine for sawing tubular bodies the combination

body, means for constantly rotating said saw, means for with a pair of saws arranged in parallel planes, means for
holding said carrier stationary, means for moving said feed constantly rotating said saws about their axes, and means

wheel intermittently to bring the holders successively into for giving said saws an intermittent orbital movement, of
position opposite the end of said carrier with the tubular a feed having a series of holders thereon , mechanism for in

body in engagement with the saw, means for automatically termittently operating said feed wheel and means for auto
starting said carrier into operation each time a tubular body matically throwing said feeding mechanism out of action
is brought into engagementwith the saw , and means for after each movement of the feed wheel.
automatically stopping the rotation of the carrier after it 28. In a machine for sawing tubular bodies the combin
has made a complete revolution . ation with a pair of saws arranged in parallel planes , and

19. In a machine for sawing tubular bodies, a saw , means means for constantly rotating said saws about their axes, of

for rotating the same upon its axis , a feed wheel baving one a feed wheel , means for intermittently operating said feed
or more holders thereon each adapted to hold a tubular wheel, mechanism for giving said saws an intermittent or

body transversely to the plane of the saw, means for rotat
bital movement, and means for automatically throwing said

iug said feed wheel to bring the tubular body into engage- mechanism out of action after each movement of the feed

ment with the saw , means for holding the feed wheel sta wheel .

tionary while the tubular body is in engagement with the 29. In a machine for cutting off the heads of sheet metal

saw, and means for giving the saw an orbital movement cans the combination with a pair of saws arranged in par
about the axis of the tubular body when the feed wheel is allel planes and means for constantly rotating said saws
at rest.

about their axes , of a clamp arranged to hold a can body
20. In a machine for sawing tubular bodies, a saw , means with its end portions in engagement with the saws, and in

for rotating the same upon its axis , a feed wheel having a
dependent means for giving said saws and clamp a completeseries of holders tbereon each adapted to hold a cubular
orbital movement relatively to one another during the enbody transversely to the plane of the saw , means for rotat
gagement of the saws with the can body to cause the sever

ing said feed wheel intermittently to bring the tubular
ance of the cans heads.

body into engagement with the saw , means ior holding the
30. In a machine for sawing tubular bodies the combin

feed wheel stationary each time a tubular body is brought
ation with a saw , and means for constantly rotating said saw

into engagement with the saw , and means for giving the
about its axis , of a clamp arranged to hold a tubular body

an orbital movement each time the feed wheel is
transversely to the plane of the saw and in engagement withstopped.

the saw, and independent means for giving said saw and21. In a machine for sawing tubular bodies , a pair of saws
wlamp a complete orbital movement relatively to one anotherarranged in parallel planes , means for rotating said saws

about their axis , a feed wheel having one or more holders
during the engagement of the saw with the tubular body to

cause the severance of the tubular body.thereon each adapted to hold a tubular body with its end

portions projecting beyond the holder into the planes of the 31. In a machine for sawing tubular bodies the combination

with a saw and means for constantly rotating said saw about
saws, means for rotating said teed wheel to bring the cubu

lar body or bodies into contact with the saws, means lor its axis , of a feeding device having a clamp thereon adapted

holding the ' feed wheel stationary while the tubular body lo hold a tubular body transversely to the plane of the saw,

is in engagement with the says , and means ior giving said means for automatically moving said feeding device to bring

saws a simultaneous orbital movement about the axis of the
said tubular body into engagement with the saw , means foi

tubular body engaged by the saws while the feed wheel is
automatically locking said feeding device in stationary posi .

tion while the tubular body is engaged by the saw, and meansat rest.

23. In a machine for sawing tubular bodies , a saw , means
for automatically moving said clamp and saw relatively to

for rotating the same upon its axis , a feeding device having one another while the feeding device is stationary to cause

the saw teeth to cut circumferentially around the tubular
a series of holders thereon, each adapted to hold a tubular

tody from the interior of the tubular body outwardly.
body transversely to the plane of the saw , means for rotat

ing said teed Wheel intermittently to bring said tubular 32. In a machine for cutting off the heads of sheet metal

bodies successively into engagement with the saw, means caps the combination with a pair of circular saws arrange!

for holding ine teed wheel stationary while each tubular in parallel planes, and means for rotating said saws about

body is in engagement with the saw, and means for giving
their axis , of a feeding device having a holder thereon, said

said saw an orbital movement while the feed wheel is sta holder being arranged in a plane between the saws and adap

tionary. ted to hold a can body with its end portions projecting into

23. In a machine for sawing tubular bodies , a saw, means the planes of the saws , means for moving said feeding device

for operating the same to sever the tubular bodies, a feeding to bring the can body into engagement with the saws, means

device having a series of holders thereon each adapted to for locking said feeding device in stationary position while

hold a tubuiar body in the plane of the saw , means for in the can body is engaged by the saws , and means for moving

termittently operating said feeding device to bring succes said holder and saws relatively to one another while the

sive holders opposite the saw , a cleaning device and means feeding device is stationary to cause the teeth of the saws

for moving said cleaning device into and out of the interior to cut circumferentially around the can body from the inter

of each holder after it has passed the saw and while the ior of the can outwardly.

feeding device is at rest. 33. In a machine for sawing tubular bodies, a circular saw

24. In a machine for sawing tubular bodies, a pair of saws, and means for constantly rotating the same about its axis,

means for operating the same to sever the tubular bodies , a clamp adapted to hold a tubular body transversely to the

afeeding device having aseries ofholdersthereoneach planeof the saw,means for giving thesawandthe clamp a
adapted to hold a tubular body with its ends projecting be relative feeding movement to cause the saw to make an in

yond the end of the holder into the planes of the saws , itial cut through the walls of the tubular body at one side

means for intermittently operating said feeding device to thereof , means for stopping this feeding movement after this

bring successive holders opposite the saws, a cleaning de initial cut has been made , and means for moving said saw

vice and means for moving said cleaning device into and out and clamp relatively to one another after the feed movement

of the interior of each holder after it has passed the saws has ceased to cause the saw teeth to cut circumferentially

and while the feeding device is at rest. around the tubular body from the interior outwardly,

25. In a machine for sawing tubular bodies , a pair of saws 34. In a machine for cutting off the heads of sheet metal

arranged in parallel planes, à feed wheel having a series of cans the combination with a pair of circular saws arranged

holders thereon each adapted to hold a tubular body with in parallel planes and means for rotating said saws about

its end portions projecting transverselyofthe planesofthe their axes, ofa holderarrangedin a plane between said saws
saws , means for intermittently moving said feed wheel to and adapted to hold a can body with its end portions pro

bring successive holders between the saws,a longitudinally jecting into the planes of the saws, means for giving the
movable shaft or spindle having a cleaning device thereon saws and holder a relative feeding movement to cause the

arrabged in the rear of the saws, and means for giving said saws to make initial cuts through the wall of the can body

spindle a longitudinal reciprocatingmovement each time the at one side thereof, means for stopping this feeding move
feed wheel is stopped. ment after the initial cuts have been made, and means for

26. In a machine for sawing tubular bodies, a pair of saws moving said pair of saws and the holder relatively to one

and means for operating the same to cut said bodies trans another after the feed movement has ceased to cause the

versely, a feed wheel having a seriesof holders thereon each teeth of both saws to cut circumferentially around the can

holder having a hingedouter jaw and being adapted to hold body from the interior outwardly .

a tubular body with its ends projecting into the planes of 35. A machine to cut the heads and bottoms from can

the saws, means for rotating said fe wheel intermittently , bodies having in combination a plurality of clamps to

& curved guide extending aroundthe upper and rear portions stationarily clamp can bodies between their ends, means for

of the feed wheeland adapted to hold said hinged jaws intermittently moving said clamps to bring them successively

.
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to the operative position , and means to
simultaneously make No. 101,324. Milking Machine.

two cuts one at each end around the clamped can body in

position , whereby both ends of the can will be severed and

removed while the body remains held in the clamp.

36. In a machine of the class described the
combination of

a crank, a cutter shaft carried by said crank , means for re Fin1
volving said cutter shaft continuously, means for revolving

said crank intermittently , and a can body clamp whose cen

ter is coincident with the axis of the cutter shaft.

37. In a machine of the class described the combination of

a crank, a cutter shaft carried by said crank and provided

with a pinion, a shaft at the axis of said crank and carrying

a gear which meshes with the pinion on said cutter shaft to

revolve the latter , means for revolving said gears and cutter

shaft continuously , means for revolving said crank inter

mittently and thereby move the revolving cutter shaft in a

circular path, and a can body clamp whose center is coin

cident with the axis of the cutter shaft.

38. In a machine of the class described the combination of tig 6.

a stationary table , a bearing supported above said table, a

revoluble sleeve extending through said bearing and carrying Fun.c.

a crank , means for revolving said sleeve, a cutter shaft car

ried by said crank , a shaft extending through said sleeve,

means for transmitting motion from said latter shaft to the

cutter shaft , and a can body clamp whose center is coin

cident with the axis of the cutter shaft.

39. In a machine of the class described the combination of

a crank, a cutter shaft carried by said crank, means for re
A 19.3.

volving said cutter shaft , means for revolving said crank in

termittently whereby to move the cutter shaft in a circular

path , a plurality of can body clamps and means for succes

sively moving said clamps into operative position with res
117324

pect to said cutter shaft.

40. In a machine of the class described the combination of

a crank, a cutter shaft carried by said crank , means for re D. H. Burrell and Company, assignee of Frederic A. Lane,

volving said crank to move the cutter shaft in a circular both of Little Falls, New York, U.S.A., 2nd October,

path , a revoluble head carrying a plurality of can body 1906 : 6 years . Filed 16th February, 1906. Receipt No.

clamps, and means for intermittently revolving said head to 132,965 .

successively bring the clamps into position opposite the Claim .-- 1 . In a milking machine the combination with teat

crank axis and hold them at rest while the cutter shaft is cups and a milk pipe , of an interposed connecter compris

moved in a circular path. ing a body which is open at the bottom , a bottom remov.

41. In a machine for cutting can bodies the combination of ably secured in the bottom opening of the body, a lateral
two cranks confronting each other but spaced apart , a rotary attaching device for the milk pipe formed on said body
cutter carried by each crank, a plurality of movable clamps above the bottom opening thereof, and individual attaching
each adapted to clamp a can body between its ends , means devices for said cups formed on the top of said body, the
for successively míving the said clamps to a position in the interior of said attaching devices being directly accessible
space between the said two cranks with their centers coin- upon removing said bottom , substantially as described.

icdent with the axis of the cutter shaft, and means for inter 2. In a milking machine the combination of a milk pipe,

mittently revolving both cranks to cause the cutters to sever leat cups and a connector interposed between said pipe and

and remove the head and bottom while the body remains said cups and provided with a restricted air inlet through

held in the clamp.
which air is constantly admitted to the connector and the

milk passages connected therewith , substantially as set
forth .

No, 101,322. Extraction of Nickel and Cobalt.
3. In a milking machine the combination of a milk vessel,

Eatraction de nickel et cobalt. a pulsator on the same, a milk pipe connected with the

The Metais Extraction Corporation , assignee of Ralph pulsator; teat cups connected with the milk pipe , an air

inlet which is placed periodically in communication with the
Waldo Emerson MacIvor , all of London, England, 2nd

October , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 11th June, 1906. Receipt milk pipe by the pulsator and an air inlet which admits air

constantly to the milk pipe, substantially as set forth .
No. 136,769 . 4. In a milking machine the combination of a milk vessel,

Claim.-1 . The treatment of recovering nickle and cobalt
a milk pipe connected therewith , teat cups connected with

form ores of oxidized mattes consisting in finely grinding the milk pipe and air inlet devices adapted to admit air to

the same and digesting them with or without pressure in a both ends of the milk pipe, substantially as set forth.
solution of chloride of magnesium at a suitable temperature, 5. In a milking machine the combination of a milk vessel ,

drawing off the resulting solutions of cobalt and nickel a milk pipe connected therewith , teat cups, a connector in
chlorides as formed and treating the same by known means terposed between the cups and the pipe and provided with
for the recovery of the metal contents, substantially as an air inlet which is constantly open , and a pulsator pro
described. vided with an air inlet which is periodically placed in com

2. Themanner of separating cobalt from nickelby digest- munication with the milk pipe, substantially as set forth.
ing the finely ground nickel cobalt ores or roasted mattes 6. A teat cup comprisinga rigid tapering body shaped
in a solution of chloride of magnesium at a suitable tem to receive andsupport the teat and having at its largeend
perature in such manner that the cobalt is first dissolved an enlargement forming an internal annular cavity which
and separated as a solution of cobaltous chloride from the extends outwardly and upwardly from the large end of the

ore, the digesting being then continuedforthe similar re- tapering body ,anda flexiblemouthpiece havingan outer
moval of the nickel , substantially as described. wall by which it is attached to said enlargement and an in

3. In the treatment of cobalt and nickel ores or roasted ver depending packing wall whichislocated in said cavity
mattes forming the same into a paste with chloride of mag above the large end of the tapering bodyand capable of

nesium ,andafter drying heating the mass to a temperature sidewise movement in said cavity, substantially as set

of about 300 degrees centigrade and subsequently wasting out forth .

the cloride of cobalt and nickel .

No. 101,325. Electric Switch . Commutateur électrique.

No. 101,323. Production of Nickel and Cobalt.

W. J. O'Leary and Company, assignee of William Coonan,
Production de nickel et cobalt.

all of Montreal, Quebec , Canada, 2nd October, 1906 ; 6

The Metals Extraction Corporation , assignee of Ralph years. Filed 3rd August, 1904.ReceiptNo. 117,443 .

Waldo Emerson MacIvor , all of London , England, 2nd Claim .-- 1. In an electric switch the combination of a bed
October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 16th June, 1906. Receipt plate, a gravity actuated frame pivotally mounted thereon:
No. 136,959 .

a pivotally supported lockingmember,andlocking means

Claim.- In the production of mattes from sulphide nickel carried by şaid bed plate in position to engage the respec:

and cobaltores, mixing withsuch ores an alkali or alkaline tive ends of said pivoted locking member, substantially as
earth -poly-sulphide together with a small quantity of car- described.

bon , for the purpose and in the manner substantially as 2. In an electric switch the combination of a bed plate, a

described . gravity actuated framepivotally mounted thereon,a locking

12

1
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member pivotally connected to said frame and provided with | No. 101,326. Feed Mechanism for Magazines.

catches at its respective ends , and locking means carried Mécanisme d'alimentation pour magasins de fusils.

Fig 2
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Charles Owens and Dwight P. Montague, assignee of a half

1613230

interest , both of Chattanooga , Tennessee , U.S.A. , 2nd

October , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 13th July, 1906. Receipt

NO, 137,787

Claim.-1. In combination in a machine of the class des

cribed , a feed drum , a hopper or support for the magazine

or other articles whereby the forward portions of the said

by the bed plate in position to engage said catches , sub- magazine are supported upon the said feed drum , means car
stantially as described . ried by the feed drum for engaging the magazines, and con

3. In an electric switch the combination of a bed plate, a trolling means between which and the feed drum the maga

gravity actuated frame pivotally mounted thereon , a lock zines must pass , substantially as described.

ing member pivotally secured to said frame and provided 2. In combination a feed drum arranged to support the

with catches at its respective ends , a fixed member carried forward portion of the magazines , means carried by the feed
by the frame in position to engage one of said catches drum for engaging the magazines, controlling means engag;

and a movable member carried by said frame in position ing the pile of magazines and arranged opposite the feed
to engage the other of said catches , substantially as des- drum with a space between for the passage of the maga

cribed. zines , said controlling means consisting of a wheel having

4. In an electric switch the combination of a bed plate , a teeth or projections thereon and adjustable releaser means

gravity actuated frame pivotally mounted thereon , a locking to cover more or less of said teeth or projections and shield

member pivotally secured to said frame and provided with them from the pile of magazines , substantially as

catches at its respective ends, a fixed member adjustably cribed.

carried by the frame in position to engage one of said 3. In combination a feed drum having means to engage the

catches, and a movable member carried by said frame in magazines , a controlling ratchet arranged opposite the feed

position to engage the other of said catches , substantially as Crum , means for rotating the ratchet step -by -step, and re

described . leaser means to shield more or less of the ratchet teeth in

5. In an electric switch the combination of a bed plate , a respect to the pile of magazines , substantially as described .

gravity actuated frame pivotally mounted thereon , a locking 4. In combination the feed drum , carrying means to engage

member pivotally connected to said frame and provided with the magazine, a ratchet wheel arranged opposite the drum

catches at its respective ends, an adjustable means carried with a space between for the passage of the magazines, said

by said frame in position to engage one of said catches , an ratchet wheel having its teeth adapted to obstruct the for

armature plate carried by said bed plate for engagement | ward movement of the magazines, means engaging the said

with the other of said catches, and a magnet for actuating ratchet teeth for operating the ratchet, and releaser means

said armature plate , substantially as described . to cover more or less of the ratchet teeth in respect to the
6. In an electric switch the combination of a bed plate , a pile of magazines, substantially as described.

gravity actuated frame pivotally mounted thereon , a lock- 5. In combination the feed drum , carying means to engage

ing member pivotally connected to said frame, a gravity the magazine, a ratchet wheel arranged opposite the drum

actuated armature plate arranged to lockingly engage said | with a space between for the passage of the magazines , said

pivoted locking member , a magent for actuating said arma- ratchet wheel having its teeth adapted to obstruct the for

ture plate , a stop arranged to limit the movement of said ward movement of the magazines , means engaging the said

armature plate and provided with means for limiting the ratchet teeth for operating the ratchet , and releaser means

swing of said pivoted locking member, substantially as des- to cover more or less of the ratchet teeth in respect to the

cribed . pile of magazines , said releaser means being adjustable

7. In an electric switch the combination of a bed plate , about the axis of the ratchet , substantially as described .

circuit terminals electrically insulated on said bed plate , 6. In combination a feed drum , an adjustable support for

a gravity actuated frame pivotally mounted on the bed, the rear portion of the pile of magazines , a ratchet wheel ar

plate , electric conducting members carried by said pivoted ranged opposite the feed drum and between which the feed
frame and adapted to complete the circuit between said

drum the magazines pass , means for operating the ratchet

circuit terminals, a locking member pivotally connected to and a releaser adapted to shield more or less of the ratchet
said frame, and locking means carried by the bed plate in teeth in respect to the pile of magazines , substantially as

position to engage the respective ends of said pivoted lock- , described .

ing member, substantially as described . 7. In combination a feed drum adapted to receive the

8. In an electric switch the combination of a bed plate , magazines thereon , means carried by the feed drum to en

circuit terminals electrically insulated on said bed plate, a gage the magazines to feed them forward, and feed control

gravity actuated frame pivotally mounted on the bed plate , ling means arranged opposite the feed drum with a space

electric conducting members resiliently supported on said therebetween for the passage of the magazines , said con

pivoted frame and adapted to complete the circuit between trolling means being adapted to provide a contracting space

said circuit terminals , a locking member pivotally connect to make the pile of magazines at the feeding point assume

ed to said frame , and locking means carried by the bed a pyramid- like formation with the magazines in advance of

plate in position to engage the respective ends of said pivot- the one next above , substantially as described.

ed locking memberi substantially as described. 8. In combination with the feed drum , a rotary device

9. In an electric switch thecombination of a bed plate , ' opposite the peripheral surface of the feed drum for con
circuit terminals electrically insulated on said bed plate, a trolling the feed of the magazines and a releaser associated
gravity actuated frame pivotally mounted on the bedplate, with said rotary device and an adjustable stop carried there
flexible contacts carried by said pivoted frame, andadapted by,substantially as described
to complete the circuit between said circuit terminals , a 9. In combination with the feed drum , a toothed wheel op

locking member pivotally connected to said frame, and lock - posite the peripheralsurface of the drum, a releaser, and
ing means carried by the bed plate in position to engage the means for adjusting the size of the space between said re

rospective ends ofsaid pivoted locking member, substanti- leaser and the surface of thefeed drum , substantially asally as described .
described.
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No. 101,327. Electric Furnace. Fournaise électrique. No. 101,329. Electro - Chemical Process for Pro

ducing Nitrogen Compounds.

Procédé électro - chimique pour la production de composé d'azote.

FIG . 1
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Bay

H John Wilfrid Wood , Moulton , Iowa , U.S.A. , 2nd October, 1906 ;

6 years. Filed 22nd June, 1906. Receipt No. 137,175.

Claim.-1 . An electro - chemical process for making nitrogen

compounds which consists in continuously charging a liquid

electrolyte with air under pressure to furnish it with an

excess of nitrogen , and subjecting the liquid to the action

La Société Electro -Metallurgique Français , Forges , assignee
of an electric current to dissociate the liquid and removing

of Paul Toussaint Héroult , La Praz, France , 2nd October ,
the nitrogen and other compounds thus formed .

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 8th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,708 .

2. An electro - chemical process for making nitrogen com

pounds which consists in preparing an aqueous solution of

Claim.-1 . An electric furnace having an electrode , a pro nitrogen , continuously charging the solution with air under

tecting jacket therefor and means for cooling said jacket .

2. An electric furnace having an electrode, an outer pro

pressure and subjecting the solution to the action of an elec

tric current to dissociate the solution and removing the

tecting jacket therefor and an inner cooling jacket between nitrogen and other compounds thus formed .

the electrode and the outer jacket . 3. An electro-chemical process for making nitrogen com

3. An electric furnace having an electrode anda protect -pounds which consists in causing a liquid electrolyte to con
ing jacket therefor having passages for cooling fluid there tinuously absorb gaseous nitrogen , sending an electro cur

through . rent through the electrolyte at ordinary temperature for

4. Anelectric furnace having an electrode, an outer jacket the purpose of dissociating theliquid and liberating the pro
of heat insulating material and an inner jacket of heat con

ducting material between the electrode and the outer jacket, compounds .

ducts of electrolysis , and firmly carrying off the nitrogenous

and having passages for a cooling fluid therethrough.

5. An electric furnace having an electrode, an outer jacket pounds which consists in continuously charging water with

4. An electro - chemical process for making nitrogen com

M of heat insulating material surrounding the same, and an

inner jacket N of heat conducting material,said inner jacket sendinganelectric currentthroughthe water to dissociate

air under pressure , to provide it with an excess of nitrogen

comprising plates P and Q with blocks between them form the water and to liberate the nitrogen and other products,

ing passages R for the circulation of a cooling fluid . and finally carrying off at the anode and cathode respectively

6. Anelectric furnace having an electrode and aprotecting the nitrogen and other compounds formed .
jacket therefor adapted to extend down into the furnace , the

electrode being adapted to be adjusted through said jacket .

7. An electric furnace havingmeans for injecting air there- No. 101,330. Telegraphic Alphabet.

to comprising an annular space in the furnace wall open to Alphabet télégraphique.

the interior , and a ring surrounding and discharging into

said space .

8. An electric furnace having means for injecting air there Mg.1.

into comprising an annular space in the furnace wall open to si -
the interior and a ring surrounding and discharging into said

space , the wall above said space overhanging the edge of the

wall below the space . Figia

9. The combination with an electrode for an electric fur 2

race, of a protecting jacket adapted to extend into the fur
-ՈՆ-ԱՆ-ԼԼՈ, Ն- Ն Ն Ո Ն Ա - Ն

nace to protect the electrode , and a stuffing box supporting

said jacket , the electrode being adapted to be fed through

the stuffing box and jacket .

10. The combination with an electrode for an electric fur Fig.3 .
nace , of a stuffing box W surrounding the electrode, said

stuffing box being provided with a gland d and graphite pack

ing o .

No. 101,328. Method of Producing Nitrogen Com

position. Fig .4 .

Méthode de production de composé d'azote .

Oscar Frederick Carlson , Stockholm , Sweden , 2nd October,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 18th July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,935. 201330

Claim .-- 1 . The herein described method of producing nitro

gen compositi
ons

by heating carbides of alkaline earths in

à current of nitrogen gas consistingin adding to the carbide Isidor Kitsee , Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, U.S.A., 2nd Och

before the heating, one or more fluorides of an alkali or an tober , 1906 ; 12 years. Filed i7th May, 1:06. Receipt

alkaline earth , substantially for the purpose set forth .
No. 136,023

2. The herein described method of producing nitrogen com- Claim . — 1. In a telegraphic alphabet, one symbol cona

positions by heating carbides of alkalineearthsin a current sisting of two curves opposite as to each other, and the
posnitrogen gas, consisting in adding to the carbide before second symbolconsistingprstwo -curvesoppositeas to each

the heating, one or more flouridesof an alkali or analkaline other , a zero line between said curves.

earth and a sulphate of an alkaline earth or an alkali , sub

stantially for the purpose set forth.

2. A.telegraphic alphabet comprising two symbols, one
consisting of two marks opposite as

12

Showroom

يفو

1

to each other, the
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second symbol consisting of two marks opposite as to each end of the spring plate to bear on the free end of the swing

other, and a third mark between said two marks . ing jaw member, to press the latter toward the stationary

3. A telegraphic code comprising a different grouping of

two symbols, one symbol consisting of one mark at one

side of the imaginary zero line followed by a second mark

at the other side of said zero line, and the second symbol

consisting of one mark on one side of the zero line, and

one mark at the other side of the zero line .

4. A telegraphic Morse alphabet in which the dash is

symbolized by two curves opposite as to each other and

connected with each other by a straight line , and in which

the dot is symbolized by two connected curves opposite

each other.

5. A telegraphic alphabet comprising two characters , one

character consisting of two elements , one above and one be

low an imaginary zero line and the second character consist

ing of three elements , one above , one at , and one below an

imaginary zero line .

C
E
F
1
0
1

No. 101,331. Line Clamp. Frein pour câbles.

ung

jaw member, or to be disengaged from the said swinging:

jaw member.

2. The herein described clamp comprisinga socket member
for attachment to a shoe , a resilient head for engagement

with the socket member, a pivot projecting outwardly from

said head , the stationary jaw member secured on the pivot

and having the offset portion at its center, the swinging

jaw member having its inner end pivotally connected to the

offset portion of the stationary jaw member, and the spring

plate mounted in the pivot for lateral movement with re

ference to the stationary jaw member to engage and disen

gage the swinging jaw member.

No. 101,333. Holder for Cartridges. Porte cartouches.
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M/11 :331

John E. Baechler, Sarnia, Ontario, Canada , 2nd October,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 29th May, 1905. Receipt No. 125 , - John Joyce Burnett and Charles Bubear, both of Welling

582. ton , Somerset, England 2nd October, 1906 ; 6 years.

Claim . - 1 . In a line clamp, the combination with a brass Filed 14th July 1906. Receipt No. 137,815 .

plate formed with apertures, of a boss extending trans- Claim . - 1 . The combination of a conical spring holder
versely across the plate near one end and provided with a formed of spring metal , bent into a circle with bands of

hole extending longitudinally through the same , said boss metal near the top and bottom riveted thereto on each side

being cut away at the center to form a bearing at each side , of the joint , and having means for attachment to a band ,
a clamping lever consisting of a short arm and a long arm belt or clothing, substantially as described.

provided at their junction with an apertured ear on one 2. As a new article of manufacture a holder for cartridges

side adjacent to the plate and curved outwardly toward each of spring metal slightly larger than the diameter of the

end away from the plate and extending through the ear on head of the cartridge and having a series of tongues pro

the lever, a transverse portion formed integral with each jecting from it in a straight line without a bead but slight
end of said lever, arms integral with the ends of said ly bent inward so as to form a narrower circle than the

transverse portions and extending at right angles thereto . cartridge, whereby the cartridge bead rests on the top of
a serrated transverse rib on the long end of the base plate , the tongue , but can be forcibly withdrawn from the tongues.
the transverse portion of the short arm of said lever being 3. The combination of a cylindrical portion at top having

adapted to co -operate with said rib , and a lug at each end spring clips B stamped out of it , and a series of tongues
of said rib. continuing therefrom in a substantially straight line , some

what smaller but continually lessening in diameter whereby

No. 101,332. Overshoe Fastener . Attache de galoches. the cartridge rests on the tongues , and is prevented from

Watson 0. Brockway, Chicago , Illinois, U.S.A., 2nd October rection by the spring clips .
being shaken out of the cartridge holder in an upward di

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 25th June, 1906. Receipt No. 137, 4. A spring metal holder for cartridges formed of sheet

247 . metal having a series of vertical slots D D and means for

Claim .-- 1 . The herein described clamp having means to supporting the bead of the cartridge near the top of the

attach it to a shoe and comprising the stationary jaw mem- tongues formed by the slots .

ber 4 having the offset portion at its center, the swinging 5.A cartridge holder formed of a spring metal body hav

jaw member having its inner end pivotally connected to the ing spring tongues, resilient means for supporting the head

offset portion of the stationary jaw member, and the spring of the cartridge , and spring clips stamped out of the body,

plate 10 pivotally connected to the upper end of the sta- whereby the cartridge is prevented from being shaken out

tionary jaw member for lateral movement to enable the free ' in an upward direction.
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3. In a base or stand for trolley poles the combination of a said members, and an electro -magnetically controlled pen

base , a pivot mounted upon said base , a head mounted upon dulum for moving the upper member from the support.

said pivot, said head comprising a body and an attaching 2. In signaling apparatus , a pair of superposed contact

plate , and anti- friction bearings between the attaching plate members , a pivotally mounted receiver hook having at its

and the base. inner end a support for the upper member and provided with

4. In a base or stand for trolley poles the combination of a an inclined arm extending below the support to permit re

base having a tubular extension projecting from its under- engagement with said upper member after a circuit closing

side , a pivot mounted in said tubular extension , means for operation, and an electro -magnetically controlled pendulum

preventing displacement of the pivot from the tubular ex- for moving the upper member from the said support .

tension , anti-friction bearings between the pivot and the 3. In signalling apparatus, a pair of superposed contact

base, a head mounted upon the pivot , and anti - friction bear - members, a receiver hook having at its inner end an insu

ings between the head and the base. lated support for the upper member and provided with a per

5. In a base or stand for trolley poles the combination of a fect pendent arm arranged in a plane oblique to the verti

base having a tubular extension , a sleeve affixed to the base cal plane of said upper member, and an electro -magnetically

within the tubular extension aforesaid, a pivot mounted in controlled pendulum for moving said upper member from

the said sleeve, anti -friction bearings between the sleeve its support.

and the pivot , a head mounted upon the pivot and comprising 4. In a signalling apparatus , a lower contact member in the

a body and an attaching plate secured thereto, the base being form of a bar having an inturned arm at one end , a second

provided with a seat concentric of the pivot aforesaid, bear- contact member arranged above the first and adapted to en

ing rings disposed in said seat , and anti - friction bearings be- gage said arm to close a circuit , a pivotally mounted re

tween said rings, the attaching plate of the head co -operat - ceiver hook having at its inner end a support for said mem

ing with rings aforesaid , as specified . ber, and provided with a pendent inclined arm to permit re

engagement with said upper member after a circuit closing

No. 101,299. Vapourizer . Vaporisateur. operation , and an electro -magnetically controlled pendulum

for moving said upper member from its support.

No. 101,301 . Trolley Wheel. Roue de trollé.1
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Emil Hubert, Budapest , Hungary, 2nd October, 1906 ;

years. Filed 9th May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,722 .

Claim . - 1 . In a vapourizer for liquid combustibles , in com

bination a spindle fitted in the interior of the vapour tube ,

a filter formed of a number of gauzes one over the other

and placed over the end of the spindle opposite to the outlet

aperture , substantially as described and shown in the draw

ing.

2. In a vapourizer a casing, a tube 2 screwed on to the

casing 1 and made hollow for the formation of a preheating

chamber 3 and the reception of the spindle 4 , a filter 13 pro

vided at the end of the spindle opposite to the outlet aper

ture, a needle spindle 6 extending through the vapour tube

and connected to an evapourating device in the casing 1 for

cleaning the outlet apertureformed in the cap 11 , substan- George Loffi, Garrett, Indiana, U.S.A. , 2nd October, 1906 ; 6

tially as described and shown in the drawing.
year. Filed 17th September, 1906. Receipt No. 139,559.3. In a vapourizer a vapour tube , having the interior of

spiral form or the like and a smooth spindle fited within the
Claim.-In a trolley , the trolley wheel having a lateral

tube which bears against the edge of the threads, substan- hub, bearings engaging the opposite ends of said hub and

tially as described and shown in the drawing. supporting an axle extending through the same , said hear

4. In a vapourizer a smooth spindle wound with strips of ings having converging armsunitedat their extremities and

wiro o ' thelike and bearing with these strips against the formed into a longitudinal bearing , a pole socket for re

interior of the tube fitted within the smooth vapour tube, ceiving said longitudinal bearing and provided with spaced

substantially as dsecribed and shown in the drawing.
ears extending in advance of the longitudinal socket, a pin

disposed through said ears and a spring bearing terminally

No. 101,300. Telephone Signal Apparatus.
against said pin and the longitudinal bearing.

Appareil de signal de téléphone.
No. 101,302. Electro -Magnetic Apparatus.

Appareil électro -magnétique.
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David F. Laughlin , Clyde , Kansas, U.S.A. , 2nd October,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 19th September, 1906. Receipt No.

139,631 . John McIntyre, Jersey City, New Jersey, U.S.A. , 2nd October,

Claim .-- 1. In a signalling apparatus , a pair of superposed
1906 ; 6 years. Filed 27th January, 1906. Receipt No.

contact members, a receiver hook having its inner end ar
132,331 .

ranged to form a support for the upper member, the re- Claim.-1 . A means for treating live animal, live vegetable

moval of the receiver from the hook permitting such upper or other objects , comprising a pliable cable coil, and a

members to descend into engagement with the lower mem- frequency source of electrical energy in circuit with the said

ber , and the replacing of the receiver serving to separate l coil .
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2. A means for treating live animal , live vegetable or tation to maintain the faces of the said contact portions at

other objects , comprising a frequency source of electrical all times in the same straight line registering position .

energy , and pliable cable coils arranged in series and in 5. A ruhmkorff coil comprising a coil cylinder carrying

circuit with the said frequency source of electrical energy. the primary and secondary wires and the core , a spring

3. A means for treating live animal , live vegetable or amature lever fixed at one end and carrying at its free end

other objects . comprising a frequency source of electrical an armature located opposite the said core , a contact por

energy , and multiple cable coils in circuit with the said tion on the said armature lever, intermediate the fixed end

frequency source of electrical energy. and the said armature , a bar slidable at an angle toward

4. A means for treating live animal , live organic vege- and from the said armature lever and carrying a contact

table or other objects , comprising a frequency source of portion opposite the said armature lever contact portion ,

electrical energy, a primary circuit connected with the said means for the bar to slide in and hold it against rotation to

frequency source of electrical energy, and a sucondary cir- maintain the faces of the said contact portions at all times

cuit induced by the said primary circuit, the conducting in the same straight line registering position, and means

cables of the said circuits being arranged in coils for sur- for holding the said armature and armature lever in position

rounding the object, the cables being flexible to allow any while adjusting the said bar in the direction of its length.

portion thereof being brought nearerto or farther from the 6. A ruhmkorff coil comprising a coil cylinder carrying the

object. primary and secondary wires and the core, a spring arma

ture lever fixed at one end and carrying at its free end an

No. 101,303. Ruhmkorff Coils . Serpentin .
armature located opposite the said core, a contact portion

on the said armature lever, intermediate the fixed end and

the said armature , a slidable bar carrying a contact portion

opposite the said armature lever contact portion , means for

Fisi..
the bar to slide in and to hold it against rotation , a spring

pressing the said bar in the direction of its length, and re
taining means engaging the said armature and armature

lever for holding the armature lever in position while ad

justing the bar.

7. A ruhmkorff coil comprising a coil cylinder carrying the

primary and secondary wires and the core, a spring arma

ture lever fixed at one end and carrying at its free end an

amature located opposite the said core , a contact portion on

the said armature lever, intermediate the fixed end and the

said armature, a slidable bar carrying a contact portion

opposite the said armature lever contact portion, means for

the bar to slide in and to hold against rotation , a spring

pressing the said bar in the direction of its length, and re

taining means engaging the said armature and armature

lever, for holding the armature lever in position while ad

justing the bar, the said retaining means consisting of a

lever fulcrumed in the end of the coil cylinder and adapted

to be swung into position between the said cylinder and

the inner face of the armature and armature lever.

8. A ruhmorff coil having an armature lever contact por

Figs tion and a contact portion opposite the said armature lever

contact portion , and non -rotatable to maintain the faces

Fig.3. of the said contact portions at all times in the same straight

line registering position , the said non -rotatable contact

portion being adapted to be moved at a right angle toward

and from the said armature lever contact portion .

No. 101,304. Game Apparatus. Appareil de jeu .

Fig. 5.
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John McIntyre, Jersey City, New Jersey, U.S.A. , 2nd October,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 19th March, 1906. Receipt No.

134,010 .

Claim.-1. A ruhmkorff coil provided with a spring arma

ture lever carrying a contact portion , a bar arranged at an

angle to the said armature lever and carrying a contact por

tion for engagement by the said armature contact portion ,

and a bearing for the said bar to slide in and for holding the

bar against turning to maintain the faces of the said con

tact portions at all times in the same straight line register

ing position .

2. A ruhmkorff coil provided with a spring armature

lever carrying a contact portion for engagement by the said

armature contact portion , a bearing for the said bar to

slide in and for holding the bar against turning to maintain

the faces of the said contact portions at all times in the

same straight line registering position , and a fastening de

vice for securing the bar in place in the said bearing after

the desired adjustment is made.

3. A ruhmkorff coil provided with a spring armature

lever carrying a contact portion , a bar carrying a contact

portion for engagement by the said armature contact por

tion , a bearing for the said bar to slide in and for holding

the bar against turning, and a spring pressing against the

bar at the end opposite the one carrying the contact portion .

4. A ruhmkorff coil comprising a coil cylinder carrying

the primary and secondary wires and the core , a spring

armature lever fixed at one end and carrying at its free end

an armatnre located opposite the said core , a contact por

tion onthe said armature lever, intermediate the fixed end Livingston B. Pennell, Stevens Point, Wisconsin , U.S.A., 2nd
and the said armature, a bar slidable at an angle toward October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 27th February , 1906. Re

and from the said armature lever and carrying a contact ceipt No. 133,381 .

portion opposite the said armature lever contact portion , Claim . - 1 . A game apparatus comprising a board with a

and means for the bar to slide in and to hold it against ro- ' long main track across the same, a shorter single continuous
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curved track or siding, communicating at each end with said throughout the series and a means for passing the fluid
main track, and three groups of movable pieces , representing medium from the conveying compartment of one collar to the
cars, with two pieces representing engines, each of the said pressure compartment of the next adjacent collar, and so on

groups of cars comprising three pieces , those in one of the throughout the series.

glroups being wholly detached and those in the two other

groups being united together, and each end of each engine No. 101,306. Elastic Fluid Turbine .
being adapted to couple with either end of the two groups of

united cars, the described siding being capable of holding
Turbine à fluide élastique.

only three cars and one engine at any one time.

2. A game apparatus comprising a board with a long main

track across the same, a shorter single continuous curved

track or siding communicating at each end with said main

track, pivoted guards or guides for opening and closing com

munication between said main track and said siding at proper

times, a group of three wholly detached movable pieces rep

resenting railroad cars, two other groups of similar pieces ,

three in each group, inseparably united together, and two

other pieces representing railroad engines, the said engines ,

and the two last -named groups of cars being provided with

coupling devices for engagement when described, and all of

the movable pieces being in engagement with said tracks, the

said siding being capable of holding only one engine and

three cars at any time.
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James Wilkinson, Providence, Rhode Island , U.S.A., 2nd

October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 4th September, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 139,189.

Claim . - 1. An elastic fluid turbine operating by stage ex

pansion and having a working passage which enlarges across

stages, the provision thereinof successive nozzles formed in

stationary elements and disposed at increased angles across

stages to the plane of bucket rotation, and buckets of de

creasing concavity co -operating with said nozzles.

2. In a multiple stage turbine, buckets rotatable within the

several stages ,and nozzle passages discharging fluid pressure

against said buckets, the nozzle passages for supplying motor

fluid to the low pressure stage or stages having a greater

angle of inclination than the nozzles for the other stage or

stages, substantially as and for the purpose described .

3. In a multiple stage turbine, buckets rotatable within the

several stages, nozzle passages discharging fluid pressure

against said buckets , the nozzle passages for the low pres

sufre stage or stages having a greater angle or inclination

than the nozzles for the other stages, and the buckets co

operating with said nozzle passages having different angles

of inclination, substantially as described.

4. In a multiple stage turbine, stationary elements between

the stage compartments, nozzle passages leading through

said elements and forming conduits for the fluid between

stages, said nozzles having relatively smaller induction ends,

Vel Alvin Rutledge, Berkley, Virginia , U.S.A. , 2nd October, as proportioned to the cross sectional area of the nozzles,

1906; 6 years. Filed 10th Auugst, 1906. Receipt No. 138,567. and relatively larger angles of inclination , for the low pres

Claim.–1. In a turbine, a rotating piston, a collar sur sure stages than for the high pressure stages.

rounding and receiving said piston and fitting snugly about 5. In a multiple stage turbine , partitions between stages

the entire periphery of the same, said collar having a fluid and nozzle passages leading through said partitions and

medium pressure compartment with a channel leading there having enlarged admission openings and angularly disposed

from to the inner periphery of the collar, said collar also discharge passages leading therefrom and constituting the
having a medium conveying compartment with a channel pozzles proper, the cross sectional area of the nozzles pro

leading thereto from the inner periphery of the collar. per for the last stages being increased relatively to the cross

2. In a turbine ,a rotating piston , a collar surrounding and sectional area of their admission openings.
receiving said piston , said collar having a fluid medium pres- 6. In a turbine operating by stage expansion , nozzle pass

sure compartment with a channel leading therefrom to the ages formed in stationary elements through which the motor

inner periphery of the collar, said collar also having a fluid flows in succession to act against rotatable buckets ,

medium conveying compartment with a channel leading and supply openings for the nozzles, the cross sectional area

thereto from the inner periphery of the collar, the capacity of said openings representing a decreasing percentage of the
of the last said channel being greater than the first said cross sectional area of their respective nozzles for the last

channel, stage as compared with the preceding stages.

2. In a turbine , a rotating piston , a collar surrounding and 7. In a multiple stage turbine, fluid supply nozzle passages

receiving said piston and fitting snugly around the entire comprising enlarged admission ends and nozzles proper

periphery of the same, said collar having a fluid medium leading therefrom , the cross sectional area of the nozzles
pressure compartment with a channel leading therefrom to proper for the last stage or stages being increased relatively
the inner periphery of the collar, said collar also having a to the cross sectional area of their admission ends by in

medium conveying compartment with a channel leading creasing their angle of inclination to the rotating buckets
thereto from the inner periphery of the collar, the capacity against which they discharge fluid .
of the last said channel being greater than that of the first 8. In an elastic fluid turbine subdivided into stages by
said collar . diaphrgas , nozzle supply openings formed in said dia

4. In a turbine, a series of rotating pistons, a collar re- phragms, nozzles leading therefrom at a determined angle,
ceiving each piston , each said collar having a fluid medium the angle of the nozzles in the last diaphragm being greater

pressure compartment with a channel leading therefrom to than that of the nozzles in preceding diaphragms, and buck

the inner periphery of the collar, each said collar also having ets in the several compartments which co -operate with said

fluid medium conveying compartment with a channel leading nozzles , the buckets for the nozzles having the greater in

theretofrom the innerperiphery of the collar, the pressure clination being less concave than the other buckets but hav
compartments of one collar being located in alignment with ing their admission edges disposed at a relatively greater

the conveying compartment of the next adjacent collar angle to their plane of rotation than said other buckets.

-
-
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No. 101,307. Elastic Fluid Turbine. 13. In an elastic fluid turbine , the combination of a sup

Turbine à fluide élastique. port , a segmental bucket base carrying a plurality of over

lapping buckets, a recess in the end of one segment regis

tering with the end bucket of the adjacent segment, so

that one segmental base can be removed without disturb

ing the other, and a means for securing the base to the

support.

14. In an elastic fluid turbine, the combination of a sup

port, a segmental bucket base carrying a plurality of over

lapping buckets , each having a recess in one end and an

overhanging bucket at the other, the recess and bucket

registeringwhen the parts are assembled on the suppott,

and a bucket securing means .

15. In an elastic fluid turbine, the combinusion of seg

mental bases, each common to a plurality of overlapping

buckets and provided with a recess for registering with a

bucket on the adjacent segment at one end and a projecting

bucket on the other, and segmental covers for the buckets,

the plane of division between cover segments being located

between the buckets of adjacent segments.

No. 101,308. Elastic Fluid Turbine.
The Canadian General Electric Company, Toronto, Ontario ,

Canada, assignee of Charles Fix , Quincy, Massachusetts,
Turbine à fluide élastique.

U.S.A., 2nd October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 2nd May, 1906 .

Receipt No. 135,463.

Claim . - 1 . In an elastic fluid turbine, the combination of a

support, a plurality of buckets , a supporting base , a device

for anchoring the base with respect to the support at one

point, and one or more other devices for attaching the base

to the support which permit it to freely expand and con

tract.

2. In an elastic fluid turbine , the combination of a sup

port, a bucket supporting base, a device for anchoring the

base , and one or more bolts for securing the base to the

support which are body bound in the base and are loose ip

the support.

3. In an elastic fluid turbine, the combination of a sup

port, a bucket supporting base, a screw - threaded means for

securing the base and the support , and a wall for preventing

the means from loosening.

4. In an elastic fluid turbine , the combination of a bucket

supporting base , a holder, a means securing the base to the

holder and permitting it to expand and contract , a casing,

and means securing the holder to the casing which permit

the said holder and casing to expand and contract independ

ently of each other .

6. In an elastic fluid turbine, the con.bination of a bucket The Canadian General Electric Company,Toronto, Ontario ,
supporting base, a holder, a means for locating the position Canada, assignee of Elihu Thompson, Swampscott, Mas

of the base with respect to the holder, and a means for se
sachusetts , U.S.A. , 2nd October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed

curing the base and holder which permit the two to expand 15th May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,927 .

and contract independently, a support for the holder, and Claim.-1. In an elastic fluid turbine , the combination of

means uniting the holder and support which permit the two buckets which are relatively rotatable , an enclosing casing,
to expand and contract independently . and a means for balancing the thrust on one set of buckets

6. In an elastic fluid turbine, the combination of a bucket comprising a member which is movable axially of the

supporting base, a holder therefor having a groove to re- casing.

ceive the base, screw -headed means for attaching the base 2. In an elastic fluid turbine, the combination of buckets

to the holder which are prevented from backing out by the which are relatively rotatable, an enclosing casing , and a

support, a support for the holder, and a means for uniting means for balancing the thrust on one set of buckets which

the holder and support. is responsive to changes in fluid pressure within the cas

7. In an elastic fluid turbine, the combination of a bucketing and is movable independently of the buckets.

base, a holder therefor, screw-threaded means extending 3. In an elastic fluid turbine, the combination of a casing,

iawardly from the periphery of the holder to secure the buckets carried thereby, a bucket carrying drum , and means

base, a casing which supports the holder and also prevents for balancing the thrust on the bucket drums , which is mov .

the screw- threaded means from backing out, and means for able axially and independently of the bucket drum.

securing the holder to the casing. 4. In an elastic fluid turbine, the combination of a casing,

8. In an elastic fluid turbine, the combination of bucket relatively rotatable buckets enclosed thereby, a shaft carry

bases situated side by side , a holder having grooves to re- ing one set of buckets, and a drum for balancing the end

ceive the bases and prevent axial movement, radially ex- thrust on one set of buckets which is movable longitudinal

tending screw - threaded means for uniting the base and the ly with respect to said shaft .

holder , and a support for the holder which prevents the 5. In an elastic fluid turbine, the combination of a cas

screw- threaded means from backing out and at the same ing , buckets carired thereby, fluid discharging devices , a

time permits the bases and the holder to expand and con- drum carrying the revolving buckets , a balancing drum lo

tract independently thereof. cated inside of the bucket drum , which is movable axially

9. In an elastic Auid turbine, the combination of a bucket with respect thereto , and a means for taking up the thrust

base, a holder therefor, a bolt for securing the holder and on the balancing drum .

base which is body bound in both parts, one or more other 6. In an elastic fluid turbine, the combination of a casing ,

bolts for securing the parts which are body bound in the fluid discharging devices carried thereby, a bucket carrying

base only , a support, and bolts for securing the holder and drum which is rotated by the fluid from said devices, a

support which are body bound in the holder only. mainshaft, a means for supporting the drum from the main

10. In an elastic fluid turbine, the combination of rela- shaft, a means for supporting the drum from the main

tively movable parts , a casing therefor having an opening shaft , a balancing drum, a secondary shaft supporting the

through which the clearances between the said parts can balancing drum, which is movable longitudinally with res

be observed, and a removable closure for the said opening. pect to the main shaft in response to pressure changes ,

11. In an elastic fluid turbine, the combination ofagroov- and means for receiving the thrust of the secondary shaft.

ed base having a plurality of buckets , and a holder there- 7. In an elastic fluid turbine, the combination of a casing ,

for, the metal of which is forced into the groove to prevent a bucket carrying drum enclosed thereby, a shart supporting

the base from creeping circumferentially. the drum , means for preventing endwise movement thereof,

12. In an elastic fluid turbine , the combination of a bucket a balancing drum which supports and centers the bucket

base having circumferential and radial grooves, with a drum without constraining its movements due to expansion

holder therefor, the metal of which is forced into the said and contraction , the said balancing drum being free to move

grooves to hold the base against radial movement and also slightly in an axial direction , and means arranged to re

to prevent creeping. ceive the thrust of the balancing drum .

1
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8. In an elastic fluid turbine, the combination of a casing, opens in response to changes in pressure in one of the

a bucket carrying drum, a wall carried by the casing ald stages. a balancing piston attached to the valve and co

supporting fluid discharging devices, the said wall co -operat- operating with the said device , the valve and piston being

ing with the surface of the drum to form stages , a balanc- exposed to high pressure on one side and low pressure on

ing drum extending inside of the bucket drum , and means the other, and a conduit connecting the low pressure sides

for taking up the thrust on the balance drum. of the valve and piston so that changes in pressure will

9. In an elastic fluid turbine the combination of a casing, correspondingly effect both , as and for the purpose specified.
a bucket carrying drum, a wall carried by the casing and 5. An elastic fluid turbine which is divided into stages

supporting fluid discharging devices, the said wall co -operat working at different pressures, comprising relatively rotat

ing with the surface of the drum to form stages , a balanc- ing parts and fluid discharging devices, in combination with
ing drum located inside of the bucket drum and movable a plurality of successively operating stage valves control

longitudinally thereof to alimited extent, and a fluid pres- lingthe passageof fluid throughsaid devices, each of said
sure means for taking up the thrust on the balancing drum . valves being provided with a device opposing the effect of

10. In an elastic fluid turbine, the combination of a bucket stage pressure thereon , and a balancing means which is

carrying drum , adiscforsupportingthedrum ,the opposite acted upon by the samepressure which tends at all times to
sides of which are balanced as to temperature, and a open the valve , as and for the purpose specified .

balancing drum which assists in supporting the bucket
6. An elastic fluid turbine of the multi- stage type , in com

drum ,the opposite ends which are subjected to different bination with a valve which controls the passageofmotive
temperatures. fluid from one stage to another, a balancing piston for the

valve whose effective action in opposing its opening is less

No. 101,309. Governor for Turbines.
than the effective action of the fluid on the valve itself, and

a device which co -operates with the piston to prevent the
Gouverneur de turbines.

valve from opening until the stage pressure exceeds a cer

tain amount and assists in closing it when the pressure

falls , as and for the purpose specified .

7. An elastic fluid turbine of the multi -stage type , in com

bination with a valve which controls the passage of motive

Auid from one stage to another, a balancing piston for the

valve that is exposed on opposite sides toa difference in

fluid pressure , a balancing piston attached to the valve that

is exposed on opposite sides to the same difference in fluid

pressure , a spring opposing the opening of the valve and

which assists in closing it , and a conduit which conneats

the low pressure sides of the balancing piston and valve,
as and for the purpose specified .

8. A turbine in combination with a valve that controls

the passage of motive fluid from one part to another, the

said valve comprising 4 casing to receive the valve , the lat

ter having a double area , a balancing piston attached to the

valve, the effective area of the valve being greater than that

of the piston , a spring co-operating with the piston to re

sist the action of motive fluid on the valve, and means for

connecting the low pressure sides of the valve and piston

with the pressure of that part of the turbine into which the

rig2
fluid passing through the valve discharges, as and for the

purpose specified .

9. A turbine in combination with a valve and its casing,

a balancing piston in line with the valve, a stem connect

ing the valve and piston, a spring assisting to seat the valve ,

a stop for limiting the opening of the valve, an indicator to

show the position of the valve within its casing, and a con

duit for equalizing the pressure on opposite sides of the

piston and valve , as and for the purpose specified.
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No. 101,310. Governor for Turbines.

Gouverneur de turbines.
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S'e Canadian General Electric Company, Toronto , Ontario ,

Canada , assignee of Oscar Junggren , Schenectady, New

York , U.S.A. , 2nd October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 3rd

August , 1906. Receipt No. 138,393 .

Claim . - 1. An elastic fluid turbine comprising relatively

rotating parts working at different pressures, in combina

tion with a stage valve automatically responding to changes rig. i .

in stage pressure for controlling the passage of motive fluid ,

a device opposing the opening of the valve , and means res

ponsive to fluid pressure for assisting said device and thereby

relieving it of a certain amount of work, as and for the pur
pose specified.

2. An elastic fluid turbine comprising relatively rotating

parts working at different pressures, in combination with a

stage valve automatically responding to changes in stage

pressure for controlling the passage of motive fluid , a device

opposing the opening of the valve , and a balancing piston

responsive to fluid pressure which co - operates with the said

device to prevent the valve from opening, as and for the

purpose specified .

3. An elastic fluid turbine comprising stages wherein a dif

ference in pressure exists , rotary buckets, and fluid dis 101310

charging devices , in combination with a stage valve that

opens in response to changes in pressure in one of the
stages, a device opposing the action of fluid pressure on the

valve , a balancing means co -operating with the said device,
and a conduit for partially balancing the pressures to which the Canadian General Electric Company, Toronto , Ontario ,

the valve and balancing means are exposed, as and for the Canada, assignee of John G. Callan, Lynn , Massachusetts,

purpose specified. U.S.A. , 2nd October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 31st August,

4. An elastic fluid turbine , comprising stages wherein a 1906. Receipt No. 139,132.

difference in pressure exists , rotary buckets, and fluid dis- Claim.-1. In a governing mechanism the combination of a

charging devices , in combination with a stage valve that regulator , a governor controlling it, and a deviceco -operating
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with and assisting the governor in its action on the regulator, 4. A device of the character described comprising a bear

as and for the purpose specified. ing or draft portion adapted to conform to the shoulders of

2. In a governing mechanism the combination of a regu .

lator , a motor for moving it , a governor for controlling the _17.1
movements of the motor,and a device co - operating with the

governor to reduce the load thereon as it controls the motor,

as and for the purpose specified.

3. In a governing mechanism the combination of a regu

lator, a motor for moving it , means for controlling the motor,

a governor for varying the position of said means as the load

requirements change,and a device co -operating with and re

ducing the load on the governor, as it acts on said means , as

and for the purpose specified .

4. In a governing mechanism the combination of a regu

lator, a hydraulic motor for moving it , a pilot valve control

ling the motor, a governor regulating the movement s of the

pilot valve, and a device co - operating with the governor to

move the pilot valve, as and for the purpose specified.

5. In a governing mechanism the combination of a regu 119. 2
lator, a motor for moving it , a speed governor controlling the

motor, and a device responding to unbalanced pressures for

assisting the governor, as and for the purpose specified.

6. In a governing mechanism the combination of a regu

lator, a hydraulic motor for moving it , comprising a piston ,

cylinder and pilot valve, a governor acting on the pilot valve ,

and a device responding to unbalanced pressure for assisting

the governor in its action on the pilot valve, as and for the

purpose specified.

7. In a governing mechanism the combination of a regu

lator, a hydraulic motor for moving it , a speed governor, a

pilot valve located in the motor piston so that the latter

will follow up the movements of the valve, and a device set

into operation by unbalanced pressures created by a move

ment of the pilot valve, which acts on the pilot valve in con

junction with the governor, as and for the purpose specified.

8. In a governing mechanism the combination of a regu- a horse and a curved portion outward therefrom so formed

lator, a motor for moving it , comprising a moving and a as to extend beyond and clear the neck of said horse, as set

stationary element, a speed governor for controlling the forth.

motor, a device for asissting the governor in its action on

the motor, and a spring opposing the said device that is car- No. 101,312, Hose Coupler. Joint de boyaum.

ried by the movable element of the motor, as and for the pur

pose specified .

9. In a governing mechanism the combination of a regu

lator , a piston and cylinder for moving it , a pilot valve for

governing the motor, a governor for controlling the action of

the pilot valve , a device responding to fluid pressure changes

for assisting the governor in its action on the pilot valve ,

and a spring for opposing the movements of said device

which engages the piston , as and for the purpose specified .

10. In a governing mechanism the combination of a regu

lator, a fluid actuating motor for moving it through which

the fluid continuously flows , a valve for creating an unbal

anced condition as to pressure on the movable element of the

motor when it is desired to move the regulator , a means for

moving the pilot valve, and a fluid actuated device which co

operates with the said means, as and for the purpose

specified.

11. In a governing mechanism the combination of a regu

lator, a hydraulic motor for actuating it , a pilot valve for

controlling the motor, which is provided with heads, ports

co -operating with the valve head , the relation of parts being

such that one head closes its port before another to reduce

the load on the actuator, and an actuator for moving the Alexander W. Irvin and Richard John Hughes, assignee of

pilot valve, as and for the purpose specified . a half interest , both of Altoona , Pennsylvania, U.S.A. ,

2nd October , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 1st September, 1906 .

No. 101,311. Horse Collar. Collier à cheval.
Receipt No. 139,149.

Claim.-1 . In a hose coupling, the combination with the

Alfred U. Field and Sidney William Carman , assignee of train pipes and angle cocks, of metal connections therefor

one-fourth interest , both of Stockton, California , U.S.A. , so constructed as to permit free movement in every direc

2nd October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 28th August , 1906. tion , substantially as described.

Receipt No. 139.056 . 2. In a hose coupling, the combination with the train

Claim.-1. A device of the character described comprising socket joint, and an elbow joint made wholly of metal , sub
pipes, of couplings therefor , each provided with a ball and

a bearing or draft portion adapted to conform to the shoul
stantially as described.

ders of a horse and a curved portion outward therefrom and

adaptedtoclear the neckof the horse, and a springbar' perforated ball
andsocket jointconnectedthereto, anelbow

3. The combination with the train pipe , an angle cock, a

secured to said draft portion and following the periphery joint connected to said ball and socket joint , and a coupler
of said curved portion , as set forth .

joint connected to said elbow joint , substantially as , des

2. A horse collar comprising a draft portion adapted to cribed.

conform to the shape of a horse's shoulders , a curved por- 4. The combination with the train pipe and angle cock, of

tion outward therefrom and adapted to extend beyond and a perforated ball and socket joint connected to said angle

clear the neck of the horse , tongues rearward from said cock , a spring tending to force the members of said joint

draft portion and adapted to be fastened to the tugs of the apart, an elbow joint, a coupler joint , and connections be
harness , all as set forth.

tween said elbow joint and said ball and socket and coupler

3. In a horse collar a portion conforming to the shape of joints respectively, substantially as described .

the shoulders of a horse , a curved portion outward there- 5. In a hose coupling, the combination with the train

from andadapted to clear the neck of the horse , a spring pipes, of couplings therefor each provided with a ball and

steel bar rivetted to said draft portion and following the socket joint consisting of a ball member having one large

periphery of said curved portion , as set forth . perforation extending from the neck of said member to the
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center of the ball and one or more smaller perforation ex- 5. In a selective telephone system , a party line , one wire

tending from and connecting with the larger perforation , of which grounds at central, a resistance therein at central

two socket members adapted to enclose the ball of said ball greater than that of any talking circuit in the system , mag

member, one of said socket members containing perforations , nets at each station bridging said wire with the other wire

one adapted to contain a spring, a spring adapted to press of the line , means at each station for grounding said other

the ball member away from one of the socket members to wire , and means at central for connecting said other wire

form an air passage from the smaller perforations in said through an interrupter with the corresponding wire of any

ball member through the larger socket member and a wash - other party line and also for inserting in the first wire at

er interposed between said ball member and said spring , central an interrupter whereby the magnets on either line
substantially as described. can be intermittently energized by central , substantially as

6. In a hose coupling, the combination with the train described.

pipes ,of couplings therefor each provided with an elbow 6. In a selective telephone system, a party line of which

joint consisting of a male member and a female member , one wire grounds at central, a resistance therein at central

adapted to fit one within the other, and having their abut- greater than that of any talking circuit in the system , mag

ting ends enlarged and bevelled , and said female member nets at each station bridging said wire with the other wire,

having screw threads formed upon its enlarged portion , a means at each station for grounding said other wire , and

shoulder formed upon the female member , an internally means at central for inserting in said first wire an inter

threaded connecting member provided with an inwardly ex- rupter whereby the magnets can be intermittently energiz

tending flange adapted to engage said shoulder on said fe - ed, substantially as described .

male member and to screw upon said male member , said 7. In a selective telephone system, a party line of which

male member when in engagement being slightly larger than one wire grounds at central , a resistance therein at central

said female member, and a packing ring disposed between greater than that of any talking circuit in the system , mag

the shoulder of said female member and said connecting nets at each station bridging said wire with the other wire,
member, substantially as described. means at each station for grounding said other wire, and

means for inserting in said first wire an interrupter where

No. 101,313. Selective Telephone. Téléphone. by the magnets can be intermittently energized , substanti

ally as described .

8. In a selective telephone system , controlling mechanism

comprising magnets and a rotating device advanced a short

distance when a weak current passes through the magnets

and a long distance in the same direction when a strong cur

rent passes therethrough , and means for throwing a resis

tance into the line through the magnets by taking down the

receiver, substantially as described .

9. In a selective telephone system, controlling mechanism

comprising magnets and a rotating device advanced a short

distance in the same direction when weak current passes

through the magnets and a long distance when a strong cur

rent passes therethrough, and means operatable by the call

ing party for throwing a resistance into the line through the

magnets , substantially as described.

10. In a selective telephone system , controlling mechanism

comprising a rotating device, clock work mechanism for ro

tating the same , stops for the same arresting the device,

the one after a long movement thereof and the other after

a short movement, a magnet, means whereby the first stop

is brought into action by a strong current through said mag

net , and the second stop by a weak current therethrough ,

and means operated by taking down the receiver for throw

Noble S. McKinsey , Susanville , California, assignee of An- ing a resistance into circuit with the coil through the mag
ton R. Nelson, Philadelphia , Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 2nd net , substantially as described .

October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 27th August , 1906. Re- 11. In a selective telephone system , controlling mechanism

ceipt No. 138,995. comprising a rotating device , clock work mechanism for

Claim.-1. In a selective telephone system , a party line of rotating the same, stops for the samearresting the device,

which one wire grounds at central , a resistance therein at the one after a long movement thereof and the other after

central greater than that of any talking circuit in the sys- a short movement, a magnet , means whereby the first stop

tem, means for connecting at central the other wire of said is brought into action by strong current through said mag

line with the corresponding wire of any other party line of net, and the second stop by a weak current therethrough,

the system , selector magnets at each station bridging the and means operatable by the calling party for throwing a

wires of the party line , and means at each station for resistance into circuit with the coil through the magnet ,

grounding said other wire, substantially as described . substantially as described .

2. In a selective telephone system, a party line of which 12. In a selective telephone system , controlling mechanism

one wire grounds at central, a resistance therein at central comprising a rotating device, clockwork mechanism for ro

greater than that of any talking circuit in the system , means tating the same, arresting means therefor, a magnet for

for connecting at central the other wire of said line with operating the latter, means for interrupting the currents

the corresponding wire of any other party line of the sys - through the magnet repeatedly in succession with a weak

tem , selector magnets at each station bridging the wires of current, a circuit closed after a predetermined number of

the party line, and means at each station for grounding said such interruptions, and means whereby a strong current

other wire, means controlled by saidmagnets for throwing through the magnet removes the arresting means to break
out all other talking circuits except that of the station so said circuit, and arrests the rotating device in a subsequent

grounded , substantially as described. position thereof, substantially as described.

3. In a selective telephone system , a party line of which 13. In a selective telephone system , party lines , one wire

one wire grounds at central, a resistance therein at central of each of which is grounded at central, a resistance therein

greater than that of any talking circuit in the system , at central greater than that of any talking circuit in the

means for connecting at central the other wire of said line system and the other wire of any line can be connected

with the corresponding wire of any other party line of the at central with the corresponding wire of any other line,

system, selector magnets at each station bridging the wires means for grounding said other wire at any station of the

of the party line, and means at each station for grounding line, and means whereby central can connect the two wires
said other wire, means, controlled by said magnets prevent at any station on any line , to form a complete talking cir

ing grounding at any other station, substantially as des- cuit , substantially as described .

cribed. 14. In a selective telephone system , a step-by-step rotat

4. In a selective telephone system , a party line of which ing device , clock work mechanism for rotating the same,

one wire grounds at central, a resistance therein atcentral a magnet controlling the same by interrupted weak cur

greater than that of any talking circuit in the system, means rents therethrough, means for simultaneously closing the

for connecting at central the other wire of said line with circuit through said magnet and throwing a resistance into

the corresponding wire of any other party line of the sys- said circuit to weaken the current to be subsequently so

tem , selector magnets at each station bridging the wires of interrupted , means for shutting the resistance to pass a

the party line , and means at each station for grounding said strong current through the magnet, means whereby said

other wire , means controlled step -by - step by successive en- strong current returns the rotating device to its initial

ergizations of magnets of the other line , for closing in suc- position , and means for holding the line closed upon operat

cession the bell circuits of said other lines , substantially as ing said shunting means until said rotating device has

described. turned to its initial position , substantially as described.
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15. In a selective telephone system, a line controller at 8. In a machine of the character described, a developing

each station, means for closing the circuit by said line bath having a plurality of compartments one of which is al
controller , means whereby the rise of the automatic hoon ways in register with the exposure position when the bath

operates the line controller to close the circuit, means for is at rest, and means for effecting the intermittent rotation
supporting the line controller in a position to be so oper- of said bath .

the closing of the circuit influences all the supporting means 9 . In a machine of the character described , plate treating

the closing of the circuit influences all the supporting means baths arranged concentrically one within the other , and

on the line to withdraw the controllers except the one al- n'eans for transferring a plate from one bath to the other.
ready operated out of position to be so operated by the 10. In a machine of the character described, a ring pro
risc in the corresponding automatic hook , substantially as vided with three concentric channels , containing respectively
described. developing, fixing and washing fluids, and means for trans
16. In a selective telephone system , a line controller atferring a plate from one channel to the other and finally dis

each station , means for closing the circuit by said line con- charging the plate from the machine .

troller , means whereby the rise of the automatic hook oper

ates the line controller to close the circuit, nieans for sup : vided with troughs or channels, concentrically arranged, and
11. In a machine of the character described , a ring pro

porting the line controller in a position to be so operated a transferring device, means for bringing a plate supported
by the rise of the automatic hook , and means whereby the

closing of the circuit influences all the supporting means
in one of said troughs or channels to rest underneath the

on the line to withdraw the controllers except the one al
transferring device and means for effecting the operation of

readyoperated out of position to be so operatedby the rise the first trough or channel, deposit itin the second trough
the transferring device to grip the plate , withdraw it from

in the corresponding automatic hook , and a busy signal or channel and subsequently move it to the firstposition .
brought into signalling position by such actuation of the

12. In a machine of the character described , a ring, a

supporting means, substantially as described.
transferring device operating while the ring is at rest to ( 1 )

move downward and engage a plate , ( 2 ) lift the plate clear of
No. 101,314. Photographing Machine.

the ring , ( 3 ) move along a radius of the ring carrying the

Machine photographique. plate to position over the next trough or channel in said

ring , ( 4 ) discharge the plate, and ( 5) move down and radially

back to the first position .

13. A photographic machine comprising a magazine hay

ing means whereby each plate therein may be held at an

angle to the next , means for detaining the foremost plate ,

and mechanism for effecting relative movement between

said magazine and said detaining means, to disengage said

detaining means from the foremost plate and engage said

detaining means with the succeeding plate.

14. A photographic machine comprising a rotatable maga

zine having means whereby each plate therein may be held

at an angle to the next, means for detaining the foremost

plate , and mechanism for rotating the magazine, said maga

zine and said retaining means being so related that upon

rotation of the magazine said detaining means become dis

engaged from the foremost plate and engaged with the

succeeding plate.

15. A photographic machine comprising a magazine hav.

ing means whereby oblong plates may be held therein each

crosswise of the next , detents for engaging the four cor

ners of the foremost plate , and mechanism for effecting

such relative movement between said magazine and said

detents that the latter release the foremost plate and en

gage the four corners of the succeeding plate .

16. In combination a rotatable magazine having means for

Joseph Frederick Roders, New York City , New York, U.S.A. , holding a pack of oblong plates each disposed crosswise of

2nd October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 27th February, 1904 . the next and means rendered effective through the rotation

Receipt No. 112,955. of the magazine for discharging the foremost plate in edge

Claim.-1. In a machine of the character described a maga- wise direction .

zine , plates angularly aranged therein relatively to each . 17. In combination a rotatable magazine formed for holding

other, and means for effecting the edgewise discharge of the a pack of oblong plates standing on edge and each disposed

first plate by engaging the second and disengaging the first, crosswise of the next, a spring for advancing said plates,

and so forth . detents against which the corners of the foremost plate

2. In a machine of the character described, a magazine , / abut. said detents and magazine being so related that upon

plates arranged therein angularly to each other, means for rotation of the magazine the foremost plate is released and

holding the forward plate , and means for rotating the maga the succeeding plate is engaged by the detents, and a guide

zine to cause the disengagement of the holding means from through which a released plate may drop.

the forward plate and the engagement of said means with 18. In combination a rotatable magazine formed for hold

the immediately succeeding plate.
ing a pack of plates , means for effecting the rotation of the

3. In a machine of the character described, a magazine , magazine , and means for enabling a rotary movement of the

plates arranged therein angularly to each other, stops magazine to cause the foremost plate to be discharged in

against which the first plate abuts, and means for effecting edgewise direction .

the relative movement between the plates and the stops , 19. In combination a rotatable magazine formed for hold

whereby said stops successively engage the second and dis- | ing a pack of oblong plates each crosswise to the next , de

engage the first of said plates.
tents movably mounted upon one end of the magazine for

4. In a machine of the character described, a magazine , engaging the four corners of the foremost plate, means for

plates aranged therein in such manner that each plate is at giving the magazine quarter revolutions, means for en

right angles to its next plate , means for turning the maga - abling the detents to release the foremost plate and engage

zine , stops against which the horizontally disposed first plate the next during each quarter revolution of the magazine,

abuts , and means for transferring the stops from the first to and four guides upon the magazine through which the re

the second plate as the first plate approaches vertical posi- leased plates may drop , narrow end foremost.

tion and the second plate horizontal position .
20. In combination a rotatable magazine formed for hold

5. In a magazine of the character described , a magazine , ing a pack of oblong plates each crosswise to the next , and

and means for turning the said magazine to discharge a plate means for giving the magazine quarter revolutions and for

therefrom by the intersection of a coin , discharging the foremost plate at each quarter revolution of

6. In a machine of the character described , a magazine , a the magazine .

shutter , an operating spring therefor, and means for simul- 21. The combination with a magazine for photographic

taneously effecting a partial rotation of the magazine and a plates, of a series of pivoted detents for engaging the fore

rewind of the shutter spring. most plate , gearing connecting said detents , and means for

7. In a machine of the character described , means for suc- operating said gearing.

cessively delivering plates to exposure position and succes- 22. A combination with a rotatable magazine for holding

sively exposing and delivering said plates to developing oblong photographic plates some crosswise to others , of

position , and means for simultaneously developing a plural- four detents pivoted upon said magazine for engaging the

ity of plates and transferring them to the fixing bath in foremost plate , four gears connected to the detents, and a

order of immersion in the developer. fixed central gear meshing with said four gears,
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23. The combination with a rotatable magazine formed apron, canvas , conveyer or belt being taken up or permit

for holding oblong photographic plates some crosswise to of the necessary expansion of same.

others , of means for giving said magazine quarter revolu

tions , four two -arm detents pivoted upon said magazine ,

Pour gears one rigid with each detent , and a fixed central

gear meshing with the said four gears . Jel
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No. 101,315. Method of Making Rubber Hose .

Méthode de faire des boyaux de caoutchouc.

William Henry Adams , Montreal , Quebec , Canada , 2nd Octo

ber . 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 23rd July, 1906. Receipt No.

138,059 .

Claim . - 1. The herein described method of making fire

hose , which consists in partly curing a wholly vulcanizable

rubber tube , inserting the tube into a tube of fabric and

causing it to adhere thereto , applying a coating of rubber

to the outer surface of the tube of fabric , applying a pro

tecting covering to the outer surface of the rubber to pre

vent overcuring, and fully curing the inner and outer rub

ber surfaces.

2. The herein described method of making fire hose , wnich

consists in partly curing a wholly vulcanizable rubber tube ,

inserting the tube into a tube of fabric , further curing the

rubber tube and causing it to adhere to the woven tube , ap

plying a coating of rubber to the outer surface of the tube

of fabric , applying a protecting covering to the outer sur

face of the rubber to prevent over curing , and fully curing

the inner end outer rubber surfaces .

3. The herein described method of making are hose , which

consists in partly curing a wholly vulcanizable rubber tube ,

inserting the tube into a tube of fabric , closing the ends of

the rubber tube and admitting live steam to the interior of

the rubber tube, cooling the rubber tube, inserting a cold

hollow mandrel into the rubber tube , applying a coating of

rubber to the outer surface of the tube of fabric, applying

a removable protecting covering to the outer surface of the

rubber to prevent over curing , and fully curing the inner

and outer rubber surfaces .

4. The herein described method of making fire hose, which

consists in partly curing a wholly vulcanizable rubber tube ,

inserting the tube into a tube of fabric , further curing the

rubber tube and distending the same to adhere to the tube

of fabric , passing a cooling medium through the inside of

the rubber tube , inserting a cold hollow mandrel inside of

the tube of rubber , applying a protecting covering to the

outer surface of the rubber coating to prevent over curing ,

and fully curing the inner and outer rubber surfaces.

5. The herein described method of making fire hose , which
5. The combination with a divided apron, belt, canvas or

consists in partly curing a wholly vucanizable rubber tube, conveyer, of a member to which one end of same is connec

inserting the tube into a tube of fabric, maintaining the ted , a rotatavie member, a spring acting under the influence

tube of rubber and fabric in a desired shape, appying an of torsional force controlling axial movement of said rotat

outer coating of rubber to the tube of fabric, applying a able member , means for connecting said members together

protecting covering of fabric to the outer surface of the in such a manner as to permit of the adjusting movement of

rubber and fully curing the inner and outer rubber surfaces. said first-mentioned member so as to decrease or increase

6. The herein described method of making fire hose , which the torsional force exerted by said spring upon said rotat
consists in partly curing a wholly vulcanizable rubber tube, able member.

inserting the tube into a tube of fabric , maintaining the
6. The combination with an apron , belt, canvas, or con

tubes of rubber and fabric in a desired shape, applying an veyer, of means circulating therwith, and a spring acting
outer coating of rubber to the tube of fabric, applying a under the influence of torsional force and controlling axial
covering of continuous wet fabric to the outer surface of movement of said means, which , being so attached or con

the rubber toprevent over curing, and fully curing the in- nected to said canvas, belt, apron, orconveyer automatically
ner and outer rubber surfaces . takes up the slack therein or permits of the necessary ex

pansion thereof.

7. The combination with a divided apron, belt, canvas or

No. 101,316. Belt or Canvas Tightener. conveyer, of a member to which one end of same is connect

Tendeur de courroies, etc. ed, a spring controlled member to which the other end of

George Edgar Clarke , Toronto , Ontario , Canada, 2nd Octo- members together in such a manner as to permit of the slack
same is yieldingly secured, and means for connecting said

ber , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 15th March , 1906. Receipt No. in said apron , canvas, conveyer, or belt, being taken up or

133,916 .
permit of the necessary expansion of same through the

Claim . - 1. The combination with an apron , belt , canvas or movement of said spring controlled member.

conveyer, of means acting under the influence of a torsional 8. The combination with a divided apron, belt, canvas, or

force and circulating therewith so as to automatically take conveyer, of a normally non- rotating roller to which one end

up the slack therein or permit of the necessary expansion of same is connected , a spindle loosely mounted within said

thereof. roller, a spring controlled roller to which the other end of

2. The combination with a divided apron , belt , canvas or game is yieldingly secured , and means for connecting said

conveyer, of means acting under the influence of a torsional rollers together in such a manner as to permit of the slack

force and yieldingly connecting the ends together in such a in said apron , canvas , conveyer or belt being taken up or

manner as to automatically take up the slack therein or permit of the necessary expansion of same through the move

permitof the necessary expansion thereof. ment of said spring controlled roller.

3. The combination with a divided apron , belt , canvas or 9. The combination with a divided apron , belt, canvas or
conveyer, of adjustable means acting under the influence of conveyer, of a normally non -rotating roller to which one

a torsional force and yieldingly connecting the ends to- end of same is connected , a spindle loosely mounted within

gether in such a manner as to automatically take up the said roller , a roller to which the other end of same is yield
slack therein or permit of the necessary expansion thereof. ingly secured, a spindle mounted within this roller, a spring

4. The combination with a divided apron , belt , canvas or within said roller having one end attached to said spindle

conveyer, of a member to which one end of the same is and its other end attached to said roller , threaded rods con

connected, a second member, a spring acting under the in - necting said spindles together at each end , nuts threaded on

fluence of torsional force , controlling movement of said said rods, and means for locking said first -mentioned roller

second member, and means for connecting said members to- so as to prevent rotation of same, said second - mentioned

gether in such a manner as to permit of the slack in said ' roller being free to turn on its spiral in order to permit of

1

- --
-
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the necessary expansion and contraction of said apron, can- 3. In a heating device for incubators , a tank extending in

vas, conveyer or belt . and out of the egg chamber, a heat flue in said tank, a tem

10. The combination with a divided apron, canvas, conveyer perature regulator partly in said tank, and a suitable source

or belt and a normally non -rotating roller around which same of heat , an egg tray, a solid bottom to said egg tray , a belt

is wound , of a spring controlled roller around which the and egg separating rods in said tray.

other end of said apron, canvas , conveyer or belt is wound ,

and means for connecting or coupling said rollers together. No. 101,318. System of Motor Control.

so as to permit of the necessary movement of said second
Système de contrôle de moteur.

mentioned roller so as to provide for the necessary expansion

and contraction of said apron, canvas, conveyer or belt .

11. The combination with a divided apron , canvas, conveyer

or belt and a normally non -rotating roller around which

same is wound, of a spring controlled roller around which the

other end of said apron , canvas, conveyer or belt is wound,

means for connecting or coupling said rollers together , so

as to permit of the necessary movement of said second

mentioned roller so as to provide for the necessary expan

sion and contraction of said apron , canvas , conveyer or belt,

and means for permitting of the movement of said first

mentioned roller so as to decrease or increase the action of

said spring controlled roller .

12. The combination with a divided apron , belt, canvas or

conveyer, of a member to which one end of same is connect

ed, a spring controlled member to whaich the other end of

same is connected, means for connecting said members to

gether in such a manner as to permit of the necessary ex

pansion and contraction of said apron , canvas, conveyer or

belt, and means for permitting of the adjusting movement of

said first -mentioned member so as to decrease or increase

the action of said spring controlled member .

No. 101,317. Inoubator. Incubateur.
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Axel Magnuson , New York City, New York, U.S.A. , 2nd Oc

tober, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 1st September, 1905. Receipt

No. 128,130 .

Claim.-1. The combination with an electric motor, of

controlling apparatus therefor, means for controlling single

phase current to operate said motor controlling apparatus,

and an electric device for holding said motor controlling

apparatus in a predetermined position .

2. The combination with a multiphase motor, of control

ling apparatus therefor , means in a circuit connected across

any two of the mains of said motor , for closing a single

phase circuit to said motor controlling apparatus, and elec

tric holding means for said controlling apparatus .

3. The combination with an electric motor, of controlling

apparatus therefor, holding means for said controlling ap

paratus, a source of single phase current, a source of

direct current , and a single switch device for controlling

the single phase current to operate said motor controlling

apparatus and for controlling the direct current to operate

said holding means.

4. The combination with an electric motor, of starting

switches therefor, electro-responsive devices for closing

said switches, electro- magnetic apparatus for holding said

switches in closed position , a source of single phase current

a source of direct current and a single manual switch for

controlling the single phase current to operate said electro

Louis V. Gadbois, Aylmer, Quebec, Canada, 2nd October, 1906 ; responsive devices and for controlling the direct current

6 years. Filed 16th June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,993. to operate said electro-magnetic holding apparatus.

Claim.-1 . In a heating device for incubators, a tank ex- 5. The combination with an alternating current motor, of

tending practically on the whole area of the egg chamber, a reversing switches therefor , single phase magnets for actu

portion of said tang projecting outside of the egg chamber, a ating said switches to closed position , direct current mag

heat flue in said extension , a regulator boiler closing the top nets for holding said switches in closed position, and means

of said flue , a heat regulator actuated by the steam generated for controlling both the said single phase magnets and

in said boiler, and means conencted to said regulator to the said direct current magnets.

F
1
6

.

directthe heat ondo of said regulate or boten,amely tay, the thecombinationen eren ene alternating current motor,of
solid bottom to said egg tray , a belt on said bottom , means two reversing switches therefor, an electro -responsive de

for moving said belt , an egg separating rods in said tray. vice for each of said switches to actuate the same to closed

2. A temperature regulator for incubators, a water tank, position , an electro -magnet connected to each switch to

a regulatorboiler embodied in said tank, a flue directing the told the same in closed position , and a manual switch for

heattosaid boiler, a flue directing the heat off from said controlling single phase current to operate either of the

boiler,a double damper mounted between said flues , a steam electro - responsive devices and for controlling direct current
actuated piston in said regulator boiler , and means connect- to operate the corresponding holding electro -magnet.

ing the piston and dampers to actuate the same by a pre
7. In combination with a motor, a source of electrical

determined pressure in said boiler, an egg tray , a solid bot- supply, a resistance in series with the motor armature , and

tom to said egg tray, a belt on said bottom , means for mov- a generator connected to the motor and arranged to control

ing said belt , and egg separating rods in said tray.
said resistance in starting the motor.
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8. In combination with a motor, a source of electrical rent , a direct current generator dependent upon the move

supply, a resistance in series with the motor armature, and ment of the motor arranged to generate a voltage propor.

a generator mechanically connected to the motor and ar- tional to the speed of the motor, a magnetic deviceconnected

ranged to control said resistance in starting and stopping to such direct current generator and arranged to hold the
the motor. starting device firmly in closed position, an opposition ele

9. In combination with an alternating current motor, a ment in the motor circuit , and a series of electro -responsive

source of electrical supply, a resistance electrically con- devices for removing the opposition element from the motor

nected to the motor, and a generator connected to the circuit, said electro -responsive devices being connected to
motor and arranged to control the movement of the motor the direct current generator and arranged to be actuated

upon starting, by controlling the resistance . one by one as the motor accelerates .

10. In combination with a motor, an opposition element 23. In combination with an alternating current motor, an

in circuit with the motor and a generator mechanically con- electrically operated starting device therefor, and circuits

nected to the motor and arranged to control the movement for actuating the starting device comprising an alternating

of the motor in starting and stopping by controlling the current circuit and direct current circuit .

opposition element.
24. In combination with an alternating current motor, a

11. In combination with an alternating current motor, a starting device therefor, alternating current and direct cur
resistance electrically connected to the motor, and a gen- rent circuits , said starting device being actuated by a single

erator connected to the motor and arranged to control phase alternating current and positively held in operative
the resistance in proportion to the speed of the motor on position by a direct current.

starting 25. In combination with an alternating current motor, a

12. In combination with a motor, controlling circuits starting device therefor, said starting device being actuated

therefor, electro -magnetic switches in the controlling cir- by a single phase alternating current and positively held in

cuits , and means for generating a variable voltage in pro- operative position by a direct current, alternating current

portion to the speed of the motor, said voltage applied to and direct current electrical circuits for the starting de

saidelectro -magnetic switches in the controlling circuits vice , and a manually operated switch for controlling the cir

which are arranged to be actuated by the variable voltage. cuits .

13. In combination with a motor, an opposition element 26. In combination with an alternating current motor, a

in circuit with the motor, a generator so connected to device for starting the motor in one direction and another

the motor that it will generate a voltage in proportion to device for starting the motor in the other direction , alternat

the speed of the motor, a plurality of electro -magnets in ing currentand direct current circuits, said starting device

connection with the generator and arranged to control the being actuated by a single phase alternating current and
opposition element . positively held in operative position by a direct movement .

14. The combination with an electric motor and a mechan- 27. In combination with an alternating current motor. a

ism driven thereby, a generator mechanically connected to resistance,anelectrically operated reversing switch. cir
the driven mechanism, an electro-responsive device con- cuits for the reversing switch for both alternating and direct

nected to said generator, and means electrically connected currents, a manually operated switch for controlling the cir

to the motor and operated by said electro-receptive device cuits, electro -responsive devices for controlling the resist
for controlling the acceleration of the motor upon starting . ance and a direct current generator connected to run with

15. In combination with an electric motor, a mechanism the motor arranged to supply the direct current circuits for

driven thereby,anopposition element in the motor circuit, the reversing switch and to automatically actuate the elec

an electro-responsive device for controlling the opposition tro-responsive devices .
element, and a generator connected to the driven mech- 28. In combination with an alternating current motor, a

anism and arranged to actuate the electro -responsive de- resistance . an electrically operated reversing switch . cir

vice to cut the opposition element out of the motor circuit cuitsfor the reversing switch for both alternating and direct

in a number of steps in proportion to the acceleration of currents, a manually operated switch for controlling the cir
the driven mechanism . cuits, electro - responsive devices for controlling the resist

16. In combination with an electric motor, a starting ance , and a direct current generator connected to run with

device therefor, electric circuits to actuate the starting the motor arranged to supply the dirert current circuits for

device , a source of electrical supply, and another source the reversing switch and to automatically actuate the electro

of electrical supply dependent upon the movement of the responsive devices in proportion to the acceleration of the

motor and arranged to co-operate with the first source of motor.

supply to hold the starting device during the rotation of 29. In combination with an alternating current motor, a

the motor . resistance an electrically operated reversing switch . cir

17. In combination with an electric motor, a starting de- cuits for the reversing switch for both alternating and direct

vice therefor, electric circuits to actuate the starting device , currents, a manually operated switch for controlling the
a source of electricalsupply, and another source of elec- circuits.' electro -responsive devices for cutting out the re
trical supply dependent upon the movement of the motor sistance step - by - sten , and a direct current generator con

and proportional to its speed and arranged to co-operate nected to run with the motor arranged to supply the direct

with the first source of supply to hold the starting device current circuits for the reversing switch and to automatic

during the rotation of the motor. ally actuate the electro - responsive device one at a time in

18. In combination with an electric motor, an electrically proportion to the acceleration of the motor.
operated starting device therefor , electric circuits to actuate 30. In combination with a motor, means for reversing the

the starting device, a source of electrical supply, another direction of rotation of the motor, a generator connected to

source of electrical supply dependent upon the speed of the run with the motor, means for keeping the direction of the

motor and proportional to its speed and arranged to co- current generated by the generator the same if the direction

operate with the first source of supply to hold the starting of rotation of the motor is changed , and means actuated hy

device during the rotation of the motor, and a manually the current generated by the generator for controlling the

operated switch to control the circuits to the starting de- motor.

vice . 31. In combination with a motor , means for reversing the

19. A starting device for motors comprising an alternating direction of rotation of the motor, a resistance for the motor
current motor, a direct current generator connected to run circuit, a generator connected to run with the motor, means
with the motor, and means actuated by the current from the for keeping the direction of the current generated by the
generator to control the starting and accelerating of the generator the same if the direction of rotation of the motor
motor . is changed , and means actuated by the current generated by

20. In combination with an alternating current motor , a the generator for controlling the motor by cutting the re

source of alternating current supply, an opposition element sistance into and out of the motor circuit .

in the motor curcuit, a series of electro-magnetic responsive 32. In combination with a motor, means for reversing the

devices for removing the opposition element from the motor direction of rotation of the motor, a generator connected to

circuit, and a source of direct current supply dependent upon run with the motor , means connected with the generator for

the movement of the motor and proportional to its speed , keeping the direction of its generated current the same, said

arranged to actuate the electro - responsive devices one by generator arranged to generate a voltage in proportion to

one as the speed of the motor increases . the speed of the motor, and electro - responsive devices de

21. In combination with an alternating current motor, a pendent upon the generated voltage for controlling the accel
source of alternating current supply , a starting device for eration of the motor.

the motor arranged to be actuated by the alternating cur- 33. In combination with an alternating current motor, a
rcnt , means dependent upon the movement of the motor for starting device therefor and a direct current generator con

generating a direct current, and a magnetic device operated nected to run with the motor and arranged to control the
by such direct current to hold the starting device firmly in acceleration of the motor in starting the motor.
closed position . 34. In combination with an alternating current motor, a

22. la combination with an alternating current motor, a starting device therefor actuated by alternating current, and

source of alternating current supply, a starting device for a direct current generator connected to run with the motor

the motor arranged to be actuated by the alternating cur- land arranged to control the acceleration of the motor.

-

1
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35. In combination with an alternating current motor, ally supported upon said magnet, an arm carried by said

means for starting the motor in one direction or the other, armature having a terminal hook to secure the shutter in

and a direct current generator connected to run with the

motor and arranged to control the acceleration of the motor.

36. In combination with an alternating current motor .

means for starting the motor in one direction or the other,

said means actuated by alternating current and a direct cur

rent generator connected to run with the motor and arranged

to control the acceleration of the motor.

37. In combination with an alternating current motor,

means for starting the motor in one direction or the other,

said means actuated by an alternating current, a manually

operated switch for controlling the starting device and a

direct current generator connected to run with the motor

and arranged to control the acceleration of the motor.

38. In combination with an alternating current motor,

a starting device therefor , alternating current and direct cur

rent circuits , said starting device being actuated by an alter

nating current and positively held in operative position by a

direct current.

39. In combination with an alternating current motor, a

starting device therefor, said starting device being actu

ated by an alternating current and positively held in oper

ative position by a direct current , alternating current and its normal vertical position , a connecting plug, a cord at

direct current electrical circuits for the starting device, and tached to an end of said plug , a weighted pulley supported

a manually operated switch for controlling the circuits . on said cord , a pivoted lever having one arm contacting with

40. In combination with an alternating current motor, the shutter extension and having the other arm forming a

a device for starting the motor in one direction and another support for said plug when the latter is in its socket.

device for starting the motor in the other direction, alter

pating current and direct current circuits, said starting de- No. 101,320. Gas Generator. Générateur à gaz.

vices being actuated by an alternating current and positively

held in operative position by a direct current.

41. In a starting device for alternating current motors, a

source of supply, a starting mechanism , alternating current

and direct current circuits , meansconnected with said source

of supply arranged to actuate the starting mechanism to

start the motor, and a direct current generator mechanically

connected to the motor and arranged to control the acceler

ation of the motor step -by-step .

42. In a system of motor control , two sources of current

supply, one being pulsating and connected to the motor, the

cther being a direct current generated by the movement of
the motor and variable from zero to a maximum in propor

tion to the speed of the motor and adapted to control the

acceleration of the motor .

43. In a system of motor control two sources of current

supply, one of which is not variable and is connected to the

motor, the other of which is generated by the movement of

the motor and is variable from zero to a maximum in propor

tion to the speed of the motor.

44. In a system of motor control two sources of current

supply, one of which is not variable and is connected to the

motor, the other of which comprises a generator connected

to the motor and is variable from zero to a maximum in pro

portion to the speed of the motor.

45. In a system of motor control two sources of current Jean Patoine, Quebec, Quebec, Canada, 2nd October, 1906 ;

supply, one being obtainable before the motor is started , and
6 years . Filed 11th May , 1906. Receipt No. 135,804.

the other being dependent upon the movement of said motor Claim.-1.A gas generator comprising the combination of

means operated by current from one of said sources for a tank having an inclined bottom merging into a T connec

starting , reversing or stopping the motor, and means oper tion , a pipe leading from the T connection , a rockable pipe

ated by current from the other source for effecting an ac provided with an opening adapted to register with the ver

celeration of the motor. tical portion of the T connection and provided with a

46. In combination with an electric motor, an external squared outer end , and means for automatically feeding car

source of current supply of practically constant value , a con bide into the tank .

trolling device in series with the motor , and a generator 2. A gas generator comprising the combination of a tank

mechanically connected to the motor and arranged to con provided with a horizontal partition having an opening

trol the controlling device . therein, a float disposed in the tank, guideways for the fioat,

47. In combination with an electric motor, an external angle irons secured to the float, a cylinder secured to the

source of current supply of practically constant value , a angle irons and adapted to work in said opening in the

starting switch for the motor, a controlling device for the partition , a water seal carried by the float, a carbide cham

motor, and a generator mechanically connected to the motor
ber , a cylinder depending from the carbide chamber into

and arranged to control the controlling device .
the water seal, a closure for the carbide chamber, and means

48. In combination with an electric motor, an external for operating the closure by the upward and downward

source of current supply of practically constant value, an
movement of the float.

electrically actuated starting switch for the motor, a manu
3. A gas generating apparatus comprising the combina

ally operated circuit closer for the starting switch , a con tion of a tank , a float disposed in the tank, a water seal

trolling device for the motor and a generator mechanically carried by the float, a cylinder disposed in the water seal, a

connected to the motor and arranged to control the controll carbide chamber carried by the clyinder and provided

ing device . with downwardly extending sleeves , a link secured to the

float, a cross bar pivoted to the link , an arm secured to the

carbide chamber and pivoted to the cross bar, rods pivoted
No. 101,319. Telephone Switchboard.

to the cross bar and disposed through the sleeves, a cross

Commutateur de téléphone. bar carried by said rods , and a funnel - shaped closure for

the carbide chamber carried by the iast - named cross bar.

Ewing McLean , Greencastle, Indiana , U.S.A. , 2nd October , 4. A gas generating apparatus comprising the combina

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 21st March , 1906. Receipt No. 134,- tion of a tank, a float carried by the tank , a water seal

126.
carried by the float, a carbide chamber disposed above the

Claim . - In a telephone switchboard, a shutter occupying water seal, a cylinder depending from the carbide chamber

a normal vertical position, said shutter being hinged at its into the water seal , a closure for the carbide chamber adap

lower end and adapted to swing down on its hinge as a sig- ted to be actuated by the upward and downward movement

nal to the operator, said shhtter having an outwardly pro- of the float, and links carried by one of the members of th

jected extension at its hinge end, a magnet having windings water seal and provided with hooked ends adapted to engage

connected with the telephone line wires, an armature pivot- a portion of the carbide chamber and lock the same.
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No. 101,321 . Machine for Cutting Tubular Bodies. arbour, a shaft extending axially through said saw carrier

Machine pour tailler des corps tubulaires.
and geared to said arbour, means for rotating said shaft,

means for rotating said saw carrier, intermittently, com

prising a constantly driven clutch member, a co-operating

Fig1.
clutch member secured to the carrier, means for automati

cally connecting said clutch members, means for automati

cally disengaging said clutch members at the completion of

each revolution of the carrier , and means for automatically

locking the carrier against movement while the clutch mem

bers are disengaged .

11. In a machine for cutting tubular bodies the combina

tion with a suitable bearing and a saw carrier comprising

a sleeve journalled in said bearing, and having a head adapt

ed to support a saw arbour at one end of the bearing and

a clutch member fixed to said sleeve at the opposite end

x of the bearing, of a constantly driven clutch member jour

palled upon said sleeve , means for automatically engaging

and disengaging said clutch members , a shaft extending

axially through said sleeve , means for constantly driving

said shaft , a saw arbour mounted in said head parallel with

the shaft and having a saw thereon, and gearing connecting

said shaft and arbour.

12. In a machine for cutting tubular bodies the combina

tion with a suitable bearing and a saw carrier comprising

a sleeve journalled in said bearing, and having a head at

Thomas D. Miller, Woodstock , Maryland, assignee of one end adapted to support a saw arbour and a clutch mem

Eugene J. Logan, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania , U.S.A., 2nd ber secured to said sleeve at the opposite end of the bear

October, 1906 ; 6 years Filed 26th May, 1906. Receipt | ing , of a gear forming a clutch member Journalled upon

No. 136,272. said sleeve, a saw arbour journalled in said head, a shaft

Claim . - 1. The combination with a clamp for tubular extending axially through said sleeve and geared to said

bodies,ofa circular saw adjacent toan end ofsaid clamp, saw shaft, a countershaft, and gearing connecting said coun
means for constantly rotating saidsaw about its axis, and tershaft, with theshaft extending throughthe sleeve and

with the gear journalled upon said sleeve.
independent means for giving said saw an orbital movement

13. In a machine for sawing tubular bodies the combina
about the axis of the clamp.

2. The combination with a clamp for tubular bodies , of a
tion with a saw carrier comprising a sleeve journalled in

a suitable bearing, of a clutch upon said sleeve at ane end
circular saw adjacent to and end of said clamp, means for
constantly rotatingsaid saw about its axis, andindepends of said bearing, a collar secured to said sleeve at the op

ent means for giving said saw anorbital movementabout posite end ofthe bearing, a clutch lever and a locking lever

the axis of the clamp intermittently .
pivoted adjacent to said bearing, said clutch lever being

3. The combination with a clamp for tubular bodies, of a adaptedtoengage and operate the clutch and said lock ,

pair of circular saws arranged adjacent to the ends of said the collar, a rod connected to the free ends of said levers,
ing lever being adapted to form a locking engagement with

clamp , meansfor constantly rotating said saws abouttheir and ashaft having a cam thereon adapted to operate said

axis, and independent means for giving said saws an orbital rod.

rovement about the axis of the clamp .

4. The combination with a clamp for tubular bodies , of a
14 In a machine for sawing tubular bodies , a rotatable

pair of circular saws arranged adjacent to the ends of said or the carrier , means for rotating said saw, means for in
saw carrier, a saw carried thereby at one side of the axis

clamp, means for constantly rotating said saws about termittently rotating said carrier, a feed wheel having one

their axis, and independent means for giving said saws an

arbital movement about the axis of the clamp simultane- its end projectingin the plane of the saw, means for oper
or more holders , each adapted to hold a tubular body with

ously.

5. The combination with a clamp for tubular bodies, of a irto engagementwith the saw , and means for holding said
ating said feed wheel to bring the tubular body or bodies

pair of circularsaws arranged adjacent to the ends of said feed wheelstationary while the saw carrier is in motion.

clamp, means for constantly rotating said saws about their
15. In a machine for sawing tubular bodies, a rotatable

axis, and independent means for giving said saws an orbital

movement about the axis of the holder simultaneously and journalled in said carrier at one side of the axis of the car.
saw carrier and means for rotating the same, a saw arbour

intermittently .

6. Thecombination with a circular saw , and means for ing'one or more holdersthereon each adapted to hold a
rier, said arbour having a saw thereon , a feeding device hav.

rotating the same about its axis , of a feeding device hav tubular body , means for constantly rotating said saw , means
ing one or more holders for tubular bodies thereon , means for holding said carrier stationery , means for moving said

for moving said feeding devices intermittently to bring the feeding device to bring a holder opposite the end of the

bodies against the saw , and means for giving said saw an saw carrier with the tubular body in engagement with the
orbital movement about the axis of each tubular body after

saw , means for automatically starting said carrier into

it has been brought into engagement with the saw . operation after the tubular body is in engagement with the
7 The combination of a saw carrier journalled in a suit- saw , and means for automatically stopping the rotation of

able bearing and a saw arbour journalled in said carrier at said carrier after it has made a complete revolution .

one side of the axis of the carrier , a saw mounted upon 16. In a machine for sawing tubular bodies, a rotatable

said arbour, a shaft extending axially through said saw car- saw carrier, and means for rotating the same , a saw arbour

rier and geared to said arbour, means for rotating said. journalled in said carrier at one side of the axis of the car

shaft , and means for intermittently rotating said saw car- rier ,said arbour having a saw thereon , a feeding device

rier. having a series of holders thereon each adapted to hold a

8. The combination of a saw carrier journalled in a suit- tubular body, means for constantly rotating said saw , means

able bearing and a saw arbour journalled in said carrier at for holding said carrier stationary, means for moving said

one side of the axis of the carrier, a saw mounted upon said feeding device intermittently to bring the holders succes

arbour, a shaft extending axially through said sawcarrier sively into position opposite the endof thesawcarrierwith
and geared to said arbour, means for rotating said shaft , the tubular body in engagement with the saw , means for

means for rotating said saw carrier, and means for locking automatically starting said carrier into operation each time

the saw carrier against movement at the completion of each a tubular body is brought into engagement with the saw ,

revolution of the carrier. and means for automatically stopping the rotation of the

9. The combination of a saw carrier journalled in a suit- carrier after it has made a complete revolution.
able bearing and a saw arbour journalled in said carrier 17. In a machine for sawing tubular bodies , a rotatable

&t one side of the axis of the carrier, a saw mounted upon saw carrier, and means for rotating the same, a saw arbour

said arbour, a shaft extending axially through said saw journalled in said carrier at one side of the axis of the car

carrier and geared to said arbour, means for rotating said rier, said arbour having a saw thereon, a feed wheel having

shaft, means for rotating said saw carrier intermittently, one or more holders thereon each adapted to hold a tubular

comprising a constantly driven clutch member, a co -operat- body, means for constantly rotating said saw , means for

ing clutch member secured to the carrier, means for auto- holding said carrier stationary , means for moving said feed

matically connecting said clutch members, and means for whel to bring a holder opposite the end of the saw carrier
automatically disengaging said clutch members at the com- with the tubular body in engagement with the saw, means

pletion of each revolution of the carrier. for automatically starting said carrier into operation after

10. The combination of a saw carrier journalled in a suit- the tubular body is in engagement with the sav and means

able bearing and a saw arbour journalled in said carrier at for automatically stopping the rotation of said carrier after

one side of the axis of the carrier, a saw mounted upon said ' it has made a complete revolution .
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saw

18. In a machine for sawing tubular bodies, a rotatable closed while the tubular bodies are being cut -off, a cleaning

saw carrier , and means for rotating the same , a saw arbour device at the rear of the saws, means for moving said device
journalled in said carrier at one side of the axis of the car- into and out of the holders while the jaws are closed by said

rier, said arbour having a saw thereon , a feed wheel having guide and the feed wheel is at rest.

a series of holders thereon each adapted to hold a tubular 27. In a machine for sawing tubular bodies the combination
body, means for constantly rotating said saw, means for with a pair of saws arranged in parallel planes, means for

holding said carrier stationary, means for moving said feed constantly rotating said saws about their axes , and means

wheel intermittently to bring the holders successively into for giving said saws an intermittent orbital movement, of

position opposite the end ofsaid carrier with the tubular a feed having a series of holders thereon, mechanism for in

body in engagement with the saw , means for automatically termittently operating said feed wheel and means for auto

starting said carrier into operation each time a tubular body matically throwing said feeding mechanism out of action

is brought into engagement with the saw , and means for after each movement ofthe feedwheel.

automatically stopping the rotation of the carrier after it 28. In a machine for sawing tubular bodies the combin

has made a complete revolution . ation with a pair of saws arranged in parallel planes, and
19. In a machine for sawing tubular bodies, a saw , means means for constantly rotating said saws about their axes, of

for rotating the same upon its axis , a feed wheel having one a feed wheel, means for intermittently operating said feed
or more holders thereon each adapted to hold a tubular wheel, mechanism for giving said saws an intermittent or
body transversely to the plane of the saw , means for rotat bital movement, and means for automatically throwing said

ing said feed wheel to bring the tubular body into engage- mechanism out of action after each movement of the feed

ment with the saw , means for holding the feed wheel sta wheel .

tionary while the tubular body is in engagement with the 29. In a machine for cutting off the heads of sheet metal

saw, and means for giving the saw an orbital movement cans the combination with a pair of saws arranged in par

about the axis of thetubular body when the feed wheel is allel planes and means for constantly rotating said saws
at rest .

about their axes , of a clamp arranged to hold a can body
20. In a machine for sawing tubular bodies , a saw , means

with its end portions in engagement with the saws, and in
for rotating the same upon its axis, a feed wheel having a dependent means for giving said saws and clamp a complete
series of holders thereon each adapted to hold a tubular orbital movement relatively to one another during the en

body transversely to the plane of the saw, means for rolat gagement of the saws with the can body to cause the sever

ing said feed wheel intermittently to bring the tubular
ance of the cans heads.

body into engagement with the saw , means for holding the

feed wheel stationary each time a tubular body is broughiation with a saw , and meansfor constantlyrotating said saw
30. In a machine for sawing tubular bodies the combin

into engagement with the saw , and means for giving the about its axis, of a clamp arranged to hold a lubularbody

an orbital movement each time the feed wheel is
transversely to the plane of the saw and in engagement withstopped.

21. In a machine for sawing tubular bodies , a pair of saws
the saw, and independent means for giving said saw and

( lamp a complete orbital movement relatively to one another

arranged in parallel planes, means for rotating said saws

about their axis , a feed wheel having one or more holders
during the engagement of the saw with the tubular body to

cause the severance of the tubular body .
thereon each adapted to hold a tubular body with its end

portions projecting beyond the holder into the planes of the
31. In a machine for sawing tubular bodies the combination

saws, means for rotating said feed wheel to bringthetubur its axis, of a feeding device havinga clamp thereon adaptedwith a saw and means for constantly rotating said saw about

lar body or bodies into contact with the saws, means for
to hold a tubular body transversely to the plane of the saw ,

holding the ' feed wheel stationary while the tubular body

is in engagement with the saws , and means for giving said
means for automatically moving said feeding device to bring

saws a simultaneous orbital movement about the axis of the
said tubular body into engagement with the saw , means for

tubular body engaged by the saws while the feed wheel is
automatically locking said feeding device in stationary posi .

at rest.
tion while the tubular body is engaged by the saw, and means

22. In a machine for sawing tubular bodies, a saw, means for automatically moving said clamp and saw relatively to

for rotating the same upon its axis, a feeding device having
one another while the feeding device is stationary to cause

a series of holders thereon, each adapted to hold a tubular
the saw teeth to cut circumferentially around the tubular

hody from the interior of the tubular body outwardly .
body transversely to the plane the saw , means for rotat

ing said feed wheel intermittently to bring said tubular
32. In a machine for cutting off the heads of sheet metal

bodies successively into engagement with the saw, means
cans the combination with a pair of circular saws arrangel

for holding the feed wheel stationary while each tubular theiraxis, of a feeding device having a holder thereon, saidin parallel planes, and means for rotating said saws about

body is in engagement with the saw, and means for giving
said saw an orbital movement while the feed wheel is sta- holder beingarranged in a plane betweenthe saws and adap

tionary. ted to hold a can body with its end portions projecting into

23. In a machine for sawing tubular bodies , a saw, means
the planes of the saws , means for moving said feeding device

for operating the same tosever the tubular bodies, a feeding to bring the can body into engagement with the saws, means

device having a series of holders thereon each adapted to
for locking said feeding device in stationary position while

hold a tubular body in the plane of the saw, means for in
the can body is engaged by the saws , and means for moving

termittently operating said feeding device to bring succes
said holder and saws relatively to one another while the

sive holders opposite the saw , a cleaning device and means
feeding device is stationary to cause the teeth of the saws

for moving said cleaning device into and out of the interior
to cut circumferentially around the can body from the inter

of each holder after it has passed thesaw and while the ior of the can outwardly.

feeding device is at rest.
33. In a machine for saving tubular bodies , a circular saw

24. In a machine for sawing tubular bodies, a pair of saws,
and means for constantly rotating the same about its axis,

means for operating the same to sever the tubular bodies,
a clamp adapted to hold a tubular body transversely to the

a feeding device having a series of holders thereon each plane of the saw , means for giving the saw and the clamp a

adapted to hold a tubular body with its ends projecting be
relative feeding movement to cause the saw to make an in

yond the end of the holder into the planes of the saws ,
itial cut through the walls of the tubular body at one side

means for intermittently operating said feeding device to
thereof, means for stopping this feeding movement after this

bring successive holders opposite the saws , a cleaning de- initial cut has been made , and means for moving said saw

vice and means for moving said cleaning device into and out
and clamp relatively to one another after the feed movement

of the interior of each holder after it has passed the saws has ceased to cause the saw teeth to cut circumferentially

and while the feeding device is at rest.
around the tubular body from the interior outwardly.

34. In

25. In a machine for sawing tubular bodies, a pair of saws
machine for cutting off the heads of sheet metal

arranged in parallel planes , a feed wheel having a series of cans the combination with a pair of circular saws arranged
holders thereon each adapted to hold a tubular body with in parallel planes and means for rotating said saws about

its end portions projecting transversely of the planes of the their axes, of a holder arranged in a plane between said saws

saws , means for intermittently moving said feed wheel to and adapted to hold a can body with its end portions pro
bring successive holders between the saws, a longitudinally jecting into the planes of the saws, means for giving the

saws and holder a relative feeding movement to cause themovable shaft or spindle having a cleaning device thereon

arranged in the rear of the saws, and means for giving said
saws to make initial cuts through the wall of the can body

at one side thereof, means for stopping this feeding movespindle a longitudinal reciprocating movement each time the

feed wheel is stopped.
ment after the initial cuts have been made, and means for

26. In a machine for sawing tubular bodies, a pair of saws
moving said pair of saws and the holder relatively to one

and means for operating the same to cut said bodies trans
another after the feed movement has ceased to cause the

versely, a feed wheel having a series of holders thereon each teeth of both saws to cut circumferentially around the can
holder having a hinged outer jaw and being adapted to hold body from the interior outwardly .
a tubular body with its ends projecting into the planes of 35. A machine to cut the heads and bottoms from can
the saws, means for rotating saidfeed wheel intermittently , bodies having in combination a plurality of clamps to
a curved guide extending around the upper and rear portions stationarily clamp can bodies between their ends, means for

of the feed wheel and adapted to hold said hinged jaws | intermittently moving said clamps to bring them successively

10-6
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0

to the operative position , and means to simultaneously make No. 101,324. Milking Machine. Machine à traire.

two cuts one at each end around the clamped can body in

position , whereby both ends of the can will be severed and

removed while the body remains held in the clamp . Figt
36. In a machine of the class described the combination of

a crank, a cutter shaft carried by said crank , means for re

volving said cutter shaft continuously, means for revolving

said crank intermittently, and a can body clamp whose cen

ter is coincident with the axis of the cutter shaft. 1

37. In a machine of the class described the combination of

a crank, a cutter shaft carried by said crank and provided

with a pinion, a shaft at the axis of said crank and carrying

a gear which meshes with the pinion on said cutter shaft to

revolve the latter , means for revolving said gears and cutter

shaft continuously, means for revolving said crank inter

mittently and thereby move the revolving cutter shaft in a

circular path, and a can body clamp whose center is coin

cident with the axis of the cutter shaft.

ta6.

38. In a machine of the class described the combination of

a stationary table , a bearing supported above said table, a Fu.z.

revoluble sleeve extending through said bearing and carrying

a crank, means for revolving said sleeve, a cutter shaft car

ried by said crank, a shaft extending through said sleeve,

means for transmitting motion from said latter shaft to the

cutter shaft , and a can body clamp whose center is coin

cident with the axis of the cutter shaft.

39. In a machine of the class described the combination of
L

119.3.

a crank, a cutter shaft carried by said crank, means for re

volving said cutter shaft , means for revolving said crank in

termittently whereby to move the cutter shaft in a circular

path , a plurality of can body clamps and means for succes

sively moving said clamps into operative position with res
121324

pect to said cutter shaft.

40. In a machine of the class described the combination of

a crank, a cutter shaft carried by said crank , means for re
D. H. Burrell and Company, assignee of Frederic A. Lane,

volving said crank to move the cutter shaft in a circular
both of Little Falls , New York , U.S.A., 2nd October,

path, a revoluble head carrying a plurality of can body
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 16th February , 1906. Receipt No.

clamps, and means for intermittently revolving said head to
132,965.

successively bring the clamps into position opposite the
Claim .-1 . In a milking machine the combination with teat

crank axis and hold them at rest while the cutter shaft is cups and a milk pipe, of an interposed connecter compris

moved in a circular path.
ing a body which is open at the bottom , a bottom renov

41. In a machine for cutting can bodies the combination of ably secured in the bottom opening of the body, a lateral

two cranks confronting each other but spaced apart, a rotary attaching device for the milk pipe formed on said body

cutter carried by each crank , a plurality of movable clamps above the bottom opening thereof, and individual attaching

each adapted to clamp a can body between its ends , means devices for said cups formed on the top of said body, the

for successively miving the said clamps to a position in the
interior of said attaching devices being directly accessible

space between the said two cranks with their centers coin upon removing said bottom , substantially as described.

icdent with the axis of the cutter shaft , and means for inter 2. In a milking machine the combination of a milk pipe,

mittently revolving both cranks to cause the cutters to sever teat cups and a connector interposed between said pipe and

and remove the head and bottom while the body remains
said cups and provided with a restricted air inlet through

held in the clamp. which air is constantly admitted to the connector and the

milk passages connected therewith , substantially as set

No. 101,322. Extraction of Nickel and Cobalt.
forth .

3. In a milking machine the combination of a milk vessel ,
Extraction de nickel et cobalt. a pulsator on the same, a milk pipe connected with the

The Metals Extraction Corporation , assignee of Ralph pulsator, teat cups connected with the milk pipe , an air

Waldo Emerson MacIvor , all of London, England, 2nd
inlet which is placed periodically in communication with the

October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 11th June, 1906. Receipt milk pipe by the pulsator and an airinlet which admits air

No. 136,769 .
constantly to the milk pipe, substantially as set forth .

4. In a milking machine the combination of a milk vessel,
Claim .-- 1. The treatment of recovering nickle and cobalt a milk pipe connected therewith, teat cups connected with

form ores of oxidized mattes consisting in finely grinding the milk pipe and air inlet devices adapted to admit air to

the same and digesting them with or without pressure in a both ends of the milk pipe , substantially as set forth.

solution of chloride of magnesium at a suitable temperature, 5. In a milking machine the combination of a milk vessel,

drawing off the resulting solutions of cobalt and nickel
a milk pipe connected therewith , teat cups , a connector in

chlorides as formed and treating the same by known means terposed between the cups and the pipe and provided with
for the recovery of the metal contents , substantially as

an air inlet which is constantly open, and a pulsator pro
described.

vided with an air inlet which is periodically placed in com

2. The manner of separating cobalt from nickelby digest- munication withthe milk pipe,substantially as set forth .
ing the finely ground nickel cobalt ores or roasted mattes 6. A teat cup comprising a rigid tapering body shaped

ina solution of chloride of magnesium at a suitable tem- to receive and support the teatand having at its large end
perature in such manner that the cobalt is first dissolved

an enlargement forming an internal annular cavity which
and separated as a solution of cobaltous chloride from the extends outwardly and upwardly from the large end of the

ore, the digesting being then continued for the similar re- tapering body, and a flexible mouthpiece having an outer
moval of the nickel , substantially as described. wall by which it is attached to said enlargement and an in

3. In the treatment of cobalt and nickel ores or roasted per depending packing wall which located in said cavity

mattes forming the same into a paste with chloride of mag- above the large end of the tapering body and capable of

nesium , and after drying heating the mass to a temperature sidewise movement in said cavity, substantially as set

of about 300 degrees centigrade and subsequently wasting out forth .

the cloride of cobalt and nickel .

No. 101,325. Electric Switch, Commutateur électrique .
No. 101,323. Production of Nickel and Cobalt.

Production de nickel et cobalt .
W. J. O'Leary and Company, assignee of William Coonan ,

all of Montreal , Quebec , Canada , 2nd October, 1906 ; 6

The Metals Extraction Corporation , assignee of Ralph years. Filed 3rd August, 1904. Receipt No. 117,443 .

Waldo Emerson MacIvor, all of London, England , 2nd Claim . - 1 . In an electric switch the combination of a bed

October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 16th June , 1906. Receipt plate, a gravity actuated frame pivotally mounted thereon . ,

No. 136,959.
a pivotally supported locking member, and locking means

Claim .-- In the production of mattes from sulphide nickel carried by said bed plate in position to engage the respec

and cobalt ores, mixing with such ores an alkali or alkaline tive ends of said pivoted locking member , substantially as

earth -poly -sulphide together with a small quantity of car- described.
bon, for the purpose and in the manner substantially as 2. In an electric switch the combination of a bed plate , a

described. gravity actuated frame pivotally mounted thereon , a locking

-
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member pivotally connected to said frame and provided with No. 101,326. Feed Mechanism for Magazines.
catches at its respective ends, and locking means carried

Mécanisme d'alimentation pour magasins de fusils.

Fig 1
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Charles Owens and Dwight P. Montague, assignee of a half

1013230

interest, both of Chattanooga , Tennessee, U.S.A. , 2nd

Fig. 1. October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 13th July, 1906. Receipt

No. 137,787

Claim.-1. In combination in a machine of the class des

cribed, a feed drum , a hopper or support for the magazine

or other articles whereby the forward portions of the said

by the bed plate in position to engage said catches , sub - magazine are supported upon the said feed drum , means car

stantially as described . ried by the feed drum for engaging the magazines , and con

3. In an electric switch the combination of a bed plate , a trolling means between which and the feed drum the maga

gravity actuated frame pivotally mounted thereon, a lock - zines must pass, substantially as described .

ing member pivotally secured to said frame and provided 2. In combination a feed drum arranged to support the

with catches at its respective ends, a fixed member carried forwardportion of the magazines, means carried by the feed
by the frame in position to engage one of said catches drum for engaging the magazines, controlling means engag ;

and a movable member carried by said frame in position ing the pile of magazines and arranged opposite the feed !

to engage the other of said catches , substantially as des- drum with a space between for the passage of the maga

cribed. zines, said controlling means consisting of a wheel having

4. In an electric switch the combination of a bed plate , a teeth or projections thereon and adjustable releaser means

gravity actuated frame pivotally mounted thereon, alocking to cover more or less ofsaid teeth or projections and shield

member pivotally secured to said frame and provided with them from the pile of magazines , substantially des

catches at its respective ends, a fixed member adjustably cribed.

carried by the frame in position to engage one of said 3. In combination a feed drum having means to engage the

catches, and a movable member carried by said frame in magazines, a controlling ratchet arranged opposite the feed

position to engage the other of said catches , substantially as drum , means for rotating the ratchet step-by-step , and re

described. leaser means to shield more or less of the ratchet teeth in

5. In an electric switch the combination of a bed plate , agravity, actuated frame pivotally mounted thereon , a locking respect tothepile ofmagazines , substantiallyasdescribed.

member pivotally connected to said frame and provided with the magazine, a ratchet wheel arranged opposite the drum

catches at its respective ends , an adjustablemeans carried with a space between for the passage of the magazines, said
by said frame in position to engage one of said catches , an ratchet wheel having its teeth adapted to obstruct the for

armature plate carried by said bed plate for engagement ward movement of the magazines , means engaging the said

with the other of said catches, and a magnet for actuating ratchet teeth for operating the ratchet , and releaser means

said armature plate , substantially as described . to cover more or less of the ratchet teeth in respect to the

6. In an electric switch the combination of a bed plate , a pile of magazines, substantially as described.

gravity actuated frame pivotally mounted thereon , a lock- 5. In combination the feed drum , carying means to engage

ing member pivotally connected to said frame; a gravity the magazine, a ratchet wheel arranged opposite the drum

actuated armature plate arranged to lockingly engage said with a space between for the passage of the magazines, said

pivoted locking member, a magent for actuating said arma ratchet wheel having its teeth adapted to obstruct the for

ture plate , a stop arranged to limit the movement of said ward movement of the magazines , means engaging the said

armature plate and provided with means for limiting the ratchet teeth for operating the ratchet , and releaser means

swing of said pivoted locking member, substantially as des- to cover more or less of the ratchet teeth in respect to the

cribed. pile of magazines, said releaser means being adjustable

7. In an electric switch the combination of a bed plate , about the axis of theratchet , substantially as described.
circuit terminals electrically insulated on said bed plate , 6. In combination a feed drum , an adjustable support for

a gravity actuated frame pivotally mounted on the bed, the rear portion of the pile of magazines, a ratchet wheel ar

plate , electric conducting members carried by said pivoted ranged opposite the feed drum and between which the feed
frame and adapted to complete the circuit between said drum the magazines pass , means for operating the ratchet

circuit terminals , a locking member pivotally connected to and a releaser adapted to shield more or less of the ratchet

said frame , and locking means carried by the bed plate in teeth in respect to the pile of magazines , substantially as

position to engage the respective ends of said pivoted lock- described.
ing member, substantially as described . 7. In combination a feed drum adapted to receive the

8. In an electric switch the combination of a bed plate, magazines thereon, means carried by the feed drum to en
circuit terminals electrically insulated on said bed plate , a gage the magazines to feed them forward , and feed control

gravity actuated frame pivotally mounted on the bed plate, ling means arranged opposite the feed drum with a space
electric conducting members resiliently supported on said therebetween for the passage of the magazines , said con
pivoted frame and adapted to complete the circuit between trolling means being adapted to provide a contracting space
said circuit terminals , a locking member pivotally connect- to make the pile of magazines at the feeding point assume
ed to said frame , and locking means carried by the bed a pyramid -like formation with the magazines in advance of

plate in position to engage the respective ends of said pivot- the one next above , substantially as described .

ed locking member, substantially as described. 8. In combination with the feed drum , a rotary device

9. In an electric switch the combination of a bed plate , | opposite the peripheral surface of the feed drum for con

circuit terminals electrically insulated on said bed plate , a trolling the feed of the magazines and a releaser associated

gravity actuated frame pivotally mounted on the bed plate , with said rotary device and an adjustable stop carried there

flexible contacts carried by said pivoted frame , and adapted by, substantially as described

to complete the circuit between said circuit terminals , a 9. In combination with the feed drum , a toothed wheel op

locking member pivotally connected to said frame , and lock- posite the peripheral surface of the drum , a releaser, and

ing means carried by the bed plate in position to engage the means.for adjusting the size of the space between said re

respective ends of said pivoted locking member, substanti- leaser and the surface of the feed drum, substantially as

ally as described. described.
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No. 101,327. Electric Furnace . Fournaise électrique. No. 101,329. Electro-Chemical Process for Pro

ducing Nitrogen Compounds.

Procédé électro -chimique pour la production de composé d'azote .

FIG. 1

th
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H John Wilfrid Wood, Moulton , Iowa , U.S.A. , 2nd October, 1906 ;

G
6 years. Filed 22nd June , 1906. Receipt No. 137,175.

Claim.-1. An electro - chemical process for making nitrogen

compounds which consists in continuously charging a liquid

electrolyte with air under pressure to furnish it with an
10:32

excess of nitrogen , and subjecting the liquid to the action

La Société Electro -Metallurgique Français , Forges , assignee
of an electric current to dissociate the liquid and removing

of Paul Toussaint Héroult,La Praz, France , 2nd October,
the nitrogen and other compounds thus formed .

2. An electro -chemical process for making nitrogen com .
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 8th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,708 .

pounds which consists in preparing an aqueous solution of

Claim.-1 . An electric furnace having an electrode , a pro- nitrogen, continuously charging the solution with air under

tecting jacket therefor and means for cooling said jacket. pressure and subjecting the solution to the action of an elec

2. An electric furnace having an electrode , an outer pro- tric current to dissociate the solution and removing the

tecting jacket therefor and an inner cooling jacket between nitrogen and other compounds thus formed.

the electrode and the outer jacket . 3. An electro-chemical process for making nitrogen com

3. An electric furnace having an electrode and a protect- rounds which consists in causing a liquid electrolyte to con

ing jacket therefor having passages for a cooling fluid there- tinuously absorb gaseous nitrogen, sending an electro cur
through. rent through the electrolyte at ordinary temperature for

4. An electric furnace having an electrode , an outer jacket the purpose of dissociating the liquid and liberating the pro

of heat insulating material and an inner jacket of heat con- ducts of electrolysis , and firmly carrying off the nitrogenous

ducting material between the electrode and the outer jacket, compounds .

and having passages for a cooling fluid therethrough. 4. An electro -chemical process for making nitrogen com
5. An electric furnace having an electrode, an outer jacket pounds which consists in continuously charging water with

M of heat insulating material surrounding the same , and an air under pressure, to provide it with an excess of nitrogen
inner jacket N ofheat conductingmaterial, said inner jacket sendinganelectric currentthroughthewater to dissociate
comprising plates P and Q with blocks between them form- the water and to liberate the nitrogen and other products,
ing passages R for the circulation of a cooling fluid . and finally carrying off at the anode and cathode respectively

6. An electric furnace having an electrode and a protecting the nitrogen and other compounds formed.

jacket therefor adapted to extend down into the furnace, the

electrode being adapted to be adjusted through said jacket .
7. An electric furnace having means for injecting air there . No. 101,330. Telegraphic Alphabet.

to comprising an annular space in the furnace wall open to Alphabet télégraphique.

the interior , and a ring surrounding and discharging into

said space.

8. An electric furnace having means for injecting air there
Fig. 1.

into comprising an annular space in the furnace wall open to

the interior and a ring surrounding and discharging into said

space , the wall abovesaid space overhanging the edge of the

wall below the space .

9. The combination with an electrode for an electric fur

race, of a protecting jacket adapted to extend into the fur.

nace to protect the electrode, and a stuffing box supporting

said jacket , the electrode being adapted to be fed through

the stuffing box and jacket.

10. The combination with an electrode for an electric fur

nace , of a stuffing box W surrounding the electrode , said

stuffing box being provided with a gland d and graphite pack nament

ing o .

No. 101,328. Method of Producing Nitrogen Com

position .
Fig . A

Méthode de production de composé d'azote.

Oscar Frederick Carlson , Stockholm , Sweden , 2nd October,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 18th July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,935 . 401330

Claim.-1 . The herein described method of producing nitro

gen compositions by heating carbides of alkaline earths in
a current of nitrogen gas consisting in adding to the carbide Isidor Kitsee, Philadelphia , Pennsylvania, U.S.A. , 2nd Oc

before the heating, one or more fluorides of an alkali or an
tober, 1906 ; 12 years. Filed 17th May, 1:06 . Receipt

alkaline earth , substantially for the purpose set forth .
No. 136,023 .

2. The herein described method of producing nitrogen com- Claim . - 1. In a telegraphic alphabet, one symbol con

positions by heating carbides of alkaline earths in a current sisting of two curves opposite as to each other, and the

of nitrogen gas , consisting in adding to the carbide before second symbol consisting of two curves opposite as to each

the heating, one or more flourides of an alkali or an alkaline other, a zero line between said curves.
earth and a sulphate of an alkaline earth or an alkali , sub- 2. A telegraphic alphabet comprising two symbols, one

stantially for the purpose set forth. consisting of two marks opposite as to each other , the

Fig.2

rüner nima meranamia

Fig.3.,

دیایسیامانرارسارارق-
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second symbol consisting of two marks opposite as to each end of the spring plate to bear on the free end of the swing.

other, and a third mark between said two marks . ing jaw member, to press the latter toward the stationary

3. A telegraphic code comprising a different grouping of

two symbols, one symbol consisting of one mark at one

side of the imaginary zero line followed by a second mark

at the other side of said zero line , and the second symbol

consisting of one mark on one side of the zero line, and

one mark at the other side of the zero line .

4. A telegraphic Morse alphabet in which the dash is
symbolized by two curves opposite as to each other and

connected with each other by a straight line, and in which

the dot is symbolized by two connected curves opposite

each other .

5. A telegraphic alphabet comprising two characters, one

character consisting of two elements , one above and one be

low an imaginary zero line and the second character consist

ing of three elements, one above, one at , and one below an

imaginary zero line,

T
E
F
1
0
1

.

1
0
7

F
i
g

.3.

No. 101,331. Line Clamp. Frein pour cables .

2

ng 1

jaw member , or to be disengaged from the said swinging

jaw member.

2. The herein described clamp comprising a socket member

for attachment to a shoe , a resilient head for engagement

with the socket member, a pivot projecting outwardly from

said head , the stationary jaw member secured on the pivot

1 and having the offset portion at its center , the swinging

I jaw member having its inner end pivotally connected to the

l offset portion of the stationary jaw member , and the spring

plate mounted in the pivot for lateral movement with re

ference to the stationary jaw member to engage and disen

sage the swinging jaw member.

No. 101,333. Holder for Cartridges. Porte cartouches.

F
I
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11,331

John E. Baechler, Sarnia, Ontario , Canada , 2nd October,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 29th May, 1905. Receipt No. 125 , - John Joyce Burnett and Charles Bubear , both of Welling

582 . ton , Somerset , England , 2nd October , 1906 ; 6 years .

Claim.-1. In a line clamp , the combination with a brass
Filed 14th July 1906. Receipt No. 137,815.

plate formed with apertures , of a boss extending trans- Claim. -1. The combination of a conical spring holder

versely across the plate near one end and provided with a formed of spring metal , bent into a circle with bands of

hole extending longitudinally through the same, said boss metal near the top and bottom riveted thereto on each side

being cut away at the center to form a bearing at each side , of the joint, and having means for attachment to a band,
a clamping lever consisting of a short arm and a long arı belt or clothing, substantially as described .

provided at their junction with an apertured ear on one 2. As a new article of manufacture a holder for cartridges

side adjacent to the plate and curved outwardly toward each of spring metal slightly larger than the diameter of the

end away from the plate and extending through the ear on head of the cartridge and having a series of tongues pro

the lever, a transverse portion formed integral with each jecting from it in a straight line without a bead but slight

end of said lever, arms integral with the ends of said ( ly bent inward so as to form a narrower circle than the

transverse portions and extending at right angles thereto, cartridge, whereby the cartridge bead rests on the top of

a serrated transverse rib on the long end of the base plate, the tongue, but can be forcibly withdrawn from the tongues.
the transverse portion of the short arm of said lever being 3. The combination of a cylindrical portion at top having

adapted to co -operate with said rib , and a lug at each end spring clips B stamped out of it , and a series of tongues
of said rib.

continuing therefrom in a substantially straight line, some

what smaller but continually lessening in diameter whereby

No. 101,332. Overshoe Fastener . Attache de galoches. the cartridge rests on the tongues, and is prevented from
being shaken out of the cartridge holder in an upward di

Watson 0. Brockway, Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. , 2nd October rection by the spring clips .

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th June, 1906. Receipt No. 137, 4. A spring metal holder for cartridges formed of sheet
247 .

metal having a series of vertical slots D D and means for

Claim .- 1. The herein described clamp having means to supporting the bead of the cartridge near the top of the
attach it to a shoe and comprising the stationary jaw mem- tongues formed bythe slots.

ber 4 having the offset portion at its center, the swinging 5. A cartridge holder formed of a spring metal body hav

jawmember having its innerendpivotallyconnected to the ing spring tongues , resilient means for supporting the head

offset portion of the stationary jaw member, and the spring or the cartridge, and spring clips stamped out of the body,

plate 10 pivotally connected tothe upper end of thesta- wherebythe cartridge is prevented from being shaken out

tionary jaw memberfor lateral movement to enable the free ' in an upward direction.
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No. 101,334. Hose Supporter. Support de bas. signed to be arranged in an electric current, and means con

trolled by the said electro -magnet for interrupting the con

11 D 1
6
/
3
3
4

D

1
2
3

Henry Baddeley Cooper , Columbus, Ohio , U.S.A. , 2nd Octo

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed ilth July, 1906. Receipt No.

137,708.

Claim . — 1 . A hose supporter employing a flexible cord or

tape for sustaining the hose attaching devices , a sliding

member or guide comprising a casing closed in on all sides

and open at one end for the reception of the cord or tape,

and having a rivet or pulley over which said cord passes ,

and having also means at the opposite end for attachment of

the hose supporting devices , substantially as described.

2. A hose supporter employing a flexible cord for sustain

ing the hose attaching devices , a sliding member or guide

for said cord comprising a metal loop and a single piece of

sheet metal folded to engage said loop and to provide a

chamber having boxed in sides with an open end, and a'

rivet in said chamber connecting the sides and over which

the cord passes , substantially as described .

3. In a hose supporter the combination with a flexible cord 101335

and hose attaching devices , a slide or guide for connecting

the hose attaching devices to the cord comprising a metalnection between the weight raising means and the weight and

loop for carrying the hose attaching devices , and a single transferring the power of the weight to the device to be

piece of sheet metal having an end wing embracing a bar of actuated and re- establishing the connection between the

said loop , and side wings turned over with their edges abut
weight raising means and the weight subsequent to the actu

ting , and a rivet connecting the side wings to the body ation of the device ,the said means comprising a fingermove

and around which rivet the cord passes , substantially as des
ment of which in one direction is prevented by the device to

cribed.
be actuated when said device is in its normal position .

4. A sliding member or cord guide for hose supporters ,
5. The combination of a device to be actuated , an actuating

comprising a metallic loop , and a single sheet metal blank weight, means for raising the weight, a connection inter
having an end wing embracing one bar of the loop and side

mediate said weight raising means and the weight compris
wings folded over parallel with the body of the blank and ing a clutch, an electro -magnet, means controlled by the said

with their edges abutting centrally thereof , said body having electro -magnet for transferring the power of the weight to

a central opening and said edges being notched to form a the device to be actuated , and a lever connected with the
corresponding opening, and a rivet in said openings and said means and having an arm for moving one member of

connecting the opposite sides of the guide , substantially as the clutch and also having means disposed at one side of
described.

the device to be actuated whereby said device in its normal

position is enabled to prevent re-establishment of the con

No. 101,335. Weight Actuated Apparatus. nection between the weight raising means and the weight.

Appareil actionné par une pesée. 6. The combination of a device to be actuated , an actuat

ing weight , a drum , means whereby motion is transmitted
Eugene Fuller , Arctic , Warwick, Rhode Island , U.S.A. , 2nd from the drum to the device when the drum is rotated in one

October , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 21st June , 1906. Receipt direction and the device is left idle when the drum is rotated

No. 137,126 .
in the opposite direction , a cable passed over a sheave and

Claim.-1 . The combination of a device to be actuated, an connecting the drum and the weight, means for raising the

actuating weight, means for raising the weight , means ar- weight, and electro -mecbanical means for interrupting the

ranged when put in operation to interrupt the connection be- connection between the weight raising means and the weight

tween the weight raising means and the weight and transfer and transferring the power of the weight to the device to be

the power of the weight to the device to be actuated and re- actuated and re -establishing the connection between the

establish the connections between the weight raising means weight raising means and the weight subsequent to the actu

and the weight subsequent to the actuation of the device ation of the device .

and means for putting said means in operation . 7. The combination of a device to be actuated , an actuat

2. The combination of a device to be actuated, an actuating ing weight , a drum , means whereby motion is transmitted

weight, means for raising the weight, electro -mechanical from the drum to the device when the drum is rotated in one

means arranged when put in operation to interrupt the con- direction and the device is left idle when the drum is rotated

nection between the weight raising means and the weight in the opposite direction , a cable passed over a sheave and

and transfer the power of the weight to the device to be connecting the drum and the weight, means for raising the

actuated and re - establish the connection between the weight weight , a driving connection intermediate said means and

raising means and the weight subsequent to the actuation of the weight comprising a clutch , an electro -magnet, an arma

the device, and means for putting said electro - mechanical ture complementary thereto , means connected with said arm
means in operation . ature for controlling the transmission of motion from the

3. The combination of a device to be actuated , an actuating rum to the device to be actuated , and a lever connected
weight, means for raising the weight, an electro - magnet de- with the latter means and arranged to open the clutch and
signed to be arranged in an electric circuit , and means con- having a finger arranged to be held against movement in one

trolled by the said electro- magnet for interrupting the con . direction by the actuating device when said device is in its
nection between the weight raising means and the weight normal position .

and transferring the power of the weight to the device to be 8. The combination of a device to be actuated , an actuating
actuated and re - establishing the connection between the weight , a connection between the weight and the device , an

weight raising means and the weight subsequent to the actu - electro -motor, a connection between said motor and the
ation of the device . weight for raising the latter by the former, a source of elec

4. The combination of a device to be actuated , an actuating tric energy arranged in circuit with the motor , a switch als )

weight, means for raising the weight , an electro -magnet de- Tarranged in circuit with the motor and the source of electric
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energy, means on the weight and the switch for closing the ture, a carbonaceous material and adding a superheating

switch when the weight moves downwardly and opening the
flux to the mass while still heated and finally subjecting

switch when the weight moves upwardly, and means for in the mass to a fusing degree of heat excluded from oxygen .

terrupting the connection between the weight raising means

and the weight and transferring the power of the weight to

the device to be actuated and re-establishing the connection

between the weight raising means and the weight subsequent

to the actuation of the device, the said means comprising a

finger, movement of which in one direction is prevented by

the device to be actuated when the latter is in its retracted

position .

9. The combination of a device to be actuated, an actuating

weight, connection between the weight and the device , an

electro -motor, a connection between said motor and the
18

weight for raising the latter by the former, a source of elec

tric energy arranged in circuit with the motor, a switch also

arranged in circuit with the motor and the source of electric

energy, means on the weight and the switch for closing the

switch when the weight moves downwardly and opening the

switch when the weight moves upwardly , an auxiliary circuit

including a source of electric energy and a signal , and means

whereby the auxiliary circuit is completed when the weight

moves downwardly subsequent to completing the first
mentioned circuit .

1/351

10. The combination of a device to be actuated, an actuat

ing weight , means for raising the weight , and means for in

terrupting the connection between the weight raising means
5. In the manufacture of carbide from limestone and car

and the weight and transferring the power of the weight to bonaceous material the herein described process which con

the device to be actuated and re- establishing the connection sists in calcining the limestone to produce lime , then after
between the weight raisingmeans and the weight subsequent the lime is produced and while the lime is still heated
to the actuation of the device , the said means comprising a above atmospheric temperature, introducing thereinto car

finger movement of which in one direction is preventedby bonaceous material and mixing the same therewith and
the device to be actuated when the latter is in its normal while the mixture is still heated , raising its temperature to
position. a fusing degree of heat.

11. The combination of a device to be actuated, an actuat

ing weight,means for raising the weight, a connection inter- No. 101,337. Mechanical Movement.

mediate said weight raising means and the weight compris

ing a clutch , means for transferring the power of the weight
Mouvement mécanique.

to the device to be actuated , and a lever connected with the

said means and having an arm for opening the said clutch

and also having a finger disposed at one side of the device to

be actuated whereby the latter is enabled in its retracted

position to prevent re - establishment of the connection be

tween the weight raising means and the weight.

12. The combination of a device to be actuated, an actuat

ing weight, a drum, means whereby motion is transmitted

from the drum to the device when the drum is rotated in one

direction and the device is left idle when the drum is rotated

in the opposite direction, a cable connected with the drum

and the weight, means for raising the weight , means arrang

ed when put in operation to interrupt the connection be

tween the weight raising means and the weight and transfer Fig ...

the power of the weight to the device to be actuated and re

establish the connection between the weight raising means

and the weight subsequent to the actuation of the device , and

means for putting said means in operation .

25
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No. 101,336. Manufacture of Carbide.

Fabrication de carbure.

Herman Lewis Hartenstein , Constantine , Michigan , U.S.A. ,

2nd October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 19th May, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 136,078 .

Claim.-1. In the manufacture of carbide from limestone

and carbonaceous material , the herein described process

which consists in calcining the limestone to produce lime

before the carbonaceous material is added , then mixing with

such resultant lime before it cools to atmospheric tempera

ture , the proportion of carbonaceous material and finally Fiyi / / ::)

while the mixture is still heated above atmospheric tem

perature subjecting it to a fusing degree of heat, excluded

from oxygen.
Peter Hesselius, Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. , 2nd Ictober, 1906 ;

2. In the manufacture of carbide from limestone and car 6 years. Filed 24th April, 1906. Receipt No. 135,235.

bonaceous material , the herein described process which con- Claim . - 1 . The combination with a shaft, of a winding

sists in calcining pulverized limestone to produce pulverized passage , means for guiding a weight or ball in a path inter

lime before the carbonaceous material is added , then mixing secting said winding passage and the gravity operated ball

with such resultant lime before it cools to atmospheric arranged to travel through said path or passage.

temperature the proportion of carbonaceous material , and 2. The combination with a rotary shaft, of a winding ball

finally while the mixture is still heated above atmospheric path thereupon, a guide path arranged substantially parallel

temperature subjecting it to a fusing degree of heat, exclud- to the long axis of said shaft and a weight arranged in said

ed from oxygen . ball path and guide path to move through both paths simul

3. In the manufacture of carbide the herein described taneously and thereby revolve one of said paths .

process which consists in calcining limestone , mixing with 3. The combination of a stationary with a revoluble part ,

the resultant lime before it cools to atmospheric tempera- one of said parts having a spiral path therein and the other

ture a carbonaceous material , and while the mixture is part having a straight path therein, a series of balls ar

still heated mixing therewith calcium carbide, black oxid ranged to move by gravity through said paths , and means

of maganese, bituminous coal, aluminum and chlorate of for returning some but not all of said balls automatically

potash and finally subjecting the mass before it cools to a to their starting point.

fusing degree of heat . 4. The combination of a stationary element with a rotary

4. In the manufacture of carbide the herein described element, one of said elements having one or more straight

process which consists in calcining limestone , mixing with paths therein and the other element having one or more

the resultant lime before it cools to atmospheric tempera- ' paths inclined relatively to said straight paths, and a weight
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or weights arranged to be moved by gravity through said or more air passages arranged to discharge currents of air
paths and thereby impart motion to the rotary element, into the fuel as it leaves the nozzle and in the same direc

5. The combinaton with a stationary element, of a rotary

element one of said elements having a spiral path therein and

the other element having a straight path therein running

parallel with the axis of the spiral path , a series of balls

or weights arranged to move by force of gravity in both of

said paths simultaneously and thereby impart motion to

one of said elements and a conveying mechanism adapted

to lift a portion of the operating balls or weights back to

their starting point.

یجار
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No. 101,338. Luggage Carrier. Porte-effets .
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tion as the first -mentioned air currents, substantially as

specified .

3. The combination in a pulverized fuel burner for furn

aces , of a neck fitted into an opening in the furnace wall , a

pulverized fuel supply passage having its mouth terminating

in said neck from which mouth the pulverized fuel is free

to expand, and superposed air passages below said fuel sup

ply mouth , said upper passage supplying air in lesser vol

David Daniel Leavy, Wabaseka, Arkansas , U.S.A. , 2nd Oc ume but with greater force than the lower passage, sub

tober, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 12th July, 1906. Receipt No. stantially as specified .

137,740 . 4. The combination in a pulverized fuel burner for furn

Claim .-- 1 . In a device of the character described , the com
aces , of a neck fitted into an opening in the furnace wall ,

bination of a box or case , metal straps secured to the back
a pulverized fuel supply nozzle having its discharge end

of said box, the upper ends of said straps being bent so
terminating in said neck and from which the pulverized

as to form suspension hooks adapted fit upon the shoulders fuel isfreeto expand as it issues from the nozzle, air pas
of the wearer, strips connected to the upper portion ofthe sages flankingsaid nozzle and arranged to discharge air
metal straps, one end of the straps extending into the in- currents into the furnace in proximity to the dischargeof
terior of the box andboth endsof the straps being provided thefuel, nozzle so thatthe currents of air meet the fuel
with means for securing a bundle thereto ,and a waist band immediately upon its issuance from said nozzle, and oneor

secured to the lower portion of the box . more air passages arranged to discharge currents of air

2. In a device of the character described, the combination into the fuel as it leavesthe nozzle and in the same direc

tion as the first -mentioned air currents , substantially asof a box or case , metal straps secured to the back of said

box , the lower ends of said straps being bent so as to em
specified

brace the bottom of the box while the upper ends of the No. 101,340. Apparatus for Separating Particles

straps are bent so as to form suspension hooks adapted to of Metal.
fit upon the shoulders of the wearer, strips secured to the

upper portion of the metal straps and provided at both Appareil pour séparer des particules de métal.

ends with means for securing a bundle thereto, one of the George Moore , London , England, 2nd October , 1906 ; 6 years.

ends of said straps passing into the interior of the box , Filed 7th March , 1906. Receipt No. 133,620 .

and a waist band connected to the metal straps at the lower
Claim .-1 . In a separating apparatus the combination com

portion of the box by means of spring members.

3. In a device of the character described, the combination frame , a second endless belt disposed to run with the first
prising a frame, an endless belt disposed to run over the

of a box or case, straps secured to the back of the box endless belt, and means for applying a fluid to the belt.
the lower ends of said straps being þent so as to embrace

the lower side of the box while the upper ends are bent to
2. In a separating apparatus the combination comprising

an inclined frame , rotatable drums carried by the frame,

form suspension hooks which are adapted to fit upon the
flexible belts disposed around the drum , means for rotating

shoulders of the wearer, a ring secured at each end of the
the drums and an intermediate belt supporting drum carportion of the strap embracing the lower side of the box
ried by the frame.

by means of which a package can be secured to the bottom
3. In a separating apparatus the combination comprising

of the bus .

ar inclined frame , rotatable drums carried by the frame.

flexible belts disposed around the drums , gears adapted to

No. 101,339. Pulverized Fuel Burner for Furnaces. rotate with the driven shaft and to engage one of the drum

rüleur de combustible pulvérisé pour fournaise.
rotating gears , pivoted handles secured to the slidable gears ,

ald means for supporting the belts intermediate of their

Charles Arthur Matcham , Allentown , Pennsylvania , U.S.A., erds .

2nd October , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 1st June, 1906. Re- 4. In a separating apparatus, the combination comprising

ceipt No. 136,480 . ar: inclined frame , rotatable drums supported by the frame ,

Claim .-1 . The combination in a pulverized fuel burner flexible belts disposed around the drums . projecting flanges
for furnaces, of a fuel supply nozzle arranged to discharge carried by the edges of the belts , means for rotating the
the pulverized fuel into the furnace at or over the furnace drums, and an intermediate support for the belts.
wall through which the fuel passes to the furnace , said 5. In a separating apparatus the combination comprising

nozzle having fuel and air supply passages , and having its an inclined frame , rotatable drums carried by the frame ,

walls vertically and laterally remote from the boundaries flexible belts disposed around the drums, supporting rollers
of the fuel supply mouth , whereby said walls exercise carried by the frame , means for rotating the drums, and
no direct confining or contracting influence upon the ex- means for discharging a fluid on the belt .

panding volume of fuel issuing from said mouth , substan- 6. In a separating apparatus the combination comprising

tially as specified . ar inclined frame , rotatable drums supported by the frame

2. The combination in a pulverized fuel burner for fur- at different altitudes, flexible belts disposed around the

naces , of a fuel supply nozzle arranged to discharge the drums, means for discharging fluid on the belts , means for

pulverized fuel into the furnace at or near the furnace rotating the drums, and an intermediate belt supporting
wall through which the fuel passes to the furnace, whereby drum carried by the frame.

the pulverized fuel is free to expand immediately upon is- 7. In a separating apparatus the combination comprising
suance from said nozzle , and air passage flanking said an inclined frame, rotatable drums carried by the opposite

nozzle and discharging air currents into the furnace in frds of the frame, flexible belts disposed around the drums,

close proximity to the discharge of the fuel nozzle so that pipes arranged with branches above the belts , means for

the currents of air from the said air passages meet the rotating the drum , an intermediate belt supporting drum on
fuel immediately upon its issuance from its nozzle , and one the frame.
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8. In a separating apparatus the combination comprising formed at the cathode, into the acid surrounding the anode ,

ar: inclined frame , rotatable drums supported by the frame, substantially as and for the purpose specified.
2. The herein described process consisting in electrolysing

aqueous nitric acid , liquefying the nitric oxides orginated

at the cathode, and in passing such liquefied gases into the

acid surrounding the anode, substantially as and for the pur

pose set forth .

3. The herein described process consisting in filling the

anode leg of a U-tube , adapted for electrolysis , with nitro

sulphuric acid , and the cathode leg with diluted nitric acid ,

and then electrolysing such liquid , substantially as and for

the purpose set forth .
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No. 101,342. Trunk. Coffre.
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Hiermann Romünder, Milwaukee , Wisconsin , U.S.A. , 2nd

October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 29th May, 1906 . Receipt

No. 136,366.

Claim.-1 . An individual trunk adapted to form the lower

member of a united assemblage of trunks and consisting of

a receptacle having a cover and closure devices , the upper

surface of said trunk being flat and smooth, a number of

half round metal straps secured across the bottom , front and

back of said trunk and a number of flat bands across the top ,

in alignment respectively with said metal straps , and means

flexible belts disposed around the drum , means for rotating for connecting said trunk to an adjacent trunk.

the drums , a second belt disposed over the first -named belt 2. An individual trunk adapted to form an intermediate

to leave a space therebetween, and a supporting drum for member of a united assemblage of trunks and consisting of a

the second belt . receptacle having a cover and closure devices , the lower and

9. In an apparatus for separating particles of metals from upper surfaces of said trunk being flat and smooth, a num

the gangue or material with which they are associated , the ber of metal straps secured across the front and back of

combination comprising two side frames of greater height said trunk , and a number of flat metal bands across the top

at one end than at the other, end frames adapted to connect and bottom in alignment respectively with said metal straps ,

the side frames, bearings carried at the upper end of the and means for connecting said trunk to an adjacent trunk .

frames , transverse horizontal spindles disposed in the bear- 3. An individual trunk adapted to form the upper member

iugs , drums fixed upon the spindles , adjustable bearings car- of a united assemblage of trunks and consisting of a recep

ried at the lower end of the frames, spindles rotatably dis- tacle having a cover and closure devices, the lower surface

posed in the bearings, drums fixed on the latter spindles , of said trunk being flat and smooth, a number of half round

endless flexible belts having continuous projecting flanges metal straps secured about the front , top and back of said

on their outer edges disposed around the upper and lower trunk , and a number of flat metal bands across the bottom

drums , bearings carried by the upper end of the frames and in alignment respectively with said metal straps .

arranged directly below the upper spindles , drums upon the 4. A combination trunk comprising a plurality of individual

latter spindles , a belt disposed around said drums , and trunk sections assembled one upon another, each of said

around said first -named belt , a transverse spindle carried trunk sections comprising a receptacle having a cover and

near the center of the frames, drums disposed to revolve closure device, the opposed surfaces of said trunk sections

freely upon this latter spindle , over which drums the re- being flat and smooth , attaching means placed near adjacent

turning part of the belts are arranged to travel and said edges of said sections to unite them , strap loops placed in

latter drum being arranged to raise said belts as they pass aligned position upon each section, and straps passed through

to the drums at the lower end of the frame . said loops and secured to reinforce the union between said

assembled sections, together with a number of half round

No. 101,341 . Process of Concentrating Nitric Acid.
'metal straps connected to the exposed surface of each of

said trunk sections and a number of flat metal bands across

Procédé pour concentrer l'acide nitrique. each of the opposed surfaces of said trunk sections in align

ment with said half round metal straps respectively .

5. A combination trunk comprising a plurality of individual

trunk sections assembled one upon another, each of said

trunk sections comprising a receptacle having a cover and

closure device, the opposed surfaces of said trunk sections

being flat and smooth , corner plates upon said opposed sur

faces having respectively recesses and projections adapted

to interlock , attaching means placed near adjacent edges of

said sections to unite them, strap loops placed in aligned

positions upon each section and straps passed through said

loops and secured to reinforce the union between said as

sembled sections together with a number of half round metal
* OS straps connected to the exposed surfaces of each of said

trunk sections , and a number of flat metal bands across each

of the opposed surfaces of said trunk sections in alignment

with said half round metal straps respectively.

6. A combination trunk comprising a lower individual trunk

Harry Pauling , Gelsenkirchen IV, Westhalia, Prussia , Ger- section whose upper surface is flat and smooth and which
man Empire , 2nd October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 13th consists of a receptacle having a cover and closure devices,

August, 1906. Receipt No. 138,643 . and an upper individual trunk section whose lower surface

Claim.-1. The herein described process consisting in elec- is flat and smooth and which consists of a receptacle having

trolysing aqueous nitric acid and passing the nitric oxides, a cover and closure device , both said trunk sections being

1
0
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3
4
1
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arranged to be assembled one upon the other and provided 3. A clasp comprising a fixed and a pivoted jaw , said fixed

with attaching means placed near adjacent edges of said sec- jaw having a bent piece extending upward along its rear

tions and with corner plates at all the corners of said sec

tions , the corner plates extending over the meeting surfaces

of said trunk sections being flat and arranged to interlock

by means corresponding recesses and projections provided

respectively on said opposed corner plates .

7. A combination trunk comprising a lower individual trunk

section , a number of intermediate individual trunk sections

and an upper individual trunk section , each of said sections

consisting of a receptacle portion , a cover and closure de

vices , the upper surface of said lower section and the lower

surface of said upper section , and the upper and lower sur

faces of the said intermediate sections being flat and smooth,

means secured to adjacent edges of said sections to attach

the assembled sections to one another and plates provided at

all the corners of the said sections, the corner plates pro

vided on the corners of the bottom of the upper section and

the top of the lower section and on all the corners of the in

termediate sections being substantially flat and arranged to
interlock by means of corresponding recessandprojections surface, said bent piece having its lower extremity pointed

on said opposed corner plates respectively .
and passing through the fixed jaw , said pivoted jaw having

8. A combination trunk comprising a lower individual trunk a socket piece of yielding material forming a seat for said

section, one or more intermediate individual trunk sections pointed extremity.

and an upper individual trunk sections arranged to be as
4. A clasp comprising a fixed and a pivoted jaw, said fixed

pembled one upon the other, each of said trunk sections jaw having a bent piece extending upward along its rear

comprising a receptacle portion , a cover and closure devices, surface for the purpose specified, said bent piece having a

means secured to adjacent edges of said sections to attach plurality of pointed ends passing through thefixed jaw , saia

the assembled sections to one another and plates provided pivoted jaw having a socket piece of yielding material form

at all the corners of the said sections , the corner plates ex
ing a seat for said points.

tending over the meeting surface of said trunk sections 5. A clasp comprising a fixed and a pivoted jaw , said fixed

being flat and provided respectively with recesses and cor
jaw having a bent piece extending upward along its rear

responding projections, a number of half round metal straps surface for the purpose specified. a socket pieceof yielding

secured to the front and back of each of said sections and material secured to said fixed jaw , said bent piece having a

to the top of the upper and the bottom of the lower trunk pointed extremity passing through said fixed jaw and its

section , and a number of flat metal bands secured to and re socket piece, the pivoted jaw having a projection adapted to

inforcing the meeting surfaces of said trunk sections .
fit the socket in said socket piece, said projection itself

having a socket piece of yielding material to seat said

pointed extremity of said bent piece .

No. 101,343 . Garment Marker.

Marqueur pour vêtements.
No. 101,345. Oscillaphone. Oscillaphone.
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John B. Spencer , Butte , Montana , V.S.A., 2nd October, 1906 ; Walter Wentworth Massie , Providence , Rhode Island ,

6 years . Filed 12th July , 1906. Receipt No. 137,745 . U.S.A., 2nd October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 5th February ,

1906. Receipt No. 132,582 .
Claim . - 1 . A device of the character described comprising

movable jaws, a serew rod for clamping said jaws together Claim . - 1. The combination of an insulating element, stop

and an identifying or marking device attached to said screw means upon the upper side of the insulating element, ter

rod , substantially as described . minals between which the stop means is located , a bridg

2. A device of the character described comprising movable ing element to rest on the terminals and a permanent mag

jaws , a screw eye passing freely through an opening in one net the insulating element being bored to receive the

of said jaws and engaged with the threaded opening in the magnet.

other of said jaws and a tag upon the eye of said screw , sub- 2. The combination of an insulating element, stop pins

stantially as described .
+ xtended into the insulating element and above the upper

3. A device of the character described comprising two surface thereof , terminals between which the stop pins are

pivotally connected members having co -acting jaws at their located , a bridging element to rest on the terminals and a

free ends , a screw eye passing freely through an opening in permanent magnet, the insulating element being bored to

one of said jaws and engaged with the threaded opening in receive the legs ofthe permanent inagnot and said legs bear.

the other of said jaws , a washer upon said screw beneath the ing against said pins.

said eye and an identifying tag pivoted upon the eye of said 3. In an oscillaphone the combination with a base support ,

screw , substantially as described .
an insulating element and terminals engaging the element

and having a conducting element thereon, of conductng

No. 101,344. Suspender. Bretelles.
members secured to the element and fastenings applied to

the base and engaging the said terminals and constituting

Harlon B. Stevenson and William Thomas, Jr. , co - inventors , the sole connecting means for the apparatus with respect

both of St. Regis Falls , New York , U.S.A. , 2nd October, to the base support.

1906 : 6 years . Filed 23rd July , 1906, Receipt No.

138,074 . No. 101,346. Selective Telephone System.

Claim .-- 1. A clasp comprising a fixed and a pivoted jaw, Système sélectif de téléphone.

said fixed jaw having a bent piece extending upward along
its rear surface, said bent piece having its lower extremity ' Noble S. McKinsey and Anton R. Nelson , both of Susanville .

passing through the fixed jaw and adapted to engage the
California , U.S.A. , 2nd October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed

article to which the clasp is attached .
22nd October, 1903. Receipt No. 109,528 .

2. A clasp comprising a fixed and a pivoted jaw , said fixed Claim .-1 . In a telephone system the combination of a main
jaw having a bent piece extending upward along its rear wire having a switch at each telephone station , a return

surface, said bent piece having its lower extremity pointed wire , a bridge at each telephone station between the main

and passing through the fixed jaw and adapted to engage the and return wires having therein the secondary winding and

article to which the clasp is attached . ear phone, a break closed by the opening of the main line ,
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and a second brake closed by a revolving device , the revo- main line , said devices all moving in unison but making

lution thereof being controlled by the opening and closing their closures in succession, and means independent of said

opening and closing for impelling each device , substantially

Fig . 1
as described .

9. In a telephone system the combination of a main wire

having a switch at each telephone station , a return wire , a

bridge at each telephone station between the main and re

turn wires having therein the secondary wínding and ear

phone , a break closed by the opening of the main line , and

a second break and two closures for said break, one of said

closures being made by a revolving wheel , all of said wheels

moving in unison but closing in succession and the other

closure being made by means of an independent switch, sub

stantially as described.

10. In a telephone system the combination of a main wire

having a switch at each telephone station , a return wire ,

a bridge at each telephone station between the main and

return wires having therein the secondary winding and ear

phone, a break closed by the opening of the main line, and

a second break and two closures for said break, one of said

closures being made by a revolving wheel , only one of such

closures being operatable at a time for all the wheels and

the second closure being made by an independent switch ,
of the main line , only one of said devices making said substantially as described .

closure at a time , substantially as described .
11. In a telephone system the combination of a main wire

2. In a telephone system the combination of a main wire
having a switch at each telephone station , a return wire ,

having a switch at each telephone station , a return wire, a bridge at each telephone station between the main and

a bridge at each telephone station between the main and
return wires having therein the secondary winding and ear

return wires having therein the secondary winding and ear
phone, a break closed by the opening of the main line , and

phone , a break closed by the opening of the main line , and
a second break and two closures for said break , one of said

a second break closed by a revolving device , the revolution

thereof being controlled by the opening and closing of the
closures being made by a revolving wheel , the revolution

being controlled by the opening and closing of the main
main line , only one of said devices making said closure at

line and the second closure being made by an independent
a time , and means independent of the opening and closing switch , substantially as described.

for impelling said device , substantially as described .

3. In a telephone system the combination of a main wire
12. In a telephone system the combination of a main wire

having a switch at each telephone station , a return wire , having a switch at each telephone station , a return wire,

a bridge at each telephone station between the main and
a bridge at each telephone station between the main and

return wires having therein the secondary winding and ear
returnwires having therein the secondary winding and ear

phone , a break closed by the opening of the main line , and
phone, a break closed by the opening of the main line , and

a second break closed by a revolving device , the revolution
a second break and two closures for said break , one of said

thereof being controlled by the opening and closing of the
closures being made by a revolving wheel, the revolution

main line, said devices all moving in unison but making being controlled by the openingand closing of the mainline,

their closures in succession , substantially as described .
means independent of said opening and closing for impell

# . In a telephone system , the combination of a main wire
ing said wheel, and the second closure beingmade by an

having a switch at each telephone station, a returnwire independent switch , substantially asdescribed.
a bridge at each telephone station between the main and

13. In a telephone system the combination of a main wire

return wires having therein the secondary winding and ear having a switch at each telephone station , a return wire,

phone, a break closed by a revolving device , the revolution
a bridge at each telephone station between the main and

thereof being controlled by the opening and closing of the
return wires having therein the secondary winding and ear

the main line , andmain line , said devices all moving in unison but making phone, a break closed by theopening

their closures in succession , and means independent of said
a second break and two closures for said break , one of said

opening and closing for impelling each device ,substantially closures being made by a revolving wheel, the revolution

as described.
being controlled by the opening and closing of the main

5. In a telephone system the combination of a main wire
line, only one of said wheels making a closure at a time ,

having a switch at each telephone station , a shunt around
and the second closure being made by independent

said switch and a switch in said shunt , a return wire , a switch , substantially as described .

bridge at each telephone station between the main and 14. In a telephone system the combination of a main wire

return wires having therein the secondary winding and ear having a switch at each telephone station , a return wire ,

phone , a break closed by the opening of the main line , and a bridge at each telephone station between the main and

a second break closed by a revolving device , the revolution return wires having therein the secondary and ear phone , a

thereof being controlled by the opening and closing of the break closed by the opening of the main line , and a second

main line, only one of said devices making said closure at break and two closures for said break , one of said closures

a time , substantially as described. being made by a revolving wheel, the revolution being con

6. In a telephone system the combination of a main wire trolled by the opening and closing of the main line , means

having a switch at each telephone station, a shunt around independent of said opening and closing for impelling said

said switch and a switch in said shunt. a return wire , a wheel, only one of said wheels making a closure at a time ,

bridge at each telephone station between the main and re and the second closure being by an independent switch , sub

turn wires having therein the secondary winding and ear stantially as described .

phone , a break closed by the opening of the main line , and 15. In a telephone system, the combination of a main wire

a second break closed by a revolving device , the revolution having a switch at each telephone station, a return wire , a

thereof being controlled by the opening and closing of the bridge at each telephone station between the main and re

main line , only one of said devices making said closure turn wires having therein the secondary winding and ear

at a time , and means independent of said opening and clos phone, a break closed by the opening of the main line , and

ing for impelling said device , substantially as described . a second break and tow closures for said break, one of said

7. In a telephone system the combination of a main wire closures being made by a revolving wheel , the revolution

having a switch at each telephone station , a shunt around being controlled by the opening and closing of the main line .

said switch and a switch in said shunt , a return wire , a means independent of said opening and closingfor impelling

bridge at each telephone station between the main and said wheel , said wheels moving in unison but closing in suc

return wires having therein the secondary winding and ear cession , and the second closure being made by an inde

phone , a break closed by the opening of the main line, i pendent switch , substantially as described .
and a second break closed by a revolving device, the revolu- 16. In a telephone system the combination of a main wire

on thereof being controlled by the opening and closing of having a switch at each telephone station , a return wire , a

the main line, said devices all moving in unison but making bridge at each telephone station between the main and re
their closures in succession , substantially as described . turn wires having therein the secondary winding and ear

8. In a telephone system the combination of a main wire | phone, a break closed by the opening of the main line , and

having a switch at each telephone station , a shunt around a second break and two closures for said break , one of said

said switch and a switch in said shunt. a return wire , a closures being made by a revolving wheel , all of said wheels

bridge at each telephone station between the main and re- being in unison but closing in succession and the other

turn wires having therein the secondary winding and ear closure being made by means of an independent switch and

phone, a break closed by the opening of the main line , and means for preventing more than one of the series of said

a second break closed by a revolving device , the revolution | independent switches being closed at a time , substantially

thereof being controlled by the opening and closing of the as described .

an
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17. In a telephone system the combination of a main wire a second break and two closures for said break , one of said

having a switch at each telephone station , a return wire, closures being made by a revolving wheel, only one of such

a bridge at each telephone station , between the main and closures being operatable at a timefor all the wheels and the

return wires having therein the secondary winding and ear closures being operable at a time for all the wheels and the

phone, a break closed by the opening of the main line, and a second closure being made by the opening of the switch on

second break and two closures for said break , one of said the main wire , substantially as described .

closures being made by a revolving wheel, only one of such 25. In a telephone system , the combination of a main wire

closures being operatable at a time for all the wheels and having a switch at each telephone station , a return wire , a

the second closure being made by an independent switch , bridge at each telephone station between the main and re

and means for preventing more than one of the series of turn wires having therein the secondary winding and ear

said independent switches being closed at a time , substan- | phone , a break closed by the opening of the main line , and

tially as described. a second break and two closures for said break, one of said

18. In a telephone system , the combination of a main wireclosures being made by a revolving wheel, the revolution

having a switch at each telephone station , a return wire, being controlled by the opening and closing of the main line

a bridge at each telephone station between the main and and the second closures being made by the opening of the

return wires having therein the secondary winding and ear switch on the main wire , substantially as described.

phone, a break closed by the opening of the main line , and 26. In a telephone system, the combination of a main wire

a second break and two closures for said break , one of said havinga switch at each telephone station , a return wire, a

closures being made by a revolving wheel , the revolution bridge at each telephone station between the main and re

being controlled by the opening and closing of the main turn wires having therein the secondary winding and ear

lineand the second closure being made by an independent phone, a break closed by the opening of the main line, and a
switch , and means for preventing more than one of the second break and two closures for said break, one of said

series of said independent switches being closed at a time , closures being made by a revolving wheel, the revolution
substantially as described.

being controlled by the opening and closing of the main line ,
19. In a telephone system , the combination of a main wire

means independent of said opening and closing for impelling

having a switch at eachtelephone station , a returnwire, said wheel,andthe second closure being made by the opening

a bridge at eachtelephone station between themain and of the switch in the main wire, substantially as described.
return wires having therein the secondary winding and ear

phone, a break closed by the opening of the main line, and having a switch at each telephone station , a return wire, a
27. In a telephone system , the combination of a main wire

a second break and two closures for said break , one of said bridge at eachtelephone station between the main and re

closures being made by a revolving wheel , the revolution

being controlled by the opening and closing of the mainline, phone , a break closed bythe opening of the main line, and a
turn wires having therein the secondary winding and ear

nicans independent of said opening andclosing for impelling second break and two closures for said break, one of said
said wheel, and the second closure being made byaninde- closures being made by a revolving wheel,the revolution

pendent switch, an means for preventing more than one of being controlled by the opening and closingof the main line.
the series of said independent switches being closed at a

only one of said wheels making a closure at a time, and the
time , substantially as described.

second closure being made by the opening of the switch on
20. In a telephone system , the combination of a main wire

the main wire , substantially as described .

having a switch at each telephone station , a return wire,

a bridge at each telephone station between the main, and having a switch at each telephone station, a return wire, a
28. In a telephone system , the combination of a main wire

return wires having therein the secondary winding and ear
phone , a break closed by the opening of the main line, and bridge at each telephone station between the main and re

asecond break and two closures for saidbreak , one of said phone, a break closed by the opening ofthe main line, and
turn wires having therein the secondary winding and ear

closures being made by a revolving wheel , the revolution

being controlled by the opening and closing of the main
a second break and two closures for said break, one of said

line , only one of said wheels making a closure at a time, being controlled by the opening and closing of themain line,
closures being made by a revolving wheel, the revolution

and the second closure being made by an independent

switch , and means for preventing more than one of the
means independent of said opening and closing for impelling

series ofsaid independent switch being closed at a time , time , and the second closure being by the opening of the
said wheel, only one of said wheels making a closure at a

substantially as described .

21. In a telephone system , the combination of a main wire
switch on the main wire, substantially as described.

having a switch at each telephone station , a return wire , a
29. In a telephone system , the combination of a main wire

bridge at each telephone station between the main and re
having a switch at each telephone station , a return wire, a

turn wires having therein the secondary winding and ear
bridge at each telephone station between the main and re

phone , a break closed by the opening of the main line , and a
turn wires having therein the secondary winding and ear

second break and two closures for said break , one of said phone, a break closed by the opening of the main line, and a
closures being made by a revolving wheel , the revolution second break and two closures for said break one of said
being controlled by the opening and closing of the main closures being made by a revolving wheel, the revolution

line, means independent of said opening and closing for im- being controlled by the opening and closing of the main line,

pelling said wheel , only one of said wheels making a closure means independent of said opening and closing for impelling
at a time, and the second closure being by an independent said wheel, said wheels moving in unison but closing in suc

switch , and means for preventing more than one of the ser
cession , and the second closure being made by the opening

ies of said independent switches being closed at a time , sub- of the switch on the main wire, substantially as described.

stantially as described . 30. In a telephone system , the combination of a main wire

22. In a telephone system , the combination of a main wire having a switch at each telephone station , a return wire, a

having a switch at each telephone station , a return wire , a bridge at each telephone station between the main and re

bridge at each telephone station between the main and re- turn wires having therein the secondary winding and ear

turn wires having therein the secondary winding and ear phone, a break closed by the opening of the main line , and a

phone, a break closed by the opening of the main line , anū a second break and two closures for said break, one of said

second breakandtwo closures for said break, one of said closures being made by arevolving wheel, all of said wheels

closures being made by a revolving wheel, the revolution moving in unison but closing in succession and the other

being controlled by the opening and closing of the main closure being made by means of an independent switch, and

line, means independent of said opening , and closing for means for preventing the closure of the latter switch more

impelling said wheel, said wheel moving in unison but clos- than once for each completerevolution ofthe wheel, sub
ing in succession , and the second closure being made by an stantially as described.

independent switch, and means for preventing more than 31. In a telephone system, the combination of a main wire

one ofthe series of said independent switchesbieng closed having a switch at eachtelephonestation ,a return wire, a
at a time , substantially as described. bridge at each telephone stationbetween the main and re

23. In a telephone system , the combination of a main wire turn wires having therein thesecondary winding and ear

having a switchat eachtelephone station , a return wire, phone, a break closedby the opening of the main line, and
a bridge at each telephone station between the main and a second break andtwo closures for said break , one of said

return wires having therein the secondary winding and ear closures being madeby a revolving wheel, only one of such

phone , a break closed by the opening of the main line , and

a second break andtwoclosuresforsaid break , oneof said the second closure being made by an independent switch,and
closures being operatable at a time for all the wheels and

closures being made by a revolving wheel , all of said wheels

movingin unison but closing in succession and the other than once for each complete revolution ofthe wheel, sub
means for preventing the closures of thelatter switch more

closure being made by the opening of the switch on the stantially as described.
main wire , substantially as described.

24. In a telephone system , the combination of a main wire having a switchat each telephone station,a return wire, 2
32. In a telephone system , the combination of a main wire

having a switch at each telephone station , a return wire, bridge at eachtelephone station between 'the main and re

a bridge at each telephone station between the main and turn wires havingthereinthesecondary winding andear

return wires having therein thesecondary winding and ear phone, a break closed by the opening of the main line, and a
phone, a break closed by the opening of the main line , and second breakandtwo closuresfor said break,one of said
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closures being made by a revolving wheel, the revolution be- by the opening and closing of the main line and the second

ing controlled by the opening and closing of the main line closure being made by the switch in shunt , substantially as

and the second closure being made by an independent switch , described.

and means for preventing the closure of the latter switch 40. In a telephone system , the combination of a inain wire

more than once for each complete revolution of the wheel , having a switch at each telephone station , a shunt around

substantially as described. said switch , a switch in said shunt , a return wire , a bridge

33. In a telephone system , the combination of a main wire at each telephone station between the main and return wires

having a switch at eaeh telephone station , a return wire , a having therein the secondary winding and ear phone, a break

bridge at each telephone station between the main and re- closed by the opening of the main line , and a second break

turn wires having therein the secondary winding and ear and two closures for said break, one of said closures being

phone a break closed by the opening of the main line , and a made by a revolving wheel, the revolution being controlled

second break and iwo closures for said break , one of said by the opening and closing of the main line , means inde

closures being made by a revolving wheel , the revolution pendent of said opening and closing for impelling said wheel,

being controlled by the opening and closing of the main line, and the second closure being made by the switch in shunt,

means independent of said opening and closing for impelling substantially as described .

said wheel, and the second closure being made by an inde- 11. In a telephone system , the combination of a main wire

pendent switch , and means for preventing the closure of the | having a switch at each telephone station , a shunt around

latter switch more than once for each complete revolution of said switch , a switch in said shunt, a return wire , a bridge

the wheel , substantially as described . at each telephone station between the main and return wires

34. In a telephone system , the combination of a main wire having therein the secondary winding and ear phone, a break

having a switch at each telephone station , a return wire , a closed by the opening of the main line , and a second break

bridge at each telephone station between the main and re- and two closures for said break , one of said closures being

turn wires having therein the secondary winding and ear made by a revolving wheel , the revolution being controlled

phone , a break closed by the opening of the main line , and a by the opening and closing of the main line , only one of said

second break and two closures for said break . one of said wheels making a closure at a time , and the second closure

closures being made by a revolving wheel, the revolution | being made by the switch in shunt, substantially as des

being controlled by the opening and closing of the main line, cribed .

only one of said wheels making a closure at a time , and the 42. In a telephone system , the combination of a main wire

second closure being made by an independent switch, and having a switch at each telephone station , a shunt around

means for preventing the closure of the latter switch more said switch , a switch in said shunt , a return wire , a bridge

than once for each complete revolution of the wheel , sub- at each telephone station between the main and return wires

stantially as described . having therein the secondary winding and ear phone, a break

35. In a telephone system , the combination of a main wire closed by the opening of the main line , and a second break

having a switch at each telephone station , a shunt around and two closures for said break , one of said closures being

said switch, a switch in said shunt, a return wire , a bridge made by a revolving wheel , the revolution being controlled

at each telephone station between the main and return wires | by the opening and closing of the main line , means inde

having therein the secondary winding and ear phone , a break pendent of said opening and closing for impelling said wheel,

closed by the opening of the main line , and a second break only one of said wheels making a closure at a time , and the

and two closures for said break , one of said closures being second closure being by the switch in chunt, substantially

made by a revolving wheel, the revolution being controlled as described .

by the opening and closing of the main line , means inde- 43. In a telephone system , the combination of a main wire

pendent of said opening and closing for impelling said wheel, having a switch at each telephone station , a shunt around

only one of said wheels making a closure at a time , and the said switch , a switch in said shunt, a return wire , a bridge

second closure being made by the switch in shunt, and means at each telephone station between the main and return wires

for preventing the closure of the latter switch more than having therein the secondary winding and ear phone , a break

orce for each complete revolution of the wheel , substanti- closed by the opening of the main line , and a second break

ally as described . and two closures for said break , one of said closures being

36. In a telephone system , the combination of a main wire made by a revolving wheel, the revolution being controlled

having a switch at each telephone station , a shunt around by the opening and closing of the main line , means inde

said switch, a switch in said shunt, a return wire , a bridge pendent of said opening and closing for impelling said wheel

at each telephone station between the main and return wires | said wheels moving in unison but closing in succession, and

having therein the secondary winding and ear phone, a break the second closure being made by the switch in shunt, sub

closed by the opening of the main line , and a second break stantially as described .

and two closures for .each break , one of said closures being 44. In a telephone system , the combination of a main wire

inade by a revolving wheel , the revolution being controlled having a switch at each telephone station , a shunt around

by the opening and closing of the main line , means inde- said switch , a switch in said shunt, a return wire, a bridge

pendent of said opening and closing for impelling said wheel, at each telephone station between the main and return wires

said wheels moving in unison but closing in succession , and having therein the secondary winding and ear phone , a break

the second closure being made by the switch in shunt, and closed by the opening of the main line, and a second break

means for preventing the closure of the latter switch more and two closures for said break , one of said closures being

than once for each complete revolution of the wheel, sub- made by a revolving wheel , all of said wheels being in uni

stantially as described . son but closing in succession and the other closure being

37. In a telephone system , the combination of a main wire made by means of the switch in shunt , and means for pre

having a switch at each telephone station , a shunt around | venting more than one of the series of said latter switches

said switch , a switch in said shunt, a return wire , a bridge being closed at a time , substantially as described.

at each telephone station , between the main and return 45. In a telephone system , the combination of a main wire

wires , having therein the secondary winding and ear phone, having a switch at each telephone station , a shunt around

a break closed by the opening of the main line , and a second said switch , a switch in said shunt , a return wire, a bridge

break and two closures for said break, one of said closures at each telephone station, between the main and return wires

being made by a revolving wheel , all of said wheels moving having therein the secondary winding and ear phone, a break

in unison but closing in succession and the other closure closed by the opening of the main line, and a second break

being made by means of the switch in shunt , substantially and two closures for said break, one of said closures being
as described .

made by a revolving wheel, only one of such closures being

38. In a telephone system , the combination of a main wire operatable at a time for all the wheels and the second clo

having a switch at each telephone station , a shunt around sure being made by the switch in shunt, and means for pre

said switch, a switch in said shunt, a return wire , a bridge venting more than one of the series of said latter switches
at each telephone station between the main and return wires being closed at a time , substantially as described .

having therein the secondary winding and ear phone , a break 46. In a telephone system, the combination of a main wire

closed by the opening of the main line, and a second break having a switch at each telephone station , a shunt around

and two closures for said break, one of said closures being said switch, a switch in said shunt, a return wire, a bridge

made by a revolving wheel, only one of 'such closures being ateach telephone station between themain and return wires

operatable at a time for all the wheels and the second clo- having therein the secondary winding and ear phone, a break
sure being made by the switch in shunt , substantially as closed by the opening of the main line, and a second break
described. and two closures for said break , one of said closures being

39. In a telephone system , the combination of a main wire made by a revolving wheel, the revolution being controlled

having a switch at each telephone station, a shunt around by the opening and closing of the main line and the second

said switch, a switch in saidshunt, a return wire, a bridge closure being made by the switch in shunt, and means for

at,each telephone station between the main and return wires preventing more than one of the series of said latter switches

having therein the secondary winding and ear phone, a break being closed ata time . substantially as described .

closed by the opening of the main line, and a second break 47. In a telephone system , the combination of a main wire

andtwo closures for said break,oneof said closures being having a switch at each telephone station, ashuntaround

made by a revolving wheel, the revolution being controlled said switch, a switch in said shunt, a return wire, a bridge

.

1
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one

at each telephone station between the main and return wires of said opening and closing for impelling said wheel , and the

having therein the secondary winding and ear phone, a break second closure being made by the opening of the switch on

closed by the opening of the main line , and a second break the main wire , substantially as describea .

and two closures for said break , one of said closures being 55. In a telephone system the combination of a main wire

made by a revolving wheel, the revolution being controlled ' having a switch at each telephone station , a shunt around

by the opening and closing of the main line, means indepen- said switch , a switch in said shunt , a return wire , a bridge

dent of said opening and closing for impelling said wheel, anil at each telephone station between the main and return wires

the second closure being made by the switch in shunt, and having therein the secondary winding and ear phone , a break

means preventing more than one of the series of said latter closed by the opening of the main line , and a second break

switches being closed at a time , substantially as described . and two closures for said break , one of said closures being

48. In a telephone system , the combination of a main wire made by a revolving wheel , the revolution being controlled

having a switch at each telephone station, a shunt around by the opening and closing of the main line , only one of said

said switch , a switch in said shunt , a return wire , a bridge at wheels making a closure at a time , and the second closure

each telephone station between the main and return wires being made by the opening of the switch on the main wire ,

having therein the secondary winding and ear phone , a break substantially as described .
closed by the opening of the main line , and a second break 56. In a telephone system the combination of a main wire

and two closures for said break , one of said closures being having a switch at each telephone station , a shunt around

made by a revolving wheel, the revolution being controlled said switch , a switch in said shunt , a return wire, a bridge at

by the opening and closing of the main line , only one of said each telephone station between the main and return wires

wheels making a closure at a time, and the second closure having therein the secondary winding and ear phone, a break

being made by the switch in shunt , and means for preventing closed by the opening of the main line, and a second break

more than one of the series of said latter switches being and two closures for said break , one of said closures being

closed at a time, substantially as described .
made by a revolving wheel, the revolution being controlled

49. In a telephone system , the combination of a main wire by the opening and closing of the main line , means indepen

having a switch at each telephone station , a shunt around dent of said opening and closing of the main line , means in

said switch , a switch in said shunt, a return wire, a bridge pileendent of said opening and closing for impelling said

at each telephone station between the main and return wires wheel, only one of said wheels making a closure at a time

having therein the secondary winding and ear phone, a break and the second closure being by the opening of the switch on

closed by the opening of the main line , and a second break the main wire , substantially as described

and two closures for said break , one of said closures being 57. In a telephone system the combination of a main wire

made by a revolving wheel, the revolution being controlled having a switch at each telephone station , a shunt around

by the opening and closing of the main line, means indepen- said switch , a switch in said shunt . a return wire , a bridge

dent of said opening and closing for impelling said wheel , at each telephone station between the main and return wires

only one of said wheels making a closure at a time , and the having therein the secondary winding and ear phone , a break

second closure being made by the switch in shunt , and means closed by the opening of the main line , and a serond break

for preventing more than of the series of said latter and two closures for said break , one of said closures being

switches being closed at a time , substantially as described . made by a revolving wheel , the revolution being controlled

50. In a telephone system, the combination of a main wire by the opening and closing of the main line . means inde .

having a switch at each telephone station , a shunt around pendent of said opening and closing for impelling said wheel .

said switch , a switch in said shunt , a return wire, a bridge | said wheels moving in unison but closing in succession , and

at each telephone station between the main and return wires
the second closure being made by the opening of the switch

having therein the secondary winding and ear phone , a break
on the main wire , substantially as described .

closed by the opening of the main line , and a second break 58. In a telephone system the combination of a main wire
and two closures for said break , one of said closures being having a switch at each telephone station , a shuntaround

made by a revolving wheel , the revolution being controlled by
said switch , a switch is said shunt, a return wire , a bridge

the opening and closing of the main line , means independent
at each telephone station between the main and return wires

of said opening and closing for impelling said wheel, said having therein the secondary winding and ear phone, a

wheels moving in unison but closing in succession , and means
break closed by the opening of the main line , and a second

for preventing more than one of the series of latter switches
break and two closures for said break , one of said closures

being closed at a time , substantially as described.
heing made by the revolving wheel , all of said wheels mov

51. In a telephone system the combination of a main wire ing in unison but closing in succession and the other

having a switch at each telephone station , a shunt around
closure being made by means of an independent switch , and

said switch in said shunt, a return wire , a bridge at each
means for preventing the closure of the latter switch more

telephone station between the main and return wires having
than once for each complete revolution of the wheel , sub

therein the secondary winding and ear phone,a break closed stantially as described.

by the opening of the main line , and a second break and two
59. In a telephone system the combination of a main wire

closures forsaidbreak ,one of said closures being made by a having a switch at each telephone station, a shunt around

revolving wheel , all of_said wheels moving in unison but
said switch , a switch in said shunt , a return wire, a bridge

closing in succession and the other closure beingmade by having therein the secondary winding andear phone , a break
at each telephone station between the main and return wires

the opening of the switch on the main wire , substantially as

described .

closed by the opening of the main line , and a second break

.52 . In a telephone system the combination of a main wire
and two closures for said break , one of said closures being

having a switch at each telephone station , a shunt around

made by a revolving wheel , only one of such closures being

said switch , a switch in said shunt, a return

operatable at a time for all the wheels and the second

vire , a bridge at

each telephone station between the main and return wires

closure being made by the switch in shunt, and means for

preventing the closure of the latter switch more than once

having therein the secondary winding and ear phone , a break for each complete revolution of the wheel , substantially as

closed by the opening of the main line , and a second break described .

and two closures for said break, one of said closures being 60. In a telephone system the combination of a main wire

madebya revolving wheel, only one of such closures being having a switchat each telephone station , a shunt around
operatable at a time for all the wheels and the second closure said switch , a switch in said shunt, a return wire , a bridge

being made by the opening of the switch on the main wire , ateach telephone station between the main and return wires

substantially as described .

53. In a telephone system the combination of a main wire break closed by the opening of the mainline, and a second
having therein the secondary winding and ear phone, a

having a switch at each telephone station , a shunt around break and two closures for said break , one of said closures

said switch, a switch in said shunt, a return wire, a bridge being made by a revolving wheel, the revolution being con
at each telephone station between the main and return wires trolled by the opening and closing of the main line and
having therein the secondary winding and ear phone, a break the second closure being made by the switch ip shunt , and

closed by the opening of the main line , and a second break means for preventing the closure of the latter switch more

and two closures for said break , one of said closures being than once for each complete revolution of the wheel , sub
inade by a revolving wheel , the revolution being controlled stantially as described .
by the opening and closing of the main line and the second 61. In a telephone system the combination of a main wire

closure being made by the opening of the switch on the main having a switch at each telephone station , a shunt around
wire, substantially as described . said switch , a switch in said shunt, a return wire , a bridge

54. In a telephone system the combination of a main wire lat each telephone station between the main and return wires

having a switch at each telephone station , a shunt around having therein the secondary winding and ear phone , a

said switch, a switch in said shunt, a return wire, a bridge break closed by the opening of the main line , and a second

at each telephone station between the main and return wires break and two closures for said break , one of said closures

having therein the secondary winding and ear phone, a break | being madeby a revolving wheel , the revolution being con .
closed by the opening of the main line, and a second break ' trolled by the opening and closing of the main line , means

and two closures for said break , one of said closures being independent of said opening and closing for impelling said

the opening and closing of the main line, means independent shunt, and means for preventing the closure of the latter
, ,
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switch more than once for each complete revolution of the said bridge being normally disconnected from the main wire,

wheel , substantially as described . and means for breaking the main wire and connecting the

62. In a telephone system the combination of a main wire bridge thereto, said bridge comprising the secondary induc

having a switch at each telephone station , a shunt around tion coil and receiver, and a condenser , and means opera

said switch , a switch in said shunt, a return wire, a bridge table at the station where said main wire has been so
it each telephone station between the main and return wires broken for connecting the bridge at any other desired sta

having therein the secondary winding and ear phone , a tion with the main wire, substantially as described .

break closed by the opening of the main line , and a second 70. In a telephone system , the combination of a main

break and two closures for said break , one of said closures wire and a return wire or the earth , a series of telephones

being made by a revolving wheel, the revolution being con- distributed therealong, each telephone having a bridge be

trolled by the opening and closing of the main line, only tween the main wire and the return wire having a break

one of said wheels making a closure at a time, and the second closed by the removal of the ear phone from its hook, a

closure being made by the switch in shunt , and means for local battery. the circuit of which has two branches, one

preventing the closure of the latter switch more than once of which contains the bell and the other the transmitter

for each complete revolution of the wheel , substantially as and primary winding, the former branch being closed and

described. the latter being broken when the ear phone is on its hook

63. Ina telephone system the combination of a main wire and the latter being closed and the former broken when the

having a switch at each telephone station, a shunt around ear phone is removed, and means operatable in any tele

said switch, a switch in said shunt, a return wire, a bridge phone of the system for breaking the main wire and con

at each telephone station between the main and return wires necting the bridge thereto , the breaking of the main wire

having therein the secondary winding and ear phone, a operating to prevent such break being made by any other

breakclosed by the opening of the main line, and a second station in the system , substantially as described.
break and two closures for said break, one of said closures 71. In a telephone system , the combination of a main wire ,

being made by a revolving wheel, the revolution being con- a return wire, a series of telephones distributed along the

trolled by the opening and closing of the main line , means main wire comprising a bridge between the main and the

independent of said opening and closing for impelling said return wire normally disconnected from the main wire, a

wheel, only one of said wheels makinga closure at a time , break in the main wire normally closed at each station,
being made by the switch in shunt , and means for prevent- means operatable at any station in the system for opening

ing the closure of the latter switch more thanonce foreach said break and thereby preventing the opening of the re

complete revolution of the wheel, substantially as described. mainder of such breaks in the system , a shunt for the main
64. In a telephone system the combination of a main wire

wire around said break containing an auxiliary break or

liaving a switch at each telephone station, a shunt around shunt, and synchronously moving device at all the stations
said switch, a switch in said shunt , a return wire , a bridge for successively connecting the bridges of the main wire ,

at each telephone station between the main and return
said devices moving when the main circuit is open and

wires having therein the secondary winding and ear phone, stopping when the main circuit is closed whereby the clo
a break closed by the opening of the main line, and a second sure of the shunt breaks at any desired point of advance of

break andtwo closures for each break, one of said closures said sychronously moving devices closes the corresponding
being made by a revolving wheel , the revolution being con- bridge and brings the desired telephone into the circuit,

trolled by the opening and closing of the main line , means substantially as described.
independent of said opening and closing for impelling said 72. In a telephone system , in combination with the main

wheel, said wheels moving in unison but closing in succes- line , a series of telephone mechanism thereon, each me
sion , and the second closure being made by the switch in chanism comprising an ear phone , contact spring normally

shunt, and means for preventing the closureof the latter closing the main line, a device for separating said contact

switch more than oncefor each complete revolution of the springs when the ear phone is removed from the hook, a
wheel , substantially as described . spring actuated and suitably controlled rotary wheel , the

65. In combination with a main wire and a return wire, a wheels of all the mechanisms being arranged to rotate in

series of telephones distributed therealong , each telephone unison , said wheels at a certain point in their movement

comprising a line bridging the main wire and the return wire actuating said devices to bring them into position to sepa

and containing the receiver and the secondary winding of rate the contact springs of all the ear phones, and means

the induction coil , containing also a condenser, and having a whereby when any ear phone has been removed from the

break to be closed by the opening of the main wire , said hook and the corresponding contact springs have been so

main wire having a relay for opening said break , a branch separated , the devices of all the mechanisms of the system

shunting said relay and containing a condenser, and means are shifted out of their relative position to separate said

for breaking the main wire at any telephone , substantially springs whereby the signalling party has the uninterrupted

as described . control of the line , substantially as described .

66. In combination with a main wire , ad a return wire , 73. In a telephone system , the combination with the main

a series of telephones distributed therealong , each telephone line of a series of telephone mechanism therefor , each me

comprising a line bridging the main wire and the return chanism comprising a rotary wheel , means independent of

wire and containing the receiver and the secondary wind- the continuity of the electric circuit whereby said wheels

ing of the induction coil , containing also a condenser , and of all the mechanism may be made to rotate in unison ,

having a break arranged to be closed by the opening of the means for arresting all the wheels at a corresponding point

main wire , and said main wire having a relay for opening of rotation thereof , said wheels only when so arrested being

said break , a branch shunting said relay and containing a in position to co - operate with a device for breaking the

condenser , means for breaking the main wire at any tele- circuit and a device in each mechanism co -operating with

phone , and a shunt for said means containing additional the device for breaking the circuit thereat , said co -operat

means for breaking and closing said main wire , substantially ing device being operatable by the signalling party, and

as described . means whereby on the operating of said latter device the

67. In a telephone system the combination of a main wire circuit is broken and the wheels are free to advance, where

and a return wire or the earth, a series of telephones dis- by the signalling party has the only break on the line for

tributing along the main wire, each telephone being on a the insertion of a telephone , substantially as described .

bridge being normally disconnected from the main wire, and 74. A telephone system comprising a main line having at

means for breaking the main wire and connecting the bridge cach station therealong a normally closed break , a signal

thereto, said bridge comprising the secondary inductiou coil ling circuit having a break therein , a device for closing said

and receiver, and means operatable at the station where said break, said devices all moving in unison , but operating to

main wire has been so broken for connecting the bridge at exclusively close the breaks in succession , means for mov

any other desired station with the main wire , substantially ing said devices , operative when the main line is closed but

as described. inoperative when it is open , and means for opening any of

68. In a telephone system the combination uf a main wire the said breaks in the line and thereby preventing the

and a return wire or the earth, a series of telephones dis- opening of any other of said breaks whereby control of the

tributed along the main wire, each telephone being on a line is had at the break so opened, substantially ay des

bridge between the main wire and the return wire or earth , cribed .

said bridge being normally disconnected from the main wire , 75. A telephone system comprising a main line having

and means for breaking the main wire and connecting the a break at each station arranged to be opened by the re

bridge thereto, said bridge comprising the secondary in - moval of the ear phone from its hook, synchronously muro

duction coil and receiver , and means operatable at the sta - ing contact changers at the respective stations controlled

tion where said main wire has been so broken for connect- by the opening and closing of the main line , and a loop

ing the bridge at any other desired station with the main line with switch insertion in each break so made , for so

wire, and shunts on the mainwire foreach of the inter - controlling said changers, substantially as described.
vening telephones, substantially as described . 76. A telephone system comprising a main line having a

69. In a telephone system, the combination of a main wire break at each station arranged to be opened by the removal

and a return wire of the earth, a series of telephones dis- of the ear phone from its hook , synchronously moving con

tributed along the main wire, each telephon: being on a tact changers partly closing in succession and exclusively

bridge between the main wire and the return wire or earth a series of branch lines at the respective station controlled
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by the opening and closing of the main line at said break, completely closes his talking circuit , substantially as des
means separatable at said break for further closing said cribed.

lines simultaneously, and means actuated by the removal 84. A telephone system comprising a main line having a

from its hook of the ear phone of the party whose branch break at each station arranged to be opened by the removal
line is so exclusively partly closed, for completely closing of the car phone from its hook, synchronously moving con
said branch line , substantially as described . tact changers controlled by the opening and closing of the

77. A telephone system comprising a main line having a main circuit, said contact changers partly closing in succes

break at each station arranged to be opened by the removal sion and exclusively the talking circuits at the several sta

of the car phone from its hook , synchronously noving con- tions , means whereby the breaking of the main circuit fur

tact changers caused to move a short distance only from ther partly closes the talking circuits and means whereby

their zero position upon the breaking of the main line. the removal of the called subscriber's ear phone from its

means whereby the closing of the main line again starts hook completely closes his talking circuit and primary trans

said contact changers, said contact changers partly closing mitter circuit , substantially as described.
in succession and exclusively the talking circuits at the 85. A telephone system comprising a main line having a

several stations , and means whereby the removal of the break at each station aranged to be opened by the removal

selected party's ear phone from its hook completely closes of the ear phone from its hook , synchronously moving con
said talking circuit , substantially as described .

tact changers controlled by the opening and closing of the

78. A telephonesystem comprising a main line having a main circuit , said contactchangers partly closing in succes

break at each station arranged to be opened by the removal sion and exclusively the bell circuits of the several stations,

of the ear phone from its hook, synchronously moving con- means whereby the breaking of the main circuit completely

tact changers caused to move a short distance only from closing the selected bell circuit and means whereby the re

their zero position upon the breaking of the main line, moval of the called subscriber's ear phone from its hook

means whereby the closing of the main line again starts breaks his bell circuit , substantially as described .
said contact changers , said contact changers partly closing

86. A telephone system comprising a main line having a
in succession and exclusively the talking circuits at the break at each station arranged to be opened by the removal

several stations and means whereby the removal of the 0 ! the ear phone from its hook, synchronously moving con

selected party's ear phone from its hook completely closes tact changers controlled by the opening and closing of the

said talkingcircuit, and also the primary transmitter cir- main circuit ,said contact changers partly closing in succes
cuit, substantially as described . sion and exclusively the bell circuits of the several stations

79. A telephone system comprising a main line having means whereby the breaking of the main circuit completely
a break at each station arranged to be opened by the re- closes the selected bell circuit, means whereby the removal

moval of theear phone from its hook , synchronously mov- of the called subscriber's ear phone from its hook breaks

ing contact changers caused to move a short distance only his bell circuit means operatable by the calling subscriber
from their zero position upon the breaking of the main line, for partly closing the signalled party's talking circuit and

means whereby the closing of the main line again starts means whereby the removal of the latter's ear phone from

said contact changers, saidcontact changers partly closing his hook completely closes said talking circuit, substantially
in succession and exclusively the talking circuits at the as described.

several stations means whereby the breaking of the main
87. A telephone system comprising a main line having a

circuit further partly closes the talking circuit, and means
break at each station arranged to be opened by the removal

whereby the removal of the selected party's ear phone from
of the ear phone from its hook, synchronously moving con

its hook completely closes said talking circuit , substanti
tact changers at the respective stations controlled by the

ally as described . opening and closing of the main line , said contact changers

20. A telephone system comprising a main line having a partly closing in succession and exclusively the bell circuits

break at each station aranged to be opened by the removal and talking circuits, at the remaining stations, means

of the ear phone from its hook, synchronously moving con- whereby the breaking of the main circuit completely closes
tact changers caused to move a short distance only from

the bell circuit then partly closed by the contact changers

their zero position upon the breaking of the main line, further closes thecoresponding talking circuit,andmeans

means whereby the closing of the main line again starts whereby the removal of the corresponding phone from its

said contact changers, said contact changers partly closing hookbreaks said bellcircuit and closes the corresponding
iii succession and exclusively the bell circuits of the several talking circuit, substantially as described .
stations , and means whereby the breaking of the main cir

88. A telephone system comprising a main line having a

cuit completely closes a selected bell circuit , substantially break at eachstation arranged to be opened by the removal
as described. of the ear phone from its hook, synchronously moving con .

81. A telephone system comprising a main line having a
tact changers at the respective stations controlled by the

break at eachstation arranged to be opened by the removal opening and closing of the main line ,saidcontactchangers

ofthe earphone from its hook, synchronously moving con- partly closing insuccession and exclusivelythe bell circuits

tact changers caused to move a short distance only from and talking circuits, at the remaining stations, means

their zero position upon the breaking of the main line , whereby the breaking of the main circuit completely closes
means whereby the closing of the main line again starts

the bell circuit then partly closed by the contact changer

said contact changers. said contact changers partly closing and further closesthe corresponding talking circuit, and

in succession and exclusively the bell circuits of the several means whereby the removal of the corresponding phone from

stations , and means whereby the breaking of the main cir- its hook breaks said bell circuit and closes the corresponding

cuit completelycloses a selected bell circuit,means under talkingcircuit and also primarytransmitter circuit, sub
the control of the signalling party closing the talking circuit stantially as described .
of the selected part , and means whereby the removal of the

89. A telephone system comprising synchronously moving

latter party's ear phone from its hook breaks his bell cir- contact changers at the respective stations, means whereby

cuit and closes his talking circuit , substantially as des- the breaking of the main circuit permits said contact cham

cribed . gers to advance a short distance, but immediately afterward

82. A telephone system comprising a main line having a arrests them , means whereby the closing of said circuit again

break at each station arranged to be opened by the removal starts said changers, said changers partly closing in succes

of the ear phone from its hook, synchronously moving con- sion and exclusively the bell circuits of the system , means

tact changers caused to move a short distance only from whereby the breaking of the main circuit completely closed

their zero position upon the breaking of the main line , the bell circuit then partly closed , and means for closing the

means whereby the closing of the main line again starts corresponding talking circuit , substantially asdescribed .
said contact changers , said contact changers partly closing 90. A telephone system comprising synchronously moving

in succession and exclusively the bell circuits of the several contact changers at the respective stations, means whereby

stations , and means whereby the breaking of the main cir- the breaking of the main circuit permits said contact

cuit complete closes a selected bell circuit , means under the changers to advance a short distance , but immediately after

control of the signalling party for partly closing the talking ward arrests them , means whereby the closing of said cir

circuit of the selected party , and means whereby the re- cuit again starts said changers , said contact changers partly

moval of the latter party's ear phone from its hook breaks closing in succession and exclusively the talking circuits of

his bell circuit and closes his talking circuit and primary the system , means whereby the breaking of the main circuit

transmitter circuit , substantially as described . further closes the selected talking circuit then thus partly

83. A telephone system comprising a main line having a closed , and means whereby the removal of the corresponding

break at each station arranged to be opened by the removal ' ear phone from its hook completely closes said talking cir .

of the ear phone from its hook , synchronously moving con- cuits, substantially as described.

tmpt changers controlled by the opening and closing of the 91. A telephone system comprising synchronously moving

main line, said contact changers partly closing in succession contact changers at the respective stations , means whereby

and exclusively the talking circuits at the several stations, the breaking of the main circuit permits said contact changes

means whereby the breaking of the main circuit further to advance a short distance , but immediately afterward

partly closes the talking circuits, and means whereby the arrests the means whereby the closing of said circuit again

removal of the called subscriber's ear phone from its hook starts said changers, said contact changers partly closing in
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succession and exclusively bell circuits and talking circuits out the system, and means controlled by said line controller

of the system , means whereby the breaking of the main when so actuated, for rendering the other controllers of the

circuit at any time completely closes the bell circuit then system inoperative, substantially as described .
thus partly closed and further partly closes the talking cir- 102. A telephone system comprising a series of telephones ,

cuit then thus partly closed , and means whereby the removal each having a clockwork mechanism means whereby said

of the corresponding ear phone from its hook breaks the bell cmehanismsmove in unison , means under the control ofany
circuit and closes the talking circuit, substantially as des- party on the line when the line is not in use, for starting all

cribed . of said clockwork mechanisms, means for automatically

92. A telephone system comprising a series of contact arresting said clockwork mechanisms after moving through a
changers at the respective stations , means whereby said short distance , and selective means operatable only by the

changers are permitted to advance when the main circuit is party calling, for restarting said clockwork mechanisms and

closed, said changers partly closing in succession and ex- for stopping them at a predetermined point in their syn

clusively bell circuits of the system , means whereby the chronous movement, substantially as described.

breaking of the main circuit at any time completely closes 103. A selective telephone system comprising telephones

the bell circuit then thus partly closed , and means for clos- each having clockwork mechanism , a line controller , a device

ing the corresponding talking circuit , substantially as des- moved by the clockwork mechanism engaging said line con

cribed. troller, and means for starting the clockworkmechanism , the

93. A telephone system comprising a series of contact device then being withdrawn from the- controller and the

changers at the respective stations, means whereby said | later being inoperative , substantially as described .

changers are permitted to advance only when the main cir- 104. In a selective telephone system, a line controller at

cuit is closed , said contact changers partly closing in suc- each station , means whereby the rise of the automatic hook

cession and exclusively talking circuits of the system , means operates the line controller to influence the circuit , means

whereby the breaking of the main circuit at any time still for supoprting the line controller in a position to be so oper

further partly closes the talking circuit then thus partly ated by the rise of the automatic hook , and means whereby

closed , and simultaneously closes the corresponding bell cir- the influencing of the circuit causes all the supporting means

cuit , and means whereby the removal of the called sub- on the line to withdraw the controllers except the one already

scriber's ear phone from its hook completely closes said operated, out of position to be so operated by the rise in the

talking circuit, substantially as described . corresponding automatic hook , substantiallyas described .

94. A telephone system comprising a series of contact 105. In a selective telephone system, a line controller at

changers at the respective stations, means whereby ' said each station , means whereby the rise of the automatic hook

changers are permitted to advance only when the main cir- operates the line controller to influence the circuit , means

cuit is closed, said contact changers partly closing in suc- for supporting the line controller in a position to be so oper

cession and exclusively bell circuits and talking circuit of ated by the rise of the automatic hook and means whereby

the system , means whereby the breaking of the main circuit the influencing of the circuit causes all the supporting means

at any time completely closes the bell circuit then partly on the line to withdraw the controllers except the one al

closed andfurther partly closes thecorresponding talking ready operated out of position to be so operated by the rise
circuit and means whereby the removal of the called sub- in the corresponding automatic hook , and a busy signal

scriber's ear phone closes his talking circuit, substantially brought into signalling position by such actuation of the
as described. supporting means , substantially as described .

95. A selective telephone system comprising in each tele

phone , clockwork, all the clockworks moving synchronously, No. 101,347. Apparatus for Electrically Operating
a controller, a device moving with the clockwork , holding the Bulkhead Doors, Hatches, Etc.

controller in position to be actuated by the automatic hook,
Moyen d'actionner par l'électricité les portes de cloisons et

means whereby the movement of the automatic hook starts
écoutilles de vaisseaus.

the clockworks in all the telephones and means whereby the

starting of the clocwork in any telephone in which the con

troller was not so actuated renders said holding device in

operative , substantially as described .

96. A selective telephone system comprising in each tele

phone, clockwork , all the clockworks moving synchronously,

a controller, means operated from the outside of the tele

phone box for actuating said controller, and for starting the

clockwork in all the telephones, a device moving with the

clockwork holding the controller in position to be actuated

by said means , and means whereby the starting of the clock

work in any other telephone in which the controller was not

so actuated renders said holding device inoperative , sub

stantially as described .

97. A selective telephone system comprising telephones

each having clockwork mechanism a wheel revolved there

by, line controller, a stud carried by said wheel engaging

said line controller, and means for starting the clockwork

mechanism , the stud then being withdrawn from the con

troller, and the latter being inoperative , substantially as The Long Arm System Company, assignee of Robert H.

described. Kirk, both of Cleveland, Ohio , U.S.A. , 2nd October, 1906 ;

98. In an apparatus of the character described the combin- 6 years . Filed 9th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,727 .

ation of a line controller, an automatic hook arranged when Claim - 1. An electric apparatus for the operation of water

released to contact with said line controller, and means tight bulkhead doors and hatches aboard ship , comprising
operated by said contact for releasing all the other line con

an electric motor and gearing driven thereby for operating

trollers of the system whereby no other automatic hook can the door, means for completing the circuit through said

contact with its corresponding line controller, substantially motor from a distance , hand operated mechanism for com

as described . pleting the circuit through said motor in either direction

99. In an apparatus of the character described the combin- and dominating the distant control , a spring adapted to re

ation of a line controller , an automatic hook for the receiver, sist the thrust on said gearing, and mechanism operated

means operated by the release of said hook for actuating the upon the yielding of said spring for automatically cutting

line controller to change the circuit and control the line , and off the current from said motor when the load on the motor

means operated by said changing of the circuit for rendering exceeds a predetermined limit, substantially as described.
all the other line controllers unresponsive to the action of 2. An electric apparatus for the operation of watertight

the corresponding automatic hook , substantially as described. bulkhead doors and hatches aboard ship, comprising an

100. A telephone system comprising a series of telephones, electric motor and gearing driven thereby for operating the

each having a line controller and a clockwork mechanism , door, means for completing the circuit through said motor

said clockwork mechanism moving in unison throughout the from a distance, hand operated mechanism for completing

system , means whereby when the line is not in use any line the circuit through said motor in either direction and do

controller of the system may be actuated to permit the minating the distant control, and means for automatical

clockwork mechanism to start , and means whereby such ly cutting off the current from said motor and for breaking
actuation of one controller renders the other controllers in- the circuit for the distant control when the load on the

operative, substantially as described . motor excceds a predetermined limit , substantially as des

101. A telephone system comprising a series of telephonescribed.

each having a clockwork mechanism and a line controller, 3. An electric apparatus for the operation of watertight

means whereby the taking down of the receiver in any tele- bulkhead doors and hatches aboard ship, comprising an

phone whenthe line is not in use actuates the corresponding electric motor and gearing driven thereby for operatingthe

line controller and starts the clockwork mechanism through- door, means for completing the circuit through said motor
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from a distance , hand operated mechanism for completing the matically cutting off the current from said motor and for

circuit through said motor in either direction and dominat- breaking the circuit for the distant control when the load

ing the distant control , a spring adapted to resist the thrust on the motor exceeds a predetermined limit, substantially

on said gearing, and mechanism operated upon the yielding as described .

of said spring for automatically cutting off the current from 11. An electric apparatus for the operation of watertight

said motor when the load on the motor exceeds a pre de- bulkhead doors and hatches aboard ship, comprising an

termined limit , and a signal circuit for making a signal at electric motor, a pin rack and pin wheel , with worm gear.

the distant point, with means for automatically closing said ing for driving said pin wheel , driven by said motor for

signal circuit when the door reaches the closed position , cperating the door, means for completing the circuit through

substantially as described . said motor from a distance , hand operated mechanism for

4. An electric apparatus for the operation of watertight completing the circuit through said motor in either direc

bulkhead doors and hatches aboard ship , comprising an tion and dominating the distant control, and means for auto

electric motor and gearing driven thereby for operating the matically cutting off the control from said motor when the

door, means for completing the circuit through said motor load on the motor exceeds a predetermined limit , and a

from a distance, hand operated mechanism for completing signal circuit for making a signal at the distant point, with

the circuit through said motor in either direction and do- means for automatically closing said signal circuit when the

minating the distant control, and means for automatically door reaches the closed position , substantially as descrbed.

cutting off the current from said motor and for breaking 12. An electric apparatus for the operation of watertight

the circuit for the distant control when the load on the bulkhead doors andhatches aboard ship , comprising an elec

motor exceeds a predetermined limit , and a signal circuit tric motor, a pin rack and a pin wheel, with worm gearing

for making a signal at the distant point, with means for for driving said pin wheel , driven by said motor for oper :

automatically closing said signal circuit when the door ating the door, means for completing the circuit through

reaches the closed position , substantially as described . said motor from a distance , hand operated mechanism for

5. An electrie apparatus for the operation of watertight completing the circuit through said motor in either direction
bulkhead doors and hatches aboard ship , comprising an and dominating the distant control , and means for auto

electric motor and worm gearing driven thereby for operat- matically cutting off the current from said motor and for

ing the door , a solenoid circuit, a solenoid and a controller breaking the circuit for the distant control when the load

operated thereby for completing the circuit through said on the motor exceeds a predetermined limit , and a signal

motor from a distance , hand operated mechanism for com- circuit for making a signal at the distant point , with means

pleting the circuit through said motor in either direction for automatically closing said signal circuit when the door

and dominating the solenoid control , and means for auto- reaches the closed position, substantially as described.

matically cutting off the current from said motor when the 13. An electric apparatus for the operation of watertight

Toad on the motor exceeds a predetermined limit , substan- bulkhead doors and hatches aboard ship, comprising an elec

tially as described. tric motor and worm gearing driven thereby for aperating

6. An electric apparatus for the operation of watertight the door , means for completing the circuit through said

bulkhead doors and hatches aboard ship , comprising an motor from a distance, hand operated mechanism for com

electric motor and gearing driven thereby for operating pleting the circuit through said motor in either direction,

the door, a solenoid circuit , a solenoid , and a controller means for causing the hand operated mechanism to auto

operated thereby for completing the circuit through said matically dominate the distant control, and means for auto.

motor from a distance, hand operated mechanism for com- matically cutting off the current from said motor when the

pleting the circuit through said motor in either direction load on the motor exceeds a predetermined limit, substan .

and dominating the solenoid control, and means for auto- tially as described .

matically cutting off the current from said motor and for 14. An electric apparatus for the operation of watertight

breaking the circuit through the solenoid when the load on bulkhead doors and hatches aboard ship, comprising an elec .

the motor exceeds a predetermined limit , substantially as tric motor and gearing driven thereby for operating the

described. door, means for completing the circuit through said motor

7. An electric apparatus for the operation of watertight from a distance , hand operated mechanism for completing

bulkhead doors and hatches aboard ship , comprising an the circuit through said motor in either direction , means

electric motor and worm gearing driven thereby for operat for causing the hand operated mechanism to automatically

ing the door, a solenoid circuit , a solenoid , and a controller dominate the distant control, and means for automatically

operated thereby for completing the circuit through said cutting off the current from said motor and for breaking the

motor from a distance , hand operated mechanism for com- circuit for the distant control when the load on the motor

pleting the circuit through said motor in either direction exceeds a predetermined limit , substantially as described.

and dominating the solenoid control , and means for auto- 15. An electric apparatus for the operation of watertight

matically cutting off the current from said motor when the bulkhead doorsand hatches aboardship , comprising an elec

load on the motor exseeds a predetermined limit , and a sig. tric motor and gearing driven thereby for operating the

nal circuit for making a signal at the distant point with door , means for completing the circuit through said motor

means for automatically closing said signal circuit when from a distance , hand operated mechanism for completing

the door reaches the closed position , substantially as des- the circuit through said motor in either direction , means

cribed. for causing the hand operated mechanism to automatically
8. An electric apparatus for the operation of watertight dominate the distant control ,andmeansfor automatically

bulkhead doors and hatches aboard ship , comprising an cutting off the current from said motor and for breaking

electric motor and gearing driven thereby for operating the the circuit for the distant controlwhen the load on the

door, a solenoid circuit , a solenoid , and a controller operat- motor exceeds a predetermined limit, and a 'signal circuit

ed thereby for completing the circuit through said motor for making a signal at the distant point, with meansfor

from a distance , hand operated mechanism for completing automatically closing said signal circuit when the door

the circuit through said motor in either direction and do- reaches the closed position, substantially as described.

minating the solenoid control , and means for automatically 16. The combination with'a bulkhead door, of a pio rack

cutting off tlie current from said motor and for breaking secured thereto,a pin wheelmeshing in said rack, an elec

the circuit through the solenoid when the loal on the motor tric motor ,and a gearing driven by said motor for driving
exceeds a predetermined limit , and a signal círcuit for mak- said pin wheel , substantially as described.

ing a signal at the distant point , with a means for auto- 17. The combination witha bulkheaddoor, of a pin rack
matically closing said signal circuit when the door reaches secured thereto , a pin wheel meshing in said rack, an elec

the closed position , substantially as described . tric motor, and worm gearing driven by said motor for driv.

9. An electric apparatus for the operation of watertighting said pin wheel, substantially as described.

bulkhead doors and hatches aboard ship , comprising an 18. The combination with a bulkhead door, of a pin rack

electric motor and a pin rack and pin wheel , with worm secured thereto, a pin wheel“meshing insaid rack, anelec

gearing for driving said pin wheel , driven by said motor for tric motor and gearing driven by said motor for driving

operating the door, means for completing the circuit through said pinwheel, with a cut-out automatically operated by
said motor from a distance , hand operated mechanism for a member of said gearingfor cutting off the electric cur

completing the circuit through said motor in either direc- rent when the load on the motor exceeds a predetermined

tico and dominating the distant control, and means for limit, substantially as described .

automatically cutting off the current from sald motor when 19.Thecombination with a bulkhead door, of a pin rack

the load on themotorexceedsa predeterminedlimit sub- secured thereto, a pin wheelmeshinginsaid rack, an elec
stantially as described . tric motorand worm gearing driven by said motor for

10. Anelectricapparatus for the operation of watertight drivingsaid pin wheel, with a cut-out automatically operat:

bulkhead doors and hatches aboard ship, comprising an ed by amember of saidgearingfor cutting off the electric
electric motor, apin rack and pin wheel withworm gear- current when the loadon themotor exceeds a predetermined

ing for driving said pin wheel, driven by said motor for limit, substantially as described.
operating the door, means for completing the circuit through 20.'Thecombination with a bulkhead door, a pin rack

said motor from a distance,handoperated mechanism for secured thereto,apinwheel engaging in said rack, aworn
completing the circuit through said motor in either direc- wheel driving saidpin wheel, a
tion and dominating the distant control , and means for auto- worm wheel, and means for driving said worin either by

1

11

worm engaging in said
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power or by hand as may be desired , substantially as des- ing the door, and an electric motor journalled in said power

cribed. box and having the consequent pole of its field magnet in

21. The combination with a bulkhead door , a pin rack tegral with the cover of said box and removable therewith ,

secured thereto, a pin wheel engaging in said rack , a worm substantially as described.

wheel , a worm engaging in said worm wheel , a worm shaft 34. The combination with a sliding door provided with a

carrying said worm , and hand gearing for operating said pin rack secured on the face therof , of a power box mounted

worm shaft by hand, substantially as described : across the door frame and provided with a combined worm

22. The combination with a bulkhead door , a pin rack bearing and oil trough rigidly held therein , a pin wheel mesh

secured thereto , a pin wheel engaging in said rack , a worm ing with said rack , a shaft for said pin wheel journalled in

wheel driving said pin wheel, a worm engaging in said worm said power box , a worm wheel mounted on said shaft and

wheel , a worm shaft carrying said worm, and an electric enclosed in the power box , a worm mounted in said oil trough

motor connected to said worm shaft for driving the same , and engaging said worm wheel with mechanism mounted in

substantially as described . said power box for operating said worm from either end

23. The combination with a bulkhead door , a pin rack thereof, substantially as described .

secured thereto , a pin wheel engaging in said rack , a worm 35. The combination with a sliding door provided with a

wheel driving said pin wheel , a worm engaging in said worm pin rack secured on the face thereof , of a power box mounted

wheel , a worm shaft carrying said worm , hand gearing con- across the door frame and pivoted with a combined worm

nected to said shaft near one end for turning the same by bearing and oil trough rigidly held therein , a pin wheel mesh

hand, and an electric motor connected to the other end ing with said rack , a shaft for said pin wheel journalled in

of said shaft for driving the same by electricity, substanti - said power box a worm wheel mounted on said shaft and

ally as described . enclosed in the power box , a worm mounted in said oil trough

21. The combination with a bulkhead door, of a pin rack and engaging said worm wheel, with hand gears connected to

secured thereto , a pin wheel meshing in said rack , means said worm shaft near one end thereof for turning said shaft

for driving said pin wheel by hand , and independent means by hand when desired , and an electric motor mounted in said

fo: driving said pin wheel by electricity , substantially as power box and connected to the other end of said worm shaft

described. for turning the same by electricity, substantially as des

25. The combination with a bulkhead door , of a pin rack cribed .

secured thereto at right angles to the face thereof, a pin 36. In an apparatus for operating sliding doors by elec

wheel meshing in said rack , an electric motor and worm tricity , the combination with a door and a rack secured

gearing driven by said motor for driving said pin wheel , thereto , of a power box secured across the door frame , worm

substantially as described . graring mounted in said power box for engaging said rack

26. The combination with a bulkhead door , of a pin rack and moving the door, and an electric motor for operating

secured thereto at right angles to the face thereof , a pin said worm gearing journalled in said power box and having

wheel meshing in said rack , an electric motor and worm the consequent pole of its field magnet integral with the cover

gearing driven by said motor for driving said pin wheel , of said box and removable therewith , substantially as des

and independent hand gearing for driving the pin wheel by cribed .

hand when desired, substantially as described . 37. The combination with a sliding door provided with a pin

27. The combination with a bulkhead door, of a pin rack rack secured on the face thereof , of a power box mounted

secured thereto at right angles to the face thereof, a pin across the door frame and provided with a removable cover,

wheel meshing in said rack , an electric motor and gearing a pin wheel meshing with said rack , a shaft for said pin

driven by said motor for driving said pin wheel, with a wheel journalled in said power box , a worm wheel mounted

cut-out automatically operated by a member of said gearing on said shaft and enclosed in the power box , a worm engag

for cutting off the electric current when the load on the ing said worm wheel , and an electric motor connected to said

motor exceeds a predetermined limit, and independent hand worm and journalled in said power box and having the con

gearing for driving the pin wheel by hand when desired , sub- sequent pole of its field magnet integral with the cover of

stantially as described. said box and removable therewith , substantially as described

28. The combination with a bulkhead door, of a pin rack 38. The combination with a sliding door provided with a

secured thereto at right angles to the face thereof, a pin | rack secured on the face thereof , of a power box mounted

wheel meshing in said rack , an electric motor and gearing across the door frame and provided with a removable cover,

driven by said motor for driving said pin wheel, with a a gear wheel meshing with said rack , a shaft for said wheel

cut- out automatically operated by a member of said gear- journalled in said power box , a worm wheel mounted on

ing for cutting off the electric current when the load on the said shaft and enclosed in the power box , a worm engaging

motor exceeds a predetermined limit , substantially as des- said worm wheel , and an electric motor connected to said

( ribed .
worm and journalled in said power box and having the con

29. The combination with a bulkhead door, of a pin rack seguent pole of its field magnet integral with the cover of

secured thereto at right angles to the face thereof, a pin said box and removable therewith , substantially as described .

wheel meshing in said rack , an electric motor and worm
39. In an apparatus of the character described the combin

gearing driven by said motor for driving said pin wheel, ation with a controller drum , of a solenoid and a solenoid

with a cut -out automatically operated by a member of said plunger, means operated by said plunger for rocking the said

gearing for cutting off the electric current when the load on
drum, a spring for restoring said plunger to the initial posi

the motor exceeds a predetermined limit , substantially as tion when not attracted by the said solenoid , and independent
described .

30. The combination with a bulkhead door, a pin racktion independent of said solenoid , substantially as described
hand operated means for rocking said drum in either direc

secured thereto at right angles to the face thereof, a pin
40. In an apparatus of the character described the combina

wheel engaging in said rack , a worm wheel driving said pin
tion with a controller drum , of a solenoid and a solenoid

wheel, a worm engaging in said worm wheel, and means

for driving said worm either by power or by hand as may
plunger, means operated by said plunger for rocking the said

be desired , substantially as described .
drum , means for restoring sait plunger to the initial posi

tion when not attracted by the said solenoid, and independent31. The combination with a bulkhead door , a pin rack

secured thereto, a pin wheel engaging in said rack , a worm
hand operated means for rocking said drum in either direc

wheel driving said pin wheel , a worm engaging in said worm
tion independent of said solenoid , with automatic means con

wheel, a worm shaft carrying said worm and adapted to
trolled by said hand operated means for locking said plunger

slide axially, a stout spring normally holding said worm
against the action of said solenoid when said hand operated

shaft in the initial position , an electric motor connected means is in operation , substantially as described.

to said worm shaft for driving the same , and means con
41. In an apparatus of the character described , the com

trolled by the sliding of the worm shaft for cutting off the
bination with a controller drum , of a solenoid and a sole

current fromthemotorwhen the load exceeds a predeter- noid plunger , meansoperatedby said plunger for rocking
mined limit , substantially as described. the said drum , means for restoring said plunger to the in

32. The combination with bulkhead door a pin rack itial position when not attracted by the said solenoid , and

secured thereto, a pin wheel engaging in said rack , a worm independent hand operated means for rocking said drum in

wheel driving said pin wheel , a wormengaging in said worm either direction independent of said solenoid, with a spring

wheel, a worm shaft carrying said worm and adapted to slide catch automatically released by the operation of the hand

axially, a stout spring normally holding said worm shaft in operating mechanism and holding said plunger against the

the initial position , an electric motor connected to said worm action of said solenoid while said hand mechanism is being

shaft for driving the same, means for operating said electric operated, substantially as described.
motor either locally or from a distance, and means controlled * 42 . In an apparatus of the character described the com

by the sliding of the worm shaft for cutting off the current bination with a controller drum , of a spring impressed

fromthe motor when the load exceeds a predetermined limit, plunger normally adapted to hold said controller drum in the
substantially as described. mid position , a solenoid for operating said plunger in one

33. In an apparatus for operating sliding doorsby electri- direction thus rocking said controller drum,handoperated
city, the combination with a door and a rack secured thereto, mechanism for rocking said controller drum independent of
of a power box secured across the door frame , gearins said plunger, and automatic means operated by said hand

mounted in said powerbox for engaging said rack and mov . operated mechanism for locking said plunger during the

а

1
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operation of said hand operated mechanism, substantially plunger , means operated by said plunger for rocking the

as described . said drum , means for restoring said plunger to the initial

43. In an apparatus of the character described , the com- position when not attracted by the said solenoid, independ

tination of a controller drum , of a spring impressed plunger ent hand operated means for rocking said drum in either

normally adapted to hold said controller drum in the mid direction independently of said solenoid , and automatic

position , a solenoid for operating said plunger in one direc- means for restoring the hand operated means to the initial

tion thus rocking said controller drum , hand operated mech- position after each operation , with a spring catch auto

anism for rocking said controller drum independent of said matically released by the operation of the hand operating

plunger, and automatic means operated by said hand oper : mechanism and holding said plunger against the action of

ated mechanism for locking said plunger during the opera- said solenoid while said hand mechanism is being operated,

tion of said hand operated mechanism, comprising a spring substantially as described .

impressed catch automatically controlled by the hand oper- 52. In an apparatus of the character described, the com

ating mechanism , and a lug carried by the said plunger en- bination with a controller drum , of a spring impressed

gaging said catch , when released , substantially as described . plunger normally adapted to hold said controller (rum in

44. In an apparatus of the character described , the com- the mid position , a solenoid for operating said plunger in

bination with a controller drum , of a solenoid and a solenoid one direction thus rocking said controller drum hand

plunger, means operated by said plunger for rocking the said operated mechanism for rocking said controller drum in

drum , a double acting spring for restoring said plunger to dependently of said plunger, and automatic means for re

the initial position when not attracted by said solenoid , and storing the hand operated means to the initial position af

ir dependent hand operated means for rocking said drum in ter each operation , and automatic means operated by said

either direction independent of said solenoid, substantially hand operated mechanism for locking said plunger during

as described . the operation of said hand operated mechanism , substan

45. In an apparatus of the character described , the com- tially as described.

bination with a controller drum , of a solenoid and a sole- 53. In an apparatus of the character described, the com

noid plunger , means operated by said plunger for rocking bination with a controller drum , of a spring impressed

the said drum , adouble acting coil spring for restoring plunger normally adapted to hold said controller drum in
said plunger to the initial position when not attracted by the mid position , a solenoid for operating said plunger in

the said solenoid , and independent hand operated means for one direction thus rocking said controller drum, hand oper

rocking said drum in either direction independent of said ated mechanism for rocking said controller drum independ

solenoid , with automatic means controlled by said hand ently of said plunger,and automatic means for restoring the

oprated means for locking said plunger against the action hand operated means to the initial position after each oper

of said solenoid when said hand operated means is in opera ation , and automatic means operated by said hand operated

tion , substantially as described . mechanism for locking said plunger during the operation

46. In an apparatus of the character described , the com of said hand operated mechanism ,comprising a spring im

bination with a controller drum , of a solenoid and a sole- pressed catch automatically controlled by the hand operating

noid plunger, means operated by said inger for rocking mechanism , and a lug carried by the said plunger engaging

said drum , a double acting coil spring for restoring said said catch when released , substantially.

plunger to the initial position when not attracted by the 54. An electric apparatus for the operation of watertight

said solenoid, and independent hand operated means for bulkhead doors and hatches aboard ship , comprising an elec

rocking said drum in either direction independent of said tric motor and gearing driven thereby for operating the

solenoid with a spring catch automatically released by the door , a solenoid circuit , a solenoid and a controller drum

oneration of the hand operating mechanism and holding said for completing the circuit through said motor from a dis

plunger against the action of said solenoid while said hand tance , and hand operated mechanism for completing the cir

mechanism is being operated , substantially as described . cuit through said motor in either direction and dominating

47. In an apparatus of the character described , the com the solenoid control , comprising a control shaft , and a

bination with a controller drum , of a plunger connected to system of levers operated thereby connected to the con

said controller drum , a coil spring normally adapted to hold troller drum , with a spring adapted to return the system of

said plunger in the mid position , a solenoid for moving said levers to the initial position , substantially as described .

plunger in one direction thus rocking said controller drum , 55. An electric apparatus for the operation of watertight

hand operating mechanism for rocking said controller drum bulkhead doors and hatches aboard ship ,comprising an elec

ir : dependently of said plunger , and automatic means operated tric motor and gearing driven thereby for operating the

by said hand operated mechanism for locking said plunger door , a solenoid circuit, a solenoid, and a controller oper
against the action of said solenoid during the operation of ated thereby for completing the circuit through said motor

said hand operated mechanism , substantially as described . from a distance, hand operated mechanism for completing

48. In an apparatus of the character described , the com the circuit through said motor in either direction and dom .

bination with a controller drum , of a plunger connected to inating the solenoid control , comprising a control shaft , and

said controller drum , a coil spring normally adapted to hold a system of levers operated thereby connected to the con

said plunger in the mid position , a solenoid for moving said trolled drum , with a spring adapted to return the system of

plunger in one direction thus rocking said controller drum , levers to the initial position , and means for automatically

hand operating mechanism for rocking said controller drum cutting on the current from said motor when the load on the

irdependentlv of said plunger , and automatic means operated motor exceeds a predetermined limit, substantially as des

by said hand operated mechanism for locking said plunger cribed .

against the action of said solenoid during the operation of 56. An electric apparatus for the operation of watertight

said hand operated mechanism , comprising a spring im- bulkheard doors and hatches aboard ship, comprising an
pressed catch automatically controlled by the handoperating electric motor and gearing driven thereby for operating the

mechanism , and a lug carried by the said plunger engaging door, a solenoid circuit, a solenoid, and a controller oper
said catch when released , substantially as described . ated thereby for completing the circuit through said motor

49. In an apparatus of the character described , the com from a distance, hand operated mechanism for completing

bination with a controller drum , of a solenoid and a solenoid the circuit through said motor in either direction and dom

plunger, means operated by said plunger for rocking the said inatingthe solenoid control, comprising a control shaft , and
drum, means for restoring said plunger to the initial posi a system of levers operated thereby connected to the con

tion when not attracted by said solenoid, independent hand troller drum, with a spring adapted to return the system of

operated means for rocking said drum in either direction levers to the initial position, means for automatically cut

independent of said solenoid , and automatic means for re ting off the current from said motor when the load on the

storing the hang operated means to the initial position after motor exceeds a predetermined limit, and a signal circuit

each operation , substantially as described . for making a signal at the distant point, with means for

50. In an apparatus of the character described , the com automatically closing said signal circuit when the door

bination with a controller drum , of a solenoid and a solenoid reaches the closed position, substantially as described.
plunger, means operated by said plunger to the initial posi- 57. An electric apparatus for the operation of watertight

tion when not attracted by the said solenoid, independent bulkhead doors and hatches aboardship , comprising an elec
hand operated means for rocking said drum in either directric motor and gearing driven thereby for operating the door,

tion independently of said solenoid, with automatic means a solenoid circuit, a solenoid, and a controller operated

controlled by said hand operated means for locking said thereby for completing the circuit through said motor from a
drum in either direction independently of said solenoid, with distance, hand operated mechanism for completing the cir

automatic means controlled by said hand operated means cuit through said motor in either direction and dominating

for locking said plunger against the action of said solenoid the solenoid control , comprising a control shaft , and a sys

mhen said hand operated means is in operation , and auto- tem of levers operated thereby connected to the controller

matic means for restoring the hand operated means to the drum , with a spring adapted to return the system of levers

Initial position after each operation , substantially as des- to the initial position, and means for automatically cutting

cribed. off the current from said motor and for breaking the circuit

51. In an apparatus of the character described , the com- through the solenoid when the load on the motor exceeds a

bination with a controller drum, of a solenoid and a solenoia ' predetermined limit.
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58. In an apparatus of the character described the combin- for completing the circuit through said motor from a dis

otin with acontroller drum , of a solenoid and a solenoid lance , and hand operated mechanism for completing the
plunger, means operated bysaidplunger for rocking the said circuit through said motor ineitherdirectionanddominat

drum , a double acting spring for restoring said plunger to ing the solenoid control, comprising a control shaft, and a

the initial position when not atacted by said solenoid , and system of levers operated thereby connected to the con

independent hand operated means for rocking said drum in troller drum , and a spring impressed lever adapted to return
either direction independent of said solenoid, with automatic the system of levers to the initial position , substantially as

means for interlocking said plunger with said hand operated described .

means, thus holding said plunger against the action of said 66. An electric apparatus for the operation of watertight

solenoid , substantially as described .
bulkhead doors and hatches aboard ship , comprising an

59. In an apparatus of the character described the combin- electric motor, a controller drum with means for normally

ation with a controller drum, of a solenoid and a solenoid restoring the same to the initial position, gearing driven

plunger, means operated by said plunger for rocking the by said motor for operating the door, means for completing

drum , means for restoring said plunger to the initial posi- the circuit through said motor, and means for automatically

tion when not attracted by said solenoid, independent hand breaking said circuit when the load on the motor exceeds a

operated means for rocking said drum in either direction in- predetermined limit , comprising a spring impressed shaft

dependently of said solenoid , comprising a control shaft , and connected to or included in said gearing and yielding when

a system of levers operated thereby, and automatic means the thrust thereon exceeds a predetermined limit , a lever

for restoring the hand operated means to the initial position connected to said shaft , and means operated by said lever

after each operation , substantially as described . for releasing said controlled drum , substantially as des

60. In an apparatus of the character described the combin- cribed .

ation with a controller drum , of a solenoid and a solenoid 67. An electric apparatus for the operation of watertight

plunger, means operated by said plunger for rocking the said bulkhead doors and hatches aboard ship , comprising an
drum , means for restoring said plunger to the initial posi- electric motor , a controller drum , and a spring impressed

tion when not attracted by said solenoid , independent hand plunger connected to the controller drum , a solenoid adapted
operated means for rocking said drum in either direction in- to act on said plunger , gearing driven by said motor for

dependently of said solenoid . comprising a control shaft , and operating the door, means for completing the circuit

a system of levers operated thereby, and automatic means through said solenoid thus operating said controller drum

for restoring the hand operated means to the initial position
and closing the circuit through said motor, and means for

after each operation, comprising a spring impressed lever automatically breaking the circuit both through said motor
having arms co -acting with said system of levers, and restor- and through said solenoid when the load on the motor ex

ing them to the initial position when released. ceeds a predetermined limit, comprising a spring impressed

61. In an apparatus of the character described the combin- shaft connected to or included in said gearing and adapted
ation with a controller drum . of a solenoid and a solenoid to yield when the thrust thereon exceeds a predetermined

plunger, means operated by said plunger for rocking the said limit , a lever connected to said shaft, and means operated
drum , means for restoring said plunger to the initial position by said lever for releasing said controlle drum and for

when not attracted by the said solenoid , independent hand breaking the current though said solenoid , substantially as
operated means for rocking said drum in either direction described.

independently of said solenoid , with automatic means con- 68. An electric apparatus for the operation of watertight

trolled by said hand operated means for locking said plunger bulkhead doors and hatches aboard ship , comprising an
against the action of said solenoid when said hand operated electric motor, a controller drum with means for normally

means is in operation , and automatic means for restoring the restoring the same to the initial position , gearing driven by
hand operated means to the initial position after each oper- said motor for operating the door , means for rocking said

ation , comprising a spring impressed lever having arms co- controller drum thus completing the circuit through said

acting with said system of levers , and restoring them to the motor, and means for automatically breaking said circuit

initial position when released . substantially as described . when the load on the motor exceeds a predetermined limit ,

62. In an apparatus of the character described the combin- comprising a spring impressed member of said gearing

ation with a controlling drum , of a solenoid and a solenoid adapted to yield when the thrust thereon exceeds a predeter

plunger, means operated by said plunger for rocking the said mined limit , a lever connected to said member, and means

drum, means for restoring said plunger to the initial posi- operated by said lever for releasing said controller drum ,

tion when not attracted by the said solenoid , independent substantially as described.
hand operated means for rocking said drum in either direc- 69. An electric apparatus for the operation of watertight

tion independently of said solenoid , automatic means for re
bulkhead doors and hatches aboard ship, comprising an

storing the hand operated means to the initial position after electric motor, a controller drum with means for normally

each operation. con prising a spring impressed lever having rsetoring the same to the initial position , means for rock

arms co-acting with said system of levers , and restoring ing said controller drum either from a distance or locally,

them to the initial position when released , with a spring thus completing the circuit through said motor, gearing

catch automatically released by the operation of the hand driven by said motor for operating the door, and means for
operation of said solenoid while said hand mechanism is automatically breaking the circuit through the motor when

being operated, substantially as described . the load on the motor exceeds a predetermined limit, com

63. In an apparatus of the character described the combin- prising a spring impressed member of said gearing adapted
ation with a controller drum. of a spring impressed plunger to yield when the thrust thereon exceeds a predetermined

normally adapted to hold said controller drum in the mid- limit , a lever connected to said member, and means operated

position , a solenoid for operating said plunger in one direc- | by the said lever for releasing said controller drum inde

tion thus rocking said controller drum ,hand operated mech- pendently of the local or distant control , substantially as
anism for rocking said controller drum independently of said described.
plunger , automatic means for restoring the hand operated 70. An electric apparatus for the operation of watertight

means to the initial position after each operation , compris- bulkhead doors and hatches aboard ship , comprising an
ing a spring impressed lever having arms co -acting with said electric motor, a controller drum, and a spring impressed

system of levers , and restoring them to the initial position plunger connected to the controller drum , a solenoid adapted
when released , and means automatically operated by said to act on said plunger, gearing driven by said motor for

hand operated mechanism for locking said plunger during operating the door , means for completing the circuit through
the operation of said hand operated mechanism , substantially said solenoid thus operating said controller drum and clos
as described . ing the circuit through said motor, and means for auto

64. In an apparatus of the character described , the com- matically breaking the circuit through said solenoid when

bination with a controller drum , of a spring impressed plun- | the load on the motor exceeds a predetermined limit, com

ger normally adapted to hold said controller drum in the prising a spring impressed member of said gearing adapted

mid position , a solenoid for operating said plunger in one to yield when the thrust thereon exceeds a predetermined

direction thus rocking said controller drum , hand operated limit , a lever connected to said member, and means operated

mechanism for rocking said controller drum independently by said lever for releasing said controller drum and sur

of said plunger, a spring and mechanism operated thereby breaking the current through said solenoid, substantially as

for restoring the hand operated means to the initial posi- described .

lion after each operation , and automatic means operated by 71. An electric apparatus for the operation of watertight

said hand operated mechanism for loeking said plunger dur- bulkhead doors and hatches aboard ship , comprising an elec

ing the operation of said hand operated mechanism . com- tric motor, a controlling drum , and a spring impressed

prising a spring impressed catch automatically controlled plunger connected to the controller drum , a solenoid adapt

by the hand operating mechanism , and a lug carried by ed to act on said plunger , means independent of said sole

he said plunger engaging said catch , when released, sub- noid for rocking said controller drum , gearing driven by said

stantially as described . motor for operating the door, means for completing the cir

65. An electric apparatus for the operation of watertight cuit through said solenoid thus operating said controller

bulkhead doors and hatches aboard ship . comprising an drum and closing the circuit through said motor, and means

electric motor and gearing driven thereby for operating the for automatically breaking the circuit both through said

door, a solenoid circuit, a solenoid and a controller drum motor and through said solenoid when the load on eth motor
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exceeds a predetermined limit , comprising a spring impres- released by the operation of the hand operating mechanism

sed member of said gearing adapted to yield when the thrust and holding said plunger against the action of said solenoid

thereon exceeds a predetermined limit, a lever connected to while said hand mechanism is being operated, and mechan

said member , and means operated by said lever for releasing ism for automatically releasing said controller drum from

said controller drum and for breaking the current through either the hand control or the solenoid control , when the

said solenoid , substantially as described . load on the motor exceeds a predetermined limit , substanti

72. An electric apparatus for operation of watertight bulk- ally as described .

head doors and hatches aboard ship , comprising an electric 78. In an apparatus of the character described , the com

motor and gearing driven thereby for operating the door, a bination with a controller drum , of a spring impressed

solenoid circuit, a solenoid , and a controller operated there- plunger normally adapted to hold said controller drum in

by for completing the circuit through said motor from a the mid position , a solenoid for operating said plunger in

distance , with means for automatically restoring the con- one direction thus rocking said controller drum , hand oper

troller to the initial position when released , hand operated ated mechanism for rocking said controller drum inde

mechanism for operating said controller and thus completing pendently of said plunger , automatic means for restoring the

the circuit through said motor in either direction and hand operated means to the initial position after each oper

dominating the solenoid control , and means for automati- ation comprising a spring impressed lever having arms co

cally cutting off the current from said motor and for break- acting with said system of levers , and restoring them to the

ing the circuit through the solenoid when the load on the initial position when released, means automatically oper

motor exceeds a predetermined limit , comprising a spring ated by said hand operated mechanism for locking said

impressed member of said gearing adapted to yield when plunger during the operation of said hand operated mechan

the thrust thereon exceeds a predetermined limit , a lever ism , and mechanism for automatically releasing said con

connected to said member, and means operated by said troller drum either from the hand control or the solenoid

lever for releasing said controller drum and for breaking control , when the load on the motor exceeds a predetermined

the current through said solenoid , substantially as des- limit , substantially as described .

cribed .
79. The combination with a bulkhead door or batch and

73. An electric apparatus for the operation of watertight means for operating the same electrically from a distant

bulkhead doors and hatches aboard ship , comprising an elec- point , of a signal located at the distant point , means for

tric motor and gearing driven thereby for operating the door, operating said signal consisting of an electric circuit lead

a solenoid circuit , a solenoid, and a controller operated ing from the distant point to the door , a bell crank pivoted

thereby for completing the circuit through said motor from to the door frame and adapted to open and close the circuit

a distance , with means for automatically restoring the con- to the signal , and an arm carried by the door and adapted

troller to the initial position when released , hand operated
to strike said bell crank and close said circuit when the

mechanism for operating said controller and thus completing dcor reaches the closed and locked position , substantially
the circuit through said motor in either direction and domin- as described .

ating the solenoid control, and means for automatically cut
80. The combination with a bulkhead door or hatch and

ting off the current from said motor when the load on the means for operating the same electrically from a distant

motor exceeds a predetermined limit , comprising a spring pcint, of a signal located at the distant point, means for

impressed shaft included in said gearing and adapted to yield operating said signal consisting of an electric circuit leading

when the load on the motor exceeds a predetermined limit , a from the distant point to the door, a bell crank pivoted to

lever connected to said shaft , and means operated by said the door frame and adapted to open and close the circuit to

lever for releasing the controller, substantially as described . the signal , and an arm carried by the door and adapted to

74. In an apparatus of the character described the combin- strike said bell crank and close said circuit when the door

ation with a controller drum , of a solenoid and a solenoid reaches the closed and locked position , with a spring nor

plunger, means operated by said plunger for rocking the said mally throwing the said bell crank to the open circuit posi

drum , means for restoring said plunger to the initial posi tion when the door is raised from its seat , substantially as

tion when not attracted by said solenoid, independent hand described .

operated means for rocking said drum in either direction 81. The combination with a bulkhead door or hatch and

independently of said solenoid , automatic means for rotating nieans for operating the same electrically from a distant

the hand operated means to the initial position after each point , of a signal located at the distant point , means for

operation , and mechanism for automatically releasing said
operating said signal consisting of an electric circuit lead

controller drum from either the hand control or the solenoid ing from the distant point to the door , a bell crank pivoted

control , when the load on the motor exceeds a predetermined
to the door frame and adapted to open and close the circuit

limit, substantially as described.
to the signal , and an arm carried by the door and adapted to

75. In an apparatus of the character described the combin- strike said bell crank and close said circuit when the door

ation with a controller drum , of a solenoid , means operated
reaches the closed and locked position , and a coil spring

by said solenoid for rocking the said drum , means for auto
mounted on the pivot of said bell crank lever and adapted

matically restoring said drum to the initial position , inde to throw the same to the open circuit position when the

pendent hand operated means for rocking said drum in either door is lifted from its seat , substantially as described.

direction independently of said solenoid , automatic means for 82. A tightening device for use on watertight bulkhead

rotating the hand operated means to the initial position after
door , comprising a wedge bracket secured to the door

each operation , and mechanism for automatically releasing frame, and a wedge button having a rounded face detachably

said controller drum from either the hand control of the connected to the door, substantially as described .

solenoid control , when the load of the motor exceeds a pre

determined limit , substantially as described . No. 101,348. Fuel Feeding Device .
76. In an apparatus of the character described the combin

Appareil d'alimentation de combustible .

ation with a controller drum , of a solenoid and a solenoid

plunger, means operated by said plunger for rocking the said

drum , means for restoring said plunger to the initial posi

tion when not attracted by the solenoid , hand operated

means for rocking said drum in either direction independent

ly of said solenoid, with automatic means controlled by said

hand operated means for locking said plunger against the

action of said solenoid when said hand operated means is in

operation , and automatic means for restoring the hand oper

ated means to the initial position after each operation, com

prising a spring impressed lever having arms co -acting with

said system of levers, and restoring them to the initial posi

tion when released , and mechanism for automatically releas

ing said controller drum from either the hand control or the

solenoid control , when the load on the motor exceeds a pre

determined limit , substantially as described .

77. In an apparatus of the character described , the com

bination with a controller drum , of a solenoid and a solenoid

plunger, means operated by said plunger for rocking the said

drum , means for restoring said plunger to the initial posi

tion when not attracted by the said solenoid , hand operated

means for rocking said drum in either direction independent

ly of said solenoid, automatic means for restoring the hand
operated means to the initial position after each operation, Susan V. Cooke , Rochester, New York , U.S.A. , 2nd October ,

comprising a spring impressed lever having arms co-acting 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 5th May , 1906. Receipt No. 135,608 .

with said system of levers , and restoring them to the initial Claim . - 1 . In an automatic fuel feeder the combination

position when released , with a spring catch automatically with a fuel supply, of a spout adapted to discharge fuel upon
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the grates, means for conveying fuel from said supply to spout, the rotative ring support 42, having the segmental
said spout , and means for automatically oscillating the dis- gear 45, and a pivotal connection with said spout, a bearing

charge end of the spout at angles with both the horizontal for said ring, the lever arm 52 attached to said spout, and

and vertical planes. means operating upon said segmental gear and said lever

2. In an automatic fuel feeder the combination with a arm respectively, for oscillating said spout.

14. In an automatic fuel feeder the combination with afuel supply, a spout adapted to discharge fuel upon the

grates means for conveying fuel from said supply to said fuel supply, of a spout adapted to discharge fuel upon the

spout , means for automatically oscillating the discharge end grates, means for conveying fuel from said supply to said
spout , the rotative ring support 42 , having the segmentalof the spout at angles with both the horizontal and verti

cal planes , and an automatic feeding device , whereby fuel
gear 45, a support for said rotary ring, the ring 46 pivotally

is fed to said conveyer from said supply . supported within said ring 42, means for attaching said

3. In an automatic fuel feeder the combination with a
spout to the ring 46, means for reciprocating said spout, and

ineans for rocking the ring 42 .
fuel supply , of a spout adapted to discharge fuel upon the

15. In an automatic fuel feeder the combination with a
grates means for conveying said fuel from said supply to

fuel supply , of a spout adapted to discharge fuel upon the
said sprout , means for automatically oscillating the discharge

grates , means for conveying fuel from said supply to said
end of the spout at angles with both the horizontal and

spout, the rotative ring 42 , having the segmental gear 45,

vertical planes , an automatic feeding device , whereby fuel
and a pivotal connection with said spout , a support for saidis fed to said conveyer from said supply , and means for
ring , the lever arm 52 attached to said spout, the drive

regulating the feed.
wheel 62 , and operating connections between said wheel 62

4. In an automatic fuel feeder the combination with a
and the segmental gear 45 and said lever respectively ,

fuel supply, of a spout adapted to discharge fuel upon the
whereby said spout is both reciprocated vertically and

grates, means for conveying fuel from said supply to said rocked .

spout, means for automatically oscillating the discharge end
16. In an automatic fuel feeder the combination with a

of the spout at angles with both the horizontal and verti
fuel supply, of a spout adapted to discharge fuel upon thecal planes , an automatic feeding device , a driven wheel , and
grates , means for conveying fuel from said supply to said

driving connections between said driven wheel and both

said conveying means and said means for oscillating said spout, the rotative ring 42having the segmental gear 45
and a pivotal connection with said spout , a support for saidspout .

ring, the lever arm 52 attached to said spout , the driven
5. In an automatic fuel feeder the combination with a

wheel 62 , and operating connections between said wheel 62

fuel supply , of a spout adapted to discharge fuel into the

firebox, and having its mouth at an angle with its axis, whereby said spoutand the segmental gear 45, and said lever respectively,

means for conveying fuel from said supply to said spout , is both reciprocated vertically and
rocked , and means for adjusting the rotation of said ring 42 .

and means for automatically both rocking said spout and
17. In an automatic fuel feeder the combination with aoscillating its mouth vertically.

fuel supply , of a spout adapted to discharge fuel upon the6. In an automatic feeder the combination with a fuel
grates , means for conveying fuel from said supply to said

supply of a spout adapted to discharge fuel into the fire
spout, the rotative ring 42 having the segmental gear 45

box , and having its mouth at an angle with its axis , means
and a pivotal connection with said spout . a support for said

for conveying fuel from said supply to said spout , means
ring, the lever arm 52 attached to said spout, the drivenfor automatically both rocking and vertically oscillating
wheel 62 , and operating connections between said wheel 62said spout , a driven wheel , and driving connections between

said wheel and both the said means for rocking said spout whereby said spout is both reciprocated vertically and rock
and the segmental gear 45 , and said lever, respectively ,

and those for ' oscillating it vertically .
ed , and means for adjusting the throw of said lever arm 52.7. In an automatic fuel feeder the combination with a

18. In an automatic fuel feeder the combination with an
fuel supply , of a spout adapted to discharge fuel upon the

fuel supply of means for conveying fuel from said supply to
grates , means for conveying fuel from said supply to said

the firebox of a furnace or boiler, a separate spout as a
spout,' a rotative support for said spout having a pivotal part of said conveying means through which the fuel is dis

connection therewith , means for independently oscillating charged, means for pivotally supporting said spout at one

said spout and its support whereby fuel is discharged from
end , and means for automatically oscillating the dischargethe spout upon the grates in zigzag course .
end of said spout at angles with both the horizontal and8. In an automatic fuel feeder the combination with vertical planes, so that the fuel is discharged therefrom

ſuel supply, of a spout adapted to discharge fuel upon the
upon the grates in zigzag course.

grates , means for conveying fuel from said supply to said

spout , a rotative support for said spout , having a pivotal

connection therewith , a driven wheel , and connections be- No. 101,349. Graphite Separator.
tween said driven wheel and said spout and its said sup

Séparateur de plombagine.

port respectively, whereby said spout and its said support

are independently oscillated to discharge fuel upon the

grates in zigzag course .

9. In an automatic fuel feeder the combination with a

fuel supply , of a spout adapted to discharge fuel upon the

grates , means for conveying fuel from said supply to said

spout, a rotative support for said spout , having a segmental

gear and a pivotal connection with said spout, a driven
ig.2.

wheel , and connections between said driven wheel and said

spout and said segmental gear respectively , whereby said

spout and its said support are independently oscillated to

discharge fuel upor, the grates in zigzag course .

10. In an automatic fuel feeder the combination with a

fuel supply, of a spout adapted to discharge fuel upon the

grates , means for conveying fuel from said supply to said

spout, a rotative support for said spout having a pivotal

connection therewith, a lever arm attached to said spout,

a driven wheel , and connections between said driven wheel

and said lever arm and said support respectively, whereby

said spout is reciprocated and its said support is rocked .

John H. Davis, Merritt Aimes and William E. Baldwin , each11. In an automatic fuel feeder the combination with a
an assignee of a fourth interest , all of Glen Falls , New

fuel supply , of a spout adapted to discharge fuel upon the
York , U.S.A., 2nd October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 21st

grates , means for conveying fuel from said supply to said
March , 1906. Receipt No. 134,137 .

spout, a rotative support for said spout, a ring pivotally

supported within said support, means for detachably secur- Claim . - 1 . A graphite separator comprising a main trough ,

ing said spout to said ring , and means for rocking said sup- means for feeding graphite ore and water thereto, means

port and reciprocating said spout . for maintaining a water lever in the rtough , and a series of

12. In an automatic fuel feeder the combination with a partitions in the trough , each provided with a separating

fuel supply, of a spout adapted to discharge fuel upon the plate having its front end located just below said water

grates , means for conveying fuel from said supply to said lever, each of said plates being provided with means for

spout, a rotative support for said spout, a ring pivotally carrying away fine sand and mud from a point near the

supported within said support , adjustable means for at surface of the water.

taching said spout to said ring , whereby the direction in 2. A graphite separator comprising a main trough , means

which fuel is discharged therefrom is determined , and means for feeding graphite ore and water thereto means for main
for rocking said support and reciprocating said spout. taining a water lever in the trough, and a series of parti

13. In an automatic fuel feeder the combination with a tions in the trough each provided with a separating plate

ſuel supply, of a spout adapted to discharge fuel upon the having its front end located just below said water level,

grates, means for conveying fuel from said supply to said each of said plates being provided with means for carrying
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away fine sand and mud from a point near the surface of 2. The herein described method of making hinged paper

the water and each of said plates being located at a lower sheets, which consists in forming a plup web , in thinning a

level than those between it and the point at which the ore

enters .

3. A graphite separator comprising a main trough , means

for feeding graphite ore and water thereto , means for

maintaining a water level in the trough , a series of parti

tions in the trough each provided with a separating plate

having its front end located just below said water level ,

each of said plates being provided with means for carrying

away fine sand and mud from a point near the surface of

the water and a dam located beyond the last plate and ex

tending downwardly from a point above it

4. A graphite separator comprising a trough having a par

tition , means for maintaining a water level in the trough

and a plate located upon said partition and projecting in

wardly therefrom , the upper surface of said plate being in

clined , said plate being provided with means for collecting

and discharging fine sand and mud from a point just below

the water level .

5. A graphite separator comprising a trough having a par

taon , an inclined plate located on said partition , said plate
101357

having a passage opening from a point just below the water

level, and means for conveying water from said passage to

the outside of the trough.
section of the web by the removal of stock , and finally finish

6. A graphite separator comprising a trough having a par

tition , a plate located adjacent to said partition and pro
ing the web and calendering the sheet.

jecting inwardly therefrom , the upper surface of said plate
3. The herein described method of making hinged paper

being inclined and the plate being provided with means sheets consisting in forming a single ply pulp web of sub

stantially uniform texture, in forming a plurality of adjacent
for collecting and discharging fine sand and mud from a

relatively thin sections therein by the removal of stock along
point just below the water level .

7. A separator comprising a main trough , a series of par
adjoining portions of the web , and finally finishing the thin

titons therein , each being provided with a separating plate
ned web and calendering the sheet.

having its front endlocated just below the water level,each consisting in forming a pulp web of uniformtexture through
4. The herein described method of making hinged paper

of said plates being provided with means for carrying away

fine sand and mud from a point near the surface of the water
out, in removing stock uniformly along a continuous portion

and a dam located beyond the last plate and extending
of the web , producing a relatively thin section therein and in

downwardly from a point above it .
then finising the web and calendering the sheet.

8. A separator comprising a main trough for containing
5. A leaf comprising a calendered paper sheet having a cor

water and a series of partitions in thetrough, each provided respondingly finished hinge portion formed of a plurality of

with a separating plate having its front end located just be
relatively thin sections and one or more intermediate sec

low the water level, each of said plates being provided with
tions of the texture of the sheet body.

means for carrying away fine material from a point near
6. In paper making apparatus the combination of the web

the surface of the water and each of said plates being loca- forming mechanism , and stock removing means arranged and
ted on a lower level than the plates between it and the adapted to operate upon a section or sections of the web .

point at which the material to be operated upon enters the
7. In paper making apparatus the combination with the

main trough.
pulp carrier, of web forming mechanism associated therewith,

and one or more stock removing members in operative re

lation to the web, adapted to reduce the stock along a sec

No. 101,350. Rope Hitch. Attache de corde. tion or sections thereof.

8. In paper making apparatus the combination with the

pulp carrier, of web forming mechanism associated therewith ,

and one or more adjustable stock removing members in oper

ative relation to the web , adapted to reduce the stock along

n
a section or sections thereof.

9. In paper making apparatus the combination with the

pulp carrier , of the coucher roll in operative relation there

to , and one or more projecting ribs or bands upon said roll ,

for the purpose described.

10. In paper making apparatus the combination with the

pulp carrier , of the coucher roll in operative relation there

to , and one or more adjustable projecting ribs or bands upon

said roll , for the purpose described .

11. In paper making apparatus the combination with the

pulp carrier , of the coucher roll associated therewith , and a

plurality of immediately adjacent and circumferentially ex

tending ribs or bands adjustably arranged upon said roll,

substantially as and for the purpose described .
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No. 101,352. Ring Expander.

Norman P. Fraser and George C. Fraser, assignees of Much

all E. Boddy , all of Carsonville , Michigan , U.S.A. , 2nd Appareil à élargir les anneaur .

October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 25th June, 1906. Receipt No.

137,253 .
The Novelty Engineering Association, assignee of Alfred M.

Claim .-A rope fastener consisting of a shank having
Remington , all of Fitchbourg, Massachusetts, U.S.A. , 2nd

means at one end for connection to a draft appliance and
October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 15th September, 1906. Re

with a laterally curved hook at the other end, and a stud ex
ceipt No. 139,517.

tending laterally of the said shank, intermediate its length Claim .-1 . A ring expander comprising a pressing device

and in the same plane , and in the same direction as said adapted to be oscillated around a mandrel, said pressing de

hook.
vice comprising a pair of levers pivoted together and having

rollers designed to operate upon the ring and bear upon the

mandrel , the roller of one lever being adjustable with res
No. 101,351 . Hinged Paper Leaves.

pect to the main portion of that lever.

Feuille de papier . 2. A ring expander comprising a pressing device adapted

to be oscillated upon the ring, said pressing device compris

Winfield and Barker, assignee ofJames Barker, all of De- inga pairoflevers pivoted together, one of said levershav
troit , Michigan , U.S.A. , 2nd October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed ing a plurality of rollers and the other being provided with

8th September, 1905. Receipt No. 128,279 . one roller, the plurality of rollers being adapted to engage

Claim .-- 1. The herein described method of making hinged ' with a ring holding means and the single roller to engage

paper leaves which consists in forming a sheet from pulp , in with the ring and means for adjusting the single roller with

producing a relatively thin section therein by the removal of l respect to its lever.

stock composing the sheet body, and finally calendering the 3. A ring expander comprising a pair of levers movably

thinned sheet. | secured together, one lever having a plate movably attached
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thereto, and a roller on said plate , and the other lever hav- mechanism for trailling said contact brush across said ter

ing, a pair of arms each being provided with rollers . minals, a selecting interrupter at the sub-station arranged

to control said electro -magnetic mechanism to advance the

contact brush to the terminals of a wanted line, a relay k

ia a local curcuit with said stepping mechanism adapted to

connect the said contact brush with the calling line , a

short circuit for said relay , and a switch at the sub -station

actuated in the return of the selecting interrupter

to its normal position or maintaining said circuit dur

ing the operation of said interrupter, whereby the telephone

line is disconnected from the contact brush of its selector

during the selecting operation and then connected with said

brush, substantially as set forth .

2. In an automatic telephone exchange , the combination

with a selector having a movable contact brush adapted to

form the terminal of a calling line , stationary contacts

of other lines with which said movable brush is adapted

to be engaged , means for applying test potential to the

stationary contact terminal of a busy line , a local test

circuit from said movable contact brush , including the

winding of a test relay , busy notification apparatus con

trolled by said test relay, a selecting interrupter at the

substation , a switch actuated upon the return of said in

4. A ring expander comprising a pair of levers and a plate, tion ,means at the central office controlled by said switch
terrupter to its normal position after the selecting opera

said levers and plate being pivoted together at the same

point, a screw mounted upon one of said levers for adjusting central office controlling said test circuit, said relay. k
for closing the test circuit, a slow acting relay k at the

said plate upon its pivot in respect to the lever upon which being also controlled through the agency of said substation

the screw is mounted, said plate being provided with a rol. switch, said relay k being adapted when excited to extend

ler and one of said levers being provided with a plurality of the circuit of the calling line to said movable contact

rollers located beyond the ends of the said first-mentioned brush, and means controlled in response to the test relay
roller.

5. A ring expander comprising a pair of levers movably contact brush remains disconnected from the calling line
for blocking said slow acting relay, whereby the movable

connected together, one lever having a plate pivoted thereto, when the called line is busy, but when the called line is

means for adjusting said plate about its pivot, a roller on not busy the test relay is cut off in the response of said re

said plate and a roller on the other lever . lay k.

6. A ring expander comprising a pair of levers movably

connected together, one lever having a plate movably and with a telephone line and a selector therefor comprising a
3. In an automatic telephone exchange , the combination

adjustably attached thereto, a roller on said plate and a rol selector switch arm , a stepping magnet and a retaining
ler on the other lever.

7.A ring expander comprising a pair of levers, a plate, circuit of the line to the selector switch, a selecting relay c ,
magnet , of a connecting relay k adapted to complete the

said levers and plate being pivoted together, means mounted a ringing relay a,means for controlling said relay a and

upon one of thelevers for adjusting the plate upon its pivot independently or simultaneously from the substation, a local

with respect to that lever, a roller on said plate and a plur: circuit including the stepping magnet, the retaining magnet

ality of rollers on the other lever, the said last -mentioned and the connecting relay k , controlled by the selecting re

rollers being located beyond the ends of the first -mentionellay c, and a short circuit of the controlling relay con

roller.
trolled by the ringing relay a .

4. In an automatic telephone exchange , the combination

No. 101,353. Telephone Exchange System . with the selector switch , the stepping and retaining mag

Système d'échange de téléphone. nets therefor, a local circuit including said magnets and

means for controlling said circuit from the substation , of

a connection relay k adapted to complete connection of

the line through to the selector switch, means for exciting

said relay controlled at the substation in the selecting

transmitter mechanism , and a short circuit of the step

ping magnet established in response of said connecting

relay .

5. In an automatic telephone exchange , the combination

with a telephone line , of a selector comprising a switch

arm stepping and retaining magnets and a slow acting con

necting relay k adapted to extend the circuit of the line

to the selector switch, a selecting relay controlling a local

circuit through the stepping and retaining magnets and
through the magnet of connecting relay k, a test relay t ,

said relays k and t being each adapted when excited to cut

out the other, a ringing relay a , a test circuit bringing the

test relay into operative relation to the selector to respond

to the test potential at the terminal of the wanted line ,

said test circuit being closed by the ringing relay a when

excited, said relay being also adapted when excited to break

a short circuit normally maintained thereby around the

connecting relay , and selector transmitter mechanism at

the substation adapted first to intermittently close the cir

cuit of the selecting relay and finally to close the circuit of

both selecting and ringing relays, whereby the selector arm

is advanced by the stepping magnet of the terminal of the

wanted line , the circuit of the test relay is made momen

tarily effective, and the connection is finally completed upon

the response of the relay k if the wanted line is free , or

blocked if the test relay is excited .

6. In an automatic telephone exchange, the combination

with a telephone line , of the selecting and ringing relays a

and c, and means at the substation for controlling said re

lays independently and simultaneously, of the selector com

prising a switch , a stepping magnet and a retaining magnet,

TheBellTelephone Company of Canada,Montreal,Quebec, a slow acting connecting relay and a test relayarranged
Canada , assignee of Albert Morrison Bullard, New York to cut out each other when excited, a local circuit includ

City , New York , U.S.A., 2nd October , 1906; 6 years. ing said stepping and retaining magnets and said con
Filed 18th September, 1906. Receipt No. 139,597 . necting relay controlled by said selecting relay , a circuit

Claim . - In an automatic telephone exchange , the combina- for the test relay closed by said ringing relay and a short
tion with a telephone line, of a selector individual to the circuit 8 of the connecting relay opened by said ringing re

line having a movable contact brush, a stationary contact lay , when the same is excited , said connecting relay hav

terminals of other lines, and electro -magnetic stepping ing contacts adapted when the relay is excited to open said
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short circuit 8 at another point and to close a short cir- 11. In an automatic telephone exchange the combination

cuit of the stepping magnet,whereby upon the response of with a telephone line , of a selector for said line comprising

said connecting relay it is maintained excited and the sel- connection terminals for the other lines and a movable

octor switch maintained stationary under the control of switch arm carrying brushes adapted to engage said ter

the selecting relay alone. minals , a similar individual selector for each of the other

7. In an automatic telephone exchange , the combination arm , a retaining magnet adapted to hold the switch arm
with a telephone line, of a selector comprising connection lines, a stepping magnet adapted to advance said switch

terminals for the other telephone lines and amovable in its advanced position, a circuit for saidmagnets, mechan
switch arm carrying brushes adapted to trail over said ter

ism controlled from the substation adapted to successively

minals in the movement of the arm , a stepping magnet niake -and-break said circuit to effect the advancementof

adapted when energized to advance said arm , a retaining said switch arm , a sluggish acting relay k controllingthe

magnet adapted to hold said arm in its advanced position , a connection of said brushes with the line, a circuit for saia

connecting magnet controlling the connection of said brushes magnet, a switch at the substation adapted tocomplete said

with the line, a circuit for said magnets, a normally closed circuits after the brushes reach the proper terminals , a

shunt about said connecting magnet, switching mechanism quick acting test relay connected the instant the brushes
at the substation adapted to effect the intermittent comple- make connection with the called line from earth through

tion of said circuit to cause the stepping magnet to advance contacts ofrelay k with one of the brushes of the switch

the arm to the desired terminals, and means controlled arm , a source of grounded current connected with all the

from the substation adapted toopensaid short circuit after corresponding free terminals of a busy line, a source of

said switch arm reaches the proper terminal.
tone test current adapted to be connected with the calling

line by said relay when energized, normally closed contacts
8. In an automatic telephone exchange, the combination included in the circuitofsaid sluggish relay andcontrolled

with a telephone line extending in two limbs 1, 2 , from a
by the test relay , a source of ringing current , a relay a

substation to the poles of a grounded source of current, of controlled from the substation adapted to connect said

a switch at the substation controlling the circuit, a relay source with one of the brushes when the relay k becomes

c atthe central office between the free pole of saidbattery energized, a locking winding for the test relay, and a cir

and the line, a selector carrying connection terminals for cuit forsaidwinding controlled jointly by said relay c and

each of the other telephone lines, a movable switch arm for the test relay, whereby if the wanted line is busy the test

said selector carrying brushes adapted to trail over said relay is operatedto open the circuit of relay k and apply

ierminals in the movement of the switch arm , electro-mag; busy test current to the calling line, but if the called line is

netic mechanism for advancing said arm , a circuit of said free, relay k is energized, connecting the brushes with the

mechanism controlled by relay e, selective mechanism at the calling line , disconnecting the test relay from the switch

substation adapted to open the line circuit and intermit
arm , and permitting relay a to apply ringing current to said

tently ground the limb of the line connected with the free brush.
pole of the battery , whereby the switch arm may be ad

vanced into engagement with the terminals of any desired
line, normally open branches leading from said limbs 1,2, No. 101,354. System of Motor Control.

to the brushes of said arm , a relay controlling the continu Système de contrôle de moteur .

Tuy of said branches a circuit for said relay, a relay a con

trolled from the substation adapted to complete said cir

cuit as said brushes reach the desired connection terminals,

a source of ringing current , and means controlled by the sub

station for connecting the same with said branches after

the brushes reach the proper terminals .

9. In an automatic telephone exchange the combination

with a telephone line extending in two limbs 1 , 2 , from a

substation to the poles of a grounded central battery, 12 .

relay c between the free pole of said battery and the limb

of the line , a selector carrying connection terminals for the

other telephone lines and a movable switch arm having

rushes adapted to engage said terminals in the movement

of said arm , normally open branches leading from said ,

limbs 1 , 2 , to said brushes, a magnet for advancing said

arm, a retaining magnet adapted to hold the arm in its

advanced position , a magnet k controlling the continuity of

said branches , a circuit including all of said magnets con :

trolled by relay c , a normally closed shunt around magnet k,

selective step -by -step mechanism at the substation adapted The Otis Fensom Elevator Company, Jersey City, assignee

to first open the line circuit and successively ground the
of August Sundhy , Yonkers, New York , U.S.A. , 2nd

limb of the line connected with the free pole of the battery ,
October, 1906; 18 years. Filed 15th February, 1906. Re

whereby relay c makes and breaks the circuit of the step
ceipt No. 132,926 .

ping magnet to advance the switch arm to the desired con

nection terminal, a relay a controlled from the substation
Claim.-1. The combination with an alternating current

adapted as the switch arm reaches the end of its travel to motor, of controlling means therefor , and an electro -respon
break the shunt around relay k , and ashunt aroundthe sive device arranged to control a single phase circuit to

stepping magnet closed by relay k when energized .
said motor controlling means .

10. In an automatic telephone exchange the combination controlling means therefor, and an electro -responsive de
2. The combination with an alternating current motor, of

with a telephone line, a selector at the central office com vice connectedin a single phase circuit to mains of said
prising connection terminals for the other lines in the ex

motor to control a circuit to said motor controlling means .

change and a movable switch arm carrying brushes adapted
3. The combination with an alternating current motor, of

to engagesaidterminals, electro -magnetic mechanism con motor controlling means, and circuits and connections of
trolled from the substation adapted to advance said switch

an automatic push button controlled elevator system com

erm , whereby said brushes may be brought into engagement prising a single phase magnet and a floor controller to

with the terminals of any desired line, a sluggish acting re - effect the closure ofa circuit to said motor controlling

lay k controllingthe connection of said brushes with the means through said floor controller when said magnet is

line , a circuit for said relay, a switch at the substation energized .

adapted to complete said circuit after the switch arm reaches 4. The combination with a multi - phase motor, of motor

the proper terminal, a test relay connected during the test controliling means, and circuits and connections of an auto

or the called line from earth through contacts controlled by matic push button controlled elevator system comprising

relay k with the switch arm , a grounded source of current single phase magnets corresponding to the various floors,

associated with each of the other lines, means for connect and a floor controller , to effect the closure of a single phase

ing the free pole of said battery with the free connection circuit when one of said magnets is energized .

terminals of any busy line upon the different selectors , a 5. The combination with a multi- phase motor, of motor

source of tone producing current adapted to be connected controlling means , and circuits and connections of an auto

with the calling line by said test relay, and normally closed matic push button controlled elevator system comprising

contacts included in the circuit of said sluggish relay con a single phase magnet arranged to be operated from the

trolled by said test relay , whereby if the line wanted is car to prevent interference from the landing push buttons.

busy the circuit of the test relay will be completed to apply 6. The combination with a multi- phase motor, of motor

the busy test current to the line , and open the circuit of re - controlling means , and circuits and connections of an auto

lay k . but if the called line is free , the relay k in connecting matic push button controlled elevator system arranged to

the switch arm with the calling line will disconnect the be eenrgized by single phase current, said circuits and con

test relay from the switch arm . nections comprising a non -interference magnet controlled

2
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from the car, and a holding magnet controlled by said non- operating in conjunction with said motor controlling means

interference magnet. to then break the circuit through said inductive resistance

7. The combination with an alternating current motor, of and circuit closing means at the landing .

motor controlling means, circuits and connections of an 19. The combination with an elevator car and its motor ,

automatic push button controlled elevator system compris- of motor controlling means , push buttons at the various

ing a single phase non - interference magnet controlled from landings, an inductive resistance in a normally open circuit

the car, a compensating inductive resistance controlled from with said push buttons, a relay for controlling a circuit to

a landing , and floor relays controlled from either . said motor controlling means upon a landing push button

8. The combination with alternating current motor con- being operated to close a circuit between said inductive

trolling means , a relay for automatically controlling a cir- resistance and said relay , and means co -acting with said

cuit to said motor controlling means , an inductive resist- motor controlling means for automatically interrupting the

ance in a normally open circuit with said relay , means for circuit of said inductive resistance and landing push buttons.

manually closing the circuit between said relay and induc- 20. The combination with an elevator car and its motor ,

tive resistance, and means for breaking the circuit to said of motor controlling means, a push button at each landing ,

inductive resistance upon the operation of said motor con- | push buttons in the car corresponding to the landing push
trolling means. buttons , an inductive resistance connected to the landing

9. The combination with alternating curreni motor con- push buttons, relays connected to the landing push buttons

trolling means, of an electro -responsive device for control- and the car push buttons, and operable to close a circuit

ling a circuit to said motor controlling means, an imped to the motor controlling means and apparatus co -acting

ence coil in circuit with said electro -responsive device , with the motor controlling means for interrupting a circuit

a movable core for said impedance coil , and means for in- between the landing push buttons and said inductive resis

terrupting a circuit to said impedence coil as soon as the
tance.

normal relation of parts of said motor controlling means 21. The combination with an alternating current motor, of

are changed. an elevator car , electric circuits and connections of an auto

10. The combination with an alternating current motor, matic push button controlled elevator system comprising

of motor controlling means therefor , an electro - responsive a motor controlling means , a relay for controlling a circuit

device arranged to control a circuit to said controlling to said motor controlling means, an impedance coil , a mov
means , a choke coil in circuit with said electro -responsive able core for said coil , a landing push button arranged when

device, and electric circuits and connections to effect the operated to close a circuit between said relay and impedance
interruption of the circuit to said choke coil upon the coll, and means mounted on said motor controlling means

operation of the motor controlling means. for interrupting the circuit through said Impedance coil

11. The combination with an alternating current motor, of established by the operation of said landing push button.

motor controlling means therefor , a relay arranged to con 22. The combination with an alternating current motor of

trol a circuit to said motor controlling means , a choke coil the multiphase type, a source of current supply therefor

in a circuit in rarallel with said relay, a movable core for comprising main lines, an elevator car, electric circuits

said choke coil, and means for interrupting a circuit to and connections of an automatic push button controlled ele

said choke coil after the circuit to said floor controlling vator system connected to a cross , two of said mains and

means has been established . comprising motor controlling means , a floor controller, a re

12. The combination of a multi-phase motor , with a source
lay for closing a circuit through said floor controller to

of alternating current supply comprising main lines , motor
said motor controlling means , means for controlling said

controlling means . an electro-responsive device for con
relay from the car or from a landing , a variable inductive

trolling a circuitto said controlling means, an inductive landing controlling means is operated, and meansfor inter
resistance connected in circuit with said relay when said

resistance in circuit with said electro -responsive device . a

circuit including said electro - responsive device and said in
rupting the circuit to said inductive resistance after said

ductive resistance and placed across two of the mains of
relay has operated.

the source of supply.
23. The combination with a two-phase motor and three

15. The combination of a multi -phase motor , with a source
supply mains therefor, of an electric car arranged to be

operated thereby, electric circuits and connections of an

of alternating current supply of three or more phases, said automatic push button controlled elevator system connected

source comprising main lines , motor controlling means .
across any two of said main lines and comprising motor

circuit controlling means for controlling a circuit to said controlling means , relays for closing circuits to said motor

motor controlling means , an inductive resistance in circuit controlling means, a variable inductive resistance, push but.
with said circuit closing means , and a circuit including said

tons , one at each landing for closing circuits between said
inductive resistance connected across a pair of said mains. relays and inductive resistance, and means for rendering

14. The combination with a three -phase motor, of a source said push buttons inoperative prior to the starting of said

of alternating current supply comprising main lines , means motor.

comprising a single phase magnet for controlling said mo- 24. The combination with a motor and motor controlling

tor , a single phase relay magnet. means operated thereby means, of an electro -responsive device for closing a circuit

for controlling a circuit to said motor controlling magnet , to said motor controlling means, a variable inductive resist

an impedance coil in circuit with said relay magnet , a mov- ance , a switch for closing a circuit between said variable

able core for said impedance coil , and a circuit including resistance and said electro -responsive device , means con
the said magnets and impedence coil and arranged to be nected with said motor controlling means for interrupting

connected across any two of said mains. the circuit to said inductive resistance and additional means

15. The combination with a two-phase motor, of ' a source for interrupting said last -mentioned circuit and maintain

of alternating current supply containing three main lines , ing the same interrupted until after the motor has stopped.

means comprising a single phase magnet for controlling said 25. The combination with a motor controlling means , means

motor, a single phase relay magnet, means operated thereby for controlling a circuit to said motor controlling means, an

for controlling a circuit to said motor controlling magnet, inductive resistance, a switch for closing a circuit between
an impedance coil in circuit with said relay magnet, a mov- said circuit closing means and said inductive resistance ,

able core for said impedance coil , and a circuit including means for interrupting the circuit to said switch andclosing
the said magnets and impedance coil and arranged to be a circuit to render said switch inoperative until said last

connected across any two of said main lines . mentioned circuit is interrupted.

16. The combination with a multi-phase motor, of a source 26. The combination with an elevator car and its motor, of

of alternating current supply comprising main lines , an electric circuits and connections of an automatic push button

electro -magnetic motor controlling means, a relay, a vari- controlled elevator system comprising motor controlling

able inductive resistance in circuit with said relay and cir- means, means controlled from the landings or from the car
cuit and connections connected across any two of said main to close circuits to said motor controlling means, means

lines and so arranged that when the circuit to said relay and operated from the car for rendering the landing buttons in

inductive resistance is closed , a circuit is automatically operative, a locking circuit closed by said last -mentione:1
closed to said electro-magnetic motor controlling means means so arranged that said landing buttons remain inoper

after which the circuit to said inductive resistance is auto - ative until said locking circuit is interrupted .

matically interrupted. 27. An automatic push button controlled elevator system

17.The combination with a car and its motor, of stations, comprising a car anl its motor, meansfor controlling said

motor controlling means,an electro -responsive device for motor, means controlled from any landing or from said car

controlling a circuit to said motor controlling means, an for closing a circuit to said motor controlling means , an

inductive resistance in a normally open circuit, and means electro -magnetic switch for interrupting the circuit to the

at said stations for closing a circuit between said electro- landing buttons to render them inoperative, a second electro

responsive device and said inductive resistance.
magnetic switch arranged to close a locking circuit, means

18. The combination with an elevator car and its motor, connecting the two switches for maintaining said landing

of motor controlling means, a relay, a variable inductive buttons inoperative until the locking circuit is interrupted .

resistance , means at the landings to close a circuit between 28. An automatic push button controlled elevator system

said relay and inductive resistance, and to effect the clos- comprising a car and its motor, motor controlling means,

ure of a circuit to the motor controlling means, and meaus means controlled from said car or any landing for operating
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sail motor controlling means , a switch for interrupting the front end against a shoulder on the shifting rod , substan

circuit to the landing buttons, a solenoid connected to the tially as set forth.

buttons in the car, a core for said solenoid, said core being

connected to said switch , a locking circuit , a second switch

and a second solenoid both in said locking circuit , a second

core connected to said second switch and mechanically con

nected to the first core , whereby when the car push button

is operated the landing push buttons are rendered inoper

ative and maintained thus by the closing of the locking cir

cuit until said locking circuit is interrupted.

29. In an automatic push button controlled elevator system ,

a car and its motor , motor controlling means, means con

trolled from said car or from a landing for operating said

motor controlling means, a non -interference device control .

led by the buttons in the car comprising two solenoids , cores

for said solenoids, circuits closing means at one end of said

cores, a pivoted lever pivotally connected to the other end

of said cores, a locking circuit , and electric circuits and con

nections so arranged that when one core is in its lower posi

tion the other is in its upper position , thus opening the cir

cuit to the landing buttons and closing the locking circuit

when a car button is operated , and means for locking circuit

switches to normal when the locking circuit is interrupted.

36. An automatic push button controlled elevator system

comprising a push button for each floor or station , push but

tons for the car, motor controlling means and electric cir

cuits and connections therefor , a switch arranged to be oper- 2. A lifting device comprising a standard, a lifting bar

ated as the motor is started to render the fioor push buttons guided on the standard, a detent clutch mounted loosely on

inoperative during the operation of the motor, a second the standard and engaging with the lifting bar , a lifting

switch in the circuit to the floor push buttons , electro- cluch engaging with the lifting bar, a hand lever pivoted

magnetic means controlled by the car push button for open- on the standard, a shifting rod connecting the hand lever

ing said second switch , a locking circuit , means controlled and lifting clutch , and a releasing lever pívoted by a trans

by said electro - magnetic means for closing said locking cir- verse pin to a Iug on the standard and comprising two sec

cuit and means for holding said last-mentioned circuit closed tions arranged on opposite sides of the standard and shift

so arranged as to prevent the starting of the motor after ing rod , said sections being connected in front of said pivot

being stopped until said locking círcuit has been interrupted pin by a cross bar and each section having an upturned

at a predetermined point . rear arm which bears against the underside of the lifting

31. An automatic push button controlled elevator system clutch while its front arm engages with a downwardly fac
comprising an alternating current motor, circuits and con- ing shoulder on the adjacent side of the shifting rod , sub

nections including single phase magnets for controlling the stantially as set forth.

operation of said motor, a variable inductive resistance ,

manual means for closing a circuit through said inductive re

sistance, automatic means controlled from the car for in
No. 101,357. Sectional Tank. Réservoir en sections .

terrupting the circuit to said manual means and inductive

resistance , and means controlled by said automatic means

for holding the said circuit to the manual means interrupted

until after the car has came to rest .

No. 101,355. Fly Shield. Moustiquaire.
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Luther C. Jacques and George Sillman , Spokane, co -inven

William F. Elliott , Dekalb , Illinois , U.S.A. 9th October, 1906 ; tors, Washington, U.S.A., 9th October, 1906 ; 6 years.

6 years . Filed 30th July , 1906. Receipt No 138,240 . Filed 27th August , 1906 . Receipt No. 138,994 .

Claim.-1 . An insect shield comprising a body portion Claim.-1 . A sectional tank made up of series of curved

shaped to fit underthe jaw of the animal and having a cup- segment plates having angled edges, angle irons adapted to

shaped lower end fitting over the lips of the animal . ergage said angle edges, and bolts for holding said angle iron

2. An insect shield comprising a body portion shaped to to said plates and together, as set forth .

fit under the jaw of the animal, and having at one end a 2. A sectional tank comprising series of curved segment

ridge extending between the jaw bones , and cup -shaped at plates having angled edges , circumferential angle ironsbolt

the opposite end to fit over the lips of the animal . ed to said plates, vertical 'angle irons bolted to said curved

plates and holding the angled edges of said plates together

No. 101,356. Lifting Device . Appareil à hisser. between said vertical angle irons, and packing strips held

by said vertical angle irons against the edges of the angled
Roy Everett Gipple , Williamsville , New York , U.S.A. , 9th

portions of said plates , as set forth .

October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 19th September , 1906. Re
3. A sectional tank made up of a series of curved sega

ceipt No. 139,622. ment plates having angle edges, circumferential angle irons

Claim.-1 . A lifting device comprising a standard , a lift- bolted to said plates, vertical'angle plates bolted to said

ing bar guided on the standard , adetent clutch mounted plates at right angles to said circumferential angle irons,

loosely on the standard and engaging with the lifting bar, boltspassingthrough the outwardly turned portions of saia

aliftingclutch engaging with thelifting bar,a handlever angle irons and adapted to clamp the angled edges of said

pivoted on the standard, ashifting rodconnectingthe hand plates together, thelower ends of saidvertical angle irons

lever and lifting clutch , and a releasing lever pivoted on the having recessed portions adapted to fit over the edgesof

standardand having two sections arranged on opposite sides said circumferential angle irons, the lower ends of said re

ot the standardand shifting rod and etch bearing atits rear cessed ironsto rest upon thehorizontal flanges of said cir

ond against the underside of said detent clutch and at its cumferential angle irons, as set forth .
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No. 101,358. Horseshoe. Fer à cheval . 3. An automatic coupler for the train pipes of cars com

prising a longitudinally yielding body, and a spring of flat

C. Fig .

+9193

g.1.

119

M

06

on

Charles Alfred Ready , Niagara Falls , New York , U.S.A. , 9th

October , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 17th September , 1906. Re

ceipt No. 139,562 .

Claim . - A horseshoe consisting of a bar of angle shaped in

cross section having one flange extending laterally outward
and forming a hoof plate , and the other flange extending

downward from the innermost edge of the hoof plate and

forming a continuous caulk , said caulk flaring outwardly and

having a sharp edge, and said hoof plate having nail holes material one end of which is permanently secured and the

located near its outer edge and outwardly beyond the edge other of which engages and normally keeps said coupler at

of the caulk and remote from its upper portion, whereby the the limit of its forward movement.

caulk will not interfere with the proper driving of the nails 4. An automatic coupler for the train pipes of cars com

in applying the shoe, substantially as set forth. prising a longitudinally yielding body, and a spring of flat

material one end of which is permanently secured above

the coupler and the other end of which engages and norm
No. 101,359. Railway Tie. Dormant de chemin de fer . ally keeps said coupler at the limit of its forward move

ment.

5. An automatic coupler for the train pipes of cars , com

prising a longitudinally yielding body, and a substantially

C - shaped spring, one end of which is permanently secured

independent of said coupler and the other end of which en

gages and normally keeps said coupler at the limit of its

forward movement.

6. An automatic coupler for the train pipes of cars com

j'rising a longitudinally yielding body , and havinga guide

bar extending from its rear end , anda spring of flat material

one end of which is permanently secured independently of

said coupler, and the other end of which presses forward

against said coupler and is provided with opening

through which said guide bar extends.

7. An automatic coupler for the train pipes uf cars com

prising a longitudinally yielding body having a guide bar

extending rearwardly therefrom , and a substantially C

shaped spring one end of which is permanently secured in

William A. Rollins , Fort Worth , Texas , U.S.A. , 9th Octo - dependent of said coupler, and the other end of which en

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 14th September , 1906. Receipt gages and normally keeps said coupler at the limit of its
No. 139,505. forward movement, and is provided with an opening through

Claim .- In a railway the combination with rails having which said guide bar extends.
flanged faces , of ties , the upper face of one end of each 8. An automatic coupler for the train pipes of cars com

tie being sloped upward and terminating abruptly to form prising a longitudinally yielding body, and having a guide

a verticalrail engaging face, the portion of the tie under- bar extendingfrom itsrear end which is provided with a
lying the sloped portion being cut away to conform to fin , and a spring of flat material one end of which is per

one side of the base flange of a rail, the other side of said manently secured independently of said coupler, andthe

flange having its edge abutting the opposite side wall of cther end of which presses forward against said coupler

said cut -away portion to hold the baseflangeof the rail and is provided with an opening through which said guide

tightly in said cut-away portion, the saidside wallbeing bar and its fin extends.
of greater height than the thickness of said flange, the por

9. An automatic coupler for the train pipes of cars com

tion of each tie intermediate said rails beingsloped up- prising a longitudinally yielding body having a guide bar

wardly and terminating abruptly to form a rail engaging extending rearwardly therefrom which is provided with a

face, the portion of the tie underlying the slopedportion fin , and a substantially C -shapedspringoneendof which
being cut awaytoconform tooneside of thebaseflange is permanently secured independent of said coupler, and the

ofa rail , the other side ofthesaid flange abutting the otherendof which engages and normally keepssaidcoupler

oppositeside wall of said cut-away portion to holdthe base at thelimit of its forward movement, and isprovidedwith

flange of the rail tightly in said cut -away portion , the said an opening through which said guide bar and its fin ex

tie being placed in a series with their sloped portions ex
tends .

tending alternately in opposite directions, the entire sur 10. An automatic coupler for train pipes of cars

face of thewalls forming the recesses of each tiebeing prising, alongitudinally yielding body , and a fiat spring
in close contact with the rail flange. adapted to guide the movements and normally keep said

coupler at the limit of its forward movement.

11. An automatic coupler for the train pipes of cars com

No, 101,360. Air Brake Coupler.
prising a longitudinally yielding body, and a flat spring

Joint de frein à air. adapted to limit the rotative movement and normally keeps

said coupler at the limit of its forward movement.

Frank Hatfield Rutherford , Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. , 9th 12. An automatic coupler for train pipes of cars compris

October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 17th September , 1906. irg a longitudinally yielding body , and a flat spring adapted

Receipt No. 139,552 .
tu guide the longitudinal movement of said coupler, limit

Claim .--1. An antomatic coupler for the train pipes of its rotative movement and normally keep the same at the

cars comprising a longitudinally yielding body, and a spring limit of its forward movement .

of flat material engaging and normally keeping the same at 13. An automatic coupler for the train pipes of cars com

the limit of its forward movement. prising a iongitudinally yielding body, and a flat spring hav

2. An automatic coupler for the train pipes of cars com- ing one end permanently secured independently of said coup

prising a longitudinally yielding body, anda spring of flat ler and adapted to limit the rotative movement and norm

material engaging the rear end of said coupler and nor- ally keep said coupler at the limit of its forward movement.
mally keeping the same at the limit of its forward move- 14. An automatic coupler for the train pipes of cars com

prising a longitudinally yielding body, and a flat spring hay .

com

ment.
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ing one end permanently secured independently of said coup- 4. The combination with a car and a longitudinally yield

ler and adapted to guide the longitudinal movement of said ing integral train pipe coupler, of a spring located and exert

coupler , limit its rotative movement , and normally keep the ing a pressure in a plane parallel to the axis of said coupler ,

same at the limit of its forward movement. and an arm for transmitting and applying the pressure of

15. The combination with a car , a hanger depending from said spring to the rear portion of the coupler.

the end thereof having a suitable opening therein , and a 5. The combination with a car and a longitudinally yleld

bracket projecting from said hanger , of automatic ing integral train pipe coupler, of a spring located and exert

coupler extending through said opening, means suspended ing a pressure in a plane parallel to the axis of said coupler,

from said bracket for independently supporting the forward and a pivoted arm for transmitting and applying the press

end of said coupler, and a spring engaging the rear of said ure of said spring to the rear portion of the coupler.

coupler and normally keeping the same at the limit of its 6. The combination with a car, a longitudinally yielding

forward movement. train pípe coupler and a hanger having an opening in its

16. The combination with a car, a hanger depending from lower part through which said coupler passes, and a hori

the end thereof having a suitable opening therein , and a zontal portion secured in suitable manner to said car having

bracket projecting from said hanger , of an automatic coup- a lug projecting down therefrom , of an arm pivoted at its

ler extending through said opening , means suspended from upper end to said lug and having its lower end engaging the

said bracket for independently supporting the forward end rear portion of the coupler and a spring pressing said arm

of said coupler , and a substantially C-shaped spring the forward.

upper end of which is permanently secured independently 7. The combination with a car , a longiudinally yielding

oi said coupler and engages the rear end of said coupler train pipe coupler and a hanger having an opening in its

and normally keeps the same at the limit of its forward lower part through which said coupler passes, and a hori.

movement. zontal portion secured in suitable manner to said car having

17. The combination with a car , and hanger depending lugs projecting down therefrom , of an arm pivoted at its

from the free end thereof having a suitable opening therein , upper end to said lug and having its lower end engaging the

and a bracket projecting from said hanger, of an automatic rear portion of the coupler, and a longitudinally disposed

coupler extending through said opening, means suspended coil expansion spring interposed between the rearmost of

from said bracket for independently supporting the forward said lugs and said arm and normally pressing said arm for

end of said coupler, and a substantially C -shaped spring the ward.

upper end of which is permanently secured independently of 8. The combination with a car and a longitudinally yield

said coupler and engages the rear end of said coupler , ing integral train pipe coupler, of an arm engaging the rear

guides its longitudinal movement, and normally keeps the portion of said coupler, a spring pressing forward against
same at the limit of its forward movement . one end of said arm and an independent spring engaging the

18. The combination with a car , a hanger depending from other end of the same .

the end thereof having a suitable opening therein , and a 9. The combination with a car and a longitudinally yield

bracket projecting from said hanger, of an automatic coup - ing integral train pipe coupler, of a pivoted arm engaging

ler extending through said opening, means suspended from the rear portion of said coupler, a spring pressing forward

said bracket for independently supporting the forward end against one end of said arm and an independent spring en

of said coupler, and a substantially C -shaped spring the gaging the other end of the same,

upper end of which is permanently secured independently 10. The combinationwith a car and a longitudinally yield

of said coupler and engages the rear end of said coupler, ing integral train pipe coupler, of an arm pivoted at one end

limits the rotative movement thereof, and normally keeps and engaging the rear portion of said coupler at the other,
the same at the limit of its forward movement. & coil expansion spring engaging said arm near its pivoted
19.The combination with a car and a hanger depending end anda curved spring of flat material engaging the other
therefrom having an opening in its lower end, of an auto- end of said arm .

matic coupler consisting of an engaging head , a rear con- 11. The combination with a car and a longitudinally yield

ical -shaped portion or body which passes through said | ing integral train pipe coupler,of an arm pivoted at one end
opening, and a narrower central portion or waist connecting and engaging the rear portion of the coupler at the other, a
the two , and a flat spring adapted to engage the rear end coil expansion spring engaging said arm near its pivoted end

ofand normally keep said coupler at the limit of its for- and a curved spring of flat material one end of which is se
ward movement. cured at a point collateral to said coupler and the other end

engages the movable end of said arm .

No. 101,361 . Air Brake Coupler.
12. The combination with a car , a longitudinally yielding

train pipe coupler and a hanger therefor, of an arm pivoted
Joint de frein à air.

at its upper end to the horizontal part of said hanger and

its lower end engaging said coupler and having an opening

therein mediate its ends, a horizontally disposed coil expan;

sion spring pressing forward against said arm above said

opening, and a C -shaped spring secured at one end to the

vertical portion of said hanger extending rearwardly through

the opening in said arm and having its upturned lower end

engaging the lower end of said arm .
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Frank Hatfield Rutherford , Chicago , Illinois, U.S.A. , 9th

October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 17th September, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 139,553.

Claim.-1 . The combination with a car and a longitudinally

yielding integral train pipe coupler, of a spring located and

exerting a pressure in a plane parallel to the axis of said

coupler, and means for applying said pressure to the rear

portion of the same.

2. The combination with a car and a longitudinally yield

ing train pipe coupler, of a longitudinally disposed spring

located and exerting a pressure in a plane parallel to the George Calvin Stanley , Belle Vernon , 9th October, 1906 ; 6
axis of said coupler , and means for applying said pressure to years . Filed 17thSeptember , 1906. ReceiptNo. 139,575.

the rear portion of the same.

3. The combination with a car and a loogitudinally yield- beam provided on its inner end with a depending stem ,ri

Claim.-1. The combination in a rotary harrow , of a draft

ing integral trainpipe coupler, of a longitudinally disposed headjournalled on said depending stem , a pluralityofradia

coil spring locatedandexertinga pressure in a plane ally disposed tooth carryingarms carried by said head,and
parallel to the axis of said coupler, and means for applying teethcarriedbysaid arms, a strap secured to the head and
said pressure to the rear portion of the same. to the draft beam , a pair of brackets carried by said stem
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3. A receptacle having a cover provided with a perforated

shallow inverted cup -shaped projection and a perforated cap

and projecting outwardly in opposite direction therefrom

and a weighted arm swivelled on the draft team and sup

ported when projecting to one side of the draft beam by one

of said brackets , and when projecting to the opposite side

of the draft beam to the other of said brackers .

2. The combination in a rotary harrow ,of a rotary frame

embodying a central head, rotating arms connected to the

head, teeth carried by the arms, a draft beam on which the

central head is rotatably mounted, a pair of supporting

braces projecting in opposite directions from the head and a

weighted arm swivelled on the draft beam and supported by

one of said supporting braces when projecting to one side

of the draft beam and by the other supporting brace when

projecting to the opposite side of said draft beam .
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No, 101,363. Nat Lock . Arrête -écrou .
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provided with a downwardly and inwardly inclined flange,

the flange when engaging the peripheral wall of the pro

jection adapted to hold the cap securely and movably there

on and a disc of flexible material arranged between the pro

jection and cap adapted to normally prevent discharge of

the contents of the receptacle through the perforations of

the cover .

4. A receptacle having a cover consisting of an annular

projection provided with a downwardly and inwardly in

clined wall terminating in a depression formed in the re

t'eptacle and surrounding said projection, a cap provided

with a rid and with a downwardly and inwardly inclined

flange , the flange when engaging the peripheral wall of the

projection adapted to hold the cap securely thereon , and the

rib of the cap adapted to permit of turning of said cap on

said projection .

5. A receptacle having a cover consisting of a perforated

shallow projection extending slightly above the receptacle

and provided with a downwardly and inwardly inclined wall

terminating in a depression formed in the receptacle and a

Frank B. Tofiemire , Walkerville, Ontario , Canada, 9th Octo- perforated cap provided with a rib and a downwardly and

ber , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 8th August , 1906 . Reccipt inwardly inclined flange, the flange when engaging the peri
No. 138,498 . pheral wall of the projection adapted to hold the cap secure

jy thereon and the rib thereof adapted to permit of turningClaim .-- 1. In a nut lock the combination of a nut, a bolt

having a slot on one side longitudinally of its threaded por of the cap on said projection , and a disc of flexible material

tion with a washer of tempered metal having slashed por arranged between the projection and cap adapted to norm

iions raised from its plane surface for engagement with the ally prevent discharge of the contents of the receptacle

corners of the said nut , and having a projection in its cen through the perforations of the cover .

tral aperture for engagement with the slot in the bolt , sub 6. A receptacle having a removable lid provided with an

stantially as described .
inverted cup -shaped perforated projection and a perforated

2. In a nut lock the combination with a nut and a bolt , of cap provided with a downwardly and inwardly inclined flange,

a washer of tempered metal having slashed portions raised said flange when engaging the wall of the projection adapted

from its plane surfare for engagement with the corners of to hold the cap securely and movable thereon .

the said put and having a depressed slashed portion from a

part of the edge of the washer other than the raised slashed No. 101,365, Pocket Poche.

portions for engagement with the surface of the article held ,

substantially as described.

3. In a nut lock the combination with a nut and a bolt , of

a washer of tempered metal having slashed portions raised

from its plane surface for engagement with the corners of

said nut and having a depressed nicked portion or portions

for engagement with the surface of the article heid , sub

stantially as described .

4. In a nut lock the combination with a nut and a bolt, of

å washer of tempered metal having slashes from its edges

against the direction of the tightening of the nut on the bolt.

said slashes forming portions of thewasher which are raised

from the plane surface of the washer for engagement with

the corners of the nut , and a holding or gripping device

projecting from the reverse side of the washer for engage

ment with the surface of the articles held , substantially
as described .
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No. 101,364 . Receptacle for Powdered Material.

Réceptacle pour matières en poudre.

William West, Camden , New Jersey, U.S.A. , 9th October,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 17th September, 1906. Receipt James G. Clark and Louis F. Mehder, co-inventors , both of

No. 139,591. Oskosh , Wisconsin , U.S.A., 9th October, 1906 ; 6 years .

Claim.–1. A receptacle having a cover with an inverted Filed 15th September, 1906. Receipt No. 139,606 .

cup -shaped perforated projection and a perforates} cap pro- Claim .-- 1 . In a garment the combination with a patch suit

vided with a downwardly and inwardly inclined ſlange, and ably secured thereto, produucing a pocket, said pocket hay

said flange when engaging the wall of the projection adapted ing a side opening, of an upper and a lower triangular set

to hold the cap securely and movably thereon. of stitches extending inwardly only from the side provided

2. A receptacle having a cover provided with an inverted withsaid opening, said sets of stitches producing a pointed

cup-shaped perforated projection surrounded by a depres- structure andleavingthe entire ends andopposite side of

sion formed in the receptacleand a perforated cap provided thepocket free, said triangular sets of stitches overhanging

with a downwardly andinwardly inclined flange , said flange portions of the upper and lower ends, the upper set or

when engaging the peripheral wallof the projection lapted stitches being formed at a more acute angle th the lower

to hold the cap securely and movably thereon. set .
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2. In a garment, a pocket provided with a vertical side ranged one above another in said casing, the upper trough
naving an entrance through said side contracting in width having a receiving opening communicating with said feed

toward the interior of the pocket , and with receptacles form- spout and a discharge opening in its opposite end leading to

ed above and below the entrance . the lower trough, and said lower trough having a discharge

3. In a garment, a pocket provided with a side entrance opening in its end opposite from said first-named discharge

thereto, and expanding in width above and below the said opening, mixing cylinders provided in said troughs having 4

ertrance . series of spirally arranged paddles or mixers on their sur

faces and a suitable gear connecting said mixing cylinders

No. 101,366. Metal Protecting Soles for Footwear. with said shaft , substantially as described.

Appareil de protection en métal pour semelles de chaussures.
2. On a smut machine the combination with a suitable

frame and a hopper provided thereon having a feed spout,

of a solution tank provided with a discharge faucet, a mixing

paddle provided in the bottom of said tank , an operating

shaft geared to said paddle , mixing troughs arranged one

above another in said casing , the upper trough having a re

ceiving opening at one end beneath the discharge end of said

feed spout , and a discharge opening in its opposite end lead

ing to a lower trough next beneath , and said lower trough

having a discharge opening in its end opposite from said

first -named discharge opening, mixing cylinders provided in

said troughs having peripheral paddles or mixers, webs pro

vided at intervals in the bottom of said troughs and adapted

to retard the passage of the grain along said troughs and a

driving mechanism connecting said cylinders with said shaft ,

substantially as described .

3. In a smut machine the combination with a suitable cas

ing, of mixing troughs arranged one above another, the upper

trough having a receiving opening at one end communicating

with a feed spout and a solution tank and having a dis

William J. Linwood and Jennie Bennett , co - inventors , both charge opening in the bottom at the other end and the lower
of Raton , New Mexico , U.S.A. , 9th October , 1906 ; 6 trough receiving the grain at one end from said discharge

years. Filed 15th September, 1906. Receipt No. 139,538 . opening and having a discharge opening in its bottom beneath

Claim .- 1. A protecting solo for footwear comprising a
the receiving end of the upper trough , oppositely revolving

skeleton sole plate, fastening devices at the sides and toe mixing cylinders provided in said troughs and having peri

of the said plate , heel casing at the rear of the sole plate , pheral blades or mixing paddles, and ribs providedatin

and spring fastening devices at the rear and at the forward tervals in the bottom of said troughs and adapted to re

portion of the said casing on opposite sides thereof.
tard the passage of the grain therethrough, and there being

2. A protecting sole forfootwear , comprising a sole plate , ribs contiguous to said discharge openings to preventdrip

fastening devices at the sides and toe of the plate , a heel ping and waste of the solution and means for revolving said

casing secured to the shank portion of the heel plate , pivoted cylinders , substantially as described.

and spring pressed fastening arms pivoted at the rear por
tion of the heel casing and provided with outwardly extend- No. 101,368. Hay Fork. Fourche à foin .

ing finger pieces, and spring fastening devices at the forward

portion of the casing, one on each side thereof.

3. A sole protector for footwear comprising a metal sole

plate , a heel casing, oppositely extended fastening arms

pivoted in the rear portion of the heel casing, said arms

having their free ends extending out through their casing

and provided with outwardly extended finger pieces at their

pivotal ends , and springs for pressing said arms inward .

4. In a sole protector for footwear , a heel casing , opposite

ly extending fastening arms pivoted at the rear portion of

the casing and having finger pieces at their pivoted ends

said arms having their free ends extending out through the

casing and springs on the outside of the casing and engag

ing the projecting ends of said arms .

5. A sole protector for footwear comprising a sole plate ,

and fastening devices for securing the sole plate on a boot

or shoe , said fastening devices having swinging relation to

said sole plate and consisting of pivoted plates, and hook

shaped keepers on the sole plate for receiving the free

ends of said pivoted plates.

Silas W. Gates, Big Timber , Montana , U.S.A. , 9th October,

No. 101,367. Smut Machine. Emotteur. 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 15th September, 1906. Receipt No.

139,264 .

Claim . - 1. A fork of the class described comprising a rod

having cross plates at its ends, end tines pivotally connected

| in pairs to the said cross plates, said end tines having arms

forming extensions at their upper ends , handle bars to which
the said arms are attached and intermediate tines connected

to the said rods and having arms secured to the said handle

bars , substantially as described .

2. A hay fork of the class described comprising a rod hav .

ing cross plates at its ends, pairs of end tines pivotally

connected to the said cross plates and having upwardly ex

tending arms , handle bars to which the said upwardly ex

tending arms are secured , intermediate tines having arms

secured to the said handle bars and further provided with

pivotal devices connecting them to the said rod , substantially
as described .

Fig 1

No. 101,369. Rack for Frying Cakes.

Broche pour cuire des gâteaup.

Anthony H. Baenen , Jamestown, North Dakota, U.S.A. , 9th Orlando G. Kelly , Jackson, Michigan, U.S.A., 9th October ,
October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 18th September , 1906. Re- 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 13th August, 1906. Receipt No.

ceipt No. 139,601 . 138,638.

Claim .- 1 . In a smut machine the combination with a cas- Claim . - 1. In a fried cake frying device , a rack c provided

ing having a feed spout , of a solution tank having a discharge with ventilating tubes D D which are open at each end in

faucet, a mixing paddle provided in the bottom of said tank , order to permit the circulation of fat therethrough, and slot

an operating shaft geared to said paddle,mixing troughs ar- ' F in combination with the cover E provided with a slot fi
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made to rest upon the tubes D D without obstructing the

openings of said tubes, the handle G provided with the hooks

No. 101,371 . Danger Signal. Signal de danger.
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HI to engage the slots F F , all in combination with and

for the purpose of securing said rack and cover from separ- Burns S. Miller , Everett , Washington , U.S.A. , 9th October ,

ation , substantially as and for the purposes shown and des- 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 17th September, 1906. Receipt No.

cribed . 139,557 .

2. In a fried cake frying device the spring handle ring G? Claim . - 1 . An automatic signal apparatus comprising a

of the handle G made to engage the bail B of the kettle or guard fence, a normally locked spring controlled signal de
pail A and in combination therewith and with said rack

vice , means operated by the collapse of the fence for un
and cover and arranged to secure the immersion of the rack , locking the device to cause its actuation , an alarm , and

cover and contained cakes in the hot fat contained in the
means operated by the actuation of the signal device for

kettle or pail, substantially as shown and described . causing the sounding of said alarm.

2. An automatic signal apparatus comprising a weighted

No. 101,370. Straight Edge for Circular Saws. lever , a counterbalance therefor detachably connected to the

Réglet pour scies circulaires. lever, a spring controlled signal device, carried by the lever

for locking the signal device, a guard fence , and means oper

ated by the collapse of the fence for disconnecting the coun

terbalance to cause the actuation of the lever.

3. An automatic signal apparatus comprising a weighted

lever , a counterbalance movably connected thereto , a signal

device, means carried by the lever for locking said device

against movement , an unlocking lever, the connection be

tween said lever and the counterbalance , a guard fence , and

a flexible connection between said fence and the unlocking

lever adapted on the collapse of the fence to actuate the

unlocking lever and relieve the first -mentioned lever of its

counterbalance.

4. An automatic signal apparatus comprising a guard fence,

a rotatable signal device at each end of said fence , a weight

ed locking lever for each signal device , a counterbalance

movably connected to each locking lever, an unlocking

lever connected to each counterbalance, flexible connec

tions between the fence and the locking and unlocking

lovers, and a flexible connection between the unlocking

levers .

5. An automatic signal apparatus.comprising a guard fence ,

il movable signal device, means operated by the collapse of

Bartholemy Lafleur, Elkmouth , British Columbia , Canada , the fence for actuating said signal device , a second signal

9th October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 17th September , 1906 . cevice from the first -mentioned device.

Receipt No. 139,560 .
6. An automatic signal apparatus comprising a guard fence ,

Claim .-1 . A device of the class described comprising a re- a movable signal device , means operated by the collapse of

silient blade , a rigid member arranged adjacent the same, the fence for actuating said signal device , a second similar

and adjustable means between the member and blade for device, and means for actuating said second device from

crowning the latter. the first -mentioned signal device.

2. A device of the class described comprising a resilient 7. An automatic signal apparatus comprising a guard fence ,

blade , a stiff har arranged at one side of the blade , and in- a movable signal device , means operated by the collapse of

dependent adjusting devices between the bar and blade for the fence for actuating said device , an alarm , and means

crowning or bowing the latter operated by the actuation of the signal device for causing

3. A device of the class described comprising a resilient the operation of said alarm .

blade , a plurality of members riveted to the blade for pre

venting buckling thereof, a rigid bar, and devices connected No. 101,372. Storage Water Heater.

with said members for crowning the blade with respect to Chauffeur d'eau .

the bar and for holding the blade under tension .

4. A device of the class described comprising a resilient
Edwin Ruud, Pittsburg , Pennsylvania , U.S.A., 9th October,

blade, ' a plurality of members having jaws embracing the
1906 ; 6 years. Filed 15th September, 1906. Receipt No.

blade, a threaded rod rigidly connected with the members, a
139,522.

stiff bar having perforations through which the rods extend , Claim . - 1. In a storage heater system the combination of a

and nuts on the rods and engaging the opposite sides of the heating appliance, a hot water storage reservoir, a ther

bar. mostatic regulator connected with said reservoir , à valve

5. A device of the class described comprising a resilient controlling the supply of fuel to the reating appliance, and

blade, a stiff bar disposed at one side of the blade , a plurality means actuated by the thermostatic regulator for immediately

of means for connecting the blade with the bar and ar- fully opening and completely closing the controlling valve

ranged to hold the blade in a crowned position on the bar , in accordance with variations of temperature in the storage

and means carried by the bar for holding the blade level reservoir.

on a saw . 2. In a storage water heater system the combination of a

6. A device of the class described comprising a resilient heating appliance, a hot water storage reservoir, a thermos

blade, an unbending member arranged at one side of the tatic regulator connected with said reservoir, a valve con

blade , a plurality of means arranged to crown the blade and trolling the supply of fuel to the heating appliance , mechan

hold it under tension on the member, and a square adjust- ism actuated by the thermostatic regulator for opening and

ably connected with the member for holding the blade level closing the controlling valve in accordance with variations

on the saw. I of temperature in the storage reservoir , and a device for

10-10
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effecting the immediate full traverse of said valve in its tion with the thermostatic regulator and a similar lever hav.
opening and closing movements.

ing a positive connection with the thermostatic regulator and

à loose connection with the first -named lever.

4. n a water heater the combination with a fuel valve and

and thermostatic regulator therefor , of a pivoted lever one

arm of which is positively connected with the valve stem

and the other arm acted upon by a spring , and a duplicate

cranked and pivoted lever having an arm positively connect

ed with the thermostatic regulator but loosely connected

with the first -named lever and the other arm acted upon by

a spring.

5. In a water heater the combination with a fuel valve and

and thermostatic regulator therefor, of a pivoted lever posi

tively connected with the valve stem and adapted to hold

the valve in open and closed position under the influence of

a spring which is capable of being moved between two ex

treme positions so as to exert a thrust tending to move

the lever in opposite directions alternately, and a similar

lever and spring positively connected with the thermostatic

regulator capable of an initial movement independent of the

first-named lever and adapted to substantially trip such lever

3. In a storage water heater system the combination of a abruptly .

heating appliance, a hot water storage reservoir , 7. In a water heater the combination with a fuel valve and

thermostatic regulator connected with said reservoir , a valve Thermostatic regulator therefor , of a cranked lever pivoted

controlling the supply of fuel to the heating appliance , means at an intermediate point in its length , ahead on one arm of

actuated by the thermostatic regulator for immediately fully said lever located between and positively engaging adjust
opening and completely closing the controlling valve in ac able collar upon the valve stem , a second cranked lever

cordance with variations in temperature in the storage res working on the pivot of the first-named lever , a head on one

ervoir, and a pilot burner for igniting the fuel when supplied arm of said second lever located between said adjustable

to the heating appliance by the controlling valve . collar but capable of engaging only one collar at a time , a

4. In a storage water heater system the combination of a connection between this arm of the second lever and one of

heating appliance , a hot water storage reservoir , a ther the levers of the thermostatic regulator and springs acting

mostatic regulator connected with said reservoir , a valve for upon the ends of the remaining arms of both levers adapted

controlling the supply of fuel to the heating appliance and to be displaced from one position in which they oppose move

a system of levers actuated by the thermostatic regulator ment of the levers to a position in which the movement is

for immediately fully opening and completely closing the
assisted .

controlling valve in accordance with variations of tem- 8. In a water heater the combination with a fuel valve

perature in the storage reservoir . and thermostatic regulator therefor , of means for holding

5. In a storage water heater system the combination of a
the valve in open and sed position and means for abruptly

heating appliance, a hot water storage reservoir , a ther- / actuating said valve opening and closing means having a

mostatic regulator connected with said reservoir, a valve for yieldingconnection with the thermostatic regulator.
controlling the supply of fuel to the heating appliance , a 9. In a water heater the combination with a fuel valve and

system of levers actuated by the thermostatic regulator for thermostatic regulator therefor, of a pivoted lever positi

opening and closing the controlling valveinaccordancewith vely connected with the valve stem and adapted to hold the

variations of temperature in the storage reservoir, and a de- valve in open and closed position under the influence of a

vice for effecting the immediate full traverse of said valve spring which is capable of being moved between two exa

in its opening and closing movements. treme positions so as to exert a thrust tending to move the

lever in opposite directions alternately, a similar lever and

No. 101,373. Thermomstatic Valve for Water spring capable of an initial movement independent of the

Heating.
first-named lever and a yielding connection between the se
cond lever and the thermostatic regulator .

Soupape thermostatique pour chauffeur d'cau .
10. In a water heater the combination with a fuel valve and

thermostatic regulator therefor, of a cranked lever pivoted

at an intermediate point in its length , a head on one arm of
Ngi. said lever located between and positively engaging ad

justable collars upon the valve stem , a second crank lever

working on the pivot of the first -named lever, a head on

one arm of said second lever located between said ad

justable collars but capable of engaging only one col

lar at time , a wing upon said arm of said second

lever , a projection and spring provided upon the last of
the system of levers of the thermostatic regulator be

tween which said lever wing is engaged, and springs act

ing upon the ends of the remaining arms of both levers
adapted to be displaced from one position from which

they oppose movement10/373 of the levers to

which the movement is assisted .

a

21
2

24 115

25

14 в

12 3
a position in

Edwin Ruud, Pittsburg , Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 9th October,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 15th September, 1906. Receipt No. No. 101,374. Electric Furnace for Making Steel.

139,523 Fournaise électrique pour l'acier ,

Claim .-- 1 . In a water heater the combination with a fuel

valve and thermostatic regulator therefor , of means for hold- Gustave Gin , Paris , France , 9th October, 1906 ; 6 years.

ing the valve in open and closed position and means gradual- Filed 10th May, 1906. Rceeipt No. 135,768.

ly actuated by the thermostatic regulator for abruptly actu- Claim . - 1 . Form of construction of an electric furnace for

ating said valve opening and closing means .

2.In a water heater the combination with a fuel valve and allowingof the operations of fusion, refiningandrecarbus
the fabrication of steel by means of solid or liquid materials

thermostatic regulator therefor, of means for holding the retting being continuously carriedon andcharacterized by

valve in open and closed position having a postive connec- a series of three compartments, the first of which serves for

tion with said valve but no connection with the thermo the fusion of the metal , the second for the deoxidizing

static regulator, and means for abruptly actuatingsaid valve of the dissolved oxidesand recarburetting, and the third for

openingandclosingmeans having a positive connectionwith the finishingof the steel, the electric current passing in

the thermostatic regulatoranda loose connection with the totality through the oxydizing compartment, the scoria, of

first -named means . which is an oxidant and being distributed parallelly in the

3. In a waterheater the combination with a fuel valve and other twocompartments theslagofwhich is neutral and

thermostatic regulator therefor, of a spring influenced lever scarcely reducible .

adapted to hold the valve in open or closed position and a 2: The arrangement of the orifices of communication on

similar lever gradually actuated by the thermostatic regu- which are covered by the bath or emerge therefrom ac

lator for abruptly tripping the first - named lever. cording to the side towhich the furnace is tilted or inclined

4 In a water heater the combination with a fuel valve and so that during the running off of the finished metal,the metal

thermostatic regulator therefor, of a spring influenced lever of compartment 2 isprevented from entering compartment

havingapositive connection with saidvalve butno connec- 1 3, and when the furnace is inclined in a contrary direction
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communication is established between 2 and 3 without the No. 101,376. Metallic Lathing Stud.

metal of compartment 1 being able to mix with that of No. 2 .
Etai pour lattes métalliques.
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George Henry Pedlar, Oshawa, Ontario , Canada , 9th October,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 18th August, 1906. Receipt No.

138,808.
Claim .-- 1. For use in buildings metal studs formed from

sheet metal of a T shape in combination with projecting

hooks to hang metallic lathing, substantially as and for the

purposes described .
2. Metal studs formed from sheet metal of a T shape with

projecting hooks for metal lathing, in combination with the

connecting clip C for connecting the same in pairs, substan

tially as and for the purposes described .
3. Metal studs formed from sheet metal , of a T shape with

projecting hooks for metal lathing , in combination with the

attaching clip K for attaching the ends , substantially as and

for the purposes described .
4. Metal studs formed from sheet metal , of a E shape with

projecting hooks for metal lathing , in combination with the

attaching clip C and the top and bottom rails P and R , sub

stantially as and for the purposes described .
5. The connecting clip c fashioned with recesses to re

ceive the studs and with lugs to be clamped in the studs ,

substantially as and for the purposes described .

3. The placing in the channel of communication between
6. The attaching clip K formed of sheet metal to envelope

the compartments 1 and 2 of a bar of solid steel which pre
the ends of studs with lugs to be clamped therein , substan

vents the mixing of the metals when in equilibrium whilst tially as and for the purposes described.

sometimes lowing of a passage from compartment 1 to

compartment when , after running off , a difference of levelexists between the baths, the interposition of this bar being No. 101,377. Centrifugal Cream Separator.

ir no way an obstacle to the passage of the current.

Séparateur à crême centrifuge.

I 101374

No. 101,375. Metallic Clip for Furring.

Chevillage métallique pour cannelure.
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George Henry Pedlar, Oshawa, Ontario, Canada, 9th Octo

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 18th August, 1906 . Receipt

No. 138,807 .

Claim .-- 1. Metal clips for furring fastened in series to a

metal strip , and so formed and adapted as to engage in

studs, substantially as and for the purposes described.

Jules Persoons and Alphonso Persoons, Thildonck, Belgium ,

2. The combination of metal clips for furring fastened

9th October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 24th November, 1905 .

in the wall and shaped so as to enter

Receipt No. 130,386.
a groove or valley

in a metal stud , and with a shoulder with metal studs hav- Claim.-1 . In a centrifugal cream separater , a frame, a

ing a groove or valley to receive the shaped ends of the driving mechanism supported by said frame, a centrifugal
clips, substantiallyasand for the purposes described . drum rotated by said driving mechanism, a rod the end of
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which the centrifugal drum is freely suspended, a movable said driving mechanism , a rod extending through said hol

guide for the said rod , said guide comprising a block , a band low shaft , a friction sleeve acting on the hollow shaft and

to which said block is fixed , and means for tensioning the connected to the rod passing through said shaft , a cen

band during the action of the machine and a collecting cas- trifugal drum suspended at the end of the rod, a movable

ing surrounding the centrifugal drum, substantially as des- guide for the said rod, said guide being arranged immediate

cribed and for the purpose set forth . ly below the driving mechanism , a vessel in which said guide

2. In a centrifugal cream separator , a frame , a driving is placed, the said vessel being in communication with the

mechanism supported by said frame, a centrifugal drum closed casing of the frame so as to return the oil back into

rotated by said driving mechanism , a rod at the end of the closed casing of the frame and a collecting casing sur

which the centrifugal drum is freely suspended , a movable rounding the centrifugal drum , substantially as described.
guide for the said rod, said guide comprising a splitted

block , a band having a certain elasticity end to which No. 101,378. Steam Turbine. Turbine à vapeur.

said block is fixed at one side and means for tensioning

the band and a collecting casing surrounding the centrifugal

drum , substantially as described and for the purpose set

forth .

3. In a centrifugal cream separator, a frame , a driving

mechanism supported by said frame , a hollow shaft rotated

by said driving mechanism , a rod extending through said

hollow shaft , a friction sleeve acting on the upper end of

the hollow shaft, a nut fixed to the end of the rod , a spring

connecting the said nut to the friction sleeve , a centrifugal

drum freely suspended at the end of the rod , a movable guide

for the said rod and a collecting casing surrounding the cen

trifugal drum , substantially as described and for the purpose

set forth .

4. In a centrifugal cream separator , a frame, a driving

mechanism supported by said frame , a hollow shaft rotated

by said driving mechanism , a rod extending through said

hollow shaft, a friction sleeve acting on the upper end of the

hollow shaft, a nut fixed to the end of the rod , a spring con

necting the said nut to the friction sleeve, a centrifugal drum

freely suspended at the end of the rod . a movable guide for

the said rod , said guide comprising a block , a band to which

said block is fixed and means for tensioning the band and a

collecting casing surrounding the centrifugal drum , substan

tially as described and for the purpose set forth .

5. In a centrifugal cream separator , a frame, a driving

mechanism supported by said frame , a centrifugal drum be

ing formed of a drum body , a cover and a bolt connecting the

drum body and the cover , a rod at the end of which the,

centrifugal drum is freely suspended and through which the

said drum is rotated , a movable guide for said rod and a col

lecting casing surrounding the centrifugal drum , substanti

ally as described and for the purpose set forth .

6. In a centrifugal cream separator , a frame . a driving

mechanism supported by said frame , a hollow shaft rotated The Honourable Charles Algernon Parsons, Heaton Works ,

by said driving mechanism , a rod extending through said hol
Newcastle -on -Tyne, England, 9th October, 1906; 18 years.

low shaft , a friction sleeve acting on the upper end of the
Filed 17th July , 1906. Receipt No. 137,896 .

hollow shaft , a nut fixed to the end of the rod , a spring Claim .-- 1 . In combination with an axial flow turbine ,

connecting the said nut to the friction sleeve , a centrifugal means for controlling the expansion of fixed and moving

drum freely suspended at the end of the rod , said drum parts so as to simultaneously maintain the predetermined

comprising a drum body, a cover and a bolt connecting the clearances at the packings, substantially as described .
drum body and the cover , a movable guide for the drum 2. In combination with an axial flow steam turbine, means

carrying rod and a collecting casing surrounding the .cen- for equalizing and controlling the expansions of fixed and

trifugal drum . substantially as described and for the pur- movingparts relative to a fixed point such as a thrust block ,
pose set forth . substantially as described.

7. In a centrifugal cream separator, a frame , a driving
3. In combination in an axial flow steam turbine , a thrust

mechanism supported by said frame , a hollow shaft rotated block on the turbine shaft, packings arranged at various

by said driving mechanism , a rod extending through said
distances along the turbine shaft and arms, means tou

hollow shaft , a friction sleeve acting on the upper end of equalizing the expansions of fixed and moving parts from

the hollow shaft , a nut fixed to the end of the rod , a spring
said thrust block , substantially as described .

connecting the said nut to the friction sleeve , a centrifugal
4. In combination in an axial flow steam turbine , a

drum freely suspended at the end of the rod , said drum com
thrust block on the turbine shaft, packing arranged at vari

prising a drum body, a cover and a bolt connecting the drum
ous distances along the turbine 'shaft and drum , chambers

body and the cover, a movable guide forthe drum carrying substantially as and for the purposes described.in the fixed or moving parts for the circulation of fluid,

rod , said guide comprising a block , a band to which said
5. In combination in

block is fixed and means for tensioning the band , and a col
an axial flow steam turbine , a

lecting casing surrounding the centrifugal drum , substati thrust block on the turbine shaft, packing arranged at vari

ally as described and for the purpose set forth .
ous distances along the turbineshaft, fluid circulating cham

8. In a centrifugal cream separator, a frame, a driving action of the working fluid, substantially as and for the
bersinthese parts of the turbine removed for the heating

mechanism supported by said frame, a centrifugal drum ro
purposes described .

tated by said driving mechanism , a false bottom placed in
6. In combination in an axial flow steam turbine , a

said drum , the said bottom being provided with stamped
thrust block on the turbine shaft, packings arrangąd at

ribs , a rod at the end of which the centrifugal drum is free
various distances along the shaft and turbine drum , heatly suspended , a movable guide for the said rod and a collect

ing chambersin the turbinecasingarranged to cause equal
ing casing surrounding the centrifugal drum , substantially as

expansionof fixed and rotating parts relative to said thrust
described and for the purpose set forth .

block , substantially as described .
9. In a centrifugal cream separator , a frame , a driving 7. In combination withanaxial flow steam turbine, a

mechanism supported by said frame, a centrifugal drum thrust block on the turbine shaft, labyrinth packings ar
rotated by said driving mechanism , a rod at the end of ranged at various distances along the shaft or turbine drum,

which the centrifugal drum is freely suspended , a movable a fluid circulating chamber on the end of the turbine case,

guide for the said rod and a collecting casing surrounding the fluid circulating through which maintains a uniform

the centrifugal drum , said casing comprising anupperpart temperature throughout the case shaft and drum , substan

integral with theframe,a lower part, a pivot connecting tially as described .
the lower part to the upper part in such a manner that the 8. In a turbine of the axial flow type, means for main

casing is adapted to be open horizontally and a flange form taining the predetermined clearances at the packings ar

ed on the upper part for securing a tightconnection of the ranged at various distances apart along the turbinedrum
upper and lower parts , substantially as described. and shaft , comprisinga steam jacket on the end casing, a

10. In a centrifugal separator, a frame, a closed casing lantern space h around theglandpacking ,a communicat

formed at the upper part of said frame , a driving mechanism ing passage between said lantern space and said jacket ,

located in the said closed casing, a hollow shaft rºtated by substantially as described .
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9. In a turbine of the axial flow type , means for main- | progressive action of equally distributed shredding teeth in

taining the predetermined clearances at the packings ar- a direction lengthwise of the plane or surface of the leather.

ranged at various distances apart along the turbine drum 8. The process of dry shredding of leather which consists

and shaft comprising a steam jacket on part of the end in subjecting the leather to the action of a multiplicity of

casing, a lantern space h around the gland packing, a equally distributed shredding teeth applied simultaneously

communicating passage between said lantern space and said over an area of the flesh side of the leather .

jacket , substantially as described . 9. The process of dry shredding of leather which consists

10. In a turbine of the axial flow type , means for main- in shredding a series of scraps of leather by positively feed
taining the predetermined clearances at the packings ar- ing them successively to a shredding device having equally

ranged at various distances apart along the turbine drum distributed teeth acting in a direction parallel to the planes
and shaft comprising a steam jacket on the lower part of of the scraps .

the end casing where the metal is thick , a lantern space h 10. The process of dry shredding of leather which consists
around the gland packing, a communicating passage be- in securing scraps of leather to a support, subjecting said
tween said lantern space and said jacket , substantially as scraps to the action of shredding means having equally dis
described .

tributed teeth by relative feeding movement of said support

11. In a turbine of the axial flow type , means for main- and said means, and rigidly holding said support to the

taining the predetermined clearances at the packings ar- action of said shredding means .

ranged at various distances apart along the turbine drum

and shaft comprising near the packing gland when the No. 101,380. Photo -Mechanical Printing.
shaft passes out of the turbine case, a steam jacket on the

Imprimerie photomécanique.
casing, a steam connection to said jacket, an independent

steam connection to the lantern space h around the pack

ing gland , substantially as described.

12. In combination on a turbine of the axial flow type, a

thrust block, a hollow shaft having radial holes formed

therein , a turbine drum with hollow spokes, said hollow

spokes communicating with the steam space , a hub having

radial holes registering with the radial holes in the shafts

and with the hollow spokes whereby steam may be passed

to the turbine shaft , substantially as and for the purposes
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No. 101,379. Apparatus for Shredding Leather.

: Appareil pour couper le cuir en lambeaus .
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Albert Henry Walser, New York City , New York , U.S.A., 9th

October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 20th July, 1906. Receipt

No. 138,010.

Claim .-- 1 . The following process of photo mechanical

printing, making a sensitive surface on a stone slab or

metal plate , exposing that sensitive surface to light through

a sheet which is partly transparent and partly opaque, de

veloping that exposed surface into a condition in which some

of its areas will receive ink , while some of its areas remain

free from ink , applying ink to those areas which are to re

ceive it , transferring ink from that inked surface to the

periphery of a soft and receptive transfer roller, transfer

The Fibered Leather Manufacturing Company , Boston , as- ing from that periphery to the periphery of a metal roller,

signee of Otis Moody Cutler, Wakefield , all in Massa- etching away the uninked parts of that periphery applying

chusetts , U.S.A. , 9th October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 14th printing ink or colour to the printing parts thus pro

May , 1906. Receipt No. 135,872 . luced on that periphery and transferring ink or colour

Claim .-1 . A leather shredding machine comprising a from those printing parts to the surface of whatever cloth

shredding member and a scrap carrying member , means for or other material constitutes the base of the picture or

positively moving one of said members relatively to and past other print which results from the process, all substantially
the other member to cause the shredding member to act as described .

progressively on the leather scraps, the teeth of the shred- 2. The following process in photo mechanical printing ,,

ding member being distributed to act on all portions of the making a sensitive surface on a stone slab or metal plate ,

upper surface of the scraps . exposing that sensitive surface to light through a sheet

2. In
a leather shredding machine the combination of which is partly transparent and partly opaque , developing

leather shredding means, å rigid continuous support for that exposed surface into a condition in which some of its

scrap leather, and means for feeding said support to the
areas will receive ink , while some of its areas remain free

action of the leather shredding means, the teeth of the from ink , applying ink to those areas which are to receive

shredding means being distributed to act on all portions of it , transferring ink from that inked surface to the periphery
the upper surface of the leather. 09. a soft and receptive transfer roller, transferring ink from

3. In a leather shredding machine the combination of that periphery to the periphery of a metal roller and etching

leather shredding means, a support having means for posi- away the uninked parts of that periphery , all substantially
tively securing and carrying scraps of leather and means as described .

for feeding said support to the action of the leather shred

ding means, the teeth of the shredding means being distri No, 101,381 . Apparatus for Making Bisulphite

buted to act on all portions of the surface of the leather. Liquors.

4. In a leather shredding machine the combination of a Appareil pour la fabrication de liqueurs bisulphurées.

rotary leather shredder having equally distributed teeth , and

means for feeding the leather positively in a direction tan
Elliott R. Barker, Berlin , New Hampshire, U.S.A. , 9th Oc

gentto the acting portion of said shredder.
tober , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 14th May, 1906. Receipt No.

5. In a leather shredding machine combination of a
135,879 .

shredder composed of a revolving series of equally distribu- Claim .--- 1 . An apparatus of the character described com

ted leather shredding teeth , and means for feeding the prising a tank, a plurality of perforated partitions extend

leather positively in a direction tangent tothe acting por- ing across the exterior of said tank and dividing the same
tion of said shredder. into a plurality of compartments, the lowermost of said

6. In a leather shredding machine the combination of a partitions located at a distance from the bottom of said

shredder comprising a cylindrical series of equally distri- tank substantially less than the height of any of said com

buted leather shredding teeth, means for rotating said shred partments , and forming a gas distributing chamber, means

der, an elongated board having means for securingleather connecting said chamberto gas receptacles, overflowpipes
scraps thereto, and means including a pair of opposed feed connecting each of said compartments to the compartment

rolls for propelling said board in a direction tangent to the therebelow , the overflow pipe of the lowermost compart
shredder .

ment leading to a receptacle for acid , an exhaust pipe, and

7. The process of dry shredding leather which consists in a supply pipe connected to the uppermost compartment, and

rigidly supporting leather scraps and subjecting them to the means to agitate the contents of said compartments,

>

1
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2. An apparatus of the character described comprising a No. 101,383, Radium Surface.

tank, a plurality of perforated partitions extending across

Surface de radium .
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Hugo Lieber, New York City , New York, U.S.A. , 9th Octo

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 22nd May , 1905. Receipt No.

the interior or said tank and dividing the same into a plur
125,378 .

ality of compartments , the lowermost of said partitions lo- Claim .-- 1 . A surface of solid material provided with an

cated at a distance from the bottom of said tank substan- adhering coating of an exceedingly thin film of radium in a

tially less than the heightofany of said compartments, finely divided state, substantially as described.
and forming a gas distributing chamber, means connecting 2. A surface of solid material provided with an adher

said chamber togasreceptacles, overflow pipes connecting ing coating of an exceedingly thin film of radium in a finely

each of said compartments to the compartment therebelow , divided state and an exceedingly thin coating of suitable pro

the overflow pipe of the lowermost compartmentleading tecting material upon the film of radium, substantially as

to a receptacle for acid , an exhaust pipe , a supply pipe described.

connected to the uppermost compartment, a shaft extend- 3. A surface of solid material provided with an adhering

ing longitudinally of said tank through said compartments, coating of paste containing radium in a finely divided state,

agitator blades fast to said shaft in each of said compart- substantially as described.
ments, and mechanism to impart a rotary motion to said 4. A surface of solid material provided with an adhering

shaft . coating of paste containing radium in a finely divided state

3. An apparatus of the character described comprising a and an exceedingly thin coating of suitable protecting ma

tank , a plurality of perforated partitions extending across terial upon the coating of pasto, substantially as described .

the interior of said tank and dividing the same into a plur- 5. A surface of solid material provided with an adhering

ality of compartments , thelowermost of said partitions lo- coating of suitable protecting material containing radium in
cated at a distance from the bottom of said tank substan- a finely divided state , substantially as described .

tially less than the height of any of said compartments 6. Solid material penetrable by a radium ray having em

and forming a gas distributing chamber, a pipe connecting bodied within it radium in a finely divided state, substan

said chamber to a gas receptacle , said pipe extending up - tially as described .

ward from the bottom of said tank to a distance sufficient 7 Solid material penetrable by radium emanations having

to prevent the liquor therein from flowing into the said gas embodied within it radium in a finely divided state , sub

receptacle , overflow pipes connecting each of said compart- stantially as described .

ments to the compartment therebelow , the overflow pipe 8. Solid material penetrable by radium rays and emana

of the lowermost compartment leading to a receptacle for tions, having embodied within it radium in a finely divided

acid , an exhaust pipe, and a supply pipe connected to the state, substantially as described.

uppermost compartment , and to agitate the 9. A surface of celluloid provided with an adhering coating

tents of said compartments . of an exceedingly thin film of radium in a finely divided state ,

substantially as described.

No. 101,382. Photographic Device for Fire Arms. 10. A surface of celluloid provided with an adhering coating

Appareil photographique pour armes à feu .
of an exceedingly thin film of radium in a finely divided state ,

and an exceedingly thin coating of suitable material protect

ing the film of radium , substantially as described.

11. A support provided with a radio -active surface, carry

ing a radio -active substance protected by a film of suitable

protecting material, substantially as described .

12. Solid material penetrable by radium alpha rays , having

1
embodied within it radium in a finely divided state , substan

tially as described .

means con

هبور

No. 101,384. Turbine. Turbine.

charges
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Delbert Leroy Laur, Indian River , Michigan , U.S.A. , 9th Oc

tober, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 10th May, 1906. Receipt No.

133,755 .

Claim .-1. The combination in a magazine gun of the class
ch

described, of a photographic camera secured to the barrel
Fig ... Fig. Fig.2. Fig. &

of said gun , a cord fastened at one end to the shutter of

said camera and at the other end to the hammer of said

gun , together with a second cord connecting the film oper

ating mechanism of thecamera to the magazine lever of The Honourable Charles Algernon Parsons, assignee of George

said gun , and means for guiding said cords , for the pur
Gerald Stoney , both of Heaton Works, Newcastle-on

pose set forth .
Tyne, England, 9th October , 1906 ; 18 years. Filed 16th

2. The combination in a magazine gun of a photographic
May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,957.

camera secured to the barrel of said gun , a cord fastened at Claim .-1 . In turbo -machinery , a rotary baffle packing device

one end of the shutter of said camera and at the other end having an opening in a baffle part thereof, substantially as
to the cartridge firing mechanism of the gun , together with and for the purpose described.

a second cord connecting the film operating mechanism of 2. In turbo - machinery , a rotary bame packing device having

the camera to the magazine operating mechanism of the openings in baffle parts thereof, substantially as and for the
gun , and means for guiding said cords. purpose described.
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3. In turbo -machinery, a rotary baffle packing device hav- ended pocket carried by one board, a manifolding sheet hold

ing openings in bafiling parts of fixed and rotating parts , sub- ing member carried by the limp connection , a cutting mem-

stantially as and for the purpose described. ber and a resilient clip carried by the other board, a mani

4. In turbo-machinery, a rotary baffle packing device , hav- folding sheet secured to the holding member, and a supply of

ing baffle stripsledged near theroot,substantiallyasandfor continuous sheets carried by the pocket, one of said sheets

the purpose described. extending above the other below the mainfolding sheet.

5. In turbo-machinery, a rotary baffle packing device hav- 7. In a counter sales check book, covers comprising a pair

ing strips ledged on one side near the root, substantially as of boards and an intermediate limp connection, a pocket

and for the purpose described . carried by one board, a guide plate carried by the same

6. In turbo-machinery, a rotary baffle packing device hav- bcard and provided with a hooked end , a removable mani

ing bafile strips ledged on both sides, substantially as and folding element carried by the limp connection , a cutter
for the purpose described . plate carried by the other board , and a clip carried by the

7. In turbo-machinery, a rotary baffle packing device hav- latter board.

ing an opening in a baffle part thereof and a ledged strip ,

substantially as and for the purposes described . No. 101,386. Credit Accounting Device .
8. In turbo-machinery, a rotary baffle packing device hav

ing openings in baffle portions thereof and caulking ledges
Appareil de compte de crédit.

on strips thereof, substantially as and for the purpose des
cribed.

9. In turbo - machinery, a rotary baffle packing device hav

ing openings in baffling parts of fixed and rotating members

and strips with caulking ledges substantially as and for the
purposes described.

10. In turbo-machinery, a rotary bafile packing device hav

gin openings in baffling parts of fixed and rotating members

and strips having a caulking ledge on one side, substantially

as and for the purposes described.
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No. 101,385. Counter Sale Check Book.

Livret à contre- épreuve.

721
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Fig .

The Bennett Register Company, assignee of Joseph James

Bennett , all of Lisbon , Ohio , U.S.A. , 9th October , 1906 ;

6 years. Filed 23rd July, 1906. Receipt No. 138,108 .

Claim.-1 . Credit accounting appliances comprising a

ceptacle provided with a covering, a card index carried by

the cover , a removable fit base mounted in said receptacle ,

and a series of bill holders or racks designated to associate

with said card index , hinged to the base and bodily remov

able with the base from the receptacle .

2. Credit accounting appliances comprising id receptacle

having a cover and a series of compartments, certain of

which are provided with covers , a card index carried by

the cover, a removable flat base mounted in one of said
compartments, and a series of bill holders or racks desig

nated to associate with said index , hinged to the base and

2101385
bodily removable with the base from the said compartment .

3. Credit accounting appliances comprising a receptacle

provided with a cover, an index carried by the cover, a
Joseph Oscar Lalonde and Victor Guertin, assignee of two sheet of transparent material suitably connected to the

thirds of the interest, both of Montreal, Quebec, Canada, cover and adapted to protect the index , a removable base

9th October , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 15th January, 1906. mounted in said receptacle, and a series of bull holders or

Receipt No. 131,842. racks dseignated to associate with said index, hinged to the
Claim . - 1 . A counter sales check book comprising a pair | base and bodily removable with the base from the recep

of stiff covers and an intermediate limp connection between tacle .

the stiff covers, an open ended pocket carried by one of the 4. Credit accounting appliances comprising the combina
stiff covers, a guide plate carried by the same stiff cover, tion with a detached flat base , of means for receiving ac

and means carried by th limp connection for holding the counts connected with the base, said means consisting of a
sheet of manifolding material. series of bill holders or racks , each consisting of a body

2. A counter sales check book comprising a pair of covers, portion having side flanges forming pockets, a combined
a pocket carried by one of the covers , two continuous sheets supporting and retaining arm having its lower end extend
carried in the pocket, a plate secured to one of the covers, ing at right angles and connected to the body portion , and a

and provided with a hooked end adapted to guide the continu- transversely extending eye at the lower end of the body

ous sheets as they are drawn from the pocket , and means portion , combined with means engaging in the eye for hing

for holding a sheet of manifolding material between the ing the holder to the base .
sheets as they are removed . 5. Credit accounting appliances comprising the combina

3. In a counter sales check book , covers, a pocket carried tion with a detached flat base , of means for receiving ac

by one of the covers, two continuous sheets carried in the counts connected with the base , said means consisting of a

pocket, a plate secured to one of the covers and provided series of bill holders or racks, each conisting of a body por

with a hooked end adapted to guide the continuous sheets cion having side flanges forming pockets , a combined sup

as they are drawn from the pocket, and removable means porting and retaining arm having its lower end extending at

for holding a sheet of manifolding material between the right angles and connected to the body portion , and a trans

sheets as they are removed . versely extending eye at the lower end of the body portion ,

4. In a counter sales check book, covers , a pocket carried combined with means engaging in the eye for permanently

by one of the covers, two continuous sheets carried in the hinging the holder to the base .

pocket, a bar provided with pointed lugs secured intermed- 6. Credit accounting appliances comprising a receptacle

iate of the covers and provided with flanges at its opposite provided with a cover and a compartment, a pair of end

ends, one of said flanges having an opening and the other rests in said compartment , means to constitute an index

a slot, and a rod having a rounded end and a resilient bifur- | carried by the cover, a removable flat detached base mount

cated end , said pointed end being disposed in said opening ed in said compartment, and a series of bill holders or

and said bifurcated end being disposed in said slot . racks designated to associate with said index hinged to

5. In a counter sales check book, covers, a pocket carried the base and bodily removable with the base from said com

by one if the covers, two continuous sheets carried in the partment.

pocket, a bar connected with the covers, a rod detachably 7. Credit accounting appliances comprising a receptacle

mounted on the bar, a plate on said bar, and a sheet of mani- provided with a cover and a compartment , a pair of end

folding material secured to the plate. rests in said compartment , means to constitute an index

6. In a counter sales check book , covers comprising a pair carried by the cover, a removable flat detached base mount

of boards and an intermediate limp connection, an open - led in said compartment, a series of bill holders or racks
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designated to associate with said index , hinged to the base 2. In a loose leaf binder , in combination a back member,

and bodily removable with the base from said compart- a pair o laterally movable side members, a pair of obliquely
ment, and means connected with the cover for protecting

the index and to permit of access being had to the index.

8. Credit acounting appliances comprising a receptacle

having a cover and a series of compartments, a pair of end

rests in each of said compartments , and means to con

stitute an index carried by the receptacle cover, a detached

removable flat base mounted in each of two or more of

said compartments , and a series of bill holders or racks

hinged to each of the said bases and bodily removable

with their respective bases from said compartment , each of

said bill holders or racks of each series of bill holders or

racks suitably designated to associate with said index .

9. Credit accounting appliances comprising a receptacle

provided with a cover, a card index carried by the cover,

a removable base mounted in said receptacle, and a series

of bill holders or racks designated to associate with said

card index, connected to the base and bodily removable

with the base from the receptacle .
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No. 101,387. Fireproof Structure.

Construction à l'épreuve du feu .

1
0
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3
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slotted levers independently pivoted to the back member

and each slidingly engaging one of the side members , and a

movable crosshead in engagement with the lever slots.

3. In a loose leaf binder , in combination a back member ,

a pair of laterally movable side members , a pair of levers

independently pivoted to the back member and each slid

ingly engaging one of the side members, a crosshead slid

ingly engaging the levers, and a rod journalled in the back

member and in threaded engagement with the crosshead.

4. In a loose leaf binder , in combination a back member ,

a pair of laterally movable side members, a pair of obliquely

slotted levers independently pivoted to the back member

and each slidingly engaging one of the side members , a

crosshead in engagement with the lever slots, and a rod

journalled in the back member and in threaded engagement

with the crosshead .

The New Jersey Wire Cord Company, Trenton , New Jersey ,

assignee of Abraham L. A. Himmelwright, NewYork No. 101,389. Indexing Ledger. Grand livre.

City , New York , both in U.S.A. , 9th October , 1906; 6

years. Filed 21st August, 1906. Receipt No. 138,875 .

Claim.-1 . The combination with beams or the like , of

metal bars extending between the beams and supported

thereby, metal strips extending longitudinally of the beams

between and supported by said bars , ' thin strips of wood

or equivalent material extending transversely to the beams

and supported on said metal bars and strips , and a filling of

concrete or similar plastic material supported by said bars

and strips .

2. The combination with flanged beams , of bars extending

between the beams and supported thereby, thin strips of

wood or equivalent material supported by the bars and ar

ranged to cover the space between the bars and termin .

ating to leave this space uncovered near the beams, a

metallic concrete support extending downward from the

ends of the strips and about the bottom flanges of the beams,

and a filling of concrete or similar plastic material sup

ported by the bars and strips and filling the space about the

bottom flanges of the beanis within the concrete support .

3. The combination with flanged beams, of T bars extend

ing between the beams and supported thereby, metal strips Harry Hugh Herrick , Owatonna, Minnesota , U.S.A., 9th

extending over the bars and between the bars in substan October, 1966 ; 6 years . Filed 23rd July , 1906 . Receipt

tially the same plane as the bar flanges, thin strips of wood
No. 138,097 .

or equivalent material supported by said flanges and metal

strips , and a filling of concrete or similar plastic material
Claim . - 1 . In an account book , a group of leaves , the op

supported by said bars and strips . posite faces of each leaf being divided into a number of ac

4. The combination with flanged beams , of T bars extend count spaces, a designating character for each account

ing between the beams and supported thereby , metal strips space , a projection extending upward from each leaf and

extending over the bars and between the bars in substan- having each of its two faces divided intoa number of in

tially the same planc as the bar flanges , thin strips of wood dex spaces equal to the number of account spaces on the

or equivalent material of a length substantially that of the leaf and provided with designating characters correspond

distance between the beams and laid transversely to the ing to those of the account spaces, the sum of the widths

beams' on said flanges and metal strips , and a filling of con of all of the projections of a group being approximately

crete or similar plastic material supported by said bars equal tothe width of each page of the group, said projec

and strips .
tions being so arranged that all of those belonging to a

group will be visible at the same time when viewed from

either side of the group, and side tabs dividing groups or
No. 101,388. Loose Leaf Binder. numbers of groups in alphabetical order.

Reliure à feuilles volantes . 2. In an account book , leaves each divided into a number

of account spaces, a designating character for each account
James C. Dawson , Webster Groves , Missouri, U.S.A., 9th

space , a projection extending upward from each leaf and
October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 15th August , 1906. Receipt uivided into index spaces of a number equal to the number

No. 138,718 .
of account spaces on the leaf and bearing corresponding

Claim . - 1. In a loose leaf binder , in combination a back designating characters, and protecting leaves extending ap

member, a pair of laterally movable side members, a pair proximately to the top of the index projections and dividing

of levers indopendently pivoted to the back member and the entire number of leaves in the book into small groups ,

each slidingly engaging one of the side members , and a move each of the protecting leaves bearing an alphabet or similar

able crosshead slidingly engaging the levers. tab .

- - -
-
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No. 101,390. Indexing Ledger. Grand livre. No. 101,392. Concrete Block . Bloc de béton .
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Harry H. Herrick, Owatonna, Minnesota , U.S.A. , 9th October, Walter D. Johnston, New York City, New York , U.S.A., 9th
1906 ; 6 years. Filed 23rd July, 1906. Receipt No. 138,098 . October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 25th August, 1906. Receipt

No. 138,970.
Claim.-In an account book, a subdivision comprising a

number of leaves divided into groups, each leaf having at its Claim.-1. An improved block for concrete construction

upper edge an upwardly projecting tab having a blank space comprising a body portion having a plurality of outwardly
of sufficient size for the entry of a name , the tab and the protruding tenon lugs adapted to lock within recesses in ad

margin of the leaf being provided with identical index sym- jacent blocks and a plurality of recesses in other parts of
bols , the index tabs of each group being of the same width the block into which the tenon lugs of adjacent blocks are
and those of successive leaves of each group being of suc- adapted to fit and a plurality of passages through the block
cessively increased' height, and the width of the tabs of suc- adapted to be filled with a suitable filling material , substan

cessive groups being of successively increased width . tially as described .

2. The herein described means for buiding submarine con

structions comprising a plurality of horizontal series of

No. 101,391 . Filing Cabinet. Cabinet de classement.
blocks locked together by means of tenon lugs in each block

extending into recesses in the adjacent blocks the said

blocks having a plurality of vertical bores or passageways

བ་ མས་ ་་
therethrough which register with the passages of the super

posed sections and a filling extending through all the verti

cal passages and locking the horizontal series together , sub
stantially as described .

3. The herein described means for building submarine con

structions which consists of a plurality of blocks arranged

in a number of horizontal series , each block being provided

with two outwardly extending tenon lugs and with two dove

tailed recesses , the tenons in each block fitting into the slots

in the adjacent block and each block also being provided with

vertical passageways, the vertical passageways in all the

superposed blocks being adapted to register and a filling ma

terial placed in the vertical passageways and locking all the

horizontal series together, as and for the purpose specified .
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No. 101,393. Binding Machine for Way Bills, Etc.

Reliure de feuilles volantes, etc.
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John F. Huber, Buffalo , New York, U.S.A. , 9th October, 1906 ;

6 years. Filed 16th July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,873 .
6

Claim .-- 1 . The combination of a holder , a series of movable

leaves thereon, and one or more flexible extensible connect

ing members attached to said holder and having sliding con

sections with said leaves , whereby the connecting members

o : members can move relative to said leaves in the direction

of the planes thereof, substantially as set forth.

2. The combination of a holder, a series of movable leaves & Dentarecomme
thereon, and one or more flexible elastic connecting members

attached to said holder and passing through elongated slots

in said leaves, whereby the connecting member or members

can move relative to said leaves in the direction of the
planes thereof, substantially as set forth. 8

3. The combination of a holder, a series of movable leaves

thereon, and one or more flexible extensible connecting mem
bers detachably secured to said holder and having sliding Charles. Forrest McBee, Athens, Ohio, U.S.A., 9th October,

connections with said leaves whereby the connecting member
1906 ; 6 years. Filed 18th July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,945 .

or members can move relative to said leaves in thedirection Claim . - 1. A binding machine for paper or other sheets ,

of the planes thereof, substantially as set forth. comprising a receiver and a pressure device for the sheets,

4. The combinationof a holder , a series of movable leaves and means to guide an implement for forming holes through
thereon , flexible elastic connecting members passing through the sheets adjacent to one of their edges, said receiver hav

elongated slotsin said leaves, crossbars atached to the oppo- ing a baseand opposite sides, and a swinging evener for one
site ends of said connecting members , and means for detach- of the edges of the sheets.

ably securing said crossbars to said holder, substantially as 2. A binding machine for paper or other sheets, comprising

set forth . a receiver and a pressure device for the sheets, and means to

5. The combination of a holder, a slotted sliding shelf guide an implement for forming holes through the sheets ad

therein , a series of movable leaves on said holder, and one jacent to one of their edges , said receiver having a base , op

or more flexible extensible connecting members attached to posite sides, and a swinging evener for one of the edges of

said holder and having sliding connections with said leaves , the sheets, and said pressure device being constructed of a

said connecting member or members passing through the yoke supported by said sides, and a screw working in the

slot or slots of said shelf, substantially as set forth . yoke and against the platen ,

10-11
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3. A binding machine for paper or other sheets , comprising their ends by a series of spaced crossbars, legs hinged to

a receiver and a pressure device for the sheets, and means to the upper ends of the side pieces , hooks hinged to the side

guide an implement for forming holes through the sheets ad- pieces and engaging the legs to hold them in position, and

jacent to one of their edges , said receiver having a base pins having angular shanks secured to the intermediate

and opposite sides , the latter having eyes at their edges, and crossbars, whereby the pins will occupy an oblique posi

said pressure device being constructed of a removable platen , tion relative to the said crossbars, the pins being arranged

platen , each end of the yoke having separated eyes receiv- in rows.

ing between them an eye of one of said sides , with a de- 2. An account file , comprising inclined side pieces con

vice detachably securing the eyes together. nected together at their upper ends and supported at said

4. A binding machine for paper or other sheets, compris end by legs, a series of spaced crossbars arranged in paral
ing a receiver and a pressure device for the sheets, and lel vertical planes between the inclined side pieces with

means to guide an implement for forming holes through the their upper edges a short distance below the upper edges

sheets adjacent to one of their edges , said receiver having of said side pieces, and pins having angular shanks secur

a base, opposite sides , and a swinging evener for one of the ed to said crossbars , whereby the pins will stand at right
edges of the sheets , the sides being provided with eyes at angles to the inclined side pieces.

their edges , and said pressure device being constructed of 3. An account file comprising inclined side pieces connected

a removable platen, a yoke and a screw working in the together at their ends by crossbars and intermediate of

yoke and against the platen , each end of the yoke having their ends by a series of spaced crossbars arranged in

separated eyes receiving between them an eye of one of parallel vertical planes, a plurality of pins secured to each

said sides, with a device detachably securing the eyes to - crossbar and standing at angles thereto , legs hinged to

gether . the upper ends of the side pieces , and means for holding the

5. A binding machine for paper or other sheets , compris legs in a vertical position .
ing a receiver and a pressure device for the sheets , said

receiver having a base and opposite sides, a block hinged No. 101,395. Spool or Reel. Fuseau ou bobine.
to the rearward edge of the base, having holes therein , and

a strip hinged above said block , having corresponding holes

therethrough , and said pressure device having a removable

platen with a block hinged to its rearward edge , having

holes therethrough corresponding to the previously mention

ed holes , and means for holding this block down upon the
sheets .

6. Abinding machine for paper or other sheets, compris

ing a receiver and a pressure device for the sheets, said

receiver having a base and opposite sides, a block hinged

to the rearward edge of the base, having holes therein ,

and a strip hinged above said block , having corresponding WR

holes therethrough , and said pressure device having a re

inovable platen with a block hinged to its rearward edge ,

having holes therethrough corresponding to the previously

mentioned holes , and rotatable arms on the platen for

holding this block down upon the sheets.

7. A binding machine for paper or other sheets , com

prising a receiver and a pressure device for the sheets,

said receiver having a base and opposite sides , a block

hinged to the rearward edge of the base, having vertical

holes therein and provided in its outer surface with reces- Eugene Bradley Crocker, Providence , Rhode Island, U.S.A.,

ses , a hinged strip above said block having corresponding 9th October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 24th August, 1906. Re

boles thereethrough , and a swinging evener for the sheets ceipt No. 138,951.

having projections for entering said recesses, and said pres

sure device including a removable platen with a block bushing inserted into each endof said body and having a
Claim .—1. In a spool or reel, a body portion, two heads, a

hinged to its rearward end having holes therethrough cor
flange turned back upon itself and inclosed within said body,

responding to the previously mentioned holes .

8. A binding machine for paper or other sheets, compris, meansfor securing said retaining bushing to said first- named
a head retaining bushing passing through each head, and

ing a receiver and a pressure device for the sheets ,and bushing to hold the headsfirmly in place.

means to guide an implement for successively forming holes
2. In a spool or reel , a body portion, two heads , a bushing

through the sheets , adjacent to one of their edges, said receiver havinga base and oppositesides, and providedwith inserted into each end of said body portion, and having a

a hinged evener for the sheets, havingmeansfor securing flange turned backupon itself and inclosed within said body

the same in closed position with reference to said sides .
a head retaining bushing having a hub to pass through the

head , a flange on said retaining bushing for supporting the

No. 101,394. Account File. Fil pour comptes.
outer face of said head, and means for securing said re

taining bushing to said first -mentioned bushing.

3. In a spool or reel , a body portion , two heads , a bushing

inserted into each end of said body portion , and having a
ER flange turned back upon itself and inclosed within said body ,

a central hub in said bushing, a head retaining bushing also

provided with a hub , and means whereby said latter hub may

be passed through said head and secured to the hub of said

first -mentioned bushing to secure said head in position .

4. In a spool or reel , a body portion , two heads, a bushing

inserted into each end of said body portion , and having a

flange turned back upon itself and inclosed within said body,

an inwardly projecting central hub in said bushing, a head

retaining bushing also provided with a hub to fit into said

first-mentioned hub, and means whereby said latter hub may

be passed through said head and secured to the hub of said

first -mentioned bushing to secure said head in position .

5. In a spool or reel, a body portion, two heads , a bushing

inserted into each end of said body portion and having a
DEZE

flange turned back upon itself and inclosed within said body ,

an inwardly projecting screw - threaded central hub in said

bushing, a head retaining bushing having a hub also screw

threaded and arranged to be passed through said head and

screwed into the hub of said first -mentioned bushing to se

cure said head in position .

6. In a spool or reel, a body portion , two heads , a bushing

inserted into each end of said body, and having a fange

James O. Wilhelm , Limaville , Ohio , U.S.A., 9th October, tral hub in said bushing, a head retaining bushing also pro
turned back upon itself and inclosed within said body, a cen

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 22nd August , 1906 . Receipt No. vided with a hub arranged to pass through said head and fit

138,911.
into the head of said first -mentioned bushing to secure said

Claim . - 1. An account file consisting of inclined side pieces head in position and a spindle bearing or sleeve projecting

connected at each end by crossbars and intermediate of centrally within the hub of a said retaining bushing.
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7. In a spool or reel, a body portion , two heads, a bushing 6. In a log holder , a head formed with a plurality of

inserted into each end of said body portion , and having a prongs, the central one being shortened and provided with

flange turned back upon itself and inclosed within said body, a hook pivotally secured thereto , the outer prongs being

an inwardly projecting screw -threaded central hub in said provided with spiked means arranged to slip over the log

bushing, a head retaining bushing having a hub also screw- when turning in one direction and become embedded there

threaded and arranged to be passed through said head and ir when turned in the opposite direction , substantially as

screwed into the hub of said first -mentioned bushing to se described.

cure said head in position, and a spindle bearing hub or

sleeve projecting centrally within the hub of said retaining No. 101,397. Fence Post. Poteau de clôture.

bushing.

8. In a spool or reel, a body portion , two heads, a bushing

inserted into each end of said body and having a flange

turned back upon itself and inclosed within said body , said

bushing being provided with an inwardly bevelled head , a

head retaining bushing, and means for uniting said bushings .

9. A spool or reel comprising a body portion , two heads , a

bushing inserted into each end of said body and having a

flange inclosed within and secured to said body, a head re

taining bushing provided with a hub passing through each

head, means for uniting said bushing, and a plug secured

within said retaining bushing and provided with a spindle

bearing sleeve extended centrally within the hub of said re

taining bushing.

10. A spool or reel comprising a body portion , two heads, a

bushing inserted into each end of said body and having a

flange inclosed within and secured to said body , a head re

taining bushing provided with a hub passing through each

head, means for uniting said bushings , and a plug provided

with a flange turned back upon itself and secured within said

retaining bushing, said plug being also provided with a cen

trally projecting spindle bearing sleeve.

11. A spool or reel comprising a body portion , two heads , Hubert E. Hillman , Lockwood , Ohio , U.S.A. , 9th October,
a bushing inserted into each end of said body and having a 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 23rd July, 1906. Receipt No. 138,081 .

flange inclosed within and secured to said body , a head re- Claim .-- 1. A post for wire fences, composed of cement,

taining bushing, means for uniting said bushings, and a plug and having a metallic core, a series of loops arranged upon
secured within said retaining bushing and provided with a face of said post, a wire holding bar having inclined faces

ecntrally arranged bearing sleeve , said plug being also pro- inserted in said loops , and means to prevent vertical play

vided with a raised annular shoulder surrounding said sleeve. thereof, substantially as described.
12. A spool or reel comprising a body portion, two heads , 2. A fence post comprising a body portion and a plurality

a bushing inserted into each end of said body and having a of loops , a wire holding bar having inclined faces thereon ,

flange inclosed within and secured to said body, said bushing and means to prevent vertical play thereof.

being provided with an inwardly bevelled head having a cen- 3. A fence post comprising a body portion and loops

tral opening, a head retaining bushing, means for uniting thereon , a wire holding bar to engage therewith , having

said bushings, and a plug secured within said retaining bush- *inclined faces , means thereon to engage the line wires ,

ing and provided with a bearing sleeve terminating adjacent and means to prevent vertical play of said bar.

said inwardly bevelled head , the bore of said sleeve coin- 4. A fence post comprising a body portion and loops

ciding with the opening in said bevelled head. thereon , a wire holding bar to co - operate therewith , a

notch at the upper end of said bar, means to engage there

No. 101,396. Log Holder. Porte -bille de bois .
with, and means to prevent displacement of the first -named

means and prevent a vertical play of said wire holding bar.

5. A post for wire fences composed of cement , and hav

ing a metallic core , a series of loops arranged on said post,

a wire holding bar having inclined faces inserted in said

loops , means top revent vertical play thereof, said core

being provided with a plurality of projections, said pro

jections being formed with wings , substantially as described .

6. A fence post , comprising a body portion and core there

for, a plurality of projections thereon , said projections be

ing formed with wings, a series of loops upon one face of

said post, a wire holding bar to be inserted therethrough ,

said faces having teeth to engage the line wires , a notch

at the upper end of said bar, a spring lever to engage there

with , and a spring catch to hold the spring lever in place

to prevent vertical play of said wire holding bar, substanti

ally as specified .
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No. 101,398. Fence Stay. Etai de clôture.
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Robert Andrew Harris, Haileybury, Ontario , Canada , 9th
October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 13th August, 1906 . Re

ceipt No. 138,676 .

Claim . - 1 . A log holder comprising a head having a plura

lity of prongs, and means secured on the said prongs for

engaging the log, substantially as described .

2. In a log holder, a head having a plurality of prongs ,

an arm, and means secured to the said prongs to engage

the log, substantially as described.

3. Ina log holder , in combination a head , an arm extend

ing therefrom , a plurality of prongs formed on the said

head, and a grab hook pivotally mounted on one of the

prongs, substantially as described .

4. In a log holder. in combination a head, an arm extending

therefrom , a plurality of prongs formed on the said head,
a grab hook pivotally mounted on one of the prongs and Robert Lee Horsley. Fort Worth, Texas, U.S.A., 9th Octo

auxiliary holding means secured to one or more of the
ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 14th August, 1906. Receipt No.

said remaining prongs, substantially as described.
138 687 .

5. In a log holder, in combination a head , an arm extend- Claim.-1 . A stay for fences comprising a wire formed into

ing therefrom , three prongs formed on the said head , a a spiral and bent upon itself and the two parts twisted to

grab hook pivotally mounted on the central prong, and gether and meshing with each other and having a clamp

spiked holders secured on the outer arms co -operating with formed of the two parts at a distance from the bent portion

the said grab hook , substantially as described. of said wire.
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2. The combination of the line wires of a fence and a ments , and an intermediate water containing leg depend

stay therefor, said stay consisting of a wire formed into a ing from the top element between the side wall elements,

spiral and bent upon itself and the two parts meshed to- the side wall elements of the different sections being located

gether and having a clamp formed of the two parts at a together, forming furnace side walls, and the legs being

distance from the bent part thereof, said stay being screwed located against each other, forming a continuous interme

on the said line wires and said clamp being sprung on the diate furnace partition between the side walls, tie devices

top line wire of the fence. and water conducting means connecting the side wall ele

ments, and tie devices and water conducting means connect.

No. 101,399. Dough Kneading Machine. ing the abutted legs.

Machine à pétrir la pâte.
3. A boiler of the character described , comprising a plur

ality of hollow sections, each having top and side wall ele

ments , and an intermediate water containing leg depending

from the top element between the side wall elements , the

side wall elements of the different sections being located

together, forming furnace side walls, and the legs having op

posite flat sides abutted against each other, forming a 'con

tinuous intermediate furnace partition between the side

walls , tie bolts passing through the side wall elements,

nipples connecting the adjacent side wall elements, a tle

bolt passing through the legs, and nipples connecting the

adjacent legs .

4. In a boiler of the character described the combination

with a grate , of a boiler body comprising abutted sections,

said sections each consisting of a top , independent water

containing side wall elements depending from the top to

the sides of the grate , and intermediate water containing

legs depending from the top towards an intermediate por

tion of the grate, said side wall elements and intermediate

Johann Philipp Klein, Offenbach, O.M. , Germany, 9th Octo
legs being independent at their lower ends and forming

separate combustion compartments over the grate.
ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 14th October, 1904. Receipt

5. In a boiler of the character described, the combination
No. 119,194.

with a grate , of a boiler body comprising abutted sections,
Claim.-1 . In a dough kneading machine the combination of said sections each consisting of a top , independent water

kneaders with a gear of pantograph form , operated by a containing side wall elements depending from the top to the

crank disc , substantially as and for the purpose set forth . side of the grate , and intermediate water containing legs

2. In a dough kneading machine the combination of knead- , depending from the top towards an intermediate portion of

ers with a gear of pantograph form operated by a crank the grate , said side wall elements being abutted, and said

disc , one arm of said gear being prolongated over the intermediate legs being abutted, forming separate combus

parallelogram of said gear and formed as kneaders , the tion compartments over the grate, tie rods passing through

other arm a prolongated over the parallelogram being late- the side walls and through the intermediate legs, and water

rally pivoted to a projection of the frame , substantially as conducting means connecting the abutted side wall elements

and for the purpose set forth. and the abutted legs to permit the circulation of water

3. In a dough kneading machine the combination of knead- through the side walls and through the intermediate parti

ers operated by a gear of pantograph form, and a crank tioi formed by the depending legs.

disc , and a single trough of a semi -cylindrical shape cor- 6. A boiler of the character described, comprising sections,

responding to the circular movement of the kneaders , sub- fach section including topanddepending side wall element,

stantially as and for the purpose set forth . and flue openings formed through the top , said boiler sec

4. In a dough kneading machine the combination of knead- tions being abutted with the flue elements in alignment.

ers operated by a gear of pantograph form and a crank 7. A boiler of the character described, having top , side

disc, and a single trough of a semi - cylindrical shape cor- walls, and an intermediatewater leg partition depending

responding to the circular movement of the kneaders, said from the top and forming separate combustion compart

trough being mounted on wheels and adapted to roll to and ments, and separate flues extending longitudinally through

from under the machine without detaching any part of the the top , and communicating respectively with the different

machine, substantially as and for the purpose set forth . combustion compartments .

8. In a boiler of the character described, the combination

No. 101,400. Sectional Furnaces for Hot Water with a water containing top, water containing side walls,

Heating. and an intermediate water containing partition forming

Fournaise pour chauffage à eau chaude.
separate combustion chambers within the boiler , of a smoke

outlet, and separate flues connecting the different compart

ments to the smoke outlet .

9. In a boiler of the character described, the combination

with a water containing top, water containing side walls,

and an intermediate water containing partition forming

separate combustion chamber within the boiler, of a smoke

outlet , and separate indirect flues extending longitudinally

through the top and independently connecting the different

compartments to the smoke outlet.

10. In a boiler of the character described, the combina

tion with a base , of a furnace grate located thereon and ex

tending from end to end thereof, and a boiler body mounted

on the base and comprising end and intermediate sections ,

said sections each comprising a water containing top, inde

pendent outwardly bulged side wall elements extending to

the opposite sides of the base, intermediate depending water

containing legs, the side wall elements and intermediate

legs of the different sections being abutted, forming outer

side walls , and an intermediate partition dividing the space

within the body into separate combustion compartments

over the grate, a smoke outlet at oneendof the boiler, and

independent indirect flues extending longitudinally through

Benjamin F. Rogers, Buffalo , New York, U.S.A. , 9th October, the water containing top of the furnace and separately con

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 29th November,1905. ' ReceiptNo necting the different combustion compartments with the
130,534 . smoke outlet .

Claim . - 1. A boiler of the character described, comprising

a plurality of hollow sections, each having top and side wall No. 101,401 , Photographic Apparatus.
elements, and an intermediate water containing leg de

pending from the top element between the side wall ele Appareil photographique.
ments , the side wall elements of the different sections be

ing located together , forming furnace 'side walls, and the Young Shannon, Norwich , Connecticut, U.S.A. , 9th October,

legs being located against each other, forming a continuous 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 16th May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,959.

intermediate furnace partition between the side walls . Claim.-In an enlarging camera the combination with the

2.Aboiler ofthecharacter described,comprisingaplur- negative holder andthe lens located behind the sameand the

ality of hollow sections, each having top and side wall ele- sensitizedsheetlocated on the opposite side of the lens, of
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a ray filter plate having a translucent mat surface interposed bar secured to the mid-rail of the upper sash, a spring ar

between the lens and the negative and means for adjusting ranged on said pintle to normally engage said pawiwith the
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teeth of said rack and means whereby said pawl may be held

disengaged from the same, substantially as described .

No. 101,404. Sash Balance and Fastener.

Contre - poids et arrête - croisée.

the ray filter plate relatively to the negative, as and for the

purpose specified .

3
7

No. 101,402. Apparatusfor Magnifying and Illus

trating Micrographic Representations.

Appareil à grossir et illustrer les représentations micro

graphiques.
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William W. Klima , Hutchenson Minnesota , U.S.A. , 9th

October , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 20th June , 1906. Receipt

No. 137,081 .

Claim .-- 1 . In a device of the class described, the combina

tion with a window frame and a sash slidably mounted

therein , of rollers carried by the sash and contacting with

the frame and being arranged for rotation in opposite

directions , and means whereby one or the other of said

rollers may be moved out of such engagement.

2. In a device of the class described, the combination with
Otto H. F. Vollbehr, Helensee , Berlin , Germany, 9th

a window frame and a sash slidably mounted therein , of
October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 19th June, 1905. Receipt No.

126,177.
rollers carried by the sash and being arranged for rotation

in opposite directions means for holding said rollers nor

Claim .-- 1. In a device for magnifying microphotographic mally in engagement with said frame , and means whereby

illustrations the combination with the carrying frame, of a one or the other of said rollers may be moved out of said

lens adjustable over the diapositive, and a source of light de- engagement.

tachably connected with the frame and serving to render the 3. In a device of the class described, the combination with

illustration placed beneath the objective transparent, sub- a window frame and a sash slidably mounted therein , of

stantially as set forth . rollers carried by the sash , means for holding the roller

2. In a device for magnifying microphotographic ilustra- against rotation in the same direction , means for holding
tions the combination with the carrying frame, of a lens ad- said rollers normally in engagement with said frame, and

justable over the diapositive, a source of light detachably means whereby one or the other of said rollers may be
connected with the frame and serving to render the ilustra- moved out of said engagement.

tion placed beneath the objective transparent, and a ground 4. In a device of the class described , the combination with

glass plate located between the source of light and the illus- a window frame and a sash slidably mounted therein , of

tration , substantially as set forth. rollers carried by the sash and being arranged for rotation

3. In a device for magnifying microphotographic illustra - in opposite directions, means for holding said rollers nor

tions the combination with the carrying frame, a source of mally in engagement with said frame, and a lever arranged
light detachably connected with the frame and serving to for movement to disengage one or the other of said rollers

render the illustration placed beneath the objective trans- from said frame.

parent, and a ground glass plate located between the source

of light and the illustration , substantially as set forth . No. 101,405. Door Releasing Mechanism .

4. In a device of magnifying microphotographic illustra

tions the combination of the carrying frame, the adjustable
Mécanisme de désembrayage.

lens, the detachable casing with electric lamp battery and Edward Kauntze, Hanford, California, U.S.A., 9th October,

means for controlling the current from the battery, the 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 28th July, 1906. Receipt No. 138,237.

ground glass plate located between the electric light and the

illustration, substantially as set forth .
Claim . - 1. A door releasing device, said device consisting

of a pivoted latch turnable upon one member of a door

structure, a vertically slotted keeper upon the other mem

No. 101,403 . Sash Fastener . Arrête - croisée. ber, bolts by which the door leaves are independently se

cured, and connections between the pivoted latch and said

Thomas Wertz, Saint Louis, Missouri, U.S.A., 9th October, bolts whereby the latch andbolts are movable in unison .
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 3rd August, 1906. Receipt No. 138,403. 2. In a door releasing device , a pivoted vertically turnable

Claim.-A sash fastener, consisting of a pawl having latch carried upon one leaf of the door , a keeper upon the

arranged on one end a laterally projecting pintle adapted to other leaf in which the latch engages, bolts by which the

bemounted in a recessformed in the toprail ofalower leaves of thedoor are independently locked when closed ,
window sash , bearing plates arranged in said recess to re- connections between said bolts and the latch whereby the

ceive the ends of said pintle, an aperture retaining plate ar- unlocking movement of the latch is transmitted to simul

ranged above the latter to hold the same in place, a rack'taneously disengage the bolts .
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3. In a door releasing device , a pivoted latch carried upon No. 101,406. Door Check and Closer.

one leaf of the door, and a vertically slotted keeper upon
Fermeture et arrête -porte.
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the other leaf, said latch having a rearward extension , a

link pivoted to said extension having a rod with a stop Joseph Bardsley, Montclair, and Albert John Rosentreter,
upon the lower end, a weight slidable upon the rod acting Boonton , both in New Jersey , U.S.A. , 9th October, 1906 ; 6
when released to disengage the latch , a vertically movable years. Filed 4th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,524.

locking bolt carried upon the door and adapted to engage the

door casing , and a flexible connection between said bolt piston rod, the double ended lever pivoted at one end at a

Claim.-1 . The checking cylinder containing the piston and

and the weight actuated link .4. In a door locking andreleasing device, a pivoted turn- fixedpointandatan intermediatepoint to said rod, the con

able bolt upon one leaf of the door and a keeper therefor pecting rod pivoted at one end to the outer end of said lever

upon the other leaf,a link with whichthe inner end ofthe and at its other end to a fixed point, a closing spring exterior

latch connects, a rod connected withthelink. having a stop ing the other end of said spring to the inner end of said lever
to said cylinder and confined at one end, and means connect

at its lower end , a normally suspended weight slidable upon
the rod, and arrested by the stop at the lower end,whereby adjacent to its pivot point, whereby said end of said lever

the link is pulled down and the latch turned and disen- while turning on its pivot operates as a crank on and is oper

gaged, bolts extending upwardly an downward upon the door atedby said spring, substantially as set forth.

leaves to engage with the top and bottom of the casing
2. The checking cylinder containing the piston and piston

and connections between the said bolts and the link and red, the double ended lever pivoted at one end at a fixed point

latch , whereby the bolts are disengaged inunison with the ard at an intermediate point to said rod, the connecting rod

latch . pivoted at one end to the outer end of said lever and at its

5. In a door releasing device , a pivoted latch and keeper other end to a fixed point, a closing spring exterior to said

located respectively upon the contiguous edges of the door cylinder and confined at one end , a rod in engagement with

leaves , a slidable weight actuated link , an upwardly ex and acted on and acting against the other end of said spring,

tending bolt connected therewith and normally locking one and means engaging said rod with the inner end of said lever

leaf of the door, an arm pivoted with relation to the latch , adjacent to its pivot point, whereby said end of said lever

extending inwardly, a bolt connected with the inner end of while turning on its pivot operates as a crank on and is oper

said arm and normally engaging the bottom ofthedoor ated by said rod andspring, substantially as set forth.
casing, a cam pivoted with the latch and adapted to engage 3. The checking cylinder containing the piston and piston

withthe pivoted arm when the latch is turned to disengage, rod, the double ended lever pivoted to one end at a fixed point
whereby the locking bolts are withdrawn . ond at an intermediate point to said rod , the connecting rod

6. A door locking and releasing device including a latch pivoted at one end to the outer end of said lever and at its

pivoted to one leaf, and the keeper upon the other leaf, other end to a fixed point, a closing spring exterior to said

bolts slidable upwardly and downwardly upon the door cylinder and confined at one end , a rod in engagement with

leaves to engage with the top and bottom of the door casing and acted on and acting against the other end of saidspring,

respectively, connections by which the latch and bolts are and means engaging said rod with the inner end of said lever

simultaneously disengaged, said connections including a inwardly beyond its pivot point, whereby said end of said

slidable link connection with the rear of the latch , a rod lever while turning on its pivot operates as a crank arm

having a stop at its lower end, a weight slidable upon said against said rod and spring, substantially as set forth.

rod and acting to move said rod and link downward when 4. The checking cylindercontainingthe piston and piston

it contacts with the stop, a flexible connection between the rod, the double ended lever pivoted at one end at a fixed point

ling and the upwardly extending bolt , an arm pivoted con- and at an intermediate point to said rod, the connecting rod

tiguous to the latch having its inner end connected with the pivoted at one end to the outer end of said lever and at its

downwardly extending bolt , a cam carried by the latch act- other end to a fixed point , a closing spring exterior to said

ing to tilt said arm and withdraw the bolt in unison with cylinder and confined at one end, a rod extending through

the disengaging of the lateh and the upper bolt . said spring and having a collar to engage the otherwise un:

7. In a door releasing device , a pivoted latch Jarried upon confined endof saidspring,and pivotal means engaging said

one leaf of the door, and a keeper upon the other leaf , a rod withthe innerend of 'saidlever beyond its pivot point,

link with which the inner end of the latch is connected, a whereby said end of said lever constitutes a short crank

rod connectedwith the link having a stop uponits lower which while said lever is turning on its pivotoperates on and

end, a weight slidable upon the rod, vertically movable is operated against by said rod and spring, substantially as

bolts by which the top and bottom of the door are locked , set forth .

connections between said bolts and the latch whereby they 5. The checking cylinder containing the piston and piston

are disengaged in unison therewith, a destructible cord by rod, the double endedlever pivoted at one end ata fixed point

which the weight is normally suspended and an electrically and atan intermediate point to said rod, the connecting rod

heated part with which thecord is maintained in contact, pivotedat one end to theouter end ofsaidleverand at its

means for completingan electric circuit wherebytheheat- other end toa fixed point,aclosing spring exteriortosaid
ing of said part destroys the cord and releases the weight . cylinder and confined at one end, means for adjusting the

8. In a door releasing device , means carried upon the tension of said spring , and means connecting the other end
doors whereby said doors are secured in aclosed position, of said spring totheinner end of said lever adjacent to its
a weight normally suspended with relation to said locking pivot point , whereby said end of said lever while turning on

means,a destructiblecord connected with the weightand its pivot operates asa crankonand is operated by said
means controlled from a distant point to destroy the cord spring, substantially as set forth .
and release the weight to disengage the latch . 6. The checking cylinder containing the piston and piston

9. In a door releasing device,latching mechanism by rod, the doubleended lever pivoted at one end at a fixed point
which the door is secured in a closed position , a weight con- and at an intermediate point to said rod , thesecuring bracket

nected with the inner end of the latch , a cord by which the to which said cylinder and lever are connected, the connect,

weight is normally suspended out of action , an electrically ingrodpivoted at one end to the outerend of said lever and
heated part with which the cord contacts and means for

completingan electrical circuit whereby said part is heated, said bracketandconfined atone end, and means connection

at its otherend to a fixed point, a closing spring mounted in

the cord destroyed, the weight released to fall anddisen- the otherend of saidspring to the inner end of said lever
gage the latch, adjacent toits pivot point, substantially as set forth.
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7. The checking cylinder containing the piston and piston piston rod , the latter being pivoted to said lever , and said

rod , the double ended lever pivoted at one end at a fixed point cylinder having on its end a cap 24 and provided with a wire

and at an intermediate point to said rod, the securing brac- furnishing pips at its ends passing through apertures in the

ket to which said cylinder and lever are connected, the con- sides of the cap and cylinder, for detachably locking said

necting rod pivoted at one end to the outer end of said lever cap in position , substantially as set forth .

and at its other end to a fixed point , a closing spring mounted 16. A door check comprising the cylinder , operating lever ,

in said bracket and confined at one end, and means connect- connecting rod , piston and piston rod, said cylinder having

ing the other end of said spring to the inner end of said lever a threaded escape aperture for air , a controlling screw

adjacent to its pivot point, said bracket having means for the therefor , and a spring arm containing a threaded aperture

adjustment of said spring, substantially as set forth . for said screw and adapted to exert a binding tension on

8. The checking cylinder containing the piston and piston said screw when the latter is engaged by the wall of said

rod, the double ended lever pivoted at one end at a fixed point escape aperture , substantially as set forth .

and at an intermediate point to said rod , the securing brac- 17. A door check comprising the cylinder, operating lever,

ket to which said cylinder and lever are connected , the con- connecting rod , piston and piston rod, said cylinder having

necting rod pivoted at one end to the outer end of said lever on its outer end a metal cap provided with an arm of U

and at its other end to a fixed point , a closing spring mounted shape containing a threaded aperture in line with a thread

in said bracket , a slide mounted in said bracket and confia- ed aperture for the escape of air from said cylinder, and the

ing said spring at one end, a screw for adjusting said slide to regulating screw carried by said arm , substantially as set

regulate the tension of said spring, a rod extending through
forth .

said spring and guided at its outer end in a portion of said 18. The hinged checking cylinder containing the piston and

slide , and means engaging said rod with the inner end of said
piston rod , the double ended lever pivoted at one end at a

lever adjacent to its pivot point , substantially as set forth .
fixed point and at an intermediate point to said rod and

9. The checking cylinder containing the piston and piston
thence extending toward the outer end of said cylinder and

rod, the double ended lever pivoted at one end at a fixed point being bifurcated to form the upper and lower members, and

and at an intermediate point to said rod , the securing brac the connecting rod pivoted to the outer end of said lever

ket to which said cylinder and lever are connected , the con
and disposed between said members and thence returning

necting rod pivoted at one end to the outer end of said lever
to a fixed point where it is pivoted , substantially as set

forth .

and at its other end to a fixed point , a closing spring mounted

in said bracket, a slide mounted in said bracket and confining
19. In a door check , the checking cylinder , an operating

said spring at one end , means lever therefor and a connecting rod at one end fastened to
for adjusting said slide for

regulating the tension of said spring, a rod extending through said lever, combined with the securing bracket to receive

said spring and guided in a portion of said slide , and means
the other end of said rod , said bracket comprising a sup

engaging said rod with the inner end of sad lever adjacent
porting member 41 , an adjustable member 40 seated thereon

to its pivot point , said bracket having the notches 64 and un
and means for binding said members together, one of said

dercut recesses , and said slide having the flanges 61 to pass
members having side flanges to preserve the alignment of

through said notches and seat and move in said recesses , sub
the adjustable member with its support , substantially as set

forth

stantially as set forth.

10. The checking cylinder containing the piston and piston
20. In a door check , the checking cylinder, an operating

lever therefor and a connecting rod at one end fastened to
rod , the double ended lever pivoted at one end at a fixed point

and at an intermediate point to said rod , the securing brac
said lever, combined with the securing bracket to receive

the other end of said rod , said bracket comprising a supket to which said cylinder and lever are connected , the con

Decting rod pivoted at one end to the outer end of said lever
porting member 41 having a head 42 , an adjustable member

and at its other end to a fixed point , a closing spring mounted
41 seated on said head and having a recess 43 and slot 44 ,

in said bracket and confined at one end , a rod extending
and a screw and nut for binding said members together, said

through said spring and engaged by the same , and means
nut being disposed in said recess, and said screw extending

through said head and slot and engaging said nut, substan

engaging said rod with the inner end of said lever , said means
tially as set forth,

comprising a short crank arm 49 having a bearing 50 on said

lever and a bearing recess 51 on said rod and engaging said

bearing 50 on said lever , substantially as set forth .
No. 101,407. Door Riveting Device.

11. The checking cylinder containing a piston and piston Appareil à pivoter les portes.

rod , the double ended lever pivoted at one end at a fixed

point and at an intermediate point to said rod and thence

extending along the front of said cylinder toward its outer

end and about on a horizontal plane with the piston rod,

a connecting rod pivoted to the outer end of said lever and

thence returning along the same to a fixed point where it is

pivoted , a securing bracket to which said cylinder and lever

are secured, a closing spring mounted in said bracket , a

plunger rod extending through ' said spring, and means en

gaging the end of said rod with the end of said lever in

wardly beyond the pivot point of same, substantially as set
forth .

12. In a door closer, a securing bracket, an operating lever

pivoted thereto and having a crank arm at its inner end , a

connecting rod pivoted at its outer ' end to the outer end of

said lever and at its other end to a fixed point , a closing

spring mounted in said bracket, and a rod extending through

said spring and acted upon by the same , said rod and said

crank arm being pivotally connected, substantially as set
forth,

13. In a door closer, a securing bracket , an operating lever

pivoted thereto and having a crank arm at its inner end , a

connecting rod pivoted at its outer end in the outer end of

said lever and at its other end to a fixed point , a slide

mounted in said bracket, a screw for adjusting the position
James Edward Huey and Welcome C. Lovejoy, assignee of a

of same, a closing spring mounted in said bracket and con
half interest, both of Charlotte, North Carolina, U.S.A. ,

fined by said slide, and a rod extending through said spring 19th October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 11th April, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 134,857 .
and guided by said slide , said rod and crank arm being

pivotally connected , substantially as set forth . Claim .-- 1 . Door pivoting devices comprising an upper mem

14. In a door closer, a securing bracket , and operating ber, and a lower member, one movable toward and from the

lever pivoted thereto and having a crank arm at its inner other, said members having co -acting cam devices for the
end , a connecting rod pivoted at its outer end to the outer purpose set forth.

end of said lever and at its other end to a fixed poin , a 2. Door pivoting devices comprising an upper member, and
slide mounted in said bracket, a screw for adjusting the a lower member having segmental cam or wedgesurfaced

position of same, a closing spring mounted in said bracket grooves in their opposing sides, and bearing balls co- acting
and confined by said slide , and a rod extending through said with said grooves, for the purpose set forth.

spring and guided by said slide, said rod and crank arm 3. Door pivoting devices comprising an upper member, and

being pivotally connected, andsaidbracketbeingformed a lower member having segmental cam or wedge surfaced
with the notches 64 and undercut recesses , and said slide grooves in their opposing sides , bearing balls co - acting with

being formed with flanges61to pass through said notches said grooves, for the purpose set forth , and a spring topress
and seat in said recesses , substantially as set forth . one of said members toward the other .

15. A door check comprising the cylinder , operating lever 4. Door pivoting devices comprising an upper member, and

and connecting rod, said cylinder containing the piston and a lower member, one movable toward and from the other
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having co-acting guide and aligning devices , and cam devices paste lines so that no paste comes in contact with the ma

operative to turn one angularly with reference to the other, chine,means for feedingintermittently a cork web, means for
for the purpose set forth. severing and pressing the same against the paste lines on

5. Door pivoting devices comprising an upper member have said paper web.

ing a web to enter a recess in a door, and further provided 7. In a machine of the class described , a carriage having a

with a lower surface having segmental cam or wedge sur- reciprocating movement longitudinally of the machine,a cam

faced grooves, a lower member having an upper surface pro- block having a vertical reciprocating movement in said car

vided with similar grooves, and bearing balls to operate in riage, cutters, a bent lever connecting said cam block and

the said grooves of the said members, substantially as des- cutters , feed mechanism , and means connecting said feed
cribed. mechanism with said cam block .

6. A swinging door having devices to move the same verti- 8. In a machine of the class described . a carriage having a

cally while being closed and opened , combined with a frame, reciprocating movement longitudinally of the machine , a cam

said door and frame having oppositely bevelled stop devices block mounted to reciprocate in said carriage , cutters and

on their opposing sides to clear the door and prevent the for- means for connecting them with said cam block so as to be

mation of a wide crack between them when the door is closed . actuated thereby , grippers mounted on said carriage , feed

7. Door pivoting and automatically closing devices com- rollers also mounted on said carriage and means connected

prising a member having a plate provided with parallel side with said cam block and connecting said grippers and feed
edges, and a cylindrical boss on the center of said plate and rollers whereby the reciprocation of said cam block operates

having segmental cam or wedge surfaced grooves in its upper the cutters , grippers and feed rollers in proper relation, one
side, an upper member having a socket for the reception of to another.

said boss and similar grooves in its under side , and bearing 9. In a machine of the class described , a reciprocating car

balls co -acting with the said grooves of the upper and lower riage, a cam block mounted to reciprocate therein , cutters,
members, for the purpose set forth. grippers and feed rollers carried by said carriage and means

8. In combination with a fixed lower door pivoting member, for operating each of them from said cam block, and a crank

an upper door pivoting member having a web provided with for reciprocating said carriage and cam block simultan

an inclined upper side and a clearance notch or recess, a cously.

door having a recess in its lower inner corner for the re- 10. În a machine of the class described , a trough pivotally

ception of the said web, plates on opposite sides of the door, n'ounted at one end and adjustably supported at the other, a

and a clamping device for the said plates, cleared by said paste wheel on a shaft journalled in said trough , a shaft in

notch or recess in said web , substantially as described . the frame of the machine and adjustable connections between

said shafts .

No. 101,408. Cigarette Making Machine.
11. In a machine of the class described , a trough pivotally

Machine à faire des cigarettes.
mounted at one end and adjustably supported at the other, a

paste wheel on a shaft journalled in said trough , a disc with

a pin fixed to said shaft, a second shaft journalled in the

frame of the machine , a disc on said second shaft and means

in said disc to receive and hold the said pin .

12. In a machine of the class described,means for support

ing a cork web, means for supporting grippers , and grippers

composed of two stirrups, one fixed to saidsupporting means

and one pivoted thereto , actuating means pivotally connected

to said pivoted stirrup, and a stop on said actutaing means

adapted to move this pivoted stirrup in one direction .

13. In a machine of the class described, a lever , a fulcrum

for said lever, an arm fixed to said lever, a standard pivoted

on said fulcrum and provided with two stirrups one fixed and

one pivoted , means for connecting the pivoted stirrup with

said arm and a stop on said arm adapted to engage sald

standard when the arm is moved in one direction .

14. In a machine of the class described, a lever, a fulcrum

for said lever, an arm fixed to said lever, a standard pivoted

on said fulcrum, stirrups on said standard and means on said

arm for operating said stirrups , a link connected with said

lever, a rocker arm connected to said link and feed rollers

and means connecting said rocker arm and feed rollers .

15. In a machine of the class described, a lever, a fulcrum

for said lever, an arm fixed to said lever, a standard mounted

The New York Cigarette Machine Company, assignee of on said fulcrum, stirrups on said standard and means on said

Arthur L. Boucher, all of New York City, New York, arm for operating said stirrups, a guide, a link , feed rollers
U.S.A., 9th October, 1906 ; 6 years. ' Filed 23rd August, and means connecting said link and feed rollers whereby they

1906. Receipt No. 138,948 . are positively driven by said link in unison with said grip

Claim . - 1. In a machine of the class described, means for
pers .

feeding a paper web , means for feeding a cork web , and
means forsevering and securing the cork web to thepaper No. 101,409. Cigarette Making Machine.

web at intervals .
Machine à faire des cigarettes.

2. In amachine of the class described, means for feeding a

paper web continuously, means for feeding a cork web inter

mittently, means for severing the cork web and means for

securing the cork web to the paper web .

3. In a machine of the class described, means for feeding a

paper web continuously, means for feeding a cork web inter F191

mittently and laterally, means for severing and securing the

severed sections of the cork web to the paper web.

4. In a machine of the class described, means for feeding

a paper web continuously, means for supplying the same with

paste at intervals, means for feeding a cork web intermit

tently both transversely of the direction of movement of the

paper web also in the direction of the movement of said paper

web, means for severing and pressing said cork web against

the paste on the paper web.

5. In a machine of the class described, means for feeding a

paper web continuously, means for supplying said web with
• 111464

parallel lines of paste running in the direction of movement

of the web, means for supporting said web between said lines
of paste , means for feeding a cork web intermittently both The New York Cigarette Machine Company , assignee of

transversely and in the direction of movement of the paper
Arthur L. Boucher, all of New York City , New York,

web , and means for severing and pressing said cork web U.S.A. , 9th October , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 23rd August ,

against the paste carrying parts of said paper web . 1906. Receipt No. 138,949.

6. In a machine of the class described , means for feeding a Claim . - 1. In a cigarette machine , means for pasting a

paper web , means for supplying the same at regular intervals cigarette rod , heated and rotary means for smoothing and

with parallel linesof paste running in the direction of the pressing the pasted seam , and means for heating said heated
feed of said web, means for supporting said web between the land rotary means.
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2. In a cigarette machine, means for pasting a cigarette opaque area of its dense part , placing and holding that com

rod, heated and rotary means for pressing and smoothing the pound photograph before a camera, withits thin side near

pasted seam of said rod .

3. In a cigarette machine , means for pasting a cigarette

rod, a heated roller , means for heating said roller, means for

supporting the roller above said rod, and means for revolving

said roller in contact with said rod.

4. In a cigarette machine , means for pasting a cigarette

rod, a roller , means for supporting the roller above said rod ,
VL

means for revolving said roller and means for heating the

roller while it is revolved.

5. In a machine of the class described , means for pasting a

cigarette rod , a roller, a pivoted frame for supporting said

roller, means for revolving said roller , and means for heating

the same while it is revolved .

6. In a machine of the class described , a belt adapted to

receive a web with tobacco resting thereon , a funnel for com

pressing this web and tobacco into a tube , means for pasting

the edges of the web together, and heated and rotary means

for pressing the edges of the tube together.

7. In a cigarette machine, means for pasting a cigarette

rod, a roller, means for supporting the roller above said rod,

and means for revolving said roller at a high speed and in

contact with the seam of said rod . est the camera, and with its dense side exposed to moderate

8. In a cigarette machine, means for pasting a cigarette light, but shielded from direct sunlight and from excessive

rod, a heated roller , means for supporting the roller above light , exposing a photographic plate in the camera to sub

said rod and means for revolving said roller in contact with dued light comingfrom that compound photograph, develop

the seam of said rod and running in the direction of the ex- ing that exposed plate into an intaglio photograph, and mak

terior lapping of the paper of the same . ing a relief photograph from that developed intaglio photo

graph , all substantially as described .

No. 101,410. Folding Axe. Hache pliante. 2. The following process in photography, making a thin

photograph , having a tinted area and a clear area , making

a counterpart dense photograph, having a clear area and

an opaque area , uniting those photographs into one struc

ture , with their films separated by an effective distance,

and with the clear area of its thin part' opposite to the

opaque area of its dense part , placing and holding that

compound photograph before a camera , with its thin side

nearest the camera , and with its dense side exposed to

moderate light , but shielded from direct sunlight and from

excessive light, exposing a photographic plate in the camera

to subdued light coming from that compound photograph ,

and developing that exposed plate into an intaglio photo

graph , all substantially as described .

3. A compound photograph composed of a thin photograph

having a tented area and a clear area , and of a counterpart

dense photograph having a clear area and an opaque area ,

the two photographs being placed flatwise. together with

the clear area of the thin photograph opposite to the opaque

area of the dense photograph , and with the films of the two

parts of the compound photograph separated by an effective

distance, all substantially as described.
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No. 101,412. Fence Post. Poteau de clôture.
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Andrew E. Veon and Albert Angel , assignee of a half in

terest , both of Brainerd , Minnesota , U.S.A. , 9th October,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 21st August, 1906 . Receipt No.

138,888 .

Claim . - 1. In a folding axe , a single piece of sheet metal

bent to form a tubular handle and a wide flattened sheath

adjacent thereto, one edge and the end of said sheath being

open, ' ears extending from the ends of said sheath , and an

axe head pivotally mounted between said ears , the butt

thereof, when in an operative position adapted to rest

against the closed edge of the sheath , the edge of the axe

head adapted to be folded into the sheath through the open

edge thereof, substantially as shown and described .

2. In a folding axe , a single piece of sheet metal bent to

form a tubular handle and a wide flattened sheath adjacent

thereto , the end and one side of said sheath being open ,

ears extending from the end of said sheath , teats on the

inner side of said sheath , and the axe head pivotally secured
between said ears, said axe head , when in anoperative posi- Christopher Charles Dolan and Albert Lampitt, assignee of

tion , resting against the closed edge of the sheath and said
a half interest , both of Columbus , Ohio , U.S.A. , 9th Octo

teats, and, when in a closed position, the edge of the blade
ber , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 27th August, 1906. Receipt No.

folding into the sheath and being held therein , said sheath
139,025 .

being capable of expansion to permit the head to pass the Claim . - A fence post comprising a metallic body T-shaped

teats , aforesaid in opening and closing it substantially as in cross section and pointed at the lower end, said body

shown and described . being formed above the pointed end to provide shoulders,

the web of the post adjacent said shoulders being formed

No. 101,411 . Photography. Photographie.
with an opening, in combination with an anchor plate form

ed with an opening corresponding in contour to the sectional

Albert Henry Walker, assignee of John W. Ippers both of shape of the post and arranged to receive the post adjacent

New York City , New York , U.S.A. , 9th October , 1906 ; 6 the shoulders , spurs formed integral with and depending

years . Filed 2nd May , 1906. Receipt No. 135,460 . from said plate , said spurs being extended from the corners,

Claim . - 1 . The following process in photography , making of the plate to leave projecting members arranged inter

a thin photograph, having a tinted area and a clear area, mediate and extending beyond the plane of the spurs , and a

making a counterpart dense photograph, having a clear area wedge key adapted to be passed through the opening in the

and an opaque area, uniting those photographs into one web and bear against the under surface of the anchor plate

structure , with their films separated by an effective distance , and against the body of the post on each side of the open-.

and with the clear area of its thin part, opposite to the ' ing .

10-12
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No. 101,413 . Fence, Clôture. 2. A driven tenon consisting of a flat sheet of metal baving

wings upturned in opposite directions at each side edge, sald

wings being longer at their upturned edge than at their

bended edge whereby to form cutting points, substantially as
described.

3. A driven tenon consisting of a flat sheet of metal having

flared wings upturned in opposite directions at each side

edge, said wings standing in lines which diverge from the

driving edge of the tenon , and an integral slotted hanging

lip projecting at one end of the driving edge of the tenon,

substantially as described.

4. A driven tenon connecting of a flat sheet of metal hav

ing flared wings upturned in opposite directions at each side

edge, said wings standing in lines which diverge from the

driving edge of the tenon , an integral slotted hanging lip

projecting at one end of the driving edge of the tenon and an

integral clinch strip projecting from the opposite edge of the

tenon , substantially as described .

1o ." ?
5. A driven hanging tenon consisting of a flat sheet of metal

having flared wings upturned in opposite directions at each

side edge, said wings standing in lines which diverge from

the driving edge of the tenon , an integral slotted hanging

lip projecting at one end of the driving edge of the tenon and
Richard Leonard Myers and Nelson H. Elgar, assignee of a a suitable hook member for the purpose, substantially as

half interest , both of Winnipeg. Manitoba, Canada, 9th described .

October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 10th August , 1906. Receipt

No. 138,560 .

No. 101,415. Sectional Weight. Pesée .Claim.-1. A flat fence picket having an extension at an

angle to its body, and having its central portion turned at an

angle to its ends, which ends terminate in bows.

2. A fence comprising pickets inclined in one direction , in

tersecting pickets inclined at an angle thereto , and means for

permanently securing together the pickets at their central

point of intersection .

3. A fence comprising pickets inclined in one direction, in
27

tersecting pickets inclined in the opposite direction , each of

said pickets being provided with a central portion turned at

an angle to the remainder of its body , and rivets disposed

through the turned portions of the intersecting pickets.

4. A fence comprising pickets inclined in one direction, in

tersecting pickets inclined in the opposite direction , each of

said pickets being provided with notches , and means for per

manently securing together the pickets at their central point

of intersection .

5. A fence comprising standards , upper and lower rails

carried by the standards, pickets provided with notches on

their edges and arranged between the rails to interlock with

each other, and means for securing together the pickets

centrally against a lateral stress.

6. A fence comprising standards, upper and lower rails car

ried by the standards , pickets provided with notches on their

edges andarranged between the rails to interlock with each The Sectional Weight Company, assignee of John Thomas

other, and rivets disposed through the pickets centrally of
Brant, Jr. , both of Coldspring, New York, U.S.A. , 9ththeir length.

7. A fence comprising standards , upper and lower rails October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 19th July, 1906. Receipt
No. 137,989.

carried by the standards, pickets provided with notches on

their edges, and each provided with a turned portion cen Claim .-- 1. A sectional weight comprising a succession of

trally of its lengthandarranged betweenthe rails tointer- separable units each providedwithacurved dovetail end rib

lock with eachother so that said turned portions abut extending widthwise ofthe unit, and theadjacent dovetail
against each other, and rivets disposed through the turned ribs ofsuccessive units curbed in the samedirection and
portions of adjacent pickets. grippingly engaging and interfitting .

2. A sectional weight comprising a plurality of separable
units provided with dovetailendribs, and the adjacent dove

No. 101,414. Hinge for Screens. Penture d'écran.

tail ribs of successive units grippingly engaging and inter:
fitting ,in combination with meansforlimiting the extent of
sliding engagement of the units.

3. A sectional weightcomprising a succession of separable

units each having a curved end and provided with an end

piece offset fromthe curved end, the end pieces lapping and

each provided with a curved rib' formed upon and extending

widthwiseof said offsetendpiece,theadjacent rib of each of

the successiveunitsgrippingly engaging and fitting between

the curved end of the adjacent unit andcurved rib carried
by the offset end piece thereof.
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No. 101,416. Weight. Pesée.

The SectionalWeight Company, assignee of John Thomas

Brent, Coldspring, New York, U.S.A.,9th October, 1906;

6 years. Filed 19th July , 1906. Receipt No. 137,990 .

Claim . - 1. A sectional weight comprising successive units

slidably engaged end to end, one of said units having a

curvedend rib having anoverhanging partand extending
centrally widthwise of the unit, and the other of said units

provided with a curved end groove and extending centrally
Richard McKnight, assignee of James F. Ware , both of Den

ver, Colorado, U.S.A., 9th October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed fitting the rib aforesaid.widthwise of the unit end conforming to , engaging and inter

8th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,675 .

Claim . - 1. A driven tenon consisting of a flat sheetof metal engagedendto end.
oneof said unitshavinga curved end

2. A sectional weight comprising successive units slidably

having a seriesof flared wings upturned at each sideedge , rib having an overhanging part and extending centrally
said wingsstanding in lines which diverge from the driving widthwise of the unit , and the other of said units provided

edge of the tenon , substantially as described .
with a curved end groove into and extendingcentrally width
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wise of the unit and conforming to engaging and interfitting No. 101,418 . Cattle Guard.

the rib aforesaid , the successive units provided with directly

Garde- bétail.
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Co -Operating means for limiting the extent of sliding en

gagement of the units.

No. 101,417. Stair Tread . Marche d'escalier.

F
i
g
.
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oneWilliam Krauth and George Sargeant , assignee of a

fourth interest , both of Owen Sound, Ontario, Canada, 9th

October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 4th August, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 138,418.

Claim.-1. A cattle guard comprising a plurality of rock

able crankshafts, gates carried by the crank shafts , a plu

rality of other crank shafts , actuating cam levers on the
latter crank shafts . links operatively connecting all of the

crank shafts , and means normally maintaining the gates

in an upright position.

2. In combination with a railway crossing, crank shafts

Charles W. Englemier and Adolph E. Fink, assignee of a disposed on each side of the crossing , gates on the crank

half interest, both of Newark, New Jersey U.S.A., 9th shafts, crank shafts on each side of the crossing between
October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 11th June, 1906. Receipt the gates , a link connecting the latter crank shafts, links
No. 136,765 . connecting the former and the latter crank shafts , a plu

Claim .- 1. A stair tread comprising a plate provided with rality of crank shafts on each side of the gates, links con
necting the last -named crank shafts to each other and to

a top portion and a front downwardly extending portion,

saidportions having an opening , downwardly extending the gates upright, and means for rocking the crank shafts
the first -named crank shafts, means normally maintaining

openinginthe top portion and laterally extending prongs by the passage ofa train.

on the edge bordering the partofthe opening in the front disposedon eachside of the crossing, gates on the crank3. In combination with a railway crossing, crank shafts

portion, substantially as described .

2. A stair tread comprising a plate provided with a top the gates, a link connecting the latter crank shafts, linksshafts , crank shafts on each side of the crossing between

portion and a front downwardly extending portion, said por connecting the former andthe latter crank shafts, a plu

tions having an opening, prongs on the edgesoftheplate rality of crank shafts oneach side ofthe gates, links con
bordering theopening in the top portion and front portion , necting the last-namedcrank shafts to each other and to
substantially as described.

3. A stair tread comprising a plate provided with a the first- damed crank shafts, springs secured to the first

top portion and a front downwardlyand inwardlyextending named crank shaftsand adapted to normally maintain the

portion , said portions having an opening, prongs on the gatesupright , andmeans for rocking thecrankshafts by

edges of the plate bordering the opening in thetop portion the passageof atrain.
and front portion, substantially as described. 4. In combination with a railroad crossing, a cattle guard

4. A stairtread comprising a plate provided with a top comprising the combination of a plurality of crank shafts

portion and a front downwardly extending portion,saidpor journalled adjacent thetrack, links connecting the crank
tions having an opening anda groove in theirunder face shafts, cam levers on some of the crank shafts, sleeves on

berdering said opening andprongs on the edges of the plate some ofthecrank shafts, yokes carried in the sleeves, bars

bordering the opening in the topportion and front portion ontheyokes,and means adaptedto normally maintainthe
substantially as described. crank shafts in one position .

5. A stair tread comprising a plate provided with a top
5. In combination with a railroad crossing , a cattle guard

portion and a front downwardly and inwardly extending comprising the combination of a plurality of crank shafts

portion said portions having an opening, downwardly extend rockably connectedto the track , yokessecured to thecrank

ing prongs on the edges of theplatebordering the partof shafts,links connected to the yokes,camleverson some

the opening in the top portion andlaterali, extending ofthe crank shafts, gates on some of the crank shafts, and

prongs on the edge of the plate bordering the part of the means adapted to normally maintain the crank shaft in one

opening in the front portion , substantially as described. position.

6. A stair tread comprising a plate provided with a top

portion and a front downwardly and inwardly extending No. 101,419. Shutter Worker. Ferrure de contrevent.
potion , said portions having an opening and a groove in

their under face bordering said opening, downwardly ex Heman Osborne , New York City , NewYork, U.S.A., 9th Octo

tending prongs on the edges of the plate bordering the part ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 21st July , 1906. Receipt No.

of the opening in the top portion and laterally extending 138,056 .

prongs on the edge of the plate bordering the part of the Claim.-1 . In a shutter worker, the bracket plate A , having

opening in the front portion, substantially as described , supporting members at opposite sides and the combined
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worm and sprocket wheel journalled at one side of the plate ried off by the back current and regulating the back cur

and the worm wheel journalled at the other side of the plate rent.

5. An apparatus for cleaning grain having means for pro

ducing an air blast, means for setting up a back current in

the air blast , and means for throwing dust - laden grain

through the back current into the blast , the back current

constituting a cushion to prevent injury to the grain , and

said back current being sufficient to arrest and carry off the

dust from the grain.

6. An apparatus for cleaning grain , having means for pro

ducing an air blast , means for setting a back current in the

blast , and centrifugal means for throwing dust -laden grain

through the back curent into the blast , the back current be

ing sufficient to arrest and carry off the dust 'from the

grain .

7. An apparatus for cleaning grain , having means for pro

ducing an air blast , a feed passage leading to the air blast

passage , a dust passage , means for setting up a back pres

sure from the air blast passage to the dust passage, and

means operating in the feed passage to throw dust-laden

grain through the back current into the air blast , said back

current being sufficient to arrest and carry off the dust

through the dust passage .

8. An apparatus for cleaning grain having an air blast pas

sage, means for producing a blast of air through the passage,

and extending through the plate to mesh with the worm , a feeder case in communication with the blast passage, a

means for rotating the worm , and a removable casing for in- feed passage for the feeder case , a dust passage leading from

closing the worm wheel and its supporting members, said the feeder case , and a rotary feeder working in the feeder

casing consisting of two sections, each having a shell portion case to throw dust - laden air into the blast passage,a por

and a base provided with a marginal groove disposed at a tion of the feeder case being adjustable toward and away

right angle to the shell portion , the said two sections having from the feeder to set up a back current from the air blast

their grooved portions slidably engaging the marginal edges passage through the feeder case into the dust passage.

of the bracket plate at opposite sides thereof and their shell

portions inclosing theworm wheel, substantially as described. No. 101,421 . Wire Fence. Clôture de fil de fer .

2. In a shutter worker, the combination of the supporting

bracket having mounted thereon a united worm sprocket

wheel and a worm wheel in mesh with the worm, a shutter

operating lever carried by the worm wheel , and a chain hay

ing an intermediate portion thereof running around the

sprocket wheel, and window casing fittings for guiding the

extremities of the sprocket wheel chain each consisting of a

split tube having separated depending ears, the journal pins

supported by and extending from one to the other of said

ears, and a roller on the pin .
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No. 101,420. Grain Cleaner. Nettoyeur de grain .
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Edward Branch , Moosejaw , Saskatchewan , Canada , 9th Oc
tober , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 6th June, 1906. Receipt No.

136,600 .

Claim .-1 . In a fence the combination with the corner

posts and the longitudinal strands , of a winding post con

sisting of two opposing upright supports having extending

transversely across and bearing therein independent drums

James M. Akers, Matoon , Illinois, U.S.A. , 9th October , 1906 ; 6
and means for independently rotating the individual drums

years. Filed 5th March , 1906. Receipt No. 133,540 .
and securing in any fixed position , as and for the purpose
specified.

Claim .-- 1. The herein described method of cleaning grain 2. In a fence the combination with the corner posts and

which consists in producing a partially choked main current the longitudinal strands, of an invert U -shaped winding

of air of sufficient velocityto transport grain , feeding grain post, a base secured to theendsofthe extendingarms,op

into the choked portion of the main currentso that itis posing downwardly extending sets of slots passing inwardly
transported away by said main current , and causing a back from the outer face of each arm , spindlesremovably sup

current away from the choked portion of the main current to

carry off the dust which is unable topass through the choked drums revolvable upon the spindles andmeanswhereby
ported within the slots, drums rigidwith the spindles,

portion of said main current.

2. The herein described method of cleaning grain which and for the purposespecified.

said drums may be individually revolved and constrained ,as

consists in producing a main current of sufficient velocity to 3. In a fence the combination with the corner posts and

transport grain and a back current of sufficient velocity to the longitudinal strands, of an invert U - shaped winding

transport dust, and feeding grain through the back current post, a base secured to the outstanding ends, downwardly

into the main 'current, whereby the dust is retained in and extending sets of slots passing inwardly from the outer
carried off by the back current and the grain is carried off face of each arm , spindles extending transversely and bear.

by the main current . ing within the slots, said spindles having an end extend

3. The herein described method of cleaning grain which ing beyond the post and squared, drums rigid with the
consists inproducing a main current, setting up a back cur- spindles,drums revolvable on the spindle and havingan
rentaway from said main current, throwing dust-laden grain end extending beyondthepostandsquared, a ratchetwheel
throughthe back current and into the main current, whereby integralwith the outer face of each individual drum and
thegrain is carried offby the main current and the dust is gravity pawls bearing upon the inner face of thepost
carried off bytheback current without penetrating into the and designedto co -operate with the ratchetwheels, as and
main current. for the purpose specified .

4. The herein described method of cleaping grain which 4. In a fence the combination with the winding post and

consists in producing a main current , setting up a back cur

rent away from said maincurrent, casting dust-laden grain sisting ofa tubular metallic upright havingslotsextend:

the longitudinals of a corner post, said corner post con

grain is carried off by the main current and the dust is car- ' tudinals, a rod extending downwardly between successive
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longitudinals and the inner face of the tube and designed No. 101,424. Pole. Perche.

to restrain the longitudinals within the slots, as and for the

purpose specified .

5. In a fence the combination with a winding post and

the longitudinals, of & corner post consisting of a base, a

tubularmetallic upright secured thereto , a set of inwardly

extending slots designed to receive the longitudinals, a cap

removably secured to the top of the tubular body , a rod

extending downwardly between the longitudinals and the

inner face of the upright to hold the longitudinals within

the slots and a collar enveloping the upper portion of the

upright, as and for the purpose specified.

6. In a fence the combination with a centrally disposed

winding post having a ratchet drum for each of the in

dividuals longitudinals , of corner posts having slots to re

ceive the longitudinals and reinforcing guide posts secured

to the longitudinals and between the corner posts, as and

for the purpose specified.

No. 101,422. Reflector for Magnifying Glasses.

Réflecteur pour verre grossissant.

Fig.7 Fig.3. Fig. 2 . Diedrich William Krellwitz , St. Catharines , Ontario , 9th

October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 20th July, 1906. Receipt

No. 137,997 .

Claim.-In poles the combination with the main body of

concrete, of reinforcing uprights of the same cross sec

Fig.4.
tional area throughout the entire length of pole , each up

right being made in proportion of different grades of carbon

steel and each successive portion from the bottom of the

pole decreasing from a high carbon steel to the top of the

pole, as specified.

Fig.6

No. 101,425. Grain Door. Porte à graine.
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arey E. Bunker, Oregon , Missouri , U.S.A. , 9th October,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 14th May, 1906. Receipt No , 135,920 .

Claim .-1 . The combination with the eye piece of a mon

ocular magnifying glass , of a reflector held frictionally com

bined therewith and comprising a tubular ungulaform

holder, and a reflecting surface disposed at the oblique

side of the holder and having its center permeable by

light.

2. The combination with the eye piece of a monocular

magnifying glass , of a reflector held frictionally combined

therewith and comprising a tubular ungulaform holder of

substantially the same cross diameter from end to end , and

& reflecting surface disposed at the oblique side of the

holder and having its center permeable by light .

Robert R. Tichenor and Andrew Johnson , assignee of a half

3. The combination with the eye piece of a monocular

interest, both of Feeley , Minnesota , U.S.A., 9th Octo

magolfying glass, of a reflector held frictionally combined

ber , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 4th September, 1906. Receipt

therewith and adjustable relatively thereto, and comprising

No. 139,218 .

a tubular ungulaform holder, and a reflecting surface dis
Claim . - 1 . The combination with a freight car , of casings

posed at the oblique side of the holder and having its center provided upon each side of the door openings and having

permeable by light .
transverse slots at intervals arranged one above another,

guides mounted on said casings , links pivotally connected

No. 101,423. Apparatus for Straining and Splicing with said guides through said slots, a bar connecting said

Wire ,

links , means for moving said bar lengthwise to move said

guides toward or from each other, and a door vertically

Appareil pour tendre et épisser ' . movable between said guides.

2. The combination with a freight car , of casings provided

on each side of the door opening, guides mounted on said

casings , links pivotally connected at one end with said

guides and having a sliding connection with said casings ,

a vertically movable bar connecting the free ends of said

links , means for raising and lowering said bar to move said

guides toward or from each other, and a door vertically

movable between said guides.

3. The combination with a freight car , of casings provided

on each side of the door opening and having transverse

slots 10 , guides provided on said casings, links 12 having

pivot pios 11 extending through said slots and secured to

said guides, a bar 13 connecting said links , means for raising

or lowering said bars to move said guides toward or from

each other and a door provided between said guides .

4. The combination with a freight car , of casings provided

on each side of the door opening, guides provided on said

William Nepean Hutchison , 57 Peckham Road, Camberwell, casings, vertically movable bars, means connecting said bars

London , England, 9th October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed and said guides for imparting horizontal movement to said

7th February , 1906. Receipt No. 132,704 . guides when said bars are raised or lowered , bell crank

Claim . - In a wire tightener the combination with a bar levers 14 pivoted on said casings and connected with said

having claws at its ends and a winding spool projecting bars and a door vertically movable between said guides .

from the midle portion of the said bar and provided with 5. The combination with a freight car, of casings provided

means for engaging the wire , of an operating lever having on each side of the door opening, guides carried by said

cranked handles at its ends and two clips secured to the casings and substantially V -shaped in cross section , links

middle part of the said lever and holding the said bar be- a slidably mounted in said casings and secured at one end

tween them crosswise of the said lever, as described .
to said guides , vertically movable bars pivotally connected
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with the opposite ends of said links, means for raising and attached to the adjustable frame into which the lower end
lowering said bars to move said guides toward or from of the screw spindle extends , as and for the purpose speci

each other and a door having bevelled ends provided be- fied.

tween said guides. 7. The combination with the table top and receptacle and

6. The combination with a freight car, of casings provided roller extending through an opening in the table top , of a

upon each side of the door opening, guides mounted on said toothed feeding wheel vertically adjustable in relation to

casings , links 12 pivotally secured to said guides through the roller, as and for the purpose specified .

transverve slots 10 in said casings , vertically sliding bars 8. The combination with the table top and receptacle and

13 connecting said links , bell crank levers 14 pivoted on roller extending through an opening in the table top , of a

said casings and having one arm pivotally connected with feeding wheel located above the roller and guiding strips

said bars 13 , the other arms of said bell crank levers ex- located on each side of the roller, as and for the purpose

tending vertically upon each side of the door opening when specified.

the guides are in their locked position and a door arranged 9. The combination with the varnish receptacle and var

to slide vertically between said guides , substantially as nish spreading means and the feeding means , of the verti

described . cally adjustable brushes located at the discharge end of the

machine over the varnish receptacle and a cover board un

No. 101,426. Varnishing Machine. Machine à vernir. der which the moulding is fed , as and for the purpose

specified .

10. The combination with the varnish receptacle and var

nish spreading means and the feeding means, of the verti

cally adjustable brushes located at the discharge end of the

machine over the varnish receptacle and a cover board un

G.
der which the moulding is fed and adjustable side boards

extending laterally underneath the cover board, as and for

Se the purpose specified .

11. In a varnishing machine the combination with the

cover board and varnish receptacle , of the brushes having

end flanges and screw spindles extending through such

flanges and designed to form a means for vertically adjust

ing the brushes in relation to the cover board , as and for

the purpose specified .

Fig ... 12. In a device of the class described, a feeding roller com

prising discs of suitable material placed adjacent to each

Fig4. L'A ! other and having the combined peripherai face thereof

Fig.3.
adapted to fit the face side of the moulding, as and for the

purpose specified .

NE

1

001

Nid ?

UM

M No. 101,427. Die Stock. Filière brisée.

101426

Fig.2.

William Charles Phillips , assignee of Thomas H. Donaldson ,

both of Toronto , Ontario , Canada , 9th October, 1906 ;

6 years. Filed 28th May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,311 .

Claim .-1. In a varnishing machine the combination with

the table and varnish receptacle underneath the same , of a

guiding means , a varnish spreading means and a feeding

means for the moulding, a cover board and brushes located

beneath the cover board and above the receptacle with

which the varnished surface is designed to come in contact,

as and for the purpose specified .

2. In a varnishing machine the combination with the var

nishing receptacle , of a table topextending over the front

end of the receptacle, a spreading roller extending upwardly

through an opening in the table top and downwardly into

the varnish, and means for feeding the moulding over the The Low Supply and Manufacturing Company, assignee of

roller, as and for the purpose specified .
Otto Fred Kadow , all of Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A., 9th Oc

3. In a varnishing machine the combination with the var
tober, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 17th December, 1904 .

Re

nishing receptacle, of a table top extending over the front
ceipt No. 120,843 .

end of the receptacle , a spreading roller extending upwardly Claim . - 1. In a die stock , the combination of guideways,

through an opening in the table top and downwardly into dies mounted on said guideways and adjustable toward and

the varnish, a toothed wheellocated over the roller, de- from each other, bearings abovethe guideways, one of

signed to come in contact with the back ofthemoulding, said bearings having an upwardly and inwardly inclined
and suitably driven , as and for the purpose specified. surface, an adjusting plate engagingsaid bearings and

4. In a varnishing machine the combination with the var- havingan inclined edge corresponding to the inclined sur

nishing receptacle, of a table top extending over the front faceof thebearing, a clamp, the inner face ofwhich forms

end of the receptacle, a spreading roller extending upwardly in effect a portion of said inclined bearing, and meansfor

through an opening in the table top and downwardlyinto adjusting said clamp to lock the adjusting platein posi

the varnish, a toothed wheel located over the roller de- tion, substantially as specified.
signed to come in contact with the back of the moulding and 2. In a die stock, the combination of a body portion,

suitablydriven , andmeans for adjusting the toothed wheel guideways in said 'body portion, diesmounted on said
vertically , as and for the purpose specified. guideways and adjustable toward and from each other, an

5.In a varnishing machine the combination with the var- adjusting plate mounted in said body portion and having

nishingreceptacle , of a table top extending over the front an upwardly inclined portion, and an adjustable clamp

end of thereceptacle, a spreading roller extending upwardly mounted in said body portion and havingan inclinedover
through an opening in the table top and downwardly into hanging portion positioned to engage the inclined portion
the varnish , a toothed wheel located over the roller de . of the plate , substantially as specified.

signed to come in contact with the back of the moulding and

suitably driven ,a frame carrying suitablebearingsfor the guideways in saidbody, dies on saidguideways and ad

3. In a die stock, the combination of the body thereof,

shaft of the toothed wheel and vertically slidable upon justable toward and fromeach other , bearings in said

suitable standards, and means for adjusting the frame, as body ,an adiusting plate for said dies mounted in said
and for the purpose specified.

6. In a varnishing machinethe combination with the var- said bearings and inclining a portion thereof, a clamp in

bearings, said body havinga recess therein adjacent the

nishing receptacle , of a table top extending over the front the recessin the body arranged to bereciprocated trans

end of the receptacle, a spreading roller extending upwardly versely of saidbearing and havingan overhanging porn

throughan opening in the table top and downwardly into tionin the recess in the bearing , substantially as specified,
the varnish, a toothed wheel located over the roller de

signed to comeincontact with the back ofthemoulding onsaidguidesand adjustable toward and fromeachother,

4. In a die stock , the combination of guides, dies mounted

and suitably driven , a frame carrying suitable bearings for a plate for adjusting said dies, bearings for said plate.
the shaft of the toothed wheel and vertically slidable upon one of saidbearingshaving a recesstherein, areciprocating
suitable standards , a bracket attached to the standard, a

screw spindle freelyrotatable inthe bracket and a bracket laportion of the bearing and overhanging the portion of

clamp in said recess, said clamp having a portion forming
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the plate adjacent thereto, and means for securing said versible, and a locking plate pivotally secured at one end

clamp in engagement with said plate , substantially as to the housing and designed to extend transversely of said

specified . dies and adjuster, and means for engaging and holding the

5. In an integral die stock consisting of a body adapted to free end of said locking plate .

hold dies, longitudinal guides for said dies, a hollow arch on

the under sideof said body , and a tubular work guide mem- No. 101,429. Water Cooled Grate. Grille.

ber depending centrally from the under side of the hol

low arch , the arch having side portions constituting ex

tensions of the work guide member and extending to and

reinforcing the longitudinal guides, substantially as speci

fied .

6. A die stock consisting of a body adapted to hold dies ,

longitudinal guides for said dies , a hollow arch on the

under side of said body, a tubular work guide member

depending centrally from the under side of such arch , the

arch having side portions constituting extensions of the

work guide member and extending to said guides, such ex

tensions having each an opening therethrough adjacent

its die guide, substantially as specified .

7. A die stock consisting of a body adapted to hold dise,

longitudinal guides in said body for the dies, a hollow arch

on the under side of said body, and a tubular work guide

member depending centrally from the under side of such

arch , said arch having its side portions constituting ex

tensions for said work guide member and extending to the

longitudinal die guides and provided with openings aa

jacent said guides and also having longituinally arched

end portions extending from said work guide member to

the ends of the body, substantially as specified.

The Johnson Furnace and Engineering Company, Colorado

No. 101,428. Die Stock. Filière brisée.
Springs, assignee of Alfred E. Johnson , Denver, both in

Colorado, U.S.A. , 9th October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 16th

June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,963 .

Claim.-1 . A grate composed of hollow revoluble bars , long

open ended stationary water pipes located within the bars ,

means for introducing water to one of said pipes , and short

stationary pipes each entering the extremity of a hollow

grate bar at one end of the grate and surrounding the cor

responding extremity of the water pipe therein , the said

short pipes having lateral extensions , each long water pipe

after the one through which the water enters the grate

communicating at one end with the corresponding lateral

extension of one of said short pipes, and at its other end

with the interior of the grate box .

2. A grate composed of a number of hollow revoluble bars,

Pig.1 long open ended water pipes within the bars and protruding

from their extremities at one end of the grate , short station

1: 1 synony ary pipes each entering the end of a grate bar at one end

of the grate and surrounding the extremity of the water

pipe therein , and means for introducing water to one of the

The Borden Company, assignee of Bradford Borden , both of pipes within the hollow bars, the short pipes having lateral

Warren, Ohio , U.S.A. , 9th October , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed

extensions , each long water pipe after the one through

which the water enters the grate communicating at one end
9th April, 1906. Receipt No. 134,738.

with the adjacent lateral extension of one of said short pipes

Claim .-1 . The combination with a die stock having an open and at its other end with the interior of the grate bar.

front housing, and a work guide at one side thereof, of sec- 3. A grate composed of a number of hollow revoluble bars ,

tional dies within the housing constructed and arranged to long open ended water pipes located within the bars and

be reversed face for face to enable the threading to be done protruding therefrom at one end of the grate, short sta

from the front or rear of the housing, and a free sliding tionary pipes each entering the extremity of a grate bar

adjuster for said dies fitted within said housing and having at one end of the grate, surrounding the protruding extre

means for engaging either face of each die to effect the mity of the water pipe therein and communicating with the

adjustment by the sliding of the adjuster. grate bar , means for forming a water tight joint between

2. The combination with a die stock having an open front the short pipes and the hollow revoluble bars , the short

housing, and a work guide at one side thereof , of sectional pipes having lateral extensions , each long water pipe after
dies within the housing, said dies being reversible face for the one through which the water enters the grate communi
face, and having corresponding grooves in their inner and caring at one end with the adjacent lateral extension of one
outer faces , and an adjuster having portions overlapping the of said short pipes and at its other end with the interior

dies provided with tongues for fitting the outer grooves of the grate bar.
thereof. 4. A grate bar composed of a number of hollow revoluble

3. In a die stock having an open front housing and a work bars, short stationary pipes entering the forward extrem

guide at one side thereof, sectional dies within the housing ities of the respective bars and communicating with the
capable of being reversed face for face to enable the thread- latter, long open ended pipes located in the hollow bars,
ing to be done from the front or rear of the housing , an' and means for delivering cooling fluid to the forward ex

adjuster for said dies for effecting the moving thereof, and tremity of one of the pipes within the bars under suffi-

means for preventiog the outward deflection of the adjuster cient pressure to cause the fluid to flow through a num
and dies . ber of open ended pipes in succession , and back toward

4. A die stock comprising an open front housing, sectional the hollow bars, the short stationary pipes having lateral

dies within the housing, à free sliding adjuster, a locking extensions each long open ended pipe after
the one

plate secured at its ends to said housing and extended trans- through which the water enters the grate communicating

versely of the dies and adjuster, and means carried by said at one end with the adjacentlateral extension of one of
plate for limiting the outward movements of the adjuster. | said short pipes , and at its other end with the interior of

5. A die stock comprising an open front housing, sectional the grate bar.

dies within the housing, free sliding adjuster having a groove
5. A grate composed of a number of hollow revoluble

in its outer face adjacent one side thereof, a locking plate bars, short stationary pipes entering the forward extrem

secured at its ends to said housing and extended transversely ities of the bars and communicating therewith, the short

of the dies and adjuster , and a lug carried by said plate ex- pipes having lateral extensions, long pipes located within

tending into said groove for limiting the outward move- the hollow bars, and means for delivering a cooling fluid

ments of the adjuster. to one of the pipes within the hollow bars under suff

6. A die stock comprising an open front housing , sectional cientpressure to causethe fluid to circulate throughthe
dies within the housing, said dies being reversible, a free bars . each long pipe within a hollow bar after the one

sliding adjuster having means for engaging said die blocks through which the fuldenters the grate,communicatingat
for moving the same outwardly, said adjuster being also re- one end with the adjacent lateral extension of one of

G
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said short pipes, and at its other end with the interior of ing roller, of much larger diameter than said mandrel, a

the grate bar, shaft supporting said roller , said shafts extending in oppo

6. A grate composed of a number of hollow revoluble

bars , short stationary pipes each entering the forward ex

tremity of a bar and communicating therewith , the short

pipes being provided with protruding lateral extensions ,

long open ended water pipes located within the hollow bars ,

and means for delivering water under pressure to one or

more of the water pipes within the hollow bar, each long

water pipe after the one through which the water enters

the grate communicating at one end with the adjacent

lateral extension of one of said short pipes and at its other

end with the interior of the grate bar,

7. A grate composed of a number of hollow revoluble

bars , short stationary pipes each entering the forward ex

tremity of a bar and communicating therewith , the short

pipes being provided with protruding lateral extensions,

long open ended pipes located within the hollow bars , means

for introducing water to one of the long open ended pipes

under such pressure that the water is made to travel
101430

through the grate bars , each long water pipe after the

one through which the waterenters the grate communica- site directions , and gearing for transmitting motion from
ting at one end with the adjacent lateral extension of one cne of said shafts to the other, said gearing being so pro

of said shortpipes, and at its other end with the interior portioned as to drive the ring engaging surfaces of said
of the grate bar. mandrel and roller at substantially the same speed.

8. A grate composed of hollow revoluble bars , long sta

tionary water pipes located within the bars and protruding shaft, a mandrel mounted on said shaft, a second shaft, a

3. In a machine for rolling rings the combination of a

therefrom at one end of the grate , short stationary pipes ring 'forming roller mounted on said second shaft , said
each entering a grate bar at one end of the grate and sur shafts extending in opposite directions from the ring en

rounding the protruding extremity of the water pipe there

in , the outer extremity of each short pipe being expanded

gaging parts and a third shaft parallel to said first-men

to forma plate,theshort pipes having lateral extensions being so proportionedthatthering engaging surfaces shall

tioned shafts and geared to each of the same, said gearing

connected with the plates of the adjacent short pipes , the
travel at substantially the same speed.

said plates having openings to allow the lateral extensions

to communicate with thelong water pipes of the gratebars, shaft, a mandrel mounted thereon and a pivoted frame, a

4. In a machine for rolling rings the combination of a

the short pipes communicating with the grate bars which shaft having bearings in said frame, a ring forming roller
they enter, each long water pipe after the one through mounted on said second shaft, and meansfor swinging said

which the water enters the grate communicating at one frame to carry said roller toward and from said mandrel.

end with the adjacent lateral extension of one of said 5. In a machine for rolling rings the combination of la
short pipes and at its other end with the interior of the shaft , a mandrel mounted thereon and a pivoted frame, a

grate bar. shaft having bearings in said frame a ring forming roller
9. A grate composed of a number of hollow revoluble bars, mounted on said second shaft, and means for swinging said

long water pipes located within the grate bars , their for frame to carry said roller toward and from said mandrel,

ward extremities protruding from the grate bars , short said means consisting of a cam engaging said frame and

stationary pipes each entering the forwarrd extremity of a
grate bar surrounding the protruding extremity of the long gearing forturningsaidcamby hand.

water pipe therein , and communicatingwith the grate bar, shaft , amandrelmounted thereon and a pivoted frame,

6. In a machine for rolling rings the combination of a

the short pipes having plates to enter their forward ex shaft having bearings in said frame, a ring forming roller
tremities, the short pipes being also provided with lateral mounted on said second shaft, and means for swinging said

extensions connected with the plates of adjacent short

pipes except where the water is originally introduced, the said means consisting of a

frame to carry said roller toward and from said maudrel,

plates of the last-named pipes having openings forming gearing for turning said cam by hand and a stop connected

cam engaging said frame, a

a communicati
on between the lateral extensions of the short

to said cam to limit its movements.

pipes and the forward extremities of the long water pipes

within thehollowbars, the extensions of the short pipes inandrel shaft mounted in stationary bearings, a mandrel

7. In a machine for rolling rings the combination ofa

having closableopenings inlinewith openings of the plates mounted thereon , a pivoted frame a second shaftmounted
with which they are connected , and a number of supply in stationary bearings , a frame pivoted on said second

pipes for introducing water to a corresponding number of shaft , a shaft journalled in said pivoted frame, a ring

the water pipes within the hollow bars , hollow plates at

tachedto the plates of the stationary pipes and surroundinging for driving saidsecond shaft, a gear on said second shaft

forming roller mounted on said last-mentioned shaft, gear

the long water pipes where the water is introduced, the and a gear on said ring shaft, said last -mentioned gear

supply pipes being connected with the hollow plates , each driven from said first-mentioned gear, and means for rais

long water pipe after the one through which the water ing and lowering said frame to sarry said ring forming
enters the grate communicating at one end with the ad

roller toward or away from said mandrel.
jacent lateral extension of one of said short pipes and at 8. In a machine for rolling rings the combination of a
its other end with the interior of the grate bar. mandrel shaft mounted in stationary bearings, a mandre]

10. A grate composed of a number of sets or series of

hollow grate bars, a long open ended fluid pipeextending frame,a ringforming rollermounted on said shaft, a second

mounted thereon,apivoted frame, a shaft journalled in said

intoeach bar ofthe grate,meansfor introducing cooling shaftmounted in stationary bearings upon whichshaftsaid
fluid to one pipe of each series of grate bars, short pipes frame ispivoted, and means for adjusting said frame to

each entering a hollow grate bar at oneend of the grate adjust saidroller'with referenceto said mandrel, said means
and surrounding the corresponding extremity of the fluid consisting of a sleeve journalled on said second shaft be
pipe therein , each long fluid pipe of each set or series of tween said frame and astationary part, a nut threaded on
hollow bars after the one through which the water enters said sleeve, and a sleeve ontheend ofsaid stationary shaft,

the grate communicating at one end with theadjacent and a bolt' threaded into the end of said shaft and bearing

lateral extension of one of said short pipes of the same

set or seriesof grate bars and at its other end withthe rivoted frame opposite to that engaged by said screwsleeve

on said sleeve, said sleeve bearing against the end of said

interior of the grate bar. whereby whensaid bolt is turned, said sleeve is moved

along said shaft and carries with thesaid pivoted frame.

No. 101,430. Machine for Rolling Finger Rings.
9. In a machine for rolling rings the combinationof

mandrel shaft mounted in stationary bearings, a mandrel

Laminoir pour joncs. mounted thereon,apivoted frame, a shaft journalled in said

J R. Wood andSons, assignee of Henry Henrich, both of upon which shaft said frame is pivoted, and means for ad

frame, a ring forming roller mounted in stationary bearings

New York City, New York , U.S.A., 9th October , 1906 ; & justing said frame to adjust said rollerwithreference to
years . Filed 18th July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,943 . said mandrel,said meansconsistingofa sleeve journalled

Claim . - 1 . In a machine for rolling rings the combination on said shaft between said frame and a stationarypart,a

of a mandrel, and a roller which are adapted to roll

at ringbetween them, and gearing for driving the ringen- tionary shaft, and a boltthreaded into the end of said shaft

nut threaded on saidsleeve, a pinion on the end of said sta :

gaging surfaces of said mandrel and roller at substantially andbearing on said pinion , said pinon bearing against the

the same speed . end ofsaid pivoted frame oppositetothat engaged bysaid
2. In a machine for rolling rings the combination of a screw sleevewhereby when said bolt is turned , said pinion

mandrel, a shaft supporting said mandrel, a ring form- is moved alongsaidshaftandcarries with the saidpivoted
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frame and a gear on said roller shaft and driven from said 24. In a machine for forming rings the combination of

pinion . means for rolling a ring, and two tools for turning the

10. In a machine for rolling rings the combination of a edges thereof , said tools being mounted on slides movable

mandrel, a ring forming roller , shafts upon which said parts parallel to the axis of the ring, and a right-and- left screw

are mounted , and means for adjusting said shafts longitudin- for adjusting said slides .

ally relative to each other to adjust said mandrel and roller 25. In a machine for forming rings the combination of

so that the ring forming surfaces shall bear proper rela- means for rolling a ring, and two tools for turning the edges

tion to each other, thereof, said tools being mounted on slides movable parallel

11. In a machine for rolling rings the combination of a to the axis of the ring, a right -and- left screw for adjusting

mandrel, a ring forming roller , means for causing said man- said slides , said slides being mounted on a transverse slide ,

drel and roller to relatively approach each other, and auxi- and means for adjusting said transverse slide .

liary rollers having axis above the center of said mandrel , 26. In a machine for forming rings the combination of a

and means for moving said rollers toward and from said stationary shaft , a mandrel mounted thereon, a frame mov
mandrel. able toward and from said mandrel, a shaft journalled in

12. A machine for forming rings the combination of a said frame, a ring forming roller mounted on said laste

mandrel , a ring forming roller, the ring engaging surfaces of mentioned shaft, and tools mounted on said frame for turn

said mandrel and roller having substantially the same speed ing the edges of the ring.

and auxiliary rollers, and means for moving said auxiliary 27. In a machine for forming rings the combination of a

rollers toward and from said mandrel . stationary shaft , a mandrel mounted thereon , a frame mov

13. In a machine for rolling rings the combination of a able toward and from said mandrel, a shaft journalled in

mandrel, a ring forming roller, means for moving said parts said frame, a ring forming roller mounted on said last
relatively toward and from each other, auxiliary rollers hav- mentioned shaft, and tools mounted on said frame for turn
ing axis parallel to said mandrel, the axis, of said auxiliary ing the edges of the ring , each of said tools being mounted
rollers being above that of the mandrel, means for moving on a slide adjustably parallel to the axis of the ring.

said auxiliary rollers toward or from said mandrel , gearing 28. In a machine for forming rings the combination of a

for driving the ring engaging surfaces of said mandrel and stationary shaft , a mandrel mounted thereon , a frame mov

ring forming roller at substantially the same speed . able toward and from said mandrel , a shaft journalled in said

14. In a machine for rolling rings the combination of a frame , a ring forming roller mounted on said last-mentioned

mandrel, ring forming roller , means for causingsaid parts shaft,and tools mountedon said framefor turning theedges
to approach or recede from each other, auxiliary rollers mov of the ring, each of said tools being mounted on a slide ad .

able toward and from said mandrel, an dautomatic and adjustable parallel to the axis of the ring, said slide being

justable means for moving said auxiliaryrollerstoward and mounted on a slide adjustable transversely to theaxis of the
from said mandrel . ring .

15. In a machine for rolling rings the combination of a 29. In a machine for forming rings the combination of a

mandrel, a ring forming roller, means for causing said parts relatively movable mandrel and ring forming roller, tools for

to approach or recede from each other, auxiliary rollers turning the edges of the ring and aguard overlying the ring
movable toward and from said mandrel , and automatic and forming groove in the roller.

adjustable means for moving said auxiliary rollers toward 30. In a machine for forming rings the combination of a re

and from said mandrel , said means comprising a weight. latively movable.mandrel and ring forming roller , tools for

16. In a machine for rolling rings the combination of a turning the edges of the ring and a guard overlying the ring

mandrel, a ring forming roller, auxiliary rollers, pivoted forming groove in theroller, said guard having vertical sur

arms on which said auxiliary rollers are mounted, a weighted faces parallel to said groove to catch theturnings.
arın , and means for transmitting motion from said weighted 31. In a machine for forming rings the combination of a

arm to said pivoted arms. relatively movable mandrel and ring forming roller , tools for

17. In a machine for rolling rings the combination of a turning the edges of the ring , a guard overlying the ring

mandrel , a ring forming roller, auxiliary rollers,pivoted forming groove in the roller and fibrous material secured
arms on which said auxiliary rollers are mounted , a weighted

under said guard .

arm, and means for transmitting motion from said weighted
32. In a machine for forming rings the combination of ring

arm to said pivoted arms, said means comprising aslide forming means, a finger engagingthe inside ofthe ring, a
movable by said weighted arm , and a wedge adapted to en

dial and a pointer movable over said dial and geared to said

gage bevelled surfaces on said arms . finger.

18. In a machine for rolling rings the combination of a
33. In a machine for forming rings the combination of ring

mandrel, a ringforming roller, auxiliary rollers,pivoted formingmeans, a finger adapted to engage the inside of the

arms on which said auxiliary rollers are mounted,a'weighted ring, and means for indicating the positions of said finger to
show the size of the ring,

arm , and means for transmitting motion from said weighted

arms to said pivoted arms, said means comprising a slide
34. In a machine for forming rings the combination of ring

movable by said weighted arm , anda wedge carried by said forming means, a finger adapted to engage theinside of the
slide, said wedge being adapted to engage bevelled surfaces ring, means for yieldingly holding said finger against the in

on said arms, said arms being connected by a spring tending side ofthering, a dialand a pointer geared to said finger
tc hold them against said wedge . and movable over said dial .

19. In a machine for rolling rings the combination of a
35. In a machine for forming rings the combination of ring

mandrel,and a ring forming roller, gearing for driving them forming means ,a finger adaptedto engage the inside of the
sº that their ring engaging surfaces shall travel at sub

ring, a slide upon which said finger is mounted , means for

stantially the same speed , pivoted arms, auxiliaryrollers yieldingly moving said slide to hold said finger against the

carried by one end of said arms, a slide movable toward
inside of the ring , a dial , a pivoted pointer mounted over said

and from said mandrel , a wedge on said slide engaging said
dial and a rack on said slide and a pinion on the pivot of

said pointer.
arms, a spring connecting said arms , and holding them ,

against said wedge,
36. In a machine for forming rings the combination of a

lever engaging said slide , and a series

of varying weightsto beattachedto said lever and tending mandrel, a ring forming roller, means for movingsaidparts
toward and from each other , a finger adapted to engage

to force said slide toward said mandrel to move said auxili

against the inside of the ring, means normally drawing saidary rollers toward said mandrel .

20. In a machine for rolling rings the combination of a
finger against the inside of the ring and connections where

mandrel, a ringforming roller,meansfor driving the ring | by when said mandrel androller are moved apart, said finger
shall be moved toward said mandrel .

engaging surfaces of said mandrel, and roller at substan
37. In a machine for forming rings the combination of a

tially the samespeed , auxiliary rollers , and automatic means mandrel, a ring forming roller , means for moving said parts

for moving said auxiliary rollers toward and from said man
toward and from each other, a finger adapted to engage thedrel under a predetermined pressure.
inside of the ring , a cord and weight connected to said finger

21. In a machine for rolling rings the combination of a
and tending to move it against the inside of the ring, and a

mandrel , a ring forming roller, means for driving their ring support connected to said means for moving the mandrel and

engaging surfaces at substantially the same speed, auxiliary | roller relative to each other, said support engaging said

rollers provided with ring engaging grooves that are deeper weight when said mandrel and roller are moved apart, where

than the ring forming grooves in the roller, whereby said by said finger is permitted to return toward saidmandrel in
auxiliary rollers engage the ring near its edges, and auto- position to engage the inside of another ring blank .

matic means for forcing said auxiliary rollers toward said 38. In a machine for forming rings the combination of a

mandrel at a predetermined pressure. mandrel , a ring forming roller , auxiliary rollers and means

22. In a machine for forming rings the combination with for mechanically forcing said auxiliary rollers towardsaid

mechanism for rolling a ring, and mechanismfortrimming mandrelata predetermined pressureand connectionswhere
the edges thereof. by when said mandrel and roller are forced together said

23. In a machine for forming rings the combination with means for operating the auxiliary rollers are permitted to

means for rolling a ring, and means for simultaneously turn
act, and whereby when said mandrel and rollers are separ

ing the edges of the ring.
ated, said auxiliary are retracted .

10-13
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39. In a machine for forming rings the combination of a form thickness for the edges and the ungrooved side of sald
mandrel and ring forming roller, a frame movable toward race ring

said mandredi and carrying said roller , auxiliary rollers

moved toward and from said mandrel , means comprising a

weighted arm for moving said auxiliary rollers toward said

mandrel, a cam for raising said frame and an arm so con
nected to said cam that when said frame moves from said ,

maudrel said weight is raised .

No. 101,431 . Bearing for Cream Separators.

Coussinet pour séparateur à crême .

1

راد
ا
و
ر

،،هرم:

a

Lauchlan Allan McLean , Toronto , Ontario , Canada, 9th Octo

ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 7th December, 1905. Receipt

No. 130,778 .

Claim.-1 . A bearing for cream separators comprising a

slep box having an opening through the bottom thereof, a

cushion spring enconsed in said bex, a cup resting on said

spring having a suitable ball race , balls arranged in said

race , a spindle supporting a bowl at the top thereof and }

having a vertical orifice therethrough and a cone bearing

surface at the bottom thereof turning on said balls, as and

for the purpose specified.

2. A bearing for cream separators comprising a step box

having a cylindrical body portion and an opening through

the bottom thereof , a spiral spring within said cylindrical

portion and resting on the bottom thereof , a cup resting on
4. In ball bearings hardened steel casing and journal rings,

the top of said springhaving a suitable ball race . balls housings for said rings consisting of untempered bands

arranged in said race, a spindle enlargedat the upper end around the outer face of the casing ring andtheinnerface

and forming the bottom of a bowl having a vertical orifice of the journal ring and extending beyond the edges thereof

therethrough and cone bearing surface at the bottom and balls between the rings , substantially as described .

thereof turning on said balls as and for the purpose
5. In ball bearings , a series of hardened steel casing and

specified . journal race rings, balls between said casing and journal

3. A bearing for cream separators comprising a step box race rings , housings covering the outer faces of the casing

having a cylindrical body portion and an opening in the bot
race rings and the inner faces of the journal race rings and

tom and holes in the wall thereof, a spiral spring having extending beyond the edges of said race rings to form bear.

flattened ends and resting on the bottom of suid cylindrical ings by their continuous extension.

body portion , a cup bearing slidably arranged in said body
6. In ball bearings hardened cleft steel casing and journal

porion having a ball race therein and resting on said spring
iace rings , balls between said journal and casing rings , un

and having an opening through the center thereof, a spindle tempered housings covering the outer faces of the casing
enlarged at the upper end and forming the bottom of a bowl rings and the inner faces of the journal rings, said housings
having a vertical orifice therethrough and a conebearing extending beyondthe edges of the rings , and means to secure
surface at the bottom thereof turning on said balls , as and the journal housings to the shaft.

for the purpose specified.
7. In ball bearings, a series of hardened steel casing and

4. A bearing for cream separators comprising a step box journal race rings, balls between said casing and journal

having a threaded portion to secure it in the frame of the
rings , bands around the outer face of the casing rings and

machine and a vertical cylindrical wall extending upwardly extending beyond the edges thereof, bands around the inner

from said threaded portion and holes therethrough and an face of the journal rings and extending beyond the edges

opening through the bottom thereof, a spiral spring having thereof, and means for interlocking the adjacent journal

flattened ends and resting in said 'stepbox, acup -shaped bands.

bearing slidably arranged in said step box having an open 8. In ball bearings , a series of hardened steel casing and

ing in the bottom thereof and restingon said spring and journal rings, balls between said rings , bands around the
supported thereby, balls arranged in said ball cup. à ball outer face of the casing rings and extending beyond the

retainer engaging said balls , a spindle having a cone-shaped odges thereof and bands around the inner face of the journal

lower end engaging said balls and turning thereto and an rings and extending beyond the edges thereof to form a

enlarged upper end forming the bottom of a separator bowl bearing between contiguous extensions, there being a tongue

and a central vertical orifice through said spindle, asand , and groove joint between said contiguous extensions, sub

for the purpose specified . į stantially as and for the purpose specified.

9. In ball bearing, a series of steel casing rings, metallic

: bands enclosing the outer faces and edges thereof, a series

No. 101,432. Ball Bearing . Coussinet à boules. of steel journal rings , metallic bands enclosing the inner

Milo Harris and John F. Dearing, Jamestown, New York, ball retainer to space the balls between the ringshaving
faces and edges thereof , balls between the steel rings and a

U.S.A. , 9th October, 1906 ; years. Filed 21st Febru- absorbent materialin the retainer for oiling the balls , as

ary, 1906. Receipt No. 133,128 .
shown and described .

Claim .--- 1 . A roller bearing ring consisting of a hardened 10. In ball bearings, a ball retainer composed of flat tu

steel race ring and a housing of substantially uniform bular rings having holes in the same to seat the balls , ab

thickness for said race ring having extensions beyond the sorbent material in said tubes to lubricate the balls, and

edges of the race ring. | studs to hold the retainer on the balls.

2. A roller bearing ring consisting of a hardened cleft steel 11. In ball bearings , a ball retainer composed of flat metal

race ring and a bousing of substantially uniform thickness i ringshaving holes to seat the balls, absorbentmaterial
for the edges and ungrooved side of said race ring. secured to said rings , a backing for holding the absorbent

3. A roller bearing ring consisting of a hardened steel material against the balls and studs to hold the retainer
race ring and cornered housing bands of substantially uni- against theballs, as shown and for the purpose specified.

1
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No. 101,433 . Gate. Barrière. being carried by the closing movement of the gate into

contact with the fixed abutment to swing the lower por

tion of the latch into engagement with the keeper, and the

opening movement of the gate being adapted to carry the

upper portion of the latch away from the fixed abutment

to permit the lower portion of the latch to swing out of

Fig . 1. engagement with the keeper, whereby the latch is auto

matically operated by the movement of the gate , sub

stantially as described .

13. The combination of a fixed abutment , a keeper arrang

ed beneath the same and consisting of a horizontal loop , a

gate , means for moving the gate through an arc of a circle

for opening and closing it , a substantially S -shaped latch

pivoted between its ends at the front of the gate , the upper

portion of the latch being carried by the closing movement

of the gate into contact with the fixed abutment to swing

the lower portion of the latch into engagement with the

keeper, and the opening movement of the gate being adapted

to carry the upper portion of the latch away fromthe fixed

abutment to permit the lower portion of the latch to swing

181423 out of engagement with the , keeper, whereby the latch is

automatically onerated by the movement of the gate , and

stops mounted on the gate and arranged to be engaged by

Harry H. Gorton, Wallace , Missouri , U.S.A. , 9th October, the upper and lower portions of the latch for limiting the

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 9th July , 1906. Receipt No. 137,666 . movement thereof, substantially as described .

Claim . - 1 . The combination with a gate , of oscillatory 14. The combination of a gate , oscillatory bars , a catch

bars pivotally connected with the gate and provided at arranged at the back of the gate, a latch located at the

teir lower portions with tapering extensions arranged to front of the gate , a keeper , and a catch also located at the

engage the gate when the same is open or closed , and means front of the gate and arranged normally out of engagement

for actuating the gate , substantially as described . with the keeper and adapted to be carried into engagement

2. The combination of a gate , oscillatory bars connected with the same when the front end of the gate is depressed ,

with the gate , operating levers provided with inner and substantially as described .

outer links connected thereto at different points and ar- 15. The combination of a gate , oscillatory bars connected

ranged at an angle , and connections extending from the with the gate , a latch arranged at the front of the gate and

links to the oscillatory bars, substantially as described . with the gate , a latch arranged at the front of the gate, a

3. The combination of a gate , oscillatory bars connected | keeper and a catch also located at the front of the gate, and

with the same, plates connected with the oscillatory bars adapted to be carried into engagement with the same when

and provided with perforations , stays connected with the the front end of the gate is depressed , substantially as des

bars and with the plates, operating levers , and connections cribed .

between the plates and the operating levers , said connec- 16. The combination of a gate , oscillatory bars connected

tions being adjustable through the said perforations , sub- with the gate , a catch mounted on the back of the gate and

stantially as described . arranged to engage the pivot of the oscillatory bars , keepers

4. The combination of a gate, oscillatory bars, plates located adjacent to the front of the gate , a latch having a

pivotally connected with the bars , flexible stays extending hook -shaped portion for engaging one of the keepers , and a

from the plates to the bars, operating levers provided catch also mounted on the front of the gate and arrangedto
with inner and outer links arranged at an angle , and con- engage the other keeper and being normally out of engage

nections between the plates ad the links , substantially as ment with the same when the gate is closed , substantially

described. as described .

5. The combination of a gate , oscillatory bars , means 17. The combination of a gate , an operating lever connected

for pivotally connecting the oscillatory bars with the gate with the gate , an arm extending from the lever and yieldably

and for permitting the gate to have a limited upward and connected with the same , and means depending from the

downward movement independent of the oscillatory bars, arm for operating the lever , substantially as described .

and means for actuating the gate , substantially as des- 18. The combination with a gate , and an operating lever

cribed . connected with the same, of an arm extending outward from
6. The combination of a gate, oscillatory bars , blocks the operating lever and provided at its inner end with a

pivotally connected with and interposed between the bars, spring coil secured to the lever , and a flexible connection

and fastening means connected with the gate and slidable attached to the lever and extending therefrom to the outer

on the blocks, substantially as described. portion of the arm and depending from the latter, sub

7. The combination of a gate , oscillatory bars, blocks stantially as described .

pivotally connected with the oscillatory bars , and fasten

ing devices connected with the gate and extending through No. 101,434. Hand Loom.

the blocks and provided with means for engaging the same,
Métier à main..

the said fastening devices being of sufficient length to per

mit the gate to have a limited upward and downward move

ment independent of the oscillatory bars, substantially as

described.

8. The combination of a gate, oscillatory bars , blocks

pivotally connected with the oscillatory bars and secured

to the gate , the latter having a limited upward and down

ward movement independent of the oscillatory bars, and

side bars connecting the upper ends of the oscillatory bars,

substantially as described.

9. The combination of a gate , oscillatory bars having

upper and lower pivots and connected with the gate , a

bottom catch mounted on the gate and arranged to en

gage the lower pivot when the gate is closed, and a latch

carried by the front of the gate , substantially as des

cribed .

10. The combination of a gate , oscillatory bars pivoted at

the lower ends and connected with the gate , and a fixed

catch carried by the gate and arranged to extend beneath

the lower pivot of the oscillatory bars for holding the gate

against upward movement, substantially as described .

11. The combination of a gate, oscillatory bars con

nected with the gate, and a fixed L-shaped catch carried
by the rear end of the gate for holding the same against Mary Permellia C. Hooper, New York City , U.S.A., 9th Octo

upward movement when the gate is closed , substantially
ber , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 28th August, 1902. Receipt No.

98,672 .
as described .

12. The combination of a fixed abutment, a keeper ar- Claim .-1 . A portable hand loom comprising warp holding

ranged beneath the same , a gate, means for moving the rueans and a pair of weft holders of substantially rigid ma

gate through an arc of a circle for opening and closing it , terial movable in opposite directions with the warp threads

and a substantially S -shaped latch pivoted between its ends as each is formed and adapted to be withdrawn from the

at the front of the gate, the upper portion of the latch material woven , substantially as described.
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2. A portable hand loom comprising warp holding means shanks extending through said gaskets to bush the same

and a pair of relatively adjustable weft holders of substanti- and project into said shell .
ally rigid material movable in opposite directions with the

warp threads as each shed is formed and adapted to be with

drawn from the material woven , substantially as described .

3. A portable hand loom comprising warp holding means , a

toothed lay and a pair of weft holders of substantially rigid

material adapted to be withdrawn from the material woven ,

substantially as described.

4. A portable hand loom comprising warp holding means , a

heddle and a pair of weft holders of substantially rigid ma

terial adapted to be withdrawn from the material woven ,

substantially as described .

5. A portable hand loom comprising warp holding means , a

toothed lay, a heddle and a pair of weft holders of substan

tially rigid material adapted to be withdrawn from the ma

terial woven , substantially as described .

6. A hand loom comprising warp holding means , a heddle

and weft holders of substantially rigid material movable by

the heddle in opposite directions with the warp threads as

each shed is formed and adapted to be withdrawn from the

inaterial woven , substantially as described .

7. A hand loom comprising warp holding means , a toothed 2. A lubricator having packing rings opposing ends of its
lay, a heddle and weft holders of substantially rigid material feed tube holders, sleeve nuts in connection with said hold
movable by the heddle in opposite directions with the warp ers aganst the packing rings and a sight feed tube compris
threads as each shed is formed and adapted to be withdrawn ing an outer metallic jacket extending in opposite directions
from the material woven , substantially as described . through said rings and having its ends interiorly screw

8. A shuttle for hand looms consisting of a member having threaded, a glass shell within the jacket visiblethrough
an elongated slot or opening of substantially the length of apertures in the same, packing gaskets opposing ends of the

Isaid member for the weft thread and adapted to enter the shell and hollow nuts that engage the screw threads of

warp threads at either end whereby the shuttle may be said jacket against the gaskets and have hollow shanks ex

passed back and forth without reversal, substantially asdes- tending through said gaskets to bush thesame and project
cribed . into said shell.

9. A loom of the class described comprising a body portion

or frame having a transverse slot , a warp holder detachably No. 101,436. Grip for Guys. Griffes d'étai.

secured in said slot , and a second warp holder adjustably se

cured to said body portion or frame , substantially as des

cribed .

10. A loom of the class described comprising a body portion

or frame having a transverse slot , a warp holder detachably
secured in said slot , and a second warp holder adjustably

secured to said body portion or frame by a slot in the warp

holder through which the body portion or frame passes, sub

stantially as described .

11. A loom of the class described comprising a body por

tion or frame and suitable detachable warp holders also

serving as suports for the body portion or frame , substan

tially as describe .

12. A loom of the class described comprising a body por
tion or frame and suitable detachable warp holders also

serving as supports for the body portion or frame, the sup
porting portions of the warp holders being different heights

porting portions of the warp holders being of different heights

stantially as described .

13. A loom of the class described comprising a body por
tion or frame, a pair of suitable detachable warp holders. George F. Swortfiger, New York City, New York , U.S.A., 9th

and means outside one of the warp holders adapted to engage
October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 21st May, 1906. Receipt

and hold the warp threads when of greater length than the
No. 136,105 .

distance between the warp holders, substantially as des Claim .-- 1. A combined guy hook , stretcher and clamp com

cribed . prising two plates , one end of the plates grooved and form

14. A loom of the class described comprising a body pot ing a clamp to be united by bolts , the other end of the
tion or frame, a pair of suitable detachable warp holders plates interlocking and forming a hook , the intermediate

and means outside each of the warp holders adapted to en- parts of the plates forming a loop with a winding drum

gage and hold the warp threads when of greater length thar therein for holding and winding in the guy through the

the distance between the warp holders , substantially as des clamps and locking means to prevent a reverse movement of

cribed . the drum .

15. A loom of the class described comprising a body por 2. The combination in a single device of means for attach

tion or frame, a pair of suitable detachable warp holders , ment to an eyebolt, means for clamping the guy wire, and

and means outside one of the warp holders adapted to en means between the two and united therewith for winding in

gage and hold the warp threads when of greater length tha : i the end of the guy and secoring it against unwinding when

the disance between the warp holders, such means consist wound comprising a drum to which the guy is attached, a

ing of slits in the body portion or frame, substantially as head on the drum for the application of a wrench, a cham

described. ber in one of the plates contiguous to one of the bearings of

16. A loom of the class described comprising a body por the drum , and a cam in the chamber having contact on one

tion or frame, a pair of suitable detachable warp holders , end with a bearing of the drum and its other end having

and means outside each of the warp holders adapted to en lodgement in a socket in the chamber.

gage and hold the warp threads when of greater length tha : 3. A combination guy hook, stretcher and clamp compris

the listance between the warp holders, such means consisting two plates adapted to interlock at one end and con

ing of slits in the body portion or frame, substantially as stituting a hook , the other end forming a clamp secured to

described . gether by bolts , the intermediate portions forming an open

loop with a winding drum therein for holding and winding

in the guy through the clamps .
No. 101,435 . Sight Feed Lubricator, Graisseur. 4. A combination guy hook, stretcher and clamp compris

Frederick Leonhardt, Sheboygan, Wisconsin , U.S.A. , 9th ing two plates forming a clamp at one end, a loop for a
guy winding drum in the middle and interlockng hooks for

October , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 10th April , 1906 . Re
joining the plates and an anchor hook at the other end, a

ceipt No. 134,811 .
guy winding drum through the two plates , a chamber for a

( laim .-- 1. A sight feed tube for a lubricator comprising friction cam one on one side of one of the drum bearings, a

an outer metallic jacket having the ends thereof interiorly cam in said chamber , the head on the drum serving as a

screw threaded, a glass shell within the jacket visible closure over the chamber,

through apertures in the same, packing gaskets opposing 5. A combination guy hook , stretcher and clamp compris

ends of the shell , and hollow nuts that engage the screw ing two plates , the two plates forming a clamp at one end

threads of said jacket against the gaskets and have hollow to be secured by bolts , a loop for and a guy winding drum
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in the middle , with means for interlocking the plates at the No. 101,438. Smoke Consumer and Cinder Arrester.

other end comprising a hook on one of the plates extended Foyer fumivore et arrête - étincelles.
into a hook wth a transversely rounded end to fit a curve

in the second plate , a rounded notch back of said end to

receive the correspondingly rounded end of the second plate

and a recess at the base of said rounded notch to receive

the curved projection on the ends of the second plate , and

a bearing part on the second plate to retain these inter

locking parts together when the clamp ends of the plates

are brought together .

6. In a combined guy hook , stretcher and clamp the com

bination with the anchor hook and guy clamp of a winding

drum having bearings in the combined plates, a head or

heads on the drum adapted for the use of a wrench , a hole

through the drum in which to secure the guy, a chamber

contiguous to one of the bearings of the drum to contain a

locking cam and a cam in said chamber to engage with a

bearing of the drum .

7. In a combined guy hook , stretcher and clamp the com

bination with the anchor hook and guy clamp of a winding

drum having bearings in the combined plates , a head or heads

on the drum adapted for the use of a wrench , a hole through

the drum in which to secure the guy , a chamber contiguous

to one of the bearings of the drum to contain a locking cam ,

and a locking cam in said chamber, the head of the drum Samuel M. Walker, Los Angles , California , U.S.A. , 9th Octo

adapted to cover the head of the chamber. ber , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 5th June , 1906 . Receipt No.

8. In a combined guy hook , stretcher and clamp as shown , 136,582.

the combination with the guy winding drum of a chamber Claim .-- 1 . The combination with a smoke flue , of a vortex

contiguous to one of the bearings of the drum to contain chamber communicating therewith to receive the smoke

a locking cam , a cam in said chamber adapted to engage therefrom, deflecting means in said chamber to impart verti

with and lock the drum , and a channel to said chamber to
cal movement to the smoke , peripheral outlet means from

give access to the cam. said chamber to receive solid particles , central outward
9. In a combined anchor hook, guy stretcher and clamp means from said chamber to receive he gaseous part of the

the combination with the guy winding drum of one of the smoke , and an annular flange extending into said vortex
bearings in the plates for the drum expanded into a cham- chamber to guide the solid articles toward the outlet means.
ber to receive a drum locking means .

2. The combination with a smoke flue, of a casing forming

10. In a device as described , a lock for the drum compris a vortex chamber and having perforations around said cham
ing a cam having a bearing at one end and a curved and
notched face to engage with the plainsurfaceof the drum , beranda central outlet, of deflecting meansinsaidchamber
the curve of the gripping face conforming in part to the peri- clined flanges extending into the vortex chamber to guide

to impart vertical movement to the smoke , and annular in

phery of the drum .
11. The combination with the winding drum of a locking the solid particles toward said perforations.

3. The combination with a smoke flue, of a casing forming

means for the drum consisting of a cam having a socket bear
ing at one end and a face at the other end for engagement berand a centraloutlet, a smoke deflector in said chamber

a vortex chamber and having perforations around said cham

with the plain surface of the drum or the bearing of the

the drum , the face of the cam notched and curved to ap- extending in the vortex chamber to direct the solid particles
to impart vertical movement to the smoke , an annular flange

proximately the curve of the drum .
at the periphery of said chamber into said perforations , and

No. 101,437. Steam Blower. Soufflet à vapeur.
a chamber surrounding the vortex chamber and communicat

ing therewith through said perforations.

4. The combination with a smoke flue, of a casing forming

a vortex chamber and having perforations around said cham

ber and a central outlet , a smoke deflector in said chamber

to impart vertical movement to the smoke , an annular flange

extending inthe vortex chamber to direct the solid particles

at the periphery of said chamber into said perforations , an

outer chamber surrounding the vortex chamber and commu

nicating therewith through said perforations and a conduit

leading from such outer chamber .

5. The combination with a smoke flue, of a casing forming

a vortex chamber and having perforations around said cham

ber and a central outlet , of a deflector in said chamber to

impart vertical movement to the smoke , an annular flange

extending in the vortex chamber to direct the solid particles

at the periphery of said chamber into said perforations, a

chamber surrounding the vortex chamber and communicating

Clarkson M. Thompson, Portland, Maine , U.S.A. , 9th October, therewith through said perforations and having an inclined

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 10th September , 1906. Receipt No. bottom and a conduit leading from the lower part of said
bottom .

139,367.
6. The combination with a smoke stack , of a vertical cas

Claim .-- 1 . In a device of the class described and in combin
ing thereon forming a vortex chaber , a deflector therein in

ation with a boiler furnace having a combustion chamber, of
the form of an inverted cone having spiral blades, said cas

a tubular draft member communicating with the latter , an
ing having perforations and having an inclined annular flange

injector device disposed at the forward end of the member , above said perforations and an outer chamber surrounding

said device comprising a plurality of distinct sections or
said casing communicating therewith through said perfor

coils of relatively varying sizes spaced apart in a direction
ations.

longitudinally of the member and with the smaller section
7. The combination with a smoke stack . of a vertical cas

innermost, tubular couplings connecting the sections for
communication one with another, a steam duct communicat- ing forming a vortex chamber havingperforations around

said chamber and a central outlet , annular downwardly in
ing with the injector device, and means controlled by the

clined flanges extending in said chamber above said perfor
pressure in the boiler for automatically controlling the sup- ations and deflecting means in sa'd chamber to impart verti
ply of steam to the injector.

cal movement to the smoke .

2. In a device of the class described and in combination

with a boiler furnace having a combustion chamber, of a

tubular draft member communicating with the latter , an in- No. 101,439. Key Connection Between Shafts and

jector device disposed in the draft member, said device com
Naves.

prising a plurality of sections or coils connected for com
Clemens F. Von Bechtolsheim , Munich , Germany, 9th Octo

munication one with another, a steam duct leading from the
ber , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 29th November, 1905. Receipt

boiler to one of the coils for supplying steam thereto, a cut
No. 130,555 .

off valve arranged in the duct, a weighted lever connected

with said valve and adapted for maintaining the same nor- Claim . - 1 . A key connection comprising a shaft having a

mally in open condition, and means controlled by an increas- key groove of tapering cross section, a nave having a key

ed pressure in the boiler for operating the lever to close the groove of semi - circular cross section , the grooves extending

valve.
Tinclined to each other, and a key fitting said grooves.
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2. A key connection comprising a shaft having a key groove No. 101,441. Furnace . Fournaise.

of tapering cross section , a nave having a key groove of
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semi- circular cross section , the grooves extending inclined

to each other , and a key fitting said grooves , the cylindrical

part of the key being flattened .

No. 101,440. Furnace for Steam Boilers .

Fournaise pour chaudières à vapeur.

h
i
s

!

Joseph W. Hays , Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. , 9th October, 1906 ;

6 years. Filed 24th July , 1905. Receipt No. 127,135 .

Claim.-1 . In a furnace the combination of a grate, a fire

box over said grate , a combustion chamber, a bridge wall

separating said fire box and combustion chamber, an arch

disposed over said bridge wall , the opposed face of said arch

and bridge being constructed of heat retaining material and

being spaced apart to form a passage between said fire box

and combustion chamber, and means for admitting air to

said fire box near said arch and causing the same to flow

is a direction opposite to the draft so as to mix with the
John Franklin Van Tuyl , Saw Pit , Colorado , U.S.A. , 9th gases in the fire box before such gases arrive at said pass

October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 7th September , 1906. Re- age.

ceipt No. 139,325 . 2. In a furnace the combination of a grate, a fire box over

Claim .-- 1. In a steam boiler , the combination of two water said grate, a combustion chamber, a bridge wall separating
jacketed furnaces arranged one above the other, the upper said fire box and combustion chamber, an arch disposed

furnace having its side water spaces terminating near the over said bridge wall , the opposed faces of said arch and

edges ofthegrate, whereby the space below the upper fur - tridge being constructedof heat retaining material and be
nace is left uninclosed by the water jacket . ing of suitable shape to forma tortuous passage between

2. In a steam boiler, the combination of two water jack- said fire box and combustion chamber, and means for di

eted furnaces arranged one above the other, the upper fur- recting jets of heated air above said grates and causing

nace having its side water spaces terminating near the same to mix with the gases in the fire box before such gases

edges of the grate, whereby the space below the upper arrive at said passage.

furnace is left uninclosed by the water jacket , and the 3. In a furnace the combination of a grate , a fire box

lower furnace having its top sloping towards the sides over said grate , a combustion chamber, a boiler above said

from its middle line . fire box and combustion chamber, a bridge wall separating

3. In a steam boiler , the combination of two water jack- said fire box and combustion chamber ,an arch disposed over

eted furnaces arranged one above the other, the upper said bridge wall , the opposed faces ofsaid arch and bridge

furnace having its side water spaces terminating near the being constructed of heat retaining material and being of

edges of its grate, and a casing sloping inwardfrom said suitable shape to forma tortuous passage between said fire

water spaces to carry the ashes from the upper grate to- box and combustion chamber, said arch being of suitable

ward the center of the boiler . form to cause the gases delivered through said passage to
· 4. In a steam boiler, the combination of two water be diffused into said combustion chamber before striking

jacketed furnaces arranged one above the other. with the the boiler shell, and means for directing jets of heated air

upper furnace extending below the lower furnace at the above said grates and causing same to mix with the gases

sides, the upper furnace having its side water spaces term- in the fire box before such gases arrive at said passage.

inating near the edges of its grate, a casing sloping in- 4. In a furnace the combination ofa grate, a fire box over

ward from said water spaces tocarry the ashes from the said grate, a combustionchamber,abridge wall separating

upper grate toward the center of the boiler , and as pas . said fire box and combustion chamber, an arch disposed
sages extending from the inner edge of said casing down- over said bridgewall, the opposed faces of said arch and

ward outside the lower furnace . bridge being constructed of heat retaining material and be

5. In a steam boiler , the combination of two water jack- ing spaced aparttoform a passage betweensaid fire box

red furnaces arranged one above the other, the upper and combustion chamber, and means for directing jets of

furnacehaving its side water spaces terminating near the heated air abovesaid grates and causing same to mix with
2dges of its grate, and acasingslopinginwardfrom said the gases in the fire boxbefore such gases arrive at said
water spaces carry the ashes from the upper grate passage.

toward the center of the boiler , and the lower furnace hav- 5. In a furnace the combination of a grate, a bridge wall

ing its top slopingtoward the sides from its middle line. at the rear of the grate , an archdisposed directly above the
6. In a steam boiler , the combination of two water bridge wall and spaced therefrom , said arch having an air

jacketedfurnaces arranged oneabovethe other, with the passage extending through thesame,a plurality of air in

upper furnace extending below the lower furnace at the lets communicatingwith" said air passage and extending

sides, the upper furnace having its side water spaces ter- through the front of said arch so as to discharge air from

minating near the edges of the grate , a casing sloping in- said passage in a forward direction above the grate.
ward from the water spaces to carry the ashes from the 6. In a furnacethecombinationof a grate,a fire box over

upper grate toward the center of the boiler, and the ash said grate,a combustion chamber , a boiler above said fire

downward outside thelowerfurnace, thelower furnace hav- fire boxand combustion chamber, an archdisposeddirectly
ing its top sloping toward the sides from its middle line . over saidbridge wall, theopposedfaces ofsaidarch and

to
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bridge being constructed of heat retaining material and be operated by connection with the fuel door for causing the

ing of suitable shape to form a tortuous passage between | damper to be closed after the door is closed .

said fire box and combustion chamber, said arch being of 16. In a furnace , the combination of a grate , a fire bos

suitable form to cause the gases delivered through said pass- above the grate, an air inlet for discharging air into the

age to be diffused into said combustion chamber before strik- fire box above the grate , means for controlling the delivery

ing the boiler shell . of air through said air inlet , operating devices for said

7. In a furnace the combination of a grate , a fire box above controlling means, connections therefrom extending to the

said grate , an air inlet for discharging air into said fire box fuel door and adapted to be operated for increasing the air

above the grate, adjustable means for controlling the maxi- inlet when the fuel door is opened , and automatic means

mum amount of air delivered by said air inlet, a damper ad- for reversing the action of said operating devices when the

justable independently of said means and adapted to partly ſuel door is closed.

obstruct the passage of air through said air inlet , means for 17. In a furnace , in combination with a grate, a fire box

opening said damper after the firing of the furnace , and a above the grate , an air inlet for discharging air into the

timing device adapted toautomatically close said damper in fire box above the grate , means for controlling the delivery
a certain predetermined interval of time after the opening of of air through said inlet , operating devices for said control

same. ling means consisting of a cylinder and piston therein ,

8. In a furnace the combination of a grate , a fire box above connections for supplying water to the cylinder to operate

said grate, an air inlet for discharging air into said fire box the piston and for permitting waste of water from the

above the grate, adjustable means for controlling the maxi- cylinder ; the piston being operatively connected to said

mum amount of air delivered by said air inlet, a damper controlling means for increasing the air inlet when the

operated independently of saidmeans and adapted to control piston is actuated by the water supply and for diminishing

the passage of air through the said air inlet, said damper it when the piston is moved in the opposite direction , a

having an aperture through the same for determining the
valve controlling the admission of the water supply to the

minimum quantity of air passing through said inlet, a slide cylinder, connections from the fuel door for opening and

for adjusting the area of the opening in said damper, means
closing such valve by the opening and closing of the fuel

controlled by the movement of the door of the furnace for
door , and a valve in the waste pipe from the cylinder adapt

opening said damper, and a timing device adapted to auto
ed to regulate the rate of escape of the water from the

latter .
matically close said damper in a predetermined interval of

18. In a furnace, in combination with a combustion cham
time after the opening of the same .

ber and an air inlet thereto, a damper in the air inlet for
9. In a furnace the combination of a grate, a fire boxabove regulating the air supply, a cylinder and piston therein

said grate , a bridge wall of heat retaining material at the having water supply and waste connections, said piston

rear of the grate, an arch of heat retainingmaterial disposed being operatively connected to the damper for opening

directly above said bridge wall , with a passage for gases be and closing the latter, a valve which controls the water
tween the arch and bridge wall, an air inlet above the grate supply and operating connections from the fuel door for

adapted to admit air and cause said air to mix with the gases opening and closing the valve when the door is opened and

in the fire box before arriving at said passage , means con- closed , and a valve in the waste connection adjustable at

nected with the door to said fire box and adapted to control wil to govern the rate of raste of water from the cylinder .

the passage of air through said inlet , and means for auto 19. In a furnace , in combination with the combustion cham

matically reducing the flow of air through said inlet from a ber, an air inlet for supplying water thereto, a damper in

certain maximum amount to a certain minimum amount in a such air inlet for regulating the air supply , a cylinder and

certain predetermined interval of time after the opening of piston therein , the cylinder having water supply and waste

said door. connections , the piston being operatively connected with

10. In a furnace the combination of a grate, a fire box the damper for opening and closing the latter, a valve

orer said grate, a combustion chamber, an arch overhanging which controls the water supply and operative connections

the bridge wall , the opposed face of the arch and bridge from the fuel door to such valve for opening and closing the

being constructed of heat retaining material and being valve when the door is opened and closed, a valve in the
spaced apart to form a passage from the fire box to the waste connection , and operatiog connections from the fuel

combustion chamber, and means for admitting air through wor for closing it when the door is opened and opening it

the arch toward the forward side thereof. vihen the door is closed .

11. In a furnace, the combustion of a grate , a fire box 20. in a furnace , the combination with the combustion

over said grate, a combustion chamber, a bridge wall sepa - chamber, an air inlet for supplying air thereto , a damper

rating said fire box and combustion chamber. an arch dis- for controlling the air supply through such inlet , a cylinder

posed over the bridge wall , the opposed face of said arch and a piston therein , the cylinder having water supply and

and bridge being constructed of heat retaining material and waste connections, the piston being operatively connected

heing spaced apart to form a passage between said fire with the damper for opeing and closing the latter, a valve

box and combustion chamber , means for admitting air to in the waste connection adjustable at will to regulate the

said fire box near the forward side of said arch for con- rate of waste , a by - pass pipe leading around such valve , a

mingling with the products of combustion passing rearward second valve in the by - pass pipe , and means for opening

under the arch, the top of the bridge wall opposed to the and closing such second valve .

under side of the ach being sloped downward from the
21. In a furnace , in combination with the combustion

combustion chamber back toward the fire box . chamber, an air inlet for supplying air thereto , a damper

12. In a furnace, the combination of ag rate , a fire box for controlling the air supply through such Iniet , a cylinder

above the grate, an air inlet for discharging air into said and a piston therein, the cylinder having water supply and

fire box above the grate , means for controlling the passage waste connections, the piston being operatively connected

of air through said inlet , operating devices for said control- with the damper for opening and closing the latter , a valve

ling means and connections therefrom to the fuel door in the waste connection adjustable at will to regulate the

adapted to operate them for increasing the air inlet when rate of waste , a by pas pipe eading around such valve, a
the fuel door is opened . second valve in the by- pass pipe , and connections thereto

13. In a furnace, the combination of a grate, a fire box : from the fuel door for closing the valve when the door

above the grate, an air inlet for discharging air into the opens and opening it when the door closes .

fire box above the grate, means for controlling the delivery

of air through said inlet, operating devices for said control- No. 101,442 . Apparatus for Burning Fuel.

ling means , connections from said operating devices extend Appareil à brûler du combustible .

ing to the fuel door adapted to be operated when the fuel

door is opened for firing to increase the air inlet, and John B. Archer, Kensington, Maryland, U.S.A., 9th October,

means for operating the same to reduce the air inlet when
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th May , 1906. Receipt No. 136,211 .

the fuel door is closed . Claim .-- 1 . The process of burning solid fuel , which con

14. In a furnace, the combination with a grate, a fire box sists in delivering streams of air into an unobstructed space
above the grate , an air inlet for discharging air into the above a bed of the ignited fuel, the air being introduced

fire box above the grate, means for controlling the passage from different directions and along lines substantially tan

of air through said inlet , connections from the fuel door gent to a circle , thereby producing a cyclonic movement of

for opening said controlling means to enlarge the inlet upon ihe gases rises from the fuel and throwing unburned par

the opening of the fuel door for firing, and automaticmeans iiclesoutward against thehot walls of the firebox, and re

for diminishing the air inlet after the closing of the fuel moving the products of combustion at one side of the fire
door. box .

15. In a furnace , the combination of a grate, a fire box 2. The process of burning solid fuel, which consists in

above said grate, 'an air inlet for discharging air into said passing air up through a bed of the ignited fuel , simultane

fire box above the grate, means for controlling themaxi- ously forcing streamsofair into thegases rising fromthe
mum amount of air delivered by said air inlet, a damper fuel , from different directions and along lines substantially

adjustable for obstructing the passage of air through said tangent to a circle, and regulating the amount of air de

air inlet, means operated by the fuel door for causing said livered from different directions in prevent the escapeo !
damper to opened when the furnace is fired , and means any unburned gases .
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3. A furnace comprising a firebox , an air supply conduit

surrounding said firebox and having openings which are sub

4. In a furnace the combination with a rotatable grate, of

a conveyer adapted to move fuel radially of the grate, and

Flg.l.
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a fluted cone mounted to rotate between the conveyer and

grate and to carry fuel from the conveyer to the grate, sub

stantially as described .

5. The combination with a grate , of a stoker extending

thereover and a water jacket surrounding said stoker hav

ing openings through which fuel is fed to the grate , sub
stantially as described .

6. In a furnace the combination with a grate , of a con

veyer adapted to move fuel toward the center of the grate,

a water jacket arranged above the grate into which said

1014 42 conveyer extends, said jacket having a plurality of passages

through which fuel may pass to the grate , and a feeder ar

ranged between and adapted to carry fuel from the conveyer

stantially tangent to a circle, means for forcing air into lo said passages in the water jacket , substantially as des
said conduit, and a lateral outlet from said firebox over one cribed .

side of said conduit . 7. In a furnace the combination with a rotatable grate,

4. A furnace comprising a firebox, an air supply conduit of a water jacket extending radially of said grate and open

surrounding said firebox and having openings which are sub- at its outer end, said jacket having formed in its lower wall

stantially taugent to a circle , means for forcing air into said passages through which fuel may pass to the grate, and a

conduit, and means for controlling the amount of air de- stoker adapted to be removably inserted in said jacket

livered from different directions . through the outer end thereof and comprising means for

5. A furnace comprising a firebox, an air supply conduit conducting fuel from outside of said jacket to the fuel pass

surrounding said firebox and having openings which are sub- ages in the lower side thereof, substantially as described.

stantially tangent to a circle , means for forcing air into 8. In a furnace the combination with a rotatable grate, of

said conduit , a plurality of test pipes extending from dif- a casing supported abovethe grate ,a water jacket enclos

ferent portions of said conduit through the furnace wall , ing the inner end of said casing and provided with passages

and means for controlling the amount of air delivered to through which fuel can pass to the grate, means for convey

different portions of said conduit. ing fuel through said casing to said passages, and means

6. A furnace comprising a firebox, an air supply con- arranged at the axis of the grate for supplying water to the
duit surrounding said firebox and having an arched front , water jacket . substantially as described.

and tuyeres extending inwardly from said conduit, the 9. In a furnace the combination with a grate , of a water

tuyeres of said arched front inclined downward with refer - jacket arranged above said grate, and having formed in its

ence to the other tuyeres so that all the tuyeres deliver lower side passages for conducting fuel to the grate, a cas:

streams of air in lines substantially tangent to a horizontal ing adapted to be removably supported within said water

circie . jacket, and having passages communicating with the fuel
7. A furnace comprising a firebox , an air supply conduit passages in said jacket , and means within said casing for

surrounding said firebox and having openings which are sub- conveying fuel from the outer end thereof to said fuel pass

stantially tangent to a circle , and a shelf which is prefer- ages, substantially as described .

ably perforated and extends rearwardly from the front wall 10. The combination with a stoker having its parts so

of the firebox a short distance over the grate . joined as to form a unit, of a water jacket inclosing the

$. A furnace comprising a firebox, an air supply conduit stoker, said stoker as a unit being detachably supported

surrounding said firebox and having openings which are within said water jacket , substantially as described.

substantially tangent to a circle , and projections extending 11. The combination with a water jacket having longitudin

from the sides of the firebox, said projections preferably ally extending brackets on its interior, of a stoker inclosed
consisting of a mixture of graphite and fire clay. by said water jacket and having longitudinally extending

projections resting upon said brackets .

No. 101,443 . Fuel Feeding Apparatus .
12. In a furnace the combination with a grate , of a con

veyer adapted to positively move fuel toward the center of
Appareil d'alimentation de combustible . said grate, a feeder mounted to rotate between and convey

Emro Harcharick , Wilkesbarre, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. , 9th tween the feeder andgrate, and means for varying the dis:
fuel from said conveyer to the grate,an apertured plate be

October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 10th September, 1906 . Re

tance between the feeder andthe apertured plate, substanti

ceipt No. 139,395 . ally as described .

Claim . - 1 . In a furnace the combination with a rotatable 13. In a furnace the combination with a grate, of a con

grate, of a conveyer adapted to move fuel radially of said yeyer adapted to move fuel toward the center of the grate, a
grate , and a rotatable cone arrangedto carryfuel between feeder mounted torotate between and carry fuel from the
said conveyer and grate , substantially as described .

12. In a furnace the combination with a rotatable grate , and grate , and means for independently adjusting either end
of a conveyer adapted to move fuel radially of said grate , a of the apertured plate relative to the feeder, substantially as

fluted feeder arranged to carry fuel between the conveyer described.

and grate , and a water jacket surrounding said conyeyer and 14. In a furnace the combination with a grate, of a con:
feeder, substantially as described . veyer adapted to move fuel toward the center of the grate, a

5. in a furnace thecombination witha rotatable grate, feeder mounted to rotate between and carry fuel from the
of a conveyer adapted to move fuel radially of the grate , a

rotatable cone arrangedbetween and adapted to deliver fuel ported between the grate and feeder, and means extending
from the conveyer tothegrate,and a water jacket extend beyond one end of the feeder forindependently adjusting
ing about said conveyer and cone , substantially as des- either end of said plate, relatively to the feeder, substanti
cribed . ally as described .
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No. 101,444. Air Feeding Device.

Appareil d'alimentation d'air .

and a substantially semi-circular upright piece, the two parts

being adapted to be secured to each other on opposite sides

of a mast

Fig.1.
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2. A two part bull wheel , each part of which has a sub

stantially semi-circular channel iron for the rope , angle iron

Emro Harcharick , Wilkesbarre, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. , 9th cross pieces and a substantially semi-circular angle iron up

October, 1906; 6 years. Filed 21st September , 1906. Re- right piece, the two parts being adapted to be secured to each

ceipt No. 139,692. other on opposite sides of a mast .

Claim . - 1. In a furnace , the combination of a frame having

its interior divided into a central nir chamber and an ash No. 101,446. Engine. Machine à vapeur ,

chamber arranged about and over said air chamber, a grate

supported above said air chamber, and means for controlling

the passage of air from the air chamber to the ash chamber, tig !

substantially as described.

2. In a furnace , the combination of a frame having its in

terior divided into a central air chamber and a plurality of

asb chambers arranged about and over said air chamber, a

sectional grate supported by said frame and having each of

its sections arranged over one of the ash chambers, and inde

pendent means for controlling the passage of air from the

air chamber to each of the ash chambers , substantially as

described .

3. In a furnace, the combination of a frame having its in

terior divided into a central air chamber and a plurality of

ash chambers arranged about and over said air chamber, a

sectional grate supported by said frame and having each of

its sections arranged over one of the ash chambers , means

for controlling the admission of air to the air chamber , and

independent means for controlling the passage of air from

the air chamber to each of the ash chambers , substantially

as described .

4. In a furnace, the combination of an enclosed frame or

support having its interior divided into a central air cham

ber and a plurality of ash chambers arranged over said air

chamber, and having apertures formed in their walls, a grate

supported by said frame, and means for opening and closing

the apertures in the walls of said ash chambers to control the

passage of air to said chambers, substantially as described .

5. In a furnace, the combination of a rotatable frame hav

ing its interior divided into a central air chamber and an

ash chamber arranged about and over said air chamber , a

sectional grate supported by said frame above the ash cham 101446

ber, means for revolving said frame, and means for control

ling the passage of air from the air chamber into the ash

chamber below the grate, substantially as described. The New Century Engine Company, assignee of Edward

6. In a furnace , the combination of a rotatable frame , hav- Field , all of London , England, 9th October, 1906 ; 6 years.

ing its interior divided to provide a central air chamber , and Filed 22nd December, 1905. Receipt No. 131,238.

a plurality of ash chambers arranged about and over said air Claim . - 1 . Apparatus for preparing and applying as mo

chambers, a sectional grate carried by said frame above the tive fluid a heated mixture of steam and air, comprising a

ash chambers, each section of said grate being arranged above steam boiler, a smoke box through which hot gases from

one of the ash chambers , means for revolving said frame, and the boiler furnace pass , a mixing and heating chamber

means for independently controlling the admission of air to located in the upper part of said smoke box so as to be

each of the ash chambers, substantially as described. heated by the furnace gases passing therethrough, means

7. In a furnace, the combination with a suitable chamber, for conveying hot gases from the boiler. furnace to the

ofa frame arranged in and separated fromthe side walls of smoke box adjacent to said mixing and heating chamber at

said chamber, the interior of said frame being divided into a a temperature higher than that of the gases ordinarily pass

centralair chamber and an ash chamber arranged above said ing to the smokebox ,means for supplying steam from the

air chamber , a grate supported by said frame, means for sup- boiler to said chamber, means for supplying air pres

plying air to said central air chamber, means for supplying sure to said chamber, and an engine to which the heated

fluid under pressure to the furnace chamber outside of said mixture of steam and air is supplied from the said cham

frame, and independent means for controlling the passage of ber, substantially as set forth.

alr to the ash chamber and grate, substantially as described. 2. Apparatus for preparing and applying as motive fluid

a heated mixture of steam and air , comprising a multitu

No. 101,445. Bull Wheel, Roue. bular steam boiler having one of its upper tubes larger

The Canadian White Company, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, than the other tubes , a smoke box through which hotgases
assignee of Thomas Kennard Thomson, Lowerre, Yon ' from the boiler furnacepass , a mixing and heating cham

kers, New York, U.S.A., 9th October, 1906; 6 years. ber locatedintheupper part of said smoke box adjacent
Filed 20th October, 1905. Receipt No. 129,431. to the outlet end of said larger tube, means for supplying

Claim . - 1. A two part bull wheel, each part of which has a l ing air underpressure to said chamber, and an engine tosteam from the boiler to said chamber, means for supply

substantially semi-circular piece for the rope, cross pieces,

10-14
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which the heated mixture of steam and air is supplied from means for causing the steam blast to induce hot gases to

the said chamber, substantially as set forth . flow through said passages , means for supplying steam from

3. Apparatus for preparing and applying as motive fluid the boiler to said chamber, means for supplying air under

a heated mixture of steam and air comprising a multitubu- pressure to said chamber, and an engine to which the heat

lar steam boiler having a number of its upper fire tubes ed mixture of steam and air is supplied from the said cham

larger than the other tubes , a smoke box through which ber, substantially as set forth.

hot gases from the boiler furnace pass by way of the tubes , 11. Apparatus for preparing and applying as motive fluid

a mixing and heating chamber located in the upper part a heated mixture of steam and air, comprising a steam

of said smoke box adjacent to the outlet ends of said larger boiler, a smoke box through which hot gases from the boiler

tubes , means for supplying steam from the boiler to said furnace pass, a mixing and heating chamber located in the

chamber, means for supplying air under pressure to said upper part of said smoke box so as to be heated by the fur

chamber, and an engine to which the heated mixture of nace gases passing therethrough, passages extending through

steam and air is supplied from the said chamber, substanti- said chamber, means for causing hot gases to flow around

ally as set forth . and over the said mixing and heating chamber and through

4. Apparatus for preparing and applying as motive fluid the passages therein, means for supplying steam from the

a heated mixture of steam and air comprising a multitubu - boiler to said chamber, means for supplying air under pres

lar steam boiler having the uppermost row of fire tubes sure to said chamber, and an engine to which the heated

larger than the other tubes, a smoke box through which hot mixture of steam and air is supplied from the said cham

gases from the boiler furnace pass by way of the tubes, ber, substantially as set forth.

a mixing and heating chamber located in the upper part of 12. Apparatus for preparing and applying as motive fuld

said smoke box adjacent to the outlet ends of said larger a ' heated mixture of steam and air, comprising a steam

tubes, means for supplying steam from the boiler to said boiler , a smoke box through which hot gases from the boiler

chamber, means for supplying air under pressure to said furnace pass, a mixing and heating chamber located in the
chamber, and an engine to which the heated mixture of upper part of said smoke box so as to be heated by the fur.

steam and air is supplied from the said chamber , substanti- nace gases passing therethrough, passages extending through

ally as set forth. said chamber, a blast pipe for exhaust steam , means for

5. Apparatus for preparing and applying as motive fluid causing the steam blast to induce hot gases to flow over

a heated mixture of steam and air, comprising a steam and around said chamber and through the passage therein,

boiler, a smoke box through which hot gases from the means for supplying steam from the boiler to said chamber,

boiler furnace pass , a mixing and heating chamber located means for supplying air under pressure to said chamber,and

in the upper part of said smoke box so as to be heated by an engine to which the heated mixture of steam and air is

the furnace gases passing therethrough, means for causing supplied from the said chamber, substantially as set forth.

the hot gases to flow around and over said mixing and heat- 13. Apparatus for preparing and applying as motive fluid

ing chamber, means for supplying steam from the boiler a heated mixture of steam and air, comprising a steam

tosaid chamber, means for supplying air under pressure to boiler, a smoke through which hot' gases from the boiler

said chamber , and an engine to which the heated mixture furnace pass , a mixing and heating chamber located in the

of steam and air is supplied from the said chamber , sub- upper part of said smoke box so as to be heated by the fur.

stantially as set forth , nace gases passing therethrough, means for conveying bot

6. Apparatus for preparing and applying as motive fluid gases from the boiler furnace to the smoke box adjacent to

a heated mixture of steam and air, comprising a steam said mixing and heating chamber at a temporature higher

boiler, a smoke box through which hot gases from the boiler than that of the gases ordinarily passing to the smoke box,

furnace pass , a mixing and heating chamber located in the means for causing said higher temperature gases to flow

upper part of said smoke box so as to be heated by the over and around said chamber, means for supplying steam
furnace gases passing therethrough, means for inducing hot from the boiler to said chamber, means for supplying air un

gases to flow around and over said mixing and heating der pressure to saidchamber, and an engine to which the
chamber, means for supplying steam from the boiler to heated mixture of steam and air is supplied from the said
said chamber, means for supplying air under pressure to chamber, substantially as set forth.

said chamber , and an engine to which the heated mixture of 14. Apparatus for preparing and applying as motive fluid

steam and air is suppied from the said chamber, substanti- a heated mixture of steam and air, comprising a steam

ally as set forth . boiler, a smoke box throughwhich hot gasesfrom the boiler

7. Apparatus for preparing and applying as motive fluid furnace pass , a mixing and heating chamber located in the
a heated mixture of steam and air , comprising a steam upper part of said smoke box so as to be heated by the fur

boiler, a smoke box through which hot gases from the nace gases passing therethrough, means for conveying hot

boiler furnace pass, a mixing and heating chamber located gases from the boiler furnace to the smoke box adjacent to

in the upper part of said smoke box so as to be heated by said mixing and heating chamber at a temperature higher

the furnace gases passing therethrough , a blast pipe for the than that of the gasesordinarilypassing to the smoke box,

exhaust steam , means for causing the steam blast to induce passages extending through said chamber, means for causing

hot gases to flow around and over the surface of said mix- some of said higher temperature gases to flow through said

ing and heating chamber, means for, supplying steam from passages, means for supplying steam from the boilerto said

the boiler to said chamber , means for supplying air under chamber, means for supplying air under pressure to said

pressure to said chamber, and an engine to which the heat- chamber, and an engine to which the heated mixture of

ed mixture of steam and air is supplied from the said cham- steam and air is supplied from the said chamber, substan

ber, substantially as set forth. tially as set forth .

8. Apparatus for preparing and applying as motive fluid 15. Apparatus for preparing and applying as motive duid

a heated mixture of steam and air, comprising a steam a heated mixture of steam and air , comprising a steam

boiler, a smoke box through which hot gases from the boiler boiler, a smokeboxthrough which hotgases from the boiler

furnace pass , a mixing and heating chamber located in the furnace pass, a mixing and heating chamber located in the

upper part of said smoke box so as to be heated by the fur- upper part of said smoke box so as to be heated by the fur:

nace gases passing therethrough, passages extending through nace gases passing therethrough, means forconveyinghot

said chamber and through which hot gases can flow , means gases from the boiler furnace to'the smokebox adjacent to

for supplying steam from the boiler to said chamber, means saidmixing andheating chamber at a temperature higher

for supplying air under pressure to said chamber, and an than that ofthe gasesordinarily passing to the smoke box
engine to which the heated mixture of steam and air is sup- passages extending through said chamber, means for caus;

plied from the said chamber, substantially as set forth. ing said highertemperature gases to flow over and around
9. Apparatus for preparing and applying as motive fluid a said chamber andthrough the passages therein , means for

heatedmixture of steam and air , comprising a steam boiler, supplying steam from the boiler to said chamber, means

a smoke box through which hot gases from the boiler fur- for supplying air under pressure to said chamber, and an

nace pass, a mixing and heating chamber located in the up- engine towhicñtheheated mixture of steam and air is sup

perpartof said smoke boxso as to be heated by the furnace plied from the said chamber, substantially asset forth.

gases passing therethrough , passages extending through said 16.Apparatus for preparing and applying as motive fluid a

chamber, meansforinducing hot gases to flow through said heated mixture of steam and air , comprising a multitubular
passages , means for supplying steam from the boiler to said

chamber, means for supplying air under pressureto said other tubes, a smoke box through which hot gases from the
chamber, andanenginetowhich the heated mixture of boiler furnace pass,a mixing and heating chamber located in
steam and air is supplied from the said chamber, substan- the upper partof said smoke box adjacent to the outlet

tially as set forth . end ofsaid larger tube,means for causing the hot gases from
10.Apparatus for preparing and supplyingas motive fluid said larger boiler tube to tow over and around said chamber,

a heated mixture of steam and air, comprising a steam means for supplying steam from the boiler to said chamber,
boiler , a smoke box through which hot gases from the boiler means for supplying air under pressuretosaid chamber,and
furnace pass , a mixing and heating chamber located in the

upperpartof saidsmokeboxsoas to be heatedbythe fur- suppliedfrom thesaid chamber, substantially as set fortlar

naces , gases passing therethrough , passages extending

through said chamber, ablastpipefor theexhauststeam , I neatedmixture ofsteamand air comprising a multitubular
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steam boiler having one of its upper tubes larger than the 24. Apparatus for preparing and applying as motive fluid a

other tubes , a smoke box through which hot gases from the heated mixture of steam and air , comprising a multitubular

boiler furnace pass, a mixing and heating chamber located in steam roller , a smoke box through which the hot gases from

the upper part of said smoke box adjacent to the outlet end the boiler furnace pass, a mixing and heating chamber of

of said larger tube, passages extending through said chamber , saddle or arch-shape in end view , located within the upper

means for causing the hot gases fromsaid largerboiler tube part of said smoke box,means for conveying hot gases from
to flow through said passages, means for supplying steam the boiler furnace to the smoke box adjacent to said mixing

from the boiler to said chamber, means for supplying air and heating chamber at a temperature higher than that of

under pressure to said chamber, and an engine to which the the gases ordinarily passing to the smoke box, a steam pipe

heated mixture of steam and air is supplied from the said connecting the boiler to said chamber, an air inlet pipe con

chamber, substantially as set forth . rected to one of the depending ends of said chamber, an air

18. Apparatus for preparing and applying as motive fluid compressor connected to said pipe , a perforated pipe located

a heated mixture of steam and air, comprising a multitubular within said chamber and connected to said air inlet pipe, a

steam boiler having one of its upper tubes larger than the mixture outlet pipe connected to the other depending end of

other tubes, a smoke box through which hot gases from the said chamber and an engine connected to the latter pipe and
boiler furnace pass, a mixing and heating chamber located in to which the heated mixture is supplied , substantially as
the upper part of said smoke box adjacent to the outlet end described .

of said larger tube, passages extending through said cham- 25. Apparatus for preparing and applying as motive fluid a

ber, means for causing hot gases from said larger boiler tube heated mixture of steam and air , comprising a multitubular

to flow over and around said chamber and through said pas
steam boiler, a smoke box through which the hot gases from

sages, means for supplying steam from the boiler to said
the boiler furnace pass, a mixing and heating chamber of

chamber, means for supplying air under pressure to said saddle or arch -shape in end view , located within the upper

chamber, and an engine to which the heated mixture of steam part of said smoke box , means for conveying hot gases from

and air is supplied from the said chamber, substantially as the boiler furnace to the smoke box adjacent to said mixing
set forth ,

and heating chamber at a temperature higher than that of

19. Apparatus for preparing and applying as motive fluid a
the gases ordinarily passing to the smoke box , pipes extend

heated mixture of steam and air, comprising a multitubular ing through said chamber for the passage of furnace gases, a

steam boiler having a number of its upper fire tubes larger
steam pipe connecting the boiler to said chamber , an air in

than the other tubes, a smoke box through which hot gases let pipe connected to one of the depending ends of said cham

from the boiler furnace pass by way of tubes, a mixing and
ber, an air compressor connected to said pipe , a mixture

heating chamber located in the upper part of said smoke box outlet pipe connected to the other depending end of said

adjacent to the outlet ends of said larger tubes , means for chamber and an engine connected to the latter pipe and to

causing the hot gases from said larger boiler tubes to flow
which the heated mixture is supplied, substantially as des

over and around said chamber, means for supplying steam cribed .

from the boiler to said chamber, means for supplying air

under pressure to said chamber, and an engine to which the
26. Apparatus for preparing and applying as motive fluid a

heated mixture of steam and air is supplied from the said heated mixture of steam and air, comprising a multitubular

chamber, substantially as set forth. steam boiler, a smoke box through which the hot gases from

20. Apparatus for preparing and applying as motive fluid a
the boiler furnace pass, a mixing and heating chamber or

heated mixtrue of steam and air comprising a multitubular saddle or arch shape in end view , located within the upper

steam boiler having a number of its upper fire tubes larger part of said smoke box, means for conveying hot gases from

than the other tubes, a smoke box through which hot gases the boiler furnace to the smoke box adjacent to said mixing

from the boiler furnace pass by way of the tubes, a mixing and heating chamber at a temperature higher than that of

and heating chamber located in the upper part of said smoke the gases ordinarily passing to the smoke box , pipes extend

box adjacent to the outlet ends of said larger tubes, passages ing through said chamber, a steam pipe connecting the boiler

extending through said chamber, means for causing hot gases to said chamber, an air inlet pipe connected to one of the

from said larger boiler tubes to flow through said passages, depending ends of said chamber, an air compressor connected

means for supplying steam from the boilerto said chamber,
to said pipe , a mixture outlet pipe connected to the other

means for supplying air under pressure to said chamber, and depending end of said chamber and an engine connected to

an engine to which the heated mixture of steam and air is
the latter pipe and to which the heated mixture is supplied ,

supplied from the said chamber, substantially as set forth . and means for causing hot gases to flow over and around said

21. Apparatus for preparing and applying as motive fluid a
chamber and throu the pipes extending through it , sub

heated mixture of steam and air comprising a multitubular stantially as described .

steam boiler having a number of its upper fire tubes larger 27. Apparatus for preparing and applying as motive fluid a

than the other tubes, a smoke box through which hot gases heated mixture of steam and air , comprising a multitubular

from the boiler furnace pass by way of the tubes, a mixing steam boiler, a smoke box through which the hot gases from

and heating chamber located in the upper part of said smoke the boiler furnace pass , a mixing and heating chamber of
box adjacent to the outlet ends of said larger tubes , passages saddle or arch shape in end view, located within the upper

extending through said chamber, means for causing hot gases part of said smoke box , some of the upper boiler fire tubes

from said larger boiler tubes to flow over and around said being larger than the others , a steam pipe connecting the

chamber and through the passages therein , means for sup- boiler to said chamber, an air inlet pipe connected to one of

plying steam from the boiler to said chamber , means for sup the depending ends of said chamber , an air compressor con

plying air under pressure to said chamber, and an engine to nected to said pipe , a mixture outlet pipe connected to the

which the heated mixture of steam and air is supplied from other depending end of said chamber and an engine connected

the said chamber, substantially as set forth . to the latter pipe and to which the heated mixture is sup

22. Apparatus for preparing and applying as motive fluid a plied , and an adjustable deflector for deflecting the hot gases

heated mixture of steam and air comprising a multitubular from the upper larger boiler fire tubes over and around the

steam boiler , a smoke box through which the hot gases from said chamber.

the boiler furnace pass, a mixing and heating chamber of 28. Apparatus for preparing and applying as motive fluid a

saddle or arch -shape in end view , located within the upper heated mixture of steam and air. comprising a multitubular
part of said smoke box, means for conveying hot gases from steam boiler, a smoke box through which the hot gases from

the boiler furnace to the smoke box adjacent to said mixing the boiler furnace pass , a mixing and heating chamber of

and heating chamber at a temperature higher than that of saddle or arch shape in end view . located within the upper

the gases ordinarly passing to the smoke box, means for sup- part of said smoke box , some of the upper fire tubes of said

plying steam from the boiler to said chamber, means for sup- boiler being larger than the others , pipes extending through

plying air under pressure to said chamber, and an engine said chamber , a steam pipe connecting the boiler to said

to which the heated mixture of steam and air is supplied chamber, an air inlet pipe connected to one of the depending
from the said chamber, substantially as set forth . ends of said chamber, an air compressor connected to said

23. Apparatus for preparing and applying as motive fluid a pipe , a mixture outlet pipe connected to the other depending

heated mixture of steam and air comprising a multitubular end of said chamber and an engine connected to the latter

steam boiler, a smoke box through which the hot gases from pipe and to which the heated mixture is supplied, an adjust

the boiler furnace pass , a mixing or heating chamber of able deflector for deflecting the hot gases from the upper

saddle or arch-shape in end view located within the upper larger boiler fire tubes over and around said chamber, a blast

part of said smoke box, means for conveying hot gases from pipe for the exhaust steam , and means for causing the steam

the boiler furnace to the smoke box adjacent to said mixing blast to induce hot gases to flow over and around said cham
and heating chamber at a temperature higher than that of ber and through the pipes extending therethrough.

the gases ordinarily passing to the smoke box, asteam pipe 29. Apparatus for preparing and applying as motive fluid a

connecting the boiler to sair chamber, an air inlet pipe con- heated mixture of steam and air , comprising a multitubular

nected to one of the depending ends of said chamber, an air steam boiler, a smoke box through which the hot gases from

compressor connected to said pipe, a mixture outlet pipe con- the boiler furnace pass , a mixing and heating chamber of

Dected to the other depending end of said chamber , and an saddle or arch shape in end view , located within the upper

engine connected to the latter pipe and to which the heated part of said smoke box, some of the upper boiler fire tubes

mixture is supplied, substantially as described. being larger than the others, pipes extending through said
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chamber, a steam pipe connecting the boiler to said cham 3. In a wire drawing machine, the combination of a

ber, an air inlet pipe connected to one of the depending ends body having a fluid containing chamber one wall of which

of said chamber, an air compressor connected to said pipe, a

mixture outlet pipe connected to the other depending end of

said chamber, and an engine connected to the latter pipe and

to which the heated mixture is supplied , an adjustable de

flector for deflecting hot gases from the apper and larger

boiler fire tubes over and around said chamber, a blast pipe

for the exhaust steam , and a louvre device for causing the

steam blast to induce the flow of hot gases over and around

said chamber and through the pipes extending through it.

No. 101,447. Method of Making Metal Axles.

Méthode de faire des essieur de fer.
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is composed of heat absorbing material, with a separate

wire engaging member having a surface for engaging the

wire and another substantially continuous extended surface

of the heat absorbing wall of the said fluid containing

chamber, substantially as described .

4. In a wire drawing machine, the combination of a body

having a fluid containing chamber one wall of which is

composed of heat absorbing material , with a separate wire

engaging member having a surface for engaging the wire

and another substantially continuous extended surface in

contact with the external surface of the heat absorbing wall

of the said fluid containing chamber, said heat absorbing

wall being composed of a relatively thin soft metal, sub
stantially as described.

101444
6. In a wire drawing machine, a drum , a die, and a wire

a substantially vertical axis , and pivoted fingers yieldingly

pressed toward the wire forwarding surfacesof the drums,

The BettendorfMetal Wheel Company, assignee of Emil whereby the dropping onvolution of wire from one

Einfeldt, both of Davenport, Iowa, U.S.A., 9th October, drum to another is prevented.

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 28th May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,310.
6. In a wire drawing machine , a drum , a die , and a wire

Claim . - 1 . The method of shaping flanged bars which con
clamp adjacent to the path of the wire passing from the

sists in subjecting the bar to a lateral pressure to reduce of the wire during the operation of threading the leading
drum to the die and adapted to engage and hold a portion

its height locally , and rounding the flanges of the reduced end of the wirethrough the die , said clamp having its mouth

portion.

2. The method of shaping flanged bars which consists in the wire toward the die .
directed toward the die, whereby it is adapted to deliver

subjecting the same to lateral pressure at the end to reduce

its height, rounding the flanges of the reduced portion of No. 101,449. Machine for Forming Wire Drawing
the bar, and subjecting the same to endwise pressure to

Dies.

form a shoulder.

3. The method of making metal axles which consists in Machine à faire les filières à étirer le fil de fer.

selecting a bar having longitudinal flanges and a connecting the Iroquis Machine Company, New York City, New

web , reducing the height of the web at the end of the bar York, assignee of James Alexander Horton, Providence,

and thereby increasing the thickness of said web, and bend- Rhode Island, U.S.A. , 9th October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed

ing the flanges of the thickened portion of the web inward 17th September, 1906. Receipt No. 139,545 .

to form a rounded surface and to leave longitudinal spaces Claim.-1 . A machine for re -making wire drawing dies,

between the web and the bent flanges.
comprising compressing means adapted to act on the ex

terior of the die to compress the metal of the die inwardly ,

No. 101,448. Wire Drawing Machine. toward the die orifice, and thus contract the latter , expand

Machine à étirer le fil de fer. ing means , and means for causing said expanding means to

act simultaneously with the compressing means and within
The Iroquis Machine Company, New York City, New York, the die, to enlarge and re - form the die orifice.

assignee of James Alexander Horton, Providence , Rhode
2. A machine for re -making wire drawing dies , comprising

Island, 9th October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 17th Septem - compressing means adapted to act on the exterior of the

ber, 1906. Receipt No. 139,544.
die to compress the mecal of the die inwardly , toward the

Claim . - 1. In a wire drawing machine, the combination of die orifice, and thus contract the latter, a reciprocable

a body having a fluid containing chamber one wall of which forming tool movable within the die to enlarge and re- form

is composed of heat absorbing material , with a separate the die orifice , and means for operating simultaneously with

wire engaging member having a surface for engaging the said pressing means for reciprocating said forming tool .

wire and another surface in parallel juxtaposition to the 3. A machine for re-makingwire drawing dies , comprising

external surface of the heat absorbing wall of the said relatively movable opposed pressing members adapted to

fluid containing chamber, substantially as described. exert compressive pressure in opposite directions on op

2. In a wire drawing machine, the combination of a body posite ends of a die, one of said members having means for

having a cooling chamber one wall of which is circular in translating or directing the compressive pressure radially

section, a separate member having a wire engaging sur- inward, toward the center of the die orifice, and means for

face adapted to become heated by the friction of the wire , operating simultaneously with the said pressing members

and another surface heated against the outer surface wall of and within the pressure directing means , to enlarge and re

the cooling chamber, substantially as described. form the die orifice.

-

1

-
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4. A machine for re-making wire drawing dies, comprising 11. In a machine for re -making wire drawing dies, a

a fixed die support formed to contract the die orifice, a forming tool carrier having a shoulder or enlargement,

means for reciprocating said carrier, and a rigidly sup

ported stop or abutment adapted to arrest the die forming

Fig1.
2 . movement of the said shoulder and tool .

12. In a machine for re -making wire drawing dies, a form

Sil
ing tool carrier having a shoulder or enlargement, means

for reciprocating said carrier, an adjustable rigidly sup

ported stop or abutment adapted to arrest the outward

movement of said shoulder and tool, and means for adjust

ing said stop.

13. A machine for re-marking wire drawing dies, compris

ing a fixed die support having a die compressing seat, &

movable die presser opposed to thesupport, a press includ

ing a fixed cylinder having a closed end sustaining the die

support, and a piston movable in said cylinder, a yoke con

necting said piston with the die presser and extending across

the latter, said yoke having an opening coinciding with the

orifice of a die supported by the die support, a longitudin

ally movable die forming tool movable in said opening to act

on the orifice of the die, and means for reciprocating said
tool .

14. A die compressing machine comprising two relatively

movable opposed members , one having a die compressing

seat adapted to displace the metal of the die wholly toward

the die orifice when the distance between the members is

decreased , the said members having openings in alignment

with each other and with the said seat, means for decreas

ing the distance between the members, a longitudinally

movable tapered die forming tool movable in said openings,

and means for reciprocating said tool.
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+36
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No. 101,450. Wire Drawing Machine.
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press having a movable member opposed to said die sup

port, a reciprocable forming tool adapted to act within the

die support to enlarge and re - form the die orifice , and

means for causing the simultaneous action of said press and

forming tool .

5. A machine for re -making wire drawing dies, compris

ing a die support having a tapered die seat adapted to re

ceive the orifice containing portion of the die, a member for

applying pressure to a die on said support to cause the com

pression of the said portion by the said seat, a forming tool

adapted to act within the die seat to enlarge and re-form

the die orifice, and means for causing the simultaneous ac

tion of said parts .

6. In a machine for re-making wire drawing dies , a die

support having a tapered die seat adapted to receive the

orifice containing portion of the die , raeans for applying

pressure to the die, a reciprocable forming tool adapted to

act within the die seat , and means for adjusting said sup

port longitudinally of the forming tool to determine the size

of the die orifice .

7. In a machine for re -making wire drawing dies, a die
support having a tapered die seat formed to contract the

die orifice, a die presser opposed to the die support and hav

ing a central opening, means for decreasing the distance

between the presser and the die support, and a die forming

tool extending through the opening in the presser and

adapted to act within the die contracting means of the die

support, and means for operating the die forming tool inde

pendently of the presser.

8. A machine for re-making wire drawing dies, compris
ing a die support formed to contract the die orifice, a die The Iroquois Machine Company , New York City , New York,

presser opposed to the support, a press having a fixed in- assignee of James Alexander Horton , Providence , Rhode

verted cylinder, and a piston movable outwardly therein , Island , U.S.A. , 9th October, 1906; 6 years . Filed 17th

said piston having an extension, a yoke engaged with the September, 1906. Receipt No. 139,546 .

said extension and presser , and having a tool receiving Claim . - 1. In a wire drawing machine, a rotary drum hav

opening, and a forming tool movable through the said open- ing a peripheral seat , a wire forwarding device adapted to

ing and acting within the die contracting means of the die slip circumferentially on said seat, and riven by frictional
support. contact with the seat at the speed required by the call or

9. A machine for re -making wire drawing dies, compris- tension of the wire , the drum having capillary ducts open

ing a die support formed to contract the die orifice, a die ing into said seat, and means carried by the drum for sup

presser opposed to the support, a press having a cylinder, plying Inbricant to said ducts, said capillary ducts serving

and a piston movable therein , connections between the said to effect a predetermined restriction or regulation of the

piston and presser , a die forming tool adapted to act within movement of lubricant to prevent free flowage of the lubri

the die contracting means of the die support, a crank shaft cant through said ducts, and overflow or escape of the lubri

for reciprocating the tool , a clutch for arresting and re- cant from the crevice between the contacting surfaces of

leasing the shaft , and connections between the piston and the seat and the wire forwarding device .

the clutch , whereby outward movement of the piston makes 2. In a wire drawing machine, a rotary drum having a

the slutch operative , while inward movement of the piston peripheral seat, a wire forwarding device adapted to slip

makes the clutch inoperative. circumferentially on said seat, anddriven by frictional con

10. In a machine for re -making wire drawing dies , a die tact with the seat at the speed required by the call or

forming tool , a holder for the same, means for reciprocating tension of the wire , an oil reservoir carried by the drum ,

the holder , and means for positively limiting the die form- ducts extending from the drum to the seat, and capillary

ing movement of the holder at a predetermined point , to filling in said ducts, the outer ends of said fillings contact

compensate for factors of uncertainty. ing with the inner surface of the wire forwarding device.
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3. A wire drawing drum having a loose incompressible to the machine below the level of the mould bed so as to

ring to receive the initial convolutions of the wire, and a swing downwardly and outwardly below the level of the

compressible wire forwarding device beside said ring

adapted to slip circumferentially on the drum and friction

ally driven at the speed required by the call or tension of

the wire .
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No. 101,451 . Head Stock for Engine Lathes.
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101457
3

mould bed , longitudinally movable partition plates in said

slots adapted to be moved inwardly across the bed and to

be moved outwardly to clear the bed , guides for said par

tition plates and means to simultaneously operate said par

07457
tition plate .

4. A moulding machine comprising a mould having a mould

The Lodge and Shipley Machine Tool Company, assignee of bed,side walls, oneof whichis movably mounted so as to

be lowered below the level of the mould bed, and the other
William Lodge and Nicholas Daniel Chard , all of Cin

of which is slotted , and partition plates slidable through
cinnati, Ohio , U.S.A. , 9th October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed

the slots of the latter wall , across the bed and towards and
15th May, 1905. Receipt No. 125,173 .

from the movable wall , a shaft movable with said partition
Claim.-1 . In combination with the head stock of

an plates and provided with a pinion , and a fixed rack engag

engine lathe, two sets of bearings in axial alignment, a ed by said pinion and co-acting therewith to move the par

driving sleeve journalled in the intermediate bearings, a tition plates endwise when the shaft is rotated.

spindle of lesser diameter than the internal diameter of 5. A moulding machine comprising two moulds, two sets

said sleeve, passingthrough said sleeve without substantial of partition plates slidableinto andout of the moulds, and
contact , and journalled at each end of the sleeve in the a single actuating device located between said moulds for

end bearings, means for directly clutching the driving sleeve operation both sets of partition plates.

to the spindle, and means for back gearing from the sleeve 6. A moulding machine comprising two moulds located side

to the spindle, substantially as described . by side , two sets of sliding partition plates movable into

2. In an engine lathe, a head stock having independent and out of the moulds , the partition plates of said two sets

bearings in line axially for the purpose of independently comprising the opposite ends of rigid plates that extend

supporting a driving member and spindle, a driving mem- between the moulds, and a single actuating device between

ber journalled in one of the bearings , a spindle journalled the moulds for operating both sets of plates.

in the other, said spindle and driving member being sup- 7. A moulding machine comprising two moulds, partition

ported by their respective bearings substantially free from plates movable into and out of the moulds, and a single ac

frctional contact with each other, a clutch member between tuating device for operating both sets of partition plates ,

said spindle and driving member adapted to fix them to constructed to withdraw one set of partition plates from its

rotate together ,means for throwing the clutch, back gear - mould while inserting the other set of plates in its mould.
ing from the driving member to the spindle , and means for 8. A moulding machine comprising a mould consisting of a

throwing said back gear wheels into or out of train , where- mould bed and enclosing side and top walls, one of the side

by when thesaid back gears are in commission the spindle walls being slotted and partitiion plates slidable through

and driving member rotate substantially free from frictional the slots of said slotted wall, across the mould bed towards
contact with one another. the opposite side wall , said partition plates having sliding,

interlocking engagement with said top wall and mould bed

No. 101,452. Mould for Bricks. Moule pour briques . ina manner to prevent lateral displacement of the plates.

9. A moulding machine comprising a mould embracing a
The South Bend Machine Mfg. Co. , South Bend , Indiana, as

mould bed , side walls , one of which is slotted and the other

signee of George Brown , Niles, Michigan , U.S.A., 9th of which is hinged to swing downwardly and outwardly , par
October , 1906 : 6 years. Filed 13th January , 1906 . Re

tition plates sliding through the slots of the slotted wall ,

ceipt No. 131,838 . across the bed and towards and from the hinged wall ,

Claim . - 1. A moulding machine comprising a mold embrac- swinging locking bars adapted to engage the hinged wall to

ing side walls , one of which is slotted and the other of lock the latter in its closed position , and a hinged top wall .

which is hinged to swing downwardly and outwardly, a re

movable pattet between said walls, and partition plates No. 101,453. Mould for Bricks. Moule pour briques,

sliding through the slots of the slottedwall , across the The South Bend Machine Mfg. Co., South Bend, Indiana, as
pallet and towards and from the hinged wall .

2. A moulding machine comprising a support and a mould signee of George Brown , Niles, Michigan, U.S.A. , 9th

comprising a mould bed , side walls , a hinged top wall , and
October , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 13th January, 1906. Re

partition plates , one of said side walls hinged so as to be ceipt No. 131,839 .

swung downwardly an doutwardly below the level of the Claim .-- 1. A moulding machine embracing a mould bed en

mould bed and the other wall being slotted, said partition closed by side and top walls, and wherein one of the side

plates being slidable through the slots of said latter wall , walls is movably mounted so as to be lowered below the
across the bed and towards and from the movable wall . level of the mould bed , and partition plates movable into

3. A moulding machine comprising a mould having a mould and out of the mould chamber and co -acting with said side

bed , a fixed wall prvoided with vertical slots at suitable walls and mould bed to form a plurality of mould spaces,

distances apart, and a wall opposite the slotted wall hinged the top wall being hinged to said movable wall.
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2. A moulding machine embracing a mould bed enclosed by No. 101,454. Vehicle Support. Support de véhicules.

side and top walls, and wherein one of said side walls is
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Berton Herbert Sills , Belleville, and Henry George Ketchum ,

assignee of a half interest, Ottawa, both in Ontario ,

Canada, 9th October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 19th May, 1905 .

Receipt No. 125,343.

Claim . - 1. An improved cushioning device for vehicles com

3 prising two longitudinal members hinged together and ex

tending at right angles to the upward thrust on the vehicle

and resilient means for normally holding said members

apart , as and for the purpose specified.

2. An improved cushioning device for vehicles comprising

two longitudinal members extending at right angles to the

upward thrust on the vehicle , a rule joint connecting the two

members, resilient means for normally holding said members

in the farthest position apart permitted by the rule joint, as

and for the purpose specified .

3. An improved cushioning device for vehicles comprising

two hinged members, a plunger slidably held in one member,

hinged to swing downwardly and outwardly from the bed, a compression spring forcing the plunger against the oppos

and partition plates movable into an dout of the mould ing member, and adjustable means for varying the degree of

chamber and co -acting with said side walls and mould bed compression of the spring , as and for the purpose specified.

to form a plurality of mould spaces, the top wall being
4. An improved cushioning supporting device for vehicles

hinged to the upper margin of the hinged side wall . comprising two members , a rule joint connecting the same , a

3. A moulding machine embracing a mould bed enclosed by recess in one of the members, a hollow cylindrical socket

side and top walls, one of which side walls is vertically screwed therein, a plunger slidably held in the socket, and a

slotted and the other of which is movably mounted to swing compression spring forcing said plunger outwardly to contact

below the level of the mould bed, and partition plates slid with the opposing member, as and for the purpose specified.

able through the slots of the slotted wall, across the mould 5. An improved cushioning device for vehicles comprising

bed, and towards and from the movable wall, the top wall two substantially horizontally extending members , off -sets

being hinged to the upper margin of the hinged side wall . integral with each , pivoting means connecting the off -sets ,

4. A moulding machine embracing side walls and a remov- means for limiting the tilting movement of the members with

able pallet board between said side walls, one of the side regard to each other, a plunger slidably held in one member,

wallsbeing vertically slotted and the other movably mount- a compression spring pressing the same against the opposing

ed to be lowered below the level of the pallet board, and member, and adjustable means for varying the degree of

partition plates slidable through the slots of the slotted compression of the spring, as and for the purpose specified.

wall , across the removable pallet board, and towards and 6. An improved cushioning supporting device for vehicles

from the hinged wall, the top wall being hinged to the comprising two sdbstantially horizontally extending mem

movable wall . bers , off - sets integral with eash , a rule joint connecting

5. A moulding machine embracing a mould bed enclosed by the off - sets , an internally screw- threaded hollow socket

side and top walls, and wherein one of the side walls is fitting within said recess, a plunger slidably held in the

hinged so as to be swung outwardly below the level of the socket , a compression spring abutting the under side of the

mould bed and is continuous or unbroken , partition plates plunger in the end of the socket and adapted to press the

movable into and out of the mould chamber and co -acting plunger against the opposing member, as and for the pur

with said side walls and mould bed to form a plurality of pose specified.

mould spaces , and operating means for the partition plates 7. In a bicycle frame an improved resilient member com

comprising a rock shaft, arms rigid therewith connected with prising two parts, off-sets integral with each, a rule joint

the partition plates and means for rocking said rock shaft. connecting the off - sets, a plunger resiliently held in one part

6. A moulding machine comprising a mould having a mould and abutting the opposite parts , as and for the purpose
bed , a fixed wall provided with vertical slots , a hinged wall specified.

opposite the slotted wall and hinged to swing away from the
8. An improved resilient member for a bicycle frame com

mould bed below the level thereof, longitudinally movable prising two parts pivoted together and tiltable in relation to

partition plates adapted to slide through said slots inwardly each other, and resilient means for normally holding said

across said bed and to be moved outwardly to clear the bed, parts in alignment with each other .

and means for operating said partition plates comprising a

rock shaft, an arm rigid with said rock shaft and operatively No. 101,455. Try and Bevel Square .

connected with said plates, and means for rocking said shaft .
Equerre simple et fausse.

7. A moulding machine comprising a mould having a mould
bed, a fixed wall provided with vertical slots, a movable wall Edwin H. Horton and Bennett W. Donaldson, assignee of a

opposite the slotted wall and mounted to be lowered below half interest , both of Pontiac , Michigan, U.S.A. , 9th Octo

the level of the mould bed, longitudinally movable partition ber , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 7th June , 1906. Receipt No.

plates adapted to slide through the slots of the slotted wall , 136,621.

inwardly across the said bed toward and away from the mov- Claim.-1 . In a combined try and bevel square , the com

able wall , and to be moved outwardly to clear the bed, said bination of a two- part handle , a plate in the form of a right

partition plates being provided with rearwardly directed angle triangle pivoted between the sides of the handle , said

guide extensions, a guide frame extending rearwardly from plate being adapted to swing from side to side, means for

and attached to the mould , and embracing a horizontal slot- arresting the movement of the plate in either direction , and

ted guide bar through which said guide extensions extend and means forindicating the angle at which the plate may be

means for simultaneously operating said partition plates.
set.
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2. In a device for the purpose set forth, the combination of and projecting on either side of the teeth of sald bar, sub
the angular plate, atwo-part handle between the sides of stantially as set forth .
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4. In pump gearing the combination with the operating

pinion on the power shaft, an a guide casing detachably

connected to the pump rod and containing a rack bar pro

vided with an endless series of teeth , and having vertical

guides formed thereon , of one or more vertical friction roll

which the plate is pivoted, a tightening scrow seated in the
ers mounted on either or both sides of the pinion between

handle to lock the plate against movement, and means for therack bar and the sides of the casing and oneither side

indicating the angle at which the plate is set .
of the teeth of said bar, and horizontal rollers mounted on

3. In a device for the purpose setforth , the combination of the gear frame and situated between the face of the casing

the triangularplate,a two-part handleembracingtheoppo- andthe vertical guides formed thereon , substantially asset

site sides of the plate and pivoted thereto , said plate having
forth,

a central opening one of whose margins is curved in the aro
5. In pump gearing the combination with the operating

of a circle,the parts ofthe handle beingunited throughsaid pinion on the power shaft, and a guidecasingdetachably

opening, and means for arresting the movement of the plate
connected to the pump rod and containing a rack bar provid

between the sides ofthe handle soas tocause its right angle ed with an endless series of teeth, of means forming apart

sides to stand parallel with the sides of said handle . of the pump rod connections to allow of a small verticaland

4. In a device for the purpose set forth , thecombination of horizontal movement independent of the pump itself, sub

a triangular plate , a two-part handle embracing the plate
stantially as set forth .

and pivoted theretoatthe corner between theright angle mounted on the power shaft gearingwith a rack bar attached6. In gear for increasing the stroke of pumps , a pinion

sides thereof, said plate having a central opening, means

joining the opposite sides of the handle through said opening
to a casing having semi - circular ends and detachably con

and means mounted on the handle engagingthe margins of low of a smallvertical and horizontal movement indepennected to the pump rod and also provided with means to al

the opening through the plate to limit the movement thereof

through the handle in opposite directions .
dent of the pump itself , said rack bar having an endless

5. In a try and bevel square , the combination of the tri
series of teeth down the centers of its sides and ends , roller

angular plate havingan opening therethrough, the two -part rollers on either or both sides of said pinion Atting ontracks on either side thereof, one or more vertical friction

handle embracing the plate , said plate having an annular

opening at the corner thereof, a rotatable washer in said
either or both sides of the teeth of the bar and between the

opening a pivot passing through the sides of the handle and
latter and the sides of said casing, and a pair of horizontal

through said washer, and means for joining the outer ends of
rollers mounted in a bracket on the gear frame and fitting

the sides of the handles through the opening in saidplateto thereto, substantially as set forth and as illustrated .
between the face of the casing, and vertical guides attached

tie them together and allow the plate or blade to swing

therethrough upon said pivot.

6. In a device for the purpose set forth the combination No. 101,457. Rotary Engine. Machine rotatoire.
with the square, of a slotted handle embracing the opposite

sides of the square and pivoted thereto to have movement

only on said pivot, a set -screw in one side of the handle , a

disc set into the inner face of that side of the handle carry

ing the set- screw lying upon the face of the square and en

gaged by said screw , whereby by tightening the screw the

handle and the square may be locked together.

7. In a device for the purpose set forth the combination of

the triangular plate having a central opening, the two-part

handle pivoted thereto to embrace the opposite sides thereof

and through which the plate is adapted to swing in the arc

of a circle , and means at the outer end of the handle for

locking the handle and plate together to prevent independent

movement of said parts.
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No. 101,456. Pump Pompe.

James Alston , South Melbourne , Victoria , assignee of Charles

Cannell , St. Mary's , Tasmania, both in Australia, 9th

October , 1906; 6 years. Filed 26th March , 1906. Receipt

No. 134,260.

Claim.-1. Improved gear for increasing the stroke of

pumps comprising a pinion mounted on the power shaft and

geared with a rack bar provided with an endless series of James Frederick Reilly, Seattle, Washington, U.S.A. , and

teeth attached to a guide casing having semi-circular ends Thomas R. E. McInnes, assignee of a half interest, Van

and detachably connected to the pumprod. couver, British Columbia , Canada , 9th October, 1906 ; 6

2. In a pump gearing the combination with the operating years. Filed 16th May, 1906. Rceipt No. 135,978.

pinion on the power shaft, and a guide casing detachably Claim .-1. An improved internal rotary engine comprising

connected to the pump rod and containing a rack bar pro- | two concentric rotors , abutments on each having sliding

vided with an endless series of teeth, of one or more friction contact with the opposite rotor, means for intermittently

rollers mounted on either or both sides of the pinion be- causing an expansive fluid to act against the abutmentof

tween the rack bar and the sides of the casing, substantially each rotor, a shaft, means for communicating the motion of

as set forth . the rotors to the shaft in one direction and means for pre

2. In a pump gearing the combination with the operating venting the backward rotation to eachrotor, as and for the
pinion on the power shaft, and a guide casing detachably purpose specified.
containing a rack bar provided with an endless series of 2. An improved internal combustion rotary engine compris

teeth, of vertical friction rollers mounted on either side of ing two concentric rotors, means for intermittently rotating

the pinion between the rack bar and the sides of the casing the same, a shaft, a cylinderical block thereon,a plurality
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of ratchet teeth on the periphery of the block , two series of inner side thereof symmetrically arranged around the same

rollers thereon and connecting means extendingbetween each having sliding contact with the periphery of the first rotor,
series of rollers and each of the rotors, as and for the pur- an admission port in the core for the explosive fluid, a

pose specified . valve controlling the same , an ignition chamber in the peri

3. An improved internal combustion rotary engine com- phery of the fixed core , a plurality of ports in the first rotor

prising two concentric rotors , means for intermittently ro- adapted to afford communication between the admission

tating the same, a shaft, a cylindrical block on the shaft , a port, the ignition chamber and the space between the ro

plurality of ratchet teeth on the periphery thereof, two series tors, an exhaust port in the periphery of the fixed core, a

of rollers located in the ratchet teeth , a plate supporting shaft and means for communicating the rotation of the

the same , cylindrical members bearing respectively against rotors to the shaft as and for the purpose specified.

each of the series of rollers and connecting means extending

between the cylindrical members and each of the rotors, as No. 101,458. Engine. Machine à vapeur.

and for the purpose specified.

4. An improved internal combustion rotary engine compris

ing two concentric rotors, abutments on each having sliding

contact with the opposite rotor, means for preventing the

backward motion of each rotor , means for introducing an ex
C

plosive mixture between the abutments of opposite rotors ,

means for exploding the same at predetermined times, a

shaft and means for communicating the motion of the rotors

explosions , as and for the purpose specified .

5. An improved internal combustion rotary engine com

prising two concentric rotors abutments on each having

sliding contact with the opposite rotor . means for prevent

ing the backward rotation of each rotor, means for intro

ducing an explosive mixture between the abutments of op

posite rotors, means for exploding the same at predeter

mined times, a shaft, méäns for communicating the motion

of the rotors to the shaft and mean's operated by the ro

tation of the rotors for exhausting the products of the

explosions as and for the purpose specified .

6. An improved internal combustion rotary engine com

prising two concentric intermittently rotating rotors, abut

ments on each rotor having sliding contact with the op

posite rotor, means for introducing an explosive mixture

between two abutments of opposite rotors , means for ex

ploding said mixture after compression by rotation of the

moving rotor, a shaft, and means for communicating the

rotation of the rotors to the shaft , as and for the purpose

specified .

7. An improved internal combustion rotary engine com

prising two concentric intermittently rotating rotors , two

abutments on the inner rotor having sliding contact with

the inner side of the outer rotor, two abutments on the

outer rotor having sliding contact with the periphery of

the inner rotor, means for introducing an explosive mix FIG.I.

ture between the two abutments of the opposite rotor when 101458

a predetermined distance apart, means for exploding said

mixture when compressed , means operated by the rotation

of the rotor for exhausting the waste products of the ex
Theodore Shade and John Wilson Griffin , assignee of a half

plosion , a shaft , and means for communicating the rotation
interest , both of Greensburg, Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 9th

of the rotors to the shaft , as and for the purpose specified. October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 3rd March, 1906. Receipt

No. 133,519 .
8. An improved internal combustion rotary engine com

prising two concentric intermittently rotating rotors, a plu- Claim.-1. In an engine the combination with the cylinder

rality of abutments on the inner rotor having sliding con- and ports therethrough of a cylindrical valve seat in the

tact with the inner side of the outer rotor, a plurality of cylinder traversing the port , a cylindrical valve fitting in
abutments on the outer rotor having sliding contact with said valve seat , a transverse port therethrough adapt

the periphery of the inner rotor, means for successfully in
ed when the valve is moved to a certain position to

troducing an explosive charge between each pair of abut- permit the passage of steam through the valve and port and

ments on opposite rotors, means for exploding said charge means operated by the rotation of the engine for moving the

when compressed, a suitably mounted shaft, and means for valve into position to permit the passage of steam through

communicating the rotation of the rotors to the shaft , as the port, as and for the purpose specified .

and for the purpose specified . 2. In a reciprocating engine the combination with the

9. An improved internal combustion rotary engine com- cylinder and steam ports located at each end thereof extend

prising two concentric intermittently rotating rotors, a plu- ing therethrough, of a plurality of longitudinally extending

rality of abutments on the inner rotor having sliding con- cylindrical valve seats formed in the cylinder transversing

tact with the inner side of the outer rotor, a plurality of the steam ports at each end, cylindrical valves therein and

abutments on the outer rotor having sliding contact with transverse ports through said valves opposite the steam

the periphery of the inner rotor, means for successfully ports permitting the free passage of steam through the

introducing an explosive mixture between each pair of ports and valves when the latter are moved into predeter
abutments of opposite rotors , means for exploding the same mined positions , as and for the purpose specified.

when compressed, and means operated by the rotor moving 3. In a reciprocating engine the combination with the

after each explosion for exhausting the gases of the pre- cylinder and steam and exhaust ports at each end thereof, of

ceding explosion, a shaft, and means for communicating the two longitudinally extending cylindrical valve seats formed

motion of the rotors to the shaft, as and for the purpose in the cylinder transversing respectively the steam and

specified . exhaust ports , two cylindrical valves located in said valve

10. In an internal combustion rotary engine in combina- seats, ports therein opposite the steam and exhaust ports

tion a fixed core , a rotor supported thereon, a plurality of adapted to permit the passage of the steam through the ports
outwardly protruding abutments thereon arranged sym- when the valves are in predetermined positions and means

metrically about the periphery, a second rotor concentric operated by the rotation of the engine for simultaneously

with the first , a plurality of abutments thereon symmetri- oscillating both valves , as and for the purpose specified.

cally disposed around the inner surface having sliding con- 4. In a reciprocating engine the combination with the

tact with the first rotor, means for successfully introduc- cylinder and steam and exhaust ports at each end thereof

ing an explosive mixture between the abutments of opposite of two longitudinally extending cylindrical valve seats form

rotors when a predetermined distance apart , means for pre- ed in the cylinder transversing respectively the steam and

venting the rotation of the rotors except in one direction, exhaust ports , two cylindrical valves located in said valve

a shaft, and means for communicating the rotation of the seats, ports therein opposite the steam and exhaust ports

rotors to the shaft , as and for the purpose specified. adapted to permit the passage of the steain through the

11. In an internal combustion rotary engine in combina- ports when the valves are in predetermined positions, radial

tión a ' fixed cylindrical core, a rotor supported thereon , a pins secured to said valves extending through slots in the

plurality of outwardly protruding abutments thereon , sym- cylinder, a transversely slidable plate connected to said

metrically arranged around the periphery, a second rotor pins and means operated by the rotation of the engine for

concentric with the first, a plurality of abutments on the ' reciprocating said plate , as and for the purpose specified.

10-16
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5. In an engine the combination with the cylinder and 2. In an elastic fluid turbine , the combination of a cas

bteam and exhaust ports at each end thereof, of a four-way ing made up of sections, the plane of division being at right

throttle valve connected respectively to the steam and ex

haust ports and to the supply of steam and the exhaust of

the engine and a lever for operating said valve, as and for
Fiol

the purpose specified.

No. 101,459. Window Frame and Sash .

Cadre et châssis de fenêtre,

po oood.
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lig 6 . angles to the axis , a diaphragm for dividing the casing into

Pigs wheel compartments, wheels for the compartments having

1014509 cight rows of buckets for extracting the energy of the mo.

tive fluid by successive fractions, intermediate buckets be

tween the rows of buckets for reversing the direction of flow

Ester Hodgson , Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, 9th October, 1906 ; of the motive fluid, and a support for the intermediate
6 years . Filed 4th July , 1906. Receipt No. 137,519 . buckets carried by the diaphragm on the exhaust side of

Claim . - 1. In a window , an upper sash of less width than the wheel so that they can be aligned with the wheel

the lower sash , a guideway in the frame for said upper sash, buckets before the enclosing casing is mounted in place .

parting strip of the length of the upper sash less the width 3. In a multi -stage turbine, the combination of a casing

of the lower bar of said upper sash, and a lower bar for said comprising a plurality of sections arranged to be mounted in

upper sash being of a thickness to correspond to the width place one after the other, the plane of division being at right

or space occupied by the guideway and the parting strip , angles to the wheel shaft, wheels for the sections , rows of

substantially as shown and described. buckets on the wheels for abstracting the energy of the mo

2. In awindow ,a lower sash of greater width than the tive fluid by successive fractions, intermediate buckets for

upper sash, a guideway in the frame for said lower sash , reversing the direction of flow of the motive flạid between

the outside rail of said guideway consisting partly of the wheel buckets, diaphragms supported by the casing sections

side of the upper sash guideway, and partly of the parting for supporting the wheels and forming stages of expansion,

strip and a sectional stop for the inner guide , as shown and devices discharging motive fluid to the buckets , and supports

described. for the intermediate buckets of each stage that are supported

3. In a window , a frame , sash guideways in said frame by the diaphragms on the lower pressure side of the wheels

adapted to receive sashes of unequal width and a parting so that they can be successively aligned and the turbine as

strip for the upper sash only , said strip being of less length sembled by alternately mounting the wheels and casing sec

than said upper sash . tions in place.

4. In a window , an upper sash of less width than the lower 4. In a turbine, the combination of a casing arranged in

sash , a guideway in the frame for said upper sash, a part- sections, a diaphragm between sections, a wheel having rows

ing strip of the length of the upper sash less the width of of buckets for abstracting the energy of the motive fluid by

the lower bar of said upper sash, a lower bar for said upper successive fractions, intermediate buckets between the rows

sash of a chickness to correspond to the width or space oc- of the wheel buckets for reversing the direction of the mo

cupied by the guideway and parting strip , a lower sash of tive fluid , and a support for the intermediate buckets which

greater width than theupper sash, a guideway in the frame is mountedon a diaphragm and extends longitudinally of the
for said lower sash , the outside rail of said guideway con- turbine , axis to permit aligoment of the intermediate and

sisting partly of the sideof the uppersashguideway and wheelbucketsbeforeone of the casing sections is mounted
partly of the parting strip and a sectional stop for the in place,

inner guide , as shown and described. 5. In a turbine, the combination of a casing arranged in

sections, a diaphragm between sections, a wheel havingrows

No. 101,460. Elastic Fluid Turbine. of buckets for abstracting the energy of the motive fluid by

Turbine à fluide élastique. successive fractions, intermediate buckets between the rows

of wheel buckets for reversing the direction of the motive

The Canadian General Electric Company, Toronto, Ontario, fluid, a blank wall located between the wheel buckets in the

Canada , assignee of Richard H, Rice, Swampscott, Mas: space not occupied by the intermediate buckets to reduce

sachusetts, U.S.A. , 9th October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 2nd rotation , losses and a support common to the walls and the

May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,464.
intermediates which is mounted on a diaphragm and extends

Claim . - 1. In an elastic fluid turbine of the multi- stage longitudinally of the turbine axis to permit alignment of the

type, the combination of a member containing an exhaust' buckets and walls before one of the casing sections ismount

chamber, a ring having opposed flanges belted thereto, a ed in place .

second flanged ring at the opposite end of the turbine, an 6. In a multi- stage turbine, the combination of a casing

intermediate casing section between said rings , a diaphragm made in sections, a diaphragm co -operating with the sec

formed integral with the section , shoulders between the tions to form wheel chambers, wheels for the compartments

rings and the section , and a plurality of longitudinal bolts having rows of buckets, intermediate buckets between the

situated outside of the casing section which pass through rows of wheel buckets, a blank wall , located between the

the opposed Ranges on the range for securing the rings and wheel buckets in the space not occu the intermediate

casing section together, buckets to reduce rotation , losses, means for supporting the
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intermediate buckets and blank wall carried by a diaphragm , board, a top board having apertures therein to receive the
the said means being provided with passages communicating posts, lock cases connected to the outer surfaceof the top

with the wheel chamber through which motive fluid leaking board and enclosing the apertures, locking bars contained be

from the clearances is free to pass to a wheel chamber. tween the sides of the lock cases having their outer ends to

7. In a multi-stage turbine, the combination of a casing be depressed within the lock cases and their inner ends to

made in sections, a diaphragm co-operating with the sections engage the posts , fulcrum pins inserted through the sides of

to form wheel chambers, wheels for the compartments hav- the lock cases and through the locking bars between the
ing rows of buckets , intermediate buckets between the rows inner and outer ends of the latter , and springs mounted on

o! wheel buckets, a blank wall located between the wheel the fulcrum pins to hold the inner ends of the locking bars

buckets in the space not occupied by the intermediate buck- normally in engagement with the posts.

ets to reduce rotation losses, a ring mounted on the dia- 2. A binder for loose leaves comprising a bottom board ,

phragm , projections on the ring to which the intermediate posts projecting from the inner surface of the bottom board ,
buckets and the wall are secured, and passages between the a top board having apertures therein to receive the posts ,

projections on the ring to which the intermediate buckets lock cases connected to the outer surface of the top board

and the wall are secured and passing between the projections and enclosing the apertures, locking bars contained between

communicating with a wheel chamber to discharge leakage the sides of the lock cases having their outer ends to be de
from the clearances thereto . pressed within the lock cases and their inner ends to engage

8. In a multi-stage turbine , the combination of a casing the posts , side flanges depending from the locking bars, ful

made in sections, a diaphragm co-operating with the sections crum pins inserted through the sides of the lock cases and

to form wheel chambers, wheels for the compartments hav- through the side flanges of the locking bars between the
ing rows of buckets , intermediate buckets between the rows innerand outer ends of the latter , and springs mounted upon

of wheel buckets, a blank wall located betweenthewheel the fulcrum pins to maintain the locking bars normally in

buckets in the space not occupied by the intermediate buck engagement with the posts.

ets to reduce rotation losses , a nozzle having passages ar 3. A binder for loose leaves comprising a bottom board,

ranged to dischargemotive fluid against a portion only of posts projecting from the inner surfaces of the bottom board ,
the wheel buckets , a blank wall forming a continuation of a top board having apertures therein to receive the posts, a

the nozzle and covering theidle wheel buckets and situated plate secured to the outer surface ofthe top board having

between thewheel buckets in line with the nozzle, a blank apertures therein alignedwith the apertures in the top board,
wall situated betwen the rows of idle wheel buckets and in lock cases connected to the plate, locking bars contained be

line with the first -mentioned wall to further decrease the tween the sides of the lock cases having their outer ends to

rotation losses, and a means for supporting the intermediate be depressed within the lock cases and their inner ends to

buckets and their adjacent blank wall from a diaphragm on engage the posts , flanges extending downwardly from the

the low pressure side ofthe wheel topermit alignmentof the lockingbars, fulcrum pins inserted through thesides of the
buckets before a casing section is mounted in place. lock cases and flanges between the inner and the outer ends

9. In an elastic fluidturbine, thecombinationofa wheel, of the locking bars , and springs mounted on thefulcrumpin
rows of buckets on the wheel , ' a casing for the wheel com to engage the bottom of the lock cases and the under surface

prising a surrounding wall,awallon the high pressure side, of the locking bars adjacent to the outer ends thereof.
and a wall on the low pressure side o fthe wheel, a nozzle No. 101,462. Ground Anchor. Ancre de terre.
located on the high pressure side ofthe wheel , intermediate

buckets between the rows of wheel buckets , and a support

for the intermediate buckets which is carried by the wall on

the low pressure side , substantially as and for the purpose

described .

10. In an elastic fluid turbine , the combination of a wheel,

rows of buckets on the wheels , a casing for the wheel com

prising a surrounding wall , a wall on the high pressure side,

and a wall on the low pressure side of the wheel, a nozzle

located on the high pressure side of the wheel, intermediate

buckets between the rows of wheel buckets, a groove formed

in the wall on the low pressure side of the wheel , support

mounted in the groove, a groove in the support to receive the

base portion of the intermediate buckets , and means for at

taching the buckets to the support.

11. In a multi -stage turbine , the combination of a plurality

ol casing sections, each comprising a cylindrical portion and

a diaphragm , the said sections being arranged to fit loosely

on the other, retaining bolts that extend longitudinally of

the casing for clamping them together , fluid discharging de

vices for the sections and a projection on each of the sec

tions which engage a bolt to insure the proper angular align

ment of the discharge devices when the sections are as- Charles McLean Stinson, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, 9th

sembled . October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 25th August, 1906. Receipt

No. 138,969.

No. 101,461 . Loose Leaf Binder. Claim .-- 1. A ground anchor comprising a foot member pro

Reliure à feuilles volantes. vided with inclined end portions extending in opposite direc

tions , a pair of integral lugs mounted on the upper face of

said anchor, an integral stop bar uniting said lugs, an in

tegral strengthening rod in the lower face of said ancho, an

integral counterpoise on one end of the upper face of said

anchor, and a guy rod pivotally attached to the upper face of

the anchor and nearer to one end than the other.

2. A ground anchor comprising a foot member having one

end curved upwardly and the opposite end downwardly , a pair

of integrál lugs mounted on the upper face of said anchor , an

integral stop bar uniting said lugs, a strengthening rib on

the lower face of said foot member, a counterpoise integrally

mounted on one end of the upper face of said foot member ,

and a guy rod pivotally attached to said foot member slightly

nearer to one end than the other.
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No. 101,463. Moving Display Sign. Enseigne mobile .

Messrs. Kutnow Brothers , assignee of Timothy Bernard

Powers, both of New York City, New York , U.S.A., 9th

October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 22nd August, 1906. Receipt

No. 138,926.

Olaim . - 1. A moving display sign comprising a base board ,

The Business Systems, Toronto , Ontario , Canada, assignee of a hollow standard centrally mounted thereon , an extensible

Arthur A. Tate,Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, 9th October, display rack mounted on said standard, one roller on each

1906. 6 years. Filed 19th June, 1906. Receipt No. 137,049. endof thedisplay rack , two guides each secured under an
Claim .-- 1. A binder for loose leaves comprisi bottom angle of 45° above the hollow standard , and an endless tape

board , posts projecting from the inner surface of the bottom provided with intelligible characters passing from the right
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to the left over the display rack , its end rollers and the cen- | ing through from side to side , metal braces at the sides of

tral guides down and up within the hollow standard , and a the tire , and pins secured to the said braces and passed

tape actuating motor mechanism .

FIG.1
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through the said slots , normally engaging their outer end
walls .

2. In a vehicle wheel , a tire of resilient material present.

ing outwardly diverging cheeks nears the tread thereof, and

having transverse slots, brace rods abutting said cheeks, and

transverse bolts lying in said slotsand connecting said

rings .

3. In vehicle wheels, a rim , a solid rubber tire secured

to said rim , said tires having curved side faces adjacent to

the rim , straight faces adjacent to the concaved faces and

outwardly flaring faces extending from the outer edges of
101463

the straight faces to the tread of the tire , metal braces

located in close engagement with the straight and outwardly

flared side faces of the tire , said tire being provided with a

2. A moving display sign comprising a base board, a hollow series of transverse slots extending through from side to

standard centrally mounted thereon, an extensible horizontal side, the outer ends of the slots being adjacent to the out

display rack mountedon saidstandard one roller on eachend wardly flared side facesof the tire, and pins secured to the
of the display rack , two guides underan angle of 45 ° above saidbraces,which pins are passed through the slots in the
the hollow standard in reverse position to each other, an tire , being normally adjacent to the outer end walls of said

endless tape provided with intelligible characters passing slots . 11

from the right to the left over the display rack , its end

rollers and the central guides down and up within the hollow
standard, a tape actuating motor mechanism and meansfor No. 101,465. Map Case. Fourreau pour cartes.

transmitting the motion of the motor to the tape .

3. A moving display sign comprising a base board , a hollow

standard centrally mounted thereon, an extensible horizontal

display rack mounted on said standard , one vertical roller on

each end of the display rack , two guides each secured under

au angle of 45° above the hollow standard in reverse position

to each other, two rollers mounted in different planes below

said standard , an endless tape provided with intelligible

characters passing from the right to the left over the front

surface of the display rack, its left-hand vertical end roller,

one central guide down through the standard , between the

two rollers below said standard , up through the standard

over a second central guide and around the right-hand verti

cal roller , and a tape actuating motor driving the rollers be

! ow the standard .

4. In a moving display sign a hollow central standard and

an angular ring at its top end , an extensible horizontal dis

play rack mounted on said standard and ring, supporting

scrolls secured to the standard , vertical rollers one on each

end of the display rack , and an endless tape passing from

the right to the left over the front surface of the display

rack , its rear surface and down and up within the hollow

standard, and means for actuating said endless tape. Clinton E. Case, Brockville , Indiana, U.S.A. , 9th October,

5. In a moving display sign , a base board , a hollow stand- 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 27th August, 1906. Receipt No.

ard mounted centrally thereon and having a strengthening 139,009 .

angular ring at its bottom end and a like ring at the top Claim.-1. A map case comprising a supporting bracket, a

end, an extensible display rack mounted on said standard series of map carrying sections having their rear walls

and top ring , supporting scrolls secured to the standard, two engaging said bracket, each section except the lowermost

guides each secured under an angle of 45 ° above the stand- resting upon and supported by the section immediately be

ard in reverse position to each other, an endless tape with low it, and means for securing the lowermost section.

intelligible characters, and means for passing said tape 2. A map case comprising a supporting bracket having

continually over the display rack . bevelled edges, a series of map carrying sections provided

6. In a moving display sign an extensible display rack , on their backs with dovetailed recesses adapted to engage

one vertical roller on each end of same , two central guides said bevelled edges , and means for securing the lowermost

under an angle of 45 ° in the rear of the said display rack in section .

reverse position to each other, an endless tape passing 3. A map case comprising a series of superposed sections,

from the right to the left over the front surface of the dis- each section having its front wall fitting between the end

play rack and successively over the central guides, and walls of the next section above and its rear wall fitting

means for actuating said tape . between the end walls of the next section below .

4. A map case comprising a series of superposed sections,

No. 101,464. Vehicle Wheel. Roue de vehicules . each having its front wall fitting between the end walls of

the next section above, the front face of said front wall pre

Thomas Appleton , New York City, New York, U.S.A., 9th senting a convex surface and the inner face of the same pre

October. 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 2nd May, 1906. Receipt senting a concave groove.

No. 135,485 . 5. Amapcase comprising a series ofsuperposed sections,

Claim . - 1 . In vehicle wheels , a rim, a solld rubber tire the front wall of each section projecting up between the

secured to the rim , having transverse slots therein extend- end walls of the next section above and terminating short

i
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1
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of and out of contact with the lower edge of the front wall separating therefrom hydro -carbons other than methane and

of said upper section . afterwards passing the gas first over metallic nickel at a

6. In a map case, the combination of two sections , one suitable temperature to convert the monoxide and a portion

resting on the other, map carrying rollers within the sec- of the hydrogen present into methane and water and pass

tions, and supporting rollers within the upper section near ing the resulting gas over a further quantity , of nickel at

the front of the same , the lower section having its front a suitable temperature for the conversion of the dioxide

wall projecting up near the lower supporting roller and and a further quantity of hydrogen , substantially as des

provided with a concave groove in its inner face.
cribed.

7. In a map case, the combination of two sections , one 6. A process for the manufacture of gas for illuminating,

superposed on the other, the end walls of the lower sec- heating or power purposes , said process comprising the

tion projecting above the lower edge of the back wall of the production , by destructively distilling carbonaceous materi

upper section. al of a gas containing carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide ,

separating therefrom hydro -carbons other than methane ,

No. 101,466. Gas Manufacture. Fabrication du gaz . and afterwards passing the gas , in presence of hydrogen in

substantially theoretical proportion for the conversion into

methane and water of the monoxide and dioxide present,

first over metallic nickel at a suitable temperature for the

conversion of the monoxide and a portion of the hydrogen ,

and then over a further quantity of nickel at a suitable

temperature for the conversion of the dioxide and a further

quantity of hydrogen , substantially as described .

7. A process for the manufacture of gas for illuminating,

heating or power purposes , said process comprising the pro

duction of a gas by destructively distilling carbonaceous ma

terial , separating therefrom hydro -carbons other than me

thane , mixing therewith a combustible gas rich in oxide of

carbon , the resulting mixture containing both carbon mon

oxide and carbon dioxide , and passing said mixture first over

metallic nickel at a suitable temperature for the conversion

into methane and water of one of said oxides and a portion

of the hydrogen present , and then over a further quantity of

nickel at a suitable temperature for the conversion of the

other oxide and a further quantity of the hydrogen , substan

tially as described.

- 8. A process for the manufacture of gas for illuminating,

heating or power purposes , said process comprising the pro

duction of a gas by destructively distilling carbonaceous

material , separating therefrom hydro-carbons other than me

thane mixing therewith any form of water gas, the resulting

inixture containing carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide , and

passing said mixture in presence of hydrogen in substantially

theoretical proportion for the conversion of both oxides into

methane and water . first over metallic nickel at a suitable

temperature to effect the conversion of the monoxide and then

over a further quantity of nickel at a suitable temperature

for the conversion of the dioxide , substantially as described.

9. A process for the manufacture of gas for illuminating,

heating or power purposes , said process comprising the pro

duction by destructively distilling carbonaceous material , of

a gas containing carbon monoxide and carbon doxide, sepa

rating therefrom one of said oxides and hydro-carbons other

Ellen Gertrude Elworthy, Battlefield Road, St. Albans , Eng- than methane , and afterwards passing the gas over metallic

land, administratrix of the estate of Herbert Samuel rickel at a suitable temperature to convert the other oxide

Elworthy, deceased , 9th October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed and hydrogen present into methane and water, substantially

30th May , 1905. Receipt No. 125,607 . as described .

Claim . - 1. A process for the manufacture of gas for il
10. A process for the manufacture of gas for illuminating;

luminating, heating or power purposes , said process com
heating or power purposes, said process comprising the pro

prising production of a gas produced by destructive distil- duction of a gas by destructively distiling carbonaceous ma

lation of carbonaceous material, separating therefrom hy - terial . mixiog with said ,gas a combustible gas rich in oxide

dro- carbons other than methane and afterwards passing the
o? carbon , as water gas , the resulting mixture containing

gas over metallic nickel at a suitable temperature to pro
carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide , separating therefrom

duce methane and water, the methane produced becoming one of said oxides and hydro-carbons other than methane, and

mixed with the residue of the gas .
afterwards passing the gas in presence of hydrogen in sub

2. 'A process for the manufacture of gas for illuminat stantially theoretical proportion for the conversion into me

ing, heating or power purposes , said process comprising the
thane and water of the other oxide, over metallic nickel at a

production of a gas produced by destructive distillation of suitable temperature for such conversion , substantially as
carbonaceous material, separating therefrom hydro-car- described.

bons other than methane and afterwards passing the gas
11. A process for the manufacture of gas for illurainating,

over metallic nickel in the presence of hydrogen in sub- heating or power purposes , said process comprisng the pro

stantially theoretical proportion for the conversion of oxide duction of a gas by destructively distiling carbonaceous ma

of carbon present into methane andwater, and ata suit- terial, said gas containing carbon monoxide and carbon di

able temperature for such conversion . oxide , separating therefrom carbon dioxide and hydro -car

3. A process for the manufacture of gas for illuminating , bons other than methane and afterwards pasing the gas over

heating or power purposes, said process comprising the metallic nickel at a suitable temperature to convert the other
production of a gas produced by destructive distillation of oxide and hydrogen present into methane and water, sub
carbonaceous material, separating therefrom hydro -carbons stantially as described.

other than methane, mixing therewith a combustible gas 12. In the manufacture of gas for illuminating, heating or

rich in oxide of carbon and passing the mixture of gases power purposes by the passage in contact with hot nickel

over metallic nickel at a suitable temperature for the pro- of a gas obtained by destructively distilling carbonaceous

duction of methane and water, the methane produced be- material , the process which consists in collecting the gas

coming mixed with the residue of the gas.
evolved at earlier and later stages of the distillation separ

4. A process for the manufacture of gas for illuminating, ately, and subjecting the later portion to the action of the

heating or power purposes, said process comprising the nickel for the production of methane , the methane formed
production of a gas by destructively distilling carbonace- mixing with the residue of the gas , substantially as des
ous material, separating therefrom hydro-carbons other cribed .

than methane, blending therewith any form of water gas 13. In the manufacture of gas for illuminating, heating or

and passing the mixture of gases over metallic nickel at a power purposes by the passage in contact with hot nickel of
suitable temperature to convert oxide of carbon and hydro- 2 gas obtained by destructively distilling carbonaceous ma

gen present therein into methane and water. terial , the process which consists in collecting the gas

5. A process for the manufacture of gas for illuminating, evolved at earlier and later stages of the distillation separ

heating or power purposes, said process comprising the ately , mixing the later portion of the distillate with a com

production, by destructively distilling carbonaceous materi- bustible gas rich in oxide of carbon, and subjecting the re

al,ofa gas containing carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide, sulting . gas to the action of the nickel for the production of
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methane , the methane formed mixture with the residue of 24. An apparatus for the manufacture of gas for illuminat

the gas, substantially as described. ing, heating or power purposes comprising in combination,
14. A process for the manufacture of gas for illuminating, ( a) a coal gas plant, (b ) scrubbing apparatus for removing

heating or other power purposes, said process comprising hydro -carbons other than methane of the coal gas, (m) a
the production of a combined coal and water gas , separating water gas plant , ( d ) a conversion chamber for combining

therefrom hydro - carbons other than methane, and afterwards said gas in contact with nickel and (e) suitable connections

passing the gas over metallic nickel at a suitable tempera- betwen said plant . Scrubbing apparatus and conversion
ture to convert hydrogen and oxide of carbon into methane chamber, and means for regulating the operation of said

and water , substantially as described . plants, scrubbing apparatus and conversion chamber.

15. A process of the manufacture of gas for illuminating, 25. An apparatus for the manufacture of gas for illumina

heating or power purposes, said process comprising the pro- ing, heatingorpowerpurposescomprising in combination

duction of a combined coal and water gas, separating there. (a) plant for the destructive distillation ofcarbonaceous

from hydro - carbons other than methane , and afterwards material , (b ) scrubbing apparatus for removing hydro -car

passing the gas, in presence of hydrogen in substantially
bons other than methane, of the gas produced in said dis

theoretical proportion for the conversion of oxide of carbon
tillation plant, ( c ) a conversion chamber for combining car

contained therein , over metallic nickel at a suitable temper- bon mon - oxide of said gas with hydrogen in contact with

autre to effect such conversion , substantially as described. nickel, ( d ) a second conversion chamber for combining car

16. A process for the manufacture of gas for illuminating,
bon dioxide of said gas with hydrogen in contact with nickel

heating or power purposes, said process comprising the
and (e ) suitable connections and means for regulating the

production of a combined coal and water gas , containing
operation of said parts .

carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide , separating therefrom
26. An apparatus for the manufacture of gas for illuminat

hydro -carbons other than methane, and afterwards passing ing , heatingorpower purposes comprising in combination

the gas in pressure of hydrogen in substantially theoreti
( a ) plant for the destructive distillation of carbonaceous

cal proportion for the conversion of said oxides into me
material , ( 0 ) scrubbing apparatus for removing hydro- car

thane and water, first over metallic nickel at a suitable tem hons other than methane of the gas produced in said dis

perature for the conversion of the monoxide and then over
tillation plant . ( c ) plant for the production of a gas rich in

a further quantity of nickel at a suitable temperature for
oxide of carbon , as water gas , (d ) means for mixing said

the conversion of the dioxide , substantially as described .
gases, ( e ) conversion chamber for combining carbon mon

17. A process for the manufacture of gas for illuminating,
oxide of said gases wih hydrogen in contact with nickel, ( 1)

heating or power purposes , said process comprising the pro
a second conversion chamber for combining carbon dioxide

duction of a combined coal and water gas containing car
of said gases with hydrogen in contact with nickel and (g)

bon monoxide and carbon dioxide , separating therefrom one
suitable connections , and means for regulating the operation

of said oxides and hydro-carbons other than methane and
of said parts.

afterwards passing the gas over metallic nickel at a suit
27. In apparatus for the manufacture of gas for illuminat

able temperature to convert the other oxide and hydrogen ing : heating or power purposes by the passage in contact

present into methane and water , substantially as described.
with hot nickel of a bas obtained by destructively distilling

18. In the manufacture of gas for illuminating , heating or

carbonaceous material , a combined coal and water gas pro

ducer comprising in combination (m) a water gas producer,

power purposes by the passage in contact with hot nickel of

a gas obtained by destructively distilling carbonaceous ma

( b) a superheater for said water gas , (c) a coalgas producer

terial, the process which consists in producing water gas,
and (a ) suitable means for connecting said producers and
superheater for passing the water gas through the super

superheating the same and passing such superheated water heater and thence through the coal gas producer to effect

gas through a chamber charged with gas coal . whereby the the destructive distillation of the material in said coal gas

coal is subjected to destructive distillation and the coal gas producer and form the combined coal and water gas.

formed mixes with the water gas to form a combined coal 28. In apparatus for the manufacture of gas for illuminat

and water gas, substantially as described. ing, heating or power purposes, by the passage in contact

19. In the manufacture of gas for illuminating , heating or with hot nickel of a gas obtained by destructively distilling

power purposes by the passage in contact with hot nickel of carbonaceous material , a combined coal and water gas pro

a gas obtained by destructively distilling carbonaceous ma ducer comprising three furnaces each adapted to be worked

terial , the sub -process which comprises passing the gas be in rotation as a water gas producer, water gas superheater

fore it is subjected to the nickel , through a solvent of its and coal gas producer respectively , in combination with pas
hydro - carbons other than methane, as hydro-carbon oil, sages between said furnaces and valves in said passages

whereby said hydro -carbons are removed , substantially as whereby the water gas producd in the furnace sery

described . ing as the water gas producer can be directed through the
20. In the manufacture of gas for illuminating , heating or furnace serving as the superheater and thence through that

power purposes, by the passage in contact with hot nickel of serving as the coal gasproducer , substantally as described .
a gas obtained by destructively distilling carbonaceous ma

terial, the sub -process which comprises passingthe gas, ing,heating or power purposes by the passage in contactwith

29. In apparatus for the manufacture of gas for fHuminat

before it is subjected to the nickel , through a solvent of its hot nickel of a gas obtained by destructively distilling car
hydro -carbons other than methane, as hydro -carbon oil,

whereby said hydro-carbons are removed, and enriching the metallic nickel anda heater for the gas to be converted,said

bonaceous material, a conversion chamber charged with

gas after subjection to the nickel , by restoration of the ex heater being arranged to deliver said gas into said conver
tracted hydro - carbons, substantially as described. sion chamber in combination with a by-pass and valves

21. An apparatus for the manufacture of gas for illumin whereby any desired quantity of the gas to be converted can

ating , heating or power purposes , comprising in combination , be passed direct to said conversion chamber without passing

( a ) a plant for the destructive distillation of carbonaceous throughthe heater, for the purpose specified .

material, (b ) scrubing apparatus for removing hydro - car 30. In apparatus for the manufacture ofgas for iNumin

bons otherthan methane of the gas produced in said dis- ating, heating or power purposes, by the passage in con
tilation plant, (c) a conversion chamber charged with nickle

in divided formand(d) suitable connectionsbetweensaia distilling carbonaceous material, a conversionchamber
plant ,,scrubing aparatus and conversion chamber, and comprising a series of pipes for containing nickelin
means 'for regulating the operation of said plant, scrubbing dividedform , said pipes each communicating at one end
aparatus and conversion chamber.

22. An apparatus for the manufacture of gas for illuminat- at the other end with a common outlet pipe for the como

witha common inlet pipe for the gas to be converted and

ing, heating or power purposes comprising in combination verted gas ,wherebythe gas to be converted is caused to

lasacoalgasplant,(6) scrubbing apparatus forremoving pass through said pipes in intimate contact with the nickel

conversion chamber charged with nickel in divided form and ating, heating or power purposes, by the passage in cont
(a) suitableconnectionsbetween said plant scrubbingap- tact with hot nickelof a gas obtained by destructively
paratus and conversion chamber,and means for regulating distilling carbonaceous material, a

the operation of said plant , scrubbing apparatus and con- comprising a structure Atted internally with aseriesof
version chamber.

23. Anapparatus for the manufacture of gas for illuminat- eachcommunicating at one end with a common intet pipe

las plant for thedestructive distillation of .carbonaceous monoutlet pipefor the converted gas, in combination with
material, (6) scrubbing apparatusfor removinghyrdo -car- a combustionchamber in the base of the said structura

tilation plant, (c) plant for the production of acombustible conversionchamber being provided with valve controlling
gas rich in oxide carbon , (d) a conversion chamber for com air and steaminlets and a valve controlled outlet for the

bining said gasesin contact with nickel and (c ) suitable products of combustion, substantially as described.

conversion chamber, and means for regulating the operation / ating, heating or power purposes by the passage in cells
32. In apparatus for the manufacture of gas for illumin

of said plant, scrubbing apparatus andconversion chamber. ' tact withhot pickewere organeobtained by destructively

conversio
n

chamber
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distilling carbonaceous material, a scrubber for the removal form of coal gas and passing said gas in contact with nickel

from said gas of hydro -carbons other than methane, said in the presence of added methane and at a suitable temper

scrubber consisting of a closed chamber provided with in- ature for the conversion of oxide of carbon and hydrogen

let and outlet for the gas and fitted in its upper portion present in said gas into methane and water .

with baffles adapted to cause the gas to take a sinuous 12. A process for the manufacture of a gas for lighting,

course therethrough, in combination with means for pass- heating or power purposes comprising the production of any

ing a solvent as hydro-carbon oil through said chamber form of coal gas, adding thereto a combustible gas rich in

and a brush adapted to be rotated in the base of said oxide of carbon as water gas , and passing the mixture over

chamber and to spray said solvent up into the spaces be- | nickel in the presence of hydrogen in considerable excess

tween the said baffles, substantially as described. above the proportion theoretrically required for the conver

sion into methane and water of oxide of carbon present in

the mixture and at a suitable temperature for such conver
No. 101,467. Gas Manufacture. Fabrication du gaz. sion.

Ellen Gertrude Elworthy, Battlefield Road, St. Albans, Eng, heating or power purposes comprising the production of any
13. A process for the manufacture of a gas for lighting,

land , administratrix of the estate of Herbert Samuel
Elworthy, deceased , 9th October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed form of coal gas containing carbon monoxideand carbon

30th May, 1905. Receipt No. 125,608.
dioxide , removing one of said oxides and passing the remain

ing gas over nickel in the presence of hydrogen in consider

Claim .-- 1. A process for the manufacture of a gas for able excess above the proportion theoretically required for

lighting, heating or power purposes, comprising the passage the conversion into methane and water of the remaining

of a combustible gas containing oxide of carbon and hydro- oxide of carbon and at a suitable temperature for such con
gen in contact with pickel at asuitable temperature for the version .

conversion of said oxide and hydrogen into methane and 14. A process for the manufacture of a gas for lighting , .

water, and in the presence of a combustible gas inert to the heating or power purposes comprising the production of any

nickel and conversion products. form of coal gas containing carbon monoxide and carbon

2. A process for the manufacture of a gas for lighting, dioxide and passing such gas in the presence of hydrogen in
heating or power process comprising the production of a considerable excess above the proportion theoretically re

combustible gas containing carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide quired for the conversion of said oxides into methane and

and hydrogen, removing one of said oxides and passing the water, first over nickel at a suitable temperature for the
remaining, gas in contact with nickel at a suitable temper- conversion of the monoxide and then over further nickel at

ature for the conversion of the remaining oxide and hydrogen a suitable temperature for the conversion of the dioxide .

into methane and water in the presence of a combustible gas 15. A process for the manufacture of a gas for lighting,
inert to the nickel and conversion products. heating or power purposes, comprising the production of any

3. A process for the manufacture of a gas for lighting, form of coal gas adding thereto a combustible gas rich in

heating or power purposes comprising the production of a oxide of carbon as water gas , the resulting mixture contain

combustible gas containing carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide ing both oxides of carbon, removing one of said oxides and

and hydrogen and passing said gas in the presence of a com- passing the mixture over nickel in the presence of bydrogen

bustible gas inert to the conversion products forst over nickel | in considerable excess above the proportion theortically re

at a suitable temperature for the conversion of the monoxide quired into methane and water of the remaining oxide of

and then over further nickel at a suitable temperature for carbon and at a suitable temperature for such conversion.

the conversion of the dioxide. 16. A process for the manufacture of a gas for lighting,

4. A process for the manufacture of a gas for lighting, heating or power purposes, comprising the production of a

heating or power purposes comprising thepassage in con- combined coal and water gas and passing said gas in contact

tact with nickel of a gas containing oxide of carbon in the with nickel in the presence of hydrogen in considerable ex

presence of hydrogen in considerable excess above the pro- cese above the proportion theoretically required for the con

portion theoretically required for the conversion of said version into methane and water of oxide of carbon present in

oxide of carbon into methane and water and at a suitable the gas and at a suitable temperature for such conversion.

temperature for such conversion. 17. A process for the manufacture of a gas for lighting ,

5. A process for the manufacture of a gas for lighting, heating or power purposes, comprising the production of a

heating or power purposes comprising the passage in contact combined coal and water gas containing carbon monoxide and

' with nickel of any form of water gas in the presence of carbon dioxide , removing one of said oxides and passing the

hydrogen in considerable excess above the proportion theore- remaining gas over nickel in the presence of hydrogen in

tically required for the conversion into methane and water considerable excess above the proportion theoretically re

of oxide of carbon present therein and at a suitable temper - quired for the conversion of the remaining oxide into
ature for such conversion . methane and water and at a suitable temperature for such

6. A process for the manufacture of a gas for lighting, conversion.

heating or power purposes comprising the passage in con- 18. A process for the manufacture of a gas for lighting,

tact with nickel of water consisting practically of carbon heating or power purposes , comprising the production of a

monoxide and hydrogen in the presence of hydrogen in con . combined coal and water gas containing carbon monoxide and

siderable excess above the proportion theoretically required carbon dioxide, and passing such gas in the presence of
for the conversion into methane and water of the monoxide hydrogen in considerable excess above the proportion theore

and at a suitable temperature for such conversion . tically required for the conversion of said oxides into

7. A process for the manufacture of a gas for lighting, methane and water first over nickel at a suitable tempera

heating or power purposes comprising the production of ture for the conversion of the monoxide and then over nickel

water gas containing monoxide and dioxide of carbon , remov- at a suitable temperature for the conversion of the dioxide.

ing one of said oxides and passing the remaining gas in con- 19. A process for the manufacture of a gas for lighting,

tact with nickel in thepresence of hydrogen in considerable heating or power purposes, comprising the production of a

excess at a suitable temperature for the production of combined coal and water gas and passing said gas in contact
methane.

with nickel in the presence of added methane at a suitable

8. A process for the manufacture of a gas for lighting, temperature for the conversion of oxide of carbon nd hydro

heating or power purposes comprising the production of gen present into methane and water .

water gas containing monoxide and dioxide of carbon , and 20. A process for the manufacture of gas for illuminating,

passing said gas in presence of hydrogen in considerable ex- heating or power purposes, comprising the passage of a com

cess above the theoretically necessary for the conversion of bustible gas containing oxide of carbon and hydrogen in con

said oxides into methane and water, first over nickel at a tact withnickel at a suitable temperature for the conversion

suitable temperature for the conversion of the monoxide and of said oxide of carbon and hydrogen into methane and water

then over further nickel at a suitable temperature for the and mixing hydrogen with the resulting gas.
conversion of the dioxide.

21. A process for the manufacture of gas for illuminating,

9. A process for the manufacture of a gas for lighting, heating or power purposes, comprising the passage of any

heating or power purposes comprising thepassage in con- form of water gas in contact with nickel at a suitable tem

tact with nickel of any form of water gas in the presence of perature for the conversion of oxide of carbon and hydrogen

added methane and at a suitable temperature for the con- into methane and water and mixing hydrogen with the re

version of oxide of carbon and hydrogen present in the water sulting gas .
gas into methane and water.

22. A process for the manufacture of gas for illuminating,

10. A process for the manufacture of a gas for lighting, heating or power purposes, comprising the passageof any

heatingorpowerpurposescomprising the passage in contact formof coalgas incontact with nickel at asuitable tem

with nickel ofany form of coal gas in the presence of hydro- perature for the conversion of oxide of carbon and hydrogen

gen in considerable excess above theproportion theoretically into methane and water and mixing hydrogen with there

required for the conversion into methane and water of oxide sulting gas.

of carbon presentin thecoal gas and at asuitable temper- 23. A process for the manufacture of gas for illuminating,
ature for such conversion .

heating or power purposes, comprising the passage of acom

11. A process for the manufacture of a gas for lighting, bined coal and water gas in contact with nickel at a suitable
heating or power purposes compris the production of any ' temperature for the conversion of oxide of carbon and hydro
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gen into methane and water and mixing hydrogen with the steps , and that portion of the bottom of the pan enclosed by
resulting gas.

the wall o being also perforated and a cover enclosing the
24. A process for the manufacture of a gas for lighting, space interior of the wall n and provided with suitable per.

heating or power purposes, comprising the passage of a com- forations, substantially as set forth,

bustible gas containing oxide of carbon and hydrogen in con

tact with nickel at a suitable temperature for the conversion No. 101,469. Tablet and Pencil Box.

of said oxide and hydrogen into methane and water , and in

the presence of a combustible gas inert to the nickel and
Tablette de boîte à crayons.

conversion products and thereafter carburetting the gas by

passing the same through retorts wherein coal is undergoing

distillation .

25. A process for the manufacture of a gas for lighting ,

heating or power purposes , comprising the passage of any

form of water gas in contact with nickel in the presence

of a considerable excess of hydrogen over that theoreti

cally required for the conversion of oxide of carbon present

in said gas into methane and water and at a suitable tem

perature for such conversion , and thereafter carburetting

the gas by passing the same through retorts wherein coal

is undergoing distillation .

26. As a new article of manufacture , a gas suitable for

lighting, heating or power purposes composed substantially

entirely of methane and hydrogen and substantially free

from carbon monoxide.

27. As a new article of manufacture , a gas suitable for

lighting, heating or power purposes composed substantially

entirely of methane, hydrogen and a carburetting consti

tuent ,
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No. 101,468. Acetylene Gas Generator.

Générateur de gaz acétylène.

Fig 1 d

Addison B. Corbett , Waldo, Wisconsin , U.S.A. , 9th October,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 2nd August , 1906. Receipt No. 138,
362.

Claim .-1 . A combined writing tablet support and recep

tacle , consisting of a base upon which the writing tablet is

adapted to be secured and having a receptacle transversely

disposed at one end , a closure to said receptacle , a blotter

sheet extending from said closure, and means for movably
connecting said closure to said receptacle .

2. A combined writing tablet support and receptacle con

sisting of a base upon which the writing tablet is adapted

to be secured and having a receptacle transversely disposed

at one end, a closure for said receptacle, a blotter sheet

extending from said closure, a flexible element secured to

the outer face of said closure and extending over the rear

wall of the receptacle and beneath the same and extending

for a distance beneath said base .

3. A combined writing tablet support and receptacle, con

sisting of a base upon which the writing tablet is adapted

to be secured and having a receptacle transversely disposed

at one end, a closure to said receptacle, a blotter sheet ex

tending from said closure and foldable thereover, and means

for movably connecting said closure to said receptacle.

4. A combined writing tablet support and receptacle con

sisting of a base upon which the writing tablet is adapted to

be secured and having a receptacle transversely disposed at

one end , a closure to said receptacle , a blotter sheet extend

ing from said closure and foldable thereover , and a flexible

clement secured to the outer face of said closure and ex

tending over the rear and bottom portions of said receptacle

and for a distance beneath the base .

y '

9 f

No. 101,470. Holder for Pens and Pencils.

Porte -plume et crayon .

h
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Jacob Kuljis , Portland , Oregon , U.S.A. , 9th October, 1906 ; 6

years. Filed 31st August, 1904. Receipt No. 118,128 .

Claim . – 1 . A carbide receptacle for gravity feed acetylene

gas generator consisting of a pan made with concentric inner

walls n, o and radial partitions p , p? providing a series of

iradially disposed carbide cells q , a central water chamber

and intermediate wells q?, the portions of the wall n between

said radial partitions having perforations, the portions of

the wall o between said partitions having a series of per

forations arranged in upwardly progressing steps , and that

portion of the bottom of the pan enclosed by the wall o being

also perforated , substantially as set forth .

2. A carbide receptacle for gravity feed acetylene gas gen
erator consisting of a pan made with concentric inner walls william I. Ferris, Stamford , Connecticut , U.S.A., 9th Octo

n , o and radial partitions p , p' providing a series of radially
ber , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed5th June,'1905. Receipt No.

disposed carbide cells p , a central water chamber and inter
125,749.

mediate walls g', the portions of the wall n between said Claim.-1 . In a safety holder or clip for pen holders or
radialpartitions having perforations vertically aligned ,the pencils the combination witha pencil or penholder ofea

a series of perforationsarrangedinupwardlyprogressing holder, and non -rotatablysecured thereto,andprojecting in

ان
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a direction substantially parallel with the long axis of the No. 101,472. Tire. Bandage.

pencil or pen holder , a ball point on the flat end of the

spring adapted normally to bear on the pencil or pen holder

and so related thereto as to form in conjunction therewith

a clip or clamp to engage the pocket , substantially as des

cribed .

2. In a safety holder or clip for pen holders or pencils

the combination with a pencil or pen holder of a spring ex

tending parallel with the long axis thereof, an attaching

means located within the width of the spring for securing

ore end of the spring to the pencil or pen holder, substan

tially as and for the purpose specified . |

3. In a safety holder or clip for pen holders or pencils

the combination with the pencil or pen holder of a spring

projecting in the direction parallel with the long axis there

of , attaching means located within the width of said spring

for securing one end of the same to the pencil or pen holder

and a ball on the free end of the spring adapted normally

to bear upon the pencil or pen holder and so related thereto

as to form in conjunction therewith a clip or clamp to en oh @
gage the pocket, substantially as shown and described .

4. In a safety holder or clip for pen holders or pencils ,

the combination with the pencil or pen holder of a spring

projecting in the direction substantially parallel to the long

axis thereof, attaching means extending through one end of

the spring and into the pencil or pen holder and a ball point

on the free end of the spring adapted normally to bear upon

the pencil or pen holder and so related thereto as to form

in conjunction therewith a clip or clamp to
engage the

pocket, substantially as shown and described .

5. In a safety holder or clip for pen holders or pencils the

combination with the pencil or pen holder of a spring pro

jecting in a direction substantially parallel to the long axis

thereof, attaching means for securing one end of the spring

directly to the pencil or pen holder, extending slightly on

the same side as the spring whereby the remainder of the 101472

surface of the pen or pencil will be left free and smooth

and ball point on the free end of the spring adapted to

normally bear on the pencil or pen holder and so related

thereto as to form in conjunction therewith a clip or clamp Raymond Healey, Brooklyn , New York , U.S.A., 9th October,

to engage the pocket , substantially as shown and descrbed . 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 1st April , 1905. Receipt No. 123,896 .

Claim . - A detachable leather tire having a tread and

No. 101,471 . Holder for Ribbon, Porte - ruban . edges of one piece of leather , said edges being crimped and

provided with clamping strips , as and for the purpose des

cribed.

2

2

No. 101,473. Brick Manufacture.

Fabrication de briques .

9
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the arms.

Thomas Henderson , Renfrew , Ontario , Canada, 9th October,

1906. 6 years. Filed 9th August , 1906 . Receipt No.

138,538 .

Claim.-1 . The herein described process of treating clay

Almon H. Gardyne , Brownington Center , Vermont , U.S.A. , for brick making purposes which consists in first mixing

9th October , 1906 ; 6 years.
Filed 18th August, 1906. Re- iron oxide and water together and then injecting the mix

ceipt No. 138,786 .
ture into the mass of clay at some stage during the pre

paration of the clay for moulding, substantially as des
Claim .-- 1. A ribbon holder comprising spaced links hav- cribed .

ing journal terminals at corresponding ends, spring pressed 2. The herein process of treating white clay for brick

arms carried by the other ends of the links, and endwise making purposes which consists in mixing one part of iron
adjustable crossbar members carried by the free ends of oxide with water and then injecting the mixture into

twelve hundred parts or thereabouts of clay at some stage

2. A ribbon holder comprising spaced links having jour- during the preparation of the clay for moulding, substan
nal terminals at corresponding ends , spring pressed arms

tially as described.

carried by the other ends of the links , and telescoped cross

bar members carried by the arms.

3.A ribbon holder comprising a pair of spaced links No. 101,474. Loose Leaf Holder.

having corresponding terminal transversely disposed jour
Reliure à feuilles volantes .

nals, spring pressed arms carried by the other ends of
the links and havinginturned extensions, and telescoped Wilber H. Horner, Toronto, Ontario,Canada, 9th October,

crossbar members receiving the respective extensions of
1906 ; 6 years. Filed 22nd May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,141 .

the arms, the outercrossbar member having a longitudinal Claim .-- 1 . A loose leaf holder, comprising a bar, a hinged

slot, and that arm extension which intersects the inner portion connected to the end thereof, and cords securedto

crossbar having its innerend provided with a shoulder the end of thebar and to the endof the hinged portion
lying across said member andworking in the slot of the in alignment with the major portion of the bar, as and
outer crossbar member. for the purpose specified.

10–16
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2. A loose leaf holder, comprising a bar, a hinged por- 2. An adding machine comprising a plurality of key quad

tion connected to the end thereof, cross pieces secured rants for setting the items, a plurality of type quadrants,

said type quadrants arranged in pairs , one pair for each

column and means for operating the key and type quadrants.

3. An adding machine comprising a plurality of key quad

rants for setting the items , a plurality of type quadrants,

said type quadrants arranged in pairs , one pair for each

column, means for operating the key and type quadrants,

levers for shifting certain of the type quadrants and oper

ating means for said levers .

4. In an adding machine a total lever , toothed wheels, a

locking bar and detent for the toothed wheels and a tension

releasing means , for the purpose set forth .

5. In an adding machine a purality of shifting levers and

mechanism co -acting with said shifting levers for causing

the carrying forward of the aggregate of the columns added.

6. An adding machine comprising a plurality of toothed

wheels, pawls associating with said wheels, key quadrants ,

type quadrants, a bar associating with said wheels for the

purpose set forth , a clearing lever and a clearing lever arm .

7. An adding machine comprising an operating handle , a

printing mechanism , a connection between the handle and the

printing mechanism for operating the lever, a paper feeding

to the ends of the bar and to the end of the hinged por- mechanism , connections between the handle and the paper

tion , cords secured to the ends of the bar and hinged feeding mechanism for operating the lever , an inking ribbon ,

portion and means for locking the hinged portion in align- mechanism for shifting the ribbon and a connection between
ment with the major portion , as and for the purpose said shifting mechanism and the handle for operating the

specified .
shifting mechanism .

3. A loose leaf holder comprising a dovetail bar form- 8. An adding machine comprising the combination with a

ing a way, a longitudinal movable bar designed to fit the plurality of type quadrants embodying cypher carrying ele

way and provided with a hinged portion at one end and ments, of means for shifting said cypher carrying elements,

cords secured to the ends of the slidable bar and to the said means consisting of a sliding arm adapted to be moved

end of the way, as and for the purpose specified. in the direction of its length at right angles to the plane of
4. A loose leaf holder comprising a dovetail bar forming the quadrants for shifting the cypher carrying elements from

a way, a longitudinal movable bar designed to fit the way normal position with regard to the other type quadrants

and provided with a hinged piece at one end, cross pieces when the cypher carrying elements are not required to be

secured to the outer end of the hinged portion and cords printed form .

secured beneath the cross pieces to the bar and hinged
9. An adding machine comprising the combination with a

portion , as and for the purpose specified .
plurality of type quadrants embodying cypher carrying ele

b . A loose leaf holder, the combination with the cover

and a bar forming a way rivetted to the back of the cover
ments, of means for shifting said cypher carrying elements,

and dovetail incross sectional form , of a slidable piece in the direction of its length at right angles to the plane of
said means consisting of a sliding arm adapted to be moved

designed to fit the way and provided with a hinged , end the quadrants for shifting the cyphercarrying elements from

portion , cross pieces secured to the ends of the slidable

piece , loops fromed beneath the cross pieces to the slidable
normal position with regard to the other type quadrants

portion and endless cords or bands heid in such loops and when thecypher carrying elements are not required to be
designed to pass over the cross pieces parallel with the printed form , a record mechanism embodying an inking rib

slidable portion , as and for the purpose specified .
bon and a recording sheet associating with said quadrants,

6. A loose leaf holder , comprising a bar, an end portion and a common operating means for said quadrants, sliding

retractably secured thereto , and cords connected to
arm and recording mechanism.

end of the bar, and to the retractable portion , as and for 10. An adding machine comprising a plurality of cypher

the purpose specified .
levers and means for shifting the same, for the purpose set

forth .

No. 101,475. Adding Machine. Machine à additionner. 11. An adding machine comprising a total lever , a tension

releasing means operated by said lever and a clearing lever ,

for the purpose set forth .

44 12. An adding machine comprising a plurality of key quad
Fic

rants for setting the items , a plurality of type quadrants, a

12 shiftable cypher carrying element connected to each of the

type quadrants and shiftable independently of the type quad

rants, a connection between the type quadrants and the key

quadrants for operating the type quadrants when the key

quadrants are operated, means for shifting the cypher carry

20 ing elements independently of the type quadrants , and oper

ating means for the means for operating the cypher carrying

elements .

13. An adding machine comprising a plurality of key quad

rants for setting the items , a plurality of type quadrants, a

shiftable cypher carrying element connected to each of the

type quadrants and shiftable independently of the type quad

rants , a connection between the type quadrants and the key

quadrants when the key quadrants are operated, means for

shifting the cypher carrying elements independently of the

type quadrants , operating means for the means for operating

Dez the cypher carrying elements and a recording mechanism

20 associating with the type quadrants.

14. An adding machine comprising a plurality of key quad

rants for setting the items, a plurality of type quadrants, a

shiftable cypher carrying element connected to each of the

type quadrants and shiftable independently of the type quad

rants , a connection between the type quadrants and the key

quadrants for operating the type quadrants when the key

107473 25 quadrants are operated , a plurality of toothed wheels, means

for shifting the cypher carrying elements independently of

A the type quadrants , means engaging the wheels for retaining

the type quadrants in shifted position , operating means for

the means for operating the cypher carrying elements, a re
Andrew Rawson , Jennings, London , England , 9th October , cording mechanism associating with the type quadrants, and

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 12th February, 1906. Receipt No. means for carrying forward figures when a wheel passes the
132,838 . ninth tooth from a zero point.

Claim.-1. An adding machine comprising a pair of quad- 15. An adding machine comprising a plurality of key quad

rants, and means for moving said quadrants in unison in the rants for setting the items, a plurality of type quadrants , a

same parallel plane for each column of figures . shiftable cypher carrying element connected to each of the

one
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type quadrants, a connection between the type quadrants and for placing said chamber in communication with the suc

the key quadrants for operating the type quadrants when the tion casing, and regulating the intensity and the direction

key quadrants are operated, a plurality of toothed wheėls,

means for shifting the cypher carrying elements indepen
X ]

dently of the type quadrants, means engaging the wheels for

retaining the type quadrants in shifted position , operating

means for the means for operating the cypher carrying ele

ments, a recording mechanism associating with the type

quadrants , means for carrying forward figures when a wheel

passes the ninth tooth from a zero point, a total lever , a

tension releasing means operated by said lever and a clear

ing lever.

ਗਰੀ

LUNANo. 101,476. Pump. Pompe.

B

Fig Ping ?

2

FIG.Z.
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FIG.3 .
FIG .4

101449

1714

of the axial reaction on the shaft and of obviating an undue

tightening of the stuff box when the controlling of the

FIG.5 . pump is effected from the delivery side, substantially as

described.

5. In a multicellular centrifugal turbine the combination

comprising a plurality of annular movable diffusers, formed

Hugh Johnston, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, 19th October, by the extensions of the blade ofthe turbines, which exten

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 18th December, 1905 . Receipt sions constitute the lips of said diffusers and a plurality of

No. 131,155 . fixed annular diffusers, arranged to operate in connection

wi the movable diffusers and adapted to utilize the resi

Claim . - In a pump the combination with a wooden pump

barrel having the inner diameter greater at the top than at
dual absolute velocity pressed by the fluid on leaving the

the bottom of a metal cylinder provided with an outwardly
said movable diffusers and to convert the said speed into
pressure .

flared end extending around the lower end of the pump
6. In a multicellular centrifugal turbine in combination

barrel, the inner diameter of the cylinder being the same

as that of the pump barrel , a pump bucket reciprocating in
with a shaft , fixed diffusers on the shaft, movably diffusers

the cylinder comprising a lower portion having a central plane and secured on the shaft.
on the shaft, said parts being divided along a horizontal

liquid passage way therethrough , an upper portion of re

duced diameter integral therewith, a flapper valve in the No. 101,478. Refrigerating Machine.

liquid passageway, conducting channels extending from the

central passageway to the sides of the bucket and a sealing
Machine réfrigérante.

ring of impervous flexible material extending around the

upper portion and abutting the shoulder formed at the junc

tion of the lower portion adapted to contact with the walls

of the pump cylinder and a front slide for admitting air to

the pump cylinder intermediate of the length of the barrel

comprising a slidably supported rod having a lower bevelled

edge adapted normally to close an aperture in the pump bar

rel and a bracket having the under surface thereof bevelled,

substantially as described.

.
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No. 101,477. Turbine Pump. Pompe -turbine.

Albert Mainot Dampierre, Jura , France , 9th October, 1906 ; 6

years. Filed 12th December , 1905. Receipt No. 130,927 .

Claim .-- 1 . In apparatus of the character herein described,

the combination of a turbine having a movable annular

diffuser formed by the extensions of the cheeks of the blades

with a fixed diffuser.

2. In apparatus of the character herein described , the ar

rangement in two parts along a diametrical joint situated

in the plane of the longitudinal joint of the pump casing ,

of partitions or diaphragms that separate consecutive tur
bines, as also of fixed discs with guide bladesinterposed Maurice Leblanc, Paris, France , 9th October, 1906 ; 6 years .

between the rear face of each turbine and said partitions .
Filed 30th November, 1905. Receipt No. 130,581.

3. In apparatus of the kind herein described , means for Claim.-1 . A freezing machine comprising a vacuum cham

neutralizing oneormore of the cells comprising discs hav- ber , a fluid actuating ejector communicating with said cham
guide blades removably fixed to partitions or diaphragms ber, a jet condenser communicating with the exhaust of said

separating successive turbines, substantially as described. ejector, and a liquid actuated ejector communicating with

4. In apparatus of the character described, the baffle joint said condenser and arranged to discharge the liquid there
arranged at the rear of the turbine in direct communication from .

with the pump casing, said joint being combined with 2. A freezing machine comprising a vacuum chamber, a

chamber, passages and a duct for this purpose , and means fluid actuated primary ejector communicating with said
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Fig.i.

vacuum chamber, an auxiliary fluid actuated ejector com- No. 101,479. Furnace. Fournaise.

municating with the exhaust of the said auxiliary ejector,

and a liquid actuated ejector communicating with the ex

haust of said auxiliary ejector and arranged to receive and

discharge the liquid from said condenser.

3. A freezing machine comprising a vacuum chamber, a

fluid actuated ejector communicating with the exhaust of

said fluid actuated ejector .

4 A freezing machine comprising a vacuum chamber, a

fuid actuated primary ejector communicating with said

chamber , an auxiliary fluid actuated ejector communicating

with the exhaust of said primary ejector , and a liquid actu

ated chamber communicating with the exhaust of said auxi

liary ejector.
k

5. A freezing machine comprising a vacuum chamber , the

inlet of the first ejector communicating with said vacuum 5 .

chamber, the inlet of the first ejector communicating with

said chamber and the outlet of each ejector of the series ,

with the exception of the last , communicating with the inlet 101479

of the next ejector of the series , a condenser communicating

with the outlet of the last ejector of the series , and a

jiquid actuated ejector communicating with said condenser James Lees, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, 9th October, 1906 ; 6

and arranged to discharge the liquid therefrom .
years. Filed 21th April , 1906. Receipt No. 135,233.

6. A freezing machine comprising a vacuum chamber , a Claim . - 1. In a furnace the combination with an outer

series of ejectors communicating with said vacuum chamber, wall or casing having supporting ledges arranged in the

the inlet of the first ejector communicating with said cham- sides thereof, and suitable passages from said ledges to

ber and the outlet of each ejector of the series, with the the lower interior portion and a bridge wall adjacent to

exception of the last, communicating with the inlet of the said ledges and grate forminga firebox and ash pit within

next ejector in series , and a liquid actuated ejector communi- said outer wall , of a hollow arch supported on said ledges

cating with the exhaust of the last fluid actuated ejector having inlet openings registering with said passages and a
and arranged to discharge the liquid therefrom . plurality of radially arranged ports through its under arched

7. A refrigerating machine comprising a vacuum chamber, wall and forming the means of communication between the

a series of ejectors for producing and maintaining a desired interior thereof and said firebox, as and for the purpose

degree of vacuum in said chamber, the inlet of the first specified .

ejector connecting with said chamber and the outlet of each 2. In a furnace the combination with an outer wall or cas

ejector of the series , with the exception of the last , con- ing having supporting ledges arranged in the sides thereof

necting with the inlet of the next ejector of the series , a and suitable passages from said ledges to the lower interior

condenser in connection with the outlet of the last ejector portion and a bridge wall adjacent to said ledges and grate

of the series , a source of fluid pressure for the series of forming a firebox and ash pit within said outer wall , of a

ejectors , and means for gradually introducing a liquid into hollow arch resting on said ledges and having inlet openings

said chamber during the maintaining of the desired vacuum . registering with said passages and a row of ports arranged

8. A refrigerating machine comprising a vacuum chamber, in a cresent through its under arched wall , and forming the

a series of ejectors for producing and maintaining a desired means of communication between the interior thereof and

degree of vacuum in said chamber, the inlet to the first the firebox, a boiler suitably supported within the outer
ejector connecting with said chamber and the outlet of walls, and a baffle wall formed above said arch and partially

each ejector of the series, with the exception of the last, encircling said boiler, as and for the purpose specified.
connecting with the inlet of the next ejector in the series , a 3. In a furnace the combination with an outer wall or cas

condenser in connection with the outlet of the last ejector ing having supporting ledges arranged in the sides thereof

in the series , a source of fluid pressure for the series of and suitable passages from said ledges to the lower interior

ejectors, a source of liquid supply and means for introduc- portion and a bridge wall adjacent to said ledges and grate

ing the liquid in the form of spray into said chamber dur- forming a firebox and ash pit within said outer wall, of a

ing the maintenance of the desired vacuum .
hollow arch formed in sections , said sections having open

9. A refrigerating machine comprising a removable moula, ings registering with the openings in the adjoining section

a stationary head for said mould, means formaking a fluid and inlet openings in the outer sections registering with

tight joint between said head and said mould , a seriesof said passages, said outer sections resting on said ledges and

ejectors for producing and maintaining the desired degree of having radially arranged ports through the under and arched

vacuum in said mould and head , the inlet of the first ejector
wall forming the means of communication between the in

connecting with said head and the outlet of each ejector of terior, thereof and said firebox, as and for the purpose

the series , with the exception of the last , connecting with
specified.

the inlet of the next ejector of the series , a vacuum con
4. In a furnace the combination with an outer wall or cas

denser in connection with the outlet of the last ejector of ing having supporting ledges arranged in the sides thereof

the series , a source of fluid pressure for the series of ejec
and suitable passages from said ledges to the lower interior

tors , a source of liquid supply and means for introducing the
portion and a bridge wall adjacent to said ledges and grate

liquid in the form of spray into said mould during the main
forming a firebox and ash pit within said outer wall , or a

tenance of the desired vacuum .
hollow arch formed of three sections , the outer sections

10. A refrigerating machine comprising a vacuum chamber with said passages, the middle section having convergent
resting on said ledges and having inlet openings registering

provided with a removable head , means for making a fluid
ends supported and fitting on correspondingly shaped sur

tight joint between said head and said chamber , a remov
faces on said outer ends and having openings to the inter

able receptacle located in said chamber, a series of ejectors ior thereof registering with the openings to the inter

for producing and maintaining the desired degree of vacuum
ior of said outer sections , said sections in the under and

in said chamber , the inlet of the first ejector connecting arched wall having a row of ports arranged in a cresent and

with said chamber, and the outlet of each ejector of the forming the meansof communication between the interior

series , with the exception of the last , connecting with the thereof and said firebox, as and for the purpose specified.

inlet of the next ejector in the series , a vacuum condenser
5. In a furnace the combination with an outer wall or cas

in connection with the outlet of the last ejector of the series, ing having supporting ledges arranged in the sides thereof

a source of fluid pressure for the series of ejectors , and and suitable passages from said ledges to the lower interior

means for gradually introducing a liquid into said chamber portion and a bridge wall adjacent to said ledges and grate

during the maintenance of the desired vacuum .
11.Arefrigerating machine comprising a vacuum cham - forming a firebox and ash pitwithin said outer wall,ofa

hollow arch formed in three sections , the outer section rest
ber provided with a removable head , means for making a ing on said ledges and having inlet openings registering

fluid tight joint between said head and said chamber , a re- with said passages, the middle section having convergent

movable receptacle located in said chamber, a series of ends and tongues projecting from the faces of said ends fit

ejectors for producing and maintaining the desired degree ting into corresponding grooves in the correspondingly

of vacuum in said chamber , the inlet of the first ejector con- shaped surfaces of the outer ends , said middle section

necting with the said chamber and the outlet of each ejec- having openings to the interior thereof registering with

tor of the series , with the exception of the last , connecting openings to the interior of said outer sections and a plur

with the inlet of the next ejector of the series , a vacuum ality of radial ports through the under and arched wall and

condenser in connection with the outlet of the last ejector forming the means of communication between the interior

of the series , a source of fluid pressure for the series of thereof and said firebox, as and for the purpose specified.

ejectors, a source of liquid supply and means for introduc- 6. In a furnace the combination with an outer wall or cas

ing the liquid in the form of spray into said chamber during having supporting ledges arranged in the sides thereof,
ing the maintenance of the desired vacuum . and suitable passages from said ledges to the lower interior

11
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portion and a bridge wall adjacent to said ledges and grate extensions projecting from the inner ends of the blades

forming a firebox and ash pit within said outer wall,of a hol- and adjustable on the lateral extensions of the handles .
low arched wall formed in tongued and grooved sections , the 4. In shears, the combination with handles provided at

outer section thereof resting on said ledges and having in their front ends with longitudinal shanks and having lat

lets registering with said passages,and a groove in theup- eral extensions projecting inwardly and curved longitudin

per and side walls of said arch ' from the outer surface ally of the shears , blades pivoted at their inner portions
thereof and a plurality of ports through the under and to the outer edges of the shanks and provided at their

arched wall forming the means of communication between inner ends with longitudinal extensions curved to fit the

the interior thereof and said firebox, and a tie rod of angu- lateral extensions , and means for adjustably connecting the

lar formation and introduced into said groove in the upper extensions .

and side walls of said arch , as and for the purpose specified .

7. In a furnace the combination with an outer wall or cas

ing having supporting ledges arranged in the sides thereof No. 101,481 . Street or Station Indicator .

and suitable passages from said ledges to the lower interior Indicateur de rues ou stations .

portion and a bridge wall adjacent to said ledges and grate

forming a firebox and ash pit within said outer wall , of a

hollow arch formed in sections tongued and grooved , the

outer sections resting on said ledges and having inlets reg

istering with said passages and a plurality of ports through

the under and arched wall forming means of communication

between the interior and the fire box , a tie rod of angular

formation surrounding the outer walls of said arch, a boiler

suitably supported within said outer wall and a baffle wall

supported on said arch and partially encircling said boiler,

as and for the purpose specified .

8. In a device of the class described, in combination , an

outer wall or casing forming an enclosure , a bridge wall

and grate extending across said enclosure and forming a

firebox and ash pit , said outer wall having ledges at the

sides thereof and communicating passages from said ledges

to the ash pit beneath said firebox , a hollow clay arch sup

ported on said ledges and having inlets communicating with

said passages and formed of tongue and grooved sections

and located to the rear of said firebox in proximity to said

bridge wall said sections having communicating openings

from one to the other and radially arranged ports through

the under and arched wall , forming the means of communi

cation with said firebox, a boiler supported within said

outer wall or casing, and a baffle wall extending from the

top of said arch and partially surrounding said boiler, as

and for the purpose specified.
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No. 101,480. Sheep Shears. Forces.
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Stewart Percival McMordie, Niagara Falls , Ontario , Canada,

9th October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 17th August, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 138,762 .

Frig.o.
Claim.-1. In a street or station indicator, the combination

with the casing and the shaft journalled therein, of a drum

located on the shaft provided with supporting eyelets and

flaps pivotally connected to the same, a spring secured to

the end of the drum and to the shaft, a pinion secured on
Fig. 4 .

the end of the shaft and a pawl engaging the same , a pin

gear wheel at the opposite end of the shaft, a lever pro

vided with a double escapement pocket engaging the gear

pin and the means for restraining the dropping of the

flaps, so that they fall one at a time , as and for the pur

pose specified .

2. In a street or station indicator, the combination with

the casing and a shaft journalled therein, of a drum located

Mary A. Lipscomb , Eureka, California,U.S.A., 9thOctober, j pivotally connected to the same, a spring secured to the
i on the shaft provided with supporting eyelets and flaps

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 27th September, 1906. Receipt No. I end of the drum of the shaft, a pinion secured on the end

139,839 . of the shaft and a pawl engaging the same, a pin gear

Claim . - 1 . In sheep shears , the combination with handles , wheel at the opposite end of the shaft, a lever provided with
of blades pivotally mounted on the handles and having a double escapement pocket engaging the gear pin , and a

the effective portions of their cutting edges lying beyond l ledge against which the flaps fall previous to their dropping

the pivotal points , whereby the blades are adapted to swing to expose the name of them , and for the purpose

inward on their pivotal points to compensate for the wear specified.
of the effective portions of the cutting edges, and means
for securing the blades in their adjustment.

2. In sheep shears, the combination with handles , of blades No. 101,482. Road Locomotive. Locomotive de routes.
pivotally mounted on the handles and having the effective

portions of their cutting edges lying beyond the pivotal David Roberts , Grantham , England , 9th October, 1906 ; 6

points,whereby the blades are adapted to swing inward on years. Filed 14th October, 1905. Receipt No. 129,238.

their pivotal points to compensate for the wear of the ef- Claim .—1 . In a road locomotive or other chain vehicle the

fective portions of the cutting edges , and means for secur- combination with the body, of a pitched chain track upon

ing the blades in their adjustment, said means embodying which the whole of the weight of the body is supported

an arcuate slot, and a fastening device operating in the through the medium of lateral rollers forming a curved bear

slot. ing surface , the said chain track being composed of a num

3. In shears, the combination with handles provided at ber ofsectionsinterlocking atthe upper and lower edges so
their front ends with longitudinal shanks and having lateral as to form a solid girder track , substantially as described.

extensions projecting inwardly from the inner ends of the 2. In a road locomotive or other vehicle wherein the

shanks , and blades pivoted at their inner portions to the propulsion is effected by one or more pitched chain tracks

front or outer ends of the shanks and having longitudinal upon which the body of the vehicle rolls, the arrangement

as
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wherein the steering is controlled by means of brakes applied 2. In combination with the main supporting spring, of the

to the bevel wheels of the differential gear or to one of the body of a wheeled vehicle , an endwise compressible second

ary spring disposed at right angles to and connected at its

ends with said main spring, said secondary spring acting at

intervals with the load to compress the main spring and

lateral rests for the auxiliary spring, with means connecting

the ends of the spring with the rests .

No. 101,484. Holder for Tires, Etc.

Porte - dormants, etc.

1
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sprocket wheels upon which the pitched chain track is moun

ted , substantially as hereinbefore described .

Fig. 4

Pro

No. 101,483. Controlling Spring for Vehicles.
Charles E. Schilling, Los Angeles , California , USA , 9th

Ressort de contrôle pour véhicules. ber, 1906 ; 6 years Filed 27th August, 1906. Receipt No.
139,032.

Fig 1.
Claim .-1 . A display rack and holder comprising side mem

bers with retaining standards thereon extending above such

side members , lazy tongs connecting said side members , said

lazy tongs comprising two links with one of their ends

pivoted together and their other ends pivotally and perman

ently attached to their respective side members near the

ends of such side members , and two other links pivoted to

gether at their ends and crossing the first -named two links

and pivoted thereto at the points of crossing, their other

ends projecting beyond such points of crossing, being pivot

ally and slidably connected to the side members intermedi

ate their length .

2. The display rack and holder comprising side members

with retaining standards thereon extending above such side

members , said standards being bent to form handles , lazy

Figs tongs connecting said side members and each comprising

links of equal length crossing and pivoted to one another,

two of said links being pivotally connected together at one

erd , and extending beyond the points at which they cross

the other links and pivotally connected at such extended

parts to fixed parts of the said respective side members

near the ends thereof , and the other two links being pivot

ed together at one end , and pivotally and slidably connected

at their other ends to the side members intermediate the

ends thereof, the space above the lazy tongs being unob

Figb
structed at each end.

3. A display rack and holder comprising side members

with retaining standards thereon extending above such side

members , said standards being bent in U-shape to form

handles, lazy tongs connecting said side members and con

101413 sisting of links of equal length crossing and pivoted to

one another, two of said links extending beyond the cross

ing points of the members and being pivotally and perman

James H. Sager, Rochester, New York, U.S.A. , 9th October, ently connected at such extended portions to the said side

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 13th February, 1906. Receipt No. members near the ends thereof, two other links extending

132,889. beyond the crossing points and pivotally and slidably con

Claim.-1. In combination with the main supporting spring nected at such extended portions to the side members in

of the body of a wheeled vehicle, an endwise compressible termediate the ends thereof , the space above the lazy tongs

secondary spring disposed at right angles to and connected being unobstructed at each end, and rubber feet attached to

at its ends with said main spring, each spring having a form the side members near the ends thereof.

of inaction, said forms occurring in succession during the 4. A display rack and holder comprising side members.

movements of the springs and lateral rests for the auxiliary each formed of a bar having its ends bent up over and

spring, with means connecting the ends of the spring with down in l' -shape to form a combined standard and handle

the rests. at each end of each side member, the inner end of each U.
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shaped handle being attached to the side member, fixtures movable side to effect clamping action of the latter with res .
attached to each side member near the end thereof, sleeves pect to the body.

sliding on each side member at a point between the end fix

tures and the middle of the side member, a link pivotally

connected to each end fixture of each side member, and two

said links at each end of the device being pivotally con

nected together at their inner ends , other links pivotally

connected at their middle portions to the middle portion of

the aforesaid links and having their outer ends pivotally

connected together and their inner ends pivotally connected

to the sliding sleeves aforesaid , the said links forming lazy

tongs to enable lateral adjustment of the base without vari

ation in the length thereof .

5. A display rack and holder comprising side members ,

each formed of a bar having its ends bent up over and down

i U-shape to form a combined standard and handle at each

end of each side member , fixtures attached to each side mem

ber near the end thereof, sleeves sliding on each side mem

ber at a point between the end fixtures and the middle of the

side members , a link pivotally connected to each end fix

ture of each side member , the two said links at each end

of the device being pivotally connected together at their

inner ends , other links pivotally connected at their middle

portions to the middle portions of the aforesaid links and 3. As a new article of manufacture , a holder for blades of

having their outer ends pivotally connected together, and safety razors consisting of a body including a movable side
their inner ends pivotally connected to the sliding connected at one end therewith, opposite ends of the body

sleeves aforesaid at the corresponding end of the device , the being provided with handles, one integral and the other de

said links forming lazy tongs to enable lateral adjustment Itachable , the detachable handle being engageable with the

of the base without variation in the length thereof, and feet movable side , as specified.

of cushioning material secured to the said end fixtures . 4. As a new article of manufacture, a holder for blades of

6. A display rack and holder comprising side members , safety razors consisting of a body formed with an integral

each formed of a bar having standards rising therefrom , fix- handle at one end, a movable side connected at one end with

tures attached to each side member near the end thereof, the body and having the opposite end free with respect

sleeves sliding on each side member at a point between the thereto , said body being formed adjacent to the free extrem

end fixtures and the middle of the side members, a link pivot- | ity of the movable side with a threaded tang , and a detach

ally connected to each end fixture of each side member, the able handle having a threaded socket to receive the threaded

two said links at each end of the device being pivotally tang and the free extremity of the movable side to cause

connected together at their inner ends , other links pivotally clamping action of the latter with respect to the body.

connected at their middle portions to the middle portions 5. A holder for blades of safety razors consisting of a body

of the aforesaid links and having their outer ends pivotally having a handle at an end thereof, a movable side between

connected together and their inner ends pivotally connected which and the body a razor blade is adapted to be clamped ,

to the sliding sleeves aforesaid at the corresponding end of and means for effecting clamping action of the movable side
the device , the said links being of equal length and form- with respect to the body.

ing lazy tongs to enable lateral adjustment of the base

without variation in the length thereof .
No. 101,486. Means of Discharging Fluids from

7. A display rack and holder comprising side members ,
Drying Cylinders.

each formed of a bar having standards rising therefrom ,
fixtures attached to each side member near the end thereof , Moyen de décharger le fluide des cylindres à sécher.

sleeves sliding on each side member at a point between :

the end fixtures and the middle of the side members , a link

pivotally connected to each end fixture of each side mem

ber, the two said links at each end of the device being of

equal length and pivotally connected together at their in

ner ends , other links of equal length pivotally connected at

their middle portions to the middle portions of the afore

said links and having their outer ends pivotally connected

together and ther inner ends pivotally connected to the slid

ing sleeves aforesaid at the corresponding end of the de

vice , the said links forming lazy tongs to enable lateral ad

justment of the base without variation in the length thereof,

and feet of cushioning material secured to the said end

fixtures .

8. A display rack and holder comprising side members

with retaining standards thereon extending above such side

members, each side member having pivot bearings fixed at

their respective ends and two sleeves slidably mounted on od예

the side members between said fixed bearings , and a base

connecting the side members and consisting of lazy tongs ,

each lazy tongs having link portions projecting beyond the

pivotal connection of the links , one such projecting link

portion being connected to one of the fixed bearings on the

side member and the other projecting link portion being

pivoted at its end to one of the sliding sleeves , so as to

maintain an invariable length for the base of the rack , while

providing for variation in width thereof .
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No. 101,485. Holder for Razor Blades.

Porte - lames de rasoirs.

Joseph Leonard Stewart , Chanute , Kansas , U.S.A. , 9th

October , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 21st September, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 139,696 .

Claim.-1 . A holder for razor blades consisting of a body, Robert Daniel Tackaberry, Lewiston, Maine, U.S.A. , 9th

a movable side for the body and a handle detachable from the October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 24th December, 1904. Re

body and arranged to co -act with the movable side to clamp ceipt No. 121,030..

the latter to cause clamping action of the latter with refer- Claim . - 1. A steam trap comprising means controlling the

ence to the body. outlet therefrom , such means including a lever , a link pivot .

2. A holder for blades of safety razors consisting of a body ed to the lever, a slide to which the link is pivoted, means

including a movable side , said body being formed with a for mounting the slide within the case or shell of the steam

small threaded tang and a detachable handle having threaded trap , and an adjusting device extending from the slide to the

connection with the tang aforesaid and engageable with the ' extremity of the shell or case .
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2. A steam trap comprising a shell , a dome mounted there- ment through the diaphragm , and means for operating

on , a valve commanding the dome for the purpose specified , said reciprocating elements .

a stem attached to the valve and extending to the dome, a 14. A steam trap comprising a shell or case, a dome

diaphragm case communicating with the dome, a diaphragm juxtaposed thereto, a diaphragm closing communication be
in the case and engaged by the said stem , a second stem en- tween the dome and the interior of the shell or case , a

gaging the opposite side of the diaphragm , means for oper- valve mounted in the dome outward from the diaphragm to
atingthe second stem , and means for conducting the outflow tontrol the outlet from the dome, means for operating the

from the trap to the dome. valve from the interior of the case through the diaphragm ,

3. A steam trap comprising a shell, a dome mounted there- and means establishing communication between the shell

on , a valve commanding the dome for the purpose specified , and dome at a point in the dome intermediate the dia

a stem engaged with the valve and extending to the dome , a phragm and valve .

diaphragm case communicating with the dome , a diaphragm 15.A steam trap comprising a shell or chamber, means

in the case and engaged by the said stem , a second stem en- for leading the steam and water of condensation to the

gaging the opposite side of the diaphragm , means for oper- shell or chamber, means controlling the exit therefrom ,

ating the second stem , and means for conducting the outflow and an additional means, said additional means establish

from the trap to the dome, such means including a pipe inga communication between the interior of the shell or

running from the bottom of the shell or case upward out of chamber and the source of steam and water of conden

the same and into the dome inward of the valve. sation whereby to equalize the pressure, substantially as

4. A steam trap comprising a shell or case having a dome described.

rising therefrom and a diaphragm case communicating with

the base of the dome, a valve in the dome for the purpose No. 101,487. Means of Discharging Fluids from

specified , a diaphragm in the diaphragm case , means for Drying Cylinders.

placing the dome in communication with the interior of the Moyen de décharger le fluide des cylindre à sécher.

trap , and means for operating the valve , said means compris

ing elements bearing on opposite sides of the diaphragm .

5. A steam trap comprising means for controlling the out

let from the trap , said means including a pivoted member,

means for movably mounting the pivot of sald member, and

a device connected with said means and extending to the out

side of the case or shell of the trap , whereby to impart an

adjusting movement to the pivot .

6. A steam trap comprising means for controlling the out

let therefrom , such means including a pivoted member, means

movably mounting the pivot of said member , and a device in

connection with the latter means and extending to the out

side of the case or shell of the trap and capable of imparting

back and forth movement to the said pivot mounting

means .

7. A steam trap comprising means for controlling the out

let therefrom , said means including a pivoted member, means

movably mounting the pivot of said member, and a device in

connection with the latter means and extending to the out

side of the case or shell of the trap and capable of imparting

a back and forth movement to the said pivot mounting

means, said device comprising a screw mounted to turn

in the case and having threaded connection with the said

pivot mounting means .

8. A steam trap comprising means controlling the outlet

therefrom , such means including a pivoted member, a slide

on which the pivot of said member is mounted, and a de

vice connected with the slide and extending to the outside

of the shell or case of the slide to impart a back and forth

adjusting movement to the slide .

9. A steam trap comprising means controlling the outlet

therefrom , such means including a pivoted member , a link

to which said pivot is connected, a slide on which the link

is pivoted, and a device connected with the slide and ex

tending to the outside of the shell or case of the trap , to

impart an adjusting movement to the slide . Robert Daniel Tackaberry , Lewiston , Maine, U.S.A. , 9th

10. A steam trap comprising a shell or case having a October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 1st March , 1906 . Re

dome rising therefrom and a diaphragm and a case , the ceipt No. 133,471 .

latter communicating with the base of the dome , a valve
Claim.-1 . The combination with a drying cylinder, of

in the dome for the purpose specified, means for yieldingly means for withdrawing the air and water therefrom , a trap

seating the valve, means for placing the dome in to which the same means discharges and devices for vent

munication with the interior of the trap , and means for ing the air from the trap.

opening the valve against the action of the said means for

yieldingly seating the same , said means for opening the discharging the air and water therefrom , a trap to which
2. The combination with a drying cylinder, of means for

valve comprising elements bearing on opposite sides of the said means lead , a pipe passing from the upper part of the

diaphragm . trap and an air vent valve in said pipe.

11. A steam trap comprising a shell or case , a dome 3. The combination with a drying cylinder, of means for

mounted thereon and having communication with the in- discharging the air and water therefrom , a trap to which

terior of the shell or case at a point outward from the said means lead and an air vent valve communicating with

base of the dome , a valve mounted in the frame, a diaphragm the trap , for the purpose specified .

case at the base of the dome , a diaphragm in the diaphragm 4. The combination with a drying cylinder , of means for

case, and means for automatically operating the valve conducting the water and air therefrom , a trap to which
through the medium of the diaphragm , said means com- said means discharge, an equalizing pipe establishing com

prising elements bearing on opposite sides of the dia - municaton between the trap and the cylinder for the pur
phragm . pose specified, and an air vent device in said equalizing

12.A steam trap comprising a shell or case , a dome pige .

juxtaposed thereto, a valve mounted in the dome to con- 5. The combination with a drying cylinder having a steam

trol the outlet therefrom , a diaphragm closing communi- supply pipe communicating therewith, of means for with

cation between the dome and the shell or case , means for drawing the water from the cylinder, a trap to which said

operating the valve through the medium of the diaphragm , means lead, an equalizing pipe extending from the upper

and means establishing communication between the shell part of the trap to the steam supply pipe of the cylinder

and dome at a point in the dome outward from the dia- directly adjacent to the cylinder , for the purpose specified,

phragm . and an air vent device in the equalizing pipe.

13. A steam trap comprising a shell or case , a valve ex- 6. The combination with a drying cylinder having a steam
terior of the shell or case and controlling the outlet there supply pipe communicating therewith, of means for with

from , and means for operating the valve from the interior drawing the water from the cylinder, a trap to which said
of the case , said means including a diaphragm closing an means lead, an equalizing pipe extending from the upper
opening in the shell or case , reciprocating elements bear- part of the trap to the steam supply pipe of the cylinder
ing on opposite sides of diaphragm to transmit move. I directly adjacent to the cylinder for the purpose specified.

com
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an air vent valve in said equalizing pipe and a stop cock 6. In a motor vehicle the combination of an explosive en

in said pipe between the air vent valve and the steam sup- gineprovided with a crank shaft, a connecting shaft, a motor

ply pipe of the drying cylinder . shaft operatively connected with one end of the connecting

7. The combination with a drying cylinder, of means for shaft , the opposite end of the connecting shaft and crank
withdrawing the air and water therefrom , a trap to which shaft having respectively a gear and a flange or collar, one
said means discharge, the discharge of said means to the of said latter members provided with a co -acting movable
trap being located above the normal water line thereof, clutch member, anda reversing mechanism including a gear
whereby to permit air to enter the trap and devices for vent- meshing with the aforesaid gear, and a friction roller adapted
ing the air from the trap . to engage said collar.

8. The combination with a drying cylinder, of means for 7. In a motor vehicle the combination of an explosive en

conducting the air and water therefrom ,a trap to which ginehavingacrankshaft, a vehicle driving shaft, acon
said means discharge at a point above the normal water necting shaft having one end operatively connected with the
line of the trap whereby to permit the air to pass into vehicle driving shaft, a transmission mechanism including

the trap, an equalizing pipe establishing communication be- two clutch members, a reversing mechanism adapted to en
tween the trapand clyinder and an air vent device in said gage both of said clutch members and provided with inter

equalizing pipe . mediate gears to transmit a reverse motion to the connect

ing shaft .

No. 101,488. Transmission Mechanism . 8. In a motor vehicle the combination of an explosive en

Mécanisme de transmission.
gine having a crank shaft provided with a collar or sleeve,

a connecting shaft , a vehicle drive shaft operatively con

nected with one end of said connecting shaft, the opposite

end of the connecting shaft having a clutch membtr adapted

tc co - act with the inner surface of said collar , the adjacent
Fig ... end of the connecting shaft having a gear wheel and a re

versing mechanism including a gear adapted to engage the

aforesaid gear, and a friction roller adapted to engage the

outer surface of the collar and co -acting with the said gears

to impart a reverse motion to the connecting shaft.

9. In a motor vehicle the combination of an explosive en

gine having a crank shaft, a vehicle drive shaft , a connect

ing shaft having one end operatively connected with the

vehicle drive shaft, the adjacent ends of the crank shaft and

connecting shafts having respectively a gear and a friction

collar, a clutching mechanism between the collar and the

114 tiga
adjacent end of the connecting shaft , and a reversing mech

anism including a movable frame having a friction roller

adapted to be carried in engagement with the said collar,
w the friction roller provided with a pinion , and a gear between

said, pinion and the gear carried by the connecting shaft,

whereby the reversing mechanism may be thrown into opera

tion or entirely out of operation when not in use.

1/9
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No. 101,489. Cuff Holder. Attache pour poignets.
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Alexander Winton, Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A. , 9th October,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 28th May , 1906. Receipt No. 136,

327.

Claim . - 1 . In a motor carriage the combination of an ex

plosive engine having its power cylinder transversely ar

ranged and provided with a crank shaft extending longtu
Fig !

dinal the vehicle , a propelling wheel shaft provided with a

compensating gear, a driven shaft extending longitudinal

the vehicle , one end of which is operatively connected

with the compensating gear , and clutch members connecting

the opposite end of the driven gear with the said engine
Fug3

shaft , whereby the crank shaft is directly connected with the

compensating gear.

2. In a motor vehicle the combination of an explosive en

gine having a crank shaft extending longitudinal the vehicle ,

a vehicle driving shaft provided with a compensating gear,

springs connecting the vehicle driving shaft with the vehicle , fiyt

and a flexible shaft having one end connected with the com

pensating gear , a clutch member carried by the opposite end

of the flexible shaft, and a co -acting clutch member carried

by said crank shaft.

3. In a motor vehicle the combination of an explosive en

gine provided with a balance wheel , a vehicle drive shaft , a

connecting shaft having one end provided with a clutch mem ligj.

ber adapted to co - act with the inner surface of the rim of

the balance wheel, the opposite end of the connecting shaft Charles Joseph Warwick , Kingston , Ontario , Canada ,9th
operatively connected with the vehicle drive shaft .

4. In a motor vehicle the combination of an explosive en
October , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 14th April, 1906. Receipt

gine , a balance wheel therefor, a transmission mechanism
No. 134,893.

including a clutch adapted to co-act directly with the bal- Claim . - 1. A cuff holder comprising a member adapted to

ance wheel , and a reversing mechanism adapted to co-jointly be attached to the inside of the lining of the coat sleeve and

co -act with the balance wheel and one of the clutch mem- a member provided with jaws designed to have the outer

bers .
ends sprung past the shank of the connecting stud of the

5. In a motor vehicle the combination of an explosive en- | cuff , whereby the shank is held securely within the jaws, as

gine having a crank shaft , a driving axle for the vehicle , a and for the purpose specified.

connecting shaft having one end operatively connected with 2. A cuff holder comprising a plate, a curled loop at one

the driving axle of the vehicle , the crank shaft and the ad- end and a staple - like pin held therein and lips at the op

jacent end of the connecting shaft having respectively a posite end within which the ends of such pins are designed

flange or collar and a co -acting transversely movable clutch to be held after having been passed through the lining, the

member. latter end being bent upwardly and backwardly , and spring

10-17
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wire jaws each member of which is held within the bent swinging them to open and close said bin openings , and a

end of the plate and converge near their outer ends from conveyer supported to travel across the series of bin dis

which point the members diverge or flare to their extrem

ities, as and far the purpose specified .

No. 101,490. Cuff Holder. Attache pour poignets.
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01 charge openings and leading to an inlet way of the elevator

building , for the purpose set forth.

4. In a grain elevator equipment of the character described

the combination of a series of bins , each provided with dis

charge openings , horizontally swinging valves for opening

Matthias P. Zindorf , Connell , Washington , U.S.A. , 9th Octo and closing said discharge openings, each comprising a

ber , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 25th June, 1906. Receipt No. shutter pivotallysupported near its center betweenadjacent
131,239 .

discharge openings, interlocking lever actuated mechanism

Claim . - 1 . In a cuff holder the combination with a framo operatively connected with the several valves , for swinging
having a spring tongue, of a pad holder underlying said them to open and close said bin openings, and a conveyer

tongue, said holder being formed with clamping parts supported to travel across the series of bin dischargeopen
to engage said frame and secure the pad . ings, and leading to an inlet way of the elevator building,

2. In a cuff holder the combination with a frame having a for the purpose set forth .

spring tongue , of a holder having its side edges bent to 5. In a grain elevator equipment of the character described ,

overlie the base of said holder and further bent to receive che combination of a series of bins, each provided witha plur
and engage the frame, and a pad having its side edges press . ' ality of hoppers in its bottom having discharge openings,

ed between said holder base and said overlying edges. horizontally swinging valves for opening and closing said

3. In a cuff holder the combination with a frame having a discharge openings, each comprising a shutter pivotally sup

spring tongue , of a holder secured to the frame, a pad secur- ported between its ends between adjacent discharge open

ed tothe holder and having a flap extending outwardly to en- ings , interlocking lever actuated mechanism operatively con

gage the cuff. nected with the several shutters for swinging them to open

4. In a cuff holder , a frame having a spring tongue , a pad and close said hopper openings, and including horizontally
holder clamped to said frame and a pad carried by movable rods each connected with all the valves of a differ

said holderandhavingits outerfaceprojecting beyond said ent bin,anda conveyer supported to travel across the series
frame to co -operate with said tongue. of bin discharge openings and leading to an inlet-way of the

5. In a cuff holder, a frame having a spring tongue and a elevator building , for the purpose set forth .

pad co - operating therewith, prongs carried by the frame, and 6. In a grain elevator equipment of the character des

à pointed prong struck out from said frame and being dis- cribed , the combination with a plurality of railway tracks

posed with the point in an opposite direction to the direction extending along one side of the elevator building, of bins

o : disposition of the points of said first -named prongs . provided at intervals along and beneath each track and

6. In a cuff holder a frame having a spring tongue, a part forming series of bins extending across the tracks, said
holder clamped to said frame , a pad carried by said holder , bins being provided with discharge openings, valves for

and an extension carried by said holder and bent to embrace opening and closing said discharge openings, interlocking

said pad and underlie the surface thereof. mechanism operatively connected with the several valves

of each transverse series of bins for opening and closing

them , and conveyers supported to travel across the dis

No. 101,491 . Grain Elevator. Elévateur à grain .
charge openings of said series of bins and leading to in

The John S. Metcalf Company, Chicago, Illinois , U.S.A. , as
let ways of the elevator building , for the purpose set forth.

signee of John Sanborn Metcalf, of the same place, 16th cribed, the combination with a plurality of railway tracks
77. In a grain elevator equipment of the character des

October , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 15th September, 1906. Re - extending along one side of the elevator building, of a

ceipt No. 139,535.
series of bins provided with discharge openings, horizontally

Claim .-- 1. In a grain elevator equipment of the character swinging double valves for opening and closing said dis

described the combination of a series of bins provided with charge openings , stops for limiting the movement of said

discharge openings, valves for opening and closing said dis- valves, interlocking lever actuated mechanism operatively
charge openings, interlocking mechanism operatively con connected with the several valves for swinging them to

nected with the several valves for opening and closing them, open and close said bin openings, and a conveyer sup

and a conveyer supported to travel across the series of bin ported to travel across the series of bin discharge open

discharge openings and leading toan inlet way of the eleva- ings and leading to an inlet way of the elevator building,
tor building, for the purpose set forth . for the purpose set forth .

2. In a grain elevator equipment of the character des- 8. In a grain elevator equipment of the character des

cribed, the combination of a series of bins provided with cribed, the combination with a plurality of railway tracks

discharge openings, horizontally swinging valve for opening extending along one side of the elevator building, of a

and closing said discharge openings , interlocking mechanism series of bins each provided with a plurality of hoppers in

operatively connected with the several valves for swinging | its bottom having discharge openings, horizontally swing

them to open and close said bin openings, and a conveyer | ing valves for opening and closing said discharge open

supported to travel across the series of bin discharge open- ings, each comprising a shutter pivotally supported be

ings and leading to an inlet way of the elevator building, for tween its ends between adjacent discharge openings , in
the purpose set forth . terlocking lever actuated mechanism operatively connected

3. In a grain elevator equipment of the character described, with the severalshutters for swinging them to open and

tho combination of a series of bins provided with discharge close said hopper openings , and including longitudinally
openings, horizontally swinging double valves for opening movable rods each connected with the valves of a dif

and closing said discharge openings , stops for limiting the ferent bin , and a conveyer supported to travel across the

movement of said valves , interlocking lever actuated mech- series of bin discharge openings, and leading to an inlet

anism operatively connected with the several valves for I way of the elevator building, for the purpose set forth .
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No. 101,492. Car Wheel. Roue de chars. 6. A car bolste, comprising a wide top member and side

members connected to the side of said top members and
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The Davies Car Wheel and Machine Company, Chicago , as

signee of John Rees Davies, Waukegan , Illinois , U.S.A. ,

16th October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 15th September, 1906 .

Receipt No. 139,536 .
downwardly converging to form a substantially triangular

cross section .

Claim.-1. The combination with a wheel center and tire 7. The combination of a car truck , having separated cross

having registering recesses, of a dowl pin joining said ties , and a bolster having a wide top member, a narrow
parts having its inner end equipped with a bearing through bottom member and downwardly converging side members

which pressure may be exertedin drawing the dowel pin connecting said top and bottom members, said bolster be

inwardlyto free it from engagement with the tire , for the ing narrow enough at its lower edge to enter between said
purpose set forth. cross ties.

2. The combination with a tire having internal recesses , 8. The combination of a car truck , transoms therein , a

and a center having registering ecesses and transverse
truck holsttr of substantially triangular cross section the

channels intersecting the same , of dowel pins having stems middle lower portions of said bolster extending between and
provided with transverse channels , and means entered in below the lower flange of said transoms, and a body bolster

said transverse channels and securing the dowel pins in of substantially triangular cross section , the middle lower

place , for the purpose set forth . portions of said bolster extending between and below the
3. The combination with a tire having internal recesses , tops of said transoms .

and a center registering recesses and transverse channels
9. A cast metal bolster, comprising a top plate having a

intersecting the same , of dowels having transverse key re center and end bearings thereon, a bottom plate, inclined
ceiving channels and narrower wedge receiving channels side webs connecting the top and bottom plates and en

opening thereinto , and keys securing said dowels in place, larged ends on the bolster integral with the top and bottom
the wedge receiving channels serving to accommodate a re plates and side webs .

latively narrow wedge in the operation of withdrawing the 10. In a bolster the combination with a top plate through

dowel , for the purpose set forth . cut the greater portion of its length , a bottom plate inclin

4. The combination of a tire having at one edge an exter: ing or curving upward from its center toward the ends of
nal rail engaging flange and at the opposite edge an internal the top plate, and inclined webs connecting side edges of
center engagingflange, a wheel center engaging said second- the top and bottom plates .

named flange, normally projected radial dowels connecting 11. A bolster of one integral casting, comprising a top

the tire and center and provided within the center with plate, a bottom plate, inclined side webs connecting them ,
transverse channels, and dowel locking keys entered in said enlarged ribbed ends on the bolster having recesses in their
transverse channels , for the purpose set forth. sides , integral center and end bearings on the top plate , and

5. The combination of a tire having in integral formation a hollow post in the center of center bearing and depending

at one edge an external rail engaging flange and at the op- therefrom.

posite edge an internal center engaging flange, a wheel

center engaging said second-named flange, normally pro

jected radial dowel pins connecting the tire and center and No. 101,494. Soot Catcher. Attrappe - sule.

provided within the center with bearings through which

force may be exerted to retract the dowel pins , and trans

verse dowel locking keys carried by the wheel center, for

the purpose set forth .
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No. 101,493. Car Bolster. Traversin de chars.

Edwin Harry Benners, Elizabeth , New Jersey, assignee of

John Green , St. Louis, Missouri , U.S.A. , 16th October,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 11th September , 1906. Receipt No.

139,431 .

Claim . - 1 . An integral car bolster comprising a top mem

ber , a bottom member, and side members connecting the top

and bottom members to form a substantially triangular

cross section .

2. An integral car bolster comprising a wide top member,

narrow bottom member, and side members converging

from the sides of said top member down to said bottom

member.

3. A car bolster comprising a top member, a bottom mem

ber , and side members connecting said top and bottom

members , said side members being externally convex at

their upper portions and externally concave at their lower

portions.
4. A car bolster comprising a top member, a bottom mem- Joseph Kleinand Eugene J. Schoolcraft, assigneeof a half

ber , and substantially ogee -shaped side members connecting

interest , both of Port Huron , Michigan, U.S.A. , 16th

said top and bottom members .

October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 8th August , 1906. Receipt

5. A car bolster comprising a top member, a bottom mem
No. 138,500.

ber , downwardly converging side members connecting said Claim . - A soot catcher for smoke conduits, comprising a
top and bottom members, and a king pin post extending from casing having an inlet in its lower portion and an outlet in

said top member to said bottom member and arranged to its upper portion , whereby it is adapted to form part of an

distribute load over the entire width of said bottom mem- uptake , a bearing fixed at the inner side of one of the up

ber .
\right walls of the casing, a shaft journalled in the other

x
b
i
b
y
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upright wall thereof and having a crank disposed outside of No. 101,496. Washing Machine. Machine à laver .

the casing, a franie having a trunnion journalled in the

bearing, a frame fixed on the crank shaft, a cylindrical
screen surrounding and connected to the said frames and

located between the inlet and the outiet of the casing , and

a device arranged to engage the outer side of the said

screen , whereby when the screen is rotated it will be cleared Fig.2.

of collected soot.

m

T

No. 101,495. Ash Sifter. Tamis à cendres .
ja

Lig 2 .
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William George Burns , Boston , Massachusetts, U.S.A. , 16th

October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 20th September, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 139,645 .

Claim.-1. A washing apparatus a chamber open at botb

ends , a piston movable longitudinally in said chamber, a

cover extending over one end of the chamber and connected

thereto , the cover and chamber being formed to permit a

practically unobstructed movement of water between the

cover and the chamber.

2. A washing apparatus comprising a chamber open at

Thomas P. Bolger, Gloucester, Massachusetts , U.S.A. , 16th both ends , a piston movable longitudinally in said chamber,

October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 4th September , 1906. Re- a cover extending over one end of the chamber and having

ceipt No. 139,222 . a flange surrounding the same and connected thereto , the

Claim .-1 . A sifter comprising a cap provided with a cas
lower edge of said flange being located above the upper

ing having a sliding top, a hopper secured to one end of end of the chamber to permita practically unobstructed

said casing and a sieve slidably mounted under said hopper movement of water between the cover and chamber.

and top , for the purpose set forth .
3 . A washing apparatus comprising a chamber open at

2. Asifter comprising a capprovided with a casing hav- both ends, a cover or head extending over one end and sur

ing flanged sides , ahopper secured to one end of said cas- rounding, thesame, connections joining the upper endof

ing, a spout secured to the other end of said casing, a sieve
the chamber casing to the cover, the latter being separated

slidably mounted in said casingand a top slidably mounted on all sides from the casing except at the point of con

on the flangedsides of the casing, for thepurposedescribed. nection, said cover and chamber having provisions fora

3. A sifter comprisinga cap provided with a casinghaving practically unobstructed flow between them , a piston mov

an inclined end, a hopper arranged over said end having able longitudinally in the chamber , and means for moving

ahinged top , a sieve mounted in the casing, a top slidably the same extending through the cover or head.

mounted on the side of the casing having an opening, at one
4. A washing apparatus comprising a chamber open at

end, and a spring provided with a bowed portion carried by both ends,a cover or head extending over oneend and sup

the hopper adapted to fit in the opening in the top, for rounding thesame, connections joining the upper endof the

the purpose described . chamber casing to the cover, the latter being separated on

4. A siſter comprising a casing having flanged sides , a all sides from the casing except at the point ofconnection,

hopper secured at one end, a spout secured to theother said cover and chamberhaving provisions for a practically

end , a siſter slidably mounted in said casing on brackets, unobstructed flow between them , a piston movable longi

a top provided with guides at its side mounted on the tudinally in the chamber, a rod for actuating the same

flanged sides and a spring carried by the hopper adapted to extending through the cciei , and hand engaging means

engage said top , for the purpose described.
secured to the rol .

5. A sieve comprising a top having a casing securtd there
5. A washing apparatus comprising a chamber open at

on provided with flanged sides, a hopper formedonone end of both ends , a cover or head extending over one end and sur

said casing, a spout secured to the other end, a hook secur- rounding the same, connections joining the upper end of

ed to the end adjacent the spout, brackets secured tothe the chamber casing to the cover, the latter being separated

sides , a sieve mounted on said brackets provided with a on all sides from the casing except at the point of connec

handle extending out through an opening in the hopper , a tion , said cover and chamber having provisions for a prac

top provided with guide edges adapted to it over the flanged tically unobstructed flow between them , a piston movable

edges of the sides having an opening adjacent one end and longitudinally in the chamber, a rod for actuating the same

a spring carried by thehopper provided with abowed por- extending through the cover, and a spring connected to the

tion adapted to fit in said opening, for the purpose set rod and abutting against the cover tending to retain the

forth . piston adjacent the inner end of the chamber.

6. A sifter comprising a cap having a casing secured there.

to provided with flanged sides, a hopper formedat one end No. 101,497. Glove. Gant.
of said casing, provided with a hinged top , a spout secured
in the bottom and in tht other end, a hook secured to said HamiltonCarhartt, Jr., Detroit, Michigan, U.S.A. , 16th

end , a top having flanged ends and guides formed on its
October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 17th September, 1906. Re

sides , adapted to slide on the flanges of the sides, spring
ceipt No. 139,572 .

actuated locking means secured to the casing adapted to Claim.-1. In a glove, a reinforcement section extending

engage said top and sieve slidably mounted in said casing from the back of the glove, and covering the palm of the

under said top and hopper provided with a handle extend - glove only below the first two fingers and having narrowed
ing out throug an opening in the hopper , for the purpose extension passing down across the base of the thumb por

described. tion of the glove .

-

11
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2. In a glove, a reinforcement section extending over the gaging under the toe of the shoe and projecting ends at the

palm of the glove only below the first two fingers and cover- rear engaging in compression under the heels of the shoe at

the extremities thereof and bearing outwardly on the heels

cf the hoof, to expand the same .

No. 101,499. Milk Pail Holder. Porte-seau à lait .
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William Wilfred Edmanson , Melita , Manitoba, Canada , 16th

76 October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 27th January, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 132,319 .

Claim .-1. In a device of the class described the combina

tion with ear, of an extending adjustable arm, as and for
70

the purpose specified .

2. In a device of the class described the combination with

fin , the ear, of an extending adjustable arm , and a spring co

operating with the arm , as and for the purpose specified.

3. In a device of the class described the combination with

/101494
the ear , having a centrally disposed vertical slot , of an arm

pivoted within the slot and extending therefrom , and a spring

engaging the arm , as and for the purpose specified .
ing the crotch of the thumb, and having an elongated nar 4. In a device of the class described the combination with

row extension passing across the base of the thumb, and a the pail, of an ear, an extending curvilinear arm pivotally
wrist section having a line of stitching at its upper edge supported within slot , within the car , said arm

where it is joined to the body of the glove, said narrow ex : having the end and the lower rear face flat, and a flat

iension being carried under said upper edge of said wrist spring secured to the base of the ear and extending within

section . the slot and bearing upon the arm , as and for the purpose

3. In a glove , a reinforcement section extending across the specified.

palm below the first two fingers and terminating in a round- 5. In a milk pail holder the combination with the pail and

ed corner below the middle finger and from thence extending ears thereof, of arms adjustably connected one to each ear

longitudinally toward the base of the glove in a narrow ex- and adapted to extend substantially horizontal when in use,

tension or tongue , and extending along the crotch of the as and for the purpose specified .

thumb , said glove having a stitched wrist section and said

extension secured under the upper edge of said wrist sec

tion . No. 101,500. Conveyer for Peat Collecting Ma
chines,

No. 101,498. Hoof Pad.
Transport pour machine à ramasser la tourbe.

Bourrelet pour cornes d'animaux.
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William Atkinson Milne , Brown's Corners, Ontario, Canada,

16th October , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 12th September, 1906 .

Joseph M. Doke , Fostoria , Ohio , U.S.A. , 16th October, 1906 ; Receipt No. 139,448 .

6 years. Filed 20th September , 1906. Receipt No. 139,654. Claim .-1. In a tubular conveyer for peat collecting ma

Claim . - A hoof pad comprising an inner portion formed of chines and the like , the combination with the tube, of a

layers of leather secured together and shaped to conform to spiral wing secured to the interior periphery thereof, as and

the curvature of the inner edge of the shoe within which it for the purpose specified .

fits, an outer ring of rubber secured to the edges of said in- 2. In a tubular conveyer for peat collecting machines and

ner portion , and extending beyond the same under the face the like, the combination with the tube, of two oppositely

o ' the shoe , and a wire fastene embedded between said lay- et wings secured to the interior periphery ther and

ers of leather and having a projecting loop at the front en- for the purpose specified .
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3. In a tubular conveyer for peat collecting machines and a squared portion, and a quick screw - threaded end to engage

the like , the combination with the tube, of a plurality of sets the first-mentioned jaw, a wrench lever provided with a

of spiral wings secured to the interior periphery of the tube square hole to fit on the squared portion of the bolt, the

and located at desired distances apart, as and for the pur- latter being provided with a finer screw thread on the end
pose specified . opposite that bearing the quick thread , a milled nut turned

on the fine screw thread of the bolt , and toothed bar

fixed on the ferrule to engage the handle of the wrench
No. 101,501 . Colter. Coutre.

lever .

No. 101,503 . Fertilizer Distributor,

Distributeur d'engrais .
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John Moeller, Bay Port, Michigan , U.S.A. , 16th October, 1906 ;

6 years. Filed 19th September , 1906. Receipt No. 139,630.

Claim .-- 1 . In a device of the class described, a tubular bear

ing member adapted for connection thereto and provided Richard J. Taylor, Murfreeboro , North Carolina, 16th October,

with projecting lugs having inclined lower faces , clip plates
1906. 6 years. Filed 25th September , 1906. Receipt No.

having correspondingly inclined upper faces designed to bear 139,766.
on the inclined faces of the lugs , connecting bolts engaged

with the clip plates and operatively engaged with the beam
Claim . - In a fertilizer distributer , the combination with a

for attaching the bearing member thereto , a colter shank sulky frame, pivot ears depending from the frame, thehop

arranged for longitudinal adjustment in said member, and
pers , a toothed rack seclured to the back of each hopper, and

means for fixing the shank in its adjusted positions .
the T - shaped hangers , of the chutes pivoted in said ears and

2. In a device of the class described, a beam , a tubular each having a pivot bolt connection wth the hangers, a separ

bearing member connected therewith and having a longitudi- ate and independent hand lever attached to each chute and

nal groove, an operating lever pivoted to said bearing mem liaving said bolts extending therethrough , and a pawl carried

ber, a locking key extended transversely through the latter bv each lever to hold the chutes in independent lateral ad

and connected with the lever, a shank arranged for longitudi- justment.

nal movement in the bearing member and provisioned with a

plurality of openings to receive the locking key, a spring No. 101,504. Cultivator and Planter.
seated in the groove and designed to act on the lever for Cultirateur et planteur.

maintaining the key normally in locking position , and a

spring retaining pin extended transversely of the groove and

terminally engaged with the wheels thereof .

2

O

No. 101,502. Hay Fork. Fourche .
o

o

0
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Henry Warfield , Topeka , Kansas, U.S.A. , 16th October, 1906 ;

6 years. Filed 14th September, 1906. Receipt No. 139,506.

Claim.-1 . In an implement of the class described the

TI combination with a central member including a head and

vertically spaced plates projecting rearwardly from the
Fiona 1/52

head. of transverse members secured between the plates

forwardly of the rearward ends thereof and projecting there

Heinrich H. Pofahl , Vivian , Waseca, Minnesota , U.S.A., 16th , beyond in both directions, the said transverse members

October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 13th August, 1906. Receipt having outwardly extending pins at their outer ends, said

No. 138,620 . members having passages formed therein in which the pins

Claim . The combination with the socketed ferrule pro are removably engaged , said members having other pas .

vided with the side toothed jaw , of the tool having a shank sages adapted for the reception of pins , ground treating

provided with a co -operating side toothed jaw , a bolt having devices carried by the side members and arranged to lie
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in operative position when certain of the passages of the extending arm , the supplemental arms being disposed dia

side members are engaged by the pins and out of operative metrically opposite the arms of the levers at the opposite

position when other of the passages are engaged by the side of the frame, and means for connecting the opposite

pins , a transverse member removably engaged between the levers with the cultivating means.

rearward ends of the plates , said member having passages 5. In a machine of the class described, the combination of

formed therethrough at right angles to each other, said a wheeled frame, operating levers located at opposite sides

plates having perforations formed therein adapted for re- of the main frame in diagonal relation , the levers at one

gistration with the passages of the last -named member side having supplemental arms arranged diametrically op

interchangeably, said perforations and passages being adapt- posite the levers at the opposite side , and a harrow sus

ed for the reception of a pin , and ground treating teeth pended from the supplemental arms and the levers from the

carried by the last -named transverse member and extend opposite side of the frame.

therefrom , said ground treating teeth lying in planes paral- 6. In a machine of the class described, the combination

lel with one of the passages of the members. of a wheeled frame, operating levers located at opposite

2. In an implement of the class described, the combina- sides of the main frame in diagonal relation , the levers at

tion with a central member including a head , vertically one side having supplemental arms arranged diametrically

spaced plates projecting from the head , and transverse opposite the levers at the opposite side, and a harrow

members secured between the plates and projecting there- suspended from the supplemental arms and from the levers

beyond in both directions , said transverse members having from the opposite side of the frame, and crossed inclined

outwardly extending pins at their outer ends, of side mem - chains extending from the sides of the main frame to the

bers having passages formed therein in which the pins are opposite sides of the harrow .

removably engaged, said side members having other pas- 7. In a machine of the class described, the combination of

sages therein adapted for the reception of the pins , and a wheeled frame provided with links , a harrow adjustably

ground treating devices carried by the side members, said suspended from the frame and provided at its front with a

side members being adapted to lie with their ground treat- draft attachment having a transverse rod arranged in spaced

ing devices in operative position when certain of their pas- relation with the front of the harrow , and links provided at

sages are engaged by the pins, and to lie with their ground their rear ends with eyes slidable on the draft attachment,

treating devices in inoperative position when their other the front ends of the latter links being provided with hooks

passages are engaged by the pins . for detachably engaging the links of the frame.

8. In a machine of the class described , the combination of

No. 101,505 . Disc Land Cultivator, Harrow Road a wheeled frame, cultivating devices, means for suspending

Machine and Farm Wagon . the cultivating devices either in diagonal or parallel rela

tion with the machine , a seed box or hopper having feed
Cultivateur à disques , machine de route et wagon .

mechanism and mounted on the frame in advance of the

cultivating devices , and gearing for operating the feed

mechanism of the seed box or hopper.Tio. 1 .

61 --60 No. 101,506. Car Coupler. Attache de chars.
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rAbram L. Foote, Fayette , Iowa, U.S.A. , 16th October, 1906 ;

6 years. Filed 24th September, 1906 . Receipt No.

139,735 .

Claim . - 1 . In a machine of the class described , the com

bination of a main frame , a bolster supporting the main

frame and provided with a depending tapered portion , an

axle receiving the tapered portion of the bolster , and a

pivot composed of upper and lower sections mounted res

pectively on the bolster and on the axle and provided at Landis G. Daniels and William B. Kirkpatrick , Highspire,

their adjacent ends with eyes linked into each other and Pennsylvania, U.S.A., 16th October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed
forming a flexible connection to permit the axle to swing 10th September, 1906. Receipt No. 139,392 .

transversely of the machine , whereby a wheel may drop Claim .-1. In a car coupler of the class described, the

into a rut or hole without straining the machine, or dis- combination with a car body, of a drawbar, arms secured to
turbing the horizontality of the frame .

the free end of said drawbar and having knuckles at their

2. A machine of the class described having a main frame outer ends , and means to direct said arms toward or from

and provided at opposite sides thereof with levers arranged each other whereby a set of said arms will be interlocked
in pairs , the levers at one side of the frame being pro- with each other .

videdwith lower arms arranged in diagonal relation with 2. A car coupler of the class described , comprising a draw

and also at points diametrically opposite the lower arms bar proper , locking arms at one end of said drawbar, and

of the levers at the opposite side of the frame, whereby means carried by said drawbar to dispose said arms toward

cultivating devices may be hung from the frame either in a or away from each other.

diagonal position or in parallelism with the median line 3. A car coupler of the class described comprising a draw

of the machine. bar proper, arms pivotally secured to one end thereof, con

3. In a machine of the class described, the combination trolling arms pivotally secured together and mounted upon

with a frame and cultivating devices, of levers arranged said drawbar and having one of their ends pivotally secured

in pairs at opposite sides of the frame and located in dia- to the locking arms , and means at the opposite ends thereof

gonal relation, the levers at one side of the frame being to operate said controlling arms.

provided with supplemental arms arranged diametrically 4. A car coupler of the class described comprising a draw

opposite the levers at the opposite side of the frame , and head proper, locking arms pivotally secured to one end of
means for suspending the cultivating devices from the said drawbar , controlling arms pivotally mounted upon the

levers either in a diagonal position or in parallelism with i drawbar, said arms having one of their ends pivotally

the median line of the machine . secured to the locking arms, a controlling member secured

4. In a machine of the class described, the combination to the opposite ends of said controlling arms, and means to

with a frame and cultivating means , of front and rear operate said controlling member whereby the locking arms

operating levers arranged in pairs at opposite sides of the will be operated.

frame and having lower arms arranged in diagonal relation , 5 The herein described car coupler comprising a draw

the front lever at one side of the frame being also provided ! bar , locking arms pivotally secured to one end thereof ,

with a forwardly extending supplemental arm , and the cor- knuckles carried by the outer ends of said arms , controlling

responding rear lever having a supplemental rearwardly arms for said locking arms, a rod extending through said
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drawbar, controlling member upon the upper end thereof ' washer, and a chamber being formed between the toothed

and connected to the controlling arms , a cor.trolling lever i ortion of the shank and the wall of the intermediate bore

secured to said rod , a housing for said drawbar , and means of the washer, and a spring pawl seated in this chamber , and

carried thereby to engage the lever and operate the locking provided at one end with a lug adapted to enter the inner

arms. end of the orifice , while the opposite end engages the teeth

6. A car coupler of the class described comprising a drawn of the nut and lock the latter against turning in the reverse
har, locking arms pivotally secured thereto , controlling direction .

levers for said arms , a controlling member operatively con

nected to said levers , a rod carrying said controlling mem- No. 101,508 . Nut Lock . Arrête écrou.
ber, and means connected to the lower end of said rod

whereby said rod and controlling member may be manually
geoperated to operate the locking arms .

7. A car coupler of the class described comprising the

combination with a drawbar having locking arms at one end

Thereof and means to operate said locking arms , of a hous

ing for said drawbar and arms , supporting rods secured to

the car body and extending through one end of the housing

and springs around said rods between the housing and car

body.

8. In a car coupler , the combination with the body of a

car , of a drawbar to interlock the same with the adjoining

urawbar, a housing for said drawbar, supporting rods secur

ed to the car body and extending through one end of the

housing , springs around said rods between the housing and

car body , and means carried by the housing to operate said

interlocking means .

9. In a car coupler the combination with a drawbar hav- 1

ing interlocking members at one end , of a housing for said

drawbar and interlocking members , and means carried by

said housing to automatically operate said locking members.

10. A car coupler having interlocking members at one end,

levers to operate said interlocking members , a controlling . Walter R. Mecherle , Bloomington , Illinois , U.S.A. , 16th Octo

members secured to said levers , a rod to control said mem
ber , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 10th September , 1906. Receipt

ber , a housing for said drawbar , a latch carried by said No. 139,394.

housing, a projection on said latch , a lever secured to said

rod ,and means carried by the drawbar to disengage said therein , of a bolt within the aperture, a nut upon the bolt,Claim . - 1 . The combination with a plate having an aperture

latch from said lever .

a dog pivoted to the plate and normally seated by gravity

upon the bolt between the nut and plate , and means upon

No. 101,507. Nut Lock. Arrête-écrou.
the nut adapted to overlap and contact with the dog at a

point between its ends.

2. The combination with a plate having an aperture there

ir . , of a bolt within the aperture, a nut upon the bolt, a dog

pivoted to the plate and normally seated by gravity upon the
bolt between the nut and plate , and a lug extending from one

face of the nut and overlapping the dog, said lug and dog

adapted to contact at a point between the ends of the dog

te bind the dog upon the bolt.

101508

B
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No. 101,509. Lath Holder. Porte - latte .

19.2

ir.3..

7174

11777

Peter Liberty, Warren, Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 16th October ,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 31st July , 1906. Receipt No. 138,299 .

Claim . - 1. In a nut lock the combination with a washer,

and means for preventing it from turning , said washer hay

ing its bore formed on different diameters, and an orifice

extending from the intermediate bore , of a spiral spring

pawl seated in the intermediate bore , and having a lug at

one and which enters the inner end of the orifice, and the

opposite end bent inward to constitute a pawl, of a nut hav
10150g

ing a shank which is fitted to turn in the smaller bore of

the washer , and is provided with ratchet teeth with which

the end of the pawl engage, whereby to lock the nut to the
John Lynes, Fort William , Ontario , Canada , 16th October,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 30th August, 1906. Receipt No.
washer, against turning in a reverse direction .

139,100 .

2. In a nut lock the combination with a washer, the bore
of which is formed on several diameters , and provided with ( 'laim . - 1 . In a lath holder the combination comprising a

a radial orfice extending from the intermediare diameter to srapple, a body carried by the grapple , and holding elements
the surface of the washer, and means for preventing the l'ivotally secured to the body.

washer from turning , of a nut having a threaded bore and 2. In a lath holding device the combination comprising a

a ratchet toothed shank with a reduced portion , the shank grapple , a body carried by the grapple, holding elements

ited to turn in the smaller diameter of the ore of the pi secured to the y , and ins for locking the

washer and the reduced portion in the largest bore of the ' holding elements in position .

- -
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face of the plate extending from one end thereof to the in

ner wall of the notches at the other end in unbroken form

3. In a lath holding device the combination comprising a

grapple, a body carried by the grapple , holding elements

pivotally secured to the body and provided with hooks adap

ted to engage a portion thereof.

4. In a lath holding device the combination comprising a

grapple, a body secured to the grapple and provided with a

flattened portion , and hooks pivotally secured to the body

and provided with extensions having hooks adapted to en

gage said flattened portion of the body.

5. In a lath holding device the combination comprising a

body provided with a bifurcated extremity terminating in

eyes, lath holding elements provided with eyes in engage

ment with said eyes on said bifurcations and provided with

hooks adapted to engage said body, and means for attaching

the upper end of the body to a support.

6. In a lath holding device the combination comprising a

body, lath ! supporting elements pivotally secured to said

body and provided with locking means, and gripping mem

bers pivoted to the upper end of said body and provided with

downwardly extending extensions.

1
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No. 101,510. Composition Railway Tie.

Dormant artificiel de chemin de fer .

and conforming in outline to the side walls of the central

groove .

Fig.I.

No. 101,512. Railway Rail and Tie.

Rail et dormant de chemin de fer .

Fig 3

Fig.2.
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Felix Jas. Baivier, Velva, North Dakota , U.S.A. , 16th Octo

ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 26th September, 906. Receipt

No. 139,788.

Claim .-1 . A railway tie formed of artificial stone having

transverse grooves in its upper face , and bolt holes on oppo

site sides of said grooves, said bolt holes being made square David E. Lindsay, Etna , Pennsvlvania, U.S.A. , 16th October ,

in their lower portions and round in their upper part or 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 19th September, 1906. Receipt No.
portions . 139,633.

2. A railway tie formed of artificial stone having a sub

stantially rectangular body in cross section excepting as to
Claim.-1. The combination with ties having dovetail

its bottom which is given a form approaching the shape of
tongues, of a rail adapted to engage the tongues of said ties ,

a V.
said rail consisting of two parts, a head carried by one of

3. A railway tie formed of artificial stone having a brace
said parts and common to both parts, a base flange carried

by each part and forming a dovetail groove when said parts

on one end to engage the top of the flange on the base of the
are secured together, substantally as described.

rail and stay the web , and a clamp under the brace to en
2. The combination with ties having dovetail tongues, of a

gage the edge of the rail flange and keep the rails from

spreading.
rail engaged by said tongues, said rail consisting of two

parts alternately arranged together , base flanges carried by
4. A railway tie formed of artificial stone composed of ce said parts and forming a dovetail groove to receive the

ment , sand, gravel and water, set and hardened.
5.A railway tie comprising a body having its lower portion tongues ofsaid ties, substantially as described.

gradually reduced transversely .
3. The combination with ties having tongues , of a rail

6. A railway tie comprising a body portion having its lower parts ,the ends of one partbeingarranged centrally of the
adapted to engage said tongues, said rail consisting of two

portion gradually reduced transversely and having a longi- | other part, base flanges carried by said parts and engaging

tudinal chamber therewithin , and longitudinally extending said tongues,means to secure said parts together, substanti

strengthening devices embodied in the tie .
ally as described .

7. A railway tie comprising a body portion having the lower

portion of its side faces converged downwardly to give the clined side edges , combined with a rail having base flanges
4. A tie provided on its upper face with a tongue having in

lower portion of the tie a V-shape and having a longitudinal resting on said tongue , and depending side flanges carried by

chamber therewithin , and strengthening devices embodied in said base flanges, said dependng side flanges having inclined

the body portion at the upper portion thereof.
iuner faces enaging the inclined side edges of said tongue.

5. A rail formed in two members adapted to be secured to

No. 101,511 . Railway. Rail de croisement. gether, each member having a base flange provided with a

groove , and a tie having a tongue adapted to fit in said
William Johnston Eicher, Smithton , Pennsylvania, U.S.A. , grooves in the base flanges of the rail members.

16th October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 20th September, 1906. 6. A rail provided in its base with a groove, combined with
Receipt No. 139,652 . a tie , and means carried by the tie engaging in the groove of

Claim .-- 1 . A railway frog comprising a frog plate provided the rail and securing the rail to the tie .

centrally of its upper face with a groove extending from end 7. A two -part rail provided in its base with a groove , com

to end of the plate, the said groove widening outward in a bined with a tie , and means carried by the tie engaging in

gradual taper from a point intermediate the ends of the plate the groove of the rail securing said rail to the tie .

to both ends , and being divided at one end by a V - shaped 8. A rail provided with a base , and depending side flanges

frog point , the said frog plate having notches in its upper carried by said base, combined with a tie, and means locking

face at one end forming rail seats , and ribs on the upper the tie to said side flanges of the rail.

10-18
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No. 101,513. Railway Sleeper,

Dormant de chemin de ſer.

12

Fig 11615

Fig.2 .

means extending between the two rails for preventing the

la teral displacement of the wheel , as and for the purpose

specified

3. In a safety railroad device the combination with a pair

of paralel rails of a wheel adapted to bear on both rails and

an outwardly extending annular flange formed on the peri

phery thereof extending between the two rails , as and for

the purpose specified.

4. In a safety railroad device the combination with a pair

of parallel rails , a car wheel adapted to bear on each rail ,

and means on the periphery of the car wheel and outwardly

extending therefrom for preventing the lateral displacement

of the wheel , as and for the purpose specified .

5. In a safety railroad device the combination with a pair

of double rails having the individual rails breaking joint with

each other, of a two -wheeled truck having the wheels thereof

bearing simultaneously on the four rails and means for pro

venting the lateral movement of the truck on the rails , as

and for the purpose specified .

6. In a safety railroad device the combination with a

double rail having the individual rails thereon breaking

joint, of a wheel bearing on the rails and means for pre

venting the lateral displacement thereof , as and for the
purpose specified .

7. An improved car wheel having two bearing surfaces

adapted to bear simultaneously on the rails and dividing

means between , as and for the purpose specified.

8. An improved car wheel having two bearing surfaces

adapted to bear simultaneously on the rails , and an outward

ly extending annular flange between the said bearing sur
faces , as and for the purpose specified .

9. An improved car wheel provided with an annular flange

outwardly extending from the center of the periphery there

of , as and for the purpose specified.

Oos

Fig.3.

3

Witro 101573

Martin E. McGrath, Rio Grande , Ohio , U.S.A. , 16th October, No. 101,515. Selector for Automatic Telephone

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 25th September, 1906. Receipt No. Exchange.

139,769.
Selecteur pour échange automatique de téléphone.

Claim .-1 . A sleeper for railroads comprising a hollow

block for pastic material adapted to extend lengthwise under

the rail and having a longitudinal recess in the top in which

the rail rests, and ground engaging ribs .

2. A sleeper comprising a hollow block having a longitudi

nal depression in the top in which the rail rests and ground

engaging ribs and grooves in the bottom and sides , and bolt

holes extending upwardly from the hollow through the top

of the block .

figl

2
5

No. 101,514. Railway System .

Système de chemin de fer.
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The Bell Telephone Company of Canada , Montreal, Quebec ,

Canada, assignee of James L. McQuarrie , 16th October,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 18th September, 1906. Receipt No.

139,598 .

Claim .-- 1. In a selector for an automatic telephone ex

change the combination with a ratchet carrying a selector

arm , of a plate upon which said ratchet is mounted an elec

tro-magnet for actuating said ratchet , said magent being

disposed upon the rear of the plate with its core piece pro

jecting through an opening in the same , and a bracket

101514 mounted upon the front of the plate and providing a sup

port for the said core piece and magnet.

Henry Roy , Ottawa , Ontario , Canada, 16th October, 1906; 6 combination with a ratchet carrying a selector arm , ofa
2. In a selector for an automatic telephone exchange , the

years. Filed 15th September, 1906. Receipt No. 139,519. plate upon which said ratchet is mounted , an electro -magnet

Claim . - 1. In a safety railroad device the combination with disposed upon the rear of said plate and having a core

a pair of parallel rails of a wheel adapted to bear on both piece projecting through an opening in the same, a bracket

rails and means for preventing the lateral displacement of mounted upon the front of the plate and providing a sup

the same , as and for the purpose specified . port for said core piece and magnet , an armature for said

2. In a safety railroad device the combination with a pair magnet pivotally secured to said bracket , and means con

of parallel rails of a wheel adapted to bear on each and trolled by said armature for actuating sai ratchet .

-
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3. In a selector for an automatic exchange, the combina- between the driven member of the clutch device and the

tion with a ratchet carrying a selector arm , of a plate upon working shaft , a dash pot connected to regulate the speed

which said ratchet is mounted , an electro - magnet for actu- of movement of the working shaft , and two stop devices

ating said ratchet, said magnet being disposed upon the for engaging the connecting means of the clutch device, one

rear of the plate with its core pieces projecting through of said members connected to be held in stop position until

openings in the same , a bracket mounted upon the front the working shaft has completed its movement.

of the plate to which said core pieces are secured, a rod 2. The combination with the working shaft of an appara

having a pivotal bearing in the yoke of the electro -magnet tus , of a motor, clutch device , yielding connections between
and extending through an opening in the plate , an armature the driven member of the clutch device and the working

secured to said rod above the plate and between the poles shaft , a dash pot connected to regulate the speed of move
of the magnet, and mechanism actuated by said armature ment of the working shaft, and two stop devices for engag

for controlling the movement of said ratchet . ing the connecting means of the clutch device , one of said

4. The combination with a selector frame provided with a members being connected to be held out of stop position

series of circularlyarranged contact terminals, of a plate only when the working shaft has completed its movement.
secured to said frame within the circle of said terminals , 3. The combination with the working shaft of an appara

ratchet wheel rotatably mounted above said plate , a selec- tus, of a motor, clutch device, yielding connections between

tor arm carried by said wheel and provided with contact the driven member of the clutch device and the working

brushes adapted to trail over said terminals, two electro- shaft , a dash pot connected to regulate the speed of move

magnets disposed upon the rear of the plate , each having its ment of the working shaft , two stop devices for engaging

core pieces extending through openings in said plate , brac- the connecting means of the clutch device , one of said mem

kets mounted upon the front of the plate to which said core bers being connected to be held out of stop position only

pieces are secured, an armature for each magnet pivoted when the working shaft has completed its movement, a

to said brackets between the opposite poles of the magnet, hand key, and connections for shifting the other stop device.
and pawls controlled by said armature for advancing the 4. The combination with the working shaft of an appara

ratchet wheel and for holding said wheel in its advanced tus , of a motor, clutch device, yielding connections between

position . the driven member of the clutch device and the working

5. In an automatic telephone exchange system , the com- shaft , a dash pot connected to regulate the speed of move

bination with a selector frame provided with a series of ment of the working shaft , and two stop devices each ar

circularly arranged line terminals, of a plate secured to ranged to engage the connecting means of the clutch , one of

said frame within the circle of said terminals, a ratchet the said stop devices connected to be shifted by a hand key,

wheel rotatably mounted above said plate , a selector arm the other combined with means actuated by the driven mem

radially secured to said wheel and provided with contact ber of the clutch to shift said device to stop position as said

brushes adapted to trail over said terminals , electro -mag - driven member begins its rotation and hold it in such posi

nets disposed upon the bottom of the plate having core tion until the rotaton is completed .

pieces extending through openings in the same , a bracket 5. The combination with the work shaft , dash pot , actuat

for each magnet mounted upon the top of the plate and to ing shaft , and flexible connections , of a motor, clutch device,

which said core pieces are secured , rods pivotally mounted a shaft connected with the driven member of the clutch de

in adjustable bearings carried by the yokes of the electro- vice and carrying a crank arm and crank pin , a link con

magnets, an enlarged slotted head for each rod extending nected with the actuating shaft and provided with a shoul

through an opening in the plate, an armature for each mag- der and receiving the crank pin , a rock shaft carrying a stop

net secured within said slotted head and provided with arm for engaging the connecting means of the clutch device ,

a pin extending through an opening in the corresponding and an arm for engaging said shoulder.

bracket , and means actuated by said armature for control- 6. The combination with the working shaft , dash pot and

ling the movement of said ratchet wheel and selector arm . the driven member of a clutch device , of yielding connec

6. In a selector for an automatic telephone exchange , the tions between said member and said working shaft con

combination with a ratchet carrying a selector arm , of a structed to permit the work shaft to move to a limited ex

plate upon which said ratchet is mounted , an electro -magnettent independently of the said member, and a stop device and

disposed upon the rear of the plate with its core pieces pro- contacting parts arranged to carry the stop device out of

jecting through an opening in the same, an armature pivot. stop position only when the working shaft is at the end of

ed above the plate , and means controlled by the movement its movement .

of said armature to control the movement of said ratchet . 7. The combination with the working shaft , dash pot, clutch

device , motor, and yielding connections between the driven

No. 101,516. Controller for Machinery .
member of the clutch device and working shaft, of two stop

Contrôleur de machines .
devices arranged to engage the connecting means of the

clutch device , one normally in stop position and a hand key

for shifting it , the other normally out of stop position , and

means for carrying it into stop position so long as the work

ing shaft has not completed its movement .அபாய
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The Pike Adding Machine Company assignee of William The Pike Adding Machine Company , assignee of William

Henry Pike , Jr., all of Orange , New Jersey , U.S.A. , 16th Henry Pike , Jr. , Orange , New Jersey , U.S.A. , 16th Octo

October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 7th March , 1906. Receipt ber , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 7th March , 1906. Receipt No.

No. 133,603 . 133,604 .

Claim .--- 1 . The combination with the working shaft of an Claim .---- 1 . The combination with a shaft for moving the

apparatus, of a motor, clutch device, yielding connections operating parts of a machine and a dash pot connected to
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Can

G

limit the speed of movement of said shaft , of a clutch de No. 101,518. Alidade for Ship Compasses.

vice having one part connected with a continuonsly oper
Alidade pour compas de vaisseaux .

ating motor and the other connected by yielding connections

with said shaft , a stop device for arresting the rotation of

the driven member of the clutch at the end of each rotation ,

and means for preventing the shifting of said stop device out

oi stop position until the working shaft has resumed its nor

mal stop position .

2. The combination with a shaft for moving the operating

parts of a machine and a dash pot connected to limit the

speed of movement of said shaft , of a clutch device having

one part connected with a continuously operating motor and

the other connected by yielding connections with said shaft ,

2 stop device for arresting the rotation of the driven mem

ber of the clutch at the end of each rotation , a key and con

nections for shifting the stop device , and means for prevent

ing the shifting of said stop device by the key out of stop

position until the working shaft has resumed its normal stop
position.

3. The combination with the driving shaft , driven shaft ,

and intermediate clutch device, of a stop device for arrest

ing the driven member, a key for shifting the stop device,

out of stop position , means for restorng it to stop position

before the completion of one rotation of the driven member ,

and means for operatively disconnecting the key and stop

device until the key returns to starting position .
Isabel B. Kilham , Allston , assignee of Harry Peyton Arbe

4. The combination with the driving shaft, driven shaft ,

and intermediate clutch device , of a working shaft for actu
cam , Boston , both in Massachusetts, U.S.A. , 16th Octo

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 31st May, 1906. Receipt No.

taing the working parts of a machine , yielding connections

between the driven member of the clutch and the working
130,437 .

shaft , a stop device for arresting the driven member , a key
Claim . - 1 . The binnacle with its hood or top inclosing the

for shifting the stop device out of stop position, means for compass, a rotatable vertical shaft section 16 formed with

restoring it to stop position before the completion of one
a concentric collar 17 by which it is supported centrally in

rotation of the driven member, and means for operatively
the binnacle top , an adjustable extension thereof above the

disconnecting the key and stop device until the key returns
binnacle top, and a sighting tube or pointer pivoted to the

to starting position .
top of said extension, for rotation with said shaft section

5. The combination with the working shaft , means for re
and for movement independently thereof only in a vertical

stricting the speed of said shaft, a motor anintermediate, shaft section within and wholly supported by the binnacle,
plane , in combination with an axial prolongation of said

clutch , and yielding connections between the driven member
such prolongation extending down almost to the compass

of the clutch and said shaft, of a stop device for arresting dial, and with a transverse indicator having a short vertical

the said driven member on completion of each rotation ,
stem 33 concentric with such prolongation, adapted to rest

means for shifting the stop device to connect the clutch
upon but not connected with the compass plate, and formed

members, means for automatically restoring the stop device
with a lateral lug 34 moving in a slot in the prolonged shaft ,

to stop position after the driven member begins its rotation , said indicator and stem having a limited vertical movement

and means for preventing the action of the shifting means

crthe stop device until the rotation of the driven member maintaining the sameradial position as the sighting tube,
independent of the prolonged shaft , the indicator normally

is completed.
substantially as set forth .

6. The combination with the working shaft, means for re- 2. The binnacle and its hood or top inclosing the compass,

stricting the speed of said shaft , a motor, an intermediate a central tubular shaft section 16 , mounted for rotation in

clutch , and yielding connections between the driven mem- the binnacle top and extending above and below it, a tubu

ber of the clutch and said shaft , of a stop device for arrest- lar upward extension 20 secured to said section by screw

ing the said driven member og completion of each rotation , 23, and an inclosed adjustable member 25 , connected thereto
means for shifting the stop device to connect the clutch hy a binding screw 27, these parts forming the upper shaft

members, means for automatically reatoring the stop device section,and a downward prolongation extending from the

to stop position after the driven member Jegins its rotation central part and forming the lower section of the shaft, said
means for preventing the action of the shifting means ca section being longitudinally grooved or slotted to receive a

the stop device until the rotation of the driven member is binding screw , whereby the parts are adjustable vertically

completed , and means for preventing a second shiating of the without radial variation, in combination with the sighting

stop device by the shifting means until after the later is re- tube pivoted to the top of the upper section, and the trans

stored to normal position . verse indicator connected to the foot of the lower section

7. The combination with a working shaft , and means re- by a vertical stem concentric therewith resting loosely on

stricting its speed, of a motor, a clutchhaving its driving the compass dial, such tube and indicator having independ
member connected with the motor and its driven member ent vertical movements , but normally maintained in the
yieldingly connected with the working shaft, a stop for ar- same radial plane , substantially as set forth.

resting the movement of the driven member of the clutch on 3. The binnacle with its hood ortop inclosing the compass,
the completion of each rotation , key actuated means for a vertical rotatable shaft extending above and supported

shifting the stop from stop position when the working shaft by the binnacle top , and a sighting tube secured to the up

is at rest, and means adapted to adjust the key actuated per end thereof , in combination with a downward prolonga
means to inoperative position on the commencement of each tion of the shaft formed in a single piece, having an open
actuation of the working shaft and to maintain the parts or ring - like portion spread in a plane at right angles to
in such position throughout the movement of said shaft. the sighting tube, so that the shaft will be removed from

8. The combination with a working shaft, and means for the line of vision and the compass dial will be unobstructed

restricting its speed, of a motor, a clutch having its driv- where bearings are being taken, and with an indicator

ing member connected with the motor, and its driven mem - mounted over the face of the dial, loosely connected to

ber yieldingly connected with the working shaft ,a swinging the foot of said shaft and maintained in radial alignment

stop for arresting the movement ofthe driven member of the with said tube, substantially as set forth .

clutch on the completion of each rotation , a key , means 4. The described compass indicator and deviation cor

adapted to be reciprocated by said key to swing said stop rector , comprising a sectional vertical shaft mounted rota

from operative position , and means for automatically disen- tably in a supporting bearing in the binnacle top and pro

gaging said key actuated means from the stop as the rota- vided at opposite termini with a sighting device and radial

tion of the driven clutch begins . indicator normally maintained n the same vertical plane ,

9. The combination with a working shaft, and means for the upper section of said shaft being extensible and con

restricting its speed, of a motor, a clutch having its driv - sisting of an inner axial member having the sighting de

ing member connected with the motor and its driven mem - vice pivoted to its upper end , and a deviation pointer pro

ber yieldingly connected with the working shaft , a stop car - jecting rigidly in the same vertical plane from a point near

ried by a rock shaft for arresting the movement of the its lower end , and of an outer tubular member surrounding

driven clutch member on the completion of each rotation , said axial member, slotted lengthwise and crosswise to per

a key , means operated by the key for rocking the stop shaft mit longitudinal and radial adjustment of the member and

to move the step from engagement with the driven clutch its protruding pointer, and with a terminally graduated sec

member , and means actuated by the rotation of the driven tor plate fixed to and extending horizontally from said tu

clutch member for shifting said key actuated means out of bular member at the foot of said slots , for the purpose get

operative position relative to the stop shaft . forth .

-
-
-

-
-
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No. 101,519. Miners' Candlestick and Match Safe .

Chandelier et porte- allumettes de sûreté pour mineurs.

2. In a boiler furnace , a casing in which the boiler is

mounted, a bridge wall within the casing to the front of
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aJohn B. Lindahl and Charles Phillips , assignee of

interest , both of Denver, Colorado , U.S.A. , 16th Octo

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 15th May, 1906 . Receipt No.

135,926.

Claim . - 1 . In a miner's candlestick , the combination of a

hollow handle, constituting a match case, a removable cap

inclosing one end of said handle, the opposite end of said

handle provided with a threaded recess, a spear removably

positioned within said recess, a hook carried by the spear

and a candle supporting member carried by said spear

comprising a folded sheet of material provided with a

slitted end producing tongues of different lengths and of

substantially the same width, one of said tongues provided

with an aperture, the opposite end of said sheet provided which extends a heat radiating floor for the combustion

with a tongue having a tapering end and a body portion of chamber disposed beneath the front end of the boiler, an

the same width as the unapertured tongue formed upon the auxiliary casing disposed to the front of the boiler, an igni

opposite end. tion chamber therein the floor of which is formed by an

2. In a miner's candlestick , the combination of a hollow uninterrupted continuation of the heat radiating floor of said

handle, constituting a match safe, a removable cap inclos- combustion chamber, said flooring and chambers being

ing one end of said handle , the opposite end of said handle without openings except at or near the outer end of said

reduced in thickness and provided with a threaded recess, ignition chamber, and means to admit air and gas through
a removable spear positioned within said recess , a hook said openings so that they commingle and flow in a sub

supported by said spear and handle, a candle supporting stantially undeflected course through said chambers to the
member carried by said spear and handle, said member bridge wall.

comprising a body portion provided with an apertured 3. In a furnace for burning producer gas, a combustion

tongue extending at right angles from the lower portion chamber , an ignition chamber which opens into the outer

of said body portion , and said body portion provided with end of said combustion chamber and forms a free and un

overlapping upper tongues , one of said tongues provided obstructed continuation thereof, a gas supply entering the

with an end extending at an angle to said apertured tongue. iront end of said ignition chamber and adapted to discharge

3. In a miner's candlestick , the combination of a hollow the gas in a thin sheet so that it flows in a substantially
handle provided with a penetrating point , said handle con- straight course through both of said chambers , whereby the

stituting a match safe , a cap closing one end of said handle , draft is not obstructed , and valve controlled conduits dis

a removable hook supported upon said handle , and a candle posed so as to be heated by the burning gas, which admit a

supporting member carried by said handle, said member regulated volume of highly heated air into said ignition

comprising a single sheet of metallic material , said sheet chamber at a point adjacent to said nozzle .

provided with tongues of different lengths formed upon one
4. In a furnace, a combustion chamber formed with an

end , and a single tongue formed upon the other end of the extension constituting an ignition chamber, a bridge wall

same width as one of said tongues. air flues formed beneath said chambers and leading back

4. In a miner's candlestick , the combination of a match toward said bridge wall , then forward to said ignition

receiving receptacle provided with a penetrating point, a
chamber , a foraminous plate through which said air enters

removable hook assembled with said receptacle, and a can said latter chamber, and means to introduce gas at a pro

dle supporting member carried by said receptacle, compris
per point for admixture with said air .

ing a body portion provided with tougues of different
5. The combination with a steam boiler furnace and its

lengths, some of said tongues overlapping and lying in casing, of a combustion chamber beneath said boiler, an

substantially parallel position, and another tongue pro
ignition chamber formed in an extension of said casing for

jecting at substantially right angles from said body portion ward of the boiler and constituting a continuation of said

and the other tongues.
combustion chamber , said chambers having a substantially

continuous horizontal flooring formed of refractory material ,
means to admit air and gas only at the outer end of said

No. 101,520. Furnace for Burning Producer Gas. ignition chamber, means to cause the air and gas to

Fournaise à gaz. become highly heated before admission to said ignition

The Harder Gas Furnace Company, ssignee of William L. extension of said furnace and communicating with said

chamber by conducting them through conduits within the

Harder, both of Birmingham , Alabama, U.S.A. , 16th

October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 23rd May, 1906 .
ignition chamber.

Receipt
6. In a furnace for burning produce gas, the combination

No. 136,165 .
with the main casing and a combustion chamber there

Claim . - 1 . In a boiler furnace, a main casing, a combus- in , of auxiliary casing having an ignition cham

ion chamber, an auxiliary casing, an ignition chamber, said ber forming a continuation of said combustion cham

chambers having a continuous substantially horizontal ber and having direct and unobstructed communication

flooring formed of heat radiating material and having an air | therewith , said ignition chamber having walls of refractory

admission opening or openings only at or near the outer material and disposed without the main casing, means to

end of said ignition chamber, a port or ports for the admis- heat the gas in said casing and to convey it in a highly

sion of gas adjacent to the point of air admission , said heated condition to the outer end of said ignition chamber ,
ports being arranged that the air and gas mix valve means to control the flow of heated gas , and means

freely in ignition chamber and flow in substantially io heat air in said casings and introduce it into the ignition

straight course through both of said chambers . Chamber to commingle therein with the heated gas .

an

SO

a
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No. 101,521 . Lens. Lentille . 4. An insulator provided with an insulating cap piece , a

separate conductor seat, and a securing band for said con
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ductor seat clamped about said cap piece, substantially as
set forth .

5. An insulator comprising a non - conducting body, a se

parate substantially trough -shaped conductor seat secured

directly to said non-conducting body with its ends project

ing beyond the body to form securing extensions for the

conductor , said conductor seat being materially narrower

than said body, and a narrow securing band for said con

ductor seat encircling said body and connected to said seat

at separated parts thereof, whereby said seat and securing

band cover only a relatively small portion of the body, sub

stantially as set forth.

6. An insulator comprising a non -conducting body having

an insulating cap piece, a separate conductor seat extending

across the crown of said cap piece, and a narrow securing

The Corning Glass Works , Corning , New York, assignee of band for said conductor seat secured about said crown , sub

William Churchill , New Britain , Connecticut, U.S.A., stantially as set forth .
16th October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th May , 1906. Re

ceipt No. 136,201 .
No. 101,523. Press for Extracting Oil from Seeds.

Claim.—1 . A lens of the type described having a series of Procédé pour extraire l'huile des graines.
zones, each element of which is focused upon a different

point in the axis of the lens, substantially as set forth .

2. A lens of the character described having a series of

zones , each element of which is focused upon a different

point in the axis of the lens and in front of a focal plane,

substantially as set forth . TO

3. A lens of the character described having a series of

zones , each element of which is focused upon a different

point in the axis of the lens, the focal lines of said zones

when projected across said axis converging on a definite

plane or surface parallel to the plane or surface of the lens ,

substantially as set forth .

4. A lens in which the various parts or zones are focused

upon various points of a definite luminous area whereby a
maximum proportion of the light is thrown in a beam of

parallel rays from the lens in the direction of its axis , and

a maximum of the remaining rays are refracted convergently
within the parallel beam , substantially as set forth.

5. An improvement in the art of signalling by light rays

which consists in focusing the several parts or zones of a

lens upon various points of a definite luminous area of the

source of illumination , whereby a large proportion of the

flame is thrown in a beam of approximately parallel rays A
from the lens in the direction of its axis or the axes of its 101323

various segments , substantially as set forth.

N

No, 101,522. Insulator . Isoloir .

The Sherwin Williams Company, assignee of Albert D. An

The Lock Insulator Manufacturing Company, assignee of derson , both of Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A. , 16th October ,

Walter T. Goddard, both of Victor, New York , U.S.A. , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 19th May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,095 .

16th October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 7th August, 1905 . Claim . - 1. In combination with a press , a strainer to re

Receipt No. 127,485 .
ceive the oil therefrom, and means for returning the solid

Claim . - 1. An insulator having a cap piece of substanti- matter withdrawn from the oil to the press .

ally uniform thickness throughout, and a separate conduc- 2. In combination with a press , means for separating the

tor seat secured to said cap piece , substantially as set solid matter from the oil passing from the press and re
forth . turning such solid matter to the press for further treat

2. An insulator having a porcelain cap piece of substanti- ment.

ally uniform thickness throughout , and a separate con- 3. In combination with a press , a strainer to receive the

ductor seat secured to said cap piece and consisting of a oil therefrom , means working within the strainer to with

narrow strip having a retaining groove for the conductor, draw the solid matter from the same , and moans for re

susbtantially as set forth. turning the solid matter to the press for further treatment .

3. An insulator comprising a cap piece of substantially 4. In combination with a press , a strainer to receive the

uniform thickness throughout, a separate conductor sesi oil therefrom , a screw working within the strainer and act .

having a retaining groove for the conductor, and a split ing to remove the solid matter from the oil , and a conveyer
securing band for the conductor seat clamped about the for returning the solid matter thus removed to the press

crown of the cap piece , substantially as set forth . for further treatment .
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5. In combination with a press, a strainer to receive the the oil has passed from the press, and means for returning

oil therefrom , a screw working in the strainer , and means the foots to the press .

for maintaining the strainer in close contact with said 21. In combination with a press , a strainer, means for re

screw. moving the solid matter therefrom and returning it to the

6. In combination with a press , a strainer to receive the press, a settling tank receiving the oil from the strainer,

oil therefrom , a screw working in the strainer, means for and means for withdrawing the solid matter from the tank .

maintaining the strainer in close contact with said screw , 22. I'n combination with a press , a strainer , means for re

and means for returning the solid matter withdrawn from moving the solid matter therefrom and returning it to the

the strainer by the screw to the press for further treat- press , a settling tank receiving the oil from the strainer ,

ment. and means for removing the solid matter from the tani and

7. In combination with a press, a strainer to receive the returing it to the press.

oil therefrom, a screw working in the strainer , said screw 23. In combination with a press, a strainer, means for re

having an independent section or flight adjacent to the moving the solid matter therefrom and returning it to the

discharge end of the strainer , a cover fitting over said press, a settling tank receiving the oil from the strainer ,

section or flight, and means for maintaining the strainer means for heating said tank , and means for withdrawing the

in close contact with the screw. solid matter from the tank and returning it to the press .

8. In combination with a press , a strainer to receive the 24. In combination with a press , a strainer , means for

oil therefrom , means contained within the strainer for re- removing the solid matter therefrom and returning it to

moving the solid matter therefrom in a relatively dry state , the press, a settling tank receiving the oil from the strainer ,

and means for returning said matter to the press for further means for heating said tank , and a screw mounted in the

treatment . tank , said screw serving to withdraw the solid matter from

9. In combination with a press , a strainer mounted below the tank .

the same , said strainer being inclined away from the head 25. In combination with a press , a strainer , means for re

of the press, means contained within the strainer for re- moving the solid matter therefrom , a settling tank receiving

moving the solid matter therefrom and discharging the same the oil from said strainer, said tank being provided at one

from the elevated end of the strainer, and means for return- end with an oil outlet and at its opposite end with an ele .

ing said matter to the press for further treatment. vated mouthpiece , and a screw mounted in said tank and

10. In combination with a press, a pan below the same , a serving to feed the solid matter toward the elevated mouth

strainer located beneath the pan and receiving the oil piece .

therefrom , means contained within the strainer for with- 26. In combination with a press, a strainer, means for re

drawing the solid matter therefrom , and means for return - moving the solid matter therefrom , a settling tank receiv

ing the solid matter to the press for further treatment. ing the oil from said strainer, said tank being provided at

11. In combination with a press, a pan below the same ,
one end with an oil outlet and at its opposite end with an

said pan being provided with a discharge opening at or
elevated mouthpiece , a screw mounted in said tank and serv

near one end thereof, a strainer located beneath the pan
ing to feed the solid matter toward the mouthpiece , and

and inclining upwardly away from the opening, means for
means for heating the tank .

withdrawing the solid matter from the upper end of the 27. In combination with a press , having a feed hopper,

strainer, and means for returning said matter to the press . means for effecting a separation of the foots from the oil

12. In combination with a press , a pan below the same, a which passes from the press, an endless conveyer serving to

strainer receiving the oil from the pan , means for with- return the foots thus separated to the hopper, and means

drawing the solid matter from the strainer and returning for removing the material from the conveyer .

the same to the press, a trough located beneath the strainer, 28 In combination with a press having a feed hopper ,

and means for holding the strainer in close contact with the means for effecting a separation of the foots from the oil

means working therein which removes the solid matter . which passes from the press , an endless bucket conveyer

13. In combination with a press , a strainer to receive oil serving to return the foots thus separated to the hopper,

therefrom , a screw working in the strainer, a pan below the and means for withdrawing any adhering matter from the

strainer , and means interposed between the pan and the buckets and causing its discharge into the hopper .

strainer for maintaining the strainer in close contact with 29. In combination with a press having a feed hopper ,

the screw . means for effecting a separation of the foots from the oil

14. In combination with a press, a strainer located be
which passes from the press , an endless bucket conveyer re

neath the same , a screw working in the strainer , a pan be- ceiving the foots thus recovered , said conveyer having a

neath the strainer, a series of U-shaped supports for the spout which discharges into the hopper, and means working

strainer, and means for securing adjustment of said sup
in line with said spout to clear the buckets and throw the

ports. matter thus removed into the spout .

15. In combination with a press , a strainer comprising a 30. In combination with a press having a feed hopper,

substantially U -shaped foraminous body , members secured means for effecting a separation of the foots from the oil

to the upper edges of said body , a head piece at the upper which passes from the press , an endless bucket conveyer

end of the foraminous body, and a tail piece at theopposite receiving the foots thus recovered, said conveyer having a

end, a series eof U -shaped supports pivotally connected to spout which discharges into the hopper , a pivoted scraper

the members secured to the body of the strainer , and means standing in line with the spout and with the buckets, and,

for adjusting said supports. spring actuated mechanism for throwing the scraper rear

16. In combination with a press, a strainer comprising a wardly as it passes out of contact with each of the buckets ,

substantially U -shaped body, a series of adjustable sup- whereby adhering matter will be removed from the buckets

ports therefor, a screw conveyer working in said strainer, and directed into the spout .

and adjustable bearings for the opposite ends of said con- 31. In combination with a continuously operating press , a

veyer, whereby the inclination of the U-shaped body and strainer to receive the oil therefrom , and means for return

screw may be varied as desired and the strainer held in / ing the solid matter withdrawn from the oil to the press.

close contact with the screw, substantially as described . 32. In combination with a continuously operating press ,

17. In combination with a press , a strainer comprising a means for separating the solid matter from the oil passing

substantially U -shaped foraminous body, a head casting, a from the press and returning such solid matter to the press

tail casting , an angle plate and a bar secured to each upper for further treatment.

edge of the foraminous body , said plates and bars being
33. In combination with a continuously operating press , a

seated at their ends in the head and tail castings, a series strainer to receive the oil therefrom , means working within

of U -shaped supports pivotally connected to said angle the strainer to withdraw the solid matter from the same, and

plates , a series of adjustable elbow levers pivoted below means for returning the solid matter to the press for further

said supports, an adjustable pin mounted in one end of each treatment.

of said levers and bearing against the under face of the U- 34. In combination with a continuously operating press , a

shaped supports, and a screw working in the strainer . strainer to receive the oil therefrom , a screw working within

18. In combination with a press, a strainer, means for re- the strainer and acting to remove the solid matter from the

moving the solid matter therefrom and returning the same oil , and a conveyer for returning the solid matter thus re
to the press , means for effecting a further separation of the moved to the press for further treatment .

solid matter from the oil which passes from the strainer , 35. In combination with a continuously operating press , a

and means for returning to thepress the solid matter thus strainer to receive the oil therefrom , a screw working in the
recovered. strainer , and means for maintaining the strainer in close

19. In combination with a press, a primary mechanism for contact with said screw .
receiving the oil directly therefrom , effecting a substantial 36. In combination with a continuously operating press , a

separation of the foots from the oil and returning such foots ' strainer to receive the oil therefrom , a screw working in the

to the press , and a secondary mechanism receiving the oil strainer, means for maintaining the strainer in close contact

from the primary mechanism, said secondary mechanism ef- with said screw , and means for returning the solid matter

fecting a final separation and returning the foots to the withdrawn from the strainer by the screw to the press for

press . further treatment ,

20. In combination with a press , means for effecting a sub- 37. In combination with a continuously operating press, a

stantially complete separation of the foots from the oil after ' strainer to receive the oil therefrom , a screw working in the
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strainer, said screw having an independent section or flight said valve whereby the upward movement of the diaphragm

adjacent to the discharge end of the strainer, a cover fitting will cause the valve to close said duct, and means for dis
over said section or flight, and means for maintaining the

strainer in close contact with the screw .

38. In combination with a continuously operating press , a

strainer to receive the oil therefrom , means contained within

the strainer for removing the solid matter therefrom in a

relatively dry state, and means for returning said matter to

the press for further treatment.

39. In combination with a continuously operating press , a

strainer mounted below the same , said strainer being in

clined away from the head of the press , means contained

within the strainer for removing the solid matter therefrom

and discharging the same from the elevated end of the

strainer, and means for returning said matter to the press
for further treatment .

40. In combination with a continuously operating press, a

pan below the same , a strainer located beneath the pan and

receiving the oil therefrom , means contained within the

strainer for withdrawing the solid matter therefrom , and

means for returning the solid matter to the press for further

treatment .

41. In combination with a continuously operating press

having a feed hopper , means for effecting a separation of the

foots from the oil which passes from the press, and end

less conveyer serving to return the foots thus separated to

the hopper, and means for removing the material from the

conveyer.

placing said valve thereby opening the duct and establishing

No. 101,524 . Set Ring. Collet d'essicur.
a free passageway for the gas.

2. In a device of the character described , the combination

of the lower section having a tubular passage, a diaphragm

which by gravity normally closes the upper end of said pas

sage, a valve supported by said diaphragm and capable of

displacement , the upper section secured to the lower sec

tion an dhaving a horizontal partition through which ex

tends a duct and whose lower central portion forms a de

pending valve seat surrounding said duct and immediately

above said valve , and means for thrusting said valve from

its seated position .

3. In a device of the character described, the combination

of the two sections one having a tubular passage while the

other has a horizontal partition provided with a duct im

indiately above the upper end of said passage, a gravity

diaphragm which normally closes said end, a valve sup

ported by said diaphragm whereby the gas pressure will

elevate the diaphragm and cause the valve to close said

duct, and means for thrusting the valve away from the

duct into a position between the diaphragm and the parti

tion whereby said diaphragm will be prevented from clos

ing the duct and a free passageway for the gas will there

by be afforded .

4. A gas burner comprising complementary sections con

taining lower and upper gas passages separated from each

oiher by an intervening space, a diaphragm which normally

George H. Best, Hampton, New Brunswick , Canada , 16th closes the lower passage, a mechanically displaceable valve

October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 11th June, 1906. Receipt supported by said diaphragm immediately below the upper

No. 136,785. passage whereby the diaphragm is elevated by gas pressure

Claim .-1. A set ring for shafts comprising two separable thrusting said valve away from said passageand into a
said passage will be closed by said valve , and means for

sections , each of which is in two parts or nalves , one of said position where it will prevent the diaphragm from closing

sections having an externally threaded portion and the other said upper passage .

section having an internal thread to receive the externally
5. A gas burner comprising complementary sections con

threaded portion to force the same againsi the shaft, to grip taining lower and upper gas passages separated from each

the same , substantially as set forth . other by an intervening space , a diaphragm which normally

2. A set ring for shafts comprising two separable sections , I closes the lower passages and has a concave upper surface ,

each of which is in two parts or halves , ne of said sections a ball valve which normally rests freely upon the center

having a projecting hollow stem externally threaded and of said surface immediately below the upper passage , a

tapered , in each half of which stem is a saw cut , and the partition which horizontally divides the upper section and

other section interlocked or joined together by dovetailed ihrough which the upper gas passage is pierced said par

ribs bearing in dovetailed channels and having an internal tition being recessed near said passage, and means for forc

thread to receive the threaded stem , to force the same against ' ing said ball into the recessed portion of said partition.

the shaft , all substantially as set forth . 6. In a device of the character described , the combination

3. Aset ring for shafts comprising a split ring having on of the lower section having a tube extending upward there
one side a projecting hollow stem , externally threaded and through and an air space around said tube the latter being

tapered , fitting on the shaft, and having an annular groove open at top and bottom and coustituting the inlet passage

or channel adapted to receive the annular shoulder of the for the gas, a cap shaped gravity diaphragm which normally

nut, a split nut screwell on the stem for forcing it against rests upon the top of said tribe and whose sides extend

the shaft to grip the same, and means for fastening the nut loosely within said air space, a valve supported by said
sections together, all substantially as set forth . diaphragm and capable of displacement, the upper section

secured to the lower section and having a gas duct immedi

ately above said valve whereby the upward movement of the
No. 101,525. Gas Burner. Brûleur à gaz.

diaphragm will cause the valve to close said duct, and

means for displacing said valve thereby opening the duct
Frederick Egge , Bridgeport, Connecticut, U.S.A. , 16th Oc

and establishing a free pasageway for the gas.
tober, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th May , 1906. Receipt No.

7. In a device of the character described, the combination
136,229 .

of the lower section having a tube extending upwardly there

Claim .-- 1 . In a device of the character described, the com- through and an air space around said tube the latter being

bication of the lower section having a tubular passage , a open at top and bottom and constituting the inlet passage

diaphragm which by gravity normally closes the upper end for the gas, a cap -shaped gravity diaphragm which normally

of said passage, a valve supported by said diaphragm and rests upon the top of said tube and whose sides extend

capable of displacement, the upper section secured to the loosely within said air space, a valve supported by said dia

lower section and having a gas duct immediately above phragm and capable of displacement, the upper section
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secured to the lower section and having a horizontal parti- horizontal plane and constituting a conductor, and an elec

tion through which extends a duct and whose lower central tric lamp mounted to travel upon said arm and deriving

portion forms a depending valve seat surrounding said duct current therefrom by direct contact in any adjusted position.

and immediately above said valve, and means for thrusting 2. An electric light fixture comprising a pivotally mounted

said valve from its seated position . arm composed of longitudinally arranged bars electrically

8. In a device of the character described , the combina- | insulated from each other and forming conductors, an elec

tion of the two sections , one having a tubular passage and a tric lamp mounted to travel upon the members of said arm

surrounding air space while the other has a horizontal par- and receiving current therefrom in any adjusted position,

tition provided with a duct immediately above the upper and means for adjustably connecting the lamp with the

end of said passage , a cap - shaped gravity diaphragm whose said arm .

upper face is concave and which normally closes the top 3. An electric light fixture comprising a swinging arm em

of said passage and whose sides extend loosely within said bodying longitudinal sections electrically insulated from

air space, and a ball valve loosely supported by said dia- each other, means for supplying an electric current to said

phragm . sections , and an electric lamp mounted to travel upon the

arm and in electric connection with the respective sections

No. 101,526. Truss . Bandage herniaire. thereof.

4. An electric light fixture comprising a pivotally mounted

arm comprising longitudinal sections electrically insulated

Fw 1 from each other, a carrier mounted to travel upon said arm

and having electrically insulated parts in electrical con

nection with corresponding sections of the arm , an elec

tric lamp, an electric cord connecting said lamp with the

respective parts of the carrier , and a take - up in the length

of said electric cord to admit of lengthening and shortening

it .

24

No. 101,528. Process of Preparing Skins and Furs.

Hug. 6.
Procédé pour la préparation des peaux .

Jacob Klugmann, Riga , Russia, 16th October, 1906 ; 6 years .

Filed 17th May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,005.

Fez e Zug Claim . - 1 . The process for the treatment of skins and

furs , consisting of the application of a coating of rubber

or caoutchouc with the addition of oxide of zinc , chalk and

liquid hydro -carbons to the tanned flesh side of the hide,

37 15 such coating being fixed thereon by vulcanization.

2. In the treatment of skins and furs , applying a mixture

of caoutchouc , oxide of zinc , chalk, and liquid hydro-car

bons , and vulcanizing such mixture by means of bisulphide
of carbon and chloride of sulphur.

3. In the treatment of skins and furs , applying a mixture

of caoutchouc , oxide of zinc , chalk, and liquid hydro -car

bons with the addition of mineral colours or the like , and

vulcanizing such mixture by means bisulphide of carbon

34 and chloride of sulphur .
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No. 101,529. Lamp Burner, Bec de lampe.
1016-26
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William S. Hobson, Grenada , Mississippi, U.S.A. , 16th Octo

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 16th May, 1906. Receipt No.

135,981 .

Claim - In a truss, a pad comprising a cup having one face

provided with a cavity and with a centrally disposed ori

fice, a coiled spring seated in the orifice and having one

terminal disposed along the back of the pad and secured

thereto , a pressure knob having a stem secured between the

coils of the outer end of the spring, and a plate secured

to the back of the pad and subserving the double function of

an abutment for the spring, and a means of connection with

the truss belt.

FIG . 4

FIGI

No. 101,527. Bracket for Electric Lights.

Console pour lumières électriques.

Fig . 7
FIG 3

FIG2

Pro .2 1.3

c 10 10 76 16

ta

FIG 5 . FIG . 6 , 101329 PTG 7

Roy H. Maple, Minneapolis, Minnesota, U.S.A. , 16th October,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 25th May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,218 .

101627 Claim.-1. The combination with a burner having a wick
tube , of a retaining band having means for attachment to

said burner, and a series of inwardly turned prongs on its

Eugene Feodor Hug, Elgin , Oregon , U.S.A. , 16th October, upper edge , and a glass cone inserted into said band from

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 26th May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,278. the under side and having a flame opening to coincide with

Claim . - 1 . An electric ligh support or fixture comprising said tube and an annular groove near its lower edge to re

an arm pivotally supported to swing in an approximately ceive said prongs, substantially as described .

10-19
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tween

cone

2. The combination with a lamp burner having a wick tube cating plunger or extractor blade having a head furnished

and an air inlet plate, of a retaining band having means for with a type set stop shoulder and adapted to slide between

attachment to said burner and provided on its upper edge said side mould members and move laterally therewith and

with a series of inwardly turned prongs having outwardly forming the upper face of the mould, and an adjustable type

turned tips , a glass cone inserted into said band from the set stop or finger adapted to engage said type set stop or

under side , and having an annular groove near its base to shoulder on the head of said plunger or extractor blade, a

receive said prongs , and said groove having a square upper rocking carrier upon which said side mould members and

face or shoulder, substantially as described . said extractor blade are mounted , a matrix and matrix hold

3. The combination of a burner having a wick tube , of a er mounted on said rocking carrier and independently mov

retaining band having means for attachment to said burner able to and from said side and bottom mould members, said

and having a cone locking means and upwardly projecting matrix forming the face end of the mould , an end plate

caps , a glass cone inserted into said band from the under forming the opposite end of the mould and interposed be

side and having a flame opening to coincide with said tube tween said side mould members FF and said nozzle, a guide

and held by said locking means , and shoulders or bosses for the cast type , a sprue or jet removing device , a grooving

provided on said cone and adapted to enter said caps and tool for the sprue or jet end of the type, and one or more

lock said cone against rotation , substantially as described. rotary nicking tools for nicking the body face of the type as

4. The combination of a burner having a wick tube , and a the same are forced along the guide by the extractor plunger

band having means for attachment to said burner, and a or blade, substantially as specified.

glass cone fitting in said band , and having a flame opening 2. In a type casting machine the combination with a cast

to coincide with said tube , the lower diameter of said cone ing pot and piston and discharge nozzle , of a reciprocating

being greater than the diameter of the opening in the upper bottom mould member, laterally movable side mould mem

portion of said band and the upper portion of said band: bers , a reciprocating plunger or extractor blade sliding be

grasping the cone and constituting a seat and holder there- Lween said side mould members, a matrix and a matrix hold

for , whereby the cone may be inserted through the band and er movable to and from said side and bottom mould mem

brought to position on its seat from beneath the band and bers, substantially as specified.

be held by the seat against accidental displacement there- 3. In a type casting machine , the combination with a cast

from , substantially as described . ing pot and piston and discharge nozzle , of a reciprocating

5. The combination with a burner having a wick tube , of a bottom mould inember , laterally movable side mould mem

band, and glass cone inserted into said band from the under bers , a reciprocating plunger or extractor blade sliding be

side and having a flame opening to coincide with said tube tween said side mould members, a matrix and a matrix hold

and said band having means for attachment to said burner, er movable to and from said side and bottom mould members,

and a retaining means for said cone , and said band being also and type guide to receive the type as they are discharged

provided with means to prevent the accidental rotation of from said side mould members by the extractor blade , sub

said cone therein . stantially as specified.

6. The combination with a burner having a wick tube, of a 4. In a type casting machine, the combination with a cast

band having means for attachment to said burner , and a ing pot and piston and discharge nozzle , of a reciprocating

glass cone composed of two sections fitting in said band and bottom mould member, laterally movable side mould mem

having a flame opening to coincide with said tube , the lower bers , a reciprocating plunger or extractor blade sliding be
diameter of the cone being greater than the diameter of the said side mould members, a matrix and a matrix

opening in the upper portion of the band , and the upper por- holder movable to and from said side and bottom mould

tion of the band grasping the cone and constituting a seat members , a type guide to receive the types as they are dis

and holder therefor , whereby the may be inserted charged from said mould members by the extractor blade ,

through the band and brought to its seat from beneath the and a sprue or jet removing device, substantially as specified.

band and be held by the seat against accidental displacement 5. In a type casting machine, the combination with a cast

therefrom , substantially as described. ing pot and piston and discharge nozzle , of a reciprocating

bottom mould member, laterally movable side mould mem

No. 101,530 . Type Casting Machine. bers, a reciprocating plunger or extractor blade sliding be
tween

Machine pour la fonte des caractères.

said side mould members , a matrix and a matrix

holder movable to and from said side and bottom members,

Fig .
a type guide to receive the type as they are discharged from

said side mould members by the extractor blade , a sprue or

jet removing device, and a finishing tool for the sprue or jet

end of the type , substantially as specified.

6. In a type casting machine the combination with a cast

ing pot and piston and discharging 'nozzle, of a reciprocating

bottom mould member, laterally movable side mould mem

bers, a reciprocating plunger or extractor blade sliding be

tween said side mould members, a matrix and a matrix

holder movable to and from said 'side and bottom members,

a type guide to receive the type as they are discharged from

said side mould members by the extractor blade , a sprue

or jet removing device, a finishing tool for the sprue or jet

end of the type, and a rotary nicking tool, substantially as

snecified .

7. In a type casting machine the combination with a cast

ing pot and piston and discharge nozzle, of a reciprocating

bottom mould member, laterally movable side mould mem

bers , a reciprocating plunger or extractor blade sliding be

Flig tween said side mould members, a matrix and a matrix

holder movable toand from said side and bottom mould

members , a type guide to receive thetype as they are dis

charged from said side mould members by the extractor

blade, and a rocking carrier uponwhich saidside mould

members, extractor blade , matrix and matrix holder are

mounted , substantially as specified.

8. In a type casting machine the combination with a cast

ing pot and piston and discharge nozzle, of a reciprocating

bottom mould member, laterally movable side mould mem

bers , a reciprocating plunger or extractor blade slidingbe

tween said side mouldmembers ,a matrix and a matrix

holder movable toand from said “side and bottom mould

101530
members, a type guide to receive the type as they are dis

charged from said side mould membersby the extractor

blade, a rocking carrier upon which said side mould mem

bers, extractor blade matrixandmatrixholder aremounted,
Sylvester J. Sennett , Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. , 16th October,

1906 ; 6 years.
and a finishingtool for thesprue or jet end of the type,

Filed 11th August , 1.906 . Receipt No. substantially as specified .

138,608. 9. In a type castingmachine the combination with a cast

Claim.-1 . In an automatic type casting and finishing ma ing pot and piston and discharge nozzle , of a reciprocating

chine, the combination with a casting pot having a piston bottom mould member, laterally movable side mould inem

chamber and piston , a discharge nozzle , a valve chamber and bers, a reciprocating plungeror extractor blade sliding be

choker and nozzle valves , of a reciprocating bottom mould tween said side mouldmembers, amatrixandmatrix holder

member, laterally movable side mould members, a recipro- movable to and from said side and bottom mould members ,
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a type guide to receive the type as they are discharged from hetween said side mould members , a matrix and a matrix

said side mould members by the extractor blade , a rocking holder movable to and from said side and bottom mould

carrier upon which said side moulds, extractor blade, matrix members, a movable carrier on which said side mould mem

and matrix holder are mounted , and a rotary nicking tool , bers, plunger or extractor blade , matrix and matrix holder

substantially as specified . are mounted, an end plate interposed between said discharge

10. In a type casting machine the combination with a cast- Lozzle and said side and bottom mould members , a type

ingpot and piston anddischarge nozzle, ofa reciprocating guide to receive the type as they are discharged from said

bottom mould member , laterally movable side mould mem - inould members, picking tools engaging the type as they are

bers, a reciprocating plunger or extractor blade sliding be- pushed along the type guide by said plunger or extractor

tween said side mould members, a matrix and matrix holder blade, said type guide having a spring pressed back plate ,

movable to and from said side and bottom mould members , substantially as specified.

a movable carrier upon which said side mould members , 17. In a type casting machine , the combination with a cast

plunger or extractor blade, matrix and matrix holder are ing pot and piston and discharge nozzle , of a reciprocating

mounted, and an end plate interposed between said discharge bottom mould member, laterally movable side mould mem
nozzle and said side and bottom mould members , substan - bers , a reciprocating plunger or extractor blade sliding be

tially as specified. tween said side mould members , a matrix and a matrix hold

11. In a type casting machine the combination with a cast er movable to and from said side and bottom mould mem

ing pot and piston and discharge nozzle, of a reciprocating bers , a movable carrier on which said side mould members ,

bottom mould member , laterally movable side mould mem - plunger or extractor blade , matrix and matrix holder are

bers, a reciprocating plunger or extractor blade sliding be- | mounted, an end plate interposed between said discharge

tween said side mould members, a matrix and matrix holder nozzle and said side and bottom mould members , a type guide

movable to and from said side and bottom mould members ,
to receive the type as they are discharged from saidside

a movable carrier on which said side mould members , plun- inould members , and a sprue or jet removing device , sub

ger or extractor blade, matrix and matrix holder are mount- stantially as specified.

ed, an end plate interposed between said discharge nozzle and

said side and bottom mould members , and a type guide to ing pot and piston and discharge nozzle, of a reciprocating
18. In a type casting machine, the combination with a cast

receive the type as they are discharged from said side bottom mould member, laterally movable side mould mem

mould members , substantially as specified .
12. In a type casting machine the combination with bers, a reciprocating plunger or extractor blade sliding be

tween said side mould members , a matrix and a matrix

a casting pot and piston and discharge nozzle, of a recipro- | holder movable to and from said side and bottom mould

cating bottom mould member , laterally movable side mould members, a movable carrier on which said side mould mem

members, a reciprocating plunger or extractor blade sliding bers, plunger or extractor blade , matrix and matrix holder

between said side mould members, and a type set finger or

stop , said plunger or extractor blade having a head furnish
are mounted, an end plate interposed between said discharge

nozzle and said side and bottom mould members , a type guide
ed with a stop shoulder to engage said type set stop or

finger, a matrix and a matrix holder movable to and from mould members, a sprue or jet removing device, and a finish
te receive the type as they are discharged from said side

said side and bottom mould members , a movable carrier on

which said side mould members, plunger or extractor blade. ing tool for the sprue or jet end of the type, substantially
matrix and matrix holder are mounted , an end plate inter

as specified

posed between said discharge nozzle and said side and bot 19. In a type casting machine , the combination with a cast

tommould members, a type guide to receivethe type as they ing pot and pistonand discharge nozzle, of a reciprocating

are discharged from said side mould members, substantially bottom mould member, laterally movable side mould mem

as specified.
bers , a reciprocating plunger or extractor blade sliding be

13. In a type casting machine the combination with a cast
tween said side mould members , a member and a matrix

ing, pot andpiston and discharge nozzle,of a reciprocating holder moving to and from said side and bottom mould mem
bottom mould member , laterally movable side mould mem

hers, a movable carrier on which said side mould members ,

bers, a reciprocating plunger or extractor blade sliding be- plunger or extractor blade , matrix and matrix holder are

tween said side mould members, a matrix andmatrix holder mounted, an end plate interposed between saiddischarge
movable to and from said sideandbottom mould members, nozzleand said side and bottommould members, a type guide
a movable carrier on which said side mould members , plunger to receive the type as they are discharged from said side

or extractor blade, matrix and matrix holder are mounted, mould members, a sprue or jet removing device , a finishing
an end plate interposed between said discharge nozzle and

tool for the sprue or jet end of the type , and a spring actu

said side and bottom mould members , a type guide to receive ated type holding or pressing device for pushing the type

the type as they are discharged from said side mould mem endwise against said finishing tool , substantially as specified.

bers , and nicking tools engaging the type as they are push 20. In a type casting machine , the combination with a cast

ed along the type guide by said plunger or extractor blade, icg pot and piston and discharge nozzle, of a reciprocating

substantially as specified. bottom mould member, laterally movable side mould mem

14. In a type casting machine the combination with a cast bers, a reciprocating plunger or extractor blade sliding be

ing pot and piston and dischargenozzle, ofa reciprocating holder movable to and from said side and bottom mould
tween said side mould members , a matrix and a matrix

bottom mould member, laterally movable side mould mem

hers, a reciprocating plungeror extractor blade sliding be members, a movable carrier on which said side mould mem
tween said side mould members , a matrix and matrix holder bers, plunger or extractor blade , matrix and matrix holder

movable to and from said side and bottom mould members , are mounted , an end plate interposed between said discharge

amovable carrier on which said sidemould members, plunger rozzle and said side and bottom mould members , a type guide
or extractor blade , matrix and matrix holder are mounted , to receive the type as they are discharged from said mould

an end plate interposed between said discharge nozzle and members , a sprue or jet removing device, a finishing tool for
said side and bottom mould members , a type guide to re the sprue or jet end of the type, and a rotary nicking tool ,

ceive the type as they are discharged from said side mould substantially as specified.
members , and a finishing tool or the sprue or neck end of 21. In a type casting machine , the combination with a cast

the type engaging the type asthey arepushed along said ing pot and piston and discharge nozzle , of a reciprocatng
guide by said plunger or extractor blade, substantially as bottom mould member , laterally movable side mould mem
specified.

bers , a reciprocating plunger or extractor blade sliding be

15. In a type casting machine the combination with a cast- tween said side mould members, a matrix and a matrix

ing pot and piston and discharge nozzle , of a reciprocating holder movable to and from said side and bottom mould,

bottom mould member, laterally movable side mould mem- members , a movable carrier on which said side and bottom

bers , a reciprocating plunger or extractor blade sliding be- mould members , plunger or extractor blade , matrix and mat

tween said side mould members, a matrix and matrix holder rix holder are mounted, an end plateinterposed betweensaid

movable to and from said side and bottom mould members, discharge nozzle and said side and bottom members , a type

c movable carrier on which said side mould members, guide to receive the type as they are discharged from said

plunger or extractor blade, matrix and matrix holder are side mould members , a sprue or jet removing device, a finish

mounted, an end piate interposed between said discharge ing tool for the sprue or jet end of the type, a spring actu

nozzle and said side and bottom mould members , a type ated type holding or pressing device for pushing the type

guide to receive the type as they are discharged from said endwise against said finishing tool , and a rotary nicking tool,

mould members, a grooving tool for the sprue or neck end substantially as specified.

of the type engaging the typeas they arepushed along the 22. In a type casting machine , the combination with a cast

type guide by said plunger or extractor blade, and a spring ing pot and piston and discharge nozzle, of a reciprocating
actuated type holding finger or device for pressing or hold- bottom mould member, laterally movable side mould mem

ing the type endwise against said grooving tool, substan- bers , a reciprocating plunger or extractor blade sliding be
tially as specified . tween said side mould members , a matrix and a matrix

16. In a type casting machine, the combination with a holder movable to and from said side and bottom mould

casting pot and piston and discharge nozzle , of a recipro- members , a movable carrier on which said side mould mem

catingbottom mould member, laterally movable side mould ber , plunger or extractor blade, matrix and matrix holder

members, a reciprocating plunger or extractor blade sliding are mounted, an end plate interposed between said discharge
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nozzle and said side and bottom mould members , a type guide mould members , means for moving said matrix and matrix

to receive the type as they are discharged from said side holder to and from said side mould members, means for

inould members and provided with a spring held back plate, operating said plunger or extractor blade to discharge the

a sprue or jet removing device , a finishing or grooving tool cast type into a type guide , a casting pot having a piston

for the sprue or jet end of the type , a spring actuated type chamber, discharge nozzle and valve chamber, a piston

holding or pressing device for pushing the type endwise and a valve , means for operating said piston, means for

against said grooving or finishing tool , and a rotary nicking operating said valve , and a type guide, substantially as

tool , substantially as specified . specified.

23. In a type casting machine , the combination with a re- 31. The combination with a type casting mechanism hav

ciprocating bottom mould member, of laterally movable side ing an ejector blade or plunger, of a laterally movable car
mould members , a reciprocating plunger or extractor blade rier on which said casting mechanism is mounted, a station

sliding between said side mould members , a matrix and an ary guide for the cast type , and a device for removing or

independently movable matrix holder , and a movable carrier breaking off the sprue as the type are forced along the type
upon which said side mould members, extractor blade and guide by said ejector blade or plunger, substantially as

matrix and matrix holder are mounted, substantially as. pecified .

specified . 32. The combination with a type casting mechanism hav

24. In a type casting machine , the combination with a re- ing an ejector blade or plunger , of a laterally movable car

ciprocating bottom mould member , of laterally movable side rier upon which said casting mechanism is mounted, a sta

mould members , a reciprocating plunger or extractor blade tionary guide for the cast type, and a device for removing or

sliding between said side mould members , a matrix and an breaking off the sprue as the type are forced along the type

independently movable matrix holder , a movable carrier upon guide by said ejector blade or plunger, and a finishing tool

which said side mould members , extractor blade , and matrix for finishing the sprue or jet end of the type , substantially

and matrix holder are mounted , and a type guide , substan as specified.

tially as specified . 33. The combination with a type casting mechanism hav

25. In a type casting machine the combination with a re- ing an ejector blade or plunger , a laterally movable car

ciprocating bottom mould member of laterally movablerier upon which said casting mechanism is mounted, a sta

side mould members, a reciprocating plunger or extractor tionary guide for the cast type, a device for removing or

blade sliding between said side mould members, a matrix breaking off the sprue as the typeare forced along the type
and an independently movable matrix holder, a movable car guide by said ejector blade or plunger, a finishing tool for

rier upon which said side mould members,' extractor blade finishing the sprue or jet of the type, and a spring actuated
and matrix and matrixholder are mounted, a type guide device for pushing the type endwise against said tool, sub
and means for operating said carrier, substantially as speci- stantially as specified.
fied . 34. The combination with a type casting mechanism hav

26. In a type casting machine the combination with a re- ing an ejector blade or plunger , of a laterally movable car

ciprocating bottom mould member, ' of laterally movable rier upon which said casting mechanism is mounted, a guide

side mould members , a reciprocating plunger or extractor for the cast type , a device for removing or breaking of the

blade sliding between said side mould members , a matrix sprue as the type are forced along the type guide by said

and matrix holder movable independently ofsaidside moula ejector blade or plunger, a grooving toolforgrooving the

members , a movable carrier upon which said side mould sprue or jet end of the type, a spring actuated device for

members , extractor blade and matrix and matrix heller are pushing the type endwise against said tool , and a rotary

mounted , means for operating said carrier, means for moy nicking tool , substantially as specified.

ing said bottom mould member to and from said side mould 35. The combination with a type casting mechanism hav
members , and a type guide , substantially as specified . ing an ejector blade or plunger, of a laterally movable car

27. In a type casting machine the combination with a re rier upon which said casting mechanism is mounted, a sta

ciprocating bottom mould member, of laterally movable side
tionary guide for the cast type , a device for removing or

mould members , a reciprocating plunger or extractor blade
breaking off the sprue as the typeare forced along the type

sliding between said side mould members, a matrix and
guide by said ejector blade or plunger , a grooving tool for

matrix holder movable independently of said side mould grooving the sprue or jet end of the type , a spring actuated

members, a movable carrier upon which said side mould device for pushing the type endwise against said tool, a

members , extractor blade and matrix and matrix holder are rotary nicking tool, and a spring pressed plate for said

mounted, means for operating said carrier , means for mor
type guide. substantially as specified .

ing said bottom mould member to andfrom said side moulding an ejector blade or plunger, of a guide for the cast types36. The combination with a type casting mechanism hav

members , means for moving said matrix and matrix holder

to and from said side mould members, and a type guide, along the guide by said ejector blade or plunger, and a springa rotary nicking tool for nickngthe type as they are forced

substantially as specified .

28. In a type casting machine the combination with a re
pressed back for said guide , substantially as specified.

ciprocating bottom mould member of laterally movable
37. In a type casting machine the combination with a bot

side mould members , a reciprocating plunger or extractor
tom mould member, of a reciprocating holder for said bot

blade sliding between said side mould members , a matrix
lom mould member, a rocking carrier, mould members

and matrix holder movable independently of said side mould
mounted thereon, a matrix and a movable matrix holder

members , a movable carrier upon which said side mould mounted on said ' rocking carrier, substantially as specified.

members, extractor blade and matrix and matrix holder are
38. In a type casting machinethe combination with a bot

mounted . means for operating said carrier, means for mov tom mould member, of a reciprocating holderfor said bot

ing said bottom mould member to and from said side mould tom mould member, a rocking carrier , nould members

members , means for moving said matrix holder to and from
mounted thereon, a matrix , a movable matrix holder mount

saidside mould members, means for operating said plunger plunger forming the top face of the mould, substantially as
ed on said rocking carrier, and extractor blade or

or extractor blade to discharge the cast type , and a type
specified.

guide, substantially as specified .

29. In a type casting machine the combination with a re

ciprocating bottom mould member, of laterally movable side No. 101,531. Stove, Range, Etc. Poêles, etc.
mould members a reciprocating plunger or extractor blade

sliding between said side mould members, an adjustable
Frederick J. Willock, New York City , U.S.A. , 16th October,

type set finger or stop , said plunger or extractor blade hav 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 14th May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,904.
ing a type set shoulder engaging said adjustable type set Claim .-- 1. As a new article of manufacture , a portable

finger or stop , a matrix and matrix holder movable inde- attachment for stoves, ranges and furnaces , adapted to fit
pendently of said side mould members, a movable carrier within or below the firebox or combustion chamber thereof,
upon which said side mould members, extractor blade and comprisinga pipeand a burner connected therewith, and
matrix and matrix holder are mounted, meansfor operating provided with means for retaining the burner in a vertical
said carrier , means for moving said bottom mould member or a horizontal position asdesired,while within or below

to and from said side mouldmembers,meansfor moving the firebox or combustion chamber thereof, substantially
said matrix and matrix holder to and from said side mould as described .

members, means for operating said plunger or extractor 2. Asanew article of manufacture , a portable attachment

blade to discharge the cast type into a type guide , and a for stoves , ranges and furnaces, adapted to fit within or
type guide, substantially as specified. below the firebox or combustion chamber thereof, com

30. In a type casting machine the combination with a re- prising a pipe and a burner connected therewith , and pro

ciprocatingbottom mould member. of laterally movable side vided with plates carried upon said pipe , at opposite sides

mould members, a reciprocating plunger or extractor blade of the burner, for retaining the latter in a vertical orna

sliding between said side mould members, a matrixand horizontal position as desired, while within or below , the
matrix holder movable independently of said side mould firebox or combustion chamber aforesaid , substantially as

members , a movable carrier upon which said side mould described.

members , extractor blade and matrix and matrix holder 3. As a new article of manufacture, a portable attachment

are mounted,means for operating said carrier ,meansfor for stoves,ranges and furnaces, adapted to it within
inovingsaidbottom mould member to and from saidside I below the firebox or combustion chamber thereof, com

an
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prising a pipe and a burner connected therewith, the at arranged in connection with one of said valves, and a

tachment being provided with a handle for moving the lever connecting the tripping lever with the bell of the

gasometer.

7oz 2. In an apparatus of the class described, the combina

tion with a storage tank comprising a water receptacle and
bil

Figl a telescoping bell, of a similar gasometer provided with

separate chambers , air inlet and outlet pipes for one cham

ber, gas inlet and outlet pipes for the other chamber, valves
(2

arranged in the gas inlet and outlet pipes , a rod connect

ing said valves , a handle carried by one of the valves , a

lever having fulcrum support adjacent to the handle , and a

connection between the outer end of the lever and the bell

Fig.2.
Föp3

of the gosometer.

1 3. In an apparatus of the class described , the combination
ID00

F with a storage tank comprising a water receptacle and tele

scoping bell, of a similar gasometer provided with separate

į chambers , air inlet and outlet pipes for one chamber, valves

arranged in the gas inlet and outlet pipes , a connection be

tween said valves , a triangular lever having fulcrum support

adjacent to one of the valves , a connection between the

outer end of the lever and the bell of the gasometer, and

an operative connection between the outer and inner ends

of the lever and valve .

2

1:

d2

X

-7

No. 101,533. Knitted Fabric.
ಹಾಗೆ Tissu tricoté,

1000029

Fist. Fig.5.
101531

Fig.

40

same as desired and with means for retaining the burner in

a vertical or a horizontal position as . desired while within

or below the firebox or combustion chamber aforesaid ,

substantially as described .

4. As a new article of manufacture , a portable attachment

for stoves , ranges and furnaces, adapted to fit within the

firebox or combustion chamber thereof , comprising a pipe

provided with a rotatable supply connection having a pro

jecting tubular end, a burner connectel with said pipe and

means for retaining the burner, while within the fire box

or combustion chamber aforesaid , in position to direct the

flames therefrom forwardly, upwardly or rearwardly as de 1675 33
sired , substantially as described .

Frederick Conde , Oswego, New York, U.S.A. , 16th October,
5. The combination with the fire box or combustion cham

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 22nd August, 1906 .ber of a stove , range or furnace , of an attachment adjust Receipt No.
138.907 .

ably fitted thereinto and above the grate , and provided !

with a burner and means for retaining the same in posi Claim . - A knitted fabric having a transferred stitch and
tion to direct the flames therefrom forwardly , upwardly or immediately below the space caused by such transferred

rearwardly as desired, and a tubular connection pivoted stitch , a loop in the first course thereafter , and a loop in

upon and leading into the attachment and projecting through the second course thereafter, substantially asdescribed.

the grate aforesaid to the exterior of the stove , substanti .

ally as described.
No. 101,534. Cattle Stanchion. Etançon pour bétail .

No. 101,532. Gas Making Apparatus.

Appareil pour la fabrication du gaz .
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Henry D. Elliott , Morgan Center , Vermont, U.S.A. , 16th

October , 1906 ; 6 years . Files 18th August, 1906. Receipt

No. 138,787.

Claim .-- 1 . In a cattle stanchion structure, a head frame

Adolph Schwartz, Minneapolis , Minnesota , assignee of Louis including longitudinal rails spaced apart and disposed above

Aljerne Watts , Spokane, Washington, U.S.A., 16th Octo- the stall floor, pins spaced apart and extending transversely
ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 18th September, 1906 . Re- through said head rails , a plurality of neck bars arranged

ceipt No. 139,595 .
in pairs and extending at one end between said head frame

Claim .- 1. An apparatus of the class described, compris members, one bar of each of said pairs of neck bars swing
ing a storage tank , a gasometer connected therewith con- ing upon said pins transversely of said head frame and the

sisting of a water receptacle being provided with inner and other of each of said pairs of neck bars movable at one end

outer chambers, means for separately supplying gas and longitudinally or the head frame and movable at the other

air to the chambers , controlling valves arranged in the end transversely of the head frame, and means carried by
gas inlet and outlet pipes of the chambers , a connection the head frame for operating the bars which are movable

between said valves, a pivotally supported 'tripping lever liongitudinally of the head frame.
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2. In a cattle stanchion structure including a stall space 6. In a press the combination with supports , of a movable

floor and a head frame spaced from the floor, said floor hav- piaten , means for moving said platen, a head supported by

ing spaced sockets extending longitndinally of the same,

beck bars swinging from said head frame and movably en

gaging said sockets, and one of said bars also swinging

transversely of said floor , and means carried by said head

frame for actuating said transversely movable bar.

3. In a cattle stanchion structure including a stall floor, a

head frame formed with rails spaced apart, and likewise

spaced above the floor, said floor having spaced sockets ex

tending longitudinally of the same , a neck bar swinging at

one end between said rails and with the free end movably

engaging one of said sockets , a neck bar inovable longi

tudinally of said rails at one end and with the other end

movably engaging the other of said sockets, and means for

locking said longitudinally movable bar in position between

said rails .

4. In a cattle stanchion structure including a stall floor

and a head frame spaced above the floor, said floor having

sockets arranged in pairs spaced apart centrally of each

stall space , a plurality of neck bars arranged in pairs, one

bar of each pair swinging at one end from said head frame

and with the free end movably engaging one socket of each
pair of the same , and the other bar of each pair movable at

one end longitudinally of said head frame and with the other

end movably engaging the other socket of each pair of the

same , means for simultaneously actuating said longitudin

ally movable bars , and means for independently releasing

said longitudinally movable bars .

5. In a cattle stanchion structure including a stall floor

and a head frame spaced above the floor, said floor having

sockets arranged in pairs spaced apart centrally of each

stall space , a plurality of neck bars arranged in pairs, one
10150350

bar of each pair swinging at one end from said head frame

and with the free end movably engaging one socket of each

pair of the same, and the other bar of each pair extending said supports, a mould box frame, a guide mounted uponthe

at oneend above said head frame and movable longitudinall
y

supports, a bolt pivoted at one end to the guide, a pro

ihereof and with the other end movably engaging the other jection on the frame through which the bolt passes, and

socket of each pair of the same, a shipper member movably means for permitting movement between the bolt and pro

bearing upon said head frame and through which the ex- jection on the frame.

tended ends of said longitudinall
y

movable bars project , 7. In a press the combination with operating means, of a

and means for actuating said shipper member. vertically movable platen connected thereto , said platen

6. In a cattlestanchion structure including a stall floor being adapted to receive a wheeled truck, openings in the

and a head frame spaced above the floor, said floor having platen , crickets projecting through the openings and nor

sockets arranged in pairs spaced apart centrally of each mallyengaging the wheels of the truck forsupporting the

stall space, a plurality of neck bars arranged in pairs, one body of the same above the platen , but allowing the wheels

barofeach pair swinging at one end from said head frame ofthetrucktoproject into the openings and the body of
and with the free end movably engaging one socket of each the truck to contact with the platen when the platen is

pair of the same , and the other bar of each pair extending raised .

at one end above said head frame and movable longitudin- 8. In a press the combination with operating means, of a

ally thereof and with the other end movably engaging the verticallymoving platen connected thereto and provided

other socket of each pair of the same, a shipper member withtracksandopenings in the tracks , said platen being
movably bearing upon said head frame and provided with adaptedto receive a wheeled truck , ' crickets projecting

slots corresponding to and adapted to receive the extended through the openings normally engaging the wheelsof the
ends of said longitudinally movable bars , means for actuat truck for supporting the bodyof the sameabove the platen,

ing said shipper member, and locking members adapted to but allowing the wheels of the truck to project into the

maintain said extended bars at one end of said slots and in- openings and the body to contact with the platen when the
dependently releasable from the same . platen is raised .

9. In a press, the combination with a platen , means for

No. 101,535. Mould for Stone, Moule pour pierre. operating the platen , a head, a mould box frame comprising

two sides and two end gates pivoted tothe sides , means for

Willie HermanFisher ,Baltimore,Maryland, U.S.A.,16th adjusting thesides toward andaway from each other, latch
October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 28th March , 1906. Receipt ing means transversely of the end gates.

No. 134,360 . 10. In a press the combination with a movable platen ,

Claim .-- 1 . In a press the combination with supports, of a

movable platenguided by said supports, meansfor moving supported by thepiaten comprising two side plates and end

means for operating the same, of a head, a mould box frame

said platen, a head supportedbysaid supports, a mould box gates hinged to the side plates, means for adjusting the
frame, means for adjusting said frame , and cushion means sideplates toward and 'away from each other, a latching

for said frame . means carried by the end gates adapted to engage co

2. In a press the combination with supports, a movable operating parts carried by the sides for securing the free

platen, meansformoving saidplaten, a head supoprted by ends of thegatestothesides andmeansfor moving the
said supoprts , a mould box frame provided with guides en- latching means transversely of the end gates.

gaging the supports and cushioning means carried by the 11. In a press thecombinationwith a platen and a head,

guides .

3. In a press the combination with supports , of a movable of two sides and two ends hinged to the sides, means for

a mould box frame supported upon the platen consisting

platen, means for moving said platen,ahead supported by adjustingthe sides toward and away from each other , a
said supports , a mould box frame , guides for the mould box plate adjustably mounted upon the ends and means for se
frame engaging the supports , means for permitting the frame curing the ends and sides together carried by the plate .
to be moved in relation to its guides to permit the sides of 12. In a press the combination with a platen and a head,

the mould box frame to be drawn together and means to of a mould box frame supported upon the platen, consisting
draw the sides thereof together . of twosidesand two ends hinged to the sides. meansfor

4. In a press thecombination with supports, ofa movable adjustingthe sides toward and away from each other,na

platen, means for moving said platen , a head supported by plate adjustably mounted upon theends and latching means
said supports, a mould box frame , guides for the mould for the ends mounted upon the plate .

frame engaging the supports and yielding means connecting 13. In a press thecombination with a platen and a head,

the guides and the frame.

5. În a press, the combination with supports, of a movable ing of two sides and two ends hinged to the sides . means

of a mould box frame supported upon theplaten, consist

platen, means for moving said platen, a head supported by for adjustingthe sides toward and away from eachother.
said supports , a mould box frame , guides.encircling the sup latch hooks projecting from the side plates , a plate ad;
ports , a bolt projecting form one side of the guides , a justably mountedupon the end gates and a latchcarried

afspringmounted on the bolt and adapted to beputunder hooks when the heide plates are in adifferent positions of
tension by the movement of the frame in one dir on . adjustment .

enga
ge

the latch
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14. In a press, the combination with a moving plates, length and a uniform number of loops in each course, and
operating means in connection therewith and a head, of the diameter of which is contracted or expanded by chang

a mould frame supported by the platen, comprising side

plates, end gates pivotally supported from the side plates,

latching means carried upon the end gates, and pivoted

rack bars engaging the latching means and adapted to re

lease the same when the mould frame is moved in one

direction.

15. In a press, the combination with a movable platen ,

means for operating the same, a head , a mould box frame

supported by the platen comprising side plates and end

gates hinged to the side plates, latching means carried by

the end gates, pivoted rack bars engaging the latching

means and adapted to release the same when the mould

frame is moved in one direction and means independent

of the bars for causing the gates to swing after they have

been released and started by the rack bars.

16. In a press the combination with supports , and a mov

able platen , of a mould frame adjustably supported from the

platen , stiffening and strengthening means projecting on

the frame , and means for adjusting the frame connected to

the supports and arranged on the stiffening means.

17. In a press the combination with a movable platen and

means to operate the same , of a head, a mould box frame

comprising two sides and two ends , and means for automa

tically causing the sides to move toward and away from

each other by the opening and closing of the ends .

18. In a press , the combination with a movable platen ,

of a mould box composed of two sides , end gates hinged to

the sides and automatic means for moving the sides toward

each other to decrease the size of the frame to clamp a

mould , said means being operated by the closing of the
gates .

19. In a press the combination with supports and a mov

ing platen , of a mould frame having adjustable sides , end 1002

gates mounted upon the frame , and adapted to draw the

sides together when they are closed , and resilient means for

withdrawing the sides when the gates are opened. ing the position of certain ribs from one side of the fabric

20. In a press the combination with a platen, and a head ,
to the other side thereof for the purpose of shaping or

of a mould box adapted to be pressed by the platen against fashioning such fabric, substantially as described.

the head , a frame having two sides movable toward and
2. A machine made seamless ribbed stocking or sock, the

away from each other in parallel planes and ends hinged to
leg of which is shaped or fasbioned by changing at intervals

the sides to open and close the frame, said frame being pro
ribs from one side of the fabric to the opposite thereof the

vide withmeans to cause the sides' to move toward each numberof loopsin each course remaining uniform through
other when the ends are closed . out , substantially as descibed .

21. In a press the combination with a platen and a head , 3. The method of shaping or fashioning machine knitted

of a mould box adapted to be pressed by the platen against seamless ribbed fabrics consisting in knitting the fabric
the head, a frame having two sides movable toward and upon the full complement of needles throughout and in

away from each other in parallel planes andends adapted changing arib on one face or side of thefabric to the oppo
to close the frame and means actuated by the motion of the site face thereof, then knitting a few courses and repeating

ends to move the sides toward each other. these operations at intervals, substantially as described .

22. In a press the combination with a platen and a bead ,

of a mould box adapted to be pressed by the platen against No. 101,537. Horse Controller. Contrôleur de cheval.
the head, a frame having two sides and two ends , one end

and one side being hinged together and automatic means for

moving the sides toward each other to decrease the size

of the frame to clamp a mould box, said means being oper

ated by the closing of the ends, and means for locking the

ends and sides together .

23. In a press the combination with a platen and a head, of

a mould box adapted to be pressed by the platen against the

head, a frame having two sides and two ends, one side and

one end being hinged together, means for securing the free

ends of the sides and ends together and simultaneously

causing the sides to approach each other in parallel planes .

24. In a press the combination with a platen and a head ,
Jeng णामिति your

a mould box adapted to be pressed by the platen against the

head , a frame having two sides and two ends , means for

automatically moving the sides away from each other when

the frame is opened and means for causing them to approach

each other when the frame is closed .

25. In a press the combination with a platen and a head ,

of amould box adapted to be pressed by the platen against

the head, a frame having two sides and two ends , means for

adjusting the sides toward and away from each other, means

independent of the adjusting means for causing the sides

to approach each other and means for moving the sides

away from each other.

26. In a press thecombination with a platen, and a head, | Albert M. McGeary, Canon City, Colorado, U.S.A., 16th Octo

of a mould box adapted to be pressed bythe platen against ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 13th August, 1906. Receipt No.

the head, a framehaving two sides and two ends, the sides 138,630 .

being adapted to movetoward and away from each other in Cluim.-1 . The combination with a vehicle provided with

parallel planes, means for moving the sides toward each iwo bearings one on each side of the reach, ofa device com

otherwhen the frame is closed and automatic means for posedof two parts one being hollow to receive the other,
moving the sides away from each other when the frame is the latter being provided with a tee -head engaging the said
opened.

bearings whereby the upper end of the device is pivotally

connected with the vehicle, a coil spring located within the

No. 101,536. Knitted Fabric. Tissu tricoté. hollow member of the device and acting on the other mem

ber which is freely movable therein , the spring actuated

Josiah Johnson, Leicester , England, 16th October, 1906; 6 member having a collar,and the hollow member a stop at

years . Filed 28th August, 1906. Receipt No. 139,043. its outer extremity to limit the outward movement of the

Claim .– 1. A machine knitted seamless tubular ribbed spring actuated member, the length of the device being

fabric having a uniform number of ribs throughout its such that its spring actuated member is adapted to engage
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and catch in the surface forward of the pivot, and a con- 2. A tension device comprising a stem, a bracket fixedly

nection between the device and the animal to be checked or mounted thereon , spring pressed crossbar slidably

hitched .

2. In a horse hitching attachment for vehicle , the com

bination with a vehicle provided with two bearings centrally

located , and a device having a tee - head engaging the said

bearings , the said device being composed of a hollow mem

ber , and a second member engaging the hollow member and

moving freely therein , à coil spring located within the hol

low member and acting to throw the telescoping member

outwardly , the members being constructed to limit the out

ward movement of the telescoping member, the free ex

tremity of the telescoping member being adapted to en

gage and catch in the surface engaged by the vebicle , and

means for connecting the device with the animal to be

hitched .
3. The combination with a vehicle , of clip secured

thereto and provided with two bearings located on opposite

sides of the longitudinal center of the vehicle , a hitching

device having a tee -head engaging the bearings of the clip

at one extremity, its opposite extremity being pointed and

adapted to catch in the surface which forms a stop for the

engaging extremity of the device , the said device consisting

of two members having a telescoping connection, a coilspring being located within the one member and acting to mounted on the stem and engaging the bracket and a sec

throw the other member outwardly , for the purpose setitional spool interposed between the bracket and cross

forth .

bar, one of said sections constituting a support for the

other section and said sections being normally clamped

together by the bracket and crossbar.

No. 101,538. Calf Weaner. 3. A tension device comprising a stem , a bracket fixedly

Appareil à sevrer les veaux.
connected thereto and having guide spools thereon , a cross

bar slidably mounted on the stem and engaging the bracket,

a tension spring upon the stem and bearing on the cross

bar and a sectional spool rotatably mounted on the stem

and interposed between the bracket and crossbar, one of

the sections of the spool being slidably mounted on, but

rotatable with the other section and both sections being

normally clamped together by the bracket and crossbar.
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No. 101,540. Wire Stretcher. Tendeur de fil de fer.
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Samuel Parry , Clay Center , Kansas, U.S.A. , 16th October,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 20th August, 1906. Receipt No.

138,866.
Claim .-1 . The calf weaner consisting of the sack suspended

beneath the udders of the mother animal , a girth attached

to the forward end of said sack , a pair of straps attached to

the rear end thereof extending out between the rear legs

and up over the rump and secured to said girth and a cross

strap connecting such suspension -straps, all substantiall
y

as shown and described .

2. The calf weaner consisting of the sack provided with

vent holes, girth attached to the forward end of sail

sack , straps attached to the rear end thereof and passing

between the hind legs and up over the rump and secured

to said girth and a cross strap connecting such suspension

straps , all substantially as shown and described.

3. A device as described consisting of a triangular shaped tio.'3.

and perforated sack having rings secured at its corners,

a girth having hooks attached at its ends and said hooks

connected each to a ring at the front of the sack , a pair

of straps having hooks attached thereto connected at the

rear of the sack to the third ring and their other ends

connected to the girth , and a cross strap connecting said

pair of straps .

Joseph Savage, Kingsley Falls, Quebec, Canada, 16thOcto

ber, 1906; 6 years . Filed sth August, 1906.Receipt No.

No. 101,539. Binder. Lieuse.

138,489 .

William J. Rhodes, Elizabeth, Indiana, U.S.A.,

Claim . - 1 . In a wire stretcher , the combination com

1906 ; years . Filed 8th August, 1906 . Receipt No. pivoted to the solid jaw and provided with means for rock

138,476 .

ing the same, and a clamping block secured adjacent the

Claim .-- 1. A tension device of the character described , movable jaw.

stem , a non-rotatable bracket mounted there
on , a crossbar engaging the bracket and slidably mounted solid jaw , a movable jaw pivoted to the solid jaw, and prog

2: A. wire stretcher comprising a handle provided with a

on the stem , a spool section rotatably mounted on

the vided with means for rocking the same, recessed clamping

and having a grooved tubular extension , another
stem
spool section slidably mounted on the extension and rota- ably secured adjacent the movable jaw.

table therewith , both of the spool sections being interposed

3. In a wire stretcher, a handle provided with a solid ja

between and contacted by the bracket and crossbar , and a movable jaw pivoted to the solid jaw and provided with

tensioning means contacting with and adapted to actuate an extension , and a block adjustably secured adjacent the

the crossbar.

movable jaw.
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4. In a wire stretcher, a handle provided with a solid jaw, to be printed is supported, means for successively actuating

a movable jaw pivoted to the solid jaw and provided with the inking devices and the platen , means for locking said

a lever and with a cam shoulder, a block provided with a

slot and with a bevelled face disposed adjacent the path

of movement of the cam shovlder on the movable jaw, and

a bolt disposed through the slot and secured to the handle .

5. In a wire stretcher, a handle provided with a solid

jaw, a clamping jaw pivotally secured to the solid jaw and

provided with an extension, a clamping block adjustably

secured adjacent the clamping jaw, and a cutting member

on the handle,
FI

No. 101,541 . Mould for Building Blocks.

Moule pour blocs de construction .
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type wheels in the set position comprising spring pressed
Fig of

the brake wheels normally held in engagement with the type

wheels , and means operating automatically with the return

movement of the platen to release said brake wheels, sub

stantially as described .

4. In a check protector, a plurality of type wheels , means101547

for individually setting the wheels in marking position , a

vertically movable platen , means for actuating said platen to
Frank McMurray Sawyer , Charlotte, North Carolina , U.S. elevate article being marked into engagemen . with the type

A. , 16th October , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 20th August, 1906 . theels , spring pressed brake wheels engaging the type

Receipt No. 138,834 . wheels to hold the same in the set position , means operating

Claim . – 1. A mould box having removable mould plates , automatically with the return of the platen to its normal

each provided on one side with aspacer and core former, to position to release said brake wheels , and means for return

space such plate from the next adjacent mould plate and ing the type wheels to their initial position when the brake

form an opening, recess or core in the moulded citive wheels are released .

2. A mould box having a bottom and sides , partition plates 5. In a marking machine in combination , marking mechan

between the sides subdividing the mould box into mould ism including type wheels and inking devices for said type

spaces, and mould plates between such partition plates and wheels , brake devices for the type wheels , the vertically

subdividing the mould spaces into individual mould cham- movable platen for supporting the article to be marked,

bers, each of such mould plates having a spacer and core spring pressed devices for holding the article to be marked
former on one side, to bear against the next adjacent mould upon the platen , means for successively operating the ink
plate , for the purpose set forth . ing devices and elevating the platen and likewise release said

3. A mould box having removable mould plates , and a brake devices from their engagement with the type wheels.

spacer and core former between them to space said plates 6. In a marking machine the combination with the type

apart and form an opening , recess or core in the moulded wheels rotatably mounted, the platen , the brake devices for
article . locking the wheels in adjusted positions , and means for ele

vating the platen , and devices co -acting with the platen and

No. 101,542. Check Printer and Protector. adapted to disengage said brake devices.

7. In a marking machine the combination with the contain
Appareil pour imprimer et protéger les chèques.

ing case, a shaft , a plurality of adjustable type wheels,

Alfred J. Ware, Seattle, Washington , U.S.A. , 16th October, springs connecting the shaft with the type wheels, androds

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 25th July , 1906. Receipt No. 138,156. connected with said wheels and extending exteriorly through

Claim.-1 . In an apparatus of the class described , in com
the case for individually setting said wheels , of inking de

vices for the wheels , a vertically movable platen for sup
bination, marking mechanism includingtype wheels and ink porting the article to be marked, a presser foot for holding

ing devices for said type wheels , a movable platen for sup
such article firmly upon the platen , means for locking the

porting the article tobe marked, spring pressed devices for

holdingthe article upon the platen , locking devices for the type wheels inset positions during theprintingoperation,

type wheels, and means for successively operating the inking retained in their set positions or automatically released to
and means whereby the type wheels may be predeterminately

mechanism and elevating the platen , and means automati

cally operating to release the type wheels when the printing be acted upon by said springs and returnedto their initial
.operation is completed .

2. In a check printer, a plurality of type wheels mounted

to berotated, and means forindiviđuallymoving saidwheels, No. 101,543. Stock and Freight Car.
inking devices for said wheels, a plater on which the article Char à bétail et marchandises.
to be printed is supported , means for successively actuating

the inking devices and the platen , means for locking said Everett Wyatt, Fort Worth, Texas, U.S.A., 16th October,

type wheels in the set position comprising spring pressed 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 18th September, 1906. Receipt No.

brake wheels normally held in engagement with the type 139,607.

wheels , substantially as described. Claim .-- 1. A stock car having permanent side and end

3. In a check printer, a plurality of type wheels mounted ( walls and a permanent floor, a temporary floor movable ver

to be rotated, and means for individually moving said wheels , tically therein and means for lowering said floor and means

inking devices for said wheels ,a platen on which the article ' for simultaneously forming temporary sideandendwalls .

10--20
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1
2. In a stock car provided with permanent floor and side of one edge thereof and openings adjacent the ends of

and end walls , means for converting said car into a freight said edge , opposite portions of said edge adapted to inter

13

10 Fiyl

f 5

107

Fig.2.

9

Fiq -3.

10

9

Fig . 4
/ .

no
10.5 1 3

. lock and form a seam between the 'openings, said openings

being surrounded by angular beads.

FIG.I.

8

FIG.3

No. 101,545 . Method of Making Nuts.

car comprising a temporary floor movable vertically therein ,
Méthode de faire des écrous.

side and end walls capable of being rolled up or unrolled

attached to said temporary floor, and means for rolling up

or unrolling said side and end walls and simultaneously cle :

vating said temporary floor or lowering said floor .

3. In a stock car provided with permanent end and side

walls, and a permanent floor, a temporary floor , rollable

sheets attached to said floor and capable of forming side and

end walls for said car, and means for rolling or unrolling

said sheets whereby said temporary floor is elevated or
FIG.2 .

lowered .

4. In a stock car provided with a permanent floor and end

and side walls , a temporary floor , sheets attached to said

floor and capable of forming end and side walls , roller shalts

engaged by said sheets , and gearing for operating said shafts .

5. In a stock car provided with a permanent floor and end

and side walls, a temporary floor , sheets attached to said

cor and capable of forming end and side walls, roller shafts

engaged by said sheets , guides for said sheets , and gearing

for operating said shafts,

6. In a stock car provided with a permanent floor and end

and side walls, a temporary floor , sheets attached to said

floor and capable of forming end and side walls , roller shafts

engaged by said sheets , spring actuated roller sheet metal

doors co -operating with said sheets, and gearing for actuat

ing said roller shafts . FIG.4.

7. In a stock car provided with a permanent floor and end

and side walls , a temporary floor , sheets attached to said

floor and capable of forming end and side walls , roller shafts

engaged by said sheets , spring actuated roller sheet metal

doors co -operating with said sheets , guides for said sheets

and doors, and gearing for actuating said shafts .
101545

8. In a stock car provided with a permanent floor and end

and side walls , a temporary fioor, rollable sheets attached Otto Briede , Benrath, near Dusseldorf , Germany, 16th Oct
to said floor and capable of forming end and side walls for

tober, 1906 ; 18 years .

said car, spring actuated roller sheet metal doors co -operat

Filed 29th May, 1905. Receipt

No. 125,573 .

ing with said sheets , and means for rolling or unrolling said

sheets whereby said temporary floor is elevated or lowered .

Claim . - 1. As an improvement in the art of manufacturing

here is astock car provided with a permanent floorandend pherally grooving arod or barthereby forming a series.nl
nutsthe method herein described which consists in peri

and side walls, roller shafts, gearing mounted on said shafts preliminaryblanks connected by necks of metal, and the

for rotating the same, and rollable sheets attached tosaid largingsaid blanks byforcing thereinto a portion of the

shafts forformingtemporary side andend walls within said metalofthe adjacentblankand the neck of metalconnect
car and flush with said permanent end and side walls .

ing said blanks, substantially as set forth .
2. As an improvementin the art of manufacturing nuts

No. 101,544. Dust Pan. Porte- ordurcs.
the method herein described which consists in forming :

series of blanks smaller than the desired article and then
Jehiel F. Wynkoop , Minneapolis , Minnesota , U.S.A. , 16th laterally enlarging said blanks, by forcing into oneblank

October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 17th September , 1906. Re
a portion of the metal of an adjacent blank .

ceipt No. 139,558.

3. As an improvement in the art of manufacturing nuts,

Claim . - A blank adapted to be foldedupon itselfto form series of connected blanks having reduced connecting necks

the method herein described which consists in forming a

a one piece dust pan , said blank consisting of a rectangu

larsheetof metal having a depressionadjacent the center ' by forcing the connecting neck into thesucceeding blank.
and separatingone ofthe blanks from the succeedingblank
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4. As an improvement in the art of manufacturing nuts , the clip to permit of the entry of the stair carpet therein,

the method herein described which consists in transversely and form two resilient carpet holding jaws to engage and

grooving a rod or bar thereby forming a series of connected hold the carpet within the clip , a removable locking mem

blanks, and by a single punch stroke punching out the ber co - acting with the clip and engaging the face side of

metal at the center of one blank and forcing the metal so the carpet within the loop contained in the clip , and a
removed into the next blank. screw nail inserted through the clip , and having an annular

5. As an improvement in the art of manufacturing nuts, groove to receive the edge of the aperture through which

the method herein described which consists in transversely it is inserted .

grooving a bar or rod thereby forming a series of connected

blanks, punching out the metal at the center of one blank No. 101,547 . Motion Reversing Mechanism .

and forcing the metal so removed and the connecting neck Mécanisme de renversement.

into the next blank , thereby severing the first blank from

the next adjacent blank,

6. As an improvement in the art of manufacturing nuts ,

the method of operation herein described which consists

of completing the perforation of a previously formed and

partially perforated nut blank , severing the same from the

parent rod, and effecting the partial or preliminary perfora

tion of another blank, and all at and by a single punch

stroke , substantially as described .

1

1
4
.
8
1
0
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No. 101,546. Fastener for Stair Carpet.

Attache pour tapis d'escaliers .
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Dugald Caleb Jackson , Madison , Wisconsin , U.S.A., 16th

fiya October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 12th September , 1904. Re

ceipt No. 118,358 .

Claim .-- 1. In electric motor driven machinery the combin

fia
ation with a moving member thereof, of means controlled by

the position of said member whereby the electric viotor

driving said machinery is controlled to alternate the direc

Lion of motion of said moving member, and means whereby

the forward and reverse speeds of said motor may be caused

to differ from each other, substantially as described.

2. In electric motor driven machinery the combination

fingi. with a moving member thereof , of switching means adapted

to be controlled by the position of said member whereby

the electric motor driving said machinery is controlled to

fin, 3 alternate the direction of motion of said moving member,

and means whereby the forward and reverse speeds of said

motor and said member may be caused to differ from each

other , substantially as described .

3. In electric motor driven machinery the combination
Tipo with a moving member thereof, of switching means , the

operation of said switching means being controlled by the

position of said member to change the connections of sain

motor to alternate the direction of rotation thereof, and to

Ephraim Corbett , Toronto , Ontario, Canada , 16th October ,
vary the resistance of the field circuit of said motor, thereby

and
1906 ; 6 years .

reverse

Filed 9th August , 1906 .
to cause a difference between the forward

Receipt No.

138,525 .
speeds of said motor and said member, substantially as des

cribed .

Claim.-1 . A stair carpet fastener comprising a clip sub- 4. In combination an electric motor, machinery driven

stantially triangular in cross section , having two of its thereby , a moving member of said machinery, switching

sides adapted to engage the tread and riser of the step means controlled and operated by the motion of said mem

respectively, and having in its other side a slot extending ner alternately to reverse the direction of a supply current

lengthwise of the clip to permit of the entry of the stair through the armature of said motor and alternately to in

carpet therein, and form two resilient carpet holding jaws crease and dicrease the resistance of the field circuit of said
to engage and hold the carpet within the clip . motor to cause a difference between the forward and re

2. A stair carpet fastener comprising a clip substanti- verse speeds of said motor and of said member, substan

ally triangular in cross section , having two of its sides tially as described.

adapted to engage the tread and riser of the step respec- 5. In combination an electric motor, machinery driven

tively , and having in its other side a slot extending length- thereby, a moving member of said machinery, means con

wise of the clip to permit of the entry of the stair carpet trolled by the position of said member whereby the electric
therein , and form two resilient carpet holding jaws to en- driving motor is gradually connected into a supply circuit,

gage and hold the carpet within the clip , and a removable and means whereby said motor is controlled to alternate

locking member co -acting with the clip and engaging the the direction of motion of said moving member , substan

face side of the carpet within the loop contained in the tially as described .

clip .
6. In combination an electric motor, machinery driven

3. A stair carpet fastener comprising a clip substantially thereby, a moving member of said machinery, and means

triangular in cross section , having two of its sides adapted controlled by the position of said member whereby the elec

to engage the tread and raiser of the step respectively, and tric driving motor s gradually connected into a supply cir

having in its other side a slot exter.ding lengthwise of the cuit, whereby said motor is controlled to alternate the

clip to permit of the entry of the stair carpet therein , and direction of motion of said moving member , and whereby

form two resilient carpet holding jaws to engage and hold the forward and reverse speeds may be caused to differ

the carpet within the clip, and a screw nail inserted through fromeach other, substantially as described .
the clip, and having an annular groove to receive the edge 7. In combination an electric motor , machinery driven

of the aperture through which it is inserted . thereby , a moving member of said machinery , switch blades ,

4. A stair carpet fastener comprising a clip substantially and switch terminals suitably connected to a current supply

triangular in cross section , having two of its sides adapted source and to the electric driving motor, said blades being

to engage the tread andraiser of the step respectively, and adapted to be controlled by the position of said moving mem
having in its other side a slot extending lengthwise of ber to engage said switch terminals to change the electrical
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connections thereby to alternate the direction of motion of controlled by the position of said member, an electric

said motor and said member and to cause a difference be- motor for driving said moving member, means controlled

tween the forward and reverse speeds of said motor, sub- by said switching means for causing reciprocation of said

stantially as described. moving member, and means whereby said electric motor is

8. In combination an electric motor, machinery driven gradually connected with a supply circuit, substantially as

thereby , a moving member of said machinery , a switch arm, described .

switch blades, and switch terminals suitably connected to 17. In a device of the class described, the combination

a current supply circuit and to said motor, said arm being with a moving member, of switching mechanism adapted to

adapted to be operated by the position of said member to be controlled by the position of said member, an electric

carry said blades to engage said switch terminals to reverse motor for driving said moving member, reversing mechan

the direction of current therethrough , whereby the direc- ism controlled by said switching mechanism for causing a

tion of motion of said motor and said moving member may reciprocation of said moving member, and means whereby
be alternated, and of controlling means operatively asso- the electric motor is gradually connected with a supply

ciated with said member whereby said motor may be gradu - circuit.

ally connected into said supply circuit, substantially as des- 18. In a device of the class described the combination

cribed . with a moving member thereof , of switching means adapted

9. In combination an electric motor, machinery driven to be controlled by the position of said member, an electric

thereby, a moving member of said machinery , a switch arm , motor for driving said member, means controlled by said
switch blades, and switch terminals suitably connected to a switching means for causing a reciprocating of said moving

current supply circuit and to said motor, said arm being member, and means for causing the forward and reverse
adapted to be operated by the position of said member to speeds to differ from each other , substantially as described.
( arry said blades to engage said switch terminals to re

19. In a device of the class described the combination

verse the direction of current therethrough , whereby the with a moving member thereof, of switching mechanism

direction of motion of said motor and said moving mem adapted to be controlled by the position of said member,

ber may be alternated, of controlling means operatively an electric motor for driving said moving member, reverse

associated with said switch arm whereby said motor may mechanism controlled by said switching mechanism for

be gradually connected into said supply circuit, and of fur - causing a reciprocation of saidmovingmember, and means

ther means operatively associated with said switch arm for causing the forward reverse speeds of said motor to

whereby the forward and reverse speeds may be caused to differ from each other, substantailly as described.

differ from each other, substantially as described . 20. In a device of the class described the combination

10. In combination an electric motor, machinery driven with a moving member thereof, of switching mechanism

thereby, a moving member of said machinery , a switch arm adapted to becontrolled by the position of said member,

and switch blades , said switch arm being adapted to be an electric motor for driving said moving member, reverse

operated by said member to carry said blades to alternately mechanism controlled by said switching mechanism for

engage two sets of switch terminals suitably connected to a causing a reciprocation of said moving member, meansfor

current supply source and to the electric driving motor causing the forward and reverse speeds to differ from each

whereby to change connections of said motor to alternate other and means whereby the electric motor is gradually

the direction of motion thereof andof said moving member, connected with a supplycurrent,substantially as described.
and whereby resistance may alternately be cut out of and 21. In a device of the class 'described the combination

into the field circuit thereby to cause the forward and re- with a moving member thereof, of switching mechanism

verse speeds to be different from each other, substantially adapted to be controlled by the position of said member,
as described .

11. In combination an electric motor, machinery driven mechanism controlled by said switching mechanism for
an electric motor for driving said moving member, reverse

thereby, a moving member ofsaid machinery , switch mech - causing a reciprocation of said movingmember, means for

anism controlled by the position of said member to govern causing the forward and reverse spends to differ from each

the operative condition of said motor, cam mechanism also other and rhcostat mechanism controlled by said switching

controlled by the position of said member, rheostat mech- mechanism whereby said motor may be gradually connected

anism co -operating with said cam mechanism, and means
with a supply circuit. substantially as described .

whereby said rheostat mechanism may be controlled to

gradually start said motor, substantially as described.

12. In combination, an electric motor, machinery driven No. 101,548 . Method of Printing Music.

thereby, a moving member of said machinery, a switch Méthode d'imprimer de la musique.

arm controlled by the position of said moving member to

engage switch terminals whereby to control the operative

condition of said motor, cam mechanism controlled by the

position of said member, and rheostat mechanism co

operating with said cam mechanism and governed thereby i

to cause current to be gradually supplied to said motor,
substantially as described.

13. In combination an electric motor. machinery driven

thereby , a moving member of said machinery, a switch arm NHL

controlled by the position of said moving member to en

gage switch terminals whereby to conirol the operative
NI

condition of said motor , cam mechanism associated with

said switch arm, a rheostat resistance , a rheostat lever ,

the actuation of said lever being controlled by the posi

tion of said calm mechanism , and means whereby said

rheostat lever may be actuated to gradually cut said resis ,

tance out of circuit thereby to allow current to be gradually

supplied to said motor, substantially as described .

14. In combination an electric motor, machinery driven 141

thereby , a moving member of said machinery , a switch arm 4

controlled by the position of said moving member to en Thaha

gage switch terminals whereby to control the operative con

dition of said motor, cam mechanism associated with said

switch arm , a rheostat resistance , a rheostat lever , the

actuation of said lever being controlled by the position of
William Emmanuel Nanton , No. 6 Rae St. , North Fitzroy,

said cam mechanism , means for actuating said lever to
near Melbourne, Victoria , Australia, 16th October, 1906 ;

6 years .
engage said resistance, and means whereby the motion of

Filed 2nd February , 1905. ' Receipt No. 122.170 .

said lever may be retarded whereby said resistance is gra- Claim .-- 1. The herein described method of printing music

dually cut out of circuit thereby to allow current to be consisting in placing the musical characters on or between

gradually supplied to said motor , substantially as des

cribed .

lines or groups of lines corresponding with the black keys

ofthe piano, thetwo center black keys being represented by
15. In combination an electric motor, machinery driven two heavy black lines , whilst the spaces betweenindicate

thereby, moving member of said 'machinery , switch the white keys, substantially as and for the purposes speci
mechanism controlled by the position of said member to fied.

ism also controlled by the position of said member, a rheo- 2. The herein described method of printing music consist

stat mechanism co- operating with said cam mechaningin placing the musical characters on or between lines of

ism, and dash pot mechanism whereby the actuation of said groups of lines corespondingwiththe black keys of the
rheostat mechanism may be retardedto gradually start piano, the two center Black keys being represented by two
said motor , substantially as described. heavy black lines and theother black keys by light lines,

16. Ina 'device of the class described , the combination whilst thespaces between indicate the white keys, substan
with a moving member, of switching means adapted to be Itially as and for the purposes specified.
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3. Music printed or otherwise delineated upon a staff in one barrel on the other one , adapted to lift the gate

which the two central black keys of the piano are specially valve from its seat and simultaneously turn it away from

represented by two black lines , substantially as and for the

purposes specified.

4, Music in which the staff is printed with two heavy black izi

lines corresponding with the two central black keys of the

piano , and in which the horizontal lines of the staff are ruled

to a certain proportional length corresponding with the ex

act duration of sound of each musical character, substanti

ally as and for the purposes specified .

5. Music in which the staff is printed with two heavy black

lines corresponding with the two central black keys of the

piano with other light lines in groups of three and two above

and below said central lines , said lines representing the

black keys of the piano and the part of the staff above the

central notes representing the treble and that beneath the

bass, substantially as and for the purposes specified.

-12

u

I

No. 101,549. Wrench. Clé à écrou.

5
7
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7

12
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Joseph N. Noyer , Gould City , Washington , U.S.A., 16th Octo
the port, the closure of the door seating the gate valve , and

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 25th June, 1906. Receipt No. gradually closing the port.

137,248.
1. A hinge and check, embodying a pair of hinge leaves,

Claim . — The herein described wrench comprising the handle a spiral connection between said leaves adapting one leaf

having a cylindrical socket in one side at one end , the bear- to turn and rise on the other leaf , a chamber below the

ing opening concentric and communicating with said socket spiral connection and carried by one leaf , a piston slidable

and extending to the other side of the handle , and the longi- in said chamber and having a port in its bottom wall , a

tudinal opening extending to said socket , the spring pressed gate valve movably seated on said wall and mounted to
pawl in said opening , the revoluble head having the circular turn thereon , and a lazy tongs device actuated by the

ratchet element on one side in the said socket , the cylindri- turning movement of one leaf on the other one, and

cal boss in the said bearing opening , and provided on the adapted for lifting and turning the gate valve.
opposite side with the transverse passage and guide grooves 5. In a door hinge and check , the combination with two

in the opposing walls ' thereof, a pair of jaws , each having an rotably connected hinge leaves , each having a barrel on one

arm movable in said passage and provided on its outer side side edge thereof, a pintle rod, and means for giving a

with a rib engaging one of the guide grooves and provided turning and rising movement to said pintle rod when the

with gear teeth , worm gearsmounted for revolution in said barrels are turned one upon the other by divergence of the

head on the outer sides of the said jaws an each engaging the leaves, of a chamber in the lower portion of one barrel, a

gear teeth of one of said jaws, a cap on the side of the han - piston having a bottom wall with an arcuate slotted port
dle in which the head has its bearing , and the screw con- therein . said piston being slidable in the chamber , a gate

hecting the center of said cap to the center of the said head.
valve seated upon the bottom wall , and a lazy tongs device

connecting the lower portion of the pintle rod with the pis

No.
11,550. Door Hinge and

ton , said device giving lifting movement to the piston and
ck.

simultaneously turning the gate valve when the pintle rod is

Charnière et arrêt de porte . elevated and turned.

6. In a hinge , the combination with a hinge leaf having

Charles E. Treadwell , Denver, Colorado, U.S.A. , 16th October,
a barrel on one side edge , and an internal spirally grooved

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 29th August , 1906 . Receipt No.

nut block mounted upon and extended upward from said
139,086 .

barrel , of a mating hinge leaf, a barrel thereon having the
Claim . - 1. A hinge embodying a stationary leaf having a lower end thereof swivelly connected with the upper end

barrel diametrically enlarged in its lower portion which is of the other barrel , a pintle rod hung from the upper

loosely mounted upon the exterior upper surface of the other barrel and extended centrally down into the nut block , and

barrel, a pintle rod hung loosely from the upper portion of a spiral formation on the pintle rod having a loose engage

the mounted barrel and pendant therein , and means inter- ment within the grooved nut block , the loose engagement

rening between the spiral channel and the pendant pintle of the upper end of the pintle rod with the barrel that sup

rod , adapted for communicating a combined rising and turn- ports it preventing improper friction between the spiral

ing movement to the mounted barrel when the leat thereon formation and walls of the spiral channel.

is swung from the stationary leaf . 7. In a hinge and check , the combination with a .hinge

2. A hinge comprising two leaves , each having a barrel, leaf having a barrel on one side edge thereof, a chamber

one barrel having a spiral groove extending longitudinally in said barrel , and an internally spirally grooved nut block

therein , the other barrel being loosely mounted upon and extended upward from the barrel, of a mating hinge leaf,

ercasing the first -named barrel , a pintle rod pendant from a barrel thereon which is swivelly connected with the upper

the upper end of the mounted barrel and depending in both end of the lower barrel and loosely encases the nut block ,

barrels , and a male spiral connection between the pintlea pintle rod engaged loosely at its upper end within the

rod and spiral groove . upper end of the upper barrel, and extended down through

3. A door hinge and check, comprising two leaves , each the spirally grooved bore of the next block into the cham

having a barrel a spiral connection between the barrels ber , à piston working in said chamber, means for connect

adapting one barrel to rise when turned on the other barrel, ing said piston with the pintle rod at its lower end, and

a hollow piston reciprocal in one barro below said spiral means carried by the pintle rod for engaging said rod with
connection, and having a slot or port in its botiom wall, a the spiral groove in the nut block , said means causing the

gate valve seated over the port when the oor is closed, and rod to traverse and turn in the chamber for actuating the

means actuated by opening the door and thus turning ' piston .
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8. A hinge and check embodying two leaves , a spiral con- and sash adapted to be detachably engaged and whereon the

nection between the leaves adapting one to turn on the sash may swing inwardly, plates or the frame and sash res
other leaf, a chamber below said spiral connection , a piston

slidable in said chamber and having a port in its bottom

wall , a gate valve held to turn laterally over and from the

port, and means actuated by turning one leaf on the other

one adapted for lifting the gate valve from its seat and

simultaneously turning it from the port .

9. In a hinge , the combination with a stationary hinge

leaf having a barrel on one side edge of the leaf forming

a chamber, a closure at the lower end of said chamber ,

and an internally spirally grooved nut block mounted on

the upper end of the fixed chambered barrel , of a cylindrical

barrel on a like edge of a mating hinge leaf , said barrel

having a diametrically enlarged lower end that is mounted Fig.3

to turn upon the upper end of the lower barrel , a pintle

rod loosely connected with the upper barrel by a trans

verse crosshead , said rod passing down through the nut

block and having means engaging grooves in the nut block ,

which means causes the pintle rod to longitudinally and

spirally traverse the nut block when the upper barrel is

turned on the lower one .

10. In a door hinge and check , the combination with a

leaf having a barrel , and a spiral channel longitudinally

therein , another leaf having a barrel mounted upon the

first -mentioned barrel , a pintle rod hung from the upper

portion of the mounted barrel and a pendant in both bar

rels , and means intervening between the spiral channel and

said rod adapted for traversing said channel and giving Fight .

the upper barrel an upward trend when turned by diverg

ence of the hinge leaves, of a piston having a slotted bot

tom wall , a gate valve , and a lazy tongs device connecting
101557

the piston and said gate valve with the lower portion of Figi Figa
the pintle rod, comprising a yoke , two links pivoted at

their upper ends on depending members of the yoke , afoot block onthe lower end of the pintle rod, two short pectively, one having a recess and the other a tongue adapted

links loosely connecting the foot block with the upper por
to project into the recess and engage the plate containing

tions of the other links, and two long depending links , said
the same when the sash is connected with the hinge and

links being pivoted at their upper ends on the lower ends
swung inwardly .

3. In combination with a window frame and sash , co-oper
of the last -mentioned links , and at their lower ends loosely

connected with a stem which engages the piston and gate adapted to be detachably engaged and whereon the sash
ating hinge and socket members on the frame and sash

valve.

11. In a door hinge and check of the character described,
may swing inwardly, a member having a lateral shoulder

and an upward bar, and a curved co -operating tongue mem
The combination with two hinge leaves supported to turn

one in the other, and a chamber on the lower portion of
ber, one of said last -named members being secured to the

frame and the other to the sash and arranged for inter
one ltaf , of a piston having an arcuate port in its bottom

engagement when the sash has been swung in.
wall , a flat gate valve engaging said bottom wall, and

4. In combination with a window frame and sash , co
means for turning and simultaneously lifting the gate .

operating hinge and socket members on the frame and sash
12. In a door hinge and check of the character described,

adapted to be detachably engaged and whereon the sash may
the combination with two hinge leaves and spiral con

swing inwardly, a plate having an inturned edge and a recess
nections therefor, of a chamber formed in a barrel on one

within such edge and above the bottom end thereof and a
of said leaves, a piston slidable in said chamber and hav

plate having a curved tongue adapted to enter such recess
ing a port in its bottom wall, a gate valve seated in said

and embrace said edge , one of the plates being on the sash
piston and adapted to be turned upon and lifted from said

and the other on the frame in position to engage when the
bottom wall , and means for turning and lifting said gate

sash is swung inward about the hinge.
valve .

5. In combination with a window frame and sash , dis
13. In a door hinge and check of the character described .

similar engaging couples at the upper and lower portions
the combination with two hinge leaves each having a bar

of the sash, one of said couples constituting a hinge adapted
rel , one barrel having a chamber in its lower portion , and

for detachable connection and on which the sash may
the other barrel turning on the last -mentioned barrel, o !

swing after such connection and the other couple being
a piston fitted liquid tight in said chamber, a pin and

normally unconnected and adapted to engage after the sash
grooved connection between the side wall of the chamber

has been swung laterally to assist in supporting and steady
and corresponding wall of the piston , said piston having a

ing the same .

bottom wall and a port therein , a gate valve , and means
6. In combination with a window frame and sash , a detach

for turning and lifting said gate valve .
able hinge consisting of a ductile metal plate having a cen

14. In a door hinge and check of the character described ,
tral recess and wings on either side of such recess, in the

the combination with two hinge leaves , each having a
adjacent edges of which wings are narrow offsets forming

harrel on one edge , one barrel being mounted upon the
open sided sockets, a piate having a notch in an edge there

other one , and a cylindrical nut block on the lower barrel

having a centrai bore, and a spiral channel in the wall of other to the frame, and a swinging connecting piece hay .
of, one of said plates being fastened to the sash and the

aid bore, of a pintle rod having a male thread formed ing two lateral projections forming pintles on one end

thereon that engages the spiral channel, a crosshead loosely contained within the sockets of the firsa plate and having

mounted on the upper end of the pintle rod and having its other end bent over to form a head, the connecting

trunnions on its ends which loosely engage opposite per
piece when swung back lying between the wings of the

forations in the side wall of the mounted barrel, thus
irst plate and its bent end adapted when swung forward

adapting the rotatable movement of said barrel to corres
and the sash is moved down from a raised portion to enter

pondingly turn the pintle rod and cause it to traverse
the notch of the second plate and support the sash where

the nut block upwardly. by the latter may be swung laterally inward from the

frame.

No. 101,551 . Window Hinge. Charnière de fenêtres.
7. In combination with a window frame and sash , a de

tachable hinge consisting of a ductile metal plate having a

Robert Southgage Dana , Hampton Falls , New Hampshire , central recess and wings on either side of such recess , in

and Edwin L. Sprague, assignee of a half interest, New- the adjacent edges of which wings are narrow offsets form

ton , Massachusetts, U.S.A., 16th October , 1906 ; 6 years . ing open sided sockets , a plate of sheet metal having its

Filed 13th August, 1906. Receipt No. 138,675 . side and edges bent over to form an enclosure and offset

Claim .-- 1 . In combination with a window frame and sash . the central portion , said portion having a notch in an edge

Co -operating hinge anl socket members on the frame and thereof, one of said plates being fastened to the sash and

sash adapter to be detachably engaged and whereon the the other to the frame and a swinging connecting piece hav

xash may swing inwardly , and interlocking members on the ing two lateral projections forming pintles on one end con

Trame ant sash arranged to engage when the sash is swung tained within the sockets of the first plate and having its

in , to assist in supporting and steadying the same. other end bent over to form a head , the connecting piece

2. in combination with a window frame and sash , co- when swung back lying between the wings of the first plate

operating hinge . and socket members the frame and its bent end adapted when swung forward and the sash00

-

1
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is moved down from a raised position to enter the notch of supported on one shank , a pin on the other shank, means

the second plate and support the sash whereby the notch on said lever for closing said jaws and a link pivoted to

may be swung laterally inward from the frame . said lever and formed with a slot in which said pin is ar
8. In combination with a window frame and sash . a de- ranged , for the purpose specified.

tachable hinge cunsisting of a ductile metal plate having a

central recess and wings on either side of such recess in No. 101,553 . Car Door Bracket.
the adjacent edges of which wings are narrow offsets form

ing open sided sockets , a face plate lying against said plate
Console pour porte de chars.

and extending over the sockets , a plate having a notch in

an edge thereof, one of said plates being fastened to the

sash and the other to the frame and a swinging connecting

piece having two lateral projections forming pintles on one :

end contained within the sockets of the first plate and hav

ing its other end bent over to form a head, the connecting

piece when swung back lying between the wings of the first

plate and its bent end adapted when swung forward and the

sash is moved down from a raised position to enter the

notch of the second plate and support the sash whereby the

latter may be swung laterally inward from the frame.

9. In combination with a window frame , sash , sash sus

penders and pulleys, detachable hinge means whereby the

sash may be swung inward, and a catch for a detached

suspender mounted adjacent the guide pulley to grip the

suspender between itself and a flange of the pulley .

10. In combination with a window frame , sash , sash sus

penders and pulleys , detachable hinge means whereby the

sash may be swung inward , and a catch for a detached

suspender having a tongue projecting adjacent the groove

of the pulley over which such suspender is carried , ar

ranged to confine the suspender between said tongue and

a flange of the pulley when the suspender is deflected side

wise.

11. In combination with a window frame , sash , sash sus
penders and pulleys, detachable hinge means whereby the The Chicago Grain Door Company, Chicago, assignee of

James L. Mallory , Evanston , Illinois , U.S.A. , 16th Octosash may be swung inward, and a catch for a detached
ber, 1906 ; 6 years.

suspender consisting of a plate adjustably mounted above
Filed 30th May , 1906. Receipt No.

136,425.
the pulleys and having a tongue projecting over the groove

therein, said tongue being adapted to confine and hold Claim . - 1 . The combination with a car , of a one piece car

between itself and a rim of the pulley of the suspender door bracket, retaining members passing through said

when laterally deflected . bracket on each side thereof and secured to said car , the

12. In connection with a window having sashes adapted to heads of said members engaging said bracket and being

slide in parallel paths, a hinge detachably engaging the protected by said bracket against operative access by a re
inner sash with the frame, whereby said sash may be moving instrument.

swung and displaced inwardly , a removable parting bead 2. The combination with a car , of a one piece car door

between the sashes, a plate having an upturned flange on bracket secured thereto by a plurality of attaching mem

the top of the inner sash , and a hook on the outer sash bers adapted to be passed through said bracket and driven

adapted to engage said flange when said bead is removed , into the side of said car, the heads of said retaining mem

and normally held by said bead away from the flange. bers engaging said bracket and being protected thereby

13. The combination with the hinge member and socketed against operative access by a removing instrument.

plate , of a resilient wear plate interposed between the 3. The combination with a car , of a car door bracket and

plate and the ca.icg and forming a bearing for the end of a plurality of attaching members passed through said

thi: hinge !! * !ober bracket, said attaching members being pointed and pro
vided with a plurality of annular barbs tapering toward the

No. 101,552. Clipper. Cisailles.
pointed end of said members , whereby said members are

adapted to be driven into said car , the heads of said mem

bers engaging said bracket and being protected by said

bracket against operative access by a removing tool .

4 . The combination with a car , of a bracket, a plurality

of attaching members adapted to be driven into said car,

said attaching members being provided with circular heads

and said bracket being provided with a plurality of circular

sockets adapted and proportioned to said circular heads so

as to receive the same and protect them against operative

access by a removing tool.

5. The combination with a car having a projecting post ,

of a car door bracket secured to the side of said car and

adapted to engage said post whereby lateral movement of

the bracket is prevented , and an attaching member adapted

to secure said bracket in position , the head of said attach

ing member engaging said bracket and being protected

thereby against operative access for the purpose of re

moval .

6. The combination with a car provided with a projecting

post, ot a car door bracket secured to the side of said car

and adapted to engage said post so as to prevent lateral

movement of said bracket, and an attaching member adapted

to pass through said bracket at one side of said post and
Giles Bowler, Cavendisk , Joseph A. Walker and John Bigley, to be driven into said car , the head of said attaching mem

both of Peck , each an assignee of a third interest, all in ber being protected by the bracket against operative access

Idaho , U.S.A. , 16th October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 27th by any tool whereby said attaching member might other

April , 1906. Receipt No. 135,318 .
wise be removed .

Claim .-1 . A cutting implement consisting of shanks pivot- 7. The combination with a car , of a bracket, a plurality of

ally connected and provided with cutting jaws at their attaching members , said attaching members being provided

upper end portions, a lever arranged at the outer side of with circular heads and said bracket being provided with a

one shank , a means in which said lever is pivoted fixed to plurality of circular sockets adapted and proportioned to

the other shank and projecting beyond said first shank, the said circular heads so as to receive the same and protect
upper end portion of said lever being formed with a cam them against operative access by a removing tool .

engaging the adjacent shank , a pin on said last shank and 8. The combination with a car , of a one piece car door

a link pivoted to said lever below its fulcrum , said link bracket and a plurality of attaching members passed

being formed with a slot and having said pin arranged through said bracket and embedded in the side of said car,

therein, for the purpose specified . said attaching members being tapered toward their inner

2. A cutting implement embodying shanks pivotally con
1 ends and being barbed , whereby said members are adapted

nected and provided with cutting jaws , a lever pivotally to be driven into said car, the heads of said members en
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saging said bracket and being protected by said bracket tions between the other section of the vacuum chest and

against operative access by a removing tool . the second row of pneumatics, a duct bridge, and connec

9. The combination with a car , of a one piece bracket , a tions between all of the pneumatics and the duct bridge,

plurality of retaining members passing through said bracket as described.

and secured to said car , said retaining members having 6. In automatic pianos, a double row of pneumatics al.

uch engagement with said bracket as to prevent the turn- ternately arranged one above the other , striking keys ,

ing of the retaining members so as to detach the same from track bars operated by the pneumatics and operating upon
the car. the keys, a vacuum chest in two connected sections, con

10. The combination with a car, of a one piece car door nections between each row of pneumatics and a section of

bracket , retaining members passing through said bracket the vacuum chest , a vacuum pump connected with the

on each side thereof and embedded in said car , said retain- vacuum chest , common to both of its sections , 3 swinging

ing members having such engagement with said bracket as duct bridge , and yielding connections between the duct

to prevent the turning of said retaining members. bridge and the various pneumatics , as described.

11. The combination with a car having a projecting post, 7. In automatic pianos, a double set of pneumatics, the

of a car door bracket formed to fit over said post and to be pneumatics in the sets being alternately arranged, a tracker

secured to the side of said car and an attaching member bar for each pneumatic , keys upon which the said tracker

adapted to secure said bracket in position , the head of said bars have action, striking mechanisms for the keys, oper

attaching member engaging said bracket and being pro - ated thereby, a double vacuum chest, each section being in

tectedthereby against operative access by a removing tool. communication with a set of pneumatics, a duct bridge,

12. The combination with a car , of a car door bracket and and connections between all of the pneumatics and the

a plurality of attaching members passing through said duct bridge, as set forth .

bracket, a portion of said attaching members being pro . 8. A striking pneumatic for automatic instruments, com

vided with a plurality of annular barbs and being adapted prising a body section having a vacuum chamber provided

to be driven into the side of said car , said attaching mem- with an end outlet , a bellows below the body, a partition

bers being provided with circular heads and said bracket between the bellows and the body, being provided with a

being provided with circular sockets adapted and propor- communicating opening and an opening to the atmosphere

tioned to receive said circular heads so as to protect them together with an end opening adapted for communication

against operative access by a removing tool ,
with the duct bridge of the instrument , an apertured cup

over the communicating atmospheric opening, a valve held

No. 101,554. Automatic Piano. Piano automatique.
to play in the said cup to and from the opening in the

cu " and the atmospheric opening, and means for operating

the said valve through the conditions of the air at the

end opening in the partition , as described .

9. A striking pneumatic for automatic instruments, com

prising a body portion having a vacuum chamber therein,

provided with an end outlet adapted for communication

with the vacuum chest of the instrument, and a bellows

below the body section , the partition operating the two

parts having a communicating opening, an opening to the

atmosphere and an end opening in communication with the

duct bridge of the instrument, a duct sieve in the said
end opening valve controlling the opening to the

atmosphere, and means for controlling the said valve from

the end opening in the partition, as described.

10. In pneumatics for automatic instruments , a body por

tien having a vacuum chamber therein provided with an end

cutlet adapted for communication with a vacuum chest , a

bellows below the said chamber , provided with a finger, a

tracker carried by said finger, the partition dividing the two

sections of the striking pneumatic being provided with a

communicating opening and an opening in communication

with the atmosphere extending up through the top of the

partition, the said partition being also provided with an

end opening adapted for communication with the duct bridge

of the instrument, and a channel from the said opening lead

ing into the vacuum chamber, a cup located over the com :

municating opening and the opening in communication with

the atmosphere , which cup is provided with an opening com

municating with the vacuum chamber, a valve having play

The Reliable Self- Playing Piano Company, assignee of Fred- t “ and from the opening in the cup and the opening in com

erick R. Goolman , both of Binghamptom , New York , munication with the atmosphere, to alternately close one or

U.S.A. , 16th October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 4th Decem- the other of said openings, a diaphragm closing the upper
ber , 1905. Receipt No. 130,667 .

portion of the end opening in thepartition of the said pneu
Claim . - 1. In automatic pianos , a duct bridge having hori- matic, and means for controlling thesaid valve from the

zontal and vertical connecting ports, a series of pneumatics , said diaphragm , as described .

a vacuum chest connected with the pneumatics , a pump 11. In striking pneumatics for automatic instruments, 3

connected with the vacuum chest , and flexible connections body portion having a vacuum chamber therein provided

between the pneumatics and the various ports in the duct with end outlet adapted for communication with a

bridge , as described . vacuumchest, a bellowsbelow the said chainber, provided

2. În an automatic piano , a swing duct bridge provided with a finger,' a trackerbar carried by the finger,the parti

with horizontal and with vertical intersecting ports , a tion dividing thetwosections of the striking pneumaticbe

series of pneumatics, a vacuum chest in communication ing provided with a communicating opening and an opening

withthe said pneumatics , trigger bars operated by the in communication with the atmosphere extending up through

pneumatics and operating upon the keys of the instrument, the top of the partition , the said partition being also pro

apump connected with the vacuum chest, means for driva vided with an end opening adapted for communication with
ing the pump , a controlling device for the driving mechan- the duct bridgeof theinstrument and achannel from the

ism of the pump,andflexible connections between the pneu- said opening leading into thevacuum chamber, a cup lo
matics and the ports in the duct bridge, as set forth. cated over the communicating opening and the opening in

3.In automatic pianos, a double vacuum chest, a pump communication with the atmosphere,which cup is provided
having a vacuum tube connected with the double chest, a with an opening communicatingwith the vacuum chamber,

double set of pneumatics, each set being in connection a valve having play toandfrom the opening in the cup

with a section of the vacuum chest , a duct bridge, and and the opening in communication with the atmosphere to

connections betweenthe duct bridge and the pneumatics, alternately close oneortheother, a diaphragm closing the
as described . upper portion of the end opening in the partition of the said

4 , in automatic pianos , a double row of pneumatics , a pneumatic, a dust sieve located at the outer end portion of

dual vacuum chest , connections between corresponding rows The end openinginsaid partition ,a spring serving normally

of pneumatics and corresponding sections of the vacuum to hold thesaid valve in an upper position,and a device for

chest,and a ductbridge common to all of the pneumaties forcing the valve downward atthe upward movement of the
and connected therewith , as described. said diaphragm , as described .

5. In automatic pianos, a double row of pneumatics al

ternately arranged one above the other, a vacuum sheet body portion provided with a vacuum chamber having an

12. In striking pneumatics for automatic instruments, 3

in two connected sections , connections between one row of opening at one end adapted for communication with
pneumatics and one section of the vacuum chest, connec vacuum chest , a bellows located belowthe vacuum chamber,

an
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having a finger adapted to support a tracker bar , a parti- valves carried by the said diaphragms having stems adapted

tion between the bellows and vacuum chamber, provided for engagement with the spring controlled valves in the

with a communicating opening and an opening in communi- opposite chamber , the wall of the chamber in which the

cation with the atmosphere leading out through the upper diaphragm valves are located being provided at its upper

portion of the partition , and said partition being likewise portion with a port in communication with the chamber

provided with an end opening , an air duct connecting the and with an outlet leading from the said recess to the out.

said opening with the vacuum chamber, a diaphragm other- side of the box , the lower portion of the same partition

wise closing the said end opening with relation to the being provided with a second port communicating with the

vacuum chamber, a projection from the diaphragm , a cup recess for the lower diaphragm valve, which lower port

located on the partition , covering the communicating open- | likewise extends out through the box, the said lower port

ing in communication with the atmosphere, which cup is being provided with a vent which extends from the said

provided with an opening communicating with the vacuum port into the said chamber in which the diaphragm valves

chamber, located over the opening in communication with are located, a tubular connection between the chamber for

the atmosphere , a spring controlled valve mounted within the diaphragm valves and expression bellows , a vacuum

the cup, adapted to alternately close the opening in the cup , pump , a connection between the same chamber at its lower

and the opening communicating with the atmosphere, and a end and the said vacuum pump and a connection between

rider having bearing on the said valve , pivoted on the parti- the lower port in the valve box and the duct bridge and

tion between its ends , one end of which rider rests upon between the upper outlet port and the duct bridge , for the

the projection from the said diaphragm , as described . purpose set forth .

13. In striking pneumatics for automatic instruments , a 19. In automatic pianos a casing containing tone produc

body portion provided with a vacuum chamber having an ing elements , a swinging duct bridge within the instrument,

opening at one end adapted for communication with a a drawer removable from the instrument and drums or reels
vacuum chest , a bellows located below the vacuum chamber, carrying the controlling sheet for the instrument located

having a finger adapted to support a tracker bar, the parti- within the said drawer, which drums or reels when the

tion between the bellows and vacuum chamber being provid . drawer is connected with the instrument are beneath the

ed with a communicating opening and an opening in com- duct bridge and a controlling device for a controlling sheet

munication with the atmosphere leading out through the when placed on the drums or reels, as described .

upper portion of the partition, the said partition being like- 20. In automatic pianos a casing containing tone produc

wise provided with an end opening, an air duct connecting ing elements, a swinging duct bridge within the instrument,

the said opening with the vacuum chamber , a diaphragm a drawer removable from the instrument , drums or reels

otherwise closing the said end opening with relation to the for carrying the controlling sheet for the instrument and

vacuum chamber , a projection from the diaphragm , a cup
mounted to revolve within the drawer , which drums or reels

located on the partition , covering the communicating open' when the drawer is in place are below the duct bridge and

ing and the opening in communication with the atmosphere, a guiding spider located between the drums or reels , as

which cup is provided with an opening communicating with described.

the vacuum chamber, located over the opening in communi
21. In automatic instruments , drums or reels for the con

cation with the atmosphere, a spring controlled valve mount.
trolling sheet for the instrument , a spider located between

ed within the cup, adapted to alternately close the opening terial passed overthem ,as described.the drums or reels having guiding influence upon the ma

in the cup and the opening communicating with the atmos

phere, a rider having bearing on the said valve , pivoted on
22. In automatic instruments , a receptacle bearings car

the partition between its ends, one end of which rider rests
ried thereby, drums or reels mounted in said bearings and

upon the projection from the said diaphragm , a dust sieve
a fixed guide spider located between the drums or reels

located at the end portion of the end opening in the parti- having guiding relation to the material passed over said

tion, a duct bridge, and a communication between the end
drums or reels , as described .

opening in the partition and the said duct bridge , for tho
23. In automatic instruments, a receptacle , bearings car

purposes set forth . " ried thereby, drums or reels mounted in said bearings, a

fixed guide spider located between the drums or reels hav

14. În striking pneumatics for automatic instruments, a

duct bridge , a communication between the duct bridge and
ing guiding relation to the material passed over said drums

or reels and a cramp roller which has bearing against one

the striking pneumatic , and a dust sieve located in the
of the drums or reels , for the purpose described .

striking pneumatic where the said communication is made
24. In automatic instruments, a receptacle, bearings car

as set forth .

ried thereby, drums or reels mounted in said bearings, a

15. In pneumatic pianos , a swinging hammer rail , an ex- fixed guide spider located between the drums or reels having

pression bellows in connection with the swinging hammer guiding relation to the material passed over said drums or

rail , a valve box for the expression bellows in conenction reels , à cramp roller which has bearing over one of the

therewith , an equalizing bellows in communication with the drums or reels , a spring controlling the said cramp roller ,

said valve box a duct bridge, a connection between the and means for limiting the movement of the cramp roller

duct bridge and the said valve box , a vacuum pump , a in connection with the drum or reel with which it is adapted

Vacuum chest , and a connection between the vacuum and the
to engage , as described .

equalizing bellows , as set forth .
25. In automatic instruments, a receptacle , bearings car

16. In an automatic piano , a sustaining pedal bellows , a ried therebp , drums or reels mounted in said bearings , a

duct bridge, a connection between said bellows and the fixed guide spider docaterbetweenthe drums or reelshave
duct bridge, a vacuum chest, means for producing a vacuum ing guiding relation to the material passed over said drum

in the said chest and a communication between the vacuum or reels , a cramp roller which has bearing over one of the
chest and the said sustaining pedal bellows, as set forth . drums or reels , a spring controlling the said clamp roller ,

17. In an automatic piano, a damper rod , a pedal lever, means for limiting the movement of the cramp roller in

a connecting rod extending from the damper rod to the connection with the drum or reel with which it is adapted

pedal lever, the said connecting rod having an eye formed to engage , and a shifting locking device arranged to hold

thereon, a lever fulcrumed on a fixed support passed through the cramp roller in predetermined frictional relation to the

the eye of the said connecting rod , a stop for the said drum or reel adjacent to which it is located , as set forth.

lever , a duct bridge , a vacuum chest in two parallel com- 26. In automatic pianos and like instruments, drums or

partments, one located above the other, the said compart- reels adapted to carry the controlling sheet for the instru

ments of the said vacuum chest being closed at their ends ment , a driven sbaft in gear connection with one of the

a pump for creating a vacuum in the said chest, a sustain- drums or reels which shaft is in telescopic sections, a lever
ing pedal bellows provided with a finger adapted to engage for shifting one of the sections of the shaft , means whereby

with the said lever, a communication between the said pedal the two sections of the shaft turn together , a driving shaft,
sustaining lever and the vacuum chest and a second com- a disc on the driving shaft and a friction wheel on thesec

munication between the pedal sustaining lever and the duct tional shaft in adjustment connection with the said disc, as

bridge, all operating as described. described .

18. In an automatic piano the combination with the duct 27. In automatic pianos and like instruments, drums or

bride, an equalizing bellows and expression bellows, of a reels for carrying a controlling sheet for the instrument, a
valve box for the expression bellowswhich valve box is driven shaft in gear connection with one of the drums or
provided with two chambers, one closed at both ends and reels constructed in telescopic sections arranged to turn
the other closed at the lower end and open at the top , each one with the other , a shifting device for one section of said

chamber being provided with a transversepartition, the shaft, spring controlled hangers for the sectional shaft, a
partition separating the two chambers being provided with friction wheel at the outer end of the shifting section of the
an upper and a lower opening and with an intermediate sectional shaft , a driving shaft and a disc carried thereby
opening, spring controlled valves normally closing the up- with which the friction wheel on the sectional shaft en.

per and the lower openings in the dividing partitions being gages, as described .
located in that chamber which is open at the top, one above 28. In automatic pianos and similar instruments, a duct

and the other below the transverse partitions therein , the bridge, a swinging support for the duct bridge , the said
other chamber being provided with recesses in the inner duct bridge having endadjustment on its support and means
face of its outer wall, diaphragmsclosingthe said recesses, for holding the duct bridge in end adjustment, as described ,

10--21
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No. 101,555. Pump Pompe. 8. A pumping apparatus comprising a base provided with

7 concave seat and suitable inlet and outlet passages, a

pump casing adapted to oscillate on said seat and provided

with a piston chamber , a piston moving in said chamber.

means for imparting reciprocation to said piston , the same

comprising a spring for moving said piston in the other di

rection , and means for imparting intermittent oscillation

to said pump casing, substantially as set forth .

9. A pumping apparatus comprising a base provided with

a concave seat and suitable inlet and outlet passages , a

pump casing adapted to oscillate on said seat and provided

with a piston chamber, a piston moving in said chamber,

means for imparting reciprocation to said piston , the same

, comprising a spring and intermediate lever for moving said

piston in one direction , and a cam mechanism for moving

said piston in the other direction , and means for imparting

intermitten oscillaion to said pump casing, substantially as

set forth .

10. A pumping apparatus comprising a base provided with
a concave seat and suitable inlet and outlet passages, a

pump casing adapted to oscillate on said seat and provided

The Steel Ball Company , assignee of Clothilde Barclay Hill, means for imparting intermittent oscillation to the pump
with a piston chamber , a piston moving in said chamber ,

administratrix of the estate of Christian Charles Hill , casing the same comprising a cam yoke on the pump casing

deceased , both of Chicago , Illinois , l'.s.1 ., 16th Octo- and an operating cam engaging said yoke , and means for

ber , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 11th June, 1906. Receipt No. | imparting reciprocation to the piston , substantially as set

136,767 forth .

Claim .-1 . A pumping apparatus comprising a pump cas- 11. A pumping apparatus. comprising a base provided

ing having a piston chamber and suitable inlet and outlet with a concave seat and suitable inlet and outlet passages,

passages , a piston in said chamber, and means for imparting a pump casing adapted to oscillate on said seat and pro

reciprocation to said piston, the same comprising a spring vided with a piston chamber, a piston moving in said cham

and intermediate lever adapted to move said piston in one ber, means for imparting intermittent Oscillation to the

direction,acam engagingsaid lever for movingsaid piston pump casing, the same comprisinga cam yoke on the pump

in the other direction , and means for varying the position casing and an operating cam engaging said yoke , and means

cf said lever with relation to the cam , substantially as set for imparting reciprocation to the piston , the same com

fcrth . prising a spring for moving said piston in one direction

2. A pumping apparatus comprising a pump casing having and a cam mechanism for moving the said piston in the

a piston chamber and suitable inlet and outlet passages , a other direction , substantially as set forth .

piston in said chamber , and means for imparting reciproca- 12. A pumping apparatus comprising a base provided

uon to said piston , the same comprising a yoke on said pis with a concave seat and suitable inlet and outlet passages,

ton , a lever engaging said yoke , an adjustable abutment at a pump adapted to oscillate on said seat and provided with

the upper end of said yoke , a spring for moving said lever à piston chamber, a piston moving in said chamber, means

in one direction , and a cam mechanism for moving said for imparting intermittent oscillation to the pump casing

lever in the other direction , substantially as set forth , the same comprising a cam yoke on the pump casing and an

3. A pumping apparatus comprising a base provided with operating cam engaging said yoke, and means for imparting

a convave seat and suitable inlet and outlet passages, a
reciprocation to thepiston, the same comprising a spring

i'ump casing adapted to oscillate on said seat and provided and intermediate lever for moving said piston in the other
with a piston chamber, a piston moving in said chamber, direction, substantially as set forth .

and means for imparting reciprocation to said piston , the 13. A pumping apparatus comprising a base provided

same comprising a spring for moving said piston in one di
with a concave seat and suitable inlet and outlet passages,

rection , and a cam mechanism for moving said piston in
a pump casing adapted to oscillate on said seat and pro

the other direction and for imparting oscillation to the
vided with a piston chamber, a piston moving in said

pump casing . substantially as set forth .
chamber, means for imparting intermittent oscillation to

4. A pumping apparatus comprising a base provided with the pump casing the same comprising a

a concave seat and suitable inlet and outlet passages , a
pump casing and an operating cam engaging said yoke,

pump casing adapted to oscillate on said seat and provided
and means forimparting reciprocation to the piston , the

with a piston chamber, a piston movinginsaidchamber, said yoke, an adjustable abutment at the upper endof said
same comprising a yoke on said piston, a lever engaging

and means for imparting reciprocation to said piston , the
same comprising a spring and intermediate lever for moving yoke, a spring for moving said lever in one direction and

said piston in one direction and a cam mechanism for mov

cam mechanism for moving said lever in the other

ing said piston in the other direction and for imparting os
direction, substantially as set forth.

cillation to the pump casing, substantially as set forth . 14. A pumping apparatus comprising a base provided

5. A pumping apparatus comprising a base provided with
with a concave seat and suitable inlet and outlet passages,

concave seat and suitable inlet and outlet passages, la
a pump casing adapted to oscillate on said seat and pro

pump casing adapted to oscillate on said seatandprovided ber,"means foryieldinglyholdingthe pumpcasing to the
vided with apiston chamber, a piston moving in said cham

with a piston chamber, a piston moving in said chamber , seat, means for imparting intermittent oscillation to the
and means for imparting reciprocation to said piston, the

same comprising a yoke on saidpiston, a lever engaging pump casing and a cam engaging saidyoke, and means for

same comprising a cam yoke on the

said yoke,anadjustable abutment at the upper end of said imparting reciprocation to the piston ,substantially as ser
yoke, a spring for moving said lever in one direction , and

forth .

a cam mechanism for moving said lever in the other direc
15. A pumping apparatus comprising a base provided

tion , and for imparting oscillation to the pump casing , sub with a concave seatand suitable inlet and outlet passages,

stantially as set forth . a pump casing adapted to oscillate on said seat and pro,

6. A pumping apparatus comprising a base provided with
vided with

à piston chamber, a piston moving in said

a concave seat and suitable inlet and outlet passages, a

pump casing adapted to oscillate on said seat and provided the seat,means for imparting intermittent oscillation in

chamber , means for yieldingly 'holding the pump casing to

with a piston chamber,a piston moving insaid chamber, the pump casing,andmeansforimparting reciprocationmeans for imparting reciprocation to said piston , the same

comprising a spring for moving said pistonin one direction piston in one direction and a cam mechanismfor movie
and a cam mechanismformoving said piston in the other saidpistonin the other direction ,substantially as set
direction and for imparting oscillation to the pump casing, forth .
and a casing attached to the base aforesaid and adapted to

16. A pumping apparatus comprising a
enclose the pump mechanism and form a containing chamber with a concave seatand suitable inlet and outlet passages,
for the fluid to be pumped , substantially as set forth .

F. A pumping apparatus comprising a base provided with vided with a pistone chamber, a piston moving in sale

a pump casing adapted to oscillate on said seat and prom

a concave seat and suitable inlet and outlet passages , ' a : chamber, means for yieldingly holding the pump casing

pump casing adapted to oscillate on said seat and provided to the seat ,

with a spiston chamber, a piston moving in said chamber, to the pump casing, and meansfor imparting reciprocation.

means for imparting intermittent oscillation

means for imparting reciprocation to said piston , and means to the piston , thesame comprising a spring and intermed

for imparting intermittent oscillation to said pumpcasing, iateleverfor moving said piston in onedirection, and a
the same comprising a cam yoke on the pump casing and a cam mechanism formoving said piston in the other direc

(02m engaging said yoke , substantially as set forth ,
tion, substantially as set forth .

cam yoke on the

a

base provided
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17. A pumping apparatus comprising a base provided and having a series of piston chambers, individual pistons

with a concave seat and suitable inlet and outlet passages , in said chambers, means for imparting intermittent oscill

a pump casing adapted to oscillate on said seat and pro- ation to said pump casing and means for imparting reci

vided with a piston chamber, a piston moving in said cham - procation to said pistons, the same comprising individual

ber, means for yieldingly holding the pump casing to the springs moving said pistons in one direction and a cam

seat , means for imparting intermittent oscillation to the mechanism moving said pistons in the other direction , sub

pump casing , and means for imparting reciprocation to the stantially as set forth.

piston , the same comprising a yoke on said piston , a lever 28. A multiple pumping apparatus comprising a base pro

engaging said yoke , an adjustable abutment at the upper / vided with a concave seat and suitable inlet and outlet

end of said yoke , a spring for moving said lever in one passages, a single pump casing adapted to oscillate on said

direction and a cam mechanism for moving said lever seat and having a series of piston chambers, individual

the other direction , substantially as set forth . pistons in said chambers , means for imparting intermittent

18. A multiple pumping apparatus comprising a single | oscillation to said pump casing and means for imparting

pump casing having a series of piston chambers and suit- reciprocation to said pistons, the same comprising indivi

able inlet and outlet passages, individual pistons in said dual levers and springs for moving said pistons in one

chambers, and means for imparting reciprocation to said direction and a cam engaging said levers for moving the

pistons , the same comprising individual levers and springs pistons in the other direction , substantially as set forth .

for moving said pistons in one direction and a cam 29. A multiple pumping apparatus comprising a base pro

gaging said levers for moving said pistons in the other vided with a concave seat and suitable inlet and outlet pass
direction , substantially as set forth . ages , a single pump casing adapted to oscillate on said seat

19. A multiple pumping apparatus comprising a single and having a series of piston chambers, individual pistons

pump casing having a series of piston chambers and suit- in said chambers , means for imparting intermittent oscilla

able inlet and outlet pasages, individual pistons in said tion to said pump casing and means for imparting recipro

chambers, and means for imparting reciprocation to said cation to said pistons, the same comprising individual yokes
pistons , the same comprising individual yokes on said pis- on said pistons, levers engaging said yokes , springs for

tons , levers engaging said yokes, adjustable abutments at moving said levers in one direction and a cam moving said

the upper ends of said yokes , springs for moving said | levers in the other direction , substantially as set forth .
levers in one direction , and a cam moving said levers in 30. A multiple pumping apparatus comprising a base pro

the other direction , substantially as set forth . vided with a concave seat and suitable inlet and outlet pass

20. A multiple pumping apparatus comprising a single ages , a single pump casing adapted to oscillate on said
oscillating pump casing having a series of piston chambers seat and having a series of piston chambers , individual pis
and suitable inlet and outlet pasages , individual pistons tons in said chambers, meads for imparting intermittent

is said chambers, means for imparting reciprocating to said oscillation to said pump casing and means for imparting re
pistons, the same comprising individual springs moving ciprocation to said piston, and a casing attached to the
said pistons in the other direction , a supporting base for pump base and adapted to enclose the pump mechanizm and

mechanism having a concave seat for the pump casing , and to form a containing chamber for the fluid to be pumped ,

a casing attached to said base and adapted to enclose the substantially as set forth.

pump mechanism and to form a containing chamber for the 31. A multiple pumping apparatus comprising a base pro
fluid to be pumped. substantially as set forth . vided with a concave seat and suitable inlet and outlet

21. A multiple pumping apparatus comprising a base pro passages, a single pump casing adapted to oscillate on said

vided with a concave seat and suitable inlet and outlet pass seat and having a series of piston chambers, individual pis

ages , a single pump casing adapted to oscillate on said seat tons in said chambers . means for imparting intermittent

and having a series of piston chambers . individual pistons oscillation to said pump casing, the same comprising a cam

in said chambers and means for imparting reciprocation to yoke on said casing and an operating cam engaging said
said pistons, substantially as set forth . yoke and means for imparting reciprocation to said pistons ,

22. A multiple pumping apparatus comprising a base pro substantially as set forth .

vided with a concave seat and suitable inlet and outlet 32. A multiple pumping apparatus comprising a base pro

passages, a single pump casing adapted to oscillate on said
vided with a concave seat and suitable inlet and outlet

seat and having a series of piston chambers , individual pis passages, a single pump casing adapted to oscillate on said

tons in said chambers and means for imparting recipro seat and having a series of piston chambers , individual pis

cation to such pistons , the same comprising individual tons in said chambers, means for imparting intermittent

springs moving said pistons in one direction and a oscillation to said pump casing , the same comprising a cam

mechanism moving said pistons in the other direction , sub yoke on said casing and an operating cam engaging said

stantially as set forth . yoke , and means for imparting reciprocation to said pis

23. A multiple pumping apparatus comprising a base pro tons , the same comprising individual springs moving said

vided with a concave seat and suitable iniet and outlet pass pistons in one direction and a cam mechanism moving said

ages, a single pump casing adapted to oscillate on said seat
pistons in the other direction , substantially as set forth .

and having a series of piston chambers, individual pistons 33. A multiple pumping apparatus comprising a base pro

in said chambers and means for imparting reciprocation to vided with a concave seat and suitable inlet and outlet pas

such pistons , the same comprising individual levers and sages , a single pump casing adapted to oscillate on said

springs for moving said pistons in one direction and a cam seat and having a series of piston chambers , individual pis

engaging said levers for moving said pistons in the other tons in said chambers , means for imparting intermittent

direction , substantially as set forth . oscillation to said pump casing the same comprising a cam

24. A multiple pumping apparatus comprising a base pro- yokel on said casing and an operating nam engaging said.

vided with a concave seat and suitable inlet and outlet yoke, and means for imparting reciprocation to said pistons,

passages, a single pump casing adapted to oscillate on said
the same comprising individual levers and springs for mov

seat and having a series of piston chambers, individual piscing said pistons in one direction and a cam engaging said
tons in said chambers and means for imparting reciproca levers for moving the pistons in the other direction , sub

tion to such pistons , the same comprising individual yokes stantially as set forth.
on said pistons , levers engaging said yokes , adjustable abut 34. A multiple pumping apparatus comprising a base pro

ments at the upper ends of said yokes, springs for moving vided with a concave seat and suitable inlet and outlet pas

said levers in one direction and a cam moving said levers sages , a single pump casing adapted to oscillate on said seat

in the other direction , substantially as set forth. and having a series of piston chambers , individual pistons

25. A multiple pumping apparatus comprising a base pro ir said chambers, means for imparting intermittent oscil

vided with a concave seat and suitable inletand outlet pass- lation to said pump casing the same comprising a cam yoke
ages , a single pump casing adapted to oscillate on said seat CC said casing and an operating cam engaging said yoke .

and having a series of piston chambers, individual pistons and means for imparting reciprocation to said pistons, the
in said chambers, means for imparting reciprocation to said same comprising individual yokes on said pistons , levers en

pistons and a casing attached to the pump base and adapted gaging said yokes , adjustable abutments at the upper ends

to enclose the pump mechanism and form a containing of said yokes, springs for moving said levers in one direc
chamber for the fluid to be pumped , substantially as set tion , substantially as set forth .
forth . 35. A multiple pumping apparatus comprising a base pro

26. A multiple pumping apparatus comprising a base pro- vided with a concave seat and suitable inlet and outlet pas

vided with a concave seat and suitable inlet and outlet pass- sages , a single casing adapted to oscillate on said seat and

ages, a single pump casing adapted to oscillate on said seat liaving a series of piston chambers , individual pistons in

and having a series of piston chambers , individual pistons said chambers, means for imparting intermittent oscillation

in said chambers, means for imparting intermittent oscill- to said pump casing , the same comprising a cam yoke on

ation to said pump casing and means for imparting reci- said casing and an operating cam engaging said yoke, means
procation to said pistons, substantially as set forth. for imparting reciprocation to said pistons , and a casing at

27. A multiple pumping apparatus comprising a base pro- tached to the pump base and adapted to enclos? the pump
vided with a concave seat and suitable inlet and outlet pass. mechanism and form a containing chamber for the auid to

ages, a single pump casing adapted to oscillate on said seat | be pumped , substantially as set forth .

cam
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36. A multiple pumping apparatus comprising abase pro : by said head, and havingan inlet-outlet passage adapted

vided with a concave seat and suitable inlet and outlet

passages, a single pump casing adapted to oscillate on said to
alternately register with the spaces between said lugs

seat and having a piston chambers , individual pistons in

said chambers, means for yieldingly holding the pump cas

ing to the seat, and means for imparting
intermittent

oscil

lation to the pump casing , and means for imparting reci

procation to the pistons , substantially as set forth .

37. A mutiple pumping apparatus comprising a base pro

vided with a concave seat and suitable inlet and outlet

passages , a single pump casing adapted to oscillate on said

seat and having a series of piston chambers , individual pis

fons in said chambers , means for yieldingly holding the

pump casing to the seat , means for imparting intermittent

oscillation to the pump casing the same comprising a cam

yoke on the pump casing and an operating cam engaging

said yoke , and means for imparting reciprocation to the pis

ton , substantially as set forth .

38. A multiple pumping apparatus comprising a base pro

vided with a concave seat and suitable inlet and outlet

passages , a single pump casing adapted to oscillate on said

seat and having a series of piston chambers , individual pis

tons in said chambers . means for yieldingly holding the

pump casing to the seat , means for imparting intermittent

oscillation to the pump casing, and means for imparting

reciprocation to the pistons , the same comprising individual

springs moving said pistons in one direction and a cam

mechanism moving said pistons in the other direction , sub- and with the outlet passages therein , means for revolving

stantially as set forth . said head, a pumy plunger in said cylinder , and means for

39. A multiple pumping apparatus comprising a base pro reciprocating said plunger, substantially as set forth .

vided with a concave seat and suitable inlet and outlet 2. A pumping apparatus comprising a stationary member

passages, a single pump casing adapted to oscillate on said provided with a circular series of outlet passages, a re

seat and having a series of piston chambers , individual pis- voluble head having bearing at one end on said member,
tons in said chambers, means for yieldingly holding the there being a pump cylinder carried by said head and hav

pump casing to the seat , means for imparting intermittent ing an inlet-outlet passage adapted to serially register
oscillation to the pump casing , the same comprising a cam with the series of outlet pasages aforesaid , means for re

yoke on the pump casing and an operating cam engaging the volving said head, a pump plunger in said cylinder and
same, and means for imparting reciprocation to the pistons, means for reciprocating said plunger, the same comprising
the same comprising individual springs moving said pistons a circular series of cams equal in number to the series of
it one direction and a cam mechanism moving said pistons outlet passages , means for effecting an individual adjust

in the other direction , substantially as set forth . ment of said cams , and an intermediate operative connec

40. A multiple pumping apparatus comprising a base pro
tion between the said cams and the pump plunger, sub

vided with a concave seat and suitable inlet and outlet stantially as set forth .

passages , a single pump casing adapted to oscillate on said 3. A pumping apparatus comprising a stationary member
seat and having a series of piston chambers, individual pis provided with a circular series of outlet passages, a re

tons in said chambers , means for yieldingly holding the voluble head having bearing at one end on said member ,

pump casing to the seat , the same comprising a pair of there being a pump cylinder carried by said head having

pivoted end beams engaging said pump casing , a spring
an inlet -outlet passage adapted to serially register with

equalizer bar engaging the free ends of said beams and a
the series of outlet passages aforesaid , means for revolving

central tension adjusting bolt engaging the equalizer har said head, a pump plunger in said cylinder , and means for

means for imparting intermittent oscillations to the pump reciprocating said plunger, the same comprising a circular

casing and means for imparting reciprocation to the pistons .
series of cams equal in number to the series of outlet

passages , a series of individual screws for effecting inde
substantially as set forth .

andpendent adjustment of said cams ,
41. A multiple pumping apparatus comprising a base pro

vided with a concave seat and suitable inlet and outlet pass
operative connection between said cams and the pump

plunger, substantially as set forth .
ages , a single pump casing adapted to oscillate on said seat

and having a seriesof piston chambers, individualpistons ber provided with a circular series of outlet passagese .
4. A pumping apparatus comprising a stationary mem

ja said chambers, means for yieldingly holding thepump revoluble head having bearing at one end on said member.
casing to the seat , the same comprising a pair of pivoted

end beams engaging said pump casing, a spring equalizer har ing an iniet-outlet passage adapted to serially register
there being a pump cylinder carried by said head and hav

engaging the free ends of said beams and a central tension

adjusting bolt engagingthe equalizer bar,means for impart- volving said head, a pump plunger in said cylinder sing
with the series of outlet passages aforesaid , means for re

ing intermittent oscillation to the pump casing , the same

comprising a cam yoke on thepumpcasingand an operating a circular series of cams equal in number to the series in
cam engaging said yoke, and means for imparting reciproca- Outletpassages, a series of individual screws for effecting
tion to the pistons , substantially as set forth . independent adjustment of said cams, a yoke piece pro

42. A multiple pumping apparatus comprising a base pro vided with a series of resilient eyes having frictional en
vided with a concave seat and suitable inlet and outlet pass gagementwith the shanks of saidscrews, and an inter

ages, asinglepump casing adapted to oscillate on said seat mediate operative connection betweensaid cams and the
and having a series of piston chambers , individual pistons

pump plunger, substantially as set forth .

in said chambers , means for yieldingly holding the pump 5. A pumping apparatus comprising a stationary mem .

casing to the seat , the same comprising a pair of pivoted end ber provided withacircular series ofoutlet passages , a

heams engagingsaid pump casing, a spring equalizer bar revoluble headhaving bearing at one endon said member:
engaging the free ends of said beams and a central tension a stationary spider forming a bearing for the other end of

adjusting bolt engaging the equalizer bar, means for impart- thehead,therebeing a pump cylinder carried by said head
ing intermittent oscillation to the pump casing and means andhaving an inlet-outlet passage adapted to serially rega

for imparting reciprocation to the pistons, the same com

prising individualsprings moving the pistons in one direc- forrevolvingsaidhead, a pump plunger in said cylinder

tion and a cammechanism moving said pistons in the other and means for reciprocating said plunger, the same coin
direction , substantially as set forth .

number to the series of outlet passages, means for effect

No. 101,556. Pump. Pompe.
ing an individual adjustment of said cams, and an inter:

The Steel Ball Company, assignee of Clothilde Barclay Hill , pump plunger , substantially as set forth.

mediate operative connection between stid cams and the

administratrix of the estate of Christian Charles Hill ,

deceased, both of Chicago, Illinois. U.S.A. 16thOctober, ber providedwith a reircularoseriesof outlet passages.ma1906 ; 6 years. Filed 11th June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,768. ' r
evoluble

head having bearing at one end on said mem

member carrying acircular cluster of bearing lugs in end of the head,"therebeingampump cylinder carriedbysajd

spaced relation and formed with outlet pasages intheir headand having an intet Outlet passage ada ped to serial

bearing faces,a revoluble head having bearing at one end ly register witń the series of outlet passages aforesaida

on said bearing lugs, there being a pump cylinder carried ' meansfor revolving said head, a

an intermediate

pump plunge
r

in said
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cylinder and means for reciprocating said plunger, the head , there being a pump cylinder arranged at one side of

same comprising a circular series of cams on said spider the axis of rotation of said head and having an inlet- outlet

equal in number to the series of outlet passages , a series passage adapted to serially register with the series of out

of individual screws for effecting individual adjustment of let passages aforesaid , means for revolving said head , a

said cams , and an intermediate operative connection be- pump plunger in said cylinder and means for reciprocating
tween said cams and the pump plunger, substantially as said plunger, the same comprising a circular series of cams

set forth . on said spider equal in number to the series of outlet pass

7. A pumping apparatus, comprising a stationary member ages , a series of individual screws for effecting independent

provided with a circular series of outlet passages , a revo- adjustment of said cams, and an intermediate operative con

luble head having bearing at one end on said member , a nection between said cams and the pump plunger , substan

stationary spider forming a bearing for the other end of tially as set forth .

the head, there being a pump cylinder carried by said head 14. A pumping apparatus comprising a stationary mem

and having an inlet outlet passage adapted to serially ber provided with a circular series of outlet passages , a re

register with the series of outlet passages aforesaid , means voluble head having bearing at one end on said member, a

for revolving said head, a pump plunger in said cylinder stationary spider forming a bearing for the other end of the
and means for reciprocating said plunger , the same com- head , there being a pump cylinder arranged at one side of
prising a circular series of cams on said spider equal in The axis of rotation of said head and having an inlet - outlet

number to the series of outlet passages, a series of indi- passage adapted to serially register with the series of out

vidual screws for effecting individual adjustment of said let passages aforesaid , means for revolving said head , a

cams, a yoke piece provided with resilient eyes for fric- pump plunger in said cylinder and means for reciprocating

tional engagement with the shanks of said screws , and an said plunger , the same comprising a circular series of cams
intermediate operative connection between said cams and on said spider equal in number to the series of outlet pass

the pump plunger , substantially as set forth . ages, a series of individual screws for effecting independent

8. A pumping apparatus comprising a stationary member adjustment of said cams , a yoke piece provided with resi
carrying a circular cluster of bearing lugs in spaced rela- lient eyes for frictional engagement with the shanks of said

tion and formed with outlet passages in their bearing screws , and an intermediate operative connection between

spaces a revoluble head having bearing at one end of said said cams and the pump plunger , substantially as set forth .

bearing lugs, there being a pump cylinder arranged at one 15. A pumping apparatus comprising a stationary mem

side of the axis of rotation of said head and having an in ber carrying a circular cluster of bearing lugs in spaced re
in

let and outlet passage adapted to alternately register with
lation and formed with outlet passages their bearing

the spaces between said lugs and with the outlet passages faces , a revoluble head having bearing at one end on said

therein , means for revolving said head , a pump plunger in bearing lugs , there being a pump cylinder carried by said

said cylinder and means for reciprocating said plunger, sub- head and having an inlet -outlet passage adapted to alter

stantially as set forth . nately register with the spaces between said lugs and with

9. A pumping apparatus comprising a stationary member the outlet passages therein , means for revolving said head ,

provided with a circular series of outlet passages, a revol a pump plunger in said cylinder, a spring for moving said

uble head having bearing at one end in said member. there plunger in one direction and a cam mechanism for moving

being a pump cylinder arranged at one side of the axis of
said plunger in the other direction , substantially as

forth .
rotation of said head and having an inlet - outlet passage

adapted to serially register with the outlet passages afore
16. A pumping apparatus comprising a stationary mem

ber provided with a circular series of outlet passages, a re
said , means for revolving said head , a pump plunger in said

voluble head having bearing at one end on said member ,

cylinder and means for reciprocating said plunger, the same

comprising a circular series of cams equal in number to the
there being a pump cylinder carried by said head and hav

series of outlet passages , means for effecting an individual
ing an inlet - out passage adapted to serially register with

the series of outlet passages aforesaid , means for revolving
adjustment of said cams, and an intermediate operative

connection betwen said cams and the pump plunger , sub
said head , a pump plunger in said cylinder , a spring for

stantially as set forth .
moving said plunger in one direction and a cam mechanism

for moving said plunger in the other direction , the same

10. A pumping apparatus comprising a stationary member
comprising a circular series of cams equal in number to the

provided with a circular series of outlet passages , a revol
series of outlet passages, means for effecting an individual

uble head having bearing at one end in said member , there
adjustment of said cams, and an intermediate operative

being a pump cylinder arranged at one side of the ax's of connection between said cams and the pump plunger, sub
rotation of said head and having an inlet- outlet passage

stantially as set forth .

adapted to serially register with the outlet passages afore 17. A pumping apparatus comprising a stationary mem

said, means for revolving said heall, a pump plunger in said ber provided with a circular series of outlet passages , a re

cylinder and means for reciprocating said plunger. the voluble head having bearing at one end on said member,
same comprising a circular series of cams equal in number

there being a pump cylinder carried by said head and hav
to the series of outlet passages , a series of individual ling inlet-outlet passage adapted to serially register with

screws for effecting independent adjustment of said cams the series of outlet passages aforesaid , means for revolving

and an intermediate operative connection between said cams said head , a pump plunger in said cylinder, a spring for mov

and the pump plunger, substantially as set forth . ing said plunger in one direction and a cam mechanism for

11. A pumping apparatus . comprising a stationary mem- moving said plunger in the other direction , the same com

ber provided with a circular series of outlet passages , a prising series of cams equal in number to the series of out

revoluble head having hearing at one end in aid member, let passages , a series of individual screws for effecting in

there being a pump cylinder arranged at one side of the dependent adjustment of said cams , and an intermediate
axis of rotation of said head and having an inlet -outlet operative connection between said cams and the pump

passage adapted to serially register with the outlet pas- plunger, substantially as set forth .

sages aforesaid , means for revolving said head, a pump- 18. A pumping apparatus comprising a stationary mem

plunger in said cylinder , and means for reciprocating said ber provided with a circular series of outlet passages , a re

plunger the same comprising a circular series equal in voluble head having bearing at one end on said member , a

number to the series of outlet passages , a series of in- stationary spider forming a bearing for the other end of the

dividual screws for effecting independent adjustment of head , there being a pump cylinder carried by said head and

said cams , a yoke piece provided with a series of resilient having an inlet outlet passage adapted to serially register

eyes having frictional engagement with the shanks of said with the series of outlet passages aforesaid , means for re

screw , and an intermediate operative connection between volving said head , a pump plunger in said cylinder, a spring

said cams and the pump plunger. substantially as set forth . for moving said plunger in one direction , and a cam mech

12. A pumping apparatus comprising a stationary mem- anism for moving said plunger in the other direction , the

ber provided with a circular series of outlet passages, a re- same comprising a circular series of cams equal in number

voluble head having bearing at one end on said member, a to the series of outlet passages, means for effecting an in

stationary spider forming a bearing for we other end of dividual adjustment of said cams , and an intermediate oper

the head , there being a pump cylinder arranged at one side ative connection between said cams and the pump plunger,

of the axis of rotation of said head and having an inlet- out- substantially as set forth .

let passage adapted to serially register with the series of 19. A pumping apparatus comprising a stationary member

outlet passages aforesaid , means for revolving said head, provided with a circular series of outlet passages, a re

a pump plunger in said cylinder and means for reciprocating voluble head having bearing at one end on said member , a

said plunger, the same comprising a circular series of cams stationary spider forming a bearing for the other endofthe
on said spider equal in number to the series of outlet pass- head, there being a pump cylinder carried by said head and

ages , means for effecting an individual adjustment of said having an inlet-outlet passage adapted to serially register

cams, and an intermediate operative connection between with the series of outlet passages aforesaid , means for re

said cams and the pumpplunger, substantiallyas set forth . volving said head, a pump plunger in said cylinder, a spring
13. A pumping apparatus comprising a stationary mem- for moving said plunger in one direction, and a cam mech

ber provided with a circular series of outlet passages,a re- anism for moving said plunger in the other direction , the

voluble head having bearing at one end on said member, a same comprising a circular series of cams equal in number

stationary spider forming a bearing for the other end of the to the series of outlet passages , a series of individual screws
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for effecting said independent adjustment of said cams, and 3. In a device of the character described , a plurality of

an intermediate operative connection between said cams and feed boxes located substantially transverse the screen , each

the pump plunger, substantially as set forth.

20. A pumping apparatus comprising a stationary member

provided with a circular series of outlet passages ,

voluble head having bearing at one end in said member,

there being a pump cylinder arranged at one side of the

axis of rotation of said head and having an inlet - outlet pass

age adapted to serially register with the outlet passages

afore nint means for revolving said head , a spring for mov

ing said plunger in one direction , and a cam mechanism for

moving said plunger in the other direction , the same com

prising a circular series of cams equal in number to the

series of outlet passages , means for effecting an interme

diate operative connection between said cams and the pump

plunger, substantially as set forth .

21. A pumping apparatus comprising a stationary member

provided with a circular series of outlet passages , a revol

uble head having bearing at one end in said member, there

being a pump cylinder arranged at one side of the axis of

rotation of said head and having an inlet-outlet passage

adapted to serially register with the outlet passages afore

said , means for revolving said head, a spring for moving said

plunger in one direction , and a cam mechanism for moving

said plunger in the other direction , the same comprising a Fig. 1.

circular series of cams equal in number to the series of out
101527

let passages , a series of individual screws for effecting inde

pendent adjustment of said cams , and an intermediate oper
ative connection between said cams and the pump plunger , pivotally mounted and each provided with a close cover and

substantially as set forth .
each being adapted to receive atmospheric or other pressure

22. A pumping apparatus comprising a stationary member therein to drive the contents thereof on to stock passing be

provided with a circular series of outlet passages, a revol
neath the boxes, substantially as described .

uble head having bearing at one end on said member , a sta
4. In a paper making machine having as an element there

tionary spider forming a bearing for the other end of the
of means for carrying paper stock through the machine , a

head , there being a pump cylinder arranged at one side of
feed box mounted substantially transverse of the screen hav :

the axis of rotation of said head and having an inlet-outlet ing its sides converging at the bottom into a longitudiual

passage adapted to serially register with the series of outlet
opening, means for limiting the extent of said opening, and

passages aforesaid , means for revolving said head , a pump
means for altering the direction of the fluid discharged there

plunger in said cylinder , a spring for moving said plunger in
from , substantially as shown,

one direction , and a cam mechanism for moving said plunger
5. In a device of the character described , a transverse

in the other direction , the same comprising a circular series feed, conduits for supplying paper stock thereto, means for

e cams on said spider equal in number to the series of out
ejecting the paper stock therefrom under pressure, means

let passages, means for effecting an individual adjustment of
for governing the direction and extent of the discharge of

said cams , and an intermediate operative connection between
stock therefrom and means in said box for agitating the

said cams and the pump plunger , substantially as set forth . contents thereof, substantially as shown.

23. A pumping apparatus comprising a stationary member
6. In a device of the character described, a plurality of

provided with a círcular series of outlet passages , a revol
feeds located to discharge the contents thereof onto stock

uble head having bearing at one end on said member, a sta
passing thereunder in the manufacture of the same, the

tionary spider forming a bearing for the other end of the
saíd feeds being adjustably axially mounted thereor , means

head, there bring a pump cylinder arranged at one side of the
for discharging the contents of said feeds, means for limit

axis of rotation of said head and having an inlet - outlet pass
ing the direction and force of said discharge, means for

age adapted to serially register with the series of outlet placing the contents thereof under pressure.

passages aforesaid , means for revolving said head . a pump
7. In a device of the character described, a feed box

plunger in said cylinder, a spring for moving said plunger of compartments and being longitudinally extensible,hans
mounted substantially across the screen. and corstructed

inonedirection, anda cam mechanism formoving saidplun. havingashaft runningtherethroughwith spoonmembers
ger in the other direction , the same comprising a circular

series of cams on said spider equal in number to the series
thereon , whereby different coloured material can be ejected

0 † outlet passages , a series of individual screws for effecting
therefrom to the stock passing thereunder, substantially

as described .
independent adjustment of said cams , and an intermediate

operative connection between said cams and the pump plun

8. In a device of the character described, a feed box

mounted substantially acrossthe screen and constructed
ger , substantially as set forth .

24. A pumping apparatus comprising a stationary member
of compartments and being longitudinally extensible and

providedwitha circular series of outletpassages, a revol- thereon,whereby different coloured material can be ejected
having a shaft running therethrough with spoon members

uble head having bearing at one end on said member , a sta
therefrom to the stock passing thereunder, and means of

tionary spider forming a bearing for the other end of the

head. There being a pump cylinder carried by said head and stantiallyas described .

placing the contents of said feeds under pressure, sub

having an inlet - outlet passage adapted to serially register 9. In

with the series of outlet passages aforesaid , means for re

paper making machine, a plurality of means

for feeding stock, means for controlling the said feeds to
volving said head , a pump plunger in said cylinder and means regulate the pressure and volume, and means for feeding

for reciprocating said plunger, and a spring arranged be
the same in currents of different directions.

tween said spider and a collar on the revoluble head and

adapted to hold said headto its bearing on the stationary feeding stock, and means for feeding the stock in currents

10.In a paper making machine, a plurality of means for

member, substantially as set forth . of different directions .

11. In a paper making machine having stock feeding means

No. 101,557. Paper Making Machine. therewith , secondary feeds and means for regulatingthe

Machine à faire du papier . volume, pressure and direction of the current from said
feeds.

The Eichhorn -Campbell Company, assignee of Carl Eichhorn

of Dexter , New York, terial thereta,penemakinmeans beingadjustable to the width
making

and Clarence W. Campbell, all

U.S.A , 16th October , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 4th May , 1305.
of the fabric being manufactured in the machine .

Receipt No. 124,857 . 13. In a paper making machine, means for feeding ma

( laim . - 1. In a device of the character described, a feed

box,"a"meansof carrying stock therefrom through apaper being adapted to be supported independentof the machine

terial to the stock being manufactured , the said means

machine, a feed box pivotally mounted transverse the said 02 to be supported thereon .

means, conduit meaps for supplying said feed , substantially 14.In a paper making machine , a plurality of secondary

as described .
feeding means, each provided with means for regulating

2. In a device of the character described, a feed box , and the output therefrom , and each being provided with means

a screen adapted to carry stock therefrom , through the paper for ejecting the output under pressure.

making machinery, a plurality of independent feed boxes , 15. In a paper making machine. means mounted thereon

pivotally mounted and extending substantially transverse the to feed separate material tothe stock passing thereon and

screen and means for applying pressure tothe feed from said comprising means" ideregulate the amount and distribution
boxes , substantially as described . of said feed .

a
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No. 101,558. Mixing Machine for Concrete, Etc. ing receptacle is supported to revolve , a power driven shaft

Wuchine à mélanger, gear connected with the ring gear on the mixing receptacle ,

a counter shaft gear connected with the said power driven

shaft, a device for tilting the mixing receptacle support, a

clutch for connecting the counter shaft with the device for

tilting the mixing receptacle support, and a rotary cam

Fig 1
device for automatically disconnecting the tilting device

from the counter shaft und a member of the clutch device

for engaging the high portion of the cam device and main

taining the clutch members in temporary relative engage
ment.

8. The combiration with the tilting receptacle having a

spout at the rear, of a stationary hopper with a neck at

the bottom and a combined tilting valve and chute having

sides outside of said neck and pivoted to close against and

seal the peck of the hopper when the receptacle is in one

position , and adapted to enter the spout when the receptacle

is brought to a position opposite the chute , with means for

swinging the chute into the spout as the latter is brought

opposite the chute .

9. In a mixing machine, a rotary mixing receptacle, a tilt

ing frame upon which the mixing receptacle is supported

to revolve , a mouth piece supported upon the tilting frame

101538 and registering with an opering in the mixing receptacle , a

suitably supported hopper, a hinged gate n for opening and

closing the lower end of the support, said gate being ar

ranged to project within the said mouth piece when the

Frederick C. Austin , assignee of Charles E. Bathrick , Chi mixing receptacle is in charging position, and a toggle de
cago, Illinois , U.S.A. , 16th October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed vice for locking the said gate in position 10 close the dis

13th August, 1906 . Receipt No. 138,636 , charge orifice of the hopper ,

Claim . - 1. In a mixing machine , a rotary mixing recep- 10. In a mixing machine , a rotary mixing receptacle pro

tacle , a tilting frame upon which the mixing receptacle is vided with a ring gear, a power driven shaft gear connect

revolubly mounted, a mouth piece secured upon the tilting ed with said ring gear, a tilting support upon which the

frame and arranged for directing materials into the mix- mixing receptacle is arranged to revolve, idler rolls 5 en

ing receptacle, a hopper, and a valve for opening and clos- gaging the plane back face of the ring gear, an uprights

ing the hopper, said valve being arranged to direct material counter shaft gear connected with said driving shaft, a

into the mouth piece when it is open, and being arranged rotary gear wheel rigid with a cam device and means for
to be swung back and closed by the mouth piece when the connecting and disconnecting said gear wheel with and

frame is tilted , and a guard r for the purpose set forth . from the counter shaft , said rotary cam device being pro

2. The combination with a stationary hopper and with a vided with a high and low portion , a vibratory clutch shifter

tilting receptacle provided at the rear with a spout adapted for operating the clutch, an arm 19 engaging the cam , and

to be carried to and from the hopper by the tilting of the a weight on the clutch shifter for causing said arm

receptacle , of a chute pivoted to the hopper to close and gage in the low portions of the cam .
seal the mouth thereof in one position and to swing into 11. In a mixing machine , a rotary mixing receptacle, a tilt

the said spout and act as a chute between the hopper and ) ing support upon which the mixing receptacle is arranged to

the spout when the receptacle is in the other position . revolve, mechanism for tilting said mixing receptacle sup

3. In a mixing machine, a rotary mixing receptacle pro- port and means for limiting the extent of movement on the

vided with an annular gear , a tilting frame upon which the part of said tilting device and comprising a rotary cam hav

mixing receptacle is mounted to revolve , a rotary maining high and low portions.

driving shaft gear connected with the annular gear on the 12. In a mixing machine , a rotary mixing receptacle, a tilt

mixing receptacle as for revolving the latter, a ing support upon which the mixing receptacle is mounted, a

rotary counter shaft gear connected with said main driv- rotary cam , means adapted for operating the rotary cam and

ing shaft , a clutch having one of its members provided comprising a clutch , a clutch shifter for operating the clutch ,

with a worm , and adapted for connecting and disconnect- a latch engaged by the cam , and a spring arranged to hold

ing said member with and from the counter shaft , a rotary the latch in engagement with the cam with a yielding spring

worm wheel engaged by said worm , a crank rigid with the Pressure .

worm wheel and connected with one ram of a vibratory bell 13. In a mixing machine , a rotary mixing receptacle , a tilt

crank by a link or pitman , a link connecting the other arm ing support upon which the rotary mixing receptacle is

of the bell crank with the mixing receptacle suprort as a mounted , a rotary power driven shaft , a rotary cam , means

means for tilting the latter, a cam disc 16 rigid with the for connecting and disconnecting said cam with and from said

worm wheel and having peripheral notches 17 and 18 , a
shaft , a lever for shifting one of the clutch members, a latch

vibratory clutch shifter k pivoted to the shifting clutch hung to swing about the pivotal axis for the lever , and ar

member and weighted at one side of such clutch member , ranged to engage the cam, and means for tilting the mixing

and a locking arm 19 pivoted to the clutch shifter and hav, receptacle support connecting the latter with the rotary cam .

ing at one end an idler roll adapted to engage in one and
14. In a mixing macl ne , a rotary mixing receptacle , a tilt

the other of notches 17 and 18 of the disc 16, and to ride ing support upon which the rotary mixing receptacle is
upon the periphery of said dise when not in engagement | mounted, a rotary cam 16 , a clutch shifting lever K , a latch
in the said notches .

19 engaging the cam , a spring between the latch and lever , a
4. In a mixing machine, a rotary mixing receptacle, a tilt

ing support upon which the mixing receptacle is mounted ing connection with one of such members , means for oper
rod connecting the latch and lever and having a limited slid

to revolve, a vibratory bell crank arranged below the mix - lating the cam , and a clutch for controlling such operating

ing receptacle support , a link or pitman connecting one
means.

arm of the bell crank with one end portion of the tilting

mixing receptacle support, a rotary crank, power trans
15. The combination with the rotatable receptacle and tilt

mitting, connection between saidcrankand the remaining ingsupport therefor . of a driving shaft and connections for

arm of the bell crank , and means for revolving the crank . rotating said receptacle, a rotatable cam and means for driv

5. In a mixing machine , a rotary mixing receptacle, a
ing the same , devices operable from said cam for tilting the

tilting support for the rotary mixing receptacle ,a shaft support, andmeans for automatically disconnectingthecam
rotatable in one direction and means for otating the re from its driving means when the receptacle is in its terminal

ceptacle therefrom , a toggle comprising a vibratory arm positions .

26 and a link 27 connecting said arm with the tilting mix
16. The combination with the rotatable receptacle and tilt

ing receptaclesupport, and a crank operated from said irigsuport thereťor, of a driving shaft and connectionsfor

shaft for vibrating the arm 26. rctating said receptacle , a rotatable cam and means for driv

6. In a mixing machine , a rotary mixing receptacle, a irg the same , devices operable from said cam for tilting the

tilting support for the rotary mixing receptacle, mechanism support , and means for automatically disconnectingthecam
for tilting the support for the rotary mixing receptacle, a ficm its driving means when the receptacle is in its terminal

rotary cam device for automatically limiting the extent to positions, said meansincluding yielding connections to per
which the mixing receptacle support cam be tilted in each mit thepositive disconnection of the cam anddriving means
direction. means for driving said cam device and means with the receptacle in any position.

for shifting the connection between the rotary cam device 17. In a machine for mixing concrete , and the like , a cubi

and the tilting device and the driving means therefor . form or substantially cubiform mixing receptacle mounted

7. In a mixing machine, a rotary mixing receptacle pro- upon a tilting support and aranged to revolve about the axis
vided with a ring gear, a tilting; frame upon which the mix- ' of rotation , he akers in conjunction with intersecting '

means
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planes or sides of the receptacle forming a series of tri- ! 4. In a machine of the character described , independently

apgles.

recíprocating supports, link forming levers operatively18. In a machine for mixing concrete , and the like, a cubi

form or substantially cubiform mixing receptacle mounted

91non a tilting support and arranged to revolve about a di

a gonal axis and having a discharge opening in alignment

therewith , and breaker rods secured to the sides of the re

ceptacle and arranged in annular series about the axis of

rotation, these rods in conjunction with intersecting planes

of said sides of the receptacle forming a series of triangles .

3

O

No. 101,559. Heater for Oil Wells.

Chauffeur pour puits à huile.
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X

mounted thereon , guide rolls and forming rolls

levers, guides engaged by said guide rolls , a former or anvil

about which the link is bent , means for operating said link

forming lever supports so that both levers will be moved to

gether to U up the blank , of which the link is formed , means

for temporarily halting one lever , means for advancing the

other lever to complete one side of the link, and means of

said guides to force the guide rolls toward the former or

anvil to give a final bend, means for retreating said link

forming levers and advancing the other link forming lever

to complete the opposite side of the link, as and for the pur

pose specified .

5. In a machine of the character described , link forming

Edward Wenning, Cincinnati, assignee of Fred. B. Waring. ently reciprocating supports on which said levers are operalevers, guide and forming rolls mounted thereon , independ

Hartwell,both in Ohio ,U.S.A., 16th October, 1906 ; 6 years . atively mounted, a former or anvil about which alink is

Filed Ith September, 1906. Receipt No. 139,208 .

formed, a track orguideengaged by the guide rolls to guide
Claim .-- 1 . In a heater for oil wells the combination of a

the link forming levers in the link bending operation , means
pump tubing having an intake portion at its lower end , a

whereby the final bends are given to a link by the alternateheater mounted above said intake upon the pump tubing so operation of the link forming levers , as and for the purpose

as to be adjustable thereon to a point adjacent to the pro- specified

ductive strata , and a means of pumping the fluid from the 6. In a machine of the character described , link forming
well through the pump tubing,

levers, guide and forming rolls mounted thereon, independ
2. In a heater for wells the combination of an insulating ently reciprocating supports on which said levers are oper :

casing surrounding the pump tubing , a series of heating coils atively mounted, a former or anvil about which a link is

surrounding the insulating casing, said coils being connected formed, a guide or track engaged by the guide rolls to guide
in parallel at their upper ends to a source of electrical en- the link forming levers in the link bending operation, wire
ergy and being connected at their lower ends to a return feeding mechanism , means on one of said link forming levers
circuit. for severing a blank from the wire while a link is being

3. In a heater for oil wells the combination of a pump tub- formed from the previous blank , as and for the purpose

ing having an intake portion at its lower end , a heater specified.

mounted upon the pump tubing so as to be adjustable there- 7. In a machine of the character described , a reciprocat

on to a point adjacent to the productive strata , a means of ing support, combined wire guide and pinch fingers oper

pumping the fluid from thewellthrough the pump tubing atively mounted thereon , a former against which a link blank

and a damper located on the pump tubing above the heater is held by said fingers, as and for the purpose specified.

and above the productive strata of the well . 8. In a machine of the character described, a reciprocat

4. A heater for oil wells consisting of an insulating casing ins support, pinch fingers operatively mounted thereon, 2

adapted to surround the pump tubing, a series of coils sur- former against which a link blank is held by said fingers,

rounding the casing insulated at their upper ends from the
as and for the purpose specified .

tubing and connected in parallel , and at their lower ends in 9. In a machine of the character described , pinch fingers.

electrical communication with the pump tubing and likewise a reciprocating support onwhich said fingers areoperatively

connected in parallel, a perforated casing surrounding the mounted, a movable former against which a link biank is
coils and adjusting clamps at the upper and lower ends of held by said fingers, as and for the purpose specified.

the perforated casing for adjusting it upon the pump tubing.
10. In a machine of the character described, a former about

which a linkis formed, pinch fingers adaptedtohold a link

blank against said former, a reciprocating support on which
No. 101,560. Machine for Making Wire Chains .

aid fingers are operatively mounted, meansfor imparting a

Machine à faire des chaînes de fil de fer. lateral movement to said fingers , as and for the purpose

Michael Bartholomew Ryan , Boston , Massachusetts ,
specified .

siguee of James Coulter, Bridgeport, Connecticut, U.S.A., levers, guideandforming rolls mounted thereon, indepeer11. In a machine of the character described, link forming

16th October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 12th July , 1906.

ceipt No. 137,736.
ently reciprocating supports on which said levers are oper:

atively mounted ,a guide or track engaged by the guide rolls
Claim . - 1 . In a machine of the character described , inde to guide the formingrolls in the link bending operation,

pendently reciprocating supports , link forming levers pivot means for imparting an outward lateral movement to the

guides for said levers , and a former, as and for the pur free ends of said link forming levers on their retreat , as
pose specified . and for the purpose specified.

2. In a machine of the character described , independently
reciprocating supports , link forming levers operatively levers, independently reciprocating supports on which sang

12. In a machine of the character described , link forming

mountedthereon,guide rolls carriedby said levers,guides levers are operatively mounted ,a former , awire feedină

with which said rolls engage, forming rolls on said fevers, mechanism, a swinging stopforthe endof thewire adapted

13. in a machine ofthe character described,independently oneof said link forminglevers during theoperation of form .
reciprocating supports, link forming

levers operatively ing alink, meansto effect a return of said stop to its nor
mounted thereon , guide rolls on said levers, guides engaged | mal position , as and for the purpose specified.

by said rolls , forming rolls on said levers , a vertically oper 13.In a machine of the character described , link forming

ating former or anvil , as and for the purpose specified. levers, independently reciprocating supports on which said

as

Re
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levers are operatively mounted, a movable former, wire pins, a plate having an arc- shaped slot carried by the
feeding mechanism , a swinging stop for the end of the wire , yoke , a pin carried by the pitman and engaged in the slot,
as and for the purpose specified . and laterally extending wings carried by the pitman and

14. In a machine of the character described, link forming lying against the slotted plate to prevent twisting of the

levers , independently reciprocating supports on which said ' pitman with respect to the yoke .

levers are operatively mounted , a guide or track for said

levers , a movable former,wire feeding mechanism , a sup. No. 101,562. Water Wheel. Roue hydraulique.

port for the wire, a cut -off bushing die mounted on one of

the link forming lever supports so that the forward move

ment of said support will cut off a blank while a previous

blank is being formed into a link , combined guide and pinch

fingers, a reciprocating support therefor adapted to bring

said fingers in the feeding line of the wire to serve as a

guide therefor, and when the wire is against the movable

stop to exert a further pressure against the wire, jaws

adapted to grasp a completed link , a rotatable and longi

tudinally operating holder for said jaws, as and for the pur

pose specified.

15. In a machine of the character described, link forming

levers , guide and forming rolls thereon , said forming rolls

having grooved faces adapted to serve as wire guides , inde

pendently reciprocating supports on which said levers are

operatively mounted, a track for guiding the link forming

levers during the link bending operation , a former or anvil,

wire feeding mechanism, a swing stop for the wire , means

for severing a link carried by one of the link forming lever

supports, combined guide and pinch fingers , means for oper

ating the same , link holding jaws, a rotatable and longi

tudinally operating holders for said jaws , as and for the

purpose specified .

16. In a machine of the character described , link forming

levers, independently reciprocating supports on which said

lefers are operatively mounted , wire feeding mechanisni,

means carried by one of the link forming lever supports for Frederick Morgan Keller and William Smith Heiges , as

severing a section from the wire while a link is being fornu- sigbee of one - fourth of the interest , both of York, Penn

ed from a previously severed section , as and for the purpose sylvania, U.S.A. , 16th October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed

specified. 24th August, 1906. Receipt No. 138,959 .

Claim .-1. In combination with a water wheel having peri

No. 101,561 . Pump Pompe. pheral buckets, a shell or casing, open in its upper side,

having a cylindrical chamber in which said wheel is con

1
centrically mounted for revolution and further provided

with a supply chamber on one side of the cylindrical cham

ber and opening into the bucket on one side of the wheel ,

and a discharge opening below and spaced from the said

supply chamber and immediately below the wheel that

portion of the casing between the lower end of the supply

chamber and the discharge opening being in close proximity

to the periphery of the wheel to prevent the water other

than that carried by the wheel from passing from the sup

ply chamber to the discharge opening, substantially as des

cribed.

ond 2. In combination with a water wheel having peripheral

buckets, a shell or casing open at its upper side and having

a cylindrical chamber in which the said wheel is con

centrically mounted for revolution, said shell or casing

being further provided with a supply chamber contracted

downwardly , disposed on one side of the cylindrical casing,

and opening into the bucket on one side vi the wheel , and a

discharge opening below , and spaced from said supply

chamber and immediately below the wheel , that portion of

the casing between the lower end of the supply chamber

and the discharge opening being in close proximity to the

periphery of the wheel to prevent the water, other than that

carried by the wheel , from passing from the supply cham
Charles W. Schaus, assignee of. Solomon S. Whipps , both of ber to the discharge opening. substantially as described .

Sioux Falls, South Dakota , U.S.A. , 1014 October, luvu; 3. In combination with a water wheel having peripheral
6 years. Filed 9th August, 1906. Receipt No. 138,519 . buckets, a shell or casing open in its upper side, having a

Claim.--1 . A pumping mechanism comprising a plurality cylindrical chamber in which said wheel is concentrically

of cylinders, pistons disposed within the cylinders , a shaft mounted for revolution , and further provided with a supply

slidably engaged in the cylinders and connected with the chamber at its upper end, disposed on one side of the cylin

pistons for reciprocation of the latter when the shaft is drical chamber, and opening into the buckets on one side of

reciprocated , brackets in which the shaft is slidably engag- the wheel , and a discharge opening below and spaced from

ed, collars carried by the shaft, a pitman extending parallel the said supply chamber and immediately below the wheel,

to the shaft, and having an eye in which the shaft is slid- that portion of the casing between the lower end of the

ably engaged between the collars,, springs disposed between supply chamber and the discharge opening being in close

the eye and the collars an elongated yoke pivotally con- proximity to the periphery of the wheel, a flume discharging

nected to the pitman at its end opposite to the eye , a plate into the opening in the upper side of the casing , a framein

extending longitudinally of the yoke centrally thereof , and removable from said opening and disposed above the

spaced rack pins carried by the plate, a power shaft dis - wheel, and distributing wings in said frame to divide the

posed at one end within the enclosure of the yoke, a pinion head of water in the casing and flume into a plurality

carried by this power shaft and meshed with the rack pins , of streams and direct such streams against the respective

a plate carried by the yoke at its ends and having a slot buckets of the wheels on the upper and working si le there

therein extending transverseny of we yoke, a pin carried by of.

the pitman and engaged in the slot for movement longi- 4. A water wheel of the class described comprising a

tudinally thereof, and laterally extending wings carried by cylindrical hub member, heads connected thereto and pro

the pitman and resting againstthe plate to prevent twisting vided in their opposing sides with outwardly extending,
of the pitman with respect to the yoke . inwardly contracted, wedge shaped grooves , open at their

2. The combination with a pump,of means connected outer ends, and blades or buckets havingtheir ends pro
therewith for operation thereof , a said means comprisinga vided with wedge- shaped flangesseated in saidgrooves and
shidably mounted rod, a pitman pivotally connected with adapting thebucketsto be separately removed from the
the rod a yoke pivoted to the pitman, a plurality of rack wheel by drawing them outwardly from the hub.
pins carried by the yoke, a revolubly mounted power shaft, 5. In combination with an overshot wheel , a shell or cas

a pinion carried by the power shaft and meshing with the ‘ ing in which the same is enclosed, and a distributing gate

2.
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comprising a frame in and removable from the shell or No. 101,564 . Pump, Pompe.

casing, and a plurality of wings mounted in said frame , to ;

divide the head of water in the casing into a plurality of

streams and direct such streams against the respective

buckets of the wheel, on the upper and working side there

of .

6. In combination with an overshot wheel, a shell or cas

ing in which the wheel is enclosed , open on its lower side 2+

10 discharge from the wheel, and a distributing gate in and

removable from the shell or casing and comprising a frame

and wings to divide the head of water in the casing into

a plurality of streams and direct such streams against cer

tain of the buckets of the wheel.

7. A water wheel comprising a hub, heads having central

openings to receive the hub and provided in their oppos

ing sides with outwardly extending grooves, open at their

outer ends , and blades or buckets having their ends pro

vided with flanges seated in said grooves and adapting the

same to be separately removed from the wheel by draw

ing outwardly from the hub .

8. A water wheel of the class described , comprising a

cylindrical hub member, heads connected thereto and pro

vided in their opposing sides with outwardly extending

grooves . open at their outer ends , and blades or buckets

having their ends provided with flanges seated in said

grooves and adapting the buckets to be separately removed

from the wheel by drawing them outawrdly from the hub .

Charles W. McGonigle and John Sawbridge , assignee of a hall

No, 101,563 . Current Motor. Joteur à courant.
interest , both of North Yokima , Washington , U.S.A., 16th

October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 7th May, 1906. Receipt No.

135,641.

Claim .-- 1. In pumping mechanism , a pumping chamber ,

liquid inlet and discharge openings , means for admitting an

id
explosive charge thereinto , a float controlled means for ig.

niting the charge, and means for retarding the movement of

the float.

2. In pumping mechanism , a pumping chamber having liquid

inlet and discharge openings , means for admitting an explo

sive charge to the chamber, means for igniting the charge ,

and a float for controlling the operation of the explosive

charge inlet and igniting means.

3. In a pumping mechanism , a chamber having liquid

inlet and discharge openings means for admitting an explo

sive charge to the chamber, means for igniting the charge,

and a float for controlling the operation of the explosive

charge inlet and igniting means.

4. In pumping mechanism, a pumping chamber having liquid

inlet and discharge openings , a fluid fuel injector , a float for

operating the same , a vapourizer into which the fuel is in

jected , means controlled by the float for admitting air into

the chamber, and means controlled by the float for igniting

the explosive charge .

5. In a pumping mechanism the combination with a cham

ber having inlet and discharge openings, of a float, means
101563 uormally restraining the float until the water has reached a

predetermined level, a fluid fuel injector controlled by the

ficat , a vapourizer for the fluid fuel , an inlet controlled by

the float, and an igniting device also controlled by the float.

Flavilah G. Brown , Webster Park, and David C. Edwards, St.

6. In a pumping mechanism the combination with a cham

ber having liquid inlet and dischargeopenings, of a normally

Louis, both of Missouri. C.S.A., 16th October , 1906 ; 6 restrained float, a fluid fuel inlet, an air inlet, and an ignit

years.
Filed 4th July , 1906. Receipt No. 137,506. ing device, and means for connecting all of such mechanism

Claim . - 1. In a current motor the combination of travelling to the float , whereby on upward movement of the latter the
water impact receiving members, means by which said mem- fuel will be injected , the air admitted , and the charge ex

bers carried , and means whereby said members and ploded in successive order.

carrying means are raised , said raising means consisting of 7. In a pumping mechanism the combination with a cham

bed slabs by which said carrying means are supported , and ber having liquid inlet and outlet openings, of a nozzle for

means for lifting said slabs, substantially as set forth . injecting fluid fuel into the chamber, a supply tank connected

2. In a current motor the combination of travelling water to the nozzle, a spring closed valve for the nozzle , a plunger

impact receiving members, means by which said members arranged in the rear portion ofthe nozzle, means for adjust

are carried,and means whereby said members and carrying ing the position of the plunger, and a float arranged within

means are raised, said raising means consisting of bed slabs the chamber and to which said plunger is connected.

by which said carrying means are supported , yokes connected 8. In pumping mechanism the combination with a pumping

to said slabs, and means for lifting said yokes, substantially chamber having liquid inlet and outlet openings, ofan inject:

as set forth . ing nozzle having a spring closed valve,atank to which said

3. In a current motor the combination of travelling water nozzle is conne« ted , a plunger arranged within the rear end
impact receiving members, means by which said members are

carried,and means whereby said members and carrying means normally open position and permitclosingmovement of this

of the nozzle, a spring tending to restore the plunger to the

are raised. said raising means consisting of bed slabs by valve, and a float arranged within the chamber and to which
which said carrying means are supported, yokes connected said plunger is connected, whereby on upward movement the
to said slabs, lift screws fitted to said yokes and means for plunger and valve will be opened , and a predetermined quan
operating said lift screws , substantially as set forth .

tity of fuel will be forced through the nozzle .
4. In a current motor the combination of a pair of vertical 9.In apumping mechanism the combination with a cham ,

shaft . sleeves slidably fitted to said shafts , endless blade ber having liquid inlet and discharge openings, of a fluid fuel

carrying members operating on said sleeves, and means for injecting nozzle , a pipe connecting the same to a source of

lifting said sleeves and the endless blade carriers operating fuel supply , a spring closed valve in thenozzle, a plunger

thereon , substantially as set forth . mounted on the rear portion of the nozzle , a threaded stem

5. In a current motor the combination of endless chains , carried by the plunger, nuts adjustable on the stem, a float

blades carried by said chains. shafts to which said chains and a lever mechanism connected to the float and adapted to

are geared, boxes in which the lower ends of said shafts are make contact with said nuts , and thereby forcethe plunger
stepped , said shafts being provided at their lower ends with forward within the nozzle to open the valve and discharga

ir said boxes with spiral grooves, substantially as set forth . la pridetermined quantity of fuelfrom the nozzle .
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10. In a pumping mechanism , the combination with a 2. An automatic cut -off for motive fluids, comprising a

pumping chamber having liquid inlet and outlet openings, vertically movable and gravity operable mechanism operat

of a fluid fuel injector, a vapourizer disposed in alignment « d by a jar, of a pump or engine for throwing the cut -off

with the injector , and in the form of an inwardly projecting into operation thereby closing the supply of motive fluid.

open ended cylinder, means for admitting air to the cham- 3. An automatic cut -off for motive fluid , comprising the

ber to mingle with the vapour, means for igniting the ex- combination with a motive fluid supply pipe, of a valve for

plosive charge, and a float for controlling the operation of opening and closing said pipe , and mechanism operated by

said mechanisms . a jar of a pump or engine and connected with said valve

11. In a pumping mechanism , the combination with for automatically operating it , thereby closing the said pipe .

chamber having liquid inlet and outlet openings , a fluid 4. An automatic cut - off for motive fluid , comprising the

fuel injector , an air port , a pair of inclined arms adjacent combination of a supply pipe and a valve for opening and

thereto , a wedge shaped valve slidable between said arms, closing said pipe, of mechanism connected with said valve

and the wall of the chamber and serving to close said port , for closing it , and a gravity operable trip bar operated by

a lug projecting from the valve, and a float operatively con- a jar of a pump or engine and connected with said mechan

nected to said lug . ism for operating it , thereby closing said valve .

12. In a pumping mechanism , the combination with 5. An automatic cut -off for motive fluid , comprising the

pumping chamber , having liquid inlet and outlet openings, combination of a supply pipe and a valve for opening and

of means for admitting an explosive charge to the upper closing said pipe , of a lever connected with said valve for

portion of the chamber, means for exploding the charge closing it , a latch mechanism for retaining the lever in an

a normally locked valve for controlling the exhaust of a elevated position . thereby retaining the valve oper and

portion of the products of combustion , and a float for lock- mechanism operated by a jar of a pump or engine and con

ing and unlocking said valve . nected with said latch mechanism and adapted when oper

13. In a pumping mechanism , the combination with a ated to operate the latch mechanism , thereby permitting

pumping chamber having liquid inlet and outlet openings, iha lever to fall, thereby closing the valve .

of means for admitting an explosive charge to the upper 6. An automatic cut - off comprising a support provided with

portion of the chamber , an igniting means , an exhaust port a pair of indentations , a gravity operating bar having a pair

for a portion of the products of combustion, a valve nor . of barbs adapted to be seated in said indentations and sus

mally closing said port a locking rod for the valve , an pended by said support , said bar thrown off the support by

inclined arm forming a cam for engagement with said rod, a jar , a motive fluid supply pipe , a valve for opening and

and a float having a recess or groove for engaging the end closing said pipe , a lever for retaining said valve in its open

of the rod to effect locking and unlocking of said valve. position , a latch for supporting said lever , thereby retaining

14. In a pumping mechanism of the class described , the the valve open , and mechanism connected with the bar and

combination with a pumping chamber having fuid inlet and with the latch and adapted when the bar is operated to shift

outlet openings , of a dash pot disposed within the chamber the said latch , thereby permitting the lever to fall and the

and having an opening at its lower end , a float arranged valve to close .

within the dash pot , a float restraining means, means for 7. The combination with a pump and a motive fluid supply
admiting an explosive charge to the upper portion of the pipe therefor, of a valve for opening and closing said pipe ,

chamber, means for igniting said charge , and means and means connected with the valve and operated when the

necting the float to the explosive charge inlet devices, the pump jars for automatically closing said valve .

dash pot and restraining means serving to retard movement 8. An automatic cut -off comprising a support provided

of the float in both directions . with a pair of indentations, an automatically displaceable

15. În mechanism of the class described , the combination gravity operating bar having a pair of barbs adapted to be

with a pumping chamber having inlet and discharge open seated in said indentations and suspeuded by said support, a

ings , of a dash pot disposed within the chamber, a float motive fluid supply pipe , a valve for opening and closing

within the dash pot , said float being provided with a groove said pipe, a lever for retaining sail valve in its open posi

or recess havng tapered walls, a fluid fuel injector, an air tion , a latch for supporting said lever, thereby retaining the

port, a valve controlling the same , means for connecting the valve open , and mechanism connected with the bal and with

fluid fuel injector and valve to the float, a valve for control- the latch and adapted when the bar is displaced tc shift the

iing the exhaust of a portion of the products of combustion, latch , thereby permitting the lever to fall and the valve to

a stem on said valve, a spring pressed locking rod for
close .

( ngaging the stem and provided with a pin or lug , and a 9. An automatic cut -off comprising a support, a vertically

rod arranged to engage the groove or recess and provided
movable and automatically displaceable gravity operating

with a cam shaped portion to engage with said lug. bar suspended by said support, a motive fluid supply pipe, a

valve for operating and closing said pipe , a lever for retain

No. 101,565. Cut- Off for Pumps.
ing said valve in its open position , a latch for supporting

said lever, thereby retaining the valve open , and mechanism

Détente pour pompes. connected with the bar and with the latch and adapted when

the bar is displaced to shift the latch , thereby permitting

the lever to fall and the valse to close .

10. An automatic cut -off for motive fluids , comprising the

combination of a supply pipe , and a valve for opening and

closing said pipe . of a lever connected with said valve for

closing it , a mechanism for retaining the lever in an elevat

ed position, thereby retaining the valve open , and a verti

cally movable and automatically displaceable gravity oper

10-4
28

ating bar connected with said mechanism and adapted when

displaced to operate the said mechanism , thereby permitting

| the lever to fall and the valve to close.

11. An automatic cut -off for motive fluids, comprising the

combination of a supply pipe and a valve for opening and

closing said pipe, of a mechanism connected with said valve

for closing it , and a vertically movable automatically dis

placeable gravity operable trip bar connected with said
mechanism and adapted when displaced to operate the mech

anism , thereby closing said valve .

12. The combination with a pump or engine and a motive

fluid supply pipe therefor , of a valve for opening and clos

ing said pipe , of a support , a gravity operable bar having a

barb seated upon said support, thereby suspending the bar.

and means connected with the bar and with the valve and

adapted when the bar is displaced off of said support to

close the valve .

101563

No. 101,566. Hydraulic Motor. Hoteur hyranlique.

William Lambert Walter. Pontiac , Michigan . U.S.A., 16th
Charles Tingley Carnahan , assignee of Jeremiah Murphy, October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 1st May , 1906 . Receipt

both of Denver, Colorado , U.S.A., 16th October , 1906 ; 6 No. 135,413 .

years . Filed 10th May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,781 . ( laim . - 1 . The combination with a hydraulic motor, of a

Claim .- 1. An automatic cut-off for motive fluid , compris- pump for delivering water thereto, an intermediately pivot
ing means operated by ajar, ofa pump or engine for throw- ed operating lever , connected at one end to the pump, it

ing the cut- off into operation thereby closing the supply bucket attached to the other end of the lever , a counter
of motive fluid .

balancing bucket also connected to said other end of the

Figt.
26 27
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lever , and means for alternately filling and emptying the nected at one end to the lever and movable between the

buckets to reciprocate the lever.
guides , said bucket being movable between the pier and

raceway, and means for automatically supplying water from

the bucket to the raceway.

Fig .1

No. 101,567. Rotary Pump Pompe rotative.63
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101566

Harry Retzer Comly, San Diego , California , U.S.A. , 16th Octo

2. The combination with a hydraulic motor, of a pump for ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 11th September, 1906. Receipt

delivering water thereto , an operating lever for the pump, a No. 139,434.

bucket attached to one end of the lever , a counterbalancing

bucket having a cable connection with the same endofthe bination with the cylinder having opposite induction and
Claim.-1 . In a rotary pump of the class indicated, the com

lever and operating in opposite direction to the first -men
tionedbucket, and means for alternatelyfillingandempty - eduction ports on one side , of a rotary piston mounted eccen

ing the buckets to reciprocate the lever .
trically threin , an abutment which is slidable radially be

3. The combination with a hydraulic motor, of a pump con
tween the said ports and provided at its inner end with a

nected thereto, and means for operating the pump, said groove and the oscillating device H ', having a practically

means including a bucket having openings in its opposite cylindrical body held but adapted to rotate in the said groove

side walls , a bottom that inclines from substantially the of the abutment and provided with a removable wear piece

central portion of the bucket downwardly in opposite direc- which works in contact with the piston , substantially as des

tions toward said side walls and below the openings thereof ,
cribed .

and gates slidably mounted in said side walls anl movable 2. In a rotary pump of the class indicated, the combination

across the openings. with the cylinder having induction and eduction ports, a

4. The combination with a pump , of a lever connected rotary piston mounted eccentrically therein, a sliding abut

thereto , a bucket surrounding the lever, and having a bot- ment arranged between the ports and reciprocating in suit

tom provided with offset flanges that engage the opposite able guides , and a device working in contact with the piston

faces of the lever and are secured thereto, and means for and pivotally attached to the abutment , the same comprising
supplying water to the bucket. a sheet metal tube having a longitudinal slot and flanges or

5. The combination of a pump, of a lever connected there wings extending outwardly from the edges of the slot, and

to , a bucket surrounding a portion of the lever and having packing arranged in the tube and filling the spaces between

side walls provided with openings , a bottom that inclinos The flanges, substantially as described ,

downwardly in opposite directions towards said side walls ,

the intermediate portion of said bottom having upturned No. 101,568. Pump Pompe.

flanges that embrace the lever and are secured thereto, and

gates mounted on the side walls and movable across the

openings.

6. The combination with an elevated raceway , of

hydraulic motor discharging into the raceway , a plurality

of pumps connected with the motor, and means for actuat

ing the pumps, said means comprising levers connected res

pectively to the pumps, a bucket fastened to the free end

of each lever , and a counterbalancing bucket having a cable

connection with the same end of each lever to which the

bucket is fastened , said buckets being simultaneously mov

able in opposite directions and alternately receiving water

from the raceway.

7. The combination with a raceway having a well therein ,

a reservoir located beneath the raceway, a hydraulic motor

arranged over the raceway and discharging thereinto , a plur

ality of pumps submerged in the reservoir and connected

with the motor, levers connected with the pumps , and oppo

sitely moving buckets connected with the same ends of the

levers and rising and falling within the well, said buckets

receiving water from the raceway.

8. The combination with a raceway having a well , of a

pump , a lever connected to the pump and having one end
projecting into line with the well , a bucket attached to said George J. Murdock , Newark , New Jersey , U.S.A. , 16th Octo

end and operating in the well , means for supplying water to ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 27th April, 1906. Receipt No.

the bucket from the raceway at one side of the well , another 135,345 .

also operating in the well, and means for supplying water Claim.-1 . In pumping apparatus such as described, an air

to the latter bucket from the side of the well opposite that chamber provided with aninlet and with an outlet for the
supplying water to the first -mentioned bucket. fluid to be pumped, in combination with a source of supply

*9. Thecombinationwith a raceway having a well provided of pulsationsoffluid under pressure, and means connecting

withspaced inner side walls , of a pump, a lever pivotally the same to the interior of saidchamber atapoint below

supported between its ends and having one end connected to the top thereof.

the pump , the other end projecting into line with the well , 2. In pumping apparatus such as described , an air cham

oppositely moving buckets connected to said latter end,and ver providedwith an inlet andwith anoutletforthe fluid to
means for alternately supplying water thereto through oppo be pumped, the chamber being contracted between said inlet
site side walls of the well . and outlet, in combination with a source ofsupply of pulsa

10.The combination withanelevated raceway, of areser- tionsof fluid under pressure, and means connecting thesame
voir located beneath the same, a pier arranged in the re to the interiorof said chamber at a point below the top

servoir, guides extending from the pier to the raceway, a thereof.
pump , a lever pivotally supported between its ends and hav

ingen connection at one end with the pump, abucket con- providedwith an inlet and with an outlet forthe fluid to be
3. In pumping apparatus such as described , an air chamber
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pumped, and provided further with a passage adapted for 16. In pumping apparatus such as described, an air cham

connection with a source of supply of fluid under pressure , ber provided with an inlet opening and with an outlet open

said passage directed to deliver its contents past said inlet ing, and with an internal passage adapted for connection

toward said outlet . to a source of supply of motive fluid and directed to dis

4.In pumping apparatus such as described , an air chamber charge its contents toward saidoutlet and past said inlet,
provided with an inlet and with an outlet for the fluid to be said passage cut away obliquely opposite said inlet .

pumped , the chamber being contracted between said inlet 17. In pumping apparatus such as described, an air cham

and outlet, and provided further with a passage adapted for ber, having an inlet and an outlet , the portion of said

connection with a source of supply of fluid under pressure , chamber between said inlet and outlet tapered, said cham

said passage directed to deliver its contents through the con- ber further having an internal passage adapted for connec

tracted portion of said chamber past the said inlet to the tion to a source of supply of motive fluid and projecting

said outlet . into the said contracted portion of said chamber, said pas

5. In pumping apparatus such as described, an air chamber sage cut away obliquely opposite said inlet opening,

provided with an inlet and with an outlet for the fluid to be 18. An apparatus for pumping liquids , adapted to

pumped, and with a passage directed to deliver its contents operated by pulsating fluid pressure , comprising a cham

past said inlet toward said outlet, said inlet arranged ob- ber having air and liquid spaces and separate inlet and

liquely with respect to such direction of delivery, there being discharge means including means for preventing or reduc.

a closed air space above such inlet and point of delivery. ing back flow of liquid through the inlet, in combination

6. In pumping apparatus such as described , an air chamber , with the pulsating pressure passage terminating within the

provided with an inlet and with an outlet for the fluid to be portion of said chamber normally containing liquid, as and

pumped, and with a passage directed to deliver its contents for the purpose set forth.

past said inlet toward said outlet, there being a closed air

space above such inlet and point of delivery. No. 101,569. Pump Pompe.

7. In pumping apparatus such as described , an air chamber

provided with an outlet, with an internal passage adapted
for connection to a source of supply of motive fluid , and with

an inlet for fluid to be pumped , there being a closed air space

above the mouth of said internal passage .

8. In pumping apparatus such as described, an air chamber

provided with an outlet , with an internal passage adapted

for connection to a source of supply of motive fuid and

arranged to direct its contents toward said outlet and with

an inlet for fluid to be pumped, said chamber being tapered

between said inlet and outlet, there being a closed air space

above the inlet .

9. In pumping apparatus such as described , an air chamber

provided at one end with an outlet and provided with an in

ternal passage projecting from the opposite end of said

chamber toward said outlet and arranged to discharge its
contents in the direction of such outlet, said chamber further

provided at one side with an inlet for fluid to be pumped , and

having a closed annular air space above said inlet and sur

rounding said passage.

10. In pumping apparatus such as described , an air cham :

ber provided at one end with an outlet and provided with an

internal passage projecting from the opposite end of said

chamber and directed to discharge its contents in the direc

tion of such outlet, said chamber further provided at one

side with an inlet for fluid to be pumped , and having a closed George J. Murdock , Newark , New Jersey , U.S.A. , 16th Oc

annular air space above said inlet and surrounding said pass- toher , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 7th May, 1906 . Receipt No.

age , the chamber being tapered between said inlet and said 135,610 .

outlet.
Claim .-- 1 . In pumping apparatus such as described, a

11. In pumping apparatus such as described , an air cham chamber having a relatively free outlet and one

ber tapering from one end toward an outlet at the other end
relatively restricted inlets , and means for transmitting

and provided with an internal passage projecting from such pulsating pressure from an engine exhaust or other source
larger end toward such outlet and directed to discharge its

of pulsating fluid pressure to liquid within said chamber.
contents in the direction of such outlet , said chamber pro 2. In pumping apparatus such as described , a chamber

vided at one side with an inlet for fluid to be pumped , the naving a relatively free outlet and one or more relatively

ai nular space above said inlet and surrounding said passage restricted inlets, the upperportion of said chamber closed
constituting a closed air space. and forming an air chamber , and means for transmitting

12. In pumping apparatus such as described , an air cham- pulsating pressure from an engine exhaust or other source

ber provided with an inlet passage projecting from one end of pulsating fluid pressure to liquid within said chamber.

toward an outlet in the other end and directed to discharge 3. In pumping apparatus such as described , a chamber

its contents in the direction of such outlets, said chamber having a relatively free outlet and one or more relatively

further provided at one side with an inlet for fluid to be restricted inlets , and a passage within said chamber adapted

pumped arranged obliquely with respect to the direction of for connecting to an engine exhaust or other source of pul

discharge of contents of said passage, the annular space sating fluid pressure ,and opening toward said outlet .

above said inlet and surrounding said passage constituting a 4. In pumping apparatus such as described , a chamber
closed air space. other source of pulsating fluid pressure, and opening to

13. In pumping apparatus such as described , an air cham- | restricted inlets, the upper portion of said chamber closed

ber provided with an outlet and with an internal passage and forming an air chamber, and a passage within said

adapted for connection to a source of supply of motive fluid, chamber adapted for connection to an engine exhaust or

and directed to discharge its contents toward said outlet , an other source of pulsating fluid pressure, and opening to

iplet for liquid to be pumped at the side of said chamber, ward said outlet .

and an inwardly opening check valve for said inlet . 5. In pumping apparatus such as described , a chamber

14. In pumping apparatus such as described , an air cham having an air space at one end and an outlet at the other,

ber provided with an outlet and with an internal passage and a passage within said chamber adapted for connection

adapted for connection to a source of supply of motive fluid , to a source of supply of motive fluid and opening toward

and directed to discharge its contents toward said outlet , an said outlet said chamber having a neck portion surrounding

inlet for liquid to bepumped at the side of said chamber, and said passage and connecting said air space and outlet , and

an inwardly opening swinging check valve for said inlet , the having one or more inlet openings in said neck portion .

clapper of said valve substantially horizontal in the closed 6. In pumping apparatus such as described , a chamber
position . having an air space at one end and an outlet at the other.

15.In a pumping apparatus such as described, and air a passage within said chamber adapted for connection to a

chamber provided with an outlet and with an internal pas- source of supply of motive fluid, said chamber having a

sage adapted for connection to a source of supply of motive contracted portion between said outlet and the mouth of

Quid and directed to discharge its contents towards said said passage, and having a neck portion connectingsaid
outlet, said chamber provided at one side with an inlet | contracted portion and air space, and having one or moro

Opening, arranged obliquely with respect to such direction inlet openings in said neck portion.
of discharge, in combination with inwardly opening 7. In pumping apparatus such as described , a chamber

swinging check valve for said inlet, theclapper of said forming at one end an air space and having an outlet atthe
valve being substantially horizontal in its closed position . other end and one or more inlet openings in its sides , said

or more

an
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chamber provided with a passage having a mouth directed charge pipe having a flexible connection with the discharge

toward said outlet , said passage adapted for connection to a port of the cylinder , a plunger rod having a plunger working

source of supply of motive fluid .

8. In pumping apparatus such as described , a chamber com

prising an air space and a liquid space and having an outlet ,
71. Fiø.2.

one or more lateral inlets , and a passage adapted for con

nection to external operating means and having a mouth di *
-27

ricted toward said outlet, in combination with a supply

Chamber surrounding said first chamber and communicating

therewith through said inlets .

9. In pumping apparatus such as described, the combination

of a main chamber, a supply chamber surrounding the same,

and an operating passage within said main chamber, said

main chamber having an outlet and having also one or more

inlet openings connecting it with said supply chamber.

10. In a liquid circulating system , the combination with a

source of supply of liquid , a liquid conveying circuit com

prising outgoing and return conduits , and pumping means in

such circuit consisting of a chamber receiving liquid from

the circuit and having an outlet connected to such circuit

and a closed air space , said chamber having also a passage

projecting into the liquid space of said chamber toward said

outlet and adapted for connection to an engine exhaust or

ihe like .

11. In a liquid circulating system , the combination of a

source of supply of liquid , a liquid conveying circuit com

prising outgoing and return conduits , and pumping means in

such circuit consisting of a chamber receiving liquid from

the circuit and having an outlet connected to such circuit

and a closed air space , said chamber having also a passage

projecting into the liquid space of said chamber toward said

outlet and adapted for connection to an engine exhaust or 19

the like , and an automatic valve for said outlet.

12. In pumping apparatus such as described , a chamber

having a relatively free outlet and one or more relatively
Tho. 3. 1015 *

restricted inlets , and means for transmitting pulstaing pres

sure from an engine exhaust or other source of plusating
in the cylinder , and operative connections between the plun

fluid pressure to liquid within said chamber , and an auto
ger rod and one end of the walking beam and between the

matic valve for said outlet.
discharge pipe and the other end of the walking beam for

13. In pumping apparatus such as described , a chamber counterbalancing the plunger rod by the discharge pipe.

having a relatively free outlet and one or more relatively stationary submerged cylinder, of a plunger rod connected
2. In a pump the combination with a walking beam and a

restricted inleis , and means for transmitting pulsating pres

sure from an engine exhaust or other source of pulsating
to and actuated by one end of the walking beam , a plunger

fluid pressure to liquid within said chamber, andan outward / carried by the plunger rod and working in the cylinder, a

ly opening automatic check valve for said outlet.
vertically movable discharge pipe connected to and actuated

14. In pumping apparatus such as described , a chamber by the other end of the walking beam , and a flexible connec

having an air space at one end and an outlet at the other, tion between the discharge pipe and the discharge port of

and a passage within said chamber adapted for connection
the cylinder, the plunger rod being weighted to counterbal

to source of supply of motive fluid and opening toward said
arce the discharge pipe .

outlet. said chamber having a neck portion surrounding said

3. In a pump the combination of a stationary submerged

passage and connecting said air space and outlet, and hav- cylinder, a walking beam , a plunger rod actuated by one end

ing one or more inlet openings in said neck portion, and an
oi the walking beam and provided with a plunger working

outwardly opening automatic check valve for said outlet .
in the cylinder, an endwise movable discharge pipe actuated

by the other end of the walking beam , and a flexible pipe

No, 101,570. Pump. Pompe.

connecting the discharge pipe with the ' outlet port of the

cylinder and exceeding in length the maximum space be

tween the discharge pipe and the cylinder to permit of end

wise movement of the discharge pipe .

4. In a pump the combination of a walking beam, a sta

tionary submerged cylinder ,
plunger rod actuated by one

end of the walking beamand provided with a plunger work

ing in the cylinder , an endwise movable discharge pipe ac

tuated by the other end of the walking beam , and a flexible

coiled pipe connecting the discharge of the cylinder with the

discharge pipe, the length ofthe coil exceeding the maxi

mum space between the cylinder and the discharge pipe.

5. In a pump the combination of a walking beam , a sta.

tionary cylinder, a pair of levers fulcrumed independently

of the walking beam , connections between thelevers avd

the respective ends of the walking beam , a plunger rød

John W. Park , Excelsior Springs , Missouri , U.S.A. , 16th Octo - bung from one of the levers and provided with a plunger

ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 26th March , 1906. Receipt No. working in the cylinder, a discharge pipe hung from the

134,296.
other lever, and a flexible connection between the cylinder

( 'laim . - 1 . The combination with a cylinder of a check valve
and the discharge pipe, the plunger rod and the discharge

casing having a ring transversely arranged therein , a puppet
pipe being counterbalanced .

valve therefor having depending spring arms adapted to ex

16. In a pump the combination of a support , a walking

tend through said ring , said arms having projecting portions
heam fulcrumed thereon , a crosshead fixed to the support,

at their lower ends whereby said puppet is held normally in
levers intermediately fulcrumed upon opposite endportions

position , and a grappling device for said puppet and casing,
of the crosshead, links connecting the levers with the walk;

co -acting for the purpose specified .

ing beam , a plunger rod hung from one of the levers and

2. In a pump the combination of a piston or plunger , a
provided with a plunger, a submerged stationary cylinder in

which the plunger works, a discharge pipe hung from the

in said plunger,and a trip for said valve having upwardly and the discharge pipe.projecting corrugated spring arms engaging said rod, for the

purpose specified . fulcrumed intermediate of their ends at opposite sidesof
7. In a pump the combination of a walking beam , levers

i the fulcrum of the walking beam and independently of the

No. 101,571 . Pump Pompe. latter , links connecting the outer ends of the levers with

Hiram Terry, Hereford , Texas , U.S.A., 16th October, 1906 ; 6
the respective ends of thewalking beam , aplunger rod hung
from the inner end of one of the lerers and provided with

years , Filed 17th September, 1906. Receipt No. 139,561 .

ciaim.- 1 . Ina pump the combination withawalking beam, plunger works,a discharge pipe hung from the inner hendis !

plunger ,a stationary submerged cylinder in which the

of a submerged stationary cylinder , a vertically movable dis the other lever, and a flexible connection between the dis

1
0
1
5
9
0

२
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puppet valve forsaidplunger,a rod transversely arranged other lever anden lexible connection betweenthecylinder
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Fig 2

charge pipe and the cylinder , the plunger rod and the dis- and means for adjusting the compression of the spring

charge pipe being counterbalanced . for such valve .

8. In a pump the combination with a walking beam , of a 4. In an oil pumping apparatus, in combination , an oil

submerged cylinder, a vertically movable discharge pipe supply tank , a cylinder below and pipe connected there

hung from the walking beam and connected to the cylinder, with , a piston in said cylinder, and means for imparting

a plunger rod hung from the other end of the walking beam reciprocatory movement thereto, a distributing tank 10
anul provided with a plunger working in the cylinder, the cated above the cylinder and pipe connected therewith,

discharge pipe and the plunger rod being counterbalanced , and having one more oil distributing conduits leading

and a weight carried by the walking beam and supported therefrom , and an overflow pipe leading from the top of

vertically above the fulcrum thereof in the horizontal posi- the distributing tank back to the supply tank, a check
tion of the beam . valve in said overflow pipe, a spring applied for a closing

3. In a pump the combination with a walking beam , of a pressure to said valve, and a screw plug adjustably oper

submerged cylinder , a vertically movable discharge pipe able against the said spring .

hung from one end of the walking beam and connected with

the cylinder, a plunger rod hung from the other end of the
walking beam and provided with a plunger working in the No. 101,573. Current Motor. Moteur d courant.

cylinder, the discharge pipe and the plunger rod being coun

terbalanced and a vertically adjustable weight carried by
II

the walking beam and located vertically above the fulcrum

thereof in the horizontal position of the beam .
10. In a pump the combination with a walking beam , of a

submerged cylinder, a discharge pipe hung from one end of

the walking beam and connected to the cylinder , a plunger

rod hung from the other end of the walking beam and pro

vided with a plunger working in the cylinder , the discharge

pipe and the plunger rod being counterbalanced . a weight

disposed centrally above the walking beam and supporting

arms connected to the weight and to the walking beam at
TXIZIT

opposite sides of its fulcrums .
ANIU

11. In a pump the combination with a walking beam, of a

submerged cylinder , a discharge pipe hung from one end of

the walking beam and connected to the cylinder , a plunger

rod hung from the other end of the walking beam and pro

vided with a plunger working in the cylinder , the discharge
XIZIpipe and the plunger rod being counterbalanced, a weight

disposed centrally above the walking beam and weight sup

porting arms having their lower ends connected to the walk 17573

ing beam at opposite sides of its fulcrum and adjustable

longitudinally thereon to raise and lower the weight . Charles E. Hultgreen and Harold L. Clements, co-inventors,

both of Dawson , Yukon Territory , Canada , 16th Octo

ber, 1906 ; 6 years .

No. 101,572. Pump for Oil . Pompe à huile.
Filed 4th September, 1906. Receipt

No. 139,218 .

Claim .-- 1. A current motor comprising in combination , a

Jed 1
pair of scows and a connecting framework , a transverse

shaft mounted on each scow , a sprocket wheel mounted on

each shaft , double sprocket chains connecting said sprocket

wheels, rods connecting the members of each chain, vane

shafts connecting said sprocket chains , a vane mounted on

cach vane shaft, tracks mounted on the framework, and

means mounted intermediate the ends of each vane shaft

for travel upon said tracks .

2. A current motor comprising in combination a pair of

scows and connecting framework , a transverse shaft mount

ed on each scow , a sprocket wheel mounted on each shaft ,

double sprocket chains connecting said sprocket wheels,

rods connecting the members of each chain , vane shafts

connecting said sprocket chains, a vane mounted on each

vane shaft , tracks mounted on the framework, and a rol

ler mounted intermediate the ends of each vane shaft

for travel upon said tracks .

3. A current motor comprising in combination a pair of

scows and connecting framework , a transverse shaft mount

ed on each scow, a sprocket wheel mounted on each shaft,

double sprocket chains connecting said sprocket wheels ,

101542
rods connecting the members of each chain , vane shafts

connecting said sprocket chains , a vane mounted on each
Enile Lacroix and Charles J. Creran , co - inventors , both of vane shaft , tracks mounted on the framework , and a rol

Holyoke, Massachusetts . V.S.., 16th October, 1906 ; 6 ler mounted intermediate the ends of each vane shaft for

years . Filed 29th May , 19906 . Receipt No. 136,391.
travel upon said tracks, and horizontally arranged with

Claim . - 1. In an oil pumping apparatus, in combination , respect thereto .

an oil supply tank , a cylinder below and pipe connected 4. A current motor comprising in combination a pair of

therewith, a piston in said cylinder, and means for imscows and a connecting framework , a transverse shaft

parting reciprocatory movement thereto , a distributing mounted on each scow , a sprocket wheel mounted on each

lank located above the cylinder and pipe connected there- shaft, double sprocket chains connecting said sprocket

with , and having one more oil distributing conduits wheels, rods connecting the members of each chain, vane

leading therefrom , and an overflow pipe leading from the shafts connecting said sprocket chains, a vane mounted on

distributing tank back back to the supply tank .
each vane shaft, tracks mounted on the framework , means

2. In an oil pumping apparatus, in combination , an oil mounted upon the ends of each vane shaft, and means
supply tank, a cylinder below and pipe connected therewith , mounted intermediate the ends thereof for travel upon

a piston in said cylinder, and means for imparting recipro- said tracks.

catory movement thereto, a distributing tank located above 5. A current motor comprising in combination a pair of

the cylinder and pipe connected therewith , and having one and a connecting framework , a transverse shaft

or more oil distributing conduits leading therefrom , and an mounted on each scow , a sprocket wheel mounted on each

overflow pipe leading from the distributing tank back to shaft, double sprocket chains connecting said sprocket

the supply tank and a yielding valve therein . wheels, rods connecting the members of each chain , vane

3. In an oil pumping apparatus , in combination, an oil shafts connecting said sprocket chains, a vane mounted on
supply tank, a cylinder below and pipe connected therewith , each vane shaft, tracks mounted on the framework, a rol
a piston in said cylinder, and means for imparting recip - ler mounted upon the ends of each vane shaft , and a roller
rocatory movement thereto ,a distributing tank located mounted intermediate the ends thereof for travel upon said
above the cylinder and pipe connectedtherewith,andhav- | tracks.
ing one or more oil distributing conduits leading therefrom , 6. A current motor comprising in combination a pair of

and an overflow pipe leading from the distributing tank scows and a connecting framework, a transverse shaft mount
back to the supply tank , a spring closed valve therein, led on each scow, a sprocket wheel mounted on each shaft,

}
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double sprocket chains connecting said sprocket wheels , rods levers, a weight slidable on said last -named lever , and means

connecting the members of cach chain , vane shafts connect- for moving said weight operatively comected with said

ing said sprocket chains , a vane mounted on each vane shaſt, substantially as described.

shaft, tracks mounted on the framework , a roller mounted 4. The combination of an indicating mechanism , a rotary

upon the ends of each vane shaft, and a roller horizontally shaft controlling said mechanism , means normally acting

mounted intermediate the ends thereof for travel upon said to rotate said shaft, a detent mechanism for said means,

tracks. said mechanism being manually actuative to release said

7. A current motor comprising in combination a pair of means but normally movable to restrain the same , means

scows and a connecting framework , a transverse shaft mount- ccmprising a load actuated part directly controlling said de

( d on each scow , a sprocket wheel mounted on each shaft , tent mechanism , for holding the latter out of restraining

sprocket chains connecting said sprocket wheels, vane shafts engagement with said first - named means when manually re

connecting said sprocket chains and extending therebeyond tracted, means operatively connected with the load actuated

at each end, a grooved wheel mounted on each end of said rart and thereby restoring said part to its position of in

vane shafts , a vane carried by each vane shaft, a grooved activity with respect to said detent mechanism , means oper

wheel horizontally mounted intermediate the ends of each ative from said shaft for causing said balancing means to

vane shaft , and tracks mounted in said framework , and assume the balancing relation , a crank , and means control

upon which said wheels travel . led by said crank, for resetting said shaft and the indicat

8. A current motor comprising in combination a pair of irg mechanism , substantially as described.

SCOWS and a connecting framework , a transverse shaft 5. The combination of an indicating mechanism , a rotary

mounted on each scow , a sprocket wheel mounted on each shaft controlling said mechanism , means normally acting ta

shaft , sprocket chains connecting said sprocket wheels , vane rotate said shaft , a detent mechanism for said means, said

shafts carried by said chains . vanes mounted on said vane mechanism being manually actuative to release said means

shafts , tracks mounted in said framework , wheels mounted but normally movable to restrain the same , means compris.

on said vane shafts , and adapted to travel on said tracks, ing a load actuated part directly controlling said detent

and pairs of links connecting succeeding vane shafts and mechanism , for holding the latter out of restraining en

hinged together, the forward end of each front link being gagement with said first - named means when manually re

fcrmed with a slot to receive the end of the adjacent vane tracted , means operatively connected with the load actuated

shaft . part , for balancing said load actuated part and thereby re

storing said part to its position of inactivity with respect

No. 101,574 . Weighing Device. Bascule. to said detent mechanism, means operative from said shaft ,

for causing said balancing means to assume the balancing

relation , a printing mechanism , a crank, and means control

led by the crank for resetting said shaft and the indicating

mechanism and for actuating the printing mechanism, sub

stantially as described .

No. 101,575. Mould. Moule .

1
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Camille Gauvin and Henri Cartier , Brussels , Belgium , and

Edouard Brunel , Paris, France , co - inventors , 16th

October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 1st June , 1906. Receipt

No. 136,463.

Claim . - 1 . The combination of an indicating mechanism , a

rotary shaft controlling said mechanism , means normally

acting to rotate said shaft , a detent mechanism for said

means , said mechanism being manually actuative to re : George Leon Bartlett , Boston , Massachusetts, U.S.A., 16th
lease said means but normally movable to restrain the same ,

means comprising a load actuated part directly controlling
October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 6th August, 1906. Receipt

No. 138,447 .
said detent mechanism , for hoding the latter out of restrain.

ing engagement with said first - named when manually re
Claim . - 1. An angular mould member comprising a central

tracted, means operatively connected with the load actuated portiou and end portions projecting therefrom and integrall :

fart , for balancing said load actuated part and thereby re
and flexibly connected therewith .

storing said part to its position of inactivity with respect 2. An angular mould member comprising a central por
tionin said detent mechanism and means , operative from said and end portions projecting therefrom and flexibly

shaft, for causing said balancing means to assume the bal- connected therewith, said portions having edge flanges com

ancing relation , substantially as described .
stituting narrow extensions of the moulding surfaces.

2. The combination of an indicatingmechanism, a rotary having a central portion and end portions projecting there
3. An anular mould member composed of a resilient strip

skaft controlling said mechanism , meansnormally acting to from , the said portions being flexibly connected.
rotate said shaft , a detent mechanism for said means , said

mechanism being manually actuative to release said means
4.Anangular mould member composed of aresilient strip

but normally movable to restrain the same, means compris
having a flangedcentral portion and flanged end , por:

ing a load actuated part directly controlling said detent

tions projecting therefrom , and flexibly connected there;

with, the flanges of saidportions having bevelled endswhich
mechanism , for holding the latter out of restraining engage .

ment with said first-named means when manually retracted,
meet when the end portions are in their operative positions
5.Amould comprisingaseriesofangularmould members,

the yead actuated part, a weight slidable on said lever, and tions flexibly connected therewith,a series of flat mould

a lever, operative connecting means between said lever and
each liaving a flanged central portion and flanged endporn

means for moving said weightoperatively connected with members adapted to be interposed between adjacent antes

3. The combination of an indicating mechanism ,arotary of members, and providedwithmeansfor clamping the
shaft controlling said mechanism, means normally acting to members together .

rotate said shaft , a detent mechanism for said means , said 6. A mould comprising alternating angular and flat moulu

butnormally movable to restrain the same, meanscompris tachably securing'said members in their operative positions
ing a load actuated lever directly controlling said detent

mechanism , for holding the latter out of restraining engage

7. Amouldcomprising alternating angular andflatmould

members separable from each other, and a frame formed

ment with said first -named means when manually retracted ,

arother lever , operative connecting means between said ' the members together.

to receive saidmembers, and having means forpressing
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No. 101,576. Combination Tool, Outil à combinaison . pipe from the upper part of the tank , an elongated vessel to

the opposite ends of which the delivery pipe is connected ,

divisions across the pipe having fine apertures therethrough,

a check valve to prevent backward movement of the gas

towards the generator, and an air suction valve having

means for regulating the pressure at which the valve opens.

No. 101,578. Turbine. Turbine.
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Thomas H. Bradley, Watertown , New York, U.S.A. , 16th

October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 1st October, 1906 . Re

ceipt No. 139,959 .

Claim.-The within lever tool consisting of the bar

formed at one end with a plurality of shouldered sections

increasing in length and diameter as they extend toward

the central portion of said bar, substantially as shown and
described.

No. 101,577. Carbureter. Carburateur.

Hiram Burrill , Grenville , Maine , U.S.A. , 16th October , 1906;

6 years . Filed 14th September, 1906. Receipt No. 139,504 .

Claim .-A turbine comprising a casing, a wheel mounted

therein and formed with an annular cyma -recta flange and

blades spaced apart on the outer surface of the flange, said

flange and blades forming passages , each of which is of the

same width throughout its length and of gradually increas

ing depth from the upper to the lower end .

16

19

TE

Fig . 1

No. 101,579. Measure, Record and Vending Device

for Liquids.

Mesure record et appareil de vente pour liquides .
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William Brown, Vancouver , British Columbia , Canada , 16th

October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 11th July , 1906. Receipt

No. 137,710 .

Claim . - 1. As a means for generating a hydro - carbon gas ,

a closed tank having a small cylindrical well in the bottom ,

a casing adapted to fit the cylindrical well which casing has William Miller Davidson , Government Road , Port Pirie ,

a helical passage charged with fibrous material , means for
South Australia , Australia , 16th October , 1906 ; 6 years.

delivering air to the lower end of the helical passage , and Filed 27th March , 1906. Receipt No. 134,344 .

means for delivering the generated gas from the upper part Claim .-1 . A liquid measuring and registering device com
o the tank.

prising a hollow body provided with tubular inlet and outlet

2. As a means for generating a hydro -carbon gas, a closed a measuring chamber with separate inlet and outlet openings

tank having in its bottom a cylindrical well, a casing adapted contained within such hollow body, air holes adapted to co

to fit the cylindrical well , in the bottom of the tank, a heli- incide respectively with an air hole in the body, and a regis

cal passage in such casing charged with an absorbent ma- tering mechanism mounted within a cap or cover upon the

terial, an air pipe passing downward through the tank and end of such body and operated by a pawl carried by such

delivering within the casing at the lower end of the helical measuring chamber, substantially as described.

passage, à gauze screen upwardly convex over the top of 2. In a liquid measuring and registering device a chamber

the well and its enclosed casing , and means for delivering constructed to contain a predetermined quantity of liquid
the generated gas from the upper part of the oil tank . prising a hollow body provided with tubular inlet and outlet,

3. As a means for generating hydro -carbon gas, a closed having (a ) separate inlet and outlet openings adapted to
oil tank having a small cylindrical well in the bottom , a cas coincide with inlet and outlet openings respectively in the

ing adapted to fit the cylindricalwell , a thin flattened helix body of the device, (b ) air holes adapted to coincide respec

within the casing forming a helical passage from top to tively with an air tube leading into the vessel and with an

bottom of it , a gauze screen across the lower end of the air hole in the body , and ( c ) a pawl engaging the teeth of

helical passage, a central air pipe passing downwardthrough a ratchet wheel attached to the unit wheel of a registering
the oil tank and delivering at thelower end of the helical mechanism mounted within the capof cover uponthebody
passage in the casing, an upwardly convex gauze screen se of the device , substantially as described.

cured to the air pipe and having its outside edge resting on 3. In a liquid measuring and registering device a regis

the bottom of the tank outside of the well , a gas delivery ' tering mechanism comprising a series of numbered dises
10-23
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with a train of spur wheels and operating fingers mounted the ice chamber to a point inwardly beyond the doorway.

within a suitable portion of the casing, outside the chamber , 2. A portable refrigerator box having an ice chamber,

the unit wheel of the series having a ratchet wheel operated a door hinged at its lower edge at one end of said ice

by a pawl carried by the measuring chamber , substantially chamber, and an ice guide pivotally attached at its upper

a : described . edge to the door at the upper edge of the latter and mor

able at its free edge on the bottom of the ice chamber.

No. 101,580. Stopper for Tobacco Sacks.
3. A portable refrigerator box having an ice chamber, a

door hinged at one end of said chamber, and an ice guide

Fermeture de sac à tabac . hinged at its upper edge to the inner face of the door, said

ice guide comprising a metal plate movable on the bottom

of the ice chamber and sides movable parallel with the
sides of the ice chamber .

4. A portable refrigerator box provided in its upper

portion with an ice chamber having a closed bottom ,

grooved horizontal bars disposed below the closed bottom

of the ice chamber , uprights having grooves communicat

ing with the grooves of the horizontal bars , and convex

pieces over the horizontal bars and below the bottom of

the ice chamber for directing water of condensation into

the grooves of the horizontal bars .
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No. 101,582. Drier. Séchoir .
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Receipt No.

William L. Fross , Seattle , Washington , U.S.A. , 16th October,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 28th September, 1905. Receipt No.

128,800 .

Clain . - 1. A stopper attachment for tobacco sacks , con

sisting of a thimble having a peripheral groove adjacent

one of its ends, and formed with a vertical notch in its

outer edge , a stopper, and an elastic connection secured

at one end to the stopper and at its opposite end passing

over the inner end of the thimble and secured in the groove

thereof at a point in alignment with said notch .

18

2. A stopper attachm
ent

for tobacco sacks consist
ing of

12

a thimble having a peripheral groove adjacent one of its

10167.

13

ends , a stopper , and an elastic connection having one end

passing over the inner end of the thimble and secured in

said groove thereof , and its upper end secured to said

stopper.
Francis T. Johnson , Chicago, Illinois , U.S.A., 16th October,

3. In an attachment for tobacco sacs , an opened ended 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 30th March , 1906 .

thímble having its interior flared at the end portions there- 134,465 .

of , a stopper , and an elastic conlection having one end

securedtosaid stopper and the opposite end engaging the ber, with means for causing said chamber to be heated,

Claim . - 1. In a dryer, the combination of a drying cham

inner wall of the thimble and rigidly fixed to said thimble. an air intake in the upper part of the chamber , and means

for preventing the escape of heated air through such in

No. 101,581 . Refrigerating Box.
lake , such means comprising arelatively extended chamber

Boîte à réfrigération .

open at the lower end to the atmosphere and communi

cating near its upper end with the drying chamber.

2. In a dryer, the combination ofa drying chamber, with

means for causing said chamber to be heated ,the wall of

said chamber having a plurality of apertures, and a hood
device extending over and below such apertures.

3. In a dryer, the combination of a drying chamber with

means for causing said chamber to be heated, an inlet into

said chamber and an inverted hood over such inlet.

4. In a dryer, the combinationof a drying chamber with

heater connected so as to supply heat thereto , and a

duct leadingfrom the chamber into the heater, said duct
movable so to discharge at different places in the

heater.

5. In a dryer, the combination of a drying chamber with

a heater connected so as to supply heat thereto, and a
sliding duct leading from the chamber into the heater .

6. In a clothesdryer, the combination of a drying chamber

with a plurality of clothes racks in said drying chamber,

an air intake at the upper part of the chamber , and means

for admitting heat to the chamberat a point belowsaid

racks, and means for conducting the air out of said chamber

from the bottom thereof.

7. In a clothes dryer, the combination of a drying chamber

with a pluralityof clothesracksinsaid chamber, a gas

stove , a flue leading from the gasstove and discharging

Byron Smith Fryer, Sumner , Washington , U.S.A., 16th Oc
below theracks, means for admitting a ventilating draft

into the chamber above the racks, and means for disi
tober , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 1st June, 1906 . Receipt No.

charging the air outof said chamber from below the hol

136,478 . air flue .

Claint .-- 1. A refrigerator having an ice chamber provided

with a door andan ice guide attached to the door and witha plurality ofclothes racks in said drying chamber for

8. In a clothes dryer the combination of a drying chamber

free to move over aportion of the floorofthe icechamber air intakeatthe upperpartofsaid chamber,and means for
wlien the door is being closed , said guide adapted to project admitting heat to thechamber below the racks.
into the ice chamber an appreciable distance beyond the 9.In a clothesdryer thecombination of a drying chamber,
doorway when the door is open and guides the ice into a plurality of clothes racksin said chamber, a heater out
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side of said drying chamber, a flue to conduct heat from No. 101,583. Jewellers' Bench. Banc de bijoutiers .
the heater to the drying chamber below the racks , and

means for admitting a ventilating draft into the chamber
Fig. 1.

above the racks .

10. In a clothes dryer the combination of a drying cham

ber, a plurality of clothes racks in said chamber, a heater

outside of said drying chamber , a flue to conduct heat from

the heater to the drying chambeer below the racks , means !

for admitting a ventilating draft into the chamber above

thc racks, and a device for discharging the vapour laden air

from the lower part of said chamber .

11. In a drying apparatus the combination of a casing

forming a drying chamber , with means for supporting the

articles to be dried in said chamber, means for introducing

heat below said supporting means , means for introducing a

volume of cold air directly to the upper part of the chamber,

and means for discharging air from the lower part of said

chamber.

· 12. In a drying apparatus the combination of a casing

forming a dryingchamber, means for supporting the articles

to be dried in said chamber, means for introducing heat be

low said supporting means , means for introducing a volume

of cold air into said chamber , said means comprising air
-15

passageways leading from outside the dryer directly into

the upper part of said chamber , and means for discharging

air form the lower part of said chamber,

13. In a drying apparatus the combination of a casing 164

Fig.3.
forming a drying chamber, means for supporting the articles

to be dried in said chamber, means for introducing heat be

low said supporting means , means for introducing a volume

of cold air into said chamber , said means comprising air

passageways leading from outside the dryer directly into

"he upper part of said chamber, means for discharging air

from the lower part of said chamber , and means associated
in159 :

with said air passageways for preventing the escape of hot

air through the same . James 0. Kellum , Heron Lake, Minnesota , U.S.A. , 16th Octo

14. In a drying apparatus the combination of a casing ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 1st October , 1906. Receipt No.

forming a drying chamber and having apertures in the up- 139,938 .

per part to admit a volume of cold air directly into the Claim . - The combination with a jewellers ' bench having

upper part of the drying chamber, with means for support an opening in the front and adjacent to one end thereof , a

ing the articles to be dried , means for introducing heat be- lathe operating mechanism in said bench and in line with

low said supporting means , hood devices on the outside of said opening, of a block adapted to take into said opening,

the casing extending over said apertures, and means for means to removably secure said block therein , a flat base

discharging air from the lower part of said chamber.

15. In a drying apparatus the combination of a casing said block , bolts extending through said block and slots to
having a plurality of elongated slots therein mounted upon

forming a drying chamber, the lower part of said casing adjustably secure the base on said block, an arm integral

being closed and the upper part provided with air passage with the lower edge of the base and extending outwardly

ways to admit a volume of cold air directly to the upper and downwardly therefrom , the lower end thereof being fork ;

part of said chamber , means for supporting the aritcles to
be dried within the drying chamber,a heater outside of ed ,a spindle rotatably carried by said fork, a pulley on said

said casing and connected with the same so as to introduce mechanism to rotate the spindle when the mechanism is
spindle , means disposed between said pulley and operating

heat into the drying chamber below the supporting means ,

and a flue leading from the bottom of the casing into the
operated .

heater.

16. In a drying apparatus the combination of
No. 101,584. Printing Press . Presse à imprimer.

a casing

forming a drying chamber , the lower part of said casing

being closed and the upper part provided with air passage

ways to admit a volume of cold air directly to the upper

part of said chamber, means for supporting articles to be

dried within the drying chamber , a heater outside of said

casing, a flue leading from the heater and opening into the

drying chamber below said supporting means, and a fiue

leading from the bottom of the casing into the heater.

17. In a drying apparatus the combination of a casing

forming a drying chamber the lower part of said casing

being closed and the upper part provided with air passage

ways to admit a volume of cold air directly to the upper

part of said chamber, means for supporting the articles to

be dried within the drying chamber, a heater outside of said

casing and connected with the same so as to introduce heat

into the drying chamber below the supporting means , a flue

leading from the bottom of the casing into the heater and

an outlet pipe extending upward from the lower part of the

casing.

18. In a drying apparatus the combination of a casing

forming a drying chamber, the lower part of said casing

being closed and the upper part provided with air passage

ways to admit a volume of cold air directly to the upper

part of said chamber, means for supporting the articles to

be dried within the drying chamber , a heater outside of said

casing and connected with the same so as to introduce heat John Krehbiel , Detroit , Michigan , U.S.A., 16th October, 1906 ;
into the drying chamber below the supporting means , a flue

leading from the bottom of the casing into the heater and

6 years . Filed 8th January , 1903. Receipt No. 102,036 .

an outlet pipe extending from the lower part of the casing
Claim.-1 . In a printing press the combination with the

upward through the drying chamber .
frame thereof, of a curved platen carried by the frame and

19. In a drying apparatus the combination of a casing a reciprocating type bed , of means for reciprocating the type

closed at the bottom and having apertures at the top, said bed whereby a rolling contact between said type bed and

casing forming a drying chamber, hood devices on the out- platen is intermittently produced.

side of the casing flaring at the bottom and extending close- 2. In a printing press the combination with the frame

ly over the apertures , means for supporting the articles to thereof and a reciprocating type bed having a plane sur

be dried in said drying chamber, means for introducing heat face , of a platen carried by the frame having a curved sur

into the chamber below said supporting means and a dis- face, and means for intermittently reciprocating the bed to

charge pipe leading upward from below the heat introduc- produce a transverse line of rolling contact between said

ing means. bed and platen.
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3. In a printing press the combination with the frame ratchet wheel secured to said drum , a gear wheel loosely

thereof and a type bed having a plane surface , of a platen mounted on the shaft, a spring pressed pawl on the gear

secured to the frame and having a curved contact surface , wheel in engagement with the teeth of the ratchet, a rack

and means for imparting a reciprocating and rocking motion bar to engage the gear wheel , a way for the rack bar, a con

to the type bed . tinuously rotating disc wheel having a radial undercut slot ,

4. In a printing press the combination with the frame a rod connected at one end by a bolt to the rack bar , and

thereof, of a platen secured to said frame and having a a bolt adjustably secured within said slot and adapted to se .

curved contact surface, a type bed below said platen having cure the rod to the disc wheel.

a plane surface, crank shafts journalled in bearings on the 15. In a printing press the combination with a feed drum

frame, crank on said shafts, and pitmans connecting the and its actuating mechanism for imparting an intermittent

cranks and bed . one of said cranks being set to move in movement thereto , of notches on the periphery of said drum,

advance of the other , whereby a rocking motion is imparted a dog to engage said notches , and means for throwing the
to the bed.

dog into and out of engagement with the teeth in timed

5. In a printing press the combination with the frame relation to the movement of the drum.

thereof, of a reciprocating type bed , means for actuating 16. In a printing press the combination with a feed drum ,

said bed , a platen carried by the frame having a curved a ratchet wheel on the drum , a gear wheel,a pawl on the

contact surface opposing said bed , and means for adjustably gear wheel engaging the ratchet wheel, a rack bar engaging

securing the platen to the frame and for yieldingly holding the gear, and means for moving the rack, of a head on the

the same in its adjusted position . drum provided with peripheral teeth, a dog engaging the
6. In a printing press the combination with the supporting teeth and having an extended arm , a yoke on the rock bar,

frame, of posts on the frame , a platen having eyes loosely and pins on said yoke to engage the arms on said dog at
ergaging the posts , a yielding member sleeved on each post each end of the movement with the rack bar and throw said

above the platen , an adjusting wheel on each post engaging dog into and out of engagement with the teeth .
said yielding member, a reciprocating type bed , and means 17. In a printing press the combination with a feed drum

for mov said bed . for feeding a continuous web of paper and its operating

7. In a printing press the combination with the supporting mechanism , of radial clamping fingers at each end of the

frame , of posts on said frame having screw-threaded upper roll , and means for moving said fingers radially and later

ends, a platen having eyes engaging said posts, yielding ally toward and from the paper.

supports beneath the platen , an adjusting wheel on each 18. In a printing press the combination with a shaft , &

post above the platen , a yielding member interposed be- feed drum mounted on said shaft , and means for actuating

tween each wheel and the platen , a reciprocating type bed , said drum , of radial clamping fingers, and means mounted

and means for actuating the bed . on said shaft within the drum for carrying said fingers and

8. In a printing press the combination with the frame , of actuating the same to clamp and release the paper,
a platen having a curved contact surface , secured to the 19. In a printing press the combination of a hollow feed

frame , a vertically reciprocating type bed beneath said
drum provided with longitudinal slots, a spider withinthe

platen , guides movable in ways on the frame and pivotally drum and adapted to be moved longitudinally therein ,means
secured at their upper ends to the corners of the bed , crank for actuating the drum independent of the spider, clamping

shafts mounted in bearings on the frame , cranks on said fingers carried by said spider and extending outward through

shafts and pitmans secured at one end to said cranks and said slots , and means for actuating said singers to clamp

engaging sockets on the bed at their opposite ends, one of the paper .

said cranks being set to operate in advance of the other 20. In a printing press the combination of a shaft , # hol

to impart a rocking motion to the bed . low feed drum mounted on said shaft and provided with

9. In a printing press the combination with the frame , a

platen, and type bed, of a feed drum mounted upon the frame fingers extending outward through said slots, a spider

longitudinal slots in its frame, a series of radial clamping

and adapted to intermittently draw a continuous web of mounted on the shaft , a spline to secure the spider to the

paper across the platen , a series of ruling pens mounted shaft with a free longitudinal movement thereon, and means

uron the frame and means for moving said pens across the engaging the fingers to operate the same, said clamping fin

+ rie transverse lines thereon gers and the means for operating the same being carried

10. In a printing press the combination with a frame , a

platen, and a type bed, of a supporton the frame at one itudinally of the drum to bring the same adjacent to the

by said spider, whereby said fingers may be moved longi

side of the platen for a roll of continuous paper webbing , a edge of the paper.

feed drum at the opposite side of the platen to feed the

web across the platen and a series of ruling pens supported low feed drum mounted on said shaft and provided with

21. In a printing press the combination of a shaft , a hol

adjacent to the roll of paper to rule longitudinal lines longitudinal slots , means for actuating said drum indepen.

thereon . dent of the shaft, a spidersplined on said shaft and held

11. In a printing press the combination of a shaft mounted from turning thereby, a seriesof clamping fingers supported

in adjustable bearings on the frame and adapted to receive
on said spider with their

outer ends extending outward

and support a roll of paper, a disc loosely mounted on the through the slots in the drum ,a cam member secured to said

shaft and adapted to be secured to the roll of paper to turn spider and adapted to be engaged by said fingers to cause

therewith , and a helical spring secured at one end to the the fingers to be moved radially and laterally by the move.

shaft and at its opposite end to the disc to exert a force to ment of the drum .

turn the roll in a direction opposite to that in which said

roll is turned when its web of paper is drawn therefrom hollow drum mounted to turn on said shaft and provided

22. In a printing press the combination of a fixed shaft, a

and forming a connection between the shaft and roll to turn with longitudinal slots , means for turning saiddrum on the
said shaft when the web is drawn from the roll .

12. In a printingpress the combination with the frame apted to be moved longitudinally of the shaft, a series of

shaft, spiders splined on the shaft within thedrum and ad

thereof, of a platen secured to said frame , a type bed be radial clamping fingers supported by each ofsaid spiders

neath the platen , crank shafts mounted on said frame , cranks and extending outward through the slots in the drum , cams
on said shafts , pitmans secured to said cranks and actuating

and supporting the bed , a support at one side of the platen springs formoving said finger radially inward.

on the spiders for moving the fingers radially outward and

for a roll of paper web, an intermittently operated feed 23. In a printing press the combination of a fixed shaft, a
drum mounted on the frame at the opposite side of the drum mounted to turn on said shaft and having longitudinal
platen and adapted to draw the web of paper across the face slots, means for turning said drum on theshaft, spiders
of the platen , a table support on the frame over which the

web is adapted to pass from the drum , guides on said table, supported

splined on the shaft,a series of radial clamping fingers

by each of said spiders , and

a bar on said guides, ruling pens carried by said bar , means outward through the slots in the said drum, heads

for moving the bar on its guides in timed relation to the on said fingers, springs to move said fingers radially inward

movement of the type bed to rule transverse lines on the to clamp the paper between the headsand drum cams on

web and ruling pens supported adjacent to the roll of paper the spiders for moving said fingers radially outward to re

and adapted rule longitudinal lines on the web . leasethe paper and cams on the spiders to engage the inner
13. In a printing press the combination with the frame ends of the fingers and rock the same to move the heads

thereof , of a platen secured to the frame, a type bed , means from over the paper .

for intermittantly operating said bed , a shaft journalled in

bearings on the frame at one side of theplaten and adapted arum mounted to turn on said shaft and having longitudinal

24. In combination with a printing press, a fixed shaft, a

tosupportaroll of paperweb,an intermittently operating Slots,spiders splinedon theshait, a ring looselymounted
feed drum supported on the frame at the opposite side of on the hub of each of said spiders and having radialarms
the platen , a transverse knife supported on the frame be extending outward intothe slots in thedrum and adapted

neath which knife the web is adapted to pass from the feed to beturned on said hubthereby, a series of radial clamp:

rell , and means for intermittently operating said knife to ing fingers supported and held between saidarms and each
sever the paper. of saidspidersandadapted to movewith said arms,and

14. In a printing press the combination with an intermit cams secured on the hubsof the spiders to engage the inner
tently operating feed drum and its supporting shaft, of a ends of the arms and move the same radially and laterally.

extendin
g
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25. In combination with a printing press , a fixed shaft, a lings in the base portion of the frame and extending be

drum mounted to turn on said shaft and provided with long- neath the type bed vertically below its longitudinal center

itudinal slots , spiders splined on the shaft , a ring loosely line , bars secured to the ends of said shaft and having fork

mounted on the hub of each of said spiders and provided ed upper ends and adapted to be oscillated to extend beyond

with radial arms engaging said slots in the drum , lugs on the side portions of the frame to said carriages across and

said arms extending laterally toward the spiders , a radial beyond the type bed at each side thereof, studs on the car

clamping finger extending outward between the said lugs on riages to engage the forked ends of the bars, a gear se

each arm , a cam surface on the hub of each of the spiders ' cured to each end of said shaft , rack bars engaging said

engaged by the inner end of each finger to move the same gears, and means for moving said rack bars in timed re

radially outward , springs to hold said fingers with their in- lation to the movement of the type bed.

ner ends in engagement with said cam surfaces, a cam sur- 34. In a printing press the combination with the base por

face on each spider to engage the side of each finger near tion of the frame , of a transverse driving shaft mounted in

its inner end and a rim having a high and low side on each bearings on the base portion, crank shafts mounted in bear

of the spiders to engage said fingers near their outer ends . ings on said base at each side of the driving shaft , pinions

26. In a printing press the combination with a vertically on the drive shaft , gears on the crank shaft in mesh with

reciprocating type bed, of inking rolls , and means for mov- said pinions , upwardly extending side portions on the base

ing said rolls across the type bed in one direction and be- portion of the frame and provided with ways , a type bed ,

yond the same when said bed is approximately at the lower guides for said bed movable in the ways on the side portions
end of its movement and across and beyond said bed in the of the frame , pitmans connected to the crank shafts and

opposite direction when the bed next reaches approximately supporting and operating the bed, end portions extending
its lowest position . upward from the base portion of the frame at a distance

27. In a printing press the combination with a vertically from the side portions, a platen supported on the upper ends

reciprocating type bed, of inking rolls , tracks to support of said end portions and also at a distance from the side

said rolls at each end and extending beyond the type bed portions, longitudinal supporting bars secured to the end

at each side thereof in the direction of the movement of portions above the platen and extending beyond the same ,

the rolls , and means for moving said rolls along said tracks shafts journalled in bearings on the ends of said supporting

and over the face of the type bed when said bed is approxi- bars , one of said shafts being adapted to support a roll of

mately at the lower end of its stroke . paper web and a feed drum loosely mounted on the other

28. În a printing press the combination with a vertically shaft, means for intermittently moving the feed drum to
reciprocating type bed , of tracks at each end of the type draw the web across the platen from the roll , a shaft jour
bed and extending beyond the same at each side thereof, nalled in bearings on the base of the frame and extending
irking rolls , carriages provided with open bearings for the longitudinally thereof and beyond the same , a bevel gear
ends of said rolls and adapted to be moved along said tracks , 02 one end of said shaft and a disc on the other end , a bevel

and means for moving said carriages and their rolls in gear on one end of one of the crank shafts in engagement
timed relation to the movement of the bed . with said bevel gear , a rod attached at one end to the said

29. In a printing press the combination with the frame disc and at its opposite end to the operating mechanism for

thereof and a vertically reciprocating type bed guided on the feed roll , tracks secured to the upper end of the side

said frame, of tracks supported on said frame at each side pcrtions of the frame and extending beyond the same at

of the type bed and extending beyond said frame , carriages each side of the machine, carriages supported by said tracks ,

novable on said tracks , inking rolls supported by the car- irking rolls on said carriages, a rock shaft journalled in

riages , oscillating bars pivoted at one end on the frame bearings on the base portion of the frame and extending

at a point some distance from the tracks and midway be . beneath the type bed vertically below the longitudinal center

tween the ends of said tracks and extending upward to line thereof, an oscillating bar secured to each end of said

slidably engage the said carriages at their upper ends, and rock shaft and extending upward to engage one of the car

means for oscillating said bars in timed relation to the riages on each track and adapted to be oscillated within the

movement of said type bed . Space between the side and end portions of the frame to

30. In a printing press, the combination with the frame move the carriages along their tracks , gears on the ends

thereof and a vertically reciprocating type bed guided on of said rock shaft , a shaft mounted in bearings on brackets

said frame , of tracks supported on the frame at each side on the base and extending longitudinally of the frame at one

of the bed, inking rolls , carriages movable on said tracks side thereof, disc wheels on the ends of said shafts, rack

and carrying said rolls , a shaft journalled on the frame be- bars pivoted at one end to said disc wheels and engaging

neath the type bed and in the vertical plane of the longi- the gears on the rock shaft , a bevel gear on one of the

ti.dinal center line of said bed , bars secured at one end to frank shafts and a bevel gear on the longitudinal shaft in

said shaft and forked at their opposite ends. siuus on the
mesh with said gear.

carriages to engage the forked ends of said bars , and means

for orcking said shaft in timed relation to the movement of No. 101,585. Water Wheel. Roue difcun .

the type bed to oscillate said bars and move the carriages

along their tracks .

31. In a printing press the combination with the frame,

and a vertically reciprocating type bed guided on the frame,
of tracks secured to said frame at each end of the type bed

and extending beyond and inclined downward at each side

of the frame carriage consisting of sections pivoted together

and adapted to be moved along said tracks, bearings on said

carriages, inking rolls journalled in said bearings , an oscil

lating bar pivoted to the frame below the tracks at each end

of the type bed and having forked upper ends , a stud on

each carriage to engage the forked upper ends of said bars ,

means for holding said carriages in contact with their tracks

and means for oscillating said bars in timed relation to the
movement of the tyye bed .

32. In a printing press the combination with the frame

and a vertically reciprocating type bed , of tracks secured to

said frame at each end of the type bed and extending be

yond and inclined downward at each side of the frame, car

riages consisting of sections pivoted together, rolls on said

sections to engage said tracks, bearings on said sections ,

irking rolls journalled in said bearings, oscillating bars

pivoted to the frame below the tracks, one at each side of

the type bed and having forked upper ends, a stud on each

carriage to engage the forked end of each bar, springs at

tached at one end to the bars near their lower ends and
Thomas Lambeth , Asheboro , North Carolina , U.S.A. , 16th

to the end sections of the carriage at the other ends, and
October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 30th May, 1906 , Receipt

means for oscillating said bars to move the carriage along
No. 136,407 .

the tracks .

( laim . - 1 . A water wheel comprising a casing having
33. In a printing press the combination with the base por- 'openings in its walls, plates mounted to slide in the cas
tion of the frame , of upwardly extending side portions , a

vertically reciprocating type bed guided between said side
ing and having curved portions, the walls of said openings

with the curved plates forming substantially oval tracks, a
portions of the frame, tracks secured to the upper ends of wheel mounted in the casing and having radial openings,
the side portions and extending outward and downward be- blades movable in said openings, arms having swinging

yond said sides, carriages morable on said tracks, inking connection with the ends of the wheel and also having
rolls carried by said carriages, a shaft journalled in bear swinging connection with theinner ends of the blades , rol
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lers on said arms for engaging the walls of said tracks,

and a chute leading to the lower portion of the wheel .
2. In a device for locking bolts , a threadless parted bolt

2. A water wheel comprising a casing , a chute leading with solid head, a threadless nut with tapered hole on the

into the lower portion thereof , a wheel mounted to the

casing, blades movable radially out of and into said wheel ,

adjustable means for causing such inward and

movements , and a vertically adjustable gate in the loweroutward

portion of the casing directly under the wheel .

3. A water wheel comprising a casing , a chute communi

cating with the lower portion thereof, a wheel arranged

in the casing , radially movable blades carried by the wheel ,

adjustable means for causing inward and outward move

ments of the blades , a gate in the lower portion of the

casing directly under the wheel and adjustable toward and

from the wheel, and a deflector plate mounted to swing

in the chute and operating with said gate .

4. A water wheel comprising a casing, a chute communi

cating with the lower portion thereof, the said casing

being provided with openings in its side walls , the upper

ends of said openings being of oval form , plates mounted

to slide on the outer sides of the casing , U-shaped plates

secured to the sliding plates within the openings, a wheel

inounted in the casing and having radial openings , blades

mounted to slide in and out of said openings , arms having

swinging connection with the ends of the wheel and hav

ing pivotal connection with said blades , rollers carried by

the arms for engaging in said openings in the end walls of

the casing , and a gate in the lower portion of the casing bolt , a screw jack adapted to adjustment to said head,a

adjustable toward and from said wheel .

5. A water wheel comprising a casing , a chute communi- block on the screw of the jack , a key in the block to enter

cating with the lower portion thereof, said casing having and spread the ends of the bolt in and beyond the nut , and

an opening at the lower end , a gate adjustable in said means to close the ends of the bolt on the key to retain the

opening directly under the wheel and having a concaved same together with the nut.

upper side , a wheel mounted in the casing, blades carried 3. In a device for locking bolts, a parted bolt , a screw jack

by the wheel and movable radially into and out of the adapted to hold on the head of the bolt, a threadless out

same, and adjustable mechanism for causing said inward with tapered hole on the bolt , means on the jack to adjust

the same to position to the bolt , a slidable block in combiand outward movements .

nation with the screw of the jack , a key in the block to enter

the bolt and the nut and extend therefrom , and means in the
No. 101,586. Manufacture of Tubes, Etc.

screw to close the ends of the bolt on the key and retain
Fabrication de tubes , etc. the same

4. In a device for locking bolts , a pared and threadless

bolt, a threadless nut with tapered hole on the bolt, a screw

jack in contact with the head of the bolt , means on the jack

to adjust and hold the same to the bolt , a block connected

with the screw of the jack , a key in the block to spread the

members of the bolt in the nut, shoulders on the key to

contact with nut and independent means in the screw to

close the ends of the bolt on the key to retain the key .

5. In a device for Jocking bolts , a parted bolt , a threadless

nut with tapered hole on the bolt , a screw jack to engage

the head of the bolt , a hollow screw in the jack, a block with

transverse slot in the face thereof and connected with the

screw , a key in the slot , shoulders on the key, and adapted

to spread the members of the bolt in the nut and contact

with the side of the nut, and means in the hollow screw and

in the block to close the members of the bolt on the key .

6. In a device for locking bolts , a parted bolt , a threadless

nut with tapered hole on the bolt, a screw jack adapted to

101586
engage the head of the bolt , a block connected with the

screw of the jack , a key in the block adapted to spread the

members of the bolt in the nut, shoulders on the key to

contact with the side of the nut, and means in the screw

and the block to close the members of the bolt on the key .
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Balfour Fraser McTear, Heyes Mounts, Rainhill, Lancaster, No. 101,588. Clamp and Support for Telegraph
England , 16th October , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 18th Nov

Cables.
ember, 1904 . Receipt No. 120,076 .

Olaim.-In machine , for reducing the diameter of tubes ,

Crampon et support pour câbles de télégraphe.

a plurality of sets of grooved rollers , one behind the other, Howard E. Sheeley, Michigan City , Indiana , U.S.A., 16th

a stationary internal supporting mandril , adapted to stand October, 1906 ; 6 years .
Filed 15th August, 1906. Re .

and be held in the apertures formed by the grooves of the No. 138,724 .

rollers , and short tubes 5 and 6 of practically the external Claim . – 1 . A cable olamp and support comprising sections

diameterof the tube being rolled directly in front of and havingsemi-circular groovesand at the centter of said sheer
behind each set of rollers , and driven supporting rollers 20 tions, means for securing said sections to a pole or other

in the lower part of said tubes , substantially as set forth . support, the upper surface of said sections being bevelled

downwardly from said pole or other support, substantially

No. 101,587 . Lock for Bolts. Arrête - écrou . as shown and described .

Wallace Willard Parsons, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada, 16th provided with a groove having its ends bevelled outwardly.

2.A cable clamp and support comprising two sections each

October , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 26thSeptember, 1906. andmeansfor securing saidsections together and to a pione
Receipt No. 139,801 . or other support, theupper surface of said sections being

Claim . - 1. In a device for locking bolts, a rail , plates on

the sides of the rail , a threadless and parted bolt through stantially as shown and described.

bevelled downwardlyfrom said pole or other support, sub

the rail and plates and extending beyond a solid head on the

bolt, a threadless nut with taperedhole on thebolt and in each provided with a groove having itsends bevelled out

3. A cable clamp and support comprising two sectious,

contact with one said plate, a screw jack adapted to grip wardly and with a center hole therein and a bolt designed

the head of the bolt , means on the jack for adjusting the to pass through said hole and secure said sections to a

same to the head, a screw through the oppositeend of the poleor other support, the upper surfaceof said sections

jack, a block connected to the screw , a key in the block to being bevelled downwardly from saidpole or other support,
enter the ends of the bolt and secure the same in the nut , substantially as shown and described.

and means to close the end of the bolt on the key to retain 4. A cable clamp and support comprising two sections,
the same and the nut.

each havinga semi-circular grooveinitsinner face bevelled
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outwardly at its opposite ends, screw bolts near each end 5. In a machine of the class described , a reciprocating ram,

of said sections for securing them , a hole in the center of a shearing device having a sliding connection with said

ram , a crank shaft connected with said ram for reciprocating

it, a cam shaft connected with said shearing device for shift

ing it , means for connecting said shafts in co-operative re .

lation , a feed roll , and mechanism operated by said cam

shaft for intermittently operating said feed roll , substanti

ally as specified .

6. In a machine of the class described , a vertically reci

procating guide , a slide reciprocating in said guide, a shear:

ing device connected with said slide , a cam connected with

said slide for shifting said shearing device , a rotating shaft

punnected with said cam, a second rotating shaft operated

by said first rotating shaft , a feed roll , and a worm and

wheel connecting said second shaft and roll , substantially as

specified.

7. In a machine of the class described, a pair of feed rolls ,

a toothed wheel connected with one of said rolls , a plain

and a helical thread revolved in alternating engagement

with said wheel , a reciprocating knife, a bed for supporting

material to be shorn by said knife on either side thereof,

and mechanism for operating said knife and said threads in

synchronous relation, substantially as specified .

8. In a machine of the class described , a pair of feed rolls ,

a toothed wheel connected with one of said rolls , a straight

and a helical thread alternately engaging the teeth of said

each casing and a screw bolt designed to pass through saia wheel , a vertically reciprocating support, a knife having a

hole and secure the section aforesaid to a pole or other horizontal sliding connection with said support, and mech

support , the upper surface of said sections being bevelled anism connecting said threads with said support and said

downwardly from said pole or other support, substantially kinfe whereby said feed rolls and said knife are operated
in synchronous relation , substantially as specified.as shown and described .

9. In a machine of the class described, a pair of feed rolls ,

a toothed wheel connected with one of said rolls , a straight
No. 101,589. Machine for Cutting Tiles.

and a helical thread alternately engaging with the teeth of
Machine pour couper les tuiles .

said wheel , a rotating shaft connected with and revolving

said threads , a second rotating shaft connected with and

operating said first shaft , a cam on said second shaft , a

knife connected with and reciprocated by said cam , a guide

in which said knife reciprocates, a ram for reciprocating

said guide, a crank shaft connected to and reciprocating said

ram , and mechanism connecting said crank shaft with said

cam shaft , substantially as specified.
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No. 101,590. Milling Cutter and Head. Porte-lame.
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John A. Sloan , Trenton , New Jersey, U.S.A. , 16th October,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 17th September, 1906. Receipt No.

139,590 .

Claim .-1 . In a machine of the class described, a recipro .
cating knife, a stationary bed against which said knife acts,

means for reciprocating said knife, means for shifting said

krife transversely to the direction of its said reciprocating

movement and feeding mechanism connected therewith com

prising an intermittently acting feed roll for engaging and Charles Borromé Tardif , Concord, New Hampshire, U.S.A.
advancing the material to be operated upon by said knife, 16th October , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 17th September, 1906

substantially as specified. Receipt No. 139,549 .

2. In a machine of the class described , a knife having an
Claim . - 1. In a device of the character described , a cylin

irregular outline, means for reciprocating said knife and drical cutter head provided with peripheral grooves, inde

means for shifting it back and forth transversely to the di pendent gangs or rows of cutters, each gang being set in
rection of gaid reciprocating movement , and a stationary one of said grooves , cutter blocks set between the cutters

bed for supporting material to be cut by said knife in com- in each row , means for locking said cutter blocks in posi

bination with automatically operating feed rolls for advanc- tion in the grooves , and mechanism adapted to be set

ing material to said knife, said bed supporting the mater- against the outer ends of the different rows of cutters and

ial on both sides of said knife , substantially as specified . blocks whereby the cutters and blocks in each row

3. In a machine of the class described , a reciprocating held in position by friction , for the purpose set forth .

ram, a shearing device having a transverse sliding connec . 2. In a device of the character described, a cylindrical

tion with said ram , a revolving shaft , a cam on said shaft cutter head provided with a series of peripheral grooves,

for shifting said shearing device in alternation with the independent gangs or rows of cutters having substantially

reciprocations of said ram , and a feed roll connected with rectangular shanks, each gang being set in one of said

and operated by said shaft, substantially as specified. grooves, and the individual cutters being disposed with

4. In a machine of the class described , a ram , a rotating their diagonally opposite corners next the opposite sides of

shaft having means for reciprocating said ram , a knife of ir. the groove , cutter blocks set alternately with the cutters

regular outline having a sliding connection with said ram , a in each row , said blocks being of shape to fit the cutter

cam connected with said knife for shifting it in its said slid heads between which they are placed, means for locking the

ing connection , a rotating shaft connected with said cam blocks slidingly into engagement with the sides of the

and operated by said cam shaft , substantially as specified . grooves , and set - up mechanism for bearing against the

are
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outer ends of the different rows of cutters and blocks , for of the heater whereby to form a dead air space at the en

the purpose set forth . trance end of the room , and air exit means .

3. In a device of the character described , a cylindrical 8. A kiln provided with end ducts for the inlet of air

( 'utter head provided with a series of substantially parallel and intermediate air exit means , said end ducts extending

peripheral grooves, independent gangs or rows of cutters, transversely of the kiln room and having damper controlled

each cutter consisting of a shank rectangular in cross sec- inlets and elongated slits or openings for the discharge of

tion and an overating or cutting end extending from one air to the room , in combination with means located at the

side of said shank, each gang being set in one of said ends of the kiln for heating the air.
grooves , and the individual cutters being disposed with 9. A kiln provided with end ducts for the admission of air

their diagonal opposite corners next the opposite sides of and intermediate means for the expulsion of air, in combin

the groove , pairs of cutter blocks bevelled to correspond ination with steam heating means at the ends of the kiln ,

shape with the corners of the sbanks of the cutters , one said means comprising spaced headers one of which has

pair of blocks being set face to face in the groove between connection with a source of steam supply and the other

each pair of cutters , cutter blocks provided with V -shaped with steam traps, and a plurality of superimposed parallel

grooves and extending across the grooves in the cutter pipe sections each having direct connection to the headers

liead at the opposite ends of the rows of cutters and fitting and the steam traps.
against the outer cutter in each row , means for locking the

blocks into engagement with the sides of the grooves , | No. 101,592 . Kiln. Four.

and set - up screws bearing against the outer ends of the

rows of cutters and blocks , for the purpose set forth .

Fig 2 .

No. 101,591 . Kiln for Drying Lumber. Isu
Four pour sécher le bois . 0
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Charles Arthur Matchạm , Allentown, Pennsylvania , U.S.A.

16th October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 1st September, 1906.

Receipt No. 139,165 .

Claim .-- 1. The combination of a main kiln in which clink

ering is accomplished, and means for supplying fuel to said

kiln , a plurality of auxiliary kilns in communication with

the main kiln , and means for directing material from the

auxiliary kilns to the main kiln , substantially as described.
Charles F. Williams, Coldwater, Michigan , U.S.A. , 16th 2. The combination of a main kiln , a burner therefor, an

October , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 19th April , 1906 . Re

auxiliary kiln , a casing connecting said two kilns having
ceipt No. 135,067 . openings for the admission of air , and means for delivering

Claim .-1 . A kíln having a wet end and a dry end , and material from the auxiliary kiln to the main kiln , substan

provided intermediate such ends with an air exit which tially as described .

acts as a division therefor, and a conduit leading from said 3. The combination of a main kiln , a burner for supplying

exit to and communicating with the wet end of the kiln fuel thereto , a casing forming a chamber in communication

adjacent its entrance , and means for creating a draft with the end of the main kiln and a plurality of auxiliary

therein . kilns also connected to the casing and provided with means

2. A kiln provided with end air inlet chambers and in- whereby material discharged from them is delivered to the

termediate air exit , a conduit leading from the air exit main kiln , substantially as described .

means to the wet end of the kiln whereby to return the 4. The combination of a main kiln having means for sup

expelled air thereto , means for creating a draft in said air plying fuel to it , a plurality of auxiliary kilns arranged to

exit, and means for heating the air admitted to the kiln. deliver into it , said auxiliary kilns being ofgreater length

3. A kiln provided with end inlet ducts and intermediate than said main kiln , substantially as described

air exit , connection between the air exit and the wet end 5. The combination of a main kiln having fuel supplying

of the kiln whereby to return the expelled air thereto , means means and a plurality of auxiliary kilns with means for

for creating a draft in the air exit , means for controlling delivering material to said main kiln , said auxiliary kilns

the return of the air to the kiln , and means located in the being of substantially double the length of the main kiln

ends of the kiln for heating the air . and of less diameter than the same, substantially as des

4. A kiln provided with end air inlet ducts and an in
cribed

termediate air exit duct the inlet openings to which latter 6. The combination of a main kiln having fuel supply

are located in the opposite sides thereof and extend sub- means , a plurality of auxiliary kilns of greater length and

stantially the width of the building . in combination with less diameter than said main kiln ,a casing forming a cham .

means for creating an exhaust through the intermediate
ber connecting the rear end ofthe main kiln with the front

duct , and means for heating the air admitted . ends of the auxiliary kilns there being openingsfor the ad

5. A kiln having an air exit duct intermediate its ends mission of air into said chamber, substantially as described.

and leading therefrom to one end of the kiln building, means

for drawing the air from the kiln room through said exit No. 101,593 . Insulation Bushing for Electric Wires.

and returning it to the room at the end thereof, means for
Dé à isolation pour fils électriques.

admitting air to the building, and means for heating the

admitted air. John H. Goehst, Chicago, Illinois , U.S.A. , 16th October, 1906:

6. In a kiln , a heating system disposed at the entrance 18 years. Filed 10th August, 1906. Receipt No. 138,579.

or wet end thereof and extending a distance therein , and an Claim . — 1. A bushing for protecting electric circuit wires
air inlet duct disposed under the heating system and trans- made wholly of insulating material and comprising a hollow

versely ofthe building and positioned a considerabledis- shank provided at one end with a hollow head and at its
tance in advance of the entrance to the kiln room whereby other end with a screw thread and a thin sheet metal screw
to form a dead air space at such end .

headed locking ring engaging said screw thread and provided

7.In a kiln , a plurality of steam pipes arranged longi- with an integral resilientfange opposing said headofthe
tudinally thereof at its entrance end to form a heater , an bushing .

air inlet duct disposed under the plane of the heater trans 2. A bushing for protecting electric circuit wires made

versely ofthe building and having a narrow discharge slit wholly of insulating material and comprising a hollow shank

or opening extending substantially the width of the kiln provided atone end with a hollow headand atits other

room , said duct being disposed adjacent the forward end end with a screw thread , a screw - threaded locking ring en
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gaging said screw thread and provided with a flange oppos. No. 101,595. Steam Pipes for Boilers .

ing said head and a concave spring washer made larger than

Tuyau à vapeur pour chaudières.
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said locking ring and interposed between said fange and the

part through which the bushing extends.

Otto L. Hallbeck , West Salem , Illinois , U.S.A. , 16th October,
3. A bushing for the purpose set forth comprising a hol- 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 14th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136 ,

low shank provided at one end with a hollow head and at 896.

its other end with a screw thread and a thin sheet metal

screw - threaded ring engaging said screw thread of the shank
Claim .-1 . The combination of steam boiler , a steam

and providedon its inner end with an integral, slitted con- pipearranged within said boiler and leading from the steam
cave flange opposing said head . dome down into the body of the boiler , along within said

body, and then out , a passageway from the lowest part of

No. 101,594. Tube Cleaner. Nettoyeur de tubes.
said pipe to within the boiler whereby said pipe may be

drained , and an automatically operating valve to said pas

sageway, substantially as and for the purpose set forth .
2. The combination of a steam boiler , a trapped steam

pipe leading from the steam space , and having its lowest

portion within the boiler , a passage from the lower portion

of said pipe , and a check valve to said passage arranged to

permit said pipe to be drained but preventing ingress of

water from the boiler therethrough into said pipe.

3. The combination of a steam boilers , a steam pipe ar

ranged within said boiler and leading from within the steam

dome down into the body of the boiler, along within said

body and thence out, a passage from the lowest part of said

pipe extending entirely below said lowest part and opening

into the boiler , and an automatically operating valve where

by egress through said passageway is permitted but ingress

therethrough is prevented .
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O No. 101,596. Water Tube Boiler,

Chaudière sectionnelle.
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Thomas Andrews, Rockaway, New Jersey , U.S.A. , 16th Octo

ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 2nd August , 1906. Receipt No.
138,375 .

Claim - 1. A tube cleaner comprising a head having an an 197gnasara pat

nular chamber for receiving a motive agent, and also hav

ing a chamber at its inner end communicating with the first

named chamber through ports arranged at an angle trans

verse of the head axis , a tubular shaft extended through the

head , a turbine mounted on said shaft , within the inner

chamber, a cylinder on the turbine, with which the tubular

shaft communicates , a piston in the cylinder , tool carrying

arms mounted to swing on the turbine , and link connections
between said arms and said piston .

2. A tube cleaner comprising a head having an annular

chamber for receiving motive agent , and also having a

chamber at its inner end communicating with the first-named doo

chamber through annularly disposed ports , a bushing ex
B1010 tare Photo

tended centrally through the head , a tubular shaft arranged

to rotate in said bushing, a turbine attached to the tubular
shaft within the inner tubular chamber, a cylinder on the 2

turbine with which the tubular shaft communicates, a pis

ton in the cylinder, arms mounted to swing on the turbine,

tools carried by said arms and link connections between said
aims and the piston.

Alfred John Raynor, Toronto , Ontario , Canada , 16th October,
3. A tube cleaner comprising a head substantially in the

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 9th June , 1906 . Receipt No.
form of a truncated cone, and having an annular chamber

136,746 .
for receiving motive agent, and also having a chamber at its

inner end communicating through ports with said annular Claim . - 1 . A water tube boiler comprising a battery com

chamber, a turbinemountedtorotatein the inner chamber, posed of apluralityof riser pipes each formed of a plurality

blades on the periphery of said turbine having a spiral trend , of T - couplings superposed one upon the other , the couplings

a collar engaging around the blades, tool carrying arms in the same plans being connected in pairs to one another

mounted on the turbine, and a pressure actuated piston by end pipes, which end pipes are connected together by
having connection with the cross pipes, as and for the purpose specified.

10–24

ns.
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2. A water tube boiler comprising a battery composed of a 11. A water tube boiler comprising a battery composed of

plurality of riser pipes each formed of a plurality of T - coup- a plurality of riser pipes each formed of a plurality of T

lings superposed one upon the other, the couplings in the couplings superposed one upon the other, the couplings in

same plane connected in pairs to one another by end pipes , the same plane connected in pairs to one another by end

which end pipes are connected together by curved cross pipes which end pipes are connected together by cross pipes,

pipes , as and for the purpose specified . a second battery section of similar construction the com

3. A water tube boiler comprising a battery composed of ponent sections of which formed of the riser couplings end

a plurality of riser pipes each formed of a plurality of T- and cross pipes have their cross pipes alternately arranged

couplings superposed one upon the other, the couplings in between the cross pipes of the first -named section , pipes

the same plane being connected in pairs to one another by connecting the adjacent risers of the two sections together

end pipes , which end pipes are connected together by s- a top and bottom , and a firebox having the side and bridge

shaped cross pipes , as and for the purpose specified . walls in the form of a water chamber in communication

4. In a water tube boiler the combination with a battery l with the battery, as and for the purpose specified.

composed of horizontal tubes connected together by way of 12. A water tube boiler comprising a battery composed of

riser tubes, of a firebox water chamber formed in the
apluralityofriser pipes each formedof apluralityof T

bridge, end and side walls of the firebox in free communica- ! couplings superposed one upon the other,the couplings in
tion with each other and in communication with the riser the same plane being connected in pairs to one another by

pipes or tubes , as and for the purpose specified. and pipes which end pipes are connected together by curved

5. A water tube boiler comprising a battery composed of pipes , a second battery section of similar construction the

a plurality of riser pipes each formed of a plurality of T- component sections of which formed of the riser couplings

couplings superposed one upon the other , the couplings in end and cross pipes have their cross pipes alternately ar

the same plane being connected in pairs to one another by ranged between the cross pipes of the first -named section,

end pipes, which end pipes are connected together by cross pipes connecting the adjacent risers of the two sections to

pipes , a second battery section of similar construction the gether at the top and bottom , and a firebox having the side

component sections of which formed of the riser couplings , ' and bridge walls in the form of a water chamber in com

ends and cross pipes have their cross pipes alternately ar - munication with the battery, as and for the purpose speci
ranged between the cross pipes of the first -named sections, fied .

and pipes connecting the adjacent risers of the two sections 13. A water tube boiler comprising a battery composed of

together at the top and bottom, as and for the purpose a plurality of riser pipes each formed of a plurality of T

specified . couplings superposed one upon the other, the couplings in

6. A water tube boiler comprising a battery composed of the same plane being connected in pairs to one another by

a plurality of riser pipes each formed of a plurality of T- end pipes which end pipes are connected together by S

couplings superposed one upon the other, the couplings in shaped cross pipes , a second battery section of similar con

the same plane being connected in pairs to one another by struction the component sections of which formed of the

end pipes , which end pipes are connected together by curved riser couplings end and cross pipes have their cross pipes

cross pipes , a second battery section of similar construction | alternately arranged betwen the cross pipes of the first

the component sections of which formed of the riser coup- ; named section , pipes connecting the adjacent risers of the

lings , ends and cross pipes have their cross pipes alternate- two sections together at the top and bottom , and a firebox

ly arranged between the cross pipes of the first - named sec- having the side and bridge walls in the form of a water

tion and pipes connecting the adjacent risers of the two sec- chamber in communication with the battery, as and for the

tions together at the top and bottom, as and for the purpose purpose specified .

specified. 14. A water tube boiler comprising a battery composed of

7. A water tube boiler comprising a battery composed of a plurality of riser pipes each formed of a plurality of

a plurality of riser pipes each formed of a plurality of T- T - couplings superposed one upon the other, the couplings

couplings superposed one upon the other, the couplings in in the same plane being in pairs to one another by end

the same plane being connected in pairs to one another by pipes which end pipes are connected together by cross pipes,

end pipes which end pipes are connected together by S- a second battery section of similar construction the compo;

shaped cross pipes , a second battery section of similar con- ' gent sections of which formed of the riser couplings end

struction the component sections of which formed of the and cross pipes have their cross pipes alternately arranged

riser couplings end and cross pipe have their cross pipes between the cross pipes of the first-named section , pipes

alternately arranged between the cross pipes of the first- connecting the adjacent risers of the two sections together

named sections , and pipes connecting the adjacent risers of at the top and bottom , a steam drum or dome in communi

the two sections togetheratthe top and bottom , as and for cation with the risers' at the top, and a firebox having the

the purpose specified . side and bridge walls in the form of a water chamber in

8. A water tube boiler comprising a battery composed of communication with the battery , as and for the purpose
3. plurality of riser pipes each formed of a plurality of T- specified.
couplings superposed one upon the other , the couplings in 15. A water tube boiler comprising a battery composed of

thesame plane being connected in pairs to one another by a pluralityof riserpipes each formed of a plurality of
end pipes which end pipes are connected together by cross , T -couplings superposed one upon the other, the couplings
pipes, a second battery section of similar construction to in the same plane being connectedin pairs to one another
the first section the component sections of which formed by end pipeswhichend pipes are connected together by
of the riser couplings end and cross pipes have their cross curved cross pipes, a second battery section of similar con
pipes alternately arranged between the cross pipes of the struction the component sections of which formed of the
first -named sections,and pipes connecting the adjacent risers riser couplings end and cross pipes have their cross pipes
of the two sections together at the top and bottom , and a alternately arranged between the cross pipes of the first
steam drum or dome in communication with the riser at named section , pipes connecting the adjacent risers of the
the top , as and for the purpose specified . two sections together atthe top and bottom , a steam drum

9. A water tube boiler comprising a battery composed of or dome in communication with the risers at the top , and a

a plurality of riser pipes each formed of a plurality of T- firebox having the sideand bridge walls in the form of

couplings superposed one upon the other,the couplings in a water chamber in communication with thebattery, as and

the same plane being connected in pairs to one another by for the purpose specified.

end pipes which end pipes are connected together by curved 16. A water tube boiler, comprising a battery composed

cross pipes , a second battery section of similar construction of a plurality ofriser pipes each formedofa plurality of

the component sectionsof whichformed of theriser coup- IT-couplings superposed one upon the other, the couplings

lings endand cross pipeshave their cross pipes alternately in the same plane being connected in pairs to one another

arranged beween the cross pipes of thefirst-namedsection, by endpipes which end pipesare connected together by

and pipes connecting the adjacent risersofthetwo sections S-shaped crosspipes, asecond battery section of a similar

together at the topandbottom , and a steam drum ordome Iconstructionthecomponentsectionsof whichformed ofthe

incommunicationwiththerisersat thetop, as andforthe riser couplings end andcrosspipes havetheircross pipes

purpose specified. alternately arranged between the cross pipes

10. A water tubeboiler comprising a batterycomposed of namedsection, pipes connecting the adjacent risers of the
a plurality of riser pipes each formed of a plurality of T- two sections together at the top and bottom , a steam drum

couplings superposed one upon the other, the couplings in or dome in communication with the risers at the top, and

the same plane being connected in pairs to oneanother by a fireboxhaving the side and bridge walls in the form of
end pipes which end pipes are connected together by S- a waterchamber in communication withthe battery, as and

shaped cross pipes, a second battery section of similar con- for the purpose specified .

struction to the first section the component sections of

which formed of the riser couplings end and cross pipes a plurality of riser pipes each formed ofa plurality of
17.A water tube boiler, comprising a battery composed of

havetheircross pipes alternately arranged betweenthe T -couplings superposed oneupon the other, the couplings

cross pipes ofthe first-named section,pipesconnecing the in the same planebeing connected in pairs to one another

bottom , and asteamdrumordome in communication with cross pipes, a second batterysection of similarconstruction
the risers at the top , as and for the purpose specified . I thecomponent sections of which formed of the raiser coupl

f the first
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ings end and cross pipes have their cross pipes alternately 24. A water tube boiler comprising a battery composed of

arranged between the cross pipes of the first - named section , a plurality of riser pipes each formed of a plurality of T

and pipes connecting the adjacent risers of the two sections couplings superposed one upon the other, the couplings in

together atthe top and bottom , the pipe piles at the ends the same plane being connected in pairs to one another by
of the battery formed by the risers, end pipes and con- end pipes which end pipes are connected together by curved
necting the top and bottom pipes being each in the form cross pipes , a second battery section of similar construction

of a rhomboidal prism , as and for the purpose specified. the component sections of which formed of the riser coup

18. A water tube boiler comprising a battery composed lings end and cross pipes have their cross pipes alternately

of a plurality of riser pipes each formed of a plurality of arranged between the cross pipes of the first- pamed section,

T-couplings superposed one upon the other, the couplings pipes connecting the adjacent risers of the two sections to

in the same plane being connected in pairs to one another gether at the top and bottom , a steam drum or dome in com

by end pipes which end pipes are connected together by munication with the risers at the top , and a return circu

curved cross pipes , a second battery section of similar con- iating pipe or pipes forming a communication between the

struction the component sections of which formed of the top andbottom portions of the boiler, asand for the purpose

riser couplings end and cross pipes have their cross pipes specified .

alternately arranged between the cross pipes of the first- 25. A water tube boiler comprising a battery composed of

named section , and pipes connecting the adjacent risers of a plurality of riser pipes each formed of a plurality of T

the two sections together at the top and bottom , the pipe couplings superposed one upon the other, the couplings in

pile at the end of the battery formed by the risers end the same plane being connected in pairs to one another by

pipes and connecting top and bottom pipes being each in end pipes which end pipes are connected together by cross

the form of a rhomboidal prism , as and for the purpose pipes , a second battery section of similar construction the

specified .
component sections of which formed of the riser couplings

19. A water tube boiler, comprising a battery composed end and cross pipes of the first -named section , pipes con

of a plurality of riser pipes each formed of a plurality of necting the adjacent risers of the two sections together at

T -couplings superposed one upon the other, the couplings in the top and bottom , a firebox having the side and bridge

the same plane being connected in pairs to one another by walls in the form of a water chamber in communication with

end pipes which end pipes are connected together by S -shap- the battery, and a return circulating pipe or pipes forming

ed cross pipes, a second battery section of similar con

struction the component sections of which formed of the boiler, as and for the purpose specified.
a communication between the top and bottom portions of the

riser couplings end and cross pipes have their cross pipes
26. A water tube boiler comprising a battery composed of

alternately arranged between the cross pipes of the first
a plurality of riser pipes each formed of a plurality of

named section , and pipes connecting the adjacent risers of couplings superposed one upon the other, the couplings in

the two sections together at the top and bottom , the pipe the same plane being connected in pairs to one another by

piles at the end of the battery formed by the risers , end end pipes which end pipes are connected together by curved

pipes and connecting top and bottom pipes being each in the

form of a rhomboidal prism , as and for the purpose speci cross pipes, a second battery section of similar construction

the component sections of which formed of the riser coupfied .

20. A water tube boiler comprising a
lings end and cross pipes have their cross pipes alternately

battery composed of

a plurality of riserpipes each formed of a plurality of t arranged betweenthe cross pipes of the first-named section,
couplings superposed one upon the other. the couplings in pipes connecting the adjacent risers of the two sections to
the same planebeing connected in pairs to one another by gether at thetop and bottom , a firebox having the side and
end pipes which end pipes are connecter together by cross

bridge walls in the form of a water chamber in communica

pipes , a second battery section of similar construction the tion with the batterv, and a return circulating pipe orpipes
component sections of which formed of the risercouplings forming a communication between the top and bottom por
end and cross pines have their cross pines alternately ar

tions of the boiler , as and for the purpose psecified .

ranged between the cross pipes of the first -named section , 27. A water tube boiler comprising a battery composed of

pipes connecting the adiacent risers of the two sections to a plurality of riser pipes each formed of a plurality of T

gether at thetop and bottom and a return circulating pipe couplings superposed oneupon the other, the couldings in

or pipes forming a communication between the top and bot- the same plane being connected in pairs to one another by

tom portions of the boiler, as nad for the purpose specified. ierd pipeswhich end pipes are connected together by S-shaped

21. A water tube boiler , comprising a battery composed of cross pipes , a second battery section of similar construction

a plurality of riser pipes each formed of a plurality of T the component sections of which formed of the riser coup

couplings superposed one upon the other, the couplings in lings end and cross pipes have their cross pipes alternately

tbe same plane being connected in pairs to oneanother arranged between the cross pipes of the first -namedsection,

by end pipes which end pipes are connected together by pipes connecting the adjacent risers of the two sections to

curved cross pipes , a second battery section of similar con- gether at the top and bottom , a firebox having the side and

struction the component sections of which formed of the bridge walls in the form of a water chamber in communica

riser couplings end and cross pipes have their cross pipes tion with the battery,and a return circulating pipe or pipes

alternately arranged between the cross pipes of the first- forming a communication between the top and bottom por

named section , pipes connecting the adjacent risers of the , tions of the boiler, as and for the purpose specified.

two sections together at the top and bottom , and a return 28. A water tube boiler comprising a battery composed of

circulating pipe or pipes for forming a communication a plurality of riser pipes each formed of a plurality of T

between the top and bottom portions of the boilers, as and couplings superposed one upon the other, the couplings in
for the purpose specified . the same plane being connected in pairs to one another by

22. A water tube boiler, comprising a battery composed end pipes which end pipes are connected together by cross

of a plurality of riser pipes each formed of a plurality of pipes , a second battery section of a similar construction the

T - couplings superposed one upon the other , the couplinn component sections of which formed of the riser couplings

in the same plane being connected in pairs to one another end and cross pipes have their cross pipes alternately ar

by end pipes which end pipes are connected together by S- ranged between the cross pipes of the first-named sections,

shaped cross pipes , a second battery section of similar con- and pipes connecting the adjacent risers of the two sections

struction the component sections of which formed of the together at the top and bottom , the riser couplings of one

riser cuplings end and cross pipes have their cross dipes set of sections being staggered to the riser couplings of the

alternately arranged between the cross pipes of the first other set of sections, as and for the purpose specified.

named section . dides connecting the artiarent risors of the 29. A water tube boiler comprising a battery composed of

two sections together at the top and bottom , and a return a plurality of riser pipes each formed of a plurality of T

circulating pipe or pipes forming a communication between couplings superposed one upon the other, the couplings in

the top and bottom portions of the boiler , as and for the the same plane being connected in pairs to one another by

purpose specified . í end pipes which end pipes are connected together by curved
23. A water tube boiler comprising a battery composed of cross pipes , a secord battery section of similar construction

a plurality of riser pipes each formed of a plurality of T- the component sections of which formed of the riser coup

couplings superposed one upon the other, the couplings in lings end and cross pipes have their cross pipes alternately
the same plane being connected in pairs to one another by arranged between the cross pipes of the first-named section,
end pipes which end pipes are connected together by cross and pipes connecting the adjacent risers of the two sections

pipes, a second battery section of similar construction the together at top and bottom , the riser couplings of one set of
component sections of which formed of the riser couplings sections being staggered to the riser couplings of the other
end and cross pipes have their cross pipes alternately ar- set of sections , as and for the purpose specified .

ranged between the cross pipes of the first -named section , 30. A water tube boiler comprising a battery composed of

pipes connecting the adjacent risers of the two sections to- a plurality of riser pipes each formed of a plurality of T

gether at the top and bottom , a steam drum or dome in com- 1 couplings superposed one upon the other , the couplings in

munication withthe riser at the top, and a return circulating thesame plane being connected in pairs to one another by

pipe or pipes forming a communication between the top and end pipes which end pipes are connected together by S -shaped
bottom portions of the boller, as and for the purpose speci- cross pipes, a second battery section of similar construction
fied .

the component sections of which formed of the riser coup
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lings end and cross pipes have their cross pipes alternately ing the side and bridge wall in the form of a water chamber

arranged between the cross pipes of the first - named sections , in communication with the battery , the riser couplings of

and pipes connecting the adjacent risers of the two sections one set of sections being staggered to the riser couplings of

together at the top and bottom , the riser couplings of one the other set of sections , as and for the purpose specified .

set of sections being staggered to the riser couplings of the 37. A water tube boiler comprising a battery composed of

other set of sections , as and for the purpose specified. a plurality of riser pipes each formed of a plurality of T

31. A water tube boiler comprising a battery composed of couplings superposed one upon the other, the couplings in

a plurality of riser pipes each formed of a plurality of T- the same plane being conencted in pairs to one another by

couplings superposed one upon the other , the couplings in end pipes which end pipes are connected together by cross

the same plane being connected in pairs to one another by pipes, a second battery of similar construction the com

erd pipes which end pipes are connerted together by cross ponent sections of which formed of the riser couplings end

pipes, a second battery section of similar construction to the and cross pipes have their cross pipes alternately arranged

first section the component sections of which formed of the between the cross pipes of the first -named section, pipes

riser couplings end and cross pipes have their cross pip's connecting the adjacent risers of the two sections together

alternately arranged between the cross pipes of the first- at the top and bottom , a steam drum or dome in communi

named section , and pipes connecting the adjacent risers of cation with the risers at the top, and a firebox having the

the two sections together at the top and bottom , and a steam side and bridge walls in the form of a water chamber in

drum or dome in communication with the riser at the top , communication with the battery, the riser couplings of one

the riser couplings of one set of sections being staggered to set of sections being staggered to the riser couplings of the

the riser couplings of the other set of sections , as and for other set of sections , as and for the purpose specified.

the purpose specified . 38. A water tube boiler comprising a battery composod of

32. A water tube boiler comprising a battery composed of a plurality of riser pipes each formed of a plurality of T

a plurality of riser pipes each formed of a plurality of T- couplings superposed one upon the other, the couplings in

couplings superposed one upon the other , the couplings in the same plane being connected in pairs to one another by

the same plane being connected in pairs to one another by end pipes which end pipes are connected together by curved

end pipes which end pipes are connected together by curved cross pipes , a second battery section of similar construction

cross pipes , a second battery section of similar construction the component sections of which formed of the riser coupl

the component sections of which formed of the riser coup- ings end and cross pipes have their cross pipes alternately

lings end and cross pipes have their cross pipes alternately arranged between the cross pipes of the first -named section.

arranged between the cross pipes of the first-named section. pipes connecting the adjacent risers of the two sections to

ard pipes connecting the adjacent risers of the two sections gether at the top and bottom , a steam drum or dome in

together at the top and bottom ,and a steamdrum or dome communication with the risers at the top. and a fire box
in communication with the risers at the top , the riser coup having the side and bridge walls in the form of a water

lings of one set of sections being staggered to the riser coup chamber in communication with the battery, the riser

lirgs of the other set of sections, as and for the purpose couplings of one set of sections being staggered to the riser
specified . couplings of the.other set of sections , as and for the pur

33. A water tube boiler comprising a battery composed of pose specified .

a plurality of riser pipes each formed of a plurality of T- 39. A water tube boiler comprising a battery composed of

couplings superposed one upon the other, the couplings in a plurality of riser pipes each formed of a plurality of T

the same plane being connected in pairs to one another by couplings superposed one upon the other, the couplings in

end pipes which end pipes are connected together by S- | the same plane being connected in pairs to one another by

shaped cross pipes, a second battery section of similar con- end pipes which end pipes are connected together by S

struction to the first section the component sections of shaped cross pipes , a second battery section of similar con

which formed of the riser couplings end and cross pipes struction the component sections of which formed of the

have their cross pipes alternately arranged between the riser couplings end and cross pipes have their cross pipes

cross pipes of the first -named section , pipes connecting the alternately arranged between the cross pipes of the first

adjacent risers of the two sections together at the top and named section , pipes connecting the adjacent risers of the

bottom , and a steam drum or dome in communication with two sections together at the top and bottom , a steam drum

the risers at the top , the riser couplings of one set of sec- or dome in communication with the risers at the top, and

tions being staggered to the riser couplings of the other set a fire box having the side and bridge walls in the form of a

of sections , as and for the purpose specified . water chamber in communication with the battery , the

34. A water tube boiler comprising a battery composed of riser couplings of one set of sections being staggered to the

a plurality of riser pipes each formed of a plurality of T- riser couplings of the other set of sections , as and for the

couplings superposed one upon the other , the couplings in purpose specified .

the same plane being connected in pairs to one another by 40. A water tube boiler comprising a battery composed o!

end pipes which end pipes are connected together by cross a plurality of riser pipes each formed of a plurality of T

pipes , a second battery section of similar construction the couplings superposed one upon the other, the couplings in

component sections of which formed of the riser couplings the same plane being connected in pairs to one another by
end and cross pipes have their cross pipes alternately end pipes which end pipes are connected together by cross

arranged between the cross pipes of the first - named gec- pipes , a second battery section of similar construction tha

tion , pipes connecting the adjacent risers of the two sec- component sections of which formed of the riser couplings

tions together at the top and bottom , and a firebox having end and cross pipes havetheir cross pipes alternately ar

the side and bridge walls in the form ofa water chamber in ranged between the cross pipes of the first-named section ,
communication with the battery . the riser couplings of one and pipes connecting the adjacent risers of the two sections

set of sections being staggered to the riser couplings of the together at the top and bottom, the pipe piles at the ends
other section , as and for the purpose specified. of the battery formed by the risers, end pipes and connect .

35. A water tubeboiler comprising a battery composed of ing the top and bottom pipes being each in the formof a
a plurality of riser pipes each formed of a plurality of T- rhomboidal prism , the riser couplings of one set of sec .
couplings superposed one upon the other, the couplings in tions , being staggered to the riser couplings of the other

the same plane being connected in pairs to one another by sections, as and for the purpose specified.
end pipes which end pipes are connected together by curved 41. A water tube boiler comprising a battery compose l of
cross pipes , a second battery section of a similar construc- a plurality of riser pipes each formed of a plurality of T

tion the component sections of which formed of the riser | couplings superposed one upontheother, thecouplings in
couplings end and cross pipes have their cross pipes alter thesame plane being connected in pairs to one another by
nately arranged between the cross pipes of the first -named end pipes which end pipes are connected together bycurved
section, pipes connecting the adjacent risers of the two cross pipes , a second battery section of similar construction

sections together at the top and bottom , and a firebox hay- the component sections of which formed of the riser

ing the side and bridge walls in the form of a water cham- couplings end and cross pipes have their cross pipes alter

ber in communication with the battery , the riser couplings | nately arranged between the cross pipes of the first-named
of one set of sections being staggered to the riser couplings scction , and pipes connecting the adjacent risers of the two
of the other set of sections, as and for the purpose specified. sections together at the top and bottom , the pipe piles at

36. A water tube boiler comprising a battery composed of the end of the battery formed by the risers end pipes and

a plurality of riser pipes each formed of a plurality of T- connecting top and bottom pipes being each in the form of

couplings superposed one upon the other , the couplings in rhomboidal prosm , the risers couplings of one set of sections

the same plane being connected in pairs to one another by being staggered to the riser couplings of the other set of
end pipes which end pipes are connected together by S sections , as and for the purpose specified .

shaped cross pipes , a second battery section of similar con- 42. A water tube boiler comprising a battery composed of

struction the component sections of which formed of the a plurality of riser pipes each formed of a plurality of T

riser couplings end and cross pipes have their cross pipes couplings superposed one upon the other, the couplings in
alternately arranged between the cross pipes of the first- the same plane being connected in pairs to one another by

pamed section , pipes connecting the adjacent risers of the end pipes which end pipes are connected together to s
two sections together at the top and bottom . a firebox hav- I shaped cross pipes , a second battery section of similar
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construction the component sections of which formed of the T -couplings superposed one upon the other, the couplings

riser couplings end and cross pipes have their cross pipes in the same plane being connected in pairs to one another

alternately arranged between the cross pipes of the first- by end pipes which end pipes are connected together by

named section , and pipes connecting the adjacent risers of cross pipes , a second battery section of similar construction

the two sections together at top and bottom, the pipe piles the component sections of which formed of the riser coup

atthe end ofthebattery formed by the risers, end pipes lings end and cross pipes have their cross pipes alternately
and connecting top and bottom pipes being in the form of a arranged between the cross pipes of the first named section ,

rhomboidal prism , the riser couplings of one set of sections pipes connecting the adjacent risers of the two sections to

being staggered to the riser couplings of the other set of gether at the top and bottom , a firebox having the side and

sections , as and for the purpose specified . bridge walls in the form of a water chamber in communica

43. A water tubeboiler comprisingabattery composed of tion with the battery, ana return circulating pipe orpipes
a plurality of riser pipes each formed of a plurality of "

forming a communication between the top and bottom por

couplings superposed one upon the other, the couplings in tions of the boiler , the riser couplings of one set of sections

the same plane being connected in pairs to one another by being staggered to the riser couplings of the other set

end pipes which end pipes are connected together by cross of sections , as and for the purpose specified.

pipes , a second battery section of similar construction the 49. A water tube boiler , comprising a battery composed

component sections of which formed of the riser couplings of a plurality of riser pipes each formed of a plurality of
end and cross pipes have their cross pipes alternately ar- T - couplings superposed one upon the other , the couplings in
ranged between the cross pipes of the first -named section, the same plane being connected in pairs to one another by

pipes connecting the adjacent risers of the two sections end pipes which end pipes are connected together by curved
together at the top and bottom , and a return circulating cross pipes , a second battery section of similar construction
pipe or pipes forming a communication between the top the component sections of which formed of the riser coup
and bottom portions of the boiler, the riser couplings of one lings end and cross pipes have their cross pipes alterna

set of sections being staggered to the riser couplings of the tely arranged between the cross pipes of the first-named
other set of sections , as and for the purpose specified. section , pipes connecting the adjacent risers of the two

44. A water tube boiler . comprising a battery composed of
sections together at the top and bottom , a firebox having

a plurality of riser pipes each formed of a plurality of T
the side and bridge walls in the form of a water chamber in

couplings superposed one upon the other , the couplings in
communication with the battery , and a return circulating

the same plane being connected in pairs to one another by pipe or pipes forming a communication between the top and
end pipes which end pipes are connected together by curved bottom portions of the boiler , the riser couplings of one

crossed pipes, a second battery section of similar construc
set of sections being staggered to the riser couplings of the

tion the component sections of which formed of the riser
other set o seections , as and for the purpose specified .

couplings end and cross nines have their cross pipes alter- 50. A water tube boiler comprising a battery composed of

nately arranged between the cross pipes of the first named a plurality of riser pipes each formed of a plurality of T

section , pipes connecting the adjacent risers of the two sec- couplings superposed one upon the other, the couplings in

tions together at the top and bottom , and a return circulat- the same plane being connected in pairs to one another by

ing pipe or pipes forming a communication between the top end pipes which end pipes are connected together by S

and bottom portions of the boiler . the riser couplings of shap d cross pipes, a second battery section of similar con

che set of sections being staggered to the riser couplings struction the component sections of which formed of the

of the other set of sections, as and for the purpose speci- riser couplings end and cross pipes have their cross pipes
fied . alternately arranged between the cross pipes of the first

15. A water tube boiler comprising a battery composed of
named section , pipes connecting the adjacent risers of the

a plurality of riser pipes each formed of a plurality of
two sections together at the top and bottom , a firebox hay

T -couplings superposed one upon the other, the couplingsing the side and bridge walls in the form of a water chamber

in the same plane being connected in pairs to one another
in communication with the battery , and a return circulating

by end pipes which end pipes are connected together by S
pipe or pipes forming a communication between the top and

shaped cross pipes , a second battery section of similar con
bottom portions of the boiler , the riser couplings of one set

struction the component sections of which formed of the of sections being staggered to the riser couplings of the

riser couplings end and cross pipes have their cross pipes
other set of sections, as and for the purpose specified.

alternately arranged between the cross pipes of the first 51. In a water tube boiler the combination with a fire box
named section , pipes connecting the adjaceut risers of the water chamber and a steam drum having ingress and egress

two sections together at the top and bottom , and a return openings in the bottom thereof and passages from said in

circulating pipe or pipes forming a communication between gress openings communicating with the extreme upper pass
the top and bottom portions of the boiler , the riser coup- ages between tubes in the water tube battery , of a plurality
lings of one set of sections being staggered to the riser of return tubes leading from said egress opening in the bot
couplings of the other set of sections , as and for the pur- tom of the steam drum and extending beyond and without
pose specified . the heat zone of said firebox and emptying adjacent to the

46. A water tube boiler comprising a battery composed
bottom of said firebox water chamber through a lower cir

of a plurality of riser pipes each formed of a plurality of culating pipe , as and for the purpose specified .

T - couplings superposed one upon the other , the couplings 52. In a device of the class described , in combination , a

in the same plane being connected in pairs to one another water tube battery of a plurality of sections , having one sec

by end pipes which end pipes are connected together by tion formed of T -couplings , superposed one on the other

cross pipes, a second battery section of similar construction and connected in pairs by end pipes, and cross pipes con

the component sections of which formed of the riser coup- necting said end pipes and a section similarly arranged hav

lings end and cross pipes have their cross pipes alternately ing its cross pipes alternate with the cross pipes of the first

arranged between the cross pipes of the first named section , section , and pipes connecting the adjacent risers respec

pipesconnecting the adjacent risers of the two sections to- tively of the two sections at the top and bottom thereof , a

gether at the top and bottom , a steam drum or dome in steam drum surmounting said water tube battery having

comunication with the risers at the top . and a return cir- | ingress and egress openings in the bottom thereof, a plur

ulating pipe or pipes forming a communication between the ality of pipes secured to and communicating with the up

lop and bottom portion of the boiler , the riser couplings of permost portion of said battery and leading to said ingress

one set of sections being staggered to the riser couplings of openingsand leading support to said drum , a firebox hav
the other set of sections , as and for the purpose specified. ing a hollow wall forming a water chamber , and return

47. A water tube boiler comprising a battery composed of tubes leading from said egress opening in the steam drum

a plurality of riser pipes each formed of a plurality of T- and extending beyond and without the heat zone of the fire

couplings superposed one upon the other, the couplings in box and emptying to the bottom of the said firebox water

the same plane being connected in pairs to one another by chamber , as and for the purpose specified .

end pipes which end pipes are connected together by curved 53. In a water tube boiler the combination with a hot air

cross pipes, a second battery section of similar construction chamber entirely enclosing the battery of water and steam

the component sections of which formed of the riser coup- tubes, of a firebox the sides and bridge walls of which form

lings end and cross pipes have their cross pipes alternately a continuous connected water chamber which is in com

arranged between the cross pipes of the first -named sec- munication with the riser pipes of the battery and is con

tion , pipes connecting the adjacent risers of the two sec- nected by a perpendicular return pipe with the bottom of

tions together at the top and bottom , a steam drum the steam drum , as and for the purpose specified .

dome in communication with the risers at the top , and a re- 54. In a water tube boiler the combination with a hot air

turn circulating pipe or pipes forming a communication be- chamber entirely enclosing the battery of water and steam

creen the toy and bottom portions of the boiler , the riser tubes, of a fire box the sides and bridge walls of which form

couplings of one set of sections being staggered to the riser a continuous connected water chamber which is in com

couplings of the other set of sections , as and for the pur- munication with the riser pipes of the battery and is con

pose specified. nected by a perpendicular return pipe located outside of the

43. A water tube boi comprising a battery composed battery casing forming the heating chamber with the bottom

of a plurality of riser pipes each formed of a plurality of l of the steam drum , as and for the purpose specified.

or
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55. In a water tube boiler the combination with a plurality on the ends of the tubes opposed to the headers the return

of riser pipes , of a plurality of curved substantially S- bends having projections in line with the tubes, said projec

shaped horizontal circulating pipes forming communication tions being arranged to receive a plug or a cap.
between the riser pipes , the curves of the pipes being hori- 6. In a water tube boiler the combination with the water

zontal and all in the same plane and the ends of such S- tube arranged in couples, of the return bends connecting the

shaped pipes extending beyond the loops of the S , and com- couples, each bend having a projection in alignment with the
municating with straight pipes, as and for the purpose tubes , the projection extending beyond the body of the return

specified . bend and having a plug in each projection and an external

56. In a water tube boiler the combination with a plurality screw thread on theprojections for the affixing of a plugging

of riser pipes , of a plurality of curved substantially S- , tool .

shaped horizontal circulating pipes forming communications

between the riser pipes , and a casing enclosing the battery No. 101,598. Steam Boiler . Challitre d ropeur.
so formed in such a manner as to constitute a heating cham

ber, the curves of the pipes being horizontal and all in the

same plane and the ends of such S -shaped pipes extending

beyond the loops of the S , and communicating with straight

pipes , as and for the purpose specified .

57. In a water tube boiler the combination with a plurality

of riser pipes, of a plurality of curved horizontal circulating

pipes superposed in series one upon the other and in free

communication at one end with the riser or risers on one

side of the battery so formed , and at the other end with the

riser or risers on the opposite side , as and for the purpose Fig. 7
specified .

58. A circulating tube for water tube boilers of the

shape of a cross elongated s the ends of which extend out

ward beyond the loops of the S , and all the curves of which

are in the same plane , as and for the purpose specified .
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Charles Andrew Sturm , Portland , Oregon , U.S.A., 16th Octo

ber. 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 1st August, 1906. Receipt No.
138,327 .

Claim .-1. A steam boiler comprising a bottom chamber
having a cut -out portion for the firebox, a top chamber, an

irtermediate chamber extending from the front of the boiler

td within a distance of the rear of the boiler, pipes connect

ing the bottom chamber with the intermediate chamber , pipes

connecting the intermediate chamber with the top chamber,

pipes connecting the topchamberwith the bottom chamber

Harry Del Mar , New York City , New York , U.S.A. , 16th in the rear of the said intermediate chamber, and a horizon,

October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 9th April , 1906. Receipt tal partition betweenthe top and intermediate chambers and

No , 134,761 . extending from the rear forwardly to within a distance from
Claim . - 1 . A water tube boiler comprising inner and outer the front of the boiler .

headers arranged at one end of the boiler, water tubes ar- 2. A steam boiler comprising a bottom chamber having a
ranged in couples with each couple connected to both series cut - out portion for the firebox , a top chamber, an inter

of headers, vertical mud drums at the sides of one series of rediate chamber extending from the front of the boiler to
headers, connectionsbetweenthe mud drums and the head within a distance of the rear of the boiler, pipes connecting

ers and the steam drum ,and connections between a series the bottom chamber with the intermediate chamber, pipes
of headers and the steam drums and connections between ' connecting the intermediate chamber with the top chamber,

the steam drum and the mud drums . pipes connecting the top chamber with the bottom chamber

2. In a water tube boiler the combination of the inner and in the rear of the said intermediate chamber, and a horizou

outer headers forming one wall of the boiler, the inner tal partition between the top and intermediate chambers

headers being in separate upper and lower series, and water and extending from the rear forwardly towithin a distance

tubes arranged in couples , each couple having one tube from the front of the boiler, an outlet for the smoke and

connected to an inner header and the other tube connected gases from the front of the boilerata point between the
to the outer header . said top chamber and the said intermediate chamber.

3. In a water tube boiler the combination of the tube 3. A steam boiler comprising a bottom chamber having a

banks, and the steam drum having indirectconnectionthere- cut-out portion for thefirebox, a top chamber, aninter

with ,' of the vertical mud drums at the sides of the tube mediate chamber extending from the front of the boiler to

banks, and water legs connecting the mud drums andsteam withina distance oftherear of the boiler, pipes connecting

drum . the bottom chamber with the intermediate chamber, pipes

4. In a water tube boiler, the 'headers forming one wall , connecting the top chamber with the bottom chamber in the
one set of headers being placed inside the other , forming a rear of the said intermediate chamber, a horizontal partition

double wall, and water tubes arranged in couples, onetube between the top and intermediate chambersand extending

ofeachcouplebeing connected to an inner headerandthe fromthe rear forwardlytowithin adistance from thefront

ether tubeconnected to the outer header, return bends on orthe boiler, and a steam dome located above and connected

the other ends of thetubesand connecting the tubes of each with the said top chamber.
couple , and a projectng nipple on each return bend and in 4. A steam boiler comprising a bottom chamber , a top

linewitheach tube, saidnipplebeing constructed to receive chamber,anintermediatechamber, a steam domecarried boy
an inner plug, and provided with an external screw -thread. thetop chamber, pipes connectingthe bottom chamber with
5.Ina water tube boilerthe combination of the tube the intermediate chamber, pipes connecting theintermediate

inner 'side of the external headerand having no connection chamber with the bottom chamber , and a horizontal partition
with one another, water tubes arranged incouples,each between the top and intermediate chambers and extending

couplehaving one tube connected to an inner header and the fromthe rearforwardlyandterminatingshortof the front
other tube connected to the outer header, and return bends of the boiler .
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5. A steam boiler comprising a bottom chamber extending 5. A two part stay bolt consisting of an eye head and a

from the firebox to the rear of the boiler, a top chamber bolt coupled thereto, said eye bolt being formed of a cen

extending from the front to the rear of the boiler , a steam tral filler and of a strap looped into the eye in the said

come carried by the top chamber, an intermediate chamber eye head, and having its ends welded to the filler for the

extending rearward from the front of the boiler and spaced purpose described .

at its rear end from the rear of the boiler , pipes connecting 6. A two part stay bolt consisting of an eye head and an

the bottom chamber with the intermediate chamber , pipes eye bolt coupled therewith , said eye bolt being formed of a

connecting the intermediate chamber with the top chamber , central filler an dof a strap welded thereto , the side mem

pipes extending in the space at the rear of the intermediate bers of the strap being flattened beyond the bend of the

chamber and connecting the top chamber with the bottom loop or eye, for the purpose set forth.

chamber, a horizontal partition extending forward from the i . A two part stay bolt consisting of an eye head formed

rear of the boiler, and located between the top and inter- with a tapered body portion which is threaded , said thread

mediate chambers , and an outlet for the smoke and gases ed body having a central recess the side walls of which are

leading from the front of the boiler immediately below the adapted to engage with a driving implement, and a eye
top chamber. bolt , the parts being coupled together by the interlocking

of their eye loops, for the purpose set forth.

No. 101,599. Composition for Removing Scale from
Steam Boilers .

No. 101,601 . Stone Saw. Scie à pierre.

Composition pour enlever la rouille dans les chaudières à

vapeur. veos.

Lancelet William Thompson , Hobart Mills , California , U.S.A. ,

16th October , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th July , 1906 . Re

ceipt No. 138,150 .

Claim .-- 1 . The herein described composition of matter con

sisting of potato , brown sugar and kerosene , substantially

as described and for the purpose specified .

2. The herein described composition of matter for removing

scales from steam boilers and for the prevention of the for

mation of scales in steam boilers , consisting in quantities

to the gallon four and one - fourth pounds of potatoes, three

pounds of brown sugar and one quart of kerosene, substanti

ally as described .

B

No. 101,600. Stay Bolt. Boulon d'entretoise.
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Cortis K. George and John Burnett , co - inventors , both of

Milford, New Hampshire, U.S.A. , 16th October, 1906 ;

6 years. Filed 6th September, 1906. Receipt No. 139,304.

Claim .-A stone saw having teeth of a common thickness

throughout their height , arranged at a suitable distance

apart, and intermediate portions of a less thickness than

and corresponding in height to the teeth , arranged alterna

tely at opposite sides of the saw and lying entirely in the

vertically plane of the teeth , and having concave lower

edges, the said comparatively thin intermediate portions

affording interdental spaces extending throughout the height

of the saw and adapted to permit the free passage of abra

George Springer Thompson , Hockessin , Deleware , U.S.A. ,
sive material to the bottom of a kerf in which the saw is

16th October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 12th May, 1906 . Re disposed .

ceipt No. 135,854 .

Claim .-- 1. A two part stay bolt consisting of an eye head No. 101,602. Electric Mail Carriage.

formed with a tapered body portion which is threaded, and Porte - sacs postaux électriques .

an eye bolt , the parts being coupled together by the inter

locking of their eye loops , for the purpose described . Michael Danner, Panola , Illinois , U.S.A. , 16th October, 1906 ;

2. A two part stay bolt consisting of an eye head formed
6 years . Filed 17th September, 1906. Receipt No. 139,550.

with a semi-circular seat in its eye and with an external Claim .-- 1 . In a telpher system , line wires extending be

surface concentric to said seat, and an eye bolt coupled to tween stations and forming carrier suports , rigid bars con

sail eye head and formed with bearing surfaces which en- nected to the wires and in alignment therewith, said bars

gage with said concentric surface on the eye head, the bolt forming carrier supports at the stations , each bar having
being recessed centrally between said bearing surfaces for downwardly bent end portions forming guards or guides for
the purpose set forth . directing the wheels of the carrier on to said bars .

3. A two part stay bolt consisting of an eye head formed 2. In a telpher system , a carrier having a plurality of in

with a semi-circular seat in its eye with an extension of dependent compartments each provided with a movable bot

the eye of larger diameter than the said seat and with an tom portion, trip arms of different length carried by the

external surface concentric to said seat , and an eye bolt car and connected to said bottoms , and means for engaging

coupled to said eye head and formed with bearing surfaces said trip arms to effect the opening of the bottoms and the
which engage with said concentric surface on the eye head, discharge of the contents of the receptacles.
the bolt being recessed centrally between said bearing sur- 3. In a telepher system , a carrier having a plurality of

faces for the purpose set forth . receptacles, tripping mechanism for controlling the dump
4. A two part stay bolt consisting of an eye head and an ing of said receptacles, said tripping mechanism extending

eye bolt coupled therewith ,said eye bolt being formed of a respectively, different distances from the car, and means at

central filler and of a strap welded thereto and extending the different stations aranged to be engaged by said trip

the full length ofthe bolt on opposite sides of the filler, ping mechanism to effect the discharge of the receptacles
for the purpose set forth . at the proper stations.
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4. In a telpher system , a carrier having a plurality of in- ing wheels running on said wires, a switching member in the
dependent receptacles , and a pivoted bottom for each re- form of a rail leading between the main and branch lines,

and auxiliary wheels mounted on the carrier and arranged

to engage and travel on said rail .

Fig.1.
14. În a telpher system , a main line, and a branch line ,

each provided with a plurality of parallel wires , a switch

rail extending over the wires, and forming a connecting

means between the two lines , a carrier having wheels run

ning on the line wires , auxiliary wheel supports on said car

rier , wheels mounted thereon and adapted to travel on the
13

switch rail , and means for automatically tripping said sup
17

port and lowering the wheels to prevent the passage of the
carrier to the branch line .

15. In a telpher system , a main line , a branch line , each

26 line including a series of parallel wires , a wheeled carrier

arranged to travel on the wires , a switch rail extending

over and connecting the two lines , pivotally mounted wheel

carrying arms on the carrier, wheels arranged on said arms

and adapted to travel on the switch rail, springs tending

normally to lower said arms , and move the wheels to a posi

tion below the switch rail , locking devices for maintaining

said arms in elevated position , adjustable trip arms con

nected to said locking device, and trip engaging devices ar

101602
ranged at different points along the line.

16. In a telpher system the combination with main and

ceptacle, a latch for holding the bottom in closed position, switch rail extending over the two lines, said rail being of
branch lines , each including a plurality or parallel wires, a

a vertically disposed shaft connected to the latch , an ad - T -shape in cross section , a wheeled carrier arranged to

justable arm extending from the shaft, and arm engaging travel on the wires, a pair of sets of pivoted arms mounted

members arranged along the line .

5. In a telpher system , a carrier having a plurality of in
on the carrier , means for connecting the arms for mutual

movement, wheels carried by said arms and adapted to travel
dependent receptacles, a pivoted bottom for each receptacle,

on the horizontal web of the T - rail, springs tending to de
a latch holding the bottom in closed position , a vertically

disposed shaft connected to the latch , an adjustable arm ex
press the arm , a locking bolt for holding said arms in up

tending from the shaft , means arranged alongthe line for right position, a bellcrank lever connected to the bolt, and

an adjustable arm connected to the bell crank lever and ar
engaging the arms , and a spring acting on each shaft and

tending to move the arm of said shaft into parallel relation alongthe line .
ranged to be engaged by trips or stops at different points

with the carrier .

6. In a telpher system , a carrier having a plurality of in- bar pivoted ata point intermediate of its lengthto said sup
17. In a telpher system , line wires , a support, and a track

dependent receptacles , a pivotally mounted loop forming thebottom of each receptacle, a vertically disposed shaft hav- port and free for swinging movement in a vertical plane and

ing bearings in the frameof the carrier and provided with providel at its ends with means for engaging the wire.

loop supporting arm , a holding spring engaging said arm
18. In a telpher system , a pivotally mounted trackbar

and tending to maintain the same in loop engaging position, forminga connection between the line wire and its support,
2. trip arm carried by the shaft and extending outward from said bar being free for swinging movement in vertical

the side of the carrier in position to be engaged by a trip
plane .

ping lever on the line, and a spring arranged on the shaft
and tending normally to move the tripping arm into parallel No. 101,603. Valve for Fire Extinguishers.

relation with the carrier. Soupape pour extincteur .

7. In a telpher system the combination with the line wires .

of a carrier mounted thereon and provided with a collecting

receptacle, article clamping jaws arranged at different points

along the line and adjustable into the path of movement of

the carrier , and a jaw spreading arm supported by the car

rier and serving to open said jaws and effect the discharge

of the articles into said receptacle .

8. In a telpher system the combination with the line wires ,

of a carrier having a collecting receptacle , article clamping

jaws arranged at stations along the line , a swinging arm

for the support of each pair of jaws , means for holding said

arm with the jaws in the path of movement of the carrier ,

and a jaw spreading arm supported by said carrier and mov

able between the jaws to effect the discharge of the articles

carried thereby.

9. In a telpher system the combination with the line wire,

of a carrier having a collecting receptacle article clamping

jaws arranged at different points along the line , a spring

tending normally to hold the jaws together , an arm sup

porting the jaws, a support to which said arm is pivoted , a Charles W. Kersteter , Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. , 16th October,
pair of guides for the arm , a spring tending normally to

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 6th August , 1906.
hold the arm in operative position , a locking device for hold

Receipt No.

138,452
ing the arm with the jaws in the path of the carrier , and a

jaw spreading arm supported by the collector and arrangedtion with the air
valve and the water valve, of a pair of

Claim .-1 . In a device of the class described the combina

to open the jaws and remove the articles therefrom .

10. The combination with a movable car or carrier having substantially vertical levers having arms disposed side by

an article receptacle, of a pair of guard arms projecting from side and movable laterally with respect to the direction of

the carrier , a collecting arm arranged between the guard the movement of the air valve , means carried by the air valve

arms , and article supporting members arranged at different and engaging said arms for normally preventing their lateral

positionsalong the line andengageable by the collecting arm movement, and means interposed between said levers and the

as the car passes the stations . water valve for holding the latter seated, substantially as

11. In a telpher system the combination with the line described.

wires , of a frame having a plurality of pairs of wheels run- 2. In a device of the class described , the combination with

ring on the wires, levers pivoted to the frame, and carrying the air valve and the water valve, of mechanism for holding

one of the pairs of wheels, and springs engaging said levers the water valve seated, said mechanism including a lever

and tending to force said wheels into engagement with the having an arm disposed in the general direction of the move

wires . ment of the air valve and movable laterally with respect to

12. In a telpher system , a line comprising three wires , two said direction , a shoulder carried by the air valve and di

arranged in a horizontal plane , and the third in a plane rectly engaing said arm , laterally , for preventing its lateral

above and between the other two , a carrier having a recessed movement, and a rigid stem interposed between the water

central portion to stråddle the third wire , and supporting valve and the lever , substantially as described.

wheels arranged on the carrier and running on all of the 3. In a device of the class described the combination with

the air valve and the water valve, of mechanism for holding

13. In a telpher system , a main line, and a branch line, the water valve seated , said mechanism including a lever

each comprising a plurality of parallel wires , a carrier hav - having an arm disposed in the general direction of move
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ment of the air valve and movable in a direction substanti- their lateral movement and a stem engaging the water valve

ally perpendicular to the direction aforesaid, means carried and engaging the levers at points between their fulcrums and

by the air valve and engaging said arm for preventing its their points of engagement with the air valve, substantially

lateral movement, and a stem interposed between the water as described.

valve and the lever and engaging the latter at a point be- 13. In a device of the class described the combination with

tween its fulcrum and its contact with the air valve , sub- a casing having a chamber and having vertically aligned

stantially as described . ports leading into and out of said chamber, of valves adapted

4. In a device of the class described the combination with to said ports , a lever having a substantially vertical arm ,

the air valve and the water valve, of mechanism for holding the upper end of which is movable in a substantially hori

the water valve seated , said mechanism including a lever zontal movement of its upper end, and means interposed be

having an arm disposed in the general direction of the move- tween said lever and the lower valve for holding the latter

ment of the air valve and movable in a direction substanti- seated , substantially as described.

ally perpendicular to the direction aforesaid, a shoulder on 14. In a device of the class described the combination with

the air valve engaging said arm , the engaging faces of said a casing having a chamber and having vertically aligned

shoulder and arm being cam-shaped , and means interposèd ports leading into and out of said chamber, of valves adapted

between the lever and the water valve, substantially as des- to said ports respectively, a plurality of levers having sub

cribed. stantially vertical arms , the upper ends of which are mov

5. In a device of the class described the combination with able in substantially horizontal directions , means carried by

the air valve and the water valve, of mechanism for holding the upper valve and engaging said arms for preventing the

the water valve seated , said mechanism including a plurality horizontal movement of their upper ends, and means inter

of levers having arms disposed in the general direction of posed between the levers and the lower valve for holding the

the movement of the air valve and disposed at equal dis- latter seated, substantially as described .

tances apart , said arms being movable in directions sub- 15. In a device of the class described the combination with

stantially perpendicular to the direction of movement of the a casing having a chamber and having vertically aligned

air valve , means carried by the air valve and engaging said ports leading into and out of said chamber , valves adapted

arms for preventing their lateral movement , and means in- to said ports respectively , a lever having a substantially

terposed between said levers and the water valve, substan- vertical arm , the upper end of which is movable in a sub

tially as described . stantially horizontal direction , said arm having a shoulder ,

6. In a device of the class described the combination with means carried by the upper valve and engaging said arm for

the air valve and the water valve of mechanism for holding preventing the horizontal movement of its upper end, and a

the water valve seated , said mechanism including a pair or strut interposed between said shoulder and the lower valve ,

levers having arms movable laterally with respect to the for holding the latter seated, substantially as described.

direction of movement of the air valve , a circular shoulder 16. In a device of the class described the combination with

carried by the air valve and engaging said arms for normally a casing having a chamber and having vertically aligned

preventing their lateral movement and means interposed be- ports leading into and out of said chamber, of valves ad

tween said levers and the water valve for holding it seated, apted to said ports, a plurality of levers having arms

substantially as described. occupying substantially vertical positions , means carried by

7. In a device of the class described the combination with the upper valve and engaging said arms for preventing the

the air valve and the water valve of mechanism for holding horizontal movement of their upper ends, and a vertical

the water valve seated , said mechanism including a pair of stem interposed between said levers and the lower valve ,

levers having arms arranged side by side and in the general substantially as described.
direction of the movement of the air valve, said arms being 17. In a device of the class described the combination

movable laterally with respect to the direction of movement with a casing having vertically aligned ports , of valves ad

of the air valve, means carried by the air valveand engag- adapted to said ports, a plurality of levers disposed at sub
ing said arms for normally preventing their lateral move- stantially equal angles to the central line common to the

ment and a stem or strut interposed between said levers and axis of said ports, and substantially parallel with said

the water valve, substantially as described . line , means on the upper valve engaging said arms for pre

8. In a device of the class described the combination with | venting their lateral movement and means interposed be

the air valve and the water valve of mechanism for holding tween the levers and the lower valve for olding the latter

the water valve seated, said mechanism including a pair of seated , substantially as described .

levers having arms arranged side by side and in the general

direction of the movement of the air valve , said arms be- No. 101,604. Spark Arrester , Arrête - étincelles .

ing movable laterally with respect to the direction of move

ment of the air valve , means carried by the air valve and

engaging said arms for normally preventing their lateral

movement and a stem or strut engaging said levers and the

water valve , said stem or strut being adjustable in length ,

substantially as described.

9. In a device of the class described for combination with

the air valve and the water valve of mechanism for holding

the water valve seated , said mechanism including a pair of

levers having arms arranged side by side and in the general

direction of the movement of the air valve , said arms being

movable laterally with respect to the direction of movement

of the air valve , means carried by the air valve and engage

ing said arms for normally preventing their lateral move

ment , means interposed between said levers and the water

valve and stops for arresting the levers in positions to pre

vent the re -seating of the air valve , substantially as des
cribed.

10. In a device of the class described the combination with

the air valve and the water valve of mechanism for holding

the water valve seated, said mechanism including a compo- Charles Robert Mayo , 9 Mostyn Avenue, Wembley, Middle

site stem or strut having two parts and means for moving sex , England, 16th October , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed ist

them endwise relatively to each other , said means compris- August, 1906. Receipt No. 138,323.

ing two relatively movable parts having alternating cam Claim.-1. A spark arrester comprising a divided cage ,

surfaces and flat surfaces , substantially as described. hinged screens to which the parts of the cage are connected ,

11. In a device of the class described the combination with and means adapted to support the cage and screens in posi

the air valve and the water valve of mechanism for holding tion for use within smoke box, said cage and screens

the water valve seated , said mechanism including a strut or being adapted to be displaced from said position , as set

stem , said strut or stem comprising two parts, and straining forth.

mechanism for forcing them apart, said straining mechanism 2. A spark arrester comprising a cage divided into two

having a collar on one of said parts and a second collar rota- parts articulated together, hinged screens to which the

tively mounted on both of said parts, the engaging faces of parts of the cage are respectively articulated and means

said collars being complementary andhaving alternating cam adapted to support the cage and screens in position for use

surfaces and flat surfaces, substantially as described . within a smoke box, as set forth.

12. In a device of the class described the combination with 3. In a spark arrester the combination in a smoke box of

the air valve and the water valve of mechanism for holding blast pipe, and a cage surrounding and extending above the

the water valve seated, said mechanism including a pair of upper part of the blast pipe , a transverse dead plate next

levers having arms movable laterally with respect to the the tube plate and a transverse screen , said dead plate and

direction of movement of the air valve , means carried by the screen together extending entirely across the smoke box

air valve and engaging said arms for normally preventing ' except where the cage occurs , as set forth .
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of

4. In a spark arrester the combination in a smoke box a side to the dead plate and at the other side to brackets fixed

blast pipe, and a cage surrounding and extending above the to the smoke box, as set forth.

18. In a locomotive or like smoke box the combination

solid and the other being adapted to allow the passage of with a blast pipe and smoke chimney, of a hollow cage

products of combustion but to arrest sparks, as set forth. divided vertically in a plane perpendicular to that of the

5. In a spark arrester the combination in a smoke box of boiler tube plate, each half being perforated at the side re

a blast pipe, and a cage surrounding and extending above mote from said boiler tube plate but having a solid portion

the upper part of the blast pipe, one side of said cage being adjacent thereto, wings extending from said solid portions.

solid and formed with wings or lateral extensions and the hinges connecting the parts of the cage at the lower edge,

other being adapted to allow the passage of products of a dead plate secured in the smoke box next the boiler tube

combustion but to arrest sparks , as set forth . plate and partially surrounding the parts of said cage, a

6. In a spark arerster the combination in a smoke box of pair of screens surrounding the parts of the cage not sur

a blast pipe, a cage surrounding and extending above the rounded by said dead plate and overlapping the latter,

upper part of the blast pipe , and transverse screens extend- wings depending from such screens co-acting with the wings

ing across the smoke box andformed of metal plate having upon the cage, hinges connecting the screens with the

therethrough holes the edges of which are upwardly flanged, divided parts of the cage and hinges connecting the screens

as set forth.
at one side to the dead plate andat the other side to brac

7. In a locomotive or like smoke box the combination with kets fixed to the smoke box, as set forth .

a blast pipe of a surrounding edge, a plurality of screens, 19. In a locomotive or like smoke box the combination

and means for simultaneously displacing said cage and with a blast pipe and smoke chimney of a cage comprising

screens as set forth .
two half cones each perforated at the side remote from said

8. In a locomotive or the like smoke box the combination boiler tube plate but having a solid portion adjacent there

with a blast pipe and smoke chimney of a cage interposed to wings extending from said solid portions , hinges con

between the blast pipe and smoke chimney, a plurality of necting the parts of the cage at the lower edge , adead plate

screens attached to the cage and means for altering the secured in the smoke box next the boiler tube plato and

position of said cage and screens relatively to each other partially surrounding and supporting the parts of said cage,

and to the smoke box , as set forth .
a pair of screens surrounding the parts of the cage not sur

9. In a locomotive or like smoke box the combination with rounded by said dead plate and overlapping the latter .

a blast pipe and smoke chimney of a divisible hollow cage wings depending from such screens co -acting with the

interposed between the blast pipe and smoke chimney, and wings upon thecage, hinges connecting the screenswith the

a plurality of screens articulated to the cage and to the divided parts of the cage and hinges connecting the screens

at

smoke box , as set forth .
one side to the dead plate and at the other side to

10. In a locomotive or like smoke box the combination brackets fixed to the smoke box, as set forth .

with a blast pipe and smoke chimney of a divisible hollow

cage, the parts of which are articulatod to each other , and No. 101,605. Machine for Making Gas.

a plurality of screens articulated to the cage and to the Machine à faire le gaz.

smoke box , as set forth .
11. In a locomotive or like smoke box the combination

with a blast pipe and smoke chimney of a divisible hollow

cage , a plurality of screens articulated to each other and to

the cage and a dead plate , said cage and screens being

adapted to be supported in the operative position partly by

the blast pipe and party by the dead plate and to be simul

taneously elevated , as set forth.

12. In a locomotive or like smoke box the combination

with a blast pipe and smoke chimney of a hollow cage

divided vertically into two parts hinged together at their

lower extremities , a pair of screens hinged to the respec
tigt

tive cage parts adjacent to their upper and outer edges and

to the smoke box , as set forth .

13. In a locomotive or like smoke box the combination

with a blast pipe and smoke chimney of a hollow cage

divided vertically into two parts hinged together at their

adjacent lower extremities, the pair of screens partially

surrounding the said cage adjacent to its upper edge and

hinged thereto and to the smoke box , as set forth.

14. In a locomotive or like smoke box the combination

with a blast pipe and smoke chimney , of a hollow cage

divided vertically in a plane perpendicular to that of the
10160 !

boiler tube plate and hinged along the lower divided edge ,

a dead plate secured in the smoke box next the boiler tube

plate and partially surounding and supporting the parts of James Tallisford Paris , Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A. , 16th Oc

the cage , a pair of screens surrounding the parts of the tober , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 9th April , 1906. Receipt No.

cage not surrouded by said dead plate and overlapping the 134,768 .

latter, and hinges connecting the screens with the divided
Claim .-1 . In apparatus for the manufacture of gas, a

parts of the cage and with the smoke box , as set forth .
carbureter having an interior space divided into alternate

15. In alocomotive or like smoke box the combination layers of multicellular charibers and absorbent material,
with a blast pipe and smoke chimney of a hollow cage the cells of each chamber being connected in series with

divided in a plane perpendicular to that of the boiler tube each other and with thecolk of the other chambers to form
plate , each half being perforated at the side remote from a continuous pas : age for air through the carbureter.
said boiler tube plate but having a solid portion adjacent 2. In apparatus for the manufacture of gas , a carbureter

thereto, hinges connecting the parts of the cage at the having an interior spac- divided into alternate superposed
lower edge, as set forth . layers of multicellular chambers and absorbent material,

16. In a locomotive or like smoke box the combination the cells of each cham " being connected in series with

with a blast pipe and smoke chimney of a hollow cage di- each other and with the cells of the other chambers to form

vided in a plane perpendicular to that of the boiler plate, a continuous passage for an through the carbureter, the

each half being perforated at the side remote from said walls of said cells comprising absorbent material entirely

boiler tube plate, but having adjacent thereto a solid portion surrounding the air pasage.

provided with wings as set forth . 3. In apparatus for the manufacture of gas , a carbureter

17. In a locomotive or like smoke box the combination having an interior space divided into alternate layers of

with a blast pipe and smoke chimney, of a hollow cage multicellular chambers and absorbent material , said cham

divided vertically in a plane perpendicular to that of the bers and absorbent material being arranged horizontally in

boiler tube plate , each half being perforated at the side parallel relation , each of the cells having a covering of

remote from said boiler tube plate, but having a solid por- absorbent material entirely surrounding the walls thereof

tion adjacent thereto , wings extending from said solid por- and adapted to be saturated with hydro - carbon held by said

tions , hinges connecting the parts of the cage at the lower absorbent layers , and the calls of each chamber being con

edge, a dead plate secured in the smoke box next the boiler nected in series with each other and with the cells of the

tube plate and partially surrounding and supporting the other chambers to form a continuous passage for air.

parts of said cage , a pair of screens surrounding the parts of 4. In apparatus for the manufacture of gas , a carbureter

the cage not surrounded by said dead plate and overlapping having an interior space divided into alternate superposed

the latter, hinges connecting the screens with the divided | layers of multicellular chambers and absorbent material,

parts of the cage , and hinges connecting the screens at one each of the cells being composed of a reticulated wire body
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covered with cloth adapted to be saturated with hydro- | frame , independent looped wire chokers secured to the res

carbon held by said absorbent layers , the cells of each pective springs and passing loosely through the respective

chamber being connected in series with each other and with

the cells of the other chambers to form a continuous pas

sage for air from the bottom to the top of the carbureter .

5. In an aerometer for regulating the flow of air into a

carbureter, the combination with an aerometer bell , of a

liquid containing tank in which said bell is sealed, an inlet

pipe opening beneath said bell, a valve controlling the open

ing in said pipe, a lever carrying said valve, said lever be

ing pivoted intermediate its ends and normally operated by

gravity to hold said valve open , and a member connetung

said lever and said bell , whereby the lever is operated by

the aerometer bell to close said valve when the pressure

reaches a predetermined amount .

6. In an aerometer for regulating the flow of air into a
carbureter , the combination with an aerometer bell , of a

liquid containing tank in which said bell is sealed , an inlet

pipe and an outlet pipe each opening beneath said bell , a

valve controlling the opening in the inlet pipe , a pair of

oppositely mounted levers carrying said valve upon their

inner ends , said levers being pivoted intermediate their ends to 2

and normally operated by gravity to hold said valve open ,

and members connecting the free ends of said levers with

said bell , whereby said levers are operated by the aerometer

bell to close said valve when the pressure reaches a pre

determined amount.

7. In apparatus for the manufacture of gas , the combina

tion with a carbureting chamber having an air outlet , of an

air supply chamber having an inlet and an outlet port, said

latter chamber comprising an aerometer bell and a liquid

containing tank, in which said bell is sealed , a pipe con

necting the outlet of the air supply chamber with the inlet

of the carbureting chamber, a valve controlling the inlet

port of the air supply chamber, and a lever normally oper
1606

ated by gravity to hold said valve open and adapted to be

operated by the aerometer bell to close said valvo when the slots aforesaid and adapted to operate in opposite directions

pressure reaches a predetermined amount.
when released , and a pan or trigger for releasably locking

8. In apparatus for the manufacture of gas the combination the chokers in set retracted position.

with a carbureting chamber , having an inlet and a vapour 5. In a trap the combination with a frame having upright

discharge port, of an aerometer for controlling the admission portions, of trapping mechanism carried by said frame,and

of air through the inlet port , a pump for supplying air to the swivelled eyes on the upright portions of said frame adapted

carbureting chamber and automatic means for operating said lo receive stakes for fastening the frame in upright position .

pump , said means heing operative when a supply of gas is
6. In a trap , the combination with a frame having a base

withdrawn through said vapour discharge port and inopera
or horizontal member , of trapping mechanism carried by said

tive when the flow through said discharge port is stopped . frame, and swivelled eyes extending horizontally from the

9. The combination with a carbureter , of a pump for sup- base or horizontal member aforesaid whose openings extend

plying air thereto, said pump comprising a drum , a plurality vertically and are adapted to receive upright stakes for fas
of inverted cups mounted on said drum and having valves tening the frame in upright position .

opening inwardlv into the same , a liquid containing chamber

in which said drum is mounted to rotate, said drum being No. 101,607. Fishing Tackle . Attirail de pêche.

partially submerged in said liquid, and automatic means for
rctating said drum .

10. The combination with a carbureter, of an aerometer for

controlling the allmission of air thereto , a pump for supply

ing air to the carbureter , said pump comprising a drum , a

plurality of inverted cups mounted on said drum and having

valves opening inwardly into the same , a liquid containing

chamber in which said drum is mounted to rotate , said drum

being partially submerged in said liquid , and automatic

means for rotating said drum , the operation of said means

being dependent upon the pressure within the drum , whereby

the pump automatically operates when the air is admitted to

the carbureter and is inoperative when the supply of air is
cut off therefrom .
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No. 101,606. Animal Trap. Piège.

Walter W. Williams , Littlefork , Minnesota , U.S.A. , 16th i

October , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 11th August, 1906. Receipt

No. 138,588 .

Claim .--- 1 . In a choker trap the combination with a frame L

of oppositely acting springs secured to said frame , looped

chokers each having both ends secured to one of the springs

and each constituting an endless loop and adapted to operate Martin Zimmerman , Rochester, New York, U.S.A. , 16th Octo

in opposite directions when released , and a pan or trigger for
ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 8th August , 1906. Receipt No.

releasably locking the chokers in set or retracted position .
138,494 .

2. In a choker trap the combination with a frame , of op- Claim.-1. In a fishing tackle , a suitable support and a

positely acting springs secured to said frame , looped chokers hook secured thereto by a flexible and elastic connection

secured to the respective springs and adapted to operate in whereby such hook , when inserted within a bait and extended

opposite directions when released , said chokers having outwardly through an opening therein , may be yieldably held

notches, and a pan or trigger for releasably engaging the against the body of such bait by such elastic connection.

notches aforesaid to lock the chokers in set or retracted 2. In a fishing tackle , a suitable support and two hooks

position . each independently secured thereto by a flexible and elastic

3. In a choker trap the combination with a frame, of op- connection whereby such hooks when inserted within the

positely acting springs secured to said frame , looped chokers mouth and outwardly through and behind the gills of a fish

secured to the respective springs and adapted to operate in inipaled thereon may be yieldably held in such position .

opposite directions when released, a ring loosely encircling 3. In a fishing tackle , a supporting wire adapted to be in

crossed portions of said chokers , and a pan or trigger for serted through the bait and carrying a permanently closed

releasably locking the chokers in set or retracted position . loop and a hook removably secured in such loop, the whole

4. In a choke trap the combination with a frame , having device adapted to be drawn forwards within he bait ex

slots in its side, of oppositely acting springs secured to said ' pose such hook adjacent thereto and such bait, when thus in
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position thereon , operating to prevent the removal of such other section being provided with a socket in which the

hcok from such loop . tenon has engagement, a band on the grip section encircling

4. In a fishing tackle , a supporting wire adapted to be in- | the rear portion of the tenon and provided with a wedging

serted through the bait and carrying a permanently closed segmental offset for the engagement of one end of a line

loop and a twin hook removably secured in such loop , the reel base , and a spring latch in connection with said tenon

while device adapted to be drawn forwards within the bait for engagement with an aperture with which the tenon

to expose each member of such twin hook on the sides socket is provided.

thereof and such bait, when thus in position thereon operat- 2. A separable fishing rod handle composed of two sec

ing to prevent the removal of the twin hook from such loop. tions one of which is a grip section having a tenon end,

5. In a fishing tackle , a supporting wire , a hook connected the other section being provided with a socket in which the

thereto and adapted to be inserted within and extend out- tenon has engagement, means locking said tenon against

wardly through a bait impaled thereon , such wire carrying rotary movement in the socket , and a band on the grip sec

an extension below such hook and adapted to be inserted tion encircling the rear portion of the aforesaid tenon and

through the bait and carrying a loop and a hook removably provided with a wedging segmental offset for the engage

secured in such loop , the whole device adapted to be drawn ment of one end of a line reel base .

fcrwards within the bait when in position to prevent the 3. A separable fishing rod handle composed of two nec

removal of such last hook and to expose the same adjacent tions one of which is a grip section having a longitudinally

to such bait. ribbed tenon end, the other section being provided with a

6. In a fishing tackle, a supporting wire , a hook connected longtudinally grooved socket in which the ribbed tenon has

thereto by a flexible and elastic connection and adapted engagement, a band on the grip section encircling the rear

to be inserted within and extend outwardly through a bait portion of the tenon and provided with a segmental wedg

impaled thereon , such wire carrying an extension below ing offset for the engagement of one end of a line reel base,

such hook and adapted to be inserted through the bait and and a spring latch in connection with one handle section

carrying a loop and a hook removably secured in such loop, to have engagement with the other handle section.

the whole device adapted to be drawn forwards within the

bait when in position to prevent the removal of such last No. 101,609. Fish Hook. Hameçon .
hook therefrom and to expose the same adjacent to such

bait.

7. In a fishing tackle , a supporting wire , two hooks each

secured thereto by a flexible and elastic connection where
Fig - l

by such hooks may be inserted within the mouth and ex

tended outwardly through and behind the gills of a fish im

paled thereon , such wire carrying an extension below such
hooks and adapted to be inserted through the fish and

carrying a loop and a twin hook removably secured in such
loop , the whole device adapted to be drawn forwards within

Fig . 2 .

the fish when in position to prevent the removal of the

twin hook therefrom and adapted to pynose each member

of such twin hook on the sides of the fish .
12

8. In a fishing tackle , a supporting wire , two hooks con
3

nected thereto and adapted to be inserted within the mouth

and extended outwardly through and behind the gills of a

fish impaled thereon , such wire carrying an extension below

such hooks and adapted to be inserted through the fish and

carrying a loop and a twin hook removably secured in such

loop . the whole device adapted to be drawn forwards within

the fish when in position to prevent the removal of the

twin hook therefrom and adapted to expose each member

of such twin hook on the sides of the fish .

9. In a fishing tackle , a twirler or spoon comprising a

blank struck out from a sheet of metal having liigs or ears

bent in parallel planes and at practically right angles to

the plane of the blank such lugs or ears having holes there

through and comprising bearings spaced apart for revolubly
Fig.3 .

supporting such twirler upon a suitable wire and such

twirler having wings formed into blades extending outward

from a line connecting such holes .
2

10. In a fishing tackle , a twirler or spoon comprising a

blank struck out from a sheet of metal having lugs or ears 101609

been in parallel planes and at practically right angles to

the plane of the blank but on opposite sides thereof, such

lugs or ears having holes therethrough and comprising John Edward Buckingham , Jr. , Washington, District of (7

bearings spaced apart for revolubly supporting such twirler lumbia, U.S.A. , 16th October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 20th

upon a suitable wire , an opening through such twirler to
August, 1906. Receipt No. 138,836.

receive such wire and such twirler having wings formed

into curvedblades extending obliquely outward from a line said hook and line together, and a close fitting sleeve en
Claim.-1 . A fish hook , a line , a wrapping for securing

connecting such holes .

tirely surrounding said wrapping for protecting the same .

No. 101,608. Fishing Tackle. Attirail de pêche .
2. A fish hook , a line , a wrapping for securing said hook

and line together, and a close fitting sleeve entirely sur

Fig. 7. rounding said wrapping and cement thereto.

Fig. 2. 3. A fish hook, a line, and wrapping for securing said

hook and line together , and a close fitting sleeve euureny

surrounding said wrapping, said sleeve covering of .. ihat

portion of the hook and line embraced by the wrapping.

27

No. 101,610. Animal Trap. Piège à animal.

Preston Armstrong, Shelton , Washington , U.S.A. , 16th

October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 10th August, 1906. Receipt

Fig. 3 . No. 138,564 .

Fig. 4 .
Claim.-- 1 . In an animal trap the combination of a bed

plate having an upturned edge, a pair of springs oppositely

secured to said bed plate , and a flexible loop secured to and

co extending between the free ends of said springs and engag

ing said bed plate at points intermediate said springs and

adjacent to the upturned edge of the bed plate whereby

Benjamin Franklin Flegel, Racine, Wisconsin U.S.A. , 16th said edge to killthe animal therebetween .
when said loop is pulled taut it acts in conjunction with

October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 4th August , 1906 . Receipt

No. 138,409 .
2. In an animal trap the combination of a bed plate, a

spring pivotally secured thereto, a head plate pivotally

Claim .-A separable fishing rod handle composed of two secured to said spring, and a loop engaging said head plate

sections one of which is a grip section a tenon end, the and adapted to be pulled thereby.

С y

- -
-
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3. In an animal trap the combination of a bed plate , a

pair of springs pivotally secured to the ends of said bed

Fig.

10

shoulder adapted to be engaged by one of said sections, and

a retracting portion adapted to be engaged by the other

section whereby when the latter-named section is depressed

the detent will be retracted .

4. A trap comprising a receptacle, a door composed of a

main section pivoted to the receptacle and an operating sec

tion pivoted to said main section, means for counterbalanc

ing the weight of the door and restoring the same to normal

position , and an automatically projected detent having a

stop shoulder adapted to be engaged by the main section

and a bevelled retracted portion adapted to be engaged by

the operating section , whereby when the latter -named sec

tion is depressed the detent will be retracted to release the

door.

Fig .2

-7--12
33 10

3

2

No. 101,612. Superheater for Traction Engines.

Surchauffeur pour machines à traction .

3

Fig . 4 . 10
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plate , a pair of springs pivotally secured to the ends of said

bed plate, head plates secured to the ends of said springs,

and a loop extending between said head plates and adapted

to be pulled thereby.

4. In an animal trap thecombination of a bed plate, oppo

site springs secured to the ends thereof, a flexible loop

joining said springs and adapted to be pulled thereby, a pan

pivoted to said plate and holding down one of said springs,

and independent means for holding down the other spring

and adapted to be removed by said pan after said first

spring has been released .

No. 101,611 . Animal Trap. Piège à animal. Tomey D. Ulrich and Frank A. Huber and John A Schroeter,

executors of the Estate of Edward Huber, deceased, all

of Marion , Ohio, U.S.A. , 16th October, 1906 ; 6 years .

Filed 26th December, 1905. Receipt No. 131,326.

Claim . - 1 . The combination with a horizontally disposed

steam boiler and a vertically disposed steam superheater,

of an engine disposed horizontally upon said boiler and con

nected to one end of said superheater, and an engine dis

posed vertically upon said boiler and connected to the op

posite end of said superheater, substantially as described .

2. In a traction engine the combination with a horizon

tally disposed steam boiler having a vertically disposed

steam superheater mounted therein , of an engine mounted

horizontally upon the upper portion of said boiler, and an

engine mounted vertically upon the lower portion of said

boiler , a steam connection between hteu yper end of said

superheater and said upper horizontal engine , and a steam

connection between the lower end of said superheater and

said lower vertical engine, substantially as described .

3. In a traction engine the combination with a boiler hay

ing a steam space and a fire space , of a steam superheater

comprising outer and inner tubes extending through said

steam space and into said fire space of said boiler , said

outer tube having its ends closed and said inner tube having

one of its ends opening adjacent to one of the closed ends

of said outer tube, and its other end projecting through the

other closed end of said outer tube , a steam connection be
Robert John Scott, Adelaide, South Australia, Australia ,

tween the projecting end of said inner tube and the steam
16th October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 11th August, 1906 .

space of said boiler, an engine mounted upon the upper por
Receipt No. 138,614. tion of said boiler and connected to the upper end of said

Claim . — 1. An animal trap comprising a receptacle, a door superheater, and an engine mounted upon the lower portion

embodying hinged door pivoted sections, means for counter- of said boiler and connected to the lower end of said super

balancing the weight of said sections and restoring the same heater, substantially as described .

to normal position , and an automatically projected detent, 4. In a traction engine the combination with a boiler hay

said detent being provided with a stop portion adapted to ing a steam space and a fire space , of a steam superheater

be engaged by one of the door sections, and a retracting comprising outer and inner tubes extending through said

portion adapted to be engaged by the other door section, steam space and into said fire space of said boiler, said

whereby when the latter - named section is depressed the de- outer tube having its ends , closed and said inner tube hav

tent will be retracted . ing one of its ends opening adjacent to one of the closed

2. An animal trap comprising a receptacle , a door em- ends of said outer tube, and its other end projecting

bodying two hinged or pivoted sections, means for counter- through the other closed end of said outer tube , a steam

balancing the weight of said sections and restoring the connection between the projecting end of said inner tube

same to normal position, and an automatically projected and the steam space of said boiler, a throttle valve in' said

detent, said detent being provided with a stop shoulder steam connection , a governor valve in said steam connec

adapted to be engaged by one of said sections, and a bevel- tion , a horizontally disposed engine mounted upon the upper

led retracting portion adapted to be engaged by the other portion of said boiler and connected to the upper portion

section , whereby when the latter -named section is depres- of said superheater , a vertically disposed engine mounted

sed the detent will be retracted. upon the lower portion of said boiler and connected to the

3. A trap comprising a receptacle, a door embodying two lower end of said superheater, a shaft mounted upon said

hinged or pivoted sections, means for counterbalancing the boiler having a crank or wrist pin , and connections between

weight of said sections and restoring the same to normal said engines and said crank or wrist pin , substantially as

position, and a spring projected detent provided with a stop | described.
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ing walls out of contact one with the other, and abuttingNo. 101,613 . Superheater for Steam Boilers .

through metal projecting from their adjoining ends .
Surchauffeur pour chaudières à vapeur .

7. A header for steam boiler superheaters comprising a

receiving and a delivery compartment, set one in advance of

the other so as to prevent contact of their adjacent enclos

ing walls , and abutting through metal projecting from their

adjoining ends .

8. A header for steam boiler superheaters comprising a

receiving and a delivery compartment, having their enclos
ing walls out of contact one with the other , and their rear

walls progressively downwardly and forwardly stepped , said

compartments abutting through metal projecting from their

adjoining ends .

9. A header for steam boiler superheaters comprising a

receiving and a delivery compartment, set one in advance of

the other so as to prevent contact of their adjacent enclos

ing walls , and having their rear walls progressively down

wardly and forwardly stepped , said compartments abutting

through metal projecting from their adjoining ends .
10. A header for steam boiler superheaters comprising a

receiving and a delivery compartment, set one in advance of

the other so as to prevent contact of their adjacent enclos

ing walls and having steam supply and delivery ports at their

upper ends , said compartments abutting through metal pro

jecting from their adjoining ends .

11. In a steam boiler superheater the combination of a

svperheating tube, a pair of superheater pipes extending

iolé 3
longitudinally therein and constituting a steam channel , a

T head structure comprising a main section compartment

communicating with a steam supply pipe , and a delivery
The American Locomotive Company, assignee of Francis J. compartment section communicating with a steam delivery

Cole, all of New York City , New York , U.S.A. , 16th Octo- pipe, and having its wall which is adjacent to the main T

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 3rd July , 1906 . Receipt No. head section separated therefrom by an open space , and con

137,477.
flections from the opposite ends of the superheater pipes

Claim . - 1. The combination with a tubular steam boiler , of steam channel to the main section and the delivery section

a superheating tube , a pair of superheater pipes extending compartments respectively .

longitudinally therein and connected at their rear ends , a 12. In a steam boiler superheater the combination of a T

vertical casing or header comprising a receiving and a de- head structure comprising a main section compartment com

livery compartment having substantially separated walls , municating with a steam supply pipe and a delivery com

the forward ends of the superheater pipes communicating partment section communicating with a steam delivery pipe

with said compartments , a steam supply connection opening and having its wall which is adjacent to the main T head

into the receiving compartment, and a steam delivery con- section separated therefrom by an open space, headers , each

nection leading out of the delivery compartment . divided into two compartments which communicate respec

2. The combination with a tubular steam boiler, of a super- tively with the main and the delivery compartment sections

heating tube, a pair of superheater pipes extending longi- of the T head structure, and superheater pipes forming steam

tudinally therein and connected at their rear ends, a verti -channels, the opposite ends of which communicate with the

cal casing or header comprising a receiving and a delivery compartments of the headers .

compartment having substantially separated walls , the for

ward ends of the superheater pipes communicating with said No. 101,614. Superheater Steam Boilers.

compartments , a main T head communicating with the re

ceiving compartment of the header, and a delivery compart
Surchauffeur pour chaudières à vapcur.

ment T head communicating with the delivery compartment

of the header .

3. The combination with a tubular steam boiler , of a super

heating tube , a pair of superheater pipes extending longi

tudinally therein and connected to their rear ends , a verti

cal casing or header comprising a receiving and a delivery

compartment having substantially separated walls , the for

ward ends of the superheater pipes communicating with said 61

compartments , a main T head communicating with the re

ceiving compartment of the header, and a delivery compart

ment T head having its wall which is adjacent to the main T

head separated therefrom by an open space, and communi

cating with the delivery compartment of the header .

4. The combination with a tubular steam boiler , of a verti

cal row of superheating tubes, pairs of superheater pipes ex 7of

tending longitudinally therein , fittings connecting the ends

of the pipes of each pair nearer the firebox, a main steam

supply pipe , a steam delivery pipe , and a vertical casing or

header comprising a compartment which communicates with

the steam supply pipe and with the receiving ends of the

steam channels formed by the vertical row of pairs of super

heater pipes , and a compartment having its walls substan

tially separated from those of the compartment first stated

and communicating with the delivery ends of said channels

ard with the steam delivery pipe .
4c

5. The combination with a tubular steam boiler , of a verti 101614
cal row of superheating tubes , pairs of superheater pipes

extending longitudinally therein , fittings connecting the ends

of the pipes of each pair nearer the firebox, a main steam

supply pipe , a steam delivery pipe , a vertical casing or The American Locomotive Company, assignee of Francis J.
header comprising a receiving and a delivery compartment Cole, all of NewYork City, New York, U.S.A. , 16th OC

having substantially separated walls , said compartments tober, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 3rd July, 1906. Receipt No.

communicating respectively with the receiving and the de- 137,478.

livery ends of the steam channels formed by the vertical Claim . - 1. The combination with a tubular steam boiler,

rows of pairs of superheater pipes, a main T head communi . of a superheating tube, a pair of superheater pipes ex

caling with the steam supply pipe andwith one of the header tending longitudinally therein and connected at their rear

compartments, and a deliverycompartmentTheadcommuni- ends,a vertical saturated steam header located in front of
cating with the other header compartment and with the steam thesuperheating tube and connected to theforward end of

delivery pipe .

6. A header for steam boiler superheaters comprisinga vertical superheated steam header having its walls entirely

one of the pair of superheater pipes, a similarly located

receiving and a delivery compartment , having their enclos- separated from those of the saturated steam beader and

FIG.L.
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700
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connected to the forward end of the other superheated pipe , No. 101,615. Superheater for Steam Boilers .
a steam supply connection opening into the saturated steam Surchauffeur pour chaudières à vapeur.
header, and a steam delivery connection leading out of the

superheated steam header.

2. The combination with a tubular steam boiler , of a

superheating tube, a pair of superheater pipes , extending

longitudinally therein and connected at their rear ends , a

vertical saturated steam header located in front of the su

perheating tube and connected to the forward end of one kg

of the pair of superheater pipes , a similarly located verti

cal superheater steam head or having its walls entirely se

parated from those of the saturated steam header and con

nected to the forward end of the other superheater pipe ,

and a T head comprising a supply compartment communi

cating with the saturated steam header and a delivery com

partment communicating with the superheated steam header .

3. The combination with a tubular steam boiler , of a

superheating tube, a pair of superheater pipes extending
40

longitudinally therein and connected at their rear ends, a

vertical saturated steam header located in front of the

superheating tube and connected to the forward end of the
697

1979

pair of superheater pipes , a similarly located vertical super

heated steam header having its walls entirely separated

from those of the saturated steam header and connected to ar

the forwrad end of the other superheater pipe , and a T 69g

head comprising a supply compartment communicating with 101615

the saturated steam header and a delivery compartment

having its wall which is adjacent to that of the supply com
The American Locomotive Company, assignee of Francis J.

partment separted therefrom by an open space , and com
Cole , all of New York City, and Carl J. Mellin , Schenec

municating with the superheated steam header .
ctady, New York , U.S.A., 16th October, 1906 ; 6 years,

4. The combination with a tubular steam boiler , of a
Filed 3rd July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,479 .

vertical row of superheating tubes, pairs of superheater Claim .-- 1 . In a steam boiler sperheater, a segmental re
pipes extending longitudinally therein , fittings connecting turn bend connection for the rear ends of superheater pipes

the ends of the pipes of each pair nearer the fire box , a which is upwardly and rearwardly tapered or inclined on its

main steam supply pipe, a steam delivery pipe, a vertical lower side, so as to present thereon a substantially semi
saturated steam header located in front of the row of super- conical or hall funnel face to products of combustion pass
heating tubes and communicating with the steam supply ing around it .

pipe and with the receiving ends of the steam channels 2. In a steam boiler superheater, a return bend connection

formed by the vertical row of pairs of superheater pipes, for the rear ends of superheater pipes, which is of trans
and a similarly located vertical superheated steam header versely curved or segmental form , provided with longitudi
having its walls entirely separated from those of the satu- nal nozzles on its front for the attachment of superheater
rated steam header and communicating with the delivery pipes, and upwardly and rearwardly tapered or inclined on
ends of said steam channels and with the steam delivery its lower side , so as to present thereon a substantially
pipe .

semi -conical or half funnel surface .

5. The combination with a tubular steam boiler , of a
3. In a steam boiler superheater, a return bend connection

vertical row of superheating tubes , pairs of superheater versely curved or segmental form , provided with longitudfor the rear ends of superheater pipes , which is of trans

pipes extending longitudinally therein, fittings connecting
inal nozzles on its front for the attachment of superheater

the ends of the pipes of each pair nearer the firebox, a

main steam supply pipe, a steam delivery pipe, a vertical
pipes, upwardly and rearwardly tapered or inclined on its

lower side, and provided with lateral feet or projections
saturated steam header and a vertical superheated steam

curved to abut against a superheating tube .
header located in front of the row of superheated tubes ,

having entirely separated walls , and communicating res
4. In a steam boiler superheater, the combination of a

pectively with the receiving and the delivery endsof the superheating tube, two superheater pipes extending longi

tudinally therein , and a transversely curved or segmental
steam channels formed by the vertical row of pairs of su

return bend attached to the rear ends of the superheater
perheated pipes , and a T head comprising a supply compart
ment communicating with the steam supply pipe andwith pipes and having its lower side upwardly and rearwardly

thesaturated steam header and a delivery compartment tapered or inclined soas to present thereon a substanti
communicating with the superheated steam header and with ally semi-conical or half funnel face to products of com

the steam delivery pipe.
bustion passing through the superheating tube.

5. In a steam boiler superheater, the combination of a

6. In a steam boiler superheater, the combination of su- superheating tube, two superheater pipes extending longi

perheating tubes , pairs of superheater pipes extending tudinally therein , and a transversely curved or segmental
longitudinally therein and constituting steam channels , a return bend attached to the rear ends of the superheater

T head structure comprising a supply compartment com- pipes and having its lower side upwardly and rearwardly

municating with a steam supply pipe and a delivery com- tapered or inclined and provided with lateral feet or pro

partment communicating with a steam delivery pipe and jections abutting against the inner surface of the sup
having its wall which is adjacent to that of the sup- erheating tube.
ply compartment separated therefrom by open

space, a plurality of vertical saturated steam headers ex

tending downwardly from the T head supply compartment
No. 101,616. Steam Boiler. Chaudière à vapeur.

and connected on their rear sides to the receiving ends Francis J. Hickey and James M. Dunnigan , assignee of a

of the steam channels , a plurality of vertical superheated half interest, both of Sacramento, California , U.S.A.,

steam headers extending downwardly from the T head de- 16th October, 1906; 6 years. Filed 9th May, 1906. Re
livery compartment and having their walls entirely sepa- ceipt No. 135,708 .

rated from those of the saturated steam headers , said su

Claim.-A steam boiler having in combination a main
perheated steam headers being connected on their rear

boiler shell , a rearward extending shel of smaller diameter,

sides to the delivery ends of the steam channels, and re
an exterior shell having a diameter substantially equal to

movable plugs closing openings in the front sides of the

headers opposite the ends of the superheater pipes.
the diameter of the rear end of the main shell and secured

thereto and extending over and beyond the smaller rear

7. In a steam boiler suverheater, the combination of a ward extending shell,flues extending through the main and

T head structure comprising a supply compartment com- supplemental shells , and a shell within the firebox and en

municating with a steam supply pipe and a delivery com- closing the lower rear portion of the supplemental shell,

partment located in front of the supply compartment and said firebox shell having a lining of non- conducting ma

communicating with a steam delivery pipe, a pluraity of terial.

saturated steam headers extending downwardly from the 2. A steam boiler having two diameters forming main and

supply compartment, a plurality of superheated steam supplemental shells, an exterior shell having a diameter

headers extending downwardly from the delivery compart- substantially equal to that of the main shell and greater
ment , and a plurality of superheater pipes forming steam than that of the supplemental shell , said exterior shell ex

channels, the opposite ends of which are connected to the tending rearward over and beyond the supplemental shell,
rear sides of the saturated and the superheated steam flues extending through the main and supplemental shells,
headers respectively,

and a firebox of non- conducting material within the ex

an
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terior shell and enclosing the lower rear portion of the sup- about which a portion of each of said circuits is wound, an

plemental shell. intermediate iron core, a receiver circuit electrically in

ud
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3. In a boiler , a main boiler shell , an extension riveted

into the main boiler shell, and having a head at its rear end,

flues connecting said rear head of the extension and the
front head of the main boiler shell , an exterior shell having

the upper segmental portion riveted to the rear of the main

boiler shell and extending behind the extension of said shell

to form an inclosure therefor, segmental plates riveted to

the interior of said shell and to the top of the extension,

and a heat resisting furnace located interior to the said
shell .

4. In a boiler, a main shell , an extension rearwardly

thereto of smaller diameter, an exterior shell having its

front end secured to the rear end of the main shell and ex

tending rearwardy over and beyond the rear end of the sup

plemental shell, flues extending through the rear and front

heads of the main and supplemental shells respectively, a dependent of the other two circuits and having a portion

furnace enclosed by the exterior shell , said furnace con wound about said intermediate core , said several cores

sisting of a shell inclosing and surrounding a lower portion being magnetically insulated from each other .

ofthe boiler extension, said shell having
a heathcesisting containing a transmitter and a source of current supple -ea

5. A telephone system comprising a transmitter circuit

lining , and means for locking said lining to the shell .

5. In a boiler, a main shell, a supplemental shell of line circuit leading to the distant station , two iron cores

smaller diameter extending rearwardly therefrom , an about which a portion of each of said circuits ' is wound ,

terior shell secured to the main shell and extending over the windings of the transmitter circuit on the two cores

and beyond the rear end of the supplementalshell, flues being connected in multiple and the windings of the main
connecting the rear and front heads of the two main and line circuit being connected in series , an intermediate iron

supplemental shells , a furnace within the exterior shell core, a receiver circuit electrically independent of the other

consisting of a metal shell inclosing the lower part of the two circuits and having a portion wound about said inter
boiler extension, a non-conducting lining for said metal

mediate core.

shell and holders fixed to the shell having flanges projecting

and interlocking with the lining substance . No. 101,618. Telephone Apparatus.

6. In a boiler, a main shell , an extension rearwardly of Appareil de téléphone.

smaller diameter , flues connecting the rear head of the ex

tension with the front head of the boiler, a furnace consist

ing of a metal shell inclosing the lower portion of the boiler

extension and having a heat resisting lining as shown, an

exterior shell extending from the rear of the main boiler

shell, inclosing the upper part of the cylinder extension and

the exterior of the furnace , and brackets connecting said

shell with the upper part of the extension.

7. Devices for securing a refractory lining within a boiler

furnace, said devices comprising clamps or holders remov

ably secured to the interior of the furnace wall and formed 1
to grip and hold the lining bricks.

101618

No. 101,617. Telephone System. Système de téléphone. Robert Bines,assignee of David Henry Wilson , Chicago,Illi
nois , U.S.A., 16th October, 1906; 6 years . Filed 1st Sep

Robert Bines, assignee of David Henry Wilson , both of tember, 1906. Receipt No. 139,144 .

Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. , 16th October, 1906 ; 6 years. Claim . - 1. A telephone apparatus comprising a transmitter

Filed 1st September , 1906. Receipt No. 139,143 .
circuit , two separated iron cores about which a portion of

Claim.-1. A telephone system comprising a primary and said transmitter circuit is wound, amain line circuit having

a secondary circuit wound upon a core, a receiver circuit a portion also wound about said cores , two separated iron

electrically independent of the primary and secondary cir- cores interposed between said first-mentioned cores each

cuits and wound about a core located in proximity to said provided with a coil, and a receiver connected in circuit with

first -mentioned core so as to be influenced thereby. both of said coils .

2. A telephone system comprising a transmitter circuit 2. A telephone apparatus comprising a transmitter circuit,

and a line circuit , a portion of each of said circuits being two separated iron cores about which a portion of said trans

wound about a core, a receiver circuit , a core therefor mitter circuit is wound, a main line circuit having a portion

aboutwhicha portion of said circuit is wound, said latter also wound about said cores, the windings being such that
core in proximity to the core about which a portion of the the opposed poles ofsaid cores are unlike , two separated

transmitter and line circuits are wound but magnetically iron cores interposed between said first -mentioned cores,
insulated therefrom . cach provided witha coil, anda receiver connected in circuit

3. A telephone system comprising a transmitter circuit with both of said coils.

containing a transmitter and a source of current supply, a 3. A telephone apparatus comprising a transmitter circuit ,

line circuit leading to the distant station , two iron cores two separated iron cores about which a portion of said trans

about which a portion of each of said circuits is wound , an mittercircuit is wound, a main line circuit having a portion

intermediate iron core, a receiver circuit electrically in aiso wound about said cores, the windings being such that the

dependent of the other two circuits and having a portion opposed poles of said cores are unlike, two separated iron

wound about said intermediate core. cores interposed between said first-mentioned cores , each

4. A telephone system comprisinga transmitter circuit provided withacoil,anda receiver connected in circuitwith

containing a transmitteranda source of current supply, a both of said coils, the several cores magnetically insulated
line circuit leading to the distant station, two iron cores from each other .
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No. 101,619. Feed Water Heater. tube, said second tube terminating below the upper parti

Chauffeur d'eau d'alimentation . tion , a shouldered flange around the intermediate portion of

the second tube , a third tube fitting upon and closed by

the shouldered flange and also fitting within the opening of

the upper partition and communicating with the space above

the upper partition , a series of pipes connecting the space

above the upper partition with the space below the lower

partition , an outlet pipe leading from the space below the

lower partition , and means for conveying heat to the inter

ior of the casing and the heating chamber, substantially as
described .

9. In a device of the character described , a casing, heads

closing the ends of the casing, a pair of partitions within

said casing, a tube passing through an opening in the upper

partition and extending to near the lower partition, a cap

closing the lower end of said tube , a heating chamber into

the lower end of said tube , a second tube mounted on the

cap of the first -named tube and surrounding said first -named
tube, said second tube terminating below the upper parti

tion , a shouldered flange around the intermediate portion of

the second tube, a third tube fitting upon and closed by the

shouldered flange and also fitting within the opening of the

upper partition and communicating with the space above

said upper partition , a series of pipes connecting the space

above the upper partition with the space below the lower

partition, a baffle plate secured beneath the lower partition
and guiding the water issuing from the said pipes to the

bottom of the space beneath the lower partition , an outlet

pipe extending from said space below the lower partition
The Eclipse Feed Water Heater and Purifier Company, Osh- through said partition and through the heating space be

kosh , assignee of Conrad Kieren, Appleton , Wisconsin , tween the two partitions , draw -off pipes for the third tube

U.S.A. , 16th October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 15th May, 1906 . and the space beneath the lower partition , and means for

Receipt No. 135,939 . admitting heat to the interior of the casing and the heating

Claim . - 1 . In a water heater, a casing, a pair of telescop- chamber.

ing tubes forming a sinuous passage for the water, and a 10. In a device of the character described, a casing, heads

heating chamber projecting partway within the inner tube closing the ends of the casing, a pair of partitions within

and reducing the area of the passage therethrough at such said casing , a tube passing through an opening in the upper

part thereof, whereby a comparatively slight preliminary partition , a cap closing the lower end of said tube, a heating
heating of the water will be produced during the compara chamber located within said tube, a second tube mounted

tively slow travel of the water through the unreduced por- on the cap on the first -named tube and surrounding said

tion of the inner tube and subsequently a greater heating of first-named tube, said second tube terminating below the

the water will be produced during the faster travel thereof upper partition, a shouldered flange around the intermediate

through the reduced portion of the inner tube around the portion of the second tube, a third tube fitting upon and

heating chamber. closed by the shouldered flange and also fitting within the

2. In a water heater , a casing, a tube therein closed at one opening of the upper partition and provided with an out

end , a second tube closed at one end and telescoping with its wardly extending flange engaging said upper partition and

other end the open end of the first -named tube, and a heat- detachably secured thereto , a series of pipes connecting the

ing chamber projecting part way within the open end of the space above the upper partition with the space below the

first - named tube and reducing the area of the passage there- lower partition , an outlet pipe extending from said space

through, whereby a comparatively slight preliminary heating below the lower partition, a cylindrical head on the upper

of the water will be produced during thecomparatively slow end of the first- named tube forming an elbow connection

travel of the water through the unreduced portion of the therefor, a detachable water supply pipe connecting with the

inner tube and subsequently a greater heating of the water cylindrical head, a steam supply pipe connecting with the

will be produced during the faster travel thereof through heating chamber and passing through the water supply pipe

the reduced portion of the inner tube around the heating and the cylindrical head , a removable screw cap for the

chamber. cylindrical head , and means for conducting steam to and

3. In a device of the character described , a casing, a stand- from the casing between the upper and lower partitions.

ing tube therein, and a second tube surrounding the upper

end of the first-named tube and having its lower end closed No. 101,620. Dynamo- Electric Machine.

tu constitute a settling chamber.
Machine dynamo - électrique.

4. In a device of the character described , a casing , a stand

ing tube therein , a second tube surrounding the upper end

of the first-named tube and having its lower end closed to

constitute a settling chamber, and a valved draw -off pipe

through which the sediment in the settling chamber may be

removed.

5. In a device of the character described, a casing, a stand

ing tube therein , a second tube surrounding the upper end

of the first -named tube , and a shouldered flange on the first

named tube fitting and closing the lower end of the second

tube to form a settling chamber thereof.

6. In a device of the character described , a casing , a tube

therein closed at one end , a second tube closed at one end

and telescoping with its other end the open end of the

first -named tube , a shouldered flange at the intermediate

portion of the second tube, and a third tube fitting with and

closed by said shouldered flange and extending above the

upper end of the second tube to constitute a settling cham

ber.

7. In a device of the character described , a casing, a tube
therein , a second tube closed at one end and telescoping The Canadian Westinghouse Company, Limited, Hamilton ,

with its other end the open end of the first - named tube , a Ontario , Canada , assignee of Ferdinand Sieber , Char

heating chamber within the first -named tube , heating pipes
lottenburg , Germany, 16th October, 1906 ; 6 years. Fled

leading to and from the casing, and a heating pipe connected
2nd October, 1906. Receipt No. 139,987.

with the heating chamber. Claim .-- 1 . In a dynamo - electric machine the combination

8. In a device of the character described , a casing, heads with an armature, of a field magnet frame provided with

closing the ends of the casing, a pair of partitions within main polar projections and with auxiliary polar projections

said casing, a tube passing through an opening in the upper of smaller cross section that are located between the main

partition and extending to near the lower partition , a cap polar projections and are provided with coils that are con

closing the lower end of said tube , a heating chamber in centrated in close proximity to the armature.

the lower end of said tube , a second tube mounted on the 2. In a dynamo-electric machine the combination with an

cap of the first - named tube and surrounding said first -named ' armature , of a field magnet frame provided with main polar
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projections and with auxiliary polar projections of smaller 3. In a press the combination of a partially rotatable plun

cross section that are located intermediate the main polar ger, means for reciprocating the same, and means for im

projections and are provided with coils that are concentrat

ed in close proximity to the armature and are connected in

series with the armature winding.

3. In a dynamo - electric machine the combination with an

armature, of a field magnet frame that is provided with

sets of alternately disposed polar projections having wind

ings that are connected respectively in series and in shunt

relation to the armature winding, the coils of the series con

biected winding being concentrated near the armature.

4. In a dynamo -electric machine the combination with an

armature , of a field magnet frame provided with sets of al

ternately disposed polar projections of respectively different

cross sectional area and windings therefor that are connect

ed respectively in series and in shunt relation to the arma

ture winding, the coils of the series connected winding being

concentrated near the armature.

5 , In a dynamo - electric machine the combination with an

armature, and a field magnet frame having a set of main

pole pieces, and a set of auxiliary pole pieces that alternate

iu position with the main pole pieces , of a set of coils for

the auxiliary pole pieces that are concentrated adjacent to

the armature and constitute a compensating and regulating

winding.

6. In a dynamo-electric machine the combination with an

armature , of a field magnet having a set of main coils and a

set of auxiliary coils that alternate in position with the

main coils and are concentrated adjacent to the armature

to constitute a compensating and regulating winding.
parting a plurality of partial rotary movements to the plun

No. 101,621 . Carbureter. Carburateur .
ger during each compression stroke thereof.

4. In a press the combination of a cylinder constructed

Drug

partially rotatable plunger, a rocking lever , and means for

with a split and reduced discharge end, clamps thereon, a

actuating the lever to cause partial rotation a plurality of

times during each complete stroke of the plunger.

A ' 5. In a press the combination of a compression chamber

a reciprocatory plunger operable therein , means for actuat

ing the plunger, and means for causing a number of par:
A.

tial rotations ofsaid plunger during each full stroke thereof.

6. In a press the combination comprising a compression

chamber , a steam jacket surrounding its upper portion, said

chamber being split for a portion of its lower end, clamps

thereon, a reciprocatory plunger operable in said chamber ,

F119.4
means for reciprocating said plunger, and means for causing

partial rotation of said plunger while descending .

A
7. In a press the combination of a support, a compression

chamber mounted on the support , a slidable block mounted

in said block, means for reciprocating the plunger and means

for causing partial rotation of the plunger during its reci .

procation .

8. In a press the combination comprising a compression

chamber, a plunger , a rocking beam pivotally connected

therewith , an actuating rod therefor, a crank shaft , a gear

101621 rotatable therewith, a pinion of less diameter in mesh with

the gear, an eccentric actuated by said pinion and a rock

The Peoples Individual Gas Company, assignee of Verne c . ing lever extending laterally from the plunger , which lever

Severance, Chicago, Illinois , U.S.A. , 16th October , 1906 ;
is actuated by said eccentric .

6 years. Filed 26th June , 1905. Receipt No. 126,401 . 9. In a press the combination of a compression chamber,

Claim.-1. In a device of the class described the combina

a plunger, a slide plate, a slidable member guided thereby,

tion with a passage adapted to hold a suitable hydro-carbon , Chamberinalignmentwith theplunger, and means for

a plunger mounted in said slidable member, a compression

ofa wickoneach sideof said passage carried towardthe causingpartialrotation ofsaidplungerwhile being actuated.
center of the same at intervals in diagonal lines , whereby

theunobstructedportions of the passage takes a zigzag a plunger, meansforreciprocating said plunger, and meine

10. In a press the combination ofa compression chamber,

form .

2. In a device of the class described the combination with plunger during each full single thrust thereof.

for causing a plurality of partial rotary movements of the

the walls of a carbureter, of vertical partitions dividing the

same into longitudinal passages, cross pieces on the parti

11. In a press the combination of a compression chamber,

tions and wicksstretched over the crosspieces and secured iachedintermediate of the endsof the plunger,a lever ex
a plunger, means for reciprocating the plunger, a collar at

to the partitions between the cross pieces ,

3. In a device of the class described the combination with andan eccentric adapted to actuate the rockerarm ,

tending therefrom , a rocker arm connected with the lever ,

the walls of a carbureter, of a partition within the walls ,

cross pieces onthepartition, a wick stretched over the having a reduced bore at its discharge portion, a reciproca

12. In a press the combination of a compression chamber

the cross pieces, and pins on the partitions and crosspieces cating the plunger,andmeans for causing partial rotation of
passed through the wicks to hold the same in place . the plunger a plurality of times during each reciprocation

thereof .

No. 101,622. Briquette Press. Presse à briquettes. 13. In a press the combination of a compression chamber

Patrick Reynolds, Farnham , andJoseph A. R. Bédard, Que reciprocating the plunger, a rocking lever connected there

having a reduced bore, a plunger operable therein,means for

bec, both in Quebec, Canada , 16th October, 1906 ;
with and extending laterally therefrom ,

and means

Filed 1st June, 1904. Receipt No. 115,831. actuating said rocking lever to cause partial rotation of

Claim . - 1. In a press the combination of a partly rota- said plunger.

table plunger, and means for producing partial rotation and 14. In a press the combination of a compression chamber,
reciprocation of the

2. In a press the combinationof a cylinder witha reduced portion of said chamber being of reduced bore,a hopper.

a steam jacket surrounding a portionthereof, the other

boreatits discharge portion , a partially rotatable plunger piateservingas aclosure for said steam jacket, a plunger,

reciprocatingtherein , andmeans for producing partialrota- meansfor reciprocatingtheplunger,andmeans for causing
tion of theplunger 'aplurality oftimesduringreciproca- partial rotation of said plunger more frequently than it is
tion thereof. reciprocated .

D
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for

years .

same .
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pipes supported by the vehicles and angularly arranged and
No. 101,623. Dinner Pail. Potager.

telescopically joined in the center thereof, and a plurality of

ring and socket joints interposed in said lengths of pipes, as

and for the purpose specified .

2. In a metallic coupling for the conveyance of fluid be

tween vehicles the combination with pipes suitably support

ed by said vehicles , of lengths of pipe extending from each

of the aforesaid pipes in substantially right angular bends

to a telescopically arranged joint in the middle thereof, and

joints interposed in said lengths of pipe having a rotary

motion , as and for the purpose specified .

3. In a device of the class described in combination, a fluid

pipe supported by a vehicle , a fluid pipe supported by a

vehicle following the aforesaid vehicle, a pair of joint mem

bers secured to the open ends of each of the aforesaid

pipes respectively , a pair of pipes having joint members in

serted in the aforesaid joint member respectively and suit

ably secured therein , said pipes extending from the vehicle

pipes and at right angles thereto and extending in a further

length at right angles to the length directly connected to the

vehicle pipes and forming U-shaped bends and terminating

in pipes telescopically arranged , and at right angles to

said U -shaped bend , and a pair of joints interposed in each

of the second lengths of pipe , said joints having a rotary

Lee C. Harding and Anna J. Harding, assignee of a half in
terest, both ofMannington, West Virginia, U.S.A., 23rd motion, as and for the purpose specified.

4. In a device of the class described in combination , a
October , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 21st September, 1906. Re

fluid pipe supported by a vehicle, a fluid pipe supported by a
ceipt No. 139,687.

vehicle following the aforesaid vehicle , a pair of joint mem

Claim . - 1 . In a device of the character described , the com bers having a flanged upper end and annular recesses in
bination of a pail , a cover for the pail , an annular flange said flange and a lateral projecting sleeve secured to the

projecting outwardly from the top of the cover, a lamp open ends of the aforesaid pipes respectively , a pipe extend

fitting removably within the annular flange and being held ing from each of said joint members and a ring secured on

in position thereby, a second annular flange concentric with
the one end thereof and inserted in said annular recess and

the first -mentioned annular flange and projecting from the suitably secured therein, pipes extending from the aforesaid

top of the pail , a receptacle fitting removably over the pipes and meeting telescopically , a joint interposed inter

second-mentioned annular flange and forming a cover for mediately in said second lengths of pipe having a rotary

the lamp when the latter is not in use , and a supporting motion, as and for the purpose specified .

frame resting upon the lamp and also projected by the re 5. In a device of the class described in combination , pipes
ceptacle , the said supporting frame being adapted to hold supported by adjoining vehicles , a pair of joint members

the receptacle spaced from the lamp and the second -men- securedto the ends of said pipes and containing a chamber

tioned annular flange when the receptacle is being heated, having a drain opening at the bottom thereof, a pair of

thereby preventing the second-mentioned annular flange

from being blackened by the flame of the lamp and impart
screw plugs closing said drain openings , a pair of pipes and

ing an undesirable taste to the contents of the receptacle. aforesaid joint member , pipes extending in bends from the
a ring secured on the ends respectively co-acting with the

2. In a device of the character described, the combina- said pipeshaving the rings thereon and telescopically meet
tion of a pail , a cover for the pail , a pair of concentric an

nular flanges having approximately the same height and ing the ring andsocket joints interposed intermediately in

projecting outwardly from the top of the cover, a lamp fit
the latter pipes, as and for the purpose specified.

ting removably within the inner annular flange and being
6. In a device of the class described in combination, pipes

held in position thereby, a receptacle fitting removably supported by adjoining vehicles, 4 pair of jointmembers hav

over the outer annular fange and having a depth somewhat ing lateral extending sleeves forming the entrance to the

greater than the height of the flanges, anda supporting cured to the ends of the aforesaid pipes and flanged upperchamber contained within each of said members and se

frame resting upon the lamp and adapted to hold the re

ceptacle in a spaced position with relation to the lamp open ends forming annular recesses, a pair of pipes and a

and the outer annular flange when being heated, thereby ring secured on each of their inner ends , said rings being

preventing the outerannular flange from being blackened inserted in said annular recesses and forming bearings on
by the flame of the lamp and imparting an undesirable whichsaid joint members are journalled,asleeveencircling
taste to the contents of the receptacle, the said receptacle said ringed pipes and having lateral flanges secured to the
forminga coverfor the lamp and supporting frame when aforesaid flanges and an enlarged outer end surrounding said
the latter are not in use . pipe and forming a gland box, à packing ring in said gland

box , a gland member encircling each of said pipes and ex

No. 101,624. Metallic Coupling for Conveying tending into said gland box and secured to said sleeve, pipes

Fluid Between Vehicles . extending from said ringed pipes in suitable bends and meet

Joint métallique pour le transport des liquides entre les voitures. ling telescopically and a ring and socket joints interposed
intermediately in latter pipes , as and for the purpose

specified .

7. In a device of the class described , pipes supported by

adjoining vehicles , a pair of joint members having lateral
sleeves extending therefrom and forming the opening there

to and secured to the ends of said pipes, flanges at the top

and open end thereof forming annular recesses and a drain

opening at the bottom thereof suitably plugged , a pipe and

a ring at the inner end thereof inserted in each of said an

nular recesses, a pair of sleeves having lateral flanges at

each end thereof and secured to the aforesaid flanges of the

joint members and encircling each of said ringed pipes re

spectively and having an enlarged outer portion surround

ing said pipes forming a gland box , pair of gland members

encircling said pipe and having lateral flanges and secured to
the outer flanges of said sleeves , a packing ring in each of

said gland boxes , pipes extending from said ringed pipes in

suitable bends and meeting telescopically, a pair of rings

and socket joints of similar formation to the aforesaid joint

and interposed in each of the first lengths of pipe extending
from the aforesaid ringed pipes and a suitable gland in said

telescopic joint , as and for the purpose specified.

8. In a device of the class described in combination , a
Henry James Stuart Martin , F. T. Enright and W. J. Hen ; 1 purality of ring and socket joints having the ring portion

derson , each an assignee of a third of the interest, all thereof secured on the end of a pipe and the socket portion

of Montreal , Quebec, Canada , 23rd October, 1906 ; thereof formed as an annular recess in a lateral extending

years . Filed 21st September, 1906. Receipt No. 139,665 . flange from the joint member and a sleeve encircling said

Claim.-1. A metallic coupling for the conveyance of fluids ringed pipe having lateral extending flanges at each end

between vehicles comprising lengths of pipe extending from thereof, the inner flange thereol being secured to the afore
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said flange on the joint member and enclosing said ring, a shank adapted to enter the hole , said shank having an

said sleeve having an enlarged outer portion surrounding elongated V - slot adapted to engage the wedge, whereby

the ringed pipe forming a gland box, a packing ring in said

gland box and a gland member extending into the top of

said gland boxes and securing said packing ring and having

lateral extending flanges secured to the outer flanges of the

sleeve , pipes secured to pipes on the vehicles and arranged

in right angular bends and meeting in the center teles

copically and a gland formed in said telescopic arrangment ,

as and for the purpose specified.
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No. 101,625. Railway Crossing.

Traverse de chemin de fer .
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when the shank is driven home it is expanded and bound in

the hole.

4. In combination a horseshoe having a caulk engaging

hole , a wedge inserted in said hole , having wings on its

lower end to prevent its being driven upward through the

hole , and ears on its upper ends to prevent its dropping

from the hole, and fins to prevent its turning in the hole ,

91 01623 with a caulk having a shank provided with a slot, and ad

apted to enter the hole, engage the wedge, and be spread

thereby so as to retain it in the kole, substantially as des
críbed .

The Pennsylvannia Steel Company, Philadelphia , assignee of 5. The herein described horseshoe caulk comprising a

Charles Ames. Alden , Steelton , both of Pennsylvania , wedge adapted to be inserted in a hole in a horseshoeand

U.S.A. , 23rd October , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 24th Septem- having wings on its lower end adapted to engage the under

ber , 1906. Receipt No. 139,741 . side of theshoe, and lugs on its upper endadapted to be

Claim.-1 . In a crossing the combination of the main rails , turned down upon the upper side of the shoe to hold the

the guard rails , the bent out bearing rails, the hard metal wedge in place , and with channels in its inclined faces,

wear plates having a portion extending across the full width with a caulk having a shank provided with an elongated
of the heads of the main rails and into the bent out portion V -slot adapted to engage the wedge when in the hole and

of the bearing rails , the crossing rails abutting against also having an elongated head having bearing shoulders at

said guard rails, and bearing rails respectively, together opposite sides of the wedge wings, substantially as des
with means for securing said several parts together, sub- cribed .

stantially as set forth .

2. In a crossing, the combination of the main rails , the No. 101,627. Railway Tie. Dormant de chemin de fer.
guard rails bent out and recessed , the bearing rails bent

out and recessed, the hard metal wearing plates having a

portion extending into the recess of the guard rails , and

having also a portion extending across the full width of

the heads of the main rails and into the recessed portion

of the bearing rails , the crossing rails abutting against said

guard rails , and bearing rails respectively , together with

means for securing said several parts together, substanti

ally as set forth .
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No. 101,626. Horseshoe Caulk .

Crampon de fer à cheval.

The Trojan Toe -Caulk Company , Troy, New York, assignee

of Michael R. Murray, Cambridge , New York, U.S.A.,
23rd October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 27th September,

1906. Receipt No. 139,823.

Claim . - 1 . In combination a horseshoe having a caulk en

gaging hole , a wedge inserted in said hole, having wings

on its lower end to prevent its being driven upward through

the hole, and provided with ears on its upper end to pre

vent its removal from the holes, with a caulk having a

shank provided with a slot , and adapted to enter the hole,

engage the wedge, and be spread thereby so as to retain it

in the hole , substantially as described.

2. In combination a horseshoe having a caulk engaging
hole , a wedge adapted to be inserted in said hole, and Michaeel C. Broderick and Bernhart Frederick Siber, co

extending longitudinally and transversely thereof , and pro- inventors, both ofMassillon, Ohio, U.S.A., 23rd October,

vided with wings on its lower end to prevent it passing up
1906 ; 6 years. Filed 21st September, 1906. Receipt No.

wardly through the hole , and with channels in its inclined
139,690.

faces, with a caulk having a shank adapted to enter the Claim . - 1. A metal railway tie comprising spaced vertical

hole,' said shankhavingan elongated V -slot adapted to sides and connected by horizontalwebsextending longitu

engage the wedge, whereby when thewedgeis driven home dinally thereof and spaced apart at the inner ends, and
it is expanded and bound in the hole. transverse vertical webs connecting said webs and spaced

3. In combination a horseshoe having a caulk engaging from the inner ends of the horizontal webs .

hole, a wedge adapted to be inserted in said bole provided 2.A metal railway tiecomprising spaced vertical sides and

with wings on its lower end topreventitpassing upwardly connectedbyhorizontal websspacedapart at the innerends

through the hole, and with lungs onits uppersideadapted and with the lower surfaces coucaved,and transverse verti

to be turned down upon the upper edgeof the shoeto cal webs connecting said sides andspaced fromthe horizon

prevent the wedge being withdrawn, with a caulk having tal webs .
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Fig. 3. Fig.4.

21

Fig.1,
1

10

UAN 7 ,

3. A metal railway tie comprising vertical sides having re- circular row of heating tubes , and surrounded with an axial

cesses in their upper edges for receiving the rails , said re- tube serving as fill opening, and an annular hot air chamber

cesses having overhanging terminals bearing over the tie surrounding said axial tube and communicating with the

fianges of the rails, a horizontal web integral with the sides heating tubes.

connecting said spaced sides opposite said recesses and with

their upper surfaces flush with the bottoms of the recesses, No. 101,629. Crushing Roll. Uachine à broyer .

and means for clamping said rails to said tie structure .

4. A metal railway tie comprising spaced vertical sides

having recesses in their upper edges for receiving the rails ,

said recesses having overhanging terminals bearing over said

vertical sides , transverse vertical webs connecting said 25
25

spaced sides integral therewith and with the upper surfaces

flush with the bottoms of the recesses for bearing beneath a
29 29

rail , and means for claiaping said rails to said tie structure
25with the tie flanges beneath said overhanging portions.

23

5. A metal railway tie comprising spaced vertical sides 2 26

having recesses in their upper edges for receiving the rails , 70

said recesses having overhanging terminals bearing at one 26

side over said vertical sides , webs connecting said spaced

sides and integral therewith and with the upper surfaces

flush with the bottoms of the recesses for bearing beneath

rails , clamp members for bearing over the tie flanges of the
19

rails at the opposite sides , and means for adjustably connect.
30 37

ing said clamp members to the webs .

6. A metal railway tie comprising spaced vertical sides
16

WWW

having recesses in their upper edges for receiving the rails , 102

said recesses having overhangi
ng terminals bearing at one

side over the spaced sides , webs connecting said sides for

bearing beneath the rails, clamp members for bearing against

the rails at the opposite sides , and camp bolts extending

through said webs anid webs and clamp members.

7. A metal railway tie comprising spaced vertical sides Walter G. Bryant, Carterville, Missouri , U.S.A. , 23rd October,

having recesses in their upper faces for receiving the rails ,
19C6 ; 6 years . Filed 24th September, 1906. Receipt No.

said recesses having overhanging terminals bearing at one
139,730 .

side over said vertical sides, webs connecting said spaced Claim.-- 1 . In a crushing mill, a frame including a pair of

sides and integral therewith and with the upper surfaces longitudinal sills, a rigid pillow box bases carried thereby, a
flush with the bottoms of the recesses for bearing beneath roll journalled in said pillow box bases, recessed upper face,

rails , clamp members for bearing over the tie flanges of the wear strips seated in the recesses, slidable pillow box bases

rails at the opposite sides and provided with stop shoulders, mounted on said guide bars and having inturned flange por
and clamping bolts passing through said clamp members and tions enbracing the same , said slidable pillow box bases be

webs and with heads at one end bearing against said shoul- ing also recessed, wear strips arranged in the recesses of the
ders . slidable pillow box bases and bearing against the corres

8. A metal railway tie comprising spaced vertical sides ponding strips of the guide bars, a roller journalled in the

having recesses in their upper edges for receiving the rails, slidable pillow box bases, and springs engaging said slidable

said recesses having overhanging terminals for bearing over pillow box bases and tending to force the rolls into engage
one side of the tie flanges of the rails , webs connecting said

ment ,

sides for bearing beneath the rails , clamp members for bear 2. In a crushing mill , a frame including a pair of parallel

ing against the rails at the opposite sides and provided with sill members , pillow box bases rigidly secured thereto , a roll

inclined lips overhanging the tie flanges and provided with journalled in said pillowbox cases, flanged guide bars carriet
spaced teeth in the inclined faces of the clampmembers and by the sills and provided with recesses in their upperfaces,
bearing upon the upper faces of the tie flanges, and clamp reversible wear strips disposed in said recesses , slida ble pil

bolts connecting the clamp members to the webs . low box bases mounted in the guide bars and having recesses

in their lower faces , reversible wear strips seated in the

No. 101,628. Kettle.
recesses of the slidable pillow box bases and bearing against

Marmite.

the corresponding wear strips of the guide bars , a second

roller journalled in the slidable pillow box bases, and springs

acting on said slidable pillow box bases and tending to force

the rolls into engagement .

3. In a crushing mill , a frame including a pair of longi

tudinal sills , each of which is provided with a vertically

projecting rib , guide bars recessed for the reception of saia

ribs and provided with laterally extended flanges, means for

securing the guide bars to the sills , slidable pillow box bases

having inturned flange portions embracing the flanges of the

guide bars , a roll journalled in said slidable pillow box bases,

and a relatively stationary roll having bearings in a fixed

portion of the frame.

No. 101,630. Milking Machine.

Machine à traire les vaches.

Mark Carmickle , Hendrum , Minnesota , U.S.A. , 23rd October,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 27th September, 1906. Receipt No.

139,815 .

" Claim .-1 . A milking machine comprising a frame having

uprights, one of said uprights being slidably mounted

thereon , upper and lower shafts journalled in said uprights,

sprocket wheels carriedby said shafts, chains connecting

said sprocket wheels, milking rollers carried by the chains,

gears carried by the said lower shafts at one end thereof,

Henry Appleby, London , England, 23rd October, 1906 ; 6 years .
bearings associated with the said frame, a shaft rotatably

mounted in said bearings, gears on said last -named shaft ,
Filed 28th September, 1906. Receipt No. 139,874 .

one of said gear being adjustable longitudinally of the said
Claim .-- 1. A tubular kettle having an approximately hori- shaft, and moans for rotating said shaft.

contal partition dividing it into a lower or water compart- 2. A milking machine comprising a frame having uprights

ment and an upper or air heating chanıber, the water cham- arranged in pairs , one of said uprights being slidably

ber being provided with a fill opening and a spout and tra- mounted on said frame , means for adjusting the said upright ,

versed by air heating tubes communicating withthe air heat- upper and lower shafts journalled in said uprights , sprocket
ing chamber, and the air heating chamber having one or wheels carried by said shaft , chains connecting said sprocket

more outlets for the hot air or gases of combustion , substan- wheel, milking rollers carried by the chains , gears carried by
tially as described.

the said shaft at one end thereof, bearings associated with

2. The herein described tubular kettle composed of an ap- the said frame, a shaft rotatably mounted in said bearing,

proximately cylindrical orconicalmain body traversed by a gears on said last-named shaft , one of said gears being ad
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justable longitudinally of the said shaft , and means for rotat

ing said shaft .

2. A device of the class described , comprising a feed

hopper, an endless conveyer adapted to have the upper por
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3. A milking machine comprising a frame , uprights ar

Lion carry the grain upwardly , a cross partition located in

ranged inpairs thereon, a guide carried by oneof said up. I screened openings extending across the crosspartition, and

proximity to and beneath the upper portion , and a series of

rights, said guide being slidably engaged with the sides of towards its lower end , as and for the purpose specified.

said frame and including crosspiece having openings 3. A device of the class described , comprising a feed hop

therein , pins engaged in said openings, a bar connected to

said pins, springs engaged on said pins between said cross

per , an endless conveyer adapted to have the upper portion

piece and said bar, set screws associated with the frame for carry the grain upwardly, a cross partition located in prox

and

engagement with the saidbar, bearingson said frame, a shaft extending transversely across the partition ,and towards its

beneath the upper portion , and openings

rotatably mounted in said bearings, gears on said shaft , one

of said gears being anjistable longitudinally of the said shaft, to the lower face of the partition , as and fo : the purpose
lower end, and screens covering the openings , and secured

and means for rotating said shaft .
specified .

4. In a device of the class described, the combination com

No. 101,631 . Colter. Coutre . prising a tank , a hopper adapted to feed brain into the

tank , an endless conveyer composed of chains hoving cross

blades secured to opposing sets of links and to their upper

faces, a cross partition immediately below the upper as

pending chains , a series of openings extending across the

partition , and toward its lower end , and means located on

the partition below the lowest of the said openings, where

by the openings below the blades and between the chains

are closed in the movement of the carriers, as and for the

Durpose specified .

5. A device of the class described , comprising a tank,
a feed hopper, an endless chain conveyer adapted to have

the upper portion carry the grain upwardly, a cross parti .

tion in proximity to and beneath the upper portion, and

a series of bars extending transversely between the chains,

and secured to the upper face of the lower end of the par

tition , as and for the purpose specified .

6. In device of the class described , the combination

comprising a tank , a hopper adapted to feed grain into the

tank, parallel oblique extensions extending forwardly from

the tank and secured thereto , chain wheels secured in oppos

ing sets toward the upper and lower ends of the extensions,

endless link chains passing over the wheels, suitably disa

posed blades secured to opposing links in the chains, and

to their upper faces, the said blades extending completely

across between the oblique extensions, a cross partition im

mediately below theupper ascending chains, end a series

of bars extending transversely between chains, and secured

Jesse Fielder Cone , Ashby, Texas , U.S.A. , 2310 October, 1906 ; 10 the upper face toward the lower end of the partition,

6 years. Filed 4th September, 1906. Receipt No. 139,255. as and for the purpose specified.

Claim .-- 1 . The combination with a plough , of a frame car
7. In a device of the class described, the combination

riedby the beam , a pair of rotary colters' mountedin sala comprising a tank , a hopper adapted to feed grain into

frame, avertically adjustable frame extending rearwardly fromthetank ,and secured thereto, chain wheels securedela
.

the tank , parallel oblique extensions extending forwardly

from the first-mentioned frame , and the rotary colter mount

ed in the adjustable frame.

opposing sets toward the upper and lower ends of the ex

2. The combination with a plough , of a frame carried by the tensions, endless link chains passing over the wheels, suita

beam, a pair of rotary coltersmounted in saidframe, verti- bly disposed blades secured to opposing links in the chains,

cally adjustable frame extending rearwardly from the first- and to their upper faces , the said blades extending com

mentioned frame,a rotary colter mounted in the adjustable pletely across between the oblique extensions, a cross parti.

tion immediatelybelow the upper ascendingchains, a seriesframe , and fenders extending along the sides of the last
of bars extending transversely between chains, and secured

mentioned colter. to the upper face, toward the lower end of the partition ,

No. 101,632. Grain Pickling and Cleaning Machine. upper angle bar, and means for operating the chains, as

transverse screened openings in the partition ahead of the

Machine à trier et nettoyer les grains. and for the purpose specified .

John Alexander Cowan , Winnipeg, Manitoba , Canada , 23rd
8. In a device of the class described . the combinatiga

October ,1906 ; 6 years. Filed 24th September , 1906. Re- adapted to feed the grain into the tank, parallel oblique

comprising a tank havinga sloping bottom , a hopper

ceipt No. 139,734 . extensions extending forwardly from the tank, sets of gear

Claim.--1. A device of the class described, comprising a wheels revolvably mounted at either end of the extensions,

feed hopper, anendless conveyeradapted to have the upper endless gear chains passing over and around the wheels,i

portion carry the grain upwardly, and a cross partition lo

Pated in proximity to andbeneath theupperportion ,as and sions, and immediately below the upper ascending chaini

cross partition extending longitudinally between the exten

for the purpose specified.
a series of screens passingovertransverseopenings within
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the lower end of the cross partition , transverse plates extending rearwardly obliquely between the cross board and

secured to the partition below the lowest of the openings in the tank , as and for the purpose specified.

the partition and extending between the chains , blades se- 21. In a device of the class described the combination

cured to the upper face of opposing links in the chain , adapted to be inserted within the tank comprising a cross

the said blades being so designed that their lower face board , a flap hinged to the upper edge of the cross board , a
thespans from tip to tip of two of the successive plates , and sieve extending obliquely and rearwardly from

means for operating the chains, as and for the purpose board, a flap extending normally between the lower edge of

Bpecified . the screen and the rear face of the tank , and a button adap

9. A device of the class described , in combination a tank ted to retain the flap in a plane with the screen , as and for

containing a liquid for receiving the grain , means for ele- the purpose specified.

vatng the grain from the tank, a hood at the end of the 22. In a device of the class deseribed the combination com

conveyer to receive the elevated grain , and a gate to regu- prising a tank containing a liquid for receiving the grain ,

late the flow of the grain from the hood, as and for the said tank having a sloping bottom , a hopper for feeding the

purpose specified . grain into the tank , a set of parallel oblique extensions ex

10. In a device of the class described , the combination tending forwardly from the tank and secured to the sides , a

comprising a tank , means for conveying the grain from the conveyer for elevating the grain from the tank, dependent

tank, and a combined draining and drying board adapted from and between the extensions , a cross board within the

to receive the grain from the tank , as and for the purpose tank bearing upon the upper edges of the extensions , and

specified . substantially vertical thereto , a fiap hinged to the upper edge

11. In a device of the class described , the combination of the partition and of equal length , a sieve extending ob

comprising a tank , means for elevating the grain from the liquely and rearwardly from the cross board and a flap ex

tank , a hood at the end of the conveyer to receive the tending normally between the lower edge of the screen and

elevated grain , a gate to the hood , and a combined drain- the rear inner face of the tank , and a button adapted to re

ing and drying board adapted to receive the grain from the tain the flap in a plane with the screen , as and for the pur

hood, as and for the purpose specified. poso specified.

12. In a device of the class described the combination com

prising a tank, means for elevating the grain from the tank, No. 101,633. Tip for Gloves and Mittens.
a hood at the end of the conveyer to receive the elevated

Renfort pour gants et mitaines.
grain, a gate to the hood , and a flooring combined draining

and drying board adapted to receive the grain from the hood ,

as and for the purpose specified .

13. In a device of the class described the combination com

prising a tank containing a liquid for receiving the grain ,

means for elevating the grain from the tank , a hood at the

end of the conveyer to /receive the elevated grain , a gate to
Nthe hood, and a combined draining and drying board adapted

to receive the grain from the hood, consisting of an obtuse

angled channel-way increasing in cross section from the top

downward , a series of cross strips extending completely

across the channel , flaps passing obliquely between the inner

face of the channel and the outer edge of the cross strips ,

and a number of openings passing rearwardly through the

body of the channel-way and behind the flaps, as and for the

purpose specified .

14. In a device of the class described the combination with

the tank , the conveyer, and the hood of a combined draining stefox

and drying board consisting of a central body portion , side

portions secured to the body portion , and at an obtuse angle

thereto , said side portions being fared towards the bottom ,

vertical outboards secured to the side portions , cross strips

secured to the body and side portions , flaps hinged to the

body portion and extending obliquely towards the outer edge

oľ the cross strips, and exits from behind the flaps to the

rear of the body, as and for the purpose specified.
John G. Davy, Dekalb , Illinois , U.S.A. , 23rd October , 1906 ; 6

years. Filed 12th September, 1906. Receipt No. 139,450.
15. In a device of the class described , a combined draining

Claim . - The combination with the outside seam of the

and dryingboard consisting of means for receiving the grain glove or mitten, of a protecting strip securedbypassingand spreading it as it falls, and means for draining the ac

cumulated liquid from the grain , as and for the purpose the thread of the seam through one side only thereof so the

specified .
other side may be doubled over upon the thread .

16. In a device of the class described the combination with

the tank for receiving the grain, and the conveyer for raising No. 101,634. Rail Joint. Joint de rails.the grain therefrom, of means for receiving the grain and

spreading it as it falls , andmeans for draining the accumu

lated liquid from the grain , as and for the purpose specified.

17. In a device of the class described the combination with

the tank for receiving the grain , the conveyer for raising the
grain therefrom , a hood at the upper end of the conveyer ,

having a gate for governingthe flow of the grain from the

hood, of means for receiving the grain and spreading it as it
falls , and means for draining the accumulated liquid from

the grain , as and for the purpose specified ,

18. In a device of the class described the combination with
the tank for receiving the grain ,the conveyer for raising the
grain therefrom , andthe hood at the upper end of the con

Yeyer, having a gate for governing the flow of the grain from

the hood , of means for receiving the grain and spreading it
as it falls , means for drainingthe accumuated liquid from

the grain, and means for returning the liquid to the tank , as

19. In a device of the class described the
combination comº

prising a tank containing a liquid to receive the grain , a

hopper adapted for feeding the grain into the tank, a con

Yeyer for elevating the grain outof the tank, a board extend

ing
transverselywithinand across the tank and above the

lower portion of the conveyer, and a flap hinged to the upper

Anton Ettlin , Noble , Oregon , U.S.A. , 23rd October, 1906 ; 6

hopper adapted
to feed the grain into the tank , a conveyer year's . Filed 21st September , 1906. Receipt No. 139,695.

transversely

across the tank and above the conveyer
, a flap tensions aforesaid , and means co -acting with the extensions

for
elevating

the grain out of the tank , a board extending provided at one side thereof with sockets to receive the exClaim . – 1. In a rail joint the combination of meeting ends

of rails, extensions projecting therefrom, the rails being

aforesaid to prevent longitudinal separation of the rails .
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and for the purpose
specified .

0
edge of the cross board, as and for the purpose specified.

20.In a device of the class described the
combination com

prising a tank containing
aliquid for receiving the grain ,a

hinged to the upper edgeof the cross board , and a screen
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2. In a rail joint the combination of meeting ends of rails, 3. In a travelling derrick the combination of track ralls, a

extensions projecting therefrom , the rails being provided at derrick frame provided with traction wheels to travel on the

one side thereof with sockets to receive the extensions track rails , said rails and frame being relatively arranged to

aforesaid , said sockets extending below the top portions of form a wide and deep stacking space between the rails, der

the basal flanges of the rails, and projections carried by rick mechanism carried bysaid frame, a drive shaft for oper
the extensions of the socketsto prevent longitudinal separating said mechanism , derrick controlling mechanism actu

ating movement of the rails .

ated by said shaft , counter shafts arranged above and below

3. In a mail joint the combination of meeting ends of rails, the supporting frame, a driving connection between the driv.

extensions projecting from said ends longitudinally thereof ing shaft and upper counter shaft, drive gearing between said

and connected with the rails at sides of the same , the oppo- upper and lower counter shafts, said gearing including 000

site sides of the rails having sockets therein , the socket of necting elements operating in an opening in the platform , a

one rail receiving the end portion of the extension of the reversible friction gearing, and propelling mechanism actu

other rail , the sockets of the rails exending at their lower ated by the lower counter shaft and operatively connected

portions beneath the surface or top of the basal portions

with certain of said traction wheels .

of the rails , and projections integral with the outer ends of
the extensions and adapted to enter the lowermost portions No. 101,636. Nut Lock. Arrête- écrou.

of the sockets to prevent longitudinal separating movement

of the rails , the top portions of the extensions being cut

away toward their outer ends to admit of engagement of

the projections in the sockets as above mentioned .

4. In a rail joint the combination of meeting ends of rails,

a socket plate attached to an end of each rail at one side

thereof , an extension plate attached to such end at the

opposite side , the said extension plates being provided with

projections which enter the sockets and form an interlock

ing connection therewith to prevent any relative movement

of the rail ends .

5. In a rail joint the combination of meeting ends of rails,

a socket plate attached to an end of each rail at one side

thereof, an extension plate attached to such end at the op

posite side, the socket plate embodying a body attached to

the web portion of the rail , and a longitudinal basal exten

sion secured to the base portion of the rail, and
the ex

tension plate embodying a hook portion to engage in the

socket of the socket plate , as specified .

No. 101,635. Derrick . Grue.
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Fig. 1.

Charles Crawford Garrison, Boca, California , U.S.A., 23rd
October, 1906 ; 6 years , Filed 4th September, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 139,254.

Claim.-1. In a nut lock the combination with a threaded

bolt provided with a pair of longitudinally disposed locking

grooves extending the entire length of the threaded portion

of the bolt, of a nut having communicating seating grooves

formed in the central portions of its adjacent faces, one of

which gradually decreases in depth from the point of inter

section of said grooves to the edge of the nut and the adjacent

groove having its end wall curved and extending from one

corner of the nut toward the centerofthe bolt, there being

a pawl receiving opening formed in the rear wall of the last

named seating groove communicating with the bolt and form

ing a continuation of said groove, a bell crank pawl pivoted

at the intersection of the seating grooves and having one end

thereof bowed laterally and its terminal portion curved in

wardly through the pawl receiving opening and disposed sub

stantially parallel with the curved end wall of said opening

101633- for engagement with the locking grooves of the bolt, the op

positeend of the pawl being reduced toform a bowed spring
Patrick F. Fitzgibbons , Chattanooga, Tennessee , U.S.A. , an intermediate portion of which is normally projected be

23rd October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 22nd September, 1906 . yond the general plane of the contiguous side of the nutwhile

Receipt No. 139,713 .
its free end is slidable upon the inclined wall of the adjacent

Claim . - 1. In a travelling derrick the combination of an seating groove , a perforate enlargement formed at the junc .

elevated deck or platform , front and rear end frames sup ture of the spring pawl, and a pintlepassing through the

porting said platform , track wheels carried by said end perforation in said enlargement and engaging the nutat the

frames, each rear end frame being provided with a pair of intersection of the seating grooves.

spaced track wheels and an intermediate track wheel, the

former having sprocket pinions connected therewith ,a drive No. 101,637. Heating System for Houses.

shaft upon the platform , a counter shaft below the plat Système de chauffage pour maisons.

form gearing between said shaft including a member extend
ing through an opening in the platform , sprocketgears Emory J. Greene, Peoria, Illinois , U.S.A., 23rd October, 1906;

upon the respective ends of the counter shaft disposed 6 years . Filed 27thSeptember, 1906. Receipt No. 139,817 .

above the intermediate wheels on the rear end frame, and Claim . - 1. The combination with a wall having a projection

looped triangular chains connecting said pinions on the along the line usually occupied by the upper side of a base

countershaft with the pinions on the pair of spaced track board, of heating pipes located near said wall below said pro

wheels of each rear end frame. jection, and a plate secured in front of said pipes below said

2.In a derrick the combination of a deck or platform , projection andadapted to permit air to passto and from the
front and rear end supports at the opposite sides of said pipes near the lower and uppersides of the recess in which

platform , each of said supports comprising uprights and they lie .

horizontal beams connecting said uprights at their upper 2. The combination with a wall having a projection along

and lower ends, cross beams supporting the platform and the line usually occupied by the upper side of a baseboard,

resting upon the upper horizontal beams of the end sup- of heating pipes locatednear said wall below said projection,

porting frame, a central longitudinal beam bearing against and a plate fixedbelowsaid projection at a short distance in
saidcrossbeams, tie bolts intermediately connected tosaid front ofsaidpipesandadaptedto allow air topasstoand

central longitudinalbeam and fastened at theirends to the from the pipesnearthe lowerand upper sides of the recess

transverse beams, wheels carried by the end supporting up- in which they lie .

rights, gears connected with certain of the wheels , and 3. The combination with a wall having a projection along

driving mechanism for imparting motion tosaid wheels, in the line usually occupied by the upper side of a baseboard, of

either direction .

heating pipes located near the wall below said projection,
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and a removable plate located below said projection a little No. 101,639. Mail Bag Delivering Device .

in front of the pipes , having its upper portion bent inward, Appareil à livrer les sacs postaua .
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and adapted to permit air to pass to and from the pipes near

the lower and upper sides of the recess in which they lie , and

a series of plate supports located in said recess.

4. In heating devices the combination with a wall having a

recess in the plate of the usual baseboard of a non - conduct William Irion , Morrison , Illinois , U.S.A. , 23rd October, 1906 ;

6 years.
ing lining for the top , bottom and rear walls of the recess , a

Filed 24th September , 1906 . Receipt No.

139,732 .
metal lining protecting the non -conducting lining , a mould
ing extending along the wall just above the recess, heating Claim . 1. A device for delivering mail bags from a train ,

pipes supported in the recess out of contact with its walls comprising a receptacle fixed to the station platform , and

and with each other, metal plate forming the front wall of the provided with a pair of swinging doors in the end thereof,

recess, having its upper edge bent rearward below said a swinging buffer, transversely of said receptacle, a track

moulding, and closing the recess except near its top and bot- supported above said receptacle , centrally and longitudinal

tom , and screws detachably fixing the plate in position , ly thereof , a frame supported from the side of the car, and

5. In apparatus for heating a room , the combination with adapted to be swung at right angles thereto , and a hook

side walls having along the floor a recess having the height pivoted at the outer end of said frame, and provided with a

of an ordinary baseboard and extending inward to the stud- cam adapted to engage said track to suitably upset such

ding of the wall , of a thin lining for the recess , a thein ver- look substantially as shown and set forth .

tical plate lying in the plane usually occupied by the face 2. In a device of the class named, the combination of the

of the baseboard and arranged for the entrance of air below vertical shaft 12 , supported against the side of the car, the

and its exit above , and a series of heating pipes in the same frame 13 , secured to such shaft, a book 15, pivoted to the

vertical plane , of a diameter less than the distance between outer end of the frame 13, and provided with the cam 14,

the plate and lining , and fixed midway between said plate means for swinging the frame 13 at right angles to the
and lining. side of the car simultaneously with the outward movement

of the catcher hook for gathering the mail, the receptacle

No. 101,638. Air Brake. Frein à air, 17 provided with a pair of doors 18 in that end wbich is to

wards the approaching car, means for holding such doors

normally closed , the swinging buffer 20 supported trans

versely of the receptacie 17 , and the track 22 supported

above the receptacle 17 in position to engage the cam 14,

and upset the hook 15 , substantially as shown and for the

purpose mentioned.

3. In a device of the class named, the combination of the

frame 13 , swingingly supported to the side of the car, a pair

of hooks , 15 pivoted to the outer end of said frame , means

for swinging the frame 13 outwardly at right angles to the

car , simultaneously with the operation of the catcher arm

for gathering the mail , the receptacle 17 , fixed to the sta

tion platform , and provided at each end with a pair of in

wardly swinging doors 18 , normally held in closed position ,

the swinging buffer 20 supported transversely of the recep

tacle 17 , and the track 22 supported above the receptacle

17 , in position to engage the cam 14 , and upset the hooks

15 when the mail bag comes in contact with either pair of

doors 18 , substantially as shown and described.

4. In a device of the class named , the combination of the

receptacle 17 , having a bottom of spaced apart strips 27 ,

the pair of doors 18 at each end of the receptacle 17 , means

for holding said doors normally closed , and the swinging

buffer 20. supported transversely of said receptacle, sub

stantially as shown and set forth .

5. In a device of the class named, the combination of the

frame 13 swingingly supported to the side of the car, a pair

Edwin T. Hughes, Gladstone , Colorado , U.S.A. , 23th Octo- of oppositely disposed hooks 15 pivoted to the outer end
ber , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 27th September, 1906 . Re- of the frame 13 the cam 14 integral with the hooks 15,

ceipt No. 139,829 . means for swinging the frame 13 outwardly at right angles

Claim.--1 . The combination with a triple valve of the to the side of the car . simultaneously with the operation

Westinghouseairbrake , a train pipe connectedtherewith ofthe catcherarm for gathering the mail, and meansfor

through whichair is suppliedto the triple valve and in engagingthe cam 14 to suitably upset thehooks15 , sub
which the pressure is at times reduced and which is the stantially as set forth and for the purpose named .
sole means for establishing and cuting off communication

between the auxiliary reservoir and the brake cylinder, an No. 101,640. Clothes Line and Case. Corde à linge.

exhaust passage leading from the said triple valve , a valve

casing applied thereto, a valve for openingand closing Julie. Lemon , Mono Mills, Ontario, Canada , 23rd October,

said exhaust passage without in any way affecting the pas 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 22nd September, 1906. Receipt No.

sage between the auxiliary reservoir and brake cylinder,
139,712 .

and electro-magnetic devices for operating said exhaust Claim .-- 1. A clothes line and casing therefor comprising

valve , a casing suitably secured to a wall or post and having an
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open front and a door closing said front opening, a spring roller and adapted to be withdrawn against the spring pull

actuated roller journalled in suitable bearings supported of said roller, a second spring actuated roller journalled in

suitable bearings supported by said casing above the afore

said roller and having enlarged outer ends , flanges extend

irg from the sides of the said enlarged ends, a flat spring

secured to sad casing having a pin extending therefrom to

ergage an orifice in one of the said flanges, a line having its

erds secured to the enlarged portions of said roller , guides

secured to said casing through which the line passesand a

plurality of clothes pins having eye screws in the heads

thereof surrounding said line , as and for the purpose speci

fied .

9. A clothes line and casing therefor comprising a casing

suitably secured to a wall or post and having an open front
and doors closing said front opening, a spring actuated roller

journalled in suitable bearings supported by said casing,

flanges at the ends of said roller, a flat spring secured to said
casing having a pin extending therefrom to engage an orifice

in one of said flanges, a slotted guide bar secured to said

casing parallel with and in proximity to said roller, a clothes

line wound on said roller and adapted to pass through the

said slots in said guide bar and be withdrawn against the

spring pull of said roller, a spanner secured to the outer

by said casing and a clothes line wound on said roller and end of said clothes line , means secured to said spanner for

adapted to be withdrawn against the spring pull of said securing saidline in an extended position, a second spring

actuated roller journalled in suitable bearings supported by
roller, as and for the purpose specified.

2. A clothes line and casing therefor , comprising a cas
said casing above the aforesaid roller and having enlarged

ing suitably secured to a wall or post and having an open larged ends, a flat spring secured to said casing having a pinouter ends , flanges extending from the sides of the said en

front and a door closing said front opening, a spring actu

ated roller journalled in suitable bearings supported by said extending therefrom to engage an orifice in one ofthesaid

casing,means for securing said roller ina fixedposition, flanges , a line having its ends secured totheenlarged por

anda clothes line wound on said rollerand adapted to be tons of said roller, guides secured to saidcasingthrough

withdrawn against the spring pullof said roller. as and whichsaid line passes and a plurality of clothes pins having

for the purpose specified.
eye screws in the heads thereof surrounding said line and

3. Aclothes line and casing therefor, comprising a casing slidably arranged on second line, as and for the purpose
suitably secured to a wall or post and having an open front specified .

and a door closing said front opening, a spring actuated

roller journalled in suitable bearings supported by said cas- No. 101,641 . Sad Iron. Fer à repasser .

ing and a clothes line wound on said roller and adapted to

be withdrawn against the spring pull of said roller , and

means attached to said clothes line for securing it in its

extended position , as and for the purpose specified.

4. A clothes line and casing therefor , comprising a casing

suitably secured to a wall or post and having an open front

and a door closing said front opening, a spring actuated

roller journalled in suitable bearings supported by said cas

ing, means for securing said roller in a fixed position , a line

secured to said roller and a bar secured to the outer ends

of said clothes line having screw eyes secured thereto for

securing the line in an extended position , as and for the

purpose specified .

5. A clothes line and casing therefor comprising a casing

suitably secured to a wall or post and having an open front

and a door closing said front opening, a spring actuated

roller journalled in suitable bearings supported by said cas

ing, and having flanges at the ends thereof and a ring of

hcles in one of said flanges, a spring held pin attached to

said casing and fitting into one of said holes, and a clothes

line wound on said roller and adapted to be withdrawn

against the spring pull of said roller, as and for the purpose

specified .

6. A clothes line and casing therefor comprising a casing

suitably secured to a wall or post and having an open front

and a door closing said front opening , a spring actuated rol
ler journalled in suitable bearings supported bysaidcasing Alexander Luethi,LakeMills, Wisconsin, U.S.A., 23rd Octo

and having flanges at the ends thereof and a ring of holes in
ber , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 1st October, 1906. Receipt No.

ove of said flanges, a flat spring secured to said casing hav
139,928 .

ing a pin extending therefrom to fit within the holes in the Claim . - 1. In a sad iron the combination of a base portion

flange of said roller, means for holding said pin out of en- provided on its top surface with upstanding converging lugs,

gagement with the said flange and a clothes line wound on an upper removable portion comprising a base , a handle

said roller and adapted to be withdrawn against the spring above the base , and connecting means between the handle

pull of said roller , as and for the purpose specified. and the base , the said base having converging side edges

7. A clothes line and casing therefor comprising a casing adapted to be brought into engagement and registration with

suitably secured to a wall or post and having an open front the inner faces of the converging lugs , and said base also

and a door closing said front opening, a spring actuated rol- provided longitudinally with a slot , said slot merging at its

ler journalled in suitable bearings supported by said casing forward end into a recess formed in the under side of the

and a clothes line wound on said roller and adapted to be base , a transverse pin having its ends supported in the side

withdrawn against the spring pull of said roller , a spring walls of the recess , and a locking device having a shank por

actuated roller journalled in suitable bearings supported by tion disposed in the recess and pivoted at its forward end on

said casing above the aforesaid roller, a line having the ends the transverse pin , and having its rear portion extending

thereof secured to said roller and adapted to be withdrawn upwardly through the slot and provided with an engaging

against the spring pull thereof and a plurality of clothes device adapted when the rear end of the locking device is

pins having'eye screws in the heads thereof surrounding said pushed downwardly, to engage in advance of the forward

lire, as and for the purpose specified . cous of the upstanding lugs. and adapted to be disengaged

8. A clothes live and casing therefor comprising a casing from said front ends of the lugs , when the locking device is

suitably secured to a wall or post and havng an open front pulled upwardly.

and a door closing said front opening , a spring actuated roller 2. In a said iron the combination of a base portion provided

jurnalled in suitable bearings supported by said casing , on its top surface with short converging upstanding lugs, an

flanges at the ends of said roller , a fat spring secured to upper removable porton comprising a base , a handie above

said casing having a pin extending therefrom to engage an the base , and a connecting means between the handle and

orifice in one ofsaid flanges, means for holding said pin out the base , the said base having its opposite side edges con

of engagement with said flanges, a clothes iing wound on said ' verged for short distances, said converging surfaces adapted
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to be brought into engagement and registration with the in- and provided with an engaging device adapted when the
her faces of the short converging lugs , and said base further rear end of the locking device is pushed downwardly to en

provided longitudinally with a slot, the said slot merging at gage in advance of the forward ends of the upstanding lugs,

its forward end into a recess formed in the under side of the and to be disengaged from said lugs , when the rear end of

base , a transverse pin having its ends supported in the side the locking device is pulled upwardly.

walls of the recess, and a locking device having a shank por- 7. In a sad iron the combination with a body portion, of

tion disposed in the recess and pivoted at its forward end on an upper portion comprising a base , a handle above the

the transverse pin, and having its rear portion extending up- base, and a connecting means between the handle and the

wardly through the slot and provided with an engaging device base. the said base provided on its under side with a longi

adapted , when the rear end of the locking device is pushed tudinal open ended recess, and means for removably con
downwardly, to engage in advance of the forward ends of the necting the base to the top surface of the body.

upstanding lugs , and to be disengaged from said forward ends
8. In a sad iron the combination with a body portion of

of the upstanding lugs , when the rear end of the locking de an upper portion comprising a longitudinally slotted base,

vice is pulled upwardly. a handle above the base, and a connecting means between

3. In a sad iron the combination of a base portion provid
the handle and the base, the sad base provided on its under

ed on its top surface with upstanding converging lugs, an side with a longitudinal open -ended recess, and means for

upper removable portion comprising a base , a handle above removably connecting the base to the top surface of the

the base, and connecting means between the handle andthe body.

base, the said base having converging side edges adapted to
No. 101,642. Cover for Churns. Couvercle de barattes .

be brought into engagement and registration with the inner

faces of the converging lugs, and said base further provided

longitudinally with a slot , said slot merging at its forward

end into a recess formed in the under side of the base , a

transverse pin having its ends supported in the side walls

of the recess , and a locking device having a shank portion

disposed in the recess and pivoted at its forward end on the

transverse pin , and having its rear portion extend'ng up

wardly through the slot and formed into a transverse head .

said head having depending locking fingers at opposite ends

thereof adapted when the rear end of the locking device is

pushed downwardly to engage in advance of the forward

ends ofthe upstanding lugs , and to be disengaged from said

forward ends of the lugs when the rear end of the locking

device is pulled upwardly .

4. In a said iro the combination of a base portion provided

its top surface with upstanding converging lugs , an

upper removable portion comprising a base , a handle above

the base, and connecting means between the handle and the

base , the said base having converging side edges adapted to

be brought into engagement and registration with the

inner faces of the converging lugs , and said base further

provided longitudinally with a slot, said slot merging at its

forward end into a recess formed in the under side of the

base , a transverse pin having its ends supported in the side

walls of said racess , and a locking device having a shank
Adah Delphene Matterson , Fremont, Michigan , U.S.A. , 23rd

portion disposed in the recess and pivoted at its forward
October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 21st September , 1906.

end on the transverse pin , and having its rear portion ex Receipt No. 139,697 .

tending upwardly through the slot and formed into a trans- Claim.--The combination of a churn body , a dasher , a

verse head . said head having a rearwardly extending pro- dasher rod, a cover for the churn provided with an open

lection , and also having depending locking fing? rs at oppo- ing through which the dasher rod passes , an inverted cup

site ends thereof , said fingers adapted when the rear end of shaped member formed of sheet material fitting upon the

the locking device is pushed downwardly to engage in ad- cover and provided with an opening which is in alignment

vance of the forward ends of the upstanding lugs and to be with the opening in the cover and through which the dasher

disengaged from said lugs when the rear end of the lock- rod passes , the said cup -shaped member forming a chamber

ing device is pulled upwardly, and a knob or handle around the dasher rod which is adapted to receive any

connected to and extendng upwardly from the rearwardly splashings, and having its upper portion pressed outwardly

extending projection of the head . to form an annular shoulder, and an annular flange pro

5. In a sad iron the combination of a base portion pro- jetcing outwardly from the upperportionof the cup -shaped
to thevided on its top surface with upstanding converging lugs, member and secured before -mentioned annular

said lugs having their front ends bevelled downwardly for- shoulder, the said flange forming a trough around the dasher

wardly , an upper removable portion comprising a base, a rod which is provided with means for delivering any liquid

handle above the base, and connecting means between the
which may accumulate therein into the before -mentioned

handle and the base , the said base having converging side
chamber.

edges adapted to be brought into engagement and registra
tion with the inner faces of the converging lugs, and said No. 101,643. Awl. Aline.

base further provided longitudinally with a slot, said slot

merging at its forward end into a recess, formed in the

underside of the case , a transverse pin having its ends

supported in the side walls of said recess, and a locking de

vice having a shank portion disposed in the recess and

pivoted at its forward end on the transverse pin , and having

its rear portion extending upwardly through the slot and

provided with an engaging device adapted, when the rear

end of the locking device is pushed downwardiy, to engage

in advance of the bevelled forward ends of the upstanding

lugs, and to be disengaged from said lugs when the rear end

of the locking device is pulled upwardly.

6. In a sad iron the combination of a base portion pro

vided on its top surface with upstanding converging lugs ,

said lugs having dove-tail inner faces , an upper removable

portion comprising a base , a handle above thebase and con

necting means between the handle and the base , the said

base having converging and downwardly outwardly pevelled

side edges adapted to be brought into engagement and re

gistration with the inner faces of the converging lugs , and

said base further provided longitudinally with a slot , said

slot merging at its forward end into a recess formed in the

under side of the base, a transverse pin having its ends

George Allen Peacock , Hanford , California, U.S.A. , 23rd

supported in the side walls of the recess , and a locking de
October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 24th September, 1906.

vice having a shank portion disposed in the recess and
Receipt No. 139,764 .

pivoted at its forward end on the transverse pin , and hav- Claim . - 1 . A barness awl involving a tubular shank with

ing its rear portion extending upwardly through the slot la head , a ferrule movably applied to the shank, a needle
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secured to the shank and projectible through the ferrule, ed the preponderance of weight thereof to one side of the

and thread carrying means held in the head and provided bearing will cause the body to automatically return to its

with mechanism for controlling the feed of the same. normal position after dumping.

2. A harness awl involving a shank having a head and 4. A dumping car having a central pivot bearing located be

means for holding a needle , a ferrule movably supported neath the car body whereon the car body is normally sup

by the shank, a needle projectable through the ferrule , a ported , and an eccentric pivot bearing upon which the car

thread carrying bobbin removably disposed in the head , body is supported and turned during the intermediate

and means for engaging a portion of the bobbin to prevent and latter part of its tilting movement, said central
the latter from turning, and eccentrically disposed bearings being so located in

3. In a harness awl , the combination of a tubular shank relation to each other that the centrally disposed bearing

having a head and also provided with means for holding a supports the body until the body bears upon the eccentri

needle , a movable member engaging the shank , a needlecally disposed bearings , and said eccentric bearing having a

held by the shank and projectible through the said mem- double or reverse curve to lock the body thereon, 'substan

ber, means for automatically restoring the movable member tially as described .

to normal position , and thread carrying and feeding means , 5. A dumping car provided with centrally and eccentrically

the thread being drawn taut by the operation of the awl . arranged pivot bearings on which the car body successively

4. In a harness awl , the combination of a shank having turns in dumping the load, said bearing being so disposed

a head , a ferrule having a telescopic organization with with relation to the body that when the body is tilted the

respect to the shank , a needle held by the terminal of the preponderance of weight thereof to one side of the bearing

shank and projectible through the ferrule , and means en- will cause the body to automatically return to its normal

closed within the head for carrying and feeding thread to position after dumping, and said central pivot bearing being

the needle. beneath and close to the bottom of the load whereby the

5. In a harness awl, the combination of a tubular shank initial tilting movement of the car body will be made easier,

having a head, a needle secured to the shank , a ferrule substantially as described.

having a telescopic organization with respect to the shank 6. A dumping car having a central pivot bearing located

and through which the needle is projectible , a thread car- beneath the car body and whereon the car body is normally

rying bobbin removably mounted in the head , a catch de- supported in a horizontal position , an eccentrically arranged

vice for co -operating with a part of the bobbin tolimit pivot bearing whereon the car body is automatically sup

the movement thereof, and means for disengaging the catch ported during the intermediate and latter part of its tilting

device. movement, and said car body having doors normally carried

6. In a harness awl , the combination of a tubular shank by said car body, and means for temporarily supporting the

having a head, needle secured to the shank, a spring actu- door on the side toward which the car body is tilted to dis

ated ferrule telescopically engaging the shank , the needle charge its load, and the preponderance of weight of the car

being projectible through the ferrule, and thread carrying body on the other side aided by the door on that side being

and feeding spans disposed in the said head, the thread be- above said eccentric pivot when the car body is in its tilted

ing fed through the shank and ferrule to the needle. position , whereby it will automatically return to its normal

7. A harness awl involving a shank and head, a needle position when the dumping operation is completed, substan

secured to the shank , a spring actuated ferrule telescopi- tially as described .

cally engaging the shank and normally enclosing the needle , 7. The combination with a truck frame, of standards cen

the needle being projectible through one terminal of the trally mounted thereon and provided with centrally arranged

ferrule and the latter acting as a stay and reinforce for pivots and with eccentrically arranged sockets and pivots

said needle and means for feeding thread to the needle . upon each side of said central pivot and below the level of

the same, a car body , plates secured transversely to the un

No. 101,644. Dumping Car. Char à bascule .
der side thereof and having centrally arranged sockets to re

ceive said central pivots and normally supporting the car

body in a horizontal position , and said plates being also pro

vided at each end with pivots and sockets to co -operate with

the sockets and pivots on said standards and whereon the

car body is supported and turned during the intermediate

and latter part of its tilting movement, and said central

sockets passing out of contact with their pivots during the

latter part of the tilting movement of said car body, andsaid

eccentric sockets and pivots having double or reverse curves

whereby their bearing area will be increased and the parts

will be locked together during the tilting movement, sub

stantially as described.

8. A dumping car comprising a frame , a car body having

central and eccentric pivots thereon and capable of dumping

toward either side , doors for said car body, bars pivoted on

said frame and engaging said doors to lift them vertically
one at a time according to the direction in which the car

body is tilted , and means connecting said bars with said cai

body whereby the tilting of the body toward one side will

oscillate the bars on that side to lift the door , substantially

as described.

9. A dumping car comprising a frame , a car body having

central and eccentric pivot bearings thereon and adapted to

dump upon either side, doors for said car body , bars pivot

ally supported intermediate to their ends on said frame at

Francis Peteler, Minneapolis, Minnesota , U.S.A. , 23rd Octo each end of the car having slotted outer ends, said doors hav

ber, 1906; 6 years. Filed29th September, 1906. Receipt málly resting on the sides of the car and theweight of the
ing gudgeons slidable within said slots , said gudgeons nor

No. 139,902.
door on the upper side of the car being utilized to aid in re

Claim . - 1. A dumping car having central and eccentrically turning it to its horizontal position after dumping , and

disposed pivot bearings located beneath the car body and on means connecting the inner ends of said bars with the car

which the body successively turns in dumping the load, said body at one side of the center, whereby when the car is tilt.

bearings comprising a member having centrally and eccentri- ed toward oneside, the door on that side will be lifted a suf
cally disposed pivots and another member having cen- ficent distance above the bottom and sides of the car to allow

trally and end disposed sockets formed with side walls to re- the load to dump without obstruction, substantially as des .

ceive the correspondingly disposed pivots and provided with cribed .
pivots located between the central and end disposed sockets 10. In a dumping car the combination with a frame, of

to bear against the first-mentioned member between its standards mounted on each end thereof, a car body pivotally

pivots, substantially as described . supported between said standards and adapted to dump on

2. A dumping car having central and eccentric pivot bear- either side, doors for said car body, bars pivoted at points

ings , comprising a fixed and a movable plate formed with intermediate to their ends on said standards and having slot

corresponding rocking pivots and sockets , the outer sockets ted outer ends wherein said doors are mounted, said slots

on the movable plate having their outer end walls overhang- allowing the doors to bear on the sides of the car body ex.

ing the pivots fitting in said sockets so as to bear in locking cept when raised in dumping, means connecting the inner

engagement with the outer face of said pivots, substantially ends of said bars with the car body at one side of its sen

as described .
ter , whereby the weight of both doors will be utilized to re

3. A dumping car provided with central and eccentrically turn the car body to its horizontal position after dumping,

arranged pivot bearings on which the car body successively substantially as described.

turns in dumping the load, said bearings and body being so 11. A dumping car comprising a frame , a car body having

disposed in relation to each other that when the body is tilt - ' central and eccentric pivots thereon, doors for said car hav .
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ing gudgeons at each end adapted to rest upon the ends of the clined downward at the entering or feeding end of the said

car body, bars pivotally supported upon said frame and have tank or vat and being inclined upward at the discharging

ing bearings at their outer ends at points intermediate to end of the said tank or vat , so that the bottles will readily

their ends for said gudgeons , and means at one side of its fill with water as they are entered into the said tank or vat

center whereby it is tilted, in either direction , the door on and will be drained or emptied as they are forced towards

the dumping side will be lifted automatically above the bot. the discharging end thereof, the downwardly inclined enter

tom and sides of the car and the outer door will be raised, ing parts of said guides being partly composed of an over

resting upon the upper side of the car and the weight of both lying upwardly yielding frame or apron having guiding

doors will be utilized to return the car body to its horizontal parts, as g, to cause the empty bottles to be submerged.

position after dumping, substantially as described . 4. A bottle soaking and cleansing apparatus comprising

12. A dumping car comprising a frame , a car body pivoted a tank or vat having therein an openwork rack above the

thereon and capable of dumping toward either side, doors bottom of the said tank or vat and constructed to provide

for said car body, bars pivoted at points intermediate to a series of stationary longitudinal guides entering through

their ends on said frame above the level of said car body said tank or vat, said guides being inclined downward at

pivots and said bars engaging said doors to lift them verti- the entering or feeding end of the said tank or vat and

cally one at a time according to the direction in which being inclined upward at the discharging end of the said

the car body is tilted, and means connecting said bars with tank or vat, so that the bottles will readily fill with water

said bar body whereby the tilting of the body toward either as they are entered into the said tank or vat and will be

side will oscillate the bars on the dumping side to lift the drained or emptied as they are forced towards the discharg

door on that side , substantially as described . ing end thereof, the downwardly inclined entering parts of

13. A dumping car comprising a frame, a car body pivoted said guides being partly composed of an overlying upwardly

thereon and capable of dumping toward either side , doors yielding frame or apron having guiding parts , as o, to

for said car body, bars pivoted at points intermediate to cause the empty bottles to be submerged.

their ends and engaging said doors , and means connecting

said bars with saidcar body ,whereby the tilting of the No. 101,646. Force Feed Seeder . Semoir.
body toward one side will oscillate the bars on that side

to lift the door a sufficient distance above the bottom and

sides of the car to allow the load to dump without obstruc
Mig 1.

tion .

14. A dumping car comprising a frame , a car body hav

ing central and eccentric pivots thereon and capable of

dumping toward either side, doors for said car body, bars

pivotally supported on said frame at points intermediate

to their ends above the level of said car body pivots , said

bars having short and long arms, said long arms engaging

said doors, and flexible means connecting said short arms Flig.5.
with the car body at one side of the center thereof , where

by the tiling of said car body will lift the door on the

dumping side , and stops for limiting the oscillating move Fijo

ment of said bars in one direction , substantially as des

cribed.
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No. 101,645. Tank for Soaking Bottles.

Réservoir pour tremper les bouteilles .

16

1 /

L.

2

111617

F19.1.
Jacob H. Ullrick , Nashville , Tennessee , U.S.A. , 23rd October ,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 27th September, 1906. Receipt No.

139,838 .

Claim .--- 1 . In a seeder of the class described the combina

tion of a hopper provided with a seed opening, a grooved feed

roll , a cut-off located at the seed opening and a rotary

device mounted directly on the cut - off and provided with an

79.2

opening receiving and conforming to the configuration of the

feed roll , said rotary device being carried by the cut - off to

vary the length of the exposed portion of the feed roll .

2. In a seeder of the class described , the combination of a

hopper, a feed roll, a cut- off provided with a depending sup

porting portion , a vertically disposed rotary device having

101646
an opening receiving the feed roll , said rotary device being

mounted on the supporting portion of the cut -off and carried

by the latter to vary the length of the exposed portion of

the feed roll .

Roland Schwarzenbach , Hornell , New York, U.S.A. , 23rd 3. In a seeder of the class described the combination of a

October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 1st October, 1906 . Re- hopper having a seed opening, a casing, a grooved feed roll ,

ceipt No. 139,939 . a horizontal cut- off located at the seed opening and provided

Claim . - 1. A bottle soaking and cleansing apparatus com- with a depending collar encircling the feed roll , and a rotary

prising a tank or vat provided with a series of longitudinal device having an opening to receive the feed roll , and mount

stationary guides by which the bottles may be directed ended on and carried by the collar of the cut - off to vary the

wise through the said tank or vat , said guides being in- length of the exposed portion of the feed roll.
clined downward at the entering or feeding end of the said 4. In a seeder of the class described the combination of a

tank or vat and being inclined upward at the discharging hopper having a seed opening, a grooved feed roll , a cut-off

end of the said tank or vat, so that the bottles will readily iocated at the seed opening and having a depending collar

fill with water as they are entered into the said tank or encircling the feed roll, a rotary device mounted on the col

vat and will be drained or emptied as they are forced to- lar and having an opening receiving and conforming to the

wards the discharging end thereof. configuration of the feed roll , and an operating rod connected

2. A bottle soaking and cleansing apparatus comprising a to the cut- off for operating the same and for adjusting the

tank or vat having therein an openwork rack , above the rotary device to vary the length of the exposed portion of

bottom of the said tank or vat and constructed to provide the feed roll.

a series of stationary longitudinal guides extending through 5. In a seeder of the class described the combination of a

the said tank or vat , said guides being inclined downward hopper, a grooved feed roll held against slidable movement,

at the entering or feeding end of the said tank or vat a rotary device consisting of a disc having an opening to re

and being inclined upward at the discharging end of the ceive the feed roll and provided with projecting portions ex

said tankorvat, so that the bottles will readily fill with tending into the groove of the same, and a cut- off having

water as they are entered into the said tank or vat and will opposite lugs loosely embracing the disc.

be drained or emptied as they are forced towards the dis- 6. In a seeder of the class described the combination of a

charging end thereof.
hopper having a seed opening, a feed roll , a cut-off located

3. A bottle soaking and cleansing apparatus comprising at the seed opening, operating mechanism connected to the

a tank or vat provided with a series of longitudinal sta- cut- off and means mounted directly on and carried by the

tionary guides by which the bottles may be directed end- cut -off for varying the length of the exposed portion of the

wise through the said tank or vat, said guides being in- ' feed roll .
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7. In a seeder of the class described the combination of a rotary and longitudinal movement on each other, and means

hopper provided at the bottom with seed openings , casings for positively limiting the rotary and longitudinal move

depending from the bottom of the hopper and having dis- ments of the sections.

charge openings and provided with slots , grooved feed rolls 8. In a machine of the class described the combination of

operating within the casings , a shaft connecting the feed a hopper , a movable furrow opener, a flexible spout or tube

rolls , cut - offs for controlling the seed openings of the hop - composed of a plurality of sections capable of a limited and

per. said cut-offs being extended through the slots of the longitudinal movement on each other, said sections also

casing and having means mounted directly upon the cut- offs having a rocking movement, and means rigid with the sec

for varying the length of the exposed portions of the rolls , tions for limiting the said movements.

operating mechanism located exteriorly of the casings con- 9. In a machine of the class described the combination of

nected with the extended portions of the cut-offs , and means a hopper, a movable furrow opener, and a flexible spout or

for rotating the said shaft . tube composed of a plurality of tapering telescopic sections

8. In a seeder of the class described the combination of a circular in cross section , and separate means rigid with the

hopper provided at the bottom with seed openings, casings upper ends of the sectionsand overlapping the contiguous

depending from the hopper and having laterally extending sections , and engaging the same for positively limiting the

portions forming horizontal guides, feed rolls operating with movement of the sections on each other.

in the casings, a shaft connecting the feed rolls, cut-offs hav- 10. In a machine of the class described the combination of

ing horizontal portions to operate in the guides and pro- a hopper, a movable furrow opener , and a flexible spout or

vided with depending vertical portions located within the tube composed of a plurality of telescopic sections , each pro

said casings, means mounted directly on the vertical por- vided with a projecting flange and having substantiallly

tions of the cut-offs for exposing more or less of the feed hook - shaped tongues engaging the flange of the adjacent

rolls , means for operating the cut - offs , and gearing for ro- section .

tating the said shaft . 11. In a machine of the class described the combination of

a hopper, a movable furrow opener , and a flexible spout or

No. 101,647. Grain Drill. Semoir en ligne.
tube composed of a plurality of telescopic sections , each

provided with a projecting flange and having substantially

hook - shaped tongues engaging the flange of the adjacent

section and having a limited lateral movement between the

tongues thereof.

12. In a machine of the class described the combination

with a hopper, and a furrow opener, of a flexible spout or

tube composed of tapering telescopic sections circular in

cross section , each section being provided at the top with

an annular flange and having depending substantially hook

Fig. 10 shaped tongues arranged at intervals, the tongues of one

section receiving the flange of the adjacent section and hav .

ing a limited rotary movement between the tongues thereof.

13. In a machine of the class described the combination of

opposite hoppers arranged at an angle , feed mechanism

having shafts arranged at an angle and provided with

spaced gears , an intermediate gear meshing with the said

gears , and gearing for communicating motion from the

intermediate gear .

14. In a machine of the class described the combination of

a wheeled frame having a rotary axle , a plurality of hop

pers arranged at an angle and provided with feed shafts
101.647

arranged at an angle , spaced gears mounted on the feed

shafts , intermediate gears meshing with the said gears ,

lower transverse shafts and gearing for connecting the

Jacob H. Ullrick , Nashville , Tennessee , U.S.A. , 23rd October, lower transverse shafts with the intermediate gears and

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 27th September, 1906. Receipt No. with the axle .

139,847 . 15. In a machine of the class described the combination of

Claim .-1 . In a machine of the class described the combin- a wheeled frame having a rotary element , a plurality of

ation of a main frame , hoppers arranged at an angle , feed hoppers, feed mechanism having feed shafts, spaced gears

mechanism , flexible spouts or tubes, drag bars or beams mounted on the feed shafts, intermediate gears meshing

having drilling devices and connected with the spouts or with the said gears , lower transverse shafts, separate gear

tubes, and means for moving the drag bars or beams back ing connecting the transverse shafts with the intermediate

ward and forward for arranging them either in a straight gears, and other gearing for connecting the transverse
line or in angular relation . shafts with the axle .

2. In a machine of the class described the combination of 16. In a machine of the class described the combination of

opposite hoppers having feed mechanism provided with front , rear and intermediate hoppers having cups , the cups

slides, operating rods connected with the slides , and means of the front hoppers being provided at the front with dis

for connecting the operating rods for simultaneously actu- charge openings, and the cups of the other hoppers having

ating the same. discharge openings at the back , feed mechanism provided

3. In a machine of the class described the combination of with feed shafts , lower front, intermediate and rear trans

opposite hoppers having feed mechanism provided with slides , verse shafts , gearing connecting the transverse shafts with

operating rods connected with the slides, and an adjusting the feed shafts, sprocket gears mounted on the axle and on

screw having right and left hand threaded portions connected the intermediate and rear transverse shafts, a sprocket

with the operating rods for simultaneously moving the same chain arranged on the said sprocket gears, and spur gearing

in opposite directions . connecting the front and intermediate transverse shafts .

4. In a machine of the class described the combination with 17. In a machine of the class described the combination of

a hopper, and a movable furrow opener, of a flexible spout front, rear and intermediate hoppers having cups, the cups
or tube composed of a plurality of short telescopic sections of the front hoppers being provided at the front with dis

having a limited longitudnal movement, and meansrigid with charge openings, and the cups of the other hoppers having
the sections for limiting the longitudinal movement to pre discharge openings at the back , feed mechanism provided

vent the sections from becoming disconnected. with feed shafts , lower front, intermediate and rear trans

5. In a machine of the class described the combination verse shafts , gearing connecting the transverse shafts with

with a hopper, and a movable furrow opener, of a flexible the feed shafts , sprocket wheels having gears of Wirect

spout or tube composed of a plurality of telescopic sections diameters and arranged on the axle and on the intermediate

having a limited longitudinal movement, and rigid connect- and rear transverse shafts , and a sprocket chain arranged

ins means for the sections to prevent their separation , said on the sprocket whee's and adapted to be changed from one

connecting means being arranged in spaced relation to per- set ofgears to another , and spur gearing connecting the

mit a limited rotary movement of the sections.
front and intermediate transverse shafts.

6. In a machine of the class described the combination

with a hopper , and a movable furrow opening, of a flexible No. 101,648. Box. Boite.

spout or tube composed of a plurality of telescopic sections

having an annular series of exterior connecting devices Thomas Wertz , Saint Louis, Missouri, U.S.A. , 23rd October,

spaced apart to permit the sections to have a limited rotary
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 1st October , 1906 . Receipt No.

movement.
139,922 .

7. In a machine of the class described the combination of ( laim . - 1 . A knockdown box comprising side , top, bottom

a hopper, a movable furrow opener , a flexible spout or tube and end pieces, bracing bars arranged on said pieces, guide

composed of a plurality of sections capable of a limited plates secured to said bars and adapted to engage the meet
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Fig. 1

%

ing edges of each adjacent piece and means whereby said a continuous rabbet, transversely disposed brace bars secured

pieces of the box may be locked in a closed and set up posi- to the outer sides of said side pieces , guide and brace plates

tion , substantially as described. formed on the outer ends of said brace bars to engage the

side rabbets of said top and bottom pieces, brace bars secured

to the opposite ends of said top and bottom piece , guide and

brace plates formed on said bars to engage the upper and

lower rabbets of said end pieces , brace bars secured to the

side edges of said end pieces, guide plates formed on said

brace bars to engage the end rabbets of said side pieces,

catch lugs arranged on the forward end of said top piece , a

locking plate adapted to be engaged with said catch lugs,

right angularly projecting top and end engaging plates form

ed on said locking bar, a metallic bar arranged between said

locking bar and the end of said top piece and secured to the

latter , removable fastening devices to detachably

said locking plate on the ends of said top piece, a keeper

formed on said locking bar, and a lock arranged on said top

piece , the bolt of said lock being adapted to be turned into

engagement with said keeper, thereby locking said top piece

in closed position and holding the parts of the box in a set

up or operative position , substantially as described .
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No. 101,649. Straw Stacker.
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2. A knockdown box comprising side, top bottom and end
Fig.2 .

pieces, each of which is provided around its outer side with

a continuous rabbet , transversely disposed brace bars secur

ed to the outer sides of said side pieces, guide and brace

plates formed on the outer ends of said brace bars the side

rabbets of said top and bottom pieces , brace bars secured to

the opposite ends of said top and bottom pieces , guide

and brace plates formed on said bars to engage the upper

and lower rabbets of said end pieces , brace bars secured to

the side edges of said end pieces , guide plates formed on

said brace bars to engage the end rabbets of said side pieces,

and means to lock said pieces of the box together in a set

up and closed position .

3. A knockdown box comprising side , top , bottom and end

pieces , each of which is provided around its outer side with

a continuous rabbet, transte.sely disposed brace bars secured

to the outer sides of said side pieces , guide and brace plates

formed on the outer ends of said brace bars to engage the

side rabbets of said top and bottom pieces, brace bars
101644

secured to the opposite ends of said top and bottom piece ,

guide and brace plates formed on said bars to engage the Jack Wolf, Princeton , Minnesota, U.S.A., 23rd October, 1906;
upper and lower rabbets of said end pieces , brake bars

6 years. Filed 21st August, 1906. Receipt No. 138,883.
secured to the side edges of said end pieces, guide plates

formed on said brace bars to engage the end rabbets of said
Claim . - A device of the kind described comprising the

side pieces, a locking bar adapted to be connected with the casing open at its forward end , hinged doors arranged in

meeting ends of the top and one end piece of the boss , a
the sides of the casing, a hopper adapted to form the lower

keeperon said locking bar and lock arranged on said cover
portion and bottom of the casing , the rear wall of said hop

piece, the bolt of which is adapted to be engaged with said per comprising an outwardly curved plate, a fan casing, an

keeper to lock said cover in a closed position and thereby upwardly and rearwardly inclined chute leading from the fan

hold the parts of the box in a set up or operative position, casing and having an opening in its upper wall communi

substantially as described . cating with the hopper in advance of the said curved plate ,

4. A knockdown box comprising side , top , bottom and end feeding mechanism arranged in the recess formed by said

pieces , each of which is provided around its outer side with curved plate , a fan in the fan casing, and means for driving

a continuous rabbet , transversely disposed brace bars secured
the fan in the feeding mechanism .

to the outer sides of said side pieces , guide and brace plates

formed on the outer ends of said brace bars to engage the No. 101,650. Electro -Magnet. Electro-aimant.

side rabbets of said top and bottom pieces , brace bars

secured to the opposite ends of said top and bottom pieces, John William Holman, assignee of Ernset Holman Miller,

guide and brace plates formed on said bars to engage the up
both of Lancaster , Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 23rd October,

per and lower rabbets of said end pieces, brace bars secured
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 26th February, 1906. Receipt No.

to the side edges of said end pieces , guide plates formed on
133,349 .

said brace bars to engage the end rabbets of said side pieces , Claim . - 1. A solenoid for power purposes , comprising a
brace bars arranged on the inner side of said side pieces of tubular spool of non -magnetic material, a magnetic plug
the box , catches formed on the upper ends of said brace midway of said spool , a plurality of coil sections wound on

bars , similar bars arranged on the inner sides of the top said spool and connected in series, and movable cores en

and bottom piecesof said box, lugs on theends of said latter tering said spool , said plug and cores having co-operating
bars to engage the ratches on the ends of said side brace projections and recesses .

bars, a locking bar secured to the forward end of the top 2. An electro -motive power device, comprising two sole

piece and adapted to engage the upper edge of the forward noids side by side , each having a plurality of coil sections

end piece , removable fastening devices to secure said locking connected in series , and adjacent ends of the windings on

bar on the end of said top piece, a keeper formed on said said solenoids being connected, movable cores entering the

locking plate, and a lock arranged on said top piece , the opposite ends of said solenoids , and yokes connecting ad

bolt of which is adapted to be turned into engagement with jacent cores .

said keeper, substantially as described. 3. An electro - motive power device , comprising two sole

5. A knockdown box comprising side, top , bottom and end noids side by side, each having a plurality of coil sections
pieces , each of which is provided around its outer side with ' connected in series , and adjacent ends of the windings on
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said solenoids , being connected , magnetic plugs midway of 5. A frame provided with an endless guide , a series of dis .

said solenoids, movable cores entering the opposite ends connected contacting moulds adapted to slide in said guide,
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@of said solenoids , and yokes rigidly connecting adjacent

cores.

4. The combination with two solenoids arranged side by

side , of a bridge of magnetic material arranged midway

thereof and movable cores yoked together entering the

opposite ends thereof.

5. The combination with two solenoids arranged side by

side and each composed of a plurality of coil sections con

nected in series , of a magnetic bridge interposed between

the middle sections , and movable cores yoked together en

tering the opposite ends of said solenoids .
compressing means for moving said moulds and for com

6. The combination with two solenoids arranged side by pressing material thereinto, and means for emptying said

side and each composed of a plurality of coil sections con- moulds.

nected in series , the windings on the two solenoids being 6. A compressing drum , a moulding box, means for guid

also connected in series , of a magnetic bridge interposed ing the moulding box with its open mouth on the compress

between the middle coil sections , and movable cores enter ing drum , a plunger in said box, means for engaging the

ing the ends of said solenoids and connected by rigid yokes , plunger and forcing it inward and at the same time onward,

said bridge and cores having co - operating projections and
to move the box along its orbit.

recesses . 7. A drum, a moulding box , means for guiding the mould

7. The combination with two solenoids arranged side by ing box with its open mouth against the drum , a plunger in

side and connected in series , of movable cores entering the the box , and rotary means for engaging the plunger to move

opposite ends thereof, a yoke at each end of the solenoids
it inward and onward .

to which said cores are connected, and a guide for each 8. A drum , a moulding box, means for guiding the mould

yoke. ing box with its open mouth against the drum, a plunger in

8. The combination with two solenoids arranged side by said box , a gear having a face to engage said plunger and

side and connected in series, of movable cores entering the move it inward and onward .

ends thereof, a yoke at each end to which said cores are 9. A moulding box, means for closing the mouth of the

connected, a bifurcated slotted bar fastened to each yoke, box , means for guiding the box in a path , a plunger in the

and a stud engaging with said slot . box, rotary means for engaging the plunger to force it in

9. The combination with two solenoids arranged side by ward as the box moves onward in its path .

side , of a magnetic bridge arranged intermediate the ends 10. A frame, moulding means, means for guiding said

of each solenoid, and connected movable cores entering moulding means in a path in said frame, and rotary means
opposite ends of said solenoids . yieldingly mounted on the frame and arranged to simul

10.The combination with two solenoids arranged side by taneously advance and operate said moulding means.
side , each composed of a plurality of coil sections connected 11. In a press , a frame, a series of disconnected moulds

in series , of a magnetic bridge interposedbetween the mid- arranged to move in a determined path in said frame, a
dle coil sections , and connected movable cores entering op- rock bar mounted on said frame, a rotary compressing

posite ends of said solenoids. means mounted on said rock bar and constructed to oper

11. The combination of two solenoids arranged side by ate said moulds, and tension means for holding toward the

side, each comprising a tubular spool of non -magneticma- moulds said rotary compressing meuns.

terial , a plurality of removable coil sections wound thereon 12. In a press , a frame, moulding means arranged to move

side by side and connected in series , and movable cores en- in a determined path in said frame, a rock bar mounted on

tering the opposite ends of said spools . said frame , a rotary compressing means mounted on said

rock bar and constructed to operate said moulding means,

No. 101,651 . Briquetting Press. Presse à briquette.
and tension means for holding toward the moulding means

said rotary compressing means, the center of gravity of the

Howard Ellsworth Marsh, Palms , and Frederick Dalton rock bar and its attachments being rearyard of the vertical

Parker, assignee of a half interest, Los Angeles , Cali- | drawn from the shaft of the rock bar to cause gravity of the
fornia, U.S.A., 23rd October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 4th compressing means to hold the tension means normally at
April , 1906. Receipt No. 134,593. & constant tension .

Caim.-1 . A briquet press provided with a series of discon- 13. A briquetting press provided with a series of discon

nected moulding boxes, an endless guide for said boxes, nected moulds , rotary means for operating said moulds,

reciprocating compressing means for said boxes, and means rocking means carrying said rotary means, link means for
constructed to operate said reciprocating compressing means connecting the rocking means with the frame of the nress ,
and their boxes through their orbit. and yielding tension means for holding said rotary means

2. A frame provided with an endless guide, a series of toward the moulds .

moulds to move along said guide, compressing means for 14. A frame, moulding means moving in an orbit therein ,

moving said moulds along said guide and for compressing a moulding drum closing the mouths of the moulding means

material in said moulds, and means for discharging material at a portion of said orbit, rocking means , a shaft journalled
therefrom. therein , a compressing gear carried by said shaft, a driving

3. A frame provided with an endless guide extending in a shaft , balance wheels fixed on the driving shaft, a compress

vertcal plane, a series of contracting moulds adapted to ing gear fixed on the shaft and constructed to operate and

move along said guide, and compressing means engaging the advance the moulding means successively .

ascending moulds to move the same forward . 15. Disconnected mouiding boxes moving in an orbit,

4. A frame provided with an endless guide , a series of dis- plungers in said boxes respectively having projeoting stems,

connected moulds adapted to move along said guide, a com- and a rotary ejector gear arranged to engage said stems to

pressing drum closing the mouths of said moulds during a depress the same .

portion of their travel , moans for moving sald moulds and 16. In combination with means for moulding briquettes

for compressing material against said drum in said moulds , and carrying the briquettes through part of the orbit of the

and means for emptying said moulds. moulding means, a delivery device comprising a series of
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an

hinged leaves, a shaft for supporting and rotating the hinged tition dividing same into two compartments , and means for

leaves, and means for maintaining the leaves in a horizontal closing said compartments.

plane through a portion of their rotation and allowing the 2. As a new article of manufacture, an improved can for

leaves to successively swing down at a definite point of shipping aluminum paint, comprising a can body or wall , a

their rotation . can bottom or partition dividing same into two compart

17. In combination with means for moulding briquettes ments, in one of which is the liquid vehicle , and in the

and carrying the briquettes through part of the orbit of the other of which is the power designed to be mixed therewith,

moulding means, a delivery device comprising a series of and means for closing said compartments .

hinged leaves, a shaft for supporting and rotating the hinged 3. As a new article of manufacture, an improved can for

leaves, and a segmental ring for maintaining the leaves in a shipping aluminum paint, comprising a can body or wall ,

horizontal plane through a portion of their rotation and à can bottom or partition dividing same into two compart

allowing the leaves to successively swing down at a definite ments , in one of which is the liquid vehicle , and in the

point of their rotation . other of which is the powder designed to be mixed there
18. A frame, moulding means, means for guiding said with , and lids or covers for closing said compartments con

moulding means in a path in said frame , and rotary means structed so as to be readily pried open .

yieldingly mounted on the frame and arranged to simul- 4. As a new article of manufacture , an improved can , com

taneously advance and operate said moulding means , and prising a can body or wall, a can bottom or partition divid

rotating lifting gears engaging with the moulding means for ing same into two compartments, a receptacle held in one

lifting the same through part of their orbit. of said compartments , and means for closing said com

19. Disconnecting moulding boxes moving in an orbit , partments .

plungers in said boxes having stems , and a rotary ejector 5. As a new article of manufacture , an improved can ,

gear operating by friction to engage said steins and depress comprising a can body or wall , a can bottom or partition

the same. dividing same into two compartments, a receptacle held in

20. Disconnected moulding boxes moving in orbit . one of said compartments, and lids or covers for closing

plungers in said boxes having stems , and a rotary ejector said compartments constructed so as to be readily pried

gear having a flat face operating by friction to engage said open ,

stems and depress the same. 6. As a new article of manufacture , an improved can for

21. In a briquetting press , a mould box having a compress shipping aluminum paint , comprising a can body or wall ,

ing chamber of even diameter throughout, a plunger in the a can bottom or partition dividing same into two compart

chamber a stem projecting through the wall of the box, the ments n one of which is the liquid vehicle , a receptacle held

wall having an opening adjacent the stem for the escape of within the other compartment and designed to contain the

material which may work past the plunger. powder to be mixed with the liquid vehicle , and means for

22. In a briquetting press, a frame, a moulding drum closing the ends of said compartments .

against which briquettes are pressed , and a scraping 7. As a new article of manufacture, an improved can for

trough bearing against the drum for scraping the drum shipping aluminum paint , comprising a can body or wall ,

clean . a can bottom or partition dividing same into two compart

23. In a briquetting press , a frame , a moulding drumments n one of which is the liquid vehicle , a receptacle held

against which briquettes are pressed , and a scraping trough within the other compartment and designedto contain the

bearing against the drum for scraping the drum clean, the powder to be mixed with the liquid vehicle, and lids or

lower endof the trough being extended though the side of covers for closing said compartments constructed so as to

the frame.
be readily pried open .

24. In a briquetting press , a frame , a series of mould blocks 8. As a new article of manufacture, a can comprising a

movable along said frame, and a cleaning ucraper across
can body or wall divided or separated into two compart

which the mould blocks travel for diverting inaterial on the
ments by a partition or can bottom common thereto , a

mould blocks into the compressing chambers therein.
suitable lid or cover for the top of said can , and a support

25. In a briquetting press, a frame, a series of mould ing lid or cover closing the bottom of said can .

blocks movable along said frame , and a cleaning scraper,
9. As a new article of manufacture, an improved can ,

having a V - shaped notch across which the mould blocks comprising a can body or wall, a dish -shaped or cup -shaped

travel for diverting material on the mould blocks into the can bottom or partition placed within said can body and

compressing chambers therein .
having its wall abutting portion of the inner side of said

can body or wall , and having its end secured to the end of

said can body or wall , a lid for the top of said can , and a
No. 101,652. Can . Bidon.

lid for the bottom of said can .

10. As a new article of manufacture, an improved can ,

comprising a can body or wall, a dish -shaped or cup- shaped

can bottom or partition placed within said can body and

having its wall abutting portion of the inner side of said

can body or wall , and having its end secured to the end of

said can body or wall , a lid for the top of said can , a lid

for the bottom of said can , and a receptacle held within

said can body between said can bottom or partition and said
second-mentioned lid .

11. As a new article of manufacture , an improved can for

shipping aluminum or similar paints, comprising a can body

or wall , a can bottom or partition dividing same into two

compartments, in one of which is the liquid vehicle , and in

the other of which is the powder designed to be mixed

therewith , and means for closing said compartments .

Fige .
12. As a new article of manufacture , an improved can for

shipping aluminum or similar paints, comprising a can body

or wall , a can bottom or partition dividing same into two

compartments in one of which is the liquid vehicle , a re

ceptacle held within the other compartment and designed to

contain the powder to be mixed with the liquid vehicle , and

means for closing the ends of said compartments.
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No. 101,653. Mould . Moule.

Herman Besser, Alpena , Michigan , U.S.A. , 23rd October,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 30th August, 1906. Receipt No.

139,113 .

Claim.-1 . In a device of the class described, an expansi

ble mould comprising a substantially rectangular frame,
side and end walls hinged to the frame , means connected with

Fin3. 101632
the end walls for moving the same, and means connected

with the side walls and engaging said moving means where

The Canada Paint Company, Montreal , Quebec , Canada , as- by to move the side walls in unison with the end walls .

signee of John Forster Ross, Toronto , Ontario , Canada , 2. In a device of the character described , an expansible

23rd October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 19th September, 1906. | mould comprising a substantially rectangular frame , side

Receipt No. 139,616 . and end walls depeuding from the frame, handles movably

Claim .-- 1 . As a new article of manufacture, an improved connected with the end walls for swinging the same , and

can, comprising a can body or wall , a can bottom or par- means connected with the side walls and engaging said

10-28
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move the side walls inhandles whereby to

with the end walls.

unison signed to rotate the rear wheels , as and for the purpose

specified.
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3. A moulding device comprising movable mould walls , a

plate on one wall, and a movable latch on another wall for

locking said ' plate, said plate having a bend for engaging

the edge of the other wall and limiting the motion of both

walls.

4. A moulding device comprising movable mould walls , a

plate on one wall , and a movable latch on another wall for

locking said plate, said plate having a bend for engaging

the edge of the other wall and limiting the motion of both

walls, said latch having a projection on the outside of said

plate for engaging the latter and forcing it inwardly .

5. A moulding device comprising movable mould walls , a

plate on one wall having inwardly projecting ends beyond the
3. In a device of the class described the combination with

ends of said wall , a movable latch on another wall adapted the forward carriage and the rearward traction wheels of a

to engage said plate and lock the two adjacent walls tog hºr. frame supported from the said wheels, a set of vertical guide

the second wall being adapted to engage the projection c . ways dependent from the frame below and on either side
said plate for forcing the first wall outwardly , and means on thereof, a drag bar extending obliquely across the frame, and

the latch for engaging the outer edge of said plate . designed to slide within the guideways , a set of adjustable

6. A moulding device comprising movable mould walls , a swivel wheels secured to the ends of the drag bar, a series of

plate on one wall having inwardly projecting ends beyond ploughs adjustably supported from the drag bar, and means

the ends of said wall , a movable latch on another wall adapt- for rotating the traction wheels, as and for the purpose

ed to engage said plate and lock the two adjacent walls to specified.

gether, the second wall being adapted to engage the projec . 4. In a motor plough the combination with the carriage and

tion on said plate for forcing the first wall outwardly , means traction wheels of a frame, and a series of adjustable

on the latch for engaging the outer edge of said plate, ploughs slidably supported on the frame, forward of the trac

and means for swingingly mounting said walls , said means tion wheels , as and for the purpose specified.

comprising hinge pieces extending from each wall across the 5. In a motor plough the combination with the forward car

mould to the opposite side thereof, the outer ends of said riage and rear traction wheels of a frame, a drag bar ex

hinge pieces being pivotally mounted . tending obliquely across the frame and forward of the trac

7. In a moulding device the combination of a frame com- tion wheels, means for rezining the drag bar to withstand

prising a plurality of adjustably mounted rods, hinge pieces lateral pressure, and to allow motion in an upward and down

pivotally mounted on each rod and extending across the de- ward direction, adjustable means supporting the drag bar at

vice, mould walls mounted on the hinge pieces , means on the its ends , a series of ploughs connected to the drag bar by

mould walls for simultaneously and automatically swinging means of equal length shanks, free to move in a vertical

each wall outwardly when the device is lifted , and set collars plane, and means for adjusting the plough, as and for the

secured to the rods against the hinge pieces . -purpose specified.

8. In a moulding device the combination of a frame, bear- 6. In a device of the class described the combination with

ings thereon , a pair of rods mounted in parallel position in the main frame, having a set of carriage wheels forwardly
said bearings, blocks mounted adjustably on said rods , a disposed, and a set of traction wheels rearwardly disposed,
second pair of rods adjustably mounted on said blocks and or a molor secured above the frame, means connecting the
located at an angle to the first -named rods, a series of hinge motor to the traction , wheels to revolve the same , sets of

pieces pivoted to each of said rods, mould walls suspended arms forming guides secured below the frame and forward of
from said hinge pieces , handles connected with sundry of said the traction wheels, a drag bar extending obliquely across
mould walls, and means whereby said handles may simul- the frame, and beyond , and designed to slide within the

taneously swing all of said walls outwardly.
guides, swivel wheels adjustably connected to and supporting

9. In a moulding device the combination of a frame having the drag bar, a series of equal length arms extending suc

bearings, a pair of rods mounted thereon, a pair of blocks cessively from the drag bar, said arms being free to move in

adjustably mounted on each rod , a second pair of rods ad. a vertical plane, a series of ploughs connected to the arms,

justably supported by said blocks, hinge pieces pivotally con- a set of levers actuating the arms, and a steering gear to
nected with each rod, inclined walls constituting a hopper control the carriage wheels from the rear, as and for the

mounted on said hinge pieces, and mould walls mounted on purpose specified .

said hinge pieces. 7. In a motor plough the combination with the frame hav

ing forwardly disposed carriage wheels and rearwardly dis

No. 101,654. Plough, Seeder and Harvester. posed traction wheels, and a seresof adjustable ploughs slid

Charrue, semoir et moissonneuse. ably supported from the frame , of a set of brackets extend

ing rearwardly behind the frame , as and for the purpose

James Birrell, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, 23rd October, specified .
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 21st February , 1906. Receipt No.

8. In a device of the class described , a seeder, and a set of

133,127. arms extending rearwardly from the plough frame, and de

Claim . — 1. In a device of the class described in combination signed to receive and withhold the seeder thereon , and means

a wheeled frame , a dependent adjustable drag bar between for driving the seeder from the traction wheels of the plough ,

the forward and rear sets of wbeels, a series of adjustable a : and for the purpose specified.

ploughs dependent from the drag bar, and a motor supported 9. In a device of the class described , a seeder and a set of

above the frame, and designed to rotate the gear wheels , as arms extending rearwardly from the plough frame , and de
and for the purpose specified . signed to receive and withhold the seeder thereon , a chain

2. In a device of the class described the combination com- gear operating the seeder from the traction wheels of the

prising a wheeled rectangular frame, a dependent vertically plough, as and for the purpose specified .
slidable drag bar, extending obliquely across and below the 10. In a device of the class described the combination with

frame, a series of adjustable ploughs dependent from the the rectangular frame having a set of forwardly disposed
drag bar, and a motor supported above the frame , and de- carriage wheels , and a set of rearwardly disposed traction

1 1
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wheels , of a gasoline motor supported above the frame , a removable plugs seated in the extremities of said hody,

crank shaft extending across the frame and bearing thereon , plungers slidably mounted in said plugs, said body having a

means connecting the crank shaft to the piston , a counter

shaft bearing on the frame and parallel with the body of the

crank shaft, gear wheels in proximity to the ends of the

counter shaft , and pinions at the extremities of the crank

shaft, meshing with the counter shaft gears , chain gears at

the extremities of the counter shaft, chain gears on the in

rer face of the traction wheel, chains connecting the said

chain gears , a drag bar extending obliquely across and under

the frame, guides extending downwardly below the frame,

and in which the drag bar is vertically slidable , means for

supporting the drag bar at its ends , a series of ploughs con

nected to the drag bar by means of equal length shanks, an

angle bar extending across the frame , and parallel with the

oblique bar, a series of hand operating levers connecting the

levers over the angle bar to the rear of the plough shanks,

and a steering gear, as and for the purpose specified .
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No. 101,655. Corn Planter. Semoir à blé - d'inde.
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longitudinally disposed duct formed in the wall thereof and

a conductor disposed in said duct and having laterally dis

posed legs passing into said plugs, contact plates carried

by said plungers and engaging said legs, springs pressing

said plungers and line wires attached to said contact plates.

2. In a device of the class described in combination, an

insulating body, a conductor having legs with breaks therein

and mounted within said body, movable plungerg mounted

within said body, contact plates carried thereby which may

bridge said breaks, springs constraining said plungers in the

Fig.12 direction of said legs , and other contact -lates carried by

plungers and engaging said conductor at other points.

3. In a device of the class described in combination , an

insulating body, a conductor disposed longitudinally in said

body and having its extremities disposed in the extremities

11/ 5-4 of said body, said conductor having laterally disposed legs

James Oscar Brown, Sr. , Kansas City, Missouri,U.S.A., 23rd havingbreaks, movable plungers mounted in said body;

at substantially the middle portion of said body, said legs

October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th September , 1906. Re springs constraining said plungers in the direction of said

ceipt No. 139,771 . legs , contact plates carried by said plungers and which may

Claim.-1. In a corn planter a supporting frame, seed bridge said breaks, and other contact plates carried at the

dropping devices on said frame and ground wheels , an inde- opposite extremities of said plungers and engaging the ex

pendently mounted rotary shaft on said frame, power trans- tremities of said conductor.

mitting devices connected with the ground wheel and said

independent shaft , a cam carrying wheel loosely mounted on No. 101,657. Rock Drill. Forêt à roche

said independent shaft , cams on said wheel actuating the

seed dropping devices and means for engaging with and dis

engaging at will said cam carrying wheel from said inde

pendent shaft.

2. In a corn planter a supporting frame , seed dropping de

vices on said frame and ground wheels , an independently

mounted rotary shaft on said frame , power transmitting de

vices connected with the ground wheel and said independent ST

shaft , a cam carrying wheel loosely mounted on said inde

pendent shaft carrying independently adjustable cams for

actuating the seed dropping devices and means for engaging

with and disengaging at will said cam carrying wheel from

said independent shaft.

3. In a corn planter the combination with the supporting

frame , the seed dropping devices and the ground wheels of a

pivoted forked lever actuating the seed dropping devices , a

rotary shaft independently mounted upon said frame , means

for transmitting motion from the ground wheel to said inde

pendent shaft , a cam carrying wheel loosely mounted upon

said shaft and cams thereon adapted to engage alternately

with the forked ends of said lever and a clutch for connect

ing said cam wheel with said independent rotary shaft .

4. In a corn planter the combination with the supporting

frame, the seed dropping devices and the ground wheels

journalled on the sides of said frame , a disk on one of said

ground wheels and cogs on said disk , a marker, a pivoted Tä..
forked lever actuating the seed dropping devices, a rotary

shaft independently mounted upon said frame , a cog wheel

on said shaft meshing with the cogs on the disk on the

ground wheel, a cam supporting wheel loosely mounted on

said shaft , cams upon said wheel adapted to engage alter

nately with said forked ends of said lever , a clutch connect

ing said cam carrying wheel with the shaft , means for ele 101657

vating one side of the frame of the planter and its ground

wheel and a clutch operating lever. Evan William Evans, Marysville , British Columbia, Canada,

No. 101,656. Insulator. Isolateur.

23rd October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 1st September, 1906.

Receipt No. 139,185 .

Gaetan Michel Corell , New York City , New York , U.S.A. , Claim.-1 . A rock drill , comprising a hammer having a

23rd October, 1906 ; years . Filed 7th March , 1906 . Re- pivot, a slotted support to which the said pivot is attached,

ceipt No. 133,621 . a crossbar arranged to assume an angular position on the

Claim.-1. In a device of the class described in combina- said support, and means for clamping the said crossbar to a

tion, an insulating body of substantially cylindrical form , ' supporting arm .
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torial product of
components

dependent upon current and

arm .
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2. A rock drill comprising a hammer having a pivot on
which the hammer is mounted to swing , a soltted support electro -motive force

respectively
, and means for

adjusting

on which the pivot is removably secured, a soltted cross

bar having wedge -shaped ends and adapted to slide length

wise and transverse on the said support, and
means for

securing the said slotted support and the said crossbar in

position .

3. A rock drill comprising a hammer having a pivot on

which the hammer is mounted to swing, a slotted support

on which the pivot is removably secured , a slotted crossbar

having wedge-shaped ends and adapted to slide lengthwise

and transverse on the said support, a washer, a supporting

arm , and an eye bolt for connecting the supporting bar, the

crossbar and washer in position relative to said supporting

4. A rock drill comprising a hammer having a pivot on

which the hammer is mounted to swing, a slotted support

on which the pivot is removably secured by a clamping bolt,

a slotted crossbar having wedge -shaped ends and adapted to

slide lengthwise and transverse on the said support, and

means for securing the said slotted support and the said

crossbar in position .

5. A rock drill comprising a hammer having a pivot on

which the hammer is mounted to swing . a slotted support on

which the pivot is removably secured , a slotted crossbar

having wedge -shaped ends and adapted to slide lengthwise

and transverse on the said support, a supporting bar made

cross shape in cross section, an eye bolt slidingly engaging

the said supporting arm , a washer having recesses for en

gagement by the depending member of the said cross -shaned

supporting bar, a slotted crossbar fitting the underside of
the said washer and through which and the said washer ex

tends the said eye bolt , the said crossbar having wedge

shaped ends . a slotted supporting bar engaged by the said

crossbar and the nut of the eye bolt to fasten the parts to

gether, a pivot set in a recess on the said supporting bar,

a clamping bolt on the supporting bar for holding the pivot

in place, and a hammer hung on the said pivot.
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No. 101,658. Fire Extinguisher.

Extincteur d'incendie,
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the magnitude of one or more of the said components, as set
forth .

4. The combination with a source of current connected with

one or more other sources of current, of a circuit controlling

device actated by force proportional to the vectorial product

B of components dependent upon current and electro -motive

force respectively and automatic means for adjusting the

magnitude and phase relation of the said components, as set

forth.

Wilhelm Graaff, Berlin , Germany, 23rd October , 1906 ; 6 years.

5. The combination with a source of currents connected

with one or more other sources of current, of a circuit con

Filed 11th August, 1906. Receipt No. 138,596.
trolling device actuated by force proportional to the vec;

Claim . - Chemical fire extinguisher with expansion device, torial product of components dependent upon current and

mounted onthe discharge pipe, and characterized by the fact , electro -motive forcerespectively , and automatic means for

that the discharge pipe 1is providedwith a lateral expan- adjusting themagnitude of one or moreof the said compon
sion chamber c at the level of the liquid or above the same , ents , as set forth .

holes in the wall of the pipe allowing the entrance of the 6. The combination with a source of current connected with

liquid , while the ejecting force in the discharge passage is one or more other sources ofcurrent, of a circuit controlling

not interfered with. device actuated by force proportional tothe vectorial product

of components dependent on current and electro-motive force

No. 101,659. Reverse Relay Device .
respectively, and automatic means for adjusting the magni.

tude and phase relationof the said components, dependent

Appareil de relais à renversement. for operation upon decrease of voltage, as set forth.

Ralph D. Mershon , New York City , New York , U.S.A. , 23rd

7. The combination witha source of current connected with

October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 23rd February , 1906 . Re
one or more other sources of current, ofa circuit controlling

ceipt No. 133,245 .

device actuatedby force proportionalto the vectorial product

Claim . - 1 . The combination with a source of current con

of components dependent upon current and electro -motive

nected with one ormoreother sources of current, ofa cir- magnitudeof one or more of the said components,dependent

force respectively , and automatic means foradjusting the

cuitcontrolling device actuated by force proportionalto the for operation on decrease of voltage, as set forth.
vectorial product of components dependent upon current and 8. The combination with a source ofcurrentconnected with
electro -motive force respectively , and adapted with refer

encetothephaserelationofthesaidcomponents to produce device connected with the first mentioned source, alocal

one or more other sources ofcurrent, ofa circuit controlling

higher torque underconditions accompanied by lowpower circuit, a movable contact therein , a circuit closing device
factor thanwhen accompanied by highpower factor, as set actmated by the circuit controllingdevice,andmeans for
forth . moving the contact toward the circuit closing device, the

2. The combination with a source of current connected operation of said means being dependent upon, and propor:
with one or more other sources of current, of a circuit con tional in extentto,abnormalconditions in the external cir
trolling device actuated by force proportional to the vectorial

cuit of the circuit controlling device, as set forth.
product of components dependent upon current and electro

motive force respectively,andmeansfor adjusting the mag- withone or moreothersources ofcurrent,of a circuit.com

9. The combination witha source ofcurrent connected

nitude andphase relation of the said components, as set trollingdevice connected with the first-mentioned source, a

forth .

3. The combination with a source of current connected vice actuated by the circuit controlling device, and means

local circuit, a movable contact therein ,acircuitclosing de

with one or more other sources of current, of a circuit con

trolling device actuated by force proportional to the vec- device, the operation of the said means being dependent upon,

forcarrying the movable contact toward the circuit closing
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and proportional in extent to , decrease of voltage in the No. 101,661. Process of Making Multiple Photo

external circuit of the circuit controlling device , as set forth.

10. The combination with a source of current connected graphs.
with one or more other sources of current, of a circuit con

Procédé pour faire des photographies multiples.
trolling device connected with the first -mentioned source

and actuated by force proportional to the vectorial product

of components dependent upon current and electro- motive Figl
Fig.2

force , a local circuit, a movable contact therein , a circuit

closing device actuated by the circuit controlling device,

means for moving the contact toward the circuit closing

device , means for adjusting the magnitude and phase relation

of the said'components, and mechanism for actuating both

said means, dependent for operation upon abnormal condi

tions in the external circuit of the circuit controlling device,
Find

as set forth .

11. The combination with a source of current connected Eng 4

with one or more other sources of current , of a circuit con

trolling device connected with the first -mentioned source and

actuated by force proportional to the vectorial product of

components dependent upon current and electro -motive force ,

a local circuit , a movable contact therein, a circuit closing .

device actuated by the circuit controlling device , means for

moving the contact toward the circuit closing device, means

for adjusting the magnitude of one or more of the said com

ponents, and mechanism for actuating both said means , de

pendent for operation upon abnormal conditions in the ex
Fig 6

ternal circuit of the circuit controlling device, as set forth .

12. The combination with a source of current connected

with one or more other sources of current , of a circuit con

trolling device connected with the first -mentioned source

and actuated by force proportional to the vectorial product

of components dependent upon current and electro -motive

force , a local circuit , a movable contact therein , a circuit 10166 /

closing device actuated by the circuit controlling device ,

means for moving the contact toward the circuit closing de

vice , means for adjusting the magnitude and phase relation
of the said components, and mechanism for actuating both Hiram C. J. Deeks, Paterson, New Jersey, U.S.A. , 23rd Oc

tober, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 4th June, 1906. Receipt No.
said means, the operation of said mechanism being depen

136,529 ,dent upon , and proportional in extent to , decrease of vol

tage in the external circuit of the circuit controlling de- Claim.-1 . The process of printing photographs, which

vice , as set forth, consists in exposing through a negative corrugated paper

13. The combination with a source of current connected to the light so that the view will be printed in sections

with one or more other sources of current, of a circuit only on the sides of said corrugations facing in one direc
controlling device connected with the first -mentioned source tion and next exposing the same paper through a second

and actuated by force proportional to the vectorial product negative so that the second view will be printed in sec
of components dependent upon current and electro -motive tions only on the opposite sides of said corrugations.
force a local circuit, a movable contact therein , a circuit 2. The process of printing photographs, which consists first

closing device actuated by the circuit controlling device, in forming parallel corrugations upon a printed surface ;

means formoving the contact toward the circuit closing de- second, exposing through a negative the sides of the cor
vice means for adjusting the magnitude of one or more of | rugations facing in one direction so that the view will

the said components, and mechanism for actuating both said be printed thereon in sections , and third, exposing through
means, the operation of said mechanism being dependent another negative the opposite sides of the corrugations so

upon , and proportional in extent to , decrease of voltage in that the second view will be printed thereon in sections .

the external circuit of the controlling device , as set forth.

No. 101,662. Measure and Distributor for Liquid
Disinfectants .

No. 101,660. Hat Pin, Epingle à chapeau .

Mesure et distributeur de liquides désinfectants.

d
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/101660
Charles Arthur Jarvis , London , England, 23rd October, 1906;

6 years. Filed 9th June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,731 .

Claim.-In apparatus for automatically delivering liquid

disinfectant to flushing cisterns and having a liquid disin

fectant containing reservoir and a measuring vessel depend

Herbert Frank Boyce, South Qu'Appelle ,Saskatchewan, ing therefrom , the employmentof a leaden weight whose
Canada, 23rd October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 2nd June , lower end enters and normally closes the aperture leading

1906. Receipt No. 136,498 . from the reservoir to the measuring vessel , said weight be

Claim .-- 1. A hat pin comprising a body having a spiral ing guided to move vertically by a spndle whch is formed

spring at one end, which spiral spring is provided withan with a groove or is sufficiently cut away at that part where

extension havingan upwardly extending portion terminating it normally passes through the cap of the measuring vessel,
in a hook having a point. that disinfectant can flow from the measuring vessel when

2. Ahat pin comprising a body portion having an inte the inlet aperture b is closed, the lower end of said spindle

gralspringat one end, said spring having an extension fitting so as to completely closesaid aperture inthecap
terminating in ahook having a point adapted to lie against when the weightis raised to a sufficient extent , all substan
the body of the pin. tially as set forth .
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No. 101,663. Match Box. Boite à allumettes. No. 101,664. Vulcanization of Rubber .

Vulcanisation du caoutchouc.
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Henry M. Kabele, Westford, Massachusetts , U.S.A. , 23rd

October , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 11th June , 1906. Receipt

No. 136,779.

Claim.-1. A match box comprising a body portion having

a match discharge opening, a finger arranged for engagement
101664

of matches with the body portion and for movement to dis

charge matches through the opening , means for holding the

finger in match engaging position , an agitator within the Ernest Hopkinson , New York City, and Thomas Midgley,

body portion , and means connected with the finger for mov Hartford, Connecticut , U.S.A. , 23rd October, 1906 ; 6 years .

ing the agitator when the finger is moved. Filed 12th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,826 .

2. A match box comprising a body portion having a cham- Claim .-1 . The method of vulcanizing or curing the outer

ber therewithin provided with a trap at its bottom and hav- shoes or casings for pneumatic tires for vehicles which con

ing a match discharge opening communicating with the trap , sists in supporting and securing the shoe or casing in form ,

a slide , a finger carried by the slide and lying in position for applying a porous cover to the exposed surface of the shoe

etgagement by a match within the trap to move said trap or casing, and subjecting the shoe or casing so supported

outwardly through the opening when the slide is moved , an and covered to the action of vulcanizing heat.

agitator located within the chamber for movement into and 2. The method of vulcanizing or curing the outer sheaths

out of position to cover the trap , and means connected with or casings for pneumatic tires for vehicles which consists in

the slide and arranged to hold the agitator normally in posi- supporting the shoe or casing upon a core , clamping the shoe

tion to cover the trap and arranged for movement to permit or casing in position by the core with the tread portion ex

of movement of the agitator out of such position when the posed , placing a porous covering over the exposed surface of

slide is moved , said means being arranged to hold the agita- the tire shoe or casing and an contact therewith , and sub

tor in normal positon when the slide is in match projecting jecting the shoe or casing so supported, clamped and cover

position . ed to the action of vulcanizing heat.

3. A match box comprising a body portion having a cham- 3. The method of vulcanizing or curing outer shoes or cas

ber therewithin and having a match discharge opening, a ings for pneumatic tires for vehicles which consists in sup.

slide having a finger movable into the body portion for en porting the shoe or casing upon a core, placing an abutment

gagement of matches therewithin successively to project member between the margins of the shoe or casing, clamp

them through the discharge opening, means for holding the ing the shoe or casing firmly upon the core and against the

slide with the finger yieldably in match engaging position, an abutment member, but leaving the tread portion of the shoe

agitator within the chamber and having a lip provided with a oi casng exposed , placing a covering of textile fabric over

recess in its free edge , and a projection carried by the slide the exposed tread portion of the shoe or casing and in con

and engaging the free edge of the lip, to hold the agitator tact therewith , and in subjecting the shoe or casing so sup.

against movement, said projection being movable with the ported and covered to the action of vulcanizing heat.

slide into position to enter the recess to permit of movement 4. The method of curing or vulcanizing outer shoes or cas

of the agitator. rugs for pneumatic tires for vehcles which consists in sup

4. A match box comprising a body portion having a cham- porting and securing the shoe or casing so as to hold it in

ber therewithin provided wth a trap at its bottom and hav- the form which it is intended to retain , and leaving the

ing a match discharge opening at one end of the trap , said tread portion of the shoe or casing exposed , placing a cover

trap having a recess in its end wall opposite to the discharge ing of porous material over the exposed portion of the shoe

opening, and having a longitudinal slot at its lower portion, or casing and in contact therewith , subjecting the covering

said body portion having a horizontal slot above the trap , a to tension to create pressure on the shoe or casing, and ex

rod mounted horizontally exteriorly of the body portion, a posing the shoe or casing so covered and supported to the

slide mounted upon the rod and having a finger extending action of live steam .

through the slot of the trap and in position to enter the re- 5. The combination in apparatus of the character speci

cess , a spring engaged with the rod and arranged to hold the fied, of a core adapted for insertion within a tire shoe or

slide with its finger normally in the recess, an agitator casing, means for clamping the margins of the casing in

pivoted to the wall of the body portion above the horizontal proper relation to the core while leaving the tread of the

slot, for movement into and out of position to cover the shoe or casing exposed, and a wrapping or covering for the

trap , said agitator having a lap extending outwardly through tire shoe or casing of textile fabric.

the slot and having a cut -away portion in its outer edge 6. The combination in apparatus of the character speci

between its ends , a projection carried by the lip from the fied , of a core adapted for insertion within a tire shoe or

slot , and a projection carried by the slide and engaging the casing, means for clamping the margins of the casing in

outer edge of the lip , said projection being arranged to proper relation to the core while leaving the tread of the

hold the agitator in position to permit of movement of shoe or casing exposed , and a wrapping or covering extend

the agitator out of trap -covering position when between the ing over the exposed portion of the tire shoe or casing and

ends of the lip and in the cut-away portion . the clamping devices.
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7. The combination in apparatus of the character speci- No. 101,666. Apparatus for Extracting Turpen
fied, of a core adapted for insertion within a tire shoe or tine, Etc.

casing , means for clamping the margins of the casing in
Appareil pour extraire de la térébentine.

proper relation to the core while leaving the tread of the

shoe or casing exposed , a wrapping or cover for the tire

shoe or casing of textile fabric, and means for subjecting

the cover of textile fabric to tension . g ' k

8. The combination in apparatus of the character speci

fied , of a core adapted for insertion within a tire shoe or

casing, clamping members for engagement with the margins

of the casing and having their exposed lateral surfaces

tangent to the surface of the casing , a porous wrapping or
'cover for the tire shoe or casing , and means for securing

the wrapping or cover in position .

9. The combination in apparatus of the character speci
101666

fied, of a structure adapted to support and hold a tire shoe

or casing and leave the tread surface exposed , said holding

structure presenting lateral channels, a porous wrapping or Malcolm McKenzie, Plainfield , New Jersey , U.S.A. , 23rd

cover for the shoe or casing and the holding and supporting October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 4th June , 1906. Receipt

structure, and means for forcing said cover or wrapping No. 136,527 .

into said channels to place the said wrapping or covering
Claim.-1 . The method of treating wood which consists in

under tension .

10. The combination in apparatus of the character speci- vessel , removing the bath to a separate vessel and agitating
subjecting the wood to the action of a bath in a suitable

fied , of devices for securely holding and supporting a tire

shoe or casing in theform to be permanently held thereby, temperature and returning same to the vessel containingand cooling the same, then re -heating the bath to its former

said devices leaving the tread portion of said shoe or casing the wood .
exposed, a cover of porous material adapted to fit snugly 2. The herein described method of treating wood which

on the exposed portion of the shoe or casing , and means for consists in subjecting the wood to the action of a suitable

securing the cover in position .
11. The combination in apparatus of the character specia ature of such removed portion, and then returning same tobath , removing portions of the bath , reducing the temper

fied , of a core adapted for introduction within tire shoe or
the bath .

casing and clamping members adapted to secure the shoe or
3. The method of treating wood which consists in subject

casing in position upon the core and leave the tread por
ing the wood to the action of a bath , continuously removing

tion thereof exposed , said core and said clamping members
a portion of the bath , agitating and cooling such removed

co -operating to mould the margins of the shoe or casing to
portion and then returning said portion to the original bath .proper form .

4. The method of treating wood which consists in subject

ing the wood to the action of the bath , continuously remov

No. 101,665. Magneto - Electric Dumb Bell. ing a portion of the bath , agitating and cooling such re

Haltères magneto - électrique. moved portion by steam , then re-heating such removed por

tion of the bath to its original temperature and returning

same to the bath , substantially as described .

5. An apparatus for the extraction of turpentine , etc. ,

from wood , comprising a vessel for the reception of the

bath with which the wood has been treated , means for cir

culating the bath between the two vessels , means for cool

ing the portion of the bath contained in the second - named

vessel, means for condensing the vapours from the second

named vessel, and means for re -heating the bath prior to

its return to the first - named vessel.

6. An apparatus for the extraction of turpentine, etc. ,

from wood , comprising a vessel for the reception of the

Wood to be treated , a vessel for the reception of the bath

with which the wood has been treated, means for circulat

ing the bath between the two vessels , means for introducing

steam into the bath in the second -named vessel, means for

condensing the vapours from the second -named vessel , and

means for re -heating the bath on its return from the second

named vessel to the first - named vessel.
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No. 101,667. Inhaler for Anaesthetics .

Inhalateur pour anesthésiques.

William Webster, Winnipeg, Manitoba , Canada, 23rd October,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 1st June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,462 .

Claim . - 1 . In a device of the character described the com

James Moores, St. Lesmo, Hastings Avenue , Chlorton - cum- bination comprising a casing open at one end , a pad secured

Hardy ,Manchester,England , 23rd October, 1906 ; 6 years . the opposite end of the casing , spring actuated valves adaptto the open end of the casing, inlet and outlet openings in

Filed 14th June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,910.
ed to close said openings, and means for admitting an an

Claim.-1 . The combination in a dumbbell of a magnet- aesthetic to the casing.

electricity generator and clockwork for driving the arma 2. In a device of the character described the combination
ture of the magneto , substantially as hereinbefore des comprising a casing open at one end, a pneumatic pad secured

cribed .
to the open end of the casing, inlet and outlet openings pro

2. The combination in a dumb bell of a magneto-elec- vided in the casing, valves normally closing the openings ,

tricity generator, clockwork for driving the magneto arma means for admitting an anaesthetic to the casing, and means

ture , and a speed retarding device, substantially as herein- for maintaining a body of absorbent material in the casing.

before described .
3. In a device of the character described the combination

3. The combination in a dumbbell of
a magneto - elec- comprising a casing open at one end , a body carried by the

tricity generator , clockwork for driving the armature, and open end of the casing, means permitting the ingress and

a starting and stopping device operable by the user, sub- egress of gas from the casing, means for admitting a liquid

stantially as herein before described. anaesthetic to the casing, a vertical partition carried by the

4. The combinationwith a pair of dumb bells of a mag- casing , a spring carried by the vertical partition, a corres

neto -electricity generator, clockwork for driving the arma- ponding spring carried by the casing , a perforated plate sup

ture of the same, a conductor from one poleof the armature ported by the springs, and flanges carried adjacent the per
to one bell, and a conductor leading from the other pole to forated plate .

the other bell, substantially as herein before described. 4. In a device of the character described the combination

5. The combination with a pair of dumb bells of a mag - comprising a casing open at one end , a pad on the casing,

neto -electricity generator , clockwork for driving the arma- means for maintaining a body of absorbent material in the

ture of the same, a starting and stopping device operable casing, a filling tube disposed through the wall of the casing

by the user, a conductor from one pole of the armature to and provided with perforations, means for admitting gas to

one bell and a conductor leading from the other pole to the the casing, and means permitting the escape of gas from the

other bell , substantially as hereinbefore described. casing.
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5. In a device of the character described the combination

comprising a containing casing having an open end , a paispool ring adapted to surround a
2. In a winding machine the combination with a rotatable

means for positively driving said spool ring , of a guide
core to be wound, and

adapted to convey the wire from said spool to said core, said

guide being firictionally driven by said spool ring but hav

ing a slip relative thereto according to the pull of the wire

passing over said guide.

3. In a winding machine the combination with a positively

mig. 1. driven spool ring adapted to be interlinked with a closed

core , of a guide for directing the wire from the

core , said guide being mounted upon the ring to be rotated
pool to the

thereby but having a relative movement of rotation thereon

as the wire is unwound from the spool , and spring means for

maintaining the guide advanced upon the spool to the bight

of the loop of wire which passes over said guide between

the spool and core , whereby said wire is held taunt.

4. In a machine for winding closed doors the combination

with a spool ring adapted to be interlinked with the core, of

means for positively driving said spool ring, a guide adapted

to direct the wire from the spool over the side thereof and

toward the core to be wound , said guide being mounted to

move backward around the spool ring as the wire is un

wound therefrom , a drag also mounted to move around the

ring but having firictional engagement therewith and a

Fib.2. spring connection between said drag and said guide whereby

the guide is driven in the rotation of the spool ring and the

wire being wound is held taunt.

5. In a winding machine the combination with a rotating

tring, of a drag rotated frictionally by said ring and having

a slip relative thereto, and a guide connected to said drag by

an extensible spring, substantially as set forth .

6. In a winding machine the combination with a spool ring ,

of means for positively driving the same , and a guide slidably

mounted on said spool ring .

101667 7. In a winding machine the combination with a positively

driven spool ring baving an endless way thereon, of a guide

secured to the casing at its open end , méans for maintaining mounted tomove on said way.

a body of absorbent material in the casing, means for ad 8. In a winding machine the combination with a positively

mitting a liquid anaesthetic to the casing, a hood secured to driven spool ring having an endless way thereon , of a fric

the casing adjacent an opening provided therein , a cap dis tional drag and a wire guide mounted to move on said way

posed over the hood and provided with an opening, an an and a resilient connection between said drag and said guide.

nular casing disposed around the opening provided in the 9. In a winding machine the combination with a positively

wall of the containing casing, a web disposed acrossthe an- driven spool ring,of an endless way on said spool ring,a
nular casing, a standard carried by the web, a spring dis- frictional drag and wire guide mounted to move on said way,
posed around the standard , a valve carried on the spring , a a helical spring connecting said drag with said guide and a

cap carried bytheannular casing , and means adapted to per- supportingblock for saidspring adapted toslide along said
mit the escape of gas from the casing. way .

6. In a device of the character described the combination 10. In a winding machine the combination with the driving

comprisingan open ended containing casing provided with mechanism, ofaspool ring adapted to be rotated at an apa

inlet and outlet openings, a pad secured to the containing proximately constant speed, and a frictionally driven wire

casing adjacent its openend, means for retainingabody of guide adapted to be rotatedat a variable speed conced
absorbent material in the casing, means for admitting a

trically with said spool ring.
liquid anaesthetic to the casing , means for admitting gas 11. In a winding machine the combination with the driving

through the inlet opening in the casing, and an annular cas mechanism , of a spool ring adapted to surround the core to

ing disposed around the outlet opening in the containing cas be wound and to be rotated at an approximately constant
ing , a web disposed acros3 the annular casing, a standard car speed, a frictionally driven guide rotating concentrically

ried by the web , a spring disposed around the standard , a with said spool ring and adapted to convey wire from said

valve disposed around the standard , and a perforated cap on spool ring to the core ,andmeans adaptedto vary the speed

the annular casing . of rotation of said guide, whereby the rate of transfer of

wire from said spool ring is regulated and the accumulation

No. 101,668. Winding Machine. Machine à bobinage.
of slack prevented .

12. In a winding machine for winding closed cores, the

combination with the driving mechanism , of a spool ring

interlinked with the core to be wound and adapted to be

rotated at an approximately constant speed, said spool ring

having wire wound thereon, a frictionally driven guide ro

tating concentrically with said spool ring, thewire passing

fromsaidspool ring to the core to be wound by way of said

guide ,the pull on saidwire being adapted to vary thespeed
of rotation of saidguide, whereby therate of transfer of

wire from said spool ring is automatically regulated and the

accumulation of slack prevented .

No. 101,669. Match Making Machine.

Machine à faire des allumettes .

The SarniaMatch Company, Sarnia, Ontario, Canada, assis
nee of William F. Hutchinson,Niack ,NewYork , U.S.A.,

23rd October , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 21stAugust,1906. Re

ceipt No. 138,899 .

Claim.-1 . A match machine comprising a receiprocating
buide bar having transverse stock receiving recesses there

in , means for cutting off thestock in the recess when the

The Northern Electric and Manufacturing Company, Mon- guide bar is moved in eitherdirection, and means for eject
treal, Quebec, Canada, assignee of Edwin H. Smythe , ing the splints thusformed from the said recesses,
Chicago, Illinois , U.S.A. , 23rd October , 1906 ; 6 years . 2. A match machine comprising a reciprocating guide bar
Filed 12th July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,735 . having transverse stock receiving recesses therein, oppo;

Claim .- 1. In a winding machine the combination with a sitely arranged knives held opposite the guide bar and

positivelydriven spool ring adapted to surround thecore to adapted to cut-off the stock when the guidebar ismoved
be wound , of a guide adapted to convey the wire from the in either direction,and meansfor ejecting splints from the
spool to the core , said guide being mounted to slide around recesses in the guide bar.

the circumference of the spool ring while being driven fric

tionally thereby. transverse stockreceiving recesses on opposite sides there

3.Amatch machine comprising a movable guide havink
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of , means for cutting off the stock in the aforesaid recess , 15. In a match machine , the combination with the splint

and means for ejecting splints from the said recesses. discharging mechanism and the splint carrying frames , of

means for feeding the frames opposite the splint discharg

ing mechanism , and means for giving the frames an extra

movement as their ends come opposite the splint discharg

ing mechanism ,

29 55 16. In a match machine, the combination with the splint

discharging mechanism and the carrying frames movable

opposite the splint discharging mechanism, of a series of

ratchet wheels and pawls operatively connected with the

splint carrying frames to feed them one of the ratchet
278016

wheels and pawls having an extra throw timed to give an

added movement to the frames as their ends come opposite

the splint discharging mechanism .

Fig.1 17. In a match machine , the combination with the stock

feed , of a supplemental feed normally out of but

adapted to carry stock to the regular feed , and means for

32
78 throwing the supplemental feed into operation by the ex

haustion of stock from the regular feed .

22 कG
18. In a match machine , the combination with the regular

stock feed , of a supplemental feed normally out of action

but adapted to carry stock to the regular feed, and means

for throwing the supplemental feed into action by a break

in or exhaustion of the regular stock .

4. A match machine comprising a reciprocating guide bar 19. In a match machine , the combination with the regu

having transverse stock receiving recesses therein means lar stock feed, of a supplemental feed normally out of ac

for cutting off the stock while it is held in the said recesses tion but adapted to carry stock to the regular feed , electri

by the movement of the guide bar in either direction , and cally operated means for throwing the supplemental feed
means for ejecting the splints endwise from the said re into action , and means for starting the electrically operat

cesses . ed mechanism by a break in the stock .

5. A match machine comprising a reciprocating guide bar 20. In a match machine, the combination with the regular

having transverse stock receiving recesses therein, cutting stock feed, of a supplemental feed pormally out of action
mechanism to sever the stock while it is held in the re out adapted to carry stock to the regular feed a circuit

cesses , means for operating the cutting mechanism by the closer operatde by a break in the stock , and means actu

movement of the guide in either direction , and plungers ated by the closing of the circuit to throw the supplemental

moving endwise through the recesses to eject the splints feed into action .

therefrom . 21. In a match machine , the combination with the regu

6. A match machine comprising a reciprocating guide bar lar stock feed , of a supplemental feed normally out of ac

having transverse stock receiving recesses therein , means tion but adapted to carry stock to the regular feed , a mag

for feeding stock into the recesses . means for cutting off net operated lateb arranged to hold the supplemental feed

the stock in the recesses by the movement of the guide bar out of action , and means operated by a break in the sio

in either direction , and means for ejecting the splints end- lo energize the magnet and release the latch and throw the

wise from the recesses . supplemental feed into action .

7. A match machine comprising a reciprocating guide bar 22. In a match machine , the combination with the regu

having transverse stock receiving recesses extending across iar stock feed , of a supplemental feed normally out of ac

its entire width , means for feeding stock into the recesses , lion but adapted when in use to advance stock to the regu

knives held opposite the guide bar to sever the stock , and lar feed , a circuit closer normally held open by the pas

means for ejecting splints endwise from the sail recesses. sage of the stock through it , electro -magnets in circuit with

8. A match machine comprising a reciprocating guide bar the circuit closer , and a latch operated by the energizing

having transverse stock receiving recesses therein . knives of Le magnets to release the supplemental feed and permit

held flatwise against the guide bar to sever the stock by the it to go into oneration .

movement of the guide bar, and yielding guides behind the 23. In a match machine , the guide bar transversely re

knives, the said guides being arranged opposite the recesses cessed to receive stock , the said recesses being arranged on

of the guide bar . opposite sides of the guide bar and each recess having an

9. A match machine comprising a reciprocating guide bar abrupt wall on one side and an inclined wall on the oppo

having transverse stock receiving recesses therein . means site side .

for cutting off the stock while it is held in the guide bar , 24. In a match machine , the combination with the recess

and ejecting plungers movable in the recesses of the guide cd stock receiving guide bar , the said recesses being each

bar , the said plungers being arranged to slide with the guide provided with an abrupt and an inclined wall , and a suitable

bar and to also move lengthwise through the recesses of the cut- off knife, of spring actuated means for pressing the
guide bar. stock against the abrupt wall of the said recesses .

10. In a match machine, a reciprocating guide bar having 25. A match machine , comprising a movable guide hav

transverse stock receiving recesses therein , oppositely ar- ing transverse stock receiving recesses on opposite sides

ranged stationary knives held parallel with and close thereof, means for feeding stock into the said recesses ,

against the side bar, and a guide casing extending from means for cutting the stock off in the said recesses, and

knife to knife opposite the guide bar . means for ejecting the splints from the recesses .

11. A match machine comprising a reciprocating guide bar 26. A match machine, comprising a movable guide having

having transverse stock receiving recesses therein , oppo- Transverse stock receiving recesses o nopposite sides there

sitely arranged knives held parallel with and close against of , means for feeding stock in opposite directions towards

the guide bar, a yielding guide or casing extending from said guide , means for cutting off the stock in the recesses,

knife to knife and arranged opposite the guide bar, and and means for ejecting splints from the recesses .

ejecting means for forcing splints lengthwise from the re

cesses in the guide bar. No. 101,670. Loom. Métier.

12. A match machine comprising a reciprocating guide bar
William F. Clayton and cliffton P. Bentley, co -inventors ,

having transversle stock receiving recesses on opposite sides

thereof, opposed pairs of knives arranged on opposite sides
both of Atlanta , Georgia, U.S.A. , 23rd October, 1906 ; 6

of the guide bar , parallel therewith , each knife having its
years . Filed 31st August , 1906. Receipt No. 139,123 .

edges in opposite directions, guide extending between the
Claim .-- 1. The combination with a beam of a loom, of an

knives of each bar, and plungers movable through the re arm pivotally connected to the beam , a resilient finger de

cesses of the guide bar . pending therefrom and normally held by gravity upon fabric

13.Inamatch machine the combination with the recipro- woven in the loom , and means actuated by the arm for stop
cating and recessed guide bar having means for cutting ping the mechanism of the loom .
splints in the recesses, of the plungers arranged to enter 2. The combnation with a beam of a loom , of a rod rotat.

the recesses of the guide bar, the said plungersmovingwith ablymounted upon the beam, an arm extending therefrom, a

the guide bar andalso through the recesses thereof and spring controlledfinger depending from the arm andnormally
being arranged in series one series moving through the contacting by gravity with fabric woven by the loom , and
aforesaid recesses while the other series is stationary. means actuated by the arm for stopping the mechanism of

14. In a match machine, the combination with the recess the loom .

ed stock receiving guide bar, of the independent heads ar 3. A detector rod mounted with its point upon the cloth

Tanged above the guidebarand moving in unison therewith and having anextension, a knock -off leverand wett hammer,
the said heads being vertically movable in relation to each a latch bar connecting with the knock -off lever and sup

other , and plungers on the heads,which plungers enter and porte said extension to engage the weft hammer when

move through the recesses of the guide bar.
the point enters the cloth.

10_ - 29
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4. A pivotally mounted detector rod having a cloth engag- pair of friction rolls , and a trip bar actuated by the fric

ii : g point and an extension , a weft hammer and a latch bar tion rolls to release the engagement of the detent bar with

the rocker arm .
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supported by said extension above said hammer and means

tu ) utilize the movement of the latch bar when the latter is

Fig.1.

struck by the weſt hammer incident to the point entering

the cloth .

5. The combination with the knock - off lever, of a detector

rod having an arm , a latch bar supported by the arm and a

Weft hammer designed to cause the latch bar to operate the

101641

knock - off lever .

6. The combination with the knock - off lever, of a pivoted

detector rod , an arm upon the rod, a latch bar supported by

the arm and connecting with the knock - off lever and a weft

2. A stop motion comprising a spring actuated rocker arm ,

a detent bar to hold the rocker arm in an operative position,

hammer designed to engage the latch bar and operate the a pair of friction rolls and a trip bar actuated by the fric

knock-off lever. tion rolls to release the detent bar from engagement with

7. The combination with the knock - off lever and weft ham
the rocker arm .

mer, of a detector rod , a latch bar connecting with the

krock - off lever and means upon the detector rod for normally

3. A stop motion comprising a rocker arm , a detent bar

to hold the rocker arm in an operative position , a pair of

supporting the latch bar out of engagement with the weft frictional rolls , a trip bar actuated by the friction rolls to

hammer.

8. The combination with the knock-off lever , weft hammer arm , and means to restore the trip bar to its initial posi

release the engagement of the detent bar with the rocker

and hammerhook, of a detector rod, a latch bar connecting tion' when the rocker arm has been releasedby the detent
with the knock-off lever and having a projection designed to bar.

be engaged by the hammer hook , an arm upon the detector

rod adapted to normally support the latch bar out of engage

4. A stop motion comprising a rocker arm , a detent bar to

hold the rocker arm in an operative position , a pair of fric
ment with the hammer hook .

9. The combination with the knock-off lever and weft ham

tion rolls , a trip bar actuated by the friction rolls to re

mer, of a pivoted detector rod , a finger upon the rod to rest

lease the engagement of the detent bar with the rocker

arm , means to restore the trin bar to its initial position

upon the cloth , an arm upon the rod , a latch bar supported when the rocker arm has been released by the detent bar
by the arm out of the path of the weft hammer when the

tiger is resting on the cloth whereby the latch bar willmove position of thetrip bar.

and a stop connected to the rocker arm to fix the initial

irto engagement with the weft hammer when the finger 5. A stop motion comprising a rocker arm having a trip
passes through the cloth .

10. In a mechanism of the class described the combination

bar support, a detent bar to engage and hold the rocker

with the knock - off lever , hammer and weft hammer hook , of

arm in an operative position , a pair of friction rolls arrang

a pivoted detector rod,a latch bar pivoted to the knock -off trip bar slidable longitudinally on the tripbar support and

ed one above and the other below the trip bar support , a

lever provided with a projection in the line of travel of the actuated by the friction rolls to release the engagement of
hammer hook , and means upon the detector rod for nor

the detent bar with the rocker arm .

mally supporting the latch bar out of engagement with said 6. A stop motion comprising a rocker arm having a trip
hook.

11. In a mechanism of the class described , the combina

bar support , a detent bar to engage and hold the rocker arm

tion with the knock -off lever , hammer and weft hammer

in an operative position, a pair of friction rolls arranged

one above and theother' below the trip bar support, a trip
hook , of a pivoted detector rod , a latch bar pivoted to the

bar slidable longitudinally on
knock-off lever provided with a projection in the line of

the trip bar support and

actuated by the firiction rolls to release the engagement of
travel of the hammer travel of the hammer hook, and

means upon the detector rod for normally supporting the

the detent bar with the rocker arm , and means to restore

the trip bar to its initial position whenthe detent bar has

latch bar out of engagement with said hook .

12. In a mechanism of the class described the combination

been released from engagement with the rocker arm.

with the knock-offlever, weft hammer, and hammer hook, bar support, a detent bar to engage and hold the rocker

7. A stop motion comprising a rocker arm having a trip

of a pivoted detector rod, a latch bar pivoted to the knock

oft lever having a projection adapted to engage the hammer

arm in an operative position , a pair of friction roils arrang

hook, and an armupon the detector rod for normallykeeping tripbarslidablelongitudinallyonthe trip bar supportand

ed one above and the other below the trip bar support, a

the latch bar out of engagement with the hammer hook. actuated by the friction rollsto release the engagement of
13. In a mechanism of the class described the combination

with the knock-off lever, weft hammer, andhammerhook, trip barto its initial position when the detent barhas been

the detent bar with the rocker arm , means to restore the

resť upon therod , an arm upon the rod, a latch bar provided connected to therocker armtofix theinitial position of

with a projection supported by the arm above the hammer the trip bar.
hook , when the finger is resting upon the cloth , and per 8. A stop motion comprising a machine frame, a rocker

thefinger descends, and pivoted connectionsbetweenthe support carried by the rocker" arm , a detent bar pivoted

arm rockablyconnectedwiththe machine frame, a trip bar

knock - off lever and latch bar . to the machine frame,a latch connected to thedetent bar
to engage the rocker arm and hold it inan operative

No. 101,671 . Stop Motion for Looms. position ,a friction rollrevolubly connected to the rocker

Mouvement d'arrêt pour métiers. arm above the trip bar support, a second friction roll

Sydney Turner , Toronto, Ontario, Canada,23rd October, thesecond -mentioned friction
located below the tripbar support, adjustable bearings for

Enpears.Offled 7thJune, 1906. Receipt No.136,- 1 unitederevolutionof the friction rolls,means for impartime1906 ;

roll , means to cause the

645 . motion to the pinie Wäeels and friction rolls, and a trip

Claim .-1 . A stop motion comprising a rocker arm , a de- bar slidah'a longitudinally upon the trip bar support and

tent bar to hold the rocker arm in an operative position , a actuated in a forward direction by the friction rolls to re
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lease the latch of the detent bar from engagement with the 14. A stop motion comprising a machine frame, a rocker

rocker arm.
arm rockably connected with the machine frame , a trip bar

9. A stoņ motion comprising a machine frame , a rocker support carried by the rocker arm , a detent bar pivoted to

arm rockably connected with the machine frame , a trip the machine frame, a latch connected to the detent bar

bar support carried by the rocker arm , a detent bar pivoted 10 engage the rocker arm and hold it in an operative

to the machine frame, a latch connected to the detent bar position, a friction roll revolubly connected to the rocker

to engage the rocker arm and hold it in an operative arm above the trip bar support, a second friction roll lo- ,

position , a friction roll revolubly connected to the rocker cated below the trip bar support, adjustable bearings for

arm above the trip bar support, a second firiction roll lo- the second -mentioned friction roll means cause the

cated below the trip bar support, adjustable bearings for united revolution of the friction rolls , means for imparting
the second-mentioned friction roll , means to cause the motion to the pinion wheels and friction rolls , a trip bar

united revolution of the friction rolls, means for impart- siidable longitudinally upon the trip bar support and

ing motion to the pinion wheels and friction rolls , a trip actuated in a forward direction by the friction rolls to
bar slidable longitudinally upon the trip bar support and release the latch of the detent bar from engagement with

actuated in a forward direction by the friction rolls to ihe rocker arm , and an adjustable stop connected to the

release the latch of the detent bar from engagement with rocker arm to fix the initial position of the trip bar.
the rocker arm and a cushion yieldingly supporting the 15. A stop motion comprising a machine frame , a rocker

bearings of the second -mentioned fiction roll . arm rockably connected with the machine frame , a trip

10. A stop motion comprising a machine frame , a rocker bar support carried by the rocker arm , a detent bar pivoted

arm rockably connected with the machine frame, a trip to the machine frame, a latch connected to the detent bar
to engage the rocker

bar support carried by the rocker arm , a detent bar pivoted
arm and hold it in an operative

to the machine frame, a latch connected to the detent bar position, a friction roll revolubly connected to the rocker

to engage the rocker arm and hold it in an operative posi- arm above the trip bar support,a second friction roll 10

tion , a friction roll revolubly connected to the rocker arm
cated below the trip bar support , adjustable bearings for

above the trip bar support, a second friction roll located
the second -mentioned friction roll , means to cause the un

below the trip bar support , adjustable bearings for the
ited revolution of the friction rolls , means for imparting

second-mentioned friction roll, means tocause the united slidable longitudinally upon the trip bar support and act
motion to the pinion wheels and friction rolls , a trip bar

revolution of the friction rolls , means for imparting mo
tion to the pinion wheels and friction rolls, a trip bar uated in a forward direction by the friction rolls to

slidable longitudinally upon the trip bar support and lease the latch ofthe detent bar from engagement with the

actuated in a forward direction by the friction rolls to re
rocker arm , a cushion yieldingly supporting the bearings of

lease the latch of the detent bar from engagement with the second-mentioned friction roll, and an adjustable stop

the rocker arm, a cushion yieldingly supporting the bearings connected to the rocker arm to fix the initial positionof

of the second -mentioned friction roll , and means for ad
the trip bar.

justing the cushion to regulate the frictional contact of
16. A stop motion comprising a machine frame , a rocker

arm rockably connected with the machine frame , a trip
the friction rolls upon the trip bar.

bar support carried by the rocker arm , a detent bar pivoted

11. A stop motion comprising a machine frame , a rocker to the machine frame, a latch connected to the detent bar

arm rockably connected with the machine frame , a trip to engage the rocker arm and hold it an operative

bar support carried by the rocker arm , ö detent har pivoted position , a friction roll revolubly connected to the rocker
to the maching frame, a latch connected with the detent bar arm above the trip bar support, a second friction roll

to engage the rocker arm and hold it in an operative posi- located below the trip bar support, adjustable bearings for

tion , a friction roll revoluhly connected with the rocker the second-mentioned friction roll, means to cause the un

arm above the trip bar support , a second friction roll lo - ited revolution of the friction rolls , means for imparting

cated below the trip bar support, adjustable bearings for motion to the pinion wheels and friction rolls, a trip bar
the second -mentioned friction roll , means to cause the un sildable lngitudinally upon the trip bar support and act

ited revolution of the friction rolls , means for imparting wated in a forward direction by the friction rolls to release

motion to the pinion wheels and friction rolls , and a trip the latch of the detent bar from engagement with the

bar slidable longitudinally upon the trip bar support and rocker arm . means for adjusting the cushion to regulate

actuated in a forward direction by the friction rolls to re- the frictional contact of the friction rolls upon the trip

lease the latch of the detent bar from engagement with bar, and an adjustable stop connected to the rocker arm
the rocker arm , and means for restoring the trip bar to to fix the initial position of the trip bar .

its initial position when the rocker arm is released from 17. A stop motion comprising a machine frame, a rocker

engagement with the detent bar. arm rockably connected with the machine frame , a trip

12. A stop motion comprising a machine frame , a rocker bar support carried by the rocker arm , a detent bar pivoted

arm rockably connected with the machine frame, a trip to the machine frame, a latch connected to the detent bar
bar support carried by the rocker arm , a detent bar pivoted to engage the rocker arm and hold it in an operative

to the machine frame, a latch connected to the detent bar position , a friction roll revolubly connected to the rocker

to engage the rocker arm and and hold it in an operative arm above the trip bar support, a second friction roll

position, a friction roll revolubly connected to the rocker located below the trip bar support , adjustable bearings for

arm above the trip har support, a second friction roll 10- the second-mentioned friction roll, means to cause the un

cated below the trip bar support. adjustable bearings ited revolution of the friction rolls, meansfor imparting

for the second -mentioned friction roll, means to cause the motion to the pinion wheels and friction rolls , a trip bar

united revolution of the friction rolls, means for imparting slidable longitudinally upon the trip bar support and act

motion to the pinion wheels and friction rolls , and a tripuated in a forward direction by the friction rolls to re

bar slidable longitudinally upon the trip bar support and lease the latch of the detent bar from engagement with the

actuated in a forward direction by the friction rolls to re- rocker arm , a friction clutch , a shifting lever to move the

lease the latch of the detent bar from engagement with friction clutch into an active position, a link rigidly con
the rocker arm , means for restoring the trip bar to its in - necting the shifting lever with the rocker arm

itial position when the rocker arm is released from en- their united movement , a spring to actuate the rocker arm

gagement with the detent bar, and a cushion yieldingly and shifting lever co -incident with the release of the rocker

supporting the bearings of the second -mentioned friction arm by the detent bar, and means for moving the rocker
arm and shifting lever into their active position .

13. A stop motion comprising a machine frame , a rocker 18. A stop motion comprising a machine frame , a rocker

arm rockablyconnected with the machine frame, a trip arm rockably connected with the machine farme, a trip

bar support carried by the rocker arm , a detent bar pivoted bar support carried by the rockerarm , a detent bar pivoted
to the machine frame , a latch connected to the detent bar to the machine frame , a latch connected to the detent bar

to engage the rocker arm and hold it in an operative posi- | to engage the rocker arm and hold it in an operative
tion , a friction roll revolubly connected to the rocker arm position , a friction roll revolubly connected to the rncker
above the trip bar support , a second friction roll located be- arm above the trip bar support, a second friction roll lo

low the trip bar support, adjustable bearings for the second cated below the trip bar support, adjustable bearings for

mentioned friction roll, 'meansto cause the united revolu- the second -mentioned friction roll, means to cause the un

tion of thefriction rolls,means forimparting motion toitedrevolution of the friction rolls, means forimparting
the pinion wheels and friction rolls , a trip bar slidable motion to the pinion wheels and friction rolls , a trip bar
longitudinally upon the trip bar support and actuated in slidable longitudinally upon the trip bar support and act

a forward direction by the friction rolls to release the latch uated in a forward direction by the friction rolls to re

of the detentbar from engagement with the rocker arm , lease the latch of the detent bar from engagement with the
means for restoring the trip bar to its initial position rocker arm , a friction clutch, a shifting lever to move the

when the rocker arm is released from engagement with the friction clutch into active position , a link rigidly con

detent bar, a cushion yieldingly supporting the bearings necting the shifting lever with the rocker arm to cause

of the second-mentioned friction roll, and means for ad - their united movement, a spring to actuate the rocker arm

justing the cushion toregulate the frictional contact of and shifting lever coincident with the release of the
tbe friction rolls upon the trip bar. rocker arm by the detent bar, means for moving the rocke

to cause

roll.
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arm and shifting lever into their active position , No. 101,673 . Cutter-Head. Porte - lame.

prising a treadle lever and a link connecting the treadle

lever with the shifting lever .

19. A stop motion comprising a machine frame , a rocker Fig. 1

arm rockably connected with the machine frame , a trip

bar support carried by the rocker arm , detent bar

pivoted to the machine frame , a latch connected to the de

tent bar to engage the rocker arm and hold it in an

operative position , a friction roll revolubly connected to

the rocker arm above the rtip bar support , a second friction

roll located below the trip bar support , adjustable bearings

for the second - mentione
d friction roll , means to cause the

united revolution of the friction rolls , means for im

parting motion to the pinion wheels and friction rolls , a

trip bar slidable longitudin
ally upon the trip bar support

and actuated in a forward direction by the friction rolls

to release the latch of the detent bar from engagemen
t

with the rocker arm , a cushion yieldingly supporting the

bearings of the second-mentioned friction roll, a friction

clutch , a shifting lever to move the friction clutch into

an active position , a link rigidly connecting the shifting

lever with the rocker arm to cause their united movement ,

a spring to actuate the rocker arm and shifting lever co

incident with the release of the rocker arm by the detent

bar, and means for moving the rocker arm and shifting

lever into their active position .

20. A stop motion comprising a machine frame , a rocker

arm rotatably connected with the machine frame , a trip

bar support carried by the rocker arm , a detent bar

pivoted to the machine frame , a latch connected to the de

tent bar to engage the rocker arm and hold it in

operative position , a friction roll revolubly connected to

the rocker arm above the trip bar support , a second fric

tion roll located below the trip bar support, adjustable FiB Voltz
bearings for the second-mentioned friction roll , means to

cause the united revolution of the friction rolls , means for

imparting motion to the piñion wheelsand friction rolls , a Arthur Wilson Nelson , Chicago, Illinois , U.S.A., 23rd Octo

trip bar slidable longitudinally upon the trip bar support ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 1st August, 1906. Receipt No.

and actuated in a forward direction by the friction rolls No. 138,343.

to release the latch of the detent bar from engagement Claim . - A cutter-head comprising a head stock , knives radi

with the rocker arm , a cushion yieldingly supporting the a ! ly disposed thereon , guideways in the head stock perpendi

bearings of the second- mentioned friction roll, and means cular to the knives, and clamps having sliding engagement

for moving the rocker arm and shifting lever into their with the guideways, bearing against the knives .

active position, comprising a treadle lever and a link con

necting the treadle lever with the shifting lever .
21. A stop motion comprising a machine frame , a rocker No. 101,674. Wood Working Machine.

arm connected with the machine frame , a trip bar support
Machine à travailler le bois .

carried by the rocker arm , a detent bar pivoted to the

machine frame, a latch connected to the detent bar to en

gage the rocker arm and hold it in an operative position , a

friction roll revolubly connected to the rocker arm above

the trip bar support, a second friction roll located below

the trip bar support, adjustable bearings for the second

mentioned friction roll , means to cause the united revolu

tion of the friction rolls , means for imparting motion to

the pinion wheels and friction rolls , a trip bar slidable

longitudinally upon the trip bar support and actuated in

a forward direction by the friction rolls to release the

latch of the detent bar from engagement with the rocker

arm , a friction clutch , a shifting lever to move the friction

clutch into an active position , a link rigidly connecting the

shifting lever with the rocker arm to cause their united

movement, a spring to actuate the rocker arm and shifting

lever coincident with the release of the rocker arm by
A

the detent bar, means for moving the rocker arm and

shifting lever into their active position , and a spring to

hold the latch member of the detent bar in engagement

with the rocker arm .
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No. 101,672. Warp Stop Motion Looms.

Mouvement d'arrêt de fil pour métiers.
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Friedrich Pick, Vienna, Austria, 23rd October, 1906 ; 6 years.

Filed 21st July, 1905. Receipt No. 127,059 .

Claim .--Healds for electrical and mechanical warp stop Frank Diehl, Sheboygan Falls , Wisconsin, U.S.A. , 23rd Octo:
motions for looms for weaving, made of twisted thread and ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 2nd August, 1906. Receipt

their lower ends furnished with eyes which loosely surround
No, 138,365

the lower heald rail , substantially as and for the purpose Claim.-1.A wood working machine comprising a suitable
specified frameprovided with parallel side bars havingupper outer
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having straight being provided at its smaller and outer end with two points
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lateral flanges, an endless feed chain

parallel under the flanges of same , means for driving the

stretches thereof backed by said side bars to which they are forming a continuation of the tapered edges and a point dis

chain , supports in connection with the frame, adjusting nuts

for which the supports are provided with bearings , housings

having screw-threaded rigid stems engaging the nuts , spring

controlled pivotal carriers in the housings, anti - friction rol

lers hung in the carriers opposite said straight stretches of

the chain , and cutter -heads arranged to operate from below

the material fed from the opposite ends of the machine

2. A wood working machine comprising a suitable frame

provided with parallel upper side bars having upper outer

lateral flanges, an endless feed chain having straight

stretches thereof backed by said side bars to which they are

parallel under the flanges of same , means for driving the

chain , transverse arches in connection with the frame , ad

justing nuts for which the arches are provided with bear

ings , housings having screw- threaded rigid stems engaging

the nuts, spring controlled pivotal carriers in the housings ,

anti -friction rollers hung in the carriers opposite said

straight stretches of the chain , and cutter-heads arranged

to operate from below on said material fed from opposite

ends of the machine.
posed between and extending beyond said two points and

located coincident with the axil center of the shaft.

No. 101,675. Cutter-Head. Porte - lame.
No. 101,677. Teeter Apparatus.

Appareil d'amusement.
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Monroe Button , Fort Plain , New York , U.S.A. , 23rd October ,

1906 ;
6 years . Filed 25th August , 1906 . Receipt No.

138,985 .

Claim.-1 . A cutter-head comprising a section having a

body portion provided with opposite recesses , with a tubular

portion and opposite locking projections , a second section

1 !!!
having a hub encircling the tubular portion , arms extending

near the recesses and locking projections engaging those of
Frank H. Dickson , Oswego , New York , U.S.A. , 23rd October ,

the other section , and cutters mounted upon the body por

1906 ; 6 years .tion of one section and in the arms of the other . Filed 1st September , 1906 . Receipt No.

139,155 .
2. A cutter-head comprising a section having a body por

tion provided with opposite recesses , with a tubular portion Claim . - 1 . The combination with the supporting frame and

apů opposite pairs of locking projections , a second section the upright spindle secured to said frame and formed with a

having a hub encircling the tubular portion , arms extending convexed top, of a rocker plate provided in its central por
near the recesses and locking projections extending between tion with a longitudinal slot receiving through it the sald

those of the othersection ,andcutters mounted upon the spindle and withan inverted V -shaped brace extendingup
body portion of one section and in the arms of the other. ward from the end portions of the plate and lengthwise

3. A cutter -head comprising a section having a body por over the slot and mounted at its center on the top of the

tion provided with opposite recesses, with a tubularportion spindle , and the teeth beamcomposed of parallel menbers
and opposite locking projections, a second section having mounted on the plate at opposite sides of the slot thereof

a hub encircling the tubular portion, arms extending into and receiving between them the aforesaid brace, as set forth .
the recesses and locking projections engaging those of the 2. The combination of the teeter beam composed of two

other section , spacing members interposed between those of members disposer side by side with a space between them

the other section, spacing members interposed between the and provided with a plurality of transverse perforations in
sections and surrounding the tubular portion , and cutters their end portions, spacing blocks interposed between the

mounted upon the body portion of onesection and in the beam members, tie bolts passing throughsaid parts, seats
arms of the other. mounted on the ends of the beam members, tenons depending

from the seats and inserted between the beam members, pins

inserted removably in the perforations of the beam members
No. 101,676. Auger Bit. Mèche de tarière.

and tenons , and posts attached to the tenons , substantially

as set forth .

Patrick J. Creedo , Peterborough , Ontario , Canada, 23rd Octo- 3. An amusement apparatus comprising a suitable support,

ber , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 22nd September , 1906. Receipt |a teeter beam pivotally mounted upon said support and com
No. 139,721 .

posed of two parallel members disposed side by side with a

Claim . - In a auger bit the combination of a central longi- space between them , seats disposed on the ends of the beam

tudinal shaft provided with a spiral flange ending in a cut- and provided with tenons interposed between the beam mem

ting edge and a cutting point, a similarauxiliary cutting edge bers , said tenons and beam members being provided with

and a cutting point disposed opposite said first-mentioned coinciding apertures, and pins inserted removably through
cutting edge, a Oat tapered and twisted blade disposed as an said apertures and sustaining the seats adjustably toward

axil continuation of the central shaft, said tapered blade and from the center of the beam , as set forth .
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No. 101,678, Toy. Jeu .

means for depressing certain of said log turning wheels re

lative to the cutting wheels , means for yieldingly maintain
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Charles A. Lewis , Denver , Colorado , U.S.A. , 23rd October ,

1906 ; 6 years, Filed 13th August, 1906.

བཀན་སྣང་ དང་
Receipt No.

138,631 .

Claim .-1 . A mechanical toy comprising an animal member

consisting of a number of parts pivotally connected together,

one of said parts being relatively stationary and the others

movable , a motor , a pitman connecting one movable part of

the animal portion of the toy with the motor , whereby move

ment is imparted directly to the said part and indirectly to

another part and a link connection between the stationary

part and one of the movable parts .

2. A toy of the class described , comprising an animal portion composed of a head and neck member, a body member, ing such depressable wheels in their uppermost position,

a relatively stationary front leg member and a rear member ,

and guards for receiving the log upon undue depression of

the head and neck member being pivotally connected with

said log turning wheels, substantially as described.

the body member , the rear member pivotally connected with

4. In a rossing machine the combination of cutting wheels ,

the body member , and the body member being pivotally con- krives extending from the peripheries of said wheels, co

nected with the stationary front leg member,an operating operating sets of log turning wheels and feed wheels ,means

pitman connected with the head and neck member and a link for yieldingly maintaining said log turning wheels in their

connection between the front leg member and the rear mem

uppermost position, and guards carried by said cutting

ber, the ponts of connection of the link and pitman being wheels for receiving a log upon undue depression of said

different from the pivotal points where the members of the log turning wheels, substantially as described .

animal are connected , for the purpose set forth .

5. In a rossing machine the combination of cutting wheels,

3. A mechanical toy comprising the representation of an

knives extending from the peripheries of said wheels, co

animal consisting of a head and neck member , a body mem- operating sets of log turning wheels and feed wheels , means

ber pivotally connected with the head and neck member, a for yieldingly maintaining said log turning wheels in their

relatively stationary front leg member also pivotally con- uppermost position , and an annular guard flange carried by

nected with the body member, a rear member pivotally con- the peripheries of said cutting wheels for receiving a log

nected with the body member, an operating pitman connected upon undue depression of said log turning wheels , substani

with the head and neck member, and a link connection be- tially as described .
tween the front leg member and the rear member, for the 6. In an apparatus of the character described the com

purpose set forth.

bination of a series of swivel heads,a feed wheel journalled

4. A toy of the class described comprising a vehicle , a on each head and provided with a gear, a drive shaft, &

spring motor mounted thereon, an animal device comprising series of drive gears carried by said shaft, intermediate

various members pivotally connected together, an operating gears carried by each swivel head in mesh with the gear

pitman leading from the motor to one of the said members of the corresponding feed wheel and with one of said drive

a link connection between two other members and a riderde- gears, and means foraxially shifting the drive shaft and

vice detachably connected with the animal device .
simultaneously swinging said intermediate gears and feed

5. A mechanical toy comprising the representation of an wheels, substantially as described.

animal consisting of a relatively stationary member , a num- 7. In an apparatus of the character described the com

ber of movable members, a motor , a pitman connecting one bination of a swivel head, a feed wheel journalled thereon,

of the movable members with the motor, and a link connect- a gear carried by said feed wheel, a stub shaft carried by

inganother movable member with the stationary member. said swivel head, a sleeve journalled on said stub shaft , an

axially adjustable shaft, a drive war secured thereto , in;

No. 101,679 . Rossing Machine . drivegear and with the gear carried by the feed wheel, and

termediate gears carried by said sleeve in mesh with said

Machine à décortiquer.
means connecting said stub shaftto said axially adjustable

Joseph Moreau, St. Germain de Grantham , Quebec , Canada ,
shaft, substantially as described .

23rd October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 26th August, 1906 bination de cutting wheels,co-operating sets of log turgick

8. In an apparatus the the com

Receipt No. 138,966.
claim . - 1. In an apparatus of the character described the icg turning wheels relative to the cutting wheels, and means

combination of cutting wheels, co -operating setsof log turn- for yieldingly maintaining such depressable wheels in their

ing wheels and feed wheels , means for depressing certain

of said log turning wheels relative to the cutting wheels , wheels , substantially as described.

uppermost position, and a hood disposed over the cutting

and means for yieldingly maintaining such depressable wheels
9. In an apparatus of the character described the com

in their uppermost position , substantially as described .

12thInfan'apparatus of the character described thecombina- / wheels and feed wices, means for depressing certain of said
bination of cuttingwheels,Co-operating sets of log turning

tion of cutting wheels, co-operating sets oflogturning log turning wheels relative to the cutting wheels,means for

Yoge turning wheels relative to the cutting wheels, andad- uppermost position,anda hood removably disposed over the

justable resilient means for yieldingly maintaining such cutting wheels, substantially as described.
depressable wheels in their uppermost position, substantially 10.În an apparatus of the character described the combi

desertbossing machine the combination of cutting wheels, (each head andprovided with a gear, a drive shaft, a series

nation of a series of swivel heads, a feed wheel journalled.com

co-operating sets of log turningwheels andfeed wheels, ' oi drive gears carried by saidshaft. intermediate gears eat
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ried by each swivel head in mesh with the gear of the cor

%. In an apparatu
s

of the nature indicate
d

, a cutter pro

responding feed wheel and withone of said earive gears. Thevidedwith impact surfaces, asecond cutter movable with the

sleeve on the drive wheel, a rod connect
ed

to the sleeve,

and a pivoted lever secure
d

to the rod .

11. In an apparatus of the character described the combi :

nation of cutting wheels , a main shaft disposed through the

tgl

cutting wheels, loose and fixed driving wheels on the shaft

arranged outside of the apparatus , co - operating sets of log

turning wheels and feed wheels , means for depressing cer

tain of said log turning wheels relative to the cutting wheels

and means for yieldingly maintaining such depressabl
e

wheels in their uppermost position , substantial
ly as des

cribed . 7392

No. 101,680. Metallic Studding. Montant métallique.
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Fug.5. 101681

first - named cutter, and means for directing an operating

means for the cutters against said impact surfaces .

10. In an apparatus of the nature indicatted, a hollow han

William James McMartin , Winnipeg, Manitoba , Canada , 23rd dle , a pair of arms secured thereto, a cutter mounted for
October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 12th September, 1906. Re- rotation between said arms and being provided with pockets

ceipt No. 139,447.
and a nozzle secured to the inner end of said handle ani

being in alignment with said pockets .
Claim . - 1. A metallic studding consisting of a single metal

lic sheet of a substantially Z -shaped cross secilonal form ,
11. in an apparatus of the nature indicated, a handle , a

and having lips extending outwardly from the inner and
rotary cutter member supported from said handle , cutters

outer faces of the opposing sides , as and for the purpose disposed on opposite sides of said cutter member , and means

specified . for operating all of said cutters simultaneously, the axis of

rotation of said cutters being at substantially right angles
2. A metallic studding formed from a single piece of sheet

io said handle .
metal, having a central body portion , side portions turned

substantially right and left at right angles from the body
12. In an apparatus of the nature indicated, a handle , a

pair of arins secured thereto, a shaft journalled in said arms

portion, and end portions turned inwardly from the side por

tions , and substantially parallel with the body portion , and and projecting on opposite sides thereof, cutters mounted on

lips extending upwardly and outwardly from the faces of
said shaft, one of said cutters being disposed between said

arms, and means whereby said cutters are operated simul

the side portions , as and for the purpose specified.
taneously .

13. In an apparatus vf the nature indicated, a hollow han

No. 101,681 , Apparatus for Cutting and Sluicing. dle, a nozzle secured thereto at one end and a rotary cutter

Appareil à couper et canneler. disposed in advance of the nozzle and being supported from

said handle .

Samuel H. Richardson , Seattle, Washington, U.S.A., 23rd
14. In an apparatus of the nature indicated , a hollow hanOctober, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed lith July , 1906. Receipt die, a valvetherein ,a rotarycutter in advance of the handle

No. 137,923.
and being supported thereby, and means whereby the cutter

Claim .-- 1. In an apparatus of the nature indicated , a cutter
is operated by a fluid passing through the handle .

provided with peripheral teeth and pockets between said 15. In an apparatus of the nature indicated , a hollow han

teeth , in combination with means for directing a fluid into dle, a flexible tube in communication with one end thereof, a

said pockets , whereby the cutter is operated . nozzle on the other end of said handle , a valve in said handle

2. In an apparatus of the nature indicated , a cutter pro- and a cutter disposed in juxtaposition to the nozzle and being

vided with impact surfaces, and a means for discharging a formed with impact surfaces movable past said nozzle.

fluid against said impact surfaces for operating the cutter. 16. In an apparatus of the nature indicated , a hollow han

3. In a combined cutting and sluicing apparatus , a cutter, dle , a flexible iube in communication with one end thereof, a

means for directing a fluid to said cutter for operating the nozzle on the other end of said handle , a rotary cutter sup

same , and means whereby the fluid after operating the cutter ported from said handle and lying in advance of said nozzle.

will be discharged therefrom to sluire the material excavated. said cutter being formed with impact surfaces disposed in
4. In a combined cutting and sluicing apparatus, a rotary alignment with said nozzle .

cutter, means for conveying a fluid to a point adjacent the 17. In an apparatus of the nature indicated , a hollow han

cutter , and means acted upon by the fluid thus conveyed for dle, a flexible tube connected to one end thereof, a pair of
operating said cutter . arms secured to the other end thereof, a shaft journalled in

5. In a combined cutting and sluicing apparatus , a cutter , said arms, a plurality of cutters fixed to said shaft, one of

means for directing a fluid to a point adjacent the cutter for said cutters being formed with impact surfaces , and means

sluicing, and means acted upon by the water for operating for directing fluid from said handle against said impact sur
said cutter.

faces so as to rotate the cutters .

6. In a combined cutting and sluicing apparatus , a plur- 18. In an apparatus of the nature indicated , a hollow han

ality of cutters, a fluid supply means, and means acted die , a valve therein , a flexible tube connected to one end of

upon by the water from said means for operating said the handle, a nozzle secured to the other end of the handle,
cutters,

a pair of arms formed integral with the handle , a shaft jour

7. In an apparatus of the nature indicated , a plurality of nalled in the arms and projecting on opposite sides thereof ,

cutters , one of said cutters being provided with impact sur- a cutter fixed on each end of the shaft , a cutter fixed on the

faces, and a nozzle arrangedby juxtaposition tosaid im- shaft at a point between the arms, said last-named cutter
pact surfaces. being formed with impact surfaces disposed in alignment

8. In an apparatus of the nature indicated , a plurality of with the nozzle .

spaced apart cutters arranged side by side and providedwith 19. In an apparatus of the nature indicated, a cutter hay

teeth, the teeth of certain of said cutters being disposed out ingperipheral staggered teeth, alternately projecting on op

alignment with each other , and means for operating said posite sides thereofandteethon one ofits sides ,saidlast
cutters. named teeth also being staggered relatively to each other.
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No. 101,682. Bale Tie Machine. predetermined distance before being cut , a loop former

Machine pour liens de ballots.
adapted to have an intermittent rotary movement to twist

a wire loop , a rotating detaining head, and a series of rotat.

ing receptacles adapted to contain wire before and after

the wire has been cut, said loop former being adapted to

make contact with the wire loop upon the detaining head

at which time the twister rotates to form the twisted loop.

7. A bale tie machine comprising means for twisting a

wire loop consisting of an angularly formed arm adapted to

have periodical rotation , means for forming a wire loop con

sisting of an angularly formed arm adapted to have reci

procated rotation, means for cutting wire into lengths con

sisting of a stationary member and a cam actuated member,

the angular arm for said twisting means being adapted to

detain the wire length while the angular arm for said loop

forming means performs its rotary movement.

8. A bale tie machine comprising means for twisting a

wire loop consisting of an angularly formed arm adapted to

have periodical rotation, means for forming a wire loop

consisting of an angularly formed arm adapted to have re

ciprocated rotation , means for cutting wire into lengths con

sisting of a stationary member and a cam actuated member,

the angular arm for said twisting means being adapted to

detain the wire length while the angular arm for said loop

forming means performed its rotary movement in combin

ation with a shaft, and a series of receptacles longitudinally

and radially disposed thereon.

9. A bale tie machine comprising means for twisting a wire

loop consisting of an angularly formed arm adapted to have

periodical rotation , means for forming a wire loop con

sisting of an angularly formed arm adapted to have re

ciprocated rotation , means for cutting wire into lengths con

sisting of a stationary member and a cam actuated member

in combination with a shaft , a detaining head thereon, a

series of receptacles longitudinally and radially disposed

thereon, the angular arm for said twisting means being

adapted to retain the wire length while the angular arm

for said loop forming means performs its rotary movement,

Gordon A. Rumbel , Kokomo, Indiana , U.S.A. , 23rd October, said shaft being adapted to rotate in one direction caus

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 13th August, 1906. Receipt No. | ing rotation of said detaining head and series of receptacles ,

138,639 .
and said angular arm or loop forming means being ad

Claim . - 1. A bale tie machine comprising mechanism adapted to make contact with the détaining head at the time

apted to convey wire stock within the machine , means for the angular arm for the twisting means performs its ro
tation .

severing the wire stock into wire blanks in combination

with a revolubledetaining head, a series of radially disposed angularly formed arm adapted to have a periodicalrotation,
10. A bale tie machine comprising a twister having an

slots therein , a wire twister , a wire loop former adapted to
a wire loop former having an angularly formed arm adapt

receive , convey and confine an end of wire blank within said
ed to have reciprocated rotation, means for cutting wire

slots , said wire twister being adapted to twist said end of

wire blank while thus confined within one of said slots .
into lengths consisting of a stationary member and a cam

actuated member in combination with wire wire feeding
2. A bale tie machine comprising mechanism adapted to

convey wire stock within the machine a predetermined dis- receptacles adapted to
mechanism , wire straightening mechanism , a series of

contain wire before and after

tance , means for severing the wire stock into wire blanks has been cut into lengths , a wire detaining head
in combination with a revoluble detaining head , a series of and a revoluble shaft , said detaining head and series
radially disposed slots therein , a wire twister , a wire loop of receptacles to be disposed upon said shaft and to

former adapted to receive, convey and confine an end of wire receive rotation thereby, the angular arm of the twister be
blank within said slots, said wire twisters being adapted to ing adapted todetain the wire length while the angular arm

twist said end of wire blank while thus confined within one
of the loop former performs its rotation , the angular arm

of said slots .

3. A hale tie machine comprising mechanism adapted to detaining head while the angular arm of the twister is per
of the loop former being adapted to make contact with the

convey wire stockwithin the machine a predetermined dis fcrming its rotation.

tance, means for severing the wire stock into wire blanks of

varying lengths by means of adjustment gears of varying portion, and transversely positioned thereon a wire con
11. The combination of a rotating twister having a shank

diameters in combination with a revoluble detaining head, a
tacting portion , a rotating loop former having a shank

series of radially disposed slots therein , a wire twister, a portion and transversely seated thereon a wire receiving

wire loop formed adapted to receive, convey and confine portion, a revoluble detaining head and radially disposed
an end of wire blank within said slots , said wire twisters slots thereon, a wire feeding mechanism and wire cutting

being adapted to twist said end of wire blank while con mechanism , said loop former being adapted to make con
fined within one of said slots .4.A bale tie machinecomprising a feed wheel adapted to act upon the slots of the detaining head at which time

the twister rotates to form the twisted loop.

rotate upon a fixed axial plane , a second feed wheel adapted 12. The combination of a rotating twister having a sbank
to make intermittent peripheral contact therewith , means portion and transversely positioned thereon a wire contact:

for lateral conveyance of wire within the machine à pre- ing portion and mechanism for delivering the wire upon the

determined distance, means for cutting the wire stock into wire contacting portion , a rotating loop former having a
blanks of predetermined varying lengths in combination with shank portion,and transversely seated thereon a wire re

a series of slots upon a revoluble detaining head, a loop ceiving portion, a revolving detaining head, and radially

former adapted to contact consecutively with said slots , and disposed slots thereon , wire feeding mechanism and wire

means for twisting one end of a wire bank while confined cutting mechanism , said loop former being adapted to make

within the slot . contact upon the slots of the detaining head at which time

5. A bale tie machine comprising wire cutting means con- the twister rotates to form the twisted loop .

sisting of a stationary member and a cam actuated member , 13. The combination of a rotating twister having a shank

means for causing wire tobe drawn within the machine a portion and transversely positioned thereon a wirecon
predetermined distance before being cut, a loop former tacting portion, and mechanism for delivering the wire

adapted to form a loop upon the end of a wire, a revolving upon the wire contacting portion, a rotating loop former

twister adapted to twist a wire loop , a revolving detaining , having a shank portion and transversely seated thereon a

head , and a series of rotating receptacles adapted to contain wire receiving portion , mechanism for rotating the twister,

the wire and after the wire is cut into lengths , said loop , a revoluble detaining head and radially disposed slots there

former being adapted to make contact with the wire loop ' on . wire feeding mechanism and wire cutting mechanism,

upon the detaining head , at which time the twister rotates said loop former being adapted to make contact upon the

to form the twisted loop . slots of the detaining heal at which time the twister ro

6. A bale tie machine comprising wire cutting means con- tates to form the twisted loop .

sisting of a stationary member and a cam actuated member, 14. The combination of a rotating twister having a shank

means for causing wire to be drawn within the machine a portion , and transversely positioned thereon a wire con

it
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tacting portion, and mechanism for delivering the wire upon No. 101,683. Tie for Buildings.

the wire contacting portion, a rotating loop former having a Lien pour bâtisses.
shank “ portion, and transversely seated thereon a wire re

ceiving portion , mechanism for rotating the twister and

loop former, a revoluble detaining head and radially dis

posed slots thereon, wire feeding mechanism , wire cut

ting mechanism , and wire straightening mechanism , said

loop former being adapted to make contact upon the slots

of the detaining head at which time the twister rotates to

form the twisted loop.

15. The combination of a rotating twister having a shank

portion, and transversely positioned thereon a wire con

tacting portion, a rotating loop former having a shank

portion and transversely seated thereon a wire receiving

portion , a revoluble detaining head and radially disposed

slots thereon , wire feeding mechanism , wire cutting mech

anism and wire straightening mechanism , said loop former

being adapted to make contact upon the slots of the de

taining head at which time the twister rotates to form

the twisted loop, a shaft, and revoluble thereon a series of Fig. 3 .

radially disposed wire receiving receptacles, said recep

tacles being adapted to receive wire before and after being

cut.

16. The combination of a rotating twister having a shank

portion, and transversely positioned thereon a wire con

tacting portion , a rotating loop former having a shank Fig.4 .

portion, and transversely seated thereon a wire receiving
Fig.5.

portion, a revoluble detaining head, and radially disposed

slots thereon , wire feeding , wire cutting and wire straight

ening mechanism , said loop former being adapted to make

contact within the slots of the detaining head at the time

the twister rotates to form a twisted wire loop , a shaft , and Figa

revoluble thereon a series of radially disposed wire receiv

ing receptacles , a double and similarly toothed conveying

wheel mounted upon said shaft, said receptacles being

adapted to contain wire before being cut and after the wire

loop has been twisted, said receptacles, conveying wheel

and detaining head being adapted to convey wire during

their radial movement upon said shaft .

17. The combination of a rotating twister having a shank
101673

portion, and transversely positioned thereon a wire con
tacting portion, a rotating loop former having a shank Henry. Christian Seipp , Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. , 23rd

portion, and transversely seated thereon a wire receiving
October , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 13th September , 1906. Re

portion, a revoluble detaining head , and radially disposed
ceipt No. 139,486 .

slots thereon , wire straightening, wire feeding and wire
Claim .-- 1 . As a new article of manufacture, a tie or hanger

cutting mechanism , said loop former being adapted to having a body portion and an anchoring portion bent out at

make contact with the slots of the detaining head at the right angles from said body portion at one or both ends to

time the twister rotates to form a twisted wire loop , a shaft, form a U-shaped gutter supporting portion which is open at

and revoluble thereon , a series of radially disposed wire re
its side or top and ends .

ceiving tube receptacles, a series of radially disposed longi
2. A supporting device for walls, joists , etc. , formed of a

tudinally bisected tubes and a double similarly toothed bent U-shaped body portion and an anchoring portion bent

conveying wheel mounted upon said shaft, the overlapping out at right angles from each end of said body portion to

guards 54, said tube receptacles and series of bisected tubes form a U-shaped gutter supporting portion which is open at

being adapted to contain wire before the wire has been cut
its side or top and ends .

and after the wire loop has been twisted, said receptacles ,

bisected tubes, conveying wheel and detaining head being No. 101,684. Miter Clamp. Assemblage à onglet.

adapted to convey wire during their radial movement upon

said shaft. igin .

18. The combination of a rotating twister having a shank tig?1.
portion 123, and a wire contacting portion 124, a rotating

loop former having a shank portion and transversely seated

wire receiving portions 106 and 105 thereon , the revoluble

detaining head 47, the separating head 48 and the finger

150, the slots 91 within the detaining head , the feed wheels

18 and 19 with the actuating spring 30 upon the lever 29 ,

the straightening wheels 35 , the discs 75 and 75 , the dog

levers 80 and 81, the cutting shears 65 and 66, the spring

actuating rod 84, the lugs 67 and 77 upon the said discs ,

said loop former being adapted to make contact with the

slots of the detaining head at the time the twister rotalem

to form a twisted wire loop , the shaft 52 and the series

o : tubes 53, the bisected tubes 83 , the conveying wheel 49,

detaining head 47 and separating head 48 mounted revolubly

upon the shaft, the curved arms 55 radially disposed about

and disposed to rotate by operation of said shaft, the over 10164

lapping guards 54 upon said arnts, computing devices con

sisting of the lever 129, the plunger 131, the wheel 135

having a blank periphery and a partially mutilated peri
phery, the shaft 61 with its radially extending arm 140, Charles Vallet , Amherst, Nova Scotia , Canada , 23rd October,

the lever 137 adapted to make contact with periphery of
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 11th August , 1906 . Receipt No.

wheel 135 and with arm 140 , the arms 62 upon shaft 61 , the
138,591 .

guide chamber 64 containing the slot 88 , the blocks 92 upon Claim.-1 . A mitre clamp comprising a plurality of angu

the detaining head, the depressing arm 111, the crank 90larly recessed members, rollers on said members , an angu

and the arm 89 rigidly disposed thereon, said crank being larly recessed member having a roller thereon , a flexible

adapted to rotate and make contact with the depressing arm member secured to said last-named angularly recessed mem

111 , said depressing arm being adapted to move within ber and disposed around said rollers, a lever pivoted to the

the slot 88, said series of tubes and bisected tubes being last-named "recessed member and provided with teeth and

adapted to contain wire before said wire has been cut having the flexible member secured thereto and a pawl

and after the loop has been twisted, said receptacles , bi- adapted to engage the lever.

sected tubes, conveying wheel and detaining head being 2. A mitre clamp comprising a plurality of angularly re

adapted to convey wire during the radial movement of the cessed members, each provided with a guard lug , rollers on

shaft upon which they are mounted . said members , an angularly recessed member having a roller

10–30
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disposed thereon , a flexible member having one end secured 4. In a machine of the type set forth the combination ofa

to the latter recessed member and disposed around said rol, spindle for rotating the blank , a slide movable at an angle
lers, a lever pivoted to the last -named recessed member and

provided with teeth , said flexible member being adjustably

secured thereto and a pawl adapted to engage said teeth . rig.t.

3. A mitre clamp comprising a plurality of angularly re

cessed members , rollers on said members, an angularly re

cessed member having a roller thereon , a fixible member dis

posed on said rollers , a lever pivotally secured to one of said

members, means for adjustably securing said flexible mem

ber to the lever, and means adapted to engage the lever

to limit its movement.

4. A mitre clamp comprising a plurality of angularly re

cessed members , rollers disposed on said members, a flexible

member secured to one of said members and disposed around

said rollers , a lever pivotally disposed on one of said mem ig.2.

bers and provided with a lug having a hole therein through

which the flexible member is disposed, means for clamping

the flexible member, and means for limiting the movement of

the lever.

5. A mitre clamp comprising a plurality of angularly re

cessed members , rollers disposed on said members, a flexible 35

member secured to one of said members and disposed around

said rollers , a lever pivotally disposed on one of said mem

bers and provided with a lug having a hole therein through

which the flexible member is disposed and having a screw 101686

threaded lug thereon , a wing nut on the screw -threaded lug,

and means for limiting the movement of the lever .
thereto, means operated by said spindle for actuating said

slide , and adjustable means carried by the slide for engage

No. 101,685. Thin Leaves for Fabrics. ment with said actuating means thereof.

Feuilles minces 01 tissu .
5. In a machine of thetype set forth the combination of a

spindle for rotating the blank, a slide movable at an angle

Walter Arthur Ker, assignee of Henry Rochester Gregory, thereto, means operated by said spindle for actuating the
both of New York City , New York , U.S.A., 23rd October, slide , and an adjustable plate carried by the slide for en

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 4th July , 1906. Receipt No. 136,521 . gagement with said actuating means thereof to permit the

Claim .-- 1 . The method of forming a thin leaf or fabric com
speed of travel of the slide with relation to the blank to be
varied.

prising the following steps combining a volatile solvent, a
6. In a machine of the type set forth the combination with

fibre which acts as a binder and a colouring matter and pour

ing the same onto a liquid heavier than the volatile solvent. thereto ,meansfor operating the slide , and a springcon
means for rotating the blank , of a slide movable at an angle

2. The method of forming a thin leaf or fabric comprisingthe following steps : combining a volatile oil, a fibre which nected to the slide for returning said slide and the operating

acts as a binder and a colouring matter and pouring the same
means thereof to initial position after actuation.

onto a liquid heavier than the oil .
7. In a machine of the type described the combination of

3.Themethod of forming a thin leaf or fabric comprising respectto said means, auxiliary means for holding said blang
rotatable means for holding the blank, cutters movable with

the following steps : combining a volatile solvent , soluble
cotton and a colouringmatterand pouring the same ontoa incontactwith said cutters , andmeans foractuatingsaid

liquid heavier than the volatile solvent .
cutters past the blank to permit the blank to drop by gravity

4. Themethodof forming athin leaf or fabric comprising from said holding means after the operation of said cutters
thereon .

the following steps : dissolving soluble cotton in a volatile

oil , adding a colouring matter thereto and pouring the same
8. In a machine of the type described the combination of

means for rotating the blank, a slide movable at an angle
onto a liquid heavier than the oil .

5.Themethod of forming a thin leaf orfabriccomprising jection on its end to engage said inclined part and operate
thereto, and having an inclined part, a rod carrying a pro

the following steps: dissolving soluble cotton in amyl oil, the slide , and means for advancing the rod .

adding a colouring matter thereto and pouring the same onto

a liquid heavier than the oil .
9. In combination with a spindle for rotating the blank, ani

6. The method of forming a thin leaf or fabric comprising able frame carrying a lever formed with a toothed part to
a lead screw in connection with said spindle , a slide , a slid

the following steps : dissolving soluble cotton in amyl oil,
adding bronzethereto and pouringthe same onto a liquid engage said lead screw ,a trigger for retaining said lever in

engagement with the lead screw, means operated by the
heavier than the oil .

7. The method of forming a thin leaf or fabric comprising trigger to release the lever from engagement with said lead
frame for actuating the slide , and means for operating said

the following steps ; dissolving soluble cotton in amyl oil,
screw at a predetermined point.

in substantially the following proportions, one quarter pound 10. In a machine of the type set forth the combination of a
of soluble cotton to one gallon of amyl oil combining there spindle for rotating the blank, a lead screw in connection

with a colouring matter in the proportions of one part of with said spindle , a slide movable at an angle to said blank ,

colouring matter to four parts of the solution and pouring a slidable frame, a lever having a threaded part to engage
the same onto a liquid heavier than the oil .

the lead screw carried by said frame , a trigger for retaining

said lever in engagement with said lead screw , a rod actuated

No. 101,686. Machine for Gimlet Pointing Lag by said frame for operating the slide, and means for operat

Screws. ing said trigger to release the lever from engagement with

the lead screw at a predetermined point.

Machine pour pointer la vis à bois en forme de vrille . 11. In a machine of the type set forth the combination of

The St. Louis Screw Company, assignee of Edward Joseph with said spindle, a slide movable at an angle to said spindle,
a spindle for rotating the blank, a lead screw in connection

Miller , St. Louis , Missouri , U.S.A. , 23rd October, 1906 ;

6 years. Filed 26th March , 1906. Receipt No. 134,261 .
a rod advanced by said lead screw for operating said

slide , a lever having connection with said rod, and having a

Claim .- 1. In a machine of the type described the combin- threaded part to engage the lead screw , a trigger for retain

ation of a spindle for rotating the blank , a slide moving at an ing said lever in engagement with said lead screw , and means

angle thereto , a lead screw in connection with said spindle, for actuating the trigger to release the lever from engage

a rod advanced by said lead screw, a roller borne by said ment with the lead screw at a predetermined point.

rod, an incline upon said slide upon which said roller acts. 12. In combination with means for holding the blank, a

2. In a machine of the type set forth the combination of a longitudinally movable element having a projection on one

spindle for rotating the blank, a slide movable at an angle end, and a slide having an inclined portion normally disposed

thereto , a rod actuated lengthwise by the spindle for actu- across the path of movement of said element for engagement

ating said slide , and means to permit the speed of travel of with said projection to be propelled in advance of and by

the slide with relation to the blank to be varied . said element .

3. In a machine of the type set forth the combination with 13. The combination of a spindle for rotating the blank, a

a spindle for rotating the blank , of a slide carrying cutters slide having movement across the end of the blank , the edge

movable at an angle thereto , means actuated by said spindle of a component part of said slide being disposed at an in

for operating said slide , means for automatically stopping cline, and slidable means actuated by the spindle for riding

the travel of said slide at a predetermined point, and a spring on and traversing said inclined edge to actuate the slide .

connected to said slide for restoring said slide and the actu- 14. In combination with means for actuating the blank, a

ating means thereof to initial position. slide having cutters mounted thereon with their cutting edges
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presented at an angle to said blank, and means for actuating fluid to actuate said piston , and means actuated by said pis
the slide to cause said cutters to traverse the free end of the ton for controlling the movement of said slide valve.

blank to cone point and gimlet point said blank in one con- 2. In a water motor, a reciprocating piston , a slide valve

tinuous operation. around which motive fluid passes to actuate said piston and

15. The combination with means for rotating the blank, of through which the exhaust from said piston passes, and

a slide carrying a cone pointing and gimlet pointing cutter , means actuated by said piston for controlling the movement

said cutters being angularly disposed with relation to said of said slide valve.
blank , the angle of disposition of the cutters being equal to 3. In a water motor , a reciprocating piston , a hollow slide

the angle of the gimlet point to be imparted to the blank , valve around which motive fluid passes to actuate said pis

and means for actuating the slide to traverse the free end of ton and throughwhich the exhaust from said piston passes ,
thie blank .

a throw valve for controlling the movement of said slide
16. In combination with means for rotating the blank, a valve, and means operatively connected with said piston and

cutter carrier, cutters stationarily mounted on said carrier said throw valve for actuating the latter at each end of the
for successivelycone pointing and gimlet pointing the blank, stroke ofsaid piston .
and means for cperating the carrier past the blank , to enable

the blank to be cone pointed and gimlet pointed in one con- chamber therein , a slide valve located above said chambers
4. In a water motor, a casing having an inlet and outlet

tinuous operation . and controlling the inlet and exhaust of fluid , a piston located
17. In a machine of the type set forth the combination of above said slide valve , the latter controlling the admission

means for rotating the blank, a slide movable at an angle of fluid thereto and exhaust therefrom , and a throw valve

thereto , a rod carrying a projection on its end to operate actuated by the movement of said piston for controlling the

the slide , means for advancing the rod, and an element car
movement of said slide valve .

ried by the slide and having an edge thereof presented at an

angle to the path ofmovement of the rod, said edge being chamber, a slide valve casing located thereon , a piston cas5. In a water motor, a casing having an inlet and an outlet

engaged by said projection .
ing located on said slide valve casing, a piston in said piston

18. In combination with means for rotating the blank , a
casing, there being ports and passages leading from said

longitudinally movable element having a projection on one

erd, a slide having the edge of a component part thereof pre; from said slide valve casing into said inlet and outlet cham
slide valve casing into said piston casing and ports leading

sented at an angle to said element and being engagedby said bers, a slidevalve withintheslide valve casing, means for
projection, means for operating the element , and means con

nected to the slide for restoring the sameto initial position , changing the position of said slide valve relative to the
preventing the rotation of said slide valve , and means for

said slide restoring said element to initial position during

ite return movement .
movement of said piston .

19. In combination with means for rotating the blank, a
6. In a water motor, a casing having an inlet and outlet

longitudinally movable element carrying a projection, a slide chamber therein , a slide valve casing with which said cham

having an inclined portion engaged by said projection , means
bers communicate , a slide valve in said slide valve casing , a

to operate the element, and a spring connected to the slide piston casing communicating at one end with the slide valve

for returning the same to normal position, said slide during casing , a connection communicating with the other end of

its return movement restoring said element to its normal said piston casing and with the slide valve casing, a slide

position.
valve in said slide valve casing controlling the alternate ad

20. In combination with means for holding the blank , a rod mission and exhaust of water to opposite ends of said piston

having a projection , a slide having an inclined part to en casing , said slide valve casing being always open to the inlet

gage the projection , means for advancing the rod , and a
of fluid , and a throw valve actuated by said piston and

spring connected to the slide for returning the same to in- adapted to control the admission and exhaust of water to

itial position , said slide returning said rod to its initial actuate said slide valve.

position.
7. In a water motor, a casing having an inlet and an oullet

21. In combination with means for holding the blank , a chamber, a slide valve casing having ports therein communi

sliding element with means for actuating the same , a slide cating with said chambers, a hollow slide valve liaving an

movable across the path of said element and above the same , annular groove therein , said groove being always open to the

said slide having an inclined part for engagement with said port communicating with said inlet chamber, a piston casing

element, and means connected to said slide whereby when mounted on said slide valve casing, the latter having a port

the same is restored to initial position , said element will be opening into the piston casing, a connection opening into said

likewise restored and in advance of said slide . piston casing at the opposite end thereof, said slide valve

22. In combination with means for rotating the blank , a casing having a port communicating with said correction .

longitudinally movable rod having a projection on one end , a said slide valve having a port therein always communicating

slide overlying said rod and disposed angularly across the with the port opening into the exhaust chambor and having

game , said slide having an inclined part engaged by said proports communicating alternately with the port opening into

jection , and means for advancing the rod . the inlet chamber and the port opening auto said connection ,

23. In combination with means for holding the blank, a piston in said piston chamber , a piston 1od carrier thereby,

lodgitudinally movable element having an upright projection and means actuated by said piston rod for actuating said

on one end , a slide having an inclined portion at its rear end slide valve.

for engagement with said projection , said element underlying 8. In a water motor, a casing having an inlet and an outlet

said slide , and means for operating said element. chamber, a slide valve casing having an inlet port com

24. In combination with means for holding the blank, means municating with the inlet chamber and an exhaust port

slidable in a longitudinal plane, a slide overlying said means communicating with the outlet chamber, a piston casing

and movable in a plane at an angle thereto , and thereacross , mounted on the slide valve casing . the latter having a

and an inclined part on the slide engaging said means, said port opening into said casing, a piston within said casing,

means being adapted to actuate said slide. a connection communicating with the opposite end of the

piston casing, said slide valve having a port therein com

No. 101,687. Water Motor Moteur à eau.
municating with said connection , a throw valve casing

carried by the slide valve casing, the latter having a feed

port therein communicating with a feed port in the throw

valve casing, a slide valve in the slide valve casing adapted

to control the ports therein , there being passages lead

ing from the throw valve casing for admitting fluid to

actuate said slide valve, and a throw valve operatively

connected with said piston for controlling the feed and ex

haust of fluid to actuate said slide valve .

9. In a water motor, a casing having an inlet and an out

let chamber, a slide valve casing mounted thereon having

an inlet port communicating with the inlet chamber and an

exhaust port communicating with the outlet chamber, a

piston casing mounted on said slide valve casing, the latter

having ports therein communicating with opposite ends of

said piston casing , a piston in said casing, a hollow slide

valve provided with an annular groove always open to said

inlet port and having a port therein always communicating

with said exhaust port , there being ports alternately com
Adolph Lang, Harper Forrest Smith and Charles Henry Zink, municating with ports ' opening into opposite ends of the

each an assignee of a third interest, allof Philadel- piston casing, said slide valve being non -rotatably mounted
phia, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. , 23rd October , 1996 ; 6 years. in the slide valve casing, and means actuated by the move.
Filed 11th Auguts , 1906. Receipt No. 138,611. ment of said piston for controlling said slide valve .

Claim . - 1 . In a water motor, a reciprocating piston , a hol- 10. In a water motor, a casing having a diaphragm form .

low slide valve controlling admission and exhaust of motivering an inlet and an outlet chamber therein , said diaphragm
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having a tongue, a slide valve casing having a recess with ling the ports in the throw valve casing and thereby the

which said tongue engages, there being an inlet port com- movement of said slide valve .

municating with the inlet chamber, and an exhaust port 15. In a water motor, a casing having an inlet and an out

communicating with the outlet chamber , a piston casing let chamber therein , a slide valve casing mounted thereon.

mounted on said slide valve casing, there being ports in means for preventing improper movement with respect

the latter communicating with opposite ends of said piston thereto , said slide valve casing having an inlet port com

casing , a piston mounted in said piston casing , a hollow municating with the inlet chamber and an exhaust port com

slide valve having a plurality of annular grooves thereon , municating with the outlet chamber, a hollow slide valve

one of said grooves being always open to said inlet port, having a plurality of annular grooves thereon mounted in said

there being a port in said valve always open to the exhaust slide valve casing , one of said grooves being always open to

port and ports controlling admission and exhaust of fluid the inlet port , there being a port in said valve always com

from opposite ends of the piston , a throw valve casing car- municating with the exhaust port, a piston casing mounted

ried by the slide valve casing, there being ports and pas- on said slide valve casing , the latter having ports therein

sages communicating with the slide valve casing and the communicating with opposite ends of the piston casing, there

throw valve casing to admit fluid through opposite ends of being ports in the slide valve adapted to co- act with said

said slide valve , a throw valve in the throw valve casing latter ports , a piston within the piston casing, a piston rod

for controlling such admission , a valve stem therefor , set carried thereby , an arm adjustably mounted on said piston

collars carried by said stem , and means actuated by said | rod , a rod adjustably carried by said arm, a bracket carried

piston and co -acting with said set collars to actuate said by said rod , a throw valve controlling admission of motive

throw valve . fluid to opposite ends of the slide valve casing to actuate

11. In a water motor, a casing having a diaphragm there- said slide valve , a valve rod extending from said throw valve ,

in forming an inlet and an outlet chamber , there being a and set collars adjustably carried by said rod with which
tongue ' extending from said diaphragm , a slide valve cas- said bracket co - acts to actuate said throw valve.

ing mounted above said chambers and having a recess with 16. In a water motor, a casing having an inlet and an out
which said tongue engages , there being an iniet port com- let chamber therein, a slide valve casing mounted thereon,

municating with the inlet chamber and an exhaust port means for preventing improper movement with respect

communicating with the outlet chamber, a piston casing thereto , said slide valve casing having an inlet port com
mounted on said slide valve casing , there being ports communicating with the inlet chamber and an exhaustport com
municating with opposite ends of said piston chamber, amunicating with the outlet chamber, a hollow slide valve

piston in said chamber, a piston rod carried thereby, an having a plurality of annular grooves thereon mounted in

arm adjustably mounted on said piston rud, a rod adjustably said slide valve casing, one of said grooves being always
mounted in said arm , a bracket carried by said rod, a open to the inlet port , there being a port in said valve always

throw valve stem on which said bracket is movable , set communicating with the exhaust port , a piston casing mount
collars on said stem with which said bracket co -acts to ac- ed on said slide valve casing, the latter having ports therein
tuate said throw valve stem , a throw valve caried by said communicating with opposite ends of the piston casing, there

stem , and a slide valve in the slide valve casing con- being ports in the slide valve adapted to co-act with said
trolling admission and exhaust of fluid to the piston cas- latter ports , a piston within the piston casing, a piston rod
ing . said slide valve being controlled by said throw valve . carried thereby, an arm adjustably mounted on said piston

12. In a water motor , a casing having a diaphragm form - rod, a rod adjustably carried by said arm , a bracket carried

ing an inlet and an outlet chamber therein , a slide valve by said rod , a throw valve controlling admission of motive

casing mounted above said chambers and having an inlet fluid to opposite ends of the slide valve casing to actuate

port communicating with the inlet chamber and an outlet said slide valve , a valve rod extending from said throw valve,

port communicating with the outlet chamber, a hollow and means for preventing the rotation of said slide valve.

slide valve non - rotatably mounted in the slide valve casing 17. In a water motor , a casing having a diaphragm forming

and having a plurality of annular grooves, one of said an inlet and an outlet chamber, a slide valve mounted thereon

grooves being always open to the inlet port and having a and having an inlet port communicating with the inlet cham

port always open to the exhaust port , a piston casing ber and an exhaust port communicating with the outlet

mounted on the slide valve casing , there being ports com- chamber, a closure for one end of said casing having an in

municating with opposite ends of the piston casing and with wardly extending lug , a chambered throw valve casing adapt

which the groove always open to the inlet port alternately led to close the other end of said casing and having an in

registers , a piston in said piston chamber, there being ex- wardly extending lug , a hollow slide valve mounted in the

haust ports in the slide valve alternately registering with slide valve chamberand adapted to alternately engage said

ports communicating with opposite ends of the piston cham- lugs, said valve having a plurality of annular grooves, ong

ber , a piston rod carried by the piston , an arm adjustably of said grooves being always open to the inlet port, one of

mounted thereon , a tappet adjustably carried by said arm , a
said grooves being always open to the exhaust port, a piston

throw valve adapted to actuate said slide valve , a stem ex- casing , a piston therein , there being ports in the slide valve

tending therefrom on which said tappet travels , and means casing communicating with opposite ends of the piston cas

adjustably mounted on said stem with which said tappet ing and alternately serving as inlet and exhaust ports, means

co- acts to actuate the throw valve .
for conducting water from the inlet chamber into the cham

13. In a water motor , a casing having a diaphragm divid
ber in the throw valve casing, means for conducting water

ing the same into an inlet and an outlet chamber, a slide
from the throw valve casing, to opposite ends of the slide

valve casing mounted thereon and having an inlet port com
valve casing, and a throw valve operatively connected with

municating with the outlet chamber, a hollow slide valve
the piston and mounted in said chamber for controlling said

having a plurality of annular grooves mounted in said slide

valvecasing , one of said grooves being always opento the forming an inlet and an outlet chamber, a slide valve mounted
18. In a water motor, a casing having a diaphragm therein

inlet port and one of said grooves being always open to thereon and having an inlet port communicating with the in

the exhaust port , there being a port in the slide valve com

municating with said latter groove, a piston casing mounted outlet chamber, a closurefor one end of said casing having
let chamberand anexhaustportcommunicating withthe

on said slide valve casing, the latter having ports communi

cating with the oppositeends thereof, said slidevalve hav- adaptedtoclosetheother end of said casing and havingan

an inwardly extending lug, a chambered throw valve casing

ing ports thereinalternately communicating withsaid lat. inwardly extending lug , a hollow slide valve mounted in the

ter ports, athrow valve casing adapted to close one endof slidevalve chamber and adapted to alternately engage said
the slide valve casing, and havinga lug serving as a seat lugs, said valvehaving a plurality of annular grooves, one
for said slide valve , a closure for the other end of said

slide valve casing having alug serving as a seat for the said groovesbeing always ope to the exhaust port, a piston
other end of the slide valve. and means actuated by the casing,a piston therein , there being ports in the slide valve

piston for admitting motive fluid to and exhausting motive casing communicating with opposite ends of the piston cas:

Huidfrom opposite ends of theslide valvepiston at a pre- ing and alternately serving as inlet and exhaust ports, means
determined point in the travel of said piston .

14. Ina water motor,a casing having a diaphragm divid- ber in the throw valve casing,means for conducting water

for conducting water from the inlet chamber into the cham

ing the same into an inlet and an outlet chamber .a slide from thethrowvalve casing to opposite endsof the slide
valve casing, said slidevalve having the side contiguous ta

municatingwith the inlet chamber and anexhaust port theexhausťport faced off,andmeans carried by the slide
communicating withthe outlet chamber, a slide valve hav- valve casing engaging said faced off side for preventing

ing imperforate ends mounted in said slide valve casing, the rotation of said slide valve.

a throw valve casing forming a closure for one end of said 19. In a water motor, a casing having a diaphragm forming

slide valve casing and having ports communicating with inlet and outlet chambers, a Slide valve casing mounted

opposite ends oftheslidevalve casing, there beinga feed thereonhavinganinletport communicating with the inlet

port in the slide valvecasing having a port always open to chamber andan exhaust port communicating with the outlet

the inlet offluid and communicating with the port opening chamber, means for preventing any relative lateral moves

into the throw valve casing. a reciprocating piston con- ment of said casings, a hollow Slide valvewithinsaid casing

trolled by said slide valve, and a valve in the throw valve andhaving a plurality ofannular grooves thereon , one.com

casing operatively connected with said piston, and control-' said grooves always communicating with the inlet port , and

means .
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one of said grooves always communicating with the exhaust valve casing having an inlet port communicating wth the

port , a piston casing mounted on the slide valve casing, the inlet chamber and an exhaust port communicating with

latter having ports therein communicating with opposite the outlet chamber, a hollow slide valve non -rotatably

ends of the piston casing, a piston in said casing, a piston mounted in the slide valve chamber and provided with a

rod extending therefrom , an arm adjustably carried by said plurality of annular grooves , one of said grooves being al

rod, a rod carried by said arm , a bracket carried by said ways open to the inlet port and one of said grooves being

rod, a removable closure for one end of the slide valve cas- always open to the exhaust port , said slide valve having a

ing, a chambered throw valve casing for closing the other nort communicating with the exhaust port groove , a piston

end of the slide valve casing, there being a passage com- casing mounted on the slide valve casing, there being ports

municating with the throw valve chamber and with the slide through the latter communicating with opposite ends of the

valve casing in proximity to the inlet port, there being pas - piston casing and alternately co - acting with one of said

sages leading from the throw valve chamber to opposite ends groove to serve as inlet ports , said slide valve having ports

of the slide valve casing , a throw valve within the throw therein alternately co -acting with said ports to serve as

valve chamber adapted to control the passages leading there exhaust ports , a throw valve casing forming a closure for

from , a valve stem extending from said throw valve, and set one end of the slide valve casing, having ports and passages

collars mounted thereon with which said bracket co -acts to communicating with opposite sides of said slide valve cas

actuate said throw valve. ing and with a chamber in the throw valve casing, there

20. In a water motor, a casing having a daiphragm therein | being a communication between the inlet and the throw

forming an inlet and an outlet chamber, a slide valve casin's valve chamber and between the exhaust and the throw valve

mounted thereon , means carried by said diaphragm and en- chamber , a throw valve mounted in said chamber control

gaging said casing for preventing improper movement ling admission and exhaust to and from opposite ends of the

thereof, said slide valve casing having an inlet port com- slide valve casing , a removable cover for the piston casing,

municating with the inlet chamber and an exhaust port com . and means for fastening the casings together.

municating with the exhaust chamber , a hollow slide valve

mounted in the slide valve casing and having a plurality or No. 101,688. Turbine Pump. Pompe turbine.

annular grooves , one of said grooves being always open to

the inlet port , there being a port in said valve always open

to the exhaust port , a piston casing mounted on the slide

valve casing, the latter having ports communicating with op

posite ends thereof and co -acting with one of the slide valve

grooves to serve as inlet ports , said slide valve having ports

therein co - acting with said ports to serve as exhaust ports ,

a throw valve casing forming a closure for one end of the

slide valve casing and provided with a chamber, there being

ports and passages leading therefrom communicating with
opposite ends of the slide valve casing, there being a feed

port communicating with the throw valve casing, and an ex

haust port communicating with said casing , a throw valve

having a plurality of heads thereon in said throw valve cas

ing and adapted to admit water alternately to opposite ends

of the slide valve, a piston within said piston casing , and

means actuated by said piston for intermittently actuating

the throw valve .

21. In a water motor, a casing having a diaphragm form

ing an inlet and an outlet chamber therein , a slide valve

casing mounted thereon , means for preventing relative la

teral movement of said casings, said slide valve having an

inlet port communicating with the inlet chamber and an

exhaust port communicating with the outlet chamber, a

hollow slide valve non - rotatably mounted in the slide valve

chamber having a plurality of annular grooves , one of said

grooves always communicating with the exhaust port , one

of said grooves always communicating with the inlet port,

there being a port in the slide valve communicating with

the exhaust port groove , a piston casing mounted on the

slide valve casing , there being ports in the latter communi

cating with opposite ends of the piston casing and co -act

ing with one of said grooves to act as inlet ports , there

being ports in the slide valve co -acting with said ports to

serve as exhaust ports , means for forming a chamber at

each end of the slide valve casing, a piston in the piston

chamber, an arm adjustably carried thereby, a rod carried James Lang, Toronto , Ontario , Canada , 23rd October, 1906 ; 6

by said arm , a bracket carried by said rod , and means co- years . Filed 17th July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,898 .

acting with said bracket to actuate said slide valve .

Claim . - 1. In a rotary pump the combination of a casing, a

22. In a watermotor, a casing having a diaphragm form- shaft , impeller wheels secured to the shaft and provided with

ing an inlet and an outlet chamber therein , a slide valve

casing mounted thereon at right angles thereto , means for directed radial outlets, guide wheels secured to the casingchannels having inlets parallel with the shaft , and inwardly

preventing relative lateral movement of said casings , said

valve casing having an inlet port communicating with the
ard provided with channels having radial inlets and outlets

outlet chamber, a hollow slide valve non -rotatably mounted Ruid alternatelybending in towards and bending away from

inlet chamber, and an exhaust port communicating with the parallelwith the shaft, substantially asdescribed.
2. A rotary pump provided with sinuous changels for the

in the slide valve chamber and provided with a plurality the axis of the pump and formed partly in stationary and

of annular grooves, one of said grooves being always open partly in rotary members, the outer bends being formed en
to the inlet port and one of said grooves being always open

to the exhaust port , said slide valve having a port com tirely in the rotary members , substantially as described .

municating with the exhaust port groove, a piston casing fluid alternately bending in towards and bending away from3. A rotary pump provided with sinuous channels for the

mounted on the slide valve casing , there being ports

through the latter communicating with opposite ends of the the axis of the pump, and formed partly in stationary and

piston casing and alternately co -acting with one of said partly in rotary members, the outer bendsbeingformed en
grooves to serve

as inlet ports, said slide valve having tirely in therotarymembers, and the inner bends partly in

ports therein alternately co-acting with said ports to serve the rotary and partly in the stationary members , substanti

as exhaust ports , a throw valve casing , and having ports ally as described .

and passages communicating with opposite sides of said 4. In a rotary pump an impeller comprising a hollow wheel

slidevalve casing and with a chamber in the throw valve having an inlet parallel to the axis divided internally by
casing, there beingacommunicationbetween the inlet and guide vanes to form channels for the fluid, the saidvanes
the throw valve chamber and between the exhaust and the being arranged helicallyintheinlet, substantially as des
throw valve chamber , a throw valve mounted in said cham- cribed .
ber controlling admission and exhaust to and from opposite

5. In a rotary pump an impeller comprising a hollow wheel

ends of the slide valve casing, and means actuated by the having aninlet parallel to the axis,and an inwardly directed
piston for intermittently actuating the throw valve . radial outlet , and divided internally by guide vanes to form

23. In a water motor, a casing having a diaphragm form- channels for the fluid, the said vanes being arranged heli

ing an inlet and an outlet chamber,a slide valve casing cally intheinlet , in the outleton a rearward curverelative
mounted thereon at right anglesthereto, means for pre - lto the direction of rotation of the impeller, substantially as
venting relative lateralmovement of said casing, said slide described.
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6. In a rotary pump an impeller comprising a hollow wheel
having an inlet nearthe axis and aninwardly directed radial

with a journal portion each of which in turn terminates in
outlet , and

substantially radial guide vanes in the wheel ex

a wabbler ' portion , the casting showing in longitudinal sec
tending to the outlet , in

combination with a stationary bol

low guide wheel having a radial inlet adapted to co -act with

the outlet of the impeller, and provided with spiral vanes

which adjacent to the inlet lie in a direction substantially

coincident with the resultant of the radial and tangential

velocities of the fluid emerging from the impeller , substanti

ally as described .

7. In a rotary pump an impeller comprising a hollow wheel
having an inlet near the axis and an inwardly directed radial

outlet, and
substantially radial guide vanes in the wheel ex

tending to the outlet , and rearwardly curved relative to the

direction of rotation of the impeller ,
substantially as des

cribed .
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No. 101,689. Photographic Developing Machine.

Machine photographique à développer.

کرت
درک

tion substantial uniformity of thickness of shell from end

to end through the middle chilled portion and the flanking

journal portions.

2. A casting for hot rolls consisting of a hollow body hav

ing a middle chilled portion flanked at each end with a

journal portion each of which in turn terminates in a wab

bler portion , the casting showing in longitudinal section

substantial uniformity of thicknes of shell from end to end

through the middle chilled portion and the flanking journal

portions, the middle sectional dimensions A of the chilled

portion being slightly less than the end dimensions B of

said chilled portion.
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9 No. 101,691 . Sheet Metal Shears.

Cisailles pour feuilles de métal.

L
a

Figé

76

Friedrich Heinrich Lange , Berlin , Germany , 23rd October ,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 11th May, 1905. Receipt No. 125,083 .

Claim . - 1 . In a photographic developing machine the com

bination of a light tight conduit adapted to receive a web of

sensitized paper, an illuminating chamber to receive the

negative , such chamber having an exposing device consisting

of two pivotally turning spring actuated and mutually en
gaging flaps forming portions of a cylinder , a source of light

enclosed by these flaps, means for intermittently feeding the

web between the said illuminating chamber and the platen ,

and means for simultaneously actuating the said exposing

device and the platen relatively to each other so as to press

the web and negative together , and for simultaneously open
1016 /

ing the exposing device , substantially as described .

2. In a photographic developing machinethe combination Clinton DeWitt Wagner, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, U.S.A., 23rd
of a light tight conduit adapted to receive a web of sensi- October , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 3rd October, 1906. Re

tized paper, an illuminating chamber to receive the negative , ceipt No. 140,005 .
such chamber having an exposing device consisting of two

pivotally turning spring actuated and mutuallyengaging forthe sheet, of a sheetmetayshear, comprising a pair of
Claim .-1 . The combination with a guide track and bolder

flaps forming portions of a cylinder , a source of light en rotary cutters , a frame to carry them . having divergent
closed by these flaps, and actuating means consisting of a throats for the parent sheet and cut- off portion to pass

shaft , means for driving the latter, a cam mounted on the Through , guides for said frame to follow said guide track,
same , a vertically reciprocating lever arranged to be lifted and a landle by which the shear is pushed across the sheet.

by the said cam , and a spring actuated slide operated by the 2. The combination with a guide track and holder forthe
said lever, the outer end of such slide being adapted to force

the flaps a part, web carrying rollerslocated in the said light divergent throats for the parent sheet and cut-off portion

sheet, of a sheet metal shear,comprising a frame, with

tight conduit , and means driven by the said shaft for inter to pass through , a pair of rotary shear cutters mounted to

mittently rotating such rollers, substantially as described.

3. Ina photographic developing machine the combination guide track, and suitable means for pushing the shear across

turn in said frame , guide rollers on theframe to take the

of a light tight hinged cases , independent of the said light the sheet .

tight conduit and mounted loose on the drum axis , and pro

vided with a light tight closed slit for the web , substantially sheet metal shear, comprising a frame with throats to

3. The combination with a curved track therefor, of a

as described .

4. The process of developing, fixing, washing anddrying mounted in said frame, and two pairs of guide rollerscho

allow the cut sheet ' to pass through it, rotary sheer cutters

aredrumsof adjustablediameter,treating them with liquids rearmost pairbeingseparatedbutslightlymorethan the
and then drying them , substantially as described.

5. The process of developing, fixing, washing and drying to allow for the maximum of curvature insaid track.

thickness of the track , and the forward pair enough more

webs of photographic paper , consisting in winding the webs

01: drumsof adjustable diameter, treating them with liquids metalshear, comprisinga frame with throats topermit

4. Combined with a suitable guidetrack therefor, a sheet

and transferring them to second like drums for the purpose thecutportionandparent“sheetof any width topass bodia
of drying them, substantially as described. ly through it, apair of rotary cutters mounted in said

frame,guide rollers to engage the guide track , and anti

No. 101,690. Hot Mill Roll. Rouleau de laminoirs. friction rollers to carry the shear.

Jacob Loomis, Elwood, Indiana, U.S.A., 23rd October, 1906; wiin throats to allow the cut metal of any width to para
5. The described sheet metal shear, comprising a frame,

6 years . Filed 20th September, 1906. Receipt No. through it, a pair of rotary shear cutters mounted in said

139,644.

Claim . - 1. A casting for hot mill rolls consisting of a hol- friction rollers for the shear frame, and a detachable handle

frame, means for adjusting one of them vertically, anti

lowbody having a middle chilled portion flanked at each end ' by which it maybepushed across the sheet.
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ranged
approximately midway the ends of the tiles, the cen.

tral portion of said web being of less depth than said front

and rear walls , and a mass of concrete material filling the

spaces between the walls of said tiles and binding all of

the tiles together ,
substantially as described.

No. 101,693 . Concrete Crib. Construction en béton .
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Ernest Ferdinand Wiederholdt , St. Louis , Missouri , U.S.A. ,

23rd October, 1900. 6 years. Filed 7th September, 1906.

Receipt No. 139,314 .

Claim.-1. The herein described wall construction, the

same comprising hollow tiles consisting of containing walls

for the concrete and cross webs formed integral with said

walls, the central portion of said cross webs being con

tracted , the spaces in said hollow tiles connecting with Michael John Haney, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, 23rd October,

each other and filled with concrete material , substantially
1906 ; 6 years. Filed 30th July, 1906. Receipt No. 138,252.

as described.
Claim . - 1. A concrete crib comprising solid side and end

2. The herein described wall construction , the same com walls forming a continuous wall , and separate tie members

prising a plurality of hollow tiles forming retaining walls spanning the space between said side walls andadapteto

for the concrete material, said tiles being so constructed slide thereinto , as and for the purpose specified .
that there is lateral communication between the hollow 2. A concrete críb comprising solid side and end walls

spaces of the tiles, and reinforcing bars or rods extending ing a plurality of vertically arranged sockets therein , and aforming a continuous wall therearound, said side walls hav

horizontally and vertically through aligning spaces and

embedded within the concrete material,substantiallyas plurality of tiemembers spanning the space between said
described. side walls having means for engaging the vertical sockets

3. The herein described concrete wall construction , the in said side walls , as and for the purpose specified.

same comprising hollow tiles which form containing walls forming a continuous wall therearound, pairs of angularly3. A concrete crib comprising solid side and end walls

for the concrete material , said tiles having spaces aligning shaped members secured within said side walls vertically, ar
in vertical and horizontaldirections which are filledby ranged and forminga plurality ofvertical sockets therein , a
concrete material, and tie bars 'embedded in the concrete plurality oftiemembers spanning the space between said
material in said spaces , substantially as described .

4. The herein describedconcretewall construction, the side wallsand having fanged members projecting from the

same comprising a foundation , courses of tiling arranged for the purpose specified.
ends thereof to fit within the said vertical sockets, as and

on said foundation , and having aligning vertical open spaces ,
4. In a concrete crib the combination with a mass of con

concrete material in said spaces , said tiling being so con
crete forming the side and end walls , of a solid frame form

structed that there is a lateral communication between ad
jacent tiles, continuous horizontally disposed bars which ing the basefor said mass of concrete, and metal bars rising

from said solid frame and extending upwardly through said

are surrounded by the concrete that extends between the
concrete , as and for the purpose specified .

adjacent tiles of each course , and vertically arranged bars
5. In a concrete crib the combination with a mass of con

embedded in the foundation and surrounded by the concretematerialin the vertical spaces ofthe tiles of each crete forming the sideand end walls, of a base for the said

mass of concrete, a plurality of horizontally arranged angu
course, substantially as described .

larly shaped bar's secured to said base and forming a frame,

5. The herein described concrete wall construction, the upright bars secured to said frame , a plurality of horizon

same comprising a foundation, tiling arranged on said tally arranged angularly shaped bars secured to said uprights
foundation , said tiling providing containing walls for con

and superposed above the aforesaid frame, reinforcing mem
crete material , integral cross pieces connecting said retain bers spanning the space between the upper and lower frame ,
ing walls , and horizontally arranged bars supported by the and a plurality of angularly shaped bars arranged vertically

cross pieces below the upper edges of said retaining walls in pairs to the inside of said frameworkand securedthereto
and completely surrounded by said concrete material , sub- embedded in said mass of concrete, and a plurality of tie
stantially as described . members spanning the space between the sides of said crib

6. The herein described concrete wall construction , the and engaging the pairs of vertically arranged bars, as and for

same comprising a foundation , vertically arranged bars an- the purpose specified .

chored in said foundation , H-shaped tiles arranged on said 6. in a concrete crib the combination with a mass of con

foundation in such manner that the vertical bars extend crete forming the side and end walls , of a base for the said

through the spaces between the legs of said H-shaped tiles , mass of concrete , a plurality of horizontally arranged an

the cross bars or converting n poet of said tiles being re- gularly shaped bars secured to said base and forming a frame,

cessed to provide lateral communication between adjacent | upright bars secured to said frame, a plurality of horizontally

tiles , horizontally disposed tie bars arranged in the reces- arranged angularly shaped bars secured to said uprights and

ses of said cross pieces, velow the upper edges of the legs superposed above the aforesaid frame, a plurality of rein

of the tile, and concrete material in the spaces provided forcing bars extending from the upper to the lower frame on

by the tiles and surrounding said bars , substantially as the outer and inner sides thereof , a plurality of pairs of an

described . gularly shaped bars vertically arranged to the inside of the
7. The herein described tile for concrete wall sides of said frame and forming vertical sockets on either

struction comprising front and rear walls provided on their sides directly opposite , the said frame being embedded in the

inner faces with projections to effect an intimate connec- mass of concrete, a plurality of tie members spanning the

tion between said tile and the concrete contained therein, space between the sides of said crib baving projections from

and an I-shaped web formed integral with said walls and the ends thereof to fit within the said vertical sockets, as

located approximately midway the ends thereof, substanti- and for the purpose specified.
ally as described. 7. In a concrete crib the combination with a mass of con

8. The herein described wall construction , the same com- crete forming the side and end walls , of a base for the sail

prising a foundation , hollow tiles arranged on said founda- mass of concrete , a plurality of horizontally arranged chan

tion , said tiles having spaces aligning in vertical and hori- nel bars secured to said base and forming a rectangular

zontal drections which are filled by concrete material, the frame, upright angle bars secured to said frame at the cor

bars extending through said horizontal spaces and em- ners thereof , a plurality of horizontally arranged channel

bedded in said concrete material, and vertically disposed bars secured to said upright bars and superposed above the

bars anchored in the foundation and extending through the aforesaid frame, a plurality of reinforcing bars extending

concrete which fills said vertical spaces , substantially as from the upper to the lower frame on the outer and inner
described.

sides thereof, a plurality of Z bars arranged in vertical pairs

9. Theherein described wall construction , the same com- secured to said upper and lower frame and forming vertical

prising hollow tiles each consisting of a front and rear sockets , said sockets being arranged on either side of said

wall whcih are connected by an intergral web that is ar- crib and directly opposite, the said frame being embedded in

con
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a mass of concrete, a plurality of tie members spanning the No. 101,695. Wind Wheel. Moulin d vent.
space between the sides of said crib having projecting T

shaped portions from the ends thereof to fit within the said

vertical sockets , as and for the purpose specified.

8. In a concrete crib the combination with a mass of con

crete , forming the side and end walls having a plurality of

vertically arranged sockets therein , said sockets being ar

ranged to the inside of the side walls and in pairs directly

opposite , a plurality of tie members formed of a mass of con

crete having a section of I beam emtedded therein at each

end thereof and partly projecting therefrom and reinforcing

rods secured to each of the said sections of I beam , said tie

members being adapted to span the distance between the

sides of the crib and fit within the vertical sockets , as and

for the purpose specified.

9. A concrete crib comprising solid side and end walls

forming a continuous wall , one of said end walls extending William T. Fine , Hopkins, Missouri, U.S.A. , 23rd October,

only a portion of the height of said side walls and means
1906 ; 6 years. Filed 24th April , 1906. Receipt No. 135,224 .

for closing the upper portion of said end wall , as and for the

purpose specified.
Claim . - 1 . In a wind wheel the combination with a sup

10. A concrete crib comprising solid side and end walls port, of a turntable mounted thereon and carrying a vane, a

forming a continuous wall , one of said end walls extending ixed and a vertically movable platform on the turntable, a
only a portion of the height of said side wallsand having horizontally disposed wheel, rock shafts mounted on the
the upper edge thereof bevelled inwardly to the said sides, wheel, and carrying blades at their outer ends, cranks formed

and means forcontinuing theside wall to complete the crib , operatingwiththe platforms to feather the blades,and stops
on the inner ends of the shafts and fitted with rollers co

as and for the purpose specified.

11. A concrete crib comprising rectangular sections having cr.gaged by the rollers when off the fixed platform for limit

solid side and end walls forming a continuous wall, one ending the swing of the cranks.

wall of one section extending only a portion of the height
2. In a wind wheel the combination with a support, of a

ofsaid crib and bevelled inwardly from the outer face, and turntable mounted thereon and having an outwardly extend

the succeeding section having one end thereof extending only ing stem , a vano secured to said stem, a fixed and vertically

a portion of the dept thereof and bevelled inwardly from movable platform on the turntable , a lever pivoted on the

the outer face , said sections being arranged to abut each aforesaid stem , and connected with the movable platform ,

other so that the bevelled edges of the portions of the end means for operating the lever to raise and lower said plat

walls engage and form a solid wall between said sections , form , a horizontally disposed wheel , rock shafts mounted on

substantially as described . the wheel , and carrying blades, and means carried by the

12. A concrete crib comprising solid side and end walls shafts, and co -operating with the platforms to feather the

forming a continuous wall , and a solid frame base supporting blades .

said wall , said wall and base having vertically arranged

water passages , as and for the purpose specified . No. 101,696. Windmill. Moulin à vent.

No. 101,694. Marking Peg and Center Punch.

Cheville à marquer et pointeau .
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Albert Geoffroy , Eratt , Louisiana, U.S.A. , 23rd October, 1906 ;

6 years . Filed 23rd March , 1906. Receipt No. 134,212 .

Claim.—1 . In a windmill the combination with a turntable

having a hollow post upon whichit rotates, and a vane piv.

William Houghton , Bath , Maine, U.S.A., 23rd October,1906 ; able lockingbolt carriedby the vane and having a seriesof
oled upon the turntable in rear of the post , a vertically mov:

6 years . Filed 1st October, 1906. Receipt No. 139,919 .
engagements with the turntable, a lever fulcrumed upon the

Claim.-1 . In a device of the character described the com- vaneand connected to the bolt,' a guide carried by the turn:

bination with a sleeve or tube , of a punch slidably mounted table and overhanging the top of the post, and a bolt operat

therein , a slotted guide collar arranged in the upper end of ing cable connected to the lever and passing downwardly

said tube, stop pins arranged in said punch to engage the through the post in engagement with the guide.
slots in said guide collar , and a spring to retract said punch , 2. In a windmill the combination withaturntable, a wind

slibstantially as described .

2. In a device of the character described the combination table, of means tendingto yieldably maintain the vane out of

wheel thereon, and a vanepivotally mounted on the turn;

witha sleeveor tube, of a punch slidably mountedtherein, alignmentwith the wheel, a keeper upon the turntable,a

an upper guidecollar arranged in the upper end of said tube, latch carried by the vanefor engagement with the keeper to

saidcollar having formed in its lowerandvertically disposed hold the vane in alignment with the wheel, tension means

slots and notches arranged at diametrically opposite points, tending to disengage the latch fromthe keeper, andmeans

means to secure said collar in said sleeve, upper and lower controlled from thegroundfor holding the latch in engage

horizontally disposed pins arranged at right angles in said ment with the keeper.

punch to engage the slots and notches in said collar , a re- 3. In a windmillthe combination with a turntable , of the

tracting spring arranged on said punch , and means to hold vane pivotallymounted thereon , a locking bolt carried by
said spring in place , substantially as described.

13. Inadevice of thecharacter describedthecombination the turntable,alatchuponthe vane for engagement with the

the vane for engagement with the turntable , a keeper upon

with a sleeveor tube, of a punch slidably mounted therein, keeper, and means operable from the ground and common to
an upper guide collar arranged in the upper end of saidtube, the bolt and latch for controlling the same.
said collar having formed in its lower end vertically disposed 4. In a windmill the combination with a turntable , of a

slots and notches arranged at diametrically opposite points , vane pivoted thereon ,a locking bolt carried by the vane for

a set screw to hold said collar in place in said tube, upper

and lower horizontallydisposed pins arrangedatright angles vane and connectedtothebolt, a keeper uponthe turntable.

engagement with the turntable, a lever fulcrumed upon the

in and projecting from the sides of said punch to engagethe a pivotal latch upon the vane for engagement with the keep;
slots and notches in said collar , a guide collar fixed in the er, tensionmeans tendingto normally hold thelatch outof
lcwer end of said tube , a collar loosely mounted

punch below said lower pinand a coiled retracting spring a cable guide,an operatingcablerunning through theguide

onsaid engagement with the keepers, said latch being provided with

arrangedonsaid punch between said fixed lowercollarand and a link connected to the lever and the cable and bearing
said loose collar, substantially as described. upon the top of the latch .
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No. 101,697. Windmill. Moulin à vent. No. 101,699. Grain Drier. Séchoir à grain,
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John Nash and Hank Noll, assignee of a half interest ,

both of North Yakima , Washington , U.S.A. , 23rd Octo

ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 5th July , 1906. Receipt No.

Catherine Jane McMasher, Corfield , North Queensland, 137,539 .

Queensland, Australia, 23rd October, 1906 ; 6 years. Claim .-- 1 . A drum cylinder having an axle supported for

Filed 14th June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,901 . rotation , angular braces extending between the axle and

Claim .- An improved frame for carrying the operating the perimenter of the cylinder, and spaced strips constitut
wheel and transmitting mechanism of a windmill consisting ing bucket members supported respectively upon the inner
of side pieces jointed togetheratthe top andbottom ,said | and theouter ends of said annular braces.
frame being supported between a swivel at the top and a 2. A drum cylinder having a foraminous body and an axle

swivel foot bearing on a platform at the bottom so as to supported for rotation, spaced hoops supporting the for

be capable of revolving, the top swivel being maintained aminous body , angular braces connecting said hoops with

in position by guy ropes or stays, substantially as described the axle , and spaced foraminous strips constituting bucket
and illustrated in the drawings. members supported upon the angular braces adjacent to

the axle and the hoops respectively.

3. A foraminous drum or cylinder supported for rotation
No. 101,698, Dipper Teeth. Dent de pelle.

and having interiorly disposed foraminous bucket members ,

a hopper beneath said drum , and heating means in the

hopper,

4. A chamber or casing having a hopper shaped bottom ,

a foraminous drum supported for rotation in the casing and

having interior agitating means ,
for heating air

within the hopper, and means , including valves bearing

against the drum , for preventing heated air from rising

adjacent to the other sides of the drum .

5. A chamber or casing having a hopper shaped bottom , a

foraminous cylinder supported for rotation in the casing,

heating pipes supported upon the sides of the hopper shaped

bottom , and deflectors above said pipes .

6. A chamber or casing having an outlet in the lower

part thereof , a foraminous cylinder supported for rotation

within the casing , air heating means in the lower part of

the casing , shelves upon the walls of the latter , and valves

supported by said shelves and adapted for exterior en

gagement with the cylinder.

7. A chamber or casing, a foraminous cylinder supported

for rotation within the casing , a supply hopper above the

casing having an inclined foraminous floor and provided

with an opening through which the contents of the hopper

may be discharged into the cylinder, and air heating means

in the chamber below the cylinder .

8. A chamber or casing, a foraminous cylinder supported

for rotation within the casing , a supply bin above the casWilliam Bodette, Riverside, California , U.S.A. , 23rd Octo

ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 30th June, 1906. " Receipt No. ing havinga foraminous hopper shaped floor, air heating
means in the chamber below the cylinder, and means in137,430.

cluding valves exteriorly engaging the cylinder for pre
Claim .-1 . A dipper tooth comprising upper and lower | venting heated air from rising except through the cylinder.

bifurcated portions having their extremities rabbeted, in
combination with rabbeted saddle plates.

2. A dipper tooth comprising rearwardly extending bi- No. 101,700. Machine for Making Lacing Tips.

furcated portions, and saddle plates with which said bi Machine à faire les bouts métalliques de lacets.
furcated portions have an interlocked engagement.

Frank W. Whitcher , assignee of Charles Frank Pinkham ,3. A dipper tooth comprising bifurcated portions , and sad
both of Boston , Massachusetts, 23rd October , 1906 ; 6dle plates having a scarf jointed connection with said bi

furcated portions . years . Filed 7th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,666.

4. A dipper tooth comprising bifurcated portions ter Claim .-- 1 . In a machine of the character described in com

minating in tongues, and saddle plates recessed to re- bination , turning- in mechanism , cement applying mechanism
ceive said tongue. and compressing mechanism.

5. A dipper tooth comprising bifurcated portions having 2. In a machine of the character described the combination

terminal tongues, saddle plates recessed to receive said with transferring mechanism , of turning- in mechanism , ce

tongues, and fasteners passing through the tongues and ment applying mechanism and compressing mechanism .

saddle plates. 3. The combination of an exterior turning-in member, and

6. A dipper tooth comprising rearwardly extending bi- an interior turning- in member co-operating therewith.
furcated portions , saddle plates with which said bifurcated 4. The combination of exterior turning-in mechanism , and

portions have an interlocked connection , and dipper en interior turning-in mechanism comprising a central support,
gaging shoulders on said saddle plates . and grippers co-operating with the said central support.

7. A dipper tooth comprising rearwardly extending bi- 5. Turning-in mechanism comprising a central support for

furcated portions adapted to straddle the dipper, saddle the lacing, grippers therefor, and holding members contract

plytes secured to the dipper and having an interlocked en- ing with the outside of the lacing while upon the central

gagement with the bifurcated portions of the tooth , and support.

a bolt passing through the bifurcated portions of the tooth 6. Turning-in mechanism comprising a central support or

and also through the dipper. spear for the lacing, grippers therefor, and a chuck engag
10-31
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ing the outside of the lacing during the turning - in move- which the said arm is mounted , and a pair of cams one for

ment. imparting to the said lace carrier a rectilinear motion , and

the other imparting to the lace carrier a rotary motion

whereby the lacing is transferred from the turned- in posi

tion to the compressing position .

H
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No. 101,701 . Dredge. Dragueur.
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7. Turning- in mechanism comprising a central support or

spear for the lacing, grippers therefor , and a chuck provided Frank Yoeman and John J. Hamlyn , assignee of a half

with radially movable members engaging the outside of the interest , Oroville , California , U.S.A. , 23rd October, 1906;

lacing during the turning- in movement. 6 years . Filed 20th August , 1906. Receipt No. 138,830.

8. Turning- in mechanism comprising a central support or
Claim.--1 . In a dredge the combination with a swinging

spear for dilating the end of a lacing said central support frame carrying an endless excavator, of a counterbalancing

or spear being provided with an end portion for insertion in weight, a drum, flexible connections between said weight, said
the lace , and having a contracted portion or neck back of

frame and said drum , and a variable speed driving means for
said end portion , holding means co - operating with the neck said drum .

of the said central support or spear to grip the end of the 2. In a dredge the combination with a swinging frame

lacing , and exterior members contracting with the lacing carrying a chain of excavating buckets , of vertical guides,
upon the said central support or spear.

counterbalanced weights slidable in said guides, a winding
9. Turning- in mechanism comprising a central support or drum , cables attached to the free end of said frame and

npear for dilating the end of a lacing, said central support or wound upon said drum , and cables attached to said weights
spear being provided with a tapering portion for insertion and wound upon said drum in a direction opposite that of the

in the lacing, and having a contracted portion or neck back first -mentioned cables , substantially as described .
o! said tapering portion, holding means co -operating with 3. In a dredge the combination with a swinging frame

the neck of the said central support or spear to grip the end carrying an endless excavator, of a counterbalancing weight,
of the lacing , and exterior members having a roughened in- a drum , flexible connections between said weight, said frame

terior surface contracting with the lacing upon the said cen- and said drum , a power shaft, driving connections between
tral support or spear at its point of greatest diameter. the latter and said drum , and variable speed friction drive

10. In a machine of the character described the cement gearing between said power shaft and said driving connec

applying apparatus comprising a fixed piston , a relatively lions, substantially as described.

movable cylinder whereby the cement is ejected from the 4. In a dredge the combination with a swinging frame

cylinder during the backward movement of the cylinder. carrying an endless excavator, of a counterbalancing weight,

11. In a machine of the character described the cement a drum , flexible connections between said weight , said frame

applying mechanism comprising a movable pump cylinder and said drum , a power shaft, gearing between said power
provided with a tip having a constricted bore , a fixed piston shaft and the shaft of said drum , said gearing comprising ::
comprising two portions one of a size corresponding with longitudinal shaft, a counter shaft geared to said power

the interior of the pump cylinder and the other with that of shaft, a friction disc upon said longitudinal shaft , a shaft ex

the bore of the tip . tending radially with respect to said longitudinal shaft,a
12. In a machine of the character described the cement friction wheel slidable upon but free to rotate with the last

applying apparatus comprising a movable cylinder provided mentioned shaft and adapted to engage said friction disc , and
with a tip having a constricted bore , means supplying ce- a driving connection between said counter shaft and said

ment to the said cylinder , a fixed piston having one portion radially disposed shaft, substantially as described.
thereof of a size to fit the main part of the cylinder and 5. In a dredge the combination with

another portion of a size to fit said constricted bore. carrying an endless excavator, of a drum, a cable wound upon

13. In a machine of the character described the cement said drum and attached to said frame, a power shaft, drive

applying apparatus comprising a movable cylinder provided gearing between said power shaft and the shaft of said drum

with a tip having a constricted bore , means supplying ce
and comprising a longitudinal shaft, a counter shaft geared

ment to the said cylinder, a fixed piston having one portion
to said power shaft, a friction disc upon said longitudinal

of a size to fit the main part of the cylinder and another por
shaft , a shaft disposed radially with respect to said longi.

tion of a size to fit the said constricted bore, and moving tudinal shaft, a friction wheel mounted to slide upon but

means for the said cylinder whereby the cement is ejected keyed to rotate with said radially disposed shaft, and a driv

during the backward movement of the cylinder .
ing connection between the latter and said counter shaft ,

14. In a machine of the character described the cement
substantially as described .

applying apparatus comprising a movablecylinderprovided ing avertically swingingendless excavator, of guide devine
6. In a dredge the combination with a floating body carry.

with a tip having a constricted bore , means supplying ce
ment to the said cylinder, a piston fixed with relation to the adjacent to the corners of said body,aseries of winding

said cylinderhaving one portion ofasize to fit the main part guideand each having one of its ends wound upon one of sand
of the cylinder and another portion of a size to fit the said

constricted bore , moving means for the said cylinder , and ad
druns and its other end adapted for attachment to a station

ary object whereby said floating bodymaybe moved later
justing means for the said piston whereby the quantity of

ally .
the cement ejected during the backward movement of the 7. In a dredge the combination with a floating body carry

ais. Con la machineof the character describedthecombina- adjacenttothe cornersofsaidbody,winding drums,cables

ing a vertically swinging endless excavator, of guide devices

tion with turning-in mechanism , cement applying mechanism woundupon said drums and engaged with said guide devices.
and compressing mechanism , of a cutter gripper and a side

gripper holding the lacing or other article during its transfer stationary objects, a driving mechanismfor said drumsed

16. In a machine ofthecharacter described the combina- driving mechanism between the driving mechanism of saja
tion with turning- in mechanism , cement applying mechanism

and compressing mechanism , of a lace carrierfortransfer- stantially as described .

excavator and the driving mechanism of naiddrum , sub

ring the turned in lacing from the turning-in position to the 8. In a dredge the combination of a

17. In a machine of thecharacter describedthecombina- mounted upon sala frame, a series of side line drums,asdetes

swinging frame mounted therein, and an endless excavator

tion with turning-in mechanism , cement applying mechanism ing shaftforsaiddrums, a power shaft, longitudinal shafts
and compressing mechanism of a lace carrier comprising an geared to said drive and powershafts,a countershaft, frica

arm , gripping members thereon , a rotatable slide rod upon tional gearing between the ends of said countershaft and

a swinging frame

float, a verticall
y
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said longitudinal shaft , and means for driving said counter 6. In a meter , a casing formed with an internal perforated

shaft , substantially as described , shelf , a funnel secured to the shelf around the opening there

9. In a dredge the combination of a float, a vertically of and a hood supported above the funnel and having open

swinging frame mounted therein , and an endless excavator sides and constructed to shunt liquid onto said shelf before

mounted upon said frame, a series of side line drums, a driv- passing through the funnel.

ing shaft for said drums , a power shaft , longitudinal shafts 7. In a meter, a casing formed with an internal perforated

geared to said driving and power shafts, a counter shaft , fric- shelf , a funnel or nozzle secured to the shelf around the open

tional gearing between the ends of said counter shaft and ing thereof and a hood supported above the nozzle and having

said longitudinal shaft , means for driving said countershaft, open sides and a bowed bottom and constructed to shunt

a main power nhaft , a countershaft geared to the latter and liquid onto said shelf before passing through the nozzle.

variable speed driving connections between the latter -men- 8. In a meter, a casing, a funnel disposed and supported

tioned countershaft and the first -mentioned countershaft, within the casing and a spear or wedgo-shaped scraper de

substantially as described.. vice disposed within the funnel to remove therefrom sedi

ment collecting therein .

No. 101,702 . Bevel and Compass.
9. In a meter, a casing, a tilting bucket therein , and dash

Beaureau et compas.
pots beneath the bucket, said bucket carrying on its under

surface depending plungers disposed toward each end of the

bucket, the plungers at each end of the bucket carrying at

their lower extremities a connecting or uniting splasher bar

adapted to impinge the water in the dash pots .

10. In a meter , a tilting bucket therein movable on ball

bearings and dash pots beneath the bucket, said bucket

carrying on its under surface depending plungers disposed

toward each end of the bucket, the plungers at each end of

*7 the bucket carrying at their lower extremities a connecting

or uniting splasher bar adapted to impinge the water in the

dash pots .

11. In a meter, a casing , a tilting bucket therein , means

for rendering the movement of the bucket noiseless , register

ing mechanism secured to the casing , and means carried by

기 the bucket and engaging with the registering mechanism

when the bucket tilts to actuate the registering mechanism.

12. In a meter, a casing, a tilting bucket therein , means

Henry Tatum , Wilbur Hodges and John A. Webb , each an for rendering the operation of the bucket noiseless and a

assignee of a third interest, both of Miakka, Florida, pin projecting from the bucket and engaging with the regis

U.S.A., 23rd October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 27th August, tering mechanism , when the bucket tilts , to actuate the

1906. Receipt No. 139,026 . registering mechanism .

Claim .-A tool of the type described comprising a hav 13. In a meter, a casing , a tilting bucket therein , means

for rendering the operation of the bucket noiseless , a fun

ing a reces formed in one face thereof , an arm pivoted to

fold into said recess, a telescope pivoted to and movable nel disposed and supported within the casing and above the

with said arm and a cover movably connected with the body bucket, and a scraper device disposed within the funnel to
remove therefrom sediment collecting therein .and adapted for normally closing the recess to house the

telescope and arm therein . 14. In a meter, a casing, a tilting bucket therein , means

for rendering the operation of the bucket noiseless , a fun

nel disposed and supported within the casing and above
No. 101,703 . Meter. Mètre.

the bucket , and a scraper device disposed within the fun

nel to remove therefrom sediment collecting therein , and

provided with manually operable means extending outside

of the casing .

15. In a meter, a tilting bucket therein movable on ball

bearings , means in addition for rendering the movement

of the bucket noiseless , and dash pots beneath the bucket ,

said bucket carrying plungers adapted to impinge the water

in the dash pots , a funnel disposed and supported within

the casing and above the bucket , and a scraper device dis

posed within the funnel .

16. In a meter, a casing , a tilting bucket therein , means

for rendering the operation of the bucket noiseless, said

casing being constructed with an internal ledge or shell

disposed above the bucket and perforated , a funnel secured

to the under surface of the shelf around the opening there

of , and a hood supported above the nozzle and constructed

to shunt liquid onto said shelf before passing through the

nozzle and into the bucket.

17. In a meter, a casing, a tilting bucket therein, means

for rendering the operation of the bucket noiseless, said

The American District Steam Company, assignee of John casing being constructed with an internal shelf disposed
above the bucket and perforated , a funnel secured to the

Daniel Walsh, both of Lockport, New York, U.S.A. , 23ril under surface of the shelf around the opening thereof , a

October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 12th June , 1906. Receipt scraper device within the funnel, and a hood supported

No. 136,822 .
above the nozzle and constructed to shunt liquid onto said

Claim . - 1 . In a meter, a casing , a tunnel disposed and sup- shelf before passing through the nozzle and into the

ported within the casing and a scraper device disposed within | bucket .

the funnel to remove therefrom sediment collecting therein . 18. In a meter , a casing , a tilting bucket therein mov

2. In a meter, a casing, a funnel disposed and supported able on ball bearings, additional means for rendering the

within the casing and a scraper device disposed within the operation of the bucket noiseless, said casing being con

funnel to remove therefrom sediment collecting therein and structed with an internal shelf disposed above the bucket

provided with manually operable means extending outside of and perforated, a funnel secured to the under surface of
the casing. the shelf around the opening thereof , a scraper device

3. In a meter , a casing, a funnel disposed and supported within the funnel , and and a hood supported above the

within the casing, and a scraper device disposed within the nozzle and constructed to shunt liquid onto said shelf be

funnel to remove therefrom sediment collecting therein and fore passing through the nozzle.
provided with an operating rod extending through the shell 19. In a meter, a casing, a tilting bucket therein mov
ur side of the casing. able on ball bearings , dash pots beneath the bucket, said

4. In a meter , a casing formed with an internal perforated bucket carrying on its under surface plungers adapted

shelf or flange, a funnel or nozzle secured to the shelf to impinge the water in the dash pots, said casing being
around the opening thereof and a hood or deflector sup- constructed with internal shelf disposed above the

ported above the nozzle and constructed to shunt liquid bucket and perforated , a funnel secured to the under sur

onto said shelf before passing through the nozzle. face of the shelf around the opening thereof , a scraper

5. In a meter , a casingformed with an internal perforated devicewithin the funnel , and a hood supported above the
shelf, a funnel secured to the shelf around the opening there- funnel and constructed to shunt liquid onto said shelf be
of and a hood supported above the nozzle and having a bowed fore passing through the nozzle or funnel.

or curved bottom and constructed to shunt liquid onto said 20. In a meter, a casing . a tilting bucket therein , dash
shelf before passing through the nozzle or fuunel. pots beneath the bucket , said bucket carrying on its under
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surface depending plungers disposed toward each end of upward projecting bumpers , said bucket carrying, on its un

the bucket, the series of plungers at each end of the der surface , means adapted to impinge said bumpers to

bucket carrying, at their lower extremities a connecting or limit downward movement of the bucket, said casing being

uniting splasher bar adapted to impinge the water in the formed with an internal shelf disposed above the bucket and

dash pots , and means to limit downward movement of the perforated , a funnel secured to the under surface of the
bucket . shelf around the opening thereof , a scraper device within the

21. In a meter, a casing, a tilting bucket therein , dash funnel, and a bood supported above the shelf and construct

pots beneath the bucket, said bucket carrying on its under cd to shunt liquid onto said shelf passing through the fun

surface and disposed toward each end thereof depending nel .

plungers , the series of plungers at each end of the bucket 29. In a liquid measuring device, an oscillating bucket pro

carrying, at their lower extremities , a connecting splasher vided with plungers on its under side , and a dash pot arrang

bar adapted to impinge the water in the dash pots , and ed beneath the bucket and presenting water holding cham

adjustable means to limit downward movement of thebers having sides of a curvature corresponding approximate

bucket . ly to the angle formed by the plungers upon entering the

22 , In a meter, a casing, a tilting bucket therein, dash chambers , whereby danger of jamming or wedging of the

pots beneath the bucket , said bucket carrying on its under plungers in the chambers is obviated.

surface and disposed toward each end thereof depending 30. In a liquid measuring device, an oscillatory bucket

plungers, a series of plungers at each end of the bucket provided with plungers on its under side , and a dash pot

carrying, at their lower extremities , a connecting splasher arranged beneath said bucket and presenting independent,

bar, sajd dash pots being formed with upward projecting non - communicating, water holding chambers having sides

bumpers , and said bucket carrying , on its under surface , on a curvature corresponding approximately to the angle

means adapted to impinge the bumpers. formed by the plungers upon entering the chambers, where

23. In a meter , a casing, a tilting bucket therein , dash by danger of jamming of the plungers in the chamber is

pots beneath the bucket, said bucket carrying on its under obviated.

surface and disposed toward each end thereof depending 31. In a liquid measuring device , an oscillating bucket pro

plungers, the series of plungers at each end of the bucket vided with plungers on its under side, having at their lower

carrying, at their lower extremities, a connecting splasher extremities splasher bars , and a dash pot arranged beneath

bar , said dash pots being formed with upward project- the bucket and presenting water holding chambers having

ing bumpers, and said bucket carrying, on its under surface, sides of a curvature corresponding approximately to the

adjustable means adapted to impinge the bumpers to limit angle formed by the plungers upon entering the chambers,
downward movement of the bucket. whereby danger of jamming of the plungers in the chambers

24. In a meter, a casing, a tilting bucket therein , dash | is obviated .

pots beneath the bucket , said bucket carrying on its under 32. In a liquid measuring device, a bucket supported for

surface disposed toward each end thereof depending plung- oscillatory movement , and provided with plungers on its

ers , the several plungers at each end of the bucket carry- under surface, dash pots arranged beneath the bucket and

ing , at their lower extremities , a connecting splasher bar an enclosing casing providing means to keep the dash pots

adapted to impinge the water in the dash pots , said dash constantly supplied with liquid, the said plungers terminat

pots being formed with upward projecting bumpers, said ing at their free ends in splasher bars.
bucket carrying on its under surface adjustable means

adapted to impinge the bumpers to limit downward move

ment of the bucket , said casing being formed with an in
No. 104,704. Weighing Scales. Balance.

ternal shelf disposed above the bucket and perforated , a

funnel secured to the under surface of the shelf around

the opening thereof, and a hood supported above the shelf

and constructed to shunt liquid onto said shelf before

passing through the funnel.

25. In a meter , a casing . registering mechanism secured

thereto , a tilting bucket within the casing , means carried by

the bucket and engaging with the registering mechanism ,

when the bucket tilts , to actuate the same , and dash pots

beneath the bucket, said bucket carrying on its under sur

face and disposed toward each end thereof depending plun

gers, the plungers at each end of the bucket carrying, at

their lower extremities , a connecting splasher bar adapted

to impinge the water in the dash pots ,

26. In a meter, a casing, registering mechanism secured

thereto , a tilting bucket within the casing , means carried by

the bucket and engaging with the registering mechanism ,

when the bucke tilts , to actuate the same , dash pots beneath

the bucket , said bucket carrying on its under surface de

pending plungers disposed toward each end of the bucket, E. and T. Fairbanks & Co. , assignee of Henry Fairbanks, all
the plungers at each end carrying , at their lower extremities of St. Johnsbury, Vermont, U.S.A., 23rd October, 1906 ; 6

a connecting splasher bar, said dash pots being formed with years . Filed 21st August, 1906. Receipt No. 138,898 .

lipward projecting bumpers , said bucket carrying on its un Claim.-1 . A lever formed with its material disposed near

der service , means adapted to impinge the bumpers to limit its upper and lower edges and having an opening through

downward movement of the bucket . its neutral line of strains, the load receiver pivot carried by
27. In a meter, a casing , registering mechanism secured the lever with its knife edge in the opening, a saddle block

thereto, a tilting bucket within thecasing, means carried by bearing upon thispivot and two swinging links hanging
the bucket and engaging with the registering mechanism, from the saddle block and by which the free swinging sup

when the bucket tilts, to actuate the same , dash pots be- / port of the load receiver is carried.
neath the bucket , said bucket carrying on its under sur- 2. A lever or scale beam having an opening and provided

face depending plungers disposed toward each end of the with projections in alignment with onewall thereof, and a
bucket , the series of plungers at each end of the bucket knife edge pivot extending through said opening and rein

carrying at theid lower extremities a connecting splasher | forced by the metal of the lever and projections.
bar adapted to impinge the water in the dash pots , said dash

pots being formed with upwardly projecting bumpers, saia | edge pivot extending through and beyond the sides ofthe

3. In a weighing scalea lever having an opening, a knife

bucket carrying, on its under surface , means adapted to lever and supported by the lever ,a saddle block bearing

impinge the bumpers to limit downward movement of the also extending through theopening andengaging the pivot

bucket , said casing being formed with an internal shelf dis for its entire length andsuspension links encircling said
posed above the bucket and perforated , a funnel secured to saddle block.

the under surface of the shelf around the opening thereof , 4. In a weighting scale a lever having a transverse open

and a hood supported above the shelf and constructed to ing , a knife edge pivotextending therethrough and having a

shunt liquid onto said shell before passing through the bearing edge of greaterlength than the thickness of the

funnel . lever , said pivot being reinforced through its entire length,
28. In a meter, a casing. registering mechanism secured the opening being disposed to include the knife edge of the

thereto, a tilting bucket within the casing, means carried pivotanda bearing member co-extensive in length withthe
bythebucketand engaging with the registering mechanism , pivotand engaging thesame throughoutits entire length;
when the bucket tilts , to actuate the same , dash pots be- 5. The combination with a lever having afulcrum knife

peath the bucket, said bucket carrying onits undersurface edge pivot with its edge down anda platform pivot with its
and disposed toward each end thereof depending plungers, edge up,of bearings for these pivots ,aplatform support, a
the series of plungers at each end of the bucket carrying a rocking block beneath the platformgupportand suspension
connecting splasher bar, said dash pots being formed with

membersconnecting said block withtheplatform bearing.
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6. The combination with a lever having a fulcrum pivot are extended through and in the vicinity of the flue sheet of

with its edge down and a platform pivot with its edge up. the firebox, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

of bearings for the pivots, a rocking block and a pair of 2. In a boiler the combination with an outer shell and a

suspension members connecting the opposite end portions of fire box , said fire box having a flue sheet 2a spaced apart

one of the bearings to said block, from an adjacent plate of the said outer shell , to form a

7. A lever having the bearing engaging the fulcrum knife mud leg, of a plurality of flues 3, having reduced ends 3a
edge pivot supported on a rigid stand and the bearing of the passed through said flue sheet 20 and extending into the
load receiver pivot arranged parallel with said pivot and water space a distance approximately equal to the thickness
carrying two swinging links by which the free swinging i of said underlying mud leg, substantially as described.

support of the load receiver hangs.

8. A lever having knife edge and fulcrum pivots, a stand, No. 101,706. Steam Boiler, Chaudière à vapeur.
a bearing engaging the fulcrum knife edge pivot and sup

ported on said stand, and the bearing of the platform pivot

carrying swinging links encircling the pivot and bearing by

which the free swinging support of the platform hangs. Fig.1.

9. In a weighing scale, a lever having a knife edge pivot,

a rocking block el, steel faced to serve as a bearing for said
21

knife edge pivot and the support il upon which it rocks, the utra

block and pivot being co -extensive in length in combination

with the other pivot of the lever, and its bearing whereby a )

the two bearings may swing into the same plane.
10 21)

10. The combination in a weighing scale , of a lever having

a knife edge pivot, a bearing therefor, a rocker block con
nected with the two ends of the bearing and a support hav

ing interfitting portions to permit rocking movement , and
guards for limiting such movement .

11. In a weighing scale , a rocking block ell , steel faced to

serve as a bearing for one knife edge pivot of the lever, and
13

the support it upon which it rocks , the block and pivot ex 23.6

tending through an opening in the lever , in combination

with the other pivot of the lever , and its bearing whereby

the two bearings may swing into the same plane.

12. The combination in a weighing scale of a lever hav- David Wigert and Benjamin F. Butler, assignee of a half

ing a knife edge pivot , a bearing therefor . both the pivot interest, both of Galesburg, Illinois , U.S.A. , 23rd Octo

and bearing extending through an opening in the lever , a ber , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 27th September, 1906. Receipt

rocker block and a support having interfitting portions to
No. 139,846 .

permit rocking movement and guards for limiting such Claim .-- 1 . A boiler having an approximately vertical por

movement. tion provided with a series of sets of fiues extending there

13. The combination in a weighing scale . of a lever having through, each set comprising two rows of fiues, one disposed

a knife edge pivot , a bearing therefor, the pivot being in above the other, and at a right angle thereto , all of the flues
contact with the bearing for its entire length , a rocker of one row of each set communicating with the combustion

block connected with the two ends of the bearing , and a sup chamber and arranged for the direct passage of the pro

port having interfitting portions to permit rocking move Gucts of combustion , and fiue members or partitions for

ment and guards for limiting such movement . directing the products of combustion from one row of each

14. In combination with a knife edge pivot . of a lever , of set to the second row of each set of flues .

a weighing scale , a saddle block bearing engaging the pivot 2. The combination with a boiler , of an auxiliary water

links encircling this hearing and a support connected by the heating chamber having a circulating connection with the

link to the bearing, said stand having an opening in align- boiler , said auxiliary chamber forming the rear wall of the

ment with the bearing to permit removal of the latter. firebox and spaced from the front face of the main boiler

15. In combination with the two main knife edge pivots , to form a vertical passage or combustion chamber through
of a lever and their bearings , a block , a projection on which which the products of combustion must pass to the main

it is free to rock by which block one of these bearings is boiler flue.
carried , whereby that bearing is allowed to swing into the 3. The combination with a steam boiler , of an auxiliary

same plane with the other and to equalize the stress at the chamber arranged in front of the main boiler and forming
two ends of each pivot. the rear wall of the firebox, a water box arranged at the

16. The underframing shown consisting of longitudinal sills front of the boiler and having a circulating connection there

p at the sides of the scale pit , the cross sills p p in pairs with, and a water grate formed of tubes connected at their

coped upon the side sills in place to carry the extension front edge to the water box , the rear ends of said tubes ex

lever stands at the middle of the scale , (and the base plates tending upwardly within the combustion space formed be

upon the masonary upon which plates all the sills have tween the auxiliary chamber and the main boiler and their

their support) in combination with the fulcrum stands n upper ends being connected to said auxiliary chamber.

bolted to the top of the side sills and with levers carried

above the lever of the top of the sills . No. 101,707. Composition for Removing Scale

17. In combination the lever having longitudinally pro
from Boilers.

jecting knife edge pivots , the stand , a rocking block and con
necting means including a pair of link loonsbetweenthe composition pour enlever les inconstations dans les chaudières.

pivots and the opposite ends of said rocking block.
Arthur D. Colquhoun , St. Marys , Ontario, Canada, 23rd Octo

ber , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 24th March , 1906. Receipt No.

No. 101,705. Boiler, Chaudière. 134.230.

Claim .-- 1 . The herein described composition of matter con

sisting of water, substantially pure , caustic soda , tri -sodium

phosphates, coal oil, potatoes .

2. The herein described matter for removing scale from

steam boilers consisting of, water substantially pure -2 gal .

lors , caustic soda 11 to 7 lbs . , tri sodium phosphates 1 ) to

5 lbs . , coal oil 1 to 11 pints , potatoes 1 to 4 gallons , substan

tially as described and for the purposes specified.

No. 101,708. Steam Boiler. Chaudière à vapeur.

Acland Oronhyatckha, Desoronto, Ontario , Canada, 23rd

October, 1906 : 6 years. Filed 30th April , 1906. Receipt

No. 135,371 .

Claim .-- 1. A steam boiler comprising a plurality of sec
Charles Trow , Wilbert R. De Harpport , Leon Marchessault , tions each composed of two metal plates spaced apart and

Louis Marchessault, Jr., Anna Marchessault , and Victor suitably secured at their abutting portions so as to form a
Marchessault , assginees of Louis Marchessault, all of tight joint, each plate being provided with one or
Minneapolis, U.S.A., 23rd October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed holes in alignment with the holes in the opposite plate,
22nd September, 1906. Receipt No. 139,718 . couplings for providing intercommunication between said

Claim .- 1. In a boiler , a plurality of closely assembled sections through their associated holes in said plates, and

flues, saidflues having' reduced ends, which reduced ends I means for coupling said sections in relative position .

more
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2. A steam boiler comprising a plurality of sections each said plates , means for keeping said coupling rods in place,

composed of two metal plates spaced apart and suitably se- and means for coupling said sections together so as to per

init of the removal of said coupling rods and yet prevent the

displacement of said sections .

9. A boiler section comprising two metal plates spaced

apart and suitably secured at their abutting portions so as

to form a tight joint , each plate being provided with one or

more holes in alignment with the holes in the opposite plate .

10. A boiler section comprising metal frame, a first plate

placed on one side thereof and having its ends lapped or

folded over said metal frame, a second metal plate placed on

the other side of said metal frame and having its ends

lapped or folded over the lapped ends of said first metal

plate , each of said plates being provided with one or mora

holes in alignment with the holes in the opposite plate and

rivets for securing the lapped or folded ends of said metal

plates to said metal frame so as to form a tight joint .

11. A boiler section comprising a metal frame providel

with a V -shaped bottom , a first plate placed on one side

thereof and having its ends lapped or folded over said metal

frame, a second metal plate placed on the other side of said

metal frame and having its ends lapped or folded over the

cured at their abutting portions so as to form a tight joint , lapped ends of said first metal plate, each of said plates

each plate being provided with one or more holes in align- being provided with one or more holes in alignment with the

ment with the holes in the opposite plate , couplings between holes in the opposite plate . the lower pair of holes in said

said sections for providing intercommunication between said plates being at the apex of said V-shaped bottom and rivets

sections through their associated holes in said plates , blocks for securing the lapped or folded ends of said metal plates

held within said sections so as to keep said plates in posi
to said metal frame so as to form a tight joint .

tion , a coupling rod passing through said sections and said

couplings, and means for securing said coupling rod in place . No. 101,709. Conveyer for Excavators.

3. A steam boiler comprising a plurality of sections each Transport pour excavateurs .
composed of two metal plates spaced apart and suitably se

cured at their abufting portions so as to form a tight joint ,

fach plate being provided with one or more holes in align

ment with the holes in the opposite plate , couplings between

said sections for providing intercommunication between said

sections through their associated holes in said plates, blocks

held within said sections so as to keep said plates in posi

tion , a coupling rod passing through said sections and said

couplings, means for securing said coupling rod in place , and Fig. 2

means for additionally bracing said sections together pre

ferably near their outer corners.
Fig . 3

4 , A steam boiler comprising a plurality of sections each

composed of two metal plates spaced apart and suitably se

cured at their abutting portions so as to form a tight joint Fig.

each plate being provided with one or more holes in align

ment with the holes in the opposite plate, couplings between

said sections and providing intercommunication between said

sections through their associated holes in said plates , blocks

held within said sections so as to keep said plates in posi

tion , a coupling rod passing through said sections and said

couplings. means for securing said coupling rod in place ,

brace rods passing through the plates of said sections near
each corner thereof, washers on said rods between said sec . Thomas McMunn , Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, 23rd Octo

tions , and nuts on said rods for bracig said sections and ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 8th June , 1906 .

coupling them together. 136.693.

5. A steam boiler comprising a plurality of metal frames , Claim.- 1. In a device of the class described in combination ,

a metal plate secured to each side of said frame so as to a sectional main frame , a sectional dependent adjustable

form a tight joint , each plate being provided with one or frame, a set of gear wheels offset and dependent from the

more holes in alignment with the holes in the opposite plates, frame , endless chains meshing the opposing sets of gear

couplings for providing intercommunication between said wheels , carriers dependent from the chains,means for keep.

sections through their associated holes in said plates, and ing the chains continuously in mesh with the rear wheels at
means for coupling said sections in relative position . the opposing end of the adjoining frames , and means for

6. A steam boiler comprising a plurality of metal frames supportingthe frames,as and for the purpose specified.
provided with V - shaped bottoms , a metal plate secured to 2. In a device of the class described in combination

each side of said frame so as to form a tight joint, each plate mainframe, a dependent adjustable frame, side boards et

being provided with one or more holes in alignment with tonding longitudinally with the frames and displaced later:

the holes in the opposite plate, the lower sets of holes being ally at either side, sets of gear wheels disposed between the
near the apexof said V -shaped bottom, couplings for pro- side boards and the main frame, sets of similar gear wheels

viding intercommunication between said sections through disposed upon the lower face of the frames, endless sprockes
their associated holes in said plates, andmeansfor coupling chains passing over thegears one on either side,carriers
said sections in relative position .

7. A steam boiler comprising a plurality of metal frames abovethe main frame and dependent therefrom designedthe

dependent from the chains, a set of gear wheels disposed

providedwith V -shapedbottoms, a first metal plate having continuously mesh with the chains,means for pivoting the

itsend'sbent around said metalframe, a second metal plate dependent frames tothe mainframe, out boards carried by
having its ends bent around the bent end of said first metal the frames and in proximity to the carriers, and means for

plate, rivets for securing said ends to said metal frame so supporting the frames , as and for the purpose specified.

as to form a tight joint , the said plates being provided with 3. In a device of the class described, the combination

one or more holes in alignment with the holes in the oppos the sectional frames composedof longitudinal and

ite plate , couplings for providing intercommunication be cross beams, the gear wheels and the gear chains, of care

prates, and meansfor couplingsaid sectionsin relative posi- | sides ofthe chains, there being a carrier for each link of
tion . the chain , as and for the purpose specified .

boiler a

provided am V-shaped bottoms a firstmetal plate havingthe endessviprocketchains dependent from the frames

4. In a device of the classdescribed, the combination with

itseends bent around said metal frame, a second metal plate having arms extending inwardiy from the sidesofthe time
having its ends bent around the bent end of saidfirst metal divinaarmis.stenseits inhar plate carriers secured to the
plate , rivets for securing said ends to said metal frame so as arms, angle bar plate carriers disposed at intervals, beer

to form a tight joint , the said plates being provided with one

or moreholes in alignment with the holes in the opposite

tween the former carriers, and secured to the arms, there

a
said 'sectionsthroughtheir associatedholesin said plates, ideochasssthanthe distance between theChains respectively,
removable coupling rods passing through said couplings and as an ! for the purpose specified.

Receipt No.

with
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5. In a device of the class described, the combination with having a hollow cylindrical bearing at its outer end with an
the frames, an endless belt and carriers dependent there- opening in its top, a conveyer in said bearing, a rotary dig

from , of out boards carried by the frame, and extending ger comprising annular heads having digger blades secured

longitudinally above the chain , and adjoining the ends of between them , said heads mounted to rotate upon said bear

the upper carriers, as and for the purpose specified. ' ing and means for driving said several parts , substantially

6. In a device of the class described, the combination with
Į as set forth,

the main frame and the dependent frame pivotally sup

ported therefrom , the chain gear wheels and the chain , of No. 101,711. Excavator. Excavateur.

a set of gears above and carried by the main frane , said

gears being designed to continuously guide the chains from

the adjoining gears on the main frame to the adjoining

gears on the dependent frame in the motion of the ad

justable frame, as and for the purpose specified .

No. 101,710. Excavator. Excavateur.
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George Henry Dunlop , South Melbourne, Victoria, Australia,

23rd October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 21st January, 1904.

liiga Receipt No. 111,917 .

Claim .-- 1 . In combination in apparatus for excavating,

Ezra A. Mathers, Philadelphia , Pennsyìvania , U.S.A. , 23rd dredging and transporting earth and other materials, a main
October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 7th September, 1906. Re power station and an overhaul station in one structure, a

ceipt No. 139,331 . scraper and power mechanism and three ropes for operating

Claim.--1 . An excavating machine comprising a main frame
said scraper whereby earth may be filled into the scraper

mounted upon traction wheels and having a rotary digger by hauling it forward , transported in it by hauling it back
ward and deposited from it by overturning it forward , sub

supported thereon upon a pivoted frame , said pivoted frame

carrying said rotary digger and the mechanism for
stantially as described .

veying the material away from
2. In combination in apparatus for excavating, dredging

the machine, and means

for operating said digger and raising and lowering said
and transporting earth and other materials , a main power

frame , substantially as set forth .
station and an outhaul station in one structure , a scraper

2. In and power mechanism and three ropes for operating said
excavating machine, the combination for the

frame, mounted upon wheels,à rotary digger carried by scraper whereby earth may be filled into the sera per by

arms, said arms pivoted to said frame, means for adjust hauling it forward, transported in it by hauling it forward
ing and supporting said pivoted arms at the desired ele and deposited from it by overturning it backward , substan

vation , means for operating said digger, and a conveyer tially as described.

mounted within said digger and carried by the same pivoted 3. In combination in apparatus for excavating, dredging

arms, substantially as set forth . and transporting earth and other materials , a main power

3. In an excavating machine , the combination of the main
station and an outhaul station in one structure , a scraper

frame, a pair of pivoted arms pivoted thereto at their rear and power mechanism and three ropes for operating said

ends and having a hollow cylinder rigidly secured to their scraper whereby earth may be filled into the scraper by

outer ends, said cylinder being formed with an opening in hauling it forward , transported in it by hauling it either

its top , a rotary digger mounted to rotate upon said cylin- backward or forward and deposited from it by overturning
der and deposit the material through said opening , a con it forward or backward as the work may require, substanti

veyer mounted within said cylinder and arranged to ally as described.

ceive said material and carry it away from the machine , 4. In combination in apparatus for excavating , dredging

and mechanism for operating said several parts, substan and transporting earth and other materials, a main power

tially as set forth . station and an outhaul station in separate structure , a

4. In an excavating machine , the combination of the scraper and power mechanism and three ropes for operating

main frame, the pivoted frame mounted thereon, a hollow said scraper whereby earth may be filled into thescraper
cylinder carried on the outer end of said pivoted frame, aby hauling it forward , transported in it by hauling it back

rotary digger mounted upon said cylinder, which cylinder ward and deposited from it by overturning it forward, sub
has an opening in its top and which digger is arranged to stantially as described.

deposit the material through said opening , a conveyer 5. In combination in apparatus for excavating , dredging

within said cylinder and means for operating said parts, and transporting earth and other materials , a main power

substantially as set forth . station and an outhaul station in separate structures , a

5. An excavating machine comprising a rotary digger scraper and three ropes for operating said scraper whereby

formed of annular heads with radially extending digger earth may be filled into the scraper by hauling it forward.

blades between them mounted upon a hollow cylinder , said transported in it by hauling it forward and deposited from

cylinder provided with an opening in its top, said digger it by overturning it forward, substantially as described .

being arranged to deposit the material through said opening 6. In combination in apparatus for excavating, dredging

a conveyer within said cylinder and means for operating and transporting earth and other materials , a main power
said several parts , substantially as set forth. station and an outhaul station in separate structures , a

6. In an excavating machine the combination of the main scraper and power mechanism and three ropes for operating

frame, a pivoted frame, the hollow cylinder mounted in said said scraper whereby earth may be filled into the scraper

pivoted frame and formed with an opening, a rotary digger by hauling it forward, transported in it by hauling itfor

comprising annular heads with digger blades secured be- ward and deposited from it by overturning it backward, sub
tween them and having anti- friction rollers mounted there- stantially as described .

on, said rotary digger being mounted on said hollow cylinder 7. In combination in apparatus for excavating, dredging

with said rollers resting on its surface and means for oper- and transporting earth and other materials. a main power

ating said parts , substantially as set forth . station and an outhaul station in separate structures, a

7. An excavating machinecomprising a main frame sup- scraperand power mechanism and threeropes for operating
porting the driving mechanism , a pivoted frame mounted on said scraper whereby earth may be filled into the scraper

said main frame having a hollow cylindrical bearing on its hy hauling it forward, transported in it by hauling it either

outer end formed with an opening in its top, a conveyer backward or forward and deposited from it by overturning

within said bearing , a rotary digger mountedon said bear- forward or backward as the work may require, substantially

ing and the driving mechanism , substantially as set forth . as described.

In an excavating machine the combination of the main 8. In combination apparatus or excavating, dredging

frame, the vertically adjustableframe carried thereby and and transportingearth andother materials,amain power
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station and an outhaul station in one double cantilever struc- end from the outhaul station to the upper part of the

ture, a scraper and power mechanism and three ropes for scraper whereby said scraper may be drawn along by the

operating said scraper whereby earth may be filled into said main hauling rope, tilted forward by the forward hauling

scraper by hauling it forward, transported in it by hauling rope , tilted backward by the backward hauling rope and

it forward toward the extreme outward limit of the main held tilted as desired by the forward hauling rope hauled by

power station and deposited from it hy overturning it for the controlling engine acting against the backward hauling

ward, substantially as described. rope restrained by the friction brake so that earth and other

9. In combination in apparatus for excavating , dredging materials may be filled into the scraper, transported in it

and transporting earth and other materials , a main power and deposited from it , substantially as described .

station and an outhaul in one double cantlever structure, a 19. For excavating, dredging and transporting earth and

scraper and power mechanism and three ropes for operat- other materials by means of a scraper operated by ropes

ing said scraper whereby earth may be filled into said as herein described, an or projection on the said

scraper by hauling it forward, transported in it by hauling scraper with which the ropes engage whereby the control

it forward toward the extreme outer limit of the main power of the scraper by the forward hauling rope and the back

station and deposited from it by overturning it backward, ward hauling rope is facilitated, substantially as described.

substantially as described . 20. A scraper having an arm or projection of sufficient

10. In combination in apparatus for excavating , dredging length to rise above the surface of the water , when being

and transporting earth and other materials, a main power used for excavating and the like under water, hauling means

station and an outhaul in one double cantilever structure, a eagaging with said arm , substantially as described.

scraper and power mechanism and three ropes for operating 21. For excavating, dredging and transporting earth and

said scraper whereby earth may be filled into said scraper other materials , a power station and an outhaul station,

by hauling it forward , transported in it by hauling it back- with suitable power mechanism combined in one structure ,

ward toward the outhaul station and deposited from it by consisting of a framing forming the main power station

overturning it forward , substantially as described. and boom projecting therefrom forming the outhaul station,

11. In combination in apparatus for excavating , dredging and a scraper supported and operated by ropes controlled

and transporting earth and other materials, a main power therefrom , substantially as and for the purpose described
station and an outhaul station in one double cantilever and shown .

structure , a scraper and power mechanism and three ropes 22. For excavating, dredging and transporting earth and

for operating said scraper whereby earth may be filled into other materials in combination , a main power station and

the scraper by hauling it forward , transported in it by haul- an outhaul station with suitable power mechanism , a scraper

ing it backward or forward and deposited from it by over- having a strengthening rib within the bowl and ropes for
turning it forward or backward as the work may require , operating said scraper, substantially described and

substantially as described. shown .

12. In combination with a main power station and an out- 23. For excavating, dredging and transporting earth and

haul station having suitable power mechanism , a scraper other materials in combination with a scraper and ropes at

and three ropes for operating said scraper substantially in tached to said scraper, a machine comprising a main power
the manner herein described whereby earth and other mater- station and an outhaul station combined in one double can

ials may be filled into the scraper, transported in it and de- tilever structure with suitable power mechanism whereby

posited from it . carth may be filled into the said scraper, conveyed in it and

13. In combination with a main power station and an out- dumped from it beyond the limits of area upon which said

haul station having suitable power mechanism , a scraper nuachine stands , substantially as herein described.

having an arm or projection thereon and three ropes for 24. In combination a main power stationandan outhau

operating said scraper substantially in the manner herein station with power mechanism , a scraper and ropes attached

described wherehy earth and other material may be filled to the scraper of which ropes the main hauling rope is at

into the scraper, transported in it and deposited from it . tached by three draft linesto connect with a single haul

14. Forexcavating , dredging andtransporting earth and ing rope , substantially as and for the purpose berein des
other materials in combination, a main power station and cribed .

an outhaul station with power mechanism , a scraper and 25. In machinery for excavating, dredging and transporting

rcpes for operating said scraper whereby carth and other earth and other materials in combination a main power

materials may be filled into the scraper by hauling it for- station and an outhaul station with suitable power mechan

ward , transported in it by hauling it forward and deposited ism , a scraper and three ropesfor operating said scraper,

from it by overturning it backward , substantially as des- the operation of filling the said scraper when controlled as
cribed . to its angle of tilt by the backward hauling rope restrained

15. For excavating , dredging and transporting earth and by a friction brake applied to its winding drum against the

other materials in combination , a main power station and an forward hauling rope drawn by its winding drum to which

outhaul station with suitable power mechanism , a scraper power is applied while the scraper is being drawn forward

and three ropes for operating said scraper whereby earth by'the main hauling rope, substantially as described .
and other materials may be filled into the scraper by haul- 26. In machinery for excavating, dredging and transporting

ing it forward with one part of the scraper bearing upon the earth and other materials in combination, a main power

ground, transported in it by hauling it away with another station and an outhaul station with suitable power mechan

part of thescraper bearing upon the ground and deposited ism , a scraper and ropes for operating said scraper,theuse
from it by overturing it , substantially as described . ui a deek or decks upon which the mechanism is arranged

16. For excavating, dredging and transporting earth and so that an attendant may oversee the scraper throughout

other materials in combination , a main power station and

an outhaulstation withsuitable power mechanism , a scraper ism and ropes so that earth and other materials may be

its course and control the scraper by means of such mechan

and ropes for operating said scraper whereby earth and filled into the scraper, transported in it and deposited from
other mterials may be filled into by hauling it forward bear- it , substantially as herein described.

ing upon one part of the scraper , transported in it by haul- 27. In machinery for excavating, dredging and transporting

ing it away bearing upon another part , deposited from it by earth and other materials in combination, a main power

overturning it onto the third part of its surface upon which station, an outhaul station, power mechanism , a scraper

it is borne when being hauled back to be refilled , substan- operating ropes with each 'rope directly attached to the

tially as described. scraper , operating ropes with each rope directly attached

17. In combination machinery comprising a scraper , to the scraper for operating it and brackets or lugs at the

main power station and an outhaul station power mechan- front of the scraper ,as and for thepurpose herein des

ism , three winding drums , brakes and clutches to said wind- cribed.

ing drums , power controlling mechanism , manipulating 28. In combination for excavating, dredging and transport

levers therefor, an elevated platform for the operating at- ing north and other materials, a scraper , ropes attached

tendant and three ropes passing from said winding drums to said scraper anda machine with suitable power mechan

to points of attachment at the scraper, of which ropes the ism for operating said scraper bymeans of said ropes, se

main hauling rope is attachednearthe frontofthe scraper machinehavinga doublecantileverarm bearing guide pul;

and the forward hauling ropeand the backward haulivg lys wherebysaid scraper may be operated each way beyond

rope are attached at the upper part of the scraper where the limits of the area upon which said machine stands.

by earth and other materials may be filled into the scraper ,
transported in it and deposited from it .

18. In combination a main power station and an outhau No. 101,712, Coin Assorter and Stacker.

station , a main hauling engine having a winding drum , a Appareil à assortir et empiler la monnaie.

maiti hauling rope passing from thedrum of the mainhaul Bertram Forrest Brewster, Burrton, Kansas, U.S.A., 23rd
ing engine to the front of the scraper , a forward hauling October , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 20th August , 1906. Re

rope passing from a drum of the controlling engine to the ceipt No. 138,822 .

pomeraparum fittedwitha frictionbrake on the controlling prising a supportingbase, a series of superposed sorting
1

the character described com

a
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plates mounted to vibrate on said support, a stacking arm

for each plate , and means for directing the coins toward

said stacking arms .

No. 101,713. Ditching and Grading Plough.

Charrue à fossoyer et de régalage.
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2. A device of the character described comprising a sup

port, a series of superposed sorting plates arranged to

vibrate and also to turn on said support, the respective

plates being provided with apertures of different sizes, Rosario Cardinal , St. Philippe de Laprairie , Quebec , Canada ,

that is, the apertures of one plate being of a different size 23rd October, 1906 ; 6 years .
ReFiled 23rd June, 1906 .

from the apertures in the other plate, for the purpose ceipt No. 137,193 .

specified, each of said plates being provided with a stack Claim .-- 1. In a plough , a central beam having an upwardly
ing arm , and there being provided a series of vertical curved front end having backwardly inclined sides , draught

passages leading downwardly from the respectivesorting attachingmeans on the beam , a pointon the beam , means
plates , said passages being of a diameter larger than the for dividing the soil raised by the point , shields on the beam ,

apertures in the plate from which such passage leads , as wings connected with the beam , means for raising and lower

and for the purpose set forth . ing the wings and adjustable grading members carried by

3. In a device of the character described comprising a the wings .
support , a series of superposed plates mounted to turn

2. In a plough , a central beam having an upwardly curved

on said support, each plate being provided with apertures , front end having backwardly inclined sides , draught attach

and the apertures of each plate decreasing in size from the ing means on the beam , a removable point on the beam pro

apertures in the plate above it , and each plate being fur vided with vertical cutting blades , means for dividing the

ther provided with apertures larger than its first -named soilraised by the point, a shield on the beam , wings connect

apertures, the last-named apertures being in registry with ing with the beam , means for raising and lowering the wings

one another, with respect to different plates, and stacking and adjustable grading members carried by the wings.

arms also provided with apertures coincident with the 3. In a plough , a central beam having an upwardly curved

last -named apertures and constituting passages leading front end provided with rearwardly inclined sides , draught

downwardly from the respective plates , as and for the attaching means secured to the beam , a point on the beam ,

purpose specified . a vertical dividing plate secured to the front end of the beam ,

4. In a device of the character described the combination a shield on the beam , wings connected with the beam, means

of a series of superposed sorting plates , means for sorting for raising and lowering the wings and adjustable grading
coins of different denominations through said plates ,where. | members carried by the wings.
by the coins of the respective denominations will rest 4. In a plough, a central beam having an upwardly curved
upon the surface of the respective plates, the plates being front end and backwardly inclined sides , draught attaching
provided with apertures to receive coins of the denomin- means on the beam , a point on the beam , means for dividing

ations it is designed to pass, as well as the coins of the the soil raised by the point , a vertical shield disposed adja

denominations of the plates above it, a series of stacking cent the front end of the beam and provided with down
arms mounted on the respective plates and provided with wardly inclined flanges, wings connecting with the beam ,
curved fingers , each of which extends partially around one means for raising and lowering the wings and adjustable

of the last -named apertures of the plate on which it is grading members carried by the wings.
mounted , and a stacking box secured to the lowermost 5. In a plough , a central beam having an upwardly curved

plate . front end having backwardly inclined sides , draught attach

5. In a device of the character described , a series of ing means on the beam , a point on the beam , means for

superposed sorting plates each provided with a series of dividing the soil raised by the point , shields on the beam ,

apertures designed to pass coins of a certain size , the wings connected with the beam , vertical shields secured to

plate being adapted to retain coins of a larger size than the beam and arranged to cover the forward ends of the

their apertures on their upper surface respectively , there wings, means for raising and lowering the wings, and adjust

being provided passages of different diameters leading from able grading members carried by the wings.

the respective plates downwardly, each passage being of a 6. In a plough , a central beam having an upwardly curved

diameter sufficiently large to pass the coins of that size front end having backwardly inclined sides, draught attach

which is too large to pass through the other apertures in ing means on the beam , a point on the beam, means for divid

said plate , and a series of stacking arms mounted on the ing the soil raised by the point , shields on the beam, wings
respective plates, each arm being provided with a curved connected with the beam , standards on the beam, bell crank

finger extending partially around the upper end of one of levers supported by the standards , links connecting the wings
said passages. and the bell crank levers, means for rocking the levers and

6. In a device of the character described, the combination | grading members carried by the wings.

with a base , of a standard mounted to vibrate in a vertical 7. In a plough , a centralbeam having an upwardly curved

plane on said base, a series of superposed sorting plates front end having backwardly inclined sides, draught attach
mounted to turn on said standard, a series of stacking ing means on the beam , a point on the beam , means for

arms, one of which is carried by each of said plates , means dividing the soil raised by the point , shields on the beam ,

for sorting coins of different denominations so that they wings connected with the beam , cross pieces connecting the

will be separated from each other and rest upon respective wings , standards on the beams, bell crank levers pivotally

plates, there being provided passages , each of which ex- supported on the standards, links connecting the cross pieces

tends downwardly through the other plate and adapted to and the bell crank levers , a lever connected to one of the beli

pass coins from said plates, and a stacking box secured crank levers , a link connecting the other bell crank levers

underneath the lowermost plate, for the purpose specified. and said lever, a segmental rack , a pawl on said lever ad

7. A device of the character described, comprising a base, jacent the rack and adjustable grading members carriedby
a series of superposed plates mounted to vibrate and also the wings.

to turn on said base, there being coin passages extending 8. In a plough , a central beam having an upwardly curved

downwardly from the respective plates whereby to convey front end provided with backwardly inclined sides , draught
coins of a certain denomination therefrom , and a series of attaching means on the beam, a removable point on the beam ,
segmental stacking arms of varying widths, one edge of means for dividing the soil raised by the point, a shield on

eacharmbeingin the form of a compound curve, the outer the beam , wings connected with the beam, meansforraising
portion of which constitutes the stacking finger and which and lowering the wings, adjustable grading members pivoted
partially surrounds the upper end he passage leading to the outer ends of the wings and set screws adapted to

from the plates upon which it rests . lock the grading members.

10-32
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No. 101,714 . Apparatus for Testing Pneumatic series of impinging or striking blows against the energy
Tools. consumed by such an operation.

Appareil pour éprouver les outils pneumatiques.

Fig.1.

Eigi JS
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Fig ? Fig. Fig.
/101914

Fug 2 Fug 3. 2. A method of measuring the efficiency of pneumatic tools

and the like which consists in connectir.g a reciprocating

Robert Allison Chambers , New Glasgow, Nova Scotia , Can series of impinging blows,andmeasuring the force of said
tool to a pump piston, operating said piston to strike a

ada , 23rd October , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 7th August, blows against the power supplied to the tool.

1906. Receipt No. 138,469 .
3. A method of testing pneumatic tools and the like which

Claim.-1. In a device of the class described, a cylinder , a consists in connecting said tools to a reciprocating piston,

piston therefor , a reciprocating tool connected to said pis- operating said piston to impinge against a body of water

ton, and means for measuring the impact of said piston to compress a column of air , and measuring the area thus

within the cylinder. compressed against the energy consumed by the tool.

2. In a device of the class described, a cylinder, a piston 4. A method of testing pneumatic tools and the like which

therefor, means for introducing a volume of water into said consists in connecting the tool to a reciprocating piston,

cylinder, a reciprocating tool connected to said piston , and operating said piston to strike a series of impinging blows

means for measuring the impact of said piston against the against a volume of water, registering the forward stroke of

water within the cylinder . said piston by means of a compression tank, registering the

3. In a device ofthe class described, a cylinder , a piston return stroke ofsaid piston bymeansof a vacuum tank, and

therefor, a water tank, means connecting said cylinder and measuring the sum of both forces against the energy sup

water tank, a reciprocating tool connected to said piston , plied to said tool .

and means for measuring the impact of the piston against

the column of water within the cylinder . No. 101,716. Closure for Books, Etc.

4. In a device of the class described , a cylinder, a piston Fermeture de livres, etc.

therefor, adjustable means for introducing a column of water

into said cylinder, a compresser tank and cylinder, a reci

procating tool attached to said piston , and means for regis

tering the impact of the piston against a column of water 3

within the cylinder .

5. In a device of the class described , a cylinder , a piston

therefor, an adjustable inlet port on one side of said cylin :

der , an adjustable outlet port on the opposite side of said

cylinder , a compresser tank , means connecting said compres :)

ser tank and cylinder, a reciprocating tool connected to said

piston , and means for registering the impact of the forward
stroke of the piston .

6. In a device of the class described , a cylinder, a piston

therefor , an adjustable inlet port at one side of said cylin

der, an adjustable outlet port on the opposite side of said

cylinder, a compresser tank , means connecting said compres

ser tank and cylinder, a reciprocating tool connected tosaid Michael Angelo Hirsch, Franklin , Pennsylvania , U.S.A., 23rd
piston , means for measuring the impact of the forward October, 1906 ; 6 years .

stroke of the piston , and means for measuring the return

Filed 8th January, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 131,647.

roka a device of the class described ,a cylinder, apiston, of a book or other article,
having an outwardly arched, fetic

Claim . - In a device of the class specified the combination

therefor adjustable means for introducing a column of water

into said cylinder, an adjustable outlet port, acompressor band,removably retained by said tongue.
ended, resilient tongue attached thereto, with an elastic

tank , means connecting said compresser tank and cylinder ,

a vacuum tank ,means connecting said vacuum and cylinder, No. 101,717. Gas Retort. Cornue à gaz .

a reciprocating tool connected to said piston , means for

measuring the impact of the forward stroke of said piston ,

means for measuring the return stroke of the piston, and

means for measuring the energy required by said reciprocat

ing tool .

8. A device of the class described comprising a cylinder , a

piston therefor, an adjustable inlet port on one side of said

cylinder , an adjustable outlet port on the opposite side of

the cylinder , a compresser tank, a vacuum tank, connec

tions between said tanks and cylinder , a reciprocating tool

connected to said piston , means for measuring the energy

supplied to said tool, and means for measuring the forward

and return strokes of said piston.

1
2
1
9
7
2

S

0 0

0 0

000
No. 101,715. Method of Testing Pneumatic Tools.

Méthode d'éprouver les outils pneumatiques.

Robert Allison Chambers, New Glasgow , Nova Scotia, Can- Gottfried Theodor Albert Jerratsch , Schweren, Germany
ada , 23rd October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 7th August , 1906. 23rd October , 1906; 6 years. Filed 17thMay, 1906. Re

Receipt No. 138,470 . ceipt No. 136,096 .

Claim . - 1. A method of testing pneumatic tools and the

like,which consists in measuring the fluid compressed by a supporting "masonry, the retort formed in sections,the end

Claim . - In a retort furnace and in combination with the
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section being supported by the masonry while the middle means for simultaneously spreading the sides and ends and

section is supported by the said end section , substan- for uniting said sides and ends so they may be removed

tially as described . as a whole, posts mounted on the base extending above

the tops of the moulded product on the pallet , the end bars

No. 101,718. Mould for Building Blocks. of said moulds having notched extensions to contact with

said posts will serve as guides to prevent injury to the
Moule pour blocs de construction .

product by said sides and ends during the removal of the

latter

9. A base comprising side members connected by under

lying cross pieces. said side members having inward exten

sions with oblique faces, a pallet located between said side

members on the cross pieces and directed by said extensions,

a frame in two parts , said parts being hinged to opposite

side members of the base , means for fastening the two mem

bers together , a pair of bars parallel with each other ex
42

tending from end to end within the frame and forming the
2876 14 2411 ends of a plurality of moulds , sides for said moulds located

within the frame and extending from side to side thereof ,

said sides having middle end notches to receive portions of

the end bars which are reduced in width to enter said end

notches, the projections of said sides having inner wedges to

spread the sides by an outward movement of the end bars ,

F19.2.
springs to draw the sides of each mould together, wedges

carried by the frame sections to enter between the sides of

adjacent moulds and close the moulds , means to spread the

end bars and posts to limit the spread of said bars and serve
/ 7 / 22

as guides to control the withdrawal of the end bars and

mould sides on the removal of the latter , said posts extend

John A. Johnson , Winamac, Indiana, U.S.A. , 23rd October, ing above the moulded product to prevent injury thereto .

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 4th September, 1906. Receipt No. 9. In a mould for forming building blocks , a bane , a pallet

139,256. located upon the base , a frame surrounding the pallet , mould

Claim . - 1 . In a device for forming building blocks , a sides extending from one side of the frame to the other with

frame in plurality of separate parts, means for securely in the frame, bars forming mould ends and extending from

uniting said parts, a pallet , mould having sides and ends one end of the mould to the other within the frame remote

resting upon said pallet, said sides and ends being later from the ends of the mould sides and sheet metal plates

ally movable , means for simultaneously separating the op covering the spaces between the end bars of the mould and

posite members of said sides and ends and springs for re the sides of the frame .

turning them to a normal closed position. 10. A device for making concrete blocks, a base, a pallet

2. In a mould for forming building blocks , a removable removably supported thereon , said pallet having a plurality

pallet , mould ends and mould sides mounted loosely on of transverse openings, a plurality of moulds located on said

said pallet, two of the opposite of said side or end mem pallet , said moulds being separated by spaces which regis

bers having shoulders or projections and the remaining ter with the transverse openings in the pallet , laterally ad

two of said members having oblique surfaces in contact justable sides and ends for said moulds, the outer surfaces
with the shoulders or projections on the two first mem of said sides being oblique to form spaces between said

bers, means for oppositely moving and thereby separating moulds which increase in width downwardly .

the two first members, whereby the other two members will 11. In a mould for forming concrete blocks , a base , a re

be simultaneously and oppositely separated and spiral movable pallet located thereon, a two - part frame having said

springs connecting one of said members with its opposite partshinged tooppositesides of the said base ,meansfor
co -operating member. drawing parts of the frame together and fastening them , a

3. In a mould for forming building blocks , a removable pair of transverse bars located within the frame and extend
pallet, mould ends and mould sides mounted loosely on ing from end to end thereof and forming the ends of a plu

said pallet, two of the opposite of said side or end mem rality of moulds, mould sides located within the frame

bers having shoulders or projections and the remaining two transversely and extending from side to side of the frame,

of said members having oppositely sloped oblique surfaces said sides having middle notches to receive reduced por
to contact with the shoulders or projections on the two tions of the end bars and providing extensions of said

first members, and meansfor oppositelymovingandthere- sides beyond the bars, wedge faces on said extensions to

by separating the two first members whereby the other two contact with the shoulders on the bars formed by said

members will be simultaneously and oppositely separated , reductions in width of the latter , friction rollers mounted

and elastic ties to normally move the members with the in said shoulders to contact with the wedges , springs to

oblique faces toward each other . draw the two sides of each mould together, a rock shaft

4. In a device for forming concrete blocks , a base com having lateral ears , link bars connecting said ears with

prising side pieces and transverse connecting pieces ex said bars forming the ends of the moulds whereby the

tending under said side pieces, a pallet removably located rockingofthe rock shaft will spread the endbars and
on said cross pieces between the side pieces, a two-part open the mould.
frame having the parts hinged to the opposing members of

said base, means for fastening the two parts of the frame Ne, 101,719. Variable Electric Sign .

together, moulds having movable ends and sides, said ends
Enseigne électrique variable.

and sides being located within said frame, the sides having

oblique surfaces next to the mould of which it is a part,

and the ends having shoulders to contact with the oblique

surfaces of the sides and separate said sides by an out
1000

ward movement of the end pieces , and automatic means

for restoring the sides and ends to their moulding posi

tions when the separating strain is removed.

5. In a device for forming building blocks , a base , a

pallet removably placed thereon , a frame in two parts

each of which is hinged to said base , mould sides and ends

in oppositely separable parts, means for simultaneously

separating said parts and wedges carried by the frame

sections for locking the closed members of the moulds .

6. In a device for making building blocks , a base com Fig.1

prising side members which are united by underlying cross

pieces , the side members having inward projections ad

jacent to their ends with oblique inner faces , a pallet

fitting between the side members and directed into position

by the oblique surfaces of said projections from the base,

adjustable mould ends and sides resting upon said pallet ,

and means for spreading the last -named parts for the re
Albert Levvy, Winnipeg , Manitoba , Canada, 23rd October,

moval of the product of the mould. 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 2nd May , 1906. Receipt No. 135.475.

7. In a device for forming building blocks, a base, a Claim .-- 1. An electric advertising and signalling apparatus

pallet mounted thereon , a two -nart frame having saia consisting of symmetrical groups of electric lights upon a

parts hinged to the base , mould ends and sides having cut- frame, a lead wire connected from one side of a source of

away portions to permit said parts to cross each other, ' supply to one of the posts of each of the individual lamps,

-c Fig.15
Dogo 73

Fig.2

0
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electro -magnets supported on the frame, one for each lamp, magnets, individual leads extending from one side of a

the said magnets having a conducting pin connected thereto second source of supply to the similarly placed electro

which extends through the frame and is connected to the magnets of each of the groups , such being designed to form

other pole of the lamps , secondary exciting wires extending a primary exciting wiring for the electro -magnets, individual

around the individual electro -magnets from the aforesaid leads extending from the other side of said second source of

conducting pins to a spring contact on the outer face supply, each of such leads forming a common return for the

of the spools, normally opened spring pressed armatures primary winding of the electro-magnets of the individual
supported and slidable within a conducting plate , there groups and means within the second circuit whereby pre

being an armature opposing each of the electro -mag- determined electro - magnets within any of the successive

nets and having a knife edge on the forward foce there groups may be primarily excited, as and for the purpose

of designed to be received by the spring contact of the specified.

electro -magnets, a lead extending from the outer side of the

source of supply to a conducting plate, a primary winding prising an insulatedframe, symmetrically placed groups of
6. An electric advertising and signalling apparatus com

extending around eachoftheindividual electro-magnets incandescent lamps supportedthereon, said groups each
and connected to a second source of supply, means within

containing a definite and equal number of situated lamps, a
the primary winding circuit for controlling the current su

main source of electric energy , a lead extending from one
that predetermined electro -magnets at the back of any of

side of the said main and connected to ona pole of the lamps
the groups of lamps may be energized , as and for the pur

respectively, a vertical conducting plate extending the length
pose specified .

of the frame at the back and in proximity thereto , a lead
2. An electric advertising and signalling apparatus com- extending from the other side of the source of electric

prising an insulated frame , symmetrically placed groups of energy through a switch to the said conducting plate . an

incandescent lamps supported on the frame, an electro
electro -magnet to the rear of each lamp and supported on

magnet connected to each lamp, said electro -magnets having the frame , a spring contact extending outwardly from the

normally open circuits , primary exciting windings designed face of each electro -magnet, a winding extending from the

to energize predetermined electro -magnets at the back of spring contact around the electro -magnet to a conducting

the group of lamps , means for controlling such predeter
pin in electrical connection with the second pole of the in

mined energization and means upon the energization of such dividual lamps, a normally open spring pressed armature

electro-magnets whereby a second electric circuit is closed
opposing each electro -magnet and slidably supported within

and the lamps corresponding in position to the electro
the plate making electrical contact therewith, a tip extend

magnets illuminated , as and for the purpose specified.
ing from the forward face of the armature and designed to

3. An electric advertising and signalling apparatus com- close within the spring contacts of the electro -magnets, a

prising an insulated frame , symmetrical placed groups of set of binding posts corresponding in number of groups of

incandescent lamps supported thereon , an electro -magnet lamps , a set of binding posts corresponding in number to

for each lamp upon the back of the frame, said electro- the number of lamps within the groups, individual lead

magnets having a normally open circuit, primary exciting wires extending from each of the binding posts in the set

windings designed to energize predetermined electro -magnets corresponding to the lamps within the groups and passing

at the back of the groups of lamps , means for controlling behind the successive groups of lamps , wires extending from

such predetermined energization , a secondary winding en- one side of the similarily placed electro -magnets in each

circling each of the electro -magnets and extending from one group and tapped to one of the aforesaid individual leads,

of the poles of the lamps to a spring contact upon the face wires extending from other or such similarily placed elec

of the electro -magnet , a lead extending from the mains and tro -magnets and tapped to other of the said leads , and in

connected to the other pole of the lamps and means where dividual wire extending from each of the binding posts of

by upon the primary excitation of the electro -magnets a the set corresponding to the number of groups of lamps ,

circuit is closed through the secondary winding to the other such wires forming a common return for a set of conductors

side of the main and the lamps illuminated , as and for the extending from each of the successive groups , the number

purpose specified . of wires in a set corresponding to the number of electro

4. An electric advertising and signalling apparatus com- magnets in a group and each wire being connected to the

prising an insulated frame , symmetrically placed groups of other side of the electro -magnets within the group , a second

incapdescent lamps supported on the frame , a lead wire source of supply , means whereby said source of supply may

connected from one side of a source of supply to one of the be directly and individually connected electrically to any

posts of each of the individual lamps, electro -magnets sup- one of the binding posts corresponding to the number of

ported on the frame , one for each lamp , the said magnets groups of lamps, and means whereby the other side of the

having a conducting pin connected thereto which extends second source of supply may be placed in electrical connec

through the frame and is connected to the other pole of the tion with any predetermined number of the binding posts

lamps, secondary exciting wires extending around the in- corresponding to the number of lamps within the groups

dividual electro -magnets from aforesaid conducting pins to simultaneously, as and for the purpose specified.

a spring contact on the outer face of the spools , normally 7. An electric advertising and signalling apparatus com :

opened springs pressed armatures supported and slidable prising an insulated frame , symmetrical placed groups of

within the conducting plate there being an armature oppos- incandescent lamps supported thereon, said groups each

ing each of the electro -magnets and having a knife edge on containing a definite and equal number of situated lamps, &

the forward face thereof designed to be received by the main source of electric energy, a lead extending from one

spring contact of the electro - magnets , a lead extending from side of the said mainandconnectedtoone pole of the lamps

the other side of the source of supply to the conducting respectively, a verical conducting plate extending the length
plate, a primary winding extending around each of the elec

of the frame at the back and in proximity thereto , a lead
tro -magnets and in a normally open electric circuit, means extending from the other side of the source of electric

for closing such electric circuit so that predetermined elec
energy through a switch to the said conducting plate, an

tro - magnets are primarily energized and the armature drawn
electro -magnet to the rear of each lamp and supported on

over to close with the spring contact and illuminate the de

pending lampsand means for breaking the primary exciting face of each electro -magnet, awinding extending from the
the frame,a spring contact extending outwardly from the

circuit after the required Illumination in the first group and spring contactaroundtheelectro -magnettoa conducting

shifting it tothe electro -magnets of the succeeding group pin in electrical connection with the second pole of the in
of lamps , as and for the purpose specified . dividual lamps , a normally open spring pressed armature

5. An electric advertising and signalling apparatus com opposing each electro-magnetand slidablysupported within

prising an insulated frame , symmetrically placed groups of the plate makingelectricalcontacttherewith ,a tip extend

incandescent lamps supported thereon, said groups each ing from the forward face of the armatureand designed to

containing an equal number of similarly situated lamps , a close within the spring contacts of the electro -magnets, a

main source of electric energy, a lead extending from one set ofbinding posts corresponding in number to the number

side of the said main source and connected to one pole of of groups of lamps, a setof binding posts corresponding in

the lamps respectively, a vertical conductingplateextend- number to thenumber of lamps within the groups, individual
ing thelengthoftheframe at the back and in proximity lead wires extendingfromeach ofthe binding posts in the
thereto, a lead extending from the other side of the main

set correspondingto thelampswithin the groups and passo

through aswitch to said conducting plate, an electro -magnet ing behind the successive groups oflamps,wiresextending
for each lamp supported upon the back of the frame and from one side of thesimilarly placed electro-magnets in

having a spring contact on the forward face thereof, a each group and tapped to one of the aforesaid individual

secondary winding extending from each of the spring con leads , wires extending from other of suchsimilarly placed

tacts around the electro-magnet to thesecond pole ofthe electro -magnetsandtapped to other ofthesaidleads, an
adjoining lamp, a normally open spring pressed armature individual wire extendingfrom eachofthe binding posts of

theplate makingelectrical contacttherewith, a tip extend- such wires formingacommon returnfora set of conductors
ing from the forwardface oftheindividual armatures and extendingfromeach of the successive groups,thenumber
designed to close within the spring contacts of the electro of wiresin a set corresponding to the number of electro
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magnets in a group and each wire being connected to the radially disposed on the support and about the plates , said

other side of the electro -magnets within that group, a set keys having vertically disposed sets of outlining pins upon

of series connected accumulators, means whereby said ac their forward face designed to close contact with the oppos

cumulators may be directly connected to any of the individ- ings pins on the plate , electro -magnets arranged in normally

ual binding posts corresponding to the number of lamps , open sircuits carried by the support and one for each key,

means whereby the other side of the accumulators may be means carried by the support adapted to be operated by the

placed in electrical connection with any predetermined num electro -magnets to effect the operation of the keys forward

ber of the binding posts corresponding to the number of ly against the plates, individually exciting circuits directly
lamps within the groups simultaneously, a series of con controlled by individual fingers keys in the keyboard , means

stant head line lamps upon the display board and paralleled for sliding the insulating plate upon the standard so that the

across the mains, such display lamps being designed to be
contact pins thereon may be placed horizonally in align

illuminated upon the cessation of the illumination of the
ment with either of the vertically disposed sets of contact

lamps within the groups, a switch whereby the illuminating pins upon the key an dmeans for withholding the plate in

circuit mains may be thrown either in electrical connection
such position for any predetermined length of time , as and

with the constant display lamps or the variable display
for the purpose specified .

lamps and a switch whereby coincident with the illumination 13. In a device of the class described the combination with

of the constant display lamps the accumulators may be the display board of a keyboard controlling attachment, con

thrown in series with the circuit and re - charged, as and for sisting of a support, a centrally disposed vertically slidable
the purpose specified . contact plate in electrical connection with the display board .

8. In a device of the class described the combination with
means for sliding said plate and sustaining in predetermined

the display board of an operating and controlling attach- positions, an upper peripherally slotted conducting plate in

electrical connection with a source of supply , an annularment, said attachment consisting of a support , a finger key
plate having slots extending radially outwardly from the

board, a central contact plate in electrical connection with

the display board , keys radially disposed about the plate ,
inner edge dependent from the support, slidable keys verti

cally withheld upon the plate by means of a forked portion

electro -mechanical means whereby by the pressing of a fin

extending downwardly into and through the slots , vertically
ger key the dependent key is separated forwardly against

disposed sets of outlining contact pins arranged upon the
the plate , and means whereby by such operation predeter

forward face of the keys so that the pins may be either indi

mined electro -magnets on the back of the display board are
vidually replaced or a complete set withdrawn , grooves ex

primarily energized, as and for the purpose specified.
tending across the top of the key and designed to close with

9. In a device of the class described the combination with
in the opposing slot of the upper conducting plate when the

the display board of an operating and controlling attach
key is in operative position , electro -magnets arranged in

ment . said attachment consisting of a support, a finger key
normally open circuits carried by the support and one for

board , a central contact plate in electrical connection with
each key, a series of levers extending upwardly through the

the display board , contact keys radially disposed about the support and terminating in roller ends restraining within the

plate , electro -magnets arranged in a normally open circuit forked portions, such levers being adapted to be operated

carried by the support. there being an electro -magnet for by the electro -magnets to throw the keys forwardly against

each key, individual exciting circuits for the electro -magnets the plates , finger keys carried by the support arranged when

directly controlled by individual finger keys in the keyboard . pressed to close the dependent electro -magnet circuit and

means carried by the support adaptea hy the energization of actuate its lever, springs holding the finger keys normally

the adjoining electro -magnet to offset the operation of the open and springs connected to the levers and the support de

keys forwardly against the plate , and means wherebv bv signed to return the keys to their normal positions upon the

such operation predetermined electro -magnets on the back opening of the electro -magnet circuits , as and for the pur

of the display board are energized , as and for the purpose pose specified.

specified.
14. In a device of the class described the combination with

10. In a device of the class described the combination with thte display sign of a controlling attachment , comprising a

the display board of a keyboard controlling attachment support, a dependent standard . a . centrally disposed contact

comprising a support , a rentrallv disposed contact plate in plate slidable upon the standard and in electrical connection

electrical connection with the display board. contact keys with the display board , a support for the contact plate, keys

radially disposed on the sunnort and about the plate , eler- radially disposed about the plate , electrical mechanical

tro -magnets arranged in a normally onen circuit carried hy means whereby by the pressing of a finger key the depend

the sunport and one for each kev, means carried by the sup ent key is operated forwardly against the plate , means

nort adapted to be operated by the electro -magnets to affect whereby by such operation predetermined electro -magnets

the operation of the keys forwardly against the plate , finger un the back of the display board are primarily energized.

keys carried by the support arranged when operated to close means for vertically sliding the contact plate , and sustaining

Alle circuit of the dependent electro -magnets , means whern . in predetermined positions, said means comprising suitably
by upon the operation of the key , definite electro -magnets supported plunger electro -magnets , groups of varying

at the back of a predetermined group of lamps may he en- lengths of fulcrumed levers attached to the plungers and ter
ergized and means whereby the keys may be returned to

minating at their other extremity in roller ends designed to
their normal position when the actuating electro - magnet roll upon the lower face of the contact plate support, indi

cirruit is opened , as and for the purpose specified .
vidual finger keys arranged when pressed to close definite

11. In a device of the class described the combination with plunjer electro -magnet exciting circuits and actuate the

the display board of a keyboard controlling attachment con- plunxers having equal lengths of lever arms , as and for the

sisting of a support , a centrally disposed plate having in
purpuse specified.

dividual contact faces on the outer surface thereof , said con
15. In a device of the class described the combination with

tact faces being in electrical connection with a definite set

the lamp display board, the key controlling attachment and
of binding posts on the display board , an upper opposing

a source of supply of means whereby the adjoining groups

conducting plate in electrical connection with a source of
of laraps may be successively thrown in and out of electrical

supply . contact kevs radially disposed on the support and

about the plates , electro -magnets arranged in normally open
connection with the source of supply, the circuit being com

circuits carried by the support and one for each key , a ser pleted when any individual key is in operative position, as

ies of levers adapted to be operated by the electro -magnets
and for the purpose specified .

to throw the keys forwardly against the plates, finger keys
16. In a device of the class described the combination with

carried by the support arranged when pressed to close the the lamp display board, the key controlling attachment and

dependent electro -magnet circuit and actuate its lever , a source of supply of a sliding contact in electric circuit

springs connected to the levers and the support designed to therewith, said sliding contact consisting of a circular non

return the keys to their normal positions upon the opening conducting support, contact tips extending from the face

of the electro -magnet circuits, and means whereby by the
thereof each tip being in electrical connection with an indi

operation of the key against the plates definite electro vi lual group of lamps, a sliding conducting arm pivoted en

maguets at the back of a predetermined group of lamps may tirely to the plate , a slip ring in electrical connection with

be energized , as and for the purpose specified . the arm and the source of supply , the circuit being com

12. In a device of the class described the combination with pleted when any one of the keys is in operative position and

the display board of a keyboard controlling attachment con means for sliding the arm sucessively over the contacts at

sisting of a support, a centrally disposed and dependent
predetermined instants, as and for the purpose specified.

standard , an insulating plate encircling and vertically slid 17. In a device of the class described the combination with

able upon the standard , said nlate having extending there the sliding contact of a ratchet wheel designed upon a tooth

through and protruding from its outer face , individual con displacement to throw the slide arm successively over the

tact pins arranged in a definite number of symmetrical contact tips and means for operating the ratchet against the

groups therearound and having the pins in electrical con teeth , as and for the purpose specified.

nection with the display board, an upper circular conducting 18. In a device of the class described the combination with
plate in electrical connection with a source of supply de the sliding contact of a ratchet wheel, a pawl engaging the
pendent from the standard and insulated therefrom , keys ' teeth , an electro -magnet arranged in a normally open cir
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cuit , means adapted upon the energization of the electro horizontal inwardly and also has an eye encircling the

magnet to engage the pawlwith the ratchet wheel and rotate support whereby each support is supported at two different

it one tooth displacement and means for completely con- points to stiffen its support and also separate the holders

trolling the energization of the electro -magnet, as and for sufficiently from each other for convenient manipulation.

the purpose specified .

19. In a device of the class described the combination with No. 101,721. Waterproofing Method for Concrete,
a circular non - conducting support of a set of equi-radially Etc.

disposed contact tips , a contact arm centrally pivoted upon Méthode de rendre le béton à l'épreuve de l'eau .
the support , a ratchet wheel having the number of teeth

thereon equal in number to the number of contact tips upon
John Marion Rauhoff, Tinley Park , Illinois, U.S.A., 23rd

the support, the said ratchet wheel being designed in its October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 4th September, 1906. Re

rotation to slide the arm successively in contact with the
ceipt No. 139,232 .

tips, an electro -magnet , a normally open exciting circuit Claim.-1 . The process of rendering concrete waterproof

which may be closed by the depression of a finger key, a which consists in supplying to the surface of a previously
lever arm , a dependent pawl bearing on the ratchet teeth formed block or body of concrete metallic iron in the form
and designed upon the energization of the electro -magnet to of a fine dust held in suspension in a liquid as water, and

rotate the ratchet wheel forwardly one tooth displacement afterwards allowing the moist particles of iron to oxidize

and means upon the cessation of the exciting círcuit for and expand and fill the pores in the surface of the con

placing the pawl in active position against the succeeding crete, substantially as described.
tooth , as and for the purpose specified . 2. The process of elosing the surface pores of a substance

which consists in supplying to such surface metal in the

No. 101,720. Trousers Hanger. Accroche pantalons.
form of a very fine dust, capable of entering capillary

pores , and afterwards allowing said metallic dust to oxi

dize and expand, substantially as described .

No. 101,722. Gasket . Rondelle.
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William Sclater , Montreal, Quebec, Canada, 23rd October,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 14th May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,861.

Claim.-1 . In a gasket the combination with a length of

material doubled and joined together atthe ends and pre

senting an unbroken packing surface, of a metal backing en.

closedwithin the fold and abutting the inner surface of the
Robert James Linklater, Buffalo , New York , U.S.A. , 23rd material behind said packing surface and arranged in

October , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 19th July, 1906 . Receipt strands in the same plane as the aforesaid metal backing,

No. 137,958 . as and for the purpose specified .

Claim .-- 1. A trousers hanger comprising two members 2. In a gasket the combination with a length of resilient

which are intertwisted in an intermediate part for mutual material folded lengthwise and having its ends joined to
support and extend parallel and in proximity from one gether to form a packing ring presenting anunbroken inner
end of the intermediate intertwisted part to one end of annular surface, of a metal backing annularly arrangedin
said members and curve in correspondence to the lower the fold of said material behind said unbroken surface and
extremity of the trousers leg between which the lower ex- metal rings arranged in substantially the same plane as the
tremities of the trousers are adapted to be slipped aforesaid metal and encircling the same and one another
to suspend the trousers in the inverted position from the respectively and enclosed in said fold , as and for the pur
hanger and extend at an angle from each other from the pose specified.

opposite end of the intermediate part to provide vertically 3. In a gasket the combination with a length of resilient
separated means of attachment to a suitable support . material folded lengthwise and having its ends joined to

2. A trousers hanger including twowires having outer gether to form a packingring ,ofawire ringenclosed in the
portions extending parallel and in proximity between which fold and abutting the inner surface thereof behind the outer

the lower extremities of the trousers are adapted to be and packing surface, and a plurality ofwirerings enclosed

slipped to suspend the trousers in inverted position from in said fold and arranged respectively one inside the other

the hanger, intermediate intertwisted portions for mutual and encircling the aforesaid wire ring,as andfor the pur
support and inner portions extending at an angle to pro- pose specified.

vide separated means of attachment to a suitable support

and provided at their inner ends with eyes. No. 101,723. Propeller for Vessels.

3. În combination a vertical support and a plurality of

individual trousers holders mounted in a vertical row in
Propulseur de vaisseau .

said support , each of said individual holders being ar- Hugh Robertson Shaw, Rosseau , Ontario, Canada , 23rd Octo

ranged at a different horizontal plane whereby the trousers ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed i1th July, 1906. Receipt No.

are supported at different heights and comprising two wires 137,692 .

having outer portions extending parallel and in proximity
between the lower extremity of trousers and slopedto prising acomparatively long tapered front portion and on

Claim .-- 1. A propelling wheel for boats and the like com

support themtherefromin inverted position , intermediate cylindrical portion located to therear of the same andpron
portions which are twisted together for mutual support, vided with a spiralcircumferential flange rigidly altfixed
and inner portions having eyes encircling the vertical sup- thereto , such cylindrical portion being of a shorter length

port and which are separated to stiffen the supporting of than the tapered front portion and a tapered rear portion of

the holders from the vertical support , substantially as set less length than the cylindrical portion , as and for the pur

forth . pose specified .

4. In combination , a vertical support adapted to be at 2. A propelling wheel for boats and the like comprising &

tached toanyconvenient point, and a plurality of trousers comparatively long conicaltaperedfront portion and a

holders mounted on said vertical support ina vertical cylindricalportionlocated to therear of the same and parent
row wherebysaid trousers holders are indifferenthorizontal vided with a sprialcircumferential flange rigidly affixed
planesandsupport thetrousersat different heights, each thereto,such cylindricalportion being of a shorterlength
of said holders comprising two wireshavingouterportions than thetapered front portion and a conical tapered rear
extending parallel and in proximity between which trousers portion of less length thanthe cylindrical portion, as and
are adapted to be supported, intermediate intertwisted for the purpose specified .
portions for mutual support, and inner portions one of 3. The combination with a propelling shaft extending

which extends diagonally downward and inward from the through the stern portion ofthe keel of the boat and courto
intertwisted portions and has an eyeat its end encircling nalledinsuitable bearings, ofa propelling wheel affixed to
thesupport, andthe otherofwhich extendssubstantially the shaft and provided witha conicalfrontportion of a
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comparatively longer taper, a shorter cylindrical intermedi- common shaft journalled in the brackets of one member and

ate portion having spiral flanges rigidly affixed thereto and keyed to the brackets of the other member, an extension
keyed to such shaft intermediate of the brackets of said

members respectively, and provided with a sheave mounted

thereon , a separate bracket, links having their upper ends

pivoted upon said latter bracket and theirlower ends pivoted

to the rear or outer ends of said members , two sbeaves

mounted upon said latter bracket and a closing cable passing

over one of the sheaves of said bracket around the sheave of

said extension , over the other sheave of said bracket and

thence secured to said extension .
B

No. 101,725. Liquid Measuring Pump.

Pompe à mesurer les liquides.

4 Pigt. Fig.2. Fys

a conical rear portion of a less length than the intermediato

portion , as and for the purpose specified . Flig. 4.

No. 101,724 . Clam Shell Bucket.

Godets pour huîtres.

F
i
g

.1.

181723

George Yanacopoula , New York City , New York , U.S.A. , 23rd

October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 20th August, 1906. Receipt
No. 138,826 .

Claim . - 1 . A measuring decanter comprising a casing hav

ilg a top and forming a reservoir a part of which serves

as a measuring chamber, a piston in operative position with

respect to said measuring chamber , a piston rod connected

to said piston and slidingly guided through and adapted to

extend above the cover , said rod having an abutment above

said cover, and a series of independently movable abutments

pivoted on the cover and of relatively different lengths, said

abutments successively from the shortest one being of open

character, whereby each of said abutments can occupy a

position within that next external thereto, and the entire

series lie compacitly flat on the reservoir top , and a

discharge tube communicating with the measuring chamber

Gordon H. Williams, Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A. , 23rd October, and terminating in a spout.
1906 ; 6 years. Filed 7th July , 1906. Receipt No. 137,607 . 2. A measuring decanter comprising a casing having a top

Claim . - 1 . In a clam shell bucket the combination of two and forming a reservoir a part of which serves as a measur

scoop members having their inner ends hinged together , a ing chamber, a piston in operative position with respect to

bracket , mean's secured to said bracket supporting the outer said measuring chamber , and containing a port for establish

ends of same members , a sheave mounted upon one of said ing communication between said chamber and thereser
scoop members, sheaves mounted upon said bracket, and a voir above the piston , a piston rod centrally playing through

closing cable secured at one of its ends to one of said scoop said piston and having nut provision at its lower end , a

members and passing around sheaves. flange secured on said rod and designed to closely cover the

2. In a clam shell bucket the combination of two scoop piston port when the rod is depressed , and also to effect

members hinged at their front or inner ends, one of such the depression of the piston , said rod being slidingly guided

members provided with an extension , a sheave mounted on through and adapted to extend above the reservoir cover,

such extension , a bracket, means mounted upon said bracket an abutment on the upper portion of the rod , means com

and supporting the rear or outer ends of said members , a prising members independently movable with respect to

sheave mounted upon said bracket , and a closing cable se each other , for arresting the rod at different degrees of de

curedat one of its ends to said extension and passing pression, and a discharge tube communicating with the mea
around said sheaves. suring chamber and terminating in a spout .

3. In a clam shell bucket the combination of two clam shell

scoop members hinged at their front orinner ends, one of No. 101,726. Low Water Alarm .
said members provided with an extension rigidly connected

therewith , a sheave mounted upon such extension , a bracket, Avertisseur de niveau d'eau.

links having their upper ends pivoted upon said bracket and
George Yeates , Montreal , Quebec , Canada , 23rd October ,

their lower ends pivoted to the rear or outer ends of said

members , two sheaves mounted upon such bracket, a closing
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 14th April , 1906. Receipt No. 134,

917.
cable secured at one of its ends to said extension and passing

around said sheaves and a supporting cable having one end Claim . - 1. In a device of the character described, a casing
attached to said bracket . provided with a stirrup , a fusible valve in the casing, a pipe

4.In a clam shell bucket the combination of two scoop leading from the casing, means on the pipe for givingan

members eachprovided at their innerendswith brackets ,a audible alarmwhen thevalve is fused , and means for indi

common shaft journalled in the brackets of one member, cating when the pipe is closed.
and keyed to the brackets of the other member, an exten 2. In combination with a boiler having a crown sheet, a

sion keyed to such shaft and provided with a sheave mounted faced casing provided with screw threads adapted to engage
thereon, a separate bracket andmeans mounted thereon an opening in the crown sheet and provided with an inte

adapted to support the rear or outer ends of said members, gral stirrup having openings therein , a screw -threaded plug
sheaves mounted upon said latter bracket and a closing cable disposed in the stirrup and provided with a passage there
secured to said extension and passing around said sheave. through, a fusible valve normally closing the passage, and a

5. In a clam shell bucket the combination of two scoop spring adapted to force the valve away from thepassage
members each provided at their inner ends with brackets , a when the valve is partly fused .
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3. In combination with a boiler having a crown sheet, a 3. In a device of the kind described , an enclosing shell pro

screw-threaded casing adapted to engage an opening in the vided with an inlet and an outlet, in combination with a

removable part formed to be seated within the shell to close

the outlet and provided with a duct extending from the out

let to a point near the upper porion of the shell and two

aligned valve seats connecting the duct , a foat arranged be

MMO tween the valve seats provided with a valve for each seat

and relatively adjustable to each other whereby the move

ment of the float will control the operation of the valves.

4. In a device of the kind described, an enclosing shell pro

vided with an inlet and an outlet, in combination with a

removable part formed to close the outlet and provided with

a duct extending therefrom to a point in the upper portion

of the shell , two aligned valve seats formed in said part per

mitting the entrance of fluid in the duct , a removable cap

14 arranged to close an opening in the top of said part and a

float arranged between the valve seats provided with rela

tively adjustable valves for said seats .

5. In a device of the kind described, an enclosing shell pro

vided with an inlet and an outlet, a removable part 7 con

structed to close the outlet and provided with a duct & ex

tending from the outlet to a point in the upper portion of

the shell , valve seats 9 and 10 formed in said part and an air

duct 15 extending through the wall of said part , in combina

tion with a valve stem 11 having mounted thereon valves 16

and 17 for said seats and a float 12 whereby the operation of

the float will control the operation of the valves .

6. In a device of the kind described , a shell 1 provided

with an inlet 2 and an outlet 3 with a depending wing 5 in

crown sheet , and provided with a stirrup having openings

therethrough, a screw -threaded plug disposed in the upper formed therein a duct 8 and valve seats 9 and 10 , a valve stem

said inlet, in combination with a removable part 7, haviug

end of the stirrup and provided with a faced upper end and 11 provided with valves 16 and 17 for said seats and having
a passage therethrough , a fusible valve adapted to close said

a float mounted on said stem .

passage , a pipe connected with the passage , a normally open 7. In a device of the kind described, an enclosing shell pro

valve on the pipe , means for giving an alarm when the vided with an inlet 2 , a foraminated depending wall in said

fusible valve is withdrawn from said passage, and means inlet , an outlet 3, a duct 8 extending from the outlet to a

for indicating when the second valve is closed ." point higher in the shell provided with valve seats 9 and 10,

4. In combination with a boiler , a fusible member , a pipe in combination with a float arranged between the valve
adapted to be placed in connection with the boiler by the seats provided with a valve for each seat.

fusing of said member, a valve on said pipe provided with a

handle, and a seal connecting the pipe and the handle . No. 101,728. Skirt Supporter. support de jupes.

5. In combination with a boiler having a crown sheet , a

fusible member carried by the crown sheet , a pipe adapted

to be unclosed by the fusing of said member, a valve on the

outer end of said pipe normally open , a seal carried by the

outer end of said pipe and adapted to be broken when the

valve is closed , and means for giving an audible signal
umy

when said fusible member is fused .
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No. 101,727 . Relief Valve . Soupape de soulagement.
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Joseph M. Roberts and Lawrence 0. Davis , assignee of a half

interest, both of St. Augustine , Florida, U.S.A., 30th
October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 6th October, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 140,092 .

Claim . - A device of the character described comprising a

supporting belt , a garment engaging clasp, suspension straps,

each independently adjustable as to length, hooks upon the

upper ends of said straps detachably engaging the support

Edgar B. May and James H. Davis, assignee of a half inter

ing belt, a triangular loop to the sides of which said suspen

est, both of Chicago ,Illinios, U.S.A., 30th October, 1906 ; 6

sion straps are connected at their lower ends and a support,

years . Filed 1st October , 1906. Receipt No. 139,917 . ing strap carrying the garmentengaging claspandconnected

claim . - 1. In a device ofthe kind described , an enclosing strap also being adjustable as to length, substantially as

with the base portion of the triangular loop,said supporting

shell provided with an inlet and an outlet, and with a duct described .

extending from the outlet to a point higher in the shell , and

twovalve seats connectedwiththe duct, in combination with No. 101,729. Truck
a float arranged between the valve seats and provided with a

Bolster.
Traversin de chassis.

valve for eachseat whereby the movementof the float will The Pressed Steel Car Company, Pittsburg , assignee of

control the operation of the valves.
Charles August Lindstrom , Allegheny, Pennsylvania,

2. In a device of the kind described , an enclosing shell pro- U.S.A., 30thOctober, 1906 ;6'years.Filed 28th September,

vided with an inlet and an outlet, in combination with a 1906. Receipt No. 139,867 .

removable part having formed therein a duct extending from

the outlet toa point within the shell and provided with two ber,whose web isformedwithintegrally cast upwardly.in

Claim.--1 . A truck bolster having a cast compression mem .

provided with a valvefor each seat whereby the movement end portions are bent around and secured to the said inclined
of the float will control the operation of the valves.

portions , substantially as described.
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2. A truck bolster having a cast compression member, 3. A car frame having an eud sill , side sills and bolster ,

formed with integrally cast upwardly inclined, thickened end metal platform sills below the level of the side sills extend

ing upwardly along the same to the bolster and fixed to the
F19.1 side sills , said platform sills being supported on open sided

brackets attached to the end sill , substantially as described.

4. A car frame having flanged metal platform sills below

the main under frame of the car and suspended therefrom,

said platform sills extending upwardly and fixed to the car

frame back of the end sill , and C-shaped brackets suspend

ing the platform sills from the end sill , substantially as des

cribed .

5. A car frame having a platform , and a platform end sill

composed of a flangedplate and a marginal flanged beam,

substantially as described.

6. A car frame having a platform, and a platform end sill

Fig.2.
composed of a flanged plate and a marginal flanged beam

of angle shape, substantially as described.

th8. 8

8 8

No. 101,731 , Railway Car. Char de chemin de fer.

Fig.2 .
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portions , having depending bolster guiding flanges, and a

tension member extending in a substantially straight line to

the said thickened portions, and bent around and secured to

the same , substantially as described.

3. Atruck bolster having a cast iron compression member

formed with flanges which are deeper at the center than at

the ends, the ends having integrally cast upwardly inclined

thickened portions, substantially as described.

4. A truck bolster having a cast compression member form

ed with depending flanges deepest at their central portion ,

said member having at its ends downwardly extending flanges

forming bolster guides, and also upwardly inclined thickened

portions, and a wrought tension member secured to said

thickened portions , substantially as described.

5. A truck bolster having a cast compression member with

integral end flanges extended downwardly and forming guides

for the bolster and an open housing for the spring seat, and James Milton Waugh , Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A., 30th October,

a wrought tension member connected to the compression 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 2nd October, 1906. Receipt No. 139,

member, substantially as described. 991 .

6. A truck bolster having a cast compression member with Claim.--1 . The combination with shouldered draft irons and

flanges deeper at the center than at the ends, and depending a drawbar provided with a yoke , of two like sets of spring

flange portions extending downwardly from the ends and ar- cushioning plates , sliding spacing blocks interposed between

ranged to form guides for the bolster, and an open housing and in contact with the ends of the sets of cushioning plates,
for the spring seat , substantially as described. follower plates interposed between the sets of cushioning

plates and the drawbar and yoke, and spacing plates inter
No. 101,730. Steel Car, Char en acier .

posed between and in contact with the follower plates and

the centers of the sets of cushioning plates .

2. The combination with shouldered draft irons and a

drawbar provided with a yoke , of a plurality of sets of

spring cushioning plates arranged in pairs , the sets con

stituting such pairs being of like stiffness and the sets in

the different pairs differing in stiffness, sliding spacing

blocks interposed between and in contact with the ends of

the two sets of cushioning plates of each pair, follower

plates interposed between the external sets of cushioning

plates and the drawbar and yoke, and interposed spacing

plates having bearing contact with the centers of the sets

constituting each pair and with the follower plates.

3. The combination with shouldered draft irons, and a draw

bar provided with a yoke , of two like sets of spring cush

ioning plates , sliding spacing blocks interposed between and

in contact with the ends of the two sets of cushioning plates,

two sets of spring follower plates interposed between the

sets of cushioning plates and the ends of the drawbar and

yoke , and spacing plates interposed between and bearing

14.20
on the centers of the sets of cushioning plates and the sets

or spring follower plates .

The Pressed Steel Car Company. Pittsburg, assignee of Char- 4. The combination with shouldered draft irons and a draw

les A. Lindstrom , Allegheny, Pennsylvania , and John bar provided with a yoge, of two like sets of spring cushion
Frederick Streib, Avalon , Pennsylvania , U. S. A., 30th ing plates , sliding spacing blocks interposed between and in
October, 1906 : 6 years . Filed 2nd October , 1906 . Re- contact with the ends of the two sets of cushioning plates,
ceipt No. 139,975 .

spring follower plates interposed between sets of cushion

Claim .-- 1. A car frame having diagonally extending metal ing plates and the ends of the drawbar and yoke, and spac
platform sills suspended from the under frame of the car, ing plates interposed between and bearing on the centers of
the rear portions of said sills being bent upwardly and ex- the sets of cushioning plates and the sets of follower plates ,

tending along the side sills of the under frame to a point the shoulders on the draft irons engaged by the spring fol
back of the boister, thereby reinforcing theside sills and lower platesbeing inclined or bevelled .
strengthening the under frame of the car at the bolster,
substantially as described.

No. 101,732. Railway Car. Char de chemin de fer .

2. A car frame having metal platform sills suspended from

theunder frameof the car and extending in adirection Anton Becker, Columbus, Ohio, U.S.A., 30th October, 1906 ;

obliquely to the center line of the car , and a flanged plat 6 years . Filed 27th September, 1906. Receipt No. 139,

form end sill overlaying the forward ends of the platform
861 .

sill and having a marginal flanged angle secured thereto, Claim .-- 1 . In a device of the character described the com

substantially as described bination of draft sills having pockets for follower plates,

E

10-33
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follower plates therein , and coiled springs located side by 4. In a car, the combination of a horizontal girder, cross

side between the follower plates. boarers and two bolsters extending crosswise of the girder,

a shaft journalled on successive crossbearers or bolsters

F : 0.1. having crank arms adjacent to the journalled portions ,

and a crank pin connecting successive crank arms be

tween successive crossbearers or bolsters , means for re

volving said shaft , doors pivoted to the longitudinal girder

resting on the crank pin of the shaft between the crank

arms adapted to be moved by rotating the shaft up to form

a part of the level floor and own between the journals of

said shaft to discharge the load at the sides of the car, and

channel irons wide enough to fill the spaces between suc

cessive doors , secured flanges downward on the tops of the

6.2 crossbearers, the backs of the channels being level with the

floor .

5. In car the combination of a longitudinal girder ,

crossbearers and two bolsters, extending crosswise of the

girders , a shaft journalled on successive crossbearers or
bolsters having crank arms adjacent to the jourpalled

portions, and a crank pin connecting successive crank

arms between successive crossbearers or bolsters, means

1939-3 .
for revolving said shaft, doors pivoted on the longitudinal

girder resting on the crank pins of the shaft between the

crank arms adapted to be moved by rotating the shaft up

to form a part of the level floor and down between the

journals of said shaft to discharge the load at the sides of

101732 the car, and channel irons wide enough to fill the spaces

between successive doors secured flanges downward on the

tops of the crossbearers, the back of the channels forming

a part of the level floor, and the channel flanges being
2. In a device of the character described the combination turned downward and inward to engage corresponding bev

of draft sills , internal lugs thereon , bars secured to the els on the edgesof the dors wherebya tight floor is
lugs , follower plates supported by the bars , and coiled formed.

springs located side by side between the follower plates. 6. In a metallic car , in combination with a central longi.

3. In a device of the character described the combination tudinal girder, a floor frame consisting of a plurality of

of draft sills having pockets therein, follower plates in the crossbearers above said girder extending from side to side
pockets , lugs and supporting the follower plates, and nested of the car , members connecting the outer ends of said

of draft sills having pockets, lugs on the sills at the ends crossbearers and beams on the top of said central girder

springs located side by side between the follower plates . rigidly secured to successive crossbearers, as described.

4. In a device of the character described the combination 7. In a metallic car , the combination of a central longi.

of draft sills having Aanges at top and bottom , of center tudinal girder, a plurality of bean crossbearers on thetop

sills having flanges at top and bottom to receive the draft of said girder extending from side to side of the car,

sills between them and both center and draft sills having longitudinal beamsabove said central girder rigidly secured

aligned openings or pockets for the body bolster. to successive crossbearers, hinge castings mounted on said

5. In a device of the character described the combination longitudinal beams and floor doors hinged to said hinge
of draft sills made with buffing brackets at one end . castings adapted to swing up between the crossbearers to

6. In a device of the character described the combination form a level floor and adapted to swing downward to dump

of draft sills having pockets for follower plates , and stops i he load at the sides of the car .

to limit the movement of the follower plates . 8. In a metallic car, the combination of a central longi

tudinal girder having wide top and bottom flanges, a plu

No. 101,733. Metallic Car Char métallique.
rality of beam crossbearers on the top of said girder ex

tending from side to side of the car, longitudinal beams
above said girder connecting successive crossbearers, hinge
castings fordoors mounted on thetops of said longitudinal

beams and floordoorsmounted in said hingecastings adapt;

ed to swing up andfroma part ofa level car floor and

adapted to swing down todumptheloadat the sides of the

9. In a metallic car, the combination of a central longi

tudinal girder having wide top and bottom flanges, a plu

rality of beam crossbearers on the top of said girder ex

tending from side to side of thecar, longitudinal beams

abovesaidgirder connectingsuccessive crossbearers, hinge

+
castings for doors mounted on the tops of said longitudinal

beams, floor doors mounted on said hinge castings adapted

101433 to swing up and form a part ofa levelcar and adapted to

swing down to dump the load at the sides of the cars , con

Anton Becker, Columbus, Ohio, U.S.A., 30th October, 1906; 6 bearer beams, asdescribed.
necting the bottom of the central girder with the cross

years. Filed 27th September, 1906. Receipt No. 139,862 . 10. In a metalliccar, an end section construction provid

claim . - 1. In a car, the combination of a plurality of con- ingahousingforthedraft rigging consisting ofan end sill

tinuous crossbearers, doorspivotally mounted betweenthe and bolsterhavingin their lower center portions inverted,

swing downward to dump atthesides of the track,and vertical position in said notches connecting said end sill and

channel irons mounted on the top of the crossbearers with bolster, as described .

their backs on the floor level and with their edges turned 11. In a metalliccar, ani end section construction providing

downward , adapted to engage the edgesof the adjacent a housing forthedraft rigging consisting ofan end sill and
doors to form a continuous level floor . bolster having in their lower center portions inverted t';

2. Ina metallic car,the combination of a plurality of shaped notches ,as described , Z -bars 6 secured invertical

continuous crossbearers, doors pivotally mounted between position in said notchesconnectedto saidend sill and bola

the crossbearers to forma part oftħe floor of the car ster,as described , and a reinforcingcasing 72secured to the

and to swing downward to dump at the sides ofthetrack, end sill, there being no opening70 in the castingregistering
continuous channel irons mounted on the top of the cross- with the space between the Z -bars 67.
bearers with their back on the floor level and with their 12. In a metallic car the combination of an end sill or bol

edgesturned downward and inward toward the centres ster composed of two fanged hall portions 60 meeting each
of the crossbearers, saiddown turned edges also fitting otherin the center line 61 of thecar, laving theupperpor

the corresponding bevel on the sides ofthedoorswhereby tions of their flanges secured togetherbyboltsorrivets for

When the doorsareclosedand pushed upward atightlevel there beingin each halt portion atfanged notch63in which

3. In a metallic car, the crossbearer formed of a beam lineof thecar are secured byorivets or corresponding means
continuous withawidercontinuous channel iron secured 68,substantiallyasdescribed forthepurposes set forth,

andinward ,anda center sill below the bearer, as described. Idinal and transverse members and having a foor substanti

20

cars.
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34
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ally wholly composed of drop doors , in combination with a derframe member , and a brace member secured to the under

center sill wholly underlying the said transverse members, frame member and to an angular portion of the Y of the

substantially as described . hanger.

14. A dumping car comprising longitudinal and transverse

members, including an articulated center sill in combination

with a plurality of doors hinged adjacent to said articulated

center sill, and a load sustaining center sill underlying said

articulated center sill , substantially as described .

15. In a dumping car , a wide center sill in combination

with side members or sills , the transverse members extend

ing from side member to side member and overlying the said

center sill , a false or articulated center sill composed of sec

tions connecting the transverse members and overlying the

said center sill , and a plurality of drop doors occupying the

openings framed by said side member, said articulated center

sill and saidtransverse members, substantially as described .

No. 101,734. Freight Car. Char de marchandises.
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5. In a car in combination with a member of a car under

frame having a vertical web and a flanged bottom, a Y.

shaped hanger secured at the tops of the Y to the flange of

the underframe meber, a reinforcing plate secured to the

web of the underframe member , an angular portion on said

Sport
plate bent at right angles into contact with an adjacent an

gular member of the Y, and means for securing said angular

member to the Y.

6. In a car in combination with a member of a car under
Anton Becker, Columbus , Ohio , U.S.A. , 30th October, 1906 ;

frame having a vertical web and a flanged bottom, a Y -shap
6 years. Filed 27th September, 1906. Receipt No.

ed hanged secured at the tops of the Y to the flange of the
139,863.

underframe member, a reinforcing member secured to and
Claim . - 1. The combination with a car bottom and sides depending from this underframe member, the depending

thereon , of cross rods at the ends of the car, gates, castings portion being wedge -shaped to the angular portion of the

secured to the gates and mounted to turn on the rods , and Y of the hapger, flanges on the angular edges of said de

means for holding the gates in upright position . pending portion in contact with the angular portion of the
2. The combination with a car bottom and sides thereon , | Y , andmeans for securing said flanges to the hanger.

o! gates hinged at their lower edges between the sides, angle 7. In a car in combination with a member of a car under

irons secured to the sides , timbers or furrings secured be- frame having a vertical web and a flanged bottom , a Y

tween the angle irons , said timbers or furrings and the gate shaped hanger secured to the web of the underframe mem

edges constructed to fit each other, and reinforcing strips at ber and depending therefrom , the depending portion being

opposite sides of the gate at its side edges. wedge-shaped to fit the angular portion of the Y of the

3. The combination with a car bottom and sides thereon, of hanger, flanges on the angular edges of said depending

hinged gates at the ends of the bottom, angle irons secured plate in contact with the angular portions of the Y and

to opposite sides of the sides at their ends , timbers or fur- means for securing said flanges to the hanger.

rings secured between the angle irons and shaped to fit the 8. As an article of manufacture , a hanger for a shaft

edges of the gates , hooks carried by the gates, and pivoted made in the form of a Y with a support for a shaft at the

locking pawis carried by the angle irons to enter the hooks lower end thereof, there being flanges on the upper ends of

and secure the gates in upright position . the angular portions of the Y, the whole being formed by

folding one continuous strip of metal , as described.

No. 101,735, Metallic Car Underframe. 9. In mechanism of the class described , in combination

with a
Char métallique.

car underframe having crossbearers. side stakes

secured upon the ends of the crossbearers , plates over the

Anton Becker, Columbus, Ohio , U.S.A. , 30th October, 1906; 6 crossbearers notched to receive the stakes of the T's toward
years. Filed 27th September , 1906. Receipt No. 139,864 . the centre of the car, plates over the crossbearers, notched

Claim . - 1 . In a car in combination with a car underframe, a to receive the T's having portions beyond the stakes and

depending bracket secured thereto, anormally openupturn- sidesillsoutsidethe stakes . supported on the endsof the
ed bearing on the bracket, a shaft resting in said bracket, plates and secured to the stakes.

and an angular cover for the bearing having one arm secured 10. In mechanism of the class described , the combination

to the bracket and the other arm extending over the bearing with a car underframe having crossbearers , T - shaped side

2. In a car in combination with a car underframe, a hanger stakes upon the ends of the crossbearers with the shanks

depending from a member thereof, a shaft adjacent to the
of the T's toward the center of the car, plates over the

hanger and at right angles to the member to which it is
crossbearers notched to receive the T's there being up

secured , an upturned open bearing on the hanger supporting turned flanges or lips near the ends of said plates upon

the shaft , and an angular cover having one arm secured to
the crossbearers bearing against the flanges of the T's , and

the hanger and the other arm holding the shaft in the bear
means for securing the said upturned flanges to the flanges

of the T's .

11. In mechanism of the class described , the combination
3. In a car in combination with a car underframe , a hanger

with a car under-frame having crossbearers. side stakes

depending from a member thereof, a shaft adjacent to the secured uponthe ends of the crossbearers with the shanks

hanger and at right angles to the member to which it is se
of the T's toward the center of the ear, plates over the

cured, and upturned open bearing on the hanger supporting crossbearers notched to receive the T's . there being up

the shaft , and an angular cover having one arm detachably turned flanges or lips near the ends of said plates upon

secured to the hanger and the other arm holding the shaft the crossbearers bearing against the flanges of the T's,
in the bearing.

means for securing the said upturned flanges to the flanges
4. In a car in combination with a member of a car under- of the T's , and horizontal side sills outside the stakes sud

frame having a vertical web and a flanged bottom , a Y-shaped ported on the ends of said plates over the crossbearers and

hanger secured at the tops of the Y to the flange of the unsecured to said stakes ,

ing.
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.16. In a metallic car, the combinat
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hollow central hox girder and a pluralit
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of crossbe
arers

upon the top thereof extendi
ng

crosswi
se

of the car brace

plates upon opposit
e

sides of the central girder lying in

the transver
se

plane of the car having their upper edges

secured to the crocche
arers

. vertical flanges upon said brace

plates secured to the veritcal webs of the central girder,

other flanges upon said plates secured to the lower angular

flanges of the central girder, and a cross plate inside the

central girder secured to the webs thereof and to the dia -

gonal braces .
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17. In a metallic car. the combination of a longitudinal

hollow central box girder and a plurality of crossbearers

upon the top thereof extending crosswise of the car , brace

plates upon opposite sides of the central girder lying in the

transverse plane of the car having their upper edges se

cured to the crossbearers, vertical flanges upon said brace

plates secured to the vertical webs of the central girder ,
Kate Bynner Atherton and Herbert Warren Atherton , co

and a cross plate inside of the central girder secured to
inventors, both of Holyoke , Massachusetts, U.S.A., 30th

the webs thereof and to the diagonal braces . October , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 4th October, 1906. Receipt

18. As an article of manufacture, a top plate for a cross- No. 140,025 .

bearer for a metallic car, consisting of a plate 40 having Claim . - 1. A milliners' table consisting of a supporting

notches 48 in each end adapted to receive a portion of a

cotcstake. and upturned flanges49 adjacent to thenotches height and inclination relatively thereto, and provided with
frame , a top supported by said frame and adjustable asto

48 bent out of the cross plate , adapted to be secured to the

fianges of the car stake .
a hat holder support adjustable vertically and revolubly re

19. As an article of manufacture , a top plate for a car

latively to the table top, means for confining said support

immovably in its adjusted position, and a hat holder carried

crossbearer, consisting of a flat plate having recesses near by said support.

the ends adapted to have car stakes fit therein , and ex
tending portions 43 extending beyond the openings for the

2. A milliners' table having a top provided with a hat

car stakeson which the side sillsof the car may be sup- bodily vertically adjustable, andalso longitudinally adjust

holder support, and a hat holder carried thereby which is

ported . able .

3.A milliners' table having a top provided witha hat

No. 101,736. Checkrein Holder. Porte-rênes .
holder support, and a hat holder carried by said support, and

vertically adjustable, horizontally adjustable and adjustable

Samuel Henry Altice , Jamestown, New York , U.S.A. , 30th revolubly about a horizontal axis.

October , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 3rd October , 1906. Receipt holder support comprising a vertical member which is rota
4. A milliners ' table having a top provided with a hat

No. 140,007 .

Claim .-- In a device of this character described the com
tively and also vertically adjustable relatively to the top;

bination with a casing having apertures, an integral base adjustablethereabout, and a bat holder comprising a supa
andmeans for securing the base upon a harness, of a rotat- porting stem confinedbysaid " lamp and longitudinally and
able drum within the casing, a tension devicesecured to the horizontally adjustable relatively thereto,
drum for controlling the movement thereof , annular notched 5.In a device of the character described, a hat holder head
flanges upon the ends of the drum and substantially equal in

diametertotheinternaldiameter of the casing, an earupon capabilityfor theadjustmentof theholderlongitudinally post
the casing,a lever pivoteduponthe ear and disposed outside its axis, and meansfor the confinement of the holder in its
of the casing said lever having an angular extension over- adjusted position .
lapping the base, a spring seated within the base and bearing

upon said extension parallel locking arms extending from

6. In a device of the character described , a hat holder head

or body, and supporting means therefor constructed with
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capabilities for the adjustment of the holder longitudinally having its head located between said ear lugs , having its

of its axis and rotatively about its axis , and means for the shank extending through and beyond said axial hole , and

confinement of the holder in its adjusted position . having a thumb nut engaging thereon to be set against the

7. In a device of the character described, a hat holderhead back of the clamp body, and a hat holder head having a stem

or body, and a supporting means therefor and with which the engaging through said ear lugs and the eye of said bolt , for

holder is adjustably connected whereby the latter is re- the purposes set forth .

voluble about an axis outside of and parallel with its own 16. In a device of the character described , a hat holder

axis .
head and a support on which it is adjustably mounted with

8. In a device of the character described , hat holder means for its confinement in any adjusted position , and said

head or body and a supporting ineans therefor with which head being capable of contraction and expansion for a bind

the holder is adjustably connected and whereby it is movable ing engagement within a hat .

revolubly about an axis at right apgles to its own axis. 17. In a device of the character described , a hat holder con

9. In a device of the character described, a hat holder head sisting of a partially circular band of spring metal provided

or body and supporting means therefor with which the holder
with oppositely located finger studs , a stem having its ex

is adjustably connected, and whereby the holder may be ad tremity connectedwith an intermediate portion of said spring

justed rotatively about its own axis , and along the line of band, and a support with which such stem is adjustably con

its axis , also revolubly about an axis parallel to its own axis . nected .

and furthermore revolubly about an axis at right angles to
18. In a device of the character described , a hat holder

its own axis .

10. A milliners' table having combined therewith a verti- consisting of a partially circular band of spring metal pro

cal rod provided with a horizontal member, a swivelclamh forward extremity bent off-set from its main portion ,and
vided with oppositely located finger studs , a stem , having its

provided with a hole transversely therethrough , through
which said horizontal member engages and having a hole connected with an intermediate portion of said spring band,

therethrough at right angles to said first -named hole ,and and a table having a hat holder support with which such

provided with opposite apertured ear lugs , a bar or stem
stem is adjustably connected .

slidably engaged through said ear lugs and carrying a con

tractible hat holder, a bolt having an eye engaging said stem No. 101,738. Corn Planter. Plantoir de blé - d'inde.

and having its shank extended through the second-named hole

in said clamp and receiving a binding nut at its protruding

threaded end and means for adjustably holding the clamp
img3 .

body on said horizontal member.

11. A milliners ' table having combined therewith , vertically
mios

and also rotatively adjustable relative thereto , a vertical

rod provided with a horizontal member , a swivel clamp pro

vided with a hole transversely therethrough , through which

said horizontal member engages, and having a hole there

through at right angles to said first - named hole , and pro

vided with opposite apertured ear lugs , a bar or stem slid

ably engaged through said ear lugs and carrying a contrac

tible and expansible hat holder , a bolt , having an eye en .

gaging said stem , and having its shank extending through

the second - named hole in said clamp and receiving a bind

ing nut at its protruding threaded end , and means for ad

justably holding the clamp body on said horizontal member

12. A milliners ' table consisting of a supporting frame ,

oppositely arranged bent arms having pivot screws connect

ing them in a common axial line to the frame and having

clamping nuts threading on said screws and against the arms

for holding the latter in any adjustably swung position , said loisir

arms having their inper ends approached and in parallelism ,

a table top having a depending member engaged between the

adjacent extremities of said bent arms , a pivot screw pass
Thomas Marshall Bailey , Madison , Alabama , U.S.A. , 30th

ing horizontally through said arms and the depending mem
October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 28th September, 1906. Re

ber of the top therebetween , and having a clamping nut , and
ceipt No. 139,882 .

said table top having a vertical socket, a rod rotatively and Claim .-- 1 . In a planter the combination of a grain spout

vertically adjustable in said socket , with confining means comprising vertical and horizontal portions, braces extended

therefor, and provided with a horizontal extension , a swivel from respectively said vertical and horizontal portions and

clamp longitudinally and revolubly adjustable on said exten- provided at their points of intersection with bearings, a
sion , and a contractible hat holder having a carrying stem transverse shaft mounted in said bearings , a gate located in

which is horizontally and longitudinally adjustable relatively said spout to retard the delivery of grain therethrough , and
to and adapted to be engaged by the said swivel clamp . ar eccentric connection between said gate and transverse

13. A milliners' table consisting of a supporting frame , op- shaft for actuating the gate at stated intervals .

positely arranged bent arms having pivot screws connecting 2. In a planter the combination of a grain spout compris

them in a common axial line to the frame, and having clamp- ing vertical and horizontal portions , means for supplying

ing nuts threading on said screws and against the arms for grain to the spout at stated intervals , a gate located in said

holding the latter in any adjustably swung position , said spout to retard the delivery of the grain therethrough, a

arms having their inner ends approached and in parallelism , shaft , an eccentric connection with said shaft and gate, a
a table top having a depending member engaged between the drive shaft , and independent connections between said drive

adjacent extremities of said bent arms , a pivot screw pass shaft and the means for supplying grain to the spout and to

ing horizontally through said arms and the depending mem- the shaft for operating the gate located in said spout .

ber of the top therebetween, and having a clamping nut , and

said table top having a vertical socket, a rod rotatively and No. 101,739. Tub Support, Ironing Board and

vertically adjustabe in said socket , with confining Clothes Rack.

therefor, and provided with a horizontal extension , a swivel
Support pour cuves, planche à repasser et råtelier à linge.

clamp longitudinally and revolubly adjustable on said exten

sion, a hat holder consisting of a partially circular band of Edwin Lot Bergstresser, Hublersburg, Pennsylvania , U.S.A. ,

spring metal, and a stem having an angularly bent end with 30th October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 19th September , 1906 .

which an intermediate portion of said spring band is con- Receipt No. 139,628 .

nected and which stem is horizontally and longitudinally , and Claim . - 1. The combination with a table or support having

also rotatively , adjustable relatively to and adapted to be an attaching board at one end provided with a right angu
confined by said swivel clamp.

lar -shaped slot , of an ironing board , spaced plates at one

14. In a device of the character described , a supporting bar end of said board adapted to engage said attaching board,
or rod, a swivel clamp longitudinally and revolubly adjust- a pin between said spaced plates adapted to engage said

able thereon, a hat holder consisting of a head , and a stem slot in said attaching board , and a brace secured to said

with which said head is connected, and which is horizontally ironing board and adapted to rest upon the top of said
and longitudinally and also rotatively adjustable relatively table or support , substantially as described.

to and adapted to be confined by said swivel clamp . 2. The combination with a telescoping tub support or

15. In a device of the character described , a supporting bar table having a vertically disposed attaching board at one

or rod, a swivel clamp longitudinally and revolubly adjust- end formed with a right angular-shaped slot, of an ironing

ably engaged tberewith, and said clamp comprising a clamp board, vertically disposed spaced plates secured trans

body m and a disc section ma having opposite ear lugs 8 8 versely at one end of said ironing board and adapted to en

made with transverse apertures, and said clamp body and gage said attaching board, a transverse pin between said

disc section having an axial hole therethrough , an eye bolt ' spaced plates adapted to engage said slot in said attaching

34

means
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board, and a swinging brace pivotally connected to said 7. An apparatus for discharging material from conveyer

ironing board and adapted to rest upon the top of said belts , means for permitting the conveyer belt to leave said

tub support or table, substantially as described . apparatus in either a forward or reverse direction , as may
be desired .

8. In an apparatus for discharging material from con

veyer belts , a discharging pulley 39 , a first idler pulley 44

and a second idler pulley 47.
19 26

9. In an apparatus for discharging material from a con

veyer belt, a rotary distributor mounted on said apparatus
20

and a motor to drive said distributor.

10. In an apparatus for discharging material from a con

veyer belt , a rotary distributor mounted on said apparatus

and a motort o drive said distributor .

3
11. In an apparatus for discharging material from a con

veyer belt , a travelling carriage , discharging idler pulleys

32 thereon and a rotary distributor to receive material from

said conveyer belt and distribute the same and a motor to

drive said distributer.

19 I4 25 26 27
19

12. In an apparatus for discharging material from a con

veyer belt , a distributor revolving on a horizontal axis car.16
te

ried by a support revoluable in a horizontal plane.13

13. An apparatus for discharging material from conveyer

belts , supporting wheels thereon, a motor mounted on said

apparatus , power transmitting connection between said mo

tor and wheels , a carriage and discharging and idler pul

tio
leys mounted thereon .

14. In an apparatus for discharging material from a con

101939 veyer belt a distributor and means for changing the direc

tion of discharge of said distributor and a motor mounted

3. In combination with a supporting device, an ironing on said apparatus to drive said distributor.

board having brackets on its under side at suitable dis- 15. In an apparatus for discharging material from a con

tances from its opposite ends, spaces being provided be veyer belt a motor mounted upon said apparatus, con

tween said brackets and the under side of the board, means nection between said motor and the supporting wheels of

to secure one of said brackets to the supporting device, said apparatus and devices in said connection for reversing

supporting legs pivotally secured to the other bracket and the direction of rotation of said wheels.

adapted to bear on the supporting device , and arms pivo- 16. In an apparatus for discharging material from con

tally connected to the upper side of one of the said brack- / veyer belts , a motor mounted upon saíd apparatus , a worm

ets, adapted to lie in the space between said bracket and connected to the armature shaft of said motor , a gear
the under side of the ironing board and , to fold into the driven by said worm , a shaft driven by said gear , a bevel

space between the other bracket and the under side of the gear on said shaft , bevel gears driven in reverse directions

ironing board, substantially as described. by said bevel gear . clutches connected with said driven

gears, a shaft actuated by said clutches , worms on said

No. 101,740. Stacker for Ore Tailings.
shaft , and gears driven by said worms on the axle of said

apparatus ,

Ameulonneur pour métaux .
17. In an apparatus for discharging material from con

veyer belts, a motor mounted upon said apparatus , con

nection between said motor and the supporting wheels of

said apparatus, devices in said connection for reversing

the direction of rotation of said wheels, a lever connected

with said devices and stationary contact pieces to operate

said lever.

18. In an apparatus for discharging material from con

veyer belts a motor mounted upon said apparatus , con

nection between said motor and the supporting wheels of
said apparatus, a gear upon the outer end of the axles of

said supporting wheels and a stationary rack for said gear

133
to mesh with .

19. In an apparatus for discharging material from con

veyer belts , a motor mounted upon said apparatus, connec;

tion between said motorand the supporting wheels of said

apparatus. devices in said connection forreversing the di

rection of rotation of said wheels, a gear upon the outer

end of the axles of said supporting wheels and a stationary

rack fr said gear to mesh with .

20. In an apparatus for discharging material from con

veyer belts , a rotary distributor and a pivoted support for

said distributor .

101440 21. In an apparatus for discharging material from con;

Hiram Wheeler Blaisdell , Los Angeles, California, U.S.A., distributor and apivoted support for said motor and dis
veyer belts , a rotary distributor, a motor to drive said

30th October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 15th August, 1906. tributor .

Receipt No. 138,706. 22. In an apparatus for discharging material from con:

Claim .-- 1 . In an apparatus for discharging material from veyer belts, a rotary distributor, a pivoted support for

a conveyer belt, means Independent of said belt for propel- said distributor and a hopper to deliver material to said

ling the apparatus.
distributor .

2. An apparatus for discharging material from a conveyer
belt, means independent of said belt for propelling the ap- veyer belts, a rotary distributor, a pivotedsupport for said

23. In an apparatus for discharging material from con:

paratus and devices for reversing the direction of travel. distributor, a hopper to deliver material to said distributor

3. An apparatus for discharging material from a conveyer and a revoluble portion upon said hopper .

belt, means independent of said belt for propelling the ap- 24. In an apparatus for discharging material from com

paratus and devices for automaticallyreversing the direcveyer belts, a discharging pulley 39,a first idler puller,
tion of travel. a second idler pulley 47, å brushmounted adjacent to pulley

4. An apparatus for discharging material from a con- 39 , and means for operating said brush.
veyer belt , and a motor' on said apparatus for propelling the

No. 101,741 . Potato Harvester. Arrache-patates.
5. An apparatus for discharging material from

James
veyer belt, an electric motor on said apparatus for pro

P. Brennan , Columbus , Wisconsin , U.S.A. , 30th

pelling the same and means for supplying current to said October, 1906 ; 6 years.Filed 1st October, 1906. Receipt

No. 139,930.
motor .

6. An apparatus for discharging material from conveyer Claim .- 1. In a potato harvester the combination with the

belts, supportingwheels thereon, a motor mounted on said beam ofthe excavating blade, ofmeans for slidably connecta
apparatus and powertransmitting connectionsbetween said ing the frontend of saidbeam by a fixed pivot to the beama
motor and wheels . supporting frame,means for raising and lowering both the

Figa
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front and rear ends of said beam simultaneously by the sliding tables located opposite the feed rolls, a bracket

manuel act of the operator, means for retaining the front pivotally secured at one end to each of the sliding tables, a

journal bearing stationarily mounted in the upper free end

of the bracket , a pressure roller, the lower end of which is

pivotally secured to the table, and the upper end of which is

received in the journal bearing, an obliquely disposed rod,

one end of which loosely engages the upper end of the

bracket, cushion members on the rod bearing against the

bracket to yieldingly retain the latter and its pressure roll

in approximately vertical position , the opposite end of the

rod being pivotally secured to the table, and means for

effecting the independent reciprocation of the tables relative

to each other.

2. In a sawing machine the combination with a suitable

frame, and feed rolls or gauge rolls mounted thereon , of a

plurality of independent relatively movable tables slidingly

mounted on the frame opposite the feed rolls, a pivotally

mounted yieldingly supported pressure roll carried by each

table , a separate fluid operated means connected to each

table for moving individual table separately from the rest ,

a valve mechanism for each fluid operated means , said mech

184 / anism comprising a valve and valve rod, individual rock

shafts to which the valve rods are connected , the rock shafts

end of the beam at substantially a fixed point upon saia leadingto a common point and a separate lever for each

rock shaft , the levers grouped closely together .
pivot as the rear end of the bean is raised and lowered by

contact of the excavating blade with uneven surfaces.2. In a potato harvester the combination with the main No. 101,743 . Shoulder Form . Forme pour épaules.

frame and reel screen and blade supporting beam , of means

for slidably connecting the front end of said beam by a fixed

pivotal draw bolt to said frame , means for communicating

a vertical movement to both the front and rear ends of the

beam simultaneously, by the manual act of the operator ,

such means consisting of a three -armed lever pivotally sup

ported from said frame, a flexible connection communicating

from one of the arms of said lever over bearings with the

rear end of said beam , and a link communicating from an

other arm of said lever to the front end of said beam , said

link being adapted to serve the twofold purpose of communi

cating motion from the hand actuated lever to the beam as

said lever is moved and of holding the front end of said

beam at a substantially fixed point relatively to said retain

ing pivot when said operating lever is at rest .

3. In a potato harvester the combination of a main sup

porting frame 3 , operating lever 24 pivotally supported from

said frame , blade supporting beam 5 provided at its front

end with a vertical slot formed at right angles thereto for

the reception of the pivotal bolt 55 , pivotal bolt 55 rigidly

fixed at one end to said frame and having pivotal bearings Alexandre M. Grean, New York City, New York , U.S.A. , 30th

in said vertical slot , link 26 communicating between the arm October , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 6th October, 1906. Receipt

25 of said operating lever and said beam , said link being No. 140,077 .

adapted to serve the twofold purpose of communicating a
Claim .-- 1 . As a new article of manufacture, a shoulder

vertical movement from the operating lever 24 of the front
form for garments comprising a fabric sheet having a

end of said beam as said operating lever is moved and as a
shoulder form for garments comprising a fabric sheet having

means of holding the front end of said lever at a fixed point
a shoulder end curved lengthwise and crosswise , and a flat

as its rear end is raised by contact with an uneven surface ,
tened neck end , the contour of the form being in compound

flexible connection 30 communicating from arm 29 of the
curves.

operating lever 24 over the pulley 31 with the rear end of 2. As a new article of manufacture, a shoulder form for

said beam, all substantially as and for the purpose specified garments comprising a fabric sheet having a flattened neck

4. In a potato harvester of the class described ,apotato end, and apadded shoulder endcurved lengthwise and cross

screen comprising a plurality of longitudinal screen bars wise and elevated above the neck end, the whole contour of
provided with U-shaped depressions in combination with a the form being in compound curves, substantially as shown

plurality of resilient fingers yieldingly supported alternately and described.
between said screen bars above the lower extremity of said

depressions , substantially as set forth . No. 101,744. Fly Net for Horses.

Moustiquaire pour chevaux.

No, 101,742. Band Re-saw, Scie à ruban .
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John L. Graham , Haakwood, Michigan , U.S.A. , 30th October, Francis Jacques and Andrew I. Jacques , co -inventors, both of

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 28th September, 1906. Receipt No. Chatham , Ontario, Canada, 30th October , 1906; 6 years .

139,884. Filed 3rd October , 1906. Receipt No. 139,997 .

Claim . - 1. In a sawmill the combination with a suitable ( laim . - 1 . Fly net for horses, being formed out of one

frame provided with feed or gaugerolls , of a plurality of solid piece of leather,by slitting into regular lengths slits
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fitted with suitable fastening, blackened, expanded forming groove in the bolt to prevent the washer rotating on the

meshes, dried and finished substantially as specified and set bolt , the washer being constructed with a plurality of exter

forth . nal projections which are adapted to be bent over or against

2. A fly net for horses being formed out of two pieces of the flat faces of the nut .

leather by slitting into regular lengths slits secured in the 4. In means for securing a nut on a blot or its equivalent,

center, on a strip of leather by means of metallic clips , the combination with the nut and bolt or its equivalent, the

blackened, expanded forming meshes, dried and finished sub- latter constructed with two longitudinal grooves in the

stantially as set forth . threaded portion , of a washer slidably fitting the threaded

3. A fly net for horses being formed out of solid pieces of portion of the bolt and constructed with two internal pro

leather by slitting into regular lergths slits , except the jections fitting the grooves in the bolt and constructed with

lower ends which will be slit into laces , expanded forming a plurality of external projections , which are adapted to

meshes, dried and finished substantially as specified and set be bent over or against the flat faces of the nut.

forth . 5. In means for securing a nut on a bolt or its equivalent,

the combination with the nut and bolt, the latter construct

No. 101,745. Grain Cleaner. Nettoyeur à grain . with a longitudinal groove in the threaded portion, of a

washer fitting the threaded portion of the bolt and con

structed with an internal projection adapted to be bent

into the groove in the bolt , and constructed with a plurality

of external projections which are adapted to be bent over

or against the flat faces of the nut .

6. In means for securing a nut on a bolt or its equivalent,

the combination with the nut and bolt , the latter construct

ed with a longitudinal groove in the threaded portion , of a

locking washer slidably fitting the threaded portion of the

bolt and constructed with a projection engaging the groove

in the threaded portion of the bolt, said washer being pro

vided with a plurality of projecting pieces formed by saw

cuts or slits in the washer, which pieces are adapted to be

bent over or against the flat faces of the out .

7. In means for securing a nut on a bolt or its equivalent,

the combination with the nut and bolt of a washer slidably

fitting the threaded portion of the bolt and means which

prevent the rotation of said washer round the bolt , the

washer being constructed with a plurality of tapering pro

jections formed by saw cuts or slits in the washer , which

tapering projections are adapted to be bent over or against

the flat faces of the nut .

Alfred Joel, Zurich , Switzerland, 30th October, 1906 ; 6 years . 8. Means for securing a nut on a bolt or its equivalent ,

Filed 3rd August, 1906 . Receipt No. 138,392 . comprising combination the nut and bolt or its equiva.

Claim .-1 . In a brushing machine , a cylinder, a brushing lent, the latter formed with a flat running the full length

mechanism rotating within the same , means for rotating of the threaded portion, ofa locking washer slidably fitting
the same , and an inlet and discharge to said cylinder, sub- the threaded portion of the bolt and constructed with a

stantially as described . flat engaging the flat on the bolt to prevent its rotating

2. In combination with a mill , a cylinder or chamber, a thereon , the washer being constructed with a plurality of

sieve forming the bottom thereof and a rotating brushing de external projections adapted to be bent over or against

vice operating within the cylinder or chamber with means the flat faces of the nut .

for rotating the same and an inlet and outlet to and from 9. Means for securing a nut on a bolt or its equivalent ,

said cylinder , substantially as (lescribed . comprising in combination the nut and bolt or its equiva

3. In combination with a mill , a brushing chamber having lent,thelatterformed with a flat running the full length
a sieve forming its bottom , a rotating brush contained within of the threaded portion, ofa locking washer slidably fitting
the chamber , means for driving the same and means for re the threaded portion of the bolt and constructed with a

moving the dust during the process of treatment , substan flat engaging the flat on the bolt to prevent its rotating

tially as described . thereon , the washer being constructed with a plurality of

projections formed by saw cuts or slits in the washer, which

No. 101,746. Nut Lock. Arrête - écrou . projections are adapted to be bent over or against the flat

faces of the nut.
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No. 101,747. Plough Mechanism .
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William Rundle, Johannesburg , Transvaal, South Africa, 30th

October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 18th September , 1906 . Re

ceipt No. 139,605.

Claim.--1 . In means for securing a nut on a bolt or its

equivalent, the combination with the bolt or its equivalent

and nut , of a washer, means which prevent the rotation of

said washer round the bolt , the washer having a projection

adapted to engage the nut.

2. Means for securing a nut on a bolt or its equivalent

comprising in combination the bolt or its equivalent and nut .

of the washer non -rotatably arranged on the bolt and har

ing a plurality of projections which are adapted to be bent John M. Sausser, Osnaburg, Ohio, U.S.A. , 30th October, 1906;

over or against the flat faces of the nut . 6 years. Filed 1st October, 1906. Receipt No. 139,941.

3. In means for securing a nut on a bolt or its equivalent, Claim . - 1. A device for regulating the depth of furrow
the combination with the nut and bolt or its equivalent, the

cut by a plough consisting of a clevis pivotally attached

latter having a longitudinal groove in the threaded portion

of awasherslidablyfittingthe threaded portion of the bolt attachments may be applied, an arch member passing over
and constructed with an internal projection adapted to fit the the plough beam and connecting with the clevisat the point
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where the same is pivotally attached to the beam , a lever exterior of the sole portion of said material deposited on

attached to said arch member and extending back within

working distance of the plough handles, and a means at said form , and then vulcanizing the whole.

tached to the plough beam for retaining said lever in tem

porary fixed positions.

2. A device for regulating the depth of furrow cut by a

plough consisting of a clevis pivoted at its ends to the

plough beam and extending around the end of the same ,

said clevis being provided with means to which the draft

animal attachments may be applied, an arch member con

necting with the clevis at the pivotal points thereof and

extending over the plough beam , a brace member connect-

ing with said clevis at an intermediate point thereof and

extending up over the end of the plough beam and connect

ing with said arch member , a lever attached to said arch

and brace rembers an extending barkun within operating

distance of the plough handles , and means located upon

the plough beam and adapted to retain the lever in tem

porary fixed positions .

3. A device for regulating the depth of furrow cut by a

plough consisting of a clevis pivoted at its ends to the

plough beam and passing around the front end thereof and

having at its intermediate point means adapted to receive

the draft animal attachments , an arch member fixed to the

44
ends of the clevis and extending over the plough beam , a

brace member fixed at its ends to an intermediate point of 2. The herein described process of manufacturing over

the clevis and extending over the end of the plough shoes , which consists in forming superposed deposits of rub

beam and having a horizontal portion which connects with ber contining material the exterior of a foot form ,

the arch member and projects in the rear thereof, a lever cementinga sole piece of rubber containing material to the

fixed to said horizontal portion of the brace member and exterior of the sole portion of the material deposited on the

extending back to within operating distance of the plough said form , reinforcing the material deposited on saidform

handles, a means attached to the plough beam and adapted by cementing a strip of rubber containing material thereto ,
to engage the lever to retain the same in temporary fixed and then vulcanizing the whoie .

positions . 3. The herein described process of manufacturing over

4. A device for regulating the depth of furrow cut by a shoes , which consists in dipping a foot form in a bath of

plough consisting of a clevis pivotally attached to the rubber containing material, withdrawing said form from said
plough and having means to which the draft animal attach- bath with a coating of said material deposited on said form ,

ments may be applied , an arch member passing over the securing a reinforcement of rubber containing material to
plough beam and attached to the clevis , and a lever con- said material deposited on said form , and then vulcanizing

nected with said arch member. the whole .

5. A device for regulating the depth of furrow cut by 4. The herein described process of manufacturing over

a plough consisting of a clevis pivotally attached to the shoes , which consists in dipping a foot form into a bath of

plough and having means to which the draft animal attach- rubber containing material , withdrawing said form from said

ments may be applied , arch members attached to the clevis bath with a coating of said rubber containing material on

and passing over the plough beam , and a lever attached said form , cementing a sole piece of rubber containing ma

to said arch members . terial to the exterior of the material deposited on said form ,

6. A device for regulating the depth of furrow cut by a and then vulcanizing the whole .

plough consisting of the clevis pivotally attached to the 5. The herein described process of manufacturing over

plough and having means to which the draft animal attach- shoes , which consists in dipping a foot form into a bath of
ments may be applied, arch members attached to said clevis rubber containing material , withdrawing the said form from

and spaced apart and passing over the plough beam , and a said bath with a coating of said material deposited on said
lever attached to said arch members. form , cementing a sole piece of rubber containing material

7. A device for regulating the depth of furrow cut by a to the exterior of the material deposited on said form , and

plough consisting of a clevis pivotally attached to the plough vulcanizing the whole in contact with steam under pressure.

and having means to which the draft animal attachments 6. The hercin described process of manufacturing over

may be applied , an arch member attached to the clevis and shoes, which consists in dipping a foot form into a bath

being vertically disposed above the pivotal points thereof containing rubber and a volatile ingredient , withdrawing

and extending over the plough beam , and a lever attached to said form from said bath with a deposit of the ingredients

said arch member. thereof on said form , allowing the volatile ingredients of

8. A device for regulating the depth of furrow cut by a said deposit to evaporate , repeating the foregoing steps a

plough consisting of a clevis pivotally attached to the plough number of times to form a plurality of superposed deposits

and having means to which the draft animal attachments on said form , cementing a sole piece of rubber containing

may be applied, an arch member attached to the clevis and material to the exterior of the material deposited on said

being vertically disposed over the pivotal points thereof and form , vulcanizing the whole in contact with steam under
passing over the plough beam , a second arch member also pressure, and then removing the same from said form.

attached to the clevis and being located in advance of the 7. The herein described process of manufacturing over

first said arch member and being spaced from the same, and shoes , which consists in forming superposed deposits of

a lever attached to said arch members . rubber containing material on the exterior of a foot form ,

9. A device for regulating the depth of furrow cut by a placing a reinforcing piece of sheet rubber containing ma

plough consisting in plates attached to the beam of the terial on the exterior of said material deposited on said

plough and having a number of perforations , a clevis form , then depositing a film of material over the first de

pivotally attached to said plates and having means to which posit and said reinforcing piece .

the draft animal attachments may be applied and a lever 8. The herein described process of manufacturinfg over

attached to the clevis and extending back within operating shoes , which consists in dipping a foot form into a bath of

distance of the plough handles . rubber containing material, withdrawing said form from said

10. A device for regulating the depth of furrow cut by a bath with a coating of said material deposited on said form ,

plough consisting in plates atached to the beam of the plough attaching a reinforcing piece of sheet rubber to the outside
and having a number of perforations , a clevis pivotally at- of said material deposited on said foot form , then dipping

tached to said plates and having means to which the draft the whole into said bath and withdrawing the same there

animal attachments may be applied and a lever attached to from , and then putting the whole through a vulcanizing pro

the clevis and extending back within operating distance of

the plough handles. 9.The herein described process of manufacturing over

shoes which consists in dipping a foot form into a bath of

No. 101,748 . Overshoe. Galoche . rubber containing material, withdrawing said form from said

bath with a coating of said rubber containing material on

Solomon Schwarzscheld , Rochester, New York , U.S.A. , 30th said form , repeating the foregoing steps a number of times

October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 12th September, 1906. Re- to form a plurality of superposed deposits of said material

ceipt No. 139,462 . on said form , cementing a sole piece and a reinforcing piece

Claim . - 1. The herein described process of manufacturing rf sheet rubber containing material to the exterior of the

overshoes , which consists in forming superposed deposits of material deposited on said form .dipping the foot formwith

rubber containing material on the exterior of a foot form , said parts thereon again into said bath and withdrawing the

cementing a sole piece of rubber containing material tothe same therefrom and then vulcanizing the whole.

cess .

10-34
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10. An overshoe for folding into a small space, comprising full vamp of the shoe , and a counter for the shoe having a

a flexible sole having portions which are more highly flexible side extension which is carried along the connected main and

than other portions of said sole arranged to facilitate bend

ing the sole transversely at said more flexible portions in

folding .

11. An overshoe for folding into a small space comprising
2 .

a flexible sole of non-uniform thickness , the thin portions

being arranged to facilitate bending the sole transversely at

those portions in folding, and the thicker portions to form

wearing surfaces.

12. An overshoe comprising an integral elastic rubber vamp

and sole portion of substantially the same thickness, and an

extra interrupted wear sole adapted to give extra thickness

to the bottom of the overshoe at certain portions only while

not adding to the same extent to the thickness of other por

tions thereof, substantially as and for the purpose herein set

forth .

13. An overshoe comprisng an integral elastic rubber vamp

and sole portion, and rubber sole pieces secured to said sole

portion at points under the ball and toe of the overshoe ,

leaving therebetween portions of said sole portion uncovered

to facilitate folding of the said uncovered portions.

14. An overshoe comprising an integral rubber vamp and 101749

sole portion , a reinforcing strip around the edge of said sole

portion to register with the sole edge of the shoe of the auxiliary quarters and between the half and the full vamps,

wearer , and a film of rubber extending over the said rein as described .

forcing strip and onto said vamp and sole portion and inte

gral with said vamp and sole portion.
No. 101,750. Switch. Aiguille.

15. An overshoe comprising an integral elastic rubber vamp

and sole portion , a reinforcing strip of rubber around said

sole portion to register with the sole edge of the shoe of the

wearer, an extra rubber sole piece secured to said sole por

tion , and a film of rubber extending over said reinforcing

strip and sole piece onto said vamp and sole portion and in

tegral with said vamp and sole portion .

16. An overshoe comprising an integral elastic rubber vamp

and sole portion , a reinforcing strip around the foot entrance

of said overshoe , a reinforcing strip around the edge of said

sole portion to register with the sole edge of the shoe of

the wearer, a rubber sole piece secured to said sole portion ,
ig.

and a film of rubber extending over said reinforcing piece Fig. 5.

and said sole piece onto said vamp and sole portion and in

tegral with said vamp and sole portion .

17. An overshoe having a continuous integral rubber ex

terior, a continuous integral rubber interior, and a reinforc

ing piece therebetween ,

18. An overshoe having a continuous integral exterior of

elastic waterproof material, a continuous integral rubber in Hirba

terior, and an extra sole piece therebetween .

19. An overshoe comprising a seamless thin highly elastic

rubber covering adapted to envelope the forward portion of Ralph Rahiser , James Garfield Cunningham and Franklin

the foot , and a reinforcement of elastic sheet rubber secured Benjamin Hall, co -inventors, all of Evans City, Pennsyl:

to said covering and disposed thereon to pass around the
vania, U.S.A. , 30th October, 1906 ; 6 years.

edge of the shoe sole of the wearer.
August, 1906. Receipt No. 138,565.

20. An overshoe having a vamp andinner sole portion made described, the combination with amain track andsiding
Claim . - 1. In a switch throwing device of the character

in one pieceof concentrically stratified highly elastic thin track, of'pivotally mounted springdepressed switch tongues
rubber , and a sole piece of elastic sheet rubber secured to

and covering the bottom of said inner sole portion and ex
connected together, casings locatedupon one side of said

i racks, a bell crank lever pivotally mounted in one of the

tending over the edges thereof to form a reinforcement , the
said casings and connected to said tongues , an operating lever

whole adapted to stretch in being placed upon the shoe of pivotally mountedin the other of said casings, and connecte

the wearer.

21. An overshoe having a vamp and inner sole portion made siding tracks, a 'shaft mounted adjacent to said track and

to said lever a spring retained plate mounted in one of sald

in one piece of highly elastic thin rubber,a sole piece of adapted to be actuated by said plate, said shaft being adapter

elastic sheet rubber secured toand covering thebottom of to move said tongues,meansmounted withinoneof said

said inner sole portion and extending over the edgesthereof casingsto lock said operating lever in its adjustedposition,
tu form a reinforcement and to retain the overshoe in place and means mounted within the other of said casings and con

on the foot , and a strip of sheet rubber extending around the rected tothefirst -namedmeanstorelease saidmeans, sub

foot entrance of the overshoe and adapted to reinforce the stantially as described .

said highly elastic thin rubber material at that point and by 2. In a switch throwing device of the character described.

itselasticityto act as an extra retaining means to keep the the combination with two pivotally mountedswitchtongues

overshoe in place on the shoe of the wearer.
adapted to be connectedtogether, of casings located in the
vicinity of said tongues, a bell crank lever mounted in one

of said casings andconnected to said tongues ,anoperating
No. 101,749. Shoe. Chaussure. lever mounted inthe other of said casings and connected to

Thomas Skerrett , Spokane, Washington , U.S.A. , 30th October, said lever, means contained within the last -named casing to

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 3rd October, 1906 . Receipt No.
lock said tongues in an adjusted position , meansmounted ad

140,017 .

jacent to the other of said casingsto release said first-named

means, andmeans to return saidtongues to their pormal

Claim.-1 . In a shoe the combination with the quarters and position, substantially as described.
full vamp of a shoe, of an auxiliary quarter attached to the

main quarter , and a half vamp and toe cap forming an in

tegral portion of the auxiliary quarter , the half vamp and
No. 101,751 . Tie Plate. Plaque de tirant.

toe cap being secured to the main full vamp . Bertie B. Moss, Salem , Indiana , U.S.A. , 30th October, 1906;6
2. In the construction of shoes the combination with the years. Filed 18th August, 1906. Receipt No. 138,791 .

quarters and a full vamp , of an auxiliary quarter having a

halt vamp and toe cap integral therewith , the auxiliary quar- vided at opposite sides thereor with counterpart lugs,one

Claim . - 1. A tie plate having a reversible lug plate pro

ter being attached tu the outer face of the main quarter of a lug near oneend and the other lug near the opposite end

shoe , and the ball vamp and toe cap being attached to the ' thereof ,

3.عوو

Filed 10th
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2. A tie plate comprising a main part having a groove ex- 2. Means for fixing a structural part or other device in po

tending from end to end thereof in one side of the part with sition , comprising a block or casting having a socket , re

latively movable means engaging said socket to hold said

block in position on a fixed support, and other relatively

movably means also engaging said block to hold said struc

tural part or device permanently in position relative to said

block .

3. Means for fixing a structural part or similar device in

position , comprising a block or casting having a screw

threaded socket therein , means engaging said screw-threaded

socket to hold said block in position upon its support and

other means also engaging said screw -threaded socket to

hold said part in position relative to said block.
4. Means for fixing a structural part or other device in

position , comprising a block or castin ; having screw - threaded

sockets therein , means for engaging one of said sockets to
hold said block in position on a suitable support , and means

for engaging the other of said sockets to hold said part in

position relative to said block.

5. Means for fixing a structural part or other device in

position , comprising a block or casting having sockets

therein , means for engaging one of said sockets to hold said

block in position on its support , a screw - threaded stud en
gaging another of said sockets , and means carried by said

stud to hold said part in position relative to said block.

6. Means for fixing a structural part or other device in

position , comprising a block casting having screw

threaded sockets therein , means for engaging one of said

ribs on the opposite side thereof, the main part having a luz sockets to hold said block in position on its support, a screw

hole in the middle portion of the groove , and a reversible lug threaded stud engaging other of said sockets, and nuts en

plate having two counterpart lugs at opposite sides thereof, gaging said stud for holding said part or device in position

one lug being near one end and the other lug near the oppo . relative to said block.

site end of the body thereof, either lug being insertible in the 7. Means for fixing a structural part or device in position ,

lug hole . comprising a block or casting having screw - threaded sockets

3. A tie plate comprising a main part having a groove in therein , a bolt engaging one of said sockets to hold said block
one side extending from end to end thereof with ribs on the in position upon its support , a screw - threaded stud engaging

opposite side thereof , the part having two pairs of spike other of said sockets, and a nut or plate engaging said stud
holes therein spaced apart different distances between the to hold said device in position relative to said block.

two holes of the pairs , said main part having also a lug hole 8. Means for fixing a structural part or other device in po
in the middle portion of the said groove, and a reversible lugsition, comprising a block or casting having a central screw

plate having two counterpart lugs at opposite sides thereo ?, threaded opening therein , means engaging said block to hold
one lug being near one end and the other lug near the oppo- the same permanently in position upon its support, a screw
site end of the body thereof, either lug being insertible in threaded stud adapted to enter said socket, means carried by
the lug hole , the body of said lug plate fitting into said said stud for holding said part in position relative to said
groove . block , and separators also carried by said stud .

4. In a tie plate the combination of a main part for sup

porting a rail provided with a groove in the top thereof ex
tending across said top and having a lug hole extending No. 101,753. Process of Making Cement and Con

crete Products.
across the groove at the middle portion thereof , with a lug

plate fitting into said groove and lug hole .
Procédé pourl a fabrication du ciment et béton .

5. In a tie plate the combination with a main part having

a groove therein and a lug hole in the groove , of a lug plata

fitting into the groove from either end thereof and extending

beyond the lug hole , the plate having a lug on one side near

an end thereof and another lug on its other side near the

opposite end thereof , either iug fitting into the said lug hole .
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No. 101,752. Fastener for Buildings in Construc

tion.

Attache pour bâtisses en construction .
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George H. Bartlett , Mattapan , Massachusetts, U.S.A. , 30th

October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 7th September, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 139,315.

101452 Claim . - 1 . The method of making a concrete article, con

sisting in confining concrete material containing an excess

The Unit Concrete Steel Frame Company, assignee ofEmile of water in contact with a polished and non-adhesive panel

George Perrot , all of Philadelpbia , Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , beneath said material , and allowing the same to remain in

30th October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 27th August, 1906. Re- such contact until dry and hardened and provided with a
ceipt No. 138,997 . permanent polish .

Claim.-1. Means for fixing a structural part or other de- 2. The method of making a concrete article having a

vice in position , comprising a block or casting , relatively polished surface , consisting in confining a requisite quantity

movable meang 'engaging said block or casting to hold the of concrete material containing an excess of water. during

same in position on a fixed support, and other relatively mov- the setting and hardening and drying of the material , with a

able meansalso engaging said block to hold said part per- lower face portion thereof in contactwith a polished, mois

manently in position relative thereto . ture repellent and non -adhesive surface or panel.
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3. The method of making a concrete article having a either of said openings , and extending transversely of said

polished surface consisting in preparing the concrete ma- frame.

terial under the wet process , and confining a requisite 5. A copy holder comprising in combination a frame har.

quantity of such material during the setting and hardening ing an elongated opening therethrough, and adapted to sup

thereof, with a lower portion in contact with a polished , port a sheet of copy, a movable clamp mounted in said open

moisture repellent , and non -adhesive surface or panel until / ing and comprising a frame disposed upon the face of said

it becomes dry and hard. first frame, an anchor disposed behind said first frame, and

4. The method of making a concrete article having a a spring connecting said anchor with said second frame and

polished surface , consisting in depositing concrete material resiliently maintaining said second frame in position .

including hydraulic cement with an excess of water in a 6. A copy holder comprising in combination , a frame , &

mould having a glossy bottom panel , and allowing the same rack carried thereby, a movable sleeve mounted on sald

to remain in contact with said panel during the settling and frame and having a rotatable pinion meshing with said rack .

draining of the water in the material thereby causing the said pinion being adapted to adjust said sleeve , a spring in

last hardening to take place in the portion of the article connection with said sleeve and maintaining frictional pres

that is in contact with said panel , the said article remaining sure between said sleeve and said frame , and a marker car

in contact with the panel until hardened and dry and pro- ried by said sleeve and projecting across said frame.

vided with a , permanent polish . 7. A copy holder comprising in combination , a frame . å

5. The method of making a concrete article having a rack carried thereby, a movable sleeve mounted on said

polished surface. consisting in moulding a requisite quantity frame and having a rotatable pinion meshing with said

of concrete material containing an excess of water in a rack , said pinion being adapted to adjust said sleeve, 1

mould having a greater depth than width , and having a spring in connection with said sleeve and maintaining fric

polished, moisture repellant , and non -adhesive botton sur- tional pressure between said sleeve and said frame , an arın

face or panel , and leaving said material in the mould during rigidly carried by said sleeve , and a marker bar jointed to

the setting and hardening and drying of the cement , whereby said arm and projecting across the face of said frame .

the said article is formed with a glassy narrow edge .
8. In a copy holder in combination , a frame adapted to

6. The method of making an ornamented concrete article support a sheet of copy , a base piate projecting forwardly

which consists in depositing upon a smooth and glossy form . from the lower portion thereof and having a substantial

ing surface a mass of concrete which includes hydraulic central groove in the upper face thereof, said base plate

cement containing an excess of water causing the cement to further having a second groove near one extremity thereof,

cover the forming surface , and confining the mass until the an angle clamp attached to the point of connection of said

cement crystallizes and dries . frame and said base plate , means for constraining said

7. The method of making an ornamented concrete article angle clamp against said frame, and a draw bar attached

which consists in depositing a coating of hydraulic cement to said angle clamp and adapted to occupy either of said
upon a smooth and glossy forming surface , and then deposit- grooves.

ing upon said coating mass of concrete containing a hydrau

lic cement and an excess of water . the cement of the con- No. 101,755. Concrete Wall Forming Apparatus.

crete uniting with said coating , and confining the said mass
Appareil pour la formation de murs en béton .

until the cement crystallize and dries .

7

No. 101,754. Copy Holder. Porte - copie.

Fig. 1 . 7
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Jay Cook , Delwein , Iowa, U.S.A., 30th October, 1906 ; 6 years ,

Filed 18th July , 1906. Receipt No. 137,930 . 1014 50 cm

Claim .-1 . A copy holúer comprising in combination a

frame constituting a back adapted to support a sheet of Harry Philip Englehardt, New York City, New York, U.SA
copy, a base plate projecting forwardly from said frame, a 30th October , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 5th September, 1906 .

movable angle clamp supported on said base plate and Receipt No. 139,281 .

located in the angle between said base plate and said frame, Claim .-1 . In

and means for resiliently pressing said clamp inwardly.

apparatus for the purpose described ,

2. A copy holder comprising in combination a frame ad- standards are mounted , mould plates or boards adapted me
standards provided with channels, base bars on whichthe

apted to hold a sheet of copy, a movable clamp adapted to

secure said sheet , means for attaching said clamp to said movably engaging with said standards.

engage their ends in said channels,and a spacing block re

frame in a substantially central portion , and means for

attaching said clamp to saidframe in a latterlyremoved or uprights having channels ,mould plates forming the

2. In an apparatus for the purpose described, standards

position with said clamp projecting laterally fromsaid outer walls of said channels, base bars on which the standa
frame.

3. A copy holder comprising in combination,a frame pre- said standards,aa'spacing blockadapted to engagebetween

clamp mounted in saidopening,having a frametransversely said block ,and wedges for engaging betweenthestrap and
disposed upon the face of said holder and adapted to engage standards.
A sheet of copy placed thereupon .

dacopyholder comprising in combination aframe hav- standards havingchannels, angle plates formingtheouter

3. An apparatus for the purpose described, comprising

Ing anelongated opening disposed substantially centrally walls ofsaid channels, base bars on which the standards
therein , a second opening disposed laierally upon said frame, aremounted, andmould plates or boards adapted to engage

and a movable clamping frame adapted to be mounted in with their ends in said channels .
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tractor being adapted to suddenly release said cue when re

bars to

4. In an apparatus for the purpose described , inner and

tracted, and means operated by said handle for repositi
oning

said ball upon the table after being propelled by said cue .

outer portabl
e

standar
ds

having channel
s

, base

which the standard
s

are connecte
d
, and mould plates or

10. In a game device the combinat
ion

of a ball , a drop

boards having their ends detachab
ly

engaged in the chan

table , means for holding said table normally in substant
ially

nels .

horizontal position , means adapted to move said table into

inclined position , a runway adapted to receive said ball from

No. 101,756. Game, Jeu .

said table when the latter is in inclined position , and means

for subsequentl
y

positioning said ball upon said table.

fog a

11. In a game device the combination of a ball , a drop

Fig 1

table, means for holding said takie normally in substantiall
y

horizontal position , means adapted to move said table into

inclined position , a runway adapted to receive said ball from

said table when the latter is in inclined position , means for

closing said runway against the admission of the ball when

the table is in normal position , and a positioning receptacle

for receiving the ball proceeding from said runway.

12. In a game device the combination of a ball , a drop

table , means for holding said table normally in substantially

horizontal position , means adapted to move said table into

inclined position , a runway adapted to receive the ball from

said table when the latter is in inclined position , a gate for

6 '
retaining the ball when the table is down and positioning

means adapted to receive the ball proceeding from . said run

way.

13. In a game device the combination of a ball , a drop

table , means for holding said table normally in substanti

ally horizontal position , means adapted to move said table

into inclined position , a runway adapted to receive the ball

ř 101456
proceeding from said table to direct it to a predetermined

point , and lift means located at said point and adapted to

raise the ball , substantially as described.

14. In a game device the combination of a ball , a drop

Bertram C. Kenyon , Mishawaka , Indiana , U.S.A. , 30th Oc

tober, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 29th August , 1906 . Receipt

table , means for holding said table normally in substantially

No. 139,081 .

horizontal position , means adapted to permit said table to

drop into inclined position , a runway adapted to receive the

Claim . - 1. In a game device the combination of a drop ball from said runway and to direct it to a predetermined

table , a cue , a receptacle for a cue ball in front of said point , means adapted to automatically raise said lift means ,

cue, a receptacle for object balls , means for shooting said and other means adaptedto lower said lift means when the

cue , means for lowering said table to inclined position .

means for lowering said ball receptacles , means for collect

latter is in raised position .

ing the balls from the table when inclined and directing one

15. In a game device the combination of a ball , a table

of said balls tosaid cue ball receptacle and the remainder zontal and inclined positions, means for rotating said table
pivoted upon a horizontal axis , and adapted to assume hori .

lo said object ball receptacle . means for raising said table about its pivot, a runway adapted to receive said ball from

to substantially horizontal position and means for raising

said ball receptacles to the level of said table .

the table when the latter is in inclined position , and means

2. A game device comprising a table , a ball , means for
for subsequently positioning said ball upon the table .

propelling said ball upon the table to thereby put it in
16. In combination , a table , a ball , means for positioning

play,means for repositioning said ball upon the table , and handle for operating said propelling means and said posi
said ball upon the table , means for propelling said ball , a

devices for correlating said propelling meansand repositioning means, and devices for controlling the times of oper
tioning means , whereby the ball is automatically reposi
tioned after being propelled .

ation of said propelling and positioning means.

3. A game device comprising a table , a plurality of balls ,
17. In combination , a table, a plurality of balls , means for

means for propelling one of said balls towards the others, rolling said ballsupon said table , means forrepositioning

means for repositioning said balls upon different parts of
said balls , tally tokens , tally means for delivering the same,

the table , and means for co - relating said propelling and a handle for putting into operation said ball rolling means

repositioning means, whereby the balls areautomatically and said repositioning means and said tally means, and de
repositioned after propulsion . vices for controlling the times of operation of said ball roll

4. A game device comprising a table adapted to lie hori- ing means, repositioning meuns and tally means.
zontal when the device is in play , a ball free to roll upon 18. In a game device the combination of a ball , a drop

said table, means for propelling said ball, means for subse- table ,lift means adapted to raise said table into normal

quently repositioning the same, and means for co-relating andsubstantially horizontal position, means adapted to
said propelling and repositioning means, whereby the se sustain said ball in raised position, a

quence of operation thereof is regulated mechanically .

ball receptacle

adapted to lift the ball to the level of the table when

5. In a game device , the combination of a table , an object the latter is in raised position and means for sustaining said

ball , a cue ball , means for propelling said cue ball toward ball receptacle in raised position.

said object ball and means for collecting and repositioning 19. In a game device the combination of a ball , a table ,

said balls . means for positioning the ball upon said table, means for

6. In a game device ,the combination of a table , an object propelling it upon said table, and spring driven means for

ball free to roll thereon , means for automatically position operating both of said means, substantially asdescribed.
ing said ball upon said table , a cue bal , means for pro 20. In a game device

pelling said cue ball toward said object ball , and means

the combination of a ball , a table ,

means for propelling the ball upon the table , a spring for

for co-relating said propelling and positioning means . urging said propelling means, means for repositioning said

7. A game device comprising a table adapted to lie hori- ball upon said table after said ball has been propelled,a
zontal when the device is in play, a plurality of balls free second spring for urging said positioning means to operate

to roll upon said table , means for propelling one of said the same , a handle for straining both of said springs, and

balls to act upon the others , means for repositioning the means whereby the said handle is adapted to release the

first propelled ball at one part of the table , other means for spring of the propelling means first and the spring of the

repositioning the other balls at another part of the table positioning means afterwards.
and means for co -relating said propelling means and both 21. In a game device the combination of a table, a ball ,

repositioning means for rendering the game device auto- means for positioning said ball upon said table , means for
matic . propelling said ball upon said table , means for returning

8. In a game device, the combination of a table , a ball , said ball from said table to said positioning means, a handle ,
a spring, ball propelling means urged by said spring , a means operated by the handle for driving said positioning

handle, and a retractor operatedbysaid handle for retract- and balı propelling and ball returning means, and correlat

ing said propelling means against the force of its spring, ing devices for controlling the times of operation of said

said retractor being adapted to release said propelling position and ball returning and ball propelling means.
means when in retracted position , and subsequently re- en 22. In a game device the combination of a table , an object

gage it . ball , means for positioning said ball upon said table , means

9. In a game device the combination of a table , a ball , a for propelling said ball upon said table, and means for re

spring, a cue urged by said spring and adapted to propel turning said ball from said table to said positioning means,

said ball, ahandle , a retractor operated by said handle for springs for operating said ball positioning means, ballpro

retracting said cue against the forceof its spring, said re- ' pelling means, and ball returning means, a handle for strain

.
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means .

ing said springs and correlating devices for controlling the controlling the times of operation of said propelling and

times of operation of said ball positioning means , ball pro- positioning means.

polling means and ball returning means. 33. In a game device , the combination of a table, a ball ,

23. In a game device , the combination of a ball, a drop means for propelling said ball upon said table , means for
table , means for supporting said table and adapted to hold positioning said ball upon said table, and co- relating de .

it normally in substantially horizontal position , said sup- vices operative upon said propelling means and positioning

porting means being also adapted to receive the ball from mean's for automatically controlling the times of operation

said tablewheninclined and to direct said ball to a pre- thereof , said co - relating devices including a fan escapement

determined point, and means adapted to raise and lower said for modifying the rate of operation of said positioning

table supporting means.

24. In a game device , the combination of a ball , a table 34. In an automatic game device the combination with the

adapted to swing about a horizontal axis, means for operat- game playing parts, of a spring for driving the same, hand

ing the table to bring it alternately to horizontal and in- orerated means for straining said spring . a fan wheel escape

clined positions , a vertically movable receptacle for carry- ment for governing the speed of operation of the parts under

ing said ball , means for raising said receptacle to the height the influence of said spring, said escapement comprising two

of the table when in level position and lowering said re- independent fan wheels, one of which is a permanent part of

ceptacle to a position below the table when the latter is in the escapement and the other of which is auxiliary, a clutch

inclined position so that the balls may roll from the table for throwing the auxiliary fan wheel into and out of engage

to the receptacle, and devices for co-relating said table ment with the first, and a cam device for operating said

operating means and said receptacle operating means . clutch , said cam device being adapted to throw said auxiliary

25. In a game device the combination of a cue and object fan wheel out of engagementwith the first some time prior to

balls , a drop table having an aperture therein for the cue the return of the driving spring to normal condition , the re

ball, and an aperture for an object ball, means for raising tarding influence of the escapement being therefore greater
and lowering said table , vertically movable receptacles for at the time when the force of the spring is greatest.

carrying said balls , means for moving said receptacles to 35. In a game device having stationary parts and movable

a top positionflush withthe raised position ofthetable. playing parts thecombination includingsuch parts , ofa
andto a bottom position lower thanthe lowered positionof master member for operating said movable parts, a spring
the table for the purpose described .

operative upon said master member to return it to normal

26. In a game device, the combination of a ball , a table, position , a hand lever adapted to move said master member

means for propelling the ball upon the table, means for forward from normal position against the force of said
positioning said ball upon said table , two springs , the first spring, said hand lever being adapted to return to its normal
for urging said propelling means and the second for urging position independently of said master member, an escape

said positioning means, a handle for strainingsaid springs, ment for governing the return movement of the master mem
an escapement for controllingthe operationof said position- her under the influence of said spring, a spring influenced
ing means, and means whereby the saidhandle is adaptedto escapement arresterurged to project said arrester to stop
release first the propelling meansand afterwards thees- the motionof the escapement, a dog for holding said arrester

capement and through the escapement the spring of the inretracted position , means operated by said hand lever for
positing means.

throwing said dog and arrester into engagement with each

27. In a game device the combination of a plurality of ob- other and means operated by said master member for dis

ject balls, a cue ball, means for propelling said cue ball engaging said dog from said arrester.

towards the object balls , a table having an aperture there 36. In a game device the combination with the stationary

in , a platform forelevating said object balls to the level of parts of a table hinged at one end, meansfor raising and

the table through the aperture therein , means for propelling lowering the free end of said table to bring it to inclined

said propelling means, means for elevating said platform. position and to substantially horizontal position, ballsadap
and devicesfor co - relating said propelling means and plat- ted tobe played on said table, vertically movable lift means
form elevating means whereby the parts are so timed as to for elevating said balls to the table when the latter is in

elevate said platform tothe level of the table automatically horizontal position, collecting means for receiving said balls

just prior to the operation of said propelling means.
from the table when the latter is in horizontal position and

28. Ina game device the combination of a cue ,acue ball , delivering them to said lift meanswhen the latter is in low
a table having an aperture therein , a platformfor elevating ered position, and correlating devices for timing said table

said cue ball up to the level of said table through the aper- and platforms whereby the lift means is lowered before the

ture therein, said cue ball loosely fitting said aperture, table is brought to inclined position and said lift means is

means for both shooting said cue and elevating said plat- raised after said table is brought to horizontal position .
form co-relating devices for timing said shooting and ele. 37. In a game device the combination with the stationary

vating means to automatically elevate said platformto parts of a table hinged at one end , means for raising and

the level of the table just prior to the shooting of the lowering the free end of said table to bring it to inclined

cue, and ball confining means located below the levelof positionand to substantially horizontal position, balls adap

the table for governing the lateral position of the cue ball red to be played on said table, a vertically movable platform
the normalposition oftheplatform being below the level of for elevating said balls tothe table when thelatter is in
the table whereby the cue ball is retained within its con- horizontal position , collecting means for receiving said balls

fining means prior to the shooting of the cue . from the table when the latter is in inclined position and de

29. In a gamedevice the combinationof a cue , a cue ball, livering them to said platform when thelatter is in lowered

object balls, a table having an aperturetherein,a plat position, and correlating devices for timing said table and

form for elevating said object balls up to the level of the platform whereby said platform is lowered before the table

table through the aperture therein , means for shooting is brought to inclined position and said platform is raised

said cue, means for elevating said platform , and co -relating after said table is brought to horizontal position .

devices for timing said elevating mechanism and cue where- 38. In a game device the combination with the stationary

by the elevating mechanism automatically raises the plat- parts of a table hinged at one end, means for raising and

form to the level of the table just prior to the shooting lowering the free end of said table to bring it to inclined

motion of the cue , said platform normally resting below the position and to substantially horizontal position , balls adap

level of the table for preventing premature scattering of the ted to be played on said table , a vertically movable platform

object balls . for elevating said balls to the table when the latter is in

30. In a game device the combination of a ball , a table horizontal position , inclined runways for receiving said balls

having an aperture therein through which the ball may be from the table when the latter is in inclined position and de

elevated to the level of the table, a platform for elevating livering them to said platform when the latter is in lowered

said ball, and a downwardly yielding wall adapted to retain position, and correlating devices for timing said table and

said ball in said platform prior to the entrance of the ball platform whereby said platform is lowered before the table

into the aperture in the table . is brought to inclined position and said platform is raised

31. In a game device the combination of a cue ball , means after said table is brought to horizontal position .

for propelling the same , a drop table hinged at one end 39. In a game device the combination of a ball , a table

for permitting said ball to roll off when table is in inclined adapted to swing about a horizontal axis , means for operat

position, means for raising and lowering said table and co- ing said table for alternately swinging it to horizontal and

relating devices connecting said propelling means and said inclined positions , a ball receptacle for raising said ball to

table operating means whereby said table is held in raised the table , means for conveying the ball to said receptacle

position during the propelling action of said propelling from the table , means for operating said ball receptacle and

means and said table is subsequently lowered and again correlating devices for timing the operation of said table

raised prior to the next succeeding propelling action of said operating means and said receptacle operating means , said

propelling means. correlating devices including a fan escapement, a spring for

32. In combination , a table , a ball , means for position . driving it and a handle for both straining the spring and con

ing said ball upon the table, means for propelling said ball , trolling the escapement.

a handle for operating said propelling means and said posi- 40. In a game device the combination of a ball , a table

tioning means, and devices including a fan escapement for ' adapted to swing about a horizontal axis, means for oper
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ating said table for alternately swinging it to horizontal and No. 101,757. Continuous Kiln. Pour.

inclined positions, a ball receptacle for raising said ball to

the table , means for conveying the ball to said receptacle

from the table , a driving member having a limited move

ment, a compound lever connecting said driving member and

said ball receptacle whereby said receptacle received a

greater movement than has said driving member, said table

operating means being also connected to and operated by

said driving member.

41. In a game device the combination of a ball , an aper

tured table, a platform for raising said ball to the level

thereof, and a downwardly yielding retaining wall upon said

nlatform.

42. In a game device , tally means consisting of a token

receptacle, a member adapted to move in proximity thereto ,

ard a set of fingers on said moving member each adapted to

remove a token from said receptacle , said fingers being ar

ranged in series whereby the number of tokens removed de

pends upon the amount of motion of the member wherein

said fingers are mounted.

43. In a game device, tally means consisting of a token

receptacle , having an opening therein through which a

token may pass and a member having a set of projections

arranged in series and adapted to move across the opening

in said receptacle for removing tokens therefrom one after

the other , substantially as described .

44. In a game device , tally means consisting of a token

receptacle having an opening therein through which a token

may pass , a member adapted to reciprocate in proximity

thereto , and a set of fingers on said reciprocating member

for removing tokens from said receptacle , said fingers being Johann Rappold , Allschwil, near Basle , Switzerland , 30th

yielding in one direction for permitting return movement of October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 7th September, 1906 . Re

the reciprocating member. ceipt No. 139,312 .

45. In a game device , tally means consisting of a token Claim.--In a firing kiln with travelling hearth and in

receptacle , open at the bottom , a sector pivotally mounted bination , a firing flue with a recessed lower portion along
beneath said receptacle for supporting the tokens therein , each side, a dependent ledge between each recessed portion

and projections on said sector for removing tokens from and the upper portion of the flue, a hearth of fireproof ma
said receptacle. trial extending into said recessed portions and having side

ledges projecting upwardly behind the aforesaid dependent

46. In a game device including balls , tally means consisting ledges and means to continuously supply granular material

taken redeptacle, movable members for removing
to the space between the said ledges and to the side re

tokens therefrom , plungers for operating said movable mem

bers, a reciprocating tally box adapted to receive one and

also more than one ball behind said plungers for operating

said plungers and moving them different amounts depending No. 101,758. Dry Press. Presse à sécher .

upon the number of balls in the tally box behind them , a

power device and means operated by said power device for

first moving said tally box forward and subsequently return

ing it to original position .

he
47. A game device including balls , tally means consisting

of a token receptacle, movable members for removing tokens

therefrom plungers for operating said movable members , a

reciprocating tally box adapted to receive the balls behind

said plungers for operating them , a door at the back end of

the box for retaining and releasing the balls , and means for

operating said door .

48. A game device including balls, tally means consisting
of a token receptacle , movable members for removing tokens

therefrom plungers for operating said movable members , a

reciprocating tally box adapted to receive the balls behind

said plungers for operating them and means for automatically

reciprocating said tally box.

49. A game device including balls , tally means consisting

of a token receptacle , movable members for removing tokens

therefrom , plungers for operating said movable members , a

reciprocating tally box adapted to receive said balls behind

said plungers for operating them , a door at the back end of

the box for retaining and releasing the balls , and means for

automatically opening said door.

50. A game device including balls , tally means consisting

of a token receptacle, movable members for removing tokens

therefrom , plungers for operating said movable members, a
Johann Rappold, Allschwil , near Basle, Switzerland , 30th

reciprocating tally box adapted to receive the balls behind
October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 8th September, 1906 . Re

said plungers for operating them , a door at the back end of
ceipt No. 139,357.

thebox for retaining and releasing the balls , and means for

automatically closing said door. Claim . - 1 . A dry press comprising a mouid table , upper

and lower press heads, arms for supporting said press heads ,

51. A game device including balls , tally means consisting
means for raising the upper press head independently of the

of a token receptacle , a delivering sector, a plunger for oper lower press head, pistons operated by fluid under pressure ,
ating said sector, a reciprocating tally box adapted to receive and means connecting the pistons to the press head, arms to
a ballbehind said plunger and in front of the back wallof the force the press heads toward each other when the pistons
box , whereby the said back wall may act upon the plunger

are driven outwards , substantially as set forth .
through the ball , and means for reciprocating said box.

2. A dry press comprising a mould table , upper and lower

52. An automatic pool game apparatus consisting of a cas- press heads, arms for supporting said press heads, a cam for

ing , a table, a plurality of balls , means for propelling one of raising the upper press head independently of the lower

them against the others, means for repositioning them upon press head , pistons operated by fluid under pressure , and

the table, tally tokens , tally means for delivering said tokens , means connecting the pistons to the press head arms to

an means for operating and means for timinm said pro- force the press heads to Cher towards each other when

pelling means , repositioning means and tally means . the pistons are driven outwards, substantially as set forth .
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3. In a dry press of the kind described a hydraulic cylin- 6. The combination with a car having a doorway, of upper

der, two pistons mounted therein , an operative connection and lower brackets to opposite sides of the doorway, ropes

between the upper piston and the lower press head arm , an hanging from the upper brackets, ferrules provided upon the

operative connection between the lower piston and the upper lower ends of the ropes and having hooks , screw eyes adjust

press head arm , an inlet branch on the cylinder intermedi- able upon the lower brackets and engaged by the hooks of

ate the two pistons and means for controlling the supply of the lower brackets and engaged by the hooks of the respec.

fluid under pressure to said cylinder , substantially as set tive ferrules for maintaining the ropes taut , and a door hav.

forth . ing guides slidably embracing the ropes .

4. A dry press comprising a mould table , press heads on

opposite sides of said mould table , means for operating one No. 101,760. Sterilizer for the use of Barbers.

of said press heads arms independently of the other , a hy

draulic cylinder for operating both said press head arms to
Stérilisateur à l'usage des barbiers.

gether , means for controlling the supply of fluid under

pressure to the cylinder , and means for intermittently re

lieving the pressure in the cylinder simultaneously with the

raising of the upper press head arm , substantially as des

scribed .

5. In a dry press of the kind described , a rotary mould

table , upper and lower press heads, arms carrying said press

heads , a hydraulic cylinder , a valve therefor , pistons mov

able in said cylinder, operative connections between the

upper piston and the lower press head arm , operative con

nections between the lower piston and the upper press head

arm , a cam for raising the upper press head arm , a cam for

operating the cylinder valve , a cam for operating the cylin

der pump and gearing for intermittently rotating the table

and operating the said cams, substantially as set forth ,

(79
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No. 101,759. Grain Door for Freight Cars .

Porte à grain pour chars à marchandises.
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Ernest O. Bauer, Valatie , New York , U.S.A., 30th October,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 5th June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,581.

Claim . - A sterilizer comprising an outer casing formed

with openings near the top and bottom , a flange extending

inwardly from the casing, a heating vessel within the casing

and supported by the flange, the vessel extending above the

flange and forming a support for a razor or like, the upper

Fig. 101757
edge of the casing forming a guide for the handle of sald

razor , a heating medium in the casing below the vessel, a

support within the casing below the vessel, and in alignment
Ludwig A. Thorson, Melvin , Minnesota , U.S.A. , 30th October, with an opening in the casing , the supoprt and opening form .

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 11th August , 1906. Receipt No. ing a holder for an article between the heatingmedium and

138,589 . the bottom of the vessel, substantially as described.

Claim . - 1. The combination with the side posts of a freight

car /door opening having their inner edges rabetted, of sub- No. 101,761 . Syringe . Seringue.

stantially U -shaped channel bars fitted in the rabbeted por

tions of the posts and provided with longitudinal flanges lap

ping the inner sides of the posts and having transverse slots ,

fastenings piercing the posts and the slotted portions of the

flanges, the channel bars being adjustable laterally upon the

fastenings, and a slidable door having flanges working in
the U -shaped channel bars.

2. The combination with a car having a doorway, of upper

and lower brackets secured to the car at each side of the

doorway, a hanger depending from each upper bracket and

including a transverse seat which is open at one end, a

cable connected to each hanger and the adjacent lower

bracket , and a slidable door having guide loops slidably em

bracing the respective cables and capable of being received

within the seats and turned therein to swing the door up

wardly toward the top of the car.

3. The combination with a car having a doorway , of up
right ropes at opposite sides of the doorway , a vertically

slidable door having guides slidably embracing the ropes,

and adjusting means to maintain the ropes taut.

4. The combination with a car having a doorway , of up

right ropes at opposite sides of the doorway, a vertically Joseph Jacob Brin, Chicago, Illinois , U.S.A., 30th October

slidable door having guides slidably embracing the ropes, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 16th June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,925 .

pairs of brackets for the support of the ropes , and adjusting Claim . - 1. In a syringethe combination with a spray tube
means carried by certain of the brackets for maintaining the ofa series of distending fingers surrounding said tube and

ropes

bethe combination with a car having a doorway , or upper which the outer ends of said fingers are slidably connected

and lower brackets at opposite sides of the doorway,ropes andmeanstor" impartingaa relative sliding movement to
carried by the brackets, there being a threaded adjustment said coneand finger members, substantially as described
between one end of each rope and the adjacent bracket to

maintain the rope taut, anda door havingguides slidably series of distendingfingerssurrounding said spray tube.rs
embracing the ropes.

bevelled head to which the outer ends of said fingers are
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slidably connected and means for imparting a relative slid channel intersecting the furrows, and means for operating

ing movement to said head and finger members, substanti- said disc .

ally as described .

3. In a syringe the combination with a spray tube , of an

expansible frame, a bevelled head having tracks within

it , the frame being slidably connected to said tracks where

by the end of the frame will lie concealed within said

head when in a contracted position , and means for impart

ing a relative sliding movement to said head and frame,

substantially as described .

4. In a syringe the combination with a spray tube hav

ing fingers attached thereto , of a sleeve sliding upon said

tube, a bevelled cone attached to said sleeve , grooves with

ing said cone to which the fingers are slidably connected,

and means for imparting a relative sliding movement to

said cone and finger members, substantially as described.

5. In a syringe the combination with a spray tube of a

series of distending fingers, a sleeve sliding upon said

spray tube and provided with a cushion , a slotted cone at

tached to said sleeve, to which the outer ends of said

fingers are slidably connected and means for imparting a

relative sliding movement to said cone and finger members ,

substantially as described .

6. In a syringe the combination with a spray tube , of

a series of distending fingers surrounding said tube , means
2. In a veterinary dental implement, a supporting arm ter

for distending said fingers comprising a conetowhichthe minating in a circular socket, a disc mounted for rotation

outer ends of said fingers are slidably attached and pro
in said socket and provided with tangential abrading furrows

ject beyond the end of the cone, and means for imparting a
and with a circular channel in said furrows disposed eccen

relative movement to said cone and finger members, sub - trically to said disc, and means operating through said arm

stantially as described .
for rotating said disc .

7. In a syringe, the combination with a spray tube , of a
3. In a veterinary dental instrument , an arm having at one

end a head provided with an internal circular shoulder, a
series of distending fingers surounding said tube, and means
for distending said fingers comprising a head to which the disc having an abrading surface and mounted for rotation

outer ends of said fingers are slidably connected, saidhead upon said shoulder, and means operative through said arm

for rotating said disc.
being ofa form and size to serve as a guard for the ends

of said fingers , and means for impartingarelative sliding socket, a gear mounted in thesocket and having its hub ex
4. A veterinary dental float having a held provided with a

movement to said head and fingers, substantially as des
cribed . tending rearwardly through a bearing in the head, means for

8. In a syringe , the combination with a spray tube, of a
detachably securing the hub of the gear in place , a disc de

series of distending fingers surrounding said tube , means
tachably secured to the face of the gear andmounted in said

for expanding and contracting said fingers comprising a
socket, and operating means including a pinion meshing with
said gear.

longitudinally grooved cone - shaped head to which the outer

ends of said fingers are slidably attached, the grooved end a head provided with an internal circular shoulder and
5. In a veterinary dental instrument, an arm having at one

guides of said head being inwardly convergent at a greater with a central transverse bearing, a gear having a bub ex

angle throughout their inner portions than throughout

their outer portions , whereby said fingers resist compres
tending through said bearing and likewise extending beyond

the opposite face of the gear and internally threaded , a stop

sion through external contraction throughout the first part plate bearing upon the rear face of said head and held in

of their contracting movement and yield to external com- position by a cap screw operating through said plate, and

pression throughout the latter part of their contracting into said hub within said bearing, a disc having an abrading

movement , substantially as described .
surface , and mounted for rotation upon said shoulder, an]

provided with a socket for engaging the adjacent portion of
No. 101,762. Artificial Teeth . Dent artificielle . said hub , and held in position by a cap screw operating

through said disc and into said gear hub, and with a stud

extending into a cavity in said gear , a rod mounted for rota

tion in said arm , and terminating in a pinion for engaging

said gear , and means for rotating said rod .
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No. 101,764. Indicator for Dispensing Beverages.

Indicateur pour la distribution des breuvages .
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Harry B. Gregory, Newberry, Michigan , U.S.A. , 30th Oc

tober, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 8th June, 1906. Receipt No.
136,717 .

Claim .--An artificial tooth having secured to its inner side

a loop, a cap arranged over saidloop, an individual back

ing pressed oversaid cap and the inner side of the tooth, Henry A. Rueter, Boston, Massachusetts, U.S.A., 30th October,

said backings being connected together to form a bridge,

and said artificial teeth being secured in said individual
1906 ; 6 years. Filed 16th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,974 .

backings, substantially as described. Claim .-- 1. The herein described means for mechanically

employing trade marks or other insignia of origin in connec

No. 101,763. Veterinary Dental Float. tion with high pressure beverage dispensing apparatus for

securing and promoting the co - operation of the customers
Appareil dentaire pour vétérinaires.

and the beverage manufacturers in preventing fraud in dis ..

Garnet J. Read and Albert Meierhofer, Minonk, Illinois , U. pensing the beverages, consisting of the combination with a
S.A. , 30th October, 1906; 6 years. Filed 14th June, 1906. bar having a stationary pipe connection with a remote

Receipt No. 136,892 . source of beverage supply, and a high pressure dispensing

Claim .- l. A veterinary dental float having an abrading disc faucet located in said pipe at the bar, of an indicator located

provided with tangential abrading furrows andaneccentric always between the attendant and the customer ,containing

10-35
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the manufacturer's name, trade mark, or other distinctive member being provided at its free end with a punch - like

and attractive insignia denoting origin , and indicator oper- member, substantially as and for the purpose set forth .

ating means for conspicuously visually altering the indicator

in such a manner as forcibly to attract the customer's at

tention, said faucet and operating means operating indepen- !

dently of and unaffected by the high pressure within said

pipe connection , said operating means including permanent

connection with the faucet for automatically actuating the

indicator in the act of operating the faucet, and thereby

prevent fraud , as described.

2. As a means of preventing fraud in dispensing beverages

under high pressure, the combination with a bar, having a

plurality of adjacent stationary pipe connections for drawing

respectively different beverages under high pressure from

remote sources of supply, each pipe having its own independ

ent high pressure dispensing faucet located at the bar , of in

dicators arranged side by side at the bar within the direct

visual range of the customer when being operated under

normal conditions by the attendant, and each containing the

manufacturer's name, trade mark, or other distinctive and

attractive insigna denoting origin of the particular high

pressure beverage indicated thereby, and indicator operating

means for each indicator , connecting it with its individual

faucet , for conspicuously altering the indicator in such a

manner as forcibly to attract the customer's attention in the

act of operating the faucet , said faucets and operating means

being capable of operating independently of and unaffected

by the high pressure controlled by the faucets .

3. The combination with a bar, of a faucet below said bar ,

and an indicator connected thereto to move into sight above

said bar and to disappear from sight below said bar, said in- 3. A dental tool for backing false teeth with gold com

dicator being moved from one ofsaid positions to the other prising a pair of pivoted handle portions , a forwardly ex

in the act of operating the faucet. tending jaw member connected with one of said handle por

4. As a means of preventing fraud in dispensing liquors, , tions,provided at its free end with a cup-like receiving

the combinationwith the baror counter, of a faucet provided socket, and a cap or covering of resilient material aranged
with a visual indicator normally extended prominently above upon said cup -like receiving socket , substantially as and for

the counter anddepressed from the sight of the customer by the purposes set forth.
the act of operating the faucet . 4. A dental tool for backing false teeth with gold com

5. As a means of preventing fraud in dispensing liquors, prising a pair of pivoted handle portions, one of said handle

the combination with the bar or counter, of a faucethaving portions being provided with a forwardly extending jaw

an operating handle provided with an upward extension, member, a cap or covering made of rubber or similar ma
whose upper end is provided with means for giving visual as terial , and means for securing the said cam or cover to

surance that the correct faucet is operated , said means oper the said jaw member, a forwardly extending arm connected

ating in the direct range of vision of the customer ordering a to the other handle portion , a forked jaw niember pivot

liquor, said means containing the trade mark or other in
signia of origin of the particularliquor,the movementof the ally connected to said forwardly extending arm , a cap

or covering made of rubber or similar material , arranged

handle giving a wide amplitude of conspicuous movement to

said trademarkattheendof said extension, whereby the ber , meansfor securing the said cap or covering thereto.
upon the free end of one of the arms of said forked jaw mem

attention of the customer is drawn to said trade mark and
and a punch- like member connected wth the other arm of the

his co -operation is thereby enlisted to prevent fraud .
said forked jaw member, substantially as and for the pur

6. As a means of preventing fraud in dispensing liquors , a

plurality of signals having different distinguishing character
poses set forth.

istics in the nature of conspicuous marks of origin of the res
5. A dental tool for backing false teeth with gold compris

pective liquors,andhaving a position in sight anda position ing a pair of pivoted handle portions,one of said handle por

out of sight, and connected respectively to the differentdis- tions being provided with a forwardly extending jaw mem

pensing devices, the movement of said signals from one of ber, a cap or covering made of rubber or similarmaterial,

said positions to the other being such as to attract atten and means for securing the said cap or covering to the said

tion and induce the customer to scrutinize said marksof jaw member, a forwardly extending arm connected with the

origin , whereby 'he is led to watch for the movement of a other handle portion , a forked jaw member pivotally con

given signal when ordering a corresponding liquor, and oper nected to said forwardly extending arm, a cap or covering

ating means for said signals , operated by the delivery of made of rubber or similar material , arranged upon the free

the liquor, for changing from one of said positions to the end of one of the arms of said forked jaw member, and

other the signal relating to the particular liquor being dis
means for securing a cap or covering thereto , and a punch

pensed.
like member connected with the other arm of the said forked

jaw member, said punch -like member being provided with a

No. 101,765. Dental Tool.
hole or opening in the end thereof adapted to fit over the

Outil dentaire.
pins or studs of the false tooth, the said punch - like member

Charles A. Spahn , Newark , New Jersey, U.S.A. , 30th October, providing a means for adapting the gold around the base of

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 13th June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,838 . the pins or studs of the said false tooth, substantially as and

Claim.-1. A dental tool for backing false teeth with gold for the purposes set forth .

comprising a pair of pivoted handle portions , a forwardly
6. A dental tool for backing false teeth with gold compris

extending jaw member provided at its free end with a re ing a pair of pivoted handle portions , a forwardly extending

silient cap or covering connected with one of said handle jaw member connected with one of said handle portions, a

portions, and a forwardly extending arm connected to the cup - like receiving socket connected with the free end of said

otherhandle portion, said forwardly extending arm being jaw member, a cap or covering of resilient material arrang

provided with an oscillating forked jaw member, one of the ed upon said cup -like receiving socket , said cap or covering

arms of the said forked jaw member being provided at its consisting of a main body portion, substantially in the form

free end with a resilient cap or covering and the other arm of a truncated cone , said main body portion being adapted

of the forked jaw member being provided at its free end
to be inserted within the said cup-like receiving socket , and

with a punch - like member, substantially as and for the pur- an annular head extending around said cap or covering,

pose set forth.
adapted to engage with the outer edges of the said cup - like

2. A dental tool for backing false teeth with gold com- receiving socket , a forwardly extending arm connected to

prising a pair of pivoted handle portions , a forwardly extend- the other handle portion, a forked jaw member pivotally
ing jaw member connected with one of said handle portions, connected upon the free end of said forwardly extending arm ,

provided at its free end with a cup- like receiving socket, and the said forked jaw member being provided with a pair of
a cap or covering of resilient material arranged upon said downwardly extending arms , a cup-like receiving socket

cup- like receiving socket, a forwardly extending arm con- upon the free end of one of said arms, a cap or covering of
nected to the other of said handle portions, said forwardly resilient material , arranged upon the said cup -like receiving

extending arm being provided with an oscillating forked jaw socket , said cap or covering consisting of a main body por
member, one of the arms of said forked jaw member being tion , substantially in the form of a truncated cone, said

provided at its free end with a cup - like receiving socket , a main body portion being adapted to be inserted within the

cap or covering or resilient material arranged upon said cup- said cup -like receiving socket, and an anular head extending
like receiving socket,and the other arm of said forked jaw around the said cap or covering, adapted to engage with the
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outer edges of said cup- like receiving socket, and a punch- having curved blades, and the curve of one set of blades

like member connected with the other arm , said punch - like varying in depth from that of the other set of blades.

member being provided with a hole or opening in the end

thereof adapted to fit over the pins or studs of the false

tooth, the said punch- like member providing a means for

adapting the gold around the base of the pins or stubs of the

said false tooth, substantially as and for the purposes set

forth .
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No. 101,766 . Processof Obtaining Fibre and other
Products from the Plant Balsam Orriza .

Procédé pour obtenir des fibres , et autres produits des plantes

de baumier,

William Sunderland, Lehi , Utah , U.S.A., 30th October, 1906 ;

6 years . Filed 18th June, 1906. Receipt No. 137,071 .

claim . - The process of obtaining fiber, rubber gum , resins

and other bodies from the plant balsam orriza consisting in

first, removing the bark ; second, boiling in an alkali solu

tion and removing the floating gum ; third , fermenting in

water rendered alkaline and lastly , carding ahe resulting

fibre and evapourating the alkali solutions to dryness , sub

stantially as described.
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No. 101,767. Match Box. Boîte à allumettes.
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3. The combination with a rotatable carrier having a

series of curved blades , of a second rotatable carrier having

a series of curved blades formed on an arc shorter than

that on which the blades of the first carrier are formed ,

one of said carriers being rotatable in a direction opposite

to that of the other, and a casing having supply and ex

haust ports.

4. The combination with a casing having supply and ex

haust pors of a shaft journalled in said casing, carriers
secured to said shaft, and each having a series of curved

blades , the arc on which one series of blades is formed be

ing shorter than that of the other series, a second shaft

surrounding he first - named shaft , and also journa..nu in

the casing , a series of carriers secured to said second shaft,

a series of curevd blades on each carrier of the second shaft,

each series of blades being formed on an are shorter than

the arc on which the preceding blades are formed and

means for transmitting power from the shafts.

5. The combination with a casing having supply and ex

haust ports , of a pair of shafts, one mounted within the

other, a series of carriers, each having a chamber adjacent

to its periphery, secured to the inner shaft , curved blades

in each of said chambers, a carrier secured to the outer

Francis B. Watson, Caldwell , Kansas, U.S.A. , 30th October, shaft . and having a chamber adjacent to its periphery, and

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 15th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,931 . curved blades in said chamber, a drum projecting from said

Claim .-- 1. A match box comprising a casing, the lower carrier. carriers, each having a chamber adjacent to its

portion of the walls of which taper toward each other, periphery and curved blades in said chamber, secured to

said walls having cut-away portions , retaining springs car the drum , the blades of all the carriers being progressively

ried by the inclined portion of one of said walls and ex shallower, and power transmitting elements carried by the

tending across the bottom of the casing to a point adjacent
shafts .

the bottom of the other of said walls , and a guard bar se 6. In a fluid actuated turbine, the combination with a

cured to the casing and extending therebelow insuch posi- carrier having curved blades , of a second reversely operable
tion as to limit the movementof the retaining springs, said carrier also having curved blades drawn on anarcshorter
bar having an upwardly bowed portion . than the arc of the blades of the first carrier, and mean ;

2. In a match box the combination with a receptacle , of for transmitting power from said carriers.

match retaining springs normally closing the bottom of
7. The combination with a series of connected carriers

said receptacle , and a fillingslide adapted to be inserted operablein one direction , and having progressively varying
between said springs and the base of the receptacle . curved blades , of a second series of reversely operable car

3. A match box comprising a casing having an open bot
riers also having progressively varying blades, and means

tom , springs spanning the bottom of said opening casing, a for transmitting power from said carriers .

filling slidet adapted to be inserted between said springs anh 8. The combination with a casing having supply and ex

the bottom ofsaid casing toform a temporary bottom for laust ports , of reversely operable sets of carriers , and

the box while the sameis being filled, anda retaining spring blades orbuckets of progressively varying curvature car
plate formed upon the box and forming a keeper for the ried by said carriers.
slide when said slide is not in use . 9. The combination with a casing having supply and ex

haust ports, of a primary carrier having curved blades to

receive the motive fluid , a reversely operable carrier havingNo. 101,768. Fluid Actuated Turbine.
curved blades of less depth than the blades of the primary

Turbine à fluide.
carrier , a carrier operable ' in the same direction as the

Frederick William Gordon , Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and than those of the interposed reversely operable carrier ,
primary carrier , and having curved blades less in depth

Alexander Gordon , Ashbury Park, New Jersey, U.S.A. ,
a second reversely operable carrier having curved blades

assignee of a half interest, 30th October , 1906 ; 6 years .
of less depth than the preceding carrier a third carrier

Filed 29th May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,361 .
operable in the same direction as the primary carrier, and

Claim .-- 1. The combination with a carrier having curved hraving curved blades of less depth than the preceding re

blades, and operable in one direction, of a second carrier versely operable carrier, a shaft to whichone set of car

naviag blades varying in curvature from the blades of ine riers is secured , a tubular shaft surrounding the other

other carier, and operable in an opposite direction, whereby 'shaft, and a drum projecting from said tubular shaft, and

the motive fluid will bereceived by one set of blades at an to which the other set of carriers is secured .

angle varying from that at which it is received by the other 10. The combination with a casing having supply and

set of blades . exhaust ports. of reversely operable carriers, each carrier

2. The combination with a casing having supply and ex- having curved blades, and the curve of one set of blades

haust ports,ofreversely operable carriers ,each carrier i varying in depthfrom that of the other set of blades.
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No. 101,769 . Conveyer Belt. Courroie de transport.
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a lever having two equal hooks pivoted to it , and the other

of which has a chain , substantially as described.

2. In straining devices , a wire gripping frame having joint

ed members h , i, j , adapted to swing freely and having two

pivoted arms forming a large clear central space , substanti

ally as described .

3. In straining devices, a wire gripping frame having an

arm c, with a jaw recess e , arm recess f , and perforated lug

g , in combination with an arm pivoted to the first-named arm

and connections from both said arms to a chain or lever,

substantially as described .

4. In straining devices , a wire gripping frame having two

metal arms one having a recess at w formed by bending over

a part of the metal , also a recess at æ formed by bending

over another part of the metal which forms a lug having a

pivot pin through the said lug and both arms , as described .

5. In straining devices the combination with a wire grip

ping frame arm having a pivot pin at one side of the longi

tudinal central line of the frame and a lug having an eye at

that side of the pivot pin which is remote from the said line,

substantially as described.

6. In straining devices , a lever end n having its metal bent

over forming a longitudinal gap, a fulcrum pin for a connec

tion p , and two hooks which are of equal length and have

ends pivoted within the gap , substantially as described .
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No. 101,771 . Holder and Exhibitor for Cards.

Ernest B. Folsom and Warren Edwards Murray , assignee of Appareil à exhiber et porte -cartes.

a half interest , both of San Francisco , California , U.S.A. ,

30th October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 8th September, 1906 .

Receipt No. 139,336.

Claim . - 1 . A conveyer belt having staples driven through

it from the underside with the projecting ends of the staples

bent backward on top of the belt but not clinched, said bent

ends providing a substantially continuous armoured surface .

2. A conveyer belt having staples driven through it from

the under side with the projecting ends of the staples bent

back flat upon the surface of the belt , said flattened ends un

clinched and forming in the aggregate a substantially con

tinuous protective armour.

3. A conveyer belt having staples driven through it from

the under side and along the central portion of the belt most

subject to wear, said staples having their projecting legs

bent downward on to the belt to afford a substantially con

tinuous protective armour.

4. A conveyer belt having staples driven through it , with

the projecting legs of the staples bent back to provide a sub

stantially continuous protective armour.

5. A conveyer belt having staples driven through it with

the projecting legs of the staples bent back to provide a

substantially continuous protective armour, said staples ar

ranged with their heads diagonal to the belt to embrace both

the warp and woof threads.

6. A conveyer belt having wires driven through it from

the under side, means to prevent the wires being drawn Wiliam E. Hateway , assignee of John DanielKarle, both of
through the belt , and the projecting ends of the wires bent

back flat on to the belt in the direction opposite to the travel
Bridgeport , Connecticut, U.S.A., 30th October, 1906; 6

of the belt, said bent ends constituting a substantially pro
years . Filed 5th November, 1904. Receipt No. 119,747.

tective armour. Claim , -1. A card holder and exhibitor comprising a back

plate and a carrier pivotally supported thereto and in par:

allel relationtherewith, a card separator connected with said
No. 101,770. Wire Strainer . Tendeur de fil de fer .

plate and having a series of progressively arranged stops ,

each succeeding stop lying in a higher plane than the pre

ceding one, a spring actuated spreading finger adapted to ed

gage one edge of the pack of cards arranged in said holder so

that, when the carrieris turned on its pivotalsupport, the

pack iscarried along with said carrier through the medium

of said finger to distribute the cards against the several stops

of the separator and thus open the pack sufficientto display
he character and value of each card, said spreading finger

adapted to spring back and ride over each halted card so as

to engage with the remaining cards of the pack , substantially
as set forth .

2. A card holder and exhibitor comprising a back plate and

acarrier pivotally supported thereto andin parallel relation
therewith , a card separator on said plate having a series of

stops for the cards,eachstop lying in a higher plane than
the preceding one, a resilient spreading finger adapted toen

sage oneedgeof the pack, springs having projectionsadap:
tedtoengage the faceofthe uppermost card of the pack to
prevent displacement of the cards and also to effect the en:

gagement of the cards with the stops, substantially as set
forth .

3. The combination in a card holder and exhibitor of the

Thomas Francis Locke, Premaydena,and EdwinWalterDun- rier pivotallysupported thereto,meanson said plate for
character described , of a back supporting plate and ackor

combe, assigneeof a half interest, Deloraine,both of halting and separatingthe cards,means,including at arcus,
Tasmania , Australia , 30th October , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed slotin said plate and a co -operatingpin on said carrier for
11th July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,685. restricting themovement ofthecarrier with respect to the

Claim . — 1. In straining devices the combination of two wire plate, a support for the lower end of the cards, substantially

gripping frames one of which is connected to the fulcrum of las described and for the purpose set forth .
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No. 101,772. Boiler Tube Cleaner. 6. In a boiler tube cleaner the combination of a head or

Nettoyeur de tube de chaudières. casing having a fluid chamber, a piston arranged in said

chamber and having a port arranged to connect the space in

front of its shoulder with the portion of said chamber behind

the piston , said chamber having an internal annular groove

arranged on the front side of said shoulder in all positions

of the piston, a supply passage arranged in the casing and

communicating directly and constantly with said groove, and

a scale loosener actuated by said piston , substantially as set

forth .

7. In a boiler tube cleaner the combination of a casing hav .

ing a fluid supply passage and centering chambers exténding

Figa La v through sides of the casing and having enlarged inner por

tions which communicate with said passage, and centering

plungers sliding in said chambers and each provided with an

enlargement fitting the enlarged portion of the corresponding

chamber , substantially as set forth .

8. In a boiler cleaner the combination of a casing having a

fluid supply passage and centering chambers extending
through the sides of the casing, bushings arranged in the

Figs outer portions of said chambers , the inner portions of the

chambers being of greater diameter than the bore of said

bushings , and plungers arranged said bushings and cham

bers and provided at their inner ends with enlargements

adapted to strike the corresponding ends of the bushings ,

substantially as set forth .

9. In a boiler cleaner the combination of a head or casing

having a main fluid chamber , radial fluid chambers arranged

on the front and rear sides of said main chamber and a sup

ply passage leading to said main chamber, said front cham

bers connecting with said main chamber and said rear cham

bers connecting with said supply passage , a piston arranged

in said main chamber, means for controlling the admission of

the motive fluid to opposite sides of the piston , a scale loos
101772

ener actuated by the piston , and centering pins or plungers

fitted in said radial chambers , substantially as set forth.Albert Florian Krause and Charles C. Ladd, assignee of a 10. In a boiler tube cleaner the combination of a head or

half interest, both of Buffalo , New York, U.S.A. , 30th casing having a fluid supply passage and radial fluid cham

October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 28th June, 1905. Receipt | bers communicating with said passage, centering pins or

No. 126,434.

plunger's sliding in said chambers and adapted to project be
Claim .-- 1. In a boiler cleaner the combination of a casing yond said head and bear against a surrounding boiler tube,

provided with a transverse fluid chamber having an end open - cupped packing discs applied to the inner ends of said plung
ing which extends through the side of the casing and forms ers , and means for limiting the outward movement of said

a lateral exhaust port for the motive fluid, a piston arranged plungers in their chambers, substantially as set forth .
in said chamber , means for controlling the supply of the mo- 11. In a boiler tube cleaner the combination of a head or

tive fluid to opposite sides of the piston, and a scale loosener casing having a transverse fluid chamber and radial fluid
actuated by the piston and arranged to pass through the side chambers arranged on the front and rear sides of said trans

of the casing , substantially as set forth .
verse chamber , a main supply passage leading to said trans

2. In a boiler tube cleaner the combination of a casing hay- verse chamber and connected with the rear radial chambers,

ing a transverse fluid chamber provided with an internal an auxiliary passage extending forwardly from said trans

abutment and an end opeņing which extends through the verse chamber and connected with the front radial chambers,

side of the casing and forms a lateral exhaust port for the a piston reciprocating in said transverse chamber, means for

motive fluid, a hollow shouldered piston arranged in said controlling the supply of the motive fluid to opposite sides of

chamber , opening at its shouldered end into the chamber and the piston , a scale loosener actuated by said piston , and

closed at its opposite end , said piston having means for al- centering pins of plungers fitted in said radial chambers,

ternately connecting the interior thereof with the space be- substantially as set forth .

tween said abutment and the shoulder of the piston and with 12. In a boiler tube cleaner the combination of a head or

said lateral exhaust port, a supply passage arranged in the casing having a transverse fluid chamber provided with an
casing and communicating constantly with said space, and a internal annular groove or channel and radial fluid chambers

scale loosener extending through the side of the casing and arranged on the front side of said transverse chamber, a

actuating by the piston, substantially as set forth .
main supply passage leading to said groove , an auxiliary

3. In a boiler tube cleaner the combination of a cabing hay . pssage leading from said groove to said radial chambers, a

ing a fluid chamber provided with an opening in its end , a piston reciprocating in said transverse chamber, means for

hollow piston reciprocating in said chamber, means for con- controlling the supply of motive fluid to opposite sides of the

trolling the supply of the motive fluid to opposite sides of piston, a scale loosener actuated by the piston and center

the piston, and a hammer rod carried by the piston and ex- | ing pins or plungers fitted in said radial chambers, 'sub

tending through the hollow body thereof and the end opening stantially as set forth .

of the fluid chamber , substantially as set forth .

4. In a boiler tube cleaner the combination of a casing hav- No. 101,773. Excavator. Excavateur.

ing a transverse fluid chamber provided with end openings

extending through the sides of the casing, a piston arranged John C. Junkin , Drayton , and John E. Countryman , Grafton ,

in said chamber, means for controlling the supply of the mo- assignee of a half interest, both in North Dakota, U.S.A. ,

tive fluid to opposite sides of the piston, and a duplex ham- 30th October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 19th July, 1906. Re

mar consisting of a rod carried by and extending through the ceipt No. 137,960 .

piston and having its ends arranged in the end openings of
Claim.-1. In a excavating apparatus, excavating devices

the casing, substantially as set forth .

5. In a boiler tube cleaner the combination of a casing hav- arranged to moveoutwardly and upwardly in reverse direc
tions from the center of the ditch.

ing a transverse fluid chamber provided with an internal

abutment, said chamber being closed at one end and provided 2. In an excavating apparatus the combination with sup

at its other end with an opening which extends through the portingand guiding means, of a pair of endlessbucket

side of the casing andforms a lateralexhaust port, a hollow equipped carriers arranged to travel in the excavating
shouldered piston reciprocating in said chamber, opening at action , in reverse directions outwardly and upwardly from

its shouldered end into the chamber and closed at its opposite the center of the ditch , substantiallyas described .
3. In an excavating apparatus the combination with aend by a head , said piston having an exhaust port arranged

to connect its interior with theopen ended portion of the vertically adjustable supporting frame, of an endless bucket

fluid chamber and an inlet port connectingits interior with equipped carriermounted to move over guides on said frame,
the space between said abutment and the shoulder of the pis- and means for driving said carrier, substantially as des

cribed.ton a supply passage arranged in the casing and leading to
1161

4. In an excavating apparatus the combination with asaid space, and a hammer rod carried by said piston head and

extending through the hollow body of the piston and the vertically adjustable supporting frame , of a pair of endless
closed end of the fluid chamber and separated from the piston bucket equipped carriers mounted to move over guides on
walls by an intervening fluid passage, substantially as set said frame , said guides being arranged to cause said carriers
forth , to travel in reverse directions outwardly and upwardly from
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the center of the ditch, and means for driving said carriers , of an approximately U-shaped scraper located in position

substantially as described. for action on the interior of the buckets as the latter are

moved past the same in the vicinity of the dumping point ,

substantially as describe.

Fig . 16. In an excavating apparatus the combination with a

bucket and a carrier therefor arranged to move the same

from the filling to the dumping position , of a scraper ar

ranged to pass through the interior portion of said bucket

to clean the same at or in the vicinity of the dumping point,

substantially as described .

17. In an excavating apparatus the combination with an

endless power driven bucket carrier and guiding device

therefor including guide wheels located at the dumping

point , buckets attached to said endless carrier , said buckets

having their bottom portions formed on such lines that said

bottoms extend approximately concentric to the axis of the

said guide wheel when said bucket is at the dumping point,

and a fixed scraper located in position to engage closely
with the bottom of said buckets as the latter are moved in

Fig.13. the vicinity of the dumping point, substantially as described.

10. In an excavating apparatus the combination with a

pair of parallel laterally spaced endless power driven car
101743

riers and one or more buckets to the outer side portion of

which buckets saíd parallel carriers are attached, said

bucket or buckets having at the side adjacent to the bank

5. In an excavating apparatus the combination with a laterally offset lips or projections arranged to cut clearance

wheeled platform support, and a vertically adjustable sup- for the adjacent endless carrier, substantially as described.

porting frame , and means for imparting vertical adjust 19. In an excavating apparatus the combination with a

ments to the latter , of a pair of endless bucket equipped vertically adjustable supporting frame , of a fuid actuated

carriers mounted to travel over rotary guides on said sup- counterbalancing device operative on said frame, substan

porting frame , said guides being arranged to cause said car- tially as described .

riers to travel in the excavating action, in reverse directions

outwardlyand upwardly from the center of the ditch , sub- vertically adjustable supporting frame and excavating der

20. In an excavating apparatus the combination with a

stantially as described . vices mounted thereon , of a counterbalancing device for said

6. In an excavating apparatus the combination with a adjustable frame actuated by an elastic fluid under pressure,

counterbalanced vertically adjustable supporting frame , of substantially as described .

excavating device mounted on said frame, substantially as

described . No. 101,774. Roller Cutter . Coupe-rouleau.
7. In an excavating apparatus the combination with a

vertically adjustable supporting frame , of a pneumatic

counterbalancing device operative thereon and excavating

devices mounted on said frame, substantially as described.

8. In an excavating apparatus the combination with a

supporting platform , of a supporting frame vertically mov

able thereon , a pneumatic counterbalancing device oper

ative on the latter, means operative at will for causing

said frame to raise and lower, and excavating devices

mounted on said supporting frame, substantially as des

cribed .

9. The combination with a vertically movable support , of

a pneumatic counterbalancing device arranged to balance

said support in an intermediate position , and power actuated

means operative at will to force said support either upward

or downward from its center counterbalanced intermediate

position , substantially as described .

10. In an excavating apparatus the combination with a

supporting platform and a counterbalanced vertically ad

carrier mounted on said supporting frame , means for driv

ing said carrier in different positions of said supporting

frame and a variable speed feed device for lowering said

frame to force the buckets to their work , substantially as

described . Harry E. Wilmoth and Eugene Watson, assignee of a third
11. In an excavating apparatus the combination with a interest, both of Atchison , Kansas,U.S.A. ,30thOctober,

supporting platform and a counterbalanced vertically ad 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 1st October, 1906.

justable supporting frame mounted thereon, a bucket equip 139,942 .

ped carrier mounted on said supporting frame , means for

driving said carrier under different adjustments of sald
Claim . - 1. The combination of two rotary cutters pro

frame , a variable speed drive for moving said supporting
vided with shearing edges , and co -operating surface ad

jacent said edges
frame downward to force said buckets to their work , and a

which simultaneously with the cutting

operationdrawthe metal along the freshly cut edge there
relatively high speed feed device for imparting upward or
return movements to said supporting frame, substantially of, with means for supporting and rotating the cutters.

2. The combinationof two rotatory cutterseachprovided

as described.12. In an excavating apparatus the combination with a with a shearingedge and a roll portion,theroll portion of

supporting platform and a vertically adjustable supporting the roll portion of the other, todraw the metal along the
frame mounted thereon, a power driven bucketequipped freshly cutledgethereof with means for supporting and
carrier mounted on said frame and a device for counter

balancing said supporting frame comprising a pair of cylin
rotating the cutters .

ders anchored to said platform andhaving co -operating pis No. 101,775. Production of Nitric Acid from Air.

tons, connections between said pistons and said supporting Production d'acide nitrique de l'air .

frame and an air storage tank having a pipe connection

leading to said two cylinders , substantially as described. Salpetersäure Industrie Gesellschaft , Gesellschaft mit Bes

13. In an excavator the combination with a bucket equipp- chrankter Haftung. assignee of Arthur Paulding and
ed carrier and supporting and driving means therefor, of a Harry Paulding, Bismark , Westphalia. Prussia, Ger

bucket cleaning scraper properly positioned to scrape or many, 30th October, 1906 ; 6 years.

clean the buckets , substantially as described . 1904. Receipt No. 115,665 .

14. In an excavating apparatus the combination with an

endless bucket equippedcarrier and guidingand driving oxide , characterized by air or another mixtureof oxygen

Claim .-- Process for the production of nitric acid or nitric

means therefor, ofafixed scraper in position to scrape and and nitrogen being heated to a very high temperature bor
clean the buckets which are moved past the same , substan any non-reducing source of heat and being cooleddown
tially as described. from this highlyheated condition or chilled as suddenly as

15. In an excavating apparatus the combination with an possible , substantially as described andshown and for the

endless bucket equipped carrier and guiding means therefor, purpose set forth .
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No. 101,776. Dust Removing Device.

Appareil à enlever la poussière.

No. 101,777 . Furnace . Fournaise.

Fig. 1 .
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Emery I. Nichols , San Francisco, California , U.S.A., 30th Embury McLean, Brooklyn, New York,U.S.A., 30th October,
October, 1906; 6 years . Filed 12th December , 1905. Re 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 13th June , 1905. Receipt No. 126,

ceipt No. 130,925.
018 .

Claim . - 1 . A dust removing device , consisting of a steam Claim.--1 . In combination with a furnace , a blower, means

generator haviog a water inlet pipe connected to the top for varying the supply of air to the furnace from such

of the generator, and a steam outlet pipe connected to the blower, means for varying theescape of gases fromthe fur
bottom of the generator , a steam ejector connected to the race in quantities substantially corresponding to the quan

generator and discharging into or through the generator tities of air supplied to the furnace by the blower, whereby

chamber, and a heating device located below the generator, substantially uniform pressure in the furnace is maintained.
substantially as set forth . 2. In combination with a furnace , a blower , means for

2.A dust removing device, consisting of a steam genera- varying the supply of air to the furnace fromsuch blower,
ator having a water inlet pipe connected to the top of the means for varying the exhaust of gases from the furnace in

generator, and a steam outlet pipe connected to the bot- quantities substantially corresponding to the quantities of

tom of the generator, a steam ejector connected to the air supplied by the blower, the parts being so proportioned

generator and discharging into or through the generator and arranged that a substantially uniform atmospheric pres
chamber, a water regulating device consisting of the water sure is maintained in the furnace .

inlet pipe and valve stem therein being constructed of two 3. In combination with a furnace, a blower, means for

different kinds of metal, one having a greater expansion varying the supply of air to the furnace from such blower
when exposed to the action of heat than the other , and a in quantities graduated between the extremes , means for

heating device located below the generator, substantially varying the escape of gases from the furnace in quantities
as set forth. graduated between the extremes and substantially cor

3. A dust removing device, consisting of a steam generator responding to the graduated quantities of air supplied

formed of a series of hollow sections connected together to the furnace by the blower, whereby a substantially
and arranged one above another so as to form one uniform pressure in the furnace is maintained and the func

tinuous water and steam passage through the whole series tion of the furnace, such , for example, as the production of
of sections, from the water inlet at the top section , to steam pressure , is maintained substantially constant .

the steam outlet at the bottom section , and adapted to 4. In combination with a furnace , a blower, means for

prevent the water from flowing by gravitation through the varying the supply of air to the furnace from said blower in

series of sections, means for forcing water into the gen- quantities graduated between the extremes, means for vary

erator through the water inlet pipe connected to the top ing the exhaust of gases from the furnace in quantities
section, a steam ejector connected to the generator for graduated between the extremes and substantially corres
creating a vacuum , and a heating device located below the ponding to the graduated quantities of air supplied to the

generator, substantially as set forth . furnace by the blower, the parts being so proportioned and

4. A dust removing device, consisting of a steam gener arranged that a substantially uniform atmospheric pressure

ator formed with a series of hollow sections, connected is maintained in the furnace and the function of the furnace,

together and arranged one above another, forming one such , for example , as the production of steam pressure , is

continuous water and steam passage through the whole maintained substantially constant.
series of sections, a self - regulating water supply device, 5. In combination with a furnace , a blower, means for

consisting of the water inlet pipe being formed of a metal varying the supply of air to the furnace from such blower

having a greater expansion than the valve stem contained in quantities graduated between the extremes , means for

therein, when the same is exposed to the action of heat, a varying the escape of gases from the furnace in quantities

suitably designed steam ejector connected to the generator graduated between the extremes, and substantially corres
for creating a vacuum , a heating device located below the ponding to the graduated quantities of air supplied to the

generator, and means for discharging the dust and refuse furnace by the blower whereby a substantially uniform
into or through the generator chamber, substantially as pressure in the furpace is maintained.

set forth . 6. In combination with a furnace, a blower, means for

5. The combination of a steam generator provided with a varying the supply of air to the furnace from said blower
flue for carrying off the products of the combustion by iu quantities graduated between the extremes, means for

which the steam is generated, an ejector, an exhaust tube varying the exhaust of gases from the furnace in quantities

leading thereto, a tube leading from said generator to the graduated between the extremes and substantially corres
nozzle of said ejector , and a pipe for conveying to said ponding to the graduated quantities of air supplied to the

flue the matter discharged from said ejector, substantially furnace by the blower , the parts being so proportioned and
as set forth . arranged that a substantially uniform atmospheric pressure

6. The combination of a steam generator provided with a is maintained in the furnace.
fue for carrying off the products of the combustion by 7. A furnace, a forced draft blower therefor, a blower
which the steam is generated, a water regulating device engine, an outlet for products of combustion from the fur

consisting of a water inlet pipe and a valve stem therein nace, a damper controlling the outlet, and a steam boiler
constructed of two different metals , one having a greater heated by the furnace , combined with a damper motor and
expansion when exposed to the action of heat than the a steam regulating valve controlled by the steam pressure

other , an ejector, an exhaust tube leading thereto , a tube and connected on one side of the steam space of the boiler
leading from said generator to the nozzle of said ejector, and on the other to both the blower engine and damper
and a pipe for conveying to said flue the matterdischarged motor , the valve being constructed to automatically reduce
from the ejector, substantially as set forth . the amount of steam passing through it correspondingly with
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rise of steam pressure and to permit an increase of volume other, segmental bars on the gates at equal distance from

of steam passing through it correspondingly with a fall of their respective gates, pivots, guides on the post to receive

boiler pressure , and the blower engine and damper motor the bars , means connecting the inner and adjoining ends of

both being so constructed as to respectively cause corres- the gates and the posts , and extending beyoud the posts to

ponding variation of speed of the blower and corresponding open the gates, means connecting the pivotal ends of the

variations in the position of the damper , whereby a substan- gates and the posts and extending beyond the posts to close

tially uniform pressure in the fire chamber of the furnace the gates , means one said gate to lock the gates to

and a substantially uniform pressure of steam in the boiler gether, and means on the ground to support and lock the

may be maintained. adjoining ends of the gates.

8. A furnace, a forced draft blower therefor , a blower en

gine, an outlet for products of combustion from the fur. No. 101,779. Gate for Wire Fences.
nace , a damper controlling the outlet and a steam boiler

neated by the furnace , combined with a damper motor, and
Barrière pour clôtures de fil de fer.

a steam regulating valve controlled by the steam pressure

and connected on one side to the steam space of the boiler

and on the other to both the blower engine and the damper

motor , the valve comprising a diaphragm and means for ad

justing the tension , a passage for admitting steam from the

boiler to one side of the diaphragm and a passage from the

inlet side of the valve to the connection leading to the

blower engine and damper motor , the construction and

arrangement of the valve being such as to automatically re

duce the amount of steam passing through it corresponding

ly with rise of steam pressure and to permit increase of

volume of steam passing through it correspondingly with

a fall of boiler pressure , and the blower engine and damper

motor both being so constructed as to respectively cause

corresponding variations of speed of the blower and corres

ponding variations in the position of the damper, whereby

a substantially uniform pressure in the fire chamber of the

furnace and a substantially uniform pressure of steam in

the boiler may be inaintained.

9. A furnace , a forced draft blower therefor , a blower

engine , an outlet for products of combustion from the fur

nace, a damper controlling the outlet and a steam boiler

heated by the furnace , combined with a motor for the damper

adapted to be operated or controlled by steam pressure in

a direction to open the damper , and means opposing such

actuation of the motor and tending to hold the damper in

closed position and acting co - operatively with the motor to Roy Hamilton Singer , Uniontown , Maryland, U.S.A., 30th

cause the damper to assume positions corresponding with
October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 4th September, 1906. Re

the pressure of steam acting on the motor, and a steam
ceipt No. 139,258 .

regulating valve connected on one side to the boiler and Claim . - 1 . The combination with opposing fence posts and

on the other sidetoboth the damper motor and blower screw eyes set therein , of wires attached to one set of the

engine , said valve being constructed and arranged to reduce screw eyes and lever clamps secured to the other ends of

the volume of steam passing therethrough when the pres- the wires and consisting of curved bars having their free

sure of steam in the boiler rises above normal and to in- ends provided with lateral claws for engaging the wires and

crease it when the boiler pressure falls below normal for their opposite ends with openings for attachment of the

the purposes set forth . wires, and with a contiguous hook or notch , the same being

located out of lateral alignment with the opening and claw

No. 101,778. Gate. Barrière. as shown and described .

2. The improved closure for passageways in fences com

prising a series of wires, a series of screw eyes to which

the series are permanently attached at one end , lever clamps

secured to the other ends of the wires and having a book

and an end claw which are disaligned with the point ofat:

1918 tachment of the wire as described, and another series of

screw eyes adapted for engagement with the clamps in the

manner described,

1
6
1
7
7
8

No. 101,780, Wire Fence Tie.

Attache de clôture de fil de fer.A
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Isaac Newton Merritt , Grassies Corners, Ontario , Canada ,

30th October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 30th August , 1906 .

Receipt No. 139,111. John McCawly Gilmer, Montpelier, Ohio, U.S.A., 30th Octo:
Claim . - 1. In a lift and drop gate, a post , a gate having ber, 1906; 6 years. Filed5th September,1906. Receipt

a lower end pivotally connected to the post and adapted to No. 139,277.

be lifted , the Claim .-- 1. A wire fence tie consisting of a portion of wire
tance from the pivot, a guide on thepostto receive the bentin substantially circular form andengagingthefence
bar, means connecting the opposite end of the gate and the

post and extendirgbeyondthe post to lift the gate and the said wire opposite the sides thereof whichcontact and
and extendingbuy and the post to bring the gate to closed other, said tiealsohaving its endsbentaround itself and

means connecting thi pivotal end of the gate and the post terminating withinthe plane of the fence wires .

2. A gate waycomprising posts adistanceapart and oppo- wirefence tie consisting of a portion of wire bent inna

2. In combinatioawiththecrossed wires of a fence, :

sito to each other, gates having their lower and opposite closed Circuit and having its endswound partially around
ends pivotally connected to the postsandinline with each itself in opposite directions and terminating in the plane

other , and adapted to be lifted upward and away from each of the said fence wires .
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No. 101,781. Fence Post. Pôteau de clôtures.

Claim .- A fence post having a retaining member embedded

therein and comprising a pair of co - operating sections, one

of said sections being corrugated to form transverse open

ings and the other having its inner edge folded to form a

1
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Clement J. B. Moore, Calistoga, California, U.S.A :, 30th

October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 23rd July, 1906. Receipt

No. 138,082.

Claim . - A fence post comprising a right angular or L

shaped post, a squared base provided on its under face with

a depending spiral-shaped anchor, the base being of a suf

ficient height to provide a marginal recess on two of its

sides which extends downwardly into the base and part of

the way therethrough, said recess conforming to the con

figuration of the post, and said post having one end detach

ably mounted in the recess so that its end surface will con

tact or rest on the bottom of the recess and be wholly channel and engaging members adapted for entrance through
within said base, substantially as specified.

the openings and to engage at their inner ends within the

channel .No. 101,782. Fence Post. Pôteau de clôture.

No. 101,784. Structural Metal Bar.

Barre de métal pour construction .
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101784
Daniel Rupert Parker, Chelsea , Massachusetts, U.S.A. , 30th aa

Sarat

October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 26th September, 1906. Re
8

ceipt No. 139,806.

Claim .-- 1. A fence post comprising a concrete base , and a Carl Weber , Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. , 30th October , 1906; 6

metallic upright having its lower portion embedded in said
years . Filed 27th September, 1906. Receipt No. 139,858 .

base, and its upper portion provided with wire engaging

members inserted in orifices in the upright , each member Claim .-1 . As a new article of manufacture, a reinforcing

having at one end a screw thread and a nut engaged there bar for metal concrete construction consisting of a metal bar

with and adapted to bear on one side of the upright , and at having longitudinal wings with spaces between adjacent

its opposite end a head or hook adapted to engage a fence wings concavely curved in cross section and longitudinal

wire , and to hold the same against the opposite side of recesses at intervals in opposite wings having their bases ex

the upright . panded laterally and forming abrupt end shoulders project

2. A fence post comprising a concrete base , and a metal ing beyond the adjacent surfaces of the unrecessed portions

of the wings in which said recesses are formed .
lic upright composed of a metal strip bent to form two di

2. As a new article of ma ufacture, a reinforcing bar for
verging legs or members, the lower ends of which are em

metal concrete construction consisting of a metal var , fourbedded in said base , the said upright being provided with

adjustable wire engaging members . winged in cross section having recesses at intervals in op

posite wings and the bases of said recesses expanded later
3. A fence post comprising a concrete base , a metallic up

right composed of a metal stripbentto form two diverging ally and forming end shoulders,for the purpose set forth .

legs or members, the lower ends of which are embedded in

said base, and adjustable wire engaging members secured to No. 101,785. Turbine Pump. Pompe à turbine.

one of said legs .

Frederick Wilson Gordon , Philadelphia , Pennsylvania , and
4. A fence post comprising a concrete base, a metallic up

Alexander Gordon, assignee of half of the interest,
right composed of a metal strip bent to form two diverging

Ashbury Park , New Jersey, U.S.A. , 30th October, 1906 ;

legs or members, the lower ends of which are embedded in
6 years. Filed 29th May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,362.

said base , the said upright being provided with adjustable

wire engaging members, and one more cross bars or Claim .-- 1. The combination with a casing, of a pair of

braces connecting the legs above the base , shafts, one mounted within the other journalled in said cas

ing a series of independent carriers rigid with one of the

shafts and each having blades, the blades of one carrier
No. 101,783. Fence Post. Pôteau de clôture.

differing in spacing from those of another carrier, and a

HughC. Youngs , Attica, Michigan , U.S.A. , 30th October, series ofcarriersrigid with the other shaft, alternating
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 10th September, Receipt N with the first series and having blades , the spacing of one

139,371. set of which is different from that of another set.

Or

10--36
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101783 2.The herein described process of distilling wood which con

sists in subjecting the wood to the action of live steam in

troduced in the form of a plurality of fine jets until the

heavier oils begin to come off, then shutting off the supply of

live steam and introducing superheated steam in the same

manner until the distillation of the heavy oils is effected,

2. A turbine comprising a casing, means for supplying fluid substantially as described.

thereto , sets of connected carriers , each carrier having a

3. The herein described process of distilling wood which

series of parabolic blades, the delivery ends ofwhich lie in consists in heating the wood until the turpentine and heavy
oils have all distilled , then transferring the mass of partially

planes substantially parallel to the axis of the carrier and

mechanisms for driving one set of carriers in one direction

distilled wood to a second retort and there completing the

and the other set of carriers in an opposite direction .

distillation , substantially as described ,

3. A turbine comprising a casing , a carrier having blades

4. The herein described process of treating wood which

of parabolic form , the deliveryends of which lie in planes consists in partially distilling the wood in one retort and

substantially parallel to the axis of the carrier, means for completing the distillation in another retort, substantially

rotating said carrier in one direction , a second carrier also
as described .

having blades of parabolic form the delivery ends of which
5. The herein described process of distilling wood which

lie in planes substantially parallel to its axis , and means for

consists in partially distilling the wood in an internally

rotating said second carrier in a direction opposite to that heated retort, then transferring it to an externally heater re

of the first carrier.
tort and completing the distillation, substantially as des

4. In a turbine the combination with connected carriers
cribed .

each having blades of parabolic form and the delivery ends
6. The herein described process of distilling wood which

of which are substantially parallel to the axis of the carrier ,
consists in subjecting the wood to the action of live steam

of connected carriers each also having blades of parabolic until the heavier oils begin todistill, then shutting off the
form and the delivery ends of which are substantially live steam and introducing superheated steam until the heav

parallel to the axis of the carrier , means for independently ier oils are distilled , then transferring the mass of partially

rotating one set of carriers in one direction , and means for distilled wood to a second retort and there completing the

independently rotating the other set of carriers in a direc- distillation, substantially as described .

tion opposite to that of the first set . 7. The herein described process of distilling wood which

5. The combination with a casing, of a carrier having blades consists in subjectingthe wood in a closed retort to the ac.

of” parabolic form the delivery endsofwhich are nearly extending through the interior of the retort until the heavier
parallel to its axis , a second carrier arranged in close prox

imity to the first carrier and also having blades of parabolic oilsbegin to distill, then shutting off the live steam and in

form the delivery ends of which are nearly parallel to its troducing superheated steam until the distillation of the

axis, said blades being so disposed that they will enter the heavy oils is effected, then transferring the partially distilled
fluid delivered from the first set of blades without shock or mass of wood to an externally heated retort and then com

blow at an angle different from that at which it was entered pleting the distillation in the second retort, substantially as

by said first set of blades, and means for rotating the car
described.

riers in opposite directions . 8. The herein described precess of distilling wood which

6. The combination with a carrier having blades of para consists in distilling the wood for apredetermined period of

bolic form the delivery ends of which are nearly parallel to time by internal heating and then completing the distilla

its axis, said blades entering fluid at a certain angle , of a tion by external heating, substantially as described .

second carrier having blades of parabolic form , the delivery 9.The herein described process of distilling wood which

ends of which are nearly parallel to its axis and which enter consists in subjecting the wood to the action of live steam

fluid at an angle different from that of the blades ofthe distributed through the midst thereof for a predetermined
other carrier ;, and means for rotating the carriers in op- period of time and then subjecting the wood to the action of
posite directions. superheated steam in a similar manner for a second period

7. The combination with a rotary carrier having parabolic of time, substantially as described.
blades, of a second oppositely rotatable carrier having para- 10. The herein described process of distilling wood which
bolic blades differently spaced apart and of different height consists insubjecting the wood for a predetermined period
from those of the first carrier . of time to theaction of live steam then subjecting it fora

8. The combination with a primary carrier having parabolic second period of time to the action of superheated steam

blades, ofmeans for rotating said carrier, a second carrier and then completingthe distillation by external heating,

having parabolic blades differing in spacing , in number and substantially as described.

in height from the blades of the primarycarrier, and means
for rotating said second carrier in a direction opposite to No. 101,787. Brick Making Machine.

that of the primary carrier .

9. The combination with a primary carrier having parabolic
Machine à faire de la brique.

blades, of meansfor rotatingsaidcarrier,a second carrier Christian J. Boos, Jackson, Michigan , U.S.A. , 30th October,
having parabolic blades differing in spacing , in number and 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 22nd June, 1906. Receipt No.

in heighth from the blades of the primary carrier, and means 137,176 .

for rotating said second carriage in a direction opposite to Claim.--1. A brick making machine, comprising a mould
that of the primary carrier, constructed and arranged for vertical , step- by -step,

swinging movement into inverted position .

No. 101,786. Process of Recovering Turpentine, 2. A brick making machine, comprising a frame , a mould

Procédé pour obtenir de la térébentine. mounted for swinging movement within the frame, anda

double facing member associated with the mould , and means

R. H. Durward Benn , Montreal, Quebec, Canada, 30th October, constructed and arranged to present the double facing mem

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 7th June, 1906. Receipt No.136,670 berwith respectto the completed bricksto prevent ac

cidental displacementof the latter when the mould is
claim . - 1. The herein described process of distilling wood swung from over the bricks.

which consists in subjecting the wood to the action of live 3. A brick makingmachine, comprising a mould composed
steam until the heavier oils begin to distill, and then shut of separable parts, means constructed and arranged where

a
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by the mould may be swung upon a horizontal axis , and whereby the mould may be swung to an inverted position ,

means carried by the mould to prevent upsetting of the parts of the mould preventing displacement of the bricks

bricks when discharged from the mould . | when the mould is swung backwardly from over the bricks.

20. A brick making machine comprising a swinging mould

including separable facing plates , two of the facing plates

being formed of a single piece of material , means for swing

ing the mould into an inverted position , and means con

structed and arranged whereby the double facing plates may

prevent displacement of the bricks when the mould is swung

backwardly.

21. A brick making machine comprising a swinging mould

composed of separable facing member, means whereby the

mould may be swung to an inverted position, and means

whereby some of the facing members will prevent accidental

displacement of the bricks when the mould is swung from

over the bricks , the latter facing members being of sub

stantially Z -formation .

22. A brick making machine comprising a swinging mould

composed of separable parts , means constructed and arrang

ed whereby a part of the mould may be separated from other

parts thereof when the mould is swung from over the bricks

to prevent upsetting of the discharged bricks .

23. A brick making machine comprising a swinging mould

composed of separable facing members , a part of the mould

preventing accidental displacement of the bricks when dis

charged from the mould .

4. A brick machine comprising a frame, a mould mounted
24. A brick making machine comprising a mould con

for swinging movement within the frame, the mould in
structed and arranged for vertical swinging movement, and

cluding a double facing member , and means constructed
means to prevent accidental displacement of the bricks when

and arranged whereby the double facing member may be discharged from the mould.

separated from the mould when the latter is swung from
25. A brick making machine comprising a mould con

over the completed bricks .
structed and arranged for vertical swinging movement into

5. A brick making machine, comprising a frame, a pallet inverted position, a part of the mould preventing accidental

board support mounted upon the frame, a mould having displacement of the bricks when the moula isswungtoits
each side provided with a slot , a pallet board for dispos normal position .

ition upon the top of the mould , a lever mounted for pro 26. A brick making machine including a combined tilting

jection through each of said slots to detachably secure and swinging mould .

the pallet board against displacement , and means 27. A brick making machine including a combined verti

structed and arranged whereby the mould may be swung cally tilting and swinging mould.

vertically to inverted position upon the pallet board sup 28. A brick making machine including a combined tilting

port to permit of the removal of the completed bricks and swinging mould composed of separable parts .
from the mould. 29. A brick making machine comprising a combined tilting

6. A brick making machine comprising a swinging mould , and swinging mould including means to prevent accidental

à pallet board detachably associated with the mould , and displacement of the bricks when discharged from the mould.

a double facing member mounted for swinging movement 30. A brick making machine comprising a mould movable

with the mould, and also independently thereof. about two separate and distinct ares , and means carried by

7. A brick making machine , comprising a swinging mould . the mould to prevent accidental displacement of the bricks
a pallet board detachably mounted upon the mould , and when dierharged from the mould .

a series of double facing members mounted for swinging 31. A brick machine comprising a moull movable about

movement with the mould, and also independently thereof . two sengrate axes , and means carrier hv the mould to pre

8. A brick making machine comprising a swinging mould , vent accidental displacement of the bricks when discharged

and a double facing member mounted for swinging move- from the mould .

ment with the said mould and also independently thereof. 32. A brick making machine comprising a mould movable

9. A brick making machine, including a swinging mould, about two senarate axes and including means to prevent,

and a series of double facing members mounted for swing accidental displacement of the bricks when discharged from

ing movement with the mould and also independently the mould.

thereof.
33. A brick making machine including a combined tilting

10. A brick making machine comprising a mould having and swinging mould , both movements thereof being in the

each side provided with a slot and a pair of ears adjacent same direction .

each slot , a pallet board , and a lever pivotally mounted 34. A hrick making machine including a mould provided

in each pair of said ears for projection through the cor- with a shiftable fulcrum element.

responding slot to detachably secure the pallet board in 35. A brick making machine including a mould provided
place .

upon opposite parts with diagonally opposite fulcrum mem

11. A brick making machine comprising a mould having bers.

three of its facing members movable independently thereof, 36. A brick making machine including a mould provided

two of said members being formed of a single piece of upon opposite parts with diagonally opposite fulcrum mem
material .

hers , and a support provided with bearing notches for co

12. A swinging mould of the character described, in - operation with said fulcrums.

cluding separable facing members, two of the facing mem- 37. A brick making machine including a mould provided

bers being formed of a single piece of material . with fulcrum members, a support provided with bearing

13. In a device of the class described, a mould including notches for co -operation with said fulcrum members, and
separable facing members, two of the facing members being means carried by the mould to prevent accidental displace
formed of a single piece of material of substantially Z-for- ment of the bricks when discharged from the mould.

mation .
38. A brick making machine including a swinging moula

14. In a device of the class described, a mould including providedwith separable facing members,one of said facing
a substantially Z-shaped facing member. members being arranged to swing with the mould and also

15. In a device of the class described, a mould including a independently thereof .

series of substantially Z-shaped facing members. 39. A brick making machine including a swinging mould

16. A mould of the class described , including division having one element thereof movable independently of the

plates , a hinged back facing plate , a series of combined mould during movement of the latter.

front and bottom facing plates , and a removable pallet

board .

17. In a device of the class described, a mould , including | No. 101,788. Stock Car Char à bétail.

division plates, a hinged back plate , a combined front and
Rose Ellis, Creston , Iowa, administratrix of the estate of

bottom facing member, and a removable pallet board.
William F. Ellis , deceased , 30th October, 1906 ; 6 years.

18. A brick making machine , comprising a swinging mould ,
Filed 13th December, 1905. Receipt No. 130,952.means whereby the mould may be turned to an inverted

position , and double facing members associated with the Claim.-1. An attachment for stock cars consisting of sup

mould to prevent accidental displacement of the bricks / porting plates Daving means for protruding the same into

when the mould is swung from over the bricks. the interior of the car to support the intermediate deck

19. A brick making machine comprising a swinging mould or floor and for withdrawing them when said floor is re

of separable parts, and means constructed and arranged med
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2. An attachment for stock cars consisting of supporting 11. The combination with a stock car having as an ele

plates having means for protruding the same into the in- ment of its construction side walls formed of spaced longi .

tudinal slats , of supporting plates for protruding into the

interior of the car and sustained when thus protruded by

said slats , for supporting an intermediate deck or floor,

and for withdrawal when the intermediate deck or floor

is withdrawn .

12. The combination with a stock car having as an ele

Fig. 1 . ment of its construction side walls formed of spaced

vertical stanchions and spaced longitudinal slats , of sup

porting plates for protrusion into the interior of the car

for supporting an intermediate deck or floor, said support

ing plates having spaced recesses corresponding to the

spaced side members for engagement thereby to permit

said plates to be withdrawn into the spaces within the

framework when the intermediate deck sections are re

moved.

13. The combination with a stock car, of supporting plates

To

having means for protruding the same into the interior of

the car and for withdrawing the same when not required ,

Fig 3

and an intermediate deck section for extension across the

frig. 4 fag 5.
doorway opening and of greater width than the same for

14 35

supporting upon said plates, said deck section having lat

35 eral projections for extension into the doorway openings,

27
-17 14. The combination with a stock car, of supporting plates

22

having means for protruding the same into the interior of

Aug 10

the car and for withdrawing the same when not required,

and an intermediate deck section for extension across the

doorway opening and of greater width than the same for

supporting upon said plates, said deck section having lat

101488 eral projections for extension into the doorway openings.

and reinforcing stay plates extending beneath its ends and

resting with the deck section upon said supporting plates.

15. The combination with a stock car , of supporting plates

having means for protruding the same into the interior of

terior of the car to support an intermediate deck or floor intermediate deckfor support upon said plates when pro

the car and withdrawing them when not required , and an

and for withdrawing them into the spaces within the frame- trudedformed of a plurality of detachablesections placed
work when said floor is removed .

3. An attachment for stock cars consisting of supporting

side by side throughout the interior of the car.

16. The combination with a stock car of supporting plates

plates having means for protruding the same into thein- mounted toswing into the interior of the car to support an

terior of thecarto support an intermediate deckor floor intermediate deck or floor, and havingmeans for withdraw
and for withdrawing them when said floor is removed, and ing the plates when the deck or floor is removed,

means operative from the exterior of the car for actuating 17. The combination with a stock car of supporting plates

the plates .

4. An attachment for stock cars consisting of supporting intermediate deck or floor, and means for withdrawing the
mounted to swing into the interior of the car to support an

plates having means for protruding the same into the in

terior of the car to support an intermediate deck or floor

the plates when the deck or floor is removed and lateral

and for withdrawing them when said floor is removed , rods
shut - off plates carried by said supporting plates to fill the

having means for rotative connection to the car , and con

gaps in the car through which the supporting plates work

necting means between the plates and rods whereby the
when the supporting plates are projected into the car.

rotation of the rods will actuate the plates .
18. The combination with a stock car of supporting plates

5. An attachment for stock cars consisting of supporting ounted to swing into the interior of the car to support an

plates having means for protruding the same into the in
intermediate deck or floor, means for withdrawing the plates

terior of the car to support an intermediate deck or floor
when the deck or floor is removed, and lateral shut-off

and for withdrawing them when said floor is removed, rods plates integral with the supporting plates for filling the

having means for rotative connection to the car, connecting gapsinthe sides of the car through which said supporting

means between the plates and rods whereby the rotation
plates work when the supporting plates are projected into

of the rods will actuate the plates, and
the car.

for de

tachably supporting said rods with the plates in their
19. The combination with a stock car of supporting plates

withdrawn position .

for protruding into the interior of the car to support an

6. The combination with a stock car, of supporting plates intermediate deck or floor , means within the frame work

having means for protruding the same into the interior of when the intermediate floor is removed , rods mounted for
the car to support an intermediate detachable deck rctation upon the car frame, and means for connecting the

floor and withdrawing them when the intermediate deck supporting plates to the rods.

or floor is removed .
20. The combination with a stock car having as an ele

7. The combination with a stock car, of supporting plates ment of its construction side walls formed of spaced verti

for protruding into the interior of the car to support an cal stanchions and diagonal brace stanchions, swinging sup

intermediate deck or floor and for withdrawal into the porting plates for protrusion into the interior of the car for

spaces within the framework when the intermediate floor is supporting an intermediate deck or floor, means for with

removed .

drawing the plates when not required , said supporting

8. The combination with a stock car, of supporting plates plates having spaced recesses corresponding to said spaced

for protruding into the interior of the car to support an side members for engagement whereby when the plates are

intermtdiate deck or floor and for withdrawal into the withdrawn , and lateral shut-off plates carried by said sup
spaces within the framework when the intermediate floor porting plates to fill the gaps between the frame members.

is moved and means operative from the exterior of the 21. The combination with a stock car having as an ele

car for actuating the plates . ment of its construction spaced vertical stanchions and

9. Thecombination with a stock car, of supporting plates longitudinal slatsforming its side walls, ofmovable support:
for protruding into the interior of the car to support an ing plates for protrusion into the interior of the car and

intermediate deck or floor and for withdrawal into the supported when thus protruded by said longitudinal slats,
spaces within the framework when the intermediate floor said plates for supporting intermediate deck or floor seco

is removed , rods mounted for rotation upon the car , and tions , and reinforcing checks beneath said plate supporting

connecting means between the plates and rods whereby slats.

the rotation of the rods will actuate the plates . 22. The combination with a stock car of supporting plates
10. The combination with a stock car, of supporting plates for protruding intothe interior of thecar to support inter

for protruding into the interior of the car to support an mediate deck or floor andforwithdrawal into the spaces with
intermediate deck or floor and for withdrawal into the

spaces withinthe framework when the intermediate floor rods mounted for rotation upon the car, connecting means

ir. the framework when the intermediate floor is removed.

is removed, rods mounted for rotation upon the car, con

necting means between the plates, and rods wherebythe rods will actuate the plates, said rods having cranks upons
betweentheplates and rods whereby therotationofthe

retation of therodswillactuate the plates, and locking their free ends,and slidable boits extendinginto the paths
means for sustaining said rods in their withdrawn posi- ofsaid cranks' todetachably engage the sameto maintain
tion. said plates in withdrawn position.

means

or
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No. 101,789. Preparation of Oxygen. 6. The combination with a wheeled frame provided near

Préparation d'oxigène .
its forward end with a transversely arranged hopper, of a

fork pivoted on the forward wall of said hopper and having

George François Jaubert , Paris , France , 30th October , 1906 ; teeth that rest and slide upon the ground, a drum loosely

6 years. Filed 24th November, 1905. Receipt No. 130,380 . | mounted on the rear axle , a standard mounted on said frame

Claim .-- The process for preparing oxygen or gases rich and having a pulley , a cable attached to said drum and pass

in oxygen , which consists in kindling and burning in a ing over said pulley to said fork , and a clutch mechanism

closed vessel a mixture of combustible material and of a within control of the operator for temporarily locking said

large excess of perchlorate or nitrate of potash , and if de
drum on said axle and a carrier operating in the bottom of

sired of inert materials serving to moderate the decompo- said hopper and arranged to receive the bundles of grain or

sition , said mixture being brought in the form of cartridges,
l'orn and deliver them at the side of the machine.

blocks , agglomerates, or the like. 7. The combination with a wheeled frame and a hopper, of

a tilting fork arranged in front of said hopper and having

No. 101,790. Shock Loader. Monte - gerbes.
teeth adapted to pick up shocks of grain or corn and mech

anism for raising said fork to discharge the gathered shock

into said hopper.

8. The combination with a frame and hopper, of a tilting

fork arranged to pick up shocks of grain or corn from the

ground, mechanism for tilting said fork to raise a shock and

discharge it into said hopper and a carrier or elevator oper

ating in connector with said hopper.

9. The combination with a wheeled frame provided with a

shock receptacle, of a fork having teeth adapted to pick up

shocks of grain or corn , a vibrating plate provided in said

receptacle and a carrier or elevator operating in connection

with said receptacle .

10. The combination with a wheeled frame provided with a

hopper having a removable floor or plate , of a pivoted fork

arranged to pick up shocks of grain or corn , means for tilt

ing said fork to discharge its load into said hopper and a

carrier or elevator operating in said hopper .

11. The combination with a wheeled frame having a dron

portion near its forward end and a hopper carried thereby.

the bottom of said hopper being below the rear of said frame,

2 forked hinged near the forward wall of said hopper and

having teeth adapted to pick up shocks of grain or corn , a

side delivery elevator operating in said hopper, and means

for tilting said fork.

12. The combination with a frame , of a side delivery car

rier or elevator mounted thereon , a fork pivoted in front of

said elevator and having teeth adapted to slide upon the

ground and pick up shocks of grain or corn , a vibratiog bun

dle support provided near said elevator and mechanism for

raising said fork to discharge its load upon said support , sub

stantially as described .

13. The combination with a frame . of a side delivery eleva

lor or carrier thereon , a fork hinged in front of said elevator

and having teeth adapted to pick up shocks of grain or corn ,

an upright standard mounted on said frame in the rear of said

Soren M. Nelson and Niels Neilsen , co - inventors, both of elevator and provided at its upper end with an anti - friction

Marietta , Minnesota , U.S.A. , 30th October, 1906 ; 6 years .
wheel , a cable attached to said fork and passing over said

Filed 19th September, 1906. Receipt No. 139,625 .
wheel and mechanism for winding up said cable to raise said

fork .

Claim .-- 1. The combination with a wheeled frame provided 14. The combination with a wheeled frame and hopper, of
with a hopper, of a fork pivotally supported on said frame a side delivery carrier or elevator operating therein , a fork

and having teeth or tines adapted to rest and slide upon hinged near the forward wall of said hopper, mechanism for

the ground and pick up the shocks of grain or corn there- Triving said carrier continuously from the wheel axle and

on , and mechanism within control of the operator for lift- mechanism for intermittently raising said fork to discharge

ing said pivoted fork to discharge the shock gathered up its contents .

thereby into said hopper, 15. The combination with a wheeled frame and a shock

2. The combination with a wheeled frame provided with receptacle , of a vibrating bundle support provided in said

a hopper or receptacie , of a fork pivoted on said frame receptacle , a carrier or elevator operating near said support,

near said hopper and having teeth or tines adapted to rest and means for delivering shocks of grain or corn to said sup

and slide upon the ground and pick up the bundles or shocksport, substantially as described.

of grain or corn thereon , mechanism within control of the

operator for lifting said fork to discharge the shock into No. 101,791. Lead Pencil. Crayon de mine de plomb.

said hopper, and a carrier arranged to gather up the bundles

iu said hopper and deliver them at the side of the machine ,

substantially as described .

3. The combination with a wheeled frame provided with a

hopper , of a pivoted fork adapted to rest and slide upon

the ground , an inclined plate arranged in said hopper and

whereon the bundles of grain are discharged from said fork ,

mechanism for tilting said fork , and a carrier arranged to

receive the bundles from said plate .

4. The combination with a wheeled frame having a shock

receptacle , of a fork pivoted on said frame and having

teeth to rest and slide upon the ground , a hinged plate

drranged in said bopper, means for imparting a jarring or

jolting movement to said plate , and a transversely operating

carrier arranged to receive the bundles from said plate , sub- Edward Penkala , 15 Franz - Josef Platz , Acram , Kroatien,

stantially as described. Hungary, 30th October , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 29th May,

5. The combination with a wheeled frame having a hopper 1906. Receipt No. 136,382 .

rear its forward end , of a fork pivotally supported on the Claim .-- 1 . In a lead pencil the combination of a holder bay

forward wall of said hopper and having teeth that rest and ing a boring therein , a tube having a boring therethrough

slide upon the ground, mechanism for raising said fork to and adapted to slide with friction in the holder, a lead with

allow the shocks gathered up thereby to be discharged into in the tube, and means for retaining the lead stationary

said hopper , an inclined plate provided in said hopper and therein , substantially as set forth .

whereon the bundles fall from said fork , means for im- 2. In 'a lead pencil the combination of a holder having a

parting a jarring or jolting action to said plate, and a car- boring therein , a tube having a boring therethrough and

rier pivotally supported at its lower end in said hopper and adapted to slide with friction in the holder, a lead within

arranged to receive the bundles from said plate and deliver the tube and a rigid member insertedin said holder boring
them at the side of the machine . and extending from the top wall thereof into the said tube
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and engaging the upper end of said lead , substantia
lly

as set

forth .

3. In a lead pencil the combinatio
n
of a holder having a

boring therein , a tube having aboring therethrough and

tom portion of the coil chamberformingthe front of the top
of thecabinet, a member

removable from the top of the

cabinet to give access to the coil chamber for icing it, a
coil in the coil chamber , a faucet supported in the front of

elements being so constructed and arranged that when the

connections are detached the coil chamber with its coil andsubstant
ially

a sset forth .

No. 101,79
2

. Wire Stretc
her

.
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tube, and a wire contai
ned

within said holder borin
g and supply pipe extend

ing adjace
nt

to the chambe
r

where the

adapt
ed

to slide with fricti
on

in the holde
r

, a lead withi
n the the coil chamb

er
and conne

cted

to one end of the coil, a

abutt
ing

the upper wall there
of

and exten
ding down

ward
ly

other end of the coil emer
ges there

from

and
detacha

ble

in the said tube and engag
ing

the uppe
r end of said lead , conne

ction
s

betwe
en

the pipe and the end of the coil, the

Tendeur de fil. faucet in place can be removed bodily from the cabinet.

2. In a device of the class described the combination with

the cabinet having the top portion and the bottom portion

of the coil chamber forming the front of the top of thecab

inet , a member removable from the top of the cabinet to

give access to the coil chamber for icing it , a coil in the

coil chamber , a faucet supported in the front of the coil

chamber and connected to one end of the coil , a supply pipe

extending adjacent to the chamber where the other end of

the coil emerges therefrom , detachable connections between

the pipe and the end of the coil and means for removably

securing the chamber in place, the elements being so con

structed and arranged that when the connections are de

tached the coil chamber with its coil and faucet in place

can be removed bodily from the cabinet .

3. In a device of the class described the combination with

a cabinet having the top portion and the wider bottom por

tion , the top portion being over the rear of the bottom por

tion of the coil chamber forming the front of the top of the

cabinet and filling the top portion above the rear of the

bottom portion , a member removable from the ton of the

cabinet to give access to the coil chamber for icing it , a coil

in the coil chamber. a faucet supported in the front of the

chamber and connected to one end of the coil , a supply pipe

extending adjacent to the chamber where the other end of

the coil emerges therefrom , detachable connections between

the pipe and the end of the coil and a drip nan adapted to

fit between the coil chamber and the front of the ton of the

bottom portion of the cabinet to secure the cooling chamber

in place , the elements being so constructed and arranged

that when the connections are detached ann the drip dan

removed the coil chamher with its coil and faucet in place

can be removed bodily from the cabinet.
Henry Waller, Binscarth , Manitoba , Canada, 30th October,

1906 ; 6

4. In a device of the class described the combination with

years. Filed 25th June , 1906. Receipt No.
the cabinet having the top portion and the wider bottom

137,246. portion , the top portion being over the rear of the bottom

claim . - 1. The herein described wire stretcher comprising nortion of thecoilchamberforming the front of the top of
a lever, a fulcrum bar on one side and at one end thereof the chest and filling the top portion above the rear of the

and comprising a laterally inclined portion and an incurved bottom portion and supported by the horizontal edges of the
portion bent therefrom to provide a concave recess to re cabinet, a member removable from the top of the cabinet to

ceive a post , the ends of said fulcrum bar being secured to give access to the coil chamber for icing it , a coil in the

said lever, a link connected to the lever, a chain attached coil chamber, a faucet supported in the front of the chamber

to said link and a wire engaging hook attached to said chain and connected to one end of the coil , a supply nipe exten !.

and having a V-shaped gripping notch , substantially as des ing adiacent to the chamber where the other end of the pril

cribed.
emerges therefrom and detachable connections between the

2. A wire stretcher comprising a lever , a segmental ful nine and the end of the coil , the elements being so constru.

crum plate or bar connected to one end of said lever and ted and arranged that when the connections are detached

projecting laterally from one side of the same, a brace bar

connected to said fulcrum bar, a wireengaging hook having forward on thecabinet and removon hodily therefrom .

the coil chamber with its coil and fauret in nlace can be slid

a V-shaped gripping notch , a link to engage said lever , 5. In a device of the class described the combination with

means to hold said link in place and a flexible connection the cabinet having the top portion and the bottom portion,
to attach said hook to said link , substantially as described. the top portion being over the rear of the bottom portion

No. 101,793. Cooler for Beer, Etc.
and adapted to extend partly beneath a bar, of the coil

Réfrigérant pour la bière , etc.
chamber forming the front of the top of the cabinet and

filling the topportion above the rear of the bottom portion.

Fug 2
Fug.2

the grain plate resting on the top of the portion of the

cabinet not extending beneath the bar and removable to ich

the coil chamber, a coil in the coil chamber, a faucet sun

ported in the front of the chamber and connected to one

end of the coil,a supply pipe extending adjacent to the

chamber wherethe other end of thecoilemerges therefrom

28 and detachable connections between thepipe and the end of

the coil , the elements being so constructed and arranged

that when the connections are detached the coil chamber

18 with its coilandfaucetindlace can be removedbodily from

beneath the bar and out of the cabinet .
6. In a device of theclass describedthe combination with

25 the cabinet having the top portion and the bottom portion,

the top portion being over the rear of the bottom portion

and adapted to extend partly beneath a bar, of the col
20 chamber formingthefront of thetop of the cabinet and

filling the top portion above the rear of the bottom portion.

the drain plateresting on thetop of the portionof thecabo

inet not extending beneaththe bar and removable toice the

101793
coil chamber,a drippan adapted to fit between the coil

the cabinet to secure the coil chamber in nlace,a coil in the

chamber and the front of the top of the boiler portion of

Edward Neely, Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A., 30th October, 1906 ; coil chamber, a faucet supportedin the front of the chamber
6 years. Filed 9th July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,651.

overthe drip “pan and connected to one end ofthe collina

ation with the cabinet having the top portion and the bot otherendof the coil emerges therefrom and detachable con

30
42

59

22

28 34

24

2

20

claim .–1.In a deviceofthe class described the combin- supplypipePextending adjacent to the chamber whare che
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nections between the pipe and the end of the coil , the ele- No. 101,794. Lock . Serrure,
ments being so constructed and arranged that when the con

nections are detached and the drip pan removed the coil

chamber with its coil and faucet in place can be removed

bodily from beneath the bar and out of the cabinet .

7. In a device of the class described the combination with

the cabinet, of a removable coil chamber carried by the

cabinet and provided with a coil , a faucet on the coil cham

ber and connected to the coil , and a removable drip pan

mounted on the cabinet under the faucet and which when

in position prevents the removal of the coil chamber.

8. In a device of the class described the combination with

the cabinet, of a drain pipe therein , a removable coil cham

ber carried by the chest and having an overflow pipe dis

charging into the waste pipe , a coil in the coil chamber

provided with a faucet , and the removable drip pan located

under the faucet and securing the coil chamber in position
00000

and having an outlet also discharging into the drain pipe .

9. In a device of the class described the combination with

a storage cabinet , of a removable coil chamber carried by the

the cabinet and provided with a plurality of coils , supply

pipes passing into the cabinet and detachably connected to

the coils , a discharge faucet for each coil mounted on the

front wall of the coil chamber, and a removable drip pan
John F. Pixley, Columbus , Ohio , U.S.A. , 30th October, 1906 ; 6

mounted on the cabinet under the faucets and engaging the
years. Filed 1st August , 1906. Receipt No. 138,348 .

coil chamber to secure it in place and providing a closure

for the chest whereby when the drip pan is removed and Claim.--1 . The combination with a casing and a keeper, of

the coils disconnected from the supply pipes , the coil cham- a locking bolt, rotatively journalled , and operating in said

ber may be removed from the cabinet. casing, and adapted to be projected into or withdrawn from ,

10. In a device of the class described the combination with said keeper, and arm or finger arranged to project into the

the coil chamber adapted to extend partially beneath the path of said bolt, to be rocked when said bolt is moved end

bar , of the drain plate covering a partion of the chamber wise, said arm or finger being independent of said bolt, to

not beneath the bar, the ice holding cylinder, the coil permit rotative movement of the latter, and a registering

about the cylinder , and the hopper-shaped extension of the
mechanism operated by said arm or finger.

top of the cylinder extending toward the side away from 2. The combination with a casing having a cylindrical

the bar, for the purpose described . chamber, and a chambered extension, of a registering mech

anism arranged in the chamber of the extension , a bolt
11. In a device of the class described the combination with jcurnalled to rotate axially and having endwise movement

the coil chamber adapted to extend partially beneath their the cylindrical casing, and an arm or finger connected

bar , of the drain plate covering a portion of the chamber with the register mechanism and arranged to extend freely

not beneath the bar, the ice holding cylinder about the into the cylindrical chamber, and in the path of the end

cylinder , the faucet in the front of the coil chamber to
wise movement of the bolt .

which the pipe extends , and the hopper- shaped extension on
3. The combination with the casing having a chamber, andthe top of the cylinder extending toward the side away

from the bar and covering the connections between the pipe slotted longitudinally of the chamber , of a bolt mounted for
à chambered extension , the wall of said chamber being

and the faucet.

rotative and longitudinal movement in said chamber , the

12. In a device of the class described the combination with handle or knob connected to the bolt , and extending through

the cabinet having the top and bottom portions , the bottom the slot in the casing, and a register mechanism arranged

portion being wider than and extending beyond the top por- within the chambered extension , and independent of the

tion , of the coil chamber in the top portion of the cabinet bolt, to permit of the rotative movement of the latter, and

and supported thereby and having the strip 33 across the adapted to be engaged by the bolt when moved longitudin

front thereof, and the removable drip pan adapted to be ally to register such longitudinal movements.

supported on the strip 33 and the tops of the walls of the
4. The combination with a chambered longitudinally and

extended portion of the cabinet.
transversely slotted casing having a chambered extension , of

13. In a device of the class described the combination with a bolt mounted in the chamber of said casing for both rota
the cabinet having the drain pipe in the bottom thereof , of tive and longitudinal movement therein , a knob handle con

the coil chamber in the top of the cabinet having the over nected to the bolt and extending through and operating in

flow pipe therein discharging into the drain pipe , and the the slot in said casing, and registering mechanism arranged

drain plate on the top of the cabinet over the coil chamber within the chambered extension of the casing , and indepen

having an aperture in the bottom thereof discharging into dent of the bolt, to permit of the rotative movement of the
the overflow pipe. latter, and means arranged to be engaged and actuated by

the bolt , when moved longitudinally, for operating the regis
14. In a device of the class described the combination with

tering mechanism to register such longitudinal movement.

the cabinet having the drain pipe in the bottom thereof , of

the coil chamber in the top of the cabinet having the over
5. The combination with a casing having a chamber, and a

flow pipe therein discharging into the drain pipe, the drain chambered extension , of a bolt fitting said chamber, and ar
plate on the top of the cabinet over the coil chamber having ranged for longitudinal and axial rotative movement therein,

means for moving said bolt longitudinally and axially , means
an aperture in the bottom thereof discharging into the over

low pipe, and the drippan carried by the cabinet adjacent arrangedwithin the chambered extension of the casing for
for locking said bolt when it is moved axially , and means

the coil chamber and having an aperture discharging into registering the longitudinal movements of the bolt.
the drain pipe.

6. The combination of a casing having a chambered exten
15. In a device of the class described a hollow drain plate sion , and a keeper , an axially rotated bolt mounted in the

having one side perforated , with the swab therein and a casing for movement longitudinally into and out of locking

handle for moving the swab.
relation with respect to the keeper, an arm or finger inde

16. In a device of the class described a hollow drain plate pendent ofbut arranged toextend intothe path of longi
having one side perforated, withtheswabtherein ,andthe ( tudinal movement of the bolt , to be engagedand rocked
rod extending the length of the plate and through one end thereby, a register mechanism arranged within said cham
thereof and provided with a handle for moving the swab .

bered extension , and actuated by said arm or finger, and

means connected with the bolt for moving the same ,

17. In a device of the class described the trough- like hol

low drain plate having its top perforated and extending be
7. The combination with a chamber casing having a cham

theyondthe edges of the trough portion , with the swabtherein, bered extension , a register mechanismarranged “in

and the handle for moving the swab.
chambered extension , and including a spring pressed arm

or finger , said arm or finger having its free end extending

18. In a device of the class described the hollow trough - into the casing chamber, a bolt mounted in the casing

likedrainplatehaving one side perforated,theswabex- chamber, means connected to saidboltforrockingit axially
tending across the trough portion , the rod extending the and for moving it longitudinally, a keeper into and out of

length of the plate and through one end thereof and pro- engagement with which said bolt is moved longitudinally,

vided with ahandle for movingtheswab , and the brace rod and means operative when thebolt is moved axially for
68, for the purpose described . holding the bolt against longitudinal movement.
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No, 101,795. Refrigerator. Appareil réfrigérant. source of power, a spring for moving said lever to connect

said compressor with its source of power when the pressure

in said tank was been lowered to a predetermined point, an

expansion engine adapted to be driven by the compressed

air, a cold room, means for cooling said coid room with

the exhaust from said engine, and means actuated by

variations of temperature within said cold room for vary

ing the supply of compressed air to said engine.

6. In a refrigerator, in combination, an air compressor,

a clutch for connecting said compressor with a source of

power , a storage tank for the compressed air, à cylinder

adapted to have communication with said tank, an adjust.

abie pressure valve for said tank adapted to open and

close communication between said tank and said cylinder,

a lever for operating said clutch, a piston in said cylinder

for moving said lever to disconnect said compressor from

source of power, a spring for moving said lever to

connect said compressor with its source of power when

the pressure in said tank has been lowered to a prede

termined point, an expansion engine adapted to be driven

by the compressed air , a cold room, means for cooling said

cold room with the exhaust from said engine , and means

actuated by variations of temperature within said cold

room , for varying the supply of compressed air to said

engine.

7. In a refrigerator, in combination an air compressor, a

storage tank for the compressed air , a cylinder adapted to
George A. Masters , Chicago, Illinois , U.S.A. , 30th October , have communication with said tank, an adjustable pressure

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 3rd July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,483 . valve for said tank adapted to open and close communi

Claim.-1. In a refrigerator , in combination , an air com- cation between said tank and said cylinder , a piston in said

pressor, a storage tank for the compressed air , a cylinder cylinder, means actuated by the movement of said piston

adapted to have communication with said tank , an adjust . for stopping the operation of said air compressor, an els

able pressure valve for said tank, adapted to open and pansion engine adapted to be driven by the compressed air,

close communication between said tank and said cylinder , a pump driven by said engine for causing a circulation of

a piston in said cylinder, means actuated by the movement water for cooling the compressed air, a cold room , means

of said piston for stopping the operation of said air com- for cooling said cold room with the exhaust from said er

pressor , an expansion engine adapted to be driven by the gine, and means actuated by variations of temperature

Compressed air, a cold room , means for cooling said cold within said cold room for varying the supply of compressed
room with the exhaust from said engine , and means actuated air to said engine.

by variations of temperature within said cold room , for 8. In a refrigerator , in combination an air compressor, a
varying the supply of compressed air to said engine . clutch for connecting said compressor with a source of power

2. In a refrigerator , in combination , an air compressor , a storage tank for the compressed air, a cylinder adapted to
a clutch for connecting said compressor with a source of have communication with said tank , and adjustable pressure

power, a storage tank for the compressed air, a cylinder valve for said tank adapted to open and close communica
adapted to have communication with said tank , an adjust tion between said tank and said cylinder, a lever for oper:

able pressure valve for said tank , adapted to open and ating said clutch , a piston in said cylinder for moving said
close communication between said tank and said cylinder, lever to disconnect said compressor from its source of power,

a lever for operating said clutch, a pistonin said cylinder an expansion engine adapted to be driven by the compress
for moving said lever to disconnect said compressor from ed air, a pump driven by said engine for causing a circula
its source of power, an expansion engine adapted to be

tion of water for cooling the compressed air , a cold room ,

driven by the compressed air , a cold room , means for cool

ing saidcold room with the exhaust from said engine, and engine, and means actuatedby variations of temperature
means for cooling said cold room with the exhaust from said

means actuated by variations of temperature within said
withinsaid cold room for varying the supply of compressedcold room , for varying the supply of compressed air to air to said engine ,

said engine .

3. In a refrigerator , in combination , an air compressor,
9. In a refrigerator, in combination an air compressor, &

a storage tank for the compressed air , a cylinderadapted have communication with said tank,an adjustable pressure
storage tank for the compressed air , a cylinder adapted to

to have communication with said tank, an adjustable pres
valve for said tank adapted to open and close communica.

sure valve for said tank , adapted to open and close com

munication between said' tank and said cylinder, a piston cylinder, means actuated by the movementof said pistas
tion between said tank and said cylinder, a pistonin said

in said cylinder, means actuated by the movement of said

piston for stopping the operation of said air compressor,
for stopping the operation of said air compressor, means

for starting the operation of said compressor when the presa
means for starting the operation of said compressor when

sure in said tank has been loweredtoa predetermined point,
the pressure in said tank has been lowered to a predeter

mined point, an expansion engine adapted to be drivenby air,a pump driven by said engine for causingacirculation
an expansion engine adapted to be driven by the compressed

the compressed air , a cold room , means for cooling said

cold room with the exhaust from said engine , and means of water for cooling the compressed air, a cold room , means

actuated by variations of temperature within said cold
for cooling said cold room with the exhaust from said en

room, for varying the supply of compressed air to said gine, and means actuated by variations of temperature

engine .
within said cold room for varying thesupply of compressed

4. In a refrigerator, in combination , an air compressor,
air to said engine.

a clutch for connecting said compressor with a
10. In a refrigerator, in combination an air compressor, 4

power, a storage tank for the compressed air, a cylinder clutch for connecting said compressor with a source of

adaptedto have communication with saidtank, anadjust- power, a storage tank for the compressed air, a cylinder

able pressure valve for saidtank , adapted to open and adapted to havecommunication with saidtank, an adjust

close communication between said tank and saidcylinder, able pressure valve for said tank adapted to open and close

a lever for operating said clutch , a piston in said cylinder communication between said tank and said cylinder,a lover

for moving said lever to disconnect said compressor from for operating said clutch, a piston insaid cylinder for mor:

its source of power, means for starting the operation of ing said lever todisconnect said compressor from its source

said compressor when the pressure in said tank has been of power, means for starting the operation of said compres

lowered to a predetermined point , an expansion engine sor when the pressure in said tank has been lowered to

adapted to be driven by the compressed air, a cold room , predetermined point,an expansion engine adapted to be
means for cooling said cold room with the exhaust from driven bythecompressed air, a pumpdriven by said engine

said engine , and means actuated by variations of tempera- for causing a circulation of water for cooling the compressed

ture withinsaidcoldroom ,forvarying the supply ofcom- air, acold room ,means forcoolingsaidcold room with the

5. In arefrigerator, in combination, an air compressor, of temperaturewithin said coldroom forvarying the supply

exhaust from said engine, and means actuated by variations

a clutch for connecting said compressor with a source of of compressed air to said engine.

power, storage tank for compressed air, a cylinder 11. In a refrigerator, in combination an air compressor,
adapted to have communication with said tank when the clutch forconnecting saidcompressor with a source cente

poressoperatingsaid clutch, a pistoninsaid cylinderfor

power, a storage tank for the compressed air , a cylinder

moving said lever to disconnect said compressor from its
able pressure

valve for said tank adapted
to open and close

source of

a
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communication between said tank and said cylinder, a lever of temperature within said cold room for operating said by

for operating said clutch , a piston in said cylinder for mov- pass valve .

ing said lever to disconnect said compressor from its source 18. In a refrigerator, in combination a cold room , an air

of power, a spring for moving said lever to connect said compressor, a storage tank for the compressed air located in

compressor with its source of power when the pressure in said cold room , a pipe extending through said tank and com

said tank has been lowered to a predetermined point, an ex- municating with the air of said cold room for permitting a

pansion engine adaptedtobe driven by the compressed air, circulation of air for cooling said tank , an expansion engine

a pump driven by said engine for causing a circulation of adapted to be driven by said compressed air, a pump driven

water for cooling the compressed air , a cold room , means
by said expansion engine for causing a circulation of water

for cooling said cold room with the exhaust from said en for cooling said compressed air , and means for cooling said

gine, and means actuated by variations of temperature cold room with the exhaust from said engine.

within said cold room for varying the supply of compressed
19. In a refrigerator, in combination a cold room , a storage

air to said engine,
tank for compressed air , a smaller air storage tank within

12. In a refrigerator, in combination an air compressor , a
said first -mentioned tank , a valve adapted to prevent the

storage tank for the compressed air, an expansion engine passage of compressed air from the smaller tank to the larger

adapted to be driven by the compressed air, a cold room,
tank , an air compressor arranged to deliver compressed air

means for cooling said cold room with the exhaust from said
to each of said tanks , a second air compressor arranged to

engine, an adjustable valve for delivering a predetermined
deliver compressed air to said smaller tank, an expansion

quantity of compressed air to said engine, a by- pass valve
engine adapted to be driven by the compressed air, means

of communication between said smaller storage tank and
for delivering an additional quantity of compressed air to

said engine, and means for cooling said cold room with the
said engine , and means actuated by variations of tempera

exhaust from said engine .

ture within said cold room for operating said by - pass
20. In a refrigerator car , in combination an air compressor,

valve .
means for driving said air compressor with power from the

13. In a refrigerator , in combination an air compressor, a
car axle , a storage tank for the compressed air , an expansion

storage tank for the compressed air, a cylinder adapted to
engine , an adjustable valve for delivering a predetermined

have communication with said tank when the pressure in quantity of compressed air to said engine, a by -pass valve,

said tank passes a predetermined point, a piston in said and means actuated by variations of temperature within
cylinder, means actuated by the movement of said piston said cold room for operating said by -pass valve .

for stopping the operation of said air compressor , an expan- 21. In a refrigerator car, in combination an air compressor,

sion engine adapted to be driven by the compressed air , a means for driving said air compressor with power from the

cold room , means for cooling said cold room with the ex- car axle , a storage tank for the compressed air, an expansion

haust from said engine , an adjustable valve for delivering a engine, an adjustable valve for delivering a predetermined

predetermined quantity of compressed air to said engine , a quantity of compressed air to said engine, a by-pass valve,
by - pass valve for delivering an additional quantity of com- means actuated by variations of temperature in said cold

pressed air to said engine, and means actuated by varia- room for operating said by - pass valve , and means actuated

tions of temperature within said cold room for operating by the pressure within said storage tank for stopping the

said by- pass valve. operation of said air compressor when the pressure in said

14. In a refrigerator , in combination an air compressor , a tank passes a predetermined point.

storage tank for the compressed air, means actuated by the 22. In a refrigerator car , in combination a car body, trucks

pressure within said tank for stopping the operation of said for supporting said car body, one of said trucks comprising

air compressor when the pressure in said tank passes a pre- a rotatable axle , a sprocket wheel on said axle , a rotatable

determined point , means for starting the operation of said | shaft journalled within said car body, an air compression

compressor when the pressure in said tank has been lowered pump operatively connected to said shaft, a sprocket wheel

to a predetermined point, an expansion engine adapted to l loosely mounted on said shaft, said wheel carrying one wem

be driven by the compressed air , a cold room , means for ber of a two-part clutch , a corresponding clutch member

cooling said cold room with the exhaust from said engine, slidably mounted on said shaft, a chain belt extending over

an adjustable valve for delivering a predetermined quan- the sprocket wheel on said axle and the sprocket wheel on

tity of compressed air to said engine , a by -pass valve for said shaft , a storage tank for the compressed air, a cylinder

delivering an additional quantity of compressed air to said adapted to have communication with said tank, an adjustable

engine, and means actuated by variations of temperature pressure valve for said tank adapted to open and close com

within said cold room for operating said by- pass valve .
munication between said tank and said cylinder, a lever for

15. In a refrigerator, in combination air compressor, sliding said slidable clutch member, a piston in said cylinder

clutch for connecting said compressor with a source of power, for moving said lever, an expansion engine adapted to be

a storage tank for the compressed air, a cylinder adapted driven by the compressed air, a cold room, pipes in said cold

to have communication with said tank when the pressure in room for receiving the exhaust from said engine , and means

said tank passes a predetermined point , a lever for operating actuated by variations of temperature within said cold room

said clutch , a piston in said cylinder for moving said lever for varying the supply of compressed air to said engine.

to disconnect said compressor from its source of power, a 23. On air storage and cooling tank comprising a large air

spring for moving said lever to connect said compressor with tank and a smaller air tank within the larger each supplied

its source of power when the pressure in said tank has been with air inlets , a valve for permitting the passage of air from

lowered to a predetermined point, an expansion engine ad- said larger tank to said smaller tank, an air outlet for said

apted to be driven by compressed air , a cold room , means smaller tank and a pipe extending through and opening upon

for cooling said cold room with the exhaust from said engine , the exterior of said tanks for permitting a circulation of the
an adjustable valve for delivering a predetermined quantity outer air for cooling said tank .

of compressed air to said engine , a by -pass valve for de
livering an additional quantity of compressed air to said en- No. 101,796. Lock. Serrure.

gine , and means actuated by variations of temperature with - Martin Mohr, Newport, Kentucky, U.S.A., 30th October, 1906 ,

in said cold room , for operating said by - pass valve . 6 years . Filed 27th June , 1906. Receipt No. 137,347.

16. In a refrigerator, in combination an air compressor, a

storage tank for the compressed air , an expansion engineed in two parts, of a heap pivoted to the lower part , aClaim.--1. In a lock the combination with the casing form

adapted to bedriven by the compressed air,a pump driven double set of tumblers arranged in said part, a lever pivoted

by said engine for causing a circulation of water for cooling in said part, adapted to engage the hasp, and a locking bolt

the compressed air, a cold room , means for cooling said cold
room with the exhaust from said engine, an adjustable valve carried by the other part for the purpose described .

for delivering a predetermined quantity of compressed air
2. In a lock the combination with the casing formed in two

to saidengine, a by -passvalve fordeliveringanadditional parts, of ahasp pivoted tothe lower part, a pair of double

quantity of compressed air to said engine , and means actu
tumblers pivoted in said part, a plate secured over said

ated by variations of temperature within said cold room for tumblers , a duplicate pair of tumblers arranged over said

operating said by - pass valve . tumblers on the plate , a spring locking bolt carried by the

17. In a refrigerator, in combination an air compressor , a other part, and a line connected to the hasp adapted to en .

storage tank for the compressedair , means actuated by the gage said bolt for the purpose described.

pressure within said tank for stopping the operation of said
3. In a lock the combination with the casing formed in

compressor when the pressure in said tank has been lowered two parts, one of the parts being provided with a guideway

determined point, means for starting the operation of said on the outside,alocking belt arranged under the guideway
compressor when the pressure in the tank has been lowered on the inside, and means connected to the hasp for forcing
to a predetermined point , an expansion engine adapted to be the bolt into the guideway, for the purpose described .

driven by the compressed air , a pump driven by said engine
4. In a lock the combination with the casing, of a double

for causing a circulation of water for cooling the compressed set of tumblers pivoted in said casing ,a hasp pivoted in
air, a cold room ,means for coolingsaidcold room with the said casingand provided with an inwardly projectingmem
exhaust from said engine , an adjustable valve for delivering a ver a guideway formed on the face of the casing, a spring

predetermined quantity of compressed air to said engine, a bolt secured in the casing under the guideway, and a line

by- pass valve for delivering an additional quantity of com- connected to the hasp adapted to engage the bolt, for the

pressed air to said engine, andmeans actuated by variations purpose described .

а
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a plate secured between said tumblers, a spring actuated

hasp secured in said shell, a lever provided with jaws at one

end and adapted to engage the hasp and bevelled at the

3. In a
refrigerator, a

removable
icepan , the length of

otherend ,aguideway formed in the face of the other refrigerator,and
supporting

brackets for the icepan havingwhich is less than the space
between the end walls of the

shell, aspringbolt secured under the guideway on the in their supporting members which engage the icepan spaced
side and projecting in said guideway and adapted to be

operated by thebevelledend of the lever for the purpose devices to engage the icepan andmaintain it spaced from
described,

the
refrigerator walls .

4. A
supporting bracket for the

removable ice pan of aNo, 101,797 . Wire Straining
Apparatus. refrigerator ,

comprising a yoke portion ,
upstanding lugs

Appareil à étirer le fil de fer . thereon, and angularly bent arms extending
outwardly and

upwardly from the ends of the yoke portion and laterally

spaced apart.

5. A supporting bracket for the removable icepan of the

refrigerator , struck up from a single piece of metal and

comprising a yoke portion, upstanding lugs thereon and an

gularly bent arms extending from the ends of the yoke por

tion and laterally spaced apart.

6. An ice pan for refrigerators comprising a shell having a

side wall provided at its lower edge with a centrally dis

posed depending extension having end notches , end walls

and bottom sections formed integrally with said side wall,

said bottom sections being inserted in said notches and

supported thereby, and a door forming the opposite side of

the pan and secured between the end walls , substantially as
described .

7. An icepan for refrigerators comprising a shell having a
side wall , provided at its lower edge with a centrally dis

posed depending extension having end notches , end walls and

bottom sections formed integrally with said side wall , said

bottom sections being inserted in said notches and support,

ed thereby, and having upturned flanges at their sides, said
flanges at one side of the bottom sections partly forming a

William Nepean Hutchison, 57 Peckham Road , Camberwell , wall opposite the said side wall , and a door co -acting with

said side sections toformthe opposite side of the pan, whenLondon , England, 30th October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 7th
said door is closed , substantially as described.January, 1906. Receipt No. 132,705 .

claim . - 1. In a wire tightening device the combination with

a strainer bar having hooks at its end, and a winding spool No. 101,799. Wire Stretcher, Tendeur de fil de fer.

at its middle provided with means for engaging the wire , of William P. Sullivan , Steele, Montana , U.S.A., 30th October,

an operating lever having cranked bandles at its ends, and 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 13th August, 1906 .

two movable clips secured to the middle part of the said
138,622 .

lever and holding the said bar between them crosswise of
Claim.-1 . In a fence wire stretcher, in combination with

the said lever.
a fence post and wire, a frame, a flexible element secured

at its ends to said 'frame and adapted to encircle the

No. 101,798. Refrigerator. Appareil réfrigérant. post , a vertically disposed stirrup secured to said frame

and provided with spikes at opposite ends adapted to en :
Frederick A. Hickson, Atlanta, Georgia, U.S.A. , 30th Octo

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 11th April, 1906. ReceiptNo. gage the post at one side thereof ,and acam lever secured

to said flexible elementintermediate its ends and adapted
134,836 .

to bear against the opposite side of the post to maintain

Claim .-- 1. A refrigerator having supporting devices detach- the stirrup spikes in engagement with the post,
ably secured on the inner sides of its walls , each of said 2. In a fence wire stretcher, in combination with a fence

supporting devices comprising a yoke portion, upstanding postand wire, a frame, a vertically disposed stirrup at:

and upwardlyfrom the ends of the yokeportion , laterally spikes adapted to engagethepost at one side thereof, said
spaced apart and detachably secured tothesaid walls of stirrup being formed of sheetmetal coiled upon itself, a

therefrigerator,and an ice pan inthe refrigerator resting flexible element secured at opposite ends to said frame,
on theyokeportion of the supportingdevices and bearing and adaptedtoencirclethe post,and a cam lever secured

to saidelement intermediate theendsh thereof and adaptedagainst the upstanding lugs thereon , said icepan being there

by detachably and removably supported in the refrigerator to bear against the opposite sides ofthe post to maintain

the stirrup spikes in engagement with the post.
and out of contact with the walls thereof.

2. A refrigerator having removable shelf supporting de 3. In a fence wire stretcher ,in combination with a fence
vices interiorly thereof, said shelf supporting devices com post and wire, a framecomprising sides and a connecting

prising corner posts having projections to support the end piece, a pair of transverse shafts journalled in said

Receipt No.
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sides , a roller and a gear wheel mounted on the front connected with the rock shaft and with the remaining tool,

shaft, a gear wheel mounted on the rear shaft in mesh for the purpose specified .

4. A saw swaging device comprising a body, two positively

operating swaging tools mounted thereon , a handle attached

to one of the tools, a guide attached to the handle, a rock

shaft, an arm attached to the rock shaft and sliding in the

guide, and a means establishing connection between the

rock shaft and the other tool whereby both of the tools are

operated together.

1 6
6
1
7
/

No. 101,801 , Device for use in Transferring Ice

Cream Cans.

Appareil à transfer les bidons de crême à la glace.
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with said first -mentioned gear, means for rotating said

gear shaft , a stirrup secured to the end piece of the frame

and provided with spikes for engagement with the post ,

a pawl secured to one of the sides of the frame for engage

ment with the gear on the rear shaft , and a flexible ele

ment secured at one end to said roller and provided with

a wire clamp at its opposite end, said clamp comprising a

plate formed with a longitudinal hook- shaped lug , forming

a seat for the wire , a pin mounted in said plate to one side

of said lug and extending on opposite sides of said plate ,

a cam mounted on one end of said pin and extending with

in the seat formed by said lug , and a crank attached to

the opposite end of the pin to actuate said cam , and re

tain the wire within said seat.

No. 101,800. Saw Swage. Scie à étamper .

Jacob Renner, Rockwell City, Iowa, U.S.A., 30th October,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 11th September, 1906. Receipt No.

139,636.

Claim .-- 1 . A device for separating ice in a cream freezer

tube from a can therein, consisting of two semi-cylindrical

pivotally connected sections adapted to pass downward over

a can to separate and hold the ice therefrom, whereby the

can may be lifted from the tub or a can placed therein

while the device remains in the tub.

2. A device for the purpose specified comprising two sub

stantially semi -cylindrical sections , metal strips secured

along the edges and around the top of the sections, and

pivoted connections between the sections at about the center

between the upper and lower ends .

3. A device for the purpose specified comprising two sub

stantially semi-cylindrical sections consisting of metal

pivotally connected together centrally of the upper and

lower ends , metal strips secured to the side edges of the

sections , and also extending around the top thereof and

handles attached to the top of the sections.
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No. 101,802. Ice Tongs. Tenailles à glace .
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Charles John Anderson , Eureka, California, U.S.A., 30th

October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 17th September, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 139,568 .

Claim .-- 1. A saw swaging device comprising a body, two

rocking swaging tools mounted therein, a handle in con

nection with one tool , a rock shaft, a swinging arm con

nected to the rock shaft and having a sliding connection

with the handle and gearing for establishing connection with

the rock shaft and the other tool .

2. A saw swaging device comprising a body, two positively

operating swaging tools mounted thereon , a handle in con

nection with one tool, a rock shaft mounted on the body, an

arm in connection with the rock shaft, means establishing

connection between the handle and said arm , and means
Murdoch Hugh McDonnell , Cyrstal Falls, Michigan, U.S.A.,

connecting the rock shaft with the other tool . 30th October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 21st September, 1900.

3. A saw swaging device comprising a body, two positively
Receipt No. 139,693 .

operating swaging tools mounted thereon ,a ' handle in con- ! claim.-1 . As an improved article of manufacture

nection with one of said tools, a rock shaft mounted on the herein described ice tongs comprising two side frames each

body, an arm attached to the rock shaft, means effecting a of which embodies two arms pivotally connected together

sliding connection between said arm and said handle and intermediate of their ends with two links connected to the

toothed sectors meshed with each other and respectively upper ends of the arms and to each other and three handles,

the
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two of said handles connecting one frame with the other at arranged to be compressed when the socket or thimble is

the pivotal juncture of the links with the upper ends of the placed on a shaft.

arms and the third handle connecting said frames together 7. A holdback for harness comprising a holdback strap and

at the juncture of the two links with respect to each other a socket or thimble consisting of a tapering leather body

and flexible supporting members connecting the lower ends portion , a core tapered within the smaller end of the body

of said arms . portion , a tapered metal tip fitted to the core and receiving

2. As an improved article of manufacture the herein des- and engaging the adjacent end of the leather body portion

cribed ice tongs comprising two frames each of which em- and clamping the same on the core and fastening devices

bodies two arms pivotally connected together intermediate piercing the tip and the leather body portion and securing

of their ends, two links connected at one end with the upper the same to the core .

end of said arms and connected together at their opposite 8. A holdback for harness comprising a holdback strap and

ends, chains connecting the free ends of the arms of one a socket provided with interiorly arranged yieldable means

frame with the corresponding ends of the other frame arms , adapted to conform to shafts of different sizes and arranged

and handles connecting said frames together at the juncture to frictionally engage the same to prevent the socket or

of the links with the arms and also at the juncture of the two thimble rotating thereon.

links with respect to each other. 9. In a device of the class described, a thimble or socket

provided with an interiorly arranged spring for frictionally

No. 101,803 . Holdback for Harness. engaging a shaft to prevent the socket from rotating on the

Entrave pour harnais .
front end of the same , said spring being yieldable to fit

shafts of different sizes .

No. 101,804. Wheel for Vehicles. Roue de véhicules.
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Hallock R. McDonald and Laurin R. Cope , assignee of a half

interest, both of Lisbon , Ohio , U.S.A. , 30th October, 1906 ; Ango

6 years . Filed 10th September, 1906 . Receipt No.

139,365 .

Claim . - 1. The combination with an ordinary harness in

cluding a breeching, traces , back strap, girth and breast strap
or collar , of an attachment therefor comprising sockets or

1019014

thimbles fitted on the front ends of the shafts and holdback

straps independent of the traces connected at their rear
ends to the breeching and at their front ends to the sockets The Pradeau Wheel Syndicate, assignee of Charles William

or thimbles , the connection of the holdback straps to the Pradeau, 1 Stowe Road , Shephard's Bush , London, Enga

breeching forming the sole connection betwen the attachment land , 30th October, 1906; 6 years . Filed 13th September,

and the harness . 1906. Receipt No. 139,482 .

2. A harness including a girth , breast member and breech Claim .-1 . A spring wheel for motor cars and other vehi

ing in combination withtraces extending directly from the cles, each spoke of which is providedwitha hollow cylinder

breast member and holdback straps extended directly from containing a spring plunger, the outer end of each plunger

thebreeching and having terminalmeans of attachemnt to being formed into a fork to whichis pivoted a crank piece

the frontends of the thills, said traces and holdback straps carried bya bearing bridge attached to the outer rim , for

being otherwise disconnected from and independent of each the purposes set forth .

other and of the harness .

3.A harness including a breast member, girth and breech- prising a seriesof spokes, each provided with a hollow

2. A spring wheel for motor cars and other vehicles com

ing in combination with traces extended directly from the cylinder,* a spring plungermounted in each cylinder, a fork
breast member and holdback attachments each including a fcrmed at the outerendof each plunger, a pivoted member,
holdback strap and an attaching thimble, each of said at

tachments being terminally secured to thebreeching and said pivoted member,and means for securing said bearing
a hearing bridge attached to the outer rim for supporting

otherwise disconnected from the harness .
4. A harness including a breastmember, girth and breech- bridge to the rim , substantially as described.

ing in combination with thills and a whiffletree, traces ex

andotherwise disconnected from the harness and holdbaci William H. Parham and Finis E. Lack , assignee of a hall

tending directly between the breast member and whimetroe No. 101,805 . Vehicle Wheel. Roue de véhicules.

attachments each secured at its opposite ends to the breech

ing and to the front end of a thill respectively and other
interest , both of Paducah , Kentucky, U.S.A., 30th Octo

wise disconnected from the harness or vehicle , each of said
ber , 1906 ; 6 years , Filed 23rd June, 1906. Receipt No.

attachments including a holdback strap and an attachment
137,187 .

thimble . Claim .-- 1. A wheel of the class described comprising a re:

5. A holdback for harness comprising a holdback strap silient rim having flat innerand outer faces, a hub, and a

and a socket or thimble provided on its interior with a com- plurality of spokes constructed of flat resilient metal and
pressible shaft engaging device arranged to frictionally consisting of arched outer portions, and straight inwardly

engagea shaft to prevent the socket orthimblefromrotating converging sides ,thestraight portions ofthecontiguous
spokesbeing fitted together , whereby the spokes mutually

6. A holdback for harness comprising a holdback strap and support each other .

a socketor thimble adapted to fit on the front end of the

shaft and provided with an interiorly arranged spring se- rim , a hub,a plurality of resilient spokes. and means for

2. A wheel ofthe class described comprising a resilient

cured atone end to the socket or thimble and having its adjusting thetension of the spokes to vary the stiffness of
other end free , said spring being bowed between its ends and ' the wheel.

on the same.
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3. A wheel of the class described comprising a resilient series of elastic tubes between the rims , and bolts near the

rim , a hub , and a plurality of resilient spokes constructed ends of the tubes securing them to the rims.
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of resilient material , which is bent to form loops , and ad

justable means for varying the tension of the spokes .

4. A wheel of the class described comprising a resilient 7. The combination of a felloe , inner and outer rims of

rim, a hub, a plurality of spokes constructed of resilient cylindrical form and ofgreater width than the felloe, and a
material and forming loops , and adjustable means for con series of elastic tubes between the rims in contact through

necting the sides of the loops to vary the tension of the out their length with them .
spokes . 8. The combination of a felloe , inner and outer rims of

7. A wheel of the class described comprising a resilient cylinrirical form and of greater width than the felloe, a

rim , a hub , and a plurality of resilient spokes formingloops, series of elastic tubes between the rims in contact through

the sides of the loops being provided with bends forming out their length with them , and bolts near the ends of the

seats , and adjusting devices receivingthe sides of the spokes tubes securing them to the rims .

ar the said seats , whereby they are held against inward or 9. The combination of inner and outer rims of cylindrical

outward movement on the spokes , the said adjusting de- form, a series of elastic tubes between the rims, plates
vices being adapted to vary the tension of the spokes . inside the tubes , and bolts passing through the walls of the

6. A wheel of the class described comprising a rim , a hub tubes and connecting the plates to the rims.

composed of sections having radial grooves , and provided at 10. The combination of inner and outer rims of cylindrical

the inner ends thereof with annular grooves and spokes con form , a series of elastic tubes between the rims in con

sisting of loops having sides fitted in the radial grooves of tact throughout their length with them , plates inside the

the hub , said spokes being also provided at their inner ends tubes, and bolts passing through the walls of the tubes and

with lugs fitting in the annular grooves of the sections of connecting the plates to the rims.

the hub to interlock the spokes with the latter . 11. The combination of a felloe , inner and outer rims of

7. A wheel of the class described comprising a flat resili- cylindrical form and of greater width than the felloe, a

ent rim , a solid tire arranged on the rim , a hub, spokes se series of elastic tubes between the rims , plates inside the

cured to the hub and having loops fitted against the inner tubes, and bolts passing through the walls of the tubes
face of the rim , and clips engaging the spokes and the tire and connecting the plates to the rims .
and securing the same to the rim . 12. The combination of a felloe , inner and outer rims of

8. Awheel of the class described comprising a resilient cylindricalform and of greaterwidth than the felloe, a

rim having a flat outer face , an endless solid rubber tire series ofelastic tubes between the rims in contact through

provided with a flat inner face and arranged on the rim , cut their length with their plates inside the tube, and

and means for holding the tire against lateral movement , bolts passing through the walls of the tubes and connecting

9. A wheel of the class described comprising a resilient the plates to the rims.
rim having a flat outer face, an endless rubber tire arranged

on the flat outer face of the rim , and an endless metallic No. 101,807. Wagon Wheel. Roue de wagon .
band embedded in the tire , and surrounding the rim and

spaced therefrom . Israel T. Hurd , Lansing, Michigan, U.S.A. , 30th October,

10. A wheel of the class described comprising a resilient 1906 ; years. Filed 12th June, 1906. Receipt No.

rim having a flat outer face , an endless rubber tire arranged 136,825.

on the flat outer face of the rim and provided with a base Claim.-1. A wheel having a rim composed of a central

having projecting edges, an endless metallic band embedded and side layers made in sections with the sections of the

in the tire at the projecting edges of the base and presenting layersbreaking joints and having washers extending across

exterior metallic faces and having interiorly arranged open- the joints between the sections of the outer layers , and

ings for the rubber of the tire , and means for engaging the means for securing said washers in place .

exterior metallic faces for retaining the tire on the rim . 2. A wagon wheel comprising a hub , spokes radiating

therefrom , and a rim applied to said spokes and consisting
No. 101,806. Elastic Wheel for Vehicles. of a central and side layers , the sections of the layers break

Roue élastique pour véhicules ing joints, and plates overlapping the joints of the sections

of the side layers .

Robert Henry Isaac Cook , 9 South Street , Greenwich , Kent , 3. The combination in a wheel with the central and side

England, 30th October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 13th June , layers of the rim , of bolts extending through the rim ata

1906. Receipt No. 136,843 . point between the sections of the side layers thereof, and

Olaim . - 1. The combination of inner and outer rims of cy- washers on said bolts and overlapping the joints between

lindrical form , and a series of elastic tubes between the the sections of the outer layers.

rims . 4. A wheel comprising a hub, spokes radiating therefrom ,

2. The combination of inner and outer rims of cylindrical and a felloe formed on central and side layers made in

form , a series of elastic tubes between the rims, tubes be- sections , the sections of the central layer fitting between the

tween the rims , and bolts near the ends of the tubes se- outer ends of the spokes and the sections of the side layers

curing them to the rims . overlapping the joints of the central section with the joints
3. The combination of inner and outer rims of cylindri- of the side sections arranged between the spokes.

cal form , and a series of elastic tubes between the rims in 5. A wagon wheel comprising a hub , spokes attached at
contact throughout their length with them . their inner ends to the said hub, a felloe formed of layers

4. The combination of inner and outer rims of cylindrical made in sections fastened together, the outer ends of the

form , a series of elastic tubes between the rims in contact spokes fitting between the adjacent ends of successive sec
throughout their length with them , and bolts near the ends tions of the central layer, the sections of the layers break

of the tubes securing them to the rims . ing joints , transverse bolts for fastening the layers together ,

5. The combination of a felloe , inner and outer rims of sundry of the bolts extending through the joints of the sec

cylindrical form and of greater width than the felloe, and a tions of the outer layers and washers for the bolts passing

series of elastic tubes between the rims.
through the joints, each washer extending across the joint

6. The combination of a felloe, inner and outer rims of and its end being provided with inwardly extending prongs

cylindrical form and of greater width than the felloe , a driven into the adjacent sections.

6
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6. A wagon wheel comprising a hub having a polygonal No. 101,808. Vehicle Wheel. Roue de véhicule.
face portion, an integral flange and a ring, the opening of

Fig.1 Fic 2 .
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John C. Schleicher, Mount Vernon , New York, U.S.A., 30th

October, 1906 ; years. Filed 20th August, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 138,833 .

Olaim . - 1 . A vehicle wheel comprising two side wheels, a

wheel located between said side wheels and having a band

secured to its under face with projections, spring plates car

ried on the spokes of the side wheels, seats on said plates

engaged by the projections of the band, an eccentrically

mounted ratchet wheel , a pawl engaging it, a spring band

adapted to be expanded and contracted by said ratchet

wheel and springs supported between said spring band and

spring plates, substantially as described.

2. A vehicle wheel comprising two side wheels , a wheel

Fig.3.: 101807 located between said side wheels and having a band secured

to its under face provided with projections , spring plates

carried on the spokes of the side wheel and engaged by the

which corresponds with the said polygonal face portion, projections of the band, an eccentrically mounted ratchet

spokes having their inner ends abutting against the poly- wheel, a pawl engaging it, a spring band adapted to be ex

gonal face portion , transverse bolts for fastening the fange, panded and contracted by said ratchet wheel and springs

spokes and ring together , a felloe made of a central layer supported between said spring band and spring plates , sub

and outer layers superimposed on opposite faces of the said stantially as described.

central layer, bolts for fastening the layers together and 3. A vehicle wheel comprising two side wheels , a wheel

bolts for fastening the outer layers and the outer spoke ends located between said side wheels and having a band secured

together. to its under face provided with projections , spring plates

7. A wagon wheel comprising a hub having a polygonal carried on the spokes of the side wheels and engaged by the

face portion , an integral flange and a ring , the opening of nrojections of the band . an eccentrically mounted ratchet

which corresponds with the said polygonal face portion , wheel, a paw] engaging it , a spring band adapted to be ex

spokes having their inner ends abutting against the poly : nanded and contracted by said ratchet wheel and vieldable

gonal face portion, transverse bolts for fastening the flange, means supported between said spring hand and spring

spoke and ring together and a felloe made of a central layer plates , substantially as described.

and outer layers superimposed on opposite faces of the said

central layer , the central layer being made in sections No. 101,809. Sectional Wheel Tire.

abutting with their ends on the outer ends of the spokes .

8. A wagon wheel comprising a hub having a polygonal
Bandage sectionnel de roue.

face portion , an integral flange and a ring , the ononing of

which corresponds with the said polygonal face portion ,

spokes having their inner ends abutting against the poly

gonal face portion , transverse bolts for fastening the flange,

spokes and ring together and a felloe made of a central

layer and outer layers superimposed on opposite faces of

the said central layer , the certral layer being made in sec

tions with their ends on the outer ends of the spokes, the

latter having shoulders for the ends of the said sections to

rest on.

9. A wagon wheel comprising a hub having a polygonal

face portion , an integral flange and a ring , the opening of

which corresponds with the said polygonal face portion ,

spokes having their inner ends abutting against the poly

gonal face portion , transverse bolts for fastening the flange,

spokes and ring together and a felloe made of a central layer

and outer layers superimposed on opposite faces of the said

central layer, the central layer being made in sections abut

ting with their ends on the outer ends of the spokes , the

outer layers being also made in sections breaking joints

with each other and with the sections of the central layer.

10. Awagonwheel comprising ahub havinga polygonal Albert John Fortescue, Arncliffe, near Sydney, New South
face portion , an integral flange and a ring , the opening of South Wales, Australia , 30th October, 1906 ; 6 years.

which corresponds with the said polygonal face portion . Filed 31st August, 1906. Receipt No. 139,136 .

spokes having their inner ends abutting against the poly Claim .-1. in sectional wheel tires combination with a

gonalface portion , transverse boltsforfasteningtheflange. projection under each end ofone or more sections, piha

spokesandring together, a felloe made of a central layer bridgepiece holding behind saidprojectionsandagainst the
and outer layers superimposed on opposite faces of the said ends of the rim sections.

central layer , the central layer being made in sections 2. In sectionalwheeltires the combination with a projec

abuttingwith their ends on the outer ends of thespokes, tion undereach end ofone or moresections,of a bridge
the outer layersbeing alsomade in sections,breaking joints piece having stops whichholdagainst said projections and

with each other and with the sections of the central layer, against the endsofthe rim section, substantially as des
transverse bolts for fastening the layers together and trans- cribed .

verse bolts for fastening the outer layer and the spokes 3. In sectional wheel tires the combination with a projec

together .
tion undereach end ofone or more sections, of a bridge
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piece having stops which hold against said projections and minal portions arranged to fit against the outer face of a

against the endsof the rim sections and loose liners on the felly of a wheel, said terminals being provided at the bot
inner or outer faces of said stops, substantially as described
and illustrated.

4. In sectional wheel tires the combination with a projec

tion under each end of one or more sections, of a bridge

piece provided with stops which take against said projections,

a plug or spacing piece between the ends of the tire and with

or without bolts for retaining said bridge piece in position

substantially as described and illustrated .

No. 101,810. Adjustable Wheel Tire.

Bandage de roue ajustable.

Ilq.1.

1
0
1
8
1

z
o
h

1

Fig.2.
6 10

+

1

T

3

15

3

tom with projecting lips arranged to engage beneath the felly

and a tire engaging hook pivotally mounted between the

arms.

2. A tire setter comprising a lever provided with opposite

felly engaging arms having a shank , a lug extending from the

shank and provided with an opening, a set screw mounted
on the lug, a tire engaging hook pivotally mounted between

the arms, adjusting means connected to the outer ends of

the lever and embodying guide pulleys and a flexible connec

tion the free end of the flexible connection being passed

through the opening of the lug and adapted to be engaged by

the set screw , and means for anchoring said adjusting

Fig.3

Fig .4
6

means .

Fig.5 .

HZ

No. 101,812. Tire Setter.

Appareil à poser les bandages.

S

101916

Tag. 1
Samuel Frederick Mudge , Arncliffe near Sydney, New South

Wales, Australia , 30th October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 17th

July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,901.

Claim .-- 1. An improved adjustable wheel tire formed in

one or more sections, enlarged ends on said section or sec

tions , recesses formed in said ends and tie or connecting

pieces formed corresponding in shape to said recesses , in

combination with a wheel having its rim formed correspond

ing to the tire sections .

2. An improved adjustable wheel tire formed in one or more

sections, enlarged ends on said section or sections, circular

recesses formed in said ends and tie or connecting pieces

formed with ends corresponding in shape to said recesses in

combination with a wheel having its rim formed in sections,

substantially as herein described.
Tig. 4

3. In a wheel tire of the kind described , formed of one or

more sections, enlarged ends on said sections, recesses ex

tending through said enlarged ends, a feather edge flange on

said section or sections of tire in combination with a tie or Tre 3

connecting piece and fastening bolts or pins extending

through the ends of the tie pieces and through the enlarged

ends of the tire section or sections , substantially as set

forth.

4. In a wheel tire of the kind described , formed of one or

more sections , enlarged ends on each section of the tire , cir

cular recesses extending partly through said enlarged ends , 1 .

& shoulder formed at the end of each circular recess , a hole

extending through said shoulder , in sombination with a tie

or connecting piece having circular ends thereon and lateral

pins on said ends, substantially as described. 107812

5. In a wheel tire of the kind described, formed of one or

more sections, enlarged ends on said section or sections , re

cesses in said endsand tie pieces corresponding in shape to Seward E. Tumalty, Perry, New York, U.S.A., 30th October,

said recesses and with or without fastening bolts, slots in 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 6th August, 1906. Receipt No.

the ends of said tie pieces and in the enlarged ends of the 138,444.

tire sections, pins adapted to fit into said slots, in combina- Olaim . - 1. An attachment for a tire setting machine, com

thon witha wheel having its rim formed correspondingto prising a centerrod,co -axial with the hub of the wheelre
the tire sections , substantially as set forth.

ceiving the tire , a support for said rod , a part on the center

No. 101,811. Tire Setter .
rod to meet the hub of the wheel , a universal joint con

nection between said part and rod, a spring around said

Appareil à poser les bandages. rod and means co-optrating with said spring to resist the

George W. Tinkey, Plymouth , Ohio , U.S.A., 30th October, l over the wheel and in which said center rod is mounted.
upward motion of the hub and means adapted to extend

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th June, 1906. Receipt No. 137,240 .
2. An attachment for a tire setter consisting of an arm

Claim . — 1. A tire setter comprising a lever with opposite over the floor of themachine, a slidable centerrod held

rigid arms spaced apartandhavinglaterally extending ter - ' co -axiallywith the hub , a spring around said rod and hav

类
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con
2

ing a bearing on said arm , a plate on the center rod having No. 101,814. Wrench. Clé à écrou .

a universal joint connection with said rod, and means co

operating with said spring to resist the movement of the
hub .

3. An attachment for machines for setting tires

sisting of a base ring, an arm over the base ring and cross

ing the extended axis thereof , a slidable center rod on the

arm held co-axial with the hub and with the base ring to

conform to the hub of the wheel , means for permitting the

movement of the arm out of action , a plate on the center :

rod having a universal joint connection with said rod , a

spring around said rod and means co - operating with the 80 101914

spring to resist the upward movement of the hub .

4. An attachment for a tire setting machine , having an

arm over the base ring, a bracket on the arm , a center

rod guided by the bracket, a nut threaded on the center John Franklin Doss , Depoy, Kentucky, U.S.A., 30th October,
rod and supported by the arm , and means on the bracket 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 11th June , 1906 . Receipt No.

and spring means on the center rod to resist the upward 136,783 .

motions of the hub of the wheel . Claim .-A tool of the ciass described, formed of a blade 1

5. An attachment for machines for settingwagon tires, having theopening 3 therein , the side edges 4 of the opening

consisting of a movable arm over the base ring, a bracket being converged and one of the side edges 4 being provided
on the arm , a center rod in the bracket, a threaded nut on at spaced intervals throughout its entire length with the

the centerrod and held against turning thereon, a sleeve teeth 6,thesaid side edges at one end of the opening being
threaded in the bracket, and receiving said center rod, terminated in an acute angle with respect to each other at

said rod being movable in the sleeve and said nut being the point of intersection of the planes occupied by the edges

movable with the rod , and a spring interposed between as at 5 , and the continuance 7 of the convergent edges 4 in

said nut and the sleeve, and means on the center rod to parallel relation with respect to each other , substantially as
meet the hub of the wheel . described .

6. In an attachment for a tire setting machine , a horizon

tal arm over the machine, a vertical center rod held by No. 101,815. Pipe Wrench . Clé à tuyau.the arm co - axial with the wheel and independent of the

hub thereof , a foot plate on the center rod to press against

the end of the hub of the wheel, and means for longitudin

ally adjusting the center rod and means around said rod

for holding said foot plate with yielding pressure against

the hub of the wheel .

26

No. 101,813. Prepayment Device for Electric

Meters.

Compteur électrique actionné par une pièce de monnaie .
பொடி
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v
i
t George M. Gealey , Enon Valley, Pennsylvania , U.S.A., 30th

October , 1906 ; 6 years .

ceipt No. 140,335.

Filed 16th October, 1906 .

Claim .- 1. An impleme
nt for the purpose set forth com

prising a pair of alligator jaws, each having a depending

portion provide
d

with a vertical slot, a body portion spacing

said jaws and to which they are secured , pins carried by said

body portion, the said body portion having an incline under

neath face, alever having a bevelled upper endreceived be

tween the dependi
ng

portions of the jawsand engaging the

incline face

ofthebodyportion,a sleeve passing through said
slots , a bolt passing through 'said sleeve for securing the

lever to the jaws and a chain pivotally connected to the lever

and adapted to beengaged with the pins carried by said

body portion , substan
tially

as describ
ed

.2. In a pipe wrench , two paws of alligat
or

form spaced

spart by a body portio
n

interp
osed

therebetwee
n
and having

portion
s

depend
ing

belowsaid body portion
s
, said depend,

ing portio
ns

provid
ed

with vertica
l

slots, a lever received

betwee
n

said depend
ing

portio
ns
and having a bevelle

d
upper

end to engag
e

an inclin
e

lower face on the body portion,

means passed throug
h
the leverandengage

d
in said slots to

secure the lever to the jaws, a chain having its one end con
nected to the lever , and means carried by the body portion

to which said chain is adapte
d

to be connec
ted

after being

passed aroun
d

a pipe, substa
ntiall

y
as descri

bed
.

No. 101,
816

. Rein
forc

ed
Conc

rete Struc
ture

.

Renf
ort

pour cons
truc

tion

en béton .

Amos Berrie Cunni
ngham

, Peter
borou

gh
, Ontari

o
, Canad

a
, Charle

s
E. Fowle

r
, Seattl

e
, Washi

ngton
, U.S.A., 30th Octo:

30th Oct
obe

r
, 1906; 6 yea

rs
. File

d
26th July, 1906. Re- ber, 1906 ; 6 year

s
.

File
d

4th Sep
tem

ber

, 1906. Recei
pt

ceip
t

No. 138,
184

.

No. 139,2
51

.

Claim . The comb
inat

ion

in a prep
ayme

nt

elect
ric

mete
r

, Claim .--1. In a reinfo
rced

struct
ure

of the nature specifie
d
,

of the two rockin
g

dogs A and Bºin connect
ion

withthe sides a structu
ral

membe
r
compri

sing
a body or core formedine

D and E to prod
uce

a maga
zine

feed , as descr
ibed

.
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of bars embedded in said body with their end portions pro- belt, a support for said lever , and means for regulating the

jecting therefrom , a facing formed from plastic composition pressure of said lever on said belt to give a uniform rate

09 speed.

3. In a device of the class described the combination with

pulleys , a belt passing over and means for supporting and

operating said pulleys , a lever one end of which rests on

Said belt , and a support for said lever, of a rod resting on

said lever, and means for regulating the pressure of said

rod on said lever to give a uniform rate of speed.

4. In a device of the class described the combination with

pulleys , a belt passing over and means for supporting and

operating said pulleys , a lever , one end of which rests on

said belt , and a support for said lever , of a tubular spindle ,

means for supporting and operating said tubular spindle , a

spindle rod vertically adjustable in and rotating with said

tubular spindle , and resting on said lever, and means for

regulating the pressure of said spindle rod on said lever to

give a uniform rate of speed.

5. In a device of the class described the combination with

pulleys, a belt passing over and means for supporting and

operating said pulleys , a lever one end of which is provided

with an anti - friction roller or pulley and rests on said belt ,

and a support for said lever , of a tubular spindle , a cross

bar and bracket in which said tubular spindle is supported ,

a plate secured to the underside of said crossbar on which

said tubular spindle rests , a support for said crossbar , a

and metallic reinforcing means consisting of members spaced spindle rod vertically adjustable in and rotating with said

apart and interposed between said body and facing . tubular spindle and extending through said plate secured to

2. A structure of the nature indicated comprising shafts the underside of said crossbar and resting on said lever , and

or columns spaced apart , a web extending therebetween hav- means for regulating the pressure of said spindle rod on said

ing a body or core formed of plastic composition, metallic lever to give a uniform rate of speed .
reinforcing members embedded in said body and extending 6. In a device of the class described the combination with

into said shafts or columns , a facing formed from plastic pulleys, a belt passing over and means for supporting and

composition, and metallic reinforcing means interposed be- operating said pulleys, a lever one end of which rests on
tween said body and the facing. said belt , and a support for said lever, of a tubular spindle

3. A reinforced structure of the nature specified com- in which elongated slots are formed , means for supporting

prising shafts or columns spaced apart, and a web ex- and operating said tubular spindle , a spindle rod partly lo

tending therebetween, each of said parts having a body or cated in said tubular spindle and provided with lugs adapted

core formed from plastic composition, and a facing formed to engage with the elongated slots in said tubular spindle ,

from plastic composition, metallic reinforcing members and the lower end of said spindle rod resting on said lever ,

embedded in the body or core of said web and extending weighted arms pivotally connected at one end to the upper

into the bodies or cores of said shafts , and metallic re- end of said tubular spindle, and links connecting said

irforcing means interposed between said bodies or cores and weighted arms with the lugs on said spindle rod.

their respective facings . 7. In a device of the class described the combination with

pulleys , and a belt passing over said pulleys , of a lever, one

No. 101,817. Windmill Mechanism. end of which rests on said belt , means for regulating the

Mécanisme de moulin à vent.
pressure of said lever on said belt to give å uniform rate

of speed , and means for giving a greater or less pressure of

said lever on said belt to give a greater or less speed.

17 & -19 8. In a device of the class described the combination with

pulleys , a belt passing over and means for supporting and

operating said pulleys , of a lever , one end of which is pro

vided with an anti - friction roller or pulley and rests on said

belt , a support for said lever, means for regulating the pres

26 sure of said lever on said belt , to give a uniform rate of

speed , and means for giving a greater or less pressure of

said lever on said belt to give a greater or less speed .

9. In a device of the class described the combination with

pulleys , a belt passing over and means for supporting and

operating said pulleys , of a lever one end of which is pro

vided with an anti - friction roller or pulley and rests on

said belt , and a weight on the other end of and a sup

port for said lever , and means for regulating the pressure

of said lever on said belt.

Fig.1 10. In a device of the class described the combination with

pulleys , a belt passing over and means for supporting and

Operating said pulleys , a lever one end of which rests on

said belt, and a support for said lever, of a rod resting on
29.

said lever , means for regulating the pressure of said rod on

said lever to give a uniform rate of speed , and means for

giving a greater or less pressure of said lever on said belt

to give a greater or less speed .

11. In a device of the class described the combination with

pulleys, a belt passing over and means for supporting and

operating said pulleys , a lever one end of which is provided

with an anti - friction roller or pulley and rests on said belt ,

and a weight on the other end of and a support for said

26
lever, of a rod resting on said lever, and means for regu

101814 Sice lating the pressure of said rod on said lever.

12. In a device of the class described the combination with

John W. Innes, West Zorra, Oxford, Ontario , Canada, 30th pulleys , a belt passing over and means for supporting and

October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 5th September, 1905. Re- l operating said pulleys, a lever, one end of which rests on

ceipt No. 128,200 .
said belt , and a support for said lever , of a tubular spindle ,

Claim.-1. In a device of the class described the combina- means for supporting and operating said tubular spindle , à

tion with pulleys , and a belt passing over said pulleys , of a rod vertically adjustable in and rotating with said tubular

lever one end of which rests on said belt, and means for spindle and resting on said lever, means for regulating the

regulating the pressure ofsaid lever on said belt to givea pressure of said rod on said lever to give a uniform rate of
uniform rate of speed. speed , and means for giving greater or less pressure of said

2. In a device of the class described the combination with lever on said belt to give a greater or less speed.
pulleys , a belt passing over and means for supporting and 13. In a device of the class described the combination with

operating said pulleys, of a lever , one end of which is pro- pulleys , a belt passing over and means for supporting and

vided with an anti - friction roller or pulley and rests on said ' operating said pulleys , a lever one end of which is provided
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lugs on
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spindle rod .

No.

101,818 .
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No. 101,820 . Means of Storing Hydraulic Power.

Moyen
d'emmagasiner le pouvoir hydraulique.
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William Edward Murray , Los Angeles, California , U.S.A. ,

30th October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 20th September, 1906 .

Receipt No. 139,643 .

Claim.-1. The steady floating foundation consisting of a

hollow braced and stiffened water tight structure upon which

different kinds of superstructure are carried, the said found

ation having a flange projecting beyond the width and length

of the superstructure carried thereon , said flange having re

ceptacles for being loaded with water and with another sub- Leo Von Gerstenbergk -Zeck , Bergsulza , near Sladtsulza,

stance such as gravel of greater density than water , in order Germany, 30th October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 5th Sep

to sink the foundation to the requisite depth for insuring tember, 1906. Receipt No. 139,276 .

steady floation , substantially as hereinbefore described. Claim.-1. Means for storing hydraulic power comprising

2. The steady floating foundation consisting of the com in combination means adapted to form an upper reservoir,
bination of a hollow water tight structure or foundation , a adjustable means adapted to regulate the flow of water

superstructure upon the same , a flange projecting outward from said upperreservoir, means adapted to form a lower
from and constituting part of the said foundation and sur reservoir to receivewater from said upper reservoir after

rounding the same and projecting beyond said superstruc said water has done work, adjustable means adapted to re
ture , said flange provided with receptacles or pockets adapt gulate the flow of water from said lower reservoir whereby

ed to be filled with water and with heavier substances in the flow of water in the lower water course may be kept
order to sink the foundation to the required depth , substan normal notwithstanding variations in the flow of the same
tially as hereinbefore described.

from upper reservoir .

2. Means for storing hydraulic power comprising in com :
No. 101,819. Cutter Head. Porte - lames. bination a plurality of means adapted toformaplurality of

John James Stevens , Galt, Ontario , Canada , 30th October, regulate theflow ofwater from said upper reservoirs,means

upper reservoirs, a plurality of adjustablemeans adapted to

1906 : 6 years. Filed 22nd November,1905. Receipt No adapted to form a lower reservoir to receive waterfrom
130,309 .

Claim .- in a turret lathe or the like the combination with justable means adapted to regulatethe flow of water from

said upper reservoirs after said water hasdone work, ad

the head having a central orifice and radial grooves, of cut- said lower reservoir, whereby the flowof water in the lower
ters held in the grooves and extending slightly beyond the water course may be kept normal Dotwithstanding varia
face of tha head , a flat clamping plate having a central ori- tions in theflowof the same from said upper reservoir.
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3. Means for storing hydraulic power comprising in com- 4. In a heater, a filter, a by -pass about the filter , a valve

bination means adapted to form an upper reservoir , adjust- in the by -pass, a float chamber opening into the heater be

able means adapted to regulate the flow of water from said yond the filter, a float in said chamber adapted to operate

upper reservoir, a plurality of means adapted to form a plur- the by-pass valve.

ality of lower reservoirs to receive water from said reser- 5. A tank , a filter therein , means for automatically regu

voir after said water has done work , a plurality of adjust- lating the supply to the tank, a by - pass about the filter

able means adapted to regulate the flow of water from said containing a valve , a water chamber adapted to fill or empty

lower reservoirs, whereby the flow of water in the lower according as the filter is clear or clogged, and means for

water course may be kept normal nothwithstanding vari- automatically operating the by - pass valve according to the

ations in the flow of the same from said upper reservoir. height of the water in the chamber.

4. Means for storing hydraulic power comprising in com- 6. A tank, a filter therein , means for automatically regu

bination a plurality of means adapted to form a plurality lating the supply to the tank , a by - pass about the filter

of upper reservoirs, a plurality of adjustable means adapted containing a valve , a water chamber opening into the space

to regulate the flow of water from said upper reservoirs , a beyond the filter, and means for operating the by-pass valve

plurality of means adapted to form a plurality of lower according to the height of water in the supplemental cham

reservoirs to receive water from said upper reservoirs after
ber.

said water has done work , a plurality of adjustable means 7. A filter , a valved by- pass about the same , a float and

adapted to regulate the flow of water from said lower res- intermediate means for operating the valve according as

ervoirs , whereby the flow of water in the lowermost water the filter is cleared or clogged.

course may be kept normal nothwithstanding variations in

the flow of the water from said upper reservoirs . No, 101,822. Trap Gun, l'usil - piite.

5. Means for storing hydraulic power comprising in com

bination a weir a adapted to form an upper reservoir d . ad

justable sluice valves g adapted to regulate the flow of water

from said upper reservoirs, a weir c adapted to form a lower

reservoir e to receive water from said upper reservoir after
28

said water has done work, adjustable sluice valves f adapted

to regulate the flow of water from said lower reservoir ,

whereby the flow of water in the lower water course may be

kept normal notwithstandi
ng

variations in the flow of the

water from said upper reservoir, substantially as described .

No. 101,821 . Means of Regulating Water

Supply .

Moyen de régulariser la consommation de l'eau .
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David A. Cowsert, San Angelo , assignee of Charles D. Love

lace , Fort Worth , both in Texas , U.S.A., 30th October,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 1st August , 1906 . Receipt No.

138,349 .

Claim .-- 1 . The combination with a barrel having one end

thereof enlarged and provided with a pair of shoulders

one of which is adapted to receive the head of a cartridge ,

it breech block fitting within the enlarged end of the barrel

and engaging the second shoulder for retaining the cart

ridge in position, means for detachably connecting the bar

rel and breech block, a firing mechanism , and means for

releasing the firing mechanism .

2. In a trap gun , a breech frame having spaced resilient

side members , provided with apertures, a breech block pro

vided with trunnions extending through the apertures in

said side members , a barrel having one end thereof en

larged for the reception of the breech block and provided

А with cam slots for locking engagement with said studs ,

firing mechanism carried by said breech frame, and means

for releasing said firing mechanism .

3. In a trad gun , a breech frame having spaced resilient

side members provided with apertures, a breech block
provided with oppositely deposed trunnions extending

through the apertures in said side members and held

thereby from rotation , a barrel having one end thereof en

iarged for the reception of the breech block and provided

with cam slots for locking engagement with said studs , a

101821 firing pin carried by the breech block , a spring actuated

bolt mounted on the breech frame, a trigger for holding

said bolt in withdrawn position , and means for releasing

said trigger .

TheHarrison Safety Boiler Works, assignee of Joseph depending ears, a standard pivotally connected to said4. In a trap gun, a breech frame provided with spaced

Willard Gambler, all of Philadelphia , Pennsylvania,

U.S.A. , 30th October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 19th May, 1906 .
ars, a post having a swivel connection with the standard ,

a breech block carried by the frame, a barrel having one

Receipt No. 136,076.
end thereof enlarged for the reception of the breech block

Claim .-- 1. A filter, a by -pass about the filter, a float actu- and detachably secured to the latter, firing mechanism car

ated valve in the by -pass, and means for operating it ac- ried by said breech frame , means for releasing the firing

cording to the variation in pressure of the water actuating mechanism , and means for clamping the standard to the
the float. depending ears of the breech frame.

2. A filter , a by - pass about the filter , a valve in the by

pass, a water chamber and means therein for automatically No. 101,823. Mirror Support. Support de miroir .

operating the valve according as the filter is clogged or
free . Charles H. Ayer, Franklin J. Hole and Ralph E. Olney, co

3. A heater, a filter, a by-pass about the filter, a valve in
inventors, all of Mt. Clemens, Michigan , U.S.A. , 30th Octo

the by -pass , a vented float chamber below the normal water ber , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 4th September, 1906. Receipt

level of the heater and opening at the bottom into a space
No. 139,229.

beyond the filter, a float in the chamber adapted to operate Claim .-- 1. A mirror support for bureaus and the like com

the by-pass valve according as the water therein rises or prising a pair of like fixtures, each comprising a bracket, an
falls.

arm hinged to the bracket , a universal hinge connection be

161
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tween the arm and the mirror frame , and supports hingedly No. 101,825. Steam Boiler Regulator.

connecting the bracket at its upper and lower ends with one Régulateur de chaudières.
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of the supporting standards of the mirror, the lower support Fred Behrens, Angelica , New York, U.S.A. , 30th October, 1906;

being laterally adjustable . 6 years. Filed 4th September, 1906. Receipt No. 139,215.

2. A mirror support for bureaus and the like comprising a Claim .-1 . The combination with a boiler including a valved

pair of like fixtures , each comprising a bracket , an arnı steam supply pipe to a pump , of a feed regulator for the

hinged to the bracket and adapted to fold on top of the bra- boiler comprising a casing connected with said boiler, a

ket, a universal hinge connection between the arm and the flexible diaphragm mounted in said casing, and means lo

mirror frame and supports hingedly connecting the bracket cated on opposite sides of said diaphragm and operated

at its upper and lower ends with one of the supporting stan- | by its movement for opening and closing the valve in said

dards of the mirror , the lower support being laterally ad- steam supply pipe, to regulate the feed water to the boiler.

justable and provided with stops to limit the swing of the 2. The combination with a boiler including a valved steam

bracket thereon . suply pipe , to a pump, of a boiler , a feed regulator compris.

ing a casing connected with said boiler and a flexible dia

No. 101,824. Boiler Flue Cleaner.
phragm mounted in said casing, and means mounted in said

Nettoyeur de tubes de chaudières.
casing and bearing against opposite sides of said diaphragm ,

said means being operated by the movement of the diaphragm

and adapted to open or close the valve in said steam supply

pipe to regulate the feed of water to the boiler .

3. The combination with a boiler including a valved steam

supply pipe to a pump , of a feed regulator for the boiler

comprising a casing connected thereto and a flexible dia

phragm mounted therein , means mounted in said casing and

bearing against opposite sides of said diaphragm , said means

being adapted to be operated upon movement of the dia

phragm to open or close the valve in said steam supply pipe,

and means for adjusting the vertical position of said regu

lator with respect to the boiler.

4. The combination with a boiler including a valved steam

supply pipe to a pump , of a feed regulator for the boiler

connected thereto and comprising a casing and a flexible dia

phragm mounted therein the movement of said diaphragm

being automatically controlled by the pressure of the water

within the boiler, andmeans for openingand closing the

valve in said steam supply pipe, said means being operated

by the movement of said diaphragm .

5. The combinationwith a boiler including a valved steam

supply pipe to a pump , of a feed regulator for the boiler con

nected thereto and comprising a casing , and a flexible dia
phragm mounted therein , the movement of said diaphragm

being automatically controlled by the pressure of the water

within the boiler, means for opening andclosing the valve
Samuel McAdoo , Toronto , Ontario , Canada, 30th October,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 12th September, 1906. Receipt No.
in said steam supply pipe, saidmeans being operated by the

movement of said diaphragm , and means for raising or lower

139,461.
ing said regulator with respect to the boiler.

Claim .-- 1 . In boiler flue cleaners the combination of the tu

bular boiler andaboiler setting whose wall has a slot,with nected therewithandadapted tobe automatically operated by

6. The combination with a boiler of afeed regulator con

aslidemovable in said slot, a steam supply pipe movable the pressure of thewaterwithinthe boiler , and meanscon:

through said slide , a discharge pipe secured to its inner end nected with the boiler above and below the feed regulator

andprovided with jet openingsin that face which is adjacent forautomaticallysounding an alarm when thewater level
to the end of the boiler, substantially as and for the purpose in the boiler has reached certain fixed limits.

specified. 7. The combination of a steam boiler, of a feed regulator

2.Inboiler flue cleaners the combination of the tubular connected therewith and adapted to beautomaticallyopera
boiler and a boilersetting whose wall has a slot, a slide atedby the pressure of thewater withintheboiler, and
movable in said slot , a steam supply pipe movable through means connected with the boiler and located above and be

said slide,a discharge pipesecuredto its inner end and pro- lowthefeedregulator for automaticallysoundinganalarm

vided with jet openings in the face which is adjacent to the when thewater level in the boiler reaches certain fixed
end of the boiler,andmeans for closing the slot whatever limits, said means eachcomprising a casing, a diaphragm

may be the position of the pipes with respect to the top and mountedin eachcasing and operated by the waterpressure
bottom of said slot . in the boiler and connections between said diaphragms and

3. In boiler flue cleaners the combination of the tubular Said alarm means.

boiler and a boiler setting whose wall has a slot, a slide mova 8. The combination with a steam boiler , of a feed regulator

ableinsaid slot, a stean supply pipe movable through said comprising a casingand upper and lower vertically dis
Slide," adischarge pipe secured to its inner endandpro- posed pipes connected therewith, and pipe connectionsbe
vided withjetopenings in thatfacewhichisadjacenttothe tween said boiler and the outer endofsaidvertical pipes ,
end of the boiler, said slide being so much longer than the

slot that it willclosethe samewhetherthe boiler cleaning mit the regulator to be raised or lowered with respect to

the joints between the several pipes beingswivelled to per:

device is in use or out of use. the boiler, and means for raising or lowering the regulator.

O
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9. The combination with a boiler including a valved steam No. 101,827. Sap Spout. Gouttière à sève.

supply pipe to a pump, of a feed regulator for the boiler con

nected therewith ani comprising a casing and a flexible dia

phragm mounted therein , the movement of said diaphragm

being automatically controlled by the pressure of the water

in the boiler, a lever pivotally mounted in the casing on
each side of said diaphrgam and bearing against the dia

phragm at one end , a lever for operating the valve in the

steam supply pipe and connections between the opposite ends

of said diaphragm and said valve lever for operating the

latter to open or close the valve to regulate the feed of
water to the boiler .

10. The combination with a boiler including a valved steam

supply pipe to a pump, of a feed regulator for the boiler con

nected therewith and comprising a casing formed of upper

and lower shells , a skeleton guard mounted on the inner face

of each shell and a flexible diaphragm secured between said

shells and guards, the movement of said diaphragm being
automatically controlledby the pressure of the water within Joseph Clark, Richford, Vermont, U.S.A., 30th October, 1906 ;

the boiler , and means for opening and closing the valve in the
6 years . Filed 30th July, 1906. Receipt No. 138,241 .

said steam supply pipe , said means being operated by the Claim . - 1. A sap spout having a cup on its under side in

movement of said diaphragm . communication with its bore and a partition over the said

11. The combination with a boiler including a valved steam ( up with its lower end in the cuy.

supply pipe to a pump, of a feed regulator for the boiler con 2. A sap spout having a cup on its under side in com

nected therewith and comprising a casing formed of the munication with its bore and a partition across the bore

upper and lower shells . a skeleton guard mounted on the in- over the cup having its lower end within the cup and

ner face of each shell and a flexible diaphragm secured be- uotched.

tween said shells and guards , the movement of said dia- 3. A sap spout comprising a rear portion having a cylin

phragm being automatically controlled by the pressure of drical bore , a trough -shaped front portion lower than the

the water within the boiler , means for opening and closing rear portion , a cun connecting the trough and the rear

the valve in said steam supply pipe, said means being oper- portion , and a partition in rear of the trough with its

ated by the movement of said diaphragm , and means for ad- lower end within the cun .

justing the vertical position of the regulator with respect 4. A san spout having a rear portion provided with a

to the boiler . longitudinal bore, a cup on its under side in communication

12. The combination with a boiler including a valved steam with said bore , and a partition extending across the front

supply pipe , of a feed regulator comprising a casing and up- end of the bore and having its lower end within the cup

per and lower vertically disposed pipes connected therewith , and provided with a V-shaped notch .

and horizontal pipes connecting said vertical pipes with the

boiler , the joints between the several pipes being swivelled No. 101,828. Injector. Injecteur.

to permit the regulator to be raised or lowered by means

for raising or lowering the regulator, a flexible diaphragm

mounted in the casing and adapted to be automatically oper

ated for opening and closing the valve in said steam boiler

supply pipe , and means being operated by the movement of

the diaphragm . Fig1.
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No. 101,826 . Cover for Sap Buckets.

Couvercle pour seaux à sève.
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George H. Boetcher, Cambridge, Ohio, U.S.A. , 30th October,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 9th October , 1906. Receipt No.

140,162 .

Claim .-- 1. An injector comprising a nozzle , a conduit into

which the nozzle extends and which is provided with an

opening beside said nozzle into the outer air, a casing ad

101826 apted to contain a body of liquid and having a liquid dis

charge opening and an air discharge opening and into which

the conduit extends, and a sleeve surrounding the end of

George Adams, Franklin Center , Quebec , Canada, 30th Octo- the conduit within the casing and being provided with

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 23rd May, 1906. Receipt No. an opening at the side of the conduit end.

136,169 . 2. An injector comprising a nozzle, a conduit into which

Claim . - 1. A soap bucket cover provided with a sleeve on the nozzle extends and which is provided with an opening

one side, and provided with a transversely extending raised besides said nozzle into the outer air, a casing adapted to
portion , and provided with a rolled curved flange on its contain a body of liquid and having a liquid discharge open

under side , and securing means carried by the curveding and an air discharge opening and into which the con
volled flange. duit extends , and a sleeve surrounding the end of the

2. In combination with a sar bucket cover having a rolled conduit within the casing and flaring outwardly into close

flange on its under side , a curved body disposed beneath proximity with the casing and being provided with an open
the rolled flange and provided with resilient arms. ing at the side of the conduit end.
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No. 101,829. Bouquet Holder. Porte -bouquet.
arm of said lever, an oscillating valve , a lever handle for the

valve , means for adjustably regulating the amount of open

ing and closing of said valve , and operative connection be

tween said lever and the handle , substantially as described.

2. In an apparatus of the class described the combination

with a vessel , and a water receptacle connected to the ves .

sel by two flexible pipes being respectively connected to the

vessel at points above and below the normal level of the

water therein , of a valve , operative connection between said

receptacle and the valve whereby the latter is caused to re

duce the opening of the valve through a descending move

ment of the receptacle , means to further open the valve

when the receptacle ascends and means to regulate the

amount of both the closing and opening movements of the

John Burdick , Browning , Montana , U.S.A. , 30th October , valve , substantially as described.

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 4th September , 1906. Receipt No.
3. In apparatus of the class described the combination

139,257.
with a vessel, and a water receptacle connected to the ves.

Claim , -1. A device of the class described comprising a
sel by two flexible pipes , said pipes being respectively con

hollow body portion including two sections hinged together level of the water therein , of a valve, operative connection
nected to the vessel at points above and below the normal

at their lower ends for movement of their upper ends to
between said receptacle and the valve whereby the latter is

ward and away from each other, means for holding the sec caused to reduce the opening of the valve through a descend
tions yieldably with their upper ends separated , means for ing movement of the receptacle , means to further open the
holding the sections with their adjacent edge portion in

valve when the receptacle ascends , means to regulate the
mutual engagement , absorbent linings for the sections , and amount of both the closing and opening movements of the
flanges carried by the upper ends of the sections and extend

valve , and means to cause the yalve actuating means to

ing outwardly, therefrom , said sections and their respective operate to a limited extent independentiy of the valve , sub
flanges being each formed from a single piece of metal , the stantially as described .
body portion being open at its upper end .

2. A device of the class described comprising two trans

4. In apparatus of the class described the combination

versely semi-circular sections rounded at their lower ends

with a vessel , and a water receptacle connected to the ves

sel by two flexible pipes , of a valve , a handle fixedly se
and open at their upper ends, a hinge secured to the round cured to the valve and provided with a slot inclined from a

ed portions of the sections for movement of the sections

into and out of engagement with each other, said sections minating adjacentof the valve in an enlarged portion, a bar

radial line projected through the valve axis , said slot ter

being cut away to receive the hinge, means for holding the flooselymounted uponthe spindle of said valve and provided
sections with their edge portions in mutual engagement , ab

sorbent linings for the sections , an outwardly extending means being also adapted when extended through said en

with a slot , means for securing said handle to the bar, such

flange carried by the upper end ofeach section , each of larged portion of thefirst-named slottomovetoa limited
said sectionsand its flange being formed of a single piece extent with the bar independently ofthe handle , and opera
of metal , and means for holding the sections yieldably with tive connection between the said bar and the receptacle,

their edge portions in spaced relation .
substantially as described .

3. A boquet holder comprising a body portion including 5. In combination with a vessel, a receptacle in communi
two sections hinged together at their lower ends for move

ment into and out of operative position, said body portion mounted with respenct to one end thereof and an adjustable

cation therewith , a pivoted lever having a weight adjustably

being adapted for engagementin the neck of a vase, outward- connection withsaidreceptacleat its opposite end, a valve
ly extending flanges carried by the outer ends of the sec

tionsand arranged to rest upon the neckof a vase in which plane of thefulcrumofsaid lever andoperative with the

and mechanism for operating said valve, and means in the

the body portion is engaged, means for holding the sections lever for actuating said mechanism .
yieldably in operative position , a latch arranged to hold the 6. In combination with a vessel a receptacle in communi

sections in operative position , absorbent linings for the sec cation therewith , a pivoted element connected to said recep

tions , and pins carried by the sections and extending there

into for the engagement of plants disposed within the holder site end thereof, a valve , mechanism for operatingsaid

tacle at one end thereof and carrying a weight at the oppo;

to retain said plants in position . valve , and means located in the plane of the fulcrum of

said element and operated by the element for actuating said

No. 101,830. Feed Water Regulator. mechanism .

Régulateur d'eau d'alimentation .
7. In combination with a vessel , a receptacle in communi

cation therewith , a pivoted lever adjustably connected to

said receptacle at one endthereof and having a weight ad.

justably mounted with respect thereto at its opposite end,

a valve with mechanism connected thereto for operating the

same, and arms carried by the lever and located in the

plane of the fulcrum thereof for operating mechanism .

8. In combination with a vessel , a receptacle in communi,

cation therewith , a valve, mechanism for operating said

valve adjustably connected thereto, mechanism for support

ing said receptacle adjustably connected thereto and means

operative with saidsupportingmechanism for actuating

said valve operating mechanism .
9. In combination with a vessel, a receptacle in communi

cation therewith , a valve having mechanism adjustably con:

nected theretoforoperating saidvalve , a pivoted lever for
supporting said receptacle , and meanscarried by said lever

in the plane of thefulcrum thereof foractuating said valve

operating mechanism .

10. In combination with a vessel , a receptacle in communi

cation therewith , a valve having an element rigidly connect:

ed thereto , a pivoted element adjustably connected to said

rigid element, and meansfor supporting said receptacle and

for operating said pivoted element.
11. În combinationwith a vessela receptacle in communi

cation therewith, a valve having an element rigidly con

nected to the spindle thereof and an elementpivoted to said

spindle and adjustably connected to saidrigid element, and

means supporting the receptacle and connected to said

Charles H. Chandler, Seattle , Washington , U.S.A., 30thOcto- ceptacle to said pivoted element.

pivoted element for communicating movement of the re

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 24th July, 1906. Receipt No. 12. In combination with a vessel a receptacle in communi

138,118 . cation therewith ,a valve having a handle mechanism ad

. - 1 feed water regulator comprising

ceptacle, flexible pipes connecting the receptacle" with a pivoted element for supportingsaid receptacle, and means

re- justably connected tothe handle for operating the valve,

boiler, a lever carrying aweight on one of its arms, carried hy said elementfor actuating saidvalveoperating

supporting connection between the receptacle and the other mechanism .
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No. 101,831 . Axle Repairer.

Appareil à réparer les essieur.

hold the catch in a predetermined position , a tail extending

from the hook , means for actuating the hook and a guide

means co - operating with the hook.
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Lottie G. Fader, Bayside, Nova Scotia , Canada, adminis

tratrix of the estate of Samuel L. Fader, deceased , 30th

October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 24th March, 1905 . Re

ceipt No. 123,664 .

Claim.-1. A broken axle repairer comprising a supple

mental axle with lugs at one end and a spindle at the other,

and clips and set screws for securing the same in place upon

an axle .

2. A broken axle repairer comprising a supplemental axle

with a spindle at one end and adapted to be secured to the 101832

underside of an axle , a plate with elongated slot, a clip and

a set screw, as and for the purposes specified . 8. In a device of the class described the combination of a

3. A broken axle repairer com a supplemental axle movable car body, a door for said body, lock means for the

with spindle at one end and lugs at the other end, set screws door comprising a catch pivoted thereto , a hook arranged to

engaged in said lugs, a clip to embrace the axle and the engage the catch , a gravity operating member for actuating

supplemental axle and adjustable means for co - operation the hook and a connection between the catch and the car

with said clip and axle , as set forth . body.

4. A broken axle repairer comprising a supplemental axle 9. In a device of the class described the combination of a

with spindle at one end and lugs at the other, set screws movable car body, a door therefor, lock means for the door

ongaged in said lugs to engage opposite faces of an axle , a comprising a catch pivoted thereto , an extension projected

clip , a plate with openings to receive the legs of the clip , from the catch , a pivoted hook engaging said extension , a

one of said openings being elongated and a set screw en tail extending from the hook, a pivoted gravity bar provided

gaged in a vertical extension of said plate , as and for the with a loop receiving the tail aforesaid , a weight at one end
purpose set forth . ofs said bar and a connection secured at one end to the car

5. A supplemental axle having a spindle at one end and body and passed through the door and connected with the
lugs at the other end , set screws engaged in said lugs to catch aforesaid.

engage opposite faces of an axle , a plate with horizontal

portion with openings, one of which is elongated and a No. 101,833. Railway Scales.
vertical extension with an opening and a set

Balance de chemin de fer.
gaged in the opening of the extension and engaged with

one of the legs of said clip .

screw en

Fig. 1.
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No. 101,832. Car Door Lock.

Serrure de porte de chars. 75

Carl O. Johnson , Lyon , Massachusetts , U.S.A. , 30th October,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 4th July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,511 .
பரபரப்பா

Claim .-1 . In a lock device of the class described the com

beination of a movable catch , a movable hook arranged to $ o 35

hold the catch in a predetermined position, and a gravity

operating member for actuating the hook. pel

2. In a lock device of the class described the combination

of a pivoted catch , a hook arranged to hold the catch in a

predetermined position , and a pivoted gravity operating

member for actuating the hook. 101933

3. In a lock device of the class described the combination se !

of a pivoted catch, an extension projected therefrom, a hook

arranged to engage the extension aforesaid, and a movable

gravity operating member engaging the hook for actuating Peter B. Kimpler, Ellinwood, Kansas, U.S.A., 30th October,
the same. 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 10th September , 1906. Receipt No.

4. In a lock device of the class described the combination 139,376.

of a nivoted catch, an extension projected therefrom , a hook Claim . - 1 . In a platform scale the combination of two sub

arranged to engage the extension aforesaid, and a movable stantially parallel sets of cams , each cam having a pair of

gravity operacing member having a loop for engagement trunnions, bearings for the trunnions , the inner trunnion
with the hook .

being projected and provided with a terminal socket, cross

5. In a lock device of the class described the combination bars received within the sockets of the opposite trunnions,

of a pivoted catch , an extension projected therefrom , a detachable fastenings connecting the trunnions and the

pivoted hook adapted to engage the extension aforesaid , crossbars , a platform supported upon the cams, arms car

a tail for said hook and a gravity operating member co- ried by the crossbars and means connected to the arms for

operating with the tail of the hook . rotating the crossbars.

6. In a lock device of the class described the combination 2. In a platform scale the combination of two series of

of a pivoted catch, an extension projected therefrom, a rotatable cams, crossbars connecting the corresponding

pivoted hook adapted to engage the extension aforesaid , a cams of the two series , arms carried by the crossbars, a con

tail for said hook and a pivoted gravity operating member necting rod connecting one -half of the arms, another con

provided with a loop receiving the tail of the hook . necting rod connecting the other half of the arms, a wind

7. In a lock device of the class described the combipation lass at each end of the device, a cable extending from one

of a support, a catch pivoted thereto, a hook arranged to windlass to the inner end of the opposite connecting rod,
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another cable leading from the same windlass to the inner 5. In a vehicle mud guard the combination with the

end of the adjacent connecting rod, a guide for said other wheel, axle , and two clips thereof, a mud guard extending
cable located beyond the inner end of the adjacent connect- partially around the wheel, a brace connected to the outer

ing rod, a cable leading froin the other windlass to the clip and to the center of the mud guard, two braces con
outer end of the adjacent connecting rod, another cable lead - nected to the inner clip and to the extremities of the
ing from the latter windlass to the outer end of the opposite mud guard , a third star-shaped brace having the arm

connecting rod, and a guide for said cable beyond the outer thereof connected to the three braces thereof the innermost
end of the other connecting rod. clip , as and for the purpose specified .

3. In a platform scale the combination of abutments, 6. In a vehicle mud guard the combination with the

cams rotatably mounted upon the abutments , crossbars con- guard extending partially around the vehicle wheel , of

necting opposite cams, upright push bars, a platform sup- adjustable braces for supporting the same in position, and

ported upon the cams normally out of engagement with the a mud scraper secured to the mud guard at the rear there

push bars and capable of being lowered with the cams into of, as and for the purpose specified .

engagement with the push bars , arms rising from the cross- 7. In a vehicle mud guard, the combination with the

bars and terminating short of the platform , a connection rod wheel, axle and two clips thereof, a mud guard semi-cir

connecting one -half of the arms, another connecting bar cular in cross sections extending partially around the wheel ,

connecting the other half of the arms, a windlass at each straps secured thereto at the center and extremities, a

end of the scale , a cable leading from one windlass to the brace adjustably connected to the center strap and to the

inner end of the opposite connecting bar, another cable lead- outer clip , two braces adjustably connected to the straps at

ing from the same windlass to the inner end of the adjacent the extremities of the guard and to the inner clip, a side
connecting bar, a guide for said cable located beyond the guard secured to the straps and a star -shaped brace con

inner end of the adjacent connecting bar, a cable leading necting the three braces and the inner clip , substantially

from the other windlass to the outer end of the other con- as described .

necting bar, another cable leading from the said other wind

lass to the outer end of the opposite connecting bar, and a No. 101,835. House. Maison .

guide for said cable located beyond the outer end of said

opposite connecting bar.

No. 101,834. Mud Guard for Vehicles.

Garde - grotte pour véhicules . Fig .1 .
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FIG.2 .

101734 Donald J. McKay, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, 30th Octo

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 4th September, 1906. Receipt

No. 139,223 .

William Terrence McCaulay, Osgoode, Ontario , Canada, 30th netting and layers of straw or grass secured thereon , by
Claim .-1 . A house comprising a frame covered with wire

October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th August, 1906 . Re

clamping strips , for the purpose described .
ceipt No. 138,983 . 2. A house comprising a frame, wire netting secured

Claim.-1. In a vehicle mud guard the combination with over said frame and a series of layers of straw or grass

the guard extending partially around the vehicle wheel, of arranged on said netting, for the purpose set forth .

a plurality of braces supporting the guard and means in- 3. A house comprising a frame, a netting secured over

termediate of the length of each brace for adjusting the said frame , a series of horizontal layers of straw or grass

length of the same . arranged on said netting and means for clamping said

2. In a vehicle mud guard the combination with the guard layers to said netting, for the purpose described.

extending partially around the vehicle wheel , of a plurality 4. A house comprising a frame covered with wire netting,

of two part braces supporting the guard in position and a series of horizontal layers of straw or grass arranged

means for adjustably holding the two parts of each brace on said netting and strips secured over the ends of the

together, as and for the purpose specified. straw or grass to the netting by wire loops , for the pur

3. In a vehicle mud guard the combination with the guard pose described.
extending around the outside of the wheel and a side shield 5. A house comprising a frame covered with netting, a
extending around the inner side of the wheel , of adjustable series of horizontal layers of straw and grass arranged on

means for supporting both guards in position , as and for said netting and means for clamping the butts of one layer
the purpose specified . under the heads of the next layer, for the purpose des

4. In a vehicle mud guard the combination with the cribed .

wheel , the axle and two clips thereof, a mud guard ex- 6. A house comprising a frame covered with netting, a

tending partially around the wheel , two braces connected series of horizontal layers of straw or grass arranged over

to the innermost clip , a third brace connected to the outer said netting and clamping strips adapted to clamp the

clip , and means for adjustably connecting two braces of butts of one layer under the heads of the next layer on

the guard , as and for the purpose specified . said netting, for the purpose set forth .

- -
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No. 101,836. Holder for Umbrellas, Canes, Etc,

Porte - parapluie, etc.

of legs, said means further constituting astop for limiting

the vertical movement of the legs , and set screws extending
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through each of the sleeves , and engaging the legs for secur

ing them in adjusted position .

101836

No. 101,838. Ventilator for Windows.

Ventilateur pour fenêtre.

Gusten Nordenstierna, Bristol , Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 30th

October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 6th September, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 139,303 .

Claim .-- 1 . A holder for umbrellas , canes and the like , com

prising a main frame having upright bars and a horizontal

crossbar interposed between and connected to said upright

bars , a bar connected at its ends to the upright bars and at

intermediate points of its length to the crossbar and hav

ing intermediate U-shaped receivers and rounded projections

between the mouths of said receivers and also having verti

cally disposed posts at opposite sides of the mouth of the re

ceivers , hollow retainers mounted on the vertical posts so

as to swing horizontally and having their free ends disposed

adjacent to each other and in the mouth of the receiver and

springs contained in the hollow retainers and connected to

the posts and engaging the retainers so as to return the said

retainers to and normally hold the same in a position cross

wise of the mouths of the receivers.

2. A holder for umbrellas, canes and the like comprising a

receiver having a mouth, vertically disposed posts on the

sides of the receiver, hollow retainers mounted on the ver

tical posts so as to swing horizontally and having their free

ends disposed adjacent to each other and in the mouth of Augustus A. Stephens, Bellaire, Ohio , U.S.A. , 30th October,

the receiver, and springs contained in the hollow retainers 1896 ; 6 years . Filed 21st August , 1906 . Receipt No.

and connected to the posts and engaging the retainers so as 138,892 .

to return the said retainers to and normally hold the same Claim . - The combination with a window casing having

in a position crosswise of the mouth of the receiver . screened openings beneath its bottom which openings lead

3. A holder for umbrellas, canes and the like comprising a from the outside , of a perforated tubing arranged within the

receiver, a mouth, posts on the sides of the receiver, hollowcasing at the bottom thereof, said tubing having a dependent

swinging retainers mounted on the said posts and having pipe extension at each end adapted to extend through the

their free ends normally disposed adjacent to each other bottom of the casing and having flaring mouths fitting over

and in the mouth of the receiver and spring traps fixed the corresponding openings beneath the bottom of the casing,

to the posts and arranged in the longitudinal centers of the a second perforated tubing arranged at the top of and within

retainers with their forward ends in engagement with the casing and independent of the other tubing, the perfora

portions of the retainers. tions of the latter tubing being arranged in the bottom

thereof, a pipe leading from one end of the upper tubing

No, 101,837. Table . Table .
through the flooring of the casing, a fan in communication

with the lower end of the last - named pipe, and means for

James Rozee, Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, Canada , 30th October, operating the fan to draw warm air out of the casing

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 10th September, 1906. Receipt No. through the tubing, the pipe and the fan .

139,381 .

Claim . - The herein described new article of manufacture No. 101,839. Wrought MetalFerrule.

adapted to be converted for use as a work holder, lap board , Ferrure de métal.

a skirt fitting appliance and an invalid bed table, consisting
of a table top having a continuous unbroken surface and The Cleveland Hardware Company , assignee of Sereno S. Hol

provided at each corner with an opening , the openings at
comb , all of Cleveland, Ohio , U.S.A., 30th October, 1906 ;

each end of the table top being in transverse alignment,
6 years . Filed 17th October, 1906. Receipt No. 140,402 .

sleeves secured to the lower face of said top at each corner Claim . - 1. A wrought metal ferrule for single trees and the

thereof and arranged in alignment with said openings and like comprising an approximately cylindrical body and two

sleeves, means for bracing and connecting together each integral outwardly extended ears and a tubular rivet passing

pair of legs arranged at each end of the table thereby caus- through said ears and having its ends upset against them ,

ing when a leg is adjusted, the vertical adjustment of a pair'substantially as and for the purpose specified.

10-39
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2. A wrought metal ferrule for single trees and the like ranged to present ports whereby the gases of combustion

comprising an approximately cylindrical body and two in- flow into the said space, substantially as described and for
the purpose set forth .

6. In a tubular boiler the bridge wall whereof has its

front side concaved transversely to the fire chamber, the
combination of a tuyere extending continuously from side

to side of the combustion chamber and disposed to direct

a blast against the said concaved wall, means whereby air

is supplied to the tuyere, the said tuyere being provided

with intake ports to allow the entry of the gases of com

bustion thereinto, substantially as described and for the

purpose set forth .

7. In a tubular boiler the bridge wall whereof has its

front side concaved transversely to the fire chamber, the

combination of a pair of downwardly converging plates ex

tending transversely to the chamber and disposed in direct

a blast against such concaved wall, means whereby air

is supplied to the space between the plates , and such plates

being arranged to present ports whereby the gases of com

bustion flow into the said space , substantially as des

tegral outwardly extending ears , one of said ears being bent cribed and for the purpose set forth.
over the edge of and against the face of the other ear, and a

8. The combination of a tubular boiler , fire chamber c,

tubular rivet which passes through the three thicknesses of bridge wall d , concavity g. ash pit e, plates h, i, flues kk,

metal thereby produced and is upset at its ends to secure entry ports m, m, baffle walls 0, 0 , and curved passager.

them together , substantially as and for the purpose specified. substantially as described and for the purpose set forth .

No. 101,840. Smoke Consumer. Foyer fumirore. No. 101,841 . Gate Valve . Soupape.
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The Darling Pump and Manufacturing Company, Williams

port , assignee of Henry Millholland , Reading, both in

Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 30th October , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed

9th July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,626 .

Claim .-- 1. The improvement in gate valves herein des

cribed comprising the main or body wedge block having a

longitudinal bore or passage and provided in two opposite

sides with openings forming bearings for the trunnions of

the valve discs and having surrounding one of said openings

a projection whereon to support the bottom wedge block
The Perfect Simplex Combustion Company , Montreal , as and provided on its two other opposite faces with inclined

signee of William McArdle , Montreal, Quebec, Canada, surfaces, the bottom wedge block having side plates pro

30th October, 1906; 6 years. Filed 19th May, 1906. Re- vided with inclined faces co -operating with those of the
ceipt No. 136,066 . body wedge block , and a front plate having an opening

Claim.-1 . The combination with a fire chamber having receiving the projection on the main wedge block and

a bridge wall therein of a continuous transverse tuyere fitting over said projection whereby the bottom wedge

between the front of thefire chamber and the bridge wall block may be supported thereon and directly by the main
and directing a blast within such chamber, and means or body wedge block, the opposite valve discs or plates

whereby an oxygenic fluid is supplied to such tuyere , sub - provided with inwardly pdojecting studs turning in the
stantially as described and for the purpose set forth . bearings in the body wedge block and the casing for said

2. The combination with a fire chamber having a bridge valve , all substantially as described, whereby the bottom

wall therein , of a continuous transverse tuyere between the wedge block and the valve plates or discs may be supported

front of the fire chamber and the bridge wall and directing directly by the body wedge block, substantially as and for

a blast within such chamber, and means whereby pure air the purpose set forth .

is supplied to such tuyere, substantially as described and 2. The combination in the gate valve with the body wedge

for the purpose set forth . block of the valve discs or plates supported at the opposite

3. The combination with a fire chamber having a bridge sides thereof, and the bottom block supported directly by

wall therein , of a continuous transverse tuyere between the body wedge block and operating between the same and

the front of the fire chamber and the bridge wall and one of the valve plates or discs,substantially as set forth.

directing a blast within such chamber, substantially as 3. The combination of the body wedge block having a

described and for the purpose set forth. longitudinal opening or bore and provided in its opposite

4. The combination with a fire chamber having a bridge sides with openings leading to said bore and forming bear

wall therein, of a pair of converging plates between the ings for the studs of thevalve plates or discs, the valve

front of the chamber and the bridge wall, means whereby plates or discs arranged on opposite sides of the body

air is supplied to the space between such plates, substan- wedge block and having studs projecting into the bearing

tially as described and for the purpose set forth . openings thereof , and the bottom wedge block operating

5. The combination with a fire chamber, of a pair of con- between the body wedge block and one of the valve plates

verging plates within such chamber adjacent to the exit and supported directly by the body wedge block, substanti

port thereof and disposed to direct a blast against the ally as set forth .

wall of such exit port , means whereby air is supplied to 4. The combination in a gate valve of parallel rotative

the space between such plates and such plates being ar- I discs having journal studs , the main wedge block having
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a pertures for the reception of said studs and provided pump air into said distributing chamber, substantially as
around one of said apertures with a support for the bottom described.

wedge block and bottom wedge block suspended from 5. In an internal combustion motor the combination of a

said support, substantially asandforthe purpose set forth. cylinder, an annular air distributing chamber surrounding
5. The combination in a gate valve of the valve plates said cylinder at one end , air discharge tubes projecting from

and the body or main wedge block having on one side a said chamber and arranged around said cylinder, said tubes

projection forming a support for the bottom wedge block, being provided with jet apertures to project streams of air

the bottom wedge block supported on said projection and against the cylinder , and means for forcing air into said air

having an opening receiving the same and the opposite ro- distributing chamber, substantially as described.
tative discs, substantially as set forth . 6. In an internal combustion motor the combination of a

6. The combination of the main wedge block , the opposite cylinder having heat radiating flanges upon its sides and

rotative discs, connections between the discs and the main head, and air discharge tubes extending through said flanges

wedge block , and the bottom wedge block operating between upon its sides and adapted to discharge air ba'ween the same

the main block and one of the discs an dsupported indepen- and said flanges upon its head , substantially as described.

dently of the connections between the said discs and the 7. An internal combustion motor having a closed crank

body wedge block whereby the bottom wedge block is car- chamber , a cylinder in communication with said crank cham

ried by the body independently of the rotative discs . ber , an annular air distributing chamber surrounding one

end of said cylinder, a plurality of longitudinally extending

No. 101,842. Air Cooler for Engines. air discharge tubes projecting from said distributing chamber

Réfrigérant à air pour machines . and arranged around said cylinder to direct cooling currents

of air against the heated parts of the latter, a piston in

said cylinder , and valve mechanism co-acting with said

piston and crank chamber to pump air into said distributing

chamber, substantially as described .

S. An internal combustion motor having a closed crank

chamber, a cylinder in communication with said crank cham

ber, heat radiating flanges or webs upon said cylinder, air

lischarge tubes projecting through said flanges or webs and

adapted to discharge cooling currents of air between the

same and against the cylinder , an air distributing chamber

in communication with said discharge tubes and said crank

chamber, a piston in said cylinder, and valve mechanism co

acting with said piston and crank chamber to pump air

into said distributing chamber, substantially as described .

9. In an internal combustion motor the combination of a

cylinder , a piston in said cylinder, flanges surrounding the

cylinder, perforated air distributing tubes passing through

the flanges, a closed crank chamber in communication with

said cylinder and provided with inlet and discharge open

ings, a crank shaft in said crank chamber operated by said

piston, and a semi- circular disc secured to said crank shaft

and adapted to alternately open and close said openings in

said crank chamber, substantially as described .

10. In an internal combustion motor the combination of a

cylinder having heat radiating flanges, air discharge tubes

projecting through said flanges, and means for forcing air

through said tubes , substantially as described .

11. In an internal combustion motor the combination of a

cylinder having annular radially projecting heat radiating

flanges, longitudinally disposed air discharge tubes project

ing through said flanges, and means for forcing air through

said tubes , substantially as described .

George Wolke , Edward P. Kirby and William K. McLaughlin, 12. In an internal combustion motor the combination of a

each an assignee of a third interest , all of Jacksonville , cylinder having heat radiating flanges upon its sides and

Illinois, U.S.A. , 30th October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 22nd head , and air discharge tubes extending through said flanges

April , 1905. Receipt No. 124,488 . upon its sides and adapted to discharge air between the

Claim . — 1. An internal combustion motor having a crank same and said flanges upon its head , substantially as des

chamber, a cylinder having heat radiating flanges or webscribed.

and communicating with said crank chamber , air distribut
13. In an internal combustion motor the combination of a

ing tubes supported by the flanges and having discharge cyiinder head having an exhaust valve, heat radiating flanges

openings for projecting cooling streams or jets of air be
upon said head and projecting radially from said exhausi

tween the flanges to the heated parts of the motor, a piston valve, and airdischarge tubes adapted to direct cooling cur
in said cylinder, and valve mechanism co -acting with said rents of air between said flanges and against said discharge

piston to pump a cooling medium through said air distri- valve , substantially as described .

buting tubes, substantially as described.
2. An internal combustion motor having a crank cham- No. 101,843. Glass Retaining Device for Sashes .

ber, a cylinder communicating with said crank chamber,
Appareil à retenir les vitres de châssis.

flanges surrounding the cylinder, air distributing tubes ex

tending through the flanges and having discharge openings

for projecting cooling jets or currents of air longitudinally

along and against the heated portions of said cylinder, a

piston in said cylinder , and valve mechanism co-acting with

said piston to pump air into said distributing tubes , substan

tially as described .

3. An internal combustion motor having a crank chamber ,

a cylinder communicating with said crank chamber , flanges

surrounding said cylinder, distributing tubes passing through

said flanges and provided with jet orifices for directing cool

ing jets of currents of air longitudinally along and against

the heated parts of the motor, a piston in said cylinder , and

valve mechanism co-acting with said piston and crank cham

ber to pump air into said distributing tubes , substantially

as described.

4. An internal combustion motor having a crank chamber ,

a cylinder provided with exterior flanges and communicating

with said crank chamber, an air distributing chamber sur

rounding the cylinder at its inner end, discharge tubes sup
ported by said flanges and leading from said distributing Christopher Columbus Chancey, Hartford, Alabama, U.S.A. ,

chamber longitudinally of the cylinder, and provided with 30th October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 19th September, 1906.

jet orifices to direct cooling currents of air against the heat- Receipt No. 139,627 .

ed parts of the motor, a piston in said cylinder, and valve Claim. -A window sash having an undercut groove for the

mechanism co -acting with said piston and crank chamber to reception of putty B behind the glass C, under the Ilp por .
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tion Al of the sash A , substantially in the manner and for 4. As a new article of manufacture, a strip or wire having

the purposes hereinbefore described and set forth . a series of perforations and longitudinal grooves and flanges

constructed to interlock with the flanges and grooves of a

No. 101,844. Corn Harvester.
corresponding parallel strip or portion to form a strainer

wall , substantially as described.
Moissonneuse à blé d'inde .

5. A strainer wall composed of adjacent interlocking por

tions or strips of wire between which the water is admitted ,

Pg 1
substantially as described.

6. A strainer wall comprising overlapping portions or

strips of wire forming in effect outer and inner walls, a

water admitting crevice being provided between the strips

in the outer wall and the inner wall being provided with

perforations communicating witli said crevice, substantially

as described.

well strainer comprising a spiral winding having in

terlocking convolutions between which the water is admit

ted, substantially as described.

8. A well strainer comprising a spiral winding having over

lapping convolutions forming in effect a cylinder having

Rgs 22
outer and inner walls, a water admitting crevice being pro

vided between the convolutions in the outer wall and the

inner wall being provided with perforations communicating

101844
with said crevice , substantially as described.

9. A well strainer comprising a cylinder formed of a spiral

winding having overlapping convolutions provided with

Frederick J. Cook , Ballard, Washington , U.S.A. , 30th Octo- grooves and flanges interfitting with each other in adjacent

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 21st August , 1906. Receipt No. convolutions and inlet apertures extending through the wall

138,891 .
of the cylinder, substantially as described.

Claim . — 1. In a corn harvester the combination with longi- ' with water passages andhaving overlapping convolutions
10. A well strainer formed of a spiral winding provided

tudinally disposed snapping rolls and husking rolls , of a

transversely extending guide between said rolls , and an end
provided with grooves and flanges interfitting with each

less conveyer for positively feeding ears or corn along said
other in adjacent convolutions and spun or rolled together

snapping rolls and through said guide, substantially as des
to prevent unwinding, substantially as described.

cribed .
11. A well strainer comprising a cylindric strainer portion

2. In a corn harvester the combination of a wheeled frame ,
formed of a spiral winding, and end nipples having a screw

a pair of snapping rolls mounted thereon , a pair of husking
thread engagement with the ends of the spiral winding, sub

rolls mounted longitudinally upon said frameto one side of stantially as described .

said snapping rolls , a guideway upon said frame between

said pairs of rolls, a fingered endless conveyer mounted upon
No. 101,846. Life Saving Apparatus.

said frame to travel along said snapping rolls and said Appareil de sauvetage.

guideway , and means for simultaneously operating said rolls

and said conveyer , substantially as described.

3. In a corn harvester the combination of a wheeled frame ,

a pair of snapping polls mounted thereon , a pair of husking

rolls mounted upon said frame to one side of the said snap

ping rolls, a guideway upon said frame between the adjacent

inner ends of said pairs of rolls , an endless conveyer mount

ed upon said frame to travel along said snapping rolls and

said guideway , a hopper at the lower end of said husking

rolls , a deflector plate for directing the ears of corn from

said husking rolls into said hopper , and an endless conveyer

for conducting the ears of corn from said hopper to a suit

able receptacle , substantially as described .
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Peter Mahoney, Brooklyn , New York, y.S.A. , 30th October,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed20th September, 1906. Receipt No.

139,661.

Claim . — 1. In a life saving apparatus for ships the combina

tion of a kite, a kite line attached thereto , a tall block se

cured to the rigging through whichtall block the kite line

is rove , a reel box anda frame adjustably mounted therein

and carrying the kite line reel.

2. In a life saving apparatus for ships the combination ofa

kite , a kite line held on the ship and attached tothe kite in
the usual manner, a second line supported by said kiteline

Edward E. Johnson , White Bear, Minnesota, U.S.A. , 30th and held on board the ship and forming the meansfor estab

October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 6th October, 1905. Re- lishing connection between the ship and the shore.

ceipt No. 129,009 .
3. In a lifesavingapparatus forships the combinationof

a kite, a kite line held onthe ship and attached to the kite
Claim .-- 1. A strand or wire adapted to interlock on itself

to form a strainer wall, substantially as described.

in the usual manner and a second line supported by the kite

2. A strainer wall

line at a suitable distance from the kite, its free end being
comyosed parallel interlocking weighted sothat itcanbe loweredto the ground by paying

strands between which the water is admitted , substantially it outfrom the ship faster than the kite line.
as described.

93. as anew article of manufacture, a strip or wire having kite and a kite line connected thereto and held on the ship

longitudinally groovesand flanges constructed to interlock a block suspended from the kite line at a suitabledistance

withtheflanges and grooves of acorrespondingparallel fromthekite,the second or communicating line held on the

strip or portion toforma strainer wall , substantially as ship and rove through said block, a weighted lantern orother

described. weight attached to the second line which when paid out faster

of
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than the kite line drops to the shore and establishes com- the kite , a cord of lower breaking strength than the two said

munication between the shore and the ship . lines and connecting them to each other near the kite

5. In a life saving apparatus for ships the combination of a whereby the cord is snapped and the kite tripped and throwa

kite , a kite line , a tail block secured to the rigging through to the ground when the trip line is held back.

which tail block the kite line is rove and then connected to

the kite in a usual manner , a block suspended from the said No. 101,848. Water Feed Mechanism for Boilers.

kite line at a suitable distance from the kite , a reel box
Appareil d'alimentation d'eau pour chaudières.

adapted to be secured to the ship and containing an adjust

able frame carrying the kite line reel and also a second line

reel , the second line being rove through the block suspended

from the kite line , a wind drag attached close to the end of

the second line and a weighted lantern or other weight at

tached to the free end of the second line so that when the

second line is paid out faster than the kite line , the former

is brought to the ground and communication is established

between the ship and the shore .

6. The combination with a life saving apparatus embodying

a kite , a kite line attached thereto and a second line , af a

float or drag pointed at both ends and connected at one end

to the ship end of said kite line and at the other end to a

supplementary line carried aboard a ship and controlling said
float or drag.
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No. 101,847 . Life Saving Apparatus.

Appareil de sauvetage.

.tya

Fig. 3.
Fig.5 .

Fig 2 .

16

R
15 CL

Walter Andrew Moffat, Denver , Colorado, US.A. , 30th Octo

ber , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 9th October, 1905. Receipt No.

129,079.

Claim . - 1 . In a steam boiler water feed the combination

with the boiler, of a feed water receptacle , a feed water

pipe connecting said receptacle and boiler and having a

valve, a steam pipe leading from the boiler into the feed

water receptacle and opening above the water line therein ,

fig
a valve for said steam pipe , and means whereby said valves

are simultaneously operated.

2. In a steam boiler water feed the combination with the

boiler and its safety valve of a feed water receptacle , a feed

water pipe connecting the water space of said receptacle

with the water space of the boiler, a steam pipe leading from

the safety valve into said feed water receptacle and opening

above the high water line therein , a valve in said feed water

pipe , and means operated by the safety valve to actuate the

valve in the feed water pipe.

3. In a steam boiler water feed the combination with the

boiler , of a feed water receptacle , a feed pipe connecting the

water space of the said receptacle with the water space of

the boiler , a steam pipe leading from the boiler into the feed

water receptacle , a heating coil within the water space of

Figo said receptacle forming a continuation of said steam pipe

101847 and opening above the high water line therein , and valve for

controlling the said steam pipe and feed pipe.

4. In a steam boiler water feed the combination with the

boiler and its smoke stack , of a feed water receptacle sur

Peter Mahoney, Brooklyn, New York, U.S.A. , 30th October, rounding the smoke stack, a feed pipe connecting the water

1906 : 6 years . Filed 20th September , 1906. Receipt No. space of said receptacle with the water space of the boiler,

139,662 . a steam pipe leading from the boiler into the feed water re

Claim . - 1. In a life saving apparatus the combination of ceptacle, a heating coil within the water space of said re

a kite or other aerial device, a kite line attached to the kite ceptacle forming a continuation of said steam pipe and open

and asecond or trip line adapted inconjunction with the ingabove the high water line therein, and valves forcon
kite line to lower the kite . trolling said steam pipe and feed pipe .

2. In a life saving apparatus the combination of a kite or 5. In a steam boiler water feed the combination with the

other aerial device, a kite line connected to the kite, a second boiler and its stack ,of a feed water receptacle having a flue

or trip line attached to the kite for the purposeof tripping passage therethrough and adapted to form an intermediate
or throwing the kite, both lines being controlled from the section of the stack , a feed water pipe connecting said re

ship and adapted in conjunctionwith each other to lower the ceptacle and boiler, a steam pipe leading from the boiler into
kite when desired . the feed water receptacle , a heating coil within the water

3. In a life saving apparatus the combination of a kite , a space of said receptacle surrounding theflue passage thereof
kite line connected hereto, a reel box containing a folding andopeningabove the high water linetherein, the said coil
reel frame carrying reels upon one of which is woundthe forming a continuation of said steam pipe , valves for control

said kite line , a second or trip line attached to the kite and ling the steam pipe and feed pipe , and means whereby said

carried by said kite line and wound upon a reel in said reel valves are operated by the steam pressure within the boiler,
box, and a cord connecting said kite line and said trip line to 6. In a steam boiler water feed the combination with the

each other, the cord being ofa lowerbreaking strength than boiler , its safety valve and lever controlling the same, of a
the kite line or trip line . feed water receptacle , a feed water pipe connecting said re

4. In a life saving apparatus the combination of a kite, aceptacle with the boiler, a steam pipe leading from the safety
kite line attached thereto, a block secured to the rigging valve into the feed water receptacle andopening above the
through which blockthe kite line is rove, a second or trip high water line therein , a valve in the feed water pipe con
line carried by said kite line and connected to the kite,a cord nected to the lever of the safety valve , a float within the

of lower breaking strength than the two said lines and con- boiler connected to said lever and adapted when not sustain
necting said kite line and said trip line, and suspensioned by the water within the boiler to actuate said lever by
hanks upon said kite line for carrying said trip line . gravity and open the feed valve.

5. In a life saving apparatus the combination of a kite , a 7. In a steam boiler water feed the combination with the

kite line attached thereto, a block secured to the rigging boiler, its safety valve and lever for controlling the same, of

through which block the kite line is rove, a second or trip a feed water receptacle, a feed water pipe connecting saia

line carried by said kite line and attached to the bottom of ' receptacle with the boiler, a steam pipe leading from the
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safety valve into the feed water receptacle and opening above in a series of shorter loops, said loops crossing the spaces

the high water line therein , a valve in the feed water pipe between the longer loops , the second rope forming the

connected to the lever of the safety valve , and means for

operating said lever manually.

8. In a steam boier water feed the combination with the

boiler and its safety valve , of a feed water receptacle having

a feed water pipe connecting the same and the boiler , a steam

pipe leading from the safety valve into the feed water re

ceptacle above the high water line therein , and a safety valve

for controlling the steam pressure within said receptacle .

9. In a steam boiler water feed the combination with the

boiler , of a feed water receptacle , a feed water pipe connect

ing said receptacle and said boiler , a steam pipe leading from

the boiler into the feed water receptacle and opening above

the high water line therein , a valve for said steam pipe , an

engine steam pipe communicating with the boiler and with

said steam pipe , means for alternately cutting off said com

munications whereby steam for the engine may be taken from

the water feed receptacle when the pressure therein is equal

to or greater than that in the boiler .

10. In a steam boiler water feed the combination with the

boiler and its safety valve , of a feed water receptacle , a feed

water pipe connecting said receptacle and boiler , a steam
shorter loops being also secured to said stay rope between

pipe leading from the safety valve into th feed water re
the loops .

ceptacle and opening therein above the high water line there

of , an engine steam pipe having communication with said

3. A rescue buoy consisting of an inflated ring body , a net

steam pipe and with the boiler, a check valve for closing said ting and peripherally surrounding said body, a marginal rope
ting surrounding said body , a stay rope secured to the net.

communication with the steam pipe under the pressure direct

from the boiler, a valve for closing communication between

formed in a series of loops, which marginal rope between

the loops is attached to the stay rope, a second marginal

the engine steam pipe and the boiler , a float within the feed
rope formed in a series of shorter loops which cross the

water receptacle , and means actuated by said float and con spaces between the longer loops , the second rope having the

nected to the latter valve to close the same.

11. In a steam boilerwater feed the combinationwith the ring secured to said stay rope, and a tow rope attached to
shorter loops therein being also secured to said stay rope, a

boiler and its safety valve , of a feed water receptacle wholly said ring,the tow rope beingprovided with an enclosed wire

located above theboiler, a feed water pipe connecting said strand whereby to preventthetowrope from becoming tanreceptacle and boiler and having a valve , a steam pipe lead
gled with itself .

ing from the safety valve into the feed water receptacle and

opening above the water line therein , and a heating coil

within the water space of said receptacle and forming a
No. 101,850. Wrapper Cord Knotter and Cutter.

continuation of the said steam pipe.
Fil à envelopper, noucur et couteau.

12. In a steam boiler water feed the combination with the

boiler and the smoke stack , of a feed water receptacle

through which the smoke stack passes, a feed water pipe

connecting said receptacle with the boiler, a valve in the

feed water pipe , a steam pípe connecting the boiler with said

receptacle and opening above the high water line therein , a

heating coil forming a part of said steam pipe , a valve in

the steam pipe and means to operate both valves simult

aneously and automatically.

13. In a steam boiler water feed the combination with the

boiler, of a feed water receptacle. a feed water pipe con

necting said receptacle and boiler, a steam pipe leading
from the boiler and opening into said receptacle above the

high water line therein , a heating coil within said receptacle

forming a continuation of said steam pipe , a water supply

pipe opening into said receptacle , a valve in said supply

pipe , a float within said receptacle , and means operated by
said float to open and close the valve of the water supply

pipe.

14. The combination with the feed water receptacle , of a
John E. Quinn, Lime Springs , Iowa , U.S.A. , 30th October, 1906;

water supply pipe , a valve therein , a pinion mounted on the 6 years . Filed 7th September , 1906. Receipt No. 139,320.

stem of the valve , a vertically movable yoke having one Claim .-- 1. In an implement of the class described, a casing,

limb outside the receptacle and having a rack to engage the a shaft mounted therein and carrying at one end a cord

pinion and the other limb slidably projected into said re knotter and at its other end a miter gear, a second shaft

centarle and a float on the latter limb within the receptacle. carrying a pinion and a miter gear meshing with that ofthe

15. In a steam boiler water feed the combination with the first shaft , a third shaft carrying a pinion and a combined
boiler , of a feed water receptacle , a feed water pipe con- tension device and knife , and means forsimultaneously

necting said receptacle and boiler , a

heeminthaboilerinto the feed water receptacle and opening nounted therein and carryingat one end'a knotter and at aina

steam pipe leading driving both pinions.

2. In a device of the class described, a casing, a shaft

above the high water line therein , a supply pipe having a
valve adapted to close the same by steam pressure within other end a miter gear , a second shaft carryinga pinion and

said receptacle , a second valve in said supply pipe, means
a miter gear meshing with that of the first shaft, a third

for opening and closing said valve and a float within the shaft carrying a pinion of greater size than that of the

receptacle for actuating said valve operating means.
secondshaftand a combined tension device and knife, and

a rack bar engaging the two pinions .

No. 101,849. Rescue Buoy. Bouée de sauvetage.

3. In an implement of the class described the combination

witha handle, of a casing provided in its side and bothends
Jerusha C. Quarterman , Titusville , Florida, U.S.A. , 30th Octo- with a cord guide, a shaft journalled in the casingand carry

ber , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 5th September, 1906. Receipt ing at one end a cord knotter arranged in the line of the

No. 139,283 .
cord guide and at its other end

miter gear, a second shaft

Claim . - 1. A rescue buoy consisting of aninflated ring first shaft, athird shaft carrying a pinion and a combined
carryinga pinion and amiter gear meshingwiththatofthe

body, a netting surrounding saidbody, loops extending from tension device and knife, a rack bar projectingtransversely

Hoe nettingand forminga plurality of series of handholds through thecasing and engaging the pinions, and a spring

in addition to those provided by the netting, and a tow
pressed arm for actuating the rack bar.

rope attached to the ring , said tow rope being provided

with anenclosedwire strand whereby to prevent said tow with a handle, of a casing provided in its side and both ends

4. In an implementoftheclassdescribed the combination

rope from becoming tangled.

2.Arescue buoy consisting of an inflated ring body,anet- carrying at one end a cord knotter arranged inthelineof
with a cord guide, ashaftmountedwithinthe casing and

ting encircling said body,astay rope secured to the netting the guide and atits other enda miter gear, a secondshaft

and peripherallyencircling the said body, a marginal rope carrying a pinion anda miter gear meshing with that ofthe
aordiparinhaseriesofloops, said rope being attached to the first shafi,a thira shaft"carrying a pinion and a combined

stayrope between the loops, a second marginal rope formed tension deviceand knife provided with a cord engaging beak,
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stationary members disposed on each side of the tension de- operative position around the lower end of the inclined

vice and co -acting therewith , and a rack bar engaging the frame, transverse shafts journalled in the upper and lower
pinions. ends of said inclined frame , sprocket wheels upon said shafts ,

5. In an implement of the class described the combination an endless slatted carrier mounted upon said sprocket wheels ,

with a handle, of a casing secured thereto and provided with iransverse braces connecting the side members of the in

a lateral cord guide, frame members secured within the cas- clined frame between the upper and lower leads of the car

ing, a pair of shafts journalled in the frame , and carrying rier, longitudinal floor slats mounted upon said transverse

intermeshing miter gears, a knotter carried by one of the braces, transverse braces supported by the frame and above

shafts, a pinion carried by the other shaft, a third shaft the upper lead of the endless carrier, longitudinal resilient

carrying apinion and a combined tension device and knifea compression bars supported by and connected with the under

rack bar meshing with the two pinions, and a spring pressed sides ofsaidbracesanddisposed intercurrently with rela
arm for actuating the rack . tion to the floor slats and the lower ends of said resilient

bars being extended between and in rear of the curved rake

No. 101,851 . Lawn Mower. Faucheuse de pelouse . teeth , said compression bars co -operating with the rake

teeth to convey material gathered by the latter between the

upper lead of the carrier and said compression bars.

Trier

No. 101,853. Method of Converting Energy.

Véthode de convertir l'énergie.
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John H. Seip, Peckville , Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 30th October ,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 13th August , 1906. Receipt No.

138,628.

Claim.-1 . The combination with a frame having a finger

bar and a pair of branches extending rearwardly therefrom , Adolf Vogt, 149 Tulse Hill , Surrey, England , 30th October,

said branches having a cross connection therebetween, of a 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 18th May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,050 .

reciprocating cutter bar on the finger bar, having a socket in Claim . - 1. A method of converting the chemical energy of

the top , a lever pivoted on the cross connection between the fuel into the kinetic energy of a moving fluid and consisting

branches and having a head fitting in the socket, a hand ) ir burning the fuel by air under pressure and allowing the

crank and crank disc mounted on the frame and having gear- hot compressed fluid thus produced to expand and to pass

ing therebetween , and a tumbling rod located between said through a regenerator whereby substantially the whole or a

branches and connecting the crank disc and the lever. part of the sensible heat which the fluid still contains is re

2. The combination with a frame comprising a finger bar, covered , substantially as described .

branches extending rearwardly therefrom and united at a 2. In a method of converting the chemical energy of fuel

reck, a handle connected to and offset on one side of the into the kinetic energy of a moving fluid and consisting in

neck, a bearing frame offset on the other side from the neck , burning the fuel by air under pressure and allowing the bot

a crank shaft and gear mounted on said frame , a shaft compressed fluid thus produced to expand and to pass through

mounted on a bearing on the neck and having at one end a a regenerator, causing the fluid that issues through the re

pinion meshing with the gear aud at the other end a crank generator to pass through an injector, substantially as and

disc , a cutter bar on the finger bar , a lever pivoted between for the purpose set forth .

said branches and engaging the cutter bar , and a tumbling 3. In a method of converting the chemical energy of fuel

rod connecting the lever and crank disc and oscillating be- into the kinetic energy of a moving fluid and consisting in

tween said branches . burning the fuel by air under pressure and allawing the hot

compressed quid thus produced to expand and to pass through

No. 101,852. Hay Rake and Loader.
a regenerator, causing a fluid to pass around the regenerator

and subsequently to enter the combustion chamber, substan

Rateau à foin et monte - charge. tially as and for the purpose set forth.

4. In an apparatus for converting the chemical energy of

fuel into the kinetic energy of a moving fluid and consisting
40 19

in burning the fuel by air under pressure and allowing the hot

compressed fluid thus produced to expand and to pass through

a regenerator, the combination of a gas generator or other

fuel supply, a combustion chamber having one or more noz

zles for the expansive escape of gas and a regenerator where

into the said nozzle or nozzles open , substantially as des

cribed.

6. In combination a compressor, a gas generator or other

fuel supply , a combustion chamber, arrangements for distri

and consisting in burning the fuel by air under pressure and

allowing the hot compressed fluid thus produced to expand

and to pass through a regenerator, an air compressor ar

ranged to supply air under pressure to the generator or other

fuel supply and to the combustion chamber directly or

through the regenerator, substantially as described .

101852
6. In combination , a compressor, a gas generator or other

fuel supply , a combustion chamber, arangements for distri

Lewis Shultz, La Harpe, Illinois , U.S.A., 30th October, 1906 ; buting air from the compressor to the generator or other fuel

6 years. Filed 29th May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,373. supply and the combustion chamber , a regenerator , an ex

Claim . - 1. In a device of the class described, an inclined pansion nozzle or nozzles opening from the combustion cham

frame, an approximately horizontal frame connected there - ber into the regenerator, an arrangement for passing fluid
with and having means for the attachment of draft , an axle through the regenerator to other parts of the apparatus, a

supported for rotation , wheels upon said axle , a rock shaft motor operated by the fluid that expands through the nozzle

constituting a rake head supported for oscillation between or nozzles , and suitably governed devices for controlling the
said axle and th lower end of the inclined frame , curved said arrangement for distributing air and passing luid , sub

rake teeth connected with said rake head and extending in ' stantially as described.
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No. 101,854. Bow Facing Oar. Rames . increasing length , the longest crossed on the next two, the

latter being rearwardly divergent from one another and all
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Jacob William Wagner, Garrett, and Henry Shenk, Ceder, of them having forwardly bowed rear ends, and a plate sur

both in Indiana, U.S.A. , 30th October, 1906 ; 6 years. mounting the horizontal portions of the crossed slats .

Filed 28th September, 1906. Receipt No. 139,870. 2. A windrower comprising a bar for attachment to the

Claim .-1 . In a bow facing oar the combination of an up rear of the finger bar of a mowing machine , slats having their

right bracket provided at its ends with open socket bearings forward ends fastened to the bar first aforesaid and rear

and at its central portion with laterally apertured lugs, a
wardly extended on a horizontal plane below the same , the

horizontal plate pivotally mounted in the bearings and lugs outermost slat being the shortest and rearwardly divergent

of said bracket, and provided upon its outer free end with a from the one next outermost, the others of gradually increas

pivoted stirrup or guide, and a two-part car whose handle ing length , the longest crossed on the next two , the latter

section is fulcrumed near the inner edge of the said plate, being rearwardly divergent from one another and all of them

and whose blade section is slidably mounted in the said having forwardly bowed rear ends, and a plate surmounting

guide and is pivotally connected at its inner end to the the horizontal portions of the crossed slats.

said handle section , all substantially as described .

2. The combination in a bow facing oar of
No. 101,857. Wind Instrument. Instrument à vent.

upright

bracket having open socket bearings at its ends, and pro

vided with laterally apertured lugs at its central portion, a

horizontal plate resting in the socket bearings, and having FISI

an apertured lug which extends between the before -mentioned

lugs, and a removable bolt extending through all of said lugs ,

and a two - part oar connected with the horizontal plate and
supported thereby , whose handle section is fulcrumed near

the inner edge of the said plate , and whose blade section is

slidably mounted in the said guide, and is pivotally connected

at its inner end to the said handle section , all substantially

as described.
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No. 101,855. Golf Cap. Chapeau de golfe . 30
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Albert 0. Paulson, Sharon , North Dakota , U.S.A. , 30th Octo

ber , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 3rd July , 1906 . Receipt No.

137,487 .

Claim . - 1. In a wind instrument , a plurality of piston

valves , provided with both curved and transverse ports, ad

justable to alter the lengtbs of the wind passage, there being

the same number of reverse turns in all positions of the

valves .

2. In a wind instrument , piston valves , each having a curv .

ed port corresponding to one of the slides, and provided with

transverse ports , which are connected in the wind passage

when the curved ports are moved out of communication
therewith

3. In a wind instrument , a cylinder , a ported plunger ar

Warren C. Ogilvie and James C. Coulson , Truro , Nova Scotia , ranged therein , and a finger actuated stem disconnected from

(' anada , 30th October, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 7th June, 1906. the plunger and serving as an operating means thereof.

Receipt No. 136,667 . 4. In a wind instrument, a cylinder having a plvoted end

( laim . - 1. As an article of manufacture a golf cap with a
member, a plunger arranged within the cylinder, a plunger

flexible shield extending part way round and permanently elevating spring, and a finger actuated stem independent of
said plunger.

attached to the front part of the interior of said cap , sub
5. In a wind instrument , a pair of tuning slides , of different

stantially as described and set forth .
lengths, means for controlling the slides to permit simul

taneous adjustment, and a valve having ports through which

No. 101,856. Windrow . either slide may be connected in the wind passage.

Louis Franzmeier, Newton, Wisconsin, U.S.A. , 30th October, ports, said curved ports being adapted to conduct the wind
6. A wind instrument having valves provided with curved

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 20th August , 1906 . Receipt No.
Irom an upper to a lower tube, substantially as described.

138,867 .
7. In a wind instrument, a plurality of valves provided with

Claim . - 1. A windrower comprising a bar for attachment both curved and transverse ports, said ports being adapte 1

to the rear of the finger bir of a mowing machine , slats hav- 10 conduct the wind from an upper to a lower tube, said

ing their forward ends fastened to the bar first aforesaid and valves being adjustable to alter the lengths of the wind pas

rearwardly extended on a horizontal plane below the same, I sage , there being the same number of reverse turns in all
The outermost slat being the shortest , the others of gradually positions of the valves.
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No. 101,858. Fruit Picking Bag.

Sac à ramasser les fruits.
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4. In a device of the class described , a split receiver formed

of a single piece of spring metal the opposite ends of which

are bent to form laterally extending flanges , vertically dis

posed cutting blades secured to said flanges, and a pin pass

ing through said flanges and cutting blades and forming a

pivotal connection for both.

5. In a device of the class described , a split receiver hav

ing ' is adjacent longitudinal edges bent inwardly and pro

vided with cutting blades.

6. In a device of the class described , a split receiver pro

vided with a laterally projecting flange and having its ad

jacent longitudinal edges bent inwardly and provided with

cutting blades , and a fruit containing receptacle engaging the

annular flange of the receiver.
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No. 101,860. Vehicle Wheel. Roue de voiture.
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James Utterback, Honeoye Falls , New York , U.S.A. , 30th

October, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 5th October, 1906. Receipt

No 140,063.

Claim .-1 . A fruit picking bag having a closed top and a

pair of mouths one of which is disposed at the front and the

other at one side of the bag.

2. A fruit picking bag having a closed top , an open bottom

and means for closing the same , and a pair of mouths one of

which is disposed in front and the other at one side of the

bag.

3. A fruit picking bag having a pair of mouths arranged

one in front and one at the side of the upper portion thereof ,

and means for holding the mouths open and permitting them

to yield to pressure .

4. A fruit picking bag having its upper end closed and its

lower end open , a gathering cord combined with the lower

end and carrying a catch , and means carried by the upper

portion of the bag to be engaged by the catch thus to hold

the lower portion closed .

5. A fruit picking bag having a closed top, a pair of mouths

one of which is disposed at the side and the other at the

front of the upper portion thereof, keepers combined with
the upper portion of the bag, and suspenders secured to the Marcellus, Bunker, Woburn, Massachusetts, U.S.A. , 30th Octo

keepers. ber , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 15th August, 1906. Receipt No.

138,704 .

No. 101,859. Fruit Gatherer. Jaffet.
Claim.-1 . A vehicle wheel comprising in its construction a

rim , a series of blocks adapted to slide radially to said wheel ,

the outer end of each of said blocks respectively projecting

outwardly beyond the periphery of said rim , each of said

blocks having a radial post in the interior thereof surround

ed by an annular recess , a series of radial pins each project

ing into a recess in its respective post , a spiral spring lo

cated in each of said annular recesses encircling said post

and acting to move its respective block outwardly, and means

to limit the extent of said outward movement.

2. A vehicle wheel comprising in its construction a rim, a

series of blocks adapted to slide radially to said wheel , the

outer end of each of said blocks respectively projecting out

wardly beyond the periphery of said rim, each of said blocks

having a radial post in the interior thereof surrounded by an

annular recess, a series of radial pins each adapted to guide

its respective block in its radially sliding movement, a spiral

spring located in each of said annular recesses and acting to

move its respective block outwardly, and means to limit the

extent of said outward movement.

3. A vehicle wheel comprising in its construction a rim, a

series of blocks adapted to slide radially to said wheel , the

outer end of each of said blocks respectively projecting out

wardly beyond the periphery of said rim , each of said blocks

having a radial post in the interior thereof surrounded by an
James M. Chritton , Rockyford , Colorado, U.S.A., 30th Octo- annular recess , a series of radial pins , cach fast to said rim

ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 26th March , 1906 . Receipt and projecting into a recess in its respective post, a spiral

No. 134,295 .
spring located in each of said annular recesses and acting to

Claim . - 1. In a device of the class described, a split receiv- move its respective block outwardly , and means to limit the

er having its adjacent edges bent to form laterally extend- extent of said outward movement .

ing flanges, and cutting blades carried by said flanges. 4. A vehicle wheel comprising in its construction a rim , a

2. In a device of the class described, a split receiver pro- series of blocks adapted to slide radially to said wheel, the

vided with inwardly extending flanges, cutting blades secured outer end of each of said blocks respectively projecting

to said flanges and aspring secured to the receiver and en- wardly beyond the periphery of said rim , each of saidblocks

circling the same. having a radial post in the interior thereof surrounded by an

3. In a device of the class described , a split receiver pro- annular recess , a series of radial pins, each fast to said rim,

vided with inwardly extending flanges, cutting blades secured and projecting into a recess in its respective post , a spiral

thereto , and a pin or rivet passing through said fingers spring located in each of said annular recesses and acting to

at the bottom of the receiver and engaging the cutting move its respective block outwardly , and a cross pin fast to

blades said pin and projecting into a slot provided in said post .

6
4
8
1
0
1

li
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No. 101,861 . Wheel. Roue.

ing radially from the box, the wheel body and the said rings

of cushioning material being so relatively arranged that the

/198107

latter do not bear on the former except when undue weight iz

imposed on the box ,
2. A wheel comprising a body containing a case baving

side walls provided with central circular openings, a box ar

ranged in the case and having rings of resilient material ex

tending beyond the outer side and arranged in the same

planes as the side walls of the case and loosely occupying the

openings in said side walls , an inflatable tube surrounding

the box and arranged in and against the case , and an annulus

of resilient or springy material surrounding the box and in

terposed between the same and the inflatable tube .

3. A wheel comprising a body containing a case having side

walls in which are central circular openings and also having

a circular wall and apertures therein , a box arranged in the

case and having rings of resilient material extending beyond

its outer side and arranged in the same planes as the side

walls of the case and loosely occupying the openings in said

side walls, an inflatable tube surrounding the box and ar

ranged in and against the case and having teats disposed in

the apertures in the circular wall thereof, in combination

with an axle occupying the box and having threaded portions,

threaded discs mounted on the threaded portions of the axle
con

and disposed atopposite sides of the case of the wheel, and

anti - friction balls interposed between said discs and the ends

1 of the box .

4. A wheel comprising a body containing a 'case, a box ar

ranged in the case , an inflatable tube surrounding the box

and arranged in and against the case , and an annulus of re

silient or springy material surrounding the box and inter

posed between the same and the inflatable tube , in combina

tion with an axle occupying the box, and discs fixed on the

axle at opposite sides of the case of the wheel .

5. A wheel comprising a body containing a case having side
walls provided with central circular openings, a box ar

Charles F. Morohn, Milwaukee , Wisconsin , U.S.A. , 30th Octo- ranged in the case and having rings of resilient material
ber , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 6th September , 1906. Receipt planes as the side walls ofthe case and loosely occupyingextending beyond its outer side and arranged in the same

No. 139,302,

Claim . - 1. In a wheel the combination of a wheel body, a the openings in said side walls, an inflatable tube surrounding

box adapted to receive an axle , a pneumatic tube surrounding of resilient or springy material surrounding and held to thethe box and arranged in and against the case, and an annulus

the box and resting against the wheel body, an annulus of box and interposed between the same and the inflatable

resilient or springy material interposed between the box and tube , in combination with an axle occupying the box, and

the pneumatic tube, and rings of cushioning material disposed discs fixed on the axle at opposite sides of the case of the

at opposite sides of the annulus and surrounding and extend. I wheel.
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TRADE-MARKS

Registered during the months of August, September and October, 1906, at the

Department of Agriculture -- Copyright and Trade-Mark Branch.

11136. THE CRESCENT MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Seattle , Washing

ton , U.S.A. Baking Powder. Word and representation :

“ Crescent. " 1st August, 1906 .

11137. The J. B. WILLIAMS COMPANY, Glastonbury, Connecticut, U.S.A.

Soap , especially Shaving and Toilet Soap. Word :

“ Yankee." 1st August, 1906.

11138. MACKENZIE, CROWE & COMPANY, LIMITED, Bridgetown, Nova

Scotia . Larrigans . Words : " Lumber King," represen

tation of a Lumberman with Axe on shoulder , and name

and address of Registrants. 1st August , 1906 .

11139. C. L. BLACK, St. Davids , Ont. Canned or Bottled Fruits and Vege

tables . Label re * The old Mill Brand." 1st August,

1906.

11140. THE SOVEREIGN PERFUMES, LIMITED . Toronto , Ont. Hedrub.

Cold Creams , Massage Creams , Lotions , Soaps . Sham

poos, Toilet Powders, Perfumes , Toilet Waters , Colog

nes, Hair preparations, etc. Word : “ Adonis " and re

presentation of an Owl resting on a stump. 1st August,

1906.

11141. BRITISH-AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY, LIMITED , Cecil Cham

bers, 86 Strand , London , England. Tobacco in all forms

except Cigars. Label re Cremo." 2nd August, 1906 .

11142. W Cement. Word :MCNALLY & COMPANY, Montreal , Que.

“ Empire." 2nd August, 1906.

11143. ALMA EMILE PELISSIER , Trading as THE CLERICAL SHOE

MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Montreal, Que. Shoes.

Word : “ Clerical ' and representation of a shoe in a

circle . 2nd August, 1906.

12

11144. LUDWIG SENSBURG. Munchen , Germany. General Trade Mark.

Word : “ Sahir. " 2nd August, 1906.

11145. THE G. A. HOSMER COMPANY, Buffalo, New York , U.S.A. Pre

parations for Cleaning and Polishing Wood and Metal

Polished Surfaces. Word : “ Furniture Veneer.” 3rd

August, 1906.

11146. THE B. HOUDE COMPANY, LIMITED, Quebec, Que. Tobacco.
Word : Swoboda ," representation of the Austrian

Eagle, and words : “ Tyton Turecki, Nadzwycza Jr. ,

Aromatyczny." 3rd August, 1906 .

11147. RODOLPHE BRUNET, Montreal , Que. Concrete composition used

in making plastic structures . Word : “ Emeretique.”

3rd August, 1906.

11148. COIGNET & CIE. , Paris , France. Une Gelatine Alimentaire en

poudre. Label re “ Coignet's Crystalline Gelatine Pow

avec facsimile de la signature des Registrants.

3 ao0t 1906 .

der »

11149. THE UNITED STATES PLAYING CARD COMPANY. East Norwood.

Cincinnati, Ohio, U.S.A. Playing Cards. Ornamental

panel with circular fields near each corner bearing re

presentations of rider seated on a bicycle. 3rd

August, 1906.

a

11150. THE UNITED STATES PLAYING CARD COMPANY, East Norwood ,

Cincinnati , Ohio, U.S.A. Playing Cards. Representa

tions of Acorns and Oak Leaves surrounded by a border

of representations of Bicycles and Bicycle Wheels. 3rd
August, 1906.

11151 .
LA PUBLICATE GENERALE COSMOS, LIMITEE, Montreal , Que.

A Therapeutical Apparatus. Representation of two

hands operating a vibratory massage , and words : “ The

Perfect Health With the Perfect Vibrator," “ La Santé

Parfaite par le Masseur Santé Parfaite ." 4th August.

1906.

11152. WILLIAM A. LEACH, Cincinnati , Ohio , U.S.A. Medicines . Label re

Virgin Oil of Pine.” 7th August , 1906 .
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11153 . THE EMPIRE TOBACCO COMPANY LIMITED , Montreal , Que.

Tobaccos , Cigars and Cigarettes. Word : “ Pacific ."

7th August , 1906.

11154. THE EMPIRE TOBACCO COMPANY LIMITED , Montreal , Que.

Tobaccos , Cigars and Cigarettes. Word : “ Sterling."

7th August , 1906.

11155 . THE PURE GOLD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, LIMITED, Tor

onto, Ont. General Trade Mark . Words : “ Pure Gold

and representation of a large foundry ladle with metal

flowing therefrom. 7th August . 1906 .

11156 . FREDERICK SCHUTZE , London , England. An Appliance for wear

when swimming or bathing. Words : " Father Neptune's

Safe -Float " and representation of Father Neptune . 7th
August, 1906 .

#

11157 . LOUIS M. PARK , Minneapolis , Minnesota , U.S.A. Spring Water.

Word : “ Hiawatha." Sth August, 1906.

11158 . JAMES HENRY STEDMAN, 125 New North Road , London , England.

Medicine. Label with words : " Doctor Stedman's Teeth

ing Powders " above representations of gum lancets

bearing words : “ Gum Lancet." 8th August , 1906 .

11159 . NEW IBERIA EXTRACT OF TABASCO PEPPER COMPANY,

LIMITED New Iberia , Louisiana , U.S. A Extract or

Tabasco Pepper and Catsup. Conventional representa

tion of a Heart in green colour. 8th August, 1906.

11160. F. W. BIRD & SON , East Walpole , Massachusetts , U.S.A. , and Ham

ilton , Ontario, Canada. Paper. Word : " Paroid on

maple leaf placed against a roll of paper supporting a

Beaver. 8th August , 1906 .

11161. HYGIENIC FOOD COMPANY. Battle Creek , Michigan . U.S.A. Pre

pared Cereal Breakfast Foods. Representation maple

leaf bearing word :“ Mapl-Flake.” 8th August, 1906.

11162 . A. E. MCKENZIE COMPANY, LIMITED . Brandon , Manitoba. Seeds.

Words : “ Brandon Seed House ." 9th August , 1906.

11163 . A. E. MCKENZIE COMPANY, LIMITED , Brandon , Manitoba . Plants.

Trees , Shrubs and Bulbs. Words : “ Brandon Nursery.”

9th August. 1906 .

11164. A , E. MCKENZIE COMPANY, LIMITED , Brandon , Manitoba. Seeds .

Plants , Flowers and Cut Flowers. Words : Brandon

Greenhouses ." 9th August. 1906 .

11165 . ABEL MORRALL, LIMITED , Clive Works, Edward Street, Redditch ,

England . Toilet Pins. Word : "* Mulberry." 9th August,

1906.

11166 . THE C. E. MCKEEN COMPANY, Quebec , Que. Boots and Shoes.

Words : “ The Great West Shoe.” 9th August, 1906.

11167. J. U. LALONDE & EDOUARD SENECAL, Montreal , Que. Une Crême

à Massage. Etiquette portant photogravure d'une Femme

et mots : “ Pompadour Massage Cream ." 9 août 1906 .

11168. SWIFT. COPLAND & COMPANY, Montreal , Que. Hats . Caps and

Furs. Word : " Royalty." 10th August . 1906 .

11169. STUDEBAKER AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, South Bend, Indiana,

U.S.A. Automobiles. Word : “ Studebaker " in script .

10th August, 1906.

11170. STUDEBAKER BROS. MANUFACTURING COMPANY, South Bend,

Indiana , U.S.A. Vehicles . Word : “ Studebaker ' ar

ranged in a reversed curve. 10th, August , 1906.

11171. STUDEBAKER BROS . MANUFACTURING COMPANY, South Bend,

Indiana , U.S.A. Vehicles . Word : “ Studebaker " in script.

10th August , 1906 .

11172. THE GURNEY FOUNDRY COMPANY LIMITED , Toronto, Ont.

Stoves . Ranges , Boilers , Radiators and Furnaces. Word :

“ Oxford.” 11th August . 1906 .

11173 . DAVID BROWN & SON. LIMITED, Donaghmore , Ireland. Soaps.

Soap Powders , Candles , Detergents and Laundry Pre

parations and Goods. Words : “ McClinton's Soap ” and

signature of John McClinton . 11th August, inng .

11174. DAVID BROWN & SON , LIMITED , Donaghmore, Ireland . Soaps,

Soap Powders. Candles , Detergents and Laundry Pre

parations and Goods. Word : " Colleen ." 11th August,

1906.

11175. (COUNTESS ) OTTILIE VON FABER - CASTELL , Trading as A. W.

FABER. Stein , near Nuremberg. Empire of Germany,

and 149 Queen Victoria Street , London , England. Lead

Pencils , Coloured Pencils, Pencils with movable leads

and Copying or Ink Pencils. Word : “ Castell " between

representations of a Battlement or Turret of a Castle .

11th August. 1906.
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11176. SOCIETE ANONYME “ LE FERMENT, ” No. 77 rue Denfert-Rocher

eau, Paris , France. Produits Pharmaceutiques, Hygieni

ques et Alimentaire. Etiquette en formed'une losange

portant mot : “ Lactobacilline," etc. 11 août 1906.

11177. ERNEST V. MORGAN, Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A. Purimachos Cements

and Powder. Word : “ Purimachos " across a Ball trans

fixed by a Pin. 13th August, 1906.

11178. THOMAS L. HUNT AND ELLA HOGARTH , London , Ont. Com

pound Toilet Powder for the removal of Stains, &c .

Word : “ Toiletta .” 13th August, 1906 .

11179. THE GORE LACE SHOE COMPANY. Haverhill. Massachusetts,

U.S.A. Boots and Shoes. Circular figure having a ser

ies of crescent shaped figures tangentially arranged

thereon and enclosing the words : “ Gore Lace ” written

across the representation of a shoe. 13th August, 1906.

11180. JAMES SAUNDERS & COMPANY, LIMITED , 15 Charlotte Street,

Fitzroy Square , London , England. Whiskey. Label re

Saunders's Celebrated Scotch Malt Whiskey," and re

presentation of a Triangle with letter : “ B.” 13th

August, 1906 .

11181. GERSTENDORFER BROS. , New York , N.Y. , U.S.A. Paints , Enamels

and Varnishes . Label re “ Star Enamel ” and represe : -

tation of a woman in the act of enameling an article.

13th August, 1906.

11182. DAVID BROWN & SON , LIMITED, Donaghmore, Ireland . Soaps,

Soap Powders , Candles , Detergents and Laundry Pro

parations and Goods. Word : “ Hibernia .” 14th Augu :t.

1906 .

11183. THE ORRINE COMPANY, Washington , D.C. , U.S.A. Medical Com

pounds, particularly for the cure of alcoholic and drug

habits. Word : “ Orrine." 14th August, 1906 .

11184. GEORGE PAYNE & COMPANY, LIMITED , Queen Elizabeth Street,
Tower Bridge , London , England. Substances used as

food or as ingredients in food , such as Tea , Coffee , Cocoa,

Chocolate, Spices , etc. Label re “ Hova ” and repre

sentation of a Ceylon Tea garden with Cingalese woman

holding basket, etc. 14th August , 1906.

60

11185. THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY, Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. Wash

ing Powder. Label re Fairbank's Gold Dust Washing

Powder . " 14th August, 1906.

11186. BENJAMIN_A . GOULD, Trading as CANADIAN MILK PRODUCTS,

Toronto , Ont . Bread. Words : “ White Clover.” 14th

August, 1905.

11187. THE SAWYER & MASSEY COMPANY, LIMITED, Hamilton, Ont.

Grain Separators or Threshing Machines. Words :

“ The Great West . " 15th August, 1906 .

11188. WM. E. HOOPER & SONS COMPANY, Baltimore, Maryland, U.S.A.

Cotton Duck, Yarn , Rope , Wick, Twine , Sash Cord and

other Cotton Fabrics. Word : “ Hooperwood.” 15th

August, 1906 .

11189. COMEAU & SHEEHAN, St. John , New Brunswick. Rye Whiskey .

Label re “ Colonial ” and representation of the Canadian

Parliament Buildings at Ottawa. 15th August, 1906 .

11190. WILLIAM J. O'LEARY & REID MCMANUS, Trading as THE AUTO
SWITCH COMPANY, Montreal , Que. Electric Switches.

Word : “ Auto ." 15th August, 1906.

11191 . THE MORGAN CRUCIBLE COMPANY, LIMITED, Battersea Works,

Battersea , London , England. Plumbago. Words : “ Mor

gan's Plumbago " on representation of Flames. 15th

August, 1906

11192. WILLIAM CROFT & SONS, Toronto , Ont. Fishing Baits. Word :

Star,” and representation of a spoon , part of which

has a silver and part a gold appearance. 16th August,

1906.

11193 . THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY OF CANADA , LIMITED ,

Montreal , Que. Tobacco in all forms, except Leaf

Tobacco . Label re “ Social Mixture.” 16th August, 1906.

11194. THE B. HOUDE COMPANY, LIMITED, Quebec , Que. Tobacco in all

forms. Label re Sweet Comfort " and representation

of a young man smoking. 16th August, 1906.

11195 . THE B. HOUDE COMPANY LIMITED, Quebec, Que. Tobaccos ,

Cigars and Cigarettes . Label re “ Mon Ami." 16th

August . 1906 .
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11196. EDWARD HENRY HORWOOD, New York , Borough of Manhattan ,

N.Y. , U.S.A. General Trade Mark. Words : “ Little

Beauty." 16th August, 1906 .

11197. EMANUEL SOLOMON, Montreal , Que. Tobacco and Cigarettes.

Word : ' Federal ” and representation of a Harp. 17th

August , 1906.

11198 . THE SEAMLESS RUBBER COMPANY, New Haven , Connecticut,

U.S.A. Fine Rubber Goods and Rubber Sundries, in

cluding Attachment Sets . Word : Qualitair .” 17th

August , 1906.

11199 . ROBERT SCHNEIDER , Berlin , Kingdom of Prussia, Empire of Ger

many. Remedy for Tuberculous and Catarrhal Com

plaints and Lamps for use therewith. Word : “ Sanosin ."

17th August, 1906.

11200. THE MURRAY SHOE COMPANY, LIMITED, London, Ont. Boots

and Shoes. Words : “ The Derby Shoe ” on a Shield. 18th

August, 1906 .

11201. THE DOMINION CARRIAGE COMPANY, LIMITED , Toronto, Ont.

Carriages and Vehicles . Words : “ Maple Leaf Line "

and representation of a Maple Leaf. 24th August, 1906.

11202. J. G. MONNET & CIE. , faisant le commerce sous la raison SOCIETE

DES PROPRIETAIRES VINICOLES DE COGNAC, Cognac,

France. Eaux- de -vie de Cognac. Etiquette portant la

representation de l'Eglise et de la Cour de Saint - Pierre

de Rome, et les mots : “ St - Pierre de Rome," etc. 29

août 1906 .

11203. WALTER SPENCER & COMPANY, LIMITED , Crescent Steel Works,

Sheffield , England. Steel , and Taps , Dies and Chisels

made therefrom. Word : “ Crescent. " 31st August , 1906.

11204 . WALTER SPENCER & COMPANY, LIMITED , Crescent Steel Works,

Sheffield , England. Steel and Tools made therefrom , in

cluding Files , Saws, Hammers , Taps and Dies, Chisels,
etc. Word : " Velos." 31st August, 1906 .

11205. WALTER SPENCER & COMPANY . LIMITED. Crescent Steel Works,

Sheffield . England. Steel and Iron , and Tools made

therefrom . including Files , Saws. Hammers . Spanners,
Taps and Dies, Chisels , etc. Representation of Three

Crescents interwoven one with the other. 31st August.

1906 .

11206 . E. & S. CURRIE , LIMITED , Toronto , Ont. Neck Ties and Cravats.

Word : “ Empire." 5th September, 1906.

11207 . SWIFT & COMPANY, Chicago, Illinois , U.S.A. Oleaginous Food

Substance . Label re “ Cremol." 5th September, 1906.

11208. SWIFT & COMPANY, Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. Lard Substitute.

Label re “ Cotosuet." 5th September, 1906.

11209. SWIFT & COMPANY, Chicago, Illinois , U.S.A. Lard. Label ré

" Silver Leaf " and representation of two silver leaves .

5th September, 1906.

11210 . SWIFT & COMPANY, Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. Edible Oils. Label
re “ Wisdom " and representation of an Owl with the

moon for a background. 5th September, 1906.

11211. SWIFT & COMPANY, Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. Lard Substitute.

Label re Jewel." 5th September, 1906 .

11212. SWIFT & COMPANY, Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A. Packing House Pro

ducts. Words : “ Swift's Premium ." 5th September,

1906 .

11213. EDWARD LAURANCE , Toronto , Ont . Medicinal Preparations and

Proprietary Medicines. Letters and words : “ M. D.

Malto Diastase Liquidlife.” 7th September, 1906.

11214. D. F. TAYLOR & COMPANY , LIMITED , Birmingham , England. Pins.

Oblong background of fancy scrolls enclosing an oval

bearing words : Edelsten & Williams's Queen's Own

Solid Headed Pins, London , ” and representation of ten

pins of graduated sizes . 8th September, 1906 .

11215. ALEXANDER ARCHIBALD ALLAN, Trading as A. A. ALLAN &
COMPANY, Toronto , Ont . Hard and Soft Felt Hats .

Word : “ Wakefield .” 10th September, 1906 .

11216. JESSIE EMMA PRESTON, Toronto, Ont . Gold , Silver and Glass
Polish. Words : “ The Favorite." 10th September, 1906.

11217. W. E. CHALCRAFT & COMPANY , LIMITED, Toronto , Ont. Men's
Clothing, Suits and Overcoats. Words : The Broad

way Brand.” 10th September, 1906.
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11218 . OSCAR ARCHAMBAULT, Montreal, Que. Washing Powder. Words :

“ Good Washing No Rubbing - Racso Powder " and re

presentation of a laundress standing in front of a boiler

on a stove. 13th September, 1906.

11219. THE TORONTO BEDDING COMPANY, LIMITED, Toronto , Ont.

Woven Wire Spring Mattresses. Words : " Vermin

Proof." 15th September, 1906.

11220. THE TORONTO BEDDING COMPANY, LIMITED , Toronto, Ont.

Bedsteads, Cots , Bed Springs, Mattresses and Pillows.

Word : " Ideal.” 15th September, 1906.

11221. THE TORONTO BEDDING COMPANY, LIMITED , Toronto , Ont.

Mattresses (whether filled or woven wire ) and Springs ,

Word : " Hygienic ,” 15th September, 1906 .

11222 . PUDDY BROS. , LIMITED, Toronto , Ont. Bacons , Cooked Meats ,

Sausages , Lard , etc. Oval label re “ Canada's Pride "

and representation of a Sheaf of Wheat. 18th Septem

ber, 1906 .

11223 . THE TOWNSEND GRACE COMPANY, Baltimore , Maryland, U.S.A.

Hats and Caps. An elliptical figure in and around which

are arranged the name, words, etc.: “ Townsend Grace

Co. Highest Grade, New York , Baltimore , U.S.A.” 19th

September, 1906 .

THE SHAWINIGAN CARBIDE COMPANY LIMITED , Montreal ,

Que. Carbide of Calcium. Letter : " S.” 19th Septem

ber, 1906.

11224 .

11225. FOLEY , LOCK & LARSON, Winnipeg, Man . Candy , Label re

“ Cinderella Chocolates, " and representation of Cinderella

and Prince. 19th September, 1906.

re11226 . FOLEY, LOCK & LARSON , Winnipeg , Man . Candy. Label

“ Superba Chocolates," and representation of two but

terflies and a padlock . 19th September , 1906 .

11227. C. HAROLD REICH, 66 Leigham Vale , Streatham , London , England.

Lubricating Oils , Word : “ Express." 21st September,

1906.

11228. GEORGE FRIEDRICH ZARFASS , Toronto , Ont . Corn Meal Bread .

Word : Constitution . " 21st September, 1906.

11229. WARDEN KING & SON , LIMITED, Montreal , Que. Steam and Hot

Water Boilers . Word : Viking." 22nd September, 1906 .

11230 . A , HERBERT WOOLLEY & COMPANY , Castle Road . The Boulevard ,

Nottingham , England. Silk Hair Nets. Word : " Odin ,"

22nd September, 1906.

11231. SLATER, RODGER & COMPANY, LIMITED, 5 West Scotland Street,

Glasgow, Scotland. Spirits . Word : " Autocrat. ” . 22nd

September, 1906.

11232 . GANONG BROTHERS, LIMITED , St. Stephen , New Brunswick.

Confectioneries . Word : Alakuma." 22nd September ,

1906,

' 11233. ADJUTOR DUSSAULT, Québec , Qué . Tabac à Fumer et à Chiquer,

Cigares et Cigarettes. Mots : “ Petit Rubis," et repre

sentation d'un Rubis . 22 septembre 1906.

11234. LABORATORIO DI BILOGIA APPLICATA , Juinto al Mare, near
Genoa , Italy . Medicine for the Cure of Hiccough . Rec

tangular label , green ground printed in yellow, bearing

words : “ Laboratorio di Biologia Applicata , Quinto al

Mare , ' Sic , ' Nuovo Rimedio contro la Tosse Asinina ."

25th September , 1906.

11235. THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY OF CANADA , LIMITED ,

Montreal , Que . Tobacco, Cigarettes and Snuff. Words :

“ Great West and representation of a Wheat Field , etc.

25th September, 1906.

11236. THE GLOGE IRON WORKS COMPANY, Menomonie, Wisconsin ,

U.S.A. Oil Engines. Words : " The White Oil Engine

on representation of a Globe. 25th September, 1906.

11237. THE THOMAS G. PLANT COMPANY, Boston , Massachusetts , U.S.A.

Boots and Shoes. Representation full length figure of

Queen Louise descending a Flight of Steps . 25th Septem

ber , 1906.

11238 . THE GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR COMPANY, Boston , Massaschu

setts, U.S.A. Razors and Razor Blades . Portrait of

King C. Gillette, and facsimile signature. 25th Septem

ber, 1906.

11239. GEORGE VALIANT, Toronto, Ont. Footwear, Ventilators and other

parts of Footwear, Tord : “Footfar er . " 25th Sep.

tember, 1906

9
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11240. EDWIN IRVING , Toronto , Ont. Electric Incandescent Lamps.

Word : " Gem ." 26th September, 1906.

11241 . THE MASON & RISCH PIANO COMPANY, LIMITED, Toronto , Ont.

Pianos. Words : “ The Classic Piano." 26th September,
1906.

11242.
THE OLD BLEACH LINEN COMPANY, LIMITED , Randalstown ,

County Antrim , Ireland. Linen Goods of all kinds .

Words : “ Old Bleach ." 27th September, 1906.

11243 .

THE L. E. WATERMAN COMPANY, New York , N.Y., U.S.A. Pencils

and Pens , particularly Fountain Pens. Word : “ Clip ."

27th September, 1906.

11244. THE MAPLE LEAF RUBBER COMPANY, LIMITED, Port Dalhousie,
Ont. Shoes . Coined word : “ No -wate ” and figure :

“ 8 ” in a circle . 27th September, 1906.

11245. SARAH OPPENHEIM, 181 Decatur Street, New York, N.Y. , U.S.A.

Clothing : such as Blouses or Waists, Skirts , Trousers

or Pants . Word : “ Justrite." 27th September, 1906.

11246. DEBENHAMS, LIMITED , 91 Wimpole Street , London , W., England .

Cloths and Stuffs of Wool , Worsted or Hair . Words :

“ Atlantic Serge " and representation of sea and shore

with woman looking out to sea. 27th September, 1906 .

11247. ARGYLL MOTORS, LIMITED, Argyll Works , Alexandria by Glas

gow , Scotland. Motor Cars. Word : “ Argyll.” 27th

September, 1906.

11248. POPE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Hartford, Connecticut, U.S.A.

Self -propelled Vehicles, other than Bicycles and Tricy

cles , and parts of self- propelled vehicles. Word :

“ Hartford.” 28th September, 1906

11249 . POPE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Hartford , Connecticut, U.S.A.

Self - propelled Vehicles, other than Bicycles and Tricy

cles , and parts of self- propelled vehicles. Word :

" Tribune." 28th September, 1906 .

11250. D. R. BRADLEY & SON , New York , ( Borough of Manhattan ), N.Y. ,

U.S.A. Perfumery, Extracts, Cologne, Toilet Waters,

Sachet Powders, Toilet Powders and Toilet Soap. Words:

“ Morning Dew ." 29th September , 1906 .

11251. D. R. BRADLEY & SON , New York ( Borough of Manhattan ), N.Y. ,

U.S.A. Perfumery , Extracts , gne, Toilet Waters ,

Sachet Powders, Toilet Powders and Toilet Soap. Word :

Vesta ." 29th September, 1906.

11252 . D. R. BRADLEY & SON , New York (Borough of Manhattan ) , N.Y. ,

U.S.A. Perfumery, Extracts, Cologne, Toilet Waters,

Sachet Powders , Toilet Powders and Toilet Soap. Word :

“ Woodland." 29th September, 1906 .

11253. THE UNITED PAINT COMPANY, Rexton , New Brunswick . Paints.

Label re “ Gold Coin ." 29th September, 1906.

11254. CANADIAN OIL COMPANY, LIMITED , Toronto , Ont. Cylinder Oil .

Words : " Maple Leaf ” and representation of a maple

leat. 29th September, 1906.

11255. LEONCE BOURGET, Montreal , Que. Vin Mousseux Canadien en

bouteilles . Nom : Champagnette Grand Mousseaux de

Pure Canadian Wine." 1 octobre 1906.

11256. PORT NELSON CANNING AND SALTING COMPANY, LIMITED,

Vancouver, British Columbia. Canned Salmon, Label re

“Fuschia Brand." 1st October, 1906 .

11257. FARWELL & RHINES, Watertown, New York , U.S.A. Flour and

other Cereals and Products. Word : “ Cresco. " 1st

October, 1906 .

11258. CURTICE BROTHERS COMPANY, Rochester, New York, U.S.A.

Packaged Groceries. Words : “ Blue Label." 1st Octo

ber, 1906 .

11259. THE WHITE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, LIMITED, Ottawa,
Ont. Clothing of all kinds for Men , Women and Children .

Words : " The Whiteco Brand " in a white diamond en

closed in a blue and red circle . 1st October, 1906.

11260. JOHN TREBILCOCK , Toronto, Ont . Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobac

Words : “ Peter Pan . " 2nd October, 1906 .COS .

11261. THE BREDIN BREAD COMPANY, LIMITED , Toronto , Ont. Bread.

Words : " Bredin's Cream Bread ” and representation of

Cow. 2nd October, 1906.
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11262. EDWARD A. MORRIS, Vancouver, British Columbia . Tobacco ,

Cigars, etc. Vignette portrait of the Registrant sur

mounted by the words : “ In Morris I Trust.” 2nd Octo

ber, 1906 .

11263. WALLACE DAWSON & COMPANY, Montreal , Que. Medicines .

Words : “ Dawson's Celery Pills ” the letters being

formed of stalks of celery. 2nd October, 1906 .

11264. THE GRANBY RUBBER COMPANY, LIMITED , Granby, Que. Foot

wear. Word : “ Broncho.” 2nd October, 1906.

11265. J. J. MCLAUGHLIN , LIMITED , Toronto , Ont. Beverages, Syrups , etc.

Label re “ Tona -Cola." 3rd October, 1906.

11266. THE EMPIRE TOBACCO COMPANY, LIMITED , Montreal , Que.

Tobaccos, Cigars and Cigarettes . Word : “ Bully." 3rd

October, 1906 .

11267. THE STANDARD SOAP COMPANY, Berkeley , County of Alameda ,

California , U.S.A. Soap. Word : Gasene. " . 3rd Octo

ber, 1906 .

Nom :11268. J. ADELARD LAURION, Joliette, Qué. Un Medicament.

Dys -pep -tol- ine." 3 octobre 1906 .
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11269. EMANUEL M. KALLMEYER , Hamilton, Ont. Clothing : Coats ,

Vests, Trousers and Overcoats. Word : Style -Craft."

4th October, 1906 .

11270. BORIGHT & SAFFORD , Sutton , Que. Soap for cleaning hands.

Word : “ Skat." 4th October, 1906.

11271. DAVID MORTON , SENIOR & ROBERT MORTON , Hamilton, Ont.

Soap. Label re " Buster Brown " and his dog, Tige.”

4th Octobe 1906.

11272. JOSEPH WARD, Montreal, Que. General Trade Mark . Words :

“ White Frost.” 4th October, 1906.

11273. THE BRACKMAN -KER MILLING COMPANY, LIMITED, Victoria,

British Columbia . General Trade Mark . Letters : " B &

K." 5th October, 1906 .

11274. HOLDEN & COMPANY, Montreal , Que. Pharmaceutical Preparations

containing Malt Extracts. Word : “ Barlex.” 5th Octo

ber, 1906 .

11275. JOHN WYETH & BROTHER , INCORPORATED, Philadelphia, Penn

sylvania , U.S.A. Medicine for Dyspepsia , etc. Word :

“ Liquenzyme.” 5th October, 1906 .

11276. JOHN WYETH & BROTHER , INCORPORATED, Philadelphia , Penn

sylvania , U.S.A. Emulsions . Word : “ Sevetol.” 5th

October, 1906 .

11277. NATIONAL DRUG & CHEMICAL COMPANY OF CANADA , LIMITED ,

Montreal, Que. Chemicals , Pharmaceutical Preparations,

Chemical Mixtures , Spices and Baking Powder. Word :

“ NA -DRU -CO " surmounting a shield bearing a cross

and initials : N. D. & C. Co." 6th October, 1906 .

11278. THE INTERNATIONAL VARNISH COMPANY, LIMITED , Toronto,

Ont. Paints and Painters' Supplies. Words : “ Marine

Spar." 6th October, 1906.

11279. THE CROWN CORK AND STEEL COMPANY, Baltimore, Maryland.

U.S.A. , and Toronto, Ontario, Canada. Artificial Cork .

Letters : " NP" in monogram . 6th October, 1906 .

11280. ANTURIC SALTS, LIMITED , 379 Strand, London , England. General

Trade Mark . Word : “ Anturic . " 6th October, 1906.

11281. NATIONAL DRUG & CHEMICAL COMPANY OF CANADA , LIMITED ,

Montreal, Que. Washing Powder . Words : National

Washing Powder, " 6th October, 1906.

11282. MARIE LOUISE AMELIA CARON , Wife of J. A. Landry, Montreal,

Que Soap. Label re “ Liberty." 8th October, 1906.

(Assigned to the Wool and Cotton Drysalters' Company,

Limited. )

11283. MARIE LOUISE AMELIA CARON , Wife of J. A. Landry, Montreal,

Que . Soap. Label re “ The Engineer's Companion -- Tar

Soap,” and representation of Red Cross with word :

Antiseptic ." 8th October, 1906. (Assigned to the Wool

and Cotton Drysalters' Company Limited ).

11284. MARIE LOUISE AMELIA CARON, Wife of J. A. Landry , Montreal,
Que. Soap. Label re “Mother's Favorite Soap and

representation of a woman washing a child. 8th October,

1906. (Assigned to the Wool and Cotton Drysalters ' Com

pany , Limited .)

1041
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11285. MAX GOLDSTEIN , Winnipeg, Manitoba. Clothing for Men . Words :

“ Fashion - Attire -- Tailoring. Made by Manitoba Cloth

ing Co. , Ltd. , 550 Main St. , Winnipeg, Man ." arranged in

oblong figure. 8th October, 1906.

11286. CONTINENTAL CAOUTCHOUC COMPANY, New York , Borough of
Manhattan , N.Y. , U.S.A. Pneumatic Tires. Words : “ Con

tinental Pneumatic " between representations of a pranc

ing horse in circle . 9th October, 1906. (Assigned to the

Continental- Caoutchouc and Gutta - percha Company, of

Hanover, Germany ) .

11287. CONTINENTAL CAOUTCHOUC COMPANY, New York, Borough of

Manhattan , N.Y. , U.S.A. India Rubber Goods . Represen

tation of a Prancing Horse in center of concentric circles

having initials : C. C. & G. P. Co. H.” between. 9th

October, 1906. (Assigned to the Continental Caoutchouc

and Gutta-percha Company of Hanover, Germany ) .

11288. GORDON MANUFACTURING COMPANY , Augusta , Maine, U.S.A

Suspenders and Hose Supporters. Word : “ Gordon " in

script . 9th October, 1906 .

11289. GORDON MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Augusta , Maine, U.S.A.

Suspenders and Hose Supporters . Word : “ Gordon " in

circle surmounted by a Maltese Cross. 9th October, 1906 .

11290. A. C. A. NOLET, Scheidam , Holland. Gin and Spirits . Label of key

stone contour, re “ The Real ” . and heraldic device : Bull

rampant, etc. 9th October, 1906 .

11291. TAYLOR BROTHERS COMPANY (INCORPORATED) , Battle Creek,

Michigan , U.S.A. Chocolate Chips. Words : “ Honey

Comb. " 10th October, 1906.

11292. St. MONGO MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 191 Broomloan Road,

Govan , Glasgow , Scotland. Golf Balls. Word : “ Colonel."

10th October, 1906.

11293. MARIE LOUISE AMELIA CARON, Epouse de Joseph Anselme Landry.

Montreal , Que. Un Parfum ( Eau de Floride . ) Etiquette

re “ Florida Water Parfumerie Royale d'Egypte, Mont

real," aussi celle sur le col marquee : " Caron Landry "

et deux vignettes representant Pyramide et Palmiers. 10

octobre 1906.

11294. METCALFE MILLING COMPANY, LIMITED , Portage la Prairie,
Manitoba. Oats and Barley and products thereof. Repre

sentation of a Red Star on white ground enclosed by a

blue circle bearing name and address of Registrants. 10th

October, 1906 .

11296. THE COLUMBIA FLOURING MILLS COMPANY, LIMITED, Enderby,
British Columbia Flour. Word : “ Columbine " and

representation of the flower. 11th October , 1906.

11295. THE COLUMBIA FLOURING MILLS COMPANY, LIMITED, Enderby,

British Columbia. Flour. Word : “ Cosmos " and repre

sentation of a wreath of the flowers and foilage . 11th

October, 1906.

11297. THE COLUMBIA FLOURING MILLS COMPANY, LIMITED, Enderby,

British Columbia. Flour. Word : “ Premier " on shield .

11th October, 1906 .

11298. JOHN KENNETH MCINNIS , Regina , Saskatchewan . Newspaper.

Name : “ Die Deutsche Rundschau." 11th October, 1906 .

11299. FRANK W. MERRILL , Toronto , Ont. Chewing Gum , Confectionery
and Biscuits. Words : “ Buster Brown " between pictures

of a boy and a dog. 11th October, 1906. (Assigned to

Merrill Medicial Co. )

11300. THE CHIPMAN HOLTON KNITTING COMPANY OF HAMILTON ,

LIMITED, Hamilton, Ont. Hosiery. Labels re " The Bull
Dog Stocking." 12th October, 1906.

11301. THE NORTHERN SHIRT COMPANY, LIMITED , Winnipeg, Man .

Overalls, Shirts, Collars, Cuffs, Smocks, Canvas Covers,

Tents , Tarpaulins, etc. , etc. Red letter : " N " in a circle

having lines radiating from its circumference to the

sides of a triangle described about the same. 12th
October, 1906.

11302. POND'S EXTRACT COMPANY, New York , N.Y. , U.S.A. Medical

Compounds. Diamond -shaped figure arranged within a

rectangular figure formed by the duplicated words :

“ Pond's Extract,” connected at the sides, and surmount

ing a landscape. 12th October, 1906.

11303. J. J. ZOCK & COMPANY, LIMITED, Toronto , Ont. Articles of Gold

and Silver. Representation of a Horseshoe with the

letter : “ Z " inside the same. 12th October, 1906.
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11304. BICKFORD,SMITH & COMPANY, LIMITED , Tuckingmill, Cornwall,

England . Fuse , or other apparatus used in blasting oper

ations. Words : .“ White Jacket " and representation of

a Sailor. 12th October, 1906 .

11305. MCINTYRE SON & COMPANY, LIMITED , Montreal , Que . Linens.

Words : “ Crown Linens ” surmounting the representa

tation of a Crown . 13th October, 1906 .

11306. THE COLUMBIA FLOURING MILLS COMPANY, LIMITED , Enderby,

British Columbia. Flour. Word : Clematis " and

representation of a wreath of clematis. 13th October,

1906.

11307. THE COLUMBIA FLOURING MILLS COMPANY, LIMITED, Enderby,

British Columbia Flour. Word : * Palisade " and pic

torial representation. 13th October, 1906.

11308. THE MURRAY SHOE COMPANY, LIMITED, London , Ont. Boots and

Shoes. Words : “ The Hub ” and representation of the

hub of a wheel . 13th October, 1906 .

11309. DR. PAQUET & LEBLANC, Hull , Que. Mineral Water. Label having

representation of the Canadian Flag surmounted by

words : “ Russell Mineral and Medical Water." 13th

October, 1906 .

11310. R. J. WHITLA & COMPANY , LIMITED , Winnipeg, Manitoba. Printed

Cottons. Letters and word : “ PP Brand ” enclosed in

oval figure . 15th October, 1906.

11311. POSTUM CEREAL COMPANY, LIMITED, Battle Creek, Michigan,

U.S.A. , Prepared Cereal Foods. Words : “ Elijah's

Manna ." 15th October, 1906 .

11312. VICTORINE PAGEAU, Ottawa, Ont. General Trade Mark . Words :
“ La Moska." 15th October, 1906 .

11313. DEUTSCHE WOFFEN-NUD MUNITIONSFABRIKEN, 43-44 Dorothe

enstrasse , Berlin , Germany. General Trade Mark . Word :

“ Parabellum ." 15th October, 1906.

11314. ILLUMINATED SIGN COMPANY, Winnipeg, Manitoba. Signs

Word : “ White-Light." 15th October, 1906.

11315. MARITIME NAIL COMPANY, LIMITED, St. John , New Brunswick.

Horse Nails. Word : “ Peerless. " 16th October, 1906 .

11316. MARITIME NAIL COMPANY, LIMITED, St. John , New Brunswick .

Horse Nails. Word : “ Monarch ." 16th October, 1906 .

11317. MARITIME NAIL COMPANY, LIMITED , St. John , New Brunswick .

Horse Nails. Words : “ New Monarch .” 16th October,

1906.

11318. F. CINZANO & CIE . , Turin , Italy . Vermouth. Label with red and

gold border bearing medals and scroll work and printed

matter in white space in center , oblong band bearing

words : “ Cinzano Turin and crescent bearing word :

“ Italy.” 16th October, 1906.

11319. OREGON NURSERY COMPANY, LIMITED, Salem, Oregon, U.S.A.

Nursery Stock. Word : “ Miracle." 16th October, 1906,

11320. THOMAS KERFOOT & COMPANY, Bardsley Valve Mills, Ashton

under-Lyne , Lancashire, England. Confectionery, Per

fumery, Toilet Articles and Soaps. Words : “ Sweet

Lips .” 17th October, 1906.

11321 . THE SINGER MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Elizabeth , New Jersey,

U.S.A. Sewing Machines and Sewing Machine Attach

ments and Supplies . Letter : “ S ” in connection with

the representation of a lady seated at a sewing machine.

17th October, 1906.

11322. THE AEROCAR COMPANY, Detroit , Michigan . U.S.A. Automobiles

and their parts . Word : “ Aerocar." 17th October , 1906 .

11323. SPENCER SEEDLESS APPLE COMPANY OF TORONTO , LIMITED ,

Toronto, Ont. Apple Trees, Cuttings , Buds, etc. Words :

" Spencer Seedless and representation of an apple with

star thereon. 17th October, 1906.

11324. EDWARD H. WAGNER, New York , N.Y. , U.S.A. Small Fireworks for

producing rapidly repeating explosions. Words : “ Son

of a Gun ." 17th October, 1906 .

11325. ALBERT SAMUEL LALIBERTE, Williamstown , Massachusetts,

U.S.A Paints , Oils , Stains, Washes , Varnish and Liquid

Preservative Compounds for Wood and Iron . Word :

• Posto " arranged parallel with sides and horizontally in

center of a diamond-shaped figure. 19th October, 1906.

11326. THE OAKVILLE FRUIT GROWERS, LIMITED , Oakville , Ont. Apples

and other Fruit. Representation of an Oak Leat bearing

letters : “ O.F.G.” 19th October, 1906,
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11327. MUTUAL TRADING COMPANY, New York , N.Y. , US.A. Wringers.

Word : “ Metropolitan ." 19th October, 1906.

11328. THE CHAMPION MEDICINE COMPANY, LIMITED, Yarmouth, Nova

Scotia . Proprietary Medicine. Label re “ Champion Lini

ment " and representation of an Armoured Knight on

horseback . 19th October , 1906.

11329. WILLIAM H. MOORE, Toronto , Ont. Publication . Words : “ The

Bulletin ." 19th October, 1906.

11380. J. MOORES & SONS, Denton , England. Men's Hats . Words :

Tween Hat " in circle . 20th October , 1906 .

“ The

11831. CLARE BROTHERS & COMPANY, LIMITED, Preston, Ont. Stoves,

Ranges and Furnaces. Word : " Peninsular." 20th

October, 1906 .

11832. NORMAN CLIFFORD ROLPH, Toronto , Ont. Books, Magazines, Peri

odicals , etc. Words : ' The Canadian Pottery & Glass

Gazette.” 20th October , 1906 .

11333. THE M. $. BROWN COMPANY, LIMITED , Montreal, Que. Watches

and Jewellery. Word : " Defiance " and the representa
tion of a Bull Dog. 20th October, 1906 .

11334. THE M. S. BROWN COMPANY, LIMITED, Montreal, Que. Watches

and Jewellery. Words : “ The Challenge " and the repre

sentation of a Deer. 20th October, 1906.

11335. THE BRITISH-AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY, LIMITED , Cecil

Chambers, 86 Strand, London , England. Tobacco. Label

re " old Judge ” and representation Judge's Head in

circle. 22nd October, 1906.

11336. WILLIAM CROFT & SONS, Toronto , Ont. Smoking Pipes . Words :

“ Bonnie Briar." 22nd October, 1906.

11337. ARTHUR HOROWITZ , Berlin , Germany . A Remedy against Infecti

ous Diseases and a Dry Antiseptic. Word : “ Jodofan."

22nd October, 1906 .

11338. ARTHUR HOROWITZ, Berlin , Germany. A Remedy for Rachitis and

Scrofula and a Nutriment. Word : “ Visvit." 22nd

October, 1906.

11339. THE J. D. KING COMPANY, LIMITED , Toronto , Ont . Boots and

Shoes. Word : “ Socorro." 22nd October, 1906 .

11340. J. ADELARD LAURION , Joliette, Que . Un Medicament. Nom : " DI

VI -NA. " 23 octobre 1906 .

11341. H. CORBY DISTILLERY COMPANY, LIMITED , Belleville , Ont. All

Spirituous Liquors. Words : “ Old Oak." 23rd October ,

1906 .

11342. H. CORBY DISTILLERY COMPANY . LÍMITED , Belleville , Ont. All

Spirituous Liquors. Word : “ Majectic . " 23rd October,

1906 .

11848. FREDERICK EUGENE DOUGALL , Montreal, Que. A Monthly nitas

trated Publication . Words : “ Canadian Pictorial." 23rd

October, 1906.

11344. ERLE B. SAVAGE , Toronto , Ont. Yeast . Words : “ Reliance Yeast."

23rd October, 1906 .

11345. RICHARD HEMSLEY, Montreal , Que. Gold , Silver and Plated Jewel

lery, Silverware, Spoons, etc. Initials : * R.H." in oblong

figure with dovetalled ends. 24th October, 1906 .

11346. CONTINENTAL CAOUTCHOUC COMPANY, New York , Borough of

Manhattan , N.Y. , U.S.A. India Rubber Goods . Word :

" Continental. " 24th October, 1906. (Assigned to the

Continental Caoutchouc and Gutta - percha Company, of

Hanover, Germany ).

11347. THE LEMON BUTTER COMPANY, Winnipeg, Man . A Preparation

of eggs, butter, lemon, sugar, etc.. for table use. Oval

label, white and gold , re “ Lemon Butter." 24th October,

1906.

11348. JACOB F. BERINGER , Picton , Ont. Canned Corn . Peas and Beans.

Labels re " Sugar and Cream. " 24th October, 1906.

11349. THE E. B. EDDY COMPANY, LIMITED, Hull , Que. Matches. Pink ,

Black and White colouring on matches. 24th October, 1906.

11360. GRACE BROTHERS & COMPANY, LIMITED , 144 Leadenhall Street,

London , E. C. , England. Tea . Word : “ Ratanpuro."

25th October, 1906.

11351. FRANK BUSTACE WILKINS BOWEN , 6 Newcastle Street, Farring
don Street, London , England. Explosives. Word :

* Megadyne. " 25th October, 1906.
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11352. JOHN D. MOODIE , Trading as THE PEERLESS UNDERWEAR COM

PANY, Hamilton, Ont. Underwear. Word : “ Peerless. "

25th October, 1906.

11353. BAILLE -LEMAIRE & FILS, Paris , France . Optical Goods. Words :

“ Lemaire Fabt. - Paris " and conventional representation

of two bees arranged in circular device . 25th October,
1906.

11854. CHARLES LETOURNEAU, Montréal, Qué. Eau de Toilette. Repre

sentation d'une chute d'eau, des Sapins et le profil de

deux montagnes dans un cercle, et mots : * Superior

Water Co., Montréal, Qué.” 25 octobre 1906 .

11355. THE BRITISH -AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY, LIMITED, Cecil

Chambers , 86 Strand , London , W.C. , England. Tobacco.

Words : * Player's Navy Cut " on representation of a

Life Buoy enclosing head of Sailor with word : “ Hero "

on his cap. 26th October, 1906.

11356. THE BRITISH - AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY , LIMITED , Cecil

Chambers , 86 Strand, London , W.C. , England. Tobacco.

Label re Ogden's Guinea Gold ” andrepresentation of a

number of gold coins . 26th October, 1906 .

11357. THE BRITISH-AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY, LIMITED , Cecil

Chambers, 86 Strand, London , W.C. , England. Tobacco.

Label re Smith's Glasgow Smoking Mixture " and repre

sentation of the obverse and reverse sides of a gold

medal . 26th October , 1906.

11358. THE BRITISH -AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY LIMITED , Cecil

Chambers, 86 Strand , London, W.C., England. Tobacco.

Label re “ oid English Curve Cut," etc., enclosed in

ornamental border . 26th October , 1906.

11359. THE BRITISH-AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY, LIMITED, Cecil

Chambers, 86 Strand, London , W.C. , England. Tobacco .

Words : Spear Head " and figures of two women , one

carrying a spear head and the other a bow and arrow.

26th October, 1906.

11360. CANADIAN UNITED MILLING COMPANY , LIMITED, Montreal , Que.

Flour. Oval enclosing words : “ Cascapedia Brand ” and

monogram of letters : “ C.U.M." 27th October , 1906 .

11361. APENTA ACTIENGESELLSCHAFT, Buda - Pest, Hungary. Mineral

Water. Rectangular label bearing words : * Apenta

Splits Sparkling ” and representation of an egg printed

in red. 27th October, 1906 .

4

11362. APENTA ACTIENGESELLSCHAFT, Buda -Pest , Hungary. Mineral

Water. Oval label re “ Natural Apenta Carbonated ,” etc.
27th October, 1906 .

11363. Dr. HESS & CLARK, Ashland, Ohio , U.S.A. Stock Food. Four

panel label re “ Dr. Hess Stock Food , " and representation

of farm stock standing on scales. 29th October, 1906 .

11364. KAZOO SUSPENDER COMPANY, Kalamazoo , Michigan , U.S.A. Com

bination Hose Supporters and Suspenders, Hose Support

ers and Suspenders. Word : “ Kazoo ." 29th October, 1906 .

11365. WOLVERINE SUSPENDER COMPANY, Kalamazoo , Michigan, U.S.A.

Combination Hose Supporters and Suspenders, Hose Sup

porters and Suspenders . Word : " Wolverine." 29th

October, 1906 .

11366. TORONTO AND BELLEVILLE ROLLING MILLS , LIMITED , Belle

ville , Ont. Horseshoes . Representation of a Bell bearing

the letter : “ D.” 29th October, 1906.

11367. THE TILLSON COMPANY, LIMITED , Tillsonburg , Ont. Flour.

Circular label bearing words : " Our Century - 20th Oen

tury Canada's Century. " and wreath of maple leaves and

wheat heads partly enclosing a picture of a man standing

on a globe showing outlines of a map of Canada , etc.

29th October , 1906 .

11368. ISAAC BLUMENSTIEL , Hamilton, Ont. Cigars . Word : Senator. "

30th October, 1906 .

11369. THE WOOL & COTTON DRYSALTERS COMPANY, LIMITED, Mont

treal , Que. Soap. Oval enclosing words : Empress of

Britain ." 30th October , 1906.

11870. JUAN DE DIOS TEJADA , New York City, N.Y. , U.Ş.A. Acetylene

Gas Generators. Word : “ Astral." 30th October , 1906.

11371. JOSEPH A. TILTON, St. John, New Brunswick . Flour. Words :

“ More Bread and Better Bread." 30th October, 1906.

11372. HENRY ARNDT HAGEN, Berlin , Ont. General Trade Mark. Word :

· Hagen .” 30th October, 1906.

11373. GASTON H. HUGHES, Montreal , Que. Remede : " Albert's Gout and

Rheumatism Remedy ." Mot : " Albert's " et le mono

gramme des lettres : “ A.E.H." 31 octobre 1906.
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11374. WILLIAM BOHEMIER , Montreal , Que. Shoe Polishes . Word :

“ Bôhmen ," representation of a man shaving, a woman

holding an uplifted shoe and an oval panel enclosing a

can , 31st October, 1906.

11375. THE OREGON NURSERY COMPANY, LIMITED, Salem , Oregon,

U.S.A. Nursery Stock, including Fruit Trees, Buds and

Scions thereof. Word : “ Orenco." 31st October , 1906.

11376. THE NORTHWESTERN KNITTING COMPANY, Minneapolis , Minne

sota , U.S.A. Underwear. Words : “ The Munsing ." 31st

October , 1906 .

11377. WILHELM ERNEST, Hanover, Kingdom of Prussia, Empire of Ger

many. Medicinal and Pharmaceutical preparations.

Word : “ Anusol.” 31st October, 1906 .

one .

or

INDUSTRIAL DESIGNS

Registered during the months of August, September and October, 1906, at the

Department of Agriculture — Copyright and Trade-Mark ,Branch .

2466. MRS. IAN MacGILLIVRAY, Vancouver, British Columbia. Form of

Letterette Paper, combining letter paper and envelope in

11th August, 1906.

2467. CATHERINE McPHAIL , Alvinston , Ont. Sheet Metal Portable Bath

Tub . 20th August, 1906.

2468. THE MOFFAT STOVE COMPANY OF WESTON , LIMITED, Weston ,

Ont. Cooking Range. 20th August, 1906 .

2469. THE MOFFAT STOVE COMPANY OF WESTON , LIMITED, Weston ,

Ont. Cooking Range. 20th August, 1906.

2470. ELIAS EMAD, Montreal , Que. A Cornucopia -shaped Receptacle of

Pastry. 22nd August, 1906 .

2471. MARK RIDEOUT , Glace Bay, Nova Scotia . A Curved and Sharpened

Blade. 22nd August, 1906.

2472. HUGH B. MORRIS , Montreal, Que . An Electrical Reflector . 5th

September, 1906.

2473. ADOLPHE LOUIS CARON , Montreal , Que. Emblem consisting of a

Shield divided into four sections containing a heart,

fleur - de - lys, cross and monogram : “ M.A.," surmounted

by motto : Per Mariam ad Jesum ." 7th September,

1906.

2474. RICHARD HEMSLEY, Montreal , Que. Ornamentation re Fleurs - de

lys for Pocket Knife or other similar article . 8th Sep

tember, 1906 .

2475. RICHARD HEMSLEY, Montreal , Que . Handle of Spoon , Fork

similar article with Shield surmounted by mural crown

and beaver at the end . 8th September, 1906.

2476. RICHARD HEMSLEY, Montreal , Que . Ornamentation re Maple

Leaves for Pocket Knife or other similar article. 8th

September, 1906.

2477. THE GURNEY FOUNDRY COMPANY, LIMITED , Toronto, Ont. Cook

Stove. 8th September, 1906.

2478. THE D. MOORE COMPANY, LIMITED , Hamilton , Ont. Steel Range.

8th September, 1906.

2479. LUCIA E. TATE, Toronto , Ont. Pattern for remodelling and re

pairing socks and stockings . 21st September, 1906.

2480. HONORE LEGER , Ottawa , Ont , Un Ecusson National Canadien . 1

octobre 1906.

2481. YOSHIZO TSUBOI , Toronto , Ont . A Chinese Lantern . 3rd October,

1906 .

2482. THEATRICAL MECHANICAL ASSOCIATION, Toronto , Ont. Sofa

Cushion Top , representation of a woman surmounted by

a bell and a beaver and drapery of Canadian and American

Flags , etc. 3rd October, 1906 .

2483. CANADIAN PROMOTION COMPANY, Winnipeg, Man . Book Cover, re

representation of two wheat sheaves abutting each other.

13th October, 1906.

2484. RODEN BROTHERS. Toronto, Ont. Brooch in the form of a Snow

shoe with a bow near the toe end. 23rd October, 1906.

2485. RICHARD HEMSLEY, Montreal , Que. Cover, Top or Lid for a box in

the shape of a circle consisting of segments representing

stones surrounding the word : “ Jewels." 29th October,

1906.

2486. RICHARD HEMSLEY, Montreal , Que. Cover, Top or Lid for a box,

in the form of a double circle, ornamented with dots, sur

rounding the word : " Studs." 29th October, 1906 .

2487. RICHARD HEMŞLEY, Montreal , Que. Cover, Top or Lid for a box,

in the form of a double circle , ornamented with dots, sur

rounding a leaf. 29th October, 1906.

2488. ELECTRICAL MACHINERY COMPANY OF TORONTO , Toronto, Ont.

Frame for a Dynamo or Electric Motor. 29th October,

1906 .
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COPYRIGHTS

Entered during the months of August, September and October, 1906, at the

Department of Agriculture Copyright and Trade-Mark Branch.

17461. AGREEMENT. (Blank form or chart. ) Charles Louis Corin and

Frederick William Gretton , Toronto , Ont. , 1st August,

1906 .

17462. PROPOSITION. (Blank form or chart. ) Charles Louis Corin and

Frederick William Gretton , Toronto , Ont. 1st August,

1906 .

17463. THE WESTMINSTER. August , 1906 . ( Book .) The Westminster

Company, Limited , Toronto , Ont. , 2nd August, 1906 .

17464. THE PANORAMIC VIEW OF GUELPH. (Photograph . ) The Panor

amic Camera Company of Canada, Toronto, Ont. , 2nd

August, 1906 .

17465. THE POST OFFICE SQUARE, GUELPH . ( Photograph . ) The Pan

oramic Camera Company of Canada, Toronto , Ont ., 2nd

August, 1906.

17466. PANORAMIC VIEW OF QUEBEC. ( Photograph . ) The Panoramic

Camera Company, Toronto , Ont. , 2nd August , 1906 .

17467. MAIN BUILDING , PARLIAMENT BUILDINGS, OTTAWA . (Photo

graph . ) The Panoramic Camera Company of Canada,

Toronto , Ont . , 2nd August, 1906 .

17468. CANADIAN NATIONAL EXHIBITION , FROM FORESTER'S ARCH.

(Photograph. ) The Panoramic Camera Company of Can

ada, Toronto , Ont. , 2nd August, 1906 .

17469. GENERAL VIEW OF CANADIAN NATIONAL EXHIBITION..

(Photograph. ) The Panoramic Camera Company of Can

ada, Toronto Ont. , 2nd August, 1906 .

17470. COLLEGE CHUMS. (Song. ) Words by Vincent Bryan Music by

Gertrude Hoffman . Jerome H. Remick & Company,

New York, N.Y. , U.S.A. , 3rd August, 1906.

17471. I AIN'T GOING BACK TO BALTIMO' NO MO ' . (Song. ) Words and

Music by Shepard N. Edmonds. Jerome H , Remick &

Company, New York, N.Y. , U.S.A. , 3rd August, 1906.

17472. VALUE OF FOUNDATION. Sermon by Rev. Frank De Witt Tal

mage , Los Angeles, California, U.S.A. , 5th August, 1906 .

Frederick Diver, Toronto , Ont . , 4th August, 1906.

17473. ST. THOMAS CITY DIRECTORY. 1906 . The Union Publishing

Company of Ingersoll, Ingersoll , Ont. , 4th August, 1906.

17474. IF I ONLY HAD THE NERVE. ( Song. ) Words and Music by Vin

cent Bryan , Jerome H. Remick & Company, New York ,

N.Y. , U.S.A. , 4th August, 1906.

17475. REDEMPTION. (Roman .) Par Rodolphe Girard. Illustrations par

Georges Delfosse . (Livre. ) Rudolphe Girard, Ottawa ,

Ont., 7 aout 1906 .

17476. THE LAY OF THE LAST MINSTREL. By Sir Walter Scott.

Edited with notes by John C. Saul, M.A. (Book. ) Mor

ang & Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont., 7th August,

1906.

17477. SELECTIONS FROM THE NATURE POETS . Edited with Notes by

Andrew Stevenson , B.A. ( Book . ) Morang & Company,

Limited , Toronto , Ont., 7th August, 1906.

17478. THE ADMINISTRATOR MARCH. Two-Step. By Adam Blatz. The

John Church Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, U.S.A. , 7th

August, 1906.

17479. AMONGST THE HEATHEN OF CANADA , which is now being pub

lished jreliminarily in separate articles in the “ Hailey

burian ," of Haileybury, Ontario. ( Book. ) C. C. Farr ,

Haileybury, Ont., 7th August , 1906.

17480. CARTE MURALE, 36" x 24" . FRACTIONS I. B. Lippens , Montréal ,

Qué. , 7 août 1906.

17481. CARTE MURALE 36" x 24" . FRACTIONS II . B. Lippens , Montréal,

Qué. , 7 août 1906.
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17482. PREMIERES LECONS DE LECTURE. ( Carte . ) B. Lippens, Montreal,

Qué. , 7 août 1906 .

17483. TABLE DE MULTIPLICATION , AVEC DESSIN ET ALPHABET

ECRIT. ( Carte . ) Marie Joséphine Proulx, Montréal,

Qué., 7 août 1906 .

17484. OFFICIAL TELEPHONE DIRECTORY, MEDICINE HAT. August,

1906. The Bell Telephone Company of Canada , Limited,

Montreal, Que., 7th August, 1906 .

17485. IT'S A LONG WAY BACK TO DEAR OLD MOTHER'S KNEE. ( Song. )

Words by Alfred Bryan . Music by Halsey K. Mohr. Lew

Dockstader Publishing Company, New York , N.Y. , U.S.A.,
U.S.A. , 10th August , 1906 .

17486. SWEET JULIENNE. (Song.) Words and Music by Jean C. Havez,

Lew Dockstader Publishing Company , New York , N.Y. ,
10th August, 1906 .

17487. I KNOW I'M NOT YOUR FIRST SWEETHEART BUT LET ME BE

YOUR LAST. Song . Words by Will. A. Heelan . Music

by Ed. Rosenbaum , jr . Lew Dockstader Publishing Com

pany, New York , N.Y. , U.S.A., 10th August , 1906 .

17488. DO NOT FORGET THE OLD DAYS . Song. Words and Music by

Jean C. Havez . Lew Dockstader Publishing Company,

New York, N.Y. , U.S.A. , 10th August, 1906 .

17489. ROLL , ROLL ON . ( Imagine You're a Railroad Train .) Song.

Words and Music by Geo . A. Norton . Lew Dockstader

Publishing Company, New York , N.Y. , U.S.A. , 10th Au

gust, 1906 .

17490. SHOVELLIN ' COAL. Song. Words and Music by Jean C. Havez.

Lew Dockstader Publishing Company, New York , N.Y. ,

U.S.A. , 10th August , 1906 .

17491. TIME HAS BROUGHT NO CHANGES TO MY HEART. Song. Words

by Geo. A. Norton . Musie by Geoffrey O'Hara . Lev

Doekstader Publishing Company, New York , N.Y. , U.S.A. ,

10th August, 1906.

17492. I'D RATHER BE A LAMP -POST IN NEW YORK . Song. Words

by Sam Lewis. Music by Joel P Corin . Lew Dockstader

Publishing Company, New York, N.Y. , U.S.A. , 10th Au

gust, 1906 .

17493. TORONTO PALL AND WINTER CATALOGUE, No. 77, 1906-7 .

"The T. Eaton Company, Limited , Toronto , Ont. , 11th

August, 1906 .

17494. PASTOR'S FAMILY RECORD CARD . John George Whiten , Toronto ,

Ont . , 11th August, 1906 .

17495. THE LORD'S SUPPER. By George C. Pidgeon, D.D. (Book .) The

Musson Book Company , Limited , Toronto, Ont. , 11th
August, 1906 .

17496. OFFICIAL TELEPHONE DIRECTORY , MONTREAL AND SUB

URBS, AUGUST, 1906. The Bell Telephone Company of

Canada, Limited , Montreal, Que . 13th August, 1906.

17497. CANADIAN MUSICAL BUREAU , 1906-7 . ( Book . ) William Camp

bell , Toronto , Ont., 14th August, 1906.

17498. DIKECTORY 1906 , NEW WESTMINSTER CITY AND THE MUNICI

PALITIES OF THE FRASER VALLEY, 1906. James

Davis Taylor, New Westminster, B.C., 14th August,

1906.

17499. AS THE MORNING CLOUD. Sermon by Rev. Frank De Witt Tal

mage, Los Angeles, California , U.S.A. , 12th August , 1906 .

F. Diver , Toronto, Ont. , 14th August, 1906.

17500. HARMSWORTH SELF -EDUCATOR MAGAZINE. 16th August, 1906.
No. 18. The Amalgamated Press, Limited , London , Eng

land, 14th August, 1906 .

17501. THE MASTER BAKER. ( Book . ) Gurney Foundry Company, Limited,

Toronto , Ont., 14th August, 1906 .

17502. THE OXFORD HOT WATER BOILER. ( Book .) Gurney Foundry
Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont., 15th August, 1906.

17503. STRONGHEART. Intermezzo Two -step. By Will . E. Dulmage.

Sam . Fox Publishing Company, Cleveland , Ohio , U.S.A. ,
15th August, 1906 .

17504. OXYDONOR IS MADE FOR SELF TREATMENT - IT FILLS THE

WHOLE SYSTEM WITH OXYGEN FROM THE AIR.

( Circular. ) Dr. H. Sanche and Company, Montreal, Que.,

15th August, 1906.
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17505. DIGBY , N.S. , No. 19. ( Photographic view. ) Ralph N. Harris , Bea

ver River, N.S. , 15th August , 1906 .

17506. DIGBY, N.S. , No. 21. ( Photographic view. ) Ralph N. Harris , Bear

River, N.S. , 15th August, 1906 .

17507. LA SAINTE FACE DE JESUS. (Image . ) Marie Eugène Prevost , Mont

real , Que. , 17th août, 1906 .

17508. ONE WHOM JESUS LOVED . Sermon by Rev. Frank De Witt Tal

malge, Los Angeles, Cal . , U.S.A. , 19th August ,, 1906. F.

Diver, Toronto, Ont. , 17th August, 1906.

17509. HUMILITY. By Henry T. Claghorn . ( Poem. ) Henry T. Claghorn,

Philadelphia , Penn . , U.S.A. , 17th August, 1906 .

17510. THE ENGINEERING JOURNAL OF CANADA. August, 1906. (Book . )

Archd. W. Smith and Partners, Limited, 36-38 Lombard

St., Toronto, Ont. , 17th August, 1906.

17511. MOTOR BOAT, YACHT AND SAILING SKIFF RULES AND RACING

SCHEDULES OF ALL CLUBS ON LAKE ONTARIO .

1906. (Book. ) George Henry Learnerd, Toronto, Ont. ,

17th August, 1906 .

17512. ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF LINOTYPE PARTS AND SUP

PLIES . 1906 . Canadian - American Linotype Corpora

tion, Limited, Toronto, Ont. , 17th August, 1906.

17513. THE DOMINION COMMERCIAL TRAVELLERS' GUIDE, 1906 .

( Book .) H. W. Wadsworth , Montreal, Que. , 18th August,

1906.

17514. OFFICIAL TELEPHONE DIRECTORY, DISTRICT OF ALGOMA ,

AUGUST, 1906. The Bell Telephone Company of Canada,

Limited , Montreal , Que . , 18th August, 1906.

17515. THE VINE CLAD COTTAGE. Words by G. F. Gould . Music by G.

T. Veale . George F. Gould , Toronto , Ont . , 18th August,

1906.

17516. THE WINNIPEG CATALOGUE No. 6 , 1906-7. (Book . ) The T. Eaton

Company, Limited , Toronto, Ont. , 18th August, 1906.

17517 . CÆSAR AND VIRGIL . For Junior Matriculation. Edited with In

troduction , Notes, Exercises and Vocabularies. By E.

W. Hagarty, B.A. , (Book. ) Morang & Company, Limited,

Toronto, Ont. , 18th August, 1906.

17518. THE BEARS AND THE OVERALLS. ( Picture . ) The White Manu

facturing Company , Limited, Ottuwa, Ont. , 20th August,
1906.

17519. LAKE SUPERIOR CORPORATION INDUSTRIES. (1) (Photo

graph .) G. N. Bartlett, Sault Ste . Marie , Ont. , 20th Au

gust, 1906 .

17520. BIRD'S EYE VIEW OF SHIP CANAL, SAULT STE . MARIE ,

ONTARIO , WITH STEAMER NORTHWEST ' IN FORE

GROUND. (2) ( Photograph . ) G. N. Bartlett, Sault Ste.

Marie, Ont . , 20th August, 1906.

17521. STEAMER ` NORTHWEST ' IN LOW WATER IN CANADIAN SHIP

CANAL. (3) (Photograph .) G. N. Bartlett, Sault Ste .

Marie , Ont. , 20th August , 1906 .

17522. BIRD'S EYE VIEW OF THE AMERICAN LOCKS, SAULT STE .
MARIE, MICHIGAN . (4) (Photograph. ) G. N. Bartlett,

Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., 20th August, 1906.

17523. THE SELF CHECKING NOTE AND ACCOUNT SHEET. ( Blank

Form. ) Benjamin James Lawson , Amherst, N.S., 20th

August, 1906.

17524. STONEY LAKE REGATTA . ( Photograph . ) R. M. Roy, Peterbor

ough , Ont. , 21st August, 1906 .

17525 . THE CATHOLIC CONFESSIONAL AND THE SACRAMENT OF

PENANCE . By Rev. Albert McKeon, S.T.L. (Book. )

Rev. Albert John McKeon, Saint Columban , Ont., 22nd

August, 1906.

17526. CAMP NIAGARA , WITH A HISTORICAL SKETCH OF NIAGARA

ON-THE-LAKE AND NIAGARA CAMP. By Lieut.-Col.

E. Cruickshank , F.R.S.C. ( Book . ) F. H. Leslie , Niagara

Ont ., 23rd August, 1906.

17527. ELEMENTARY MECHANICS. By F. W. Merchant, M.A., D.Pæd .

(Book .) The Copp , Clark Company, Limited, Toronto,

Ont. , 24th August , 1906.

17528. BAHAMIAN FOLK LORE . By James Fitz-James . Illustrations by

H.A.P. ( Book . ) Mary Alice Peck , Montreal , Que. , 24th

August, 1906.

10-42
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17529. THE TREASURE OF HEAVEN ; A ROMANCE OF RICHES. By

Marie Corelli , Stratford- on -Avon , England , 24th August,

1906 .

17530. DISGUISED BLESSINGS. Sermon by Rev. Frank De Witt Talmage,

Los Angeles , California , U.S.A. , 26th August, 1906 .

( Book. ) Frederick Diver, Toronto , Ont. , 24th August,

1906 .

17531 . THE CANADIAN MAGAZINE , SEPTEMBER, 1906. (Book. ) Ontario

Publishing Company, Limited. Toronto, Ont. , 25th

August, 1906.

17532. TORONTO FROM THE ROOF OF THE TRADERS BANK BUILD

ING. ( Picture. ) Globe Printing Company, Toronto ,

Ont. , 25th August, 1906.

17533. REGISTRE D'INSCRIPTION ET D'APPEL A L'USAGE DES

ECOLES. Par J. N. Miller (Cahier . ) La Compagnie

J. A. Langlais & Fils, Québec, Qué. , 27 août 1906 .

17534. TUG-OF-WAR. ( Picture. ) C. W. Faulkner & Company, Limited,

London , England, 27th August, 1906.

17535. MOON'S COMMERCIAL DICTATION BOOK. William Thomas Moon ,

Montreal , Que. , 27th August, 1906 .

17536. WILLIAM J. SHERRING, WINNER OF THE MARATHON RACE,

1906. (Photo. ) Alexander McKenzie Cunningham , Ham

ilton, Ont. , 27th August, 1906 .

17537. WON'T YOU COME OVER TO MY HOUSE . Song. Words by Harry

Williams. Music by Egbert Van Alstyne. Jerome H.

Remick & Company, New York , N.Y. , U.S.A., 28th

August, 1906.

17538. IOLA. Song . Words by James O'Dea . Music by Chas . L. Johnson .

Jerome H. Remick & Company , New York , N.Y. , U.S.A.,

28th August 1906 .

17539. CAMP MEETING TIME. (Song .) Words by Harry Williams. Music

by Egbert Van Alstyne . Jerome H. Remick & Company ,

New York, N.Y. , U.S.A. , 28th August, 1906.

17540. SHERBROOKE DIRECTORY FOR 1906-7. (Livre .) Joseph Pierre

Royer , Sherbrooke, Que. , 28th August, 1906 .

17541. MATRICULATION LATIN . By Adam Carruthers, M.A. , and J. C.

Robertson , M.A. ( Book. ) W. J. Gage & Company,

Limited, Toronto , Ont. , 28th August, 1906.

17542 . DIGBY WHARVES . ( Photo . ) Paul Yates, Digby, Nova Scotia, 28th

August , 1906 .

17543. DIGBY GAP FROM BATTERY POINT . ( Photo . ) Paul Yates , Digby,

Nova Scotia , 28th August , 1906 .

17544. THE DIGBY TIDES . ( Photo .) Paul Yates, Digby, Nova Scotia , 28th

August, 1906 .

17545 . DIGBY FROM PIER. ( Photo . )

28th August, 1906.

Paul Yates, Digby, Nova Scotia ,

17546. DIGBY PIER . (Photo . )

August, 1906.

Paul Yates, Digby, Nova Scotia , 28th

17547. DIGBY FROM BEN LOMOND . ( Photo . )

Scotia, 28th August, 1906 .

Paul Yates , Digby, Nova

17548. DIGBY BASIN AND JOGGIN . (Photo . ) Paul Yates, Digby, Nova

Scotia, 28th August 1906 .

17549. ' PRINCE RUPERT, ' 'GEORGE L' AND " ALTON .' (Photo .) Paul

Yates, Digby, Nova Scotia, 28th August, 1906.

17550. THE GEORGE L. ' (Photo. ) Paul Yates, Digby, Nova Scotia, 28th

August, 1906 .

17551. GUIDE TO PRACTICAL PENMANSHIP . By W. A. McIntyre, B.A.

( Book . ) The Copp , Clark Con ny, Limited, Toronto,

Ont., 28th August , 1906 .

17552. THE HARDWARE MONTHLY OF CANADA , AUGUST, 1906.
Archd.

W. Smith & Partners , Limited, Toronto , Ont . , 29th

August, 1906 .

17553. BRITISH BOWLERS. (Photo .) The Galbraith Photo Company, To

ronto, Ont. , 29th August, 1906.

17554. THE NATURE STUDY COURSE. By Sidney Silcox , B.A. , D.Pæd.,

and 0. J. Stevenson, M.A., D.Pæd. (Book.) Morang &

Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont. , 30th August, 1906.
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17555. AS YOU LIKE IT. ( Shakespeare. ) Edited with Notes by J. Van

Every, B.A. (Book . ) Morang & Company, Limited ,

Toronto, Ont. , 30th August, 1906 .

17556. MEMORIAL CARD. (Card . )

August , 1906.

George Brown , Toronto , Ont. , 30th

17557. ANNAP. BASIN. (Photo No. 3. ) Ralph N. Harris, Bear River ,

Nova Scotia , 30th August, 1906 .

17558. D.A.R. BLUENOSE. (Photo. No. 4. ) Ralph N. Harris, Bear River ,

Nova Scotia , 30th August, 1906.

17559 . B. R. BRIDGE. ( Photo . No. 6. ) Ralph N. Harris , Bear River, Nova

Scotia, 30th August, 1906 .

17560. HARMSWORTH SELF-EDUCATOR MAGAZINE , 30TH AUGUST, 1906 .

( No. 19. ) The Amalgamated Press, Limited, London ,

England , 31st August , 1906.

17561. THE WESTMINSTER , SEPTEMBER , 1906. (Magazine . ) The West

minster Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont . , 1st September,

1906 .

17562. NEW FIRST LATIN READER. By John Henderson , M.A. , and R.

A. Little , B.A. ( Book . ) The Copp , Clark Company,

Limited , Toronto, Ont. , 1st September, 1906 .

17563. I'M GOING RIGHT BACK TO CHICAGO. (Song.) Words by Harry

Williams. Music by Egbert Van Alstyne . Jerome H.

Remick & Company, New York , N.Y. , U.S.A. , 4th Septem

ber, 1906.

17564. TWO LITTLE SAILOR BOYS . ( Song. ) Words by Edward Madden .

Music by Dolly Jardon , Jerome H Remick & Company,

New York , N.Y. , U.S.A. , 4th September , 1906.

17565. SALLY . ( Song. ) Words by Harry Williams. Music by Egbert Van

Alstyne. Jerome H. Remick & Company, New York , N.Y. ,

U.S.A. , 4th September, 1906.

17566. TORONTO FROM THE TOP OF THE TRADERS BANK BUILDING .

(Photo .) Wm T. Freeland , Toronto , Ont . , 4th September ,

1906.

17567. COMPTABILITE AGRICOLE ET DOMESTIQUE . Par Prof. O. E.

Dallaire. (Livre . ) La Compagnie J. A. Langlais & Fils.

Québec , Qué. , 4 septembre, 1906.

17568. NELSON , BRITISH COLUMBIA . (Photo. ) Allan M. C. Lean , Nel

son , British Columbia , 4th September , 1906 .

17569 TENNYSON-SELECT POEMS . (Literature, 1907. ) Edited with in

troduction and Notes , by W. J. Alexander , Ph.D. (Book . )

The Copp, Clarke Company, Limited, Toronto. , Ont. , 4th

September, 1906.

17570. ELEVATIONS POETIQUES. Volume 1. Par L'Abbé F. B. Burque

L'Abbé F. X. Burque , Québec, Qué. , 4 septembre 1906.

17571. A SCHEME FOR QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS , PART I , INORGANIC.

( Chart) . Julian Leo Kendall , Morden , Manitoba, 4th

September, 1906 .

17572. VIAMEDE STONY LAKE. ( Photo. ) Robert M. Roy, Peterborough ,

Ont. , 4th September, 1906 .

17573. ONTARIO DIGEST, 1901-1905 . Volume V. Compiled by Edwin Bell ,

LL.B. The Law Society of Upper Canada, Toronto, Ont. ,

5th September, 1906.

17574. KEEP ON PRAYING. Male Quartette. Words by F. W. Vander

sloot. Music by Mabel F. Gohl. Arranged by Lee Orean

Smith. Vandersloot Music Publishing Company, Wil

liamsport , Pennsylvania, U.S.A. , 5th September, 1906.

17575. I'M WISE. (Song .) Words by Harry Williams. Music by Egbert

Van Alstyne. Jerome H. Remick & Company, New York,

N.Y. , U.S.A., 6th September, 1906.

17576. BREATH OF THE ROSE. (Waltz. ) By Nellie M. Stokes. Jerome

H. Remick & Company, New York , N.Y. , U.S.A. , 6th

September, 1906.

17577. POEMS OF ALFRED TENNYSON. Edited with Introduction and

Notes. By Frdeerick Henry Sykes , M.A. , Ph.D. W. J.

Gage & Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont. , 6th September,
1906.

17578. MONTREAL HUNT MAP OF THE ISLAND OF MONTREAL AND

DISTRICT. (Map . ) Chas. S. J. Phillips, Montreal, Que . ,

7th September, 1906.
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17579 . MONEY A PUBLIC TRUST. Sermon by Rev. Frank De Witt Tal

mage , Los Angeles , California , U.S.A. , 2nd September,

1906. (Book .) Frederick Diver, Toronto, Ont . , 8th Sep

tember, 1906 .

17580. SHAKESPEARE'S JULIUS CÆSAR. Edited with Notes. By F, C.

Colbeck , B.A. Morang & Company Limited , Toronto,

Ont . , 8th September, 1906.

17581 . THE LOVER'S WALK WOODROWE , LAKE HURON, SARNIA .

( Photo . ) J. S. Thom , Sarnia , Ont. , 10th September, 1906.

17582. THE COMING OF SPRING, MOUTH OF ST . CLAIR . (Photo.) . J. S.

Thom , Sarnia , Ont ., 10th September , 1906 .

17583 SIX MONTHS IN EUROPE AND THE ORIENT. By James Carter.

( Book .) James Carter , St. Johns , Newfoundland, 11th

September , 1906 .

17584 . GREENWUOD-PHENIX. ( Photo . ) Duncan C. McRae , Greenwood,

British Columbia , 11th September, 1906 .

17585 . PRISONERS . By Mary Cholmondeley . (Book . ) The Copp , Clark

Company , Limited, Toronto, Ont . , 11th September, 1906 .

17586 . AN OMNIPRESENT POOR. Sermon by Rev. Frank De Witt Tal

mage , Los Angeles , California , U.S.A. , 9th September,

1906. ( Book .) Frederick Diver, Toronto , Ont. , 11th

September, 1906.

Anson A. Gard,17587. THE LAST WEST. By Anson A. Gard. ( Book .)

Ottawa, Ont. , 13th September, 1906.

17588. JANE CABLE . By George Barr McCutcheon .

colour by Harrison Fisher . ( Book . )

Toronto , Ont . , 13th September , 1906 .

Illustrations in

William Briggs,

17589. GRAMMAIRE ELEMENTAIRE. Par E. Robert, C.S.V. ( Livre.)

Clercs de Saint -Viateur, Saint- Louis , ( Mile End) , Mon

tréal, Qué. , 14 septembre 1906 .

17590. NOUVELLE GRAMMAIRE COMPLETE. Par E. Robert, C.S.V. (Livre .)

Clercs de Saint Viateur, Saint Louis (Mile End) , Montreal,

Qué,, 14 septembre, 1906 .

17591 . Company,CURRECT FALL STYLES. ( Pictures . ) The Lowndes

Limited, Toronto , Ont. , 14th September, 1906.

17592. FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD CLASS HISTORY. Published in “ The

Canadian Teacher ," and “ School and Home, ” both of

Toronto, Ont. ( Temporary Copyright. ) Emily P. Weaver,

Toronto , Ont. , 14th September, 1906.

17593. PEMBROKE FROM ALLUMETTE ISLAND. ( Photo. ) M. E. O'Gor

man , Pembroke, Ont . , 14th September , 1906.

17594. THE TORONTO CIVIC SONG . (Song. ) Words by W. H. Adams.

Music by J. Agar Stokes . William Harry Adams , Nor

wood , Ont . , 14th September, 1906 .

17595. TAKING A WISE STEP. (Book .) Henry W. Tisdall , Toronto , Ont. ,

14th September , 1906 .

17596. NEED ALL ROUND DUTY . Sermon by Rev. Frank De Witt Tal

mage , Los Angeles , California, U.S.A. , 16th September,

1906 . ( Book. ) Frederick Diver, Toronto, Ont. , 15th Sep

tember, 1906.

17597. FIGURE READING ; OR , RAPIDITY IN THE SIMPLE RULES. By

P. Mcintosh . ( Book. ) P. McIntosh, Toronto, Ont. , 15th

September , 1906 .

17598. A TYPICAL CANADIAN WINTER SCENE . (Post card. ) Alfred

W. Bell , Montreal, Que. , 15th September, 1906.

17599. THE ENGINEERING JOURNAL OF CANADA, SEPTEMBER , 1906.

Archd. W. Smith & Partners, Limited, Toronto , Ont.,

15th September, 1906 .

17600. MANUEL DE DROIT COMMERCIAL. Par Mathieu A. Bernard.

Deuxième édition . Entièrement revisée et corrigée par

J. F. St. Cyr, avocat, Wilfrid John Wilson et Théophile

Lafleur, Montréal , Qué. , 15 septembre 1906.

17601. BABY BLUE . ( Song .) Words by S. N. Walton . Music by John B.

Lowitz. Jerome H. Remick & Company, New York, N.Y. ,

U.S.A. , 17th September, 1906.

17602. IN THE VAN ; OR, THE BUILDERS. By Price - Brown . ( Eric Bohn .) .
Illustrated by F. H. Bridgen , 0.8.A. ( Book.) Price

Brown , Toronto, Ont . , 17th September, 1906 .
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17603. THE NEW COOK BOOK . By The Ladies of Toronto and other cities

and Towns. Edited by Grace E. Denison. The Rose

Publishing Company, Toronto , Ont . , 18th September,

1.06.

17604. MAPLE LAND, A SONG OF CANADA . (Song. )

Lauriston . Music by George Hahn ,

Chatham , Ont . , 18th September, 1906.

Words by Victo

Victor Lauriston ,

17605. THE SONGS OF THE GODS. ( Poem. ) Published in The Canadian

Graphic , " Toronto , Ont. (Temporary Copyright.) Cap

tain Robert C. Cockerill , Toronto , Ont. , 18th September,

1906.

17606. PANORAMA OF DIGBY , NOVA SCOTIA , FROM TOWN LODGE.

(Photo No. 30. ) Ralph N. Harris, Bear River, Nova

Scotia , 19th September, 1906 .

17607. BEAR RIVER , NOVA SCOTIA . (Photo No. 31. ) Ralph N. Harris ,

Bear River, Nova Scotia, 19th September , 1906 .

17608. DIGBY , NOVA SCOTIA . ( Photo No. 32.) Ralph N. Harris , Bear

River , Nova Scotia , 19th September , 1906 .

17609. PANORAMA . OF ANNAPOLIS BASIN , FROM SMITH'S COVE

( Photo . No. 33. ) Ralph N. Harris , Bear River, Nova

Scotia , 19th September, 1906 .

17610. PANORAMA OF DIGBY, NOVA SCOTIA , FROM THE HILL TOP.

( Photo . No. 34. ) Ralph N. Harris , Bear River , Nova

Scotia, 19th September, 1906.

17611. DIGBY, NOYA SCOTIA. ( Photo. No. 35. ) Ralph N. Harris , Bear

River , Nova Scotia , 19th September, 1906.

17612. DIGBY, NOVA SCOTIA . ( Photo . No. 36. ) Ralph N. Harris, Bear

River, Nova Scotia, 19th September, 1906 .

17613. BATTERY POINT, DIGBY , NOVA SCOTIA. ( Photo . No. 37. ) Ralph

N. Harris , Bear River, Nova Scotia, 19th September, 1906 .

17614. CANADIAN CRIMINAL CASES . Volume X. (Annotated. ) Edited

by W. J. Tremeear. R. R. Cromarty, Toronto, Ont . , 20th

September, 1906.

17615. ANYBODY BUT YOU. (Song .) Words and Music by Jean C. Havez.

Lew Dockstader, New York, N.Y. , U.S.A. , 20th Septem

ber, 1906.

17616 . COME NOW ! SKIDDOO ! SKIDDOO ! SKIDDOO ! March and Two

Step . Words and Music by Frederic Zeigen . Metro

politan Publishing Company, Detroit , Michigan, U.S.A. ,

20th September, 1906.

17617. FLOOR PLANS OF AN APARTMENT HOUSE. NO . 1 . Merrill's

Finance Company , Vancouver, British Columbia , 20th

September, 1906 .

17618. FLOOR PLANS OF AN APARTMENT HOUSE . No. 2. Merrill's

Finance Company, Vancouver , British Columbia , 20th

September, 1906 .

17619. THE PUBLIC SCHOOL ARITHMETIC AND MENSURATION . Re

vised Edition . Canada Publishing Company, Limited,

Toronto, Ont . , 21st September, 1906.

17620. DOWN IN THE EVERGLADE . (Song. ) Words by Harry Williams.

Music by Egbert Van Alstyne, Jerome H. Remick &

Company, New York, N.Y. , U.S.A., 21st September, 1906 .

17621. HARMSWORTH SELF EDUCATOR MAGAZINE, 13TH SEPTEM

BER , 1906. ( No. 20. ) The Amalgamated Press, Limited ,

London , England, 21st September , 1906.

17622. COURSE OF PRIMARY GEOGRAPHY. By Maria Anna Charron .

( Book . ) Maria Anna Charron, Ottawa, Ont .. 22nd Sep

tember, 1906 .

17623. BLACK RIVER SCHUTE. ( Photo . ) M. E. O'Gorman, Pembroke,

Ont . , 25th September, 1906.

17624. BLACK RIVER FALLS. (Photo .) M. E. O'Gorman , Pembroke, Ont.,

25th September , 1906 .

17625. STEAMER AS SEEN FROM PETEWAWA. ( Photo .) M, E. O'Gor

man , Pembroke, Ont. , 25th September, 1906.

17626. THE WONDROUS CROSS . (Sacred Song.) Words by Isaac Watts .

Music by John Adamson . Whaley , Royce & Company ,

Limited, Toronto , Ont . , 26th September, 1906.

17627. THE HARDWARE MONTHLY OF CANADA, VOLUME VI. No. 5.

September, 1906. Archd . W. Smith & Partners, Limited ,

Toronto , Ont. , 28th September, 1906.
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17628. CHARITY BALL. Waltzes . By F. H. Losey. Op . 215 . Vandersloot

Music Publishing Company, Williamsport, Pennsylvania,

U.S.A., 28th September , 1906 .

17629 . BALDWIN COMMANDERY. March and Two-Step . By Harry J.

Lincoln . Vandersloot Music Publishing Company, Wil

liamsport , Pennsylvania, U.S.A. , 28th September , 1906 .

&17630. LOVELL'S MONTREAL DIRECTORY, 1906-1907. John Lovell

Son , Limited, Montreal , Que . , 28th September, 1906.

17631 . FOR THOU ART HOLY. Anthem . By Albert Nordheimer . (Music. )

' The Nordheimer Piano and Music Company, Limited,

Toronto , Ont. , 28th September, 1906.

17632 ,

17633.

G. E. M. Five -Step. By Myrtle de Long. Myrtle de Long, Ottawa ,

Ont . , 28th September, 1906 .

HANDBOOK OF CANADIAN LITERATURI . ( English . ) By Archi

bald MacMurchy, M.A. Archibald MacMurchy , Toronto ,

Ont . , 29th September, 1906.

17634 . O JESU SAVIOUR . (Sacred Song . ) Words by Donald A. Fraser.

Music by Mendelssohn. Harry H. Sparks, Toronto, Ont. ,

29th September , 1906 .

17635 . TO YOU IS BORN A SAVIOUR. ( Sacred Song.. ) Words and Music by

Norman Lambly. Harry H. Sparks , Toronto , Ont. , 29th

September, 1906 .

17636. WHEN YOU DREAM ! DREAM ! (Waltz Song. ) Words and Music by

Chas. E. Wellinger. Harry H. Sparks , Toronto, Ont. ,

29th September , 1906 .

17637. JUST FOR A LITTLE WHILE . (Song. ) Words and Music by Harry

Herbert. Harry H. Sparks, Toronto , Ont. , 29th Septem

ber, 1906 .

W. H.
17638. SOUTHERN AIRS . ( Medley. ) Arranged by W. H. Hodgins.

Hodgins , Toronto , Ont . , 29th September , 1906.

17639. OUR OWN WALTZES. By W. H. Hodgins. W. H. Hodgins, Toronto ,

Ont. , 29th September, 1906.

17640 . THE CANADIAN MAGAZINE , OCTOBER , 1906 . The Ontario Pub

lishing Company, Limited, Toronto , Ont. , 29th Septem

ber, 1906.

17641 . OFFICIAL TELEPHONE DIRECTORY , MANITOBA AND SASKAT

CHEWAN , SEPTEMBER , 1906 . The Bell Telephone

Company of Canada, Limited, Montreal, Que. , 29th

September, 1906 .

17642. SYLVIA . Valse Caprice. By Chauncey Haines. Jerome H. Remick

& Company, Detroit , Michigan , U.S.A. , 1st October, 1906.

17643. MARY ANN, I'D LIKE TO BE YOUR MAN. Song. Words by Mae

Sheehy. Music by Al . W. Brown . Will Rossiter, Chicago,

Illinois, U.S.A. , 1st October, 1906.

17644. IN THE SILENT DEEP. Song. By Tom Farrell Will Rossiter,

Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. , 1st October, 1906.

17645. THE TOILERS OF THE SEA. Song. By Tom Farrel . Will Rossiter,

Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. , 1st October, 1906.

17646. THE SOUSA -SWING. March and Two-Step By Chas. B. Brown.

Will Rossiter , Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. , 1st October, 1906.

17647 . LITTLE GIRLIE , YOU HAVE CAUGHT MY EYE. Words by Harold

Attridge . Music by Chas. E. Mullen . Will Rossiter,

Chicago, Illinois , U.S.A. , 1st October, 1906 .

17648 . YE OLDE MILL STREAM. By Geo. L. Spaulding. Will Rossiter,

Chicago, Illinois , U.S.A. , 1st October, 1906.

17649 . MY IRISH GIRL. Words by Harry Williams. Music by Egbert Van

Alstyne. Jerome H. Remick & Company, New York , N.Y. ,

U.S.A. , 2nd October, 1906.

17650. THOSE ARE THINGS THAT HAPPEN EVERY DAY. Words by

Harry Williams . Music by Egbert Van Alstyne. Jerome

H. Remick & Company, New York , N.Y. , U.S.A. , 2nd Octo

ber, 1906.

17651. THE UNION OF THE BLUE AND THE GRAY. Words by Harry

Williams. Music by Egbert Van Alstyne. Jerome H.

Remick & Company, New York , N.Y. , U.S.A., 2nd October,

1906.

17652. TATTERS. Characteristic March and Two -Step. By Chas. Cohen.

Sam Fox Publishing Company, Cleveland , Ohio , U.S.A. ,

2nd October, 1906.
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17653. SHENANDOAH. American Intermezzo ' Patrol . By Victor Bendel.

Sam Fox Publishing Company, Cleveland , Ohio, U.S.A.,

2nd October, 1906.

17654. YE OLDE MILL. A Reverie. By Fred. W. Adams. Sam Fox Pub

lishing Company, Cleveland , Ohio, U.S.A. , 2nd October,

1906.

17655 MORREY'S DIRECTORY, 1906 : CARLETON, DUNDAS, GLENGARRY ,

GRENVILLE , LANARK, LEEDS , PRESCOTT, RENFREW ,

RUSSELL, STORMONT COUNTIES AND BEDFORD

TOWNSHIP. Union Publishing Company of Ingersoll ,

Ingersoll , Ont. , 2nd October, 1906 .

17656. THE Harry CharlesUP-TO-DATE PHRENOLOGICAL CHART.

Kemp, Guelph, Ont. , 2nd October, 1906 .

17657. A ROSE. (Waltz Song. ) Words and Music by Syble Straymore.

Jerome H. Remick & Company, New York , N.Y. , U.S.A. ,

3rd October, 1906 .

17658. PUCK OF POOK'S HILL. By Rudyard Kipling. (Book. ) Rudyard

Kipling, London , England, 3rd October, 1906 .

17659. HARMSWORTH SELF-EDUCATOR MAGAZINE. No. 21. 27th Sep

tember, 1906. The Amalgamated Press, Limited , London ,

England, 4th October, 1906.

17660 . THE WILBUR WALTZES. Valse Brillante . By Lottie Burke Ware.

Lottie Burke Ware , Montreal, Que . , 5th October, 1906 .

17661. CHECKERS. March and Two-Step. By Geo . Lewis, Whaley, Royce

& Company, Limited , Toronto, Ont. , 6th October, 1906.

17662. LES PIRATES DU GOLFE ST. LAURENT. (Suite d'un Drame au

Labrador. ) Publié dans “ Le Monde Illustré : Album

Universel," Montréal , Qué. (Droit Temporaire d'Auteur. )

Dr. V. Eugéne Dick , Ste -Anne de Beaupré, Qué. , 6 octobre

1906.

17663. A PRIMER OF GENERAL METHOD : BEING AN INTRODUCTION TO

EDUCATIONAL THEORY AND PRACTICE ON THE

BASIS OF LOGIC . By Sidney Edward Lang. The Copp,

Clark Company, Limited, Toronto , Ont. , 8th October, 1906 .

17664. MISCELLANEOUS POEMS. By Andrew R. Simpson. ( Book. )

Andrew R. Simpson , London , Ont. , 8th October, 1906.

17665. MU'SSON'S CONCISE PARISH REGISTER . ( Book. ) The Musson

Book Company, Limited , Toronto , Ont. , 9th October, 1906.

17666 . THE MERCHANT OF VENICE . ( Shakespeare. ) Edited with Notes

by Gertrude Lawler, M.A. Morang & Company, Limited,

Toronto, Ont . , 9th October, 1906.

17667. RELIGION , CHRIST, THE CHURCH. By Rev. G. H. Porter, M.A.,

S.T.D. (Book. ) Rev. George H. Porter, Little Metis,

Que. , 10th October, 1906.

17668. HE SAID HE WAS A FRIEND OF MINE . Words by Vincent Bryan.

Music by Chas . Robinson . Jerome H. Remick & Company,

New York, N.Y. , U.S.A., 10th October, 1906 .

17669. WON'T YOU THROW A KISS TO ME. (Linda) Song. Music by Wm.

McKenna. Jerome H. Remick & Company, New York,

N.Y., U.S.A. , 10th October, 1906.

17670. THE GAMESTER. Captain Careless . ( Music . ) Jerome H. Remick

& Company, New York , N.Y. , U.S.A. , 10th October, 1906.

17671. HYACINTH AND BLUE BELL. (Music . ) Jerome H. Remick &

Company, New York , N.Y. , U.S.A. , 10th October, 1906.

17672. LITTLE BOY BLUE. Gov. Dundee & Picadilly . Words by R. Mel

ville Baker. Music by Clifton Crawford. Jerome H.

Remick & Company, New York , N.Y. , U.S.A. , 10th October,

1906.

17673. SANTE FE. Little and Chorus . Words by B. Melville Baker. Music

by Clifton Crawford . Jerome H. Remick & Company, New

York, N.Y. , U.S.A., 10th October, 1906.

17674. LOVE O' MINE. Fenton and Virginia . Words and Music by Clifton

Crawford . Jerome H. Remick & Company, New York ,

N.Y. , U.S.A. , 10th October, 1906 .

17675. YESTERDAY. Fenton, Words by R. Melville Baker. Music by Clif

ton Crawford. Jerome H. Remick & Company, New York ,

N.Y. , U.S.A. , 10th October, 1906.

17676. LARRY. Words by Harry Williams. Music by Egbert Van Alstyne.

Jerome H. Remick & Company, New York . U.S.A.,

10th October, 1906.
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17677. THE MAIL AND EMPIRE ILLUSTRATED WANT ADVERTISING

SERIES. (Book. ) The Mail Printing Company, Toronto,

Ont . , 12th October, 1906.

17678 . GOD IS NEAR THEE. (Sacred Song. ) Music by T. C. Jeffers, Mus.

Bac. Whaley, Royce & Company , Limited, Toronto , Ont . ,

13th October, 1906.

17679. HAMILTON SCHOTTISCHE. By Isabelle M. Bray. Whaley , Royce

& Company , Limited, Toronto, Ont . , 13th October , 1906.

17680. SIR NIGEL. By A. Canon Doyle. ( Book . ) A Canon Doyle, London ,

England, 13th October, 1906.

17681. CO-OPERATIVE INDUSTRIAL OLD AGE PENSION PLAN AND

POLICY FORMS. By G. J. Lovell . ( Book. ) George John

Lovell , Winnipeg , Man . , 13th October, 1906 .

17682. THE GUN MASTER. March and Two- Step By C. A. Grimm. Jer

ome H. Remick & Company , Detroit, Michigan , U.S.A.,

13th October, 1906 .

17683 . THE CORRECT DOUBLE-BREASTED COAT . ( Illustration . ) The

Lowndes Company, Limited, Toronto , Ont. , 15th October,

1906.

17684. EARL GREY PARTY AT BIG TREE, STANLEY PARK. (Photo. )

Fricke & Schenck , Vancouver, B.C. , 15th October , 1906 .

17685 . EZILDA WRECK , No. 1 . ( Photo . ) William G. Gillespie , Sudbury ,

Ont. , 15th October , 1906 .

17685. AZILDA WRECK, No. 1. (Photo. )

Ont., 15th October, 1906.

William G. Gillespie , Sudbury ,

William G. Gillespie, Sudbury,17687, AZILDA WRECK , No. 8 . ( Photo )

Ont ., 15th October , 1906.

17688. AZILDA WRECK, No. 10. (Photo. )

Ont . , 15th October, 1906 .

William G. Gillespie, Sudbury,

17689. SUGAR MINE. ( Song. ) (Words and Music. ) By Eddie Leonard

and Eddie Cupero. Lew Dockstader, Publisher, New

York , N.Y., U.S.A. , 16th October, 1906.

17690 , MOON LOVE. ( Song. ) ( Words and Music . ) By Philip Boileau. Lew

Dockstader, Publisher, New York, N.Y. , U.S.A. , 16th Octo

ber, 1906 .

17691. NAPANEE. (Song. ) Words by Will S. Genaro. Music by W. R.

Williams. Will Rossiter, Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A. , 16th

October, 1906.

17692. OWATANNA. Mexican Intermezzo. By Egbert Van Alstyne. Jei -

ome H. Remick & Company, Detroit, Michigan, U.S.A.,

17th October, 1906.

17693. MID THE YELLOW JASEMINE. (Song. ) Words by Roger W. Sweet.

Music by Floyd H. McLean . Jerome H. Remick & Com

pany, New York, N.Y. , U.S.A., 17th October, 1906 .

NATURE IN THE LIGHT OF SCRIPTURE ; THE RUMINANTS. By

J. B. Gottshall . (Book. ) Lionel S. Haynes, Toronto,

Ont., 17th October, 1906 .

17694.

17695. DIGEST OF THE MERCANTILE LAWS OF CANADA AND NEW

FOUNDLAND, Sixth Edition . Compiled by W. H. Anger,

B.A. William Henry Anger, Toronto, Ont. , 17th October,

1906.

17696. SWEET MOLLIE O'RIELLY. Words by W. H. Hoffman . Music by

Geo . Adams. A. Cox ) Company, Toronto, Ont. , 17th

October, 1906.

17697. FEVER'S ON. Words by Arthur Longbrake. Music by George Fair

man. Joseph Morris , Philadelphia , Pennsylvania , U.S.A. ,

20th October, 1906.

17698. WHEN YOU'RE DREAMING, DREAM OF ME. Words by Arthur

Longbrake. Music by Harry L. Williams. Joseph Morris,

Philadelphia , Pennsylvania, U.S.A. , 20th October, 1906.

17699. OFFICIAL TELEPHONE DIRECTORY, EASTERN ONTARIO , OCTO

BER, 1906. The Bell Telephone Company of Canada,

Limited, Montreal , Que . , 22nd October , 1906.

17700. FLEMING'S SELF -INSTRUCTOR IN BUSINESS AND ORNAMENTAL
PENMANSHIP . By C. A. Fleming, F.C.A. ( Book . )

Christopher Alexander Fleming, Owen Sound, Ont. , 22nd

October, 1906.

17701. THE SUGAR MAPLE TREE. New National Song. Words by George

Livingstone Dodds. Music by Edmund Hodgkins. George

Livingstone Dodds, Winnipeg, Man., 23rd October, 1906.
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17702. HARMSWORTH SELF-EDUCATOR MAGAZINE, No. 22, 11th OCTO

BER, 1906. Amalgamated Press , Limited , London, Eng

land, 23rd October, 1906.

17703. ARITHMETIQUE-COURS SUPERIEUR. Ancienne Arithmétique

Commerciale Modifiée par les Frères des Ecoles Chrétien

nes. (Livre. ) Augustin B,langer, Montréal , Qu . , 25 octo

bre 1906 .

17704. GEOGRAPHIE - ATLAS DU COURS SUPERIEUR. Par les Frères des

Ecoles Chrétiennes. Augustin Bélanger, Montréal , Qué. ,

25 octobre 1906 .

17705. THE A.B.C. OF TORONTO, CANADA. (Leaflet. ) Frank George Mor

ley , Toronto, Ont. , 25th October, 1906 .

17706. YOU'VE GOT TO BE AMERICAN TO FEEL THAT WAY. Words by

Attridge . Music by Al . W. Brown . Will Rossiter,

Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. , 25th October, 1906 .

17707. WOULD YOU LIKE TO LOVE A BOY LIKE ME ? Words by Harold

Attridge . Music by Al . W. Brown . Will Rossiter.

Chicago, Illinois , U.S.A. , 25th October, 1906 .

17708. METHODE DE LECTURE. Par Une Commission d'instituteurs .

( Livre . ) P. M. Rault , ( Frère Albert Joseph ) , Laprairie ,

Qué. , 26 octobre 1906 .

17709. EASTERN LAW REPORTER, CANADA . Volume I , 1906. The Cars

well Company, Limited, Toronto , Ont . , 26th October , 1906 .

17710. OISEAU ROCK, UP THE OTTAWA RIVER. (View . ) M. Edward

O'Gorman , Pembroke, Ont. , 26th October, 1906.

17711. HEART LAKE HUNTING CLUB, PEMBROKE, ONT. (Photo . ) M.

Edward O'Gorman , Pembroke , Ont . , 26th October, 1906 .

17712 . OISEAU CREEK, NEAR OISEAU ROCK. ( Photo . ) M. Edward

O'Gorman , Pembroke, Ont . , 26th October, 1906 .

17713. WINDSOR ISLAND, UP THE OTTAWA RIVER. ( Photo) M.

Edward O'Gorman , Pembroke , Ont . , 26th October , 1906.

17714. VIEWS OF PEMBROKE AND THE UPPER OTTAWA. M. Edward

O'Gorman , Pembroke , Ont. , 26th October, 1906.

17715. HITTING THE BULL'S EYE. (Picture . ) William Rowe Lewis,

Winnipeg, Man . , 27th October, 1906.

Rowe Lewis,17716. HARNESSING THE FALLS. ( Picture. ) William

Winnipeg, Man . , 27th October, 1906 .

17717. THE CANADIAN MAGAZINE, NOVEMBER, 1906 . The Ontario Pub

lishing Company , Limited, Toronto , Ont. , 29th October,

1906 .

17718 EVANGELINE. ( Drawing. ) Ganong Brothers, Limited , Saint Ste

phen, New Brunswick, 29th October, 1906.

17719. THE ENGINEERING JOURNAL OF CANADA, OCTOBER, 1906.

Arch'd. W. Smith & Partners, Limited, Toronto, Ont . , 30th

October, 1906.

17720. THE HARDWARE MONTHLY OF CANADA, OCTOBER, 1906. Arch'd.

W. Smith & Partners, Limited , Toronto , Ont. , 30th Octo

ber, 1906.

17721. STUDIES OF PLANT LIFE IN CANADA . By Mrs. Catharine Parr

Traill . New and Revised Edition . Illustrated with 8 re

productions in natural colours and 12 half - tone engrav

ings, from drawings by Mrs. Agnes D. Chamberlin . (Book .)

Mrs. Agnes D. Chamberlin , Lakefield, Ont. , 30th October ,
1906 .

17722. THE TOURNAMENT. March and Two-Step. By Harry J. Lincoln .

Vandersloot Music Company, Williamsport, Pennsylvania,

U.S.A. , 30th October, 1906 .

17723. SOUTHLAND. Waltzes . By Mabel F. Gohl . Vandersloot Music

Company , Williamsport, Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 30th Octo

ber, 1906.

17724 . HARVEST MOON. Song. Words and Music by Al . Trahern. Van

dersloot Music Company, Williamsport , Pennsylvania ,

U.S.A. , 30th October, 1906 .

17725. THE JOURNEY OF LIFE. Sermon by Rev. Frank De Witt Talmage,

Los Angeles, California , U.S.A. , 28th October, 1906.

(Book .) Frederick Diver, Toronto, Ont., 30th October,
1906.

17726. PROGRESS IN ALBERTA. (Calendar .) The Western Milling Com

pany, Limited , Calgary, Alta. , 31st October, 1906 .

10-48
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17727 . THE CONSTABLES' MANUAL . Being a Revision of Jones' Con

stables ' Manual , by John Thomas Loftus and John Alex

ander Milne . The Carswell Company, Limited, Toronto,

Ont. , 31st October, 1906 .

17728. Cancelled .

17729 . I'M THE KID THAT BUILT THE PYRAMID. ( He's the Kid.) Words

and Music by Curtis A. Duval, Will Rossiter , Chicago,

Illinois , U.S.A. , 31st October, 1906 .

17730 . MY FIJI BABE. (Song. ) Words and Music by Elmore B. Levi and

Ed. Davis . Will Rosssiter , Chicago, Illinois , U.S.A. , 31st

October, 1906.

17731. I'M LOOKING FOR A SWEETHEART WHO IS JUST LIKE YOU :

OR , I WANT A GIRL WHO'S ALWAWS SQUARE. (Song. )

Words by Will Toland. Music by Harry W. Robinson.

Will Rossiter, Chicago, Illinois , U.S.A. , 31st October, 1906 .

17732. CONTRACTORS ' REPORTS. (Leaflet. ) Muir & Shaw, Montreal,

Que . , 31st October, 1906.
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5. In apparatus for the separation of butter from cream or

milk of the kind herein referred to , a lower container

hinged towards one end of same, and a swinging frame in

carrying a wheel o drum e having hinged supports at the op

posite side of the apparatus to the container hinge , whereby

the said wheel or drum in being moved out of the apparatus

is swung in one direction , ind the container b is swung in

tipping it in the opposite direction , as set forth.

6. In apparatus for the separation of butter from cream or

milk of the kind herein referred to , the arrangement of the

rotary wheel or like device, in relation to the container , so

that its periphery at the point nearest the bottom of the

milk or cream container, is disposed in close proximity to

same, and further from the ends of same, as set forth.

7. In apparatus for the separation of butter from cream or

milk , a rotary wheel or barrel constructed particularly as

herein set forth with reference to the drawings .

INVENTIONS PATENTED.

NOTE .-- Patents are granted for 18 years . The term of years for

which the fee has been paid, is given after the date of the patent.

No. 101,862. Churn , Baratte.
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William Wood Mellor and Frederic Nevile Baildon , assignee

of half of the interest, Liverpool, England , 6th Novem

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 8th October, 1906 . Receipt

No. 140,143.

Claim .-- 1. In apparatus for the separation of butter from
cream or milk, in which a rotary wheel , drum or the like is

einployed, and revolves with a container or vessel , the con

struction of such container or vessel with openings such as

referred to, through which air is freely admitted to and al

lowed to circulate through the vessel or container, as set
forth .

2. In apparatus for the separation of butter from cream or

milk, wherein such cream or milk is carried through air on

the periphery of a wheel or drum , the construction of the

container or vessel with air inlets at each side about the axis

of the wheel or drum , and internal shelves or flanges project

ing inwards from said inlets, substantially as herein set forth

for the purposes specified .

3. In apparatus for the separation of butter from cream or
milk , of the kind herein referred to , comprising a lower part

U constituting substantially half of same, and an upper cover ,

as r , of similar form , fitting on the top of b, and having air

inlets & in its sides , substantially as set forth .

4. In apparatus forthe separation of butter from cream or
milk , of the kind herein referred to , the rotary wheel or de

vice being mounted on an axle carried on a frame , hinged in

supports parallel with same, whereby said wheel can be

moved out of the milk or cream container of the apparatus

by swinging said frame up, substantially as and for the pur
poses described.

Frank W. Carter and Henry E. Mills, assignee of a half in

terest, both of San Diego , California, U.S.A., 6th Novem

ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 17th October, 1906. Receipt No.

140,403.

Claim .-- 1 . In an automatic safety pulley block the combin

ation with a pulley block having a pivot and provided with

curved slots arranged eccentrically in relation to said pivot,

of a cable sheave mounted on said pivot , a bodily shiftable

or displaceable choke sheave adapted to bear on the cable, a

lifter , a pivot for the choke sheave which passes through the

slots and is connected to the lifter whereby the choke sheave

may shift bodily , and means for holding the lifter with the

choke sheave out of choking position.

2. In an automatic safety pulley block the combination with

a pulley block having a cable sheave pivot and a cam sur

face disposed eccentrically to said pivot, of a cable sheave

on said pivot , a bodily shiftable or displaceable choke sheave

having means co -operating with the cam surface , and a com

bined lifter and choke breaker co -operating with said choke

sheave for shifting said choke sheave bodily and adapted for

fulcruming on the pulley block.

11-1
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3. In combination with a brake beam , a fulcrum comprising

an open-sided clip adapted to fit over the beam and provided

L
T
D

3. In an automatic safety pulley block the combination with

a pulley block having a cable sheave pivot and a cam surface

arranged eccentrically to said pivot and also provided with

slots of corresponding contour to the cam surface, of a cable

sheave on said pivot , a choke sheave adapted to bear on the

cam surface and the cable , a combined lifter and choke

breaker adapted for fulcruming on the pulley block, and a

pivotal connection between the lifter and the choke sheave ,

said pivotal connection passing through the slots aforesaid .

4. in an automatic safety pulley block the combination

with a pulley block having a cable sheave pivot or fulcrum

and provided with a cam surface eccentrically arranged in

relation to said pivot , of a lifter, a choke sheave connectel

to said lifter and adapted to be wedged or crowded against

the cable by the cam surface , and a catch for holding the

lifter raised with the choke sheave out of operative con

tact with the cable .

5. In an automatic safety pulley block the combination with

a pulley block having a cable sheave pivot or fulcrum and

provided with a cam surface arranged eccentrically to said
pivot or fulcrum , of a lifter having legs which straddle the

pulley block and which is provided with a handle , a choke

sheave connected to and lying between the legs of the lifter

and adapted to be wedged or urged against the cable by the

cam surface aforesaid , and a catch on the pulley block to en

gage the lifter and hold it and the choke sheave raised with

the latter out of operative contact with the cable .
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No. 101,864. Churn . Baratte.

with projecting inner edges , a headed king post adapted to fit

such clip , securing means interposed between the said inner

edges and the head of the king post, and through holding

means to secure the clip to the beam and hold the said secur

ing means in place .

4. In combination, a supporting means U-shaped in section,

a king post provided with a head fitting the supporting

means , which head is shaped to be partially revoluble in the

supporting means but to be positively stopped at a certain

point , by the engagement of the head with the sides of the

supporting means , and means for securing the head against

longitudinal movement in the supporting means.

5. In combination a supporting means U-shaped in cross

section , a king post provided with a head engaging the sup

porting means, which head has a short diameter fitting the

inside width of the supporting means and a long diameter

whereby the post will be positively stopped after a certain

amount of revolution , and means for securing the head

against longitudinal movement in the supporting means.

6. In combination , a supporting means U -shaped in cross

section, a kingpostprovidedwith a head fitting the support
ing means, which head is a pointed oval with the short dia

Te
meter approximately fitting the inside width of the support

ing means, and means for securing the head in the supporting

means against longitudinal movement.
John R. McConnell, Marysville , and John Kilburn , Frederic

ton, eachan assignee of a fourth interest, and George sidedclip forthebeam provided with inner projecting edges,

7. In combination with a trussed brake beam , and open

W. Robertson, Marysville, assignee of a half interest, a 'king post supporting member having an open -sided recess

all in New Brunswick , Canada, 6th November, 1906; 6 to engage the truss , a king post provided with a head engag.

years. Filed 11th October , 1906. Receipt No. 140,214 . ing the clip and a bottom portion engaging the supporting

Claim .-- 1. A churn comprising base members, uprights and member, and holdingmeans interposed between the project
braces on the base members, transverse braces secured to ing edges of the clip and the head of the king post.
the uprights , hinged stop members on the transverse braces, 8. In combination with a trussed brake beam , an open

and a rockable receptacle carried on the uprights and pro- sided clip for the beam provided with inner projecting edges.
vided with filling and decanting openings. a king post supporting member having an open -sided recess

2. A churn comprising base members, uprights and braces to engage the truss, a king post provided with a head rotat:

on the base members, transverse braces secured to the up- ably engaging the clip and a bottomportion engaging the

rights , a plurality of separately operable hinged stop mem- supporting member, and holding means interposed between

bers on the transverse braces , and a rockable receptacle car- the projecting edges of the clip and the head of the king post

ried on the uprights and provided with filling and decanting 9. In combination, a brake beam U -shaped in cross section,

openings.
an open-sided clip therefor, and a king post revolubly sup.

3. A churn comprising base members, uprights and braces portedtherein and provided withahead having stops adapted
on the base members, transverse braces secured to the up- to engage the sides of the beam and limit the movement of

rights, hinged stop members on the transverse braces , a rock- revolution.

able receptacle carried on the uprights and provided with 10. In combination, a brake beam U-shaped in cross section,

filling and decanting openings , and a single piece slotted and open - sided clip 'therefor, and a king post revolubly sup.

partition removably disposed in the receptacle . ported therein and provided with a pointed oval head adapt:

ed in certain positions tobe positively engaged by the sides

No. 101,865. Fulcrum . Portée . of the beamwhereby the post is positioned rotatively .

The Simplex Railway Appliance Company of Canada, Mon No. 101,866. Crane for Wagons. Chèvre de vagon .
treal, Quebec, assignee of Carl Edward Bauer, Hammond,

Indiana, U.S.A., 6th November,1906 ; 6 years.' Filed 11th Theobald M. Hackett, Albany, New York, U.S.A., 6thNovem

July , 1906. Receipt No. 137,690. ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 29th August, 1906. Receipt No.

Claim . - 1 . In combination with a brake beam , a fulcrum 139,065 .

comprising an open sided clip adapted to fit over the beam Claim . - 1. A crane device for wagons and vehicles consist

andprovided with projecting inner edges, a headed king posting of atubularmemberinoperative connection with the

adapted to fit suchclip and securing means interposedbe- vehicle aranged when swung todescribe a portion ofthe are
tween the said inner edges and the head of the king post. of a circle at least,a second tubular memberarranged to act

2.In combination with a brakebeam . a fulerum compris- telescopically with the first-named tubular member,means

ing an open sided clip adapted to fit over thebeam and pro- forholdingthesecond member securely in connection with
vided with projecting inner edges, a headed king post adapted and ata predeterminedDoint with the first-namedtubular
to revolúbly it such clip and securing means interposed be- member, a levere pivotally attached to said secondmember
tween the said inner edges and the head of the king post. andpracticallyinclosed thereby when the lever is in its
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illustrated in theinoperative position , all arranged and operating to lift mostat, substantially as described and

objects , substantially as described. drawings .
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4. Means for regulating the temperature in vehicles, sub

stantially as described and illustrated in the drawings.

No. 101,869. Temperature Regulator.

Régulateur de température.2. A crane device for vehicles consisting of a member in

cperative connection with the vehicle and arranged to swing

into a practically vertical and into a practically horizontal

position at will , and having means to secure the member in

either position , an extension piece for the member arranged

to be made fast thereto automatically at will , a lever in

operative connection with the extension piece and lying with

in the same when the lever is in its inoperative position , sub

stantially as described.

3. A crane device consisting of a member arranged to swing

into a practically vertical and into a practically horizontal

position at will , and having means to secure the member in

either position, an extension piece for the member arranged

to be made fast thereto automatically at will , a lever in er

ative connection with the extension piece and lying within

the same when the lever is in its inoperative position , sub

stantially as described .
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No. 101,867. Temperature Regulator.

Régulateur de température.

Thomas C. X. A. Berget, Paris, France, 6th November, 1906 ;

6 years. Filed 12th October, 1906. Receipt No. 140,243 .

Claim . - 1 . Improved means for regulating the temperature

inside vehicles consisting in utilizing for this regulation the

cold created by the expansion of a liquified or compressed G

gas contained in a reservoir , the gas outlet valve from which

is controlled by a self regulating thermostat which opens
101869

the expansion valve so soon as the temperature exceeds a

given limit and closes it so soon as the temperature has been

brought back to the required value , substantially as des

cribed. Fritz Kaeferle , Hanover , Germany , 6th November, 1906 ; 6

2. In an arrangement such as covered by claim 1 , a self years . Filed 10th September, 1906. Receipt No. 139,389.

regulating thermostat connected to the doors of the vehicle Claim.-1. In an electro-magnetically operated temperature

in such a manner that it is confined, and consequently closes regulating apparatus the combination of a two -seated valve,

the expansion valve, so soon as the doors of the vehicle are and an electro-magnet, substantially as set forth.

opened. 2. In an electro -magnetically operated temperature regu

3. An arrangement for regulating the temperature of lating apparatus , the combination of a two -seated valve firm
vehicles , substantially as described. ly connected with the armature of an electro -magnet, and an

electro -magnet placed outside the chamber containing the

No. 101,868. Temperature Regulator.
valve and the armature connected with the latter, the ar

Régulateur de température.

rangement being such that the lines of force due to said

electro-magnet act directly on said armature carrying the

Thomas C. X. A. Berget, Paris , France, 6th November, 1906 ; double seated valve through the partition by which the elec

6 years. Filed 12th October , 1906. Receipt No. 140,244 . tro -magnet is separated from the valve chamber, substanti

Claim . - 1. In an arrangement such as that which forms the ally as set forth .

object of my application for a patent of even date herewith

the employment of an electric current as intermediary be
No. 101,870. Tram Car Safety Device.

tween the self regulating thermostat and the expansion valve , Appareil de sûreté pour tramroays.

substantially as described .

2. In an arrangement such as covered by claim 1 , introduc- Hermann Deleré and Heinrich Leygraf, co-inventors , both of

ing an interval in the displacement of the electric contacts
Marxloh, Ruhrort , Germany, 6th November, 1906 ; 6 years.

in such a manner as to give steadiness to the regulation .
Filed 8th October, 1906. Receipt No. 140,132 .

3. An arrangement such as covered by claims 1 and in Claim.-Safety device for tram cars , comprising in com

which a valve actuated by means of an electro -magnet of bination a catching frame A normallye held in inoperative

which the current is controlled bycontacts and a ring actu- position, a protecting netting B between said frame A, two

ted by stops with an interval between them and carried by ejecting devices C fixed to the tram car and connected to said

the rod of a liquid thermometer or a Bourdon tube ther. catching frame A and adapted to bring, when ejected the
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Sig 4
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latter instantaneously into its operative position , and an and formed with vertical passages in line with the fumo

actuating device D adapted to be operated by the tram con- tubes, and air circulating pipes extending through the com

bustion chamber and the burner and through the fume tubes

and drum .

7. The combination of a combustion chamber, a fume drum

above the chamber and open from top to bottom for the cir

Fig.3 . culation of air, fume tubes rising from and connecting the

76 2 combustion chamber with the drum , and air circulating pipes

extending through the tubes and through the inclosed por

tions of the drum .

8. The combination of a combustion chamber in form of a

hollow square , a gas burner section in each side thereof,

Tig /
fume tubes rising from each side of the chamber, a fume

drum into the lower end of which the tubes open , and air cir.

culating pipes extending through the tubes and through the

drum .

9. Improved heating apparatus comprising a combustion

15 chamber, a fume drum above the chamber, a plurality of re

latively small upwardly tapering fume tubes rising from the

said chamber and communicating with the drum, and gas

burning means within the chamber.

10. Improved heating apparatus comprising a combustion

chamber of tube - like form extending around or inclosing a

vertically open air space , a fume drum above the combustion

chamber, the drum having an air passage formed there

through from top to bottom which is in line with the air

space around which the combustion chamber extends, a plur

ality of upwardly tapering fume tubes connecting the cham

ber and drum , and gas burning means within said chamber.
15

19
2

24

23
21

20
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No. 101,872. Nut Lock. Arrête - écrou .

A

'ororo

ductor and thus to effect the ejection of the ejecting devices

C , substantially as described and shown .
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No. 101,871. Heating Furnace.

Fournaise de chauffage.
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Peter Emil Bagge, Moline, Illinois , U.S.A., 6th November,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 10th October, 1906. Receipt No.

140,181 .

Julius F. Adams and F. O. Adams , co - inventors, both of Al Claim .-1 . A lock nut having end sections b bi internally
legheny, Pennsylvania , U.S.A., 6th November, 1906 ; 6 screw - threaded and connecting pillars or posts o c the inner
years. Filed 16th October, 1906. Receipt No. 140,357 .

faces of which are screw threaded, the height of the pillars

Claim .-1 . The combination of a combustion chamber, a being approximately equal to the thickness of the sections

fume drum above the combustion chamber, fume tubes con- 6 6 .

necting said chamber and drum , and air pipes extending 2. A lock nut comprising end sections 6, 0' , and a plurality

through the tubes and drum . of connecting posts or pillars o , both said sections and the

2. The combination of a vertically open combustion cham- pillars being internally screw threaded to engage with a bolt,

ber, a vertically open fume drum above the combustion and the cross sectional area of the pillars or connecting parts

chamber , fume tubes connecting the chamber and drum , the being materially less than the cross sectional area of the

vertical openings in the chamber and drum affording free cir- end section b and bl and the height of such pillars being ap

culation of air , and air pipes extending through both the proximately equal to the thickness of the end sections, sub

chamber and drum . stantially as set forth.

3. The combination of a combustion chamber, flue tubes 3. A lock nut comprising the internally screw- threaded end

rising therefrom , a gas burner within the combustion cham- sections 6 , 6' , and the connecting pillars or posts o , the lat .

ber having vertical passages in line with the flue tubes, and ter being screw threaded and distorted, substantially as set
air circulating pipes extending through the combustion cham- forth .

ber, the burner passages and said tubes . 4. A lock nut having end sections b, b , and the connecting

4. The combination of a combustion chamber , fume tubes ports or pillars c , said parts being internally screw threaded

rising therefrom , a fume drum into the bottom of which said and the said end parts being turned, about the axis of the

tubes open , and air circulating pipes extending through the nut relative to each other, whereby the connecting pillars or

combustion chamber and through said tubes and drum . posts are twisted and distorted , substantially as set forth .

5. The combination of a combustion chamber, upwardly 5. A lock nut comprising end sections separated from each

tapering tubes rising therefrom , a fume drum into the lower other by spaces e, and he pillars or posts connecting the end

end of which the tubes open , and air circulating pipes ex- sections of the nut and of less sectional area than the area of

tending through the fume tubes and drum , said pipes being of the nuts , the said connecting pillars or posts being distorted

such size as not to wholly close the fume tubes. by a turning of one of the end sections of the nut relative to

6. The combination of a combustion chamber, fume tubes the other,whereby they are caused to engage with and bind

rising therefrom , a fume drum into the lower end of which upon the screw threads of the belt to which the nut may be

the tubes open , a gas burner within the combustion chamber ' applied , substantially as set forth .
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No. 101,873. Pad for Horse Collars.

Bourrelet de collier de cheval.

the end of the shaft and two spring pressed pawls pivotally

carried by the finger operated lever and engaging opposite
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Delmont S. Brown, Watertown, New York, U.S.A. , 6th edges of the wheel and operating alternately to keep the
November , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 12th October, 1906. wheel in practically constant rotation.

Receipt No. 140,258 . 4. A flour sifter comprising a vessel or receptacle, a sieve

Claim . — 1. A horse collor provided with a pad comprising agitator and journalled in the sides of the vessel, a handle
therein and agitator above the sieve, a shaft fixed in the

a sheet of fabric material having upon one face thereof a

layer of curled hair, portions of the hair throughout the ex
or hand hold on the receptacle, a spring pressed lever ful

tent of the layer being passed through the fabric material holding the handle,andoperative connection between said
crumed within operative reach of the fingers of the band

whereby to secure the hair to the fabric, said layer being spring and fingeractuated lever and the shaft of the agitator,

relatively thick along the longitudinal centerand gradually said operative connection consisting of a ratchet wheel fixed

diminishing in thickness toward the edges thereof, the edges

of the fabric material being secured between the edges of allycarriedby the fingeroperated lever and engaging op
on the end of the shaft and two spring pressed pawls pivot

thefaceandback of the collar and the layer of hair being posite edges of the wheel and operating alternately to keep

between the face and the filling of the collar .
2. A horse collar provided with a pad.comprising a sheet the wheelin practically constant rotation , said pawls hav

of fabric material having on oneof the faces thereofa layering the guiding arms 15 straddling the edge of the wheel for

of hair, said layer being secured to the fabric throughout
the purpose set forth.

the extent of the layer, said layer being relatively thick

along its longitudinal center and gradually diminishing in No. 101,875. Grain Drill. Semoir en ligne.

thickness toward the edges thereof, the edges of the fabric

material being secured between the edges of the face and

back of the collar, and the layer of hair being between the

face and the filling of the collar.

3.A horse collor provided with a pad comprising a sheet

of fabric material having upon one face thereof a layer of

hair , portions of the hair throughout the extent of the layer

being passed through the fabric material whereby to secure

the hair to the fabric, said pad being arranged between the

face and the filling of the collar .

4. A pad for horse collars comprising a sheet of fabric

material having upon one face thereof a layer of cushioning

material , portions of said material throughout the extent of

the layer being passed through the fabric material whereby

to secure said material to the fabric .

5. A pad for horse collors comprising a sheet of fabric

material having upon one of the faces thereof a layer of

hair, portions of the hair throughout the extent of the layer

being passed through the fabric material whereby to secure

the hair to the fabric, the edges of the sheet of fabric mater

ial being extended beyond the layer of hair to form a

means whereby to attach the pad to the collar.
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No. 101,874. Flour Sifter. Tamis à fleur.

Carl A. Carlson , Underwood , North Dakota, U.S.A. , 6th

November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 16th October, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 140,351 .

claim . — 1 A flour sifter comprising a flour receptacle with | Frank E. Davis, La Crosse , Wisconsin , U.S.A., 6th Novem

a hemisphere sieve in its lower portion and an agitator hav

ing wings moving near the inner surface of the sieve , said
ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 15th October, 1906. Receipt

sieve having in its bottom a fixed integral reservoir for the
No. 140,299.

sifting. Claim . - 1 . In a grain drill the combination of an indepen

2. A flour sifter comprising a receptacle with a hemi- dent drag bar pivoted at its front end so it will be free to

spheric sieve in its lower portion and an agitator having swing vertically, a furrow opening disc set at an angle with

wings moving near the inner surface of the sieve, said sieve respect to the line of draft and supported by the rear por

having in its bottom a fixed integral reservoir for the sift- tion of the drag bar, and means independent of the other

ing, some of said wings being U -shaped or V-shaped so as drag bars for angularly adjusting the drag bar about its

as to gather the siftings speedily into the pit . front end to vary the angularity of the drag bar to vary the

3. A flour sifter comprising a vessel or receptacle , a sieve line of travel .

therein and agitator above the sieve , a shaft fixed in the 2. In a grain drill the combination of an independent drag

agitator and journalled in the sides of the vessel , a handle bar, pivotal connection at its front end which leaves the bar

or hand hold on the receptacle, a spring pressed lever ful- free to swing vertically, a furrow opener sustained by the

crumed within operative reach of the fingers of the hand rear portion of the drag bar , and means independent of the

holding handle and operative connection between said spring other drag bars for varying the angularity of the drag bar

and finger actuated lever and the shaft of the agitator, said about the pivot aroundwhich the drag bar swings vertically
operative connection consisting of a ratchet wheel fixed on and whereby the line of travel of the opener can be varied.
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3. In a grain drill the combination of an independent drag into the furrow , and a blade secured to the boot and com

bar, a pivotal connection at its front end which leaves the prising a strip extending upwardly from the toe of the boot

bar free to swing vertically , a furrow opening disc sustained on the outer side thereof and a scraper extending upwardly

by the rear portion of the drag bar, and means independent and forwardly from the toe .

of the other drag bars for varying the angularity of the drag 17. In a grain drill the combination of a drag bar , a disc,

bar about the pivot around which the drag bar swings ver- a boot having a channel therein extended to deliver seed

tically , and whereby the line of travel of the disc may be into the furrow and having a wall at the side adjacent the

varied. disc and the lower portion of its outer side open , and a

4. In a grain drill the combination of an independent drag scouring blade extending upwardly from the toe of the boot
bar, a fixed support to which the drag bar is pivotally con- and on the outer side of said opening.

nected at its front end so it can swing vertically, a furrow 18. In a grain drill the combination of a drag bar , a disc ,

opener sustained by the rear portion of said drag bar and a boot having a channel therein extended to deliver seed into
an adjustable connection between the drag bar and the sup- the furrow , and having an enclosing wall at the side of the

port and independent of the other drag bars by which the disc and the lower portion of its outer side open , and a blade

angularity of the drag bar can be varied to vary the line of comprising a strip extending upwardly from the toe of the
travel of the opener. boot and on the outer side thereof and a scraper strip ex

5. In a grain drillthe combination of an independent dragtending upwardly and forwardly from the boot.

bar, a fixed support to which the drag bar is pivotally con- 19. In a grain drill the combination of a disc , a bracket

nected at its front end so it can swing vertically , a furrow in which the disc is journalled , a single drag bar to which

opening disc sustained by the rear portion of the drag bar said bracket is secured , and arranged at one side of the

at an angle with respect to the line of draft, and an adjust - disc, and a seed boot at the other side of the disc , said bar

able connection between the drag bar and the support where having an integral portion extending rearwardly of the

by the angularity of the drag bar can be varied to vary the bracket, and to which the boot is secured .

line of travel of the disc. 20. In a grain drill the combination of a concavo - convex

6. In a grain drill the combination of an independent drag disc, a bracketin which the disc is journalled, a single drag

bar comprising two members laterally disposed with respect bar to which said bracket is secured . and arranged at the

to each other, means whereby the drag bar can be pivotally concave side of the disc , and a seed boot at the convex side of

connected to a support to swing vertically , a furrow opener the disc , said bar having an integral portion extending rear

sustained by the drag bar, and means adjustably connecting wardly of the brarket , and to which the boot is secured.

the members of the drag bar and whereby the line of travel 21. In a grain drill the combination of a concavo - convex

of the opener can be varied. disc . a bracket in which the disc is journalled, a single

7. In a grain drill the combination of an independent drag arag bar to which said bracket is secured, and arranged at

bar comprising two members laterally disposed with respect the concave side of the disc , a seed boot at the convex

to each other, means for pivotally connecting the drag bar side of the disc , said bar having a portion extending rear

to a support so it will be free to swing vertically, a furrow wardly of the bracket and to which the boot is secured, and

opening disc sustained by the drag bar, and an adjustable a scouring blade secured to the outer side of the boot and

connection between the members whereby the drag bar can having aforwardly andupwardly extending scraper strip .
be adjusted to vary the line of travel of the opener . 22. In a grain drill the combination of a concavo -convex

8. In a grain drill the combination of a drag bar provided disc , a drag bar whereby the disc is sustained, said drag

with means at its front end whereby it can be pivotally con- bar being arranged at the concave side of the disc , and

nected to a support to swing vertically, a furrow opener having an integral portion bent into the concavity of the
sustained by the rear portion of the drag bar, a brace mem- disc , and a seed boot sustained by said drag bar.

ber and an adjustable connection between the brace member 23. In a grain drill the combination of a concavo - convex

and a drag bar whereby the line of travel of the opener can disc , a bracket in which the disc is journalled , a drag bar

be varied . to which said bracket is secured arranged at the concave

9. In a grain drill the combination of a drag bar provided sid of the disc and having an integral portion thereof bent

with means at its front end whereby it can be pivotally into the concavity of the disc and extended rearwardly of

connected to a supnort to swing vertically, a furrow open- the bracket , and a seed boot secured to the rear end of said
ing disc sustained by the rear portion of the drag bar . a bar .

brace member and an adjustable connection between the 24. In a grain drill the combination with a drag bar, of a

brace member and the drag bar whereby the angularity of disc , a hanger in which the disc is journalled secured to

the drag bar can be varied to vary the line of travel of the the drag bar, said drag bar being arranged at the concave
disc . side of the disc and having its rear integral portion bent

10. In a grain drill the combination of a drag bar compris- upwardly , and a seed boot arranged at the other side of the

ing two members adapted to be pivotally connected to a disc and secured to the upwardly extending portion of the

support and adjustably secured so the drag bar can be ad - drag bar.

iusted angularly , and a furrow opener sustained hv th• drag 25. In a grain drill the combination of a concavo -convex

bar and whereby the line of travel of the opener can be disc, a bracket in which the disc is journalled, a drag bar
varied. to which said bracket is secured arranged at the concave

11. In a grain drill the combination of a drag bar compris- side of the disc and having an integral portion thereof bent

ing two members adapted to be pivotally connected to a into the concavity of the disc and having also its rear

support and adjustably secured together so the angularity end extended upwardly, and a seed boot on the convex side

of the drag bar can be varied, and a furrow opening disc of the disc and secured to the rear end of the drag bar .

supported by said drag bar and whereby the line of travel 26. In a grain drill the combination of a drag bar, a disc

of the dise can be varied . and a bearing for said disc comprising a bracket having a

12. In a grain drill the combination of a drag bar compris- wall with a central opening therein and a recess at each

ing two members adapted to be pivotally connecter to a side of said wall, a stud having a flange fitting in one of

support, and adjustably secured together so the angularity said recesses and extending through said opening and hav

of the drag bar can be varied , a furrow onening dise and a ing a reduced portion , and a collar around said reduced por

seed boot , said disc and boot being supported by said drag tion and lying in the other recess, said stud being secured

bar. to revolve with the disc and having a shoulder, said collar

13. In a grain drill the combination of a bar provided with fitting between said shoulder and the disc.

means whereby it can be pivotally connected to a support , 27. In a grain drill the combination of a drag bar a disc ,

a brace also provided with means whereby it can be pivot . and a bearing comprising a bracket secured to the drag bar,

ally connected to a support , an adjustable connection be. a stud journalled in said bracket and having a non - circular

tween said brace and said bar whereby the angularity of the portion extending into a central opening in the disc , and

bar can be varied , and a furrow opener sustained by said a collar adjacent the disc and fitting around said portion,

bar, having an annular rib fitting into a corresponding

14. In a grain drill the combination of a bar provided with groove in the bracket .

means whereby it can be pivotally connected to a support , 28. In a grain drill the combination of a drag bar, a disc

a brace also provided with means whereby it can be pivot- and a bearing comprising a bracket secured to the drag bar.

ally connected to a support , a bolt and slot connection be- a stud journalled in said bracket and having a non -circular

tween said brace and said bar whereby the angularity of the portion extending into a central opening in the disc , a collar

bar can be varied , a furrow opener and a seed boot sustained adjacent the disc and fitting around said portion , said collar

by said bar. having an annular rib fitting into a corresponding groove

15. In a grain drill the combination of a drag bar , a disc , in the bracket , and a tie bolt securing the stud, collar and

a boot having a channel therein extended to deliver the seed disc together.

into the furrow , and a scouring blade secured to the boot 29. In a grain drill the combination of a drag bar, a dise .

and extending upwardly from the toe of the boot on the ard a bearing comprising a bracket and having a recess at

outer side thereof. each end and a wall having an opening therein , a stud hav .

16. In a grain drill the combination of a drag bar , a disc . ing a flange fitting into one of said recesses and its central

a boot having a channel therein extended to conduct seed ' portion fitting in said opening and having a non -circular

Son
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Fro1 Fig.2 .

Fig.4.

end , and a shoulder, and a collar held between said shoulder of said washer, said outer washer being also provided with

and the disc and having an annular rib lying in a groove in an elongated bolt receiving opening and a tongue projecting

said wall .

30. In a grain drill the combination of a drag bar, a disc ,

a bearing bracket secured to the drag bar and having a

recess at each end, and a wall having a central opening

therein , a stud having a flange fitting into one of said re

cesses and its central portion extending through said open

ing and having a shoulder thereon , a collar held between

said shoulder and the disc and having an annular rib fitting

in a groove in said wall , said collar having an annular

groove into which a portion of said wall is extended.

31. In a drill the combination of a drag bar , a dise , and a

bearing comprising a bracket , a stud journalled in said

bracket and secured to revolve with the disc , a plate se

cured to the bracket and closing the bearing recess at one

side of the bracket , and a packing between the plate and

the bracket.

32. In a grain drill the combination of a drag bar, a disc ,

a bearing bracket adjacent the concave side of said disc and

having a central opening therein , an enlarged recess at

each end thereof, a stud extending through said opening hav Fig 3
ing a flange fitting in one of said recesses and secured to

revolve with the disc , a collar secured to revolve with the

stud and fitting in the recess adjacent the disc , and a plate

secured to the bracket and closing the opening at one end

of the bracket .

33. In a grain drill the combination of a drag bar, disc , a

bearing bracket adjacent the concave side of the disc hav

ing a central opening therein , and an enlarged recess at

each end thereof, a stud having a flange fitting in one of

said recesses and secured to the disc , a shoulder on said

stud, a collar secured to revolve with the stud and adja

cent the concave side of the disc and fitting into the other

recess and having an annular rib fitting into a correspond 101876

ing groove in the bracket, and a plate secured to the bracket

and closing the bearing recess at one side of the bracket . from the outer washer member and bent outwardly against

34. In a grain drill the combination of a drag bar, a disc , a side of the nut .

and a bearing comprising a bracket secured to the drag bar,

a stud journalled in said bracket, an oil duct formed in the No. 101,877. Gate for Elevators.
bracket and having an enlarged portion formed in the

bracket and leading to the bearing surface therein , a closure
Barrière d'ascenseur.

for the oil duct and a cotter pin extending into said duct

and impinging against the wall of said duct to frictionally se
go

cure the closure.

35. In a grain drill the combination of a drag bar, a disc ,

a bearing bracket secured to the drag bar, a stud secured

to revolve with said disc and journalled in said bracket , an

oil duct in the side of that portion of the bracket which

lies adjacent the drag bar and a packing between the drag

bar and the bracket .

36. In a grain drill the combination of a drag bar , a disc ,
16

a bearing bracket secured to the drag bar , a stud secured to

revolve with the disc and journalled in said bracket which

lies adjacent the drag bar , said drag bar being secured to

the bracket at the side, thereof , and to extend across the

open side of the oil duct.

16
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No. 101,876. Nut Lock . Arrête - écrou .

1 . 2Noah Howell, Baxter, Arkansas , U.S.A. , 6th November , 1906 ;

6 years . Filed 8th October, 1906. Receipt No. 140,152 .

Claim.--1 . In a nut lock the combination of a bolt , a nut

co -operating therewith, an inner washer member provided

with an opening, means for preventing the inner washer
member from turning , an outer washer provided with a

tongue which passes through the opening in the inner

washer, and fits against the inner face of said washer, and

means for securing an interlocking connection between the
nut and the outer washer member.

2. In a nut lock the combination of a bolt , a nut co - operat

ing therewith, an inner washer member provided with an

opening, means for preventing said inner washer from turn 101847
ing, an outer washer having a tongue which passes through

the opening in the inner washer, said outer washer being
also provided with an elongated bolt receiving opening, and William D. Kehl, Reading , Pennsylvania , U.S.A., 6th Novem .

means for securing an interlocking connection between the ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 8th October, 1906. Receipt

outer washer and the nut. No. 140,131 .

3. In a nut lock the combination of a bolt, a nut co -oper- Claim .-- 1 . In a safety gate mechanism for elevators, a

ating therewith , an inner washer provided with an opening. gate operating arm pivotally mounted on the shaft frame

means for preventing the inner washer from turning , an adjacent to a landing, a curved spring lever also mounted

outer washer having a tongue which passes through the upon said shaft frame in the plane of said pivoted arm and

opening in the inner washer and fits against the inner face having an inclined inner surface upon which the free end of

of said washer , said outer washer being also provided with said pivoted arm operatively rides and a contact device car

an elongated bolt receiving opening, and means for secur- ried by he car and adapted to press upon the outer surface

ing an interlocking connection between the outer washer of said spring lever in passing and to thereby operate said

and the nut. gate arm , substantially as set forth .

4. In a nut lock the combination of a bolt , a nut co -orer- 2. In a safety gate mechanism for elevators, a gate operat .

ating therewith , an inner washer provided with an opening, ing arm pivotally mounted on the shaft frame adjacent to a

means for preventing the inner washer from turning , an landing , à curved spring lever also mounted upon said shaft

outer washer having a tongue which passes through the frame in the plane of said pivoted arm and having its inner

opening in the inner washer and fits against the inner face ' surface adapted to form an operating incline having a start
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ing extension for the free end of the same , and a contact No. 101,879. Rubber Footwear.

device carried by the car and adapted to press upon the Chaussure de caoutchouc.

outer surface of said spring lever in passing and thereby

operate said gate arm , substantially as set forth .

3. In a safety gate mechanism for elevators , a gate operat

ing arm pivotally mounted on the shaft frame adjacent to a

landing , a curved spring lever also mounted upon said shaft

in the plane of said pivoted arm having an inclined inner

surface forming a track upon which the free end of said

pivoted arm rides and oppositely inclined above and below

the pivotal mounting of said arm and a contact piece car

ried by the car and adapted to successively press upon the

oppositely inclined outer surfaces of said spring lever in

passing either up or down and thereby reversely operate

said gate arm , substantially as set forth.
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No. 101,878. Radiator. Calorifère.
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正 解

Peter MacAllister MacKaskie, Tonopah, Nevada, U.S.A. ,

6th November , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 8th October, 1906 .

Receipt No. 140,122.

Claim .-1 . In a rubber boot or shoe , exteriorly formed

ventilating pockets located at the foot section and ex

tending up to the body section, an auxiliary lining lo

cated in the body section and having series of ventilating

chambers formed therein, extending to the upper portion

of the body and being closed at their bottom and open

at the top and provided with series of apertures communi

cating with the interior of the body, the said pockets being

likewise provided with communications with the foot sec

tion and with sundry of the chambers in the body section.

2. In a rubber boot or shoe , exteriorly formed ventilating

pockets located at the foot section and extending up to the

body section , the body section having series of ventilating

chambers formed therein, extending to the upper portion of
the body and being closed at their bottom and open at the

Thomas J. Kehoe , Dayton , Ohio , U.S.A., 6th November, 1906 ; top , and provided with series of apertures communicating

6 years .
Filed 16th October, 1906. Receipt No. 140,349. with the interior of the body, the said pockets being like

Claim.-1 . In a radiator, two tanks , a series of flat hol- wise provided with communications with the foot section,

low sections arranged between the tanks, each section and with sundry of the chambers in the body section.

having connection at its respective ends with the adjacent

tank and affording communication therethrough from one
No. 101,880. Car Coupler. Attelage de chars.

tank to the other, and a number of radiating plates , one

in connection with each side of each section, and each Trigt

plate having numerous protruding tongues which extend in

to the spaces between said sections .

2. In a radiator, two tanks having a common support ,

and a multiplicity of flat hollow sections arranged between

the tanks, each section having connection at its respective

ends with the adjacent tank and affording communication

therethrough from one tank to the other , the sides of each

section having in connection therewith numerous tongues

which protrude from the corresponding sides thereof. Fig. 2
3. In a radiator , a multiplicity of flat hollow sections ,

two tanks , one having connection with the upper ends of

said sections , and the other with the opposite ends thereof ,

each section affording communication therethrough from

one tank to the other , and radiating plates in connection

with the respective sides of said sections , each plate hav

ing numerous portions thereof pressed outwardly so as to

protrude from the general plane of its surface .
101890

4. In a radiator , two tanks having a common support ,and amultiplicity 'offlat hollow sections arranged between James E.Nisbet, Jacksonville, Alabama, U.S.A. , 6th Novem

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 16th October, 1906. Receipt
the tanks and each affording communication therethrough

No. 140,336.

between said tanks, and with their respective front and
rear edges ranging in common planes , the said edges of Claim .-- 1 . In car couplings, a drawbar body, a coupling

said sections each being reinforced by forming the same hook pivoted at each side of said body, one hook facing up

with a lap seam .

ward and the other downward , a stud projecting downward
5. In a radiator, a multiplicity of flat hollow sections , from each hook near its pivot, springs between thesestuds

two tanks , one having connection with the upper ends of and fixtures to the aforesaid body actuating the hooks to

said sections and the other with the opposite ends thereof, ward engagement, a reversing lever pivoted to a fixture of

each section affording communication therethrough from the car, connecting rods between the said studs and the

one tank to the other, radiating plates in connection with respective ends of the reversing lever and means for con
the respective sides of said sections, and suitable pipe con- necting the lever with motive power, substantially as des

nection's, one with each of said tanks .
cribed.

6. In a radiator, two tanks having a common support , a 2. In car couplings , a drawbar body, a coupling hook pivot

multiplicity of flat hollow sections arranged between the ed at each side of the body, one hook facing upward and the

tanks and each affording communication therethrough be- other downward , an air pipe attached vertically to the side

tween said tanks , and numerous tongues protruding ex- of each coupling hook , the end of one of the said pipes being

ternally from the flat sides of said sections which extend tapered to enter and the other to receive a corresponding

into the spaces upon either side of the corresponding sec- pipe , the pipes on two corresponding hooks being located to

tion .
engage each other when the hooks engage.

277 cenu palu

Lo U14
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3. In car couplings, drawbars, coupling hooks pivoted air and gases through said perforations and forcing the same

thereon, pipes adapted to be coupled together and attached through said conduit into said firepot.

to the hooks , valves in the pipes , a crank arm for each 6. In a furnace or heater the combination of a firepot,

valve and a brace pivoted to the hook to engage the crank means for admitting air to the upper part of said firepot, a

pin of the corresponding valve . conduit extending lengthwise of said firepot and communi

4. In car couplings , coupling hooks hung to engage each cating therewith through a plurality of openings, side air

other, pipes attached to the hooks and adapted to be coupled chambers provided with inlets communicating with said fire

bytheact of coupling the hooks, valves for the pipes , each pot, and means for drawing air and gases from saidfirepot
valve having a crank arm with the crank pin in line of the into said chambers and forcing them therefrom through the

car's travel and a brace on the hook opposite to each crank, openings in sajd conduit in the bottom of said firepot into
the brace being adapted to receive and guide the crank pin . the same.

7. In a furnace or heater the combination of a firepot,

No. '101,881. Combustion Apparatus. an air chamber above said firepot, means for admitting air

Appareil de combustion .
thereto , a perforated conduit beneath said firepot, and a fan

for drawing the air from said chamber above the fuel in the

firepot and in contact with the gases therefrom into said

Fig.1.
24 conduit to be forced therefrom into said firepot again .

23

8. In a furnace or heater the combination of a firepot, an

air chamber above said firepot , means for admitting air

thereto, means for regulating the admission of said air, a

12
perforated conduit beneath said firepot, and a fan for draw

ing the air from said chamber above the fuel in the firepot

and in contact with the gases therefrom into said conduit

16 to be forced therefrom into said firepot again .

9. In a furnace or heater the combination of a firepot, a

conduit extending into said firepot and communicating there

with through a plurality of perforations , air passages sur

31 rounding said firepot and communicating therewith through

a plurality of openings, an air chamber above said firepot,
36 42

means for admitting air thereto , and means for indrawing

the air from said chamber and products of combustion from

said firepot through said passages and forcing them into the
29

firepot again through said conduit .

No. 101,882. Fish Dressing Machine.

Machine à préparer le poisson.

35 38

101881

Fig.1

15 15
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William H. Ricker, Cambridge , Massachusetts, U.S.A. , 6th

November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 10th October, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 140,196 .

Claim . - 1. In a furnace or heater the combination of a fire

pot, means for admitting air to the upper part of said fire

pot , a conduit extending into said firepot and communicat

ing therewith through a plurality of openings , a chamber

communicating with said pot and said conduit , and means

within said chamber to cause some of the heated gases to be

drawn directly from said firepot through perforations in said

casing into said chamber and then forced again therefrom

into said firepot through said conduit.

2. In a furnace or heater the combination of a firepot,

means for admitting air to the upper part of said firepot, a

conduit extending into said firepot and communicating there

with through a plurality of openings, air passages surround 101782

ing said firepot and communicating therewith through a

plurality of perforations, a fan chamber communicating with
Edmund Augustine Smith , Seattle , Washington , U.S.A. , 6th

said air passages , said conduit and through perforations in November , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 17th October, 1906 . Re

the casing thereof directly with the firepot, and a fan there ceipt No. 140,375 .

in adapted to indraw the heated gases from the firepot and Claim.-1. In a fish dressing machine the combination with

the heated air from the air passages and force them a carrier supported for movement , of means operated auto

thoroughly mixed through said conduit into said firepot. matically during movement of the carrier for feeding the fish

3. In a furnace or heater the combination of a firepot , bodies , and means on the carrier for removing the bodies

means for admitting air to the upper part of said firepot, a from said first means and holding the same to movement

conduit extending lengthwise of said firepot and communi- with the carrier .

cating therewith through a plurality of openings, a casing 2. In a fish dressing machine the combination with a car

provided with a plurality of perforations communicating rier supported for movement , of means supported for move

with the interior of said firepot, and means located within ment toward and from the carrier for feeding the bodies,

said casing for indrawing air and gases through said per- mechanism automatically set for operating said means , and

forations and forcing same through said conduit into said means on the carrier for removing the bodies from said

firepot. first means and holding the same to movement with the car

4. In a furnace or heater the combination of a firepot, rier.
means for admitting air to the upper part of said firepot, a 3. In a fish dressing machine , a carrier supported for rotat

conduit extending lengthwise of said firepot and communi- | ing means for feeding a fish body to said carrier , means

cating therewith through a plurality of openings , a casing for operating said first means , and means on the carrier

provided with a plurality of perforations communicating for removing the fish body from said first means and holding
with the interior of said firepot, a side inlet to said casing the same to movement with the carrier .
for the admission of air thereto , and means located within 4. In a fish dressing machine , a carrier supported for

said casing for indrawing air and gases through said perfor- movement, a feeding means mounted for movement toward
ations and forcing the same through said conduit into said and from said carrier means on the carrier for removing a

firepot. body from said feeding means , and mechanism for operating

5. In a furnace or heater the combination of a firepot, said feeding means controlled by a body arranged thereon

means for admitting air to the upper part of said firepot, a to be fed.

conduit extending lengthwise of said firepot and communi- 5. In a fish dressing machine, a carrier supported for

cating therewith through a plurality of openings , a casing movement , a body feeding means mounted for movement

provided with a plurality of perforations communicating toward and from said carrier , means on the carrier for re

with the interior of said firepot, a side inlet to said casing moving a body from said feeding means, and mechanism for

for the admission of air thereto, a water jacket for said operating said feeding means set to operate by a body to

casing, and means located within said casing for indrawing I be fed.

11-2
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6. In a fish dressing machine , a carrier supported for move- for operating said feed means , and means on the carrier

ment, a feeding means mounted for movement toward and for gripping a body fed by said feed means .

from said carrier , means on the carrier for removing a body 19. In a fish dressing machine, a carrier supported for

from said feeding means , normally inactive mechanism for rotation , means on the carrier for holding a body, a feed

operating said feeding means , and means controlled by a way extending at an angle to said carrier , and spring press

fish body arranged on the feeding means for setting said er guide members supported above said feed way and con
mechanism so that it will operate . sisting of segmental plates arranged to have a body on

7. In a fish dressing machine , a carrier supported for move- said carrier moved therebetween , the lower end portion of

ment , a feeding device supported for movement toward and said plates being curved outwardly.

from said carrier, means on the carrier for removing a body 20. In a fish dressing machine, a carrier comprising a hub,
from said feeding means , normally inactive mechanism for and outwardly projecting arm on said hub, a seat for a fish

operating said device , and means for setting said mechan- body projecting from the outer end portion of said arm and

ism so that it will operate , including a member arranged to gripping devices on said arm projecting on opposite sides of
be engaged by a body being inserted into said device . said seat.

8. In a fish dressing machine, a carrier supported for move- 21. In a fish dressing machine , a carrier comprising a hub,

ment, a feeding device comprising a head supported to slide an outwardly projecting arm on said hub, a seat for a fish

and provided with opposing grippers, means on the carrier body pivoted on the outer end of said arm , and means for

for removing the body from between the grippers on said securing said seat from movement.

head and holding it to movement with the carrier , and means 22. In a fish dressing machine, a carrier provided with a

for operating said feeding device. seat for a fish body , gripping devices on opposite sides of

9. In a fish dressing machine , a carrier supported for move- said seat and yielding guards adapted to engage the fish

ment , a feeding device comprising a head supported for body to hold the same from movement with said gripping

movement toward and from said carrier and provided with
device .

forwardly converging yielding grippers , means on ine car- 23. In a fish dressing machine, a carrier provided with a

rier for removing a body from between the grippers on said seat for a fish body , opposite pairs of gripping devices ar

head and holding it to movement with the carrier , and means ranged to grip the body on said seat and yielding guards ar

for operating said feeding device . ranged at opposite sides of said seat between said gripping

10. In a fish dressing machine , a carrier supported for
devices .

movement , a feeding device supported for movement toward 24. In a fish dressing machine , a cutting device and guides

and from said carrier, means on the carrier removing the for supporting a fish body to be fed to said device, said

body from said feeding device , means for operating said feed- guides being spaced for the reception of a fin of the fish

ing device , and movable means for limiting the movement body therebetween and provided with means to cause the

of a body being inserted in said device , said last means be- fish body to move upwardly on said guides as it is fed.

ing normally secured against movement and related to 25. In a fish dressing machine, a cutting device and guides

said feeding device to be released during movement thereof . for supporting a fish body to be fed to said cutting device,

11. In a fish dressing machine , a carrier supported for said guides being spaced for the reception of a fin of the fish

movement , means supported to slide toward and from said body therebetween and provided with inclined portions as

carrier , grippers on said means for holding a body , gates ranged for co -action to effect straightening of the fin dis

arranged to limit the movement of a body being inserted posed between said guides during movement of the fish

between said grippers, said gates being normally secured body.

against movement, and means on the carrier for removing 26. In a fish dressing machine , a cutting device and spaced

the first body from said first means and holding the same guides for supporting a fish body to be fed to said cutting

to movement with the carrier . device , said guides having the contiguous edges of their for .

12. In a fish dressing machine, a carrier supported forward ends converged and provided with upwardly inclined

movement , a feeding device supported for movement toward surfaces on opposite sides of said converging edge portions.

and from said carrier, a feed regulating device in advance 27. In a fish dressing machine , a cutting device and con

of said feeding device to limit the movement of a body caved guides for supporting a body to be fed to said cutting

being positioned on said feeding device, said last -named device, said guides being spaced for reception of a fin of

device being normally secured and arranged to be moved the fish body therebetween and provided at their forward

from the path of said feeding device during the movement
end portions with upwardly inclined surfaces disposed in

thereof, means for operating said feeding device, and means
the path of the fish body , the contiguous edge portions of

on the carrier for removing a body from said feeding device .
said guides adjacent said inclined surfaces being converged.

13. In a fish dressing machine , a carrier supported for
28. In a fish dressing machine , a cutting device, spaced

rotation , means rotatable with said carrier provided with a
guides for supporting a fish body to be fed to said cutting

plurality of spaced projections , a body feeding device sup
device having forwardly converged contiguous edges and up

ported for movement toward and from said carrier , means
wardly inclined surfaces on opposite sides thereof and a

on the carrier for removing a body from the feeding device, guard havinganupwardly inclined upper surface disposed

and mechanism for operating said feeding device including
beneath the converging edge portions of said guides.

a wiper arranged for engagement with the projections on
29. In a fish dressing machine, a carrier supported for

said rotatable means.
movement and provided with a seat and a device supported

14. In a fish dressing machine, a carrier supported for rota
so as to be immovable with the carrier for centering a fish

tion , a feeding device supported for movement toward and
body on said seat, said device comprising opposite members

from said carrier , means the carrier for removing a
connected to have equal lateral movement when a fish body

is moved therebetween .

body from said feeding device , a rotatable element provided
30. In a fish dressing machine , a carrier supported for

with spaced projections , mechanism for operating said device
movement and provided with a seat and a device for center

including a wiper , and means for moving said wiper into and

out of the path of the projections on saidrotatable element. supported on
ing a fish body on said seat comprising members swingingly

means immovable with the carrier, toothed
15. In a fish dressing machine , a carrier supported for rota

bodies fixed on said members, said bodies being in mesh, and
tion, a body feeding device supported for movement toward

and from said carrier, means on the carrier for removing a
means on the lower portions of said members arranged to

have the fish body pass therebetween .
body from said feeding device , mechanism connected to the

feeding device to operate the same, and means movable with able at an angle thereto and provided with a seat, gripping
31. In a fish dressing machine , a feedway, a carrier mor.

the carrier for operating said mechanism .
means on opposite sides of said seat , and means engaging

16. In a fish dressing machine, a carrier supported for
the fish body as it moves upwardly with the carrier for

rotation , a body feeding device supported for movement to forcing it into said rest.

ward and from said carrier , means on the carrier for grip
32. In a fish dressing machine, a revoluble carrier provided

ping the body fed by said device , a means movable with the
with a seat , means for supporting said carrier , a feed way

carrier and provided with spaced projections, mechanism for
extending at an angle to said carrier and yieldingly pressed

operating said device including a member movable into and
members for centering a fish body as it moves to its seat

out of the path of the projections on said last means , and
on the carrier, said members being supported on a fixed part

means controlled from the feeding device for setting said above said feed way and having their lower portions flared

member so that said mechanism will be operated . outwardly .

17. In a fish dressing machine, a carrier supported for 33. In a fish dressing machine, a carrier supported for

rotation , a feed device supported for movement toward and movement, means on the carrier for holding a body, a cutter
from said carrier and being yieldingly held in retracted posi- secured to a fixed part and having a heel arranged in the

tion , means for moving said device toward the carrier , and path of travel of a body mounted in said means , the cutting

means on the carrier for removing a body from said device. edge of the cutter being arranged above and in advance of

18. In a fish dressing machine , a carrier supported for said heel, and a guard for the cutting edge of said cutte:

movement, a means slidably supported for movement toward disposed in front thereof for engagement with the fish body.

and from said carrier for feeding a body into said last 31. In a fish dressing machine, a carrier supported for

means consisting of gates , arms on said gates engaged by movement, means on the carrier for holding a body, a cut

said ferd means to prevent movement of the gates , means ting device secured to a fixed part and arranged in the path

OD
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of travel of a body mounted in said means and a rotaryported for movement toward and from said splitter and being

guard for the cutting device arranged to engage the first arranged to engage a body in advance thereof.

body in advance of said cutting device. 50. In a fish dressing machine, a carrier supported for

35. In a fish dressing machine, a carrier supported for movement, means thereon for holding a body and an entrail

movement, means on the carrier for holding a body, a cutter dislodging device comprising co -acting rotatable members

secured to a fixed part and having a heel arranged in the supported in the path of said carrier to enter the fish body .

path of travel of a body mounted in said means , the cutting 51. In a fish dressing machine, a carrier supported for

edge of the cutter being arranged above and in advance of movement, means thereon for holding a body and entra il

said heel , and a guard for said cutter , said guard being disloging device supported in the path of said carrier com

supported for rotation to engage the fish body in advance | prising co -acting angularly disposed rotatable members hav

of the cutting edge of said cutter. ing opposing gripping portions.

36. In a fish dressing machine , a carrier supported for 52. In a fish dressing machine, a carrier supported for

movement, means on the carrier for holding a body, a cut- movement, means thereon for holding a body , a body enter

ting device secured to a fixed part and arranged in the path ing device supported in the path of said carrier for move

of a body mounted on said means, fin guides projecting for- ment toward and from the same comprising co-acting rota

wardly of said cutting device and a guard for said cutting table gripping members and means for rotating said gripp

device arranged above said fin guides for engagement with ing members.

the fish body . 53. In a fish dressing machine , a frame, a carrier supported

37. In a fish dressing machine, a carrier supported for thereon for movement, means on the carrier for holding a

movement, means on the carrier for holding a body, a fin body, a hanger swingingly supported on said frame, a co

cutter secured to a fixed part , means for guiding the fins to acting body entering grippers rotatably supported on said

said cutter , and means for removing severed fins from about hanger inthe path of said carrier and means to rotate said
said cutter .

grippers .

38. In a fish dressing machine , a carrier supported for 54. In a fish dressing machine , a carrier supported for

movement , means on the carrier for holding a body, a fin movement, means thereon for holding a body, a bracket sup

cutter supported in the path of the carrier , means for sup- ported for swinging, co -acting grippers rotatably mounted

porting the fins severed by said cutter , and means for re- in said bracket , the axes of said grippers being at an angle

moving fins from said last means . to the axis of swing of said brackets , means to rotate said

39. In a fish dressing machine, a carrier supported for grippers and means to swing said bracket.

movement, means on the carrier for holding a body , a fin 55. In a fish dressing machine , a carrier supported for

cutter supported in the path of the carrier, fin guides pro- movement, means thereon for holding a body, co -acting

jecting forwardly of said cutter , a plate on one of said rotatable angularly disposed grippers , means swingingly

guides for supporting the fins severed by said cutter, and supported in the path of said carrier on which said grippers

means for removing fins from said plate . are mounted for rotation , and means to automatically swing

40. In a fish dressing machine , a carrier supported for said last means during movement of the carrier.

movement , means on the carrier for holding a body , a fin 56. In a fish dressing machine , a carrier supported for

cutter supported in the path of the carrier and rotatable movement, means thereon for holding a body , co-acting ro

means for removing severed fins from about said cutter. tatable angularly disposed grippers having meshing teeth

41. In a fish dressing machine, a carrier on said frame arranged in the path of said carrier, a support for said

formovement, a headsupported on said frameand disposed grippers, means on which said support is swingingly moun
in the path of said carrier, a cutting means mounted for or ted , means to rotate said grippers, and means to swing said

tation on said head and fin guides supported on said head last means during movement of the carrier.

for bodily movement toward and from one another. 57. In a fish dressing machine , a carrier supported for

42. In a fish dressing machine , a frame , a carrier suppor : movement, means thereon for holding a body, a rotatable

ted on said frame for movement , a head supported on said body entering scraper supported in the path of said carrier ,

frame and disposed in the path of said carrier , a cutting and rotatable means at opposite sides of said scraper for

means mounted on said head for rotation and fin guides hav drawing the fish body thereover.

ing curved stems slidably engaged with said head . 58. In a fish dressing machine , a carrier supported for

43. In a fish dressing machine , a frame , a carrier sup- movement, means thereon for holding a body , a body en

ported thereon for movement , means on the carrier for hold tering scraper supported in the path of said carrier, and

ing a body , a splitter arranged in the path of said carrier , rotatable means on opposite sides of said scraper between

means swingingly connected with the frame for supporting which the fish passes , the opposing sides of said last means

said splitter, and shoes on opposite sides of said splitter moving toward the scraper, as specified.

swingingly connected to said last means .

44. In a fish dressing machine, a main frame, a carrier No. 101,883 . Planter . Plantoir.
supported thereon for movement , means on the carrier for

holding a body, a frame swingingly supported on said main

frame, a splitter supported by said last frame , a yieldingly

pressed means connected with said last frame for independ

ent movement toward and from the carrier, and shoes on

said last means disposed to engage the fish body to regulate

the depth of cut of said splitter.

45. In a fish dressing machine , a frame , a carrier supported

thereon for movement , a splitter supported on said frame

for movement toward and from the carrier, a body entering

device supported to the rear of said splitter, a spreader ar

ranged between said splitter and body entering device , the

rear portion of said spreader having outwardly flared por

tions arranged on opposite sides of said body entering de

vice , and means on the forward portion of said spreader re

lated to said splitter, for the purpose specified .

46. In a fish dressing machine , a frame , a carrier supported

thereon for rotation , a splitter supported for movement to

ward and from thecarrier, a body entering device supported *

to the rear of said splitter, and means supported from the

frame and extending from the splitter to said body entering
Oro

device and arranged to enter the fish through the cut made

by the splitter.

47. In a fish dressing machine , a frame , a carrier supported

thereon for movement on said carrier for holding a body, a

splitter supported on said frame , and a presser arranged
forwardly of the splitter and being supported for movement Judah N. Taylor , Los Angeles, California , U.S.A. , 6th No

toward and from the same.
vember , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 16th October, 1906. Re

48. In a fish dressing machine, a frame, a carrier supported
ceipt No. 140,341 .

thereon for movement , means on said carrier for holding a Claim .-1. A roller having a seed chamber therein , a drop

body, a splitter supported on said frame for movement to- ping slide adapted to deliver seed through the periphery of

ward and from said carrier , and a presser arranged for- said roller , an arm operatively connected with said slide ,

wardly of said splitter and being supported for movement said arm extending across an end of said roller and moving

independently thereof. therewith , and stationary operating means for said arm

49. In a fish dressing machine, a frame , a carrier supported carried by said frame .

thereon for movement, means on said carrier for holding a 2. A roller having a seed chamber therein , a dropping slide

body, a splitter supported on said frame and a presser sup- Tadapted to deliver seed through the periphery of said roller
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and an arm operatively connected with said slide , said arm rod extending to the end of the roller for operating the

extending across an end of said roller and moving there . slide , an adjusting rod extending from the block through

with , and automatic operating means for said arm . said hollow rod to the end of the roller for adjusting said

3. In combination a frame, a roller having a seeding block, an adjusting nut inside said hollow rod and having a

chamber therein , and a dropping device adapted to deliver screw -threaded engagement with said adjusting rod and ac

seed through the periphery of said roller, said dropping de cessable at the end of the roller, and means for automati
vice including an operating arm extending across the end cally reciprocating said hollow rod.

of said roller and pívoted thereto and a bevelled lug

mounted on the frame in the path of said arm to operate No. 101,884. Carrier and Dumping Device.

the same.

4. A roller having a seed chamber therein , a seed valve in Transport et appareil à bascule .

the periphery of said roller , a plunger having a pocket

adapted to receive seed from said valve , said plunger being

provided with a movable jaw to discharge teeth therefrom , a

pivoted arm extending across the end of said roller and

moving therewith , a frame, and a bevelled lug mounted on

said frame in the path of said lever to swing the same .

5. In a planter , a roller having a seed chamber therein and

a dropping device at one end , said roller having peripheral

walls increasing in thickness from the end at which the

dropping device is located toward the other end .

6. A planter provided with a roller having a seed cham

ber therein , and a seed dropping device for discharging seed

from one end of said chamber, said chamber being of

greater interior diameter at the end where the seed drop

ping device is located than at the other end .

7. In a planter, a roller having a seed chamber therein , a

seed valve in the periphery of said roller , a plunger hav

ing a pocket therein adapted to receive seed from said

valve , an arm carried by said roller and pivoted thereto ,

said arm being adapted to move said valve and open said

plunger , a frame , and means carried by said frame for

actuating said arm.

8. In a planter, a roller having a seed chamber therein , a

seed valve in the periphery of said roller , a plunger having

a pocket therein adapted to receive seed from said valve , an
Martin J. Sylstad and Carl G. Rude, both of Sacred Heart ,

arm carried by said roller and pivoted thereto , said arm Minnesota , U.S.A. , 6th November, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed

being adapted to move said valve and open said plunger, a 16th October, 1906. Receipt No. 140,339.

frame, and a bevelled lug carried by said frame for actuat
Claim . - 1. In a device of the class described , a track , a

ing said arm .

9. In a planter, a roller having a seed chamber therein , a
stop on the track , a carrier capable of longitudinal move

seed valve in the periphery of said roller, a plungerhaving ing a portion of the carrier, a mechanism for locking the
ment of the track, a pivotally mounted carrier box form

a pocket therein adapted to receive the seed from said
valve, an arm carried by said roller and pivoted thereto , sa id carrier box in an upright position , and means designed

to be engaged by the stop for releasing the mechanism
arm being adapted to move said valve and open said plun

which folds the carrier box in an upright position for

ger , a bevelled bracket hinged to said frame and means for

swinging said bracket into and out of the path of said arm.
returning the box to its point of starting away from the

stop .

10. In a planter, roller having a seed chamber therein ,
* 2. In a device of the class described , an inclined track ,

a seed valve in the periphery of said roller , a plunger hav
a carrier capable of longitudinal movement of the track , a

ing a pocket therein adapted to receive seed from said

valve, an arm carried by said roller and pivoted thereto, said track, a mechanism for securing the carrier box in an up
carrier box forming a part of the carrier , a stop on the

arm being adapted to move said valve and open said plunger, right position relative to the carrier, means designed to

a frame, means carried by said frame for actuating said engage the stop onthe track for releasing the mechanism
arm in one direction,and resilient means for restoring said for holding the carrier in an upright position and allowing

valve and plunger to the normal position .11. In a planter, a frame, a supporting shaft therefor and it to dump and to force the carrier back to its point of

starting.
a roller mounted on said shaft provided with a seed cham

3. In a device of the class described , an inclined track ,
for therein and inclosed by said frame , a dropipng device

a carrier capable of longitudinal movement of the track,
adapted to deliver seed from said roller , an arm extending

across , moving with and pivoted to said roller to operate stop on the track, a mechanism for securing the carrier

a carrier box forming a part of the carrier , an adjustable

said device , bevelled bracket mounted on the end of said
box in an upright position relative to the carrier , and

frame above the shaft and means extending inwardly from

the topof the roller for moving said brackets into and ing the mechanism for holding the carrier in an upright
means designed to engage the stop on the track for releas

out of the path of said arm . position and allowing it to dump and to force the carrier

12. In a planter , a frame , a supporting shaft therefor, a
back to its point of starting.

pair of rollers on said shaft provided with seed chambers
4. In a device of the class described, an inclined track, a

therein and inclosed by said frame, a dropping device adapt carrier capable of longitudinal movement of the track, a

ed to deliver seed from each roller,an arm extendingacross carrier boxforming part of the carrier, a stop on the track,
and moving with and pivoted to each roller to operate said

a mechanism for securing the carrier box in an upright

device , bevelled brackets mounted on each end of said frame position relative to the carrier , and spring actuated means

above the shaft, and means extending inwardly over the top designed to engage the stop on the track for releasing the

of each roller for moving said brackets into and out of the mechanism for holding the carrier in an upright position
paths of said arms . and allowing it to dump and to force the carrier back to

13. In a planter, a frame , a supporting shaft there . its point of starting.

for , a roller mounted said shaft having 5. In a device of the class described , an inclined track ,
chamber therein , seed dropping device adapted to

si carrier capable of longitudinal movement of the track , a

deliver seed through the periphery of said roller, said de carrier box forming a part of the carrier, an adjustable

vice comprising a dropping slide and arm for operating the stop on the track , a mechanism for securing the carrier box

same, and a plunger adapted to receiveseed from said slide 1 in an upright position relative to the carrier, and spring
and provided with a movable jaw and arm for operating the actuated means designed to engagethe stop on the track

same, an arm extending across the end of the roller pivoted for releasing the mechanism for holding the carrier in an

thereto and moving therewith, said last-named arm being upright position and allowing it to dump and to force
connected with said first -named arms to simultaneously oper- , the carrier back to its point of starting.

ate the same, and a lug mounted on the frame in the path 6. In a device of the class described, a track , a stop on

of the arm which extends across the end of the roller to the track , a carrier capable of longitudinal movement of

operate the same . the track , a pivotally mounted carrier box forming a por

14. In a planter, a frame, a supporting shaft therefor, ation of the carrier , a mechanism for locking the carrier box

roller mounted on said shaft having a seed chamber therein ' in an upright position , means designed to be engaged by

a seed dropping slide in the periphery of said roller , said the stop for holding the carrier box in an upright position

slide having a slot thosethrough, a portion of which is adapt- and for returning the box to its point of starting away

ed to form a seed pocket, a block adjustable along said slot from the stop , and means for retaining the carrier at its

to increase and diminish the size of said pocket , a hollow linner limit of movement.

on a seed

a
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7. In a device of the class described , an inclined track, 9. The herein described process of burning cement which

a stop near one end of the track , pulleys mounted on the consists in producing a slow burning voluminous flame in

track, a carrier support connecting the pulleys , hanger operative relation to the cement forming material to cal

bars connected with the carrier support , a carrier box cine the lime in said material and locally intensifying the

pivoted between the hangers and nearer its bottom por- activity of said flame by a transverse jet of air directed to

tion than its top portion , a substantially semi-circular plate ward the material to effect the final sintering.

having a series of openings therein , a pin designed to pass 10. The herein described process of burning cement which

through an opening in one of the hangers and into one of consists in calcining the lime in the material with a slow

the openings in the semi -circular plate, aa spring actuated burning voluminous flame applied in a substantially un

lever for maintaining the pin at its inner limit of move- obstructed space, and sintering the material by the action
ment , said lever designed to be engaged by the stop for of a flame intensifying pressure jet .

taking advantage of the momentum of the carrier sliding 11. The herein described process of burning cement which

from its inner limit to its outer limit of movement and re- consists in causing the cement forming material to travel

turn the same to its inner limit of movement . through the furnace, causing a slow burning voluminous

8. In a device of the class described , a track, a stop on flame to travel in operative relation to and in the opposite

the track, a carrier capable of longitudinal movement of direction to the material and producing a local intensified

the track , a pivotally mounted carrier box forming a por- combustion in the vicinity of the root of the flame.

tion of the carrier, a mechanism for locking the carrier 12. Process of treating cement material which consists in

box in an upright position, means for holding the box in decarbonizing the lime therein with a long, slow burning

an upright position , a pivotally mounted forked lever con- flame produced by means of a blast of previously unignited

nected with the said means , the forked portion thereof ex- fuel in suspension together with air and a gaseous diluent.

tending on each side of the track, and a spring for normally 13. Process of making cement in a kiln or furnace which

holding the lever away from the support to which it is consists in calcining the material with an artificially in

pivoted, for the purposes stated . flated flame of retarded combustion produced by means of

a blast of previously unignited fuel together with air and a

No. 101,885. Apparatus for Burning Cement.
volume of gaseous diluent equivalent to a modicum of the

total waste kiln gases.

Appareil à brûler le ciment .
14. Process of making cement which consists in calcining

the material with a blast flame containing powdered coal
Fig.4.

in suspension together with air and products of combustion .

Fig. 3 . 14 .
15. Process of burning cement material which consists in

calcining the lime with an artificially inflated or retarded

impinging blast flame.

16. Process of burning cement material which consists in

calcining the same in a reverberative chamber with an im

pinging slow burning flame produced with a blast contain

ing powdered coal in suspension together with air and gase

ous products of combustion .

17. The process of applying a powdered fuel blast flame to

Fig. 1.
the calcination of cement material in a rotating refractory

g오
lined chamber , which consists in inflating the flame with

products of combustion introduced with the blast and caus

17 ing said flame to substantially fill the cross section of the

working chamber.

18. Process of burning cement which consists in applying
10

thereto a blast flame of previously unignited fuel suffici

ently hot to calcine the lime in the cement material but not

101885
hot enough to complete the sintering.

19. Process of making cement which consists in feeding

The Combustion Utilities Company, New York City, as the material in a stream and passing over the same a dif
signee of Byron E. Eldred , Bronxville, New York, U.S.A. ,

fuse slow burning blast flame of concentrated fuel in sus

6th November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 7th August , 1906. pension so regulated so as to calcine the lime but not fuse

Receipt No. 138,466 . the clinker .

Claim .-- 1 . The herein described process of burning cement 20. Process of burning cement which consists in applying

which consists in producing in operative relation to the a blast flame of previously unignited fuel so regulated as to

cement forming material a region of relatively low tempera- calcine but not fuse the material and subsequently fusing

ture combustion suited to the calcination of the material to the clinker condition with a high temperature heating

and a distinct region of relatively high temperature com - agent.

bustion suited to the sintering thereof. 21. Process of making cement which consists ip feeding

2. The herein described process of burning cement which the material in a stream , passing over the same a diffuse

consists in producing in operative relation to the cement slow burning blast flame of concentrated fuel in suspension

forming material in successive portions of a stream of the so regulated as to calcine the lime but not fuse the clinker ,

material, a region of relatively low temperature combustion and producing an adjacent higher temperature which fuses

suited to the calcination of the material , and a distinct the clinker.

region of relatively high temperature combustion suited to 22. Process of burning cement which consists in calçining

the sintering thereof. the lime in the cement forming material with a flame pro

3. Process of burning Portland cement which consists in duced by means of a blast of previously unignited fuel in

calcining the lime in the material with a slow burning vol- suspension together with air and products of combustion

uminous flame so regulated as not to sinter the material. and sintering the hot calcined material with the adjacent

4. Process of burning cement by successive steps which flame of higher temperature.

consists in first calcining the material with a slow burning 23. Process of burning cement which consists in calcining

flame artificially inflated with products of combustion addel the lime in the cement forming material with a flame pro

to the suply current of the fire and later sintering the ma- duced by means of a blast of previously unignited fuel in

terial with a higher temperature . suspension together with air and a diluent , and localizing

5. The described method of preparing cement material for the combustion of a distinct portion of said blast with a

clinkering which consists in driving off the gasifiable por- gaseous jet to produce sintering temperature.

tions from material containing lime and fusible ingredients 24. Process of making cement which consists in calcining

in proportion to make Portland cement, without substan- the lime in the cement material with a relatively cool flame

tially fusing said fusible ingredients . produced with a blast of previously unignoted fuel , air and

6. The herein described process of burning cement which products of combustion and producing a local sintering

consists in performing substantially the whole of the cal- temperature with an auxiliary gaseous jet acting on a por

cining of the material at one time and substantially the tion of the blast and directed toward the material .

whole of the sintering of the calcined material at a differ- 25. Process of making cement which consists in calcining

ent time . the lime in the cement material with a relatively cool flame

7. The herein described process of burning cement which produced with a blast of powdered fuel , air and products of

consists in performing substantially the whole of the cal- combustion, and sintering the material with a local high

cining and substantially the whole of the sintering of a temperature produced by acting on a partial section of said

stream of cement material as distinct steps in successive blast with transverse jet of air at a higher pressure than

sections of said stream . that of the blast.

8. The herein described process of burning cement which 26. Process of sintering cement which consists in acting

consists in producing a slow burning voluminous flame in thereon with an impinging flame of fusing temperature con

operative relation to the cement forming material and lo- taining powdered fuel in suspension together with an added

cally intensifying the activity of said flame in a desired l volume of gaseous products of combustion and driven

region. against the material by means of a high pressure jet .
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27. Process of making cement clinkers which consists nozzle, and means for supplying pressure fluid to said jet
in acting on calcined cement forming material with a blast ' nozzle.

flame of powdered fuel and gaseous diluent oncentrated with ' 40. Apparatus for burning cement comprising a hearth

a high pressure jet of air. having provision for feeding the material therealong, a seat

28. Process of burning cement which consists in passing of combustion from which a flame is projected over the

a stream of material through a furnace, calcining the body hearth, means for supplying air and a flame retarding dil
of said stream with a blast flame of previously unignited

uent to said seat , an auxiliary jet nozzle commanding the

fuel travelling oppositely to the material and so regulated dilute fuel current , and means to supply pressure fluid to

as not to fuse the same and producing a local fusing tem- said nozzle .

perature near the exit of said material from the furnace.
41. A cement burning furnace comprising a reverberative

29. Process of burning cement which consists in acting on
chamber having a provision for advancing the material

a progressing stream of cement material with a powdered therethrough, means for projecting a substantially axial
fuel blast flame travelling oppositely to the material and

flame through said chamber, and a jet nozzle directed at an
rendered slow burning by dilution so as to calcine the

angle to the chamber axis toward the floor of the chamber
material and acting on the calcined portion of the stream

near the material discharging end.
near its terminus with a local high temperature caused by

42. A cement burning furnace comprising an inclined rotary
intensifying a portion of the blast.

combustion and material feeding chamber having a stack at
30. A cement burning furnace comprising a reverberative

chamber having provision for advancingthe material along the higher end, blast devices at the lower end for forcibly

its floor or hearth , a seat of combustion or propagation of projectinga fuel carrying flame current longitudinally of

the chamber, and a jet nozzle at the lower end commanding
the flame , connections enterior to said seat for deriving a

the flame current and directed downwardly toward the floor
supply of diluent fixed gas for retarding combustion , an air

of the chamber.
supply inlet for supporting combustion so disposed as to

43. Process of treating incandescing substances which con
operate under forced draft , and means for artificially pro

sists in passing thereover a long inflated impinging flame
pelling the draft current for the flame.

produced with a blast of préexisting concentrated fuel to
31. A cement burning furnace comprising a reverberative

gether with a supporter of combustion and diluent products
chamber having provision for advancing the material along

of combustion.
its floor or hearth , a seat of combustion of propagation of

the flame,a flue for discharging the products of combustion, hearth of a reverberative chamber which consists in sub
44. Process of treating materials disposed in a layer on the

a return conduit for products of combustion branching from jecting the same to a superincumbent flame produced by a
flue and leading to said seat , a draft accelerator in

said conduit , andan inlet located to supply air for support- of combustion and modified by diluent gaseous products of
blast containing previously unignited fuel and a supporter

ing combustion under forced draft.
combustion .

32. A cement burning furnace comprising a reverbarative

chamberhavingprovision for advancing the material along | berative chamber which consistsin subjecting the same to
45. Process of treating incandescent material in a rever

its floor or hearth , a seat of combustion or propagation of
a long slow burning flame produced with a blast of powdered

the flame, a flue for discharging the products of combustion,
coal in suspension together with air and a modicum of the

a return conduit for products of combustion branching from
gaseous products of combustion .

said flue and leading to said seat , a fan blower in said con
46. Process of heating incandescing materials disposatom

duit , an air inlet . to the conduit on the suction side of the
the hearth of a reverberative chamber which consists in

fan , and means for varying the relative proportions of air subjecting the materials to an impinging slow burning dit
products of combustion in the fan current.

33. A cement burning furnace comprising a rotary inclined
fuse flame produced with a blast of powdered coal contain

combustion chamber having at one end a stack and device
ing a volume of burned out gases equivalent to a modicum

of the total gaseous products of combustion .
for supplying the chamber with cement material , and at the

other end a seat of combustion propagation of the flame, and
47. Process of applying heat to mineral solids or other

material on a hearth which consists in subjecting the same
connections for supplying underforced draft through said

to a superincumbent long voluminous , slow burning and re .
seat , air for supporting the combustion of the flame and a

latively cool flame produced with a blast of powdered coal
diluent gas for retarding said combustion .

34. A cement burning furnace comprising a rotary inclined intensifying the combustion of a portion of said blast in a
and neutral products of combustion together with air , and

combustion chamber through which the material is caused

to travel, a seat of combustion at one end thereof, a conduit the materials .
restricted region with an auxiliary jet of air directed toward

leading to said seat and having connection at Its receiving

end with a source of gaseous diluent, draft accelerating ing the same in a stream , subjecting one section of said
48. A process of treating materials which consists in fani .

means for said diluent and the air supply , whereby a forcible

flame current is projected from said seat into the combus
stream to a relatively low temperature flame produced with

tion chamber, and an air supply inlet on the suction side of section to a relatively higher temperature produced by a
a blast of previously unignited fuel, and subjecting another

said means. concentrating jet .
35. Apparatus for burning cement comprising a hearth for

supporting the cement material , means to supply the mater
ial to said hearth, a seat of combustion arranged for the No. 101,886. Process of Electrically Welding Tur

projection of a flame over said hearth , means to supply
bine Blades.

powdered fuel anterior to said seat . means to supply and Procédé électrique à souder les ailes des turbines .
propel a blast current to drive the fuel and connections for

driving a volume of neutral products of combustion as a
component of said blast current .

36. À cement burning furnace comprising a reverberative

roofed combustion chamber having a hearth for supporting

the cement material, a blast nozzle directed thereinto , fuel

feeding and air supply connections to said nozzle , connec- Fig 1

tions from a furnace for supplying products of combustion Fig. 2 .

to the nozzle as an ingredient of the blast current and pres

sure blast producing means.

37. A cement burning furnace comprising a long reverber

ative combustion chamber whose floor constitutes a hearth
A d

for the support of the materials , fuel jet devices at one end

of said chamber directed longitudinally therethrough . con

nections for supplying to said jet deviced unignited fuel, air riy3

to support combustion and a fixed diluent gas to retard

combustion , and propelling means in said connections

whereby the air and diluent gas act to drive the fuel.

38. A cement burning furnace comprising a hearth having
Fig. 5

Fig .

provision for advancing the cement material therealong . I 12:34

means to supply a flame current of entrained fuel over the

hearth and a jet nozzle directed toward the hearth and com

manding a portion only of said current.
Sebastian Ziani de Ferranti , London , England , 6th November ,

39. A cement burning furnace comprising a combustion 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 23rd May , 1905. Receipt No. 125,

chamber to contain the cement material under treatment, a
426 .

blast nozzle directed thereinto , means for feeding powered ( ' laim . - 1 . Process for the attachment of turbine blades :

fuel to said nozzle , means for supplying a propelling blast their carriers , consisting in so adjusting the volume of mti'

current therethrough , a jet nozzle commanding said blast in the carrier in the neighborhood of the point of attah

current and directed at an angle to the axis of the blast ment that , on heating locally, said blade and said carrier

LODROME
Fig. 1

Pia!
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rise to approximately the same temperature and welding and rivets , bolts , screws or pins connecting said angle-iron

the blades to said carriers so prepared , as set forth . | sides to said supporting straps.

2. Process for the attachment of turbine blades to their 4. In a hanger the combination of straps bent to fit a beam

carriers , consisting in so adjusting the volume of metal in a stirrup connecting the lower ends of said straps together,

the carrier in the neighborhood of the point of attachment, said stirrup being formed of angle-iron with anotch cut out

that on heating locally, said blade and said carrier rise to of one leg and then bent at right angles at each end of the

approximately the same temperature and electrically welding notch , and means for securing said stirrups to said straps,

the blades to said carriers so prepared , as set forth . substantially as described.

3. Process for the attachment of turbine blades to their

carriers, consisting in so removing metal from the carrier No. 101,888. Etch Powdering Machine.

in the neighbourhood of the point of attachment that on

heating locally said blade and said carrier rise to approxi
Machine à saupoudrer les gravures à l'eau forte .

mately the same temperature and electrically welding the

blades to said carriers so prepared, as set forth.

4. Process for attachment of turbine blade to their car

riers, consisting of so grooving the carrier in the neighbour

hood of the point of attachment that on heating locally , said

blade and said carrier rise to approximately the same tem

perature and electrically welding the blades to said carriers

si prepared , as set forth .

5. A bladed turbine element comprising in combination a
Fig.I.

blade carrying element , the volume of which in the neigh

bourhood of the point of attachment of the blades has been

so adjusted as to retard the flow of heat away from said

point of attachment together with blades welded to said

carrying elements , as set forth .

6. A bladed turbine element , comprising in combination a

blade carrying element , the volume of which in the neigh

bourhood of the point of attachment of the blades has been

so adjusted as to retard the flow of heat away from said

point of attachment together with blades electrically welded

to said carrying elements , as set forth .

7. A bladed turbine element , from which metal has been

removed in the neighbourhood of the point of attachment

of the blades so as to retard the flow of heat away from

said point of attachment together with blades welded to
101888

said carrying elements , as set forth .

8. A bladed turbine comprising in combination a blade Lewis Edward Levy, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.,

carrying element grooved in the neighborhood of the point

of attachment of the blades so as to retard the flow of heat
6th November, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 17th September,

away from said point of attachment together with blades
1906. Receipt No. 139,589 .

welded to said carrying elements , as set forth,
Claim.-1. In a machine for the purpose set forth , the

combination of powder applying, powder packing and pow

der fusing instrumentalities arranged in operative succes

No. 101,887. Joist Hanger. Support de solive . sion.

2. In a machine for the purpose set forth, the combination

of power applying, powder packing, powder fusing and plate

cooling instrumentalities arranged operative succession.

3. In a machine for the purpose set forth, the combina

tion of powder placing , powder packing, plate clearing,

piate heating and plate cooling instrumentalities.

4. An apparatus for applying etch powder to plates having

à design thereon to prepare the same for etching, consist

ing of mechanically operated means for applying etch pow

der upon the surface of the plate and in the lines or de

pressions which form the design, and a plurality of brushes

mounted and operated to engage the powder surface of the

plate and place the etch powder against the sides of the

lines or depressions therein .

5. In a machine for preparing a plate having a design

thereon for etching, means for moving the plate from the

front to the rear end of the machine , a hopper or recep

tacle for etch powder , means for taking etch powder from

the hopper or receptacle and applying the same to the

surface of the plate , a plurality of powder placing and

packing brushes which engage the powder cover surface

of the plate to place the etch powder against the sides of

the lines or depressions of the design on or in the plate ,

and means for heating the plate to fix the etch powder

where placed by the powder applying means and the powder

placing and packing brushes .

6. In a machine for powdering plates prior to etching, a

Frederick L. Heughes , Rochester, New York , U.S.A. , 6th No - plate carrier comprising side chains and a plate engaging

vember , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 4th October, 1906 . Re
cross bar, means for applying powder upon the surface of

ceipt No. 140,023 .

the plate , and a plurality of powder placing and packing

brushes , the brushes being driven in an opposite direction
Claim.--1. A double joist hanger comprising two bent

from the direction of travel of the plate .
straps adapted to go over the beam , with depending legs , and 7. In a machine constructed to place etch powder against
stirrups each having supporting shelf with angle-iron sides the sides of a design in or on a plate, the combination of

made integral with said shelf with rivets , bolts , screws or means for placing etch powder upon the plate , a plurality of
pins connecting said angle- iron sides to said supporting brushes constructed and actuated to pack the powder

straps , substantially as described . against those parts of the design that it is desired to pro

2. A double joist hanger comprisingtwosupporting straps tect, and a fan that produces a draft of air which will re
each composed of a flat piece of metal bent to fit the beam , move from the plate such particles of etch powder that

and each provided with depending legs, a pair of stirrups, have not been packed against those parts of the design
one on each side , each provided with a supporting shelf , an

which it is requisite to protect.

upwardly projecting rib integral with said shelf , and flanges 8. In a machine for the purpose set forth , a travelling

projecting laterally from said ribs , with rivets, bolts, screws plate carrier , a hopper for etch powder, means for taking

or pins securing said flanges to said depending legs sub- etch powder from the hopper and placing the same upon a

stantially as described . plate as the plate is moved beneath the hopper by the

3. A joist hanger comprising two bent straps adapted to plate carrier , the powder applying means being adjustable

go over a beam , with depending legs, and a stirrup having to and from the plate and means for varying the quantity
a supporting shelf with angle-iron sides integral therewith , ' of etch powder fed upon the plate .
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9. An etch powdering machine having powder applying of which are oblique and providing the inner wall or web

meaus., a plurality of powder placing and packing brushes, 5 , said blocks being placed in reverse order in each alter
acasing for the powder placing and packing brushes , nate layer to break joint and to provide vertical ventilating

curved plates within the casing with which the brushes spaces 7 between the bricks and to form cross bracing webs

engage and a fan located in a casingwhich communicates , in the corners of the wall , essentially as described.

with the casing for the brushes.

10. In a machine for preparing a plate for etching, the No. 101,890. Method of Making Bifocal Lenses.

combination of plate carriers, a hopper for etch powder ,

means for taking powder from the hopper and placing the
Méthode de faire des lentilles.

same upon the surface of a plate , powder placing and pack

ing brushes which engage the plate as it is moved beneath

such brushes , a series of chains upon which the plate is '

placed by the plate carriers and a furnace through which

the plate is carried by the series of chains to fuse the Fig. 1 .
powder upon the plate .

11. In a machine for the purpose set forth , a table , end

less plate carriers , plate powdering means, an opening

through the table that is spanned by bars , a source of heat

below the bars and a casing above the source of heat that

is adapted to be swung upward .

12. In amachine for the purpose set forth , the combina
b bet

tion with means for placing and means for fusing etch

powder upon a plate , of a plate receiving table beyond the Fig2. Fig3. Fig4.
plate powdering and the powder fusing means, a blower

and air directing spouts connected with the blower and
i

d ch

positioned adjacent to one end of the plate receiving table . f

13. In a machine for preparing a plate having thereon
9

a design for etching, a series of plate carriers, means for
b

placing etch powder against the sides of the lines or de

pressions that form the design on the plate , a furnace Fig.5. Figo.
through which the powdered plate is carried , a fuel supply

pipe connected with burner pipes of the furnace , amechani duh 1

cally operated valve for said fuel supply pipe , means for d 9

turning the valve so that fuel will be supplied to the
9

burners when a plate enters the furnace and will be cut off

therefrom when a plate leaves the furnace.

14. In an etch powdering machine , the combination with

plate cariers , powder applying means , a furnace and plate

cooling means beyond the furnace , of a driven shaft hav Fig7
Fig8. Figg.

Fig.10.

ing thereon a mutilated gear wheel , a trip for a belt shifter ,

d cam , a gear for driving such shaft and means for driving
р P

the plate.carriers , means for manually placing such shaft
b

in operative connection with a driven shaft , a gas supply
P

g

pipe for the furnace having a valve that is turned by the 9 101890

mutilated gear wheel to admit fuel to the burner pipes of

the furnace when a plate enters the same and to cut off

the fuel therefrom when a plate leaves the furnace , a belt

shifter that is moved in one direction by a spring and is

engaged by the trip to render idle the powder applying

means when a plate has been carried beyond the same , Albert James Bowers , Worcester, Massachusetts, U.S.A. , 6th

a second belt shifter operated by a rock arm that engages November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 23rd June, 1906. Receipt

the cam on the shaft to place in operation a blower when
No. 137,209.

a plate has been carried beyond the furnace and is on the Claim .-- 1. That improvement in the art of making a bifocal
plate cooling table , substantially as shown. lens, which consists in providing a segment piece with a

backing interposed between said segment piece and the re

No. 101,889. Building Block. Bloc de construction . ciprocating block of a grinding machine, and in grinding

the surface of said segment piece in a plane cutting the

supporting surface of the backing, whereby the diameter

of the segment is determined.

N 2. That improvement in the art of making a bifocal lens ,

which consists in grinding a segment piece in a lens grind

ing machine when attached to a backing capable of being

ground to correspond with the ground surface of said seg

ment piece .

3. That improvement in the art of making a bifocal lens.

which consists in interposing a backing between the seg .

ment piece and the reciprocating block of a lens grinding

machine , grinding the face of the lens in a plane cutting the

supporting surface of said backing, whereby the segment

piece is brought to a thin edge and of the desired diameter
of the segment .

4. That improvement in the art of making a bifocal lens .

which consists in attaching a segment piece to a backing

interposed between the segment piece and the reciprocating

block of a lens grinding machine, grinding the face of the

segment piece to the desired diameter of the segment , and

transferring the ground segment to the lens of an eyeglass.

n
5. That improvement in the art of making a bifocal lens .

which consists in attaching a segment piece to a backing

interposed between the segment piece and the reciprocating

block of a lens grinding machine , grinding the segment piece

to the desired diameter, reducing the diameter of the back

ing to the diameter of the segment and edge grinding th :

segment while attached to said backing.

6. The method of making a bifocal lens, consisting in

brinding a segment piece while attached to a locking inter
Frank McMurray Sawyer, Charlotte , North Carolina, U.S.A. , posed between the segment piece and the reciprocating

6th November, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 1st October, 1906. block of a lens grinding machine, reducing the diameter of

Receipt No. 139,923 . the backing to the diameter of the segment, edge grinding

( aim .--- The herein described building wall made up of the segment while attached to the backing , attaching a

bricks or blocks having three unbroken surfaces 2 ,3, 3, the transfer piece to the ground fuce of said segment , removinz

surfaces 3, 3 , forming the inner and outer facing of the the backing , attaching the segment to the lens of an eyeglass

wall , and a recessed side forming feet 6 , the inner walls 4'and removing the transfer piece .
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No. 101,891. Manufacture of Gum Tragasol from able oil and steam supply, an adjustable cap valve fitting

Locust Bean Kernels . over said nozzle , a needle movable in said nozzle for the pur

Fabrication de gomme. pose set forth , and connections between said cap valve and

needle whereby they are moved together in opposite direc

Peter Cameron Douglas Castle, Bebington , Chester, England, tions to regulate the oil and steam supply, substantially as

6th November, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 23rd June, 1906. described .

ceipt No. 137,189 . 2. In a jet for oil burners the combination with a nozzle

Claim . - 1. The process of obtaining gum tragasol from the Laving steam and oil passages therethrough of a longitudin

split locust kernels, which consists in steeping the same ally adjustable cap valve fitting over said nozzle , a needle

in water and a substance capable of rendering the colouring movable in said nozzle for the purpose set forth , and con

matter insoluble until the cotyledons have swelled out, nections between said needle and cap valve whereby they are

gradually adding further water with heat and stirring , moved together in opposite directions , substantially as set

pressing out the gum solution . forth .

2. The process of obtaining gum tragasol from the split 3. In a jet for oil burners the combination with a nozzle

locust kernels which consists in steeping the same in water
having steam and oil pasages , of a longitudinally movable

and a substance capable of rendering the colouring matter cap valve fitting over said nozzle , a needle movable in said

insoluble until the cotyledons have swelled out, adding for- nozzle for the purpose set forth , a regulating device, and

malin and hot water and stirring until the materials are connections between saiddevice and the cap valve and needle
sufficiently cooked , and then pressing . whereby the latter are moved together in opposite directions

3. The process of obtaining gum tragasol from the split when the regulating device is manipulated, substantially as

locust kernels which consists in steeping the same in water and for the purpose set forth .
and a substance capable of rendering the colouring matter 4. In a jet for oil burners the combination with a nozzle ,

insoluble until the cotyledons have swelled out , gradually or a longitudinally movable cap valve fitting over said nozzle ,

adding further water with heat and stirring , pressing out

the gum solution and quickly cooling the gum with refriger: rockable arm pivotally secured to said jet and having con
a needle movable in said nozzle , for the purpose set forth , a

ation and agitation , separating any solid matters that may
nections with the valve or cap and needle whereby the cap

remain suspended and casking in the usual manner.
and needle are moved together when the arm is rocked , and

4. The process of obtaining gum tragasol from the split
a regulating device so connected with said arm as to move

kernels , which consists in steeping the same in water and

formalin until the kernels have swelled up , separating the
the same upon the manipulation of said device, substantially

as described .

solution , adding further water with heat and stirring , then
5. In a jet for oil burners the combination with a nozzle ,

pressing and straining , substantially as described.
5. The process of obtaining gumtragasol from the split lo- having a movable end portion , a slidable cap valve fitting over

cust kernels which consists in steeping the same in water
said nozzle , a needle movable in said nozzle, connections be

ard a substance capable of rendering the colouring matter
tween the needle and cap valve whereby they are moved to

insoluble until the cotyledons have swelled out, removing the gether and meanscarried by the cap for engaging the mov

husks , adding further water with heat , and stirring , and
able end portions of the nozzle to diminish the opening

therein when desired, substantially as described .
separating the solid matter, substantially as described .

6. In a jet for oil burners the combination with a nozzle
6. The improvement in the process of obtaining gum tra

gasol,which consists in converting the colouring matter of having a movable end portion , a needle working in said noz

the husks into an insoluble compound by means of formalin
zle for the purpose described , a slidable cap valve fitting over

said nozzle and having an opening therein registering with
before proceeding to extract the gum.

7. The improvement in obtaining gum tragasol , which con
the opening in the nozzle, a movable lip working in said cap

sistsin treatingthe split beans with long continued soaking opening therein, means for operating said lip by themove
valve and adapted to increase or diminish the size of the

in water and formaldehyde ( formalin) and afterwards extract
ment of the cap , means carried by the cap valve adapted to

ing the gum from the cotyledons.

8. An improved article of manufacture , consisting of gum
engage the movable portion of the nozzle for the purpose

tragasol, characterized byit containing asolutionofformal wherebythey are moved together, substantially as and for
described , and connections between said needle and cap valve

dehyde and being clear of the colouring matters of the husk .

9. An improved article of manufacture , consisting of gum
the purpose set forth .

tragasol , characterized by it containing a solution of formal
7. In a jet for oil burners the combination with oil and

dehyde and being clear of the colouring matters of the husk
steam supplies , of a nozzle having steam and oil passages,

and germ.
means for controlling the admission of steam to the nozzle,

10. In the process of manufacturinggum tragasol, forming control the passagesofoil through the nozzle and having an
a slidable cap valve fitting over said nozzle and operating to

the hoppers and spouts of copper lined with tin .
11. The improvement in the process of manufacturing gum opening therein , a movable lip workingin said cap valve and

tragasol, which consists in refrigerating the gum with power- said cap valve, and means for automatically operating said
adapted to increase or diminish the size of the opening in

ful agitation while cooling.

12. In the process of manufacturing gum tragasol , running lip, substantially as described.

the swelled kernals into bags made of milling silk preferably
8. In a jet for oil burners the combination with suitable

number 9 , supported inside and out by cotton or other very
steam and oil supplies, of a nozzle having steam and oil

strong open net-work like bags , the combined bags being put passages therethrough , means for controlling the admission

into the presses with fluted spacing blocks between them ,
of steam to said nozzle , a cap valve fitting over said nozzle

and gradually pressing.
and operating to control the passage of oil through the noz

zle , and having an opening therein , a movable lip working in

No, 101,892. Oil Burner . Brûleur d'huile.
said cap valve and adapted to increase or diminish the size

of said opening, and means for operating said lip by the

movement of the cap valve , substantially as described .

Toeg.3 9. In a jet for oil burners the combination with a nozzle,

having a movable end portion , means for controlling the ad

mission of steam to said nozzle , a movable cap valve fitting

over said nozzle and having an opening therein , a movable

lip working in said cap valve and adapted to increase or

diminish the size of the opening therein , means for operating

said lip by the movement of the cap valve , means carried by

28 said cap valve adapted to engage the movable portion of the
29 32

rozzle . for the purpose described .

10. In a jet for oil burners the combination with a nozzle ,

of a movable cap valve fitting over said nozzle and having

an opening therein for the passage of oil and steam, said

cap valve operating to control the passage of oil through the

nozzle , and means for automatically increasing or diminish

ing the size of the opening in the cap valve, substantially

as described.

Fig . Fig.2 . 11. In a jet for oil burners the combination with a nozzle

having steam and oil passages therethrough , of a movable

101892
cap valve having an opening therein for the passage of oil

and steam , said cap valve operating to control the passage

of oil through the nozzle, and means for increasing or di

Milton A. Fesler, Berkeley, California, U.S.A., 6th November, minising the size of the opening in the cap valve by the
1906 ; 6 years. Filed 6th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,595 . movement thereof on the nozzle , substantially as described.

Claim .-1 . In a jet for oil burners the combination with a 12. In a jet for oil burners the combination with a nozzle

nozzle having steam and oil passages therethrough, of a suit- ' having a movable end portion adapted to operate as des

32 '
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cribed of a cap valve fitting over said nozzle and adapted to mixture down to 75° to 80° Fahrenheit, substantially as
slide thereon and having therein an opening, means for in- specified .

creasing or diminishing the opening in the cap valve , and 3. The process of developing the fermentable products in
means carried by the cap adapted to operate upon the mov- a grain mash consisting in macerating malt meal in water

able portion of the nozzle end to contract the opening at a temperature of from 50 ° to 80° Fahreneit until the water
therein , substantially as described . has taken up the diastase and other soluble parts of the

13. In a jet for oil burners the combination with a nozzle malt , then adding this preparation of malt and water to a

having steam and oil passages therethrough , of a movable | mash formed by cooking the corn meal in water for a suffi

cap valve fitting over said nozzle and having an opening cient length of time to make a perfect starch paste , then

therein for the passage of oil and steam , said cap valve oper- stirring in dry rye meal into the cooked corn meal and

ating primarily to control the passage of oil through the water, allowing the whole mixture to rest for from one to

nozzle , means carried by the nozzle and adapted to be en- two hours at a temperature of about 142 ° Fahrenheit, to con
gaged by the cap valve to diminish the size of the opening in vert the starch into fermentable sugar, and then cooling the

said nozzle, and means for increasing or diminishing the mixture down to 75º Fahrenheit, substantially as specified.

opening in the cap valve , substantially as described .

14. In a jet for oil burners the combination with a nozzle No. 101,895. Loose Leaf Binder .

having steam and oil passages therethrough, of suitable oil Reliure à feuilles mobiles .
and steam supplies , an adjustable cap valve fitting over said

nozzle , a needle movable in said nozzle for the purpose set

forth , connections between said cap valve and needle where

by they are moved together to regulate the oil and steam

supply, and means for adjusting both of said connections to

determine the relative movement of the cap valve and

needle, substantially as described.

No. 101,893. Electric Furnace for Transforming

Pig Iron into Steel.

Fournaise électrique pour la transformation du fer en acier .
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Gustave Gin , Paris , France , 6th November , 1906 ; 6 years.

Filed 24th January , 1906. Receipt No. 132.220 .

Claim.-1 . In combination with a furnace a plurality of James Luther Hickok, and James Mackenzie , co -inventors.

drains, a single or multiple electro -magnetic inductor pro both of Winnipeg. Manitoba , Canada, 6th November,

vided withan exterior common core, and a primary coil 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 29th June , 1906. Receipt No. 137.404 .

wound thereon.
Claim.-1 . In a binder the combination of upper and lower

2. In a furnacethe combination comprising three parallel strips movable to and from each other, slotted end plates

drains with double inductors and joined at their ends, to the strips and means co -acting with the strips and end

electro -magnetic inductors provided with cores, a circuit plates for expanding and contracting the strips,as and for

wound on one core and a primary circuit wound in opposite i he purpose specified.

directions on the other two cores and adapted to generate 2. In a binder the combination of upper and lower angle

in the central drain a current of double intensity to that bar sectioned strips movable to and from each other , lugs
generated in the two other drains.

extending from the strips, slotted end plates to the strips.

magnetic inductors provided with cores , a circuit wound on a rounded back with fanged ends , an operating rod extend

one core and a primary circuit wound in opposite directions ing throughthe slots and bearing in the flanged ends of the
on the other two cores and adapted to generate in the central back , and means whereby upon the rotation of the rod the

drain a current of double intensity to that generated in the strips may be expanded or contracted, as and for the pur

two other drains. Dose specified .

3. In a binder the combination of upper and lower angle

No. 101,894. Process of Developing the Ferment- bar sectioned strips movable to and from each other , luga

able Products of Grain . extending from the strips , telescoping posts secured to the

Procédé pour développer les produits fermentables du grain
strips and extending therebetween, slotted end plates to

the strips , racks upon the upper face of the upper strip ,

August Ferdinand Kniesche , Syracuse, New York , U.S.A. , 6th
racks dependent from the end plates of the lower strip .

November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 23rd June, 1906. Receipt pinions in engagement with the racks, and means for rotat

No. 137,218 .
ing the pinions, as and for the purpose specified .

4. In an expansible and contractible binder the combina
Claim.-1. A process of developing the fermentable pro

tion of upper and lower strips , having opposing curved sides
ducts in a grain mash, consisting of macerating malt meal

with vertically flanged edges , lugs extending outwardly from
in cool water until it has taken up the soluble parts of the

the vertical flanges, a cover hinged to the lugs , telescoping
malt , and then adding this mixture to a mash of cooked posts secured within and extending between the flanges,

corn and uncooked rye meal and cooling the mash, substanti- slotted end plates to the strips , a curved back , a rod car

ally as specified. ried by the back and within the slots , and means actuated
2. The process of the class described , consisting in pre- by the rod to move the strips to and from each other, as

paring a mash of corn meal, cooking the same for a sufficient and for the purpose specified.

length of time at a boiling temperature of about 212° 5. In an expansible and contractible binder the combina

Fahrenheit cooling this corn mash down to a temperature tion with the movable strips , having opposing curved sides

of 150 ° Fahrenheit, and then stirring in uncooked dry rye with vertically flanged edges of a reinforcing strip extend .

meal and adding to this mesh a mixture formed by macer- ing longitudinally with the flanged edge and on the inner
ating malt meal in water at a temperature from 50° to 80° face , lugs extending outwardly from the flange and bearing

Fahrenheit , until the water has extracted and taken up the within the flange and the reinforcing strip , telescoping posts

diastase and other soluble parts of the malt , then allowing extending between the flanges and bearing within the lugs,

the whole mixture to rest from one to two hours at a tem- and a pin passing transversely across the reinforcing strip

perature of about 142 ° Fahrenheit to convert the contained and anchoring the post to the lug, as and for the purpose

starch into fermentable sugar, and then cooling the entire I specified .

1 T

-
-
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6. In an expansible and contractible hinder the combina- and secured to said end thereof, and nose guards each hav

tion of upper and lower strips, a curved back, overlapping ing an upwardly extending arm 17 secured between said up

end plates to the strips having similar oppositely disposed
slots in the adjoining plates , a rotatable rod bearing within

the back and extending through the slots , pinions disposed

upon the rod and in proximity to he ends , racks in mesh
with the pinions and secured to the upper strip, racks in

mesh with the pinions and dependent from the end plates

of the lower strip , and grooves extending within the upper

racks, adapted to receive the end plates of the upper strip ,

as and for the purpose specified .

7. In a binder the combination with the slotted end plates

of the expansible and contractible strips and the curved

back , of a longitudinal centrally disposed rod extending

within the slots and bearing in the back , a squared free end

to the rod extending through a perforation acting as a key .

hole formed in the back, pinions toward the extremities of

the rod , and upper and lower racks in engagement with the

pinions and so designed that upon the rotation of the rod

the upper and lower strips may be expanded or contracted

as and for the purpose specified .
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No. 101,896. Device for Relief of Club-Foot, Etc.

Appareil pour le soulagement des pieds bots.

turned end of one of the lens studs and the adjacent end of

the spring bridge, substantially as described .

No. 101,898 . Safety Stop Valve. Soupape de sûreté.

FIG.1 .
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101597

Charles W. Nicholson and Frank Fiegle, assignee of a half
FIO , 3 .

interest , both of Roslyn , Washington , U.S.A. , 6th Novem

101896 ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 29th June, 1906. Receipt No.

137,391.

Claim.-1 . The combination with a casing having a valve

seat , of a reciprocable valve , means for moving the valve

over and away from over the valve seat , and means for per
mitting the valve to drop upon the seat when directly there

William M.Scholl, Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. , 6th November, above .

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 28th June , 1906. Receipt No. 137,377 . 2. The combination with the casing having a valve seat , of

Claim.-1. A foot support adapted to fit within a shoe , a reciprocable valve , a shaft journalled in the case, means
comprising a sole piece shaped to conform to the arch of whereby the rotation of the shaft will reciprocate the valve ,

a foot, a metal plate secured thereunder , and a yielding and means for automatically rotating the shaft.

bridge piece or plate extending thereunder across the arch 3. The combination with the casing having a valve seat , of

and arranged to rest upon the shank of the shoe .
a reciprocable valve , a shaft journalled in the case, means

2. A foot support adapted to fit within a shoe,comprising whereby the rotation of the shaft will reciprocate the valve .

an arched sole piece, an arched reinforcing metal plate means for automatically rotating the shaft means for re
thereunder, and a spring plate under said plate, bridged straining said rotation , and electro -magnetic means for re

across the arch and having a projection extending sidewise leasing the restraining means.
from one edge and arranged to rest upon the shank of a 4. The combination of a reciprocable valve , à pair of racks

shoe, and an arm extending from the other edge and bent connected with the valve, a pair of pinions adapted to mesh

up at the outer edge of the sole piece . with said racks , for reciprocating the valve, a shaft upon

which said pinions are mounted , a collar on the shaft be

tween the pinions for keeping them apart, a valve casing in
No. 101,897. Eyeglass. Lunettes. which said valve is mounted , a pair of studs mounted in

opposite sides of the said valve casing and having bearings
William Henry Weaser, Pittsfield , Massachusetts , U.S.A. , 6th for said shaft, and means on said shaft for automatically

November, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th June, 1906. Receipt closing said valve .

No. 137,244 .
5. The combination of a reciprocable valve having out

Claim . - The herein described eyeglasses comprising the wardly extending flanges, a slide having projections located

horizontally disposed spring having its end bent or coiled between said flanges, whereby a reciprocating motion of the

inwardly and extending forwardly , lens studs, each having slide will be transmitted to the valve while the valve is free
an arm 11 bearing against the under side of the spring and move in a direction transverse to the reciprocating

having an upturned end disposed in one of the loops formed motion , a rack connected with said slide , and means for

between the end and adjacent portion of the spring bridge operating the rack and slide .

to
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6. The combination of a reciprocable valve having outward- ) interior shoulder adjacent the inner extremity of the thread

ly extending flanges, and a slide located at the rear of said ed portion , a packing washer engaging said shoulder and

valve and having projections loosely fitting between said being wider on the shoulder engaging surface than upon its
flanges. opposite surface , the wider portion of the washer having

7. The combination of a reciprocable valve having flanges a relatively thin part projecting inwardly beyond the inner

spaced apart , a casing in which said valve is mounted, said periphery of the thicker and narrower part, whereby the

casing having ways upon its sides, and a slide mounted on said thinner part is adapted to be acted on by the water

said ways and having projections extending between said flowing through the coupling.

flanges. 2. The combination of a coupling sleeve having an in

8. The combination of a reciprocating valve having out- teriorly threaded part , an unthreaded recessed part and an

wardly extending flanges, a slide located at the rear of said intermediate shoulder part , and a washer engaging the

valve and having projections loosely fitting between said shoulder of the shoulder part and having its surface in di

flanges, wheels on which said valve is adapted to move, and rect contact with the shoulder, wider than its opposite sur

a track for said wheels. face, its wider portion projecting inwardly beyond the nar

9. The combination of a valve casing having a seat , a rower portion , the interiorly projecting part being relatively

pair of tracks located on opposite sides of said seat , and a thin and extending into the waterway for the purpose set

valve for said seat , said valve having wheels adapted to forth .

travel on said track , 3. The combination of a coupling sleeve having an interi

10. The combination of a valve casing having a seat , a pair orly threaded part at one end , and a conical chamber at the

of tracks located on opposite sides of said seat, and a valve other end , a cone - shaped head adapted to fit said chamber

for said seat , said valve having wheels adapted to travel on and having an exterior shoulder, the sleeve having a locking

said track , the wheels located on one side of said seat hav- lug rigid therewith and adapted to engage the exterior

ing a wider face than those located on the other , and the shoulder of the head, and a spring actuated dog mounted

track having depressions for said wheels , said depressions on the sleeve and also adapted to engage the same shoulder.

corresponding in width to the width of the wheels . the lug and the dog co -operating to lock the parts together.

11. The combination of a valve casing having a seat , tracks 4. In a hose coupling. the combination of a sleeve having

located adjacent to the seat and having depressions , and a a threaded portion , an unthreaded recessed portion and an

valve having wheels adapted to enter said depressions. intermediate shouldered portion , two male members engag.

ing respectively the threaded and unthreaded parts of the

No. 101,899. Centrifugal Liquid Separator. sleeve , a washer engaging the shoulder of the shouldered

Séparateur centrifuge de liquides . portion and having its shoulder engaging surface wider than

the opposite surface , the wider portion of the washer having

a relatively thin part on its inner periphery adapted to be

acted on by the water passing through the hose , the last

named surface of the washer being engaged by the threaded

male member, leaving a space between said male member

and the wider portion of the washer, the unthreaded male

member having an exterior shoulder, the sleeve having

locking parts engaging the shoulder of the unthreaded male

member.

5. The combination of a coupling sleeve having its oppo

site extremities respectively fashioned to receive two metal

members , one of which is provided with an exterior shoulder,

the said sleeve having rigid lugs adapted to engage said

shoulder, and a spring actuated dog mounted on the coupl.

ing sleeve . the latter being provided with guide lugs for the

dog, said lugs being located at the extremity of the sleeve

Aktiebolaget Baltic -Separator , Stockholm , assignee of J. V. remote from the pivoted end of the dog, the locking er.

M. Risberg . Kanalstrand, 3 , Södertelje , Sweden , 6th Nov- tremity of the dog being adapted to engage the said shoulder

vember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 27th June , 1906 . Receipt member , the said rigid lugs of the sleeve and the locking

No. 137,333 . dog co-operating to hold the parts in the assembled rela

Claim.-A liner for centrifugal liquid separators , consist tion , substantially as described .

ing of conical plates adapted to slide into each other and 6. The combination of a coupling sleeve having a pair of

provided with interposed pieces , ribs a or projections in the apertured lugs at one extremity. a dog provided with an

plate serving as distance means, which ribs extend from or opening registering with the openings in the lugs of the

substantially from the central opening of the plate to or
sleeve, a pin passed throughthe registering openings of the

substantially to the periphery of the same, characterized by lugs an dog, and an integral spring having a double portion

the fact that openings e for the introduction of the liquid engaging the dog at a suitable distance from the pin , the ex:
(the full milk) between the plates are provided immediately tremities of the spring being coiled around the pin , to give
in front of the interposed pieces , &c . , with regard to the the spring sufficient tension to normally hold the dog in the
rotary direction of the centrifugal drum , substantially as locking position , the sleeve being provided with guide lugs

described and for the purpose specified . for the dog , located at the extremity of the sleeve remere
from the apertured lugs .

No. 101,900. Hose Coupler. Joint de boyaux. 7. The combination of a coupling sleeve and a male mem

ber adapted to enter one extremity of the sleeve and pro

vided with an exterior shoulder , the sleeve having a rigid

lug adapted to engage said shoulder , and a spring actu.

ated dog mounted on the sleeve and having a hook -shaped
extremity also adapted to engago the shoulder of the

shouldered member . the dog and rigid lug of the sleeve

co-operating to hold the parts in the assembled relation ,

substantially as described.
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No. 101,901. Hosiery Making Machine.

Machine à faire de la bonneterie .

The British Hosiery and Electrolytic Bleaching Company,

London , assignee of Frank Taylor, Nottingham, both in

England, 6th November, 1906 ; 6 years. ' Filed 25th Sep

tember, 1906. Receipt No. 139,783.

Claim .-- 1. A hosiery machine having latch needles, cams

for raising and lowering said needles in the knitting action,

and means for throwing said cams outof action on the

breakage of a yarn , substantially as described.

2. In a hosiery or knitting machine, the combination of

The Nelson and Morrison Manufacturing Company, assignee i plurality of yarn feeders,a cam at each feeder for operat
ofLewenR. Nelson, all ofBoulder,Colorado, U.S:A, 6th ingthe needles,andmeans for rendering any needle cam

Filed 13th August , 1906 . inoperative when the yarn of the corresponding feeder
November, 1906 ; 6 years .

breaks, in order to enable the needles to remain idle whenceipt No. 138,618 .
passing the feeder where the break has occurre 50 pre

claim . - 1. In ahose coupling, the combination of a coupolventing the needles losingtheir loops, substantiallyas and
ling sleeve having an interiorly threaded portion , and an

for the purposes indicated.

Re
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3. In a hosiery or knitting machine , the combination of a swinging engagement with the driver, and means for locking

plurality of yarn feeders , a cam at each feeder for operat- the drum or reel in its normal position .

4. A coiling apparatus comprising a rotary driver , a stor

irg drum or reel rotative with the driver and having a swing

ing engagement therewith , a spring presed locking member

pivoted to one of said parts, and a fixed locking member on

the other part .

5. A coiling apparatus comprising a rotary driver , a stor

irg drum or reel rotative with the driver and having a swing

ing engagement therewith , a spring pressed latch pivoted to

the driver and having an operating handle projecting below

the base of the drum , and a fixed keeper for said latch on the

drum .

6. A coiling apparatus comprising a rotary driver having a

laterally projecting ear, a spring pressed latch pivoted to

said ear , the driver having guides for said latch , and a drum

or reel hinged to the driver and having a notched stud or

keeper adapted to engage said latch .

7. A coiling apparatus comprising a rotary driver having a

geat, and a hinge member projecting outwardly from the seat ,

and a drum or reel having a base member formed to bear on

said seat , and a hinge member engaged with the hinge mem

ing the needles , and means whereby on the breakage of a
ber of the driver.

yarn the corresponding needle cam is put out of operation
and the needles are allowed to pass without lossing their

loops and remain idle untilthe next yarn feeder is reached. No. 101,903. Faucet. Fausset .
for the purpose of preventing the formation of press -offs ,

substantially as described .

4. In a hosiery or knitting machine , the combination of a

needle cam , means for moving such cam into out of
47

position to engage the needles , and means for causing the

to assume its inoperative or idle position on the

breakage of a yarn in order to enable the needles to pass

without losing their loops and without stopping the ma

chine , substantially as described .

5. In a hosiery or knitting machine having a plurality of

feeders , the combination of a movable needle cam , a feeler

arrangement for controlling the position of said cam , a

wedge-shaped piece for retaining the needle cam in its nor

mal working position , and means for disengaging said wedge

on the breakage of a yarn , substantially as described .

so

or

cam
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74 /No. 101,902. Coiling Apparatus.

Appareil à rouler en serpentin .
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William Angehr, Des Moines , Iowa , U.S.A. , 6th November,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 27th January, 1906. Receipt No.

132,349 .

Claim . - 1 . In a faucet , a base having a tubular extension

at its bottom , a valve seat fitted in its top , a chambered

body piece fixed to the valve seat, a flanged ring fitted and

fixed to the valve seat and the base , valve stem and a valve

fixed to the lower end of the stem , a nut having a pointed

Tiaz extension on the valve stem below the valve, a tubular body

piece fixed to the top of the valve seat and provided with

bearings for the valve stem, packing in the top part of the

body piece and means for normally retaining the valve stem
elevated and the valve closed , arranged and combined , as

shown and described for the purposes stated .

2. In a faucet , a base having a tubular extension at its

bottom , a valve seat fitted in its top and a flange ring fitted

and fixed to the valve seat and the base , a valve stem and a

valve fixed to the lower end of the stem , a nut having a

pointed extension on the valve stem below the valve , a tubu

lar body piece connected with the valve seat , bearings for

23° 16 24 the valve stem in said body piece , packing above the upper

bearing, a coil spring on the top end portion of the valve

stem and a nut and washer on the stem and on top of said

spring, and means for actuating the valve stem and valve ,

101902 arranged and combined , as shown and described for the pur

poses stated .

3. In a faucet , a base having a tubular extension at its botThe Iroquois Machine Company, New York City , assignee of

James Alexander Horton , Providence, Rhode Island, both fixed to the valve seat and the base , a valve stem and a valve
tom , a valve seat fitted in its top and a flanged ring fitted and

in the U.S.A., 6th November, 1906 ;6 years. Filed 17th fixed to the lower end of the stem , a nut having a pointed

September, 1906. Receipt No. 139,543 .
extension on the valve stem below the valve , a tubular body

Claim .-- 1 . A coiling apparatus comprising a rotary driver, piece connected with the valve seat , bearings for the valve

and a storing drum or reel normally in substantially axial stem in said body piece , packing above the upper bearing, a

alignment with the driver and rotative therewith , the drum coil spring on the top end portion of the valve stem and a

having a swinging engagement with the driver .
nut and washer on the stem and on top of said spring , a

2. A coiling apparatus comprising a rotary driver having a tubular extension on top of the body piece , a crank shaft

drum seat, and a storing drum hinged to the driver and nor- mounted in said extension and bridle on the crank of the

mally bearing on said seat .
shaft and fixed to the top of the valve stem , arranged and

3. A coiling apparatus comprising a rotary driver , a stor - combined, as shown and described for the purposes stated.

irg drum or reel normally in substantially axial alignment 4. In a faucet , a base having a tubular extension at its

with the driver and rotative therewith . the drum having a ' bottom , a valve seat fitted in its top and a flanged ring fitted

32
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ard fixed to the valve seat and the base , a valve stem and a face thereof projecting through said slots and lying against

valve fixed to the lower end of the stem , a nut having a the outer face of said pipe section, and pins passing through

• pointed extension on the valve stem below the valve , a tubu

lar body piece connected with the valve seat , bearings for the

valve stem in said body piece , packing above the upper bear

ing , a coil spring on the top end portion of the valve stem

and a nut and washer on the stem and on top of said spring,

a tubular extension on top of the body piece , a crank shaft

mounted in said extension and a bridle on the crank of the

shaft and fixed to the top of the valve stem , a handle on the

end of the shaft and a cap fitted over the top and the crank

shaft , arranged and combined , as shown and described for the

purposes stated .

5. A self closing faucet comprising a tubular extension at

its bottom , a valve seat fitted in its top and a flanged ring

fitted and fixed to the valve seat and the base , a valve stem

and a valve fixed to the lower end of the stem , a nut hving a

pointed extension on the valve stem below the valve , a tubu

lar body piece connected with the valve seat bearings for the

valve stem in said body piece , packing above the upper bear

ing, a coil spring on the top end portion of the valve stem

and a nut and washer on the stem and on top of said spring,
1

a tubular extension on top of the body piece , a crank shaft

mounted in said extension and a bridle on the crank of the

shaft and fixed to the top of the valve stem , a handle on the said arms and engaging the remote sides of said lugs to re

end of the shaft and a cap fitted over the top and the crank tain said bulk head.

shaft and means for restricting the downward motion of the

crank of the shaft , arranged and combined, as shown and No. 101,906 . Hose Clamp. Agrafe de boyaua .

described for the purposes stated.

No. 101,904. Tobacco Pipe. Pipe à tabac.

Fig.l. 25 Fig.2 .
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101906
Andrew Paysen , Anadarko , Oklahoma Territory , U.S.A. , 6th

November , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 27th September, 1906. Joseph W. Adams, Pasadena , California , U.S.A., 6th Novem

Receipt No. 139,840.
ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 21st July, 1906. Receipt No.

Claim.-A tobacco pipe the bowl of which is cylindrical in 138,012 .

form and composed of earthy material , said bowl being pro- Claim . - 1 . A hose clamp comprising a hose embracing band

vided except at the bottom thereof with a thick covering of provided with terminal studs, and a handle member provided

fibrous material, and said fibrous material being provided with oppositely directed cam slots engaging the studs and

with a covering of thin paper. so curved that both ends contact with the hose.

2. A hose clamp comprising a hose embracing band, pro

No. 101,905. Sewer Pipe. Tuyau d'égout. vided with terminal studs , a guard member slidably mount .

ed thereon and bridging the interval between the terminals
George Feltz and William Sherman East, both of Lima, Ohio , and a handle member provided with oppositely directed cam

U.S.A., 6th November, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 6th July , 1906. slots and so curved that both ends contact with the hose.
Receipt No. 137,582 . 3. A hose clamp embodying a flexible band carrying rigid

Claim .-1 . A pipe section having lugs on the outer face studs , a handle engaging the studs to clamp the band upon

thereof, said lugs having slots formed therethrough , and the hose and means whereby the handle is held from a re

a bulk head abutting the extremity of said pipe and having turn movement of the hose.

azms passing through said slots , and means for retaining 4. A hose clamp embodying a flexible band , studs radially

said arm in said slots . outstanding from the band adjacent the free ends , a handle

2. A pipe section comprising an upper section and a lower engaging the studs to clamp the band upon the hose and

section jointed thereto , said pipe sections having lugs form- means whereby the handle is held from a return movement

ed on the outer side thereof with transverse slots , and a by the hose .

head abutting the extremity of said pipe section and having 5. A hose clamp embodying a flexible band, studs radially

arme passing through said slots and pins passing through outstanding from the band adjacent the free ends, a handle

said arms and engaging said lugs. having cam slots engaging the studs to clamp the band upon

3. A pipe section comprising an upper section and a the hose and means whereby the handle is held from a rr .

lower section jointed thereto , bulk head formed turn movement by the hose.

in sections corresponding to said upper and lower sec- 6. A hose clamp embodying a flexible band , headed studs

ed in sections corresponding to said upper and lower sec- radially outstanding from the band adjacent the free ends

tions and abutting the extremity of said pipe section , said a handle having cam slots engaging the studs to clamp th .

pipe section having lugs on the outer side thereof with T- band upon the hose, and means whereby the handle is beld

slots therethrough , said bulk head having arms on the inner from a return movement by the hose .

a
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7. A hose clamp embodying a flexible band provided with 2. In a mitre jack, a bottom plate, a front plate hinged to

a circumferentially adjustable guard section , a handle for the bottom plate , legs secured to the bottom plate , the front
clamping the band upon the hose and relative to the guard

section and means whereby the handle is held from a return

movement by the hose .

8. A hose clamp embodying a flexible band provided with

a circumferentially adjustable guard section , and headed

studs radially outstanding from the band adjacent the ends

connected with the guardsection , a handle having eccentric

cam slots engaging the studs to clamp band upon the hose

and means whereby the handle is held from a return move
ment by the hose.

9. A hose clamp comprising a flat band and a lever having

oppositely directed cam slots detachably engaging the ends

of the band , said ends being incapable of independent lateral
movement.

10. A hose clamp comprising a flat band having studs upon

its end portions and a lever having oppositely directed cam
slots constituting guides for the studs, the ends of said band

being incapable of independent lateral movement.
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No. 101,907. Wire Fence Making Machine .

Machine à faire les clôtures de fil de fer.
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plate provided with an opening formed through the same

through which the material to be operated upon may pass, a

fence against which the material is adapted to rest, means

for pivoting said fence in either end of the opening, means

for securing said fence in any position placed , a knife frame

provided with a dovetail tongue upon the rearward side

thereof, the front plate provided with a longitudinal dovetail

groove in the front side thereof in which the tongue is adapt

ed to slide , a vertically reciprocating knife carried by the

knife frame, the cutting edges of said knife being at the low

er end thereof upon both sides and being inclined downward

and inward toward the center , a lever pivoted at one end to

Alfred William Burbury, Woodbury, Tasmania , Australia, 6th the knife, the upper edge of the front plate being provided

November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 7th September , 1906 . Re
with notches, a pawl pivoted to the back of the knife frame

ceipt No. 139,332 . adapted to be swung over in either direction to engage the

Claim.-1. The combination with a fencing standard or drop- rotches so as to hold the knife frame against pressure from

per of a clip formed of sheet metal which is bent into a ridge either side, as specified .

and having means in the ridge for holding a strand of a wire

fence, and grips for securing the clip to the standard or No. 101,909. Device for Controlling a Supply of

dropper.
Water .

2. The combination with a fencing standard or dropper of Appareil à contrôler l'approvisionnement de l'eau .

a clip adapted to be locked thereon , the same consisting of a

piece of sheet metal bent medially to form a ridge in which Fig.1.

a hole is bored borizontally and an incision made about op h²

posite to and obliquely with such hole , as specified .

3. The combination in a wire fence with the standards and C.

droppers , of clips formed with a ridge in which is an oblique

ircision, the interior portions of which are hollowed out as

described , and additional clips having parallel or right

argled incisions usable upon the top and bottom strands of

the fence, and a tapered pin for locking the strands in said

additional clips , as described .
χ Α

4. The combination in a wire fence with the standards and

droppers and clips as herein specified, of the tool for putting

op or taking off said clips , same consisting of two parts y

pivotally attached, claw upon one part that is slotted and

two arms or horns on the other part, as described .
B

No. 101,908 . Mitre Jack. Levier de boîte à onglet .
E

Daniel D. Cameron , San Francisco , California , U.S.A. , 6th

November , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 4th September, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 139,198 .

Claim .-1 . In a mitre jack, a bottom horizontal plate , a

front vertical plate hinged to the bottom plate so that the 101909
two can be folded together or arranged at right angles to one

another, folded legs for supporting the bottom plate , the front

plate provided with an opening formed therethrough through
which the work is adapted to extend , a fence adapted to be RobertGreig Kennedy, Largo Fife, Scotland, 6th November,

piroted from either end of the opening, two vertical bolts 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 25th July, 1906. Receipt No. 138,144 .

passing through each end of the fence , one extending from Claim . - 1. In devices for controlling water supply and in

the upper edge and one from the lower edge , means for re- combination , an inlet , a movable cylinder forming a sluice

tracting or protruding the ends of said bolts, a knife frame for said inlet , means for balancing said cylinder , an outlet ,

slidably mounted at the front of the front plate so as to and means for controlling the movement of the cylinder to

slide longitudinally thereof, a vertically reciprocating knife keep constant and indicate the amount of the water supply.

carried by said knife frame , the cutting edges of said knife 2. In devices for controlling water supply , and in combina

being upon the lower side and inclined inward and downward tion , an inlet pipe, a movable cylinder forming a sluice for

toward the center , means for reciprocating said knife , and said inlet , means for balancing said cylinder , an outlet , and

means for holding said knife in any position placed, as means carried by the cylinder for controlling the movement

specified . of same to keep constant the water supply.

x

Y

w
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means

3. In devices for controlling water supply , and in combina- a sluice to close said inlet , a fulcrumed lever to which

tion , a pípe having an inlet on the supply side and an outlet said movable cylinder is attached , a balance weight sus

on the outfall side , a movable cylinder forming a sluice for pended from said lever, means for adjusting said weight, a

regulating the amount of inlet water from a given maximum dash pot device in connection therewith , a second balance

to zero , means for balancing the cylinder , and means for con- lever attached to said balance weight , means attached to

trolling the movement of the cylinder to keep constant the the second lever whereby the movement of the movable

water supply . cylinder is controlled to keep constant the supply of water

4. In devices for controlling water supply and in combina- an outfall pipe acting in conjunction with said means,

tion , an inlet pipe , an outer movable open -ended cylinder notches acting in conjunction with said outfall pipe and

forming a sluice for said inlet, an inner movable open - ended means for regulating the amount of opening of said notches

cylinder rigidly connected thereto , means for balancing said to regulate the supply of water therethrough .

cylinder , an outlet , and means carried by said inner cylinder

for controlling the movement of the latter and the outer No. 101,910. Method of Making Stitches.

cylinder to keep constant the water supply . Méthode de faire des points à l'aiguille.
5. In devices for controlling water supply and in com

bination , an inlet pipe, a movable cylinder forming a sluice

for said inlet, means for balancing said cylinder compris

ing a weighted body, a fulcrumed lever attached thereto

and to said cylinder, means for adjusting the weight of

said weighted body, an outlet , and means in connection with

said cylinder whereby the movement of the latter is con

trolled to keep constant the water supply.

6. In devices for controlling water supply and in combina

tion , an inlet pipe , a movable cylinder forming a sluice for

said inlet , means for balancing said cylinder , a dash pot in

connection with said means , an outlet , and means in con

nection with the cylinder whereby the movement of the lat

ter is controlled to keep constant the water supply .

7. In devices for controlling water supply and in combina

tion an inlet pipe , an outer open-ended cylinder forming a

sluice for said inlet , an inner open- ended cylinder rigidly

connected thereto , means for balancing said cylinders, an

outlet , and means comprising a cone frustum carried by an

extension of said inner cylinder to project into said inlet

pipe for controlling the movement of said cylinders to keep
constant the water supply.

8. In devices for controlling water supply and in combina

tion , an inlet pipe , a movable cylinder forming a sluice for Fred. La Chapelle, Lynn , Massachusetts, U.S.A. , 6th Novem

said inlet, means for balancing said cylinder, an outlet,
ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 24th September, 1906. Receipt

for controlling the movement of said cylinder to
No. 139,744 .

keep constant the passage of water to said inlet , and means Claim .-1 . A sewed seam comprising a compound article

for locking said cylinder against movement in any desired or piece of work composed of two or more layers, a series
position , and for releasing same when desired. of loops drawn through the work and connected at their

9. In devices for controlling water supply , and in com- bases by stretches of thread integral with the loops and

bination , a regulating chamber comprising a lower box bearing against one face of the work , loops encircling the

and an upper conical chamber, an inlet and outlet pipe bases of the first -mentioned loops , and stretches of an extra

having its inlet end in said chamber, a movable cylinder thread integral with the second -mentioned loops .

suspended in said chamber forming a sluice for said inlet , 2. A sewed seam comprising a compound article or piece of

means for balancing said cylinder , and means connected work composed of two or more layers, a series of loops

with said cylinder whereby the movement of the latter is drawn through the work and connected at their bases by

controlled to keep constant the water supply . stretches of thread integral with the loops and bearing

10. In devices for controlling water supply, and in com- against one face of the work , said loops being enchained on

bination , a regulating chamber, an inlet and outlet pipe the other face of the work , loops encircling the bases of the
having its inlet end in said regulating chamber, a movable first -mentioned loops , and stretches of an extra thread in

cylinder suspended in said conical chamber forming a
vegral with the second -mentioned loops.

sluice for said inlet , means for balancing said cylinder 3. A method for forming a seam, consisting in forming a

whereby the movement of the latter is controlled to keep loop of an extra thread, inserting a hõoked needle through

constant the water supply . the material and by said needle drawing a loop of a main or
11. In devices for controlling water supply , and in com- needle thread through said loop of extra thread and through

bination, a regulating chamber comprising a lower box and
the material .

an upper conical chamber, an inlet and outlet pipe having 4. A method for forming a chain stitch seam , consisting in

its inletend in said regulating chamber, a movablecylinder repeatedly forming a loop of anextrathread , and drawing a
suspended in said conical chamber forming a sluice for said loop of a main orneedle thread through said loop of extra

inlet , means for balancing said cylinder , and means com- thread and through a previously formed loop of said main

prising an inner cylinder rigidly attached within said mov
or needle thread .

able cylinder and projecting into said inlet pipe , and a cone 5. A method of making chain stitches consisting in form

fiustum carried by said irner cylinder for controlling the ing a loop of an extra thread, drawing a loop of a main or

movement of both the inner and movable cylinders to keep needle thread through said loop of extra threadand through

Constant the supply of water . the materials, forming a second loopof said extra thread,

12. In a devicefor controlling water supply, and in com and drawing a second loop ofsaidmainor needle threail

bination , a regulating chamber comprising a lower box through said second loop of extra thread, through said ma

and an upper conical chamber, an inlet and outlet pipe terials and through the first loop of main or needle thread ,

having its inlet end in said regulating chamber, a movable substantially as described .

cylinder suspended in said conical chamber forming a

sluice for said inlet , a separate cylindrical chamber adja- No. 101,911. Leather Sewing Machine.
cent to the regulating chamber, an adjustable balance Machine à coudre le cuir.

weight located in said cylindrical chamber, a balanced

lever connecting said balance weight and said movable Fred La Chapelle, Lynn , Massachusetts , U.S.A. , 6th Novem

cylinder, and means in connection with said movable cylin
ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 24th September, 1906. Receipt

der for controlling the movement thereof to keep constant
No. 139,745 .

the supply of water . Claim .-1 . In shoe sewing machine , complemental

13.Indevices forcontrolling water supply, and in com- stitchforming mechanism for successively forming loops of

bination ,a regulating chamber having an inlet on the sup- sewing thread, and means for forming about the bases of

ply side and an outlet on the outfall side, discharge notches, said loops other loops ofan auxiliary or extra thread.

movable cylinders in connection with said chamber, means 2. In a shoe sewing machine , complemental stitch forming

for balancing said cylinders. means for controlling the mechanism including a hooked needle for successively form

movement of said cylinders to keep constant the supply of ing loops of thesewing thread in combination with

water to the chamber,anoutfallpipe, and meansforregu- auxiliary instrument for oiling or looping on the side of

lating the opening of said discharge notches, andmeans for the work away from the needle, a loop ofan auxiliary or ex

gauging and indicating the amount of the water supply. tra thread, through which the loop of the needle thread is

14. In devices for controlling water supply, and in com- drawn .

bination , a regulating chamber, a supply inlet in said cham- 3. In a chain stitch shoe sewing machine , complemental

ber, a movablecylinder adjacentsaid chamber forming stitch forming mechanism , including a hooked needle for

a

an
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successively forming enchained loops of the sewing thread , outside of the housing, a rope having at one end a weight

in combination with an auxiliary instrument for forming and connected at its other end to the stem , guide pulleys for
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coils or loops of an auxiliary thread through which the loops

of the needle thread are drawn by the hooked needle .

4. In a chain stitch shoe sewing machine the combination

with the stitch forming mechanism , including a hooked

needle, of an auxiliary looper and its operating mechanism

for causing said looper to form a coil or loop about the end

of the needle projected through the work.

5. In a wax thread shoe sewing machine the combination

with the stitch forming mechanism , including a main looper

and its operating mechanism, of an auxiliary looper for an George W. Mallory , Blenheim Kent, Ontario , Canada, 6th

extra thread and its operating mechanism , said operating November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 23rd November, 1905.

mechanisms being constructed and arranged to move said Receipt No. 130,348.

loopers in opposite directions about the needle .

6. In a wax thread shoe sewing machine the combination
Claim .-1 . The combination of a casing, a movable member

with the stitch forming mechanism , including a main looper guided in said casing, means yieldingly connecting said

and its operating mechanism . or an auxiliary looper for an
member and casing, a pivoted dog carried by the movable

extra thread and its operating mechanism, said operating member and means on the door adapted to trip the dog and

mechanism being constructed and arranged to operate said
co - operating therewith to close the door.

loopers to lay their respective threads about the needle with 2. In a door check and closer the combination with a base

the loop of extra thread between the work and the loop of
or casing, of a movable member in said casing, a spring con

sewing thread. necting said member and casing, a pivoted dog carried by

7. In a wax thread sewing machine , complemental stitch
the movable member to lock the same in one position against

forming mechanism comprising a curved hooked needle and the action of the spring and a plate carried by the door and

its operating mechanism, a looper and its operating mech- adapted to trip the dog to close the door.

anism for laying loops of needle thread on the needle , in 3. In a door check and closer the combination with a base

combination with an auxiliary looper adjacent the main or casing , of a member movable in said casing, a spring con

looper,and means foroperating said auxiliary looperto necting said member and casing, a dog pivoted on themov

formloops of an extra thread through which the loops of able member and co -operatingwith the casing to lock said
the needle thread are drawn as they are pulled through the member in one position , fingers on said dog, and an aper

work by the needle. tured plate carried by the door co-operating with said
8. An attachment for a shoe sewing machine , said at- fingers to trip the dog.

tachment comprising an auxiliary looper adapted to lay its
4. In a door check and closer the combination of a sup

thread about a hooked needle,its operating mechanism , and porting base or casing adapted to be secured to a door cas

guides for an extra or auxiliary thread, substantially as ing , a movable member in said casing, a pivoted dog carried

described. by the movable member and co -operating with the casing to

lock said member in one position, fingers on the dog, a plate

carried by the door co-operating with said fingers to trip the

No. 101,912. Hen Nest. Nid de poule. dog and a spring to return the parts to their normal posi

tion upon the release of the dog.

Alexander Lucia, Hurley, Wisconsin , U.S.A., 6th November, 5. In a door check and closer the combination of a base

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 22nd September, 1906. Receipt No.
plate formed with guides, a slide mounted ir said guides, a

139,724 .
dog pivoted in said slide and adapted to engage the base .

Claim.-1. A nest comprising a housing having a door, a plate , a spring connecting the slide and base plate and a

tilting nest box in the housing and having a projecting stem plate on the door adapted to trip the dog.

extending to the outside thereof, a rope connected to the 6. In a door check and closer the cuinbination of a base

stem and to the door, guide pulleys for the rope , and a plate formed with guides , a slide mounted in said guides, a

weight on the free end of the rope . pivoted dog adapted to engage the base plate carried by said

2. A nest comprising a housing having a slot in the front slide, a spring connecting the slide and base plate , and an

wall thereof, a tilting nest box in the housing and having a apertured plate carried by the door co - operating with said

projecting stem extending through the aforesaid slot to the dog to release the same and hold the door closed.

11-4
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7. In a device of the character described the combination co -operating with the base plate and an apertured plate on
of a base plate formed with guides, a slide formed by doubl. the door co -operating with said fingers to trip the dog.
ing the metal upon itself arranged to travel in said guides , 4. In a device of the character describedthe combination

a spring connecting the slide and base plate, a dog pivoted ' oi a base plate formed with guides, a housing formed with

in the slide and adapted to engage the base plate, to hold lateral flanges travelling in said guides, a dog pivoted in said

the spring under tension, an apertured plate carried by the housing, a shoulder on said dog co -operating with a lip on the

door and fingers on the dog co -operating with said plate to buse plate , a coil spring within the housing for normally

trip the dog. holding the same retracted , a lever for locking the housing

8. Ina device of the character described the combination in its retracted position and a plate on the door to trip the

of a base plate formed with guides , an apertured slide dog .

formed by doubling the metal upon itself and with lateral ! 5. In a device of the character described the combination

flanges travelling in said guides, a dog formed with fingers of a base plate formed with guides along its sides and stops

pivoted in said doubled over portion of the slide with one of at one end, shoulders terminating in spurs at its opposite

its fingers projecting through said aperture, a shoulder on end and a wall struck up from the base plate at its middle, a

the dog co -operating with a lip on the base plate , a coil 'housing movable in said guides, a coil spring interposed be

spring connecting the adjacent end of the base plate and tween said wall and the rear wall of the housing, a dog

slide and an apertured plate on the door co-operating with pivoted in the housing and co -operating with the base plate,

said fingers to trip the dog. fingers on said dog, an apertured plate carried by the door

9. In a device of the character described the combination co -operating with said fingers to trip the dog and a lever for

of a base plate adapted to secured to the door casing and locking said housing.

formed with guides , an ear at one end and shoulders forming 6. In a device of the character described the combination

spurs at the opposite end of said plate, a lip intermediate of a base plate formed with guides and a transverse wall

said shoulders, a slide travellingin said guides, a dog hav- struck up therefrom , a housing formed with lateral flanges

ing a shoulder co -operating with said lip pivoted on the travelling in said guides, a coil spring interposed between

slide, a spring connecting said slide and ear, fingers on the said wall and the rear wall of the housing having a slot

dog and an apertured plate co-operating with said fingers to formed therein, a dog pivoted in the housing on atransverse

trip the dog.
pin , a slotted lever projecting through said slot and loosely

10. In a door check and closer the combination of a base engaing said pin , a finger piece and a locking lug on the free

plate adapted to be secured to the door casing and formed ' end of said lever co -operating with an aperture in the base
with guides on opposite sides, an apertured ear at the end of plate to lock thehousing in its retracted position and a lug
said base plate and shoulders terminating in spursadapted in said slot frictionally engaging said lever.
to be driven into the door jam at the opposite end, a lipi

7. In a device of the character described, a base plate, a

intermediate said shoulders, an apertured slide formed by movable member guided on said plate, a dog formed with

doublingthe metal upon itself and with lateralflanges firgers pivoted in the movablemember and adapted to hold
travelling in said guides, a dog pivoted in said doubled over said member in its projected position , a spring for holding
portion of the slide and formed with fingers one of which said member in its retracted position , and an apertured plate

projects through said aperture, a shoulder on the dog co- ' co - operating with the fingers to trip the dog and formed with
operating with said lip, a coil spring connecting said slide a curved base adapted to be secured to adoor.

and ear to retract the slide , stops to limit the return move

ment ofthe slide and an apertured plate carried by the No. 101,915. Hydrant. Borne -fontaine.

door co -operating with said fingers to trip the dog.

No. 101,914. Door Catch. Arrête-porte.
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Walter Scott Phelps , Muncie, Indiana , U.S.A. , 6th November,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 24th July, 1906. Receipt No. 138,120 .

Claim.-1 . A hydrant including a valve box having a cham

ber therein to receive from a supply pipe , a valve cylinder
George W.Mallory, Detroit, Michigan. U.S.A., 6th November, extending through the chamber and having long ports open

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 27th April , 1906. Receipt No. 135,322 . ing into the chamber and also relatively shorter ports open

Claim.-1. In a device of the character described the coming into the main portion of the valve box exterior to the

bination of a base plate adapted to be secured to a door cas- : chamber, and a valve movable in the valve cylinder and har

ing, of a housing guided on said plate, a spring interposed , ing two pistons spaced apart a distance approximately equal
between the rear wall of the housing and a shoulder on the to the length of either of the long ports .

base plate, a dog pivoted in the housing and co-operating 2. A hydrant including a valve box having a chamber there

with the base plate and a plate carried by the door adapted in to receive from a supply pipe , a main valve cylinder er
to trip the dog. tending through the chamber and having ports therein , a

2. In a device of the character described the combination basin at the bottom of the valve box, a drain valve cylinder

o : a base plate formed with guides adapted to be secured to attached to the bottom of the basin , a drain valve cylinder

a door casing, of a housing movable in said guides , a wall on supported by bridges in the basin, and a main valve in the

tho base plate, a coil spring interposed between said walland main valve cylinder and having a drain valve attached there

the rear wall of the housing, a dog pivoted in the housing to and extending through one end into the otherone ofthe

and co -operating with the base plate to lock the housing in drain valve cylinders .

one position , fingers on said dog and an apertured plate car- 3. A hydrant including a valve box having a main valve

ried by the door co -operating with said fingers to trip the therein and a basin below the valve , a drain valve attached to
dog the main valve and having a bore therein and a lateral port

3. In a device of the character described the combination to the bore, a drain valve cylinder in the basin, à drain valve

op a base plate formed with longitudinal guides , a housing cylinder beneath the basin , a stand pipe attached to the valv

forined with lateral flanges sliding in said guides, a spring box, a rotative shaft mounted in the wall of the stand pipe

Por normally holding said housing retracted, a dog formed and carrying a crank pin , and operative connections between

with fingers pivoted in the housing, a shoulder on said dog the main valve and the crank pin.
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4. A hydrant including a valve box having a basin in the 4. The combination with a steam chest , and a cylinder

bottom thereof, a main valve cylinder in the valve box , a provided with a valve seat having steam inlet ports to the

drain valve cylinder in the basin of the valve box, cylinder and an exhaust port, of a slide valve, a balance

a drain valve cylinder beneath the basin of the valve plate , and a pressure plate , packing strips 27 and 30 being

box , a main valve in the main valve cylinder, a drain located between the balance plate and the pressure plate

valve attached to the main valve and extending through one within channels formed within one of the said plates , to

and into the other one of the drain valve cylinders , the drain form two inclosed spaces , one at each side of the balance

valve being open when the main valve is closed and closed plate, and to exclude from steam pressure the central por

when the main valve is open , a standpipe attached to the tion of the balance plate , and said balance being provided

valve box and having a receiving chamber therein , an air with ports communicating with the said two inclosed spaces,

chamber below the receiving chamber, an air chamber above for the purpose set forth.

the receiving chamber , a guide in the top of the standpipe, a 5. The combination with a steam chest , and a cylinder

valve rod attached to the main valve and extending into the provided with a valve seat having steam inlet ports to the

guide, a rotative shaft mounted in the standpipe and carry- cylinder and an exhaust port , of a slide valve, a balance

ing a crank pin , and a connecting rod pivotally connected to plate , and a pressure plate , packing strips 27 and 30 being

the crank pin and also with the valve rod. located between the balance plate and the pressure plate

and within channels formed in one of said plates , and open

No. 101,916. Valve. Soupape. ings for admitting steam to the backs of the two strips 27

and 30 being provided , and said balance plate having ports

communicating with each inclosed space formed at the

Fig. I sides the balance plate by the said packing strips , in

substance as set forth.

6. The combination with a steam chest and a cylinder pro

vided with a valve seat having steam inlet ports and an ex

haust port , of a slide valve, a balance plate above said308 30

valve , and means for forming two inclosed spaces above the

balance plate and for excluding from steam pressure the

central portion of the balance plate, said means embracing

end packing strips 27 , side packing strips 30 , and an element

with a horizontal surface between which surface and the

4 balance plate said packing strips are located , said balance

plate being provided with ports communicating with the
Z

said two inclosed spaces , whereby upon the reciprocation

233 22 of the valve steam may simultaneously be admitted to and

discharged from a cylinder port and one of the inclosed

27 spaces .

No. 101,917. Artificial Stone. Pierre artificielle.

The Lithographic Stone and Marble Company, London as

signee of Thomas Matheson Thom , Cheshunt , Hertford

shire, both in England , 6th November, 1906 ; 6 years .

Filed 13th July, 1906 . Receipt No. 137,765 .

Claim .-- A process for producing artificial stone in imi
tation of natural building stone which consists in so crush

ing fragments of natural stone and screening the crushed
84

mass as to obtain the constituent granules as they occur

in said natural stone , mixing said granules with line with

or without colouring medium, slaking the mixture, moulding

the same , drying the moulded blocks and finally indurating

the latter with carbonic acid gas , substantially as described .

101916

No. 101,918. Bust Supporter. Support de buste.

John Thomas Wilson , Jersey Shore , Pennsylvania, U.S.A. ,

6th November, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 27th July, 1906 . Re

ceipt No. 138,194 .

Claim.-1. The combination with a steam chest and a cy

linder provided with a valve seat having steam inlet ports

to the cylinder and an exhaust port , of a slide valve, a

balance plate , and a pressure plate , packing strips being

located between the balance plate and pressure plate to

form two inclosed spaces, one at each side of the balance

plate, and to exclude from steam pressure the central por

tion of the balance plate, and said balance plate having

ports communicating with the said two inclosed spaces

whereby steam may be admitted to and discharged from

said inclosed spaces simultaneously with the admission of

steam to and its discharge from the cylinder ports.

2. The combination with a steam chest having a remov

able cover and a cylinder provided with a valve seat hav

ing steam inlet ports to the cylinder, and an exhaust port, of

a slide valve , a balance plate , a pressure plate , and bolts for

holding the pressure plate relative to the removable cover,

packing strips being located between the balance plate and

pressure plate to form two inclosed spaces one at each side
of the balance plate , and exclude from steam pressure the Johannes Bree, Charlottenburg, Prussia, Germany, 6th No

central portion of the balance plate , and said balance
vember , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 9th December, 1905. Re

plate having ports communicating with the said two inclos
ceipt No. 130,850 .

ed spaces whereby steam may be admitted to and discharged Claim.-1. Bust supporter with two back parts consisting

from said inclosed spaces simultaneously with the admission of thin and stiff material applied to the female body, which

of steam to and its discharge from the cylinder. back parts are combined to each other by elastic straps and

3. The combination with a steam chest and a cylinder pro- also connected by elastic straps with the longside edges

vided with a valve seat having steam inlet ports to the and with the two tips of the cages going across the

cylinder and an exhaust port , of a slide valve, a balance shoulders, the cages enveloping the breasts, and connected

plate, and a pressure plate , packing strips 27 and 30 and by elastic straps with an elastic girdle which latter can be

all said strips being located between the balance plate and tightened and loosened.

the pressure plate to form two inclosed spaces, one at each 2. Bust supporter with two back parts consisting of thin

side of the balance plate and to exclude from steam pres- and stiff material applied to the female body, which back

sure the central portion of the balance plate , and said parts , combined to each other by elastic straps , which straps

balance plate having ports communicating with the said are kept apart by a ridge, are connected by elastic straps

two inclosed spaces whereby upon the reciprocation of the at the outside edges and upper edge with a horizontal sup

slide valve steam may alternately be admitted to and dis- port girdle for the breasts and at their lower edge with a

charged from said inclosed spaces. girdle that can be tightened and loosened .
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No. 101,919. Tooth Brush . Brosse à dents. 2. In an apparatus for continuous distribution of fluids, a

heater casing containing upright partitions spaced apart

and arranged parallel to each other, said partitions being

connected with each other alternately at their tops and bot

toms , and thereby forming a plurality of fluid chambers

open at their tops and closed at their bottoms and alter

nating with heating chambers closed at their tops and open

at their bottoms .

3. In an apparatus for continuous distillation of fluids, a

heater casing containing upright partitions spaced apart and

connected with each other alternately at their tops and

bottoms and thereby forming a plurality of fluid chambers

open at their tops and closed at their bottoms, said fluid

chambers connected by passages arranged in the direction of

flow of the liquid , and alternating with heating chambers

closed at their tops and open at their bottoms .

4. In an apparatus for continuous distillation of fluids, a

heater casing containing upright partitions spaced apart and

connected with each other alternately at their tops and bot .

toms and thereby forming a plurality of fluid chambers open

at their tops and closed at their bottoms and alternating

with heating chambers closed at their tops and open at their

bottoms , in combination with a heating canal arranged un

derneath the partitions referred to and opening to the heat
ing chambers mentioned .

Lavitt Havelock Crowell , Halifax, Nova Scotia , Canada , 6th heater casing containing upright partitions spaced apart and
5. In an apparatus for continuous distribution of fluids , a

November , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 23rd January, 1906 . Re

connected with each other alternately at their tops and bot
ceipt No. 132,164.

toms and thereby forming a plurality of fluid chambers open

Claim.–1. A tooth brush comprising a head and a handle , a their tops and closed at their bottoms and alternating

a shield removably disposed adjacent the head , and means with heating chambers closed at their tops and open at their

for locking the shield in place . bottoms, in combination with a neating canal arranged un

2. A tooth brush comprising a head , a handle , a shield derneath the partitions referred to and opening to the heat

provided with an opening through which the handle may be ing chambers mentioned and with a vertical partition in

inserted , and means for filling the space between the handle said canal and extending upwardly into a heating chamber.

and the walls of the opening 6. In an apparatus for continuous distribution of fluids , a

3. A tooth brush comprising a head , a handle , a shield heater casing containing upright partitions spaced apart and

provided with an opening through which the handle may be connected with each other alternately at their tops and bot

inserted , and resilient means for filling the space between toms and thereby forming a plurality of fluid chambers open

the handle and the walls of the opening. at their tops and closed at their bottoms and alternating

4. A tooth brush comprising a head, a handle , a shield with heating chambers closed at their tops and open at their

provided with a central opening through which the handle bottoms , in combination with a heating canal arranged

may be inserted , and a rubber gasket disposed in the open- underneath the partitions referred to and opening to the

ing and provided with flanges. heating chambers mentioned , a discharge outlet for the

5. A tooth brush comprising a head , a handle in screw- fluid chambers and additional discharge outlets connectrd

threaded engagement with the head, and a shield carried by with the bottoms of the aforesaid fluid chambers.
the handle .

7. In an apparatus for continuous distillation of fluids , a

6. A tooth brush comprising a head provided with an in- heater casing containing upright partitions spaced apart and
teriorly screw - threaded socket , a handle provided with a re- connected with each other alternately at their top and bot

duced end having exterior screw - threads and a shield car- toms and thereby forming a plurality of fluid chambers open

ried by the handle . at their tops and closed at their bottoms and alternating

7. A tooth brush comprising a head having an interiorly with heating chambers closed at their tops and open at their

screw - threaded socket , a handle having a reduced end leav- bottoms , in combination with a heating canal arranged al

ing shoulders and having a portion of its reduced end pro- the bottom of the apparatus and opening to the heating

vided with screw threads, and a shield provided with a chambers mentioned , said fluid chambers extending down .

central hub disposed on the non -screw - threaded portion of wardly into the heating canal .

the reduced end of the handle and held in place by the 8. In an apparatus for continuous distillation of fluids, a

shoulders . connected succession of devices each comprising a heater

casing containing upright partitions spaced apart and con
No. 101,920. Apparatus for Distilling Fluid. nected with each other alternately at their tops and bot .

Appareil à distiller les fluides. toms and thereby forming a plurality of fluid chambers open

at their tops and closed at their bottoms and alternating

with heating chambers closed at their tops and open at their

bottoms, in combination with a feed canal common to the

several devices and with a discharge canal common to the

several devices.
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No. 101,921 . Apparatus for Burning Powdered

Fuel.

Appareil à brûler le combustible en poudre.

Robert Donald Hassan , Ottawa , Ontario, Canada , 6th Novem

ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 19th May, 1906. Receipt No.

136,081 .

Claim . - 1. In apparatus for burning powdered fuel the

combination with the combustion chamber, a bridge wall at

the rear thereof having an inclined surface of a nozzle er .

tending through the front wall of the combustion chamber.

and inclined at such angle that the particles passing there

through will impinge substantially normally on the bridge

wall , an air supply connected to the nozzle, a fuel con

veying pipe entering into said air supply pipe and means

in said conveying pipe for regulating the passage of the

fuel therethrough, as and for the purpose specified.

Josef Fischer, Vienna, Austria , 6th November, 1906 ; 6 years. I 2. În apparatus for burning powdered fuel the combina
Filed 26th July , 1905. Receipt No. 127,213 . tion with the combustion chamber, the air supply pipe lead

Claim . - 1 . In an apparatus for the continuous distillation ing thereto and the bin containing the powdered fuel, of a

of fluids, a heater casing containing upright partitions spac- conveying pipe extending from the bin to the air supply pipe,
ed apart and connected with each other alternately at their a spiral conveyer operating therein , a second fuel bin locat

tops and bottoms, and thereby forming a plurality of fluid ed above the first -mentioned bin , a passage connecting the

chambers open at their tops and closed at their bottoms and two, means for closing and opening the passage, and a con
alternating with heating chambersclosed at their tops and ducting pipe for the waste gases leading from thefurnace to
open at their bottoms. the second fuel bin , as and for the purpose specified.
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3. In apparatus for burning powdered fuel the combination

with the combustion chamber, a bridge wall at the rear
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2. Means for adjusting the effective length of a flexible

connector, comprising a drum adapted to be fixed to a gas or

other supply main . a flexible connector adapted to be

secured at one end to the said main , and having its other

end adapted to carry a desired fitting , a rotary part or

winder adaptedto coil the connector on the drum, and be

tween the drum and winder, a spring adapted to be wound

up when the winder is rotated in one direction by a pull on

the connector, and to rotate the winder so as to coil or wind

the connector around the drum when the connector is re

lieved from weight , substantially as described.

3. Means for adjusting the effective length of a flexible

connection in which the flexible connector passes from the

stationary drum , through a hole or eye in the rotary winder

which revolves adjacent to one end of the drum , a curved

bridge piece or equivalent carried by the winder being pro

vided for supporting and guiding the connector whilst being

wound on the drum , substantially as described.

4. Means for adjusting the effective length of a flexible

connection , in which the drum is adapted to be supported

vertically, and the rotary winder is located adjacent to the

lower end of the drum , and has connected to and below it a

centrally arranged eye through which the flexible connector

is led by one or more suitable arranged guide pulleys , sub

stantially as herein described .
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No. 101,923 . Sensitive Plate for Photography in
Colours.

thereof having an inclined face , of a nozzle extending through Plaque sensitive pour la photographie.

the front wall of the combustion chamber and so inclined

that the particles passing therethrough will impinge sub

stantially normally in the bridge wall , an air supply pipe

connected to said nozzle , a fuel bin , a conducting pipe lead

ing from the fuel bin into the air supply pipe, a spiral con

veyer operating therein , a second bin located above the first,

a passageway between the two bins , means for opening and

closing the same and a conducting pipe for the waste gases

leading from the furnace to the second bin , as and for the

purpose specified.

4. In apparatus for burning powdered fuel the combination

with the furnace , apparatus for feeding the powdered fuel

thereto and the receptacle containing the powdered fuel of aconducting pipe for the waste gases leading from the furnace Auguste Lumiére and Louis Lumiére , Lyons, France , 6th

to the receptacle containing the powdered fuel , as and for
November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 21st May, 1906. Receipt

No. 136,117 .
the purpose specified .

Claim . - 1 . A sensitive plate for colour photography com

No. 101,922. Coiling Mechanism. for Flexible Con- prising a layer of crushed coloured particles interposed be

ductors.
tween the sensitive coating and the support.

2. The herein described process consisting in placing a

Mécanisme à enrouler les conducteurs fleribles. layer of coloured particles on a transparent support , then

softening the particles, then subjecting the particles on the

support to pressure to crush the particles and finally cover

ing said layer with the sensitive layer.2
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No. 101,924. Mop Wringer. Essoreuse.
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Samuel Quincy and Charles Harrison, co - inventors, 136

Kentish Town Road, London , England , 6th November,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 26th December, 1905. Receipt No.

131,300. Willoughby Moffat, Hamilton , Ontario , Canada , 6th Novem

Claim . - 1. Means for adjusting the effective length of a
ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 30th June , 1906. Receipt No.

flexible connector adapted to conduct gas or other fluid or
137,448 .

electricity from one place to another , wherein the connector Claim.-1 . In a mop wringer the combination with a recep

is secured at one end and is coiled upon a drum adapted to tacle , of a stationary roller journalled in brackets resting

be held stationary, and is led away past a rotary winding upon the top edge of said receptacle and provided with ears

device that is connected to the drum through the spring, the overhanging the side thereof which together with fastening

arrangement being such that when the connector is pulled, means for lowering their lower portions hold them firmly in

it will be unwound from the drum , and will rotate the wind position , a spring controlled frame pivoted to the side of said

ing device against the action of the spring, which will act receptacle and in which said movable roller has bearing and

to rotate the said winding device in the opposite direction, whereby said movable roller is brought into contact with said

and wind the connector around the drum when the connector stationary roller so as to exert a downward pressure there

is relieved from the pull thereon . upon.
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2. In a mop wringer the combination with a receptacle , of section of the tube , collars to connect the adjacent sections

a stationary roller journalled within said receptacle and at of tube together, such collars having perforations whereby

the top thereof, a frame constructed to operate outside of communication is established between the inside of the cas

said receptacle, brackets secured tothe outside of said recep - ing and the inside of the tube, all as and for the purposes

tacle and provided with stub pins upon which said frame is specified.

journalled , a roller journalled in the upper end of said frame , 4. In apparatus for creating a vacuum , a hermetically

a spring coiled around said stub pins and having its lower sealed outer casing, a tube in sections axially within the

erd provided with a downward turn which engages with a casing , perforated collars for connecting together the sec

horn secured to or formed part of said brackets, and the up- tions of tube , a bulbous cover entirely covering the discharge

per end of said spring provided with a turned end which end of the apparatus , such cover being screwed over the end

engages said frame in such a manner so that the force ex- of the outer casing, and a discharge or waste pipe leading

erted by said spring will normally keep said rollers apart , from the bulbous cover , as and for the purposes herein set

the said frame operating said movable roller so that it will forth .

be brought into contact with said stationary roller and press

downward thereupon .
No. 101,926. Brush. Brosse.

3. In a mop wringer the combination with a receptacle , of

a stationary roller journalled within said receptacle and at

the top thereof , a frame constructed to operate on the out

side of said receptacle and comprising the member E shaped

as shown which is secured to the lower end of the upright

miember D, a brace additionally securing said members to

gether , brackets secured to the outside of said receptacle and

provided with stub pins upon which said frame is journalled

through the medium of said member D , a roller journalled in

the upper end of said frame , a spring coiled around said stub

pins and having its lower end provided with a downward turn

which engages with a horn secured to or formed part of said

brackets, and the upper end of said spring provided with a

turned end which engages said frame in such a manner so

that the force exerted by said spring will normally keep said

rollers apart , the said frame operating said movable roller

so that it will be brought into contact with said stationary

roller and press downward thereupon .

4. In a mop wringer the combination with a receptacle , of

a stationary roller journalled within said receptacle and at

the top thereof , brackets secured to said receptacle in which

said roller is journalled , the ears provided with offset upper

ends and secured to said receptacle and on the inner side Melburn H. Tupper, Toledo, Ontario , Canada, 6th November,

thereof , mop guards supported from said ears and said brac 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 11th May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,828.
kets and so placed in relation to said stationary roller as to

prevent the mop from becoming entangled in the mechanism , rotatably supported bristle bases and means for rotating
Claim.--1 . In a folding brush the combination with the

a spring controlled frame pivoted to the side of said recep ; the same, of means for locking the bases when in position

tacle and in which said movable roller has bearing and

u hereby said movable roller is brought into contactwith said raising them , as and for the purpose specified.
with the bristles raised independent of the means used for

stationary roller so as to exert a downward pressure there
2. In a folding brush the combination with the casing .

upon .

the bristle bases rotatably mounted therein and means for

turning the bristle braces , of a sliding base and means

No. 101,925. Vacuum Macbine. Machine à vide . thereon for locking the bristle braces with the bristles in

their raised position , as and for the purpose specified.

3. In a folding brush the combination with the casing ,

and bristle bases rotatably mounted therein having down

wardly projecting portions, of means for rotating the bristle

bases, a sliding base and means thereon for engaging said

downwardly projecting portions with the bristles in their

raised position, as and for the purpose specified .
4. In a folding brush the combination with the bristle

bases, shafts mounted in the casing supporting the same , of

means for rotating the shafts and means simultaneously

operated with the rotation of the shaft for locking the

bristle bases with the bristles in their raised position , as

and for the purpose specified .

5. In a folding brush the combination with the casing

and the bristle bases and shafts supporting the same

mounted in the casing of cranks integral with the ends of

the shafts , a sliding base having upwardly extending sides

engaging the ends of the cranks, and means for operating

Albert Manvers and Henry Phillips , co - inventors , both of the sliding base to turn the cranks, as and for the purpose

Sydney , New South Wales, Australia , 6th November, specified.
6. In

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 11th May , 1906. Receipt No. 135,793 .
a folding brush the combination with the casing

Claim . - 1. In apparatus for creating a vacuum , an outer mounted in the casing of cranks integral with the ends of
and the bristle bases and shafts supporting the same

casing adapted to be connected to the vessel to be exhausted, the shafts, a sliding base having upwardly extending sides

a tube insectionsaxially within the outer casing, such tube engaging the ends ofthe cranks, means for operating the

being adapted to be connected with a suitable water supply sliding base to turn the cranks and means for locking the
under pressure, collars connecting the adjacent sections of

bases with the bristles in their raised position , as and for
tube together, and perforations in the collars whereby com- The purposes specified.

munication is established between the interior of the the cas 7. In a folding brush the combination with the casing
ing and the interior of the tube , as specified. and the bristle bases of shafts mounted in the casing sup

2. In apparatus for creating a vacuum , anouter casing porting the bristle bases, cranks integral with said shaft, a
adapted to be connected to the vessel to be exhausted , a tube sliding base having upwardly extending sides engaging the

in sections axially within the outer casing, such tube being ends of the cranks, a second sliding base, locking means

adapted to be connected with a suitable supply of water hereon adapted to lock the bases when the bristles are in

under pressure, and a perforated disc placed at the inner end iheirraised position and means for operatingboth bases,
of the first section of tube whereby the column of water in as and for the purpose specified.

the tube may be split up into a number of smaller columns, 8. In a folding brush the combination with the casing
as herein set forth . and the bristle bases , of shafts rotatably mounted in the

3. In apparatus for creating a vacuum , an outer casing her - casing supporting the bristle bases, cranks integral with

metically sealed against the outer air, means for connecting the ends thereof, a sliding base having upwardly extending
such casing with the vessel to be exhausted , a tube in sec . sides engaging the ends of the cranks , a second sliding

tions axially placed within the outer casing, means for con- i base having raised portions thereon adapted to engage

necting the first section of the tube with a suitable supply of the edges of the bristle bases , and lock them in position,

water under pressure , a perforated disc terminating the first and an operating plate for the two sliding bases pivotally
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connected to each and extending through a slot in the up- radial passages 18 , and to the other side of the diaphragms,

per base , as and for the purpose specified. the radial passages 18 passing to enlargements n on one or

9. In a folding brush the combination with a plurality of other side of the diaphragm m according to the position to

parallel bristle bases having the bristles in each alternate which the disc 19 is turned , and means for turning the disc

row staggered with regard to each other and having a 19, all substantially as set forth.

plurality of recesses in the edges of each base into which 2. In a rotary motive power engine having a cylinder,

the bristles of the adjacent bases will fit when the bristles radial sliding diaphragm and a central driving shaft, the

are in a substantially horizontal position , as and for the piston h having its outer ends h', ha curved to fit in the

purpose specified. cylinder and its sides j which connect the ends h ', na curved

10. In a folding brush the combination with a plurality to a much larger radius so as to leave spaces k ki between

of parallel bristle bases having a plurality of projections them and the inside of the cylinder, packing at i , i, in the

in each forming between them recesses into which the ends ha , ha of the piston , and concentric passages 1 , 1 and 2 ,

bristles of the adjacent braces are adapted to extend when 2 through the body of the piston for the inlet and outlet

in their lowered position, of a sliding base having thereon of steam , the inlet passages 1 , 1 being at a greater radial

upwardly extending projectionis adapted to engage the distance from the center than the outlet passages 2 , 2 , sub

projections on the bases and thus lock the bases when the
stantially as set forth.

bristles are in a raised position, as and for the purpose 3. In a rotary motive power engine having a cylinder, a

specified . central driving shaft and revolving piston and radial sliding

11. In a folding brush an improved bristle brace formed diaphragm , the combination with the sliding diaphragm of
of a single blank of metal having a series of outwardly a concave sliding piece 23 pivoted by a pin 24 upon the

extending projections on each side designed to register rounded end of the sliding diaphragm m, spring packing
each other when the blank is folded over, perforations in strips 26 and a radial passage 27 having lateral openings at

the projections of one side of said blanks , and eyelets in its lower end each covered and uncovered alternately by the

said perforations through which the bristles are adapted to packing strips 26, substantially as set forth .

extend , as and for the purpose specified . 4. The reversing disc 19 having pairs of triangular shaped
12. In a folding brush an improved bristle base formed openings 22,their outer longer side concentric with the edge

of a single blank of metal having a series of outwardly of the disc and their outer corners corresponding with the

extending projections on each side designed to register inner ends of the passages 18, and their inner corners cor

with each other when the blank is folded over, perfora- responding with the opening 17 for the inlet of steam , sub

tions in the projections of one side of said blank, eyelets stantially as set forth.

in said perforations through which the bristles are adapted
5. In a rotary engine the combination with the rotary pis

to extend , and bars extending across the bottom of the

eyeletsand adapted to extend through the loops of the ality of radiallysliding diaphragm , sliding bases pivoted to
ton , a casing enclosing the same , a driving shaft, of a plur

bristles , as and for the purpose sptcified .
the diaphragms and contacting with the periphery of the

13 In a folding brush ' an improved bristle base formed
piston , two steam passageways through each diaphragm and

of a single blank of metal having a series of outwardly
means operated by the rotation of the engine for alterna

extending projections on each side designed to register tively opening each passageway, asand for the purpose

with each other when the blank is folded over , perforations
specified.

in the projections of one side of said blank , eyelets in said

perforations, through which the bristles are adapted to
extend, and tongues cut in the sides of the eyelets and No. 101,928. Spark Arrester. Arrête - étincelles .

bent across the same adapted to extend through the loops

of the bristles extending through the eyelets , as and for

the purpose specified.

14. In a folding brush the combination with the casing ,

the bristles rotatably mounted therein, of a sliding base

and projections on the bristle bases adapted to be engaged

by the sliding base to cause the movement of the same to

rotate the bristle base , as and for the purpose specified .

3
5

No. 101,927. Pump.
12

Pompe. 13

13
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Fig 2 -12

Fig.1 Fig. 2

101928

Olof G. Sunden , Chicago, Illinios , U.S.A. , 6th November, 1906 ;

6 years . Filed 25th June, 1906. Receipt No. 137,262 .

Claim .-1 . A device of the class described comprising an
101927

inner and an outer casing , and major and minor blades car

ried by said inner casing , said minor blades having their

Basil Alfred Slade , 27 Charles Street , Berkley Square , Mid
upper ends lying in substantially the same plane as the

dlesex, England, 6th November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed
upper end of said major blade and having their lower ends

7th August, 1906. Receipt No. 138,475 .
terminating short of the lower ends of said major blades .

2. A device of the class described comprising an inner and
Claim . - 1 . The combination in a rotary motive power an outer casing and major and minor deflector blades dis

engine, of a cylinder a, cylinder ends c , d , bearings and posed upon the said casing, said major and minor blades

stuffing boxes e,f, shaft g, radial Pistons n havingcurved | being inclined at different angles with respect toeach other.
surfaces on their sides j and ends h', ha, radial diaphragms 3. device of the class described comprising an inner and

m, radial chambers 1, recesses or enlargements n, inlet pass- an outer casing, and major and minor deflector blades car

ages 1 , 1 , and exhaust passages 2, 2 , through the central part ried by the said inner casing , said minor blades being dis

of the piston h , projecting boss p, cover a , concentric re- posed at an acute angle with respect to said major blades.

cesses 3 and 4 , inlet pipe 11, exhaust pipe 12 , holes 5 , 6 , 7 , 4. A device of the class described comprising an inner and

from the recess 3, and holes 8, 9 , 10 from the recess 4, cover an outer casing and major and minor blades carried by said

ron cylinder end d, central recess in cover r , loose disc 19 inner casing, said minor blades being disposed at an acute

in recess, passages 13 , 14 , 15 partly through cylinder end d angle with respect to said major blades and extending in

opening at their outer parts through passages 17 into open- the same general direction as the said major blades .

ings 22 in disc 19 , of such shape that steam admitted into 5 . device of the class described compris an inner and

them is directed in one position of the disc 19 into one of an outer casing and deflector blades carried by said inner

the radial passages 18 and to one side of the diaphragm m , casing and having their deflector portions lying at an acute

and when the disc 19 is turned into the other of the parallel ' angle to the wall of said inner casing .
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No. 101,929. Coupler for Conveyers.

Joint de transport.

Fig. 1

!
7. A mechanism comprising a driving shaft , a traveller , a

hoisting mechanism carried by the traveller, a traveller

| shifting mechanism , a coupling for effecting connection be

tween the shifting mechanism , means acting to effect said

connection and a detent holding said means against action

and operated by the hoisting mechanism when the latter

reaches a certain position .

8. A mechanism comprising a driving shaft, a traveller, a

hoisting mechanism carried by the traveller , a traveller

shifting mechanism , a coupling for effecting connection be

tween the shifting mechanism , means acting to effect said

connection and a detent holding said means against action .
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Bert H. Thomas , Miller's Station and William Knox An

drews , Mill Village, both in Pennsylvania, U.S.A., 6th

( ' lemens Fohr Bechtolsheim , Munich , Germany, 6th November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 27th June, 1906. Re

November, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 29th November , 1905 . ceipt No. 137,332 .

Receipt No. 130,554. Claim .-1 . In a device of the class described the combina

Claim . - 1. A mechanism of the class described comprising tion of a pair of tubes formed integral with each other, a

a driving shaft, a traveller, a hoisting mechanism carried by collar adapted to rotate on said tubes , said co.lar being pro

the traveller, a traveller shifting mechanism , and means for videdwith means for attaching the device to a milk can, one
automatically throwing into operation one of said mechan- of said tubes having a lateral projection connected with a

isms when the other is thrown out of operation . vertically disposed tube , and means for forcing air through

2. A mechanism of the class described comprising a driv . said tubes , substantially as described .

ing shaft, a traveller, a hoisting mechanism carried by the 2. In a device of the class described the combination of a

traveller, a stationary traveller shifting mechanism , and pair of tubes , formed integral with each other, one of said

means operated by the traveller on its return to connect tubes having a lateral projection connecting with a verti

the hoisting mechanism to the driving shaft and throw the cally disposed tube , said vertically disposed tube being pro

shifting mechanism out of connection with the driving shaft vided with a groove or way, adapted to slidably receive a

and movable to throw the shifting mechanism in and the convenient form of thermometer, said vertical tube being

hoisting mechanism out of connection with the driving shaft . also provided at its lower end with apertures , substantially

3. A mechanism of the class described comprising a driv- as described .

ing shaft , a traveller , a hoisting mechanism carried by the

traveller , a stationary traveller shifting mechanism , means
No. 101,931 . Liquid Separator.

operated by the traveller on its return to connect the hoist -

ing mechanism to the driving shaft and throw the shifting
Séparateur de liquide.

mechanism out of connection with the driving shaft and

movable to throw the shifting mechanism in and the hoist

ing mechanism out of connection with the driving shaft ,and !

a brake acting on said means to avoid shocks .

4. A mechanism of the class described comprising a driv- i

ing shaft , a traveller , a hoisting mechanism carried by the

traveller , a stationary traveller shifting mechanism , means

operated by the traveller on its return to connect the hoist -

ing mechanism to the driving shaft and throw the shifting

mechanism out of connection with the driving shaft and

moved by the hoisting mechanism when the latter reaches

a certain position , to effect a connection between the driv

ing shaft and the shifting mechanism and break the con

nection between the drive shaft and the hoisting mechanism .

5. A mechanism of the class described comprising a driv

ing shaft, a traveller , a hoisting mechanism carried by the

traveller, a traveller shifting mechanism , a coupling for

effecting connection between the hoisting mechanism and

the driving shaft, a coupling for effecting connection be

tween the shifting mechanism and the driving shaft , a con

nection between the couplings embodying a releasable de

tent, means for shifting one of said couplings upon the re

lease of the detent , and means for restoring thelatch oper

ated by the traveller .

6. A mechanism of the class described comprising a drive

shaft , a traveller, a hoisting mechanism carried by the tra
veller, a traveller shifting mechanism , a coupling for effect- Frank s. Smith and Ashley C. Smith ,assignee of Ernest

ing connection between the hoisting mechanism and the
Pawley , all of Chicago , Illinois , C.S.A , 6th November ,

driving shaft, a coupling for effecting connection between the
1906 ; 6 years. Filed 14th August, 1906. Receipt No.

shifting mechanism and the driving shaft , a connection be
138,679.

tween the couplings embodying a releasable detent operate Claim . - 1 . In a centrifugal separating apparatus the com

by the hoisting mechanism when the latter reaches a certain i bination with the bowl , of a central stem having a recep

position , means for shifting one of said couplings upon the tacle in its upper portion, and spraying pipes communicating

release of the detent , and means for restoring the latch at their upper ends with said receptacle and extending down

operated by the traveller. wardly alongside said stem.
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A

2. In a centrifugal separating apparatus the combination journalled in the forward end of said lever and adapted to

with the bowl , of a central stem having a receptacle in its protrude beyond the periphery of the tubular portion , a

upper portion for the introduction of milk , spraying pipes fed

from the receptacle and extending downwardly alongside

said stem and having small spraying apertures on their

outer sides and larger apertures on their inner sides .

3. In a centrifugal separating apparatus the combination

with the bowl , of a central stem having a receptacle in its

upper portion for the introduction of milk , spraying pipes

fed from the receptacle and extending downwardly alongisde

said stem , and conoidal discs detachably mounted on the

spraying pipes and surrounding said stem at a distance

therefrom .

4. In a centrifugal separating apparatus the combination

with the bowl having in its upper portion an outlet for the

cream and its bottom outlets for the milk , of a central i

stem having a receptacle in its upper portion and a conoidal

base at its other end , spraying pipes communicating at

their upper ends with said receptacle and extending down

wardly alongside said stem at a distance therefrom , the lower

ends of said pipes converging, and a series of spaced apart

conoidal discs detachably mounted on the spraying pipes

and surrounding the central stem at a distance therefrom .

.
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No. 101,932. Electric Fire Alarm .

Avertisseur électrique pour incendies.
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o
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sleeve adapted to slide over the rearward end of the tubu

lar portion , a cam lever pivoted intermediate of its two ends

to the sleeve , the lower end of the cam lever being curved

rearwardly and bearing against the upper surface of the

rearward end of the cutting tool lever so that when the

lower end of the cam lever is forced forward the rearward

end of the lever will be depressed, a screw-threaded rod

pivoted to the upper end of the cam lever , the other end of

the rod pivoted between the ears extending upward from the

tubular portion , an extension extending upward from the

sleeve , nuts threaded upon the screw- threaded rod each side

of said extension , and a wrench hold formed upon the outer

end of the sleeve , as and for the purpose set forth .
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No. 101,934. Box for Displaying Shirts, Etc.

Boîte à étalage pour chemises , etc.
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The Pearson Fire Alarm , Limited , assignee of Alfred Henry

McNeil, both of London , England , 6th November, 1906 ; 6

years . Filed 2nd January , 1906. Receipt No. 131,521.

Claim.-1 . In an electrical fire alarm in which an electric

circuit is completed at a predetermined temperature by the

deflection of a thermal strip , a box or chamber having an

opening in one of its sides , an insulated contact spring fixed

inside the box and normally closing the said opening, an

adjustable contact also mounted within the box in close

proximity to the spring contact, a thermal strip fixed at its

ends outside the box , and a plunger attached to the thermal

strip and arranged to project into the opening in the side

of the box and to operate the contact spring , substantially

as described .

2. In an electrical fire alarm in which an electric circuit is

completed at a predetermined temperature by the deflection

of a thermal strip , a box or chamber provided with stuffing

boxes or glands at its ends and an opening in one side , an

ipsulating slab or support fixed inside the box, contacts

mounted on the insulating support , one of said contacts be

ing adapted to close the opening in the side of the box ,

means for adjusting the other contact electric leads or con

ductors connected to the contacts and passing through the

stuffing boxes, a thermal strip fixed at its ends outside the Frederick George Campbell, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, 6th

box , and a plunger on the strip adapted to enter the box
November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 1st August, 1906. Re

through the opening in the side thereof and when the strip
ceipt No. 138,322.

is deflected to the required degree to close the contacts and Claim.-1. In a device of the class described the combin
operate the alarm . ation of a box, a hinged cover therefor, a downwardly pro

jecting flange on said cover, a prop hinged to the box and

No. 101,933. Flue Cutter. ( 'oupe - tubes. adapted to maintain said cover in elevated position, a hinged

front for said box adapted to be engaged by the cover flange,
Daniel W. Amos and Charles H. Jones , co - inventors , both of a plurality of compartments within said box and flexible

Saxton , Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 6th November, 1906 ; 6 members for supporting the front in the same plane as the

years. Filed 25th June , 1906. Receipt No. 137,258 . bottom of the box.

Claim .-1 . In a device of the character described , a tubular 2. In a device of the class described the combination of a

portion, the forward end of which is adapted to be inserted box, a plurality of transverse partitions within said box, a
within the flue or tube to be cut , means for limiting the hinged cover therefor , a downwardly projecting flange at the

depth of the insertion, two ears extending upward from the front of the said cover, a prop pivoted to the box and dap

tubular portion a distance apart , a lever pivoted between ted to maintain said cover in a partially elevated position ,

the two ears and lying within the tubular portion , the tubu- a transparent hinged front for said box adapted to be en

lar portion being slotted the length of the lever and in gaged by the cover flange, and flexible means for supporting

conformity to the shape of the same , a rotary cutting tool ! the front in the same plane as the bottom of the box.

11-5
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No, 101,935. Paper Perforating or Impressing ward and from the lower roll , a paper stop bar mounted for

Machine. up -and - down movement in the interval between the feed

Machine à perforer les tuyaux.
rolls on the one hand and the platen roll on the other hand ,

connections between the upper feed roll bearings and said

stop bar for causing them to move oppositely , a cam rotat

EHTEITERHIKE Zig 1 ing with the platen roll and means operated thereby for

giving said upper feed roll and the stop bar such opposite

movement.

9. In a perforating machine in combination with a platen

roll , means for feeding the paper thereto , perforating or im

pressing discs and means for advancing them to orretract

ing them from the platen cylinder , cams for controlling the

feeding devices and the impressing discs , said cams consist

ing of discs mounted on the platen roll shaft , the feed con

31
trolling cam having the dise which controls the commence .

ment of the feeding action fixed with respect to the shaft.

two discs of the cam for controlling the perforating discs

heing adjustable about the shaft , a graduated disc or dial

plate non -rotatable on the shaft adjacent to said two cam

discs respectively , and means for said cam discs for read

ing their position on the respectively adjacent graduated

discs .

27
10. In a machine for the purpose indicated in combination

70

with a platen roll , means for feeding the paper thereto , a

101935
cam for controlling said paper feeding means mounted on

the platen roll shaft and having the part thereof which con

trols the commencement of the feed fixed with respect to the

Cortland Carlton , Kansas City , Missouri, U.S.A. , 6th Novem- shaft, perforating or impressing rolls mounted for movement

ber , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 20th August, 1906. Receipt No.
toward and from the platen roll , means for operating them

138,847 .
comprising a cam consisting of two discs mounted on the

platen roll shaft adjustable thereabout for controlling res .

Claim . - 1. In a paper perforating machine in combination pectively the lifting and depressing of the perforating discs

with the rotating platen roll , feed rolls for delivering the each having an index , two discs mounted non - rotatably on

paper thereto and an intermediate roll for supporting the
the shaft adjacent to said cam discs respectively each hay

paper in its passages from the delivery side of the feed
ing a graluated scale for indicating the position of the cam

rolls on to the platen roll . disc respectively , the zero point of the said scales being

2. In a paper perforating machine in combination with a
related to the feed controlling cam so as to correspond to

platen roll and means for rotating it , feed rolls for deliver the point at which the forward edge of the paper reaches

ing the paper thereto and an intermediate roll driven fric
the perforating disc .

tionally by the platen roll and frictionally driving the lower 11. In a machine for the purpose indicated , in combin

feed roll . ation with a platen cylinder , means for feeding the paper
3. In a paper perforating machine in combination with the thereto comprising a cam on the platen roll shaft , per

platen roll and meansfor rotating it, a rollmounted for rorating discs mounted for movement toward and from the

frictional contact at its end portions only with the platen platen roll, meangfor so operatingsaid perforating discs
roll , and lower feel rolls for delivering the paper to the at the line of compression comprising a cam consisting of
platen roll in frictional contact with said end portions only two discs for controlling respectively the movement of the

of said intermediate roll , perforating discs toward and away from the platen cvlin
4. In a paper perforating machine the combination with

der, said discs being adjacent to each other on the shaft

the platen roll , a lower feed roll for delivering the paper and adjustable thereabout , dial plates on the shaft fixed

thereto, and a roll for transmitting rotation from the platen relatively to the point of the feed controlling cam which
roll to the feed roll lodged between the two in frictional con controls the commencement of the feeding movement, said

tact with both and springs pressing it yieldingly into said dial plates being adjacent to the two cam discs respec

interval . tively , and means for clamping all said cam discs and

5. In a paper perforating machine in combination with a dial plates rigidly together and holding them fixed to

platen roll and means for rotating it , a lower feed roll for the shaft .

delivering the paper to the platen roll , an intermediate roll 12. In a machine for the purpose indicated , in combina

of greater diameter than the shortest distance between the tion with a platen cylinder , a perforating disc co - operating

platen roll and said feed roll lodged between said two rolls therewith to impress the paper, a roll mounted for bear

above their point of nearest approach , springs attached to ing against the platen cylinder beyond the perforating

the frame and bearings for said intermediate roll connected disc for holding the paper onto the cylinder after it is

to the ends of the springs respectively for pressing said in- impressed by the disc .

termediate roll toward the other two rolls . 13. In a machine for the purpose indicated , in combin

6. In a paper perforating machine in combination with a ation with the platen cylinder, a perforating or impressing

platen roll and means for rotating it , a lower platen roll for disc co -operating therewithto impress the paper, a roll

delivering the paper thereto , an intermediate roll of greater bearing upon the platen cylinder beyond the disc . and

diameter than the shortest distance between the platen roll curlers mounted below the line of delivery of the paper

andsaid feed roll lodgedatitsend portions upon both said past saidrollat theoppositesides of the path of the sheet
rolls above the point of their nearest approach, spring concave upwardly and toward each other oblique to the

pressed bearings for said intermediate roll, said roll being normal path of the edge of the sheet , and means for re

reduced in diameter between said end portions and annular- ceiving the paper located beyond and lower than said
ly grooved , a paper stop bar mounted for movement toward curlers .

and from said grooved roll having fingers taking into the 14. In a machine for the purpose indicated , in com

grooves of the latter, and means for lifting and depressing bination with a platen cylinder, the perforating or im
said bar. pressing disc co- operating therewith, a deflecting roller

7. In a paper perforating machine in combination with a bearing upon the cylinder beyond the perforating discs,

platen roll and means for rotating it , a pair of feed rolls for curlers mounted for lateral adjustment below the path of

delivering the paper to the platen roll,meansfor driving the delivery of the paperfrom the under side of said roll,
lower of said feed rolls by connection with the platen roll , a receiving table mounted beyond and lower than the

means for raising and lowering the upper feed roll to inter curlers , and adapted to be set inclined downward away
mit the feed , an annularly grooved roller intermediate the from the curlers, lateral gauges and an end guage or

lower feed roll and the platen roll adapted to support the paper stop mounted adjustably on such table .

paper in passing from the former to the latter, a paper 15. In a machine for the purpose indicated , in combina
stop bar mounted for movement toward and from said tion with a platen cylinder,aperforating or impressing

groovedroll having fingers adapted to enter the groovesof disc, a carriage in which the same ismounted, a rock
thelatterat the depressed position of the bar, means for shaft parallel with the axis of the cylinder on which said
raising and lowering said feed bar and connections between carriage is mounted ,means for rockingthe shaft to lift
said means and the means for raising and lowering the and lower the disc,' the means for mounting the disc in

upper feed roll for causing said roll and said bar to have thecarriage comprising a lever in which thediscis
reverse movement.

journalled pivoted to the carriage, a spring reacting be
8. In a paper perforating machine in combination with a tween the carriage and said lever for yieldingly holding

rotating platen , a lower feed roll and means for rotating it , the disc carrying end of the latter toward the cylinder,a

an upper feed roll and bearings for the same movable to- second lever pivoted to the carriage at the side of the
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rock shaft toward the cylinder, a roll mounted in the of one device entering the annular spaces between the cor

free end of said last -mentioned lever adapted to bear on responding walls of the other and the annular walls of both

the cylinder beyond the delivery side of the perforating

disc , and a spring reacting on said lever arm to hold the

roll yieldingly against the cylinder .

16. In a machine for the purpose indicated, in combina

tion with a platen cylinder, a rock shaft mounted parallel

to the axis thereof, means for rocking the shaft , a

riage mounted on the rock shaft for rocking therewith, a

lever pivoted to the carriage and extending from its pivot

past the shaft - toward the platen cylinder , a perforating

disc mounted on the free end of the lever , a spring re

acting between the lever and the carriage to press the

disc upon the platen cylinder, a collar on the shaft, a

second lever pivoted to the carriage on the side of the

shaft toward the cylinder, a pressure roll mounted on the

free end of the last -mentioned lever for bearing on the

cylinder in the path of the perforating disc , a stop on the

collar encountered by the disc carrying lever in opposition

to the action of its spring, a spring reacting between the

second lever and the collar for holding the latter onto

the cylinder, and a second stop on the collar for limiting

the action of such spring.

17. In a machine for the purpose indicated , in combina- devices being cut away obliquely, substantially as and for
tion with a platen cylinder , a rock shaft mounted par- the purpose set forth .

allel to the axis thereof and means for rocking it, a car

riage mounted on the rock shaft consisting of a collar No. 101,937. Cash Cabinet. Cabinet à monnaie.

or disc which is split radially and bolts for clamping it

to the shaft , said collar being also forked or split trans

versely to the shaft , a disc carrying lever pivoted in the

transverse fork , and a perforating disc mounted in its

free ' end, a spring reacting against the lever to hold the

disc toward the platen cylinder , a collar on the shaft

within the transverse fork of the carriage having a stop

for the disc carrying lever, a second lever pivoted in said

fork outside of the shaft toward the cylinder, a pressure

roll mounted in the free end of such lever , a spring re

acting between said lever and collar for holding the pres

sure roll onto the cylinder, the collar having a stop for

the second lever at the opposite side of the fulcrum of

* he latter from the pressure roll .

18. In a machine for the purpose indicated in combina

tion with the platen cylinder and means co - operating there

with for perforating the paper, means for deflecting the

paper from the cylinder and edge curlers mounted beyond

the deflecting device in position for receiving the lateral

edges of the paper , and means beyond the curlers for receiv

ing the sheets delivered therefrom.

19. In a machine for the purpose indicated in combination

with a platen on which the paper is supported during per

foration , and means co -operating therewith for perforating

the paper, means for advancing the paper from the sup

porting platen , a support for the paper on to which it is ad

vanced comprising curlers in position to be encountered by Thomas A. Ferris , Waxahachie, Texas, U.S.A. , 6th Novem

the lateral edges of the paper in its advance and a recep- ber , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th July , 1906. Receipt No.

tacle for the paper beyond such support.
138,158 .

20. In a machine for the purpose indicated in combination Claim .-1 . In a device of the character described the com

with a platen on which the paper is supported during per- bination of a receptacle, comprising a primary section hav

foration , means co -operating therewith for perforating the ing one side entirely open and a cover , a tray mounted

paper , means for advancing the paper off from the platen, therein , said tray projecting beyond the opened side end of

a transevrse bar and curlers mounted adjustably therueon said receptacle , and said cover adapted to partially inclose

in position to be encountered by the lateral edges of the the ends and one of the sides of the tray.

paper as it is advanced off the platen and intermediate
2. In a device of the character described the combination

paper supporting fingers also adjustable longitudinally on of a receptacle , comprising a primary section provided with

the bar.
a base, back, and end portions , said end portions of varying

widths throughout their length , trays mounted one abova

the other within said primary section , said trays projecting

No. 101,936. Method of Purifying Gases. beyond the ends of said primary section, one of said trays

Méthode de purifier le gaz.
provided with an open front and a cover pivotally secured

to said primary section and adapted to enclose portions of

the ends of each tray and one of their sides .
Albert Elsenhans , Ruttenscheid , near Essen - on -the-Ruhr, 3. In a device of the character described the combination

Germany, 6th November, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 18th April, with a receptacle , comprising a primary section having one

1906. Receipt No. 135,026 . side entirely open and a similarly constructed auxiliary

Claim . - 1. In gas purifying mechanism , a pairof opposed primary section and partially projecting beyond the endsection pivotally secured thereto , a tray position within said

disc - like devices and mechanisms for rotating the same , a

casing surrounding the said parts, means for introducing enclose the projecting portion of said tray when in a closedportion of the same, and said auxiliary section adapted to

gas to the space between them, and means for introducing a

washing fluid to the space , the said disc- like parts position upon said primary section .

being provided with series of concentric annular walls ar 4. In a device of the character described the combination

ranged so that the walls of each disc - like part enter the of a receptacle , said receptacle comprising a pair of simi

annular spaces betweenthe walls of the other and these larly constructed sections, each section comprisinga back

wallsintheir position act centrifugally on the gas, a liquid wall, sides secured thereto , said sides varying in width
to thoroughly mix them and finally throw them outward throughout their length, a lower tray mounted within said

against the said casing, substantially as set forth . casing, comprising a receptacle provided with a plurality of

parallel partitions , transverse partitions interposed between
2. In a gas purifying mechanism , a pair of opposed disc- said parallel partitions forming a scalloped base portion in

like devices provided with means for admitting gas and puri- each of the compartments formed by said parallel partitions,

fying fluid to the space between them and concentric series an intermediate tray mounted within said casing and above

of annular walls in combination with an enclosing casing said lower tray, comprising a receptacle provided with a

and means for rotating the said devices, the annular walls compartment extending its entire length ' and with a plural
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ity of compartments provided with inclined floors, an upper No. 101,938. Driving Mechanism .
tray comprising a receptacle provided with an opened side Mécanisme de commande.

and with a plurality of pockets extending its entire width ,

and means for securing the sections of said receptacle in a

closed position.

5. In a device of the character described the combination

with a receptacle , comprising two sections , of a tray posi

tioned within said receptacle comprising a base , end and

side walls secured to said base , parallel partitions spaced

apart at varying widths within said tray forming compart

ments of different dimensions , each compartment provided

with a scalloped ftoor.

6. In a mechanism of the class described , the combination

with a receptacle, of a tray removably positioned therein

comprising a base , end walls secured to said base , compara

tively narrow sides secured to said end walls and base , paral

lel partitions positioned within said tray at different widths

forming compartments therein , and the floor of each com

partment provided with approximately V -shaped grooves .

7. A device of the character described , comprising a sec

tional receptacle , a tray removably positioned therein , com

prising end walls , comparatively narrow side walls secured

to said end walls , parallel partitions positioned between said

end and side walls , said partitions spaced apart at different

widths , each compartment provided with a floor having ap

proximately V-shaped grooves of varying depths formed

therein , and one of the compartments having the grooved

portion of its floor formed in a different horizontal plane

from that in which the remaining floors are constructed .

8. In a device of the character described the combination Frederick Kleinvogel , Newport, Kentucky, U.S.A., 6th Nov

of a sectional receptacle , comprising similarly constructed

vember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 14th August, 1906. Re
sections , trays positioned within said receptacle and partial

ceipt No. 138,689.
ly extending beyond an end of one of the sections, one of

said trays provided with an opened side and a plurality of
Claim. -1. The combination with a frame , of a shaft car

pockets , a top secured upon said tray and partially inclosing ried by the frame and having at its ends crank arms pro

said pockets, the other tray positioned within said recep vided with rollers , levers pivoted to the frame and engaging

tacle provided with partitions forming compartments , each the rollers of the crank arms, treadle levers pivoted to the

said compartments provided with a scalloped floor . frame and connections interposed between the treadle levers

9. In a device of the character described the combination and the crank engaging levers adapted to transmit power to

with a primary and an auxiliary section pivotally connected , the latter , bars pivoted to the frame and pivotally suspend.

each of said sections similarly constructed , a plurality of ing the interposed connections, links pivoted to the crank

trays, positioned within the primary section and extending engaging levers and pivotally connected to the interposed

beyond the end thereof , one of said trays provided with par connections and links pivoted to the treadle levers and also

titions forming compartments , said compartments having pivoted to the interposed connections, substantially as des

opened ends, and another of said trays provided with a nar
cribed.

row side portion and with a floor having approximately V 2. The combination with a frame, of a driven shaft mount

shaped grooves . od thereon, a driving shaft having at each end a crank arm

10. A device of the character described comprising two provided with a roller , a fly wheel rotatably supported upon

similarly constructed pivotally connected sections , trays the frame, sprocket wheels and co - acting chains adapted to

positioned within one of said sections and projecting beyond transmit action from the driving shaft to the driven shaft

the ends thereof , one of said trays provided with compara and to the fly wheel crank, operating levers pivoted to the

tively narrow sides and with compartments , said compart frame and engaging by rolling contact the rollers of the

ments having scalloped floors of varying dimensions , and crank arms , treadle levers pivoted to the frame , and con

means for retaining said sections in a folded position . nections interposed between the treadle levers and the

11. In a device of the character described the combination crank engaging levers adapted to transmit power to the lat

of a primary section, said section provided with a pivotally ' er , bars pivoted to theframe and pivotally suspending the
connected cover , differently constructed trays positioned interposed connections, links pivoted to the crank engaging

within said primary section and extending beyond the ends levers and pivotally connected to the interposed connections

thereof, one of said trays provided with a floor having ap- and links pivoted to treadle levers and also pivoted to the

proximately V -shaped grooves formed therein , the cover interposed connections , substantially as described .

adapted to partially inclose one end of each tray when

closed upon said primary section , and means for retaining No. 101,939. Barber's Chair. Fauteuil de barbiers.

said cover in a positive closed position .

12. A cash and currency cabinet, comprising two pivotally
Alfred Miller, Toronto , Ontario, Canada , 6th November, 1906 ;

connected sections , trays removably positioned within said 6 years . Filed 17th April , 1906. Receipt No. 134,974 .

sections, one of said trays provided with a plurality of Claim . — 1. The combination with the head rest , of a roller

parallel partitions extending the entire width thereof , said located in front of the head rest , a cylinder hung from the

partitions providing a plurality of compartments, said tray rear of the head rest and carrying a roll of paper, the paper

having an opened end , another tray provided with a trans- from which extends through a slot in the cylinder up over

verse partition extending the entire width thereof , a longi- the head rest around the front roller and backwardly again

tudinal partition positioned within said tray , a plurality of underneath the upper layer of paper and down in front of

transverse partitions connecting said longitudinal partition the cylinder, as and for the purpose specified ,
with the sides of said tray , another tray provided with com- 2. The combination with the headrest , of a roller located

paratively narrow sides and a plurality of parallel partitions in front of the head rest , a cylinder hung from the rear of

positioned within said tray, said partitions forming com- the head rest and carrying a roll of paper, the paper from

partments therein , said compartments provided with floors which extends through a slot in the cylinder up over the

having substantially V-shaped grooves of varying dimen- head rest around the front roller and backwardly again un

sions formed therein . derneath the upper layer of paper and down in front of the

13. In a device of the character described the combination cylinder and a knife bar carried by the cylinder, as and for

of a receptacle , comprising a base section and a cover , a the purpose specified.

partitioned tray mounted within the base section , said tray 3. The combination with the head rest , of a roller located

projecting beyond the opened end of said section , and said in front of thehead rest, a paper carryingmeans located

cover adapted to be closed upon said section for inclosing to the rear of the head rest, the paper of which extends up

the projecting portion of the tray . over the head rest around the front roller and backwardly

14. In a device of the class described , a tray provided with again underneath the upper layer of paper and down in

longitudinal partitions spaced apart at varying distances front of the paper carrying means, as and for the purpose
and producing compartments of different widths, and each specified .

compartment provided with a scalloped floor. 4. The combination with the head rest , of a roller located

15. In a device of the character described a tray provided in front of the head rest , a paper carrying means located to

with parallel partitions spaced apart for producing compart- the rear of the head rest , the paper of which extends up

ments of different dimensions and said compartments pro- over the head rest around the front roller and backwardly

vided with scalloped floors of different dimensions. again in front of the paper carrying means, and means

!

1

3

.

1

4
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located behind the head rest for severing the paper, as and

for the purpose specified.

6. A device of the character described, comprising a waist

belt provided with apertures , and clips mounted to slide

on said belt and provided with lugs adapted to enter said

apertures to hold the clips at different adjusted positions
on the belt , each clip being provided with means for hold

ing an apron .

7. A device of the character described , comprising a waist

belt provided with two series of apertures and a slot in

terposed between said series , and clips provided with re

taining lugs engaging two longitudinal portions of the

belt produced by said slots and provided with means for

engaging in said apertures , substantially as set forth.
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No. 101,941 . Flax Retting Apparatus.

Appareil pour le rouissage du lin .
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5. The combination with the head rest , of a roller located

in front of the head rest and a roller hung from the rear of

the head rest and carrying the roll of paper, the paper from

which extends over the head rest around the front roller and

backwardly again underneath the upper layer of paper and

downwardly in front of the rear roller , as and for the pur

pose specified .

No. 101,940. Fastener for Aprons.

Attache de tablier . Charles Robert Rogers , South Melbourne , Victoria, Australia,

6th November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 10th August , 1906.

Receipt No. 138,574 .

Claim . - 1. My improved process of retting or degumming

and subsequently cleaning and drying fibrous materials

preparatory to obtaining the fibre therefrom, consisting in

boiling the material to be treated in water to which has

been added an emulsion of linseed oil , passing the material

between a set of squeezing rollers and spraying same with
water to which has been added an emulsion of linseed

oil , and then spraying same with water alone while pass

ing between other sets of rollers , and subsequently passing

it over a drying table , as described .

2. The process of retting and degumming and subse

quently cleaning and drying fibrous materials, which con

sists in boiling the material to be treated at about 98 ° C.

in water to which has been added an emulsion of linseed

oil, then removing the material from the boiling vat to a

tank , divided into compartments , then passing the material

between spring pressed squeezing rollers , and spraying

the same with water to which has been added an emulsion

of linseed oil , and then spraying the same with water

alone while passing between other sets of rollers, and sub
Michael Joseph O'Connor, Denver , Colorado , U.S.A. , 6th

sequently passing it over a steam heated drying table, sub
November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 23rd July, 1906 . Re

stantially as described .

ceipt No. 138,072 . 3. The process of retting and degumming fibrous mate

Claim . - 1 . A device of the character described , compris- rials, which consists in treating the material with heated

ing a waist belt and a pair of clips each of which is water to which has been added an emulsion of linseed oil ,

mounted to slide on said belt independently of the other, substantially as specified.
said clips being provided with fingers adapted to engage 4. In apparatus as described , the combination with a

the grommets of an apron . tank 12 having three compartments, of the squeezing roll

2. A device of the character described, comprising a ers 16 , 18 and 19 , conveying rollers 22 and 24, means for

waist belt , and clips mounted to slide thereon and pro- operating said rollers and regulating the pressure, and

vided with means for automatically limiting the sliding means for raising and spraying the contents of the com

movement to one direction , said clips being provided with partments of said tank 12 on to the material as it enters

fingers designed to take the grommets of an apron.
between each set of the said rollers , substantially as

3. A device of the character described , comprising a lierein described .

waist belt , and clips mounted to slide on said belt, said 5. In apparatus as described , the combination with the

clips being provided with spring latch plates designed to longitudinal pipes 43 heated by steam from steam supply

permit the free movement of said clips in one direction pipe 35 , of a tap 44 to control the amount of steam passing

only, and said clips being also provided with fingers de- from said pipe 35 , endless chains 45 provided with straps

signed to take into the grommets of an apron . or laths 49 , and means for transmitting motion to said

4. A device of the character described , comprising a waist endless chain , perforated pipes 38 in proximity to the
belt provided with a series of holes or eyes, and clips squeezing rollers , the depending pipes 39 open at the

mounted to slide on said waist belt and each provided bottom , and the injector 40, substantially as described and

with a finger designed to take into the grommet of an for the purpose specified .

apron , said clips comprising base plates each formed

with an aperture and pivoted latch plates each having a No. 101,942. Razor. Rasoi .

bevelled lug designed to extend through the apertures

and into the holes in the waist belt , as and for the pur
Rollin Breed Fuller , Chicago , Illinios , U.S.A. , 6th November ,

1906 : 6 years .pose set forth . Filed 17th October , 1906. Receipt No.

5. A device of the character described comprising a
140,390 .

waist belt , and a pair of clips adjustably mount Claim . - 1 . A ty razor comprising a guard leaf and

said belt , said clips being movable independently of each handle leaf having pivotal connection and a blade clampingly

other on the belt and being provided with means for en- secured against the inner surafce of the guard leaf , for the

gaging an apron . purpose set forth .

on
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2. A safety razor comprising a guard leaf, a handle leaf wardly extending cylinder being placed in communication

and an interposed clamping leaf pivotally connected , and a by a duct or pasage , a rod pasing vertically through the
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valve casing and through the cylinder at the bottom there

of and connected with the piston in the hydraulic cylinder,

said rod being also provided below the partition in the valve

casing with a valve adapted to close the port or passage

blade interposed between the guard leaf and clamping lear, in said partition and below said valve with a piston mov
and clamped to the guard leaf by the clamping leaf, for the able in the cylinder at the bottom of said valve casing and

purpose set forth . automatic devices in operative connection with said rod for

3. A safety razor comprising a guard leaf, a handle leaf holding the same in a depressed position and holding said

and an interposed clamping leaf pivotally joined together valve open .

at one longitudinal edge, and means clampingly connecting 2. In an automatic variable cut - off governor for steam

the guard leaf and clamping leaf together at the end edges ' pumps adapted to be connected to the water end of a pump
thereof, for the purpose set forth . and to the steam supply pipe of the same , a hydraulic cylin

4. A safety razor comprising a guard leaf, a handle leaf der and piston with one end of which the water delivery

pivotally joined to a longitudinal edge and having limited pipe is connected, a throttle valve for the steam supply

opening movement with relation thereto, an interposed pipe provided with an ancillary piston movable in a cylinder

pivoted clamping leaf having its end edges equipped with forming part of the steam valve casing, springs and weights

means for clampingly engaging the end edges of the guard for holding the steam and hydraulic piston in one position

leaf and a blade confined between the clamping leaf and with the steam valve normally open , said piston being oper

guard leaf , for the purpose set forth . ated in one direction so as to close the steam valve by

5. In a safety razor the combnation of a guard leaf , a pressure in the water delivery pipe and in opposite direction

handle leaf and a clamping leaf having aligned pivot lugs , by springs and weights, and an automatically operated con

a common pivot for the leaves joining said lugs together, densed water drain valve placed in the steam supply pipe

a blade interposed between the guard leaf and clamping whereby said drain valve is held normally open when the

leaf , and means clampingly securing the ends of the guard governor closes the steam supply pipe .

leaf and clamping leaf together, for the purpose set forth.
6. In a safety razor the combination of a handle leaf and

guard leaf pivotally joined together at one longitudinal edge , No. 101,944. Controller for Electric Motors.

a blade and blade clamping means carried by the end por
Contrôleur pour moteurs électriques .

tions of the guard leaf , for the purpose set forth .

7. In a safety razor the combination of i handle leaf ,

guard leaf interposed clamping leaf having aligned pivot lugs

at one longitudinal edge , a common connecting pivot for

the leaves, a blade interposed between the clamping leaf and

guard leaf , blade clamping means cagried by the end portions

of the guard leaf , and clamping means carried by the end

portions of the clamping leaf and engaging the ends of the

guard leaf.

8. The combination of a guard leaf , clamping leaf and

handle leaf having common pivotal connection at

longitudinal edge , a blade and lug and notch connection

between one of said two first - named leaves and the ends

of the blade , for the purpose set forth.

9. The combination of a guard leaf , clamping leaf and
handle leaf having common pivotal connection at

longitudinal edge , a blade , lugs carried by the end portions W

of the guard leaf received by notches in the ends of the blade

and lugs carried by the end portions of the clamping leaf

clampingly engaging the ends of the guard leaf , for the pur

pose set forth .
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No. 101,943. Governor for Pumping Engines.

Gouverneur pour pompes.

Charles Palmer McMullen and William Elmer Nye , Ware
G. A. Edward Kohler and Franklin W. Kohler , assignee of

ham , Massachusetts , U.S.A., 6th November, 1906 ; 6 years . Charles A. Dresser, all of Chicago , Illinois, U.S.A. , 6th

Filed 7th July , 1906. Receipt No. 137,620 . November , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 4th October , 1904. Re

Claim .-- 1. In an automatic variable cut - off governor for
ceipt No. 118,915 .

steam pumps adapted to be connected with the water end Claim.-1. A controlling device for motors comprising two

of a pump and with the steam supply pipe thereof, a hy- sets of resistance contacts having resistances associated

draulic cylinder connected with the water delivery pipe of therewith , an intermediate neutral contact, a contact de

the pump and provided with a piston , a valve casing ar- vice adapted to be moved along said contacts, a solenoid for

ranged over said cylinder and connected therewith and pro- actuating said contact device , and a series of circuit con ;

vided with oppositely arranged inlet and outlet ports , a nections arranged so that when the contact device is moved

steam pipe adapted to connect the inlet port with a steam in one direction from the neutral contact , the motor will

supply , a steam pipe adapted to connect with the outlet run forward and when moved in the opposite direction from

port with the pump , said valve casing being also provided said dead or neutral contact the motor will be reversed,

with a horizontally ranging partition having a central port meansfor controlling said contact device from a distant
or passage and with a downwardly extending cylinder, the point, and switchesforchanging the connections and sole

outlet end of the valve casing and the bottom of the down- noids for operating them.
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2. A controlling device for motors comprising a solenoid , switch in the motor circuit , a controlling switch at a dis

a core therefor provided with a contact device , a series of tant point adapted when moved to cause the switch in the

contacts along which said core is adapted to move , an in- motor circuit to be opened and the solenoid to be energized

termediate point where said contact device normally stands so as to move the movable device to its initial position, and

when the motor is not running, and means for returning said suitable circuit connections between the various devices.

contact device to said intermediate point when moved in 12. A controlling device for motor comprising a series of

either direction therefrom . resistance contacts with resistances associated therewith , a

3. A controlling device for motors comprising two sets of contact device adapted to move therealong so as to cut re

contacts , a contact device adapted to move therealong , a sistance into or out of the motor circuit, two circuits leading

solenoid for moving it , an intermediate neutral contact or through said controlling solenoid , one adapted to be closed

contacts engaged by said contact device when the motor at a distant point , and the other normally closed when the

is idle , means controlled from a distant point for moving current is turned on .

the contact device in one direction from the neutral con- 13. A controlling device for motors comprising a series of

tacts, and a separate means controlled from a distant point resistance contacts with resistances associated therewith , a

for moving the contact device in the other direction , where- contact device adapted to move therealong, a controlling

by the contact device cannot be moved from one set of solenoid for controlling said contact device , two circuits

contacts to the other without being stopped at the neutral through said solenoid , one normally open and the other nor

contacts, andswitches for changing the connections and mally closed, and means at a distant point for closing one
solenoids for operating them . of said circuits and for opening the other circuit.

4. A controlling device for motors comprising a series of 14. A controlling device for motors comprising a series of

forward resistance contacts and a series of reversing resis- resistance contacts with resistances associated therewith , a

tance contacts, an intermediate neutral contact or con- contact device adapted to move therealong, an electro-mag

tacts , a contact device normally associated with the neutral netic controlling device therefor, a series of electrically

contacts , an electric magnetic device for controlling said controlled switches adapted to be controlled from a distant

contact device , two switches located at a distant point , one point so as to vary the motor circuit through the said con

adapted when operated to cause the contact device to move tacts and resistances to cause the armature to be rotated in

to the neutral point and the other adapted when operated either direction .

to move the contact device along the reversing contact .

5. A controlling device for motors comprising two sets of
No. 101,945. End Gate for Wagons.resistance contacts , one for starting the motor forward and

the other for reversing it , an intermediate neutral point, a
Arrière - panneau pour wagons.

solenoid provided with al core , a contact device associated

with said core and adapted to be moved along said contacts ,

a stop device for the contact device , inoperative when the

contact device is moving along the reverse contacts but

adapted to stop the contact device at the neutral point , and

suitable electro -magnetically controlled switches for chans

ing the circuits .

6. A controlling device for motors comprising two sets of

resistance contacts, one for starting the motor forward and

the other for reversing it , an intermediate neutral point, a

contact device adapted to move along said contacts , a con

trolling solenoid therefor, a circuit controlling device in the

motor circuit , a switch device controlled by said solenoid

and adapted to cause the circuit controlling device to break

the motor circuit when the contact device is moved toward

the neutral point.

7. A circuit controlling device for motors comprising two

sets of resistance contacts, one for starting the motor for

ward and the other for reversing it , a neutral point between

said contacts, a contact device adapted to move along said

contacts , an electro - magnetic controlling device therefor ,

two electrically controlled switches in the motor circuit , one

adapted to be actuated when the contact is moved in one

direction from the neutral point and the other adapted to be tart

actuated when the contact is moved in the other direction

from the neutral point.

8. A circuit controlling device for motors comprising two

sets of resistance contacts , one for starting the motor for

ward and the other for reversing it , a neutral point be

tween said contacts , a contact device adapted to move along

said contacts, an electro -magnetic controlling device there
Robert R. Tichenor and Andrew Johnson , both of Feeley,

for , two electrically controlled switches in the motor cir
assignee of Plwtebus Walker, Wadena, all of Minnesota,

cuit , one adapted to be actuated when the contact is moved U.S.A. , 6th November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 22nd August ,

in one direction from the neutral point and the other adapt 1906. Receipt No. 138,908 .

ed to be actuated when the contact is moved in the other Claim.-1. In wagon the combination with the side

direction from the neutral point , and a circuit controlling boards 2 and the narrower top box 4 , of the end gate formed

device associated with said contact device and adapted to in two sections 20 and 22, one of said sections being pro

control said switches. vided at one end with a locking device arranged to engage

9. A controlling device for motors comprising two sets of with the top box and the side boards , substantially as des

resistance contacts, one for starting the motor forward and cribed.

the other for reversing it , an intermediate neutral point , a 2. The combination in a wagon having side boards 2 and

contact device adapted to be moved along said contacts, a extension boards 4 of a less width than said side boards of

controlling solenoid therefor, two circuits associated with the end board 20 having a width equal to that of the side

said solenoid , one adapted when closed to cause the con- boards 2 and the end board 22 of a width equal to that of the

tact device to move along the forward contacts and the extension boards 4, one end of said board 20 being provided

other adapted when closed to cause the contact device to with projecting hooks 23 adapted to enter slots 10 in the

move along the reverse contacts . side board 2 and the opening 14 in the extension boards 4 ,

10. A controlling device for motors comprising two sets the other end provided with movable hooks adapted to en

of resistance contacts, one for starting the motor forward ter similar slots 10 in the side board 2 and opening 14 in

and the other for reversing it , an intermediate neutral point , the extension board 4 , said hooks being adapted to be locked

a contact device adapted to be moved along said contacts , a in position when so entered whereby the side boards and er

controlling solenoid therefor , two circuits associated with tension boards are severally locked to the end board.

said solenoid , one adapted when closed to cause the con- 3. The combination in a wagon of the side boards 2 and

tact device to move along the forward contacts and the other extension boards 4 , angle irons 8 with roughened inner sides

adapted when closed to cause the contact device to move and having slots 10 and angle irons 12 having opening 14 ,

along the reverse contacts, two electrically operated switches end boards 20 and 22 provided in the projecting hooks 23

in the motor circuit , one controlled by each of said sole- and the levers 25 and 11 , said lever 41 being provided

noid circuits . with a hook end roughened and pivotally connected to

11. A controlling device for motors comprising a series of swinging hinge 43 , which is also pivotally connected to the

resistance contacts, a movable device adapted to move there- plate 37 through the lugs 39 , substantially as described and

along , a controlling solenoid for said movable device , a for the purpose specified .
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No. 101,946. Cable Coupling. Joint pour câbles . No. 101,948. Device for Producing Sound Signals
in Water .

Appareil pour produire par le son des signeaux dans l'eau .
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Submarine Signal Company, Waterville, Maine , assignee of

Horace Bigelow Gale, Boston , Massachusetts, U.S.A. ,

6th November, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 9th August, 1906.

Receipt No. 138,553 .

Claim.--1 . In an apparatus for producing sound signals

in water by which they are transmitted, the combination of
Dossert and Company, assignee of John Joseph Dossert, all

of New York City, New York , U.S.A., 6th November, to be exposed to contact with water, and a portion thereof

a resonant body having a portion of its surface adapted

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 23rd March , 1904. Receipt No. shielded therefrom , and means whereby the resonant body
113,778. may be excited to produce and transmit sound signals in

Claim.-A coupling for stranded electric cables having a the water, said means being located to act upon the shield

covering of soft metal such as lead and provided with an in- ed portion of said resonant body.

ternal insulating wrapping between the metal covering and 2. In an apparatus for producing sound vibrations in

the cable strands , the said coupling consisting of coupling water by which they are transmitted, the combination of

members for the individual cable wires inclosed in a second a resonant body adapted to be exposed upon the one side

independent gas and water tight coupling sleeve connecting to contact with water , means for excluding water from

the ends of the soft metal jacket , in combination with a the other side thereof, and means adapted to excite the

ring 11 with a tapered edge inserted between the soft metal resonant body located upon the side thereof from which

covering and the insulating covering , the arrangement being water is to be excluded , whereby said resonant body will

such that the coupling members are pushed upon the cable be caused to produce and transmit sound signals through

ends in such a way that they do not lie upon the outermost the water.

ends of the lead jacket and of the inserted ring , whereby a
3. In an apparatus for producing sound vibrations in

direct strain upon these parts by pressure is avoided. water by which they are transmitted, the combination of

a resonant body, the outside surface of which is adapted

No. 101,947. Clasp . Agrafe .
to be exposed to contact with water, means for excluding

water from the inside surface thereof, and means for ex.

citing the resonant body located to act upon the side

thereof from which water is to be excluded .

4. In an apparatus for producing sound vibrations in

water by which they are transmitted, the combination of

a resonant case adapted to be immersed in water , and

from the interior of which water is to be excluded , means

enclosed in the case for exciting the resonant body to im

part sound vibrations to the surrounding water, and means

for operating the exciter from a point outside the case ,

as set forth.

5. In an apparatus for producing sound vibrations in

water, by which they are to be transmitted, the combina.

tion of a resonant case immersed in water from the inside

of which water is excluded , a striker adapted to strike

against the inner surface thereof to cause the vibration

of said case, means for operating said striker and means

for causing the actuating of said striking operating means

from a point outside the casing, as described .

6. In an apparatus for producing sound vibrations in

water , by which they are transmitted , the combination of

a closed metallic case , a striker enclosed in the said case

and adapted to strike upon the inside surface thereof , elec

trical mechanism , enclosed in the case, for actuating the

said striker, and a cable or insulated wire attached to the

case and entering the same through a sealed opening

The Hercules Safety Clasp Company, assignee of Isaac whereby electrical power may be conveyed inside the case

Steinberg, all of Nashville , Tennessee , U.S.A. , 6th Nov
for operating the striker, thereby transmitting sound sig .

ember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 15th August , 1906. Receipt
nals 'through the water, in which the case is immersed.

No. 138,722 .
7. In an apparatus for producing sound vibrations in

water, by which they are transmitted, the combination of

Claim.—1. In a clasp and in combination a casing pro- 2 cylindrical metallic case, having a thickened portion

vided with a horizontal slit at one end thereof , an arched forming a circumferential ring, a striker enclosed in the
spring secured at one end to the bottom of the casing ad- said case and adapted to strike the said ring, an electrical
jacent to the slit , a hook on the rise of the arch adjacent to mechanism for actuating the striker, and a cable or insu
the slit , a button secured to the rise of the arch adjacent to lated wire entering the case through a sealed opening
the free end of the spring and projecting through the upper whereby electrical impulses may be conveyed inside the case
face of the casing and a slide traversing the slit in the for operating the striker, substantially as set forth .
casing and provided with an opening to engage the hook . 8. A water tight case, a portion of which is capable of

2. In a clasp the combination of a casing provided with an exciting vibrations in water in contact with it, and means

opening at one of the ends thereof , an arched spring secured adapted within the case whereby the vibrating portion of

at one end to the bottom of the casing adjacent to the open- said case may be set in motion , as described .

ing, a slide traversing the opening on the casing , means 9. A water tight case capable of vibration ind of trans

actuated by the spring to engage the slide , and means with - mitting vibrations to water in which such case is sub .

out the casing for depressing the spring to release the en- merged, and means located within said case whereby vi .

gaging means. brations may be set up in said case, as described .
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10. A water tight case capable of transmitting vibra- toothed means pivoted to the last -named handle and having

tions to water in which such case is submerged and means its teeth engaging said pins, and resilient means for for

located within said case whereby such vibrations may be

excited, as set forth .

11. A water tight case capable of transmitting vibrations

to water in which it is submerged , means located within

said case whereby such vibrations may be excited , and me

chanism located outside the case whereby said exciting

means may be operated, as set forth.

12. A water tight case having two or more faces each

capable of transmitting vibrations to water and each at

tuned differently from the other, said case being adapted

to be submerged in water, said case being provided with
means located therein whereby such vibrations may be

excited , in combination with means located outside the case

whereby said exciting means may be operated .
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2No. 101,949. Air Brake for Automobiles.

Frein à air pour automobiles.
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mally holding the teeth of said means in engagement with

said pins.

No. 101,951 . Wrench. Clé à écrou.
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The Kalisch Air Brake Company, assignee of Frederick

Kalisch , all of St. Louis , Missouri , U.S.A. , 6th November ,
ing

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 12th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136 ,

810.
20

Claim.-1. The combination with the engine of an automo

bile , of a friction pulley riding on the fly wheel of the Tag

engine, an air pump operated by the rotation of the friction

pulley, a storage tank , a brake cylinder, tubular connections
from the storage tank to the air pump and to the brake

Inga
cylinder, and means whereby the pressure within the stor

age tank is utilized to automatically move the friction pulley

into and out of engagement with the fly wheel of the engine,

substantially as specified. 101944

2. In an apparatus of the class described , a friction pulley

mounted so as to move into engagement with the fly wheel of

an engine, an air brake pump , driving mechanism from
Francis M. Straube , Boulder, Colorado, U.S.A. , 6th Novėm

the friction pulley to the air pump , a storage tank, a brake
ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 19th October, 1906. Receipt

cylinder , tubular connections from the air pump to the tank
No. 140,435 .

and from the tank to the brake cylinder , a small cylinder Claim .-- 1. A wrench comprising the combination with a

connected to the storage tank , a spring actuating piston fixed jaw and a handle having a rack face, of a sliding jaw

actuating therein , and suitable connections from the piston longitudinally movable on said handle , a threaded arm se

to the friction pulley for moving the same into and from cured to said sliding jaw, an internally threaded collar on

frictional engagement with the fly wheel of the engine, sub- said threaded arm , said collar having external rings for co

stantially as specified . operating with the rack portion of the handle, means at the

free end of the arm for locking the same with the handle

and a spring device carried by the handle for engaging the
No. 101,950. Wrench. Clé à écrou .

free end of the arm to force it away from the handle, sub

stantially as shown and described.
Benjamin F. Nedrow and Hiram R. Andrews , Seattle , Wash

2. A wrench of the character stated comprising the com

ington , U.S.A., 6th November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 18th bination with the fixed jaw and a handle having a rack por

September, 1906. Receipt No. 139,600 .
tion , of a movable jaw longitudinally slidable on said handle ,

Claim . - 1 . A wrench comprising a handle formed with a an arm pivotally secured to said slidable jaw , said arm com

jaw, and a movable jaw , a U -shaped yoke straddling said prising a head portion and a threaded shank , an internally

handle and provided with teeth , pins on said movable jaw threaded collar on said threaded shank , said collar having

for engagement with the teeth of said yoke , and means to external rings for co -operating with the rack portion of the

swing said yoke. handle , a U -shaped locking pawl pivotally secured to the

2. A wrench comprising a handle provided with a jaw , a said threaded shank at its free end and adapted to lock over

frame secured to said jaw , a second jaw pivoted in said said handle and spring devices carried by the handle for én.

frame, a yoke straddling said handle and being formed with gaging the arm to force it away from the handle , substan .

teeth , pins on said pivoted jaw for engagement with said tially as shown and described.

teeth , and a ban le pivoted to said first handle , said yoke , 3. A wrench of the character stated comprising the com .

being pivoted to said last handle . bination with the fixed jaw and a handle having a rock por

3. A wrench comprising a handle provided with a fixed jaw, tion , of a movable jaw longitudinally slidable on said handle ,

a movable jaw having a rearwardly extending portion, of an arm pivotally secured to said slidable jaw , said arm com

pins secured to the rearwardly extending portion of safd prising a head portion and a threaded shank, an internally

movable jaw, a handle pivoted to the first - named handle , a threaded collar on said shank, said collar having external

11-06
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rings for co -operating with the rack portion of the handle, No. 101,953. Back for Seats. Dos de fauteuil.
a U- shaped locking pawl pivotally secured to the said

threaded shank at its free end and adapted to lock over the

said handle, said portion having a finger end and a locking

spring secured to said pawl in said finger end for locking

with said handle , substantially as shown and described .

4. A wrench of the class described comprising the com

bination with a fixed jaw and a handle integrally secured

thereto , of a movable jaw longitudinally slidable on said

handle, an arm pivotally secured to the sliding jaw , said

arm and said sliding jaw having co -operating shoulders, a

collar longitudinally adjustable on said arm , said collar hav

ing external rings for co -operating with the rack portion

of the handle , a locking pawl pivotally secured to the free

end of said arm for locking with said handle and a spring

device carried by the handle for engaging the free end of

the arm to force it away from the handle , substantially as

described.

5. A wrench comprising the combination with a fixed jaw

and a handle having a rack face and a grooved portion , of a

sliding jaw longitudinally movable on said handle and a

threaded arm pivotally secured to said sliding jaw, an in Archibald Conrad Clark, Lillington , North Carolina , U.S.A ..

ternally threaded collar on said threaded arm , said collar 6th November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 1st September, 1906.

having external rings for co -operating with the rack por- Receipt No. 139,159.

tions of the handle , means at the free end of the arm for Claim . — 1. A back support comprising side frames, means

locking the same with the handle , said free end of the arm adjustably securing said frames together, clamps at the lower

adapted to rest in the grooved portion of the handle and a portion of the frames for attaching the frames to the seat,

spring in the grooved portion of the handle for engaging the and braces extending forwardly from each frame.

free end of the arm to force it away from the handle , sub- 2. A back support comprising side frames , means adjust

stantially as shown and described . ably securing said frames together, clamps at the lower por

tion of the frames for attaching the frames to the seat , and

No. 101,952. Gas Tank . Réservoir à gaz. . adjustable braces extending forwardly from the outer end

portion of each frame and having attaching means for secur
ing same to the seat.

3. A back support for seats comprising side frames, each

frame embodying horizontal and vertical bars , braces adjust

ably connecting the horizontal bars to each frame , clamps at

the lower ends of the vertical bars of each frame, adjustable

braces extending forwardly from the upper end portion of

each frame , clamps at the outer ends of said braces , back

rests for the frames , and rings and spring engaging members

carried by each back rest to engage the vertical bars of the
frames .

101962

No. 101,954. Button. Bouton .
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Percy C. Avery, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, U.S.A. , 6th No

vember , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 22nd October, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 140,491 .

Claim.-1 . An apparatus for storing and delivering gas

having in combination a tank, a body of fibrous material

filling the tank , a solvent of the gas to be stored with

which the fibrous material is saturated , said solvent being

supersaturated with the stored gas, the tank being pro

vided with a comparatively small opening and a removable

closure for said opening , the fibrous material aforesaid

being arranged in the form of a strand.

2. An apparatus for storing and delivering gas having ir .

combination a tank, a body of fibrous material filling the

tank, a solvent of the gas to be stored with which the fib .

rous material is saturated, said solvent being supersaturated

with the stored gas , the task being provided with a com

paratively small opening and a closure for said opening,

the fibrous material aforesaid being arranged in the form Richard H. A. D'Ailly, Tiptonville, Tennessee, U.S.A., 6th

of a strand, one end of which is attached to said closure,
November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 1st August, 1906. Re

substantially as described . ceipt No. 138,326.

3. In an apparatus for storing and delivering gas the com- Claim .-- 1 . The combination with a fabric , of plates dis

bination of a tank having a comparatively small opening: posed againstopposite faces thereofand having aligning per
a valve device having a threaded portion occupying said forations, a staple passed through certain of the perforations

opening , a body of fibrous material filling the tank, said and the fabric with their ends against one of the plates , and

fibrous material being arranged in the form of a strand a wire having its central portion looped and its end portions

and having one end attached to the valve device anda sol- passed also through perforations of the plates and through

vent of the gas to be stored with which solvent the fibrous the fabric and having their extremities bent against one of

material is saturated, said solvent being supersaturated the plates .

with the stored gas, substantially as described . 2. În a button the combination with a plate having open .
4. In an apparatus for storing and delivering gas the ings therethrough, of a wire having its central portion loop

combination of a tank having an opening, an absorbented and having portions bent to lie behind the loop and to
body filling the tank , a solvent of the gas to be stored extend beyond the latter, said portions outwardly of the loop
with which the absorbent body is saturated, said solvent being bent to extend through the openings of the plate and

being supersaturated with the stored gas, a valve device said wire having end portions bent beyond the plate in oppo.
closing said opening and a perforated tube extending from site directions.

the valve device into the absorbent body, substantially as

described .

5. In an apparatus for storing and delivering gas having No. 101,955. Electric Motor. Moteur électrique.

in combination a tank , having through one of its end walls

a comparatively small opening , a removable closure for Dugald Caleb Jackson, Madison , Wisconsin , U.S.A. , 6th No

said opening , a body of abrous material filling the tank, a vember, 1906; 6 years. Filed 6th October, 1902. Receip !

solvent of the gas to be stored with which the fibrous
No. 99,572 .

material is saturated , said solvent being supersaturated Claim . - 1. In an induction motor the combination with field!

with the stored gas and the fibrous material being arranged poles , of an armature provided with a normally short cir

in the form of a strand , substantially as described. culted induction motor winding, an auxiliary winding also
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provided upon the said arinature, a commutator in electrical 10. An alternating current motor, provided with field and

connection with the said auxiliary winding, brushes adapted armature portions, the armature portion being provided

with a commutator, and resistances interposed between the

armature coil connections with the commutator, substan
Figa tially as described .

11. In an alternating current motor the combination with

a field winding, of an armature associated therewith hav

ing a winding, means for including resistances in circuit

beween armature coils , and means for varying said resist

ances , substantially as described.

12. In an alternating current motor the combination with

the armature and field portions thereof, of a commutator

for the armature having connections therewith , and resist- .

ances intervening between the connections of the armature

Fig3 Fig4 with the commutator , each resistance forming with the cor

responding armature coil a closed circuit , substantially as

described.

13. In an alternating current motor the combination with

field windings, of an armature winding therefor, terminals

101955 leading from intermediate positions around said winding,

resistances interposed between said terminals, and means

for engagement with the said commutator, a closed circuit for varying said resistances, substantially as described.

electrically connecting the brushes, means for controlling the 14. In an induction motor the combination with field poles,

continuity of the circuit through the said brushes , means for of an armature provided with a normally short circuited

varying the resistance between commutator segments of the induction motor winding, an auxiliary winding also pro

said commutator, and supplemental field magnet coils ap vided upon the said armature , a commutator in electrical

plied to the field magnet included in the circuit uniting the connection with the said auxiliary winding, brushes adapted

said brushes for the purpose of increasing the amount of cur for engagement with the said commutator, a closed circuit

rent passing through the said auxiliary winding, substanti - electrically connecting the brushes, means for controlling

ally as described . the continuity of the circuit through the said brushes , and

2. In an induction motor the combination with field poles , supplemental field magnet coils applied to the field magnet

of an armature provided with a normally short circuited in included in the circuit uniting the said brushes, substan

duction motor winding, an auxiliary winding also provided tially as described.

upon the said armature , a commutator in electrical connec 15. In an alternating current motor the combination with

tion with the said auxiliary winding, brushes adapted for en field magnets, of an armature therefor, a winding provided

gagement with the said commutator, a closed circuit electri
upon the said armature , a commutator for said winding,

cally connecting the brushes , means for controlling the con
brushes adapted to engage the said commutator, and auxili

tinuity of the circuit through the said brushes, and auxiliary ary resistances for inclusion between adjacent commutator

resistance adapted for inclusion between adjacent commuta
segments , substantially as described.

tor segments , substantially as described.
16. An alternating current motor provided with field and

3. In aninduction motor the combination with field poles, withacommutator and resistances bridging between com
armature portions, the armature portion being provided

of an armature provided with a normally short circuited in

duction motor winding, an auxiliary winding also provided
mutator segments, substantially as described.

upon the said armature , a commutator in electrical connec
17. An alternating current motor provided with field and

tion with said auxiliary winding, brushes adapted for en
armature portions , the armature portion being provided

gagement with the saidcommutator, a closed circuit electric adjacent commutator segments, substantially as described.
with a commutator, and resistances bridging between the

cally connecting the brushes, means for controlling the con

tinuity of the circuit through the said brushes , auxiliary
18. An alternating current motor, provided with field and

armature portions, the armature portion being provided
resistance adapted for inclusion between adjacent commuta

tor segments, and means for varying said resistance , sub
with a commutator , and resistances bridging between suit

able commutator segments, each resistance being in parallel
stantially as described .

4. Inan induction motor the combination with field poles, substantially as described.
with an armature coil connecting between the segments,

of an armature provided with a normally short circuited

induction motor winding, an auxiliary winding also provided armature portions, the armature portion being provided
19. An alternating current motor provided with field and

upon the said armature, a commutator in electrical con
with a commutator, and resistances bridging between the

nection with said auxiliary winding, a frame acting in co- adjacent commutator segments, each resistance being in

operation with said commutator and movable longitudinally parallel with the corresponding armature coil , substan

thereof for including resistance between the commutator tially as described .

segments, brushes adapted for engagement with the said 20. In an alternating current motor the combination with

commutator, a closed circuit electrically connecting the the armature and field portions thereof, of a commutator

brushes , and means for controlling the continuity of the cir- for the armature having connections therewith, and resist

cuit through the said brushes, substantially as described . ances intervening between the connections of the armature

5. In an alternating current motor the combination with with the commutator, each resistance forming with the cor

field magnets, of an armature therefor , a winding provided responding armature coil a closed circuit, the brushes

upon the said armature, a commutator for said winding, bearing upon the commutator being directly united elec

brushes adapted to engage the said commutator , a frameact- trically , substantially as described .

ing in connection with the said commutator and movable 21. In an alternating current motor the combination with

longitudinally thereof for including resistance between ad- the armature and field portions thereof, of a commutator

jacent plates thereof, substantially as described . for the armature having connections therewith , resistances

6. In an alternating current motor the combination with intervening between the connections of the armature with

field magnets, of an armature therefor, a winding provided the commutator , each resistance forming with the cor

upon the said armature, a commutator for said winding, responding armature coil a closed circuit, the brushies

and means movable longitudinally of the said commutator bearing upon the commutator being directly united elec

and associated therewith for including a varying amount trically , and a controller in association with the brushes

of resistance between adjacent plates of the said com- to vary the torque of the armature , substantially as des

mutator, substantially as described . cribed.

7. In an alternating current motor the combination with 22. An alternating current dynamo electric machine, hay

field magnets, of an armature therefor, a normally short | ing its armature provided with a short circuited winding

circuited induction motor winding provided upon said arm- and a commutated winding, and having a field winding in

ature , a second winding provided upon said armature, a circuit with the brushes upon the commutator of the com

commutator for said second winding , and means for includ- mutated winding , substantially as described .

ing a varying resistance between adjacent plates of the said 23. An alternating current dynamo electric machine, hav

commutator, substantially as described . ing its armature provided with a short circuited winding

8. In an alternating current motor the combination with and a commutated winding, and having a feld winding in

field magnets , of an armature therefor , a winding provided series with the brushes upon the commutator of the com

upon said armature, a commutator for said winding, and mutated winding , substantially as described .

means co -operatively associated with said commutator for 24. An alternating current dynamo electric machine hav

including a varying amount of resistance between adjacent ing ®its armature provided with a short circuited and a

plates thereof, substantially as described . commutated winding, and having a field winding adapted

9. In an alternating current motor the combination with for serial connection with an external circuit , and an auxi

a field winding, of an armature associated therewith hav- liary or supplemental field winding in circuit with the

ing a winding, and means for including resistance in circuit brushes upon the commutator of the commutated winding,
between armature coils , substantially as described. substantially as described .
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25. An alternating current dynamo electric machine hav- 2. In a suspender the combination of the straps having

ing its armature provided with a shore circuited , and a the looped lower ends and the tabs having the looped upper

commutated winding , and having a field winding adapted for ends and the circular coil extending through the loops of

serial connection with an exteraal circuit , and an auxiliary the straps and tabs, and having one end of the coil fitting

or supplemental field winding in series with the brushes and held in the opposite end, as and for the purpose speci

upon the commutator of the commutated winding, sub- fied.

stantially as described . 3. In a suspender the combination of the straps having

26. A dynamo electric machine having a commutated the detachable looped lower ends and the tabs having the

armature, the commutator of the armature having resist- detachable looped upper ends and the circular coil extend

ance directly interposed between the connections of the ing through the loops of the straps and tabs, and having

armature coils with the commutator, substantially as des- one end of the coil fitting and held in the opposite end,

cribed. as and for the purpose specified.

27. À dynamo electric machine having a commutated 4. In a suspender, support or the like for wearing ap

armature, the commutator of the armature being divided parel, a coiled spring arranged in circular or ring form and

into sections of segments, and resistances directly bridged having the endsfastened together anddesignedto connect
between the segments of the commutator so as to be inter- the two members of the support, as and for the purpose

posed between the connections of the armature with the specified.
commutator, substantially as described .

28. A single phase alternating current motor having a No. 101,957. Truck . Camion.

commutated armature, the commutator of the armature

being divided into sections or segments, and resistances

directly bridged between the segments of the commutator

so as to be interposed between the connections of the

armature with the commutator, substantially as described .

29. A single phase alternating current motor having a

commutated armature, the commutator of the armature

being divided into sections or segments , and resistances

directly bridged between the segments of the commutator

so as to be interposed between the connections of the

armature with the commutator, substantially as described .

30. An alternating current dynamo electric machine hav

ing a commutated armature, the commutator of the arma

ture having resistance directly interposed between the con

nections of the armature coils with the commutator , sub

stantially as described .

31. An alternating current dynamo electric machine hav

ing a commutated armature, the commutator of the arma

ture being divided into sections or segments , and resist

ances directly bridged between the segments of the com

mutator so as to be interposed between the connections

of the armature with the commutator, substantially as

described .

32. A dynamo electric machine having a field winding and

two armature windings , one being a short circuited winding

and the other a commutated winding, the short circuited

winding having its coils electrically joined . substantially Pitt Pray , St. Paul, Minnesota, U.S.A., 6th November, 1906 ;
as described . 6 years . Filed 20th June, 1906 . Receipt No. 137,025 .

33. A dynamo electric machine having a commutated
Claim . - 1 . A device of the class set forth , consisting in

armature winding and resistances interposed between the combination with the bed of a truck , having a nose piece,

connections of the armature coils with the commutator.
of an extension frame journalled on the forward end of

each resistance being included in closed circuit with the

corresponding armature coil , while a commutator brush catch shoulders on the sides of said truck between which
The body of said truck , having a pair of spring arms, and

when bearing upon the commutator at a point between the
said arms are adapted to impinge when said frame is turn

connections of an armature coil and the commutator is ed down on the bed of said truck , for the purposes speci.
brought into parallel relation with the corresponding re- fied .

sistance and a iso with the corresponding armature coil , 2. A device of the class set forth consisting in combina

substantially as described .
tion with the bed of a truck , having a nose piece on its

34. A dynamo electric machine, having a commutated forward end, of an extension frame, having a pair of spring

armature winding, the commutator being in the form of a
rams journalled on said bed to frictionally engage salj

continuous conductor of high resistance , substantially as truck when said frame is in superior position and resting

described .
against said nose piece , and catches on said bed, betweea

which said arms are adapted to impinge when said frame

No. 101,956. Suspender. Bretelles. is turned down upon said bed , for the purposes specified.

3. A device of the class set forth consisting in combin .

ation with the bed of a truck , having a nose on its forward

end , of an extension frame adapted to rest against said

nose when in superior position and flat upon said bed when

depressed. a journal connection between said extension

frame and the bed of said truck , a pair of shoulders,

against which said frame is adapted to impinge when in

lowered position , and a pair of stops near the opposite

end of said truck adapted to co -act with said extension

À frame, for the purposes specified .

4. A device of the class set forth consisting in combina

tion with the bed of a truck , having a nose on its forward

end , of an extension frame having a pair of spring arms

and a bevelled face between said arms surface strips on

the bed of said truck , having bevelled edges , and a journal

connection between the arms of said extension frame and

the bed of said truck , the arms of said frame , when turned

down , adapted to engage said bevelled edges of said surface

strips , for the purpose specified .

5. A device of the class set forth consisting, in combina

tion with the bed of a truck , having a nose upon its forward

Thomas Gabriel Mason , Toronto , Ontario , Canada,
end , of side bars, having surface strips 12 attached thereto

6th
and provided with bevelled edges 14 and a crossbar 20 , au

November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 29th August, 190€ . Re- extension frame, having spring arms 8 and 9. journal con

ceipt No. 139,071 .
nections between the ends of said arms and said side bars,

Claim .-- 1. In a suspender the combination of the straps said arms adapted to engage said bevelled edges when the
having the looped lower ends and the tabs having the loop- extension frame is turned down upon the bed of the truck

ed upper ends and the circular coil extending through the stops 18 adjoining said crossbar, and journal connections

loops of the straps and tube, as and for the purpose speci- between said stops and side bars, for the purposes speci.
fed .
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No. 101,958. Electric Railway.

Chemin de fer électrique.

the feed rail , an underpart of insulating material in the cover

adapted to receive the return conductors and insulate the

adjacent end portions of the said conductors from each other,

and also to insulate the intermediate portions of the conduc

tors from the trolley contacts.

No. 101,959. Spring Terminal Clip.

Boucle à ressort.
01
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Robert Cooke Sayer , 11 Ciyde Road , Redland , Bristol, Eng

land, 6th November, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 29th August ,

1904. Receipt No. 118,067. John Schade , Jr. , New York City, New York , U.S.A. , 6th

Claim.-1 . The improved system of electric regulation of November, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 14th November, 1904 .

steam , electric , or other pressure railways and tramways for Receipt No , 119,944.

effecting the automatic and simultaneous control of all Claim.-1 . A fastening device for electrical conductors

vehicles on the system , comprising an electric generator , a formed from a single piece of resilient metal and comprising

continuous feed rail or conductor connected with the genera

tor, two series of sectional return conductors arranged with bers being provided with a V - shaped retaining portion pro
two opposing normally separated members, one of said mem

the continuous ends of adjacent conductors running along- jecting towardsthe opposite member and adapted to co- act

side each other, a trolley or current collector on each vehicle
with said opposite member to firmly clamp a conductor when

or train of vehicles arranged to traverse the feed rail , con
said members are forced into operative relationship.

tacts on the trolley or collector of each vehicle or train for
2. A fastening device for electrical conductors formed from

connecting the sectional conductors of its particular section
a single piece of resilient metal and comprising a flat body

to complete the circuit to the generator , and means for insulating portions of the said sectional conductors from the member ,adaptedto lieupon abaseandbe fastened thereto ,

an opposing spring member situated opposite and normally
contacts, such insulated parts being so arranged that the cir- separated from said body member, one of said members pro

cuit is only complete so long as the vehicles remain on alter- vided with a hook -shaped wire retaining portion projecting

nate adjacent contacting end parts of the sectional con
towards the opposite member and adapted to co - act with

ductors.
said opposite member to clamp a conductor in defined posi

2. The improved system of electric regulation of steam , tion therein when said members are forced into operative

electric or other pressure railways and tramways for effect
relationship.

ing the automatic and simultaneous control of all vehicles on
3. A fastening device for electrical conductors formed from

the system, comprising an electric generator, a continuous

feed railor conductor connected with the generator, two normally separated members provided with acute angled re
a single piece of resilient metal and comprising two opposing

series of sectional return conductors aranged with the con
taining portions projecting towards each other, with the

tiguous ends of adjacent conductors running alongside each
angles in proximity so that when the members are forced

other . gapped return conductors adjacent the generator to
together a conductor may be inserted in the angles of the

prevent short circuiting thereto , a trolley or current col
angular portions and firmly gripped in defined position there

lector on each vehicle or train of vehicles arranged to tra
in by the retractive force of at least one of the members .

verse the feed rail, contacts on the trolley or collector of

each vehicle or train for connecting the sectional conductors ing a single piece of resilient metal having normally se
4. A fastening device for electric conductors compris

of its particular section to complete the circuit to the gener parated opposing members, one being provided with an in

ator, and means for insulating portions of the said sectional wardly projecting acute angled portion and the other with

conductors from the contacts , such insulated parts being so
a hook - shaped retaining portion projecting towards the

arranged that the circuit is only complete so long as the first member and adapted to co - act therewith , whereby

vehicles remain on alternate adjacent contacting parts of the when the members are forced together a conductor may be
sectional conductors .

inserted in said hook -shaped retaining device , and firmly

3. In a system of electric regulation for railways and tram gripped in defined position therein by the retractive force

ways as described , comprising an electric generator , a con- of at least one of the members.

tinuous feed rail or conductor connected with the generator, 5. A fastening device for an electric conductor formed

two series of sectional return conductors arranged with the of a single piece of resilient metal , comprising a body mem

contiguous ends of adjacent conductors running alongside ber, a stationary resistant member projectind apward from

each other , a trolley or current collector on each vehicle or the body member and having a hook portion at its upper

train of vehicles arranged to traverse the feed rail , and con- end , and an opposing spring member projecting upwardly

tacts on the trolley or collector of each vehicle or train for from the body member at the forward end of the body

connecting the sectional conductors of its particular section member , then downwardly toward the resistant member
to complete the circuit to the generator , means for insulating and in proximity thereto, then upwardly away from the

the conductors consisting of a continuous flexible cover, body member.

adapted to be raised by the trolley or collector as it runs on 6. A fastening device for electrical conductors formed of

the feed rail , an underpart of insulating material in the a single piece of resilient metal , comprising a recessed por

cover adapted to receive the return conductors and insulate tion shaped to form a body member adapted to be secured

the adjacent end portions of the said conductors from each to a support , a resistant member adapted to engage a

other, and also to insulate the intermediate portions of the conductor projecting upwardly from the body member and

conductors from the trolley contacts. an opposing spring member situated over and enclosing the

4. In a system of electric regulation for railways and tram- resistant member.

ways as described , comprising an electric generator , a con- 7. A fastening device for electrical conductors , compris

tinuous feed rail or conductor connected with the generator , ing a single piece of resilient metal looped on itself to

two series of sectional return conductors arranged with the form a spring and having one end bent in a reverse direc

contiguous ends of adjacent conductors running alongside tion to the loop to form with the bend of the loop an angu

each other , a trolley or current collector on each vehicle or lar retaining portion , and a hooked portion projecting from

train of vehicles arranged to traverse the feed rail , and con- the opposite end of the loop towards the angular retain

tacts on the trolley or collector of each vehicle or train for ing portion, whereby when the spring is forced towards the

connecting the sectional conductors of its particular section hook a conductor may be inserted in the angle of the hook

to complete the circuit to the generator, means for insulat- and firmly gripped in a defined position therein by the

ing the conductors consisting of a continuous flexible cover , retractive force of the spring.

adapted to be raised by the trolley or collector as it runs on 8. A fastening device for electrical conductors formed

the feed rail, means for normally holding the cover down on ' from a single piece of resilient metal and comprising two
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opposing normally separated members, one member being ing, and provided with caulks on its under face, and an

provided intermediate the length thereof with a hook - shap- insertible member provided with means for engaging the

ed retaining portion adapted to engage a conductor and wall of the opening, and means for attaching to a part of

adapted to co -operate with the opposing member to clamp the harness.

the conductor when said members are forced into operative

relationship .
No. 101,961. Vacuum Cleaning Apparatus.

9. A fastening device for electrical conductors formed Appareil à nettoyer d vide.

from a single piece of resilient metal bent in the form of

a U and having a hooked portion adapted to engage a

conductor and a slotted portion near to the bend of the

U at opposite ends thereof and normally separated , but

so situated that when the ends of the U are pressed to

gether the slotted portion encloses the hooked portion to

grip an inserted conductor in defined position , a finger piece

being provided at a greater distance from the bend of the

U than are the slotted and hooked portion for flexing the

spring , by means of which finger piece an increased lever

age is obtained , and the spring may be flexed by the exer

tion of less force than is exerted retractively on the con

ductor by the spring .
10. A fastening device for an electrical conductor formed

of a single piece of resilient metal , comprising a slotted

portion shaped to form a body member, and upwardly pro

jecting and curved resistant member adapted to engage a

conductor, and a spring member situated over and enclosing Henry Sorensen , Copenhagen, Denmark, 6th November, 1906 ;
the resistant member . 6 years . Filed 5th May , 1906. Receipt No. 135,577.

11. A spring fastening device for electrical conductors

formed of a single piece of resilient metal , comprising a

Claim . - 1 . In a vacuum cleaner system a dust separator

slotted body portion , a projecting resistant member, adapt

so constructed that a dead zone is formed beneath the cur .

ed to engage a conductor , and a spring portion situated

re ntof air in the separator and the momentum which is

over and enclosing the resistant portion .

given the dust or impurities can be utilized to separate said

12. A fastening device for an electrical conductor com

impurities from such current of air which is sucked through

prising a body member and a spring member, one of said

the vacuum chamber and deposit them in said dead zone.

members being slotted centrally to form a projecting hook

2. A dust separator for vacuum cleaner systems situated

To the conduit between the nozzle and the suction pump

tongue adapted to co - act with the opposite member to and so constructed that a dead zone is formed beneath the

clamp a conductor.

13. A fastening device for electrical conductors ,

current of air in the separator and the momentum which

prising a single piece of resilient metal looped on itself

is given the dust and impurities can be utilized to separate

to form a spring and having one end bent in a

said impurities from such current of air, which is sucked

reverse

direction to the loop to form with the bend of the loop an

through the vacuum cleaner, and to deposit the dust and

angular retaining portion , and a resistant portion projecting

impurities in said dead zone .

from the opposite end of the loop towards the tngular re

3. In a separator for separating and collecting dust from

taining portion , whereby when the spring is forced towards

vacuum cleaners the combination with the conduit between

the resistant portion a conductor may be inserted between

the nozzle and the suction pump, of a receptacle provided

the resistant and retaining portions and firmly gripped in

with a rinse hole , a perpendicular or downward slanting

defined position to the retractive force of the spring.

inlet pipe leading from the nozzle for air and dust , and an

14. A fastening device for an electrical conductor , com

outlet pipe for air placed higher than the inlet thus allow

ing the air to be drawn upward whilst the momentum of

prising a body member and a spring member , one of said

members being provided with a hook tongue cut out of the

dust and impurities will force them downwards.

body of the metal and adapted to co - act with the opposite No. 101,962. Fifth Wheel. Roue d'avant - train .
member to clamp a conductor.

com

FIG.1.

No. 101,960. Harness Buckle.Boucle de harnais.
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Ira Sellers , Edmonton , Alberta , Canada , 6th November,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 9th August , 1906 . Receipt No. : '2/02

138,519 .

Claim .-- 1. In a harness buckle , a plate provided with

hooks and with an opening, and an insertible member dis
Ira Teeter, Chatham , Ontario, Canada , 6th November, 1906 ;

posed in the opening and provided with a hook .
6 years . Filed 25th June, 1906. Receipt No. 137.233 .

2. In a harness buckle , a plate provided with hooks and Claim .-1 . In a vehicle the combination of an axle, a fifth

with an opening, and an insertible rockable member dis- wheel secured thereto comprising a cylindrical portion and

posed in the opening and provided with a hook . a mutilated bead, a cap fitting on the fifth wheel and pro

3. In a harness buckle , a plate provided with hooks and vided with an integral crossbar connected to the springs

with an opening , and an insertible rockable member dis- and a forked reach engaging extension, said cap being

posed in the opening and provided with a look and with chambered to receive the bead on the fifth wheel, and a

means to prevent its rocking .
forked brace extending from the reach forward and upward

4. In a harness buckle, a plate provided with hooks ad- to the front of the cap.

jacent one edge and provided with an opening adjacent its 2. In a vehicle the combination of an axle , a fifth wheel

opposite edge , and an insertible member member provided secured thereto comprising a cylindrical portion and a

with a recess in which the wall of the opening is disposed mutilated bead , a cap fitting on the fifth wheel and pro

and provided with a hook .
vided with means to engage the springs and an extension

5. In a harness buckle , a plate provided with hooks ad- to engage the double reach, said cap being chambered to

jacent one edge and provided with an opening adjacent its receive the bead of the fifth wheel , a plate extending below

opposite edge , and an insertible member provided with a the axle and having a cylindrical extension , a forked brace

recess in which the wall of the opening is disposed and axtending from the double reach forward and upward

provided with a hook and provided with a guard lug. through a lug on the front of the cap and provided with

6. In a harness buckle , a plate provided with means for a socket to receive the extension on said plate , and a bolt

attaching to a part of the harness, provided with an open - ' extending through said plate and brace.
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No. 101,963. Fifth Wheel. Roue d'avant- train . No. 101,965. Vehicle Body. Boîte de voiture.
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Edwin George Hines, Drums , Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 6th No

vember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 22nd June , 1906. Receipt

No. 137,153.

Claim . - 1 . A support for vehicle bodies comprising a trans

verse member having a longitudinal groove or depression

upon its upper face, standards projecting upwardly from the
James Harris Booth , Great South Road , Jumbunna, Victoria , transverse member and located upon opposite sides of the

Australia, 6th Noven.ber, 1965 ; 6 years. Filed 13th Sep- vehicle body, a supporting bar slidably mounted between the

tember, 1906. Receipt No. 139,485 . standards and bearing the weight of the vehicle body, and

Claim . — 1 . A turn coupling for the purpose specified , con- spring members interposed between the base of the before

sisting of two ricgs , one fitting and working within the other mentioned groove in the transverse member and the support
and held together by a sliding lock bar , each coupling ring ing bar.

being provided with ears or lugs whereby the upper one may 2. A support for vehicle bodies comprising a transverse

be secured to the vehicle frame , and the lower one to the member having a longitudinal groove or depression upon its

fore carriage or front axle bar, substantially as described upper face , standards projecting upwardly upon opposite
and shown . sides of the vehicle body and having their lower ends secured

2. A turn coupling for the purpose specifieå, consisting of in the before -mentioned groove , a supporting. bar slidably
two coupling rings of angular section constructed to fit one mounted between the standards and bearing the weight of

within the other, the upper ring having a holed upper lug at the vehicle body, and spring members interposed between the

one side and a holed lower lug at the other side, both de supporting bar and the base of the before-mentioned groove
signed to receive the end parts of a sliding lock bar of the ir. the transverse member.

form shown, and both rings being provided with ears or lugs 3. A support for vehicle bodies comprising a transverse

by which they can be clamped or otherwise secured in posi- member having a longitudinal groove or depression in its
tion , substantially as described and shown . upper face , standards projecting upwardly from the trans

3. A turn coupling for the purpose specified , consisting of verse member and located upon opposite sides of the vehicle
two angular section rings designed to fit and rotate or work body, ' a supporting bar located between the standards and
one withinthe other and each provided with ears or lugs by having its opposite ends formed with notches by means of
which they are secured in position combined with a two part which it is slidably mounted upon the said standards and

sliding lock bar having a telescopic joint at its center and spring members interposed between the supporting bar and
with end jaws to grip the two rings and take into a holed lug the base the longitudinal groove in the transverse member.

at one side and lie between jaws at other side of the upper 4. A support for vehicle bodies comprising a transverse

ring, substantially as described and shown . member having a longitudinal groove or depression in its

upper face, standards projecting upwardly from the trans

verse member and fitting upon opposite sides of the vehicle

No. 101,964. Vehicle Tongue. Timon de voiture.
body, a supporting bar slidably mounted between the stand

ards and bearing the weight of the vehicle body, coil springs

FIG . 1 interposed between the supporting bar and the base of the

longitudinal groove , plates to which ends of the coil springs

are fastened, and means for securing the plates to the sup

porting bar and the transverse member respectively.

5. A support for vehicle bodies comprising a transverse

member having a longitudinal groove or depression in its
Fig . 2

upper face, standards projecting upwardly from the trans

verse member and located upon opposite sides of the vehicle

body, a supporting bar slidably mounted between the stand

ards and bearing the weight of the vehicle body , plates se

cured to the supporting bar and the transverse member

respectively, and coil springs interposed between the trans

verse member and the base of the longitudinal groove in the
Fig . 3

transverse member, said springs having their ends secured

to the before - mentioned plates.

6. A support for vehicle bodies comprising a transverse
101964

member having a longitudinal groove in its upper face , stand

ards projecting upwardly from the transverse member upon

opposite sides of the vehicle body and having their lower

ends secured in the groove , a supporting bar having its ends
James Benton Harral, Evert, Arkansas, U.S.A. , 6th Novem

formed with notches which engage with, and by means
ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 8th June , 1906. Receipt No. of which it is slidably mounted upon the standards, discs
136,720 .

secured to the lower face of the supporting bar and the base

Claim . - 1 . A device of the character described formed from of the longitudinal groove in the transverse member, and

a strip of metal bent upon itself adjacent to its center to coil springs disposed in groups and having their opposite

form the loop 3 and upper and lower arms 4 , 5 , the latter ends secured to the before-mentioned plates by means of per

arm being doubled and bent to form the hooks 6 and pro- forations therein .
jection 7 , substantially as described.

2. The combination with a vehicle tongue or pole of the de- No. 101,966. Vehicle Top. Soufflet de voiture.

vice 1 formed from a strip of metal bent upon itself adjacent

to its center to form the loop 3 and the substantially par John M. Marmon , Zanesfield , Ohio, U.S.A. , 6th November,

allel upper and lower arms 4 , 5 , which respectively engage
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 19th June, 1906 . Receipt No.

the upper and lower faces of the tongue, the lower arm 5
137,068 .

having the hooks 6 and the projection 7 formed by folding Claim .-1. The combination with a collapsable buggy top ,

and bending the same, as shown , and fastening bolts or the of forwardly and rearwardly extending collapsable guides

like passed through slining openings in said arms and in said secured to the under face thereof, a curtain arranged to

tongue, substantially as shown and described. lie at times upon the guides, and at times to extend down

గాకారం یند

TECH
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wardly from the rearward edge of the top , means for hold- ' end to one bow and detachably connected at its opposite

ing the curtain yieldably in its last - named position, and end to a second bow , a curtain holder mounted upon said

bar, and a curtain carried by said holder.

7. In combination a carriage top embodying front and

rear bows , a curtain holder comprising a bar pivoted at one

end to the upper end portion of a side of the rear bow ,

means for detachably connecting the opposite end of said

bar with the front bow , and means for detachably connect

ing said opposite end of the bar to the lower portion of the

rear bow after said bar has been lowered.

No. 101,968. Fastener for Wagon End Gates,

Attache d'arrière - panneau de wagon .ਨ |
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means for holding the curtain in its first - named position

against the action of the first mentioned holding means.

2. The combination with a buggy top, of guides secured

to the under face of the top , a curtain arranged to lie at

times upon the guides, and at times to extend downwardly

from the rearward edge of the top , guides for the side edges

of the curtain when in its last-named position , a rod se

cured to the rearward edge of the top , and a handle carried 子
by the curtain and by which it may be moved from its

last - named to its first- named position , said handle being

arranged for co - operation with the rod to prevent disen

gagement of the upper edge of the curtain from the rear

Herschel A. Schermerhorn , Shabbona , Illinois, U.S.A. , 6th
ward edge of the top. November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 26th June , 1906. Re

ceipt No. 137,305.
No. 101,967. Curtain Holder for Vehicles.

Porte - rideau de voiture.
Claim . - 1. In a fastening for wagon end gates, the com

bination with the sides of the body each provided with an

opening near its rear end, of a bearing plate having an

eccentrically located opening therein and secured to the

outer surface of one of the sides over the opening in said

side , an end gate located between said sides and a tie rod

having a crank at one of its ends to engage the bearing

plate, substantially as described .

2. In a fastening for wagon end gates , the combination

with the sides of the body each provided with an opening

near its end , of a bearing plate having an elongated open

ing eccentrically arranged therein and secured to the outer

surface of one of said sides over the opening therein , an

end gate located between said sides, and a tie rod haying

a crank at one of its ends to engage the bearing plate

and a crank handle at its other end , substantially as des

cribed.

3. In a fastening for wagon end gates, the combination

with the sides of the body each provided with an opening

near its rear end, of an apertured plate secured to the outer

surface of one of the sides over the opening therein and

Cyrus W. Noble and Earl 0. McHenry, co- inventors, both having on its outer face an upright cam , an end gate located

of Hoytville , Ohio, U.S.A. , 6th November, 1906 ; 6 between said sides , and a tie rod having a crank at one

years. Filed 22nd June, 1906. Receipt No. 137.154 . of its ends and an obtuse angled crank handle at the other

Claim . - 1. In combination a carriage top embodying a and to engage said cam , substantially as described .

plurality of bows , curtain holders arranged at opposite 4. In a fastening for wagon end gates, the combination

sides of the top, each curtain holder having permanent
with the sides of the body each provided with an opening

connection at one end with one of the bows of the top , near its rear end , of a bearing plate having an opening

the opposite end of each curtain holder having detachable eccentrically arranged therein and secured to the outer

connection with another of the bows of the top , whereby
surface of one of said sides over the opening therein , an

waid curtain holders may be lowered, and curtains carried apertured plate secured to the outer surface of the other

by said holders .
side over the opening therein and having on its outer face

2. In combination a carriage top embodying a plurality an upright cam , an end gate located between said sides , and .

of bows , a curtain holder pivotally connected at one end a tie rod having a crank at one of its ends to engage the

with one bow , and detachably connected at its other end bearing plate and an obtuse angled crank handle at its other

with a second bow , and a curtain carried by said holder . end to engage the cam , substantially as described.

3. In combination a carriage top embodying front and

rear bows, a curtain holder pivotedat one end to the upper No. 101,969. End Gato for Wagon .
end portion of the rear bow , means for detachably connect

Arrière - panneau de wagon .

ing the front end of the curtain holder with the upper por
tion of the front bow, and a curtain carried by said holder. Frederic S. Converse , Lyons, New York , U.S.A. , 6th Noven

4. In combination a carriage top embodying front and ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 6th June, 1906. Receipt No.

rear bows, a curtain holder arranged at the upper portion
136,593 .

of the top and connected with said front and rear bows , Claim . - 1 . In a latch for end gates , the combination with

means admitting of lowering and holding said curtain holder the gate hinged to the wagon body and having two studs

in a lowered position , and a curtain caried by said holder . projecting from its side , of a latch proper pivoted to the

5. In combination a carriage top embodying a plurality wagon body and having a notch adapted to engage the outer

of bows , curtain holders arranged at opposite sides of the stud when the gate is closed, a hanger mounted on the same

top , each curtain holder having pivotal connection with the pivot and having notches adapted to engage the inner stud

upper end of a side of the rear bow , a catch at the upper when the gate is open , and connections between the lateh

end of each side of the front bow adaptad to co -act with and hanger for raising the latter by the movement of the

the other end of the a ljacent curtain holder to hold the former but permitting a certain lost motion between them .

same in operative position, but asimitting of lowering the 13 and for the purpose set forth .

holder to permit collapsing of the top , and catches arranged 2. In a latch for end gates, the combination with the

to engage ends of the curtain holders after the same have zate hinged to the wagon body and having two studs pro

been lowered , and curtains carried by said holders. jecting from its side, of a latch proper pivoteti to the

6. In combination a carriage top embodying a plurality wagon body and having a notch adapted to engage the outer

of bows , a curtain holder comprising a bar pivoted at one stud when the gate is closed , a hanger mounted on the same
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pivot and having notches adapted to engage the inner stud said shafts beneath said leaves , crank arms extending later
when the gate is open , and a lip on the latch standing ally from said shafts , connecting rods between the crank

arms at each side of the body portion , and an operating

lever connected to the other end of one of said shafts at

each side.

7. In a dump wagon , the body portion having hinged bot

tom leaves , means operative from said body portion for

opening and closing said leaves, the forward axle rotative

beneath said body portion and brackets connected to said

axle and extending rearwardly thereof for bearing against

said leaves when depressed and passing beneath the same.
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No. 101,971 . Dumping Cart. Charrette à bascule .J
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under the hanger for disengaging the hanger from its stud

when the latch is raised but permitting lost motion when

the latch is depressed.

3. In a latch for end gates , the combination with the

gate hinged to the wagon body and having studs, of hangers

having notches adapted to engage said studs, brackets to

which said hangers are pivoted, and stops thereon for

limiting the rise and fall of the hangers .

4. In a latch connecting two members, the combination

with the latch proper pivoted to one member and having

a projection adjacent its pivot , and a brace leading from

said member to the outer end of the pivot and adapted to

be engaged by said projection to support the latch , of 101447

a second member connected with the first, and a stud on

this member adapted to engage the notch of the latch . Herbert S. Long , Marion Ohio , U.S.A., 6th November, 1906 ;

6 years. Filed 29th June, 1906. Receipt No. 137,399.

No. 101,970. Dump Wagon Wagon à bascule.
Claim.-1 . A tilting cart body, spindle bearing plates

upon the ends of the same and having annular flanges , and

Fig2. Fig. 1. Fig.3. draft rings supported for rotation by said flanges .

2. A tilting cart body, spindle bearing plates upon the

ends of the same and having annular grooved flanges, and

draft rings supported for rotation by said grooved flanges.

3. A tilting cart body, spindle bearing plates upon the

ends of the same said plates being provided with reinforc

ing arms connected with the cart body and with grooved

flanges concentric with the spindles , and draft rings sup

ported for rotation by said flanges.

4. A tiltable cart body having spindles and grooved

flanges surrounding the same , in combination with draft

rings supported for rotation by said grooved flanges, and

draft members connected with said rings.

5. A tiltable cart body having spindles and grooved flanges
10190

surrounding the same , draft rings engaging said grooved

flanges and having flanged supporting brackets, and draft

Adam J. Koob, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, U.S.A. , 6th November , members supported upon and connected with said brackets.

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 29th June, 1906. Receipt No. 137,401 6. A tiltable cart body having spindlesand grooved flanges

Claim . - 1. In a dump wagon , the body portion having flanges, said rings comprisinghingedly connected members,
surrounding the same , draft rings engaging said grooved

hinged bottom leaves, and onemounted and inclined to the transverse plane of thebody and draft members connected withthe free ends of said draft

and provided with lateral arms extending beneath said rings and thereby securing the latter in position upon the

grooved flanges.
leaves .

7. A tiltable cart body having concentric spindles and
2. In a dump wagon , the body portion having hinged bot

tom leaves, and one or moreshafts rotatively mounted and flanges, rings engaging said flanges for rotation, said rings

inclined to the transverse plane of thebody and provided comprising hingedly connected members having reinforce

at one end with lateral arms extending beneath the leaves
ments combining to form flanged shoulders, and draft mem

and with operating levers at the other ends.
bers supported upon and connected with said flanged shoul.

3. In a dump wagon , the body portion having hinged bot- ders and thereby connecting the free ends of the hinge mem

otm leaves , one or more shafts rotatively mounted and in
bers constituting the rings.

clined to the transverse plane of the body and provided at
8. A sheet metal cart body of approximately semi-cylindri

one end with lateral arms extending beneath said leaves cal shape, spindle bearing plates having divergent arms se

and with operating levers at the other ends and springs for cured upon the ends of said body, draft rings connected for

extending into the paths of said levers, and means under rotation with said plates , and draft members connected with

the control of the driver for operating said stop members. said rings.

4. In a dump wagon , the body portion having hinged bot
9. A tiltable cart body, a forward extension member sup

tom leaves, one or more shafts rotatively mounted and in- ported permanently upon the front side and the forward por

clined to the transverse plane of the body and provided at tions of the ends of said body, and a rear extension member

one end with lateral arms extending beneath said leaves normally supported upon the rear side and the rear portions

and with operating levers at the other ends , stop members of the ends of said body and connected pivotally with the

movably disposed for extension into the path of said levers side members of the front extension member.

and provided with foot rests, and springs operating to hold 10. In a tiltable cart body , a permanently supported front

said stop members yieldingly in operative position.
extension member having sides connected with the ends of

5. In a dump wagon , the body portion having spaced sides the cart body , a rear extension member connected pivotally

and hinged bottom leaves, shafts spaced apart and mounted with the front extension member and foldable over the

for rotation upon said sides and inclined to thetransverse latter, and means for supporting said rear extenhion member

plane of the body , arms extending at one end laterally from
when thus folded.

said shafts beneath said leaves, crank arms extending later- 11. A tiltable cart body having a permanently supported

ally from said shafts , connecting rods between the crank front extension , side brackets , and a rear extension member

arms at each side of the body portion, and means for rotat- pivotally connected with said brackets and with the front ex
ing said shafts . tension member and foldable over the latter .

6. In a dump wagon , the body portion having spaced sides 12. A tiltable cart body , a front extension member sup

and hinged bottom leaves , shafts spaced apart and mounted ported permanently upon the same , upward extending brac

for rotation upon said sides and inclined to the transverse kets connected with the ends of the cart body, a rear exten

plane of the body, arms extending at one end laterally from sion member connected pivotally with said brackets and with

11-7
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1

overthe front extension member and foldable the latter , raised position , and means for moving said rod downwardly,

means for retaining said rear extension member against dis- consisting of a lever pivoted to said strip or plate and

placement when in normal position upon the rear part of the through which the lower end of said rod passes , substao
cart body , and means for supporting said rear extension tially as shown and described.

member in a forwardly folded position .

13. A tiltable cart body , a front extension member sup- No. 101,973 . Garment Hanger. Accroche - potteetí

ported permanently upon the same , a rear extension member

connected pivotally with and foldable over the front exten

sion member, means for supporting the rear extension mem

ber in its forwardly folded position , and means for tempor

arily securing said member in said position .

14. A tiltable cart body , a rear extension member connected

pivotally therewith , means for tilting said cart body, and

means for retaining it in a tilted position while being loaded.

15. A tiltable cart body, a front extension member perman

ently supported upon the same , a rear extension member

connected pivotally with and foldable over the front exten

sion member, means for supporting the rear extension mem

ber in its forwardly folded position , means for temporarily

securing said member in said position , lever means for tilt

ing the cart body, draft means connected with the latter,

and means for securing the cart body in tilted position at

various adjustments with relation to the draft means .
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No. 101,972. Garment Hanger. Accroche - vêtement.

Jacob M. Stein , Washington , District of Columbia , U.S.A.,

6th November , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 15th March , 1906 .

Receipt No. 133,925 .

Claim . - 1. A garment hanger comprising a body provided

with a projection intermediate its ends, and a suspending
hook secured to the body , the sides of the projection Alar

ing downwardly from substantially a point to receive the

neck of the garment below the apex of the projection and

hold the said neck out of engagement with said hook, the

ends of the body upon opposite sides of the projection hav
ing their upper faces directed downwardly upon

sub

stantially straight lines for co -operation with said projec

tion to hold the garment in contact with said upper face

portions throughout their lengths .

2. A garment hanger comprising a body provided with a

projection intermediato its ends , and a suspending hook

secured to the body, the sides of the projection flaring down

wardly from substantially a point to receive the neck of

the garment and hold the latter out of engagement with

James Louis Muller, New Canaan , Connecticut , U.S.A., 6th the suspending hook , the ends of the body upon opposite
November , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 29th August, 1906 . Re

sides of the projection being directed downwardly upon
ceipt No. 139,085 .

substantially straight lines for co - operation with said pro

Claim .-1 . A hanger of the class described , consisting of jection to hold the garment in contact with said upper face
a strip or plate adapted to be secured in a vertical position portions throughout their lengths, and a covering fitted

to a support and provided at its lower end with an out- over the projection .

wardly extending arm and at its upper end with an out- 3. A garment hanger, comprising a body provided with a

wardly extending member, a lock secured to the outwardly projection intermediate its ends, a suspending hook secur
extending member at the upper end, a movable rod passinged to the body , and a covering fitted over said projection.

vertically through said lock and through said member and

the lower end of which is adapted to operate in connection No. 101,974. Garment Supporter.

with said arm, a spring pressed device forming a part of

said lock and normally bearing on said rod and adapted to
Support de vêtement.

be moved out of connection with said rod by a key , said

rod and said spring pressed device being provided with

ratchet teeth which are adapted to engage in the upward

movement of said rod , and a spring for holding said rod

in a raised position , substantially as shown and described.

2. A hanger of the class described , consisting of a strip

or plate adapted to be secured in a vertical position to a

support and provided at its lower end with an outwardly

extending arm and at its upper end with an outwardly ex

tending meniber, a lock secured to the outwardly extend

ing member at the upper end , a movable rod passing ver

tically through said lock and through said member and the

lower end of which is adapted to operate in connection with

said arm, a spring pressed device forming a part of said

lock and normally bearing on said rod and adapted to be

moved out of connection with said rod by a key , said rod

and said spring pressed device being provided with ratchet
teeth which are adapted to engage in the upward movement Joseph William Schloss , New York City . New York , U.S.A ..

of said rod , a spring for holding said rod in a raised posi
6th November , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 20th July , 1906. Re

tion , and means for moving said rod downwardly, substanti
ceipt No. 138,002 .

ally as shown and described. Claim . - 1. A garment stiffener or fastener comprising a

3. A hanger of the class described, consisting of a strip strip of resilient material having an incut portion at each

or plate adapted to be secured in a vertical position to a end, whereby a hook is produced in the material .

support and provided at its lower end with an outwardly 2. A garment stiffener or fastener comprising a strip of

extending arm and at its upper end with an outwardly ex- resilient material having an incut portion at each end

tending member, a lock secured to the outwardly extend- curved around and terminating in an eye, said incut por

ing member at the upper end, a movable rod passing ver- tions having a restricted channel adjacent to the eye .

tically through said lock and through said member and the 3. A garment stiffener or fastener comprising a strip of

lower end of which is adapted to operate in connection resilient material having an incutportionat each end,the
with said arm , a spring pressed device forming a part of entrance of which is rounded , said incut portion being

said lock and normally bearing on said rod and adapted to curved around and terminating in an eye and having a re

bemovedout of connection with said rod by a key, said duced part or channeladjacent tosaid eye, theends of said
rod and said spring pressed device being provided with stiffener being rounded adjacent to said incut portions

ratchet teeth which are adapted to engage in the upward whereby a hook is formed at eachendof the strip capable

movement of said rod, a spring for holding said rod in a of being secured upon a loop or button of a fabric.
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No. 101,975. Machine for Preparing Cereals for

Food.

Machine pour préparer les céréales pour nourriture.

2. A bluing device comprising an imperforate receptacle , an

imperforate cover closely fitting one end thereof and having

Pigi

Tig
1

rigs

3

>

m
a stem or shank rigidly connected thereto and extending

within the receptacle , said stém or shank having an enlarged

lower end and a filter bag of bluing secured to said shank

with its lower portion clear of the bottom of the receptacle ,

the stem or shank being of a length to enable the cover to

be grasped and used as a handle without liability of contact

of the bluing supply with the fingers of the user.

No. 101,977. Railway Joint Chair .

Coussinet de joint de rails.
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The Natural Food Company, assignee of Frederick Regnier ,

both of Niagara Falls , New York , U.S.A., 13th November,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 28th March , 1906 . Receipt No.

134,357.

Claim . - 1 . In a shredding machine the combination with a

pair of shredding rolls , one of which is provided with

grooves, of vibratory needles of elastic character engaging William Boker Davis , Bolingbroke , Georgia, U.S.A. , 13th

said grooves , substantially as specified .
November , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 19th October , 1906. Re

2. In a shredding machine the combination with a pair of
ceipt No. 140,416.

shredding rolls , one of which is provided with grooves , of a

bank of adjustable self cleaning discharging needles held un
Claim .-1 . A rail joint comprising a box provided with a

der elastictension in engagement with the grooved roll, sub- longitudinalopening, abutting rail ends disposed within the
opening, a fish - plate disposed within the opening and bestantially as specified .

3. In a shredding machine the combination with a pair of
tween the rail and the boxing, and means whereby a lateral

shredding rolls , one of which is provided with grooves , of a
movement of the fish -plate produces a clamping strain be

bank of separate discharging needles in lateral contact with
tween the fish -plate and the box and between the fish -plate

and the rail .
each other, substantially as specified .

4. In a shredding machine the combination with a pair of
2. A rail joint comprising abutting rail ends , a fish - plate

shredding rolls , one of which is finished with a series of fine spanning the joint and provided along its lower edgewith
circumferential V-form grooves , a valved hopper above said

an outturned flange wedge-shaped in cross section , and a box

rolls and a moving receiver below the same, of a bank of ad- embracing the rails and fish -plate and presenting abearing
justable self cleaning discharging needles held under elastic surface for co -operation with the wedge- shaped flange.

tension in engagement withthegrooved roll,and meansfor spanningthe joint and provided along its longitudinal edges
3. A rail joint comprising abutting rail ends , a fish -plate

operating said rolls and receiver , substantially as specified .

5. In a shredding machine the combination with a pair of with out- turned flanges wedge -shaped in cross section , and a

shredding rolls, one of which is finished with a series of fine ing surfaces forco-operation with the wedges of the flanges.
box embracing the rails and fish -plate and presenting bear

circumferential grooves, a valved hopper above said rolls ,

and a reciprocating receiver below the same , of a bank of
4. A rail joint comprising abutting rail ends , a fish - plate

separate discharging needles in lateral contact with each spanning the joint and provided along its longitudinal edges

other , and a grooved clamp having curved bearing surfaces, with a longitudinal opening embracing the rails and fishwith outturned flanges wedge- shaped in cross section, a box

whereby said discharging needles are held under elastic ten
sion in engagement with the shredding roll grooves, substan- plate and presenting bearing surfaces for co - operation with

tially as specified . the wedges of the flanges , and means for moving the fish

plate laterally within the box and into gripping contact with

the rail and the bearing surfaces of the box .
No. 101,976. Bluing Package. Paquet de bleu .

The Sawyer Crystal Blue Company, assignee of Alvah W. No. 101,978. Car Coupler. Attelage de chars.

Holway , both of Boston , Massachusetts, U.S.A., 13th Robert Abbott Hadfield , Sheffield, England , 13th November ,

November , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 22nd October , 1906 . Re

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 19th October, 1906. Receipt No.

ceipt No. 140,522 .
140,438 .

Claim .-1 . A bluing device comprising an imperforate re- Claim . - 1 . As a new article of manufacture , a manganese

ceptacle, an imperforate cover therefor, having a stem or steel coupling knuckle of regulation size and form produced

shank rigidly connected thereto and depending from its un
by casting it in the form in which it is to be used as a

der side , and a supply of bluing carricd by said stem within completed knuckle, and then toughening such knuckle .

the receptacle , the stem or shank being of a length to sup- 2. As a new article of manufacture, a manganese steel

port the bluing clear of the bottom of the receptacle , the coupling knuckle of regulation size and form produced by

stem or shank being of a length to enable the cover to be casting it in the form in which it is to be used and there

grasped and used as a handle without liability of contact of
upon toughening the knuckle by heating it and then cooling

the bluing supply with the fingers of the user. it.
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3. As a new article of manufacture , a manganese steel a tongue on the inner end of the brace movably mounted

coupling knuckle of regulation size and form produced by between flanges on the block or casing , and a base por .
tion on the outer end of the brace having openings ! It's

spikes to secure the same to a tie .

5. The combination of a block or casting to be secured on

a rail base , an upright extension on the block or casting

having spaced flanges on its inner face , a brade fulcrumed

on the upper edge of the extension , a tongur on the brace

movable in the flanges of the extension and when the outer

base portion of the brace is forced down, ill bear tightly

against the rail, and means for securing lot " nuter base
portion of the brace to a tie .

6. The combination of a block or casting to be secured

on a rail base , a brace fulcrumed on the block or exten

sion , a depending tongue on the inner end of the brace

to engage the rail web , a base portion on the outer end

of the brace to be secured to a tie , and an enlargement on

the brace to engage the wheel head or tread portion of the
casting it in the form in which it is to be used , gradually rail .

heating the knuckle after solidification up to a red heat, and

then quickly to a predetermined temperature,and then cool- No. 101,980. Railway Switch Signal.
ing it rapidly, to toughen and harden the knuckle .

4. As a new article of manufacture , a manganese steel
Signal d'aiguille de chemin de fer.

coupling knuckle of regulation size and form produced by

casting it in the form in which it is to be used, gradually

heating the knuckle after solidification up to a red heat , and

then quickly to between 900° C and 1,000 ° C , and then rapidly

cooling the knuckle.

5. As a new article of manufacture , a cast manganese

steel coupling knuckle having a hollow body portion and

hook , whereby the thickness of the metal is so disposed

that the knuckle can be toughened and hardened by heat

treatment.

6. As a new article of manufacture , a cast manganese

steel coupling knuckle having a body portion provided with

parallel holes therethrough for the pivot pin and the draw

bar connection respectively, and a hook , the body portion

having a cavity formed in it communicating with one of

the holes and the hook having a cavity communicating with

the other hole.

7. As a new article of manufacture , a cast manganese

steel coupling knuckle having a hollow body portion pro

vided with an external recess at one end, and ahollow hook

projecting from the body portion and having an external

recess in one side thereof , whereby the thickness of the

metal is reduced to permit toughening and hardening of the

knuckle by heat treatment.

8. As a new article of manufacture , a cast manganese

steel coupling knuckle having a body portion having a hole

therethrough and a cavity communicating with said hole

and a hook extended from the body portion , the base of

the hook having a pivot hole through it and the hook hav .

ing a cavity formed in it communicating with such pivot hole .

No. 101,979. Rail Brace. Etai de rails .
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Anthony John Pieszak and Frank Harry Poole, both of Dun.

kirk , New York , U.S.A. , 13th November , 1906 ; 6 years.

Filed 17th October , 1906. Receipt No. 140,398.

Claim .-1 . The combination of a railroad switch mech

anism , a torpedo operating mechanism adapted to place &

torpedo upon and remove it from the railroad rail, a box

enclosing the torpedo when it is withdrawn from the rail, a

i gate closing said box mechanism for operating said gate,

and mechanism connecting said switch mechanism and the

torpedo and gate operating mechanism , substantially as and

for the purpose set forth .

2. The combination of a railway switch with a bell crank

lever connected with the operating mechanism of sald

switch , a signal station located at a point distant from said

switch consisting of a bell crank lever, a slide bar pivote :

to one arm thereof, a support for the free end of said slide

James F. Kelly , Galena, Illinois, U.S.A., 13th November, bar, a danger signal light andtarget connected withand

bar, a torpedo removably attached to the free end of said

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 23rd October, 1906. Receipt No. 1 operated by saidtorpedo operating mechanism , and means
140,542 . for operatively connecting the bell crank lever at the

Claim . - 1. A rail brace having a depending tongue at one switch with the bell crank lever at the signal station , sub

end and a base portion at its other end , and means for stantially as and for the purpose set forth.
fulcruming the brace between its ends to permit the tongue 3. The combination of a railway switch mechanism , mech

to be forced against the rail when the base portion is anism for operating the same, a signal station at a point

moved downward and secured . distant from said switch consisting of a torpedo operating

2. The combination of a fixed block or casting, a rail mechanism , means for operating the same , a box for sup :

brace fulcrumed thereon , bearing at one end against a porting the free end thereof , a torpedo removably secured

rail and secured at its other end . thereto , means opening and closing said box when the tor

3. The combination of a block or casting to be secured pero moves forward and back, a danger signal light and

on a rail base, a brace fulcrumed on said block or casting, target connected to said torpedo operating mechanism and

a tongue on the inner end of the brace to engage the rail , operated thereby, andmeans for connecting the torped )

and a base portion on the other end of the brace to be operating mechanism with the switch operating mechanism
secured against movement . whereby the lorpedo and signal mechanism are operated in

4. The combination of a block or casting to be secured unison with the switch, substantially as and for the purpose

on a rail base , a brace fulcrumed on said block or casting, ' set forth .
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No. 101,981. Rail Joint Joint de rail . 3. In a stove support, in combination , a skirting having

ribs on the front and back thereof, and a leg having pro

jecting tongues one of which laps the front of the skirting

and the other the back , with ribs at the ends of the tongues

engaging behind the ribs on the skirting.

4. In a stove support , in combination , a leg and a skirting ,

the back of the skirting having vertically extending ribs

and horizontal ledges at the lower ends thereof, and the

leg having lateral tongues extending behind the skirting

and engageable with the aforesaid ribs and ledges,

shoulder on the back of the leg , and a lateral tongue ex

tending from the skirting and behind the leg, and engage

able with said shoulder .

5. In a stove support, in combination , a leg and a skirting,

the back of the skirting having vertically extending ribs and

horizontal ledges at the lower ends thereof, and the leg

having lateral tongues extending behind the skirting and

engageable with the aforesaid ribs and ledges; the skirting

and leg below the aforesaid tongues overlapping, and hav

ing interlocking ribs and grooves , shoulders on the back of

the leg above the aforesaid tongue, and tongues extending

from the skirting and behind the leg, and engageable with

Henry A. Rhinelander, Freedom, Pennsylvania, U.S.A., 13th said shoulders .
November, 1906; 6 years. Filed 19th October, 1906 . Re .

ceipt No. 140,417 . No. 101,983 . Stove. Poêle.

Claim .-- 1. In a rail joint the combination with rail sec

tions and a tie , of a base plate , said base plate having a

seat formed therein , flanges carried by the longitudinal

edges of said plate , the ends of two of said flanges extend

ing over said seat and adapted to engage the bases of said

rails, a liner adapted to be mounted upon said seat, fish 16 19

plates mounted upon the eps of said plate between said 16

flanges, and means to secur , ' said base plate and said fish

plates in engagement with said tie and said rail sections ,

substantially as described.
Fior

2. In a rail joint the combination with rail sections and

tie , of a base plate having a seat formed therein adapted

to upport said rails , flanges carried by the longitudinal 7

edges of said plate , a liner adapted to be mounted upon

said seat and engaging one edge of the base of the rail, fish

plates adapted to be mounted upon the ends of said base

plate to engage said rail sections, and means to secure

said fish plates and said base plate upon said tie .

3. In a rail joint the combination with rail sections , of a

base plate having a seat formed therein adapted to sup

port said rails , a liner adapted to be mounted within said

seat and to bear against the base of the rail to retain said

rails therein , two separable fish plates mounted upon the

ends of said base plate, and means to secure said fish

plates in engagement with said base plate , substantially as
described .

4. In a rail section the combination with plate having

a seat formed therein , flanges carried by the longitudinal

edges of said plate , two fish plates adapted to be mounted

upon the ends of said plate and between said flanges , said

fish plates being separable from said first -named plate, and

means to secure said fish plates in engagement with said
F02

plate , substantially as described .
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No. 101,982. Stove Support. Support de poêles .
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Clinton Almeron Case , Council Bluffs, Iowa, U.S.A. , 13th

November, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 23rd October, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 140,539 .

Claim.-1. A stove comprising a drum, a firebox in said

drum , a draft pipe in the drum , a damper arranged to con

trol an opening from the drum to the draft pipe and said

| damper being adapted to close by gravity, a fuel door, and

a link operatively connected to said door at one end, the

other end of said link being formed with an elongated slot ,

there being provided a lug on said damper, said lug taking

into said slot , whereby the opening of the door will open

the damper, and whereby the closing of the door will allow

the damper to close by gravity , and means for opening

said damper independent of the door.

2. A stove comprising a drum , a firebox held at the up
Charles W. Rowley, Geneva , New York , U.S.A. , 13th No

per end of said drum , whereby the lower portion of the
vember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 19th October, 1906. Re

drum constitutes a radiator , a draft pipe connected to
ceipt No. 140,422 .

The drum near the lower end thereof, a fuel door mounted

Claim .-- 1 . In a stove support, in combination , a leg and at the upper end of the stove directly in communication

a skirting having laterally extending tongues which lap the with the upper end of the firebox , said door being pro

joint on the front and back thereof , and a rib at the end vided with a draft opening and means for controlling the

of each tongue which fits behind a projection on the other. same, a branch pipe connected to the draft pipe at the

2. In a stove support , in combination , a leg and a skirting . · pper end of the stove, and opening into the upper end

the abutting edges of which have each a tongue which laps of the firebox, a damper controlling said branch pipe, a

the joint on opposite faces or sides thereof, and a vertically bracket secured to the fuel door, a link provided with

extending rib at the end of the tongue of each, fitting within one end curved sharply upwardly and connected to said
a groove in the other. bracket and provided in its other end with an elongated
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slot , there being provided a lug on the damper on the a blade carried by said beam , blades pivotally attached at

branch pipe , said lug taking into said slot , whereby the their forward ends to the first said blade and being connected

opening of the door will likewise open the said damper,

and means for opening said damper independently of the
door.

3. A stove comprising a drum , a firebox held at the

upper end of said drum , whereby the lower portion of the

drum constitutes a radiator , a draft pipe connected to the
Figl.

drum near the lower end thereof, a fuel door mounted at

the upper end of the firebox , said door being provided

with a draft opening and means for controlling the same ,

a branch pipe connected to the draft pipe at the upper end

of the stove , and opening into the upper end of the fire

box , a damper controlling said branch pipe , a bracket

secured to the fuel door , a link provided with one end

curved sharply upwardly and connected to said bracket

and provided in its other end with an elongated slot , there

being provided a lug on the damper for the branch pipe ,
Fig2

said lug taking into said slot , whereby the opening of

the door will likewise open said damper, and a rod con

nected to said damper and slidably mounted through the

branch pipe, whereby said damper may be opened inde Figa
pendently of the door.

4. A stove comprising a drum , firebox within said

drum , a draft pipe for the drum , a fuel door at the upper

end of the drum , a branch pipe connected to the draft pipe at their rear portions to said wings and lever mechanism

at the upper end of the drum and opening into the latter, a
for operating said wings.

damper controlling said branch pipe, a bracket secured to

the fuel door, a link provided with one end curved sharply No. 101,985. Grain Cleaning Process.

upwardly and connected to said bracket and provided a lug
Procédé pour nettoyer le grain .

on the damper for the branch pipe , said lug taking into said

slot , as and for the purpose set forth .

5. A stove comprising a drum, a firebox in said drum ,
BA

a draft pipe for the drum , a damper arranged to control

one of the openings from the drum to the draft pipe and

said damper being adapted to close by gravity , a fuel door,

a link provided with one end curved sharply upwardly

and operatively connected to said door the other end of

said link being formed with an elongated slot , there being

provided a lug on said damper, said lug taking into said

slot, and means for opening said damper independently of

the door.

6. A stove comprising a drum , a firebox in said drum ,

draft pipe connected to the drum and provided with

openings communicating therewith , a damper controlling

one of said openings and arranged to be closed by gravity ,

a fuel door , means whereby the opening of the fuel door
H

will effect the opening of said damper and whereby the

closing of the fuel door will permit the damper to auto

matically close by gravity , and means for opening said

damper independently of the door.

7. A stove comprising a drum , a firebox in said drum ,

a draft pipe connected to the drum at the lower end
Frederick Stephen Blackmarr, Minneapolis , Minnesota , 13th

thereof and provided with a branch connecting it to the November, 1906 ; 6 years .
Re

upper end of the drum , a fuel door for the upper end of
Filed 20th August , 1906 .

the drum and damper for said branch pipe, said damper
ceipt No. 138,842 .

being arranged to close by gravity and provided on one Claim . – 1. Apparatus of the class set forth comprising a

edge with a lug , a link provided at one end with a slot mixer for the grain , a liquid dissolving tank having means

receiving said lug and operatively connected to the fuel for feeding the liquid or solution to said mixer , a dryer con

door at its otherend, for the purpose specified, and a rod nected with the mixer composed of a column having air in
14 connected to the rear face of said damper and ex- let and outlet ports , said outlet ports being larger than the

tendingly upwardly and sliding through the upper side irlet ports , a blower connected with the inlet ports , and

of said branch pipe , as set forth . means for charging the current of air issuing from said

8. In a stove provided with direct and indirect flues for blower with ozone and passing it into said dryer.

the products of combustion and with a fuel door , the com- 2. Apparatus for treating grain comprising a mixer for

bination with a damper for said direct flue, said damper dampening said grain having an inlet and outlet, a liquid

being held in its closed positionby gravity, a slotted link supply tank connected with said mixer , a dryer with which

or bar between said damper and said fuel door, said link the outlet of said mixer is connected and means for passing

or bar permitting movement of said damper independent of a current of air or other medium under pressure through and

the fuel door , and for manually operating said expanding is n said dryer.

damper. 3. In combination with apparatus of the class set forth , an

air dryer comprising a substantially vertical column provided

with a grain outlet at its upper end, a grain outlet at its
No. 101,984. Cultivator. (' ultivateur'.

lower end and air ports at its sides adapted to receive a

Hans Anderson , Crystal, North Dakota , U.S.A., 13th Novem- rcrts being proportioned in size to admitthe drying medium
current of air or other drying medium under pressure , said

ber , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 23rd October , 1906 . Receipt No. inder pressure and permit it to expand and freely pass out

140,543. of said dryer .

Claim . - 1 . An implement such as described comprising a 4. Apparatus of the class set forth comprising in combina

beam , wings pivotally attached to the beam , a leer mechan- tion a suitable mixer for dampening grain , a tank for sup

ism for swinging said wings, a blade carried by the beam , and plying liquid to said mixer provided with a connecting pas

blades pivotally attached at their forward ends to the first sageway and a valved inlet for liquid into thesame , adryer

said blade and connected at their rear portions with said connected with said mixer provided with means for retarding

wings .
the flow of grain therethrough , a blower Sonnected with

2. An implement such described comprising a beam , said dryer and an ozone generator connected with said

wings pivotally attached to said beam , a lever mechanism blower.

for swinging said wings , a blade carried by the beam , and 5. The process of preparing grain for cleaning consisting

blades pivotally attached to their forward ends to the first of subjecting the grain to the combined action of ozone and

said blade and being capable of adjustment into horizontal a liquid applied to the grain having affinity to said ozone.

or inclined positions and being connected at their rear por 6. The process of preparing grain for cleaning , consist

tions with said wings .
ing of dampening the grain with a solution of salt and treat

3. An implement such as described comprising a beam , ing the dampened grain to the action of air charged with
wings pivotally attached to said beam and carrying ploughs , ' ozone .
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No. 101,988. Stone Puller. Arrache -pierre.

1977

7. The process of preparing grain for cleaning , consisting

of subjecting the grain to the action of dampening with a

suspended solution of saline or other suitable substance

and drying with a gaseous medium .

8. The process of preparing grain for cleaning consisting

oi coating each berry with a deposit of saline material and

drying said deposit by a medium charged with ozone .

9. The process of coating grain for cleaning by applying a

material in suspended solution and then drying the grain .

10. The process of coating grain for cleaning by applying a

liquid and subsequently drying the grain by air charged with

070ne .

11. The process of coating grain for cleaning, consisting

of dampening the grain and drying it by means of expanding

air charged with ozone .

No. 101,986. Radiator for Heat.

Calorifère pour la chaleur.

20 ?

f
i
g
i

Alfred Deschambault, Whitewood , Saskatchewan , Canada,

13th November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 23rd October, 1906.

Receipt No. 140,546 .

Claim.-1. A stone puller comprising the combination of

a central bar, side bars bolted to the central bar, said side

bars being bent outward and backward in diverging lines ,

and all of said bars being bent downward and forward to

form tines , a draught attaching member secured on the

central bar and a handle secured to the central bar.

2. As one puller comprising the combination of a central

bar , side bars bolted to the central bar , said side bars

bars being bent outward and backward in diverging lines ,

and all of said bars being bent downward and forward to

form tines, a draught attaching member secured on the

central bar and a bifurcated member riveted to the central

bar and bent upward and formed into a handle .

3. A stone puller comprising the combination of a central

bar, side bars bolted to the central bar, said side bars being

bent outward and backward in diverging lines and all of

said bars being bent downward and forward to form tines ,

a draught attaching member secured on the central bar, a

handle secured to the central bar and a brace disposed

through the tines below the handle .

4. In a stone puller the combination comprising a centra!

bar, side bars removably secured to the central bar inter

mediate of its ends and all of said bars being bent to form

tines , a draught attaching member secured to the central

bar and a handle disposed centrally of the implement.

William James Burroughs and William James Burroughs,

Jr. , co - inventors , both of London , England, 13th Novem

ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 31st August, 1906. Receipt No.

139,137 .

Claim.-1 . A radiator, the coil or coils of which is or are

recessed to receive a water tank or drawer, substantially as

described .

2. In a radiator , a water tank or drawer arranged to be

inserted into a recess inside the radiator coiles , substanti

ally as described. No. 101,989. Stop Cock for Air Brake System.

Robinet d'arrêt pour frein à air.

No. 101,987 . Water Heater. Chauffeur d'cau .
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Edward N. Collins , Los Angeles , California , U.S.A. , 13th

November , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 22nd October , 1906 .

Receipt No. 140,490 .

Claim.--1 . A gas water heater consisting of a burner hav

ing radial lines of jet outlets and raised water chambers

disposed between said lines .

2. A gas water heater consisting of a burner having a

gas chamber provided with radial lines, of jet outlets and

raised water chambers disposed between said lines and ex

tending below the plane of the gas chamber .

3. A gas water heater consisting of a burner having a

gas chamber, water chambers below the plane of the gas

chamber, the latter being provided with radial lines of jet

outlets , raised water chambers disposed between the said

lines and communicating with the water chambers below

the gas chamber.

Samuel H. Dunning, Peterson , New Jersey, U.S.A., 13th No
vember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 20th October, 1906 . Re

ceipt No. 140,464 .

Claim .-1 . In an air brake system . a stop cock compris

ing the body portion formed with an integral shell , the ro

tating valve having a radial bolt receiving recess and a

spring actuated key operative bolt arranged in said shell

in operative position to engage in said recess , substantially

as described .

2. In an air brake system , a stop cock comprising the

body portion formed with an integral shell, the rotating

valve having a radial bolt receiving recess key operative

bolt arranged in opposite walls of said shell in operative

position to engage said recess and having within the shell ,

a shoulder and a spring interposed between one wall of

said shell and the shoulder and soiled about said bolt sub

stantially as described .
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3. In an air brake system , a stop cock comprising the will for adjusting the facility with which said pneumatic
body portion and the valve having a part thereof over- member is thus vented , said mechanism being independent

hanging and disposed close to said body portion , said body of said means for venting said member.

portion having a port leading from the main port of the 8. na pneumatic brake valve the combination of a hollow

stop cock to the valve bore and said valve having a port pneumatic member provided with a web and with apertures

adapted to register with said first - named port and leading disposed within said web , a revoluble member provided with

to the atmosphere through the surface of said overhanging apertures and movable relatively to said web so as to cause

part which is next adjacent to the body portion, substan- said apertures to partially register with each other, a cap

tially as described . connected with said pneumatic member and provided with

an opening, a glass closure member engaging said cap and

No. 101,990. Pneumatic Valve. Soupape pneumatique. normally obstructing the passage of air through said aper

tures and means for breaking said glass member.

9. In a pneumatic brake valve the combination of a pneu

matic member provided with a brittle substance normally

obstructing the passage of air, a hammer for breaking said

brittle substance thereby allowing the escape of air, lever

mechanism for normally holding said hammer in a retracted

position , and electric mechanism for automatically operat.

ing said lever mechanism so as to release said hammer.

10. In a pneumatic brake valve the combination of a pneu

matic member provided with an opening, a glass disc dis

posed adjacent to said opening and normally closing the

same , a hammer for breaking said glass disc, a spring con

nected with said hammer for forcing the same toward said

disc , a lever provided with a dog for holding said hammer

in a retracted position , a slide engaging said lever for the

purpose of temporarily holding the same in position to en

gage said hammer, a lever engaging said slide and free to

move the same , an armature connected with said lever, an

electro -magnet connected with said armature , and means

controllable automatically by movements of a vehicle for

energizing said electro -magnet.

11. In a pneumatic brake valve the combination of a mov

able member for suddenly venting the train pipe, a lever

temporarily engaging said movable member, a slide for hold

ing said lever in a predetermined position , and mechanism

controllable by an electro-magnet for actuating said slide

so as to release said lever.

T. 2

No. 101,991 . Grate. Grille .
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George Patrick Finnigan, Greene , New York , U.S.A. , 13th

November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 1st October, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 139,963.

Claim.-1 . In a pneumatic brake valve the combination of

a pneumatic member provided with an aperture to be vented

for the purpose of supplying air brakes , a fragile disc norm

ally closing said aperture, a hammer for breaking said disc ,

mechanical means for restraining said hammer and electric

ally operated mechanism for releasing said restraining

means.

2. In a pneumatic brake valve the combination of a hollow

pneumatic member provided with an opening , a disc of glass

disposed adjacent to said opening and having a convex con

formity for the purpose of resisting air pressure , and means

ior automatically breaking said disc so as to allow the free
passage of air through said opening.

3. In a pneumatic brake valve the combination of a pneu- Oscar Eugene Halderman, Marion, Indiana, U.S.A. , 13th Nov.

matic member provided with an aperture to be vented for ember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 22nd October, 1906. Receipt
the purpose of applying air brakes , said aperture being No. 140,511 .

normally closed , means controllable at will for adjusting Claim.-1 . The combination with a firebox, of a shaft

the capacity of said aperture , and mechanism for suddenly rotatably supported thereon, a member having a recess and

opening said aperture to the full extent allowed , for when being fixed upon the shaft, curved grate bars carried by th :
thus adjusted said mechanism being independent of said ad- Shaft, and a door movable over the end of the shaft and co

justing means. operating with the recess to limit the rotation of the shaft .

4. In a pneumatic brake valve the combination of a pneu- 2. The combination with a firebox, of a shaft rotatably

matic member to be vented for the purpose of applying air supported thereon, a member having a recess and being

brakes, means for venting said pneumatic member, and fixed upon the end of the shaft outside the firebox , curved

mechanism adjustable by hand for controlling the facility grate bars carried by the shaft and a door hinged upon the

with which said pneumatic member is vented , said mechan- firebox and having a projection to enter the recess .

ism being independent of said means for venting said mem

ber . No. 101,992. Broiler. Gril.

5. In a pneumatic brake valve the combination of a pneu
matic member located upon a vehicle , means controllable James John Jones , New York City , New York , U.S.A. , 13th

by movements of said vehicle for venting said pneumatic November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 19th October, 1906. Re

member, and mechanism adjustable by hand for controlling ceipt No. 140,423 .

the facility with which said pneumatic member is vented , C'laim . - 1 . A broiler comprising a corrugated sheet metal

said mechanism being independent of said means for vent- | plate having elongated longitudinally disposed openings ia

ing said pneumatic member . similar positions in each corrugation , the upper edge of

6. In a pneumatic brake valve the combination of a pneu - vach openings being out- turned to form a lip overhanging

matic member to be vented for the purpose of applying air said openings to prevent the escape therethrough of the

brakes, said pneumatic member being normally closed, meat juices in broiling.

nieans for opening said pneumatic member, and mechanism 2. A broiler comprising a corrugated sheet metal plate

for controlling the facility with which said pneumatic mem- having elongated longitudinally disposed openings similarly

ber is vented, said mechanism being independent of said placed in each corrugation , each opening being wider a :

means for opening said pneumatic member. one end than at the other and having its upper edge ou ' .

7. In a pneumatic brake valve the combination of a pneu- Curned to form a lip overhanging said opening to prevent

matic member to be vented for the purpose of applying air the escape therethrough of the meat juices in brolling

brakes, electrically operated magnetic mechanism for vent- 3. A broiler comprising a corrugated sheet metal pla :.

ing said pneumatic member, and mechanism controllable at having elongated longitudinally disposed openings sime
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ilarly placed in each corrugation, each opening being 2. A boot or shoe having a recess formed in the insole,

wider at one end than at the other and having its upper and a filling of soft resilient material suitably secured

within the recess of the forepart of the shoe, as and for

the purpose specified.

3. A boot or shoe having a recess formed in the insole,

thereof, the said recess having an overhanging edge, and

a filling of soft resilient material suitably secured within

the recess and beneath the overhanging edge thereof, as

and for the purpose specified .

4. A boot or shoe having a recess formed in the insole

thereof, said recess having an overhanging edge, a filling

of soft resilient material suitably secured within the re

cess and beneath the overhanging edge thereof and a cov

ering of thin leather designed to be secured around its

edge to the under side of the overhanging side of the re

cess and to the filling , as and for the purpose specified .

5. A boot or shoe having a recess formed in the insole, a

filling of soft resilient material suitably secured within

the recess and a covering of thin leather secured to such
resilient material, as and for the purpose specified.

6 In a boot or shoe, the combination with the insole

having a recess in the forepart thereof and a filling of

soft resilient material for such process , of a cross strip

extending between the sides of the insole and across the

recess, as and for the purpose specified .

Paris

No. 101,994. Unloading Apparatus.

Appareil à décharger.
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edge and longer short edge out- turned to form lips , the

upper lip overhanging said opening to prevent the escape

therethrough of meat juices in broiling.

4. A broiler comprising a corrugated sheet metal plate

having elongated longitudinally disposed openings similarly [17
placed in each corrugation , each opening being wider at

one end than at the othe and having its upper and both

short edges out-turned to form lips , the upper lip overhang- Jesse Earnest Knight, Park , Washington , U.S.A. , 13th No

ing said opening to prevent the escape therethrough of vember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 17th October, 1906 Re

the meat juices in broiling. ceipt No. 140,380.

5. A broiler comprising a corrugated sheet metal plate
Claim.-1 . In an unloading apparatus the combina : ion with

having elongated longitudinally disposed openings in sim
a way adapted to have a vehicle moved along the same, of a

ilar positions in each corrugation , the upper edge of each
opening being out- turned so as to form a lip inclined to swinging boom having its free end adjacent to theway and

the edge of the apices of the corrugated plate and over- adapted to movein an arc converging toward said way, for

hanging said opening to prevent the escape therethrough anelevated part to whichthe line is joined , and a weight at
the purpose specified, a line in connection with said boom ,

of the meat juices in broiling.
6. A broiler comprising a corrugated sheet metal plate tached to the line intermediate its ends.

having elongated longitudinally disposed openings in sim
2. In an unloading apparatus the combination of a way

ilar positions in each corrugation , the upper edge of each adapted to have a vehicle moved along the same, a swinging

opening being out-turned to form a lip overhanging the being adapted to have its free end moved through an aic
boom having its free end juxtaposed to said way , the boom

opening to catch the meat juices, a wireframe,and means converging toward and intersecting said way, : line in con
for detachably connecting the sheet metal plate to the nection with said boom , an elevated part with which the

said frame.
line is connected , and a weight attached to the line inter

No. 101,993. Boot and Shoe. Chaussure.
mediate its ends, for the purpose specified .

3. In an unloading apparatus the combination with a way

adapted to have a vehicle moved along the same , of a

swinging boom having its free end arranged to move in an

arc converging toward the way, a rotary member carried by

the free portion of the boom, and means for rotating the

said member during the swinging of the boom, said rotat

ing member having spurs in its periphery adapted to engage

the material unloaded.

4. In an unloading apparatus the combination with & way

adapted to have a vehicle moved along the same, of a swing

ing boom having its free end arranged to move in an arc

converging toward the way, a rotary member carried by the

free portion of the boom, and means for rotating the said

member during the swinging of the boom , said means for

rotating said member comprising a stationary rack, and a

pinion carried by the boom and meshed with the rack and

having connection with the rotary member.

5. In an unloading apparatus the combination with a way

adapted to have a vehicle moved along the same , of a

swinging boom having its free end arranged to move in an

arc converging toward the way, a rotary unloading member

John Staunton King, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, 13th Nov the free portion of the boom and means for rotat

ember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 20th October, 1906 . Re- ing said unloading member during the swinging of the boom .

ceipt No. 140,474. 6. In an unloading apparatus the combination with a way

Claim.-1. A boot or shoe having a recess formed in the adapted to have a vehicle moved along the same, of a swing

insole, and a filling of soft resilient material suitably ing boom having its free end arranged to move in an arc

secured within the recess, as and for the purpose specified.'converging toward the way, a rotary unloading member car
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ried by the free portion of the beam and adapted to engage 5. In a potato digger the combination comprising a sup

the load on the vehicle , means for connecting the boom with porting axle, a pair ofsupporting wheels on the axle ,a seg

the vehicle , and means for rotating said unloading member mental member rockably supported on the axle and pro

during the swinging of the boom. vided with wings on its opposite sides, a digging member

7. in an unloading apparatus the combination with a way carried by the segmental member and extending above the
adapted to have a vehicle moved along the same , of a swing- plane thereof to form channels on each side, means for
ang boom having its free end arranged to move in an arc rocking the segmental member on the axle and rotatable

cunverging toward the way, a rotary unloading member separating drums carried on the wheels.
carried by the free portion of the boom and adapted to en- 6. In a polato digger the combination comprising a sup

gage the load on the vehicle, means for connecting the boom porting axle, a pair of wheels carried on the axle, a seg .
with the vehicle , means for rotating said unloading member

mental member rockably supported on the axle, a digging

during the swinging of the boom , and means in connection
member carried by the segmental inember a draft Dean

with the boom for automatically returning the same to a pivoted to the digging member, a rockable depth regulating

position removed from the way.
inember pivoted to the digging member, meaus for locktog

8. In an unloading apparatus the combination with away the rockable member against movement and rola table
and a vehicle adapted to move over the same , of a boom separating drums carried on the wheels .

mounted to swing its free end in an arc converging toward
7. In a potato digger the combination comprising an axle,.

the way and to sweepover the floor of the vehicle to engage suporting wheels on the axle , a rockable segmental quem "

the load thereof, and throw the same laterally from the
per carried by the axle , a digging member carried by the

segmental member, a link rockabıy connected to thte dig .
vehicle.

ging member , a roller on the link, a rod connected to the
9. in an unloading apparatus the combination with a way

unk , means for locking the rod against movement and
aud a vehicle adapteu to move over the same, of a boom

drums fixed on the supporting wheels.
mounted to swing its free end in an arc converging toward

the way and tosweep over the floor of the vehicle toengage suporting wheels on the axle, a rockable segmental mem
8. in a potato digger the counbination comprising an axle,

the load thereof, and throw the same laterally from the
per carried by the axle , a digging member carried by the

vehicle and means for connecting said free portion of the
segmental member, a link rockably connected to the dig

boom to the vehicle whereby to swing the boom through the ging member, a roller on the link a rod connected to the
medium of the vehicle .

unk and provided with openings, handles carried by the
10. In an unloading apparatus the combination with a way

segmental member, a pin carried by the handles and ad
and a venicie adapted to move over the same, of a boom

apted to enter the openings and drums fixed to the support
mounted to swing its free end in an arc converging toward .ug wheels.

the way and to sweep over the floor of the vehicle to engage 9. in a potato digger the combination comprising a sup.
the load thereof and throw the load laterally from

porting axle , a pair of wheels on the supporting axle, drums
vehicle , and a means for automatically returning the boom secured to the wheels, a segmental member rockably dis
to inactive position. posed on the axle, a digging member carried by the seg.

11. In an unloading apparatus the combination with a way mental member and provided with an opening , a draft

and a vehicle adapted to move over the same , of a boom beam having a rear bifurcated end disposed through the

mounted to swing its free end in an arc converging toward opening , a link disposed in the bifurcated end of the draft

the way and to sweep over the floor of the vehicle to engage beam , a pin carried by the digging member and disposed

the load thereof and throw the load laterally from the vehi - through toe bifurcated end of tne draft beam and the link,

cle , means for connecting said free portion of the boom to a roller carried by the free end of the link means for lock

the vehicle whereby to swing the boom through the medium ing the link against movement and handles secured to the

of the vehicle , and means for automatically returning the segmental member and adapted to rock the segmental

boom to its inactive position upon disconnection from the member and the digging member.

vehicle . 10. In a potato digger the combination comprising a sup

porting axle , a pair of wheels on the supporting axle, a

No. 101,995. Potato Digger. Arrache -patates.
segmental member rockably disposed on the axle and pro

vided with wings , the rear sides of which are curved, a

digging member on the segmental member, means for rock

ing the segmental member to regulate the depth of the cut

of the digging member and annular members secured to

the wheels and provided with horizontal flanges having

Fig'1. fingers thereon .

11. In a potato digger the combination comprising a sup

porting axle , a pair of wheels carried by the supporting

axle , a rockable segmental member carried by the support

ing axle , a digging member carried by the segmental mem

ber, means for rocking the segmental member , rings carrie1

by the wheels and separating drums carried by the wheels

each comprising a vertical flange riveted to said rings and

a horizontal flange provided with slots to form inwardly

projecting fingers.

the
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11963 " No. 101,996. Check Hook. Crochet de fausse- rênes.
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Joseph Moreau , St. Germain de Grantham , Quebec , Canada ,

13th November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 23rd October, 1906 .

Receipt No. 140,545.

Claim . - 1. In a potato digger the combination comprising

a pair of supporting wheels, separating drums secured to

the whels and a digging member disposed between the

drums.

2. In a potato digger the combination comprising a sup

mental member rockably supported on the axle, a digging

member carried by the segmental member means for rock

ing the segmental member on the axle and rotatable separ

ating drums carried on the wheels.

3. In a potato digger the combination comprising a sup

porting axle , wheels on the supporting axle , a segmental

member provided with ears disposed on the supporting
axle, a digging member carried by the segmentalmember, Peter ş. Peterson , Jamesville , Wisconsin, U.S.A. , 13th Nov

means for rocking the segmental member on the axle , and
ember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 9th October, 1906. Re

rotatable separating drums carried by the wheels .
ceipt No. 140,160.

4. In a potato digger the combination comprising a sup- Claim . - 1. A check hook comprising a member and a

porting axle. a pair of supporting wheels on the axle , a hinged rein receiving member disposed opposite the fixed

segmental member rockably supported on the axle and pro- member, and means for temporarily uniting the free ends

vided with upwardly extending outwardly flared wings on of said members and permitting the release of the hing !

its opposite sides , a digging member carried by the seg. member when it is subjected to abnormal strain through

mental member , means for rocking the segmental member the checkrein.

on the axle and rotatable separating drums carried on the 2. A check hook comprising a fixed member, a rein receir .

wheels. ing member disposed opposite the fixed member and hinged
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thereto, said fixed member constructed to clamp the hinged No. 101,998. Mail Deliverer.

member, normally hold it against movement and permit
Appareil à livrer la malle.

its release when subjected to abnormal strain through the

checkrein.

3. A check hook comprising a fixed member, and a rein
Fig ...

receiving book disposed opposite the fixed member and

hinged thereto , one of said members having a recess to

receive the other member and normally hold the rein

receiving hook until the latter is subjected to abnormal

pulling strain through the checkrein .

4. A check hook comprising a fixed member, a rein re

ceiving hook disposed opposite the fixed member and hinged

thereto , and said slit member slit to clamp the rein re

ceiving end of the hook and release said hook when the

latter is subjected to abnormal strain through the check

rein .

5. A check hook , comprising a fixed member, a rein re

ceiving hook disposed opposite the fixed member and hinged
89 100998

thereto near one end and at such end constructed to over

lap and rest on the base of the fixed member, said fixed

member projecting upward at its rear end and slit longi- Gordon Souther, Ludlow , Kentucky, U.S.A. , 13th November,

tudinally and having notches formed in opposite faces to 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 23rd October , 1906. Receipt No.

receive and hold the rein receiving free end of the hook 140,538 .

and release said hook when the latter is subjected to Claim . - 1 . In means for delivering mail the combination of

abnormal strain through the checkrein .

6. A check hook comprising a fixed member constructed the car and to deliver the same upon the interior of the
a carriage adapted to receive the mail upon the exterior of

to be rigidly secured to a harness , a rein receiving hook car , means for holding the carriage upon the exterior of the

disposed opposite the fixed member and hinged to the for
car in given position and to be overcome by the superior

ward end thereof, the rear end of the Axed member, weight or force of the mail taken up by the carriage and to

curved upward , slit longitudinally and flared, and having return the latter to normal position when relieved of the

notches formed in opposite faces to receive and hold the weight of the mail.

free end of the rein receiving hook until the latter is sub 2. In means for delivering mail the combination of an in
jected to undue strain through the checkrein .

clined track having a portion arranged exterior to the car
7. A check hook comprising a fixed member , and a rein

and a portion located upon the interior thereof, said track
receiving hook member disposed opposite the fixed mem

inclining towards the inner or delivery end , a carriage
ber and hinged thereto , one of said members having an

opening to permit the passage transversely through it of holding the carriagein given position to receive the mail
mounted to travel upon said track, and means for normally

the free end of the other member and retain the rein re
from a station or point along the railway and overcome

ceiving hook member until it is subjected to undue strain
by the weight of the mail so received and adapted to return

through the checkrein .
the carriage to normal position after it has discharged the

mail .

No. 101,997. Movable Grate. Grille mobile.
3. In means for delivering mail to a moving train the com

bination of a track having portions arranged upon opposite

sides of a portion of the car at one side of the door opening

and curving around the jamb thereof , said track inclining

from its outer end downwardly towards its inner end , and a

carriage arranged to travel upon said track around and

through the door opening to carry mail from the outside of

the car to the inside thereof.

4. In means for delivering mail to a moving car the com

bination of an inclined track comprising end portions located

upon opposite sides of a portion of the car at one side of

0 0 00 6 the door opening, and an intermediate portion curving

.
around a jamb of the door opening and connecting the in

8000-8 0
ner and outer portions of the track , and a carriage adapted

to travel upon said track and to receive and support the

mail .

5. In means for delivering mail of the character substan

tially as specified , the combination of a track, a carriage

mounted to travel thereon , an engaging device , meads for

setting said engaging device . and a trip for releasing the

indicating setting means to throw the latter into operative

position .

6. In mall delivering mechanism of the character speci

fied the combination of a track , a carriage adapted to travel

thereon , an engaging device carried by said carriage , means

Anders Borch Reck , 16 Christiansvej, Hellerup , Denmark normally holding the engaging device out of operative posi
13th November, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 23rd October, 1900.

tion , setting mechanism for throwing the engaging device

Receipt No. 140,555 . into working position and normally held in restraint, and

Claim .-1. A grate consisting of movable parts which slope a trip mechanism for releasing the setting mechanism ,

down against a narrow space separating the parts, the said whereby the engaging device is thrown into operative posi.
parts being movable to-and-fro in a direction across the tion .

said narrow space. 7. In mail delivery mechanism the combination of a car

2. A grate consisting of movable parts which slope down riage , an indicating device attached thereto and adapted

against a narrow space separating the parts, the said parts to take up the mail and normally held out of the path of

being movable to -and-fro in a direction across the said the mail . means for holding the carriage in normal posi

narrow space and being provided with teeth along the edges tion and adapted to throw the engaging device into opera

adjoining the said narrow space. tive position , and a trip mechanism for releasing the actu

3. A grate consisting of movable parts which slope down ating means for the carriage and engaging device, whereby

against a narrow space separating the parts, the said parts the latter is thrown into operative position to engage with

being provided with teeth along the edges adjoining the said and take up the mail to be delivered to the moving car.

narrow spaces , and means for varying the limits of the 8. In means for delivering mail from a moving car the

movement of the movable parts of the grate . combination of a carriage , an engaging device connected

4. A grate consisting of movable parts which slope down therewith and normally held out of action , actuating means

against a narrow space separating the parts , the said parts for returning the carriage to normal position and having

being provided with teeth along the edges adjoining the said connection with said engaging device to throw it into oper

narrow spaces and being movable by a handle to-and-fro ative position, a trin , and a stop pivotally connected with

in a direction across the said narrow space , the said handle said trip and adapted to hold said actuating means in re

being provided with movable slide which strikes against a straint and when released to admit of the actuating means

fixed stopper when left in its normal position on the handle, throwing the engaging device into operative position to take

but passes the stopper when the movable slide is pushed up the mail . which mail imparts automatic movement to the

back. carriage and overcomes its actuating means.
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Teg

9. In mechanism of the character specified the combina- | plate, a chamber into which the apertures lead and said

tion of a car provided with a self opening door, a catch for chamber being provided with a lateral extension, and a spout

normally holding the door closed , a carriage adapted to secured to and projecting outwardly from one side bar of

receive the mail to be delivered to the car, and means the frame wark and in which said lateral extension loosely

tripped by said carriage to effect release of the door to rests.

admit of the carriage and mail passing through the opening 2. A machine of the character described comprising a

closed thereby. frame work, a hopper mounted thereon , crossbars 4 secured

10. In means of the character specified the combination of to the side bars of the framework , an inclined sluice sup

a car provided with a self opening door, means for holding | ported on said crossbars and mounted to slide thereon , a

the door closed , a carriage , a trip adapted to be operated by spray reservoir mounted in the framework above the sluice .

the carriage to effect release of the door, and a trip mech- the sluice being provided at its lower end with an apertured

anism for setting the carriage to take up mail from a given plate and a chamber into which the aperture of the plate
point or station . leads, said chamber being provided with a lateral extension ,

11. In means for delivering mail the combination of a a spout secured to and projecting outwardly from one side

crane adapted to swing under the influence of gravitative bar of the framework, the said lateral extension of the

force resulting from the mail suspended therefrom, and chamber resting in and adapted to slide in said spout, a

means for returning said crane to normal positionand reversely inclined shoemounted in the framework or hangers
adapted to be overcome by the weight of the mail applied pivotally supporting said shoe to swing longitudinally , means

to the crane for delivery . for swinging said shoe , an arm 6 projecting laterally from
12. In combination with a mail car, a crane applied there- the sluice and out beyond one side bar of the framework and

to and adapted to swing through the door opening, and a a vertical shaft 8 mounted in a boxing in the outer side of

buffer applied to and carried by the crane to form a stop one side bar of the framework , said shaft being provide

and limit the outward swinging movement of the crane. at end end with a crank operatively connected to the lateral
13. In a mail car the combination of a crane pivoted

arm 6 of the sluice and being provided at its other end with
thereto and having its axis inclined to the perpendicular a lateral secured to the under side of the said shoe, as and

whereby the crane will automatically swing in one direc
for the purpose set forth .

tion under the weight of the mail applied thereto for de

livery, and means for returning the craneto normal posi- No. 102,000. Device for Unloading Gravel.
tion after release of the weight of the mail .

14. In a mail car the combination of a crane pivoted Appareil à décharger le gravier.

thereto to swing through the door opening, means for limit

ing the swinging mmovement of the crane in each direction,
Tag 1

and means for imparting positive movement to said crane

both to swing it without and within the car.

15. In means for delivering mail, substantially as set

forth , the combination of a swinging crane mounted upon

the car , a lock device for holding the crane in a given

position , a carriage, and means adapted to be tripped by

the carriage to effect release of the crane to permit free

movement thereof.

16. In mechanism of the character set forth, the combina

tion of a self opening door, a swinging crane, lock devices

for holding the door and crane in given position , a carriage ,

and means tripped by the carriage to effect release of both

the door and crane .

17. In a mail car, the combination of a track curving OI OO

around a jamb of the door opening and extending upon

opposite sides of a portion of thte car, and a carriage

adapted to travel upon said trackandcomposedof sections Charley H. Williamson, Blissfield, Ohio, U.S.A., 13th Novem

joined to admit of flexing of the carriage when passing

around the curved portion of the track.
ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 19th October, 1906. Receipt

18. In means for delivering mail the combination of a No. 140,436.

support for receiving mail to be delivered, a hook connec- Claim.-1 . The combination of a car provided in its bot

ted with the mail and spaced fingers extended from saía tom with a central discharge openig and two spaced apart

support to hold the said hook in given position . laterally adjustable ploughs designed to be drawn over the

19. In means for delivering mail the combination of a bottom of the car on opposite sides of said opening.

support, spaced spring fingers extended therefrom and a 2. The combination of a car provided in its bottom with
hook adapted to be received between said fingers to be held a central discharge opening, a frame arranged to be drawn

in a given position thereby andhaving connection with the alongthe bottom of the car, and two ploughs hinged at op
mail to be sustained by said support. posite sides of said frame with their apexes free from ai .

tachment to each other and arranged to be laterally ad

No. 101,999. Smut Machine. Smut. justed, as and for the purpose set forth.

3. An unloading device for gravel cars or the like com

prising a frame designed to be drawn over the bottom of the

car , two spaced apart laterally adjustable ploughs carried

by said frame, and means for holding said ploughs in differ .

0 ent lateral positions with respect to each other, and means

for drawing said frame over the bottom of a car.

4. An unloading device for gravel cars or the like conda

prising a frame , means for drawing said frame over the bot .

tom of the car , two angular ploughs hinged to said frame nt

opposite sides thereof with their front ends free from con

nection with each other, and means connected with sal !

frame for holding said two ploughs in different angular posl

tions.

5. An unloading device for gravel cars or the like com

prising a frame designed to move over the bottom of the

car , means for drawing said frame forwardly , two spaced

apart angular ploughs hinged at opposite sides of sald frame

at one end only, and means connected to the other end of

cach of said ploughs for adjusting the same laterally.

William H. Thompson, Fairmount, North Dakota. U.S.A. charge section , of a nlunger designed to bedrawnover the
6. The combination with a car provided with a tilting dis

13th November, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 23rd October, 1906. bottom of the car and arranged to automatically unlock an!

Receipt No. 140,536 .
tilt said section and a scraping device operatively connected

Claim . - 1. In a machine of the character described the with said plunger to move therewith , asand for the purpose

combination of a frame work embodying said bars , a longi- set forth.

tudinally vibrating inclined shoe , a transversely vibrating 7. The combination with a car having a tilting bottom
inclined sluice above side shoe and designed to discharge section of a frame designed to move over the bottom of the

thereon , a grain hopper adapted to discharge on to the upper car and provided with a scraping device , and a plunger car

end of the sluice, means for actuating the sluice and shoe, ried by said frame and extending beyond said scraping de

means for spraying the grain as it passes down the sluice, vice and arranged to automatically unlock the said tilted

the sluice being provided at its lower end with an apertured section , as and for the purpose set forth.

142000
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8. The combination with a car of the character described 3. In a heater the combination of a firepot having the

embodying a tilted bottom section , of an unloading device form of an inverted truncated cone and formed with open

comprising a frame , means for moving the frame over the

bottom of the car, laterally adjustable ploughs carried by

said frame and said ploughs being angular, and means for

holding said ploughs in different lateral positions with res

pect to the frame, said means including a hand operated

lever and links connecting the same with the ploughs and

means for automatically unlocking and tilting said section

in advance of the movement of the ploughs and frame in

alignment with said section .

9. An unloading device for gravel cars or the like compris

ing a frame , two angular ploughs hinged at one end to op

posite sides of said frame , links connected to the other ends

of said ploughs and arranged to move said ploughs laterally

with respect to each other , and a hand operated lever car

ried by said frame and connected to said links whereby to

hold said ploughs in different angular positions with res

pect to each other.
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No. 102,001 . Water Purifying Process.

Procédé pour purifier l'eau .

ings in its sides , a dome to close the upper end of said

The American Steel and Wire Company, Chicago, Illinois, firepot, a flue leading upward from said dome , a consuming

assignee of Charles Arthur Brownė , Lorain , Ohio , chamber surrounding the fire pot and covering the openings

U.S.A. , 13th November, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 4th July , therein , a smoke pipe communicating with said consuming

1906. Receipt No. 137,507 . chamber , a fue leading upward from said chamber, and a
Claim.-1 . The herein described method of purifying radiating chamber connecting said flues .

water, which consists in treating the water with a coagulent 4. In a heater the combination of a firepot having openings

compound in the presence of a relatively smaller amount in its sides, a consuming chamber surrounding said firepot

of a compound which is decomposed to form a germicidal a smoke pipe opening into said chamber and extending up

precipitate, and filtering the water through such precip - ward, a radiating chamber above the firepot and the con

itate . suming chamber with the radiating chamber, a short pipe

2. The herein described method of purifying water, which connecting the radiating chamber with the other smoke pipe ,

consists in treating the water with a coajulent compound and a damper in the short pipe .
in the presence of sulphate of copper, the latter being de- 5. In a heater the combination with a firepot having open

composed and precipitated to form a germicidal layer, and ings, of a dome section to close the upper end of the fire

filtering the water through such precipitate . pot, a consuming chamber surrounding the firepot, a smoke

3. The method herein described of purifying water, which pipe leading from said chamber, an air chamber supported
consists in treating the water with a coagulant compound by the dome and having openings in its bottom , a radiating
in the presence of sulphate of copper , and filtering. chamber supported by the air chamber and having a cen

4. The method herein described of purifying water, which tral opening for the passage of the air from the air cham
consists in treating the water with sulphate of iron and ber, fiues extending through the air chamber and connecting

sulphate of copper. the dome and the consuming chamber with the radiating

5. The method herein described of purifying water, which chamber, and a short smoke pipe having a damper connect

consists in treating the water with sulphate of iron and ing the radiating chamber and the smoke pipe .

sulphate of copper, and filtering. 6. In a heater the combination with a firepot having open

6. The methodherein described of purifying water, which ings in its sides, ofa dome to close the upper end of the

consists of treating the water with sulphate of iron and firepot, a radiating chamber above the dome, a smoke flue
sulphate of copper and caustic lime .

connecting the dome and chamber, a consuming chamber
7. The method herein described of purifying water, which surrounding the firepot , a smoke pipe opening into the

consists of treating the water with sulphate of iron and consuming chamber , a flue connecting the consuming cham
sulphate of copper , and caustic lime , and filtering.

ber with the radiating chamber , and an air pipe opening
8. The method herein described of purifying water, which into the dome.

consists of treating the water with sulphate of iron and 7. In a heater the combination with an ash pit section and

• a smaller proportion of sulphate of copper.
a firepot having openings supported by said section , of a

9. The method herein described of purifying water, which chamber surrounding the firepot having a channel in its
consists of treating the water with sulphate of iron and

bottom provided with openings, a revoluble ring having
a smaller proportion of sulphate of copper, and filtering, openings to correspond with said openings , and means for

10. The herein described method of purifying water,which turningthe ring.

' consists in treating water with a soluble sulphate of sesqui
8. In a heater the combination of an ash pit section , an

oxide forming substance and germicide compound which

is decomposed and precipitated to form a germicidal layer pit section and having openings in its sides, a grate in the
inverted truncated conical firepot supported by the ash

and filtering the water through such layer, the amount of
bottom of said pot , a dome to close the upper end of the

germicide compound being less than the amount of the
pot and provided with a fire door, an air chamber on the

coagulant substance.
dome of greater diameter than the dome and having open

11. The method herein described of purifying water, which
ings in its bottom outside said dome, a radiating chamber

consists in treating the water with a soluble sulphate of

sesqui- oxide forming substance, and sulphate of copper.
on the air chamber having a center opening for the pas

12. The method herein described of purifying water, which
sage of air from the air chamber, a flue connecting the dome

consists in treating the water with a soluble sulphate of
and radiating chamber, air pipes provided with dampers

opening into the dome , a consuming chamber surrounding
a sesqui -oxide forming substance , and sulphate of copper,

the firepot, a flue connecting the radiating chamber and
and filtering.

consuming chamber, a smoke pipe communicating with the

i consuming and radiating chamber, and a damper to prevent

No. 102,002. Furnace . Fournaise. communication between said pipe and radiating chamber.

9. In a heater the combination of an ash pit section , a

Nelson W. Dempsey and Lewis C. Hanmer , both of Detroit , firepot supported by said section and provided with per

Michigan , U.S.A., 13th November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed forations , a dome section in the firepot provided with a

15th October , 1906. Receipt No. 140,315 .
fire door , an air chamber of greater diameter than the dome

Claim.-1. In a heater the combination of a firepot having provided with openings in its bottom outside the dome , a

openings in its sides and closed at its upper end , a chamber radiating chamber having a central opening for the passage

surrounding the firepot and enclosing the openings, and ' of air from the air chamber, a consuming chamber sur
means for conducting the products of combustion and gases rounding the firepot and having a channel in its bottom pro

from the upper end of the firepot to the said chamber. vided with openings , a revoluable damper to close said open

2. In a beater the combination of a firepot having open- ings, a smoke pipe opening into the consuming chamber,

ings in its sides and closed at its upper end , a radiating flues connecting the top of the consuming chamber with

chamber above the firepot in communication with the upper the bottom of the radiating chamber , a flue connecting the

end thereof to receive the products of combustion and gases top of the dome with the bottom of the radiating chamber, a

therefrom consuming chamber surrounding the firepot short smoke pipe connecting the radiating chamber with

and communicating with said radiating chamber , and the smoke pipe, a damper in said short pipe, and a casing

smoke pipe communicating with said consuming chamber . enclosing the sections.

a
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No. 102,003. Punching Bag.

Sac pour coups de poings.

having a vertically disposed aperture , and an upper section

having a vertically dispused aperture registered with that

F
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Charles L. Finney and Lester R. Lantz , co - inventors both

of Wyalusing, Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 13th November, of the lower section , and also having a tapered nose, a

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 28th June , 1906 . Receipt No. recess in its side in rear of said nose to receive a gravi

137,363 . tating pin of a complementary coupler , a recess in its

Claim . - 1. In a device of the class described , a standard
uuder side to receive the outer end of the lower member

having a perforated head , a vibrating striking bag mounted and a groove in the wall of said recess to receive the

on the said head and adapted to roll thereon when struck , tongue and the outer end of the lower member, a pin

a spring in the standard, a flexible connection extending resting in the casing and the registered apertures in the

through the perforation of the head and connecting the sections of the coupler bar, and a gravitating pin resting

spring and the bag , and means to regulate the tension of
in the casing and having a lower reduced portion dis

the spring . posed in the notch of the lower coupler bar section and a

2. In a device of the class described , a telescoping stan
beveled shoulder arranged to be engaged by the tapered

dard composed of two members, the upper one of which is nose of the upper coupler bar section of a complementary
hollow and provided with a flat head a vibrating punching coupler and to seat in the recess in the side of said sec
bag mounted on the head , a cable extending through the

tion .

aperture in the head and connected at one end to the bag, 2. A car coupler comprising a casing, a coupler bar ar
a spring in the standard connected at one end to the cable, ranged in the casing at one side of the longitudinal center

a rod attached to the other end of the spring, and means thereof and made up of an inner section having a vertical

for adjusting the rod toregulate the tension of the spring. aperture and an outer section arranged to be engaged by
3. In a device of the class described , a standard composed a gravitating pin of a complementary coupler and having

of upper and lower posts , which telescope the lower end of an aperture registered with that of the inner section , &

the upper post having recesses, a washer provided with lugs pin resting in the casing and the registered apertures of
engage the recesses and also having a central aperture, a the coupler bar sections, and a gravitating pin engaging

threaded bolt extending through said aperture and held the inner coupler bar section and arranged to be engaged

against rotation therein , a nut on the bolt, a spring se- by the outer coupler bar section of a complementary coup

cured to the bolt and located in the post of the standard, ler.

a cable secured to the spring, and a vibrating punching bag 3. A car coupler comprising a casing, a coupler bar ar

secured to the cable whereby the bag may be maintained ranged in the casing at one side of the longitudinal center

in an upright position on the standard and the tension of thereof and made up of an inner section having a vertical
the spring regulated . aperture and also having a passage and an outer section

4. In a device of the class described , a telescoping hollow arranged to be engaged by a gravitating pin of a comple

standard having an apertured head piece , a bushing fitted mentary coupler and having an aperture registered with

in the aperture and having its bore flared at the upper end, that of the inner section , apin resting in the casing and
a punching bag , a post secured to the punching bag, a cable the registered apertures of the coupler bar sections , &

secured to the lower end of the post and extending through gravitating pin engaging the inner coupler bar section

the bore of the bushing and a resetting device mounted in and arranged to be engaged by the outer coupler bar sec

the standard and connected with the cable . tion of a complementary coupler , and a cable connected

5. In a device of the class described , a hollow standard to the lower portion of said gravitating pin and extending

having an apertured head , a post 18 a punching bag secured upwardly through the casing and the passage in the inner

to the top of the post, a knob on the lower end of the post coupler bar section .

adapted to roll upon the head of the standard when the 4. An automatic car coupler comprising a coupler bar

punching bag is struck a cable secured to said knob and composed of two parts connected by a pin, a tapered nose

extending through the aperture in the head and a resetting on one of said bars , and a coupling pin having a curved cam

device in the standard connected with the cable. to be engaged by said nose , said bar havinga notch or re

6. In a device of the class described a standard having cess into which the pin is dropped by gravity when in

a head, post having a knob at its lower end to rest upon alignment therewith.

said head , said post provided at its upper end with a con- 5. In an automatic car coupler, a casing , a two - part

caved seat , punching bag secured to said seat , and means coupler bar connected together by a tongue, a groove , and

secured to the knob extending through the head and into a a pin , one of said bars having a recess and a tapered cam

standard for maintaining the post and the bag in an up- nose, a coupling pin having a curved cam surface designed

right position . to be engaged by the cam nose , and to drop by gravity into

7. The combination with the post 2 , having a lug therein , the recess, said coupler bar occupying one half of the

of a hollow post 5 fitted in the first -mentioned post, a punch - space within the casing, and being removable therefrom

ing bag mounted on the top of the hollow post , a spring in to convert the coupling into an ordinary hand operated

the hollow post connected with the bag's supporting member coupling .

an adjusting rod engaged with the spring and projecting 6. A car coupler comprising a casing, a coupler bar ar

from the end of the post 5 , and a nuton the end of the rod ranged in the casing at one side of the longitudinal center

adapted to be engaged with the lug in the first -mentioned thereof and having an inner portion and an outer portion,

post. the latter portion being arranged to be engaged by a

gravitating pin of a complementary coupler , and a grav

No. 102,004. Car Coupler. Attelage de chars. itating pin engaging the inner portion of the coupler bar

and arranged to be engaged by the outer portion of the

Frank H. Norwood and William H. Smith, assignee of a coupler bar of a complementary coupler.

halt interest , both in Pasadena , California , U.S.A. ,
7. A car coupler comprising two members of identical con

13th November, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 17th July, 1906. struction , each member comprising a casing having a

Receipt No. 137,916 . coupler bar secured at one side therein and occupying suikt .

Claim.-1 . A car coupler comprising a casing, a coupler stantially one half of the space within the casing, said

bar arranged in the casing at one side of the longitudinal coupler bars having each a recess and a tapered nose, and

center thereof, and made up of a lower section having a automatic coupling pins each having a cam to be engaged

notch in one side and a tongue at its outer end and also l by the noses to seat said pins in the recesses .
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8. A car coupler comprising a casing, a coupler bar ar- 6. À pressure governor comprising a controlling device

ranged in the casing at one side of the longitudinal center and actuating piston , a main valve for controlling the pres

thereof and having an inner portion and an outer portion , on said piston , and a low tension regulating valve

the inner portion being provided in one side with a notch means and a high tension regulating valve means both oper
and the other portion being arranged to be engaged by a ated by the pump pressure for governing the action of the

gravitating pin of a complementary coupler , and a gravit - main valve .

ating pin resting in the casing and having a lower re- 7. A pressure governor comprising a controlling device
duced portion disposed in the notch of the inner coupler bar and actuating means, a main valve for controlling the pres

portion and also having a beveled shoulder arranged to sure on said piston, a differential abutment for actuating

be engaged by the outer coupler bar portion of a comple- said main valve, a low tension regulating valve means oper
mentary coupler. ated by the pump pressure for governing the pressure on

9. A car coupler comprising a casing , a gravitating pin one face of said abutment, and a high tension regulating

extending through the casing and having a portion at valve means operated by the pump pressure for governing

an intermediate point of its length arranged to be en- the pressure on another face of the differential abutment.

gaged by a coupler bar of a complementary coupler , and

an uncoupling cable connected to the said piv at a point and actuating piston, a main valve for controlling the pres8. A pressure governor comprising a controlling device

below the casing.

sure on said piston , a differential abutment subject to the
10. In a car coupling, the combination of two members ,

each of which members comprises a casing, a coupler bar regulatingvalve means governing the release of fluid from
pump pressure for actuating said main valve , a low tension

secured in the casing at one side thereof, and a gravitating
one face of said abutment, and a high tension regulating

pin extending through the casing and having a portion at
valve means governing the release of fluid from anotheran intermediate portion of its length arranged to be en
face of said abutment.

gaged by a coupling bar by the other member.

9. A pressure governor comprising a controlling device
11. In a car coupling, the combination of two members ,

each of which comprises acasing, a spacing bar, a coupler , and actuating piston, a main valve with abutment subject
to pump pressure for governing the pressure on said piston ,bar superposed on the spacing bar, a pin extending through

means for permitting an equalization of pressure aroundand connecting the casing, the spacing bar and the coup

ler bar, and means for automatically engagingthecoupler said abutment , aregulating valve for releasing fluid from
one side of the abutment and a diaphragm subject to theþar of the other member.

opposing pressures of the pump and an adjustable spring

for operating the regulating valve.No. 102,005. Governor for Electric Pumps.

10. A pressure governor comprising a controlling deviceGouverneur pour pompes électriques.
and actuating piston , a main valve with abutment subject

to pump pressure for governing the pressure on said piston ,

means for permitting an equalization of pressure around

said abutment, a regulating valve for releasing fluid from

one side of the abutment, means operated by the movement

of the abutment for closing the outlet through the release

port and a diaphragm subject to the pump pressure for oper

ating the regulating valve .

11. A pressure governor comprising a controlling device

and actuating piston , a main valve with abutment subject

to pump pressure for governing the pressure on said piston ,

means for permitting an equalization of pressure around

said abutment, a regulating valve for releasing fluid from

one side of the abutment , a diaphragm for 0, 1 ating the

regulating valve , and means operated by the movement of

the abutment for releasing pressure from the diaphragm

chamber.

12. A pressure governor comprising a controlling device

and an actuating piston , a movable abutment and valve for

controlling a supply port to the actuating piston, a regulat

ing valve means governed by the pump pressure for releas

ing fluid from one side of said abutment, and means oper

ated by the preliminary movement of the abutment for

venting pressure from one face of said abutment to cause

a quick movement of the valve.

13. A pressure governor comprising a controlling device

The Canadian Westinghouse Company, Hamilton, Ontario, and an actuating piston , a movable abutment and main valve

vanaua, assiguee valler Turner , wlikinsburg , for controlling the pressure on said piston , and a regulat

Pennsyivania, U.S.A. , 13ta November, 1906 ; o years. ing valve means subject to the opposing pressures from dif

Filed izin February, 1906. Receipt No. 132,373 .
ferent pumps for varying the pressure on said abutment.

Claim.-1 . A pressure governor comprising a controlling 14. A pressure governor comprising a controlling device
device, an actuating piston for the same and a low tension and an actuating piston, a movable abutment and mainvalve

for controlling the pressure on said piston , a low tensionregulating muaus Operating when the pump pressure dimin

isues lo a certain point to positively release muid unuer regulating valve operated by the pump pressure and a spring

for varying the pressure on said abutment, and an auxiliarypressure from the actuating piston and cause the pump to
regulating valve means subject to the opposing pressurescut in .

from different pumps for also governing the pressure on2. A pressure governor comprising a controlling device

and a piston for actuating the same, a main valve for con said abutment.

trolling the release of fluid under pressure from the actuat- 15. A pressure governor comprising a controlling device

ing piston, and a low tension regulating means for causing and an actuating piston, a movable abutment andmain
the movement or the main valve when the pump pressure valve for controlling the pressure on said piston , low ten

diminishes to a predetermined point. sion and high tension regulating valves operated by the

3. A pressure gonvernor comprising a controlling device pump pressure for governing the pressure on said abut

and a piston for actuating the same, a main valve for con ment, and an auxiliary regulating valve means subject to the

trolling the release of fluid under pressure from the actuat- opposing pressures from different pumps for also varying

ing piston, a movable abutment for operating said valve, and the pressure on said abutment.

a low tension regulating valve, means for varying the pres- 16. A pressure governor comprising a controlling device

sure on said abutment when the pump pressure diminishes and an actuating piston , a main valve and movable abut

ment subject on one side to the pump pressure for governingto a predetermined point.

4. A pressure governor comprising a controlling device and the pressure on said actuating piston, means for permitting
an actuating piston, a main valve and abutment for controll- an equalization of pressures around the abutment, and a re

ing the pressure on said actuating piston and a regulating gulating valve operated by the opposing pressures from dif
valve, means operated by the pump pressure for governing ferent pumps for controlling the release of pressure from
the release of fluid under pressure from one side of said the other side of said abutment.

abutment. 17. A pressure governor comprising a controlling device
5. A pressure governor comprising a controlling device and an actuating piston, a main valve and movable abutment

and actuating piston , a low tension regulating means for subject on one side to the pump pressure for governing the

causing the movement of the piston to cut in the pump and pressure on said actuating piston, means for permitting an

a high tension regulating means for causing the movement equalization of pressures around the abutment, a regulating
of the piston to cut out the pump. valve means operated by the pump pressure for releasing

CLA
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fluid under pressure from the other side of the abutment, oi said abutment , another regulating valve for controlling

and an auxiliary regulating valve operated by the opposing the pressure on an opposite face of said abutment , and a

pressures from different pumps for also controlling the re- diaphragm subject to the outlet pressure for actuating said

lease of fluid from one side of the abutment. regulating valves .

10. A fluid pressure regulator comprising a main slide

No. 102,006. Fluid Pressure Regulator. valve normally held to its seat by the inlet pressure, a mov.

Régulateur pour presseur de fluide .
able abutment subject to the inlet pressure for operating

said slide valve, and regulating valve mechanism governed by

the outlet pressure for controlling the release of fluid from

opposite faces of said abutment .

11. A fluid pressure regulator comprising a main valve ,

pistons subject to the inlet pressure for operating said

valve , regulating valves for controlling the release of fluid

from the opposite faces of said pistons, a diaphragm sub
ject to the outlet pressure for actuating said regulating

valves, an adjustable spring, and adjustable stops for limit

ing the range of adjustment of said spring.

12. A fluid pressure regulator comprising a valve for con

trolling the flow of fluid , means subject to the fluid pressure

on one side and an adjustable spring on the other for con

trolling the action of said valve , a casing and adjusting nut

for said spring, two friction bands mounted on the casing

and each having a projection or stop , and an arm carried

by the adjusting nut for engaging said stops.

No. 102,007. Safety Valve . Soupape de sûreté .
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The Canadian Westinghouse Company , Hamilton , Canada ,

assignee of Walter, V. Turner , Wilkinsburg, Pennsyl

vania, U.S.A. , 13th November , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 19th

April , 1906. Receipt No. 135,052 . Edward Joseph Clark , Scranton , Pennsylvania, U.S.A. , 13th
Claim.-1 . A fluid pressure regulator comprising a main November, 1906 ; 6 yearsff. Filed 13th November, 1906.

valve , a movable abutment for operating said valve , and Receipt No. 139,374 .

means governed by the fluid on the outlet or low pressure Claim . - 1 . A safety valve for steam boilers comprising a

side for controlling the pressures acting on the opposite casing, a valve therein adapted to open at a desired steam
faces of said abutment . pressure, and thermostatic means for independently control

2. A fluid pressure regulator comprising valvular means ling the valve .

for controlling the flow of fluid , pistons for operating said 2. A safety valve for steam boilers comprising a casing ,

means , and mechanism governed by the outlet pressure for an escape valve therein normally operative to open at a

controlling the pressure of said pistons. desired steam pressure, and thermostatic means for con

3. A fluid pressure regulator comprising a main valve , a trolling the valve , said valve being arranged to open in

movable abutment for operating said valve, and means gov- dependently under steam pressure or the action of the ther

erned by the fluid on the outlet or low pressure side for ostatic means ,

controlling the release of fluid from the opposite faces of 3. A safety valve for steam boilers comprising a casing

said movable abutment . having an outlet passage and a discharge port , a valve con

4. A fluid pressure regulator comprising main valvemeans, trolling the outlet passage, means normally holding said

a piston for opening and a piston for closing said valve valve closed to open under a determined steam pressure,

means, and mechanism governed by the outlet pressure for and a thermostatic device for opening the valve indepen

controlling the pressure acting on said pistons. dently of steam pressure .

5. A fluid pressure regulator comprising main valve means , 4. A safety valve for steam boilers comprising a casing

a piston for opening and a piston for closing said valve having an outlet and a discharge port , a valve controlling

means, and regulating valve mechanism governed by the the outlet passage, a spring operating to hold the valve

outlet pressure for controlling the release of fluid from one seated to open under a determined steam pressure, anda

face of each of said pistons. thermostatic device operating to open the valve against the

6. A fluid pressure regulator comprising a main valve , rrsistance of the spring undera determined temperature in

pistons subject to fuid pressure on one of their faces for the builer independent of the steam pressure.

operating said valve , and regulating mechanism governed 5. A safety valve for steam boilers comprising a casing

by the outletpressure for controlling the pressure on the having an outlet passage, a valve controlling the outlet

opposite faces of said pistons. passage, means for setting the valve to open under a desired

7. A fluid pressure regulator comprising a main valve , pis- steam pressure and auxiliary means affected by variations

tons subject on one side to the pressure of the valve cham in temperature in the steam space of the boiler for open .

ber for operating said valve , means for permitting a slowing the valve at a determined temperature independent of
leakage of fluid past said pistons, and regulating mechanism steam presure .

for controlling the release of fluid from the chambers on 6. A safety valve for steam boilers embodying means for

the opposite faces of said pistons. permitting exhaust of steam from the boiler at a deter

8. A fluid pressure regulator comprising a main valve , minded pressure and the exhaust of evolved gases from the
pistons subject on one side to the pressure of the valve steam space of the boiler at a determined temperature in
chamber for operating said valve, means for permitting a dependent of the steam presure.

slow leakage of fluid past said pistons, a regulating valve 7. A safety valve for steam boilers having an exhaust

for venting fluid from the opposite side of one piston to the valve and controlling means therefor operative to permit
low pressure compartment, another regulating valve for of the exhaust of steam ata determined presure and of the
venting fluid from the opposite side of the otherpistonto exhaust of gases under certain conditionindependent of
the atmosphere, and means governed by the outlet pressure the steam presure.
for actuating the regulating valves. 8 A safety valve for steam boilers comprising a casing

9.Ina fluid pressure regulator the combination with a a valve therein operative topermitof the exhaust of steam
main valve and movable abutment for operating the same, of under a determined pressure and a thermostat controlling
a regulating valve for controlling the pressure on one face the valve irrespective of steam pressures.
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9. A safety valve from steam boilers comprising a casing last -mentioned cylinder and the exterior, a pair of con

having an outlet a valve controlling the outlet means for nected pistons mounted one in each of said cylinders, one

holding the valve closed to open under a determined steam of said pistons controlling the by -pass and a pressure con
pressure opposed and a thermostat for operating said means . trolling spring engaging said piston structure.

10. A safety valve for steam boilers comprising a casing 3. A pressure controlling valve structure consisting of a

having an outlet port, a valve controlling said port, means casing having an intermediate chamber with a passage com

acting upon the valve to hold it seated and permit it to open municating therewith , a pair of cylinders one at each end of

under a determined steam presure , levers operativeny con- said chamber, a by -pass forming a communication between

nected to the valve and a thermostat for actuating said the opposite ends of one of said cylinders , and a passage

levers .
forming a communication between the outer end of said

11. A safety valve for steam boilers comprising a casing last -mentioned cylinder and the exterior, a pair of connected

having an outlet port , a valve controlling said port , means pistons mounted one in each of said cylinders, one of said

for holding the valve seated to open under a determined pistons controlling the by - pass and means for loading the

steam pressure, levers movably connected with the valve and valve structure.

a thermostat operatively connected with the levers .
4. A pressure controlling valve structure consisting of a

12. A safety valve for steam boilers comprising a casing casing having an intermediate initial pressure chamber, an

having an outlet port, a valve controlling the same, adjus- inlet passage leading thereinto, a pairof cylinders arranged
table spring means for holding the valve closed , a ther

at opposite ends of said initial pressure chamber, a by - pass

mostat operatively connected with the valve the latter being forminga communication between the opposite ends of one

adapted to be opened by the thermostat and to open inde of said cylinders , and an outlet passage leading from the

pendently thereof under steam pressure , and means for

outer end of said last-mentioned cylinder , a piston structure

regulating the action of the thermostat.
mounted in said casing and consisting of a pair of connected

13. A safety valve for steam boilers provided with means

for opening the same , said means being influenced by in
pistons, one mounted in each of said cylinders ond one of

terior boiler temperature to open the valve for the vent of and a pressure controlling spring arranged in the outer end
said pistons controlling the effective area of the by- pass,

gas when a determined temperature is reached. of the other cylinder.
14. A safety valve for steam boilers having thermostatic

means for opening the same at any determined temperature casing having an intermediate initial pressure chamber, an
5. A pressure controlling valve structure consisting of a

in the steam space of the boiler .
15.A safety valve for steam boilers comprising a casing initial passage leading thereinto, a pair of cylinders arrang

having a depending support, a valve disposed in said casing,
ed at opposite ends of said initial pressure chamber, a by

a thermostat carried by said support and operatively con
pass forming a communication between the opposite ends of

nected with the valve, said thermostat being adapted to be
one of said cylinders and an outlet passage leading from the

subjected to variations of temperature in the steam space
outer end of said last-mentioned cylinder, a piston struc

of a boiler to open the valve when the temperature reached
ture mounted in said casing and consisting of a pair of con

any determined degree .
nected pistons , one mounted in each of said cylinders and

16. A safty valve for steam boilers comprising a casing
one of said pistons controlling the effective area of the by

adapted for connection with the boiler, said casing being
pass, a pressure controlling spring arranged in the outer

provided with a support to project within the steam space
end of the other cylinder , and means for adjusting the effec

of the boiler, a safety valve in the casing and a thermostat
tive pressure of said spring.

carried by said support and operatively connected with the
valve to open same for the escape ofgaseswhen the tem- No. 102,009. Derrick . Grue.

perature in the steam space of the boiler reaches a deter

mined degree.

17. A safety valve mor steam boilers comprising a casing,

valve operating therein , a thermostat controlling the valve ,

and means for adjusting the valve to regulate its seating

action under the operation of the thermostat .

18. A safety valve for steam boilers comprising a casing

adapted to be secured to the boiler and having a portion

to extend in to the steam space thereof, a valve operating

in the casing and a thermostat supported by the casing and

the said extended portion thereof and operatively connected

with the valve to open same when a determined tempera

ture exists in the steam space .

19. A safety valve for steam boilers comprising a casing

having an outlet port, a valve controlling said port, a ther

mostat comprising bars supported by the casing and levers

connected with said bars and valve .
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Diedrich William Krellwitz , St. Catherines , Ontario, Canada,

13th November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 20th October, 1906 .

Receipt No. 140,475.

Claim . - 1 . In portable hoisting derricks the combination

or hoisting derricks with a swinging platform having one

end attached with a ball bearing socket joint to the boom

and the other end carrying a counter weight and a wheel

beneath this end carrying said platform with counterweight,

as specified.

2. In portable hoisting derricks the combination of hoist

ing derrick derricks with sliding cleats , as specified .

Harry C. Root , Charleston , Illinois , U.S.A. , 13th November, 3. In portable hoisting derricks the combination of hoist

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 15th May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,942. ing derrick with sliding cleats , as specified.

Claim.-1. A pressure controlling valve structure consist

ing of a casing having an intermediate chamber with a pass- No. 102,010. Guard for Chandeliers.

age communicating therewith , a pair of cylinders one at each Garde pour chandeliers.

end of said chamber, a by-pass forming a communication

between the opposite ends of one of said cylindersanda Victor J. Janser, and Henry Meyer , Springfield Massachus

passage forming a communication between the outer end of
etts , U.S.A. , co-inventors , 13th November , 1906 ; 6 years.

said last-mentioned cylinder and the exterior, and a pair of
Filed 4th July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,514 .

connected pistons mounted one in each of said cylinders , Claim.-1 . In an appliance of the character described , a

one of said pistons controlling the by - pass . sleeve or ring made in hinge connected sections, provided

2. A pressure controlling valve structure consisting of a with means for locking the sleeve sections in their closed

casing having an intermediate chamber with a passage com- relations , and formed with three or more holes radially

municating therewith , a pair of cylinders one at each end therethrough , three or more studs having threaded shanks

of said chamber, a by -pass forming a communication be- screw engaged through said radial holes and protruding

tween the opposite ends of one of said cylinders , and a pass- beyond the inner wall of the sleeve to assume engagements

age forming a communication between the outer end of said with the depending chandelier gas pipe to secure the ap

1149
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pliance to said pipe , at different points therearound , and 3. A method of illuminating in connection with taking

said studs being provided with tubular extensions and rods , photographs consisting in arranging a transparent object to

be photographed , in arranging an objective and a sensitive

film to photograph said object , in arranging one or more

sources of light adapted to illuminate said object at the

side of the object remote from the objective, and in causing

a movement of said object and said source of light relative

ly one to the other so that all parts of said object are not

photographed simultaneously, but different parts thereof in

succession .

4. A method of iluminating in connection with taking

photographs consisting in arranging an object to be photo

graphed , in arranging an objective and a sensitive film to

photograph said object, in arranging one or more sources of

light adapted to illuminate said object, in causing a move

ment of said object , and a source of light relatively one to

the other so that all parts of said object are not photo

graphed simultaneously, but the different parts thereof in

succession, and in maintaining the intensity of said source

of light in correspondence with the angle of reflection de

pending on the relative position of said source of light , said

objective and film , for the purpose of obtaining a uniform

exposure of the sensitive film in all parts.

endwise adjustable in said tubular extensions and carrying
5. A method of illuminating in connection with taking

guards or canopies at their outer ends.
2. In an appliance of the character described, in com- photographs consisting in arranging an object to be photo

binationa sleeveor ring made in hinge connected sec- graphed, in arranging an objective and a sensitive filmto

tions and provided with means for locking the sections photograph said object, in arranging one or more sources of

closed, and constructed with three or more screw - threaded light adapted to iluminate said object, in causing a move

holes therethrough, a corresponding number of studs having ment of said object and said source of light relatively, one

threaded shanks screw - engaged through said radial holes, to the other so that all parts of said object are not photo

nad protruding beyond the inner wall of the sleeve tor graphed simultaneously, but the different parts thereof in

engagement with the variably sized chandelier pipesto succession, and in regulating the intensity of said source of

secure the appliance to said pipes and studs having the out
light in correspondence with the variation of the angle of

wardly open axial sockets, tubular arms having their reflection depending on the relative position of said source

inner ends engaged in said sockets , and the rods fristion
of light , said object , and said objective and film , for the pur

ally engaged, and endwise adjustable, in said tubes and pose ofobtaining a uniform exposure of the sensitive film in

having gas light guards at their outer ends.
all parts.

3. In an appliance of the character described , a
6. A method of illuminating in connection with taking

porting ring comprising a plurality of movably connected photographs consisting in arranging an object tobe photo

segments together, said segments being formed with graphed on a cylindrical surface , in aranging a sensitive ilm

plurality of radially disposed threaded openings extending on a cylindrical surface concentric with said object, and in

entirely therethrough , a plurality of radiating studs, each noving an objective, a frame having a slit , and one or more

of which is formed with a threaded end engaging one of sources of light mounted on said frame concentrically with

said openings and projecting within the segmental ring to
and at a uniform speed between said object and said film , so

impinge against a pipe to secure the appliance in posi- that all parts ofsaid object are not photographed simultane

tion thereon, the outer end of each stud being formed ously, but the different parts thereof successively.

with an axial socket , arms rigidly mounted in the sockets
7. A method of illuminating in connection with taking

and shields on the arms.
photographs consisting in arranging an object to be photo

graphed, in arranging an objective and a sensitive film to

No. 102,011 . Method of Illumination in Connec- light adapted to illuminate said object, in causinga move
photograph said object , in arranging one or more sources of

tion with Photography.
ment of said object and said source of light relatively to one

Méthode d'illumination pour photographie. apother, and varying the speed of the source of light rela

tively to the object during the taking of a photograph in pro

portion to the variation of the intensity of the illumination

or account of the continuous change of the angle of reflec

tion .

c 8. A method of illuminating in connection with taking

photographs consisting in arranging an object to be photo

graphed , in arranging an objective and a sensitive fllm

to photograph said object, in arranging one or more sources

of light adapted to illuminate said object , in causing a

movement of said object and said source of light relatively

to ont another and in varying the distance of the source o:

light from the object during the taking of a photograph

in preparation to the variation of the intensity of the il .

lumination on account of the continuous change of he angle

:
of reflection .

9. A method of illuminating in connection with taking

photographs consisting in arranging an object to be photo

grahed , in arranging an objective and a sensitive film to

Eduard Mertens , Gross -Lichterfelde, near Berlin , Germany , photograph said object, in arranging one or more sources

13th November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 1th July, 1906 .
of light adapted to illuminate said object , and in causing

Receipt No. 137,516 . a movement of said object and said source of light relatively

Claim . - 1. A method of illuminating in connection with
one to the other, and in varying the brightness of the source

taking photographs consisting in arranging an object to be
of light during the taking of a photograph in proportion to

the variation of the intensity of the illumination on account

photographed, in arranging an objective and a sensitive ilm of the continuous change of the angle of reflection .

to photograph said object, in arranging one or more sources 10. A method of illuminating in connection with taking
of light adapted to illuminate said object , and in causing a

movement of said source of light along the object and be: graphed, in arranging an objective provided with a dia
photographs consisting in arranging an object to be photo

tween the same and the objective so that all parts of said phragm and a sensitive film to photograph said object, ir

object are not photographed simultaneously , but the differ- arranging one or more sources of light adapted to illumin

( ' nt parts thereot in succession .
ate said object, in causing a movement of said object and

2. A method of illuminating in connection with taking said source of light relatively to one another and in vary .

photographs consisting in arranging an object to be photo ing the opening of the diaphragm of the objective during

graphed, in arranging an objective and a sensitive film to the taking of a photograph in proportion to the variation of

photograph said object , in arranging one or more sources
the intensity of the illumination on account of the change

of light adapted to illuminate said object , and in causing of the angle of reflection .

a definitely determined movement of said source of light 11. A method of illuminating in connection with taking

along the object and between the same and the objective so photographs consisting in arranging an object to be photo

that all parts of sald object are not photographed simul graphed. in arranging an objective and a sensitive film to
taneously , but the different parts thereof in succession. photograph sail object , in arranging one or more sources of
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light adapted to illuminate said object , in causing a move- 6. The combination with a lamp or lantern of a stan

ment of said object and said source of light relatively one dard in the form of a block designed for detachable con

to the other so that all parts of said object are not photo- nection to the lamp or lantern to directly support it , said

graphed simultaneously, but the different part thereof in standard being provided with a screw-threaded aperture

succession , in arranging a transparent screen between said by which it is adapted to be screwed on to the post of d

source of light and said object, and in varying the trans- side of a buggy top in place of the regular nut which holds

parency of said screen during the taking of a photograph the side brace on said post, as and for the purpose set

in proportion to the variation of the intensity of the il- forth .

lumination on account of the continuous change of the angle

of reflection . No. 102,013. Diastatic Substance .

12. A method of illuminating in connection with taking
Substance diastatique .

photographs consisting in arranging a movable object to

be photographed , in arranging a stationary objective and Jokichi Takamine, New York City, New York , U.S.A. , 13th
a movable sensitive film to photograph said object, in ar- November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 3rd July, 1906. Receipt

ranging one or more stationary sources of light adapted to No. 137,493 .

illuminate said object , and in moving said object and said Claim . - 1. The process for producing a disastatic ' sub

film symmetrically parallel to one another, but in opposite stance, which consistsin makinga fluid extract of grains

directions, so that all parts of said object are not photo- or roots of the character described, or of such materials

graphed simultaneously but the different parts thereof in after the removal therefrom of the whole or a portion of

succession and so that the part of the object situated at their starchy constituents, precipitating from said extract

each time under the slit is not only always illuminated at associated extractive matters which have a deteriorating

a constantly equal angle , but also photographed at a con effect on the stability or permanence thereof, and adding

stantly equal angle . the fluid extract so obtained in desired quality to a sub

stance having starch liquefying properties .

No. 102,012. Holder for Lamps and Lanterns. 2. The process for producing a diastatic substance , which

Porte- lampes et lanternes. consists in making a fluid extract of grains or roots of

the character described , or of such materials after the

removal therefrom of the whole or a portion of their

starchy constituents, precipitating from said extract asso

ciated extractive matters which have a deteriorating effect

on the stability or permanence thereof, treating the fluid

extract obtained with alcohol , collecting the precipitate and

adding the same in desired quantity to a substance having

starch liquefying properties.

3. The process of producing a saccharifying diastatic sub

stance having practically no liquefying action on liquefied
or gelatinized starch , said process consisting in making a

fluid extract of grains or roots of the character described,

or of such materials after the whole or a portion of their

starchy constituents have been removed and precipitating

from said extract associated extractive matters having a

deteriorating influence on the permanence, stability and

keeping qualities of said saccharifying diastatic substance.

4. The process of producing a saccharifying diastatic sub

William N. Roberts and Henry B. Mathews, co -inventors, stance having practically no liquefying action on starch

both of Ansonia , Ohio , U.S.A., 13th November, 1906; 6 but having marked saccharifying action on liquified or
years. Filed 3rd July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,486. gelatinized starch , said process consisting in making a

Claim . - 1. The combination with a lamp or lantern pro- fluid extract of grains or roots of the character described,

vided with a socket, of a standard designed to fit at one or of such substances after the whole or a portion of their

end in said socketand provided near its other end with a starchy consituents have been removed , inducing an acid

shoulder, and a clamp mounted to turnon the lanternand condition in said extract , and separating the fluid from the

provided with a portion designed to be turned up over the precipitate formed.

shouldered end of the standard into binding engagement 5. The process of producing a saccharifying diastatic sub

with said shoulder . stance in a permanent and stable form , which consists in

2. A lamp or lantern holder comprising a socket piece makingan aqueous extract of grains or roots of the charac
designed to be secured to a lantern and provided with a ter described , or of such substance after the whole ora por

downwardly opening socket, a standard arranged for at- tion of their starchy constituents have been removed , sub

tachment to the vehicle or some stationary part and de- jecting said extract to acid fermentation , and removing the

signed to fit upwardly in said socket, and a clamp mounted precipitate formed.

to turn on said socket piece and provided with a clamping 6. The process of producing a saccharifying diastatic sub

portion arranged to be turned up around and over the stance in a permanent and stable form , which consists in

lower end of said standard whereby to lock the same in making an aqueous extract of grains or roots of the charac
said socket . ter described, or of such substance after the whole or a

3. The combination with .a lamp or lantern provided with portion of their starchy constituents have been removed,

a socket piece formed with a socket , of a standard de- subjecting said extract to acid fermentation, removing the

signed to fit upwardly in said socket, and provided on its precipitate formed, treating the fluid with alcohol and col

outer face with a downwardly facing shoulder, and a round- | lecting the desired precipitate .

ed portion extending from said shoulder to its lower edge , 7. The process of producing a saccharifying diastatic sub

and a wire clamp mounted to turn in said socket piece and stance in a stable form which consists in making an aque

provided with an intermediate angular portion designed to ous extract of grains or roots of the character described ,

be carried around the lower round end of the standard into or of such substances after the whole or a portion of their

binding engagement with said shoulder. starchy constituents have been removed, subjecting said

4. The combination with a lamp or lantern of a socket extract to a temperature of from 80° to 90° F for a period

piece secured thereto and provided with a tapered socket, of from thirty to fifty hours and removing the precipitate

a standard having a tapered upper end designed to fit in formed.

said socket, said standard being provided with a lower 8. The herein described diastatic substance having a

rounded end and a downwardly facing shoulder on its outer whitish colour in dry form , soluble in water, difficultly

side , a wire clamp mounted to turn in said socket piece soluble in alcohol, having practically no liquifying action

and bent or buckled intermediate its ends to produce an on starch , but having marked saccharifying action on

angular portion adapted to be carried around the lower liquified starch, and substantially free from foreign or

round end of the standard into engagement with said associated matters which have a destructive or deteriorat

shoulder and having one of its ends bent angularly and ing effect on its saccharifying properties .

formed with a finger piece and lock designed to spring over 9. A diastatic substance , possessing both starch liquefy

some stationary part to hold the clamp in locked position . ing and saccharifying properties, and in which the sac

5. The combination with a lamp or lantern , of a plate charifying properties are constituted in whole or in part by

secured thereto, a strap attached at its ends to said plate an extrinsic diastatic substance having practically no lique

and provided with an intermediate upwardly tapering an- fying action on starch .

gufar portion producing a socket, a standard having an 10. A diastatic substance in stable form or condition con

upper tapered end designed to fit in said socket , and a sisting of a mixture of a substance having a liquefying ac

clamp mounted in said plate and provided with an inter- tion on gelatinized starch and a diastatic substance having

mediate angular portion adapted to be carried around the substantially no action upon gelatinized starch but having

lower end of said standard and into engagement there marked saccharifying action on liquefied starch or starch

with to clamp the standard in the socket . solution and freed from deteriorating ingredients.
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No. 102,014. Hydrant. Borne- fontaine.
ling the passage of the current through said heating means

R , an adjustable contact spring B arranged in operative re

lation with respect to said electro -magnetic device A so as to

cut nt the heat supply at any given amperage , and a shunt

coil I arranged in operative relation with respect to said

device.
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No. 102,016. Watering Bowl. Bol à arroser .
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Charles A. Peak and Louis Amiet , assignee of a half interest ,

both of Henderson , Kentucky , U.S.A. , 13th November,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 20th August , 1906. Receipt No.

138,870.

Claim.-1. In a hydrant the combination with a casing hav- The Metal Shingle and Siding Company, assignee of Cyrus
ing a water passageway therethrough , a plug seat disposed Dolph, all of Preston , Ontario , Canada , 13th November ,

transversely of the water passageway , and a waste passage 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 26th April , 1906. Receipt No. 135,287 .

also disposed transversely of the passageway, said waste Claim .-- 1 . In a watering bowl the combination with a bowl

passage communicating with the passageway and having its having a central orifice and water pipe leading thereto , of a
outer end out of alignment with the plug seat , of a turning disc and a valve support therefor yieldingly held on its seat ,
plug rotatably mounted on the seat and projecting below the as and for the purpose specified.

casing, and a valve carried by the projecting portion of the 2. In a watering bowl the combination with a bowl having

plug, and constituting means for retaining the plug in its 2, central orifice and water pipe leading thereto , of a disc

seat , said valve being located outside of the casing and mov- and a valve support therefor resiliently held on its seat, as
able over and from the outer end of the waste passage . and for the purpose specified.

2. In a hydrant the combination with a boxing having an 3. The combination with the watering bowl having a cen

opening in its bottom , of a tubular guide connected to the tral orifice and the flanged sleeve extending through such

top of the boxing, a casing located within the boxing above orifice , of the dished disc and a valve suitably connected to

the bottom thereof and having a waste passage in its lower the bottom thereof and means for normally holding the dish

side that is located over the opening of said boxing , a supply ed disc raised and the valve on its seat , as and for the pur

pipe connected to one end of the casing , a delivery pipe con- pose specified.

nected to the other end , a turning plug journalled in the cas- 4. The combination with the watering bowl having a central

ing beneath the guide tube and at one side of the waste pass- orifice and the central sleeve extending through such orifice ,

age , said plug projecting above and below the casing, an of the dished disc and a valve suitably connected to the bot

actuating stem for said plug extending downwardly through tcin thereof and spring means for normally holding the dish

said tube and connected to the upper projecting end of said ed disc raised and the valve on its seat , as and for the pur

plug , and a closure secured to the lower projecting end of pose specified.

the plug outside the casing , and operating in the boxing be- 5. The combination with the watering bowl having a central

tween the waste passage and opening , said closure being orifice , of a perforated disc carrying a valve designed to nor

movable to and from a position over the outer end of the wally close such orifice, as and for the purpose specified .

waste passage when said turning plug is operated , and fur- 6. In combination a watering bowl having a central orifice ,

thermore constituting means for retaining the plug in the a central sleeve fitting in such orifice having an internal

casing. shoulder and valve seat at the bottom , a ball valve having a

central stem , a disc secured on the upper end of the stem and
No. 102,015. Electric Arc Lamp. Lampe à arc. a spring extending between the bottom of the disc and the

internal shoulder of the sleeve designed to normally hold the

valve on its seat , as and for the purpose specified .

MoG No. 102,017. Felted Feather Fabric.

Tissu de feutre enplumer.
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John James Rathbone and Eric Rivers Smith , assignee of a

half interest , both of London , England , 13th November, i

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 8th August, 1904 . Receipt No.

117,573 .

Claim .-1 . In electric arc lamps the combination of a ther

mostatic capsule E for controlling the feed of the carbon P ,

electrical means R for generating heat to actuate the capsule
E. an electro-magnetic deviceor cut out A for controlling The Warren Featherbone Company, assignee of Edward K.

the current to said means R , an adjustable contact spring B
Warren , and Jones H. Holden, Three Oaks , Michigan ,

arranged in operative relation with respect to said device A ,
U.S.A., 13th November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 19th May .

and a set screw C for adjusting the spring so as to cut off
1906. Receipt No. 136,084 .

the heat supply at any given amperage .
( aim . - 1 . A felt fabric consisting of feather plumage

2. In electric arc lamps, a pulley and cord feed mechanism felted together , and having rows of stitching through the

F for the carbons, a thermostatic capsule E for controlling same.

the said mechanism F , means R for generating heat to actu
2. A felt fabric consisting of feathers felted together.

ate the capsule E , an electro-magnetic device A for control - ' having crossed rows of stitching through the same.

- -
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No. 102,018. Brake Rod. Bielle de frein . inner end to said interiorly screw - threaded bore portion ,

a perforated packing forming a valve seat at the outer end
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of said reduced passage , screw -threaded plug fitting

within the bore of the outer screw -threaded portion , a vent

tube tapping the said screw -threaded bore portion and a

William Stephen Atwood, Westmount, Quebec , Canada , 13th
screw - threaded ring fitting onto the outer screw -threaded

November, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 28th September,' 1906. portion, and a burial casket which is adapted to be her

Receipt No. 139,871 . mitically sealed when said screw -threaded plug is at its

innermost position .

( laim . - 1 . An article of manufactur3 comprising male and

female members adapted to fit one over the other, the co

incidingportions being tapered in two directions atright | No. 102,020. Machine for Forming Flexible Bands

angles to each other and means securing the opposite ends
Across Sheets of Paper.

of the article thus constituted to parts to be connected to- Machine pour faire des bandes fleribles à travers des feuilles

gether, substantially as described and for the purpose set de papier.

forth.

2. The combination with a rod of male and female mem

bers each of semi -annular cross section and provided with

lateral flanges, the flanges of the female member enclosing

the side edges of the male member the said side edges of

the male member converging and the exposed faces of the

said flanges being inclined , the internal surface of the

female member being inclined correspondingly to the side

edges and exposed surfaces of the male member, means for
connecting the rod to the said members , and means

whereby the said members are connected to a separate

part , substantially as described and for the purpose set

forth .

3. The combination with a rod having one end bent at

right angles , of male and female members each of semi

annular cross section and provided with lateral flanges, the

flanges of the female member enclosing the side edges of

the male member, the said side edges of the male member

converging and the exposed faces of the said flanges being

inclined , the internal surfaces of the female member being

inclined correspondingly to the said side edges and exposed

surfaces of the male member , the said male member hav

ing a hole at the inner end of its concavity to receive the

bent end of the rod , and means whereby the said members Rolla L. Crain, Ottawa , Ontario, Canada, 13th November,

are connected to a separate part, substantially as described 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 10th October, 1906. Receipt No.

and for the purpose set forth . 140,192.

4. The combination with a rod having one end bent at
Claim . - 1 . An improved machine for forming flexible bands

right angles , of male and female members each consisting across sheets of paper having means therein for producing

of a shank ith an offset lug and each shank being of semi
a corrugation in the paper on one side thereof combined

annular cross section and provided with lateral flanges, with means for reversing the corrugation to protrude from
the flanges of the female member enclosing the side edges the opposite side , as and for the purpose specified .

of the male member, the said side edges of the male mem
2. An improved machine for forming flexible bands across

ber converging and the exposed faces of the said flanges sheets of paper having means therein for producing a

being inclined, the internal surfaces of the female member corrugation in the paper on one side thereof combined with

being inclined correspondingly to the said side edges and
means for reversing the corrugation to protrude from the

exposed surfaces of the male member, the said male mem- opposite side thereof and means for flattening the corru

ber having a hole at the inner end of its concavity to re- gation and smoothing the paper, as and for the purpose

ceive the bent end of the rod, and the said lugs being per- specified .

forated , substantially as described and for the purpose set 3. In a machine for forming flexible bands across sheets

forth .
of paper the combination of two pairs of corrugating roll

ers , the second pair being adapted to reverse the corru

No. 102,019.. Valve for Burial Caskets. Soupape. gations formed by the first, as and for the purpose specified.

4. In a machine for the purpose specified the combination
Frederick Edward Cooper , Grand Forks , British Columbia, with the two pairs of corrugating rollers of which the

Canada, 13th November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 20th August , second pair is adapted to reverse the corrugations formed

1906. Receipt No. 138,862 .
by the first of a pair of flattening rollers adapted to remove

Claim.-1 . A valve having in combination a stem which the corrugations and smooth the sheet of paper, as and for

is screw - threaded exteriorly on its inner end , and interiorly the purpose specified.

on its outer end, said valve having a reduced passage from 5. In a machine for the purpose specified the combination

the inner end to said interiorly screw - threaded bore por- with the two pairs of corrugating rollers of which the

tion , a perforated packing forming a valve seat at theouter second pair is adapted to reverse the corrugations formed

end of said reduced passage , a screw -threaded plug fitting hy the first, of means for feeding the paper sheet by sheet
within the bore of the outer screw - threaded portion , a to the rollers , as and for the purpose specified .

vent tube tapping the said screw - threaded bore portion 6. In a machine for the purpose specified the combination

and a screw-threaded ring fitting onto the outer screw- with two pairs of corrugating rollers having the corruga
threaded portion .

tions in the second set reversed to those of the first, of

2. A valve having in combination a stem which is screw- means for moving the rollers of each set closer together

threaded exteriorly on its inner end and interiorly in its during certain parts of their revolution , as and for the

outer end, said valve having a reduced passage from the purpose specified.
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7. In a machine for the purpose specified the combination and means for adjusting the distance the said lower rollers

with the two sets of corrugating rollers having the corru- are moved , as and for the purpose specified.

gations in each set reversed, of slidable blocks secured to 20. In a machine for the purpose specified the combina

pintles on the end of one roller of each set and means for tion with the two sets of corrugating rollers having one

intermittently moving the said bearing blocks closer to the movable roller in each set , of means for intermittently

opposite roller, as and for the purpose specified .
moving the movable rollers closer to the fixed rollers , as

8. In a machine for the purpose specified the combination and for the purpose specified.

with the two sets of corrugating rollers having the corruga- 21. In a machine for the purpose specified the combina

tions in each set reversed, of slidable blocks secured to tion with the two sets of corrugating rollers having one

pintles on the end of the roller of each set and cam operat- movable roller in each set , of means for intermittently

ed means for intermittently moving the said bearing blocks moving the movable rollers closer to the fixed rollers and

closer to the opposite roller, as and for the purpose speci- means for independently adjusting the intermittent move

fied. ment of the movable rollers, as and for the purpose speci

9. In a machine for the purpose specified the combination fied.

of three sets of rollers and means for successively moving 22. In a machine for the purpose specified the combina
the rollers of each pair closer together, as and for the tion with the two pairs of corrugating rollers having one

purpose specified. movable roller in each pair, of bearing blocks journalling

10. In a machine for the purpose specified the combination the movable rollers, means for slidably supporting the same,

with three sets of rollers, of cam operating means for suc- a standard having an externally screw -threaded top , a

cessively moving the rollers of each pair closer together, nut screwed on said top and extending outwardly therefrom

as and for the purpose specified . and abutting the bearing blocks, means for locking said

11. In a machine for the purpose specified the combination nut in position , and means for intermittently raising and

with the three sets of rollers, of bearing blocks secured to lowering thestandard,' as and for the purpose specified.
the lower rollers of each pair , means for slidably support- 23. In a machine for the purpose specified the combina

ing the same , a plurality of cams and connecting means ex- tion with the two pairs of corrugating rollers having one

tending between the cams and the bearing blocks whereby movable roller in each pair, of bearing blocks journalling
the same are intermittently raised and lowered, as and for the movable rollers , means for slidably supporting the

the purpose specified. same, a standard having an externally screw-threaded top ,

12. In a machine for the purpose specified the combination a nut screwed on said top extending outwardly therefrom

with a pair of rollers having a series of grooves formed
and abutting the bearing blocks , means for locking said

in a portion of the periphery of one roller , and a series nut in position , a cam , and a roller secured to the bottom

of ribs in a portion of the periphery of the other adapted of the standard adapted to bear on the cam, as and for the

to extend into said grooves when the rollers are rotated purpose specified .

in opposite directions , of a second pair of rollers therein

oppositely placed , and means for operating the rollers , as No. 102,021 . Method of Rendering Sheets of Paper

and for the purpose specified . More Flexible .

13. In a machine for the purpose specified the combination
Méthode de rendre des feuilles de papier plus fleribles.

with a pair of rollers having a series of grooves formed in

a portion of the periphery of one roller and a series of

ribs in a portion of the periphery of the other roller adapt

ed to extend into said grooves when the rollers are rotated

in opposite directions, of a second pair of rollers provided

with like grooves nd ribs but having the rollers therein

oppositely placed , means for rotating the rollers , and means

for moving the rollers of each pair closer together during

the parts of the revolution when the ribs on the roller are

opposite the grooves of the other , as and for tre purpose

specified.

14. In a machine for the purpose specified the combina

tion with a pair of rollers having one roller provided with

a series of grooves on a portion of the periphery thereof .

and the other roller with a series of ribs adapted to ex

tend into said grooves when the rollers are rotated in op

posite directions, of a second set of rollers having grooves

in one roller and ribs in the opposite roller oppositely
placed to the first -mentioned rollers , the second set of

gating means will operate to reverse the corrugations

formed by the first roller , and means for rotating the roll

ers , as and for the purpose specified. Rolla L. Crain , Ottawa , Ontario, Canada 13th November,

15. In a machine for the purpose specified the combina
1906 ; 6 years. Filed 29th September, 1906. Receipt No.

tion with a set of rollers having corrugating means formed 139,910 .

on a portion of their peripheries, of a second set of rollers Claim . - 1. The herein described method of treating a sheet

having corrugating means also formed on their peripheries ofpaper to increase its flexibilitywhichconsists in stretch
but reversed in direction to the corrugating means on the ing a portion of thepaper a definite amount to one side

first -mentioned rollers . the second set of rollers being thereof and then stretching it an equal amount to the op

placed such a distance from the first set that the corru- posite side, „substantially as described.
gating means will operate to reverse the corrugations 2. The herein described method of treating a sheet of

formed by the first set of rollers , and means for rotating paper to increase its flexibility which consists in stretch

both sets of rollers, as and for the purpose specified . ing a portion of the paper a definite amount to one side

16. Animproved machine for the purpose specified having thereof, then stretching it an equalamountto the opposite

two pairs of corrugating rollers, thesecond rollers being side and then bringing it back to its normal position , sub
adapted to produce a corrugation reversed in direction to

stantially as described .

the first , the corrugating means of each set of rollers only 3. The herein described method of treating a sheet of
being thrown into operation when the rollers are moved paper to increase its flexibility which consists in forming a

closer together, as and for the purpose specified . corrugation in the paper on one side and then reversing

17. An improved machine for the purpose specified hav- the corrugation so that it protrudes from the opposite

ing two pairs of corrugating rollers , the second set being side substantially as described.

adapted to produce a corrugation reversed in direction to 4. The herein described method of treating a sheet of

the first, the corrugating means being formed on the rollers paper to increase its flexibility which consists in forming

wholly within the peripheries thereof whereby they will a corrugation in the paper on one side , then reversing the

only be thrown into operationwhen the rollers are brought corrugation so that it protrudes from the opposite side, and
closer together, as and for the purpose specified. then removing the corrugations and smoothing the paper,

18. In a machine for the purpose specified the combina- substantially as described .

tion with the two sets of corrugating rollers , the second set 5. The herein described method of treating a sheet of

being adapted to produce a corrugation reversed in direc paper to increase its flexibility which consists in forming a

tion to the first, of means for moving the rollers of each series of parallel corrugations in the paper on one side

set closertogether during certainportions of their revolu- thereof,then reversing the series of corrugations so that

tion ,and means for adjustingthe distance the said rollers each corrugation protrudes from the opposite side to which
are moved, as and for the purpose specified. it previously did and then removing the corrugations and

19. In a machine for the purpose specified the combina- smoothing the paper, substantially as described .
tion with the two sets of corrugating rollers having the 6. The herein described method of treating a sheet of

lower rollers of each set movable , of means for intermit paper to increase its flexibility which consists in stamping

tently moving the lower rollers closer to the upper ones a portion thereof outwardly from one side

6
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stamping said portion to protrude from the opposite side . 5. In an expansion joint, a multiple of diaphragms each

substantially as described . movable within fixed limits, and a clamping ring for the

7. The herein described method of treating a sheet of inner edge of each diaphragm , said clamping ring forming

paper to increase its flexibility which consistsin stamping a backing for said diaphragm and tendingto transmit fur

a portion thereof outwardly from one side thereof, then ther movement to the next diaphragm when said limit of

stamping said portion to protrude from the opposite side ' motion has been reached .

and then smoothing the paper and causing the stamped 6. The combination of a conduit , a T therein , a casing for

portion to again lie flat with the remainder of the sheet . the conduit spaced therefrom and having separated ends

substantially as described . between which the T is located , of a bridging casing be

tween the ends of the conduit casing , of a cement tube sup

No. 102,022. Faucet. Fausset. ported on and bridging the space between the ends of the

conduit casing, one member of the T projecting into said

cement tube .

7. The combination of a conduit , an expansion joint there

for consisting of a T , one member of which is connected

in the line of the conduit and the other extends at an angle

thereto, of a diaphragm expansion joint on each side of

the T and an anchor for the T.

8. The combination of a conduit, an anchored T, the con

duit connected to the opposite ends of one member of the

T , an expansion joint between the T and one conduit , a

conduit casing spaced from the conduit and having sepa

rated ends, and a tubular cement casing connecting the ends

of the conduit casing and enclosing the T.

9. In an expansion joint, the combination of a tubular
Samuel A. Dennis , Los Angeles , California , U.S.A. , 13th

November, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 26th September, 1906. member , a diaphragm secured at one edge to said tubular
member, the ring I forming such securing means, said ring

Receipt No. 139,787.
having a curved inner face forming a backing for the dia

Claim . - The combination with a pipe having its outer phragm , when the limit of expansion is reached, and means

end exteriorly screw -threaded, of a cap arranged for de the ring for preventing further expanding movement

tachable screw -threaded engagement with the said outer of the diaphragm beyond such limit .

end of the pipe , said pipe having a passage , a valve there 10. In an expansion joint , a ring such as I , the diaphragm ,
through and a circumscribing flange surrounding the pas- the ring being substantially the width of the diaphragm and

sage, a valve casing engaged with said circumscribing flange combined therewith to form a backing for the diaphragm

and provided with openings at its lower end, a removable when the same has reacheditslimit of expansion.

valve seat arranged upon the bottom of said valve casing ,
11. In an expansion joint , the combination with a conduit ,

and anozzle passed through the passage in said cap and a flexible diaphragm , and the ring such as I having a curved

into the casing for longitudinal movement within the latter inner face forming a backing for the diaphragm when its

to move the lower edge of the nozzletoward andaway from limit of expansion is reached, and having circumferential

said valve seat to close and establish communication be - lugs for preventing further expansion of the diaphragm .

tween the pipe and the nozzle .
12. In an expansion joint, the clamping ring I having a

curved inner face , a diaphragm having its inner edge bent

No. 102,023. Underground Conduit and Joint. around said curved face , means for clamping the edge of

Conduit et joint souterrain .
the diaphragm to the outer face of said ring, and clamping

means for the outer edge of the diaphragm .

on

No. 102,024. House Service Box ,

Boîte au service des maisons.
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Bingley R. Fales and Eugene L. Barnes, co- inventors , both

of Detroit , Michigan, U.S.A. , 13th November, 1906 ; 6

years . Filed 12th October, 1906. Receipt No. 140,235 . Daniel William Crockett , Frederick Gisborne Crockett, and

Claim.-1 . In an expansion joint the combination of two
Thomas Frazer, all of Westville , Nova Scotia, Canada ,

tubular members, diaphragms connected to each at their
13th November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 5th September,

inner edges , and a positively longitudinally moved rigid
1906. Receipt No. 139,267.

ring connecting their outer edges. Claim . - 1. In a pipe stand a base member provided with

2. In an expansion joint , the combination of two tubular a depression intermediate its ends, vertical flanges at each

members, a multiple of diaphragms forming a sealed con- side of said depression , a pipe seat nearer each end of the

nection between said pipes, each movable within fixed base member and flanges rising at each side of said pipe
limits , and a rigid backing for each diaphragm after it has seats.

reached its fixed limit of movement. 2. In a pipe stand , a base member provided with a de

3. In an expansion joint the combination of two tubular pression intermediate its ends , vertical flanges at each

members , clamping rings for each member, annular dia- | side of said depression, a pipe seat nearer each end of the

phragms secured by said rings at their inner edges, a loose base member and flanges rising at each side of said pipe

ring to which the outer edges are clamped , means for mov- seats , in combination with a stand pipe having a flanged

ing each diaphragm within fixed limits, said clamping rings and hollow base position with openings in approximate

forming backings for the diaphragms after they have alignment with the inner faces of said flanges.

reached their limit of movement. 3. In a pipe stand , a base member having a valve seat

4. In an expansion joint , the combination with two tubu- extending longitudinally thereof, flanges at each side of

lar members, diaphragms connected to each at their inner said valve seat, flanges between said valve seat and the

edges, and a longitudinally movable rigid ring , of rings ends of said base , and a rib extending longitudinally be

clamping said diaphragm to said members and operating yond said flanges at eachend of said base, said ribs serv
to move said longitudinally movable rigid ring . ing as pipe supporting means .
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4. In a pipe stand , a base member having a valve seat connecting the water spaces in said reservoirs, a com

extending longitudinally thereof, flanges at each side of pressed air pipe connected with the upper part of the relay
said valve seat, flanges between said valve seat and the reservoir and with the compressed air main pipe, and a

ends of said base , and a rib extending longitudinally be- water pipe connected with the lower part of said relay re

yond said flanges at each end of said base , said ribs serving servoir and extending to floors above said relay reservoir,

as pipe supporting means, in combination with a stand all substantially as and for purposes set forth .

pipe having a flanged , hollow base portion with openings 5. The combination of a central station air compressor,

in the wall thereof in alignment with said longitudinal a central station compressed air and water storage reser.

flanges. voir , air passage connecting said reservoir with said com

pressor, means for supplying water to said reservoir , a

No. 102,025. System of Water Supply, valve controlled water main pipe connected with said reser

Système d'approvisionnement d'eau , voir and extending out from the central station to a point

near a building or buildings to be protected from fire , a

hydrant placed near such building or buildings, pipe 53 con

necting said water main with said hydrant, riser pipe 72

in the interior of said building or buildings and provided

with valve controlled outlets, pipe 54 connected with said

water main , and valve controlled pipe 94 connecting pipes

54 and 72 , substantially as described and for purposes set
forth.

6. The combination with a central station air compress

ing plant , comprising an air compressor and duplicate air

and water storage reservoirs connected with the outlet of

said compressor, means for supplying said reservoirs with

water , means for separate or simultaneous operation , of a

valve controlled water main pipe connected with each of

said reservoirs , aero -hydrostatic water elevating apparatus

in a building or buildings at a distance more or less remote

from the central station, a hydrant 55 , pipe connecting said

water main pipe with said hydrant and means for operating

the duplicate reservoirs in the central station , said

hydrant , and said aero -hydrostatic water elevating appar

atus simultaneously, substantially as and for purposes des

cribed .

7. The combination of a central station air compressor,

Wallace Pratt Groom , Brooklyn , New York , U.S.A. , 13th a central station compressed air and water reservoir 18

November, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 9th July , 1906. Receipt connected by valve controlled pipe connections to the out

No. 137,644. let of said compressor, a separate central station com

Claim .--- 1. An aero -hydrostatic system of water supply pressed air and water reservoir 25 connected by valve con
for a building or buildings, comprising the combination of trolled pipe connections to said outlet, a valve controlled

an air compressor stationed and installed at a distance
water main pipe 44 connected with reservoir 25 and also by

more or less remote from said building or buildings , an air separate valve controlled pipe connections with reservoir

and water reservoir in said building or buildings for re
18 , valve controlled water pipes 23 and 30 respectively con

ceiving and storing compressed air and water, a water nected with said reservoirs , aero -hydrostatic water

pipe 72 connected with said reservoir and provided with elevating apparatus placed in a building or buildings more

outlets 74 , a compressed air passage connecting the air com
or less remote from the central station, a valve controlled

pressor with the compressed air and water reservoir in compressed air main pipe and a return air main pipe, both

said building or buildings for supply of compressed air to
of said main pipes connecting said central station and said

such reservoir, and a water pipe connected with a water aero -hydrostatic apparatus, substantially as and for pur.

main and the reservoir for supplying said compressed air poses described .

and water reservoir with water, substantially as and for 8. The combination of a central station air compressor.

the purpose set forth . duplicate central station compressed air and water reser

2. As part of a system of aero -hydrostatic water supply voirs, each connected by valve controlled compressed air

for a building or group of buildings, the combination of an pipe connection with the discharge outlet of said compres

air compressor, a storage compressed air and water reser- sor , water main pipe connected with each of said reservoirs

voir connected with the outlet of said compressor by a by valve controlled pipe connection, a return air receiver
valve controlled pipe or passage, a valve controlled com- 4 connected by valve controlled pipe connection with the

pressed air main pipe connected with said reservoir and inlet of said compressor, an aero -hydrostatic water elevat

also with the aero -hydrostatic apparatus in said building ing apparatus situated in a building or buildings more or

or buildings , a valve controlled return air main pipe, a less remote from said compressor and connected with said

passage for air from said aero -hydrostatic apparatus to water main , valve controlled compressed air main pipe con

and into said return air main pipe, and a receiver 4 connected by valve controlled pipe connecting with said reser.

nected with such return main pipe and having a valve con- voirs and also with said aero -hydrostatic apparatus, and

trolled pipe connected with the induction pipe of said com- a valve controlled return air main pipe connected with
pressor, substantially as and for the purpose set forth . said aero -hydrostatic apparatus and with said receiver, sub

3. In a system of apparatus for aero -hydrostatic water stantially as and for purposes described .

supply for a building or group of buildings , the combina- 9. The combination of a central station air compressor,

tion of an air compressor, a central station compressed air a compressed air reservoir 15 connected by valve control

reservoir connected with said air compressor by a valve con- led pipe connection with the outlet of said çompressor, a

trolled pipe or passage, a valve controlled compressed air valve controlled compressed air main pipe 34 , means for
main connected with said air reservoir, an aero -hydrostatic connecting said compressed air reservoir with and discon
reservoir in said building or buildings and connected with necting it from said compressed air main pipe , an aero

the compressed air main pipe by a valve controlled com- hydrostatic water elevating apparatus situated in a build

pressed air service pipe , a valve controlled water service ing or buildings more or less remote from said central
pipe connected with the aero - hydrostatic reservoir , and a station and connected with said compressed air main pipe
water main or other source of water supply , a fire extin- a central station return air reservoir 4 , valve controlled

guishing service pipe connected with said aero -hydrostatic pipe connection connecting said reservoir with the outlet

reservoir and extending up through floors of said building of the air compressor, and a valve controlled return air
or buildings and provided with valve controlled outlets for main pipe connected with both said aero - hydrostatic ap

attachment of hose or other fire extinguishing appliances, paratus and said reservoir, substantially as and for pur
and a return air main pipe connected by a valve controlled i poses specified.
pipe with said aero -hydrostatic reservoir and with said 10. The combination of central air compressing statiny

compressor by a valve controlled return air pipe , substan- containing an air compressor, and separate air storage ris .
tially as and for purposes described . ervoirs, an aero-hydrostatic water elevating apparatu :

4. In an aero -hydrostatic system of water supply for a situated in a building or buildings more or less remote fro-a

building or buildings, the combination with an air and said central station, means for passing compressed air se

water storage reservoir placed in the cellar or basement parately or simultaneously from said reservoirs to san

of any of such building or buildings, and supplied with aero -hydrostatic water elevating apparatus , means for rent

water and compressed air through a water supply pipe and turning air discharged from said aero-hydrostatic apparait

a compressed air main pipe , substantially as herein set forth . back to said central station compressor and means for

of a relay of compressed air and water storage reservoir charging said reservoirs separately or simultaneously with

placed at a higher level in said building and provided with compressed air from said compressor, substantially wit
valve controlled air vents , a valve controlled water pipe for purposes set forth .
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11. The combination of a central air compressing, air vided with outlets , together with suitable valves and con

and water storage station , containing an air compressor and nections.

separate reservoirs for storage of compressed air and water, 18. The combination of an air compressor, a series of air

an aero -hydrostatic water elevating apparatus situated in a and water reservoirš placed at different levels, a water sup

building or buildings more or less remote from said central ply, connections from the water supply and the air compres
station, means for passing compressed air separately or sor to the various reservoirs and suitable valves , by the

simultaneously from said reservoirs to said aero -hydrosta- operation of which the water may be lifted by astep-by - step
tic apparatus , means for passing water separately or simul- movement.

taneously from said reservoirs to said aero -hydrostatic ap- 19. A system of water supply comprising an air compressor

paratus , means for returning air discharged from said aero- at a distance from the place to be supplied , an air and water

hydrostatic apparatus backto said central stationcom- reservoir at the place, a source of supply connected to the
pressor, and means for charging separately or simultane- reservoir, a water pipo rising from the reservoir and pro

ously said reservoirs with air returned from said aero- vided with outlets , a return air pipe leading back directly or

hydrostatic apparatus , substantially as specified and for indirectly to the compressor , together with suitable valves

purposes described . and connections , for the purpose set forth .

12. As part of an aero -hydrostatic system for a building 20. The combination of an air compressor , a series of air

or buildings , comprising an air compressor# air and water and water reservoirs placed at different levels , a water sup
storage reservoirs 15 , 18 and 25, air and water storage ply , connections from the water supply and the air compres

reservoirs 58 and 59 , installed in a building or buildings sor to the various reservoirs , suitable end valves by the
more or less remote from said compressor, means of pass- operation of which the water may be lifted by a step -by-step
ing air from said compressor to reservoirs 58 and 59, and movement , together with a return air pipe leading back di

means for returning air from said reservoirs 58 and 59 rectly or indirectly from the air and water reservoirs to the
back to said compressor, the combination with said com compressor.

pressor, reservoirs and means for passing air from the
21. A system of water supply comprising an air compressor,

compressor to reservoirs 58 and 59, and returning such air an air and water reservoir, an air storage reservoir, a source

to the compressor, of a relay air and water storage tank of water supply connected to the water reservoir, a water

placed at a higher level in said building or buildings, valve pipe rising from said reservoir and provided with outlets to

controlled compressed air pipe connecting compressed air gether with suitable valves and connections.

service pipe 56 with said relay reservoir , valve controlled 22. A system of water supply comprising an air compressor ,

water pipe 72 connected with either or both of the reser
an air water reservoir, a source of supply connected to

voirs 58 and 59, and a valve controlled return air pipe con
the reservoir, a water pipe rising from the reservoir and pro

nected with the upper part of said relay tank , and with the
vided with outlets , pressure regulating valves connected with

return air service pipe 57 , substantially as described.

13. As part of a system of aero-hydrostatic water supply uniform pressure on different levels together with suitable
said outlets and adapted as described to deliver water at

apparatus for a building or buildings, the combination of vaives and connections, for the purpose set forth .

a compressed air and water storage reservoir placed in the
23. A system of water supply comprising an air compressor ,

lower part of said building or buildings and means for
supplying air from a central station more or less remote the reservoir , a water pipe rising from the reservoir and pro

an air and water reservoir , a source of supply connected to

from such reservoir, of duplicate relay air and water stor
vided with outlets , together with suitable valves and con

age reservoirs placed at a higher level , valve controlled
uections and a supplemental water supply continually under

pipes connected with the air spaces in said reservoirs , valve
pressure and valve controlled connections leading to the

controlled pipes connected with water spaces in said reser
riser pipe , whereby the additional supply may at any time

voirs, and a water supply pipe extended to floors above and
be utilized .

connected with said relay reservoirs , all being constructed
24. In system of water supply , a reservoir provided with

to permit separate operation of either or simultaneous

operation ofboth said relay reservoirs, substantially as des- latter of which discharges immediately over said shield, all
a shield located above the bottom , an outlet and an inlet , the

cribed and for the purposes set forth .
14. As part of a system of aero -hydrostatic apparatus for substantially as and for the purpose set forth .

25. As a part of an aero -hydrostatic system of water sup
a building or group of buildings , the combination of dupli
cate air and water storage reservoirs placed in the lower ply for a building or buildings , the combination with a com

pressed air and water reservoir in the lower part of said
part of said building or group of buildings , means for sup
plying air from a central air compressing station and with builidng or buildings , having an independent water supply

water from a separate source , valve controlled pipe connec
pipe connected with and extending into the interior of such

tions constructed to permit separate operation of either reservoir to a point near the middle of the bottom of the

or simultaneous operation of both said reservoirs , dupli- same, and a shield fast to supports attached to the bottom

cate relay air and water storage reservoirs , placed on a
of the reservoir , said shield having a convex surface , the

higher level than the said lower reservoirs , pipe connec
middle of which is placed under the discharge opening of

tions connecting the air and water spaces in said reservoirs,
said water pipe , substantially as described .

and so constructed that either of them may operate sepa

rately or all may operate together, and a pipe connected No. 102,026. Fire-Cracker Pistol. Pistolet.

and extended to floors higher than said relay reservoirs,

substantially as and for purposes specified.

15. As part of a system of aero-hydrostatic water supply

for a building or a group of buildings , the combination of

a compressed air and water storage reservoir placed in

the lower part of such building or buildings , valve con

trolled water service pipe connected with said reser

voir, compressed air main pipe, valve controlled air

service pipe connected with said compressed air main

pipe and with said reservoir, a valve controlled pipe con Kug 1

nected with said reservoir for supply of water to any part

or parts of said building or buildings , a valve controlled

blow -off or flushing pipe connected with the lower part of
102026

said reservoir and a drainage pipe connected with said

blow -off or flushing pipe, substantially as and for the pur- Gustaf William Hanson , Marquette, Kansas, U.S.A., 13th
poses described.

16. As a part of an aero - hydrostatic system of water supply
November , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 27th January, 1906. Re

for a building or buildings the combination with duplicate
ceipt No. 132,340.

compressed air and water storage reservoirs located in the Claim.-1 . A fire -cracker holder having a handle or frame

lower part of such building or buildings, each having an in- provided with bearings , a barrel having trunnions resting in

dependent valve controlled water service pipe , and each con- said bearings , a spring having its support in the frame and

nected with an independent valve controlled compressed air bearing against the barrel to close the breech , a hook on the

service pipe and air discharge pipe , and each having a valve barrel , and a hooked trigger pivoted in the frame in position

controlled water pipe for supply of water to any part or parts to engage said barrel hook , all combined .

of said building or buildings of a valve controlled blow -off or 2. A fire - cracker pistol having a pivoted barrel , means for

flushing pipe connected with each of said reservoirs and with opening and closing the barrel , a fixed breech piece having

a drainage pipe , all constructed to permit the separate or a groove therein in rear of the barrel , and a stock with an

simultaneous blowing off or flushing of said reservoirs, sub- opening for punk extending to the rear of the breech piece ,

stantially as specified . all combined .

17. A system of water supply comprising an air compressor 3. In a fire - cracker pistol , the stock having an opening ex
at a distance from the place to be supplied, an air and water tending in substantially vertical direction through the same,

reservoir at the place, a source of supply connected to the and a spring pressed dog within the stock and projecting
reservoir , a water pipe rising from the reservoir and pro- ' slightly into said opening.

11-10
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4. In a fire - cracker holder, the frame composed of two sec- of a self-acting switch comprising a magnetic field wth fine

tions divided vertically and having trunnion bearings in each | wire and coarse wire windings, a movable armatureand mov
section , a barrel pivoted between the sections, a breech piece able contact pieces adapted to be operated by the latter so
fixed to the frame sections in rear of the barrel , said sections as to bridge successively gaps in the system , the said sell

having a substantially vertical opening in rear of said breech acting switch being arranged in the circuit in such a manner
piece to receive the igniter, and means for holding the frame that when the generator excites itself the switch closes one
sections together. gap thereby permitting the fine wire field winding of the de

magnetizing dynamo to receive normal current and simul

No. 102,027. Funnel. Entonnoir . taneously or subsequently when the voltage of the main

generator rises the said switch closes a second gap through

which when closed the generator current by way of the

coarse wire winding of the field of the self -acting switch

passes to charge the accumulators , substantially as des
서 cribed and set forth .

No. 102,029. Pipe Flange. Rebord de tuyau .

1
0
2
1
2
7

c

F
i
g

3

George Nathan Haskell , Groton , South Dakota , U.S.A. , 13th

November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed Sth June, 1906. Receipt

No. 136,721 .

Claim . - 1 . A funnel having means to prevent circular Edward Ludlow Maxwell , Mulberry, Florida , U.S.A., 13th

motion of the liquid poured into the funnel.
November, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th August , 1906. Re

2. A funnel having a partition to prevent circular motion
ceipt No. 138,987.

of the liquid to the funnel and facilitate its discharge there

from . Claim.--1 . As an improved article of manufacture, a pipe

3.Afunnel having a partition extending through and flange comprisinga male and a female section, both sections

dividingthe spout,and also extending upwardlyinto the having an opening for the receptionof a pipe, onesection

lower portion of the funnel above the spout to prevent cir beingprovided at its inner face with a recess around the

cular motion of the liquid in the funnel and facilitate its pipe receiving opening, pins at the said recessed portion, and

discharge therefrom . a gasket fitted in the said recess and engaging with the pins,

the female section having side grooved wings spaced at the

top and at the bottom , the male section being shaped to fit
No. 102,028. Electric Lighting System.

between the wings of the female section and provided with a

Système d'éclairage électrique. marginal tongue to enter the groove of the said wings , the

male section being also provided with a lip which enters the

lower space between the wings.

2. A pipe flange comprising a male and a female section,

the female section consisting of a ring body having side

wings at its front face and grooves in the inner faces of the

said wings , the upper portions of the grooves being straight
and the lower portions curved , spaces intervening between

the upper and the lower portions of the wings, the said body

of the female section being also provided with a recess for

the reception of the gasket, the male section comprising a
body having straight side edges, rounded lower edges and a

downwardly extending lower lip centrally located, the said

body being likewise provided with an opening to receive a

pipe and said body being also provided with a marginal lip

10202
having straight sides and rounded lower ends, the lower por

tions of the tongues being at the rear of the said lip, the

Henry Leitner, Woking, Surrey, and Richard Norman Lucas,
tongues being adapted to the grooves in the female section

Rose Villa, Byfleet, Surrey, England , co - inventors , 13th
and the body being adapted to fit between the wings of the

November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 3rd October, 1906. Re
said female section while the lip extends through the lower

ceipt No. 109,059.
space between the wings .

3. In a flange for pipes the combination with a female sec

Claim.-1 . In a system of electric lighting by means of
tion comprising a disc body having an opening for the re

accumulations charged by a main generator or dynamo ception of apipe and a recess in its front face around the

driven at variable speed and a subsidiary dynamo driven said opening and pins in the recessed portion of the body,
at the same proportional speed and adapted to

the said body being further provided with a gasket engaging
weaken the field or fields of the main generator as the speed

the pins and with front wings at its sides , which wings are
of driving increases the combination therewith, of a resist- provided with downwardly tapering grooves in their inner

ance having a negative temperature co - efficient arranged in faces, having straight upper sections and curved lower sec

series with the shunt or fine wire winding of the subsidiary tions, the inner faces of the wings being correspondingly

dynamo, substantially as described. formed, the said body being likewise provided with spaces
2. In a system of electric lighting by means of accumula- between the wings at its top and bottom , of a male section

tors charged by a main generator or dynamo driven at vari- comprising a body having an opening to receive a pipe.

able speed , and a subsidiary dynamo driven at the same or which body is provided with straight walls at its upper por
proportional speed and adapted to weaken the field or fields | tion and with convexed side walls at its lower portion, the

of the main generator as the speed of driving increases the convexed side walls meeting a downwardly extending lip

combination therewith , of a resistance having a positive and the said body being also provided with a downwardly

temperature co -efficient arranged across the main generator tapering or wedge -shaped marginal tongue at its rear por

feld and armature , substantially as described.
tion , the upper portions of which tongue are straight and the

3. In a system of electric lighting by means of a main lower portions convexed , the said body being adapted to at
generator or dynamo driven at variable speed , and a subsi- into the space between the wings, the tongues to enter the

diary dynamo driven at the same or proportional speed and grooves in the female section and the lip to enter the lower

adapted to weaken the field or fields of the main generator space between the wings of the female section , substantially

as the speed of driving increases the combination therewith, ' as described.

or
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No. 102,030. Feed Water Heater. ceptacle adapted to be controlled by the pressure of steam

Chauffeur d'eau d'alimentation . therein , connections between said receptacle and the boiler

for supplying water to the boiler , and a circulating pipe

for said receptacle having heating coil or coils disposed in

said fire box.

8. In a device of the character described , a boiler with a

firebox and smoke chamber , a feed water receptacle hav

Figl.
Fhg 2

ing a steam space and provided with an inner flue communi

cating with said smoke chamber, a duct connecting the

steam space of the boiler with the steam space of said re

ceptacle, a valve for controlling said duct under the con

trol of the steam pressure, connections between said recep

tacle and boiler for supplying water to the boiler , and a

circulating pipe having heating coils disposed in said fire

box below the grate thereof.

9. In a device of the character described , a boiler with a

fire box and smoke chamber, a feed water receptacle hav

ing a steam space and provided with an inner fue communi

cating with said smoke chamber, a duct connecting the

steam space of the boiler with the steam of said receptacle ,

102030
a valve for controlling said duct under the control of the

steam pressure between said receptacle and boiler for sup

Walter Andrew Moffat, Denver, Colorado , U.S.A. , 13th No - plying water to the boiler , a circulating pipe for said re

vember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 1st October, 1906. Re- ceptacle, the same extending from the smoke chamber and

ceipt. No. 139,958 . having heating coils disposed within said firebox .

Claim . - 1 . In a device of the class described, a boiler hav

ing a steam space and a combustion chamber, a feed water No. 102,031 . Spraying Machine. Machine à arroser.

receptacle having a steam space operatively connected with

the steam space of the boiler, connections between the

receptacle and boiler for supplying water to the latter ,

and a circulating pipe communicating at its ends with the

receptacle and extended between its ends through the com

bustion chamber.

2. In a device of the class described, a boiler provided

with a combustion and smoke chamber and having a steam

space, a feed water receptacle communicating with the

boiler for supplying water thereto and also having a steam

space, a duct communicating with the steam spaces of the

boiler and receptacle, and a circulating pipe communicating

at its ends with the receptacle and having intermediate

coils disposed in the combustion chamber, said pipe being

extended between its ends through the smoke chamber.

3. In a device of the class described, a boiler provided

with a combustion chamber and a smoke chamber and hay

ing a steam space, a feed water receptacle having a steam

space, and provided with an inner flue communicating with E91
16263 /

said smoke chamber, a duct connecting the steam spaces

of the boiler and receptacle, connections between the latter

and the boiler for supplying water thereto, and a circulat- John Wilber Patterson, Reed City, Michigan , U.S.A., 13th
ing pipe communicating at its ends with the receptacle and November, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 1st October, 1906 . Re

extending between its ends through the combustion and ceipt No. 139,927 .

smoke chambers .
Claim . - 1. In a spraying machine in combination with

4. In a device of the class described, a boiler provided means for discharging liquid in the form of spray, means

with a firebox and smoke chamber, and having a steam for discharging a blast of air to turn the leaves of plants

space , a feed water receptacle having a steam space , and with their under side exposed to the spray.

provided with an inner flue communicating with said smoke 2. In a spraying machine in combination with means for

chamber, a duct connecting the steam spaces of the boiler discharging a spray of liquid , a fan , means for retaining the

and receptacle, connections between the latter and the boil - fan , a nozzle for discharging air from the fan in the direc

er for supplying water to the boiler, and a pipe connected tion that the spray is discharged, and pipes for connecting

at both ends with the receptacle and extended through the the fan and nozzle .

smoke chamber, and provided between its ends with coils 3. The combination of a tank to contain liquid , a spray

disposed in the firebox , for heating the water in the re- ing nozzle connected to the tank , a pump to supply air un

ceptacle, said pipe having the usual valves for operating der pressure to the tank, a fan blower, and a nozzle con

and cleaning the same . nected to the fan blower to discharge a blast of air in the

5. In a device of the class described a boiler provided direction that the spray is discharged .

with a firebox, smoke chamber and ash pit , and having a 4. The combination of a tank to contain liquid , means for

steam space, a feed water receptacle having a steam space, supplying air under pressure to the tank , a fan blower, an

and provided with an inner flue communicating with said air nozzle and a spraying nozzle, manually operated means

smoke chamber, a duct connecting the steam spaces of the for supporting and adjusting said nozzles , and flexible pipes

boiler and receptacle, connections between the latter and respectively connecting the fan and the tank with the res

the boiler for supplying water to boiler , and a circulating pective nozzles.

pipe connecting at both ends with the receptacle and ex- 5. The combination of a hood open at the bottom and

tended through the smoke chamber, and provided between front, an air nozzle and a spraying nozzle supported beneath

its ends with coils disposed in the firebox and ash pit for the hood , a fan blower connected to the air nozzle a tank

heating the water in the receptacle , said pipe having the to contain liquid and connected to the spraying nozzle ,

usual valves for operating and cleaning the same . means for supplying air under pressure to the tank , and

6. In a device of the character described , a boiler with a an adjustable pivotal support for the hood .

firebox and smoke chamber, a feed water receptacle having 6. The combination of a rotative and longitudinally inov

a steam space and provided with an inner flue communicat- able rock shaft , a manually operated lever attached thereto ,
ing with said smoke chamber, a duct connecting the steam an arm rigidly extending from the rock shaft , a hood , an

space of the boiler with the steam space of said receptacle, air nozzle and a spray nozzle supported by the said arm , a
a valve for controlling said duct under the control of the fan blower, a flexible pipe connection between the blower

steam pressure, connections between said receptacle and and the air nozzle, a tank, flexible pipe connections betwen

boiler for supplying water to the boiler , and a circulating the tank and the spraying nozzle , means for supplying

pipe for said receptacle having a heating coil or coils dis- liquid to the tank , means for supplying air under pressure
posed in said firebox . to the tank , aņd means for rotating the fan .

7. In a device of the character described , a boiler with a 7. The combination of a frame, a rotative axle support

firebox and smoke chamber, a feed water receptacle having ing the frame, wheels attached to the axle androtating the

a steam space and provided with an inner flue coinmuni- same , a fan blower mounted on the frame , sprocket wheels
cating with said smoke chamber, a duct connecting the and chain connecting the axle and the blower, a liquid

steam space of the boiler with the steam space of said tank mounted on the frame , an air pump , a crank shaft

receptacle, a valve for controlling said duct under the con- journalled on the frame , gears connecting the crank shaft

trol of the steam pressure, a valve for the feed water re and the axle , a pitman rod connecting tbe frank shaft and
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pump, an air nozzle connected to the fan , a spraying nozzle twisting pins , means for actuating said spindles , and wire

connected to the tank , flexible pipe connections between the conducting tubes having right lined portions adjacent, and

respective nozzles , the fan and the tank, and means for receiving the stay wires from said feeding rolls , and their

manually adjusting the nozzles. remaining portions extending diagonally towards and in

alignment with the corresponding initial position of said

No. 102,032. Wire Fence Making Machine. depositors .

Machine à faire les clôtures de fil de fer. 8. A machine of the character described , employing peri

pherally opposed stay wire feeding rolls of graduated diame

ters , laterally swinging depositors adapted to receive the stay

wires and arranged at varrying intervals apart relatively cor

responding to the differential diameters of said rollers , said

depositors having for their axes or pivots line wire deliver

ing spindles provided at their upper ends with twisting pins

to engage said stay wires , cutters for severing said wires into

sections, means for actuating said spindles , depressors for

bending downward said stay wire sections for the action of

said twisting pins, and stay wire conducting tubes of varying

or gradated lengths as ' suggested by the arrangement of said

depositors and diameters of said feeding rolls .

9. In a machine of the character described the combination

with wire feeding rolls and cutters for severing the stay wires

into sections , of laterally swinging depositors adapted to re

ceive said wires , rotary spindles equipped at their upper ends

with twisting pins for actuating upon said stay wires and

adapted to permit the passage therethrough of the line wires ,

said depositors having diagonally opposite reduced end por

12032 tions for the purpose set forth .

10. In a machine of the character described the combina

Theodore M. Connor , Kokomo , and John B. Dougan , assignee tion with wire feeding rolls and cutters for severing the stay

of one-third of the interest, Richmond, both in Indiana, wires into sections, of laterally swinging depositors adapted

U.S.A. , 13th November, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 26th Sep to receive said wires , rotary spindles equipped at their upper

tember , 1906 . Receipt No. 139,799 . erds with twisting pins for acting upon said wire sections

Claim . – 1. A machine of the character described employ- wires , bell cranks linked to said depositors , a slide connected
and adapted to permit the passage therethrough of the line

ing line and stay wire feeding devices, line wire guiding to said bell cranks , a rack having an

devices, means for relatively disposing the stay wire sec

arm engaging said

tions pivoting upon said guiding devices, devices for inter- slide , and means for actuating said rack.

locking said stay wire sections as they are laid upon the
11. In a machine of the character described the combina

line wire , and means for intertwisting said stay wire sec
tion with wire feeding rolls and cutters for severing the stay

wires in sections , of laterally swinging depositors adapted totions upon said line wire.

2. A machine of the character described , employing stay receive said wires, rotary spindles equipped at their upper

wire feeding rolls and line wire guiding or delivering spin ends with twisting pins for acting upon said wire sections

dles, means for severing the stay wires into suitable and adapted to permit the passage of the line wires there

lengths, means for relatively disposing said sections pivot- through, bell cranks linked to said depositors, a slide con

ing upon said line wire guiding spindles, means for bring - nected to said bell cranks , a rack having an arm actuating

ing said sections into position to be acted upon by twisting said slide , and a wheel , cam and slotted arm mechanism for

pins carried by said spindles, and means for actuating said actuating said rack .

twisting pins.
12. In a machine of the character described the combina

3. A machine of the character described, employing stay tion with wire feeding rolls and cutters for severing the stay
and line wire feeding devices, means for severing the stay wires into sections, of laterally swinging depositors adapted
wires into suitable lengths or sections , means pivoted to to receive said wires , rotary spindles equipped with twisting

swing laterally for receiving and carrying said sections into pins for acting upon said wire sections and adapted to per
longitudial alignment , means adapted to interlock and in- mit the passage of the line wires therethrough, means for

tertwist said sections with the line wires, and means adapt- actuating said depositors,and depressors and mechanism for

ed to depress said sections at their ends into position to be actuating the same including a rock shaft, a cam wheel, a
acted upon by said interlocking and intertwisting means spring pressed lever operating in conjunction with said cam
prior to such action. wheel, and a pivoted bar , said rock shaft having its crank

4. A machine of the character described employing stay arm coupled to said lever .
and line wire feeding devices pivoted cutters arranged and 13. In a machine of the character described the combina

adapted to cut the stay wire into suitable lengths or sec- tion with wire feeding rolls and cutters for severing the stay

tions, laterally swinging devices having longitudinal grooves wires into sections, of laterally swinging depositors adapted
to receive said stay wires prior to the severing thereof, to receive said wires , line wire delivering or feeding means,
vertically reciprocated devices for depressing or down- means for twisting said wire sections, reciprocating depres
wardly bending said sections at their ends, twisting pins sors for bending downward the stay wire sections at their

for engaging the downwardly bent portions of said sections, ends and holding devices or arms arranged upon the shaft
and means for actuating or rotating said twisting ping. carrying said depressors and adapted to overlie said deposi

5. A machine of the character described, employing stay tors and retain said stay wire sections in the latter at a cer
wire feeding rolls , laterally swinging depositors adapted to tain step in the fabric weaving operation .

receive the stay wires , means for severing said stay wires 14. In a machine of thec haracter described the combina

into sections , after the reception thereof by said depositors, tion with wire feeding means and wire severing cutters, of

line wire receiving and delivering spindles carrying twisting rivoted bridge pieces arrangedalongsideof said cutt» rs and

pins and adapted to form the axes or pivots of said deposi- cach having in its upper edge near oneend a notch to permit
tors , means for depressing the end portions of said sections the passage of the wire , and its other end adaptul to rest

into position for the action of said twisting pins , and means under the rod connecting the heel ends of said cutters.

for actuating said twisting pin carrying spindles . 15. In a machine of the character described the combina

6. A machine of the character described , employing stay tion of means for feeding stay and line wir's, means for

wire feeding rolls , laterally swinging depositors adapted to cutting the stay wire in sections, means for depositing said

receive the stay wires , wire conducting tubes arranged be- sections after the wire severing operation , in right lined

tween said feeding rolls and depositors to deliver said wires arrangement, meansfor intertwisting said sections, a shaft

to said depositors, cutters for severing said wires into sec- carrying depressors adapted to act upon said wire sections to

tions , reciprocating depressors for bending downward the end bring them into position for the action of the twisting means,

portions of said wire sections , spindles having the line wires and means for intermittently actuating said shaft including a

passing therethrough and provided with twisting pins adap- com wheel equipped with cam faces arranged at certain inter

ted to interlock and intertwist said wire sections together vals apart , and a lever adapted to be engaged by said sur

ard upon said line wires and for actuating said faces and connected via certain other parts to said shaft,

spindles . and means for actuating said cam wheel.

7. A machine of the character described , employing stay 16. A machine of the character described , employing piv

wire feeding rolls , laterally swinging depositors having for oted depositors for disposing the stay wire sections in pro

their axes or pivots spindles through which are passed the per relation to the line wires, and twisters forming the pivots

line wires , said spindles being equipped at their upper ends for said depositors and adapted to cause one stay wire sec

with twisting pins , cutters for severing said stay wire into tion to initially assume a substantially U -shape alongside

sections , depressors adapted to bend downward the end por of the line wire, and thereafter and continuously to effect

tionsof said sections into position for the action of said ' the interlockingof said stay wire sections and the applying

.

1

means
4

1

1

1
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op the terminals of said stay wire sections upon the line valve controlled ported wall between the two, a vapourizing
wires. nozzle in aspirating relation to the port in said wall, and a

17. A machine of the character described , employing piy- / butterfly valve in said mixture outlet.

oted depositors to receive and carry the stay wire sections 7. In a carbureter , a mixing chamber having a conical bot

irto position with relation to the line wires , and twisters
tom provided with opposite ports and having a mixture pas

ad : ed to cause one stay wire section to initially assume a sage leading to the engine, vapourizing nozzles held in such

substantially U- shape alongside of the line wires and there relation to said ports that the air passing therethrough has

after and continuously to effect the interlocking of said stay an aspirating effect on said nozzles , and a conical valve seat

wire sections and the applying of the terminals of said stay ed against said conical wall and having two openings therein ,

wire sections upon the line wires . said valve serving to throttle the ports .

18. A machine of the character described , employing line
8. In a carbureter, a mixing chamber having opposite ports

and stay wire feeding devices , line wire guiding devices, and a mixture passage above said ports, vapourizing nozzles

means for relatively disposing the stay wire sections, pivot- held in aspirating relation to said ports , and a valve to

ing upon said line wire guiding devices, depressors for de
throttle said ports.

pressing said stay wire sections, after having been brought 9. In a carbureter, a mixing chamber having a conical
into position with relation to the line wires for the action bottom provided with opposite ports and having a mixture
of the twisters , devices for interlocking said stay wire sec- passage leading to the engine, a radial wing at one side edge

tions as they are laid upon the line wires , and means for in
of each port on the outer face of said conical wall , va pouriz

tertwisting said stay wire sections and said line wires .
ing nozzles in line with the other side edges of said ports

and in aspirating relation to the latter , and a conical valve

No. 102,033. Carbureter.
seated against the inner face of the conical wall and serving

( 'arburateur .
to throttle said ports .

10. In a carbureter the combination with a gasoline cham

ber, a casing having an air inlet , a mixture outlet, and a

conical wall dividing the casing into a vapourizing chamber

and a mixing chamber , said wall havirig opposite ports and

radial wings extending from one of the side edges of said

ports , vapourizers located in line with the other side edges

of said ports in aspirating relation to the latter and being

connected with the gasoline chamber, a conical valve seated

against the conical wall and serving to throttle said ports,

and a valve for regulating the flow of gasoline to said

vapourizing nozzles .

11. In a carbureter the combination with a gasoline cham

ber , of a carbureter chamber having an air inlet a mixture

The Buffalo Carbureter Company, assignee of William John outlet , and a conical wall between the two provided with op

Steinbrenner and Godfried John Mayer, all of Buffalo ,
posite ports , a conical valve seated against the inner face of

New York, U.S.A. , 13th November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed
said wall to throttle said ports and having opposite openings

4th May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,537 .
and a hollow stem projecting through the top of the casing,

Claim.-1 . In a carbureter the combination of a carbureter a gasoline conduit connected to the gasoline chamber and

chamber having a conical wall provided with a port , a ro- having a guide tube extending upward through the valve and

tary conical valve lying against the inner side of said wall the hollow stem thereof and projecting above the upper end

and having an opening therein , a vapourizing nozzle ter- of said hollow stem , vapourizing nozzles on said conduit held

minating adjacent said port, a device for maintaining level in aspirating relations to the ports in said conical wall , a

for the liquid hydro - carbon in said nozzle , and a throttling neodle valve in said guide tube to regulate the flow of gaso

valve between said conical valve and the combustion cham- line to the vapourizing nozzle and having threaded connec
ber of the engine . tion with the upper end of said tube , a throttle lever secured

2. In a carbureter the combination with a gasoline cham- to the projecting end of the valve stem , a lock bar loosely

ber, of a carbureter chamber having a conical wall provided straddling the needle valve underneath the head thereof and

with a port , a rotary valve lying against the inner side of being connected with said throttle lever to move therewith ,

said wall and having an opening therein , a vapourizing noz- and a clamping nut on the needle valve between said lock bar

zle disposed substantially parallel with said conical wall , a and the upper end of said guide tube to clamp said lock bar

gasoline conduit connecting the gasoline chamber with said to the needle valve , or to lock the latter against movement.

vapourizing nozzle and having a guide tube extending upward 12. In a carbureter the combination with a gasoline cham

through the top of the carbureting chamber, a needle valve ber, of a vapourizing nozzle , a valve for regulating the flow

regulating the flow of gasoline to the vapourizing nozzle and of gasoline to the vapourizing nozzle , a mixing chamber hav

extending through said guide tube, means for mixing the ing a port for the vapourized air a valve for throttling said

vapourized air , and a throttling device to regulate the quan- port , and means for connecting both valves to move them in

tity of explosive mixture drawn into the combustion chamber common and to permit of locking one of said valves against

of the engine . movement , as desired .

3. In a carbureter the combination with a gasoline cham- 13. In a carbureter the combination with a gasoline cham

ber, of a carbureter chamber having a wall therein with a ber, of a vapourizing nozzle , a valve for regulating the flow

port , an air inlet and a mixture outlet, a valve adapted to of gasoline to the va pourizing nozzle , a mixing chamber hav

throttle said port and having a stem extending through the ing a port for the vapourized air , a valve for throttling said

casing, a vapourizing nozzle positioned with relation to said port, a lock bar connected for movement with the throttling
port that the air passing through the latter has an aspirat- valve at all times, and clamping means to cause the gaso
ing effect on said nozzle, a gasoline valve controlling the line valve to move with said locking bar or to hold said gaso

flow of gasoline to said nozzle , a throttling device in the mix line valve against movement.

ture outlet, and means for simultaneously actuating said

throttling valve and the throttling device in the mixture

outlet .

No. 102,034. Talking Machine. Machine à parler .

4. In a carbureter the combination with a gasoline cham
ber, of a casing having a mixing chamber and a vapourizing Landay Brothers assigneesof Wilhelm Rabe and Carl Kam

chamber separated by a conical wall provided with a port , a
ratt, all of New York City , New York , U.S.A. , 13th No

vember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 2nd August, 1906 . Receipt

conical valve seated against said conical wall to throttle said
No. 138,369 .

port and having a hollow stem extending through the top of

the casing , a throttling lever on said stem , an air inlet , and Claim .-- 1. In a talking machine, the combination of a

a mixture outlet , a vapourizing nozzle in aspirating relation sound conveying horn connection mounted to vibrate in a

to the port in said conical wall and having connection with plane parallel with the record carrying table , a sound box

the gasoline chamber, a valve regulating the flow of the suitably connected to said horn connection , a guiding arm

gasoline to said vapourizing nozzle , and connection between for the sound box curved in an arc concentric with the

said conical valve and the gasoline valve for causing the two | pivot of the horn and having a series of grooves or pro

to move simultaneously .
jections on its under face, a record carrying table and an

5. In a carbureter the combination with a gasoline supply annular crown spiral carried by the record carrying table

and means for maintaining the gasoline at a constant level ., and engaged by the grooves or projections on the under

of a chamber having an air inlet, a mixture outlet, and a face of the guiding arm , substantially as described .

valve controlling ported wall between the two , a vapourizing 2. In a talking machine , the combination of a flat record

nozzle in aspirating relation to the port in said wall , and a carrying table , a suitable record table carried thereby , an

throttling device in said mixture outlet .
annular crown spiral having projections to engage with the

6. In a carbureter the combination with a gasoline supply record tablet to which it is applied , a sound conveying

and means for maintaining the gasoline at a constant level, horn connection mounted to vibrate in a plane parallel with

of a chamber having an air inlet , a mixture outlet , and a the record carrying table , a sound box suitably connected
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with the said sound conveying horn connection and an arc- terial and finally subjecting the material to heat to render

shaped arm mechanically connected to the sound box and the binding material insoluble .

4. The method of making an artificial cork consisting in

taking pulverized base , mixing therewith a binding material

and finally hardening said binding material and rendering

it in soluble by heat , substantially as described.

5. The method of making artificial cork , consisting in

laking granulated cork , mixing therewith a coagulable bind

ing material and finally submitting the composition to a

moist heat under pressure to render the binding material

insoluble .

6. The method of making artificial cork , consisting in

taking granulated cork, mixing therewith albumen and

subjecting the composition to such heat as will render the

albumen insoluble and retain the natural elasticity and

flexibility of the cork , substantially as described.

7. The method of making artificial cork , consisting in

taking granulated cork, mixing it with albumen and sub

jecting the composition to moist heat, substantially as des
cribed .

8. The method of making artificial cork, consisting in

having a series of grooves or projections on its under face taking granulated cork , cleansing and purifying the same,

engaging the crown spiral and imparting to the sound box , adding thereto albumen as a binding material , subjecting

radial movement relatively to the record carrying table by the composition to pressure and to a moist heat whereby

the rotation of the latter , substantially as described . the albumen is coagulated and becomes insoluble , while

3. In a talking machine, the combination of a flat hori- the product retains all the elasticity and flexibility of the

zontal record carrying table rotating on a vertical axis , a natural material, substantially as described.

sound conveying horn connection mounted to vibrate on 9. The method of purifying granulated cork or the like .

a vertical axis , a sound box connected with said horn con- consisting in placing the granules in a receptacle , submerg

nection , an annular crown spiral carried by the record car- ing the receptacle in a liquid and allowing the granules to

rying table and a guiding arm mounted on the sound con- escape from the receptacle whereby the granules rise to the

veyer and having a series of grooves or projections on its surface cleansed and purified while the impurities sink,

under face engaging with the annular crown spiral so as to substantially as described .

impart movement to the sound box radial to the record car- 10. The method of purifying granulated cork or the like ,

rying table, by the rotation of the latter , substantially as consisting in placing the granules in a closed receptacle,

described . submerging the receptacles in a bath of purifying or cleans

4. In a talking machine, the combination of a rotary re- ing liquid and then allowing the granules to escape to the

cord carrying table, an annular crown spiralmounted there- surface, becoming cleansodant purified in their passage

on , a sound conveyer mounted to vibrate in a plane paral- and leaving the impurities behind, substantially as des

lel with the record carrying table, a sound box connected cribed.

with said sound conveyer and a guiding arm mounted on

the sound conveyer having a metallic back and a non- No. 102,036. Rotary Gas Engine.

metallic face with a series of projections engaging with Machine à gaz rotatoire.

the crown spiral so as to impart to the sound box movement

radial to the record carrying table , by the rotation of the Jag 1

latter , substantially as described.

5. In a talking machine , the combination of a sound con

veying horn having a tubular receiving neck , a sound box ,

and a coupling tube detachably connected to said neck and

sound box and permitting limited vibratory motion of the
latter thereon , substantially as described .

6. In a talking machine , the combination of a sound con

veying horn having a tubular receiving neck , a sound box ,

a coupling tube connecting said sound box and receiving

neck detachable from each and permitting limited vibratory

movement of the sound box relatively to the horn , and an

adjustable counterweight mounted on the coupling tube and

serving to regulate the pressure of the sound box on the

record , substantially as described .
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No. 102,035. Artificial Cork. Liège artificiel.

102036

Edwin R. Langford , Lowell, Arizona, U.S.A. , 13th November,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 16th May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,980.

Claim . - 1 . In a rotary internal combustion engine , two

piston cylinders, constituting respectively compression and

explosion cylinders an intervening abutment cylinder , ro

tary piston members carrying pistons working in the piston

cylinders a rotary abutment member working in the abut

ment cylinder and having a plurality of cavities to permit

passage of the pistons , and means for intermittently rotat

ing the abutment member during the passage of the pistons.

2. In a rotary internal combustion engine compression

and expansion cylinders, rotary piston members working

therein , an intervening abutment cylinder, a rotary abut

ment therein co - operating with the piston members in botb

cylinders, means for intermittently rotating said abutment .

said abutment having cavities permitting passage of the

Harvey Coale, assignee of José Serra Y Carbo , both of pistons during the partial rotation of the abutment, and

Baltimore, Maryland, .S.A ., 13th November, 1906 ; 6 members through an extended arc of contact, while the
with packing portions engaging with the rotary piston

years . Filed 28th May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,307 .
abutment is stationary.

Claim .- 1 . As a new article of manufacture , an artifical 3. In a rotary internal combustion engine, compressios

cork consisting of a granular base and a liquid binding and expansion cylinders , rotary pistons working therein.

material mixed therewith and rendered insoluble therein by an abutment cylinder between the aforesaid cylinders, air

heat. supply means connected to receive air compresred by th

2. An artifical cork material consisting ofa granular base compression cylinder and opening into theabutment cylin
of cork and a bindingmaterial which hasbeen rendered in- der, an abutment provided with cavities permitting the
soluble therein by heat . passage of the pistons in said cylinders , and adapted to ex .

3. The method of making artifical cork , consisting in tak- pose the air supply opening in the abutment cylinder an !

granulated cork , mixing therewith a soluble coagulable ma means for intermittently rotating said abutment
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4. In a rotary internal combustion engine , a casing pro- gasolene or liquid fuel discharging under the ball and slid

vided with cylinders piston members working therein , an ing rods to control the lift of the ball , moved by a thumb

intervening cylinder and an abutment member working

therein , an arm connected to each piston member , and a

part connected to the abutment member and having slots

engaged by said arms on opposite sides of the abutment

axis to intermittently rotate the abutment member.

5. In a rotary internal combustion engine , a casing pro

vided with cylinders, a piston member and an abutment

member working therein , an arm connected to the piston

member, a part connected to the abutment member and

having slots engaged by said arm to intermittently rotate

the abutment member, locking means for said abutment, and

a cam operated by the engine to release said locking means.

6. A reversible rotary internal combustion engine , com

prising a cylinder, a piston member working therein , air

supply means, a rotary valve connected to and operated by

the engine, a second valve engaging directly with and mov

able on said first -named valve and co - operating with said

first -named valve and with said air supply means to con

trol admission of air to the cylinder , and means for vary
screw situated below the bottom of the air chamber, all

ing the position of said second valve .
substantially as set forth.

7. A reversible rotary internal combustion engine, coca 3. The combination in a vapourizer or carbureter of a ball

prising a cylinder , a piston working therein , air 'supply seated in a support and a tube for gasolene or liquid fuel

means, a rotary valve connected to and operated by the discharging under the ball and sliding rods to control the

engine, a second valve engaging directly with andmovable lift of the ball , moved by a thumb-screw below thebottom

on said first-named valve and co-operating with said rotary of the air chamber , with two shutters hinged to the bottom

valve and with said air supply means to control admission of the vapourizer or carbureter to automatically control by

of air to the cylinder , and a reversing device connected to
suction from the engine , the quantity of air taken into the

vary the position of said second valve to admit air at dif- air chamber , all substantially as set forth .

ferent parts of the revolution .

8. Ino a rotary internal combustionengine, two cylinders, No. 102,038. Controller for Sparking Devices.
a piston member working in one cylinder, an abutment mem Contrôleur pour appareil à étinceler ,

ber working in the other cylinder , and provided with cavi

ties adapted to receive and permit passage of the piston,

and a rotary valve in the abutment cylinder engaging F63

directly with and movable on the abutment member and

adapted to open into an abutment cavity and connected to

be operated by the engine .

9. In a reversible rotary internal combustion engine , an

explosion cylinder, a piston member working therein , an

abutment cylinder opening into the explosion cylinder and

la rotary abutment working therein and having cavities

adapted to receive and permit passage of the piston , a rotary

valve in said abutment cylinder having a port adapted to
.

open into said cavities, air supply means and a valve in

said abutment cylinder , provided with a port co - operating

with said air supply means and with the port in the rotary

valve , and movable to vary the time of admission through

said valves.

10. An internal combustion engine comprising compres

sion and explosion cylinders , rotary piston and abutment

members working therein and provided with parts adapted

for the compression of air and for the expansion of exploded

mixture, by rotatively acting parts , means for supplying the

air compressed in the compression part to the expansion Izi36

part of the engine , fuel supply means and igniting means ,

reversing means adapted and arranged to shift the point of

admission of fuel and air to the expansion part of the en
Daniel Brower Willix , Alexandria Bay, New York , U.S.A. ,

gine , to cause operation in reverse directions , a reservoir , 13th November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 1st May, 1906. Re

air connections to said reservoir from each side of the com ceipt No. 135,423.

pression cylinder , provided with outwardly opening check Claim.-1. In a gas engine or the like , means for control

valves, and air inlet means to each side of said cylinder ling the current to the igniters, comprising a set of contact
provided with inwardly opening check valves. terminals for each igniter, each set consisting of a contact

11. An internal combustion engine comprising compres- terminal connected in a primary circuit of an induction coil ,

sion and explosion cylinders , rotary piston and abutment and contact, terminals connected in the secondary circuit of

members working therein and provided with parts adapted the coil and to the igniter , all of said contacts being arranged

for the compression of air and for the expansion of explod- | in a single row , and means operating with the main shaft of

ed mixture, by rotatively acting parts , means for supplying the engine to close said contacts..

the air compressed in the compression part of the expan 2. In a gas engine or the like, means for controlling the
sion part of the engine fuel supply means and igniting current to an igniter, comprising a source of electricity, and

means , reversing means adapted and arranged to shift the

point of admission of fuel and air to the expansion part of having contacts , asecondary circuit connected to the igniter
an induction coil in primary circuit therewith , the circuit

the engine , to cause operation in reverse directions , a re
and having contacts , and means actuated by the engine to

servoir, air connections to said reservoir from each side of close said contacts , comprising a series of brushes arranged

the combustion cylinder, and valve means in said connec .
to brush successively over all of said contacts.

tions reversing the connection to the reservoir from one
3. In a gas engine or the like , means for controlling the

side to the other of the compression cylinder on reversal of
current to a plurality of igniters , comprising a source of

the engine.
electricity , an induction coil in primary circuit therewith ,

the circuit having contacts , a secondary circuit having con

No. 102,037. Carbureter. Carburateur. tacts corresponding in number to the igniters and separate

connections therefrom to the igniters respectively, all of said

Charles D. Shain , Rockaway Park, New York , U.S.A. , 13th
contacts being arranged in a single row , and means actuated

November, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 19th June , 1906 . Re- by the engine to successively close said contacts.

ceipt No. 137,070.
4. In a gas engine or the like, means for controlling the

Claim .-- 1. In a vapourizer or carbureter, a ball located circuit to the igniters , comprising , in combination , a plur

in the mixing chamber and a supporting seat and a tube ality of sets of brushes arranged in a single row around a

for gasolene or liquid fuel discharging under the ball the shaft of the engine , the sets corresponding in number to the

lift of the ball being automatically caused both by suction | igniters, each set having a brush in the primary circuit of

of the engine and pressure of the gasolene in the tube under an induction coil and a pair of brushes in the secondary

it , all substantially as set forth. circuit , and contacts carried by the shaft and revolving

2. In a vapourizer or carbureter, a ball located in the under said brushes and adapted to close the respective cir

mixing chamber and seated in a support and a tube for ' cuits .
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5. In a gas engine or the like , means for controlling the 2. In a truss the combination with a pad having a concave

current to the igniters , comprising in combination a single bearing surface and a threaded shank, of a bell - shaped
shiftable ring extending around a shaft of the engine, a holder, an attaching bolt adapted to be screwed into engage
series of sets of brushes aranged in a single row , one set for ment with said shank, yielding connections between said bolt
each igniter, carried by the ring , each set having a brush and said holder , and means to yieldingly atach said holder

in the primary circuit of an induction coil, and a pair of to the body, substantially as described .

brushes in a secondary circuit of the coil connected to an 3. In a truss the combination with a pad having a concave

igniter, and contacts carried by the shaft and revolving bearing surface and threaded shank , of a bell- shaped holder .
therewith across the brushes , one of said contacts being a an attaching bolt adapted to be screwed into engagement

terminal in the primary circuit and the other being a con- with said shank , a flanged head formed on said bolt , springs

nector to connect said pair of brushes.
to connect said holder with said flanged head of the bolt ,

attaching straps and yielding connections arranged between

No. 102,039. Internal Combustion Engine.
the ends of said strap and said holder, substantially as des
cribed.

Combustion interne. 4. In a truss the combination with a pad having a concave

bearing surface and a threaded shank , of a bell - shaped

holder, an attaching bolt adapted to be screwed into engage

ment with said shank , springs to conenct said holder with

said bolt , side attaching springs, and a centrally disposed

lower attaching spring arranged on the outside of said

holder, and body and thigh attaching straps adapted to be

connected to said springs, substantially as described.

5. In a truss the combination with a pad having a concave

bearing surface and a hollow interiorly threaded shank, of a

bell-shaped holder, an attaching bolt adapted to be screwed

into engagement with said shank , a flanged head formed on

said bolt , radially disposed spiral springs to connect said

holder with a flanged head of said bolt , parallel coile !

side attaching springs connected to the outer side of said

holder and having spring metal bracing rods arranged these .

in , body attaching straps adapted to be connected to suid

springs, a lower centrally disposed coiled attaching spring

connected to the holder, said coiled spring having a spring
162637

metal bracing rod arranged therein , and a thigh strap adap

Francis M. Uhler, Seneca , Nebraska , U.S.A. , 13th November, ted to be connected to said lower spring, substantially as

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 14th May , 1906. Receipt No. 135,921 .
described .

Claim .- The combination in an internal combustion engine ,
• of a frame, a crank shaft journalled in said frame, a cylinder No. 102,041 . Sink, Bowl, Etc. Erier , bol, ete.

arranged below the shaft, said cylinder having heads at its

opposite ends , stuffing boxes carried by the heads , a pair of

pistons arranged in said cylinder and movable in opposite

directions respectively, tubes connected to the outer faces

of the pistons and leading through said stuffing boxes, the

cylinder being thus divided into a central explosion chamber u
and end pumping chambers , inlets through which the ex

plosive mixture may pass to the end pumping chambers when

the pistons are at the limit of in stroke , ports leading from

said pumping chambers and connected to a port that is

placed in communication with the central explosion cham

ber, when the pistons are at the limit of out stroke , one of

the pistons controlling the inlet port , and an exhaust port
-cs

leading from the combustion chamber and controlled by the

opposite piston the ports being disposed respectively , at FIG.2 .

opposite ends of said explosion chamber , connecting rods

leading from the pistons through the tubular portions there

of, brackets extending outward from the frame to the points

beyond the ends of the cylinder, levers pivoted on said

brackets, the lower arms of said levers being connected to

the rods , and uper rods extending from the upper arms of

said levers to the crank shaft.
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No. 102,040. Truss . Bandage herniaire.
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102041

John Croswell , Wellesley, Massachusetts, U.S.A. , 13th Novem

ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 8th July , 1905. Receipt Xo

126,711 .

Claim . - 1. A sink having a pocket in its bottom and an o

tienally - threaded opening in said pocket combined with a

coupling member externally and internally threaded at its
James H. Campbell, Lakeport, New Hampshire, U.S.A. , 13th

November, 1996; 6 years. Filed 25th June , 19'6 . Receipt formed to engage the internal thread of said opening , while
upper portion , the external thread of the coupling being

No. 137,245 .
the internal thread of the coupling surrounds the outlet of

( laim . - 1. In a truss the conbination with a pad having a caid pocket, and a strainer formed to cover the mouth of

concave bearing surface , of a bell -shaped holder for said I said pocket and provided with a tubular, externally threaded

pad, means to adjustably and yieldingly connect said pat to Ishank formed to engage the internal thread of the coupling.

said holder , and means to yieldingly attach the pad and the said coupling having means at its lower end for en

holder to the body , substantially as described . gagement with a waste pipe .
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2. A sink having a pocket in its bottom and an internally of the latter with respect thereto, said set screws being

threaded opening in said pocket, combined with a coupling operable to move the guides into and out of the rabbets,

member externally and internally threaded at its upper

portion, the external thread of the coupling being formed to

engage the internal thread of said opening while the inter

nal thread of the coupling surrounds the outlet of said

pocket , and a strainer comprising a plate formed to cover

the mouth of said pocket and having arms extending down

ward from its outer edge and fitting the inner surface of the F

pocket and provided with a tubular externally threaded

shank at the lower ends of said arms, said shank being form

ed to engage the internal thread of the coupling, the said

coupling having means at its lower end for engagement

with a waste pipe.
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No. 102,042. Floor Scraper. Grattoir de plancher .

and means for holding the set screws with the guides at

different points of their movement.

No. 102,045. Line Centering Device .

Appareil à centrer une ligne.

Fig 1
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Constantin Duda, Chicago, Illinois , U.SA. , 13th Novem

ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 10th September, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 139,388 .

Claim.-1. A plane comprising á block mounted on wheels

at one end and having at the other end a pivoted face plate

for contact with the work , and a blade secured at the

front end of the block and projecting through said plate .

2. A plane comprising a block having a handle pro

jecting at the rear end and wheels upon which the block

is carried at said end, a weight on the block, a face plate

at the front end of the block, for contact with the work ,

and a blade secured to the front end of the block and

extending through said face plate .
FIG . 4

3. A plane comprising a block mounted on wheels at its

rear end and having projecting cheeks at each side at

its front end, a face plate pivoted between the cheeks at

the bottom thereof, to contact with the work, and a blade

clamped to the front end of the block, between the cheeks ,

and projecting at its lower edge through the face plate . 102045

No. 102,043. Talking Machine Record and Tablet.

Record et tablette de machine à parler.
Abram S. Hamilton , Nanaimo, British Columbia , Canada,

13th November, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 19th September,

Victor H. Emerson, New York City , New York , U.S.A. , 1906. Receipt No. 139,617.

13th November , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 30th July, 1906 . Claim .-1 . As a means for adjusting a line , a base portion

Receipt No. 138,243 . having means for attachment of the same to a support and

Claim .--- 1 . A tablet for sound records, consisting of an opening through it toward the support , a member ver

hard and self -sustaining body containing shellac in ad- tically slidable on the face of the base portion and having

dition to the ingredients of celluloid . ing an opening through it approximately corresponding to

2 A sound record tablet composed of a homogeneous that through the base portion , means for endwise moving

body containing shellac and the ingredients of celluloid . the vertically slidable member on the face of the base

3. A sound record tablet consisting of a self- sustaining portion and for securing it in any desired position of

body composed of shellac and the ingredients of celluloid. endwise movement, a stem horizontally slidable in the be

4. A sound record tablet consisting of a self -sustaining fore -mentioned vertically slidable portion such stem being

body composed of shellac, crocus powder and the ingred- prevented from rotating in its supports and having a small

ients of celluloid . aperture through it at its midlength, means for endwise

5. A sound record tablet consisting of a self -sustaining moving the stem and for securing it in any desired position ,

body composed of celluloid and shellac . and a small roller the upper side of which is in alignment

6. A sound record consisting of a tablet composed of with the aperture in the middle of the laterally movable

shellac and the ingredients of celluloid and having irre- stem.

gularities corresponding to sound waves formed therein . 2. In a device of the class described , a base portion having

ing means for the attachment of it to a support and an

No. 102,044. Plane. Rabot. aperture through it toward the support, an open frame

vertically slidable between guideways on the outer face
Andrew N. Gabrielson, Chrosholm , Minnesota , U. S. A. , of the base portion and having a shelf outwardly pro

13th November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 4th September , jecting from its upper side , means for adjusting and secur

1906. Receipt No 139,219 . ing such vertically slidable frame at any desired position

Claim . - In a plane , the combination with a body having of such movement, a stem horizontally movable in the

longitudinal rabbets at its lower side angles and having vertcally movable frame , means for adjusting and securing

vertical threaded passages communicating with the rab- the endwise movement of such stem , an aperture through

bets , of set of screws engaged in the passages, guides ocn- the stem at its midlength , and a roller the upper side of

nected with the lower ends of the set screws for rotation ' which is on a level with the aperture in the stem .

a

.

11-11
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3. In a device of the class described , a base portion hav- 4. A mowing machine comprising in combination with an

ing means for securing the same to a support such base axle and traction wheels carried thereby, a pair of sleeves

portion having an aperture through it toward the support mounted upon said axle intermediate said traction wheels .

and also side guides, a member vertically slidable in such a pair of rods pivotally connected at one end to said sleeves

side guides having an aperture corresponding to that of and provided with eyes at their opposite ends, a rod mount.

the base portion and a downwardly projecting screw passing i ed in said eyes , an armed bracket connected to one end of

through the projection on the base portion, nuts threaded said last -mentioned rod , a drive shaft journalled in the

on the screw and engaging both sides of the projection arms of said bracket, and comprising a pair of sections

through which the screw passes, a stem having screwed connected by a universal joint, a gear carried by the rear

ends and an aperture through it at its mid -length, such stem shaft section , a gear carried by the axle in mesh with said

being horizontally slidable in the vertically slidable mem- gear, a cutter bar connected with said bracket, pins mounted

ber, a nut threaded on each side of the screw and en- upon opposite ends of said cutter bar, wheels loosely

gaging the outer sides of its supports , a roller the upper mounted upon said pins, a knife chain passing around said

side of which is about the level of the aperture in the stem , wheels and comprising a plurality of knives connected to

and a shelf on the upper side of the vertically slidable gether, a gear carried by said front shaft section , and a

member the plane of which is parallel to the axis of the gear formed upon the face of the adjacent wheel in mesh

horizontally slidable stem . with said last -mentioned gear, for driving said chain .

No. 102,046. Mowing Machine. Faucheuse. No. 102,047. Cup -and - Ball Joint.

Godet et joint de boule .
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Emanuel Kaufman, Cleora , Indian Territory, U.S.A. , 13th
102044

November, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 8th October, 1906. Re- Jesse C. Martin, Jr. , San Francisco, California , U.S.A.,13th
ceipt No. 140,119.

Claim .—1 . A mowing machine comprising in combination
November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 4th April, 1906. Receipt
No. 134,604.

with an axle and traction wheels carried thereby, a gear

secured to the axle at one end thereof, a pair of rods
Claim . - 1 . A connection for pipes of the like comprising an

pivotally connected with said axle intermediate the trac
endwise adjustable connecting gimbal enclosed within a

tion wheels, means connecting said rods , a bracket at
ir,etallic flexible fluid tight conveyer.

tached to said connecting means, a drive shaft jour: alled
2. A flexible connection for pipes or the like comprising a

in said bracket and comprising a pair of sections con
movable fluid -tight conveyer member, a universally movable

nected by a universal joint, a gear mounted on the rear connecting member , within the conveyer member , having a

shaft section , in mesh with the axle gear, cutting mech- tubular abutment adapted to engage with the conveyer

anism connected with said bracket, and a driving con
member.

nection between said cntting mechanism and said drive 3. A flexible connection for pipes or the like comprising a

shaft . movable metallic fluid - tight conveyer member, a univer

2. A mowing machine comprising in combination with an sally movable connecting member, within the conveyer mem

axle , and traction wheels carriºd thereby, a gear mounted | ber, having a tubular abutment adapted to engage with the

upon one end of said axle , a swinging frame pivotally con
conveyer member.

nected to said axle intermediate said traction wheels, a 4. A flexible connection for pipes or the like comprising a

bracket connected to said frame , a drive shaft journalled ball and socket joint , a universally movable connecting mem

in said bracket, and comprising a pair of sections con ber, with the ball and socket joint , having a tubular abut .

nected by a universal joint , a gear mounted on said rear ment adapted to engage with the ball and socket joint .

shaft section for mesh with said axle gear , cutting mech 4 A flexible connection for pipes or the like comprising

anism connected with said bracket , and a driving connection , an axially rotatable connecting gimbal enclosed within a

between said cutting mechanism and said drive shaft . metallic flexible fluid - tight conveyer member.

3. A mowing machine comprising in combination with an 5. A flexible connection for pipes or the like comprising

axle ,, and traction wheels carried thereby, a gear mounted axially rotatable connecting gimbal enclosed within a metal

upon one end of said axle , a swinging frame pivotally con- lic flexible fluid -tight conveyer member.

nected to said axle intermediate said traction wheels , a 7. A flexible connection for pipes or the like comprising

bracket connected to said frame, a drive shaft journalled ar. axially rotatable connecting gimbal enclosed within a
in said bracket, and comprising a pair of sections con- ball and socket joint .

nected by a universal joint , a gear mounted on said rear 8. A connection for pipes or the like comprising a cup or

shaft section for mesh with said axle gear, a cutter bar socket member, a ball member having operative conta

connected to said bracket , pins mounted upon opposite ends therewith and projecting from the contact surface beyond

of said cutter bar, wheels loosely mounted upon said pins , its full diameter and a gimbal having unrestricted rotatabi.

a knife chain passing around said wheels and comprising a movement adapted to hold the parts in operative associa .

plurality of knives connected together, a gear carried by tion .

vaid front shaft section , and a gear formed upon the face 9. A connection for pipes or the like comprising a cup or

of the adjacent wheel in mesh with said last - mentioned socket member, a ball member having operative contre

gear, for driving said chain . therewith and projecting from the contact surface beyond
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its full diameter, a gimbal having unrestricted rotatable No. 102,049. Solid Deodoriser or Disinfectant.

movement adapted to hold the parts in operative association , Désinfectant.

and joint packing between the two members .

10. A connection for pipes or the like comprising a cup

or socket member , a ball member having operative contact Fig. 1 .

therewith and projecting from the contact surface beyond

its full diameter, a gimbal having unrestricted rotatable

movement adapted to hold the parts in operative associa

tion , and a gland or stuffing between the members.

11. A flexible connection for pipes or the like comprising

a ball and socket joint , and an endwise adjustable gimbal

connecting the ball and socket and enclosed by the ball and
socket joint .

12. A flexible connection for pipes or the like comprising a

ball and socket joint provided with suitable joint packing ,

and an endwise adjustable gimbal connecting the ball and

socket and enclosed by the ball and socket joint .

C

E '

No. 102,048. Needle for Graphophones and the

Like.

Aiguille de graphophone, etc.

Fig.a.

FIG.I.

o

102049

7

FIG . 2 , .

" B " / " 162048

Willoughby Hamilton Power, London, England, 13th Novem

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 17th April , 1906. Receipt No.

134,949.

Claim . - 1 . A solid disinfecting or deodorizing piece or

tablet consisting of a solid volatile disinfectant substance

combined with a perfume and a balsam .

2. A solid disinfecting or deodorizing piece or tablet , con

sisting of naphthaline combined with a perfume and a

balsam.

3. A solid disinfectant or deodorizing piece or tablet , con

sisting of a solid volatile disinfecting substance, combined

with a perfume , a balsam and carbolic acid or phenol .

4. A solid disinfectant or deodorizing piece or tablet, con

sisting of napthaline combined with a perfume, a balsam

and carbolic acid or phenol.

5. A solid disinfectant or deodorizing piece having a re

cess formed therein, in combination with a solid disinfectant

or deodorizing piece which is adapted to fit into the recess

in the first-mentioned piece and which comprises a solid
FIG.3 FIG4

FIG.5. volatile disinfectant substance , a perfume and a balsam.

6. A piece of naphthaline having a recess formed therein,

in combination with a piece or tablet which is adapted to

fit into the recess in the first -mentioned piece and which

comprises naphthaline , a perfume and a balsam.

7. A holder comprising a back with supports E, E , F, F ,

and G, which allow substantially the whole of the edge

Fred . Petmecky, Austin , Texas, U.S.A. , 13th November, 1906 ; and face of the tablet to be exposed to the air, substantially

6 years . Filed 30th August, 1906. Receipt No. 139,112 .
as described.

Claim . - 1 . A needle of the class described comprising a

shank and a point,the shank being flattened adjacent to No. 102,050. Puzzle . Jeu de patience .

its junction withthepoint,and the needle being provided Clarence Edward Hall, Winnetka, assignee of Leo B. Lin
with oppositely arranged concavities between the flattened

portions of the shank and the point, whereby to permit the
coln, Chicago , both in Illinois , U.S.A. , 13th November,

vibrations of the point.

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 23rd January, 1906. Receipt No.

2. A needle of the character described having a rigid
132,155.

shank, a rigid point, a thin section connecting the shank and Claim . - 1 . The puzzle described consisting of a base card

point and entirely within the body of the needle, and a bcaring numerals or digits on its front face and a plural

thinner flexible portion located at the lower end of said ity of perforated cards adapted to be laid upon the base

thin portion and above the point of the needle .
card and each other in superposed order, through the per

3. A needle of the character described having a thin forations of which certain numerals of the base card

portion extending along the body thereof above the point , are disclosed.

and a flat flexible portion at the base of said thin portion 2. The puzzle described consisting of a base card bearing

and at the head of said point.
numerals or digits on its front face and a plurality of per

4. A needle of the character described having a thin por- forated cards adapted to be laid upon the base card and each

tion extending along the body thereof above the point, other in superposed order, each of said cards bearing on its

and a flat flexible portion at the base of said thin por- rear face a group of key numbers for the purpose set forth .

tion and at the head of said point, the point having a gen- 3. The puzzle described consisting of a base card bearing

eral pyramidal shape.
digits on its front face and a plurality of perforated cards

5. A needle or stylus for graphophones and the like , hav- adapted to be laid upon the base card and each other in

ing a thin flat flexible portion located immediately at the superposed order, certain of the perforated catds bearing on

rear of the point ofthe needle , the point having a general their front faces digits designed to be combined with the

pyramidal shape with concave sides.
digits on the base cards to produce numerals one of which

6. A needle or stylus for graphophones and the like having is designed to be exhibited through the registering perfor

a pyramidal -shaped point. ations of the cards.

7. A needle or stylus for graphophones and the like having 4. A puzzle described consisting of a base card bearing

a pyramidal-shaped point with concave faces , digits on its front face and a plurality of perforated cards
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adapted to be laid upon the base card and each other in sup- edge having no integral depending rim , the two parts of

erposed order, certain of the perforated cards bearing on said holding flange being held together by a band or fold.
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Fag3 3. A cap or closure for bottles , jars , or similar vessels ,

Du

made from one piece of sheet metal, comprising a cover

and a holding flange, one part of said flange being a de

pending flange from said cover and integral therewith , and

the other part having an inwardly projecting gripping rim

overlapping the periphery of said cover a part of the way

round, the two parts of said holding flange being held to

gether on one side by a breakable connection.

4. A one piece shell for forming a cap or closure for

bottles , jars, or similar vessels , consisting of a top plate

and a depending flange around the same and integral there

with , a part of the way , said shell being longer in diameter

I across the top in one direction than in the other, or slightly

oblong, in form substantially of two semi- circles joined

together by a rectangle or narrow space between the same.

5. In a sheet metal cap or closure for bottles , jars , or

tej similar vessels , made from a shell having a top and a

depending flange integral therewith, a cut or opening sub

? stantially crescent-shaped, in the top of said shell on one

side thereof , leaving a gripping rim or edge on a part of

said depending flange, whereby said flange may be circum

OO
ferentially contracted .

6. In a sheet cap or closure for bottles, jars , or similar

101 108 vessels, made from a shell having a top and a depending

laran
flange integral therewith , a cut or opening substantially

crescent -shaped in the top of said shell on one side there

their front faces digits designed to be combined with the of, leaving a gripping rim or edge on a part of said de

digits on the base cards to produce numerals one of whichis lially contracted, and the edge onone side of said cut may

pending flange , whereby said flange may be circumferen

designed to be exhibited through the registering perfor- be made to overlap that on the other side .

ations of the cards, each of said cards bearing on its rear

face a group of numbers composed from , but less than all, made from a one-piecesheetmetal shell, said shellcom :

7. A cap or closure for bottles , jars , or similar vessels ,

the numbers compounded from the digits on the base and prising a top and a holding flange, partially separated
perforated cards.

5. The puzzle described consistingofa base cardbearing length than the peripheral lengthofthetop,andincluding

therefrom , said flange having a greater circumferential

digits on its front face and a plurality of perforated cards an integral foldable web of a width less than that of the

adapted to be laid upon the base card and each other in
flange.

superposed order, certain of the perforated cards bearing on

their front faces digits designed to be combined with the made from a one-piecesheet metal shell, said shell com ;

8. A can or closure for bottles, jars, or similar vessels ,

digits on the base cards to produce numerals one of which is prising a top and a holding flange partially separated

designed to be exhibited through the registering perfora

tions of the cards, each of said cards bearing on its rear face length than the peripheral length of the top and including

therefrom , said flange being of greater circumferential

a group of numbers composed from , but less than all , the

numbers compounded from the digits on the base and per- cumferentially contracted by folding said web.

an integral foldable web, whereby said flange may be cir

forated cards , and characters on the cards indicating the

top and bottom ends thereof.

9. A cap or closure for bottles , jars , or similar vessels,

made from a one-piece sheet metal shell , said shell com

prising a top , and a holding flange of greater circumfer

No. 102,051. Cap or Closure.
ence than said top , and one part of said flange having an

Capuchon ou fermeture.
inwardly projecting gripping rim , whereby said flange may

William Hatfield Dodge, Montclair, New Jersey, U.S.A., made to overlap the peripheral edge of said top.

be circumferentially contracted, and said gripping rim be

13th November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 20th January , 1906 .

Receipt No. 132,087 .

10. A cap or closure for bottles, jars or similar vessels ,

comprising a cover, a compressible disc and a holding

Claim.-1 . A cap or closure for bottles , jars , or similar flange, substantially one-half of said flange being in form

vessels , comprising a cover , a compressible disc and a of depending rim integral with said cover, and the otber

holding flange, one part of said flange being in form of a part being detached from the periphery of said cover by :

depending rim integral with said cover , and the other part having an inwardly projecting gripping rim which overlays

being detached from the periphery of said cover , the two practically that part of the covers edge or periphery having

parts of said flange being connected together by a weakened 110 depending rim , the two parts of said flange being joined

band or fold .

together near the points where a part thereof is detachid

2. A cap or closure for bottles, jars , or similar vessels , from the periphery of said cover, on practically opp0810

comprising a cover, a compressible disc and a holding sides of said cay or closure, said flange being circumfer.

flange, substantially one half of said flange being in form entially contracted by one or more folds or breakable

of a depending rim integral with said cover, and the other vertical crimps or ribs therein .

half being detached from the periphery of said cover but 11. A sheet metal cap or closure for bottles, jars or sim

having an inwardly projecting gripping rim which over- ilar vessels , comprising a cover and a holding flange, one

laps said periphery or practically that part of the covers part of said flange being a depending flange from sal
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cover and integral therewith , and the other part having an 23. A cap or closure for bottles , jars , etc. , made from one

inwardly projecting scallopped gripping rim , overlapping piece of sheet metal , comprising a cover and a holding

the periphery of said cover a part of the way round . flange, one part of said flange being a depending flange from

12. A sheet metal cap or closure for bottles , jars or sim- said cover andintegral therewith, and the other part hav

ilar vessels, comprising a cover and a holding flange ,one ing an inwardly projecting gripping rim overlapping the

part of said flange being a depending flange from said periphery of said cover a part of the way round , the lower

cover and integral therewith , and the other part having edge of said holding flange being forced or spun under a pro

an inwardly projecting scallopped gripping rim, overlap- jecting shoulder on the bottle or other receptacle, when the

ping the periphery of said cover a part of the way round, cap or closure is in use.

the two parts of said flange being connected together by 24. A cap or closure for bottles, jars , etc. , made from a

one or more folds or vertical crimps or ribs therein . one -piece sheet metal shell having a top and a peripheral de

13. A sheet metal cap or closure for bottles , jars , or sim- pending flange or rim , said shell being slightly oblong or in

ilar vessels, comprising a cover and a holding flange, one form substantially of two semi -circles joined by a rectangle

part of said flange being a depending flange from said cover between , a part of the top of said shell being cut out from

and integral therewith , and the other part having an in- near the periphery on one side, leaving a gripping rim

wardly projecting scallopped gripping rim , overlapping around the inner upper edge of the depending flange on that

the periphery of said cover apart of the way around , said side ,and allowing that part of the flange to be pressed in
flange being circumferentially contracted by one or more wardly So as to form practically one continuous holding

folds or vertical crimps or ribs therein .
flange or rim.

14. A cap or closure for bottles, jars, or similar vessels , 25. A one - piece shell for forming a cap or closure for

made from one piece of sheet metal, comprising a cover bottles , jars , etc. , consisting of a top plate and a continu

and a continuous or endless holding flange, one part of ous depending flange around the same and integral there

said flange being a depending flange from said cover and with , for substantially one-half its length, said shell being

integral therewith , and the other part having an inwardly longer in diameter across the top in one direction than in

projecting gripping rim overlapping the periphery of said the other.

cover a part of the way round , the two parts of said hold- 26. In a sheet metal cap or closure for bottles , jars , etc. ,

ing flange being connected by one or more folds or ver- made from a shell having a top and depending flange inte

tical crimps or ribs . gral therewith, a cut or opening, substantially crescent

15. A cap or closure for bottles , jars , or similar vessels , shaped , in the top of said shell on one side thereof, leaving

made from a one-piece sheet metal shell, said shell compris- a gripping rim or edge on a part of said depending flange,

ing a top and a holding flange, said flange being of greater whereby said flange may be circumferentially contracted , and

circumference than said top , whereby said flange maybe cir- said gripping rim be made to overlap the inner edge of said

cumferentially contracted by projecting a fold or bow there- top where cut.

from , or by forming one or more vertical crimps or ribs 27. A locking device for holding together the ends of the

therein . locking band or flange around a cap , cover or closure for

16. A cap or closure for bottles, jars , or similar vessels , bottles, jars , or cans , consisting of an outwardly projecting
comprising a cover and a holding flange, one part of said tongue on or near one end of said band and a transverse

flange being in form of a depending rim integral with said slot in the band near the other end thereof , said slot extend

cover, andthe other part being detached from andmade ing upwardlyfrom the lower edge of said band a part of

to overlap the periphery of said cover , said flange where
the way across the same.

divided on one side being connected together by a lever or 28. A cap or closure on bottles , jars , etc. , comprising a top

bar pivoted to one or both of the ends of said flange. plate provided with a downwardly pending locking band or

17. A cap or closure for bottles , jars , or similar vessels, flange, both top plate and band being made of one piece of
sheet metal , said top plate being made in two partially

comprising a top plate and a holding flange, both of sheet

metal, and a pliable sealing cover under said top plate , one
separate parts , the inner edge of one of which overlaps the

part of said holding flange being in form ofa depending outer edge of the other , for a part of the way around the

rim , integral with said top plate, and the other part being periphery of said top plate in combination with a sealing

detached from and made to overlay the periphery of said lining made of cloth or other fabric dipped in fine, wax,

top plate , said flange and made to overlap the periphery of
or some other suitable liquid .

said top plate , said flange where divided on one side being

connected together by a lever or bar pivoted to one or both
No. 102,052. Wrench. Clé à écrou ,

of the ends thereof.

18. A cap or closure for bottles , jars , or similar vessels ,

comprising a cover consisting of two parts hinged together

across the top, and a holding flange, one part of said flange

being in form of a depending rim integral with one part of

said hinged top , and the other part being detached from and

made to overlap the periphery of the other part of said

top.

19. A cap or closure for bottles , jars , etc. , comprising a

cover , a compressible disc and a holding flange, substantially
cne -half of said flange being in form of a depending rim in

tegral with said cover, and the other half being detached

from the periphery of said cover but having an inwardly

projecting gripping rim which overlaps said periphery or

practically that part of the cover's edge having no integral

depending rim .

20. A cap or closure for bottles , jars , etc. , comprising a

cover , a compressible disc and a holding flange, substantially

one- half of said flange being in form of a depending rim

integral with said cover, and the other half being detached

from the periphery of said cover but having an inwardly

projecting gripping rim which overlaps said periphery or

practically that part of the cover's edge having no integral

depending rim , the two parts of said flange being held to- Hustead B. Shaver, Flemington , West Virginia, 13th Novem
gether by detachable connections. ber, 1906 ; 6 year. Filed 22nd October, 1906 . Receipt

21. A cap or closure for bottles, jars, etc. , made from one No. 140,515.

piece of sheet metal , comprising a cover and a continuous or
Claim . - 1. In a wrench , the combination with a toothed

endless holding flange , one part of said flange being a de- shank, of a sliding jaw on said shank, a pair of spring

pending flange from said cover and integral therewith , and pressed detents carried by said jaw, one of said detents

the other part having an inwardly projecting gripping rim being mounted directly oveh the other, the teeth of one
overlapping the periphery of said cover a part of the way of said detents being adapted for operative engagement with

around. the teeth of the shank while the other is half withdrawn

22. A cap or closure for bottles , jars , etc. , made from one from such engagement, and vice versa , and means whereby

piece of sheet metal , comprising a cover and a holding both detents may be simultaneously disengaged from the

flange, one part of said flange being a depending flange from teeth of the shank.

said cover and integral therewith , and the other part having 2. A wrench comprising a coarse toothed shank having

an inwardly projecting gripping rim overlapping the peri- an integral jaw , a jaw slidable upon said shank, two spring

phery of said cover a part of the way round , said holding controlled dogs pivotally mounted in said slidable jaw ,

flange being continuous on one side and held together by one of said dogs being mounted directly over the body of

detachable connections on the other side. the other and engaging the toothed shank at a point in
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advance of the other, each of said dogs having coarse from operative position by movement in a direction trans

teeth corresponding with the teeth of the shank, said dogs verse to the length of a pole, and a plurality of legs ex:

being adapted to ride on the teeth of the shank and so tending downwardly and outwardly from said clamp , and

arranged in relationtoeach other thattheywill alter- each having an enlarged base or show at its lower end.
nately fall into operative engagement with the teeth of the 3. The herein described device for the purpose specified

shank as moved forward thereon, and means whereby said comprising a clamp adapted to be detachably secured in
dogs may be simultaneously disengaged from the shank, position on a pole and adjustable to engage poles of different

3. A wrench comprising a coarse toothed shank having diameters and a plurality of legs connected with said clamp.

a fixed jaw , a jaw slidably mounted on the shank , a pair 4. The herein described device for the purpose specified

of dogs pivoted within the movable jaw, each dog being of comprising a clamp adapted to be detachably secured in

a width substantially the same as that of the shank and position on a pole and adjustable to engage poles of different

having coarse teeth corresponding with the teeth of the diameters and a plurality of extensible legs connected with

shank, one of said dogs being mounted directly over the said clamp .
body of the other and engaging the shank in advance of the 5. The herein described device for the purpose specified

other , said dogs being so arranged in relation to each comprising a pole clamp , a plurality of legs adapted to er

other that but one dog is in operative engagement with tend downwardly and outwardly from said clamp, and a shoe

the shank at a time, a slot extending across the top and or base adjustably connectedwith each leg, the face of each
down the sides of said movable jaw , and a stirrup movably shoe to which the leg is connected forming an acute angle

mounted in said slot with a pin connecting its extremities with the lower face or surface thereof.

directly over the upper of said dogs whereby said dogs 6. In a device for the purpose described the combination

may be depressed out of engagement with the shank . of a pole clamp comprising a plurality of separated blocks

4. A wrench comprising a coarse toothed shank, a sliding and a cable connecting said blocks and adapted to secure

jaw on said shank, a pair of spring controlled detents car- them to a pole, and a plurality of legs each pivotally con

ried by the jaw, one over the body of the other, and co- nected to one side of said blocks.

operatively engaging the toothed portion of the shank, 7. In a device for the purpose described the combination

one in advance of the other, said detents being mounted of a pole clamp , a plurality of legs connected with said

upon a common pivot and adapted to ride on and to al clamp, a base or shoe for each leg,andan adjusting screw

ternately drop into operative engagement with the teeth between each leg and the base or shoe therefor.
of the shank , the teeth of each detent corresponding with 8. In a device for the purpose described the combination of

the teeth of theshank , and one of said detents normally a pole clamp, a plurality of legs connected with said clamp

standing half withdrawn from engagement with the teeth and each having a socket opening through its lower end a

of the shank when the other detent is in operative en shoe or base piece for each leg , a screw connected to each
gagement therewith, and means operatively mounted over base or shoe and extending into the socket in the leg, and a

said detents whereby the latter may be simultaneously de- nut mounted on the screw and supporting the leg at the de

pressed and held out of engagement with the shank. sired elevation thereon .

5. A wrench comprising a toothed shank , a fixed jaw car

ried by saidshank, a movable jaw upon said shank, a pair of a pole clamp , a plurality of legs each comprising two
9. In a device for the purpose described the combination

of detents carried by said movable jaw, said detents being telescoping sections one pivotally connected with said clamp

mounted upon a common pivot and both lying substantially and the other connected with a suitable shoe or base piece,

parallel to said shank with their toothed portions in en and means for adjusting both sections of either leg , longitu

gagement withsaidshank, one in front ofthe other, said dinally relative to itssaid shoe or base piece.

detents being so arranged relatively that the teeth of one

ishalf withdrawn from the teeth of the shank while the oi a pluralityof separated supporting blocks, a cable er
10. In a device for the purpose described the combination

other is in operative engagement therewith, and vice versa, tending through a passage in each of said blocks , and adapt .

and means whereby said detents may be forced out of en
ed to encircle a pole , a grip block with which one end of

gagement with the shank .
the cable is engaged and provided with a passage for the

No. 102,053. Means of Splicing Telegraph Poles.
other end of the cable , means for drawing the cable through

said blocks and holding it in the desired position , and legs

Moyen d'épisser les poteaux de télégraphe, etc. each pivotally connected at its upper end to one of the sup .

porting blocks.

No. 102,054. Governor for Explosive Engines.

Ing3 Gourerneur pour machine erplosive.Fugi
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Jchn D. Soseman , Monroe , Wisconsin , U.S.A. , 13th Novem

ber , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 20th October , 1906. Receipt

No. 140,467.

Claim . - 1. The herein described device for the purpose Alexander Winton , Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A., 13th November

spiecified comprising a pole clamp adapted to be fitted to or

removed from operative position by movement in a direc
1906 ; 6 years. Filed 17th January , 1906. Receipt No.

tion transverse to the length of a pole, and a plurality of
131,970.

extensible legs connected with said clamp . Claim . - 1. In a motor vehicle the combination of a plural

2. The herein described device for the purpose specified ity of transversely arranged explosive engine cylinders, the

comprising a pole clamp adapted to be fitted to or removed ' power wnds of the cylinders located at one side of the vehi

I
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cle , each cylinder having an explosive inletport, a passage- the said port , a piston or diaphragm connected with the
way extending longitudinal the vehicle and in communica- said valve, a carbureter in communication with the explo

tion with all of the said explosive inlet ports, and a car- sive inlet port, the carbureter having a gasoline inlet , a

bureter in communication with said passageway for provid- gasoline valve controlling the said inlet, a piston or dia

ing thereto the explosive mixture . phragm under the influence of the engine suction for open

2. In a motor vehicle the combination of a plurality of ing the gasoline valve, a pressure actuated piston opera
transversely arranged explosive engine cylinders, the power | tively connected with the gasoline valve and adapted to
ends of the cylinders being located at one side of the vehicle, operate in opposition to the valve which is under the influ

each cylinder having a projecting explosive inlet chamber, a ence of the engine suction , a pressure producing device in

longitudinally arranged pipe located at one side of thevehi- comunication with and acting upon the explosiveinlet
cle , and establishing communication between all of the said piston and the gasoline valve pressure piston , and means for

iclet chambers, and a carbureter or gas making device in controlling the pressure.
communication with the said pipe . 14. In a motor vehicle, the combination with an explo

3. In a motor vehicle the combination of an explosive en- sive engine, of a carbureter in communication with the en
gine, an explosive inlet port, a valve controlling the said gine , the carbureter having an air passage, a gasoline pas
port, a gasmaking device in communication with the inlet sage, a valve adapted to control the gasoline passage, a
port, a gas making device having a controlled gasoline in- pressure actuated piston acting to close the gasoline valve,
let , and means common to and adapted to control the said a pressure device in communication with the said piston ,

gasoline inletandtheexplosive inletvalve, said means being meansfor controlling the pressure and avalvelocatedin
underthecontrol of the operator whereby thesizeof the the carbureter passage way and connected with the gaso
explosive charge and its quality are under the control of line valve, the said valve being under the influence of the
the operator. engine suction to open the gasoline valve .

4. In a motor vehicle the combination of a plurality of ex
15. In a motor carriage , an explosive engine , an explosive

plosive engine cylinderseach having an explosive inlet port inlet valve therefor, a pressure producingdevice control
and a valve controlling the said port, means common to and ling saidinlet valve, a foot relief valve for said pressure
adapted to control both the said inlet valves, and a manu- and a hand relief valve for said pressure, both valves 10

ally operated device controlling the said means.
cated to be controlled by the foot and hand of the operator,

5. In a motor vehicle , the combination of a plurality of
16. In a motor carriage , an explosive engine , an explosive

explosive engine cylinders, each having explosive inletports inlet valve therefor, an air pressure producing pump in

and valves for said ports, a carbureter in communication connection with said relief valve for controlling it, the

with the said inlet ports, said carbureter having a gaso- engine having a crank case , and a connectionbetween the

line inlet, a valve controlling the gasoline inlet, and means said pump and crank case through which the pumpdraws

under the control ofthe operatorandcommonto and adapt its air .

edto control said gasoline and explosive inlet valves, for No. 102,055. Grain Door. Porte à grain .
the purpose described .

6. In a motor carriage, the combination of a plurality

of explosive cylinders having each explosive inlet ports,

valves adapted to control the said ports, means operated

by the engine in communication with and adapted to act

upon said valves to keep them closed, and means under

the control of the operator adapted to control the engine

operative means.

7. In a motor carriage , the combination of a plurality of

explosive engine cylinders, each having explosive inlet

ports, valves controlling the said inlet ports, a carbureter

in communication with all of the said ports, a gasoline

inlet for said carbureter, a valve controlling the said in

let, and means operated by the engine and adapted to con
trol the said inlet and gasoline valves, and means under

the control of the operator adapted to control the engine

operating means.

8. In a motor vehicle, the combination of a plurality of Fig.1.

explosion engine cylinders, each having an explosive in

let port, a pressure producing device common to and ad

apted to control the said inlet valves, and pressure escape

opening under the control of the operator for regulating

the pressure simultaneously in respect to the said inlet

valves.

9. In a motor vehicle , the combination of a plurality of

explosive inlet cylinders, each having an explosive in

let port, valves therefor, a pressure producing device com Fig.3.

mon to and adapted to act upon and control the said inlet

valves, a pressure escape opening for keeping the pressure

at a predetermined degree and regulating the normal speed
of the engine, and a pressure escape opening under the

control of the operator to vary instantly the degree of

pressure and hence vary the speed of the engine.

10. In a motor vehicle, the combination of an explosion Fig.2 .

engine having an explosive inlet port, a valve controlling

the said port, a carbureter in communication with the said 16203.5

port, the carbureter having a controlled gasoline inlet in
dependent of the explosive inlet valve, and a pressurepro- Edward Frank Atkinson, Peterboro , Ontario , Canada, 13th
ducing device adapted to act upon the said inlet and gaso

line valves independently.
November, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 1st June, 1906. Receipt

No. 136,475 .

11. In a motor vehicle , the combination of a plurality of

explosion cylinders having each explosive inlet ports , valves Claim . - 1. In a grain door for cars in combination with a

for the controlling of the said ports, a carbureter common frame having upright posts in pairs arranged at each side of

to and in communication with all of the said inlet ports, a doorway ,a pair of upright guides suitably secured and 10

the carbureter having a controlled gasoline inlet inde- cated between the posts of each pair respectively and having
pendent of the explosive inlet valves, and a pressure pro- the upper ends thereof arched and extending across said car

ducing device acting upon and controlling the explosive and suitably secured at the outer ends, a plurality of hori

inlet valves and the gasoline inlet . zontally arranged sections vertically arranged one above the

12. In a motor vehicle, the combination of an explosion other and the ends thereof resting against said posts, and

engine having an explosive inlet port, a valvefor the said means secured to said sections for embracingsaid guides and

port, a carbureter in communication with the explosive adapted to slide loosely thereon, and means for holding said
inlet port, a gasoline inlet for the said carbureter, means sections in a downward position and retaining them in a

actuated by the suction of the engine independent of the raised position , as and for the purpose specified.

explosive inlet valve and adapted to open the gasoline in- 2. In á grain door for cars in combination with a frame

let, and a pressure producing device acting upon the con- having upright posts in pairs arranged at each side of a door

trolled gasoline inlet in opposition tothe suction of the way, a pair of upright guides suitably secured and located
engine, and means for controlling the pressure. between the posts of each pair respectively and having the

13. In a motor vehicle, the combination of an explosion upper ends thereof arched and extending across said car and

engine having an explosive inlet port , a valve controlling suitably secured at the outer ends , a plurality of horizon
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tally arranged sections vertically arranged one above the ' the figure of eight , and to be disengaged from either or both

other and the ends thereof resting against said posts , eye of the terminal hooks at will , substantially as described.

bolts suitably secured in said guides , and means for retain- 2. The combination of an s hook comprising a length of

iug said sections in a downward position and in a raised ' rod or wire bent to a nearly closed s form or approximate

position , as and for the purpose specified . I figure of eight with its ends recurved to constitute short open

3. In a grain door for cars in combination with a frame terminal hooks extending in the plane of the S and a mous

having upright posts in pairs arranged at each side of a ing link adapted to be engaged with said terminal hooks so

doorway, a pair of upright guides suitably secured and lo- , as to close both loops of the s by completing the figure of

cated between the posts of each pair respectively and having cight , and to be disengaged from either or both of the ter

the upper ends thereof arched and extending across said car minal hooks at will , each loop of the s being of greater

ir proximity to the roof thereof and suitably secured, a plur- , tranverse breadth than the internal length of the mousing

ality of horizontally arranged sections having the upper edge link , substantially as described.

bevelledontheinside and a lip orprojection extending from

the lower edge and registering with the bevelled edge of the No. 102,057. Perforating Machine.

section immediately below , pairs of eye bolts fixedly secured
Aſachine à perforer.

iu said sections in proximity to the ends thereof having the

eye portions surrounding said guides and sliding loosely

thereon , pivotal dogs or members pivotally secured in said

upright posts having a downwardly extending lip or projec

tion at the outer end thereof adapted to engage the edge of

the upper one of said sections, and means for limiting the

movement of said pivotal members , as and for the purpose

specified .

4. In a grain door for cars in combination with a frame

having upright posts in pairs arranged at each side of a

doorway, a pair of upright guides suitably secured and lo

cated between the posts of each pair respectively and having

the upper ends thereof arched and extending across said car

in proximity to the roof thereof and suitably secured, a plur

ality of horizontally arranged sections having the upper edge tig: 2

bevelled on the inside of alip or projection extending from

the lower edge and registering with the bevelled edge of the

section immediately below, the lower section having an open

ing therethrough , a gate or door hingedly secured to said

section and closing said opening, means for holding said door

in a closed position, pairs of eye bolts fixedly secured in said

sections in proximity to the ends thereof having the eye por

tions surrounding said guides and sliding loosely thereon , Fig.3.

pivotal dogs or members pivotally secured in said upright

posts having a downwardly extending lip or projection at the

outer end thereof adapted to engage the edge of the upper

one of said sections, and means for limiting the movement

of said pivotal members, as and for the purpose specified .

B

Ef

B

No. 102,056. Hook . Crochet.

Fig.1.
Fig.2 .

102057
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Edward Southworth , Portland , Maine , U.S.A. , 13th November ,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 25th May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,266.

Claim . - 1. In a machine for perforating paper , the combin

ation of a series of perforating punches, a corresponding die

plate , a guide plate above said die plate through which said

punches pass, a vertically movable punch holding frame

carrying said series of punches, a cam shaft journalled so

that it passes horizontally through said frame and operating

to raise and lower said frame and means for rotating said

shaft.

2. In a machine for perforating paper the combination of

a series of perforating punches, a corresponding die plate , a

guide plate above said die plate through which said punches
| rass , a vertically movable punch holding frame to which the

| upper ends of said punches are secured having therein a hori

zontal slot. a cam shaft journalled within said frame having

a gear tooth fitting said slot and means for rotating said
shaft.

3. In a machine for perforating paper the combination of a

series of perforating punches having heads on their upper

ends , a corresponding die pate, a guide plate above said die

ь в
i plate through which said punches pass , a vertically movable

punch holding frame having a lower bar through which the

Fig.5. upper ends of said punches pass, a face plate having an edge

1236 or shoulder for resisting the upward thrust of said punches

and having a horizontal slot or groove, a cam shaft jour

nalled within said frame and having a tooth or projection

Edward Jacob Hill , Westminster, London , England , 13th for rotating said shaft .
fitting said slot to empart motion to said frame and means

November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 18th September , 1906 .
4. In a machine for perforating paper the combination of a

Receipt No. 139,604 .
series of perforating punches, a corresponding die plate , a

Claim .--- 1. The combination of an s hook comprising a guide plate above said die plate through which said punches
length of rod or wire bent to a nearly closed s form or ap- pass, a vertically movable punch holding frame to which th .

proximate figure of eight with its ends recurved to consti- upper ends of the punches are secured, a cam shaft jour

tute short open terminal hooks extending in the plane of the nalled parallel with and adjacent to said frame, said c**

S and a mousing link adapted to be engaged with said ter shaft and said frame having interlocking projections whereby

minal hooks so as to close both loops of the s by completing the rotation of said shaft moves said frame vertically .

* A ?
Al
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No. 102,058. Combustion Engine.

Machine à combustion .

162

170

Fig . I

Fig 1

“费。
Fig. 1 Fig V Fig .7

pressed air and a combustible to said cylinder, said valve

mechanism being constructed and arranged so as to cause

the whole charge of combustible to be introduced into and

burned in the cylinder before the air controlling valve is

closed in order that the compressed air in the cylinder may

be heated at constant maximum pressure and then expand

adiabatically, and means for then exhausting the air from

the cylinder .

6. In an internal combustion engine , an air compressor ,

means for cooling the air during compression , an engine

cylinder, a reservoir between said compressoz and said cylin

der, valve mechanism for admitting compressed air and a

combustible to said cylinder, said valve mechanism being

constructed and operated so as to cause the whole charge

of combustible to be introduced into and burned in the

cylinder before communication between the cylinder and

the reservoir is shut off in order to cause the air in the

cylinder to be heated at constant maximum pressure, means

for then permitting the heated air in the cylinder to expand

adiabatically, and means for finally exhausting the air from

the cylinder.

7. In combination with the cylinder and piston of an in

ternal combustion engine, a source of supply of compressed

air , a source of supply of a combustible under pressure ,

valves for controlling the compressed air and combustible

admitted to and the products of combustion discharged from

said cylinder , and means for automatically varying the rate

at which the combustible is supplied inversely with varia

tions in the pressure in the compressed air system in order

to maintain the pressure in said system practically con

stant .

8. In an internal combustion engine, a compressor system,

an engine cylinder , means for burning a combustible in said

cylinder at the pressure of the said system , and means

governed by said pressure for controlling the amount of

combustible burned so as to maintain the pressure in said

system uniform .

19
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Fig . I
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No. 102,059. Cuff Holder. l'orte -poignet.

Harry Ball Stilz, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. , 13th

November, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 9th March , 1906. Re

ceipt No. 133,717.
Fo.1.

Claim . - 1 . The combination of an air compressor provided 94

with a means of cooling the air during the process of com

pression, a motor cylinder into which the compressed air is

intermittently
introduced from the compressor and is there

in raised to a high temperature and partially expanded at

constant pressureby theburning therewith of a combustible Tip.3.22
and then further expanded adiabatically, .a piston in said

cylinder, means for introducing said combustible under

pressure into ' said cylinder , conduits for the ingress and

egress of said fluids to the air compressor and motor cylin 20.4.

der, valves for controlling the passage of the fluids through 4 45 102116
Fig.

said conduits, andmeans actuated by the power generated

in said cylinder for operating said compressor and the

valyes. 15 18 il 7019

2. In an internal combustion engine , the combination with
Sis.6.

ఆజ 315.21 న 28

the working cylinder , the piston and the power shaft oper
Fig .

ated thereby, of a source of supply of compressed air which
1325

has been relieved of the heat produced in the act of com

pression, a heater in which heat in the exhaust gases from
Fig .10.

the engine is transmitted to the compressed air delivered
Fig. I.

from said source of supply, means for conveying the com

pressed air to said cylinder, means for introducing a com

bustible under pressure into said cylinder, valves actuated 31

by the engine shaft for controlling the supply of air and

combustible admitted to the cylinder so as to cause com

bustion therein at constant pressure, and an exhaust valve

for controlling the passage of the combustion gases from

the cylinder .
3. In an internal combustion engine, the combination with William T. Robinson , Toronto, Ontario, Canada, and Harris

the working cylinder , the piston and the power shaft oper A. Bateman , Aberdeen, South Dakota , U.S.A. , assignee

of

ated thereby, of an air compressor provided with a means
a 6half interest, 13th November , 1906 ; years .

of cooling the air during the process of compression, a
Filed 1st September, 1906. Receipt No. 139,146 .

heater in which heat in the exhaust gases from the engine Claim .-- 1. A cuff holder comprising a cuff receiving sec

is transmitted to the air delivered from said compressor, tion having a resilient tongue, a swinging section or lock

means for introducing a combustible under pressure into ing lever connected with the cuff receiving section for oper

said cylinder, valves actuated by the engine shaft for con- ating the tongue, and a sleeve member slidable on the

trolling the supply of air and combustible admitted to the swinging section or locking member and provided with
cylinder SO to cause combustion therein at constant means for engaging a coat sleeve .

pressure, and an exhaust valve for controlling the passage 2. A cuff holder comprising a cuff receiving section hav

of the combustion gases from the cylinder . ing a resilient tongue , a locking lever detachably connected

4. In combination of a cylinder and piston of an internal with the cuff receiving section , and a sleeve member slida

combustion engine, a source of supply of compressed air , ble on the locking lever and retained thereon by the cuff

a source of supply of a combustible under pressure , valves receiving section .

for controlling the compressed air and combustible ad- 3. A cuff holder comprising a cuff receiving section hav

mitted to and the products of combustion discharged from ing a movable cuff engaging portion , a lever detachably

said cylinder, and a relief valve in the combustible supply interlocked at its inner end with the cuff receiving section

pipe to said cylinder, substantially as described. and provided with means for operating the movable portion

5. In an internal combustion engine, an air compressor, thereof, said lever being provided at its outer end with a

means for cooling the air during the process of compression stop, and a sleeve member slidable on the lever and de

an engine cylinder, a valve mechanism for admitting com - ' tachably retained thereon by the cuff receiving section .

30

102059
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4. A cuff holder, comprising a cuff engaging device, and a resistance coil located in a shunt wire between the booster

an adjustable sleeve member slidable on the cuff engaging and the regulator and adapted to be inserted in the field cir.

device and provided with a pin movable on the sleeve mem

ber for engaging a coat sleeve , said pin being also provided

with means for securing the sleeve member in its adjust

ment.

5. A cuff holder comprising a cuff engaging device , and an

adjustable sleeve member slidable on the cuff engaging

device and provided with a slidable pin having a resilient

loop for locking the sleeve member in its adjustment.

6. A cuff holder comprising a cuff engaging device, and an

adjustable sleeve member slidable on the cuff engaging de

vice and provided with a pair of slidable prongs or pins for

engaging a coat sleeve , and prongs or pins having a

resilient connecting loop arranged to lock the sleeve mem

ber in its adjustment.

7. A cuff holder comprising a cuff engaging device , and an

adjustable sleeve member composed of a slidable body por

tion having guides to receive the cuff engaging device and a

pair of slidable prongs or pins provided with a connecting

Icop arranged to lock the sleeve member and the cuff engag

ing device in their relative adjustment.

8. A cuff holder comprising a cuff engaging device , and a

sleeve member composed of a plate or body portion slidably

connected with the cuff engaging device and having an open

ing and a pair of pins or prongs adjustable on the said plate

or body portion and having means extending through the

said opening for locking the sleeve member and the cuff en

gaging device in their relative adjustment.
0

9. A cuff holder comprising a cuff engaging device , and a

sleeve member adjustable on the cuff engaging device and

provided with an opening bevelled at one side, said sleeve

member having slidable means for engaging the sleeve and

provided with a resilient portion extending through the

opening for securing the sleeve member and the cuff en

gaging device in their relative adjustment, said resilient 370

portion being movable over the bevelled portion of the
102060

sleeve member to carry it into and out of engagement

with the cuff engaging device .

10. A cuff holder comprising cuff engaging means , and ar

adjustable sleeve member composed of a plate or body' hav- cuit of the booster in response to the action of the regula
iug opposite guides and provided with eyes spaced from the tor , as and for the purpose specified.

guides, and a pair of pins or prongs slidable in the guides

and fitting in the eyes, said prongs or pins being provided No. 102,061. Hose Supporting Clasp .

with a connecting loop for engaging the cuff engaging means . Agrafe de jartelles .
11. A cuff holder comprising cuff engaging means , and a

sleeve member composed of a plate or body adjustable on the

cuff engaging means and provided with spaced guides and

having a lug arranged between the guides , pins or prongs

slidable in the guides , and a loop connecting the pins or

prongs , said loop being located between the guides and ar Fig1

ranged to be engaged by the said lug.

12. A cuff holder comprising cuff engaging means provided
5

with a series of shoulders, and a sleeve member composed

of a plate slidable on the cuff engaging means and having an

opening, said plate being also provided with a stop spaced

from the opening, and a pair of pins or prongs slidable on

the plate and having a connecting loop extending through

the opening to engage the said shoulders and arranged to be Fig .6

engaged by the said stop . lig ?
13. A cuff holder comprising a cuff engaging device pro

vided with means for engaging the cuff, a sleeve engaging

member having means for engaging a coat sleeve , and means

independent of the sleeve engaging means for slidably con Fig 2
necting the said device and the said member so as to permit

ď Fig.5 '

the said parts to have relative sliding movement and adjust

ment without disengaging the sleeve member from the sleeve ,

said sleeve engaging means having a locking device for

securing the sleeve member and the cuff engaging device

in their relative adjustment.
G

14. A cuff holder comprising a cuff engaging device. an ad

justable sleeve member slidable on the cuff engaging device ,

a pin slidable on the sleeve member for engaging a coat

sieeve , and a locking device carried by the pin for securing

the sleeve member and the cuff engaging device in their rela

tive adjustment . Eig . 3
Fig 4

No. 102,060. System of Electrical Regulation ,

Système de régulation électrique.

The Canadian General Electric Company, Toronto , Ontario ,

assignee of William L. R. Emmet, Schenectady, New
d ' b à e

6 slid

York, U.S.A., 13th November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 6th
102067

October, 1904. Receipt No. 118,973 .

Claim . - The combination of an alternating current gen

erator having alternating current mains leading therefrom , The Sperella Company, assignee of Francis William Mal

and having a direct current exciting circuit connected there. lett, all of Meadville, Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 13th Novem

to , a source of exciting current , a booster interposed in the ber , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 4th September, 1906. Receipt

exciting circuit, a regulator for the said booster responsive No. 139,210 .

both to the voltage of the alternating current mains and to (' laim . - 1. A clasp consisting of a base plate formed with

the resultant voltage of said exciting source and booster , and a hook - shaped jaw on one end, a strap receiving slot in the

lot
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opposite end, an aperture in the central portion and longi- may act as a vent to relieve any hammer effect tending

tudinal flanges on its sides, a lever fulcrumed on said flan- to result from the sudden stoppage of the liquid and also

ges opposite the central aperture of the plate and formed

with ears extending beyond the fulcrum of the lever and

adapted to enter the said aperture, and a clamping tongue

pivoted to said ears , as set forth .

2. A clasp consisting of a base plate formed with a hook

shaped jaw on one end, a strap receiving slot in the opposite

site end, an aperture in the centre of the plate , and longi

tudinal flanges extending from end to end of the plate , a

thumb lever formed with inwardly deflected ears pivoted to

said flanges , opposite the central aperture and supplemental

ears extending from the said deflected ears and adapted to

enter the central aperture , and the clamping tongue pivoted

to the supplemental ears, as set forth .

3. The improved hose supporting clasp consisting of the

base plate formed with a hook - shaped jaw on one end , an

aperture in the center of the plate, longitudinal flanges

projecting at right angles from the plane of the plate and

extending from end to end thereof and enlarged in depth at

the central aperture, the thumb lever pivoted to the flanges

at said aperture and provided with ears extending beyond

the pivot , and the clamping tongue pivoted to said ears ,

in combination with the suspending strap extending across

the central aperture and secured to both ends of the base serving to prevent a momentary agitation from displacing

plate, as set forth. the liquid from its own position .

4. A hose supporting clasp consisting of a base plate No. 102,063. Telephone. Téléphone.

formed with a hook - shaped hose receiving jaw on one end ,

means for attaching the plate to the strap at the opposite

end of the plate and longitudinal flanges projecting at

right angles from the plane of the plate , a transverse rod

connected to the flanges , a lever pivoted on said rod and

formed with supplemental ears extending beyond the pivot

of the lever, the clamping tongue pivoted to said supple

ai
mental ears , and a spring disposed to press the free end of

said tongue outward from the base plate as set forth .

5. A hose supporting clasp consisting of a base plate

formed with the hose receiving jaw on one end , means for

attaching the plate to the strap, an aperture in the central

portion of the plate and longitudinal flanges on the sides

of the plate , a transverse rod attached to the flanges op

posite the central aperture, a thumb lever formed with in

wardly deflected ears pivoted to said rod and with supple

mental ears extending beyond the pivot, a transverse rod

attached to the supplemental ears, the clamping tongue

provided with ears pivoted to the last -mentioned rod , and

a spring consisting of a wire baving its end portions each

coiled around one of the aforesaid transverse rods and

terminating in fingers earing on the backs of the thrumb

lever and clamping tongue , substantially as set forth and Robert Bines, assignee of David Henry Wilson, both of Chi
shown.

cago , Illinois, U.S.A. , 13th Novemebr, 1906 ; 6 years.

6. The base plate formed with the hose receiving jaw on Filed 3rd April, 1905. Receipt No. 123,912 .

one end , an aperture in its central portion , transverse slots
Claim . - 1 . An induction coil comprising two cores , one

in the ends of the plate , and longitudinal flanges projecting formed into opposed pole pieces , the other located between

at right angles from the plane of the plate , a transverse rod said opposed pole pieces so as to form part of the magnetic

attached to the flanges opposite the central aperture, a circuit, and a primary and secondary coil on both of said

thumb lever pivoted to said rod and formed with supple
ccres .

mental ears extending beyond the pivot , a transverse rod
2. An induction coil comprising two cores , one formed into

attached to said supplemental ears , the clamping tongue opposed pole pieces, the other located between said opposed

formed with ears pivoted to the transverse rodon the sup- pole pieces so as to form part of the magnetic circuit, and a
plemental ears, a spring wire having its central portion
bent V -shaped and its end portions coiled around the trans- primary and secondary coil on both of said cores, the two sets

verse rods and terminating in fingers bearing on the backs
of coils connected in multiple.

of the thumb leverand clamping tongue, and the suspending pole pieces, a current reversing device associated therewith,
3. An induction coil comprising a core formed into opposed

strap extending along the back of the base plate to cover

the central aperture thereof and around the jaw to cushion an actuting device therefor comprising a movable part pro

the same and passing through the transverse slots to retain vided with an armature placed in proximity to one of said

the clasp on the strap , all constructed and combined to
pole pieces.

operate, substantially as set forth .
4. An induction coil comprising a core formed into opposed

pole pieces , a current reversing device associated therewith ,

ali actuating device therefor, comprising a movable part pro

vided with an armature placed in proximity to one of said
No. 102,062. Vapour Apparatus. Appareil à vapeur. pole pieces , and an adjustable regulating device associated

therewith .

The Cooper Hewitt Electric Company, New York City , 5. The combination in a telephone system of an induction

New York, assignee of Percy Holbrook Thomas , Mont- coil provided with a core having pole pieces projecting there

clair, New Jersey, U.S.A. , 13th November, 1906 ; 6 years . from , and a second core interposed between said pole piece ,

Filed 24th February , 1905. Receipt No. 122,815 . said cores each provided with a coil connected in the trans

Olaim . - 1. The combination with a gas or vapour electric mitter circuit and with acoil connected to the main line .
6. A telephone system comprising an induction coil having

apparatus composed of fragile material and containing one
a core provided with projecting pole pieces , a second core

or more electrodes of mercury or other conducting liquid, interposed between said pole pieces and magnetically insul
of one or more devices attached to the interior of the ap- ated therefrom , each core provided with a coil connected in
paratus and forming a constriction near such point or

the transmitter circuit , and with a coil connected in the main
points as are especially liable to shock from the movement

circuit .

of the liquid .
7. A telephone system comprising an induction coil having

2. The method of regulating the flow of mercury within a a core provided with projecting pole pieces , a second core

fragile chamber, which consists in interposing between dif- interposed between said pole pieces, a coil on each of said

ferent parts of the contained a constriction wihich pre- cores, a connection between said coils and a generator, a

vents the free passage of the liquid from one end to the second coil on each of said cores , and a connection from said

other but allows the passage of a certain amount which ' latter coils to the transmitter circuit .
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8. A telephone system comprising an induction coil having No. 102,064. Telephone Transmitter.

a core provided with projecting pole pieces , a second core Transmetteur de téléphone.
interposed between said pole pieces and magnetically in

sulated therefrom , a coil on each of said cores , a connection

between said coils and a generator , a second coil on each of

said cores , and a connection from said latter coils to the

transmitter circuit.

9. The combination in a telephone system of an induction

ccil having two cores, each provided with a coil connected

in the transmitter circuit , and also with a coil connected in

the main line , the coil connected in the main line being di

vided into two sections on each core, and placed at the outer

ends thereof, the coil in the transmitter circuit on each core

being located between the two sections of the other coil , the १

core of one coil having projecting pole pieces between which

the other core is located , said latter core having an insulat

ing cap at each end intermediate or between it and the pole

pieces .

10. The combination in a telephone system of an induction

coil provided with two cores , one having extended pole pieces

between which the other is located , said latter core magnet

ically insulated from the pole pieces , a coil on each of said

cores connected in the transmitter circuit , a coil on each of

said cores divided so that one part is on one side of the coil

in the transmitter circuit , and the other on the other side ,

said coils connected with the main line, and a source of elec- Robert Bines, assignee of David Henry Wilson, both of

tric supply connected with said main line so as to supply a Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A., 13th November, 1906 ; 6 years.
current thereto.

Filed 3rd April , 1905. Receipt No. 123,914 .
11. The combination in a telephone system of an induction

coil having a core provided with projecting pole pieces , a
Claim .-1 . A telephone transmitter comprising two op

second core inserted between said pole piecesandmagneti- phragms, oneconectedto each diaphragm , said telescoping
posed diaphragms, telescoping cups between said dia

cally insulated therefrom by pieces of Insulating material , a
coil on each of said cores, a transmitter, and a source of by the relative movement of the diaphragms.

cups containing material the resistance of which is varied

electric supply in circuit with said coils , another coil on each 2. A telephone transmitter comprising two side pieces , a
of said cores , and a source of electric supply, and a receiver

connected in circuit with said coils .
separating piece between them , two diaphragms held be

12.The combination in a telephone system of an induction necting piece outsideof said separating piece and engag
tween said side pieces and separating piece , and a con

coil having a core provided with projecting pole pieces, a ing the two side pieces .

second core between the pole pieces and magnetically in- 3. A telephone transmitter comprising two opposed dia

sulated therefrom , a coil upon each of said cores , one con

nected with the main line, and the other connected in a local phragms andsmallerthan the diaphragns so that the dia
phragms, two telescoping carbon cups between said dia

circuit , a pole changing device mounted upon said induction phragms project beyond the edges thereof, one of said car
coil so as to be actuated by the poles thereof , an alarm de- bon cups connected to each diaphragm .

vice normally in circuit with the main line , a switch device 4. A telephone transmitter comprising two opposed dia
for cutting the alarm device out of circuit and varying the phragms, two telescoping carbon cups interposed between
circuit so that the pole changing device is in circuit. them , each provided with a bottom separate from the cup .

13. The combination in a telephone system of an induction the bottoms of said cups connected respectively with the

coil having two cores , each provided with a coil connected in said diaphragms, and an intermediate piece between each

the transmitter circuit , and also with a coil connected in the cup and its associated diaphragm .

main line , a circuit making and breaking device associated 5. A telephone transmitter consisting of a receptacle

with said induction coil , and means for cutting the home divided into three chambers each of the exterior chambers

signal out of circuit when the circuit making and breaking provided with an outlet which leads to a mouth piece , the
device is operated . interior chamber provided with opposed electrodes each of

14. The combination in a telephone system of an induction which is adapted to be moved while the device is being

coil having a core provided with projecting pole pieces , a used, opposed diaphragms carrying said electrodes, tele

second core interposed between said pole pieces , a cap of scoping cups on said diaphragms, said electrodes contain :

magnetic insulating material between the ends of said second ed within telescoping cups which co -operate with each

core and said pole pieces , each of said cores provided with a other.

coil connected to the main line , a source of electric supply 6. A telephone transmitter comprising two opposed dia .

and a receiver in said main line , a second coil on each of said phragms , a carbon receptacle between said diaphragms

cores connected in a local circuit , a source of electric supply and carried thereby, a mouth piece provided with two

and a transmitter in said local circuit . branches, one leading to one diaphragm and the other to

15. Thecombination in a telephone system of an induction the other diaphragm , side pieces between which said dia
coil having a core provided with projecting pole pieces, a phragms are contained, each provided with an opening.
second core interposed between said pole pieces, a cap of and means for removably connecting the branches of said
magnetic insulating material between the ends of said second mouth piece with said side piece .
core and said pole pieces , each of said cores provided with a

coil connected to the main line, a source of electric supply No. 102,065. Cross - Line Buckle.
and a receiver in said main line, a second coil on each of said Boucle pour rênes croisées .
cores connected in a local circuit , a source of electric supply

and a transmitter in said local circuit, an automatic pole Daniel Gilbert Hawkins, Lamont, Oklahoma, U.S.A., 13th

changing device associated with said induction coil , and November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 13th September, 19.16 .

nieans for cutting said pole changing device in and out of Receipt No. 139,490 .

circuit . Claim . - 1. A cross line buckle comprising side pieces . a
16. A telephone apparatus comprising an induction coil cross bar connecting the side pieces and provided with a

having a core provided with projecting pole pieces , a sec- strap engaging stud , a pair of crossbars connecting the

ond core interposed between said pole pieces and magne - side pieces and lying in a plane spaced from the first-men
tically insulated therefrom , each core provided with a coil ! tioned crossbar, and a clamping member mounted upon one
connected in the transmitter circuit , and a coil connected of the pair of crossbars and adapted to hold the strap into
in the main line circuit leading to the distant station , and a close engagement with the stud upon the first-mentioned
an electric generator in said main line circuit , as herein crossbar.
shown and escribed . 2. A cross line buckle comprising side pieces , a crossbar

17. A telephone apparatus comprising an induction coil connecting the side pieces and provided upon its inner face

having a core with projecting pole pieces associated there with a strap engaging stud, a pair of crossbars lying in a

with, a second core interposed between said pole pieces, plane spaced from the first-mentioned crossbar, and a

a cad of magnetic insulating material etween the ends of clamping member mounted upon one of the pair of cross

said second core and said pole pieces , each of said cores bars and adapted to hold the strap into a close engagement

provided with a coil conected in the main line , a source with the before -mentioned stud upon the first -mentioned

of electric supply and a receiver in said main line, a crossbar, said clamping member comprising two arms dis

second coil on each of said cores connected in a local cir- posed at angles to each other and so arranged as to be

cuit , a source of electric supply and a transmitter in said , turned out of engagement with hte strap for adjusting

local circuit. 1 purposes .
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3. A cross line buckle comprising side pieces , a kets against movement , and automatic devices for moving

bar connecting the side pieces and provided on its inner the baskets together when unlocked.
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face with a strap engaging stud , a pair of crossbars lying

in a plane spaced from the first -mentioned crossbar, and a

clamping member pivotally connected to one of the pair of 3. In a trap the combination with a frame having guides

crossbars, said clamping member comprising two arms ar- therein , of oppositely disposed baskets movably mounted on

ranged at an angle to each other and adapted to engage the guides , locks for holding the baskets against movement ,

with the stran to hold the same into a close engagement means for automatically moving the baskets together when

with the stud upon the first -mentioned crossbar, or to be unlocked, and mechanism for moving the baskets apart.
turned out of engagement with the strap for adjusting 4. In a trap the combination with a frame having guides

purposes , the clamping member being formed out of a therein , of oppositely disposed spring pressed baskets mount

single piece sheet material by bending the same trans- ed on the guides and normally contacting at their open ends ,

versely to form the arms and cutting tongues therein nieans for separating the baskets, and simultaneously mov

which are bent around one of the crossbars. able locks for holding the baskets apart.

4. A cross line buckle comprising side pieces , end bars con- 5. In a trap the combination with a frame having guides

necting the side pieces , a middle crossbar provided on its therein , of oppositely disposed spring pressed baskets mount

inner face with a strap engaging stud , intermediate cross- ed on the guides and normally contacting at their open ends ,

bars lying in a plane approximately parallel to and spaced means for separating the baskets and locks for engaging and

from the plane of the end bars and middle bar , and a clamp- holding the baskets , and means for simultaneously actuating

ing member pivotally connected to one of the intermediate the locks.

crossbars , said clamping member comprising two arms dis- 6. In a trap the combination with a frame having guides

posed at an angle to each other and adapted to engage with therein, of a lamp , oppositely disposed baskets movable upon

the strap to hold the same in a close engagement with the the guides and normally inclosing the lamp , and means for

stud upon the middle crossbar, or to be turned out to en- simultaneously moving the baskets in opposite directions .

gagement with the strap for adjusting purposes . 7. In a trap the combination with a frame having guides

5. A cross line buckle comprising side pieces having the therein and a lamp , of oppositely disposed baskets mounted

ends thereof bent outwardly and also having the middle por- upon the guides and normally inclosing the lamp , sleeves se

tion bent outwardly, end bars connecting the outwardly bent cured to the baskets and slidably mounted on the guides ,

ends , a middle crossbar connecting the outwardly bent mid- springs within the sleeves normally holding the baskets in

ale portions and provided on its inner face with a strap en- contact , means for compressing the springs and separating

gaging stud , intermediate crossbars located between the end the baskets , and locks for holding said baskets separated.

bars and the middle bar and disposed in a plane spaced from 8. In a trap the combination with a frame having guides

and approximately parallel to the plane of these members, therein and a lamp , of oppositely disposed baskets mounted

and a clamping member pivotally connected to one of the upon the guides and normally inclosing the lamp , sleeves

intermediate crossbars and comprising two arpsdisposed at secured to the baskets and slidably mounted on the guides,

ar angle to each other and adapted to engage with the strapsprings within the sleeves normally holding the baskets in

to hold the same in a close engagement with the strap en- contact, means for compressing the springs and separating

gaging lug or to be swung out of engagement with the strap the baskets, locks for holding said baskets separated , and

for adjusting purposes. means for simultaneously actuating the locks to release or

6. A cross line buckle comprising side pieces having the lock the baskets .

ends thereof bent outwardly and also having their middle 9. The combination with a trap having oppositely disposed

portion bent outwardly, end bars connecting the outwardly baskets spaced apart and means for simultaneously bringing

bent ends, a middle crossbar connecting the outwardly bent the baskets together , of an electric lamp within the baskets

middle portions and provided on its inner face with a strap and adapted to be submerged therewith .

engaging stud , intermediate crossbars located between the 10. In a trap of the character described the combination

end bars and the middle bar and disposed in a plane spaced with oppositely disposed slidable baskets and means for

from and approximately parallel to the plane of these mem- holding the baskets normally spaced apart , of means for

bers, and a clamping member pivotally connected to one of simultaneously moving said baskets toward each other.

the intermediate crossbars and comprising two arms dis- 11. In trap of the character described the combination with

posed at an angle to each other an dadated to engage with guides , of oppositely disposed baskets slidably mounted on

the strap to hold the same in a close engagement with the the guides , means for holding the baskets spaced apart , and

strap engaging lug or to be swung out of engagement with means for simultaneously moving said baskets toward each

the strap for adjusting purposes , the said clamping member other.

being formed out of a single piece of sheet material which is

bent transversely so as to form the arms and which is cut so No. 102,067. Skirt Hanger. Support de jupes.

as to provide tongues which are bent around the intermediate

cross bars . Peter Ten Broeck Nevins , Flemington, New Jersey, U.S.A. ,

13th November , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 10th September, 1906.

No. 102,066. Fish Trap. Piège à poisson .
Receipt No. 139,370 .

Claim .—1 . A skirt hanger comprising a support and a plur
Colonel A. Murphy, Chatfield, Minnesota, U.S.A., 13th Novem- ality of skirt engaging menbors clidably mounted thereon,

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 10th September, 1906. Receipt each of said skirt engaging members being formed of wire
No. 139,393.

and comprising a depending arm having a bentportion at

Claim . - 1 . In a trap of the character described the combin- the lower end thereof, and a pair of loops engaging the sup

ation with a frame having guides therein , of oppositely dis - porting member, one of said loops being open at its lower

posed baskets slidably mounted upon the guides and adapted end, and having the terminal portion thereof bent to form

to normally contact , and means for simultaneously moving a handle .

the baskets from each other. 2. A skirt hanger comprising a support and a plurality of

2. In a trap of the character described the combination skirt engaging members slidably mounted thereon, said skirt

with a frame, of oppositely movable baskets mounted within engaging members being adapted to be automatically locked

the frame and constituting a trap , means for locking the bas- ' in adjusted position when a skirt is engaged therewith , each
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of said skirt engaging members being provided with a handle of the vessel and that portion of said edge nearest the bot

portion , and the handle portion of one of said skirt engaging tom of the vessel being at all times in line with the axis of

the vessel .

2. A measuring vessel having a drain tube rigidly mounted

therein , the edge of the inlet of said tube being at varying

distances from the bottom of the vessel, and that portion of

said edge nearest the bottom of the vessel being at all times

in line with the axis of the vessel .

3. A measuring vessel having a rigid drain tube therein of

less length than the sides of the vessel , the edge of the inlet

o ? said tube being at varying distances from the bottom of

the vessel and that portion of said edge nearest the bottom

of the vessel being at all times in line with the axis of the

vessel .

4. The combination with a measuring vessel, of a discharge

tube therein having its inlet end obliquely cut away, that por

tion of said end nearest the bottom of the vessel being at all

times in line with the axis of the vessel .

5. A measuring vessel having a drain tube adjustably

mounted therein , the edge of the inlet of said tube being at

varying distances from the bottom of the vessel , that por

tion of said edge nearest the bottom being at all times in line

members being located on the side of the support opposite with the axis of the vessel.

the handle portion of the other skirt engaging member.
6. In a measuring vessel the combination with the body

portion having a threaded opening in its bottom , of a dis

No. 102,068. Colar and Cuff Button. charge tube adapted to fit in said threaded opening and dis

posed parallel with the sides of the measuring vessel and
Bouton de col et poignet. having its upper end obliquely cut away whereby the position

of the lower side of said obliquely severed end will deter

mine the quantity of contents in the measuring vessel, the

position of the discharge point of the tube being varied by

rotating the discharge tube.

7. The combination with an elevator, of a measuring vessel

connected thereto and having an overflow tube , the edge of

the inlet of said tube being at all times intersected by the

longitudinal axis of the vessel .

8. The combination with an elevator , of a measuring vessel

connected thereto and having an overflow tube rigidly mount:

ed therein , the edge of the inlet of said tube being at all

times intersected by the longitudinal axis of the vessel.

9. The combination with an elevator, of a measuring vessel

connected theretoand having a rigid overflow tube adjustably
mounted therein , the edge of the inlet of said tube being at

all times intersected by the longitudinal axis of the vessel.

10. The combination with an elevator , of a measuring ves

sel movably connected thereto and having an overflow tube ,

the inlet of which is at all times intersected by the longitu

dinal axis of the vessel .

Charles S. Pederson , Maddock , North Dakota , U.S.A. , 13th
11. The combination with a suitable support , of a measur

November , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 10th September , 1906 .
ing vessel connectedthereto and adapted to swing thereon,

Receipt No. 139,375 .
said vessel having an overflow tube , the edge of the inlet of

Claim .-1 . A collar button comprising two members, each the vessel.
which is at all times intersected by the longitudinal axis of

provided with a peripheral flange adapted to engage with each

other and form a cylindrical head , a stem projecting from ing vessel connectedthereto and adapted to swing thereon,
12. The combination with a suitable support , of a measur

one of the members and having a laterally projecting arm at

its free end , and a sleeve projecting from the other member the edge of the inlet of said tube being at all times inter

said vessel having an overflow tube rigidly mounted therein ,

and formed with a housing mounted in the sleeve , and means
sected by the longitudinal axis of the vessel .

for locking the members, said means being housed and con

cealed by the members.
No. 102,070. Screw Propeller. Hélice .

No. 102,069. Measuring Vessel. Vaisseau à mesurer .
Norman Rogers Smith , Seattle , Washington , U.S.A., 13th

November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 22nd August, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 138,914 .

Claim .—1 . A propeller having blades extending through a

Fig.o.
material portion of its pitch length , the outer portion of one

side face of the blades being concavely curved throughout

the greater portion of its length, said surface at one end of

the wheel reversing to a convex curve .

2. A propeller wheel having one side of the blades of in

creasing pitch from the front to the rear and the other side

Fig.9.

Fig.2
mainly of uniform pitch , the pitches of the two sides being

equal near the middle of the width of the blades .

Fig.12.

F19.13. 3. A propeller wheel having the outer portions of its blade

curving forward or in the direction of turning and having the

rear portion of its hub tapering to a wedge which merges
with the blades .

4. A propeller wheel having one side of the blades of in

creasing pitch and the other side mainly of uniform pitch ,

said last -mentioned side having it forward portion bevelled

Fig.ro. or rounded back to meet the surface of the opposite side.

5. A propeller wheel having one side of the blades of in

creasing pitch from the front to the rearand the other side

Fig.11. mainly of uniform pitch, the pitches of the two sides being

102066 equal near the middle of the width of the blades and the for

ward portion of the surface of uniform pitch being rounded

Clarence Schock, Mount Joy, Pennsylvania , U.S.A. ,
over towards the opposite surface to produce a narrow front

13th No
edge .

vember , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 17th September, 1906. Re
6. A propeller wheel having blades with one side face of

ceipt No. 139,563. increasing pitch fromfront to rearand the other face of sub

Claim . - 1. A measuring vessel having a drain tube, the edge stantially constant pitch , the side faces of both surfaces of

of the inlet of which isatvarying distances from the bottom the blades, from a point near the hub to their outer ends ,

1

Fly.15.

0 m
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Fig.

Figa

curving concavely or away from the helical planes passing mounted on the casing independently of the platform and the

through their bases and at a constantly increasing angle. door and provided with terminal arms connected with the

arms of the platform , said rock shaft being also provided

with an intermediate arm arranged to engage and close the

door when the platform is depressed .

3. In a trap the combination of a casing having an entrance

Fig. 1.
opening and provided with an outlet adapted to communicate

with a cage , inner and outer reversely operating doors, a de

pressible platform located within the casing, and rock shafts

mounted on the casing independently of the doors and the

platform and connected with and actuated by the platform

for operating the said doors.

4. In a trap the combination of a casing having an entrance

opening and provided with an outlet, inner and outer doors

located at the outlet and at the entrance opening, the inner

door being arranged to swing horizontally, and means for

communicating motion from the platform to both the inner

and outer doors whereby the latter will be reversely operated .

5. In a trap the combination of a casing having an entrance

opening, a normally open door located at the entrance open

ing , a depressible platform , springs secured to the casing and

Fig. 2 . located at the front and rear portions of the platform and

having free ends supporting the same.

6. In a trap the combination of a casing having an open

ing, a horizontally swinging door mounted at the opening and

provided with an arm , a depressible platform , and a rock

shaft having a loop connected with the platform, said rock

shaft being also provided with an arm connected with and

arranged to oscillate the arm of the door for opening and

closing the same.

7. In a trap the combination of a casing having an open

ing, a door hinged at the opening, a guard having flanges re

ceiving the free edges of the door and projecting outward

from the casing for preventing a captured animal from open

ing the door, and means for operating the door.

/102070

No. 102,072. Car Door. Porte de chars.

7. A propeller wheel having blades with one side face of in

creasing pitch from front to rear and the other side face of

substantially constant pitch , both side faces curving from * gr.2 . meg
near the hub to their outer ends concavely or away from the

helical planes passing through their bases and at an angle 1
progressively increasing outwardly, and the rear end of the

hub tapering to a wedge which merges with the blades.

8. A propeller wheel having blades with one side face of

increasing pitch from front to rear and the other face of

substantially constant pitch, the side faces of both surfaces

of the blades curving concavely and away from a radius at a

constantly increasing angle from a point near the hub to

their outer end and also having an exterior groove or valley

extending along the end edges of the blades between the side

surfaces .

5 Fig.de

o o

No. 102,071. Animal Trap. Piège à animal.
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William D. Thompson, Detroit , Michigan , U.S.A. , 13th No

vember , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 1st October, 1906. Receipt

No. 139,937 .

Claim . - 1. The combination of a car provided with a suit

Jesse J. Swint , Milltown, Alabama, U.S.A., 13th November, able doorway , a vertical guard plate arranged above said

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 8th September, 1906. Receipt No. doorway, to protect the upper joint of the sliding door, a

139,350.
tread member extending inwardly and inclined downwardly

Claim . - 1 . In a trap the combination of a casing having an from the guard plate , the sliding door, and hangers for the

ertrance opening, a depressible platform arranged within the door, cylindrical rollers therein engaging the inclined tread
casing, a normally open door located at the entrance open- journalled parallel thereto .

irg, and a rock shaft mounted on the casing independently of 2. The combination with a car provided with a suitable

the door and the platform and provided with arms connected dcorway, a vertical guard plate arranged above said doorway

respectively with the platform and with the door for closing protecting the upper joint of the sliding door, a tread mem

the latter when the platform is depressed . ber extending inwardly and inclined downwardly from the

2. In a trap the combination of a casing having an entrance guard plate , a sliding door, hangers for the door, rollers

opening, a depressible platform mounted within the casing therein engaging the, inclined tread and journalled parallel

and provided with projecting arms, a normally open door lo- thereto , and means for limiting the inward lateral movement

cated at the entrance opening of the casing, and a rock shaft of the door.
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3. The combination with a car provided with a suitable portion in a horizontal plane and also lying at an angle to

doorway, of a sliding door therefor, a vertical guard plate said shank portion in a vertical plane, the front face of sald

arranged above said doorway and protecting the upper joint cutting portion being wider than the rear face thereof, said

oi the sliding door, a tread member extendingly inwardly and cutting portion having a sharp , curved cutting edge adapted

downwardly from the guard plate , and hangers for the door to enter the coal ahead of said faces .

comprising a door plate attached to the outer side of the

door, a roller supporting bracket , a yoke member thereon , a
No. 102,075. Elevator. Elévateur.

roller journalled therein parallel with the tread member of

said guard plate and substantially above the center of weight

of said door whereby said door tends to hang vertically. Fiala

4. The combination with a car provided with a suitable

doorway , a sliding door therefor, a vertical guard plate ar

ranged above said doorway and protecting the upper joint of

said door , a tread member extending inwardly and downward

ly from the guard plate , hangers for the door, rollers therein

engaging the inclined tread and journalled parallel thereto ,

and wear plates on said hangers engaging said guard plate

and extending above said tread, for the purpose described .
Fig. 6

No. 102.073. Metallic Ceiling. Plafond métallique.
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Charles Frederick Wagner, Toronto , Ontario , Canada , 13th

November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 5th September, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 139,275 .

Michael E. Neenan , New York City , New York, U.S.A .. 20th

November , 1906 ; 18 years. Filed 24th October , 1906. Re

Claim . - 1. As a new article of manufacture , a metallic
ceipt No. 140,589 .

square or shingle provided with a backing of sound proofing
Claim.--1 . The combination with a frictional driving ap

material .2. As a new article of manufacture , a metallic square or paratus , of flexible means driven thereby, a load carrying
shingle provided with a flexible backing of sound proofing device connected to said means and a connection between the

riaterial .

opposite leads of the same winding respectively on and off

3. As a new article of manufacture , a metallic square or
the driving apparatus whereby tension on all the said leads

stingle provided with a flexible backing of sound proofing changes with theload.

material, andcementing material for securing said sound Bexible means driven thereby, a load carrying device and a
2. The combination with a frictional driving apparatus of

proofing material to said metallic ceiling .

4. As a new article of manufacture, a metallic square or
connection between the load carrying device and all the leads

shingle having acoating ofpaint only on its under side, and driving apparatuswhereby tensionon all thesaidleads

of the flexible means winding respectively on and of the

provided with a backing or layer of sound proofing material .
changes with the load .

No. 102,074. Chain Machine Splitter Bit.
3. The combination with frictional driving apparatus, of

Mèche à fendre .

flexible means Ariven thereby , a load carrying device con

nected to said flexible means and a connection between the

load carrying device and the opposite leads of the said flex

ible means whereby tension changing with the load and in

predetermined ratio to the weight of the load is applied to

ali the said leads winding respectively on and off the driving

apparatus.

4. The combination of a frictional rope driving apparatus ,

flexible means driven thereby , a load carrying device and a

take - up device connected to all the leads of the flexible means

winding respectively on and off the driving apparatus and

applying tension to all said leads varying with the load.

5. The combination of a frictional driving apparatus , ropes

driven thereby, a load carrying device connected to said ropes

and a give and take connection between the load carrying de

vice and all the leads of the rope winding respectively on

and off the driving apparatus whereby tension on all the
leads of the ropes changes with the load .

6. In a friction driving elevator mechanism the combina

tion of a load carrying device , a frictional driving apparatus ,

Thornton S. Hardesty, Rivesville , West Virginia , U.S.A. , Nexible means looped around the driving apparatus and

13th November, 1906; 6 years. Filed 27th September, driven thereby , and a connection between the leadsof the

1906. Receipt No. 139,818 .

driven flexible means whereby the weight of the car and its

load holds tight all the said leads winding respectively on

Claim . - 1. A bit for coal mining machines, having a shank and off the driving apparatus and the tension on said leads

portion and a cutting portion , said cutting portion lying at changes with the load.

an angle with the shank portion and having its front face 7. In a friction driving elevator mechanism the combina

wider than its rear face and also having a sharp , curved cut- tion of a car , a frictional driving drum , a rope take -up de .

ting edge adapted to enter the coal ahead of said faces . vice and a hoisting rope looped around the drum and con

2. A bit for coal mining machines comprising a shank por- nected by its on -winding and off - winding leads to car sus

tion and a cutting portion lying at an angle to said shank ' pension means and to rope take up device whereby tension

1
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changing with the load , and in predetermined ratio thereto tional driving drum 14, said ropes in suitable connection

is applied to all the leads of the rope winding on and off the therewith , separating at the top of the car and passing down

frictional driving drum in the operation of the elevator . the opposite sides of the same, each connected to a

8. In a friction driving elevator mechanism the combina- , movable sheave, applying tension to the lower section of the

tion of a car, a hoisting rope or ropes therefor, a driving de- ropes .

vice on which the ropes are coiled and a rope take -up device 21. In a frictional drive the combination with frictional

actuated by the weight of the car and its load, said car and driving apparatus, of a load carrying device , connecting

take up device being connected to all the leads of the ropes means between the frictional driving apparatus and said

winding on and off the driving apparatus and applying to all load carrying device , and means for regulating the tension

said ropes tension changing with the load .
of said connecting means to effect a variation of tension

9. A friction driving elevator mechanism comprising a car, throughout the latter in proportion to variations of load.

a driving drum , a rope coiled thereon and having a suitable
22. In a frictional driving elevator the combination withsuspensory connection with the car and a rope take-up de

frictional driving apparatus , of a load carrying device, flexvice connected to the car and applying tension therefrom to
ible means for connecting the driving apparatus and said

the lead of the rope opposite to that by which hte car is sus

load carrying device, and means for regulating the tensionpended , whereby tension , changing with the load , is applied of said flexible means to effect

by the weight of the car and its load to all the leads of the a variation of tension

throughout the latter in proportion to variation of load.
rope winding on and off the drum .

10. In a frictional driving elevator mechanism the combina 23. In a frictional driving elevator the combination with

tion of a car , a driving drum, suspension ropes driven by said driving apparatus , of an elevator car , ropes connecting the

drum and in suitable suspensory connection with the car , a driving apparatus and car , and means for effecting the ap

rope take -up device actuated by the weight of the car and its
plication of tension to the leads of all the ropes winding

load and applying tension, changing with the load , to the
respectively on and off the driving apparatus in the oper

lead of the ropes on the driving drum opposite that from tion of the elevator.

which the car is suspended , and a chain so connected thereto 24. The combination with a frictional driving apparatus ,

as to counteract the weight of the ropes on said take -up of a load carrying device , flexible means for connecting the

device. load carrying device to the driving apparatus , and means

11. In a friction driving elevator mechanism the combina for effecting a variation in the tension of all the leads of

tion of a car, a frictional driving drum, suspension ropes said connecting means in direct proportion to variations of

passing down on the side of the car and a rope take-up de the load.

vice connected with the car and with said ropes , so that the 25. The combination with a frictional driving apparatus ,

weight of the car can apply tension , changing with the load , of a load carrying device , flexible ropes or cables connect

to all the leads of the ropes winding respectively on and off ing said load carrying device to the driving anparatus, and

the driving apparatus. means for effecting a variation in the terision of all the leads

12. In a friction driving elevator mechanism the combina- of said ropes in a predetermined ratio to the weight of the

tion with a car, a frictional driving drum, ropes driven by | load.

said drum, in , suitable suspensory connection with the car , 26. In an elevator the combination with frictional driving

separating at top of the car and passing down on opposite apparatus , of a load carrying device , flexible ropes or cables

sides thereof, and movable sheaves connected respectively to connecting said load carrying device to the driving appar

the ends of said descending ropes so as to be drawn apart atus, and means connected to the leads of the cables wind

tbereby and having the section of the ropes opposite to that ing respectively on and off the driving apparatus for auto

from which the car is suspended looped around them so as to matic effect.

receive tension by the drawing apart of said sheaves .

27. The combination of a frictional rope driving appara13. In a friction driving elevator mechanism the combina
tus , flexible means driven thereby , a load carrying devicetion of a car 11 , suspension ropes 12 , frictional driving drum

and a rotatable take -up for changing the tension of the loads14 , guide sheaves 25 at the sides of the car , movable take up

winding on and off the driving apparatus in proportion to
sheaves 17 to the boxes of which the extremities of the upper

changes of load .
sections of the ropes 12 are connected so as to draw said take

up sheaves a part by the weight of the load, and the take -up 28. In an elevator the combination with frictional driving

device 16 , 19 carrying the lower parts of the ropes 12 around apparatus, of load carrying device . flexible ropes or cables

the take up sheaves 17 so as to draw said sheaves together in connecting said load carrying device with the driving an

opposition to the weight of the car and apply tension , chang paratus, and an equalizing device having a limite degree

ing with the load , to all the leads of the rope winding on and of movement and being associated with said cables to

off the driving drum 14 , as explained. tighten the leads on said driving apparatus when the load

varies .
14. In a friction driving elevator mechanism the combina

tion with the car 11 and the frictional driving drum 14 , of 29. In an elevator the combination with frictional rope

suspension ropes 12 , suitably connected to the car and drum , driving apparatus , of a load carrying device , power trans

a take - up device applying tension to the lower section of the mission means comprising flexible ropes or cables , and a

suspension ropes, and a dash pot device 20 , 21 connected to tilting or rotating tension device for tightening the leads

the suspension ropes 12 and car 11, so as to prevent sudden on said rope driving apparatus upon changes of load .
movement of the car .

15. In a friction driving elevator mechanism the combina

tion of a car, a frictional driving drum , suspension ropes , a No. 102,076. Railway Switch.

dash pot depice through which the suspension ropes are con Aiguille de chemin de fer.
nected to the car, and means for fixing the suspension ropes

adjustably with relation to the dash pot device . John B. Alderich and Arbia L. Aldrich , New York City , New

16. In a friction driving ele , ator mechanism the combina- York , U.S.A. , co - inventors , 20th November, 1906 ; 6 years.

tion of a car 11 , suspension ropes 12 , dash pot cylinder 21 Filed 26th October , 1906. Receipt No. 140,635 .

fixod to the car , hollow dash pot piston 20 through which the Claim . - 1 . An emergency crossover railway switch com

ropes are passed , and clamps 22 , 23, above and below the dash prising track sections of greater height than ordinary rail

pot piston by means of which the ropes are secured adjust- road . rails so that the heads of said track sections are

ably therein . higher than those of ordinary rails , switch points for the

17. In a frictional driving elevator mechanism the combin- ends of said sections having their upper sides inclined for

ation with a car and driving drum , and suspension ropes suit- the purpose set forth , and crossover sections recessed in

ably connected therewith of a tension slack rope take -up de- and detachably connected to the opposing ends of the first

vice operating substantially as herein described to apply mentioned sections where the latter are approximate to the

variable pressure and tension to the ropes , and frictional inner track rails and bearing on the heads of said inner

driving mechanism graduated by the load on the car. track rails, substantially as described .

18. In a frictional driving elevator mechanism the combin- 2. In a switch of the class described , switch rail sections

ation with the car 11 , of suspension ropes 12 , frictional driv- having recesses at their opposing ends and their upper

ing drum 14 and a take -up device , said ropes being suitably sides, in combination with crossover sections fitted in said

connected to the car ard to the take up device , and applying recessed ends of said switch sections and having depending

variable tension to the rope which is actuated by the driving members bearing on opposite sides of the webs of said

mechanism .
switch sections , substantially as described.

19. In a frictional driving elevator mechanism the com
3. In an emergency crossover railway switch the combin

bination of a car 11, frictional driving drum 14, suspension
ation of switch rail sections having their heads removed for

ropes 12 passing down on the side of the car, and a take-up suitable distances from their inner ends to form recesses

device connected with said rope and applying variable en

and having their webs at said ends widened to form

sion to the lower section thereof.
shoulders spaced from the heads at the recessed ends of

20. In a frictional driving elevator mechanism the combi
said sections, in combination with crossover sections to

nation with the car 11 , of suspension ropes 12 and fric- bear on said webs and overlapping said recessed sections ,

11-13
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said crossover sections having depending members bearing 3. In an automatic switch , a rotatable member, an approxi
on opposite sides of the webs of said switch sections and mately elliptical track thereon , depressions in said track at

the extremities of its minor and major axis , a reciprocatable

member, means mounted on said member adapted to engage

the track , a spring tensioning said member , means connect

ing said reciprocatable member and switch point , and means

carried by a car for engaging said rotatable member.

4. In an automatic switch , a rotatable member , an eccen

tric track on one side of said member, a plurality of radial

members on the other side of said members, a reciprocatable

member, means mounted on said member adapted to engage

the track , a spring tensioning said member, means connect

ing said reciprocatable member and switch point, and means

carried by a car for engaging said rotatable member.

5. In an automatic switch, a rotatable member, a track

mounted thereon , a plurality of radial arms attached to said

member , shoes at the extremities of said arms , a tensioned

reciprocatable member , means mounted thereon for engag

ing said track , means connecting said reciprocatable member

and switch point, and means carried by a car for engaging
said rotatable member.

6. In an automatic switch , a rotatable member, a track

mounted thereon, a plurality of radial arms fixed to said

rotatable member, a tensioned reciprocating member, means

mounted thereon for engaging said track, a casing enclosing

said mechanism , a slot in the top thereof, a pair of gates

adapted to close said slot , springs normally maintaining

said gates closed , yieldable means connecting said recipro

cating member and the switch point, and means carried by

a car adapted to enter said slot and engage said radial arms.

7. In an automatic switch , a rotatable member, an ele

vated track on one side thereof, a plurality of radial arms

on the opposite side thereof, a tensioned reciprocatable

member, means mounted thereon for engaging opposite

sides of said track , means connecting said reciprocatable

member and the switch point , and means carried by a car

against the shoulders formed on said webs , substantially as for engaging the radial arms.

described. 8. In an automatic switch , a rotatable member, a raised

track on one side thereof, a plurality of shoe bearing radial

No. 102,077. Railway Switch . arms on the opposite side thereof, a tensioned reciprocat.

Aiguille de chemin de fer. able member, rollers mounted thereon for engaging opposite

sides of said track, a casing enclosing said mechanism , a

slot in the top thereof, spring actuated gates normally clos

ling said slot , yieldable means connecting said reciprocatable

member and the switch point , and means carried by a car

adapted to traverse said slot and engage the radial arms .

Fig . 9. In an automatic switch , a rotatable member , an eccen

tric track on one side thereof, a plurality of radial arms

curved towards their extremities to be tangential to said

rotatable member on the opposite side thereof, shoes on the

lextremities of the arms, a tensioned reciprocatable members

rollers mounted thereon for engaging opposite sides of said

track, a casing enclosing said mechanism , a slot in the top

thereof, spring actuated gates normally closing said slot,

vieldable means connecting said reciprocatable member and

the switch point, and means carried by a car adapted to
traverse said slot and engage the radial arms.

No. 102,078. Railway Switch.

Aiguille de chemin de fer
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John G. Ryan, Montreal , Quebec, Canada, 20th November ,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 24th October, 1906. Receipt No. Frederick Vogel , La Plata, Missouri , U.S.A. , 20th November,

140,581. 1901 ; 6 years. Filed 27th October , 1906. Receipt No

Claim .-- 1 . In an automatic switch , a rotatable member , an 140,675 .

eccentric track thereon , a reciprocatable member engaging Claim.-1. In a switch mechanism the combination with

said track, means connecting said reciprocatable member main rails , siding rails and movable points , of a shift rod

and switch point , and means carried by a car for engaging connected with the points for movement thereof into and

said rotatable member. out of position to close the siding , a crosshead carried

2. In an automatic switch , a rotatable member, an eccen- by the switch rod, guides for the crosshead, a lug carried

tric track thereon , a reciprocatable member, a pair of rol- by the crosshead, a plate pivoted to one of the guides
lers mounted thereon and engaging opposite sides of said and extending through the path of movement of the lug a

track , a spring tensioning said reciprocatable member , trip block carried by a piece of rolling stock and adapte !

means connecting said reciprocatable member and switch for engagement of the plate to move the latter and the
joint and means carried by a car for engaging said rotat- lug to shift the points , means for holding the plate with
able member.

the points in position to close the siding, said trip block
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being movable into and out of operative position and means for connecting the brake shoes with the bar, whereby when

located beyond the plate for moving the trip block in op- the brake shoes are lowered upon the rails of the track ,

erative position . the shoe will drag and the rear portion will trail and be .

2. In a switch mechanism the combination with main come engaged by the rear wheels as a chock.

track rails , siding rails and points movable into and out

of position to close the siding, of means for moving the No. 102,080. Brake Mechanism. Mécanisme de frein .
rails , a trip block carried by a piece of rolling stock and

movable into and out of operative position, said trip block

when in operative position being adapted for engagement

of point moving means for operation thereof, and a rail

brace located beyond the point moving means and adapted

for engagement of the trip block after the latter has

passed the point moving means to move the trip block

into operative position .

3. In a switch mechanism the combination with main

rails , siding rails and points movable into and out of

position to close the siding, of a shift rod connected with

the points for movement thereof and extending laterally

beyond the rails , forward and rearward guides located at

opposite sides of the shift rod , a crosshead carried by the

outer end of the shift rod and slidably engaged between

the guides, a segmental plate pivotally connected at its

forward portion with the forward guide and extending

across the shift rod between the crosshead and the rails ,

a lug carried by the crosshead, said plate lying in the

path of movement of the lug , said plate being adapted for

engagement by the lug and for movement therewith to

extend toward the rails when the switch is in open posi

tion , a track instrument carried by a piece of rolling

stock and adapted for engagement of the plate when in its

last -named position to move the plate and therewith the

lug to close the switch and means for holding the plate

with the switch in closed position.

4. The combination with a locomotive, of vertical guides

carried thereon , trip blocks slidably mounted in the guides

and having spaced ears at their upper ends , a rock shaft

mounted adjacent to the guides and having cranks at its

ends, said cranks being pivoted between the ears of the

trip blocks, a finger carried by the rock shaft , an arm

pivoted to the finger, an operating lever pivoted to the

arm and means for holding the lever at different points of

its movement in one direction .

No. 102,079. Brake. Frein .
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John Post , Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. , 26th Novem

ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th October, 1906. Receipt

No. 140,624 .

TI
1

Claim .-- 1 . In a car brake, cylinders , pistons in said cylin

dres, the brake shoes operatively connected with said pis .

tons, a pipe connected with a source of steam , controller

valves , tubular connections between said valves and the

steam pipes and tubular connections between said valves

and the cylinders, all of said pipes and tubular connections

arranged so as to drain to said cylinders , substantially as

shown and described .

2. In a car brake , cylinders , pistons in said cylinders, coil

Tiga springs in said cylinders bearing against said pistons, the

brake shoes operatively connected with said pistons , a steam

10 pipe controller valves , tubular connections between said

valves and the steam pipe , tubular connections between

said valves and the steam pipe, tubular connections be

162079
connections being arranged so as to drain said cylinders ,

substantially as shown and described.

3. In a car brake, cylinders , pistons in said cylinders, the

Walter E. McKay, Leland , Idaho , U.S.A. , 20th November ,
brake shoes operatively connected with said pistons , a

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 4th September, 1906 . Receipt No.
steam pipe . controller valves , tubular connections between

said velves and the steam pipe , tubular connections be
139,217 .

tween said valves and cylinders and drain valves in said

Claim .-- 1 . A brake shoe or chock for use as described , pistons to relieve the cylinders and connecting pipes of water

consisting of a body , the top surface inclining downward of condensation, substantially as shown and described .

from the center in opposite directions , and the bottom 4. In a car brake, cylinders, pistons in said cylinders , the

surface inclining upward from the center in opposite direc- brake shoes operatively connected with said pistons , a

tions. steam pipe controller valves, tubular connections between

2. A brake shoe or chock for use as described , consisting said valves and the steam pipe , tubular connections be

of a body, the top surface inclining downward from the tween said valves and cylinders, said tubular connections

center in opposite directions, and the bottom surface in- arranged to drain into said cylinders , valves in said pistons

clining upward from the center in opposite directions , and and springs to actuate said valves when steam is cut off

pendent flanges on each side of the inclined bottom sur- from said cylindders to drain the tubular connections and

face . cylinders of water of condensation, substantially as shown

3. A brake shoe or chock for use as described , consisting and described.
of a body, the top surface inclining downward from the 5. In a car brake , cylinders , pistons in said cylinders, coil
center in opposite directions , and thebottom surface inclin- springs in said cylinders bearing against said pistons , the

ing upward from the center in opposite directions, the brake shoes operatively connected with said pistons, a
bottom surface being provided with teeth or serrations in- steam pipe, controller valves , tubular connections between

clining from the ends toward the center. said valves and the steam pipe, tubular connections between
4. The combination with two wheels of a truck, af a the valves and the cylinders and drain valves in said pistons

double brake shoe or chock arranged between them and to relieve said cylinders and tubular connections of water
having a frictional bottom surface to act upon the rails , a of condensation , substantially as shown and described .

bar or supporting device extending between the wheels for 6. In a car brake cylinders , pistons in said cylinders coll
raising and lowering the brake shoes , and a flexible means springs in said cylinders bearing against said pistons, to
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brake shoes operatively connected with said pistons , a steana 6. A brake shoe comprising a body and flange with an

sive, control'er valves, tubular connections between saia ' intervening space between them , end and central bridges

valves and the steam pipe, tubular connections between uniting the same and formed with key openings therein , the

the valves and the cylinders, said tubular connections ar- 1 bottom of said bridges coinciding with the back of the shoe ,

ranged to drain into said cylinders , valves in said pistons substantially as described.

and springs to actuate said valves to open them when the

supply of steam is cut off from said cylinders , substantially No. 102,082, Car Brake. Frein de chars .

as shown and described .

7. In a car brake. cylinders, pistons in said cylinders , coil

springs in said cylinders bearing against said pistons , a
Jug.1 ,piston rod secured to each piston , brake shoes , arms connect

ing said brake shoes and piston rods, transverse pipes con

necting said cylinders in pairs and arranged to drain into

said cylinders a pipe connecting said transverse pipes and

arranged to drain thereinto a valve in each piston , a coil

spring to lift each valve and a pipe connected with each

controller valve and a source of steam supply , substantially
as shown and described .

8. In combination with a railway car having a platform

at each end , cylinders, pistons in said cylinders , the brake

shoes operatively connected with said pistons, a pipe con fra 2

nected with a source of fluid pressure , a controller valve

mounted on each platform , tubular connections between

said valves and the said pipe and tubular connections be

tween said valves and the cylinders , substantially as shown

and described .

9. In combination with a railway car having a platform

at each end , cylinders , pistons in said cylinders, the brake

shoes operatively connected with said pistons, a pipe con

nected with a source of steam, a controller valve mounted
793

on each platform , tubular connections between said valves

and the steam pipe , tubular connections between said valves

and the cylinders , and means to drain the pipes cylinders

and tubular connections substantially as shown and des
cribed.

10. In combination with a railway car having a platform

at each end , cylinders, pistons in said cylinders, the brake ng 4

shoes operatively connected with said pistons, a pipe con

nected with a source of steam, a controller valve mounted on

each platform , tubular connections between said valves and

steam pipes, tubular connections between said valves and

the cylinders and spring actuated drain valves in said pis

tons to drain the cylinders , pipes and tubular connections

substantially
as shown and described.

No. 102,081 . Brake Shoe. Sabot de frein .

Charles L. Schultz, Wheeling, West Virgina , U.S.A. , 20th

November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 27th October, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 140,672 .

Claim .-- 1. In an automatic brake for cars or the like the

combination with a frame and wheeled trucks thereon , of

swinging brake beams carrying shoes to engage the wheels

of said tracks, actuating cams disposed between said brake

beams, sliding drawbars, a centrally disposed lever, links

connecting said lever and said cams , levers actuated by said

sliding drawbars, links connecting the last -mentioned levers

and said centrally disposed lever, and swinging elements

upon the ends of said frame adapted to engage said sliding

drawbars to hold them against movement.

2. In an automatic brake for railway cars or the like the

combination with a frame and wheeled trucks mounted

thereon , of brake beams pivotally suspended from said

trucks , brake shoes upon said beams adapted to engage the

wheels of said trucks, cams pivoted centrally between said

brake beams and adapted to actuate the latter, a centrally
disposed lever pivoted at its center upon said frame. links

connecting said lever and said cams , longitudinally slidable
William H. V. Rosing , St. Louis , and Frank Lee Gordon, drawbars in the ends of said lever , levers pivoted upon said

Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A., co -inventors , 20th November, frame adjacentto said drawbars and adapted to be actuated

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 29th October, 1906 . Receipt No. by the inner ends of the latter,links connecting the last

140,701 . mentioned levers and said centrally disposed lever.

Claim .-- 1. A brake shoe comprising two parts separated shoulders upon said drawbars, levers pivoted upon the ends

opposite the rail wearing portion of the wheel tread and of said frame and adapted to be swung into and out of en

bridges uniting said parts , said bridges extending upwardly gagement with the shoulders of said drawbars , and means

and beyond the back of said shoe , substantially as described . for actuating said levers .

2. A brake shoe comprising two separated parts and one 3. In an automatic brake for railway cars or the like the

or more bridges uniting the same, the bottom of the bridge combination of a brake mechanism , sliding drawbars for

coinciding with the back of said shoe , substantially as des- actuating the same, levers for locking said drawbars against
cribed. movement and sliding rods operatively connected at one

3. A brake shoe comprising a body and flange with a end and having inclined faces at their opposite end adapted

space between them and one or more bridges uniting the to actuate said levers .

same , the bottom of the bridge coinciding with the back of 4. In an automatic brake for railway cars or the like the

the shoe , substantially as described. combination of a brake mechanism , sliding drawbars for

4. A brake shoe comprising a body and flange so separated actuating the same, levers for locking said drawbars against
as to prevent contact with that portion of the wheel tread movement and sliding rods operatively connected at one

adjacent to the flange, and one or more bridges uniting said end, springs for actuating said rods and bumpers upon the
body and flange of the shoe and extending outwardly from outer ends of said rods.
the back of said shoe , substantially as described. 5. In an automatic brake for railway cars orthe like th .

5. A brake shoe comprising a body and flange with a space combination of a brake mechanism , sliding drawbars for

intervening between them and one or more bridges uniting actuating the same, levers for locking said drawbars against
the same , the bottom of said bridge coinciding with the movement, a pair of levers pivotally mounted upon sall

bark of the shoe, said bridge being formed with a key open- frame at their outer ends and loosely connected at their
ing therein , substantially as described.

inner ends , sliding rods connected to said levers and having

S
E
!
:
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at their outer ends oppositely inclined faces adapted to shaft connected to said second brake handle , and a crank

actuate the first -mentioned levers , springs for actuating arm connected to said rocking shaft engaging directly with

said sliding rods and bumpers upon the outer ends of said said wedge device.

sliding rods , substantially as described . 7. In brakes for railway vehicles , winding drums and the

like , a wedge device, a support and guide for said wedge de

No. 102,083. Brake. Frein .
vice, brake blocks, means intermediate said wedge device

and said brake blocks for positively actuating said brake

Fig . 1 . blocks, a handle for raising and lowering said wedge de

vice .

8. In brakes for railway vehicles, winding drums and the

like , a horn plate , a wedge device slidable in said horn plate ,

brake blocks , means for positively actuating said brake

blocks from said wedge device , a tongue on said wedge de

vice , a strap or guide piece about said tongue and secured

1 to said horn plate, and means for operating said wedge de

vice from either side of the vehicle and opposite ends

thereof.

9. In brakes for railway vehicles, winding drums and the

like , a horn plate, a wedge device slidable in said horn plate ,

Fig. 2 . brake blocks, means intermediate said wedge device and said

blocks to positively operate said brake blocks , means for

operating said wedge device from either side or from oppo

site ends of said vehicle or the like , a power cylinder, and

means intermediate said power cylinder and said brake

blocks for operating said brake blocks independently of said

hand levers .

10. In brakes for railway vehicles , winding drums and the

like , a wedge device brake blocks positively actuated from

said wedge device , hand means for actuating said wedge

device , a power cylinder , a plunger in said cylinder , a T

lever connected to said plunger , means for supporting said

Fig.3. T lever, links connected to said T lever and to said brake

blocks .

11. In breaks for railway vehicles, winding drums and the

like , a wedge, brake blocks positively actuated from said

wedge device, hand means for actuating said wedge device,

a power cylinder a plunger in said cylinder a T lever con

nected to said plunger, means for supporting said T lever,

102013
links connected to said T lever and to said brake blocks

and slots in said links.

12. In brakes for railway vehicles , winding drums and the

Charles Christopher Woodman Simpson, 3 King street, like a horn plate, a wedge device slidable in said horn

Wagan , Lancaster, England, 20th November, 1906 ; 6 plate , brake blocks, bars connected to said brake blocks

years . Filed 30th October, 1906. Receipt No. 140,748.
and slidable in said horn plate, a brake handle pivotal on

said horn plate and connected to said wedge device, a rock
Claim . - 1 . In brakes for railway vehicles , winding drums

ing shaft , a crank arm on said rocking shaft connected to
and the like , a horn plate , brake blocks, bars connected to

said wedge device, a handle on said rocking shaft and on
said brake blocks and bearing in said horn plate , a wedge

the opposite side of said vehicle from said first handle , a
device slidable in said horn plate with its taper part be

T -shaped lever with two short and one long arm mounted
tween the ends of said bars , and means for raising and

on said rocking shaft , a power cylinder, a plunger in said
lowering said wedge device from either side of the vehicle

cylinder connected to the long arm of said T piece, links
or the like .

connected to the short arm of said T piece and to the
2. In brakes for railway vehicles , winding drums and the

brake blocks.
like , a horn plate , brake blocks, bars connected to said

13. In brakes for railway vehicles , winding drums and the
brake blocks and bearing in said horn plate, a wedge device

slidable in said horn plate with its taper part betweenthe brakes,ofa cross shaft connected to said hand operating
like the combination with hand means for operating the

ends of said bars , brake lever pivoted to said horn plate means, of a lever onsaid cross shaft, a power cylinder, con

and engaging with said wedge device , a rocking shaft across
nections between said lever and said power cylinder, and

the vehicle , a crank arm on said rocking shaft engaging with
means connected with said lever for braking the vehicle .

said wedge device , and a brake handle connected to said
14. In brakes for railway vehicles , winding drums and the

rocking shaft . like , a horn plate , a wedge device slidable in said horn
3. In brakes for railway vehicles , winding drums and the

plate, brake blocks, bars connected to said brake blocks
like , a horn plate, brake blocks , bars connected to said

and slidable in said horn plate , a brake handle pivotal on
brake blocks and bearing in said horn plate , a wedge device

said horn plate and connected to said wedge device, a rock

slidable insaidhorn plate with its taperpartbetween the ing shaft, a crankarm on said rocking shaft connected to
ends of said bars , projecting lugs on both sides of said sail wedge device, a handle on sail rocking shaft and on
wedge device , a brake lever pivoted to said horn plate and

the opposite side of said vehicle from said first handle , a
located between said lugs on one side of the wedge device , a

T-shaped lever with two short and one long arm mounted
rocking lever, a crank arm on said lever located between the

on said rocking shaft, a power cylinder, a plunger in said

lugs on the other side of said wedge device, anda brake cylinder connected to the long arm of said T piece, and
lever on the opposite side of the vehicle or the like from

means connected to the long arm of said T levers for

said first brake lever connected to said rocking shaft. operating said brake blocks and permitting said brake

4. In brakesfor railway vehicles, winding drums and the handles and said brake cylinder to operate the brake inde.

like , a horn plate, brake blocks, bars connected to said pendently one of the other.
brake blocks and bearing in said horn plate , means for ad- 15. In brakes for railway vehicles , winding drums and the

justing the length of said bars , a wedge device slidable in like , brake blocks , wedging means connected to handles at

said horn plate with its ta per part between the ends of said either side and at different ends of said vehicle or the like

bars , and means for raising and lowering said wedge device for operating said brake blocks , a power cylinder, means

from either side of the vehicle or the like . for operating said brake blocks therefrom independently
5. In brakes for railway vehicles , winding drums and the of said hand levers and wedging means .

like , a horn plate , brake blocks , bars connected to said 16. In brakes for railway vehicles, winding drums and the

brake blocks and bearing in said horn plate, a wedge piece like, a horn plate, a wedging device slidable in said horn
slidable in said horn plate , a straight portion towards the plate, lugs on both sides of said horn plate, a hand lever
lower end of said wedge piece, and means located on either pivotal in said horn plate located between the lugs of said
side of said vehicleand its opposite ends thereof for rais- wedge device on onesidethereof,a rock shaft,a crank arm
ing or lowering said wedge piece . on said rock shaft located between the lugs of the wedge

6. In brakes for railway vehicles , winding drums and the device on the opposite side thereof, a second hand lever

like , a horn plate , brake blocks , rods secured to said brake on said rock shaft and on the opposite side and at the oppo

blocks and slidably bearing in said horn plate , a wedge de- site end of said vehicle from said first brake handle, brake

vice slidable in said horn plate located with its narrowed blocks , adjustable rods connected to said brake blocks and
part normally between said bars , a brake handle on one side slidably bearing in said horn plate and located on either

of the vehicle or the like directly engaging said wedge de- side of said wedging device a downwardly projecting tongue

vice , a brake handle on the other side of the vehicle , a cross on said wedging device, guiding means for said tongue
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on said horn plate spring means on said horn plate for hold- upon the top of said body adapted to receive the treads of

ing the wedge device in given positions, a T lever on said car wheels and formed with seats at their inner ends, a

rock shaft with two short and one long arm , a power cylin- | guide rib upon the opposite side of the top of said body, and

der, a plunger adapted to work in said power cylinder and a deflecting point pivoted in a recess in said guide rib and

connected to the long arm of said T lever , links between adapted to be swung into engagement with either of the

said brake blocks and the short arms of said T lever , and seats of said tread engaging rib, substantially as described .

means for permitting movement of said brake blocks to their 7. In a car replacer, a body having its top inclined dow :

braking position without affecting said T lever, wardly from its center to its ends, ribs upon said body to

engage the treads of car wheels , a guide rib upon said body

No. 102,084. Car Replacer. and a swinging deflector point mounted to engage either of

said tread engaging ribs and to form a continuation of said
Appareil à remettre les chars sur la voie .

guide rib .

No. 102,085. Car Axle . Essieux de chars.

.
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Edward Henry Best, St. Thomas, Ontario , Canada, 20th

November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 26th October, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 140,663 .

Claim.--1 . A car replacer comprising a pair of members, William Hartill-Law , Toronto , Ontario , Canada, 20th Novem.

each provided with a body having outwardly and downwardly
ber, 1906 ; 6 years .

inclined sides and a top inclined downwardly from its center
Filed 30th October, 1906. Receipt

No. 140,747 .

to its ends, ribs upon the tops of said members to receive

the treads of car wheels , and means upon said members for Claim . - 1. An axle comprising two parts , one journalled

directing the car wheels from said ribs and onto the track within the other in combination with a complete metal ring

rails . fitted in an annular flat - sided channel formed partly in one

2. A car replacer comprising a pair of members , each pro- part of the axle and partly in the other, substantially as

vided with a body having outwardly and downwardly in
Cescribed .

clined sides and a top inclined downwardly from its center 2. An axle comprising two parts , one journalleil within the

to its ends , ribs upon the tops of said members to receive other , an annular channel being formed partly in one part

the treads of car wheels, and movable devices upon the tops and partly in the other , and a slot cut in the outer past

of said members for deflecting the car wheels from said communicating with the said channel, in combination with a

ribs and onto the track rails . ring completely filling the channel and formed in segments

3. A car replacer comprising a pair of members, each pro- of an annulus insertible through the said slot, substantially

vided with a body having outwardly and downwardly in
as described .

clined sides and a top inclined downwardly from its center 3. An axlecomprising two parts, one journalled within ibe

to its ends, ribs upon the tops of said members to receive other, an annular channel being formed partly in one part
the treads of car wheels , one of said members having a and partly in the other, and a slot cut in the outer parl

deflecting or guiding roller at its upper and inner end and communicating with the said channel in combination with a

the other of said members having a guide rib and a movable ring fitting the channel and formed in segments insertible

element to form a continuation of said guide rib . through the said slot, and a locking piece secured in the
4. A car replacer comprising a pair of members , each pro said slot , substantially as described.

vided with a body having outwardly and downwardly in- 4. An axle comprising two parts, one journalled within

clined sides and a top inclined downwardly from its center the other, an annular channel being formed partly in one

to its ends, ribs upon the tops of said members to receive part and partly in the other , and a slot cut in the outer

the treads of car wheels , one of said members having a de- part communicating with the said channel in combination

flecting or guiding roller at the upper and inner end of its witha ring fitting the channel and formed in segments in

rib and the other of said members having a guide rib , and sertible through the said slot, and alocking piece secured

a deflecting point pivoted upon said guide rib and adapted iri the said slot and formed as part of one of the segments

to be swung into engagement with either of the tread en- of the ring, substantially as described.

gaging ribs on said member, substantially as shown and 5. An axle formed intwoparts,theend of one journalled

described. within the endof the other, the inner part having collars in
5. A car replacer comprising a body having outwardly and tegral therewith, havinga space between them and the

downwardlyinclinedsides and a top inclined downwardly orter part an annular recess forming with the spacebetween

fromits center to its ends and formed with a centralopen- the collars,an annular channel in combination with ametal
ing, longitudinally tapered ribs extending longitudinallyand ring completely filing said channel, substantially as des
disposed centrally upon the top of said body at its opposite cribed .

ends, said ribs terminating at the ends of said opening in 6.An axle formed in two parts , the end of one journalled

the top of the body andformed with vertical grooves and a within the end of the other, the inner part having collars

roller disposed in the opening in the top of said body and integral therewith, having a spacebetween them and the
having trunnions to enter said grooves , substantially as des- outer part, an annular recess forming withthe space between

cribed . the collars, an annular channel in combination with a ring

6. A car replacer comprising a bodyhaving outwardly and fitting the channel and formed in segments insertible through

downwardly inclined sides,a top inclined downwardly from the said slot, and a locking piece secured in the said slot
its center to its ends and having a depression or cavity at and formed as part of one of the segments of the ring, sub

its center and upon one side, longitudinally extending ribs ' stantially as described.
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No. 102,086. Machine for Hooping Casks, Barrels, No. 102,087. Apparatus for Washing Linen .
Etc.

Appareil pour laver le linge.

Machine à poser les cercles de baril , etc.
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Frederick Ludwig Bartelt, 3 Kensington Place , Breslington ,

Bristol , England, 20th November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed

30th October, 1906. Receipt No. 140,753 .

Claim . - 1. In apparatus for washing linen a tank and

structures placed thereon comprising movable portions so

arranged as to provide a zig -zag channel for the linen and
means for giving to the movable portions movement in

rotary paths in opposite directions whereby the linen is
advanced and submitted to friction in the manner ex

plained.

William Jamieson , Grays, Essex , and Robert Burn , London , 2. The apparatus for washing linen comprising two struc

both in England , co- inventors , 20th November, 1906 ; 6 lures made up of stationary and movable frames and means

years . Filed 4th October , 1906. Receipt No. 140,043. for moving the movable portions in rotary paths in op

Claim.-1. In a machine for driving hoops on to a cask or posite directions, substantially as described .

the like , the use of telescopic or extendable arms which may 3. In combination with apparatus for washing linen com

be arranged in one, two ormoreseriesso as to deal with prising a tank and a structure forming a zig -zag channel

one hoop or several hoops at a time .
therein , feeding rollers for the linen to prepare the same

2. In a machine for driving hoops on to a cask or the like and toprevent choking or blocking of the channel by the

the arrangement of arms round a common center so that linen , substantially as set forth .

the said arms can be adjusted radially according to the

diameter of the cask to be hooped is greater or less . No. 102,088. Packet Closer. Fermeture de robes.

3. In a machine for driving hoops on to a cask or the like ,

having arms depending round a common center and adjust- Joseph Parrish Baumgartner, Philadelphia , Pennsylvania ,

able radially, the device for automatically opening out or U.S.A. , 20th November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 24th Octo

spreading the said arms by means of a disc worked by the ber, 1906. Receipt No. 140,579 .

rise and fall of the movable table or platform , substanti
Claim.-1. In a closer, a flexible support , clips carried by

ally as described.

4. In amachine for driving hoops on to casks or the like , of a base or holder and with which guides said clips
said support , guides adapted to be secured to the sides

the arrangement whereby the rising table having risen to slidingly engage, and said guides having means
on the

a predetermined and adjusted height automatically acts on

the driving gear so as to reverse the motion and cause the engaged from said guides laterally.
ends whereby said clips may be connected with and dis

table to descend and stop at its lowest position.
2. In a closer, a flexible support, clips carried by said

5. In a machine for driving hoops on to casks or the like, flexible support, guides adapted to be secured to the

having movable and adjustable top bottom plates or tables, sides of base holder and which guides said

the method described of adjusting the same by means of clips slidingly engage, and a plate adjacent the ends of

screw nuts , chain wheels and chain to suit the varying said guides whereby said clips may be connected with and

sizes of casks to be dealt with , substantially as described . disengaged from said plates laterally .

6. In a machine for driving hoops on to casks or the like, 3. In a closer, guides adapted to be secured to the sides

the arrangement of a rising table , depending arms which of a base or holder , a stop on one of said guides, plates

are adjustable both as to length and distance from a common adjacent an end of each of said guides , a flexible support,

center, automatic reversing arrangement to ensure the table and clips each formed of jaws engaging and joining the

only rising to a predetermined height and the descending guides, said jaws slidingly engaging said guides, and mov

automatic opening out or spreading of the arms so as to able laterally upon said plates.

inake room for a cask to be put in or taken out , all sub 4. In a closer, a flexible support, clips each formed of

stantially as described as and for the purpose set forth jaws , guides adapted to be secured to the sides of a base
with reference to the accompanying drawings. or holder and with which said jars slidingly engage, a

a or
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stop on one of said guides and a plate on each of said provided at the interior of the frame of the machine, and

guides , said plates being adapted to pass said jaws lat- directing the cutters so that they are caused to cut or dig
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erally whereby said clips may be caused to engage with 102089

and be disengaged from said guides.

5. In a closer, of the character stated , a clip formed of
cections, means for connecting saidsections whereby jaws the ground in a direction perpendicular to that of the trac

are formed joined by an intermediate neck , and a piece of
tion and throw the cut clods backwards.

flexible material seated between said sections and which

is adapted to support said clips . No. 102,090. Wood Sawing Machine.

6. In a closer of the character stated, a clip formed of Machine à scier le bois .

separable sections , means for securwing said sections to

gether and a piece of flexible material secured between

said sections and serving to support the clips.

7. In a closure of the character stated , guides adapted

to be secured to the sides of a base or holder, a clip

formed of separable sections , means for securing said sec

tions together, and two pieces of flexible material secured

between said sections serving to support the clips and to

surround the guides on each side thereof.

8. In a closure, a flexible support, clips each forming

jaws, guides adapted to be secured to the sides of a

base or holder and with which said jaws slidingly engage,

plates on each of said guides, said plates being adapted to

pass laterally said jaws, whereby said clips may be caused

to engage with and be disengaged from said guides.

9. In a closer, a flexible support, clips carried by said

support, guides adapted to be secured to the sides of a

base or holder and with which guides said clips slidingly

engage, said guides having means adjacent to remote ends

thereof whereby said clips may be connected with and dis

engaged from said guides laterally.

10. In a closer, a flexible support, clips carried by said

flexible support , guides adapted to be secured to the

sides of a base or holder and with which guides said clips

slidingly engage, and a plate adjacent the remote ends of

said guides whereby said clips may be connected with

and disengaged from said guides laterally .

1
0
2
0
7
0

3

No. 102,089. Digging Machine.

Machine à creuser .

Jon V. Constaninescu , Bucarest, Roumania , 20th November,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 24th October, 1906. Receipt No.

140 FS

Claim . - A digging machine in which the movement of one
Melber H. Cox, Wyoming, Illinois , U.S.A. , 20thNovember,

of the road wheels is transmitted by a gearing to a hori 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 26th October, 1906. Receipt No.

zontal crank shaft at the top of the machine on the cranks
140,661 .

of which , placed at suitable angles to each other, cutting Claim . - 1. In a sawing machine the combination of a work

tools or blades are attached with one end , the other ends support, a stationary stop comprising a transversely extend

bearing the tools proper which have lugs engaging into slots ing arm in longitudinal alignment with the work upon sald
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support , a transversely movable saw and a stop movable said segment, and a plough having its beam provided at

transversely between said saw and said stationary stop in its front end with a headed plate fitting and secured with

close proximity to the latter , whereby when said stop is

retracted the work cut by said saw will be permitted to

drop between said stationary stop and said saw .

2. In a sawing machine the combination of a support or

frame, a work feeding means thereon , a transversely mov

able saw carrier, a stationary stop having a transverse arm

in longitudinal alignment with said work feeding means ,

means for adjusting said stop longitudinally toward and

from said saw carrier and an adjustable mounted movable

stop to work between the work upon said feeling means and

said stationary stop in close proximity to the latter, sub

stantially as described and for the purpose set forth.

3. In a sawing machine the combination of a suitable

frame, a work feeding means thereon , a transversely mov

able saw carrier, a longitudinally extending support , a

stationary stop slidable upon said support, means for se

curing said stop in an adjusted position , a longitudinally

extending shaft and a swinging stop adjustably secured

upon said shaft and adapted to move between said work

feeding means and said stationary stop in close proximity
K

to the latter, substantially as described .

4. In a sawing machine the combination of a suitable

frame, a work feeding means thereon , a transversely mov

able saw carrier, a longitudinally extending support , a

stationary stop slida ble upon said support , means for secur

ing said stop in an adjusted position , a longitudinally ex

tending shaft , a swinging stop adjustably secured upon said

shaft and adapted to move between said work feeding means

and said stationary stop in close proximity to the latter .

andmeans actuated by said saw carrier for oscillating said

shaft , substantially as described and for the purpose set

forth .

5. In a sawing machine the combination of a suitable
102091

frame, a work feeding means thereon , a traversely swinging

saw carrying frame , a longitudinally extending support, a the longitudinal groove or recess of the crossbar of the

stationary stop slidably and adjustably mounted upon said main frame, all substantially as and for the purpose set

support and having a transversely extending arm in longi
forth .

tudinal alignment with said work feeding means , a longitud 2. The combination of a main frame having at its opposite

inally extending shaft, a transversely swinging stop adjust sides vertical guideways for axle bars , a land side wheel

ably mounted upon said shaft and adapted to swing in close having an axle bar movable vertically in its respective

proximity to the inner face of said stationary ston, a crank guideway of the main frame, a cart wheel , an axle bar for

upon said shaft , a double crank shaft , a connection between said wheel movable vertically in its respective guideway

one of the cranks of said double crank shaft and said swing of the main frame, means for securing the opposite

ing frame and a connection between the other crank of said axle bars in any suitable adjustment relative to the

double crank upon the first -mentioned aft, substantially main frame and means for securing the cant wheel in any

as described . suitable adjustment relative to its axle bar, substantially

6. In a sawing machine the combination of a movable
as set forth.

frame having a horizontally extending portion and a verti 3. In a machine of the character described a main frame

cally extending portion at one end of the latter , a work feed
having a crossbar grooved or recessed longitudinally in

ing means upon said horizontally extending portion , a saw
its rear face for the reception of a headed plate on a plougu

carrying frame mounted in the vertical nortinn of said frame
beam and provided at its ends with vertical guideways ,

to swing transversely across said feeding means , a longi axle bars movable vertically in said guideways , means for

tudinally extending beam formed with rows of apertures securing said axle bars in any desired adjustment and means

arranged in staggered relation , a stationary stop having a carried by their respective axle bars, substantially as set

transversely extending arm and a bracket portion to engage
forth .

said apertured beam and slide thereon , said bracket portion 4. The combination of a main frame having a crossbar,

being formed with apertures to co -act with the rows of aper . wheels at the opposite sides thereof, axle bars connected

tures in said beam , a pin passed through aligning apertures with said wheels and adjustable vertically relatively to the

in said stop and beam to adjustablv secure the former upon main frame, a plough beam secured at its front end to the

the latter , a longitudinally extending shaft . a transversely main frame having a plough share , a trail wheel in rear

swinging stop slidably and adjustably secured upon said of said plough share, and means for adjusting the trail wheel

shaft and adapted to swing in close proximity to said vertically relatively to the plough share whereby the plough

stationary stop , a crank upon said shaft , a double crank may be elevated or loweredin correspondence to the adjust

shaft upon said frame and connections between the cranks ments of the wheels at the opposite sides of the main frame,

of said double crank , the crank upon said longitudinally ex substantially as set forth .

tending shaft and said transversely swinging saw carrying 5. In an apparatus, substantially as described , a main

frame, substantially as shown and described . frame having a crossbar and vertical guideways at the

opposite ends thereof, the guideways having undercut

No. 102,091 . Gang Plough . Charrue en ligne .
grooves for the reception of axle bars, and the cross bar

being grooved or recessed longitudinally in its rear face for

John Clopton Farley , Kiowa, Indian Territory, U.S.A. , 20th the reception of a headed plate on a plough beam and hav

November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 29th October, 1906 . Re ing a web formed by said groove or recess slotted for the

ceipt No. 140,716 . passage from rear to front of a bolt flange on a plough

beam, substantially as set forth .

Claim . - 1 . In a machine substantially as described the 6. The combination in a machine substantially as des

combination of the main frame having a crossbar grooved cribed with a cant wheel and a main frame having a verti

or recessed longitudinally in its rear side and having the cal guideway with an undercut groove , of an axle bar mov

web formed by said groove slotted vertically for the pas- able vertically in said undercut groove , means for vertically

sage of a bolt flange and provided at the ends of said cross- moving said axle bar relatively to the main frame, a spindle

bar with guideways for axle bars said guideways having for the cant wheel , a head bar carrying said spindle and held

undercut grooves, the land side wheel , the axle bar therefor to and movable vertically along the axle bar and means for

having a spindle for said wheel and said bar being movable securing said head bar in any desired adjustment relative

vertically in its guideway of the main frame, a toothed to said axle bar, substantially as set forth .

segment for adjusting said axle bar, detent mechanism in 7. The combination with the main frame and an axle bar

connection with said toothed segment , a cant wheel having movable relative thereof, of a wheel having a head bar mov

its spindle provided with a head bar and with a headed lug able longitudinally along the axle bar and provided with a

projecting from the inner face thereof, the axle bar for said rack, and a toothed segment connected with the axle bar

cant wheel having a vertical slot for said head, means for and engaging with the rack of the head bar whereby to ad

adjusting the headed bar of the cant wheel relative to its just the same relatively to the axle bar and means for

axle bar, the segment on the main frame for operating said securing said head bar in any desired adjustment relative

axle bar , detent mechanism operating in connection with to its axle , substantially as set forth.

11-14
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No. 102,092 . Fork. Fourche. front board , and means for yieldably clamping the boards

together at their opposite ends .

2. In a trousers presser, a back board provided at one end

with laterally turned hooked springs , notched latch members

pivoted to the opposite end of the back board , a front board

proportioned for disposition within the hooked springs,

ciamping levers pivoted to the springs and arranged to clamp

the adjacent end of the front board , and a resilient bar

pivoted to the front board and proportioned to engage the

latches.

3. In a trousers presser , a back board , hooked springs

i detachably secured to one end of and turned laterally of the
back board , a front board proportioned to be disposed

within the hooks of the springs, clamping levers pivoted to

the springs and arranged to exert a yielding pressure upon

one end of the front board , and means for yieldably clamping

the opposite ends of the boards.

4. In a trousers pressure, a back board , socket members

secured to one end of the board , hooked springs adjustably
disposed within the sockets and turned laterally upon ond

Leonard E. Fatch, Crown Point, Indiana, U.S.A. , 20th Novem- side of the front board when in operative position, and ex

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 26th October, 1906. Receipi tending beyond the end of the board, when out of opera

No. 140,659 .
tive position , a front board proportioned for disposition

within the springs, clamping levers pivoted to the springs
Claim . - 1. A fork of the class described having a sockel

and arranged to exert a yieldable pressure upon one end
piece provided with a longitudinal slot and stop notches ex .

of the board , and means for clamping the opposite ends of
tending in reverse directions from the opposite ends of said

the boards.

slot , said fork being further provided with a tine having

directing elements , a sliding rod having pivoted dogs at its

outer ends turned outwardly by the directing elements of
No. 102,094. Stocking . Bas.

the said tines when said rod is moved outwardly, a sliding

and partly revoluble sleeve on said socket piece , a handle

fastened in the socket piece and having a longitudinal slot

registering with that of the socket piece , and a pin project

ing from the rod , operating in the slots of the handle and

socket piece and attached to the sleeve , for operation there

by, substantially as described .

2. A hand fork of the character described comprising a

body section having one of its tines grooved and a socket

portion in alignment with said grooved tine , a top plate or

section secured upon said body section and having a socket

portion , said socket portions being adapted to receive said

handle and formed with longitudinal slots , a sliding rod in

said grooved tine and said socket portions , spurs pivoted

upon the lower end of said rod and adapted to be projected

through openings in said grooved tine , a sliding sleeve upon

said socket portions and handle , and a transverse pin ex

tending through said sleeve , said slots and an opening in

said rod , substantially as described .
James Edward Lewitt, Goderich , Ontario , Canada , 20th Yo

3. A hand fork of the character described comprising a
vember , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th October, 1906. Re

body section having one of its tines grooved and a socket
ceipt No. 140,602 .

portion in alignment with said grooved tine , a top plate or Claim . — The combination with the plain knitting at the
section secured upon said body section and having a socket top of any plain stockings of a strip or band of ribbed or

portion , said socket portions being adapted to receive said tucked knitted fabric or any other such -like fabric , substan

handle and formed with longitudinal slots , a sliding rod intialiy as hereinbefore described.
said grooved tine and said socket portions , spurs pivoted

upon the lower end of said rod and adapted to be projected No. 102,095. Beehive. Rucher.

through openings in said grooved tine , a sliding sleeve upon

said socket portions and handle , and means for locking said

sleeve against longitudinal movement.
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No. 102,093. Trousers Presser. Presse à pantalons.
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George W. Mann , San Luis Obispo, California , t.sh

November , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 27th October, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 140,671 .

Claim . - 1. In a device of the class described, a hive har.
ing an opening, a main slide for normally partially closing

said opening, means connecting the slide for vertical move
Robert P. Koons , Lee's Summit, Missouri , C.S.A. , 20th No ment on the hive , an auxiliary slide for closing the new

vember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 21st September, 1906 .
Re .

mainder of said opening, and means connecting the auxiliary
ceipt No. 139 673 .

slide for verticaland horizontal movement relative to the
( laim .-- 1 . In a trousers presser, a back board having main slide .

hooked springs at one end thereof, a front board propor- 2. In a device of the class described, a hive having a

tioned for disposition within the springs, clamps carried by longated doorway, a main slide provided with transverse

the springs and adapted to engage the adjacent end of the slots, fastening members entered through said slots for
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curing the slide in place , and an auxiliary slide having sheave, a rope for embracing the sheaves, means for rotat

longitudinal slots terminated in transversely disposed slot ing the said second sheave, means for moving the clutch

extensions , said slots being designed to receive said fasten- members into and out of engagement and a brake for con

ing members for securing the auxiliary side movably in trolling the speeed of the first -mentioned shaft.

place. 5. In a mine hoist a shaft having a drum thereon, bearings

for said shaft, a second shaft having a balance wheel there

No. 102,096. Nut Lock. Arrétc - écrou. on , bearings for said second shaft , a third shaft having a

balance wheel thereon, bearings for said third shaft , clutch

members on the ends of the first -mentioned shaft , mating

clutch members on the inner ends of the second and third

shafts , means for moving the clutch members into and out

of engagement and separate means for imparting motion to

the second and third shafts.

No. 102,098. Heating Stove. Poêle de chauffage.
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Harvey Tanner Moler, Shepherdstown , West Virginia , U.S.A. ,

20th November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 26th October, 1906 .

Receipt No. 140,657 .

Claim . — The herein described nut lock comprising the bolt

having the longitudinal groove in one side extending to its

end and provided near the outer end of said groove with a

recess communicating with the bottom of said groove , the

nut of the bolt having a groove in its bore , said groove be

ing deepened outwardly at its outer end and the flexible non

resilient locking key inserted in the groove of the bolt and

nut having its outer end projecting beyond the outer end of

the bolt and provided near said end with the projection en

tering the recess in the bottom of the groove in the bolt ,

substantially as described.

" q.2 .

119

3No. 102,097. Mine Hoist. seur de mine.

102098 1
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William A. Standing , Sharpsbury, Pennsylvania , U.S.A. ,

20th November, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th October, 1906 .

Receipt. No. 140,605 .

Claim .-A drum comprising a series of superimposed

chambers spaced from one another, said chambers being

provided with longitudinal partitions extending from one

eril of the drum and terminating short of the other end

thereof, connections between the chambers at the end of

the drum from which said partitions extend , said con

nections being arranged alternately on opposite sides of

said partitions, and means for supporting said chambers .
31

32

10

35

32

No. 102,099. Cart Saddle for Harnesses.

34

Selle de charrette.

102099
George John Theobald , Alton Reed and Harry H. Reed ,

each an assignee of a third interest , all of Boston ,

Austin B. Paige, Iowa Falls , Iowa , U.S.A. , 20th November, Massachretts , U.S.A. , 20th November , 1906 ; 6 years .

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 26th October , 1906. Receipt No. Filed 30th October, 1906 . Receipt No. 140,766 .

140,634 .
Claim.-1 . In a cart saddle , the combination with a jointed

Claim . - 1. A drum for cables comprising a drum portion bow, of two pads, one carried by each section of the bow .
of relatively large diameter, a drum portion of relatively 2. In a cart saddle , the combination with a jointed bow,

small diameter adjacent thereto and a flange at the end of of two pads , one rigidly secured to each section of the

the smaller drum portion opposite from the larger drum bow.

portion , said flange formed with a cable receiving notch. 3. In a cart saddle , the combination with a jointed bow ,

2. A cable drum comprising a large cylindrical drum por- of two ventilated pads , one secured to each section of the

tion , a small cylindrical drum portion adjacent thereto, a bow.

flange adjacent to the small cylindrical drum portion and a 4. n a cart saddle , the combination with a bow jointed

drum portion on the other side of the flange, said flange between its ends , of means to lock the sections of the bow

formed with cable notches . in adjusted position , and a pad carried by each section of

3. In a mine hoist , a drum having a notched annular the bow .

flange, intermediate its ends , a reduced part adjacent the 5. In a cart saddle , the combination with a bow, of a pad

fange , ratchet faced flange, a dog to engage the ratchet support sustained thereby and a ventilated pad carried

face , an integral annular extension and a band brake for en- by said pad support .

gaging the annular extension . 6. In a harness , a pad support , a perforated metallic

4. In a mine hoist, a shaft having a drum thereon, bear- foundation member secured thereto , and an exterior pad

ings for the said shaft, a clutch member on the ends of said ding surrounding the foundation member.
shaft , a second shaft having balanced wheel thereon , bear- 7. In a harness , a pad comprising a pad support, a foun

ings for said second shaft , a clutch member on said shaft , a dation secured to the pad support having a perforated

sheave on the second shaft , a second sheave mounted on a face which is spaced from the pad support , and a pad

shaft in suitable bearings, laterally removed from the first ding covering said perforated face .
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8. In a cart saddle , the combination with a bow , of two and adapted to set into the pan on the bottom thereof

pads carried thereby, each pad comprising a pad support, , and easily removable therefrom , and a capillary material

in the wick basket between the walls , substantially as set

forth,

4. The combination in a heating device of the character

described , of a shallow pan of comparatively large dia

meter, open at the top , a circular wick basket adapted to be

set into the pan on the bottom thereof through said open

ing, a capillary material in the wick basket and a draft

tube adapted to set over the wick basket into the pan on

the bottom thereof, having openings at or near the lower

end , the draft tube and wick basket being readily separ .

able from the pan , substantially as set forth .

No. 102,101 . Coal Space for Locomotive Tender

Tanks.

Espace pour charbon dans les tenders de locomotives.
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a foundation member having a perforated face spaced

from the pad support , and a padding covering said per

forated face .

No. 102,100 . Orchard Heater.

Chauffeur pour vergers.

Fig. 2
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Fig 3

Fr,

The Canada Foundry Company, Toronto, assignee of John

William Harkom , Davenport, both in Ontario , Canada ,

20th November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 25th October, 1906.

Receipt No. 140,610 .

Claim.--1 . In a coal space in locomotive tender tanks the

combination with the sides of the tender and vertical back

Fig 2 plates, of the inclined central back plate and the inclined

sides converging to the front , and a shovel space at the for.
1200

ward end at substantially the point of converging, as and for

the purpose specified.

2. In a coal space in locomotive tender tanks the com
The Utica Orchard_Heater Company, assignee of Charles bination with the sides of the tender and vertical back plates,

S. Brown , and Frank M. Bremilller , all of Utica , New of the inclined central back plate and the inclined sides

York , U.S.A., 20th November, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 29th
convergiing to the front, a shovel space at the forward en

October, 1906. Receipt No. 140,733.
at substantially the point of converging and angle strips et

Claim.-1. The combination in a heating device of the the meeting angles of the central inclined back and inclined

character described, of a shallow pan , a circular wick bas- sides , as and for the purpose specified.

ket of comparatively large diameter adapted to be set into 3. In a coal space in locomotive tender tanks the com

the pan on the bottom thereof, and having a closed outer bination with the sides of the tender and vertical back

wall and perforate or netting inner wall, and a capilllary | plates of the inclined central back plate and the inclined

material in the wick basket , substantially as set forth . sides converging to the front , a shovel space at the forward

2. The combination in a heating device of the character lend at substantially the point of converging and the cup
described , of a shallow pan , a circular wick basket of boards having the inclined sides and the doors hinged to

comparatively large diameter closed near the bottom , and the cupboards and extending down to a point in proximity

adapted to be set into the pan on the bottom thereof , and with the outer edge of the shovel space, as and for the pur

having a closed outer wall above the plane of said closure pose specified.

in the basket, and a perforate or netting inner wall , and a 4. In a coal space in locomotive tender tanks the com

capillary material in the wick basket , substantially as set bination with the sides of the tender and vertical baik

forth. plates, of the inclined central back plate and the inclined

3. The combination in a heating device of the character sidesconverging to the front, a shovel space at the forwani
described , of a shallow pan of comparatively large dia- end at substantially the point of converging and comprisian

meter , a circular wick basket of greater height than the a scoop -shape plate supported on vertical crossbars, as and

depth of the pan , having at its upper end a closed outer wall for the purpose specified.
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No. 102,102. Plaster Board. Planche à plâtre . 6. In a prepayment meter the combination with a coin

wheel having lugs and a chute into which the wheel pro

jects, of a device that normally projects into the path of

movement of the wheel lugs and is movable out of said

path by coins of the proper dimensions.

7. In a prepayment meter , the combination with a coin

wheel and a chute into which the wheel projects , of a

device having a part that normally projects into the coin

chute and a part that normally projects into the path of

movement of the wheel lugs.

8. In a prepayment meter the combination with a coin

wheel and a coin chute into which the wheel projects, of

means for diverting undersized coins from the coin wheel

and means for preventing the withdrawal of a coin after it

has actuated the coin wheel.

9. In a prepayment meter, the combination with a coin

actuated device and a chute for guiding coins thereto , of

means for diverting undersized coins from said device and

Henry Kimmet and Charles E. Thornton , assignee of a half means for preventing withdrawal of a coin that has served

interest , both of St. Joseph , Missouri , U.S.A. , 20th No
to actuate said device.

vember , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 11th October , 1906. Receipt actuated device and a chute for guiding coins thereto , of10. In a prepayment meter the combination with a coin

No. 140,206 .

Claim.-1. In a plaster board the combination with a layer to actuate the device and
means for preventing withdrawal of a coin that has served

means for preventing reverse
of plastic cement and shale, a layer of co -mingled cementand straw or fiber, and a second layer of cement and shale operation of the coin actuateddevice .

interposed thereupon of a layer of coarse fabric secured to
No. 102,104. Electrical Measuring Instrument.

one of the faces of thte board .

2. In a plaster board the combination with two layers of Instrument électrique à mesurer .

plastic cement and shale , of an intermediate layer of straw

and cement and a layer of burlap secured to one face of the Fig.1.
block.

No. 102,103. Prepayment Meter.

Mêtre actionné par une pièce de monnaie.

Fig. 1
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The Canadian Westinghouse Company, Limited, Hamilton ,

Ontario , Canada, assignee of Paul MacGahen , Wilkins
102 103

burg. Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 20th November, 1906 ; 6 years.

Filed 20th January, 1906 . Receipt No. 132,086 .

The Canadian Westinghouse Company , Limited , Hamilton ,
Claim . - 1. The combination with a translating device of

Ontario, Canada , assignee of Frank Conrad , Edgewood ar. electrical measuring instrument comprising circuit ter
Park, Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 20th November, 1906 ; 6 minals, stationary windings respectively of high and low re

years. Filed 20th January , 1906. Receipt No. 132,085. sistance , a movable winding having a high resistance cir

Claim.-1 . In a prepayment meter the combination with a cuit, a resistance, and means whereby the translating de

coin wheel and a coin chute into which the wheel projects, vice may be connected between the circuit terminals in ser

of a device that projects movably into the chute adjacent ies circuit with the low resistance stationary winding and

to the wheel to prevent withdrawal of coins. the movable winding may be connected in shunt thereto , or

2. In a prepayment meter the combination with a coin whereby the translating device may be connected between

wheel and a coin chute into which the wheel projects , of a the circuit terminals in series with the resistance , and the

spring actuated device that projects into the chute adja- high resistance stationary winding and the movable winding

cent to the wheel to prevent withdrawal of coins. may be connected in series with each other and in shunt to

3. In a prepayment meter the combination with a coin the translating device .

wheel and a coin chute into which the wheel projects , of a 2. The combination with a translating device of an elec

pivoted arm having a portion that projects into the cold trical measuring instrument comprising circuit terminals ,

chute to prevent withdrawal of coins . stationary windings respectively of high and low resistance ,

4. In a prepayment meter the combination with a coin a movable winding having a high resistance circuit , resis

wheel and a chute into which the wheel projects , of a spring ' tances , and means whereby the circuit relations of the parts

actuated pivoted arm having a shoulder that projects into may be adjusted to adapt the instrument to the measure

said chute to prevent withdrawal of coins . ment of either voltage or energy.

5. In a prepayment meter the combination with a coin 3. The combination with a translating device of an elec

wheel and a chute into which the wheel projects, of a spring ' trical measuring instrument comprising circuit terminals ,

actuated device that normally prevents rotation of the coin stationary windings respectively of high and low resistance ,

wheel but is movable out of its path by a coin of the Ia movable winding having a high resistance circuit , resis
proper size .

tances, a plurality of differently calibrated scales , means
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that co -operate therewith to indicate the torque between 2. Sickle actuating mechanism for mowing machines com

the stationary and movable windings, and means for arrang- prising in combination with a drive axle , drive wheels se

ing the circuit relations of the parts of the instrument to cured thereon, a main frame in which the axle is journalle

adapt it to the measurement of either voltage or energy. and a sickle , a pinion mounted on the axle, a transverse

4. The combination with an electrical translating device , of shaft journalled in the main frame , a pinion carried by sald

a measuring instrument comprising circuit terminals , sta- shaft and meshing with the pinion on the axle, a platform ,

tionary windings respectively of high and low resistance , a hangers connected to the platform and to said shaft flor.

movable winding having a high resistance circuit, a resist- supporting the platform at its rear end , hangers connected

ance approximately equal to that of the low resistance sta- to said platform and to the frame for supporting the plat

tionary winding, and means whereby the circuit relations of form at its forward end , a pitman lever connected to the

the parts may be so adjusted as to enable the instrument to sickle and pivotally mounted on the platform , a pitman con

operate either as a voltmeter or as a wattmeter and where- necting said piiman lever with the transverse shaft, substan

by the translating device may be connected in series circuit tially as described.

with the resistance in the former instance and in series cir

cuit with the low resistance stationary winding in the se No. 102,106. Joint. Joint .

cond instance .

5. The combination with an electrical translating device , of

a measuring instrument comprising circuit terminals , sta

tionary windings respectively of high and low resistance, a

movable winding having a high resistance circuit , a resist

ance approximately equal to that of the low resistance sta

tionary winding, and means whereby the circuit relations of

the parts may be so adjusted as to enable the instrument to

operate either as a voltmeter or as a wattmeter and the

resistance in series circuit with the translating device to

be maintained approximately the same under either con

dition .

6. The combination with an electrical translating device of

a measuring instrument comprising circuit terminals , sta

tionary windings respectively of high and low resistance , a

movable winding having a high resistance circuit , resistances

and means whereby the circuit relations of the parts may

be so adjusted as to enable the instrument to operate either Alexandre Arthur Charles Chenu, 71 rue St. Jacques , Etam
as a voltmeter or as a wattmeter and the amount of resis

ance in the circuit of the movable winding to be altered ac
pes Seine et Oise , France, 20th November, 1906 ; 6 years .

cording to the character of the quantities measured.
Filed 1st August, 1906. Receipt No. 138,320 .

Claim .-1 . Rail and other like joints comprising a chair C

No. 102,105. Mowing Machine. Faucheuse. shaped in section , wedging jars adapted to contact with the

rails or bars at several distinct points , and engaging be

tween the chair and the adjacent ends of the bars or rails ,

substantially as described.

2. Rail and other like joints comprisinpg a single chair

C -shaped in section , wedging jaws adapted to contact with

the rails or bars at several distinct points and engaging

between the chair and the adjacent ends of the bars or

rails , and securing means such as pins or spikes between the

chair and the jaws , substantially as described .

3. Rail and other like joints comprising a single chair C

shaped in section , ribs or projections formed on said chair ,

wedging jaws adapted to engage with the under surface o

the overturned edge of the chair and with the rails at two

points on the base when tightening forces are set up and a :

one point in loose contact with the web of the rail , sub

Briga stantially as described.

4. Rail and other like joints comprising a single chair C

shaped in section , wedging jaws adapted to contact with

Sug.3,
the rails or bars at several distinct points and engagin

between the chair and the adjacent ends of the bars or

nails , and expansion limiting plates located on either side of

the rails or bars and gụdgeons or parts adapted to pass

through openings in the adjacent rail and engage with the

opposing plate , substantially as described.

No. 102,107. Fire Escape. Sauveteur d'incendie.
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John L. Tomer and George D. Hamor , assignee of a half

interest, both in New Kensington, Pennsylvani, U.S.A.,

20th November, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 27th October, 1906 .

Receipt No. 140,678 .

Claim . - 1. The combination with the axle , the drive wheels

mounted thereon , and the main frame in which the axle is

journalled , of a pinion mounted on the axle, a transverse

shaft journalled in the frame on a plane below the axle and

having a crank on each end , a pinion on said transverse

shaft meshing with the pinion on the axle hangers mounted

on said transverse shaft , hangers secured to the frame near

its forward end, a platform suspended from said hangers ,
a pitman lever pivotally mounted on said platform near its Sargent Z. Moore , Dallas, Texas, U.S.A. , 20th November

forward end, pitmen connecting said pitman lever with the
1906 : 6 years . Filed 27th September, 1906. Receipt

cranks of the transverse shaft, and a ball and socket joint
No. 139,814 .

connecting said pitman lever with a sickle , substantially Claim . - 1 . In a fire escape the combination with an endless

as described . cable operatively mounted alongside of a building, of means
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for braking said cable comprising a movable platform , 6. In a device of the character described the combination

located at the base of said cable and a braking member with a valve , means operated therewith and a brake for

mounted on said platform adapted to be brought into en- said means, of a thermostat for actuating the brake and

gagement with the operating cable upon the descent and comprising a tubular support , readily expanded by heat and

alighting upon the platform of each person carried by the a rod less affected by heat , said rod secured at one end to

cable . and extending through the tube.

2. In a fire escape the combination with an endless cable 7. In a device of the character described, a thermostat

operatively mounted alongside of a building, of a support comprising a support, a tube extending therefrom and a rod

adjacent the lower end of said operating cable and pro- secured at one end to one end of the tube and extending

vided with a transverse plate having a cutaway portion and through the tube , said rod and tube being affected to differ

a pivoted platform provided with braking member having ent degrees by heat applied thereto .

a prong - shaped upper portion adapted to co - operate with 8. In a device of the character described , a thermostat

the cut-away portion of said transverse plate and to re- comprising a support , a tube mounted thereon and readily

ceive the operating cable therebetween . susceptible to the expansive action of heat , and a rod se

cured to one end of and extending through the tube , said

No. 102,108. Gas Cut -Off . Détente pour le gaz .
rod being less affected by heat than the tube.

No. 102,109. Electrically Controlled Optical Ap

pliances.

Fig.5.
Annareil optique actionné par l'électricité.Dig. 1. Fig.4
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John C. Fredell , Potacello, Idaho , U.S.A. , 20th November,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 11th July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,709 .

Claim.—1 . In an electrically controlled optical appliance ,

the combination of a lens tube, a shutter for controlling the

opening of the lens tube, and instrumentalities including

momentarily energized solenoids, one of which effects the

opening of the shutter an dthe other of which releases the

shutter at the end of a predetermined period, and means

for automatically locking the shutter in open position dur

ing such period .

2. In an electrical optical appliances of the class des
102/17

cribed, a lens tube , a shutter for controlling the opening

through the lens tube , means for opening the shutter,

means operating automatically to engage the shutter open

Campbell's Automatic Safety Gas Burner Co. , assignee of ing means for locking the shutter in open position for a

Victor E. Campbell, both of Portland, Oregon, U.S.A .. predetermined period,means operating upon saidautomatic

20th November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 5th July, 1906. locking means for releasing the shutter opening means at

Receipt No. 137,538.
the end of said period, and means for closing the shutter.

3. In an electrically controlled optical appliance, the lens
Claim.-1. The combination with a gas burner , a valve

tube , a shutter for controlling the opening through the

therein and a tension device for holding the valve normally lens' tube , a lever connected with the shutter for moving
closed, of a brake wheel operativaly connected to and adap

it out of the lens tube, a second lever disposed within

ted to be actuated by the closing of the valve , a brake lever
the path of the first -mentioned lever and adapted to en

and a thermostat for applying the lever to the wheel .
gage the latter and hold it with the shutter for a prede

2. The combination with a gas tube , a valve therein and a termined period in the position to which it has been

spring for holding the valve normally closed,of a brake moved , means to operate uponthe second lever torelease
wheel adapted to be actuated by the valve when closed , a it from engagement with the first -mentioned lever, and
resilient brake lever and a thermostat for applying the lever means for restoring the first -mentioned lever to its normal
to the wheel , said thermostat comprising a support and an position in the lens tube .

' actuating rod connected thereto, said rod and support being 4. In an electrically controlled optical appliance , a lens

affected to different extents by heat . tube , a shutter for controlling the opening through the

3. The combination with a gas tube, a valve therein and a
lens tube, a solenoid having an armature , a lever secured

spring for holding the valve normally closed , of a toothed to said armature and engaged with the shutter . whereby

sector movable with a valve, a train of gears, a pawl and the shutter is opened when the solenoid is energized, a

ratchet connection between the sector and train of gears , a second lever disposed within the path of the first -mentioned

brake wheel actuated by the gears, a resilient brake lever lever and adapted to lock the later against movementwhen

and a thermostat for applying the lever to the brake wheel the shutter is opened and a solenoid for operating upon the

to hold the gears and valve against movement. said second lever to release the shutter operating lever.

4. The combination with a gas tube , a valve ' therein and 5. In an electrically controlled optical appliance , a bar

a spring for holding the valve normally closed, of a brake rel , a lens tube , an adjusting rod for the lens tube, a shut

wheel adapted to be actuated by the valve when closed, a ter fulcrumed upon said rod , a lever having one end en

resilient brake lever , a thermostat comprising a readily ex- gaged with the shutter and having an armature on its

pansible support and a rod connected thereto , a finger upon other end , a solenoid for operating said armature to open

the rod and a lever supported and actuated by the finger, the shutter a locking lever normally held within the path

said lever bearing upon and adapted to actuate the brake of the shutter operating lever and adapted to be en

lever. gaged by the latter to hold the shutter in an open position,

5. In a device of the character described the combination an armature on one end of the locking lever, a solenoid

with a valve , means operated therewith and a brake for said for operating upon said armature to release the locking

means , of a thermostat for actuating the brake and com- lever from engagement with the shutter operating lever ,

prising a tubular support and a rod secured at one end and a spring secured to the armature of the shutter oper

within and extending through the tube, said rod and tube ating lever for restoring the shutter to closed position ,

being capable of expanding to different degrees when heated. ' substantially as specified.
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No. 102,110. Paint. Peinture. purifying column and below the retrogradation connection

Randolph Harryson Goddin , Newport News , Virginia , U.S.A. drawal of the said liquid , in effecting a withdrawal of con
which returns the condensed liquid into the latter , a with

20th Novemebr , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 17th July , 1906 .
densed liquid at the bottom of the refrigerator which comes

Receipt No. 137,919.
after the said condenser, in connecting these two connections

Claim .-1 . The process which consists in mixing gas tar with the pipe running to the exit testing device of the head

with red lead , the adding paris green, then linseed oil , products , and in regulating the total discharge arising from

sulphur , a desiccating compound, and black asphaltum , sub these two connections by means of a tap placed on the said
a drier , and finally adding a gloss giving compound , sub piper.

stantially in the proportions specified .

2. The within described composition of matter, consisting
3. An improved process for rectifying alcohol or other pro

of gas tar, red lead, paris green, linseed oil, sugar of lead. duct which is similarly treated, the said process consisting

sulphur, a desiccating compound , and black asphaltum , sub
in combining the process of final purification of the alcohol,

stantially in the proportions specified .
with the process of pasteurization of the alcohol ,

and with a peculiar purifying process , from the point of

No. 102,111 . Method of Rectifying Alcohol, Etc.
view of the most volatile tail products carried off in the

rectified alcohol , which passes to the fipal purifying column ,

Méthode pour rectifier l'alcool , etc. by means which consists in arranging an intermediate

column between the discharge of alcohol made at the top of

the rectifying column and the column of final purification.

4. An improved process for rectifying alcohol or other pro

Tidl duct which is similarly treated , the said process consisting

ing in effecting a withdrawal of alcohol at the exit of the

condenser of the rectifying column and in sending this

alcohol by means of a pipe provided with a regulating tap

to the lower part of an intermediate column serving for the

separation of the tail products and arranged between the

condenser and the final purifying column , in sending to the

exit testing device corresponding to the least pure alcohol ,

the liquid alcohol arising from the lower part of the inter

mediate column , in sending the alcohol emerging from the

condenser of the said intermediate column, by means of a

pipe provided with a regulating tap , to the final purifying

column, from the bottom of which the purest finished alcohol

emerges , to go to the corresponding testing device , in effect

ing at the bottom of the condenser which surmounts the final

purifying column, and below the place where the retrogra .

dation is withdrawn which returns into the latter the con

densed liquid , a withdrawal of the same liquid , in effect

ing a withdrawal of condensed liquid at the bottom of the

refrigerator which succeeds the aforesaid condenser . ir

connecting these two withdrawals with the pipe passing to

the exit condensing device for head products , and in regu

lating the total discharge arising from these two concce

tions by means of a tap placed on the said pipe .

5. An imyroved process for rectifying alcohol or other

product which is similarly treated, the said process con

sisting in effecting a withdrawal of alcohol at the exit of

the condenser of the rectifying column and in sending this

alcohol by means of a pipe provided with a regulating tap
/////

to the lower part of an intermediate column serving for the

separation of a tail products, and arranged between the

condenser and the final purifying cloumn in causing the

liquid alcohol arising from the lower part of this inter

mediate column to pass into a distilling column suitably

Emile Guillaume , Paris , France, 20th November, 1906 : 6
heated and actuated beneath the intermediate column, and

years. Filed 12th July , 1906. Receipt No. 137,788 .
in sending to the exit testing device corresponding to the

Claim .-1 . An improved process for rectifying alcohol or
least pure alcohol , the alcohol arising from the lower part

of the distilling column in sending the alcohol discharged
other product which is similarly treated, the said process from the condenserof the said intermediate column by
consisting in combining the processes for the final purin

cation of alcohol with the process of pasteurizing alcohol
means of a pipe provided with a regulating tap to the final

purifying column from the bottom of which the purest fin

discharged from the final purifying column through the cir
ished alcohol emerges to pass to the corresponding testing

cumstances that the extraction of pasteurized alcohol effect
device in affecting at the bottom of the condenser which

ed on the shelves of the rectifying column diminishes the
surmounts the final purifying column, and below the place

quantity of tail products which it contains on its entrance
where the retrogradation is withdrawn which returns into

into the final purifying column , the said process being ad
the latter the condensed liquid, a withdrawal of the same

vantageously completed by regulating the discharge of the liquid, in effecting a withdrawal of the condensed liquid

head products by a means which consists in effecting, at the

bottom ofthe condenser which surmounts thefinalpurifying aforesaid condenser, in connecting these two withdrawals
from the bottom of the refrigerator which succeeeds the

column and below the retrogradation connection which re

turns the condenser liquid into the latter , a withdrawal of products, and in regulating the total discharge arising from
with the pipe going to the exit testing device of the head

the said liquid , in effecting a withdrawal of the condensed
these two withdrawals bymeans of tap placed on the said

liquid at the bottom of the refrigerator which succeeds the pipe .

condenser aforesaid , in connecting these two connections
6. An improvement in the process of rectifying alcohol or

with a pipe running to the exit testing device of the head
other product which is similarly treated, the said improve

products , and in regulating the total discharge arising from

these two connections by means of a tap placed on the pipe anda refrigerator from which a withdrawal of liquid aris:
ment applying to any apparatus comprising a condenser

aforesaid .

2. An improved process for rectifying alcohol orother pro- will has to be effected , commencingwith the liquid result

ing from the condensation which withdrawal is variable at

duct which is similarly heated , the said process consisting in ing from the condensation made in the last place in the re

effecting a first withdrawal of pasteurized alcohol from one

or the upper shelves of the rectifying column, and in sending tom of the condenser which surmounts the purifying column

frigerator by means which consists in effecting at the bot

this alcohol by means ofa pipe provided with a regulating and below the place at which the retrogradation is with :

tap to the exit testing devicecorresponding to theleast drawn which returns into thelatterthe condensed liquid,a

the condenser outlet which comes after the rectifying column, condensed liquid at the bottom of the refrigerator which
withdrawal of the same liquid, in effecting a withdrawal of

and in sending this alcohol by means of a pipe provided with

a regulating tap into the finalpurifyingcolumn, at the drawals with the pipe going to the exist testing device of
succeeds the said condenser, inconnecting these two with.

bottomofwhich the purest finished alcohol is discharged the head products andin regulating the total discharge from

to passto thecorresponding testing device, in effecting these two withdrawalsby means of a tap placedon the said

at the bottom of the condenser which surmounts the final pipe .
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No. 102,112. Fruit Pieker . Jaffet. within the body portion , a detachable receptacle to the

rear of the body portion , a screen top to the receptacle,

3
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the said screen being substantially in a plane with the

upper face of the body portion when in the closed position ,

and handles secured to the body portion , as and for the

purpose specified .

4. In a device of the class described , in combination , a

body forming a runway for the berries , forwardly extend

ing fingers intricate with the body, a screened receptacle

forming a receiver for the berries , and a handle attached

102NZ to the body portion , as and for the purpose specified .

5. In a device of the class described , the combination

with the body of substantially channel bar- shaped cross
Andrew Murdock , Montreal , Quebec , Canada, 20th Novem- section , and having a series of forwardly extending fingers,

ber , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 12th September, 1906 . Receipt of a detachable receptacle secured to and extending across

No. 139,446. the body portion , a screen top to the receptacle , said top

Claim . - 1. A fruit picker comprising an extensible handle , being substantially in a plane with the inner upper face

a pair of diverging fingers mounted on one end thereof and of the body , a set of carriage wheels secured to the body,

a basket below said fingers. and a handle secured to the body adaptable for use by

2. A fruit picker comprising an extensible handle , a pair the operator in a standing posture , as and for the purpose

of diverging fingers mounted on one end thereof , a cutter specified .

mounted between said fingers and a basket below said 6. In a device of the class described , the combination with

fingers. a body portion , of substantially channel bar cross section ,

3. A fruit picker comprising a telescoping handla, a pair and having a series of fingers arranged in the forward por
of diverging fingers mounted on one end thereof, a revoluble tion thereof, of a shaft extending across th body portion

cutter mounted between said fingers and a basket located and bearing within the upright sides, a set of carriage

immediately below said fingers . wheels on the shaft , a gear wheel on the shaft, a set of rol

4. A fruit picker comprising a telescoping handle , a pair lers extending across the body portion parallel with the

of diverging fingers mounted on one end thereof, slots in shaft , and bearing respectively in the upright arms , a

said fingers, a cutter passing through said slots and a bas- pinion intricate with the rear rollers , and in mesh with

ket below said fingers. the aforesaid gear , a set of arms secured forwardly to the

5. A fruit picker comprising a telescoping handle , a pair sides of the body and extending upwardly and rearwardly,

of diverging fingers mounted on one end thereof , slots in a set of supports reinforcing the said arms , a handle secur

said fingers, a cutter passing through said slots , means for ed between the extending ends of the arms , a roller , bearing

rotating said cutter and a basket below said fingers. in the arms in proximity to the handles , an endless carrier

6. A fruit picker comprising a telescoping handle , means belt passing over all of said rollers , and a receptacle or

for maintaining said handle in extended position , a pair of basket dependent from the arms adapted to act as a

diverging fingers mounted on one end of said handle , a re ceived from the carriers, as and for the purpose specified.

voluble cutter mounted between said fingers, a housing for 7. In a device of the class described , the combination with

said cutter and a padded basket located below said fingers . a body portion of channel bar section , having a series of

7. A fruit picker comprising a telescoping handle , means fingers projecting within the body portion , of a set of car

for maintaining said handle in extended position , a pair of riage wheels supporting the body, and toward the rear, a

diverging fingers mounted on one end of said handle , a cut gear wheel revolvable with one of the carriage wheels, a

ter mounted between said fingers, a housing for said cutter. large and a small roller extending across the body portion ,

means for rotating said cutter and a padded basket located said rollers being of larger diameter than the forward, aand bearing within its upright arms , the rear roller of the

below said fingers.

pinion intricate with the shaft of the rear roller and in

No. 102,113. Berry Picker.
mesh with the gear, a set of reinforced upright arms sup

porting a handle in convenient position for an operator,

Appareil à cueillir des bleuets. standing , a roller extending between the arms and in proxi

mity to the handle , an endless canvas belt extending over
Harry Allan Peters , Winnipeg . Manitoba, Canada , 20th and around all of the said rollers , sets of pockets or car

November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 14th September, 1906 . riers secured on the outer face of the belt and adapted

Receipt No. 139,498 .
to lift and carry the berries from the body portion , and a

Claim .-- 1. In a device of the class described, the com- receptacle dependent from the arms adapted to receive the

bination with a body of channel bar cross section having berries when deposited from the carriers , as and for the

fingers extending forwardly therewithin, of a screened re- purpose specified .

ceptacle to the rear and attached to the body portion , and 8. In a device of thec lass described , the combination with

a handle attached to the side pieces of the body portion , the body portion of channel bar cross section , having fin

as and for the purpose specified . gers extending thereacross, the said receptacle being of an

2. In a device of the class described , the combination cross section , a screen top adapted to close the

with a body portion , having a longitudinal cavity therein , top of the receptacle , and having the mesh of the screen

of a series of fingers extending forwardly within the body varying from small at the outside to large at the inside

portion , a screened receptacle to the rear of the body por- next the body , and means for controlling the operation of

tion and continuous with the inner face thereof , and a the body portion , as and for the purpose specified .

handle secured to the body portion , as and for the pur- 9. A berry picker comprising a body portion of channel

pose specified. bar cross section , having fingers extending forwardly there

3. In a device of the class described , the combination within , a set of detachable carriage wheels , a detachable

with the body portion , having a substantially channel bar screened receptacle to the rear of the body, a set of rollers

form , of a series of fingers or teeth extending forwardly bearing within the upright sides of the body, and extending

re
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transversely thereacross, a set of gear wheels actuating therethrough holes arranged in converging relation to each
one of the said rollers , and interchangeable means for con- other from to front for the passage of attaching

trolling the operation of the body portion, said means being brackets, substantially as described.

adapted for sitting and standing positions respectively , of 2. A fence post of substantially triangular formation hav

the operator. ing front attaching flanges and an intermediate rear rein

10. A berry picker comprising a receptacle having for- forcing flange, the attaching flanges having alternately

wardly projecting fingers and means for supporting and pierced therethrough holes arranged in converging relation

manipulating the receptacle , as and for the purpose speci- to each other from rear to front for the passage of attach

fied .
ing brackets, substantially as described.

11. A berry picker comprising a receptacle having for- 3. A fence post of substantially triangular formation hav

wardly projecting fingers, means for supporting and mani- ing front attaching flanges and an intermediate rear rein

pulating the receptacle and a screen for the top of the re- forcing flange, the attaching flanges having alternately

ceptacle , as and for the purpose specified . pierced therethrough holes arranged in staggered relation

with respect to one another, said holes extending in a dia

No. 102,114, Horseshoe Pad. gonally upward direction through the flanges and in a con

verging relation from rear to front with respect to one anBourrelet pour fer à cheval.
other for the passage of attaching brackets therethrough ,

substantially as described .

4. A fence post consisting of metallic framework and a

cement body having front attaching flanges and a rear rein

forcing flange all arranged in radial relation with respect to

the center of the post the front flanges having extendig

therethrough a plurality of holes extending diagonally up

ward through the flanges and in converging relation from

rear to front with respect to one another for the passage

therethrough of attaching brackets , substantially as des
cribed .

5. A fence post consisting of metallic framework and a

cement body having front attaching flanges and a rear rein

forcing flange all arranged in radial relation with respect

to the center of the post, the front flanges having extending

therethrough a plurality of holes extending diagonally up

ward through the flanges and in converging relation from

rear to front with respect to one another and attaching

brackets hooked at their forwardly projecting attaching ends

and turned down at thteir rear ends, substanially as d'es

cribed .

6. A fence post consisting of a metallic framework com
August C. Tappe , Cincinnati , Ohio , U.S.A. , 20th November, prising three upright bars in triangular relation with res

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th October, 1906. Receipt No. pect to one another and a cement body within which the

140,608 . bars are imbedded , said body having front attaching flanges

Claim .-1 . A horseshoe pad having a thickened heel por and an intermediate reinforcing flange radially arranged

tion , a thin flange so constructed as to receive a horseshoe , with respect to the center of the post , the attaching flanges

a raised hollowbead and partitions dividing said hollow being separated by an intermediate channel or depression
bead. and being provided with a plurality of staggered holes ex

2. A horseshoe pad having a thickened heel portion , a tending diagonally upward through the flanges and in con
thin flange so constructed as to receive a horseshoe , a verging relation fron rear to front with respect to one an

raised hollow bead, partitions dividing said hollow bead and other and attaching brackets provided at their forwardly
a leather backing for the top of said pad . projecting ends with hooks and turned down at their rear

3. A horseshoe pad having a thickened heel portion , a ends to prevent withdrawal , substantially as described.
thin flange so constructed as to receive a horseshoe, a

raised hollow bead, partitions dividing said hollow bead , a No. 102,116. Telegraphy. Télégraphie.

leather backing for said pad, Said leather having air aper

tures over each chamber into which said hollow bead is

divided .

It

No. 102,115. Cement Fence Post.

Poteau de clôture en ciment.
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Isidor Kitsee , Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. , 12th No
vember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 19th July , 1906. Re

ceipt No. 137,988.

Claim.-1 . Means to transmit over a cable of comparatively

great capacity simultaneously two mesages in one direction,

sa id means embracing means adapted to transmit characters

of one message , each character comprising one impulse of

John Francis McElroy and Joseph M. Denning, assignee of ity, the difference in timebetween the two impulses symbolizone polarity followed bya space impulse of opposite polar

a half interest, both of Cedar Rapids, Iowa,U.S.A., 20th ing the character, and means adapted to transmit char:

November , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 3rd October , 1906 .
acters of a second message ,a variable resistance for salil

ceipt No. 140,011 .
means, each character comprising aseries of impulses ir

Claim .-1. A fence post of substantially trianglar forma- duced in the line through the variation of said variable re

tion having front attaching flanges and an intermediate sistance, the number of said impulses symbolizing the char

rear reinforcing flange , the attaching flanges having pierced acter.

Re
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2. In combination with a transmitting line , two transioit 4. A device of the character described comprising an S

ting devices, one of said transmitting devices embracing a shaped dog having intermediately of its terminals an out

transmitting key and source of current, a variable resistance, standing lug provided with an adjustable lateral stop, and

a source of current , and an inductorium for the second of a lever having a right angled terminal pivoted to one ter

said transmitting devices , the primary connected to the
minal of said dog and equipped with a wire securing clasp,

sources of current , the secondary connected to the source said lever being movable toward the dog and controlled in

of current, the secondary connected to the line , and means
that direction by said stop.

to change the value of said variable resistance in accord
5. A device of the character described comprising a dog

ance with the impulses to be transmitted .
effective for engaging with a bearing and a manually

3. Means to transmit simultaneously two messages over a
actuated lever having pivotal connection with said dog, said

dog and lever having opposed terminals adapted to form
line , said means embracing two transmitters , a key adapted
to be manually operated and source of current for one trans

pincers or pliers as shown .

mitter , a variable resistance, means to automatically vary

said resistance , a manually operated key, and a source of No. 102,118. Wire Stretcher. Tendeur de ri.

current for the second transmitter , both transmitters in

operative relation to the line of transmission .

4. Means to transmit simultaneously two messages over

a cable and receive the same at a second station , said

means embracing at the transmitting station a key adapted

to be manually operated and to transmit over the line of

impulses of comparatively slow succession , a variable re

sistance , a second key adapted to be manually operated and

to vary through said operation the value of a variable re

sistance , and adapted to transmit impulses in quick succes

sion over the line , and embracing at the receiving station a

device such as a polarized relay for the first -named impulse,

and a second device such as a telephone receiver for the
second - named impulse.

5. In combination with a transmitting line a telegraphic

transmitting device embracing a variable resistance, auto

matic means to alter said resistance , and means to make

operative said automatic means , in accordance with the char

acters to be transmitted, and means to induce in said line

impulses in accordance with the variation of said resist

ance.

6. In combination with a transmitting line means to trans

mit two messages simultaneously over said line , said means

embracing two sets of batteries inserted in the line in oppo

sition to each other, a shunt around one of said sets and a

transmitting key adapted to open and close said shunt in

accordance with the characters to be transmitted , for one

message , and embracing a secondary of an inductorium in

serted in the line and localized means to induce impulses in

said secondary in accordance with the characters to be trans

mitted , for the second message.
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No. 102,117. Wire Stretcher. Tendeur de fil.
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Francis W. Bost and James W. Bolen , co - inventors, both of

China Grove , North Carolina , U.S.A. , 20th November,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 1st October, 1906. Receipt No.

139,946.

Claim . - 1. A wire stretcher comprising a frame, upper and

lower inclined legs , said legs adapted to be driven into the

post of a fence and braces adapted to engage opposite sides

of said post , substantially as described.

2. In a wire stretcher the combination of a frame , a drum

mounted on said frame and provided with ratchet teeth , a

pawl adapted to engage said teeth , legs formed integral with

said frame and adapted to be driven into a frame post,

chain and hook devices adapted to engage opposite sides of

said fence post , substantially as described .

3. A wire stretcher comprising a horizontally disposed

frame , upper and lower inclined legs , said legs adapted to

be driven into a vertical support , braces adapted to en

John B. Adams, Jr. , Malden , New York , U.S.A. , 20th Novem gage opposite sides of said support , a drum mounted on a

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 23rd October, 1906. Receipt rotating shaft, latches adapted to lock or release said shaft,

No. 140,509 .
a clinching device having a flexible connection connected

Claim . - 1. A device of the character described comprising with said drum and means for rotating said drum , substan

an S -shaped dog effective to be engaged with a bearing, and

tially as described.

a manually actuated lever having a right angled terminal
4. A wire stretcher comprising a frame , legs adapted to

pivoted to one terminal of said dog and equipped with a
be driven into a suitable support and braces adapted to en

gage opposite sides of said support, substantially as des
clasp, said lever being adapted for movement toward said cribed.

dog and means for limiting its movement in that direction.

2. A device of the character described comprising an s

shaped dog effective for engagement with a bearing and
No. 102,119. Wire Fence Stretcher.

having intermediately of its terminals an outstanding lug Tendeur de fil pour clôtures .

provided with a lateral stop , and a manually actuated lever

having a right angled terminal pivoted to one terminal of
Washington M. Dillon , Sterling , Illinois, U.S.A. , 20th Novtm

said dog and equipped with a wire engaging clasp .
ber , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 6th October, 1906. Receipt

3. A device of the character described comprising an S
No. 140,096.

shaped dog equipped with a curved blade and a manually Claim.-1 . A device of the class named, comprising a
actuated lever having a right angled terminal and armed at frame adapted to be attached to the clamp bar of the fenc
its angle with a curved blade and having its right angled ing , a pair of similar ratchet wheels rotatably mounted in
terminal pivoted to one terminal of said dog, said blades said frame a chain drum fixed between said ratchet wheels

having their convexed and concaved cutting edges respec- so as to rotate therewith , a chain engaged at one end : by

tively to form a cutter as said lever is actuated. said drum and adapted to be secured to a fixture at the
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other end , a pair of ratchet arms engaging said pair of

ratchet wheels , and means for actuating said ratchet arms

serrations on the edge thereof, pins secured to said jaw,

one positioned in each of said slots , an apertured bar

through which said pins pass , said bar being held upon the

pins by the heads of the latter, a lever pivotally mounted

upon said plate , a link pivotally connecting one of said pins

with said lever whereby said jaw may be made to co -operate

with the flange of said plate to securely hold a wire , as set
forth .F
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No. 102.121 . Lubricating Compound.

Composé à lubrifier.

Edwin Ard Emery, Cripple Creek, Colorado, U.S.A. , 20th

November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 9th July, 1906. Receipt

No. 137,654 .

Claim . — 1. A solid lubricant for pneumatic machinery hav

ing lubricating ingredients incorporated one with the other

at a consistency which secures disintegration under the

erosive effects of an air current under pressure.

2. A solid lubricant for pneumatic machinery having lub

ricating agents and a solvent incorporated one with the

other possessing an affinity for moisture in an air current

under pressure and disintegrated by the erosive action of

such current , and dissolved by the moisture contained

to alternately rotate the wheels engaged thereby , substan- therein .

tially as described. 3. A moulded solid lubricant for pneumatic machinery hav

2. In a wire fence stretcher the combination of a frame ing lubricating ingredients , and an anti-refrigerating agent

adapted to be attached to the clamp bar of the fencing , a incorporated one with the other at a consistency which

pair of similar ratchet wheels rotatably mounted in said secures disintegration under the erosive effect of an air

frame , a chain drum fixed between said wheels so as to current, the ingredients of the solid charge having an afin

rotate therewith, a chain actuated by said drum , a lever ity for the moisture present in the air current, and the lubri

head pivoted on said frame centrally of such head , means cant as a whole resisting the freezing action of an air cur

for suitably oscillating such head , and means for impart- rent thereon .

ing the movement thereof to said wheels to alternately 4. A substantially neutral lubricant for pneumatic ma

rotate the same, substantially as shown and set forth . chinery comprising a saponaceous substance, plumbago and

3. In a device of the class named the combination of thte mucilaginous extract of slippery elm bark incorporated with
frame 1 , provided with the recess 10 , the pair of wheels 2 , 2 , a neutral salt and a solvent.

rotatably mounted in said frame, the chain drum 3 , fixed 5. A solid lubricant for pneumatic machinery having a

between the wheels 2 , the chain 8 , engaging the drum 3 , the saponaceous substance, plum bago and fluid extract of slip

head 5 , provided with the recess 6, and pivoted on the upper pery elm bark as lubricating ingredients , salt as a non

face of the frame 1 , a pair of ratchet arms 7 , 7 , pivoted at refrigerant, and water as a solvent , the whole being com

one end in the recess 6 , on opposite sides of the pivotal bined in substantially the proportions specified.

point of the head 5, and engaging the wheels 2 at their other 6. A lubricant consisting of soap, plumbago . mucilagin

ends to rotate such wheels , and means for suitably oscillat- ous extract of slippery elm bark , a neutral salt, and water

ing the head 5, substantially as and for the purpose shown . in about the proportions specified.

4. In a wire fence stretcher the combination of the frame 7. A substantially neutral lubricating composition . com

1 , adapted to be attached to the clamp bar of the wire fenc- prising lubricating ingredients, and an anti- refrigerating

ing, a pair of ratchet wheels 2. rotatably mounted in said agent incorporated therewith.

frame, a chain drum 3 , located between the wheels 2 , and 8. A substantially neutral solid lubricant adapted for dis

rotating therewith , a chain 8 engaging the drum 3 , the head integration by air current, comprising soap , elm bark solu

5 pivoted on the frame 1 , and provided with recess 6 , a pair tion , plumbago, and an anti-refrigerating agent combined

of ratchet arms 7 , pivoted in the recess 6 , and provided at and incorporated one with the other.

their free ends with flanges 14 , engaging the wheels 2 , a

block 13 fixed on the frame 1 , and limiting the movement of
the head 5, and means for suitably oscillating such head, No. 102,122. Protector for Telegraph Poles.

substantially as set forth . Protection pour poteaux de télégraphe.

1

No. 102,120. Wire Stretcher and Clamp.

Tendeur de fil de fer et crampon .

Fig 1
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102120 Benjamin W. Hyder, Rutherforton , North Carolina , U.S.A ..

20th November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 24th October, 1906.

Receipt No. 140,575.

John W. Hardesty, Mount Eden, Kentucky, U.S.A. 20th lar metalcasingdesigned to inclose the lower end of a pole,

Claim.-A device of the class described comprising a tubu

November, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 9th October, 1906 . a shield fitted onthelatter to house the upper end of the
ceipt No. 140,161 . casing , said shield having a tubular portion , and a flexible,

Claim .-In combination with a plate having an angled impervious guard fitted on the tubular portion of the shield

flange, a plurality of obliquely disposed slots in saidplate, and arranged to tightlyembrace the pole at a point above

a gripping jaw positioned over said angled flange and having the same.

Re
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No. 102,123. Envelope Sealing Machine.

Machine à sceller les enveloppes.

4
.
2

.

8. In an envelope sealing machine the combination of upper

and lower and intermediate feedi rollers , said intermediate

feed roller being corrugated , and said upper feed roller being

corrugated at its central portion only , and the said upper

and intermediate rollers having smooth engaging end por

tions , substantially as and for the purposes set forth .

.9 . In an envelope sealing machine the combination with

upper and lower and intermediate feed rollers , of a deflect

ing device arranged to receive the envelopes from between

said 'intermediate and upper feed rollers , and to deliver the

same between said intermediate and lower feed rollers, a

vertically adjustable receiving deck below said feed rollers,

and a pair of clamping members for holding the envelopes

upon said receiving deck, one of which clamping members

is movable with respect to the other, to permit the accumu

lation of envelopes , substantially as described .
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No. 102,124. Yarn . Fil.

2
.
6
2

John A. Markoe , White Bear, Minnesota , U.S.A., 12th Novem

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 10th May , 1906. Receipt No.

135,766.

102124

Claim . - 1. The combination with a moistening device and

co-operating movable upper and lower and intermediate

feed devices, ofmeans fordirecting the gummed flaps of the Henry Ryder, New York City.New York, U.S.A. , 20th No
vember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 22nd October, 1906. Receiptenvelopes to the said moistening device while subject to one
No. 140,508.

of said feed devices, and yielding flap pressing rod or arm

arranged to press the envelope flaps against the moistening Claim . - 1 . A yarn comprising a core of wire and parallel

device, substantially as described. fibres spun directly on , lengthwise of and spirally around said

2. The combination with a moistening device including a wire core.

water distributing roller , of a yielding flap pressing rod 2. A yarn comprising a core of wire and parallel fibres spun

overlying said roller, upper and lower and intermediate feed directly on , lengthwise of and spirally around said wire core ,

rollers , and a deflecting device , said upper and intermediate in such manner that the settlement of the fibres when the

rollers being arranged to feed the envelopes and to carry yarn is put under longitudinal strair is substantially equal to

their gummed flaps over the water distributing roller , and the elasticity of the wire core .

said deflecting device being arranged to feed the inverted 3. A yarn comprising a cole of wire , and fibres supplied

envelopes between said intermediate and lower feed rollers, lengthwise of and enveloping said wire and then spun col

to seal the same , substantially as described . lectively in parallel position about said wire core, in such
3. In an envelope sealing machine the combination with manner that each fibre has substantially the same tension

means for moistening the gummed flaps thereof , of upper and with respect to the others , and the fibres collectively have
lower and intermediate feed rollers, a deflecting device ar- the same tension as the wire core , when the wire is put under

ranged to receive the envelopes fed from between the upper longitudinal strain .
and intermediate rollers, and to direct the same between the 4. The method of producing yarn which consists in supply
intermediate and lower roller , and a yielding stop rod over- ing fibres to a core of wire lengthwise of and enveloping said
lying said feed rollers and arranged to assist in imparting core of wire . and then spinning said fibres collectively in

an initial movement of the inverted envelope between said parallel position about said core of wire in such a manner
intermediate and lower feed rollers , substantially as des- that when the yarn is put under longitudinal strains the in
cribed . dividual fibres shall have substantially the same tension with

4. In an envelope sealing machine the combination with respect to each other and the fibres collectively shall have

means for moistening the flaps thereof , of upper and lower the same tension as the core of wire .

and yielding feed rollers , a deflecting plate arranged to re

ceive the envelopes delivered from between the said upper No. 102,125. Transmitter for Wireless Tele

and intermediate feed rollrs , and to deliver the same between graphy.

sid intermediate and lower feed rollers , and a pivoted gravity
Transmetteur pour télégraphie sans fils.

actuated stop rod overlying said feed rollers , and arranged

to assist in imparting an initial movement of the inverted

envelope between said intermediate and lower feed rollers ,

substantially as described .

5. In an envelope sealing machine the combination with

means for moistening the gummed flaps thereof, of upper and W
lower and intermediate feed rollers , a deflecting plate ar

WWWWW

ranged to receive the envelopes fed from between the upper

and intermediate rollers and to direct the same between the

intermediate and lower rollers , a stop plate rigidly but ad

justably secured with respect to said deflecting plate , and a

yielding stop rod loosely resting upon said stop plate , and

adiustable therewith , substantially as described .

6. In an envelope sealing machine the combination with a

moistening device , of upper and lower and intermediate feed t초

devices extending parallel with and below said moistening

device , of a yielding stop arranged to act upon the envelopes

and to assist in directing the same between the intermediate

and lower feed devices , substantially as described .

7. In an envelope sealing machine the combination with a

ccrrugated intermediate feed roller , of a co - operating upper

feed roller corrugated ai its central portion only , a lower
feed device co -operating with said intermediate feed roller. Harry Shoemaker, Jersey City , New Jersey, U.S.A. , 20th No

means for directing the envelopes between said upper and
vember , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 9th March , 1906. Receipt

intermediate feed rollers , and means for moistening the flaps
No. 133,694.

of the envelopes while they are being thus fed to the said Claim.-1 . In a wireless telegraph transmitter, a rack , a

intermediate and upper feed rollers, substantially as des- plurality of Leyden jars mounted therein , a drum member

cribed. mounted upon said rack , spark gap terminals within said

ou
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drum and mounted upon the heads thereof, and an inductance tainer , spark gup terminals supported on said container ,

winding surrounding said spark gap terminals and supported and a muffler enclosing said spark gap terminals.

by said drum . 21. In a wireless telegraph transmitter , a condenser , a

2. In a wireless telegraph transmitter , a rack , a plurality container tlierefor, an inductance supported upon said con

of Leyden jars mounted therein , spark gap terminals mounted tainer , spark gap terminals surrounded by said inductance,

uson said rack, and an inductance winding suronuding said and a muffler enclosing said spark gap terminals

terminals and rotatable with respect thereto and mounted 22. In a wireless telegraph transmitter, an inductance

upon said rack. winding , and spark gap terminals co -operating therewith

3. In a wireless telegraph transmitter , rack , a plurality of and surrounded thereby.

Leyden jars mounted therein . spark gap terminals mounted 23. In a wireless telegraph transmitter , a condenser, a

within a drum , said drum bring mounted upon said rack , and container therefor , an inductance winding supported thereon ,

ac inductance winding rotatable upon said drum . spark gap terminals supported thereon , and means for con

4. In a wireless telegraph transmitter , a drum , spark gap necting said condenser, spark gap , and inductance winding

terminals within said drum and mounted upon the heads
in series with each other .

thereof, an inductance winding intermediate said drum heads 24. A portable oscillator, comprising a condenser, an ad

and rotatable with respect thereto . justable inductance and a spark gap.

5. In a wireless telegraph transmitter , a drum , spark gap 25. In combination, spark gap terminals, a muffing cham

terminals therein and supported by the heads thereof, a muff- ber enclosing the same , the walls of said chamber being

ler within said drum and inclosing said spark gap terminals,
composed of micanite .

an inductance winding surrounding said spark gap terminals , 26. In combination, an inductance winding a support

a frame supporting said winding , and means permitting the therefor, spark gap terminals mounted on said support and

rotation of said frame with respect to said drum .
surrounded by said winding, and a muffling chamber en .

6. In a wireless telegraph transmitter , a drum , spark gap
closing said spark gap terminals.

terminals mounted therein and supported by the heads there
27. In combination , spark gap terminals, a frame support

of, an inductance winding surrounding said spark gap ter
ing the same, an inductance winding, a support therefor .

minals , and rotatable upon said drum and means for main
said support and frame being rotatable with respect to each
other.

taining elertrical communication between said winding and a

spark gap terminal.
No. 102,126. Shock Loader.

7. In a wireless telegraph transmitter a condenser , a con

tainer therefor, an inductance winding supported upon said
Machine à charger les gerbes.

container and spark gap terminals surrounded by said wind

ing .

8. In a wireless telegraph transmitter, a condenser , a con

tainer therefor , spark gap terminals supported upon said

container , and an inductance winding surrounding said

spark gap terminals and rotatable with respect thereto .

9. In a wireless telegraph transmitter, a condenser , a

container therefor , an inductance supported upon said con

tainer, and means for rotating said inductance whereby the

amount of inductance co - operating with said condenser may

be varied .

10. In a wireless telegraph transmitter , a condenser, a

container therefor , spark gap terminals supported upon

said contained , an inductance winding surrounding said

spark gap terminals and connections for the radiating con

ductor and earth at terminals of said condenser.

11. In a wireless telegraph transmitter, a plurality of con

densers , a container therefor, spark gap terminals sup

ported upon said container , an inductance winding, sur

rounding said spark gap terminals , said spark gap , induct

ance winding, and condensers being serially connected , and

connections for the radiating conductor and earth at the

terminals of a condenser.

12. In a wireless transmitter, a plurality of Leyden jars

in series parallel grouping, a container therefor, spark gap

terminals supported upon said container, an inductance

winding surrounding said spark gap terminals, and connec

tions for radiating conductor and earth at the terminals of

a group of said Leyden jars.

13. In a wireless telegraph transmitter, a plurality of

Leyden jars, a container therefor, an inductance winding

supported upon said container, and spark gap terminals

surrounded by said winding.

14. In a wireless telegraph transmitter, a plurality of

Leyden jars, a container therefor, an inductance winding Thomas Robson and Walter George Fisher, co - inventors

supported upon said container, spark gap terminals sur- both of Alliston , Ontario , Canada , 20th November , 1900 ,

rounded by said winding , and Leyden jars , inductance wind- 6 years. Filed 29th August, 1906. Receipt No. 139.072 .

ing and spark gap being serially connected.
Claim.-1 . Io a shock loader the combination with the

15. In a wireless telegraph transmitter , a frame , an in- main frame and main wheel and end supporting wheel , o

ductance winding supported thereon, spark gap terminals the inclined picker elevator, located in front of the ma: 3

supported by and surrounded by said inductance winding. frame at one side, and comprising side boards , endless

16. In a wireless telegraph transmitter, a frame , an in- chains carrying the bars and prongs, and the longitudinal

ductance winding supported tereon, spark gap terminals shields extending from top to bottom of the elevator and

supported thereby and surrounded by said inductance wind
between which the prongs travel , as and for the purpose

ing , and means permitting rotation of said inductance wind specified.

ing.
2. In a shock loader the combination with the main fram :

17. In a wireless telegraph transmitter , a condenser, a and main wheel and end supporting wheel, of the inclinei

container therefor , an inductance supported upon said con- picker elevator located in front of the main frame at og

tainer , and means for rotating said inductance, said induct- side, and an extension bar at the opposite side and the lead

ance and condenser being frequency determining elements ing wheels and draft tongue suitably connected to the fron:
of an oscillating circuit . end of the extension bar, as and for the purpose specifie !

18. In a wireless telegraph transmitter , a condenser , a 3. In a shock loader the combination with the main fram

container therefor , an inductance supported upon said and main wheel and end supporting wheel , of an incline !

container, spark gap terminals supported upon said con- picker elevator located in front of the main frame at one

tainer and surrounded by said inductance, said spark gap , side , an extension bar at the opposite side , a fore carriage

inductance and condenser being serially connected . pivotally connected to the extension bar, and comprising

19. In a wireless telegraph transmitter, a condenser , a crossbar pivotally connected to the end of the extensior

container therefor , an inductance supported upon said con- bar, crank levers pivotally connected to the end of the

tainer , spark gap berminals surrounded by said inductance , crossbar , co -acting toothed quadrants secured to the bar

and a muffler surrounding said spark gap terminals. supporting wheels journalled on the ends of the crank

20. In a wireless telegraph transmitter, a condenser, a levers and a tongue secured centrally to the crossbar o?

container therefor, an inductance supported upon said con- the carriage, as and for the purpose specified.
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4. In a shock loader the combination with the main frame about 70 grammes of meal , cream , or flour of cereals , then

and supporting wheels, of the inclined picker elevator lo- cooking it at 100°C for one quarter of an hour, and then

cated in front of the main frame at one side and compris- allowing it to cool down to 80 °, at which temperature the

ing side boards, upper and lower cross spindles journalled mixture with the infusion of malt is effected , the said mix

in the side boards , sprocket wheels secured thereon to each ture being sweetened, and heated again to 100 ° , then cooled.

side of the elevator, connecting spocket chains therefor . 2. The application to the malto - diastased milk char .

arc -shaped projections on the upper pair of sprocket wheels , acterized by a mixture of crushed malt, milk, water and

crossbars provided with prongs and pivotally secured to meal as described , of known processes for the preserva

the links of the endless sprocket chain , rearwardly extend- tion and concentration of milk , and in particular the pro

ing arms designed to ride up onto the arc -shaped projec- cess of preservation under pressure of oxygen , which con

tions of the sprocket as the chain revolves, as and for the sists in enclosing the milk to be preserved in hermetically

purpose specified .
closed receptacles in which it is subjected to a pressure of

5. In a shock loader, the combination with the main oxygen at the same time as it is agitated and slightly heat
frame and supporting wheels, of the inclined picker elevator ed. or else to known processes of sterilization at a high
comprising side boards provided with upper and lower temperature, care being taken in this case to avoid deter
longitudinal guiding strips, upper and lower journalled ioration and coagulation of the milk, by previously alkaliz
shafts in the side boards, sprocket wheels secured to the ing it after maltosing.

spindles, arc- shaped projecting plates secured to the upper

wheels and having laterally extending lugs, connecting No. 102,129. Rubber Composition.
sprocket chains between the upper and lower wheels , cross

bars provided with prongs Composition de caoutchouc.and extending between the
sprocket chains in which they are journalled at their ends,

arms extending from the crossbars in the direction of

movement of the bars, rollers journalled on the ends of the

bars and on the arms and designed to travel in the said

guiding strip , as and for the purpose specified

6. In a shock loader, the combination with the main frame

and supporting wheels and inclined picker elevator, of a

cross conveyer , and elevating conveyer, a supporting strut

for the elevating conveyer pivoted at its lower end on the

main frame , a roller journalled in proximity to the end of

the strut , a bracket forming a guideway secured to the ele

vating conveyer and designed to receive the roller of the

strut, an axle journalled in the side boards of the elevating

conveyer, a crank handle for the axle and a flexible con

nection between the upper end of the strut and the axle ,

as and for the purpose specified.

7. In a shock loader the combination with the main frame

and supporting wheels and inclined picker elevator, of a

cross conveyer , an elevating conveyer provided with side

boards having longitudinal slots therein , a supporting

strut for the elevating conveyer pivotally supported at its James P. Crane, Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. , 20th November ,

lower end and designed to engage and have movement in

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 22nd June, 1906. Receipt No. 137,150.the slotted side board at its upper end to support the ele

Claim.--1 . A new composition of matter consisting of elasvating conveyer and means for swinging the strut on its

pivot, as and for the purpose specified . tic vulcanized rubber as a base and elongated , crumpled and

8. In a shock loader, the combination with the main frame interlocking metallic fibres incorporated therewith through
out the mass.and main wheel and end supporting wheel , picker elevator ,

cross conveyer and elevating conveyer, of a gear secured 2. A new composition of matter consisting of a mass com

to the main wheel , a main shaft journalled on the frame , posed of vulcanized rubber in an elastic and flexible condi

a pinion secured at one end and meshing with the main tion substantially throughout which is distributed metallic

Sear, a sprocket , a clutch connection between the sprocket wool in proportions by which elasticity and pliability of the

and main shaft, a connecting sprocket chain between the mass is due to the rubber and at the same time producing
sprocket on the main shaft and the driving sprocket of the a resisting wearing surface therefor, substantially as des

cribed.picker elevator, a bevel gear on the main shaft , a counter

!
shaft, a bevel pinion thereon meshing with the main bevel 3. A new composition of matter consisting of vulcanized

gear on the main shaft , a sprocket on the counter shaft rubber, having steel wool uniformly distributed there

connected thereto by slidable clutch connection . through in such proportions as to produce a resisting wear

sprocket chain connecting the countershaft and the driving ing surface for a mass of rubber the elasticity and pliabil

gear of the elevating and picker carriers , as and for the ity of which is due to the rubber, substantially as described.

purpose specified. 4. A new composition of matter consisting of a vulcaniz

able gum as a base , and a resilient metallic fibre incorpor

ated therewith.No. 102,127. Boiler Cleaning Compound.

Composé à nettoyer les chaudières.
No. 102,130, Rubber Compound.

The John Callahan Co. , assignee of John Callahan , both of
Composé de caoutchouc.

Seattle, Washington , U.S.A. , 20th November, 1906 ; 6

Lucien Roland, Paris, France, 12th November, 1906 , 6 years.
years . Filed 5th February, 1906. Receipt No. 132,574 .

Filed 29th May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,378.Claim . - 1 . A cleaning compound having incorporated there

Claim.-An elastic substance analogous to rubber, obin silicate of soda , cutch and glucose.

2. A cleaning compound having incorporated therein tained by combining a mixture of gelatine and glycerine

silicate , and an astringent extract and glucose . taken in a liquid state , with an aqueous solution of chro

3. A cleaning compound having incorporated therein an mates or chromic acids , the quantity of glycerine employed

alkaline silicate , and an astringent. surpassing by one - tenth in weight that of the gelatine,

4. A cleaning compound having incorporated therein a while the quantity of chromates is equal to about five

silica silicate and an astringent extract. hundredths of such quantity of gelatine , the weight of water

5. A cleaning compound composed of 75 per cent alkali , employed to dissolve the chromates being equal to about

10 per cent cutch , 10 per cent glucose and one per cent twice the weight of such chromates, a little more or a little

carmine. less according as the proportion of glycerine in the mixture

is more or less strong , such water remaining enclosed in

the substances under the form of water of constitution .
No. 102,128. Method of Manufacturing Malto

Diastasted Milk .

No. 102,131 . Check Valves Soupape d'arrêt.
Méthode de fabrication de lait malto -diasté.

George W. Rich , Memphis , Tennessee , U.S.A. , 20th NovemLa Société Le Lait , assignee of Eugéne Terrien , both of ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 24th October, 1906. Receipt No.

Paris , France , 20th November ; 1906. Filed 15th May, 140,574 .

1906. Receipt No. 135,935 .

Claim . - 1 . A check valve for the purposes set forth em
Claim . - 1.-- A malto - diastased milk for feeding infants , or bodying in its construction a casing provided with a screw

( onvalescent adults, produced by mixing with an infusion threaded stem , two connections , each provided with a valve

of crushed malt, made at 60° C, a boiled food obtained by seat, one connection being adapted to be screwed into the

heating while cold, into a mixture of ] , } or ģ of a litre of casing and the other adapted to be attached to the first

milk, according to circumstances, and of 3 , 3 or 1 of water, ' named by screw- threaded means, a wing valve seated in

a
a

a
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each connection , a stuffing box in the casing over the center the plug and said projection to effect the rotation of the plug

of the upper valve, a seem extended through said stuffing by the downward movement of the latter.

2. A plug valve comprising a body, a tapered plug. a stem

consisting of two parts , one of which extends outside of the
Jug. i

body and is revoluble in a substantially fixed plane, a stem

on a plug having a screw engagement with the first - named

stem to raise the plug to a seating position against the under

side of the cap , and to rotate it in one direction .

3. A plug valve comprising a body, a tapered plug. a stem

consisting of two parts, one of which extends outside of the

body and is revoluble in a substantially fixed plane, a stem

on the plug having a screw engagement with the first -named

stem whereby the latter , when turned in one direction will

raise the plug to a seat against the under side of the cap, in

the body, the plug rotating with the stem , the rotation of

the latter in the opposite direction imparting vertical

movements only to said plug together with a device to

effect the rotation of the plug during the said vertical

movement.

不

No. 102,133. Chqir Iron . Chaise de fer.

102 /3/

نا

0

box and a handle on the outer end of the said stem to enable

it to be turned down on the upper valve and press it down

to the steam tight degree upon its seat .

2. A check valve for the purposes set forth embodying in
20

its construction a casing provided with a screw - threaded
stem , two connections, each provided with a valve seat , one

connection being adapted to be screwed into the casing and

the other adapted to be attached to the first -named by

screw - threaded means, a wing valve seated in each connec

tion , a stuffing box in the casing over the center of the upper

valve , and means extended through said stuffing box and

adapted to act upon the valve therebelow to press it down

and hold it upon its seat.

3. A check valve comprising a casing , means for securing 102733

the casing to a steam boiler, two connections each provided

with a valve seat , and a wing valve seated in each connec

tion , in combination with means for securing one valve John Gilson, Jr. , Port Washington , Wisconsin, U.S.A. , 20th

rigidly upon its seat . November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 20th August , 1906. Re

4. A check valve comprising a casing, means for securing ceipt No. 138,869.

the casing to a steam boiler, two connections each provided
('la im . - 1 . The combination in a chair spider , of a trans

with a valve seat, and a wing valve seated in each connec

tion one above the other, in combination with means for
verse spreader plate terminating in ears , a yoke for connec

securing the upper valve rigidly uponits seat andpermit- standardand at opposite sides thereofwith rocker arms, a
tion with the adjusting post and provided with a central

ting the lower valve and its connection to be removed.
pintle between the yoke and ears , a U -shaped plate arranged

No. 102,132. Plag Valve. Soupape obturatrice.
under the spreader plate at opposite sides of the rocker arms,

said U -shaped plate being provided at its rear with one mem

ber of a spring support and having its opposite branches re

Fig. 1
Huge cessed to receive the upper ends of the rocker arms, an ad

justing rod extending beyond the rear spring support of sald

U -shaped plate and the central standard of the yoke , an ad

justing wheel at the front end of said rod, a yoke piece at

the rear end thereof, and coiled springs interposed beiween

the yoke piece and the spring support at the rear end of the

t - shaped plate .

2. The combination in a chair spider , of a transverse

spreader plate having depending ears , spider arms arranged

or the plate , a yoke having an eye for receiving the adjust

ing post and provided with a central standard and opposite

rocker arms, a transverse pintle passing through the yoke

and the ears of the spreader plate , a spring supporting plate

arranged under the spreader plate to reinforce the same,

said spring supporting plate being of U - shape and having its

opposite arms or branches recessed to receive and form stops

for the rocker arms and at its rear end provided with a

tiansverse spring support extending above its arms or

branches and having the shoulder 9 against which the spread

er plate abuts , a tension rod mounted in the central standard

and spring support of said U -shaped plate, a yoke plece si

the rear end of the rod, springs interposed between the yoke

piece and the spring support of said U - shaped plate , an ad

justing wheel at the front end of said rod , and rivets passed

through the spider arms, spring plate and arms or branches

of the U -shaped plate .

3. The combination in a chair spider , of a transverse

spreader plate having depending bearing ears, spider arms

arranged on the plate , a yoke having an eye for receiving
102132

the adjusting post and provided with a central standard and

opposite rocker arms, a transverse pintle passing through the

John H. Chandler, Indian Orchard , Massachusetts, U.S.A. , yoke and the ears of the spreader plate,a spring supporting
plate arranged under the spreader plate to reinforce the

20th November , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 9th October, 1906.
same, said spring supporting plate being of l ' -shape and har.

Receipt No. 140,159.
ir.g its opposite arms or branches recessed to receive and

Claim .-- 1 . The combination in a plug valve of a body hav- fcrm stops for the rocker arms, and at its rear end provided
ing a spirally disposed projection therein , a plug , a stem con- with a transverse spring support extending above its arms

nected with the plug and arranged to impart a rotary and a or branches and having the shoulder 9 against which the

lifting movement thereto , and means of engagement between ' spreader plate abuts, a tension rod mounted in the central

Fig. 4
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standard and spring support of said U-shaped plate, a yoke 9. The combination in a chair iron , of a yoke , a spreader

piece at the rear end of the rod , springs interposed between plate pivotally mounted therein , a bridge piece comprising a

The yoke piece and the spring support of said U - shaped plate, widened bifurcated upper end terminating in spreader plate

and an adjusting wheel at the front end of said rod . engaging fingers, a depending apron, a rearwardly disposed

plate passing under and braced against the spreader plate,

No. 102,134 . Chair Iron . Chaise de fer . and a tension device carried by the apron.

10. The combination in a chair iron , of a spreader plate ,

means for supporting same, a spider arm frame formed of

an angle iron , said frame having a V-notch formed in its

upper horizontal flange and its edges brought substantially

in contact to form a point of contact, the terminals of said

frame being secured to the spreader plate .

11. In a chair iron the combination with a spreader plate

and a yoke for supporting the same, of an apron bearing at

its front end against the front endge of the spreader plate

and having its rear portion extended under and bearing

against the spreader plate, and a tension device carried by

said apron .

12. In a chair iron , the combination with a spreader plate

and a yoke for supporting the same , of an apron connected

at its front end to the front of the spreader plate and hav

ing its rear portion extending under and bearing against

the under side of the spreader plate , and a tension device

carried by said abron .

I 2
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No. 102,135 . Folding Seat and Step.

Sièges et marches pliants.

18

10

19

-23

Harry W. Bolens, Port Washington , U.S.A. , 12th November ,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 20th September , 1906. Receipt No.

139,663.

Claim .-- 1 . The combination in a chair iron , of a spreader

plate, a pivotal supporting meaus therefor, a substantially

U-shaped spider arm frame formed of angle iron buving its

central portion shaped to form a point of contact and per

forated to receive attaching screws , and its opposite termin

als constituting spider arms secured upon the spreader plate ,

and a rear transverse spider arm mounted on the terminals

of the U-shaped spider arm frame and the spreader plate and

having its ends shaped to form opposite contacts and per
forated to receive attaching screws.

2. The combination in a chair iron , of a spreader plate , a

pivotal support therefor , a substantially U - shaped spider

arm frame formed of angle iron having its central portion

upwardly disposed to form a contact point and perforated

and its opposite terminals forming spider arms and embrac fig.

ing the opposite edges of the spreader plate , a rear trans

verse spider arm formed of angle iron and mounted upon the

terminals of the spider arm frame and the rear end of the

spreader plate , and rivets passing through the arms and

plates .

3. The combination in a chair iron , of a spreader plate, op

posite spider arms formed of angle iron embracing the op

posite side edges of said spreader plate , a rear transverse

spider arm formed of angle iron and embracing the rear edge

of the spreader plate and surmounting the rear terminals of

the spider arms , and rivets passed through the two sets of

spider arms and the spreader plate .

4. The combination in a chair iron , of a yoke having oppo

site stop shoulders , a spreader plate pivotally mounted on 102135
the yoke , and spider arms formed of angle iron mounted on

the spreader plate and embracing the same , whereby the low
er edges of the spider arms are adapted to contact with said Charles N. Hazelton, Morrison , Illinois , U.S.A. , 20th No

stop shoulders and limit the pivotal movement of the spread vember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 8th August , 1906. Receipt

er plate. No. 138,485 .

5. The combination in a chair iron , of a yoke , a spreader Claim . - 1. In a combined folding seat and step, the com

plate pivotally supported therein , a bridge piece engaging bination of an inner pair of legs, a step rigidly uniting such
the front of the spreader plate and extending between the legs at their central points, an outer pair of legs spaced

yoke terminals and out of contact therewith , and a tension apart from said inner pair, and pivotally secured thereto at
device carried by the bridge piece . their central points, the upper parts of said outer pair of

6. The combination in a chair iron, of a yoke , a spreader legs being hingeably secured to the lower parts, above

plate pivotally mounted therein , a bridge piece depending the pivotal points thereof, so as to fold over into proximity

from the front edge of the spreader plate and having an ex- | with the inner pair of legs , means for holding the upper
tension passed under and braced against the spreader plate , parts of each adjacent pair of legs from accidental closing,

and a tension device carried by the bridge piece . means for limiting the separation of the lower parts of said

7. The combination in a chair iron , of a yoke , a sheet legs , when in use, and a folding back, pivotally secured to

metal spreader plate pivotally supported in the upper end the outer pair of said legs, and adapted to fold downwardly

thereof , a bridge piece formed independent of the spreader to form a support, when said device is in use as a step,

plate and comprising an upper widened engaging end taking substantially as shown and set forth.
over the edge of the spreader plate , a depending apron out 2. The combination with a pair of spaced apart legs 1

of contact with the yoke, a brace extending rearwardly and and 4 , pivotally attached at their central points, of a brace

contacting with the spreader plate , and a tension device 11 , pivotally secured at each of its ends to one of said
carried by the apron . legs , and comprising two plates 12 and 13 , pivotally united

8. The combination in a chair iron , of a yoke , a spreader centrally of said brace, so as to fold downwardly into the

plate pivotally mounted therein , a bridge piece comprising space between said legs, the inner ends of said plates being
a widened bifurcated upper end terminating in spreader projected beyond the pivotal point. the inner end of the

plate engaging fingers, a depending apron , a rearwardly dis- plate 12 coming in contact with a stud 15 fixed on the plate

posed plate passing under the spreader plate , a bracing web 13 , and the inner end of the plate 13 engaging a boss 16
between the apron and plate , and a tension device carried on the plate 12, so as to lock said brace from accidental

by the apron . closing , substantially as shown and described.

Fig. 3. tig. 4.

11--16
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3. In a folding seat and step the combination of a pair holder in an outward direction coinciding with the direc
of legs 1 , provided with a cross piece 2 , the pair of legs tion of the prong.

4 pivotally attached to the legs 1 at their central points , 9. In apparatus for the manufacture of upholstery , the

and provided with the cross piece 6 , a pair of supports 18 , combination of a table for supporting the upholstery, a

pivoted on the legs 4 , and united by the back 17 , and the holder for a pronged fastening device at the edge of said

buttons 23 pivoted on the strips 18 , and adapted to be table adapted to support said fastening device with its

turned inwardly into engagement with the ends of the prong lying in a plane substantially parallel to the plane

cross piece 2, to support the back thereon , substantially as of the top of the table , said holder being movavble with res

and for the purpose named . pect to the supported upholstery and means tending to

prevent the removal of the fastening device from said holder

No. 102,136. Apparatus for Manufacturing Up- in an outward directiori coinciding with the direction of

holstery.
the prong.

Appareil pour la fabrication de tapisserie.
No. 102,137. Biscuit Machine and Baking Device .

Appareil à faire et cuire les biscuits .

ou
26
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Edwin M. Hulse , Columbus , Ohio , U.S.A. , 20th November,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 4th August , 1906 . Receipt No.

138,410 .

Claim.-1. In apparatus for the manufacture of uphol

stery, a table comprising two parts each having its edges

provided with button holders and means for moving the

parts of the table asunder.

2. In apparatus for the manufacture of upholstery , a table

upon which the upholstery can be supported having its

opposite edges provided with grooved botton holders and FIC 3

means whereby said button holders can be moved asunder.

3. In apparatus for the manufacture of upholstery, a table

upon which the upholstery can be supported having its edge

provided with a grooved button holder into which the but

tons can be slid and from which button holder the said but

lons can be slid after the application of the upholstery

covering material thereto .

4. In apparatus for the manufacture of upholstery , a table

upon which the upholstery can be supported having its op
posite edges provided with grooved button holders into Yasuke Kawasaki , Vancouver , British Columbia, Canada ,

which the buttons can be , slid and from which button
20th November, 1906 ; 6 years , Filed 18th June, 1906.

holders the said buttons can be slid after the application
Receipt No. 137,007 .

of the upholstery covering material thereto and means for Claim .-- 1 . As a means for forming and baking wafer bis

moving said button holders asunder. cuits of the class described , the combination with upper and

5. In apparatus for the manufacture of upholstery , a table lower plane surfaced plates hinged together so that the

upon which the upholstery can be supported, said table plates may be laid open and their adjacent surfaces ex

having near its edge a grooved button holder into which posed , means for maintaining both plates at a constant

buttons can be slid and from which they can be removed temperature whether open apart, or closed one on the other ,

after application to the upholstery, said button holder be- stops to regulate the distance a part of the plates when

ing movable with respect to the supported upholstery. closed one on the other, means for securing the plates

6. In apparatus for the manufacture of upholstery , a table tightly together in the closed position , an open batter con

upon which the upholstery can be supported, said table hav- taining box mounted on wheels and a track so as to be

ing near its edge a grooved button holder into which but- movable over one of the plates , the bottom of such box

tons can be slid and from which they can be removed after having a series of apertures through it, and means for

application to the upholstery, said button holder being simultaneously opening and closing said apertures.

movable with respect to the supported upholstery , com- 2. As a means for forming and baking water biscuits , the

bined with means whereby said button holder may be mov- combination with plane surfaced plates hinged together so

ed with respect to the supported upholstery and for retain- that one may be folded on the other , means for uniformly

ing the same in the position to which it is to be moved . and uninterruptedly heating said plates , a batter holding nie

7. In apparatus for the manufacture of upholstery, the ceptacle movable over one of said plates , said receptacle

combination of a table for supporting the upholstery, a having a series of apertures through its bottom and means

holder for a pronged fastening device at the edge of said for opening and closing said apertures.

table , said holder adapted to support said fastening device 3. As a means for forming and baking wafer biscuits, the

with its prong lying in a plane substantially parallel to the combination with plane surfaced plates hinged that the

plane of the top of the table, and means tending to prevent plane surfaces may be exposed upward or closed one on

the removal of the fastening device from said holder in a the other, means for uniformly and uninterruptedly heating
direction coinciding with the direction of the prong. said plates, a batter holding receptacle having a series on

8. In apparatus for the manufacture of upholstery , the apertures through its bottom , said receptacle being movable
combination of a table for supporting the upholstery, a on a carriage which itself is movable over one or other a
holder for a pronged fastening device at the edge of said the plates and has a plane surface provided with apertures
table , said holder adapted to support said fastening device corresponding with those in the bottom of the aforemen

with its prong lying in a plane substantially parallel to but tioned receptacle , and means for moving the receptacle 17

below the plane of he top of the table , and means tending relation to its carriage so as to open or close the apertures
to prevent the removal of the fastening device from said in the bottom of the receptacle .
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Wigwam . Hutte indienne .

or

4. As a means for forming and baking wafer biscuits , the No. 102,139.

combination with plane surfaced plates hinged that the

plane surfaces may be exposed upward or closed one on the

other , means for uniformly and uninterruptedly heating said

plates, a batter holding receptaele movable over one

other of the plates having a series of apertures in the bot

tom which may be opened or closed , bridge bars across the

receptacle having a series of screws threaded therethrough

corresponding to the apertures in the bottom of the recep

tacle , said screws having conical lower ends which may be

inserted in the apertures to regulate the flow of the batter

through them .
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No. 102,138. Umbrella Frame. Cadre de parapluie.

jy'

John Albert Lynn , Charlevois, Michigan , U.S.A. , 20th No

vember , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 24th July, 1906 . Receipt

No. 138,134 .

Claim .-1 . In a sectional knock- down pyramidal wigwam ,

a triangular section consisting of side bars bevelled on their

outer faces and upper ends , inner transverse braces, outer

transverse tie rods , and bark layers attached to said side

bars and clamped between said braces and tie rods , sub

stantially as syecified .

2. A knock- down pyramidal wigwam , consisting of de

tachable sections having bevelled frame bars , transverse

braces and tie rods , lining layers and outer overlapping

layers og bark , connecting bolts , and a detachable knock

lown top binder , substantially as specified.

3. A sectional pyramidal wigwam having long angular de

tachable sections, a short triangular detachable section ,

heir connecting bolts , and a detachable pyramidal top bin

der . substantially as specified .

Juga
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No. 102,140. Cock for Water Supply Apparatus.

Robinet à eau.
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Alphonse Lenoir , administrator of the estate of Paul Serge

Kisslow , deceased , Portland , Oregon , U.S.A. , 20th No

vember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 11th September, 1905 . Re

ceipt No. 128,369 .

Claim.-1. A runner comprising in combination a stem a ,

and a longitudinally movable spring controlled sleeve on

said stem , the said stem and said sleeve each being made

with a flaring lower end , provided with an inwari taper

or chamfer and adapted to depress the detaining spring on

the umbrella stick , so that the runner may be drawn over

the same, substantially as described.

2. A runner comprising a stem and a longitudinally mov Joseph Mouhlen , Dusseldorf, Germany, 20th November, 1906 ;

able spring controlled sleeve on said stem , said stem and
6 years . Filed 6th September, 1906. Receipt No. 139,307 .

said sleeve each being made with a flaring lower end pro- Claim . - 1. Controlling the supply of water to domestic and

vided with an inward taper or chamfer , and adapted to de- similar service pipes and taps by the insertion in the water

press the detaining spring on the umbrella stick , so that pipe immediately behind the service tap of a three -way

the runner may be drawn over the same , and the lower end cock , the plug p of which is so constructed that the supply

of said sleeve being further made with an integral socket of water to the service tap a or to the service pipe h or to

head e, adapted to be slipped over and hold the free ends both simultaneously can be shut off, in which latter case

of the ribs, when arranged together , substantially as des- the service pipe h is put in communication with the service
cribed . tapa .

3. A runner comprising a stem (1 and a longitudinally 2. A service tap with a shut -off cock for water supply

movable sleeve c , on said stem , which sleeve comprises a pipes an dthe like distinguished by a device for preventing

contracted upper end sliding on said stem , and a body of the unscrewing of the service tap and of its upper part

greater diameter than said stem , a coil spring within the whilst the supply pipe is open , said device comprising a

sleeve holding the latter in its normal position, the lower ring which is mounted to rotate and move axially on the

end of said stem a being made with a bearing for the lower service tap engaging by means of an extension in a recess

end of the sleeve ( to slide on , said stem and said sleeve in the upper part of the service tap and also engaging by

each being made with a flaring lower end provided with means of a second extension which is furnished with a

an inward taper or chamfer , and adapted to depress the de- circular recess , a suitably formed part of the plug

taining spring on the umbrella stick , so that the runner may circular recess , a suitably formed part el of the plug

be drawn over the same , and the lower end of said sleeve this clip being furnished with a recess which in the position

being further made with an integral socket head e, adapted of the plug e in which the liquid is shut off from the ser

to be slipped over and hold the free ends of the ribs , when vice tap allows the ring to be moved to release the servier

arranged together, substantially as described . tap to allow it to be unscrewed .
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No. 102,141 . Machine for Making Bale Ties. the carrier reaches its extreme point of travel beyond the

Machine à faire des liens de ballots.
gripping device , and instrumentalities adapted to operate to

release the loop and cut off the wire, substantially as des

cribed.

8. In a machine for maķing a bale tie having a loop in one

end, in combination , a device for bending the wire, a twist

ing device , a device for holding the free end and body of the

wire while the loop is being twisted , a carrier adapted to

engage the loop and draw the wire forward to the required

length , a gripping device arranged to engage and hold the

wire , just before it has reached the limit of travel , whereby

the wire is stretched and straightened , and devices for re

leasing the loop from the carrier and for cutting off the

wire , substantially as described .

9. In a machine for making a bale tie , having a loop in one

end , in combination, a device for bending the wire to form

a loop , a twisting device, an endless carrier adapted to en

gage the loop and to draw the wire forward to the required

length , wheels upon which the carrier is mounted, and a

vise adapted to engage the wire as its forward and arrives

at a point near the vertical center of the said outer wheel,

whereby the movement of this part of the wheel to the hori

zontal position will stretch the wire , substantially as des

cribed .

10. In a machine for making a bale tie having a loop in one

ond , in combination , a device for bending the wire to form

loop , a twisted device, an endless carrier adapted to engage

the loop and to draw the wire forward to the required

length , outer and inner sprocket wheels upon which the

carrier is mounted , a vice adapted to engage the wire as its

forward end arrives substantially at the vertical center of

the said outer sprocket wheel , whereby the movement of

this part of the wheel to the horizontal position will stretch

the wire , a releasing device for the loop located below the

center of the said outer sprocket wheel , whereby the strain

upon the wire will be relaxed as the wheel continues to ro

tate , and a cutting device for the other end of the wire

organized to operate as soon as the strain is removed from

the wire , substantially as described .

11. In a bale tie machine the combination with loop form .

ing means, of stretching means comprising i carrier arrang

ed to engage the loop , a gripping device , and means for re

leasing the gripping device after the carriage has brought

the loop to a position below the center of the wheel , sub

stantially as described.

12. In a bale tie machine, a tension roll, a tipping bearing

Charles B. Post , New London, Ohio , U.S.A., 20th November, therefor , anda belt shifter operated by the tipping bearing,
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 26th March 1906. Receipt No. 134,301 . substantially as described.

Claim .-- 1 . In a bale tie machine , means for stretching the 13. In a bale tie machine, a twisting pin , a looping device ,
wire, means for relieving the tension on the wire after it a link and lever mechanism for actuating said device to

has been stretched, and cutting means for severing the wire carry the wire around the twisting pin , and a cam for actu
after it has been released , substantially as described . ating link and lever mechanism , substantially as described.

2. In a bale tie machine the combination with loop form- 14. In a bale tie machine , a pin, a looping device , lever

ing mechanism of a stretching device arranged to engage the mechanism arranged to carry the looping device around the

loop and stretch the wire before it is cut, means for reliev- pin, a cam for actuating the lever device, andan intermit

ing the tension on the stretchedwire, and a cutter arranged tently operating twisting device, substantiallyas described.
to sever the wire after its tension has been relieved , sub- 15. In a bale tie machine , a pin , a looping device , an arm

stantially as described. to which said device is attached, a pivoted link carrying

3. In a bale tie machine , an endless carrier having means said arm , a bell crank lever connected to the link , a cam for

for engaging the loop of the tie before the latter has been actuating the bellcrank lever, and guiding means for the

severed from the wire , a wheel over which said carrier link , substantially as described .

passes , a holding device for gripping the wire while engaged 16. In a bale tie machine , an endless carrier having a loop

by the carrier, cutting means for severing the wire, and engaging hook, a wheel over which said hook passes, and a

mechanism arranged to operate the cutting means after that
loop disengaging device located beyond the center of said

point of the carrier which is engaged with the loop of the wheel, substantially as described .

wire has passed beyond the center of the wheel , substanti- 17. In a bale tie machine, loop forming and twisting de

ally as described .

4. In a bale tie machine, an endless carrier having a later- and to draw the wire forward tothe required length , wheels

vices, an endless carrier arranged to engage the formed loop

ally projecting loop engaging hook , a wheel over which the upon which the carrier is mounted, a gripping device arrang

carrier passes , means for gripping the wire , a cutter , and ed to engage the wire as its forward end arrives at a point

means for operating the cutter after the loop engaging hook near the vertical center of the outer wheel, whereby the
has passed beyond the center of the wheel , substantially as movement of this part of the wheel will stretch the wire

described. and its movement beyond this point will release and relax

5. In a bale tie machine, devices for bending or looping the tension ofthe wire, a cutting device arranged to oper:
the wire and for twisting the loop, a cuttingdevice, a wire ate afterthe tension is thus relaxed andmeans for disen

gripping device, an endless carrier having a loop engaging gaging the loop from the carrier, substantially as described.
hook , a wheel over which the carrier passes , and means for 18. In a machine for forming a wire bale tie having a

operating the cutting device after the loop engaging hook looped end, in combination , a guide for the wire , awire
has passed beyond the center of the wheel, substantially as bending and loop twisting device, a roller vise member and

described. die , adapted to hold the wire while the loop is being twisted,

6. In a bale tie machine, an endless carrier having a loop an'endlesschainand loop engagingdevice thereon , sprocket
engaging hook, a lension device for the wire,a loop form- wheels over which said chain passes, said loop engaging de

ing device, a twisting device, means for holding the wire vice being arranged to engage the loopwhen in the hori;
while the loop is being twisted, a stretcher arranged to zontal position , and raise said loop to thetop of one wheel
stretch thewire before it is cut, and means for relieving the and carry it to the other wheel, and the said roller vise
tension on the wire before cutting , substantially as des- member serving as a guide over which the wire is drawn ,

cribed . substantially as described.
7. In a machine for the purpose described , instrumen- 19. In a machine for the purpose described , a device for

talities for looping the wire, a stretcher device comprising stretching thewire, and for giving one end thereof a swing
a carrier,adapted toengage the loop of the wire , a wheel ing motion, and a countingdevice having a rotating member
over which said carrier passes, a gripping device adapted arranged in thepath of the swingingend of the wire, and
to engageandholdsaid wire andto operate slightly before adapted to be rotated thereby, substantially as described.
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No. 102,142. Malt House. Germoir . rated by spaces arranged to constitute defined aisles or air

passages, and means for directing air through said aisles and
over the layers of malt or grain on said shelves .

Ful 8. An improved system or apparatus for producing malt ,

comprising a room or apartment , a plurality of malting units

located side by side on the floor of said room and separated

by aisles constituting air passages, said units filling substan

tially the space between the floor and ceiling of the room ,

means for directing air through certain of said aisles and

horizontally through the units and discharging it through

other adjacent aisles , and independently operable doors or

valves , one at the end of each aisle , whereby the aisles may

be changed from high to low pressure aisles , and the direc

274
tion of the air through the units reversed .

9. An improved system or apparatus for producing malt

comprising a suitable room or apartment , a plurality of units

located side by side on the floor of said room , each compris
45

ing a plurality of compartments located one over the other

in which the malt or grain is supported in layers , said units

substantially filling the vertical space between the floor and

ceiling of the said room , said units being separated by spaces

constituting aisles or air passages , and the compartments

being provided in their vertical walls with openings through
72 21

which air enters for contact with the layers of grain or malt

102742 in the compartments , and means for directing air through

said aisles or passages to the units .

William P. Rice , Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A., 20th November , 10. An improved system for producing malt comprising a

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 6th July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,577 . suitable room or apartment , a plurality of units on the floor

Claim.-1 . In a malting apparatus, a plurality of malting of said room , and substantially filling the space between the

units located side by side, each comprising a plurality of floor and ceilingofthe room , and means for turning the

closely spaced shelves located oneabovethe other, for sup- grain or malt comprising means for discharging the same

porting the grain or malt in separate thin layers, a frame from the units and redepositing it therein.

11. The improved malt house and apparatus described com
common to and supporting all said shelves , means for turn
ing the grain or maltcomprising means for discharging the prising a germinating room , a drying room , a plurality of
same from a unit, and depositing it on theshelves of another steep, tubs, a plurality of malting units located side by side

or the same unit, and means for separatelyadmitting air to inisaid germinating and drying roomsandsubstantially fill

the contents of the several shelves in a manner to limit the ing the vertical spacesbetween the floors and ceilings of the

passage of the same air through a single layer .
germinating and drying rooms , said units each comprising a

2. A malting device comprising a plurality of shelves lo- the malt or grain is arranged in layers, means for directing
plurality of shelves located one above the other, upon which

cated one above the other for supporting the grain or malt
in separatelayers, aframe commonto andsupporting all of steeped grain from the steep tubs to the units in the germin

said shelves, anda plurality of air openings inthe side walls atingroom , means for directing the green malt to the units

of said frame opening separately to theexteriorof the device in the dryingroom ,and means for directingair through said

through which air is directed horizontally to said layers, said units in contact with said layers of grain or malton said

shelves being movable in the frame to discharge the contents 12. The improved malt house and apparatus described com

of the shelves .

3. A malting device comprising a plurality of perforated steep tubs ,a plurality of malting units located side by side
prising a germinating room , a drying room , a plurality of

shelves arranged one above the other for supporting thereon ir. said germinating room , and substantially filling the verti

malt or grain in layers, a frame common to and supporting cal space between the floor and ceiling of the germinating

all of said shelves , and side and end plates of said frame con
rcom , said units each comprising a plurality of shelves lo

stituting theside and end walls of compartments , of which cated one above the other , upon which the malt or grainis

The shelves constitute the bottoms,each of the compartments arranged in layers,means for directing steep grain from the

beingprovided in one wall with an air admission opening, steep tubs to the unitsin the germinating room, means for

and being closed at its opposite wall , the air openings of a ?' directing the green malt to the drying room , and means for
jacent compartments being located alternately on opposite directing air to the germinating and drying malt.
sides of the device or unit .

13. The improved malt house and apparatus described
4. A malting device comprising a plurality of perforated

comprising a germinating room , a drying room , a plurality
shelves arranged one above the other for supporting thereon

of steep tubs, a plurality of malting units located side by
malt or grain in layers, a frame common to and supporting

side in said germinating and drying rooms , and substan
all of said shelves , means for discharging the contents of sai ?

tially filling the vertical spaces between the floors and ceil
shelves therefrom , and side and end plates on said frame

ings of the germinating and drying rooms , said units each
constituting the side and end walls of compartments , of

comprising a plurality of shelves located one above the other
which the shelves constitute the bottoms , the upper part of

upon which the malt or grain is arranged in layers , means
one vertical wall of each compartment terminating short of

for directing steeped grain from the steep tubs to the units
the bottom or shelf of the superjacent compartment, the com

in the germinating room , means for directing thegreen malt
partments being otherwise closed and the openings of the

to the units in the drying room , means for directing air

adjacent compartments being located alternately on opposite throughsaid unitsin contact with said layers ofgrain or
sides of the device or unit , each compartment being adapted malt on said shelves and means for discharging the malt or

to be filled to the level of its opening, whereby there is yro- grain from said units and re -depositing thereon for the

vided above said layer a space constituting an air passage purpose of turning the grain or malt.

through which air is distributed to the malt below . 14. An improved system or apparatus for producing malt

5. A malting device comprising a plurality of superposed comprising a room or apartment , a plurality of malting
compartments having perforated bottoms and upon which the units located side by side on the floor of said room and

grain or malt is supported in layers , each compartment be separated by aisles constituting air passages, said units

ing open at one side at the top thereof and the openings of each comprising a plurality of vertically separated, closely
adjacent compartments being arranged alternately on oppo- spaced shelves on which the malt is supported in thin layers

site sides of the compartments . and units filling substantially the space between the floor

6. An improved system or apparatus for producing malt and ceiling of the room , means for directing air through

comprising a single story room or apartment, a plurality of certain of the aisles and through the units and discharging
malting units located side by side on the floor of said room it through other adjacent aisles , and means for reversing

and separated by aisles constituting air passages , said units the direction of the air currents through said units whereby

filling the principal part of the space between the floor and either of two aisles at the sides of a unit may be a plenum

ceiling of the room , and means for directing air through cer- or vacuum aisle .

tain of said aisles , horizontally through the units , and dis 15. The improved system or apparatus for producing malt

charging it through other adjacent aisles . comprising a single story room or apartment, a plurality

7. An improved system or apparatus for producing mali of malting units located side by side on the floor of the

comprising a room or apartment , a plurality of malting units room , each comprising a plurality of vertically separated ,

located side by side on the floor of said room , each embrac- closely spaced shelves on which the malt is supported in

ing a plurality of shelves located one above the other , and thin layers , said units substantially filling the space be

upon which the grain or malt is arranged in layers , and sup tween the floor and ceiling of the room , and means afford

ported upon a frame common to all , said units being sepa- ing prescribed air passages located on opposite sides of
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each unit whereby air is directed from one passage, through each shelf towards and through one end of its unit for

the unit and to the other passage . dumping the same and for redirecting the shelf into the

16. The improved system or apparatus for producing malt unit .

comprising a single story room or apartment, a plurality of 26. An improved system or apparatus for producing malt
malting units located side by side on the floor of the room, comprising a single story room or apartment, a plurality of

each comprising a plurality of vertically separated closely malting units , each including a series of closely spaced.

spaced shelves on which the malt is supported in thin layers, separated shelves constituting the bottoms of compartments

said units substantially filling the space between the floor for the grain or malt, the compartments of the units sub
and ceiling of the room, means affording prescribed air pas- stantially filling the space between the ceiling and floor of
sages located on opposite sides of each unit whereby air is the room , means affording prescribed air passages located

directed from one passage , through the unit and to the on opposing sides of each unit, the air being directed from
other passage and means whereby the direction of air one passage through the unit and into the other passage ,

through said passages and through the units may be and each shelf constituting a plurality of short flexibly con
changed. nected sections , and means for advancing the shelves to

17. An improved system or apparatus for producing malt ward and through one end of the unit to dump the contents

comprising a single story room or apartment, a plurality of thereof .

malting units located side byside on the floor of said room 27. In a malting unit , a plurality of closely spaced verti

and separated by aisles constituting air passages, said units cally separated shelves, a frame common to and supporting

filling the principal part of the space between the ceiling said shelves, means for moving the shelves severally to

and floor of the room and each comprising a plurality of ward and out of one end of the unit to dump the contents
closely spaced shelves constituting the bottom of super- | thereof from the unit , and a conveying mechanism located

posed compartments upon and in which the malt is support- in receiving proximity to the dumping contents of each

ed in thin layers , and means for directing air through cer- shelf and constructed to redeposit such contents upon the

tain of said aisles and through the units and discharging it shelf from which it was dumped, as well as upon either

through other adjacent aisles . of the other shelves of the units.

18. An improved system or apparatus for producing malt 28. A malting unit comprising a frame provided with a

comprising a single story room or apartment, a plurality of plurality of horizontal tracks, a plurality of closely spaced
malting units side by side therein each comprising a single vertically separated shelves having rollers which rest on

vertical series of closely spaced superposed shelves , said said tracks whereby the weight of the shelves and their

shelves being movable to permit the layers of malt sup- contents are supported on said tracks,means for withdraw
norted thereon to be dumped therefrom , the units substan- ing the shelvesfrom the unit to discharge the contents
tially filling the space between the ceiling and floor of the thereof outside the unit and means for directing air from
room , and means affording prescribed air passages located the space outside the unit in prescribed paths over and

on opposing sides of each unit , the air directed from one through the contents of the shelves.

passage, through the unit and into the other passage . 29. In a malting apparatus , two malting units arranged

19. In a malting unit , a plurality of closely spaced, verti- end to end and separated by a space , each embracing a

cally separated shelves and a frame common to and sup- plurality of closely spaced , vertically separated shelves to

porting all said shelves , said shelvesbeing madeof a plur- receive the malt, the shelves of each unit being movable
aliy of dumping sections and means for moving the shelves into spaces in the other unit , and arranged to dump the con

severally towards and out of one end of the unit to dump tents thereof while passing through the space separating
the contents of each of said shelves from the unit . said units.

20. In a malting unit , a plurality of vertically separated , 30. In a malting apparatus , two malting units arranged

closely spaced shelves each comprising a plurality of dump- end to end and separated by a space , each embracing a plu

ing sections joined flexibly together, a frame provided with rality of closely spaced vertically separated shelves to re
a series of tracks on which said shelves are severally sup - ceive the malt, the shelves of eachunit being movable into

ported , and means for advancing said shelves severally to- spaces in the other unit, and arranged to dump the contents

ward and out of one end of the unit for dumping the con- thereof while passing through the space separating said

tents of each shelf from the unit . units, and conveying mechanism for redepositing said malt

21. A malting unit comprising a plurality of vertically into the same or other shelves while passing through the

separated , closely spaced shelves, a frame therefor, walls spare separating said units.

enclosing said shelves , means for directing air to the con- 31. In a malting apparatus , two malting units arranged

tents of said shelves , said shelves comprising a plurality and to end and separated by a space, each embracing a plu

of short sections joined flexibly together , and means for rality of closely spaced vertically separated shelves to re

severally advancing the shelves towards and out of one ceive the malt, the shelves of each unit being movable

end of the unit for dumping the contents thereof. into spaces in the other unit , and arranged to dump the

22. In a malting unit , a plurality of closely spaced ver- contents thereof while passing through the space separat

tically separated shelves, and a frame therefor embracing ing said units , a conveyer at the bottom of said space

side and end enclosing walls, said shelves each embracing separating the units and a conveyer at the top of said space

a plurality of short sections joined flexibly together tracks receiving malt from the lower conveyor, said shelves being

on the frame for supporting said shelves means for moving each adapted to be redirected to its unit and to be loaded

said shelves severally toward and out of one end of the from said overhead conveyer.

unit to dump the contents of the same at the end of the 32. In a malting apparatus, two malting units arranged

unit , and means for directing said shelves backwardly and end to end and separated bya space, shelvesto receive the
into the unit . malt and a track spanning said space, each shelf being made

23. in a malting unit , a plurality of closely spaced verti- of a plurality of dumping sections and the track being ar

cally separated shelves, and a frame therefor including side ranged to permit thesections of the shelvesto dump the

end enclosing walls , said shelves each embracing a plurality contents thereof while passing over said track

of dumping sections joined flexibly together, tracks on the 33. In a malting apparatus, two malting units arranged

frame for supporting said shelves, means for moving said endtoend and separated by a space, shelvesto receivethe
shelves severally toward one end of the unit to dump the malt and a track spanningsaid space, each shelf being made

contents thereof, means for again directing said shelves into of a plurality of dumping sections and the track being ar

the unit, and means for loading each shelf as it passes into ranged to permit the sections of the shelves to dump the

place in the unit . contents thereof while passing over said track , said shelves

24. A malting unit comprising a plurality of vertically each passing backwardly into its unit over said track, and
separated closely spaced shelves , a frame therefor includ- means for loading each shelf as it passes into its unit .

ing enclosing side and end walls , means for admitting air 34. In a malting apparatus, two malting units arranged

to said shelves, tracks in the frame for supporting said end to end and separate

shelves, said shelves each comprisinga pluralityof tray malt and a track spanning said space and provided with

by a space , shelves to receive said

sections joined flexibly to each other and provided at their depressed guides, each halt consisting of a plurality of
ends with rollers which rest and roll on said tracks, and flexibly joined sections, arranged to drop at one endinto
means for advancing said sleeves severally to and through contact with said guides when the shelt passes over said
one end of the unit for dumping the contents thereof .

track and thereby dump the contents of the same.

25. An improved system or apparatus for producing malt 35. In a malting apparatus, amalting unitprovided with

comprisinga room or apartment,a plurality of malting a shelf whichismovable toward and out ofone end of the
units located side by side on the floor of said room , each unit for dumping the contents thereof, means for returning
embracing a pluralityof shelves located one above the the shelf to the unit through he same and from which it
other, and upon which the grain ormalt is arranged in emergedand meansforloading saidself as it passes back

layers, and the shelves substantially filling the space be- wardly into the unit.
tween the ceiling and floor of the room , means for directing

air through defined air passages to the severalshelves of a shelf movable outof one end of the unit and backwardly

36. In a malting apparatus, a malting unit provided with

said units, said shelves each embracing a plurality of flexi- into the same end thereof the purposes of dumping the

bly connectedshort dumping sections, means for advancing contents thereof,and reloading the shelf, said shelf com
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prising a plurality of sections joined flexibly together by grooves, bringing the other portions of the said straw to

cables or bars . gether , and causing them to stand out radiately from the

37. In a malting apparatus , a malting unit provided with a

shelf movable out of one end of the unit and backwardly i

into the same end thereof for the purposes of dumping the

contents thereof and reloading the shelf , said shelf com- ,

prising a plurality of sections joined flexibly together by

cables or bars , said sections being provided with rollers

which rest and roll on tracks on the frame of said unit .

10

No. 102,143. Spark Arrester. Arrête - étincelles.

TIG I

M3FI9.1.

102144

Fig. 2

Y3

body , and a spindle having a stem extending through said

opening and provided with an integral flange adapted to

bear against the corersponding end of said body, said spindle

having its flange end threaded and adapted to be turned in

the end of a handle, and having its opposite end threaded

and carrying a washer and nut to hold said body against

said flange.

70

70

79
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No. 102,145. Fan or Ventilator.

Evantail ou ventilateur.

18
70

79' 70

102143
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Herbert L. Lapham , Wilmington , Minnesota , U.S.A. , 20th

November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 7th July, 1906. Receipt

No. 137,605.

Claim.-1. In a spark arrester the combination with a

smoke stack, of an outer shell engaged with the stack, a

screen cone disposed within the smoke stack, an exhaust

pipe communicating with the lower end of the cone , and a

deflecting hood secured to the upper end of the cone and ex

tending outwardly and downwardly around the smoke stack

and with the outer shell .

2. In a spark arrester the combination with a shell , of a

smoke stack disposed within the shell , a foraminous pipe

located within the smoke stack , a deflecting hood secured

to the foraminous pipe and arranged to deflect sparks from

the upper end of the stack downwardly within the outer

shell , said foraminous pipe being adapted for connection

with an exhaust at its lower end.

3. In a spark arrester the combination with a shell , of a

smoke stack inside of the shell , a screen cone inside of the

smoke stack, a deflecting hood connected to the top of the

screen cone below the top of the smoke stack and extending

outwardly and downwardly over the outer surface of the

stack in spaced relation thereto and terminating at a point
lower than the top of the screen cone .

4. In a spark arrester the combination with a smoke stack ,

of an inverted screen cone located within the stack, an outer

shell surounding the stack in spaced relation thereto , a de- Sergius Timokhovitch, Moscow , Russia , 20th November, 1906 ;

flecting hood secured to the upper end of the screen 6 years. Filed 1st March , 1906. Receipt No. 133,416 .

within the stack and extending outwardly and downwardly Claim . - 1. A motor fan comprising the motor with its

around the stack in spaced relation thereto , and a removable shaft , the fan mounted to rotate on a shaft separate from

receptacle located within the lower portion of the shell ex- the motor shaft though attached to the motor frame or stand

teriorly of the stack . and driving connection between the two shafts , substantially

as described.

No. 102,144 . Flue Cleaner. Nettoyeur de tubes. 2. A motor fan comprising the motor with its shaft, the

fan mounted to rotate on a shaft separate from the motor

Christ C. Schrank, Batesville , Indiana, U.S.A. , 20th Novem - shaft, though attached to the motor frame or stand and a

ber , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 14th March , 1906 . Receipt No.
frictional driving connection between the two shafts , sub

133,891 . stantially as described and shown .

Claim.-A flue cleaner comprising in combination a body 3. A motor fan comprising the motor with its shaft the

portion having a longitudinal opening formed centrally fan mounted to rotate on a shaft separate from the motor

therethrough , and provided with an annular groove , broom - shaft , though attached to the motor frame or stand, and a

straw cut in even lengths doubled at the middle into bights, helicoidal or toothed wheel driving connection between the

wires arranged to draw and hold the said bights in said two shafts , substantially as described and shown.

CO
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No. 102,146. Non - Refillable Bottle .

Bouteille non - réemplissable.

No. 102,148 . Non -Refillable Bottle.

Bouteille non -réemplissable.
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Michael Loftus , Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. , 20th November,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 17th January , 1906 . Receipt No.

131,939 .

Claim.- A bottle having a guide socket in the bottom and
Fig .7 Fio9 Fig .

a valve seat in the neck , a valve ball fitting the seat and

having a stem extending into the socket and movable there

in to guide the ball to its seat, and a weight comprising a

loose movable piece of material partially filling the space

in the neck above the ball .

Fig &
Fio 10 Fic.in

No. 102,147. Non - Refillable Bottle. Hingga

Bouteille non -réemplissable.

The Universal Patent Bottle Company, Tighes Hill, assignee

of Alexander Houseman and Louis Weichert, Charles

town , New South Wales, Australia, 20th November,
1906 ; Filed 3rd November, 1905. Receipt No.

129,785 .

Claim . - 1. In an anti - fraudulent bottle, a neck formed with

an annular internal groove forming a line of weakness there

in a stopper of impenetrable material such as porcelain

adapted to pass within the neck of the bottle and extend be

low the annular groove , said stopper having an aperture

thereacross, and in such aperture a resilient member the

euds of which are downwardly turned toward the lower end

of the stopper and upwardly turned to engage and secure a

hold in the annular groove.

2. In an anti - fraudulent bottle , a neck having an internal

annular groove forming a line of weakness therein, the bore

of such neck being plainly cylindrical from the mouth to the

ai nular groove and about an equal distance beyond it and

thereafter restricted in a gradual convex curvature , an im
pcnetrable stopper loosely fitting the cylindrical portion and

an outwardly expansible resilient catch engaging the stopper
and the annular groove.

3. In an anti- fraudulent bottle, a neck formed with an ir

ternal annular groove forming a line of weakness therein,

Emile C. Ricard , Verner , Ontario, Canada, 20th November, to beyond the annular groove and thereafter restricted in a
the bore o fthe neck being plainly cylindrical from the mouth

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 19th January, 1906.ReceiptNo. gradual convex curvature,an impenetrable stopper loosely

132,014.
fitting the cylindrical portion , said stopper having an aper

Claim . - 1 . In combination with a bottle having a bulged ture across and a resilient member inserted in such aperture,

neck , a pair of insertible members, one of which is provided the ends of which member are downwardly and then upward

with openings , springs disposed in the openings , rods dis- ly turned to enter and engage the upper edge of the annular
posed in the openings and adapted to be forced outward by groove.

the springs, and means adapted to prevent the inward flow of No. 102,149. Fiberizer for Reducing Wood.
a liquid .

2. In combination with a bottle having a bulged neck , an
Appareil à réduire le bois .

insertible member provided with openings and provided with The Wood Distillates and Fibre Company , Chicago , Illinois ,

a central tubular body, means for locking the insertible mem- assignee of Arthur William Hanford , Evanston, Illinois,

ber within the neck of the bottle , a second insertible mem- U.S.A., 20th November , 1906; 6 years. Filed 9th Novem

ber locked in position by the first insertible member, a valve ber, 1906. Receipt No. 141,052 .

disposed within the second insertible member , a rod con- Claim.--1 . In a fiberizing apparatus in combination with a

nected to the valve , a spring disposed around the roa , and a pair of rolls and a frame in which they arejournalled, th

ccating disposed around the valve, said rod being adapted to rolls having circumferential intermeshing V - shaped grooves
extend into said tubular body. and ribs , means for rotating the rolls while thus intermesh

3. In combination witha bottle having a bulged neck, an ed, means for delivering to the rolls the materials to be
insertiblememberprovided with a recess and providedwith operated upon, and a steam discharge pipe directed for dis
openings therein, meansfor locking the insertiblemember charge of steam jet through the materialat the entering side
within the neck of the bottle, a web disposed beneath the of the rolls.
irsertible member and provided with a flange adapted to in 2. In a fiberizing apparatus in combination with a pair of

terlockwithsaid recess , standards connected to said web rolls, a frame in which they arejournalled and a housing
and provided with a flange, a valve seated on said flange and which encloses the frame and rolls , a conduit whose cavity
provided with an annular channel , a resilient coating for the is continuous with that ofthe housing andwhich communi

valve,and means adapted to normally maintain the valve cates therewith at thetop, a conveyer in such conduit and a
seated . hopper mouth into which such conveyer discharges, said hop .
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per mouth being located for directing the material to the

inwardly revolving side of the rolls , a conveyer at the lower

3. A boat launching and stowing apparatus comprising

fixed trackways leading to the ship's side, two davit cranes
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part of the housing and an outleading conduit in which such

conveyer operates and a steam pipe leading into the housing

and terminating for discharge of the steam jet through the

material at the entering side of the rolls .

3. In a fiberizing apparatus in combination with a housing ,

a conduit having its cavity continuous with that of the hous

ing and communicating therewith at the top of the latter , a

second conduit having its cavity continuous with the hous

ing and communicating therewith at the bottom of the latter ,

a conveyer in each conduit , fiberizing rolls and the frame in

which they are mounted enclosed by the housing, means for
receiving material from the conveyer in the first-mentioned rigidly coupled together, a carriage for each davit crane

conduit and guiding the same to the entering side of the movable on its respective trackway, a winding shaft jour

rolls , means for conducting the material from the discharge nalled in bearings connected with the davit cranes com

side of the rolls to the second conveyer, means forheating prising twoshaftsections coupled together by an universal

the rolls and for discharging steam through the material at coupling , winding drums mounted on the winding shaft,

the entering side thereof.
guide pulleys connected with the davit cranes , davit falls

4. In a fiberizing apparatus in combination with a housing, passing over the guide pulleys and wound on the winding

a plurality of pairs of fiberizing rolls and frame in which drums , and means for causing the revolution of the wind

they are mounted enclosed bythe housing, said pairs of rollsing shaft.

being arranged successively one pair above another in posi
4. A boat launching and stowing apparatus comprising

fixed trackways leading to the ship's side , two davit cranes
tion for discharging the material operated upon from each

rigidly coupled together, a carriage for each davit crane
upper to the next lower pair , a conduit leading into the up

movable on its respective trackway, a winding shaft jour
per part of the housing and a conveyer therein discharging

nalled in bearings connected with the davit cranes com
into the housing and onto the upper pair of rolls , means for prising two shaft sections coupled together, winding drums
heating the rolls and for discharging steam through the ma

mounted on he winding shaft, guide pulleys connected with
terial supplied thereto at the entering side of the pairs of the davit cranes, davit falls passing over the guide pulleys
rolls respectively.

and wound on the winding drums, means for causing the
5. In a fiberizing apparatus in combination with a hous

revolution of the winding shaft consisting of a pinion shaft
ing, a plurality of pairs of fiberizing rolls and a frame in

journalled in a bearing connected with one of the davit
which they are mounted enclosed by the housing, said pairs cranes , a pinion mounted on the pinion shaft, means for

of rolls being arranged successively for delivering from causing the revolution of the pinion shaft and pinion, and

each preceding pair to the next succeeding pair, the final

pair of rolls in the series being hollow and having hollow
a spur wheel mounted on the winding shaft meshing with

the pinion.

trunions, and steam pipes extending into the hollow trun
ions for discharging steam thereinto at one end, drainage fixed trackways leading to the ship's side, two davit cranes

5. A boat launching and stowing apparatus comprising

pipes extending through the hollow trunions at the other rigidly coupled together, a carriage for each davit crane

end and having within the rolls respectively downwardly movableonits respective trackway, a winding shaft jour

extending terminals terminating near the lower side of the nalled in bearings connected with the davit cranes, com

roll cavity , and stuffing boxes on the trunnions through prising two shaft sections coupled together, winding drums

which the pipes respectively extend thereinto .
mounted on the winding shaft, guide pulleys connected with

the davit cranes, davit falls passing over the guide pulleys

No. 102,150. Boat Launching and Stowing Ap- and wound on the winding drums, means for causing the

paratus. revolution of the winding shaft consisting of a pinion shaft

Appareil à lancer et arrimer un vaisseau . journalled in a bearing connected with one of the davit

cranes, a pinion mounted on the pinion shaft, means for

William J. Kivel and Stephen B. Dawson , Toronto, assignees causing the revolution of the pinion shaftand pinion , a spur

of Fred. Ellsworth Martin , Oakville, Ontario, Canada , wheel loosely mounted on the winding shaft meshing with
20th November, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 5th March, 1906. the pinion , and a removable locking means for causing the
Receipts No. 133,521 . united revolution of the spur wheel and winding shaft.

Claim . - 1. A boat launching and stowing apparatus com- 6. A boat launching and stowing apparatus comprising

prising fixed trackways leading to the ship's side, davit fixed trackways leading to the ship's side, two davit cranes

cranes movable an said trackways , a releasable bolt fo : rigidly coupled together, a carriage fo each davit crane

securely holding the davit cranes in their inboard position, movable on its respective trackway, a winding shaft jour

means for arresting the davit cranes at the limit of their nalled in bearings connected with the davit cranes, com

outboard position and other releasable means to resist the prising two shaft sections coupled together, winding drums

return of the davit cranes to their inboard position. mounted on the winding shaft, guide pulleys connected with

2. A boat launching and stowing apparatus comprising the davit cranes , davit falls passing over the guide pulleys

fixed trackways leading to the ship's side , davit cranes and wound on the winding drums, means for causing 'the

movable on the trackways , releasable means for securely revolution of the winding shaft consisting of a pinion shaft

holding the davit cranes at their inboard position , means journalled in a bearing connected with one of the davit

for arresting the davit cranes at their outboard position , cranes, a pinion mounted on the pinion shaft, means for

means for resisting the return of the davit cranes to their causing the revolution of the pinion shaft and pinion , and

inboard position and means for releasing the resisting means a spur wheel mounted on the winding shaft meshing with the

comprising a rock shaft engaging therewith . pinion , a brake wheel fixed on the winding shaft , a movable

11-17
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cranes

brake lever and a band passing partly around the brake suide pulleys connected with the davit cranes , davit falls

wheel and connected at one end with one of the davit cranes passing over the guide pulleys and wound on the winding

and at the other end with the movable brake lever . drums, and means for causing the revolution of the winding

7. A boat launching and stowing apparatus comprising shaft and winding drums.

fixed trackways leading to the ship's side , two davit cranes 13. A boat launching and stowing apparatus comprising

rigidly coupled together, a carriage for each davit crane two davit cranes rigidly coupled together , a carriage for

movable on its respective trackway, a winding shaft jour- each davit crane , a winding shaft consisting of two shaft

nalled in bearings connected with the davit cranes com- sections journalled in bearings connected with the davit

prising two shaft sections coupled together , winding drums cranes, an universal coupling uniting the inner ends of the

mounted on the winding shaft, guide pulleys connected with winding shaft , a winding drum mounted on the winding

the davit cranes , davit falls passing over the guide pulleys shaft , davit falls passing over the guide pulleys and wound

and wound on the winding drums , means for causing the on the winding drums, means for causing the revolution of

revolution of the winding shaft consisting of a pinion shaft the winding shaft and winding drums , consisting of a pin

journalled in a bearing connected with one of the davit ion shaft journalled in a bearing connected with one of the

cranes , a pinion mounted on the pinion shaft , means for davit cranes, a pinion mounted on the pinion shaft, a spur

causing the revolution of the pinion , shaft and pinion , a wheel mounted on the winding shaft and meshing with the

spur wheel mounted on the winding shaft meshing with the teeth of the pinion and means for causing the revolution of

pinion , a brake wheel fixed on the winding shaft a movable the pinion shaft .

brake lever , a brake band passing partly around the brake 14. A boat launching and stowing apparatus comprising

wheel and connected at one end with one of the davit cranes two davit cranes rigidly coupled together, a carriage for

and at the other end with movable brake lever, a detent dog each davit crane , a winding shaft consisting of two shaft

for the brake lever, a link connected with the detent dog sections journalled in bearings connected with the davit

and having a hand grip whereby it can be actuated, and a cranes , a universal coupling uniting the inner ends of the

toothed segment connected with the davit crane to be en- winding shaft , a winding drum mounted on the winding

gaged by the detent dog. shaft, a winding drum mounted on the winding shaft , guide

8. A boat launching and stowing apparatus comprising pulleys connected with the davit cranes , davit falls passing

fixed trackways leading to the ship's side, guards at the over the guide pulleys and wound on the winding drums,

sides of the fixed trackways and extending above the same means for causing the revolution of the winding shaft and

with inturned flanges at their upper ends and an unoccupied winding drums, consisting of a pinion shaft journalled in a
interval between the flanges, two davit cranes rigidly bearing connected with one of the davit cranes, a pinion

coupled together and movable above the guards, a carriage mounted on the pinion shaft , a spur wheel mounted on the

for each davit crane movable between the guards , anti - winding shaft and meshing with the teeth of the pinion ,

friction rollers for the carriages movable upon the track- means for causing the revolution of the pinion shaft , and a

ways, other anti - friction rollers connected with the car- braking mechanism for the winding shaft consisting of a

riages movable between the guards to engage the top flanges brake wheel mounted thereon , a toothed segment, a movable

thereof and a boat raising and lowering means carried by lever having a releasable detent dog to engage with the

the davit cranes . toothed segment and a brake band to engage the brake wheel

9. A boat launching and stowing apparatus comprising connected at one end with the davit crane and at the other

fixed trackways leading to the ship's side, guards at the end with the brake lever.

sides of the fixed trackways and extending above the same 15. A boat launching and stowing apparatus comprising

with inturned flanges at their upper ends and an unoccupied two davit cranes rigidly coupled together, a carriage for

interval between the flanges, two davit rigidly each davit crane, an arm connected with the davit cranes

coupled together and movable above the guards, a carriage having a bolt aperture therein , bolt guides at the inboard

for each davit crane movable between the guards, anti- position of the davit cranes , a locking bolt movable in the

friction rollers for the carriages movable upon the track- bolt guides to enter the bolt aperture in the arm , a lever to

ways, other anti - friction rollers connected with the car- actuate the bolt , stops to arrest the movement of the davit

riages movable between the guards to engage the top flanges cranes at their outboard position , racks and gravity dogs

thereof, a boat raising and lowering means carried by the carried by the davit cranes adapted to engagewith the racks
davit cranes releasable means for securely holding the davit to resist the return of the davit cranes from their outboard

cranes at their inboard position , and means to arrest the position .

movement of the davit cranes at their outboard position . 16. A boat launching and stowing apparatus comprising

10. A boat launching and stowing apparatus comprising two davit cranes rigidly coupled together, a carriage for

fixed trackways leading to the ship's side guards at the each davit crane , an arm connected with the davit cranes

sides of the fixed trackways and extending above the same having a bolt aperture therein , bolt guides at the inboard

with inturned flanges at their upper ends and an unoccupied position of the davit cranes, a'locking bolt movable in the
interval between the flanges, two davit cranes rigidly bolt guides to enter the bolt aperture in the arm , a lever

coupled together and movable above the guards , a carriage to actuate the bolt , stops to arrest the movement of the

for each davit crane movable between the guards, a car- davit cranes at their outboard position, racks, gravity dogs

riage for each davit crane movable between the guards, anti- carried by the davit cranes to engage with the racks to re

friction rollers for the carriages movable upon the track- sist the return of the davit cranesfrom their outboard posi

ways, other anti - friction rollers connected with the car- tion , and a rock shaft carried by the davit cranes having

riages movable between the guards to engage the top cranks to engage with the gravity dogs and raise them out

flanges thereof, a boat raising and lowering means carried of engagement with the racks.

by the davit cranes, releasable means for securely holding 17. A boat launching and stowing apparatus comprising

the davit cranes at their inboard position , means to arrest two davit cranes rigidly coupled ogether, a carriage for

the movement of the davit cranes at their outboard posi each davit crane, an arm connected with the davit cranes

tion , and a releasable resisting means to prevent the in- having a bolt aperture therein , bolt guides at the inboard

board movement of the davit cranes when the latter are at position of the davit cranes, a locking bolt movable in the

their outboard position . bolt guides to enter the bolt aperture inthe arm , a lever
11. A boat launching and stowing apparatus comprising to actuate the bolt , stops to arrestthe davit cranes at their

fixed trackwaysleading to the ship's side, guards at the outboard position , 'racks, gravitydogs carried by the davit
sides of the fixed trackways and extending above the same cranes to engage with the racks to resist the return of the

with inturned flanges at their upper ends, and an unoc- davit cranes from their outboard position , a rock shaft car

cupied interval between the flanges , two davit cranes rigidly ried by the davit cranes having rock shaft cranks to engage

coupled together and movable above the guards, a carriage with the gravity dogs and rise them out of engagementwith

for each davit crane movable between the guards, anti- the racks in combination with boat supporting saddles to
friction rollers for the carriages movable upon the track- engage the boat atitsinboard position , an actuating lever

ways to support the davit cranes therefrom , other anti- and links connected with the actuating lever to cause the

friction rollers connected with the carriages movable be- saddles to fall outwards when operated .

tween the guards to engage the top flanges thereof, a boat
18. A boat launching and stowing apparatus comprising

raising and lowering means carried by the davit cranes , re two davit cranes rigidly coupled together , a carriage for

leasable means for serurely holding the davit cranes at each davit crane , fixed trackways, an arm connected with

their inboard position , means toarrest the movement of the uavit cranes having a bolt aperture therein . bolt guides
the davit cranes at their outboard position, releasable re at the inboardposition of the davit cranes, a locking bolt

sistingmeansto prevent the inboardmovement of the davit movable in the bolt guides to enter the boltapertureinthe
cranes when the latterareattheir outboard position , and arm ,a lever to actuate thebolt ,stops toarrestthe davit

means for releasing the resisting means. cranes at their inboard position, racks, gravity dogs carried

12. A boatlaunchingandstowing apparatus comprising by the davit cranes adapted toengagewith the racks to re
two davit cranes rigidly coupled together, a carriage for sist the returnof the davit cranes from their outboard po

each davit crane, a winding shaft consistingof twoshaft sition , a rock shaft carried by the davit cranes having cranks

sections journalled in bearings connected with the davit toengage with thegravitydogs and raisethem out of en :

cranes, an universalcoupling uniting the inner ends of the gagement with the racks, in combination with boat support:

winding shaft, winding drumsmountedon the windingshaft, ing saddles to engagetheboat at its inboard position an
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actuating lever, links connected with the actuating lever to prominent portions conforming to the inequalities in the

cause the saddles to fall outwards when operated , and lash- surface of the cloth next thereunder, and means for carry

ing arms pivotally connected with the deck to engage the

gunwales of the boat when seated upon the saddles and

automatically disengage themselves therefrom by gravity

when the saddles have been lowered by the saddle actuating Find

means .

No. 102,151 . Grain Weighing Device.

Appareil à peser le grain.
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ing sheets of paper, to be subjected to pressure between

said two pairs of cylinders.

4. In a surface finishing machine for paper the combina

tion with a pair of sidewise adjacent rotary cylinders having

metallic peripheral surfaces formed with inequalities like

those in the surface of cloth, and means for carrying sheets

of paper, to be subjected to pressure , between said pair of
Elling 0. Berg, Madison , Minnesota , U.S.A. , 20th November, rolls .

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 19th July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,959 .
5. In a surface finishing machine for paper, a pair of side

Claim . - 1. The combination with a weighing hopper yield - wise adjacent rotary cylinders having peripherally continu

ingly supported for vertical movements, means for deliver ous end portions , having paper surfacing ptripheral portions

ing grain into theupper end of said hopper , a partition plato between said end portions,and having longitudinal niches
pivotally mounted within said hopper and provided at its endwise terminating within said continuous peripheral end

upper portion with a wheel, and a fixed cam plate with which portions of the cylinders, and means for feeding sheets of

said wheel engages , the said wheel and cam plate tending to paper between, and subject to the surfacing action of said
hold said partition plate in either of its two extreme posi .

cylinders.
tions when the said hopper is held in its uppermost position 6. In a surface finishing machine for paper, a pair of side
and a tally arranged to register the number of vibratory wise adjacent rotary cylinders having coverings of cloth
movements of said partition plate, substantially as de

therearound , and having further coverings of thin sheet

scribed .
metal , overlying the cloth covering which are conformed to

2. The combination with an elevator leg having a hood the inequalities of the cloth .

and an endless conveyer working therein , of a weighted lever 7. In a surface finishing machine for paper the combina

$ pivoted to said hood, a hopper 6 supported by said lever, tion with a supporting frame, of two pairs of rotary cylin

a partition plate 17 intermediately pivoted within said hop - ers, each peripherially adjacent the next and having paral

perand provided at its upper portion with a wheel 19 , a cam
plate 20 fixed on said hood andco - operating withsaid roller !el end journals,one of the intermediate cylinders having

to hold said partition plate in either of its extreme positions

its journals in fixed bearings , means for adjusting the other

when said hopper is raised , an arm mounted to vibrate with
of the intermediate cylinders transversely of its axis in op

said partition plate , and a tally arranged tobe actuated by journal bearings for the outer cylinders of the two pairs
posite directions , and adjustable means for resisting the

said arm under movements therof in both directions , sub - against transversely outward displacements, cloth surfacing

stantially as described .

3. The combination with a weighing hopper yieldingly sup

on one or more of the cylinders , and means for carrying

ported for limited vertical movements and provided within
sheets of paper between the cylinders of both said pairs .

with a vibratory partition plate , of means
8. In a surface finishing machine for paper, a pair of peri

for supplying pherially adjacent rotary cylinders having longitudinally ex

grain to the upper end of said hopper , and reversely acting tending niches , clamping plates provided at opposite walls

pivoted lock dogs arranged to act upon said vibratory par- of said niches having rib and groove engageinents with said

tition plate to lock the same against vibratory movements walls, surface finishing sheet material covering the peri

when the hopper is in its uppermost position , substantially pheries ofthe said cylinders and marginally extending with

as described. in said niches and engaged between the ribbed and grooved

surfaces of the niche walls and said clamping plates , means

No. 102,152. Machine for Surfacing Paper. for maintaining said plates in their clamping confinements,

Machine pour faire une surface au papier. and means for carrying paper sheets between said paired

cylinders .
Chauncey W. Gay , West Springfield , Massachusetts , U.S.A. ,

9. In a surface finishing machine for paper, a pair of peri
20th November , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 31st July, 1906. Re

pherially adjacent rotary cylinders having longitudinally ex
ceipt No. 138,311 .

tending niches clamping plates provided at opposite walls

( 'laim.—1 . In a surface finishing machine for paper , the of said niches having rib and groove engagements with said

combination with a pair of sidewise adjacent rotary cylin . walls , surface finishing sheet material covering the peri

ders , peripherally covered with cloth , of a further pair of pheries of the said cylinders and marginally extending with

rotary cylinders having metallic peripheries , and means for in said niches and engaged between the ribbed and grooved

carrying sheets of paper, to be subjected to pressure , be- surfaces of the niche walls and said clamping plates , means

tween said two pairs of rolls . for maintaining said plates in their clamping confinements,
2. In a surface finishing machine for paper , the combina- rock shafts carried by the cylinders and located in said

tion with a pair of sidewise adjacent rotary cylinders peri- niches, grippers carried by said rock shafts and co - acting
pherially covered with cloth , of a further pair of rotary with peripheral portions of the cylinders at the margins of
cylinders having metallic peripherial surfaces with inequali- the niches, levers on the ends of the rock shafts , and sta

ties therein like those in the surface of cloth , and means for tionary cams with which said levers in their revolutions

carrying sheets of paper, to be subjected to pressure , be - co - act for alternately opening and closing said grippers.
tween said two pairs of rolls . 10. In a surface finishing machine for paper, the axially

3 In a surface finishing machine for paper the combina- parallel cylinders 1 , 2 , 3 and 4 , having peripheral paper

tion with a pair of sidewise adjacent cylinders peripherally finishing surfaces, the cylinder 2 having fixed journal bear

covered with cloth , a further pair of cylinders having peri- ings therefor, and the cylinder 3 having an adjustable jour

pherial coverings of cloth , and thin sheet metal overlying the nal bearing provided with an inclined side, a block having

cloth and formed with a multiplicity of indentations and an inclined side and in sliding engagement with the in
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clined side of the journal bearing for the third cylinder, 3. A perforated rotating cylinder having open ends, com

oppositely arranged screws engaging through the machine bined with fixed end castings each of which has at its top

frame and against the upper and lower portions of said a recess having a flat bottom , parallel guiding faces , and

block, and the adjusting screws horizontally engaged above the latter diverging side faces, a suction box of an

through the machine frame and forming adjustable abut- exterior configuration corresponding to the shape of the

ments for the movable journals of the first and forth cylin- recesses within which its extremities rest , and means for

ders . adjusting the box vertically therein .

11. In a surface finishing machine for paper, the combina- 4. A perforated rotating cylinder having open ends, com

tion with a plurality of sidewise adjacent rotary cylinders bined with fixed end castings each of which has at its top

having paper surfacing peripheral portions and having a recess having a flat bottom , parallel guiding faces, and

longitudinal niches, grippers therein , and means for operat- above the latter diverging side faces, a suction box of an

ing the grippers, a rotary cylindrical part located above exterior configuration corresponding to the shape of the

one of the surfacing cylinders, carrying a series of grip- recesses within which its extremities rest, hollow brackets

pers and having gripper operating means therefor, a hori- on the end castings, and screws threaded upwardly through

zontally journalled shaft having tape rolls thereon and de- said brackets against the bottom of the suction box, for

livery tapes around said rotary cylindrical part and said thepurpose set forth .

tape rolls . 5. A rotating hollow cylinder, and a stationary suction

12. In a surface finishing machine for paper, the com- box therein , combined with fixed end castings at the ends
bination with aplurality of sidewise adjacent rotary cylin- of the cylinder , means on the castings for adjustably sup
ders having paper surfacing peripheral portions and having porting the box, a block in each recess carrying a roller
longitudinal niches, grippers therein, and means for operat- contacting with the inner face of the cylinder, and an ad
ing the grippers, a rotary cylindrical part located above justing screw between the inner side of the block and the
one of the surfacing cylinders , carrying a series of grippers inner wall of the recess .

and having gripper operating means therefor , a horizontally

journalled shaft having rolls thereon forwardly beyond said No. 102,154. Carbureter . Carburateur .
tary cylindrical part and said tape rolls, and a receiver for
around said rotary parts and said tape rolls , and series

of guide rolls above and in rolling contact with said ro

tary cylindrical part and said tape rolls , and a receiver for Fig. 1

the sheets of surface finished paper in advance of snid tape
rolls.

13. In a surface finishing machine for paper, the combina

tion with a plurality of sidewise adjacent rotary cylinders

having paper surfacing peripheral portions, and having

longitudinal niches, grippers therein , and means for operat

ing the grippers, a rotary cylindrical part located above

one of the surfacing cylinders , carrying a series of grippers

and having gripper operating means therefor, a horizontally

journalled tape shaft, delivery tapes running around said

rotary cylindrical part and said tape shaft, and means

adjacent the forwardly located portions of the tapes for

imparting a movement to the sheets in delivery faster than

the travel of the tapes .

14. In a surface finishing machine for paper, the combina

tion with a plurality of sidewise adjacent rotary cylinders Figs

having paper surfacing peripheral portions , and having

longitudinal niches , grippers therein , and means for operat

ing the grippers , a rotary cylindrical part located above

one of the surfacing cylinders , carrying a series of grippers

and having gripperoperating means therefor, a horizontally

journalled tapt shaft , delivery tapes running around said

rotary cylindrical part and said tape shaft , rolls on said

tape shaft of greater diameter than said shaft, and friction

rolls running peripherally on said rolls.

No. 102,153. Suction Box, Boîte d'aspiration.

10.213-4
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0
2
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3

Ozro Haden Hinds , Le Mars , Iowa, U.S.A. , 20th November,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 29th October, 1906. Receipt No.

140,717 .

Claim .-The combination of the tank, an air supply pipe,

a coupling J on said pipe , couplings y connected with the

coupling J, branch pipes leading from the couplings J ' and

provided with devices for discharging air into a body of

gasolene and also with air discharge openings or outlets .

independent of those which discharge to the gasolene , and

valves controlling said independent air discharge openings

of the several branch pipes, substantially as set forth .

No. 102,155. Pulp Screen . Tamis à pulpe.

Orville H. Moore, Fort Edward, New York , U.S.A. , 20th No

vember , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 3rd July, 1906. Receipt No.

137,485 .

Claim .-1 . A machine of the character described the com

bination with a horizontal revoluble hollow shaft carrying
William F. Harbrecht and Frederic Boerger , Delphos, Ohio, fan blades and havingopenings therein between said blades,

U.S.A., co - inventors, 20th November, 1906 ; 6 years .

Filed 24th September , 1906. Receipt No. 139,746.
of a screen enclosing said fan , and means to feed material

to said hollow shaft .

Claim .-1 . A perforated rotating cylinder , combined with 2. In a machine of the character described the combina

fixtd end castings having flanges at their margins against tion with a horizontal revoluble hollow shaft carrying fan

which the ends of the cylinders abut, radially disposed roll- bladts and having openings therein between said blades , of

ers within the castings for supporting the cylinder , and a a screen enclosing said fan, and an inlet pipe registering

suction box. with the end of the hollow shaft and adapted to feed ma

2. A perforated rotating cylinder , combined with fixed | terial thereto.
end castings, each having an obliquely disposed hollow 3. In a machine of the character described the combina

bracket, screws threaded upwardly througbthe upperportion with a revoluble shaft carrying fan blades and having

tions of said brackets, and a suction box within the cylinder openings therein between said blades, of a screen enclosing
and adjustably supported on said screws. said fan, a pipe arranged above said screen and adapted to
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direct a shower thereon , and means to feed material to said
hollow shaft.

11,62

12. In a machine of the character described the combina

tion with a revoluble shaft comprising a hollow portion and

a solid portion , of fan blades mounted on said hollow por

tion , the latter having openings between said blades, an in

dependently revoluble screen enclosing said fan , a casing

enclosing the screen , said screen having a supporting disc

at one end provided with an extending flange having bear

ings in the casing and provided with gear teeth on its in

terior surface, a gear wheel on the solid portion of said

shaft , an auxiliary shaft carrying gears meshing with said

toothed flange and said gear, and means for rotating the

main shaft.

No. 102,156. Churn . Baratte.
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4. In a machine of the character described the combina

tion with a horizontal revoluble shaft comprising a hollow

portion and a solid portion of blades mounted on said hol

low portion , the latter being provided with openings between

said blades , a screen enclosing said fan , and means to feed

material to the hollow portion of said shaft.

5. In a machine of the character described the combina

portion and a solid portion , of fan blades mounted on said

hollow portion , the latter being provided with openings

between said blades , a screen enclosing said fan , and an

inlet pipe registering with the end of the hollow portion of

said shaft ad adapted to feed material thereto .

6. In a machine of the character described the combina

tion with a horizontal shaft comprising a hollow portion and

a solid portion , of fan blades mounted on said hollow por

tion , the latter being provided with openings therein be

tween said blades , a screen enclosing said fan , means on the

solid portion of the shaft for rotating the same , and means

to feed the material to said hollow portion of said shaft.

7. In a machine of the character described , a revoluble Frank D. Merrill, Seattle , Washington, U.S.A. , 20th Novem

screen , a fan adapted to be revolved in the same direction ber, 1906 ; 6 years Filed 22nd October, 1906. Receipt No.

but at a different speed from said screen , a casing enclosing 140,532 .

said screen , provided with separate compartments for the
NOTE.-Frank D. Merrill is

refined material and the silver , said compartments being
an assignee of the patent

separated from each other by a double fange on the screen
No. 96,966 issued to Thomas J. Cheney , Lodi, Ohio, bearing

adapted to move in juxta position to the opposition sides of
date the sixteenth day of January , 1906 , of which the

a single flange on the casing.
present patent is a reissue.

8. In a machine of the character described the combina- Claim.-1 . In a churn the combination of a reception for

tion with a revoluble shaft comprising a hollow portion and the liquid , a combined agitation and aerator comprising a

a solid portion of fan blades mounted on said hollow portion , body portion and a stem provided with an air inlet, the walls

the latter having openings between said blades , an inde- of which agitator present a smooth and unbroken surface

pendently revoluble screen enclosing said fan , a casing en- displacing the liquid , and inducing a downward current of air

closing the screen , said screen having a supporting disc at into the liquid , and means for actuating said agitator sub

one end bearing on the solid portion of the shaft. an in- stantially as described.

wardly extending flange arranged on the other end of the 2. In a churn the combination of a receptacle for the

screen and bearing on a projection from the casing , and liquid , a combined agitator and aerator comprising an out

means to feed material to the hollow portion of the shaft. wardly extending end portion , a tubular stem provided with

9. In a machine of the character described the combina- an air inlet, the walls of which agitator present a smooth

tion with a revoluble shaft comprising a hollow portion and and unbroken surface displacing the liquid and inducing a

a solid portion of fan blades mounted on said hollow por- downward current of air into the liquid, and means for actu

tion , the latter having openings between said blades , an in- ating said agitator, substantially as described.

dependently revoluble screen enclosing said fan , a casing 3. In a churn the combination of a receptacle for the liquid ,

enclosing the screen , said screen having a supporting disc a combined agitator and aerator comprising an outwardly

at one end provided with an extending flange having bear - extending hollow end portion, and a tubular stem provided

ings in the casing and provided with gear teeth on its in- with an air inlet , the walls of which agitator present a

terior surface , and a system of gearing between the shaft smooth and unbroken surface displacing the liquid inducing

and said toothed flange for rotating the screen . a downward current of air into the liquid and means for

10. In a machine of the character described the combina- | actuating said agitator, substantially as described.

tion with a revoluble shaft comprising a hollow portion and 4. In a churn the combination of a receptacle for the

a solid portion , fan blades mounted on said hollow portion , liquid , a combined agitator and aerator comprising a hollow

the latter having openings between said blades , of a re- bell - shaped body provided in its upper end with air inlets ,

voluble screen enclosing said fan, a casing enclosing the the inner and outer walls of which bell -shaped body present

screen having slots for the escape of the sliver and means to a smooth and unbroken surface displacing the liquid and in

one end bearing on a flange on the casing, said flange on the ducing a downward current of air into the liquid , and means

scree having slots for the escape of the sliver , and means to for actuating said agitator , substantially as described .

feed material to the hollow portion of the shaft . 5. In a churn the combination of a receptacle for the

11. In a machine of the character described the combina- liquid , a combined agitator and aerator comprising a hollow

tion with a revoluble shaft comprising a hollow portion and bell-shaped end portion, and a tubular stem opening there

a solid portion, fan blades , mounted on said hollow portion , in , and provided with air inlets, the inner and outer walls
the latter having openings between said blades , of a re- of which stem and agitator present a smooth and unbroken

voluble screen enclosing said fan , a casing enclosing the surface displacing the liquid by centrifugal force , and in

screen , said screen having an inwardly extending flange on ducing a downward current of air into the liquid , and means

one end bearing a flange on the casing, said flange on the for actuating said agitator, substantially as described .

screen having slots for the escape of the silver , said screen 6. An improved dasher for aerating churns comprising a

having an outwardly extending double flange embracing a tubular portion adapted to extend above the surface of the

single flange on the casing thereby sepa ing the compart- liquid and provided with a gradually enlarged lower end .

ment for the screened stock from that of the silver , the 7. An improved dasher for aerating churns comprising a

inwardly extending flange on the screen having slots for the tubular portion adapted to extend above the surface.of the

escape of the silver , and means to feeed material to the liquid and a gradually enlarged smooth lower end portion

hollow portion of the shaft. integral therewith .
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8. An improved dasher for aerating churns comprising a held in equilibrium , an annular distributing valve , ports

tubular portion adapted to extend above the surface of the governed by the slidable valve for actuating the distri

liquid and a bell -shaped smooth lower end portion integral buting valve to conduct air pressure on one impulse of

therewith.
the air compressor to the front of the piston of the tool

9. In a churn a smooth bell -shaped dasher and means for to return the piston to starting point and for exhausting air

introducing air centrally thereto.
behind the piston , ports governed by the valve to actu

ate the annular distributing valve to conduct air pressure

No. 102,157. Power Hammer. Marteau mécanique.

on the next impulse of the air compressor to the back of the

piston of the tool to effect the blow stroke , and for exhaust

ing air of the previous stroke in front of the piston , sub

stantially as described .

6. A power hammer consisting of a cylinder , a hammer

or piston slidable within such cylinder, means for carrying

Fig . 1 a chisel or tool in the cylinder end, a handle secured to

the cylinder , a valve box in such handle , a slidable valve

P
contained within such valve box formed with heads or

valves of unequal area and an annular groove, ports lead

ing to each head of the slidable valve , air tubes connected

to such ports and to an air compressor whereby on a pre

determined pressure of air being obtained within the tubes

and valve box the valve is held in equilibrium , rings or

)

shells arranged between the cylinder end and the valve

box , an annular distributing valve arranged to slide be

tween such shells, ports governed by the equilibrium

Fig. 3
valve for actuating the distributing valve to conduct air

Fig.2 .

on one impulse of the air compressor along ports to the

front of the piston of the tool to return the piston to

its starting point and for exhausting the air behind the

piston , ports governed by the equilibrium valve to actuate

6 the annular distributing valve conducting air pressure on

the next impulse of the air compressor to the back of the

f piston of the tool to effect the blow stroke and for exhaust

f ing air of the previous stroke in front of the piston , means

for assisting the opening of the equilibrum valve to admit

102/57

air pressure to the back of the piston of the tool and for

reversing the movement of the equilibrum valve to cut off

pressure behind he piston of the tool when the piston has

completed a portion only of its stroke, a bye -pass for the

low pressure air , and means for starting and stopping the

tool consisting of an exhaust governed by a valve whereby

pressure in the conducting tubes can be relieved , substan

The Climax Patents Limited assignee of Harry Benwell tially as described .

Stocks, Stanton, Barlow Moor Road, Chorlton -Com- 7. In combination in a power hammer air ports conducting

Hardy , Manchester , Lancaster, 20th November, 1906 ; 6 air pressure to the actuating valve of thehammer, an exhaust

years, Filed 7th September, 1903. Receipt No. 128,244 . port communicating with such air ports a valve governing

Claim . - 1 . In power hammers and like percussive tools in

such exhaust port and a lever to actuate the valve for start

which each tool is worked in conjunction with a separate
ing and stopping the hammer , substantially as described .

air compressor, building up the air pressure within two
8. In power hammer and like percussive tools the com

conducting tubes until normal predetermined pressures are
bination of a separate air compressor to each tool and

attained within such tubes the said normal predetermined
back pressure valves in the compressor and loaded valves

pressures acting on a valve or valves in the tool holding it
in the tool for holding up the air pressure generated at

or them in equilibrium , such equilibrium being destroyed by each stroke of the compressor until å predetermined pres

excess of the predetermined pressures the valve or valves
sure is attained in two tubes conducting the air pressure to

being actuated by such excess pressure to admit air from
the tool the excess of such pressure on each stroke of the air

the tubes to one side or the other alternately of a piston of
compressor being conducted to the piston or hammer of the

the toolto drive such piston back and forth , substantially tool, substantially as desribed.

as described.

9. In power hammers like percussive' tools the provision

2. In power hammers and like percussive tools the com
of spring loaded valves permitting the admission of air to the

bination of an air compressor and a power hammer , two
ports leading to the front and rear of the reciprocating

air tubes connecting such compressor with the hammer , back
hammer when the presure in the air conducting tubes ex

pressure valves in the compressor and a valve or valves im
ceeds the load of the valves , a piston or pistons actuated

the tool held in equilibrium by predetermined pressure in by the air pressure to admit air pressure from the tubes

the tubes, the air pressure in the tubes when such prede- alternately to one port, and open theport not under air

termined pressure is exceeded overcoming the valve
pressure to exhaust at each stroke of the compressor, sub

valves in the tool on each impulse of the air compressor , stantially as described.
whereby the pressure within the tubes is admitted to the 10. The power hammer consisting of a cylinder contain

piston of the tool , substantially as described .
ing a reciprocating hammer or piston , an exhaust port or

3. In power hammers and like percussive tools , a slidable ports arranged in the cylinder to exhaust the pressures at

valve within a valve box , air tubes conducting air pressure ,
the end of each stroke of the hammer, ports provided in

which is preferably high and low pressure, from an air
the cylinder to conduct the pressure to the front and back

compressor to the valve box at each side of the valve of the hammer , spring loaded valves governing such ports ,

whereby the valve is held in equilibrium , ports leading from
a double piston actuated by the air pressure to alternately

the valve box to a distributing valve which is actuated open one port to pressure and the other to exhaust , and

when the equilibrium of the valve is destroyed to conduct means for conductingethe exhaust to atmosphere from the

air pressure from the tubes to one side or other of the port not under pressure, an exhaust port governed by a valve

hammer of the tool and exhaust air of the previous stroke, actuated by the operator to start and stop the tool , all ar

subsantially as described.
ranged and acting in the manner substantially as described .

4. In a power hammer a valve box , a valve slidable in 11. An air compressor having back pressure valves and

such valve box , ports formed in the valve box , an inner conducting air in impulses alternately to two tubes, in com

and an outer shell a distributing valve slidable between bination with a hammer connected to the two tubes having

such shells , ports formed in such shells and the distribut- valves to assist with the back pressure valves in the com

ing valve, a cylinder formed with ports and a hammer or pressor in retaining the air in the tubes until a predeter .

piston sldable within such cylinder, substantially as des- mined pressure is attained , substantially as described .

cribed .

12. The combination of a power hammer having valves

5. In a power hammer consisting of a cylinder, a hammer loaded to control the admission of air to the front and rear

or piston slidable within such cylinder , means for carrying of the piston , with an air compressor provided with back

a chisel or tool in the mouth of the cylinder , a handle se- pressure valves and two tubes to conduct the pressure

cured to such cylinder, a valve box , a slidable valve con- to the hammer the cubic capacity of the hammer cylinder

tained in such valve box , ports leading to each end of the being greater than the volume of air displaced at each stroke

slidable valve , air tubes connected to such ports and an of the compressor when the predetermined pressure bax

air compressor whereby on a predetermined pressure of air been attained in the tubes to enable the air to be worked

being obtained with the tubes and valve box the valve is expansively , substantially as described .

or
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No. 102,158. Metal Axle. Essieu de métal. 2. A telephone apparatus which consists of a continuous

circuit connecting two telephone stations with two separ

ated coils in said circuit between said stations and wound

upon the same core , a telephone receiver having its dia

phragm in proximity to said core so as to be actuated there

by, a transmitter associated with said receiver, another
coil on said core in circuit with said transmitter and a

source of electric supply in the transmitter circuit .

No. 102,160. Repair Band for Pneumatic Tires

Bande à réparer les bandages pneumatiques.
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The Bettendorf Metal Wheel Company, assignee of Emil

Einfeldt, all of Davenport , Iowa, U.S.A. , 20th November,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 27th September, 1906. Receipt No.

139,860.

Claim . - 1. A metal axle comprising a body portion and in

tegral bearing spindles , the body portion being composed

of a web and flat longitudinal flanges, and the bearing

spindles being composed of a web of greater thickness and

of less height than that of the body portion , and forming an

integral continuation of the latter, and curved flanges form
ing integral cuntinuations of the flat flanges of thebody Frederick William Hoare and Charles Wainman Cole , as

portion .
signee of a half interest , both of Collingwood , Ontario ,

2. A metal axle consisting of a single section of com
Canada, 20th November, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 17th

mercial I- beam , comprising a main bodyportion and integral August , 1906. Receipt No. 138,756.

bearing spindles, the body portion having flat flanges and a Claim .-1 . A repair band for tires comprising a partial

longitudinal connecting web, and the bearing spindles hav- band shaped to fit the distended cover of the tire and pro

ing a thickened web and inwardly curved flanges with longi- vided with a retaining edge designed to be inserted between

tudinal spaces between the flanges and the web, and two the edges of the cover and the sides of the groove in which

bearing shoulders at opposite sides of the bearing spindle it fits, as and for the purpose specified .

at its inner end, said shoulders being formed wholly of the 2. A repair basd for tires comprising a ptartial band

metal of the flanges and presenting projections at two sides shaped to lt the distended cover of the tire and provided

only of the spindles . with a retaining edge having a bead formed thereon designed

3. An axle embodying a section of I -beam having the web to be inserted between the edges of the cover and the sides

at the end of the section thickened , condensed and reduced of the groove in which it fits, as and for the purpose speci

in height , and the flanges at the end curved inward toward fied .

each other to present a rounded bearing surface with longi- 3. The combination with the rim having the peripheral

tudinal spaces between the curved flanges and the web . groove, of the cover fitting the edge therein at each side of

4. An axle embodying a section of flanged bar having the the groove , the air tube fitting within the cover and the

flanges at the end curved to form a bearing spindle , and repair band fitting outside of the cover and having the re

integral shoulders at the inner end of the bearing spindle, taining edges fitting between the edges of the cover and the
said shoulders being formed of the upset metal of the

sides of he groove , as and for the purpose specified.

flanges.

5.A metal axle comprising a section of I -beam , with the No. 102,161 . Bicycle Pump Pompe de bicycle.

web at the end condensed and thickened , and the ends of the
flanges curved inward to form bearing spindle , and

shoulders at the inner end of the spindle , consisting of the

upset metal of the flanges.

a
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No. 102,159. Telephone Repeater.

Répétiteur de téléphone.
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Frank Bruckner Murray and Bradford Merry, assignee of a

George Washington Kretzinger, assignee of David H. Wilson , half interest , all of Augusta , Georgia , U.S.A. , 20th No

both of Chicago , Illinois , 20th November, 1906 ; 6 years. vember , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 1st August, 1906 . Re

Filed 5th July, 1905. Receipt No. 126,643. ceipt No. 138,317 .

Claim.-1 . A telephone repeater comprising a core having Claim . - 1 . The combination with a vehicle wheel including

two coils thereon adapted to be connected in the talking a hub and an inflatable tire , of a pump cylinder fixed for

circuit , a telephone receiver associated with said core , a rotation with the wheel , a duct connecting the cylinder and

telephone transmitter associated with said receiver so as to tire for communication , a piston arranged for reciprocation

be actuated therefrom , a coil on said core in circuit with within the cylinder and having its rod extended beyond one

said transmitter , and a source of electric supply in circuit end of the latter , a pivoted cam member adapted to swing to

with said coil and transmitter whereby the impulses from an inclined position for action upon the rod to reciprocato

one station are reinforced so as to be transmitted to the the piston , an operating rod under control of the operator

next. and having an annular portion adapted when the rod is ro
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same .
1
6
2

1
6
2

tated to move the cam member to active position , support. base, a ram mounted on each of said crossheads , one of said

ing bearings for said rod , one of said bearings being provided rams arranged to actuate one pair of said spoke gripping
with a notch , a head fixed upon the rod and having a tooth | jaws on the forward movement of the crossheads, and the
for engagement with the notch to lock the rod against rota- other ram to actuate the other pair on the return movement

tion and a spring acting upon the rod for maintaining the of same and spoke heading tools carried by said rams.

notch and tooth normally in locking engagement.
4. In a machine of the class described in combination &

2. The combination with a vehicle wheel including a hub base, driving gears journalled on one end thereof, two pairs

ed an inflatable tire , of a pump cylinder fixed for rotation of spoke gripping jaws mounted on said base, opposing spoke

with the wheel a duct communicating with the cylinder and heading tools and single reciprocating means operated by

tire , a guide rod mounted in the cylinder a piston arranged said driving gears for actuating said spoke gripping jaws

for reciprocation in the latter and having a tubular piston and for carrying said heading tools.

rod in telescopic engagement with the guide rod, a spring 5. In a machine of the class described, in combination a

arranged on the guide rod between the piston head and ad- | base , driving gears journalled on one end thereof, two pairs

jacent end of the cylinder and adapted for moving the piston of spoke gripping jawsmounted on said base , opposing spoke

in one direction , the piston rod being extended beyond the heading tools operated by said driving gears and single re

other end of the cylinder and equipped with a bearing roller, ciprocating means for actuating said spoke gripping jaws

a pivotetd bearing disc adapted to be moved to an inclined and for carrying said heading tools, said means in its for

position and act upon the bearing roller for reciprocating ward movement operating to secure the hub end of the

the piston against the action of the spring, and means under spoke and in its return movement to secure the rim end of

control of the operator for swinging the bearing disc to

active position .
6. In a machine of the class described , in combination a

base , driving gears journalled at one end thereof, two pairs

No. 102,162. Wheel Making Machine.
of spoke gripping jaws mounted on said base , a vertically

movable wheel member support, opposing spoke heading

Machine à faire des roues . tools and single reciprocating means actuated by said driv

ing gears for operating said spoke gripping jaws for raising

and lowering said wheel member support and for carrying

said heading tools.

7. In a machine of the class described, in combination a

base, driving gears journalled on one end thereof, two pairs

of spoke gripping jaws mounted on said base, a vertically

movable longitudinally yielding wheel member support, op

posing spoke heading tools and single reciprocating means

actuated by said driving gears dropping the said wheel mem

ber support in its forward movement and raising it in its

return movement for operating the said jaws and for carry .

ing the spoke heading tools.

8. In a machine or the ciasss described, in combination a

base, driving gears journalled on one end thereof, two bed

pieces fixed to and longitudinally adjustable upon said base,
a pair of spoke gripping jaws mounted upon each bed piece,

crossheads operated by the driving gears and located out

side the bed pieces and slidably mounted thereon, jaw actu

ating rams and spoke heading tools carried by said cross
heads and a wheel member support.

9. In a machine of the class described, in combination a

base, driving gears journalled on one end thereof, two pairs

of spoke gripping jaws mounted on said base , a vertically

movable, longitudinally yielding wheel member support

elastically held normally in a central position by opposing

springs, and single reciprocating means actuated by said

driving gears for controlling the movement of the spoke

grippingjaws and the said wheel member support.

10. In a machine of the class described, in combination

with the spoke fastening devices, a wheel member support

adapted to yield longitudinally independently of said spoke

fastening devices as the spokes are being secured to the

01 . hub.

11. In a machine of the class described in combination

fixed spoke gripping jaws, spoke heading tools co -operating

with said jaws and movable with each other, and a verti

cally movable longitudinally yielding platen for supporting

the wheel members, said platen being actuated in its longi

tudinal movement by the upsetting of the spoke.

12. In a machine of the cass described in combination ,

spoke fastening devices, a vertically movable longitudinally

yielding wheelmember support, and a yielding presser head

The International Harvester Company, Chicago, Illinois, mounted on said wheel member support and adapted to bear

U.S.A. , assignee of Charles Walrath Robinson , Hamilton , against the inside of the wheel rim.

Ontario , Canada, 20th November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 13. In a machine of the class described , in combination

6th August, 1906. Receipt No. 138,449. with the vertically movable and longitudinally yielding

Claim . - 1. In a machine of the class described in combin- wheel member support, a yielding inside presser head adap

ation, a base suitably mounted, driving gears, two recipro- ted to bear against and spring outwardly a segment of the

cating crossheads slidably mounted on said base and oper- wheel rim during the initial upsetting of the rim end of the

ated by said driving gears, said crossheads moving as a spoke , said presser head being mounted on the wheel mem .

single piece, means fixed to the adjacent sides of said cross- ber support.

heads for actuating the spoke gripping jaws and for up- 14. In a machine of the class described in combination a

setting the spoke ends and spoke gripping jaws mounted on hub end and rim end spoke fastening mechanism , each com

said base.

prising a pair of fixed spoke gripping jaws and a longitudin

2. In a machine of the class described in combination a ally movable heading device, a wheel member support, a

base suitably mounted, driving gears journalled on one end yielding independently actuated inside presser head mounted

thereof, two reciprocating crossheads slidably mounted on on said support , and an outside presser head actuated by

said base and operated by said driving gears, side bars for the rim end heading device.

adjustably connecting the two crossheads with each other, 15. In a machine of the class described in combinatio : a

rams fixed to the adjacent sides of said crossheads, spoke hub end and a rim end spoke fastening mechanism , each

heading tools fixed to said rams and two pairs of spoke comprising a pair of fixed spoke gripping jaws and a longi

gripping jaws actuated by the rams.
tudinally movable heading device, a wheel member support,

3. In a machine of the class described in combination a a yielding independently actuated inside presser head mount

base suitably mounted, driving gears journalled one ed on said support, and an outside presser head operatirely

end thereof, two reciprocating crossheads slidably mounted connected to said heading device and actuated only during

on said base and operated by said driving gears, side bars the initial forward movement thereof .

for adjustably connecting the two crossheads with each 16. In a machine of the class described, in combination

other , two pairs of spoke gripping jaws mounted on said ' with a vertically movable longitudinally yielding wheel
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member support, an independently actuated yielding presser ten , and means in connection with said spoke fastening de

head mounted on said support and arranged to bear against vice for positively raising the platen .

and spring a segment of the rim outwardly , hub and rim 24. In a machine of the class described in combination

end spoke fastening devices, each comprising fixed jaws and with the reciprocating crossheads and the side bars for con
a heading tool , and an outside presser head adapted to bear necting same, a platen provided with suitable guides for

against and move the wheel member support inwardly and permitting both a horizontal and a vertical movement,

bring the rim to position at a predetermined distance from springs acting to hold said platen in its central position

the fixed jaws of the rim end spoke fastening device . horizontally, cam blocks fixed to said side bars and depend

17. In a machine of the class described, in combination ing arms movable in one direction pivotally secured to

with a vertically movable longitudinally yielding wheel said platen and arranged to engage said cam blocks and lift

member support, an independently actuated yielding presser the platen as the bars are reciprocated.

head mounted on said support and arranged to bear against 25. In a machine of the class described in combination ,

and spring a segment of the rim outwardly, hub and rim a vertically movable longitudinally yieding wheel member

end spoke fastening devices , each comprising fixed jaws and support and an inside presser head mounted thereon , said

a heading tool, an outside presser head adapted to bear presser head comprising a frame, a plunger longitudinally

against and move the wheel member support inwardly and movable therein, a cylinder and platen pivotally mounted

bring the rim to position at a predetermined distance from at the lower end of the frame, a vertically arranged lever

the fixed jaws of the rim end spoke fastening device , and pivoted on the frame and connecting above with said plunger

both positive and elactic means for returning the said out- and below with said piston , and means for controlling the

side presser head. admission and release of air to said cylinder.

18. In a machine of the class described in combination, 26. In a machine of the class described in combination ,

spoke fastening devices, a verticallymovable longitudinally a vertically movable longitudinally yielding wheel member
yielding wheel member support, counterbalancing springs suport and an inside presser head mounted thereon, said
interposed between said wheel member support and the presser head comprising a frame, a plunger longitudinally

machine frame, and a yielding presser head mounted on said
movable therein, a cylinder and piston pivotally mounted at

support and adapted to bear against the inside of the wheel the lower end of the frame, a vertically arranged lever

rim. pivoted on the frame and connecting above with said plunger

19. In a machine of the class described in combination, and below with said piston , manually operated valve for
spoke fastening devices, a vertically movable longitudinally controlling the admission of air to said cylinder, and auto

yielding wheel member support, an adjustable stop for con- matically actuated mechanism for releasing the air pressure

trolling the lower position of said support, counterbalancing at a predetermined time .

springs interposed between the wheel member support and

the machine frame, and a yielding presser head mounted on
No. 102,163. Smoke Consumer. Foyer fumivore.

said support and adapted to bear against the inside of the
wheel rim.

20. In a machine of the class described in combination

a hub and a rim and spoke fastening device, a vertically

movable hub and rim support arranged to yield longitudi

nally as the hub end of the spoke is being secured, means for

positively raising the said hub and rim support after a

spoke has been secured in place , an inside presser head

mounted on said support and constructed to bear against

and spring a segment of the rim outwardly and yield inward

ly as the rim end spoke fastening device secures the rim end

of the spoke in place, and an outside presser head actuated

by the rim end spoke fastening device and operating to move

the hub and rim support to a gauge position with respect

to the rim end jaws.

21. In a machine of the class described in combination

with the heading tool and spoke gripping jaws, a vertically

movable longitudinally yielding hub and rim support, an in

side presser head mounted on said support, an outside pres

ser head comprising a sliding plunger arranged to press

against the hub and rim support, a lever pivotally mounted

on the machine frame, a link connecting said plunger and

lever, and a spring operating to hold the plunger in its rear

ward position, and means in connection with said heading

tool for actuating the said outside presser head.
Charles Stewart Ferry and Malcolm Gregory, assignee of a

22. In a machine of the class described in combination fourth interest, both of Montreal , Quebec , Canada ,

a reciprocating crosshead, a jaw actuating ram and a heading 20th November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 7th December, 1906

tool fixed to said crosshead, spoke gripping jaws, a cam Receipt No. 130,779 .

block mounted on said ram, a vertically movable longitudi- Claim.-1 . The combination with a fire chmaber containing

nally yielding hub and rim support, an inside presser head a fire grate, a tubular member extending transversely to

mounted on said support an outside presser head comprising such chamber atthefront thereof above the levelof the

a siding plunger arranged to press against the hub and rim fire grate, a series of tuyeres extending from such tubular

support, a lever pivotally mounted on the machine frame , a member, a steam pipe within and extending longitudinally

link pivotally connecting said plunger and lever, a roller through the said tubular member , a series of nozzles also

journalled at the pivotal connection thereof and adapted to within the tubular member and extending from the steam

be engaged by the cam on said ram , thereby positively mov- | pipe and each being located in line with one of the tuyeres,

ing said presser head forwardly and a spring operating means whereby heated air is supplied to the tubular mem

normally to hold the plunger in its rearward position, and ber consisting of a single pipe extending from one end of

means for positively returning said presser head consisting the tubular member to a point in the furnace room above

of a downwardly projecting arm , or hook integral with the the furnace, and means whereby steam is supplied to the

said lever of the presser head and a stop on said ram ad steam pipe , substantially as described.

jacent to the cam block, the said stop lying in the path of 2. The combination with a fire chamber containing a fire
said arm or hook, when the said presser head occupies its grate, a tubular member extending transversely to such
forward position . chamber at the front thereof above the level of the fire

23. In a machine of the class described in combination grate, a series of tuyeres extending from such tubular mem

with the spoke fastening devices , a vertically movable ber, a steam pipe within and extending longitudinally

longitudinally yielding wheel member support comprising a through the said tubular member, a series of nozzles also

circular rim holding platen having longitudinally extend within the tubular member and extending from the steam

ing guideways on its under side and a large central open- pipe and each being located in line with one of the tuyeres,

ing, a bridge secured to said platen and extending across means whereby heated air and the products of combustion

said opening , a hub mandrel mounted on said bridge, ver- from the furnace are supplied to the tubular member con

tically extending guides secured to the machine frame, slides sisting of a pair of pipes extending from one end of the tubu
provided with transversely extending guides at their upper lar member, one of such pipes leading to a point in the fur

ends which engage the longitudinally extending ways on the nace room above the furance and the other to a point with

other side of said platen , horizontally arranged springs for in the upper portion of the furnace , the upper end of the

holding the platen yieldingly in a central position , a ver- first -mentioned air conducting pipe being flared and the up

tically adjustable block placed at the lower end of said per end of the second -mentioned pipe terminating in a hood,

vertically extending guides for limiting the drop of said and means whereby steam is supplied to the steam pipe,

platen , springs for counterbalancing the weight of said pla- ' substantially as described.
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3. In a furnace the combination with a fire chamber con- 5. The combination with a suitable frame having guides.

taining a fire grate and the fire door , of a tubular member of a pair of weights movable on said guides , a magneto

extending transversely to such chamber at the front thereof

above the fire grate , one end of such tubular member being

closed and the other open , a series of tuyeres extending

from such tubular member , a steam conductor in close rela Fig. ]

tion with and adapted to transmit heat to the tubular mem
t뉴

ber , a series of nozzles within the tubular member and re

ceiving steam from the steam conductor, such tuyeres being

located one in line with each of the tuyeres, an air conduct

ing pipe connected at one end to the open end of the tubular

member and having is opposite end flared and located above

the furnace , a second pipe connected at one end of said tu

bular member and having its opposite end located within the

furnace , a pair of valves controlling such conducting pipes ,

a steam supply pipe conntcted to the steam conductor a

valve controlling such steam supply pipe, a spring control

led lever operatively connected to the stem of the steam

valve means detachable operatively connecting the fire door

to the lever , a cylinder containing a piston with a piston

rod extending therefrom the said piston also having a port

therein and a flexible disc secured to the side thereof,

means pivotally connecting the lever to the piston rod ,

means operatively connecting the lever to the valves of the

conducting pipes , a conductor extending from one end to the

other of the cylinder , and a valve for controlling the last

mentioned cylinder , substantially as described .
4. In a furnace the combination with a fire chamber con

taining a fire grate, and the fire door, of a tubular member

extending transversely to such chamber at the front thereof
F'iy . 5.

above the fire grate , one end of such tubular member being

closed and the other open , a series of tuyres extending from

such tubular member, a steam conductor in close relation

with and adapted to transmit heat to the tubular member ,

a series of nozzles within the tubular member and reeiving

steam from the steam conductor , such tuyeres being located

one in line with each of the tuyeres , an air conducting pipe
22114

connected at one end to the open end of the tubular mem

ber and having its opposite end flared and located above

the furnace , a second pipe connected at one of the said tu- electric generator within one of said weights and having

bular member and having its opposite end located within

the furnace , a pair of valves controlling such conducting other weight , suitable pulleys on the frame , electric con
a pulley on the armature thereof, a pulley within the

pipes, a lever fulcrumed between the said pair of valves, ducting and operating cords passing over said pulleys
means connecting the said valves to the lever at opposite and provided with handles, and an electric conducting cord
sides of the fulcrum point, a steam supply pipe connected between the generator and the last -mentioned weight, said
to the steam conductor, a valve controlling such steamcords being arranged in circuit to convey the current

supply pipe , a spring controlled lever operatively connected through the operator .

to the stem of the steam valve , means detachably opera

tively connecting the fire door to the spring controlled lever, side guide rods and a center conducting guide rod , weights
6. The combination of a frame having non - conducting

means operatively connecting the spring controlled lever guided on said rods with the conducting guide rod between

to the first -mentioned lever, a cylinder containing a piston them , an electric generator within one of said weights

with a piston rod extending therefrom , the said piston also and having electric connection therewith , and combined

having a port therein and a flexible valvulal disc secured to conducting and operating cords, one of said cords being

the side thereof, means pivotally connecting the lever to connected to said generator and adapted to actuate the

the piston rod , a conductor extending from one end to the

otherof the cylinder a valve for controlling the last -men- the other of said weights.
and the other cord having electric connection with

tioned conductor, a crank shaft , means effecting a detach

able connection between the crank and spring controlled
levr, a bevel gearmountedrigidlyupon such crank shaft and No. 102,165. Bicycle Seat Spring.

a bevel gear rotatable with the door and intermeshing with Ressort de siège de bicycle.

the bevel gear just mentioned , substantially as described.
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No. 102,164. Electric Muscle Exercising Appa

ratus.

Appareil d'erercice pour les muscles.

Robert O'Connor , Hammond and Charles William Humphrey ,

assignee of a fourth interest, 20th November, 1906 ; 6

years . Filed 20th June , 1905. Receipt No. 126,216 .

Claim . - 1. The combination with a suitable frame , of a

magneto - electric generator movable on said frame , and

electric conducting and operating cords arranged in cir

cuit and connected to convey the current through the

operator when moving the generator on the frame .

2. The combination with a suitable frame , of a weight

guided on said frame , an electric generator in said weight .

and electric conducting and operating cords arranged in

circuit and connected to convey the current through the

operator when actuating the device .

3. The combination with a suitable frame, of a pair of

movable weights guided on said frame , an electric gen

erator movable with one of said weights, and combined
electric conducting and operating cords for said weights lysses G. Sweeney, and Melvin L. Mayes , Orosi , California ,

in suitable electric connection with the generator to con U.S.A., 20th November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 27th Aug.

vey the current through the body of the operator.
ust , 1906. Receipt No. 139,003 .

4. The combination with a suitable frame, of a magneto- C'laim . - A saddle supporting spring comprising a pair

electric generator movable one said frame and having a of horizontally disposed armsthe ends of which are ben

pulley on the armature thereof, and electric conducting to form coincident coils, said coils being provided with

and operating cordsin circuit , one of said cords passing offsets defining upwardly' curved arms for attachment to

over said pulley to simultaneously cause the generator a bicycle saddle post, and a tubular clamping sleeve en:

to move on the frame and revolve the armature of said gaging said horizontal arms andadapted to support the

generator. saddle .
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No. 102,166. Tandem Bicycle Bicycle double. 11. In combination with two bicycles, rods having their

ends removably connected to the bicycles, inclined braces

connecting the rods and the bicycles , yokes connected to

the handle bar stems of the bicycles, links pivotally con

nected to the yokes, and a rod pivotally connecting the

links .

No. 102,167. Rotary Machine. Machine rotatoire.

g.1.

f
i
g

1
1
3

Tig !2 .
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0
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6
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Daniel Appel, Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A., 20th November, 1906 ;

102/66
Filed 22nd January, 1906. Receipt No. 132,092 .

Claim . - 1 . In a rotary machine , a casing having inlet and

exhaust ports and a rotatable power transmitting abutment

Joseph Delanchamp, Jr., Marieville , Quebec, Canada, 20th wall sub - dividing said casing , a piston extending centrally

November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 16th August, 1906. Re- through the said wall to opposite sides thereof and ad

ceipt No. 138,732 . apted to oscillate and thereby impart a rotary motion to said

Claim . - 1. In combination with two bicycles , connecting wall , said piston having its entire active surface exposed
rods secured to the bicycles , steering means operable to the power fluid from inlet to exhaust .

from both bicycles, and means for supporting a seat and 2. In a rotary machine , a spherical casing, power trans

a receptacle on said rods intermediate of the bicycles . mitting wall rotatably mounted in said casing, and an oscil

2. In combination with two bicycles , connecting rods lating power piston hinged across the center of said wall

secured to the bicycles, steering means operable from both and equally exposed on opposite sides thereof, said piston

bicycles, means for supporting a seat and a receptacle on and wall having uniform and unchanging active surfaces

said rods intermediate of the bicycles, and a canopy sup- and rotatable together.

port carried by the connecting rods . 3. In rotary machines , a casing having inlet and exhaust

3. In combination with two bicycles , connecting rods ports and rotatable wall centrally thereof adapted to

removably secured to the bicycles , steering means oper- transmit power in combination with a piston intersecting

able from either bicycles , and means for supporting a seat said wall at right angles across its center, and means to

and a receptacle on said rods intermediate of the bicycles . cause said piston to oscillate obliquely to the axis of said

4. In combination with two bicycles , connecting rods wall and thereby impart a rotary motion to said wall and

secured to the bicycles , steering means operable from piston .

either bicycle , means for supporting a seat and a 4. In a rotary machine , a chamber and a rotatable power

ceptacle intermediate of the bicycles, and means for brac- transmitting wall sub-dividing said chamber, a piston pivot

ing the bicycles against lateral stress . ed across the center of said wall at right angles to its axis

5. In combination with two bicycles, a front connecting and adapted to swing from side to side in respect to said wall

rod secured to the heads of the bicycles , a rear connecting and means to cause said piston to assume an oblique angle

rod secured to the rear of the frames of the bicycles, a to the plane of said wall and thereby convert the power in

seat and a receptacle carried by the rods , and means for to a rotary motion for said piston and wall together.

steering the bicycles synchronously. 5. A rotary machine having a rotatable shaft and an abut

6. In combination with two bicycles, a front connecting ment wall fixed on said shaft and axially in the same plane

rod provided with bifurcated ends adapted to engage the and a piston -like disc hinged at its center and adapted to

heads of the bicycles, means for maintaining the rods in oscillate on said hinge in respect to said abutment wall.

position , a rear rod secured to the rear of the frames of 6. In a rotary machine, a spherical casing, a rotatable

the bicycles , a seat and a receptacle carried by the rods , abutment wall therein and a piston disc centrally across the

and means for steering the bicycles synchronously. same and in hinged relation therewith , a guide having an

7. In combination with two bicycles, a front connecting orbit in said casing at an oblique angle to the axis of said

rod provided with screw - threaded bifurcated ends , shoes abutment wall and provided with pivots on which the said

disposed in the bifurcations and adapted to engage the piston disc is adapted to oscillate across the plane of the

heads of the bicycles , wing nuts on the screw-threaded orbit of said guide.

portion of the bifurcations adapted to secure said shoes , 7. In rotary machines , ε. casing and a rotatable sub -divid

a rear connecting rod secured to the rear of the frames of ing wall therein and a piston hinged at its middle in said

the bicycles, a seat and a receptacle carried by the rods, wall and having a portion of its edge pivotally confined to

and means for steering the bicycles synchronously . an orbit at an angle to the axis of said wall.

8. In combination with two bicycles , a front rod secured 8. In rotary machines , a spherical chamber, a rotatable

to the heads of the bicycles , a rear rod provided with re- abutment wall therein having fixed bearings, a piston disc

cesses disposed around the rear forks of the bicycles, having its axis centrally across said wall, and means en

plates disposed on the opposite sides of the rear forks , gaged with the edge of said disc to cause the disc to oscil

bolts disposed through the plates and the ends of the rear late obliquely as it rotates .

rod , a seat and a receptacle carried by the rods , and 9. In rotary machines, a spherical chamber, a rotatable

means for steering the bicycles synchronously . abutment wall therein having fixed bearings, a piston hinged

9. In combination with two bicycles , a front connecting centrally at right angles to said wall and rotatable there

rod , a rear connecting rod , intersecting horizontal rods with , and rotatable means in the wall of said chamber

carried by the front and rear rods, a seat and a receptacle adapted to travel at an angle of inclination to the axis of

carried by the intersecting horizontal rods, and means said abutment wall and having said piston pivotally engaged

for steering the bicycles synchronously . therewith whereby said disc is caused to oscillate as it

10. In combination with two bicycles , connecting rods rotates .

removably secured to the bicycles , means for supporting a 10. In a rotary machine , a rotatable abutment disc and a

seat and a receptacle intermediate of the bicycles , means piston disc extending through said abutment disc and a tra

for steering the bicycles synchronously , and a canopy sup- velling pivot point for said piston disc at its edge on which

porting the framework disposed on the connecting rods, it is adapted to oscillate .
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11. A rotary machine having an abutment disc rotatable disc and means to cauze said disc to oscillate to and fro

about a fixed axis and a piston disc hinged at its middle in respect to the said abutment disc .

midway across said abutment disc and rotatable therewith , 27. A rotary machine having an inlet and an outlet for

and a rotatable guide outside both said discs with which fluid pressure and comprising rotating and oscillating mem

the piston disc has pivoted connection .
bers, in combination with an automatic relief valve for the

12. In a rotary machine, a rotatable abutment wall having fluid inlet of said machine .

a fixed axis and a piston disc hinged at right angles to the 28. In a rotary machine , a set of rotatable power mem

said axis across the middle of said abutment wall and a bers having opposed working surfaces, of a fixed area

guide provided with pivots for said piston disc and adapted during an entire cycle of rotation, and one of said mem

to travel in a fixed orbit at an inclined angle to the place bers adapted to oscillate obliquely in respect to the axis

of said abutment wall .
of rotation of both members .

13. In rotary machines, a spherical casing comprising 29. In a rotary machine , a set of power members com

base and cover sections dividing at the center of the power prising a rotatable abutment and an oscillating piston

shaft and supply and exhaust connections on the said base adapted to rotate with said abutment, said abutment and

section thereby leaving the cover section free to be detached said piston having opposed working surfaces of a given

without disturbing the said connections, in combination with area adapted to operate with an unvarying exposure during

an abutment and a niston rotatahla with said abutment
their entire travel .

adapted to traverse the said supply and exhaust connection .
14. A spherical casing having its line of division central No. 102,168. Windmill. Moulin à vent.

and lengthwise to the power shaft and provided with a guide

channel centrally at right angles to said division line , and

supply and exhaust connections said base section

whereby the working parts may be readily inspected and

removed by taking off the cover section and without dis

turbing the permanent supply and exhaust connections .

15. In a rotatable machine having a power shaft , a rotat

able ahutment disc having said shaft extending diametrically

through its center and provided with dort controlling en

largements on opposite sides of said shaft , and a casing

having ports controlled in the path of said enlargements.

16. In a spherical rotary machine, a casing comprising a
hase section and a power shaft on which said sections Robert S. Bartlett, Nocona, Texas , U.S.A. , 20th November,

divide . supply and exhaust connertions secured to said
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th September, 1906. Receipt No.

base section and an endless guide channel across both said
139,767.

Sections at an inclination to the axis of saint shaft . whereby Claim.-1 . A wind wheel comprising spaced apart heads,

the rover section may ha ronveniently taken off and the a circular series of transversely curved blades secured to

working memhers inspected or removed from the casing said heads and held therebetween, the outer edges of said

withont disturbing any permanent connections .
blades being arranged in a circle and the inner edges

17. In a rotary machine . an a hutment disc . , a piston disc of said blades being also arranged in an inner circle which

engaged at its certes across the center of the abutment forms awind chamber at the center of the wheel, the

disc and at right angles to the axis thereof and a travelling inner edge of each curved blade being located at a point
circular guide with which said piston disc is pivotally en- where a line drawn therethrough and through the center

gaged at its periphery .
of the wheel will intersect the outer edge of the next blade

18. In a rotary machine . rotatable abutment disc . lan in advance , and each of said blades being concavo -convex

oscillating diston disc hinged centrally across the middle of in cross section, the cross section thereof lying in an
said abutment disr . and a puide ring operatively connected arc struck from the outer circle of the wheel to the inner
with said piston disc and encompassing both said discs . circle forming the wind chamber , the radius of said arc

19. In a rotary machine, a suitable casing.a rotatable being equal to one -quarter the diameter of the wheel.

abutment disc therein having fixed bearings, a piston disc
hinged across the center of said abutment disc , a ring No. 102,169. Display Cabinet Cabinet de montre.

adapted to travel rotarily in said casing and opposite pivot

connections between said ring and the said piston disc .

20. In a rotary machine , a casing having a spherical cham

her provided with a channel extending around the wall

thereof a guide ring slidahly mounted in said channel , a

piston disc pivotally engaged with said ring at its : edge and

an abutment disc traversed by said piston disc .

21. In a rotary machine , a casing having a spherical cham

ber and a ring-shaned channel extending around the same,

a guide ring mounted in said channel, an abutment disc

rotatably supported in said chamber and having its axis

extending centrally through the same at an angle to the said

ring, and a piston disc hinged at its center and engaged at

opposite points at its edge with the said guide ring.

22. The casing having a chamber with a channel about

the same , an abutment disc rotatably mounted in said cham

ber at an angle to said channel, a guide ring rotatably

mounted in said channel and a piston disc hinged at its

center across the center of said abutment disc, and having

opposite pivot connections with said guide ring.

23. The casing having a spherial chamber and a guide

channel about the same, a main shaft and an abutment disc

mounted thereon at an angle to said channel , a piston disc

hinged at an angle across said abutment disc, and a guide

ring in said channel operatively engaged with the edge of

said abutment disc and flush with the wall of said chamber.

24. The casing having a spherical chamber and a ring

shaped guide channel about said chamber, a guide ring oc

cupying said channel and having its inner surface flush with

the surface of the said chamber, a piston disc and pivots

connecting the edge thereof with said , ring , an abutment

disc in said chamber at an angle to the said ring and a shaft

on which said abutment disc is fixed.

25. The casing having inlet and exhaust ports, and abut

ment disc constructed to control said ports , a piston disc

mounted at an angle across said abutment disc , and a rotat

able guide with which the said piston disc is operatively Martin T. Brennan , Montreal, Quebec , Canada, 20th Nov.
engaged at its eilge ,26. The casing having a spherical chamber and inlet and ember , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 29th September, 1906. Re

exhaust ports, & shaft centrally through said chaniber and
ceipt No. 139,895.

an abutment disc fixed thereon and constructed to control Claim.-1 . A display cabinet comprising the combination

the said ports, a piston disc hinged acrosssaid abutment of a glass cylinder, casings arranged at the top and boto
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tom of the cylinder , a locking rod disposed through the standards , one of said standards hinged to the frame, and
casings and means for displaying collars in the cylinder the other having a recess in the face thereof adapted to
on the rod. register with a recess in the face of said frame, a longi

2. A display cabinet comprising the combination of a tudinally movable key adapted to move in said recesses

glass cylinder, casings arranged at the top and bottom which in registration with each other , and an angle lever
of the cylinder , a locking rod disposed through the cas- mounted upon the frame and having sliding pivotal con

ings, a reflector disposed in each of the casings , and means nection with said key, as set forth .

for displaying collars on the rod in the cylinder. 4. An apparatus for bending metallic bars comprising a
3. A display cabinet comprising the combination of frame with rollers mounted therein , standards, connections

glass cylinder, casings arranged at the top and bottom between the same, an adjustable roller carried by said

of the cylinder, a rod disposed through the casings, bracket standards, one of said standards hinged to the frame, one
arms provided with collars adapted to engage the casings , of the faces of the frame having a longitudinal recess with
screw -threaded caps adapted to lock the collars the an off - set therein , which latter is adapted to receive the

casings, brackets adapted to support the arms , and means lower end of one of said standards , a key adapted to work
for displaying collars on the rod in the cylinder . in registering recesses in said frame and one of said stand

4. A transparent display cabinet having a rod therein ards , and a pivotal lever having sliding connection with

disposed centrally and longitudinally thereof and adapted said key and adapted to move the same longitudinally, as

to maintain the parts of the cabinet together , in com- set forth ,

bination witli a collar on the rod provided with radial

arms, some of which arms are provided with hooks adapted No. 102,171 . Relay for Reinforcing Sound.
to support a collar , and one of which arms is provided

Relai pour renforcir le son .
with a button adapted to be inserted through the front

button holes of the supported collar, and set screws ad

apted to secure said collars on the rod .

5. A display cabinet comprising the combination of a
S

transparent cylinder, a lower casing having an interiorly

and exteriorly screw - threaded projection , an upper casing

having a projection with a screw- threaded bore and hav

ing external screw threads, bracket arms having collars

disposed around the projections, screw - threaded caps on

the projections adapted to lock the collars against the

casings, a screw -threaded rod disposed with one end in the

screw-threaded recess and the other end in the bore

of the other casing , an interiorly and exteriorly screw

threaded nut on the rod and in engagement with the bore

of the casing, reflectors in the casing, and display racks

on the rod.

6. In combination with a supporting rod, a collar dis

posed on the rod and provided with a plurality of radial

Fig. 2
arms, some of which are provided with hooks adapted to

support a collar , and one of which is provided with a but

ton adapted to be inserted through the button holes in

the collar , and a set screw adapted to lock the collar on

the rod .

3 5 1 s

No. 102,170. Metallic Bar Bender.

Appareil pour plier les barres de métal.

Fig. I

Fig. 3.
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081 Jens Herman Christensen , Sovejen, Sollerod, Denmark , 20th

November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 5th April , 1905 . Re

ceipt No. 123,981.

Claim .-1 . A telephone relay comprising a diaphragm ,

a pendulum freely adacent said diaphragm and bearing

lightly thereagainst, and a repeating circuit including a

receiver and arranged in series with contacts formed by

said pendulum and the diaphragm respectively.

2. A telephone relay, comprising a diaphragm , a pendulum

depending freely adjacent thereto and having a carbon

block at its exremity, said diaphragm and carbon block

being lightly in contact, and a repeating circuit including

a receiver and arranged in series with the contacts formed

by said diaphragm and carbon block.

Alvin C. Busby, Ellenburg, Washington , U.S.A. , 20th No 3. A telephone relay , comprising a diaphragm having a

vember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 20th October, 1906 . Re carbon plate forming a part thereof, a plurality of pendu

ceipt No. 140,465 . lums each depending freely adjacent said diaphragm and

having a carbon block bearing lightly against said plate ,Claim.-1. An apparatus for bending metallic bars com- and a repeating circuit arranged in series with the con

prising a frame, rollers journalled therein , standards which

are connected together, one of said standards being hinged said plate.tacts formed by the engagement of said carbon blocks with

to the frame, a corrugated roller adjustably mounted upon

said standards, a longitudinally movably key mounted upon No. 102,172. Means for Inflating Pneumatic Tires .

the frame , a pivotal lever for operating said key whereby
Moyen de souffler les bandages pneumatiques.

the same may be moved into and out of a recess in one

of said standards, as set forth . Roger Connell, Westport , Westland , New Zealand , 20th No

2. An apparatus for bending metallic bars comprising a vember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 11th July, 1906. Receipt

frame, rollers journalled therein , standards which are con No. 137,698 .

nected together, one of said standards being hinged to the Claim.-1 . Apparatus for the purpose indicated , compris

frame , a corrugated roller adjustably mounted upon said ing in combination with a pneumatic tire , a pump barrel ,

standards, a longitudinally movable key mounted upon the means for connecting the barrel to the tire , a plunger with

frame , a pivotal lever for operating said key whereby the in the barrel having a cupped leather washer , a rod extend

same may be moved into and out of a recess in one of ing from the plunger to the tire , means for attaching the

said standards, and a stop to limit the movement of said rod to the inside of the outer periphery of the air tube of

key in one direction, as set forth .
the tire, a perforated screw cap attached to one end of the

3. An apparatus for bending metallic bars comprising a rod and screwed upon the plunger, a valve within the plun

frame with rollers mounted therein , standards, connections ger , a spiral in compression between the valve and the

between the same, an adjustable roller carried by said ' screw cap, a cap screwed upon the upper end of the pump
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barrel , a neck integral with the screwed can and a non

return valve within the neck , substantially as set forth .

ed upon the guide member , said line indicator being pro

vided with a turn down engaging portion .
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a line in

1

2. Apparatus for the purpose indicated, comprising in 5. A bed of the class described comprising a bed or

combination with a pneumatic tire, a pump barrel , means platen, line guides associated therewith , and

for connecting the pump barrel to the tire , a plunger ' dicator movably mounted upon the bed or platen , said line

within the barrel, having a cupped leather washer, a rod indicator being provided with a turn down engaging por

extending from the plunger to the tire , means for attach- tion .

ing the rod to the inside of the outer periphery of the 6. A device of the class described , comprising a bed or

air tube of the tire, a perforated screw cap attached to one platen provided with flanges , a frame provided with guide

end of the rod and screwed upon the plunger, a valve within elements, said frame being hingedly secured to one of the

the plunger, a spiral spring in compression between the flanges of the bed or platen , and a line indicator movably

valve and the screw cap , a cap screwed upon the upper end mounted upon the bed or platen .

of the pump barrel , a neck integral with the screwed cap ,

a nipple having a hole throughout its length and fitting the No. 102,174. Calculating Machine.
neck , a spindle having one end flattened and entering the

hole of the nipple , a pin passed through the nipple and
Machine à calculer .

through a slot in the spindle, a rubber tube provided with

a slit and fitting upon the spindle and the end of the nip
Fig 1.

ple , a screw cap upon the neck , and means for excluding

dirt from the interior of the pump, substantially as set

forth .

3. Apparatus for the purpose indicated comprising in

combination with a pneumatic tire , a pump barrel , means

for connecting the pump barrel to the tire , a plunger with

in the barrel having a cupped leather washer, a rod extend
E

ing from the plunger to the tire and having a screwed end ,

a flanged nipple screwed to receive the screwed end of the
6

rod . washers and a nut upon the nipple for making an air

tight joint between the nipple and the tire , a perforated
D

screw cap attached to the other end of the rod and screwed

upon he plunger, a valve within the plunger a spiral
spring in compression between the valve and the screw

cap . a cay screwed upon the upper end of the pump barrel ,

a neck integral with the screwed cap and a non -return valve

within the neck, substantially
as set forth .
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No. 102,173. Writing Guide. Guide pour écrire.
102124

Joseph Castle Dana , Boise , Idaho, U.S.A. , 20th November,

1906 ; 6 years .
Filed th August, 1906 . Rec No. William Robert Gaither , Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A., 20th Nov:

138,737 .
vember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 20th August , 1906. Receipt

Claim . - 1. A device of the class described , comprising a
No. 138.815 .

bed or platen , line guides associated therewith , and a line - Claim . - 1. In a calculating machine of the character de

indicator carried by the bed or platen . scribed employing a printing attachment containing ala
2. A device of the class described , comprising a bed or terally shiftable carriag.o and a platen and paper feeding

platen , line guides associated therewith , and a line in means , the combination with the carirage of a web guide

dicator permanently and movably mounted upon the bed thereon, a roller carrier rigidly connected with saidcar

or platen . riage to move with it, and lower and upper web carrying
3. A device of the class described, comprising a bed or rollers journailed on said carrier and adapted for winding

platen, line guides associated therewith, a guide member and unwinding a web extending from one to the other of
mounted upon the bed or platen , and a line indicator moy- said rollers between said platen and feeding means, for
ably mounted upon the guide member . the purpose set forth.

4. A device of the class described, comprising a bed or 2. In a calculating machine of

platen, line guides associated therewith ,a guide member employing a printing attacliment containing a laterally

the character described

secured to the platen , and a line indicator movably mount- shiftable carriage and a platon and paper feeding means ,
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a frame for said carriage extending across the back of the 3. A water heater and purifier provided with means for

machine casing and projecting beyond the sides thereof , a admitting cold water under pressure thereinto , and first

track extending between the ends of said frame and on

which the carriage is movably supported, a web guide secured

on the carriage to move with it, a roller carrier rigidly con

nected with said carriage to move with it , and lower and

upper web carrying rollers journalled on said carrier and

adapted for winding and unwinding a web extending from

one to the other of said rollers between said platen and

feeding means , for the purpose set forth .

3. In a calculating machine of the character described

employing a printing attachment containing a laterally

shiftable carriage , and a platen and paper feeding means ,

a frame for said carriage extending across the back of

the machine casing and projecting beyond the sides there

of, a track extending between the ends of said frame and on

which the carriage is movably supported , a web guide se

cured on the carriage to move with it , a supplemental

frame rigidly connected with said carriage to move with it ,

and lower and upper web carrying rollers journalled on

said supplemental frame and adapted for winding and un

winding a web extending from one to the other of said rol

lers between said platen and feeding means , for the pur
pose set forth .

4. In a calculating machine of the character described

employing a printing attachment containing a latterly shif

table carriage and a platen and paper feeding means, a frame

for said carriage extending across the back of the machine

casing and projecting beyond the sides thereof, a track ex

tending between the ends of said frame and on which the

carriage is movably supported , a web guide secured on the

carriage to move with it , a supplemental frame rigidly con

nected with said carriage to move with it , a bearing on said

casing on which the supplemental frame travels and lower

and upper web carrying rollers journalled on said supple

mental frame and adapted for winding and unwinding, a web

extending from one to the other of said rollers between

said platen and feeding means , for the purpose set forth.

5. In a calculating machine of the character described, em- spraying and highly heating the same, then partly cooling

ploying a printing attachment containing a laterally shift- and delivering the same with rotary motion into a centri

able carriage and a platen and paper feeding means , a fugal separating chamber provided with means permitting

frame for said carriage consisting of a bar extending across the separation of the heavier solids in suspension there

the back of the machine casing and projecting beyond the from , means for again highly heating the water, a centri
ends thereof, and brackets projecting upward from the ends petally operating separating chamber into which the heated

of said bar , a track supported at its ends on said brackets water is delivered with a gyratory movement, a deflector

and on which the carriage is movably supported , a bearing located centrally of said chamber and acting to remove the

bar connecting said brackets below the track , arms extend- lighter solids in suspension , said chamber having peripher

rearward from the carriage and carrying vertical bars pro- ally disposed apertures through which the heated and puri

vided at their lower ends with rollers riding on said bear. fied water escapes to the boiler under pressure.

ing bar and having lower and upper roller bearings , and 4. The combination in a water heater and purifier, of

web carrying rollers journalled in said roller bearings and means for removing the heavier solids therefrom , a separ

adapted for winding and unwinding a web extending from ating chamber, means for superheating the water there

one to the other of said rollers between said platen and after and delivering the same with great force obliquely

feeding means , for the purpose set forth. against the sides of said separating chamber, a spiral de

flector located axially of said chamber and having its edges

No. 102,175. Feed. Water Heater, Separator and
presented to the whirling mass of water and acting to direct

Purifier. the lighter impurities therefrom into a passage opening

axially from said chamber, said separating chamber having
Chauffeur d'eau d'alimentation , séparateur et purificateur. peripherally disposed exit passages leading to the boiler

feed pipe.
William Asa Gibson , Muscatine, Iowa, U.S.A. , 20th Nov

5. The combination in a boiler feed beater and purifier ,
ember , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 23rd June , 1906 . Receipt

of means for highly heating the water and directing the
No. 137,199.

same alternately against a hot and a cold surface , preci

Claim . - 1. In a heater ard purifier the combination with pitating the solids in suspension thereby, a separating

an inlet pipe and means for forcing the fluid to be heated chamber into which the water is delivered under high ro

therethrough, of a restricted nozzle continuous with the in- tary motion , a blow - off pipe leading therefrom and from

let pipe, a baffle plate opposite the end of the nozzle, means whence the heavier solids are delivered , an auxiliary cen

for heating the baffle plate to a high temperature, a separ - tripetally operating separating chamber and a pipe leading

ating chamber , an annular spiral passage concentric with therefrom to the boiler or the like , superheating pipes from

said nozzle and having one hot and one cold wall and lead whence the water is conducted into said auxiliary separat

ing from said baffle plate into the separating chamber and ing chamber.

delivering the heated water thereinto under rapid gyratory 6. The combination with means acting to precipitate the

motion, a discharge pipe in the bottom of the mud drum solids from feed water, of a centripetally operating se

through which the heavier solids in suspension escape, sup- parating chamber connected therewith and into which the

erheating pipes through which the water flows from the water is delivered therefrom , immovable means located

mud drum , a separating chamber adapted to receive the centrally therein and acting to separate from said water

heated water from said superheating pipes and means there- the solids in suspension and to deliver the same from the

ing the lighter precipitate therefrom . heater and a passage communicating with said chamber and

2. In a feed water heater and purifier the combination the boiler .

with an inlet pipe , of a restricted nozzle thereon , means 7. The combination in a water heater and purifier, of

for spraying and heating to a high temperature the water means acting to precipitate the solids therein , a mud drum

ejected therefrom , a spiral restricted passage through in which a part of the solids are separated and removed ,

which the heated water is passed between an inner cola superheating pipes leading therefrom , a separating cham

wall and an outer hot wall , a centriiugal separating cham- ber into which said pipes open obliquely , and a deflector

ber into which said water is delivered with rotary motion, located therein acting to remove the remaining solids there

a waste pipe connected peripherally in the wall of the from .

chamber and from which the heavier solids in suspension 8. The combination with a water heater and purifier act

escape , a centripetal separating chamber, superheating pipes ing to precipitate the solids contained in solution in the

leading from the centrifugal chamber into the centripetal water and to remove the heavier solids therefrom , of a

separating chamber, means for directing the water there- separating chamber , superheating pipes acting to deliver

from obliquely against the walls of said chamber, and means the partly purified water obliquely into said separating

located centrally of said chamber actingto divert the lighter chamber under pressure and producing a centrifugally flow

solids in suspension into a discharge passage. ing current of high velocity, a rigid deflector in said chamber
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acting to draw the impurities inwardly to a centrally lo- whiffletree engaging projection upon the extension , of a re

cated exit passage , and an outlet pipe leading to the boiler taining strap having an aperture therein for engagement

or the like . by the head , and means for securing the strap to the base.

9. The combination with a water heater and separator, of 3. In a device of the character described the combina

reheater pipes leading therefrom, a separator chamber into tion with a supporting plate and an ear integral and parallel

which said pipes open obliquely and outwardly acting to therewith , of a base mounted between the supporting plate

produce rotary motion in the water therein , of a deflector and ear, a headed extension at one end of the base, a pro

located axially of said chamber and having its edges direct- jection upon the extension and an apertured retaining strap

ed against the current on the inner side and acting to en- adapted to be engaged by the head , and means for securing

gage the precipitated solids in the current and direct the the strap and base to the ear and plate respectively .

same to an exit aperture at the axis of said chamber and 4. The combination with a supporting plate and a strap

discharge passages near the periphery of the chamber com- integral therewith for holding the plate upon a support, of

municating with the boiler or the like . an ear integral with the supporting plate and parallel there

10. The combination with a water heater and purifier act- with , a base mounted between the plate and ear, a headed

ing to highly heat the water and precipitate the solids extension at one end of the base, a projection upon the

therein and to eliminate the heavier solids centrifugally extension an apertured retaining strap for engagement by

of a separating chamber, superheating pipes acting to the head and means for pivotally connecting the strap and

deliver the heated and partly purified water thereinto , axi- base to the ear and supporting plate.

ally disposed separating means in said chamber acting to

draw the remaining solids inwardly to a point of discharge No. 102,177. Non - Refillable Bottle .

located axially of the chamber, and a pipe communicating

with said chamber and the boiler or the like .
Bouteille non - réemplissable.

11. In a device of the class described a separating cham

ber comprising a cylindrical shell, inlet passages opening

thereinto and directed obliquely against the side wall

thereof, a spiral deflector in said chamber , a deflecting

plate at the end of the chamber having a central exit aper

ture therein and registering with the end of said deflector

and a delivery pipe opening from said chamber

12. In a device of the class described the combination

with a centrifugal separating chamber, of meaus for de

livering water thereinto with a gyratory motion , a centri

petal chamber, superheating pipes connecting said cham

bers , a steam chest enclosing said pipes , a laterally di

rected nozzle on said pipes, within the centripetal chamber,

a deflector in said chamber and means for carrying off the

separated solids .

13. The combination in a water heater and purifier , of a

centrifugal separating chamber, means for delivering water

thereinto with a gyratory motion , a centripetal separating

chamber, a plurality of superheating pipes connecting said

chambers and extending into the centripetal chamber , a

laterally directed nozzle on each pipe , an axially disposed

spiral deflector in said centripetal chamber, a radially rib

bed disc and means thereon for collecting and discharging
the separated solids . Angelo Feraro, Brooklyn, New York, U.S.A. , 20th Novem

14. The combination in a water heater and purifier, of a ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 23rd February, 1906. Receipt

centrifugal separating chamber, a casing having an outer No. 133,215.

chamber therein and an inner centripetal separating cham- Claim.-1 . In a device of the class described, a bottle hav

ber a plurality of superheating pipes connecting said cen
ing a neck provided with a valve seat, a valve designed to

trifugal chamber with said centripetal separating chamber ,
rest upon the seat and comprising a pair of discs and an

means for separating and forcing, solid matter from the interposed tubular weight, and a shield arranged above the

water to the center of said chamber through a discharge valve.

exit and forcing the purified water to the outer side of said 2. In a dezice of the class described, a bottle having a

chamber and into said outer chamber. neck provided at its inner end with a shoulder, a tubular

section affixed above said shoulder, and constituting a valve

No. 102,176. Coupler for Whiffletrees. seat, a valve arranged to close on said seat, a second tubu

Joint pour palonniers. lar section fixed in the neck above and remote from the

valve , a guard member designed to seat on said section,

and a shield arranged above the guard member.

3. In a device of the class described, a bottle having a

neck provided with a valve seat , a valve designed to rest

upon the seat and comprising a pair of discs and an inter

posed weight , and a shield arranged above the valve.

4. In a device of the class described, a bottle having a

neck provided with a valve seat, a valve designed to rest

upon the seat and comprising a pair of discs and an inter

posed weight , one of said discs being composed of buoyant

material, and a shield arranged above the valve .

No. 102,178. Closure for Bottles.

Fermeture de bouteilles .

Carl Lohmann , No. 4 Newmarket Gelsenkirchen , Germany.

20th November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 23rd May, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 136,173.

Claim . – 1 . A closing device for bottles , comprising a ring

of resilient material introduced into the neck of the bottle

and suitably supported and having a passage therethrough ,

a tap inserted in said ring and having its passage there .

through arranged to register with said ring passage, and

means for retaining said tap in said ring, as and for the
Andrew W. Gilchrist, Manchester, Iowa, U.S.A. , 20th No

vember , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 25th June , 1906. Receipt
purpose specified .

2. A closing device for bottles, comprising an india rub
No. 137,235 .

ber ring introduced into the neck of the bottle in anannular

Claim .-- 1 . In a device of the character described the com- recess formed in a collar surrounding said neck interme

bination with a pivoted base having a headed extension at diate of its length, said ring having passage leading from the

one end, of a retaining strap having an aperture for the re- inner wall of the ring opening through to the lower side , a

ception of the head , and means for securing the stran to tap having a stopper portion closing said ring opening and

the base. a passage therethrough adapted to register with said pas

2. In a device of the character described the combination sage in the ring on the turning of said stopper portion, said

with a base having a headed extension at one end and a ' tap having suitable shoulders intermediate of its length,
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and a cap encircling the shank of said tap above said stop

per portion and having inturned outer edges adapted to

k

2. The combination with the dies, of a drum located be

tween the same supported on a suitable shaft and provided

with slits extending radially in the face of the drum and

longitudinal in the periphery, the said drum flaring inter

nally outwardly and a friction wheel having a taper sub

stantially corresponding to the internal flare of the drum

and adjustably secured on the shaft and with which the in

terior periphery of the drum is caused to contact as the

drum is contracted upon the call of the wire, as and for the

purpose specified.

m

a

No. 102,180. Shelf Bracket.

Console de tablettes.

Fig. 1.
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102778 John Henry Morgan , The Grange , Harlow Oval , Harrogate,

York, England, 20th November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed29th
grip a bead at the top of the neck of the bottle , as and for September, 1906. Receipt No. 139,907 .

the purpose specided. Claim.-1. As an improved article of manufacture, the

3. A closing device for the bottles , comprising an india herein described sheet metal braceless bracket, consisting
rubber ring havinga passage through the wall thereof and essentially of the wall and shelf plates, each plate being
introduced into the neck of the bottle, a tap having a stop ; provided with tapering flanges and each having a tapering
per portion adapted to close the opening in said ring and strengthening web formed by folding a portion of the

shoulders formed in the shank portion above saidstopper blank on a longtitudinal line , and having a slit cut in the
portion and a passage therethrough registering at its lower

end with said passage in said ring portion , and a gripping folding part removed, and the web afterwards opened out
web for dividing it into two portions , and a portion of its

device encircling the said stopper at said shoulders and
to enable one of its portions to overlap and enclose the

engaging the neck of the bottle , as and for the purpose upper and widest part of theremainingportion of the web,

specified . and to abut against the inner surface of the flanges wall

plate bracket at the point of juncture .

No. 102,179. Wire Drawing Machine. 2. A sheet metal bracket formed from a single elongated

Laminoir pour fils de fer. diamond -shaped blank of which a tapering strengthening

web is formed by a longitudinal fold of the metal, the

tapering portions of the web being arranged to terminate

at a transverse slit and a recess formed in one portion of

the upper surface of the said web by removing a portion

thereof, a tapering flange formed out of a blank on each

side of the web and made to taper from each of its ends

towards the point of meeting at the said slit , and after

wards bending a portion of each of the said flanges over at

a right angle to the other portion for enabling the web con

nected to the bent over flanges to overlap the top of the

web on the other portion , and its ends so impinge upon the

outer surfaces of the vertical flanges , and the means com

prising two rivets passing transversely through the widest

portions of the web for preventing any movement of the

horizontal arm when a plate is placed upon its upper sur

face, as set forth .

3. A bracket in which the wall and shelf plates are pro

vided with a strengthening tapering web is first formed by

a longitudinal fold of the blank , and having a slit cut there

in for dividing the web into two portions, and a recess formed

in the upper surface of one of the portions of the web, a

tapering flange formed out of a blank on each side of the

surəw pue ' səned jaqs əq7 wjoj 01 Jəno fuaq pue qəm

comprising two rivets for securing the broad ends of the

web together at the points of juncture where they overlap

each other, substantially as set forth .

William John Herald , Hamilton , Ontario, Canada , 20th No.

vember, 1906; 6 years . Filed 29th June , 1906. Receipt No. 102,181 . Grindstone Mill. Moulin à broyer.

No. 137,402 .
Claim . - 1 . The combination with the dies , of a drum locat- Oliver J. Mousette, New York City, New York , U.S.A. , 20th

November, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 6th March , 1906. Re

ed between the same supported on a suitable shaft and pro
ceipt No. 133,602 .

vided with slits extending radially in the face of the drum

and longitudinal in the periphery , and a friction wheel Claim-1 . A grinding mill comprising a rotary case taper

secured on the shaft and with which the interior periphery ing from the center towards each end, and a crusher ar

of the drum is caused to contact as the drum is contracted ranged within the case and composed of flexibly connected

upon the call of the wire, as and for the purpose specified . ' sections of a conicity different from that of the case and
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adapted to grind or comminute material between their ad - cheese total scale , an indicator for said scale , a radial arm

jacent faces, each of said crusher sections tapering from having a clutch connection with said table , a conneetion
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.the inner toward the other end thereof and conforming in

contour to the shape of the casing so as to nest therein ,

and prevent displacement of the crusher during rotation

of the casing, the taper of the crusher being of somewhat

different degree to the taper of the case so as to cause

ihe meeting edges of the crusher sections to gape or stand

at an angle to one another.

2. A grinding mill comprising a rotary case tapering from

the center towards each end, and a crusher arranged within

the case and composed of sections of a conicity different

from that of the case linked together and adapted to grind

or comminute material between their adjacent faces, each

of said crusher sections tapering from the inner toward

the outer end thereof and conforming in contour to the
shape of the casing so as to nest thereisand prevent dis- device between said lever and arm, and means for simul

placement of the crusher during rotation of the casing , the taneously adjusting said indicator and connection device ,

taper of the crusher being of somewhat different degree to
substantially as specified.

the taper of the case so as to cause the meeting edges of 4. In a computing cheese cutter the combination with a

the crusher sections to gape or stand at an angle to one an
rotary cheese table, of an operating lever therefor bearing

other. a cheese total scale, an indicator for said scale, a radial

3. In a grinding mill a rotary case and tubular or open arm having a clutch connection with said table, a connee

crusher sections each having a web in its interior clear of tion device between said arm and lever, and a longitudinal

the edges, and link bolts respectively secured to the webs adjusting rod engaging said connection device and indicator,

and connected to one another.
substantially as specified.

4. In a grinding mill , a tapered rotary case and crusher 5. A computing cheese cutter, having in combination a

sections of different taper than the case and having their rotary cheese table , an operating lever therefor having a

opposing end faces indented . fulcrum at its rear end and bearing a cheese total scale, a

5. In a grinding mill, a rotary case tapering from the radial pivoted arm having a clutch connection with sald

center towards each end and having openings along the axis table, a connection device between said arm and lever , and

of rotation and crusher sections of tubular shape placed means for simultaneously adjusting said connection device

end to end and extended in like direction so as to allow and indicator, substantially as specified.

flow during the operation through the crusher and both 6. A computing cheese cutter , having in combination a

ends of the case . rotary cheese table , an operating lever therefor having a

6. In a grinding mill a rotary case tapered from its center fulcrum at its rear end and bearing a cheese total scale, a

portion in each direction in the axis of rotation , tubular or radial pivoted arm having a clutch connection with said

hollow crusher sections of different taper from the case , table and having a longitudinal slot , an indicator for said

and a connection between the sections, said case having scale, a connection device engaging said slot , and a longi

openings for the passage of fluid during the operation and a tudinal rod carried by said lever and having threaded end

withdrawing opening with cover therefor, said crusher portions engaging said indicator and connection device , sub

sections being placed end to end and being detached from stantially as specified .

the case so as to roll freely therein .
7. In a cheese cutter the combination of a base frame, a

cheese table mounted rotatably thereon , an actuating part

No. 102,182. Computing Cheese Cutter.
carrying a clutch , said clutch carrying a pair of pins adapt .

ed to grip annular part of the table and being pivoted to

Couteau à fromage calculateur. the actuating part and having a longitudinal movement

John H. Osborne, Anderson, Indiana, U.S.A. , 20th November , thereon, a spring for normally actuating the clutch, and
means for operating said actuating part.

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 20th August , 1906 . Receipt No.
8. In a cheese cutter the combination of a base frame and

138,818 .
a rotatable table mounted thereon and provided with an an

Claim . - 1. In a computing cheese cutter the combination nular rim , means for actuating the table embodying a clutch

of a cheese table, an operating lever therefor bearing a consisting of a radially movable plate provided with grip .

cheese total scale , a radial arm having a clutch connection ping means adapted to grip the opposite sides of said an .

with said table , a movable connection device between said nular rim of the table , and a spring for normally keeping

lever and arm , an indicator for said scale , and means car . said gripping means against said annular rim .

ried by said lever for changing the. position of said con- 9. In combination with a base and a table rotatably mount .

nection device in accordance with the adjustment of said ed thereon and having an annular gripping rim , and means

indicator , substantially as specified . for rotating the table, said means embodying a radially mor .

2. In a computing cheese cutter the combination of a able pivoted plate carrying pins which normally grip said

cheese table , an operating lever for the same bearing a rim , said pins being so disposed that they grip the rim while

cheese total scale, a radial arm pivoted centrally of said moving in one direction and release it when moving in the
table and having a clutch connection therewith , a connec- opposite direction .

tion device between said lever and arm , an indicator for 10. In a cheese cutter the combination of a base frame

said scale, and means carried by said lever for simultane- and a rotary table mounted thereon, a vibrating lever an !

ously adjusting said connection device and indicator, sub- means for actuating the table therefrom , a spring retracted
stantially as specified. stop pin carried onthe handle of said lever, and a series of

3. In a computing cheese cutter the combination of a stops mounted on the base fame , these stops marking of

cheese table , an operating lever for the same bearing a fractions of a pound, for the purposes set forth.
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hotel

Cocos

Ground

coby water

11. In a cheese cutter the combination of a base frame passing through the elongated openings of the inner plate ,

and a rotary table mounted thereon , a vibrating lever and engaging extensions projected from the lugs , and water

means actuated thereby for rotating the table , a scale ad

jacent to said lever, and a slide on said scale carrying a

movable stop pin adapted to be projected into the path of

said lever, for the purpose set forth .

12. In a cheese cutter the combination of a base frame Toro 12

and a rotary table mounted thereon , a vibrating lever and

means actuated thereby for rotating the table , a pair of

maximum throw stops carried by the base , intermediate Fig.1
stops , for measuring off fractions of a pound , a part on the

lever adapted to co -act with said intermediate stops , a price

unit scale extending between said maximum throw stops ,

and an adjustable stop on said price unit scale .

13. In a cheese mutter the combination of a base frame

and a rotary table mounted thereon , a vibrating lever and tra

means actuated thereby for rotating the table , maximum

throw stops on the base , a price unit scale bar extending

between these stops and along which the lever works, and

an adjustable slide on the scale bar carrying a movable stop

adapted to be projected into the path of the lever and ar

rest in at points intermediate of the maximum throw stops ,

for the purpose set forth.

14. In a cheese cutter the combination of a base frame ,

and a rotary table journalled thereon , an arm pivoted con

centrically with respect to the table and lying thereunder

and carrying at its outer end means for gripping an annu

lar part of the table , said arm being longitudinally slotted ,

a fulcrum pin engaging said slot , and means for adjusting

said fulcrum pin in said slot , means for vibrating said ful

crum pin , and means for limiting the movement of said

vibrating means , for the purpose set forth . Fugl
12

15. In a cheese cutter the combination of a base frame

and a rotary table mounted thereon , a vibrating lever , and 102113

means actuated thereby for rotating the table . stops on the

base for determining the maximum throw of the lever , a supply pipes communicatin
g with the space between the

price unit scale bar extending between said stops and across central portions of the plates .

the lever, an adjustable stop on the scale bar, and means

whereby the lever may be permitted to vibrate between the

maximum throw stops or confined in its vibrations between
No. 102,184. Resilient Bearing for Wheels.

one of said stops and the adjustable stop , for the purpose
Coussinet élastique pour roues .

set forth

16. The method herein described for measuring off cheeses

either by weight or by money value , consisting in the am

ployment of two co -operating and juxtaposed scales for

governing the actuating mechanism , one of said scales be

ing a weight scale and the other a price scale , whereby

pieces of cheese may be measured off by a single actu

ating means according to weight or according to price al

ternately and without disturbing the adjustment of either

scale .

17. In a commuting cheese cutter, the combination of a

rotary table and means for actuating the same , two scales

for controlling the action of the actuating means , one of

said scales being a weight scale and the other a price

scale and the two scales being co -operatively related so as

to control the single table actuating means , being provided

whereby either scale may be brought into requisition with

out disturbing the adjustment of the other scale .

18. In a cheese cutter, the combination of a base frame

and a rotary table mounted thereon, a lever and means

actuated thereby for rotating the table , fixed maximum

throw stops for the lever, and a weight scale for regulating

the influence of the lever upon the table, a price scale and

an adjustable stop thereon , and means whereby the lever

may be permitted to vibrate between the maximum throw

stops or be confined in its vibrations between one of said

stops and the adjustable stop , for the purpose set forth .
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No. 102,183. Fire Extinguishing Construction of
Buildings.

Appareil d'extincteur d'incendie dans la construction des

bâtisses .
Albert Simpson , Chehalis , Washington , U.S.A. , 20th Novem

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 8th October, 1906. Receipt No.

John Rogers, Perry , Iowa , U.S.A . , . 20th November, 1906 : 6 140,150 .

years. Filed 20th June , 1906. Receipt No. 137,099 . Claim.-1 . In a resilient support for vehicles , the com

Claim.-1 . In construction of buildings or the like , ceil- bination of a pair of vertically slotted plates provided at

ings or wall structure embodying inner and outer plates their lower ends with lateral offset portions vertically aper

spaced from each other centrally thereof to form a water tured , an axle mounted in the vertical slots of said plates ,

chamber, lugs projected from the outer plate and engag- a pair of springs each having a threaded stem at its lower

ing the inner plate to attach same together, water inlet end to pass through the vertical aperture of a lateral ex

pipes communicating with the space between the plates , tension and provided at its upper end with a hook to engage

the outer plate being apertured for egress of the water over an end of the axle , and a set nut mounted upon the

from the water chamber aforesaid . threaded extension of each stem below the lateral offset

2. In construction of buidings or the like, wall structure through which the threaded stem passes .

embodying inner and outer plates spaced centrally from 2. In a resilient support for vehicles , the combination

one another and also spaced at the edges , supporting beams of a pair of vertically slotted plates provided at their

having portions received between the spaced edges of the lower ends with lateral offset portions vertically apertured,

plates aforesaid , the inner plate being provided with elon- and having rearwardly extended arms at their upper ends

gated opening, lugs projected from the outer plate and ' and rear extensions between their ends , means co - operat ,
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Fig. 1.
17.

ing with the said rear arms and extensions to secure the different angular relations and being slidably associated
plates to the frame of the vehicle , an axle mounted in the with the clevis.

vertical slots of said plates , a pair of springs each hav- 7. The combination with a clevis, of means for connect
ing a threaded stem at its lower end to pass through the ing the same to an implement, an evener, a link conneelivo

vertical aperture of a lateral extension and provided at between the clevis and evener, and means for holding the
its upper endwitha hook to engage over an end of the link connection in different angular relations with respect
axle, and a set nut mounted upon the threaded extension to the clevis , said means being slidably associated with the
of each stem below the lateral offset through which the clevis .

said threaded stem passes.
8. The combination with a clevis , of means for connect

ing the same to an implement , an evener, a link connec

tion between the clevis and evener, and means for holding

No. 102,185. Draft Equalizer. Eyalisoir de tirage.
the link connection in different angular relations with

respect to the clevis, said means including a stirrur that

embraces the clevis .

9. The combination with a clevis , of means for connect

ing the same to an implement , an evener, a link connection

-16 between the clevis and evener, and an extensible link for

19 holding the said link connection in different angular re

lations with respect to the clevis, said link comprising a

sectional rod having means at its rear end for attach

ment to an implement , and a stirrup secured to the front

17
|15

end of the rod, said stirrup slidably embracing the clevis

and being divoted to the link connection.

10. The combination with a plurality of plough beams , of

rod connecting and projecting beyond one side of the

same . a clevis pivoted to the projecting end of the rod , an

evener, a link connecting the evener and clevis , and means

connecting the evener and beams independently of said
clevis .

11. The combination with a plurality of spaced plough
16

beams , of a tie rod connecting the same and projecting be

yond one side thereof, a clevis journalled upon the pro

jecting portion of the tie rod , an evener having a

13 wardly extending yoke , a link pivotally connecting the yoke

and clevis , a stirrup pivotally connected to the yoke and

slidably embracing the clevis , an extensible rod connected

to the stirrun and to one of the plough beams.

103

32 33
No. 102,186. Rock Drill. Fôret à roche.
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William L. Viebrock , Lime Spring, Iowa , U.S.A. , 20th No

vember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 14th July, 1906. Receipt

No. 137,816.

Claim.-1 . The combination with an evener , of a substanti

ally horizontal clevis , means for connecting the clevis to

an implement, a link connecting the evener and clevis and

disposed in angular relation to the line of draft, another

link conected to the evener and disposed diagonally of the

line of draft and in angular relation to the first-mentioned

link, said link extending diagonally across the clevis and in

rear of the same , and means for connecting the link to an

implement in rear of and at one side of the clevis .

2. The combination with an evener, of a substantially

horizontal clevis , means for securing the clevis to one side

of an implement, link connecting the evener and clevis and

disposed in angular relation to the line of draft . an exten

siblo link connected to the evener and disposed diagonally

of the line of draft and in angular relation to the first

mentioned link, said extensible link being disposed dia

gonally across the clevis and in rear of the same, a guide

device adjustably mounted on the clevis and engaging the

extensible link , and means for connecting said extensible

link to an implement in rear of the clevis.

3. The combination with an evener including a yoke , of

a clevis, a link pivoted to the yoke and to the clevis. an

other link pivoted to the yoke and extending diagonally

across the clevis , and means for pivotally securing the rear

end of the latter link to an implement.
.4. The combination with an evener , of a clevis , means for Governor D. Warren, Denver, Colorado ,U.S.A. , 20th No

attaching the clevis to an implement , a swinging connec

vember , 1906 ; years. Filed 18th January , 1906. Re

tion between the clevis and the evener, and means con
ceigt No. 131,990 .

nected to the evener and to the implement independently Claim .-1 . A rock drill comprising a cylinder having an

of the clevis for holding said swinging connection in dif- enlarged central opening, a drill operating piston within

ferent angular relations.
the cylinder and having a reduced central portion, means

5. The combination with an evener, of a clevis , means for for admitting pressure at each end of the piston and within
attaching the clevis to an implement , a swinging con- the reduced central portion of the piston , and means car

nection between the clevis and the evener, and an extensible ried bythe reduced portion of the piston for exerting pres

link connected to the evenerand having means for attach - sure on the piston on its forward stroke .
ment to the implement independently of the clevis for hold- 2. A rock drill comprising a cylinder having an enlarged

said swinging connection in different angular relations to central opening, a drill operating piston within said cylin

the clevis . der and having a reduced central portion , two rings loosely

6. The combination with an evener , of a clevis , means mounted upon said reduced portion of the piston , and

for attaching the clevis to the front portion of an imple- means for admitting steam between said rings, whereby obe

ment , a swinging connection between the clevis and evener, bears against the piston and the opposite one against we

and means connected to the evener and having a device ar - cylinder, substantially as described.

ranged to be attached to an intermediate portion of the 3. A rock drill comprising a cylinder having an enlarged

implement , said means holding the swinging connection in central opening, a drill operating piston within said cylin .
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der and having a reduced central portion , two rings loosely 18. A rock drill comprising a cylinder having an enlarged

mounted in said reduced portion of the piston, a spring central opening, a valve above said opening, a valve arm
normally forcing the rings apart , means for admitting extending within said enlarged opening, a piston within the

steam between said rings , substantially as described . cylinder and having a reduced central portion, rings carried

4. A rock drill comprising a cylinder having an enlarged by said reduced portion on the piston of each side of said

central opening, a valve above said opening, a valve arm
valve arm.

extending within said cylinder , a drill operating piston 19. A rock drill comprising a cylinder having an enlarged

within the cylinder and having a reduced central portion , central opening, a valve arm extending within said opening,
and a ring carried by said reduced portion of the piston on a piston within said cylinder and having a reduced central

each side of the valve arm , substantially as described . portion, rings carried by said reduced portion of the piston

5. A rock drill comprising a cylinder having as enlarged and a spring normally holding said rings apart.
central opening. a valve above said opening, a valve arm 20. A rock drill comprising a cylinder having an enlarged

extending within the cylinder, drill operating piston central opening, a valve arm extending within said opening,

within the cylinder and having a reduced central portion , a
a piston within the cylinder and having a reduced central

ring carried by the reduced portion of the piston on each
portion , rings loosely mounted upon said reduced portion

side of the valve arm , and a coil spring between said rings, of the piston on each side of said valve arm and extending

substantially as described . within the enlarged opening in the cylinder, a coil spring

6. A rock drillcomprising a cylinder having an enlarged between said rings and one of said rings having steam pas

central opening, a valve above said opening, a valve arm
sages therethrough and adapted to be closed by the shoulder

extending within the cylinder, a drill operating piston within
formed by the reduced portion of the cylinder.

the cylinder and having a reduced central portion , a ring
21. A rock drill comprising a cylinder having an enlarged

carried by the reduced portion of the piston on each side
central opening, a valve above said opening, a drill operat

of the valve arm , and means carried by the valve for ad- ing piston within the cylinder and having a reduced central

mitting pressure between the rings .
portion , means operated by the valve for admitting pressure

7. A rock drill comprising a cylinder having an enlarged
into the end and enlarged central portion of the said cylin

central opening, a valve above said opening, a valve arm
der, and means carried by the reduced portion of the piston

extending within the cylinder, a drill operating piston within for, exerting pressure on the pistonon its forward stroke.

the cylinder and having a reduced central portion , a ring
22. A rock drill comprising a cylinder having an enlarged

carried by the reduced portion of the piston on each side of central opening therein, a piston within the cylinder and

the valve arm , a coil spring between said rings , a means
having a reduecd central portion , a valve above the enlarged

operated by the valve for admitting pressure between the
portion of the cylinder and adapted to allow pressure to

rings . enter at the end and central portion of the piston , a valve

8. A rock drill comprising a cylinder having enlarged
arm carried by the valve and adapted to enter said enlarged

and reduced portion of the cylinder and piston, a ring car
central opening, a drill operating piston within said cylin

ried by the reduced portion of the piston on each side of the

der and having a reduced central portion, and means for
valve arm entering the enlarged opening in the cylinder ,

utilizing the steam in said central and esd openings simul

taneously on its forward stroke.
a coil spring between said rings , one of said rings having

9. A rock drill comprising a cylinder, a drill operating by the shoulder formed by the reducing of the piston.
steam passages through the same and adapted to be closed

piston therein , and means for applying a central and end
23. A rock drill comprising a cylinder, a piston withinpressure simultaneously on the forward stroke .

the cylinder, a valve above said piston, a valve arm car
10. A rock drill comprising a cylinder having an enlargedried by the valve and extending into the cylinder adjacent

central opening . a valve above said opening, a valve arm
the piston , and rings loosely mounted upon the piston on

extending within the cylinder. a drill operating diston within each side of the valvearm .

the cylinder and having a reduced central portion , a ring
24. A rock drill comprising a cylinder, a piston within

rarried by the reduced portion of the piston on each side of
the cylinder and having a reduced central portion, a valve

the valve arm , and a coil spring between said rings .
above the piston, a valve arm carried by the valve and ex

11. A rock drill comprising a cylinder having an enlarged tending within the reduced portion of the piston, and rings

central opening, a valve above said opening, a . valve arm
loosely mounted upon said reduced portion of the piston

extending within the cylinder , drill operating piston on each side of the valve arm .

within the cylinder and having a reduced central portion , 25. A rock drill comprising a cylinder having an enlarged

a ring carried by the reduced portion of the piston on each central opening, a valve above said opening, a valve arm

side of the valve arm , and means between said rings for extending within said enlarged opening, a piston within

holding the same apart. the cylinder and having a reduced central portion, and rings

12. A rock drill comprising a cylinder having an enlarged loosely mounted upon said reduced portion of the piston on
central opening, a valve above said opening, a valve arm each side of said valve arm .

extending within the cylinder , a drill operating piston within 26. A rock drill comprising a cylinder, having an enlarged

the cylinder and having a reduced central portion , a ring central opening a valve above said opening, a valve arm
carried by the reduced portion of the piston on each side extending within said enlarged opening within the cylin
of the valve arm , and said valve arm having a passageway, der, said valve arm having a steam passageway there
whereby the fluid pres ure is admitted between the rings . through, and rings loosely mounted upon the reduced por

13. A rock drill comprising a cylinder having an enlarged | tion of the piston on each side of said valve arm.

rentral opening, a valve above said opening, a valve arm ex- 27. A rock drill comprising a cylinder having an enlarged

tending within the cylinder , a drill operating piston within central opening, a valve above said opening, a valve arm

the cylinder and having a reduced central portion , a ring extending within said enlarged opening, a piston within the

carried by the reduced portion of the piston on each side cylinder, said valve arm having a steam passageway there

of the valve arm , coil spring between said rings and said through, rings loosely mounted upon the reduced portion of

valve arm having a passageway whereby fluid pressure is the piston on each side of said valve, the forward ring hav

admitted between the rings. ing a steam passageway adapted to allow the steam to

14. A rock drill comprising a cylinder having an enlarged pass therethrough on the rearward stroke of the piston .

central opening, a valve above said opening a valve arm ex- 28. A rock drill comprising a cylinder, a piston therein ,

tending within the cylinder , a drill operating piston within a ratchet disc rotatably mounted in the cylinder, means

the cylinder and having a reduced central portion, a ring carried by the said disc for rotating the piston, a sleeve

loosely mounted upon the reduced portion of the piston on surrounding said disc, a pawl carrying member mounted

each side of the valve arm , means for admitting fluid the cylinder and spring held against said sleeve and

pressure between the rings . spring pressed pawls carried by said member .

15.A rock drill comprising a cylinder having an enlarged 29. A rock drill comprising a cylinder , a piston therein ,

central opening, a drili operating piston within the cylinder a ratchet disc rotatably mounted in the cylinder, means

and having a reduced central portion, and means for utiliz - carried by the said disc for rotating the said piston, a

ing the fluid pressure in said central and end openings readwardly extending stud carried by the disc , a spring
simultaneously on the forward stroke. pressed pawl carrying member adapted to receive said

16. A rock drill comprising a cylinder having an enlarged stud and spring pressed pawls carried by said member.

central opening , a drill operating piston within the said 30. A rock drill comprising a cylinder, a rotatable ratchet

cylinder and having a reduced central portion , a ring moun- disc within the cylinder , a stationary disc between said

ted on said reduced portion , and means whereby a central ratchet disc and the piston, a forwardly extending rod

and end fluid pressure is simultaneously obtained on the for- carried by the ratchet disc and passing through the sta
ward stroke of said piston . tionary disc , means carried by said rod for rotating the

17. A rock drill comprising a cylinder , a drill operating piston , a sleeve surrounding the said ratchet disc , a stud

piston within said cylinder and having a reduced central carried by, said ratchet disc , a pawl carrying member

portion, means for admitting steam at each end of the pis - mounted on the cylinder and adapted to receive said stud,

ton and within the central reduced portion of the piston , longitudinally extending spring pawls carried by said

and means carried by the reduced portion of the piston for member, and a spring bearing against the outer end of

exerting steam pressure on the piston on its forward stroke. said member.

a
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31. A rock drill comprising a cylinder, a drill operating 41. A rock drill comprising a cylinder , a drill operating
reciprocating and turning piston within the cylinder, à piston within the cylinder, å rotatable ratchetdisc within
rotatable ratchet disc within the cylinder, a stationary the cylinder , means carried by the ratchet disc for rotating

disc between the ratchet disc and the piston , a forwardly the piston , a sleeve surrounding said ratchet disc and fric
extending member carried by the ratchet disc and having tionally preventing the ratchet disc from rotating too freely
spirally arranged grooves , the end of the piston having an and of a greater width than the thickness of the ratchet dise .

opening adapted to receive said member, said opening hav- a pawl carrying member in engagement with said sleeve and
ing correspondingly spirally arranged projections, a sleeve pawls carried by said member.
surrounding the ratchet disc , a rearwardly extending stud 42. A rock drill comprising a cylinder, a piston therein , a

carried by said ratchet disc, a pawl carrying member rotatable ratchet disc for rotating the piston , a sleeve sur
mounted in the cylinder and adapted to receive said stud , rounding the disc and of a width greater than the thickness

and longitudinally extending spring pawis carried by said of the disc andfrictionally preventing the disc from rotating
member and engaging said ratchet disc . too freely a pawl carrying member engaging said sleeve.

32. A rock drill comprising a cylinder, a drill operating horizontally inwardly spring pressed pawis carried by said

reciprocating and turning piston within the cylinder, a member and engaging said disc , a block within said cylinder

rotatable ratchet disc within the cylinder, a stationary disc and having an inwardly extending flange engaging the paw !

between the ratchet disc and the piston, a forwardly ex- carrying member adjacent its outer periphery and a spring

tending member carried by the disc and having spirally extending across the end of the cylinder and engaging said
arranged grooves , the end of the piston having an open- block .

ing adapted to receive said member, said opening having 43. A rock drill comprising a cylinder, a drill operating

correspondingly spirally arranged projections, a sleeve sur- piston therein a rotatable ratchet disc within the cylinder,

rounding the ratchet disc , a rearwardly extending stud car- a forwardly extending bar carried by the disc for rotating

ried by said ratchet disc, a pawl carying member mounted the piston, a disc surrounding the said bar and resting

in the cylinder and adapted to receive said stud , and against a shoulder within the cylinder, a sleeve surrounding

longitudinally extending spring pawls carried by ' said the ratchet disc and in engagement with said disc andad

member and engaging said ratchet disc, and a spring apted to frictionally prevent the ratchet disc from rotating

bearing against the outer end of the spring pawl carrying too far, and a pawl carrying member in engagement with
member. said sleeve.

33. A rock drill comprising a cylinder , a drill operating 44. A rock drill comprising a cylinder having a piston

reciprocating and turning piston within the cylinder, means carrying a bore and an enlarged bore adjacent its rear end .

carried by the ratchet disc for rotating the piston , and a a disc within said enlarged bore of the cylinder and resting

sleeve surrounding the said ratchet disc and fractionally upon the shoulder formed by the two bores, a ratchet dise

preventing the ratchet disc from rotating too freely. within said enlarged bore, forwardly extending drill

34.Arock drill comprising a cylinder, a drill operating operating bar passing through saiddise,a sleeve surround
reciprocating and turning piston therein , a rotatable ratcheting said ratchet disc and frictionally preventing the same

disc within the cylinder , means carried by the ratchet from rotating too freely , a pawl carrying member in engage
disc for rotating the piston , a disc between the ratchet ent with said sleeve , pawis carried by said member and

dise and the cylinder. a sleeve surrounding the ratchet engaging the ratchet disc and a block holding the paw !

disc, and a pawl carrying member within the cylinder and carrying member within the cylinder.

engaging said sleeve . 45. A rock drill comprising a cylinder, a piston therein ,

35. A rock drill comprising a cylinder, a drill operating a ratchet disc rotatably mounted in the cylinder, means

reciprocating and turning piston therein , a rotatable carriedby the disc for rotating the piston , sleeve surround

ratchet disc within the cylinder , means carried by the ing said disc , a pawl carrying member mounted in the cylin
ratchet disc for rotating the piston , a sleeve surrounding der and pawls carried by said member.
the ratchet disc and frictionally engaging the same , a pawl 46. A rock drill comprising a cylinder a piston therein ,

carrying member within the cylinder and engaging said a ratchet disc rotatably mounted in the cylinder , means car

sleeve , pawls within said member and engaging the ratchet ried by the disc for rotating the piston a ring surrounding
dise, and means for holding said pawl carrying member the ratchet disc and a pawl carrying member within the
within the cylinder .

36. A rock drill comprising a cylinder , a drill operating said member and engaging the ratchet disc .

cylinder and held against rotation and pawls carried by

reciprocating and turning piston therein , a rotatable

ratchet disc within the cylinder, means carried by said

47. A rock drill comprising a cylinder , a piston therein ,

disc for rotating the piston , a sleeve surrounding the

a ratchet disc rotatably mounted in the cylinder, means

ratchet disc and frictionally engaging the outer peripherying the ratchet disc, a pawl carrying member within the

carried by the disc for rotating the piston , a ring surround

thereof, a pawl carrying member engaging said sleeve,pawls carried by said member and engaging the ratchet cylinder and abutting said ring, and a head within the

disc, and a spring pressed block carried by the cylinder the same and the ring surrounding the ratchet disc.

cylinder and clamping the pawl carrying member between

and engaging the pawl carrying member .

37. A rock drill comprising a cylinder, a drill operating

48. A rock drill comprising a cylinder, a piston therein ,

reciprocating and turning piston therein ,

a ratchet disc within the cylinder, means carried by the

a rotatable

ratchet disc within the cylinder, means carried by said

disc for rotating the piston , a ring between the ratchet dise

disc for rotating the piston , a sleeve surrounding the

and the piston and abutting a shoulder carried by the cylin .

ratchet disc and frictionally engaging the same, a pawl held against rotation and pawls carried by said member

der and a pawl carrying member within the cylinder and

carrying member engaging said sleeve , horizontal inwardly

spring presser pawls extending through said pawl carry

and engaging the ratchet disc .

ing member and a block within the cylinder and having a ratchet within the cylinder, meanscarried by the disc for

49. A rock drill comprising a cylinder, a piston therein ,

an inwardly extending flange engaging the pawl carrying rotating the piston, a ring between the cylinder and abutting
member adjacent its outer periphery.

38. A rock drill comprising a cylinder, a drill operating ber within the cylinder and held against rotation and pawls

a shoulder within the cylinder , and a pawl carrying mem

reciprocating and turning piston terein , a rotatable ratchetdiscwithin the cylinder means carried by the ratchetdisc carried by said members and engaging said ratchet discs .

for rotating the piston , a disc on the inside of said ratchet

disc and bearing against a projection within the cylinder, No. 102,187. Method ofAgglomerating Particles

a sleeve surrounding the ratchet and bearing against the
of Oxide of Iron for Furnaces.

second -mentioned disc, a pawl carrying member engaging Méthode d'agglomérer les parcelles d'oxyde de fer pour les

said sleve , horizontally extending inwardly spring pressed
fournaises.

pawls extendnig through the said member, a block within the
cylinder andhaving an inwardly extending flange engaging Utley Wedge, Ardmore, Pennsylvania, U.S.A., 20th November,

the pawl carrying member adjacent its outer periphery, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 23rd May , 1906. Receipt No. 136 ,

and a spring for holding said block against said pawl carry- 186 .

ing member. Claim .-1 . The mode herein described of agglomerating tilne

39. A rock drill comprising a cylinder, a pistontherein , particles of iron oxide for use in furnaces, said mode con
a ratchet disc rotatably mounted in the cylinder, means car - sisting in combining said particles with sulphate ofiron and

ried by the said disc for rotating the piston , a sleeve sur subjecting the mixture to heat sufficient to drive of the sul
rounding said disc , a pawl carrying member within the
cylinder and spring pressed pawis carried by said member. phur, substantially as specified.

40. A rock drill comprising a cylinder, a piston therein.
2. The mode herein described of agglomerating fine parti

a rotatable ratchet disc within the cylinder means carried cles of iron oxid for use in furnaces, said mode consisting

by the ratchet disc for rotating the piston , a sleeve sur- in combining said particles with sulphate of iron in plastic

rounding said ratchet disc and frictionally preventing the form and subjecting the mixture to heat sufficient to drive

ratchet disc from rotating too freely, a pawl carrying mem- of the sulphur, substantially as specified.

ber in engagement with the said sleeve and pawls carried 3. Themodeherein described of agglomerating fine parti

by said member and engaging said ratchet disc . cles of iron oxide for use in furnaces , said mode consist
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ing in combining said particles with sulphate of iron and caulks, and nails extending through and connecting the wear

subjecting the mixture to agitation and to heat sufficient to plate , pad and body arranged to attach the horseshoe as a

drive off the sulphur, substantially as specified .

4. The mode herein described of agglomerating fine parti

cles of iron oxide for use in furnaces , said mode consisting

in combining said particles with sulphate of iron in plastic

form and subjecting the mixture to agitation and to heat

si:Mcient to drive off the sulphur, substantially as specified .

5. The mode herein described of preparing fine particles

of iron oxide for use in furnaces , said mode consisting in

noistening said particles with sulphuric acid , subjecting

them to the action of said acid and of heat until sulphate

of iron is formed , and then subjecting them to heat suffi

cient to drive off the sulphur , substantially as specified.

6. The mode herein described of preparing fine particles

of iron oxide for use in furnaces, said mode consisting in

moistening said particles with sulphuric acid , subjecting

them to the action of said acid and of heat until sulphate

of iron is formed , and then subjecting the compound to

agitation and heat sufficient to drive off the sulphur , sub

stantially as specified .

whole to a horse's hoof in such manner as to permit of

movement of the wear plate with respect to the body.

No. 102,188. Hook and Eye. Crochet à aillet .

No. 102,190. Potato Digger. Arrache - patates.
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Frederick W. Benjamin , Jefferson , Ohio, U.S.A. , 27th Nov

ember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 6th November , 1906. Re

ceipt No. 140,965 .

Claim .-1 . In a machine of the class described , the com

bination of a frame mounted on transporting wheels, a

anna H. E. Wuner, Philadelphia , Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 20th gear carried by one of the wheels , a series of transverse

November, 1906 ; 6 years.
Filed 7th September, 1905. shafts carrying resilient overlapping agitating teeth, guard

plates , a plough scoop in front of said series of agitating
Receipt No. 128,268.

teeth, and means for raising and lowering the plough

Claim.-In a hook and eye a hook formed of one piece of scoop.

wire , the wire after being bent so as to form the hook and 2. In combination with a frame mounted on wheels , guard

body portion of the hook is bent so as to form a spring boards or plates, a series of transverse shafts extending
pin pointed at the end , a retainer formed in the body por- across the space between said guard boards and each being

tion of the hook for retaining the point of the pin , an eye provided with a series of wheels having radial teeth whose

also formed of one piece of wire , said wire after being bent rear faces are convexed , means whereby these wheels have

to form the eye then bent so as to form a spring pin point
a limited rotary motion forwardly on their respective

ed at the end, and a retainer for the point of the pin formed shafts, gearing for rotating said shafts backwardly, and a

with the body portion of the eye , as specified .
vertically adjustable scoop arranged in front of said shafts ,

substantially as set forth .

No. 102,189. Horseshoe. Fer à cheval.
No. 102,191. Sawing Apparatus. Scie portative.

August Anderson, Birmingham , Alabama , U.S.A. , 27th No- Evangelice Brisebois, St. Jovite, Quebec, Canada, 27th Nov

ember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 31st October , 1906. Receipt
vember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 31st October, 1906. Receipt No. 140,787.

No. 140,776.
Claim . - 1 . In a portable saw , the combination comprising

Claim .-- The herein described horseshoe comprising a body balance wheel on the main shaft, means for driving the

of channel form in cross section , having nail holes in its top balance wheel on the main shaft, means for driving the

wall , a pad arranged in and extending throughout the length balance wheel , a connecting rod secured to the balance

of the channel of said body, and held against lateral move- wheel, a slidable head connected to the onyosite end of

ment by the body , a wear plate resting in the channel of the connecting rod, a reciprocable saw adapted to be

the body , below the pad , whereby it is also held against actuated by the slidable head, and a circular saw adapted

lateral movement, and depending from the body and having to be driven by the main shaft .
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2. In a portable saw , the combination comprising a sup- drums operating said traction and fall ropes, means for

porting framework , a main shaft on the supporting frame- keeping said traction and fall ropes always in tension, and

To 1.

18

Fig..

45.2.
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a

a

saw

work, a balance wheel , means for driving the balance

wheel , a vertically adjustable guideway on the frame , a

head slidable in the guideway, a removable rod adapted to

connect the balance wheel and the slidable head, a recipro

cable saw adapted to be driven by the slidable head , and a
102152

circular saw adapted to be driven from the main shaft .

3. In a portable saw , the combination comprising a sup means for unwinding either of said ropes simultaneously

porting framework , main shaft on the framework , a
with the winding of the other.

balance wheel on the main shaft, means for driving the
3. In conveyer a suspension cable carriage thereon ,

balance wheel , a vertically adjustable guideway carried
a fall block , a bucket suspended from said fall block , an en

by the frame , a flexible member secured to the guideway, gine having two independent drums, oneof saiddrums oper

a roller adapted to receive the flexible member, a drum on ating a traction rope to move the carriage in one direction

the frame to which is secured the opposite end of the and the other said drum operating a fall rope to move the

flexible member, a slidable head disposed in the guideway, carriagein the opposite direction and simultaneously raise

means connecting the slidable head and the balance wheel ,
the bucket .

a saw driven by the slidable head , a circular saw carried 4. In a conveyer, a suspension table , a carriage thereon .

on the frame , and means for driving the circular a pair of supporting wheels on the upper side of said car

from the main shaft . riage , a pair of operating sheaves on the lower side of said

4. In a portable saw , the combination comprising a sup carriage , a traction rope passing over one of said sheaves , a

porting frame, a main shaft carried by the frame, a re fall rope fixed to the carriage and passing over the other

ciprocable saw , means for driving the reciprocable saw sheaf , a fall block in the loop of said fall rope , a bucket

from the main shaft, a pinion on the main shaft, a gear suspended from said fall block, and means whereby the car

normally in mesh with the pinion , a shaft adapted to sup
riage wil be held by one rope against the tension of the
other rope .

port the gear, means for throwing the pinion out of mesh

with the gear, a circular saw , and means for driving the 5. In a conveyer a supporting cable , a carriage thereon ,

circular saw from said latter shaft . a traction rope pasing over a sheaf on said carriage, a fall

5. .In a portable saw , the combination comprising a sup
rope fixed to the carriage and passing over a second sheaf

porting frame, a main shaft, a reciprocable saw , means for
thereon, a fall block in the loop of said fall rope , a bucket

driving the reciprocablesaw from the main shaft,apin- suspendedfrom said fall block , an engine having two sep

ion slidably disposed on the main shaft , a lever pivoted
arate drums, one of said drums adapted to move the carriage

adjacent the pinion and adapted to slide the same on the
in one direction through the medium of the traction rope,

main shaft , a gear normally in mesh with the pinion , a and the other of said drums adapted to move the carriage

shaft adapted to support the gear and provided with double
in the reverse direction through the medium of the fall
rope.

cranked portions , rods connected to said double cranked

portions , a shaft supported by the framework and pro
6. In a conveyer, a suspension cable , a traction rope , a

vided with double cranked portions to which are connected
fall rope, a carriage on said suspension cable movable in

one direction by said traction rope and movable in a reverse
the opposite ends of said rods , and a circular saw on said

direction by said fall rope, a fall block suspended from said
latter shaft .

carriage by said fall rope, a bucket suspended from said
6. , In a portable saw , the combination comprising a sup

fall block means for locking the traction ropeto allow the
porting framework , a main shaft, vertical guideways car

bucket to beraised vertically, means for locking the fall
ried by the framework . a horizontal guideway adjustably

disposed in the vertical guideways, means foradjusting for keeping both ropes constantlyin tension .
rope to alow the bucket to be raised diagonally and means

the horizontal guideway, a slidable head disposed in the

horizontal guideway, removable means for connecting the
7. In a conveyer, a suspension cable and carriage thereon ,

a pair of pulleys mounted on said carriage , a block at one
slidable head with the balance wheel , a saw connected to

end of the span , an engine having two independent drums
the slidable head, a cranked shaft driven from the main

shaft,

at the opposite end of said span , a traction rope fixed to said
a second crank shaft driven from said cranked

block and passing over one of the pulleys of said carriage
shaft, and a circular saw on said second cranked shaft. and over the sheaf of said block to one of the drums of

No. 102,192. Conveying Apparatus.
said engine, a fall rope fixed to the carriage and passing over

the other of said pulleys mountedon the carriage to the

Robert Allison Chambers , New Glasgow , Nova Seotia, Can- | other drum of said engine, a fall block in the loop of the

ada , 27th November, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 3rd Novem- fall rope and a bucket suspended from said fall block .

ber , 1904. Receipt No. 140,881 .

Claim .-- 1. In a conveyer a suspension cable, a carriage No. 102,193. Dumping Platform .

thereon , a traction rope passing over a pulley on said car
Plateforme à bascule .

riage, a fall block , a fall rope running over said block and

suspending it from said carriage, and means for maintaining Fred W. Cooley, Minneapolis , Minnesota , U.S.A., 7th No

said traction and fall ropes always in tension . vember , 1906 ; 6 years .
Filed 5th November, 1906. Re

2. In a conveyer, a suspension cable , a carriage thereon , ceipt No. 140,931 .

a traction rope passing over a pulley on said carriage, a Claim . - 1 . The combination with a dumping platform of

fall block , a fall rope running over said block and suspend- mears for imparting pivotal movements thereto comprising

ing it from said carriage, an engine having two independent an oscillatory support, a screw rod connected to said dump

le
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ing platform at one end, a nut member swivelled on and of said bars being arranged to project beyond the angles of

carried by said oscillatory support and working on the said the triangular frame , of rotary elements, center pins pass

ing through the angles of said triangular frame and through

the center of the said rotary elements, circular tracks

borne by the said rotary elements , and wheels secured to

the said frame and arranged to escape the said cir

cular tracks, each of the said projecting ends of the

frame bars having secured thereto outside of the triangular

frame one of the said wheels , and pivoted teeth attached to

said rotary elements and adapted to drag upon one side and

to catch the ground upon the other side of the said rotary

elements whereby they are rotated , substantially as des

cribed .

2. In a rotary harrow the combination with a trian

gilar frame composed of frame bars and the ends of two of

said bars being arranged to project beyond the angles of
162163

the triangular frame , of a rotary elements , enter pins pass

ing through the angles of said triangular frame and through

the center of the said rotary element , circular tracks having
horizontal flanges borne by the said rotary elements , and

screw rod, and means for transmitting rotary motion to said spool wheels secured to the said frame and arranged to en

nut member from a distant point , substantially as described . gage the said circular tracks , each of the said projecting

2. The combination with a dumping platform comprising ends of the frame bars having secured thereto outside of

a pair of pivoted beams, of an oscillatory support mounted the triangular frame one of the said spool wheels, and pivot

below one end of said dumping platform , a pair of screw
ed teeth attached to said rotary elements and adapted to

rods attached at their upper ends to said dumping platform drag upon one side and to catch the ground upon the other
a pair of nut members swivelled on and carried by said side of the said rotary elements whereby they are rotated ,
oscillatory support and working on each of said screw rods substantaily as described .
and power transmission mechanism extending from a dis

tant point to the said two nut members and operative to No. 102,195. Fly Shield for Horses.
simultaneously rotate the same, substantially as described.

3. The combination with a scale platform , of a dumping
Appareil moustiquaire pour chevaux.

platform applied thereto and comprising a pair of pivoted

beams, a transverse support connected to one end portion

of said scale platform nd supported thereby for oscillatory

movements, a pair of screw rods attached at their upper

ends to said dumping platform and depending throngh said

transverse oscillatory support , a pair of nut members swiv

elled on said oscillatory support and working one on each

of said screw rods, of an upright operating rod mounted in

berings carried by said oscillatory support, and connections

between said operating rod and the said nut members for

simultaneously rotating the latter , substantially as des

cribtd.

4. In combination with a fixed platform 1 and scale plat

form 2 , of a dumping pltform comprising a pair of beams 3

pivotally connected to said scale platform , of a plank or

support 7 extending transversely below one end portion

of said scale platform , interlocked eye bolts 9 , loosely

suspending said plank or support 7 from said scale plat

form, screw rods 13 pivotally connected to said platform

beams 3 and working loosely through said plank or support

7 , sprocket wheels 12 journalled in bearings on said plank

or support 7 and working as nuts on said screw bolts , an idle

sprocket 16 also journalled on said plank or support 7 and

working through an opening in said platform 1 , a wheel or

hand piece 20 on the upper end of said supporting rod, a

sprocket wheel 15 on the lower end of said operating rod 18,

and a sprocket chain 17 running over said sprockets 12, 15

and 16, substantially as described . William F. Elliott , De Kalb, Illinois , U.S.A. , 27th November ,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 5th November, 1906. Receipt No.

140,915.
No. 102,194. Rotary Harrow. IIerse rotative .

Claim .-An insect shield comprising a body portion having

jengthwise adjustable sections which are shaped to fit length

wise adjustable sections which are shaped to fit under the

jaw of the animal , and one of said sections having a cup

shaped end fitting over the lips of the animal .
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No. 102,196. Train Pipe Coupling.

Joint de tuyau pour convois de chemin de fer,

George Adelbert Elwell , Toledo , Ohio , U.Ş.A. , 27th Novem

ber , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 3rd November , 1906. Receipt

No. 140,884 .

Claim . - 1 . In a train pipe coupling , an outer bumper body ,

and a coupling member movable within the body and having

coupling ends normally retracted therein , substantially as

described .

2. In a train pipe coupling, an outer bumper body having

end openings , and a coupling member having coupling ends

normally retracted in said openings , substantially as des

cribed .

3. In a train pipe coupling , an outer bumper body having

ar elongated slot in its side , and a coupling member having

AR
coupling ends normally retracted in the body , said coupling

member also having a laterally extending portion adapted for

Charles J. Davis, Lansing, Michigan, U.S.A., 27th November , the slot in the body, substantially as described .
connection with the train pipe and disposed to operate along

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 31st October, 1906. Receipt No.
4. In a train pipe coupling, an outer bumper body having

140,789 .
end couplings , a coupling member slidable in the body and

Claim .-- 1 . In a rotary harrow the combination with a tri- having coupling ends normally retracted within said end

angular frame composed of frame bars and the ends of two ( penings , and means for projecting said coupling ends

11-20
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through the end openings when the body is in coupling waist, the front patterns being nested in such a manner

contact , substantially as described . that the side , top and bottom lines of each smaller size
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5. In a train pipe coupling, an outer bumper body having are distinct from and lie wholly between the corresponding

end openings , a coupling member slidable within the body lines of the next larger size, and so that all of the pat
and having coupling ends normally retracted within said terns coincide or form a single line at the armpit, and the
end openings, means for projecting said coupling ends through patterns for the back being nested in such a manner that
the end openings, and means for subjecting the coupling the side lines, the armpit lines and the shoulder and arek
member to yielding pressure when the coupling ends thereof lines of each smaller size are distinct from and lie wholly
are projected in the openings in the body , substantially as between the corresponding lines of the next larger size , and

described . so that all of the patterns coincide or form a single line
6. In a train pipe coupling, an outer bumper body having at the bottom of the waist.

ond openings, a coupling member slidably disposed within 4. As an articlt of manufacture , a set of patterns of

the body and having male and female coupling ends, means graduated sizes for a dress waist, comprising patterns
for normally maintaining the coupling ends retracted with- for the front of the waist , patterns for the back of the

in the openings in the body , and means for projecting said waist , and patterns for the sleeve , the front patterns
coupling ends through said openings when the body is in being nested in such manner that the side , top and

coupling engagement, substantially as described . bottom lines of each smaller size are distinct from and

7. In a train pipe coupling , a body suspended from a car lie wholly between the corresponding lines of the next

ti permit universal movement , a bar slidably connected with larger size,and so that all of the patterns coincide or
the inner end of the body , a spring engaging the bar and nor- form a single line at the armpit, the patterns for the back

mally holding the body in outward position , a coupling mem- being nested in such a manner that the side lines, the

ber slidably disposed in the body and normally maintained armpit lines and the shoulder and neck lines of each
io retracted position therein , and a spring interposed be smaller size are distinct from and lie wholly between the
tween said bar and the coupling member to cause the latter i corresponding lines of the next larger size , and so that
to be projected in the body under yielding pressure when all of the patterns coincide or form a single line at the

the body is in coupled engagement, substantially as des bottom of the waist, and the sleeve patterns being nested
cribed . in such a manner that both side lines of each smaller size

8. In a train pipe coupling, a body having end openings are distinct from and lie wholly between the side lines of

arranged side by side and having the projection 10 and the the next larger size , and so that the side lines in one set

recess 11 adapted to align the same when in coupled engage- continue and form converging shoulder lines, which merge

ment with the opposite coupling device , a bar adapted to into a single armpit line , all of the patterns coinciding or

slidably support the rear end of the body , said bar having a forming a single line at the bottom end of the sleeve.

swinging connection with a rigid support , an enlargement 5. A pattern comprising a base and unsymmetrical de

upon the bar adapted to contact with the body and limit marking outlines printed thereon , said outlines being

its outward movement, a spring disposed between the en- broken and spaced to form sections of a complete pattern

largement and the body and forcing the latter in outward outline, whereby said base may be folded or cut in the

position , a hollow coupling member slidable longitudinally spaces between the broken lines, and said outlines joined

within the body and having branches provided with male and to make a complete pattern outline, corresponding sets of

female coupling ends respectively adapted to be projected equally spaced marks occupying the spaces between the

through the end openings in the body, a spring supported by broken sections, for guiding the user in joining the sec

the body and pressing against the coupling member to nor- tions .

mally hold the same in retracted position in the body, and a

coiled spring interposed between the aforesaid bar and the No. 102,198. Baling Press. Presse à balot.

coupling member adapted to yieldingly hold the latter pro

jected in the body when the body is in coupling engagement Arthur Castonguay, St. Andre de Restigouche , Quebec , Can .

with the opposite coupling device , substantially as described . ada , 27th November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 2nd November,

1906. Receipt No. 140,854 .

No. 102,197. Printed Dress Pattern.
Claim.-1. In a baling press, the combination comprising

a baling chamber, a plunger head, means for actuating the

Patron de robes imprimé. plunger head in one direction, means for retracting the

WilliamFreeman , New York City , New York , U.S.A. , 27th plunger headwhen the actuatingmeansare in operative
position , chånnelled binding blocks adapted to enter the

November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 1st October, 1906 . Re
baling chamber, and means for locking the blocks in

ceipt No. 139,936.
position .

Claim . - 1. A base having printed ' thereon a set of pat- 1 2. In a baling press, the combination comprising a bal

terns of graduated sizes for a sleeve, said patterns being ' ing chamber, a plunger head, a top hinged to the plunger

nested in such a manner that the distinguishing lines of head, means for actuating the plunger head in one direc

each smaller size lie wholly between the lines of the next tion, means for retracting the plunger head when the

larger size , and so that the lines extending along one side actuating means are in operative position channelled bind

of the nest continue and form converging shoulder lines , | ing blocks adapted to enter the baling chamber, and means

which merge into a single armpit line . for locking the blocks in position .

2. A base having printed thereon a set of patterns of 3. In a baling press, the combination comprising a bal

graduated sizes for the front of a dress waist, said pat. ' ing chamber , a plunger head, a top hinged to the plunger

tern being nested in such a manner that the side , top and head, means for normally maintaining the hinged top in

bottom lines of each smaller size are distinct from and lieclevated position , means for actuating the plunger head

wholly between the corresponding lines of the next larger in one direction , means for retracting the plunger head

size , and so that all of the patterns coincide or form a when the actuating means are in operative position, chan

single line at both the armpit and the neck . nelltd binding blocks adapted to enter the baling chamber.

3. As an article of manufacture a set of patterns of and means for locking the blocks in position .

graduated sizes for a dress waist comprising patterns for 4. In a baling press, the combination comprising a bal

the front of the waist, and patterns for the back of the / ing chamber, a plunger head, a top hinged to the plunger
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head , means for locking the top in depressed position , a core strap having divided portions in the brace and a

for actuating the plunger head in one direction, tongue portion bearing against the tongue portion of themeans

FIG.1
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means for retracting the plunger head when the actuating brace, said tongue portions of the brace and core strap be

means are in operative position, channelled binding blocks iug secured between the doubled portions of the billet strap.

adapted to enter the baling chamber, and means for lock

ing the blocks in position .
No. 102,200. Screen for Coal. Tamis à charbon .

5. In a baling press, the combination comprising a bal

ing chamber, a plunger head , a top hinged to the plunger

head and provided with an opening, a spring catch dis

posed through the opening, a spring disposed beneath the

hinged top, means for actuating the plunger head in one

direction , means for retracting the plunger head when

the actuating means are in operative position, channelled

binding blocks adapted to enter the baling chamber, and

means for locking the blocks in position .

6. In a baling press, the combination comprising a cham

ber, a plunger adapted to work into the chamber, project

ing shoulders on the plunger head , means for retracting

the plunger head , a link pivoted between the shoulders . a

second link pivoted to the first link and having its opposite

end pivoted, and a sweep pivoted adjacent the second link

and provided with a recess adapted to receive said second

link .

7. In a baling press , the combination comprising a bal

ing chamber , a plunger, means for forcing the plunger into

the chamber, means for retracting the plunger, spring

fingers projecting into the chamber, and wiring blocks ad

ayted to enter the chamber.

8. In a baling press , the combination comprising rec

tangular frame members , side members carried by the

frame members, plates carried by the side members , a pin Jacob H. Gmelin , Bay City , Michigan , U.S.A. , 27th Novem
disposed through the plates , a sweep pivoted on the pin ber, 1906 ; 56 years. Filed 2nd November, 1906. Receipt

and provided with a recess . a plunger adapted to enter No. 140,848.
the chamber, links connected to the plunger and said pin ,

one of which said links is adapted to lie within said re
Claim.-1 . A separator comprising a supporting frame , op

cess in the sweep, and means for retracting the plunger.
positely inclined stationary chutes mounted on the frame, a

9. In a baling press , the combination comprising rec
tilting frame pivotally secured to the supporting frame , an

tangular frame members, side members connected to some adjustable chute, the upper end of which rests loosely upon

of said frame members and having their rear ends free and is sustained by the rocking frame, the lower end of the

and resilient, means for clamping said free ends, binding adjustable chute being pivotally secured to a stationary

blocks adapted to be clamped by said side members, a chute, the adjustable chute forming a continuation of one of

plunger adapted to pass between said side the stationary chutes , arms pivotally secured to the rocking
members ,

means foractuating said plunger, and meansfor retracting frame and releasably connected to the supporting frame to

the plunger. retain the adjustable chute at its inclination , screens car

ried by one of the stationary chutes and the adjustable

chute and an apron beneath the screen in the adjustable
No. 102,199. Winker Brace. Tirant à aillère.

chute , the apron adapted to discharge onto the screen car

William W. Gleckner, Canton , Pennsylvania, U.S.A. , 27th ried by the stationary chute.

November , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 5th November , 1906. frame pivotally mounted thereon, a stationary chute carried
2. A separator comprising a supporting frame, a rocking

Receipt No. 140,929 .
by the main frame, a tilting chute pivotally secured to the

Claim . - 1. A winker brace comprising a doubled billet strap stationary chute and forming a continuation thereof , the up

having openings in its folds , and a brace having its divided per end of the tilting chute resting upon the rocking frame ,

portions passed through the said openings and provided with a screen carried by the tilting chute and means carried by

a tongue portion between the doubled portions of the billet one frame and releasably engaging the other frame for ad

strap , substantially as described . justably retaining the tilting chute at different inclinations .

2. A winker brace comprising a doubled billet strap having 3. A portable separator comprising a bow-shaped main

openings in its fold , a brace having its divided portions frame , wheels journalled to one end of the frame , the oppo

passedthrough the said openings and provided with a tongue site end of the frame adapted to be raised from the ground,

portion between the doubled portions of the billet strap, and a pair of oppositely inclined chutes carried by the main
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frame , a screen in one of the chutes , a rocking frame pivoi- jected portions of the material , and a guard carried by the

ally mounted on the main frame , a tilting chute pivotally se- support intermediate of its ends through which the points

cured at its lower end to one of the stationary chutes and of said pins are adapted to extend .

forming a continuation thereof , a screen in said tilting 3. A support of the class described formed of a single

Chute , the rocking frame adapted to support the tilting strand provided with coils at its opposite ends , one of the

chute and means for adjustably retaining the frame at dif- free ends of said strand being twisted about the bɔdy

ferent inclinations . thereof to engage the opposite free end and form a guard

4. A separator comprising a supporting frame , oppositely portion.

inclined chutes mounted thereon , a screen in one of said 4. A support of the class described provided with aper

chutes, an apron beneath the screen terminating short of tures at its opposite ends, a projecting device having a

ihe mouth of the chute , to leave an opening , a spout in- shank adapted to force the material to which the force is

clined beneath the opening, combined gates and bag holders applied through said apertures , and a securing device

located at the mouths of the respective chutes , a mainadanted to pass through the shank of said projecting

chute constituting a continuation of the unscreened chute device.

and located above the first -named screened chute , a screen 5. A support of the class described provided with coiled

in the main chute and an apron beneath the last - named portions at its opposite ends and an intermediate guard

screen , said apron terminating short of the lower end of portion , securing pins having enlarged heads adapted to

the main chute to leave a discharge opening above the lower lie within said coiled portions and have their points ex

Ecreened chute. tended through the guard portion .

5. A separator comprising a frame , a chute mounted there .

ou , a screen located intermediate the ends of the chute and No. 102,202. Shaking Grate. Grille branlante.

an unperforated distributor plate locattd at the upper end

of the chute, the plate provided with diverging ribs leading

to the screen .

6. A separator comprising a frame , a chute mounted these

cr , a screen located in the chute , and a removable head piece

located at the upper end of the chute .

7. A separator comprising a supporting frame , a sectional

chute, one section of which is stationarily secured to the

frame, the remaining section being pivotally supported , a

screen carried by the pivotally supported section and means

for adjusting the inclination of the section .

8. A separator comprising a supporting frame , a sectional

chute , one section of which is stationarily secured to the

frame , the remaining section being pivotally supported, a

screen carried by the pivotally supported section , an up

perforated distributor plate located above the screen to re

ceive the material , divergent riffles on the distribution plate ,

and means for adjusting the inclination of the pivotally sup

Forted section .

9. A separator comprising a supporting frame . oppositely

inclined chutes carried thereby , a main chute located above

one of the oppositely inclined chutes and forming a continu

ation of the remaining oppositely inclined chute , the apex

of the last named chute having a groove formed therein , the

main chute and the chute beneath it , each having ledges

on their side walls , screens removably received on the

ledges , unperforated aprons located beneath each screen , Frank Carpenter Heath , Revere , Massachusetts , U.S.A ..

the aprons being of less length than the chutes whereby 27th November, 1906 : 6 years. Filed 6th November,

cpenings are left at their upper and lower ends , the lower 1906 . Receipt No. 140,966 .

end of the screen in the main chute received in the groove , ('laim . - 1 . A shaking grate comprising a series of dupli
a spout beneath the opening in the lower screened chute and cale bars placed side by side and movable freely endwise ,
a distributor plate in the main chute above the screen . their fuel supporting surfaces being always in one plane.

each bar consisting of a longitudinal vertically corrugated

No. 102,201 . Collar Support. Support de collet. web and lateral separated fingers extending from opposite

sides thereof, the corrugations of the web permitting er .

pansion and contraction of the bar without injury to the

web , duplicate headers at the ends, and two pairs of dup

licate movable supports for the end portions of the bars

whereby the latter are permitted to elongate and shorten

freely .

2. A shaking grate comprising a header bar at each end ,

the headers being duplicates and each being formed of a

vertically corrugated web and transverse fuel holding

fingers entirely separate from each other, the spaces be

tween the fingers and the corrugated webs permitting free

longitudinal expansion and contraction of the headers ,

duplicate longitudinal grate bars having lateral fuel sup

porting fingers in the same plane with each other and

with the surfaces of the headers and longitudinal fingers

at their ends projecting between the fingers of the head

ers , and duplicate rockers and rollers supporting the longi

tudinal bars adjacent their ends, the bars having longitud

inal ribs vertically corrugated to permit elongation and

contraction without fracture thereof, and the rollers per

mitting such elongation and contraction to take place

freely.

3. A grate comprising a plurality of longitudinally re

ciprocable bars , each having a longitudinal stiffening web

on its under side , the web being of uniform thickness un

and down and tapered in depth from center to ends, and
Agnes Haviland , New Orleans , Louisiana, 27th November, transversely corrugated uniformly from top to bottom of

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 5th November, 1906. Receipt No. the web to provide alternate rounded projections and des

140,931.
pressions, the depressions on one side being opposite the

Claim.-1 . A support of the class described provided at projections on the other , whereby longitudinal expansion

opposite ends with apertures therethrough , a guard dis- and contraction is permitted , and the bars having lateral

posed intermediate of the ends of the support, a securing fingers oppositely and alternately arranged to extend out

device co -operating with one of said apertures , and a ward from the projections.

securing advice adapted to engage material at the other 4. A grate comprising a series of bars having fuel sup

aperture and enter said guard . porting surfaces movable longitudinally and oppositely 17

2. A support of the class described provided at opposite one plane and adapted to support fuel over their entire

ends with apertures through which the material to be sup - lengths, rock shafts adjacent the ends of the grate, each

ported is projected, securing pins passed through the pro- ' having projecting segmental surfaces adapted to support
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one end of every other bar , the bars having sockets in endless carrier extending into the channel formed by the

their under sides covered above by the fuel supporting funnel- shaped partition , and a chute leading from the hop
surfaces and enclosed by the sides of the bars, said rock

shafts having tongues projecting from the segmental sur

faces lying within the sockets, whereby oscillation of the

rock shafts is adapted to reciprocate the bars .
Fig. 1

5. A grate comprising a series of bars having fuel sup mim?
porting surfaces movable longitudinally and oppositely in

one plane and adapted to support fuel over their entire
lengths, rock shafts adjacent the ends of the grate and

having projections extending therefrom , each consisting of

a tongue and segmental surfaces close to and on opposite

sides of the tongue , one end of each alternate grate bar

resting on a segmental surface, and the bars having down

wardly opening sockets covered above by the fuel support

ing surfaces and enclosed on all sides, receiving the
Fig.4

tongues , whereby oscillation of the rock shafts is adapted to

reciprocate the bars.

6. A grate comprising a frame , rock shafts supported

thereon arms extending upwardly and downwardly from

each rock shaft , each arm provided with a stud having a

shank and an elongated head , a connecting rod having slots

corresponding in outline to the heads and engaged with the 102203

studs of the upwardly extending arm of one rock shaft and

the downwardly extending arm of the other said connecting per and extending into the tank and above the carrier, and

rod being also adapted to be engaged with the studs on the adapted to direct the grain into the funnel -shaped channel ,

downward arm of the first rock shaft and the upward arm as and for the purpose specified .

of the second , and a plurality of endwise movable grate 3. A device of the class described comprising a tank hav

bars each engaged with one of said rock shafts for move- ing a cross partition forming a funnel - shaped channel with

ment thereby in opposite directions . the sides an endless conveyer having its lower end within
7. A grate comprising a frame , a rocker and a roller the channel , a cross partition extending obliquely down

mounted adjacent each end of the frame , said rockers hav- wardly above the ascending side of the conveyer an adjus

ing projections each consisting of a tongue and segmental table gate makini an angle with the latter cross partition

flanges on opposite sides thereof , said projections being and forming with the latter cross partition a hopper , as and
spaced apart and those of one rocker situated opposite the for the purpose specified.

spaces of the other rocker, grate bars each resting near 4. In a device of the class described the combination with

one end on the segmental flanges of one of said projections the supporting frame of a tank in the lower portion of the

and near the other end passing between the projections of frame, an endless carrier extending obliquely from the tank

the othtr rocker and resting on the adjacent roller, the bars and within the fraework , side enclosures at the ends of the

having downwardly opening, but otherwise entirely enclosed carriers and continuous with the sides of the tank, a cross

sockets receiving the tongues, one tongue being thus en- partition in the tank forming a basin with the side of the

gaged with each bar and connections for casing the rockers tank, an endless carrier extending obliquely upwardly from
to be oscillated simultaneously in opposite directions , the basin , out of the tank and within the framework , a cross

whereby adjacent bars are reciprocated oppositely . partition above the ascending side of the carrier and extend

8. A grate comprising parallel movable fuel supporting ing into the tank , an adjustable gate forming with the latter

bars, mechanism for oppositely reciprocating alternate bars cross partition and the side enclosures a hopper , as and for

in the direction of their lengths, said bars having fingers the purpose specified .

projecting laterally towards the adjacent bars and also spac- 5. In a device of the class described the combination with

ing projections extending laterally beyond the ends of the the tank , the hopper and an endless carrier, of a chute to

fingers, the said projections of each bar being substantially receive the grain from the carrier , and an endless conveyer

equal in length or area and located beside those of the within the chute and free of the bottom , as and for the pur

adjacent bars and extending longitudinally of the bars a pose specified .

greater distance than the amplitude of vibration thereof. 6. In a device of the class described the combination with

said projections being also grooved or corrugated vertically the tank, the hopper , and the endless conveyer, of an in

on their outer sides. clined projecting chute , adapted to receive the grain from

9. A grate comprising supports a plurality of bars each the carriers , an endless conveyer longitudinally within the

mounted on said supports with their fuel supporting sur- chute, and having the blades clear of the bottom of tho

faces in one plane so as to.be movable longitudinally in chute, as and for the purpore specified .

said plane, each bar consisting of a central web of substan- 7. In a device of the class described the combination with

tially equal thickness from top to bottom and vertically the tank, the hopper, and the endless carriers , of an in

corrugated o form alernate rounded protuberances on each clined chute adapted to receive the grain from the carriers ,

side thereof and fingers projecting laterally on opposite a perforated drain board extending over the upper face of

sides of the bar from said protuberances, spaces being the bottom of the chute , and an endless conveyer longitudin

left between the fingers opposite the depressions , the bars ally within the chute, and adapted to operate clear of the

being longitudinally and centrally grooved and the fingers drain board , as and for the purpose specified .

being grooved on their upper surfaces. 8. In a device of the class described the combination an

10. A grate comprising a plurality of duplicate longitudi- inclined chute , a perforated drain board suspended above

nally reciprocable bars , each consisting of a central web the inner face of the base of the chute , and an endless con

having vertical corrugations forming alternate rounded pro- veyer within the chute, as specified .

jections and depressions on opposite sides thereof , each 9. In a device of the class described the combination com

depression on one side being opposite a projection on the prising an inclined chute , an endless chain conveyer within

other side , detachable fuel supporting sections mounted on the chute , having cross blades thereon, and a removable

said web and having laterally projecting fingers on opposite perforated drain board , below the tips of the blades , and

sides out of alignment , and lugs depending from the said above the entire face of the bottom of the chute, as and for

sections and arranged to slide in the depressions in oppo- the purpose specified .

site sides of the web and being wholly clear of the project 10. In a device of the class described the combination with

tions , the said fingers being directly above the alternate the tank , and a pan extending obliquely into the tank , from

projections of the web . its rear end , of a skimmer adapted to adjust itself to the

height of the liquid in the tank , as and for the purpose

No. 102,203. Grain Cleaning and Picking Machinc . specified .

Machine à nettoyer et trier le grain .
11. In a device of the class described the combination with

the tank, of a pan extending within the tank from the rear
Halvor T. Helgeson, Regina , Saskatchewan , Canada , 27th end, a sieve above the inner face of the pan, and a skimmer

November, 1906 ;* 6 years . Filed 31st October 1906 .
adapted to be self adjustable to the height of the liquid in

Receipt No. 140,781 . the tank , as and for the purpose specified .

Claim . - 1 . A device of the class described comprising a 12. In a device of the class described the cimbination with

feed hopper , an endless carrier , a tank, a cross partition the tank , the hopper and the endless carriers, of an inclin

forming a funnel - shaped channel within the tank , a chute ed chute , an endless chain conveyer longitudinally within

leading from the hopper and above the carriers and adapted the chute and having blades thereon, extending across the
to direct the grain upon the funnel - shaped cross partition , chute, a drain board below the tips of the blades on the

as and for the purpose specified . lower side of the conveyer, and a cross partition adajacent

2. A device of the class discribed comprising a feed hopper , to the inner end of the conveyer, as and for the pursose

a tank, a funnel- shaped cross partition within the tank, an specified

1
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13. In a device of the class described the combination with comprising a casting having a front hook portion adapted

the tank , and the endless carrier , of a chute inclined to- to engage within the opposite knuckle and a rear portion

wards the tank, and adapted to receive the grain from the adapted to bind against the outer side of the said knuckle,

carriers , a set of gears supported on a shaft bearing in the the casting being pivoted to the head at its rear outer cor

sides of the inner end of the chute , a set of gear wheels rer, and the rear portion of the casting being shaped to

secured on a shaft, supported in adjustable bearings at the fit, within said cavity , and against the drawhead, so as to

sides of the outer end of the chute , endless gear chains en- transmit the impact against said rear portion directly to the

circling the opposing gears in the sets , a series of cross drawhead.

blades secured to the chains, and extending to the edges

of the chute ,a cross partitionat the inner end of the chute, No. 102,205. Heating Apparatus for Railway Cars.
in juxtaposition to the conveyer, a perforated drain board

extending across the chute, and considerably below the tips
Appareil à chauffage pour chars de chemin de fer.

of the blades , as and for the purpose specified.

14. In a device of the class described , a chute to rereiva

the grain from the carriers , a drain board wits in the chute,

and an endless conveyer adapted to operate ahnve the drain

board , as and for the purpose specified .

15. In a device of the class described the combination with

the tank , of a part extending obliquely within the tank . a

skimmer adapted to co -operate with the pan in removing

floating impurities from the solution in the tank , as an:

for the purpose specified .

16. In a device of the class described the combination with

the tank , of a pan extending obliquely into the liquid , within

the tank , a sieve above the inner face of the pan , a skimmer ,

and means whereby the skimmer is automatically adjustable

to the height of the solution within the tank , as and for

the purpose specified .

17. In a device of the class described , a skimmer, com

prising a set of esdless chain carriers , and a flap secured

to the links in the opposing chains , as and for the purpose

specified .

18. In a device of the class described , a skimmer consist

ing of a set of endless chain carriers , a flap formed from a

resiliest material , and secured to an opposing pair of links

within the chain , and means for operating the chains , as

and for the purpose specified.

19. In a device of the class described , a skimmer consist

ing of a framework, transverse shafts, supported in adjust

able bearings at the extremities of the framework , a sup

porting shaft passing through the framework and between

the aforementioned shafts, chain gears at the extremities of

the chafts , endless chains passing around the gears , a flap Fritz Kaeferle, Hanover, Germany, 27th November, 1906 ; 6

secured to opposing links in the chains , and means for oper
years. Filed 15th October , 1906. Receipt No. 140.310.

ating the chains , as and for the purpose specified. Claim .-1 . In heating apparatus for low pressure steam
20. In a device of the class described the combination with heating in railroad cars in combination a self acting steam

the supporting frame , of a tank in the lower portion of the pressure regulator, a second regulator regulating the quan

frame , side enclosures at the upper portion of the frame , tity of steam necessary for the low pressure steam heating
bars supported by the enclosures and extending obliquely and a heating body, substantially as set forth .
into the tank, a transverse shaft pivotally supported in the 2. In heating apparatus for low pressure steam heating in

lower end of the bars , a transverse shaft pivotally support- railroad cars in combination a steam inlet opening i, a lever
ed in adjustable bearings at the upper end of the bars , sets valve b , two communicating chambers Q and Q' , partly filled
of similar gear wheels on the shafts , endless link chains en- with mercury, a weight P swimming in the chamber Q, a con;

circling the gears, a series of suitably disposed perforated nection rod between the free end of the lever valve 6 and
cups secured to the chains , a cross partition passing down the weight , two safety valves placed on the bottoms of the
wardly into the tank , and above the tips of the cups on the two communicating chambers, a second regulator regulating
ascending sides of the chains , a cross partition forming a the quantity of steam necessary forthe low pressure steam

basin with the sides of the tank , and adapted to direct the heating and a heating body, substantially as set forth.

grain to the carriers , an adjustable gate supported by the 3. In heating apparatus for low pressure steam heating in
side enclosures, and making an anglewith the former par railroad cars in combination a steam inlet opening i, a lever
tition , an inclined chute projectingfrom the framework and valve b, two communicating chambers ,Q and Q ,̒ partly ill
adaptedto receive the grain from the cups , a drain board ed with mercury,a weightP swimming inthe chamber Q , a
in thechute , and a longitudinalconveyer above the drain connection rod between thefree end of the lever valve 6 and
board , as and for the purpose specified . the eight,two safety valves placed on the bottoms of the

two communicating chambers, a hand regulator for regulat

No. 102,204. Car Coupler. Attelage de chars. ing the quantity of steam necessary for the low pressure

steam heating, and a heating body, substantially as set forth.

4. In heating apparatusforlow pressure steam heating in
railroad cars in combination a steam inlet opening i, a lever

valve b, two communicating chambers, Q and Q' , partly filled

with mercury , a weight P swimmingin the chamber Q , a con

nection rod between the free end of the lever valve 6 and the

weight , two safety valves placed on the bottoms of the two

communicating chambers, a self-acting electric magnetically

operated regulator regulating the quantity of steam neces

sary for thelow pressure steam heating and a heating body,

substantially as set forth .

5. In heating apparatus for low pressur steam heating in

railroad cars in combination a steam inlet opening i, a lever

valve 6, two communicating chambers , Q and Q ', partly filled

with mercury, a weight P swimmingin the chamber Q, a con

nection rod betweenthe free end of the levervalve 6 and the

weight, two safety valves placed on the bottoms of the two

communicatingchambers, a second regulatorregulating the

quantity of steam necessary forthe lowpressure steam heat

ing, a heating body k , acanal & leadingfrom the regulators

to the heating body, a second canal c for the exit of the con

densing water placed rightbelowthe canalfor the instream

Thomas D. Jones, Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A., 27th November, inęsteam ,averyfine passagebetweenthe two canals, anda
1906 ; 6 years. Filed 2nd November, 1906. Receipt No. partition separating the two canals,substantially as set

140,815 . fcrth .

Claim . - The combination with a drawhead of the Janney 6. In heating apparat for low pressure steam heating in

type having a cavity in its face, of an emergency knuckle railroad cars in combination a self -acting steam pressure
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regulator, a second regulator regulating the quantity of steam 3. An instep support comprising a top piece, an underlying

necessary for the low pressure steam heating , one or more metallic arch piece , and a metallic supporting plate, both

heating bodies in each car compartment , a special condens- attached permanently at separate points to the underside
ing water exit for each heating body and means to keep these of said top piece, the end of the arch piece overlapping the

exits open for a quick ventilation , substantially as set forth . end of the supporting plate and turning thereover.

7. In heating apparatus for low pressure steam heating in

railroad cars in combination a self-acting steam pressure No. 102,208. Potato Planter, Plantoir à patates .

regulator, a second regulator regulating the quantity of steam

necessary for the low pressure steam heating, one or more

heating bodies in each car compartment, a special condens

ing water exit for each heating body , and heat protectors for

fach exit , substantially as set forth.

8. In heating apparatus for low pressure steam heating in
Fig .

railroad cars in combination a self -acting steam pressure

regulator, a second regulator regulating the quantity of steam

necessary for the low pressure steam heating, one or more

heating bodies in each car department . condensing water exit

pipes for the heating bodies, heat protectors , and means to
screw the exit pipes into the condensing water exit canal c

from the outside of the car through the car bottom , substan

tially as set forth .

15

16

No. 102,206. Oil Can. Bidon à huile .

102.208

C 6
2 /
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Julin Petermann , Jr., Ontonagon , Michigan, U.S.A., 27th No

vember, 1906; 6 years. Filed 31st October, 1906. Receipts

No. 140,784 .

Claim.--1 . In a planter the combination with a frame pro

vided with wheels and draft devices , of a tilting seed box on

the frame , having seed dropping and covering devices sup

ported thereby, means to tilt the box to lift said devices from

the land , and driving connections between the dropping de

vices and the wheels, said connections being disengageable

by tilting the box.

2. In a planter the combination with a frame mounted on

wheels and having draft devices , a seed box hinged to the

frame and having dropping and covering devices supported

thereon , and a hand lever mounted on the frame and con

Henry J. Klusmire, Holton , Kansas , U.S.A. , 27th November, said devices from the land.
nected to the seed box and arranged to tilt the same to lift

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 31st October, 1906. Receipt No.
3. In a planter the combination with a seed box, of a spout

140,778.
connected thereto, a shaft extending across the head of the

Claim.-An oil can having a threaded orifice, a spout spout and having curved fingers which lift the seed and drop

threaded at one end for detachably engaging said orifice the same into the spout, and means to drive the shaft .

and provided with a lateral disc having a notched periphery 4. In a planter the combination with a seed box having a

for bearing upon said orifice, a resilient member formed feed opening in the bottom, of an inclined chute leading from

from a single piece of wire bent into a lateral loop at one said opening, a spout extending downwardly from the lower

end for encircling said thieaded orifice and secured rigidly end of the chute and forming an angle therewith, the spout

thereto as by soldering , and with a vertical portion ex- and chute having slots at said angle , a shaft extending across

tended for yieldably engaging said notches and terminating the spout at the angle and having curved fingers which pass

in a lateral loop yieldably encircling said spout . through said slots and lift seed from the chute and drop same

into the spout, and means to drive the shaft .

No. 102,207. Instep Support. Support du coup - du -pied.
No. 102,209. Elevator for Clothes Lines.

Ascenseur pour cordes à linge .
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Leon Theophilus Jules Lubin , Boston , Massachusetts,U.S.A.,

27th November, 1906; 6 years. Filed 30th October, 1906. Richard Pike, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, 27th November,
Receipt No. 140,764. 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 6th November, 1906. Receipt No.

Claim .-- 1. An instep support comprising a top piece, an
140,956.

arch piece and a support for one end ofthe arch piece,both Claim.-1 . In a clothes line elevator, a vertical rod, a pair

of said pieces beingpermanently attached to said top piece of brackets,and a pulley slidably mounted on said rod.
and the end of the arch piece overlapping thefree end of 2. In a clothes line elevator , a vertical rod , a pair of fixed

brackets engaging the extremities of said rod, and a pulley

2. An instep support comprising a top piece, an under- slidably mountedon said rod .
lying metallic arch piece, and a metallic support, both said 3. In a clothes line elevator, a vertical rod , a pair of fixed

arch piece and support being permanently attached to the brackets engaging the extremities ofsaid rod, a block slid
under side of the toppiece,the end of the arch pieceturning a bly mounted on said rod, and a pulley journalled in said
on the upper side of said support. block.

the support.
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4. In a clothes line elevator , a vertical rod , upper and low- 5. In a riding cultivator the combination with the side bars

er brackets supporting said rod, a roller bearing block of the frame and the cross bars adjustably connected to the
mounted on said rod, and a pulley journalled in said block. side bars , so as to allow of lateral movement of the side

5. In a clothes line elevator, a vertical rod, upper and lower bars , of a cultivator located intermediately between the side

brackets supporting said rod , a pulley mounted in said upper bars and a cultivator located substantially on a line with the

bracket, a pair of integral fingers on said lower bracket, a side bars and to the rear of the same and runners adjustably

roller bearing block mounted on said rod , and a pulley jour connected to the front of the side bars and extending rear
nalled in said block . wardly and suitably connected to the side bars at the rear

6. In a clothes line elevator , a vertical rod , upper and lower ends, and supporting wheels , bearings for the same secured

brackets supporting said rod , a pulley mounted in said upper to the side bars , a ( rank axle support for the supporting

bracket, a pair of integral fingers on said lower bracket , a wheels journalled in the bearings , arms on the end of the

roller bearing block mounted on said rod , a pulley journalled crank axles and levers connected by links to the arms and

in said block , and cord fixed to said block and passing over quadrants on the frame with which the levers co-act , as and

the pulley in said upper bracket and engaging the fingers of for the purpose specified .

said lower bracket. 6. In a riding cultivator the combination with the frame

comprising the side bars and cross bars, of the Z - shaped ex

No. 102,210. Cultivator. Cultirateur . tending between the cross bars, the straight teeth on the

front bars and the rotating disc cultivators provided wita

stems secured on the rear Z -bars, as and for the purpose
specified .

7. In a riding cultivator , cultivator teeth comprising a

double mould board and wings secured to the sides of the

mould board and means for adjusting the same in relation

to the mould board , as and for the purpose specified.

8 In a riding cultivator, cultivator teeth comprising a

double mould board and wings secured to the sides of the

mould board and rods connected to the outside of the wings

and to the back of the stem of the teeth and provided with

a plurality of bolt hole3 adjacent to the stem , as and for the

purpose specified.
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No. 102,211 . Method of Incompletely Coking Peat.

Méthode de cuire la tourbe d'une manière incomplète.
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Henry Smith , Wallace, Perth , Ontario , Canada , 27th Novem

ber, 1906; 6 years . Filed 31st October , 1906. Receipt No.

140,782.

Claim . - 1. In a riding cultivator the combination with the

side bars of the frame and the cross bars adjustably con

nected to the side bars , so as to alow of lateral movement of

the side bars , and a cultivator located substantially on a line

withthe side bars andtothe rear of the same , as and for Oberbayerische Kokwerke andFabrick Chemscher. Pro
the purpose specified.

2. In a riding cultivator the combination with the side bars
dukte Akt . G sellschaft , Munich , assignee of Martia

of the frame and the cross bars adjustably connected to the
Ziegler, Beuerberg, Bavaria , Germany , 27th November ,

side bars , so as to allow of lateral movement of the side bars ,
1906 ; 6 years. Filed 2nd March , 1906. Receipt No. 133,474 .

of a cultivator located intermediately between the side bars Claim .-- 1. Improved method of incompletely coking fuel

and a cultivator located substantially on a line with the side as peat or the like in a shaft , according to which the fuel

bars and to the rear of the same, and runners adjustably con- is first treated in the upper half of the shaft with hot in

nected to the front of the side bars and extending rearwardly combustible gases , then is passed into the lower half of the

and suitably connected to the side bars at the rear ends, as shaft and treated there with hotter incombustible gases.

and for the purpose specified. 2. Improved method of incompletely coking fuel as peat

3. In a riding cultivator the combination with the side bars or the like in a shaft according to which the fuel is first

of the frame and the cross bars adjustably connected to the treated in the upper half of the shaft with hot steam and

side bars , so as to allow of lateral movement of thesidebars, then is passed into the lower part of the shaft and treated
of a cultivator located intermediately between the side bars , there with hotter combustion gases.

and a cultivator located substantially on a line with the side 3. Improved method of incompletely coking fuel as peat or
bars and to the rear of the same , and runners adjustably con- the like in a shaft according to which the incombustible

rected to the front if the side bars and extending rearwardly gases led into the upper half of the shaft are heated to a

and suitably connected to the side bars at the rear ends , and temperature of approximately 480 ° F before they enter the

supporting wheels , bearings for the same secured to the side upper part of the shaft.

bars and means for adjusting such wheels vertically in rela- 4. Improved method of incompletely coking fuel as peat or
tion to the runners, as and for the purpose specified . the like in a shaft, according to which the steam before its

4. In a riding cultivator the combination with the side bars entering the upper half of the shaft is superheated to a tem

of the frame and the cross bars adjustably connected to the perature of approximately 480 ° F.

side bars , so as to allow of lateral movement of the side bars , 5. Improved method of incompletely coking fuel as peat or

of a cultivator located intermediately between the side bars , the like in a shaft according to which the flue gases of ap .

and a cultivator located substantially on a line with the side proximately 480 ° F from vertical coking retort ovens are led

bars and to the rear of the same, and runners a ljustably into the upper half of the shaft for treating the fuel before

connected to the front of the side bars and extending rear- it enters the lower half of the shaft in which the fuel thus

wardly and suitably connected to the side bars at the rear treated as further treated with flue gases having been sup

ends, and supporting wheels, bearings for the sam ? secured plied from vertical retort ovens and heated to a temperature

lo the side bars, a crank axle support for the supporting of approximately 660 ° F these gases and the gases and

wheels journalled in the bearings and means for turning such vapours delivered from the fuel being separately removed

runk axle go as to raise and lower the wheels in relation to namely the gases and vapours from the lower ball leave the
the runners , as and for the purpose specified .

shaft before entering the upper half of the shaft.
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No. 102,212. Shanking Out Machine.

Machine à couper les renforts.

H
.
.
.

n
e 1

0
2
2
/
2

11. A shanking out machine having in combination , two

rotary skiving cutters arranged to enter between the welt

and outsole of a shoe and to skive the lower outer edge of

the welt and the upper outer edge of the sole respectively ,

and a disc located between said cutters forming a guard

for both cutters , substantially as described .

12. A shanking out machine having in combination, a welt

support arrasged to enter the crease between the upper

and welt of a shoe, an edge guide arranged to engage the

edge of the outsole and a skiving cutter arranged to enter

between the welt and outsole , substantially as described .

13. A shanking out machine having in combination, a ro

tary cutter arranged to enter between the welt and outsole

of a shoe, a guide arranged to enter the crease between the

upper and welt and a guide arranged to bear against the

inseam below the welt , substantially as described.

14. A shanking out machine having in combination , a cut

ter arranged to enter between the welt and outsole of a shoe ,

a guide arranged to bear against the inseam below the welt

and a guide arranged to bear against the edge of the out

sole , substantially as described .

15. A shanking out machine having in combination , a ro

tary shaft , a skiving cutter secured thereto arranged to en

ter between the welt and outsole of a shoe, and a sole sup

port arranged to support the sole upon both sides of the

shaft , substantially as described .

16. A shanking out machine having in combination , a ro

tary shaft and a cutter mounted thereon arranged to enter

between the welt and outsole of a shoe and to skive the

lower outer edge of the welt and the upper outer edge of

the sole , substantially as described.

W

2
2
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F
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1

1
7

1
0

2
0
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No. 102,213. Welting for Welt Shoes.

Bordure de chaussures .

Eig ? Fig3.

7 9

3 71

m
y

one Irg: 2 .

Fig4. High
71 11

23

Fig. 7 .

The United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada, Montreal,

assignee of John Benjamin Hadaway, Brocton , Massa

chusetts , U.S.A. , 27th November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed

7th November, 1904. Receipt No. 119,779 .

Claim . - 1 . A shanking out machine having in combination

a welt support, a sole support and two skiving cutters lo

cated between the supports arranged to act upon the lower

outer edge of the welt and upon the upper outer edge of the

sole respectively, substantially as described.

2. A shanking out machine having in combination, means

for skiving the lower outer edge of the welt and means for

skiving the upper outer edge of the sole, substantially as

described.

3. A shanking out machine having in combination a rotary

shaft and two cutters mounted thereon side by side arranged

to enter between the welt and outsole of a shoe and to skive

the lower outer edge of the welt and the upper outer edge

of the sole respectively, substantially as described .

4 A shanking out machine having in combination a welt

support arranged to enter the crease between the upper and

welt of a shoe and a rotary cutter arranged to skive the

lower outer edge of the welt , substantially as described .

5. A shanking out machine having in combination a welt

support arranged to enter the crease between the upper and

welt of a shoe , a rotary cutter arrange i to skive the lower

outer edge of the welt and a guard for preventing the cutter

from cutting the switches of the inseam , substantially as

described.

6. A shanking out machine having in combination a welt

support arranged to enter the crease between the upper
and welt of a shoe , a rotary cutter arranged to skive the

lower outer edge of the welt , and a guardsurrounding the

cutter provided with a shoulder to bear against the stitches

of the inseam and hold the cutter out of contact therewith ,

substantially as described .

7. A shanking out machine having is combination, a welt

support, a sole support, a skiving cutter located between

said supports , and means for separating said supports to

allow the cutter to enter between the welt and outsole of

a shoe , substantially as described .

8. A shanking out machine having in combination , a welt

support , a sole support, a skiving cutter located between

said supports , and means for yieldingly pressing the sup

ports towards the cutter, substantially as described.

9. A shanking out machine having in combination , a welt

support arranged to enter the crease between the upper

and welt of a shoe, a skiving cutter arranged to act upon

the lower outer edge of the welt, and a spring for pressing

the support towards the cutter, substantially as described .

10. A shanking out machine having in combination , a welt

support , a sole support, two skiving cutters located between

said supports and arranged to act upon the lower outer

edge of the welt and upon the upper outer edge of the sole

respectively, a spring for pressing the sole support towards

the cutters, and means for locking the welt support in fixed

position , substantially as described.

Fig5.

102213

The United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada , Montreal,

Quebec, Canada , assignee of John Benjamin Hadaway,

Brockton, Massachusetts, U.S.A. , 27th November, 1906 ;

6 years. Filed 7th November , 1904. Receipt No. 119.780.

Claim.-1 . As an article of manufacture , a strip of welt

ing for use in the manufacture of welt shoes consisting of

a strip of welt material cut away on its under side on a

broken line from its inner edge to a point beyond the inseam

sitch receiving portions, substantially as described

2. As an article of manufacture, a strip of welting for use

in the manufacture of welt shoes consisting of a strip of

welt material cut away on its under side on a broken line

from its inner edge to beyond the inseam stitch receiving

portion , and having a bevelled shoulder beyond the inseam

stitch receiving portion , substantially as described.

3. As an article of manufacture, a strip of welting for use

in the manufacture of welt shoes consisting of a strip of

welt material cut away from its inner upper edge diagon

ally downward through abou half the thickness of the welt ,

thence substantially parallel with the sides of the welt to a

point beyond the inseam stitch receiving portion of the welt

and thence downward through the remainder of the thick

ness of the welt , substantially as described .

4. The method of making welts which consists in dividing

a strip of well material into two parts , the combined width

11-21
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tending slightly beyond the upper tubular plate , the space

comprised between the two tubular plates being supplied

Fig. 1

а

of which is greater than the width of the strip of material,

by a cut extending from one surface to the other in

broken line and forming overlapping stitch receiving por
tions of less thickness than the strip of material and body

portions of the same thickness as the strip of material , the

upper surface of one welt being formed by one surface of

the strip and the upper surface of the other welt being
formed by the other surface of the strip , substantially as
described.

5. The method of making welts which consists in dividing

a strip of welt material by a cut extending along a broken

line which intersects one surface of the strip at a distance

from the edge of the strip equal to the width of the body

of a welt and intersects the other surface of the strip at a

distance from the opposite edge of the strip equal to the

width of the body of a welt, so as to produce two welts ,

the combined width of which is greater than the width of

the strip. having overlapping stitch receiving portions of
less thickness than the strip of material, and body por

tions of the same thickness as the strip of material , the up

per surface of one welt being formed by one surface of the

strip and the upper surface of the other welt being formed

by the other surface of the strip , substantially as described .

t .

lo

A- -A

1

d 2 9.
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No. 102,214. Grinding Mill. Moulin i broyer.

PPďm

102 215
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i
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with the vapours emitted by the liquids to be concentrated

which círculate systematically in the assemblages of tubes,

by means of any appropriate compressor and in particular by
means of a rotary compressor or a jet compressor.

4. For the purpose of producing the systematic circulation

of the liquids to be concentrated in the various assemblages

of tubes of the apparatus , the division of the ebullition cham

ber into compartments which do not reach the top of the

apparatus and which are united in series , each compartment

communicating with the lower part of the next compartment

in the series through a tube opening in the interior of a tube

of larger diameter and traversing the heating chamber par

allel with the assemblages of tubes, the lower part of each

ebullition chamber being provided, around the tube placing

John Wheeler Fuller , Jr. , Catasauqua , Pennsylvania , U.S.A., one compartment in communication with the other, with a

27th November, 1906 ; 18 years. Filed 21st March , 1906 . baffle plate facilitating the repeated circulation of the liquid

Receipt No. 134,107. in the same assemblage of tubes, thefirstcompartment be.

Claim . - 1 . A metal ring or annulus for pulverizing or grind ing connected with an automatic feed apparatus for the liquid

ing mills having the wearing surface composed of chilled and to be concentrated and the last with an outlet for the con

unchilled portions, the chilled portion being arranged be
centrated liquid.

tween the unchilled portions and differing in outline .

2. A metal ring or annulus for pulverizing or grinding mills No. 102,216. Process of Electrolytically Coating
having the inner wearing surface composed of chilled and Metals .

unchilled portions , the chilled portion being arranged be

tween and merging into the unchilled portions thereof . Procétlé électrique pour enduire les métaux .

AlexanderClassen, Aachen , Prussia , Germany. 27th Novem
No. 102,215. Process of Evaporating and Concen

ber , 1906; 6 years. Filed 30thOctober, 1905. Receipt No.
trating Liquors. 129,667.

Procédé pour évaporer et concentrer les liquides.
Claim . — 1. The process for the production of lustrous metal:

lic coatings on metalsby electrolysis, which consists in add
Charles Louis Prache and Charles G. V. Bouillion , co -inven

ing to the electrolytic bath in which the metal articles are
tors , both of Paris , France , 27th November, 1906 ; 6 1o be treated one or more glucosides .

years . Filed 11th December, 1905. Receipt No. 130,879 .
2. The process for the production of lustrous metallic coat

Claim .-- 1 . A single acting process for the evapouration or ings on metals by electrolysis , which consists in adding to

concentration of liquids, broadly characterized by the sys- ihe electrolytic baih in which the metal articles are to be

tematic circulation of the liquids to be concentrated in a treated, extract of plants, or parts of plants,containing a

series of assemblages of tubes arranged in a single vessel , glucoside .

these liquids , during their circulation and for the purpose of 3. The process for the production of lustrous metallic coat

concentrating them , being raised to ebullition by the vapours ings upon metals, whichconsists in placingthe metal to be

emitted by them in the apparatus , these vapours being suck- treated in an electrolytic bath containing a glucoside, allow .

ed continuously by an appropriate apparatus and after com- ing the metal to remain in such bath until a lustrous metal.

pression forced continuously into a single heating chamber lic coating is produced thereon, andthen removing the coated

around the assemblage of tubes through which the liquids metal from the bath .

pass in their systematic circulation . 4. The process for the production of lustrous metallic coat.

2. Theherein described process of concentrating liquids in ings uponmetals, which consists in placingthemetal tobe
apparatus , of known kinds having chests , which consists in treated together with the metal which is to form a coating

operating all the chests in quantity or multiple, as regards in an electrolytic bath contajning extract of licorice root,

the vapours , instead of causing them to act in series , and allowing the metal to remain in such bath until a lustrous

circulating the liquids in series, that is to say systematically metallic coating is produced thereon, and then removing the
from onechest to another, in proportion as they are con- coated metal from the bath .

centrated . 5. The process for the production of lustrous metallic

3. A single acting liquid evapourating and concentrating ap coatings uponmetals, which consists in providingan electro

paratus,broadlycharacterized by a heating chamber formed lytic bath composed of zinc sulphate, sodium sulphate,zinc
within the apparatus by two tubular plates united one to the chloride , boricacid, water and licrice root embraced within

other by vertical tubes placing in communication the upper an electric circuit , placing the metal in such bath , allowing

and lower chambers of the apparatus , the vertical tubes ex- the metal to remainin the bath until a lustrous metallic
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4. Improvements in transformator furnaces of the class des

cribed , characterized thereby, that one or several short

coating is produced thereon , and then removing the coated

metal from the bath.

6. The process for the production of lustrous metallic

coatings upon metals, which consists in providing an electro

lytic bath embraced within an electric circuit and composed

of a solution of twenty kilos crystallized zinc sulphate, four

kilos crystallized sodium sulphate , one kilo zinc chlorid

and 0.5 kilo boric acid in one hundred liters water ,

adding the extract of five kilos licorice root , placing

the metal in such bath , allowing the metal to remain in the

bath until a lustrous metallic coating is produced thereon ,

and then removing the coated metal from the bath .

Fig: 1

4

No. 102,217. Electrode. Electrode.

Fig.1
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A Fig : 2.
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circuted conductors enclosing a part or parts of the trans

former core are so located that they are intersected by the

leaking lines of force but not by the active lines of force of

the transformer .

5. Improvements in transformator furnaces of the class des

orcribed , characterized thereby, that one
А

more annular
102217

discs of conductive material , cut open at one or several

places are so located that they are intersected by the leak

Adolf Gallia , Vienna , Austria, administrator of the estate of
ing lines of force but not by the active lines of force of the

transformer.
Carl Kellner, deceased, 27th November , 1906 ; 6 years .

Filed 5th March, 1906. Receipt No. 133,542 .

Claim.-1 . In electrodes for electrolytic cells comprising
No. 102,219. Isolation of Metals .

substantially Z - shaped electrodes. Isolation des métaur.

2. Electrodes for electrolytic cells , comprising
two

substantially horizontal portions , at different levels con
Karl August Kuhne, Dresden , Germany, 27th November , 1906 ;

nected by a suitable shaped middle portion to form elec 6 years . Filed 22nd May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,150 .

trodes , substantially as described . Claim . - 1. The process for the production or isolation of

3. Bi-polar electrodes for electrolytic cells substantially metals , metalloids or alloys thereof either amongst them
Z- shaped and having two substantially horizontal portions selves or with alumini which consists in mixing oxygen

at different levels and a connecting portion between them containing compounds of such elements as cannot be pro
adapted to take over a partition wall , substantially as des- duced or isolated separately in reguline form by what is

cribed known as the Goldschmidt or the Thermite process , with al

uminium and chlorate or potash or other similar combina

No. 102,218. Electric Smelting Furnace.
tions , and in then igniting the mixture , substantially as des

cribed .

Fonderie électrique.
2. The employment of a chlorate , such as chlorate of pot

Eugen Assar Alexis Grönvall , Ludvika, Sweden , 27th Novem
ash or the like , for isloating metals , metalloids and their

ber , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 9th , June , 1906. Receipt No.
alloys from their compounds or salts by aluminium in the

136,736.
process , known as the Goldschmidt or Thermite process , in

such cases , in which metals, metalloids or their alloys cannot

Claim . - 1. Improvements in transformator furnaces of the
be produced or isolated by said process , substantially as des

class described characterized thereby that one or more short cribed .

circuited conductors are placed in such a manner that they

are intersected by the leaking lines of force but not by the

effective lines of force of the transformer.
No. 102,220. Method of Recovering Copper.

2. Improvements in transformator furnaces of the class de Méthode d'obtenir du cuivre.

scribed , characterized thereby, that a part or parts of the
transformer or the whole transfomer core is surrounded by Thomas Jefferson Lovett , Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A. , 27th No

one or more mantels of conducting material , cut open at one
vember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 14th February , 1906. Re

or several places and arranged in such a way that the effec
ceipt No. 132,903.

tive lines of force of the transformer do not act inductively Claim . - 1 . The herein described combined dry and wet pro

on the same while the leaking lines of force do so . cess of concentrating and collecting the non-magnetic sul

3. Improvements in transformator furnaces of the class des- phide and contained values in low grade chalcopyrite ores

cribed characterized thereby , that a part or parts of the carrying a material percentage of magnetic iron , which con

transformer core or the whole of the transformer core is sists of the steps of coarse crushing the ore in a dry state to

surrounded by one or more mantels formed of two or more reduce the sulphide and iron and allow of the dislodgment of

turns of a conducting material wound around each other adhering sulphide powder , magnetically separating from the

spirally and insulated from each other, the said mantel dry reduced mass the disunited iron particles , dislodging

being so arranged that the effective lines of force of the from said dry iron particles and collecting the adhering sul

transformer do not act inductively on the same , while the phide powder , comminuting the remaining attracted material

leaking lines of force do so. in a wet state to a degree of fineness which disunites the re
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maining iron particles from the other constituents , magneti- having a recess therein , a core , and clips thereon arranged

cally separating the disunited remaining iron particles from to pass through said recess for the engagement of said core
with said support .

D
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the wet mass , and finally collecting and saving the sulphide

concentrates from the recrushed mass .

No. 102,221 . Show Case. l'itrine.
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2. In a block moulding machine the combination with the

7. bed , of a mould thereon , a reciprocating core support beneath

the mould and one or more cores mounted upon the support

for longitudinal adjustment , clips on the cores and a recess

in said support through which said clips are arranged to

pass.

3. In a block moulding machine the combination with a

supporting frame , of the mould thereon , a laterally flanged

supporting bar mounted upon the frame for vertical recipro

cation beneath the mould, and one or more cores upon said

bar provided with clips engaging the bar flanges.

4. În a block moulding machine the combination with the

bed plate , of the mould having movable end and side sec

tions, mechanism for operating thesections , and means act

ing automatically upon the closing of the mould for locking

the ends against movement .

5. In a block moulding machine the combination with the

bed plate , of the mould having laterally movable end and

side sections, mechanism for laterally shifting the sections

to open and close the mould, and locking devices carried by

102 22/ the sides acting automatically upon the closing of the mould

James Arthur Walters, Sydney , Cape Breton , Nova Scotia ,
to hold the ends against movement.

Canada, 27th November, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 15th August,
6. In a block moulding machine the combination with a

1905. Receipt No. 127,705 .
bed , of a mould thereon having movable end and side sec

tions to open and close the mould , and automatically oper

Claim . - 1. In a device of the character described , the com- ating locking means independent of the section operating

bination of a stationary case having a plurality of shelves, mechanism for locking the ends after the closing of the

stops on one edge of said shelves, which stops project above mould has been effected .

and below the shelves, a receptacle exterior of said case , and 7. In a block moulding machine the combination with the

insertible receptacles adapted to be inserted in said case , said bed , of a mould thereon having movable end and side sec

receptacles having channeled end members , a removable cover tions, mechanism for operating the sections to open and
portion, a transparent and removable face portion , and slid close the mould, and means for varying the extent of move
able rear portions adapted to serve as a closure therefor. ment of the sides .

8. In a block moulding machine the combination with the

No. 102,222. Manufacture of Pulverized Mica . supporting frame, of the mould thereon having movable

Fabrication de mica pulvérisé.
sides, a reciprocating member, levers having their ends

pivotally connected to the sides and frame and having oper

Frederich Richard Tiller, Hamburg, and Heinrich Duelfer , ative connections with the reciprocating member, actuating
Cassel, each an assignee of a half of the interest, as- mechanism for said member , a lever controlling the opera

signees of Philipp Dobler, Munich , all in Germany, 27th tion of said mechanism and a lock for the lever.

November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 25th July, 1906. Receipt 9. In a block moulding machine the combination with a

No. 138,163. supporting frame , of a mould thereon having side and end

Claim .-- The herein described method of reducing mica to a
sections mounted for lateral movement, and a lever con

powder which consists in subjecting mica to a high degree of trolled operating mechanism for shifting said sections

dry heat, then steaming the mica, and finally pulverizingthe simultaneously in a horizontal plane .

same , substantially as set forth .
10. In a block moulding machine the combination with a

supporting frame , of a mould thereon having movable sides ,

No. 102,223. Cement Block Mould.
a reciprocating member levers connected to the sides and

frame , sleeves slidably mounted on said levers , bars con

Moule pour blocs de ciment. necting said sleeveswithsaid reciprocating member, actu

ating mechanism for said member, and a lever controlling
Charles N. Choate, Samuel Taggart, assignee of three- eights , the operation of said mechanism .

and John Cronk , assignee of one - eighth interest , all of 11. In a block moulding machine the combination with a

Woodstock, Ontario, Canada, 27th November, 1906 ; 6 supporting frame, of a mould thereon having movable sides,

years . Filed 20th April , 1906. Receipt No. 135,078 . a reciprocating member, levers connected to the sides and

Claim.-1 . In a block moulding machine the combination frame, sleeves slidably mounted on said levers, bars pivot

with a support , of a mould thereon, a flanged core supported on said sleeves and adjustably connected to said mem .
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of which is disposed at right angles to the length of the

tooth and the other obliquely thereto, a headed retainer en

Figal Figl Figen 2 2

2

3

2

1

ber, and a lever operatively connected to said member , for

the reciprocation thereof .

12. In a block moulding machine the combination with a

supporting frame , of a mould thereon having movable sides ,

a reciprocating member, angled levers connecting the sides

and frame , connections between said member and levers

slidable longitudinally of said levers whereby the recipro

cation of said member will reciprocate said levers and sides,

and means for actuating said member.

13. In a block moulding machine the mould proper includ

ing a side section , a support therefor, and levers pivoted

on the support and pivotally connected to the ends of the

side , permitting relative rotary adjustment of the side .

14. In a block moulding machine the combination with the

mould comprising side and end sections, of removable par

titions for the mould carrying pins at their ends adapted

to engage openings formed in the mould sides .

Figs.
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No. 102,224, Formaldehyde Manufacture.

Fabrication de formaldehyde.

Henry Spencer Blackmore , Mount Vernon , New York, U.S.
13 14

A. , 27th November , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th July, 1906 .

Receipt No. 138,164 . 12

Claim.-1 . A new antiseptic powder comprising powdered
11 .

»

talcum and formic aldehyde . 72

2. A new antiseptic powder comprising powdered talcum , 10

formic aldehyde , and a substance capable of masking the

odor of aldehyde.

3. A new antiseptic powder comprising powdered talcum , 11 102223
70 17

formic aldehyde , a substance capable of masking the odor

of formic aldehyde , and a bibulous substance .

4. A new composition of matter consisting of powdered
talcum containing formic aldehyde, a substance capable of gaging the first-named shoulder, and means for assembling

masking the odor of the formic aldehyde, and powdered
the tooth and the retainer.

alumina.

5. A new antiseptic powder consisting of powdered talcum No. 102,226. Process of Extracting Turpentine and

containing formic aldehyde, a fragrant ketone, and alumina.
Resin from Wood .

6. The process of making a solid composition containing
Procédé pour extraire de la térébenthine et résine du bois.

formic aldehyde , which consists in generating the formic

aldehyde in the presence of a porous absorbent substance

under sub - atmospheric pressure.

7. The process of making a solid composition containing

formic aldehyde , which consists in exposing a porous min

eral substance to reduced pressure and then introducing

formic aldehyde into the pores thereof

8. The process of making a porous composition contain

ing formic aldehyde , which consists in mixing the porous

substance with a formic aldehyde generating material , ex

hausting the air therefrom , and exposing the mixture to

the action of heat, whereby the formic aldehyde produced

is absorbed by the porous substance .

9. The process of making a porous composition contain

ing formic aldehyde , which consists in mixing a porous sub

stance with paraformaldehyde , exhausting the air therefrom ,

and exposing the mixture to the action of heat .

10. The process of making a porous composition contain

ing formic aldehyde, which consists in mixing powdered

talcum with formic aldehyde , exhausting the air therefrom ,

and exposing the mixture to the action of heat.

27

2 .

19

9

10222
6

No. 102,225. Dental Crown and Bridge.

Couronne et pont dentaire.

Arthur H. Brown, Hamilton , Missouri, U.S.A. , 27th Novem

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 21st July, 1906. Receipt No.

138,017 .

Claim.-1. A denture embodying a retainer provided in one

edge with sockets disposed wholly within it , and a tooth

having a shoulder to engage the retainer and close the

sockets and headed pins to engage the sockets.

2. A denture embodying a tooth provided with a flat pres

sure receiving shoulder disposed approximately at right

angles to its length and extending throughout the width of

the tooth and with headed anchoring pins extending paral

lel with the shoulder, and a retainer to be engaged by the

shoulder and provided with sockets to be engaged by the

headed ends of the pins .

3. A denture comprising a tooth having its lingual surface

provided with two flat shoulders arranged in step order, one

of which is disposed at right angles to the length of the

tooth and the other obliquely thereto , a headed retainer en

gaging one of the shoulders, and means for assembling the
tooth and retainer.

4. A denture comprising a tooth having its lingual surface

provided with two flat shoulders arranged in step order, one

George B. Frankforter, Minneapolis, Minnesota, U.S.A. , 27th

November , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 23rd July , 1906. Receipt

No. 138,102.

Claim . - 1 . The process of extracting turpentine and resin

ous matter from resinous wood, which consists in subjecting

the wood to the action of one of the carbon compounds (such

as ether, petroleum ether, or carbon disulphide ) in vapour

form , having the property of dissolving the turpentine and

resinous matter.

2. The process of extracting turpentineand resonous mat
ter from wood which consists in repeatedly vapourizing and

condensing a carbon compound (such as ether, petroleum

ether or carbon disulphide and in subjecting the wood to

the solvent while in vapour form , substantially as described .

3. The process of extracting turpentine and resinous mat

ter from resinous wood, which consists in subjecting the

wood to the action of a carbon compound (such as ether .

petroleum ether, or carbon disulphide ) in vapour form , in

permitting thesaid vapour tocondense andrun fromthe
wood charged with turpentine and resinous matter dissolved

and held in solution thereby, in revapourizing said solvent

fluid to free the same from the turpentine and resinous

matter carried thereby from the wood, and in returning the

revapourized solvent fluid to the wood for further action

thereon .
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4. The process of extracting turpentine and resinous mat- boiler, for heating the contents thereof, substantially as

ter from resinous wood by means of a solvent fluid and in described

reclaiming the solvent fluid in the extraction chamber after 4. In an apparatus of the kind described the combination

the extraction has been completed , which consists in sub- with a boiler and a plurality of extraction chambers located

jecting the wood to a solvent fluid and in thereafter apply- above the same, of conduits leading from the upper portion

ing thereto a reclaiming fluid whose density differs from that of said boiler to the upper portions of said extraction cham

of the solvent fluid , whereby said solvent fluid is or may be bers , and return conduits leading from the lower portions of

removed from the extraction chamber. said extraction chambers back to said boiler , said conduits

5. The process of extracting turpentine and resinous mat- having valves for opening and closing the same , at will

ter from resinous wood by means of a solvent fluid , and in whereby the said extraction chambers may be used suc

reclaiming the solvent fluid left in the extraction chamber cessively , substantially as described .

after the extraction is completed , which consists in subject- 5. In an apparatus of the kind described the combination

ing the wood to a solvent fluid and in thereafter applying with a boiler, of a plurality of extraction chambers located

thereto a reclaiming fluid whose density, at the temperature above the same, conduits leading from the upper portion of

at which reclamation takes place , is greater than that of said boiler to the upper portions of said extraction cham

said solvent fluid , whereby the latter is removed from the bers , return conduits leading from the lower portions of said

extraction chamber . extraction chambers back to said boiler , a conduit connect

6. The process of extracting turpentine and resinous mat . ing the upper portions of the several extraction chambers .

ter from resinous wood and in reducing the wood to a pulp , and other conduits opening into said extraction chambers,

which consists in subjecting the wood to one of the carbon for delivering thereto a reclaiming fluid , and valves in the

compounds (such as ether , petroleum ether, or carbon several conduits , whereby the several extraction chambers

disulphide ) in fluid form , whereby the turpentine and resin- may be used successively , substantially as described .

ous matter are dissolved and removed therefrom , and in 6. In an apparatus of the kind described the conbination

thereafter subjecting the wood to a fluid caustic compound, with a boiler, of an extraction chamber located above the

such as caustic soda , whereby the wood is converted to a same and provided with a removable cap and a removable

pulp . bottom , of a conduit leading from the upper portion of said

7. The process of extracting turpentine and resinous mat- boiler to the upper portion of said extraction chamber, and

ter from resinous wood by means of a solvent fluint and in a return conduit leading from the lower portion of said es .

reclaiming the solvent fluid and converting the wood into a traction chambers back to said boiler, substantially as des

pulp , which consists in subjecting the wood to one of the cribed .

carbon compounds (such as ether , petroleum ether . or car

bon disulphide ) in fluid form , whereby the turpentine and
No. 102,228. Gas Generator. Générateur à gaz.

resinous matter are dissolved and removed therefrom , and

in thereafter subjecting the wood to a fluid caustic com

pound , such as caustic soda , whereby the solvent fluid is

removed from the wood , and whereby the wood is converted

to a pulp.

No. 102,227. Apparatus for Extracting Turpen
tine and Resinous Matter from Wood.

Appareil pour ertraire de la térébenthine et matières résineuses.
du bois.
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Clarence L. Gerrard , Columbus, Nebraska , l'.S.A . , 27th No

vember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 21st July , 1906. Receipt Vo .

138,057.

Claim . - 1 . The combination of a generator head having an

opening extending from its bottom to one side of the head , a

M 102227 case having an opening in its top registering with the open

ing in the generator head , the side of the case having an

( pering therein , a closure for said opening , a solution re

ceptacle having a neck adapted to fit in the opening in the

generator head , and a perforate tube projecting througà thu

George B. Frankforter, Minneapolis, Minnesota , U.S.A., 27th neck of the receptacle and having an open upper and com

November, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 23rd July , 1906. Receipt municating with the head .

No. 138,103. 2. A gas generator comprising a solution receptacle , a re .

( laim . - 1 . In an apparatus of the kind described the com- fractory tube located in the receptacle and having an upa

bination with an extraction chamber and boiler , of a con- upper end and also having an opening in its lower portioa

duit leading from the upper portion of said boiler to the and a generator head enclosing the upper end of the tube .

upper portion of said extraction chamber, and a return pipe 3. A gas generator comprising a solution receptacle , a re

leading from the lower portion of said extraction chamber | fractory tube having an open upper end, the tube being pro

back to said boiler, substantially as described . jected downward into the receptacle and having a closed low .

2. In an apparatus of the kind described the combination er extremity, and a plurality of openings in its side , and a

with an extraction chamber and a boiler , the former being generator head enclosing the open upper end of the tube

located above the latter , of a conduit leading from the upper 4. A gas generator having a solution receptacle , a tube open

portion of said boiler to the upper portion of said extrac- at its upper end , the tube being projected downward into the

tion chamber, and a return conduit leading from the lower receptacle, said tube being capable of holding a metallic rod

portion of said extraction chamber back to said boiler , sub- and having below its upper end a number of openings in ' s

stantially as described . side at different elevations, and means for withdrawing the

3. In an apparatus of the kind described the combination gas from the open upper end of the tube .

with an extraction chamber and a boiler, the former being 5. A gas generator having a solution receptacle , a tube

located above the latter, of a conduit leading from the upper having an open upper end , the tube being projected down

portion of said boiler to the upper portion of said extrac- ward into the receptacle and having a closed lower end , and

tion chamber, a return conduit leading from the lower por- 1 number of openings in its s ! de at different elevations , and

tion of said extraction chamber back to said boiler , and a means for carrying off the gas from the upper end of the

closed steam pipe extending into the lower portion of sald I tube.
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No. 102,229. Concrete Construction .

Construction de béton .

Fidl

1

mig . 3.

Tiph.

10

#

mig.4 pl

I it

1022296

Albert A. Pauly , Youngstown, Ohio, U.S.A. , 27th November,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 13th October, 1906 . Receipt No.

140,270 .

Claim . - 1. A composite wall composed of composite build

ing blocks of channel bar form disposed in two parallel rows ,

each row of blocks being two blocks high and cemented to

gether , tie rods having their ends embedded in the cement

between the blocks of each row and connecting the rows to

gether, and a solid filling of concrete between the rows of

composite blocks .

4. A camera attachment comprising a frame provided at

one end with an exposure opening and at its opposite end

with means for engagement with a lens tube , front and rear

prisms pivotally supported within the frame, and means to

tiltably adjust the prisms upon their pivotal supports .

5. A camera attachment comprising a tube provided at its

forward end with an exposure opening and having its rear

end formed for engagement with the lens tube of a canera ,

front and rear prisms pivoted within the tube and means car

ried by one side of the tube for adjustably turning the prisms

upon their pivots .

6. A camera attachment comprising a tube provided at its
forward end with an exposure opening and having its rear

end formed for engagement with the lens tube of a camera ,

front and rear prisms pivoted within the tube , and a thread

ed adjusting stem carried by the tube and associated with

the prisms to pivotally adjust the same.

7. A camera attachment comprising a tube provided at its

forward end with an exposure opening and having its rear

end formed for engagement with the lens tube of a camera ,

front and rear prisms pivoted within the tube , crank arms

carried by the pivots of the prisms , and an adjusting device

carried by the tube and associated with the crank arms.

8. A camera attachment comprising a tube provided at its

forward end with an exposure opening and having its rear

end formed for engagement with the lens tube of a camera ,

front and rear prisms pivoted within the tube, crank arms

carried by the pivots of the prisms , and a threaded adjust

ing stem carried by the tube and provided at its inner end

with a circular head , the crank arms being provided with

seats receiving the head of the adjusting stem .

9. A camera attachment comprising a tube which is pro

vided at its front end with an exposure opening and has its

rear end formed for engagement with the lens tube of a

camera , front and rear prisms within the tube and means to

adjust the prisms , said tube being rotatable upon its longi

tudinal axis when associated with the lens tube .

10. The combination with the lens tube of a camera , of a

light refracting device rotatably associated with the lens

tube and including front and rear prisms.

11. A camera attachment comprising a tube provided at

its forward end with an exposure opening and having its

rear end formed for engagement with the lens tube of

camera , front and rear prisms pivoted within the tube and

having trunnions projecting upon the exterior of the tube ,

crank arms carried by the projected portions of the trun

nions and provided with bifurcated free ends, and a thread

ed adjusting stem carried by the case and having a circular

head working in the bifurcation of the crank arms .

12. A camera attachment comprising a tube provided at

its forward end with an exposure opening and having its

rear end formed for engagement with the lens tube of a

camera , front and rear prisms pivoted within the tube, and

means to simultaneously tilt the prisms to corresponding

angular adjustments and to permit individual adjustments

of the prisms.

13. A camera attachment comprising a tube provided at

its forward end with an exposure opening and having its

rear end formed for engagement with the lens tube of a

camera , front and rear prisms pivoted within the tube, and

means to simultaneously adjust the prisms to corresponding

angles , each prism capable of being disconnected from the

adjusting means to permit individual adjustment thereof.

14. A camera attachment comprising a tube provided at

its forward end with an exposure opening and having its

rear end formed for engagement with the lens tube of a

camera , front and rear prisms pivoted within the tube ,

crank arms carried by the prisms , and adjusting means as

sociated with the crank arms, each crank arm capable of

being disassociated with the adjusting means to permit in

dividual adjustment of the corresponding prism .

15. A camera attachment comprising a tube provided at

is forward end with an exposure opening and having its rear

end formed for engagement with the lens tube of a camera ,

front and rear prisms pivoted within the tube , elastic crank

arms for the prisms , and an adjusting element associated

with the crank arms , each crank arm capable of being

sprung out of engagement with the adjusting devices to per

mit individual adjustment of the corresponding prism , the

tube being provided with friction surfaces against which

the crank arms bear to hold the same against looseness

when disengaged from the 'adjusting devices .

16. A camara attachment comprising a tube provided at

its forward end with an exposure opening and having its

rear end formed for engagement with the lens tube of a

camera , front and rear prisms pivoted within the tube ,

trunnions for the prisms piercing the tube , spring crank

arms carried by the projected portions of the trunnions and

having their free ends bifurcated, and a threaded adjusting

stem mounted upon the tube and provided with a circular
head received within the bifurcations of the crank arms,

each crank arm capable of being sprung out of engagement

with the head to permit individual adjustment of the cor

No. 102,230. Camera. Camera .
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Willis E. Phillips , Collbran , Colorado , U.S.A. , 27th November ,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 21st July , 1906. Receipt No. 138,018 .

Claim.-1 . A camara attachment comprising a frame pro

vided at one end with an exposure opening and having its

other end formed for connection with the lens tube of a cam

era , front and rear prisms mounted within the frame , and

means to tiltably adjust the prisms .

2. A camera attachment comprising a tube which is pro

vided at its front end with an exposure opening and has its

rear end provided with a coupling to embrace the lens tube

of a camera , front and rear prisms within the frame , and

means to adjustably tilt the prisms .

3. A camera attachment comprising a tube which is pro

vided at its front end with an exposure opening and has its

rear end reduced and open to form a coupling for embracing

the lens tube of a camera , front and rear prisms within the

tube, and means for tiltably adjusting the prisms .
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responding prism , the tube being provided with flat ex

ternal bosses beneath the crank arms and the crank arms

having bowed portions to frictionally bear upon the bosses

for holding the crank arms against looseness when disen

gaged from the adjusting stem .

No. 102,231 . Horse Drench.

Appareil à administrer des médecines aux cheraux.

teral part b and rearwardly extending part of forming a noz

zle B unobstructed from the end of the part of to beyond the

turn between the parts , the valve C controlling the opening,

a stem e extending from the valve through the top . tbe fun

nel -shaped top al having an opening for the introduction of
the material, said opening also forming a vent, a cover at for

said opening, and means on the stem c for opening said cover .

9. In a drenching device the combination of a receptacle, 1

part b extending laterally from the receptacle , and a ruar .

wardly extending part b ', said part forming a nozzle unob

structed from the end of the part b1 to beyond the turn be

tween the parts to permit of the nozzle being inserted in the

side of the mouth with the jaws closed , and turned to bring

the part b through the side of the mouth, and the part 0

extending into or toward the throat, and a valve controlling

the flow of liquid from the receptacle, the float D having the

graduated stem d extending upwardly therefrom through the

top of the receptacle ,

1
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2
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/
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, No. 102,232. Storm Window. Contrevent .
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Ned Stanley Price , Erie, Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 27th Novem

ber , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 19th July , 1906. Receipt No.

137,985 .

Claim .-1. In a drenching device the combination of a re

ceptacle , a part b extending laterally from the receptacle ,

and a rearwardly extending part b ', said parts forming a

nozzle unobstructed from the end of the part of to beyond the

turn between the parts to permit of the nozzle being insert

ed in the side of the mouth with the jaws closed, and turned
7191

to bring the part b through the side of the mouth , and the

part 6 extending into or toward the throat , and a valve con

trolling the flow of liquid from the receptacle.

2. In a drenching device the combination of a receptacle , a

part b extending laterally from the receptacle , and a rear

wardly extending part b' , said parts forming a nozzle un

obstructed from the end of the part bi to beyond the turn be

tween the parts to permit of the nozzle being inserted in the

side of the mouth with the jaws closed , and turned to bring
H'H

the part b through the side of the mouth , and the part b ? ex

tending into or toward the throat, and a valve controlling
102232

the flow of liquid from said valve through the top of the re

ceptacle, and means within the reach of the operator's hand
Davidson Todd , Toronto , Ontario , Canada , 27th November ,

grasping the receptacle for tripping the valve.
1906 ; 6 years. Filed 9th July , 1906. Receipt No. 137.

3. In a drenching device the combination of the receptacle
630

A, the lateral part b, and the rearwardly extending part 1 Claim . - 1 . In storm sashes for windows the combination

forming the nozzle B unobstructed from the end of the part with the ordinary lower sash , of a storm sash provided with

bi to beyond the turn between the parts , the valve C control- top and bottom and side weather strips , and means for se

ling the connection between the receptacle and the nozzle, curing it in fixed relation to the ordinary sash, as and for

and the stem c extending from the valve through the top of the purpose specified .

the receptacle, a lever o extending from the stem over the 2. In storm sashes for windows , the combination with the

side of the receptacle , a lug a forming the fulcrum for the ordinary lower sash , of a storm sash provided with top and

lever c“, a chain or secured to the lever, and the thumb ring bottom and side weather strips , a top plate bridging the tops

c", secured to the chain . of the ordinary bottom sash and storm sash and secured to
4. In a drenching device the combination of a receptacle the same , as and for the purpose specified .

for the liquid , said receptacle being provided with a vont, a 3. In storm sashes for windows the combination with the

nozzle extending from said receptacle, a valve controlling ordinary lower sash, of a storm sash provided with top
the flow of liquid from the receptacle to the nozzle , means and bottom and side weather strips , a top plate bridging the
for closing the vent , and means for opening the rent and tops of the ordinary bottom sash and storm sash and se
valve simultaneously . cured to the same , and a pin extending through the bottom

5. In a drenching device the combination with a receptacle . | rails of the storm and ordinary sashes, as and for the pur
a nozzle extending therefrom , and a funnel top arranged or pose specified .

said receptacle having an opening through which material 4. In storm sashes for windows, the combination with the

may pass from the top into the receptacle, said opening also upper sash , of a detachable storm sash located to the inside

forming a vent for the receptacle, means for closing sa : of the lower sash , and detachable means for connecting it

vent and means for opening said vent. to the upper sash , whereby thek may be more in unison , as

6. In a drenching device the combination with a receptacle , and for the purpose specified.

a nozzle extending therefrom , and a funnel top arranged on 5. In storm sashes for windows, the combination with

said receptacle , having an opening through which material the upper sash, of a detachable storm sash located to the

may pass from the top into the receptacle , said opening also inside of the lower sash, and hooks screwed into the ordin

forming a vent , a valve controlling the flow of liquid from ary upper sash , and eyes extending through the storm sash

the receptacle to the nozzle , and means for simultaneously through which the hooks extend, and detachable means for

opening the valve and the vent. connecting the bottom of the storm sash to the bottom of

7. In a drenching device the combination of a receptacle the ordinary lower sash , as and for the purpose specified.

for the liquid a nozzle extending therefrom , a funnel- shape- 6. In storm sashes for windows, the combination with

top al on the receptacle, having an opening therefrom for the the upper sash, of a detachable storm sash located to the

passage of the material, a cover at for said opening , a hinge inside of the lower sash , and hooks secured into the ordin

for securing said cover to the top , a spring a' for holding said ary upper sash and eyes extending through the storm sash

cover in closed position . through which the hooks extend , the lower storm sash sh

8. In a drenching device the combination of the receptacle cured to the lower ordinary sash and provided with suitable

A having the passage a through the bottom thereof , the la- I weather strips , and the L-shaped bars held in suitable
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a

brackets and extending into slots in the upper storm sash mediate its length from one of said frames , means for ad

and lower storm sash, as and for the purpose specified. justably connecting one portion of said platform to the

7. In storm sashes for windows , the combination with the other frame , rails swinging from the other portion of said

ordinary upper and lower sashes , of the upper and lower platform , spaced bars coupling said rails to the adjacent

storm sashes , the lower one being securely affixed to the frame, and ladder steps connected to said bars .

ordinary lower sash and the upper one being detachably 2. In a combined scaffold and step ladder frames movably

connected at the top to the upper sash , so that it will swing connected, platform swinging intermediate its length

on the connection , and L-shaped bars extending into slots from one of said frames and provided with spaced stops,

in the upper and lower sashes, the lower slot in the lower stop pins carried by the ohter frame for engaging said

storm sash being under-cut and provided with a lateral spaced stops, rails swinging from the other portion of

enlargement at the top , as and for the purpose specified . the platform , spaced bars coupling said rails to the ad

jacent frame and ladder steps connecting the bars .

No. 102,233. Thread Washing and Drying Method. 3. In a combined scaffold and step ladder, frames movably

Méthode à laver et sécher le fil.
connected , a platform swinging intermediate its length from

one of said frames, means for adjustably connecting one

portion of said platform to the other frame , a brace

swinging from one of said frames , and means for adjustably

connecting said brace to the other frame.

4. In a combined scaffold and step ladder, frames movably

B connected , platform swinging intermediate its length from

one of said frames means for adjustably connecting one
a

b portion of said platform to the other frame , rails swinging

from the other portion of said platform , spaced bars coup

ling said rails to the adjacent frame , ladder steps connect

ing said bars , a brace swinging from one of said frames ,
AC

and means for adjustably and detachably coupling said

brace to the other frame .

No. 102,235. Method of Extracting Hydrated

Oxides from Ores.

C
Méthode d'extraire de l'oryde hydraté des minerais.

Fig.1 .

Fig. 2 .

b Fig.1.
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Ernst Willy Frederick , Blaton , Hainaut, Belgium , 27th Nov

vember , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 15th June , 1906. Receipt

No. 136,934.

Claim.-A method of washing an drying artificial threads

on spools which consists in slowly rotating the spool on a

substantially horizontal axis while it is only partly im

mersed in the washing liquid and again while the thread

is drying on it , substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.
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No. 102,234. Scaffold . Echafaud.

Denis Lance , Paris, France, 27th November, 1906 ; 6 years.

Filed 15th August, 1905. Receipt No 127,703 .

Claim.-1. The herein described process of extracting and

concentrating metals from ores with conjointly re -acting

nitro sulphuric acid , decomposable metallic chlorides , nitro

chlorides, oxides or nitrogen fumes , oxide of sulphur fumes

and water vapours, in effecting hydration of the herefrom

resulting salts of the metals contained in said ores, in sepa

rating said hydrated material and saturating with calcare

ous reagents, in separating the metalliferous calcareous

precipitate and lixiviating with ammonia solutions, in re

moving the calcareous precipitate, in distilling the lixivia

tion fluid , and in separating the precipitated metallic oxides.

2. The herein described process of extracting metals from

ores consisting and concentrating in treating ores with

nitro -sulphuric acid and decomposable metallic chlorides,

in causing nitro -sulphuric acid to re -act upon descomposable

metallic chlorides to form nitro- chlorides , in causing the

said chlorides to re -act upon the metal contained in said

ore to form the chloride of such metal , in causing the pre

viously added nitro-sulphuric acid to re -act upon the said

metal chloride to form the sulphate of the metal contained

in said ore.

3. The herein described process of extracting and concen

trating metals from ores consisting in treating ores with

nitro -sulphuric acid and decomposable metallic chlorides in

Henry R. Laird, Millersburg, Kentucky, U.S.A. , 27th No- closed re -action chambers , in causing nitro - sulphuric acid
vember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 19th October, 1906 . Re- to re -act upon decomposable metallic chlorides to form

ceipt No. 140,430 . nitro -chlorides , in causing the said nitro - chlorides to re -act

Claim . - 1. In a combined scaffold and step ladder, frames upon the metal contained in said ore to form the chloride of

novably connected at one end, a platform swinging inter - such metal , in causing the previously added nitro -sulphuric
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acid to re -act upon the said metal chlorides to form the sulphate of the metal contained in the said ore , in partially

sulphate of the metal contained in said ore , in heating to hydrating at 40 to 50 degrees Beaume density , in completing

110 to 120 degrees centrigrade to effect distillation ofthe the hydration with a metallic bi -sulphate , in removing the

aforementioned nitro - chlorides and in injecting oxide of non -metalliferous residuum from the hydrated re -action

sulphur fumes and water vapours to form new quantities of mixture and in saturating the remaining liquid with cal
sulphuric acid . careous re -agents .

4. The herein described process of extracting and concen- 8. The herein described process of extracting and concen

trating metals from ores consisting in treating ores with trating metals from ores consisting in treating ores with

nitro -sulphuric acid and decomposable metallic chlorides in nitro -sulphuric acid and decomposable metallic chlorides in

closed reaction chambers, in causing nitro - sulphuric acid to closed re - action chambers, in causing nitro - sulphuric acid
re - act upon decomposable metallic chlorides to form nitro- to re - act upon decomposable metallic chlorides to form

chlorides , in causing the said nitro - chlorides to re -act upon nitro -chlorides, in causing the said nitro -chlorides to re
the metal contained in said ore to form the chloride of such act upon the metal contained in said ore to form the chloride

metal , in causing the previously added nitro -sulphuric acid of such metal , in causing the previously added nitro-sul

to re -act upon the said metal chloride to form the sulphate phuric acid , to re - act upon the said metal chloride to form
of the metal contained in said ore , in heating it to 100 to 120 the sulphate of the metal contained in said ore, in heating
degrees centigrade to effect distillation of the aforemen- to 110 to 120 degrees centigrade to effect distillation of the

tioned nitro -chlorides , in injecting oxide of sulphur fumes aforementioned nitro-chlorides, in injecting oxide of sul
and water vapours to form new quantities of sulphuric phur fumes and water to form new quantities of sulphuric

acid , in causing a continuous conjoint re - action between acid, in causing a continuous conjoint re - action between
nitro -sulphuric acid , decomposable metallic chlorides , nitro -sulphuric acid , decomposable metallic chlorides ,

nitro - chlorides , oxides of nitrogen fumes , oxide of sulphur nitro - chlorides , oxides of nitrogen fumes, oxide of sulphur
fumes , water vapours , the metal contained in the ore and the fumes , water vapours , the metal contained in the ore and

chloride of the said metal , in causing the cyclic formation the chloride of the said metal , in causing the cyclic forma.

of nitro -sulphuric acid , nitro - chlorides and the metal chlor- tion of nitro - sulphuric acid nitro - chlorides and the metal

ide , and in causing theformation of permanent sulphate of chloride, in causing the formation of permanent sulphate
the metal contained in the said ore .

of the metal contained in the said ore , in partially hydrating

5. The herein described process of extracting and concen- at 40 to 50 degrees Beaume density, in completing the hy

trating metals from ores consisting in treating ores with dration with a metallic bi -sulphate in removing the non

nitro -sulphuric acid and decomposable metallic chlorides in metalliferous residuum from the hydrated re -action mix

closed re - action chambers , in causing nitro - sulphuric acid ture and in saturating the remaining liquid with calcium

to re -act upon decomposable metallic chlorides to form carbonate and lime .

nitro - chlorides , in causing the said nitro - chlorides to re -act 9. The herein described process of extracting and concen

upon the metal contained in said ore to form the chloride of trating metals from ores consisting in treating ores with

such metal , in causing the previously added nitro -sulphuric nitro - sulphuric acid and decomposable metallic chlorides in

acid to re -act upon the said metal chloride to form the sul- closed re-action chambers, in causing nitrosulphuric acid

phate of the metal contained in said ore , in heating to 110 to re -act upon decomposable metalic chlorides to form nitro

to 120 degrees centigrade to effect distillation of the afore- chlorides, in causing the said nitro - chlorides to re-act upon

mentioned nitro - chlorides, in injecting oxide of sulphur the metal contained in said ore to form the chloride of such

fumes and water vapours to form new quantities of sul- metal, in causing the previously added nitro - sulphuric acid

phuric acid , in causing a continuous conjoint re - action be- to re - act upon the said metal chloride to form the sulphate

tween nitro -sulphuric acid , decomposable metallic chlorides, of the metal contained in said ore, in heating to 110 to 120

nitro -chlorides, oxides of nitrogen fumes , oxide of sulphur degrees centigrade to effect distillation of the afore-men

fumes , water vapours , the metal contained in the ore and tioned nitro - chlorides, in injecting oxide of sulphur fumes

the chloride of said metal , in causing the cyclic formation and water vapours to form new quantities of sulphuric acid ,

of nitro -sulphuric acid , nitro - chlorides and the metal chlo . in causing a continuous conjoint re -action between nitro

ride , irr causing the formation of permanent sulphate of the sulphuric acid , decomposable metallic chlorides, nitro - chlor

metal contained in the said ore, in partially hydrating at 40 ides oxides of nitrogen fumes , oxide of sulphur fumes, water

to 50 degrees Beaume density and in completing the hydra- va pours, the metal contained in the ore and the chloride

tion with a metallic bisulphate . of the said metal, in causing the cyclic formation of nitro

6. The herein described process of extraction and concen- sulphuric acid , nitro -chlorides and the metal chloride, in

trating metals from ores consisting in treating ores with causing the formation of permanent sulphate of the metal

nitro - sulphuric acid and decomposable metallic chlorides contained in said ore , in partially hydrating at 40 to 50 de

in closed re - action chambers, in causing nitro - sulphuric grees Beaume density, in completing the hydration with a

acid to re -act upon decomposable metallic chlorides to form metallic bi - sulphate , in removing the non-metalliferous

nitro - chlorides , in causing the said nitro - chlorides to re -act residuum from the hyhrated re -action mixture, in saturating

upon the metal contained in said ore to form the chloride of the remaining liquid with calcareous re -agents, in separat

such metal , in causing the previously added nitro -sulphuric ing the metalliferous calcic precipitate and in lixiviating

acid to re- act upon the said metal chloride to form the sul- the same with ammoniac solutions.

phate of the metal contained in said ore, in heating to 110 10. The herein described process of extracting and concen

to 120 degrees centigrade to effect distillation of the afore- rating metals from the ores consisting in treating ores with

mentioned nitro -chlorides , in injecting oxide of sulphur nitro -sulphuric acid and decomposable metallic chlorides in

fumes and water vapours to form new quantities of sul- closed re-action chambers , in causing nitro- sulphuric acid to

phuric acid , in causing a continuous re - action between re - act upon decomposable metallic chlorides to form nitro

nitro - sulphuric acid , decomposable metallic chlorides, nitro- chlorides , in causing the said nitro- chlorides to re -act upon

chlorides , oxides of nitrogen fumes , oxide of sulphur fumes, the metal contained in said oretoform the chloride of such

water vapours, the metal contained in the ore and the metal, in causing the previously added nitro -sulphuric acid

chloride of the said metal , in causing the evclic formation to re - act upon the said metal chloride to form the sulphate

of nitro -sulphuric acid , nitro -chlorides and the metal chlor- of the metal contained in said ore , in heating to 110 to 12C

ide, in causing the formation of permanent sulphate of the degrees centigrade to effect distillation of the aforementioned

metal contained in the said ore , in partially hydrating at nitro -chlorides, in injecting oxide of sulphur fumes and water
40 to 50 degrees Beaume density and in completing the vapours to form new quantities of sulphuric acid,in causing

hydration with sodium bi -sulphate solution . a continuous conjoint re-action between nitro- sulphuricacid,
7. The herein described process of extracting and concen- decomposable metallic chlorides. nitro -chlorides,oxides of

trating metals from ores consisting in treating ores with nitrogen fumes , oxide of sulphur fumes, water vapours;

nitro - sulphuric acid and decomposable metallic chlorides in the metal contained in the oreand the chlorideof the said

closed re-action chambers, in causing nitro -sulphuric acid metal , in causingthe cyclic formation of nitro -sulphuric

to re-act upon decomposable metallic chlorides to form acid , nitro -chlorides and the metal chloride in causing the

nitro -chlorides, in causing the said nitro - chlorides to re- formation of a permanent sulphate of the metalcontained
act upon the metal contained in said ore to form the chlo- in the said ore , in partially hydrating at 40 to 50 degrees

ride of such metal , in causing the previously added nitro- Beaume density, in completing the hydration with a metal

sulphuric acid to re -act upon the said metal chloride to lic bi-sulphate,in removing the non-metalliferous residuum

form the sulphate of the metal contained in said ore, in from the hydrated re -action mixture, in saturating the

heatingto 110 to 120 degrees centigrade to effect distilla- remaining liquid with calcareous re -agents, in separating

tion of the aforementioned nitro -chlorides, in injecting the metalliferous calcis precipitate and in lixiviating the
oxide of sulphur fumes and water vapours to form new same with ammonia solution .

quantities of sulphuric acid , in causing a continucus con- 11. The herein describedprocess of extracting and concen

joint re-action between nitro -sulphuric acid , decomposable trating metals from ores consisting in treating ores with

metallic chlorides, nitro - chlorides, oxides of nitrogenfumes, nitro -sulphuric acid and decomposable metallic chlorides in

oxideof sulphur fumes,water vapours, the metalcontained closed re -action chambers, in causing nitro -sulphuric acid
in the ore and the chloride of the said metal , in causing the to re - act upon decomposable metallic chlorides to form

cyclic formation of nitro -sulphuric acid , nitro - chlorides and nitro -chlorides, in causing the said nitro -chlorides to re -act

the metal chloride , in causing the formation of permanent upon the metal contained in said ore to form the chloride

1
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a

of such metal , in causing the previously added nitro -sul- rides , nitro - chlorides , oxides of nitrogen fumes, oxide of

phuric acid to re - act upon the said metal chloride to form sulphur fumes , water vapours , the metal contained in the

the sulphate of the metal contained in said ore , in heating / ore and the chloride of the said metal , in causing the

to 110 to 120 degrees centigrade to effect distillation of the cyclic formation of nitro- sulphuric acid, nitro -chlorides and

aforementioned nitro-chlorides , in injecting oxide of sul- the metal chloride, in causing the formation of permanent

phur fumes and water vapours to form new quantities of sulphate of the metal contained in the said ore , in partially

sulphuric acid , in causing a continuous conjoint re -action hydrating at 40 to 50 degrees Beaume density, in com

between nitro -sulphuric acid, decomposable metallic chlor- pleting the hydration with a metallic bi-sulphate, in re

ides ,, nitro - chlorides , oxides of nitrogen fumes , oxide of sul- moving the non -metalliferous residuum from the hydrated

phur fumes, water vapours, the metal contained in the ore re - action mixture , in saturating the remaining liquid with

and the chloride of the said metal , in causing the cyclic calcareous re -agents , in separating the metalliferous calcic

formation of nitro- sulphuric acid , nitro- chlorides and precipitate, in lixiviating the same with ammonia solu

the metal chloride, in causing the formation of per- tions , in removing the calcareous 'sediment, in recovering

manent sulphate of the metal contained in the said the residual ammonia from the said calcareous sediment

ore, in partially hydrating at 40 to 50 degrees Beaume and in using the recovered ammonia in subsequent lixivia

density, in completing the hydration with metal- tions in place of new charges thereof.

lic bisulphate , in removing the non-metalliferous resi- 15. The herein described process of extracting and concen

duum from the hydrated re -action mixture , in saturating the trating metals from ores consisting in treating ores with

remaining liquid with calcareous re-agents , in separating the nitro-sulphuric acid and decomposable metallic chlorides in

metalliferous calcic , precipitate, in lixiviating the samewith closed re-action chambers , in causing nitro- sulphuric acid to

ammonia solutions , in removing the caloareous sediment and re -act upon decomposable metallic chlorides to form nitro

in distilling the lixiviation fluids until freed from hydrogen chlorides, in causing the said nitro -chlorides upon the metal

nitride .

contained in said ore to form the chloride of such metal, in

12. The herein described process of extracting and con- causing the previously added nitro - sulphuric acid to re -act

centrating metals from ores consisting in treating ores with upon the said metal chloride to form the sulphate of the

nitro -sulphuric acid and decomposable metallic chlorides in metal contained in said ore, in heating to 110 to 120 degrees
closed re-action chambers, in causing nitro - sulphuric acid centigrade to effect distillation of the aforementioned nitro

to re -act upon decomposable metallic chlorides to form chlorides, in injecting oxide of sulphur fumes and water

nitro - chlorides, in causing the said nitro- chlorides to re -act vapours to form new quantities of sulphuric acid , in causing

upon the metal contained in said ore to form the chloride a continuous conjoint re -action between nitro-sulphuric acid ,

of such metal, in causing the previously added nitro -sul- decomposable metallic chlorides, nitro -chlorides, oxides of

phuric acid to re-act upon the said metal chloride to form : itrogen fumes, oxide of sulphur fumes , water vapours, the

the sulphate of the metal contained in said ore , in heating metal contained in the ore and the chloride of the said metal

to 110 to 120 degrees centigrade to effect distillation of the centigrade to effect distillation of the aforementioned nitro

aforementioned nitro -chlorides, in injecting oxide of sul- chlorides and the metal chloride, in causing the forn. ction

phur fumes and water vapours to form new quantities of of permanent sulphate of the metal contained ir. the said

sulphuric acid , in causing a continuous conjoint re-action ore , in partially hydrating at 40 to 50 degrees Beaune der:

between nitro- sulphuric acid, decomposable metallic chlo- sity, in completing the hydration with a metallic bisulphate ,

rides , nitro- chlorides , oxides of nitrogen fumes, oxide of in removing the non -metalliferous residuum from the hydra

sulphur fumes , water vapours, the metal contained in the ted re -action mixture , in saturating the remaining liquid

ore and the chloride of said metal, in causing the cyclic with calcareous re -agents , in separating the metalliferous
formation of nitro - sulphuric acid , nitro - chlorides and the calcic precipitate, in lixiviating the same with ammonia solu

metal chloride , in causing the formation of permanent sul- tions , in removing the calcareous sediment, in distilling the

phate of the metal contained in the said ore , in partially lixiviation fluid until freed from ammonia , in recovering the

hydrating at 40 to 50 degrees Beaume density, in completing said distilled ammonia and in using the same in subsequent

the hydration with a metallic bisulphate, in removing the lixiviation in place of new charges thereof.
non -metalliferous residuum from the hydrated re -action 16. The herein described process of extracting and concen

mixture , in saturating the remaining liquid with calcareous trating nickel from silicious nickel ore , consisting in treat

re -agents, in separating the metalliferous calcic precipitate . | ing said ore with nitro -sulphuric acid and sodium chloride

in lixiviating the same with ammonia solutions, in removing inclosed re -action chambers, in causing nitro - sulphuric acid

the calcareous sediment , in distilling the lixiviation fluid to re - act upon sodium chloride to form nitro- chlorides . in

until freed from the ammonia , and in separating the ny - causing the said nitro - chlorides to re -act upon the nickel

drated metallic oxide precipitated thereby. contained in said ore to form chloride of nickel, in causing

13. The herein described process of extracting and con the previously added nitro - sulphuric acid to re -act upon the

centrating metals from ores consisting in treating ores
said nickel chloride to form sulphate of the nickel contained

with nitro-sulphuric acid and decomposable metallic chlo in said ore , in heating to 110 to 120 degrees centigrade to ef

rides in closed re -action chambers, in causing nitro -sul- fect distillation of the aforementioned nitro- chlorides, in in

phuric acid to re-act upon decomposable metallic chlorides jecting oxide of sulphur fumes and water vapours to form

to form nitro - chlorides, in causing the said nitro -chlorides new quantities of sulphuric acid , in causing a continuous con

to re -act upon the metal contained in said ore to form the joint re-action between nitro-sulphuric acid, sodium chloride,

chloride ofsuch metal, in causing the previously added nitro -chlorides, oxides of nitrogen fumes, oxide ofsulphur
nitro-sulphuric acid to re -act upon the saidmetal chloride fumes , water vapours, the nickel of said ore andthe chloride
to form the sulphate of the metal contained in said ore , in of nickel , in causing the cyclic formation of nitro -sulphuric

heating to 110 to120 degrees centigrade toeffectdistillation acid, nitro -chlorides and nickel chloride, in causing forma
of the aforementioned nitro - chlorides , in injecting oxide of tion of permanent sulphate of the nickel contained in said

sulphur fumes and water vanours to form new quantities cre, in partially hydratingat 40 to 50 degrees Beaume den
of sulphuric acid , in causing a continuous conjoint re -action sity, in completing the hydration with sodium bisulphate
between nitro - sulphuric acid, decomposable metallic chlo- solution, in removing the non-metalliferous residuum of the

rides, nitro -chlorides, oxides of nitrogen fumes, oxide of silicious orefrom the hydrated re-action mixture, in saturat
sulphur fumes, water vapours , the metal contained in the ing the remaining liquid with calcium and lime, in separat

ore and the chloride of the said metal, in causing the ing the metalliferous calcic precipitate, in lixiviating the
cyclic formation of nitro-sulphuric acid , nitro- chlorides sediment, in distilling the lixiviating solution until freedsame with ammonia solutions , in removing the calcareous

and the metal chloride , in causing the formation of per

manent sulphate of the metal contained in the said ore , in from ammonia and in separating the hydrated nickel oxide

recovering the aforesaid nitro -chlorides by distillation precin'lated thereby .
and in using the same in subsequent decompositions of

ores in place of new charges thereof.
No. 102,236. Nut Lock. Arrête - écrou .

14. The herein described process of extracting and con

centrating metals from ores consisting in treating ores with Harry Bostock and John Angell Peck , assignees of Henry

nitro - sulphuric acid and decomposable metallic chlorides in James Swain , all in Sydney, New South Wales, Austra

closed re - action chambers , in causing nitro-sulphuric acid to lia , 27th November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 2nd November,

re -act upon decomposable metallic chlorides to form nitro- 1906. Receipt No. 140,817 .

chlorides , in causing the said nitro- chlorides to re -act upon

the metal contained in said ore to form the chlorides of Claim.-1. A nut lock consisting of a saucer -shaped washer

such metal, in causing the previously added nitro-sulphuric having radial ribs upon its convex side and corresponding
acid to re-act upon the said metal chloride to form the sul- grooves upon its concave side , in combination with cor
phate of the metal contained in said ore ir heatingto110 responding radial grooves in the under side of the nut,or

to 120 degrees centigrade to effect distillation of the afore- of the head, such grooves being adapted to receive the
mentioned nitro- chlorides , in injecting oxide of sulphur radial ribs on the washer, as specified .
fumes and water vapours to form new quantities of sul- 2. A lock nut consisting of a nut having radial grooves

phuric acid , in causing a continuous conjoint re - action be- its under side , a saucer - shaped washer having radial

iween nitro - sulphuric acid, decomposable metallic chlo- | ribs upon its convex side , corresponding grooves upon its

on
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concave side and a helical spring washer with a terminal outward, the adjacent portions of the draught beams fol .

tooth or cog adapted to enter any one of the grooves in lowing the same general bowed contour, a short shovel

Fig ?
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the concave side of the

forth.

saucer washer , as herein

No. 102,237. Potato Plough. Charrue à patates.

connecting the front ends of the side plates , and an ele

vator running between the side plates to the shovel.

3. In a dotato digger, the combination with side walls

and reinforcing angle irons secured to the lower edges

of the side walls and extending beyond the front edges

thereof to form supports for the throat, of a pair of

draught beams secured to the angle irons and to the side

walls , the rear vertical edges of said draught beams being

set approximately parallel at their points of junction with the

side walls , and being bowed outwardly along the lower

portions of their front edges , side plates for the throat

secured to the angle irons and draught beams , which side

plates bow outward and taper downward toward their

front edges , and a short shovel blade connecting the front

ends of said side plates .

4. In a potato digger, the combination with the side

walls , of side plates for the throat which taper downwardly

toward the front and bow outward along their upper edges

and have their extreme upper edges rolled outward to

present smooth surfaces , draught beams having portions

lying between the side walls and side plates , the planes of

which portions merge into the curved planes of the side

plates and into the vertical planes of the side walls and

have a comparatively wide and curved front edges which

merge into the upper edges of the side plates, and a short

shovel blade connecting the front ends of the side plates.

No. 102,239. Body Bolster. Coussin .
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James M. Drake , and Frank Dengle , assignee of two- thirds

of the interest , both of Shawano , Wisconsin , U.S.A. , 27th

November, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 2nd November, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 140,821 .

Claim . - 1. A potato digger comprising a vertically swing

ing frame , bars carried by the frame , a shovel at the for

ward end of the frame , a beam arranged at one side of

the frame , and substantially rectangular wheels arranged

at the rear portion of the frame .

2. A potato digger comprising a frame , shaker bars ex

tended lengthwise of the frame, a shovel with which the

frame has swinging connections, a beam arranged at the

side of the frame, agitating wheels mounted on the side

members of the frame , the said wheels being substantially

rectangular in contour, and a curved plate secured on the

frame at the opposite side to that of the beam .

3. A potato plough comprising a frame , a shovel with

which said frame has swinging connection , and rectangular

agitating wheels mounted on the frame . F
i
g

.2.

No. 102,238. Potato Digger. Arrache- patates .

The Champion Potato Machinery Company, assignee of

Otto Knoerzer , all of Hammond , Indiana, U.S.A. , 27th

November, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 3rd November, 1906. The Pressed Steel Car Company, Pittsburg, assignee of Char .

Receipt No. 140,891 . les August Lindstrom , Allegheny, both in Pennsylvania ,

Claim.–1. In a potato digger, side plates for the throat U.S.A., 27th November, 1906 ;6 years. Filed 6th No

which taper downward toward the front, bow outward vember, 1906. Receipt No. 140,962.

along their upper edges, and along their extreme top are Claim .-1 . A body bolster comprising a cast compressioa

rolled outward in a curve to provide a smooth rounded r.er cast iu cellular form and formed with intermollata

surface or bead for the vines . supports for a tension member, and a horizontal tension

2. In a botato digger, the combination with flat vertical member having its end portions bent around and secured to

side walls, of draught beams which form unbroken con- the end portions of the compression member , substantially

tinuations of the side walls and bow outward from their as described .

lower edges and form the vertical side walls , side plates 2. A body bolster comprising a cast compression member,

for the throat which taper down toward the front and bow cast in cellular form , with a plurality of horizontal sup
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32 Z255, 6
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30h

sites
30
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28
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ports for a tension member , and having its lower surface in- a die movable towards and from the form and having in

clined upwardly and outwardly from the center, and a hori- dependent means for centering the blank:.

zontal tension member resting upon said supports and se

cured to the compression member at its ends, substantially

as described .

3. A body bolster arranged below the car sill , said bolster

being cast in cellular form in cross section with a plurality

of upwardly extending intermediate supports for a tension

member, and having holes to receive draft sills , substanti

ally as described .

4. A body bolster having a cast compression member of

substantially U-shaped cross section provided with inter

mediate supports , and a wrought tension member secured to

the compression member and resting upon said supports ,

substantially as described .

5. A body bolster having a cast compression member of

substantially U-shaped cross section provided with inter

mediate flanged supports , and a wrought tension member

secured to the compression member and resting upon said 126 32

supports, substantially as described .
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No. 102,240. Paving Mixture. Mélange pour parage.

The International Pavement Company , Hartford , Connecti

cut, assignee of Walter Scott Wilkinson , Wytheville , logo

Virginia , U.S.A. , 27th November , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed

24th October, 1906. Receipt No. 140,598 .
2691

Claim . - 1. The improvement in the manufacture of bitu

minous pavement mixture which consists in rendering a flux Fig !

oil non -absorbable through the action of a converting agent ,

preparing a bitiminous cement by mixing asphalt therewith ,
1022 41

adding fines thereto and thoroughly surface coating the said

fines with the non -absorbable flux oil cement and then add

ing the resultant mixture to a quantity of dry mixed remain 7. In a basket making machine the combination with a

ing body material .
form , of a die plate having centering posts , and a dio cup

2. The improvement in the manufacture of bituminous pav - having raised projections at its corners for contering the

ing or pavement mixture or composition which consists in blanks .

producing a fines - impregnated bituminous cement by sub 8. The combination of the die cup , the supporting arm to
jecting flux oil to the action of a converting agent and there which it is pivoted , means for raising and lowering said

by forming an elastic substance , mixing the resultant pro- supporting arm , a locking bolt carried by the arm and
duct with asphalt to form an asphaltic cement , and im- adapted to engage the die , a bevelled crossbar engaging the
pregnating the same with fines, dry mixing the remaining bolt when the die is raised end which causes the bolt to be

body material, and then , while the latter is in agitation , mix withdrawn from the die and a bevelled block engagin , be
ing therewith said fines - impregnated cement . bolt when the die is lowered and which causes the bolt to

3. The improvement in the manufacture of bituminous pav- engage the die .

ing or pavement mixture or composition which consists in
9. In a basket making the combination with a form , of a

forming a fines - impregnated bituminous cement containing blank carrier, means for reciprocating it to an ! from the

a negligible quantity , if any , of oil , impregnating said cement
form , and means for crossing blanks thereon while it i : 100v

with such of the fines as many be added thereto while stilling away from the form .

preserving the necessary liquidity of the cement , agitating 10. In a basket making machine the combination with a

the remaining body material and while the latter is in agita- form of a blank carrier, a rotatable die carried thereby ,

tion mixing therewith said fines -impregnated cement . means for moving the hiink carrier to and from the form ,
4. That improvement in the manufacture of bituminous anil means for crossing blanks on the bank carrier , while it

paving or pavement mixture or composition which consists
is 17.oving away from the forin.

in producing a fines -impregnated cement by converting the 11. In a basket making machine the corbication with a

flux oil to an elastic substance, mixing the resultant pro- | form , of two blank carriers one of which places a blank

duct with asphalt , to form an asphaltic cement, and impreg- crosswise of the blank on the other carrier which scrivers

nating the same with fines, agitating the remaining body
to the form , and which are operated to reciprocate in op

material, and, while in agitation , mixing therewith the fines. posite directions , the one moving towards the forin , whilo
impregnated cement , subjecting the resultant mixture to

the other moves away from it , substantially as described .
heavy compression in a mould , and subjecting the compressed 12. In a basket making machine the combination with a

body to the action of a cooling agent to set it to preserve form , of a blank carrier, means for moving it away from

its shape . the form , another blank carrier which deposits a blank on

the carrier first -mentioned while it is moving away from the

No. 102,241 . Basket Making Machine. form , means for supplying another blank to said first-men

Machine à faire des paniers . tioned carrier and means for moving said first -mentioned

carrier with its two blanks towards the form .

Andrew Devine, New York City , assignee of Emmet Horton , 13. In a basket making machine the combination with a

Elmira , both in New York , U.S.A., 27th November , 1906 ; form , of a blank carrier, means for moving itfromthe form

6 years . Filed 5th July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,559 . and means for crossing blanks thercon on its outward

Claim . - 1. In a basket making machine the combination movement away from the form and before it commences its

with a revoluble form , of a die movable toward and frox. backward movement towards the form .

the form in line with the axis thereof, and also laterally 14. In a basket making machine the combination of a form ,

relatively thereto in a straight path . pickers for raising the blanks , a die carrier, means for mov

2.Îna basket making machine the combination with a ing it towards and fromthe form , ablank carrier, meansfor

revolvable form , of a die movable toward and fromthe form moving it towards the form whilethe die carrier is moving
vertically and also laterally relatively thereto in a straight away therefrom , devices for causing a blank to be deposited

path and which is adapted at times to rotate with the form. by said blank carrier on the die carrier , and devices for de

3. In a basketmaking machine the combination witha re- positing another blank on said carrier , substantially as des
volvable form , of a reciprocating bar , a revolvable lie car- cribed .

ried thereby, a rock shaft , connections between the ruck 15. In a basket making machine the combination of a form ,

shaft and the die by which it is moved towards and from two boxes for holding body blanks having their longer axis
the form , and means for reciprocating the carrier bar to arranged at right angles to each other, a carrier for con

move the die laterally towards and from the form. veying blanks from the boxes to the form , means for cross

4. In a basket making machine the combination with a ing the blanks by passing one blank under the other while

form , of a die cup having raised vertical corners for cen- it is suspended , and means for depositing the blanks cross

tering the blanks as the form enters the di?, and mcans for wise on the carrier , substantially as set forth.

raising and lowering the cup . 16. In a basket making machine the combination with a

5. In a basket making machine the combination with a form , of a reciprocating blank carrier for carrying the body

form , of a die cup having its corners raised and beveiled to blanks of the basket to the form , a gripping device for con

a point for centering the blanks as the forin enters the die . veying a body blank, and means for operating the gripping

6. In a basket making machine the combination of a form , device to deposit a blank on the carrier while said carrier

a die plate having means for centering the body blaplis , and is moving away from the form.
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carrier

17. In a basket making machine the combination with a 32. Band separating devices for basket making machines

form , of a carrier for conveying the body blanks, a rotat- comprising a separating blade adapted to enter between the
able die carrier thereby , a gripping device for conveying a blanks in a pile and a picker arranged to engage a blank ,

body blank and means for operating the gripping device to move it in the plane of the pile and separate it from the

deposit a blank on the carrier during its movement away pile previous to the entrance of the separating blade.

from the form. 33. Blank separating devices for basket making machines

18. In a basket making machine the combination of a car- comprising a separating blade , a picker which engages a
rier bar, a die carrier attached thereto, a gripping device blank and moves it in theplane ofthe pile away fromthe
engaging a body blank, gearing between this gripping device pile, and meansfor actuating theseparating blade to cause
and the

bar for causing the gripping device it to enter between the separated blank and the pile and to

lo move in the contrary direction to that of the carrier bar further move said separated blank away from the pile.

and means for supplying blanks to the gripping device . 34. Blank separating devices for basket making machines

19. In a basket making machine, the combination of a comprising two reciprocating blades, one of which moves
carrier bar , a die carrier attached thereto , a gripping outwardly while the other moves inwardly and one of which

device consisting of upper and lower jaws, gearing connect- blades causes the blank to move beyond the path of the
ing the carrier bar with the gripping device , and means other blade, substantially as described.
for operating the lower jaw to cause it to engage a blank 35. The combination of a revolvable form , of a band hold
and to withdraw therefrom , substantially as described. ing arm normally held away from the form and out of en

20. In a basket making machine, the combination of a gagement with the band being wrapped . and means for

picker for raising a body blank out of its receptacle, a actuating said arm to move it towards the form and hold

device followed uy under the blank when it is raised by the outer end of the band close to the form at the time

the nicker to confine it for transportation , and means for the last end of the band is being nailed .

operating said device . 36. In a basket making machine the combination of a re

21. In a basket making machine , the combination with volvable form , band holding arms normally held away from

means for separating a blank from the top of a pile of the form and out of engagement with the band being wrapped

blanks , of a plate adapted to follow under the separated and movable simultaneously towards opposite sides of the

blank as it departs from the pile , and means for operating form and which engage the last ends of the bands and hold

said late. them close to the form at the time the ends of the bands
22. In a basket making machine , the combination with a are being nailed .

picker for separating and lifting blanks from a pile of 37. In a basket making machine the combination with a

blanks. gripper jaws for engaging the blank raised by revolvable form , of devices for supporting the bands as they
the picker, and tripning devices operated by the picker are being wrapped around the form and a supplemental band
for causing the gripping jaws to close on a separated blank wrapping arm normallyheld away from the form and out of
and take it from the picker. engagement with the band being wrapped which takes hold

23. In a basket making machine , the combination ofa of and guides the band after it leaves thesaid band sup
box for containing body blanks, plates pivotally connected porting device , substantially as described.

therewith at its upper end , levers for operating said plates , 38. In a basket making machine the combination with a

a picker for raising blanks above the plates and which form mounted to revolve about a vertical axis, band wra
operates the levers to turn the plates under the raised ping arms projecting to each side of the form and movable

blank, and means for removing the raised blank from be- towards and from each other and towards the form , and

tween the plates and the picker . means for operating the arms to hold the bands on the forn
24. In a basket making machine , a picker comprising a while being nailed.

pivoted needle holding levers, a spring connecting the lev 39. In a basket making machine the combination with a

ers and means for moving the levers to cause the con- form having band holding hooks on opposite sides, of piniones
nections between the ends of the spring and said levers connected with the hooks, a bevelled gear meshing with the

to pass beyond the pivotal centers of the levers whereby pinions, a reciprocating plunger engaging the bevelled gear

the spring acts to cause pressure to be exerted on the a lever for moving the plunger , and means for operating the

blanks before the needles can enter and to draw the
lever .

needles inwardly into engagement with the blanks, substan
40. In a basket making machine the combination of the

tially as described .
pickers , the vertically reciprocating picker rod , the lever

25. The combination of the needle carrying levers , the with which it is connected and which is formed with a long

pressure block with which they are pivotally connected, tudinal slot, a roller traversing said slot, a wheel on which

ihe links connected with the needle carrying levers , a it is eccentrically pivoted, a differential pinion connected

spring connecting the pivotal connections of said links with said wheel and a segmental gear for operating sail

with the needle carrying levers , and means for operating pinion whereby the picker bar is moved rapidly downward

the parts whereby as the needle carrying levers are
and more slowly upward .

swung on their pivots the spring is caused to either draw 41. In a basket forming machine adapted to construct two

the needles inwards towardseach other or tends to draw baskets during each revolution of the main shaft , the com

them in an opposite direction , substantially as described .
bination of a rotatable form , a gear driven pinion connected

26. In a basket making machine , the combination of a
therewith having a shoe formed with four flat faces and four

vertically moving picker bar, a presser head carried there intermediate teeth and a gear provided with teeth engaging

by, links and levers pivotally connected with the picker the pinion and imparting to the form two half and four

bar and with the presser head, a vertically sliding rod quarter revolutions during the construction of two baskets .

carried by the presser head , needles carried by the levers ,

a pivoted lever adapted to engage said vertically sliding No. 102,242. Ribbon Shifting Machine .

rod , and means for operating said lever to cause said rod Machine à changer le ruban de position .

to slide .

27. In a band separating device for a basket making The Dey Time Register Company, assignee of John Dey and!

machine, a rock shaft having fixed blades swinging alter- Alexander Dey, all of Syracuse, New York, U.S.A. , 27th

nately under a pile of bands , one blade serving to sep- November , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 10th July, 1905. Re .

arate from the pile the lowermost band and the other blade ceipt No. 126,724 .

pushing the separated band from under the pile . Claim . - 1. In combination a platen , printing mechanism , a

28. Band separating devices for basket making machines, ribbon interposed between said platen and said printing

in which two blades move back and forth in opposite mechanism, and time controlled means for shifting said rib

directions to separate and deliver the bottom band from bon laterally with respect to its direction of travel

a pile of bands , one of said blades moving outwardly while 2. In combination a platen , printing mechanism, a multi

the other moves inwardly and one blade having the band coloured ribbon interposed between said platen and satu

below the path of the other blade . printing mechanism , and time controlled means for shift .

29.Blank separating devices for basket making machines , ing said ribbon laterally with respect to its direction of

comprising a separating blade and a picker which en- travel in such manner as to change the colour of the por .

gages the side of a blank and moves it beyond the path tion of the ribbon in operative relation to said printing

of the separating blade . mechanism.

30. Band feeding devices for basket making machin ... 3. In combination a type bearing member, a printing rit

comprising a picker which engages the under side wit bon, and time controlled means adapted to control mechan

lowermost band in a pile of bands, a blade which enters ism for shifting said ribbon laterally with respect to said
between the separated band and the others and means type bearing member .

for delivering the separated band from beneath the pile . 4. In combination a type bearing member , a multi -coloured

31. In a basket making machine, the combination of a printing ribbon , and time controlled means adapted to con

picker engaging the under side of a band in a pile of trol mechanism for shifting said ribbon laterally so as to

bands and separating said band from the pile , a separator change the colour of the portion thereof opposite said type

which enters between the pile of the bands and the band bearing member.

separated by the picker and an ejector which delivers 5. In combination a type bearing member, ribbon spools .

the separated band from beneath the pile . la slidably mounted ribbon bar to which said spools are rotat
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ably secured , a printing ribbon upon said spools opposite 12. In an apparatus of the class described, in combin

said type bearing member, and automatic means adapted to ation , printing mechanism comprising minute type

wheel and mechanism for operating the same, a slidably

mounted multi- coloured printing ribbon in operative re

lation to said type wheel, a ribbon bar affixed to the

| mounting of said ribbon, a pivotally mounted lever con

nected with said ribbon bar, a pivotally mounted member
20

having a connection with said lever, parts fixed upon said

minute wheel adapted to engage and swing said pivotally

Fig . 1. mounted member and throw said lever into operative con
25

GO 009 dition , means adapted to engage said lever when in oper

ative condition and throw the same to one extreme of

its path of travel and slide said ribbon laterally with re
2

spect to said minute type wheel in such manner as to

bring a portion thereof of different colour into operative
position, and means automatically controlling the

gagement of said parts upon said minute wheel with said
68

pivotally mounted member.

13. In an apparatus of the class described , in combination ,

printing mechanism comprising a minute type wheel and

mechanism for operating the same , a slidably mounted

multi - coloured printing ribbon in operative relation to

said type wheel , a ribbon bar affixed to the mounting of
SS

said ribbon , a pivotally mounted lever connected with said
76

ribbon bar, a pivotally mounted member having a con

nection with said lever , parts fixed upon said minute wheel

adapted to engage and swing said pivotally mounted mem

ber and throw said lever into operative condition , means

22 adapted to engage said lever when in operative condition

and throw the same to one extreme of its path of travel20

and slide said ribbon laterally with respect to said minute

type wheel in such manner as to bring a portion thereof

of different colour into operative position , a disc driven by

said minute wheel operating mechanism having a recessed
102242

outer surface , a member adapted to rest against said outer

surface , and a connection between said last-mentioned

control mechanism for sliding said ribbon bar and changing member and said pivotally mounted member whereby the

the portion of said printing ribbon opposite said type bear- engagement of said parts upon said minute wheel with

ing member . said pivotally mounted member is determined by the con
6. In combination a type bearing member, a printing tour of said disc .

ribbon opposite thereto , spools upon which said printing 14. In combination a type bearing member , a platen , manu

ribbon is mounted, a slidably mounted bar having parts ally actuated means adapted to bring said type bearing mem
secured thereto upon which said spools are mounted , a ber and said platen into operative condition with relation

lever connected with said ribbon bar , automatically actu- one to another, a printing ribbon between said type bearing

ated meansfor setting said lever, and means adapted to member and said platen, ribbon shifting mechanism , a con
throw said lever toone extreme of its path of travel and nection between said ribbon shifting mechanismand said
shift said printing ribbon laterally with respect to said manually actuated means whereby the latter is adapted to
type bearing member. shift laterally said printing ribbon, and time controlled

7. In combination , a type bearing member , a multi- ineans controlling said connection .

coloured printing ribbon in operative relation thereto , 15. In combination a type bearing member, a platen , manu

spools upon which said printing ribbon is mounted , a ally actuated means adapted to bring said type bearing

slidably mounted ribbon bar having parts secured thereto member and said platen into operative relation one to an

upon which said spools are mounted, a lever having a con- other , a multi -coloured slidably mounted printing ribbon be

nection with said ribbon bar , automatically controlled tween said type bearing member and said platen , shifting

means for setting said lever in operative condition , and mechanism adapted to shift laterally said slidably mounted

means adapted to throw said lever to one extreme of its printing ribbon with respect to said type bearing member,

path of travel and shift said ribbon laterally with relation and a connection between said shifting mechanism and said

to said type bearing member so as to bring a portion there . manually actuated means whereby the latter is adapted to

of of different colour into operative relation thereto . operate said shifting mechanism and bring a portion of

8. In apparatus of the class described , in combination, ribbon of different colour into operative position .
printing mechanism comprising a minute type wkeel and 16. In combination a type bearing member , a platen, manu

mechanism for operating the same , a printing ribbon in ally actuated means adapted to bring said type bearing

operative relation to said type wheel, and means auto , member and said platen into operative condition with rela

matically controlled by said minute wheel and adapted tion one to another , a multi -coloured slidably mounted print

to shift laterally said printing ribbon with respect thereto. ing ribbon between said platen and said printing mechan

9. In apparatus of the class described, in combinacion, ism , shifting mechanism adapted upon operation to slide

printing mechanism comprising a minute type wheel and said ribbon laterally with respect to said type bearing mem

mtchanism for operating the same, a multi- coloured print- ber and bring a portion thereof of different colour into

ing ribbon in operative relation to said type wheel , and operative position, and means whereby said manually actu

means automatically controlled by said wheel adapted to ated means is adapted to operate said shifting means upon

shift laterally said printing ribbon with relation thereto the latter being set in operative condition .

so as to bring a portion thereof of different colour into 17. In combination a type bearing member, a platen , manu

operative position . ally actuated means adapted to bring said type bearing

10. In apparatus of the class described , in combination, member and said platen into operative position with re

printing mechanism comprising a minute type wheel and lation one to another , a multi -coloured slidably mounted

mechanism for operating the same , a slidably mounted printing ribbon between said platen and said type bearing

multi- coloured printing ribbon in operative relation to saia member, shifting mechanism adapted to slide said printing

type wheel, asd means automatically controlled by parts ribbon laterally with relation to said type bearing member

fixed upon said wheel adapted to shift laterally said and bring a portion thereof of different colour into opera

printing ribbon and bring a portion thereof of different tive position , means automatically controlled by said type

colour into operative position. bearing member adapted to set said shifting mechanism in

11. In apparatus of the class described , in combination , operative condition , and means whereby said manually

printing mechanism comprising a minute type wheel and actuated means is adapted to operate said shifting mechan

mechanism for operating the same , a slidably mounted ism upon the same being set in operative condition .

multi - coloured printing ribbon in operative relation to 18. In combination a type bearing member, a printing rib

said wheel , a lever connected with the part upon which bon on operative relation thereto, manually actuated means
said ribbon is mounted , a pivotally mounted member con- adapted to cause said type bearing member to make an im

nected with said lever, parts fixed upon said minute wheel pression for shifting said printing ribbon laterally with re

adapted to engagt and swing pivotally mounted member and spect to said type bearing member, automatic means for set

throw the same to one extreme of its path of travel and ting said shifting means in operative condition , and means

shift said ribbon laterally so as to bring a portion thereof whereby said manually actuated means is adapted to oper

of different colour into operative relation to said minute ate said shifting mechanism upon the same being set in

wheel. operative condition.
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19. In combination printing mechanism , a printing ribbon , laterally with respect to said type bearing minute wheel so

means adapted to shift said printing ribbon with respect to as to bring a portion thereof of different colour into opera

said printing mechanism , automatic means for controlling tive position , a pivotally mounted member connected with

said shifting means , and means adapted to lock said control- said lever , parts upon said minute wheel adapted to engage

ling means in each of its extreme positions . and swing said pivotally mounted member and set the same

20. In combination printing mechanism , a multi- coloured in operative condition , and a part upon said manually actu

printing ribbon , means adapted to shift said printing ribbonated means adapted to strike and actuate said lever and

laterally with respect to said printing mechanism so as to shift said ribbon upon said lever being set in operative

bring a portion thereof of different colour into operative condition.

position , automatic means for controlling said shifting mech- 29. In apparatus of the class described in combination .

anism , and means adapted to lock said controlling means printing mechanism comprising a minute type wheel and

in en of its extreme positions . mechanism for operating the same, a slidably mounted multi

21. In combination a type bearing member , a printing rib- coloured printing ribbon in operative relation to said type

bon in operative relation thereto , means adapted to shift wheel, means automatically controlled by said minute wheel

laterally said printing ribbon with relation to said type adapted to shift laterally said printing ribbon and bring a

bearing member, means actuated by parts upon said type portion thereof of different color into operative position,

bearing member controlling said shifting mechanism, and and means adapted to lock said controlling mechanism in

means adapted to lock said controlling means in each of each of its two alternative positions.

its extreme positions. 30. In apparatus of the class described in combination .

22. In combination a type bearing member, a printing rib- printing mechanism for operating the same, a slidably

bon in operative relation thereto , means adapted to shift inounted multi- coloured printing ribbon in operative rela

laterally said printing ribbon with relation to said typetion to said type wheel , means automatically controlled by

bearing member, means actuated by parts upon said type said minute wheel adapted to shift laterally said printing

bearing members controlling said shifting mechanism , and ribbon and bring a portion thereof of different colour into

means adapted to lock said controlling means in each of its operative position, and positive means adapted to lock

extreme positions and to lock the same against movement said controlling mechanism in each of its two alternative

in one direction when in an intermediate position . positions and to lock the same against movement in one

23. In combination printing mechanism , a multi -coloured direction when in an intermediate position.

slidably mounted printing ribbon in operative relation to 31. In combination a type bearing member, a platen , manu

said printing mechanism ,a lever adapted to shift the same ally actuated means adapted tobring said type bearing mem

laterally with respect to said printing mechanism , a pivotal ber and said platen into operative relation one to another .

ly mounted member connected with said lever and adapted a slidably mounted multi- coloured printing ribbon between

to set the same in operative condition, automatic means for said platen and said typebearing member, means adapted

controlling themovement of said pivotally mounted member, to shift said printing ribbon with relation to said type bear .

and means adapted to lock the same in each of its extreme ing member in such manner as to bring a portion thereof of

positions against movement in either direction and in an in different colour into operative position , automatic means

termediate position against movement in one direction . adapted to set said shifting means in operative condition ,

24. In combination printing mechanism , a multi-coloured means adapted to lock said automatic means in its two ex

slidably mounted printing ribbon in operative relation there- treme positions , and a connection whereby said manually

to , a lever adapted to shift said printing ribbon laterally actuated means is adapted to cause the operation of said

with respect to said printingmechanismso as to bringa shifting meanswhenthelatter is in operative condition.
portion thereof different colour into operative position , a

pivotally mounted member connected with said loverand printing mechanism comprising aminute wheel and mech

32. In apparatus of the class described , in combination ,

adapted to set the same in operative condition, automatic anism for operating the same, manually actuated means

means adapted to actuate said pivotally mounted member, aplurality of locking levers adapted to controltheposition adaptedto cause the operation of said printing mechanics.
a multi - coloured slidably mounted ribbon in operative re

thereof, one of said levers being providedwith teeth adapted | lation to said printing mechanism , means adapted later :

to prevent the movement of said pivotally mounted member aly to shiftsaid ribbon and bring a portion thereof of
in one direction and the other of said levers being provided different colour into operative position, automatic means

with oppositely directed teeth adapted to lock said pivotally adapted to set said shifting mechanism in operative con

mounted member against movementinthe opposite direc- dition, means adapted to lock said setting means in each
tion , and means for releasing said levers.

25. Incombinationprinting mechanism , a multi -coloured ually actuated means adapted to engage and operate said

of its two exreme positions, and a member upon said man .

slidably mounted printing ribbon in operative relation there, shifting mechanism upon thelatter being set in operative
to , a lever adapted to shift said printing ribbon laterally

condition .

with respect to said printing mechanism so as to bring a

portion thereof of different colour into operative position, trolled marking means, means for producing records there
33. A time recorder including, in combination , time con

a pivotally mounted member connected with said leverand irom , and automatic means whereby records of different

adapted to set the same in operative condition , automatic classes

means adapted to actuate said pivotally mounted member , a
are made by marks having distinguishing char

acteristics .

plurality of locking levers adapted to control the position

thereof, one of said leversbeing provided withteeth adapted trolled marking devices , means
34. A time recorder including , in combination , time con

to prevent the movement of said pivotally mounted member

for producing records

in one direction and theotherof said leversbeing provided therefrom , and time controlled means whereby records of

with oppositely directed teeth adapted to lock said pivotally regular and irregular character are made by marks hay

mounted member against movement in the opposite direc - ing distinguishing characteristics.

tion , and means for releasing said levers , said automatic
35. A time recorder including, in combination , time con

means comprising parts upon said 'printing mechanism
trolled marking means , means for producing records there

adapted to engage and swing said pivotally mounted mem - from , and automatic means whereby records of regular

ber .

and irregular character are made b° marks having dis

26. In combination a type bearing member, a multi-colour - tinguishing characteristics.

ed printingribbon, mechanism adapted to shift saidprinting ber, a multi-coloured printing ribbon in operativerelation
36. A time recorder , in combination , a type bearing mem

ribbon laterally with respect to said type bearing member so

as to bring a portion thereof of different colour into opera
thereto , means adapted to shift said ribbon to bring a por

tive position , automatic means adapted to control said shift
tion thereof off different colour into operative position

ing means , and a visual indicator connected with said shift with respect to said type bearing member, and a power
ing mechanism and adapted to change from one to another actuated disc adapted automatically to control said ribbon

of two alternative positions when said ribbon is shifted .
shifting mechanism .

27. In combination a type bearing member , a multi-colour
37. In a time recorder, in combination , a type bearing

ed printing ribbon, means adapted to shift said printing rib- member, a multi - coloured printing ribbon in operative

bon laterally with respect to said type bearing member so relation thereto, means adapted laterally to shift said

as to bring a portion thereof of different colour into opera- printing ribbon to bring a portion thereof of different

tive condition , and a visual indicator connected with said colour into operative position with respect to said type

shifting mechanism adapted to move from one to another of bearing member, and a power actuated disc having frregu .

two alternative positions when said ribbon is shfted and larities in the outer surface thereof adapted to control said

display a surfaceof colour substantially identical with that ribbon shifting mechanism in accordance with the form

of the portion of the printing ribbon which is in operative and position of said irregularities .

position .
38. In a time recorder , a type bearing member, a multi

28. In combination a type bearing minute wheel, a platen , coloured printing ribbon in operative relation thereto .
means adapted to bring said wheel and said platen into means adapted laterally to shift said printing ribbon to
operative relation one to another, a multi -coloured slidably bring a portion thereot of different colour into operative

mounted printing ribbon between said platen and said type position with respect to said type bearing member, 4
bearing minute wheel, a lever connected with a part upon disc having irregularities in the outer surface thereof, and
which said ribbon is mounted and adapted to shift the same a wiper arm resting upon said disc adapted to control
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said ribbon shifting mechanism in accordance with the matically actuatedmeans adapted to set said first -mentioned

position and form of said irregularities . means in operative condition, and manually actuated means

39. In a time recorder , in combination, a type bearing adapted to actuate said printing mechanism and to actuate

minute wheel , a power transmitting member adapted to said ribbon moving mechanism so as to bring a portion of

drive the same , a multi-coloured printing ribbon in opera- said ribbon of different color into operative relation to said

tive relation to said wheel , a lever adapted to shift said printing mechanism upon said ribbon moving mechanism be

printing ribbon laterally to bring a portion of said print- ing set in operative condition.

ing ribbon of different colour in operative relation to said 1 50. In a time recorder in combination, a type bearing mem.

wheel, a disc driven from said power transmitting member ber, a multi-coloured printing ribbon in operative relation

and having irregularities in its surface , and a wiper arm thereto, means adapted to shift said ribbon in such manner

resting upon said disc and adapted to control the position as to bring a portion thereof of different colour in operative

of said lever in accordance with the form and position of relation to said type bearing member, a clock actuated

said irregularities upon said disc . member, a lever controlled by said clock actuated member,

40. In combination , a platen , printing mechanism ,a ver a manually actuated lever, and means automatically con

tical multi-coloured printing ribbon interposed between trolled by said first -mentioned lever whereby, upon actua

said platen and said printing mechanism, and automatic tion thereof, a subsequent actuation of said manually con

means for shifting said ribbon laterally with respect to trolled lever will shift said ribbon .

its direction of travel in such a manner as to change the , 51. In a time recorder in combination, a type bearing mem.

colour of the portion of the ribbon in operative relation ber, a movable printing ribbon adapted to travel adjacent

to said printing mechanism . thereto , means adapted to shift said printing ribbon lateral

41. In a time recorder, in combination , a type bearing ly with respect to its normal direction oftravel,clockwork,

riember, a card receiver having a closed back , a multi a rotary member driven from said clockwork, a pivotally

coloured printing ribbon in operative relation to said mounted lever adapted to be contracted and actuated by

type bearing member and positioned between the same and parts upon said rotary member, a hand lever, and means

said closed card receiver, and automatic means adapted to adapted to be set in operative condition by said first-men .

control mechanism for shifting said ribbon laterally so as tioned lever, said means being adapted, upon being set in

to change the colour of the portion thereof opposite said operative condition, operatively to connect said hand lever
and said shifting mechanism.type bearing member.

52. A time recorder including in combination time con .42. In a time recorder , in combination , a type bearing

member, a card receiver havingaclosed back,a multi- trolled printing mechanism, means fortakingimpressions
from said printing mechanism upon a record surface , andcoloured vertical printing ribbon positioned between the

back of said card receiver and said type bearing member. anism during differentpredetermined intervals are madeinmeans whereby the impressions made by said printing mech

and automatic means adapted to control mechanism for

different colours.shifting said ribbon laterally so as to change the colour

53. In a time recorder in combination , time controlledof the portion thereof opposite said type bearing member.

43. In a time recorder, printing mechanism , a multi-colour- printing mechanism, means fortakingimpressions fromsaid

ed printing ribbon adapted to travel inoperative relation printing mechanism upon a record surface, and automatic
means whereby irregular records formed by said impressiony

thereto , said ribbon being mounted movable in a lateral di

are made in a certain colour and regular records in a cerrection with respect to its direction of travel , and means

tain other colour.adapted to actuate said printing mechanism and to move

said printing ribbon laterally so as to bring a portion

thereof of different colour into operative position .
No. 102,243. Shade Hanger. Porte abat- jour.

44. In a time recorder , printing mechanism , a multi-colour

ed printing ribbon adapted to travel in operative relation

thereto , said ribbon being mounted movable in a lateral di

rection with respect to its direction of travel , means adapted

to move said ribbon laterally, automatic means adapted to

set the said in operative condition , and manually actuated

means adapted to actuate said printing mechanism and to

move said printing ribbon laterally so as to bring a portion

thereof of different color into operative position upon said

first -mentioned means being set in operative condition.

45. In a time recorder, printing mechanism, a multi -colour

cd printing ribbon adapted to travel in operative relation

thereto , said ribbon being mounted movable in a lateral di

rection with respect to its direction of travel , means adapt ..

ed to actuate said printing mechanism and to move said

printing ribbon laterally so as to bring a portion thereof or

different colour into operative position , and an automati

cally actuated visual indicator adapted to indicate the colour

which the recorder is in condition to print .

46. In a time recorder , printing mechanism , a multi-colour

ed printing ribbon adapted to travel in operative relation

thereto , said ribbon being mounted movable in a lateral

direction with respect to its direction of travel , means

adapted to move said printing ribbon laterally, automati

cally actuated means adapted to set said first-mentioned

means in operative condition , manually actuated means Oliver Linebarger, Charles A. Linebarger and John Freese ,
adapted to actuate said printing mechanism and to actuate each an assignee of a third interest, all of Council
said ribbon moving mechanism so as to bring a portion of Bluffs, Iowa, U.S.A. , 27th November, 1906 ; 6 years.

said ribbon of different colour into operative position upon Filed 29th August, 1906. Receipt No. 139,066.

said ribbon moving mechanism being set in operative condi
Claim.-In combination with a suitable hanger for sup.tion, and an automatically actuated visual indicator adapted porting ashaderollerand operating cords therefor, of a

to indicate the colour which the recorder is in condition to spring wire clamping device comprising outwardly pro
print.

jecting horizontal arms and an inwardly extending clamping47. In a time recorder in combination ,a platen, printing yoke for holdingthe operating cords between the arms and
mechanism, a multi- coloured ribbon interposed between said yoke, and loops at the outer extremities of the arms and
platen and printing mechanism , and automatic clock con ..

yoke to receive the cords when released from the clamping
trolled means for shifting said ribbon laterally with res

pect toits direction of travel in such manner as tochange yoke, substantially as and for the purposesetforth .
the colour of the portion of the ribbon in operative relation

to said printing mechanism . No. 102,244. Receiving Device for Electric Trans

48. In a time recorder in combination a type bearing mem mission,
ber , a multi-coloured printing ribbon , and automatic clock

Récepteur pour transmission électrique.
actuated means adapted to control mechanism for shifting

27thsaid ribbon laterally so as to change the colour of the por- Isidor Kitsee , Philadelphia , Pennsylvania, U.S.A. ,
tion thereof in operative relation to said type bearing November, 1906 ; 12 years. Filed 17th September , 1906 .

member. Receipt No. 139,587 .

49. In a time recorder , a printing mechanism . a multi- Claim.-1. In combination with a receiving device con
coloured printing ribbon adapted to travel in operative re- nected to the line of transmission , a local circuit em

lation thereto , said ribbon being mounted movably in a bracing air gap , a high tension current transforming said
lateral direction with respect to its direction of travel, local circuit and air gap, a translating device in said local

means adapted to move said printing ribbon laterally , auto - circuit , and means operatively connected to the movable
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part of said receiving device to vary the flow of said direct source so as to oppose their respective magnetizing

high tension current through said air gap , in accordance influence, the source of current connected with one pole to

with the impulses received . one contact of each of said pair and connected with the

other pole to the junction of said two coils , the free ter

minal of one of said coils connected to one contact of one

of said pairs, and the free terminal of the second of said

X coils connected to one contact of the second of said pairs.

Fig. 1. each pair of contacts adjusted in a manner so as to form

a path, non - conducting for a straight current, between

same, in combination with means actuated by the incom

ing current to increase the resistance of one or the other

of said paths to the flow of the high tension current in ac

cordance with the received impulses.

7 8. In telegraphy, a siphon recorder provided with means

to record the incoming messages, a local circuit including

a uni- directive source of comparative low potential and an

alternating or induced current of comparatively high

potential , a translating device, circuits in operative rela

tion to both of said sources including paths non -conducting

只A for said uni - directive current but made conducting for

CÈD: said current through the passage of the high tension cur .

rent, and means operatively connected to the siphon re :
corder to vary the resistance of one or the other of

said paths .

9. In a device of the class described, means to actuate a

localized electro - magnet , said means embracing a uni

G* Fig. 2.
directive source of current , an electro -magnet and electri

cally interrupted circuit for same, a high tension current

G3 producing a conducting path between the interrupted parts

of said circuit, and means co -acting with a receiving device

to vary the resistance of the interrupted circuit.

10. Means to actuate a local electro -magnet with the aid

of a receiving device connected to the line of transmission

without direct contact with the circuit of said local mag

net , said means embracing two circuits, one including a

source of high tension current and one including a source

of uni-directive low tension current , the terminals ofboth
102244 circuits connected to conducting means presenting between

them a path non- conducting for the uni- directive source

but conducting for the high tension source , on electro

magnet, and means co -acting with the receiving instrument

2. In electric transmission , a device adapted to make to vary the resistance of said path.

record of the incoming impulses and adapted to disturb 11. Means to alter the resistance of a local circuit in ac

through its movement the balance of two air paths made cordance with the incoming telegraphic impulses, said

conducting through the flow of a high tension current, in means embracing a source of current of comparatively low

combination with a direct source of current and electro- potential, a circuit for same, parts of said circuit non
magnetic translating device operatively connected to said conductive to said source , a source of current of com

air paths. paratively high potential reducing the resistance of said

3. In electric transmission means to receive the incoming non -conductive parts and means responding to the incoming

impulses, means to translate said impulses, said second impulses to vary the flow of the high potential current
means comprising a circuit including air gaps and a through the non -conductive parts in accordance with the

source of high tension current adapted to overbridge said incoming impulses.

air gaps , and a second circuit including a source of direct

current and translating device, said direct current adapted No. 102,245. Pipe Coupling . Joint de tuyau .
to make circuit through said air gaps only when said air

gaps are made conducting through the flow of the first

named source of current , the means to receive adapted

to vary the resistance of said air gaps .

4. In electric transmission , a receiving device in com

bination with means to translate the received impulses ,

said means embracing a circuit comprising a source of in

terrupted or alternating current and two air gaps , a second Qaa 836 6²
circuit comprising a direct source of current and electro

magnetic device , said second circuit operatively related to

said first circuit and said air gaps.

5. In telegraphy, means to translate the incoming in

pulses, said means embracing a direct source of current,

a circuit including electro - magnetic device for said source ,

the circuit conductively broken through resistance paths,

said resistance paths made conductive through the flow of

a high tension current, in combination with a receiving

device connected to the line of transmission and adapted

tlırough its movement to vary the resistance of said paths.
T

6. In electric transmission an electro-magnetic device

provided with two coils connected to a source of uni

directive current in a manner so as to oppose their res

pective magnetizing influence, two pairs of contacts , each

pair included in a circuit comprising the source of cur 102245
rent and one of said coils , the contacts of each pair adjusted

so as to present an air gap between them , a source of al

ternating or interrupted current connected with one ter

minal to one contact of each of said pairs, and with the

other terminal to the other contact of each of said pairs, William Pitt Frye Ayer, Winchester, Massachusetts, U.S.A ,
and means to vary the resistance of one or the other of the 27th November, 1907; 6 years . Filed 26th October, 1.444
air gaps as to the flow of the alternating or interrupted Receipt No. 140,642.

current in accordance with the received impulses . Claim .- In a pipe coupling the combination with th .
7. In telegraphy , two pairs of adjustable contacts, a member a . provided with the forwardly projecting rounded

support for each of said pairs , one contact of each pair surface a' , of the member b having an inner rounded surface

connected in multiple arc to one side of a source of high to fit the surface a', the tubular non-corrosive surface portion

tension current and the other contact of each pair con - 04, and the annular channel bº, the tubular , non -corrosire

nected in multiple arc to the other side of said source of surface y being spun into contact with said inner rounded

high tension current, a source of direct current, an electro- surface and said annular channel , substantially as des .

magnetic device provided with two coils connected to said'cribed.
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No. 102,246. Telegraph Cut-Out.

Détente de télégraphe.

3. In a device of the class described, a vertically movable

wier gate formed with an opening and a floating frame ad

justably connected therewith .

Fig 2
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Fred A. Clogston , Reed , Montana , U.S.A. , 27th November,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 26th October, 1906. Receipt No.

140,652.

Claim . - 1 . In a cut-out of the character described , the com 102 2442

bination with a series of pivoted devices each adapted to be

electrically
connected to a sounder , of a common return de

4. In a device of the class described , a stationary spillwayvice movably mounted above and normally contacting with member, a vertically movable wier gate formed with an open
all of the pivoted devices , and means for actuating any one ing, adjustably connected with said spillway and a floating
of said pivoted devices to raise the return device out of con- frame connected with the wier gate.
tact with the remaining pivoted devices.

2. In a cut-out of the character described , the combination wier gate formed with an opening, a floating frame connected
5. In a device of the class described , a vertically movable

with a series of pivoted devices each adapted to be electri- therewith, a scale connected with the wier gate and a float
cally connectedto a sounder, of a spring pressed, electrically ing indicator adjacent tothe scale.

supported return device mounted above and normally contact

ing with all of the pivoted devices, andmeans for separately I member, a vertically movablewier gate formed with an open
6. In a device of the class described , a stationary spillway

actuating any one of the pivoted devices to raise the returning connected withsaid spillway, a floating frame connected

device out of contact with the remaining pivoted devices.
3. In a cut- out of the character described,the combination with the wier gate, a scale connected with the wier gate and

with a series of levers , each adapted to be connected to a
a floating indicator adjacent to the scale.

7. In a device of the class described , the combination of a
sounder, of a return device normallysupportedby and elec- vertically adjustable wier gate having an opening therein,

: rically connected to all of the levers , and means for separ
a floating frame for supporting the wier gate, a tubular

ately actuating any one of the levers to remove the return

device from electrical connection with the remaining levers.
scale fixed to the wier gate , a float within the tubular

4. In a cut -out of the character described, the combination scale and anindicator carried by the float.

with a series of levers adapted to be electrically connected
8. In a device of the class described , a stationary spill

to a series of sounders , of a spring pressed return plate mov
way member, a spillway member hinged thereto for vertical

ably mounted adjacent to and normally electrically connected movement and a floating wier gate frame connected with

with all of the levers , and means for separately actuating the hinged memberof the spillway.

anyone of the levers to break the electricalconnection bemember, a spillway member hinged theretofor vertical
9. In a device of the class described , a stationary spillway

tween the return blade and the remaining levers .
5. A cut-out of th character described comprising a series movement, a floating wier gate frame connected with the

of levers adapted to be electrically connected to a series of binged member of the spillway and an adjustable wier gate

sounders and springs mounted upon the levers , a spring
in said frame.

pressed return plate adapted to be electrically connected to
10. In a device of the class described, the combination

a common return wire, said plate normally contacting with of a stationary spillway member, a spillway member pivo

all ofthe springs of the levers, and means for separately tally connected thereto, a spring tending to normally ele

actuating any one of the levers to move the plate out of con vate the free ends of the movable spillway member and a

tact with the springs of the remaining levers. floating wier gate device connected with the movable spill

6. A cut- out of the character described comprising a series way member.

of levers adapted to be electrically connected to a series of
11. In a device of the class described , the combination of

sounders and springs mounted uponthe levers, a spring a stationary spillway member, aspillway member pivotally
pressed return plate adapted to be electrically connected to connected thereto , a spring tending to normally eleyate the

a common return wire, said plate normally contacting with free endsof the movablespillway member, a floating wier
all of the springs of the levers , eranks mounted within the gate device connected with the movable spillway member

casing, rods connecting each crank with oneof the levers, and stationary guides for preventing lateral movement of

and means for separately rotating the cranks to actuate any
the movable spillway section .

one of the levers to move the plate out of contact with the 12. In a deviceof the closso described, the combination of

springs of the remaining levers. a stationary spillway member, a spillway member pivotally

connected thereto , a floating wier gate device connected

with the movable spillway member and stationary guides
No. 102,247. Floating Wier Head Gate .

for preventing lateral movement of the movable spillway
Barrière pour sècheries flottantes. section .

12. In a device of the class described, the combination of
Harry K. Fairall, Howard L. Fairall and Jacob Kunzmann , a movable spillway, a wier gate frame connected therewith

co - inventors, all of Highland, California, U.S.A. , 27th a wier gate adjustably mounted in the frame, a floating de

November, 1906 : 6 years . Filed 13th September, 1906. vice adjacent to the rear gate frame, and means for verti

Receipt No. 139,470 .
cally adjusting the wier gate frame relatively to the float

Claim . - 1 . In a device of the class described , a vertically ing device .

movable wier gate formed with an opening and a floating 14. In a device of the class described , the combination of

frame connected therewith .
a movable spillway, a wier gate frame connected therewith ,

2. In a device of the class described , a stationary spillway a wier gate adjustably mounted in the frame. a floating

member, a vertically movable wier gate formed with an open - device adjacent to the rear gate frame, means for vertically

ing connected with said spillway and a floating frame con- adjusting the wier gate frame , means for vertically adjust

nected with the wier gate. ing the wier gate frame relative to the floating device and
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means for automatically releasing the wier gate to per- a muffler drum connected with said hollow member, said

mit it to drop in the wier gate frame upon the submersion muffler drum being provided with a plurality of outlets stag

of the floating device . gered relatively to each other.

15. In a device of the class rescribed , the combination of 9. In an apparatus of the character described , the combin

a spillway, capable of vertical movement , a wier gate ation of a hollow member, a spark gap mounted therein , a

frame pivotally connected therewith , a wier gate slidably muffler drum communicating with said hollow member, said

mounted in the wier gate frame , a floating frame, means muffler drum having a plurality of walls provided with aper

for vertically adjusting the wier gate frame relative to the tures , and illings mounted intermediate of said walls for the

floating frame , an auxiliary float carried by the floating purpose of suppressing sounds.

frame , a switch connected with said float and arranged to 10. In a muffler for spark gaps, the combination of a sound

detach the wier gate from the floating frame so that it may proof receptacle for containing a spark gap, a muffler drum

drop by gravity when the float frame is submerged. connected with said receptacle and provided with a plurality

of outlets , and means for forcing a cooling medium through

No. 102,248. Spark Gap and Muffler.
said receptacle and into said muffler drum.

11. In an apparatus of the character described , the combin
Trou à étincelles et appareil d'échappement silencieur. ation of a hollow , means for conducting an air current there

from , a spark gap mounted within said hollow member, and a

muffer drum connected with said hollow member and pro

Fig.1
vided with concentric walls , said walls having apertures stag

gered relatively to each other for the purpose of depressing

sounds from said hollow member.

No. 102,249 . Chicken Coop. Poulailler.

21
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Cicero Hoskins , Quincy , Illinois , U.S.A. , 27th November, 1906 ;

6 years . Filed 6th October, 1906. Receipt No. 140,094 .

Aaron E. Harrison , New York City , and Crowell M. Haslett, Claim . - 1. A knockdown coop formed of sheet metal sec

Jersey City, New Jersey, U.S.A. , 27th November, 1906 ; tions , the end, front and rear sections formed with co -operat

6 years . Filed 17th October , 1906. Receipt No. 140,381 . ing hook flanges whereby said sections may be slidably con.

Claim.-1 . In a muffler , the combination of a
nected , and having upturned base flanges, the bottom formed

member

provided with inner and outer shells, and furtherprovided base flanges of said sections , atop section and means for
with downwardly extending flanges adapted to fit over the

with meanswhereby a spark gap inay be maintained within locking the top section in place, substantially as described .
said inner shell , and a lid engaging said inner and outer 2. A knockdown coop formed of metallic sections, the end,
shells and provided with portion for breaking joints between front and rear sections formed with co -operating hooked

said lid and said inner and outer shells . flanges along their vertical edges, whereby said sections may

2. In a muffler , thecombination of an inner shell of por- be slidably connected and formedwithupturned flanges at
ous material , an outer shell encircling the same , and means their lower edges and the bottom section formed with a

for mounting spark terminals within said inner shell . downwardly extending flange adapted to fit over the flanges

3. In an apparatus of the character described , the com on the lower edges of the end and front and rear sections ,

bination of a base portion provided with inner and outer and the top section , substantially as described.

shells integral therewith and concentric to each other , a 3. A knockdown coop formed of sheet metal sections, the

lid provided with annularmembers for fitting said inner end, front and rearsections formed with co-operating hook

and outer shells so as to break joints therebetween , and flanges whereby said sections may be slidably connected. and

spark terminals for maintaining a static discharge within having upturned base flanges, the bottom formed witha
said inner shell . downwardly extending flange adapted to fit over the base

4. In an apparatus of the character described , the com

bination of a hollow member for containing a spark gap , carried by the endsections adaptedto take over the edge of

flanges of said sections , a top section and the spring hooks

an outlet pipe connected with said hollow member, a muf

fling drum connected with said outlet pipe , and means ed in place, substantially as described.

the top section when in place , whereby said top will be lock

for supplying air into said hollow member . 4. In a knockdown coop thecombination of the end. front

5. In an apparatus of the character described the combin. and rear sections and top and bottom sections removably se

ation of a hollow for containing a spark gap, means for ad cured together, said front sectionhaving anopeningtherein,

mitting airthereinto, and a mufling drum connected with guideways on saidsection ,closures forthe opening sliding
said member and receiving therefrom the air heated by the

spark gap,saidmuſiing drum beingprovided with means for through theguideways, to the rearofthe closure in front of

said guideways, and a pin or bar adapted to be passed

discharging said heated air while preventing the sounds from theopening, whereby said closure will beheld from move
escaping ment , substantially as described .

6. In an apparatus of the character described the combina

tion of a hollow member, an outlet pipe connected therewith ,

a disc mounted uponsaid outlet pipe, a plurality ofconcen- No. 102,250. Stall for Calves. Stalles pour reauv.

tric cylinders connected with said disc and provided with

holes staggered in relation to each other, another disc mount- Allen A. Lewis, Hazleton, Iowa, U.S.A. , 27th November, 1906;

ed upon said concentric cylinders , and means for admitting 6 years . Filed 6th October, 1906. Receipt No. 140,097.

air to said hollow member. Claim.—1 . In a device of the class described . a series of

1. In an apparatus of the character described , the combin- partitionsforming stalls, means for securing the partitions
ation of a hollow member , a spark gap mounted therein,and inposition relative to eachother ,a mangerat the forward
drum separate from said receptacleand connected therewith. portion of the stalls , a retaining bar at the rear of the par.

8. In an apparatus of the character described , thecombin - titions, a rope attached tosaid retaining bar for raisingthe

ation of a hollow member, a sparkgapmounted therein ,and retaining barfromitslowerlimit ofmovement,anda second
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rope secured to the retaining bar and designed to draw the from an original through the path of the several apertures

bar to its lower inner limit of movement . in the moving screen to said radiophone , so that only a

Fig.1. l'ig.2.
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2. In a devicu of the class described , a series of partitions single shifting part of the rays of light is permitted to pass
forming stalls , neans for securing the partitions in position through each of the consecutive apertures and the several

relative to each other, a manger at the forward portion of shifting rays of light correspond to points in concentric

the stalls , a retaining bar at the rear of the partitions , a strips of the original , a telephone at the receiving station ,

rope attached to said retaining bar for raising the retaining means controlled by said telephone for projecting rays of

bar from its lower limit of movement, and a retaining device light from a source of light through the path of the several
at the forward end of one of the partitions for securing the apertures in the moving screen to a sensitive plate or the

rope in various positions .
like , so that only a single shifting part of the rays of light

3. In a device of the class described , a series of partitions is permitted to pass through each of the consecutive aper

forming stalls , means for securing the partitions in position tures and the several shifting rays of light act upon points

relative to each other , a manger at the forward portion of in concentric strips of the sensitive plate or the like , a

the stalls , a retaining bar at the rear of the partitions , a line of transmission between the sending and receiving sta

rope attached to said retaining bar for raising the retaining tions and controlled by said radiophone for sending elec

bar from its lower limit of movement, and a retaining device trical impulses through said telephone, and means for syn

in front of one of said partitions for securing the second rope chroniding said two moving screens by means of said line

in position for retaining the retaining bar at its lower inner of transmission .

limit of movement .
2. In a telautograph the combination with two rotatable

4. In a device of the class described , a series of partitions discs at the sending and receiving stations respectively ,

forming stalls , means for securing the partitions in position and each provided with a plurality of differently arranged

relative to each other, a manger at the forward portion of apertures, of two clockworks adapted to drive said two

the stalls , a retaining bar at the rear of the partitions , a rotatable discs , a radiophone at the sending station , means

rope attached to said retaining bar for raising the retaining at the sending station for projecting rays of light from an

bar from its lower limit of movement , a second rope secured original through the path of the several apertures in the

to the retaining bar and designed to draw the bar to its rotatable disc to said radiophone , so that only a single

lower inner limit of movement , and a retaining device at the shifting part of the rays of light is permitted to pass

forward end nf one of the partitions for securing the rope in through each of the consecutive apertures and the several

various positions . shifting rays of light correspond to points in concentric

5. In a device of the class described . a series of partitions strips of the original , a telephone at the receiving station ,
forming stalls , means for securing the partitions in posi- means controlled by said telephone for projecting rays of
tion relative to each other , a manger at the forward por- light from a source of light through the path of the several

tion of the stalls , a retaining bar at the rear of the parti . apertures in the rotatable disc to a sensitive plate or the

tions a rope attached to said retaining bar for raising the like , so that only a single shifting part of the rays of light
retaining bar from its lower limit of movement, a second is permitted to pass through each of the consecutive aper

rope secured to the retaining bar and designed to draw the tures and the several shifting rays of light act upon points
bar to its lower inner limit of movement , a retaining de- in concentric strips of the sensitive plate or the like, a line

vice at the forward end of one of the partitions for secur- of transmission between the sending and receiving stations
ing the rope in various positions , and a retaining device in and controlled by said radiophone for sending electrical

front of one of said partitions for securing the second rope impulses through said telephone, and means forsynchroniz
in position for retaining the retaining bar at its lower inner ing said two rotatable discs by means of said line of trans
limit of movement. mission .

6. In a device of the class described , a series of parti- 3. In a telautograph the combination with two rotatable

tions forming stalls , means for securing the partitions in discs at the sending and receiving stations respectively and
position relative to each other , a series of pivotally mounted each provided with a plurality of radial slits within two
supporting rods , attached to the rear of said partitions , a concentric circles , a plurality of differently arranged aper

retaining device secured to the lower ends of said rods , a tures within two other concentric circles and a plurality of
rope secured to said retaining device, passing over one of armatures on the periphery , two clockworks driving said
said partitions to the forward end of it , a retaining device two rotatable discs , a first and a second selenium cells at

for maintaining the rope in various positions , second rope the sending station , means at the sending station for pro

rope secured to said retaining device passing through one of jecting rays of light from a source of light through the path
said partitions to a point in front of the partition , a re- of the several radial slits in the rotatable disc to said first

taining device for maintaining the rope in various posi- selenium cell , two pairs of electro -magnets at the sending

tions, said ropes and retaining devices being designed to and receiving stations respectively and the two opposite
support and secure said retaining bar in any position in its electro - magnets of each pair disposed on both sides of the
limit of movement. rotatable disc and adjacent to the path of its armatures ,

circuits at the sending station and comprising said first and

second selenium cells and the

No. 102,251 . Photographing Telegraph.
pair of electro -magnets,

means at the sending station for projecting rays of light

Télégraphe à photographie. from an original through the path of the several apertures

Paul Ribbe , Berlin , Germany, 27th November, 1906 ; 6 years .
in the rotatable disc to said second selenium cell , so that

only a single shifting part of the rays of light is permitted
Filed 1st August , 1906. Receipt No. 138,344 .

to pass through each of the consecutive apertures and the

Claim .-- 1 . In a telautograph the combination with two several shifting rays of light correspond to points in con

moving screens at the sending and receiving stations res- centric strips of the original , the radial slips in the rotatable

pectively and each provided with a plurality of differently disc being so disposed that the rays of light emanating

arranged apertures, of a radiophone at the sending station, from the source of light can pass through either of them

means at the sending station for projecting rays of light ' only if no ray of light passes through either of the aper
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29

26

tures , a telephone at the receiving station , means control- of its armatures, a second conductor connecting in series said

led by said telephone for projecting rays of light from a two further opposite electro -magnets with the ground, a line

source oflightthrough the path of theseveralaperturesin oftransmissionconnecting said electro-magnetsat both sta:
the rotatable disc to a sensitive plate or the like , so that tions , and a battery for energizing said conductors and said
only a single shifting part of the rays of light is permitted line of transmission.

to pass through each of the consecutive apertures and the

several shiftingraysoflight actuponpointsinconsecutive No. 102,252. Photographing Telegraph .
strips of the sensitive plate or the like , circuits at the re

ceiving station and comprising said telephone and the pair
Télégraphe à photographie .

of electro - magnets, and a line of transmission connecting

together said circuits at the sending and receiving stations

respectively.

4. In a telautograph the combination with two rotatable

discs at two different stations respectively and each provided Fig. 1.
with a plurality of radial slits within two concentric circles,

a plurality of differently arranged apertures within two other

concentric circles and a plurality of armatures on the peri

phery , two clockworks driving said two rotatable discs , two

pairs of selenium cells at a distance from said two rotatable

discs, means at each station for projecting rays of light from

a source of light through the path of the several radial slits

in the rotatable disc to one of the two selenium cells , two

pairs of opposite electro -magnets on both sides of said two

rotatable discs and adjacent to the paths of their armatures,

means at each station for projecting rays of light from an

original through the path of the several apertures in the

rotatable disc to the other of the two selenium cells , so that

only a single shifting part of the rays of light is permitted to

pass through each of the consecutive apertures and the 102242

several shifting rays of light correspond to points in con

centric strips of the original , two telephones at both stations,

means at each station controlled by the telephone to pro

jecting rays of light from a source of light through the path

of the several apertures in the rotatable disc to a sensitive

plate or the like, so that only asingle shifting part of the Paul Ribbe, Berlin , Germany, 27th November, 1906 ; 6

rays of light is permitted to pass through each of the con
years . Filed 2nd August, 1906. Receipt No. 138.364.

centric consecutive apertures and the several shifting rays of Claim . - 1 . In a telautograph , the combination with two
light act upon points in consecutive strips of the sensitive endless bands at the sending and receiving stations res

plate or the like, circuits at each station and comprising the pectively and each provided with a plurality of differently

telephone , the two selenium cells and the pair of electro - arranged apertures, of two clockworks adapted to drive
magnets , a line of transmission connecting together said cir- said two endless bands, a radiophone at the sending station,

cuits at both stations , and means for turning either station means at the sending station for projecting rays of light

into a sending station and the other one into a receiving from an original through the path of the several apertures
station , the radial slits in said two rotatable discs being so in the endless band to said radiophone , so that only a single

disposed that the rays of light sent from a source of light shifting part of the rays of light is permitted to pass
to one selenium cell can pass through either of them only if through each of the consecutive apertures and the several
no ray of light passes through either of the apertures. shifting rays of light correspond to points in parallel ad

5. In a synchronizing system the combination with a rota- joining strips of the original, a telephone at the receiving

table disc disposed at one station and provided with a radial station , means controlled by said telephone for projecting

slit and on its periphery with a sheet iron armature , of rays of light from a source of light through the path of the

means for driving said rotatable disc , two opposite electro- several apertures in the endless band to a sensitive plate

magnets on both sides of said rotatable disc and adjacent to or the like, so that only a single shifting part of the rays

the path of its armature, an adjustable tube on one side of of light is permitted to pass through each of the con

said rotatable disc and closed atthe end adjacent to the path secutive apertures and the several shifting rays of light act
of the radial slit with a bottom provided with a slit , a source upon points in parallel adjoining strips of the sensitive

of light and a reflector at the other end of said tube, a lens plate or the like , a line of transın ission between the send

and a cylinder lens in said tube and adapted to send a broading and receiving stations and controlled by said radiophone

beam of light through the slits in the bottom and in the ro- for sending electrical impulses through said telephone, and

tatable disc , a tubular casing on the other side of said rota- means for synchronizing said two endless bands by means

table disc opposite to said tube, a selenium cell in said tubu- of said line of transmission .

lar casing, a conductor connecting said selenium cell with 2. In a telautograph, the combination with two rotatable

the ground , lines connecting in series said selenium cell and discs at the sending and receiving stations respectively

said two electro -magnets, a second rotatable disc at another and each provided with a plurality of armatures on the

station and provided on its periphery with a sheet iron arma- periphery, and the disc at the sending station being more

ture , means for driving said second rotatable disc, two over provided with a plurality of radial slits , of two end

further opposite electro -magnets on both sides of said second less band at the sending and receiving stations respective

rotatable disc and adjacent to the path of its armature , a ly and each provided with a plurality of differently arranged

second conductor connecting in series said two further oppo- apertures, two clock works driving said two rotatable dises
site electro-magnets with the ground, a line of transmission and said two endless bands, a first and a second selenium
connecting said electro-magnets at both stations , and a cells at the sending station , means at the sending station

battery for energizing said conductors and said line of trans- for projecting rays of light from a sourceof light through
mission. the path of the radial slits in the rotatable disc to said

6. In a synchronizing system the combination with a rota- first selenium cell , two electro -magnets at the sending and
table disc disposed at one station and provided with a plur- receiving stations respectively and adjacent to the paths
ality of radial slits and on its periphery with a plurality of of the armatures on said two rotatable discs , circuits at

sheet iron armatures, of means for driving said rotatable the sending stationand comprising said first and second
disc, two opposite electro -magnets on both sides of said ro- selenium cells and the electro-magnet, means at the send

tatable disc and adjacent to the path of its armatures, a tubeing station for projecting rays of light from an original

on one side of said rotatable disc and closed at the end ad- through the path of the several apertures in the endless
jacent to the path of the radial slits with a bottom provided band to said second selenium cell, so tbat only a wagle

with a slit , a source of light and a reflector at the other end shifting part of the rays of light is permitted to pass

of said tube, a lens and a cylinder lens in said tube and ad - through each of the consecutive apertures and the several

apted to send a broad beam of light through the slits shifting rays of light correspond to points in parallel ad
in the bottom and in the rotatable disc , a tubular cas- joining strips of the original, the apertures in the end .

ing on the other side of said rotatable disc opposite less band being so disposed that only it no- ray of light
in said tube , a selenium cell in said tubular ' casing, passes through either of them, the rays of light emanating

conductor connecting said selenium cell with the from the respective source of light are permitted to pass
ground, lines connecting in series said selenium cell through either of the radial slits in the rotatable disc , a

and said two electro -magnets, a second rotatable disc at telephone at the receiving station, means controlled by

another station and provided on its periphery with a plur- said telephone for projecting rays of light from a source of
ality of sheet iron armatures , means for driving saidsecond light through the path of the several apertures in the end

rotatable dise, two further opposite electro-magnets on both legs bard to a sensitive plate or the like , so that only a

sides of said second rotatable disc and adjacent to the path ' single shifting part of the rays of light is permitted to
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pass through each of the consecutive apertures and the 5. In a telautograph the combination with two rotatable

several shifting rays of light act upon points in consecutive discs at the sending and receiving stations respectively and

strips of the sensitive plate or the like , circuits at the re- each provided with a plurality of armatures on the periphery ,

ceiving station and comprising said telephone and the elec- and the disc at the sending station being moreover provided

tro -magnet, and a line of transmission connecting together with a plurality of radial slits , of two endless bands at the

said circuits at the sending and receiving stations respec- sending and receiving stations respectively and each provid

tively. ed with a plurality of differently arranged apertures , two

3. In a telautograph , the combination with two rotatable clockworks driving said two rotatable discs and said two end

discs, two driving pulleys and two pluralities of guiding less bands, a first and a second selenium cells at the sending

pulleys at the sending and receiving stations respectively, station, means at the sending station for projecting rays of
the two rotatable discs being each provided with a plurality light from a source of light through the path of the radial

of armatures on the periphery and the disc at the sending slits in the rotatable disc to said first selenium cell, two

station being moreover provided with a plurality of radial | pairs of electro -magnets at the sending and receiving sta

slits , of two endless bands passing over said two driving tions respectively and the two opposite electro -magnets of

pulleys and said two pluralities of guiding pulleys and each each pair disposed on both sides of the rotatable disc and ad
provided with holes along the edges and with a plurality jacent to the path of its armatures, circuits at the sending

of differently arranged apertures, said two driving pulleys station and comprising said first and second selenium cells

and saidtwo pluralities of guiding pulleys having each andthe pair of electro -magnets, means at the sending station
series of pins along the periphery for engaging in the holes for projecting rays of light from an original through the path
of said two endless bands , two clockworks driving said two of the several apertures in the endless band to said second
rotatable discs and said two driving pulleys , a first and a selenium cell , so that only a single shifting part of the rays

second selenium cells at the sending station , means at the of light is permitted to pass through each of the consecutive

sending station for projecting rays of light from a source
apertures and the several shifting rays of light correspond to

of light through the path of the radial slits in the rotatable points in parallel adjoining strips of the original , the aper
disc through the path of the radial slits in the rotatable tures in the endless band being so disposed that only if no

disc to said first selenium cell , two electro -magnets at the ray of light passes through either of them , the rays of light

sending and receiving stations respectively and adjacent emanating from the respective source of light are permitted

to the paths of the armatures on said two rotatable discs , to pass through either of the radial slits in the rotatable

circuits at the sending station and comprising said first disc , a telephone at the receiving station , means controlled
and second selenium cells and the electro-magnet, means at by said telephone for projecting rays of light from a source

the sending station for projecting rays of light from an ori of light through the path of the several apertures in the end

ginal through the path of the several apertures in the end- less band to a sensitive plate or the like , so that only a

less band to said second selenium cell, so that only a single single shifting part of the rays of light is permitted to pass

shifting part of the rays of light is permitted to pass through each of the consecutive apertures and the several

through each of the consecutive apertures and the several shifting rays of light act upon pointsin consecutive strips of
shifting rays of light correspond to points in parallel ad the sensitive plate or the like , circuits at the receiving sta

joining strips of the original, the apertures in the endless
tion and comprising said telephone and the pair of electro

band being so disposed , that only if no ray of light passes magnets , and a line of transmission connecting together said

through either of them, the rays of light emanating from circuits at the sending and receiving stations respectively .

the respective source of light are permitted to pass through 6. In a telautograph the combination with two rotatable

eitherof the radial slits in the rotatable disc, a telephone discs, two driving pulleys and two pluralities of guiding
at the receiving station ,means controlled bysaid telephone pulleys at the sending and receiving stations respectively, the
for projecting rays of light from a source of light through

two rotatable discs being each provided with a plurality of

the path of the several apertures in the endless band to a
armatures on the periphery and the disc at the sending sta

sensitive plate or the like, so that only a single shifting tion being moreover provided with a plurality of radial slits ,

part of the rays of light is permitted to pass through each
of two endless bands passing over said two driving pulleys

of the consecutive apertures and the several shifting rays and said two pluralities of guiding pulleys and each provided

of light act upon points in consecutive strips of the sensi
with holes along the edges and with a plurality of differently

tive plate or the like , circuit atthe receiving station and arranged apertures, said two driving pulleys and said two

comprising said telephone and the electro -magnet, and a pluralities of guiding pulleys having each series of pins along

line of transmission connecting together said circuits at the periphery for engaging in the holes of said two endless

the sending and receiving stations respectively .
bands, two clockworks driving said two rotatable discs and

4. In a telautograph the combination with two rotatable
said two driving pulleys , a first and a second selenium cells

discs at two different stations respectively andeach provided jectingrays of lightfrom a source of light through the path
at the sending station , means at the sending station for pro

with a plurality of radial slits and with a plurality of arma

tures on the periphery, of two driving pulleys and two plur
of the radial slits in the rotatable disc to said first selenium

alities of guiding pulleys at both stations respectively and cell,twopairsofelectro -magnets at thesending andreceiv
each pulley provided with pins along the periphery, two end- ing stations respectively and the two opposite electro-mag

less bands passing over said two driving pulleys and said two
nets of each pair disposed on both sides of the rotatable disc

pluralities of guiding pulleys and each provided with holes to and adjacent to the path of its armatures , circuits at the

co -operate with the pins of the pulleys andeach provided sending station and comprising said first and second selenium

with a plurality of differently arranged apertures, two clock
cells and the pair of electro -magnets , means at the sending

works drivingsaid two rotatable discs and said 'twodriving stationfor projecting rays of light from anoriginalthrough
pulleys , two selenium cells at a distance from said two rotat the path of the several apertures in the endless band to said

able discs, two further selenium cells at a distance from said
second selenium cell , so that only a single shifting part of

two endless bands , means at each station for projecting rays
the rays of light is permitted to pass through each of the

of light from a source of light through the path of the sev
consecutive apertures and the several shifting rays of light

eral radial slits in the rotatable disc to the respective sel- corespond to points in parallel adjoining strips of the origi-'

enium cell. twoelectro -magnets at both stationsand adjacent nal , the apertures in the endless band being so disposed that

to the paths of the armatures on said two rotatable discs, only if no ray of light passes through either of them, the rays

means at each station for projecting rays of light from an of light emanating from the respective source of light are

original through the path of the several apertures in the end- permitted to pass through either of the radial slits in the

less band to the respective selenium cell , so that only a rotatable disc , a telephone at the receiving station, means

single shifting part of the rays of light is permitted to pass controlled by said telephone for projecting rays of light from

through each of the consecutive apertures and the several a source of light through the path of the several apertures

shifting rays of light correspond to points in parallel adjoin in the endless band to a sensitive plate or the like, so that

ing strips of the original , two telephones at both stations , only a single shifting part of the rays of light is permitted

means at each station controlled by the telephore for pro to pass through each of the consecutive apertures and the

jecting rays of light from a source of light through the path several shifting rays of light act upon points in consecutive

of the several apertures in the endless band to a sensitive strips of the sensitive plate or the like , circuits at the re

plate or the like, so that only a single shifting part of the ceiving station and comprising said telephone and the pair of

rays of light is permitted to pass through each of the con- electro -magnets, and a line of transmission connecting to

secutive apertures and the several shifting rays of light act gether said circuits at the sending and receiving stations

upon points in consecutive strips of the sensitive plate or the respectively .

like , circuits at each station and comprising the telephone , 7. In a telautograph the combination with two rotatable

the two selenium cells and the electro -magnet, a line of trans ,
discs at two different stations respectively and each pro

mission connecting together said circuits at both stations , vided with a pluraliy of radial slits and with a plurality of

and means for turning either station into a sending station armatures on the periphery, of two driving pulleys and two

and the other one into a receiving station, the apertures in pluralities of guiding pulleys at both stations respectively,

the two endless bands being so disposed that only if no ray and each pull provided with pins along the periphery, two

of light passes through either of them , therays oflight endless bands passingover said two driving pulleys and said
emanating from the respective source of light are permitted two pluralities of guiding pulleys and each provided with

to pass through either of the radial slits in the rotatable holes to co -operate with the pins of the pulleys and each

disc. provided with a plurality of differently arranged apertures,
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two clockworks driving said two rotatable discs and said two | No. 102,254. Method of Making Fillers for

driving pulleys. two selenium cells at a distance from said Cigars.

two rotatable discs , two further selenium cells at a distance Méthode de faire les remplissures pour cigares .
from said two endless bands , means at each station for pro

jecting rays of light from a source of light through the path

of the several radial slits in the rotatable disc to the res

pective selenium cell , two pairs of electro -magnets on both

sides of said two rotatable discs and adjacent to the paths

of their armatures, means at each station for projecting rays

of light from an original through the path of the several

apertures in the endless band to the respective selenium cell ,

so that only a single shifting part of the rays of light is per

mitted to pass through each of the consecutive apertures and

the several shifting rays of light correspond to points in par

allel adjoining strips of the original , two telephones at both

stations , means at each station controlled by the telephone

for projecting rays of light from a source of light through

the path of the several apertures in the endless band to a

sensitive plate or the like , so that only a single shifting part

of the rays of light is permitted to pass through each of the

consecutive apertures and the several shifting rays of light

act upon points in consecutive strips of the sensitive plate

or the like , cicuits at each station and comprising the tele

phone , the two selenium cells and the pair of electro

magnets, a line of transmission connecting together said cir- Peter August Eduard Scheer, Hamburg, Germany, 27th No
cuits at both stations , and means for turning either station vember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 2nd October, 1906. Receipt

into a sending station and the other one into a receiving No. 139,897 .

station , the apertures in the two endless bands being so dis

posed , that only if no ray of light passes through either of

Claim .–1 . In a device for producing fillers for cigars the

them , the rays of light emanating from the respective source

combination of a rolling plate and an apron attached

of light are permitted topassthrough either of the radial shape of a cigar and serving to guide thefiller when rolled

thereto , with a ledge hollowed out at one edge to suit the

slits in the rotatable disc . on the rolling plate .

2. In a device for producing fillers for cigars the combin

No. 102,253. Spinning Machine. Métier à filer .

ation of a rolling plate and an apron attached thereto , with

a ledge hollowed out at one edge to suit the shape of a cigar

and means to pavallel guide the ledge across the rolling

Fig ?
plate .

3. In a device for producing fillers for cigars the combin

4 ation of a rolling plate and an apron attached thereto , with

a ledge hollowed out at one edge to suit the shape of a cigar

and a frame carrying such ledge and guided on parallel

edges of the rolling plate, to secure parallel motion of the

ledge when moved across the rolling plate .

4. In a device for producing fillers for cigars the combin

ation of a rolling plate constructed as a sliding frame and

an apron attached thereto at one end, with a second frame

carrying a ledge hollowed out to suit the shape of a cigar ,

Fig.4. a clamping ledge rotatably attached to the rolling plate

and adapted to clamp the other end of the apron against the

front end of the rolling plate.
5. In a device for producing fillers for cigars the combin

ation of a rolling plate constructed as a sliding frame an !

an apron attached thereto at one end, with a second frame

carrying a ledge hollowed out to suit the shape of a cigar,

and a trough arranged on the rolling plate and adapted to

be filled with tobacco , when lined with the apron .

Henry Ryder, New York City , New York , U.S.A. , 27th Novem

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 22nd October, 1906. Receipt No. No. 102,255. Chair Seat. Siège de fauteuil .
140,507 .

Claim.-1 . A spinning machine comprising means for feed- Henry Harrison Schrop, Detroit , Michigan, U.S.A., 27th No

ing fibre in straight fibres , means for feeding a wire and

vember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 4th September, 1906. Re

means for spinning said fibres parallel to each other spirally
ceipt No. 139,225 .

around said wire .
Claim.-1 . A material for chair seats having in combina

2. A spinning machine comprising a spindle , means for tion a sheet of metal with a covering of texoderm over the

feeding a wire to said spindle, means for feeding straight face and lapping over the edges , substantially as described .

fibres to said spindle and means for spinning said fibres

spirally parallel to each other around said wire .

3. A spinning machine comprising a spindle , means for

feeding a wire to said spindle , means for ferding

straight fibres to said spindle , means for keeping said

wire and said fibres separate until they reach said

spindle and means for spinning said fibres parallel to each

other spirally around said wire.

4. A spinning machine comprising a wire spool , a flier, a

spindle , a driving shaft , a main shaft and means for rotating

said wire spool , said filer and said spindle with the same

speed of rotation .

5. A spinning machine comprising a spindle , means for

feeding separately to said spindle , a wire and parallel fibres ,

means for spinning said fibres parallel to each other spirally

around said wire , and means for giving to the yarn thus spun

any desired amount of tension .

6. A spinning machine comprising a spindle , means for

feeding separately to said spindle a wire and parallel fibres ,

means for spinning said fibres parallel to each other spirally

around said untwisted wire , and means for winding the yarn

thus spun onto a yarn spool .

7. A spinning machine comprising a spinale , means for

feeding separately to said spindle a wire and parallel fibres ,
means for spinning said fibres parallel to each other spirally 2. A material for seats having in combination a plate o !

around said wire, means for giving any desired tension to the metal having its surface covered with a paint and a cover

yarn thus spun and means for winding said yarn evenly on a ing of texaderm cemented to the painted plate , substautially

yarn spool .
as described.
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No. 102,256, Cattle Stanchion. Etançon pour bétail. No. 102,258. Curtain Fixture. Attache de rideau .

he 1
0
2
2
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Pearl B. Trewer and John T. Trewer , co - inventors , both of Burroughs Agin and George B. Thompson , co - inventors,

Mt. Morris , New York , U.S.A., 27th November , 1906 ; both of Kansas City , Missouri, U.S.A. , 27th November,

1906 ; 6 years .
6 years . Filed 3rd October , 1906. Receipt No. 140,006 . Filed 6th October, 1906 . Receipt No.

140,095 .Claim . - A cattle stanchion , comprising a securing frame

pivotally mounted in a supporting frame , said securing Claim.--1 . A curtain fixture consisting of a pair of sup

frame comprising upper and lower cross heads, a fixed porting plates adapted to engage the sides of a window
standard connected to one end of each of said crossheads , a casing, a telescopic rod having its outer ends bearing

movable standard pivotally connected at its lower end to against said plates, a section forming part of said rod pro

said lower crosshead , a latch bar pivotally mounted to said vided at its inner end with an integral flange, a second
upper crosshead whereby when the stanchion is open section having its inner end arranged within the first-men

said latch bar will engage the supporting frame and hold tioned section , an expansion spring encircling the second

said stanchion in position, and a spring projected locking section and bearing at one end against the flange, a collar

bolt arranged in said movable stanchion to engage said adjustably mounted upon the second section for adjusting

latch bar and thereby lock said stanchion in closed or the length of the rod and regulating the tension of the

operative position , substantially as described . spring , and brackets adjustably secured to the supporting

plates .

No. 102,257. Curtain Pole Bracket. 2. A curtain fixture consisting of a pair of supporting

plates adapted to engage the sides of a window casing, a
Console pour poteaux de rideaur.

telescopic rod having its outer ends bearing against the

supporting plates , a section forming part of said rod pro

vided at its inner end with a flange, a second section hav

ing its inner end adjustably arranged within the first-men

tioned section, an expansion spring encircling the second

1
section and bearing at one end against the flange, means

2
4 carried by the second section for adjusting the length of the

rod and regulating the tension of the spring , and brackets

secured to the supporting plates.

Fig.1

3لال No. 102,259. Curtain Fastener . Attache de rideau .
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Isaac H. Webb, Emlenton , Pennsylvania . U.S.A. , 27th No
vember , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 4th September , 1936 . Re

ceipt No. 139,230.

Claim .-A new article of manufacture comprising a
Nana A. Ferres , Johnstown , New York, U.S.A. , 27th Novem

tain pole bracket and pole and ornament formed of ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 11th October, 1906. Receipt

No. 140,208.single piece of turned wood, the connected ends of the brac

ket and ornament being partly separated by a well defined Claim . - 1 . The combination with a metallic ring having

groove formed during the turning operation and leaving a portions bent to form aligning loops , of a pin having an eye

relatively small connection between the two which may be at one end disposed with its eye between the loops, a

readily severed to permit separation of the parts, the op pivot pin engaged in the loops and in the eye for pivotal

posite ends of said article having flattened faces from movement of the first - named pin with respect to the ring,

which project securing members, and the bracket being and a retainer carried by thering and arranged for the re
shaped to form a support for the pole and ornamentand ception of the first-named pin to hold the latter against
pole , substantially as described. pivotal movement.

11-24
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2. A device of the class described comprising a ring lapping inner ends, overlapping sections of netting secured

formed of metal and having a longitudinal slot therein , the to said frame sections, longitudinally slotted locking plates

metal on opposite sides of the slot being bent outwardly arranged over the overlapping ends of the frame sections,

to form loops , a pin having an eye at one end disposed clamping screws arranged in the slots of said locking plates

with its eye between the loops, a pivot pin engaged in the to lock said sections in their laterally adjusted positions,

loops and in the eye for pivotal movement of the first- and means to hold said sections in sliding engagement

named pin with respect to the ring , and retainer with the sides of the window frame, said means comprising

slidably engaged with the ring and having a portion bentto sheet metal guide strips, one of which is bent to form a
form a rib and resultant passage, said passage being ar- i longitudinally grooved strip or section secured to the een ,

ranged for the reception of the free end portion of the and the other of which is bent to form a tongue strip or

first -named pin , to hold the latter against movement. section adapted to be secured to the window frame and to

receive the grooved strip or section of the screen , whereby

No. 102,260. Curtain Fixture . Attache de rideau . the latter is slidably connected and supported in the win
dow frame .

a

1

No. 102,262. Window Screen Fastener.

Attache ecran o'fentere.
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Edwin F. Henderson , West Allis , Wisconsin , U.S.A. , 27th Byrd C. Rockwell , Malvern , Arkansas , U.S.A. , 27th Novem

November, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 20th August , 1906 . Re ber , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 10th October, 1906 . Receipt

ceipt No. 138,868 . No. 140,185 .

Claim . - The combination with a window shade secured at Claim . - 1. In an adjustable screen , a pair of longitudinal

one end to the top of a window and provided at its other ly adjustable rails having oppositely divergent kerfs, the

end with a spring roller located at the bottom of the shade , kerfs of each rail terminating in a pair of slots extending

of a bottom curtain fixture located beneath the shade and through the rail and separated by a tongue , and a clip

spaced from and arranged entirely out of contact with the seated in said slots in engagement with the tongue and

same , and composed of side rods provided at their outer having divergent portions for engagement with the corres

ends with bearings receiving the journals of the roller , a ponding kerfs of the adjacent rail .

central tubular member adjustably receiving the rods to 2. In an adjustable screen, a pair of longitudinally ad

vary the length of the curtain fixture, adjusting means lo- justable rails having opposing faces adapted to contact

cated at the ends of the tubular member and engaging the with each other , said rails being provided with oppositely

rods for rigidly securing the latter in their adjustment, diverging kerfs and with slots extending through the rails

and a central handle also connected with the tubular mem- at the ends of said kerfs , in combination with clips bodily

ber and located between the said adjusting means . seated in said slots , secured against rocking movement,

and provided each with diverging portions engaging the

No. 102,261 . Window Screen. Ecran de fenêtre. kerfs of the adjacent rail .

3. In an adjustable screen, a rail having divergent kerfs

in the face thereof , an engaging rail having a clip seat

extending therethrough and a clip engaging said seat, secur

ed against rocking movement , and having divergent por

lions engaging the kerfs of the opposite rail.

4. In an adjustable screen , a pair of relatively movable

screen sections each comprising a frame and a sheet of

reticulated material, and sheet metal binding members for
the inner edges of the reticled material, said binding

members having transverse incisions adjacent to
their

ends and the latter attached to the screen frame, the body

portions of the members between theincisions being angu

larly extended to lie in the path of each other to form

' stops and having their outer edges overriding the surface

of the material of the adjacent screen section .

5. In a screen, a frame and a sheet of reticulated ma

terial carried thereby, a binding member for one edge of

the material, longitudinal keris formed in a pair of the
frame bars and constituting seats forthe adjacent edges
of

the material , said kerfs terminating in seats fo: the

ends of the binding member, andmeans for securing the
latter in place .

6. In an adjustable screen , a pair of relatively and longi

Edwin A. Reitz,Reynoldsville,Pennsylvania, U.S.A. 27th of divergent longitudinalkeris andthe other a longitudinal
tudinally adjustable rails,one ofsaid rails having a pair

November , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 20th August, 1906 . Re

clip seat extending through the body of the rail, a clip

ceipt No. 138,831 . having a body portion engaging said seat and projecting

Claim .-A window screen formed in laterally adjustable divergent portions for
Sections, the frames of said sections having recessed over

engagement with the kerfs, and

means for securing said clip against rocking movement.
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7. In an adjustable screen , a pair of relatively and longi- tubes forming a filling piece adapted to hold said wire
tudinally adjustable rails , one of said rails having a pair | in said groove.

of divergent longitudinal kerfs and the other a pair of slots 10. In a window screen , a frame consisting of sheet

producing an intermediate tongue , and a clip having a body metal strips bent in rectangular form , the edges ofsaid
portion engaging . said tongue and divergent portions for strips formed in a channel, screen wire , a cleft tube to fit

engagement with the kerfs . said channel and secure said screen wire, and locking pro

8. In an adjustable screen , a rail having a pair of jections on the walls of said channel for said retaining

divergent kerfs terminating in a clip seat extending through tube .

the body of the rail , a clip having a body portion en- 11. In a window screen , a frame consisting of sheet

gaging the seat and divergent portions projecting beyond metal strips bent in rectangular form , the edges of said

one face of the rail , and means for securing said clip strips formed in a lengthwise recess , one end of said strips
against rocking movement. at each frame corner cut away at a mitral angle and the

other uncut end inserted and soldered within said mitered

No. 102,263. Metal Screen. Ecran en métal. end to form the correr , screen wire, and a retaining strip

for said wire in , said recess .

12. In a window screen , a frame consisting of sheet metal

33 34 10 strips bent in tubular form , the lengthwise edges of said

strips formed in a recess , a sheet metal channel strip en
16

closed between said edges to reinforce and brace said re

10

23 au 18 15 15
cess , projections on the outer and inner walls of said re

18 3023
cess, a screen wire, and a locking strip to fit said recess

Frana ,
and hold said wire within said locking projections.

13 In a window screen , a frame , the side and end pieces

of said frame . consisting of strips of sheet metal formed

in a tube, a channel formed along the inner side of said

tube , the lateral tubular pieces of the frame also formed in

a channel along their outer edges , screen wire, and retain

23 Fago. ing strips to fit said inner recess and hold the wire .

21 14 In a window screen , a frame , the side and end pieces

of said frame consisting of sheet metal formed in a tube ,

a continuous channel along the inner edges of said tube

28 and also channels formed in the outer edges of the lateral

pieces of the frame , said outer channel parts extending at

each corner of the frame within the opposing end , said

cpposing ends cut away to form channels the full length

of the screen , screen wire and retaining strips to fit said

inner channel and hold said wire .

15. In combination with a hollow metallic frame having

spaced slots therein , bowed springs of uniform width

throughout having their ends bent at substantially right

angles and engaging said frame adjacent said slots and

sliding in and out of the same , to prevent the disengage

ment of said springs when in a normal bowed state and to

allow of removal thereof when the springs are in a flat

state .

72

102263 No. 102,264. Guide for Sliding Screens.

Guide pour glisser les écrans.

Henry W. Watson and William W. Watson , co - inventors ,

both of Jamestown , New York, U.S.A. , 27th November,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 17th October , 1906 . Receipt No. 1

140,400.

Claim . - 1. In a metal screen , a frame , the side and end

pieces of said frame each consisting of a solid tube , a

channel along said tube, screen wire and a locking means

to hold said wire in said channel .

2. In a metal screen , a frame , the side and end pieces

of said frame each composed of strips of bendable sheet

metal formed in a brazed tube , a channel along said tube,

screen wire, and a locking strip to hold said wire in

said channel .

3. In a metal screen , a frame , the side and end pieces

of the frame each consisting of a strip of sheet metal
formed in a tube, a lengthwise flange beside said tube

formed by the lapped edges of the said strip , screen wire ,

and a retaining strip to fit said channel .

4. In a metal screen , a frame , the side and end pieces

of said frame each consisting of a tube formed from strips

of sheet metal , the lengthwise edges of said strip lapped

and formed in a continuous channel around the inner edge
of said frame , screen wire , and retaining strips to fit

said channel and hold said screen wire .

5. In a metal screen , a frame , the side and end pieces of

said frame each composed of strips of metal formed in a

tube with lapped edges , said lapped edges brazed together

and formed in a channel along said tube , screen wire,

and a locking strip to hold said wire in said channel.
Henry W. Watson and William W. Watson , co- inventors ,

6. In a metal screen , a frame , each side of said frame
both of Jamestown , New York , U.S.A. , 27th November,

formed by a strip of sheet metal having the central portion
1906 ; 6 years Filed 17th October , 1906. Receipt No.

formed in a tube and the edge portions of said sheet metal
140,401.

united by solder and shaped in a lengthwise angular flange ( iaim . - 1 . In sliding ways for screens and the like , a

to form a channel with one side of said tube , screen wire, woolen striy , a metal covering for one edge of said strip

and a retaining strip to fit said channel . and attached to the same , and a portion of said strip left

7. In a metal screen , a frame consisting of side and end uncovered by said metal for fitting to a support.

pieces having a channel therein , screen wire , and metallic 2. In a guide strip for sliding screens and the like , a

tube locking strips for holding said wire in said channel . wooden strip having a round beaded edge and a supporting

8. In a screen window , a frame , consisting of side and base , and a close sheet metal covering pressed onto said

end pieces having a lengthwise recess along the same , bading, substantially as and for the purpose set forth .

screen wire, and a tubular spring locking said strip for 3. A guide strip for sliding screens comprising a wooden

holding said wire in said recess . strip 10 , a bead 11 on one edge of said strip , and a base

9. In a window screen , the combination of the frame. portion 17, a sheet metal covering 12 for said bead having

with a groove enlarging inwardly, wire fabric , and slotted ' holes 13 therein for attaching said guide strip to a support.
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No. 102,265. Alloy of Iron and Hydrogen. ium , cerium and chromium , reducing this material to tbe

Alliage de fer et hydronène.
form of a fine powder fusing the same in a fine stream and

finally forming the fused mass into a filament, substanti

Harleston Corbett Gesner, Brooklyn , assignee of Augusto ally as described.

Bontempi , New York City, both in New York, U.S.A. ,

27th November , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 9th August, 1906. No. 102,267. Cigarette Making Machine.

Receipt No. 138,546 .
Machine à faire des cigarettes.

Claim.-1 . An article consisting of an alloy of iron and

hydogen impregnated with a metalliferous, material , as

set forth .

Fig.1
2. An article consisting of an alloy of iron and hydrogen

impregnated with a relatively volatile metalliferous mate

rial , as set forth .

3. An article consisting of particles of an alloy of iron

and hydrogen compressed and agglomerated into a strong

coherent body, said body impregnated with a metalliferous

material , as set forth .

4. An article consisting of a body of agglomerated par

ticles of an alloy of iron and hydrogen , impregnated with

a metalliferous material of suitable electrical conductivity , Y
as set forth.

5. An article consisting of an alloy of iron and hydrogen

impregnated with a metalliferous material and permeated

with an inert filler, as set forth .

6. The process of producing coherent bodies of an iron

hydrogen alloy, which consists in incorporating a metal

liferous material with a mass of particles of the alloy , as

set forth .

7. The process of producing coherent bodies of an iron 102264

hydrogen alloy, which consists in heating a mass of par

ticles of the alloy and impregnating the mass with the

vapours of a relatively volatile metalliferous material , as

set forth .
Louis Bernhard Baron , London , England, 27th November,

8. The process of producing coherent bodies of an iron
1906 ; 6 years. Filed 20th June, 1906. Receipt No.

hydrogen alloy, which consists in mixing particles of the 137,089 .

alloy with a relatively volatile metalliferous material , shan
Claim.-1 . In cigarette machines and in combination

ing the mixture , and heating it to a temperature sufficient
tobacco feeding devices, means for carrying an endless

to volatilize the added material, as set forth.
feed belt and paper wrapper beneath same and to the

9. The process of producing non- porous coherent bodies

of an iron hydrogen alloy, which consists in impregnating faced compression wheel,
compression wrapping and pasting devices, a vertical flat

two horizontal compression

the alloy with a metalliferous material, and saturating the wheels, an adjustable scraper plate for the vertical com

product with an inert filler, as set forth . a cover plate for the10. The process of impregnating an alloy of iron and pression wheel adapted to act as

space between the horizontal compression wheels and
hydrogen with a volatile metalliferous material, which

consists in placing the materials in a tightly closed vessel
wrapping, pasting and cut- off devices, substantially as

described .

of iron or other non- porous material, and heating them to
2. In cigarette machines and in combination tobacco

a temperature sufficient to volatilize the added material ,
feeding devices, means for carrying an endless feed belt

as set forth .

and paper wrapper beneath same and to the compression

No. 102,266. Filament for Lighting and Heating,
wrapping and pasting devices, a vertical flat faced com

pression wheel , two horizontal compression wheels, an

Filament pour éclairer et chauffer. adjustable scraper plate for the vertical compression wheel

adapted also to act as a cover plate for the space between

the horizontal compression wheels , adjustable covered

scrapers therefor, an adjustable tapered tongue with out

wardly flared ends for receiving the compressed tobacco ,

and wrapping, pasting and cut -off devices , substantially

as described.

3. In cigarette machines and in combination tobacco

feeding devices , means for carrying an endless feed belt

and paper wrapper beneath same and to the compression

wrapping and pasting devices , a vertical flat faced com

pression wheel , two horizontal compression wheels , an ad

justable scraper plate for the vertical compression wheel

adapted also to act as a cover plate for the space between

the horizontal compression wheels , wrapping devices , an

adjustable pasting device delivering the gum or paste

directly to the paper and cut - off devices, substantially as

described.

George Michaud and Eugene Delasson, Paris , France, 27th 4. In cigarette machines and in combination tobacco

November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 18th August, 1905. feeding devices , means for carrying an endless feed bolt

Receipt No. 127,793.
and paper wrapper beneath same and to the compression

Claim . - 1. A process of producing filaments from suit- wrapping and pasting devices, a vertical fat faced com

able material , which consists in feeding the same in a fine pression wheel, two horizontal compression wheels, an ad .

stream in the form of a powder and arresting its move justable scraped plate for the vertical compression

ment in a zone of intense heat to agglomerate the same wheel adapted also to act as a cover plate for the space

whereby a filament of the agglomerated material is pro- between the horizontal compression wheels , adjustable

duced. cover scrapers therefor, an adjustable tapered tongue with

2. A process of producing filaments from suitable mater- outwardly flared ends for eceiving the compressed tobacco,

ial by means of heat, which consists in feeding the mater- devices , an adjustable pasting device delivering the gum

ial in powdered form to the heat zone in a fine stream , or paste directly to the paper, and cut - off device, substan

arresting the movement of said stream in said heat zone tially as described .

to produce a filament therefrom and gradually removing 5. In cigarette machines and in combination tobacco feed

the newly formed filament from said point of arrest , ing device, means for carrying an endless feed belt and

whereby the end thereof which is growing will remain in paper wrapper beneath same and to the compression wrap

approximately the same position in the heat zone. ping and pasting devices, a vertical flat faced compression

3. The process of producing filaments from relatively wheel, two horizontal compression wheels , an adjustable
hightly refractory material which consists in fusing the scraper plate for the vertical compression wheel adapted

same in a powdered state in a fine stream , in an oxy- also to act as a cover plate for the space between the

hydrogen flame and forming the fused material into a fila horizontal compression wheels, wrapping and pasting de
ment, substantially as described . vices , and an adjustably mounted cut-off mechanism by

4. The process of producing filaments which consists in which the length of the cigarette cut can be varled, substan

mixing together alumina and a compound or salt of thor- ' tially as described.
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No. 102,269. Window Shade Support.

Support d'abat - jour de fenêtre.
same

a

FIG.1 .

FIG.2 .
6

F :& .3.
5 H

6. In cigarette machines and in combination tobacco feed

ing devices, means for carrying an endless feed belt and

paper wrapper beneath and to the compression

wrapping and pasting devices , verical fat faced

compression wheel , two horizontal compression wheels , an

adjustable scraper plate for the vertical compression wheel

adapted also to act as a cover plate for the space between

the horizontal compression wheels , adjustable covered scrap

ers therefor, an adjustable tapered tongue with outwardly

flared ends for receiving the compressed tobacco , wrapping

and pasting devices , and an adjustably mounted cut -off

mechanism by which the length of the cigarette cut be

varied, substantially as described .

7. In cigarette machines and in combination tobacco

feeding devices, means for carrying an endless feed belt

and paper wrapper beneath same and to the compression

wrapping and pasting devices , a vertical flat faced com

pression wheel , two horizontal compression wheels , an ad

justable scraped plate for the vertical compression wheel

adapted also to act as a cover plate for the space between

the horizontal compression wheels , adjustable cover scrap

ers therefor , an adjustable tapered tongue with outwardly

flared ends for receiving the compressed tobacco , wrapping

devices, an adjustable pasting device delivering the gum

or paste directly to the paper and an adjustably mounted

eut- off mechanism by which the length of the cigarette

cut can be varied, substantially as described .
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7

FIG.4

FIG.5.
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102269

No. 102,268. Thill Coupling. Joint de limonières.
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Charles Corrill Brown , Revelstoke , British Columbia , Can

ada, 27th November , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 16th October,

1905 . Receipt No. 129,293 .

Claim.-1 . In a device of the character described , a pair

of brackets, each provided with serrations , and a hanger

rockably and slidably disposed on each bracket and provid

ed with integral means adapted to engage said serrations.

2. In a device of the character described , a pair of brac

kets , each provided with serrations , hangers slidably and

rockably disposed on the brackets, and each provided with

a lug adapted to engage in said serrations , when the hang

ers are rocked downward .

3. In a device of the character described , a pair of brac

kets , each provided with a flange having serrations there

on , hangers slidably and rockably disposed on each bracket ,

provided with lugs adapted to engage said serrations when

the hangers are rocked downward, and each provided with

integral means for supporting a window shade roller .

4. In a device of the character described , a pair of ver

tically disposed brackets, each provided with serrations,

and a hanger slidably disposed on each bracket and pro

vided with a lug adapted to engage said serrations , and

each hanger comprising a metallic strip bent to conform to
McKendree F. Bishop, Alameda , California , U. S. A. , 27th

the shape of the bracket on which it is disposed .

November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 26th March , 1903 . Re

5. In a device of the character described , a pair of brac

ceipt No. 104,111 .
kets , each provided with serrations, a hanger disposed on

Claim . - 1 . A thill coupling consisting of a movable and a each bracket and from a single strip bent to conform to

stationary member, a spring adapted to hold said members the shape of the bracket on which it is disposed, and pro

in close contact , and a clevis surrounding one of the said vided on one side with a lug adapted to engage said ser

members and contracted to prevent accidental displace- rations, and a rivet adapted to fasten together the ends of

ment of the other , substantially as described . the hanger.

2. A thill coupling provided with a stationary member 6. In a device of the character described , a pair of brac

having an open mouthed cavity , a rocking member adapted kets , each provided at opposite ends with an integral lug

to enter said cavity , a clevis secured to said rocking mem- having a hole therein , and each provided with a flange nav

ber and surrounding said stationary member, said clevis ing serrations thereon , and a hanger disposed on each brac

being formed with a contracted portion and a spring engag- ket , provided with a lug adapted to engage the serrations ,

ing said clevis and causing a close contact between said and provided with means for supporting a shade roller .

members, substantially as described . 7. In a device of the character described , the combination

3. A thill coupling having a rocking and a stationary mem- comprising a pair of supporting brackets provided with

ber and means for locking said members together and pre - offset flanges having serrations thereon, and hangers , each

venting movement of said rocking member said means be- formed of a single strip bent to a shape to conform to the

ing arranged for automatic releasement substantially as des- shape of the brackets and slidably and rockably disposed

cribed . thereon , and each of the hangers being provided with an in

4. In the thill coupling described, the combination of the tegral lug adapted to engage the serrations when the hang

clip , the plate receiving the arms of the clip and having ers are rocked downward.

its upper side rabbetted at its rear end and also having

the concave convex portion at its forward end forming a
No. 102,270. Method of Obtaining Ammonium

seat and the north in its forward extremity . the spring Chloride.

having its upper rear end seated in the rabbet of the clip

plate and receiving one arm of the clip and also having
Méthode d'obtenir du chlorate d'ammoniaque.

a forward extending arm terminating in a hook , the thill

iron having the rounded end resting in the seat ofthe clip Andrew Gordon French, Williamson Avenue , Grey Lynn,

plate, and the clevis pivotally connected to said end of

New Zealand, 27th · November, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 31st

thill iron and having a contracted lower portion , substan
August , 1905 . Receipt . No. 128,082 .

tially as described . Claim .-A process of manufacturing ammonium chlorido

5. In a thill coupling, the combination of the body or which consists in drenching carbonized coal containing sul

plate , a thill iron bearing therein, a clevis pivotally con- phur and itrogen in the roportion of one and ne -seventh

nected to and depending from the thill iron and having a pounds of sulphur to one pound of nitrogen with a strong

lower contracted portion and a spring connected with the brine , and then burning said drenched carbonized coal by

body or plate and having an arm engaging the bight of subjecting it to a current of air containing at least ten

the clevis , substantially as described. per cent of steam.
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No. 102,271 . Process of Making Bearing Hangers the casing, oppositely disposed grip members movably con

for Beams. nected to the casing , said members being separated from

Procédé pour faire des attaches pour pontres.

Fig. 1. Fio. 2.
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Johann George Hänsler, Munich , Germany, 27th November , 12

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 2nd June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,505 .

Claim .-- 1. Process for the manufacture of bearing hang

ers or stands from I -beams or channels , its characteristic

being that the I - beam or channel is slit longitudinally in

its lower part, after which the two legs thus formed are 8

bent outward and then , after cutting off the projecting parts 102272

of the web , their lower parts connected to a base plate and

preferably also to reinforcing plates , by riveting or other

means , while the upper part of the I-beam or channel is
but adapted to bear upon the movable portion of the casing

recessed for the reception of the bearing base .
to force it into contact with the cable carrying device.

2. Process for the manufacture of bearing hangers or
device of the character described, the combination

stands from I-beams or channels, its characteristics being

with a casing having an outlet , a movable portion adjacent

that the I - beam or channel is slit longitudinally in its
the outlet , and a cable carrying device movably mounted

lower part , after which the two legs thus formed are bent
with the casing, of oppositely disposed overlapping grip

outward and then , after cutting off the projecting parts of

members movably connected to the casing adjacent the

the web , the webs of the legs are riveted to the base plate , portion of the casing .
outlet and bearing upon but separated from the movable

by means of projections e .

3. Process for the manufacture of bearing hangers or
7. In a device of the character described , the combination

stands from I -beams or channels , its characteristics being
with a casing having an outlet and depressible casing por

that the I - beam or channel is slit longitudinally in its
tions , Off oppositely disposed overlapping grip members

lower part , after which the two legs thus formed are bent
movably connected to the casing and bearing upon but

outward and then , after cutting off the projecting parts separated from the depressible portion of the casing.

of the web , their lower parts connected to a base plate and
8. In a device of the character described, the combination

preferably also to reinforcing plates , by riveting or other
with a casing having an outlet , and a depressible portion ,

means , while the upper part of the I - beam or channel is
of a spool mounted within the casing and adapted to be con

recessed for the reception of the bearing base , and the up
tracted by the depressible portion, oppositely disposed

per free ends of the flanges of the I -beam or channel are
overlapping grip members pivoted to the casing and sepa

bent inward .

rated from but normally bearing upon the depressible por

tion of the casing .

No. 102,272. Fire Escape.

9. In a device of the character described, the combination
Sauveteur d'incendie . with a casing having an outlet and a depressible casing por

Martin Herbert Kennedy and George A. Kennedy , assignee inthecasing and adapted to be contacted by the depressible
tion adjacent the outlet, of a spool rotatably mounted with

of a half" interest, both ofDenver, Colorado, U.S.A., portion , a grip member pivoted to the casing adjacent the
27th November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 10th October, 1906 .

Receipt No. 140,182 .

outlet and separated from but bearing uponthe depressible

portion .

Claim .-- 1 . In a device of the character described , the 10. In a device of the character described , the combina

combination with a casing having a movable portion and a tion with a casing having a depressible portion and a ro

spool revolubly mounted within the casing, of grip mem tatable device within the said casing adapted to be con;

bers pivoted upon the casing and separated from , but adapt

ed to press, the movable portion of the casing upon the pivoted grip membershaving overlapping toes normally
tacted by the depressible portion , of oppositely disposed

spool .
bearing on the depressible portion but detached therefrom ,

2. In a device of the character described , the combination and guiding means on one of the grip members.

with a casing having a movable portion and a spool re 11. In a device of the character described, the combina

volubly mounted within the casing , of grip members pivoted tion with a casing comprising a front and rear plate,means

upon the casing and separatedfrom , but contacting with, for depressing the sameand a depressible bandinterposed
the movable portion of the casing and a guide within one between the plates and forming an aperture between the

of said members. ends thereof, of a reel revolubly mounted with the casing,

3. In a deviceof the character described, thecombination oppositely disposed grip members connected tothecasing

with a casing,amovableportion, an outlet in said inovable adjacent the aperture and having integral projecting pori
portion and a spool revolubly mounted within the casing, of tions contactingwith thedepressible portions of the band,
oppositely disposed grip members movably mounted upon and a cable guide within one of said members.

the casing and separated from , but contacting with , the

movable portion of the casing, and a guide within one of No. 102,273. Building Block. Bloc de construction .
said members.

4. A device of the character described, comprising a cas Andrew Klay, Bluffton , Ohio , U.S.A. , 27th November, 1906;
ing having an outlet , and movable casing portion adjacent

years. Filed 17th September, 1906.
the outlet, a cable carrying device mounted within the cas

139.556 .
ing , oppositely disposed grip members movably connected

to the casing adjacent the outlet and separated from but Claim.-1 . A building block provided in one face with a

adapted to bear upon the movable portion of the casing to longitudinal channel and upon
its opposite face with a

retard the movement of the cable therein . longitudinal rib corresponding in size and shape to the

5. A device of the character described, comprising a cas- channel, the channel exceeding the rib

ing havinganoutlet,said casing having movableportions beingan intermediate extension of the block flush with the

adjoining the outlet,a cable carrying device mounted within channel and rib faces thereof, said extension being provided

1
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in depth , there
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in one face with a channel substantially parallel to the first

mentioned channel and upon its opposite face with a rib

3. In a car frame, the combination of side plates , plate

metal roof carlines pressed into channel section with la
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teral flanges projecting from their side members and down

wardly turned end flanges, and supported on and having

substantially parallel with the first -mentioned rib , the rib their end flarges abutting against the side plates , connec

of the extension corresponding substantially in size and tions securing the carlines to the side plates , and a ridge
shape to the channelthereof with the channel exceeding the pole and purlins fitting in recessed seats in the side mem

rib in depth. bers and lateral flanges of the carlines.
2. A wall including sections separated by a vertical inter

space, each section beingmade up of superimposed blocks No. 102,275. Traction Wheel. Roue de traction .

having intermediate lateral extensions flush with the tops

and bottoms of the blocks and resting upon the extensions

of he respective next below blocks of the other wall sec

tion , each extension being shorter than the width of the

space between the wall sections .

3. A wall including sections separated by a vertically in

terspace, each section being made up of superimposed

blocks having intermediate lateral extensions flush with the

tops and bottoms of the blocks and resting upon the ex
tensions of the respective next below blocks of the other

wall section , each extension being shorter than the width

of the space between the wall sections, and a socket and

proiection interlocking connection between the adjacent ex
tensions .

4. A wall formed of a plurality of superposed blocks each

provided with a longitudinal rib adapted to engage a cor

responding channel in the longitudinal edge of an adjacent
block , said blocks having their upright ends abutted in

mutual contact and provided with registering grooves which

are closed by the contacting ends of the blocks, and mortar

filling the grooves only.

5. Å building block provided with an intermediate ex

tension which is flush with the top and bottom of the block

and is provided in one horizontal face with a channel dis

posed longitudinally of the block and upon its other hori

zontal face with a rib corresponding to the channel .

6. A building block having an intermediate lateral , ex

tension flush with its top and bottom faces , said extension Isaac McHenary, Toronto , Ontario , Canada , 27th November,

being provided with an air chamber opening outwardly 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 7th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,646 .

through the outer end of the extension .
Claim.-1 . As a new article of manufacture, a wheel pro

7. A building block provided with one horizontal face with vided with a plurality of radiating sections spaced apart,

a longitudinal channel open at opposite ends , the other
the perimeter of each section being a segment of the circle

horizontal face being provided with a longitudinal rib cor- or perimeter of the wheel , and caulks for said sections ex

responding to the channel, the ends of the blocks being pro- tending beyond the perimeter thereof .

vided with upright grooves , and an intermediate lateral ex 2. As a new article of manufacture, a wheel provided

tension flush with the top and bottom of the block , one with a plurality of integrally formed radiating sections

horizontal face of the extension being provided with a spaced apart , the perimeter of each section being a seg
channel substantially parallel with the first -mentioned chan ment of the circle or perimeter of the wheel, and one or

nel , the opposite face of the extension being provided with more caulks for said sections comprising a shank provided .

a rib substantially parallel with the first -mentioned rib , with transversely formed holes and a broadened head , the

and the extension being provided with an air chamber open- said shank resting in longitudinal pockets in said sections,

ing through the outer end of the extension.
and pins passing through holes transverely formed in said

sections and through the holes in the shank of said caulks .

No. 102,274. Roof Carline. Carlingues pour toitures . 3. As a new article of manufacture , a wheel provided with

a plurality of integrally formed radiating sections spaced
George B. Maltby , Cleveland, Ohio , U.S.A., 27th November , apart, the perimeter of each section being a segment of the

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 19th October, 1906 . Receipt No. circle or perimeter of the wheel , and being preferably con

140,452 .
structed V-shaped , and one or more caulks for said sections

Claim . - 1. A sheet or plate metal roof carline having an comprising a shank provided with transversely formed holes

integral body comprising a web of U or channel section, and a broadened head, the said shank resting in longitudinal

lateral flanges projecting from the side members thereof, pockets in said sections , and pins passing through holes

and downwardly turned flanges at the ends of the web and transversely formed in said section and through the holes

lateral flanges. in the shank of said caulks .

2. A sheet or plate metal roof carline having an open 4. As new article of manufacture, a wheel provided

topped integral body comprising a web of U or channelſ with a plurality of radiating sections, the perimeter of

section , lateral flange projecting from the side members each being a segment of the circle or perimeter of the

thereof, recessed or channel section seats formed in the wheel , the said sections being spaced sufficiently apart to

· web and lateral flanges, and downwardly turned flanges on prevent any unevenness in movement or pounding of the

the ends of the web and lateral flanges. wheel as it passes over the roadway.

a
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No. 102,276. Viscose Manufacture.
4. A tunnel or subway having its side walls and arch

Fabrication de viscose. formed by the combination of concrete with an inner lining

of tiles , the said tiles consisting of a body portion having

Sergius Peessarev , St. Petersburg , Russia , U.S.A. , 27th No- openings therethrough and securing arms projected from

vember , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 6th September, 1905 . Re- one of the side faces of the said body portion , said arms

ceipt No. 128,223 . being provided with inwardly extending shoulders, said

Claim .-- 1. The herein described step in the process of shoulders being formed by an angle of 45º extending from a

producing viscose threads , and other bodies of viscose , point upon the arm slightly beyond the side face of the

which consists in treating the bodies of viscose with salts body portion , the bottom or floor wall being forined of

of organic bases such as aniline , naphtnylamin and pyridin . two layers of concrete , having a layer of hollow tile located

2. The herein described step in the process of producing between the two layers, all combined and arranged substan
viscose threads , and other bodies of viscose, which con

tially as set forth .

sists in treating the bodies of viscose with a solution of 5. A tunnel or subway having its side walls and arch
chloride of aniline . formed of the combination of concrete having a plurality of

3. The herein described step in the process of producing binding members located therein with an inner lining of
viscose threads , and other bodies of viscose , which con tiles , the said tiles consisting of a body portion having

sists in relating the bodies of viscoe with salts of organic openings therethrough and securing arms projected from

bases such as aniline, naphthylamin , and pyridin , treating one of the side faces of the said body portion , said arms

the body operated on in a bath containing an excess of being provided with inwardly extended shoulders , said

mieral acid and chlorideofsodium , and subjectingthebody shoulders being formedbyan angle of 45ºextending from
to the action of heated water. a point upon the arm slightly beyond the side face of the

4. The herein described process of producing bodies of body portion, the bottom or floor wall being formed of

viscose , which consists in forming the bodies with the de two layers of concrete having a layer of hollow tile located

sire l shape , treating the formed bodies in a solution of between the two layers , all combined and arranged sub

sal s of organic bases, and washing and drying the bodies. stantially as set forth .

5 The herein described process of producing bodies of

viscose , which consists in forming the bodies with the de No. 102,278. Fastener for Plate Glass .

sired shape , treating the formed bodies in a solution of

salts of organic bases , heating the bodies in a bath con Attache pour la vitre.

taining mineral acid and chloride of sodium , passing the

bodies through heated water or steam , washing the bodies

in water containing lime and drying the bodies.

1

No. 102,277. Tunnel. Tunnel.

Fig1xy

Fig 2
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Richard W. Raftus, Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. , 27th Novem /102278

ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 29th October, 1906 . Receipt

No. 140,702.

Claim .-1 . A tunnel or subway having its walls formed Henry R. Ranson, Pittsburg, Kansas, U.S.A. , 27th Novem

of an outer layer of concrete and an internal lining of ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 11th October, 1906. Receipt No.

tile , said tile being formed of a main body portion hav- 140,209 .

ing openings therein , securing arms projected from one of Claim . - 1. The combination with recessed plates contact,

the side faces of the said body portion, saidarmsbeing ing at their adjoiningedges, ofa plate disposed in rear of

provide with inwardly extending shoulders, said shoulders and overlapping the abutting edges of the recessed plates,

beingformed by an angle of 45°extending froma point parallel metallic stripssecured upon opposite faces ofthe

upon the arm slightly beyond the side faceofthe body inwardly extending plate, hooks upon said plates andwithin
portion , for the purpose set forth , substantially as des

the recesses, said hooks contacting and overlapping the
cribed.

outer faces of the recessed plates and means secured to the
2. A tunnel or subway whose walls consists of the com inwardly extending plate for holding the recessed plates

bination of concrete having a plurality of binding mem- within the hooks .

bers located therein with an internal lining of tiles , said 2. The combination with plates having abutting edges,

tiles consistingofa main body portion havingan opening said edgeshavingregisteringrecessesthereinofa mullion

therethrough and a plurality of securing arms projected plate abutting against and overlapping the edges of the ror
from one of the side faces of the said body portion, said cesses plates, metallic strips secured toopposite faces of

arms being provided with inwardly extending shoulders for the mullion plate and hooks integral with said strips and

the purpose set forth , substantially as described. disposed within the recesses, said hooks engaging the re

3. À tunnel or subway having its side walls and arch cessed plates .

formed by the combination of concrete with an inner lining 3. The combination with plates having abutting edges,

of tiles, the said tiles cosisting of a body portion having said edges having registering recesses therein, of a mula
openings therethrough and securing arms projected from lion plate in rear of and overlapping the abutting edges

one ofthe side faces of the said body portion, said arms of the recessed plates, metallic strips secured to opposite

being provided with inwardly extending , shoulders, said faces of the mullion plate andoverlappingthat edge ofthe

apointupon the arm slightly beyondthe side face of the strips contacting and seatedwithinthe recesses, each strie
body portion , for the purpose set forth, substantially as having an ntegral hook overlapping the outer face of the

described recessed plates .

है ।

* 1
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No. 102,279. Window Tent. Fenêtre de tente. 9. A device of the class described, in the form of a box

adapted to be inserted in a window casing and open to the

outer atmosphere , and adapted for the head of a patient

to be inserted thereinto , leaving the body of the patient

outside of the box and within the room , and an extensible

framework having secured thereto a flexible covering adapt

cd to provide a closure for the surplus window space, sub

stantially as described.

10. In a device of the class described a framework and a

covering for the framework constituting a box adapted to

be inserted into the window casing and provided with an

opening in its outer portion for the admission of outside

air and provided with a sack or pocket in its inner portion

for the insertion of the head of a patient therethrough ,

whereby the body of the patient is outside of the box and

within the room , substantially as described .

11. Is a device of the class described, a framework and a

covering for the framework constituting a box adapted to be

inserted into the window casing and provided with an open

ing in its outer portion for the admission of outside air and

provided with a sack or pocket in its inner portion for the

insertion of the head of a patient therethrough, whereby the

body of the patient is outside of the box and within the

room , and an extensible framework having secured thereto

a flexible covering adapted to provide a closure for the sur

plus window space , substantially as described .

William E. Walsh , Morris , Illinois , U.S.A. , 27th November, 12. In a device of the class described, the combination of a

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 20th August , 1906 . Receipt No. frame consisting of a stiff wire and a covering of fabric

138,864 . therefor constituting a box adapted to be inserted into a

Claim . - 1. A device of the class described in the form of window casing, and provided with a downwardly opening

a box adapted to be projected through a window and open
hood at its outer end for the admission of air , provided with

to the outer atmosphere, and adapted to have the head of
a sack or pocket which is puckered at its mouth for the in

thea patient inserted thereinto , leaving the body of the patient sertion therethrough of the patient's head, whereby

outside of the box and within the room , substantially as patient's body is left outside of the box and within the room ,

described. and an extensible framework having secured thereto a flexi

2. In a device of the class described , a fram work and a ble covering adapted to provide a closure for the surplus

covering for the framework constituting a box adapted to window space, substantially as described.

be projected through a window and provided with an open- 13. In a device of the class described the combination of a

ing in its outer or projected portion for the admission of frame consisting of stiff wire and a covering of fabric con

air and provided with an opening in its inner portion for stituting a box adapted to be inserted into a window casing
the projection of the head of a patient therethrough , leav- and provided with a downwardly opening hood at its outer

ino the body of the patient outside of the box and 'within end for the admission of air, provided with a sack or pocket

the room , substantially as described. which is pucked at its mouth for the insertion therethrough

3. In a device of the class described , the combination of of the patient's head, whereby the patient's body is left out

a frame and a covering of fabric therefor constituting a side of the box and within the room , and a lateral extension

box adapted to be projected through a window and pro- consisting of a straight upper crossbar and a lower L-shaped

vided with an opening in the inner portion of the box for crossbar adapted to position extensible side curtains to pro

the projection therethrough of the patient's head , leaving vide a closure for the surplus window space , substantially

the patient's body outside of the box and within the room , as described .

substantially as described . 14. In a device of the class described , a box adapted to be

4. In a device of the class described , the combination of inserted into a window frame and provided with an opening

a framework , a covering therefor providing a substantially adapted to have the head of a patient inserted therethrough

rectangular box having an opening in the bottom of tue into the box and an outwardly projecting downwardly open

outer end portion , a hinged bracket to which the fabric / ing hood having a sloping roof and having its lower edge

surrounding the opening is secured, means for raising and secured to a hinged bracket , substantially as described .

lowering the hinged bracket, and an opening for the in- 15. In a device of the class described , a box adapted to be

sertion of a patient's head , substantially as described . inserted into a window frame and provided with an opening

5. A device of the class described, in the form of a box adapted to have the head of a patient inserted therethrough

adapted to be inserted into a window frame and open to into the box , and an outwardly projecting downwardly open

the outer atmosphere , and adapted to have the head of a ing hood having a sloping roof anit having its lower edge

patiented inserted thereinto , leaving the body of the pa- secured to a bracket, substantially as described .

tient outside of the box and within the room, and a lateral

extension adapted to close the surplus space in the window

substantially as described . No. 102,280. Threadless Bolt and Nat.

6. In a device of the class described , a framework and a Boulon et noir sans fil.

covering for the framework constituting a box adapted to

be inserted into a window and provided with an opening | Jacob J. Souder, Washington, District of Columbia, U.S.A. ,

in its outer portion for the admission of air and provided 27th November, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 17th February, 1906 .

with an opening in its inner portion for the insertion of the Receipt No. 132,995 .

head of a patient therethrough , leaving the body of the Claim.-1 . An improved article of manufacture, a bolt pro
patient outside of the box and within the room , and a la- vided with a solid head integral therewith and having separ

teral extension adapted to close the surplus space in the
ated unwelded members extending from the head in parallel

window , substantially as described .
planes normally in engagement with each other, and in which

7. In a device of the class described, the combination of a
the longitudinal fibers of the metal are separated in the

frame and a covering of fabric therefor constituting a box

adapted to be inserted in a window casing and provided the bolt .
transverse center of the bolt from the head to the end of

with an opening in the lower side of the outwardly project
2. A threadless bolt having a solid head and members ex

ing portion for the admission of air , and provided with an

opening in the inner portion of the box for the insertion
tending therefrom in parallel planes normally in engagement

therethrough of a patient's head, leaving the patient's body
with each other and separable at their outer ends , a thread

outside of the box and within the room , and a lateral ex
less nut surrounding said members and a wedge between the

tension adapted to close the surplus space in the window ,
members extending into the nut and covered by said mem

bers .
substantially as described .

8. In a device of the class described , the combination of
3. A threadless bolt having a solid head and separate

a frame work , a covering provided therefor, a substantially
members extending therefrom in parallel planes normally in

rectangular box having an opening in the bottom of the engagement with each other and separable from their outer

outer end portion , a hinged bracket to which the fabric ends up to the head , a threadless nut surrounding said mem

surrounding the opening is secured , means for raising and bers and a wedge between the members extending into the

lowering the hinged bracket, an opening for the inser nut and covered by said members.

tion of a patient's head , and a later extension adapted to 4. A threadless bolt having a solid head and members ex

close the surplus space in the window , substanially as des - tending therefrom in parallel planes normally in engage
cribed. ment with each other and separable at their outer ends , a

11-25
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nut having a threadless conical opening therein , and sur- No. 102,282. Tool Holder for Lathes .
rounding the bolt, a wedge between the outer ends of the

Mandrin pour tours .

orig !
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The John Bertram and Sons Company, Dundas, assignee of

George Theodore Reiss , Hamilton , both in Ontario ,

Canada, 27th November, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 27th Octo

ber, 1906. Receipt No. 140,688 .

Claim.-In a tool holder for lathes , a base portion on

which the tool may rest, ears projecting upwardly there .

from and horizontally mortised above the tool top level ,

a nut bar engaging and horizontally shiftable in the mor

tises , and a set screw vertically threaded into the nut bar

12
7.거12

j

12- 8 12

10.2226
No. 102,283. Telpher. Ascenseur .

bolt extending into the nut and enclosed by said outer ends

of the bolt engaging the wedge . 72

No. 102,281. Hot Air Engine. Machine à air chaud .

16
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Henry McL . Harding, New York City , New York, and Charles

M. Clark, Summit, New Jersey, both in the U.S.A., 00

inventors, 27th November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 30th

November, 1905. Receipt No. 130,507.

Claim . - 1. In a telpher system , a telpher, a hositing ap

Frank W. Moore , Frank B. Hubbard and Casius M. Pierce ,

paratus carried by the telpher, means for putting the hoist

each an assignee of a third interest , Warren , Ohio, ing apparatus and for cutting in the telpher, and means for
ing apparatus in operation , means for cutting out the hoist

U.S.A. , 27th November , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 24th Sep- stopping the telpher at a predetermined point.

tember, 1906. Receipt No. 139,756 . 2. In a telpher system , a telpher , a hoisting apparatus ,

Claim.-1. In a hot air engine , the combination of a means for putting the hoisting apparatus in operation,

working cylinder with an air heating cylinder, and open means for automatically stopping the hoisting apparatus,

passage connecting said cylinders, a plunger in said air- means for automatically starting the telpher apparatus, and
heating cylinder and a piston in said working cylinder and means for automatically stopping the telpher at a predeter

crank connections for the same , a heater for said air- mined point.

heating cylinder and an auxiliary air pump connected with 3. In a telpher system , a telpher, a hoisting apparatus

said piston , air connections between said pump and air - carried thereby, means for putting the hoisting apparatus

pressure heating cylinder , a check - valve for said air heat - in operation , means for stopping the hoisting apparatus.
ing cylinder. means for starting the telpher, means for stopping the

2. In a hot air engine , a casting with a working cylinder telpher at a predetermined point, and means for lowering

and a portion of an air - heating cylinder embodied therein , the hoist at said point.

separate upper and lower extensions to complete said air 4. In a telpher system ,a telpher, a hoisting apparatus,

heating cylinder, a water jacket for the upper extension means for starting the hoisting apparatus, means for auto

and a heater casing for the lower extension , a heater matically stopping the hoisting apparatus and for starting

beneath said air heating cylinder , a piston for said working the telpher, means for automatically stopping the telpher

cylinder and a plunger for said air heating cylinder , a at a predetermined point and for causing the hoist to lower

crank shaft and balance wheel thereon and crank connec- l at said point .

tions between said crank shaft and said piston and said 5. In a telpher system , a telpher, a hoisting apparatus.

plunger, an auxiliary air pump for said engine and air con for putting the hoisting apparatus in operation,

nections between said auxiliary air pump, and the lower end ' means for stopping the hoisting apparatus, means for start

of said air heating cylinder, and means to control the flow ing the telyher, means for stopping the telpher at a pre

of air to said heating cylinder from said auxiliary pump. determined point, means for causing the hoisting apparatus

and an automatic air relief valve for the upper end of said to lower at said point , and means for reversing the hoisting
air heating cylinder.

1

apparatus at said point .

means
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6. In a telpher system , a telpher , a hoisting apparatus , No. 102,284. Wrench. clé à écrou .

means for putting the hoisting apparatus in operation,

means for automatically stopping the hoisting apparatus

and for putting the telpher in motion, means for automa

tically stopping the telpher at a predetermined point and

for causing the hoisting apparatus to lower at said point,

and means for automatically reversing the hoisting appara

tus to cause it to hoist at said point .

7. In a telpher system, a telpher , a hoisting apparatus

connected to and carried by the telpher, means for putting

the hoisting apparatus in operation , means for automatical

ly stopping the hoisting apparatus and for throwing the

telpher in operation, means for stopping the telpher at a

predetermined point to cause the hoisting apparatus to re

verse at said point, means for automatically stopping the

hoist and causing it to reverse at said point, and means

for automatically stopping the hoist and causing the telpher

to operate .

8. In a telpher system , a telpher , a hoisting apparatus

carried by said telpher, means for putting the hoisting an

paratus in operation , means for automatically stopping the

telpher at a predetermined point , means for automatically

changing the direction in which the telpher will move from

said point, means for automatically causing the hoisting

apparatus to lower at said point, means for automatically

dumping the load . means for automatically reversing the

hoist, and means for automatically stopping the hoist, and

causing the telpher to operate.

9. In a telpher system , a telpher a hoisting apparatus con

nected to and carried by the telpher, means for putting the

hoisting apparatus in operation , means for automatically

stopping the hoisting apparatus and for putting the telpher
Cuthbert B. Lowry, Lexington, Kentucky, and Richard Bern

in operation , means for automatically stopping the telpher
hard , Cudahy, Wisconsin , U.S.A. , 27th November, 1906 ; 6

at a predetermined point, means for automatically switching
years . Filed 7th November, 1906. Receipt No. 141,001.

the telpher so that it may be caused to travel in the opposite Claim .-- 1 . The combination with two parts or members ,

direction, means for automatically causing the hoisting ap- each movable relatively to the other, and having an inter

paratus to lower at said predetermined point, means for vening space, the opposite walls whereof are approximately
automatically dumping the load at said point, means for auto- convergent at a plurality of points, rollers located in pairs

matically reversing the hoist while the telpher is at said within such space , means for holding the rollers of each

point and for causing the telpher to operate, and means for pair in fixed relation to each other, and means tending to

automatically stopping the telpher when it reaches the start normally hold the rollers in engagement with the opposite

ing point.
walls at said points of convergence .

10. In a telpher system , a telpher, a hoisting apparatus con
2. The combination with two parts or members, each mov

nected to and carried by the telpher , means for causing the
able relatively to the other , with a series of separate cham

hoisting apparatus to operate to raise a load , means for
bers between the two members , the walls of each chamber

automatically stopping the hoisting apparatus and for caus
being approximately convergent at a plurality of points, a

ing the telpher to travel to a distant point , automatic means
plurality of rollers located within each chamber and designed

for stopping the telpher at said point , means for automati
to engage the opposite walls therect, means for holding the

rollers in each chamber in fixed alignment with each other,

cally swtching the telpher so that it will travel in a reverse

direction , means for automatically causing the hoisting ap
and means tending to normally hold the rollers toward the

paratus to lower a load, means for automatically dumping
reduced portions of each chamber.

the load , means for automatically reversing the hoisting ap
3. A wrench comprising a casing having an annular open

paratus, means for automatically stopping the hoist and
ing, a socket head within said opening, a series of separate

starting the telpher so that the telpher will travel to its
chambers being formed between the socket head and the

first postion , and means for automatically stopping the tel
wall of said opening, each chamber having eccentrically ar

pher at said first position and to automatically start the
ranged walls , rollers located within said chambers , and car

hoisting apparatus to lower.
riers for holding the rollers of each chamber in fixed rela

tion to each other.

11. In a telpher system , a telpher, a hoisting apparatus
4. A wrench comprising a casing having an annular open

connected to and carried by the telpher, means for causing ing , a socket head fitted within said opening, a series of

the hoisting apparatus to operate to raise a load, means for
separate chambers being formed between the socket head

automatically stopping the hoisting apparatus and for caus
and the wall of said opening, each chamber having eccen

ing the telpher to travel to a distant point , automatic means trically arranged walls , rollers located within said cham

for stopping the telpher at said point, means for automati- bers , carriers for holding the rollers of each chamber in

cally switching the telpher so that it will travel in a reverse fixed reation to each other, and springs acting on said

direction , means for automatically causing the hoisting ap- carriers .

paratus to lower a load, means for automatically dumping 5. The combination with the casing haring an annular

the load, means for automatically reversing the hoisting ap- opening, of the socket head fitted in said opening and hav

paratus, means for automatically stopping the hoist and ing at its periphery a series of spaced apart chambers, the

starting the telpher so that the telpher will travel to its periphery of said head within each chamber being eccen

first position, means for automatically stopping the telpher tric , at two different points , to the axis of the wrench,a

at said first position and to automatically start the hoisting roller for co - operating with each eccentric portion of each

apparatus to lower, and means for automatically stopping chamber, a carrier for holding the rollers of each cham
the hoist when it is lowered to a predetermined point . ber in fixed relation to each other, and means acting on said

12. In a telpher system , a telpher , a hoisting apparatus carrier for holding the rollers toward one end of each

connected to and carried by the telpher, means for putting chamber.

the hoisting apparatus in operation, means for automatically 6. The combination with the casing having an annular

stopping the hoisting apparatus and causing the telpher to opening, of the socket head fitted in said opening having

operate, means for automatically stopping the telpher at a a series of peripheral projections and intermediate cham

distant point, means for automatically changing or switch - bers, each chamber having separate bearing surfaces eccen

ing the telpher so that it will travel in an opposite direc- tric to the axis of the wrench, rollers within said chambers,

tion , means for automatically causing the hoist to oper- carriers for said rollers , and springs mounted in said peri

ate at said distant point to lower a load, means for auto- pheral projections and acting on said carriers .

matically dumping the load , means for automatically re- 7. The combination with the casing having an annular

versing the hoist after the load has been dumped, means for opening, of the socket head having a series of peripheral

automatically stopping the hoist and to throw the telpher projections forming separate chambers having bearing sur

in operation so that it will travel to first position , means faces eccentric to the kis of the wrench , rollers located

for automatically stopping the telpher at said first position in said chambers, carriers for holding each pair of rollers

so that it will travel in an opposite direction , means for in fixed relation to each other , said carriers comprising

automatically putting the hoist in operation to lower, and connected side bars having oven ended slots to accomodate

means for automatically stopping the hoist when it has the journals of said rollers , and springs mounted in said

lowered to a predetermined point . projections and acting on said carriers .
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No. 102,285 . Drill. Fôret. leading from the vacuum space to said exhaust chamber,

valve mechanism for allowing air under pressure from sald

higit
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Figl.
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Silvio Casparis, Columbus, Ohio , U.S.A. , 27th November,

1906 ; years. Filed 19th October, 1906. Receipt No.

140,432 .

Claim.-1 . A tool comprising a body, a bit carrying de

vice therein , a rifle bar , means separate from the rifle bar

and under constant pressure of niotive fluid for holding

the rifle bar normally against rotation , and means for in 16 :286

termittently directing motive fluid upon the holding means

to equalize the pressure thereon and permit its rotation .

2. A tool of the character described comprising a body,
a tool carrying device movably mounted within the body, compression compartment together with fuel to simultane

a rifle bar, means separate from the rifle bar for holding it ously enter the combining chamber , and means for actuat.

against rotation , means for constantly directing fluid under ing said mechanism exposed on one side to the atmosphere

pressure against said holding means , and means for in- and on the other side to the vacuum space , as set forth .

termittently equalizing the pressure upon the holding means 2. An explosive gas engine having a cylinder with a com

to alternately hold and release the rifle bar. bustion chamber and a piston working therein , an exhaust

3. A tool of the character described comprising a body, chamber a fuel duct, an air and fuel combining chamber,

a tool carrying piston movably mounted therein, a rifle bar, having free and unobstructed communications with said

means for clamping the bar to hold it against rotation, combustion chamber, an air compression compartment, and

means for constantly directing motive fluid against one a vacuum space intermediate the combustion chamber and

face ofthe holding means and means for intermittently the compression compartment, a valved passageway lead
directing motive fluid between the piston and the holding ing from the vacuum space to said exhaust chamber, valve

means whereby the pressure on said holding means is mechanism for allowing air under pressure from said com

equalized during the alternate strokes of the piston . pression compartment together with fuel , to simultaneously

4. A tool of the characterdescribed comprisinga body, enter the combining chamber, a pneumatic cylinder position

a tool carrying piston movably mounted therein , a rifle ed in a pasageway communicating with said vacuum space,

bar, clamping means for holding the bar against rotation, a piston in said pneumatic cylinder and adapted to actu

said body havinga port for constantly directing fluid ate said valve mechanism , nd means for regulating the sup

against one face of the clamping means, and having ports ply of air to said pneumatic cylinder, as set forth .
for directing motive fluid against opposite ends of the pis- 3. An explosive gas engine having a cylinder with a com

ton alternately and against the other face of the clamping bustion chamber and a piston working therein , an exhaust
means intermittently . chamber with ports leading thereto from the lower por

5. In a toolofthe character described the combination tion of the combustion chamber, a fuel duct, an air and fuel

with a body having a tool carrying piston movably mounted combining chamber, having free and unobstructed communi

therein, of a rifle bar having a head, an interior projection cationwith the combustion chamber, an air compression

in the body and overlapped by the head, a holding piston compartment, the lower end of said piston being enlarged

bearing upon said head, means for constantlydirecting and adapted to form with theadjacent wall of the cylinder

motive fluidunder pressure against saidholding pistonto inwhich it works avacuum space which communicates

clamp the head when pressure upon said head is not equals througha valve regulated passageway with said exhaust

ized, and means for directing motive fluid between one end chamber, valve mechanism for allowing the air under pr . s .

of the tool carrying piston and the head intermittently to sure from said compression compartment and fuel to simul

equalize pressure on the head. taneously enter the combining chamber, and means for

6. A tool of the character described comprising a body actuating said mechanism exposed on the one side to the

having an interior shoulder , a tool carrying piston mounted atmosphere and on the other side to the vacuum space , as

therein, means for conveying motive fluid to opposite ends set forth .

of the piston, a rifle bar having a head disposed beyond 4. An explosive gas engine having a cylinder with a com

the path of the piston , a washer interposed between said bustion chamber and a piston working therein , an exhaust

bead and the shoulder, a holding piston movably mounted chamber, a fuel duct, an air and fuel combining chamber,

within the body and contacting with the head, and means having free and unobstructed communication with said com

for constantly directing motive fluid against said piston . bustion chamber, an air compression compartment, a

7. A tool of the character described comprising a body vacuum space being formed intermediate the combustion

having an interior shoulder , a tool carrying piston movably chamber and the compression compartment , a pneumatic

mounted within the body between the shoulder and one end cylinder with a duct leading therefrom and communicating

of the body, said body having ports for directing motive with said vacuum space, and valve mechanism for regulating

fluid against the ends of the piston, a washer loosely bear , the supply of air from the compression compartment aad

ing upon the shoulder,a rifle bar havinga head bearing fuel tothe combining chamber , simultaneously with the

on the washer, and a piston loosely mounted within the closing of the exhaust to the atmosphere, as set forth.

body and bearing upon the head , said body having a port 5. In an explosive gas engine , a combination chamber, AC

for constantly directing motive fluid between the holding air compression compartment, a piston working in said
piston and the adjoining head of the body. chamber and having an enlarged end to compress air in : 0

said compartment , a vacuum space being formed inter

No. 102,286. Explosive Gas Engine.
mediate the circumference of said piston and the wall of

Machine erplosive à gaz.
the compression compartment, a combining chamber har .

! ing free communication with the combustion chamber , at

Edward G. Shortt, Carthage, New York , U.S.A., 27th No- chamber and to the atmosphere, an inducilon valve coa
exhaust chamber with ports leading to the combustion

vember, 1906; 6 years . Filed 16th June , 1906. Receipt trolling the feeding of air and fuel to the combining cham :

No. 136,971 . ber , a stem upon which said valve is mounted, a pneumatic

Claim . - 1. An explosive gas engine having a cylinder with cylinder, a piston mounted in said chamber andexposed on

a combustion chamber and a piston working therein, an one side to the atmosphere and on the other side to the

exhaust chamber, a fuel duct , an air and fuel combining vacuum space, said piston having a contracted portion for

chamber having free and unobstructed communication with controlling the port leading from the exhaust chamber, se

said combustion chamber, an air compression compartment , set forth .

and a vacuum space intermediate the combustion chamber 6. In an explosive gas engine, a combustion chamber, an

and the compression compartment , a valved passageway air compression compartment and a vacuum space, a pistos
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working in said chamber , and having an enlarged end adapt- No. 102,287. Pneumatic Tire for Wheels .

ed to compress air within said compartment , an exhaust
Bandage pneumatique pour roues.

chamber of measured capacitycommunicating with the com

bustion chamber and with the atmosphere, combining

chamber communicating with the combustion chamber, a

duct leading from said air compression compartment to

convey air from the latter to the combining chamber, a

pneumatic cylinder and piston working therein , a duct lead

ing from said cylinder to said vacuum space an inductive

valve and stem secured thereto, which is also fastened to said

piston in said cylinder , and valve mechanism in connection

with said piston in the cylinder, and means for actuating

said mechanism exposed on the one side to the atmosphere

and on the other side to the vacuum space , and means for

allowing a given quantity of air to enter the pneumatic

cylinder to break the vacuum , as set forth .

7. In an explosive gas engine , a combustion chamber, an

air compression compartment and a vacuum space , a piston

working in said chamber, and having an enlarged, end adapt

ed to compress air within said compartment , an exhaust

chamber of measured capacity communicating with the lower

portion of the chamber and with the atmosphere, an induc Fig. 3

tive valve for regulating the supply of air and fuel to the

combustion chamber, a pneumatic cylinder, a piston having

an enlarged head working in said cylinder and provided with

a contracted portion regulating the exit passageway between

said exhaust chamber and the atmosphere, a valve regulat

ing the ingress of air to said cylinder , said induction valve

actuated by said piston in said cylinder, the latter having

communication wih said vacuum space , as set forth .

8. An explosive gas engine comprising a combustion cham

her, a working piston therein , an annular chamber for receiv

ing the residue of the products of combustion , an induction

valve, a pneumatic cylinder , a piston working therein hav

ing a contracted portion regulating the exit passageway from

said annular chamber to the atmosphere, a valve regulated

air inlet duct leading to the pneumatic cylinder , a stem on 107287

which the piston of said cylinder is mounted , an induction

valve mounted on said stem , and opening into a combining Clara Annette Smith , 399 London Road, Thornton Heath , Sur
chamber, a shell in which an enlarged portion of the work- rey , England , 27th November , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 18th

ing piston travels forming a vacuum space , a port leading October , 1905. Receipt No. 129,104 .

from said space to the pneumatic cylinder, an air compres- Claim .-1 . The herein described process of producing

sion chamber, a crank shaft mounted therein, and a pitman leather tire casing, which consists in subjecting rawhide to

between said working piston and shaft, and a duct formed the usual depilation and liming processes , moulding the

in the casing of the engine and leading from the air com strips of rawhide to the desired shape on a form while in a

pression chamber to said induction valve , whereby air under
flaccid condition produced by the soaking of the liming pro

pressure may be fed to the combining chamber as the induc cess , and subjecting the strips to a tanning process while
tion valve is unseated , as set forth .

moulded on such form.

9. An explosive gas engine comprising a combustion cham- 2. The herein described process of producing leather tire

ber , a working piston mounted therein , a shell extending be casings , which consist in soaking strips of rawhide to ren

low the combination chamber, an enlarged portion of said der them flaccid, moulding such strips to the desired shape
piston working therein , an air compression compartment, on a form , and subjecting the strips to a tanning process

an annular chamber for receiving the residue of the pro- while moulded on such form .

ducts of combustion , a pneumatic cylinder , a piston having 3. The herein described process of producing leather tire

an enlarged headed portion working in said cylinder and a casings, which consist in soaking strips of rawhide to ren

contracted portion regulating communication between the der them flaccid , moulding such strips to the desired shape

exhaust chamber and the atmosphere , a stem fitted to said on a form , and subjecting the strips to the chrome process

piston in said cylinder , and an induction valve secured to of tanning while moulded on such form .
said stem and regulating the flow of air and fuel to the com

bining chamber, as set forth . No. 102,288. Mop Wringer. Essoreuse.

10. An explosive gas engine having a combustion chamber.

a receiving chamber communicating therewith into which

the residue of the products of combustion is forced, a work

ing piston mounted in the combustion chamber, a shell be

low the combustion chamber forming a space in which an

enlarged portion of the working piston reciprocates , an air

compression compartment , a mixing chamber into which air

is conducted from said air compression compartment, an

induction valve and stem on which the same is mounted , a

pneumatic cylinder, a passageway leading therefrom to said

space, a portion of the piston in said cylinder controlling

communication between the receiving chamber and the at

mosphere , a guide piece through which said stem passes , and

a spring for normally holding the induction valve closed, as

set forth .

11. In an explosive gas engine, a combustion chamber and

an air compression compartment, a piston in said chamber,

a receiving chamber communicating with the combustion

chamber and into which the residue of the products of com

bustion is forced, an induction valve, a stem on which the

same is mounted , a shell extending below the combustion

chamber, an enlarged portion of said piston working within

said shell , a vacuum space formed between the enlarged por

tion of said piston and shell , a pneumatic cylinder , a duct David Whitehurst and Albert J. Ean , assignee of a half

leading therefrom to said vacuum space , a piston mounted interest , both of New York City , New York, U.S.A. ,

in said cylinder and connected to the induction valve, and 27th November, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th April , 1906.

a valve regulated air inlet duct leading to said cylinder , a Receipt No. 135,253.

duct leading from the air compression chamber to the com- Claim.-A pail having a guard across the upper edge

bining chamber , a valve regulated fuel aperture opening to thereof and partly covering said pail , said guard having

the seat of the induction valve , and a spring actuated valve an inverted cone projecting downwardly therefrom into

regulating the passageway between said air compression the interior of said pail and having openings therein

chamber and said receiving chamber, as set forth . through which the water may drain.

N

1
6
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No. 102,289. Snap Hook . Crochet à ressort. boiler and then pass upward through the tubes of the

boiler to the smoke stack , substantially as described .

me
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4. The combination of a vertical boiler, a chamber about

Arno Maedler, Valentin Hartung, Wilhelm Griesing and the same , a furnace connected with said chamber near

Emil Weisshaar, all in Germany, 27th November, 1906 ; its upper end , tubes in said boiler whereby the furnace

6 years. Filed 20th November, 1905. Receipt No. gases pass downward about the boiler and then upward

130,237 . through the tubes , a superheater located below the boiler

Claim . - 1. The combination of a hook, a mousing pivoted in the chamber, and in the path of the gases after they

thereto and having a locking recess, a catch which com have surrounded the boiler , and a steam pipe leading from

prises members on opposite sides of the hook and which the upper part of the boiler to the superheated, substan .

engages in said recess when the mousing is closed and lially as described .

means for holding the catch in engagement with the re
5. The combination of a vertical tubular boiler , a cham

cess , substantially as set forth . ber surrounding the same , a furnace so connected with the

2. The combination of a hook , a mousing pivoted thereto , upper part of the chamber as to cause the gases to pass

and a spring catch which is rigidly secured to the side of
about the boiler in a helical whirl and then through the

the hook and projects therefrom toward the mousing, said
boiler tubes , a superheater located in the chamber be

catch yielding laterally from the hook in closing the mous low the boiler and in the path of the gases and a steam

ing, substantially as set forth . pipe connecting the superheater with the upper part of

3. The combination of a hook , a mousing pivoted thereto the boiler, substantially as described.

and having a locking recess in its side , and a spring catch 6. The combination of a boiler, a chamber surrounding

which is rigidly secured to the side of the hook and pro the same , a furnace connected with one end of said cham

jects toward the mousing and which is provided with a ber and to one side of the longitudinal axis of the boiler,

locking lug which engages in the recess of the mousing whereby the furnace gases are caused to pass in a helical

when the latter is closed , substantially as set forth . path about the boiler to its other end, a superheater at

4. The combination of a 100 having a curved bill end this end located in the chamber, and a pipe connecting the

which is provided in its concave side with a longitudinal upper or steam space of the boiler with said superheater,

recess , and a mousing pivoted to the bill end of th hook substantially as described .

and having a curved bearing piece adapted to bear with
7 The combination of a boiler, a chamber surrounding the

its convex side against the concave side of the hook and same , a furnace connected with one end of said chamber ,

provided on its convex pide with a longitudinal rib which and to one side of the axis of the boiler , a helical sep .

is seated in said recess when the mousing is closed, sub- tum in said chamter, whereby the gases are forced to

stantially as set forth . pass in a tangential helical whirl about the boiler to

its other end; a superheater located at this end and a

steam pipe connecting the boiler steam space with sall

No. 102,290. Steam Boiler. Chaudière à rapeur. superheater, substantially as described .

Leon Brewster Lent and Robert William Semple, assignee
8. The combination of a vertical boiler provided with

of a half interest, both of New York City , New York ,
tubes, a chamber surrounding the boiler , a furnace con

U.S.A., 27th November , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 9th October,
nected tangentially with said chamber near its upper end ,

1905. Receipt No. 129,061.
a helical septum in said chamber surrounding the boiler .

a superheater located below the boiler in said chamber

Claim . - 1. The combination of a vertical tubular boiler, and a pipe connecting the steam space with said super

a casing surrounding same , and a furnace communicating heater whereby the furnace gases pass in a tangential

Tangentially with said chamber near the upper end thereof, helical whirl about the boiler, down through the chamber,

whereby the furnace gases are caused to take a helical about the superheater, and then through the boller tabes,
course about the boiler and through said chamber before substantially as described.

passing through the boiler tubes , substantially as described .

2. The combination of a vertical tubular boiler, a cham

ber surrounding same,a furnace communicating tangentially No. 102,291. Labricator . Graisseur.
with the upper end of said chamber, whereby the furnare
gases are caused to take a downward helical course about Darius Gilead Pickett, assignee of Lester D. Pickett , both

the boiler and through said chamber before taking an up
of Fredonia , New York , U.S.A. , 27th November. 1906 ; 6

ward course through the tubes of the boiler, substantially
years. Filed 18th August , 1906. Receipt No. 138,783.

as described . Claim . - 1. The combination with an internal combustion

% The combination of a vertical tubular boiler , a casing engine, of a lubricator connected thereto , means for regu

surrounding same and forming a chamber , a furnace com- lating the speed of the engine , and mechanism connected

municating tangentially with the upper end of said chamber to the speed regulating means for governing the quantity of

and a helical septum in said chamber whereby the gasos lubricant fed from the lubricant at each stroke of the ea

are forced to take a helical downward course about the ' gine .
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2. The combination with an internal combustion engine, No. 102,292. Locomotive. Locomotive.
of a speed regulating means for the engine , and a lubri
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als Fig.2.

Fig T.
John Edward Robertson and Robert Carnahan , Jr. , assignee

69 of a half interest , both of Onedia , Kentucky, U.S.A. , 27th
sal 26

November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 23rd July, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 138,080 .

Claim .-1 . In a locomotive engine the combination with

the front and rear driving wheels thereof, of two cylinders

102291
arranged upon each side of the locomotive , one above the

other, a piston working in each cylinder , pitmen connected

at their forward ends, one to each piston rod, the rear

ward end of the lower pitmen being pivoted eccentrically

cator connected to the speed regulator means and ad
to the forward driving wheel, a connecting rod connecting

justable therewith to increase the quantity of the lubricant the forward driving wheel with the rearward drivingwheel,

fedat each stroke of the piston asthespeed of the engine gears secured to and adapted to revolve with the driving

increases, and to reduce the quantity of lubricant fed at wheels, gears arranged above the first -named gears and

each stroke as the speed of the engine decreases
meshing with the same and journalled to the framework of

3. The combination with an internal combustion engine ,
the locomotive , the upper pitmen being pivoted eccentrically

of means for regulating the speed of the engine , a lub
to the forward upper gears , connecting rods connecting all

ricant reservoir, a feed chamber in communication there- of the upper gears together, the wrist pins of the driving

with,a valve connected to the feed regulatingmeans and wheels and the wrist pins of the upper gears being so

adjustable in accordance with the speed of the engine to disposed relative to one another as tobe one-quarter revo

govern .
lution removed relatively, as and for the purpose specified .

4. The combination with an internal combustion engine ,
2. In a locomotive engine the combination with the front

of a lubricator connected thereto,means for regulating and rear driving wheels thereof, of two cylinders uponeach
the speed of the engine, and mechanism connected to the side of the locomotive , said cylinders being arranged one

speed regulating means for governing the quantity of
above the other , piston rods extending from said cylinders ,

lubricant fed from the lubricator.
two pitmen upon each side of the locomotive connected

5. In a lubricator, a pair of superposed chambers, the
one to each piston rod , the lower pitmen being connected

upper forming a reservoir, and the lower a feed chamber,
at their rearward ends eccentrically to the forward driving

a pair of valved ports through which said chambers may wheels, wheels arranged above the driving wheels and ad

be placed in communication with each other , and adjust- apted to mesh therewith , the upper pitmen connected at their

ing mechanism connected to one of the valves, the second rearward ends to the forward one of these wheels , con

valve being manually adjustable to open or closed position, necting rods connecting the driving wheels together and

and a suction opened discharge valve for permitting the also the wheels in mesh with the driving wheel, the wrist

flow of lubricant from the feed chamber . pins upon the driving wheels being so disposed that the

6. In a lubricator, a hollow spindle having an annular pistons in each pair of cylinders will always be at a dis

flange arranged intermediate its ends , upper and lower tance apart equal to half of a complete stroke in either

cap members mounted on the spindle, tubular casings ex
direction to cause the pistons at one end of the engine to

tending between the flange and the cap members and move in the same direction for half of the stroke of any

forming superposed chambers, constituting an one piston , while during the next half stroke the piston

reservoir and the other a feed chamber , there being a will move in opposite directions.

valved port extending through the flange, and a port extend

ing from the lower chamber to the interior of the hollow No. 102,293. Gas Engine. Machine à gaz .

spindle, the lower end of said spindle being arranged to

form a valve seat, a valve adapted to said seat, a rod ex- Robert P. Moodie and Charles W. Ball , assignee of a half

tending through the spindle , a spring acting on said rod, interest , both of Ottawa, Ontario , Canada , 27th Novem

and tending to close the valve, and means for connecting ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 23rd July, 1906. Receipt No.

the upper chamber to a main lubricant reservoir. 138,096.

7. In a lubricator, a hollow spindle having an annular Claim .-1 . An engine comprising the combination with a

flange about midway of its ends , cap members fitted on the cylinder and piston , of a valve casing communicating with
end portions of the spindle , tubular casings held between the cylinder , an inwardly opening valve commanding open

the flange and cap members, packing rings arranged at the ing in the valve casing, an outwardly opening valve com

end of the casings to form fluid proof joints , the upper of manding a second opening in the valve casing, a pressure

the casings constituting an oil reservoir and the lower, a reservoir communicating with the second valve , means es

feed chamber, there being a port extending through the wall tablishing communication between the pressure reservoir

of the lower portion of the chamber for the outflow of oil and a third opening in the valve casing at a point removed

from the lower chamber and a pair of ports extending from the two valves first -named , a third valve operating in

through the flange, a valve arranged in one of said ports, the valve casing, and means for operating the third valve,

an adjusting device connected to said valve, a second manu- said valve being shiftable to establish communication be

ally operable valve arranged in the second port , there tween the two first -named valves and the cylinder , or to

being an air port leading from the onter edge of the flange close the said communication and establish communication

to the lower chamber, a valve in said port, a coupling collar between the third opening in the valve casing and the cylin

screwed to the lower end of the spindle, the lower end of der.

said spindle being shaped to form a valve seat, a suction 2. The combination with two cylinders and pistons there

opened valve adapted to said seat, a valve rod extending in , of a valve casing communicating with said cylinders,

through the spindle , a spring arranged at the upper end of pressure reservoir, means establishing communication

the spindle and tending to hold the valve closed, a lock between the pressure reservoir and an intermediately situ

nut at the upper threaded end of the spindle , a cap cover- ated opening in the valve casing, two valves commanding

ing the end of the spindle and concealing the spring, a openings in one end of the valve casing, one valve open

removable plug screwed in the upper cap and a couplinging inwardly and the other opening outwardly, means estab

nipple extending from the upper cap for connection to alishing communication between the outwardly opening

main supply reservoir . valve and the presure reservoir, a third valve operating

one oi

a
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within the valve casing, and means for actuating the third with both of said valve stems, and a spring acting upon the

valve, said third valve being shiitable so as to distribute yoke at an intermediate point to actuate both valves in

dependently in the same direction .

2. The combination of two valves having stems projecting

in the same direction, a tilting member having its ends

loosely connected with said valve stems and a spring act .

ing on the said tilting member at an intermediate point to

move the valves independently in the same direction .

3. The combination of two valves having stems projecting

in the same direction , a yoke having its respective ends

swivelled to said stems and a spring acting on the yoke at

an intermediate point to move said valves in the same
direction .

4. The combination of two valves having stems projecting

in the same direction and a rigid yoke spanning the space

between said stems and having its respective ends ful

crumed upon said valve stems and a spring acting on the

yoke at an intermediate point and thereby serve to boli

said valves in the same direction and permit independen

movement thereof.

5. The combination of two valves having their stems pro

jecting in the same direction, a valve stem yoke having its

respective ends fulcrumed on said stems, a spring yoke ful

crumed on said yoke and a spring acting on said spring

yoke , the parts operating substantially as described.

6. The combination of two valves having stems project

ing in the same direction , a valve stem yoke having its res

pective ends fulcrumed on said valve stems, a spring yoke

fulcrumed at an intermediate point on said stem yoke , a

the pressure from said intermediately situated opening in spring holding member carried by the said spring yoke, and
the valve casing to the two cylinders, or to close communi- a spring having one end in said holder and its opposite

cation between said cylinders and said intermediately end engaging an independent member, the parts co-operat

situated opening an dto open comunication between the ing substantially as described.

two first -named valves and one of the cylinders . 7. The combination of two valves , and a single spring

3. The combination with two cylinders and pistons oper- connected with said valves to move them in the same direc
ating therein , of a valve casing communicating with the tion and to permit them to have an independent movement

cylinders, a pressure reservoir communicating with the in the opposite direction .

valve casing intermediate its ends , inlet and outlet valves 8. The combination of two valves means for moving them

commanding orifices in one end portion of the valve cas- alternately in the same direction , and a spring connected

ing , means establishing communication between the out- with the valves to alternately exert a tension on the valves

let valve and the pressure reservoir, and a valve operating and permitting them to be alternately moved against said

in the casing and capable of connecting the pressure tension .

reservoir with the cylinders to distribute the pressure 9. The combination of the two valves , means for moving

therein and operate the pistons, or of moving to discon- the valves alternately in the same direction,and a spring
nect one of the cylinders and connect the other cylinder connected with the valves to simultaneously exert a tension

with the end of the valve casing having the said inlet and on both valves in the same direction and at the same time

outill valves, wherebi to permit the operation of the last permit either valve to be moved against said tension .

named cydwer as con :pressor. 10. The combination of two valves, means for alternately

4. The combination with two cylinders and pistons work moving the valves in the same direction, a spring connected

ing therein , of a valve casing communicating with the cyl- with the valves to move them in the same direction and to

inder, a pressure reservoir , means establishing communi exert an increased tension on one valve when the other

cation between the pressure reservoir and an intermedi is moved against the tension thereof.

ately situated orifice in the valve casing, inlet and out. 11. The combination of two reciprocating valves having

let valves commanding orifices in one end of the valve valve stems projecting in the same direction, removable

casing means establishing communication between the out- pins passing through said stems, a spring yoke having its

let valve and the pressure reservoir, and a valve arrangeåends projecting at each side of said valve stems and pro

to rock and slide within the valve casing , said valve be- gaging said pins, the yoke constructed to hold the pins in

ing slidable to one position to distribute pressure to the place, and a spring holding the yoke in engagement with

cylinders from said intermediately situated orifice , and to the pins .

another position to cut off the cylinders from one orifice 12. The combination of two valves having stems projec: -

and connect one of the cylinders with said inlet and out- ing in the same direction , removable pins passing through

let valves . the stems, a spring yoke having its ends extending at each

side of the stems and provided with recesses constructed to

No. 102,294. Valve for Explosive Engines. hold the pins against endwise removal , and a spring bold

Soupape pour machines explosives. ing the yoke in engagement with the pins .

13. The combination of a reciprocating valve having a

stem , a removable pin passing through its stem , and a

spring yoke having a recess constructed to receive and

prevent the endwise movement of the pin while in engage

ment therewith .

14. The combination of a reciprocating valve having a

projecting stem , a spring holding the valve closed , a recid

rocating piston having an adjustable head adapted to en

gage said valve stem , and means for moving the piston , the

parts constructed for the purpose described .

15. In an explosive engine reciprocating valves therefor

cam shaft casing, a shaft carrying cams for operatiis

said valves , and removable cam shaft bearings carried by

the casing of a size when removed to permit the shaft with

the cams thereon to be removed.
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No. 102,295. Internal Combustion Engine.

Machine à combustion interne.

Arthur B. Goodspeed, Roseville, New Jersey , IV.S.A .. 7h

November , 1906; 6 years . Filed 9th June, 1906. Recer !

The Winton Motor Carriage Company, assignee of Alex- ' No. 136,756 .

ander Winton and Harold B. Anderson , all of Cleveland ,

Ohio, U.S.A., 27th November, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 4th ation of a working cylinder and piston, a primary com
Claim . - 1. In an internal combustion engine the combin .

October , 1906. Receipt No. 140,037 .
pressor, an auxiliary compressor receiving air from the

Claim . - 1 . The combination of two reciprocating valves primary compressor and delivering air to the working

having projecting stems , of a member loosely connected cylinder, and means whereby air may be delivered from
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the auxiliary compressor to the primary compressor, sub- No. 102,296. Internal Combustion Engine.
stantially as described.

Machine à combustion interne.
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Arthur B. Goodspeed , Roseville, New Jersey, U.S.A. , 27th

November, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 9th June , 1906. Receipt

No. 136,757 .

Claim . - 1. In an internal combustion engine , the combina

tion with an inlet port , of a two -part valve to co -operate

therewith and comprising a central part and an outer an

nular part seated upon the said central part and movable

independently thereof, and said central part co -operating

directly with said port to close the same, and means to sup

ply air and fuel for admission by said parts respectively,

substantially as described .

102295 2. In an internal combustion engine , the combination with

an inlet port, of a two -part valve to co- operate with said

port and comprising a central part and an outer annular

part seated upon said central part and movable indepen

dently thereof , said outer part being chambered internally

and provided with a port, and said central part co-operating

2. In an internal combustion engine the combination of directly with said inlet port to close the same, substantially
as described .

a working cylinder and piston , a primary compressor , an
3. In an internal combustion engine , the combination with

auxiliary compressor receiving air from the primary com
an inlet port having a conical valve seat, of a two- part

pressor and delivering air to the working cylinder, and a
valve to co - operate with said valve seat and comprising

connection including a relief valve , from the head end of
à central part and an outer annular part seated upon said

the auxiliary compressor to the head end of the primary central part and movable independently thereof , substanti
compressor, substantially as described . ally as described.

3. In an internal combustion engine the combination
4. In an internal combustion engine , the combination with

of a working cylinder and piston , a primary compressor ,
an inlet chamber having an inlet port , of a two - part valve

an auxiliary compressor, a connection, including a
to co -operate with said port and comprising a central part

voir between the primary compressor and the auxiliary and an outer annular part having a chambered sleeve

compressor, a connection between the auxiliary compressor surrounding the stem of the first-named part and provided
and the working cylinder , and a connection including a

with a port , and means to supply the elements of the com

relief valve between the auxiliary compressor and the bustible mixture separately to said valve chamber and said

primary compressor, substantially as described .
last -named port , substantially as described .

4. In an internal combustion engine the combination of 5. In an internal combustion engine , the combination

a working cylinder and piston , a primary compressor, an
with an inlet port valve , of a two - part valve to co -operate

auxiliary compressor , a connection , including a check valve
with said port and comprising a central part having a stem

between the primary compressor and the auxiliary com- and an outer annular part seated upon the first -named

compressor, a connection including an inlet valve between part and having a chambered sleeve surrounding said stem,

the auxiliary compressor and the working cylinder, and a valve operating devices operatively connected with said

connection , including a relief valve between the auxiliary stem , and means to supply the elements of the combustible
compressor and the primary compressor , substantially as mixture separately to said valve port and to said chamber

described. ed sleeve , substantially as described.

5 In an internal combustion engine the combination of a 6. In an internal combustion engine , the combination with

working cylinder and a primary compression cylinder in an inlet valve port and a valve chamber, of a two-part in

tandem , pistons for said cylinders connected to move to let valve to co -operate with said valve port and comprising
gether, an auxiliary compressor , a connection , including a a central part having a stem and an outer annular part

check valve, between the primary compression cylinder and seated upon the first -named part and having a chambered

the auxiliary compressor, a connection between the auxili- sleeve surrounding said stem , means co -operating with said
ary compressor and the working cylinder and a connection , stem to lift the valve, and means to supply the elements of
including a relief valve, between the auxiliary compressor the combustible mixture separately to said valve chamber
and the primary compressor , substantially as described . and to said chambered sleeve, substantially as described.

6. In an internal combustion engine the combination of a

working .cylinder and piston , a compression cylinder and

piston , a reservoir , a connection from said reservoir to
No. 102,297. Hydro-Carbon Engine.

said working cylinder, a connection from said compression
Machine à hydro -carbone .

cylinder to said reservoir , a valve in said connection nor
mally opening under pressure from the compression cylin- Friedrich August Haselwander, Rastall, Germany, 27th No

der, and means to open said valve to admit air under pres
vember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 29th August, 1905. Re

sure from the reservoir to the compression cylinder in
ceipt No. 128,019 .

starting the engine , substantially as described . Claim . - 1 . In a hydro - carbon engine having a projection

7. In an internal combustion engine the combination of at the rear of its piston , and another projection in the rear

a working cylinder having a valve for the admission of fuel, of its cylinder , the two projections being adapted near to
oil and air, a piston , a compression cylinder and piston , a the end of the back stroke of the piston to co - operate

reservoir, a connection from said reservoir to said work- with each other so as to form two spaces of unequal capa

ing cylinder valve , a connection from said compression city, the combination with the piston and the cylinder, of

cylinder to said reservoir, and a valve in said connection two projections of the kind stated, but so shaped that

normally opening under pressure from the compression they form ledges extending across the cylinder space and

cylinder, substantially as described . are adapted to co - operate like a slide valye , as set forth.

11-26
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2. In a hyro- carbon engine having a projection at the 7. In a hydro - carbon engine having , first, a projection at

rear of its piston and another projection in the rear of its the rear of its piston and another projection in the rear of

its cylinder, the two projections being adapted near to the

end of the back stroke of the piston , to co -operate with

each other so as to form two spaces of unequal capacity ,

and second , a channel between said two spaces, the com

bination with the piston , the cylinder, and said channel ,

of two projections of the kind stated, a third extending

parallel to that in the rear of the cylinder and forming with

the same a groove adapted to receive the projection of the

piston , said latter projection being shaped as a rib extend

ing across the piston and being adapted to operate like a

slide valve , means for heating said channel , and means

for introducing the hydro -carbon into the same .

8. In a hydro -carbon engine having, first, a projection at

the rear of its piston and another projection in the rear of

its cylinder, the two projections being adapted, near to

the end of the back stroke of the piston , to co - operate with

each other so as to form two spaces of unequal capacity,

and second , an air inlet adapted to be pened by the piston

at the end of its fore -stroke , the combination with the

piston , the cylinder and the air inlet , of projections of the

piston forming a rib extending across the whole diameter

of the piston and being moreover so shaped that it is adapt

ed to act as a deflector for the air allowed to pass into the

cylinder through said inlet , the other projection fomring

a ledge extending across the whole diameter of the cylinder

space, parallel to said rib , as set forth .

9. In a hydro -carbon engine having, first, a projection at

the rear end of its piston and another projection on the

rear of its cylinder, the two projections being adapted ,

near to the end of the back stroke of the piston, to co

operate with each other so as to form two spaces of un

equal capacity , second , a channel betweeen said two spaces,

and third , an air inlet adapted to be opened by the piston

at the end of its fore - stroke , the combination with the

piston , the cylinder, the said channel and the said air inlet

cylinder, the two projections being adapted, near to the of two projections of the kind stated, but so shaped that

end of the back stroke of the piston , to co -operate with they form ledges extending across the cylinder space and

each other so as to form two spaces of unequal capacity , are adapted to operate like a slide valve, the ledge of the

the combination with the piston and the cylinder , of two piston being moreover so shaped that it is adapted to act

projections of the kind stated , and a third extending paral- as a deflector for the air allowed to pass into the cylinder

lel to that in the rear of the cylinder and forming with the through said inlet , means for heating said channel, and

same a recess adapted to receive the projection of the means for introducing the hydro - carbon into the same, as

piston , all said projections extending across the cylinder , set forth .

as set forth .

3. In a hydo-carbon engine having a projection at the No. 102,298. Driving and Reversing Mechanism .
rear of its piston and another projection in the rear of its

cylinder, the two projections being adapted near to the end
Mécanisme de mise en marche et renversement.

of the back stroke of the piston , to co - operate with each

other so as to form two spaces of unequal capacity , the

combination with the piston and the cylinder , of two pro

jections of the kind stated and a third extending parallel

to that in the rear of the cylinder and forming with the

same a groove adapted to receive the projection of the

piston , said latter projection being shaped as a rib ex

tending across the piston and being adapted to operate

like a slide valve, as set forth .

4. In a hydro -carbon engine having a projection at the

rear of its piston and another projection in the rear of its

cylinder, the two projections being adapted , near to the

end of the back stroke of the piston, to co - operate with

each other so as to form two spaces of unequal capacity ,

the combination with the piston and the cylinder , of two

projections of the kind stated, but the projection of the

piston forming a rib extending across the whole diameter

of the piston , and the other projection forming a ledge ex

tending across the whole diameter of the cylinder space ,

parallel to said rib , as set forth .

5. In a hydro -carbon engine having, first, a projection at

the rear of its piston and another projection in the rear of

its cylinder, the two projections being adapted, near to the

end of the back stroke of the piston , to co - operate with

each other so as to form two spaces of unequal capacity ,

and second , a channel between said two spaces , the com

bination with the piston , the cylinder and said channel,

of two projections of the kind stated , but so shaped that

they form ledges extending across the cylinder space and

are adapted to operate like a slide valve , and means for

introducing the hydro - carbon into said channel , as

forth.

6. In a hydro -carbon engine having , first , a projection at

the rear of its piston and another projection in the rear of

its cylinder, the two projections being adapted , near to the

end of the back stroke of the piston , to co - operate with

each other so as to form two spaces of unequal capacity, Robert Falkland Carey, 19 Ash Grove, Cricklewood, Mid

and second , a channel between said two spaces , the com- dlesex , England, 27th November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed

bination with the piston , the cylinder and said channel , 30th January, 1906. Receipt No. 132,422.

of two projections of the kind stated , a third extending Claim . - 1. In power transmitting , regulating and revers

parallel to that in the rear of the cylinder and forming ing mechanism , the combination with a rocker, of driviak

with the same & recess adapted to receive the projection mechanism connected to the rocker, a shifting fulcrum for

of the piston , all said projections extending across the cy- said rocker, and means co -operative with the driving me

linder , and means for heating said channel , as set forth . chanism for adjusting said fulcrum .
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a

2. In a power transmitting, regulating and reversing me- act rapidly upon the said bath of pig iron and to convert

chanism , the combination with a rocker, of driving me- it to iron or steel .

chanism connected to the rocker , a shifting fulcrum for said 5. The herein described process of producing iron or steel

rocker, and means co-operative with the driving mechanism which process consists in introducing suitable additions

for automatically adjusting said fulcrum . into a molten bath of pig iron freed to a convenient degree

3. In power transmitting, regulating and reversing me- from phosphorus , contained in an electric induction fur

chanism , the combination with driving mechanism , of a nace producing a convulsive movement of the bath by means

rocker connected therewith and carrying a cam , a driven of the pulsations of the electric currents and thus causing

member having a disc adapted to be engaged by said cam , the said additions o re -act rapidly on said bath of pig iron

reversing mechanism for said driven member, a shifting and to convert it to iron or steel.

fulcrum for said rocker, and means for simultaneously ap- 6. The herein described process of producing iron or steel

plying the brake mechanism and adjusting the fulcrum. which process consists in introducing iron oxide compounds

4. In a power transmitting, regulating and reversing me- into a molten bath of pig iron freed to a certain degree

chanism , the combination with driving mechanism of from phosphorus , said bath being contained in an electric

rocker connected therewith and carrying a cam , a driven induction furnace , then producing a convulsive movement

member having a disc adapted to be engaged by said cam , of the bath by means of the pulsations of the electric cur

reversing mechanism for said driven member, a shifting rents , and thus causing the said oxide compounds to re-act

fulcrum for said rocker , and means dependent upon said rapidly on the said bath of pig iron and to convert it to

fulcrum for actuating the reversing mechanism . iron or steel .

5. In a power transmitting, regulating and reversing me- 7. The herein described process of producing iron or steel

chanism , the combination with a rocker, driving mechanism which consists in introducing iron oxide compounds mixed

connected to the rocker, a shifting fulcrum for said rocker with reducing agents into a bath of pig iron freed from

in operative relation with the driving mechanism , and phosphorus to a certain degree and contained in electric

means actuated by the fulcrum for connecting or discon- | induction furnace, producing a convulsive movement of the

necting the driving mechanism . bath by means of the pulsations of the electric currents

6. In power transmitting, regulating and reversing me- and thus causing the said oxide compounds to re -act rapid

chanism, the combination with a rocker, of driving mechan - ly upon the said bath of molten pig iron and to convert it

ism connected to the rocker, a reciprocating fulcrum for lo iron or steel .

said rocker in operative relation to the driving mechanism , 8. The herein described process of producing iron or steel

and means for limiting the travel of said fulcrum in either which process consists in introducing liquid pig iron into
direction . an electrical induction furnace adding suitable additions

7. In power transmitting, regulating and reversing me to the bath , blowing air into the bath for oxidizing the

chanism, the combination with a rocker, driving mechan- greater part of the phosphorus present producing a

ism connected to the rocker, a shifting fulcrum for said vulsive movement of the bath by means of the pulsations

rocker, brake mechanism , a frame carrying a screw spindle of the electric currents , then adding other suitable addi

upon which the said fulcrum travels , gearing connecting tions and thus converting the said pig iron to iron or steel.
the spindle with the driving mechanism , clutches controll- 9. The heretofore described electric induction furnace for

ing said gearing, and a plurality of regulating tappets for carrying out the heretofore described process having an

actuating the clutches and break mechanism. annular hearth provided with sumps or compartmetas for

introducing the necessary additions and provided with re

No. 102,299. Ore Treatment. Traitement de minerais stricted or widened portions for the purpose of forming an

operating hearth for the re -action taking place , said sumps

or compartments being so arranged as to direct said addi

tions to come within the sphere or area of the pulsations

of the bath.

10. The heretofore described electric induction furnace for

carrying out the heretofore described process having an

annular hearth provided with sumps and restricted to

widened portions, taping holes provided at different levels

for drawing off the slag or the molten bath and a tipping

mechanism for the purpose of permitting of running off the

metal or the slag.
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No. 102,300. Electric Time Switch .

Aiguille horaire électrique.
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Paul Gredt, Luxembourg , Germany , 27th November, 1906 ;

6 years . Filed 21st October, 1906. Receipt No. 129,444.

Claim .-- 1 . The herein described process of producing iron

or steel which process consists in refining a bath of pig

iron in an electric induction furnace by means of the con

vulsive movement caused by the pulsations of the inducing

currents , said movement causing suitable additions to re

act rapidly upon pig iron or pig iron more or less refined .

2. The herein described process of producing iron or steel

which process consists in refining a bath of pig iron by in

troducing suitable additions into the molten metal con

tained in an electric induction furnace, producing a con John Gunning , 100 Holdenhurst Road, Bournemouth , Hants,

vulsive movement of the bath by means of the pulsations
England, 27th November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 9th De

of the electrc currents and thus causing the said additions
cember, 1905. Receipt No. 130,830.

to re -act rapidly upon the said bath of pig iron and to con- Claim . - 1 . In electric time switches, a timing dial having

vert it into iron or steel. adjustable releasing and closing tappets , a pivoted switch

3. The herein described process of producing iron or steel arm adapted to be displaced by the closing tappet, a detent

which process consists in introducing iron oxide compounds co - operating with said switch arm and adapted to be dis

in a molten bath of pig iron contained in an electric in- placed by the releasing tappet , a second pivoted switch arm ,

duction furnace, producing a convulsive movement of the å spring urging said second arm to close on the first switch

bath by meansof thepulsations of the electric currents and arm, a stop limiting the movement of the second arm and

thus causing the said additions to re - act rapidly upon the an insulating piece moved by the first switch arm to dis

said bath of pig iron and to convert it to iron or steel . place the second arm against its spring when the first arm

4.The herein described process of producing iron or steel is displaced by the closing tappet, substantially as des

which process consists in introducing iron oxide compounds cribed.

mixed with reducing agents into a molten bath of pig iron 2. In electric time switches , a timing dial having adjus

contained in an electric induction furnace , producing a con- table releasing and closing tappets , a pivoted switch arm

vulsive movement of the bath by means of the pulsations of adapted to be displaced by the closing tappet, a detent co

the electric current and thus causing the said additions to re- operatingwith said switch arm and adapted to be displaced
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No. 102,303. Trolley Pole. Perche de trollé.

by the releasing tappet , a second pivoted switch arm, a

spring urging said second arm to close on the first switch

arm , a stop limiting the movement of the second switch arm

and a third arm pivoted on the first arm and arranged to

encounter and displace the second arm when the first arm

is displaced by the closing tappet , substantially as des

cribed.

17
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No. 102,301 . Holder for Paper Covers on Head

Rests of Chairs.
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APorte - papier à envelopper attaché au dos de fauteuil.

Heinrich Mayr, Kulmbach , Bavaria , Germany , 27th No

vember, 1906 ; 6 years , Filed 28th March 1905 . Re

102303ceipt No. 123,781 .

Claim .-A holder with a supply roll of paper for cover

ing the head rests of chairs having two supporting arms | Hiliary Quertier, Dunedin , Otago , New Zealand, 27th No

pivoted at one end to the holder and adjustably held apart vember 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 12th October, 1906. Re

towards the opposite end by a crossbar 0, substantially as ceipt No. 129,174 .

set forth .

Claim.- Apparatus for the purpose indicated, compris

ing in combination , a bracket fixed to the top of the vehicle,
No. 102,302. Multitubular Steam Generator. a lug integral with the bracket, a vertical stem having a

Générateur à vapeur. jaw at its lower end , spring horns extending in opposite

directions from the bracket , a tubular rod telescoping upon

the stem , lock nuts screwed upon the stem , a spring

threaded upon the stem between the lock nuts and the tu

bular rod , a trolley wheel mounted on the top of the tubular

rod , a bracket fixed to the tubular rod and having opposing

jaws, stay rods pivoted in the jaws of the said bracket and

having their ends passed through the spring horns , nuts

screwed upon the ends of the stay bars , springs threaded

upon the stay bars and nuts above the springs screwed up

on the stay bars , substantially as set forth.

1
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No. 102,304. Cash Tray,
Plateau à monnaie.
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13 102302

Michael Holroyd Smith , Westminister, London , England,

7.95 27th November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 27th February ,

1906. Receipt No. 133e378 .

Andrew Erskine, Muirhead, Cart Forge,Cathcart , Glasgow, material characterized by the upper surfaces being surClaim.-Cash trays made of glass or other transparent

Ccotland , 27th November,1906; 6years. Filed 9th Au- rounded by a concaved sloping rim thus forming a well or

gust, 1906. Receipt No. 138,550.

Claim . - In a multitubular steam generator the combina concaved sloping sides , the rib dividing the well into two
dish , the well beingcrossedby a rib or ridge also having

tion with the boiler tubes and the smoke box,of a spirally compartmentsintoeitherof whichcoins can be placed, the

bent stirrerrod arranged in each of said tubes and having slope and a curvatureof the ribandrim being such that a

oneofits ends extending outside of the smoke box, a motion coin can be easilydrawn up the slope by the fingers until

alityof arms engaging the lateralendsofthe stirrerrods betweenthe fingersand thumb andthe underside of the said
andadrivingshafthaving oneendconnected to themo- tray beingrecessedfor the reception of pictures, marks,

tion plate and havingits other end extending outside of the letters or designsforadvertising or decorative purposes,
smoke box.

and visible through the transparent material.
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No. 102,305. Machine for Measuring and Cutting the changeable gear , and the third member of which is

Cloth . also intermittently driven through changeable gear in com

bination with means for cutting the cloth .
Machine à mesurer et couper le drap.

9. In a machine for measuring and cutting cloth and the

like, a measuring roller , a changeable gearing device for
FIG..

driving the same , an epicyclic train in said gearing device

and comprising a shaft geared to the measuring roller, a

disc pinion loose upon the shaft, changeable gearing for
27꼬

driving the disc , orbital pinions carried in the disc, a bevel

pinion loose upon the shaft and gearing with the orbital

pinions , a pinion fixed to the bevel pinion , changeable gear

ing driving that pinion , a second bevel pinion fast upon the

shaft and also gearing with the orbital pinions, and means

for intermittently driving the changeable gear device , in
꼬

combination with means for cutting the cloth , as described.
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No. 102,306. Fish Net Stake .

Poteau pour filets à poisson .

102303

9
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Peter Smith Swan , 12 Clive Row , Calcutta , India , and Nor

man Fraser, Westburn Foundry, Arbroath , Forfar, Scot

land, 27th November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 8th May,

1906. Receipt No. 136,049 .

Claim.-1. In a machine for measuring and cutting cloth ,

and the like , in combination , a main shaft driven con

tinuously, measuring and horizontally reciprocating cut

ting mechanism , and gearing for intermittently and altern

ately actuating such mechanism for the continuously run

ning shaft.

2. In a machine for measuring and cutting cloth , and

the like , a main shaft , a spur wheel thereon , and through

which it is continuously driven , two partially toothed

wheels carried by the syur wheel, measuring and cutting

shafts, pinions thereon gearing with the partially toothed

wheels, grooves in the spur wheel and studs on the pinions

capable of sliding in the grooves , measuring rollers , change

able gear driving such rollers from the measuring shaft ,

a table , a knife running in a slot therein, gearing operating
the knife from the cutting shaft and a cam operated

slotted presser bar working above the table .

3. In a machine for measuring and cutting cloth , and Edward J. Hopkins, Bay City , Michigan , U.S.A. 27th No

the like , a disc knife and mechanism for intermittently
vember , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 7th September , 1906. Re

riving a reciprocating and also a rotary motion thereto
ceipt No. 139,334 .

in combination with means for alternately and intermit

tently drawing out and measuring off the length of cloth
Claim .-- 1. A fish net stake comprising a lower section , an

to be cut and for holding the cloth whilst being cut . upper section removable relative to the lower section ,

4. In a machine for measuring and cutting cloth , and
means for retaining the upper and lower sections in align

the like , a knife and mechanism for intermittently giving ment and a loose connection between the upper and lower

a reciprocating motion thereto , in combination with means
sections .

for alternately and intermittently drawing out and measur
2. A fish net stake comprising a stationary lower section ,

ing off the length of the cloth to be cut, and forholding an upper section adapted to be aligned with the lower sec

the cloth whilst being cut .
tion and to move vertically relative thereto and a flexible

5. In a machine for measuring and cutting cloth , and the connection between the sections.

like , a table over which the material to be cut is passed ,
3. A fish net stake comprising a lower section, a socket

a saddle slidable in a rail on the table, a disc knife on a
carried thereby and an upper section , the lower end of

spindle carried by the saddle, a slot in the table through which is removably stopped in the socket, the upper section

which the knife protrudes , a rack on the under side of the movable vertically relative to the lower section and a posi

table, a pinion on the disc knife spindle gearing therewith,
tive connection between the upper and the lower sections

a drum shaft , chains connecting the opposite ends of the
to prevent their separation .

saddle therewith , an intermittently driven cutting shaft , 4. A fish net stake comprising a lower section , a socket

gearing connecting the two shafts to give a reciprocating mounted thereon, the periphery of the socket being flush

motion to the knife , and means for holding the cloth whilst with the periphery of the lower section , an upper section

being cut . removably seated in the socket and a positive connection

6. In a machine for measuring and cutting cloth , and the between the upper and the lower section to prevent their

like, a table over which the material to be cut is passed , entire separation.

a saddle slidable in a rail on the table , a knife carried by 5. A plurality of fish net stakes, each comprising a lower

the saddle , a slot in the table through which the knife section , a socket carried thereby, an upper section remov

protrudes, means for giving a rotary motion to the knife , ably seated in the socket the upper section capable of verti

a drum shaft , chains connecting the opposite ends of the cal movement relative to the lower section, means for con

saddle therewith , and intermittently driven cutting shaft , necting the upper sections of the stakes and means for

gearing connecting the two shafts and consisting of bevel positively connecting the upper section with its correspond

gear actuating a crank pin disc connected to a lever carry- ing lower section to prevent entire separation .

ing a toothed sector gearing with a pinion on the drum 6. A fish net stake comprising a lower section , a socket

shaft , and means for holding the cloth whilst being cut. carried thereby and outwardly flared at its open end , an

7. In a machine for measuring and cutting cloth , and the upper section removably seated in the socket and means

like ,a tableover which the material to be cut is passed , for positively connecting the upper and lower sections to
a saddle slidable in the table , a knife carried by the saddle , prevent their entire separation .

a slot in the table through the knife protrudes , a drum 7. A fish net stake comprising lower section , a socket

shaft, chains connecting the opposite ends of the saddle carried thereby, a seat formed in the socket above the up

therewith , means for rotating the drum shaft intermit- per end of the lower section whereby to leave a chamber

tently and alternatively in opposite directions so to between the seat and upper end of the lower section , an

give an intermittent reciprocatory motion to the knife , and upper section one end of which is removably received in

means for holding the cloth whilst being cut . the socket and a flexible connection between the upper and

8. In a machine for measuring and cutting cloth, and the lower sections , the connection received in the chamber when

like , cloth measuring gear comprising measuring rollers, the upper section is received in the socket.

intermittently driven changeable gear including an epicyclic 8. A fish net stake comprising a lower section, a socket

train , one member of which is connected to the measur- | carried thereby, a pair of collars located interiorly of the

ing rollers , the second member of which is actuated by socket and spaced apart from each other , the upper collar

as
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being apertured the lower collar forming a seat for the blast , a steam pipe opening into the upper part of the

upper end of the lower section , an upper section removably furnace , a scrubber, a water gas main leading from the
seated upon the upper collar and a flexible connection lower part of the furnace , and opening into the bottom

between the upper and lower sections and passing through of the scrubber below the level of the bottom of the furnace.

the aperture in the upper collar, the connection received and a water seal in the bottom of the scrubber for the

in the space between the collars when the upper section is lower end of the gas main, substantially as specified .
seated in the socket. 2. A water gas producer, comprising a furnace, a blast

9 A fish net stake comprising a lower section , a socket pipe provided with a slide valve and opening into the bot

carried thereby, a pair of collars located interiorly of the tom of the furnace , a steam pipe opening into the upper

socket and spaced apart from each other, the upper collar part of the furnace, a scrubber, a water gas main between

being apertured , the lower collar forming a seat for the the furnace and scrubber , and a water seal in the scrubber

upper end of the lower section, an upper section removably for sealing the lower end of the gas main, a coal feed

seated upon the upper collar, strengthening ribs located hopper opening into the top of the furnace, a cone-shaped

interiorly of the socket between the collars and a flexible bottom for the hopper and means for depressing the bottom .

connection between the upper and lower sections and pass a pipe communicating between the upper part of the hopper

ing through the aperture in the upper collar , the connec and fan casing , and provided with a slide valve , sub

tion received in the space between the collars when the stantially as specified.

upper section is seated in the socket. 3. A water gas producer, comprising a furnace, means for

10 A fish net stake comprising a lower section , a socket blowing the same hot by means of a suction blast , a steam

carried thereby, an apertured seat formed inthesocketand pipe opening into the upper part of the furnace , a scrubber,

spaced above the upper end of the lower section, a pin held
a water gas main between the lower parts of the furnace

in the socket beneath the seat , an upper section removably and scrubber, a water seal in the scrubber, a by pass for

receivable in the socket and a flexible connection between the suction blast , and a slide valve formed with a small

the upper section and the pin . opening and a full opening for three positions of the slide

11. A fish net stake comprising a lower section , a socket valve , substantially as specified.

carried thereby, the socket provided with intersecting bayo

net grooves , an upper section removably seated in the soc
No. 102,308. Time Recorder. Registre horaire

ket and studs carried by the upper section , the studs re

ceived and travelling in the grooves.

12. A fish net stake comprising a lower section , a socket

carried thereby, an upper section removably seated in the

socket , studs carried by the upper section , the socket pro

vided with intersecting grooves adapted to receive the studs

to releasably lock the upper and lower seculons together,

one of the intersecting grooves being of such length that the

upper section is seated before the stud reaches the bottom

of the groove .

13. A fish net stake comprising a lower section, an upper

section removably seated relative thereto , and means for

connecting the upper and lower sections at all times to

prevent an entire separation thereof, the upper section

capable of a vertical movement relative to the lower sec

tion .

14. A fish net stake comprising a lower section , an upper

section removably supported thereby and means for flexi

' bly connecting the sections to permit the unseating of the

upper section relative to the lower section and to permit

the upper section to swing horizontally relative to the lower

section .

15. A fish net stake comprising a lower section an upper The Canadian Time Recording Company, assignee of Al
section removably seated thereon , means for preventing an fonso L. Jaynes , Toronto , Ontario , Canada , 27th Novem
entire separation of the sections and a weight for submerg- ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 8th January, 1906. Receipt

ing the upper section subsequent to its unseating. No. 131,637 .

16. A fish net stake comprising a fixed lower section , a
Claim.-1 . In a time recorder the combination of a card

socket carried thereby, an upper section loosely and re

movably received inthe socket and a flexible connection, said card holder in one direction at pre -determined inter
holder laterally movable , means for automatically moving

the opposite ends of which are respectively connected to vals, means for automatically returning the card holder to

the upper and lower sections .
its original position at a predetermined time , means for

locking said card holder in each position , said means per

No. 102,307. Water Gas Producer. mitting a limited backward movement of the card holder

Producteur de gas à eau . from each position other than the first, substantially as
described .

2. In a time recorder the combination of a card holder

laterally movable , an arm connected therewith and longi

tudinally slotted , a projection on said arm , a shaft trans

verse to the arm and passing through the slot therein .
K

means controlled by a time clock for partially rotating
h

the shaft at pre-determined intervals, a snail connected to

the shaft , and adapted to engage the projection on the arm,

and yielding means tending to hold the projection in con

tact with the snail , substantially as described .

3. In a time recorder the combination of a card holder

laterally movable , an arm connected therewith , a projection

7 on said arm , a shaft transverse to the arm, means con

d trolled by the time clock for partially rotating the shaft

at pre -determined intervals , a snail connected to the

shaft, and adapted to engage the projection on the arm .

a pin on the arm for engagement by the snail , spaced from

the projection a distance substantially equal to the greatest

diameter of the spail, and arms secured to the snall sub

stantially at right angles to its greatest diameter, and

adapted to engage the pin to prevent forward movement ot

the arm when the snail is in intermediate positions , sub
102307 stantially as described .

4. In a time recorder the combination of a card hold-

Dellwik - Fleischer Gesellschaft , M. b . H. , Frankfort on the laterally movable, an arm connected therewith, a projector.

Main, Germany, 27th November, 1906; 6 years . Filed trolled by a 'time clock for partially rotating the shalt at
said arm , a shaft transverse to the arm , means r .

15th September, 1906. Receipt No. 139,515 .
predetermined intervals , a snail connected to the shar !.

Claim . - 1. A water gas producer, comprising a furnace, and adapted to engage the projection on the arm , and a

means for blowing the same hot by means of a suction ' pin on the arm for engagement by the snail , spaced from

ot
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for

the projection a distance substantially equal to the greatest 2. A negative pole plate consisting of a mixture of active

diameter of the snail , substantially as described . and inert materials, adapted upon reduction and discharge

5. In a time recorder the combination of a card holder

laterally movable, an arm connected to the card holder by

a pin and slot connection , means engaging the arm

for yieldingly pressing forward the card holder, means for

automatically moving forward the arm at pre -determined

intervals, and means for returning it to its original position Fig.1

at a predetermined time, substantially as described .

6. In a time recorder the combination of a card holder

laterally movable, an arm connected therewith, a pro

jection on said arm , a shaft transverse to the arm , a

ratchet wheel on the shaft , a spring held ratchet rack

engaging the ratchet wheel , clock controlled means

operating said rack , a detent carried by the rack , a notched

wheel secured to the shaft and adapted to be engaged by

the detent when the rack is at the forward end of its

stroke, and means preventing backward movement of the

shaft, substantially as described.

7. In a time recorder the combination of an abutment
Fig.2 .. Fig.3. Fig.4e Fig.s.

for a card,, an operating lever for registering mechanism ,

a detent normally preventing the movement of the operating

lever , a lever pivoted on the abutment in position for en

gagement by a card, and connections between the lever

and the detent whereby the latter is disengaged from the

operating lever when the abutment lever is pressed down

by a card, substantially as described.

8. In a time recorder the combination of a clock driven

vertically reciprocating abutment for a card , a bell crank

lever pivoted on the abutment with one arm in position

for engagement by a card, a vertical bar in position for

engagement by the other arm of the bell crank lever, par

allel equal pivoted links connecting the bar with a station 102309
ary part, a lever having one end in operative engagement
with the bar, a detent engaged by the other end of the

lever, an operating lever for registering mechanism norm- active material of loose structure and a support or grid
to expand and disintegrate and produce a product being

ally engaged by the detent , and yielding means retaining the having retaining means for holding said active material

parts in the normal positions, substantially as described. of loose structure upon its production in proper relation to

9. In a time recorder the combination of an abutment the support, substantially as described.

for a card, an operating lever for registering mechanism,
3. A negative pole plate comprising a support operatively

a detent for engagement with the operating lever at two combined with active material of loose structure being the
different positions of the latter and normally engaging product derived from disintegration and expansion induced

the lever when the latter is in its normal position , a lever by reducing and discharging a mixture of active and inert

pivoted on the abutment in position for engagement by a materials , substantially as described.

card, and connections between the lever and the detent
4. A negative pole plate ' consisting of a support having

whereby the latter is disengaged from theoperating lever spaces partially filled with a mixture of active material or

when the abutment lever is pressed down by a card, sub - material adapted to become active and an inert substance
stantially as described .

which upon reduction and discharge disintegrates and ex
10. In a time recorder the combination of a clock driven pands and constitutes a product being active material of

vertically reciprocating abutment for a card, a laterally | loose structure which is retained in such spaces , substan

movable vertical rack with which the abutment is adapted tially as described .
to engage, yielding means normally maintaining the rack

out of engagementwith the abutment , means carried by the

abutment adapted, when pressed by a card , to move the
No. 102,310. Organ. Orgue.

rack into engagement with the abutment, substantially as
Louis Stacey Lockwood and James Stewart Collins, co -in

described.

ventors, both of Woodstock , Ontario, Canada , 27th Nov
11. In a time recorder the combination of a clock driven

ember , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 29th August , 1906. Receipt

vertically reciprocating abutment for a card , a vertical
No. 139,073.

rack, means for engaging the abutment and the rack , means

carried by the abutment adapted, when pressed by a card, Claim .-1 . In a pneumatic organ the combination with

to effect an engagement between the rack and the abutment, the main action supporting rail , the pipes , pneumatics and

and yielding means normally maintaining the rack and valves for the pipes operated by the pneumatics of the valve

abutment out of engagement, substantially as described . chambers , connecting passages between the valve chambers

12. In a time recorder the combination of a clock driven and pneumatics and the main key action and a flexible dia

vertically reciprocating abutment for a card, a bell crank phragm located in the valve chambers and designed to be

lever pivoted on the abutment with one arm in position forced against the end of the passages leading to the

for engagement by a card , a vertical bar in position for pneumatics by pneumatic pressure, as and for the purpose

engagement by the other arm of the bell crank lever, specified.

parallel equal pivoted links connecting the bar with 2. In a pneumatic organ the combination with the main

stationary part, a lever having one end in operative en- action supporting rail the pipes, pneumatics and valves for

gagement with the bar , a detent engaged by the other end the pipes operated by the pneumatics, of valve chambers,

of the lever, an operating lever for registering mechanism connecting passages between the valve chambers and the

normally engaged by the detent, a laterally movable ver- pneumatics and the main key action and having projecting

tical rack with which the abutment is adapted to engage, beaded inner edges and flexible diaphragms locate in the

an arm extending from the rack and engaging the vertical valve chamber and designed to be forced against the beaded
bar , and yielding means normally maintaining all the parts ends of the passage by the pneumatic pressure, as and for

in their normal positions , substantially as described . the purpose specified.

3. In a pneumatic organ the combination with the main

No. 102,309. Negative Pole Plate.
action supporting rails , the pipes, pneumatics and valves

for the pipes operated by the pneumatics, of valve chambers
Plaque de pôle négatif.

connecting passages between the valve chambers and the

pneumatics , flexible diaphragms located in the chambers ,
The Electric Storage Battery Company, Philadelphia, Penn

a passageway extending to the back of the chambers be
sylvania, assignee of Paul Seeliger , Hagen , Germany, hind the diaphragms and a partition having an orifice there

27th November, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 23rd March, 1905 .
in and located between the passage and the valve chambers ,

Receipt No. 123,639 .
as and for the purpose specified .

Claim.-1 . Negative pole plate active material possessed 4. In a pneumatic organ the combination with the main

of loose structure and being the product derived from ex- action supporting rail, the pipes, pneumatics and valves

pansion and disintegration induced by reducing and dis- for the pipes operated by the pneumatics, of valve chambers

charging a mixture of active and inert materials, substan- connecting passages between the chambers and the pneu.

tially as described. matics, projecting beaded edges extending around the inner

a
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ends thereof flexible diaphragms located in the chambers, No. 102,311. Smelting Process and Apparatus.

a passageway extending to the back of the chambers be
Procédé et appareil de fonte.
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Alfred Stansfield and Leo Bowlby Reynolds, co -inventors,

both of Montreal , Quebec, Canada, 27th November, 1996 :
6 years Filed 2nd June, 1904 Receipt No. 115,853 .

Claim . - 1. The process of recovering metal from an ox:

hind the diaphragms and a partition having orifices there idized lead zinc ore , which consists in adding sufficient

in and a projecting beaded edge extending around the ori carbon to such oxidized ore , then subjecting such mixtures

fices and opposing the aforesaid beaded edges , as and for thereby reducing and melting the lead and simultaneouslywhile excluding theair to heat produced electro -thermally,

the purpose specified.
5. In a pneumatic organ the combination with the main reducing and volatilizing the zinc, and finally separately

action supporting rails, thepipes ,pneumatics and valves collecting said melted lead and said volatilizing zinc, sub

for the pipes operated by the pneumatics, of valve chambers stantially as described and for the purpose set forth.

connecting passages between the chambers and the pneu
2. The process of recovering metal from a lead zinc ore ,

matics, flexible diaphragms located in the chambers, a pas
which consists in adding a reducing agent to the ore , then

sageway extending to the back of the chambers behind the subjecting such mixture while excluding the air to heat

diaphragms and a partition having orifices therein and
produced electro - thermally , thereby reducing and melting

eyelets secured in the orifices and in opposing ends of the
the lead and simultaneously reducing and volatilizing the

passage leading to the pneumatics , as and for the purpose
zinc and finally separately collecting said melted lead

specified.

and said volatilized zinc , substantially as described and

6. In a pneumatic organ the combination with the pipes for the purpose set forth.

and the main action supporting rail having a bevelled lower
3. The process of recovering metal from lead zinc ore,

surface and passages therein leading to the pipes , of pneu

which consists in adding to the ore a sufficient quantity

matic bellows secured in an oblique position to thebevelled the said ore toreduce the
of a substance or substances adapted when heated with

portion of the rail and provided with an arm and valve

metal to the metallic state

from the state of chemical combination with the other sub
head designed to cover the open ends of the passage lead

ing to the pipes and a weight secured to the lower member jecting such mixture while excludingthe airto heat pihe

stances in which state they exist in the ore , then sub

of the valve bellows , as and for the purpose specified .

7.In a pneumatic organ the combination with the pipes, leadandsimultaneously reducing and volatilizing the zing
duced electro -thermally, thereby reducing and melting the

the pneumatics, the supporting rail having valve chambers

therein and passages connecting the valve chambers with

and finally separately collecting said melted lead and said

volatilized zinc , substantially as

the outside atmosphere and with the pneumatics , flexible purpose set forth .

described and for the

diaphragms located in the valve chambers, a passagewag

located to the rear of the valve chambers, a partition 10

4. The process of recovering metal from an oxidized lead

zinc ore, which consists in adding a reducing agent to

cated between the valve chambers and the passage and hav the ore, then subjecting such mixture while excluding the

ing orifice therein and reinforcing pieces secured

diaphragm and designed alternately to cover the orifice in and melting thelead and simultaneously reducing and

air to heat produced electro-thermally,thereby reducing

thepartitionand the end ofthe passage leading to the volatilizing the zinc and finally separately collecting said
pneumatic, as and for the purpose specified .

8. In a pneumaticorgan the combination with the pipes , cribed and for the purpose set forth.

melted lead and said volatilized zinc, substantially as des

the pneumatics , the supporting rail having valve chambers 5. The process of recovering metal from lead ore , which

therein and passages connecting the valve chambers with

the pneumatics andwith the outsideatmosphereapassage- ing sufficient carbon to suchoxidized ore, then subjecting

consists in subjecting such ore toan oxidizing roast, add

Yocated between the passageway andthevalvechambers thermally ,thereby reducingandmeltingthe lead and finally
and having orifices therein, eyelets held within the orifice collecting said lead, substantially asdescribedand for the
and within the inner end of the passage leading to the pneu- purpose set forth .

matic, a flexible diaphragm secured within the valve cham 6. The process of recovering metal from an oxidized lead

ber and having a reinforced center portion designed to seat ore, which consists in adding sufficient carbon to such oxi

itself against the eyelets, as and for the purpose specified. dized ore , then subjecting such mixture while excluding air

2

" ?

to the

4
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to

to heat produced electro -thermally, thereby reducing and vertical shaft extending downwardly into said chamber and

melting the lead, finally collecting said lead , substantially whereby an ore in which the said metals occur is fed to the
as described and for the purpose set forth. space between the said electrodes , means whereby the re

7. The process of recovering metalfrom an oxidized lead duced lead and the slag are removed, and means whereby

zinc ore which consists in adding sufficient carbon to such the reduced and volatilized zinc is allowed to escape from
oxidized ore , then subjecting a continuous supply of such said chamber, substantially as described and for the pur
mixture while excluding the air to heat produced electro- pose set forth .

thermally thereby reducing and melting the lead, simultane- 16. A smelting furnace furnace wherein lead and zinc are

ously reducing and volatilizing the zine , and also simul- recovered simultaneously from an ore in which they occur
taneously, fusing the remainder of the ore, and finally se- such furnace consisting of a smelting chamber, a pair of

parately collecting said melted lead and said volatilized vertical electrodes arranged a distance apart within said
zinc, substantially as described and for the purpose set chamber , means whereby an ore in which the said metals
forth. occur is fed to the space between the said electrodes,

8. The process of recovering meta' from a lead- zinc ore, means whereby the reduced lea'l and the slag are removed

which consists in subjecting said ore an oxidizing and means whereby the reduced and volatilized zinc is

roast, adding sufficient carbon
to such oxidized ore, allowed to escape from said chamber, substantially as de .

then subjecting such mixture while excluding the air to scribed and for the purpose set forth.

heat produced electro - thermally , thereby reducing and melt- 17. Smelting furnace wherein lead aud zinc are recovered

ing the lead and simultaneously reducing and volatilizing simultaneously from an ore in which they occur, such fur

the zinc , and finally separately collecting said melted lead nace consisting of a smelting chamber, a pair of vertical

and said volatilized zinc , substantially as described and electrodes arranged a distance apart within said chamber ,

for the purpose set forth . a vertical shaft extending downwardly into said chamber

9. The process of recovering lead and zinc from an ore and whereby an ore in which the said metals occur is fed

in which the said two metals occur which consists in first to the space between the said electrodes , means whereby

roasting the ore , then mixing the said ore with carbonace- the reduced lead and the slag are removed, and means

ous material, then submitting the said mixture to an elec- whereby the reduced and volatilized zinc is allowed to

tro - thermic action in an air tight chamber thereby simul - escape from said chamber, substantially as described and

taneously reducing and melting the lead and reducing and for the purpose set forth .

volatilizing the zinc, and finally collecting in one smelting 18. A smelting furnace wherein lead and zinc are recov

process the reduced and melted lead and the reduced and ered simultaneously from an ore in which they occur, such

volatilized zinc , substantially as described and for the pur- furnace consisting of a smelting chamber having an exit

pose set forth . flue in the upper portion thereof , a pair of electrodes ar

10. The process of recovering lead and zinc from an oxi- ranged a distance apart within said chamber, means where

dized ore in which the said two metals occur which con- by an ore in which the said metals occur is fed to thye

sists in charging the furnace with a substance adapted space between the said electrodes , means whereby the re

to become heated by the passage of an electric current duced lead and the slag are removed, substantially as des

therethrough, mixing the ore with carbonaceous material, cribed and for the purpose set forth .

adding the mixture to the substance , causing a current of 19. A smelting furnace wherein lead and zinc are re

electricity to pass through the mass thereby reducing and covered simultaneously from an ore in which they occur,

melting the lead and reducing and volatilizing the zinc, such furnace consisting of a smelting chamber having an

and finally collecting in one smelting process the reduced exit flue in the upper end of one of its walls, a zinc con

and melted lead and the reduced and volatilized zinc , sub- densing chamber adjacent to said smelting chamber and with

stantially as described and for the purpose set forth . which the said flue communicates, a pair of electrodes ar

11. The process of recovering lead and zinc from an ore ranged a distance a part within said smelting chamber,

in which the said two metals occur which consists in roast- means whereby an ore in which the said metals occur is

ing the ore, charging the furnace with a substance adapted fed to the space between the said electrodes, means where

to become heated and melted by the passage of an electric by the reduced lead and the slag are removed, substantially

current therethrough , mixing the roasted ore with carbo- as described and for the purpose set forth .

naceous mixture adding the mixture to the substance. 20. A smelting furnace wherein lead and zinc are recov

causing a current of electricity to pass through the mass ered simultaneously from an ore ir which they occur such

thereby reducing and melting the lead and reducing and furnace consisting of a smelting chamber having an exit

.volatilizing the zinc, and collecting in one smelting pro- fue in the upper end of one of its walls, a zinc condensing

cess thereduced andmelted lead and the reduced andvola- chamber adjacent to said smelting chamber and with which

tilized zinc, substantially as described and for the purpose the said flue communicatesand a secondarychamber ad

set forth . jacent to said condensing chamber , a communicating duct

12. The process of recovering lead and zinc from an ore leading fromsaid condensing to said secondary chamber ,

in which the said two metals occur which consists in charg- a pair of electrodes arranged a distance apart within said

ing the furnace with a slag and a substance adapted to smelting chamber, means whereby an ore in which the

become heated by the passage of a current of electricity said metals occur isfed to the space between the said
therethrough, causing a current of electricity to pass electrodes, means whereby the reduced lead and the slag

through said substance and melt the slag, roasting the ore , are removed, substantially as described and for the purpose
mixing the said ore with carbonaceous material , adding the set forth .

mixture to the slag while the current of electricity is pass- 21. A smelting furnace wherein lead and zinc are recov

ing therethrough thereby reducing andmelting the lead and ered simultaneously from an ore in which they occur such
redueing and volatilizing the zinc, and finally collecting in furnace consisting of a smelting chamber having an exit flue

one smelting process the reduced and melted lead and the in the upper end of oneof its walls , a zinc condensing
reduced and volatilized zinc, substantially as described and chamber adjacent to said smelting chamber and with which

for the purpose set forth .
the said flue communicates and a secondary chamber ad

13. The process of recovering lead and zinc from an ore jacent to said condensing chamber, a communicating port

in which the said two metals occur which consists in roast- leading from said condensing to said secondary chamber,

ing theore, charging a furnace with a inolten slag, causing and a baffler wall extending downwardly from the top of

a current of electricity to pass through said slag, mixing said condensing chamber and adajacent to the last-men

the said roasted ore with carbonaceous material, adding the toined port, a pair of electrodes arranged a distance apart

mixture to the slag while the current of electricity is pass, within said smelting chamber, means when an ore in which

ing therethrough thereby reducing and melting the lead
the said metals occur is fed to the space between the said

and reducingand volatilizing the zinc, and finally collecting electrodes,means whereby the reduced lead and the slag
in one smelting process the reduced and melted lead and

are removed , substantially as described and for the purpose

the reduced and volatilized zinc, substantially as described set forth .
and for the purpose set forth ,

14. A smelting furnace wherein lead and zinc are recover : No. 102,312. Track Gauge and Level.

ed simultaneously from an ore in which they occur , such

furnace consisting of a smelting chamber, a pair of elec Jauge et niveau pour voies de chemin de fer.

trodes arranged a distance apart within said chamber, Louis Barceloux , St. Guillaume Station, Quebec, Canada,

means whereby an cre in which the said metals occur is
27th November 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th May, 1906. Re

fed to the space between the said electrodes, means whereby

the reduced lead and the slag are removed, and
ceipt No. 136,233.

whereby the reduced and volatilized zinc is allowed to Claim.-1. In a device of the character described, the com

escape from said chamber , substantially as described and bination comprising a frame, an axle carried by the frame ,

for the purpose set forth. a pair of iscs disposed on each end the axle and ar

16. A smelting furnace wherein lead and zinc are recover- ranged to lie on opposite sides of the rails of a railway
ed simultaneously from an ore in which they occur, such track, rotatable members on the axle between each pair of

furnace consisting of a smelting chamber, a pair of elec- discs, and means for fixing the discs at a plurality of

trodes arranged a distance apart within said chamber, a I points on the axle .

means

11-27
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2. In a device of the character described the combination each stock , a plurality of superposed gags supported in said

comprising a frame, an axle carried by the frame , discs frame or head and movable in the same direction and oper

2
# 24 15 ota

Fig. 1.
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RO 20
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mm
102312

disposed on the axle , movable collars disposed on each
Fig.8.

side of the discs , and washers disposed intermediate of the

discs . 102313

3. In a device of the character described the combina

tion comprising a frame, arms carried by the frame, an

axle , means for securing the axle to the frame, gauge discs

carried by the axle means for spacing the discs apart so able from the same point, said gags adapted to control any
as to lie on each side of the rails of a railway track , and combination of the openings and movementof the punch

means carried by said arms adapted to indicate the level stocks through the supporting frame or head.
of a track .

5. A multiple punch comprising a supporting frameor

4. In a device of the character described the combination head having aplurality of vertical openings each of which
comprising a frame, arms carried by the frame , an axle , a is adapted to receive and guide a punch stock , a movable

yoke disposed beneath the axle and extending through the punch stock in each of said openings, a punch on the outer

frame and said arms , nuts on the yoke adapted to secure end of each stock , a plurality of adjustable gags horizontally

the arms to the frame , and the frame to the axle , a spirit supported and arranged in tiers in said frame or head and

level carried by the arms , and gauge indicating means car- adapted to control any combination of the openings and

ried by the axle . movement of the punch stocks through the supporting

5. In a device of the character described in combination frame or head.

with a wheeled car , a yoke carried by the car, a V - shaped 6. A multiple punch comprising a supporting frame or

frame disposed adjacent the yoke , a removable pin dis- head having a plurality of openings each of which is adapt:
posed through a portion of the car , the V - shaped frame and ed to receive and guide a punch stock , a movable punch

the yoke and adapted to form a pivotal connection between stock in each of said openings, a punch on the outer end

the frame and he car, an axle carried by the frame, gauges of each stock , a plurality of superposed and adjustable gags

carried by the axle, and a level supported by the frame . supported in said frame or head and adapted to control any

combination of the openings and movement of the punch

No. 102,313. Punching Machine.
stocks through the supporting frame or head, and stops for

controlling the movement of the gags.

Machine à emporte - pièce. 7. A multiple punch comprising a supporting frame or

John L. Brower, Montreal, Quebec, Canada ,27thNovember, ed to receive and guide a punch stock ,a movable punch
head having a plurality of openings each of which is adapt

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 7th November, 1906 . Receipt No. stock ineach of said openings, a punch on the outer endof

140,989 .
each stock , & plurality of superposed and adjustable gags

Claim.--1 . A multiple punch comprising supporting supported in said frame or headandadapted to control

frame or head having a plurality of openings each of which any combination of the openings and movements of the

is adapted to receive and guide a punch stock, a movable punch stocks through the supporting frame orhead, and
punch stock in each of said openings, a punch on the outer a bolt passing loosely through a slot in the end of the gags

end of each stock, a plurality of superposed and adjustable and acting as a stop for the adjusted positions of the gags.
gags supported in said frame or head and adapted to cover 8. A multiple punch comprising a supporting frame of

or uncover any one of the openings and control the move- head having a plurality of vertical openings arranged in
ment of the punch stocks through the supporting frame or rows at a right angle to each other, each of which openings

head. is adapted to receive and guide a punch stock , a movable

2.A multiple punch comprising a supporting frame or punch stock in each of said openings, a punch on the outer

head having a plurality ofopenings eachof which is adapt- end of each stock,a plurality of superposed and adjustable

ed to receive andguide a punch stock, a movable punch gags of different 'lengths supported in said frame or head
stock in each of said openings , punch on the outer endof and adaptedtocoveror uncover any one of the openings

each stock , a plurality of superposed and adjustable gags and control the movementofthe punchstocksthrough the

of different lengths supported in said frame or head and supporting frame or head.

adapted to cover or uncover any one of the openings and 9. A multiple punch comprising a supporting frame of

control the movement of the punch stocks through the sup- head havinga plurality of vertical openings arranged in

porting frame or head.

3. A multiple punch comprising a supporting frame or is adapted to receive and guide a punch stock , a movable
rowsat right angles to each othereach of which openings

head having a plurality ofopening each of which is adapted punch stock in each of said openings, a punch on the outer

to receive and guide a punchstock, a movablepunch endofeach stock ,a plurality of superposed gags of differ
stockin eachof saidopenings ,a punch on the outer endof ent lengths supported insaid frame or head and adjustable

each stock , a plurality of superposed and adjustablegags in onedirection and adapted to control any combination

supported in saidframe or headandadapted to control of the openings andmovement of the punch stocks through
any combination of the openings and movement of the the supporting frameor head .

10. A multiple punch comprising a supporting frame or

4.A multiple punch comprising a supportingframe or head having a plurality of vertical openings arranged in

headhavingaplurality of openingseachofwhichisadapt- rows at right anglestoeach other, each of which openings

stock ineach of said openings,a punch on theouter endof punch stock in each of said openings, a punch on the outer

a
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end of each stock, a plurality of superposed gags of dif- | No. 102,315. Teaching Apparatus.

ferent lengthssupported in said frame or head and movable
Appareil d'enseignement.

in the same direction and operable from the same point ,

said gags adapted to control any combination of the open

ings and movement of the punch stocks through the sup

porting frame or head .

Fig 2

No. 102,314. Colour Printing Device for Cash

Registers.

Appareil à imprimer en couleur pour registre à monnaie.

B.

B

Fig.1

F

Fig1

Fig3
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102313

P v 7007

AV40 OS as

Henry Thomas Fox-Esmond , 14 Margaret street, Rozelle, Syd

Fig. 9. ney, New South Wales, Australia , 27th November, 1906 ; 6

years . Filed 11th September, 1906. Receipt No. 139,422 .

Claim .-1 . A demonstrating apparatus consisting of a poly
Sv7477

gonal frame of box shape , having more than two sides , so
102314

to admit of different demonstrations being exhibited
VCn54 05 thereon , or upon paper or fabric attached rollers fixed

VI56 06

at the top of each side , such polygonal frame being in com

bination with and suspended on a central pillar and being

movable vertically up and down by means of sheaves, sup

porting cords, and a balance weight , such sheaves and the

Jules Frydmane and Louis Chambon , co - inventors , both of frame carrying the same being fixed at the top of the cen

Paris, France, 27th November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 4th tral pillar , and pivoted upon a ball bearing or other suitable

August , 1906 Receipt No. 138,416. pivot in order to rotate such polygonal frame .

Claim.-1 . A colour printing for cash registers , charac 2. A demonstrating apparatus consisting of a polygonal

terized by an inking ribbon , similar to that used in type frame of box shape , formed with more than two sides ,

writing machines , arranged in such a manner that it is
whereon different demonstrations may be exhibited, in com

automatically brought across the printing members of the bination with a central pillar , and with appliances for sus

said apparatus each time it is desired to register an opera- pending the said polygonal frame to such pillar moving

tion other than that of a predetermined kind, with the ob- vertically and rotating the same .

ject of producing by its intermediary , upon the registering 3. A demonstrating apparatus consisting of a polygonal

or checking band, an impression of thecorresponding in- frameof box shape, formed with more than two sides , hav
dications, which will be clearly differentiated by its colour ing rollers fixed at the top of each side bearing thereon
from the ordinary impression produced directly by the rolls of paper or other fabric whereon different demon
printing members inked in the ordinary manner , although strations may be exhibited, in combination with a central
the indications in opposite colours follow each other inone pillar , and with appliances for suspending the said poly

and the same column.
gonal frame to such pillar moving vertically and rotating

2. The arrangement of the inking ribbon upon a rocking the same.
support in relation to the printing member comprising char

4. A demonstrating board suspended on a central pillar

acters serving for the varions kinds of operations, the so as to admit of different demonstrations being exhibited

said rocking taking place only when the characters of this
thereon or upon paper or fabric attached to rollers fixed at

part reserved for operations other than those consisting of the top of each side , such demonstrating board being in

a predetermined kind become operative, for the purpose of combination with and suspended on a central pillar and

placing the said ribbon across the printing members at this being movable vertically up and down by means of sheaves

moment.
supporting cords and a balance weight, such sheaves and the

3. The arrangement upon the printing member, compris- the frame carrying the same being fixed at the top of the

ing characters adapted for the various kinds of 'operations central pillar, and yivoted upon a ball bearing or other

of a cam presenting a recess of an amplitude equal to that suitable pivot in order to rotate such demonstrating board,

formed by the characters reserved forthe operations other substantially as described.

than those of a predetermined kind and keyed in such a 5. A demonstration board suspended on a central pillar ,

position that at the proper moment it releases the inking having rollers with paper or fabric attached thereto fixed

ribbon support so as to render the ribbon opera-ive rela- at the top of one side, such demonstration board being

tively to the printing parts . in combination with and suspended on a central pillar, and

4. The combination of the printing parts , the ordinary being movable vertically up and down by means of sheaves

inking parts, and the printing table of cash registers with supporting cords and a balance weight, such sheaves and

an inking ribbon, a support for this latter , a cam acting the frame carrying the same being fixed at the top of the

upon the said support, and which permits of bringing the central pillar.

inking ribbon across the printing parts under predetermined 6. A demonstrating apparatus consisting of a frame hay

conditions and when the ordinary inking members move ing two or more sides, so as to admit of different de

aside, in such a manner that these printing parts instead monstrationsbeing exhibited thereon, or uponpaper or

of printing directly print indirectly and in adifferent fabric attached to rollers fixed at the top ofeach side, such
colour. frame being in combination with and suspended upon a cen
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tral pillar , and being moved vertically up and down by 2. In a magazine firearm the combination of a hammer,

means of sheaves supporting cords and a balance weight | a trigger , a latch for said trigger, a sliding fore end , and

such sheaves and the frame carrying the same being fixed connections between said fore end and said hammer and

at the top of the central pillar and pivoted upon a ball between said fore end , and said trigger latch , whereby the

bearing or other suitable pivot in order to rotate such forward movement of said fore end cocks said hammer and

frame, said frame having eyelets or pintles on the edges locks said trigger ,

thereof, and in combination therewith separate demonstrat- 3. In a magazine firearm the combination of a hammer, a

ing boards , having on one edge of the frames thereof pin- trigger , a latch for said trigger , a lock to hold said trigger

tles or eyelets to fix into the eyelets or pintles of the frame latch positively in operative position, and a sliding fore end

suspended on the central pillar , or into the eyelets or pin - operatively connected with the said latch and said hammer

tles of a board attached thereto , a board or series of whereby the foreward moyment of the fore end cocks the

boards so attached being supported if required by a stand- hammer, sets and latches the trigger and locks the trig

ard having thereon a sliding part to which is fixed eyelets ger latch positively in operative position.

or pintles to fit into the pintles or eyelets of the board or 4. In a magazine firearm , the combination with a barrel ,

last board to be supported . of a pair of cartridge chambers one on either side of the

7. A demonstrating apparatus consisting of a frame hav- barrel near the breech end, means in said chambers for

ing two or more sides, so as to admit of different demon - raising the cartridge therein , and means for alternately

strations being exhibited thereon , or upon paper or fabric removing the uppermost cartridge in each chamber and in

attached to rollers fixed at the top of each side , in combina troducing it into the barrel.

tion with a central pillar , and with appliances for sus 5. In a magazine firearm , the combination with a barrel,

pending the said frame to such pillar moving vertically and of a pair of cartridge chambers located one on each side of

rotating the same , said frame having eyelets or pintles on
the barrel near the breech end thereof , a pivoted cartridge

the edges thereof, and in combination therewith separate shifter for each of said chambers,andmeansfor operating
demonstrating boards , having on one edge of the frame

said shifters alternately .

thereof pintles or eyelets to fix into the eyelets or pin 6. In a magazine firearm , the combination of a barrel ,

tles of the frame suspended on the central pillar , or into a pair of cartridge chambers located one on either side of

the eyelets or pintles of a board attached thereto , a board said barrel near the breech end thereof , a pivotal mounted

or series of boards so attachedbeingsupported , if required, fork lying in each of said chambers and forming means for
by a standard havingthereon a sliding part 'to which is shifting cartridges from said chamber into position beneath

fixed eyelets or pintles to fit into the pintles or eyelets of the barrel , means for raising the cartridges in each of said

the board or last board to be supported .
chambers , and means for alternately actuating said fork

to remove the uppermost cartridge in each of said chambers.

No. 102,316. Magazine Firearm . 7. In a magazine firearm , the combination of a sliding

Arme à feu à magasin.
barrel , a pair of cartridge chambers located one on either

side of the breech end of said barrel , a pivoted cartridge

shifting fork located in each of said chambers , means as

sociated with said barrel for operating said forks alter

nately to shift the cartridge from the magazine chamber

into position beneath said barrel, and means for holding

the fork in position under the barrel until the cartridge

has been disengaged from the fork .

8. In a magazine firearm , the combination of a sliding

barrel, a pair of cartridge chambers located one on either

side of said barrel near the breech end thereof, a pair of

pivoted cartridge shifting forks , means associated with the

barrel whereby the rearward movement of the barrel actu

ates one of said cartridge forks and causes it to shift a

cartridge into position beneath the barrel , and means for

locking said fork in position beneath the barrel until the

forward movement of the barrel .

9. In a magazine firearm , the combination of a stationary

guide bar , a barrel slidably mounted above said guide bar,

a pair of cartridge chambers located adjacent to the breech

end of said barrel one upon either side thereof and below

the level of the barrel, a pair of pivotal cartridge shifting

forks adapted to shift the cartridges alternately from said

chambers into position under said barrel. a pair of spring

fingers attached to said guide bar and provided with lock

ing lug adapted to lock said forks alternately in position

undersaid barrel when they have been shifted into posi

tion thereunder, andmeans associated with said barrel for

disengaging said locking lugs and said forks.

10. In a magazine firearm , the combination of a sliding

barrel, a pairof cartridge chambers locatedone on either

side of said barrel near the breech end. a stationary mem

ber beneath said barrel, a pair of cartridge shifting forks
pivotally mounted on said stationary member and adapted

to shift cartridges from said chambers into position beneath

said barrel , a pair of spring fingers provided on said sta

tionary member , each of said spring fingers having a pair

of upwardly projecting lugs one of which is adapted to
lock the cartridge shifting fork in position under the bar

rel after a cartridgehasbeen shifted intoposition beneath

thebarrel, and means provided beneath the barrel for en

gaging with the other lug upon each of said spring fingers to

depress either of the fingers and release thecartridge fork

Alfred Milroy Nolf, Salt LakeCity , Utah , U.S.A. , 27th locked by either of said fingers.

November, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 24thJuly, 1906. Re- barrel a pairof cartridge chambers located one on either
11. In a magazine firearm the combination of a sliding

ceipt No. 138,111. side of said barrel near the breech end, a stationary mem

Claim .- 1. In a magazine firearm the combination ofa ber beneath said barrel, a pair of forks pivotally mounted

stock , guides extending forwardly from the stock, a bar- on said stationary member and adapted to shift cartridges

relslidablymounteduponsaid guides,aguide bar rigidly from saidchambersinto position beneath said barrel, a

supported beneathsaidbarrelandattachedto the stock , pair ofspring fingers attachedto said stationary member

a rib on said guidebar near the forward end thereof, al and each having a pair of upwardly projectinglugs the rear

metal strap secured to said barrel on the under surface

thereof and having an opening, a guide loop slidable on said the barrel,and apivotedcam mounted beneath the barrel

one of which is adapted to lock the fork in position beneath

strap and on said guide bar, a spring pressedpawl in said and adapted to contact with theforward lugs on said spring
guide loop adapted to engage the openingin said strap and fingersandto depress said spring fingers sufficiently to re
to be forced out of engagement therewithbythe ribupon lease said cartridge shiftingforks.
said guide bar, and a fore end rigidly associated with said 12. In a magazine firearm the combination of a sliding

guide loop . barrel , a pivoted cam secured in position beneath said bar
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to

rel , a stop lug for limiting the pivotal movement of said frictional engagement between said locking bolt and said

cam , a spring adapted to hold said cam always in contact frame, and means for operating said locking bolt.

with the stop lug, a pair of cartridge chambers , a pair of 22. In a magazine frearm the combination of a pivoted

cartridge shifting forks located in said chambers, and ribs hammer, an eccentric lever for cocking said hammer, a
upon said forks adapted to be engaged by said cam gear, a trigger , a trigger latch , a lever for throwing said

operate said forks. trigger latch into operative position and a reciprocating

13. In a magazine firearm the combination of a sliding locking the trigger latch and throwing them into operativemember engaging said eccentric lever and the lever for

barrel , a pivoted spring actuated cam secured beneath

said barrel and movable therewith , a stationary member
position .

beneath said barrel, a pair of cartridge chambers located
23. In a firearm the combination of a hammer , a gear,

one on either side of said barrel near the breech end, a pair entering said recess, anautomatic lock engaging said

trig;

a trigger having a recess formed therein , a trigger latch

of cartridge forks pivotally mounted on said stationary

member and adapted to shift cartridges from said cham
ger latch and serving to lock it in operative position and

bers into position beneath said barrel, a rib provided on a reciprocating member for cocking said hammer and

the upper surface ofeach of said forks and adapted to be throwing said trigger latch into operative position .

engaged by saidcam to operate the fork to which therib having a recess , a trigger latchenteringsaid recess, an
24. In a firearm the combination of a hammer, a trigger

is attached , latch mechanism provided on said stationary

member and adapted to engage said forks to hold either automatic lock engaging said trigger latch and holding it

in positionbeneath the barrel after shifting a cartridge, operating on one movement to cock said hammer and throw
securely in operative position and a reciprocating member

said latch mechanism being adapted to engage by said cam

and thrown into operative position.
said trigger latch into operative position and serving upon

14. In a magazine firearm the combination of a sliding said trigger latch .
the reverse movement to partially disengage the lock for

barrel, a magazine adjacent to the breech end of said barrel
25. In a firearm the combination of a sliding barrel , aat one side thereof and below the level of the barrel , means

locking bolt for said barrel, a cartridge elevator , a slidingfor shifting a cartridge from the magazine to a position be
fore end , and a rod having cam grooves adapted to be enneath the barrel , an elevator adapted to raise a cartridge

from position beneath the barrel into alignment with the gaged by portions of said elevator and said locking bolt
bore of the barrel, a rod having a cam groove associated and attached to said sliding fore end.

26. In a magazine firearm the combination of a magazine ,with the barrel and reciprocated thereby, a pivoted lever

having one end connected with the elevator and the barrel, a sliding fore end for imparting movement to said
means for shifting cartridges from said magazine to said

other end engaging the cam groove in said rod, cartridge shifting means,and a latch pin upon said fore end

whereby the reciprocation of said rod raises and lowers by means ofwhich said cartridge hifting means may be

said elevator:
rendered operative or inoperative at will .

15. In a magazine firearm , a cartridge elevator comprising 27. In a magazine firearm the combination of a magazine ,

a member mounted for vertical reciprocation and a pair of means for shifting cartridges from said magazine to the
spring actuated cartridge gripping jaws projecting forward barrel, a lock , a sliding fore end, connections between said
from said member and each having the forward portion fore end and said shifting means whereby the movement

curved to conform to the contour of the cartridge and at of said fore end operates said cartridge shifting means and
the rear vertically disposed groove immediately in front of said lock , and a catch upon said fore end by means of

said member to permit the upward passage of the head of which the movement of the fore end may be limited so as

a cartridge.
to prevent the operation of the cartridge shifting means

16. In a magazine firearm , a stationary member having without binding the operation of the lock .

laterally projecting studs , a cartridge elevator comprising a

vertically sliding plate having guide loops engagedby said No. 102,317. Apparatus for Raising Sunken Ves
studs and a pair of spring actuated cartridge clamping jaws

sels.

projecting forward from said slidable plate .

17. In a magazine firearm , the combination of a sliding
Appareil pour monter à la surface les vaisseaux submergés.

barrel, a magazine adjacent to the breech end of said bar

rel, means for shifting a cartridge from said magazine to a

position beneath said barrel , a downwardly projecting lug

at the breech end of said barrel, said lug being curved to

correspond to the curvature of the cartridge and serving

hy engagement with said cartridge to hold the same in posi

tion beneath the breech of said barrel into which a cart

ridge will be forced by the rearward movement of said

sliding barrel .

18. In a magazine firearm having a barrel , a magazine be

low the level of said barrel, said magazine being open at

the bottom for charging , a pivoted closure plate for said

magazine, a pair of lugs provided on said closure plate,

spring actuated follower fingers pivotally mounted on said

lugs, said follower fingers having slots intermediate of their

ends , equalizer fingers pivotally mounted on said closure

plate in the rear of said lugs and studs provided on said

equalizer fingers and adapted to engage the slots in the

follower fingers, the cartridge engaging end of such pivot

members maintaining the same positions relatively to each

other during the entire upward movement within the

magazine .

19. In a magazine firearm the combination with a slidable Fernando Staud y Ximinez, Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. , 27th

November, 1906 ; 6 years .
barrel , a breech piece provided on its opposite sides and

Filed 15th September, 1906 .

bottom with ribs and grooves, those on the sides being ar
Receipt No. 139,537.

ranged on lines oblique to the axis of the bore and a slid- Claim.-1. A submergible pontoon for the purpose set

ably mounted locking bolt having similarly disposed ribs forth , comprising a shell equipped with air pressure and

and grooves for engagement with those of the breech piece water inlet and outlet valves , and a guide tube extending

and exercising a cam like action in forcing the breech through the shell for a lifting cable to direct the shell to

piece in the direction of the breech block of the firearm . ward the point of attachment of said cable to a sunken

20 In a magazine firearm , a slidable barrel , a breech piece vessel to be raised .

rigidly secured thereto , a slidable locking bolt disposed at 2. Apparatus for raising sunken vessels , comprising in

right angles to said barrel for engaging with said breech combination, a pontoon formed of a shell equipped with

piece, cams provided on said locking bolt and a reciprocat - air pressure and water inlet and outlet valves and having

ing member having grooves for engagement with said cams a guide tube extending through it , and a lifting cable

to throw said locking bolt into and out of operative posi- passing through said tube, and having
end secured

tion . to the vessel to be raised at the side thereof to which the

21. In a magazine firearm, a frame having forwardly ex- submerged pontoon on said cable is immediately adjacent.

tending portions forming guides, a barrel slidably mounted 3. A submerged pontoon for the purpose set forth , com

on said guides, a breech piece rigidly secured to said bar- prising a shell equipped with air pressure and water in
rel , a locking bolt slidably mounted in said frame and en- let and outlet valves, a guide tube through the shell , and a

gaging positively with said breech piece , a spring inter- lifting cable passing through said tube and provided at one
posed between said locking bolt and said frame to cause ' end with anchoring means adapted for fastening said cable
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to a vessel to be raised at the side thereof to which the shell for a lifting cable to direct the shell toward the
submerged pontoon on said cable is immediately adjacent. point of attachment of said cable to a sunken vessel to be

4. A submergible pontoon for the purpose set forth, com- raised, and yielding teeth provided at different points

prising a shell equipped with air pressure and water inlet along the interior of said tube for engaging said cable to

valve andwater outlet valve, said valves being connected prevent movement thereon of the shell in one direction.

together to adapt them to work simultaneously, and a guide 9. A submergible pontoon comprising a valve equipped

tube through the shell for a lifting cable to direct the shell and a tube extending through the shell and adapted

shell , by filling it with water for sinking it , toward the to receive a lifting cable for directing the shell toward the

point of attachment of said cable to a sunken vessel to point of attachment of said cable to a sunken vessel to be

be raised . raised, and clutch mechanism in said tube for engaging

5. A submergible pontoon comprising a shell having a said cable , comprising spring pressed teeth pivoted to the

guide tube extending extending through it for a lifting inner wall of said tube, and adapted to normally extend

cable attachable to a sunken vessel to be raised, an air- laterally into the path of the cable, to permit the pon

and -water inlet valve, a water outlet valve and an air toon to be lowered but prevent it from rising thereon.

vent , a rod carried by the water outlet valve, and means 10. A submergible pontoon comprising a valve equipped

for releasably connecting said inlet valve to said rod, shell, a tube extending through the shell and adapted to

whereby said inlet valve may be operated independently of receive a lifting cable for directing the shell toward the

or simultaneously with said outlet valve. point of attachment of said cable to a sunken vessel to be

6. A submergible pontoon comprising a shell, having a raised , longitudinal tubes on the inner wall of said tube.

guide extending through it for a lifting cable attachable to a end clutch mechanism comprising series of spring pressed

sunken vessel to be raised , an air-and - water inlet valve teeth pivoted to said ribs and adapted to normally ex

carrying a sleeve , a water outlet valve and an air vent , a tend laterally into the path of the cable to permit the

rod carried by the water outlet valve extending into said pontoon to be lowered and prevent it from rising thereon.
sleeve and provided with a stop below the same, and 11. A submergible pontoon comprising a shell provided

meansfor releasably fastening said sleeve to said rod, with an air inlet valve and a water outletvalve, and means
whereby the air and water valvemay beoperated inde forattachingthe shell to a sunken vessel to be raised, &
pendently of or simultaneously with said water outlet tube extending into the shell, through which a portion of

valve . its water contents is expelled , a conduit leading from said

7. A submergible pontoon for the purpose set forth , comprising a shell equipped with airpressure and water inlet tube , anda valved float on the end of said conduit, for the

and outlet valves , a guide tube extending through the shell purpose set forth.

for a lifting cable to direct the shell toward the point of

12. A submergible pontoon comprising a shell, neaps for

attachment of said cable to a sunken vessel toberaised, attaching the shell to a sunkenvessel tobe raised, an air

and a gripping device for the cable having yielding teeth and water inlet valve and a water outlet valve on the
adapted to engage the cable in said tube to lock the shell shell, a valved air outlet tube and a valved water outlet

against rising on said cable .

tube extending into said shell and having a pipe connection

8. A submergible pontoon for the purposes set forth , com- and a conduit leading from said common pipe and terminat

prising a shell equipped with air pressure and water inlet ing in a valved float, for the purpose set forth.

and outlet valves, a guide table extending through the
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TRADE-MARKS

Registered during the month of November, 1906, at the Department of Agriculture—

Copyright and Trade-Mark Branch .

11378. KINAHAN & COMPANY, LIMITED, Carlisle Building, Dublin , Ire.

land : Guildford Street , York Road, Lambeth , London ,

England : and 16 Bothwell Street , Glasgow , Scotland. Gin.

Oblong label with representation of a cat in belt and top

boots sitting on the ground and holding a glass , sur

mounted by the words : Cordial Old Tom Gin. Snow

drop " and name and addresses of Registrants below. 5th

November, 1906.

11379. KINAHAN & COMPANY, LIMITED , Carlisle Building, Dublin , Ire

land : Guildford Street , York Road , Lambeth , London ,

England : and 16 Bothwell Street, Glasgow, Scotland.

Whisky. Oblong label with words : “ Kinahan's ' Glintry '

Finest Liqueur Scotch Whisky," and name and addresses

of Registrants. 5th November, 1906 .

11380. FOLEY, LOCK & LARSON, Winnipeg, Manitoba. Biscuits. Label

with words : “ Milk Toast and representation of a child

seated at a table eating, a dog and a cat on chairs near.

5th November, 1906 .

11381. JOSEPH ADELARD BEAUREGARD, La Presentation, Que . Remedies ,

Representation d'un Ours debout, tenant dans sa patte

droite un epi de ble d'Inde et mots : " Baume Merveilleux,"

etc. , 5 novembre 1906.

11382. AMERICAN LEAD PENCIL COMPANY, New York , N.Y. , U.S.A.

Lead Pencils. Word : " Venus." 5th November, 1906.

11383. THE GENESEE PURE FOOD COMPANY, Le Roy, New York , U.S.A.

Ice Cream Powder. Word : “ Jell - o." 6th November ,

1906 .

Label11384. J. A. FARQUHAR & COMPANY, Halifax, Nova Scotia . Flour.

re “ The Skipper." 6th November, 1906.

11385. H. CORBY DISTILLERY COMPANY, LIMITED , Belleville , Ont. All

Spirituous Liquors. Word : " Majestic.” 6th November ,

1906.

11386. THE UNITED STATES GYPSUM COMPANY , Chicago, Illinois , U.S.A.

Plaster. Word : “ Flint " and representation of a flint

arrowhead. 6th November, 1906.

11387. THE UNITED STATES GYPSUM COMPANY, Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A.

Plaster. Representation of the heavens with word :

Zenith " thereon, and pyramid of bags of plaster. 6th

November, 1906.

11388. WILLIAM AUGUSTUS GREENE , Waterloo, Ont. General Trade

Mark. Word : “ Greene." 7th November, 1906 .

11389. THE NEW YORK HAMBURGER GUMMI -WAREN COMPAGNIE , (The

New York Hamburg India Rubber Company) , Hamburg,

German Empire. Combs for Toilet purposes and certai i

named goods of India Rubber and Sulphurized India

Rubber. Words : “ Hercules Club " and representation of

Hercules breaking his club on the teeth of a comb. 7th

November, 1906 .

11390. THE NEW YORK HAMBURGER GUMMI-WAREN COMPAGNIE, (The

New York Hamburg India Rubber Company) , Hamburg ,

German Empire. Combs for Toilet purposes and certain

named goods of India Rubber and Sulphurized India

Rubber. Word : “ Hercules.” 7th November, 1906.

11391. PHOENIX SUNDRY COMPANY , LIMITED, Montreal , Que . Toilet

Articles and Preparations. Representation of a Phenix

with open claws and wings , initials : " P.S.C.L." in sun's

rays above . 7th November. 1906.

11392. FRANK W. MERRILL, Toronto, Ont. Toilet Preparations. Words :

“The Royal " - " English . " 8th November, 1906 . (As

signed to The Merrill Medical Company. )

11393. ALEXANDER FERGUSON & COMPANY, Glasgow, Scotland. Whisky.

Red label bearing letters : “ K.T." and circular shield

with thistle . 8th November, 1906.
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11394 . THE M. S. BROWN COMPANY, LIMITED, Montreal , Que. Watches

and Jewellery. Word : “ Perfection .” 8th November,

1906.

11395. THE BLOOMFIELD PACKING COMPANY, LIMITED, Picton , Ont .

Canned Vegetables and Fruits. Words : - Little Gem ."

9th November, 1906 .

11396. PERCY HOWARD BENNETT, Kenora, Ont. Clothing , Underwear,

Boots and Shoes, Trunks and Valises . Words : “ The Big

Four Clothing Store.” 9th November, 1906 .

11397. THE 2 MACS, LIMITED , Ottawa , Ont. General Trade Mark. Words :

* The 2 Macs." 9th November, 1906 .

11398. BADISCHE ANILIN & SODA FABRIK , Ludwigshafen- on - the -Rhine,

German Empire. Chemicals, including colouring matters.

Representation two Shields, one bearing a Rampant

Horse and the other a Rampant Lion. 9th November, 1906 .

11399 . BADISCHE ANILIN & SODA FABRIK , Ludwigshafen -on - the -Rhine,

German Empire. Chemicals, including colouring matters.

Label and words : “ Badische Anilin & Soda Fabrik

Moskau Ludwigshafen A/Rh. Neuville s / S ," on scrolls , re

presentations winged figure and two shields , one bearing

Horse Rampant and the other Lion Rampant. 9th Nov.

ember, 1906.

11400. HERBERT JACKSON, 49 Lansdowne Road , Notting Hill , London, Eng

land. General Trade Mark . Word : “ MYXYM .” 10th

November, 1906 .

11401. ROYAL WORCESTER CORSET COMPANY, Worcester, Massachusetts,

U.S.A. Women's and Children's Underwear, particularly

Corsets and Corset Waists. Word : “ Adjusto ." 10th

November, 1906.

11402. THOMAS MCAVITY STEWART, St. John , New Brunswick . Anti

friction Metals, Valves, Cocks, Hardware, Mill , Factory ,

Engineers' and Plumbers' Supplies, Belting, Hose, etc. ,

etc. Word : “ Mayflower." 10th November, 1906 .

11403. THOMAS MCAVITY STEWART, St. John , New Brunswick. Closets ,

Tanks, Baths, Basins, etc. , etc. Word : “ Hygienico ."

10th November, 1906.

11404 . THE BRITISH LYSOFORM COMPANY. LIMITED, 34 Old Broad Street,

London, England. Chemical Substances , particularly Dis

infectants . Word : “ Lusoforme." 12th November, 1906.

11405. CHARLES FOX TODD, Victoria , British Columbia. Canned Salmon .

Representation of a Globe showing Western Hemisphere

with words : “ Prince Rupert ” across same. 12th Nov

ember, 1906.

11406. SOCIETY OF CHEMICAL INDUSTRY IN BASLE, Klybeckstrasse 151 ,

Basle , Switzerland . Pharmaceutical Products. Represen

tation of a Peasant Woman gathering Herbs or Simples.

12th November, 1906.

11407. SOCIETY OF CHEMICAL INDUSTRY IN BASLE , Klybeckstrasse 151 ,

Basle, Switzerland. Pharmaceutical Products . Word :

“ Fortossan ." 12th November, 1906 .

11408. SOCIETY OF CHEMICAL INDUSTRY IN BASLE, Klybeckstrasse
151 ,

Basle , Switzerland. Pharmaceutical Products. Word :

“ Phytin ." 12th November, 1906.

11409. SOCIETY OF CHEMICAL INDUSTRY IN BASLE , Klybeckstrasse 151 ,

Basle , Switzerland. Pharmaceutical Products. Word :

“ Quinine -Phytin ." 12th November, 1906 .

11410. SOCIETY OF CHEMICAL INDUSTRY IN BASLE , Klybeckstrasse 151 ,

Basle , Switzerland. Pharmaceutical Products. Word :

“ Salen ." 12th November, 1906 .

11411. THE STANDARD TOOL COMPANY, Cleveland , Ohio, U.S.A. Small

Machinists' Tools. Outline of a Shield enclosing words :

“ Standard Tool Co." 13th November, 1906.

11412. ACME WHITE LEAD & COLOUR WORKS, Detroit, Michigan, U.S.A.

Paints , Enamels , Varnishes, etc. , etc. Words : " Acme

Quality ” on a flag -shaped field within a circular border.

13th November, 1906 .

11413. JOHN A. BRUCE & COMPANY, Hamilton , Ont. Vegetable , Flower

and Farm Seeds. Representation of a Crowned Lion

Rampant and words : “ Regal Seeds on a four -leaved

clover enclosed in a Garter bearing name and address of

Registrants . 13th November, 1906 .

11414. THE LAPRAIRIE BRICK COMPANY, LIMITED , Montreal , Que.

Bricks, Blocks , Slabs , etc. , for Building, Paving and other

purposes. Words : " Shale Plastic." 14th November,

1906 .
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11415. GEDEON MILLER , Winnipeg, Manitoba. Suits made to order.

Name : " The Scotland Woolen Mills Company." 14th

November, 1906.

11416. THOMAS RICHARDSON ELLIN, Footprint Works , Hollis Croft ,

Sheffield , England. Steel and Iron in bars, sheets or rods,

Wire, Machinery, Cutlery , Tools and Silver and Plated

goods. Representation of, and word : “ Domino." 14th

November, 1906.

11417. THOMAS RICHARDSON ELLIN , Footprint Works, Hollis Croft,

Sheffield, England. Steel and Iron in bars, sheets or rods,

Wire, Machinery, Cutlery, Tools and Silver and Plated

Goods. Representation of, and word : “ Footprint.” 14th

November, 1906 .

11418 . THE PARIS PLOW COMPANY, LIMITED , Paris , Ont . Various

kinds of Plows . Word : " Success .” 15th November ,

1906.

11419. HARRY R. McLELLAN , St. John, New Brunswick . Automatic

Fasteners. Word : “ Security " spelled : “ C -curity . ” . 15th

November, 1906 .

11420. THE T. W. CAPP COMPANY, Toronto, Ont. Gold and Silver Jewel

lery . Representation of a Jockey's Cap. 15th November ,

1906.

11421. CLAIRE STOKES, Petrolea , Ont. Drug for the cure of the Liquor

Habit. Word : No - Jag.” 15th November, 1906.
60

11422. JOHN MACKINTOSH , Halifax, England. Confectionery, particularly

Toffee. Words : ' I am John Mackintosh, the Toffee

King, and photograph of John Mackintosh. 15th November,
1906 .

11423. CHARLES PETERSON, Dublin, Ireland . Pipes , Cigar Holders ,

Cigarette Holders and Smokers ' articles . Words :

“ Peterson's Patent." 16th November, 1906.

11424. MANCHESTER, ROBERTSON, ALLISON, LIMITED , St. John, New

Brunswick . Serges for Men's wear. Words : “ Briny Deep

'Serges.” 16th November, 1906.

11425. THE J. C. AYER COMPANY, Lowell , Massachusetts, U.S.A. Toilet

Preparations. Label re Ayer's Hair Vigor " and repre

sentation of a woman displaying long flowing hair. 16th

November, 1906.

11426. THE J. C. AYER COMPANY, Lowell , Massachusetts , U.S.A. Medical

Compounds. Label re Ayer's Compound Concentrated

Extract of Sarsaparilla (Non - Alcoholic ." ) 16th November,

1906.

11427. THE J. C. AYER COMPANY, Lowell , Massachusetts, U.S.A. Medical

Compounds. Label re “ Ayer's Cherry Pectoral.” 16th

November, 1906.

11428 . WILLIAM HOLLINS & COMPANY, LIMITED, Pleasley Works, near

Mansfield and Warser Gate , Nottingham, and 25-26 New

gate Street, London, England. General Trade Mark.

Word : “ Viyella ." 17th November, 1906.

11429. THE COLUMBIA FLOURING MILLS COMPANY, LIMITED , Enderby,

British Columbia. Flour. Representation of Two Stars .

17th November, 1906 .

11430. THE COLUMBIA FLOURING MILLS COMPANY, LIMITED , Enderby,

British Columbia. Flour. Words : “ Moffet's Best. " 17th

November, 1906.

11431 . SHARP SONNENTHAL & COMPANY, LIMITED, Bradford, England.

General Trade Mark. Word : Esescho. " 17th November,

1906 .

11432. THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED ,

Montreal , Que . Tobacco. Word : “ Hochfeiner and re

presentation of the Arms of Canada. 17th November, 1906.

11433 . FRANCIS G. GALE, Waterville, Que. , Trading as GEO . GALE &

SONS. Bedsteads. Words : “ Lawson Tait Hospital

Spring Bedstead.” and representation of a bedstead. 19th

November, 1906.

11434. FRANCIS G. GALE , Waterville , Que. , Trading as GEO. GALE & SONS.

Wire Mattresses. Words : “ Dominion Wire Mattress " .

and representation of a wire mattress and of a bed packed

for shipping. 19th November, 1906.

46

11435. FRANCIS G. GALE, Waterville , Que. , Trading as GEO. GALE & SONS.

Wire Mattresses. Words : Old Dominion Wire Mat

and representation of a wire mattress. 19th

November, 1906.

tress "

11-28
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11436. WALTER E. GUNN , Winnipeg, Manitoba. Magazine. Words :

Canada West, A Magazine of the Sunset Provinces.”

19th November, 1906 .

11437 . MALLEABLE IRON RANGE COMPANY, Beaver Dam, Dodge County,
Wisconsin , U.S.A. Ranges . Word : Monarch ." 19th

November, 1906.

11438 . ANTOINE SOLARI , Smyrna, Turkey - in - Asia. Figs. Oval gold

bordered label bearing words : “ Tonee Figs ” etc. , and

landscape showing fig trees. 20th November, 1906.

11439 . THE DEISEL-WEMMER COMPANY , Lima , Ohio , U.S.A. Cigars.

Words : “ San Felice." 20th November, 1906 .

11440. REGAL SHOE COMPANY , INCORPORATED, Boston , Massachusetts,

U.S.A. Leather Boots and Shoes. Words : Window of

the Sole.” 20th November, 1906 .

11441 . THE GOLDIE MILLING COMPANY, LIMITED , Ayr , Ont. Flour.

Word : " Housekeeper." 20th November , 1906 .

11442 . J. G. GROSCH FELT SHOE COMPANY. Milverton , Ont. Boots , Shoes

and Slippers . Name : “ J. G. Grosch ” on a band cross

ing a shield diagonally . 20th November, 1906 .

11443 .

11444 .

11145 .

SHINKICHI TAMURA, Vancouver, British Columbia. Flour, Wheat

and Rice . Representation of a Ball . 21st November, 1906 .

SHINKICHI TAMURA, Vancouver, British Columbia Flour, Wheat

and Rice. Representation of a square including four

smaller squares . 21st November, 1906 .

GLENCOE WOOLLENS, LIMITED , Glencoe , Ont . Knitted Goods and

Textiles. Words : Glencoes, Glencoe Woollens, Limited ."

21st November, 1906 .

THE MONTREAL CGTION COMPANY , Valleyfield, Que. Woven Cot
ton and wool Mercerized Cotton . Words : “ Sea Island

Wool . ' 21st November, 1906 .

JOHN HERCHMER POYNTZ, Toronto, Ont. A Toilet Washing

tonuer . voru : Muk -Amun - vat." 22nd November,

1906 .

11446 .

11447 .

11448 .

11449 .

11450.

ONTARIO STEEL WARE, LIMITED , Toronto , Ont. All articles of

Enamelled ware. Representation or a disn pearing words :

“ ware for Wear." 22nd November, 1906 .

HORACE BAXTER PEABODY and WITTER JOHNSTON PEABODY,

windsor, Ont. Pants , Overalis and Jackets . Representa

tion of a square nut for a machine bolt bearing words :

Leather Label,” etc. 22nd November , 1906 .

THE LISK MANUFACTURING COMPANY, LIMITED, Canandaigua ,

New York , U.S.A. Tin Ware ( including anti -rusting tin

ware ) , Aluminum Galvanized ware , etc. , etc. Name :

* Lisk " with name and address or Registrants and des

criptive matter on oval label with ornamental blue and

gold border. 22nd November, 1906.

THE IRVING UMBRELLA COMPANY, LIMITED , Toronto, Ont.

Umbrellas, Parasols and Sunshades . Word : • Reliance."

23rd November, 1906.

THE IRVING UMBRELLA COMPANY, LIMITED, Toronto , Ont.

Umbrelllas , Parasols and Sunshades. Word : " Broad

way." 23rd November, 1906.

THE IRVING UMBRELLA COMPANY, LIMITED, Toronto, Ont.
Umbrellas , Parasols and Sunshades. Word : Duke.”

23rd November, 1906.

THE IRVING UMBRELLA COMPANY LIMITED, Toronto, Ont.

Umbrellas , Parasols and Sunshades . Word : Broad

23rd November, 1906 .

11451.

11452 .

11453 .

11454 ,

11455. THE IRVING UMBRELLA COMPANY, LIMITED, Toronto , Ont.

Umbrellas , Parasols and Sunshades . Word : Gem ."

23rd November, 1906.

11456. THE IRVING UMBR LLA COMPANY, LIMITED , Toronto, Ont.

Umbrellas, Parasols and Sunshades. Word : " Perfec

tion ." 23rd November, 1906.

11457. THE IRVING UMBRELLA COMPANY LIMITED , Toronto, Ont.

Umbrellas, Parasols and Sunshades . Word : “ Peerless."

23rd November, 1906 .

11458. THE IRVING UMBRELLA COMPANY , LIMITED, Toronto, Ont.

Umbrellas , Parasols and Sunshades. Word : Queen.”

23rd November, 1906.

11459. JOSEPH HERVE QUERO , 10 Bulevard Emile Augier, Paris , France.

Sardines . Label divided into several panels bearing

words, etc. Sardines a l'huile ,-A. & C . , -- Albert &

Cie." etc. , etc. 24th November, 1906 .

40
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11460. GAL'TIER FRERES , Aigre, i Charente ) , France . Une Liqueur. Eti

quette re “ L'Angelus " ( tableau célèbre ) , mots : “ Liqueur

des Salésiens de Dom Bosco," etc. , etc. 24 novembre 1906.

11461 . GAUTIER FRERES , Aigre , (Charente ) . France. Liqueurs . Vins , et

tous autres Spiritueux.
Mot : Angelus." 24 novembre

1906 .

11462. VERNAL REMEDY COMPANY, Le Roy , New York , U.S.A. Medicine.

Words : “ Vernal Palmettona ." 26th November, 1906 .

11463 . AFRICAN CIGARETTE COMPAVY, LIMITED, Cecil Chambers , 86 ,

Strand, London , W.C. , England. Tobacco. Label re

Shadoof.” 26th November, 1906 .

11464. AFRICAN CIGARETTE COMPANY , LIMITED , Cecil Chambers, 86 .

Strand , London , W.C., England . Tobacco , Word :

* Shadoof.” 26th November. 1906 .

11465 . AFRICAN CIGARETTE COMPANY, LIMITED , Cecil Chambers , 86,
Strand , London , W.C. , England Tobacco . Word :

Hemely, " 26th November , 1906 .

11466. AFRICAN CIGARETTE COMPANY, LIMITED , Cecil Chambers , 86,

Strand, London , W.C. , England. Tobacco. Label re

“ Hemely ” and representation of an Egyptian Water

Carrier. 26th November, 1906 .

11467. BRITISH -AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY, LIMITED , London, Eng

land. Tobacco. Label re “ Ramleh ” and representation

of the head of a woman with Turkish headdress , 27th

November, 1906 .

11468. BRITISH-AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY, LIMITED , London, Eng

land. Tobacco. Label re “ Bairam ," bust of an Egyptian

wearing turban , representation of a Mosque , etc. 27th

November, 1906.

11469. THE VOGUE TAILORING COMPANY, LIMITED , Toronto, Ont. Cloth

ing made according to measurement. Words :

Vogue - We Cut to Fit ” and representation pair of

scissors . 27th November , 1906.

11470. RICHARD H. MCKENNA , Picton , Ont. Instruments for dehorning

cattle. Words : “ Keystone Dehorning Clipper ” and

representation of same. 27th November, 1906.

11471. PORT NELSON CANNING AND SALTING COMPANY , LIMITED , Van

couver, British Columbia . Salmon . Label re " Lord

Nelson Brand.” 28th November, 1906 .

11472. THE DOMINION MOLASSES COMPANY, LIMITED , Halifax , Nova

Scotia. Molasses in cans or pails . Label re Ginger

Bread Molasses " and representation of a woman cutting

bread. 28th November, 1906 .

11473. ROBERT NELSON GRUNDY, Guelph , Ont. Stoves and Heaters.

Word : “ Wonder. " 28th November, 1906 .

11474. THE HORTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Bristol , Connecticut,
U.S.A. Fishing Rods and Tackle. Word : * Rainbow .”

28th November, 1906 .

11475. MOISE BOILEAU , Montreal , Que . Bleu Liquide . Representation

d'une Etoile et les mots : Boileau's Blue,” au centre.

29 novembre 1906 .

11476. THE WILCOX & WHITE COMPANY , Meriden , Connecticut , U.S.A.

General Trade Mark. Word : “ Melodant.” 29th Novem .

ber , 1906 .

11477. KARGON EXTRACTING COMPANY, Cincinnati , Ohio , U.S.A. Phar

maceutical Preparations, Plasters, and Proprietary and

Veterinary Medicines. Word : Kargon." 30th Novem

ber, 1906 .

11478. THE ACME GLOVE WORKS, Montreal , Que. General Trade Mark ,

Words : “ Loose Fit Brand." 30th November, 1906.

11479. THE PEPSI-COLA COMPANY, New Bern, North Carolina , U.S.A.

Beverages , particularly non -alcoholic . Word : ' Pepsi

Cola ." 30th November , 1906.

65

INDUSTRIAL DESIGNS

Registered during the month of November, 1906. at the Department of Agriculture

Copyright and Trade -Mark Branch.

2489. JOHN GEORGE MILNE , Regina, Saskatchewan . Book Cover for " The

Farmers ' Convenient Journal." 7th November, 1906 .

2490. GEORGE H. WESTON , Toronto, Ont . Photograph Frame re “ Horse

Shoe. " 8th November, 1906.

2491. RICHARD HEMSLEY, Montreal , Que . Handle for Spoon , Fork or

similar article , re Shield surmounted by Crown and Lion.

15th November, 1906.

2492. MCLAUGHLIN - GOURLEY, LIMITED , Toronto , Ont . Case for the dis

play of goods in a store . 19th November, 1906 .
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COPYRIGHTS

Entered during the month of November, 1906 , at the Department of Agriculture

Copyright and Trade-Mark Branch.

17733 HARMSWORTH SELF -EDUCATOR . 25th October, 1906 . No. 23 .

(Magazine.) The Amalgamated Press , Limited, London ,

England, 2nd November, 1906 .

17734. SUMMERSIDE FROM TOP OF POST OFFICE LOOKING NORTH.

(Photo. ) Lorne H. Read , Summerside, Prince Edward Is

land, 2nd November, 1906 .

17735. SUMMERSIDE FROM TOP OF POST OFFICE LOOKING EAST.

(Photo . ) Lorne H. Read, Summerside , Prince Edward Is

land, 2nd November, 1906 .

17736. GRANBY RUBBER COMPANY. ( Hanger.) The Canadian Rubber

Company of Montreal , Limited , Montreal , Que . , 2nd Nov

ember, 1906 .

17737 . THE
HANDY GUIDE TO WINNIPEG. ( Book . ) International

Bureau , Winnipeg, Manitoba, 2nd November, 1906.

17738. ONTARIO LAW REPORTS. Volume XI, 1906. Editor : James F.

Smith, K.C. The Law Society of Upper Canada , Toronto,

Ont. , 2nd November, 1906.

17739. NOTES ECONOMIQUES SUR LE CANADA ; FASCICULE 1 ; LE

BANK AND BANKING ACT CANADIEN. Ch . Marie

Claude de Bouthillier -Chavigny, Lennoxville, Que .,
2

novembre 1906 .

17740. VALSE LOUISE. By Egbert Van Alstyne. (Music. ) Jerome H.

Remick & Company, Detroit, Michigan , U.S.A. , 3rd Nov

ember, 1906 .

17741
MICKEY FINN. Two-Step. By Maude L. Rogers. (Music. ) Jerome

H. Remick & Company , Detroit, Michigan , U.S.A. , 3rd

November, 1906.

17742. BRITAIN'S ALLIES SINCE 1701 . ( Calendar. ) Cockshutt Plough

Company, Limited, Brantford, Ont. , 3rd November, 1906 .

17743. GOLDING'S A TRAGEDIE OF ABRAHAM'S SACRIFICE. Edited

with an Introduction , Notes and Appendix. By Malcolm

W. Wallace, Ph.D. H. H. Langton , Toronto, Ont. , 3rd

November, 1906.

17744. BRANT'S FORD. (Calendar .) The Brantford Carriage Company,

Limited, Brantford, Ont. , 3rd November, 1906.

17745. PO -NIS -CHAP -PAN -NE -KA -PE . (Calendar .) The Calgary Brewing

and Malting Company, Limited, Calgary , Alberta , 5th

November, 1906.

17746 .
G. SidTE DEUM LAUDAMUS . Anthem . By G. Sidwell . (Music . )

well, Owen Sound , Ont. , 5th November, 1906.

17747. KNIGHTS WHO FOUGHT THE DRAGON. By Edwin Leslie. (Book. )

William Briggs , Toronto , Ont. , 5th November, 1906.

17748. KINDNESS OF HEATHEN. Sermon by Rev. Frank De Witt Tal

mage, Los Angeles, California, U.S.A. , 4th November ,

1906. Frederick Diver, Toronto, Ont., 5th November, 1906 .

17749. IRENE . Song. By Benj . L. Shook . (Music . ) Grinnell Brothers ,

Detroit, Michigan , U.S.A. , 6th November, 1906.

17750. TRAITE CANADIEN DU JEU DE DAMES A LA POLONAISE. Par

Ernest Geoffrion . (Livre.) Ernest Geoffrion, Montréal,

Qué, 6 novembre 1906.

17751. O CANADA , TERRE DE NOS AIEUX ! (Chant National. ) Words

by the Honourable Judge Routhier. Music by C. Lavallee.

Whaley, Royce & Company, Limited, Toronto , Ont. , 6th

November, 1906 .

17752 . THE LORD BLESS THEE. (Sentence for Baptism.) Anthem. By T.
C. Jeffers, Mus. Bac. (Music . ) Whaley, Royce & Com

pany, Limited , Toronto, Ont. , 6th November, 1906.

17753. MAPLEONIA. Canadian National Hymn. By W. H. Jackson. (Music.)

W. H. Jackson , Lindsay, Ont. , 6th November, 1906 .

17754. MY GRIEF ON THE SEA. (Song. ) The Words Traditional Irish .

English by Douglas Hyde, L.L.D. Music by Charles

Willeby. The John Church Company, Cincinnati, Ohio,
12
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17755. THE PANCAKE PREACHER . By Mac Cloie . ( Book. ) William

Briggs , Toronto , Ont. , 8th November, 1906.

17756. CHATAWAY'S SECTIONAL PLANS OF MANITOBA , PARISH OF ST.

PAUL , TO WEST OF THE RED RIVER. (Map. ) Charles

Clifton Chataway, Winnipeg, Man ., 8th November , 1906 .

17757. CHATAWAY'S SECTIONAL PLANS OF MANITOBA , PARISH OF

KILDONAN , TO WEST OF THE RED RIVER . ( Map. )

Charles Clifton Chataway, Winnipeg , Man . , 8th November,

1906 .

17758. CHATAWAY'S SECTIONAL PLANS OF MANITOBA , PARISH OF ST.

JAMES , TO WEST OF WINNIPEG CITY LIMITS . ( Map. )

Charles Clifton Chataway, Winnipeg , Man . , 8th November,

1906 .

17759. MADALINE . Song: Words and Music by Gillespie and Chapin.

Jerome H. Remick & Company, New York , N.Y. , U.S.A. ,

8th November, 1906.

17760. AMMUNITION FOR LIFE AGENTS. Compiled by W. E. Findlay.

( Book. ) William E. Findlay, London , Ont . , 8th November,

1906.

17761. SUNDAY SCHOOL CLASS RECORD , ADVENT 1906 TO ADVENT 1907 .

(Card system . ) The Church Record S.S. Publications ,

Toronto , Ont. , 9th November , 1906 .

17762. CUPID AND THE CANDIDATE. By Mrs. Leeming Carr. ( Book . )

William Briggs , Toronto , Ont . , 9th November , 1906 .

17763 . THE DOCTOR : A TALE OF THE ROCKIES. By Ralph Connor.

The Westminster Company , Limited, Toronto, Ont . , 9th

November, 1906.

17764 . XMAS CARTOONS . (Picture. ) Canada Newspaper

Limited , Montreal , Que. , 9th November, 1906 .

Syndicate ,

17765 . AN OLD SWEETHEART OF MINE. Ballad. By Frederick Chapin.

(Music. ) Jerome H. Remick & Company, New York , N.Y. ,

U.S.A. , 10th November, 1906 .

17766. MRS . WILSON WANTS TO KNOW. Song. Words by Vincent Bryan.

Music by Al . Gumble . Jerome H. Remick & Company,

New York , N.Y. , U.S.A. , 10th November, 1906.

17767. IF I DON'T SEE YOU, AND YOU DON'T SEE ME, GOOD LUCK , JES'

DE SAME. Song. Words by Vincent Bryan . Music by

Billie Taylor. Jerome H. Remick & Company, New York ,

N.Y. , U.S.A. , 10th November, 1906 .

17768 . A COLLECTION OF INDIANS AND ESKIMO OF HUDSON'S BAY.

( Photo . ) A. A. Chesterfield, Montreal , Que.. 10th Nov

ember, 1906 .

17769. COLLECTION OF POPES FROM ST. PETER TO THE PRESENT

TIME. ( Picture . ) William Howard , Montreal , Que . 10th

November, 1906 .

17770 . THE MANITOBA GRAIN TELEGRAPH CODE. By A. W. H. Stimp

SOD. ( Book. ) William Tillam Gibbins , Winnipeg, Man. ,

12th November, 1906.

17771 . A PACK TRAIN OF HORSES . ( Photo A. ) E. F. Tucker , Arrowhead,

British Columbia , 12th November, 1906.

17772 . A PACK TRAIN OF HORSES. (Photo B. ) E. F. Tucker, Arrowhead,

British Columbia , 12th November, 1906 .

17773. ROYAL ALEXANDRA ROTUNDA. (Photo 497 A. ) The Consolidated

Stationery Company, Limited , Winnipeg, Man . , 13th Nov

ember, 1906.

17774. ROYAL ALEXANDRA ROTUNDA. (Photo 497 B.) The Consolidated

Stationery Company, Limited , Winnipeg , Man . , 13th Nov

ember, 1906 .

17775. ROYAL ALEXANDRA ROTUNDA. (Photo 497 C. ) The Consolidated

Stationery Company, Limited , Winnipeg, Man . , 13th Nov

ember, 1906.

17776. HARMSWORTH SELF-EDUCATOR , 8TH NOVEMBER, 1906 , No. 24.

(Book. ) The Amalgamated Press , Limited , London , Eng

land, 13th November, 1906 .

17777. PEACE THAT FLOWETH. (Song. ) Words by Jane Crewdson. Music

by Donald C. MacGregor. Whaley, Royce & Company,

Limited , Toronto , Ont. , 13th November, 1906 .

17778 . THE ENGINEERING JOURNAL OF CANADA, NOVEMBER , 1906.

Arch. W. Smith and Partners , Limited, Toronto, Ont. , 14th

November, 1906.
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17779 . SHY -TRY ( Two Step) . By Egbert Van Alstyne . Arranged by J.

Bodewalt Lampe. Jerome H. Remick & Company, New

York , N.Y. , U.S.A. , 14th November, 1906.

17780 . THE BOLIVAR CADETS. (Song. ) Words by Phil . M. Hacker. Music

by Carl Hand. Jerome H , Remick & Company, New York ,

N.Y. , U.S.A. , 14th November , 1906 .

17781. SNUGGLE TO ME CLOSER. ( A Sure Cure for Bashfulness . ) By

Frederick Chapin . ( Music . ) Jerome H. Remick & Com

pany , New York , N.Y. , U.S.A. , 14th November , 1906 .

17782. JOLLY LITTLE JOHNNIES AT THE OLD STAGE DOOR. (Song. )

Words by Phil . M. Hacker. Music by Carl Hand. Jerome

H. Remick & Company, New York , N.Y. , U.S. A. , 14th

November , 1906.

17783 . WANDA FROM ANACONDA . ( Cow Boy Song. ) Arranged by J. Bode

walt Lambe. Jerome H. Remick & Company, New York,

N.Y. , U.S.A. , 14th November, 1906.

17784 . WHY MUST WE PART . (Song . ) By W. R. Williams. Will Rossiter,

Chicago, Illinois , U.S.A. , 15th November, 1906.

17785 .
TO LEAVE YOU FOREVER. ( A beautiful Concert Ballad . ) Words by

Tom Farrel. Music by Fred Fischer. Will Rossiter,

Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. , 15th November, 1906.

SLEEPY LOU . ( For Piano .) By Irene M. Giblin , Jerome H, Remick

& Company, Detroit , Michigan , U.S.A. , 15th November,

1906 .

17786 .

17787. THE HEAVENS DECLARE THE GLORY OF GOD. With Illustra

tions. By Rev. D. B. Marsh, Sc.D. , F.R.A.S. (Book) . D.

B. Marsh , Hamilton , Ont. , 15th November , 1906 .

17788 . DRAWINGS AND PEN WORK. (Drawing. ) D. Beauchamp , Montreal ,

Que . , 15th November, 1906.

17789. HISTORY OF THE ROYAL NORTHWEST MOUNTED POLICE . By

Captain Ernest J. Chambers (Corps of Guides . ) ( Bouk .)

Ernest J. Chambers, Ottawa, Ont. , 16th November, 1906.

17790 . THE PREMIER CELEBRATES HIS 65th BIRTHDAY NEXT TUES

DAY ( Pictures . ) The George Murray Publishing Com :

pany, Limited, Montreal , Que ., 16th November, 1906 .

17791 . DIGEST OF CANADIAN LAW REPORTS , 1901-1905. Compiled by

Walter Edwin Lear. The Carswell Company , Limited,

Toronto , Ont . , 16th November, 1906 .

117792 . OFFICIAL BASKET BALL GUIDE FOR 1906-7 OF THE Y. M. C. A.

ATHLETIC LEAGUE OF CANADA. (Book . ) Governing

Committee of the Athletic League of Young Men's Chris

tian Association of Canada, Toronto , Ont. , 16th November,

1906 .

17793. CHERRY. ( Song. ) Words by Arthur Gillespie . Music by L'Albert.

Jerome H. Remick & Company , Detroit, Michigan , U.S.A. ,

17th November, 1906 .

17794 . AUTUMN. (Song. ) Words by James O'Dea . Music by Neil Moret.

Jerome H. Remick & Company, Detroit , Michigan , U.S.A. ,

17th November, 1906.

EUGENE TALBOT-FOURNIER'S EDUCATIONAL GAME OF FRENCH

AND ENGLISH VERBS (Instructions and Cards. )

Eugene Talbot - Fournier, Montreal, Que . , 17th November,

1906 .

17795 .

17796. VIA BOREALIS. By Duncan Campbell Scott. With Decorations by

A. H. Howard , R.C.A. Duncan Campbell Scott , Ottawa

Ont. , 19th November , 1906 .

47797 EVERYBODY KNOWS HIM , PRETZEL PETE. ( Made in Germany.) By

Hampton Durand. (Music. ) Will Rossiter , Chicago,

Illinois , U.S.A. , 19th November, 1906 .

17798. WHEN THE MOONLIGHT FALLS ON THE WATER. ( Photo. )

William M. Munroe, Pictou, Nova Scotia , 19th November,

1906.

17799. WATCHMAN, WHAT OF THE NIGHT. (Photo. ) William M. Monroe ,

Pictou , Nova Scotia , 19th November , 1906 .

17800. THE HARVEST MOON . (Photo. ) William M. Monroe , Pictou , Nova

Scotia , 19th November , 1906 .

17801. WHEN THE SUN GOES DOWN . (Photo . ) William M. Monroe, Pic

tou , Nova Scotia , 19th November, 1906.

17802 . A PICTOU HARBOUR VIGNETTE . (Photo. ) William M. Monroe,

Pictou , Nova Scotia , 19th November, 1906 .
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17803. THE LEADER. (March . ) By Giuseppe Creatore . Jerome H. Remick

& Company, Detroit, Michigan , U.S.A. , 20th November,

1906.

17804. THE MAPLE LEAF FOREVER. (Post card .) Walter John Ingram ,

Toronto , Ont. , 20th November, 1906 .

17805. WINDSOR , WALKERVILLE AND SANDWICH DIRECTORY, 1906-7 .

Union Publishing Company of Ingersoll, Ingersoll, Ont .,

20th November, 1906 .

17806 . THE TIGERS OF HAMILTON FOOTBALL TEAM. ( Photo .) Alexan

der McKenzie Cunningham , Hamilton , Ont . , 21st Novem

ber, 1906 .

17807 . THE CAMERONS OF BRUCE . By Robert Lorne Richardson . With

Illustrations by George E. McElroy. (Book. ) Robert

Lorne Richardson , Winnipeg, Man . , 21st November , 1906 .

17808. RUGBY : THE IDEAL PARLOR GAME. ( Instructions and Cards . )

Robert W. Karch , Dundas, Ont . , 21st November , 1906 .

17809. HARDWARE MONTHLY, NOVEMBER , 1906 . Arch'd . W. Smith &

Partners, Limited, Toronto , Ont ., 22nd November, 1906 .

17810 . OFFICIAL TELEPHONE DIRECTORY , WESTERN ONTARIO , NO

VEMBER, 1906. The Bell Telephone Company of Canada ,

Limited , Montreal , Que. , 22nd November, 1906 .

17811 . LIFE ON THE UPLANDS. By J. D. Freeman . ( Book . ) Rev. John

D. Freeman , Toronto , Ont . , 23rd November, 1906.

17812 . PAWNEE Intermezzo Two- Step By Silvio Hein . Maurice Shapiro ,

New York , N.Y. , U.S.A. , 23rd November, 1906 .

17813 . I CAN'T TELL HOW I MISS YOU. Words by Raymond A. Browne .

Music by William H. Penn . Maurice Shapiro , New York,

N.Y. , U.S.A. , 23rd November, 1906 .

17814 . IF ANYBODY WANTS TO MEET A JONAH, SHAKE HANDS WITH

ME. Words and Music by Harry Hoyt. Maurice Shapiro,

New York , N.Y. , U.S.A. , 23rd November, 1906 .

17815 . BEAUTIFUL PARIS . (Waltzes. ) By Silvio Hein . Maurice Shapiro,

New York , N.Y. , U.S.A. , 23rd November . 1906 .

17816 . IN A LITTLE HOUSE THAT'S BUILT FOR TWO. Words and Music

by Thurland Chattaway. Maurice Shapiro, New York ,

N.Y. , U.S.A. , 23rd November, 1906.

17817 . THE PATH THAT LEADS TO LOVE ! Words by Fred. C. Farrell .

Music by Jas. Brachman . Maurice Shapiro , New York ,

N.Y. , U.S.A. , 23rd November , 1906.

17818. MEET ME DOWN AT THE CORNER. Words by Will . D. Cobb.

Music by Harry Hoyt. Maurice Shapiro, New York , N.Y. ,

U.S.A. , 23rd November, 1906 .

17819. THE CITY OF WINNIPEG, MANITOBA. ( Insurance Plans , Volume

1. ) Charles Edward Goad , Montreal , Que . , 23rd November,

1906 .

17820. THANKSGIVING SERMON. Sermon by Rev. Frank De Witt Tal

mage . Los Angeles , California, U.S.A. , 25th November ,

1906. ( Book. ) F. Diver, Toronto, Ont. , 23rd November,

1906 .

17821. BIRD'S EYE VIEW OF WINNIPEG. ( Photo .) Edward Russell Pal

mer, Winnipeg , Man . , 24th November, 1906 .

17822 CHRISTMAS SALUTATIONS : I'M GOING TO CROW UP SANTA

CLAUS, THE JOY OF ALL THE YEAR . By John W.

Campbell . (Card . ) John W. Campbell , Toronto , Ont . , 24th

November, 1906 .

17823. LIMERICK GIRL. (March Two-Step . ) By F. H. Losey, Op. 208. Van

dersloot Music Publishing Company, Williamsport , Penn

sylvania , U.S.A. , 26th November , 1906 .

17824. SOCIETY CRAZE. (Three Step. ) By F. H. Losey, Op. 214. Vander

sloot Music Publishing Company, Williamsport, Penn

sylvania , U.S.A. , 26th November, 1906 .

17825 . PRINCE CHARMING. (A la Gavotte . ) By F. H. Losey , Op . 213.

Vandersloot Music Publishing Company, Williamsport,

Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 26th November, 1906 .

17826 . A ROYAL PRINCE . (March and Two-Step. ) By L. Frank Miller, Op.

105 . Vandersloot Music Publishing Company, Williams

port , Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 26th November, 1906.
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17827. SUSQUEHANNA. (March and Two-Step . ) By Harry J. Lincoln. Van

dersloot Music Publishing Company, Williamsport, Penn

sylvania , U.S.A., 26th November, 1906 .

17828. COLLEGE BOYS. (March Two-Step.) By A. S. Lang. A Cox & .Com
pany, Toronto , Ont. , 26th November, 1906.

17829 . WON'T YOU LOVE ME JUST A LITTLE ? (Song. ) Words by Jack

MacArthur. Music by R. B Sterling and Arthur Gillespie .

Jerome H. Romick Company , New York, N.Y. , U.S.A. ,

27th November, 1906 .

17830 . NANCE. (Song. ) Words by Phil . M. Hacker. Music by Carl Hand.

Arranged by J. Bodewalt Lampe. Jerome H. Remick &

Company, New York , N.Y. , U.S.A. , 27th November, 1906 .

17831 . SOMEBODY'S WAITING FOR YOU. (Song. ) Words by Vincent Bryan .

Music by Al . Gumble . Jerome H. Remick & Company,

New York , N.Y. , U.S.A. , 27th November, 1906 .

17832 . ALL THAT WORDS CAN TELL.

Music by G. S. Evans.

27th November, 1906 .

( Song. ) Words by Alice Winn.

A. Cox & Company , Toronto , Ont. ,

19

17833 . HARMSWORTH SELF -EDUCATOR MAGAZINE , 22ND NOVEMBER,

1906. The Amalgamated Press, Limited , London , England,

28th November, 1906 .

17834. DANCE OF THE WATER NYMPHS. (For Piano . ) By George Bots

ford. Jerome H. Remick & Company, Detroit , Michigan ,

U.S.A. , 28th November , 1906 .
1

17835. FEATHER YOUR NEST. ( Song. ) Words by Colin Davis . Music by

Joe Jordan . Will Rossiter, Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. , 28th

November, 1906 .

17836. IN THE SHADOW OF THE MAPLES ON THE HILL. (Song. ) Words

and Music by Cleve M. Williams . Will Rossiter , Chicago ,

Illinois , U.S.A., 28th November, 1906 .

1 .

17837. LET ME DOWN EASY. (Song. ) Words and Music by Tom Farrel .

Will Rossiter, Chicago, Illinois , U.S.A. , 28th November,

1906 .
lo

17838. NAPANEE. An Indian Novelty Two- Step . ( From the Song : “ Nap

anee . " ) By W. R. Williams and Will S. Genaro . Ar

ranged by Harry L. Alford. Will Rossiter, Chicago ,

Illinois , U.S.A. , 28th November, 1906 .

17839. AN INDIAN LULLABY. Words Anonymous. Part Song for Women's

Voices. By A. S. Vogt . Whaley , Royce & Company,

Limited , Toronto , Ont. , 28th November, 1906 .

BOOK OF DESIGNS OF THE CONSOLIDATED PLATE GLASS COM

PANY OF CANADA , LIMITED. By W. R. Maxwell . The

Consolidated Plate Glass Company of Canada, Limited,

Toronto , Ont . , 28th November, 1906 .

17840.

17841. PRELUDES AND OTHER VERSES. With an Epistle in Criticism

and an Essay entitled . THE RHYTHMICAL DUMMY :

A RECIPE FOR VERSE -MAKERS . By John Daniei

Logan . ( Book . ) John Daniel Logan , Toronto, Ont., 29th

November, 1906 .

17842. THE CANADIAN MAGAZINE : DECEMBER, 1906. Ontario Publish

ing Company , Limited , Toronto , Ont . , 29th November , 1906.

17843 . INSURANCE PLANS OF AILSA CRAIG , PORT STANLEY, BOTH

WELL, RIDGETOWN, CHAPLEAU, RODNEY, COBALT

SCHREIBER , COPPER CLIFF, SPRINGFIELD, DRYDEN ,
STAPLES , DUTTON , ST . THOMAS , HAILEYBURY,

THAMESVILLE, HIGHGATE, THEDFORD , KEEWATIN ,

WEST LORNE , KENORA, WYOMING AND NORTH BAY,

PROVINCE OF ONTARIO . Charles Edward Goad, Mon.

treal , Que . , 30th November, 1906 .

17844. INSURANCE PLANS OF ANNAPOLIS, LUNENBURG, BRIDGETOWN,

MAHONE BAY, BRIDGEWATER, METEGHAN, CLARK'S

HARBOUR , MILTON , DARTMOUTH, PORT MAITLAND,

KENTVILLE, WEYMOUTH BRIDGE , LOCKPORT AND
YARMOUTH, PROVINCE OF NOVA SCOTIA. Charles

Edward Goad, Montreal, Que ., 30th November , 1906 .

17845. INSURANCE PLANS OF APOHAQUI, PENOBSQUIS, BATHURST,

RICHIBUCTO , BUCTOUCHE, REXTON , DALHOUSIE ,

ROGERSVILLE , HILLSBORO AND SURREY , PROVINCE

OF NEW BRUNSWICK. Charles EdwardGoad, Montreal ,

Que. , 30th November, 1906.
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No. 102,318. Disc Furrow Opener.

Disque à ouvrir les sillons .

a disc mounted on one part and a conduit on the other

part, a fulcrum or projection on one of said parts adapted

to contact with the other part, and adjustable fastening

means on each side of said fulcrum whereby the position of

the conduit may be adjusted with reference to the disc, sub

stantially as described.

5. In a furrow opener, a supporting frame formed in two

parts , one of said parts being provided with a recess and

the other with an arm to fit in said recess, a transverse

bearing between said parts, adjustable fastening means on

each side of said transverse bearing, a disc mounted on one

of said parts and a conduit carrying a shield or scraper on

the other part, for the purpose specified.

6. In a furrow opening device, a two- part supporting

frame, a disc mounted on one of said parts, a conduit

carrying a shield or scraper on the other part, one of said

parts being formed with a recess and the other with an

arm fitted into said recess , a transverse bearing between

the respective parts, adjustable fastening devices on each

side of said transverse bearing, whereby the conduit may

be adjusted with reference to the disc .

7. In a furrow opening device , a two- part supporting

frame , a disc mounted on one of said parts, a shield or

scraper for said disc mounted on the other part , a trans

verse bearing having a fulcrum between the respective

parts of said two-part frame, and adjustable fastening

means on each side of said transverse bearing whereby said

shield or scraper may be adjusted to or from said disc and

held in proper relation thereto , substantially as specified .

8. The combination with a main supporting frame, a disc

journalled thereon , a conduit carrying a shield or scraper,

an arm on said conduit and a recess in said frame into

which said arm is fitted , a rib on one of said parts and a

groove in the other part , fastening devices on each side of

said rib and groove , and means for adjusting said fastening

devices to produce adjustment of said conduit with refer

ence to said disc , substantially as specified.

al D
r
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The American Seeding Machine Company, Springfield , Ohio,

assignee of Edward Christman , Louisville. Kentucky ,

U.S.A. , 4th December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 9th Novem

ber, 1906. Receipt No. 141,053 .

Claim . - 1. In a furrow opener , a main supporting frame

formed in two parts, a furrow opening disc mounted on one of

said parts , a conduit mounted on the other part , a shielil or

scraper carried by said conduit , means for varying the in

clination of the conduit in its relation with the vertical,

whereby the shield or scraper will be adjusted in its re
lation with the furrow opening disc.

2. In a furrow opening device, a frame or support formed

in two parts , a disc mounted on one of said parts and a

shield or scraper for said dise connected tothe other part,

means for varying the relative inclination of the said frame

parts whereby the shields or scraper will be laterally ad
justed in its relation to the disc,substantially as and for
the purpose specified.

3. In a furrow opener, a supporting frame formed in two

parts , a disc mounted on one of said parts and a shield or

scraper for said disc on the other part, a fulcrum on one of

said parts, an adjustablefastener on each side ofsaid ful

crum whereby the position of one of the parts may be

varied in its relation to the vertical to permit a relative

adjustment of theshield and dise, substantially asspecified.

4. In a furrow opener,asupporting frame in two parts,

No. 102,319. Vestibule for Railway Cars.

Vestibule pour chars de chemin de fer.

The Gould Coupler Company, New York City, New York,

assignee of Willard F. Richards , Buffalo, New York ,

U.S.A., 4th December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 10th No

vember, 1906. Receipt No. 141,079.

Claim.-1. The combination with a car vestibule, of an ex

tension hood therefor , and means for extending said hood

comprising a swinging link which connects the other gull

tion of said hood to the vestibule and is pivoted at one end

to one of said parts and has a sliding connection at the

other end with the other part , and means exerting force on

said link in a vertical direction to swing the link away

from the part to which it is pivoted , substantially as set

forth .

2. The combination with a car vestibule, of a face plate

which is connected to the vestibule by an extensible wall

and is movable toward and from the vestibule, and means

for pressing said face plate outwardly away from the vesti

bule comprising links each pivoted at one end to said . ves

tibule and having sliding and pivotal connection at the

other end with said face plate , and means exerting force on

said links in a vertical direction to swing them away from

the vestibule, substantially as set forth .

3. The combination with a car vestibule , of a face plate

which is connected to the vestibule by an extensible wall

12-1
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and is movable toward and from the vestibule, and means

for pressing said face plate outwardly away from the ves

5. A bolster or the like consisting of an integral casting

having substantially vertical spaced webs which decrease in
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depth from the center toward the ends of the bolster, a bot

tom joining said webs , substantially vertical side flanges of

approximately the depth of the end portions of said webs

located outside of and joined to said webs and a central

strut between said bottom and the upper portions of said

webs , substantially as set forth .
Tig 3

6. A bolster or the like consisting of an integral casting

having substantially vertical spaced webs which decrease

in depth from the center toward the ends of the bolster , a

transversely curved bottom joining said webs, substantially
102319

vertical side flanges of approximately the depth of the end

portions of said webs located outside of and joined to said

tibule , comprising links pivoted at their lower ends to the webs by transversely curved top portions and a central

sides of the vestibule and having pivotal and sliding con- strut between said bottom and the upper portions of said

nections at their upper ends with the upper side portions webs , substantially as set forth.

of said face plate and springs carried on said face plate 7. A cast metal bolster or the like having integral sub

for exerting a downward pressure on the upper ends of stantially vertical spaced webs, a bottom connecting the

said links , substantially as set forth. lower portions of said webs and flanges substantially par

4. The combination with a car vestibule, of a face plate allel with said webs and joined to the upper portions there

which is cionnected to the vestibule by an extensible wall of , substantially as set forth .

and is movable toward and from the vestibule but is held 8. A cast metal bolster or the like having integral sub

from vertical movement, ad means for pressing said face stantially vertical spaced webs connected by a transversely

plate outwardly away from the vestibule, comprising links curved bottom and flanges substantially paralell with said

pivoted at one end to the vestibule, slides pivoted to the webs and joined to the upper portions thereof by trans

other ends of said links , hollow spring pockets on said face versely curved portions , substantially as set forth.

plate in which said slides are movable vertically , and verti- 9. A cast metal bolster or the like of substantially trough

cally disposed coil spi ogs in said pockets for opposing the shape having webs connected by a botton , and flanges

movement of said slides in one direction , substantially as spaced from said webs and connected to the upper portions
set forth . thereof , substantially as set forth .

5. The combination with a car vestibule , and a horizon- 10. A cast metal truck bolster having integral substanti

tally movable vestibule buffer, of a face plate which is ally vertical spaced webs, a bottom connecting the lower

rigidly attached at its lower end to said buffer and is con- portions of said webs , flanges substantiallv parallel with

nected to the vestibule by an extensible wall and is mov- said webs and joined to the upper portions thereof and cen

able horizontally toward and from the vestibule , and means ter and side bearings , substantially as set forth .

for pressing said face plate outwardly away from the ves- 11. A cast metal truck bolster or the like of substantially
tibule, comprising links pivoted at opposite ends to the side trough - shape having webs connected by a bottom , and

portions of said face plate and vestibule and also having flanges spaced from said websand connected to the upper
sliding connections with said face plate , and means for portions thereof, said bolster having hollow box-like end

yieldingly resisting the movement of said links toward the portions, substantially as set forth .

vestibule, substantially as set forth . 12. A cast metal truck bolster or the like of substantially

trough -shape having webs connected by a bottom
and

No. 102,320. Truck Bolster. Traversin de châssis .
flanges spaced from said websand connected to the upper

portions thereof, said bolster having hollow box-like end

The Gould Coupler Company , New York City, assignee of portions with upward extensions forming side bearings,

Willaard F. Richards, Buffalo , both in New York , U.S.A. , substantially as set forth .

4th December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 10th November , 1906 .

Receipt No. 141,080 . No. 102,321 . Rail Joint. Joint de rails .

Claim . - 1. A bolster or the like consisting of an integral William M. Douglass , Bloomfield, New Jersey, U.S.A., 4th

casting of substantially M- shape in cross section , substan December, 1906 ; 6 years .

tially as set forth.

Filed 12th November, 1906 .

2. A bolster or the like comprising substantially vertical
Receipt No. 141,119 .

spaced webs connected at their lower edges, and substanti- Claim . - 1. A device for reinforcing rail joints comprising

ally vertical flanges arranged outside of said webs and con in combination with the meeting ends of rails, a bridge

nected to the upper edges of said webs, substantially as set plate having a depending portion adapted to space the ties,

forth.
fish plates secured to the railsand having portions of their

3. A bolster or the like comprising substantially vertical length turned into hooked shaped flanges adapted to engage

spaced webs, a tension member arranged between and join- flanges upon the opposite edge of said bridge plate , as set

ing said webs and compression members located outside of
forh .

and spaced from but joined to said webs , substantially as 2. A device for reinforcing rail joints comprising in com
set forth . bination with the meetingends of rails, a bridge plate hav

4. A bolster or the like comprising substantially vertical ing a depending portion adapted to space the tles, fish plates

spaced webs which decreases in depth from the center to- secured to the rails and having portionsoftheir length

wardtheends of thebolster,a tension memberarranged turned into hook shaped flanges adapted to engage flanges
between and joining said webs and compression members of upon the opposite edge of said bridge plate, portions of the

substantially uniform depth throughout , located outside of edges of the fish plates beyond said hook -shaped flange

and spaced from but joined to said webs, substantially as adapted to extend over the edges of the flange of the rail

set forth. and said bridge plate , as set forth.
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3. A device for reinforcing rail joints comprising in com- connecting the plates and the rail support, the said rail

bination with the meeting ends of rails , a bridge plate hav- holding plates and the spikes boing so relatively arranged

that the spikes serve as the centers upon which the plates

are movable .

5. In mechanisms of the class described , the combination

of a railway rail having a height greater than the width

of its base , a tie plate portion engaging the base of the

rail and provided with lever - like extensions extending out

wårdly and oppositely from the rail base, and means for

securing the same in position at points relatively remote

from the rail base , substantially as described.

No. 102,323 . Railway Tie.102,3

Dormant de chemin de fer .
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ing a depending portion adapted to space the ties , fish plates

secured to the rails and having portions of their length

turned into hook shaped flanges adapted to engage flanges

upon the opposite edge of said bridge plate , and means for

fastening the lower ends of the fish plates together, as set

forth .
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No. 103,322. Railway Tie Plate.

Plaque de tirant de chemin de fer.
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John Howell, Houston , Arkansas, U.S.A. , 4th December,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 7th November, 1906. Receipt No.

140,996 .

Claim .-- 1 . A metallic railway tie comprising a bed piece

in the form of a trough having an imperforate bottom and

upstanding longitudinal flanges, and a sectional top or

cover for said bed piece consisting of a plurality of cap

pieces having downwardly extending flanges which em

brace the flanges of the bed piece and are secured thereto,

the said car pieces embodying braces which engage the

rail flanges and secure the rails to the tie .

2. A metallic railway tie comprising an imperforate bed

Frederic Adrian Delano, Chicago, Illinios , U.S.A., 4th De- piece with upstanding longitudinal flanges, fiber blocks
cember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 9th November, 1906 . Re- inserted between said flanges and forming rail seats, and

ceipt No. 141,056. a sectional top or cover for the bed piece of the tie com

Claim . - 1. In mechanisms of the class described , a tie plate posedofa plurality of cap pieces fitting over the top of

composed of a plurality of pieces having railbasereceiving the bed pieceand provided with flanges whichextend down
warad outside of the flanges of the bed piece and also proportions provided with base embracing and stop lugs oppo

sitely rdisposed and perforated lever - like portions extending of the rails,andbolts passing through the flanges of the
vided with projecting braces which extend over the flanges

outwardly and oppositely therefrom , the perforations being

arranged at points relatively remote fromthe base receiv
bed piece and cap pieces at opposite sides of the seat blocks .

3. A metallic railway tie comprising an imperforate bed
ing portion of the plate , substantially as described.
2. In mechanismsof the class described, atie plate formed piecewith upstanding longitudinal flanges, a sectional top

cover composed of a plurality of cap pieces extending

of a pluraity of portions, one portion having a bifurcated

base receiving portion provided with base embracing lugs which embrace the flanges of the bed piece, seat blocksover the top of the tie and provided with depending flanges

at its free edges and base stop lugs oppositely disposed located within the body of the tie immediately beneath

and with a laterally extending lever - like portion for secur

the rails , and bolts connecting the cap pieces and bed
ing the same to a railway tie at a point relatively remote piece, said cap pieces being provided with a hollow and a
from the base of a railway rail , and a second portion pro- movable cover for said hole , substantially as and for the

vided with a base receiving portion arranged between the purpose described.

bifurcation of the first - named plate portion and having a 4. A metallic railway tie comprising an imperforate bed

rail embracing lug at its free end and a basee stop lug piece having upstanding longitudinal flanges, a sectional

oppositely disposed and with a laterally extending lever
top or cover composed of cap pieces extending over the

like portion perforated relatively remote from the rail base
top of the bed piece and having depending flanges which

for securing the same to the railway tie , substantially as
embrace the flanges of the bed piece, means for securingdescribed .

the cap pieces to the bed piece , the end cap pieces being
3. In mechanisms of the class described , a tie plate provided with openings in the top thereof and covers for

formed of two portions, one having a bifurcated rail base
said openings , guard rails extending across the end cap

supporting portion provided with base embracing lugs at its pieces, and fastening bolts passing vertically through

free edges and base stop lugs oppositely disposed and with the tie and guard rails, substantially as described .

a laterally lever - like perforated extension for securing the

same to the railway tie at a point remote from the rail base No. 102,324. Rail Joint. Joint de rails .

and a second plate portion provided with a base receiving
portion arranged between thefree ends of the bifurcated James Leith , Sherbrooke, Quebec, Canada , 4th December,
plate having à base embracing lug at its free end and a 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 7th November, 1906 . Receipt No.

base stop lug oppositely disposed and with a laterally ex- 140,993 .

tending lever -like perforated portion adapted to overlap Claim .-- 1 . In a rail joint , a pair of rail sections having
a similar lever - like extension of a similar plate on the longitudinal terminal extensions adapted to overlap when

opposite track rail to preserve the gauge of the track , sub- thesections are assembled ,said extensions having on their
stantially as described . inner faces transversely projecting lugs designed to enter

4. The combination a rail support, a rail , rail holding corresponding recesses also provided in the faces, fish

plates having means for engaging the rail at opposite sides plates applied to the rail , and fastening members for secur

and also having differentcenters of movement and spikes ling the plates in place.
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2. A rail section having a longitudinally projecting ter

minal extension having a diagonally inclined inner face
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7. In a device of the class described the combination with

the air brake pipe of a valve connected thereto normally

kept closed by the pressure of the air, a spring normally

tending to open the valve and a signal adapted to be oper

ated by the air passing through said valve , as and for the

purpose specified.

8. In a device of the class described the combination with

the air brake pipe of a valve connected thereto , normally

kept closed by the pressure of the air in said pipe, a spring

normally, tending to open said valve and a noise producing

signal adapted to be operated by the air passing through

said valve , as and for the purpose specified.1
0
2
.
3
2
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.
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. No. 102,326. Railway Signal.

Signal de chemin de fer.10
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provided with a recess and with a transversely projecting

ing disposed in alignment with said recess and shaped for

entrance thereinto ,

No. 102,325. Signal for Air Brake System.

Signal pour système de frein à air.
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John P. Egan , Milford , Massachusetts , U.S.A. , 4th Decem

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 8th November, 1906. Receipt

No. 141,025 .

Claim.-1. In a device of the class described the combin

ation with a railway car having an air conveying pipe

thereon and an extension on said pipe , of a plunger disposed

in said extension and adapted to close said pipe, a head

pivotally secured to said car and having a cam slot therein ,
Richard Peter Nolan , Havelock , Ontario , Canada , 4th De- a wheel carried by said plunger and disposed in said slot,

cember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 7th November, 1906. Re- an arm extending from said head , and means to engage

ceipt No. 141,013 . said arm and rotate the head whereby the plunger will be

Claim .-- 1 . In a device for the purpose specified the com
removed from the air conveying pipe.

bination with the air brake system of a valve therefor, 2. A device of the class described comprising the combin

automatically opening when the pressure drops below a ation with a car having an air conveying pipe and an ex

given point and a signal operated by the air escaping tension onsaid pipe , of a plunger disposed in said exten
through said valve, as and for the purpose specified . sion adapted to normally extend into the air conveying pipe ,

2. In a device for the purpose specified the combination and means to dispose said plunger into or out of said air

with the air brake system , of a valve therefor automatically conveying pipe .

opening when the pressure drops below a given point and a 3. The combination with a railway car , of an air convey

sound producing signal operatedby the air escaping through ingpipe , anextension on said pipe,aplunger in saidex
said valve, as and for the purpose specified.

tension , a head pivotally arranged on said car and having

3. In a device of the class described the combination with cam slot , means carried by the plunger engaging said

the air pipe of a valve communicating therewith , a valve slot, an arm extending from said head, means to engage
seat therein , a valve disc held thereon by the pressure of said arm to rotate the head and additional means to hold

the air , and means for exerting a predetermined pressure
said head in its rotated position .

upwardly against the valve to move the same off the seat
4. The combination with a railway car , of an air convey.

when the air pressure drops below a given point and a ing pipe, a plunger disposed in said pipe , a head having a

signal operated by the air escaping through said valve , as cam slot therein , means to rotate said head whereby said

and for the purpose specified. plunger will be removed from the air conveying pipe, means

4. In a device of the class described the combination with to engage said head and hold said plunger out of said nipe

the air brake pipe of a valve therefor comprising a valve and additional means to return said head to its normal posi

seat , a valve disc held thereon by the pressure of the air, tion when released.

means for limiting and adjusting the movement of the valve , 5. The combination with a railway car having brake oper

means for exerting a predetermined pressure against the ating mechanism secured thereto , of means to operate said

valve disc to move the same off the seat when the pressure mechanism comprising a plate , an arm integral with said

drops below a given point and a signal operated by the
plate, said nate being substantially V-shaped , supporting

passage of air through said valve , as and for the purpose
means for said arm and plate and additional means to raise

or lower said arm and plate .
specified.

5. In a device for the purpose specified the combination

with the air brake pipeof a valve connected thereto having No. 102,327, Shoe and Last. Chaussure et forme.
a valve seat , a valve disc held thereon by the pressure of

the air in the air brake pipe, a spring tending to press the Henry Franklin Browne , Swampscott, Massachusetts, U.S.A:
valve off said seat and a signal adapted to be operated by 4th December , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 12th November , 1906 .

the air passing through the valve when the dise thereof is
Receipt No. 141,128 .

moved off its seat , as and for the purpose specified . Claim.--1 . A shoe having a pocket in the interior of its

6. In a device of the class described the combination with heel portion , said pocket being lower than the shank por
the air brake pipe of a valve connected theretoand means tion of the sole, anda permanently attached inner sole

acting automatically to open the valve when the pressure having a loose ' heel portion forming a
drops below a predetermined point and a signal connected pocket, said cover being movable and adaptéd to prevent

tothe valve and operated by the air passing therethrough, forward and upward , displacement of a cushion inserted in
as and for the purpose specified . the pocket.

cover for said
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2. A shoe comprising an outer sole having its heel por

tion offset or depressed below the highest part of the

No. 102,328. Shoe and Last. Chaussure et forme.
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Henry Franklin Browne, Swampscott , Massachusetts, U.S.

A. , 4th ecember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 8th November,

1906. Receipt No. 141,033.

Olaim.-1 . In a shoe, a shoe, an upper, and a moisture

proof lining partially enclosing the edge portion of the sole

and enclosing the edge of the upper, the same lining cover

ishank, an inner sole , the heel portion of which has a ing, also one surfaceon thesole.

2. In a shoe , a channelled sole , an
lower part which is seated on and affixed to the depressed

upper, a moisture

portion of the outer sole, and constituting the bottom and proof lining covering the channelled surface of the sole .

front end of a cushion pocket, and an upper part which is
said lining being attached to the edges thereof to the upper

and said sole.
flexibly connected with the fore part of the inner sole, and

constitutes a movable cover for a cushion inserted in said
3. In a shoe, a channelled sole , an upper and a moisture

pocket.
proof covering attached with the upper to the channelled

3. A shoe comprising an outer sole having an offset heel edge of the sole , said covering being folded over the row

portion, and an inner sole having a two -part heel portion, of stitching and upon the channelled surface of said sole .

the lower part of which is affixed to the offset portion of
4. In a shoe , a channelled sole, an upper, and lengths of

the outer sole , the upper part forming a cushion covering moisture proof material overlapping the channelled surface

and retaining member.
of the sole , the said moisture proof material being attached

4. That improvement in the method of making pocketed at the edges thereof to the upper and the sole.

shoes which consists in dividing the heel portion of the
5. In a shoe, a channelled sole , an upper and lengths of

inner sole , separating the division of said heel portion, moisture proof material atached with the upper to the sole

offsetting the heel portion of the outer sole, and attaching at the edges thereof, said lengths of material overlapping

the lower division of the heel portion of the inner sole each other and the channelled surface of the sole .

to the offset portion of the outer sole while said divisions 6. In a shoe, a channelled sole , an upper and lengths of

are separated , the upper division being left free to form a moisture proof material attached with the upper to the

pocket cover . sole at the edges thereof, said lengths of material being

5. A last having means for holding a transverse portion folded up on the sole and enclosing the row of stitching be
of an inner sole above the bottom face of a portion of tween said upper and the sole.

the last . 7. In a shoe , a channelled sole , an upper and a moisture

6. A last having means for holding the heel portion of proof lining enclosing the joint between the upper and the

an inner sole above the bottom face of the heel portion of sole and fastened upon the channelled surface of the sole.

the last . 8. In a shoe , a channelled sile , an upper and a plurality

7. A last having a transverse opening in its bottom face , of moisture proof layers fastened to the channelled surface

extending from side to side of the last for the reception of the sole and enclosing the stitches between the upper

of a portion of an inner sole. and the sole .

8. A last having in its body portion a pocket located 9. In a shoe, an upper , a sole and lengths of moisture

above the bottom face of the last, said pocket having a proof material attached to the edge portion of the sole and

mouth extending across the bottom face of the last , be upper and folded upon said sole to enclose the stitches

tween the heel and toe portions. which unite the several parts .

9. A last having the bottom face of its heel portion off- 10. In a shoe, an upper, a sole and lengths of moisture

set to form on an inner sole the bottom and forward end | proof material attached to the edge portion of the sole and

wall of a heel receiving pocket , and provided above said upper folded upon said sole to enclose the stitches which

bottom face with means for holding a portion of the inner
unite the several parts , said lengths of material being un

sole above the said offset bottom face .
ited to the sole and to each other .

10. A last and a heel seat extension therefor separable

from the body of the last .
No. 102,329. Felt Boot. Chaussure de feutre.

11. A last and a detachable heel seat extension therefor,

the last and extension having complemental means for pre

venting relative movement.

12. A last and a detachable heel seat extension therefor,

said parts having complemental interlocking members.

13. A last and a detachable heel seat extension therefor

having a flange adapted to engage the margin of the heel

seat portion of the last body, the latter having a seat for

said flange.

14. A heel seat extension having an inner face adapted

to bear on the heel seat portion of the last body, and an

outer face presenting a heel seat which is offset from said

portion .

15. A heel seat extension having an inner face adapted

to bear on the heel seat portion of a last body, and an

outer face presenting a heel seat which is offset from said

portion , said outer face being inclined or bevelled at the

forward end of the extension .

16. A heel seat extension having an inner face adapted

to bear on the heel seat portion of a last body, an outer

face presenting a heel seat which is offset from said por

tion , and means for engaging said body to prevent displace

ment of the extension . William Henry Shultz , Grand Rapids , Michigan , U.S.A. , 4th

17. A heel seat extension having an inner face adapted December , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 7th November, 1906.

to bear on the heel seat portion of a last body, an outer Receipt No. 140,010 .

face presenting an offset heel seat and a marginal flange Claim . - 1 . The method of forming a felt boot having a

adapted to engage said body. bellows front consisting of preparing a batt to form the
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boot , and a smaller batt to form the bellows or gussett 5. In a stove draft apparatus , two oppositely located

placing non - felting material between portions of the batts, swinging doors , an intermediate medially pivoted swinging

joining the batts integrally where they are in contact by lever having laterally extended pivot apertures in its arms ,

felting the same, and serving the same vertically on a line and rods connecting the doors to said lever, said rods hav
through the portions so joined. ing wrist pins with radially projecting rigid keys thereon

2. The method of forming a felt boot having a bellows adapted to pass through the apertures in the lever arms

front consisting of preparing a batt to form the boot proper, and by a quarter turn to be held therein against escape

and a smaller and thinner batt to form the bellows or by endwise movement of the wrist pins .

gusset , folding the latter around a piece of non - felting ma- 6. In combination with a stove or range, two draft doors

terial with the edges of the batt adjacent to each other, located in opposite walls of the stove , a medially pivoted

placing the batts one upon the other and placing between swinging lever and rods connecting the doors at the inside

the same strips of non -felting material spaced apart to per- thereof to the arms of the lever , the lever , the rods and

mit portions only to the batts to come in contact, joining the connection of the rods to the doors being all on the

the batts integrally where they come in contact by felting inside of the stove and between the doors .

the same , forming and treeing the boot and severing the leg

of the boot on a line through the integrally joined portions No. 102,331 . Stove. Poêle.

of the leg and bellows portions .

3. A felt boot comprising a leg portion anyeret vertically ,

and a bellows nortinn folded at its respective vertical edges

and integrally joined at its follandos to the sovered edges

of the leg portion by felting the same .

4. A felt boot comprising a leg portion severed vertically

at the front, and a bellows portion folded at its vertical

edges and integrally joined to the severad edges of the leg

portion by felting the said leg and bellows portions while

in the batt form , said severed elges of the leg presenting

opposing thickened and reinforced projerting edges .

No. 102,330. Stove Draft Apparatus.

Appareil de tirage de poêle.
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Melvin Decker, Vicksburg, Michigan , U.S.A. , 4th December,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 10th November , 1906. Receipt No.

141,066 .

Claim .-- In a stove , in combination a magazine in the body

thereof, and fitting at its lower end against the back of the

stove , an exit flue at the back of the stove adjacent the top

of the magazine , whereby the products of combustion are
forced to rise at the front part of the stove , and to pass

around the jacket hereinafter mentioned to the exit flue, an

air feeding pipe which extends downwardly from the top of

the stove between the magazine and the front of the stove

through the path of the products of combustion and entering

the magazine near the lower end thereof , whereby the air is

heated before being delivered to the magazine, and a jacket

around the magazine above the entrance of the aforesaid

air feeding pipe .

Silas McClure, Beaver Dam , Wisconsin , U.S.A., 4th Decem
No. 102,332. Trousers.

ber , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 9th November, 1906. Receipt
Pantalon .

No. 141,054 .

Claim .-1 . In a stove or analogous device having a fuel Figi Fig2

grate and an air draft chamber across under the grate , a

plurality of swinging draft controllin
g doors on a wall or

walls of the draft chamber adapted to concurren
tly open

and close and thereby to coincident
ly admit or shut off

the flow of air to the draft chamber under the grate at

distant points , a lever pivoted medially on the inside of the

draft chamber between and substanti
ally in a line with said

doors , and rods severally connectin
g the opposite arms res

pectively of said lever to said doors respective
ly and so

that the swinging of one of said doors outwardl
y or inward

ly will compel movement of the rods in reverse directions

and the swinging of the doors reversely concurren
tly out

wardly or inwardly .
2. A stove draft apparatus, comprising hinged draft doors

at distant localities on the walls of the stove, a lever pi

voted medially on the stove in the line between the doors,

a yielding elastic device bearing on and holding the lever

yieldingly against rotating , and rods connecting the arms Fig3

of the lever respectively to the doors .

3. A stove draft apparatus , comprising a pair of doors

hinged at their lower edges respectively to walls of a stove ,

an intermediate lever pivoted medially on a stud pivot fixed

on the stove thestud having a shoulder at the inner end of Charles William Bartrum , Newburg , New York, U.S.A., 4th
the pivot, means on the pivot holding the lever against the December, 1906 ; 6 years .

Filed 12th November, 1906 .

shoulder frictionally , and rods connecting the arms of the Receipt No. 141,109 .

lever respectively to the doors adapted to control them to Claim . - 1. A buttonhole - fly for trousers, composed of a

swing coincidently .

4. In stove draft apparatus, duplicate door frames secured nected thereto back of the buttonholes, said fly attached to

piece of cloth containing the buttonholes and a facing con

respectively to the wall or walls of a stove , said frames the edge of the trousers by means ofthe outer edge only of

each having a door seat around and opening and inclined the facing, and said piece of cloth extending to and stitched
inwardly upwarly , and pintle sockets in the lower member

ofthe frame, doors having pintles that enter the sockets stitching adjacent to thetrousers opening are avoided.

inthe side seam of theh trousers, whereby exposed lines of

and hinge the door on the frame , the door being adapted

to rest whenclosed on the inclined seat of the frame, and of cloth extending from the edge of the trousers opening to

2. A buttonhole fly for trousers, composed of a single pieer

the inside of the stove connecting the doors the side seam of the trousers and containing the button

so that they must swing or remain closed coincidentlly. i holes , and a facing connected therewith back of the button

4

2

1

102 3 32

1

means on
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holes, said fly being attached to the trousers by having the pair of nuts located on each of said shafts , one on the inner
outer edge only of the facing stitched to the edge of the and the other on the outer side of said vessel , a cylindrical

trousers opening, and the edges of the cloth stitched in at

the waist and side seam of the trousers , whereby exposed

lines of stitching at the trousers opening are avoided.

No. 102,333. Grain Picker.

Machine pour mariner le grain .
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sifter having a sieve horizontally located in its bottom and

resting on said rollers , a screw -threaded apertured lug on

the sifter, and a handle having a threaded portion to en

gage said lug and extending through the slot in the outer

vessel , substantially as described .

P

6 ,

Herbert F. Boyce , Abernethy, Saskatchewan , Canada, 4th
No. 102,335. Miter Box. Boîte à onglet.

December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 10th November, 1906 .

Receipt No. 141,069 .

Claim . - 1. A grain pickler comprising the combination of
Fig . 3

a bath receptacle , a separate grain hopper, means for feed
119.1

ing the grain into the bath receptacle, and means for elevat

ing the grain from the bath receptacle .

2. A grain pickler comprising the combination of a bath

receptacle , a separate grain hopper , means for feeding the

grain into the bath receptacle , means for controlling the

feed of the grain and means for elevating the grain from

the bath receptacle.

3. A grain pickler comprising the combination of a bath

receptacle, a separate grain hopper, provided with an open

ing therein , a closure for the opening, spring hinges on the

closure and secured to the grain hopper , a rod carried trans
ywhe

verse to the closure and provided with a thum nut , cams on

the rod adapted to contact with the closure , and means for

elevating the grain from the bath receptacle .

4. A grain pickler comprising the combination of a bath
102 333receptacle provided with an inclined bottom , a separate

grain hopper provided with an inclined bottom , means for

feeding the grain into the bath receptacle , and means for Peter Dosch, Bridgeport, Connecticut, U.S.A. , 4th Decem
elevating the grain from the bath receptacle.

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 7th November, 1906 . Receipt

5. A grain pickler comprising the combination of a bath No. 140,999 .

receptacle , a separate grain hopper provided with a depend- Claim . - 1 . The combnation in a mitering apparatus, of

ing flange extending within the bath receptacle , means for

a stationary table , a frame pivoted to the stationary table ,
feeding the grain into the bath ropeptarle from the grain

an A - frame pivotally connected to the pivoted frame at its
hopper, and means for elevating the grain from the bath

separated ends , a device pivotally supported upon the other
receptacle .

end of the A -frame provided with means which engage the6. A grain pickler comprising the combination of a bath
back and sides of the saw at a distance from its teeth ,receptacle provided with an inwardly projecting flange, a
means connected with said pivoted device and with the

separate grain hopper, means for feeding the grain into the pivoted frame for maintaining the saw in a horizontal posi

bath receptacle , and elevating means extending beneath the

tion at all positions of the A - frame and counterbalanceinwardly projecting flange.

7. A grain pickler comprising the combination of a bath springs which co -act with the A -frame.
2. In a mitering apparatus, a saw supporting and guidingreceptacle, a separate grain hopper, means for feedins the

grain into the bath receptacle, means for elevating the grain adapted to immediate engagement with the sides of the
device provided on its interior with resilient bearing plates

from the bath receptacle , and means for preventing the pas
saw at a distance from its teeth , the opposite ends whereofsage of grain under the elevating means and for maintain

are independently adjustable toward and from the saw.ing the elevating means in position .

3. In a mitering apparatus a frame pivotally supported8. A grain pickler comprising the combination of a bath
at one end in the axis or center of the apparatus, another

receptacle , removable conveyer supporting members i'l

swinging frame pivoted to the first -named frame at twoclined upwards from the receptacle , drums on the support- pointsto the right and left of its axial line , a saw support
ing members, a crank on one of the drums . a flexible belt on

ing and guiding device pivotally supported at the other endthe drums , and a removable grain hopper on the receptacle .

of the last -named frame in substantially the axial line of9. A grain pickler comprising the combination of a bath

the device , and saw centering and controlling bearing platesreceptacle , removable conveyer supporting niembers in

within the saw supporting and guiding devices the oppoclined upwards from the receptacle , drums on the support

site ends whereof are independently adjustable toward anding members , a crank on one of the drums , a flexible

from the saw blades at a distance from its teeth .screening belt on the drums, and a removable grain hopper

on the receptacle.

No. 102,336. Pipe Cleaner. Nettoyeur de tuyau .
No. 102,334. Ash Sifter. Tamis à cendre.

Edgar T. Gilbert, Rochester, New York , U.S.A. , 4th Decem
Joseph J. Domek , Jr. , Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. , 4th Decem- ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 9th November, 1906 . Receipt

ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 10th November, 1906 . Receipt No. 141,048.

No. 141,140 .

Claim . - 1. A pipe cleaner or analogous device embodyingClaim .-In an ash sifter the combination with a cylin- a stiff central core provided with fibres extending radially

drical vessel having a horizontal slot at a suitable distance therefrom , the lengths of said fibres being increased at in

below its upper end, of a series of screw-threaded and tervals to form a succession of tufts or brushes .

headed stub shafts located in said vessel on a horizontal 2. A pipe cleaner or analogous device embodying a stiff

plane near the said slot , a roller on each of said shafts , a central core provided with groups of fibres extending radi
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ally therefrom at intervals and forming a

tufts or brushes .

succession of ting slidably together, devices extending through their over

lapping ends to secure them against accidental movement,

1
0
2

3
3
8

2

3. A pipe cleaner or analogous device embodying a stiff

central core provided with groups of fibres of graded

lengths extending radially therefrom at intervals and

forming a succession of conical tufts or brushes.

4. A pipe cleaner or analogous device embodying a stiff and segmental arms projecting outwardly from said plates

central core provided with groups of fibres of graded lengths and bearing a rigid relation therewith.

extending radially therefrom at intervals and forming a 2. A pail support, comprising a pair of semi - circular

succession of conical tufts or brushes varying in maximum plates one provided with longitudinal grooves at its upper
diameter. and lower edges and the other having its corresponding

edges fitting in said grooves , fastening devices extending

No. 102,337. Nut Lock. Arrête écrou . through said overlapping ends of the plates to secure them

at the desired adjustment, and segmental arms secured to

said plates at diametrically opposite points and curving

upwardly and outwardly therefrom .

3. A milk pail support , comprising a pair of substantially

semi - circular plaes, oné having grooves at its upper end

lower margins and the other having its corresponding edges

fitting in said grooves, bolts extending through the over

lapped end of said plates , nuts engaging the bolts, and a

pair of arms consisting of doubled plates bent to form

loops tightly engaging the first-named plates at diametri

cally opposite points and curving upwardly and outwardly
therefrom.
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No. 102,339. Hat Shape Making Machine.

Machine pour faire des formes de chapeaux.
s
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Harry H. Hawley, Malone , New York , U.S.A. , 4th December ,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 12th November, 1906 . Receipt No.

141,100 .

Claim.--1 . In combination , a Dut having a transversely

extending recess formed in its inner face and extending

across the plane of the threaded opening, said recess having

an obliquely disposed wall that extends from the juncture

of the inner face of the nut and one of its wrench engag

ing faces, and a pivoted bolt engaging tongue housed within

the recess and having a face shaped to engage the ob- Arthur Conrad Lederer, London , England, 4th December,

liquely disposed wall , he free end of said tongue being ar
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 8th November , 1906 . Receipt

ranged. to be engaged by an adjusting tool .
No. 141.021 .

2. In combination , a nut having a transversely extending Claim .-- 1. A shape forming machine , comprising a stand,

recess formed in its inner face, said recess having an ob- a vertical spindle turning in said stand, a crownrigid with

liquely disposed wall that extends from the juncture of the said spindle and a plurality of arms pivotally secured in

inner face of the nut with one of its wrench engaging faces, said crown, and slidable means vertically arranged on said

anda pivoted tongue housed within the recess and having spindle for throwing said arms inwardlyor outwardly, sub
its free end shaped for engagement by an adjusting tool, stantially as described .

such tongue having a depending lug or fingeer for engag- 2. A shape forming machine, comprising a stand having a

ing a grooved bolt, the tongue having a face shaped to vertical orifice through the upper portion thereof, a verti

engage the obliquely disposed wall . cal spindle inserted and suitably supported in said orifice

3. In a nut lock , a grooved bolt , a nut having a trans- and rotating freely therein , a plurality of arms extending

versely extending recess across its inner face , one wall of from the upper end of said spindle and pivotally supported

the recess being oblique with respect to the face of the therefrom , slidable means on said spindle for operating

nut , a locking tongue housed by the recess and having one said arms, and means for operating said slidable means ,

end pivoted , the free end of the tongue having a recessed substantially as described.

upper edge, and a curved lower face to permit engagment solid portion at its upper end anda central vertical orifice3. A shape formingmachine, comprising a stand having a

by an adjusting tool .

through said solid portion , said orifice having a reduced

No. 102,338. Milk Pail Support.
lower end , a spindle having a reduced lower end inserted

and turning in said orifice, a plurality of arms radially and

Support de seau à lait . pivotally arranged at the upper end of said spindle, a

Jacob Kuhn , Iola , Kansas, U.S.A., 4th December, 1906; 6 connected with said arms, and means for moving said col
collar encircling said spindle and sliding vertically and

years. Filed 12th November, 1906. Receipt No. 141,111. lar upwardly and downwardly , substantially as described,
Claim . - 1 . A pail support comprising a pair of substantially 4. A shape forming machine, comprising a stand having

semi-circular plates having their ends overlapping and fit a solid portion at the upper end thereofand a central
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vertical orifice through said solid portion , said orifice hav- vertical openings in the solid portion of said frame, a pedal

ing a reduced lower end, a spindle corresponding at the pivotally secured at its extremity to the lower end of one of

lower end thereof with said orifice and extending there- the legs of said stand and having an orifice intermediate of

through and having larger dimensions thereabove, a non- its length in which one of said connecting rods is secured,

rotating sleeve encircling said spindle intermediate of its a pedal pivoted intermediate of its length at the lower end

length, a collar encircling said sleeve and suitably support of another of said legs and having an orifice at the extrem

ed thereon , spiral springs encircling said spindle above ity thereof on which is secured the other of said connecting

and below said sleeve respectively, a plurality of arms ra- rods, springs secured to said legs and said pedals respec

dially and pivotally arranged at the top of said spindle , a tively retaining said pedals in their upper position , and

corresponding number of supporting links radially and forming fingers adjustably secured to the aforesaid arms,

pivotally secured in said collar and adjustably secured to substantially as described.

said arms, and means for carrying said sleeve upwardly and

downwardly against the spring pressure , substantially as No. 102,340. Box Hook. Crochet de boîtes .

described .

5. In a shape forming machine the combination with the

stand having a solid portion supported on suitable legs , of a

spindle having a squared upper end and turning in said solid

portion , a crown having a corresponding squared orifice

mounted on said spindle and having radial slots therein ,

elbowed arms pivotally secured in said radial slots , a collar

encircling said spindle and sliding vertically thereon , sup

porting links connecting said collar with said elbowed arms ,

means for raising and lowering said collar and return

ing it to its mid-position , substantially as described .

6. In a shape forming machine the combination with the

stand supported on suitable legs and having a central open

ing therethrough , of a spindle having a reduced lower end

inserted in said opening and suitably supported, a sleeve

encircling said spindle and spring-heln to its mid-position ,

a collar turning on said sleeve and supported thereby, a

crown rigid with said spindle at the upper end thereof and

having radial slots therein from the outer edge , elbowed

arms pivotally secured in said radial slots extending up

wardly and having longitudinal slots therein , supporting Albert Max Maretzek , Hoboken , New Jersey, U.S.A., 4th

links connecting said collar and said arms , forming fingers
December , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 10th November, 1906 .

having forked ends, clamps securing said fingers through

their forked ends to said arms through the longitudinal
Receipt No. 141,087 .

slots , and pedal operated means connected to said sleeve for
Claim .-- A device of the character described comprising a

raising and lowering the same against its spring pressure, shank , a transversely extending handle web having enlarged

substantially as described. end portions forming hammer faces and havingits inter

7. In a shape forming machine the combination with the mediate portion formed with flat faces lying substantially

stand having a central vertical orifice through the upper and parallel with the axis of the shank , and handle scales

solid portion thereof and side orifices and hollow legs ar
secured to the said faces of the web .

ranged in alignment with said side orifices, of a spindle in

serted in said central orifice and turning therein and suitably No. 102,341 . Dump Car. Char à bascule .

supported, a sleeve encircling said spindle, spring-held to

its mid -position and having side slots therethrough at dif

ferent elevations , latches pivoted in said slots at the upper

and lower end thereof, connecting rods extending through

said side vertical orifices in the stand and through said hollow

legs , pivoted spring-held pedals pivotally jointed to said

connecting rods, one at the extremity thereof and one in
Okoco

termediate of its length, said pedals pulling and pushing on

said rods respectively and moving said sleeve against the

spring pressure , arms radially arranged and pivotally

secured at the upper end of said spindle , a collar encircling

said sleeve , supporting links radially inserted and pivotally

secured to said collar and adjustably secured to said arms,

and forming fingers adjustably arranged on said arms , sub th

ng3
rig ?

stantially as described.

8. In a shape forming machine the combination with the

stand and a plurality of radially arranged elbowed arms ex

tending therefrom having longitudinal slots in their vertical

sections , means for altering the vertical position of said

arms and fingers forked at their inner ends and extending

from said forked ends in various directions and having sub

stantially S -shaped hooks therein arranged and clamps

securing said fingers to said arins through the forked ends
102341

of the fingers and the slots of said vertical portions of the

arms, substantially as described.
9. A shape forming machine comprising a stand having Otto William Meissner, Montreal,Quebec , Canada , 4th De

cember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 9th November, 1906 .
central and side vertical orifices therethrough and suitable

Re

ceipt No. 141,055 .
legs, said central orifice having a reduced lower end , a

spindle having a reduced lower end extending through the
Claim . - 1 . In a car of the class described , the combina

lower portion of said central orifice and an enlarged central tion of a supporting frame portion, a drop bottom therefor

portion and an annular groove in said central portion, a formed of swinging doors pivotally secured to the frame

sleeve having side slots therethrough at different elevations, portion at their inner edges , and movable end portion on

a collar encircling said sleeve , suitably supported on the the free edges of the bottom doors adapted to extend at an

shoulder thereof, a spiral spring encircling said spindle incline beyond the sides of the car when the doors are in

below said central portion , a washer encircling said spindle open position .

over said spring and under the lower shoulder formed by
2. In a car of the class described , the combination of a

said central portion , a spiral spring encircling said spindle supporting frame portion , a drop bottom therefor formed

above said central portion, a washer encircling said upper of swinging doors pivotally secured to the frame portion

spindle immediately beneath said spring and above the upper at their inner edges , and movable end portions on the

shoulder formed by said central portion, a crown rigidly free edges of the bottom doors adapted to extend at an

secured at the upper end of said spindle , arms radially ar incline beyond the sides of the car when the doors are

ranged in said crown and pivotally secured thereto , support in open position and to be moved into an inoperative posi

ing links radially arranged and pivotally secure in said tion when the drop doors are closed .

collar and adjustably secured to said arms, latches pivoted 3. In a car of the class described , the combination of a

in the upper and lower ends of the walls in said slots in supporting frame portion, a drop bottom portion therefor

said sleeve respectively and engaging the shoulders formed composed of swinging doors hinged at their inner edges,

by said annular groove, connecting rods pivotally secured and downwardly swinging extensions hinged to the outer

to said latches and extending downwardly through the side edges of the swinging doors .

rigt 0
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4. In a car of the class described , the combination of a 2. The combination with the tub A of an oscillatory rubber

supporting frame portion , a drop bottom therefor com- B having the slotted engagement with the bumper F, sub

posed of swinging doors hinged at their inner edges , down- stantially as specified.

wardly swinging extensions hinged to the outer edges of 3. The combination with a tub of an oscillating rubber

the swinging doors, and means for raising the extensions having a slotted engagement with the arms G of the bumper

to operative position when the swinging doors are lowered , F , and the coiled compression springs Hexerting their

substantially as described . tension on the ends of the arms G at g, and the lateral

flanges h of the rubber B , substantially as and for the pur

No. 102,342. Feed Water Heater for Locomotives. | poses specified.

4. In combination with the tub A , an oscillatory rubber B.
Chauffeur d'eau d'alimentation pour locomotives.

having a slotted engagement with the bumper F, the coiled

springs B exerting their tension upon the ends of the said

arms G and the rubber B when the tension of the coiled

Fg1
springs H is overcome, the rubber B may oscillate indepen

dent of the bumper F, substantially as described and for the

purpose specified .

5. In a washing machine the combination of the semi

circular oscillating rubber B having metal ends B', the

inside corner being extended and having elongated slots or

slides b?, for the pivotal engagement of the studs y , at the

outer ends of the arm G of the bumper F, for the purpose

Fig2 specified.

6. In a washing machine the combination of a semi- circular

oscillating rubber B having extended ends with slides and

lateral flanges for the engagement of one end of the coiled

compression springs H, the opposite ends engaging with the
11102342

pivot on the arm of the bumper F, substantially as and for

the purpose specified .

7. In a washing machine the combination of the semi

Walter Andrew Moffat, Denver, Colorado , U.S.A., 4th De- circular rubber B having a rigid engagement with the axle

cember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 7th November, 1906. Re- C the arms C' , the connecting rods E haviag a pivoted en

ceipt No. 140,997 .

gagement with the handles D, the bumper F the supporting

rods N engaging with the sides of the tub A at N, substanti
Claim . - 1. In a device of the class described , a boiler pro

vided with acombustionchamber , a feed water receptacle, i ally as and forthe purpose specified.

a supplytank, an auxiliary heating tank communicating rubber B having themetalheads B ", which are constructed
8. In a washing machine the combination of the oscillating

therewith , a duct leading from the auxiliary tank to the
with flanges and perforations for receiving the transverse

receptacle , a pipe connected with the latter and leading
throughthe combustion chamber for heatingthewater, and slats bythe cross braces B ’, having thehub B * eccentric to

the ends of said brace , the said rubber having a rigid en
a pipe leading from the receptacle to the boiler.

gagement with the axle C , the rigid arms C ' , the connecting

2. In a device of the class described, a boiler having a
rods E , the levers D and the handle D ' the compression

combustion chamber, a feed water receptacle , a tank com
spring H , the bumper F, the supporting rods N , all substnti

municrating with said receptacle, means for supply steam to
thetank, apipe connectedwith the receptacle and leading ally as and for the purpose specified .

through the combustion chamber, and means between the
No. 102,344. Ironing Board. Planche à repasser .

receptacle and boiler for supplying water to the latter .

3. In a device of the class described , a boiler having a

combustion chamber and an exhaust, a receptacle, means

for supplying water thereto, a duct , connected with the ex

haust and leading into the receptacle , a duct connecter

with the latter and leading through the combustion cham .

ber , and connections between the receptacle and boiler for

supplying water to the latter.

4. In a device of the character described , a boiler having

a combustion chamber and an exhaust , a water jacket for

said boiler, a duct connected with the exhaust and leading

into said water jacket , a duct connected with the latter

and leading into the boiler , a supply tank having connec

tion with said water jacket , and a steam pipe connecting

said boiler and the steam space of the supply tank, the

same having a valve therein controlled by the steam pres

sure of the boiler, substantially as and for the purpose sel

forth .

John 0. Ward , Santa Maria, California , U.S.A., 4th Decem

No. 102,343. Washing Machine. Machine à laver. ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 12th November, 1906. Receipt

No. 141,099 .

Claim . - An ironing board comprising a table formed with

a longitudinal slot at one end , engaging spurs projecting

upward from the upper surface of the table at opposite

sides of the slot , a leg member formed with an engaging

shoulder said leg member projecting edgewise through the

slot in the table, a hinge having its upper leaf secured to

the under surface of the table adjacent the slot , and having

OL

its lower leaf extending downward along the upper edge of

the leg member and formed with a longitudinal slot , and a

bolt extending through the slot and endwise through the leg

member, said bolt being provided with a tightening nut , sub

statially as described .
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No. 102,345. Perpetual Calendar.

Calendrier perpétuel.

James M. Crawford , Bentonville, Indiana, U.S.A. , 4th Decem

ber, 1906 ; 6 cears. Filed 16th November, 1905. Receipt to

130,171 .

Philip Vollmar, Chatham , Ontario, Canada , 4th December, Claim . - A perpetual calendar consisting of a card , a table

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 12th November, 1906 . Receipt No. printed on the lower central portion of the card and com

141,112 .
prising numbers indicating the days of the month and an

Claim . - 1. The combination with the tub A of an oscilla- aperture formed through the card adjoining the table, a dise

tory rubber B , a movable bumper F and an operaing handle pivoted in its center to the back of the card and having

engaged to simultaneously operate the rubber and bumpers, printed thereon abbreviations for the days of the week oe

substantially as specified .
curing seven times which appear through the aperture as the
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for insuring a true and

6. In a metallic packing, the combination with the pack

able bolts for securing said members together , and center;

ing rings surrounding said bolts for insuring a true and

7. In a metallic packing, the combination with the pack

ing rings, of a cage composed of separable members pro

vided with suitable bolt holes and with annular recesses

independent of but surrounding said holes, centering rings

arranged in said recesses for insuring a true and perfect

alignment of said members, and suitable bolts occupying

said bolt holes and adapted to hold said members together.

8. In a metallic packing, the combination with the pack

ing rings , of a cage composed of separable members pro

vided with suitable bolt holes and with annular recesses
independent of but concentric with said bolt holes , center

ing rings arranged in said recesses and adapted to insure

a true and perfect alignment of said members, and bolts

occupying said holes and adapted to hold said members
together.

No. 102,347. Postmarker,

Appareil à maculer les lettres , etc.

GA
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through an aperture in said card and means for indicating

the year numerically, substantially as shown and described.

No, 102,346. Metallic Packing,

Garniture métallique.

Donald Robertson , Wellington , New Zealand , 4th Decem

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 24th November, 1905 . Re

ceipt No. 130,384 .

Claim .-1 . The combination in a postmarking machine of

a feed wheel and an index finger on one side of the mail

path , with , on the opposite side the mail path , an ad

justable sensitive mail separator at right angles to the

mail path and a time stop projecting across the mail path,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth .

2. In a postmarking machine the combination with a

positive rotary feed wheel having a continuous rubber face

of an adjustable spring controlled mail separator at right

angle to the mail path , substantially as herein described.

3. In a postmarking machine the combination, of an index

finger, means for adjusting the space between said index

finger and guide plate or mail fence, a spring for automatic

adjustment of index finger to passing mail matter , and

means for regulating the pressure of said spring, substan

tially as herein described.

4. The combination in a postmarking machine of a rotary
Edward J. Fuller, Elyria , Ohio, U.S.A., 4th December, 1906; printing wheel having gripping and marking surfaces, part

6 years . Filed 25th October, 1905. Receipt No. 129,562 . of marking periphery being recessed, the lower part being

Claim .-- 1. In a metallic packing, the combination with of continuous periphery, and inking device engaged with

the packing rings, ofa cage composed of separable mem- marking die, and a pressure roller adapted to engage with

bers, means interposed between the meeting faces of said gripping surface and marking die, substantially asherein
members and wholly enclosed within the edges of said meet- described .

ing faces for insuring t true and perfect alignment of said 5. The combination in a postmarking machine of a mail

members, and meansfor securing said members together . fence a time stop projecting across mail path set in advance

2. In a metallic packing the combination with the pack- of marking and pressure wheels, and pivoted to recede from

ing rings, of acagecomposed of separable members, cen- mail path , a cam adapted to actuate said time stop and

tering devices projecting into the meeting faces of said means to restore same to normal position after actuation .

members and wholly enclosed within the edges of said 6. In postmarking machines the combination with the
faces for insuring a true and perfect alignment of said marking wheel, having the printing dies thereon , and the

members , and means for securing all of said members to pressure roller having a rubber sleeve thereon adapted to

gether. engage with the printing dies of the maraking wheel , said

3. In a metallic packing, the combination with the pack- sleeve having grooves therein , substantially as describeed.

ing rings, ofa cage composed ofseparable members , cen- 7. In postmarking machines the combination of a stacking

tering rings projecting into the meeting faces of said 'mem- wheel, an adjustable fence, a travelling tray beneath said

bers and wholly enclosed within the edgesof said faces for fence , and rollers to carry said tray , substantially as des

insuring a true and perfectalignment of said members , and cribed .

means for securing the members together.

4. In a metallic packing, the combination with the pack- No. 102,348. Shock Loader. Charge-gerbes.

ing rings, of a cagecomposed ofseparable members, pro
vided with annularrecesses in their meeting faces, center

Arthur L. Walker, Pincher Creek, Alberta , Canada , 4th

ing rings adapted to engagein said recesses for insuring
December, 1906 ; years. Filed 4th September, 1906. Re

a true and perfect alignment of said members, and means
ceipt No. 139,216 .

for securing said members together. Claim . - 1. A machine of the class described comprising a

metallic packing the combination with the supporting frame having a depending bracket mounted on its

packing rings, of a cagecomposed of separable members, underface adjacent each of its side edges, a main driveshaft

5. In a
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journalled in bearings slidable in said brackets , traction vided at opposite ends with sprocket wheel mounted there
wheels carried by said drive shaft, a bracket mounted on the on , a sprocket wheel mounted on each end of said main

drive shaft , chains connecting the corresponding sprocket

wheels of said shaft , a hoisting carrier mounted at the

front end of said frames , means connecting said second

shaft with said carrier for driving the latter , an inclined

discharge elevator arranged at the rear of said hoisting

carrier to receive therefrom , and means connecting said

carrier and elevator for driving the latter.

6. A machine of the class described comprising a sup

porting frame provided with a pair of depending brackets

mounted on its under face , a main drive shaft journalled in

said brackets, means connected with said frame for raising

or lowering the same with respect to said main drive shaft ,

a second shaft mounted on said frame in the rear of said

main drive shaft , a hoisting carrier mounted at the front of

said frame, a sprocket wheel secured to each end of said

Boom

main drive shaft , a sprocket wheel loosely mounted on each

end of said second shaft and provided with an integral

1023
toothed sleeve forming one member of a clutch , a clutch

member fixed at each end of said second shaft , means for

normally holding the members of each clutch in contact

upper face of said frame adjacent its side edges, a lever with each other , means mounted at the rear end of said

pivotally secured to each of said upper brackets , and con

nected atoneend to the corresponding drive shaft bearing, clutch against the action of said holding means, sprocket

frame for simultaneously separating the members of each

means for operating said levers to elevate or lower said chains connecting the corresponding sprocket wheels, con

frame, ahoisting carrier mounted at one end of said frame, nections between said second shaft andsaid hoisting carrier

an inclined discharge elevator disposed in the rear of said for driving the latter na , inclined elevator mounted in the

hoisting carrier , and means for operating said carrier and rear of said hoisting carrier and adapted to receive there

elevator .

2. A machine of the class described comprising a supporting carrier.

from , and means for driving said elevator from said hoist

ing frame having a depending bracket mounted on its under

face adjacent each of its side edges , a main drive shaft No. 102,349. Range Boiler Heater,

journalled in bearings slida ble in said brackets , traction

wheels carried by said drive shaft , a bracket mounted in
Chauffeur de chaudières .

the upper face of said frame adjacent each of its side edges ,

a lever pivotally mounted in each of said upper brackets , Tian

and connected at one end to the corresponding shaft bearing,

means connected to the opposite end of said levers for

simultaneously operating the same , to raise or lower said

frame , a hoisting carrier mounted at the front end of said

frame , means connected with said drive shaft for operating
E

said carriage, an inclined discharge elevator arranged at the

rear of said carrier , and connections between said carrier

and elevator for operating the latter .

3. A machine of the class described comprising in combina

tion a supporting frame , a depending bracket mounted on Tia 2 .

the under face of said frame adjacent each of its side edges ,

a lever pivotally mounted in each of said upper brackets , a

main drive shaft journalled in bearings slidable in said lower

brackets . traction wheels carried by said shaft , a rod con

necting the front end of each lever with the corresponding

shaft bearing, means connected to the opposite end of said

levers for simultaneously operating the same , to raise or 102349

lower said frame with respect to said shaft, a pair of spaced

uprights mounted upon said frame , at its front end . shafts Thomas B. Watt , Chatham , Ontario , Canada , 4th December,

connecting said uprights. sprorket wheels mounted on said 1906 ; 6 years.
Filed 3rd November, 1906. Receipt No.

shafts at opnosite ends thereof , a hoisting carrier disposed 140,889 .

between said uprights , and comprising a pair of sprocket Claim .- 1. A metallic steam pipe or body in combination
chains adapted to travel UnOn said sprocket wheels . rod :

with a metallic inner water pipe having the ends of both
connecting said sprocket chains and series of picker the outer body and the inner water pipe threaded for their

fingers mounted on each ron . an inclined discharge elevator

arranged at the rear of said carrier . means for driving said body and the inner water pipe together, substantially as set

engagement into the ties serving to fasten the said outer

carrier from said traction wheel , and means for driving said forth .
elevator from said carrier.

4. A machine of the class described comprising a sunport

2. A metallic steam pipe for use in heating in combination

ing frame provided with a nair of depending brackets, each body by means of ties, the outer body having a threaded

with an inner water pipe secured on the inside of the outer

mounted on thn under face of said frame antincent the side engagement at both ends into the ties , the inner water pipe

eriges thereof , a main drive shaft inurnallen in hearings passing through the said ties and being secured by means

slida hle in cain brackets , traction wheels carrien bv said of the jamb nuts and washers, substantially as specified and

shaft , a pair of hrackets mounted on the unner fare of cain set forth .

frame at opposite ends thoseof , a lover pivotally mounted 3. A metallic stem pipe in combination with a water pipe,

in each of said upper brackets , a rod connecting the lower and means of securing he said waterpipe inside the said

end of each lever with the corresponding shaft bearing , a steam pipe forming a chamber for the reception of the

tongue connected at its front end with said shaft and ex
steam , substantially as set forth .

tending bevond the rear edge of sail frame . means mounted

upon the rear end of the tongue and connected with the op- No. 102,350. File and Binder for Newspapers, Etc.

posite end of said levers for simultaneously operating the

same to lower or raise said frame , means likewise mounted
Fil et relieure pour journaux.

at the rear end of said tongue for effecting an independent Joseph Wilson , Christchurcr, New Zealand , 4th December.

tilting movement of said frame upon said shaft , a hoisting 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 22nd December, 1904. Receipt No.

carrier mounted at the front end of said frame an inclined 120,972 .

discharge elevator arranged at the rear of suid carrier , Claim .-- 1. In a file for newspapers and the like in combin
means for driving said elevator from said carrier . ation, a narrow oblong shapedframe, upwardly projecting

5. A machine of the class described comprising a sup sharpened hooks secured upon the framewhereon sheets of
porting frame provided with a pair of brackets . each

mounted onthe under face of said frameadjacent the side thathas openings through which the hooks come when the

paper may be impaled, a flap that is hinged to the frame

edges thereof, amain drive shaft journalled in bearings flap is brought overthehooksin order to hold orlock the
slidable in said brackets , traction wheels carried by said

shaft, means mounted on saidframe for raising or lowering frame that isadapted to come over the points of thehooks

papers on the file, a guard piece likewisehinged to the

the same with respect to said shaft . means for effecting an

independent tilting movement of said frame upon said shaft ,

and spring catches on the guard piece supports adapted to

a second shaft mounted at the rear end of said frame pro- fied.

engage with the stems of the hooks,substantially as speci
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2. In a file for newspapers, letters and such like , a narrow 6. A device of the class described comprising a plurality

oblong shaped frame, upwardly projecting sharpened hooks of pieces of material , each having an abrasive surface, said

pieces being of circular form and of varying diameters and

being placed in layers with their abrasive surfaces on the

same side.

7. In machine of the class described , the combination of

an abrasing device comprising a plurality of circular layers

of abrasive material of diameters varying from the largest

in the outer layer to the smallest in the inner layer with

means for supporting and actuating said device , the com

bination being arranged to permit continuous use of said

abrading device while successive layers of the abrasive ma

terial are being worn out.

8. As a new article of manufacture , an abrading device

comprising a plurality of pieces of material , each having an

abrasive surface , said pieces being of circular form and

being placed in layers with their abrasive surfaces on the

same side and also being secured together.

9. As a new article of manufacture , an abrading device

comprising a plurality of pieces of material, each having

an abrasive surface , said pieces being of circular form and

being arranged in concentric layers with their abrasive sur

faces all on the same side , said device having provision for

on the frame having eyes near the points thereof through securing the pieces together at two or more points to pre
vent relative rotative movement thereof.

which a cord may be passed , a flap that is hinged to the

frame having openings through which the hooks come when 10. As a new article of manufacture, an abrading device

the flap is brought over the hooks in order to lock the comprising a plurality of circular pieces of abrasive mater
papers on the file , a guard piece likewise hinged to the frame

ial , said pieces being of varying diameters and being placed

that is adapted to come over the points of the hooks and in concentric layers and also being secured together at two

spring catches upon the guard piece supports adapted to or more points.

engage with the stems of the hooks, substantially as des- 11. As a new article of manufacture , an abrading device

cribed and as illustrated. comprising a plurality of layers of flexible abrasive mater

ial secured together , the marginal portions of said layers

No. 102,351 . Buffing Machine. Machine à bouvier. of material being free to move relatively.

12. A device of the class described comprising a plurality

of superposed pieces of abrasive material arranged in layers

of diminishing size with their abrasive surface on the same

side .

13. An abrading device comprising a plurality of super

posed layers of flexible abrasive material, the marginal por

tions of the layers of material being disconnected to per

mit said portions to move relatively , said superposed layers

being of diminishing size whereby the upper layers will not

project beyond the periphery of the lowest one when the

device is bent upwardly.

17. The combination with a holder and an abrading device ,

comprising a plurality of pieces of abrasive material of

circular form and of varying diameters , said device present

ing a convex abrasive surface near its edge.

15. As a new article of manufacture, an abrading device

comprising a plurality of pieces of abrasive material of

circular form and of varying diameters and a backing of

non -abrasive material secured thereto .

16. As a new article of manufacture, an abrading device

comprising a plurality of circular pieces of abrasive mater

ial arranged in concentric layers secured together at a plur

ality of points .

17. The combination with a holder and an abradingdevice,

Sidney Wilmot Winslow , assignee of Andrew Wilson of means for securing the abrading device to the holder,

said securing means comprising a headed stem extendingRogers, both of Beverly , Massachusetts, U.S.A., 4th
December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 16th December, 1904 . through the abrading device and holder an provided with

a roughened surface, and latches arranged to engage saidReceipt No. 120,806.

roughened surface for securing the stem in the holder.
Claim .-1 . The combination with a holder formed with a

18. The combination with a holder and an abrading device,plurality of holes , of an abrading device comprising a plur
of means for securing the abrading device to the holder,

ality of pieces of abrasive material arranged in layers and

having corresponding holes, and means extending through through the abrading device and holder and provided withsaid securing means comprising a headed stem extending

the holes for securing the device in position on the holder.
a roughened surface and radially movable latches arranged2. The combination with a holder and an abrading device
to engage said roughened surface , means for yieldingly

comprising a plurality of pieces of abrasive material ar
pressing the latches normally toward position for engaging

ranged in layers , of means for securing said device to the
the stem and bevelled faces formed on the inner ends of theholder, and additional securing means for entering the
latches whereby they may be forced outwardly by the stemabrasive material .

3. The combination with a support of non-abrasive ma in inserting the latter.

terial, of an abrading device comprising a plurality of 19. The combination with a holder and an abrading device,

pieces of abrasive material of varying diameters arranged of means for securing the abrading device to the holder,

in layers with the smallest layer next to the support , said said securing means comprising a headed stem extending

support being of a diameter slightly less than the said through the abrading device and holder and provided with a

smallest layer whereby to support said layer from its cen roughened surface , a plurality of latches arranged to en

ter to within a short distance of its edge. gage said roughened surface and operating means for sim

4. The combination with a holder and an abrading device . ultaneously withdrawing said latches .
of a securing device comprising a stem extending centrally 20. The combination with a holder and an abrading de

through the abrading device and into the holder and pro - vice, ofmeans for securing the abrading device to the holder ,

vided with arms having prongs to engage the abrading de- said securing means comprising a stem provided with an

vice and holder at two or more points to prevent relative arm having a prong to engage the abrading device eccentri

rotative movement of said parts .
cally , said securing means having provision for preventing

5. The combination with a rotary holder and an abrading rotative movement, radially movable latches mounted in

device , of a securing device comprising a stem extending said holder for securing the stem therein , means for nor

through the abrading device and provided with an arm ar- | mally pressing the latches toward position for engaging the

ranged to engage said deyice eccentrically , and means for stem , and means for simultaneously withdrawing the latches

securing the stem in position in the holder. to release the same .
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No. 102,352. Machine for Distributing Material. 8. In the electro -magnetic selection device for use in

Machine de distribution de matières.
mechanically operated distributing apparatus, the

bination of type holders , key operated ejecting mechanism ,

a composing galley , means for feeding said galley a dis

tance equal to the width of a type at each operation of a

key , and means controlled by the movement of the galley,

for returning it the distance it has been fed .

9. In the electro -magnetic selection device for use in

mechanically operated distributing apparatus , the

bination of type holders, key operated ejecting mechanism ,

a composing galley , means for feeding said galley a dis

tance equal to the width of a type at each operation of a

key, means , controlled by the movement of the galley, for

returning it the distance it has been fed in the aforesaid

manner, means for feeding the galley, after a number of

feeding operations of said kind, in a direction transverse

to that of the first - named feeding movement, and mechan

ism controlled by the second movement of the galley, for re

turning it the distance it has been fed in such transverse

direction .

10.In the electro-magnetic selection device for use in

Wagner and Brand, assignee of Otto G.C.Schmitt, both of bination with a key actuated mechanism ,of separate series
mechanically operated distributing apparatus, the com

Frankfort on the Main , Germany, 4th December, 1906 ; 6

years . Filed 30th May, 1905 .

of type chutes for capital and for small letters of the

Receipt No. 125,602 .
alphabet respectively, a single set of type keys for con

Clain .-1. An electro - magnetic selection device for use in trolling the delivery of types from both series of type

mechanically operated distributing apparatus consisting of chutes, and a shift key adapted to co -act with all the type

an electro -magnet which is continuously caused by mechani- keys in common , substantially as described.

cal means to move to and fro upon a slide , and a distribut- 11. In the electro -magnetic selection device for use in

ing part which is likewise movable to and fro along a mechanically operated distributing apparatus, the

slide , and is provided with a spring pressed armature, being bination with a key actuated mechanism , of type chutes, a

attracted or suddenly released by the core of the electro- composing galley and means whereby the composing galley

magnet when thislatter is energized or the magnetizing is caused to advance through a distance equal to the width

current is interrupted. of a type for each actuation of a type key, said means

2. In the electro -magnetic selection device for use in comprising a screw spindle supporting the composing galley ,

mechanically operated distributing apparatus , the a rotated wheel for producing the rotation of the screw

bination with the electro-magnet movable to and fro upon spindle and a bar adapted to be actuated by means of any

a slide , and the distributing part which is likewise mov- one of the type keys , substantially as described.

able to and fro along a slide , of movable contact pieces

placed at intervals along the path of the electro- magnet, a No. 102,353. Comb. Peigne.

current collector fixed to the electro-magnet carriage

and adapted to make sliding contact with said contact

pieces and keys connected to the respective contact pieces .

3. In the electro-magnetic selection device for
in

mechanically operated distributing apparatus , the com

bination with the electro -magnet movable to and fro upon

a slide , and the distributing part which is likewise movable

to and fro along a slide , of a galley containing the matter

to be distributed and having mounted on it the armature

of the electro -magnet.

4. In the electro-magnetic selection device for use in

mechanically operated distributing apparatus , the

bination with the electro -magnet movable to and fro upon

a slide , a distributing part which is likewise movable to

and fro along a slide , and a galley for containing a line

of type to be distributed, a key controlled electro -magnetic

ally operated devices for effecting the transfer of a line

of type to the galley , said devices comprising a slide which

normally closes a delivery aperture in the locking frame

containing the matter to be distributed and is adapted to

be opened by the action of an electro -magnet , and of a
Charles Schmidt and Joseph C. Hoffman , assignee of a hall

pusher adapted to be operated by another electro -magnet interest, both of Brooklyn, New York, U.S.A., 4th De

so as to cause the line of type to be distributed to pass ' cember , 1906 ; 6 years .
Filed 30th July , 1906. Receipt

through said aperture into the galley .
No. 138,285 .

5. In the electro -magnetic selection device for use in Claim .-1 . The combination of a comb , a locking plate

mechanically operated distributing apparatus, the combi- having prongs to engage the hair , and means for securing
nation with the electro -magnet movable to and fro upon a said plate to the comb .

slide , a distributing part which is likewise movable to and 2. A means for fastening a comb upon the hair, com

fro along a slide, with a set ofkeys adapted to effect the prising a locking plate having prongs adapted to engage
delivery of individual types from the distributing galley to the hair in the reverse direction from that of the comb

the respective type chutes comprised in a range appro- teeth .

priated to one alphabet of a shift key common to all the 3. The combination of a comb , a locking plate having

keys of the set and adapted to cause the actuation of said prongs adapted to fit between the teeth of the comb for

keys to effect the delivery of types to the respective type grippingthe hair, and means forsecuring saidplate to the
chutes comprised in a range appropriated to another al- comb.

phabet. 4. The combination of a comb for ladies' hair , a lock

6. In the electro -magnetic selection device for in ing plate having a pair of ears thereon and having prongs,

mechanically operated distributing apparatus the combina and means upon thecomb for engaging said ears whereby

tion of type holders , key operated ejecting mechanism , a
the prongs enter the spaces between the comb teeth.

composing galley, means for feeding said galley a distance 5. The combination ofa comb for ladies' hair, having

equal to the width of a type at each operation of a key , extensionsat each end, a locking plate having earsto

and means for feeding the galley in a direction transverse engagesaid extensions and having prongs formed to enter

to that of the first - named feeding movement. between the teeth of the comb and engage the hair.
7. In the electro -magnetic selection device for use in 6 The combination of a comb for ladies ' hair, a locking

mechanically operated distributing apparatus, the com

bination of type holders, key operated effectingmechanism, thecomb, interlocking projections and said recesses on said

plate having prongs adaptedto fit between the teeth of

a composing galley ,means for feeding said galley a distance comb and plate, and means for retaining the same in co
equal to the width of the type at each operation of a key, operative relation.
means for feeding the galley in a direction transverse to 7. The combination of a comb for ladies ' hair , having

that of the first-named feeding movement, and adjustable a pair of extensions thereon, the lower edges of saidexa
mechanism for bringing about the operation of a second- tensions being bevelled. and a locking plate having ears

namedfeeding meansafter a predetermined , variable num- adapted to engage said bevelledextensions and having
ber of operations of the first -named feeding means. prongs adapted to enter between the teeth of the comb.
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8. The combination of a comb for ladies' hair, having suction and discharge pipes communicating with the pump

a pair of extensions thereon , the lower edges of said ex- and with the bottom portion of the vat, and an air inlet

tensions being bevelled , and a locking plate havingbent whereby the liquid forced by the pump into the vat is
over ears to engage said extensions and having prongs to aerated .

enter between the tenth of said comb, said locking plate 2. An apparatus for treating skins, etc. , comprising a vat,

having projections thereon adapted to be received in cor- a liquid circulating pump adjacent to the vat, suction and
responding recesses in the comb . discharge pipes communicating with the pump and with the

bottom portion of the vat and an air inlet whereby the liquid

No. 102,354. Gas Burner. Brûleur à gaz. forced by the pump into the vat is aerated , said air inlet

having means for regulating the quantity of air admitted.

3. An apparatus for treating skins , etc., comprising a

liquid retaining vat , a circulating pump adjacent to the vat ,

suction and discharge pipes communicating with the pump

and with the vat , the said discharge pipe having radiating

branches containing liquid distributing perforations which

are arranged to direct the liquid in an approximately hori

zontal direction and impart a gyratory movement thereto .

4. An apparatus for treating skins , etc comprising a vat

or a series of vats , a liquid storage tank , a circulating

pump , a suction pump connecting the pump with the liquid

storage tank and provided with an air inlet , and a discharge

pipe connecting the pump with the vat or vats .
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No. 102,356. Artificial Tooth. Dent artificielle.

The National Gas Light Company, assignee of John Dooren

bos, both of Kalamazoo, Michigan , U.S.A. , 4th December,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 30th July , 1906. Receipt No. 138.259.

Claim .-- 1. The combination with a Welsbach burner hay

ing a gas orifice and a mixer tube into which said orifice

opens , a self adjusting valve containing said orifice , pres

sure actuated means for actuating said valve , a passage for

the gas around said means , and means for varying the

amount of gas passing through said passage according to

the variation in the gas pressure .

2. The combination with a Welsbach burner having a gas

orifice and a mixer tube into which said orifice opens , a

valve controlling said orifice and equipped with a piston, Dental Protective Supply Company of the Uniter States of

a cylinder in which said piston moves , a passage leading to America, Chicago, Illinois , assignee of Joseph Morris ,

the cylinder beneath the piston , a passage extending around North Wales, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. , 4th December, 1906 ;

the cylinder to said first-named orifice and a valve con
6 years. Filed 30th July, 1906. Receipt No. 138,258.trolling said last -named passage .

Claim . - 1. An artificial tooth comprising a body of porce
3. The combination of a nipple having a chamber therein ,

and a verticalpassage from saidchamber and a lateral pass- lain , a backing of composition material containing a metal
age from said chamber,a laterallyextending threaded valve oxide,andone or more fasteningdevices embedded in said
connected with said nipple and controlling said lateral pass

composition material, substantially as described.

2. An artificial tooth comprising a body of porcelain ,
age, a cap surmounting the nipple and having an orifice , a

cylinder within the cap surmounting the nipple and a piston a backing of composition material containing a metal oxide,

within the cylinder equipped witha valve controlling said capable of uniting wih said porcelain body under burningorifice . and one or more fastening devices embedded in said com

4. The combination of a nipple having a chamber with a position material, substantially as described .

central vertical passage therefrom and a lateral passage , a 3. An artificial tooth comprising a body of porcelain ,

cylinder connected with the upper portion of said nipple a backing composed of mingled porcelain and metal oxide,
into which said vertical passage opens, a piston within said and one or more fastening pins embedded in said backing,
cylinder, a cap surmounting said nipple and inclosing said

substantially as described .

cylinder, said cap having a central orifice at its apex and a 4. An artificial tooth comprising a body of porcelain,

needle valve extending into said orifice and equipped with a a backing composed of mingled porcelain and aluminum

piston working in said cylinder , for the purpose set forth . oxide , and one or more fastening pins embedded in said

5. The combination of a nipple having a chamber with backing, substantially as described.
5. An artificial tooth comprising a body of porcelain, atwo passages leading therefrom , a cylinder in communica

tion with one passage, a piston working in said cylinderand backing of mingled porcelain and metal oxide fusedthere
equipped with an upward extending valve , a cap surmount with , and one or more fastening pins embedded in said back

ing said nipple and forming with the cylinder an annular ing. substantially as described .

passage for gas, the said cap having a reduced externally 6. An artificial tooth comprising a body of porcelain , a

threaded upper portion and a mixer tube secured on said backingof mingled porcelain and aluminum oxide fused
cap . therewith , and one or more fastening pins embedded in said

backing, substantially as described.

No. 102,355 . Tanning Apparatus. 7. An artificial tooth comprising a porcelain face , a cut

ling member backing the cutting edge of said face , a body

Appareil de tannage.
member backing the major portion of said face, a body of

porcelain and metal oxide inset in said body member , all

of said parts being fused together, and one or more pins

anchored in said composition member, substantially as

described.

8. The method of manufacturing artificial teeth which

consists in fusing with the porcelain body of a tooth , a

backing of composition material containing a metal oxide

constituting an anchorage for the usual fastening pins,

substantially as described .

9. The method of manufacturing artificial teeth which

consists in moulding with the porcelain body of a tooth a

backing of composition material containing a metal oxide

constituting an anchorage for the usual fastening pins, and

then integrating said parts by heat, substantially as des

cribed .

10. The method of manufacturing artificial teeth which

consists in moulding with the porcelain body of a tooth a

backing of composition material containing a metal oxide

The Buffalo Leather Company, assignee of William Rosco constituting an anchorage for the usual fastening pins, dry
Smith, all of Buffalo , New York, U.S.A., 4th December, ing the moulded tooth by a baking heat, trimming the tooth ,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 30th July, 1906. Receipt No. 138.255. and finally integrating and hardening the tooth by sub

Claim . - 1. An apparatus for treating skins, etc. , compris - jecting the same to a burning operation , substantially as
ing a vat,a liquid circulating pump adjacent to thevat, ' described .
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11. The method of manufacturing artificial teeth which 2. A process for the manufacture of moisture resisting

consists in subjecting a metal oxide to a high temperature , isolating materials consisting in treating layers of moisture

subsequently mixing said oxide with powdered porcelain ,

and then fusing said mixture with the body of a porcelain

tooth and around the usual anchoring pins thereof , sub

stantially as described .

12. The method of manufacturing artificial teeth which

consists in charging the cavity of a mould member with a

plastic porcelain , erecting in the cavity of a companion

mould member, one or more fastening pins , partially charg

ing said last-named cavity around said fastening pins with

anchoring material of superior strength to the porcelain

and fusible with the latter , filling the rest of said cavity

with plastic porcelain , uniting the mould members with said

cavities in registration, and fusing said parts of the tooth

together , substantially as described .

13. The method of manufacturing artificial teeth which

consists in charging the cavity of a mould member with

plastic porcelain , erecting in the cavity of a companion

mould member one or more fastening pins, charging one attracting , isolating substances , such as asbestos fiber

end of said last -named cavity with plastic porcelain to
covered with layers of waterproof substances, such as copal

form in part the backing of the tooth , further partially inside a vacuum while heating and pressing same at the
charging said last -named cavity around said fastening pins same time.

with an anchoring material or mixed porcelain and metal 3. A process for the manufacture of moisture resisting

oxide , charging the rest of said cavity with body porce isolating materials consisting in treating layers of a mix

lain , uniting the mould members with said cavities in ture of moisture attracting, isolating substances and other

registration , subjecting the mould to a baking heat , then isolating materials , covered with layers of waterproof sub

removing and trimming the tooth , and finally subjecting it stances by heating and pressing same while inside a vacuum.

to a heat sufficient to fuse and integrate the parts , sub 4. A process for the manufacture of moisture resisting

stantially as described .14. The method of manufacturing artificial teeth which isolating materials consisting in treating a mixture of a

water attracting, isolating substance with a solution of a

consists in subjecting a metal oxide to a high temperature, waterproof substance by heating and pressing same while

mixing said oxide with powdered porcelain in a plastic inside a vacuum.

state to form an anchoring composition , charging the cavity 5. A process for the manufacture of moisture resisting

of a mould member with plastic porcelain , erecting in the isolating materials consisting in treating a mixture of

cavity of a companion mould member one or more fastening isolating substances with a melt of waterproof substances
pins, charging one end of said last - named cavity with inside a vacuum while heating and pressing same at the
plastic porcelain to form the backing of the lower end of

same time .

the tooth , further partially charging said last - named cavity

around said fastening pins with said composition anchoring isolating materials consisting in treating moisture attract

6. A process for the manufacture of moisture resisting

material, charging the rest of said cavity with body porce ing substances with isolating properties together with

lain , uniting the mould members with said cavities in waterproof substances inside a vacuum while heating same

registration , subjecting the mould to a baking heat , then and pressing same in employing an elastic pressure auto

removing and trimming the tooth , and finally subjecting it

to a heat sufficient to fuse and integrate said parts , sub- ing of the pressed material.

matically regulating itself in accordance with the shrink

stantially as described . 7. In an apparatus for the manufacture of materials by

heating and pressing suitable substances inside a vacuum ,

No. 102,357. Methods of Treating Asbestos. a casing, a vacuum conduit conducting to said casing plates

to be heated from inside , movably arranged within said cas

Méthode de traitement de l'amiante . ing, a pressing piston introduced into said casing and work

ing said movable plates .Alpheus Hugh Hipple , Omaha, Nebraska, U.S.A. , 4th De

cember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 30th July , 1906. Receipt heating and pressing suitable substances inside a vacuum,
8. In an apparatus for the manufacture of materials by

No. 138,246.

Claim . - 1. The method herein described of treating asbes- guidedplates movable in saidcasing. means for heatig

a casing, a vacuum conduit for said casing , rectilinearly

tos, which consists in working asbestos fiber and sulphur said plates from their inside, adjusting appliances between
into a pulp with water, removing the water , saturating the each of said heated movable plates , a pressing piston work

residual mass with oil and subjecting the mass thus treated
ing against said movable plates .

to the action of heat until vulcanization takes place.

2. The method herein described of treating a bestos, heating and pressing suitable substances inside a vacuum ,

9. In an apparatus for the manufacture of materials by

which consists in working asbestos fiber and sulphur into a

pulp and water , shaping said pulp into the form of pap " movably arranged in said casing. a pressing plate insaid

a casing with a vacuum conduit , plates heated from inside,

of articles , causing said paper or articles to absorb oil a d casing, means for automatically regulating the pressure of
subjecting said paper or articles containing said oil to the said pressing plate .

action of heat until vulcanization takes place .

No. 102,360. Paper Making Machinery.

No. 102,358. Process of Rendering Lithopone Machine à faire le papier,

Stable Against Light.

Fig2
Procédé pour rendre le lithopone stable contre la lumière. X

Dr. Wilhelm Ostwald, Leipzig , Germany , 4th December ,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 26th July , 1906. Receipt No. 138,185 .

Claim .-1 . The process for manufacturing lithopone stable

against light , which consists in excluding the access of air

to the mixture of sulphate of barium and sulphide of zinc

during the burning process and cooling in water.

2. The process for manufacturing lithopone stable against

light , which consists in burning and cooling the mixture of

sulphate of barium and sulphide of zinc in an atmosphere

deprived of free oxygen . 102360

No. 102,359. Method of Making Substances for

Building and Isolating Substances. Robert B. Wolf , Berlin , New Hampshire, and Harry E.

Méthode de faire des substances isoloires pour constructions. Tidmarsh, Sandy Hill , New York, U.S.A., co -inventors,

4th December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 21st September , 1906.
Alfred Schlomann , München , Germany, 4th December, 1906 ; Receipt No. 139,689 .

6 years . Filed 7th August , 1906. Receipt No. 138,474 . Claim . - 1. The combination of a stock vat , a cylinder

Claim.--1 . A process for the manufacture of moisture re mould therein , a white water chamber in communication

sisting isolating material consisting in treating suitable with the interior of the cylinder mould , and an intermediate

substances with isolating properties inside a vacuum and chamber between thestockvat and thewhite water cham
heating and pressing same at the same time. ber to prevent leakage between said vat and chamber.

1

1

Y

A
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2. The combination of a stock vat , a cylinder mould hav- municating with the interior of the cylinder mould by way

ing an axial sleeve, a white water chamber communicating of said sleeve , an intermediate chamber between the vat

with the interior of the cylinder mould by way of said and the white water chamber, the wall between said inter

sleeve and an intermediate chamber between the vat and mediate chamber and the stock vat being lower than the vat

the white water chamber , said sleeve passing through said sides to permit the stock to overflow into said chamber

intermediate chamber . when the level of the stock is raised in said vat , and pack

3. The combination of a stock vat , a cylinder mould hav- ing means between the other wall of said intermediate

ing an axial sleeve , a white water chamber communicating chamber and the end of the axial sleeve to prevent leakage
with the interior of the cylinder mould by way of said between the intermediate chamber and the white water

sleeve , an intermediate chamber between the vat and the chamber.

white water chamber and packing between the wall of the 14. The combination of a stock vat, a cylinder mould

intermediate chamber and the sleeve. therein having an axial sleeve , a white water chamber com

4. The combination of a stock vat, a cylinder mould hav - municating with the interior of the cylinder mould by way

ing an axial sleeve , a white water chamber communicating of said sleeve, an intermediate chamber between the vat

with the interior of the cylinder mould by way of said and the white water chamber , the wall between said inter

sleeve , an intermediate chamber between the vat and the mediate chamber and the stock vat being lower than the vat

white water chamber, and packing between the walls of the sides to permit the stock to overflow into said chamber

intermediate chamber and the sleeve to prevent leakage when the level of the stock is raised in said vat , a packing

from the vat and white water chamber respectively into ring between the other wall of the intermediate chamber
the intermediate or overflow chamber. and the flanged end of the axial sleeve and a packing sleeve

5. The combination of a stock vat , a cylinder mould there- embracing the peripheral edges of the packing ring and

in having an axial sleeve and a shoulder between the sleeve flange.

and the cylinder end , a white water chamber communicat

ing with the interior of the cylinder mould by way of said No. 102,361 . Shuttle for Looms.

sleeve , an intermediate chamber between the vat and white
Narette pour métiers.water chamber, and a packing collar or washer surrounding

said sleeve and engaging the wall of the intermediate cham

ber and the shoulder of the cylinder respectively.

6. The combination of a stock vat , a cylinder mould there Fig 3

in having an axial sleeve and a shoulder between the sleeve

and the cylinder end , a white water chamber communicating

with the interior of the cylinder mould by way of said

sleeve , an intermediate chamber between the vat and white

water chamber , a packing collar or washer surrounding said

sleeve and engaging the wall of the intermediate chamber

and the shoulder of the cylinder respectively , and a packing

sleeve engaging the packing collar and shoulder of the

cylinder respectively and overlying the joint between the
two.

7. The combination of a stock vat , a cylinder mould hav

ing an axial sleeve provided with a shoulder at its junction

with the cylinder and a flange at its outer end , a white

water chamber communicating with the interior of the

cylinder by way of said sleeve , an intermediate chamber

between the vat and the white water chamber through

which said sleeve passes, and packing means interposed be

tween the walls of the intermediate chamber and the

shoulder and flange respectively of the sleeve.
119

8. The combination of a stock vat , a cylinder mould hav

ing an axial sleeve provided with a shoulder at its junction

with the cylinder and a fange at its outer end , a white 102361

water chamber communicating with the interior of the

cylinder by way of said sleeve, an intermediate chamber
Felix O'Donnell and Susan Alwilda Brown , assignee of a

between the vat and the white water chamber through

which said sleeve passes, packing rings located between the
half interest, both of Pawtucket, Rhode Island , U.S.A. ,

4th December, 1906 ; 6 years .
walls of the intermediate chamber and the shoulder and

Filed 22nd October, 1906 .

flange respectively of the sleeve, and packing sleeves clos
Receipt No. 140,519 .

ing the joints between the packing rings and the shoulder Claim .-- 1. A device of the character described comprising

and flange respectively . an arm or member for engaging the shuttles as ahe latter

9. The combination of a stock vat, a cylinder mould there . is moved forward with the lay of the loom , and means

in , a white water chamber in communication with the cylin carried by said arm for yieldingly holding the same in a

der nould , an intermediate chamber between the stock vat normally outward position .

and the white water chamber to receive any leakage from 2. A device of the character described comprising an

the stock vat or the white water chamber, and means for or member provided at one end with a shoe for en

discharging the collected seepage from said inter.nediate saging the shuttle as the latter is moved forward with the
chamber . lay if the loom , and means carried by said arm for yield

10. The combination of a stock vat , a cylinder mouldingly holding said shoe in a normally outward position.
therein , a white water chamber in communication with the 3. A device of the character described comprising an arm

cylinder mould , an intermediate chamber between the stock ur member for engaging the shuttle as the latter is moved

vat and the white water chamber to receive any leakage forward with the lay of the loom , and a spring carried by

from the stock vat or the white water chamber , and a con said arm for yieldingly the same in a normally outward

nection for said intermediate chamber to a stock chest or position .

other storage receptacle. 4. A device of the character described comprising a shuttle

11. The combination of a stock vat , a cylinder mould engaging arm mounted in bearings, and means carried by
therein having an axial sleeve , a white water chamber com said arm for yieldingly holding the same in a normally

municating with the interior of the cylinder mould by way forward position .

of said sleeve , and an intermediate chamber between the 5. The combination with a longitudinally reciprocable arm

vat and the white water chamber , the wall separating said or member arranged to intercept a projecting portion of a

intermediate chamber from the vat being lower than the shuttle as the latter is carried forward by the lay of the

vat sides to permit the stock to overflow into said chamber loom , and means carried by said arm for holding the same
when the level of the stock is raised in said vat. in a normally outward position , of means for stopping the

12. The combination of a stock vat, a cylinder mould loom when said arm or member yields to the movement of
therein having an axial sleeve, a white water chamber com- said shuttle .

municating with the interior of the cylinder mould by way
6. The combination with the breast beam of a loom of

of said sleeve, an intermediate chamber between the vat an arm or member for engaging a projecting portion of a

and the white waterchamber, the wall separating said said shuttle as the latter is moved forward by the lay ofthe

intermediate chamberfromthe vat being lower than the vat loom , a spring for holding said arm or member normally

sides to permit the stock to overflow into said chamber forward, a shaft mounted adjacent said breast beam and
when the level of the stock is raised in « said vat , and mea ' s provided with a member normally in engagement with said

for conducting the stock from said intermediate chamber first -mentioned arm or member , whereby said shaft will

to a stock chest or other receptacle. rock when said arm or member moves against the action of

13. The combination of a stock vat, a cylinder mould its spring, and means controlled by said shaft for stopping
therein having an axial sleeve, a white water chamber com- the loom .

20

21
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No. 102,362 . Stop Motion for Looms.

Mouvement d'arrêt pour métiers .

members extended through the perforations in the plate ,

operating bars at opposite sides , of the plate , link connec
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Felix O'Donnell and Susan Alwilda Brown , assignee of a

tions between said bars and the rock shafts , whereby the

half interest, both of Pawtucket , Rhode Island , 4th
rock shafts of the bar may be moved in opposite directions ,

December , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 22nd October, 1906 .
and means for operating said bars .

Re

ceipt No. 140,520 .

3. An egg lifter , comprising a plate having openings and

Claim . - 1. In a stop motion for looms , the combination of

perforations, a plurality of pairs of rock shafts provided

with crank ends having swinging connection with the plate ,

the shuttle, the lay , and the temples , and means whereby spring yielding loops extended from the rock shafts through

the loom will be stopped automatically if for any cause the the perforations in the plate , operating bars at opposite

temples are drawn inward . sides of the plate , link connections between said bars and

2. In a stop motion for looms , the combination of the the rock shafts, whereby the rock shafts of a pair are

shuttle , the lay, and the temples, and means whereby the swung in opposite directions when the said bars aremoved
loom will be stopped automatically to prevent breaking upward or downward , guides on the bars and swinging

down the warp threads when the shuttle stops in the shed levers having bars engaging in said guides .

and is carreid forward by the lay against either of said 4. An egg lifter , comprising a plate having openings and

temples.

3. In a stop motion for looms, the combination of the perforations, and means for simultaneously swinging all the

perforations, a plurality of pairs of loops movable in the

shuttle , the lay , and the vibrator, means whereby the vi- pairs of loops.
brator beam will yield when an excess tension is exerted

on the warp threads and spring actuaed means released

by the movement of the vibrator to stop the loom .

No. 102,364. Rotary Engine. Machine rotatoire.

4. In a stop motion for looms , the combination of the

shuttle , the lay , and the vibrator, means in said vibrator

arranged to hold it normally against the ordinary tension

of the warp threads , and means whereby said vibrator may

be allowed to yield when an excess of tension is exerted on

the same , and means whereby the movement of said vibra

tor operates mechanism to stop the loom .

5. In a stop motion for looms , the combination of the

shuttle , the lay and the vibrator a spring actuated latch

bolt arranged to normally hold said vibrator in a given

position against the ordinary tension of the warp threads

upon it , and means whereby said bolt is operated automa

tically to release said vibrator and slacken the warp when

an excessive strain is brought to bear upon the same and

thereby preytn the warp from breaking.

6. In a stop motion for looms , the combination of the

shuttle , the lay , and vibrator, a spring actuated latch bolt

arranged to normally hold said vibrator in a given position

againstthe ordinary tension of the warp thread upon it ,

and means whereby said bolt is operated automatically to

release said vibrator and slacken the warp when an exces

sive strain is brought to bear upon the same , and means

whereby the movement of the vibrator when released

operates to stop the loom and prevent the warp from break- Edward David Mousseau , assignee of Edward Anthony Ezra

ing
Mousseau, both of Hull, Quebec, Canada , 4th December,

7. In a stop motion for looms, the combination of the 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 7th February. 1996. Receipt No.

shuttle , the lay, a vibrator pivotally hung from the loom 132,662 .

frames , a spring actuated latch bolt arranged to normally Claim . – 1. In a rotary engine the combination with the

hold said vibrator in a given position against the ordinary

tension of thewarp threads upon it, means whereby said withinthe sameand adapted to protrudefromeitherside

rotor of a plurality of transversely slidable plugs located

bolt may be withdrawn automatically and allow said vibra
thereof to form a fluid abutment and means for exerting a

tor to tip down and release the warp when an excess ten

sion is applied to the same , and means whereby the tipping as and for the purpose specified .

fluid pressure on the side of said plugs when protruding,

down of said vibrator operates mechanism to stop the loom . 2. In a rotary engine thecombination with th rotor of a

plurality of traņsveresly slidable plugs located within the

No. 102,363 . Egg Lifter . Appareil à soulever les aulfs. same, means alternately moving the plugs to protrude from

Joseph Magnie Anderson , assignee of Carl Fredrick Swan

one side to form fluid abutments and the other of the rotor

and means for exterting the fluid pressure on the sides of
son , both of Eagle Bend , Minnesota , U.S.A., 4th Decem

plugs when so protruding, as and for the purpose specified .

ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 5th July , 1906 . Receipt No. 3. In a rotary engine the combination with therotor, of
137,564 . a plurality of transversely slidable plugs located within the

Claim.--1 . An egg lifter , comprising a plate having open

ings and also having perforations,a plurality ofpairsof casing enclosing the rotor, a plurality of cam grooves in said

same and adapted to protrude from either side thereof, a

rock shafts mounted on the plate , loops attached to the casing alternately moving the plugs from one side of the

rock shafts and having their members extending through rotor to the other , and means for exerting a fluid pressure

said perforations , and means for causing movements of the on the side of said plugs, asandfor the purpose specified.

rock shafts.

2. An egg lifter, comprising a plate having openings and casing enclosing the same of a plurality of transversely

4. In a rotary engine the combination with the rotor , a

perforations, a plurality of pairs of rock shafts provided slidable plugs located in the rotor and adapted to pra

withcrank ends,having swinging connection with said plate, fromeither side of the same, a pluralityof cam grooves in
wire loops attached to the rock shafts and having their the casing alternately moving the plugs from one side of
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L
the rotor to the other , and means for intermittently admit- surface at each end of said groove for moving the plug in

ting a motive fluid into said cam grooves to exert a pressure and out of the groove , as and for the purpose specified.

on the plugs, as and for the purpose specified .
15. In a rotary engine the combination with the rotor and

5. In a rotary engine the combination with the rotor of a casing enclosing the samet of a transversely slidable plug

plurality of transversely slidable plugs located in the same , located in the rotor and adapted to protrude from the side
and adapted to protrude from either side thereof and means thereof , to form a fluid abutment , a groove in the casing

for intermittently exertinga pressure on the sides of said within said plug is adapted to rotate , a cam surface at each
plugs for a predetermined part of the revolution thereof , as end of said groove , generated by radial lines passing through

and for the purpose specified . the axis of the engine for moving said plug in and out of the

6. In a rotary engine the combination with the rotor and groove , as and for the purpose specified .

casing enclosing the same , of a plurality of transversely 16. An improved rotary engine comprising a rotor , a two

slidable plugs , in the rotor adapted to protrude from either part casing enclosing the same, a plurality of symmetrically
side thereof, a plurality of cam grooves in thecasing. alter arrangedtransversely slidable plugs located in slots pro
nately moving the plugs from one side of thereto to the

vided in the rotor, a plurality of grooves in each side of the

other and means for intermittently abutting and exhausting casing in which the plugs are adapted to rotate , cam sur

the motive fluid from said cam groovesfor predetermined faces at each end of said grooves for movingthe plugs in

portions of the revolution , as and for the purpose specified .
and out of the same , steam ports extending through each

7. In a rotary engine the combination with the rotor and side of the casing , conducting channels formed on each side

casing enclosing the same , of a plurality of transversely of the rotor between the plugs for conducting the steam

slidable plugs in the rotor adapted to protrude from either
from said ports to said grooves and exhaust ports located

side thereof to form steam abutments, a plurality of cam in the bottom of said grooves and adapted to be opened by

grooves in the casing alternately moving the plugs from one the passage thereover of the plugs , substantially as des

side of the rotor to the other and means automatically per
cribed .

ated by the rotation of the rotor for intermittently adinit .

ting and exhausting the motive fluid from said cam grooves No. 102,365 . Chaff Blower.

for predetermined portions of the revolution , as and for the Machine soufflante pour la balle.
purpose specified .

8. In a rotary engine the combination with the rotor , a

casing enclosing the same, of a plurality of pressure rec iv .

ing projections on said rotor . fluid conducting ports through Figl.

said casing and fluid conducting channels on sait rotor for

conducting the motive fluid to said pressure receiving pro

jections during predetermined portions of the revolution , as

and for the purpose specified .

9. In a rotary engine the combination with the rotor and

casing enclosing the same , of a plurality of transversely

slidable plugs in said rotor adapted to protrude from either

side thereof , cam grooves in said casing . alternately moving

the plugs from one side of the rotor to the other, fiuid ports

extending through said casing, and fluid conducting channels

formed on the sides of the rotor for conducting the motive

fluid from the ports to the grooves , as and for the purpose

specified.

10. In a rotary engine the combination with the rotor and

casing enclosing the same, of a plurality of transversely

slidable plugs in said rotor adapted to protrude froin either

side thereof, cam grooves in said casing , alternately moving 1023657

the plugs from one side of the rotor to the other , fluid ports

extending through said casing , fluid conducting channels
formed on the sides of the rotor for conducting the motive The Neepawa Manufacturing Company, assignee of David

fluid from ports to the grooves and a plurality of exhaust
Richard Gardiner, all of Neepawa, Manitoba , Canada,

ports automatically opening by the rotation of the plugs, as
4th December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 13th September, 1906 .

and for the purpose specified.
Receipt No. 139,483 .

11. In a rotary engine the combination with the rotor and Claim .-- 1 . A chaff blower comprising a casing having in

casing enclosing the same , of a plurality of transversely let openings at opposite sides and having a tangentially

slidable plugs symmertically arranged around the rotor and disposed outlet anda rotary fan therein , having its blades

adapted to protrude from either side of the same, a plur. arranged to force air through said outlet and having cen
ality of cam grooves in the casing alternately moving the tral discs at its opposite sides, the said discs confronting

plugs from one side of the rotor to the other, fluid ports ex- the said openings in the sides of the casing but located

tending through the casing, a plurality of fluid conducting at a distance therefrom sufficient to allow the passage of

channels formed on the sides of the rotor between the plugs air through said openings over said discs and in front of the

and adapted to conduct the motive fluid from the ports to outer lengths of the blades of the fan .

the grooves and exhaust ports in the bottom of the said 2. A chaff blower comprising a rotary fan having trough

grooves opened by the rotation of the plug, as and for the shaped blades facing in the direction of rotation of tbe fan

purpose specified . and having central discs at the sides of less diameter than

12 In a rotary engine the combination with the rotor and the fan as a whole, and a casing enclosing the fan having

casing enclsing the same , of a plurality of transpersely slid - opposite inlet openings co -axial with said discs and having

able plugs located in said rotor and adapted to protrude a tangentially disposed outlet, the sides of the casing being

from either side thereof , cam grooves for alternately mov- spaced at a substantial distance from the respective discs.

ing the plugs to protrude from one side or the other thereof , 3. A chaff blower comprising a trough whose bottom slants

steam ports extending through the casing at the beginning downward from opposite ends towards an intermediate

of said cam grooves , means for connecting the same to a point , a vertically disposed blower casing located in the

suitable supply of motive fluid , fluid ports at the opposite trough and having a tangentially disposed outlet , and a

end of said cam grooves, means for connecting the same to rotary fan therein adapted to blow the air taken from said

a supply of motive fluid , and a plurality of conducting chan- |inlet_openings through said outlet .

nels on the rotor adapted to conduct the motive fluid from 4. In combination with a straw conveyer for conveying

said ports to said grooves, as and for the purpose specified ,
off the straw from a separator , a chaff blower comprising

13. In a rotary engine the combination with the rotor and
a casing located at an approximately central point between

casing enclosing the same , of a plurality of transversely the separator and having opposite inlet openings and a

slidable plugs located in the rotor and adapted to protrude tangentially disposed outlet chute, a rotary fan therein, a

from either side thereof , a plurality of cam grooves in the trough for directing chaff into said openings, and a shield

casing alternately moving the plug from one side of the
for preventing the chaff from passing to the straw con

veyer .

rotor to the other, a set of ports for admitting the motive

fluid into said cam grooves , a second set for admitting the

motive fluid to the cam grooves in the opposite direction No. 102,366. Wood Planing Machinery.

and a three -way valve controlling the admission of said Machine à blanchir le bois .

motive fluid to said ports, as and for the purpose snecified .
14. In a rotary engine the combination with the rotor and Major Harper and Son , assignee of Charles Ernest Harper

casing enclosing the same, of a transversely slidable plug
both of Whitby , Ontario , Canada, 4th December, 1906 ; 6

located in the rotor and adapted to protrude from the sid years. Filed 4th October, 1906. Receipt No. 140,022 .

thereof, to form a fluid abutment, a groove formed in said Claim . - 1. A feed roll section comprising an annular rim ,

casing within which said plug is adapted to rotate , a cam clutch members therein , a clutch hub, clutch members car
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ried by the clutch hub to engage with the first -mentioned spokes having their inner ends contained in the spoke seats ,

clutch members and cause the revolution of the rim, and springs normally pressing the spokes outwardly against the

inner surface of the rim to maintain it normally concentric

with the center of the feed roll shaft , means to limit the

outward movement of the spokes consisting of an annular

rim encircling the feed roll section hubs having slots there

in registering with the spoke seats , and flanges connected

to the spokes within the circle of the annular rim to engage

with the inner surface thereof.

No. 102,367. Pitchfork Blank . Blanc pour fourches .

1

una

Fig 1 .

102366

I

ULTa

B

1

2 !

1

1

spring tensioned means within the rim to normally main

tajn it to revolve in a fixed curvilinear plane and permit it

to yield therefrom under abnormal conditions.

2. A feed roll section comprising an annular rim , clutch

members projecting inwardly from the inner surface there

of , a clutch hub, clutch members forming part of the clutch

hub and co -acting with the first -mentioned clutch members ,

feed roll section hubs independent from the rim arranged at

the sides of the clutch hub , spring tensioned spokes carried

by the feed roll section hubs and engaging the inner surface

of the rim .

3. A feed roll section comprising a rim , clutch members Figis

projecting inwardly from the inner surfaces thereof, a clutch

hub , clutch members for the clutch hub co -acting with the

first -mentioned clutch members to cause the revolution of

the rim , feed roll section hubs at the sides of the clutch

102367

Fig.2.

hub and separated from the rim , spoke seats in the feed

roll section hubs, spokes contained in the spoke seats ,

flanges for the spokes between their inner and outer ends,

springs encircling the spokes between the flanges and the
The Maple Leaf Harvest Tool Company, assignee of Carl

bottom of the spoke seats to normally press them into con
K. Jansen, Frank Eisbrenner, and Kash Eisbrenner, all

tact with the inner surface of the rim , and a retaining ring of Tilsonburg , Ontario , Canada , 4th December, 1906 ; 6

encircling the feed roll section hubs to hold the inner ends years . Filed 23rd January , 1906. Receipt No. 132,154.

of the spokes in the spoke seats . Claim . - 1 . An integral blank for forming pitchforks and

4. A feed roll section comprising a feed roll shaft , a series the like , comprising the shank portion , the outer tine por

of independently acting feed roll sections encircling the tions extending in the same direction as the shank, the inner

shaft and separated therefrom but revoluble therewith , each tine portions extending in the opposite direction , the head

feed roll section comprising an annular rim , clutch mem- of the fork connecting the parts and cut convex towards the

bers projecting inwardly from the inner surface thereof, a inner tine portions, and intermediate tine portions con

clutch hub for each feed roll section mounted on the shaft necting with the blank at the juncture of the head and the

to revolve therewith , clutch members for each clutch hub outer tine portions, è and extending in the same direction as

co -acting with the clutch members of the rim to cause the the inner tine portions, substantially as described.

latter to revolve with the feed roll shaft, feed roll section 2. An integral blank for forming pitchforks and the like ,

hubs loosely mounted upon the feed roll shaft and of less comprising the shank portion , the outer tine portions , ex

diameter than the rim to provide for the radial movement tending in the same direction as the shank, and separated

of the latter , spoke seats contained in the feed roll section therefrom by spaces corresponding in shape and size to the

hubs, spokes having their inner ends in the spoke seats , and inner tine portions , the inner tine portions extending in the

springs normally pressing the spokes outwardly against the opposite direction,and separated by a space corresponding
inner surface of the rim to maintain it normally concentric in shape and size to the shank , the head of the fork con

with the center of the feed roll shaft . necting the parts, and intermediate tine portions connected

5. A feed roll section comprising a feed roll shaft , a with the blank at the juncture of the head and the outer

series of independently acting feed roll sections encircling tine portions and separated from the inner tine portions by

the shaft and separated therefrom but revoluble therewith , spaces corresponling in size and shape to the outer tine

each feed roll section comprising an annular rim , clutch portions, substantially as described.

members projecting inwardly from the inner surface there- 3. An integral blank for forming pitchforks and the like ,

of , a clutch hub, for feed roll section mounted on the shaft comprising the shank portion, the outer tine portion ex:

to revolve therewith , clutch members for each clutch hub tending in the same direction as theshank, and separated

co -acting with the clutch members of the rim to cause the by spaces corresponding in shape and size to the inner tine

latter to revolve with the feed roll shaft , feed roll section portions, the inner tine portions extending in the opposite

hubs loosely mounted upon the feed roll shaft and of less direction and separated therefrom by a space corresponding

diameter than the rim to provide for the radial movement in shapeand size to the shank ,the head of the fork con

of the latter , spoke seats contained in the feed roll section necting the parts, and cut convex towards th- inner tine

hubs, spokes having their inner ends contained in the spoke portions , and intermediate tine portions connected with the

seats, and springs normally pressing the spokes outwardly blank at the juncture of the headand the outer tine and

against the inner surface of the rim to maintain it normally direction, and separated therefrom by a space corresponding

concentric with the center of the feed roll shaft , and means ing in size and shape to the outer tine portions , substanti

to limit the outward movement of the spokes . ally as described .

6. A feed roll section comprising a feed roll shaft , a series

of independently acting fed roll sections encircling the shaft No. 102,368. Screw Driver. Tourne - ris.

separated therefrom but revoluble therewith , each feed roll

section comprising an annular rim , clutch members project- Milo J. Cowgill , Victor , Colorado , U.S.A. , 4th December,
ing inwardly from the inner surface thereof , a clutch hub 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 12th October , 1906. Receipt No.

for each feed roll section mounted on the shaft to revolve 140,255 .

therewith , clutch members for each clutch hub co -acting Claim .-- A screw driver having the forward end of its
with the clutch members of the rim to cause the latter to shank provided with a laterally enlarged head, the forward
revolve with the feed roll shaft , feed roll section hubs loose

end of which is disposed at substantially right anglestothe

ly mounted upon the feed roli shaft and oflessdiameter shank, the side edges of the head being inclined outwardly
than the rim to provide for the radial movement of the in opposite directions fromthefrontedge, said edge portions

latter , spoke seats contained in the feed roll section hubs, I constitute independent bits, the forward end of the shank
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extending longitudinally across opposite sides of the head to hanger flange, a supplemental clevis strap secured to one of
points adjacent the front edge thereof with the sides of the the members and overlying the hanger flange to receive the

connecting rod of a strain insulator , and binding bolts con

necting the two members.

9. In combination with an electrical conductor having a

right angle bend , of supporting clamys secured on the

conductor respectively at opposite sides of the bend thereof

and each of which clamps is provided with a hanger connec

tion , a strain insulator secured to a bracirg guy leading

from each insulator in line therewith .

10. In combination with an electrical conductor having a

right -angled bend and the supporting cross arm , of a pair

of supporting clamps clamped upon the conductor respec

tively at opposite sides of the bend thereof , said clamps

being disposed at right - angles to each other and each pro

vided on one of its members with a hanger flange , a strain

insulator connected with the flange of each clamp, and a

bracing guy leading from each insulator .
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No. 102,370. Hammer. Marteau .
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shank converging forwardly across the head in substantially

parallelism with the respective side edges of the head .

No. 102,369. Clamp. Crampon .
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Henry C. Lyon , Howard Lake , Minnesota , U.S.A., 4th Decem

ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 19th October, 1906. Receipt

No. 140,426.

Claim . - 1 . The combination with a hammer head having a

handle secured thereto , of a hopper , curvel fuile plates

James R. Kearney, Topeka , Kansas, U.S.A. , 4th December, connected with said hopper, a movable shutter provided

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 8th October, 1906. Receipt No.
with an elongated slot , a shelf arranged below said shutter,

140,157 . a hopper enclosing said shelf , a reciprocating blo 'k , and

Claim . - 1 . A supporting clamp for electric conductors means for moving said shutter and block together , substanti

comprising a pair of superposed clamping plates , binding ally as shown and described.

means connecting these plates , and a hanger connection dis- 2. The combination with a hammer head having a handle

posed at one side of the plane of the conductor extending secured thereto, of a hopper having a bent lever pivoted

between the plates . thereto and provided on one end with a weight and adapted

2. A supoprting clamp for electric conductors comprising to extend at its opposite end into said hopper, curved guide

a pair of superposed clamping members or plates having plates arranged below said hopper, a recipro ating shutter,

conductor seats , binding means connecting these plates , and provided with an elongated slot , a shelf arranged below said

a hanger connection disposed at one side of the plane of the shutter, a conical hopper enclosing said shelf, a reciprocat

conductor extending between the plates . ing block provided with clamping jaws , and means for oper

3. A supporting clamp for electric conductors comprising ating said shutter and block together , substantially as

a pair of superposed clainping plates , one of which is pro- shown and described.

vided with a hanger connection , and binding means connect- 3. The combination with a hammer head having a handle

ing the two plates. secured thereto , of a hopper, curved guide plates having

4. A supporting clamp for electric condu ” tors co'nprising diverging edges arranged below said hopper, a reciprocating

a pair of superposed clamping plates formed with longitudi- shutter provided with an elongated slot adapted to register

nal conductor seats and one of which is provided with a with a passage formed by said guide plates , a shelf arranged

hanger connection , and binding means connecting the two beneath said shutter, a conical hopper enclosing sail shelf ,

plates . a reciprocating block provided with clamping jaws , and

5. A supporting clamp for electric conductors, comprising means for operating said shutter and block together, sub
a pair of superposed clamping members formed with con- stantially as shown and described .

ductor seats and one of which is provided with a laterally 4. The combination with a hammer head having a handle

offset hanger connection , and binding means connecting the secured thereto , of a hopper, inclined guide plates arranged

two members. beneath said hopper , a reciprocating shutter provided with

6. A supporting clamp for electric conductors comprising an elongated slot having end slots connected therewith , a

a pair of superposed clamping members formed with longi- shelf arranged below said shutter, a conical hope : enclos

tudinally disposed conductor seats in their inner faces and ing said shelf , a reciprocating block provid'd with clamping

one of which is provided at one end with a laterally offset jaws , and means for operating said shutter and block to

hanger flange for the connection of a stain insulator there- gether, substantially as shown and described .

with, a binding connection between the two plates 5. The combination with a hammer head having a handle

7. A supporting clamp for electric conductors comprising secured thereto, of a hopper, inclined guide plates conected

a pair of superposed clamping members formed with longi- with said hopper, a reciprocating shutter provided with an

tudinally disposed conductor seats having gripping faces , elongated slot , a shelf adapted to register with the lot of

one of said members being further provided at one end with said shutter, a conical hopper provided with offset lips ad

a laterally offset hanger flange for the connection of a strain apted to register with the ends of the slot for nel in said

insulator therewith , and binding bolts connecting the two shutter, a reciprocating block provided with clamping jaws,.

members at opposite sides of the plane of the seats . and means for operating said shutter and block together ,

supporting clamp for electric conductors comprising substantially as own and described .

a pair of superposed clamping members having wire gripping 6. The combination with a hammer head having a handle

means and one of which is provided with a laterally offset secured thereto , of a hopper, curved guide plates connected
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with said hopper, a reciprocating shutter provided with an No. 102,372. Apger Brace. Vilebrequin.

elongated slot , a shaft arranged beneath said shutter , a

hopper enclosing said shelf and provided with offset lips , a

reciprocating block provided on its upper portion with a

guide plate having an open-ended slot and with spring

clamping jaws secured to the central portion of said block,

and means for operating said shutter and block together ,

substantially as shown and described

7. The combination with a hammer head having a handle

secured thereto , of a hopper, curved guide plates conected

therewith , a reciprocating shutter , a shelf arranged beneath

said shutter , a conical hopper enclosing said shelf, a reci

procating block provided with spring jaws and a slotted

guide plate , a rod having a longitudinal movement on said

handle and provided with upper engaging said

shutter , and a lower arm engaging said block , a bent lever

pivoted on said handle and connected with said rod , and a

spring bearing against said lever and handle , substantially

as shown and described.

8. In a hammer having a ball provided with a transverse

recess , the combination with a hopper, of curved guide plates

connected therewith , a reciprocating shutter provided with

an elongated slot , a reciprocating block provided with
Zaccheus Scott , McKeesport , Pennsylvania, U.S.A. , 4th De

clamping jaws and movable in said recess, and a reriprocat
cember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 13th October, 1906. Receipt

ing bar provided with arms connected with said shutter and
No. 140,271 .

block respectively , substantially as shown and described .

9. In a hammer the combination with a handle havi g a ( laim .-- 1 . The combination with a brace, of an angular

head secured thereto and provided with a transverse recess , one - piece shank and a handle consisting of a single section

of a hopper, a block movable in said recess and provided of material, the said handle having annular grooves in its

with spring jaws and an upper guide plate having an open inner wall, holes opening into said grooves, balls loacted

ended slot and bevelled edges adjacent to said slot , a reci- in said grooves , and means for closing the holes after the

procating bar mounted upon said handle, and connected balls are introduced and the said shank having grooves cor

with said block, and means for reciprocating said block in responding to the grooves in the handle ,
one direction , substantially as shown and described. 2. In a brace , a shank having a screw-threaded end and

a shoulder adjacent said end , said end being adapted to

No. 102,371 . Trolley Hanger. Support de trollée.
receive a chuck having a screw - threaded socket with a

spring pressed pin passing through the shoulder and

adapted to engage the chuck ,

3. In a brace , the combination with a one -piece shank,

having a cranked portion , of a one -piece handle mounted

on said cranked portion and revoluble thereon , and sustain

ed against longitudinal movement by grooves in the shank,

corresponding grooves in the handle and interposed balls .

4. In a brace , a shank having a crank portion formed ex

clusively by bending the shank and of even diameter be

tween the bends , said crank portion being provided with a

plurality of circumferential grooves , in combination with

a handle consisting of a single piece of metal pierced for

the passage of the shank and provided with grooves in its

bore , located wholly inside the ends of the handle and

spaced apart a distance equal to the spacing of the grooves

in the shank and balls located in the ways formed by the

coinciding grooves in the shank and handle.

5. In a brace the combination with a shank having a

shoulder near its end and a screw thread exteriorly of the

shoulder, a pin passing through the shoulder a spiral spring

surrounding said pin and impelling the pin through the
shoulder. of a chuck having a screw - threaded cavity in

its end , to receive the threaded end of the shank and a

Thomas Price , Minneapolis, Minnesota , U.S.A., 4th Decem- hold adjacent said cavity to receive said pin .

ber , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 26th October , 1906 . Receipt 6. In a brace the combination of a shank, a sleeve revo

No. 140,660 . lubly mounted on the shank, means for maintaining the

Claim .-1 . A trolley hanger comprising essentially a link sleeve on the shank, a curved bar carried by said sleeve,
having an upwardly extending threaded pin portion and a a curved metallic breast plate, bolts having nuts counter

swivel mounted thereon , a grapnel having a threaded open- sunk in said breast plate and heads disposed on the outer

ing therein and adapted to engage with , and adjustment side of said bar , and spiral springs interposed between the

upon the said threaded pin portion , a cylindrical bar of breast plate and said bar and seated in recesses in said

non -conducting material suspended in the said link , legs bar.

rigidly secured to the said insulated bar, clamps or grips

loosely connected to the said legs, a sleeve mounted upon No. 102,373. Shaft Packing .

and longitudinally movable upon the said leg and clamps Garniture d'arbre de couche.

and a jam nut mounted and adjustable upon the said leg

above the said sleeve , all substantially as shown and for James Wilkinson , Providence, Rhode Island , U.S.A. , 4th

the purpose specified .
December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 17th September. 1906.

2. In a trolley hanger, the combination of a link , a grap
Receipt No. 139,532 .

nel adjustably affixed thereto , a cylindrical bar of Claim .-- 1. A liquid packing for rotating shafts comprising

conductive material suspended in the said link , legs of con- in combination a chamber around the shaft, a rotatabi .

ductive material affixed to the said suspended bar, clamps element within said chamber, and a circulating body within

loosely pivoted to the said legs , a sleeve mounted upon the said chamber, and a circulating body of liquid acted upoin

said legs and means for holding thg said sleeve in engage- by said element to produce a continuous axial circulation

ment with the said leg and clamps, substantially as shown thereof in said chamberunder ahead of pressure exceeding

and for the purpose specified . the differential in the pressures between which the packing

3. In a trolley hanger , the combination of the legs dis disposed .

square or rectangular in cross section and having their 2. In a liquid packing means for rotating shafts , a centri

lower portions reduced upon their opposite sides , pins ex- fugal pump driven by the shaft, a pumpchamber surround

tending laterally from said reduced portions, clamps square ingtheshaft , and a body of liquid insaidchamber which is

or rectangular in cross section , and having their upper por- acted upon by said pump and by the pressures to which it

tions reduced in thickness , holes in or through the said re- it exposed to induce an axial circulation thereof between

duced portions , a square or rectangular sleeve mounted said pump and chamber which seals allopenings or clear

upon and longitudinally movable upon the said legs and
ances in or around said pumy, for the purposes specified .

clamps, and means for holding the said sleeve in place , all 3. The combination with a rotating shaft and a stationary

substantially as shown and for the purposes specified. element surrounding it, of an annular chamber in said ele
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ment also surrounding said shaft, an annular element rotat- being sealed by the flow of said anular jet of liquid induced

able with said shaft and having a rim which rotates in close by the difference in pressures to which the liquid is exposed.

11. In a liquid packing means for a rotating shaft, an

annular chamber surrounding said shaft , an element rotat

| able with said shaft, a body of liquid in said chamber , and

a circulating passage for said liquid formed by the clearance

between said element and stationary chamber and by one

or more ports in said element, said element being adapted to

act as a centrifugal pump to maintain the circulation of the

liquid through said passage to seal it .

12. In a liquid packing means for a rotating shaft, an

annular chamber surrounding said shaft , an element rotat

able with said shaft , a body of liquid in said chamber, a

circulating passage for said liquid formed by the clearance

between said element and stationary chamber and by one

or more ports in said element , said element being adapted

to act as a centrifugal pump to maintain the circulation of

the liquid through said passage to seal it , valves for said

ports which are opened by the circulating liquid towards a

pressure which closes them when the element ceases to ro

२० tate , means to produce a tortuous passage in the cleurance

between said element and chamber, and means to introduce

proximity to the circumferential wall of said chamber, one liquid into said tortuous passage to flush and seal it , for

or more passages leading through said element from its low the purposes described.

to its high pressure side , and an axially circulating body of

liquid in said chamber which enters said passages at their ' No. 102,374. Wire Drawing Drum .

low pressure ends and is forced through them by centrifugal !
Tambour pour laminoirs pour fils de fer .

action against the higher pressure to which the liquid is

exposed to maintain the circulation of said liquid , for the

purposes described.

4. In a liquid packing means for a rotating shaft, a cham

bered element rotatable with the shaft, liquid in the cham

bers exposed to different pressures and subjected to centri

fugal action by rotation with said element, a port in said

element connecting said chambers, and a stationary cham

ber in which said element rotates and induces an axially

flowing belt of circulating liquid to seal the clearance be

tween the element and chamber, substantially as described .

5. In a liquid packing means for a rotating shaft , an ele

ment rotatable with said shaft an exposed to different pres

sures, a conduit rotatable with said element and exposed

to said pressures, a chamber in which said element rotates ,

andabody of sealing liquid therein which circulates in said

chamber around said element and through said conduit, in

the manner and for the purpose described.

6. In a liquid packing means for rotating shaft, a chamber

around said shaft, an element rotatable with said shaft and

disposed in said chamber, ' a body of sealing liquid in said

chamber acted upon by the pressures to which it is exposed

and by said element to produce an axial circulation thereof
The Iroquois Machine Company, New York City, assignee

for the purposes described , and means to throttle the stream

of circulating liquid .
of Jane Alexander, Horton , Providence , Rhode Island ,

7. In a liquid packing means for a rotating shaft , a cham

U.S.A. , 4th December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 15th No

ber around said shaft, an annular element rotatable with
vember, 1906. Receipt No. 141,235 .

the shaft and disposed in said chamber , a body of liquid ex
& Claim.t - 1. A wire drawing drum having a positively

posed to different pressures and continuously actel upon by driven circumferential wire forwarding seat mounted for a

said element to produce a constantly flowing belt of liquid limited yielding movement.

which circulates axially around the periphery of said ele
2. In a wire drawing machine , a drum having a radially

ment between said element and chamber , and means to re
yielding positively driven wire seat .

tard the flow of said body of liquid , as and for the purposes 3. In a wire drawing machine, a drum, and a shoe or

described.
wire seat so mounted on the drum as to yield elastically

8. In a liquid packing means for a rotating shaft , a cham
to the varying tension of the wire, and connected for

ber around said shaft, an element rotatable with the shaft positive rotation thereby.

and disposed in said chamber, projections on said chanber
4. In a wire drawing machine , a drum , a wire seat driven

and element which form a tortuous passage , and a sealing by and having a peripheral movement on said drum , and

liquid upon which said element acts continuously to produce
means for positively limiting said movement.

an annular axially circulating body or belt of liquil flowing
5. In a wire drawing machine, a drum and a circumferen

through said tortuous passage, for the purposes described.
tial spring ring forming a seat for the wire so mounted on

9. In a liquid packing means for a rotating shaft, a
the drum as to enable it to contract and expand and having

stationary chamber around said shaft, an element rotatable
a positive driving connection with said drum .

with the shaft and provided with two annular rotating cham
6. In a wire drawing machine , a drum and a cushioned

bers opening toward said shaft and disposed within said wire seat positively driven thereby .

stationary chamber , means to establish communication be 7. In a wire drawing machine , a drum , a circumferential

tween said rotating chambers near their outer peripheries, positively driven wire seat thereon , and a cushion between

a liquid in said chambers subjected to centrifugal effect by
said seat and the drum .

their rotation , means to discharge the liquid in a substanti
8. In a wire drawing machine , a series of drums and dies

ally annular stream from the rotating chamber exposed to adapted to impart successive reductions to the wire , said

the higher pressure, said anular body of fluid being acted
drums having yielding positively driven wire seats .

upon by said higher pressure and caused to flow back around

said element to the low pressure rotating chamber and in No. 102,375. Flushing Tank.

its passage to seal the joint between said rotating element Chasse d'eau pour cabinets d'aisance.

and stationary chamber.

10. In a liquid packing means for a rotating shaft , a rotat- The Ideal Manufacturing Company, assignee of Frank V.

ing element provided on each side with anular chambers, Bartlett , Detroit, Michigan, U.S.A., 4th December, 1906 ;
means to establish communication between said cha nbers 6 years. Filed 25th June, 1906. Receipt No. 137,278 .

through said element, bodies of liquid in said chambers ex- Claim . - 1. The combination with a flushing tank for water

posed to different pressures, an annular jet orifice in the closets , of a facing detachably secured to the tank and

outer side wall of the chamber exposed to the higher pres- covering the sides exposed to view.
sure, the centrifugal effect on said bodies of liquid being 2. The combination with a flushing tank for water closets ,

such as to cause the discharge of an annular jet through said of a finished facing therefor and means by which said fac

orifice , and a stationary chamber in which said element ro- ing may be detachably secured to cover an exposed face of
tates, the joint between said latter chamber and element said tank .
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3. The combination of a flushing tank , operating devices cylinder, said casing being also provided in rear of the
on the outside of said tank , and a detachable facing for lateral inlet with a piston head chamber and having a

rear inlet port for the admission of fluid pressure , a valve

seat located in advance of the lateral inlet, and a valve co

operating with the seat and provided with a piston head

operating in the said chamber in rear of the lateral inlet,

said valve being also provided at an intermediate point with

a face of less area than the piston head and located at the

lateral inlet, whereby it is subjected to constant cylinder

pressure .

2. An automatic drain valve comprising a casing having

a lateral inlet and provided in rear of the same with a

piston head chamber and having a rear inlet port for the

admission of fluid pressure, a valve seat arranged in ad

vance of the lateral inlet , and a valve co -operating with

the seat and provided with a piston head operating in the

said chamber, said piston head being of greater diameter
than the valve and provided at its front with a partial

steam groove exposed at the lateral inlet .

3. An automatic drain valve comprising a casing having

a lateral inlet and provided in rear of the same with a

piston head chamber and having a rear inlet for the admis

sion of fluid pressure , a valve seat arranged in advance of

the lateral inlet, and a valve having a front seat engagiig

portion and provided with a rear piston head operating in

the said chamber in rear of the lateral inlet and provided at

its front with a partial stem groove exposed at the said

said tank spaced therefrom to enclose the operating de- lateral inlet , said valve being also provided with an inter

vices . mediate connecting portion located between the steam

4. The combination of a flushing tank , a detachable fac- groove and the seat engaging portion .

ing for the exposed face thereof, and guides and guide - ways 4. An automatic drain valve comprising a casing having a

on the facing and tank whereby the two parts may be slid- lateral inlet and provided in rear of the same with a piston

ingly engaged and disengaged . head chamber and having a rear inlet port for the admission

5. In a flushing apparatus for low down closets, the com- of fluid pressure, a valve bonnet secured to the casing in

bination of a tank proper and a removable facing therefor advance of the lateral inlet and provided with a valve seat,

enclosing the sides, front and top of the tank , and having said bonnet being also provided with an interiorly arranged

a sliding engagement with the latter. shoulder , and a winged valve having a at engaging portion

6. In a flushing apparatus for low down closets , the com- and provided in rear of the lateral inlet with a piston head ,

bination of a tank proper, of a removable facing therefor, the wings of the valve extending into the bonnet and ter

comprising sides , front and top , and flanges at the rearminating short of the said shoulder,

free edges of the sides engaging corresponding grooves in 5. An automatic drain valve comprising a casing having a

the tank . lateral inlet and provided in rear of the same with a piston
7. In a flushing apparatus for low down closets, the com- head chamber and having a rear inlet port for the admission

bination of the tank proper, valve actuating means therein , of fluid pressure , a separate valve bonnet secured to the

a removable facing for the tank , and a detachable mem- front of the casing in advance of the inlet and provided

ber for the valve mechanism extending through the facing with a valve seat and having a front outlet , and a valve co

8. In a flushing apparatus for low down closets, the com- operating with the valve seat and provided with a piston

bination with the tank proper, of a flushing valve lever head operating in said chamber in rear of thelateral inlet,
therein , a removable finished facing enclosing the tank said valve being also provided at an intermediate point with
and having a slot formed in one of its walls , and a detach a face of less area than the piston head and located at the

able handle extending through the casing slot and having lateral inlet , and the said outlet being ocated in front of

connections with the valve lever. the valve and at a point opposite the rear inlet which is
9. In a new article of manufacture, a facing for water located back of the piston head.

closet flushing tanks provided with means for detachably

securing it to such tanks. No. 102,377 . Waste Pipe . Tuyau de trop -plein.
10. As a new article of manufacture, a closet tank , a

removable facing therefor, the facing having a slidably
interlocking engagement with the tank .

11. As an article of manufacture , a closet tank , a remov

able facing therefor , and a detachable interlocking en

gagement between the facing and tank substantially

throughout their respective lengths .

No. 102,376. Cylinder Drain Valve .

Soupape pour cylindre de drainage.
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Charles Nevin Fiscus , assignee of Henry Joseph Luff, botb

of Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A., 4th December, 1906 : 6 years,

Filed 17th October, 1906 .
Receipts Nos . 140,395 and

14 ' , 367.

Fids,
Claim .-'1. The combination with a waste pipe and a closet

102374
bowl, of a connection comprising an annular cup formed

integral with the rimof the waste pipe, apipe section hav.

Posey P. Brooks and William C. Bennett, assignee of a half ing , one end arranged to extend intosaid cup and provided

interest , both of Hattiesburg , Mississippi , U.S.A. , 4th
at its other end with means for supporting the closet bowl,

December , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 10th September, 1906 .

a seal arranged in said cup aroundthe end of the pipe sec

Receipt No. 139.386 .

tion and a ring arranged within said pipe section and adap

ted to rest on the inner wall of said cup , said ring havi's

Claim . - 1. An automatic drain cock comprising a casing

provided at the front with an outlet and having a lateral passing through the pipe section, substantially as described

a bevelled inner face to serve as a deflector for material

inlet at an intermediate point for connection with a steam and for the purpose set forth .

1
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2. The combination with a waste pipe and a closet bowl , dependently pressing the logs to the saws , said supple

of a connection comprising an annular cup formed integral mental mechanism comprising pulleys on said yokes res

with the rim of the waste pipe , a pipe section arranged to pectively , and spring tightened cords over said pulleys .

extend into said cup , means for locking the pipe section in 3. In wood fibre cutting machines , a set of saws, a yoke

the cup so as to.prevent the withdrawal of the pipe section to carry a log before said saws pivoted at its bottom

from the cup or the turning of the pipe section in the cup on the main frame , an arbour shaft for said log and dif

and a deflector arranged within the pipe section so as to ferential gear mechanism for conveying power from the

rest on the rim of said cup, for the purpose set forth . shaft carrying the saws to the arbour shaft for the log ,

3. The combination with a waste pipe and a closet bowl , a pulley mounted on said yoke above its pivot, a stretched

of an annular cup formed integral with the rim of the waste cord engaged around said pulley to control the position

pipe , a pipe section provided at one end with means for se- of the log in respect to the saws and positive actuating

curing it to the closet bowl and having its lower end extend- connection from said arbour shaft to the shaft of said

ing into the said cup so as to divide the cup into two cham- pulley , so that the speed of rotation of the log controls

bers , one of said chambers being accessible from the ex- the rate of feed of the log to the saws.

terior of said pipe section and a seal arranged in said cup

around the end of said pipe section , substantially as des- No. 102,379. Bath Tub. Baignoire.
cribed and for the purpose set forth .

4. The combination with a waste pipe and a closet bowl ,

of a connection comprising an annular cup formed integral

with the rim of the waste pipe , a pipe section provided at

one end with means for securing it to the closet bowl and

having its other end extending down into said cup , projec

tions arranged on the interior surface of said cup and on

the lower end of said pipe section, and a seal arranged in

said cup and forming a locking medium between said pro

jections so as to prevent the said pipe section turning in
the said cup.

5. The combination with a waste pipe and a closet bowl,

of a connection comprising an annular cup formed integral

with the rim of the waste pipe , a pipe section having one

end arranged to fit into said cup and provided a short dis

tance above said end with an annular shoulder arranged to

rest on the inner wall of said cup and a seal arranged in Eugene H.Sloman , Detroit, Michigan , U.S.A. , 4th December ,

said cup around the ends of the pipe section , substantially 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th August, 1906 . Receipt No.

as described and for the purpose set forth . 138,976.

Note.-- This patent is a re - issue of No. 99,863 , dated the

No. 102,378. Wood Fibre Cutter. 3rd day of July , 1906 .

Machine pour faire des fibres de bois. Claim . - 1 . A both tub made from a single piece of metal

in which the metal is in such a state of rest that it can

be reheated without distortion when cooled.

2. A porcelain coated bath tub in which the metal body

is formed from a sheet of metal in such a state of rest that

on reheating it to apply the porcelain it was not distorted

Tig when cooled.
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No. 102,380. Valve for Flush Tanks.

Soupape de chasse d'eau pour cabinets d'aisance.
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The Ohio Fiber Machinery Company, assignee of Howard

Martin Leonard , both of Elyria, Ohio , U.S.A. , 4th De

cember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 16th Jnue, 1906. Receipt

No. 136,962.
162384

Claim . - 1. A wood fibre cutting machine provided with a

set of saws and means to feed a log to the saws and to
William A. Alexander, Wilkinsburg, Pennsylvania , U.S.A. ,

rotate the logs before the saws comprising a line of 4th December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 27th September , 1906

mechanism proceeding from the saw carrying shaft to the
Receipt No. 139,853 .

arbours carrying the logs and adapted to vary the speed of Claim.--A shut -off valve for flush tanks , consisting of

rotation of the logs , and a line of mechanism for gov- the base portion provided with a means for connection with

erning the feed of the log to the saws proceeding initially , a water supply pipe and formed with a valve seat, the valve

from the arbours carrying the logs and engaging the log 29 , operating within a casing, the float lever 18 , the short

carrier between their ends. lever 14 , the yoke 16 connected thereto , the float lever 18

2. A wood fibre cutting machine adapted to cut one or connected to said yoke, the double link connection 21 and

two logs at a time and comprising a pivoted carrying yoke 25 connecting the valve 29 and the float lever with the in

for each log, a line comprising mechanism for rotating each termediate lever 14 , in a manner that will cause the two

log independently of the other berore the saws, and each links to be brought the one in line with the other when

of said lines of mechanism supplemented by means for in- ' the float moves upward , as and for the purpose described.
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No. 102,381 . Razor . Rasoir.
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disposed in yielding relation to one another and adapted to

reciprocate within the oppositely disposed openings of said

plates , means for forcing said forming dies towards each

other simultaneously with the punching operation and there

by chamfering the previously formed preforation , substan

tially as and for the purpose hereinbefore set forth.

3. In a wire perforating and forming machine the com

bination with a reciprocating punch and associated parts, of

upper and lower plates between which the wire passes , a

combined stripper and gripping jaw inserted in the upper

plate and actuated by a locking lever pivoted in the said

plate, duplex forming dies adapted to reciprocate within the

oppositely disposed openings of the said plates , and means

for forcing said forming dies towards each other simultan

eously with the punching operation and thereby chamfering

the perimeter of the previously formed perforation , substan

tially as and for the purpose hereinbefore set forth .
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Morton Green Bunnell , Porter , Indiana , U.S.A. , 4th Decem- No. 102,383. Wrench. Clé à écrou.

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 26th September, 1906. Receipt

No. 139,791 .

Claim.-1 . A safety razor having a substantially flat de

tachable blade and clips to clamp the blade at its corners.

2. A safety razor having a substantially flat detachable

blade and clips to clamp the blade at its corners , at least

one of the clips being movable to permit the insertion and

withdrawal of the blade .

3. A safety razor having a substantially flat detachable

blade and clips to clamp the blade at its corners , at least

one of the clips being yieldingly held thereon to permit the

insertion and withdrawal of the blade .

4. A safety razor having a substantially flat detachable

blade , two rigid clips and two yielding clips .

5. In a safety razor the combination of a substantially flat

detachable blade and a holder therefor having a rigid clip

on one side and a yielding clip on the other side .

6. In a safety razor the combination of a substantially flat

rectangular blade ground on two edges and without per

forations , recesses or projections and a holder therefor hav

ing clips to clamp the blade thereto at its corners ,

7. In a safety razor the combination of a substantially flat

detachable blade , a rigid clip for the blade , a yielding clip
John F. Dickason, Keystone, Indiana , U.S.A. , 4th Decem

for the blade , a bracket to which the yielding clip is secured
ber, 1906 6 years. Filed 19th November, 1906. Receipt

No. 141,336 .
and a spring co - operating with the bracket.

8. In a safety razor the combination with a substantially Claim . - A wrench comprising a stock having a handle at

fiat detachable blade , ground on two edges , of a holder there- one end and bifurcations at its other end, a head pivoted

for having a guard, two rigid clips upon one side of the between said bifurcations , said head consisting of a circular

Kulder , and two movable clips on the other side of the portion provided with ratchet teeth , wrench jaws extending

holder to clamp the blade at its corners to the holder, a laterally from said circular portion and being so disposed
bracket to which the two movable clips are secured, a spring with relation to each other and the circular portion that

pressing upon a bracket and a housing for the spring , the radial lines drawn from the center of said circular portion

bracket projecting from the housing and forming a pressure to the outer pointed ends of the jaws will lie along their

piece for the thumb. entire length within the edges of the circular portion and

the jaws, all portions of the opposite surfaces of the sides

No. 102,382. Wire Perforating and Forming of said head lying in planes parallel to each other, and a

Machine. spring operated pawl pivoted between said bifurcations and

Machine à perforer et former le fil.

normally engaging said ratchet teeth at one end and extend

ing beyond the stock and terminating in a finger grip at its

opposite end, said pawl adapted to be swung on its pivot to

engage at one edge the end of the stock between the bifur

cations and at itsend one of the laterally extending wrench
jaws and at its opposite edge one of the ratchets of the cir

cular portion .

No. 102,384. Machine for Crushing Clods of Earth .

Machine à broyer les mottes de terre.
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George Crompton , Toronto , Ontario , Canada , 4th December,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 9th November, 1906. Receipt No.

141,051 .

Claim .-- 1 . In a wire perforating and forming machine , the

combination with a reciprocating punch and associated

parts, of duplex forming dies disposed in yielding relation

to one another between which the wire passes and thereby

chamfering the perimeter of the previously formed perfora

tion simultaneously with the punching operation , substan

tially as and for the purpose hereinbefore set forth . Charles Henry , Cayuga , Ontario , Canada, 4th December,

2. In a wire perforating and forming machine the com 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 2nd November , 1905. Receipt No.

bination with a reciprocating punch and associated parts,
129,734.

of upper and lower plates between which the wire passes Claim .-1 . In machine for crushing clods or lumps of

and having aligning openings therein , duplex forming dies earth , a frame , a centrally located bar in the frame, a

a
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stationary transverse shaft rigidly secured to said bar and of the float into said water passage, whereby the current of

the frame , a section or number of discs secured in con- water in the passage will act through the stem to withdraw

tiguity with each other on the shaft, and on each side of

the bar, and adapted to rotate on the shaft.

2. În a machine for crushing clods or lumps of earth , a

frame, a centrally located bar forming a part of the frame ,

a stationary transverse shaft rigidly secured to the frame ,

a section or runiber of discs in contiguity with each other

on the shaft and on each side of the bar, and adapted to

rotate on the shaft, means on a number of the discs to

center and to rotate on the shaft , and means on the discs

to rigidly secure each said section of the discs together .

1
0
2
3
8
6

No. 102,385. Shower Bath. Douche.
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air from the float valve and permit the descent of the same

to the seat.

4. The combination of a reservoir , a water supply pipe

leading into the lower part thereof , a water outlet pipe com

municating with the supply pipe , a float valve controlling

said communication , means for raising the float valve from

its seat and a tubular stem extending from the interior of

the float downward into the outlet pipe , for the purpose

specified .

Andrew Murdock , Montreal , Quebec , Canada , 4th December ,
5. The combination of a reservoir, a float valve operating

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 7th September, 1906. Receipt No.
therein , a supply pipe leading to the lower part of the

139,318 .

reservoir , an outlet pipe communicating with the supply

pipe, such communication being controlled by said float

Claim .-- 1 . A device of the class described comprising a valve , a tubular stem adapted to withdraw air from the float

vertical standard , a revoluble brush mounted thereon , and a valve for the purpose specified, a cushioning or dash pot de
sprinkler adapted to direct streams of water onto said vice in connection with the stem and means adapted to en

brush . gage the stem for raising the float valve from its seat .

2. A device of the class described comprising a vertical 6. The combination of a reservoir , a float valve operating

standard, a revoluble brush slidably mounted thereon, therein , a supply pipe leading to the reservoir , an outlet

and an overhead sprinkler adapted to direct streams of pipe communicating with the supply pipe , such communi

water onto said brush . cation being controlled by said float valve , a tubular stem

2. A device of theclass described comprising a vertical fastenedinthe float valve and communicating at its upper
fixed standard, a brush slidably mounted thereon at right portion with the interior thereof, an inverted cup or cylin
angles thereto, means for rotating said brush , and means der attached to the lower portion of the tubular stem , a
for directing streams of water onto said brush . piston - like member operating in said cup or cylinder, a

4. A device of the class described comprising a fixed tubular stem extension attached to said piston -like member
standard , a block slidably mounted thereon , a revoluble and telescoping over the main tubular stem , and means

shaft mounted on said block at right angles to said stand ; adapted to engage said tubular stem extension for lifting

ard, a removable brush rigidly mounted on one end of said the float valve from its seat.

shaft, means for rotating said shaft, and means for direct- 7. The combination of a reservoir , a float valve operating

ing streams of water onto said brush . therein . a sundly nina leading to the reservoir an outlet
5. A device of the class described comprising a vertical nipe communicating with the sunnly pipe . such communica

standard , a ball bearing block slidably mounted thereon , tion being controlled by said float valve , a tubular stem

means for locking said block at any point on the standard , fastened to the float valve and communicating at its upper
a revoluble shaft mounted on said block at right angles to portion with the interior thereof , an inverted cun or cylin

the standard , a removable brush rigidly mounted on the der attached to the lower portion of the tubular stem, a
outer end of said shaft , means for rotating said shaft , and piston - like member operating in said cup or cylinder, a

means for directing streams of water vertically downward tubular stem extension attached to said piston -like member
onto said brush . and telescoping over the main tubular stem , and means

adapted to engage said tubular stem extension for lifting

No. 102,386. Flushing Valve. the float valve from its seat , said means comprising a slide

Soupape de chasse d'eau . operating in the outlet pipe , a swinging arm having connec

tion with the slide and means for rocking said arm .

Willian S. White , Denver, Colorado , U.S.A. , 4th December, 8. The combination of a reservoir , a guide therein , a float

1996 ; 6 years. Filed 15th September, 1906. Receipt No.
valve contained in the reservoir and operating in the guide,

139,539 . a supply pipe , walls forming a chamber at the base of the

Claim . - 1. The combination of a reservoir or receptacle reservoir into which chamber the float valve projects, an

having a chamber at the lower end, a water supply pipe outlet pipe , the supply and outlet pipes communicating with

leading to said chamber , a water outlet pipe communicating the chamber, the float valve controlling said communication ,

with said chamber, a float valve in said reservoir and con- means for raising the float valve from its seat , and means

trolling the communication between said chamber and the for withdrawing the air from the float valve to permit the

outlet pipe, means forraising the float valve and means for gradual return of the valve .

gradually decreasing the bouyancy of the float valve to per- 9. The combination of a reservoir . a guide therein , a float

mit the gradual descent of the valve to its seat . valve contained in the reservoir and operating in the guide,

2. The combination of a reservoir, a water supply pipe a supply pipe , walls forming a chamber at the base of the

leading to the lower part of the reservoir, a water outlet reservoir into which chamber the float valve projects, an
pipe leading from the lower end of the reservoir and com- outlet pipe, the supply and outlet pipes communicating with

municating with the watersupply pipe , a float valve located the chamber, the float valve controlling said communication,
in said reservoir and controlling the said communication , means for raising the float valve from its seat, means for

means for raising the float valve from its seat to permit the withdrawing the air from the float valve to permit the

water to flow from the supply pipe into the outlet, and means gradual return of the valve and walls forming a by-pass
for gradually withdrawing the airfrom the float valve to passage extending from the upper part of the reservoir to
permit the gradual descent of the valve. the said outlet pipe , the by-pass passage being also con

3. The combination of a reservoir, a float valve operating trolled by the float valve .
therein , means establishing a water passage, said passage 10. The combination of a reservoir having a chamber at

being commanded by said foat valve, means for raising the its lower end, a float valve contained in the reservoirand

float valve , and a tubular stem extending from the interior 1 projecting into the said chamber, a supply pipe and an out
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let pipe communicating with said chamber, the said floated device providing means for lifting and handling the

valve controlling the communication of the outlet pipe with whole apparatus when in a heated condition, all as herein

said chamber, means forming a passage leading from the fully described and illustrated by the accompanying draw

upper part of the reservoir to said outlet pipe , the said | ings .

float valve also controlling said passage , means for raising
the float valve from its seat, and means for gradually de- No. 102,388. Box Bit. Porte -mèches.

creasing the buoyancy of the float valve to permit the

gradual descent of the valve to its seat .

11. The combination of a reservoir, a water supply pipe

leading to said reservoir , a water outlet pipe communicating

with the supply pipe , a float valve controlling said com

munication , means forming a passage establishing com

munication between the upper end of said reservoir and the

outlet pipe , means for raising the float valve from its seat .

and a tubular stem extending from the interior of the float

valve downward into the outlet pipe and adapted to with

draw air from the float valve .

12. The combination of a reservoir provided with an open

ing in its bottom and having a chamber at its lower ed

communicating at its top with said opening, the said cham

ber baving an opening in its bottom . an annular farge sur

rounding said opening and having its innar face tapered , a

cunplv pipe connected directly with saint chamber at one

side thereof, an outlet pine connected with the lower end of

the reservoir and communicating the onening in the bottom

of said chamber, a foat valve lorater in Saint rogervoir and

a danted to extendthrough said chamber . the said float valve Frederick Alonzo Hanes and William Staples , co - inventors ,

ving 1 tapered lower portion adapted to seat within both of Huntsville , Ontario, Canada, 4th December , 1946 :

the said flange, the said reservoir being provided with a 6 years. Filed 21st November, 1906. Receipt No. 141.375.

nassage leading from the upper part of the reservoir to the Claim . - A box bit comprising a stock having a reduced

discharge pipe . the said float valve controlling the communi- upper and lower end and slot at the side , and a pin extend

cation between the said chamber andthe outlet nine and ine through the lower end, opposing jawsinternallytapered
also controlling the said passage , and means for raising the or inclined and outwardly flared and provided at the outer

float valve from the seat .

13. The combination of areservoir , awatersupply pipe end with openings through which the pin in the stock ex

end with opposing notches to grip the nut and at the inner

communicating therewith the said water supply nine also tends, a casing provided with flaring sides and a pin er
communicating with a water outlet pipe , a float valve con tending into the inclined or tapered inside portion of the

trolling said communication , and means for raising and jaw, and a set screw extending through the upper ends of
lowering the said float valve from and to its seat . the casing into the slot in the stock , as and for the pur

14. The combination of a reservoir , a water supply pipe

communicating therewith , the said water supply pipe also

pose specified .

communicating with the water outlet pipe, the upper part No. 102,389. Metallic Packing for Piston Rods.

of the reservoir also communicating with the water outlet

nipe by means of a by-pass passage , a float valve controlling
Garniture métallique pour tiges de piston .

the said three communications , and means for raising and

lowering the said float valve from and to its seat .

15. The combination of a reservoir having a chamber at its

base , a water supply pipe leading to said chamber, a water

outlet pipe communicating with said chamber , the chamber

communicating with the reservoir, the upper part of the

reservoir communicating with the water outlet pipe, and

means for controlling the said three communications.

No. 102,387. Dental Flask and Clamp.

Appareil dentaire.
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John H. Lewis and Louis G. Kunzer, Chicago , Illinois,

U.S.A., 4th December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 4th Septem

ber , 1906. Receipt No. 139,237 .

Claim.-1 . In a metallic packing ring for piston rods, the

combination with the cylinder head and piston rod, of a

packing head ring C, gland D , division ring G and a pair

of metallic segmental packings rings F F each comprising

Fra 5
FG6 a plurality of segments, having at their meeting ends double

notches or offsets in different planes forming overlapping

leaves , and three joints at different points of the circum

ference, one of which points extends only through on por

tion of the radial thickness of the packing ring and the

other two of which joints extend each only part way through

the other portion of the radial thickness of the packing

ring , said segments being furnished on their inner leaves

or members with a compression finger or member overlapp

Thomas Williams , Summerhill, New South Wales , Australia, ed by the outer leaf or member of the adjacent segment and

4th December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 9th August , 1906. serving by its upsetting or compression to permit the seg

Receipt No. 138,526.
ments to contract and compensate for each other, substan

Claim .-An improved dental moulding and vulcanizing tially as specified.
flask and clamp . consisting of the usual flask and cover pro- 2. In a metallic packing for piston rods, the combinats

vided with suitable lugs to prevent their shifting , a frame to with the cylinder head and piston , of a packing head rlag

receive this flask , a screw and star -shaped spring to exert C , a gland D, a division ring G Atting within said glan
an equal pressure on top of the flask , and a suitable detach- and between it and said ring c and a pair of segmental

1023 " >

-
-

-
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metallic packing rings FF, one fitting on each side of said and a left hand thread on the other end thereof , said rods

division ring G and each comprising a plurality of segments also passing through said bearing lugs revoluble therein and

having overlapping leaves or members at their meeting having means secured thereto to prevent the longitudinal

ends forming a plurality of partial radial joints , substan- movement of the rods in the lugs.

tially as specified. 4. In a block forming machine a bed having transverse

3. In a metallic packing for piston rods , the combination guideways therein , supporting benches having lugs resting

with the cylinder head and piston , of a packing head ring in and guided by said guideways, and supporting benches

C , a gland D , a division ring G fitting within said gland and having transverse slots in the top thereof, a die plate rest

between it and said ring C and a pair of segmental metallic ing upon said benches, end plates having bearing lugs in the
packing rings FF, one fitting on each side of said division outer surfaces thereof and having slots near the corners

ring G and each comprising a plurality of segments thereof, vertical adjusting bars exterior said end plates at

having overlapping leaves or members at their meeting the ends thereof, side plates between said end plates secured

ends forming a plurality of partial radial joints , said di- to the adjusting bars by bolts passing through said adjust

vision ring G being of a T - shape in cross section and its ing bars in threaded contact therewith and having a right

outer rim being clamped between said gland D and ring c, hand thread on one end and a left hand thread on the other
substantially as specified . end , said rods also passing through said bearing lugs re

4. In a metallic packing for piston rods , the combination voluble therein and having means secured thereto to pre

with the cylinder head and piston , of a packing head ring vent the longitudinal movement of the rods within the lugs,
C , a gland D , a division ring G fitting within said gland and means to cause the simultaneous movement of said horizon

between it and said ring C and a pair of segmental metallic tal rods , screw -threaded shafts passing vertically through

packing rings FF, one fitting on each side of said division said bearing lugs in threaded cotnact therewith . means to

ring G and each comprising a plurality of segments having cause the simultaneous revolution of said vertical shafts,
overlapping leaves or membersat their meeting ends form- means to support said vertical shaft , means to giude the

ing a plurality of partial radial joints , said segments of bearing lugs of the end plates vertically, a turntable com

each of said metallic packing rings being provided with posed of two L-shaped end pieces connected by a transverse

narrow compression members yielding or upsetting to per- bar, a supporting frame upon which said turntable rests,

mit contraction of the segments and compensation for wear, and means to move said turntable into engagement with
substantially as specified. the stone black upon the lowering of the sides and ends

below the block.

No. 102,390. Mould. Moule. 5. In a block forming machine a turntable composed of

two L-shaped end pieces connected by a transverse bar, a

supporting frame upon which said turntable rests , a re

movable bottom board on said turn table , and means to

move said turntable and bottom board into engagement

TU
with the stone block upon the lowering of the sides and

ends below the block.

6. In a moulding machine , a mould box composed of verti

cally movable side and end pieces , a stationary closure for

the bottom of the opening between the side and end pieces ,

a removable lid secured to the top of said side and end

pieces , and means to move said side and end pieces and lid

toward the bottom closure .
-

No. 102,391 . Flushing Tank.

Chasse d'eau pour cabinets d'aisance .
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Nason M. Goodwin , San Diego , assignee of Harry J. Schade ,

Los Angeles, both in California, U.S.A. , 4th December,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 5th August , 1906. Receipt No. 140,300.

Claim.-1 . In a block forming machine a bed plate having

transverse guideways therein , supporting benches having

legs resting in and guided by said guideways, a die plate

resting upon said benches, side and end plates adjustably

secured together and adapted to be moved vertically up

wardly and downwardly past said die plates , said die plate ,

sides and ends forming a mould box , and means to move

said side and end boards comprising a shaft mounted in

bearings in the bed plate , two bevel gears secured upon said

shaft , one at each end thereof, two vertical shafts each

carrying bevel gears at their lower end and having their

upper end screw -threaded , said bevel gears meshing with

the gears on the horizontal shaft , bearings secured to the

center of the end of the mount Shox and having vertical

threaded openings extending therethrough for the reception William A. Alexander, Wilkinsburg , Pennsylvania , U.S.A.,

of said threaded shafts , vertical guide frames for guiding

said bearings, and means for rotating said horizontal shaft.
4th December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 27th September, 1906.

2. In a block forming machine a mould box composed of
Receipt No. 139,854 .

end plates having bearing lugs centrally secured upon their
Claim.-1 . In an apparatus of the class described the com

outer faces , side plates adjustably secured to said endplates, bination with a tank having an inlet andan outlet, a valve

said side and end plates forming when adjusted the sides controlling said inlet and a valve controlling said outlet, a

and ends of the mould box , a die nlate adapted to form the lever pivotally mounted within said tank and adapted to

bottom of the mould box , adjustable means for supporting control said outlet valve, of an auxiliary tank mounted

said die plate in position while the block is being formed , within the first -named tank , said auxiliary tank having an

guide frames for receiving and guiding vertically the bear outlet located near the bottom of the first - named tank, a

ing lugs of the end plates , screw -threaded shafts passing flap valve controlling said outlet, a float controlling the

vertically through said bearing lugs in threaded contact movement of said flap valve, and means mounted within said

therewith and revolubly mounted in crossbars in the guide auxiliary tank to control said inlet valve and close said out

frame , and means to cause the simultaneous revolution of
let valve.

said vertical shafts. 2. In an apparatus of the class described the combination

3. In a moulding machine a mould box composed of in die with a tank having an inlet and an outlet both located below

plate forming the bottom thereof, two end plates having the the normal low water line of the tank , a valve controlling

bearing lugs in the center of the outer surfaces thereof and said inlet and a valve controlling said outlet, a lever pivot

having slots near the corners thereof, vertical adiusiting bars ally mounted within said tank and adapted to control said

on the exterior sides of said end plates, bolts passing outlet valve , a rod arranged exteriorly of the tank and con
through said adiusting bars and through the slots in the end nected to said lever , of an auxiliary tank mounted within the

plate and secured to the side plates , screw - threaded hori- first - named tank , said auxiliary tank having an outlet

zontal rods passing through saidadjusting bars in threaded located adjacent the bottom of the first-named tank,means

contact therewith and having a right hand thread on one end to control said outlet , and means mounted within said auxi
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liary tank to close said inlet and said outlet valves, sub- 12. In an apparatus of the class described , the combina

stantially as described . tion wth a flushing tank having inlet and outlet ports and

3. In an apparatus of the class described the combination valves controlling said ports, of a pivoted lever connected
with a flushing tank having an inlet and an outlet , a valve to the valve controlling the outlet port, a pivoted rod con

controlling said inlet and a valve controlling said outlet , of nected to the valve controlling the inlet port, a float car

an auxiliary tank mounted within the first -named tank , said ried by said rod , a swinging lever connected to the said

tank having an outlet, a flaŋ valve carried by said last- | pivoted lever and adapted to be engaged by said rod , and

named outlet. means to control said flay valve , means car- means extending outside of the said tank for moving said

ried by the first -named tank to open said first-named outlet pivotal lever to open the outlet valve .

valve, and means mounted within said auxiliary tank and

adapted to automatically close said inlet valve and said first No. 102,392. Mould.
named outlet valve , substantially as described .

Moule.

4. In an apparatus of the class described, the combination

with a flushing tank having an inlet and an outlet, of a

valve controlling said inlet and a valve controlling said

outlet, a lever mounted within said tank and actuated from

the exterior of said tank to open said outlet valve , an auxi

liary tank mounted within the first- named tank , and means

supported within said auxiliary tank and adapted to suc

cessively close said valves at predetermined times , sub

stantially as described .

5. In an apparatus of the class described. the combina

tion with a flushing tank having an inlet and an outlet .

a valve controlling said inlet and a valve controlling said

outlet , and means for opening said outlet valve from the

exterior of the tank , of an auxiliary tank , and means

mounted within said auxiliary tank for closing said inlet

and said outlet , substantially as described .

6. In an apparatus of the class described, the combination

with a flushing tank having an inlet and an outlet , a valve

controlling said inlet anda valve controlling said outlet ,

and means for establishing a primary flush , of an auxiliary

tank mounted within the first -named tank , means carried

by said auxiliary tank and actuated by the primary flush Willis Herman Fisher , Baltimore, Maryland , U.S.A., 4th

to cause a secondary flush , and means mounted within said December , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 22nd September, 1906.

auxiliary tank and actuated by the secondary flush to close Receipt No. 139,715 .

said inlet valve and said outlet valve, substantially as des

cribed .
Claim . - 1. A mould box comprising a bottom , side plates

and end plates hinged to the bottom , a partition dividing
7. In an apparatus of the class described , the combination

the box into compartments , and a facing plate mounted upon
with a flushing tank having an inlet and an outlet, a valve

the partition.
controlling said inlet and a valve controlling said outlet

2. A mould box comprising a bottom , side plates and end

means actuated from the exterior of the flushing tank to
plates hinged to the bottom , a partition dividing the box into

establish a primary flush , of means for maintaining a secon
compartments and a facing plate removably mounted upon

dary flush within said flushing tank independent of the pri
the partition .

mary flush , means actuated by, the primary flush to bring
3. A mould box comprising a bottom , side plates and end

into action the secondary flush , an auxiliary tank and a
float arranged in said auxiliary tank and connected to the plates hinged to the bottom , a removable pallet provided

inlet and the outlet valves and actuated by the secondary
with core - receiving openings adapted to be placed upon the

flush to close said inlet and said outlet valves , substan
bottom , downwardly tapering cores detachably fitting in the

openings of the pallet and resting upon the bottom of the

tially as described .
box.

8. In an apparatus of the class described , the combination
4. A mould box for forming artificial stone and the like

with a flushing tank adapted to contain a body of water,
provided on one of its sides with a facing plate being pro

said tank having an inlet and an outlet port , a valve con
vided with a plain surface and an ornamental surface below

trolling each port , of means for maintaining a body of
the plain surface whereby a compression plate may be placed

water independent of the first -named body , means actuated on top of the material to form the block and fit the mould .
by the first -named body when passing through said outlet

5. A mould box provided with a partition adapted to divide

to release the independent body of water prior to the com
the box into compartments , a facing plate mounted upon the

plete passage of the first body of water , and means actu
partition , said facing plate being provided with a plain sur

ated by the passage of the independent body of water to

close the valves controlling said inlet and said outlet ports , whereby a compression plate may be placed upon the top of
face and an ornamental surface below the plain surface,

substantially as described .
the material to form the block and fit the compartment.

9. In an apparatus of the class described , the combination
6. A mould box provided with a partition adapted to divide

with a flushing tank adapted to contain a body of water ,
the box into compartments, a facing plate removably secured

said tank having an inlet and an outlet port , a valve con

trolling each port, of means for maintainingan independent surface and an ornamental surface whereby a compression
to the partition , said facing plate being provided with a plain

body of water within said flushing tank , means actuated
by the first -named body when passing through said outlet platemay be placed upon the top of thematerial to form

the block and fit the compartment.
to release the independent body of water and permit it to

llow into the flushing tank prior to the complete passage of
7. In a mould box the combination with hinged doors.

means for dividing the mould box into compartments , palthe first body of water , means to re - establish said inde
lets having core receiving openings arranged in the com

pendent body of water , and means actuated by the
partments, removable and detachable cores fitting in the

establishment of the independent body of water to close

opening of the pallets , and
said inlet and outlet valves , substantially as described .

compression plates having

10. The combination of a flushing tank having inlet and
openings adapted to receive the cores .

outlet ports and valves controlling both ports , with an

auxiliary tank having a port leading into the main tank , a No. 102,393. Carbureter. Carburateur.
valve governing the passage of water through the last

named port , a float connected to the last -named valve and Richard M. Mick , Bussey, Iowa , U.S.A. , 4th December, 1906;

a float arranged in said auxiliary tank and means connect- 6 years . Filed 20th November, 1906. Receipt No. 141,354 .

ed to said last -named float for governing the valves on the Claim .-- An improved carbureter comprising a T-pipe

inlet and outlet ports of the flushing tank. coupling, a supply main screwed into one branch thereof, an

11. In an apparatus of the class described , the combina- air pipe screwedinto another branch thereof,a supporting

tion with a flushing tank having an inlet port and an outlet leg connected with the T -pipe coupling, a plug in the lower

port, a valve controlling said inlet port , and a valve con- end of the supply pipe, an open -ended tube supported by said

trolling said outlet port, of a pivoted lever connected to the plug, a hydro - carbon supply pipe , a valve therein. said

valve on the outlet port, means connected to said lever valve supported upon the said supporting leg , a coil pipe

and extending exteriorly of the tank for operating said lever, communicating with said valve, said coil inclined as se

a second lever suspended from said pivoted lever and forth and filled with granular substance, a valve communi

having a groove, a pivotally mounted rod having its free cating with said coil and discharging into the T- coupling

end extending into said groove , said rod being connected below said tube, a burner arranged below the coil, a pipe

to the valve on said inlet port, and a float carriedby said contained within the supply main passsed through the plug
rod .

in the bottom thereof,a plug in the T - coupling having said

re
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pipe passed through it , a burner pan supported upon said 2. The process of treating ores which consists in subject

burner and a casing completely inclosing the burner , the ing them to the action of the cyanide solution exposed to

constantly renewed bodies of air under pressure greater

than that of the atmosphere, collecting the hydro -cyanic acid

gas evolved , passing the gas with air to a solvent liquid ,

dissolving said gas in the liquid and afterward permitting
said air to escape, substantially as described.

3. The process of treating ores which consists in con

tinuously conveying them through successive bodies of a

cyanide solution , absorbing in a liquid the hydro - cyanic

acid gas evolved, and using said liquid to act on further
bodies of ore , substantially as described .

4. The process of treating ores which consists in acting

upon them by a solution of cyanide , dissolving the hydro

cyanic acid gas evolved in a solution of a double cyanide ,

and using said solution to act on further bodies of ore ,

substantially as described.

5. The process of treating ores which consists in acting

upon them by a solution of cyanide , dissolving the hydro

cyanic acid gas evolved in a solution of a double cyanide

coil and said valves and formed with a doorway to pro and a hydrate compound, and using said solution to act on

vide access to the interior thereof, as set forth . further bodies of ore, substantially as described.

6. The process of treating ores which consists in continu

ously conveying the pulverized ores through successive
No. 102,394. Lubricator for Engine Valves .

bodies of a cyanide solution under a direct downward air

Graisseur pour tiroir de machine. pressure greater than that of the atmosphere , substantial

ly as described.

7. The process of treating ores which consists in con

tinuously conveying the pulverized ores through a cyanide

solution exposed to direct downward pressure of constantly

renewed bodies of compressed air, absorbing the hyrocyanic

acid gas evolved in a body of liquid , and using said liquid

to act upon further bodies of ore, substantially as des

cribed.

8. The process of treating ores which consists in first

crushing the ores , then subjecting them to the action of an

alkaline hydrate solution , then pulverizing said ores within

a cyanide solution , then conveying the pulverized ores

through further bodies of cyanide solution , substantially as
described .

9. The process of treating ores which consists in pulveriz

ing said ore within a cyanide solution , then conveying said

David Morehouse , Delphos , Ohio , U.S.A. , 4th December, ore through successive bodies of a solution under air having

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 21st September, 1906. Receipt No. a direct downward pressure greater than that of the at

139,672 . mosphere, substantially as described .

Claim .-In a lubricator for engine slide valves, a valve 10. The process of treating ores which consists in pul

seat having oil outlets in its face adjacent to and 01 the verizing said ore within a cyanide solution after neutralizing

outer side of or beyond the inlet ports therein and so ar- acid salts in the same, then conveying said ore through suc

ranged that both will be covered by the valve during the cessive bodies of cyanide solution under a direct downward

middle part of its stroke , and alternately covered and un air pressure greater than that of the atmosphere , said air

covered by the valve at the ends of its strokes, whereby being maintained at a temperature above the normal , sub

oil delivered from the outlets will be carried into and stantially as described .
through the ports into the cylinder as the inlet ports are 11. The process of treating ores and extracting gold and

opened respectively, and means independent of the pres- silver therefrom , which consists in rapidly and continuously

sure of the valve chest, to supply oil to said outlets. passing them through an alkaline hydrate solution and im

mediately thereafter conveying them through an alkaline

No. 102,395. Extraction of Precious Metals. cyanide solution under a direct downward air pressure

Extraction de métaux précieux.
greater than that of the atmosphere, substantially as des

cribed .

12. The process of treatng ores which consists in sub

jecting them to an alkaline hydrate solution and immedi

ately thereafter subjecting them to the combined action of

Tugi. an alkaline cyanide solution and air of an equable tempera

ture having a direct downward pressure upon the solution

greater than that of the atmosphere, substantially as des

cribed.

13. The process of treating ores continuously for the ex

traction of gold and silver , which consists in acting upon

them with an alkaline neutralizing solution , then immedate

ly thereafter conveying and subjecting them to a cyanide

solvent solution in the presence of heated air having a

direct downward pressure upon the solution greater than

that of the atmosphere , and passing the hydro - cyanic acid

fumes to and absorbing same in a compound alkaline cya

nide and alkaline hydrate solution , and at the same time

precipitating base metal vapours arising with the hydro

cyanic acid fumes, substantially as described.

14. The process of treating ores to extract the gold and

silver they contain , which consists in crushing the ore and

neutralizing the acid salts in same , immediately conveying

102393
and pulverizing the said ores in an alkaline cyanide solu

tion under air pressure greater than that of the atmosphere,

immediately and continuously conveying the ores through

Sidney Theodore Muffly, Philadelphia , Pennsylvania , U.S.A., other bodies of cyanide solutions also under air pressure

4th December, 1906; 6 years . " Filed 14th December, 1905. greater than that of the atmosphere and forcing the hydro
Receipt No. 131,023,

cyanic acid fumes through and absorbing same in a com

Claim .--1. The process of treating ores which consists in pound alkaline cyanide and alkaline hydrate solution , using
pulverizing said ores while they are immersed in a solution said solution in the treatment of further bodies of ore and

capable of dissolving the contained gold and silver, said simultaneously precipitating vapours of base elements aris

solution beingexposed to airunder pressure greater than ing with the hydro- cyanic acid fumes, substantially as des
that of the atmosphere, substantially as described. cribed .

SUS

19* Figa
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No. 102,396. Apparatus for Extracting Precious 10. In a system for treating ores to extract the precious

Metals. metals therein contained, the combination of an enclosed

Appareil pour extraire les métaux precieux .
stamp mortar, a series of enclosed lixiviators connected to

receive material from the stamp, a vessel for receiving

liquid from lixiviators, means for removing the tailings,

and an absorbing apparatus connected to said lixiviators

for receiving the hydro - cyanic acid gas evolved in said
Tu !

lixiviators, substantially as described.

11. A system for treating ores to extract the precious me

tals therein contained which includes an enclosed stamp

mortar, a series of enclosed lixiviators connected to receive

material from the stamp, a series of receiving tanks, an

absorbing device and a conveyer, all connected to the lixl

viators, said absorbing devices consisting of a chamber

having connected to it a source of supply for solution capa

ble of absorbing hydro - cyanic acid fumes, substantially as

described.

12. A system for the treatment of ores of precious metals

including a series of lixiviators and an absorbing chamber

connected thereto , said chamber having a series of parti

tions forming a tortuous passage therethrough , and being

provided with means whereby a solvent solution may be

supplied to said partitions , substantially as described.

13. A system for the treatment of the ores of precious

metals including a series of lixiviators and a gas absorbing

102346 chamber connected thereto , said chamber having series of

partitions forming a tortuous passage therethrough , one

Sidney Theodore Muffly, Philadelphia , Pennsylvania, U.S.A. ,
series of partitions being formed of fabric aprons having

4th December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 14th December, 1905 . means whereby they are made to dip into a body of liquid

Receipt No. 131,024 .
in the bottom of the chamber, and means whereby their

surfaces are supplied with relatively thin films of said

Claim .-- 1. A system for treating ores to extract the pre liquid.

cious metals therein contained, which consists of the com

bination of an ore neutralizing device , an enclosed stamp
14. In a system for the treatment of the ores of precious

metals , the combination of a series of lixiviators, a source
mortar, and a closed conduit connecting said device with

the stamp, substantially as described .
of compressed air connected thereto , means for receiving

2. A system for treating ores toextract the precious liquid and pulp after said materials have passed through

metals therein contained, which consists of the combina
lixiviators , an absorbing chamber for receiving the hydro

cyanic acid gas evolved , and means
tion of an ore neutralizing device, an enclosed stamp mor

for permitting the

tar, a closed conduit connecting said device with said
escape of the compressed air after it has passed through

stamp mortar , and an automatic valve in said conduit , sub
the absorbing chamber, substantially as described .

stantially as described.
15. In a system for the treatment of the ores of precious

3. A system for treating ores to extract the precious
metals , the combination of a series of lixiviators , a source

metals therein contained , which consists of the combina of compressed air , means for receiving liquid and plup after

tion of an ore neutralizing device , an enclosed stamp mor
said materials have passed through said lixiviators, with

tar, and a closed conduit connecting said device with the an absorbing chamber connected to the lixiviators for re

stamp mortar, said conduit having a conveyer placed to
ceiving the hydro -cyanic gas evolved, and positively acting

receive material from said neutralizing device , and an auto means for periodically permitting the escape of the com

matic valve placed to receive material from the conveyer , pressed air after it has passed through the absorbing cham

substantially as described . ber , substantially as described .

4. A system for treating ores to extract the precious 16. A chamber for absorbing gas consisting of a

metals therein contained, which consists of the combination
tainer having partitions extending upwardly from its bot

of an
ore neutralizing device , a stamp mortar having an

tom, pairs of rollers between certain of the partitions, fab

air tight casing , and a source of air supply connected to ric aprons extending vertically between each pair of rollers

deliver air to said stamp mortar casing, substantially as and entering bodies of liquid in the lower part of the cham
described . ber , substantially as described .

5. A system for treating ore to extract the precious me- 17. A chamber for absorbing gas, cousisting of a container

tals therein contained, which consistsof the combination having partitions extending upwardlyfromits bottom, pairs

of an ore neutralizing device, a stamp mortar having an air of rollers between certain of the partitions, fabric aprons

tight casing,and a source of air supply connected to de extending vertically between each pair of rollers and en

liver air to the said stamp mortar and casing, said mortar tering bodies of liquid in the lower part of the chamber,

having within it means for discharging the air both above and means for turning certain of the rollers to cause move

the surface of a body of liquid in it and also under the sur ment of the aprons , substantially as described.

face of said liquid adjacent to the stamps and dies, sub- 18. A system including the combination of an enclosed
stantially as described. stamp mortar and a series of enclosed lixiviators, with a

6. A system for treating ores to extract the precious me- chamber connected thereto for absorbing hydro -cyanic acid

tals therein contained, the same consisting of an enclosed gas evolved, a container for cyanide solution, and a con

conduit, an ore neutralizing device discharging into one end tainer for alkaline hydrate solution, both connected to said
of said conduit, and a stamp mortar and lixiviating means, absorbing chamber, substantially as described.

all operative in the conduit , substantially as described. 19. In a system for the treatment of the ores of precious

7. A system for treating ores to extract the precious me- metals , the combination of a stamp mortar capable of

tals therein contained, the same consisting of an enclosed holding liquid , a casing therefor capable of holding com

conduit , a stamp mortar, lixivating means connected to re- pressed air, a source of compressed air, and means for

ceive material from the stamp mortar, and a source of air connecting said source of air with the casing, said con

supply connected to cause direct downward pressure upon necting means including a pipe connecting with the top of

the bodies of liquid in said conduit , substantially as des- the stamp mortar anda second pipe placed to discharge

cribed. adjacent to the stamps anddies, substantially as described.
8. A system for treating ores to extract the precious me- 20. In a system for the treatment of fine ore sand , clays,

tals therein contained , which includes a crusher , a neutra- concentrates and mail tailings containing precious metals,

lizing device, a stamp mortar, a lixiviating device , means which consists of the combination of an acid neutralizer

connecting said parts to form a continuous enclosed pas- with a chute at the backfor the material to enter, a closed

sage for ore, and a compressor connected to said passage conduit at the fronthaving a conveyer with an automatic

for maintaining the air in the stampmortar and in the lixi- | valve placed to discharge the material to a series of lixivi

viating device under a pressure above the normal, sub- ators connecting witha gas absorbing chamber, having an

stantially as described. automatic valve, connection with an ore conveyer, with a

9. A system for treating ores to extract the precious me- sand pump, with a solution pump, with solution tanks, with

tals therein contained, which includes a stamp mortar hav- an air compressor, and with an electrolytic or other gold

ing an enclosed casing , a series of lixiviators connected to and silver precipitating apparatus , substantially as des

the stamp mortar, each lixiviator consisting of a casing cribed,

having a drum provided with buckets and riving means, 21. In a system for the treatment of ores containing pre
and means for supplying cyanide solution and air under cious metals, which consists in the combination of an ore

pressure to the stampmortar and to the lixiviator casings , crusher connected by a chute with an acid neutralizeratthe
substantially as described.

back for the broken ore to enter, with a closed conduit at

con
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the front having a conveyer with an automatic valve to dis- and provided with means adapted to engage one end of said

charge the broken ore into a fine crushing or pulverizing casing, a detachable abutment carried by said shell near

mill having pipe attachments for supplying air under pres- the other end of said casing, an annular packing chamber

sure , a pipe for supplying solvent solution , connecting by between said shell and casing adjacent to said abutment,

an enclosed conduit with a series of lixiviators having air a packing ring adapted to enter said packing chamber, and

receivers , with pipe connections with an air compressor, set screws carried by said abutment and adapted some of

with pipe connections, with solution tanks, with a gas ab- them to engage said ring and some the adjacent end of the
sorbing chamber, with an ore conveyer, with a solution casing, substantially as described .

pump, with a sand pump and an electrolytic or other gold 10. A turbine comprising an inner sectional casing, an

and silver precipitating apparatus, substantially as des- outershell, a fluid pressure chamber between said parts,

cribed. an annular packing chamber between the shell and casing

near an end of the latter, and an annular element adapted

to enter said chamber , packing for said chamber between
No. 102,397. Elastic Fluid Turbine.

the oppositely disposed faces of said element and chamber,

Turbine à fluide élastique. said faces being so inclined relatively to each other as to

force said packing outwardly against the shell when moved

together to compress it .

11. In an elastic fluid turbine, an inner casing, an outer

shell or jacket surrounding said casing, and means connect

ing the inner casing to the shell which comprise an element

projecting inwardly from the shell and overhanging an end

of the casing, and adjustable devices interposed between

said element and casing.
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No. 102,398. Mould for Building Blocks.

Moule pour blocs de construction .

1
9
4
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162388

James Wilkinson , Providence , Rhode Island , U.S.A. , 4th De

cember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 15th September , 1906. Re

ceipt No. 139,533 .
Figy

Claim .-1 . An elastic fluid turbine having a sectional

casing , in combinatio
n with a shell or jacket surroundin

g

said casing, elements projecting inwardly from said shell

and disposed so as to hold the casing between them , and

means to force the sections of said casing together.

2. An elastic fluid turbine having a sectional casing, in

combination with a shell or jacket surrounding said casing, John Wengs , Monroe , Michigan , U.S.A. , 4th December, 1906 ;

abutments carried by said shell and adapted to engage the 6 years . Filed 25th October , 1906. Receipt No. 140,604 .

end sections of the casing, and adjustable means to force Claim .-- 1. The combination with a mould box, of a bench

the sections of the casing together between said abutments. for supporting the mould box having a top, bearing brack

3. An elastic fluid turbine having a sectional casing, a ets on the bench extending laterally therefrom , a shaft

shell or jacket surrounding said casing , means carried bysaid shellwhich engages one end ofsaid casing, a detach rotatable in said bearings at one sideof the top, means for

securing the mould box at one side of its longitudinal center

able abutment connected to said shell and overhangingthe line to theshaft to turntherewith, said boxbeingadapted

other end of said casing, adjustable devices such as screws to rest upon said top when in its vertical position and be

carriedby saidabutment and adapted to be forced against supportedby said top andshaft, and means for turning the

said casing to hold its parts in position . shaft .

4. An elastic fluid turbine having end sections, a tubu 2. The combination with a mould box , of a bench having
lar shell or jacket provided with abutments adapted to en a top , laterally extending bearing brackets on said bench ,

gage said end sections, one of said abutments being re a shaft mounted on said bearing brackets , bolts secured to

movable, and adjustable means carried by an abutment and the mould bottom at one side of its longitudinal center line

adapted to engage the adjacent end section . and extending through openings in the shaft, sleeves on the

5. An elastic fluid turbine having a sectional casing, in bolts for spacing the mould box from the shaft , and means

combination with a shell or jacket surrounding said cas for turning the shaft.

ing and provided with an abutment adapted to engage one 3. In a mould, the combination with a bed plate and sides

end of said casing, a channel or groove in said shell, a attached to said bed plate, of end plates hinged to the bed

locking ring seated in said channel and projecting there- plate , facing plates inside the end plates, adjusting screws
from, means to prevent the disengagement of said ring extending through the end plates and secured to the facing

from said channel, and screws carried by said ring and plates to adjustablysupportsaidfacing plates, and coiled

adapted to be screwed against the adjacent end of said cas- springs attached to the base plāte at one end and to the
ing to force the latter against said abutment. end plates at their opposite ends to normally hold said ends

6. An elastic fluid turbine having an inner casing and an turned outward on their hinges .

outer shell or jacket , a chamber formed between said shell 4. In a mould, the combination with a bed plate, of a
and casing, a packing chamber between said shell and side and ends hinged to said bed plate , brackets secured to

casing, and a movable element adapted to enter said cham- the bed plate opposite the hinged side, a detachable board

ber and act upon the packing therein to pack the joint be- forming the opposite side, adjusting screws extending

tween said shell and casing . through the brackets and engaging the board , a movable

7. An elastic fluid turbine having an inner casing and an bottom facing plate, arms on the ends adapted to engage the

outer shell or jacket, a steam chamber formed between said / outer surface of the hinged side and provided with out

casing and shell, an annular packing chamber formed be- wardly extending pins, and hooks on the hinged side to

tween an end of said casing and said shell, a packing ring, engage said pins.
and adjustable means to force said ring into said packing 5. In a mould, the combination of a bench having lateral
chamber.

ly extending bearings, a shaft in said bearings, a bed plate,

8. An elastic fluid turbine having an inner casing and an bolts extending through said shaft to secure the bed plate

outer shell or jacket, locking abutments in said shell be- thereto, sleeves on the bolts between the shaft and bed

tween which said inner casing is disposed , means to hold plate , brackets secured to one edge of the bed plate, a

said casing in place between said abutments , a fluid pres- movable facing bottom , bolts on the facing bottom ,extend

sure chamber between said shell and casing, and means to ing through openings in the bed plate, a board forming the

prevent leakage fromsaid chamber comprising an annular side wall of the mould engaging the brackets, ends hinged

packing chamber nearan end of the casing,a segmental to the ends of the bed plate, facing plates, adjusting screws
ring adapted to enter said chamber, and screw means to on the ends secured to and supporting said facing plates,

force said ring into said chamber. arms on the ends engaging the outer surface of the hinged

9. An elastic Auid turbine having a sectional casing , in side wall , pins on said arms, hooks on the side wall engag
combinationwith a shell or jacket surrounding saidcasing ing saidpins, outwardlyextending arms on the ends of the

12-5
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bed plate, springs attached at one end to said arms and at 7. In an apparatus the combination with a moulding frame ,

their opposite ends to the mould ends, a top board , and interlocking gates carried by said frame, pallets supported

means for securing the top board in place . by said frame, of a plurality of presses , vertically recipro

cating dies detachably carried by said presses a polishing

No. 102,399. Mould for Artificial Stone Building device mounted between two of said presses, means to oper
Blocks. ate said presses , means to operate said device , and means

Moule pour blocs de pierre artificielle pour construction . to move said moulding frame beneath said presses and said

device , substantially as described .

8 , In an apparatus the combination of a moulding frame,

pallets carried by said frame, a plurality of presses , detach

able dies carried by said presses, a polishing device mounted

between two of said presses , means to vertically reciprocate

said dies , means to operate said device, and means to move

said moulding frame beneath said dies and polishing device,

substantially as described .

9. In an apparatus the combination with a trackway and

a car mounted thereon , of a moulding frame carried by said

càr and adapted to receive concrete , interlocking gates

hinged to said frame , pallets carried by said frame, means

to strip said frame, means to lock said gates, means to sub

ject the concrete in said frame to an initial pressure and a

refilling pressure, and means to smooth and polish the con

crete in said frame, substantially as described .

10. In an apparatus the combination with a trackway and

a car , of a moulding frame carried by said car and adapted

to receive concrete, interlocking side gates and end gates

carried by said frame, supplementary side gates and supple

mentary end gates mounted within the first -named side gate

Tigh
102349 and end gates , pallets carried by said frame, means to strip

said frame , means to subject the concrete of said frame to

Albert A. Pauly, Youngstown , Ohio , U.S.A. , 4th December,
pressure , substantally as described.

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 23rd October, 1906 . Receipt No. 11. In an apparatus the combination with a trackway and

140,529 .
a car , of a moulding frame adapted to receive concrete, inter

Claim . - 1. In an apparatus the combination of a trackway, plementaryside gates and supplementary end gates mounted
locking side gates and end gates carried by said frame, sup

a plurality of presses erected above said trackway, a car within and interlocked with the first -named gates, means
adapted to travel upon said trackway beneath said presses , to strip said frame , means to subject the concrete of said

a moulding frame carried by said car and comprising hinged frameto pressure, substantially as described .
gates, detachable dies carried by said presses, a polishing 12. In an apparatus the combination with a trackway and
devicé mounted between said presses above said trackway , a car, of a moulding frame carried by said car, presses

said polishing device consisting of a plurality of rotary mounted above said trackway, movable dies carried by said

polishers, an endless conveyer mounted adjacent to said
presses , a polishing device supported between two of said

presses , means to vertically reciprocate said dies , means to
presses, a conveyer arranged adjacent to said trackway,

revolve said polishers , and means to simultaneously operate means to operate said presses, means to operate said polish

said conveyer, substantially as described.
ing device, and means to operate said conveyer, substan

2. An apparatus of the type described embodying a track- tially as described .

way , a car mounted upon said trackway , a moulding frame 13. An apparatus of the type described embodying a plur

carried by said car and consisting of a plurality of inter- ality of presses , detachable dies carried by said presses, a

locking gates, presses mounted above said trackway, verti- movable moulding frame adapted to travel beneath said dies ,

cally reciprocating interchangeable dies carried by said means to vertically reciprocate said dies, and means to move

presses, a polishing device mounted between two of said said frame , substantially as described .

presses, and means to simultaneously operate and inde- 14. An apparatus of the type described embodyng a plur

pendently control said presses and said polishing device, ality of presses, dies carried by said presses, a moulding

substantially as described.
frame , a polishing device interposed between said presses,

3. An apparatus of the type described embodying a plur means to move said moulding framebeneath said presses and

ality of presses, a movable car located beneath said presses, said polishing device , and means to independently operate

a moulding frame carried by said car and adapted to receive said presses and said polishing device, substantially as des

concrete , pallets mounted in said moulding frame , vertically cribed .

reciprocating dies carried by said preses and adapted to en 15. An apparatus of the type described embodying a plur

gage said concrete, and adjusable polishing device mounted ality of vertically reciprocating dies , a movable moulding

between two of said presses , means to operate said presses, frame adapted to travel beneath said dies “ , a polishing de

means ito operate said polishing device, means to strip said vice mounted adjacent to said dies, and meansto independ

moulding frame, substantially as described.
ently operate said dies and said polishing device, substan

4. An apparatus of the type described embodying a plur tially as described .

ality of presses, a movable car located beneath said presses,
16. An apparatus embodying a plurality of sets of vertically

a moulding frame carried by said car , vertically reciprocat
reciprocating dies, a moulding frame, and means to move

ing detachable dies carried by said presses, an adjustable
said frame from one set of dies to another set of dies , sub

polishing device supported between two of said presses,
stantially as described.

means to operate said presses, and means to operate said

17. An apparatus consisting of a polishing device, a mould

polishing device, substantially as described .
ing frameadapted to contain concrete ,means to subject the

5. In an apparatus the combination with a trackway, of a
concrete of said frame to pressure, and means to move said

car mounted upon said trackway , a moulding frame carried
frame to meet said polishing device to be polished thereby,

by said car, interlocking gates hinged to said frame, pallets
substantially as described .

mounted in said frame , presses mounted above said track
18. An apparatus consisting of a moulding frame , presses,

way, a plurality of detachable dies carried by said presses,

a polishing device , a conveyer, and means for simultaneously

a polishing device supported between two of said presses,

operating the presses and polishing device , substantially as

and for the purpose described .
revoluble polishers adjustably carried by said device, an

endless conveyer mounted adjacent to said presses, means to
19. An apparatus consisting of a moulding frame, presses,

a polishing device, and means for simultaneously operating

strip said moulding frame, means to operate said presses,
the presses and polishingdevice,substantially asand for the

means to operate said polishing device , means to operate
purpose described.

said conveyer, and means to independently control said

presses, said device and said conveyer, substantially as No. 102,400. Mould for Blocks.

described .

Moule pour blocs.

6.Inan apparatus the combination with a trackway and The Ideal Concrete Machinery Company, London , Ontario,
a car mounted thereon , of a moulding frame carried by said Canada, assignee of Frank A. Borst, South Bend In;

car, interlocking gates hinged ito said frame , pallets mounted
diana , U.S.A. , 4th December, 1906 ; 6 years .

in said frame, a plurality of presses mounted above said October , 1906. Receipt No. 140,517.

trackway, vertically reciprocating dies detachably carried Claim.--1 . In a building block mould, the combination of
by said presses, a polishing device supported between two of a frame, a stationary back plate mounted thereon, a front

said presses, means to reciprocate said dies , and means to plate hingedto said frameand normally parallel tothe
operate said polishing device, substantially as described. back plate, end plates, a bottom plate extending across

Filed 22nd
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said mould and connected to said front plate and provided tained within the mixing chamber to assist the vapour

with a groove and a vertically slidable dividing plate ad- ization of the fuel , a gas outlet and a valve controlling the
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gas outlet automatically opened by the gas within the mix

ing chamber.

2. A carbureter comprising a mixing chamber, having a

fuel inlet and an air inlet , an atomizer contained within

the mixing chamber to assist the vapourization of the fuel,apted to fit in said groove in the bottom plate and divide
a gas outlet , a valve controlling the gas outlet automaticthe mould .

ally opened by the gas within the mixing chamber, and a
2. In a building block mould , the combination of a frame, spring to automatically close the valve against its seat

a back plate having notches at its upper edge, a front when the gas has passed out of the mixing chamber.

plate hinged to said frame and normally parallel to the
3. A carbureter comprising a mixing chamber having a

back plate, said front plate also provided with notches at fuel inlet and an air inlet, an atomizer contained within

its upper edge , end plates, a bottom plate extending across
the mixing chamber , a gas outlet and a valve controlling

said mould and connected to said front plate and pro- the gas outlet automatically opened by the pressure of

vided with grooves and a dividing plate adapted to fit in

the gas within the mixing chamber and and an injector
said grooves and provided with extensions to engage the comprising a fuel chamber, a fuel inlet connected with

notches in the plates.
the fuel chamber, a valve to close the communication

3. In a building block mould, the combination of sides , between the fuel chamber and the fuel inlet , a fuel outlet

ends and bottom of the same , a dividing plate adapted to for the fuel chamber connected with the fuel inlet of the

be securely held in said mould to permit the forming mixing chamber, a valve to close the fuel outlet and an

of a plurality of blocks simultaneously, and a guide for operable means to create a partial vacuum within the fuel

said plate comprising a movable slotted bar having hooks chamber to admit fuel thereto and then create a pressure

to engage a side of said mould.
therein to eject the fuel therefrom .

4. A carbureter comprising a mixing chamber, having a
No. 102,401 . Mould for Building Blocks.

fuel inlet and an air inlet , an atomizer contained within

Moule pour blocs de construction . the mixing chamber to assist the vapourization of the fuel,

a gas outlet , a valve controlling the gas outlet automati
cally opened by the gas within the mixing chamber and a

spring to close the valve against its valve seat when the

gas has been passed out of the mixing chamber, and an

injector comprising a fuel chamber , a fuel inlet

nected with the fuel chamber , a valve to close the com

munication between the fuel chamber and the fuel inlet ,

a fuel outlet for the fuel chamber connected with the fuel

inlet of the mixing chamber , a valve to close the fuel outlet

and an operable means to create a partial vacuum in the

fuel chamber to admit fuel thereto , and then create а

pressure therein to eject the fuel therefrom .

5. A carbureter comprising a mixing chamber, having a

fuel inlet and an air inlet, an atomizer contained within

the mixing chamber to assist the vapourization of the

fuel , a gas outlet and a valve controlling the gas outlet

automatically opened by the gas within the mixing chamber,

The Ideal Concrete Machinery Company, London , Ontario, connected with the fuel chamber, a valve to close the comand an injector comprising a fuel chamber, a fuel inlet

Canada , assignee of Frank A. Borst, South Bend, In : munication between the fuel chamber and the fuel inlet, a
diana, U.S.A. , 4th December , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 22nd

October, 1906. Receipt No. 140,516 fuel outlet for the fuel chamber connected with the fuel

inlet of the mixing chamber, a valve to close the fuel out

Claim . — 1. A core for concrete block machines comprising let , a sucker and operable means for actuating the sucker.

members hinged together and adapted to have their ad

6. A carbureter comprising' a mixing chamber, having a

jacent ends contact when the members form a right angle, fuel inlet and an air inlet, an atomizer contained within

a post attached to one of said members , and a brace the mixing chamber to assist the vapourization of the

pivoted on said post and adapted to engage the free end fuel , a

of another member and lock the same in position.
gas outlet, a valve controlling the gas outlet

automatically opened by the gas within the mixing cham
2. A core for concrete block machines comprising three ber and a springto automatically close the valve against

members , hinged together and adapted to have adjacent its seat when the gas has passed out of the mixing cham

ends contact when the adjacent members form substantially ber, and an injector comprising a fuel chamber , a fuel in

right angles , a post on the middle member, and a brace let connected with the fuel chamber, a valve to close the

pivoted on said post and adapted to engage the free ends communication between the fuel chamber and the fuel in
of the other members to lock the same in position .

3. A core for concrete block machines comprising a main fuel inlet of the mixing chamber, a valve to close the fuel
let , a fuel outlet for the fuel chamber connected with the

member, a leaf hinged thereto , and a brace to hold said outlet, a sucker, and operable means for actuating the

leaf at a predetermined angle to the main member.
sucker.

No. 102,402. Carbureter for Explosive Engines. 7. A carbureter comprising a mixing chamber, having a

fuel inlet and an air inlet, an atomizer contained within
Carburateur pour machines à explosions.

the mixing chamber to assist the vapourization of the

Emanuel John Boyler ,Courtland John Aggett and Angus automatically opened by the gas within the mixing chamberfuel , a gas outlet and a valve controlling the gas outlet

Stalker, the two latter being assignees of two -thirds of and an injector comprising a fuel chamber,a fuel inlet,a
the interest , all of Peterborough, Ontario, Canada , 4th

December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th May, 1906. Receipt let, a valveto engage the valve seat, a valve stem for the
valve seat located between the fuel chamber and fuel in

No. 136,206 .

Claim . - 1. A carbureter comprising a mixing chamber valve , a spring to close the valve against the valve seat,

having a fuel inlet and an air inlet , an automịzer con a fuel outlet for the fuel chamber connected with the fuel

inlets of the mixing chamber, a valve controlling the fuel

-
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outlet , a spring to close the last -mentioned valve against valve controlling the fuel outlet, a valve stem therefor, a

its seat, a slideway opposed to the fuel chamber and a spring to close the last -mentioned valve against its seat,

sucker contained in the slideway . a slideway opposed to the fuel chamber, a sucker contained

8. A carbureter comprising a mixing chamber having a in the slideway and operable means for actuating the

fuel inlet and an air inlet, an atomizer contained within sucker.

the mixing chamber, a gas outlet and a valve controlling

the gas outlet opened by the gas within the mixing cham- No. 102,403. Head Rest for Beds.

ber , and an injector comprising a fuel chamber, a fuel in

let , a valve seat located between the fuel chamber and
Appui - têtes pour lits .

fuel inlet, a valve to engage the valve seat , a spring to

close the valve against the valve seat , a fuel outlet for

the fuel chamber connected with the fuel inlet of the mix

ing chamber, a valve controlling the fuel outlet , a spring

to close the last - mentioned valve against its seat , a slide

way opposed to the fuel chamber, a sucker contained in the

slideway, and operable means for actuating the sucker .

9. A carbureter comprising a mixing chamber having a

fuel inlet , an air inlet and a gas outlet and a valve con

trolling the gas outlet automatically opened by the action

of the gas within the mixing chamber.

10. A carbureter comprising a mixing chamber having a

fuel inlet , an air inlet and a gas outlet, a valve controlling

the gas outlet automatically opened by the gas within the

mixing chamber , and a spring to automatically close the

valve against its seat when the gas has passed out of the

mixing chamber.

11. A carbureter comprising a mixing chamber having a

fuel inlet , an air inlet and a gas outlet, a valve controlling

the gas outlet automatically opened by the pressure of

the gas within the mixing chamber and an injector compris

ing a fuel chamber, a fuel inlet connected with the fuel | Joseph S. Visger and Cleophas Pagnuelo , assignee of a half
chamber, a valve to close the communication between the interest, both of Montreal, Quebec , Canada, 4th Decem
fuel chamber and the fuel inlet , a fuel outlet for the fuel ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 3rd October , 1906. Receipt No.

chamber connected with the fuel inlet of the mixing cham- 140,010.

ber , a valve to close the fuel outlet , and an operable means Claim .-1 . In a head rest for beds , a pair of brackets fixed

to create a partial vacuum within the fuel chamber to admit

the fuel thereto and then

Ito the side rails of the bed , a pair of side members pivoted
create pressure therein to to said brackets, thrust blocks pivoted to said brackets, piv

aject the fuel therefrom . oted blocks on the lower extremities of said side members

12. A carbureter comprising a mixing chamber having and threaded rods revolubly mounted in said thrust blocks
a fuel inlet , an air inlet and a gas outlet , a valve con and co -acting with said pivoted blocks .

trolling the gas outlet automatically opened by the gas 2. In a device of the class described, the combination with

within the mixing chamber, and a spring to close the valve

against its valve seat when the gas has passed out of the pair of side memberspivoted to said brackets, pivoted thrust

the side rails of a bed , of a pair of brackets fixed thereto a

mixing chamber, and an injector comprising a fuel chamber, blocks onsaidbrackets pivoted blockson the lower extre;

a fuel inlet connected with the fuel chamber , a valve to mities of said sidemembers, threaded rods revolubly mounted
close the communication between the fuel chamber and the in said thrust blocks and co -acting with said pivoted blocks ,

fuel inlet, a fuel outlet for the fuel chamber connected with and pulleys mounted on said rods.
the fuel inlet of the mixing chamber, a valve to close the 3. In a device of the class described the combination with

fuel outlet, and an operable means to create a partial

vacuum in the fuel chamber to admit fuel thereto andthen pair of side members pivoted to said brackets, a plurality of

the side rails of a bed, of a pair of brackets fixed thereon, a

create a pressure therein to eject the fuel therefrom .

13.A carbureter comprising a mixing chamber having blocks pivotedtosaidbrackets, pivoited blocks on the lower

transverse members connecting said side members, thrust

a fuel inlet , an air inlet and a gas outlet , and a valve con extremities of said side members, threadedrods revolubly

trolling the gas outlet automatically opened by the gas mounted in said thrust block and co-acting with said pivoteu

within the mixing chamber, and an injector comprising a

fuel chamber, a fuel inlet connected with the fuel chamber, and an endless belt connecting said pulleys.

blocks, pulleys fixed to said rods adjacent the thrust blocks

a valve to close the communication between the fuel cham

ber and the fuel inlet , a fuel outlet for the fuel chamber

connected with the fuel inlet of the mixing chamber, a valve
No. 102,404. Method of Drawing Wire.

to close the fuel outlet , a sucker, and operable means for Laminoir de fil de fer.

actuating the sucker.

14. A carbureter comprising a mixing chamber having a

fuel inlet , an air inlet and a gas outlet, a valve

trolling the gas outlet automatically opened by the gas

within the mixing chamber, and a spring to automatically

close the valve against its seat when the gas has passed

out of the mixing chamber, and an injector comprising a fuel

chamber, a fuel inlet connected with the fuel chamber, a

valve to close the communication between the fuel chamber

and the fuel inlet , a fuel outlet for the fuel chamber con

nected with the fuel inlet of the mixing chamber , a valve

to close the fuel outlet , a sucker , and operable means for

actuating the sucker.

15. A carbureter comprising a mixing chamber having a

fuel inlet , an air inlet and a gas outlet, and a valve con

trolling the gas outlet automatically opened by the gas

within the mixing chamber, and an injector comprising a

fuel chamber, a fuel inlet , a valve seallocated between the

fuel chamber and the fuel inlet , a valve to engage the

valve seat , a spring to hold the valve against the valve

seat , a fuel outlet connected with the fuel inlet of the

mixing chamber, a valve controlling the fuel outlet , a

spring to close the last -mentioned valve against its seat ,

a slideway opposed to the fuel chamber, and a sucker con

tained in the slideway.

16. A carbureter comprising a mixing chamber having

a fueỉ inlet. an air inlet and agas outlet and avalve The Iroquois Machine Company, New YorkCity, assignee
controlling the gas outlet opened by the gas within the mix
ing chamber, and an injector comprising a fuel chamber, a James AlexanderHorton,Providence, Rhode Island, U.S.

fuel inlet , a valve seat located between the fuel chamber A .: 4th December, 1906 ;'6 years. Filed3rd September,

and the fuel inlet , a valve to engage the valve seat , a
1904. Receipt No. 118,225 .

spring to hold the valve against the valve seat, a fuel outlet Claim .-1. A wire seat for wire drawing drums composed of

connected with the fuel inlet of the mixing chamber, a a material softer than the wire.
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2. In a wine drawing machine , a drum having a wire seat products of combustion may be passed to the inlet and

composed of lubricating material capable of coating by through the tubes, as and for the purpose specified.

attrition wire having substantially the hardness of steel. 5. In a device of the class described the combination with

3. A wire seat for wire drawing drums composed of a metal- the mixing pipe and the oblique pipe and its dependent

lic alley similar to that used in coating ithe wire. tubings, of adjustable means dependent from the pipes

4. The processof drawing wire consisting in lubricating whereby access may be had for initially heating the tubes,
the wire by attrition with the wire forwarding seat by re- as and for the purpose specified.

volving a wire forwarding sealt composed of a wire coating 6. In a device of the class described the combination with

material faster than the speed of the wire and reducing the the mixing pipe and the oblique pipe with its dependent

wire in a die. tubings , of a branch pipe directly connected to the inner

chamber and in proximity to the lower end of the tubes , a

No. 102,405. Shortening Compound. normally closed pivoted cover to the pipe and a wing nut

Composé pour le pain, etc.
designed in withhold the cover in the closed position , as and

for the purpose specified.

Frederick Alfred Sallemand, Montreal, Quebec , Canada , 4th

December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 28th April , 1905 . Re- No. 102,407. Vapourizer for Combustion Engines.

ceipt No. 124,664 .
Vaporisateur pour machines à combustion .

Claim . - 1. An improved shortening compound consisting

of fatty animal oil and an alkaline solution sufficient to

produce a partial saponification of the oil .

2. An improved shortening compound consisting of animal

fat and a dilute alkaline solution sufficient to produce a

partial saponification of the oil .

3. An improved shortening compound consisting of animal

fat, lime water, and an alkali , the latter of a strength and

in quantity sufficient to produce a partial saponification of
the fat .

4. An improved shortening compound consisting of par-,

tially saponified fatty animal oil and milk.

5. An improved shortening compound consisting of fatty

animal oil, lime water , an alkali bicarbonate , and milk , the

alkali bicarbonate being of a strength and in quantity suffi

cient to produce a partial saponification of the oil .
6. The improved shortening compound consisting of ani- Francis W. Brady Englewood, New Jersey, U.S.A. , 4th De

cember, 1906 ; 6 years.
mal fat , water, lime and bicarbonate of sodium combined

Re
Filed 13th September, 1906 .

substantially as and in the proportions set forth .
ceipt No. 139,487 .

Claim . - 1. In a vapourizer for internal combustion

No. 102,406. Means of Vapourizing Heavy Hy- gines,a fuel port,meansforfeeding fuel through the port

dro - Carbons.
into the vapourizer at intervals, and means for creating a

back draft through the port after the fuel feed .

Moyen de vaporiser l'hydro - carbure . 2. In a vapourizing apparatus for internal combustion en

gines , a fuel port, a fuel supply pipe communicating with

said port, means for feeding fuel through said pipe and port

at intervals, and means for withdrawing the fuel in the
pipe from proximity to the port after the fuel feed.

3. In a vapourizer for internal combustion engines , a

heated vapourizing surface , a fuel port , means for feeding
through the port and onto said surface at intervals, a

quantity of liquid hydro -carbon and means for creating a
back draft through said port after each fuel feed.

4. In a vapourizing apparatus for internal combustion

engines, a vapourizing chamber, a fuel inlet port therein ,

a fuel supply pipe communicating with said inlet port, a

fuel pump feeding oil to said supply pipe and means for

adjusting the amount of fuel fed from the pump chamber

to the supply pipe on each stroke of the pump without vary

ing the length of the pump stroke.

5. In a vapourizing apparatus for internal combustion en

gines , a vapourizing chamber, a fuel inlet port therein and

a fuel pump having an eduction port communicating with

the fuel inlet port in the vapourizing chamber , a fuel induc

Dan Albone and Frederick Boswell , co - inventors , both of tion port in the pump and means for relieving the suction
Biggleswade, Bedford , England, 4th December, 1906 ; 6 through said fuel induction port during part of the suction
years. Filed 30th August, 1906. Receipt No. 139,096 . period of the pump .

Claim .-- 1. In a device of the class described the combina- 6. In a vapourizing apparatus for internal combustion

tion with the mixing pipe , of a series of tubes extending engines , a vapourizing chamber, a fuel inlet port therein,

across and through the mixing pipe and means for passing and a fuel pump having a pump chamber, a plunger moving
the products of combustion through the said tubes, as and therein , an eduction port in said pump chamber com

for the purpose specified. municating with the inlet port in the vapourizing chamber,

2. In a device of the class described the combination with an induction port in said pump chamber for the admission

the carbureter, of a mixing pipe jointed thereto , a series of fuel , a second induction port in said chamber and means

of tubes extending within and through the mixing pipe and for opening the second induction port during the outward

means for passing the products of combustion from the movement of the pump plunger to relieve the suction

motor through the said tubes , as and for the purpose speci- through the fuel induction port.

fied . 7. In a vapourizing apparatus for internal combustion

3. In a device of the class described the combination with engines , a vapourizing chamber, a fuel inlet port therein ,

the mixing pipe , of a pipe passing obliquely across the mix- and a fuel pump having an eduction port, a fuel feed pipe

ing pipe and opening thereinto, end plates to the oblique connecting the eduction port of the pump with the fuel in

pipe, tubes supported in the end plates and extending there- let port of the vapourizing chamber, a fuel induction port

between and means for passing the productsof combustion in the pump, a second induction port in the pump, a pipe

from the motor through the tubes, as and for the purpose connecting the second induction port with the said fuel feed

Eyecified . pipe and means for opening the second induction port at a

4. In a device of the class described the combination with predetermined time during the suction period of the pump
the mixing pipe , of a pipe passing obliquely across the to relieve the suction through the fuel induction port of the

mixing pipe and opening thereinto, end plates within the pump and withdraw the fuel from proximity to the fuel in

oblique pipes , tubes supported from the end pipes and ex- let port of the vapourizing chamber.

tending therebetween , a nozzle at the outlet and an inlet 8. In a vapourizing apparatus for internal combustion

fitting , to the oblique pipe , said inlet being elastically at- engines , a vapourizing chamber, a fuel inlet port therein and

tached to the pipe by means of studs passing within the a fuel pump having an eduction port communicating with

openings in the flange of the fitting and having adjustable the fuel inlet port in the vapourizing chamber, a fuel induc

nuts for the studs and spiral compression springs envelop- tion port in the pump and adjustable means for relieving
ing the studs and between the nut and the flange, a cock the suction through said fuel induction port during part of

in communication with the inlet and means whereby the the suction period of the pump.
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9. In a vapourizing apparatus for internal combustion for varying the amount of vapour fed to the engine , a

engines , a vapourizing chamber , a fuel inlet port therein , governor geared to the main shaft of the engine and means

and a fuel pump having a pump chamber, a plunger mov- connecting said governor with both of said valves, whereby

ing therein , an eduction port in said pumy chamber com- a variation of the speed of the engine varies proportionally

municating with the inlet port in the vapourizing chamber, the amount of vapour fed to the engine and of fuel fed to

an induction port in said pump chamber for the admission the vapourizer , substantially as described .

of fuel , and a second induction port in said chamber and 3. A vapourizer having a casing, a curved partition there

adjustable means for opening second induction port during in engaging with the ends and sides of the casing and di

the outward movement, of the pump plunger to relieve the viding the vapour into two chamber, means for spraying

suction through the fuel induction port. fuel upon one side of said partition , means for conducting

10. In a vapourizing device for internal combustion en- air through the chamber into which the fuel enters, and

gines, a vapourizing chamber, a fuel inlet port therein , a means for conducting a heating fluid through the other of

fuel pump having a plunger, a chamber in which said plun- said chambers .

ger reciprocates, an eduction port in the pump chamber, a 4. A vapourizer having a casing, a curved partition there

fuel feed pipe connecting the eduction port of the pump with in engaging with the ends and sides of the casing and divid

the fuel inlet port of the vapourizing chamber, a fuel in- ing the vapourizer into two chambers, means for spraying

duction port in the pump chamber, a second induction port fuel upon the convex side of said partition , means for con

opening into the side of the pump chamber in a position to ducting air through the chamber into which the fuel enters,

be opened by the outward movement of the pump plunger, and means for conducting a heating fluid through the other

and a pipe connecting the second induction port with the of said chambers.

said fuel feed pipe, whereby the second induction pipe is 5. A vapourizer having a cylindrical casing , & longitu

opened at a predetermined point in the suction stroke of dinally extending and laterally curved partition therein

the pump , to relieve the suction through the fuel induction which engages with the ends and sides of the casing and

port and withdraw the fuel from proximity with the fuel means for spraying fuel upon one side of said partition,

inlet port of the vapourizing chamber. means for conducting air through the chamber into which

11. In a vapourizing device for internal combustion en- the fuel enters , and means for conducting a heating fluid

gines , a vapourizing chamber, a fuel inlet port therein , a through the other of said chambers .
fuel pump , a plunger for said pump having a bevelled end, 6. A vapourizer having a cylindrical casing , a longitudi

a chamber in which the plunger reciprocates , an eduction nally extending and laterally curved partition therein which
port in the pump chamber, a fuel feed pipe connecting the engages with the ends and side of the casing and divides
eduction port of the pump with the fuel inlet port of the the vapourizer into two chambers , means for spraying fuel

vapourizing chamber, a fuel induction port in the pump upon the convex side of said partition, means for conduct
chamber, a second induction port opening into the side of ing air through the chamber into which the fuel enters and
the pump chamber in a position to be uncovered by the means for conducting a heating fluid through the other of
outward movement of the pump plunger , the pump plunger said chambers .
being so supported that it can be rotated to vary the 7. A vapourizer having a casing, a partition therein en

point at which it uncovers the second induction port . gaging with the ends and sides of the casing and dividing

the vapourizer into two chambers, means for supplying fuel

No. 102,408. Internal Combustion Engine. to one of said chambers, means for conducting air througn

Machine à combustion interne. the chamber to which the fuel is supplied , means for con

ducting a heating fluid through the other of said chambers

and an adjustable valve controlling the flow of air through

the fuel chamber .

!

No. 102,409 Stuffing Box Packing.

Garniture de boîtes à étoupe.
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Francis W. Brady, Englewood, New Jersey, U.S.A. , 4th De

cember , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 13th September, 1906 . Re 102409

ceipt No. 139,488 .

Claim . - 1. An internal combustion engine having a
Samuel M. Guss , Reading, Pennsylvania , U.S.A., 4th De

cember, 1906 ; 6 years.
pourizer comprising a vapourizing chamber provided with a

Filed 3rd November, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 140,887.
curved spraying surface , a hot fluid passage formed in part

by the partition bearing surface, a valve for the admission Claim .-- 1. In a stuffing box packing, a clamping ring hav

of air at one side of said chamberand an outlet on the ing an oppositely flared opening, and a pair of split pack
other end connecting with the explosion chamber of the ing rings of conical form arranged with their smallerends
engine, a fuel tank connected with said vapourizer, a regu- contiguous and their larger ends projecting oppositely

lating valve for varying theamount of fuel fed to the va- through said clamping ring, substantially as set forth ,
pourizer, a second regulating valve between the engine 2. A stuffing boxpacking comprising a clamping ring hav

and vapourizer for varying the amount of vapour fed to the ingan oppositely flared opening, a pair ofsplit packing
engine, a centrifugal governor geared to the main shaft rings of conical form arranged with their smaller ends
of the engine, and means connecting said governor with both contiguous and their larger ends projecting oppositely

of said valves , whereby a variation of the speed of the en- through said clamping ring , a compressible packing and

gine varies proportionally theamount ofvapour fedto the interposed washer, and an adjustable gland, substantially
engine and of fuel fed to the vapourizer, substantially as

as set forth .

described 3. A hydraulic stuffing box packing comprising a clamping

2.Aninternal combustion engine having a vapourizer ring of porous material having an oppositelyflared opening,

adapted to supply air saturated with vapourized fuel, said a pair of split conical packing rings within said clamping

vapourizer comprising a vapourizing chamber provided with ring arranged with their smaller ends adjacent and forming

a spraying surface,a regulable valve for the admission of between them an annular lubricating chamber and with
air at one side of said chamber and outlet at the other end their larger ends projecting oppositely throughsaidclamp
connecting with the explosion chamber of the engine , a ing ring,andmeans forpressing together said packing rings,

fuel tank connected with said vapourizer, a regulating valve the porous material of saidClampingring enabling the

for varying the amount of fuel fed to the vapourizer, a operating medium under pressure to occupy said annular

second regulating valve between the engine and vapourizer ' lubricating chamber.

T
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No. 102,410. Extraction of Metals . 3. In a device of the class described, the combination

Extraction des métaux . with the arm and socket suitably held therein and operated

and having an open - ended orifice extending therethrough

Adolf Gutensohn , Plaistow , London , England, 4th December, I and through the arm , of a bit having an open -ended orifice

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 5th March , 1906 . Receipt No. extending therethrough and fitting on to the outside of the

133,573 . projecting end of the socket, as and for the purpose

Claim . - A flux for use in extracting metal from ore or specified,

waste material, consisting of the admixture of one part

borate of manganese, one part carbon , and four parts of a No. 102,413 . Strainer for Fried Cakes.

slag liquifying material , substantially as set forth .
Passoire pour gâteaux rôtis .

No. 102,411 . Grinding Wheel. Roue à mouture .
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Gilbert Hart, Detroit, Michigan , U.S.A. , 4th December,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 3rd July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,491 .

Claim.--1 . As an article of manufacture , a grinding seg .

ment having pin receiving openings , a metallic plate pro
vided with pins to enter said openings , and solder to Fig. 6 .

connect the plate and segment and interposed between the legi .

pins and the segment.

2. As an article of manufacture , a grinding segment hav

ing pin receiving openings, a metallic plate provided with
Fig.8.

integral beaded pins to enter said openings , and solder to 102413

connect the plate and segment, the diameter of the pins John Ramsey, Syracuse , New York, U.S.A.,4th December,

being greater than that of the openings, the solder sur
rounding the pins . 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 29th May , 1906. Receipt No. 136,385 .

3. As an article of manufacture , a grinding segment hav- Claim . - 1. The combination with the base frame and re

ing pin receiving openings , and pouring openings extending ticular strainer attached to said frame , of posts attached

into the same from a side edge and intersecting the other to said frame at one side of the periphery thereof , a plu
openings . rality of superposed reticular strainers hinged to said posts

and formed with coinciding slots extending across said

superposed strainers , and a bail attached to the base frame

No. 102,412, Wrench. Clé à écrou .
and passing through the aforesaid slots , as set forth and

shown .

2. The combination with the kettle , of a fried cake strainer

consisting of a base frame seated in said kettle, a reticular

strainer attached to said frame, posts attached to the frame

at one side of the periphery thereof , a plurality of reticular

strainers hinged to said posts at different elevations and

provided with props diametrically opposite the posts and

with coinciding slots extending across the strainers, a bail

attached to the base frame and passing through the afore

said slots , a standard provided with a supporting foot en

gaging the bottom of the kettle, and an arm pivoted at the

top of the standard and adapted to bear on the top of the

bail , as and for the purpose set forth.

No. 102,414. Culinary Vessel. Ustensile de cuisine.
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Frederick Alonzo Hanes and William Staples . co - inventors ,

both of Huntsville, Ontario, Canada, 4th December,

1906; 6 years. Filed 17th September , 1906. Receipt No.

139,576 .

Claim.–1 . In a ratchet wrench and bit therefor, the com

bination with an arm having an orifice formed in the end

thereof provided with an annular enlargement and a re

taining plate, of a socket having gear teeth fitting in the

annular enlargement and having an orifice extending there

through and throughthe arm ,and a bit fitting exteriorly
on the outer end of the socket and means for securing the

bit of thesocket,as and for thepurpose specified .
2. In a ratchet wrench and bit therefor , the combination

with an arm havingan orifice formed in the end thereof
provided with an annular enlargement and a retaining plate ,

of a socket having gear teeth fitting in the annular en
largement and having an orifice extending therethrough

and through the arm , and a bit fitting exteriorly on the William Sowerby, Indiana , Pennsylvania, U.S.A. , 4th De

outer end of the socket, and a spring finger extending around cember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 26th June , 1906. Receipt

one of the gear teeth of the socket at one end and into a No. 137,307.

notch in the bit at the opposite end , as and for the purpose Claim .-- 1. An attachment for culinary vessels having
specified

handles comprising a spring clamp formed of wire and
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adapted to engage the handle of the vessel, a plate carried an electric motor , means for mechanically connecting said

by said clamp , said plate being sheared to form brackets , motor, to the belt pulleys on the spindles, and means for

a strap carried by said plate , a lid hinged to said strap , a laterally adjusting said brackets , substantially as set forth.

rod mounted in said brackets and connected to said lid , the

one end of said rod being bent upwardly to form a No. 102,416. Carbureter. Carburateur.

handle, substantially as described .

2. In an attachment of the character described, the com

bination with a culinary vessel having a handle and a lid ,

of a spring clamp adapted to embrace said handle , a strap

carried by said clamp to which said lid is hinged, a recipro

cating rod mounted upon said clamp and connected to said

lid .

3. An attachment for culinary vessels comprising a clamp

composed of spring wire having a U-shaped arm adapted

to engage the underneath surface of a handle and having

arms parallel to said U - shaped arm and connected thereto

by a coil , a plate carried by said last-named arms , a strap

carried by said plate , a lid hinged toʻsaid strap and a re

ciprocating rod, slidably mounted on brackets carried by

said plate , and pivotally connected to the said lid .
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No. 102,415. Polishing Machine. Machine à polir .

Carl Alfred von Soden -Fraunhofen, Unterturkheim , Wurt

temberg, Germany , 4th December , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed

24th September, 1906 . Receipt No. 139,731 .

Claim . - 1. A carbureter comprising in combination a

mixing chamber provided with a nozzle for the entrance of

the gaseous fluid , a throttle mounted in said chamber, and

adapted to partially revolve, a shaft fixedly connected with

said throttle and adapted to partially revolve, and means

connected with said shaft to counteract to the motion of

the latter and governing the throttle in such manner that

as the load on the motor increases, the resistance which the

said means exercises against the alteration of position of

the throttle , also increases.

2. A carbureter comprising in combination a mixing

chamber provided with a nozzle for the entrance of the

Gustav Tüschel, New York City , New York , U.S.A. , 4th

gaseous fluid , a throttle mounted in said chamber and

December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 6th June , 1906 .

adapted to partially revolve, a shaft fixedly connected with

ceipt No. 136,597 .

said throttle and adapted to partially revolve, a crank fixed

Claim .-- 1. In a polishing machine , the combination , with ing a hollow space and adapted to be operatedbysaid

ly connected with said shaft, tubular pivoted casings form

a frame and a workholder onthesame , of a pluralityof cránk , a spring located in said hollow spaceand having

polishing ball carriers, polishing balls arranged in said helices of increasing pitch.
carriers , and means for effecting movement of the work

holder and ball carriers the one withreference to the other, chamberprovided with a nozzle for the entrance of the
3. A carbureter comprising in

combination a mixing

substantially as described . gaseous fluid, a

2. In a polishing machine of the class described , the com

throttle mounted in said chamber and

bination with a frame, and a movable work holder on the adapted to partially revolve, a shaft fixedly connected with

said throttle and adapted to partially revolve, a cam car;
same, of a plurality of adjustable hollow polishing ball

carriers , a plurality of polish balls made of felt carrier

ried by said shaft , a leaf spring bearing with its free end

by each carrier, a suitable fabric covering said balls , means

on said cam, and a set screwfor varying, the degree of

compression .

for adjusting said ball carriers vertically , means for adju s

ing the same laterally, and means for rotating the same,

4. A carbureter comprising in combination a mixing

chamber provided with a nozzle for the entrance of the

substantially as set forth .

3.Inapolishingmachine of the class described,thecom- adapted topartially revolve, a shaft fixedly connected with

throttle mounted in said chamber and

the same,and means for moving said work holder forwardly of varying thickness, two clamping or contact springs
said throttle and adapted to partially revolve, a cam disc

and backwardly, of a plurality of vertical rotatable spindles adapted to come in contact with the disc and a set screw

arranged above said work holder, ahollow polishing ball for regulating the amount of frictional contact ..
carrier for each spinde, and capable of containing any 5. A

desired polishing material, means for removably,attaching chamber provided with a nozzle for the entrance of the

carbureter comprising in combination

the ball carriers to the rotatable spindles , a plurality of felt

ballsprojecting from the under side ofeach ball carrier, adapted to partiallyrevolve,ashaft fixedly connected with
means for adjusting the same vertically, and means for saidthrottleandadaptedto partially revolve a bellcrank
rotating the same , substantially as set forth .

4. In a polishing machine of the class described, the com

lever consisting of an about vertical and about horizontal

bination withaframe,asuitable work holder arranged on justably secured to the verticalarm , a camfixedly mounted
arm , and also adaptedto partially revolve, a weightad;

the same , and means for moving said work holder forwardly

and backwardly, of a plurality of vertical rotatable spin- crank lever .

on said shaft and supporting thehorizontal arm of the bell

dles arranged above said work holder, a hollow polishing

ball carrier for each spindle , and capable of containing

any desired polishing material , means for removably attach- No. 102,417. Valve Stem Clamp and Labricator.

ing the ball carriers to the rotatable spindles , a plurality Agrafe de tige de soupape et graisseur.

of felt balls projecting from the under side of each ball

carrier, abearing for each spindle, and a laterally adjus- Joseph Carter Williamson and William D. Barker , both of

table bracket, wherein said bearing may be moved upward Tallahassee, Florida, U.S.A., 4th December , 1906; 6 years.

and downward , means for adjusting said brackets laterally, Filed 3rd October, 1906. Receipt No. 140,015.

and means for rotating the spindles, substantially as set Claim.-1 . A combined valve stem clamp and lubricator,

forth .

5. in a polishing machine of the class described ,thecom- tering recesses forminga chamberfor the lubricant, and

comprising upperandlower members having verticalregis

bination with a frame , a suitable work holder arranged on

the same,and meansformoving said work holderforwardly passageof the valve stem , said chamber communicating
and backwardly, of a plurality of vertical rotatable spindles with said opening, said upper member having ears pro
arrangedabove said work holder, a hollow polishingball vided with openings for receivingthe stuffing box bolts.

desired polishing material, means for removablyattaching videdwith nuts whereby to tighten saidmemberson the
the ball carriers to the rotatable spindles, a plurality of valve stem.

felt balls projecting from the under side of each ball car

rier, a bearing for each spindle, and a laterally adjustable prising upper and lower members having registering me.

2. A combined valve stem clamp and lubricator, com

bracket, wherein said bearing may be moved upward and. cesses forming a chamber for lubricants, and having the

downward , a belt pulley on the upper end of each spindle , cesses co - acting to form an opening for the passage of the

a mixing

1
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valve stem , said chamber communicating with said opening, printing levers , and means for aligning the toggle links

and bolts traversing both of said members, and provided when the keys are operated and thus imparting movement

to the printing levers .

5. In a cash register, the combination with a plurality of

keys, of a printing mechanism adapted to be operated by

the same, a printing lever having a permanent joint, a

special key. and means connecting said key and lever

for rendering the joint of the latter either flexèible or

rigid at will .

6. In a cash register, the combination with a plurality of

keys, of a printing mechanism adapted to be operated by

the same , feeding devices for a check strip , an independent

motor for actuating said devices , and a release for said

motor .

1. In a cash register the combination with a plurality

of keys , of a printing mechanism connected thereto , a

knife for cutting a check strip , an independent motor

for operating said knife independently of the regular oper

ation of the machine, and a release device for said motor.

8. In a cash register, the combination with a plurality of

keys, of a printing mechanism , a printing lever having a

permanent joint, a spring for normally holding the respec

tive portions of said lever in alignment, and a locking

device for the joint of said lever adapted to be operated

by a special key .

9. In a cash register , the combination with a plurality of

keys , of a printing mechanism , a printing lever comprising

two permanently joined sections, devices for locking or

unlocking the joint between said sections, means for lock
ing one of said sections to the frame , and a special key

for operating said devices and means.

10. In a cash register , the combination with a plurality of

keys, of a printing mechanism , an inking device , a lever

1024 17 for operating said knife independently of the regular oper76

said lever, and devices connected to the keys and adapted

to engage said foot when operated in one direction but
with nuts whereby to tighten said members on the valve

force it to one side out of its path when operated in anstem.

opposite direction .

11. In a cash register , the combination with a plurality

No. 102,418. Cash Register. Registre d monnaie.
of keys , of a printing mechanism , a spring actuated feed

ing mechanism for a paper supply, a latch for said lat

ter mechanism , a ratchet wheel adapted to operate said

lateh. means for operating said ratchet wheel connected
to the keys, and a special key for throwing said means

into or out of engagement with the ratchet wheel .

12. In a cash register, the combination with a plurality

of keys, of a printing mechanism , pivoted printing levers ,

toggle levers connected to the first-mentioned levers and

adapted to move eccentrically to part a double back and

forth movement to the first- mentioned levers at each oper

ation of the machine, and means connecting the toggle

levers with the keys .

13. In a cash register , the combination with a plurality

of keys , of a printing mechanism , a slide , inking arms

carried by said slide , projections mounted on said arms

and extending into suitable slots formed in a fixed por

tion of the frame for positively spreading or drawing said

arms together , and means connecting the slide with the

keys.

14. în a cash register , the combination with a plurality

of keys, of an operating lever connected to the same , a

pivoted catch lever having a locking stud engaging the

operating lever, a rod for operating said catch lever , and

special keys which are adapted to operate said rod .

102418 15. In a cash register , the combination with a plurality

of keys , of an operating lever adapted to be operated by

The National Cash Register Company, assignee of Fred- the same, a plurality of printing wheels , a plurality of

erick J. Nutting, both of Dayton, Ohio , U.S.A. , 4th aligning arms adapted to engage said printing wheels , a
December , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 21st October, 1905. Re rock shaft carrying said arms, a trip on said shaft , and

ceipt No. 129,434 .
a projection on the operating lever adapted to strike said

Claim . - 1. In a cash register , the combination of a plural- tria .

ity of keys, of a plurality of pivoted operating arms hav- 16. In a cash register , the combination with a recording

ing operating edges of different lengths, and also provided mechanism , of a series of keys , a series of operating arms

with projecting noses , projections mounted on the keys adapted to be engaged by said keys when the latter are

and engaging said edges, and arms mounted on the keys moved in one direction and having operating edges of dif

and adapted to engage said noses. ferent lengths , and projections mounted on said keys and

2. In a cash register, the combination with a plurality of adapted to return said arms to their normal positions

keys, of a plurality of cam arms having projecting cam when the keys are moved to opposite directions.

noses, projections on the keys engaging said cam arms to 17. In a cash register , the combination with a plurality

move them in one direction , and mounted the of keys , of a printing mechanism , devices for feeding and

keys and adapted to engage the cam noses to move the cutting a check strip, an independent motor for actuating
arms

in the opposite direction . said latter mechanism , and a release for said motor.

3. In a cash register, the combination with a plurality 18. In a cash register, the combination with a plurality

of main operating keys, of a pivoted operating lever ar- of keys , of a printing mechanism, devices for feeding and

ranged to be operated by said keys, a locking device for cutting a check strip , a spring motor for actuating said

said lever, a plurality of special keys , and means latter mechanism , and means for releasing said motor by

necting the locking device and the special keys whereby the operation of the machine.

said device is unlocked upon the depression of any one of 19. In a cash register , the combination with a series of

said special keys. keys each having a pendant projection , of a movable spring

4. In a cash register, the combination with a plurality of pressed rack plate so arranged as to be engagedby all of
keys, of a printing mechanism , two pivoted printing levers, said pendant projections whereby the keys are locked in
separate toggle links pivoted together and to therespective l their adjusted positions .
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20. In a cash register, the combination with a plurality 35. In a printing attachment for cash registers, the com

of keys , of a printing mechanism , "devices for feeding and bination with type carriers and means for setting the same,

cutting a check strip, an independent motor for actuating of a paper feeding device, a spring motor, a special key

said devices independently of the regular operation of the for controlling the release of said spring motor, and means

machine, means for releasing said motor , and devices for for causing the paper feed device to be operated when the
arresting said motor after predetermined period of spring motor is so released.

operation . 36. In a printing attachment for cash registers, the com

21. In a cash register , the combination with a recording bination with type carriers and means for setting the same ,

mechanism of a series of keys each having a pendent of means for taking an impression on a check strip , a

projection, a pivoted spring pressed rack plate arranged knife for severing said check strip , and a spring motor for

to be engaged by all of said projections to lock the same operating said knife .

in position , independent keys, and means connected to the 37. In a printing attachment for cash registers, the com

latter and arranged to rock the rack plate to release the bination with type carriers and means for setting the same ,

first -mentioned keys . of means for taking an impression on a check strip , a

22. In a cash register, the combination with a plurality knife for severing said check strip, a spring motor for

of keys, of a plurality of arms having cam edgesof dif- operating said knife, and a special key for controlling the

ferent lengths , and projections mounted on thekeys and ar- release of said spring motor.

ranged to engage opposite sides of said arms and force 38. In a printing attachment for cash registers , the com

them positively backward and forward, the construction bination with type carriers and means for setting the same,

being such that the arms are locked against independent of a platen for taking an impression on a check strip, a

movement by the projections. feeding device for said check strip , a knife for severing

23. In a cash register, the combination with a plurality the check strip, a spring motor, and means connected with

of keys, of a printing mechanism , feeding means for a said spring motor for operating the check feed device and

paper supply, an independent motor device for said feed- also the knife .

ing means, a latch for said motor, a releasing device for 39. In a printing attachment for cash registers , the com

said latch , and means connecting the releasing device to bination with type carriers and means for getting the same,

said keys . of a platen for taking an impression on a check strip, a

24. In a cash register, the combination with a plurality feeding device for said check strip, a knife for severing

of keys , of a printing mechanism , feeding devices for a
the check strip , a spring motor, means connected with said

paper supply, an independent motor for said feeding de- spring motor for operating the check feed device and also

vices , a latch for said motor, means connected to the keys
the knife, and a special key for controlling the release of

for tripping said latch , and a special key for throwing
said spring motor .

said means into and out of operative condition.
40. In a cash register , the combination with printing de

25. In a cash register, the combination with an operating certain parts co -operatingwith the printing devices, and
vices , of a spring motor with connections for controlling

mechanism , a printing mechanism , a motor for operating a

part of the printing mechanism independently of the regu
means for releasing said motor.

lar operating mechanism , means for releasing the motor

controlled by the operating mechanism , and a specialkey No. 102,419. Cash Register. Registre à monnaie.

for throwing said means out of operative condition .

26. In a cash register , the combination with a series of

amount keys , of a key coupler arranged to be operated

thereby , a lever connected to said coupler, a series of special

keys , a movable frame common to the special keys , a lock

for the lever , and a cam slide intermediate the special key

frame and the lock .

27. In a cash register , the combination with an operating

mechanism of a printing mechanism including movable

platen carrying members, toggle levers connected to said

members, and means for causing the toggle levers to im

part a double back and forth movement to the platen carry

ing members at each operation of the machine.

28. In a cash register , the combination with a series of

amount keys, of a printing mechanism connected to said

keys , a series of special keys , a type carrier controlled by

the special keys, and means for locking the amount keys

until one of the special keys is operated.

29. In a cash register, the combination with a series of

amount keys, of a type carrier controlled thereby, a series

of special keys , a type carrier controlled by said special

keys , and means for preventing the operation of the amount

keys until one of the special keys is operated .

30. In a cash register, the combination with a series of

amount keys , of a type carrier operated thereby, a series

of special keys , a type carrier operated by these latter

keys , and means for preventing the setting of the amount

type carriers until the special type carrier is first set . The National Cash Register Company, assignee of William
31. In a cash register, the combination with a printing H. Muzzy, Dayton , Ohio, U.S.A., 4th December, 1906; 6

mechanism , of a series of keys for operating the same, a years . Filed 21st October, 1905. Receipt No. 129,435 .

series of special keys, a type carrier for the special keys,

and means for preventing the operation of the printing prising a primary accounting device containing mechanism

Claim . - 1. A machine of the character described , com

mechanism until thetype carrierforthe special keys has arranged to be preliminarily adjusted according to desired

first been set . numbers or designations, and

32. In a cash register, the combination with a printing separate accounting device whose accounting mechanism is

a distant and structurally

mechanism including amount type carriers, of a series of controlled in extent of movement by the primary account.

amount keys for controlling the printing mechanism and ing mechanism , with devices for positively limiting the ex
type cariers , a series of special keys, a type carrier for the tent of such movement of the distant accounting me

same, and means for locking the amount keys until one of chanism .
the special keys has been operated . 2. A machine of the character described, comprising å

33. In a cash register,thecombination with a series of primary accounting device containing mechanism arranged
amount keys, a type carrier operated by said keys , a to be preliminarily adjusted according to desired numbers
platen also operated by the keys, a series of special keys , or designations, and a distant andstructurally separate

a type carrier for these latter keys, and means for com accounting device whose accounting mechanismis control

pelling the operation of oneof thespecialkeysforrecord- led in extent of movement by the primary accounting men

ingwhich clerkmakes the sale, before the amount keys chanism , with devices controlled by a movablepart of the
can be operated . primary accounting device for effecting the actual move.

34. In acashregister, the combination with aplurality mentof the accounting mechanism of the distant accounting
of operating keys, of a common member arranged to be device.
actuated by any one of said keys, a locking device for said 3. A machine of the character described , comprising a

member, aseriesof special keys, and means connectingthe primary accounting device containing mechanism arranged

noekingdeviceto the special keys whereby said device is tobe preliminarily adjustedaccording to desired numbers
operated upon the depression of any one of said special or designations, and a distant and structurally separate

keys.
accounting device whose accounting mechanism is control
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led in extent of movement by the primary accounting me- the electro - magnets of said means , and means for controll

chanism , with devices for positively limiting the extent of ing the circuits, which are operated from the recording me

such movement of the distant accounting mechanism , and chanism and the recording instrument.

also with devices controlled by a movable part of the 17. The combination with a cash register having record

primary accounting device for effecting the actual movement ing devices, of a recording instrument, and means for ope

of the accounting mechanism of the distant accounting de- rating the recording instrument upon an operation of the
vice . recording devices in the cash register.

4. The combination with a cash register including its 18. The combination with a cash register having record

operating member, of circuit controlling devices forming ing devices , of a recording instrument comprising record

part of the cash register mechanism and controlling differ- ing devices and electrically controlled means for operating

ent circuits for different amounts or designations, a dis- the recording devices , which means are controlled upon an

tant accounting device controlled in extent of movement operation of the recording devices in the cash register.

by said circuit controlling devices , and means controlled 19. The combination with a recording mechanism, of a

by said operating member for effecting the actual movement recording instrument comprising devices for giving a

of said accounting device. cord , means for operating and setting said devices, and

5. The combination with a cash register containing a means controlled from the recording mechanism for con

differentially movable accounting element, of a distant and trolling the operating and setting means.
structurally separate differentially movable element con- 20. The combination with a recording mechanism , of a

trolled in position by said last -mentioned differentially recording instrument comprising devices for giving a

movable element. cord, means for operating said devices, electro -magnetically

6. The combination with a cash register containing a operated means for controlling the said operating means,

differentially movable accounting element, of a distant and and means for controlling the electro -magnets of said elec

structurally separate differentially movable element contro-magnetically operated means from the recording me

trolled as to its extent of movement in one direction by chanism.

said first -mentioned differentially movable element , and 21. The combination with a cash register , of a recording

means for restoring said distant element to normal posi- instrument comprising a device for giving a record , means
tion after such movement. for moving said device from a normal to a recording posi

7. The combination with a cash register containing amount tion , electro-magnetically operated means for controlling
determining mechanism arranged to be preliminarily ad- the position of said record device, a circuit forsaid elecjusted according to desired numbers or designations, of a tro -magnetically operated means, and a circuit selector

distant and structurally separate differentially movable ele- operated from the cash register for controlling the said
ment controlled as to its extent ofmovement in one direc- circuit .

tion by said amount determining mechanism , and means for 22. In a cash register , the combination with circuit con

restoring said distant elementto normal position after such trollers , of an operating mechanism , a motor, indicators
movement. controlled by the motor, means for controlling the motor

8. The combination with a cash register, of circuit con from the operating mechanism , and means for preventing

trolling devices forming part thereof and controlling dif the movement of the operating mechanism to de - energize

ferent circuits for different amounts, an accounting element the motor until after said motor has made its fullmove
arranged to be controlled by said circuit controlling de- ment.

vices , a circuit controller movable with said accounting 23. In a cash register, the combination with circuit con

element, and a magnetic stop device for said element in - trollers, of an operating mechanism , a motor, means for
cluded in said circuits. energizing the motor by movement of the operating me

9. In an accounting device , the combination with an ac chanism , and means for preventing the motor being de

counting element, of means for moving the same, and energized by the operating mechinasm until the motor has

amount determining mechanism and electrical devices co been fully operated .

operating therewith for positively limiting the movement 24. In a cash register, the combination with circuit

of said element whereby to determine the extent of move controllers, of an operating mechanism , a series of indi

ment of the same. cators also having controllers, a motor for operating the

10. The combination with a cash register, of a distant and indicators , means controlled by the operating mechanism

structurally separate accounting instrument comprising de for energizing the motor, and means for preventing the

vicesfor effecting an accounting,means for operatingsaid motor being de-energized until it has been fully operated.

devices , and means controlledfrom the cash register for trollers, of an operatingmechanism , a motor, indicators25. In a cash register, the combination with circuit con

controlling said operating means .

11. The combination with a cash register containing de- 1 operated by the motor, means, controlling the motor from
vices arranged to be set in predetermined positions cor the operating mechanism , and means for preventing the

responding to numbers selected, of a distant and structu- operating mechanism de -energizing the motor until the

rally separate accounting instrument comprising devices latter has concluded its full movement.

for effecting an accounting, means for operating said de
26. In cash register, the combination with circuit

vices ,and means controlled from thesaid cash register controllers'moveable by the motor andlocking devices forcontrollers , of an operating mechanism , a motor, circuit

devices for controlling said operating means.

12. In a recording instrument, the combination of a de the latter circuit controllers for locking them in their set

vice for giving a record, means for moving said device, a positions while the first mentioned controllers return to

locking means for engaging the device and locking the same their normal positions.

in any one of a plurality of positions, an electro-magnet 27. In a cash register, the combination with differentially

for controlling said locking means, and a circuit closer movable circuit controllers, of an operating mechanism , a

operated bysaid device in its movement, said circuit closer motor, differentially movable circuit controllers actuated

included in the circuit for said electro - magnet .
by the motor, indicators controlled by the last -mentioned

13. The combination with a cash register, of a recording circuit controllers, and means for locking the last-mention

instrument including a device for giving a record , means ed circuit controllers in their set positions while the first

for moving said device , a locking means for engaging the mentioned controllers return to their normal positions.

device and locking the same in any one of a plurality of
28. In cash register , the combination with setting means ,

positions, an electro -magnet for controlling said locking of an operating mechanism, a series of indicators located

means, a circuit closer operated by said device in its move at a distance from the register , a motor for actuating the

ment, said circuit closer included in the circuit for said indicators, means controlled by the operating mechanism

electro -magnet, and a selector for said circuit operated for energizing and de- energizing the motor, and means con
from said cash register. trolled by the motor for preventing movement of the operat

14. In combination with a cash register having recording ing means to de-energize the motor, until said motor has

devices, of a recording instrument having recording devices, made its full stroke or operation .

and means for adjusting them to a recording position upon 29. In a cash register , the combination with a series of

and through the adjustment to a recording position ofthe differentially movable circuit controllers, of a cash drawer

recording devices of the cash register. for operating the same, a motor, a series of differentially

15. In combination with a recording mechanism , a record- movable corresponding circuit controllers actuated thereby,

ing instrument comprising a plurality of devices for re means controlled by the cash drawer for energizing and de

cording purposes, means for shifting the devices to a posi- energizing the motor, and means controlled by the motor

tion to give a record, and electro -magnetically operated for preventing movement of the cash drawer to de-energize

means for controlling the position of said devices, said it until the motor has made a full operation .

electro -magnetically operated means being controlled from 30. In a cash register, the combination with a series of

the recording mechanism . oscillatory elements having differential movements , keys

16. In combination with a recording mechanism, a record for limiting the movements of said elements in one direc
ing instrument comprising a plurality of devices for re- tion , a cash drawer for returning the elements in an op

cording purposes, means for shifting the devices to a posi- posite direction, circuit controllers movable with said ele
tion to give a record , electro -magnetically operated means ments, a motor, indicator operated by said motor, means

for controlling the position of said devices, circuits for controlled by the cash drawer for energizing and de- ener

a
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gizing the motor , and means controlled by the motor for 4. In a cash register, the combination with an operating

preventing it being de - energized by the cash drawer until mechanism , of a series of clerks' keys, a series of cash re
said motor has been fully operated . ceptacles, a series of keys controlling said receptacles , and

31. In a cash register, the combination with a series of independent signals for the clerks ' keys and receptacles, co

oscillatory differentially movable elements , circuit control- acting in such manner as to produce a single intelligible

lers carried by said elements , a cash drawer for operating signal.

said elements , a motor, indicators operated by the motor , 5. In a cash register , the combination with an operating

means for energizing the motor upon the opening of the mechanism , of a series of clerks' keys, a series of casb

cash drawer and de-energizing it when the cash drawer receptacles, a special indicator, a special signal connected

is closed , and means for locking the cash drawer in its to the indicator, and independent signals for the cash re

open position until the motor has been fully operated. ceptacles, said signals co - acting to produce a single in

32. In a cash register , the combination with circuit con- telligible signal .

trollers , of an operating mechanism , a motor, indicators 6. In a cash register, the combination with an operating

actuated by the motor, means for energizing the motor mechanism , of a series of clerks' keys , a special indicator

during the initial movement of the operating mechanism controlled by the same , a rotary signal connected to said

and de- energizing it during the final movement of said me indicator, a series of cash receptacles , and independent sig

chanism , and means for locking the operating mechanism nals representing said receptacles , and signals co - acting to

between its initial and final movements until the motor produce a single intelligible signal .

has been completely operated . 7. In a cash register, the combination with an operating

33. In a cash register system in which are employed mechanism , of a series of clerks' keys , a series of cash re

sending and receiving machines , electrically connected ceptacles, and a series of receptacle keys located immedi

means for controlling the receiving machine by the send ately adjoining the corresponding clerks' keys whereby a

ing machine , and means for preventing the improper con- clerks ' key and a receptacle key corresponding thereto may

trol of the receiving machine by too rapid movement of the be operated by the pressure of a single finger.

sending machine . 8. In a cash register, the combination with an operating

34. In a cash register system employing a sending ma- mechanism , of a series of clerks keys, a series of cash

chine and a receiving machine , and means for locking the drawers, and a series of independent drawer release keys

ieceiving machine in set position while the sending machine located immediately adjoining the clerks' keys whereby cor

resumes its normal position . responding clerks' and drawers , keys may be simultaneous

35. In a cash register system employing a sending ma- ly operated by one finger.

chine and a receiving machine, of controlled means inter- 9. In a cash register, the combination with an operating

mediate the two machines, and means for preventing a mechanism , of a series of cash receptacles, apertured key

misoperation of the receiving machine by too rapid opera- guides, and a series of controlling elements mounted in the

tion of the sending machine. respective apertures in said guides and each comprising

a clerks' key and a drawer release key sliding against the

No. 102,420. Cash Register. Registre à monnaie . same , and guided by said clerks' key.

10. In a cash register , the combination with an operating

mechanism , of a clerks ' controlling mechanism , a movable

member formed with an aperture and connected to the

controlling mechanism whereby the aperture may be posi

tioned according to the operation of said controlling me

chanism , a series of cash receptacles, and signals repre

senting said receptacles and located at the different points

to which the aperture may be brought.

11. In a cash register, the combination with an operating

mechanism of a clerks' selecting mechanism , a movable

apertured member controlled by said selecting mechanism

whereby the aperture may be brought to different positions .

a series of cash receptacles, and a series of signals re

presenting said receptacles and occupying the different

positions to which the aperture may be brought.

12. In a cash register , the combination with an operating

mechanism , of a series of clerks' keys, an apertured dise

controlled by said keys whereby the aperture may be

brought to different positions, a series of cash receptacles.

means for opening said receptacles, a series of signals oe

cupying the different positions to which the aperture of the

disc may be brought, and means for bringing the signals

into operation according to the cash receptacle opened .

13. In a cash register, the combination with an operat.

ing mechanism , of a series of clerks' keys, an anertured

disc controlled by said keys, a series of cash drawers, a

series of signals , and means for bringing the signals into

operation according to the cash drawer opened .

14. In a cash drawer, the combination with an operating

mechanism , of a series of clerks' keys , an indicator con

trolled by said keys , a series of cash drawers, & series

of drawer release keys, a rotary disc provided with signal

102420
apertures and connected to the indicator, and a series of

signals controlled by the drawer release keys , the aper

The National Cash Register Company of Ohio , assignee of gible signal.
tured disc and signals co-acting to produce a single intelli

William H. Muzzy , both of Dayton , Ohio , U.S.A. , 4th
15. In a cash register, the combination with an operating

December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 21st October, 1905 . Re
mechanism , of a series of clerks' keys, a series of drawer

ceipt No. 129,437.
keys, an indicator controlled by the clerks ' keys , a series

Claim . - 1 . In a cash register, the combination with an of cash drawers released by the drawer keys, and inde

operating mechanism , of a series of clerks ' setting ele- pendent signals controlled by the drawer keys and the in

mints , a special signalling device controlled thereby, a dicator and co -acting to produce a single intelligible signal .

series of cash receptacles, means controlling said recep- 16. In a cash register, the combination with an operat

tacles, and special drawer signalling devices governed by ing mechanism , of a clerks' setting mechanism , a movable

the drawer controlling means whereby the two signalling member controlled by the clerks' setting mechanism ant

devices co - act to produce a single intelligible signal. formed with a series of apertures covered by transparent

2. In a cash register, the combination with an operating colored material, a series of cash receptacles, a series of

mechanism , of a plurality of cash receptacles, clerk's con- signals positioned back of the movable member, and meanr

trolling elements , and independent signals representing the for bringing the signals into operation according to the

cash receptacles and the clerks ' controlling elements, and cash receptacle opened .

co -acting to produce a single intelligible signal. 17. In a cash register, the combination with an operating

3. In a cash register, the combination with an operating mechanism and connections , of a special rotary indicator,

mechanism , of clerks ' controlling mechanism , a series of an apertured disc connected to said indicator , a series of

cash receptacles, and independent signals representing the lights occupying the different positions to which the aper

clerks' selecting mechanism and the cash receptacles, and ture of said disc may be brought, a series of cash roep

co - acting in such manner as to produce a single intelligible tacles , and means for bringing the lights into operation ac

signal . cording to the cash receptacle opened .
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18. In a cash register , the combination with an operating mechanism , a flash for the indicators , a series of keys for

mechanism , of two spaced rotary discs connected thereto releasing the cash drawers and means intermediate the

and formed with apertures, a series of cash receptacles, and keys and the flash for causing the latter to conceal the

a series of lights located between the spaced discs and ar- indicators when any one of the keys is operated and inde

ranged to be thrown into operation according to the re- pendently of the operation of the indicators .

ceptacle opened to display the signal from each side of the 8. In a cash register , the combination with a series of
machine . cash receptacles , of a series of indicators , indicator operating

19. In a cash register , the combination with an operating mechanism , concealing devices for said indicators, a print

mechanism, of two spaced rotary discs connected thereto, ing mechanism , a series of controlling elements, and me

and each of the same formed with a series of apertures chanism intermediate said elements and the cash recep

covered with transparent coloured material, lights located tacles , printer , indicators and concealing devices for releas

between said discs , a series of cash receptacles , and means ing the receptacles and the concealing devices without

for bringing the lights into operation according to the re- operating the indicators.

ceptacle opened whereby a coloured signal is displayed at 9. In a cash register the combination with a series of

both sides of the machine . cash drawers , of a series of indicators , concealing flashes

20. In a cash register, the combination with an operating for the indicators , a printing mechanism , and a series of

mechanism , of a series of clerks ' keys , a signal operating keys for controlling the cash drawers , the printing mechan

member controlled by the same, a series of cash drawers , ism and the flashes.

drawer release devices, series of illuminated signals con- 10. In a cash register the combination with an operating

trolled by the drawer release devices, and means for re- mechanism , of a series of cash receptacles , a series of

taining the illuminated signals in operation after one drawer indicators , a flash for the indicators , and a series of keys

release device is actuated until another drawer release is arranged to release the receptacles and drop the flash in

subsequently moved. dependently of the regular operation of the machine .

11. In a cash register the combination with a series of

cash receptacles, of a series of indicators , flashes for theNo. 102,421 . Cash Register. Registre à monnaie.

indicators, a latch for holding the flashes away from the

indicators , and means for exposing the desired receptacle

and tripping said latch .

12. In a cash register the combination with a series of

cash receptacles, of a series of indicators, flashes for the

indicators, a printing mechanism, a latch for the flashes,
and a series of keys for releasing the cash receptacles,

tripping the latch and controlling the printing mechanism .

13. In a cash register the combination with a series of
cash receptacles, of a series of indicators, flashes for the

indicators, a printing mechanism , a series of controlling

keys for the printing mechanism and indicators , an operat

ing mechanism for setting the indicators and operating

flash, controlling means intermediate the keys and flash ,

and devices operated by the keys for releasing the cash

receptacles.

14. In a cash register the combination with a series of

cash receptacles, of a series of indicators, means for con

cealing the indicators, and devices for determining which

receptacle will be opened , arranged to release the conceal

ing means .

15. In a cash register the combination with a series of

cash drawers , of a series of indicators , a flash for the in

dicators, an operating mechanism for setting the flash , and

a drawer selecting mechanism arranged to trip the flash .

The National Cash Register Company of Uhio, assignee of
16. In a cash register, thecombination with a series of

William H. Muzzy , both of Dayton , Ohio , 4th December,
cash receptacles , of a series of indicators , flashes for the

1906 ; 6 years .
Filed 21st October, 1905 . Receipt No. indicators, a printing mechanism , and a selecting means

controlling the receptacles and printing mechanism and
129,438 .

arranged to release the flash .

Claim . — 1 In cash register , the combination with

17. In a cash register the combination with a series of

series of cash receptacles, of a series of indicators , means keys controlling the indicator, means for controlling the
for operating the indicators , mechanism for concealing the

flash operated by the keys , a printing device also controlled
indicators when any one of the cash receptacles is released; by the keys, and a series of drawer latches connected to
and devices for releasing the receptacles independently of

the keys .

the indicator operating means.
18. In a cash register the combination with an operating

2. In a cash register , the combination with a series of
mechanism , of printing devices for printing the amounts, a

cash receptacles, of a series of indicators , means for operating the indicators, devices for concealing the indicators, series of cash receptacles, a series of indicators, a series

of special keys for controlling the cash receptacles , a flash ,
and means for causing the opening of the respective re connecting means intermediate the special keys and flash ,
ceptacles and the operation of the concealing means inde

pendently of the indicator operating means .
and a special printing device controlled by the special keys.

3. In a cash register, the combination with a series of
19. In a cash register the combination with a operating

cash receptacles, of a seriesof indicators, means foroperat- mechanism , of a series of cash drawers, a series of indica

tors for indicating the amounts and the clerks' designation,
ing the indicators , means for concealing the indicators , and

devices for releasing the cash receptacles arranged to con
a flash for the indicators, a printing mechanism for print

trol the concealing means independently of the movement ing the amounts and the clerks' designation , and a series

of the indicator operating means .
of keys for releasing the cash drawers and tripping the

4. In a cash register, the combination with a series of
flash .

cash drawers, of a series of indicators, means for operating dicators, of aflash , an operating mechanism for raising the
20. In a cash register the combination with a series of in

the indicators , indication concealing means and

for releasing the cash drawers arranged to control the con
fash , a latch for securing the flash in its raised position ,

sealing means independently of the movement of the indica
a series of keys. means common to said keys for control

tor operating means.
ling the latch , and a series of cash receptacles controlled

5. In a cash register , the combination with an operating by the keys .

mechanism , of a series of cash receptacles, a series of
21. In a cash register the combination with a series of

indicators, means for concealing the indicators , devices cash drawers, of a series of indicators, flashes for the in

for releasing means independently of the movement of the dicators, latches for the cash drawers, a series of keys ,

operating mechanism , and a connection between the con
independent means connecting the keys to their respective

cealing means and the operating mechanism . latches , and means operated by the keys for tripping the

6. In a cash register, the combination with a series of flashes .

cash drawers, of a series of indicators, means for operating 22. In a cash register the combination with a series of

the indicators , a flash for said indicators , and a series of cash receptacles, of a series of indicators , a flash for the

keys for releasing the cash drawers and controlling the
indicators, a series of keys for controlling the receptacles ,

flash independently of the movement of the indicator operat- means operated by the keys for releasing the flash , and

ing means . printing devices operated by the keys.

7. In a cash register, the combination with a series of 23. In a cash register the combination with a series of

cash drawers, of a series of indicators , indicator operating cash receptacles, of a series of indicators , a flash for the

a a
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indicators , a printing mechanism including a series of in- ments , a series of cash receptacles , an alarm or signal nor

dependent type carriers, a series of keys for controlling the mally inactive, and means for rendering said alarm or signal

cash receptacles, means operated by the keys for releasing

the flash , and means connecting the keys independently to

their respective type carriers .

24. In a cash register the combination with a series of

cash receptacles, of a printing mechanism for printing the

amounts and the clerks' designation , an operating mechan

ism for the amount printing devices , keys for controlling

said mechanism and keys for controlling the cash recep

tacles and operating the special clerks ' designation printing

devices. INOT
25. In a cash register the combination with a series of

cash receptacles, latches for the same, a series of special
INUTO

keys having projecting pins, a series of pivoted levers hay ISUT
ing cam slots into which the pins project , and means con

necting said levers to their respective latches . OME
26. In a cash register the combination with the main oper

ating mechanism , a series of keys , an indicator controlled
by the keys and actuated by the operating mechanism , a

detent for the keys actuated by the operating mechanism ,

a series of cash receptacles , and latches for said recep

tacles controlled by the keys alone .

27. In a cash register the combination with a series of

cash receptacles , an indicator for the same , an operating

mechanism for said indicators , and a series of keys which

alone control the cash receptacles and also limit the move

ments of the indicators .

28. In a cash register the combination with a series of
active if a cash receptacle is opened without first setting the

cash receptacles , of a series of latches for the same , a
selecting mechanism corresponding thereto .

series of keys arranged to operate the latches when fully 4. In a cash register the combination with operating de

depressed, means for arresting the keys in intermediate posi- vices , of a selecting mechanism , means for latching the

tions in which the latches will not be operated and account selecting mechanism co-operating with the operating de

ing devices co-operating with the keys when in their inter- vices, a series of cash receptacles, an alarm or signal nor
mediate positions . mally inactive , and means for rendering the alarm or signal

29. In a cash register the combination with a series of re active if the opening of a cash receptacle is not'accompanied

ceptacle , of a series of latches for the same, a series of by a corresponding setting movement of the selecting mech

keys arranged to operate the latches and again free the
anism .

same upon being released , an operating mechanism , means 5. In a cash register the combination with an operating

controlled thereby for preventing thefull return of the keys mechanism , of aseries of selecting devices connectedthere

and accounting devices co-operating with the keys.
with , a series of cash receptacles , an alarm or signal nor

30. In a cash register the combination with a series of mally inactive , and means for rendering the alarm or signal

cash drawers , of a series of latches for the same , a series of active if a cash receptacle is opened without a corresponding

keys for operating said latches independently of the regular operation of the selecting devices pertaining thereto.

operation of the machine, an indicator , and means controlled 6. In a cash register the combination with an operating

by the keys for preventing the completion of the indication mechanism , of a series of clerks or department keys, a ser

until after the regular operation of the machine . ies of cash receptacles, an alarm or signal normally inactive,
31. In a cash register the combination with the register and means for rendering said alarm or signal active if a

proper'including indicating and printing mechanism , of a cash receptacle is opened without depressing the corres

series of cash receptacles , setting means for controlling the ponding clerks or department key .

printing and indicating mechanism , latches for the recep- 7. In a cash register the combination with an operating

tacles operated by setting devices , and means operated by mechanism . of a series of clerks or department keys connect.

the setting devices for rendering one of the regular functions ed thereto, a series of cash drawers, an alarm or signal

of the machine ineffective until after the regular operation normally inactive, and means for rendering said alarm or
of the machine . signal active if a cash drawer is opened without the de

32. In a cash register the combination with register in- pression of the corresponding clerks or department key.

dicating and printing mechanism , of a series of cash recep- 8. In a cash register the combination with operating de

tacles , latches for said receptacles , a series of keys for oper- vices , of a clerk's or department selecting mechanism con

ating the latches , and means operated by the keys ' for ren- nected thereto , an accounting device controlled by the

dering one of the regular functions of themachine ineffective selecting mechanism . a series of cash receptacles, an alarm
until after the operation of the machine . or signal normally inactive, and means for rendering said

33. In a ' cash register the combination with an operating alarm or siganl active when the opening of a cash receptacle
mechanism , of accounting devices connected thereto , a series is not accompanied by a corresponding setting movement

of independent cash receptacles , latches for said receptacles, of the selecting mechanism .

means independent of the operating mechanism for actuat- 9. In a cash register the combination with operating de

ing thelatches to open the receptacles and means intermed- vices, of a clerk's or department selecting mechanism , a

iate thelatches and the operating mechanism for preventing recording device controlled by said selecting mechanism , a
the relatching of any one of the receptacles after it is series of cash receptacles, an alarm orsignal normally in
opened until the operating mechanism has first been oper- active , and means for rendering said alarm or signal active

ated to actuate the accounting devices . when the operation of a cashreceptacleisnot accompanied
by a corresponding operation of the selecting mechanism .

10. In a cashregister the combination with an operating
No. 102,422. Cash Register. Registre à monnaie.

mechanism , of a series of selecting devices, a series of

electric circuits including contact pieces operated by said
The National Cash Register Company of Ohio, assignee of

selecting devices , a main circuit controlled by all of the
William H. Muzzy, both of Dayton , Ohio , U.S.A., 4th De

individual circuits, an alarm or signal controlled by the
cember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 11th November, 1905. Re

main circuit, a series of cash receptacles having movable

ceipt No. 129,988 . members and contact pieces for the individual circuits

Claim.-1. In a cash register the combination with operat- controlled by said movable members .

ing devices , of a selecting mechanism for different clerks or 11. In a cash register the combination with an operating

departments connected therewith , a series of independent mechanism , of a series of clerk'sordepartment keys, a ser
cash safes having movable members , a telltale device nor ies of electric circuits controlled by said keys , a series of

mally inactive , and means for setting or operating said tell cash receptacles also controlling said circuits and an aiarm

tale device when the operation of the selecting mechanism or signal included in said circuits .

and a cash safe do not correspond . 12. In a cash register the combination with an operating

2. In a cash register the combination with operating de- mechanism , of a series of clerk'sordepartment keys,i

vices, of a selecting mechanism for the clerks or depart- printing device controlled by said keys, a series of cash

ments , a series of cash drawers, analarm or signalnormally drawers, a series of electric circuits controlled by said keys

inactive , and means for rendering said alarm or signal active and said drawers and an alarm included in said circuits.

should an attempt be made to open a cash drawer without

actuating the selecting mechanism correspondingly. vices , of a series of clerk's or departmentkeys, a series of

13. In a cash register the combination withoperating de

3. In a cash register the combination with operating de- individual electric circuits controlled by the respective keys:

vices, of a selecting mechanism for the clerks or depart- a seriesof cash drawers, meansindependentofthe keys for

1
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releasing the drawers, contact pieces for the individual circuits, a series of cash drawers, a contact breaker for each

circuits , controlled by the drawers , and an alarm or drawer also included in the circuits , an alarm or signal in

signal included in said circuits . cluded in the circuits , and means for closing one of the cir

14. In a cash register the combination with operating de cuits if the opening of a cash drawer is not accompanied by

vices , of a selecting mechanism , a series of cash receptacles, the depression of the corresponding key.

individual circuits controlled by the selecting mechanism
26. In a cash register the combination with a plurality of

and their respective cash receptacles, an alarm included in auxiliary operating yokes, of keys for limiting the move

said circuits and independent means for opening the respec
ments of the yokes in one direction , a main operator for

tive cash receptacles. moving the yokes in opposite direction , an operating handle

15. In a cash register the combination with an operating connected to said main operator, a special indicator mounted

mechanism , of a series of clerk's or department keys, a independently of the handle , and means connecting said

printer controlled thereby, a series of cash drawers, an elec- special indicator and main operator for simultaneous move

tric circuit including an alarm , means for closing said cir ment whereby a partial operation of the latter will be shown

cuits when a key is operated without a corresponding ex- by said indicator.

posure of a cash drawer, and independent means for releas- mechanism , of a series of indicators, means for automati
27. In a cash register the combination with an operating

ing the respective cash drawers.
16. In a cash register the combination with an operating cally returning the indicators to their normal positions when

mechanism , of a series of clerk's or department keys , a ser released, a series of special keys , latches for the indicators

ies of individual circuits having contact pieces co -acting operated by said keys , a series of cash receptacles, an alarm
normally inactive and means for rendering said alarm active

with the respective keys, a series of cash receptacles, con

tact pieces included in the circuits and co -operating with
if a cash receptacle is exposed without the depression of a

corresponding key.
said receptacles , an alarm or signal included in said cir

cuits and a series of independent keys for releasing the res
28. In a cash register the combination with an operating

pective cash receptacles.
mechanism , of a series of keys , a series of indicators , latches

17. In a cash register the combination with an operating indicators, a latch for the detent operated by the keys,
for the indicators , a detent for said keys , detents for the

mechanism , of a series of indicators , selecting devices,

means for destroying the indication controlled by said select
means connecting said latch to the indicator latches, a ser

ies of cash receptacles , an alarm or signal , and means for

ing devices, a series of cash receptacles arranged to be ex
operating said alarm or signal if cash receptacle is ex

posed at will , a normally inactive alarm or signal , and

means for rendering said alarm or signal active if a cash
posed without the depression of one of the keys .

receptacle is exposed without a corresponding operation of

the selecting devices . No. 102,423. Cash Register. Registre à monnaie .

18. In a cash register the combination with an operating

mechanism , of a series of indicators , means for causing the

indicators to return to normal positions when unrestrained,

latches for securing the indicators in set positions , a series

of clerk's or department keys controlling said latches, a

series of cash receptacles arranged to be exposed at will, a

normally inactive alarm or signal , and means for rendering

said alarm or signal active if a cash receptacle is exposed ноолло

without the operation of the corresponding key .
Послед

19. In a cash register the combination with operating de

vices , of a selecting mechanism , a series of cash receptacles ,
NOUA

an alarm or signal normally inactive , means for rendering Послед

the alarm or signal active if the operation of the receptacle

is not accompanied by the corresponding operation of the

selecting mechanism , and means under lock and key for pre

venting the control of the alarm or signal by the operator

after it is once rendered active.

20. In a cash register the combination with an operating

mechanism , of a series of clerks ' or department keys , a de

tent for holding the keys in their depressed positions , means

connected to the operating mechanism for actuating the de

tent , a series of cash receptacles, a series of circuits and

connections for breaking the circuits by the depression of

the keys and making the circuits by the opening of the cash

receptacles , and an alarm or signal included in said circuits.

21. In a cash register the combination with operating de

vices, of a selecting mechanism, a series of cash receptacles The National Cash Register Companyof Ohio, assignee of

arranged to be exposed at will , an alarm or signal normally John H. McCormack, Columbus, Ohio , U.S.A. , 4th De

inactive , means for rendering the alarm or signal active if
cember , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 11th November, 1905 . Re

the receptacle is exposed alone without a corresponding ceipt No. 129,989 .

operation of the selecting mechanism , and a special indicator Claim,-1 . In cash register, the combination with a

connected to the operating mechanism for indicating when counter , of a counter operating lever means for supporting

the movement has not been completed. said lever in position , but adapted to release it at will , and

22. In a cash register the combination with a series of a hand operating lever for resetting the register operating

oscillatory elements, of means for limiting the movements lever but movable independently of the same.

of the elements in one direction , an operating handle for re- 2. In a cash register, the combination with a register

turning the elements to their normal positions , a special in- ing device , of a main yoke having an oscillatory move

dicator mounted independently of the operating handle, and ment, a series of auxiliary yokes operated by the main

means connecting the handle to the indicator whereby the yoke. means for limiting the movements of the auxiliary

two move together for indicating an incomplete operation of yokes, and a hand lever for moving the main yoke in one

said handle. direction , the construction being such that the main yoke

23. In a cash register the combination with an operating moves independently in the opposite direction .

mechanism including a series of oscillatory elements, of 3. In a cash register , the combination with a register

keys for limiting the movements of the elements in one ing mechanism , of a series of auxiliary yokes and con

direction, an operating handle for moving the elements in nections, a series of keys for limiting the movements of

the opposite direction and a special indicator mounted in- said yokes , a main yoke for operating the auxiliary yokes ,

dependently of the handle but connected thereto for move- and a hand lever for actuating the main yoke only during

ment therewith for indicating the position of the same . a portion of its stroke .

24. In a cash register the combination with operating de- 4. In a cash register, the combination with a counter, of

vices , of a selecting mechanism , a series of independent cash a counter operating member, an operating lever for said

receptacles , a normally inactive electric alarm or signal, a member, a latch for said lever arranged to be tripped by

relay instrument controlling said alarm , connections for said member, after the latter has made a predetermined

operating the relay whenever a cash receptacle is opened portion of its stroke, and means for moving the operating

without a corresponding movement of the selecting mech- lever after it has been released.

anism , and devices for holding the contacts of the relay 5. In a cash register, the combination with a counter, of

permanently together after they have been electrically counter operating pawls, a yoke for operating said pawls,

operated. an operating lever, a latch for said lever arranged to be

25. In a cash register the combination with an operating tripped by the yoke after the latter hasmade a predeter
mechanism , of a series of selecting keys, a series ofindivid- mined portion of its stroke, and means for moving the

ual circuits , a contact breaker for each key included in said'operating lever after it has been released.
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6. In a cash register , the combination with a counter or 3. In a register the combination with an operating mech

register , a main yoke , a series of auxiliary yokes, means anism , of a cash safe for controlling same normally prevent

for limiting the movement of the auxiliary yokes , an

operating lever for elevating the main yoke, and a latch

for said lever arranged to be tripped by the main yoke

after the latter has made a predetermined independent

movement .

7. In a cash register of the class described , the com

bination with a counter , of an operating mechanism , an

operating lever for said mechanism , a resetting lever

adapted to move the operating lever, a latch for said re

setting lever adapted to be actuated by the operating lever

and means for moving the resetting lever .

8. In a cash register of the class described , the com

bination with a counter, of a counter operating mechanism ,

an indicating mechanism , locking devices for the indicating

mechanism , alever for operating the cutting and indicating

mechanisms, mechanism for supporting said lever and mov

ing the locking devices and a hand lever for actuating this

latter mechanism .

9. In a cash register, the combination with a counter ,

of a cash drawer , a pivoted hand operated member, a

drawer closing lever adapted to be engaged by a projection

of said member during a portion of its stroke only and

counter operating devices arranged to be operated by

said hand operated member.

10. In a cash register of the class described , the com ed from outward movement , means preventing an inward

bination with a counter, of an operating mechanism , a cash movement of said safe and keys for disabling said prevent

drawer, a pivoted operating lever for actuating said mech
ing means.

anism , means for releasing said lever, a resetting lever , 4. In a cash register the combination with an operating

for resetting the first -mentioned lever and a hand lever mechanism , of a cash safe having a movable part of con

for operating the resetting lever and closing the drawer. trolling said mechanism , an abutment preventing inward

11. In a cash register, the combination with a counter, of movement of said movable part , and keys for removing the

a counter operating lever, a support for said lever , a cash
abutment from the path of the said movable part .

drawer, a drawer latch , means connecting the drawer latch 5. In a cash register the combination with an operating

and lever support and devices for resetting the operating mechanism , of a reciprocating cash safe having a movable
lever. part for operating same, means normally preventing out

12. In a cash register, the combination with a counter , ward movement of said movable part , an abutment normally

of an operating mechanism , an operating lever for said
preventing inward movement of said part , means for remov

mechanism , an operating shaft . a support for said lever ing the abutment , and means operated by a movement of

mounted on said shaft , and means connecting the shaft

and support wherebythe former may move a predetermined first -mentioned preventing means.

said safe inward from normal position for disabling the

distance before moving the latter . 6. In a cash register the combination with an operating

13. In a cash register , the combination with a counter, of mechanism , of a cash safe having a movable part for drive

an operating mechanism , a cashdrawer, an operating lever, ing said mechanism , means normally preventing operation
a spring actuated shaft , a support for said lever mounted

of the movable part , and means operated by an inward move

on said shaft and means for releasing said shaft to per
ment of said part for disabling said preventing means.

mit it to operate . 7. In a cash register the combination with an operating

14. In a cash register of the class described , the combina mechanism , of a cash safe having a movable part for driving

tion with a counter , operating mechanism , a support for

the said mechanism , means for withdrawing said support
said mechanism and normally slightly advanced from its

and means for first resetting the counter operating me
rearmost position , and means for preventing outward oper

chanism and then forcing the support under the same.
ative movement of said movable part until an inward move

ment has been made.
15. In a cash register, the combination with a counter , of

8. In a cash register the combination with an operating

an operating mechanism , a counter operating lever and a
mechanism and a cash safe having a movable part for oper

support for the same comprising a rock shaft and a lever

mounted thereon
ating same, of releasable means for preventing inward

and means for tripping said shaft to
movement of said movable part .

allow the same to rock and withdraw the lever from sup

porting position .
9. In a cash register the combination with an operating

16. In a cash register of the class described , the combina
mechanism , of a cash safe having a movable part for oper:

tion with a plurality of keys , of a counter, an operating
ating same, means for preventing inward movement of said

mechanism , a rock shaft , a release device for the said me
part and keys for releasing said preventing means.

chanism mounted on said shaft, key locking devices, and
10. In a cash register the combination with an operating

means connecting the shaft with said devices so that they
mechanism , of a cash safe having a movable part for oper

are operated simultaneously with the release.
ating same and normally in intermediate position , means

17. In a cash register , the combination with a frame , a
preventing inward movement thereof and keys for cont.ol

plurality of keys , of a register, register operating devices,
ling said means.

a rock shaft , means for operating said shaft , a tripping
11. In a cash register the combination with an operating

plunger connected to said shaft and adapted to strike a mechanism and a cash safe having a movable part for oper :

stationary projection, and a key locking mechanism adapted ating same , of two devices preventing movement of said part

to be operated by the said tripping plunger. and separate means for disabling said devices respectively .

18. In a cash register , the combination with a counte: , 12. In a cash register the combination with an operating

of operating pawls for the same , supporting devices for mechanism , of a main motor spring for driving same and an

said pawls, arranged when operated to permit said pawls auxiliary spring and connections for assisting the main

to drop independently, a rock shaft connected to said de
spring.

vices and a hand lever for operating said rock shaft , 13. In a cash register the combination with a cash recep

tacle , of a bar normally preventing movement of same,a

No. 102,424. Cash Register Mechanism. series of keys, a plate moved by any of said keys and con

Mécanisme de registre à monnaie .
nections between said plate and bar.

The National Cash Register Company of Ohio , assignee of No. 102,425. Thermostats for Fire Alarm Circuits.
Thomas Carroll , both of Dayton , Ohio, U.S.A. , 4th De

cember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 8th May , 1906. Receipt Thermostate pour circuits d'arertisseur d'incendie.

No. 135,699 . John Dunklee Gould , assignee of Max Johann Levy, both of
Claim . - 1. In a cash register the combination with an New York City ,New York, U.S.A., 11th December,1906;

operating mechanism , of a cash safe for moving same , means 6 years . Filed 13th November, 1905 , Receipt No. 130,068.

normally preventing outward movement of said safe , said Claim . - 1. An electric cable for fire detecting or thermos

means being disabled by an inward movement of the re

ceptacle .
tatic alarm circuits , consisting of an inner conductor of low

2. In a cash register the combination with an operating and an exterior enveloping metallic tubular conductor of
fusingmetal,a relatively porous insulating covering thereon,

mechanism , of a cash safe and means normally locking the relatively high fusing point.

operating mechanism , said locking means arranged to be re

leased by an inward movement of the cash safe .
2. An electric cable for fire detecting or thermostatic alarm

circuits, consisting of an inner conductor composed of con
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tiguous strips of metal respectively, of relatively high and

low fusing points, a covering for the inner conductor which No. 102,427 . Hot Water Heater. Chauffeur d'eau .
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covering is of insulating material readily dissociated by

heat and an enveloping metallic tubular conductor of re

latively high fusing point .

3. A thermostatic section in a fire detecting circuit , con

sisting of an inner conductor of low fusing metal, an insulat

ing covering thereon , an enveloping metallic tubular con

ductor of relatively high fusing point, and one or more in

sulating blocks in which the ends of the low fusing conductor

are sealed , which blocks have metallic terminals , each of

which is adapted for electrical connection with one of the

conductors of the thermostatic section and one of the cir

cuit conductors. Thomas Benjamin Stultz, Roanoke , and the Coppridge Heater

4. In an electrical thermostat provided with two conductors Corporation , Richmond, Virginia , U.S.A. , assignee of Joel

normally insulated from each other, an insulating block or Anderson Coppridge , 11th December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed

base provided with an interior recess for the exposed ends 14th November, 1906. Receipt No. 141,211 .

of the conductors , and a cap for the base provided with Claim.--1 . The hot water heater herein described compris

means substantially as described, to prevent moisture from ing the outer shell or casing, the inner wall plate within
entering the recess in the base . said shell and made in trunco conical form and inclined in

5. In an electrical thermostat provided with two conduc- wardly toward its upper end forming a water chamber with

tors normally insulated from each other, a base provided in the shell the lower end of the inner plate being secured to

with an interior chamber for the exposed ends of the con- the outer plate or shell , the top plate flanged at its inner and

ductors, and depressions as b ' , around the openings for its outer edges and secured at such edges respectively to the

fastening devices , and cap for the base provided with pro- inner wall plate and the shell forming the top of said water

jections, as cº , around the openings for its fastening de- chamber, the intermediate plate or partition flanged at its

vices , for the purpose described. upper end and secured at such end to the top plate between

the inner and out plates and provided at lower end with

No. 102,426, Tape Measure. Mesure en ruban . reversely projecting lugs spacing it apart from the inner

and'outer plates, said partition forming the water chamber

into inner and outer compartments , the lower dome arranged

above said water chamber , the tapered slip nipples connect

ing said dome with the inner compartment of the water

chamber , the centrally depending tubular extension

projecting from said dome downwardly into the fire

box formed by the upper end of the inner wall plate

and provided with downwardly extending tubes , the

upper dome having a central discharge opening for smoke,

etc. , and fitting within the upper end of the outer shell and

provided above said shell with the lateral flange, the tapered
slip nippers , connecting said upper dome section with the

lower dome section , the bolts secured at their lower ends

to the shell and projections thence upwardly through the

lateral flange of the upper dome section , the nuts on said

bolts , the feed pipes leading from the upper dome section

Charles Ernest Flint and David Barclay , assignee of a third for connection with the radiators and the return pipes de

interest , both of West Hobart , Australia , 11th December, livering to the outer compartment of the water chamber

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 7th September, 1906 . Receipt No.
within the shell , all substantially as and for the purpose

139,313 . set forth .

Claim . - 1. The combination with a tape measure , of mark- 2. In a heater substantially as described , the combination

ers slidable thereon, and means for securing the tape in of the outer shell , an inner wall , a top plate between the

position upon the figure of a person being measured. outer shell and inner wall , a partition plate depending

2. The combination with a principal tape of one or more from said top plate and dividing the water chamber be

attached tape measures adapted to be moved along said tween the outer and inner plates into separate compart

principal and to swing from side to side thereof , and mark- ments, means being provided whereby said compartments

ers sliding upon the tapes , as and for the purpose set forth . communicate at their lower ends.

3. A tape measure having a hook at one end and a weight 3. A water heater having an annular water chamber and

at the other end and markers upon the tape adapted to slide an intermediate partition dividing the same into inner and

thereon , as herein described. outer compartments , means for feeding the water to the

4. A principal tape measure and one or more secondary outer compartment and for conducting the water from the

tapes loosely connected to the principal in such a way as to inner compartment, the outer compartment forming a

slide and swing thereon, in combination with the hooks on cover for the inner compartment and communicating there

the tapes and markers adapted to slide along the same , as with , substantially as set forth .

and for the purpose specified. 4. The combination in a water heater with the shell or

5. In combination , a principal tape , a hook on one end casing , of the water chamber and firepot within the same,

thereof and a weight upon the other, a secondary tape and the dome over the firepot and communicating with the

swinging on said principal, and other tapes slidable thereon water chamber , and provided with a depending central

and swinging on their sliding pieces, hooks on said sliding extension having laterally projecting tubes within the firepieces and markers upon the tapes ada ed to bem ed pot , substantially as described,

along the same to the place to be marked , substantially as 5. The combination with the outer shell and the inner
described .

trunco conical plate forming a water chamber within the
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outer shell , of a partition plate dividing said water cham- 4. In a tack pulling machine, the combination of a mov

ber into inner and outer compartments which communicate able tack puller and a guard or foot provided with an abut

at their lower ends, and the dome above said water cham- ment arranged transversely to the line of movement of
ber and communicating with the inner compartment there- said tack puller and against which the tacks are held , sub

of , substantially as set forth . stantially as described .

6. The combination of the outer shell or casing , the trunco

conical inner plate within the shell , the top plate between

the upper end of said inner plate and the shell and the par- No. 102,429. Linotype ,

tition plate depending from said top plate and spaced at its

Linotype.

lower end away from the shell , the dome above the water

chamber and connected with the compartment or space be

tween the inner plate and the partition plate. z611
7. The combination of the outer shell , the trunco conical

inner plate, rivets securing the lower end of said plate to

the outer shell , the top plate secured at its outer edge to

the shell , and at its inner edge to the trunco conical plate ,

the partition depending from the top plate between the

inner plate and the shell and forming inner and outer com

partments in the water chamber, said compartments com
gby

municating at their lower ends, and the dome above the

water chamber and communicating with the inner compart

ment thereof , substantially as set forth .

8. The combination in a heater of the shell, the plate

within the same and forming a water chamber, the lower
bu

dome slip nipples connecting the lower dome with the water

chamber, the upper dome , slip tubes connecting said dome

with the lower dome , and devices between the upper dome

and the casing or shell whereby the upper dome may be

pressed down toward the lower dome and the latter to 2 h .

ward the water chamber, substantially as set forth .

9. The water heater comprising the shell having an an

nular water chamber, a lower dome above and communi

cating with the water chamber, an upper dome above and TheLinotype and Machinery Limited , assignee of Frederick
communicating with the lower dome , and devices for se- William Sutcliffe, all of London , England , 11th Decem

curing the upper dome in connection with the shell , sub- ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 12th December, 1905. Receipt

stantially as set forth. No. 130,942 .

10. In a water heater the combination with the shell or Claim.-1. The combination of mould carrier having a

casing and means providing a firepot within the same , of single mould of the longer length , vice having a movable

a dome above said firepot, a tubular extension depending jaw , filling piece adapted to be alternately but into and out
from said dome within the firepot, and laterally and down of its operative position , mutilated gear, gear alternately

wardly extending tubes projecting from said extension with driven and left by the multilated gear , and rod connecting

in the firepot, substantially as set forth . the filling piece to the alternatively driven gear.
11. The combination in a hot water heater with a shell , 2. The combination of mould carrier having a single mould

and an inner wall plate, of a partition plate extending be of the length , vice having a movable jaw, filling piece adapt

tween the shell and inner wall plate and provided at its ed to be alternately put into and out of its operative posi

lower end with reversely projecting lugs spacing it apart tion , mutilated gear, gear alternately driven and left by the

from the inner wall plate and the shell whereby to establish mutilated gear, and detachable rod connecting the filling

communication between the compartments at the outer and
piece to the alternately driven gear.

inner side of the said partition , substantially as and for 3. The combination of mould carrier having a single mould

the purposes set forth. of the longer length , vice having a movable jaw , filling piece

adapted to be alternately put into and out of its operative

No. 102,428. Tack Puller. Arrache -broquettes.
position , mutilated gear, gear alternately driven ani left

by the mutilated gear, rod connecting the filling piece to

the alternatively driven gear, automatic means for present

ing the composed line to the mould twice in succession,

automatic means for justifying it to the respective length

after each presentation, and an automatic repeating mech

anism to provide for such second presentation.

4. The combination of mould carrier having a single mould

of the longer length , vice having a movable jaw, filling piece

adapted to be put alternately into and out of its operative

position, mutilately into and out of its operative position,

mutilated gear, gear alternately driven and left by the muti

lated gear, rod connecting the filling piece to the alterna

tively driven gear automatic means for presenting the com

posed line to the mould twice in succession, automatic means

for justifying it to the respective length after each presen

tation, and an automatic repeating mechanism to provide

for such second prosentation.

5. The combination ofmould carrier having a single mould

of the longer length , vice having a movable jaw, the respec

tive end liner of the mould fast to the said jaw , filling piece

The United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada, Boston , adapted to be alternately put into and out of its operative

Massachusetts, assignee of Clarence Lamber Eaton ,
position, mutilated gear, gear alternately driven and left by

Rochester, New York, U.S.A. , 11th December, 1906 ; 6
the mutilatedgear, and rod connecting the filling piece to
the alternately driven gear.

years . Filed 7th December, 1904. Receipt No. 120,598.
6. The combination of mould carrier having a single mould

Claim . - 1. In a tack pulling machine, the combination with of the longer length, vice having a movable jaw , the respec
a rotating head and a tack puller carried thereby, of a

tive end linerofthe mould fast to the said jaw , filling piece
curved guard or foot provided with a closed slot against adapted to be alternatelyput into and outof its operative

one end of which the tack is held to be acted upon by the position , mutilated gear, gear alternately drivenand left by

tack puller , substantially as described . the mutilated gear, and detachable rod connecting the filling
2. In a tack pulling machine, the combination with a ro

piece to the alternately driven gear.

tating head and a tack puller carried thereby, of an ad 7. The combination of mould carrier having a single mould

justable guard or foot provided with a closed slot notched of the longer length , vice having a movable jaw, the respec
at one end, substantially as described. tive end liner of the mould fast to the said jaw , filling piece

3. In a tack pulling machine , the combination with a adapted to be alternately put into and outof its operative

rotating tack puller having a tack engaging edge parallel position, mutilated gear,gear alternately drivenand left by

with the axis of rotation , of a guard or foot against which the mutilated gear,rod' connecting the filling piece to the

the tacks are held , and means for relatively adjusting the alternatelydriven gear, automatic means for presenting the

tack puller and the guard or foot to secure the position of composed line to themould twice insuccession, and auto

the tacks in proper relation to the path of movement of matic meansforjustifying it to the respective length after

the tack puller, substantially as described. each presentation .
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8. The combination of mould carrier having a single mould into and out of its operative position , automatic alternating
of the longer length , vice having a movable jaw , the respec- mechanism worked by the first elevator, and a repeating

tive end liner of the mould fast to the said jaw, filling piece mechanism controlled by said cam .

adapted to be put alternately into and out of its operative 7. The combination of mould carrier having a single mould

position, mutilated gear, gear alternately driven and left by of the longer length, vice to receive the composed line and

the mutilated gear , rod connecting the filling piece to the having a movable jaw , respective end liner of mould fast

alternately driven gear, automatic means for presenting the to the said jaw , filling piece adapted to be put alternately

composed line to the mould twice in succession , automatic into and out of its operative positions of the filling piece,

means for justifying it to the respective length after each ratchet wheel , gravity lever and pawl pivoted thereon and

presentation, and an automatic repeating mechanism to pro- engaging with the ratchet wheel to turn the cam , and re
vide for such second presentation . ciprocating arm to rock the lever against gravity in one

9. The process of casting two linotypes of different lengths direction .

from the same composed line , consisting in composing the 8. The combination of mould carrier having a single mould

line for the shorter length , shortening the vice previously of the longer length , vice to receive the composed line and

set for the longer length by means of a filling piece , justi- having a movable jaw, respective end liner of mould fast

fying the said line to the shorter length , presenting the res- to the said jaw , filling piece adapted to be put alternately

pective mould , casing the respective linotype , withdrawing into and out of its operative position , spring and cam con

the filling piece, justifying the composed line to the longer trolling the respective positions of the filling piece , ratchet

length , presenting the respective mould , and casting the wheel, gravity lever and pawl pivoted thereon and engaging
respective linotype. with the ratchet wheel to turn the cam , reciprocating arm

to rock the lever against gravity in one direction , and a

No. 102,430. Linotype. Linotype. repeating mechanism controlled by the cam .

9. The combination of mould carrier having a single mould

of the longer length, vice to receive the composed line and

having a movable jaw, respective end liner of mould fast

to the said jaw, filling piece adapted ta be put alternately

into and out of its operative position , spring and cam con

trolling the respective positions of the filling piece , ratchet

wheel, gravity lever and pawl pivoted thereon and engag

ing with the ratchet wheel to turn the cam , automatic means

for presenting the composed line to the mould twice in suc

cession , and automatic means for justifying it to the res

pective length after each presentation.

10. The combination of mould carrier having a single

mould of the longer length , vice to receive the composed

line and having a movable jaw, respective end liner of

mould fast to the said jaw, filliug piece adapted to be put

The Linotype and Machinery Company Limited , assignee of alternately into and out of its operative position , spring

Frederick William Sutcliffe, all of London, England, and cam controlling the respective positions of the filling

11th December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 7th August , 1906. piece , ratchet wheel, gravity lever and pawl pivoted thereon

Receipt No. 138.467. and engaging with the ratchet wheel to turn the cam , auto

Claim . - 1 . The combination of mould carrier having a single matic means for presenting the composed line to the mould

mould of the lenger length, viceto receive the composed twice in succession, automatic means for justifying it to the
line and having a movable jaw , filling piece adapted to be respective length after each presentation, and automatic
put alternately into and out of its operative position , auto- repeating mechanism controlled by the said cam to pro

matic alternatingmechanism worked by the first elevator, vide forthe second presentation of the composed line and
and a repeating mechanism controlled by the said elevator. for its distribution alternately.

2. The combination of mould carrier having a single mould

of the longer length, vice to receive the composed line No. 102,431. Linotype. Linotype.

and having a movable jaw, filling piece adapted to be put

alternately into and out of its operative position , spring

and cam controlling the respective positions of the filling

piece, ratchet wheel , gravity lever and pawl pivoted there

on and engaging with the ratchet wheel to turn the cam ,

and reciprocating arm to rock the lever against gravity in

one direction.

3. The combination of mould carrier having a single mould

of the longer length , vice to receive the composed line and

having a movable jaw , filling piece adapted to be put

alternately into and out of its operative position , spring

and cam controlling the respective positions of the filling

piece , ratchet wheel, gravity lever and pawl pivoted thereon

and engaging with the ratchet wheel to turn cam , reci

procating arm to rock the lever against gravity in

direction , and a repeating mechanism controlled by the

10

4. The combination of mould carrier having a single mould
of the longer length , vice to receive the composed line and

having a movable jaw , filling piece adapted to be put alter

nately into and out of its operative position , spring and

cam controlling the respective positions of the filling piece,
The Linotype and Machinery Company, Limited , assignee

ratchet wheel, gravity lever and pawl pivoted thereon and
of Frederick William Sutcliffe, all of London , England,

engaging with the ratchet wheel to turn the cam , auto
11th December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 7th August, 1906 .

matic means for presenting the composed line to the mould
Receipt No. 138,468 .

twice in succession , and automatic means for justifying it Claim.-1. The combination of moulds , vice, filling piece ,

to the respective length after. each presentation . automatic means for alternately inserting and withdrawing

5. The combination of mould carrier having a single mould the latter , automa means for presenting the composed

of the longer length , vice to receive the composed line and line in the casing position twice in succession , and automatic

having a movable jaw , filling piece adapted to be put alter- means for justifying it to the respective length after each

nately into and out of its operative position , spring and presentation.

cam controlling the respective positions of the filling piece , 2. The combination of mould carrier , two moulds of dif

ratchet wheel, gravity lever and pawl pivoted thereon , ferent lengths, filling piece adapted to be put into operative

and engaging with the ratchet wheel to turn the cam , auto- position by the mould carrier as it presents the shorter

matic means for presenting the composed line to the mould mould in the casting position , and automatic means for

twice in succession , automatic means for justifying it to the putting the said piece out of operative position when the

respective length after each presentation, and automatic shorter mould is not in the casting position.

repeating mechanism controlled by the said cam to pro- 3. The combination of mould carrier, two moulds of differ

vide for the second presentation of the composed line and ent lengths , means for presenting them successively in the

for its distribution alternately .
casting position , vice and filling piece , means by which the

6. The combination of mould carrier having a single mould mould carrier puts the filling piece into operative position

of the longer length , vice to receive the composed line and when it presents the shorter length mould in the casting

having a movable jaw, respective end liner of mould fast position , automatic means for withdrawing the filling piece

to the said jaw, filling piece adapted to be put alternately from that position when the shorter length mould is not in
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the casting position , automatic means for presenting the ings having front and rear stops, tandem arranged springs,

composed line in the casting position twice in succession , front and rear followers , and two intermeshing skeleton in

and automatic means for justifying it to the respective

length after each presentation .

4. The combination of mould carrier , two moulds of differ

ent lengths mounted thereon , vice adapted to hold the com

posed line in the casing position and having one jaw movable

to and from the other jaw , abutment adjustable to hold the
994

movable jaw at a given distance from the said other jaw ,

filling piece situated between the abutment and the movable of L '

jaw , spring to hold it in its inoperative position and in the

path of the mould carrier when the shorter length mould is

to be cast from , and a hole in the mould carrier to pass over

the filling piece when the longer length mould is to be cast

from . co :

5. The combination of mould carrier , two moulds of dif

ferent lengths mounted thereon . vice adapted to hold the

composed line in the casting position and having one jaw

movable to and from the other jaw, abutment adjustable to
22

hold the movable jaw at a given distance from the said other

jaw . filling piece siutated between the abutment and the

movable jaw , spring to hold it in its inoperative position

and in the path of the mould carrier when the shorter length

mould is to be cast from , a hole in the mould carrier to pass

over the fiilling piece when the longer length mould is to be

cast from , and automatic means for putting the said piece

out of operative position when the shorter mould is not in

the casting position . 14

6. The combination of mould carrier, two moulds of differ

ent lengths mounted thereon . vice adapted to hold the com

posed line in the casing position and having one iaw mov

able to and from the other jaw , abutment adjustable to hold

the movable iaw at a given distance from the sain other iaw ,
termediate followers adapted to shut together when the

filling piece situated between the abutment and the movable
springs are not compressed and to telescope or slide apart

jaw , spring to hold it in its inoperative position and in the
when the springs are compressed, and two interfitting sets

nath of the mould carries when the longer length mould is
of integral tongues , one set integral with one of said inter

to be cast from , a hole in the mould carrier to pass over the
mediate followers for connecting it with the front follower,

filling njere when the shorter length mould is to be cast
and the other set integral with the other intermediate fol

from . automatic means for presenting the composed line in
lower for connecting it with the rear follower , substantially

the casting position twice in succession , and automatic
as specified.

means for justifying it to the respective length after each
4. In a tandem spring draft rigging . the combination with

presentation .
the Irawbar and drawbar strap , of side plates or stops cast

7. The combination of mould carrier , two moulds of dif
Ings having front and rear stops , tandem arranged springs ,

ferent lengths mounted thereon . filling niece adapted to be
front and rear followers , and two intermeshing skeleton

put into operative nosition by the mould carrier as it pre- springs are not compressedand to telescope or slideapart
intermediate followers adapted to shut together when the

sents the shorter mould in its rasting position automatic

means for putting the filling niece out of onerative position
when the springs are compressed , said intermeshing skele

when the shorter mould is not in the casing position , and
ton intermediate followers being integral one with the front

automatic means for presenting the composed line to each
follower, and the other wi'h the rear follower, and integral

mould in succession .

interfitting longitudinally extending tongues connecting

8. The combination of mould carrier two moulds of differ
said intermediate followers and the front and rear followers

ent lengthsmounted thereon. filling niece adapted to be put respectively, sub - tantially as speeified .

into operative position by the mould carrier as it presents 5. In a tandem spring draft rigging, thec ombination with

the shorter mould in its casting position automatic means
the drawbar and drawbar strap, of side plates or stop

for putting the filling piece out of onerative position when castings having front and rear stops , tandem arranged

the shorter mould is not in the casting position automatic springs , front and rear followers , and two intermeshing

means for presenting the com noser line to each mould in
skeleton intermediate followers adapted to shut together

succession, and automatic means for justifying the said line when the springs are not compressed and to telescope or

to the respective length after each such presentation .
slide apart when the springs are compressed , said inter

meshing skeleton intermediate followers having each an H

shap'd continuous crossbar and
No. 102,432 . Draft Gear for Railway Cars.

a slotted crossbar, sub

stantially as specified .
Appareil de tirage pour chars de chemin de fer. 6. In a tandem ,spring draft rigging , the combination with

The W. H. Miner Company , assignee of John F. O'Connor,
tandem arranged springs , of front and rear followers , and

both of Chicago . Illinois , U.S.A., 11th December , 1906 ; 6
two complementing ir intermeshing skeleton intermediate

years . Filed 12th November, 1906. Receipt No. 141.142. followers adapted to shut together when the springs are not

compressed , and to telescope or slide apart to compress the

Claim .-1 . In a tandem spring draft rigging the combina

tion with the drawbar and drawbar strap , of side plates or

springs, whereby the adjacent ends of the two tandem

stop castings having front andrear stops tandem arranged separated a distance only equal to the necessary thickness
springs are adapted to be brought close together or he

springs, a front follower bearing against the front end of

the front spring , a rear follower bearing against the rear

of one follower, and integral interfitting longitudinally ex :

tending tongues connecting said intermediatefollowers and
end of the rear spring and two intermeshing, flush fitting .

telescoping skeleton intermediate followers, one integral specified .

the front and rear followers respectively, substantially as

with the front follower and the other integral with the rear
7. In a tandem spring draft rigging, the combination with

follower, the two intermediate flush fitting followers both
tandem springs , front and rear followers , and two com

engaging the adjacent ends ofeach spring when the springs plementing or intermeshing skeleton intermediate fullow
are not compressed , and sliding or telescoping in respect ers , one of said intermediate skeleton followers being in

to each other to compress the springs , and integral inter tegral with the front follower and the other with the rear

fitting longitudinally extending tongues connecting said' in follower, and integral interfitting longitudinally extending

termediate followers and the front and rear followers res tongues connecting said intermediate followers and the

pectively, substantially as specified . front and rear followers respectively, substantially as speci

2. In a tandem spring draft rigging the combination with fied .

the drawbar and drawbar strap , of side plates or stop cast 8. In a tandem spring draft rigging , the combination with

ings having front and rear stops , tandem arranged springs, tandem springs, front and rear followers, and two comple

front and rear followers, and two intermeshing skeleton in- menting or intermeshing skeleton intermediate followers,
springs are not compressed , and to telescope or slide apart

whenthe springs are compressed, andintegral interfitting with the front follower andthe other with the rear follower,

one of said intermediate skeleton followersbeing integral

longitudinally extending tongues connecting said inter one of said intermediatefollowershaving extension legs to

mediate followers and the front and rear followers respec- limit the follower movementand the compression of the

tively. substantially as specified. springs, substantially as specified.

3. In a tandem spring draft rigging the combination with 9. In a tandem spring draft rigging, the combination with

the drawbar and drawbar strap , of side plates or stop cast- tandem springs , front and rear followers, andtwo comple

1

1

1

1

9

1

1

!
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menting or intermeshing skeleton intermediate followers upon and carried by said supplemental swinging frame, a

one of said intermediate skeleton followers being integral cury d track and hangers for supporting the front end of

with the front follower and the other with the rear follow

er , said intermediate followers having interfitting extension

legs engaging shoulders on the front and rear followers

to limit the movement and the compression of the springs,

substantially as specified .

10. In a tandem spring draft rigging , the combination with

the drawbar and drawbar strap , of side plates or stop

castings having rear and front stops , tandem arranged

springs , front and rear followers , and two intermeshing

skeleton intermediate followers adapted to shut together

when the springs are not compressed and to telescope or

slide apart when the springs are compressed , a plurality

of integral tongue connections between one of said inter

mediate followers and the front follower and a plurality

of integral tongue connections between the other inter

mediate follower and the rear follower , said tongue con

nections of the one intermediate follower interfitting and

alternating with those of the other intermediate follower ,

substantially as syecified.

11. In a tandem spring draft rigging, the combination with

tandem arranged springs , of a front follower having an in

tegral bottom plate or web , a rear follower having integral

bottom plate or web , and two complementing or intermesh

ing skeleton intermediate followers adapted to shut to

gether when the springs are not compressed, and to tele

scope or slide apart to compress the springs , and integral

interfitting longitudinally extending tongues connecting said

intermediate followers and the front and rear followers

respectively , substantially as specified.
102433

12. In a tandem spring draft rigging , the combination with

tandem arranged springs , of a front follower having an in

tegral bottom plate or web , a rear follower having an in

tegral bottom plate or web and two complementing or

intermeshing skeleton intermediate followers adapted to

shut together when the springs are not compressed, and said supplemental swinging frame, and a socket and plun
to telescope or slide apart to compress the springs , the ger at the opposite sides of the swinging frame adapted to

ends ofsaid integral bottom plates or webs on the front engage the co -operatingplungerandsocket of theswinging
and rear followers abutting together to limit the compres frame of the adjacent car to turn the two swinging frames

sion of the springs , substantially as specified . into parallelism and the couplers and drawbars into align

13. In a tandem spring draft rigging, the combination with ment with each other as the cars approach , substantially

tandem Springs , front and rear followers having integral as specified.

bottom plates or webs and integral side walls , and two com 3. In a railway car ceupling and draft appliance , the com

plementing or intermeshing skeleton intermediate followers bination with the main fiame of the car, of a supplemental

integral one with the front follower and the other withthe swinging frame pivotally connected at its rear end to said

rear follower , and integral interfitting longitudinally ex main frame , a coupler and draft rigging mechanism mounted

tending tongues connecting said intermediate followers with upon and carried by said supplemental swinging frame ,

the front and rear followers respectively , substantially as means for centering said supplemental swinging frame with

specified. the main frame , and a socket and plunger at the opposite

14. In a tandem spring draft rigging, the combination with sidesof the swinging frame adapted to engagethe co -ope
tandem springs, front and rear followers having integral rating plungerand socket of the swinging frame of thead
bottom plates or webs and integral side walls, and two jacent car to turn the two swinging frames into parallelism
complementing or intermeshing skeleton intermediate fol and the couplers and drawbars into alignment with each

lowers intgeal one with the front follower and the other other as the cars approach, substantially as specified.

with the rear follower , and itegral interfitting longitudinally bination with the main fame of the car, ofa supplemental4. In a railway car coupling and draft appliance , the com

extending tongues connecting said intermediate followers

with the front and rear followers respectively, said inter- swinging frame pivotally connected at its rear end to said
mediate followers having interfitting extension legs , sub main frame , a coupler draft rigging mechanism mounted

stantially as specified . | upon and carried by said supplemental swinging frame , a

15. In a tandem spring draft rigging , the combination with curved track and hangers for supporting the front end of

tandem arranged springs. front and rear followers, and two said supplemental swinging frame, and means for centering
iterfitting telescoping H- shaped and slotted crossbar in said supplemental swinging frame with the main frame,

and
termediate followers. substantially as specified . socket and plunger at the opposite sides of the

16. In a tandem spring draft rigging, the combination with swinging frame adapted to engage the co -operating plunger
tandem arranged springs . front and rear followers , and two and socket of the swinging frame of the adjacent car to turn

interfitting telescoping H- shap d and slotted crossbar in the two swinging frames into parallelism and the couplers

termediate followers , one of said intermediate followers be and drawbars into alignment with each other as the cars

ing integral with the front follower and the other with the approach , substantially as syecified .
rear follower , substantially as specified . 5. The combination with the car frame , of a supplemental

drawbar and draft rigging carying frame pivotally connect

ed to the main frame , and a coupler drawbar and cushioningNo. 102,433. Draft Gear for Cars .
device mounted upon and carried by said supplemental

Appareil de tirage pour char8. frame, said supplemental frame having socket and plunger

The W. H Miner Comrany , assignee of John O'Connor, both devices adapted to engage similar devices on the adjacent

car to turn said supplemental frame on its pivot so as toof Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A., 11th December, 1906 : 6

years. Filed 12th November, 1906. Receipt No. 141,143 .
bring the drawbar carried thereby into alignment with the

drawbar of the adjacent car , substantially as specified .
Claim.--1 . In a railway car coupling and raft appliance , 6. The combination with a car frame, of a supplemental

the combination with the main frame of a car , of a supple - drawbar and draft rigging carrying frame pivotally con

mental swinging frame pivotally connected at its rear end nected to the main frame , and a coupler drawbar and

to said main frame , a coupler and draft rigging mechan- cushioning device mounted upon and carried by said sup

ism mounted upon and carried by said supplemental swing- plemental frame, and means for centering said supplemen

ing frame and a socket and plunger at the opposite sides tal frame with the car frame , said supplemental frame

of the swinging frame adapted to engage the co - operating having socket and plunger devices adapted to engage simi

plunger and socket of the swinging frame of the adjacent lar devices on the adjacent car to turn said supplemental

car to turn the two swinging frames into parallelism and frame on its pivot so as to bring the drawbar carried there

the couplers and drawbars into alignment with each other by into alignment with the drawbar of the adjacent car ,

ai the cars approach , substantially as specified .
frame , substantially as specified.

2. In a railway car coupling and draft appliance , the com- 7. The combination with the car frame , of a supplemental

bination with the main frame of the car , of a supplemental triangular frame pivotally connected to the main frame and
swinging frame pivotally connected at its rear end to said provided with parallel bars, side plates or stop castings
main frame, a coupler and draft rigging mechanism mounted ' secured to said parallel bars, followers, a cushioning device

a
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and a drawbar mounted upon and carried by said supple- | lower and a series of straight flat springs interposed be

mental frame, substantially as specified . tween said follower and the spring cage or box , said spring

8. The combination with the car frame , of a supplemental cage or box and the follower having co -operating curved

triangular frame pivotally connected to the main frame and bearing faces to engage the springs and cause their flexure,

provided with parallel bars, side plates or stop castings substantially as specified.

secured to said parallel bars , followers, a cushioning de- 5. In a draft rigging, the combination with the drawbar

vice , a drawbar mounted upon and carried by said supple- and drawbar strap op extension and side plaes or stop

mental frame , and a centering device for said supplemental castings having front and rear stops for the followers to

frame , slbstantially as specified . abut against , of a reciprocating spring cage or box , a fol

9. The combination with the car frame , of a supplemental | lower and a series of straight flat springs interposed be

triangular frame pivotally connected to the main frame and tween said follower and the spring cage or box , said spring

provided with parallel bars , side plates or stop castings cage or box , and the follower having co-operating curved

secured to said parallel bars , followers , a cushioning de bearing faces to engage the springs and cause their flexure

vice , a drawbar mounted upon and carried by said supple- and means for connecting said series of straight flat springs

mental frame, a centering device for said supplemental together, substantially as specified.

frame and means for turning said supplemental frame on its 6. In a draft rigging, the combination with the drawbar
pivot to bring the drawbar carried thereby into alignment

and drawbar strap or extension , and side plates or stop

with the drawbar of the adjacent car as the cars approach castings having front and rear followers to abut against,
each other for coupling on a curve , substantially as speci . of a reciprocating spring cage or box , said spring_cage or

fied . box and the follower having co -operating curved bearing

faces to engage the springs and cause their flexure, said

No. 102,434. Draft Gear for Railway Cars. side plates or stop castings having a lower removable

Appareil de tirage pour chars de chemin de fer.
guide upon which said spring cage or box and said follower

reciprocates, substantially as specified .

7. In a draft rigging, the combination with the draw

bar , and drawbar strap or extension , of side plates or

stop castings having front and rear stops for the followers

to abut against , of a reciprocating spring cage or box having

a closed or air confining pocket to receive the springs and
a curved bearing face to engage the springs, a follower hav

,&

ing a correspondingly curved bearing to engage the springs,

and a series of straight flat springs interposed between said

follower and the spring cage or box and operating to com

press the air in the confined chamber of the cage or box

as the springs are flexed , substantially as specified.

8. In a draft rigging, the combination with a spring cage

г6 or box having a closed or air confining chamber into which

the springs are flexed , a follower and a series of straight

flat spring plates interposed between the follower and the

bearing face of the spring cage or box and operating in

compress the air in the chamber of the spring cage or box

as the springs are flexed, and thus increasing theresisting

, capacity of the draft rigging , substantially as specified.

9. A combined air and syring resistance draft rigging

having in combination a spring cage or box , a follower , and

interposed straight flat springs fitting the interior of said

spring cage or box and forming therewith a closed air

chamber, substantially as specified.

They

No. 102,435 . Draft Gear for Railway Cars.
The W. H. Miner Company, assignee of John F. O'Connor,

both of Chicago, Illinois , U.S.A. , 11th December, 1906 ;
Appareil de tirage pour chars de chemin de fer.

6 years. Filed 12th November, 1906. Receipt No. 141,144.

Claim . - 1 . In a draft rigging, the combination with side

plates or stop castings and the drawbar and drawbar strap

or extension, of a reciprocating spring cage or box furnished

with a pair of chambers or pockets to receive two series or

sets of flat straight spring plates , a pair of followers, said

followers and said spring cage or box having co -operating

curved bearing faces engaging the springs, and two tandem

arranged sets or series of flat straight springs interposed

in the chambers or pockets of said spring cage or box be

box , substantially as specified .

2. In a draft rigging, the combination with side plates or

stop castings and the drawbar and drawbar strap or ex

tension , of a reciprocating spring cage or box furnished with

a pair of chambers or pockets to receive the series or sets

of flat straight spring plates, a pair of followers, said fol

lowers and said spring cage or box having co -operating

curved bearing faces engaging the springs , and two tandem

arranged sets or series of flat straight springs interposed

in the chambers or pockets of said spring cage or box be

tween it and the followers , said followers having walls or

flanges telescoping with the ends of said spring cage or The W. H. Miner Company, assignee of John F. O'Connor,

box, substantially a sspecified . both of Chicago,Illinois, U.S.A.,11th December, 1906; 6
3. In a draft rigging , the combination with side plates or years . Filed 12th November, 1906 ; Receipt No. 141,145 .

stop castings and the drawbar and drawbar strap or exten- Claim . - 1. In a draft rigging for railway cars , the com

sion , of a reciprocating spring 'cage or box furnished with bination with the drawbar, springs and followers, of side

a pair of chambers or pockets to receive two series or plates or stop castings each cosisting of a cast web of

sets of flat straight spring plates ,a pair of followers, said substantially uniform thickness throughout, free from T

followers and said spring cageor box having co- operat- and otherflange -like sections, and having integral upright
ing curved bearing faces engaging the springs, and two tan- convolutions therein forming upright stop shoulders,and

dem arranged sets or series of flat straight springs inter having also horizontal convolutions therein forming long
posed in the chambers or pockets of said spring cage or box tudinal strengtheningribsorflanges, substantially as speci
between it and the followers , said followers having should - fied.

ers abutting against the ends of said spring cage or box to 2. A railway draft rigging side plate or stop casting , con

limitthe extent of flexure or compression of the springs, sisting of a cast web of substantially uniform thickness,
substantially as specified . free from T and other flange- like sections,and having up

4. In a draft rigging,thecombination with the drawbar right convolutionstherein forming stopsorshouldersfor
and drawbar strap or extension, and side plates or stop thefollowers to abut against,substantially as specified.

castings having front and rear stops for the followers to

abut against, ofareciprocating spring cage or box, a fol.' sisting of a cast web of substantially uniform thickness
3. A railway draft rigging side plate or stop casting, COD
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throughout, free from T and other flange - like sections , and 3. A one piece stop casting for railway draft rigging, con

furnished with a series of upright convolutions therein sisting in a continuous cast web of uniform thickness free

forming stops or shoulders for the followingto abut against, from T and other flange - like sections provided with a plur

and furnished with horizontal or longitudinal convolutions ality of transverse convolutions to form stops or shoulders

therein forming longitudinal strengthening ribs or flanges, for the followers to abut against , substantially as specified.
substantially as specified. 4. A one piece stop casting for railway draft rigging, con

4. A railway draft rigging side plate or step casting, com- sisting in a continuous web of uniform thickness provided

prising a cast metal web of substantially uniform thickness witha plurality of transverse convolutions to form stops or

throughout , free from T and other flange - like sections, and shoulders for the followers to abut against , and provided

having a plurality of upright convolutions therein forming also with inter rediate convolutions to limit the compres
stops or shoulders for the followers to abut against, and sion of the springs, substantially as specified.

provided with further upright convolutions therein forming 5. A one piece stop casting consisting in a continuous

intermediate stops or shoulders for the followers to abut single piece web having upright outer limbs f, adapted to

against to limit the compression of the springs , substan- fit against and be secured to the car frame sills or pieces,
tially as specified. and integral inclined members f, integral upright members

5. In a draft rigging for railway cars, the combination f, and integral horizontal members f , said web being also
with the drawbar, springs and followers , of side plates or provided with transverse convolutions to form stops or

stop castings each consisting of a cast web of substantially shoulders for the followers to abut against, substantially as
uniform thickness throughout, having integral upright bends specified .

or convolutions therein forming upright stop shoulders, and
having also horizontal convolutions therein forming longi- No. 102,437. Draft Gear for Railway Passenger
tudinal strengthing ribs or flanges , said horizontal con Cars.

volutions extending between but not across said upright

convolutions, substantially as specified . Appareil de tirage pour chars de passagers.

6. In a railway draft rigging side plate or stop casting,

consisting of a cast web of substantially uniform thickness

throughout, furnished with a series of upright convolutions
99

therein forming stops or shoulders for the following to

abut against, and furnished with horizontal or longitudinal

convolutions therein forming longitudinal strengthening ribs

or flanges, said horizontal convolutions extending between

but not across said upright convolutions, substantially as
suecified .

7. A railway draft rigging side plate or stop casting, com

prising a cast metal web of substantially uniform thickness

throughout , and having a plurality of upright convolutions
1234

therein forming stops or shoulders for the followers to

abut against , and provided with further upright convolu

tions therein forming intermediate stops or shoulders for

the followers to abut against to limit the compression of

the springs, said main web having also horizontal or longi

tudinal convolutions therein, substantially as specified .

8. A railway draft rigging side plate or stop casting, com

prising a casting metal web of substantially uniform thick

ness throughout, and having a plurality of upright convo

lutions therein forming stops or shoulders for the followers

to abut against, and provided with further upright convo

lutions therein forming intermediate stops or shoulders for
1941

the followers to about against to limit the compression of

the springs , said main web having also horizontal or longi

tudinal convolutions therein extending between but not The W. H. Miner Company, assignee of John F. O'Connor,
across said upright convolutions , substantially as specified . both of Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A., 11th December, 1906 ; 6

years. Filed 12th November, 1906. Receipt No. 141,147 .
No. 102,436. Draft Rigging for Railway Cars.

Claim . - 1. In a draft rigging for railway passenger cars
Appareil de tirage pour chars de chemin de fer. the combination with the drawbar, springs and followers, of

side plates or stop castings, each consisting of a cast web

of substantially uniform thickness throughout, having an in

tegral upper longitudinal convolution therein adapted to fit

against and be secured to the upright web of the center sill ,

and furnished also with a plurality of upright convolutions

forming steps or shoulders for the followers to abut against ,

substantially as specified.

2. In a draft rigging for railway passenger cars the com

bination with the drawbar, springs anl followers, of said

GAM plates or stop castings, each consisting of a cast web of sub

stantially uniform thickness throughout, having an integral

al. upper longitudinal convolution therein adapted to fit against

and be secured to the upright web of the center sill , and

furnished also with a plurality of upright convolutions form

ing stops or shoulders for the followers to abut against, said

cast web having also a longitudinal convolution at its

lower part , substantially as specified.

3. In a draft rigging for railway passenger cars the com

bination with the drawbar , springs and followers , of

side plates or stop castings, each consisting of a cast web of

substantially uniform thickness throughout , having an in

The W. H. Miner Company, assignee of John F. O'connor , tegral upper longitudinal convolution therein adapted to fit

both of Chicago , Illinios , U.S.A. , 11th December, 1906 ; 6 against and be secured to the upright web of the center sill ,

years. Filed 12th November, 1906. Receipt No. 141,146 . and furnished also with a plurality of upright convolutions

Claim .-- 1. In a draft rigging the combination with the forming stops or shoulders for the followers to abut against,

drawbar, springs and followers, of a one piece stop casting said upright convolutions terminating below said upper

comprising a main cast web of uniform thickness through- longitudinal convolutions, substantially as specified.

out free from T and other fange -like sections , and having a 4. The railway passenger car draft rigging side plate or

plurality of longitudinal convolutions and a plurality of stop casting, consisting of a cast web of substantially uni

tranverse convolutions to form stops or shoulders for the form thickness having upright convolutions therein forming

followers to abut against, substantially as specified . stops or shoulders for the followers to abut against , and'an

2. A one piece stop casting for railway draft rigging con- upper longitudinal convolution to fit against the car sill,

sisting in a continuous cast web of substantially uniform substantially as specified.

thickness free from T and other flange - like sections fur- 5. The railway passenger car draft rigging side plate or

nished with longitudinal convolutions , and wih a plurality of stop casting, consisting of a cast web of substantially uni.
transverse convolutions to form stops or shoulders for the form thickness having upright convolutions therein forming
followers to abut against, substantially as specified . stops of shoulders for the followers to abut against and an
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1

upright longitudinal convolution to fit against the car sill , strap or yoke , draft rigging spring and followers and a longi.
said upright convolutions being below said upper longi- tudinally movable drawbar centering block interposed be
tudinal convolution , substantially as specified. tween the front follower and the drawbar, the drawbar be

6. The railway passanger car draft rigging side plate or ing provided with lateral rocker or pivot arms and said

stop casting , consisting of a cast web of substantially uni- centering block having seats to engage said arms, and means

form thickness having upright convolutions therein forming comprising a pair of filler blocks and three rivets connecting
stops or shoulders for the followers to abut against , and an the drawbar, drawbar straps and drawbar centering block

upper longitudinal convolution to fit against the car sill , whereby the drawbar is permitted to swing laterally and the

said web having also at its lower portion a longitudinal con- centering block to move longitudinally and compress the

volution , substantially as specified. draft rigging spring as the drawbar swings laterally and

7. The railway passenger car draft rigging side plate or thereby cause it to be restored to position , substantially as

stop casting, consisting of a cast web of substantially uni- specified .

form thickness, having upper and lower longitudinal or hori

zontal convolutions , and provided with upright convolutions
No. 102,439. Draft Rigging for Railway Cars.

extending below the upper longitudinal convolutions and
Appareil de tirage pour chars de chemin de fer.

forming stops or shoulders for the followers to abut against ,

substantially as specified.

1

1

14

32

Fiat

1

* 4

OoNo. 102,438. Draft Gear for Railway Cars .

Appareil de tirage pour chars de chemin de fer.
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The W. H. Miner Company, assignee of John F. O'Connor,

7 both of Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. , 11th December, 1906 ; 6

years. Filed 12th November, 1906. Receipt No. 141,149.

14 Claim . - 1. In a friction spring draft rigging the combina

tion with side plates or stop castings, drawbar and drawbar

The W. H. Miner Company , assignee of John F. O'Connor,

both of Chicago, Illinois , U.S.A. , 11th December , 1906 ; 6
strap or extension , of a longitudinally movable friction case

or shell, a spring in said case or shell , longitudinally mov

years. Filed 12th November, 1906. Receipt No. 141,148 . able friction shoes in said case or shell at one end of said

Claim.-1 . In a draft rigging the combination with the side spring, a pair of rockers pivotally mounted on said friction

plates or stop castings , springs and followers , of a drawbar shoes and having circular contacting faces struck about a
strap or extension and a draw bar having a pivotal connec- center in advance of the pivotal center of said rockersand
tion therewith to enable it to swing laterally , said drawbar a movable pressure block interposed between said rockers

being provided with lateral pivot or rocker arms , and a and the drawbar, substantially as specified.
longitudinally movable drawbar centering block interposed 2. In a friction spring draft rigging the combination with

between the rear end of the drawbar and the front follower the side plates or stop castings , drawbar and drawbar strap

and having lateral seats or bearings to engage said lateral or extension , of a longitudinally movable friction case or

rocker or pivot arms on the drawbar to cause the draft shell, a spring in said case or shell , longitudinally movable

rigging spring to be compressed when the draw bar swings, friction shoes in said case or shell at one end of said spring ,

and thus to center the drawbar or restore it to position a pair of rockers pivotally mounted on said friction shoes

through the action of the draft rigging spring itself , and and having circular contacting faces struck about a center

filler blocks and rivets connecting the drawbar, drawbar in advance of the pivotal center of said rockers and a mov

strap and drawbar centering block, substantially as specified . able pressure block interposed between said rockers and the

2. In a draft rigging the combination with the side plates drawbar, said pressure block having a circular bearing face

or stop castings , springs and followers , of a draw bar strap and said rockers having circular bearing faces engaging the

or extension and a drawbar having a pivotal connection circular bearing face of the pressure block , substantially as

therewith to enable it to swing laterally, said drawbar being specified .

provided with lateral pivot or rocker arms , and a longitud- 3. In a friction spring draft rigging the combination with

inally movable drawbar centering block interposed between the side plates or stop castings, drawbar and drawbar strap

the rear end of the drawbar and the front follower and hav or extension , of a longitudinally movable friction case or

ing lateral seats or bearings to engage said lateral rocker shell, a spring in said case or shell , longitudinally movable

or pivot arms on the drawbar to cause the draft rigging friction shoes in said case or shell at one end of said spring,

spring to be compressed when the drawbar swings laterally , a pair of rockers pivotally mounted on said friction shoes

and thus to center the drawbar or restore it to position and having circular contacting faces struck about a center

through the action of the draft rigging spring itself , filler in advance of the pivotal center of said rocker and a mov

blocks furnished with hubs or thimbles , rivets connecting able pressure block interposed between said rockers and the

the drawbar with its strap or yoke and extending through drawbar and a follower interposed between the drawbar and

the filler blocks , the drawbar having a transverse slot to re- the pressure block, substantially as specified .

ceive the front rivet and filler block hub or thimble, and the 4. In a friction spring draft rigging the combination with

drawbar centering block having a longitudinal slot to re the side plates or stop castings, drawbar and drawbar strap

ceive the rivet and filler hub block or thimble passing or extension, of a longitudinally movable friction case or

through it, substantially as specified. shell, a spring in saidcaseorshell, longitudinally movable

3. In a draft the combination with the spring and follower, friction shoes in said case or shell at oneend of said spring,

of a drawbar strap or yoke , a drawbar pivotally connected a pair of rockers pivotally mounted on said friction shoes

to said drawbar or yoke and having lateral pivot or rocker and having circular contacting faces struck about a center

arms , and a longitudinally movable drawbar centering block in advance of the pivotal center of said rockers and a mor.

having sets or bearings engaging said arms on the drawbar, able pressure block interposed between said rockers and the

filler blocks furnished with three hubs or thimbles to re drawbar, said pressure block having a circular bearing face

ceive the rivets, rivets passing through the drawbar strap and said rockers having circular bearingfaces engaging the

or' yoke and said hubs or thimbles , the drawbar having a circular bearing faces of the pressure block and a follower

transverse slot to receive the front rivet and filler block interposed between the pressure block and the drawbar, sub- .

hubs or thimbles and the drawbar centering block having stantially as specified .

longitudinal slots to receive the middle and rear rivets and 5. In a friction spring draft rigging the combination with

filler block hubs or thimbles, substantially as specified. the side plates or stop castings, drawbarand drawbar strap

4. A draft rigging and drawbar centering mechanism con- or extension , of a longitudinally movable friction case or

sisting in the combination with a drawbar, of a drawbar shell , a spring in said case or shell,longitudinally movable
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friction shoes in said case or shell at one end of said spring, 6. Dans un appareil à acétylène la combinaison d'une

a pair of rockers pivotally mounted on said friction shoes trappe liquide placée au bas du tube , par lequel l'eau des

and having circular contacting faces about a center in ad- cend du gazogène ou cloche, dans le générateur cette trappe

vance of the pivotal center of said rocker and a movable ayant pour effet de laisser descendre l'eau , sans laisser

pressure block interposed between said rocker and the draw- descendre le gaz, mais au contraire de laisser monter le

bar, said friction shoes having central strengthening ribs gaz du générateur au gazogène ou cloche, tel que décrit en

and said rockers having slots to receive said ribs , substan- susbtance.

tially as specified . 7. Dans un appareil à acétylène la combinaison d'un géné

6. In a friction spring draft rigging the combination with rateur, d'un gazogène ou cloche , d'un réservoir à garbure,

the side plates or stop castings, drawbar and drawbar strap dont l'ouverture supérieur est formée par une trappe à pen

or extension , of a longitudinally movable friction case or ture, dont la pésanteur est suffisante pour contrebalancer

shell , a spring therein , sliding friction shoes in said case or la pression du gaz interne et l'empêcher de sortie.

shell at one end of said spring, rocking spreaders bearing

against said shoes to force the same into frictional engage- No. 102,441 . Bearing. Coussinet.

ment with said case or shell , a pressure block bearing

against said rocking spreaders and actuated by the drawbar,

said rocking spreaders and pressure block being provided

with means to cause the lateral or spreading force exerted

upon the friction shoes to bear a constant ratio to the longi

tudinal thrust or load upon the drawbar, substantially as

specified .

No. 102,440. Acetylene Gas Generator.

Générateur à gaz acétylène.
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Fig.2
Joseph Dove - Smith and Frank Edward Lauer, co - inventors ,

both of Toronto , Ontario, Canada, 11th December , 1906 ;

6 years. Filed 18th August, 1906. Receipt No. 138,788.

Claim .-- 1 . An anti - friction bearing for end , thrust and

step bearing purposes comprising a series of load bearing

rollers each having two conical bearing surfaces tapering

from the middle of its peripheral surface towards the ends

thereof, a series of spacing rollers intermediate the load

bearing rollers, each having its ends tapered to correspond

with the taper of the conical surfaces of the load bearing

rollers, and having a V - shaped groove extending from the

inner edges of the tapered ends of the medium line of its

peripheral surface with the apex of the V-shaped groove
FI98

aligned with the apex of the conical surface of the adjacent
FIG. 3

102442 load bearing roller, a retaining ring at each end of the load

F165 bearing and spaciog rollers and fastening bolts locking the

Fig ? retaining rings together to hold the load bearing and spac

ing rollers in their assembled condition.

2. An anti - friction bearing for end, thrust and step bear
Joseph Octave Bousseau , North Hatley. Quebec, Canada , 11th

December , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 3rd Feburary , 1906. Re
ing purposes comprising a series of load bearing rollers.

ciept No. No. 132,549 .
each having two conical bearing surfaces tapering from the

middle of its peripheral surface towards the ends thereof, a

Resumé.-- 1. Dans un appareil à acetylène , la combinaison series of spacing rollers intermediate the load bearing rol

d'un lévier sous pression, lequel en ouvrant automatique- lers , each having its ends tapered to correspond with the
ment l'ouverture supérieure du magasin à garbure , couvre taper of the conical surfaces of the load bearing rollers ,

en même temps le dessus de la tire qui communique au bou- and having a V- shaped groove extending from the inner

chon inférieur du dit magasin , et par ce fait , empêche ce edges of the tapered ends to the medium line of its peri

bouchon d'être ouvert pendant que l'ouverture supérieure du pheral surface with the apex of the V-shaped groove aligned

magasin est ouverte , tel que d crit en substance. with the apex of the conical surface of the adjacent load

2. Dans un appareil à acetylène, la combinaison, d'un cou bearing roller , a retaining ring at each end of the load bear

vercle sur l'embouchure latérale servant à recevoir l'eau ing and spacing rollers and fastening bolts passing through

de l'extérieur lequel couvercle est muni de deux broches ou the retaining rings and centrally through their respective

leviers , dont l'un est raccordé à un robinet qui ouvre un pas- load bearing rollers.

sage d'air de l'extérieur au générateur , et dont l'autre est 3. An anti- friction bearing for end, thrust and step bear

reccordé àla chantepleur ou robinet servant à vider le géné- ing purposes comprising a series of loadbearingrollers,
rateur cette combinasion ayant pour but empecher la per- each having two conical bearing surfaces tapering from the

dition du gaz , et le melange dair au gaz, tel que derit en middle of its peripheral surface towards the ends thereof,
substance

.
a series of spacing rollers intermediate the load bearing

3. Dans un appareil à acétylène , une valve flottante C fig. rollers . each having its ends tapered tocorrespond with the

1 :5 , composée d'un capuchon 19, avec deux flottants 18, l'un taper of the conical surfaces of the load bearing rollers and

attaché de chaque coté duditcapuchon et deux barres une having a V-shaped groove extending from the inner edges

chaque coté dubout inférieur des flottants 18 les rattachant of the tapered ends to the medium line of its peripheral sur

ensembles, le tout formant la soupage flottante . face with the apex of the V-shaped groove aligned with the

4.Dans un appareil à acétylène d'une résèrre le carbure apex of the conical surface of the adjacent load bearing rol

restant dans le magasin et ne tombant que par l'opération / ler, a retaining ring at each end of the load bearing and

du mécanisme automatique de l'appareil , mais tombantsous spacing rollers and fastening bolts locking the retaining

un choc quelconque transmis à l'exterieur de l'appareil, tel rings together to hold the load bearing and spacing rollers
que décrit en substance. in their assembled condition , in combination with a shaft

5. Dans un appareilà acétylée d'un couvercle hermétique having a conical bearing surface contacting the conical

sur la boite de surêté , par laquelle s'échappe le gaz ou l'air bearing surfaces at one side of the middle of the load bear

expulsé de l'appareil , soit sous un surcroit de pression ing rollers and tapered to correspond with the taper there

dans les différentes parties de l'appareil , ou pendant le of, and a load resisting element having a conical bearing

changement de l'eau, dansle générateur , tel que décrit en surface contacting the conical bearing surfaces at the other

side of the middle of the load bearing rollers , at a place
substance .

12-8
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diametrically opposite and parallel to the place of contact No. 102,443. Car Fender, Chasse - corps pour tramways.

of the conical bearing surface of the shaft.

4. An anti -friction bearing for end, thrust, and step bear

ing purposes, comprising a series of load bearing rollers

each having two conical bearing surfaces tapering from the

middle of its peripheral surface towards the ends thereof,

a series of spacing rollers intermediate the load bearing

rollers , each having its ends tapered to correspond with the

taper of the conical surfaces of the load bearing rollers and

a V -shaped groove extending from the inner edges of the

tapered ends to the median line of its peripheral surface

with the apex of the V-shaped groove aligned with the apex

of the conical surface of the adjacent load bearing roller , a

retaining ring at each end of the load bearing and spacing

rollers and fastening bolts passing through the retaining

rings and centrally through their respective load bearing

and spacing rollers , in combination with a shaft having a

conical bearing surface contacting the conical bearing sur

faces at one side of the middle of the load bearing rollers ,

and tapered to correspond with the taper thereof , and a load

resisting element having a conical bearing surface contacting

the conical bearing surfaces, at the other side of the middle,

of the load bearing rollers at a place diametrically opposite

and parallel to the place of contact of the conical bearing

surface of the shaft .
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No. 102,442 . Trolley Head. Tête de trollé.
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George Allen , Franklin , Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 11th December,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 20th November, 1906. Receipt No.

141,335.

Claim .-1 . The combination of a vertical fender having a

centrally located vertical pivot, and means for positively

turning said fender on its pivot.

2. The combination of a vertical fender having a centrally

located vertical pivot and a lever constructed to turn the

fender to an inclined or diagonal position and for locking it

in such position.

Garnet Bowen Holmes and Arthur Dunscombe Allen, co- mounted near its ends in said supports , a vertical fender,

3. The combination with supports, of a vertical shaft

inventors, both of Wellington, New Zealand, 11th Decem- rearwardly converging bars connected at their front ends to
ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 29th March , 1906. Receipt No. said fender, and at their rear ends to said shaft and means

134,410.
for turning the shaft , substantially as described.

Claim . - 1. Apparatus for the purpose indicated comprising

in combination a trolley pole, a head secured thereto , a
No. 102.444. Fiber Reducing Machine.

bracket pivotally secured to the head, a jaw swivelled in the

bracket , a trolley wheel journalled in the jaw, the pivotal
Machine à réduire les fibres.

connection of said bracket with the head arranged in such

position that the bracket normally tends to turn over upon

said pivot out of its vertical position , and means for rotating

the bracket in its vertical position through the upward pres

sure of the trolley wheel against the electrical conductor

cable , substantially as specified.

2. Apparatus for the purpose indicated comprising in com

bination a trolley pole , a head secured thereto , a bracket

pivotally secured to the head in such manner that it tends to

foll out of its vertical position , a jaw swivelled in the

bracket, a trolley wheel journalled in the jaw, cheeks pro

jecting from the bracket a pin secured in the checks, slots in

the head adapted to receive the said pin and spring, means

tending to raise the bracket so that the pin leaves the slots ,

substantially as set forth.

3. Apparatus for the purpose indicated comprising in com

bination a trolley pole , a head secured thereto , a pivot pin

projecting a each end from the head, a bracket, slots in the

bracket receiving said pivot pin, the position of said pivot

pin being such that the bracket tends to turn upon it out of

its vertical position , a jaw swivelled in the bracket, a trolley

wheel journalled in the jaw, cheeks projecting from the Herman Samuel Albrecht, St. Louis , Missouri , U.S.A., 11th

bracket, a pin secured in the checks, slots in the head December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 17th June, 1906. Receipt

adapted to receive said pin and a spring secured to said pin No. 137,902.

and to said pivot pin tending to raise the bracket and to Claim . - 1. In a fibre cutting machine the combination with

cause the pin to leave the slots in the head, substantially as apairof uprightdirectingplatesconverging toward their

specified .
inner ends , of two serie of toothed feed rollers arranged at

4. Apparatus for the purpose indicated comprising in com- the inner endsofthe directing plates to receive the material

bination a trolley pole , a head secured thereto , a bracket between them , the outer rollers ofthetwo series being more

pivotally secured to the head in such manner thatittends widelyseparated andhavinglarger teeth than the inner
to fall out of its vertical position , a jaw swivelled in the ones, a throat cutter plate receiving thematerial from the
bracket, a trolley wheel journalled in the jaw, cheeks pro- inner rollers, and acutter operating upon the material de
jecting from the bracket, a pin secured in the checks, slots livered from the throat cutter plate .

in the head adapted to receive said pin , spring means tend

ingto raise the bracket andtocausethepin to leave the for compressing the Ábreanda throat cutting plate through

2. In a fibre cutting machine thecombination with means

slots in the head ,a lever adaptedtobe struck by said pin, whichthecompressedmaterial is delivered, ofa cutter cas;
a contact piece upon the lever in connection with an elec

trical bell wire and asecondcontact piece upon the other cutter bars arranged within said casing,a rotary cutter hav.

ing intowhich the material is delivered ,a pluralityof

wireof the bell adaptedtobe engaged bythe first contact inga plurality of knives extending from one end ofthecylin,
piece , substantially as specified. der to the other and pockets between the knives for holding
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the material cut from the supply and subjecting the same to within reach of the roadway, means for giving the same a

the action of thecutter bars within the casing , meansfor reciprocating movement and means comprising an eccentric
adjusting the rotary cutter toward the cutter plate , and grooved wheel operated to give the propellers a vertical

means for adjusting the cutter bars toward the rotary movement.

cutter . 3. In an apparatus for propelling vehicles , the propeller

3. A feeding mechanism for fibre cutting machines com bars loosely mounted and supported in reciprocating cross

prising a table having transversely extending slots , converg heads , said bars being moved vertically by means of an

ing upright directing plates mounted at theforward portion eccentric grooved disc operated by the drive shaft and a

of the table , feed rollers located below the table and oper
series of connecting bars , as described.

ating in the slots , the rear two of which are toothed and

are located beyond the converging directing plates, a swing- No. 102,446. Fruit Crate. Manne à fruits.

ing frame yieldingly supported at one end above the lower

toothed feed rollers , and feed rollers carried by the swing

ing frame, the outer one being a greater distance above the

rollers below the table than the inner one .

4. In a machine of the character described the combination

of a casing, a cutter mounted in said casing , an apertured

throat plate at the entrance way into said casing, a table

leading to said throat plate , lower feed rollers operating

through said table , an oscilliating frame surmounting said

lower feed rollers , boxes sidably positioned in said oscillat

ing frame and in which said upper feed rollers are jour

nalled, spring surmounting said boxes , and means for yield

ingly holding said oscillating frame , substantially as set

forth . 13 8

5. In amachine of the character described the combination

of a casing, a cutter mounted in said casing, an apertured

throat plate at the entrance-way into said casing, a table

leading to said throat plate , lower feed rollers operating

through said table, an oscillating frame surmounting said

table, upper feed rollers surmounting said lower feed rollers,

boxes slidably positioned in said oscillating frame and in

which said upper feed rollers are journalled , springs sur

mounting said boxes , and spring controlled tension rods con

nected to said oscillating frame, substantially as set forth.

6. The combination of a cutter casing having guideways on
si

opposite sides thereof, a fixed throat cutter bar, a pressure
Figs

bar movable at its ends in said guideways, set screws mount

ed in the casing , and springs each seated at one of its ends

against the pressure bar and bearing at their other ends
102446

against said set screws , substantially as set forth .
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No. 102,445. Vehicle Propelling Machine.

Machine à propulsion pour véhicules.

1133 ***

Levin R. Bacon , Laurel , Delaware , U.S.A. , 11th December,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 20th November, 1906. Receipt No.

141,356.

Claim.-In a knockdown crate the combination with side

and end sections of different lengths , respectively, arranged

end to end in spaced alternate relation and connected one

with the other by means of flexible metallic strips, means

carried at the outer end of one of said sections whereby

when said sections are folded in crate form said section

may be secured to an abutting section , a bottom adapted to

be inserted within the side and end sections, flexible metallic

straps connected at one end to the bottom of one of said

side sections and extending across and projecting beyond the

outer side of, and being secured to said bottom, the pro

jections of said straps being adapted to be secured to the

bottom of the other side section, and a lid hinged to the top

of said other side section .

No. 102,447. Mould. Moule .
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August Ahlbrecht, Pittsburg , Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 11th

December , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 18th May, 1906. Receipt

No. 136,060.

Claim.-1 . An apparatus for propelling vehicles comprising

a series of vertically disposed propeller bars supported upon

the vehicle and above the roadway and means for moving

caid propeller bars vertically and horizontally in opposite
relation, said means comprising a reciprocating crosshead Herman Besser, Alpena, Michigan, U.S.A., 11th December,

carrying said propeller bars and an eccentric grooved disc
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 5th September, 1906. Receipt No.

139,280 .
for moving said bars vertically within the crosshead, where
by one series is engaged to propel the vehicle while the Claim.-1. In a mould the combination of a side wall ad

other is moving into position.
apted to serve as a pallet and having wedges connected

2. In an apparatus for propelling vehicles, the propeller therewith , and a plurality of movable walls, certain of said

bars arranged in series and supported in a vertical position movable walls being adapted to co - act with said wedges.
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2. In a mould the combination of a pallet , movable end orifice, an attaching device engaging the orifice, and a tag

walls, a plurality of movable walls connected with the end adapted to engage the guides and provided at one end with

walls , and means connected with the pallet for moving the

last -named walls when the end walls are moved.

3. In a mould the combination of a pallet , a bottom or side

wall adapted to be mounted on the pallet , a pair of end walls

connected with said bottom or side wall , and means con

nected with the pallet for lifting the mould when the end

walls are swung outwardly therefrom .

4. In a mould the combination of a pallet , a bottom or side

wall adapted to be mounted on the pallet , a pair of end walls

connected with said bottom or side wall , means connected

with the pallet for lifting the mould when the end walls are

swung outwardly therefrom , said means comprising a plur

ality of wedges , and a guide connected with each wall .

5. In a mould the combination of a plate , a wall pivoted to

the plate at a point beyond the edge thereof, a frame hav

ing guides, and means connected with said wall for moving

said frame away from the plate when the wall is swung on

its pivot.

6. In a mould the combination of a plate , a wall pivoted to

the plate at a point beyond the edge thereof, a frame having

guides, means connected with said wall for moving said

frame away from the plate when the wall is swung on its a reduced extension having a notch to engage the attaching

pivot , and means for moving both the plate and the frame in
device .

a direction transverse to the direction of said movement.

7. In a mould the combination of a plate , a wall pivotally No. 102,449. Fire Extinguisher.

connected therewith , a movable frame having guides extend
Drtincteur d'incendie .

ing outwardly therefrim and drawn on the arcs of circles

whose centers are nearer the center of the plate than the

pivots on which th wall is mounted , and means connected

with said wall for engaging the guides and controlling the

motion of the frame .

8. In a mould the combination of a plate , a wall pivotally

connected therewith , a movable frame having guides extend

ing outwardly therefrom and drawn on the arc of circles

whose centers are neares the center of the plate than the

pivots on which the wall is mounted , and means connected

said wall for engaging the guides and controlling the motion
of the frame, and means on said wall for moving it and for

locking the wall with respect to the frame.

9. In a mould the combination of a movable wall , a handle

pivotally mounted thereon , a bar mounted on said handle

and having a slot , a frame provided with guide having a

notch and nassing through said slot , whereby the motion of

the wall will cause said frame to move .

10. In a mould the combination of a movable side wall , a

movable end wall , a frame , means connected with the end

wall for automatically moving the frame when the end wall
moves . and means connected with the frame for moving the Charles Brent , Brandon , Manitoba, -Canada, 11th December,
side wall .

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 30th August, 1906. Receipt No.

11. In a mould the combination of a movable side wall , a 139,101.

movable end wall , a frame , means connected with the end Claim . - In a fire extinguisher in combination, a tank , and
wall for automatically moving the frame when the end an inverted liquified gas container provided with means for
wall moves , and means connected with the frame for moving delivering gas only therefrom to the liquid in said tank.
the side wall , said last -named means comprising a slide 2. In a fire extinguisher in combination, a water tank, a
mounted on the frame and having a projection , and a nair of filling plug removably secured to said tank , and a gas con
ways on the side wall having a slotted portion adapted to be tainer removably carried by said plug.

encaged hv said projection . 3. In a fire extinguisher in combination , outlet means , a

12. In a mould the onmhiration of a movable side wall , a liquified gas container inverted upon the top of said extin

movohlo ant wall. frame means connected with tho end guisher and means for leading off such liquified gas in

wall for automatically moving the frame when the end wall gaseous form and delivering it into said tank .

mores , means connected with the frame for moving the side 4. In a fire extinguisher in combination, a tank for holding

wall , a pallet located onposite said side wall . said pallet a quantity of water , suitable outlet means, a plug in top of

being provided with a slot , said side wall being provided said tank, a gas container mounted in said plug, and a gas

with a perforation , and a core adapted to rest in said per
container pipe extending to the upper partof such container

foration , and extend across the mould , said core having a for delivering gas alone to the water tank below.

5. In a fire extinguisher in combination, a water tank,locking device adapted to pass through the slot in the

suitable discharging means,a plug mounted in the upper
pallet .

part of said tank, a gas container mounted in said plug,and

No. 102,448. Shipping Tag. Etiquette de chargement. a regulator valve for controlling theadmissionof gas from
said container to said tank.

Caleb D. Bradham , New Bern , North Carolina , U.S.A. , 11th 6. In a fire extinguisher in combination, a tank , a plug in

December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 24th September , 1906 . the upper end of saidtank ,a gas container mounted in said

Receipt No. 139,743. plug, and a reducing valve also inounted in said plug and

Claim .-- 1. A shipping tag embodying a holder having adapted to controlling the admission of gas from said con
tainer to said tank.

marginal guides and an extension at one end provided with

an orifice, and a tag adapted to engage the guides and pro- 7.In a fire extinguisher in combination, a water tank, a

vided at one end with an extension terminating in a notch
plug in the upper end of said tank , a gas container mounted

in said plug,a valvein said plug for reducing the pressure of
in alignment with the orifice.

the gas from said container as it enters the water tank , and

2. The combination with a receptacle of a holder provided
means for adjusting said valve .

with marginal guides and having at one end an extension
8. In a fire extinguisher in combination , a water tank, a

provided with an orifice, an attaching device engaging the
plug in the upperendofsaid tank ,agascontainer remov

orifice , anda tagadaptedto engage the guides and having ably secured in said plug, a pipe within said container proa
oneend provided with an extension having a notch to engage jecting to a pointabovethe level of theliquid therein and
the attaching device .

otherend, and a valve mounted in said plug for controlling
3. The combination with a receptacle, of a holder having the flow of gas therefrom .

the name of the sender stamped thereon and provided with 9. A liquified gas container consisting of a tank , a plug in
marginal guides and with a terminal extension having an the end ofsaid tank and having an outlet port, a discharge

1

7

“

婚

1
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tube mounted in said plug and projecting to a point near the the recess of each sleeve and means for adjustably engaging

other end, and a valve mounted in said plug for controlling thills and handles on said bar.

the passage of gas through said port . 6. In a device of the class described the combination with

10. In a fire extinguisher in combination , a water tank a beam of a linear scale thereon , sleeves adjustably engaged

having suitable discharge means, a plug mounted in the on said beam provided with shoulders on their inner sur

upper end of said tank and having a gas container socket faces adapted to contact with the beam , a tooth engaged in

and a valve opening communicating with said socket , a a recess in each sleeve , a set screw passing therethrough

pressure reducing valye mounted in said valve opening, a and engaging the beam , clamps adjustably engaged on the

liquified gas container removably secured in its socket and beam and thills and handles engaged in said clamps.

having a gas outlet tube extending to a point near its upper 7. In a land marker the combination with a beam of legs

end , and a valve carried by said container for controlling adjustably engaged thereon , clamps at equal distances from

the discharge of gas therefrom . the center of said beam and provided with seats in the top

11. In a fire extinguisher in combination , a water tank, thereof and thills and handles rigidly engaged in said seats .

discharge means connected to said tank , a plug in the upper 8. In a land marker the combination with a channel iron

end of said tank and having a container socket and a valve beam provided with a linear scale thereon of sleeves ad .

opening communicating therewith, a valve seat within saidjustably engaged on said beam , bearing shoulder on the inner

valve opening, an adjacent plug mounted in said valve open- side of the said sleeve , a spring tooth engaged in each sleeve ,

ing, a valve guided in said plug and co -operating with said clamps adjustably engaged on said beam and thills and

valve seat , a spring between said valve and said adjusting handles carried in said clamps.

plug, means for holding said plug in any adjusted position . 9. In a land marker the combination with a channel iron

12. In a fire extinguisher in combination , a water tank , a beam of rectangular sleeves adjustably longitudinally

filling plug mounted therein and having a gas container thereof, legs engaged in said sleeves , plates having parallel

socket and a valve opening communicating with each other ribs thereon adapted to receive the beam therebetween ,

by means of a suitable port , a valve seat about said port , an thills engaged in seats on the upper plates , a clamping plate

adjusting plug having suitable ports through the same and above each thill , bolts rigidly engaging said plates and thills

adapted to be shifted within said valve opening , a pressure to the beam , handles integral with the thills and means for

reducing valve guided in said adjusting plug removably attaching a draft animal.

mounted in said socket and having a gas discharge pipe ex- 10. In a land marker the combination with a beam pro

tending to a point near the upper end thereof, a valve for vided with linear scales thereon extending from the center

controlling the discharge of gas from said container , a dis- toward the ends, sleeves slidably engaged on said beam ,
charge pipe mounted in said filling plug extending to the teeth removably engaged in said sleeves , plates having par

bottom of the water tank , and a suitable valve for controlling allel ribs thereon adapted to engage the beam , seats in the

the discharge from said discharge pipe . upper plates, thills andhandles in said seats and a clamping

plate adapted to hold the same in place .

No. 102,450. Land Marker.

Machine à marquer les terrain . No. 102,451 . Plough. Charrue .
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Elmer Lewis Brillhart , Ludington , Michigan , U.S.A. , 11th FIG. 3. 4. 25.52

52

December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 12th November, 1906. Re N

17 7 21
ceipt No. 141,105.

FIG . 5.
FIG . 7 FIG . 8 .

9Claim . - 1 . A field marker comprising a beam graduated FIG . 4 . FIG . 6.

47 48with a linear scale from its middle to its extremities , teeth

adjustable longitudinally thereon , sleeves having seats there

in adapted to detachably secure the teeth upon the beam at 11

varying distances apart , means for attaching a draft animal FIG. 11 .
FIG . 9. FIG . 10 . FIG. 12.

to the beam and handles projecting rearwardly from each

side of the center.

2. A land marker comprising a graduated beam , adjustable Charles Carlson , Renville , Minnesota , U.S.A. , 11th Decem

means affording attachment for thills and handles and ber , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed , 14th November, 1906 . Receipt

spring teeth adjustably secured thereon and affording the No. 141,192.

marking means. Claim.-1 . In a plough of the class described the combin

3. A land marker comprising a metallic beam , a graduated ation with a wheel supported frame, of a plough mounted

scale thereon extending from the center towards the ex- within the frame and having side brackets with inclined

tremities , slotted sleeves adjustably engaged on said beam, slots therein , a bail or arch mounted in the frame engaging
spring teeth engaged in said slots , means adjustably engaged in said slots and being adapted to fold forward from an up
on the beam at equal distances from the center adapted to right to an inclined position and in front of the frame a

secure thills ant handles , and thills and handles engagod coupling adapted to release automatically the plough whentherein .
obstructed, and thus allow said arch to raise it above the

4. A knock down land marker comprising a bar provided obstruction , a spring arranged to pull the raised plough

with a linear scale indicated thereon from the center to the forward into coupled position again , a latch engaging auto

extremities of the bar, sleeves engaged on said bar and each matically the arch to hold it upright while the spring pulls
provided with an aperture at the rear of the bar, a leg en- the plough forward , and means carried by the plough for

gaged in the aperture in each sleeve , a set screw passing disengaging the latch automatically when the arch and

therethrough and acting to lock the sleeve on the bar, thills ploughare to descend again .

and handles for said marker and means- for adjustably en- 2. In a plough of the class described the combination with

gaging said thills and handles on the bar. a wheel supported frame , of a plough mounted to move ver

5. In a device of the class described the combination with tically and longitudinally and to tilt in the frame, means for

a bar provided with a linear scale thereon of recessed raising the plough above obstructions in the ground bya
sleeves adjustably engaged on said bar , a tooth engaged in rearward motion of the plough in the frame and a spring
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pulling the raised plough forward again in the frame, said upper edges with notches or recesses , keeper strips extend

plough having the front end of its beam or a special head ing across the tops of said notches or recesses, a sliding

piece secured thereon for that purpose formed with opposite door having the end portions thereof fitted insaid recesses

longitudinal side grooves having in their rearward ends beneath the keepers and a stop carried by said door for

downward recesses 22 , a coupling having at its front and limiting the endwise movement thereof, substantially and

rear ends hooks or lugs slidable in said grooves , two of the for the purpose described.

lugs being adapted to engage in the recesses and draw the 3. The combination with a coop or crate for poultry and

plough , a spring pressed lever pivoted to the head piece and the like , of a water trough holder extending across the bot

holding the coupling in the recesses , a rock shaft journalled tom thereof, a water trough slidably mounted in said hold

transversely in the front end of the frame and having rocker ing and a spring catch for holding said trough when pushed

arms pivotally supporting the coupling intermediate its inward.

ends , said coupling being adapted when thus supported and 4. The combination with a coop or crate for poultry and

the plough beam is jerked downward by an obstruction to the like, of a semi-cylindrical water trough holder extending

the plough to disengage from the recesses , and means for the bottom of the coop , a semi- cylindrical water

drawing the plough by the coupling , and means for holding trough mounted to move lengthwise in said holder and hav

the coupling at different elevations or even let it rest upon ing end walls , and a spring catch having a reversely beveled

the front end of the frame . lip adapted to engage the inner end wall of said trough,

3. In a plough of the class described the combination with substantially as andfor the purpose described.

a wheel supported frame , of a plough mounted to tilt , slide .

raise and fall in the frame, said plough having the front end No. 102,453 . Mowing Machine Guard.
of its beam or a special head piece secured thereto for that

purpose provided with longitudinal grooves having down
Garde de faucheu888.

ward notches or recesses in their rear ends , a coupling slid

ing in the grooves and adapted to engage in the recesses

and draw the plough , a spring pressed trip lever pivoted to

the head piece and pressing the coupling into engagement,

a normally partly bent knee point helping to hold the lever

against the coupling , means for regulating the normal bend

ing of the knee joint , means for adjusting the tension of the

spring acting on the lever , and means for throwing the

coupling automatically out of and into engagement.

4. In a plough of the class described the combination with

a wheel supported frame , of a plough monuted to tilt , slide .

raise and fall in the frame , said plough having the front end

of its beam or a special head piece secured thereto for that

purpose provided with longitudinal grooves having down

ward notches or recesses in their rear ends , a coupling slid

ing in the grooves and adapted to engage in the recesses

and draw the plough , a spring pressed trip lever pivoted to

the head piece and pressing the coupling into engagement,

a normally partly bent knee joint helping to hold the lever

against the coupling , means for regulating the normal bend

ing of the knee joint , means for adjusting the tension of the John A. Cumming, Monkland Station , Ontario , Canada, 11th

spring acting on the lever. and means for throwing the December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 6th September, 1906 .

coupling automatically out of and into engagement, a spring Receipt No. 139,298.

pressed latch holding the trin lever suspended above the Claim . - 1. In a device of the class described the combina

path of the coupling while the latter is uncoupled , said

latch being disengaged from the lever by the coupling when

tion with a finger bar, of a guard removably secured thereto

it returns into the coupled position .

and resilient means for locking the same in position , as and

for the purpose specified.
5. A plough comprising a wheel supported frame and a

plough mounted to move vertically and longitudinally and

2. In a mowing machine guard the combination with the

to tilt forwardly in the frame , a spring arranged to pull the

finger bar of a guard removably secured thereto and a spring

plough forwardly in the frame , a coupling mounted in the

operated dog locking the guard in position , as and for the

front end of the plough frame and engaging the plough beam
purpose specified.

to draw the plough , automatic means for disengaging the

3. In a mowing machine guard the combination with the

coupling from the beam by the obstruction of the plough

finger bar having a transverse slotin the bottom thereof of

and engaging the beam again when the plough is pulled for

2 guard having a tennon thereon engaging said slot, a dog

ward by the spring , and means for forcing the plough auto

pivoted to the guard and adapted to engage the finger bar

matically out of the ground by its rearward movement re

and means for normally holding the dog in its locked posi

lative to the frame when uncoupled at the front thereof.
tion , as and for the purpose specified.

4. In a mowing machine guard the combination with the

finger bar having a transverse slot in the bottom thereof, of

No. 102,452. Coop. Cage à volailles . a guard having a tennon thereon engaging the slot, of a dog

pivoted to the guard andhaving an upturned end engaging

Miq.l.
the rear of the finger bar and means for locking the dog in

position , as and for the purpose specified.

5. In a mowing machine guard the combination with the

finger bar having the transverse slot in the bottom thereof

of a guard having a tennon thereon engaging said slot , a

dog located in a recessin the guardandpivoted thereto, an

n22
upturned endon thedog engaging the end of the finger board

Filmi and springmeans for holding the dog in itsengaged posi

ha
tion , as and for the purpose specified.

6. In mowing machine guard the combination with the

0
finger bar having atransverse slot in thebottom thereof of

a guard provided with a tennon extending into said slot , &

recess in rear of the guard, a dog pivoted within said recess

1920 1921 having an upturned end adaptedtoengagetheinner sideof

the finger bar, a cam surface provided on the end of the dog

extending within the slot, a plunger abutting said cam sur

facesand reciprocating within the recessprovided in the
George J. Cook , Hutchinson , Minnesota , U.S.A. , 11th Decem

guard and a spring normally holdingtheplunger in contact

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 20th November, 1906. Receipt with the cam surface, as and for the purpose specified.
No. 141,358 . 7.In a mowing machine guard the combination with the

Claim.-1 . A coop or crate for poultry and the like em- finger bar having a vlurality of transversedovetailed slots

bodying a bottom , sides and ends and a top composed of

slats of different'thickuesses, some of the slats extending operated means for locking the guards in the slots, as and

of a plurality of guards fitting within the sameand spring

higher than the remaining slats to form rests whereby when for the purpose specified .

the coops are piled one upon another an air space is left 8. In a mowing machine the combination with the finger

between the tops and bottoms of the same , substantially as barhaving a plurality of transversely extending dovetailed

described. slots, of guardsfitting within said slots and a spring held

2. A coop or crate for poultry and the like comprising a

bottom , sides and ends, the ends being provided in their ' and for the purpose specified.
dogpivoted to each guardand engaging the finger bar, as

21
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No. 102,454, Switch.
Aiguille.

ing the cover any way desired , means to turn the bar, sub

stantially as described and shown .
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Henry Dickinson , Flushing , New York, U.S.A. , 11th Decem 2. Cover for kegs consisting of an open frame having a

ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 31st July, 1906. Receipt No. groove at its lower side adapted to fit into the mouth of the

138,312. keg, a projecting rim round the opening of the frame , loops

at the sides of the frame with which the frame is attached

Claim . - 1. In a switch operating mechanism the combina
to the keg, means to attach the frame into the keg consist

tion of the switch, a shoe carried by the rail , connections
ing of spring hooks , a cover having a groove adapted to fit

arranged to move parallel to the rail from said shoe to the
into the rim of the frame turnably arranged on the frame,

switch and a cam operating piece carried by the car for
to hold the cover in any position by employing

wedging between the rail and shoe to operate the switch.
2. In a switch operating mechanism thecombination of springs between the tappets as shown , bearings on the

frame for supporting the cover , tappets on the cover, a bar
the switch , shoes carried by the rail at opposite sides there passing through the said tappets and the bearings for turn

of, connections arranged to move parallel to the rail from ing the cover, means to turn the cover by providing the bar
said shoes to the switch and two cam operating pieces car

with a lever , all substantially described and shown.

ried by the car for wedging between the rail and the shoe 3. Cover for kegs consisting of an open frame having a
to operate the switch.

groove at its lower side adapted to fit into the mouth of the

3. In a switch operating mechanism the combination of keg, a projecting rim round the opening of the frame, loops

the switch , a shoe carried by the rail , connections there- at the side of the frame with which the frame is attached to

from to the switch, a locking mechanism for the shoe and the keg, means to attach the frame into the keg consisting

an operating piece carried by the car for unlocking the shoe of spring hooks , a cover having a groove adapted to fit into

and for wedging in between the same and the rail to operate the rim of the frame turnably arranged on the frame , means

the switch .
to hold the cover in position by employing V -shaped springs

4. In a switch operating mechanism the combination of situated under the tappets as shown, bearings on the frame

the switch , shoes carried by the rail at opposite sides there- for supporting the cover, tappets on the cover, a bar pass

of connections therefron to the switch, four operating pieces ing through the said tappets and the bearings for turning

and two treadles carried by the car, one treadle being ar- the cover , means to turn the cover by providing the bar with

ranged to throw two operating pieces into position inside a lever , substantially described and shown.

the rails, and the other treadle being arranged to throw two

operating pieces into position outside of the rails . No. 102,456. Clothes Washer and Wringer.
5. In a switch operating mechanism the combination of

Laveuse et essoreuse.

the switch, a' shoe carried by the rail , connections arranged

to move parallel to the rail from the shoe to the switch

and a cam operating piece yieldingly carried by the car for

wedging between the rail and the shoe to operate the

switch.

6. In a switch operating mechanism the combination of

the switch , shoes carried by the rail , connections therefrom

to the switch, a shaft and sleeve carried by the car, operat

ing pieces carried bythe shaft and sleeve , a foot treadle

connected to the shaft and a foot treadle connected to the

sleeve .

7. In a switch operating mechanism the combination of

the switch , shoes carried by the rail , connections therefrom

to the switch , a bell crank lever carried by each shoe , a

latch carried by the bell crank levers and operating pieces

carried by the car.

8. In a switch operating mechanism the combination of

the switch, bracketsfrom the rail, shoes mountedthereon

and running on anti- friction rollers, connections from the

shoes to the switch and operating pieces carried by the car.

9. In a switch operating mechanism the combination of

the switch , a shoe carried by the rail, connections therefrom

to the switch , locking mechanism for the shoe and an oper

ating piece carried by the car and having a rib to operate

the locking mechanism andmove the shoe to actuate the
switch. Odon Guitar , Columbia , Missouri , U.S.A. , 11th December,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 17th November, 1906. Receipt No.

No. 102,455. Cover for Kegs. Courercle de barils.
141,285.

Claim .-- 1. In a machine of the character described, a tank

HansDittmann and Hermann Dahms, co - inventors, both of provided with legs,a concave presserbed therein, a flexible

Lübeck, Germany, 11th December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed facing secured to the presser bed and provided with trans

16th November, 1906. Receipt No. 141,274. verse corrugations, a hinged frame to which said plate is

Claim . - 1. Cover for kegs consisting of an open frame hav- secured, a spring actuated latch upon said frame and adapted

ing a grooveat its lower side adapted to fit into the mouth to support the same, a convex presser plate for co -acting

of the keg, a projecting rim round the opening of the frame, with said presser bed, a flexible facing secured to said

loops at the sidesofthe framewithwhichthe frame is at- presser plate and provided with transverse corrugations

tached tothekeg, means to attach the frame into thekeg, staggered with relation to the corrugations on thepresser
a cover having a groove adapted to fit into the rim of the bed, the bed and the plate having transverse series of per

frame turnabiy arranged on the frame. means to hold the forations between the corrugations , a hinged frame to which

cover in any position , bearings on the frame for supporting said convex plate is secured, a coil spring for securing said

the cover, tappets on thecover, a bar passing through the convex plate normally elevated, and means whereby the plate

tappets of thecover and the bearings oftheframe forturn- I may be elevated and depressed.
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2. In a machine of the character described, a tank, a con- 3. In combination with a pulp screen frame having cross

cave presser bed therein , an elastic facing secured to the braces, headed screw - threaded members removably secured

presser bed and provided with transverse corrugations, a

frame supporting said presser bed, means whereby to ad

just said frame in the tank, a convex presser plate hinged

to the tank and adapted to co - act with said presser bed , an

elastic facing securing to said presser plate and provided p .

with transverse corrugations staggered with relation to the

corrugations in the lower plate , and means for retaining the

presser plate normally out of contact with the bed.

3. A combined clothes washer and wringer comprising a

presser bed , an elastic facing on the operating face of the

presser bed, transverse corrugations on the facing , the bed

and facing having perforations therethrough between the

corrugations, a presser plate adapted to co -act with the

presser bed, an elastic facing on the operative face of the

presser plate, transverse corrugations on the facing , the

presser plate and facing having perforations therethrough

between the corrugations and means for moving the presser

plate .

4. In a combined clothes washer and wringer, a tank pro

vided with legs , a frame hinged to the tank , a presser bed

mounted on the frame , a spring actuated latch on the frame ,

and means on the tank for engaging the latch to support

the frame .
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No. 102,457. Steam Cooker.

Appareil à cuire à la vapeur.

to the cross braces , nuts on the screw- threaded members,

bevel edged locking strips disposed under the nuts, bevel

edged screen plates abutting against the locking strip, re

movable stirrups disposed on the ends of the screen plates

and the locking strips and means for applying pressure to

the stirrups.

4. In combination with a pulp screen frame having cross

braces, headed screw -threaded members removably secured

to the cross braces , nuts on the screw - threaded members,

bevel edge locking strips disposed under the nuts, bevel

edged screen plates abutting against the locking strips , re

movably stirrups disposed on the ends of the screen plates

and the locking strips and screw-threaded members carried

on the frame and adapted to bear on the stirrups.

5. In combination with a pulp screen frame having cross

braces , headed screw -threaded members removably secured

to the cross braces , nuts on the screw- threaded members,

bevel edged locking strips disposed under the nuts , bevel

edged screen plates abutting against the locking strips , re

Verena Ehrsam - Jetzer , Zurich , Switzerland , 11th December,

1906 : 6 years . Filed 14th November, 1906. Receipt No. and the locking strips, brackets carriedby the frame and
movable stirrups disposed on the ends of the screen plates

141,213 . provided with projecting ears and screw - threaded members

Claim ,-1. A steam cooker comprising an outer cylindrical disposed through the ears and adapted to bear on the

vessel having a reduced neck and an outwardly flaring stirrups.

collar , an inner cylindrical vessel having a collar to fit that 6. In combination with a pulp screen frame having cross

of the external vessel and a filling nozzle forming safety braces provided with recesses therein, bolts having heads

valve for said external vessel , as set forth . removably disposed in the recesses, strips secured to the
2. In a steam cooker the combination with an inner crossbarsand provided with registeringopenings and reduc

cylindrical vessel , an inwardly bulging bottom and an out- ed slots through which the bolts project, bevel edged lock

wardly flaringneckon said vessel , ofa larger outer vessel , | ing strips having openings through which the bolts are dis

a reduced neck to fit the inner vessel, an outwardly flaring posed , nuts on the bolts and bevel edged screen plates dis

collar to fitthe collar of said inner vessel,anannular posed with their edgesbeneaththe edges of the bevel edged

groove in the collar of the outer vessel and a packing ring locking strips.
in said groove , as set forth. 7. In combination with a pulp screen frame having cross

3. In the steam cooker herein characterized the combina- braces provided with recesses therein , bolts havingheads

tion with the outer vessel , of a filling nozzle , a screw cover removably disposed in the recesses, strips secured to the
for said nozzle , an internal guide tube connected with the cross braces and adapted to maintain the bolts against up

cover, a spring controlled safety valve mounted on said guide ward movement , bevel edged locking strips having openings
tube, as set forth . through which the bolts are disposed , which openings are

4. In the steam cooker herein characterized the combina- provided with flanges, nuts disposed on the bolts and pro
tion with the screw cover of the filling nozzle , of an inner vided with flanges adapted to abut against the flanges of

guide tube , an outer valve tube , a valve seat formed at the said openings and bevel edged screen plates disposed with
bottom of the valve tube , a valve combined with a slide tube their edges beneath the bevel edged locking strips .
to fit over said guide tube , a flange on said valve and a 8.In combination witha pulp screen frame, cross braces
helical spring mounted upon said slide and guide tubes and provided with recesses therein , headed bolts removably dis
pressing against said flange , as set forth . posed in the recesses, means for maintaining the bolts

against upward movement, bevel edged locking strips , nuts

No. 102,458 . Pulp Screen Mechanism.
on the bolts adapted to bear on the upper surface of the

Mécanisme de tamis à pulpe.

locking strips , beveledged screen plates adapted to be held

against movement by the locking strips, and means for lock

Carl Jentz , Grand Mere , Quebec , Canada , 11th December, ing the ends of the locking strips and the screen plates.

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 31st July, 1906. Receipt No. 138,294 .

Claim.-1 . In combination with a pulp screen frame hav- No. 102,459. Switch. Aiguille.

ing cross braces , headed screw - threaded members remov

ably secured to the cross braces , nuts on the screw - threaded Philip Deforest Hibner, Seattle, Washington , U.S.A., 11th

members , bevel edged locking strips disposed under the December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 3rd November, 1906. Re

nuts and bevel edged screen plates abutting against the ceipt No. 140,883 .

locking strips. ( laim . - 1. The combination with a railway track anda

2. In combination with a pulp screen frame having cross winging switch tongue ,ofaframe, a chambered block hay:

braces, headed screw -threaded members removably secured ing guideways on the outerface ofits side walls, said

to the cross braces, nutson the screw -threaded members. block being slidable within said frame, mechanical con :

bevelled edged locking strips disposed under the nuts , bevel nections between said tongue and the block, a vertically

edge screen plates abutting against the locking strips and movable pin carried by theblock and adaptedto be norm ,
means for locking the ends of the screen plates. ally in its lowermost position, and means actuated by a
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car wheel whereby said pin is elevated into operative movable spindle having an off - set in its lower portion , a

position . blade connected to said off -set portion of the spindle, a

spring tending to maintain the spindle at its most elevated

position , a shaft having an arm at its top end, means to

retain the shaft in various rotary positions, and operative

FIG connection between the shaft and the spindle
1

3

10
No. 102,460. Machine for Steaming Grain.

Afachine à échauder le grain .
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2. The combination with a railway track and a swinging

switch tongue, of a frame in the track bed , a chambered

block having guideways on the outer face of its side walls,

said block being slidable within said frame, mechanical

connections between said tongue and the block, a normally

depressed pin carried by the block , means actuated by the
wheel of a car for protruding the pin above the top of Edmond F. Kiler , Sr. , Santa Barbara , California , U.S.A. ,

said frame, and devices carried by the car and adapted
11th December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 17th November,

to be controlled therefrom whereby the said pin is en
1906 . Receipt No. 141,291 .

gaged to predeterminately move said tongue in either direc- Claim .-- 1 . A grain steamer, consisting of an upright bar

tion , rel , open at its lower end, adapted to be provided with

3. The combination with a railway track , a swinging any style bottom applicable to the device, a cap e, fitting

switch tongue , of a frame having transversely arranged on the upper end of said barrel , and having in its center
guides, a block slidably mounted on said guides , a vibratory a threaded perforation , a cylinder h , fitting vertically in

lever connected to said block , mechanical connections be- said threaded perforation , a packing cylinder b , fitting in

tween the lever and said tongue, a device carried by said the last-mentioned cylinder h , and adapted to revolve
block and arranged to be normally in its lowermost position , therein . a lining y, fitting between the two last -mentioned
means actuated by the wheel of a car for raising said | cylinders, a pulley f . rigidly secured to the cylinder b ,

device into position to be engaged by devices carried upon above the upper end of said cylinder h , a packing ringe,
the car when the same are depressed, said last -named de- secured in the upper end if said cylinder b , a perforated cap

vices, and means to control the actions thereof. , a , secured on the upper end of said cylinderr b , a steam

4. The combination with a railway track , a swinging pipe A , assing down through said cylinder b , a cross pipe

switch tongue and a semaphore, of a frame having trans- A ' , secured to the lower end of said pipe A, perforated

versely arranged guides, a block slidably mounted on said cylinders K and L, branching out from said cross pipe and

guides, a vibratory lever connected to said block, mechan- running down parallel to each other to near the bottom

ical connections between the lever and said tongue and also of the barrel , a supporting shaft M , extending from the

between the lever and the semaphore, a device carried by lower part of the cross cylinder A ' , secured in block J,

said block and arranged to be normally in its lowermost its lower end pivoted in the bearing m , arms T, extending

position , means actuated by the wheel of a car for raising inwardly from the wall of the barrel, supporting the lower

said device into position to be engaged by devices carried lend of said shaft, and a chute V , for conducting the grain

by the car when the same are depressed , said last - named in the said barrel , substantially as shown and described,

devices , and means to control the actions thereof. and for the purposes set forth .

5. The combination of a railway track , a switch tongue , 2. A vertical barrel open at its lower end , and adapted

a slidable chambered block having guideways on the outer to be provided with a bottom , a perforated cap secured on

face of its side walls , mechanical connections between the the upper end of said barrel , a bearing vertically secured

block and the tongue , and means actuated by the wheel in the perforation of the said cap and carrying a lining

of a car for rendering the said block capable of being a cylinder vertically journalled in said bearing, a pulley

engaged by devices carried by the car for predeterminately rigidly secured near the upper end of said cylinder , a

swinging said tongue. steam pipe , passing down through said cylinder, a packing

6. The combination of a railway track , a switch tongue , ring secured in the upper end of said cylinder and held in

a semaphore, a slidable chambered block having guide- by a cap , a perforated block secured in the lower end of

ways on the outer face of its side walls, mechanical con- said cylinder, a U -shaped pipe, its horizontal part secured

nections between the block and the tongue and also with to said steam pipe and in said block , its parallel arms per

said semaphore , and means actuated by the wheel of a car forated and extending downwardly into said barrel , said

for rendering the said block capable of being engaged by cylinder , said block and said U - shaped pipe adapted to be

devices carried by the car for predeterminately swinging revolved by said pulley, anda chute adapted to carry the
said tongue.

grain into said barrel, substantially as shown and des

7. The combination of a railway track , a switch tongue, cribed and for the purposes set forth .

a slidable block, mechanical connections between the said

block and the tongue , and means actuated by the wheel No. 102,461 . Load Carrier . Porte-paquet .

of a car for rendering the said block capable of being
engaged by devices carried by the car for predeterminately Asher Lambert, Newark , New Jersey, U.S.A. , 11th Decem

swinging said tongue, said devices comprising a vertically
ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 16th November, 1906. Receipt

movable spindle having an off- set in its lower portion , a No. 141,252 .

blade connected to said off -set portion of the spindle, a Claim .-- 1 . In an apparatus of the character described , the

spring tending to maintain the spindle at its mostelevated combination of a load carrier, a flexible tripping device ,

position , a shaft having an arm at its top end, means to re- a take- up for said tripping device , and means for adjustably

tain the shaft in various rotary positions, and operative fastening the flexible tripping device to vary the time of
connection between the shaft and the spindle . discharge of the load carrier ,

8. The combination of a railway track , a switch tongue , 2. In an apparatus of the character described , the com

a semaphore, a slidable block , mechanical connections be- bination of a load carrier , a flexible tripping device, a

tween the block and the tongue and also with the said take -up including a weight for the said tripping device.
semaphore, and means actuated by the wheel of a car and means for adjustably fastening the flexible tripping
for rendering the said block able of being engaged by device to vary the time of discharge of the load arrier .

devices carried by the car for predeterminately swinging 3. In an apparatus of the character described , the com

said tongue, said devices, and comprising a vertically bination of a load carrier having a plurality of sections, a
12-9
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flexible tripping device , a take-up for said tripping device, block and means for connecting the tripping rope to said

and means for adjustably fastening the flexible tripping pulley block through an independent , flexible connecting
device to vary the time of opening of said load carrier . device .

16. A skip combined with a hoist rope , a tripping rope ,

means for connecting the hoist rope directly to the pulley

block, means for connecting the tripping rope to said pul

ley block through an independent, flexible connecting de

vice and a take -up device for the tripping rope.

145
17. The combination in an apparatus of the character44

described , of a hoist rope , a tripping rope, a counter

46 weight for the tripping rope , a pulley block for the hoist
+3

rope, the pulley block and the parts fixedly attached

light Fig1 Fig2
thereto having greater gravity than the counterweight , and

a flexible connection between the tripping rope and said
32

pulley block.

18. The combination of a two- part skip with a hoist rope ,

a tripping rope , means for connecting the hoist rope to a

pulley block and means for connecting the tripping rope

to said block consisting of a flexible connecting device .

19. The combination of a skip in two sections hinged to

gether, closing points of support and opening points of

support on said skip , a haul rope , means connecting the

1 haul rope to the closing points , a tripping rope , means

20 including a detachable connection connecting the tripping

102461
rope to the opening points , and a separate flexible section

between said tripping rope and the detachable connection.

20. The combination in apparatus of the character des

cribed , of a pulley block , a rigid iron bar supported there

by, a skip having two sections hinged together, exterior

points of support each end of each section, flexible
4. In an apparatus of the character described, the com connections between said bar and said points of support,

bination of a load carrier having a plurality of sections ,
a pair of supporting points on the exterior of the skip in

flexible tripping device, a take- up device including a

weight for said tripping device, and means for adjustably to said bar, a tripping rope connected to said intermediate
termediate the first -named points , a hoist rope connected

fastening the flexible tripping device to vary the time of points and means whereby the hoisting rope when tightened
opening of said load carrier .

closes said sections and the tripping rope when tightened
5. In an apparatus of the character described , the com

opens said sections.

bination of a skip having two hinged sections , a flexible

opening device provided with a take -up and connected with
21. The combination in apparatus of the character des

theouterportions of said sections and means for adjustably hinged' together,a hoisting 'rope,a tripping rope, points of
cribed , of a pulley block , a skip having two sections

fastening the flexible opening device to vary the time of

opening the skip .
connection on the skip for the hoisting rope, points of con

6. The combination in an apparatus of the character nection on the skip for the tripping rope, means whereby

described, of a skip having hinged sections , a support, a
the slacking of one rope and the tightening of the other

suspending device extending from the support to the skip,
opens the skip and vice versa , and a take -up device for

a flexible opening device provided with a take - up con
the tripping rope.

nected with the outer portions of said sections , a guide for 22. The combination in apparatus of the character des
the opening device located on the support and cribed , of a pulley block , a skip having two sections hinged

for varying the operative length of said opening device, together, a hoisting rope , a tripping rope, points of con

7. The combination in an apparatus of the character des
nection on the skip for the hoisting rope , points of connec

cribed , of a skip having two hinged sections, a hoisting tion on the skip for the tripping rope, means whereby the

rope , a tripping rope provided with a take -up, and means
slacking of rope and the tightening of the other

for holding fast either one of said ropes and transferring opens the skin and vice versa, and a take -up device for

some of the support of the skip to the other rope .
the tripping rope consisting of a weight and pulley .

8. The combination in an apparatus of the character 23. The combination in apparatus of the character des

described, of a skip having two hinged sections, a hoisting cribed , of a pulley block, a skip having two sections hinged

rope , a tripping rope, an automatic take -up for said trip - together, a hoisting rope , a tripping rope, points of connec

ping rope , two independent drums, one for each rope, and tion on the skip for the hoisting rope, points of connection

means whereby some of the support of said skip may be
the skip for the tripping rope , means whereby the

transferred from one rope to the other . slacking of one rope and the tightening of the other opens

9. The combination in an apparatus of the character the skip and vice versa , a take-up device for the skipping

described, of a skip having two hinged sections , a hoisting rope and for checking and holding the tripping

rope , a tripping rope , an automatic take -up for said trip
rope.

ping rope a suitable drum for each rope , and means for 24. The combination in apparatus of the character des,

holding one drum while the other is rotated . cribed, of a pulley block , a skip having two sections hinged

10. The combination in an apparatus of the character together, a hoisting rope , a tripping rope , points of connec

described, of a load carrier , a tripping rope , an independent, tion on the skip for the hoisting rope , points of connection

suitable drum for the tripping rope , a take -up for said the skip for the tripping rope, means whereby the

tripping rope , and a brake for holding said drum . slacking of one rope and the tightening of the other opens

11. The combination in an apparatus of the character the skip and vice versa, a take-up device for the tripping

described, of a skip having two hinged sections, a hoisting rope and means for checking the tripping rope consisting
rope , a tripping rope , a take- up for said tripping rope, of an independent drum or roller and a suitable friction

a power driven drum for the hoist rope , a suitable drum brake.

for the tripping rope , and a brake for holding the last- 25. The combination in apparatus of the character des

named drum . cribed , of a pulley block, a skip having two sections hinged

12. The combination in an apparatus of the character together , a hoisting rope , a tripping rope, means for con

described , of a skip having two hinged sections , a hoisting necting the hoisting rope with said skip, means for connect

rope , a tripping rope, a power driven drum for the hoist- | ing the tripping rope with said skip so arranged that upon

ing rope, a suitable drum for the tripping rope, said drum slacking onerope and tightening the other the skip will be

being driven in both directions by the movement of said opened , a suitable power driven drum for the hoisting rope,
tripping rope, and a brake for holding the last - named drum . a suitable take-up device for the tripping rope and means

13. The combination in an apparatus of the character for checking the movement of the tripping rope.

described, of a skip, a hoisting rope , a tripping rope , a 26. The combination in apparatus ofthe character des;

power driven drum for the hoisting rope , a separate in- cribed, of a pulley block , a skip having two sections hinged

dependent drum fixed in position for the tripping rope , together , a hoisting rope, a tripping rope, means for con

a suitable brake for said drum and a take-up device for necting the hoisting rope with said skip , means for con :
said tripping rope . necting the tripping rope with said skip so arranged that
14. A skip combined with a hoist rope, a tripping rope. upon slacking one rope and tightening the other the skip

means for detachably connecting the hoist rope with said willbe opened,asuitablepowerdriven drum for the hoist
skip , and an independent flexible connecting device for ing rope, a suitable take-up device for the tripping rope,
connecting said tripping rope with said means. and means for checking the movement of the tripping rope

15.A skip combinedwitha hoist rope , a tripping rope, consisting of an independent wheel or roller anda friction
means for connecting the hoist rope directly to the pulley | brake therefor .

means

one

on

means

on
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No. 102,462. · Mould . Moule.

14. In moulding apparatus for building walls , the combin
ation of a scaffold, and a mould pivotedto the scaffold.

15. In a moulding apparatus for building walls, the com

bination of a scaffold , a vertically movable platform moun

ted upon the scaffold , a carriage movable along said plat

form , vertical bars movably mounted on the carriage, means

for actuating said bars, arms projected laterally from the

bars aforesaid , supporting members supporting the arms

upon the bars and embodying socket members receiving the

arms, and a lever pivoted to each supporting member and

operably connected with each arm for actuation thereof, as

specified .

16. In moulding apparatus for building walls , the combin

ation of a scaffold, a track carried by the scaffold , a carri

age movable along the track , vertical bars supported by the

carriage , means for actuating said bars, arms projected

from the bars , a lever for moving said arms , and mould

parts carried by said arms.

17. In moulding apparatus for building walls , the com

oination of a scaffold , a track carried by the scaffold , a car

riage movable along the track , vertical bars supported by

"he carriage , means for actuating said bars , arms projected

laterally from the bars aforesaid , levers adjustably con

nected with said arms, and mould parts carried by the arms

and adapted for actuation by the levers aforesaid ,

18. In moulding apparatus for building walls , the combin

Charles Frederick Lancaster, Petoskey , Michigan , U.S.A. , ation of a scaffold , a track carried by the scaffold , a carri

11th December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 28th September , age movable along the track , vertical bars supported by the

1906. Receipt No. 139,883 . carriage , means for actuating said bars, arms projected la

Claim . – 1. In a moulding apparatus for building walls , the terally from the bars aforesaid, means for adjusting said
combination of a scaffoldor support , a mould carried by the arms to vary the normal operative positions thereof, mould

scaffold and movable horizontally thereon to beadvanced parts carried by the arms, and means for actuating the arms
lengthwise of the wall in construction , and means for mov to impart movement to the mould parts .

ing said mould transverse to the line of its movement above- 19. In moulding apparatus for building walls , the combin

mentioned to admit of passage of obstructions in the length ation of a scaffold, a track carried by the scaffold, a carri
of the wall . age movable along the track , vertical bars supported by the

2. In a moulding apparatus for building walls, the com- carriage , means including rack and pinion devices for actu

bination of a scaffold, a platform vertically adjustable upon atingthe bars aforesaid, a mould supported by the barsand
and at one side of the scaffold , a carriage movable along the composed of mould parts , and means adjustably connected
platform , and a mould mounted on the carriage. with the mould parts for actuation thereof.

3. In moulding apparatus for building walls , the combina- 20. In moulding apparatus for building walls , the combin

tion of a scaffold , a track adjustable vertically upon the ation of a scaffold , a track upon the scaffold , a carriage

scaffold, and a mould movable along the track and arranged upon the track , supporting members connected with the car
to be tilted bodily. riage and adapted for tilting movement , vertically movable

4. In moulding apparatus for building walls , the combina- bars carried by the supporting members , means for actu

tion of a scaffold or like support, a track upon said scaffold, ating the bars, and mould parts carried by said bars.

a carriage mounted upon the track , a mould composed of 21. In moulding apparatus for building walls , the combin

parts movably mounted upon the carriage, and means for ation of a scaffold , a track upon the scaffold, a carriage

bodily moving the mould transverse of the track to avoid upon the track , supporting members connected with the car

obstructions in the length of the wall . riage and adapted for tilting movement , vertically movable

5. In moulding apparatus for building walls , the combina- bars by the supporting members, means for actuating the

tion of a scaffold or likesuport, a track upon said scaffold, bars, arms extending laterally from the bars , mould parts

a carriage mounted upon the track , a mould movably pendent from said arms, and means for actuating said arms

mounted upon the carriage, and means for tilting the mould to impart movement to the mould parts.

independent of the carriage .
22. In mould apparatus for building walls, the combination

6. In moulding apparatus for building walls , the combina- of a scaffold a track upon the scaffold , a carriage mov

tion ofa scaffold, a track upon the scaffold , a carriage able along the track , supporting members pivoted to the
mounted upon the track , a mould carried by the carriage, carriage, vertically adjustable arms carried by the support

means for moving the mould vertically , and means for tilt- ing members , hook devices for holding the supporting mem

ing the mould laterally with respect to the line of travel of bers in a predetermined position, means for actuating the
the carriage.

vertically movable bars, and mould parts carried by the

7. In moulding apparatus for building walls, the combina- vertically movable bars.

tion of a scaffold, a mould carried by the scaffold, means for 23. In moulding apparatus for building walls, the combin

moving the moula horizontally and vertically, and means for ation of a scaffold composed of a plurality of uprights, brack

tilting the mould laterally with respect to the line of its ets movably mounted upon the uprights, dogs carried by
horizontal movement.

the brackets to hold the same at a predetermined adjust

8. In moulding apparatus for building walls , the combina- ment, a track supported by the brackets, a carriage movable

tion of a scaffold , a vertically movable mould carried by the upon the track, and a mould mounted upon the carriage.

scaffold, and means for tilting the mould.
24. A mould for building walls comprising a plurality of

9. In moulding apparatus for building walls, the combina- arms , mould parts caried by said arms, a socket member

tion a scaffold , and a vertically movable mould pivotally receiving the arms , and a pivot lever operably connected
mounted upon the scaffold . with the arms for actuation thereof .

10. In a moulding apparatus for building walls , the com- 25. In combination , a socket member, a plurality of arms

bination of a scaffold , a vertically movable platform moun- passing through the socket member, mould parts carried by

ted upon the scaffold, a carriage movable along said plat- the arms, a lever pivoted to the socket member, and pins
form , vertical bars movably mounted on the carriage, means projected from the lever and operably connected with the
for actuating said bars , arms projected laterally from the arms for actuation thereof.

bars aforesaid, supporting members supporting the arms 26. In combination, a socket member, a plurality of arms

upon the bars and embodying socket members receiving the passing through the socket member, mould parts pendent
arms,and operating means carried by each supporting mem- from the arms, a lever pivoted to the socket member , pins
ber aforesaid for actuating the arms . projected from the lever and operably connected with the .

11. In a moulding apparatus for building walls, the com- arms for actuation thereof, and a latch pivoted to the socket

bination of a scaffold , a support movable vertically ofthe member to hold the lever in operative position.
scaffold , and a mould vertically movable upon the support. 27. In combination , a mould embodying movable sides, a

12. In moulding apparatus for building walls , the com- clamp for the mould comprising a bar , a plurality of clamp

bination of a scaffold , a vertically movable platformcarried members pivoted to the bar, and a lever operably connected

by the scaffold, a vertically movable mould upon the plat- with said clamp members .
form , and means for tilting the mould . 28. In combination , a mould embodying movable sides , a

13. In moulding apparatus for building walls, the combin - clamp for said mould comprising a bar, a plurality of clamp

ation of a scaffold, a carriage movable upon the sca members pi ted to the bar , toggle links connecting certain

and a mould pivoted so as to betilted bodily on the car- of said members, and a lever pivoted to the bar andoperably
riage. connected with the toggle links aforesaid.
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No. 102,463. Journal Bearing. Coussinet de tourillon . being spaced apart and constituting carriage supporting
rails.

6. In an aerial tramway, the combination with spaced

supports, of a looped cable having its side portions stretched

between the supports and forming spaced carriage support

ing rails, the looped end of the cable being movably guided

O on one of the supports, and means mounted on the other

support for securing the ends of the cable .

7. In an aerial tramway , the combination with spaced sup

ports , a looped cable having its side portions stretched

between the supports and forming spaced carriage support

ing rails , sheaves mounted on one of the supports for guid

ing the looped end portion of the cable , and clamps mounted

on the other support for securing the ends of the cable .

8. In an aerial tramway, the combination with a support,

of a guide mounted thereon, a rail cable passing about the

guide, a clamp engaging the cable, and a holding device

engaging the cable and also engaging the clamp to hold the

same in position .

9. In an aerial tramway, the combination with a support,

Fred Latulip , Syracuse , New York, U.S.A., 11th December, about the roller , a clamp engaging the portion of the cable
of a guide roller mounted thereon , a rail cable passing

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 20th August , 1906. Receipt No. that passes about the roller , and a holding clip embracing

138,824 .
the cable and also engaging the clamp to hold the same in

Claim .-- 1. A machine bearing, consisting of multiple sheets position .

of mica roughened on their adjacent surfaces and having 10. In an aerial tramway, the combination with support

the roughened scoring filled with a lubricant, said sheets ing standards, of cross beams mounted thereon, spaced

being compresed into a composite block , as and for the plates located on the beams, a roller journalled between the

purpose specified . plates, a rail cable passing over the roller, a clamp plate

2. A machine bearing, consisting of multiple sheets of interposed between the spaced plates and engaging the por

mica roughened on their adjacent surfaces and having the tion of the cable that passes over the roller , said clamp

roughened scorings filled with a lubricant , said sheets being plate having a recess , and a holding clip embracing the

compressed into a composite block , and a metal body hav- cable and engaing in the recess of the clamp plate .

ing a seat for the said block , the mica block being arranged 11. In an aerial tramway , a track composed of a series of

in the metal body with the sheets of mica at right angles to sections , each section comprisng a plurality of spaced car

the direction of motion, as and for the purpose specified. riage supporting rails formed from a single cable.

3. A journal bearing, comprising a plurality of blocks of 12. In an aerial tramway , a track composed of a series of

mica longitudinally arranged therein and parallel in rela- sections, each section comprising a looped cable independent

tion one to the other , as and for the purpose specified . of the other section , and each looped cable forming spaced

4. A journal bearing, comprising a plurality of mica forms carriage supporting rails.

arranged circumferentially in said bearings , as and for the 13. In an aerial tramway, the combination with a plurality

purpose specified . of spaced supports , of guides mounted on the supports , and

a track composed of a series of sections , each section ex

No. 102,464. Aerial Tramway. Tramway aérien , tending between a set of supports and comprising a looped

cable extending about the guides on one of the supports and
01

having its ends affixed to the other support.

14. In an aerial tramway, the combination with a plurality

Yep 13

of spaced supports , of spaced guide sheaves mounted on

each support , a plurality of looped cables, each cable having

its ends secured to one support and having its looped end

portion passing over the sheaves of the other support and

extending across the space between said sheaves .

15. In an aerial tramway, the combination with a plurality

of spaced supports , of spaced guide sheaves mounted on

each support, a plurality of looped cables , each cable having

Fio. 6 . is
its ends secured to one support and having its looped end

portion passing over the sheaves of the other support and
973 77

extending across the space betwen said sheaves , and track
6 15 Fø.I

section plates bridging the spaces between the ends of the

adjacent cables .

16. In an aerial tramway, the combination with a plurality

Frys.
of cable track sections disposedin angular relation and

William C. Lawson, Rural Retreat, Virginia , U.S.A. , 11th terposed between and having its ends aligned with the adja

having their ends spaced apart , of a curved track plate in

December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 19th November, 1906 .
cent ends of the sections .

Receipt No. 141,338 .
17. In an aerial tramway , the combination with a plurality

Claim . - 1 . In an aerial tramway, a track including a plur- of cable track sections disposed in angular relation and

ality of carriage supporting rails formed from a single having their ends spaced apart, of a curved track plate in

cable , and means for maintaining the rails in taut condition terposed between and having its ends aligned with the adja

and against longitudinal movement. cent ends of the sections , said track plate constituting

2. In an aerial tramway, a track including a plurality of clamps therebetween that engage the sections.

carriage supporting rails formed from a looped cable , the 18. In an aerial tramway, the combination with supporting

sides of said loop constituting said rails , and means for means, of guides mounted thereon, angularly disposed track

clamping the rails against longitudinal movement. cables passing over the guides, and a laterally curved track

3. in an aerial tramway, the combination with a support, plate mounted on the supporting means between the guides

of guides mounted on the support, and a looped cable hav- and bearing against the portions of the cables passing

ing one end portion passing about the guides, the sides of thereover .

said loop being spaced apart and constituting carriage sup- 19. In an aerial tramway , the combination with spaced

porting rails . supports, of spaced plates mounted on each support , a guide

4. In an aerial tramway, the combination with a support, sheave journalled between the plates of each support , a

of spaced guide sheaves mounted on the support, another track cable passing over each sheave, and a curved track

guide sheave mounted on the support between the spaced section plate bridging the space between the supports, the

sheaves and transversely thereof, and a looped cable having ends of said plate being engaged between the spaced sets of

its looped end portion passing about the sheaves , the sides plates on the support and being disposed in co - acting rela

of said looped cable being spaced apart and constituting tion to the ends of the track cable .

carriage supporting rails. 20. In an aerial tramway , the combination with spaced

5. In an aerial tramway, the combination with spaced supports , of a track section connected to each support and

standards , of spaced cross beams connecting the same , comprising a single cable having spaced stretches, said

spaced sheaves mounted transversely of the cross beams , stretches forming substantially parallel carriage supporting

another sheave mounted between the beams longitudinally rails , and curved trackplates bridging the space between

thereof and between the spaced sheaves, and a loopedcable the supports and between the corresponding cable rails of

having its looped end portion passing about the spaced each track section, said track plates having their ends align

sheaves and the intermediate sheave, the sides of said looped with the cable rails.
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No. 102,465. Brake. Frein .
8. The combination with a brake shoe and a rotatable

sbaft , of means connecting the brake shoe and the shaft and

having provision in virtue of which when the shaft is

rotated in one direction , the brake shoe will be applied to

the wheel and when the shaft is rotated in the other direc

tion the brake shoe will be withdrawn from the wheel , sub

Fiel.
stantially as shown and described .

9. The combination with a plurality of brake shoes and

means for mounting the same, of a rotatable shaft common

to all of said brake shoes and co -operatively connected

therewith , said rotatable shaft and its connection with the

brake shoes having provision in virtue of which when the

shaft is rotated in one direction the brake shoe will be

applied to the wheel and when the shaft is rotated in the

opposite direction the brake shoes will be withdrawn from

the wheel , substantially as shown and described.

10. The combination with a plurality of brake shoes and

0448 means for mounting the same, of a rotatable shaft com

mon to all of said brake shoes and co - operatively connected

therewith , said rotatable shaft and its connection with the

brake shoes having provisions in virtue of which when the

shaft is rotated in one direction the brake shoes will be

102465
applied to the wheel and when the shaft is rotated in the

opposite direction the brake shoes will be withdrawn from

the wheel , and means for rotating said shaft .

Elias Lewis , Terre Haute, Indiana , U.S.A. , 11th December ,
11. The combination with a wheeled truck, of bracket

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 19th November, 1906. Receipt No.
members carried thereby and arranged in pairs , hangers

pivotally suspended from said bracket members , brake
141,533 .

heads carried by said hangers, brake shoes carried by said
Claim .-1 . The combination with a wheeled truck , brake brake heads , a tumbler shaft having cam heads , one for each

shoes pivotally mounted on the truck, rotatable shafts car pair of brakes, cam levers connecting said brake heads with

ried by each truck,, means co -operatively connecting the said cam heads, a cable co - operatively connecting with said

shafts and the brake shoes together , said shaft and said shart for rotating the same , and means for drawing in or

connecting means having provisions in virtue of which when letting out the cable , substantially as shown and described .

the shaft is rotated in one direction the brake will be applied 12. The combination with a wheeled truck , of bracket

and when rotated in an opposite direction the brakes will members carried thereby and arranged in pairs , hangers

be released, and means for rotating the shaft . pivotally suspended from said bracket members , brake

2. The combination with a wheeled truck , brake shoes heads carried by said hangers , brake shoes carried by said

pivotally mounted on the truck , rotatable shafts carried by brake heads , a tumbler shaft having cam heads , one for each

each truck, means co -operatively connecting the shafts pair of brakes, cam levers connecting said brake heads with

and the brake shoes together , said shaft and said connect- said cam heads, a cable co-operatively connecting with said

ing means having provisions in virtue of which when the shaft for rotating the same , said cam heads comprising a

shaft is rotated in one direction the brakes will be applied, body portion , a pair of disc members and cam pins held
and when rotated in an opposite direction the brakes will between said disc members and uniting the same and re

be released , means for rotating the shaft , said last- named ceiving said cam levers , substantially as shown and des

means comprising a pulley segment secured to the shafts . cribed .

an operating cable connected with the pulley segment , and 13. The combination with a wheeled truck , bracket mem

means for drawing taut or relaxing the cable, substantially bers supported thereon , hangers pivotally mounted on said

as shown and described .
brackets , brake heads pivotally secured to said hangers, one

3. The combination with a wheeled truck , hangers pivot- brake for each truck wheel , a brake shoe carried by each of

ally mounted thereon , brake heads pivotally carried by said said brake heads. tumbling shaft holders having bearings

hangers, brake shoes carried by said brake heads , a tum- and secured to said truck , a tumbling shaft mounted in said

bler shaft mounted on said truck, cam heads for said tum
tumbling shaft holder bearings and having cam portions, a

bler shaft , cam bars connecting said cam heads and said cam lever connecting each of said brake heads with said

brake heads , and means for rotating said tumbler shaft to cam portions of the tumbling shaft, a gear carried by the

apply the brakes , substantially as shown and described . tumbling shaft , a cable secured thereto and passed over the

4. The combination with four wheeled truck , brake heads gear segment , idler pulleys mounted in bearings secured

pivotally supended from said truck , one for each wheel , a to the car body over each of said cables , and air actuated

tumbler shaft carried by the truck and having cam portions , mechanism for operating said cable , said air actuating

cam heads connecting the cam portions of the shaft with mechanism comprising an air operated cylinder and piston,

each brake head, means for rotating said shaft to apply or a lever pivotally connected with the car body and with the

release the brakes , substantially as shown and described. cylinder piston , a float lever connected with said pistol

5. The combination with a four wheeled truck , brake heads connected lever, said cables connected with said float lever,

pivotally supported from said truck , one for each wheel , a substantially as shown and described .

tumbler shaft carried by the truck and having camportions , 14. The combination with a wheeled truck , brake shoes

cam heads connecting the cam portions of the shaft with pivotally mounted on the truck, rotatable shafts carried by

each brake head, means for rotating said shaft to apply or each truck , means co -operatively connecting the shafts and

release the brakes, said last -named means comprising an the brake shoes together , said shaft and said connecting

operating cable and a pulley segment connected with the means having provisions in virtue of which when the shaft
shaft.

is rotated in one direction the brakes will be applied, and

6. The combination with a wheeled truck , of brakes for when rotated in an opposite direction the brakes will be

each wheel carried by the truck , a tumbler shaft co -opera- released , means for rotating the shaft , said last-named

tively connected with said brakes, means for rotating said means comprising a pulley segment secured to the shafts,

tumbler shaft , said tumbler shaft and its connection with and operating cable connected with the pulley segment,

the brakes having provisions in virtue of which when the means for drawing taut or relaxing the cable , said last

shaft is rotated in one direction, the brakes will be applied aamed means comprising an air actuated pusher rod, a lever

to the wheels and when the shafts rotate in the opposite connected therewith , ' a float lever connected with said

direction the brakes will be withdrawn from the wheels, pusher rod connected lever, said cables connected with said
substantially as shown and described . Hoat lever and means for supporting said float lever , sub

7. The combination with a wheeled truck , bracket mem- stantially as shown and described .

bers supported theron, hangerspivotally mounted on said 15. A brake operating mechanism combined with means

brackets ,brake heads pivotally secured to said hangers, for adjusting the braking percentage of the brake operat

one brake head for each truck wheel , a brake shoe carried ing mechanism , substantially as shown and described .

by each of said brakeheads,tumbling shaft holders having 16. A car truck , brake devices mounted on the car truck,

bearings and secured to said truck, a tumbling shaft mount- pneumatic means for operating the brake devices , connect

ed in said tumbling shaftholder bearing and having cam ing means between the operating means and the brake de

portions, a cam lever connecting each of said brake heads vices, combined with means interposed in said connecting

with said cam portionsofthetumbling shaft, a gear car- means for adjusting the breaking percentage, substantially

Hled by the tumbling shaft, a cable mounted thereto and as shown and described.

passed over the gear segment .idlerpulleva mounted in 17. Brake operating means , brakes operable by said brake

bearings secured to the car body over each of said cables , operating means , connections between said brake operating

and an air actuating mechanism for operating said cable , means and said brakes combined with means interposed in

substantially as shown and described. said connecting means for varying said connecting means
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to change the breaking percentage, substantially as shown gether in conformity with the figure or thing being fitted,
and described, substantially as described and for the purpose set forth.

18. The combination with a wheeled truck , bracket mem

bers supported thereon , hangers pivotally mounted on said

brackets , brake heads pivotally secured to said hangers, one

brake for each truck wheel , a brake shoe carried by each

of said brake heads, tumbling shaft holders having bearings

and secured to said truck , a tumbling shaft mounted in said

tumbling shaft holder bearings and having cam portions , a

cam lever connecting each of said brake heads with said

cam portions of the tumbling shaft , a pulley segment car

ried by the tumbling shaft , a cable secured thereto and

passed over the pulley segment, idler pulleys mounted in

bearings secured to the cam body over which said cable

passes , an air actuated mechanism for operating said cable,

said air actuating mechanism comprising an air operated

cylinder and piston, a lever pivotally connected with the

car body and with the cylinder piston , a float lever con

nected with said piston connected lever, said cables con

nected with said float lever , and adjusting mechanism Co

operating with the piston connected lever , substantially as 2. A fitting system comprising a plurality of flexible pat

shown and described. tern shapes and other pieces and means for sticking the

19. The combination with a wheeled truck , brake shoes said shapes and other pieces together in conformity with

pivotally mounted on the truck , rotatable shafts carried the figure or thing being fitted, substantially as described

by each truck , means co - operating connecting the shafts and for the purpose set forth .

and the brake shoes together , said shafts and said connect- 3. A pattern comprising a plurality of flexible strips stuck

ing means having provisions in virtue of which when the together , substantially as described and for the purpose set

shaft is rotated in one direction the brakes will be applied , forth ..

and when rotated in an opposite direction the brakes will 4. A shape comprising a series of separate patterns

be released , means for rotating the shaft , said last -named conjointly corforming to a figure or thing to be fitted and

means comprising a pulley segment secured to the shafts , each made up of a plurality of flexible pieces stuck to

an operating cable connected with the pulley segment , gether, substantially as described and for the purpose set

means for drawing taut or relaxing the cable , said last- forth .

named means comprising an air actuated pusher rod , a lever 5. A shape comprising a series of separate patterns con

connected therewith . a float lever connected with said push- jointly conforming to a figure or thing to be fitted and each
er rod connected lever , said cables connected with said fioat made up of a plurality of flexible pieces stuck together .

lever means for supporting said float lever , and adiusting and a cord tied around the smallest part of the figure or

mechanism co - operating with the piston rod connected thing , substantially as described and for the purpose set
lever, substantially as shown and described . forth .

24. In a brake rigging , a brake mechanism , a brake oper- 6. A form upon which to fit a garment , comprising a

ating mechanism . power transmission connections between series of united patterns conjointly conforming to a figure

the brake operating mechanism and the brake mechanism . or thing to be fitted and each made up of a plurality of

said power transmission connections including a pivoted flexible pieces stuck together, substantially as described

power transmitting lever , combined with an adjusting mech- and for the purpose set forth .

anism for varying the leverage of said lever, substantially 7. A form upon which to fit a garment , comprising a

as shown and described . series of united patterns conjointly conforming to a figure

21. In a brake rigging, a brake mechanism , a brake oper- or thing to be fitted and each made up of a plurality of

ating mechanism , power transmission connections between flexible pieces stuck together, and a cord tied around the

the brake operating mechanism and the brake mechanism . smallest part of the figure or thing. substantially as des

said power transmission connections including a pivoted cribed and for the purpose set forth .

power transmitting lever , combined with an adjusting mech 8. The method of forming a pattern consisting in sticking

anism for varying the leverage of said lever , said adjust- together, upon the figure or thing to be fitted, a plurality

ing mechanism comprising an endwise movable rod , a slid- of pieces of flexible material and moulding the said pieces

ing connection for said lever to which said rod is pivotally to the figure or thing while being stuck together, substan

connected , and means for moving said rod longitudinally, tially as described and for the purpose set forth .

substantially as shown and described. 9. The method of forming a pattern consisting in sticking

22. In a brake rigging , a brake mechanism , a brake oper together, upon the figure or thing to be fitted , a plurality

ating mechanism , power transmission connections between of pieces of flexible material andmoulding the said pieces

the brake operating mechanism and the brake mechanism . to the figure or thing while being stuck together and tying

said power transmission connections including a pivoted a cord around the figure or thing during the process,

power transmitting lever, combined with an adjusțing mech- stantially as described and for the purpose set forth .

anism for varying the leverage of said lever , said adjusting

mechanism comprising an endwise movable rod . a sliding
connection for said lever to which said rod is pivotally No. 102,467. Commode Top. Dessus de commode.

connected , means for moving said rod longitudinally, said

last - named means comprising a slide bar connected with

said rod, a crank shaft , a worm carried by said crank shaft ,

and entering a slot in said slide rod , substantially as shown

and described .

23. In a brake rigging a brake mechanism , a brake oper

ating mechanism . power transmission connections between

the brake operating mechanism and the brake mechanism .

said power transmitting connections including a pivoted

power transmitting lever, combined with an adjusting mech

anism for varying the leverage of said lever, said adjusting

mechanism comprising an endwise movable rod . a sliding

connection for said lever to which said rod is pivotally

connected, means for moving said rod longitudinally, said

last - named means comprising a slide bar connected with

said rod , a crank shaft , a carried by said crank

shaft , and entering a slot in said slide rod , and means for

holding the crank shaft in its adjusted positions , substan

tially as shown and deseribed .

No. 102,466. Garment Fitting System,
William H. Mackenrot, Fort William , Ontario , Canada, 11th

December, 1906 ;

Système d'ajuster les vêtements.

6 years . Filed 27th June , 1906. Re

ceipt No. 137,336 .
Harry Litwin , Montreal, Quebec, Canada, 11th December, Claim .-- 1. In a commode the combination of a seat pro

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 16th November, 1906. Receipt No. videdwiththe usual opening and having an annular groove

141,263 . formed therein toreceivethe rim of a pail, a tubularrub:

Claim-1 . A fitting system comprising a plurality of flex- ber packing in the bottom of the groove, a lid provided

ible members, and means for sticking the said members to- with a tubular rubber packing ring adapted to engage the
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top of the seat, and a projection on the lid of substanti- posite side of said frame, a pin on the extremity of said

ally the same size and shape as the opening in the seat, lever, a spring actuated drum , means connecting said pin

substantially as described . and drum , and means for locking said drum in position .

2. In a commode the combination of a seat provided with

the usual opening and having an annular groove formed

therein to receive the rim of a pail , and a tubular rubber

packing in the bottom of the groove , substantially as des

oribbod .

No. 102,468. Vehicle Brake. Frein de véhicules .
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3. A head rest comprising a U - shaped frame work , pivot

ed members supporting the extremities of said framework ,

a toothed segment mounted on one of said pivoted mem

bers, a worm engaging said segment, a lever mounted on

the opposing pivoted member, a pin on the extremity of

said lever, a spring actuated drum , a chain connecting said

pin and drum and locking said drum in position .

4. In a device of the class described , a U - shaped frame,

pivoted members supporting the extremities of said frame,

a toothed segment integral with one of said pivoted mem

bers, a'worm engaging with said segment, a lever integral

with the opposite pivoted member, a pin on the extremity
John W .McIlvain , Canyon Creek, Montana , U.S.A. , 11th De

of said lever, a drum, a fixed post carrying said drum , a
cember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 18th June , 1906 . Receipt

spiral spring carried by said drum , a chain connecting said

No. 137,008.
pin and drum , and a sliding stock adapted to lock said

Claim . - 1. In a vehicle brake, the combination with a ro- drum in position .

tatable device having an annular flange at one side , of a 5. In a device of the class described, a U - shaped frame

brake shoe, a suitable support therefor, a flange extending work , a pivoted member supporting the extremities of

from the shoe at one side, a friction device interposed be- said framework , a toothed segment mounted on one of said

tween the shoe and rotatable device and interposed be- pivoted members, a worm engaging said segment , a lever

tween and detached from their flanges, and means for pre- mounted on the opposite pivoted member , a spring actuated

venting longitudinal displacement of the friction device . drum , means connecting the extremity of the lever and

2. The combinationwith a rotatable device adapted to be the drum , toothed flanges mounted said drum , and

secured to the wheel of a vehicle, of a beam , a recessed means for ļocking said drum in position.

shoe forming a seat for the beam, an annular strap secured

to the shoe and extending over the recess , said strap sur No. 102,470. Horseshoe. Fer à cheval.

rounding the beam , means within the strap for adjustably

securing the shoe to the beam , an integral flange at one

side of the shoe , and a friction plate concentric with the

rotatable device and engaging the shoe and overlapped by

its flange, said plate adapted to contact with and to be

held in engagement with the shoe solely by the rotatable
device.

3. The combination with wheels of a vehicle and flanged

friction drums secured thereto, of a spring controlled brake

beam interposed between said wheels , recessed shoes con

stituting seats for the brake beam , angular straps secured

to said shoes and extending around the beam , means within

the straps for adjustably securing the shoes to the beam ,

said shoes having integral flanges upon their adjoining

faces, friction plates concentric with the drums and inter

posed between the flanges of the shoes and drums , and

means upon the plates for detachably engaging the shoes ,

said plates being adapted to contact with and to be held

in engagement with the shoes solely by the drums .

4. In a vehicle brake, the combination with a rotatable

device having an annular flange at one side, of a beam , a

brake shoe secured thereto , a flange extending from the

shoe, a friction plate interposed between the shoe and the

rotatable device and betweentheir flanges and meansupon Harvey W. Seiber, Canal Dover , Ohio , U.S.A., 11th Dec
the plate for loosely engaging the shoe, said means being cember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 19th November, 1906. Re

held in engagement with the shoe by the rotatable device ceipt No. 141,334 .

upon which the friction plate works. Claim.-1 . A horseshoe provided with a recess defined by

a concave wall with its radius substantially equal to the

No. 102,469. Bed . Lit.
radius of the adjacent portion of the shoe , a caulk hav

ing convex sides so proportioned that either will fit the

John Gilbert Ryan , Montreal, Quebec , Canada, 11th Decem concave wall and the other conform to the curvature of

ber, 1906; 6 years. Filed 5th ctober, 1906. Receipt No. the shoe, and means for securing the caulk within the re

140,046. )

Claim . - 1 . A head rest comprising a U-shaped frame, piv- 2. A horseshoe provided with a recess defined by a con
oted members supporting the extremities of said frame , a cave wall with its radius substantially equal to the radius

toothed segmentintegral with one of said pivotedmembers, of, but oppositely disposed to the curvature of the adjacent
a worm engaging said segment, a lever formed integral portion of the shoe, a caulk having convex sides so pro
with the other of said pivoted members, a spring actuated portioned that either will fit the concave wall and the
tension drum , means connecting the extremity of the lever other conform to the curvature of the shoe and means for

and the drum , and a sliding stop adapted to lock said drum securing the caulk removably within the recess .

in position . 3. A horseshoe provided with a recess , one side of which

2. A head rest comprising a pivotally supported frame , is defined by the curvature of the shoe and the opposite

a toothed segment mounted on one side of said frame, a wall curved in a similar ardius, a socket formed within

worm engaging said segment , a lever mounted on the op- the area of the recess , a caulk having convex sides so pro
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portioned as to interchangeably fit the concave wall of the reciprocate longitudinally and advance a galley a prede
recess and having a stud proportioned to fit within the termined distance, a projection carried by the galleys and

socket and means to secure the stud removably within the means connected with the feeding fingers adapted to strike
socket. the projection and throw out of operation the feeding

4. A horseshoe provided with a recess , one side of which finger of the galley and render operative the finger for the

ís defined by the curvature of the shoe and the opposite galley on the other side of the machine .

wall curved in a similar radius, a socket formed within 6. In an addressing machine, the combination with a

the area of the recess , a caulk having convex sides so pro- frame having a bed , of galleys adapted to travel over the

portioned that either will fit the concave wall and the other bed alternately and carry separated lines or groups of

conform to the curvature of the shoe and having a stud lines of type , feeding fingers adapted to alternately engage

proportioned to fit within the socket, and means to secure a line of type of one or the other galley, sliding blocks

the stud removably within the socket. carrying the fingers, means for sliding the blocks, a plate

5. A horseshoe provided with a recess , one side of which carried by the bed between the two galleys, a sliding bar

is defined by the curvature of the shoe and the opposite carried by the plate and obstructing the movement of the

wall curved on a similar radius , a socket formed within inoperative galley, projections carried by the galleys and

the area of the recess , an opening transecting the socket , adapted to shift the obstructing bar and simultaneously

a caulk having convex sides so proportioned that either disengage one feed finger and engage the other , and means
will fit the concave wall and the other conform to the cur- carried by the plate, connected with the slide bar and

vature of the shoe , a stud formed rigid with the caulk and feed fingers, and adapted to be struck by the projections

proportioned to fit within the socket and having an opening and shift those parts.

approximately registering with the opening in the shoe, 7. In an addressing machine , the combination with a

and a pin proportioned to be removably driven into the frame having a horizontal bed , of galleys adapted to travel

opening in the shoe and through the opening in the caulk . on each side of the horizontal bed and carrying separated

lines or groups of lines of type , feeding fingers on each

No. 102,471 . Addressing Machine. side of the bed adapted to be alternately shifted so as to

be thrown in and out of engagement with the lines of
Machine à adresser.

type, sliding blocks carrying the feed fingers, means for

sliding the blocks, a plate carried by the bed between each
10247

Fig.to galley, a slide bar carried by the plate and adapted to

obstruct the movement of either one galley or the other ,

projections carried by the galleys and their ends , a four

arm lever pivoted to the plate, curved fingers connected

with the lever and adapted to engage the projections car

ried by the galleys , and change the position of the lever

and means connected with the lever for automatically

carrying and holding one feed finger beyond the range of

the lines of type an allowing the other feed finger to en

gage the lines of type or vice versa .

8. In an addressing machine , the combination with a

frame having a horizontal bed , off galleys adapted to

travel on each side of the bed and carrying separated

lines or groups of lines of type and projections, feeding

fingers adapted to be alternately shifted and held out of

engagement with the lines of type, means for alternately
holding the fingers out of range of the lines of type , a

plate secured to the bed between the galleys , a sliding bar

carried by the plate and adapted to be moved in the path

of the projection of one or the other galley and prevent

its reverse movement, means for sliding the bar, curved

fingers adapted to engage the projection of the moving
Edward P. Sheldon and Ward B. Story, co - inventors , both | galley and means connected with the engaging curved finger

of New York City, New York , U.S.A. , 11th December, for effecting the shifting of the barand actuating the

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 18th November, 1904. Receipt No. means for holding the feed fingers out of range of the lines

120,116 .

Claim .-1 , In an addressing machine , the combination 9. In an addressing machine the combination of a frame

with a frame having a bed and galleys adapted to hold having a bed , of galleys adapted to travel over the bedone

separate lines or groups of lines of type and to be slid over at a time and carry separated lines or groups of lines of type ,

the bed , of feeding fingers adapted to engage thesuccessive feeding fingers adapted to alternately engage the type lines

lines or groups of lines of type of one or the other of the of one or the other galley , sliding blocks carrying the feed

galleys andmove the same the distance occupied by the ing fingers , oscilliating levers connected with the sliding

lineor group of lines, and meansfor moving the fingers blocks,and means for rocking the oscillatinglevers.

to enable them to propel the galleys . 10 In an addressing machine the combination wih a frame

2. In an addressing machine , the combination with a frame having a bed , of galleys adapted to travel over the bed and
provided with anti - friction rollers and bed , of galleys carry separated lines or groups of lines of type , feeding fin
adapted to hold lines of type and to travel , one at a time, gers adapted to be thrown into engagement with the type
over the bed and rollers , pivoted fingers adapted to engage of the galleys alternately , means for alternately shifting the
successive lines of type of one or the other galley, slid- fingers, sliding blocks carrying the feed fingers, a shaft
ing blocks carrying the pivots of the fingers, and means journalled in the frame of the machine, crank arms carried
for actuating the blocks. by the shaft and connected with the sliding blocks by links,

3. In an addressing machine, the combination with a an arm carried by the shaft , a driving shaft and a cam on

frame having a bed, of galleys adapted to contain separate the driving shaft adapted to rock the arm on the first shaft .
lines or groups of lines of type and to travel on either 11. In an addressing machine the combination with a frame

side of the bed, feeding fingers adapted to alternately en- having a bed, of galleys adapted to travel over the bed and

gage successive lines or groups of lines of the galleys, carry separated lines or groups of lines of type, sliding
for actuating the feeding fingers and means for blocks carried by the bed , guide ways with retaining means

shifting the feeding fingers so that but one is operating for the sliding blocks, feeding fingers pivoted to the blocks
at a time. and alternately engaging the type in onegalley or the other

4. In an addressing machine, the combination with a galley, means carried by the galleys for alternatelydisengag

frame having a bed, of galleys adapted to slide on either ing the feeding fingers, and means for actuating the sliding
side of the bed and carry separated lines or groups of blocks.

lines of type , feeding fingers engaging the type of one of 12. In an addressing machine the combination with a frame

the galleys on each side of thebedalternately, means for having a horizontal bed, of galleys adapted to traverse the

actuating the fingers so as to advance a galley a certain bed, means for propelling the galleys, a laterally disposed

distance and means operated by the advancing galley to and sliding bar on the bed adapted to be set in the path of

shift the fingers for engagement with the galley on the one of the galleys, to limit its movement along the bed , a

other side of the bed. driving shaft, a pulley loosely mounted on the driving shaft,

5. In addressing machine , the combination with a means for connecting the pulley with the driving shaft , and

frame having a bed, of galleys adapted to travel on either means interposed between the connecting means and the

side of the bed and carrying lines of type , pivoted fingers sliding bar for starting the machine when the bar is slid out

adapted to be alternately in and out of engagement with of the path of the galley .

the lines of type , sliding blocks carrying the pivoted fin 13. In an addressing machine the combination with a frame

gers, means for sliding the blocks to cause the fingers to having ahorizontalbar,of galleysadaptedto traverse the

3

of type.

21
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bed, means for propelling the galleys, a laterally disposed to receive a pin on the stem and springs interposed be
and sliding bar adapted to be set in the path of one of the tween the rocks and the bearings .

galleys , a spring connected yoke carried by the sliding bar, 20. In an addressing machine, the combination with a

a crank arm carried by a vertical shaft journalled in the bed bed , of a latterly disposed and slotted frame carried by
of the machine, said crank arm having its free end.connected the bed, punches plying through the upper wall of the

with the yoke, a second crank arm carried by the vertical slot , a crossbar moving vertically, means for moving the
shaft, a lever fulcrumed to the under side of the bed and hav- crossbar, 2 spring adjustable on the crossbar and pressing
ing one end connected with the second crank arm by a link , on the punches to actuate the same when the crossbar des

a starting rod connected with the other end of the lever , a cends , ird means for removing the bits of paper removed

driving pulley, a driving shaft carrying same and having i hy the punesies.
means for connecting and disconnecting to itself the driving 21. In an addressing machine , the combination with a

pulley, and meansconnected with the starting rod and lever bed , of a latterly disposed and slotted frame carried by
for operating the connecting and disconnecting means on the the bed , runcios riaying vertically through the horizontal

driving shaft. walls of the sot a compartment for the reception of

14. In an addressing machine the combination with a frame waste beneath the slot and open at one end, a bellows

having a bed, of galleys adapted to traverse the bed , feed- discharging into the compartment at the closed end, a

ing fingers adapted to propel one or the other galley , means crossbar carrying an adjustable spring which is adapted to

for operating the feeding fingers, a laterally disposed and depress tie punches when the cross arm descends , means

sliding bar adapted to be set in the path of one or the for operating the crossbar and means for operating the

other of the galleys, a forked lever connected wih the sliding bellows.

bar, crank arms carried by a vertical shaft journalled in 22. In an addressing machine, the combination with a

the bed of the machine, one of the arms being connecïed bed, of galleys adapted to move singly along the bed ,

with the forked lever, hooked fingers carried by opposite in -ans for priceling the galleys, means for supportinga

arms on the vertical shaft and adapted to shift the latt . " ,
web of paper, 10fans for feeding the web of paper, im

slugs or projections carried in the lower ends of the gallays pression tlocks , a crossbar carrying the blocks, vertical

and engaged by one or the other of the hooked finga's, rods carrying the ciossbar at each end and adapted to move
means for disengaging the hooked finger after it has been

vertically through the bed, a power shaft , means carried

carried a limited distance by the slug, a spring connected by the san tro actuate the vertical rods , punches adapted
with an arm of the vertical shaft to hold the same in one of

to overate simultareously with the impression blocks to

two shifted positions, arm secured to engage the feeding fin- perforate the paper when the address is printed , a presser

gers and holdthemalternately out of playand connections spring carried by the crossbar and adapted tooperatethe
between thecams and the arms beneath the table for operat- purches, ineans for removing the waste from beneath the

ing the cams when the hooked fingers shift the verticalshaft. punches and mcans connected with the power shaft for
15. In an addressingmachine the combination with a frame operatiug this means.

having a bed , of galleys carrying separated lines of type or 23. In an addressing machine , the combination with a

groups of lines of typeandadaptedto traverse each side of frama having a bed, of galleys adapted to traverse thebedthe bed of the machine , sliding blocks moving longitudi 'aily
one at a time , means for propelling the galleys , anti -fric

alongthe bed, means for sliding the blocks, feeding fingers tioa rollers, leverscarrying the rollers and pivoted beneath
pivoted to the blocks and adapted to engage the lines of one

the bed, pivoted arms supporting the free ends of the

or the other galley ,cams controlling the swing of the fingers levers, and means automatically operated by the galleys
and adapted to throw one or the other out of line of engage to rock the arms and release the free ends of the levers.
ment with the lines of type, projections or slugs carried by 24. In addressing machine, the combination

the galleys, and means adapted to engage the slugs and re
frame having a bed provided with openings, of galleys

verse the action of the cams.16. In an addressing machinethe combination with a frame adaptedto move singly along each side of the bed,meexs

for moving the galleys , levers pivoted at one end in the

having a bed, of galleys carrying separated lines or groups openings, rollers carried by the levers, pivotedarmssup
of lines of type and adapted to travel on different sides of

the bed,blocks carried by the bed and adapted toreciprocate he galleys to automatically release thelevers from the
porting the levers at their free ends, means operated by

parallel with the movement of the galleys, means for recip: support of the pivoted arms whenthegalleys leave the
rocating the blocks, pivoted feed fingers carried by the blocks

bed and reach the rollers on the levers , endless belts mov

and adapted to alternately engage the type of the galleys, ing beneath the normal position ofthe levers and adapted
cams with shafts journalled in the bed and acting upon the

to receive the galleys when the levers drop , means for
fingers so as to hold one or the other finger out of engage
ment withthelines of type, crank armsat the lower ends moving the belts and means for returning the levers to

their normal positions.
of the cam shafts , slugs or projections in the galleys , a

25. In an addressing machine , the combination with a
plate secured to the bed between the path of the galleys , a
four- armed lever pivotedto heplate, curved fingers carried framehavinga bed provided with openings ,and levers

pivoted beneath the bed and within the openings , of gal
by opposite arms of the lever and held in the path of the

leys adapted to move along the bed of the machine andprojections or slugs to engage the same so as to shift the
on to the levers , means for moving the galleys , anti - friction

four-armed lever, a lever secured to the pivot of the latter ,

rollers on the levers , swinging arms supporting the free
links connecting the ends of the same to the crank arms on

ends of the levers , means for returning the swinging arms
the shafts of the cams and a spring connected with one of the

to their normal positions, a shaft rigidly carrying the
arms of the four-armed lever to hold it to one side or the

pivoted ends of the levers, arms secured to the hubs of
other.17. In an addressing machine the combination with a frame the levers, springs attached to the latter arms and to the

frame of the machine and adapted to return the levers
having a bed, of galleys adapted to traverse each side of the

o their normal positions, levers fulcrumed on the shaft ,
bed , independently operating feed fingers for propelling the

links carried by the upper ends of the fulcrumed leversgalleys, means for operating the feed fingers, inking rollers
carried by brackets at the front end of the machine, a yoke in the paths of the galleys, adjustable lateral projections
pivoted to the brackets and carrying at its free end an ink carried by the links , links connecting the lower endsof the
supply roller which is normally adapted to rest onthe ink - fulcrumed levers with the swinging arms, rollers carried
ing rollers, means for rotating the supply roller, levers by the shaft, endless belts passing around the rollers and

in the path of the galley carrying levers and means atpivoted to the frame, the inner ends of which are connected
with theyoke by a link , a roller carried by the outer ends thefront end of the machine for carrying and driving the

of the levers and adapted to be depressed when either galley endless belts .

with type is introduced into the machine and to cause the
26. In an addressing machine, the combination with a

supply roller to leave the inking rollers .
frame having a horizontal bed provided with openings, of

18. In an addressing machine, the combination with galleys adapted to traverse the bed, pivoted levers ar

frame having a bed , of galleys adapted to move singly ranged in the openings and adapted to receive the galleys,

carriedalone the bed, means for moving the galleys, impression anti -friction rollers by the levers , means for

blocks adapted to carry the paper to be addressed against retaining the levers in their normal position, means for

the face of the type in one of the galleys, a crossbar releasing a lever after it has received its galley, endless

carrying the stems of the impression blocks , springs inter
bands travelling in the path of the released lever to re

posed between the blocks and the crossbar, vertical rods ceive the galleys , pulleys on the pivotal shaft of the levers
carrying the ends of the crossbar and playing through open- and carrying the bands , pulleys at the front end of the

ings in the bed, and means for actuating the vertical rods. frame, motive means for the latter pulleys , shelves at the

19. In an addressing machine, the combination of the
front of the machine adjacent to the motive pulleys and

following parts : a power shaft, cams carried by the same ,
brackets on the inner sides of the frame parallel with

a horizontal bed , vertically moving rods actuated by the the upper parts of the bands to support same while carry

sams and passing through the bed, a crossbar joining the ing the galleys.

vertical rods above the bed, impression blocks with stems, 27. In an addressing machine the comb'nation with a frame

5oorings on the crossbar for the stems each having a slot with an upright structure, and means for supporting a roll

a
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of paper carried by the same, of constant feeding means , No. 102,472 . Rail Joint. Joint de raile .

intermittent re-winding means, means for addressing the

paper between the feeding and the re -winding, means for

taking up the slack paper between the feeding means and

the addressing means, a friction disc driving the feed rolls ,

a rock bar and ratchet wheel driving the re -winding rolls ,

a power shaft, means connecting he friction disc with the

power shaft , and means interposed between the power shaft

and the rack bar to reciprocate same.

28. In an addressing machine the combination wih a frame

having an upright structure , and means for supporting a

roll of paper carried by the said upright structure, of feed

ing rollers, a friction disc carried by the shaft of one of the

rollers, a friction pulley adapted to drive the disc, a verti

cal shaft carrying the pulley at one end, a mitre gear at the

other end of the vertical shaft , a stud carrying a corres

ponding mitre ger, gearing with the first, nd a pinion , and a

gear wheel meshing with the pinion , and a gear wheel on

the power shaft meshing win the gear wheel which drives

the pinion, printing means for addressing the paper re

winding means and intermediate gearing meshing with the

gear wheel on the power shaft , and means for taking up the
slack between the feed rollers and the printing means . Jacob L. Stoffer , Homeworth , Ohio , U.S.A. , 11th December,

29. In an addressing machine he combination with means

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 20th November, 1906. Receipt No.

for supporting a roll of paper, and means for feeding the
141,357 .

paper continuously , of printing means for addressing the
Claim.-In a device of the class set forth , a bolt provided

paper, means for taking up the slack interposed between
with a slot , a locking member mounted upon said bolt

the printing and continuous feeding means , an intermittent
and provided with a tang and a recess , and a wedge mem

re - winding roller , a weighted re - winding shaft carrying the ber positioned in said slot and a recess and provided with

addressed paper, intemediate rollers between the intermit- a tooth to be engaged by said tang.

tene roller and the re -winding shaft and its paper roll and

supporting and rotating the latter, a ratchet wheel on the No. 102,473 . Locomotive Tender.

shaft of the re -wilding roller , a pawl adapted to carry the
Tender de locomotives.

ratchet wheel through a predetermined arc, a gear wheel

connected with the pawl , a rack bar operating the gear

wheel , and means for reciprocating the rack bar.

30. In an addressing machine the combination with a paper

roll supporting means and paper feeding means , of printing

means, perforating means connected with the printing means

a re -winding roller , a shaft for the re -wound roll , inter

posed supporting and rotating rollers , a reciprocating rack

bar intenmittent means operated by the rack bar for actu

ating the re - winding roller , a driving shaft with a gear

wheel , a gear wheel meshing with the wheel on the driving

shaft , a crank arm on the shaft of this second gear wheel ,

and means for adjustably connecting the end of the rack

bar with the crank arm. 14:59

31. ln an addressing machine the combination with a bed ,

of galleys adapted to traverse the bed itermittently , alter

nately on one side and then on the other, means for alter

nately intermittently feeding the galleys, rollers , adapted

to ink the type of the galleys , an ink supply roller , means
They

for automatically removing the supply roller from the inking

rollers when a galley enters a machine , means for supporting

a web of paper , continuous feed means for the wed of paper ,

intermittent printing means, means for intermittently re

winding the web after the address has been printed and Charles M. Taylor, Lapinta , California , U.S.A. , 11th Decem
means carried by each galley for shifing the feed to the other ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 16th October, 1906. Receipt

galley when the last address of the first galley has been
No. 140,344.

printed Claim.-A locomotive tender having a coal pit, a verti

32. In an addressingmachinethe combination with a bed, cally swinging follower for moving coal forwardly in the
of galleys with addresses in type adapted to traverse the pit , said follower being hinged at its lower end to the
same, printing means , intermittent feeding means adapted to tender, a vertically swinging cylinder arranged on and
feed one galley at a time , means carried by each galley at pivoted to the top of the tender at one side of the longi

its lower end which as the galley carries the last address tudinal vertical center thereof , a vertically swinging cylin
a way from the printing means shifts the feeding means der

into engagement with a new galley, inking means , means for

arranged on and pivoted to the top of the tender at

the opposite side of the longitudinal vertical center there
supporting a web of paper, continuous paper feeding means , of, a pipe for supplying the rear portions of the cylinders

means for taking up the slack paper between the paper

feed and the printing means, punching means , and adjust

with fluid pressure, and pistons movable in the cylinders

under the action of fluid pressure and connected to the

able re -winding means to allow the printing of the addresses follower at points intermediate the vertical center and

at predetermined distances apart on the paper. side edges thereof.

33. In an addressing machine the combination with a bed ,

of galleys with type set addresses, a sliding bar adapted to No. 102,474. Rotary Tumbler Washer.
limit the movement of the first galley along the bed , inking

means, paper feeding means , printing means, intermitting
Appareil rotatoire à laver les verres.

and alternating feed means for the galleys, punching means Fred William Will, Aurora , Oregon , U.S.A. , 11th December,

for the paper, re -winding means , and means for simultane- 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 13th November, 1906. Receipt No.

ously starting the machine and shifting the sliding bar. 141,178 .

34. In an addressing machine the combination with a bed, Claim .-1. A tumbler washer, comprising a frame having a

of galleys adaptedto be fed oneat a time alongthe bed, depending arm at its upper end , and a footatits lower
means for feeding the galley , means for shifting the feed end of feed discs connected with the foot , said discs

of the galleys, a sliding bar in the path of the first galley, having aligned openings, hubs journalled in the openings
means for removing the sliding bar when the machine is and each provided with agear , the gears meshing with

started, a bar shifting toobstructthepathof the galley each other,a shaft journalled at one end and inthe frame
remaining at rest, and means connected with the feed shift- and having its other end securedto one of the hubs, flex

ing means for shifting the second bar from the path of the ible shafts provided with brushes secured to the other

galley which the feed means is about to operate upon. hubs, and means for rotatingy the first-named shaft.
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2. A tumbler washer, comprising a frame having a de- tures disposed around the axial line of said shaft and geared

pending arm at its upper end and a foot at its lower end , thereto, a single field core and composite field winding for

each of said armatures alternated therewith and adapted

to maintain a common magnetic circuit and a cylindrical

housing enclosing said parts and supporting said cores and

windings.

6. The combination of a driven shaft, a plurality of arma

tures disposed around the axial line of said shaf and geared

thereto , field magnets alternated with said armatures, and a

cylindrical housing enclosing sa armatures and magnets

and serving to support said magnets .

7. The combination of a driven shaft , a plurality of arma

tures disposed around the axial line of said shaft and geared

thereto , field magnets alternated with said armatures form

ing a cylindrical outer surface of alternate armatures and

magnets , and a cylindrical non -magnetic housing enclosing

said armatures and magnets .

8. The combination of a driven shaft , a plurality of arma

tures disposed around the axial line of said shaft and geared

thereto , field magnets alternated with said armatures form

ing a cyylindrical outer surface of alternate armatures and

magnets.

9. The combination of a driven shaft , a plurality of arma
spaced discs connected with the foot, said discs having

tures disposed around the axial line of said shaft and gearedaligned openings, hubs journalled in the openings and each

provided with a gear, the gears meshing with each other, each of said armaturesalternated therewith and adapted to
thereto , a single field core and composite field winding for

a vertical shaft journalled at one end in the frame and

having its other end secured to one of the hubs , flexible maintain a common magnetic circuit, and a housing enclos

ing said elements.
shafts provided with brushes secured to the other hubs, a

horizontal shaft journalled on the frame and provided with 10. The combination of a driven shaft , a plurality of arma

ahandle whereby to rotatethe same, and a connection be thereto , field magnets alternated with said armatures formtures disposed around the axial line of said shaft and geared

tween the vertical and the horizontal shafts .

3. A tumbler washer, comprising a frame having a foot ing a common magnetic circuit , and a housing enclosing said

at its lower end, spaced discs secured to the foot, said discs armatures and magnets and supporting said magnets.

having aligned openings , hubs journalled in the openings 11. The combination of a driven shaft , a plurality of arma

and each provided with a gear, said gears meshing with thereto , field magnets alternate with said armatures form
tures disposed around the axial line of said shaft and geared

each other, a shaft journalled at one end in the frame ing a commonmagnetic circuit, and a non -magnetic housing
and having its other end secured to one of the hubs, flex

ible shafts provided with brushes adjustably secured to enclosing said armatures and mgnets and supporting said

the other hubs , and means for rotating the first -named magnets .

shaft. 12. The combination of a driven shaft , an electric motor

geared thereto, comprising a plurality of armatures and

field magnets and forming a substantially continuous annu

No. 102,475. Electric Motor. Moteur électrique.
lar ring about the axial line of said shaft , said magnets

having a composite field winding for each armature and main

taining a common magnetic circuit.

13. The combination of a driven shaft, a plurality of arma

tures geared thereto , field magnets alternated with said

armatures, and a composite field winding for each armature

adapted to maintain a single magnetic circuit common to all

of said field magnets and armatures .

14. The combination of a driven shaft , ap lurality of arma

tures disposed around the axial line of said shaft and geared

thereto , a composite fleld winding for each armature adapted

to maintain a single magnetic field circuit common to all of

said armatures , said field winding being connected in series

across the supply line for exciting said magnetic circuit .

15. In an electric motor, the combination of a plurality

of armatures and field magnets alternately arranged to

provide a single magnetic circuit common to all of said

armatures and field magnets, said armatures being con

nected in series with each other , series coils on said mag

connected in series , and shunt coils on said magnets, said

shunt coils being all in series with each other and in shunt

nets alternated with said armatures and the whole being

with all the armatures.

James Burke , Erie , Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 11th December, 16. The combination of a driven shaft, a plurality of

1906; 6 years . Filed 15th January, 1906. Receipt No. armatures disposed around the axial line of said shaft and

131,877 . geared thereto , field cores alternated with said armatures ,

Claim . — 1.The combination of a driven shaft, a plurality and composite exciting coils on said cores, the severalturns
of said coils being wound in a direction substantially

of armatures disposed around the axial line of said shaft and

radial with reference to the shaft whereby the length ofgeared thereto, a composite field winding for each of said said coil circumferentially is contracted at its inner side
armatures alternating therewith and adapted to maintain a

and exapnded at its outer side , the whole structurehaving amagnetic circuit common to two or more of said armatures.

substantially cylindrical outer surface.
2. The combination of a driven shaft, a plurality of arma- 17. The combination of a driven shaft, a plurality of

tures disposed around the axial line of said shaft and geared armatures disposed around the axial line of said shaft and

thereto and a composite field winding for each of said arma
geared thereto , field cores alternated with said armatures ,tures, alternated therewith and adapted to maintain a single each of said cores having a comparatively shallow recess in

magnetic circuit common to all of said armatures.
its outer portion and a comparatively deep recess in its

3. The combination of a driven shaft , a plurality of arma- inner portion , and field coils wound in said recessed por

tures disposed around the axial line of said shaft and geared tions , the whole forming a compact and substantially cyl .

thereto , and a composite field winding for each of said arma- indrical motor.

tures, alternated therewith and adapted to maintain a com- 18. The combination of a driven shaft, a plurality of

mon magnetic circuit , said windings having extended radiat- armatures disposed around the axial line of said shaft and

ing surfaces on their outer sides .
geared thereto, field magnets alternated with said arm

4. The combination of a driven shaft , a plurality of arma- atures, a housing encircling said armatures and magnets

tures disposed around the axial line of said shaft and geared and for supporting said magnets , and end heads for sup

thereto , a single field core and composite field winding for porting said armatures .

each of said armatures, alternated therewith and maintaining 19. The combination of a driven shaft, a plurality of

a common magnetic circuit , the whole forming a cylindrical armatures disposed around the axial line of said shaft and
surface of alternate armatures and magnets.

geared thereto, field magnets alternated with said arm
5. The combination of a driven shaft , a plurality of arma- atures, a housing encircling said 'armatures and magnets
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and for supporting said magnets , and heads for supporting No. 102,477. Metal Piling. Pile métallique.

said armatures, brushes for said armatures , and means

for supporting all of said brushes from one of said heads .

20. The combination of a driven shaft , a plurality of

armatures disposed around the axial line of said shaft and

geared thereto , field cores alternated with said armatures,

each of said cores having a comparatively shallow recess

in its outer portion and a comparatively deep recess in

its inner portion , field coils wound in said recessed por

tions, the whole forming a compact and cylindrical motor,

a housing encircling said armatures and magnets and

supporting said magnets, and heads for supporting said

armatures , brushes for said armatures , and means for sup

porting all of said brushes from one of said heads.

21. The combination of a driven shaft , a plurality of

armatures disposed around the axial line of said shaft and

geared thereto , a composite field winding for each of said

armatures , alternated therewith and adapted to maintain

a magnetic circuit common to all of said armatures , said

windings having extended radiating surfaces on their outer

sides , a housing for said part , and a ventilating space be

tween said housing and the extended surfaces of said wind

ings.

22. The mbination of a driven shaft , a plurality of James J. Harold , New York City , New York , U.S.A. , 11th

armatures disposed around the axial line of said shaft and December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 13th November, 1904

geared thereto , a single field core and composite field Receipt No. 300,201 .

winding for each of said armatures , alternated therewith Claim . - 1. In metal sheet piling , a beam section consist

and adapted to maintain a magnetic circuit common to all ing of a flat web plate and companion, locking angles rigid

of said armatures, said windings having extended radiating ly mounted thereon, the respective edges of the web plate
surfaces on their outer sides , a housing surrounding said extending beyond the line of the free hook edges of the

parts and supporting said field cores, and ventilating spaces angles .

between said housing and the extended surfaces of said 2. In metal sheet piling , a beam section consisting of a

windings , web plate and companion , locking angles rigidly mounted

on and located adjacent to the respective edges thereof, the

No. 102,476. Gas Lamp. Lampe à gaz. bent around hook edges of said angles being set at angle
other than right angle.

3. In metal sheet piling , a channel beam section , and a

piling section consisting of a web plate and companion

angles rigidly mounted thereon and provided with hook

edges adapted to conform to and interlock with the com

panion flanges on the channel beams in assembling the pil
ing section in their alternate arrangement.
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No. 102,478. Hull . Coque.

1
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Louis C. Fuller , Kansas City , U.S.A., 11th December, 1906 ;

6 years . Filed 1st August , 1906. Receipt No. 138.325 .

Claim . - 1 . In an incandescent gas lamp having a Bunsen

tube , an outer tube sleeved thereon and a chimney holder

secured to said outer tube ; the combination of a heat in

sulating bushing mounted upon said outer tube, and a tip

holder mounted upon said bushing , whereby the heat com- Carey Alan Manker, Pearl , Illinois , U.S.A. , 11th December,

municated by the flame to the tip holder will be insulated 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 27th August , 1906.
Receipt No.

from the chimney holder .
139.012 .

2. In a mantle gas lamp, a mantle holder formed of a Claim.-1 . A vessel hull provided at its bow with means

single piece of wire and comprising a looped hook adapted for horizontally dividing the through which it

to engage the upper edge of a chimney, a downwardly ex- travels .

tending leg adapted to bear against the inner side of a 2. A vessel hull so constructed that as it travels through

chimney, and a depending hook adapted to support a mantle , the water it splits the waves in horizonal planes and de

substantially as described.
flects them underneath the bottom of the hull.

3. In a mantle gas lamp, the combination of a Bunsen tube 3. A vessel hull provided at itsbow with an approxi

provided with large longitudinal slots for the admission of mately horizontally disposed wave cutting edge arranged
air , an outer regulating tube revolubly mounted thereon above the surface of the water in which the vessel travels.

and also provided with slots , a tubular screw formed of per 4. A vessel hull provided at its bow with a flat portion

forated metal mounted on the regulating tube to cover the which extends upwardly and terminates in a wave cutting

slots therein and a chimney holder mounted on said Bun- edge.

sen tube. 5. A vessel hull provided at its bow with a ilat portion

4. In a mantle gas lamp having a Bunsen tube and a which inclines upwardly from the surface of the water and

chimney holder carried by said tube , the combination of a terminates in an inclinedwavecutting edge extending in a

heat insulating bushing mounted on said tube , a tip holder horizontal plane below the top of the hull.
mounted on said bushing, a tip of woven wire carried by

said holder and comprising a cylindrical portion and a top , jectig wings arranged adjacent to the surface of the water

6. A vessel hull provided at its bow with laterally pro

and aperforaated disc secured to the inner side of said top . and adapted to split the waves horizontally, the upper sur
5. In a mantle gas lamy , the combination of a Bunsen faces of said wings being concaved.

tube , a chimney holder and chimney supported thereby, a 7. A vessel hull provided at its bow with means for hori,

tip of woven wire mounted over the upper end of said tube zontally dividing the waves through which it passes and

and comprising a cylindrical portion and a top , and a per- having its sides inclined rearwardly and inwardly from a

forated disc secured to the inner side of said top . point adjacent the bow .

9

2
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8. A vessel hull provided at its bow with means for hori- No. 102,479. Lamp Globe. Globe de lampes.

zontally dividing the waves through which it passes and

deflecting them underneath the hull and having the sides

of its submerged portion inclined rearwardly and inwardly

from a point adjacent to the bow, said hull being provided

with a concaved bottom .

9. A vessel hull provided at its bow with means for hori

zontally dividing the waves through which it travels and

having the sides of its submerged portion inclined rearwardly

and inwardly from point adjacent the bow, said submerged

portion having a concaved bottom surface which is narrower

at its rear end than at its front end .

10. A vessel hull provided at its bow with a flat upwardly

projecting portion that terminates in a horizontally disposed

wave cutting edge , said flat portion extending rearwardly

and merging into a tapered portion having a concaved bot

tom .

11. A vessel hull having a flat portion at its bow which

is inclined upwardly from the water and terminates in a

horizontally disposed wave cutting edge arranged in a plane

below the top of the hull , the submerged portion of the hull

diminishing gradually in width toward the stern of the hull

and being provided with a bottom surface that is concaved Charles Oliver , Woolwich , Kent, England, 11th December,

longitudinally and transversely.
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 5th September, 1905. Receipt No.

128,199.

12. A vessel hull which is of greatest width adjacent thº

bow and is provided with a horizontally disposed wave cut
Claim .-1 . In an enclosing globe or lantern for electric arc

ing edge , the sides of said hull being inclined rearwardly
lamps wherein the points of both carbons are directed down

and inwardly from said widest portion toward the stern of
wards in the well known flame or arc lamps, the construction

the hull , and stability guards arranged above the water line and arrangement of the sides of said globe or lantern of such

and projecting laterally from the sides of said hull .
material and in suchwise tha the surfaces of the globe

directed along the street or turned towards the longer axis
13. A vessel hull which is of greatest width adjacent the

of the space to be lighted are made broader than the surfaces
bow and is provided with a horizontallv dianosed wave cut

of said globe facing across the street or the short axis of the

ting edge, the sides of saint hull hoing inclined rearwardlv
space to be lighted and arranging such broader surfaces so

and inwardly from said widest portion toward the stern of that same inwardly taper downwards and forming same of
the hull , and stability guards arranged above the water a material ( such as ground glass) which will break up or
line and projecting laterally from the sides of said hull,

diffuse laterally the downwardly directed rays of light from
said stability guards increasing gradually in width from a

the aforesaid source substantially in the manner and for the
point approximately midships toward the stern of the hull . purposes hereinbefore described .

14. A vessel hull which is approximately cigar -shaped 2. The arrangement and combination with an electric are

above the water line and which below the major portion lamp wherein the points of both carbons are directed down

of the water line , is anproximately wndge -shaped with wards, as in the well known flame are lamp , of an enclosing

the wide portion of the wedge at the bow of the hull and globe or lantern having two broad sides oppositely disposed

projecting above the surface of the water . and two narrow sides locaed between same and having the

15. A vessel hull which is approximately cigar-shaped
broad sides inclined inwardly downwards and formed of

Phovo the water line and which below the maior portion ground glass or opalescent glass or the like which will

of the water line , is annroximately wedge -chaned , with the
break up or diffuse laterally the downwardly directed rays

wide portion of the wedge at the bow of the hull and nro
of light from the aforesaid source , substantially as and for

jerting above the surface of the water , the bottom surface the purpose hereinbefore set forth .

of said wedge - shaned nortion being concaved .

18. A vessel hull in which the portion below the water No. 102,480. Concrete Constructing Machine.

line is approximately wedge- shaped with the wide portion Machine pour la construire en béton .

of the wedge at the point of first contact of the hull with
the water.

17. A vessel in which the portion below the water line is

approximately wedge - shaper with the wide nortion of the

wedge at the point of first contact of the hull with the

water . the sides of sain submerged nortion curving inward

ly toward the longitudinal axis of the hull .

18. A vessel hull in which the submerged portion of the

hull is of greatest width at first water contact section of

the bow and thence diminishes in width toward the stern

of the hull where it comes to a noint . said submerged por

tion increasing gradually in depth from the bow to the
stern .

19. A vessel hull in which the longitudinal water lines of

the stern extend forwardly and outwardly in convexed

curves to points of first contact of the hull with the parti

cles of water closing in the wake of the hull .

20. A vessel's stern lines diverging outwardly and for

wardly in convex curves to points of first contact of the

hull with the water closing in the wake of the vessel .

21. A vessel hull in which the longitudinal water lines
Albert A. Pauly, Youngstown, Ohio, U.S.A. , 11th December,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 13th October, 1906 .
of the stern extend forwardly and outwardly in curves to

Receipt No.

points of first contact of the hull with the particles of
140,269 .

water closing in the wake of the hull. ( laim . - 1. In a machine the combination with a base plate ,

22. A vessel's stern lines diverging outwardly and for- of a rectangular frame adjustably mounted upon said plate ,

wardly in curves to points of first contact of the hull with standards carried by said frame, brace rods connecting said

the water closing in thewake of the vesse !. standards and said frame , revoluble shafts carried by said
23. A vessel hull in which the side surfaces of the sub- brace rods , a crosshead carried by said standards , a bar

merged portion are denoted by horizontal curves which supported by said crosshead, chains connected with said
diverge forwardly to position of greatest beam in horizontal shaft and extending over said crosshead and said bar, re

planes,respectively represented by said curves, said beams taining boardssupported by said standards, retaining boards
gradually increasing from aft to a position approximately adjustablymounted upon posts, substantially as described.at the bow .

2. In a machine the combination of a base plate , standards

24. A vessel hull in which the side surfaces of the sub - adjustably mounted upon said base plate, a crosshead car

merged portion are denoted by convex curves which diverge ried bysaid standards, a bar supportedby said crosshead,
forwardly to positionof greatest beam in horizontal planes, | retaining boards suspended from said crosshead and said bar,
respectively represented by said curves, said beams gradu- other retaining boards mounted adjacentto said base plate ,
ally increasing from aft to a position approximately at the means to adjust said retaining boards , substantially as des
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No. 102,481 . Machine for Making Recentacles of 8. A machine of the character described having a con

Compressed Pulp . tractible mould comprising a plurality of jaw members,

Machine à faire des réceptacles de pulpe compressée.
each jaw member having an extending tongue engaging a

groove in the adjacent member and each member having a

portion of its inner surface near the base of its tongue cut

out to give shape to the receptacle to be formed in the

mould .

9. A machine of the character described having a con

tractible mould comprising a plurality of jaw members,

said members having chambers therein, one between each

adjacent pair thereof, the inner walls of said members hav

ing perforations leading to said chambers, a plate arranged

below said member and having countersunk openings there

in connected by grooves , said openings being located below

said chambers , pipes fitted in said openings, and means to

create a vacuum in said chambers and draw off the water

pressed from the material through said pipes .

10. A machine of the character described having a con

tractible mould comprising a plurality of jaw members, said

members having chambers therein , said members having

ISA101 perforations leading to said chambers, a plate arranged

below said members and having openings therein arranged

below said chambers , an air- tight box arranged below said

plate , pipes connecting said box with the openings in said
William E. Schneider , Washington , District of Columbia . plate and a pump connected up with said box for the pur

U.S.A. , 11th December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 22nd Au- pose specified.

gust, 1906. Receipt No. 138,815 . 11. A machine of the character described having a con

Claim.-1 . A machine of the character described having a tractible mould comprising four jaw members, each mem

contractible mould , a collapsible mandrel, means to insert ber having two extending tongues arranged parallel to each

said mandrel into said mould, means to feed material to other, one on the inner surface of said mould and the other

said mould , and means to remove the completed receptacle . at the outer surface thereof, and a third tongue extending

2. A machine of the character described having a mould , across betwen said parallel tongues at the top of said jaw

a mandrel , a pipe leading from a source of supply of ma members , said members having chambers arranged between

terial for making receptacles, a measuring cup pivotally said inner and outer parallel tongues and below said third

mounted below the outlet of said pipe , said cup having a tongues , said chambers communicating with the interior of

plate extending therefrom adapted to close the outlet of said mould , and means to draw water from the mould

said pipe while the cup is feeding the material contained through said chambers.

therein to the mould . 12. In a machine of the character described, a vertically

3. A machine of the character described having a mould , movable head plate mounted on suitable guides, a screw

a mandrel adapted to be raised from said mould, means to connected to said head plate and secured against rotation .

collapse said mandrel when raised, to release the a horizontal bevelled gear interiorly screw -threaded and

pleted receptacle, a basket mountd on pivoted arms , and mounted upon said screw, oppositely extending shafts, each

means to swing said basket on said arms to a position be- carrying a bevelled pinion and a loose gear , said pinions

low the mandrel and out from below said mandrel, for the meshing with said horizontal gear , clutches on said shafts

purposes described . to engage said loose gears, a gear wheel having cams on

3. A machine of the character described having a mould . the sides of its periphery, each cam having three surfaces

a mandrel adapted to be raised from said mould , means to which are arranged in inverse order on opposite sides of

collapse said mandrel when raised to release the completed said gear, a longitudinally movable rod having projecting

receptacle, a swinging basket for carrying off the completed rollers engaging said cams, pivoted levers engaging said
receptacle , a pivoted feeding cup, an arm secured to said clutches and adapted to be actuated by said longitudinally
cup , a link connecting said arm and basket, and means to movable rod , and means to revolve said cam carrying gear

oscillate said arm whereby said cup and basket are both for the purpose specified .

actuated . 13. In a machine of the character described, a contrac

5. A machine of the character described having a plunger tible mould comprising a plurality of jaw members, means

rod . a mandrel comprising wedge sections and intermediate to open and close said jaw members including vertically

sections, a cap fitting over the ends of said sections and movable rods and a head plate to which said rods are se

secured to said rod , said cap having radial slots in its hori- cured, a hollow screw connected to said plate and secured

zontal portion and vertical slots in its vertical portion , against rotation , a horizontal bevelled gear interiorly

headed bolts secured to the wedge sections and extending screw -threaded and mounted on said screw , a plunger rod

through said radial slots , unheaded bolts secured to the extending up through said hollow screw , a mandrel secured

intermediate sections and extending through said vertical to the end of said plunger rod , means to periodically recip

slots, a ring around said cap and connected to the project- rocate said plunger rod, and means to revolve said hori

ing portions of said unheaded bolts , a spring within said zontal gear first in one direction then in another , and to

mandrel normally holding it expanded and a fixture adap- leave said gear stationary at the times when said plunger

ted to engage said ring and collapse the mandrel against rod is being reciprocated.

the energy of said spring. 14. In a machine of the character described, a contrac

6. A machine of the character described having a plunger tible mould , means to open and close said mould deriodi

rod, a mandrel secured to said rod and comprising wedge cally , a plunger rod, a ' mandrel mounted on said rod . a

sections and intermediate sections , a portion of said rod crank shaft carrying a crank adapted to reciprocate said

extending into the mandrel , a nuut on the end of said por- plunger rod , acamon said shaft. a cup for feeding material

tion of said rod , a spring arranged around said rod and to the mould, means of connection between said cam and

abutting at one end against said nut , means to retain the cup whereby the former will operate the latter , and means

wedge sections of the mandrel always in the same relation to revolve the crank shaft at intervals when the mould is

with the plunger rod, means to move the wedge sections open to operate the cam for actuating the feeding cup and

vertically with relation to the intermediate sections to col- to turn said crank to lower and raise the mandrel .

lapse the mandrel, a bottom piece arranged below the ends

of the sections of the mandrel , and a tube secured to said No. 102,482. Concrete Mixer. Mélangeur de béton .

bottom piece and extending over and forming a bearing for

the other end of said spring. Charles Raymond Weaver, Baltimore , Maryland, U.S.A ::

7. A machine of the character described having a 11th December, 1906; 6 years. Filed 19th October, 1906.

tractible mould comprising a plurality of interlocking jaw
Receipt No. 140,437 .

members, toggle joints , one arranged between each of said Claim . - 1. In a concrete mixing and handling apparatus,

jaw members and a fixture, each toggle having one member the combination of a plurality of hoppers having bottom

provided with a laterally offset finger extending in a line openings and adapted tobe nested one within the other:
with the longitudinal axis ofsaidmember , amandrel adap- and means for connecting said hoppers in series to permit
ted to be inserted into said mould , a vertically movable them to be successively raised from their nested position
piece arranged in the bottom of the mould and normally and cause the material to pass successively from one hop

arranged below the level thereof, levers supporting said per to the other as they are raised .

piece, and vertically movable rods having pins adapted to 2. In a concrete mixing and handling apparatus , the com

engage the fingers of the toggles to operate the same , said bination of a plurality of hoppers having bottom openings
rods also having collars to engage the levers to raise the and adapted to benested one within the other , a prelim

piece in the bottom of the mould . inary mixing device associated with one of said hoppers,
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and means for connecting said hoppers in series to permit 12. In a device of the character described , the combina

them to be successively · raised from their nested position tion of a plurality of hoppers having bottom openings, and

adapted to be nested in each other, doors for closing said

bottom openings , a flexible connection between the doors

of each of the upper hoppers and the next lower hopper,

guides through which said connections pass , and means for

successively raising the hoppers from their nested position

to cause the doors of the upper hoppers to be successively

opened and permit material to pass through the bottom
openings of the upper hoppers.

13. In a device of the character described , the combina

tion of a plurality of hoppers having bottom openings and

adapted to be nested in each other , means for flexibly con

necting said hoppers in series to permit them to be succes

sively raised from their nested position and cause material

to pass successively from one hopper to the other as they

are raised , and supports for the bottom hopper to sustain

the nested hoppers in position to receive a charge of ma

terials to be mixed.

14. In a device of the character described , the combina

tion of a plurality of hoppers having bottom openings and

adapted to be nested in each other, doors for closing said
г » bottom openings , automatically operating devices for open

ing said doors, means for flexibly connecting said hoppers

in series to permit them to be successively raised from

their nested position , and cause material to pass succes

sively from one hopper to the other as they are raised and
and cause the material to pass successively from one hop

supports for the bottom hopper to sustain the nested hop
per to the other as they are raised .

pers in position to receive a charge of material to be mixed .
3. In a concrete mixing and handling apparatus , the com

bination of a plurality of hoppers having bottom openings

and adapted to be nested within each other, a preliminary No. 102,483. Electric Cleaning and Colour Setting

mixing device disposed within the top hopper, and means
Process.

connecting said hoppers in series to permit them to be Procédé électrique à colorer et nettoyer.
raised successively from their nested position and cause

tthe material to pass successively from one to the other

hopper of the series as thew are raised .

4. In a concrete mixing and handling apparatus, the com

bination of a plurality of hoppers having bottom openings

and adapted to be nested within each other, doors for closing

said openings, means connecting said hoppers in series to

permit them to be successively raised from their nested

position, and devices associated with ' said hoppers for

automatically opening the doors of the upper hoppers as
they are successively raised from said nested position.

5. In a concrete mixing and handling apparatus, the com

bination of a plurality of hoppers having bottom openings

and adapted to be nested within each other , doors for clos

ing said openings, means for successively raising the hop

pers from their nested position , and devices associated with

said hoppers for opening the doors to permit the material

to pass from one hopper to the other.

6. In a concrete mixed and handling apparatus, the com

bination of a plurality of hoppers having bottom openings

and adapted to be nested within each other, doors for closing

said openings, a preliminary mixing device disposed in the

top hopper of the series , means for successively raising the

hoppers from their nested position , and devices for opening

the doors to permit the material to pass from one hopper

to the other .

7. In a device of the character described , the combination

of a plurality of hoppers having bottom openings and adap

ted to be nested within each other, a preliminary mixing George Dexter Burton, Boston , Massachusetts, U.S.A. , 11th

device disposed in the top hopper, means for connecting
December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 5th December, 1905 . Re

said hoppers in series to permit them to be successively ceipt No. 130,721 .

raised from their nested position, and means for raising the Claim . - 1. The process of treating fibrous substances and

preliminary mixing device in the top hopper. fabrics, which consists in immersing said material in a bath

8. The combination of a hopper, a preliminary mixing containing a chlorine producing solution, and passing an

device disposed within said hopper , and having guides for electric current through said bath while said materials are

centering said device in said hopper and means for raising immersed therein .

the preliminary mixing device . 2. The process of treating fabrics and other similar ma

9. The combination of a hopper having a bottom open- terials, which consists in immersing said material in a bath ,

ing, a door for closing said opening, means for opening said and producing in said bath , by electrolysis, chlorine gases

door, a preliminary mixing device disposed within said hop- during the immersion of said material therein .

per, and having guides for centering said device in said 3. The process of treating fabrics and other similar ma

hopper, and means for raising the preliminary mixing de- terials , which consists in immersing said materials in a

vice . bath containing a solution of chloride of sodium , and pass

10. A device of the character described comprising a ing an electric current through said bath while said materi

plurality of hoppers having bottom openings , doors for clos- als are immersed.

ing said openings, means for connecting said hoppers in 4. The process of treating fabrics and other similar ma

series , to permit them to be successively raised , and auto- terials, which consists in immersing said materials in a

matic devices connected to the doors of the upper hoppers bath containing a solution of chloride of sodium , and pass

for successively opening the doors of the upper hoppers as ing an electric current through said bath while said materi

they are raised . als are immersed , and then adding to said bath a quantity

11. In a device of the character described , the combina- of sodium carbonate .

tion of a plurality of hoppers having bottom openings , and 5. The process of treating fabrics and other similar ma

adapted to be nested in each other, hoisting slings for lift- terials , which consists in immersing said material in a

ing the top hopper, wire ropes connecting the other hoppers bath containing a chlorine producing solution, heating said

of the series with the top hopper and stops arranged on bath , and then passing through it a current of electricity

said ropes for raising the hoppers successively , said stops hile said material is immersed therein .

being disposed a distance apart to permit an upper hopper 6. The process of treating fabrics and other similar ma

to be raised from the one beneath it before the latter is terials , which consists in immersing said material in

raised . bath containing a solution of water, chloride of sodium and
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sodium carbonate , heating said bath , and then passing 3. The combination with the two spaced apart die hous

therethrough a current of electricity while said material is ings having die openings , of the die carrying body located
immersed therein . between said housing, double - ended dies mounted in said

7. The process of treating fabrics and other similar ma- body and projecting laterally therefrom and into said die

terials , which consists in immersing said material in a openings, two end sets of dies , carrying bodies therefor,

bath of water containing sufficient chloride of sodium and means connecting said latter bodies , a constantly operated

sodium carbonate in the proportion of one part of the shaft, means thereon for actuating the first-mentioned die

former to three of the latter to increase the density of the carrying body , a set of cams on said shaft, and rods con

water to about 1.015 or 1.020 , raising the temperature of nected to one of said bodies of the end sets of dies having

said solution to about eighty degrees fahrenheit, and then frames in engagement with said set of cams.

passing through said bath a current of electricity while said 4. The combination with a die housing having a series of

material is immersed therein . die openings , of a series of dies working in said openings,

8. The process of treating fabrics and other similar ma- means for reciprocating the same , a second set of dies also

terials , which consists in immersing said material in a working in said die openings , a rotary shaft , means actuated

bath in which wool has been degreased and cleansed , mix- thereby connected to said firstmentioned series of dies ,

ing in said bath a solution of about one part chloride of cams on said shaft , rods secured to said set of dies having

sodium to about three parts sodium carbonate , heating the frames with openings to accommodate said cams, idlers

solution , and then passing through said bath a current of mounted in said frames for engaging said cams, and means

electricity while said material is immersed therein . for guiding the frames in their movements .

9. The process of treating textile , porous or fibrous sub- 5. The combination with a die housing having a series of

stances , which consists in placing said material in a suit- die openings , of a series of dies working in said openings,

able receptacle containing a chlorine producing solution , means for reciprocating the same , a second set of dies also

passing a suitable electric current through said solution working in said die openings , a rotary shaft, means actu

containing the substance to be treated during a whole or a ated thereby connected to said first -mentioned series of

part of the time the process is being carried on , substanti- dies , cams on said shaft , rods secured to said set of dies

ally as shown and described . having frames with openings to accommodate said cams,

10. The process of treating textile , porous or fibrous sub- Idlers mounted in said frames for engaging said cams, said

stances , which consists in placing said material in a suit- frames having end projections , and idlers mounted in ad

able receptacle containing a chlorine producing solution , justable bearings , said projections engaging said idlers .

passing a suitable electric current through said solution 6. The combination with the feed hopper, of the feeder

containing the substances to be treated during a whole or movable beneath said hopper and having openings ur pock

a part of the time the process is being carried on , the ets , die housings having vertical supply openings and hori

passage of the current through the material and solution zontal die openings into which said supply openings ex

causing the generation and development of the required tend , a series of double - ended dies extended into the die
chlorine gases, for the purposes described .

openings of both housings , two end sets of dies movable

toward and away from said die housings , and means for

No. 102,484. Briquette Making Machine. simultaneously actuating said feeder and all of the dies , as

set forth .

Machine à faire des briquettes.
7. In a moulding machine, the combination with the two

die housings , of the double set of dies working in both

housings, the end sets of dies , each working in one die

housing, means for reciprocating all the dies simultane

ously, a reciprocating feeder for supplying pulverulent

material to both die housings , a horizontally disposed hop

per above sa id feeder , rotary agitators in said hopper, mix

ers above said hopper, and means for controlling the sup

ply to the latter .

8. The combination with the die housings, the series of

dies , the feeder, two sets of hoppers and rotary agitators

in said hoppers, of the horizontally adjustable bottoms for

controlling the outlet from one set of hoppers to the other ,

and hot mixers for supplying the hoppers.
9. A moulding machine comprising a die housing, two

series of co - operating dies , a feeder for supplying material

lo said die housing having a series of pockets, ejectors for

forcing the material from sair pockets into said die hous

ing, means for actuating said ejectors, and means for sim .

ultaneously operating the dies for compressing the material

within the die housing .

10. A moulding machine comprising two die housings ,

dies located between the die housings, means for recipro

cating said dies, two end sets of dies movable each to

ward and away from one die housing, means for simul

taneously operating all of said dies so that one end set

of dies will always be co - operating with the first-mentioned

dies ,means for supplying pulverulent material to said die

housings , and means for ejecting the material from said

last -mentioned means into said die housings.

102454 11. A moulding machine comprising two die housings , dies

located between the die housings,means for reciprocating

said dies , two end sets of dies movable each toward and

William C. Renfrew , assignee of Edgar D. Misner , both
away from one die housing, means for simultaneously oper

ating all of said dies so that one end set of dies will always

of St. Louis, Missouri , U.S.A. , 11th December , 1906 ; 6 be co -operating with the first-mentioned dies, means for

years . Filed 4th August , 1906. Receipt No. 138,421 .
supplying pulverulent material to said die housings, and

Claim . - 1 . A moulding machine comprising two die hous two series of ejectors , one for each die housing, for forcing

ings, a double series of dies located between the two die the material from the last-mentioned means into the res

housings , means for reciprocating said dies , two end sets pective die housings.

of dies movable each toward and away from one die hous- 12. The combination in a moulding machine, of two die

ing , means for simultaneously operating all of the dies so housings , double series of dies located between the two

that one set of end dies will always be co -operating with die housings , means for reciprocating said dies, two end

the first -mentioned dies, and means for supplying pulveru- sets ofdiesmovable each towardand away from one die

lent material to said die housings . housing, meansfor simultaneously operating all of the dies

2. A moulding machine comprising two spaced apart die so that one set of end dies will always be co-operating

housings, a series of double ended dies located between with the first -mentioned dies, a reciprocating feeder hav,

saiddie'housings , meansforconstantlyreciprocatingsaid ingtwo series of pockets forsupplyingpulverulent material
dies, two end sets of dies movable each toward and away to said die housings, and two series of ejectors, designed

from one die housing, said end sets of dies being connected

together, means for reciprocating said end sets of dies said pockts into said die housings.

to be alternately operated for forcing the material from

simultaneously with the shifting of the double - ended dies,

and means for supplying pulverulent material to said die housing havingvertical supply openings, two series of cor
13.The combination in a moulding machine, of a

housings. operating dies, means for actuatingsaid dies, a feeder for

20.
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pulverulent material having a series of pockets designed in first moving the dry sheets upwardly and simultaneously

to coincide with said supply openings, a series of vertically exposing the printed surface thereof to falling water, then

disposed ejectors designed to force the material from removing the superfluous water from the sheets and finally

said pockets and through said supply openings into said drying the said sheets by artificial means .

die housing, a lever for actuating said ejectors , and means 4. The process of finishing sheets of photographically

for intermittently actuating said lever. printed paper by a continuous operation, which consists in

14. The combination with the die housings , the series of first moving the dry sheets upwardly and exposing only the

dies, and the feeder, of the supply hopper having two printed surface thereof to falling water then removing the

shafts located therein and movable in opposite directions, superfluous water from the sheets and finally drying said

and agitator arms carried by said shafts, the arms of each sheets by artificial means .

shaft being deflected from a plane at right angles to such 5. The process of. finishing dry sheets of photographically

shaft and designed to extend to within a short distance of printed paper by a continuous operation, which consists in

the other shaft . wetting only the printed surface of the same and drying

15. In a moulding machine comprising hot mixers , agi- the sheets by artificial means .

tators therein , means for operating such agitators, a die 6. The process of finishing dry sheets of photographically

housing, hoppers interposed between said said hot mixers printed paper by a continuous operation, which consists in

and said die housing, said hoppers having agitators there- | wetting only the printed surface of the same, then remov

in , means for operating said agitators, co -operating dies, ing superfluous water from the sheets and finally drying

and means for operating said dies , the respective operating the said sheets by artificial means.

means of said hot mixer agitators , said hopper agitators,

and said dies being eachcapable of being independently No. 102,486. Thermic Mixture. Mélange thermique.

cperated.

16. The combination with the die housing and the feed Th. Goldschmidt, assignee of Hans Goldschmidt , both of
supply hopper, of the feeder interposed between the hopper

and said die housing, the rods connected to said feeder,
Essen -on -the -Ruhr, Rhine, Germany, 11th December,

the levers to which said rods are secured, the movable
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 30th January, 1906. Receipt No.

frame ergaging said levers, and means for actuating said
132,403 .

frame . Claim .-- 1 . A thermic mixture of calcium and silicon and of

17. Th, comi:nation with the die carrying body having a metal compound suitable of being reduced to a metal,the

a series of horizontal die openings, and a series of vertical substances being thoroughly mixed with each other and

openings beneath and opening into said die openings and the proportions of the active reducing metals being such

projecting laterally from said body , and the springs mount that silicon forms the smaller part in weight of the weight

ed in said vertical openings and forming bearings for said of the active metals.

dies. 2. A thermic mixture consisting of calcium and silicon and

of a metal compound containing only metal and oxygen, the

No. 102,485. Process of Finishing Photographi- substances being thoroughly mixed with each other and the

cally Printed Sheets.
proportions of the active reducing metals being such that

silicon forms the smaller part in weight of the active metals .

Procédé pour finir des feuilles photographiques imprimées. 3. A thermic mixture consisting of calcium and silicon and

of iron oxide ( Fe* 08 ) or of iron oxide protoxide (Fe' O*)

or of both, the substances being thoroughly mixed with each

other.

4. A thermic mixture consisting of an alloy of calcium

and silicon and of iron oxide ( Fe?0% ) or of iron oxide prot

oxide (Fe O‘) or of both, the substances being thoroughly
mixed with each other .

5. A thermic mixture consisting of calcium and silicon

and of iron oxide (Fe? 0?) or of iron oxide protoxide (Fe 04)

or of both, the substances being thoroughly mixed with each

other, and with an addition of metallic iron or of another

inactive metal.

6. A thermic mixture consisting of an alloy of calcium

and silicon and of iron oxide (Fe? 0?) or of iron oxide prot

oxide (Fe O‘) or of both, the substances being thoroughly

00h00 mixed with each other and with an addition of metallic iron

or of another inactive metal.

7. A thermic mixture consisting of calcium and silicon

and of iron oxide (Fe* 0 °) or of iron oxide protoxide (Fe*O *)

or of both, the substances being thoroughly mixed with

each other and with an addition of metallic iron or another

inactive metal and with the addition of one or several active

Fig.2 . metals such as magnesium or aluminum .

8. A thermic mixture consisting of an alloy of calcium

and silicon and of iron oxide (Fez 0 ' ) or of iron oxide prot

102485 oxide (Fe 04) or of both , the substances being thoroughly

mixed with each other and with an addition of metallic

iron or another inactive metal and with the addition of one

or several active metals such as magnesium or aluminum .

9. A thermic mixture consisting of calcium and silicon

and of iron oxide (Fe² 0') or of iron oxide protoxide ( Fe ?

O‘) or of both, the substances being thoroughly mixed with

each other, and with the addition of one or several active

metals such as magnesium or aluminum.

10. A thermic mixture consisting of an alloy of calcium

and silicon and of iron oxide (Fe 08) or of iron oxide'

Charles F. Pease , Chicago , Illinois , and Williams , Brown protoxide (Fe 0*) or of both , the substances being thor

and Earle, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, U.S.A., i1th De - oughly mixed with each other and with the addition of one

cember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 2nd June, 1906 . Receipt or several active metals such as magnesium or aluminum.

No. 136,485 . 11. A thermic mixture consisting of calcium and silicon

Claim .-- 1. A process of finishing photographically printed and of iron oxide (Fe: 0 ) or of iron oxide protoxide (Fe'

paper by a continuous operation which consists in first Of) or of both, the substances being thoroughly mixed with

moving the said paper in a dry condition , upwardly and each other and the proportions of the active reducing metals

simultaneously wetting the printed surface thereof and being such that silicon forms the smaller part in weight

then aryug the paper by artificial means .
of the weight of the active metals .

2. The process of finishing sheets of photographically
12. A thermic mixture consisting of about 20 per cent of

printed paper ty a continuous operation, which consists calcium , 10 per cent of silicon and 70 per cent of iron oxide

in first moving the said sheets in a dry condition , upwardly (Fe- 09) or of iron oxide protoxide (Fe3 0“) or of both.

ard simultaneously exposing the printed surface thereof 13. A thermic mixture consisting in proportion of about

to falling water and then drying the same by artificial 20 per cent of calcium , 10 per cent of silicon and 70 per

means . cent of iron oxide (Fe* 03) or of iron oxide protoxide (Fe 04)

3. The process of finishing sheets of photographically
or of both , with an addition of metallic iron or of another

printed paper by a continuous operation , which consists inactive metal as maganese or of both .

9
0
0

Fig. 3
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14. A thermic mixture consisting in proportion of about 2. In a single phase dynamo - electric machine, a field

29 per cent of calcium , 10 per cent of silicon and 70 per cent inagnet, irld coils carried thereby , and a short circuited

of iron oxide ( Fe* 0' ) or of iron oxide protoxide (Fe* О') or damping winding of high conductivity carried by the field

of both , with a partial substitution of another active metal magnet, said winding having an effective cross section suf

such as aluminum , magnesium or both . ficient to carry the current induced by armature reaction

without undue heating.

No. 102,487. Mould for Concrete Pipe. 3. In a single phase dynamo-electric machine, a field

magnet, field coils carried thereby, and a short circuited
Moule pour tuyaux de béton .

damping winding of high conductivity carried by the field

magnet, said winding having an effective cross section suf

ficient to carry without undue heating current neutralizing

the full load ampere turns of the armature.

4. In an alternating current dynamo-electric machine, a

field magnet, field coils carried thereby, and a short cir

cuited damping winding of high conductivity carried by the

field magnet , said winding having an effective cross sec

tion sufficient to carry without undue heating a current

neutralizing the cross magnetizing ampere turns of the

armature under all conditions of load.

5. In an alternating current dynamo- electric machine , an

armature winding, a field magnet, field coils carried there

by, and a short - circuited damping winding of high conduc

tivity carried by the field magnet having an effective cross

section not less than half the effective cross section of the

armature copper.

6. In a dynamo - electric machine , a stationary armature,

a rotary cylindrical field magnet, field coils embedded in

said magnet, end plates of high conductivity carried by

said magnet , and axially extending bars of high conduc

tivity connecting said end plates .

7. In a dynamo-electric machine , a stationary armature,

a rotary cylindrical field magnet, field coils embedded in

The Miracle Pressed Stone Company, Minneapolis , assignee said magnet , end plates of high conductivity carried by

of Arthur Pomeroy Melton, Gary, both in Indiana, said magnet, and bars of high conductivity extending axially

U.S.A., 11th December, 1906; 6 years. Filed 19th October, through said magnet near its periphery and electrically
1906. Receipt No. 140,410 . connecting said end plates .

Claim.-1 . A mould for a bell mouthed concrete pipe com 8. In a dynamo - electric machine, a stationary armature,

prising an inner member consisting of a bell mouth part at a rotary cylindrical field magnet composed of laminations

the bottom and a cylindrical body part stepped on the top arranged perpendicularly to the axis , field coils embedded

of the bellmouth part andcontractible while so stepped by said magnet, and bars ofhighconductivity extendingin said magnet, end plates of high conductivity carried

thereon and separable therefrom by direct lifting , and an

outer memberalsoconsisting of a bell mouth partat the axially through said magnet electrically connecting said
bottom and a cylindrical body part stepped on the top of end plates and serving to clamp the laminations together.

the bell mouth part and expansible while so stepped and 9. In a dynamo-electric machine , a stationary ,armature ,

separable therefrom by direct lifting . a rotary cylindrical field magnet composed of laminations

2. A mould for a bell mouthed concrete pipe comprising arranged perpendicularly to the axis, field coils embedded

an inner member consisting of a bell mouth part at the in said magnet , heavy copper end plates carried by said

bottom interiorly rabbeted at its upper end, a contractible magnet, and heavy copper bars electrically connecting said

cylindrical body part stepped in the rabbet at the top of end plates and serving to clamp the laminations together.

the bell mouth part and adapted to be separated therefrom 10. In a dynamo-electric machine, a stationary armature,

by direct lifting , and an outer member consisting of a bell a rotary cylindrical field magnet composed of laminations

mouth part at the bottom andan expansible cylindrical arranged perpendicularly tothe axis, field coils embedded

body part stepped on the bell mouth bottom part and sep in said magnet , heavy copper end plates carried by said

arable therefrom by direct lifting . magnet, and heavy copper bars extending axially through

said magnet near its periphery electrically connecting said

No. 102,488 . Dynamo Electric Machine. end plates and serving to clamp the laminations together.
11. In a dynamo - electric machine, a stationary armature,

Machine dynamo électrique.
a rotary cylindrical field magnet, field coils embedded in

said magnet, end plates of high conductivity carried by

said magnet, and axially extending bars of high conduc

tivity connecting said end plates , said bars having a cross

section per pole not less than one - fourth the effective

cross section of the field coils .

12. In a dynamo- electric machine , a stationary armature .

a rotary cylindrical field magnet composed of laminations
arranged perpendicularly to the axis , field coils embedded

in said magnet, end plates of high conductivity carried by

said magnet, and bars of high conductivity extending axi.

ally through said magnet electrically connecting said end
plates andserving to clamp the laminations together, said

bars having a total effective cross section not less than

half the effective cross section of the armature coils.
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No. 102,489. Pounding - Up Machine.

Machine pour attacher les empeignes aux semelles des chaussures.

The United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada, Bos

ton, assignee of Stephen Snow . Everett, Massachusetts,

U.S.A., lith December, 1906; 6 years. ' Filed 13th De

cember , 1904. Receipt No. 120,719 .

Claim . - 1 . In a pounding- up machine, the combination

The Canadian General Electric Company , Toronto, Ontario, uppermaterial downwardly toward the innersole and in

with means for supportinga shoe, of means for forcing the

Canada , assignee of Ernst F. W. Alexanderson , Schen
wardly away from the edge of the innersole .

ectady, New York , U.S.A. , 11th December, 1906 ; 6 years .

Filed 17th April , 1906. Receipt No. 134,957 .

2. In a pounding -up machine, the combination with means

for supporting a shoe, of means for younding the upper

Claim.-1. In an alternating current dynamo electric ma- material downwardly toward the inner sole and inwardly

chine , a field magnet , field coils carried thereby , and a away from the edge of the inner sole, and means for de

short circuited damping winding of high conductivity car- termining the position of theshoe with relation to the

ried by the field magnet having an effective cross section pounding means.

per pole of more than one - fourth of the effective cross 3. In a pounding- up machine , the combination with means

section of said field coils . for supporting a shoe , of a pounding -updevice, actuating
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mechanism for said device, an adjustable rest for engaging toward the inner sole and inwardly away from the edge of

the bottom of the shoe, and a rest for the edge of the the inner sole , of a support for the shoe, means for lift

shoe . ing the shoe support to put the work into position to be

operated upon , a device for locking the shoe support in

elevated position, and means connected with said shoe sup

port and adapted to advance and retract automatically the

locking device as the shoe support is raised and lowered .

15. In a machine for pounding-up shoes , the combination

with means for forcing the upper material downwardly
toward the innersole and inwardly away from the edge of

the inner sole , of a support for the shoe , actuating means

for raising and lowering the shoe support, a slide bar hav

ing an inclined upper face adapted to engage a similarly

shaped face on the shoe support , and means controlled by

said actuating means for advancing and retracting the slide

bar as the shoe support is raised and lowered.

16. In a machine for pounding-up shoes, the combination

with means for forcing the upper material downwardly to

ward the inner sole and inwardly away from the edge of

the inner sole , of a support for the shoe, actuating means

for raising and lowering the shoe support, a slide bar hav

ing an inclined upper face adapted to engage a similarly

shaped face on the shoe support, and mechanism con

4. In a pounding - up machine , the combination with
trolled by said actuating means for advancing and retract

means for supporting a shoe, of a pounding -updevice, and ing theslide bar as the shoe support is raised and lowered,

operating mechanism therefor including means for actu
said mechanism being arranged to maintain the inclined

ating said device inwardly over the shoe bottom as it ap
faces of said slide bar and shoe support in continuous en

proaches the shoe.
gagement for locking the support against depression in

5. In a pounding- up machine, the combination with any position thereof.

means for supporting a shoe , of a pounding-up device,
17. In a machine for pounding-up shoes, the combination

means for actuating said pounding-up device toward and with means for forcing the upper material at the margin of

from the bottom of the last , and additional means for
the shoe bottom downwardly toward the inner sole , of

causing said device to strike the shoe obliquely for draw positioning means arranged to engage the inner sole in

ing the upper material over the edge of the inner sole . side said upper material .

6. In a pounding -up machine , the combination with 18. In a machine for pounding-up shoes , the combination

means for supporting a shoe on a last , of a pounding-up with means for pounding the upper material downwardly

device , and means for actuating said device downwardly and toward the inner sole and inwardly away from the edge of
inwardly with relation to the last bottom for forcing the the inner sole , of means for supporting the shoe , and means
upper over the last . for engaging the inner sole to position the shoe in pre

7. In a pounding - up machine, the combination with determined relation to the path of the pounding means.

means for rigidly supporting a shoe , of a pounding-up de 19. In a pounding-up machine , the combination with means

vice, and means for yieldingly actuating said device for
for supporting a shoe, of means for pounding the upper

flattening the upper material down onto the inner sole and material downwardly and inwardly, and means for holding
simultaneously forcing it over the inner sole .

the upper material against the last adjacent to the point
8. In a machine for pounding-up shoes , the combination

where the pounding means operates.

with means for forcing the upper material downwardly to

ward the inner sole and inwardlyaway from the edge of
20. In a pounding-up machine, the combination with a

the inner sole , of a support for the shoe , and means for
support for a lasted shoe , of means for acting upon the

actuating said support to move the shoe toward and from
shoe bottom near its edge for forcing the upper material

position to be operated upon .
downwardly toward the inner sole and inwardly away from

9. In a machine for pounding-up shoes, the combination
the edge of the inner sole , and means for holding the

withmeans for forcing the upper material downwardly upper material against the side of thelast.

toward the inner sole and inwardly away from the edge 21. In a ' pounding-up machine , the combination with a

of the inner sole, of a support for the shoe, means for actu- support for a lasted shoe, of means for acting on the shoe

ating said support to move the shoe toward and from adjacent to its edge for holding the upper material against

position to be operated upon , and means for locking said the side of the last , and means for pounding downwardly

support with the shoe in position to be operated upon. the upper material on the bottom of the last , said two

10. In a machine for pounding -up shoes, the combination means co -operating for shaping the edge of the shoe.

with means for pounding the upper material downwardly 22. In a pounding-up machine, the combination with a

upon the inner sole and forcing it inwardly away from the support for a lasted shoe , of means for acting on the shoe.

edge of the inner sole , of a support for the shoe , means adjacent to its edge for holding the upper material against

for actuating said shoe support toward and from the pound- the side of the last , and means for drawing the upper ma

ing means, and automatic means for locking and rigidly terial on the bottom of the last inwardly away from the
sustaining said shoe support. edge of the last.

11. In a machine for pounding-up shoes , the combination 23. In a pounding-up machine , the combination with a

with means for forcing the upper material downwardly shoe support arranged to permit the shoe to be turned to

toward the inner sole and inwardly away from the edge of present different portions thereof in position to be operated

the inner sole, of a shoe support movable toward and from upon, of a pounding-up device and means for reciprocating

position for the shoe to be operated upon , automatic means said device for pounding- up the shoe .

for locking said shoe support in its said position , and 24. In a pounding -up machine , the combination with

manually controlled means for simultaneously unlocking pounding-up means for acting on the upper material on a

and withdrawing said support . shoe bottom , of an abutment for determining the position

12. In a machine for pounding- up shoes , the combination of the shoe with relation to the pounding- up means, said

with means for forcing the upper material downwardly abutment being adjustable to stop the shoe in different

toward the inner sole and inwardly away from the edge positions with relation to the stroke of the pounding-up

of the inner sole , of a support for the shoe, means for

lifting the shoe support to put the work into position to 25. In a pounding- up machine, the combination with

be operated upon , a device for locking the shoe support in pounding-up means for acting on the upper material on

elevated position , yielding means for advancing the locking the shoe bottom , of an abutment , a shoe support, means

device, and unyielding means for insuring the advance move- for automatically raising the support for presenting the

ment of the locking device . shoe against the abutment in position to be acted upon by

13. In a machine for pounding-up shoes, the combination the pounding -up means, said abutment being adjustable to

with means for forcing the upper material downwardly vary the position to which the shoe may be raised by the

toward the inner sole and inwardly away from the edge support , and thereby vary the length of the stroke of the

of the inner sole , of a support for the shoe , means for pounding -up means.

lifting the shoe support to put the work into position to 26. In a machine of the class described, the combination

be operated upon, a device for locking the shoe support with means for pounding-up a shoe , of means for holding

in elevated position, yielding means for advancing the the shoe in position to be operated upon comprising sus
1 ocking device , and positive means for retracting said taining means for engaging the shoe on the side opposite
device. to that on which the pounding means operates and posi

14. In machine for pounding shoes, the combination tioning means for engaging the shoe on the same side as

with means for forcing the upper material downwardly the pounding means

means.
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Landers, Frary and Clark , assignee of Alonzo Abner War

ner, all of New Britain , Connecticut , U.S.A. , 11th De

Re
cember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 10th August , 1906 .

ceipt No. 138,556.
Claim.-1 . In a mixing machine, the combination of a

vessel having a top rim with a holder having clamping

devices to secure it to a proper support, holding arms

fitting it to the side of the vessel just under the rim , and

a downwardly projecting holding lug for engaging the ves

sel at the top inside of its rim .

2. In a mixing machine , the combination of a vessel hav

ing a top rim with a holder having clamping devices to

secure it to a proper support , means for holding the vessel The Sherwin -Williams Company, assignee of Albert D. An

by its top rim and one side , and a post projecting upwardly derson , all of Cleveland , Ohio , U.S.A. , 11th December,

from the said means , and a shaft bearing arm having a 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 1st August, 1906 .
Receipt No.

socket and set screw fitted to the said post .
138,334 .

No. 102,491 . Compound for Piles, Hemorrhoids, expelling press, a tempering apparatus for the material

Claim . - 1. In combination with a continuously operating

Etc. to be treated, said apparatus discharging directly into the

Composé pour les hémorroïdes, etc. press .

2. The combination with a continuously operating expel

The South African Remedy for Piles Syndicate, assigneeling press, a tempering apparatus, and means contained
of Albert William Fuller, both of Johannesburg, Trans

vaal, South Africa, 11th December ,1906 ; 6 years. Filed therein and feeding itto the press,substantially as des

within said tempering apparatus for agitating the material

23rd February, 1905. Receipt No. 122,762 . cribed.

Claim .-- 1. An article of manufacture made by the mix- 3. In combination with a continuously operating expelling

ture of the juicy extract from the root of the plant san . press , a tempering trough discharging into the press, and

sevieria thyrsiflora with a preservative substance to pre- a series of agitators or stirrers mounted in said trough

vent fermentation, and serving to agitate the material therein and to advance

2. An article of manufacture composed of the juicy ex- it along the trough toward the discharge end thereof.

tract from the root of the plant sansevieria trysiflora 4. In combination with a continuously operating expelling
and 20 per cent of glycerine. press , a tempering trough discharging into the press, means

3. An article of manufacture consisting of a soft extract for heating said trough , a shaft extending through the

formed by the concentration of the juice from the root of trough , and a series of blades or stirrers carried by the

the plant sansevieria thrysiflora by evaporation under va- shaft , said blades or stirrers serving to agitate the material

cuum and atemperature not exceeding 180 degrees Fahren- and thereby bring it into intimate contact with the surface
• heit . of the trough and also to advance the material along the

4. An article of manufacture consisting of a heat con- trough toward the discharge end thereof.

centrated extract from the root of the plant sansevieria 5. In combination with an expelling press, a grinding

thyrsiflora and a vehicle or holding substance to form mill, a tempering apparatus for the ground material,and

pills , tablets, lozenges, or the like , substantially as des- means for effecting a feeding of the material from the mill ,

cribed. through the tempering apparatus and to the press.

6. In combination with an expelling press, agrinding mill,
No. 102,492. Regulation of Electric Currents . atempering apparatus for the ground material, means for

Régulation des courants électriques.

effecting a feeding of the ground material from the mill,

through the tempering apparatus and to the press , and
means for returning any over feed.

Ladische Anilin and Soda Fabrik , assignee of Johannes
7. In combination with an expelling press, a grinding mill,

Hessberger, all of Ludwig, Shafen -on -the -Rhine, Ger

many, 11th December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 23rd Nov. tempering trough dischargingintothe press, means for
a hopper to receive the ground material from the mill , a

ember, 1904. Receipt No. 120,256.
feeding the material from the hopper to the tempering

Claim .-- The process of supplying currents to a plurality trough, and a conveyer adapted to receive any surplus ma

of circuits containing arcs suitable for the production of terialfrom the tempering trough and to transfer it to the
compounds of nitrogen and oxygen with the minimum dis- l hopper,

TO

2
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8. In combination with an expelling press , a grinding equal in length , and with the power receiving arm of one of

mill , a hopper to receive the ground material from the the shafts operatively connected with one of the cross

mill , a tempering trough , an endless conveyer serving to

convey the material from the hopper to the tempering

trough , a spout leading from the tempering trough to the

press , a conveyer trough discharging at one end into the

hopper, and a second spout leading from the tempering

trough to said conveyer trough .

9. In combination with an expelling press , a grinding

mill , a tempering apparatus , means for effecting a feeding

of the material from the mill , through the tempering ap

paratus and to the press , and means to separate the solid

matter from the oil which passes from the press .

10. In combination with an expelling press , a grinding

mill , a tempering apparatus , means for effecting a feeding

of the material from the mill , through the tempering ap

paratus and to the press , means for effecting a separation
of the solid matter from the oil as it passes from the press,

and means for feeding such solid matter to the tempering
apparatus .

11. In combination with an expelling press, a grinding

mill, a tempering apparatus, means for effecting a feeding

of the material from the mill , through the tempering ap

paratus and to the press , means for returning any over

stock from the tempering apparatus to the mill , means for
effecting a separation of the solid matter from the oil asit heads , and with the power receiving arm of the other shaft

passes from the press , and means for feeding such solid operatively connected with the other crosshead, a link con

matter to the tempering apparatus.
nection between the shorter power transmiting arm of each

shaft and the longer power transmitting arm of the other

shaft, which link connection comprises two links of un

No. 102,494. Process of Obtaining Caoutchouc. equal length , with the longer link pivoted at one end to

Procédé pour obtenir le caoutchouc. one end of the shorter link and at its opposite end to the

shorter shaft arm and with the shorter link pivoted at its

opposite end to the longer shaft arm , means for transmit

ting motion from the longer link of one of the link con

Horozol nections to one of the valves, and means for transmitting

motion from the longer link of the other link connection

to the other valve, and the axes of the pivotal connections

of the shorter link of each link connection being spaced

correspondingly with the distance between the axes of the
shafts .

2. In a valve gear for a double engine operated by fluid

under pressure , the combination with the two valves and

the two pistons relativeiy arranged substantially as indi

cated, of two parallel shafts provided respectively with a

power receiving arm and two power transmitting arms ,

with the latter unequal in length and with the power re

ceiving arm of one of the shafts operatively connected with

one of the pistons and with the power receiving arm of the

Bernhard Grätz , assignee of Heinrich Scholz , both of Berlin , other shaft operatively connected with the other piston , a

Germany, 11th December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 1st link connection between the shorter power transmitting

March , 1906. Receipt No. 133,425 . arm of each shaft and the longer power transmitting arm

Claim . — The process of producing pure caoutchouc from links, with one of the links pivoted at one end to one endof the other shaft, which link connection comprises two

substances containing caoutchouc, consisting in extracting ofthe other link and at its opposite end to the shorter

from such substances the caoutchouc together with the re

sins by means of bisulphide of carbon , or benzine , or tur
shaft arm and with the last - menioned link pivoted at its

pentine oil or ether and separating the rubber by means of opposite end to the longer shaft arm, means for transmit

methylic alcohol , or ethylic alcohol , or amyl alcohol in case
tino motion from the first -mentioned link of one of the

of bisulphide of carbon serving as a solvent, methylic alco
link connections to one of the valves, and means for trans

hol in cases of benzine serving as a solvent, methylic alco- mitting motion from the first-mentioned link of the other

hol or ethylic alcohol , or acetone in case of turpentine oil link connection to the other valve, and the axes of the

serving as a solvent, amyl alcohol in case of ether being link connection being spaced correspondingly with the
pivotal connections of the second-mentioned link of each

used as a solvent .
distance between the axes of the shafts.

3. In a valve gear for a double engine operated by fluid

No. 102,495. Process of Preparing India Rubber under pressure, the combination with the two valves and

for Vulcanization ,
the two pistons , of two parallel shafts provided respectively

Procédé pour préparer le caoutchouc pour la vulcanisation. with a power receiving arm and two power transmitting

arms, with the latter unequal in length and with the power

Bernhard Grätz, assignee of Heinrich Scholz,both of Berlin , receiving arm of one of the shafts operatively connected

Germany, 11th December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 1st with one of the pistons and with the power receiving arm

March , 1906. Receipt No. 133,426 . of the other shaft operatively connected with the other

Claim.-1 . The process of preparing rubber for vulcaniza- piston , a link connection between the shorter power trans

tion , consisting in treating the rubber prior to itsvulcani- mitting arm of each shaft and the longer power transmit

zation with glacial acetic acid o : amyl alcohol, to dissolve
ting arm of the other shaft , which link connection com

the resinous matter, and separating the thus treated rub- prises two links , with one of the links pivoted at one end

ber from the liquid.
to one end of the other link and at its opposite end to the

2. The process of preparing rubber for vulcanization , shorter shaft arm and with he last-mentioned link pivoted

consisting in treating the rubber prior to its vulcanization
at its opposite end to the longer shaft arm , means for trans

with amyl alcohol in the hot mixed with water forthe mittingmotion from one of the link connections to one of

purpose of keeping down the temperature.
the valves, and means for transmitting motion from the

other link connection to the other valve, all relatively ar

No. 102,496. Valve. Soupape.
ranged substantially as described and for the purpose set
forth .

Theodore Henry Haberkorn , Fort Wayne, Indiana, U.S.A., under pressure, the combination with the two valves and
4. In a valve gear for a double engine operated by fluid

11th December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 29th October, 1906. the two piston operated crossheads , of two parallel shafts

Receipt No. 140,737 . operatively connected with the piston and provided respec

Claim . – 1. In a valve gear for a double engine operated tively with two power transmitting arms unequal in length,

by fluid under pressure , the combination with the two an operative connection between the shafts and the cross

valves and the two piston operated crossheads, of two par- heads, a link connection between the shorter arm of each

allel shafts provided respectively with a power receiving shaft and the longer arm of the other shaft , which link

arm and two power transmitting arms, with the latter un- connection comprises two links of unequal length, with the
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longer link pivoted at one end to one end of the shorter link pivoted at its opposite end to the longer shaft arm ,

link and at its opposite end to the shorter shaft arm and two rods operatively connecting the longer link of the dif

with the shorter link pivoted at its opposite end to the ferent last -mentioned link connections respectively with

longer shaft arm , means for transmitting motion from the the link of the different link hangers respectively, all re

longer link of one of the link connections to one of the latively arranged and operating substantially as and for

valves , and means for transmitting motion from the longer the purpose set forth .

link of the other link connection to the other valve , and 9. In a valve gear for a double reversible engine operated

the axes of the pivotal connections of the shorter link of | by fluid under pressure, the combination , with the cylinders

each link connection being spaced correspondingly with B and b , the pistons C and c, the suitably guided cross

the distance between the axes of the shafts .
heads E and e operatively connected with the pistons C and

5. In a valve gear for a double engine operated by fluid c respectively, the valve chests K and k , the valves M and .

under pressure, the combination with the two valves and m, the valve rods T and t operatively connected with the

the two pistons relatively arranged substantially as indi- valves M and m respectively, the reverse shaft , the rods U

cated, of two parallel shafts operatively connected with and u operatively connected with the valve rods I and 1

the shafts and provided respectively with two power trans- respectively and with the reverse shaft , the pivotally sup

mitting arms , a link connection between the shorter power ported link hangers S and 8, the links l ' and p pivotally

transmitting arm of each shaft and the longer power trans- supported from the hangers S and 8 respectively , and the

mitting arm of the other shaft, which link connection com- two shiftable link blocks pivoted to the rods U and 11

prises two links , with one of the links pivoted at one end respectively and connected with the links P and p respec

to one end of the other link and at its opposite end to the tively, of the two parallel shafts r and y operatively pro

shorter shaft arm and with the last -mentioned link pivoted vided respectively with a power receiving arm 35 and two

at its opposite end to the longer shaft arm , means for trans- power transmitting arms 36 and 37, with the power receiv

mitting motion from the first -mentioned link of one of the ing arms operatively connected with the crossheads and

link connections to'one of the valves , and means for trans- with the power transmitting arms unequal in length , the

mitting motion from the first -mentioned link of the other rods 38 and 48 establishing operative connection between

link connection to the other valve , and the axes of the the shorter power transmitting arms of the shafts and y

pivotal connections of the second -mentioned link of each respectively and the link hangers S and s respectively, the

link connection being spaced correspondingly with the dis- links 40 and 42 , the rod 46 , the links 50 and 52 , and the rod

tance between the axes of the shafts, 56 all relatively arranged and operating , substantially as

6. In a valve gear for a double engine operated by fluid and for the purpose set forth .

under pressure , the combination with the two valves and
10. In a valve gear for a double reversible engine oper

the two pistons , of two parallel shafts operatively con ated by fluid under pressure , the combination , with the cy

nected with the piston and provided respectively with two linders B and b , the pistons C and c, the valve chests K

power transmitting arms unequal in length , a link con and k, the valves M and m , the valve rods T and t opera

nection between the shorter power transmitting arm of tively connected with the valves M and m respectively, the

each shaft and the longer power transmitting arm of the reverse shaft , the rods U and u operatively connected with

other shaft, which link connection comprises two links. the reverse shaft, the rocker shaft V having the arms 17

with one of the links pivoted at one end to one end of the and 18, the rocker shaft v having the arms 27 and 28, the

other link and at its opposite end to the shorter shaft arm pivotally supported link hangers S and s , the links P and p

and with the last-mentioned link pivoted at its opposite pivotally supported from the hangers S and 8 respectively,
end to the longer shaft arm , means for transmitting motion and the two shiftable link blocks pivoted to the rods U

from one of the link connections to one of the valves , and and u respectively and connected with the links P and p

means for transmitting motion from the other link con . respectively, of the two parallel shafts and y operatively

nection to the other valve, all relatively arranged sub connected with the pistons and provided respectively with

stantially as and for the purpose set forth. two power transmitting arms 36 and 37 unequal in length,

7. In a valve gear for a double reversible engine operated
the two rods 38 and 48 establishing operative connection

by fluid under pressure, the combination with the pistons,
between the shorter power transmitting arm of the shafts

the valves, the reverse shaft having two arms spaced longi
.? and y respectively and the link hangers S and 8 respec

tudinally of the shaft and projecting toward the valve rods ,
tively , the links 40 and 42 , the rod 46, the links 50 and 52

the blocks pivoted to the shaft arms , rods extending loose
and the rod 56 , all relatively arranged and operating sub

ly through the said blocks and operatively connected with
stantially as and for the purpose set forth .

t'he valves, the pivotally supported link hangers , the links No. 102,497. Rotary Engine. Machine rotatoire.

pivotally supported from the hangers , and the shiftable

link blocks pivoted to the rods and connected with the links ,

of the two parallel shafts operatively connected with the

pistons and operatively provided respectively with two

power transmitting arms unequal in length , two rods estals

lishing operative connection between the shorter power

transmitting arm of the different parallel shafts respec

tively and the different, link hangers respectively , and a

link connection between the longer power transmitting

arm of each of the said parallel shafts and the shorter

power transmitting arm of the other of the said shafts ,

which link connection comprises two links of unequal

length , with the longer link pivoted at one end to one end

of the shorter link and at its opposite end to the shorter

shaft arm and with the shorter link pivoted at its opposite

end to the longer shaft arm , two rods operatively connect

ing the longer link of the different last -mentioned link

connections respectively and the link of the different link

hangers respectively, all relatively arranged and operating

substantially as and for the purpose set forth .

8. In a valve gear for a double reversible engine operated

by fluid under pressure , the combination with the two

pistons, the two valves, the reverse shaft , two rods oper- Hubert Irwin Call , Spokane , Washington , U.S.A. , 11th De
atively connected with the reverse shaft and with the dif- cember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 8th October, 1906. Re

ferent valves respectively, the two pivotally supported link ceipt No. 140,138 .

hangers , two links pivotally supported from the different Claim . - 1. In a rotary engine , a cylinder having across

hangersrespectively , ard the shiftable link blocks pivoted section of unequal diameter, 'a “ rotary piston concentric
to the different rods respectively and connected with the within said cylinder to provide oppositely disposed equal

different links respectively , of the two parallel shafts oper steam spaces between the piston and cylinder, peripheral

atively connected with the piston and provided respectively steam admission and steam exhaust ports for said steam

with two power transmitting arms unequal in length , two spaces, and slidable piston blades extending through said

rods establishing operative connection between the shorter rotary' piston and adapted to be maintained in contact at
power transmitting arm of the different parallel shafts res their ends with the cylinder wall, substantially as des

pectively and the different link hangers respectively , and cribed.

a link connection between the longer power transmitting 2. In a rotary engine , a cylinder having a cross section of

arm of each of the said parallel shafts and the shorter arm unequal diameter, a rotary piston concentrically mounted

of the other of the said shafts, which link connection com within the same to provide two oppositely disposed, equal

prises two links of unequal length, with the longer link steam spacesbetween the piston and cylinder, said cylia
pivoted at one end to one end of the shorter link and at its der being provided with two oppositely disposed steam ad

opposite end to the shorter shaft armand with the shorter mission ports, one for each steam space, and two oppo.
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sitely disposed exhaust ports , one for each steam space , holding the latter after the said container has been dis

and slidable piston blades extending through said rotary charged .

piston and arranged to have their ends normally in contact

with the walls of the cylinder, substantially as described .

3. In a rotary engine , a cylinder having a cross section of

unequal diameter, a rotary piston concentric within said
Fig 1

cylinder to provide two oppositely disposed equal steam

spaces between the piston cylinder , slidable piston blades

extending through the rotary piston and adapted to have

their ends in operative contact with the wall of the cylinder,

said cylinder being provided with two sets of oppositely

disposed steam admission ports , and two sets of oppositely

disposed exhaust ports, the admission and exhaust ports of

each set communicating with its respective steam space ,

and means for controlling the said ports to render one or

the other of the set inactive , substantially as described .

4. In a rotary engine, a fixed cylinder having oppositely

disposed steam spaces , a rotary piston mounted concen

trically therein , movable piston blades , steam admission

ports arranged in the periphery of the cylinder in two op

posing sets , those of one set connect each with the end of

the adjacent steam space , exhaust ports arranged in sets

intermediate the steam admission ports , regulating valves

disposed respectively in said steam admission and discharge

ports, auxiliary exhaust connections between the said dis

charge ports and each of the steam admission open

ings, and means for simultaneously operating said valves

whereby one of each set of said admission ports can be

alternately placed in operative sequence with one of the

discharge ports, and the dead admission ports of each set

can be placed in operative connection with one of the ac

tive discharge openings , substantially as described.

5. In a rotary engine, a cylinder , a rotary piston therein

adapted to provide two oppositely disposed steam spaces

between the piston and cylinder , and piston blades adapted

to contact with the wall of the cylinder , said cylinder be

ing provided with two sets of admission and exhaust ports

for each steam space, adapted for alternate operation , said
exhaust ports of each steam space having a valve adapted to

alternately open and close the same, and a secondary ex

haust port for each primary exhaust port arranged in suc

cessive relation thereto and in communication therewith ,
2. In seltzogenes and the like, the combination of a head

substantially as described . therefor having a nipple piece, with means for holding a

6. In a rotary engine , a cylinder having a cross section charging receptacle , means for securing such means to said

of unequal diameter, a rotary piston concentric within said nipple piece , means for opening said charging receptacle

cylinder to provide two oppositely disposed equal steam and securing its discharg e through lateral openings in said

spaces between the piston and cylinder , slidable piston means into the receptacle to be charged, and means to pre

blades extending through said piston and adapted to have vent the escape of the charging substance on the removal

their ends in operative contact with the walls of the cylin- of its container, and means for holding the latter after the

der, said cylinder being provided with steam admission said container has been discharged.

and steam exhaust ports for said steam spaces , and a

secondary exhaust port for each steam space , adapted to re- No. 102,499. Metallic Packing. Garniture métallique.

main open after the primary exhaust has been cut off by

one of the piston blades , substantially as described .

7. In a rotary engine , a cylinder having a cross section

of unequal diameter, a rotary piston concentric within said

Cylinder to provide two oppositely disposed equal steam

spaces between the piston and cylinder , slidable piston

blades extending through said piston and adapted to be in

operative contact at their ends with the cylinder wall , said

cylinder being provided with two sets of admission and ex

haust ports for each steam space, valves for controlling

said port , and a secondary exhaust port communicating

with each admission port and controlled by the valves

thereof, substantially as described .

8. In a rotary engine, a cylinder having a cross section of

unequal diameter, a rotary piston concentric within said

cylinder to provide two oppositely disposed equal steam

spaces between the piston and cylinder , slidable pistion

blades extending through said piston and adapted to be in

operative contact at their ends with the cylinder wall , said

cylinder being provided with two sets of admission and

exhaust ports for each steam space , a valve for each pair Edward J. Fuller, Elyria , Ohio, U.S.A., 11th December, 1906 ;

of steam ports connecting opposite steam spaces and adapt- 6 years. Filed 25th October, 1905. Receipt No. 129,561.

ed to alternately control the same , and means for control
Claim . - 1 . In a metallic packing, the combination with

ling said valve to simultaneously throw one set of ports in the cage, of a pair of rings within said cage, one having

and the other out of operation , substantially as described . radial cuts and the other having tangential cuts extending

from the inner periphery to the outer periphery thereof,

No. 102,498. Seltzogene and Like Containers of
the cuts of one ring being out of alignment with the cuts

of the other.
Aerated Liquids. Gazogène.

2. In a metallic packing, the combination with the cage ,

Robert Hunter Campbell , Angel Road , Middlesex , England ,
of a pair of rings within said cage , one of said rings having

11th December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 7th December, 1905 .
four radial cuts and the other having four tangential cuts

Receipt No. 130,780 .
extending from the inner periphery to the outer periphery

thereof , means for holding the parts of both rings together,

Claim.-1 . In a seltzogene or the like the combination of and means for retaining the cuts of one ring out of align

a head therefor having a nipple piece , with means for hold- ment with the cuts of the other.

ing a charging receptacle, means for securing such means 3. In a metallic packing, the combination with the cage ,

to said nipple piece , means for discharging said charging and cylinder head to which it is applied , of a pair of rings

receptacle through said nipple piece into the receptacle to within said cage , one of said rings having radial cuts and

be charged , and means to prevent the escape of the charg- being placed nearer to the cylinder head than the other ,

ing substance on the removal of its container and means for said other ring having tangential cuts extending from the
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inner to the outer periphery thereof and being placed be- a branch pipe communicating with said jacket , means for

tween the first mentioned ring and the cage , means for shutting off the flow of steam through said steam pipe and

holding the parts of the two rings together , and means for said branch pipe , an outlet pipe leading from said inner

retaining the cuts of one ring out of alignment with the , cylinder , through said outer cylinder, to the steam chest

cuts of the other. of an engine, and having a sight feed and a throttle valve, a

4. In combination a cylinder head and piston rod , a second outlet pipe leading from said jacket to said first

packing cage secured to said cylinder head and having suit- outlet pipe, and having a throttle valve , and a by-pass ef

able grooves for the reception of the packing rings, a pair fecting communication between said second outlet pipe and

of rings in each of said grooves one of the rings in each the atmosphere, and having a throttle valve.

pair being radially cut into four parts and being placed

nearer to the cylinder head than the other , said other ring No. 102,501 . Gas Producer. Producteur de gaz.

being tangentially cut into four parts and being placed be

tween the first -mentioned ring and the cage , the cuts of loszor

said last -mentioned ring extending from the inner to the

outer periphery thereof, means for holding the several

parts of both rings together around the rod , and means for

retaining the cuts of one ring out of alignment with the

cuts of the other .
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No. 102,500. Lubricator. Graisseur.
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Ernest Digby Hopcroft, Bridgeport, Connecticut, U.S.A. ,

11th December , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 3rd November,

1906. Receipt No. 140,880 .

Claim .-1 . In a gas producer, the combination of a re

tort, means in communication therewith whereby gas gen
Charles L. Grayber and Edward R. Kerrigan , co - inventors ,

both of Deer Lodge, Montana, U.S.A., 11th December, chamber in communication with the lower part of said re
erated therein is washed, scrubbed and dried , a distributing

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 11th September, 1906. Receipt No. tort , a vapour tank , means whereby said tank is placed in

139,435 . communication with said chamber, means whereby gases

Claim .-1 . A lubricator comprising an oil chamber having are introduced to said chamber in volume proportionate to
a steam jacket , means for admitting steam to said chamber the quantity of gas drawn from said retort , and an auto
and to said jacket, a pipe communicating with said cham- matic regulator acuated through said last-mentioned gases

ber and said jacket , and discharging into the steam chest whereby the volume of steam admitted to said chamber is

of an engine, and means for effecting communication be- automatically controlled to preserve the proportions of said
tween said jacket and the atmosphere . vapour and said gases in the mixture in said chamber.

2. A lubricator comprising an oil chamber having a steam 2. In a gas producer, the combination of a retort, means

jacket , a pipe having communication with said chamber in communication therewith whereby gas generated therein

and said jacket , means for shutting off said communication , is washed , scrubbed and dried , a distributing chamber in

a pipe discharging into the steam chest of an engine and communication with the lower part of said retort, a vapour

communicating with said chamber and said jacket, said tank, means whereby said tank is placed in communication

pipe having means for shutting off communication with said with said chamber, means whereby gases are introduced to

chamber and said jacket , and a by - pass effecting communi- said chamber in volume proportionate to the quantity of

cation between said jacket and the atmosphere . gas drawn from said retort including a blower casing , a
3. A lubricator comprising an oil chamber having a steam wheel mounted therein having vanes whereby said gases

jacket , means for simultaneously introducing steam into will rotatesaid wheel, a centrifugal governor actuated by

said chamber and into the said jacket , a pipe communicat- said wheel, a damper plate or valve, and connections be

ing with said chamber and discharging into a steam chest, tween said governor and said plate or valve whereby the
said pipe having a sight oil feed, a second pipe communi- volume of steam admitted to said chamberis automatically
cating with said jacket and said first pipe, means for shut - controlled to preserve the proportionsof said vapour and
ting off said communication between said first pipe and said said gases in the mixture in said chamber.
jacket , and a by- pass communicating with said second pipe , 3. In a gas producer , the combination of a retort, means

and discharging into the atmosphere. in communication therewith whereby gas generated therein

4. A lubricator comprising an oil chamber having a steam is washed, scrubbed and dried, a distributing chamber in

jacket, a live steam pipe communicating with said oil cham- communication with the lower partof said retort, a vapour

ber,and havingabranch communicating with said jacket, tank , a tank adapted to contain chemicals in communica

said branch having a throttle valve , and said pipe having tion with said vapour tank, means whereby said tank is

a throttle valve between said branch and said chamber, an placed in communication with said chamber, means whereby

outlet pipe from said chamber discharging into the steam gases are introduced to said chamber in volume propor

chest of an engine , and having a sight oil feed , a pipe hay tionate to the quantity of gas drawn from said retort in

ing a throttle valve, and effecting communication between cluding a blowercasing ,a wheel mounted therein having

said jacket and said outlet pipe, and a by - pass having a vanes whereby said gases will rotate saidwheel, a centri

throttle valve and effecting communication betwen said fugal governor actuated by said wheel, a damper plate or

jacket and the atmosphere. valve, and connections between said 'governor and said

5. A lubricator having a cylinder and a second cylinder plate or valvewhereby the volume of steam admitted to
therewith constituting an oil chamber, saidcylinders said chamber is automatically controlled to preserve the

forming a steamjacket therebetween, means for introducing proportions of said vapour and said gases in the mixture
steam into said oil chamber and into said jacket, an outlet in said chamber.

pipe from said chamber to the steam chest of an engine 4. In a gas producer, the combination of a retort, means

and having a sight feed and a throttle valve, a seconi in communication therewith whereby gas generatedtherein

pipe communicating with said firstpipe and said jacket is washed, scrubbed and dried ,a distributing chamber in
and having a throttle valve , and a by - pass effecting com- communication with thelowerpart ofsaid retort, a vapour

munication betweensaid second pipe and the atmosphere. tank, means whereby gases are introduced to said chamber
6. A lubricatorcomprising a cylinder, a secondcylindor involume proportionate to the quantityof gas drawn from

therewith constituting an oil chamber , said cylinders hav- said rétort includinga perforated drum, a pipeleading
ing a steam jacket therebetween , a steam pipe com therefrom andopening into saidchamber, a damper plate

cating with said inner cylinder through said outer cylinder , or valve in said pipe, a blowercasingcommunicating with
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said chamber, a wheel mounted therein having vanes where- 8. The combination and arrangement together of all the

by said gases will rotate said wheel , a centrifugal governor mechanical parts forming a brake for railway and other

actuated by said wheel and connections between said gover - vehicles for the purpose set forth, substantially as herein

nor and said damper plate or valve whereby the volume of described and explained and as illustrated in figure 5 of the

steam admitted to said chamber is automatically controlled drawings .

to preserve the proportions of said vapour and said gases 9. Improved brakes for railway and other vehicles char

in the mixture in said chamber. acterized by controlling pull rods jointed at one end to a

5. In a gas producer, the combination of a retort , means revolving drum on the one vehicle and connected by a flexi

in communication therewith whereby gas generated therein ble or rope connection at the other end to a similar con

is washed, scrubbed and dried, a pipe leading therefrom to nected revolving drum on the coupled vehicle the shafts of

the inlet port of an internal combustion engine , a distri- said drums being adapted to move longitudinally relatively
buting chamber in communication with the lower part of to the vehicle and revolvably as moved by either of two

said retort , a vapour tank , means whereby gases are intro- other drums controlled by connecting ropes to the coupled

duced to said chamber in volume proportionate to the quan- vehicle , substantially as herein described and explained .

tity of gas drawn from said retort including a perforated 10. The combination and arrangements together of all the

drum in said vapour tank , a pipe leading therefrom and mechanical parts forming compensating coupling for the

opening into said chamber, a damper plate or valve in said controlling pull rods for brakes of railway and other

pipe, a blower casing communicating with said chamber and vehicles for the purposes set forth, substantially as herein

with the exhaust port of a gas engine , a wheel mounted described and explained and as illustrated in figure 6 of the

therein having vanes whereby the exhaust gases from said drawings .

engine will rotate said wheel , a centrifugal governor actu- 11. Improved brakes for railway and other vehicles char

ated by said wheel, and connections between said governor acterized by the mechanism as set forth in the preceding

and said damper plate or valve whereby the volume of ninth claim modified by the interposition of purchase pul

steam admitted to said chamber is automatically controlled leys controlled by a spring take -up, substantially as herein

to preserve the proportions of said vapour and said gases described and explained.

in the mixture in said chamber. 12. The combination and arrangements together of all the

mechanical parts forming compensating coupling for con

No. 102,502. Brake. Frein . trolling pull rods for brakes of railway and other vehicles

for the purposes set forth , substantially as herein described ,

and explained and as illustrated in figure 7 of the drawings.

Zoszol 13. Improved brakes for railway and other vehicles char

acterized by controlling pull rods operated by a power

cylinder having steam and exhaust ports and an air inlet

port with valves operated by the one lever or actuating

handle and an air exit port for the purposes set forth, sub

stantially as herein described and explained.

14. The combination and arrangements together of all the

mechanical parts forming power control apparatus for

brakes of railway and other vehicles for the purposes set

forth, substantially as herein described and explained and

as illustrated in the figures 8 and 9 of the drawings.
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No. 102,503 . Coupling for Wire.

Accouplement pour fils .

Figl.x ig. 6 .

8

B

Fig. 3.
3

2

3

Aubrey James Reid , Mount Street, North Sydney, New

South Wales, Australia , 11th December, 1906 ; 6 years .
B

Filed 14th November, 1906. Receipt No. 141,214 .

Claim.-1 . Improved brake for railway and other vehicles
Fig2 .

characterized by engaging members, of a clutch adapted to
-А

B

brake the axle or the hub of the wheel and the moving

member of said clutch adapted to operate gear to apply a

brake block to the periphery or tread of the wheel, sub
stantially as herein described and explained.

5 .

Fig.

2. Improved brake for railway and other vehicles char

acterized by a clutch adapted to brake the axle or the hub

of wheel whose members are normally held in disengage

ment and the moving member on engagement with the fast

member is adapted by means of a tight band thereon to
102503

apply a brake block to the periphery of the wheel , sub

stantially as herein described and explained.
Charles E. Atkinson, John M. Montz, and Alexander Gor

3. In brakes as set forth in the preceding first and second
don , each an assignee of a third interest , 11th De

claims, a braking clutch fork or lever for operating the cember , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 31st May, 1906. Receipt

moving member of the clutch connected to a thrust spring No. 136,435 .

kept normally in compression and a controlling pull rod in Claim.-1. A coupling device consisting of two segmental

tension for compressing said spring, substantially as herein and complimentary members divided longitudinally at an

described and explained and as illustrated in the drawings. angle and dovetailed convergently together in their con

4. In brakes set forth in the preceding first and tacting faces, all substantially as shown and described .

second claims a tight band on the moving member of a 2. A coupling consisting of two segmental members which

braking clutch linked to the applying lever of peripheral are compliments of each other and which are divided by

brake blocks, substantially as herein described and ex- contact faces, which faces are formed at an angle longitu

plained and as illustrated in the drawings. dinally, said faces being dovetailed together longitndinally

5. In brakes having the mechanisms set forth in the pre- by a tapering tongue and a tapering under- cut slot formed
ceding third and fourth claims, a push rod reversely con- in the respective male and female members, substantially
necting the thrust spring to the applying lever of peri- as described.

pheral brake blocks , substantially as herein described and 3. A coupling device formed of a male and a female mem

as , illustrated in the drawings , (ber adapted to be coupled and uncoupled manually, the

6. In multiple brakes having the mechanisms set forth male member having a tapering tongue extending longitu

in the preceding third and fourth claims connecting the dinally above its contact face and the female member hav

gears of each pair of wheels by levers and parallel rods ing a tapering slot formed longitudinally in its contact face

to impart synchronous movement in braking all the axles to receive said tongue, and means for connectig the termi

and wheels, substantially as herein described and explained nals of wires in each of said members, all substantially as

and as illustrat . 1 in the drawings . set forth .

7. The combination and arrangement together of all the 4. A coupling device consisting in combination of two

mechanical parts fo a brake for railway and other oppositely disposed members each having a wire terminal

vehicles for the purposes set forth substantially as herein secured therein and the members being separated by a

described and explained and as illustrated in the figures 1 common line disposed at an angle and an under-cut taper

to 4 of the drawings . ing slot formed in the face of one of the members and a

as

12-12
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Ing. I

tapering tongue rising above the face of the other member trolley by the space formed between the inner ends of said

and adapted to fit and interlock with said slot of the oppo- approaches, and a wedge -shaped piece attached to the free

site member, substantially as shown and described and for end of the approaches for co - operation with the oppositely

the purposes set forth . inclined guides of the first -mentioned hanger, substantially

5. In a coupling dvice consisting of two members each as set forth.

integral in itself and each having secured in one end the

terminal each of a separate wire, the members being joined No. 102,505. Mine Gate. Barriire pour mines .

on a line disposed at an angle longitudinally forming a con

tact face for each member , and means for detachably con

necting said faces which means consists of an under- cut Feg1
tapering slot formed longitudinally in the face of one mem

ber and a tapering tongue formed longitudinally in the face

of the other member and adapted to fit said slot when the

members are connected.

6. A coupling consisting of a cylindrical body divided on

an angle longitudinally into two separate members A and

B , the member A having an under - cut tapering slot extend

ing from end to end centrally of its face , the member B

having a diverging tapering tongue extending from end to

end centrally of its face , said tongue being adapted to fit

said slot when the members are coupled together.

7. A connector for wires composed of two terminal mem

bers having engaging longitudinal dovetailed parts , said

parts being wedge - shaped or wider at one end than at the

other.

8. A coupling for electric wires composed of two wedge
/102505

shaped members , each having at the larger end a wire

socket, said members having engaging longitudinal dove- Newton K. Bowman , North Lawrence , Ohio, U.S.A. , 11th

tailed parts, which parts are wider at one end than at the December , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 6th November, 1906. Re

other whereby increased strain on the wires increases the ceipt No. 140,964 .

force of engagement between the parts.
Claim . - 1. In a gate structure , the combination of a gate,

a frame therefor, a brace for strengthening the same, a

No. 102,504. Mine Door. Porte pour mines. bar mounted upon said brace, an arm attached to said bar

and movable therewith and having connection with the gate

to effect movement thereof, a counterbalanced arm at

tached to said bar and the arm for operating the gate, and

actuating means adapted to be operated by a moving car

to effect opening of the gate.

2. In combination , a gate , a supporting frame therefor,

braces for strengthening said frame, bars mounted upon

the braces midway of their ends, arms connected at one

end to said bars and having their opposite ends curved anıl

connected with the gate to effect opening thereof, counter

balanced arms connected with said bars and with the arms

connected to the gate , gate actuating means adapted to be

operated by a moving car, and adjustable connections be

tween the gate actuating means and the aforesaid bars .

3. In combination , a gate , a supporting frame therefor,

braces for strengthening said frame, a bar mounted upon

each brace , arms connected at one end to the respective

bars and having their opposite ends connected with said

gate , a counterbalanced arm for each bar, a rocking bar

extending beneath the rails of the track , arms fast to each

end of said rocking bar, and adjustable connections between

said arms and the aforesaid bars .

4. In combination , a gate , a series of rocking bars mount

edr at each side of the gate , connecting means between one

102504. of the said rocking bars and the gate, crank arms and

bars connecting the series of rocking bars , a lever, links

connecting opposite ends of the lever with the bars con
Newton K. Bowman , North Lawrence, Ohio, U.S.A. , 11th necting each series of the aforesaid rocking bars , and con

December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 6th November, 1906. necting meansbetween the gate and the said series of rock

Receipt No. 140,963 . ing bars and their co -operating connecting means.

Claim.-1 . In electric haulage lines or systems and in 5. In combination , a gate, a rocking bar, connecting

combination with the trolley line gate and gate actuating means between said gate and rocking bar, and a mounting

mechanism operated by means of the approaching car , a for the rocking bar consisting of a bracket having rigid

spanner or bridge located upon one side of the gate and in connection with the rocking bar and pivotally supported to

electrical connection with the trolley line and adapted to permit said rocking bar to oscillate with the said bracket.

be tripped and swung across the path of the gate and make

electrical connection with the trolley line upon the oppo- No. 102,506. Gate . Barrière.

site side of said gate to safely carry the trolley wheel

thereby without necessitating interruption of the electrical James F. S. Goble , New Albin , Iowa , U.S.A. , 11th December,

current.
1906 ; 6 years Filed 17th October, 1906.

2. In electric haulage lines or systems and in combination 140,383.

with the trolley line and gate , oppositely inclined ap- Claim.-1 . The combination with a sliding gate having a

proaches located upon opposite sides of the gate , clips at supporting rolleratone of its lower corners , of a tilting
the outer ends of the approcahes embarcing opposite sides track, a roller connected with the other end of the gate
of the trolley line , fastenings connecting opposite side and working on said track,and operating levers for tilting

members of the clips and confining the trolley line therein, said track , substantially as described .
hangers at the inner ends of the approaches , and a bridge 2. The combination with a sliding gate having an extend,

pivoted to one of the approaches and adapted to be tripped ed rail, of a tilting track , a weighted carriage connected
upon opening of thegate to close the gap or space between withthe gate rail and having rollers movable along the

tho approaches for carrying the trolley wheel thereby and track , a bifurcated lever arm forming an open center ex
maintaining continuity of the electric current. tension of the track through which the extended rail moves,

3. In electric haulage means or systems, and in combina- a sliding yoke to which said lever arm is connected , and

tion withthe trolley line and gate, oppositely inclined ap- gate operating levers connected with said yoke and adapt
proaches spaced apart at their inner ends and secured at ed to shiftthe yoke, causing said yoketo tilt the track,
their outer ends to the trolley line, hangers connecting the substantially as described.
inner ends of the approaches with the trolley line , one of 3. The combination with a sliding gate, of a carriage con

said hangers having oppositely inclined guides at its lower nected to the gate, a tilting track upon which said carriage
end, a bridgepivotedto the other hanger and adapted to moves, a vertically movable yoke having the tilting track
be tripped upon the approach of a car to safely carry the connected therewith, gate operating levers having their

11

Fiqh
Jugen

Receipt No.
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adjacent ends connected with the yoke , and rollers on portion being furnished with collars adapted to support

on said yoke between which the adjacent ends of the gate the hinges of a gate , and said horizontal portion being

operating levers work , substantially as described.

Fig./
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4. The combination with a sliding gate provided with a

supporting roller at one end of its lower corners, of a

wheeled and weighted carriage projecting from the opposite

end of the gate, a tilting track on which said carriage

moves having upwardly deflected end portions forming

checks for the carriage , a vertically movable yoke to which

the tilting track is connected, and operating levers having

their inner ends in sliding engagement with said yoke for

shifting the latter , substantially as described.

5. The combination with a sliding gate. of a tilting track

forming a reversely inclinable support for the gate , a slid
secured to said post , all substantially as described and for

ing yoke, a lever arm on said tilting track connected with the purposes specified.

the yoke , gate operating levers connected with the yoke for 5. In a fence, the combination with the end posts and

shifting the latter , and a latch pivoted on the gate post the longitudinal stringers attached thereto , of anchors in

and having interlocking engagement with a portion of the the ground below the stringers, metallic stays connecting

gate and arranged to be shifted by the movement of the the anchors and stringers , intermediate posts between the

yoke . end posts , side braces supporting the intermediate posts,

6. The combination with a sliding gate having an extended concrete foundations under the braces, metallic stays em

rail , of a tilting track embodying parallel rails mounted bedded in the foundations and connecting with the braces ,

on a common fulcrum post intermediate the ends of the
and binding wires connecting the braces and posts , all sub

rails , a weighted carriage connected with the gate rail and stantially as described and for the purposes specified.

supported by rollers which move along the track rails , a

lever arm connecting the track rails at one end and strad

dling the extended rail of the gate , and gate operating No. 102,508. Hinge. Penture.

levers connected with said tilting track, substantially as

described .

7. The combination with a sliding gate having an extended

rail , of a weighted carriage connected to said rail and pro

vided with supporting rollers , a tilting track on which said

rollers move having an upwardly deflected end portion ,

means for tilting said track , and a post provided with a cap

beneath which the upwardly deflected end portion of the

rack moves, said cap acting as a stop for the carriage at

one end of its throw, substantially as described .
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No. 102,507. Fence. Clôture.

Robert Henry Guthrie, South Dumfries, Brant , Ontario ,

Canada, 11th December , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 23rd Octo

ber, 1906. Receipt No. 140,553.

Claim . - 1. In a fence, the combination with the posts and
the stringers attached thereto , of anchors in the ground

below the stringers and metallic stays connecting the

anchors with the stringers , all substantially as described

and for the purposes specified.

2. In a fence, the combination with the longitudinal

stringers of posts to which the stringers attach, braces

supporting said posts above the ground, anchors in he

ground supporting the braces, metallic stays embedded in Harry Glen Kimple, Dicksonburg , Pennsylvania , U.S.A. ,

the anchors and secured to the braces , binding wires con 11th December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 11th October, 1906 .

necting the braces with the posts , said binding wires serv- Receipt No. 140,207 .

ing to hold the posts in an upright position , all subsantially Claim . - 1. In a hinge the combination with an apertured

as described and for the purposes specified .
base having oppositely disposed grooved ears , of a strap.

3. In a fence , the combination with the longitudinal oppositely extending projections thereon engaging the

stringers of a post having an enlarged base and being ears , and means within the aperture for holding the pro

superimposed movably upon a solid foundation, a metallic jections within the ears .

anchor projecting from the ground, its upper end passing 2. In a hinge the combination with an apertured base

through said movable post and engaging a nut by the turn- having ears adjacent its aperture, of a strap projecting be

ing of which said post may be moved upon its foundation , tween the ears , oppositely extending projections thereon

all substantially as described and for the purposes speci- engaging the ears, and a detachable follower seated with

fied .
in the aperture and adapted to hold the projections against

4. In a fence, the combination with the longitudinal displacement.

stringers of an end post having an enlarged base , and 3. In a hinge the combination with an apertured base

being superimposed movably upon a solid foundation, a having longitudinally grooved ears adjacent Its aperture,

metallic anchor supporting said post , a gate hanger upon of a strap, oppositely extending projections thereon rotat

the upper side of said anchor, said gate hanger being com- Tably mounted within the grooves, and a detachable follower
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within the apertured grooves for holding the projections 3. A sliding shoe for furniture or other articles , formed

against displacement. of earthenware material having a flat lower surface and up

4. In a hinge the combination with a supporting struc- wardly curved outer edge , means for securing a housing

ture , of an apertured base secured thereto and having ears concentrically around and over a portion of its upper sur

adjacent its aperture, a strap extending between and rotat- | face , a socket formed centrally within the upper surface of

ably mounted within the ears , and a follower within the the shoe , a supporting piece mounted concentrically within

aperture and interposed between the strap and supporting said socket having a central aperture and a portion of its

structure. upper surface between its vertical sides and said aperture,

5. In a hinge the combination with an apertured base curved outwardly, in combination with a pin having a head

adapted to be secured to a supporting structure , and or enlargement upon its closed end and a socket secured

longitudinally grooved ears adjacent the aperture, of a to said pin , and being adapted to oscillate within pre

strap between the ears, oppositely extending projections scribed limits upon he aforesaid supporting piece , and means

upon the strap rotatably mounted within the grooves, and for preventing the separation of said last-named socket and

a follower detachably mounted within the aperture and the shoe by the application of a housing, substantially as
grooves for holding he projections against displacement, described.

said follower adapted to be held against movement by the 4. A sliding shoe for furniture or other articles, formed

structure to which the hinge is secured . of earthenware material having a flat lower surface and

6. A hinge comprising a member having an aperture upwardly curved outer edge , means for securing a housing

therein and integral ears , another member between and concentrically around and over a portion of its upper sur

engaging the ears , and means within the aperture for face, a socket formed centrally within the upper surface

holding said last - mentioned member in engagement with of the shoe, a supporting piece mounted concentrically
the ears .

within said socket having a central aperture and a portion

of its upper surface between its vertical sides and said

aperture curved outwardly, in combination with a split pin
No. 102,509. Sliding Shoe for Furniture.

having a head or enlargement upon its closed end and a

Plaque glissante pour meubles. socket secured to said pin , it being adapted to oscillate

within prescribed limits upon the aforesaid supporting piece

said pin being adapted to enter a bore in a suitable piece

having a diameter corresponding with the diameter of said

pin when compressed to its smallest dimension and a depth

equal to the length of pin required to be used in said bore,
Tig 3 . and means of preventing the separation of said last - named

socket and the shoe by the application of a housing, sub
stantially as shown.
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102 509 OLC20

Arthur Mayrick Padmore, Chicago, Illinois , l'.S.A . , 11th De

Orton C. Little , Menasha, Wisconsin , U.S.A. , 11th December, cember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 10th September, 1906. Re

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 11th September, 1906 . Receipt ceipt No. 139,368.

No. 139,423 .
Claim.-1. A combined davenport or bed comprising a

Claim. -1. A sliding shoe for furniture or for other articles main frame provided with side pieces and rear standaris.

having a flat lower surface and upwardly curevd outer edge , said frame being provided adjacent to said side pieces

a support arranged concentrically within the shoe having with guide grooves and the standard with guide groorre

a portion of its upper surface between its vertical sides having forwardly curved lower ends , a head piece extending

and top , and provided with an outwardly curved surface, a between and secured to the standards , seat and back serie

socket fitted to oscillate upon said curved surface within tions comprising upholstered frames hingedly connected.

prescribed limits and a pin arranged to pass through said the seat frame being provided with runners movable in

socket and being adapted to be engaged by a bore in a the guideways in the seat frame and the back frame , rollers

suitable piece having a diameter corresponding with the to traverse the guides in the standards whereby the seat

diameter of said pin , and a depth equal to the length of and back portions may be adjusted in unison to extend the

the pin required to be used in said bore, and means for seat portion beyond the main frame and to bring the back

preventing the separation of said concentrically arranged portion to the position normally occupied by said seat

support and socket, substantially as described . portion, and a strip upon the front edge of the seat por

2. A sliding shoe for furniture or other articles having tion to conceal the joint between the same and the main

a flat lower surface and upwardly curved outer edge , a sup- frame when the parts are in normal position

port arranged concentrically within the shoe having a por- 2. A combined davenport and bed comprising a main

tion of its upper surface between its vertical sides and frame composed of a bottom , side pieces, rear standards .

top , provided with an outwardly curved surface , a socket and a head piece extending between the standards,

fitted to oscillate upon said curved surface within pre- the bottom portion of the frame being provided adjacent to

scribed limits , and a split pin arranged to pass through the side pieces and standards with guide groove's having

said socket and being adapted to be engaged by a bore in channelled wear strips inserted therein , and the standards

a suitable piece having a diameter corresponding with the with vertical grooves having forwardly projecting lower

diameter of said pin when compressed to its smallest terminals , the top and bottom walls of said grooves form

dimensions , and a depth equal to the length of the pin re- ing stops, seat and back frames hingedly connected at

quired to be used in said bore , and a housing connecting their meeting edges , the seat frame being provided at its

said concentrically arranged support and socket, and pre- ends with runners movable in the channelled guide pleces

venting their separation , substantially as set forth and the back frame upon the normally upperportions of
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Fig.1.
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its ends with rollers to travel in the guide grooves in the 3. In a bed , a foot section and a head section connected

standards and engage said stops, a strip secured to the by side rails, a covering engaging the side rails and an

front portion of the seat frame to cover the joint between

the same and main frame when the parts are in normal

position, and a leg pivoted to the forward portion of the 3931

main frame and adapted to fold behind said strip .

3. A sofa of the character described comprising a main

frame provided at the front thereof with a receiving recess

and horizontal and vertical guideway, hingedly connected

seat and back portions provided with guide members to

respectively travel in said horizontal and vertical guide

ways , the said seat portions being extendible beyond the

frame and the back portion adjustable to the position nor

mally occupied by the seat portion , a hinged supporting leg

upon the front rail of the seat portion adapted to be
19 19

turned to an inactive position and to occupy said receiving

recess when the seat and back portions are restored to

their normal positions , said leg having a lug , a strip upon
102571.

the front rail of the seat portion to conceal the joint be

tween the same and the main frame and conceal the leg

when the seat portion occupies its normal position, anda overhanging bracket detachably secured to one of said sec

keeper pin upon the rear side of said strip adapted to be tions andprovided with spaced depressions for the recep -

engaged by the lug to hold the leg in folded position . tion of lifting straps .

4. A sofa comprising a main frame provided with horizon 4.In a bed, a head section and foot section connected by

tal guideways and vertical guideways having offset por- side rails, an overhanging bracket secured to one of said

tions , a seat provided with guide members adjustable in sections and provided with a horizontally disposed bar hav

said horizontal guideways so as to be extended beyond the ing depressions formed therein for the reception of lifting

front portion of the frame, and a back provided with guide straps , a covering engaging the side rails, a rubber sheet

members to travel in said vertical guideways and adapt detachably secured to the covering, and a waste pipe sup

the same to be swung outward and downward to a horizon- ported by said covering.

tal position above the portion of the main frame usually 5. In a bed, a head section and a foot section detachably

occupied by the seat, said guide members being also ad
connected by hinged side rails and provided with spaced

apted to be moved into the offset portions of the vertical
recesses , a covering engaging the side rails , detachable

guideways to support the back in an inclined position . supporting hooks seated in the recesses of the head and

5. A sofa comprising a main frame provided with hor- foot sections, and a lifting sheet adapted to engage said

izontal guideways and vertical guideways, the vertical hooks

guideways being provided with offset portions , a seat pro 6. In a bed , a head section and a foot section provided

vided with guide members adjustable in said horizontal
with corner posts having spaced recesses formed therein ,

guidewaysso as to be extended beyond the front portion side rails detachably secured to said posts and having their

of the frame, a back provided with guide membersto travel intermediate portions hinged , hooks detachably engaging
in said vertical guideways and adapt the same to be swung the recesses in said posts , and a lifting head adapted to

outward and downward to a horizontal position above the engage the supporting hooks.

portion of the main frame usually occupied by said seat , 7. In a bed , a head section and a foot section connected

said guide members being also adapted to be moved into by side rails , a covering detachably secured to the side

the offset portions of the vertical guideways to support the rails and formed with a circular opening, a waste pipe ex

back in an inclined position , and springs mounted in the tending through said opening and provided with an inflat
horizontal guideways to prevent the seat from moving. able rim adapted to engage the upper face of the covering

6. A sofa comprising a main frame provided with horizon- and flexible strips secured to thewaste pipe and detach
tal and vertical guideways, the horizontal guideways being ably engaging the lower face of said covering.
provided with stop shoulders , a seat provided with guide 8. In a bed , a head section and a foot section connected

members adjustable in said guideways so as to be extended by detachable side rails, a covering engagingthe siderails
beyond the front portion of the frame , said guide members and provided with a central opening, a rubber sheet de

being recessed for engagement with thestop shoulders, and tachablysecured to the covering andprovided with a cen
a back provided with guide members to travel in ' said tral opening disposed in alignment with the opening in the
vertical guideways and adapt the same to be swung out- supporting sheet , a lifting sheet provided with a similar

ward and downward to a horizontalposition above the por- opening, and a waste pipe adapted to engage said opening
tion of the main frame usually occupied by the seat . and provided with an inflatable rim .

7. A sofa comprising a main frame provided with hor- 9. In a bed , a head section and a foot section connected

izontal guldeways formed with ston shoulders and with by side rails, a covering engaging the side rails and pro

vertical guideways formed with offset portions, a seat pro- vided with an opening, a rubber sheet detachably secured

vided with guide members adjustable in said horizontal to the covering and having an inflatable marginal rim , said

guideways so to be extended beyond the front por- sheet being provided with an opening disposed alignment

tion of the frame , said guide members being recessed for with the opening in the covering, and a waste pipe having

engagement with said stop shoulders, a back provided an infiatable rim interposed between the rubber sheet and

with guide members to travel in said vertical guideways covering and engaging said openings.

and adapt the same to be swung outward and downward to 10. In a bed , a head section , supporting members slid

a horizontal position above the portion of the main frame ably mounted for vertical movement on said sections , side

usually occupied by the seat , said guide members being rails engaging one of the members on each section and

also adapted to be moved into the offset portions to sup- movable verically into engagement with the adjacent mem

port the back in an inclined position , and springs mounted ber, a covering engaging the side rails , a sheet of imper

in the horizontal guideways to prevent the seat from mov- vious material detachably secured to the covering and hav

ing. ing a marginal infiatable rim , means for locking the sup

porting members in adjusted position , and means for lock

No. 102,511 . Couch. Canapé.
ing the side rails in engagement with the supporting mem

bers.

Virginnia Whittington , Valdosta , Georgia , U.S.A. , 11th

December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 4th September , 1906. No. 102,512. Folding Bed. Lit pliant .

Receipt No. 139,231 .

Claim.-1 . In a bed , a head section , a foot section , a Gaius C. Fuller , Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A. , 11th December ,

plurality of spaced supporting members secured to said
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 3rd October, 1906 . Receipt No.

sections , side rails engaging one of the members on each
140,001 .

section and movable vertically into engagement with the Claim .-1 . In a folding bed , the combination of a sup

adjacent member, a covering detachably secured to the side porting member , a bed frame pivoted thereto , an

rails , and means for locking the side rails in engagement pivoted to said frame for raising and lowering the same ,

with the supporting members . and means connected with said arm intermediate of the

2. In a bed , a head section, a foot section , a plurality of pivot and the end remote therefrom to assist in operating

spaced supporting members secured to saia sections and the same, substantially as specified.

each provided with a clamping face , side rails having simi- 2. In a folding bed , the combination of a supporting

lar clamping faces adapted to engage one of the members member, a bed frame pivoted thereto , an arm pivoted to

on each of said sections and movable into engagement with said frame and of sufficient length to engage the floor

adjacent members and a fastening means engaging the during a portion at least of the folding movement of said

clamping faces of the members and side rails . frame and having its free end provided with a roller or

as

arm
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similar anti - friction device , and means connected with said 11. In

arm intermediate of the pivot and the end remote there- | member , a bed frame pivotally connected thereto , said
a folding bed, the combination of a supporting

frame comprising a longitudinal member , an elevating arm

pivotally connected to said frame , a spring carried by said

longitudinal member and exerting its force in the direction

of the pivot of the bed frame , and an operative connection

between said spring and said arm intermediate of the pivot

and the end remote therefrom , substantially as specified.

12. In a folding bed the combination of a supporting mem

ber, a bed frame pivotally connected thereto and comprising

a longitudinal member, an elevating arm pivotally con

neced to said frame, a spring carried by said longitudinal

member, a sliding block engaged by said spring and a link

connecting said block and said arm, substantially as

specified.

13. In a folding bed the combination of a supporting mem

ber, a bed frame pivoted to said member and comprising

a hollow longitudinal member having a longitudinal slot

therein , a spring mounted in said longitudinal member, a

block slidably mounted in said longitudinal member in

engagement with said spring and having a shank or exten

sion projecting through said slot , an elevating arm pivot

ally connected to said bed frame and a link connecting said

arm and the shank of said block, substantially as specified.

14. In a folding bed the combination of a supporting mem

ber , a bed frame pivoted thereto and comprising a hollow

longitudinal member, said member having a slot therein ,

from for assisting to move the same toward the pivot of a rod supported within said longitudinal member, a collar

the frame to elevate the latter, substantially as described. loosely mounted on said rod, a block or plunger connected
3. In a folding bed , the combination of a supporting mem to said rod and having a shank extending through the slot

ber , a bed frame pivoted thereto , an arm pivoted at one in the longitudinal member , a spring on said rod between

end to said frame and at its other end to the end of the bed said collar and block, an elevating arm pivoted to said

which is remote from said base member , and means con frame and a link connecting the shank of said block and said

nected to said arm intermediate of the ends thereof for arm , substantially as specified .

assisting to move the same and the connected end of the 15. In a folding bed the combination of a supporting mem

bed toward the pivot of the frame to elevate the latter, ber, a bed frame pivoted thereto, an elevating arm pivoted
frame, substantially as specified. to said frame, a spring operatively connected to said arm

4. In a folding bed , the combination of a supporting intermediate of the pivot and the end remote therefrom ,

member, a bed frame pivoted thereto , a transverse frame and means for adjusting the tension of said spring, sub

pivoted at one end to said bed frame and having rollers at stantially as specified .
its other end for engaging the floor during a portion at 16. In a folding bed the combination of a supporting mem

least of the closing movement of the bed frame, and means ber, a bed frame pivoted to said member, an elevating arm
connected with the transverse frame intermediate of the pivoted to each of the side rails of said frame, a spring

pivot and the end remote threfrom for assising to move carried within each o said side rails , and an operative con

it toward the pivot of the bed frame to elevate the latter nection between each of said springs and each of said arms,

fram ? substantially as specified. and said arms , substantially as specified.

5. In folding bed , the combination of a supporting 17 In a folding bed the combination of a supporting mem

member, a bed frame pivoted thereto , an arm pivoted to ber , a bed frame pivoted to said member , a transverse ele

said frame and of sufficient length to engage the floorvating frame comprising arms cach pivoted at one end to

during a portion at leeast of the folding movement of said a side rail of the bed and at the other end to the end of

frame , and mechanism connected with said arm inter- the bed remote from the supporting member, springs car

mediate of the pivot and the end remote therefrom to ried by said rails and connections between said springs

assist, in moving the same toward the pivot of the frame and said arms , subtantially a specified.

to raise the said frame, substantially as specified. 18. In a folding bed the combination of a supporting mem

6. In a folding bed , the combination of a supporting ber . a bed frame formed with chambered side rails each

member, a bed frame pivoted near one end to said mem- having a longitudinal slot in the lower portion thereof ad

ber , a transverse frame pivotally connected at one end to jacent the supporting member, a block or plunger slidably

said bed frame and provided at its other end with rollers, fited in each of said rails having an extension projecting

and means connected with said transverse frame inter- through the slot, and means for pivotally connecting said

mediate of the pivot and the end remote therefrom to extension and said supporting member, substantially as

assist in moving the same toward the pivot of the bed specified.

frame to elevate the latter frame, substantially as specified . 19. In a folding bed the combination of a supporting mem

7. In a folding bed , the combination of a supporting ber, a bed frame formed with chambered side rails each

member, a bed frame having its side rails pivoted to said having a longitudinal slot in the lower portion thereof ad

member, an arm pivotally connected to each of said rails jacent the supporting member, a block or plunger slidably

and being of sufficient length to engage the floor , and means fitted in each of said rails and having an extension pro

connected to said arms intermediate of the pivots and the jecting through thte slot,means for pivotally connecting

ends remote therefrom to assist in removing them toward said extension and said supporting member, and means con;

the pivot of the frame to elevate the latter, substantially nected with said frame for moving it longitudinally on said
as specified. blocks or plungers during the folding and unfolding move.

8. In a folding bed , the combination of a supporting ments of the bed and for resisting the starting of such

member , a bed frame pivotally connected to said member movements, substantially as specified.
and comprising a longitudinal member, an arm pivotally 20. In a folding bed the combination of a supporting mem

connected to said frame, and mechanism carried by said ber, abedframe pivotally connected thereto, an elevating
longitudinal member and connected to said arm intermed- arm pivotally connected to said frame,and means compris
iate of the pivot and the end remote therefrom to assist ing a collapsable link for assisting to move said arm in a
in moving the same toward the pivotal connection of the direction to elevate said frame, substantially as specified.

bed frame to elevate the latter , substantially as specified. 21. In a folding bed the combination of a supporting mem

9. In a folding bed, the combination of a supporting ber, a bed frame pivotally connected thereto, an elevating

member, a bed frame pivotally connected thereto , an arm arm pivotally connected to said frame, a spring and a col

pivotally connected to said frame, and a spring connected lapsable link connecting saidspringand said arm to assist
to said arm intermediate of the pivot and the end remote in moving the latter in a direcion to elevatethe frame, sub

therefrom and arranged to assist in moving the same in a stantially as specified.
direction to elevate the bed frame, substantially as speci 22. In a folding bed the combination of a supporting mem

fied. ber, a bed frame pivoted to said member and provided with

10. In a folding bed , the combination of a supporting a longitudinal hollow rail, an elevating arm pivoted to said
member, a bed frame pivotally connected thereto and com frame , and a spring within said rail connected to saidarm

prising a longitudinalmember, an elevating arm pivotally to move it in adirectionto elevatethebedframe, substan
connected to said frame,a spring carried by said longi- tially as specified .
tudinal member, and operative connection between 23. In a folding bed the combination of a supporting mem .

said spring and said arm intermediate of the pivot and bere, a bed frame pivoted to said member and provided
the end remote therefrom , substantially as specified. with a longitudinal rail,a spring carried by said rail and

a

an
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3. In a bed brace , a tension d vice including spaced sup

porting members provided with main and auxiliary wire

exerting its force in the direction of the said rail , an ele

vating arm pivoted to said frame , and means for connecting

said spring to said arm to move it in a direction to elevate

said frame, substantially as specified.

24. Ina folding bed the combination of a supporting mem

ber, a bed frame pivoted to said member and provided with

a pair of hollow rails , springs mounted in said rails and ex

erting their force in the direction of the length thereof ,

elevating arms pivoted to said frame , and means for con

necting said spring to said arms to move them in a direction

to elevate said frame , substantially as specified.

No. 102,513. Spring and Mattress for Invalid Beds.

Matelas.
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engaging hooks, and means for adjusting the supporting

inembers to vary the the tension of the wires.

4. In a bed frame, a tension device including spaced sup

porting members provided with oppositely disposed main

and auxiliary wire engaging hooks, and means for adjust

ing the supporting members in the direction of their length

thereby to vary the tension of the wires .

5. In a bed brace, a tension device including spaced sup

porting members provided with main and auxiliary wire

engaging hooks the bills of which are space apart and dis

posed in opposite directions , and means for adjusting the

supporting members to vary the tension of the wires .

6. In a bed brace , a tension device including spaced sup

Edith B. Preston , Mexico, Missouri, U.S.A. , 11th Decem
porting members provided with oppositely disposed main

ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 20th August, 1906 .
and auxiliary wire engaging hooks disposed at an angle to

Receipt

No. 138,819.
the lingitudinal axis of said members, and means for ad

justing said members longitudinally to vary the tension

Claim .-- 1. In means of the class described the combin of the wires .

tion of a spring frame , a mattress supported thereby, hinge 7. In a bed brace , a tension device including supporting

connections between certain portions of the frame admit
plates each having a threaded extension and provided with

ting of adjustment thereof with regard to the other por
a wire engaging hook the bill of which is disposed at an

tions of the frame, and means for effecting the adjustment
angle to the longitudinal axis of the plate and spaced from

of the portions of the frame above -mentioned.
the adjacent face of the latter, and a turn buckle engaging

2. In means of the class described , the combination of a
the threaded extensions of the plates for adjusting the latter

spring frame, a mattress supported thereby , hinge longitudinally thereby to vary the tension of the wires.

nections between certain portions of the framė admitting
8. In a bed brace , a tension device including spaced sup

of adjustment thereof with regard to the other portions of porting plates having threaded extensions and provided on

the frame, and elevating means for effecting the adjust- | its opposite faces with diagonally disposed main and auxili

ment of the portions of the frame above -mentioned .
ary wire engaging hooks the bills of which are spaced apart

3. Inmeans of the class described , the combination of a and extended in opposite directions , and a nut engaging the

spring frame made in a number of adjustment sections , a threads on the extensions for adjusting said plates longi

mattress comprising a number of sections carried by the tudinally to vary the tension of the wires
frame, a supplementary frame attached to the frame first

9 In a bed brace the combination with the corner posts

mentioned and movable relatively thereto to form an open- and side rails, of a tension device provided with mainand

ing in the body of the spring frame, and a mattress sec- auxiliary wire engaging hooks , and stay members secured

tion having connection with the suplementary frame above to the posts and side rails and engaging the main and

mentioned , and supported thereby. auxiliary hooks.

4. In combination , a spring embodying a section movable

to form an unobstructed opening, and a mattress for said
No. 102,515. Oil Cup. Godet à huile .

spring also embodying a section movable to admit of for

mation of an opening common with that of the spring.

5. In combination , a bed spring embodying a section

movable to form an unobstructed opening, a mattress for

said spring also embodying a section movable to admit of

formation of an opening common with that of the spring,

and means for connecting the movable sections of the mat

tress and spring.

6. In combination , a bed spring , a mattress thereon , and

a sliding section applied to the spring and movable to

form an opening therein , the mattress embodying a sliding

section attached to that of the spring.
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No. 102,514. Bed Brace. Agrafe pour lit.

Baxter Shemwell , St. Louis , Missouri , U.S.A. , 11th December,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 10th September, 1906. Receipt No.

139,379 .

Claim .-- 1 . In a bed brace , a tension device including

spaced supporting members each provided with oppositely

disposed wire engaging hooks arranged at an angle to the

longitudinal axis of said members , and means for adjusting

the supporting members to vary the tension of the wires.

2. In a bed brace , a tension device including spaced sup

porting members each provided with oppositely disposed

wire engaging hooks the bills of which are arranged at an

angle to the longitudinal axis of said members and spaced

from the adjacent face of the same, means for ad

justing the members longitudinally to vary the tension of

the wires .
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Edwin, Appleton Record , Boston , Massachusetts, U.S.A. ,

11th December , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 15th October, 1906 .

Receipt No. 140,327 .

Claim .-1 . An oil cup having an outlet passage , a valve

having a close sliding fit in said passage and movable longi
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one

tudinally therein, and a projection forming part of the 3. In mechanism of the class described, a fountain hav

valve having its under surface inclined outwardly and ing one or more leads communicating therewith , a rotatable

downwardly therefrom adapted to seat against a comple- shaft having means in connection therewith to actuate the
mental surface beside the passage. same, or eccentric cylinders mounted longitudinally

2. An oil cup having an outlet passage, a solid cylindrical and loosely upon the shaft , the shaft having means to en

valve having a close sliding fit in said passage and mov- gage the cylinders and actuate the same , and one or more

able longitudinally therein, and an outwardly and down- yokes corresponding with the leads , each having a plunger

wardly inclined seating portion surrounding a part of the which operates in the corresponding lead , and each yoke

valve adapted to co - operate with a complemental seat having relation with the corresponding cylinder to actuate

surrounding th passage.
the former.

3. An oil cup provided with an internal boss having a 4. In mechanism of the class described , a fountain hav

vertical passage therethrough , its upper surface surround- ing one or more leads communicating therewith , one or

ing the passage being formed with a convex spherical more yokes , each having a plunger in connection therewith

curvature , and a valve comprising a solid stem closely which operates in the corresponding lead , automatic mech

fitting on all sides the said passage and a flange formed on anism for actuating the yokes, and means to operate the

Its under side with a concave spherical surface ground to plungers independent of the automatic mechanism .

nt the spherical surface of said boss . 5. In mechanism of the class . described , a fountain hav

4. An oil cup provided with an internal boss having a ing one or more leads communicating therewith , a plunger
vertical passage therethrough , its upper surface surround in each of said leads , automatic mechanism having actu

ing the passage being inclined downwardly toward its ating relation with each of the plungers , and means to

periphery, and a valve comprising a stem fitting said actuate each plunger independent of the automaticmech

passage closely with a sliding fit and a complementally in anism .

clined portion adapted to seat on the inclined surface of 6. In mechanism of the class described, one or more leads

said boss. having in connection therewith means for supplying the

5. An oil cup provided with an internal boss having a same with oil , a plunger operating in each lead , and auto

vertical longitudinal cylindrical bore, the upper end of matic mechanism for actuating the plungers, each plunger
which is slightly contracted, and a solid cylindrical valve being adapted to be operated independent of the auto
pin slidably mounted in such bore and having its lower end matic mechanism .

upset to a diameter less than the internal diameter of the 7. In a device of the class described , a fountain having

main portion of the bore but greater than that of the one more leads communicating therewith, a rotating

contracted upper end thereof.. shaft having thereon a ratchet wheel, means in connection

with the shaft and each lead to force oil from said foun

No. 102,516. Lubricator . Graisseur. tain through the respective leads , a swinging arm having

two ratchets pivoted thereto adapted to engage the ratchet

wheel , a spring acting between the forward end of one rat

chet and the rear end of the other ratchet to hold said

ratchets into engagement with said ratchet wheel , and

means to actuate said swinging arm .

8. In a device of the class described, a lead having a

source of oil supply, a plunger operating in the lead , a
rotatable shaft, an eccentric loosely mounted upon the

shaft , the shaft having a projection which is adapted to

engage the eccentric and actuate the latter, and a yoke

having connection with the plunger and engaging relation

with the eccentric , the plunger being adapted to be oper

ated independent of the eccentric.

or
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Thomas J. Kehoe , Dayton , Ohio , U.S.A. , 11th December,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 19th April , 1906 . Receipt No.

135,077 .

Claim.-1. In mechanism of the class described , a foun

tain having a series of independent leads communicating

therewith through its bottom , a series of plungers working

in the leads respectively , openings for the passage of oil

from the fountain into the uppermost part of each lead ,

an outlet valve in each of the leads , a rotating shaft ar

ranged horizontally in the fountain and having mechanism

in connection therewith to actuate the same, one or more

eccentric cylinders mounted longitudinaHly and loosely upon

the shaft , the shaft having means in connection therewith

to engage and actuate the cylinders, a series of vertically

movable yokes corresponding with said plungers and hav
ing connections respectively therewith , and each yoke hay- William H. Decker, Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada , 11th

ing a stem which extends up through the top of the foun- December, 1906 ; 6 years Filed 8th March, 1906 Re

tain , and a series of springs, one in connection with each
ceipt No. 133,652 .

of said yokes, and acting upward against the top of the Claim .-In a device of the class described, comprising a

fountain and downward upon theyoke to hold the latter in vehicle axle having a journal thereon , a hub rotatably

lowermost position, the saidcylinders being adapted to mountedonthe journal,a ferrule at the inner end of the

engage and lift said yokes. hub, there being a lug on the inner face of said ferrule, a

2. in mechanism of the class described, a fountain hav- rotatable shaft supported by theaxle, a spur wheel on

ing a seriesofleads communicating therewiththroughits the shaft inthe path of the said lug,a worm -gear on the

bottom , a rotating shaft arranged inthe fountain andhav- oher end of the shaft, a trainofgear wheels supported on

ingmechanism in connection therewith to actuate the same the axle and operated bythe said worm gear, a stationary

one or more eccentric cylinders mounted longitudinally and disc supportedonthe axlehaving a screw -threaded peri

loosely upon the shaft, the shaft having meansinconnec- phery, an oil tube communicating with the interior of the

tiontherewithto engage and actuate " the cylinders, a hub andalso with saidstationary disc,anoil cup open at

series of yokes, eachhavinga plunger in connectionthere its bottom andclosedat its top and having a screw -threaded

withwhichoperates in thecorresponding lead, the said interior to engage the screw threads on said disc and also

yokes being adaptedto be liſted by said cylinders, anda having cog teeth on its exterior in mesh with one of the

series of springs, one in connectionwith each of said wheels of said train of gear wheels, substantially as and
yokes tending to hold the latter in lowermost position . for the purposes stated .
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No. 102,518. Lubricator. Graisseur. The rotation of the latter with respect to the former when

said stem has reached a predetermined position,

2. The combination with a holder, of a piston operating

a stationary support, a stem connected to the piston and

having a threaded engagement with the support, an oper

ating wheel roatable about the stem , a dog carried by the

wheel for holding said wheel against relative rotation and

permitting the sliding movement of the stetm through the

wheel, and means carried by the stem and engaging dog

when said stem has reached a predetermined position to

unlock the wheel from the stem and permit the free rota

tion of said wheel .

3. The combination with a holder, of a piston slidable

therein , a cup secured upon the upper end of the holder, a

siem connected to the piston and having a threaded engage

ment with the cap , an operating wheel mounted on the cap

and rotatable upon the stem , said stem also being slidable

through the wheel and being provided with a longitudinally

disposed keyway, a dog pivoted upon the wheel and normally

engaged in the keyway to prohibit the relative rotation

of the wheel and stem to permit the sliding movement of

said stem , said stem having a shoulder located at the upper
Fred Anderson , Warren , Pennsylvania , U.S.A., 11th Decem

portion of the keyway and arranged to engage the inner end
ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 8th May, 1906. Receipt No.

of the dog and move it out of said keyway when the stem
135,686 .

moves downwardly to a predetermined position .

Claim .-1 . An attachment for lubricators adapted for con- 4. The combination with a holder , of a piston operating

nection to the lubricator and to the part to be lubricated, therein , a stationary support, a stem connected to he piston
and having an oil passage therethrough , and a cup at

and having a threaded engagement with the support, said

the bottom of said passage and loosely connected to said stem having a keyway , a wheel having a bore that slidably

attachment. receives the stem , said wheel being rotatable about the

2. An attachment for lubricators adapted for connection stem , a worm engaging the wheel for operating he same, a

to the lubricator and to the part to be lubricated and dog moyably mounted on the wheel and normally engaging

having an oil passage therethrough , there being a shoulder in the keyway to prevent the rotation of said wheel about

extending from the lower end of said attachment , a cut sur- the stem , means located in the keyway for moving the dog

rounding said shoulder and a rod connected to said cup and out of the same when the stem reaches its predetermined

extending into said passage. position , said stem having a supporting shoulder located

3. An attachment for lubricators adapted for connection in the keyway above said means, said dog being arranged

to the lubricator and to the part to be lubricated and to rest upon the shoulder in the keyway and support the

having an oil passage therethrough , there being a shoulder wheel out of engagement with the worm , and a handle car

extending from the lower end of said attachment , a cup sur- ried by the wheel.

rounding said shoulder and a rod connected to said cup and 5. The combination with a holder, of a piston operating

extending through said passage and having a hook at its therein , means for moving the piston including a worm

upper end by which the rod is suspended in said passage . wheel, spaced journal bearings located at one side of the

4 In combination , a lubricator having a screw -threaded wheel, a shaft passing through the bearings, means con

lower end, a coupling having its upper end internally nected to the shaft for rotating the same , a worm loosely
screw - threaded for attachment to said screw -threaded journalled on the shaft between the bearings and meshing

lower end of the lubricator and having also an internally with the worm wheel , a clutch connection between one

screw -threaded lower end, a sleeve with its upper and end of the worm and the shaft , a coiled spring bearing
screwing into said coupling and its lower end screw- against the other end of the worm for yieldingly maintain

threaded for attachment to a cylinder , said sleeve having a ing he clutch connection, said spring being mounted on the
shoulder extending from the lower end thereof, a cup sur- shaft and passing through the adjacent bearing, and means

rounding said shoulder , and a rod connected to said cup adjustably mounted on the shaft outside the bearing and

and extending through an oil passage in said sleeve and engaging the spring to vary the tension thereof .
having a hook at its upper end by which the rod is loosely 6. The combination with a holder, of a piston operating

suspended in said passage . therein , means for moving the piston including a

wheel spaced journal bearings located at one side of the
No. 102,519. Lubricator. Graisseur, wheel , a shaft passing through the bearings , a ratchet

wheel secured to the shaft on the outer side of one of the

bearings , a worm loosely journalled on the shaft between

the bearings and meshing with the worm wheel , a clutch

connection between the shafts and the end of the work

that is adjacent to the ratchet wheel , and means for yield

ingly maintaining said clutch connection , said means bear

ing against the other end of the worm and passing through

the adjacent bearing .

7. The combination with a holder, of a rotatable actuat

ing device having an axial bore , a plunger operating in

the holder and having a stem longitudinally slidable in the

bore , a key movably associated with the stem and actuating

device to prevent their relative rotation and permit the said

sliding movement of the stem , means normally engaging

the actuating device for operating the same , said device

being slidable upon the stem out of operative engagement

with the operating means and thus constituting means for

manually operating the stem , and means carried by the

stem and engaged by the key for holding the actuating

device out of engagement with the operating means to per

mit the said manual operation of the stem .

8. The combination with a holder, of a stationary element

associated therewith , a rotatable actuating wheel having

an axial bore , a plunger slidably mounted in the holder , a

Ole 0. Kittleson , Lee , Illinois , U.S.A. , 11th December , 1906 ;
rotatable stem having a threaded engagement with the

stationary element and having longitudinally sliding move
6 years . Filed Sth August , 1906. Receipt No. 138,496 .

ment through the bore of the wheel, a key movably mounted
Claim . - 1 . The combination with a holder , of a piston on the wheel and having a slidable engagement wth the

operating therein, a support, a stem connected to the piston stem to hold said stem and wheel against relative rotation ,

and having a threaded engagement with the support , oper- operating means engaging the wheel for rotating the same ,

ating means including a device rotatable about the stem , said wheel having a handle and being movable on the stem

a dog for holding said device and stem against relative to a position out of engagement with the operating means ,

movement and permitting the sliding movement of the stem and said stem having means by the key to maintain said

through the device , andmeans for automatically operating wheel out of such engagement to permit the manual rota

the dog to disengage the stem and driving device to permit ' tion thereof.

worm
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No. 102,520. Lubricator. Graisseur. through said bath a current of electricity while said mater

ial is immersed therein .

4. The process of treating cotton and other similar ma

terials which consists in immersing said material in a bath

in which wool has been degreased and cleansed , adding to said

bath a solution about one part chloride of sodium to about

two parts soda-carbonate and then passing through said

bath a current of electricity while said material is immersed

therein .

5. The process of treating cotton and other similar mater

ial which consists in immersing wool in a bath containing

a quantity of sodium -carbonate, Łeating the solution, pass

ing through said bath a current of electricity while said

wool is immersed therein , drawing said solution into a vat

and permitting it to settle , returning said solution into

the original vat, immersing therein an equal amount of

cotton, heating the solution and passing through said bath

a current of electricity while said cotton is immersed

10250 therein .

6. The process of treating cotton and other similar mater

ial which consists in immersing wool in a bath containing

a quantity of sodium-carbonate , passing through said bath

a current of electricity while said wool is immersed therein ,

William S. Patterson , Salt Lake City , Utah , U.S.A. , 11th drawing said solution into a vat and permitting it to settle,

December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 6th October , 1906. Re- returning said solution into the original vat , immersing

ceipt No. 140,099 . therein an equal amount of cotton and passing through said

Claim.-1. lubricator whose oil cap , neck base , adjuster bath a current of electricity while said cotton is immersed
housing and lugs on the lower side of said base are integ- therein.
ral , an adjustablelever journalled in said lugs , an intake 7. The process of treating raw cotton which consists in
for the oil and an adjustable cover therefor, as described . immersing it in a bath containing animal grease from wool

2. A lubricator comprising an oil cup provided with an and adding thereto a quantity of sodium - carbonate and then

oil inlet in its top , an oil channel extending downward passing through said bath a current of electricity while said

from said cup and opening into a chamber, a ball valve in cotton is immerged therein .

said chamber to close said channel, and an adjustable 8. The process of treating raw cotton which consists in

lever to support and vertically move said ball for the immersing it in a bath containing animal grease from wool

purpose specified . and chemicals for strengthening its fibre and subjecting the

3. A lubricator comprising an oil cup provided with an cotton so immersed to the action of an electric current to

oil inlet , az oil channel extending downward from said cup cause said cotton to absorb the wool grease and thereby

and opening into a chamber, a ball valve in said chamber become softened, with its yarns of less diameter and of

to close said channel , a lever to support said ball valve , there greater tensile strength .

being a finger on said lever , a spring engaged by said finger, 9. The process of treating cotton which consists in placing

an adjusting bolt attached to said spring, there being a said cotton in a suitable receptacle containing a solution
housing exterior to the oil cup ( in which said bolt is longi composed of water, chemical salts and animal grease and

tudinally movable ) provided with teeth on its upper surface passing through said solution and the cotton contained
and a nut on said bolt having notches to engage said teeth, therein a current of electricity .
as described .

10. The process of treating cotton which consists in plac

ing said cotton in a suitable receptacle containing a solu
No. 102,521 . Method of Cleaning Cotton. tion composed of water , chemical salts and animal grease ,

Méthode pour nettoyer le coton .
and passing through said solution and the cotton contained

therein a current of electricity , said current of electricity

being of sufficient pressure and volume to create in said
solution electrolytic gas or gases .

11. The process of treating cotton which consists in plac

ing cotton in a suitable receptacle containing a solution

composed of water, chemical salts, and animal grease and

passing through said solution and the cotton contained

therein a current of electricity , thereby causing the vege

table fibre of which the cotton is composed to absorb the

animal grease or oil contained in said solution .

12. The process of treating cotton which consists in plac

ing said cotton in a suitable receptacle containing a solu

tion composed of water, chemical salts , and animal grease,

and passing through said solution and the cotton contained

therein a current of electricity to cause the animal grease
to be transferred to said cotton and thereby cause it to

perform the functions of wool.

10252 /

No. 102,522. Typewriting Machine. Clarigraphe.

Arthur H. Martin and Charles E. B. Lamson , assignee of

a half interest , both of Buffalo , New York , U.S.A., 11th

December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 14th May, 1906 .

George Dexter Burton , Boston , Massachusetts, U.S.A. , 11th ceipt No. 135,873.

December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 27th November, 1905. Re

Claim.-1 . The combination with a typewriter machine
ceipt No. 130,449.

platen, and devices for pressing the record sheets agzinst
Claim.-1 . The process of treating cotton and other simi . the platen, of a guide whichis stationarily supported ad

lar materials which consists in immersing said material in jacent to the platen and has a portion extending to a pos

a bath in which wool has been degreased and cleansed , add ition to allow two record sheetsto be inserted between the

ingto said bath a quantity of sodium -carbonate,heating platenand presser devices on opposite sides of theguide
the solution and then passing through said bath a current without moving the guide, an ink ribbon supportedad

of electricity while said material is immersed therein . jacent to the platen, said guide being constructed to allow

2. The process of treating cotton and other similar mater the presser devices to press the record sheets against the

ials which consists in immersing said material in a bath platen and having parts which direct the record sheets
in which wool has been degreased and cleansed, adding to to opposite sides of said ink ribbon, substantially as set

said bath solution about one part chloride ofsodium forth .

to about two parts of soda -carbonate, heating the solution 2. The combination with a typewriting machine platen,

andthen passing through said bathacurrent of electricity and devices for pressing the record sheets against the

while said material is immersed therein . platen , of a curved guide which partially surrounds the

3.The process of treating cotton and other similar mater- platen' and separates two record sheets,said guide pro

ials which consistsinimmersing said material in a bath viding open spaces which allow the presser devices to

in which wool has been degreased and cleansed addingto press therecord sheets against the platen,an ink ribbon

bath a quantity of sodium -carbonate and thenpassing supported adjacent to the platen , and parts on said guide
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arranged to direct the record sheets to opposite sides of No. 102,523. Steam Hammer . Marteau à vapeur .
said ink ribbon , substantially as set forth .
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The John Bertram and Sons Company, Dundas, Ontario ,

Canada ,, assignee of William Joseph Hagman , Phila

delphia, U.S.A. , 11th December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed

3. The combination with a typewriting machine platen ,
15th November, 1906 . Receipt . No. 141,232 .

and devices for pressing the record sheets against the Claim .--- In a steam hammer , the combination of a main

platen , of a curved guide which partially surrounds the frame having two outwardly presenting faces in line with
platen and separates two record sheets, said guide pro each other, a guide seat structure secured to said faces of

viding open spaces which allow the presser device to the main frame comprising two vertical portions having

press the record sheets against the platen , and an ink outwardly presenting faces, and having crossties

ribbon, said guide having means for supporting said ink necting the vertical portions, and hammer guides secured

ribbon adjacent the platen , and portions arranged to to the guide seats having faces corresponding to the guide

direct the record sheets to opposite sides of said ink rib seat faces , and provided with hammer guide ways opposite

bon , substantially as set forth . each other and at right angles to the faces connecting the

4. The combination with a typewriting machine platen , haạmer seat structure and the hammer guides .
and devices for pressing the record sheets against the

platen , of a curved guide which partially surrounds the No. 102,524. Internal Combustion Engine.

platen and separates two record sheets , said guide pre

viding open spaces which allow the presser devices to
Engin à combustion interne.

press the record sheets against the platen, an ink ribbon ,

and a guard located between said ink ribbon and the

outer record sheet , said guide having portions arranged

to direct the record sheets to opposite sides of said ink

ribbon and guard , substantially as set forth .

5. In an attachment of the character described , a sub

stantially trough -shaped guide which partially encloses the
FIG

typewriter platen and has guides at its ends for an ink

ribbon , a ribbon slot between said guides, and open spaces

at opposite sides of said ribbon slot , substantially as set

forth .

6. In an attachment of the character described, a sub

stantially trough - shaped guide which partially encloses the

typewriter platen and has guides at its ends for an ink

ribbon , a ribbon slot between said guides, oval-shaped FIG . 2 FIG . 3

openings at one side of said ribbon slot , and triangular

openings at the opposite sides of said ribbon slot, sub

stantially as set forth .

7. In an attachment of the character described , a guide
E

which partially surrounds the typewriter platen and has

a slot for an ink ribbon, and portions at one edge of said

slot which overlap the adjacent edge of the ink ribbon to

direct record sheets to opposite sides of the ribbon, and

means overlapping the opposite edge of said ribbon slot to D
H

prevent the engagement of the latter with the record

sheets , substantially as set forth .

8. In an attachment of the character described , a guide

which partially surrounds the typewriter platen and has

a slot for an ink ribbon , and portions at one edge of said

slot which enclose the adjacent edge of the ribbon , and a
FIG . 4

guard which is enclosed by said portions at one edge of the

ribbon slot and overlaps the opposite edge of the ribbon 9

slot , substantially as set forth ,
102524

9. In an attachment of the character described , a guide G

which partially surrounds the typewriter platen and has

a slot for an ink ribbon, and portions at one edge of said

slot which enclose the adjacent edge of the ribbon , a guard

which is enclosed by said portions at one edge of the rib

bon slot and overlaps the opposite edge of the ribbon slot, John Croft, Benjamin James Broadway , William Lingham

and a band which is secured to the opposite edge of said Broadway, assignees of three - fourths interest , Birm

ribbon slot and extends in between said ribbon and guard , ingham , England , 11th December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed

substantially as set forth . 5th October, 1906. Receipt No. 140,073 .

10. In an attachment for typewriting machines , the com- Claim.-1. In internal combustion engines , the combina

bination of a curved guide adapted to partially surround tion of a cylinder receiving its charge from a passage com

the platen and separate two record sheets and provided municating with the crank chamber, means for returning

with openings through which the presser devices press the fuel from the cylinder to the crank case when working at

record sheets against the platen, an ink ribbon retained less than full power with means for drawing in the damp

in position by said guide , said guide having parts arranged remains from the exhaust pipe for preventing back firing

to direct the record sheets to opposite sides of said ink and giving enhanced power, and means comprising a special

ribbon , and means for supporting the guide in position to exhaust aperture for effecting a gradual and comparatively

partially surround the platen, substantially as set forth . slow release of the gases.
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2. In internal combustion engines, the combination of a 6. A transformer having primary and secondary windings ,

cylinder receiving its charge from a passage communicat- a primary magnetic circuit of high reluctance and a prim

ing with the crank chamber, means comprising a return

pipe with suitable control from the cylinder to the crank

case for conserving fuel when working at less than full

power, means comprising a connection from the exhaust

pipe to the main passage from crank case to cylinder with

suitable valve for the purpose of allowing damy remains

from exhaust tube to be drawn into said side passage form

ing a medium for preventing back firing and for enhancing

the power, and an exhaust aperture of special shape com

prising a slit gradually widening and becoming suddenly

pronounced and finishing in a regular opening for the pur

pose of giving a gradual and comparatively slow release of

the gases, thus forming a comparatively silent exhaust .

3. In internal combustion engine , the combination of a

cylinder receiving its charge from a side passage, means

for returning fuel from said cylinder to the said crank case ,

comprising an external pipe and having suitable controlling

means , means comprising a pipe with suitable valve for

conveying damp remains to the main passage form said

crank case to said cylinder, means comprising a special

exhaust outlet for effecting a gradual and quiet release of

the gases and means comprising a compartment in the crank

case , said compartment communicating with said passage

to the cylinder , and a port in the piston for drawing in the 25

charge and expelling it to the cylinder .

4. In internal combustion engines , the combination of a ary magnetic circuit of relatively low reluctance which is

cylinder receiving its charge from a passage communicat- also the magnetic circuit for the secondary winding:
ing with the crank case , a return pipe from the said cylin- 7. A transformer having primary and secondarywindings ,

der to the said crank case , said return being controlled by and two magnetic circuits of different reluctance only one
2 valve suitably operated for the purpose of returning fuel of which is common to both primary and secondary coils .
from the cylinder to the crank case when working at less 8. A transformer having a primary and secondary coils ,

than full power. and two magnetic circuits of respectively high and low

5. In internal combustion engines , the combination of a reluctance, the latter being common to both primary and

cylinder receiving its charge from a passage communicat- secondary windings .

ing with the crank case , a return pipe from said cylinder to

said crank case , and means comprising a pipe communicat- No. 102,526 . Protective Apparatus for Electrical

ing with the exhaust pipe and with the said passage , said Circuits.

pipe having a suitable valve for drawing in non - combustible

matter from the said exhaust pipe to the said passage .
Appareil protecteur pour circuits électriques.

6. In internal combustion engines, the combination of a

cylinder receiving its charge from a passage communicat

Fig1

ing with the crank case, a return pipe from said cylinder

to said crank case , a pipe from the exhaust pipe to the

said passage , and means comprising a special exhaust aper

ture having a slit gradually widening and becoming sud

denly more pronounced and finishing in a regular lower part

for effecting a gradual and silent release of the gases .

7. In internal combustion engines, the combination of a

cylinder receiving its charge form a passage communicat

ing with the crank case , a return pipe from said cylinder to

said crank case , a pipe from the exhaust pipe to the said

passage , a special exhaust aperture and means comprising

a division of the crank case and a port on the piston for

taking in the proper charge and expelling it to the cylinder.

8. In internal combustion engines , the combination of a

cylinder receiving its charge from a passage communicating

with the crank case , and means comprising a flexible com

partment in the crank case communicating with the said

passage , a port in the piston adapted to open communica

tion between the said passage and the induction pipe for the Canadian Westinghouse Company, Limited, Hamilton,
taking a charge of proper quantity into the said flexible Ontario , Canada, assignee of Harry P. Davis, Pittsburg,

compartment and from thence to the cylinder . and Frank Conrad, Edgewood Park , both in Penn

sylvan U.S.A. , 11th December, 1906 ; 6 years .
Filed

No. 102,525. Transformer. Transformateur. 13th May , 1905. Receipt No. 125,142.

Claim .-1 . The combination in an alternating current sys

The Canadian Westinghouse Company, Limited, Hamilton ,

Ontario , Canada , assignee of Frank Conrad, Edgewood lines and circuit breakers in
tem of electrical distribution having parallel distributing

or both of the ends

Park, Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 11th December, 1906 ; 6 thereof,ofmeans for selecting and energizing the tripping

years . Filed 13th May, 1905. Receipt No. 125,140.
coil of the proper circuit breaker comprising a relay trans

Claim.-1 . A transformer core which provides two mag- Tormer having two primary windings which are respective

netic circuits, one of a large cross sectional area and in- ly enegized by currents proportional to the currents in the

terrupted by an air gap, and the other of a much smaller disributing conductors and which normally induce in a mag

cross sectional area . netic circuit opposing fluxes in approximately equal amounts,

2. A transformer core having three legs, one of the outer and a secondary winding which is energized by the resultant

legs having a smaller cross sectional area than the other of the primary fluxes, current windings in series with said

two and the other outer leg being interrupted by an air secondary windings, voltage windings receiving a voltage

gap .
approximately proportional to the voltage between two of

3. A transformer core which provides two magnetic cir- the distributing conductors, and a switch actuated by said

cuits , one unsaturated and ofhigh reluctance and the other current andvoltage windings for closing an auxiliary cir.

saturated and of low reluctance cuít through either ofthesaid circuitbreaker tripping coils.

4. A transformer having primary and secondary windings 2. The combination in an alternating current system of

and two magnetic circuits passing through the primary electrical distribution having parallel distributing lines,

winding, one unsaturated and of high reluctance , the other with circuit breakers in either or both ends thereof, and

saturatedof lowreluctance ,and surroundedbythesecond- means for selecting and energizing the trippingcoil of the
ary winding. proper circuit breaker, of means for energizing current

5. A transformer comprising primary and secondary wind- windings of said selecting apparatus comprising a trans

ings and an iron core having three legs , the primary coil formerhaving two primarywindings whichnormallyin

beingwound on the inner leg, the secondary on an outer leg duce in a magnetic circuit opposing flues in approximately

having a smaller crosssectional area than theothertwo, equal amounts and a secondary winding which is energized

and the other outer leg being interrupted by an air gap. by the resultant of the primary fluxes.
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3. The combination in an alternating current system of 2. The combination with a source of alternating current

electrical distribution having parallel distributing lines, energy and a motor having series connected armature and
with circuit breakers in either or both ends thereof , and

means for selecting and energizing the tripping coil of the
proper circuit breaker, of means for energizing the voltage

windings of said selecting apparatus with an approximately

constant voltage proportional to the voltage between two

of the distributing conductors, comprising a transformer

having a magnetically saturated iron core and a leakage
path for the flux .

4. A system of electrical distribution comprising a gen

erating station , parallel distributing lines , circuit breakers

in each line near the distributing ends thereof , tripping

coils for said breakers energized from an auxiliary circuit ,

series transformers the primary windings of which are res

pectively in series with conductors of the distributing
eccocecall

lines and the secondary windings of which having the same eeeeeee
phase are connected to relay windings which normally in

Toleeeeeeeee

duce in a magnetic circuit opposing fluxes in approximately

equal amounts , and a secondary winding which is energized

by the resultant of the primary fluxes.

5. In an alternating current system of electrical distri

bution having parallel distributing lines , circuit breakers

in the respective lines , means for tripping each breaker

when the current in a conductor of its line exceeds by not

less than a predetermined amount that in the corresponding

conductor of another line .

6. In an alternating current system of electrical distri

bution having parallel distributing lines , circuit breakers field magnet windings, of means for automatically causing

in the respective lines , means for tripping each braker

when the current in any conductor of its line exceedsby higher valuewhen the motor is operated by direct currents
the ampere turns in the field magnet winding to assume a

not less than a predetermined amount the current in the than when it is operated by alternating currents .

corresponding conductor of another line and means for 3. The combination with a source of alternating current

selecting the proper tripping coil in accordance with cir

cuit conditions .

energy , a source of direct current energy and a motor hav

7. In an alternating current system of electrical distri- ing series connected armature and field magnet windings,
of means for automatically causing the ampere turns in

bution having parallel distributing lines , circuit breakers

in the respective lines having tripping coils , auxiliary cir

the field magnet winding to assume a higher value when the

cuits for said coils, and selective means connected to the ated by alternating currents, said means comprising an in
motor is operated by direct currents than when it is oper

several lines and operating to close one of said auxiliary ductive winding having a lead connected to a point therein
circuits when the current of a given phase in one line ex

ceeds by not less than a predetermined amount the current connected with a terminal of the field magnet winding, and

which is intermediate its terminals and having a terminal

of the same phase in another parallel line .

8. The combination in an alternating current system of windings and having one terminal connected to the ter
a non - inductive resistance in series with the inductive

electrical distribution having parallel distributing lines , minals of the field "magnet and armature windings which

with circuit breakers in one or both ends thereof and means
are connected together.

for selecting and energizing the tripping coil of the proper 4. The combination with a motor having series connected
circuit breaker, of means for energizing relay transformers armature and field magnet windings , of an inductive wind

each having two primary windings receiving energy res

pectively proportional to that flowing in corresponding series with each other and in parallel with the motor field
ing and a non - inductive resistance which are connected in

conductors of parallel lines and secondary windings which magnet winding, and a terminal lead which is connected to

are energized only when the current in one of said primary a point in the inductive winding which is intermediate its

windings exceeds by not less than a predetermined amount
terminals.

that in the other of the same transformer and which are in 5. The combination with a source of electrical energy

series with said current windings . and a motor having series connected armature and field

9. The combination in an alternating current system of magnet windings, of an inductive winding and a non - induc

electrical distribution þaving parallel distributing Bines , tive resistance which are connected in series with each
with circuit breakers in one or both ends thereof and means

other and in sarallel with the motor field magnet winding,
for selecting and energizing the tripping coil of the proper one terminal of the non - inductive resistance being con

circuit breaker, of means for energizing current windings nected to the terminals of the armatures and field magnet

of said selecting apparatus only when the current in a con- windings which are connected together , and means for con

ductor of one line exceeds by not less than a predetermined necting a point in the inductive winding which is interme

amount that in the corr ponding conductor of a parallel diate its terminals to the source of electrical energy.

line.
6. The combination with a source of alternating current

10. A system of electrical distribution comprising par
energy and a source of direct current energy , of a motor

allel lines each of which has one or more circuit breakers, having series connected armature and field magnet wind

and means for tripping the breaker or breakers of eitherings, an inductive winding and a non - inductive winding con

line when the current in that line exceeds by more than
nected in series with each other and in parallel with the field

a predetermined amount , the current in the other line .
11. Asystem of electrical distribution comprising a plur - magnet winding, and means for connecting one terminal of

the armature winding and a point intermediate the ter

ality of parallel lines and means for opening either line minals of the inductive winding to the respective terminals
when its current exceeds, by more than a predetermined of the one or the other of said sources of energy.

amount that in the other line .

12. A system of electrical distribution comprising two energy and a source of direct current energy, of a motor
7. The combination with source of alternating current

parallel lines and means for opening either line without having series connected armature and field magnet wind

distributing the other when its current exceeds by more
ings , an inductive winding and a ron - inductive resistance

than a predetermined amount that of the other.
connected in series with each other and in parallel with

the motor field magnet winding, one terminal of the non

inductive resistance being connected to the terminals of
No. 102,527. Electric Motor. Moteur électrique.

the armature and field magnet windings which are connec

The Canadian Westinghouse Company, Limited, Hamilton ,
ed together , and the other terminal of the armature wind

Ontario , Canada, assignee of Benjamin G. Lamme, Pitts- | ing and a point in the inductive winding intermediate its

terminals being connected to the respective terminals of

burg, Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 11th December, 1906 ; 6 years .
the one or the other of said sources of energy .

Filed 13th May, 1905. Receipt No. 125,144 .
8. The combination with a source of alternating current

Claim . - 1 . The combination with a source of alternating energy, a source of direct current energy and a motor hav

current energy , a source of direct current energy and a ing series connected armature and field magnet windings ,

motor having series connected armature and field magnet of means for automatically causing the ampere turns in

windings, of means for causing the ampere turns in the the field magnet winding to assume a higher value when

field magnet winding to assume a higher value when the the motor is operated by direct currents than when it is

motor is operated by direct currents than when it is oper- operated by alternating currents , said means comprising a

ated by alternating currents.
circuits in two portions one of which offers greater re
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3. The combination of a source of electrical energy , re

sistance to the passage of direct currents than the other, sistances having their middle points respectively connected

said portions being connected in parallel with the field

magnet winding and being connected at an intermediate

point to the source of energy .9. The combination with a source of alternating current

energy , a source of direct current energy and a motor hay

ing series connected armature and field magnet windings ,

of means for automatically causing the ampere turns in the

field magnet winding to assume a higher value when the

motor is operated by direct currents than when it is oper

ated by alternating currents, said means comprising a cir

cuit in two portions , one of which offers greater resistance

1 )

to the passage of direct currents than the other, said por
ZOT-2344 2526 27

tions being connected in parallel with the field magnet las fiz Fig

winding and being connected at an intermediate point to

the source of energy , the outer terminal of the portion of

the circuit having the greater resistance being connected

to the terminals of the armature and field magnet windings
102528

which are connecte
d

together .

10. The combination with a source of alternating current

energy, a source of direct current energy and one or more

motors having series connected armature and field magnet

windings , of means for causing the ampere turns in the
to said source , auto - transforming windings connected

field magnet windings to assume higher values when the
between the terminals of said resistances , leads connected

motors are operated by direct currents than when operated

by alternating currents , comprising an inductive winding
to intermediate points in the said inductive windings , the

having an intermediate point connected to the source of
first and second , fourth and fifth , etc. , of which are respec

energy and having one terminal connected to a terminal
tively connected to corresponding points in the auto -trans

of the field magnet winding, and a non - inductive resistance
former windings and the third , sixth , etc. , of which are con

connected in series with the inductive winding and having
nected alternately and consecutively to the auto-transform

one terminal connected to the terminals of the field magnet
er windings intermediate the other leads, a translating de

and armature windings which are connected together.
vice or devices having one terminal connected to the middle

11. The combination with a source of alternating current point of one of said resistances and means for connecting

energy , a source of direct current energy and a suitable
the other terminal with any two of said leads .

translating device or devices , of means for causing differ
4. The combination of a source of energy, resistances

ent amounts of current to be supplied to said device or de having their middle points respectively connected to said

xices according to the character of the energy supplied .
source , auto - transformer windings connected between the

12. The combinaion with a source of alternating current terminals of said resistances , stationary contact terminals

energy , a source of direct current energy and a suitable
the first and second , fourth and fifth , etc. , of which are

translating device or devices, of means for automatically respectively connected to corresponding points in the auto

effecting an increase in the amount of direct current sup
transformer windings and the third, sixth , etc. , of which

plied to said device or devices relative to the amount of are connected alternately and consecutively to the auto

alternating current supplied thereto . transformer windings intermediate the other leads , a trans

13. The combination with a source of alternating current lating device or devices having one terminal connected to
energy , a source of direct current energy and a suitable the middle point of one of said resistances and means for

translating device or devices, of means for automatically connecting the other terminalwith any two of said leads.
effecting an increase in the amount of direct current sup 5. The combination of a source of electrical energy , sub

plied to said device or devices relative to the amount of divided auto - transformer windings having their terminals

alternating current supplied thereto comprising an induc- connected thereto , a translating device or devices having

tive winding and an ohmic resistance connected in series one terminal connected to one pair of terminals of the

with each other and in parallel with the translating device said auto - transformer windings , and means for connecting

or devices , a terminal connection being made to a point in the other terminal to points of sub- division of said wind

the inductive winding intermediate its ends .

14. The combination with a source of alternating current 6. The combination of a source of electrical energy , sub

energy, a source of direct current energy, and a translating dividid auto -transformer windings having their terminals

device, of means for automatically adjusting the amount of connected thereto, the end portions of said windings con

current supplied to the translaing device in accordance taining a definite amount of resistance, a translating de
with the kind of current. vice or devices having one terminal connected to one pair

15. The combination with a source of alternating current
of terminals of the said auto - transformer windings and

energy, a source of direct current energy, and a translating means for connecting the other terminal to points of sub

device , of an interposed device that ensures a supply of division of said windings .

current to the translating device that differs in amount ac 7. The combination of a source of electrical energy, resis

cording to its kind . tances having points intermediate their terminals respec

16. The combinaion with a source of alternating current tively connected

energy ,a source of direct current energy and a suitable former windings connectedbetween the terminals of said

to said source , sub - divided auto -trans

translating device or devices , of means for effecting an in- resistances , a translating device or devices connected be.

crease in the amount of direct current supplied to said tween the middle of one of said resistances and points of

device or devices relative to the amount of alternating cur- sub - division of the auto - transformer windings.

rent supplied thereto . 8. The combination of a source of electrical energy, non

inductive resistance having points intermediate their ter;

No. 102,528. Controller for Alternating Current minals respectively connected to said source, sub-divided
Motors. auto - transformer windings connected between the terminals

Contrôleur pour moteurs à courants alternatifs. of said resistances , a translating device or deviecs connected

The Canadian Westinghouse Company Limited, Hamilton, and points of sub - division of the said auto -transformer
between an intermediate point in one of said resistances

Ontario , Canada , assignee of Hermon L. Van Valken

burg, Norwood, Ohio, U.S.A., 11th December, 1906 ; 6
windings .

years. Filed 21st July, 1905. Receipt No. 127,073 .
9. The combination wih two inductive windings and re

sistance

Claim.-1 . The combination of a of electrical
members connecting

corresponding terminals

energy, resistance having their middle points respectively terminals respectively connected to intermediate points
thereof , of an alternating current generator having its

connected to said source , subdivided auto - transformer
said resistance members, a translating device having one

windings connected between the terminals of said resist

ances, a translating device or devices having oneterminal resistance members,and meansfor making progresisve con:

terminal connected to an intermediate point in one of the

connected to themiddle of one of said resistances and nection between the other translating device terminal and
meansfor connecting the other terminal to the various different points in the inductive windings.
points of subdivision of the said auto -transformer windings . 10. The combination of a source of electrical energy , sub

2. The combination of a source of electrical energy, re

sistances having their middle points respectivelyconnected connected thereto, atranslatingdeviceor deviceshaving

divided auto -transformer windings havingtheir terminals

to said source , subdivided auto - transformer windings con one terminal connected to one pair of terminals of the said

nected betwen the terminals of said resistances , a trans auto - transformer windings, and means for connecting the

lating device or devices connected between the middleof other terminalsuccessively to points of sub-division of

onof said resistances and points of subdivision of the said said windingthat are symmetrically and unsymmetrically

auto - transformer windings . located .

1

4

1

ings .

a

source
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No. 102,529. Process of Cleaning and Renovating. break the circuit when the train movement is in one direc

Procédé pour nettoyer et renouveler.
tion and to move idly without affecting the switch arm

when the train movement is in the other direction .

Jules Doux , Utica , New York , U.S.A. , and George Young 8. A train actuated switch for the purpose set forth , com

Allen ,, Montreal , Quebec , Canada , assignee of a half prising a switch arm , a vertical shaft on which said arm is

interest , 11th December , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 18th secured , a spring tending to rotate said arm in one direc

June , 1906. Receipt No. 137,004 . tion and close the circuit, a lever connected with said shaft

Claim -- 1. The process of cleaning and renovating stock , by a horizontal pivot , said lever having a long arm with an

material and fabrics , which consists in subjecting it to a oblique lateral surface, and a spring tending to hold the

washing operation in a bath composed of benzine impreg- free end of said arm normally elevated.

nated with anhydrous ammonia. 9. The combination with a railway track , of a torpedo

2. The process of cleaning and renovating stock , material | placing device, an electro -magnet controlling said device

and fabric which consists in subjecting it to a washing
and having a circuit with an electric generator therein , a

operation , in an alkaline bath , practically free from water visual signal, an electro -magnet controlling said visual

and composed of benzine and anhydrous ammonia. signal , said visual signal and said first -named circuit, and

an electric circuit for said second -named electro -magnet

No. 102,530. Alarm and Signal. Arertisseur et siial. electrically connected with said track .

10. The combination with a railway track of a torpedo

placing device , an electro -magnet controlling said device

and having a circuit equipped with an electric generator , a

visual signal, an electro - magnet controlling said signal, a

circuit for said second- named electro -magnet electrically

connected with the track , and governing mechanism oper

ated by said second -named electro-magnet and controlling

the period of closure of said first -named circuit .

11. The combination with a railway track , of a torpedo

placing device , an electro -magnet controlling the same and

having a circuit equipped with an electric generator, a

visual signal having a movable member connected with said

electric circuit and equipped with a governing device con

30 trolling the closing of said circuit , an electro -magnet serv.

ing to actuate said movable member of the visual signal ,

and a circuit for said second - named magnet equipped with

a generator and controlled by a movable rail of the track

placed on one side of the torpedo placing device and a train

actuated electric switch placed on the other side of the

TheZorge Safety Railway Equipment Company , assignee of torpedo placing device.

Ellsworth Ephraim Flora, Chicago, Illinois , U.S.A. , 11th
December, 1906 ; 6 years Filed 13th January , 1906 . Re

No. 102,531 . Electrolytic Diaphragm.
ceipt No. 136,876 .

Claim.-1 . The combination with a track rail , of a tor
Diaphragme électrolytique.

pedo carrier operating to place a torpedo immediately

above the rail , a spring serving to operate said torpedo

carrier , stops on the torpedo carrier, a vibrating stop , a

spring serving to move said vibrating stop in one direction,

and an electro -magnet serving normally to hold said vibrat

ing stop against the action of its spring.

2. The combination with a railway track , of a device for

the purpose set forth , comprising a rotary torpedo carrier ,

a spring tending to rotate said torpedo carrier, stops ar

ranged on different radii and moving with the torpedo car

rier, and a suitably controlled vibratory stop adapted to
co - act with said stops .

3. A device for the purpose set forth , comprising a cas

ing having an upper chamber and a lower chamber, a tor

pedo carrier housed in the upper chamber, a shaft extend

ing through the torpedo carrier and equipped at its lower

end with an actuating spring, ratchet wheel and pawl con
nection between the upper end of the shaft and -- torpedo

carrier, stops carried by the torpedo carrier , a substanti
Isaih Lewis Roberts, New York City , New York , U.S.A. , 11th

ally vertical vibratory stop, a spring tending to move said
December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 28th September , 1906.

vibratory stop in one direction, a magnet tending to move
Receipt No. 139,891 .

said vibratory stop in the other direction, and a circuit for Claim . - 1 . An electrolytic diaphragm comprising a rigid

said magnet controlled with relation to the condition of a body of porous material, a layer of non - porous material

railway track . thereon , and a fabric on the non - porous material to retain

4. The combination with a railway track having a mov- the same on the rigid body, as set forth .

able switch point, of a torpedo carrier, potential means for 2. An electrolytic diaphragm comprising a rigid body of

actuating said carrier, an electro-magnet controlling the porous material, a layer of non - porous material thereon, a

movement of the torpedo carrier, and an electric circuit, or fabric on the non -porous material to retain the same on the

circuits, for said magnet having a make-and -break device rigid body, and a reticulated support for the fabric, as set

controlled with relation to the movement of the switch forth.

point and having also a train conrolled electric switch, for

the purpose set forth . No. 102,532. Semaphore. Sémaphore.

5. The combination with a railway track having a mov

able switch point, of a torpedo carrier, a magnet control- The ElectricSignagraph and Semaphore Company, Chicago ,

ling said torpedo carrier, a branch circuit for said magnet
Illinois , assignee of Jean F. Webb , Jr. , Denver, Color

connected with the switch point , and a second branch cir
ado , U.S.A., 11th December, 1906; 6 years. Filed 24th

cuit for said magnet having a train actuated normally
August , 1906 . Receipt No. 138,958 .

closed switch located on the opposite side of the detonating Claim . - 1. In a sempahore of the class described, an oscil

device to which the switch point of the railway track is lating signal shaft, a semaphore arm on said signal shaft, a
located , for the purpose set forth . rotatable drive shaft , connections between the rotatable

6. The combination with a track rail , a signalling device , | drive shaft and the oscillating signal shaft whereby the

and an electric circuit controlling said signalling device, of signal shaft may be operated by the rotatableshaft, an
a normally closed train actuated switch which is actuated electrically operated means for uni-directionally rotating
to break the circuit when the train moves in one direction said drive shaft , substantially as shown and described .
and which works idly to leave the circuit unbroken when 2. In a signalling apparatus, an oscillating semaphore , a

the train moves in the other direction . rotatable drive shaft to co -operatively connected with said

7. The combination with a track rail, a signalling device , oscillating semaphore , electrically operated means for in
and an electric circuit controlling said signalling device ,of termittently rotating the drive shaft always in the same

a normally closed train actuated switch arm movable about direction to oscillatethe semaphore to alternately display
a vertical axis and a wheel actuatedlever movableabouta safety and danger signals , substantially as shown and des
horizontal axisand serving to turn said switcharmand cribed .

2
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3. In an apparatus of the class described , an oscillating 10. In an apparatus of the class described , an oscillating

semaphore, a rotatable drive shaft, connection between semaphore signal carrying shaft, a rotatable drive shaft,
connections between said drive shaft and said signal shaft

whereby the motion of the former is imparted oscillatingly

to the latter , electrically operating mecbanism for rotating

said drive shaft uni-directly, means for automatically cut

ting out said electrically operating mechanism at times,

and means for simultaneously operating a return signal,

subsantially as shown and described.

11. In an apparatus of the class described, an oscillating

semaphore signal carrying shaft , a rotatable drive shaft ,

connections between said drive shaft and said signal shaft

whereby the motion of the former is imparted oscillatingly

10 the latter, electrically operating mechanism for rotating

said drive shaft uni-directionally , means for automatically

cutting out said electrically operating mechanism at times ,

miaus for simultaneously operating a return signal , and

electrically controlled mechanism for again cutting in said

electrically operating mechanism at times , substantially as
shown and described .

12. In an apparatus of the class described , an oscillating

signal shaft , a rotatable drive shaft , means for rotating

said drive shaft uni - directionally , connection between said

rotatable drive shaft and said oscillating signal shaft for

co -operatively connecting the same , said connections in

cluding means for locking said signal shaft from oscillation

by external operation , substantially as shown .

13. A semaphore of the class described comprising an os

cillatable signal carrying shaft, a uni-directionally rota

table shaft electric motor , connections between said motor

and said signal carrying shaft for oscillating the same, sub

stantially as shown and described .

14. In a semaphore of the class described , an oscillatable

signal carrying shaft, a rotatable drive shaft , connections

between the drive shaft and the signalling shaft whereby

said drive shaft and said semaphore, whereby the rotary the latter may be operated by the former , an electric motor

motion of the drive shaft is converted into oscillating mo- for rotating said drive shaft uni-directionally, substantially

tion at the semaphore , and electrically operated devices for as shown and described .

rotating said drive shaft always in the same direction sub

stantially as shown and described.
15. In a semaphore of the class described , an oscillatable

4. A samaphore comprising an oscillating signalling shaft,
signal carrying shaft, a rotatable drive shaft , connections

between the drive shaft and the signalling shaft whereby
a rotatable drive shaft , connections between said drive and

the latter may be operated by the former, an electric motor

signal shafts , an electrically operative mechanism for in for rotating said drive shaft uni-directionally, and means for
termittently rotating said drive shaft always in the same

direction to oscillate the signal shaft to alternately display tially as shown and described.
automatically opening the motor circuit at times, substan

safety and danger signals , substantially as shown and des

cribed. 16. In a semaphore of he class described , an oscillatable

5. A semaphore of the class described , comprising an
signal carrying shaft, a rotatable drive shaft , connections

oscillating signal carrying shaft , and a rotatable drive shaft
between the drive shaft and the signalling shaft whereby

Co - perativ . ly connected with the signal carrying shaft ,
the latter may be operated by the former, an electric motor

means for locking said signal carrying shaft from rotation
for rotating said drive shaft uni- directionally, means for

at times, electrically operated means for rotating said drive
automatically opening the motor circuit at times, and re

Shatt in one direction only, to oscillate the signal shaft , turn signal circuits controlled by said drive shaft for oper

substantially as shown and described .
ating a return signal as the motor circuit is opened, sub

6. In a signalling apparatus, an oscillating signal carry
stantially as shown and described .

ing shaft , a rotatable drive shaft co - operatively connected 17. In a semaphore of the class described , an oscillatable

therewith, means for rotating the drive shaft always in one signal carrying shaft, a rotatable drive shaft, connections

direction to oscillate the signal shaft to alternately display between the drive shaft and the signalling shaft whereby

safety and danger signals , and return signalling circuits the latter may be operated by the former, an electric motor

including circuits closers Co- operatively connected with for rotating said drive shaft uni -directionally, means for

the semaphore operating mechanism for operating return automatically opening the motor circuit at times and an

signals at each movement of the semaphore signals , sub electrically controlled means for again closing the motor

stantially as shown and described . circuit, substantially as shown and described .

7. An oscillating semaphore , rotatable electrically oper- 18. In a semayhore of the class described, an oscillatable

ated devices co - operatively connected with said semaphore signal carrying shaft, a rotatable drive shaft, connections

to oscillate the same to alternately display safety and between the drive shaft and the signalling shaft whereby

danger signals , and return signalling circuits including cir- the latter may be operated by the former, an electric motor

( uit closers co- operatively connected with the semaphore for rotating said drive shaft uni - directionally , means for
operating mechanism for operating return signals at each automatically opening the motor at times , and return

movement of the semaphore , substantially as shown and signals controlled by said drive shaft for operating a return

described. signal as the motor circuit is opened , and electrically con

8. An apparatus of the class described , comprising an trolled means for again closing the motor circuit .

oscillating semaphore signal carrying shaft and a rotatable 19. In a semaphore of the class described, an oscillatable
drive shaft Co -o eratively connected therewith to impart signal carrying shaft, a rotatable drive shaft, connections

cscillatory motion to the signal shaft , electrically con- between the drive shaft and the signalling shaft whereby

trolled mechanism for intermittently rotating said drive the latter may be operated by he former, an electric motor

shaft uni -directi nully, return signalling circuits includ for rotating said drive shaft uni -directionally, means -- "
ing circuit closers co - operatively connected with the sema automatically opening the motor circuit at times and means

phore operating mechanism for operating return signals at for locking the oscillating shaft from oscillation by appli

cach movement of the semaphore, substantially as shown cation of external meanswhen the motor is at rest , sub

and described. stantially as shown and described .

9. An apparatus of the class described , comprising an 20. In a semaphore of the class described , an oscillatable

oscillating semaphore signal carrying shaft and a rotatable signal carrying shaft,3 rotatable drive shaft, connections
drive shaft co-operatively connected there with to impart between the drive shatt andthe signalling shaftwhereby

oscillatory motion to the signal shaft , electrically controll- the latter may be operated by the former ,an electric motor

ed mechanism for intermittently rotating said drive shaft for rotating said driveshaft uni-directionally, means for

uni-directionally, return signalling circuit including cir- automaticallyopening the motor circuit at times, return

cuit closers co -operatively connected with the semaphore signal circuits controlled by said drive shaft for operating
operating mechanism for operating return signals at each a return signal as the motor circuit is opened, and means

movement of the semaphore, and means for automatically for locking the oscillating shaft from oscillation by appli:
rendering said electrically controlled mechanism inopera- cation of external means when the motor is at rest, sub

tive at times, substantially as shown and described . stantially as shown axid described .

2
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21. In a semaphore of the class described , an oscillatable cally opening the motor circuit at times , and an electrically

signal carrying shaft, a roiatable drive shaft, connections energized means for closing the motor circuit at times .

between the drive shaft and the signalling shaft whereby 30. In an apparatus of the class described, a main sup

the latter may be operated by the former, an electric motor port, a signal shaft mounted therein , a supplemental sup

for rotating said drive shaft uni - directionally, means for port secured to the main support , a drive shaft mounted in

automatically opening the motor circuit at times , an elec- said supplemental support, a crank arm secured to said

trically controlled means for again closing the motor cir - drive shaft, an arm secured to said signalling shaft , pin and

cuit, and means for locking the oscillating shaft from oscil . slot connections between said arms, electrically operating

lation by application of external means when the motor is means for imparting uni-directional rotary movement to

at rest, substantially as shown and described . said shaft to set thesignals , means for automatically open

22. In a seraphore of the class described , an oscillatable | ing the motor circuit at times, and electrically energized

signal carrying shaft, a rotatable drive shaft , connections means for closing the motor circuit at times , and means con

between the drive shaft and the signalling shaft whereby | trolled by the semaphore mechanism for operating return

the latter may be operated by the former, an electric motor signals when the semaphore signals are set, substantially

for rotating said drive shaft uni-directionally , and means as shown and described .

for automatically opening the motor circuit at times , return 31. In an apparatus of the class described , a semaphore

signals controlled by said drive shaft for operating a re- signal carrying shaft, electrically operated uni -directional

turn signal as the motor circuit is opened, electrically con- rotatable means co - operatively connected with said signal

trolld means for again closing the motor circuit , and shaft, for oscillating the same to alternately display danger

means for locking the oscillating shaft from oscillation by and safety signals, substantially as shown and described .

application of external means when the motor is at rest , 32. In an apparatus of the class described, a semaphore

substantially as shown and described . signal carrying shaft , electrically operated uni - directional

23. In an apparatus of the class described, a main support , rotatable means co -operatively connected with said signal

a signal shaft mounted therein, a supplemental support shaft , for oscillating the same to alternately display dan

secured to the main support , a drive shart mounted in said ger and safety signals, and electro -mechanical means for

supplemental support , a crank arm secured to said drive controlling said continuously rotatable means, substanti

shaft , an arm secured to said signalling shaft , pin and slotally as shown and described.

connections betweea said arms, electrically operating 33. In an apparatus of the class described , supporting

means for imparting uni - directionally rotary movement to standards having bearing portions, a signal carrying shaft

said drive shaft to set the signals , substantially as shown mounted therein , a semaphore signal carrying arm secured
and described. to the shaft , a slotted operating arm secured to the shaft ,

24. In an aparatus of the class described, a main support, a rotatable drive shaft mounted in bearings in said sup

a signal shaft mounted therein , a supplemental support port, a crank arm secured to said drive shaft , a wrist pin

secured to the main support, a drive shaft mounted in said on said crank arm to enter the slot, in said operating arm,

supplemental support , a crank secured to said drive shaft ,
and an electric motor geared to said drive shaft to rotate it

an arın secured to said signalling shaft, pin and slot con to operate the signals, substantially as shown and described.

nections between said arms, electrically operating means
34. In an apparatus of the class described , upright sup

for imparting uni- directionally rotary movement to said
porting standards having bearing portions, a signal shaft

drive shaft to set the signals , and electro -mechanically con mounted therein , a semaphore signal carrying arm secured

trolled devices for cutting in and cutting out the motor to the shaft , a slotted operating arm secured to the shaft,

from operation , substantially as shown and described .
a rotatable drive shaft mounted in bearings in said sup

port , a crank arm connected to said drive shaft, a wrist
25. In an apparatus of the class described , a main sup

port , a signal shaft mounted therein , a supplemental sup
pin on said crank arm to enter the slot in said operating

port secured to the main support , a drive shaft mounted in

arm , an electric motor geared to said drive shaft to rotate

it , a motor circuit , a switch in said motor circuit and

said supplemental support , a crank arm secured to said
means controlled by the movement of the drive shaft for

drive shaft, an arm secured to said signalling shaft, pin

and slot connections between said arms , electrically operat
opening said switch at times .

ing means for imparting uni -directional rotary movement
35. In an apparatus of the class described, upright sup

to said shaft to set the signals , means for automatically porting standards having bearing portions, a signal shaft

opening the motor circuit at times, substantially as shown
mounted therein, a semaphore signal carrying arm secured

to the shaft , a slotted operating arm secured to the shaft ,
and described .

a rotatable drive shaft mounted in bearings in said sup

26. In an apparatus of the class described , a main sup port , a crank arm connected to said drive shaft , a wrist pin

port , a signal shaft mounted therein , a supplemental sup- on said crank arm to enter the slot in said operating arm

port secured to the main support, a drive shaft mounted in an electric motor geared to said motor circuit, means con

said supplemental support, a crank arm secured to said trolled by the movement of the drive shaft for opening said

drive shaft, an arm secured to said signalling shaft, pin switch at times , and electro -magnetic devices for closing

and slot connections between said arms , electrically operat- said switch at times .

ing means for imparting uni - directional rotary movement 36. In an apparatus of the class described, upright sup

to said drive shaft to set the signals , means controlled by porting standards having bearing portions, a signal shaft

the rotatable drive shaft for automatically opening the motor mounted therein , a semaphore signal carrying arm secured
circuit at times , substantially as shown and described. to the shaft, a slotter operating arm secured to the shaft , a

27. In an apparatus of the class described, a main sup- rotatable drive shaft mounted in bearings in said support,

port, a signal shaft mounted therein , a supplemental sup- a crank arm connected to said drive shaft , a wrist pin on

port secured to the main support , a drive shaft mounted in said crank arm to enter the slot in said operating arm , an

said supplemental support, a crank arm secured to said electric motor geared to said drive shaft to rotate it , a

drive shaft , an arm secured to said signalling shaft , pin and motor circuit , a switch in said motor circuit, means con

slot cnnections teneen said arms, electrically operating trolled bythe movement of the drive shaft for opening said

means for imparting uni - directional rotary movement to switch at times , electro -magnetic devices for closing said

said shaft to set the signals , means controlled by the rotat- switch at times, means for locking said switch to its closed

able drive shaft for automatically opening the motor cir- position .

cuit at times, and means controlled by thu semaphore mech- 37. In an apparatus of the class described , upright sup

anism for operating return signals when the semaphore porting standards having bearing portions, a signal shaft

signals are set . mounted therein , a semaphore signal carrying arm secured
28. In an apparatus of the class described , a main support. to the shaft , a slotted operating arm secured to the shaft,

a . signal shaft mounted therein , a supplemental support a rotatable drive shaft mounted in bearings in said sup
secured to the main support , a drive shaft mounted in port, a crank arm connected to said drive shaft, a wrist

said supplemental support, a crank arm secured to said drive pin on said crank arm to enter the slot in said operating

shaft , an arm secured to said signalling shaft , pin and slot arm , an electric motor geared to said drive shaft to rotate

connections between said arms , electrically operating means it , a motor circuit , a switch in said motor circuit , means
for imparting uni- directional rotary movement to said shaft controlled by the movement of the drive shaft for opening

to set the signals, means controlled by the semaphore said switch at times , electro -magnetic devices for closing
mechanism for operating return signals when the sema- said switch at times , means for locking said switch to its

phore signals are set . closed position , and return signals controlled by the move

29. Inan apparatus of the class described , a main sup- ment of the drive shaft to indicate the position of the sem
port, a signal shaft mounted therein , a supplemental sup- aphore signals .

port secured to the main support , a drive shaft mounted in 38. In an apparatus of the class described , supporting

said supplemental support, a crank arm secured to said standards having bearing portions , a signal carrying shaft

drive shaft, an arm secured to said signalling shaft , pin mounted therein , a semaphore carrying arm secured to the

and slot connections between said arms, electrically oper- shaft , a slotted operating arm secured to the shaft, a rota
ating means for imparting uni- directional rotary move- table drive shaft mounted in bearings in said support, a

ment to said shaft to set the signal, means for automati- crank arm connected to said drive shaft, a wrist pin on

12-14
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said crank arm to enter the slot in said operating arm , an 45. In an apparatus of the class described , an oscillating

electric motor geared to said drive shaft to rotate it to signal shaft , a rotating drive shaft , connections between

operate the signals , and return signals controlled by the said drive shaft and said signal shaft whereby the rotary

movement of the drive shaft to indicate the position of the motion of the former is converted into oscillating motion in

semaphore signals . the latter , a rotatable electric motor, gear connections be

39. In an apparatus of the class described , upright sup - tween said electric motor and said drive shaft whereby the

ports having bearing portions , a signal shaft mounted motor breaks the drive shaft , an electric motor circuit , a

therein, a semaphore signal carrying arm secured to the switch in said electric motor circuit , means for normally

shaft , a slotted operating arm secured to the shaft , a pair holding said switch closed, means controlled by the drive
of supplemental glass carrying arms secured to the shaft , shaft movement for releasing said switch to open the motor

a signal light secured between the supports to co-operate circuit at times, a main line setting circuit, electro-mag

with the signal glasses, a rotatable drive shaft mounted in netically operating means in said main line setting circuit

bearings in said support , a crank arm connected to said | for closing the motor circuit at times, substantially as

drive shaft, a wrist pin on said crank arm to enter the slot shown and described.

in said operating arm , an electric motor geared to said

drive shaft to rotate it , substantially as shown and des signal shaft, a rotating drive shaft, connections between
46. In an apparatus of the class described , an oscillating

cribed .

40. In an apparatus of the class described , upright sup motion of the former is converted into oscillating motionsaid drive shaft and card signal shaft whereby the rotary

ports having bearing portions , a signal shaft mounted
in the latter, a rotatable electric motor, gear connections

therein , a semaphore signal carrying arm secured to the
shaft, å slotted operating arm secured to the shaft, a pair the motor rotates the drive shaft, an electric motor circuit,

beween said electric motor and said drive shaft whereby

of supplemental glass carrying arms secured to the shaft,

a signal light secured between the supports to co-operate holding said switch closed , means controlled by the drive
a switch in said electric motor circuit , means for normally

with the signal glasses , a rotatable drive shaft mounted in shaft movementfor releasing said switch to open the motor
bearings insaid support, a crank arm connected to said circuit at times, a main line setting circuit, electro -mag
drive shaft, a wrist pin on said crank arm to enter the slot netically operating means in said main line setting circuit
in said operating arm , an electric motor geared to said
drive shaft to rotate it, andreturn signals controlled by signalling circuits, said return circuits including circuit

for closing the motor circuit at times , and a pair of return

the movement of the drive shaft to indicate the position of

the semaphore and light signals, subsantiallyas shown and closers controlled by the movement ofthe drive shaftfor

described .
closing and opening said return signal circuits , all being

arranged substantially as shown and described .
41. In an apparatus of the class described , supporting

standards having bearing portions , a signal carrying shaft 47. In an apparatus of the class described , an oscillatable

mounted therein , a semaphore signal carrying arm secured semaphore signal carrying shaft, a rotatable drive shaft

to the shaft , slotted operating arm secured to the shaft , a an electric motor for rotating said drive shaft, connections

rotatable drive shaft mounted in bearings in said support, a between the drive shaft and the signal shaft whereby the

crank arm connected to said drive shaft , a wrist pin on said rotary motion of the former is converted into oscillating

crank arm to enter the slot in said operating arm , an elec- motion in the latter, said connections between the drive

tric motor geared to said drive shaft to rotate
it and signal shafts being so arranged that when the signal

to operate the signals , return signals controlled by the shaft is at the ex'reme movement of its danger and safety

movement of the drive shaft to indicate the position of the positions thesignal shaft will be locked from independent

semaphore signals , a motor circuit , a switch in said motor

circuit and means controlled by the movement of the drive
movement, substantially as shown and described .

shaft for opening said switch at times , substantially as 48. In an apparatus of the class described , an oscillatable

shown and described .
semaphore signal carrying shaft, a rotatable drive shaft,

42. In an apparatus of the class described, supporting an electric motor for rotating said drive , connections be
standards having bearing portions, a signal carrying shaft tween the drive shaft and the signal shaft whereby the

mounted therein , a semaphore signal carrying arm secured rotary motion of the former is converted into oscillating

to the shaft , a slotted operating arm secured to the shaft, motion in the latter, said connections between the drive

a rotatable drive shaft mounted in bearings in said support ,
and signal shafts being so arranged that when the signal

a crank arm connected to said drive shaft , a wrist pin on
shaft is at the extreme movement of its danger and safetysaid crank arm to enter the slot in said operating arm, an

electric motor geared tosaiddrive shaft to rotate it to oper- positions , the signal shaft will be locked from independ

ate the signals , return signals controlled by the movement ent movement , and a housing for enclosing the operating
of the drive shaft to indicate the position of the semaphore mechanism , said signal shaft projecting through said

signals, a motor circuit, a switch in said motor, means con- housing, substantially as shown and described .
trolled by the movement of the drive shaft for opening said 49. In an apparatus of class described, a supporting frame,
switch at times, and electro -magnet devices for closing said

switch at times , substantially as shown and described .
a signal shaft carried by the supporting frame which con

trols the signal , a rotatable operating shaft, connections
43. In an apparatus of the class described, upright sup between the operating and signal shafts whereby therota

ports having bearing portions, a signal shaft mounted
table motion of the former is converted into oscillating

therein , a semaphore signal carrying arm secured to the
shaft, a slotted operating arm secured to the shaft, a pair motionin the latter, an electric motor for rotating the

of supplemental glass carrying armssecured to the shaft, operating shaft, electrically controlled means for starting

a signal light secured between said supports to co -operate the motor into operation , means for automatically cutting

with the signal glasses, a rotatable drive shaft mounted in out the motor from operation at times , means for sending

bearings in said support, a crank arm connected to said in return signals from the semaphore to the towner oper.

drive shaft, a wrist pin on said crank to enter the slot in ator, a station to indicate the position of the signals, and

said operating arm , an electric motor geared to said drive ineans whereby the signalling shaft can be locked from in

shaft to rotateit , a motor circuit, a switch in said motor dependent movement when in its extreme danger or safety

circuit, means for locking said switch to its closed position ; positions, substantially as shown and described.

and means controlled by the movement of the drive shaft

for unlocking said switch at times , substantially as shown

and described.

44. In an apparatus of the class described, upright sup
No. 102,533. Potato Digger. Arrache-patates.

ports having bearing portions , a signal shaft mounted

therein , a semaphore signal carrying arm secured to the George E. Chute, Princeton , Minnesota , U.S.A. , 11th De

shaft , a slotted operating arm secured to the shaft , a pair
cember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 28th November, 1906. Re

of supplemental glass carrying arms secured to the shaft,
ceipt No. 141,607.

a signal light secured between the supports to co-operate
Claim.-1 . An attachment for potato diggers, comprising

with the signal glasses , a rotatable drive shaft mounted in
a plank adapted to dragon the ground andhaving a cross;

bearings in said support, a crank arm connected to said
piece secured to the upper face thereofat the forward end

drive shaft , a wrist pin on said crank arm to enter the

slot in said operating arm, an electric motor geared to said
of the plank , an evener bar hitched centrally between its

ends to said crosspiece, a pair of hitching rods attached to
drive shaft to rotate it , a motor circuit , a switch in said said evener bar, one

motor circuit, means for locking said switch to its closed

near each end , and hitching rings

connected to the other ends of said hitching rods.
position , means controlled by the movement of the drive

shaft for unlocking said switch at times, and return electric 2. An attachment for potato diggers , comprising a sled

signal circuits including circuit closing terminals and cir- like member in the form of a plank adapted to drag on the
cuitcloserscarried by the drive shaft for closing said signal ground, a guard fender supported thereby adjacenttherear
circuits at times, substantially as shown and described . end 01 the plank, an evener bar pivoted centrally of its

2
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length to the forward end of the plank, a pair of hitching

rods having their one end pivotally attached to the evener

1
0
2
5
3
3

2. The herein described process, consisting in supplying

currents of a gas to be acted upon by electrical discharges

to pairs of blast pipes having opposing discharge openings,

each pair of such blast pipes being separated by the plane

of the electrodes designed for effecting the said discharges,

and in subjecting the voltaic arcs originated to the influ

ence of magnetical means adapted to co -operate with the

currents of gas issuing from the blast pipes , substantially

as and for the purpose specified.
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.4.

Wo. 102,536. Rug Holder. Attache -carpette.
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bar, and means carried by the other end of said rods for

attaching them to a vehicle .

1
0
2
5
3
6

No. 102,534. Production of Voltaic Strong Cur

rents.

Production de courants forts volcaïques.
Edward H. Bailey , New York City , New York , U.S.A. , 11th

December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 14th September, 1906 .

Receipt No. 139,511 .

Claim.-1 . A rug holder made up of a single piece of rub

ber moulded into shape and having a body portion and a

shank extending from said body portion , and an edging of

ſabric moulded with said body portion and projecting there

from for attachment to the rug .

2. A rug holder made up of a single piece of rubber

moulded into shape and having a body portion provided

with corners and a shank extending from said body portion,

one of said corners being förmed with a bulbous enlargement

in line with said shank .

P
i
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i
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No. 102,537. Briqueting Machine.

Machine à briquetle.

Salpetersaure - Industrie -Gesellschaft, G.M. b . H. , assignee of

Harry Pauling, both of Gelsenkirchen , Westphalia,

Prussia , 11th December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 19th April ,
1906. Receipt No. 135,061 .

Claim.-Tho process for the production of voltaic strong

current arcs between electrodes of great mutual distance ,

consisting in blowing the discharges of an auxiliary spark

gap into the space between such electrodes , substantially as

and for the purposes set forth .

No. 102,535. Production of Voltaic Strong Cur

rent Arcs.

Production de courants forts à arcs voltaïques .
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Harry Pauling, 84 Wilhelmstrasse, Gelsenkirchen IV. , West

phalia, Germany, 11th December , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed Richard C. Hills , Denver, Colorado, U.S.A. , 11th December,
sta November, 1906. Receipt No. 141,037 . 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 16th June , 1906. Receipt No.

Claim . - 1. The herein described process , consisting in 136,968 .

supplying currents of a gasto be acted upon by electrical Claim .-1 . In a briqueting machine, the combination of a

discharges to pairs of blast pipes having opposing dis- inould box composed of a movable member and a stationary

Charge openings, each pair of such blast pipes being sepa- co - operating member, a reciprocating ram entering the

rated by the plane of the electrodes designed for effecting movable member, and a yieldingly supported relief plunger
the said discharges ,substantially as andfor the purpose | entering the stationary member and co -operatingwiththe
set forth .

ram , substantially as described.
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case

2. The combination of a mould box comprising a movable moulds from the front, a driving shaft , connections between
member and a co -operating stationary member , a ram , en- said shaft and the driving plungers and movable mould

tering the movable member, a relief plunger entering the sta- members, whereby the said plungers and mould members

tionary member, and means for imparting reciprocating mo- are reciprocated, the movement of the mould members be

tion to the ram and the movable mould box member. ing more rapid than the movement of the plungers , resist

3. In a machine of the class described, the combination ance plungers entering the moulds from the rear, relief

with a suitable case, of a mould box provided with a mov heads connected with said plungers, a relief shaft upon

able mould member arranged to slide in the case , a plunger which said heads are mounted , a hydraulic cylinder , a pis

arranged to enter the mould from the front, and means for ton therein , and a suitable connection between the piston

operating the plunger and the movable mould box member , and the relief head shaft .

the arrangement being such that the movement of the mould 11. The combination with a stationary mould case , of

box member is uniformly more rapid than that of the moulds located therein , each mould having a movable mem

plunger. ber, driving plungers entering the moulds from the front ,

4. In a machine of the class described , the combination a driving shaft, connections between said shaftand the

with a suitable frame having a case, à mould having a driving plungers and movable mould members, whereby the

member movable in the case, a plunger arranged to enter said plungers and mould members are reciprocated, the

the mould from the front, a shaft provided with an eccen movement of the mould members being uniformly more rap'd

tric with which the plunger is connected in operative rela
than the movement of the plungers.

tion , a frame connected with the movable mould box mem 12. The combination with a mould case , of moulds sup

ber and provided with front and rear tappets , cams mounted ported by said case each mould having one movable mem

on the eccentric shaft and arranged to engage the front and ber, driving plungers entering the moulds from the front ,

rear tappets respectively, for imparting a relatively rapid a driving shaft , connections between said shafts and the

reciprocating movement to the movable mould member, and driving plungers and movable mould members whereby the

a relief plunger entering the mould from the rear , substan- said plungers and mould members are reciprocated , resist

tially as described. ance plungers entering the moulds from the rear , relief

5. In a multiple mould briquet machine , the combination heads respectively connected with said plungers , a relief

with a suitable frame , of a mould case extending trans shaft upon which said heads are mounted , a hydraulic cylin

versely across the machine , of moulds provided with mov- der, a piston therein , and a suitable operative connection

able mould members slidable in said case , driving plungers between the piston and the relief shaft ,

entering the mould from the front , a shaft provided with 13. The combination with a frame and a mould case , of

eccentrics with which the driving plungers are connected mould boxes located in said case , each box having a mem

in operative relation , frames provided with front and rear ber slidable in the case , driving plungers entering the mould

tappets , said frames being connected with the movable boxes from the front , means for reciprocating the driving

mould box members , and cams mounted on the eccentric plungers and movable mould box members , relief plungers
shaft and adapted to respectively engage the front and entering the mould boxes from the rear , relief heads res

rear tappets for imparting a reciprocating movement to the pectively engaging the relief plungers and relief shaft upon
movable mould box members . which said heads are mounted , a hydraulic cylinder , a piston

6. The combination with a suitable frame having a mould therein , and a suitable operative connection between the

extending transversely thereacross , moulds having relief shaft and said piston , substantially as described .
members slidable in said case , said moulds being open at 14. În a briquet machine thecombination withsuitable

the front and rear , resistance plungers entering said moulds frame, of a mould mounted on the frame open at the front and

from the rear and having a limited movement as described , rear and having a movable member, a driving plunger ar

driving plungers entering said moulds from the front, a ranged to enter the mould at one extremity, a resistance

shaft having eccentries with which the driving plungers plunger arranged to enter the mould at the opposite er :
are connected, frames connected with the movable mould tremity, a briquet extractor mounted on the movable mould

box members and provided with front and rear tappets , and member. the latter being provided with an opening through

two sets of cams mounted on the eccentric shaft , one set which the extractor projects downwardly, whereby as the

acting on the front tappets to impart movement to the movable mould member moves forwardly , the extractor is

movable mould box member in one direction , and the other brought into contact with the briquet to release and eject
set acting on the rear tappets to impart movement in the the same, substantially as described .

opposite direction . 15. The combination with a suitable frame of a mould

7. The combination with a suitable frame , and a mould mounted on the frame and open at the front and rear , said

case extending transversely across the same intermediate mould having a movable member, a driving plunger arrang

its extremities , of moulds mounted in the mould case , each ed to enter the mould at one extremity , a resistance plunger
mould having a member slidable in said case, the said arranged to enter the mould at the opposite extremity , an
moulds being open at the front and rear, driving plungers extractor device mounted the rear extremity of the

arranged to enter the moulds from the front , resistance movable mould member, thelatter having an opening through

plungers entering the moulds from the rear, a hydraulic which the extractor projects downwardly to engagement with

resistance cylinder , and a piston therein suitably connected the briquet to be extracted as the movable mould member

with all of the resistance plungers , for the purpose set moves forwardly , the extractor device being provided with

forth . a roller , and a stationary actuating device mounted on the

8. The combination with a suitable frame and a mould frame and adapted to engage the roller of the extractor de

case extending transversely across the same intermediate vice where the latter is moved downwardly at the point

his extremities, of moulds mounted in the mould case , each where the briquet is to be discharged .

mould having a member slidable in said case , the said 16. In a briquet machine the combination with a suitable

moulds being open at the frontand rear, driving plungers frame, of a mould mounted on theframeand open at the

arranged to enter the moulds from the front , a shaft having front and rear , said mould having a movable mould mem -

eccentric with which the driving plungers are connected, ber , a driving plunger arranged to enter the mould at one

resistance plungers entering the moulds from the rear, re- extremity , a resistance plunger arranged to enter the mould

lief heads with which the resistance plungers are con at the opposite extremity. a spring sunported extractor

nected, a hydraulic resistance cylinder, a piston therein , device mounted on the rear extremity of the movable mould

and an operative conection between the cylinder piston member, a stationary bar mounted on the frame , an anti

and the relief heads, whereby the latter act on the piston frictional roller mounted on the extractor device and adapt,
successively , and means operated from the eccentric shaft ed to engage said har which is nrovided with an inclined

for actuating the movable mould box members, substanti- face , whereby as the movable mould member morns for

ally as described. wardly. the roller of the extractor device engages said in

9. In a briqueting machine , the combination with a suit- clined face which force the extractor device downwardly to

able frame and a mould case mounted thereon , of moulds eject the briquet. substantially as describe'l.
open at both ends and provided with movable mould mem 17. In a briquet machine the combination with a mould

bers , driving plungers entering said moulds in front, resist case of a mould having a member slidable in said case.

ance plungers entering said moulds from the rear, a shaft driving plunger entering the mould from the front a hon;
journalled in the frame , relief heads mounted on said shaft, per mounted on the mould case and communicating with

each relief head being connected with the shaft to actuate the fred snace with which the movable mouli momber is

the latter independently and without moving the other provided when the latter is pronesly anivsted, and a stir
heads, the resistance plungers being connected with the ring device mounted on the slidable mould member, and An.

relief heads, a hydraulic resistance cylinder, a piston there tering the hopper. the said stirring device moving with the
in , a rack mounted on the piston stem , and a cogged seg slidable mouli member for the nurpose set forth .
ment fast on the relief shaft and engaging the rack of the 18. The combination with a stationary mould case ? mould

piston stem . hoy located in ea in case and having a movable mouiri mem .

10. The combination with a suitable frame and a station ber. a driving nliinger engaging sain moult hov from the

ary mould case, of moulds located in said case , each mould
front . Co - operating resistance

having a movable member, driving plungers entering the mould box from the rear, the movable mould membar hav

on

a

nlunger engaging the
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ing a feed space communicating with the chamber of the ber having an exhaust port also controlled by the cylinder

mould box, a vertically movable feed plunger mounted on piston and partly uncovered previous to the uncovering of

the frame, and suitable means for actuating the same the entrance port of the by -pass, pistons reciprocating in

whereby as the feed space of said movable member reaches the said cylinders , a piston rod common to both pistons and

the proper position , the said plunger descends and causes provided with a guideway at a right angle to the piston rod,

the briquet material to enter the mould box chamber in and a crank shaft. having its arm engaging the said guide

front of the plunger. way.

19. The combination with a suitable frame and mould 3. An explosion engine comprising a pair of aligned cylin

case , of a mould box located in said case and having a ders closed at both ends and each having a compression

movable mould member, means for reciprocating said mem- and an explosion chamber and an auxiliary chamber for

ber , the movable mould member having a feed space , a sucking in , mixing and compressing the charge , the cham

hopper mounted on the mould case and arranged to dis- bers being connected with each other by a by -pass, the

charge into the feed space of the movable mould member entrance port of which into the explosion chamber is con

when the latter is in the proper position , a horizontally re- trolled by the cylinder piston , and the said explosion cham

ciprocating driving plunger entering the mould box from ber having an exhaust port also controlled by the cylinder

the front , a relief plunger entering the mould box from the piston and partly uncovered previous tothe uncovering of

rear, a vertically movable feed plunger adapted to enter the entrance port of the by- pass , pistons reciprocating in

the feed space of the vertically movable mould member the said cylinders , a piston rod common to both pistons to

when the latter is in the proper position, said feed plunger | rigidly connect the same with each other, a guideway on

being provided with an anti - frictional roller, suitable guides the said piston rod intermediate the said cylinders , a bear

for the feed plunger , a cam mounted on the frame, and ing slidable on the said guideway, and a crank shaft having

means for actuating the cam whereby the feed plunger en- its crank pin engaging the said bearing.

gages the roller and raises the plunger at predetermined 4. An explosion engine comprising a pair of aligned cylin

intervals, substantially as described . ders closed at both ends and each having a compression

20. In a briquet machine the combination with a suitable and an explosion chamber and an auxiliary chamber for
frame, of a movable mould box member provided with a sucking in , mixing and compressing the charge , the cham

feed space , a hopper for supplying material to said space , bers being connectod with each other by a by-pass , the
means for reciprocating the movable mould box member, entrance port of which into the explosion chamber is con

and a vertically adjustable gauge plate suitably mounted trolled by the cylinder piston , and the said explosion cham

on the frame and projecting into the feed space of the mov ber having an exhaust port also controlled by the cylinder

able mould box member, for the purpose set forth . piston and partly uncovered previous to the uncovering of

the entrance port of the by - pass, pistons reciprocating in

No. 102,538. Motor. Moteur. the said cylinders, a piston rod common to both pistons for

rigidly connecting the pistons with each other, a guideway

on the said piston rod at a right angle thereto and inter

mediate the said cylinders , crank shafts having their crank

pins engaging the said guideway , and gear wheels secured

on the said crank shafts and in mesh with each other .

5. A two cycle explosion engine having a cylinder , and a

piston reciprocating therein , the said cylinder having a

compression and explosion member at one end and a suc

tion , mixing and compression chamber at the other end, the

said compression and explosion chamber having an exhaust

port near its inner end and the said chambers being con

nected with each other by a by - pass leading from the outer

end of the suction , mixing and compression chamber into

the compression and explosion chamber at a point partly

in the rear of the said exhaust port for the piston to first

partly uncover the exhaust port and then the by - pass .

6. A two cycle explosion engine having a cylinder and a

piston reciprocating therein , the said cylinder having a

compression and explosion chamber at one end and a suc

tion, mixing and compression chamber at the other end, the

said compression and explosion chamber having an exhaust

port near its inner end and the said chambers being con

nected with each other by a by -pass leading from the outer

end of the suction, mixing and compression chamber into

the compression and explosion chamber at a point partly

in the rear of the said exhaust port for the piston to first

partly uncover the exhaust port and then the by-pass , and

an inlet valve opening into the said by - pass and connected

with a gas supply.

7. A two -cycle explosion engine having a cylinder and a

piston reciprocating therein , the said cylinder having a com

pression and explosion chamber at one end and a suction ,

mixing and compression chamber at the other end , the said

compression and explosion chamber having an exhaust port

near its inner end and the said chambers being connected

Gabriel P. B. Hoyt , New York City , New York , U.S.A. , 11th with each other by a by -pass leading from the outer end of

December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 14th August , 1906. Re- the suction, mixing and compession chamber into the com

ceipt No. 138,700. pression and explosion chamber at a point partly in the

Claim.-1 . An explosion engine comprising a pair of rear of the said exhaust port for the piston to first partly
aligned cylinders closed at both ends and each having a uncover the exhaust port and then the by - pass , and a screen

compression and an explosion chamber and an auxiliary over the portion of the by-pass connecting with the com

chamber for sucking in , mixing and compressing thecharge, pression and explosion chamber to prevent back firing.
the chambers being connected with each other by a by -pass, 8. An explosion engine comprising a pair of aligned cylin

the entrance port of which into the explosion chamber is ders closed at both ends and each having a compression and

controlled by the cylinder piston , and the said explosion an explosion chamber and an auxiliary for sucking in , mix

chamber having an exhaust port also controlled by the cy- ) ing and compressing the charge , the chambers being con
linder piston and partly uncovered previous to the nected with each other by a by -pass, the entrance port of

covering of the entrance port of the by-pass , pistons re- which into the explosion chamber is controlled by the cylin

ciprocating in thesaid cylindersand rigidly connected with der piston , and the said explosion chamber havingan ex

Each other, and converting means intermediate the cylin- haustport also controlled by the cylinder piston andpartly
ders and connected with the connected pistons for convert- uncovered previous to the uncovering of the entrance port

ing the reciprocating motion thereof into rotary motion . of the by -pass , pistons reciprocating in the said cylinders,

2. An explosion engine comprising a pair of aligned cylin- a piston rod common to both pistons and provided with a

ders closed at both ends and each having a compression guideway at a right angle to the piston rod, a crank shaft

and an explosion chamber and an auxiliary chamber for having its arm engaging the said guideway , and stuffing
sucking in , mixing and compressing the charge, the cham- boxes for he piston rod arranged in the inner or opposite

bers being connected with each other by a by-pass, the heads of the cylinders.

entrance port of which into the explosion chamber is con- ! 9. An explosion engine comprising multiple sets of cylin

trolled by the cylinder piston, andthesaid explosioncham ders arrangedone alongside the other and each set having

1025
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two aligned cylinders spaced apart , pistons reciprocating chamber to receive the ore to be treated, a lower chamber,

in the said cylinders , a piston rod for the pistons of a pair a permeable false bottom between the upper and lower

of aligned cylinders to connect the said pistons rigidly with

each other , a guideway on each piston rod and at a right

angle thereto , crank shafts transverse to the said cylinders

and piston rods and having diametrically disposed crank

pins engaging the said guideways , and gear wheels secured

on the said shafts and in mesh with each other.

10. An explosion engine comprising multiple sets of cylin

ders arranged one alongside the other and each set having

two aligned cylinders spaced apart, each cylinder being

closed at its ends and having a compression and explosion

chamber and a suction , mixing and compression chamber,

and each cylinder having an exhaust port in the compres

sion and explosion chamber and a by-pass connecting the

sad chambers of the cylinder with each other, the entrance

end of the by - pass into the said compression and explosion

chamber being opposite and partly in the rear of said ex

haust port, pistons reciprocating in the said cylinders, a

piston rod for the pistons of a pair of aligned cylinders to

connect the said pistons with each other, a guideway on

each piston rod and at a right angle thereto , crank shafts

transverse to the said cylinders and piston rods and hav

ing diametrically disposed crank arms engaging the said

guideways , and gear wheels secured on the said shafts and

in mesh with each other .

chamber, electrodes of both poles arranged in said lower

11. An explosion engine comprising multiple sets of cylin

chamber, diaphragms surrounding the cathodes, means for

ders arranged one alongside the other and each set having

connecting the cathodes and anodes to the poles of a source

two aligned cylinders spac d apart, each cylinder being charge the cathode electrolyte from the diaphragms.

of electrical energy, and means to feed into and to dis

closed at its end and having a compression and explosion

chamber and a suction , mixing and compression chamber,

2. An apparatus for extracting metals from ores and

other metalliferous substances , consisting of an upper

and each cylinder having an exhaust port in the compres

sion and explosion chamber and a by-pass connecting the

chamber to receive the ore to be treated , a lower chamber,

said chambers of the cylinder with each other, the entrance

a permeable false bottom between the upper and lower

end of the by -pass into the said compression and explosion

chamber, electrodes of both poles arranged in said lower

chamber being opposite and partly in the rear of the said

chamber, diaphragms surrounding the cathodes , means for

connecting the cathodes and anodes to the poles of a source

exhaust port , pistons reciprocating in the said cylinders, of electrical energy, means to feed into and to discharge

a piston rod for the pistons , of a pair of aligned cylinders to the cathode electrolyte from the diaphragms, and means to

connect the said pistons with each other , a guideway on
feed the anode electrolyte into the lower chamber.

each piston rod and at a right angle thereto, crank shafts 3. An apparatus for extracting metals from ores and

transverse to the said cylinders and piston rods and hav other metalliferous substances, consisting of an upper

ing diametrically disposed crank arms engaging the said chamber serving for receiving the ore to be treated, a lower

guideways , gear wheels secured on the said shafts and in chamber, a permeable false bottom between the upper and

mesh with each other , and a suction check valve for each lower chamber , electrodes of both poles arranged in said

cylinder . lower

12. An explosion engine comprising multiple sets of cylin

chamber, diaphragms surrounding the cathodes,

means for connecting said cathodes and anodes to the poles

ders arranged one alongside the other and each set having

two aligned cylinders spaced apart, pistons reciprocating charge the cathode electrolyte from said diaphragms, means

of an electric current source , means to feed into and to dis

in the said cylinders, a piston rod for the pistons of a pair to feed the anode electrolyte into the lower chamber and

of aligned cylinders to connect the said pistons with each

other, a guideway on each piston rod and at a right angle chamber .

means to discharge the anodic electrolyte from the upper

thereto , crank shafts transverse to the said cylinders and 4. An apparatus for extracting metals from ores and other

pistons and having diametrically disposed crank pins en metalliferous substances , consisting of an upper chamber

gaging the said guideways, gear wheels secured on the said serving for receiving the ore to be treated, a lower chamber,

shafts and in mesh with each other, a fly wheel on one a substantially horizontal permeable false bottom between

crank shaft and a power transmission wheel on the other the upper and lower chamber, anodes of insoluble material

crank shaft.

13. An explosion engine comprising multiple sets of cyļin- meable bottom , free spaces between the anodes, inlets for

in the lower chamber, distributed uniformly under the per

ders arrangedone alongside the other and each set having theanode electrolyte under the anodes, cathodes in the
iwo aligned cylinders spaced apart, pistons reciprocating lower chamber, distributed uniformly over the anodes and
in the said cylinders,a piston rodfor the pistons ofa pair arranged in proximity thereof , diaphragms surrounding the

of aligned cylindersto connect thesaid pistons with each cathodes, therebeing apertures between said diaphragms

other, a guideway on each piston rod and at a right angle uniformly distributed over the anodes,means to feed the
thereto, crank shafts transverse to the said cylinders and cathode electrolyte ino the diaphragms, meansto discharge
pistons and having diametrically disposed crank arms en

gaging the said guideways, gear wheels secured on the said trolyte from the top of the upper chamber.

it from said diaphragms, and means to withdraw the elec

shafts and in mesh with each other, a fly wheel on one 5. An apparatus for extracting metals from ores and other

crank shaft , and a power transmission wheel on the other

crank shaft, the fly wheel and transmission wheel being serving for receivingthe ore to be treated, a lowercham

metalliferous substances, consisting of an upper chamber

located on opposite sides of the engine.

14. An explosion engine comprising a pairof aligned cylin- between the upperandlower chamber, anodes of insoluble

ber, a substantially horizontal permeable false bottom

ders closed at both ends and each having a compres . material in the lower chamber distributed uniformly under
sion and an explosion chamber and an auxiliary chamber

for sucking in , mixing , and compresing the charge, the platesallowinga free passage to the anodeelectrolyte, in

the permeablebottom , there being apertures on said anode

chambers being connected with each other by a by- pass , the lets for this latter uniformly distributed under the anode
entrance port of which into the explosion chamber is controlled by the cylinder piston, and the said explosioncham- plates,aplurality of tubular diaphragms in the lower cham

berhavingan exhaust port also controlled by the cylinder grate coveringthewhole area corresponding to the perme:
piston and partly uncovered previous to the uncovering of

the entrance port of the by- pass , pistons reciprocating in
able bottom , cathodes extending through said tubular dia

the said cylinders and rigidly connectedwitheachother, phragms, an alkali collecting vessel, means for connecting

one end of said tubular diaphragms with the alkali collect
each piston having a baffle plate at its outer face and extending opposite the said entrance port at the time the ing vessel, a cathode electrolyte conduit, and means for

connecting the other end of thediaphragm tubes with the

piston is uncovering the said entrance port . cathode electrolyte conduit.

No. 102,539. Method of Extracting Metals.

6. An apparatus for extracting metals from ores and other

Méthode d'extraire les métaux.

metalliferous substances, consisting ofan upper chamber

serving for receiving the oreto be treated, a lower chamber,
Alexander Lenart, Mikovitca , Budapest , Hungary , 11th De

cember, 1906 ;' 6 years. Filed 7th 'June, 1906. Receipt theupper and lower chamber,anodes of insoluble material

asubstantially horizontal permeable false bottom between

No. 136,649. in the lower chamber distributed uniformly under the per
Claim.-1 . An apparatus for extracting metals from ores meable bottom provided with apertures allowing the free

and other metalliferous substances , consisting of an upper passage to the anode electrolyte , inlets for this latter uni

9
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1
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formly distributed under the anode plates , a plurality of No. 102,541 . Method of Making Battery Plates .

tubular diaphragms in the lower chamber arranged in proxi- Méthode pour la fabrication des plaques pour piles électriques.

mity of the anodes and forming an inclined grate covering

the whole area corresponding to the permeable bottom and

rising from the ferd end toward the discharge end , cathodes

extending through said diaphragms , an alkali collecting

vessel, means for connecting one end of said diaphragm

tubes with the alkali collecting vessel, a cathode electrolyte

conduit, and means for connecting the other end of the

diaphragm tubes with the cathode electrolyte conduit .

7. An apparatus for extracting metals from ores and

other metalliferous substances , consisting of an upper cham

ber serving for receiving the ore to be treated, a lower

chamber , a substantially horizontal permeable false bot

tom between the upper and lower chamber, anodes of in

soluble material in the lower chamber distributed uni

formly under the permeable bottom provided with apertures

allowing the free passage of the anode electrolyte , inlets for

this latter uniformly distributed under the anode - plates , a

plurality of tubular diaphragms in the lower chamber ar

ranged in the proximity of the anodes and forming an in

clined grate covering the whole area corresponding to the

permeable bottom and rising from the feed end toward the

discharge end , the tubular diaphragms being inserted on

the one end separately and connected on the other end ' in

groups by means of feeding tubes, cathodes extending George J. Miller, Toledo, Ohio , U.S.A. , 11th December, 1906 ;

through said diaphragms, an alkali collecting vessel , means 6 years. Filed 1st October, 1906 . Receipt No. 139,931 .

for connecting one end of said diaphragm tube with the Claim.-1 . The improvement in the methods of making

alkali collecting vessel , a cathode electrolyte conduit , and battery plates provided with transverse ribs, which con

means for connecting the other end of the diaphragm tubes sists in scoring the plate across the ribs .

with the cathode electrolyte conduit . 2. The improvement in the methods of making battery

8. In an apparatus of the kind described embodying dia plates provided with transverse ribs , which consists in

phragm tubes , a head - piece for the diaphragm tubes pro scoring the plate across the ribs in an upward direction .

vided with a lateral tubular projection , a bolt tightly fitted 3. The improvement in the methods of making battery

to said tubular projection , a contact piece secured to the plates provided with transverse ribs, which consists) in

inner end of said bolt and projecting from the mouth of the scoring the plate at short distances apart to deflect the

head-piece , means for securing the cathode to the projecting ridges of said ribs .

end of the contact piece , an alkali collecting vessel , means 4. The improvements in the methods of making battery

for connecting the one end of the head - piece with a dia plates which consists in forming the plate with trans
phragm tube , and the other end with a connection leading verse ribs , and then drawing a tool across the face of the

to the alkali collecting vessel . plate in contact with the ribs .

5. The inprovement in the methods of making battery

No. 102,540. Trolley Car Clincher. Trolley . plates which consists in primarily forming the plate with

ribs disposed in planes transverse to the body of the plate,

and then drawing a tool over the face of the plate to de

flect the ribs out of their original planes.
76

18

No. 102,542. Dye Tub. Cure pour teindre
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Fig. 3.
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Fig.2.
Ernest Otto Marsh , S'attle , Washington , U.S.A. , 11th Decem

ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 5th November, 1906. Receipt

No. 140,948.

Claim .-- 1. A device for clinching the margins of a trolley

wire ear upon the wire consisting of a clincher having a

surface adapted to turn the edges of said margios inward ,
top ..

and means for moving said clincher against the said edges

and margins.

2. A device for clinching the margins of a trolley wire

ear upon the wire consisting of a clincher , means for mov

ing it against the said margins , and clamps for supporting
102542

the ear and wire against the thrust of the ear.

3. A trolley wire ear clincher consisting of a clincher pro

per having a concaved face, means for moving the.concave
face of the clincher against the edges of the ear , and

clamps for engaging and holding the ear and wire against Francis I. Stone , Atlanta, Georgia, U.S.A. , 11th December,

the thrust of the clincher. 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 8th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,684.

4. A trolley wire ear clincher consisting of a movable Claim.-1 . The within described dyer's vat consisting of

clincher proper, levers for moving it against the edges of an outer casing closed at the bottom and with a ring at

the trolley wire ear , and means for engaging the ear on the top having an inward inclined flange, a smaller casing

opposite sides thereof and holding against the thrust of within the outer casing open at both ends and provided

the clincher.
with a support for the contents , detachable to permit the

5. A trolley ear clincher consisting of a casing, a mov- contents to pass bodily outof the bottom of the casing,

able clincher prorer supported and guided in the casing to means for supporting the inner casing with its bottom

be moved against the edges of the trolley ears, clamps to above that of the outer casing, and a perforated steam

engage and hold the ea and wire against the thrust the pipe arranged to discharge steam upward between the two

clincher, and levers for moving the clincher. casings, substantially as set forth .
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2. The combination in the receiving vessel , of a dyeing portions, means adapted to be actuated by an object endan

apparatus , of a loose bottom within said vessel , and lat- gering said passing train for closing the other of said open

erally detachable supports for said bottom, substantially
as set forth ,

3. The combination in the receiving vessel of a dyeing

apparatus, of a loose bottom within said vessel , and de

tachable crossbars supporting said bottom and extending

through the vessel so as to be withdrawn therefrom to

release the bottom , substantially as set forth.
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portions, a plurality of section stops arranged in conjunc

tion with each circuit, and means adapted to be actuated

by the current in each circuit when closed for setting

said section stops whereby when the current flows said sec

tion stops are so set as to apply tne brakes on the train.

2. Means for automatically protetcting railway trains ,

consisting of a plurailty of electric circuits, each of which

contains two open portions at a distance from one another

of three sections, said plurality of circuits being so arranged

that each of a plurality of them overlaps the next for two

thirds of its length , means in conjunction with each circuit

adapted to be actuated by a passing train for closing one

of the open portions of said circuit , means adapted to be

actuated by a train endangering said passing train for clos

ing the other of said open portions , two section stops ar

ranged in conjunction with each circuit , one stop being at

a distance of one section from the one open portion of the

circuit , and the other stop being one section from the other

open portion of th : circuit, and means adapted to be actuated

by the current in each circuit when closed for setting said

section stops , whereby when the current flows said section

stops are so set as to apply the breaks on the trains .

3. Means for automatically protecting railway trains , con

sisting of the combination of a plurality of electric circuits,

Jodie Wallick, Sumpter, Oregon , U.S.A. , 11th December, cach of which contains at a distance from one another along

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 17th November, 1906. Receipt No. the line two tubes of insulating material partially filled

141,289 .

with mercury , each of said tubes being normally in a per

Claim.-1 . In a holder for photos or the like , the com

pendicular position , whereby the circuit has normally an

bination of a frame composed of sides, a plurality of strips open portion between the top of the mercury and the top end

connecting said sides , and members arranged for movement

of each tube, means adapted to be actuated by a passing

longitudinally of said stripsand co -operating to support zontal position , andthereby closing the circuit in said tube,

train for turning one of said tubes into a substantially hori

photos thereon .
2. In a holder for photos or the like , the combination of

means adapted to be actuated by an object endangering said

a frame, a plurality of strips connecting sides of the frame, passing train for turning the other tube into a substantially

and adjustable toward and fromeachother , and members horizontal position and thereby completely closingthe cir

arranged for movementlongitudinally of said strips and ! cuit, a plurality of section stops arranged in conjunction

with each circuit, and means adapted to be actuated by

co-operating to support photos thereon . the current

3. In a holder for photos or the like , the combination of

in each circuit when closed for setting said

a supporting frame embodying a plurality of sides, double section stops whereby when the current flows said section

supporting strips connecting sides of said frame and ad

stops are so set as to apply the brakes on the train.

justable toward and from each other, said supporting strips

4. Means for automatically protecting railway trains , con
having end portions thereof looped about sides of the frame sisting of a plurality of electric circuits, each of which con

for connection therewith and admitting of adjustment of

tains at a distance from one another along the line of three

the double strips toward and from each other and buttons

sections two tubes of insulating material partially filled

arranged for movement longitudinally of the double strips with mercury , each of said tubes being normally in a per

and co -operating therewith to support a photo thereon .

pendicular position, whereby the circuit has normally an

4. In a holder for photos or the like , the combination of

open portion between the top of the mercury and the top

frame comprising sides , a top and bottom , the sides end of each tube, said plurality of circuits being so ar :

having openings through which end portions of thetopand ranged that each of a paurality of them overlaps the next

bottom parts pass , knobs fastened to the top and bottom
for two-thirds of its length, means in conjunction with

parts at the ends and securing the same to the sides ,

each circuit adapted to be actuated by a passing train for

double photo supporting wires having loops at the ends turning one of the mercury tubes into a substantially hori

thereof receiving the top and bottom parts of the frame zontal position and thereby closing the circuit in said tube,

for connection therewith, said loops permitting of adjust

means adapted to be actuated by a train endangering said

mentof thedouble wires towardand fromeach other, and passing train for turning the other tube into a substantially

buttons slidable longitudinally of the double wires to co
norizontal positionand thereby completely closingthecir.

operate therewith in holding photos thereon .

cuit, two section stops arranged in conjunction with each

circuit, one stop being at a distanceof one section from the

No. 102,544. Means of Protecting Railway Trains. fromtheothermercury tube, and means adapted to be

one mercury tube, and the other stop being one section

Moyens pour protéger les trains de chemins de fer. actuated by the current in each circuit when closed for seta

Eduard Unvericht. Altona, Germany, 11th December, 1906 ;

ting said section stops,whereby when the current flows said

6 years. Filed 11th April, 1906. Receipt No. 134,852.

section stops are soset asto apply the brakes on the trains.

5. Means forautomatically protecting railway trains,hav

Claim . - 1. Means for automatically protecting railway ing underneath breakable compressed air brake pipe caps,

trains, consisting of the combination of a plurality of elec

trie circuits, each of which contains two openportionsat containsata distancefromone another along the line of

consisting of a plurality of electric circuits, each of which

a distance from one another along the line, means adapted

to be actuated by a passing train for closingoneofsaidopen filled with mercury, each of saidtubes being normally in
three sections two tubes of insulating material partially
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& perpendicular position , whereby the circuit has normally the latter circuit to release said tube , means adapted to be

an open portion between the stop of the mercury and the actuated by an object endangering said passing train for

top end of each tube, said plurality of circuits being so ar- turning the oter tube into a substantially horizontal posi

ranged that each of a plurality of them overlaps the next for tion and thereby completely closing the circuit , means lock

two - thirds of its length , means in conjunction with each ing said tube in said horizontal position, an electro-magnet

circuit adapted to be actuated by a passing train for turning adapted when energized to unlock said locking means, a nor

one of the mercury tubes into a substantially horizontal | mally open circuit containing said electro -magnet, means

position and thereby closing the circuit in said tube , means at a distance from the above-mentioned means for turning

adapted to be actuated by a train endangering said passing said tube into a horizontal position adapted to be subse

train for turning the other tube into a substantially hori- quently actuated by the object endangering the passing train

zontal position and thereby completely closing the circuit . to close the latter circuit to release said tube, a plurality

two section stops arranged in conjunction with each cir- of section stops arranged in conjunction with each circuit ,

cuit, one stop being at a distance of one section from the and means adapted to be actuated by the current in each

one mercury tube , and the other stop being one section circuit when closed for setting said section stops whereby

from the other mercury tube, and means adapted to be actu- when the current flows said section stops are so set as to

ated by the current in each circuit when closed for setting apply the brakes on the train .

said section stops , whereby when the current flows said sec- 10. Means for locking railway switches , consisting of the

tion stops are so set as to engage and break the compressed combination of an electric circuit comprising an electro

alr - brake pipe caps when the train passes over said stops . magnet 24. means adapted to be actuated by a passing train

6. Means for automatically protecting railway trains hav- for closing said circuit, the armature 25 , the pivoted lever

ing underneath breakable compressed air brake pipe caps , 26 , the spring- pressed pawl 27 , the rachet wheel 28 , the

consisting of the combination of a plurality of electric cir- cam disc 29 and the spring - pressed bolt 30 having locking

cuits, each of which contains two open portions at a distance pips 33 , substantially as described.

from one another along the line , menas adapted to be actu

ated by a passing train for closing one of said open portions, | No. 102,545 . Railway Control Apparatus.

means adapted to be actuated by an object endangering said

passing train for closing the other of said open portions ,
Appareil pour contrôler les trains.

a plurality of section stops 16 , having notches 18 , arranged

in conjunction with each círcuit, pivoted levers engaging

the stops , counterweights 21 on the levers, spring pressed

bolts 17 normally engaging in the notches 18 , electro -mag

nets 20, 81 , adapted to be actuated by the currents in the

circuits when closed for disengaging the bolts 17, spring

pressed bolts 22 for engaging in the notches 18 after the

courtterweights have raised the stops into the position

in which they engage and break the compressed air brake

pipe caps , and keys 23 for disengaging said bolts 22 .

7. Means for automatically protecting railway trains hav

ing underneath breakable compressed air brake pipe caps,

consisting of the combination of a plurality of electric cir

cuits , each of which contains two open portions at a distance

from another along the line , means adapted to be

actuated by a passing train for closing one of said open

portions , means adapted to be actuated by an object endan

gering said passing train for closing the other of said open

portions, a plurality of section stops 16 , having notches 18 ,

arranged in conjunction with each circuit , pivoted levers
engaging the stops, counterweights 21 , the levers ,

spring -pressed bolts 17 normally engaging in the notches

18 , and electro - magnets 20, 81 adapted to be actuated by the

currents in the circuits when closed for disengaging the

bolts 17 , to permit the counterweights to raise the stops in

to the position in which they engage and break the com- John Barberie, Brooklyn, New York , U.S.A. , 11th December ,

pressed air brake pipe caps. 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 9th August, 1906 . Receipt No.

8. Means for automatically protecting railway trains con- 138,537.

sisting of a plurality of electric cirucits , each of which Claim , -1. The combination with a car , provided with a

contains two open portions at a distance from one another motor for propelling it , a control circuit to control the sup

of three sections, said plurality of circuits being so arranged ply of motive power to the motor, a safety apparatus car

that each of a plurality of them overlaps the next for two- ried by the car and having an operative and inoperative

thirds of its length, means in conjunction with each circuit condition , and means for moving the safety apparatus

adapted to be actuated by a passing train for elosing one from one of its conditions to the other and at the same

of the open portions of said circuit , means adapted to be time control the application of the control circuit .

actuated by a train endangering said passing train for clos- 2. In combination with a car , a safety apparatus for

ing the other of said open portions, two section stops 16 electric cars , adapted to prevent the operation of the car

arranged in conjunction with each circuit , one stop being at past' a danger signal if left in its operative condition, and

circuit and the other stop being one section from the other means for moving the safety apparatus from its operative

open portion of the circuit, said stops 16 having notches 18 , to its inoperative condition without cutting off the motive

pivot d levers engaging the stops , counterweights 21 on the power from the car.

levers, spring-pressed bolts 17 normally engaging in the 3. In a safety apparatus , having a control circuit, means

notches 18, electro -magnets20, 81, two for each stop 16 , one to actuate the safety apparatus and apply the brakes ,

electro -magnet being in one circuit and the other in one of means for placing the safety apparatus into an inoperative

the other overlapping circuits , said electro -magnets being condition , without at the same time interrupting the con

adapted whenenergized to disengage the bolts 17, to permit trol circuit .

the counterweights to raise the stops into the position in 4. In a safety apparatus, means to actuate the safety

which they engage and break the compressed air brake pipe apparatus and apply the brakes , means for placing the
caps .

safety• apparatus in an inoperative condition and means for

9. Means for automatically protecting railway trains con- insuring a limited interval of time between the movement

sisting of the combination of a plurality of electric circuits, of the safety apparatus into its inoperative condition before

each of which contains at a distance from one another along the application of the brakes.

the line two tubes of insulating material partially filled 5. In a safety apparatus, means to actuate the safety

with mercury , each of said tubes being normally in a per- apparatus and apply the brakes, means for placing the

pendicular position, whereby the circuit has normally an safety apparatus into an inoperative condition and means

open portion between the top of the mercury and the top for applying the brakes if the safety apparatus is left in

end of each tuba, means adapted to be actuated by a passing its inoperative condition .

Train for turning one of said tubes into a substantially hori- 6. In a safety apparatus, a control circuit adapted to be

zontal position, and thereby closing the circuit in said tube, interrupted upon the application of the brakes, means for

means locking said tube in said horizontal position , an applying the brakes and interrupting the control circuit

clectro -magnet adapted when energized to unlock said lock when the safety apparatus is in its operative position and

a normally open circuit containing said electro- additional means for applying the brakes and interrupting
magnet, means

at a distance from the above-mentioned the control circuit when the safety apparatus is in its in

means for turning said tube into a horizontal position adapt- operative position , said means adapted to actuate the

ed to be subsequently actuated by the passing train to close l brakes only after an appreciable interva) of timeafter the
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safety apparatus has been brought into its inoperative for elevating said semaphore , said means including a rotat

position . able member having step -by- step movement, a locking de

7. In a safety apparatus, a movable part , a track devica , vice for holding it to each of its intermittent positions and

means for moving the movable part out of position for an electro -magnetic controlling device adapted when ener

engagement with the fixed trip , and means to apply the gized to first release the locking device and then impart

brakes adapted to operate after an appreciable interval of movement to the rotatable member, and a circuit closer for

time if the movable part is not replaced in its operative energizing the electro -magnet of the electro -magnetic con

position . trolling devices and arranged to be actuated by the passing

8. In combination with a safety apparatus , a numbered or car , for the purposes specified .

otherwise designated destructible member for the pur- 2. A signal mechanism of the character stated , comprising

pose set forth . a semaphore automatically actuated to its safety position ,

9. In combination with a car , a safety apparatus for con- a means for elevating the signal and maintaining it at a

trolling the car, said apparatus having two conditions , an danger position , said means comprising an electro-mechani

operative one to stop the car and an inoperative one to cally operated rotatable member, co - operatively joined with

permit the car to pass a danger signal , a source of electric the signal and adapted under predetermined conditions to

supply, a motor carried by the car to propel the same , elevate the signal , independent sets of electro -magnets, in

suitable means to control the supply of electricity to the dependent sets of rotator- actuating devices controlled by

motor that propels the car , and other means to place the cach set of electro -magnets, said independently actuating

safety apparatus into its operative and inoperative con- devices being arranged to automatically engage the ratchet

ditiins , both of said means operating together to control member and impart reverse rotary motion thereto , said

the safety apparatus and the supply of electricity to the rotatable member being adapted under a portion of its

motor. rotary motion to raise and support the semaphore and un

10. In a safety apparatus, including a control circuit , the der the remainder of its rotary motion to become disen

control circuit and safety apparatus being mounted upongaged from said semaphore to permit the signal to auto

a car, a portion of the safety apparatus being adapted to matically return to its safety position and a trolley actu

co - act with a co- operating part upon the track , means for ated means for controlling the circuit closer devices in we

moving a portion of the safety apparatus into and out of magnetic circuits , for the purpose specified.

its operative position , a valve in the train line pipe , means 3. A signal mechanism of the character stated, compris

for operating the valve and interrupting the control cir- ing a semaphore automatically movable to its safety posi
cuit , means for delaying the opening of the valve in the tion, means for elevating said semaphore , said means in

train pipe, and delaying the interruption of the control cluding a rotatable member having step - by - step movement,
circuit , and means including a cylinder, piston and by a signal light and bell , means co - operating with the rotat

pass. able member for bringing said signal light and bell into

11. in a safety apparatus , a closure device in communi- electrical circuit with the trolley wire, for the purpose

cation with the air brakes, a piston, a hollow piston rod , specified.

a cylinder, means mounted on the cylinder for closing the 4. A signal mechanism of the character stated , compris

openingin the hollow piston rod when the closure device ing an electro -mechanical signaloperating means, a lock
is in its inoperative position , an emergency stop in the ing disc having a series of like notches, a lock device

train pipe, means for operating said emergency stop, after adapted to automatically engage with said notches, a second
an appreciable interval of time after the closure device disc joined with said locking disc , a pivoted semaphore

has been brought into its inoperative position . controlled by said second disc and adapted under a partial

12. In a safety apparatus, a track device , a closure de rotary movement of said second disc to be swung to a dan

vice in direct connection with a train line pipe and means ger position thereby and under another movement of said

for moving said closure device into and out of relation second disc to be automatically disengaged therefrom and

with the track device without cutting out the motive gravitate to a safety position , a pair of independently

power.
operating electro -magnets, means connected with said elec

tro -magnets for releasing the lock devices and imparting

No. 102,546. Block Signalling Mechanism. a rotary step -by-step movement to the said locking and

Système de signaux. second disc , for the purposes specified .

5. A signal mechanism of the character stated , compris

ing an electro -mechanical signal operating means, a lock

ing disc having a series of lock notches , a locking device

adapted to automatically engage with said notches , a second

disc joined with said locking disc , a pivoted member con

trolled by said second disc and adapted under a vertical

rotary movement of said second disc to be swung to a

danger position , thereby and under another movement of

said second disc to be automatically disengaged therefrom ,

and gravitate to a safety position , a pair of independently

operating electro -magnets, means connected with said elec

tro -magnets for releasing the locking devices and impart

ing a rotary step - by -step movement to the said locking and

second disc and an independently operating means for re

turộing said locking and second discs to their normal posi

tion , for the purposes specified.
6. In an electrically controlled signal actuating system

of the character stated , a gravity dropped signal blade , a

rotator having a member for engaging the signal blade and

swinging it to its elevated position and maintaining it

under such position for a predetermined time , an electro

mechanical means for alternately actuating the rotator in

reverse directions , said means including a pair of inde

pendent electric circuits , circuit closing devices for each

circuit controlled by the passing trolley, lock devices for

holding the rotator to its various positions and a trip for

releasing the locking devices and actuated by said inde

pendent electric circuits when operative, as set forth .

7. In a signal mechanism of the character stated , a grav

ity return signal member , a rotator , means for imparting

intermittent motion to the rotator in one direction , means

for imparting intermittent motion to the rotator in a re

verse direction , said rotator including a member adapted

to engage the signal to bring it to a danger position and

102546
hold it at said position for a predetermined time, said ro

tator actuating means including independent sets of elec

tro -magnets , ratchet -and-pawl devices controlled thereby

Charles P. Bass , Detroit , Michigan , U.S.A , 11th December, for imparting motion to the rotator. an automatically

Receipt No.

Filed 19th June , 11906 . actuated lock for holding the rotator in its different posi

tions and devices under control of the electro -magnets for

to

Claim . 1. A signal mechanism of the character stated , releasing the said lock devices , at predetermined intervals.

8. A signal mechanism of the character described, com

safety position, and electro -mechanically actuated means ' prising pivotally mounted automatically dropped semaphore

1
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1906 ; 6 years.

137,072.
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or signal member, and electro -mechanical means adapted indicating mechanism , a second incomplete circuit including

when energized to move the signal member to adanger said resistance indicating mechanism ,means forconnecting
position , an electric circuit, closing devices in said circuit

under control of the passing trolley , said electro - circuit

being joined with the electro -mechanical signal actuating

means , for operating the said means in one direction to

raise the signal , a second electric circuit including the

trolley or feed wire and joined with the signal actuating

means , a closer device in said second circuit under control

of the passing trolley , said second circuit being arranged

when energized to return the signal actuating means to

its normal position to permit the semaphore dropping to

its safety position , for the purposes specified.

9. In a signal mechanism of the character described , the

combination with a signal, a signal actuating means , said

means including electro -magnets and devices controlled by

magnets when energized to set the signal, an electric cir

cuit joining the magnet with the feeder or trolley wire, of

a circuit closing device , said closing device including a

swinging contact maker , an arm projecting in the path of

the trolley, a means for automatically pulling back said

contact maker to break the circuit and a trip device for

disengaging the contact maker from the actuating arm , im

mediately after the circuit is closed .

10. In a signal mechanism of the character described, a

circuit closing mechanism comprising a casing adapted to

be sustained by and over the trolley wire , electric terminals

including contact members , a pivotally mounted contact

maker automatically movable to its normal or cut - out posi

tion , a swinging arm hung in the casing and adapted to be

engaged by the passing trolley , a latch for connecting said

arm and the pivoted contact maker, a trip device for releas

ing the latch after the current is closed whereby to permit

the pivoted contact maker to return to its normal position ,

as set forth ,

11. A signal mechanism comprising semaphore mov
102547

able to its safety position , an electro -mechanically actuat

ed means for elevating the semaphore and indicating the

number of cars in the block, said means including a rotat

able member, having a step - by- step movement, a locking

device to hold said rotatable member to each of its step
the two circuits to form a complete circuit, and a source

by-step positions and electro-magnetic controlling devices
of electricity included in the completed circuit.

to release the locking devices and impart movement to the
2. In electric signal systems for railways, a normally

rotatable member , and means for energizing said electro open circuit extending along the road and adapted to be

magnetic devices at predetermined times, for the purposes closedby an obstruction on the track , a shunt wound dyna

specified . mo having the circuit through its field coils normally in

12. A signal mechanism of the character stated , com
complete, resistance indicating mechanism in the circuit

prising an electro -mechanical signal operating means , of the armature coils of said dynamo , and means for con

rotatable member indicating the locking disc and a sema necting the circuit of the field coils with the circuit extend

phore controlling disc , a lock device for engaging with said
ing along the road to form a complete circuit .

locking disc , a pivoted semaphore controlled by said sema
3. In electric signal systems for railways, conductors

phore controlling disc and adapted under a partial rotary extending along the track and forming a normally incomplete

movement of said disc to be swung to a danger position circuit , means actuated by an obstruction on the track to

thereby and under another movement of said disc to be
form an electric connection between said conductors , a nor

disengaged therefrom and gravitate to a safety position, mally incomplete circuit on a carrier movable on the track ,

and independently operating electro-magnets for releasing means for electrically connectingthe incomplete circuiton
the locking devices and imparting rotary movement to said the carrier with the conductors , a source of electricity

rotatable member, substantially as shown and described. interposed in the incomplete circuit on the carrier, and
13. A signal mechanism of the character stated , com

resistance indicating mechanism and signals interposed
prising signal operating means, a rotatable member, a lock in the circuit of the carrier.

device adapted to engage therewith, a pivoted semaphore 4. In electric signal systems for railways , conductors

controlled by said rotatable member and adapted under a extending along the track and divided into blocks of different

partial rotary movement thereof to be swung to a danger electric resistances and forming an incomplete circuit ,
position and under another movement thereof to be dis means actuated by an obstruction on the track to form an
engaged therefrom and gravitate to a safety position , a electric connection between the conductors in the adjacent
pair of independently operated electro -magnets, means con

blocks, a shunt -wound dynamo on the carrier movable on
nected with said electro -magnets for releasing the lock

the track, means for electrically connecting the circuit of
ing devices and imparting rotary movement to the rotat

the field coils of the dynamo with said conductors, and
able member , for the purposes specified. resistance indicating mechanism and signals included in

14. A signal mechanism of the character stated, com the circuit of the armature coils of said dynamo.
prising an electro -mechanical signal operating means, a ro

5. In electric signal systems for railways , a track divided

tatable member, a lock device adapted to engage there into insulated blocks with each rail of each block electric

with , a pivoted semaphore controlled by said rotatable ally continuous , a source of electricity in each block, a cir
member and adapted under a partial rotary movement cuit in each block including the rails and of

thereof to be swungto a danger position,and under another electricity and adapteta to bebroken by an obstruction on
movement thereof to be disengaged therefrom and gravitate the rails of the block conductors extending along the track ,

to a safety position , a pair of independently operated elec- means in each block actuated by the interruption of the rail

tro-magnets, means connected with said electro-magnets for circuit of the block for electrically connecting said conduc

releasing the locking device and imparting rotary move- tors opposite the block , a normally incomplete circuit on

ment to the rotary member, and an independently operating a carrier movable on the track , a resistance indicating

means for returning said rotatable member to its normal mechanism included in said circuit on the carrier, means
position.

for connecting the circuit on the carrier with said conduc

tors to form a complete circuit when said conductors are

No. 102,547. Electric Signal Systems for Railways. electrically connected through the interruption of the rail

Système de signaur électriques pour chemins de fer.
circuit , and a source of electricity included in the completed

circuit through the conductors and the circuit on the

Fred . Lacroix, San Antonio , Texas, U.S.A., 11th December, carrier,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 7th August, 1906. Receipt No. 6. In electric signal systems for railways, a track divided

138,473.
into insulated blocks with each rail of each block electrically

Claim .-- 1. In electric signal systems for railways, a nor- continuous , a source of electricity in each block, a circuit in

mally open circuit extending along the road and adapteta each block including the rails and source of electricity and
to be closed byan obstruction on the track , resistance I adapted to be interrupted by an obstruction on the rails

a

source
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4. A train signal comprising an electrical alarm in the

way car , a luminous signal on one of the cars forward from
M

a

of the block , conductors extending along the track , means

in each block actuated by the interruption of the rail cir

cuit of the block for electrically connecting said conductors

opposite the block , a shunt -wound dynamo mounted on

carrier movable on the track , means for elctrically connect

ing the field coils of the dynamo with the conductors , and

resistance indicating mechanism and signals included in

the circuit of the armature coils of said dynamo.
2

T
ENo. 102,548. Signal System for Electric Railways.

Système de signau.r pour chemins de fer à traction électrique.
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Milton H. Ladon, Kansas City , Missouri , U.S.A. , 11th De
cember, 1906; 6 years . Filed 23rd June , 1906. Receipt | the way car, means for displaying said luminous signal , and

No. 137,224.
means actuated by the severing of the train for simul

Claim . - 1 . An electric railway signalling system embody
taneously accuating the signal displaying means, and clos

ing a normally closed main circuit including a
ing the alarm circuit .

source of

electrical energy, a rheostat and a solenoid -magnet opera
5. A train signal comprising an audible alarm in the way

tively connected with the engineer's brake valve , and a nor
car , a combustible torch upon one of the forward cars of

mally open local circuit including a telephone and a Morse
the train , movable means for igniting said torch , mov

sounder, the two circui s being opened or closed by the
able means for sounding the audible alarm and a cord con

telephone hook .

necting the torch igniting means and the alarm sounding

2. An electr cal railway signalling system embodying a
means , whereby said signals are set upon the severing of

the train .

normally closed main circuit including a source of electrical

energy , a rheostat , visual and audible signalling mechanism ,
6. A train signal comprising an audible alarm in the way

and a solenoid-magnet operatively connected with the en
car adapted to be actuated by a movable part , a com

gineer's brake valve , and a normally open local circuit in
bustible signal torch upon one of the forward cars of the

cluding a telephone and a morse sounder, and means actu
train covered by a protected movable housing, a friction

ated by the telephone receiver either to open or to close
surface in said housing adapted to ignite said torch as it

the two circuits .
is drawn thereover , a cord connecting said movable hous

3. In an electrical railway signalling system , a normally ning the intervening cars of the train .ing with the movable part of the audible alarm and span

closed main circuit including a source of electrical energy,

a rheostat , and an electrically actuated element operatively

connected with the engineer's brake valve , and a normally No. 102,550. Train Signal. Signaux pour trains.

open circuit including a Morse sounder and a telephone , the

opening and closing of the two circuits being controlled by

the telephone hook .

4. In an electrical railway signalling system , a normally

closed main circuit including visual and audible signalling

mechanism and a solenoid-magnet combined with the en

gineer's brake valve and a normally open local circuit in

cluding a telephone.

No. 102,549. Train Signal. Signaux pour trains.
Figh

Clav. H. Martin , Jackson , Michigan , U.S.A. , 11th December,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 5th September, 1906. Receipt No.

139,287 .

Claim , -1. A train signal comprising an alarm in the way

car , a flexible member extending forward along the cars

of the train and attached at its forward end to one of said

cars of the train , and means actuated by said flexible mem

ber for sounding the alarm in the rear car and displaying

said signal upon the separation of the train .

2. A train signal comprising an electric circuit contain

ing an alarm bell and a slidable circuit closer, a cord at

tached to said circuit closer and extending along the train ,

its forward end being attached to one of the cars of the

train , whereby upon a separation of the train the circuit William B. Severance, Manchester, New Hampshire, U.S.A.

is closed to sound the alarm , and a spring for actuating 11th December , 1906 ; 6 years .
Filed 19th September,

the circuit closer to open the circuit when the strain upon 1906 . Receipt No. 139,629 .

said cord is released . Claim .-1 . In a signal system of the character described,
3. A train signal comprising an alarm circuit , a mov

able circuit closer in said circuit, a cord connected to said vice, normally open electric circuits, an electrically con

the combinationwith an electricallyoperated signalling de

circuit closer at its rear end , a luminous signal upon one trolled time mechanism included in certain of said circuits,

of the forward cars of the train, means for displaying said and

signal, said signal displaying means being connected with through the wheelsofa train passing across thesame, sub

means wherebysaidcircuits are successively closed

the forward end of said cord. stantially as described .
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2. In a signal system of the character described, the com- so disposed that the pistons of the respective pairs of cylin

bination with an electrically operated signalling device , ders move in unison and in the same direction , combined

normally open electric circuits, one rail of the said sec- with means for admitting air to one cylinder of a connected

tion being connected with each end of the circuit in which pair and the combustion motive fluid to the other thereof ,

the same is arranged, said sections of rails being insulated and for cutting off the air and admitting the combustion

apart whereby a train passes over said track said circuits motive fluid to both cylinders as occasion may require , sub

will be successively closed through the wheels of the train, stantially as set forth.

an electrically controlled time mechanism in certain of 6. In an internal combustion engine , a pair of cylinders

said circuits, and means whereby said circuits are connected by a passage at their compression ends, and

cessively closed through the wheels of a train passing means for admitting air to one of said cylinders and the

across the same , substantially as described. combustion motive fluid to the other thereof , substantially

3. In a signal system of the character described , the com- as and for the purposes set forth .

bination with an electrically operated signalling device , 7. In an internal combustion engine , a pair of cylinders

normally open electric circuits, a short section of track connected by a passage at their compression ends , and means

rail arranged in each of said circuits , one rail of said sec- for admitting air to one of said cylinders and the combus

tion being connected with each end of the circuit in which tion motive fluid to the other thereof and for cutting off

the same is arranged , said sections of rails being insulated the air and admitting the combustion motive fluid to both

apart, whereby when a train passes over said circuits will cylinders occasion may require, substantially as set

be successively closed through the wheels of the train , a forth .

normally open signal controlling circuit , a time mechanism , 8. In an internal combustion engine, a paid of cylinders

and contact points arranged in said circuit in the path of connected by a passage at their compression ends, inlet

movement of the hand of said time mechanism , whereby ports to said cylinders, a pipe communicating with all said

said circuits will be closed by said hand at the expiration ports, a valve casing in said pipe intermediate said cylin

of the time limit thus operating said signal , substantially ders, a hollow valve in said casing having a port adapted

as described . to be placed in communication with said pipe at one side of

said casing or to be closed by said casing, means for set

No. 102,551 . Internal Combustion Engine. ting said valve , and air and motive fluid connections lead

Engin à combustion interne.
ing respectively into said valve and said valve casing , sub

stantially as and for the purposes set forth .

as

No. 102,552. Internal Combustion Engine.

Engin à combustion interne.Fig.1.
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Elmer Stellman Smith , Bound Brook , New Jersey , U.S.A. ,

11th December , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 19th November,

1906. Receipt No. 141,312 . Frederick Lamplough, London , England , 11th December, 1906 ;

Claim .-- 1. in an internal combustion engine , a series of 6 years. Filed 11th September, 1906. Receipt No. 139,424 .

cylinders connected in pairs by passages at their compres Claim .-- 1 . In an internal combustion engine of that type

sion ends , and means for admitting air to one cylinder of a in which the cylinder has two different bores , and in which

connected pair and the combustion motive fluid to the other two pistons fitting such bores are employed , the smaller

thereof, substantially as and for the purposes set forth . piston being prolonged in the form of a tube to its connec

2. In an internal combustion engine, a series of cylinders tion with the larger piston and in which the connecting rod

connected in pairs by passages at their compression ends , is pin jointed at one end in the interior of the compound

and means for admitting air to one cylinder of a connected piston and passes out through the open end of the cylinder

pair and the motive fluid to the other thereof , and for cut and is connected to the crank , the combination therewith of

ting off the air and admitting the combustion motive fluid means whereby, whist pressure is exerted on the smaller

to both cylinders, as occasion may require , substantially as
piston on the firing stroke , a vacuum is caused to act on the

set forth . larger piston on the return stroke and the exhaust from the

3. In an internal combustion engine , a series of cylinders
firing cylinder is caused to pass into a partial vacuum there

connected in pairs by passages at their compression ends , by rendering the engine practically silent .

2. In an internal combustion engine of that type in which
inlet ports to all of said cylinders, a pipe communicating

the cylinder has two different bores , and in whch two pistons
with all said ports , a valve casing in said pipe intermediate
the cylinders of said pairs , a hollow valve in said casing

fitting such bores are employed, the combination therewith

of a silencer connected to the exhaust port of the firing
having a port adapted to be placed in communication with

cylinder , a condenser connected with the silencer, a water

said pipe at one side of said casing or to be closed by said
chamber within the condenser, a connection from the upper

casing, means for setting said valve, and air and motive
part of the water chamber to the water jacket of the firing

fluid connections leading respectively into said valve and cylinder , means for circulating water through the water

said valve casing, substantially as and for the purposes set chamber and water jacket , a connection from the lower part

forth,
of the condenser to the inlet valve of the larger cylinder, a

4. In an internal combustion engine , a series of cylinders valve between the exhaust port of the firing cylinder and the

connected in pairs by passages at their compression ends , inlet valve of the larger cylinder to regulate the amount of

pistons in said cylinders , a crank shaft, and rod connecting | depression in this circuit , and an outlet or dischargevalve

said pistons with thecranksof said shaft, said cranks be communicating with the larger cylinder .

ing so disposed that the pistons of the respective pairs of 3. In an internal combustion engine of that type in which

cylinders move in unison andin the same direction, com- the cylinder has two different bores , and in which two pis

bined with means for admitting air to one cylinder of a con- tons fitting such bores are employed , the combination there

nected pair and the combustion motive fluid to the other with a silencer connected to the exhaust port of the

thereof, substantially as set forth . firing cylinder , a condenser connected with the silencer , a

5. In an internal combustion engine , a series of cylinders water chamber within the condenser, a connection from the

connected in pairs by passages at their compression ends, upper part of the water chamber to the water jacket of the

pistons in said cylinders, a crank shaft, and rods connecting firing cylinder, means for circulating water through the

said pistons with the cranks of said shaft,saidcranks being water chamber andwater jacket , a connection from the
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lower part of the condenser to the inlet valve of the larger admission and discharge of the heating medium , tubes pass

cylinder, a valve between the exhaust port of the firing ing through said heating chamber and opening at the ends

cylinder and the inlet valve of the larger cylinder to regu- into the evaporating and settling chambers, baffle plates

late the amount of depression in this circuit, an outlet or extending across the heating chamber between its inlet and

discharge valve communicating with the larger cylinder, outlet connections and between successive rows of tubes

means for pumping petrol to the petrol nozzle and for regu and terminating alternately short of the top and bottom

lating the stroke of the pump such means consisting of a walls of said chamber, and an exhaust connection leading

pump the suction chamber of which communicates with the out of said evaporating chamber, substantially as described.

petrol tank , a non - return valve in said suction chamber, a 4. In evaporating apparatus, the combination of a closed

pump plunger pressed downwards by a spring and forced

upwards by a quadrant, an L- shaped lever connected by its

vessel divided by horizontal tube plates into evaporating ,

shorter arm to one end of the quadrant and by itslonger through the heating chamber and opening at their upper

heating and settling chambers, tubes passing vertically

arm to the engine connecting rod , to move the quadrant to

and fro under the petrol pump plunger , a lever mounted on

ends into the evaporating chamber and at their lower ends

a shaft and having a skew toothed segment formed thereon ,
into the settling chamber, an exhaust connection leading

a link connecting said lever with one end of the quadrant
out of the upper part of the evaporating chamber, inlet and

and a sliding rod having skew teeth thereon gearing with
outlet connections for the heating medium on opposite

the toothed segment.
sides of the heating chamber, valve controlled liquid supply

and discharge connections leading into and out of said ves

No. 102,553. Evaporating Apparatus.
sel , and vertical baffle plates extending across the heating

chamber between its inlet and outlet connections and be

Appareil à éraporer. tween successive rows of tubes and terminating alternately

short of the upper and lower tube plates , thereby forming

a zigzag passage for the heating medium up and down along

said tubes , substantially as described.

5. In evaporating apparatus, the combination of a number

of closed vessels each divided by horizontal tube plates into

evaporating, heating and settling chambers, tubes passing

vertically through the heating chambers and opening at

their upper ends into the evaporating chambers and at their

lower ends into the settling chambers, an exhaust connec

tion leading out of the upper part of the last evaporating

chamber, a connection leading from the upper part of the

evaporating chamber of each preceding vessel into the

heating chamber of the next succeeding vessel, a connection

with the heating chamber of the first vessel for supplying

a heating medium thereto , valve controlled outlet connec

tions with the heating chambers opposite their heat supply

. connections, a valve controlled connection leading from the

settling chamber of each preceding vessel into the evapor

ating chamber of the next vessel, and vertical baffle plates

j extending across the heating chambers between their heat

supply and outlet connections and between successive rows

of tubes and terminating alternately at their upper and

lower edges short of said tube plates, substantially as des

cribed .

6. In evaporating apparatus, the combination of a number

of closed vessels each divided horizontally by plates into

evaporating, heating and settling chambers , tubes passing

vertically through the heating chambers and opening at their

upper ends into the evaporating chambers and at their

lower ends into the settling chambers, an exhaust connec

tion comprising a condenser leading out of the upper part

102553
of the last evaporating chamber, a connection leading from

the upper part of theevaporating chamber of each preced

ing vessel into the heating chamber of the next succeed

ing vessel , a valve controlled heat supply connection with

the first heating chamber , valve controlled outlet connec

tions for the several heating chambers, a valve controlled

The Milwaukee Evaporator Company, assignee of Joseph connection leading from the settling chamber of each pre

Abraham , bcth of Milwaukee, Wisconsin , U.S.A., 11th ceding vessel into the evaporating chamber of the next

December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 23rd June , 1906. Re- succeeding vessel , valve controlled liquid supply and dis

ceipt No. 137,211 .
charge connections with the settling chambers of the first

Claim . - 1. In evaporating apparatus, the combination of a
and last vessels respectively , and a trap provided with a

closed vessel having a heating chamber between evaporat
strainer and having a valve controlled connection above

ing and settling chambers , tubes passing through the heat
the strainer with the settling chamber and a valve con

ing chamber and opening at the endsintotheevaporating chamber of the last vessel, substantially as described .
trolled connection below the strainer with the evaporating

and settling chambers , inlet and outlet connections with

opposite sides of the heating chamber for the heating medi

um , and baffle plates extending transversely across said No. 102,554. Railway Signal.

heating chamber betwen its inlet and outlet connections

and between the rows of tubes therein and terminating
Simal de chemins de fer.

alternately short of the partitions at opposite ends of said John Benjamin Lineback and Robert S. Morris, assignee of
tubes , thereby forming a zigzag passage for the heating a half interest , both of Siloam Springs, Arkansas, U.S.

medium back and forth lengthwise of the tubes , substanti- A., 11th December, 1906; 6 years. Filed 30th April, 1906.

ally as described . Receipt No. 135,410 .
2. In evaporating apparatus , the combination of a closed

vessel divided by horizontal tube plates into evaporating, in combination with a railway track and stations located at

Claim . - 1. An electric railway signal system , comprising

heating and settling chambers, inlet and outlet connections intervals therealong.“electric circuits extending fromeach
with opposite sides of said heating chamber for the heat

ing medium , tubespassing vertically through said heating jacent stations andParranged upon opposite sides of said

settling chambers, baffle platesextending acrosstheheat- cuits arranged at intervalsalong said track and at the next
ing chamber between itsinlet and outlet connections and adjacentstations, electric generators at said stations for
betwen successive rows oftubes and terminating altern- supplying electric current to said circuits, andmanually
ately shortofthe upper and lower tubeplates,anda de operatedswitches at said stations foropeningandclosing
flector projecting into the evaporating chamber over the

said circuits , each independently of the other.
upper ends of the tubes nearest the inlet connection , sub 2. An electric railway signal system ,comprising in com

stantially as described . bination with a railway track and stations located at inter

3. In evaporating apparatus, the combination of a closed

vessel having evaporating, heating and settling chambers, each ofsaid stations inoppositedirections toward the next

vals therealong, double electric circuits extending from

connectionswithopposite sides of the heating chamber for adjacent stations and arranged upon opposite sides of said

riya. 5
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한
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track , distinguishing electrically actuated signalling devices 10. A sap collector comprising a spout, a cup , means for
in the said respective circuits, arranged at intervals along detachably connecting the cup to the spout, thus forming

i a collector closed to the exterior atmosphere and communi

cating solely with the bore in the tree to effect the extrac

tion of the sap by a vacuum action, and means for hereti

cally sealing the joint between the spout and cup.
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No. 102,556. Machine for Making Chain Links.

Machine pour faire les mailles de chaines.
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the track and at the next adjacent stations , electric gener

ators at said stations for supplying electric current to said

circuits , and manually operated switches at said stations

for opening and closing said circuits , each independently of

the others .

No. 102,555 . Apparatus for Extracting Sap.

Appareil pour extraire la sève .
The Hercules Chain Company, assignee of Isaac D. Weaver,

both of Lebanon , Pennsylvania, U.S.A. , 11th December,

*
1906 ; 6 years. Filed 14th November, 1906. Receipt No.

141,198.

Claim.-1. In a device for welding chain , a fixed die having

a welding groove, a movable die having a like groove and

clamping blocks for engaging opposite sides of a link blank ,

one of which blocks is vertically movable.

2. In a device for welding chain , a fixed die having a weld

ing groove , a movable die having a like groove , and a pair

Fig.3. of laterally movable arms provided with clamping blocks ,

one of which blocks is yieldingly attached to the arm.

3. In a device for welding chain , a fixed die having a weld

ing groove , a movable die having a like groove , and a pair

of laterally movable arms provided with clamping blocks to

engage opposite sides of a link blank, one of which blocks

F19.6.7.
is vertically movable on its arm , and means for automati

cally restoring said block to its normal position .

4. In a device for welding chain , a fixed die having a weld

ing groove , a movable die having a like groove, a pair of

laterally movable arms on opposite sides of the grooves in

James White Wade , Mobile, Alabama, assignee of Vincen the dies and provided with clamping blocks , shafts support

P. McVoy, Pensacola, Florida, U.S.A., i1th December , ing said arms, a sector -shaped gear on each of said shafts,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 1st October, 1906. Receipt No. and a rack for operating said gear.

139,916 . 5. In a device for welding chain, a fixed die having a weld

ing groove to supoprt a link blank in horizontal position , a
Claim.-1 . The extraction of sap from a tree under a

movable die having a like groove , a pair of laterally movable
vacuum created at one or more collective points , within

arms of different lengths on opposite sides of the grooves
spaces formed in the tree and from which the sap is free to

in the die and provided with clamping blocks , the block on
flow , such spaces being of greater area than flow outlets for

the long arm being movable, a motor, and intermediate con
the sap . nections for operating said arms and clamping blocks.

2. The extraction of sap from a tree by forming a bore

therein , sealing the outer end of such bore , and creating a
No. 102,557 . Signal for Railways.

vacuum therein , the sap being designed to flow from the

lower portion of the sap bore.
Signal de chemins de fer.

3. A sap collector comprising a spout adapted for attach The Western Syndicate , Limited , London , asignee of C. M.
ment to a tree , a receptacle at the outer end of such spout ,

Jacobs , Reading , R. J. Insell, Reading, F. Newton , Car
and means through which air may be exhausted from the

diff, and E. A. B. Bowen, Hanwell, all in England, 11th
collector to form a vacuum therein .

December , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 10th April , 1906. Receipt
4. A sap collector comprising a spout adapted for attach No. 134,796.

ment to a tree, a receptacle detachably connected to the
Claim.-1. A signalling device for railways comprising

spout, and an outlet whereby air may be withdrawn from

the collector to form a vacuum therein to facilitate the
means constituting a normally closed circuit , means consti

tuting a normally open circuit , a single electrical device

collection of sap . contained in both circuits , a danger signal controlled by

5. A sap collector comprising a spout adapted for con
said electrical device , a safety signal contained in the said

nection a one end with a tree, a cup , and means for form
normally open circuit, mechanical means for opening said

ing an air tight connection between the cup and the spout. closed circuit to give the danger signal when the train

6. A sap collector comprising a spout designed to be passes a signal point, and means for closing said normally

hermetically secured over a bore in a tree , and a cup de open circuit to restrain the danger signal and at the same

tachably secured to the spout, such spout and cup being time give the safety signal.

closed to the exterior atmosphere. 2. Apparatus for signalling between fixed points on a rail
7. A sap collector comprising a spout adapted for con way line and a train passing along the line , comprising two

nection at one end with a tree and having lugs at its outer signals on the train , restraining means for preventing norm
end, and a cup also provided with lugs for interlocking with ally one of the said signals being given , means at each fixed

the lugs of the spout. point for invariably removing the said restraining means,
8. A sap collector comprising a spout adapted for attach means at each fixed point for operating the other of the said

ment to a tree , a receptacle at the outer end of such spout, signals when desired, and means whereby the first of the said

and means through which air may be exhausted from the signals is suppressed when the second of the said signals is

collector to form a vacuum therein . operated ,

9. A sap collector comprising a receptacle closed at all 3. Apparatus for signalling between fixed points on a rail

points except at its point of connection with the tree, and way line and a train passing along the line , comprising

having a valve through which air may be exhausted to form signal on the train , electrically operated restraining means
a vacuum therein . for preventing normally this signal being given , means at
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cach fixed point for invariably rendering inoperative the said 9. A signalling device for railways of he character re

restraining means, and a device at each fixed point for sup- ferred to, comprising a normally closed circuit, a normally

open circuit distinct from the said normally closed circuit,

a lever carried by the train and adapted when actuated to

open the normally closed circuit , and a fixed ramp for oper

ating the lever, said lever and said fixed ramp constituting

a part of the normally open circuit ,

No. 102,558. Explosive. Explosif.

William Herbert Evans and Robert Westover Withycomb,

both of Montreal, Quebec , Canada, assignees of Frank

Park Harris , New York City , New York , U.S.A. , 11th

December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 1st September, 1906 .

Receipt No. 139,145.

Claim . - 1 . An explosive compound made from tri-nitro

toluol together with tri - nitro - phenol and nitrate of soda ,

as specified.

2. An explosive compound made from tri - nitro- toluol to

gether with tri- nitro -phenol and nitrate of ammonium , as

specified.

3. An explosive compound comprising tri - nitro- toluol

mixed with tri-nitrate -phenol and nitrate of soda and par

affine , together with a sensitizing ingredient mixed with the
aforesaid ingredients and subsequently granulated and

powdered , as specified .

plying electric current to the said electrically operated 4. An explosive compound comprising tri- nitro- toluol

means when desired. mixed with tri- nitro - phenol, nitrate of soda and nitrate of

4. Apparatus for signalling between fixed points on a rail- ammonia , and paraffine together with tri -nitro - toluol and

way line and a train passing along the line , comprising two picric acid mixed with the aforesaid ingredients , subse

signals on the train , a ramp at each fixed point, a lever quently granulated and powdered, as specified.

carried by the train in such a position that it is operated by 5. An explosive compound comprising tri-nitro -toluol and

the said ramp, means connected with the said lever for oper- tri-nitro -phenol and nitrate of ammonia and a parafine, tri

ating one of the said signals, and means for completing an nitrotoluol, picric acid joined to the aforesaid ingredients

electric circuit through the said ramp , lever and second and subsequently reduced to a powdered state, as specified.

signal to operate the latter. 6. An explosive compound made from tri-nitro-toluolto

5. Apparatus for signalling from fixed points on a railway gether with tri - nitro - phenol and nitrate of soda and nitrate

line to a train passing along the line , comprising two signals of ammonia , as specified.

on the train , an electro -magnetic device controlling one of

the said signals, a source of electric current on the train , No. 102,559. Pulverizing or Grinding Mill.
a switch on the train , a normally closed electric circuit on

the train including the said electro -magnetic device , source Pulvérisateur ou moulin à moudre.

of current and switch , a device at each point for moving the

said switch to control the said circuit and a device at each

fixed point to operate the other of the said signals when

desired. Fig : 1 .

6. Apparatus for signalling from fixed points on a railway

line to a train passing along the line , comprising two signals

on the train , an electro -magnetic device controlling one of

the said signals , a source of electric current on the train , a

switch on the train , an electric circuit on the train including

the said electro -magnetic device, source of current and

switch , a lever on the train connected with the said

switch , a ramp at each fixed point to operate the said lever ,

an insulated conductor on the said ramp , a source of electric

current on the line, an electro - magnetic device on the train

controlling the other of the said signals , a device for con

veying electric current from the said insulated conductor to

the said electro -magnetic device and means for connecting

the said source of electric current on the line with the said

insulated conductor when required .

7. Apparatus for signalling from fixed points on a railway

line to a train passing along the line , comprising two sig

nals on the train , an electro -magnet controlling, one of the

signals , two windings on the said electro - magnet , a source

of electric current on the train , a switch on the train , an

electric circuit on the train including one of the windings

of the said electro -magnet, the said source of current and

the said switch , an electrically insulated lever on the said

train connected with the said switch, a ramp at each fixed

point to operate the said lever , an insulated conductor on

the said ramp wherewith the said lever makes contact when

operated by the said ramp, a source of electric current on

the line , an electro - magnetic device controlling the other

of the said signals , an electric circuit including the said

source of current , the said insulated conductor, the said
102 559

insulated lever , the second winding of the said electro -mag
net and the said electro -magnetic device , and means on the
line for closing the last -named eleetric circuit when de- James Wheeler Fuller , Jr. , Catasaugua, Pennsylvania

sired.
U.S.A.,11th December, 1906 ; 18 years. Filed 21st March

8. Apparatus for signalling from fixed points on a ail- 1906. Receipt No. 134,108 .

way line to a train passing along the line , comprising two Claim . - 1. In a pulverizing or grinding mill , a base having

signals on the train , an electro -magnetic device controlling an annular depression, a flange carried by said base and

one of the said signals, a source of electric current on the partially covering the depression by extending over the
train , a switch on the train , an electric current on the same, and a shaft passing through said base and having a

train , includingthe said electro-magnetic device,sourceof driving wheelterminating with its toothed portion in the
current and switch,a steam boiler on the train , a device depression of said base and below the flange thereof, the

operatedby thesteam boiler when the pressure therein is depression of said base arrangedto receive a lubricating
above a predetermined value to close the said electric cir fluid, and said flange arranged when thewheel is rotated

cuit , a device at each fixed point for moving the said switch to confine the raised fluid to the depression and conduct ?

to control the said circuit and a device at each fixed point certain portion thereof over the toothed portion of the
to operate the other of the said signals when desired . wheel to horoughly lubricate th

20

1

d

same.
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2. In a pulverizing or grinding mill , a base having an an - spacing sleeves and rivets forming a connection between the

nular depression at the upper portion thereof and at the opposite internal projections, and end plates into which the

lower portion having projections, a yoke removably con- said elements are countersunk to form water tight and

necting the projections with each other, a flange carried by steam tight joints therewith , the spaces 7 between each ele

the base and partially covering the depression by extend- ment forming a vertical series of superimposed and parallel

ing over the same, a shaft passing through the base and fire tubes, substantially as described .

terminating between the projections thereof and above the

yoke, a driving wheel secured to said shaft and terminating No. 102,561 . Handle for Safety Razor Blades .

with the toothed portion in the depression of said base and Poignée pour les lames de rasoirs de sûreté.
below said flange, the depression of said base arranged to

receive a lubricating fluid , and said flange arranged when

said wheel is rotated , to conduct a certain portion of the

fluid over the toothed portion of said wheel , and a bearing

carried by said yoke and adapted to receive the lower end
of said shaft.

3. In a pulverizing or grinding mill , a base having an an

nular substantially V-shaped depression at the upper por

tion thereof and rib - like projections at the lower portion ,

a yoke removably connecting the projections with each

other, a flange consisting of overlapping sections carried

by said base and partially covering the depression thereof ,

by extending over the same, a shaft passing through said

base and terminating between the projections and above

said yoke, a driving wheel secured to said shaft and ter

minating with the toothed portion in the depression of said

base and below said flange, the depression of said base ar

ranged to receive a lubricating fluid , and said flange ar

ranged when said wheel is rotated to conduct a certain por

tion of the fluid over the toothed portion of said wheel, and

bearings carried respectively, by the projections of said

base and said yoke adapted to independently surround said

shaft and receive the lower end thereof.
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No. 102,560. Multitubular Boiler.

Chaudière à tubes.

1
1
9
.
5

Rider Prenell Cafferty, Jr. , Leonia , New Jersey , U.S.A. , 11th

December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 23rd November, 1906.

Receipt No. 141,459.

Claim . - A handle for razor blades , said handle being tubu

lar in forma and larger at one end than at the other and

composed of two parts which are concavo -convex in cross

section , said parts being connected at one end and flattened

at the other end to form parallel flat jaws , one of said jaws

being provided at intervals with holes or apertures and the

other with lugs adapted to pass through said holes or aper

tures, a spring placed between the handle members for forc

ing them apart and a sleeve mounted on said handle and

adapted when moved in one direction to force the separate

parts thereof and the said jaws together.

No. 102,562. Lacrosse Stick. Lacrosse.
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Fig 3 Fig.2

Fig !

N

Fig:4

Charles Bourdon , Paris, France, 11th December, 1906 ; 6

years. Filed 3rd October, 1905. Receipt No. 128,923.

Claim .-1 . In a fire tube boiler composed of easily remov

able elements , a plurality of elements formed each of a

corrugated boiler plate folded upon itself to form vertical

walls with the internally projecting corrugations of each

face in contact with the corresponding projecting corruga

tions of the other face so as to form a vertical series of

superimposed and parallel fibre tubes 7 , connecting pieces

securing the said folded elements , and end plates into which

the said elements are countersunk forming water tight and

steam joints therewith , substantially as described .

2. In a fire tube boiler composed of easily removable ele

ments , a plurality of elements formed each of a corrugated

boiler plate folded upon itself to form vertical walls , so that

the inwardly projecting corrugations of the vertical sides

of each element are opposite and adjacent to each other,

102562

Decaire Ceel , Caughnawaga, Quebec , Canada , 11th Decem

ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 5th July, 1906 . Receipt No.

137,546 .

Claim.-1 . A device of the class described, consisting of

a wooden frame integrally formed and comprising a handle ,

12-16
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a back , the lip , and the toe which is formed upward and in- acid solution of ferrous sulphate and passing air through

ward , a suitable netting suitably laced in proper position ,

and a suitable guard laced in with said netting and laced

through said toe and secured to said back in such position the solution during the operation of leaching.

that the upper guard member thereof will always rest upon

the top edge of said back so as to positively be supported

thereby at this end which , together with the support given

said upper guard member by said toe , effectually prevents

the said guard from sagging ,

2. A device of the class described, consisting of a wooden

frame integrally formed , and comprising an handle, a back,

the lip , and the toe which is formed upward and inward, a

suitable netting suitably laced in proper position , and a

guard comprising the upper guard member, the intermediate

guard member and the lower guard member, intermediate

guard supports, comprising a strand of suitable material

laced in with said netting and twisted around itself so as to

give supoprt to the intermediate and lower guard members

which are sui ably laced through said toe and through or

around said back at or near where the handle proceeds

therefrom, and provided with two upper loops which fit

around the upper guard member, and a lower loop which

passes between the twisted parts of said strand and under

neath said upper guard member so that when the said

strand is pulled into proper position during course of manu

facture , the said loops will firmly grip around said upper

guard member and prevent said intermediate guard sup

ports from lateral displacement, the said upper guard mem

ber being laced through said toe and to said back in such

position that it will always rest upon the top edge of said

back so as to be positively supported thereby at this end

which, together with the support given said upper guard

member by said toe , effectually prevents the said guard NAMIN

from sagging.
TWITT

3. A device of the class described, consisting of a wooden

frame integrally formed comprising a handle , a back, the
102 563

lip , and the toe which is formed upward and inward, the said

lip being constructed thicker so to give additional

strength, at the points where the said toe proceeds there 2. The process of leaching oxidized copper ores which con

from and where it proceeeds from said back, and being made sists in submitting the ore to the action of a hot non-acid

solution of ferrous sulphate and passing air through the
thinner intermediate said points, the said wooden frame

solution during the operation of leaching.
being made stouter or thicker at the point where said back

proceeds from said handle , a suitable netting suitably laced 3. The process of separating copper from oxidized ores
which consists in leaching the ore with a hot non-acid

in proper position , and a guard comprising the upper guard
member, the intermediate guard memberandthe lower guard solution of ferrous sulphate and passing air through the solu

member, intermediate guard supports comprising a strand
tion during the operation of leaching, separating the solution

from the residue , and precipitating the copper from theof suitable material laced in with said getting and twisted

solution by means of iron, thereby regenerating the ferrous
around itself so as to give support to the intermediate and
lower guard members whichare suitably laced through said sulphate for a repetition of the process.

4. The process of separating copper from ores containingtoe and to said back at or near where the handle proceeds
basic gangue , which consistis in leaching the ore with hot

therefrom, and provided with two upper loops which fit
non -acid solution of ferrous sulphate , passing air througharound the upper guard member, and a lower loop which

the solution during the operation of leaching, separating
passes between the twisted parts of said strand and under

the solution from the residue, precipitating the copper from
neath said upper guard member so that when the said strand

the solution by means of iron and utilizing the resulting
is pulled into proper position during course of manufacture ,

solution of ferrous sulphate for a repetition of the process .
the said loops will firmly grip around said upper guard mem

ber and prevent said intermediate guard supports from
lateral displacement, the said upepr guard member being No. 102,564. Support for Anode.

laced through said toe and through or around said back in Supnort pour anode.

such position that it will always rest upon the top edge of
Frank Engelhard , Frederick H. Englehard, and William A.

said back so as to be positively supported thereby at this

end which, together with the support given said upper
Englehard , co - inventors, all of Springfield, Massachu

setts, U.S.A. , 11th December, 1906; 6 years. Filed 9th
guard member by said toe , effectualy prevents the said guard

August , 1906. Receipt No. 138,548 .
from sagging.

4. The combination with a lacrosse stick frame, a netting Claim.-1 . As a new article of manufacture , an anode

suitably laced therein , and a guard , of intermediate guard support comprising a comparatively strong interior electri
supports comprising a strand of suitable material laced in cal conducting member, a weaker exterior electrical con

with said netting and twisted around itself so as to give ducting member, thelatter being impervious to the electro

support to certain members ofsaidguard ,and provided with lyte andcompletely covering the lower portion of the in
two upper loops which fit around the upper guard member, terior member.

and a lower loop which passes between the twisted parts of 2. As a new article of manufacture, an anode support

said strand and underneath said upperguard member so that comprising a comparatively strong rod,a tube secured by a
whenthe said strand is pulled into proper position during wiped joint at the top to such rod , said tubę being imper

course of manufacture , the said loops will firmly grip around vious to electrolytes and both the tube and rod being elec

said upper guard member and prevent said intermediate trical conductors, and an impervious filling in the base of
guard supports from lateral displacement. the tube under the rod .

5. A lacrosse stick frame comprising the handle made
3. As a new article of manufacture, an anode support

stout or thick at a form which proceeds the back B , the lip comprising a comparatively strong rod,an externallyflanged
N being thickened where it proceeds from the back B by tube secured to such rod, said tube being impervious to
the elbow O and being thickened at the elbow M from which

electrolytes and both the tube and rod being electrical con

proceeds the portion L which terminates in the toe J , the
ductors , and a filling impervious to an electrolyte in the

said lip between the elbows M and O being made shallower base of the tube under the rod.
in cross section than said elbows, the elbow O being thicker

4. The combination

in cross section than the elbowM, substantially as set forth adapted tobe fastened to a supportingbar andelectrical
in an anode support with a holder

and for the purpose specified . conductor, of an electrical conducting tube closed at the
base and adapted to carry anodes, such tube being imper,

No. 102,563. Copper Separation.
vious to electrolytes , and an electrical conducting rod

Séparation du cuivre.
which is comparatively strong inserted in said tubeand

Alexander Elliott , Little Rock , California, U.S.A., 11th De- secured thereto , saidrod at its upper end projecting above
cember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 28th June, 1906. Receipt the tube andbeingadapted to be engagedwith and disen

No, 137,373 . gaged from said holder.

Claim . - 1. In the process of leaching oxidized copper ores 5. The combination in an anode support with a holder
which consists in submitting the ore to the action of a non- adapted to be fastened to a supporting bar and electrical

1

1
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conductor and having a longitudinal slot therein with a No. 102,566. Method of Removing Metallic Coat

recess at the top, of an electrical conducting tube closed at ing From Sheet Metal.

léthode d'enlerer la couche métallique des feuilles de métal .
m

n

h с

h
Fi 3

9

Fit I. Fig.2

Olin Stephen Fellows and Archibald Elmer Hopkins, co

inventors , both of Middletown, New York, U.S.A., 11th

December, 1906 ; 6 years, Filed 7th July, 1906. Receipt

No. 137,597.

102564
Claim .-- 1. The method of removing superfluous metallic

coating from sheet metal after the coating has been applied

and positively set or hardened upon the surface of the sheet

the base and adapted to carry anodes, such tube being im- metal, which consistsin remelting the set or hardened ex

pervious to electrolytes , an electrical conducting rod , which cess of metallic coating in situ , and then positively remov

is comparatively strong , inserted in said tube and secured ing the remelted excess of coating by means in direct posi

thereto, said rod at its upper end projecting above the tube tive contact therewith.

and being adapted to enter and leave the slot in said holder, 2. The method of removing superfluous metallic coating

and a removable nut at the top of the rod , having a part from sheet metal after the same has been coated and the

receivable in the aforesaid recess . coating positively set or hardened upon the surface of the

sheet metal , which consists in remelting the set or hard

No. 102,565. Method of Removing Metallic Coat- ened excess of metallic coating in situ , and then positively

ing From Sheet Metal. removing the remelted excess of coating by brushing.

Véthode d'enlerer la couche métallique des feuilles de métal.

No. 102,567. Means of RemovingMetallic Coating
From Sheet Metal .

ted
Hothode d'enlerer la couch ' mitallique des feuilles de metal.

17

OlinStephen Fellows and Archibald Elmer Hopkins, Mid

dletown , New York, U.S.A., 11th December , 1906 ; 6
years . Filed 7th July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,596 .

Claim . - 1. The method of removing superfluous metallic

coating from sheet metal after the same has been coated | Olin Stephen Fellows and Archibald Elmer Hopkins , co

and the coating positively set or hardened on the sheet inventors, both of Middletown , New York , U.S.A. , 11th

metal , which consists in remelting the set or hardened ex- December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 7th July, 1906. Receipt

cess of metallic coating in situ , and then positively remov
No. 137,598 .

ing the said remelted excess from the sheet metal. Claim . - 1 . In apparatus for removing superfluous metallic

2. The method of removing superfluous metallic coating coating from sheet metal after the same has been coated

from sheet metal after the same has been coated and the and the coating positively set or hardened on the latter,

coating positively set or hardened on the sheet metal , which means for applying heat to such excess of metallic coating

consists in remelting the set or hardened excess of metal- to remelt the same and liquate it in situ , and means for

lic coating in situ, and then positively removing the said forcibly removing such liquated excess of metallic coating

excess of metallic coating from the sheet metal by a fluid from the surface of the sheet metal .
blast.

2. In apparatus for removing superfluous metallic coating

3. The method of removing superfluous metallic coating from sheet metal after the same has been coated and the

from sheet metal after the same has been coated and the coating positively set or hardened on the latter , means for

coating positively set or hardened on the sheet metal , which applying heat to such excess of metallic coating to remelt

consists in remeiting the set or hardened excess of metallic the same and liquate it in situ , and means for directing a
coating in situ and the positively removi the said re- fluid blast against such liquated excess of metallic coating

melted excessfrom the sheet metal by a plurality of fluid for the purpose of removing it from the surface of the sheet
blasts .

metal.

1
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or

3. In apparatus for removing superfluous metallic coat- for supplying imflammable gag to the latter, means in the

ing from sheet metal after the same has been coated and the carbureter comprising separate valves at the inlet and out

coating positively set or hardened on the latter , means for let ends thereof for retaining a supply of gas in the car

applying heat to such excess of metallic coating to remelt bureter, mens for controlling the supply of fuel from the

the same and liquate it in situ , and means for directing a tank to the carbureter, and a mechanism for simultaneously

plurality of fluid blasts against such liquated excess of actuatins both of the said means.

metallic coating for the purpose of removing it from the 2. The combination of a burner, a source of fuel supply ,

surface of the sheet metal. a carbureter connected with the source and burner for sup

plying inflammable gas to the latter, separate valves at the

No. 102,568. Means of Removing Metallic Coating inlet and outlet ends of the carbureter, means for opening

From Sheet Metal, and closing the valves simultaneously , a valve for controll

Méthode d'enlever la couche métallique des feuilles de métal.
ing the supply of fuel to the carbureter, and a device con

nected with the valve and said means for opening or clos

ing the fuel controlling valve and valves of the carbureter

together.

3. The combination of a burner, a source of fuel supply,

a carbureter connected with the source and burner for sup

plying inflammable gas to the latter , a valve hetween the

source and carbureter , two valves in the carbureter for re

taining a supply of gas therein , and mechanism exterior

of the carbureter for actuating the three valves simul
taneously.

4. The combination of a burner, a source of fuel supply ,

a carbureter connected with the source and burner for sup

plying inflammable gas to the latter, a reciprocating device

in the carbureter for retaining and releasing a supply of

gas in and from the same, a rotatable valve intermediate.

the carbureter and source of supply for controlling the flow

of fuel, and a mechanism for actuating the said device and
valve simultaneously.

5. The combination of a burner, a source of fuel supply ,

a carbureter connected with the source and burner for sup

19
plying inflammable gas to the latter , a reciprocating device

in the carbureter for retaining and releasing a supply of

gas in and from the same, a needle valve arranged exterior

Olin Stephen Fellows and Archibald Elmer Hopkins , co- to the carbureter to control the supply of fuel from the

inventors , both of Middletown , New York , U.S.A. , 11th source to the carbureter , a mechanism between the stem

December , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 7th July, 1906. Receipt of the valve and the device arranged to cause the latter to

No. 137,599 . release the supply of gas simultaneously with the opening

Claim . - 1. In apparatus for removing superfluous metallic
of the needle valve and to retain a supply of gas when the

coating from sheet metal after the same has been coated needle valve is closed , and means for actuating the needle

and the coating positively set or hardened, the combination valve.

of means for applying hoat to the set hardened 6. The combination of a burner, a source of fuel supply,

excess of metallic coating in such manner as to liquate the a carbureter connected with the source and burner for sup

same in situ , and mechanical means for positively contact- plying inflammable gas to the latter , inlet and outlet ports
ing with and removing said liquated excess of metallic coat- in the carbureter, connected valves controlling the ports , a

ing from the sheet metal plate . valve arranged intermediate the source and carbureter, and

2. In apparatus for removing superfluous metallic coating a lever arranged intermediate the latter valve and the

from sheet metal after the same has been coated and the valves of the carbureter whereby all of the valves are open

coating positively set or hardened, the combination of means ed and closed simultaneously.

for applying heat to the set or hardened excess of metallic 7. The combination of a burner, a source of fuel supply, a

coating in such manner as to liquate the same in situ , and carbureterconnected with the source and burner for supply.

a brush arranged to positively remove said liquated excess ing inflammable gas to the latter, inlet and outlet ports in

of metallic coating from the sheet metal plate . the carbureter, connected valves controlling the ports, a

3. In apparatus for removing superfluous metallic coating valve arranged' intermediate the sourceand carbureter, a
from sheet metal after the same has been coated and the lever , means on the stem of the last -mentioned valve for

coating positively set or hardened, the combination of means tilting the lever, and a link extending from the lever to a

for applying heat to he set or hardened excess of metallic point within the carbureter and connected with the valves
coating in such manner as to liquate the same in situ , and in the latter .

a plurality of brushes arranged to positively remove said 8. The combination of a burner, a source of fuel supply, a
liquated excess of metallic coating from the sheet metal carbureter connected with the source and burner for supply

plate . ing inflammable gas to the latter , inlet and outlet ports in

No. 102,569. Carbureter. Carburateur.

the carbureter, separate valves for the ports, a common

valve stem , and a device extending from a point within to a

point without the carbureter and connected with the stem

for actuating the valves .

9. The combination of a burner, a source of fuel supply,
a carbureter connected with the source and hurner for sup

plying inflammable gas to the latter , inlet and outlet in the

carbureter, separate valves for the ports, a common valve

stem to which one valveispositively connected and the

other loosely connected, andmeansforactuating the valves.

10. The combination of a carbureter having separate ports,

a valve at oneof the ports for controlling the supply of
mixture therefrom , a valve attheother port co-operating

with the first to hold a charge of gas in the carbureter,

means for simultaneously opening and closing the valves,a

stem to which the valves areconnected , and diaphragmsin
the carbureter which guide the movement of the said stem .

11. The combination of a carbureter , a valve for controlling

the supply of mixture therefrom , a valve co -operating with

the first to hold a chargeofgas' in the carbureter, a valve

stem in the carbureter to whichthe valves are attached.

means exterior of the carbureter for actuating the valve
stem, and a plurality of perforated diaphragms in the car .

bureterwhich serve to guide themovement ofthe stem .

12.The combination of a carbureter, a valve for controlling
Robert H. Gray , Columbia , Missouri , U.S.A. , 11th December ,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 2nd November, 1906 . Receipt No.
the supplyofmixturetherefrom ,a valve co -operating with

the firstto holda chargeofgasin the carbureter to which

140,858 . one
valveis positively connected,a lost motion connection

Claim .-- 1. The combination of a burner, a source of fuel between the other valveand the 'stem , and means for actum

supply, a carbureter connected with the source and burperating the valve stem .
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13. The combination of a carbureter chạmber, ports at op- No. 102,571 . Railway Signal.

posite ends thereof, a plurality of gauze diaphragms in the Signal de chemins de fer.

chamber which are provided with central perforations, a

valve stem guided by the perforations of the diphragm ,

valves on the opposite ends of the stem arranged to close

and open the ports simultaneously, and a device for impart

ing motion to the valve stem.

14. The combination of a carbureter chamber, a partition

dividing the chamber into separate compartments, à port in

the partition , separate inlets for air and fuel leading to one

of the compartments , a plurality of diaphragms in the other

compartment, an outlet port , a valve for the latter , a valve

controlling the port in the partition , a stem connected with

the valves to close and open them simultaneously , and means

connected with the stem for actuating the same .

1
1

No. 102,570. Spring Bed. Lit à ressort.

me

Filät

102571

26

Albert J. Hitch , Ridgetown , Ontario , Canada, 11th Decem

ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 2nd December, 1905. Receipt

No. 130,641 .

Claim .-- 1 . In a railway signalling apparatus, a casipg

provided with openings therein , fixed indicators adapted to

be viewed through the openings, movable indicators adap

ted to cover the openings, resilient means adapted to nor

mally maintain the movable indicators over the openings ,

Fio2 and electrically operated means for moving the movable

indicators .

2. In railway signalling apparatus , a casing provided

with openings therein , fixed indicators within the casing,

movable indicators disposed within the casing, links con

nected to the movable indicators, levers connected to the

102570
links, resilient means for maintaining the movable indica

tors in elevated position , and means operated by the pass

John Henkel, Montreal, Quebec , Canada, 11th December,

age of a train and adapted to actuate the movable indica

tors to a lower position .

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 26th May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,285 . 3. In a railway signalling apparatus, a casing, fixed indica

Claim.—1. A spring bed comprising a bottom frame, a top tors within the casing, movable indicators adapted to cover

frame, springsbetween such frame, and a pair of diagonal | the fixed indicators, levers connected with the movable in

braces disposed in V -formwith their converging ends pivot. dicators, brackets within the casing adapted to pivotally
ally connected to a common point upon one frame and theirSeparated ends connected to the other frameforpreventing support the levers, springs adapted to normally elevate the

movable indicators, means for overcoming the tension of

lateral displacement of the topframe relatively to the bot the springs operated by the passage of a train , and means

tom frame, substantially as described. for limiting the movement of the levers .

2. In a spring bed, an open top frame with longitudinal

bars adjacent to the side bars thereof and transverse bars

4. In a railway signalling apparatus, a casing, fixed in

adjacent to the end bars thereof, an open bottom frame, a

dicators disposed within the casing, movable indicators

pair of diagonal braces in V - form ateach end of the bed , adapted to cover the fixed indicators, levers adapted to

means connecting such braces at their apices to the middle support the movable indicators, resilient means normally

of the bottom frame adjacent to the ends of the said frame, maintaining the movable indicators in one position, means

means connecting the opposite ends of the said braces tó
operated by the passage of a train adapted to actuate the

the bars of the upperframe,and springs located between the
levers to another position , and brackets within the casing

top and bottom frames, substantially as described and for
adapted to limit the movement of the levers .

the purpose set forth.
5. In a railway signalling apparatus, a casing, indicating

3. In a spring bed the combination with bars extending at members in the casing, resilient means for maintaining one

right angles to each other, ofmeans of connection consist
of the indicators in one position , means for moving one of

ing of a notch and a staple g straddling one of the bars and
said indicators , electrical connections to said means , cas

riveted into the other ,substantially as described and for the
ings adapted to receive the ends of said electrical connec

purpose set forth.

tions, means for resiliently supporting the ends of the cas .

4. In a spring bed the combination with a bar having its ings , and means for maintaining the ends of said connec

side edge uppermost,of an angular bracket riveted to the tions out of contact with each other.

said barwiththe inner side of its vertical flange in contact 6.Ina railway signalling apparatus, indicating members ,

with one of the flat sides of such bar and its horizontal electrical means adapted to move some of said indicating

flange extending over and lying upon the said side edge of members, wires forming a circuit to said electrical actuat

the latter, substantially as described and forthe purpose of ing means, a lower casing adapted to receive the end ofone

connecting a spring to the said bar. ofsaid wires, resilient means for supporting said casing.

5. In a spring bed the combination with a bar e , of a an upper casing disposed on the lower casing and adapted

bracket p, substantially as described. to receive the other of said wires , and springs disposed be

6. In a spring bed thecombination of bars 0, bars c bent tween said upper and lower casings adapted to normally

at c ', barsd bentat di bars e notched at f, staples y, frame maintain the ends of said wires apart .

k with rounded corners k', bars k bars ks, braces m, brackets 7. In a railway signalling apparatus, indicating members,

n, coiled springs o , brackets p, and stays o, substantially as
described andfor the purpose set forth.

electrical means adapted to move some of said indicating

members, wires forming a circuit to said electrical actu
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ating means , a lower casing adapted to receive the end of the contents of the same, consisting of a bottom inclined

one of said wires, an upper casing disposed on the lower towards the cooling chamber, in combination with a slide

casing and adapted to receive the other of said wires , re- door arranged at the bottom thereof and at its outlet.

silient means for supporting the lower casing , springs dis

posed between said upper and lower casing adapted to nor

mally maintain the ends of said wires apart, and a resilient

support for said lower casing.

8. In a railway signalling apparatus , indicating means ,

electrical means for operating said indicating means, which

electrical means are disposed in electrical circuits normally

open , and means for maintaining the ends of said circuits

apart comprising a lower casing provided with binding

posts , springs disposed on the ends of said lower casing ,

plates adapted to receive the thrust of said springs , bolts

connecting said plates and said casing, an upper casing dis

posed on the lower casing, and provided with collars on its

under surface , binding posts carried by the upper casing ,

screw - threaded rods carried by the lower casing , and heli
P

cal springs disposed on said screw - threaded rods . (

9. In a railway signalling apparatus, the combination com

prising a casing having the names of stations thereon , and

having thereon the representation of the track on which

the stations are situated , fixed indicating members adja

cent the names of the stations , movable indicating mem

bers, and means adapted to be actuated by the passage of

train for moving the movable indicating members to
26

cover the fixed indicating members and to indicate on the

casing the position of a train on the tracks with relation

to the station names.

10. In a railway signalling apparatus, the combination

comprising a casing having indicated thereon a railway

track , and having indicated thereon the stations , switches,

and sidings on the track , indicating members arranged to

correspond to the stations, the sidings and the switches on 102573

the track, and means for operating the indicating members

by the passage of a train to denote on the casing the cor

responding position of a train on the tracks.

11. In a railway signalling apparatus , the combination 2. A coking furnace consisting of a carbonizing chamber,

comprising a casing having indicated thereon a railway a cooling chamber and a dryingchamber, said cooling cham

track , and having indicated thereon the stations , switches, ber provided with a plurality of radiation pipes through

and sidings on the track , indicating members arranged to which the non - condensed and cooled products of distilla

correspond to the stations , the sidings and the switches on tion are passed and which pipes are in communication with

the track , and means for operating the indicating members the furnace.
by the passage of a train to denote on the casing the cor- 3. A coking furnace consisting of a carbonizing chamber,

responding position of a train on the tracks, and to denote a cooling chamber and a drying chamber, said cooling cham

on the casing the condition of the switches and sidings . ber being provided with a plurality of radiation pipes

through which the non -condensed and cooled products of

No. 102,572. Copper Producing Process.
distillation are passed and which are in communication

with the furnace, the said drying chamber being further
Procédé pour l'extraction du cuivre des minerais . provided with a plurality of channels opening to the atmos

Lucien Juman , Paris , France, 11th December, 1906 ; 6 years.
pheric air for further cooling the coke.

Filed 18th July, 1906 . Receipt No. 137,933 .
4. A coking furnace consisting of a carbonizing chamber,

a cooling chamber and a drying chamber, said carbonizing
Claim .-1 . A process for obtaining simultaneously pure chamber being provided with a plurality of heating pipes

copper and sulphuric acid which consists in heating a solu
extending horizontally or nearly horizontally through the

tion of a salt of copper in a closed vessel under pressuro lower part of the said chambor and being in communication

in presence of sulphurous acid . either with a suitable furnace and with the drying chamber .

2. A process for obtaining simultaneously pure copper

and sulphuric acid which process consists in heating a solu- No. 102,574. A Furnace for Reducing Metals.

tion of a salt of copper in a closed vessel under pressure

in presence of a sulphite .
Fournaise pour réduire les métaus .

3. A process for obtaining simultaneously pure copper

and sulphuric acid which consists in subjecting a solution

of a salt of copper to a preliminary purification to eliminate

the precious metals which it contains , the said purification

being effected by treating the said solution with sulphurous

acid at a raised temperature and under ordinary pressure ,

in separating from the solution the precious metals thus

precipitated, in treating the purified solution with sul

phurous acid or with a sulphite in a closed vessel under

pressure, and in transforming into pure massive copper the

copper thus precipitated by melting it or compressing it .

4. A process for obtaining simultaneously pure copper

and sulphuric acid , which process consists in heating a

solution of a salt of copper in a closed vessel under pres

sure in presence of sulphurous acid or a sulphite, in com

pressing the copper thus precipitated into the form of bri

quettes and in using these briquettes as anodes in ordinary

electrolytic refining vats to eliminate the precious metals Fredrik Adolf Kjellin , Stockholm , Sweden , 11th December,

which were contained in the solution subjected to the pro 1906 ; 6 years Filed 12th September, 1906. Receipt No.

139,454 .

Claim . - 1. A method of reducing metals or metalloids

No. 102,573. Carbonizing Apparatus.
from their combination by introducing the reducing agent

and the substance to be reduced in separate compartments
Appareil à carboniser .

of a furnace, divided in several such communicating com

Rolof Jürgensen , Prag-Uzkon , Austria , 11th December ,
partments in such a manner that the said agent and the

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th June, 1906. Receipt No. 137,266 said substance will come in contact only thereby, that the

Claim . - 1. A coking furnace consisting of a carbonizing molten bath of the reduced substance in that compartment

chamber , a cooling chamber and a drying chamber , said

carbonizing chamber being ininterruptedcommunication metalloid from its combination in anothercompartment
with thechambers, and means for automatically discharging of the furnace .
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2. A furnace for reducing metals or metalloids from their l tacles for the material to be treated, a process of forcing the

combinations consisting of a receptacle divided in several material through the said channels consisting therein that
compartments by one or goveral partitions, dipping into the gases contained in the enlargements or receptacles

the molten composition which is to be reduced and which | above the treated material are intermittently subjected to
is floating upon the molten bath of the substance already a varying pressure.

reduced for the purpose of preventing the direct contact of

the substances, fed to the different compartmens and in- No. 102,576. Feed Water Heater.

tended to act upon one another.
Chauffeur d'eau d'alimentation .

No. 102,575. Electric Resistance Furnace .

Fournaise à résistance électrique.
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Fredrik Adolf Kjellin , Stockholm , Sweden , 11th December,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 12th September, 1906. Receipt No. John McQuat Mackie, Montreal, Quebec , Canada , 11th De

139,460.
cember, 1906 ; 6 Tears. Filed 12th July , 1906 . Receipt

No. 137,742.
Claim . - 1 . An improved electric furnace containing heat

ing channels with enlarged portions or communicating with Claim.-1. A feed water heater comprising a casing or shell

separate receptacles for the material to be treated, char- consisting of a cylindrical member with flanged ends and

acterized by the fact that the said material continually or means for effecting a communication with a steam supply ,

with short intervals is forced through the said heating an end or header g having opening j and stuffing box k, a

channels , for the purpose of carrying the heat from the base m with openings o, p and q , stuffing boxes r and el,

heating channels to the other parts of the furnace.
brackets 8, and drip pipe 20, and a feed water receptacle

2. An improved electric furnace containing heating chan
within such casing or shell and consisting of a pair of mem

Dels with enlarged portions or communicating with separate
bers 2 and 7, perforated plates 4 and 11 , and pipes 13 , 15 , 16

receptacles for the material to be treated , in combination and 20, substantially as described and for the purpose set

forth.

with means for giving the said furnace an oscillating or

rocking movement , for the purpose of forcing the material
2. A feed water heater comprising a casing or shell con

through the heating channels ,
sisting of a cylindrical member b with flanged ends and

3. An improved electric furnace containing heating chan
means for effecting a communication with a steam supply ,

nels with enlargd portions or communicating with separate
an end or header y having opening i and stuffing k , a base

m with openings o, p and q, stuffing boxes r and ml , brackets
receptacles for the material to be treated, in combination

8, and drip pipe 20, and a feed water receptacle within such
with a refractory body, which is intermittently forced down

casing or shell and consisting of a pair of hemi-spherical
into the molten material for the purpose of putting it

members 2 and 7, perforated plates 4 and 11 , and pipes 13 ,
through the channels.

15 , 16 and 20 , and deflector 10 , substantially as described and
4. An improved electric furnace containing heating chan

for the purpose set forth.

nels with enlarged portions or communicating with separate 3. A feed water heater comprising a casing or shell con
receptacles for the material to be treated , in combination

sisting of a cylindrical member with flanged ends and

with a refractory body immersed in the molten material openings c and f for effecting a communication with a steam

and having a movement along the channel or channels, the
supply , an end or header g having opening j and stuffing box

heating channel proper eventually being formed of the space k , of a base m with openings 0 , p and q, stuffing boxes r and
between the said body and the walls and bottom of the rí, brackets s, and drip pipe 20, and a feed water receptacle

channel .
within such casing or shell and consisting of a pair of arci

5. An improv d electric furnace containing heating chan- form members 2 and 7, perworated blades 4 and 11 , pipes

nels with enlarged portions or communicating with separate 13 , 15 , 16 and 20, and deflector 10, substantially as described

receptacles for the material to be treated , characterized by
and for the purpose set forth.

the fact that the bottom of the channels is inclined , making 4. A feed water heater comprising a casing or shell con

the deepness of the channel or channels least in the places sisting of a cylindrical member b with flanged ends and

where the bottom is highest , and that the furnace is com- means for effecting a communication with a steam supply,

bined with means for imparting to it a rotating movement anend or header g having openings j, stuffingbox k, and safety

on an inclined axis, so that new portions of the material valve i, a base m with openings op and g, stuffing boxes po

to be treated are continuously forced through the shallow- and put brackets 8, and a drip pipe 20, and feed water recep

est part of the channels . tacle within such casing or shell and consisting of a pair of

6 An improved electric furnace containing heating chan- arciform members, 2 and 7 , perforated plates 4 and 11, pipes

nels with enlarged portions or communicating with separate 13, 15 , 16 and 20, and deflector 10 , substantially as described

receptacles for the material to be treated, characterized by and for the purpose set forth.

the fact, that between the heating channels and the enlarged 5. A feed water heater casing or shell consisting of a cylin

portions or receptacles are arranged partitions of refractory drical member b with flanged ends and openings e and f for

material , immersing into the slag formed during the pro- effecting a communication with a steam supply , an end or

cess, for the purpose of preventing the said slag from enter- header g having opening į and stuffing box k , an end m ' with

ing from the one receptacle to the other or to the heating openings o , p and q, stuffing boxes p and gel, brackets 8 , and

channels . drip pipe 20, substantially as described and for the purpose

7. A process of carrying out metallurgical operations in set forth.

electric furnaces containing heating channels with enlarged 6. A feel water receptacle for use within a casing or shell

portions or communicating with separate receptacles for the and consisting of a pair of arciform members 2 and 7 , per

material to be treated , characterized by the fact that the forated plates 4 and 11 , pipes 13 , 15 , 16 and 20 , and deflector

said material is acted upon by different substances in the 10 , substantially as described and for the purpose set forth .

different receptacles or enlargements in such a manner that 7. A feed water heater casing or shell consisting of a cylin

the said substances may act upon the material in the most drical member 6 with flanged ends and openings e and f for

advantageous manner and during the most favourable con- effecting a communication with a steam supply, an end or

ditions. header g having opening j and stuffing box k , an end m with

8. In electric furnaces containing heating channels with openings o, p and q, stuffing boxes r and pl, and a drip pipe

enlarged portions or communicating with separate recep- 20, substantially as described and for the purpose set forth .
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tained between the plungers , so that the cleaning agent is

caused to pass to and fro through and between the material

1

8. A feed water receptacle for use within a casing or shell

and consisting of a pair of arciform members 2 and 7 , per

forated plates 4 and 11 , and pipes 13 , 15 , 16 and 20 , substanti

ally as described and for the purpose set forth.

9. A feed water heater having an outer casing forming a

steam chamber with steam connections and a feed water
receptacle located within the steam chamber, and provided

with inlet and outlet, said casing and receptacle being con

structed independently of each other so that the complete

feed water receptacle can be bodily removed without dis

turbing the steam connections, openings through the casing

and connections with the inlet and outlet of the receptacle

passing through such openings, substantially as described.

10. A feed water heater having an outer casing forming a

steam chamber with inlet and outlet and a feed water re

ceptacle located within the steam chamber and provided

with inlet and outlet , openings through the casing and con

nections with the inlet and outlet of the receptacle passing

through said openings , there being a complete clearance be

tween said casing and receptacle except at said inlet and

outlet connections , substantially as described.
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No. 102,577. Method of Regulating Furnaces,

Méthode de régulariser les fournaises .

에

P
when the plungers are reciprocated, substantially as set
forth,

11

No. 102,579. Disc Grinder. Disque à polir.

m.4 .
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Embury McLean , New York City , New York, U.S.A. , 11th De

cember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 29th August, 1906. Receipt

No. 139,088 .

Claim.-1. The method of regulating furnaces which con
G

sists in maintaining in the furnace chamber a substantially
9

uniform pressure under varying rates of combustion .

2. The method of regulating furnaces which consists in

maintaining in the furnace chamber a pressure substanti

ally equal to atmospheric pressure under varying rates of 102579

combustion .

3. The method of regulating furnaces , which consists in

supplying air to the furnace at different rates of delivery John M. Ross and John S. Riddle , co - inventors, both of

and simultaneously discharging gases from the furnace in Frobisher, Saskatchewan, Canada, 11th December, 1906 ;

quantities proportioned to said different rates of delivery , 6 years . Filed 18th May, 1906. Receipt No. 136,053.

whereby a substantially uniform pressure is maintained in Claim.-1 . An improved disc grinder comprising a revolv
the furnace under varying rates of combustion.

94. The method of regulating furnaces, which consists, in gravity held in contact with the grinding wheel, means for
ing grinding wheel, a disc supporting shaft, a disc thereon,

supplying air to the furnace at a pressure above that of theatmosphere and at differentrates of delivery and simul adjusting the position of the shaft and means for holding

taneously discharging gases fromthe furnace in quantities specified.

the same in any adjusted position , as and for the purpose

proportioned to said different rates of delivery, whereby a

substantially uniform pressureis maintained in the furnace ing wheel, a disc supporting shaft disposed slightly to one

2. An improved disc grinder comprising a revolving grind

under varying rates of combustion . side of the grinding wheel whereby rotation of the latter

No. 102,578. Apparatus for Cleaning and Dyeing meansfor adjusting the position of the shaft, a disc there.

in contact with the disc on the shaft will rotate the disc,

Wool, Etc. on, gravity held in contact with the grinding wheel, and

Appareil pour nettoyer et teindre la laine, etc. means for holding it inany adjusted position,as and for the

Maude Nicholas , London , England, 11th December, 1906 ; 6
purpose specified .

years. Filed 30th June, 1906. Receipt No. 137,450 .
3. An improved disc grinder comprising a revolving grind

Claim .-- Theimproved construction of apparatus for clean- I held in contact with the grinding wheel, means for tilting

ing wheel , a disc supporting shaft, a disc tbereon , gravity

other likematerial,consistingof a cylinder capable of be- the grinding wheel andmeans forholdingitin any adjusted
ing sealed andcontaining twoperforated plungers heldat position, as and for the purpose specified.kao
a distanceapart by a rod or rods, and means for recipro
cating such plungers, the goods to be treated being con

4. An improved disc grinder comprising a revolving grind

ing wheel, a disc supportingshaft,a disc at the topthereof

20
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gravity held in contact with the grinding wheel , means for located at the center of the boat, means connecting said
adjusting the position of the same , means for holding the hand bar with the said paddle bars, and paddles at the ends

same in any adjusted position and a lever for raising said

shaft, as and for the purpose specified.

5. An improved disc grinder comprising a grinding wheel ,

means for rotating the same, a disc supporting shaft , a disc

at the top thereof, gravity held in contact with the grinding

wheel and a frame supporting the shaft with freedom of ver

tical movement , means for tiltably supporting the frame

and means for holding the frame in any tilted position , as

and for the purpose specified .

6. An improved disc grinder comprising a grinding wheel ,

means for rotating the same, a lisc supporting shaft, a disc ,

gravity held in contact with the grinding wheel , a frame

supporting the shaft with freedom of vertical movement,

means for tiltably supporting the frame, means for holding

the frame in any tilted position , means for moving the

frame nearer to or farther from the grinding wheel and

means for holding the frame in any adjusted position , as

and for the purpose specified .

7. An improved disc grinder comprising a grinding wheel ,

means for rotating the same , a tiltably supported frame , a

shaft slidably supported therein , a disc at the top thereof, of the said paddle bars, substantially as and for the pur

gravity held in contact with the grinding wheel and means
poses set forth .

for holding the shaft in any position to which it has been
2. A boat composed of two boats coupled together by

adjusted relative to the frame, as and for the purpose
bridge pieces , a plank in the center midway between the twin

specified .
boatst , one or more paddle bars rotatably mounted on said

8.An improved discgrinder comprising a grinding wheel, plank, a hand bar pivoted at the center of the boat tothe

means for rotating the same , a disc supporting shaft, a
said plank , means for connecting said hand bar with said

frame supporting the same, a tenon on the frame, a plate, paddle bars,paddles trunnioned to the ends of the paddle

a plurality of radial grooves therein adapted to be engaged for the purposes set forth.
bars and back stops for said paddles, substantially as and

by said tenon , as and for the purpose specified.

9. An improveddiscgrinder comprising a grinding wheel, bridge pieces, a plank in the center midway between the
3. A boat composed of two boats coupled together by

means for rotating the same, a disc supporting shaft, a

frame supporting thesame,atenon ontheframe, a plate, said plank, a stud secured in the center ofthesaidplank,
twin boats , one or more paddle bars rotatably mounted on

a plurality of radial grooves therein adapted to be engaged

by said tenon , means for moving the plate nearer to or
a sprocket wheel for each paddle bar mounted on said stud ,

farther from the grinding wheel and means for holding it
a hand bar also mounted on said stud and engaging the

in any adjusted position , as and for the purpose specified.
said notches of the disc , means for coupling the said

means for rotating the same, a shaft slidably supported tially as and for the purpose set forth.

10. An improved disc grinder comprising a grindingwheel , sprocket wheels to saddiscand means fortransmitting
motion from the hand bars to said paddle bars, substan

therein, means for pivotally supporting the frame, means
4. A boat composed of twin boats coupled together by

for holding the frame in any position to which it has been
bridge pieces, a plank in the center midway between the

adjusted, a lever pivoted to the frame having a slot therein
twin boats , one or more paddle bars rotatably mounted on

through which the shaft extends , a collar adjustably se

cured in the shaft and means for holding the lever in a pre
said plank , a stud provided at the center of the boat in the

determined position , as and for the purpose specified.
plank, a sprocket wheel for each paddle bar mounted on said

stud , a disc provided with a rim , and notches mounted on

11. An improved disc grinder comprising a grinding wheel, said stud, a hand bar fitting over said stud and adapted to

means for rotating the same, a frame, a shaft slidably sup engage certain of said notches , a coupling pin between the

ported therein , means for pivotally supporting the frame, sprocket wheels and the said disc, means to impart motion
means for holding the frame in any position to which it from the sprocket wheels to the said paddle bars , a paddle

has been adjusted, a lever pivoted to the frame having a on each end of said paddle bars , a back stop for each pad
slot therein through which the shaft extends, a collar ad- dle , and means for maintaining the paddles in effcient posi
justably secured in the shaft, a spring-held dog pivoted to tion while the paddle bars are oscillated , substantially as

the lever normally engaging the frame , and means operable and for the purpose set forth .

from the end of the lever for removing the dog from en- 5. In a boat having one or more paddle bars substantially

gagement with the frame , as and for the purpose specified . as described , the combination with shafts mounted in jour

12. An improved disc grinder comprising a suitable base , nals at each end of the bars, of paddles trunnioned to the

a shaft horizontally supported on the top thereof, a grind- said shaft , a back stop formed on said shaft and paddle , and

ing wheel on the same, means for rotating the shaft, a bar means for maintaining the paddles in effective position ,

laterally extending from one side of the base, a plate slid- substantially as and for the purposes set forth .

ably secured thereon , means for holding the plate in any 6. A boat composed of twin boats coupled together as des

adjusted position , a plurality of radial grooves in said cribed, in combination with steering mechanism , compris

plate , a frame, a tenon thereon engaging the grooves in ing a rudder adapted to be swung about a horizontal pivot ,

the plate , a shaft slidably supported in the frame and and means for oparating the said rudder as described .

means for holding the shaft in any position relative to the 7. A boat composed of twin boats coupled together as

frame, as and for the purpose specified . described , a pivoted hand bar, paddle bars and paddles ,

13. An improved disc grinder comprising a suitable base, means for cperating said paddle bars , in combination with

a shaft horizontally supported on top thereof, a grinding an anchor, means for raising said anchor and connections

wheel on said shaft, means for rotating the shaft, a bar between said hand bar and said means for raising said

laterally extending from one side of the base and having a anchor, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

longitudinal groove therein, a plate having a plurality of 8. In a boat , a pivoted hand bar, paddle bars and paddles,

radial grooves therein , a U-shaped frame, a tenon thereon mears for operating said paddle bars, a steering mech

adapted to engage the grooves in the plate, a bolt extending anism , comprising a rudder adapted to be swung about a

through said frame, plate and slot in the bar, a disc sup horizontal pivot, and means for operating the said rudder.

porting shaft extending through the arms of the frame , an

adjustable collar thereon, a lever pivoted to the shaft hav- No. 102,581 . Disintegrating , Washing and Screen
ing a slot therein through which the shaft extends and a ing Machine.

spring -held dog on said lever engaging the lower arm of
Machine pour désagréger, laver et sasser.

the frame, as and for the purpose specified .

Charles Blades Coverdale Storey , Lancaster, England , 11th

December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 5th July, 1906. Receipt

No. 102,580. Boat. Bateau. No. 137,561 .

Claim .-- 1 . Apparatus for treating ores or the like so that

Karl Joseph Seck , Mainz - on - the - Rhine , Germany , 11th De- a portion of the larger , solid particles are sucessively re

cember, 1906; 6 years. Filed 12th December, 1905 . Re
moved and the softer particles are successively ground or

ceipt No. 120,929. abraded by the harder particles of similar size , comprising

Claim . - 1. A boat composed of twin boats coupled together
means for agitating , the agitating means and screens being

by bridge pieces, a plank in the center midway between alternately arranged , means for removing the reject or each

the boats, one or more paddle bar3 rotatably mounted on
screen and means for conveying the material, passing

through each screen , to the successive agitating means.
said plank, and adapted to be oscillated from one hand bar

12-17
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2. Apparatus for treating ores or the like comprising a

number of cylinders, screens on said cylinders , means for

operating lever fulcrumed on one side of the bolster , and

links connecting the convergently arranged ends of the op
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rotating said cylinders , means in said cylinders for agitating

and conveying the ore , means for removing the reject of posite sets of levers to the operating lever above and below

each screen and means for delivering to the successive cylin the pivotal connection of the latter.

der the material which passes through each screen . 2. In a brake mechanism , the combination of a car truck

3. Apparatus for treating ores or the like comprising a having a bolster , fulcrum blocks on opposite sides of the

number of cylinders , screens on said cylinders, means for bolster, bell' crank brake levers fulcrumed to said blocks,

rotating the cylinders, means in the cylinders for agitating each set of levers carrying brake shoes at their outer ends

and conveying the ore, means for introducing liquids to the and having their inner ends convergently arrangrd and ex
cylinders, means for removing the reject from each screen ,

and means for delivering the solid and liquid material , pass

tending outwardly from the bolster, one set of levers hav

ing its converging ends extending upwardly at an angle

ing through each screen , to the successive cylinder . above the plane of the bolster , an operating lever fulcrumed

4. Apparatus for treating, ores or the like comprising a

number of cylinders , screens on said cylinders , means for

upon one side of the bolster, and links pivotally connecting

the convergent ends of the brake levers to the operating

rotating the cylinders , means in the cylinders for agitating lever above and below the pivotal connection of the latter ,

and conveying the ore , means for introducing chemicals to one set of links extending across the bolster.

the cylinders , means for removing the reject from each

screen , and means for delivering the material passing No. 102,584. Axle for Grain Drills .

through each screen to the successive cylinder.

5. Apparatus for treating ores or the like comprising a
Essieu pour semoir en ligne.

number of cylinders , screens on the cylinders , means for

rotating the cylinders , means in said cylinders for raising

and dropping the material for the purpose of aerating the

same , means for removing the reject of each screen , and

means for conveying the material , passing through each

screen, to the successive cylinder.

C. Apparatus for treating ores or the like comprising a

number of nested cylinders , means for rotating said cylin

ders, screens on the alternate cylinders, means for removing

the reject of each screen , and means in the cylinders for

agitating the material , each screen being adapted to de

liver into the succeeding cylinder the material passing

through it.7. Apparatus for treating ores or the like comprising a

number of nested cylinders, screens on the alternate cylin

ders, baffles in all the cylinders, means for delivering the

material successively from one cylinder to the next, means

for rigidly connecting all the cylinders , rollers for support

ing the outermost cylinder, a worm wheel on the latter and

a worm meshing therewith , substantially as and for the pur

poso hereinbefore set forth .8. Apparatu
s for treating ores or the like comprisin

g
a

series of nested cylinders, conical ends on the alternate

cylinders, screens at the opposite ends of said cylinders,

conical ends on the other cylinders immediate
ly

below said

1
7
2

screens, baffles in all the cylinders, radial bolts and distance

sleeves for rigidly connecti
ng

all the cylinder
s
. means for

supportin
g

the outermos
t

cylinder and means for rotating

the same.

102584

No. 102,58
2
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John Watson Spencer, Newcas
tle

-on - Tyne, Englan
d

, 11th

Dece
mber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 3rd Augus
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, 1904. Recei

pt

No. 117,15
3

.
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s
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No. 141,6
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axles, a countershaft arranged at right angles to said in- 2. In a power propelled plough the combination with a

clined shaft , a pinion on said countershaft engaging said frame, soil turning devices carried thereby, an engine and

gear disc, and driving connections between said counter- propelling devices driven by said engine , of a pair of axles

shaft and the common shaft of said feeding devices , sub - mounted in the front part of said frame and hinged free to

stantially as specified. swing in a horizontal plane , wheels mounted on said axles,

3. In a grain drill , the combination with a supporting and steering mechanism for swinging said axles, said mech

frame, seed box , seed feeding devices and carrying wheels, anism being made up of a bar upon each of said axles,

of an arched revoluble axle comprising an intermediate means for connecting the front ends of said bars, a steer

horizontal portion , and portions inclined downwardly and ing rod provided with a hub, and a chain wound around said

forwardly, and universal couplings between said inter- hub and having its ends connected to the rear ends of said

mediate portions and end portions, substantially as speci- bars.
fied .

3. In a power propelled plough, the combination with a

frame, soil turning devices carried thereby, an engine and

No. 102,585. Car Axle . Essieu pour chars. propelling devices driven by said engine, of a pair of axles

mounted in said frame , and means for raising and lowering

said axles to level the plough.

4. The combination in a plough of a frame , axle members

upon which said frame is supported, blocks in which said

axle members are mounted , and screws for raising and

lowering said blocks to level said frame.

5. Mechanism for raising and lowering the plough share

comprising the combination of an operating lever, a shaft

upon which said lever is mounted, a gear upon said shaft, a

rack an mesh with which is said gear , and a ploughshare

mounted on said rack .

6. Mechanism for raising and lowering a coulter compris

ing the combination of an operating lever, a shaft upon

which said lever is mounted , a bell crank, a coulter carry

ing shaft in engagement with said bell crank, and means

connecting said shaft with said bell crank.

7. Mechanism for raising and lowering the ploughshare

and coulter comprising the combination of a shaft, means

for turning said shaft, a gear on said shaft, a rack in mesh

with said gear and secured to the ploughshare , a bell crank ,

Oscar Williams , William Mills , John Gray and William a coulter carrying shaft attached to said bell crank, and

Crozier, assignee of one- eighth of the interest, all of means for connecting said shaft and coulter.

Charleston , Pennsylvania , U.S.A., 18th December, 1906; 6 8. In a power propelled plough the combination with a

years. Filed 28th November, 1906. Receipt No.141,613. frame, a ploughshare carried thereby and an enginemounted

Claim.-An axle comprising two axially aligned sections, on said frame , of a traction wheel driven by said engine and

each section being formed with spaced apart shoulders , the mounted directly in rear of said ploughshare , whereby said

portions of each section intermediate the shoulders being wheel follows in the furrow last turned by said ploughshare

tapered, the contiguous ends of the sections being formed 9. In a plough the combination of a frame , soil turnin ~ de .

with beads and the abutting ends of the beads being bev- vices carried thereby, a pair of axles for supporting said

elled to form an oil channel , said contiguous beads being frame and mounted therein free to swing in a horizontal

grooves to form oil passages in communication with said plane, and mechanism for raising and lowering said axles

oil channel , and a sectional coupling clamped about the
to level said frame.

axle , the inner faces of each coupling section being formed

with opposite tapering portions each embracing the taper
No. 102,587. Plough. Charrue.

ing portion of each shaft section and confined between the

spaced apart shoulders thereof, said coupling member

being formed with an intermediate socket for the reception

of the beaded contiguous ends of the shaft sections and

being further formed with oil chambers in communication

with the tapering portions for lubricating the engaging
faces of the axle and coupling.
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Robert Alven Armstrong , Avonmore , Ontario , Canada , 18th

December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 29th November , 1906.

Receipt No. 141,656.

Clam.-1 . In a plough the combination of the plough beam

and plough downwardly extending from the rear end of

same , of means for tiltably supporting the heam from the

ground at substantially its center, as and for the purpose

specified.

2. In a plough the combination with the plough beam and

plough downwardly extending from the rear end of the
Andrew W. Harpstrite , Moweaqua Illinois , U.S.A. , 18th

same , of a transversely extending axle bar, wheels thereon ,
December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 22nd November, 1906 . and means for tiltably connecting the beam to the axle bar
Receipt No. 141,427 .

at substantially the center of the beam , as and for the pur

Claim.-1 . In a power propelled plough the combination pose specified.

with a frame and soil turning devices carried thereby, of 3. In a plough the combination with the plough beam and

an engine supported on said frame , means connecting said downwardly extending from the rear end of the same, of a

engine with a 100 : e pulley, a shaft on which said loose pul- transversely extending axle bar, wheels thereon, and means

ley is mounted, a clutch mechanism for connecting said for tiltably connecting the beam to the axle at substantially

loose pulley and shaft , a pinion on said shaft , a gear with the center of the beam , and means for raising and lowering

which said pinion is in mesh , a shaft driven by said gear, the beam as a whole relatively to the axle bar, as and for

sprockets on said gear driven shaft , a traction wheel, a the purpose specified.

shaft on which said wheel is mounted, sprockets on said 4. In a plough the combination with the plough beam and

last -named shaft , and drive chains connecting said last- plough downwardly extending from the rear end of the same,

named sprockets with the sprockets on said gear driven of a transversely extending axle bar, wheels thereon, means

shaft. for tiltably connecting the beam to the axle bar at substan
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tially the center of the beam , and means operable from the

end of the plough beam for raising and lowering the beam
with a transparent inner window and a cover hinged to the

as a whole relatively to the axle bar, as and for the pur
casing, an arc-shaped arm pivotally connected to the cover

pose specified.

5. In a plough the combination with the plough beam and

the plough downwardly extending with the rear end of the

same, the axle bar, wheels on the same , of a ring pivoted

to the bottom contacting with the axle bar , means for tilt

ing the ring, and means for connecting the beam to the axle

bar with freedom of vertical movement, as and for the pur

pose specified .

6. In a plough the combination with the plough beam and

plough downwardly extending from the rear end of the

same, the axle bar and wheels thereon of a ring pivoted to

the beam and contacting with the axle bar, means for tilt

ing the ring , vertical extending standards secured to the

axle bar and extending through a hole in the beam , as and

for the purpose specified .

7. In a plough the combination with the plough beam and

plough , the axle bar and the wheels thereon , of a vertivally

extending standard secured to the axle bar and extending and extending through a slot in the casing and provided

through a hole in the plough beam, and means for raising with means for holding thecover in the raised position , as
and lowering the plough beam relatively to the axle bar, as and for the purpose specified .

and for the purpose specified. 3. The combination with the oven casing and door thereof

8. In a plough the combination with the plough beam and located towards one end of the casing, of a recess located

plough downwardly extending from the rear end of the same . at the opposite end of the casing in the back plate and a

a transversely extending axle bar , wheels thereon , means lamp receptacle at the inner side of the recess provided

for tiltably connecting the beam thereto at substantially with a transparent inner window and a cover hinged to the

the centerof the beam, and means for adjusting the wheels casing and means for raising and lowering the cover, as and

in position at each end of the axle bar , as and for the pur for the purpose specified,

pose specified.

9. In a plough the combination with the plough beam and
No. 102,589. Switch Signal. Signal à aiguille.

plough downwardly extending from the rear end of the

same , a transversely extending axle bar , wheels thereon ,

means for tiltably connecting the beam thereto at substan

tially the center of the beam , and means at the end of the

axle bar for adjusting one wheel horizontally and the other

wheel vertically , as and for the purpose specified .

10. In a plough the combination with the plough beam and

plough downwardly extending from the rear end of the

same, of a transversely extending axle br " -heels thereon .

means for tiltably connecting the beam to the axle bar at

substantially the center of the beam , levers journalling the

end of the axle, stub shafts secured on said levers and

which support the wheels , and means for holding the levers

in any adjusted position , as and for the purpose specified .

11. In a plough the combination with the plough beam and

plough downwardly extending from the rear end of the

same, the axle bar and the wheels , of means for tiltably

connecting the beam to the axle bar at substantially the

center of the beam , a lever pivoted intermediate of its

length to one end of the axle , a stub shaft at the extremity

of the lever supporting the wheel , means for holding the

lever in any adjusted position, a second lever pivoted at its

extremity to the opposite end of the axle bar, an arm Prosper Cloutier, Three Rivers , Quebec, Canada, 18th De

integral therewith at substantially right angles thereto , a cember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 27th November, 1906. Re

stub shaft secured to the end of the arm on which the ceipt No. 141,590 .

wheel is supported, and means for holding said lever in Claim .-1 . In a safety system for railway switches the
any adjusted position , as and for the purpose specified . combination with the switch and operating mechanism

12. In a plough the combination with the plough beam and therefor, and thesignalling device indicating the condition
the plough downwardly extending from the rear end of the of the switch , of a locking device controlling with the
same , of means for tiltably supporting the beam from the switch and the signal and preventing independent action

ground at substantially its center, the point of the plough thereo:.

lying immediately below the pivoting point , as and for the 2. In a safety signalling system for railway switches the

purpose specified . combination with the switchand operating mechanism

13. In a plough the combination with the plough beam and therefor , and the signal indicating the condition of the
plough downwardly extending from the rear end of the switch and the operating mechanism therefor, of locking

same, of a transversely extending axle bar, wheels thereon , means for the switch releasable by the operation of the
means for tiltably connecting the plough beam to the axle signal operating mechanism, as and for the purpose speci
bar at substantially the center of the plough beam , the fied .

plough being so located that its point will lle substantially 3. In a safety signalling system for railway switches the

on the line joining the two wheels and immediately below combination withthe switch and the operating mechanism
the pivoting point of the beam , as and for the purpose therefor, the signal indicating the condition of the switch

specified.
and the operating mechanism therefor, of means automati

cally thrown into operation when the switch is open for

No. 102,588. Oven Door and Lamp Receptacle
preventing the operation of the signal operating means, as

and for the purpose specified.
TI efor, 4.Ina safety signalling system for railway switches the

Porte de fourneau et receptable pour lampe. combination with the switch, operatingmechanism therefor:

a signal and operating mechanism therefor, of a detent
Richard Horsley Castle, Toronto , Ontario , Canada , 18th

normally restraining the said operating mechanism, and
December , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 28th November, 1906 .

means operated by the operating means of the signal for
Receipt No. 141,600 . moving said detent out of engagement with the operating

Claim .-- 1. The combination withthe ovencasing anddoor mechanismofthe switch , as and for the purpose specified
thereof located towards one end of the casing, of a recess 5. In a safety signalling system for railway switches the

located at the oppositeend ofthecasing in theback plate combinationwith the switch , operating means therefor: 8
and a lamp receptacle at the inner side of the recess pro signal for indicating the condition thereof, the operating
vided with a transparent inner window, as and for the pur means forthe signal, a rope or chain extending between the
pose specified.

2.Thecombination with theovencasing anddoorthere- vicenormallyrestraining the operation of the switch, and
of located towards one end of the casing, of a recess located a rope or chain controlling said operating device connected

at the opposite end of the casing in the back plate and a to the rope or chain extending between the signal and the

lampreceptacle at the inner side of the recess provided operating means, as and forthe purpose specified.
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0. An improved safety railway switch having a stop on 5. A snow melting apparatus comprising a furnace with

a movable part of the switch operating mechanism , a de- a heat radiating top and a plurality of vertical pipes com

tent adapted to engage said stop, andmeans operated by

the operating means for the signal indicating the condition

of the switch for moving said detent out of engagement with

Lig 1

said stop , as and for the purpose specified.

7. An improved safety switch having a stop secured to a

reciprocating member of the switch operating mechanism , OwsOw

a shaft, a detent secured thereto and upwardly extending
therefrom , the end thereof being adapted to engage the stop

and prevent the reciprocative movement of the member and 31

the side of the detent being adapted to another position to Fig.2 Figs

be engaged by a stop whereby rotation of the detent and

shaft will be prevented and signalling means operated by

the rotation of the shaft supporting the detent for locking

said signal in a danger position , as and for the purpose

speciied .

8. An improved safety switch having a stop secured to a Thirt
reciprocating member of the switch operating mechanism,

a shaft , a detent secured thereto and upwardly extending

therefrom , the end thereof being adapted to engage the stop

and prevent the reciprocative movement of the member, the

side of the detent being adapted in another position to be
i en

engaged by the stop whereby rotation of the detent and d

shaft will be prevented, a disc having a grooved periphery

secured to the shaft , ai signal and operating mechanism

therefor and a rope or chain connected to thedisc end and

to the operating mechanism of the signal whereby when the

disc is rotated into a predetermined position the operation

of the signal will be prevented , as and for the purpose

specified .
Fig. 5.

9. An improved safety switch having a stop secured to a

reciprocating member of the switch operating mechanism , 102590

a shaft, a detent secured thereto and upwardly extending

therefrom , the end thereof being adapted to engage the

stop and prevent the reciprocating movement of the mem

ber, the side of the detent being adapted in another posi
tion to be engaged by the stop whereby rotation of the municating with the interior of the furnace and with

detent and shaft will be prevented , a disc having a their mouths turned downwardly , a housing enclosing the

grooved periphery secured to the shaft , a signal , an oper- furnace and having apertures through which the snow can

ating mechanism therefor and a rope or chain connected be thrown upon the said top , substantially as described

to the disc and to the operating mechanism of the signal and for the purpose set forth .
whereby when the disc is rotated into a predetermined 6. A snow melting apparatus comprising a furnace with

position the operation of the signal will be prevented , a a heat radiating top and a plurality of vertical pipes com

lug secured to the disc and upwardly extending therefrom.municating with the interior of the furnace and with their

and a spring normally depressing the lug tending to move mouths turned downwardly and exerting hot blasts in dif

the disc into position which will prevent the operating of ferent directions, a housing enclosing the furnace and hav

the signal , as and for the purpose specified . ing apertures through which the snow can be thrown upon

10. An improved safety switch comprising a switch ,
the said top, substantially as described and for the pur

operating mechanism therefor having a reciprocating mem
pose set forth .

ber, a stop secured to the said reciprocating member, a 7. A portable snow melting apparatus consisting of a

shaft , a detent secured thereto and outwardly extending heat radiating snow supporting member, means directing a

therefrom , the end thereof being adapted to engage the
heated blast upon the snow , and a vehicle upon which the

stop and prevent the reciprocative movement of the mem- said apparatus is carried, substantially as described and

ber, the side of the detent being adapted in another posi
'or the purpose set forth .

tion to be engaged by the stop whereby the rotation of the 8. A portable snow melting apparatus comprising a fur

detent and shaft will be prevented, a disc provided with a nace with an undulating heat radiating top having a plur

grooved periphery secured to the shaft , a signal . nvity ality of vertical pipes with downwardly curved mouths, a
operated means for normally holding it with the danger housing enclosing the said furnace and presenting water

signal displayed , an operating mechanism for the signal, tanks one at each side thereof, the said housing having a

a rope or chain connected to the disc and to theoperating pairof apertures, and a vehicle carryingthe said apparatus,

mechanism of the signal whereby when the said mechan
substantially as described and for the purpose set forth .

ism is operated the disc and shaft will be rotated , a lug 9. A portable snow melting apparatus comprising a sheet

integral with the disc , and outwardly extending there
iron furnace with an undulating heat radiating top having

from , a spring normally depressing the lug to rotate the
a plurality of vertical pipes with downwardly curved

shaft into a position such that the rope or chain connected mouths , the ends of such furnace havinga fire brick lining,

thereto will prevent operation of the switch operating
a housing enclosing the said furnace and presenting water

mechanism , substantially as described .
tanks at each side thereof , the said housing having a pair

of apertures, and a vehicle carrying the said apparatus ,

No. 102,590. Snow Melting Apparatus.
substantially as described and for the purpose set forth .

10. A portable snow melting apparatus comprising a sheet

Appareil pour fondre la neige. iron furnace with an undulating heat radiating top having

Felix Dansereau , Montreal , Quebec , Canada , 18th December,
a plurality of vertical pipes with downwardly curved

1906 ;6 years. Filed 23rd November, 1906. Receipt No. mouths, the ends of such furnace having a fire brick lining,

141,436 . 1 housing enclosing the said furnace and presenting water
tanks at each side thereof, the roof of the housing having

Claim . - 1 . A melting apparatus consisting of a
a pair of apertures extending longitudinally thereof, a pair

heater presenting a heat radiating snow supporting mem
of chutes , a pair of hanging doors , and a vehicle carrying

ber, substantially as described and for the purpose set the said apparatus , substantially as described and for the
forth.

purpose set forth .
2. A snow melting apparatus consisting of a snow sup

11. A portable snow melting apparatus comprising aporting member, and means for directing a heated blast
furnace with an undulating heat radiating top having a

upon the snow ,substantially as described and for the pur- ) plurality of smoke conductors directing blasts upon the
pose set forth .

said top, a housing enclosing the said furnace and present

3. A snow melting apparatus consisting of a heat radi
ing water tanks one at each side thereof , the said hous

ating snow supporting member, and means directing a

heated blast upon the snow, substantially as described and said apertures, substantially as described and for the pur
ing having a pair of apertures, and a vehicle carrying the

for the purpose set forth . pose set forth .

4. A snow melting apparatus comprising a furnace with
12. A portable snow melting apparatus comprising

a heat radiating top , a housing enclosing the furnace and furnace with an undulating heat radiating top having a plur
having apertures through which the snow can be thrown ality of vertical pipes some with downwardly curved mouths
upon the said top, substantially as described and for the and others straight and having cowl plates on their tops, a
purpose set forth.

housing enclosing the said furnace and presenting water

Snow

a
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tanks one at each side thereof , the said housing having a No. 102,592. Hay Press. Presse à foin .

pair of apertures, and a vehicle carrying the said apparatus ,

substantially as described and for the purpose set forth . Jug 11

13. A portable snow melting apparatus comprising a sheet

iron furnace with an undulating heat radiating top having

a plurality of vertical pipes some with downwardly curved

mouths and others straight and having cowl plates on

their tops, the ends of such furnace having a fire brick

Jining , a housing enclosing the said furnace and presenting

water tanks one at each side thereof , the said housing hav

ing a pair of apertures extending longitudinally thereof , a

Fring 2pair of chutes, a pair of hanging doors , and a vehicle

carrying the said apparatus, substantially as described and

for the purpose set forth .

14. A snow melting apparatus comprising a furnace with

a heat radiating top , a housing enclosing the furnace and

having apertures through which the snow can be thrown
$3

upon the said top and means creating a forced draught in

the said furnace, substantially as described and for the

purpose set forth .

15. A portable snow melting apparatus comprising a sheet

iron furnace with an undulating heat radiating top having

a plurality of vertical pipes with downwardly curved Dempsey S. Edenfield , Savannah, Georgia , U.S.A. , 18th De

mouths, the ends of such furnace having a fire brick lining , cember , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 24th November, 1906. Re

and means creating a forced draught in the said furnace , a ceipt No. 141,464 .

housing enclosing the said furnace and presenting water
Claim .- 1 . In a baling press , the combination with a

tanks at each side thereof, the said housing having a pair plunger head and its actuating mechanism , of a press box

of apertures, and a vehicle carrying the said apparatus frame provided with flexible resilient metallic strips upon

substantially as described and for the purpose set forth . its respective sides, tail frame side pieces carried by the

projecting ends of said strips in the rear of the box, and
No. 102,591 . Locomotive. Locomotive.

means for drawing the frame side pieces toward each

other .

2. In a baling press , the combination with a plungen

8 head and its actuating mechanism , of a press box frame

provided with a pair of resilient metallic strips upon its

respective sides , tail frame side pieces carried by the pro

jecting ends of said strips in the rear of the box , and

means for drawing the pieces toward each other against

the resistance of the resiliency of the strips.

3. In a baling press , the combination with a plunger

Figt head, its actuating mechanism , and a press box frame pro

vided with side pieces and a plurality of pairs of oppositely

disposed uprights , of flexible resilient metallic strips upon

opposite sides of the press box frame and secured respec

tively to the formed uprights and projecting beyond the

rearward uprights, tail frame side pieces carried by the

projecting ends of said strips respectively in the rear of

the box, and means for drawing the tail frame side pieces
toward each other.

a RO

No. 102,593. Glove . Gant.
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Gilbert G. Davis , Muckiltoe , Washington , U.S.A. , 18th De

cember , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 28th November, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 141,605 .

Claim .-1 . In a locomotive , the combination of a traction

wheel, a member provided with a bearing engaging the axle

of said wheel , a main frame yieldingly supported on said

member, and a rotatable driving element mounted on said

member and operatively connected with said wheel .

em beraalocomotive, the combination of a tractionwheel, Richard Evans, Johnstown , New York, U.S.A., 18th Decem
a member provided with a journal engaging the axle of

said wheel, a main frame yieldingly supported on said mem
ber , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 23rd November, 1906. Re

ber, a rotatable driving element mounted on said mem
ceipt No. 141,437 .

ber and operatively related to said wheel , and driving Claim .—1 . A gauntlet glove having the hand portion of

means supported on said frame and connecting with said normal size andshapedown to the wrist portion and hav

elements.
ing the gauntlet extending laterally beyond the wrist por

3. In a locomotive, the combination of a traction wheel, tion , and substantially perpendicularly thereto to accom :
gear rotatable therewith, a member provided with a journal modate the cuffofthe wearer without materially increas

engaging the axle of said wheel , a main frame yieldingly ing the diameter of the wrist portion of the glove , sub

supported on said member, and a toothed member rotatably stantially as described .

mounted on said journal member and engaging said gear. 2. A gauntlet glove having the hand portion of normal

4. In a locomotive , the combination of a traction wheel , size and shape down to the wrist portion and provided

a spur gear rotatable therewith, a member provided with a with a gauntlet of greater diameter than the wrist por

journalengagingthe axle of said wheel, a main frame tion, andprojecting laterally beyond the wrist portion
yieldingly supported on said member, a crank rotatably and having its upper ledge substantially perpendicular

mounted on said member, and a spurpinion rotatable with thereto, and aseparate tip connected to the upper edge of
said crank and engaging said gear.

5.In a locomotive, the combination ofa traction wheel, verging edges united tothe wristportion of the glove
a spur gear rotatable therewith ,amember provided with a whereby thelaterally projecting portion of the gauntlet

yieldingly supported on said member, a crank rotatably increasingthediameterof the wrist portion of the glove,
mounted on said member, a spur pinion rotatable with substantially as described .

said crank and engaging said gear , and driving means

supported on said frame and connected with said crank.
3. A gauntlet glove having the hand portion of normal
size and shape down to the wrist portion, and provided
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with a gauntlet forming an extension of the hand portion , 4. In a butter separator the combination with the frame

said gauntlet having a separate gore extending laterally and separating vessel thereon , a central shaft and the

from the wrist portion and having its upper edge substan

tially perpendicular thereto , and a separate tip united to

the upper edge of the gore and having converging edges

connected to the wrist portion of the glove , substantially

ag described.

4. A glove having a gauntlet provided on the outer side

with a gore extending from the wrist portion to the end

of the gauntlet, and a tip having a curved portion united

to the top edge of the gore and converging edges united to

the wrist portions of the glove proper, substantially as

described.
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No. 102,594. Bridle Bit. Bride.
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dasher thereon , of a casing enclosing the dasher and ex

tending into the liquid , means for supporting the casing

in the frame, and an air supply pipe connected to the

casing and leading over the side of the separator vessel ,

as and for the purpose specified.

5. In a butter separator the combination with the central

shaft and means for driving the same, of an aerating dasher

on the shaft, a casing enclosing the same, a tube secured

at the top of the dasher and extending through the cas

ing , means for holding the tube in any adjusted position

on the shaft , and an air supply pipe secured to the casing

and extending laterally therefrom , as and for the purpose
Charles H. Falls , Clarksville , Iowa , U.S.A. , 18th December, specified,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 21st Nevember, 1906. Receipt 6. In a butter separator mproved aerating dasher

No. 141,395.

comprising a tubular portion , having two frustro - conical

Claim.—1. A bit having integral snaffles terminating in corrugated discs at the bottom thereof, and means for per

eyes , split plugs engaging the hollow ends of the bit , os- mitting the passage of air down the tubular portion and

cillating rein loops connected to eye in said plugs having between the discs , as and for the purpose specified .

a saddle with a seat to be engaged by said rein loops , as 7. In a butter separator an improved dasher comprising

set forth . a tubular portion and a corrugated frustro - conical disc

. A bit having integral snaffles with eyes in the ends secured to the bottom thereof, and a second like disc

thereol , split plugs having eyes and in tegral saddles secured to the tube a short distance above the first, and
adapted to seat respectively in hollow ends of said bit , perforations between the two discs , as and for the purpose

and rein loops engaging said eyes formed in said plugs specified .
and adapted to seat in said saddles, as set forth . 8. In a butter separator the combination with the frame ,

3. A bit having integral snaffles with eyes in the ends a stardard upwardly extending therefrom , horizontal arms
thereof, split plugs having their outer faces tapering and inwardly extending from the top of the standard , a ver

adapted to frictionally engage the inclined walls in the tically extending driving shaft journalled in the end of the
ends of said bit, an integral saddle upon each plug , each arm , a pulley thereon , a stub shaft on the standard , a

saddle having a concaved part forming a seat, the edge of driving wheel thereon, 'diagonally disposed pulleyson each

said saddle adapted to engage in a recess formed at right side of the standard , brackets supporting the same, and a

angles in the bit to the length thereof , rein loops engag continuous belt extending around the main driving wheel ,

ing elongated eyes formed in said plugs and a jaw strap around the diagonal pulleys and the pulley on the central

connecting said loops , as set forth . shaft, as and for the purpose specified.

4. A bit having integral snaffles with eyes in the ends
thereof , split plugshaving their outer faces tapering and No. 102,596. Churn. Baratte.

adapted to frictionally engage the inclined walls in the
ends of said bit , an integral saddle upon each plug, each

saddle having a concaved part forming a seat , the inner

edge of each saddle having its opposite inclined and de

signed to engage the tapering walls of recesses in the ends

of the bit and rein loops engaging the eyes formed in said
plugs , as set forth.

6. A bit having integral snaffles and having eyes at the

ends thereof, split plugs engaging in the ends of the bit

and provided each with a saddle held in a recess formed

at right angles to the length of the bit , rein loops engag

ing eyes in said plugs and having crossbars to which a

jaw strap is adapted to be fastened , as set forth .
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No. 102,595. Butter Separator.

Appareil pour séparer le beurre de la crème.

John Miller Fleming , Ottawa , Ontario , Canada, 18th De
cember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 29th November , 1906 . Re

ceipt No. 141,655 .

Claim . - 1. In a butter separator the combination with the

aerating dasher, of means for supplying the same with air
from a point laterally removed from the center of the Harland Garbutt , Londesborough Iron Works, Seamer ,

dasher, as and for the purpose specified. York, England, 18th December , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed

2. In a butter separator the combination with the aerat- 27th November, 1906. Receipt No. 141,575.

ing dasher, of means extending beyond the side of the Claim . - 1 . In a churn , a barrel , a shaft passing through

liquid containing vessel for supplying the dasher with air, the barrel and made in three parts, the outer parts being
As and for the purpose specified.

capable of sliding in their bearings and releasing the cen
3. In a butter separator the combination with the aerat- tral part , and dashers carried by the shaft .

ing dasher , of a casing enclosing the same above the sur- 2. In a churn , a barrel , a revolving shaft carrying dash

face of the liquid, andan air supply pipe connected to ers passing through the barrel, the dashers at the ends

said casing and leading over the side of theseparating of the shaft propelling the creamtowards the center of
vessel , as andfor the purpose specified. the barrel , and the central dasher propelling it outwards.
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8. A draft apparatus comprising a body in the form of

a sheave , a holding device along which the said sheave is

arranged to roll , a jointed connector and means for mount.

ing the connector on the sheave , said means engaging the

connector at two points.

9. A draft apparatus comprising a body in the form of a

sheave, a holding device along which the sheave is ar

ranged to roll , a jointed connector attached at one end to

the body, and pins adjustably mounted on the body and

adap ted to be engaged by said connector.

10. A draft apparatus comprising a body in the form of

a sheave, a holding cable attached , to the periphery there

of and a connector mounted on the body.

11. A draft apparatus comprising a body in the form of

a sheave , a holding cable attached to the periphery 'there

oi', a jointed connector attached at one end to the sheave ,

and pins adjustably mounted on the sheave and adapted to

be engaged by the connector.

13. A draft apparatus comprising a body in the form of

a sheave , a holding device along which the sheave is ar

ranged to climb , a flexible connector attached at one end

to the body, and means located on the body and adapted

to be engaged by the connector .

13. A draft apparatus comprising a body in the form of

a sheave , a holding device along which the sheave is ar

ranged to roll , a flexible connector attached at one end to

the sheave , said sheave having a plurality of orifices

therein and a pin capable of fitting a plurality of said

orifices .

14. A draft appliance comprising a body, a holding de

vice along which the body is arranged to roll , a connector

attached to the body , and means for varying the effective

length of the connector.

.1

Jordan Monroe Howell , Dallas , Texas , U.S.A. , 18th Decem

ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 20th November, 1906 . Re

ceipt No. 141,359 .

Claim . - In a car coupler , a bar having a hollow head , a

coupling knuckle pivoted therein and provided with a rear

wardly extending arm , a pivoted operating member de

signed for engagement with said arm when the knuckle is

in coupling position , said member having a rearwardly

projecting arm and the head being provided with a recess

to receive said arm , a movable key adapted for engage

ment with the arm of the operating member to fix the

latter and knuckle against movement and means for mov

ing the key to releasing position , said key and knuckle

arm having cam faces adapted to co -operate through fric
tional engagement for holding the key in releasing posi

tion . No. 102,599. Cultivator. Cultivateur.

No. 102,598. Stump Extractor. Arrache - souche.

Fig.3
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William Hull , Souris, Manitoba, Canada , 18th December,

1906 : 6 years.
Filed 28th November, 1906. Receipt No.

Thomas W. Huckle , Standish, Michigan , U.S.A. , 18th De
141,601 .

cember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 8th August , 1906 . Re
Claim.-1 . In a device of the class described , the com

ceipt No. 138,487.
bination with the tongue and the neck yoke , of means mov

Claim . - 1. A draft apparatus comprising the combina

ably supporting the tongue from the neck yoke , as and for

the purpose specified .
tion of the body, a holding device along which the body is

arranged to roll and a flexible connecting device attached

2. In a device of the class described , the combination with

to the body.

the tongue and the neck yoke, of vertical means supporting

2. A draft apparatus comprising a body, a holding de

the tongue slidably from the neck yoke, as and for the pur

pose specified .

vice along which the body is arranged to roll , a connector

and means for adjustably mounting the connector on the

3. In a device of the class described, the combination with

the tongue and the neck yoke, ofmeans supporting the

body.

3. A draft apparat is comprising a body, a holding de

tongue slidably from the neck yoke, and means for retain

ing the tongue relatively to the neck yoke in a predeter

vice along which the body is arranged to roll , a flexible mined position, as and for the purpose specified.

connector and means for adjustably mounting the connec 4. In a device of the class described, the combination with

tor on the body. the tongue and the neck yoke, of means for supporting the
4. A draft apparatus comp.'ising a body, a holding de

vice along which the body is arranged to roll, a flexible forlimitingthe upwardpositionofthe tongue, asand for

tongue slidably from the neck yoke, and adjustable means

conductor and means for adjustably mounting the con- the purpose specified.

nector on the body, said means effecting an engagement 5. In a device ofthe class described, the combination with

between the connector and the body at two different points the tongue and the neck yoke, of arod extending vertically

on the body,

5. A draft apparatus comprising the combination of a through an opening in the forward end of the tongue, brace
from the centerofthe neck yoke,and adapted to pass

body, a holding device along which the body is arranged to rods extending from thefree end ofthe aforesaid rod to

roll, a connecting device attached to the body, and an arm the extendingendof the neck yoke, and means attached to

attached to the body and projecting outward therefrom , the neck yoke for controlling the relative position of the

said arm serving to have the power applied thereto . rod to the tongue, as and for the purpse specified.
0. A draft apparatus comprising a body , a holding de 6. In a device of the class described, the combination with

vice along which the body is arranged to roll , a jointed the tongue and the neckyoke,the tonguehaving an opening

connector attached to the body, and pins adjustably held passing vertically through its forward end, of a rod having

in the body and adapted to be engaged by the connector . athreaded end adapted to screw into a female thread cene

7. A draft apparatuscomprising a body in the form of trally inthe neck yoke and to pass through the opening in
a sheave, a holding device along which the body is ar- the tongue , brace rods passing from the free end of the

ranged to roll and a connector attached to the body. threaded rod tothe extending ends oftheneckyoke, a loose
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pulley forwardly on the tongue, a toothed quadrant , a lever, each side of the opening of the chute, means to elevate

a hand latch, and a detent at the rear end of the tongue , the same from the axle , a carrier adapted to travel thereon

and a cable connecting the lever through the pulley to the and having laterally projecting pivots on its sides to en

neck yoke, as and for the purpose specified. gage said levers whereby the carrier will be partially

7. In a device of the class described, the combination with rotated or tilted to discharge its load through said open

the rear portion of the frame and the main shafts , of arms ing and its further forward movement prevented.

secured to the main shafts and tension springs extending 7. The combination with a wheeled axle , of chute

between the rear portion of the frame and the arms, as and mounted thereon above the wheels and having an opening

for the purpose specified . near its upper 22u between its sides , a lever mounted on

8. In a device of the class described, the combination with and extending above each side of the chute, means to ele

the rear portion of the frame and the main shafts , of arms vate the same from the axle , a carrier adapted to travel

rigidly secured to the shafts , tension springs secured to the thereon and having laterally projecting pivots on its sides

arms and means for adjustably securing the outer ends of to engage said levers whereby the carrier will be partially

the springs to the rear portion of the frame, as and for the rotated or tilted to discharge its load through said open

purpose specified. ing and its further forward movement prevented.

9. In a device of the class described , the combination with 8. The combination with a wheeled axle , of chute

the main shafts and the rear portion of the frame, of arms mounted thereon above the wheels and having an opening

secured rigidly to the main shafts , a tension spring extend- near its upper end between its sides , a spring actuated

ing rearwardly from the arms , a nut secured to the outer lever mounted on each side of the opening of the chute ,

end of the respective rings , and a threaded crank rod ex means to elevae the same from the axle , a carrier adapted

tending from the rear portion of the frame and adapted to to travel thereon and having laterally projecting pivots
screw into the nut to adjust the tension of the springs , as its sides to engage said levers whereby the carrier will

and for the purpose specified.
be partially rotated or tilted to discharge its load through

said opening and its further forward movement prevented
No. 102,600. Loader. Appareil à charger .

and whereby after the load of the carrier is discharged said

carrier will be moved rearwardly by the spring actuated

591
levers .

9. The combination with a wheeled axle, of chute

mounted thereon above the wheels and having an opening

near its upper end between its sides , a spring actuated

and ' recessed lever mounted on each side of the opening

of the chute, means to elevate the same from the axle, a

carrier adapted to travel thereon and having laterally pro

jecting pivots on its sides to engage the recesses in said

levers whereby the carrier will be partially rotated or

tilted to discharge its load through said opening and its

further forward movement prevented and whereby after the
Ta

load of the carrier has been discharged the carrier will

be moved rearwardly on an arc of a circle by the spring

actuated levers to the end that it will be started down

the inclined chute and its lines freed or cleaned of the

material carried thereby.

10. The combination with a wheeled axle, of chute

mounted thereon above the wheels and having an opening

near its upper end between its sides , a downwardly depend

ing bracket longitudinally mounted on the upper portion

Le Grand Kniffen , Chicago, Illinois , U.S.A. , 18th December, of the chute at each of its sides , means to elevate the same
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 29th November , 1906. Receipt No.

from the axle , a lever fulcrumed at its lower portion on
141,647.

each of said brackets and extending above the sides of the

Claim.--1 . The combination with a wheeled axle, of two opening in the chute , a carrier adapted to travel on the

upwardly extending angular frames mounted thereon and chute and having laterally projecting pivots on its sides to

spaced apart , connections transversely uniting said frames, engage said levers whereby the carrier will be partially
à chute connected at its rear portion to the rear parts of rotated or tilted to discharge its load through said open

said frames and bodily movably located between the ing and its further forward movement prevented.

frames , and means on the frames and chute to elevate the 11. The combination with a wheeled axle, of a chute

latter. mounted thereon above the wheels and having an opening

2. The combination with a wheeled axle , of two upwardly near its upper end between its sides , a downwardly de

and rearwardly extending angular frames mounted in par- pending bracket longitudinally mounted on the upper por
allelism thereon and spaced apart, connections transverse- tion of the chute at each of its sides , means to elevate the

ly uniting said frames, a chute pivotally connected at its same from the axle, a spring actuated lever fulcrumed at

rear portion to the rear parts of the frames and bodily | its lower portion on each of said brackets and extending
movably located between the frames, a shaft transversely above the sides of theh opening in the chute, a carrier
journalled on the chute , and a connection secured at one adapted to travel on the chute and having laterally pro

of its ends above the chute andat theother end to said Jecting pivots on its sides to engage said levers whereby
shaft . the carrier will be partially rotated or tilted to discharge

3. The combination with a wheeled axle , of two up its load through said opening and its further forward

wardly extending angular frames mounted thereon and movement prevented and whereby after the load of the

spaced apart , connections transversely uniting said frames, carrier has been discharged the carrier will be moved

a chute connected at its rear portion to the rear parts of rearwardly by the spring actuated levers.

said frames and bodily movably located between the 12. The combination with a wheeled axle , of a chute

downwardly depending bracket longitudinally mounted thereon above the wheels and having an opening
mounted on the upper portion ofthe chute at each of its near its upper end between its sides , a downwardly de

sides, and means on the frames and chute to elevate the pending bracket longitudinally mounted on the upper por
tion of the chute at each of its sides, means to elevate the

4. The combination with a wheeled axle , of two upwardly same from the axle, a spring actuated and recessed lever

extending angular frames mounted thereon and spaced fulcrumed at its lower portion on each of said brackets
apart, connections transversely uniting said frames , and extending above the sides of the opening in the chute ,

chute connected at its rear portion to the rear parts of a carrier adapted to travel on the chute and having later
said frames and bodily movably located between the ally projecting pivots on its sides to engage the recesses

frames, a downwardly depending and angular-in -outlines of said levers whereby the carrier will be partially rotated
bracket longitudinally mounted on the upperportion of the or tilted to discharge its load through said opening and

chute at each of its sides, and means on the frames and its further forward movement prevented and whereby af

chute to elevate the latter. ter the load of the carrier has ben discharged the spring

5. The combination with a wheeled axle, of a chute actuated levers will move the carrier rearwardly on

mounted thereon above the wheels and having near its arc of a circle and start it down the inclined chute so as

upper end an opening between its sides, a lever mounted to cause the upper end of the chute to remove material

on each side of said opening and extending above the sides from the carrier.

ofthe chute , and means to elevate the latter from the axle. 13. The combination with a chute adapted to be placed

6. The combination with a wheeled axle , of a chute in an inclined position , of a downwardly depending and

mounted thereon above the wheels and having an opening angular - in - out - lines bracket longitudinally mounted on the

near its upper end between its sides, a lever mounted on the upper portion of the chute at each of its sides.

frames ,
a

latter .

a

an
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14. The combination with a shute adapted to be placed 20. A carrier consisting of two upright side pieces each

in an inclined position and having an opening in its upper having a channel to receive a handle, a crossbar uniting

end between its sides , of a downwardly depending bracket the side pieces at their lower portion , means on the cross

longitudinally mounted on the upper portion of the chute bar to carry the material to be loaded, a transverse rod

at each of its sides , a lever fulcrumed at its lower portion uniting the side pieces at their upper portions, a bail pivot

on each of said brackets and extending above the sides of ally secured on said crossbar and having on each of its

the opening in the chute , means on the sides of the chute sides a lateral projection a pivot on each of the sides of

to restrict the movement of said levers , a carrier adapted the carrier to strike stops on the upper portion of an in

to travel on the chute and having laterally projecting pivots clined chute for the purpose of tiltng the carrier, a spring
on its sides to engage said levers. whereby the carrier will actuated and recessed lever fulcrumed on each of the

be partially rotated or tilted to discharge its load through sides and adapted to engage the projections on the bail ,

said opening and its further forward movement prevented . and a wheel journalled on the crossbar at the lower por
15. The combination with chute a dapted to be tion of the carrier.

placed in an inclined position and having an opening in its 21. The combination with a chute adapted to be placed in

upper end between its sides , of a downwardly depending an inclined position and having an opening in its upper end

bracket longitudinally mounted on the upper portion of the between its sides , of a stop on each side of said opening, a

chute at each of its sides , a spring actuated lever ful- carrier having on each of its sides a long laterally project

crumed at its lower portion on each of said brackets and ing pivot adapted to project over the sides of the chute at

extending above the sides of the opening of the chute , a its upper end and to strike said stops.

carrier adapted to travel on the chute and having laterally 22. The combination with a chute adapted to be placed in

projecting pivots on its sides to engage said levers where- an inclined position and having an opening in its upper end

by the carrier will be retarded in its movement and par- between its sides , of a stop located on the chute on each

tially rotated or tilted to discharge its load through said side of the opening therein, a carrier having on each of its

opening and its further forward movement prevented and sides a long laterally projecting pivot , said pivots being

whereby after the load of the carrier has been discharged located above and to the rear of the material supporting or

the spring actuated levers will move the carrier rearward- carrying part of the carrier and adapted to extend over the

ly and start it down the inclined chute so as to cause the sides of the chute at its upper end and to strike said stops,

upper end of the chute to remove material from the carrier . and a bail pivoted to the carrier above said pivots .

16. The combination with a chute adapted to be placed

in an inclined position and having an opening near its up- No. 102,601 . Brake Mechanism . Mécanisme de frein.

per end between its sides , of a downwardly depending

bracket longitudinally mounted on the upper portion of the

chute at each of its sides , a spring actuated and recessed

lever fulcrumed at its lower portion each of said .

brackets and extending above the sides of the opening in

the chute , a carrier adapted to travel on the chute and

having laterally projecting pivots on its sides to engage

the recesses of the said levers whereby the carrier will

be retarded and then stopped and partially rotated or tilted

to discharge its load through said opening and whereby

after the load of the carrier shall have been discharged the

spring actuated levers will move the carrier rearwardly

on an arc of a circle and start it down the inclined chute

so as to cause the upper end of the chute to remove ma

terial from the carrier.

17. The combination with a wheeled axle , of a chute

mounted thereon above the wheels and having an open

ing near its upper end between its sides, a downwardly

depending bracket longitudinally mounted on the upper

portion of the chute near each of its sides , means to ele

yate the chute from the axle, a spring actuated lever ful

crumed at its lower portion on each of said brackets and James Albert Lightbody, Waterville , Maine , U.S.A. , 18th

extending above the sides of the opening in the chute , a December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 29th November, 1906.

carrier adapted to travel on the chute and having later- Receipt No. 141,648 .

ally projecting and movable pivots on its sides to engage Claim . - A brake lever support comprising an inverted

said levers, a bail pivotally mounted on the sides of the yoke piece attached to the brake bar truss and constructed

carrier at points above and to the rear of the said pivots to support the brake lever , substantially as and for the

and having on each of its sides a lateral projection , and purpose set forth .

a spring actuated and recessed lever on each of the sides

of the carrier adapted to engage said projections on the

bail whereby the bail will be rigidly held in its lowered posi
No. 102,602 . Guard Rail. Garde -rail,

tion and released when the pivots of the carrier strike the

levers on the upper end of the chute .

18. The combination with a wheeled axle , of a chute

mounted thereon above the wheels and having an opening

near its upper end between its sides , a downwardly de

pending bracket longitudinally mounted on the upper por
tion of the chute . near each of its sides , means to elevate

the chute from the axle, a spring actuated lever fulcrumed

at its lower portion on each of said brackets and extend

ing above the sides of the opening in the chute , a carrier

adapted to travel on the chute and having laterally pro

jecting and movable pivots on its sides to engage said O

levers, a bail pivotally mounted on the sides of the car

rier at points above and to the rear of the said pivots and

having on each of its sides a lateral projection, a spring

actuated and recessed lever on each of the sides of the

carrier adapted to engage said projections on the bail , and

a wheel journalled on the lower portion of the carrier.

19. A carrier consisting of two upright side pieces each

having a channel to receive a handle, a crossbar uniting

the side pieces at their lower portions, means on the cross

bar to carry the material to be loaded, a transverse rod William H. Moore, Waveland, Indiana, U.S.A. , 18th Decem :

uniting the side pieces at their upper portions, a bail ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 26th November, 1906. Receipt

pivotally secured on said crossbar and having on each of No. 141,533 .

its sides a lateral projection, a pivot on each of the sides Claim . - 1. A guard rail provided with central and ter

of the carrier to strike stops on the upper portion of an minal projections to space it from the main rail.
inclined chute for the purpose of tilting the carrier, a 2.A guard rail havinginturned ends, a central spacing

spring actuated and recessed lever fulcrumed on each of projection, a terminalspacing projection formed upon the

the sides and adapted to engage the projections on the inturned ends,said projections being adaptedtoengage the

bail . main rail and space the guard rail therefrom .
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3. A guard rail provided with inturned ends having cated ends adapted to grasp the nuts, a pin extending from

bevelled outer faces, and terminal projections extending between the fish plate and the web outwardly through the

from the outer face thereof to bear upon the main rail , said

projections forming continuations of the bevelled surafces

of the inturned ends .

4. The combination with a main rail , of a guard rail hav

ing spacing projections bearing upon the main rail, and

bolts connecting said rails intermediate said projections . NO

No. 102,603 . Nut Lock. Arrête-écrou .
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locking bar , and a lock pin adapted to hold the lock bar

flush with the fish plate, as and for the purpose specified.

4. In a nut lock for railroad rails , the combination with

William E. Louden , Lisbon , Ohio , U.S.A. , 18th December , the fish plate , the bolts and nuts securing the fish plate to

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 26th November, 1906. Receipt No. the web , and the bifurcated locking bar adapted to grasp

141,497. the nuts , of pins extending outwardly through the plates

from behind the fish plate, and a spring locking pin pass
Claim.-1 . In a nut lock , the combination with a rail and

ing through the free end of the aforesaid pins, as and forfish plate , of a plurality of bolts passing through the rail

the purpose specified.
and fish plate , nuts threaded on the bolts , said nuts com

5. In a nut lock for railroad rails , the combination withprising outer heads and inner angular necks of less cross

sectional area than the heads , a single piece locking plate the fish plate having a longitudinal groove in the side next

that fits against the fish plate andhas a series of longitu- the web , the bolts and nuts securing the fish plate to the
dinally disposed key hole openings therein , the larger por web and the bifurcated locking bar, of a pin extending

tions of the openings permitting the passage of the nut from behind the fish plate outwardly through openings in

heads , the smaller portions snugly receiving said necks to the plate and the locking bar, and having its head resting

prevent the turning of the nuts and being of. less area than in the groove , and spring locking pins passing through the

the heads, and spaced outstanding lugs carried by the lower ends of the aforesaid pins , as and for the purpose speci

portions of the ends of the locking plate , and each having fied .

a holding spike receiving opening, the lower edge of the

locking plate between the lugs being disposed over the base No. 102,605. Hose.
flange of the rail .

2. In a nut lock , the combination with a rail comprising

a head flange, a base flange, and a connecting web, of a

fish plate bearing against the web and having an outstand

ing lower portion that rests on the base flange , said fish

plate terminating short of the head flange , bolts passing

through the rail and fish plates, nuts threaded on the bolts ,

said nuts comprising outer heads and inner angular necks

of less cross sectional area than the heads , a locking plate

that engages against the fish plate and has its upper mar

gin fitted over said fish plate and against the rail web be

tween the upper edge of the fish plate and the head flange

of the rail , said locking plate furthermore having a series

of longitudinally disposed key hole openings therein , the

large portions of the openings permitting the passage of

the nut heads, the smaller portions snugly receiving the

nut necks to prevent their turning and being of less area

than the heads , said locking plate having spaced outstand

ing lugs that extend over and project beyond the outstand

ing portion of the fish plate, and means passing through

the projecting portions of the lugs for securing the plate

against longitudinal movement with respect to the nuts.
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No, 102,604. Nut Lock. Arrête - écrou .

James William McDonald , Winnipeg, Manitoba , Canada , George B. McWilliams, Waterloo , Iowa, U.S.A. , 18th De
18th December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 26th November, cember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 26th November, 1906. Re

1906. Receipt No. 141,499 . ceipt No. 141,546 .

Claim. -1 . In a nut lock for railroad rails the combina- Claim.-1 . Hose composed of the combination with a

tionwith a fish plate and the mainboltnuts, of a plate loosely textured body, of heel and toe portions attached
having its ends shaped to fit the sides of the nut and means thereto constructed of a more closely textured material .
for securing the latter plate to the fish plate , as and for 2. Hose composed of the combination with a loosely

the purpose specified. textured body , of heel and toe portions attached thereto

2. In a nut lock for railroad rails the combination with of more closely textured material provided with means for

the main bolt nuts and the overlapping plate between two ventilation therethrough.

adjoining rails, of a lock plate having its ends bifurcated 3. Hose composed of the combinaion with a knitted

and toeand adapted to grasp the nuts , and means for securing the body, of soft leather heel portions attached

lock plate to the former plate , as and for the purpose thereto.

specified. 4. Hose composed of the combination with a knitted

toe3. In a nut lock for railroad rails, the combination with body, of soft leather heel and portions att

tre fish plate , and the boits and nuts , retaining the fish thereto provided with a plųrality of ventilating perfora
plate to the webof the rails, ofalocking bar having bifur- tions .
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No. 102,606. Petticoat or Skirt. Jupe..
switch points , and springs secured in said tubular rods and

to said clamps , substantially as shown and described .
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Edward J. Segrell, Newark , New Jersey , U.S.A. , 18th De

cember , 1906 ; 16 years . Filed 28th November, 1906

Receipt No. 141,606 .

Claim.-1 . In a garment of the character stated , a body

provided with a placket , fastening members respectively
3. In combination with a railroad switch , slotted tubular

connected with the ends of the waist portion of said body ,
for adjustably holding the latter on thewearer, and a lapel rods, oneof said rods being connected with a switch oper

connected with the rear ofthe body, adapted to cover the ating means, clamps secured to the switch point and having

tubular portions fitting on said tubular rods, bolts securing

opening between the members of said placket , and to con said tubular portions through the slots in the rods, and

ceal said members , and means for securing said lapel in springs secured to said bolts and inside of said tubular

operative position .

with a placket , and a strap and a fastening respectively rods, one of said rods being connected with the switch

2. In a garmentof the character stated , a body provided rods, substantiallyas shown and described.
4. In combination with a railroad switch , slotted tubular

connected with the ends of the waist portion of said body, operating device , clamps secured to the switch point and

for adjustably holding the latter on the wearer.

3. In a garment of the character stated, a body provided secured to said tubular portions and through the slots in

having tubular portions fitting on said tubular rods , bolts

with a placket , means for connecting the ends of the waist the rod , a rod slidably mounted in each tubular rod and

portion of said body for holding the latter on the wearer , a having one end secured to the bolt secured to one of the

device on said body adapted to cover the opening between

the members of said placket, and means for retaining said tubular rod, and a springsecured to the other end of said

clamps , a spring secured to the same bolt and inside of the

device in operative position . rod and inside of the tubular rod, the bolt secured to the
4. In a garment of the character stated , a body having a other clamp being secured to the last - named spring inter

placket and a piece on said body adapted to cover the open - mediate of its length, substantially as shown and described.
ing between the members of said placket .

5. In a garment of the character stated , a body having a
placket , flaps extending inwardly from the members of said No. 102,608. Hot Water Furnace .

placket , a device on said body adapted to overlap said flaps Fournaise à eau chaude.

and cover the opening between the same , and means on said

device and body for adjustably retaining the former in

operative position .

6. A garment of the character stated composed of a body,

a placket , and a lapel extending upwardly from the body,

adapted to cover the opening between the members of said

placket.

7. A garment of the character stated, having a body and

a placket therefor , a lapel extending upwardly from the

rear of said body at or about the base of said placket and

adapted to cover the opening between the members of the

latter.

8. In a garment of the character stated , the combination

with the body threeof which is provided with a placket , of

flaps extending from the members of said placket .

9. A garment of the character stated , having a body and

a placket therefor, a lapel extending upwardly from the

rear of said body at or about the base of said placket , and

adapted to cover the opening between the members of the

latter , and means on said body adapted to overlap said Simon Tache , Cleveland, Ohio , U.S.A. , 18th December, 1906;

flaps, and cover the opening between the same .

10. In a garment of the character stated, a body provided
6 years. Filed 29th November, 1906. Receipt No. 141,645.

with a placket, a lapel adapted to extend from the rear of Claim.-A hot water furnace consisting of a series of sec

the body upwardly over the opening between the members tions having vertical and horizontal circulating portions

of said placket, and means for retaining said lapel in oper- X - shape in cross section andopentoeach other and hollow

ative position .
fluid circulating grate bars V -shape in cross section and

11. În a garment of the character stated , a body provided connecting the legs thereof, said several sections having

with a placket , a lapel extending upwardly from the rear fluid passages transversely through their top and their

of said body at or about the base of the placket , adapted to lower corners, andtierods passing through said openings
cover the opening between themembersofthelatter,and and located outside against the sides of the furnace, where

fastening on said lapeland the waist portion of the body, byauniformly tight union ofsaidsections is'effected

for retaining the lapel in operative position .
through all varying temperatures.

No. 102,607. Switch . Aiguille.
No. 102,609. Apparatus for Transporting Loads.

Appareil pour transporter les charges .
John M. Smith, Waite Park, Minnesota , U.S.A. , 18th Decem

ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 24th November, 1906. Receipt John Ridley Temperley, Joseph Temperley and William
No. 141,468 . Alexander, co -inventors ,all of London, England, 18th

Claim.-1 . In combination with a railroad switch , tubular
December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 21st November, 1906.

rods, one of said rods connected with a switch operating
Receipt No. 141,380.

device, clamps slidably mounted on said rods and secured Claim.-1. In combination in a transporter, a carriage

to the switch points, and springs secured to said rods and having wheels, supoprting means for thecarriage, a frame
the clamps, substantially as shown and described .

2. In combination with a railroad switch , slotted tubular means, in order that the centrallongitudinalplane ofthe
hinged to the carriageimmediately below said supporting

rods, one of saidrods connected with a switch operating frame shallnot swing outside the intersection of the plane

device , clamps slidably mountedon said rods and secured of the wheels with the supportingmeans, and automatic
through the slots therein, said clamps being secured to the controlling mechanism .
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2. In combination in a transporter, a carriage having 10. In combination in a transporter , a carriage compris

wheels , supporting means for the carriage, a frame hinged ing a frame , wheels and wheel carrying members to which

the frame is hinged immediately below the trackway on

which the carriage runs, a fall block guide , locking, un

locking and load sustaining devices , said devices includ

ing a controlling member movable relatively to and ex

tending into the fall block guide at a place accessible to

the fall block but inaccessible to the rope or other moving

part and a hook depending from said member, means on

the bell and hook for guiding the latter on the movement

of said member whereby the hook is moved into or out of

engagement with the fall block.

11. In combination with a transporter , a carriage compris

ing a frame , wheels and wheel carrying members , said

frame being hinged to the wheel carrying members closely

below the trackway on which the carriage travels, a fall

block guide pivoted to the frame, locking, unlocking and

load sustaining devices including hooks adapted to engage

with the fall block on the cable of the transporter, closing

and opening means for said hooks, sliding links pivotally

connected to said hooks and projecting into the fall block

guide at a point accessible to the fall block but inaccessible

to the carriage immediately below said supporting means to the rope and other movable parts, a horned lever, tog

in order that the central longitudinal plane ofthe frame gle lever mechanism connected tosaid links and to said
shall not swing outside the intersection of the plane of the horned lever , and means on the trackway co -acting with

wheels with the supporting means , and automatic locking,
the horned lever to tilt the same.

unlocking and load sustaining devices. 12. In combination in a transporter, a carriage compris

3. In combination in a transporter, a carriage having ing a frame, wheels and wheel carrying members to which

wheels, a supporting track for the carriage , a frame hinged the frame is hinged closely under the trackway, a fall

to the carriage immediately below said supporting track , block guide, locking, unlocking and load sustaining means ,

in order that the central longitudinal plane of the frame including a horned lever, sliding links guided in the fali

shall not swing outside the intersection of the plane of
block guide and accessible to the fall block but not to other

the wheels with the supporting track , locking, unlocking moving parts in thebell, load sustaining hooks suspended
and load sustaining devices carried by the frame, and from the links and toggle means pivotally connected to the

horned lever and sliding links .means on the supporting track acting to control the lock

ing and load sustaining devices . 13. In combination in a transporter , a carriage , locking,

4.In combination in a transporter, a carriage,supporting horned lever,a cam slot inthe horned lever, guides in theunlocking and load sustaining means including a pivoted

means for the carriage , a frame hinged to the carriage im

mediately belowsaid supporting means, a fall block guide carriage , a pin passing through thecam slot and guides
and locking, unlocking and load sustaining devices carried in the carriage, load sustaining hooks carried from said

by the frame . pin , the slot in the cam being so formed and disposed in re

5. In combination in a transporter, a carriage , support
lation to the carriage guides that in one position a part

ing means for the carriage , a bell or fall block guide hinged
of the cam slot lies across the carriage guides whereby the

to the carriage so that it may swing longitudinally, load pin is locked against movement along the slot and in an

sustaining means, locking mechanism , links slidable rela- other position another part of the cam slot coincides with
tively to said bell or fall block guide and pivotally con the carriage guides whereby the pin , while movable along

nected to said load sustaining means and to said locking the slot and guides locks the horned lever.

mechanism , whereby the links and load sustaining means 14. In combination in a transporter, a carriage, a fall

may swing with the bell and at the same time be free to block, a pivoted sustaining hook , a cam -like part , hook

move relatively thereto when the locking mechanism is disposed in the path of the fall block whereby the latter

actuated . engaging with the cam - like part moves said hook into en

6. In combination in a transporter, a carriage compris- gagement with the fall block , a lockingmember, a direct
ing a frame, wheels and wheel carrying members to which

connection between said locking member and the hook

the frame is hinged close under the trackway on which whereby a positive lock is produced in the alternative

the carriage moves, so that it may swing transversely to positions of the mechanism.

the trackway, a fall block guide pivoted directly to the

fram ”, locking, unlocking and load sustaining means , said No. 102,610. Mixer. Appareil à mélanger .
means including a hook and a link slidable relatively to

the fall block guide. Felix Notz, assignee of James McBriar, both of Chicago,

Illinois , U.S.A., 18th December , 1906 ; 6 years , Filed7. In combination in a transporter, a wheeled carriage
comprising a frame , wheels and wheel carrying members 18th August, 1906. Receipt No. 138,781 .

to which the frame is hinged close under the trackway on Claim.-1 . A mixing machine comprising a mixing cham

which the carriage moves, so that it may swing transverse ber , and a plurality of revoluble mixing blades arranged

ly to the trackway, a bell or fall block guide hinged to within said chamber at different distances from their axis

the frame so that it may swing longitudinally, locking and of revolution and means for imparting different speeds of

unlocking mechanism carried by the frame, links pivotally revolution in the same direction to said blades whereby

connected to said locking mechanism and slidable relative the stirring and pulling of the batch within the chamber

ly to and guided by the fall block guide, load sustaining hooks is effected, substantially as described.
pivotally connected to said links and guided by said fall 2. A mixing machine comprising a mixing chamber, a

block guide, means whereby the movement of the links in plurality of mixing blades arranged within said chamber,
one direction brings the hooks into position for engaging

one of said blades having arms extending lengthwise

the fall block to support the load and in another direction thereof and arranged to travel in close proximity to the

brings the hooks clear of the fall block guide, and means wall of the mixing chamber and another of said blades

external to the carriage for controlling the locking and having arms extending lengthwise thereof and arranged to
unlocking means. revolve within the arms of said first -mentioned blade

8. In combination in a transporter, a carriage, a fall and means for imparting different speeds of revolution in

block guide , locking, unlockingand load sustaining devices, the same direction to said blades , substantially as des

said devices including a controlling member, movable re
cribed .

latively to and extending into the fall block guide at a 3. A mixing machine comprising a mixing chamber hay

place accessible to the fall block but inaccessible to the ing a curvedbody, inner and outer concentrically revolu
rope or other moving part. ble mixing blades arranged within said body, the outer

9. In combination in a transporter, a carriage, a fall block. one of said blades having longitudinal arms shaped sub
travel in proximity

guide, locking, unlocking and load sustaining devices , said ' stantially as shown and adaptedto

devices including a controlling member movable relatively to the wall of the mixing chamber and the inner of said

to and extending into the fall block guide at a place accessible blades having arms arranged to travel within the path of

to the fall block but inaccessible to the rope or other mov- the outer mixing blade , tubular sleeves connected to the

ing part and a hook depending from said member,means outer mixing blades, shaft sections passing through said

on the bell and hook for guiding the latter on the move- tubular sleeves connected to the inner mixing blade and

ment of said member whereby thehookis moved into or gearing from imparting different speeds of revolution to

out of engagement with the fall block. said mixing blades , substantially as described.
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4. A mixing machine comprising a mixing chamber hav: No. 102,612. Scraper for Disc Ploughs.

ing tubular bearings at its ends, supports whereon said Grattoir pour charrue à disque.
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Frank L. Armstrong , Moosejaw , Saskatchewan , Canada ,

18th December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 5th April , 1904 .

Receipt No. 114,100.

Claim .-1 . In a disc plough the combination with the lug

of the trunnion bearing, of a vertically adjustable bracket

G G having an upper curved end , a pending extension bracket

having a curved end, adjustably connected with the former,

staple or clip bolts in the shank of the extension bracket,

a transverse bearing held by its round sectioned shank

102610
in said clip bolts and a disc with trunnion secured to it and

journalled in said shanked bearing and having the lower

bearings are revolubly mounted , gear mechanism where part of its periphery held in contact with the concave

by said mixing chamber may be turned to discharge its face of the main disc and at an acute angle thereto , sub

contents, bearing sleeves extending through the tubular stantially as set forth .

bearings at the ends of said mixing chamber, a gear wheel 2. In a disc plough or harrow the combination with the

connected to the outer end of one of said bearing sleeves , mair disc of a smaller disc set at an acute angle thereto

a mixing blade connected to the inner end of said last and the lower part of the main disc at the rear or rising

mentioned bearing sleeve, shaft section extending side thereof, a trunnion secured to said smaller disc , a

through one of said bearing sleeves , a gear wheel con- bearing in which said trunnion is journalled integral with

nected to said shaft section at its outer end , a mixing a rod , a bracket having a clip bolt in which said rod is

blado connected to the inner end of said shaft section and held and means of connecting said bracket adjustably

a drive shaft provided with pinions engaging said gearing with the frame bar which carries the main disc , substan

wheel, substantially as described . tially as set forth ,

Boy

3

**
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No. 102,611 . Levelling Device. Niveau. No. 102,613. Signal Light for Railways.

Signal de chemins de fer.

1
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1
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Oscar L. Bonney and William 1. Mead , assignee of a half

interest , both of Denver , Colorado, U.S.A. , 18th Decem

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 18th August, 1906. Receipt

No. 138,784 . David Burnfield, Denver, Colorado , U.S.A. , 18th December,

Claim .-- 1. The combination with the base of a clock or 1906 ; 6 years.
Filed 13th August, 1906. Receipt No.

similar instrument, of a nut embedded in the base in a 138,632 .

manner to prevent rotation , a screw - threaded in the nut Claim . - In a locomotive head and signal light the com;

and protruding both above and below the base , and a key bination with the main casing, its lens, the reflector and
having an unthreaded opening, applied to the upper illuminating device , of auxiliary casings located on oppo

threaded extermity of the screw and slidable freely on the site sides of and projecting laterally beyond the main cas

threaded portion thereof, but connected therewith to cause ing and communicating with the latter, the auxiliary cas.

thetwo parts to rotatein unison, the threaded portion of ings beingcurvedand having lenses ' located to receive
the screw extending above the clock base and the key rays from the illuminating device , the main reflector hav

being located at all times entirely above the said base. ing openingsto allow the light to pass from the illumin

2. The combination with the base of a clock or similar ating deviceto the lenses of theauxiliary casings, reflect

instrument, of a nut embedded in each corner of the base ing tubes entirely concealed by the main and auxiliary

in a manner to prevent rotation , a screw - threaded in the casings, the said tubes surrounding the said openings in

nut and protruding both above and below the base , and a the main reflector and being located in line with and be

milled key having an unthreaded opening, applied to the tween the illuminating device and the auxiliary lenses,

upper threaded extremity of the screw and slidable freely and curved slides located in the auxiliary casings and
on the threaded portion thereof, but connected therewith adapted to move to positions in front of the

screw being located atall times entirely above the clock odwithcoloured transparent material adapted to register
base. with the lenses of the auxiliary casings,

provid
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No. 102,614. Mower. Faucheuse . 11. In a mower the combination of a frame , a finger bar

adapted to rock about its longitudinal axis , a plurality of

bearings between the inner end portion of said finger bar

and said frame , mechanism for raising "the finger bar out

of operative position , and mechanism for swinging said

finger bar upon said bearings.

12. In a mower the combination of a frame, a finger bar

projecting laterally at one side of said frame , means con

necting said finger bar with said frame , a plurality of

bearings between said connecting means and said frame,

said connecting means being adapted to swing upon said

bearings to rock the finger bar about its longitudinal axis,

mechanism for raising the finger bar out of operative posi

tion , and mechanism for swinging said finger bar upon

said bearings .

Hoca
13. In a mower the combination of a frame, a finger bar

projecting laterally at one side of said frame , means con

necting said finger bar with said frame , a pivot bearing and

a sliding bearing between said connecting means and said

frame, said connecting means being adapted to swing upon

said bearings to rock the finger bar about its longitudinal

Joseph Dain , Ottumwa, Iowa, U.S.A. , 18 th December, 1906 ; axis , mechanism fo raising the finger bar out of operative

6 years. Filed 20th June , 1906. Receipt No. 137,084 .
position , and mechanism for swinging said finger bar

Claim . - 1 . In a mower the combination of a frame , a fin- about said bearings .

ger bar adapted to rock about its longitudinal axis , and a 14. In a mower the combination of a frame , a finger bar

plurality of bearings between the inner end portion of said adapted to rock about its longitudinal axis , and a plural

finger bar and said frame . ity of bearings between the inner end portion of said

2. In a mower the combination of a frame , a finger bar finger bar and said frame , one of said bearings being for

projecting la terally at one side of said frame , means con- ward of the finger bar.

necting said finger bar with said frame , and a plurality 15. In a mower the combination of a frame, a finger bar

of bearings between said connecting means and said frame, projecting laterally at one side of said frame, means con

said connecting means being adapted to swing upon said necting said finger bar with said frame , and a pivot bear

bearings to rock the finger bar about its longitudinal axis . ing and a sliding bearing between said connecting means

3. In a mower the combination of a frame, a finger bar and said frame, said pivot bearing being formed of said

projecting laterally at one side of said frame, means finger bar, said connecting means being adapted to swing

connecting said finger bar with said frame, and a pivot upon said bearings to rock the finger bar about its longi

bearing and a sliding bearing between said connecting tudinal axis.

means and said frame, said connecting means being adapted 1e . In a mower the combination of a frame, a pitman

to swing upon said bearings to rock the finger bar about extending transversely across the front portion thereof,

its longitudinal axis . a laterally extending finger bar, and means for angularly

4. In a mower the combination of a frame , a finger bar adjusting said finger bar relatively to the pitman.

projecting la terally at one side of said frame , means con- 17. In a mower the combination of a frame, a pitman

necting said finger bar with said frame , and a pivot bear- extending transversely across the front portion thereof,

ing and sliding bearing between said connecting means and a finger bar extending laterally from the forward portion

said frame, said sliding bearing being back of said pivot of said frame, and a plurality of bearings between the in

bearing, said connecting means being adapted to swing ner end portion of said finger bar and said frame , one

upon said bearings to rock the finger bar about its longi- of said bearings being adjustable to vary the angular re
tudinal axis. lation of said finger bar to said pitmen.

5. In a mower the combination of a frame , a shoe , a 18. In a mower the combination of a frame, a pitmen

pivot connecting said shoe with said frame and arranged extending transversely across the front portion thereof,

to permit said shoe to swing in the longitudinal plane of a finger bar extending laterally from the forward portion

the machine, a second bearing between said shoe and said of said frame, and a pivot bearing and a sliding bearing

frame, and a finger bar connected with said shoe and ex- between the inner end portion of said finger bar and said

tending laterally from said frame . frame, said pivot bearing being adjustable to vary the

0. in a mower the combination of a frame, a finger bar angular relation of said finger bar to said pitman.

adapted to rock about itslongitudinal axis , a plurality of 19. In a mower the combination of a frame , a shoe

bearings between theinnerend portion of said fingerbar bracket, a shoe pivotally connected with said bracketand
and said frame , and mechanism for raising the finger bar adapted to swing laterally , a finger bar connected with
out of operative position . said shoe, and means pivotally connecting said shoe

7. In a mower the combination of a frame , a finger bar bracket in advance of the finger bar with said frame , said

projecting laterally at one side of said frame, means con- shoo bracket having a bearing on said frame back of said

necting said finger bar with said frame , a plurality of pivotal connection .

bearings between said connecting means and said frame, 20. In a mower the combination of a frame having a

said connecting means being adapted to swing upon said transversely extending drag bar anda thrust barconnect
bearings to rock the finger bar about its longitudinal axis . ed therewith , a shoe bracket pivotally connected with said

andmechanism for raising the finger bar out of operative frame in alignment with said drag bar, ashoe connected
position . with said shoe bracket , a finger bar connected with said

8. In a mower the combination of a frame, a finger bar shoe, and a bearing between said shoe bracket and said
projecting laterally at one side of said frame , means con- frame back of said drag bar .

necting said finger bar with said frame , a pivot bearing 21. In a mower the combination of a frame having a

and a sliding bearing between said connecting means and transversely extending drag bar and a thrust bar connect

said frame, said connecting means being adapted to swinged therewith, a shoe bracket pivotally connected with said
upon said bearings to rock the finger bar about its longi- frame in alignment with said drag bar and adjustablelongi
tudinal axis , and mechanism for raising the finger bar out tudinally thereof, a shoe connected with said shoe bracket,
of operative position . and finger bar connected with said shoe.

9. In a mower the combination of a frame, a finger bar 22. In a mower the combination of a transversely dis

projecting laterally at one side of said frame , means con- posed drag bar , a sleeve connected therewith, shoe

necting said finger bar with said frame, a pivot bearing bracket having a pivot fitted in said sleeve, a shoe con
and a sliding bearing between said connecting means and nected with said shoe bracket , a finger bar, and a thrust

said frame, said sliding bearing being back of said pivot bar.
bearing, said connectingmeans being adapted to swing 23. In a mower the combination of a transversely dis

uponsaid bearings to rock the fingerbar about its longi- posed drag bar, a sleeve connected therewith , shoe

tudinal axis , and mechanism for raising the finger bar bracket having a pivot fitted in said sleeve , & shoe con

out of operative position . nected with said shoe bracket , a finger bar, a thrust bar,

10. In a mower the combination of a frame , a shoe , a and a bearing for said shoe bracket back of said pivot.

pivot connecting said shoe with said frame and arranged 24. In a mower the combination of a frame having a

o permit said shoe to swing in the longitudinal plane of transversely arranged drag bar , a thrust bar connected

the machine, a second bearing between said shoe andsaid therewith , a shoe bracket pivotally connected with said

frame, a finger bar connected with saidshoe and extending frame , means for angularly adjustingsaidshoe bracket
laterally from said frame, and mechanism for raising the relatively to the drag bar, a shoe connected with said shop

finger bar out of operative position . bracket , and a finger bar.
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25. In a mower the combination of a machine frame , a finger bar connected with said shoe , draft devices , means

sleeve extending forward at one side thereof , a drive shaft connecting the draft devices with the front frame adja

mounted in said sleeve , a crank carried by said drive shaft cent to the shoe, meas connecting the draft devices with

near its forward end, a pitman connected with said crank the front frame near the center of the machine, and an

and extending transversely of the machine, a drag bar aproximately 8-shaped link for varying the line of direc
pivotally connected with said sleeve and extending trans- tion of the draft as aplied to said front frame.

versely of the machine in advance of said pitman , a shoe 39. The combination of a rod, a split sleeve fitted thereon

bracket pivotally mounted in alignment with said drag and a bolt fitted in the split portions of said sleeve , said

bar , a shoe pivotally connected with said shoe bracket, a bolt having a V - shaped groove adapted to engage said rod.

finger bar connected with said shoe, a cutter bar connected 40. In a mower the combination of a machine frame, a

with said pitman , a thrust bar, and a bearing between said cutter bar, an axle mounted in said frame, wheels mounted

thrust bar and said shoe bracket . on said axle , for rotating the same by the forward motion

20. In a mower the combination of a machine frame , a of the machine, driving mechanism adapted to be con

vertically movable front frame, a finger bar pivotally con- nected with said cutter bar for driving the same, a clutch
nected with said front frame so that it may be tilted, and member for connecting said driving mechanism with said

lifting mechanism mounted on said machine frame and axle , and means for connecting said clutch member with

acting first to lift said front frame and finger bar and after axle , said connecting means having a tendency to hold said

wards to tilt said finger bar . clutch member in operative position .

27. In a mower the combination of a machine frame , a 41 In a mower the combination of a machine frame, a
vertically movable front frame , a finger bar pivotally con- cutter bar, an axle mounted in said frame, wheels mounted

nected with said front frame so that it may be tilted , and on said axle for rotating the same by the forward motion
hand and foot levers for lifting said front frame and finger of the machine , driving mechanism adapted to be connected

bar , said hand lever being arranged to be actuated inde- with said cutter bar for driving the same , and a clutch
pendently of said foot lever to tilt said finger bar after member for connecting said driving mechanism with said

said foot lever has reached the limit of its movement . axle , said clutch member having an inclined groove adapted

28. In a mower the combination of a machine frame, a to receive an inclined feather carried by the axle , said

finger bar, and hand and foot levers for lifting said finger parts being so arranged so that the rotation of the axle
bar, said hand levtr being movable independently of said tends to force said clutch into operative engagement with
foot lever to tilt the finger bar after said foot lever has said driving mchanism .

reached limit of its movement. 42. In a mower the combination of a box, a hinged cover

29. In a mower the combination of a machine fraine, a therefor , a latch pivotally mounted on the free edge of

finger bar, a cutter bar carried thereby , means operated the cover and having an arm adapted to extend around un

by the forward movement of the machine for driving said der the lower edge of the box and a spring for holding said

cutter bar, means for lifting said finger bar to inoperative arm in engagement with said box.
position , means for automatically throwing said driving 43. The combination of a box having a hinged cover, a

mechanism outof operation when said finger bar is raised latch pivoted between its ends upon the free edge of the
to inoperative position , and means independent of said cover, one end of said latch being adapted to project under

automatic mechanism for disconnecting said driving mech the lower front edge of the box , and a spring mounted on

anism . the cover and engaging the other end of said latch for hold

30. In a mower the combination of a machine frame , a ing the lower end of the latch in engagement with the box .

lifting lever, a rocking lever connected with said lifting 44. The combination with a coiled spring, of a bolt hav

lever , a swinging fulcrum forsaidrocking lever, a finger inga nut fittedinsaid spring, said nut having spiral
bar , and means connecting said rocking lever with said grooves adapted to receive the coils of the spring.

finger bar. 45. In a mower the combination of a machine frame, hav

31. In a mower the combination of a machine frame , a

lifting lever, a rocking lever connected with said lifting by said drive shaft and extending transversely of the ma

ing a forwardly extending driving shaft, a pitman actuated

lever, a swinging fulcrum for said rocking lever, a finger bar,

means connecting said rocking lever with said finger bar, bar, a drag bar connected with the main frame adjacent

chine , a cutter bar connected with said pitman, a inger

and means for limiting the movement of said swinging ful to the forward end of said drive shaft and extending trans

crum.

32. In a mower the combination of a machine frame , a

versely of the machine forward of the pitman, and a thrust

lifting lever , a rocking lever connected with said lifting
bar connected with said drag bar.

lever , a pivotally mounted gag lever on one arm of which

46. In a mower the combination of a machine frame, a

said rocking lever is fulcrumed, a finger bar, means con

sleeve extending forward at one side thereof, a drive shaft

necting said rocking lever with said finger bar, and means
mounted in said sleeve, a crank carried by said drive shaft

for limiting the movement of said gag lever.

near its forward end, a pitman connected with said crank

33. In a mower the combination of a machine frame , a

and extending transversely of the machine , a drag bar con

finger bar, a lifting lever, a rocking lever, a flexible con
nected with said sleeve and extending transversely of the

nection between said. lifting lever and one of the arms of
machine in advance of said pitman, a finger bar and a cut

said rocking lever, a swinging support on which said rock
ter bar connected with said pitman .

ing lever is fulcrumed , and a connection between said
47. In a mower the combination of a machine frame , a

rocking lever and said finger bar.
sleeve extending forward at one side thereof, a drive shaft

34. In a mower the combination of a machine frame, a

mounted in said sleeve, a crank carried by said drive shaft

finger bar , a lifting lever, a rocking lever, a flexible con
near its forward end, a pitman connected with said crank

nection between said lifting lever and one of the arms
and extending transversely of the machine, a one - piece

of said rocking lever , a gag lever pivotally mounted be
rigid drag bar connected with said sleeve and extending

tween its ends , said rocking lever being fulcrumed upon

transversely of the machine in advance of said pitman , å

one of the arms thereof, and means for limiting the move
finger bar, and a cutter bar connected with said pitman .

ment of said gag lever.

48. In a mower the combination of a frame , a Anger bar,

35. In a mower the combination of a machine frame, a
a gag lever, a bell crank lever fulcrumed on the gag lever,

finger bar , a cutter bar, a drive shaft , means connected
means connecting said bell crank lever with the finger bar,

with said shaft for reciprocating said cutter bar, a bevelled
and means for actuating said bell crank lever.

pinion mounted on said shaft , a bevelled gear meshing

with said pinion , a spur gear , an internal gear meshing No. 102,615. Method of Obtaining Ammonia from
with said spur gear, and means for driving said internal Gas.

gear by the forward motion of the machine. Méthode d'obtenir l'ammoniaque du gaz.

36. In a mower the combination of a machine frame , a

front frame, a shoe connected with said front frame , a August Fillunger , Mährish Ostrau , Austria , 18th Decem:

finger bar connected with said shoe, draft devices, and ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 15th August,' 1906. Receipt

means for varying the line of direction of the draft as ap- No. 138,710 ,

plied to said front frame . Claim . - 1. A method of obtaining ammonia from gas con:

37. In a mower the combination of a machine frame , a
laining ammonia , consisting in leading said gas through a

front frame, a shoe connected with said front frame, a fin- washer, in passing water through said washer in order to

ger bar connected with said shoe , draft devices, means con
absorb ammoniafromthe gas, in distilling ammonia from

necting the draft devices with the front frame adjacent to said water , in leading said water after the ammonia has
the shoe , means connecting the draft devices with the front been distilled off back to the washer and in repeating the
frame near the center of the machine, and adjustable above continuous cycle of operations.

means for varying the direction of he line of draft as ap 2. A method of obtainingammonia from gas containing

plied to said front frame. ammonia , consisting in leading said gas through a washer,
38. In a mower the combination of a machine frame, a

front frame, a shoe connected with said front frame, a

in passing water through said washer in order to absorb

ammonia from the gas, in distilling ammonia from said

G
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water, in cooling said water after the ammonia has been ing a portion of its peripheral surface cut away to form

distilled off , in leading said cooled water back to the an oil discharge, leading to the mouth of said slot from

washer and in repeating the above continuous cycle of

operations.

3. A method of obtaining ammonia from gas containing

ammonia, consisting in leading said gas through a washer,

in passing water through said washer in order to absorb

ammonia from the gas , in distilling ammonia from said

water by heating the same by superheated steam , in cool

ing said water after the ammonia has been distilled off ,

in leading said cooled water back to the washer and in

repeating the above continuous cycle of operations.

4. A method of obtaining ammonia from gas containing

ammonia, consisting in leading said gas through a washer,

in passing water through said washer in order to absorb

ammonia from the gas , in distilling ammonia from said

water by directly heating the same by superehating steam ,

in cooling said water after the ammonia has been dis

tilled off, in leading said cooled water back to the washer

and in repeating the above continuous cycle of operations.

5. A method of obtaining ammonia from gas containing

ammonia , consisting in leading said gas through a washer,

in passing water through said washer in order to absorb

ammonia from the gas , in distilling ammonia from said

water by heating the same by superheating steam in

column distilling apparatus , in cooling said water after one end of said passage between such cut away portion and

the ammonia has been distilled off , in leading said cooled
the wall of said chamber, said casing having an opening

water back to the washer and in repeating the above con or oil inlet registering with and opening into the other

tinuous cycle of operations. end of said passage , a steam way formed at the lower end

6. A method of obtaining ammonia from gas containing said slot, and oilandsteam pipes connected with said oilof said plug and within said casing and discharging through

ammonia, consisting in leading said gas through a washer,

inlet and steam way respectively,
ia rassing water through said washer in order to absorb

ammonia from the gas , in distilling ammonia from said
2. A burner tip comprising a casing having a cylindrical

water without adding lime , in leading said water after the
chamber with a peripheral outlet from said chamber, a

ammonia has been distilled off back to the washer and in
cylindrical plug inserted in said chamber and forming be

tween its outer surface and the inner surface of said casing
repeating the above continuous cycle of operations .

7. A method of obtaining ammonia from gas containing a downwardly extending oil way, terminating at said peri

ammonia , consistingin leading said gasthrough a washer, pheral outlet,and below said plug, a steam chamber com
in passing water through said washer in order to absorb

municating to said peripheral outlet, said plug having a

diametric oil passage opening into said oil way in com
ammonia from the gas , in distilling ammonia from said

water without adding lime , in cooling said water after bination with an oil supply pipe connected with said dia

the ammonia has been distilled off, in leading said cooled metric oil passage and a steam supply pipe connected with

said steam chamber.water back to the washer and in repeating the above con

3. A burner tip comprising a hollow casing having a
tinuous cycle of operations.

lateral slot and a plug inserted therein being of such size

as to fit tightly in said casing and having a portion of its
No. 102,616. Artificial Slate. Ardoise artificielle. surface cut away to form an oil way or passage between

Johann Wetlef Hennings, Neuenfeld Kreis Jork,Germany, inating at saidslot, said plug having passage transverselysaid surface and the wall of said casing, said oil way term

18th December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 16th November,

1906. Receipt No. 141,256 .
through it registering with said oil passage, and a steam

way formed below said oil way and opening to said slot.
Claim .-- The process for the manufacture of artificial

4. A burner tip comprising a hollow casing having a
slate, which consists of intimately mixing and finely tri- lateral discharge slot , the upper wall of the slot lying be

turating cement with an addition of 20-25 per cent of
yond the plane of the lower wall thereof, and a plug re

brownstone in dry condition , then admixing water to the movably held in the chamber of said casing, said plug hav

pulverized material and forming a thin magma and in- ing transverse oil passage and a portion of the outer sur

troducing same into glass moulds in which it is left to
face of its wall cut away to form an oil way between such

solidify in a slow and gradual manner, as set forth .
cut -away portion and the wall of said casing, said oil way

leading from said traverse passage and terminating at said

No. 102,617. Method of Making Aluminates Hy - slot and a steam way formed below said oil way and com

drochloric Acid, and Soda, from municating with the discharge slot in combination with

Aluminous Materials. means for supplying oil to said oil way and means for

Méthode d'obtenir l'acide hydrochlorique et le soda de matériaux supplying steam to said steam way .

alumineux. 5. A burner tip comprising a casing having a cylindrical
chamber open at one end and having an oil inlet at one

Paul Klein , Riga , Russia , 18th December, 1906 ; 6 years. side , a steam inlet near the bottom and a peripheral dis

Filed 16th August , 1906. Receipt No. 138,751 . charge slot , and a cylindrical plug adapted to be slipped

Claim . - A process of manufacturing aluminates , hydro into said chamber through the open end thereof and re

chloric acid and soda from aluminous materials , consist movably held therein , and fitting tightly within said cham

ing in introducing the aluminous materials in a finely
ber , said plug having a transverse oil way registering with

pulverized state into molten sodium chloric , blowing said oil inlet and having a portion of the outer surface of

superheated water vapour through the fused mass when its front wall cut away and forming between its wall and

employing anhydrous raw materials, condensing the hydro the inner wall of the casing an oil duct leading from said

chloric acid developed, separating the sodium aluminate oil way to said discharge slot , and said casing and plug

contained in the molten residue by lixiviation and filtra forming a steam way leading from said steam inlet to said

discharge slot , and means for holding said plug in place.
tion from any insoluble substance mixed therewith , con

ducting carbonic acid into the clear solution of sodium 6. A burner tip comprising a casing having a cylindrical

aluminate, and finally filtering off the solution of soda chamber open at one end and having an oil inlet at one

side and a peripheral discharge slot , and a cylindrical plugthus obtained from the separated aluminium hydrate.
adapted to be slipped into said chamber through the open

end thereof and movably held therein , said plug havign a
No. 102,618. Hydro-carbon Burner.

transverse oil way registering with said oil inlet and hav

Brûleur à hydrocarbon. ing the lower portion of the outer surface of its front wall

cut away and forming between its wall and the inner wall

Louis Keller Leahy , Los Angeles, California , U.S.A. , 18th
of the casing an oil duct leading from said oil way to said

December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 14th August, 1906. Re discharge slot , said plug fitting tightly within said casing
ceipt No. 138,688 .

and a steam way formed through said casing and plug to

Claim . - 1 . A burner comprising a casing having a cylin- said discharge slot.

drital chamber provided with a slot in its side wall , said 7. A burner tip comprising a casing having a cylindrical

chamber open at one end , a plug adapted to be inserted chamber open at one end and having a periheral discharge

into said chamber and being of such size as to fit tightly slot and an opening in its opposite side above the plane

herein , said plug provided wih a diametric passage and hav- of such slot, a cylindrical plug adapted to insertion into

12-19
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and snug fit within said chamber and removably held | No. 102619. Holder for Cards, Pictures, Etc.

therein, said plug having a closed end forming a closure

for the open end of said chamber and a transverse open
Porte-cartes, images, etc.

ing registering with said opening in said casing forming

an oil way leading through said plug, said plug forming an oil

duct between the surface of the lower portion of its front wall

and the wall of said casing leading from said transverse

opening right angularly to said discharge slot , a steam

duct leading to said discharge slot , and means for supply

ing steam and oil to said respective steam and oil ducts.

8. A burner tip comprising a casing having a chamber

open at one end and having an oil inlet at one side and a

peripheral discharge slot at the other side , and a plug re

movably mounted in said chamber and closing the same ,

said plug having a transverse oil way or chamber regis

tering with said oil inlet and forming a duct between the

lower portion of its surface and the wall of the casing,

said duct being in communication with said transverse

oil way or chamber and leading downwardly to the mouth

of said discharge duct , and a steam way discharge through Gaylord Logan , Albany, New York, U.S.A. , 18th December,

said discharge slot traverse the plane of said duct. 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 8th November, 1906. Receipt No.

9. A hydro- carbon burning apparatus comprising a bur- 141,035 .

ner tip having oil and steam ducts and a discharge open Claim . - 1. A card , film and picture holder having an elon

ing , of a steam pipe , an oil pipe therein , a coupling gated hand divided into sections by means of creased trans

whereinto said oil pipe screws , said coupling having an verse lines , and provided on its edges with retaining strips

oil way registering with said pipe and a steam way , the folded freely over on to the face of the band and secured

end of said steam pipe inserted in the steam way about thereto at the ends of strips, substantially as shown and

said oil pipe, a collar or sleeve engaging said steam pipe described .
and abutting against the end wall of said steam way , and 2. A card , film and picture holder having an elongated

lock collar engaging an external thread on the wall of band provided with transverse folding creases and with

said steam way and having a portion embracing said retaining strips folded freely on to the face of the band

colla : or sleeve . with the end of the band folded over and secured to the end

10. A hydro - carbon burning apparatus comprising section , substantially as shown and described.

burner tip having oil and steam ways and a discharge 3. A card , film and picture holder having an elongated

opening, a steam pipe connected with the steam way, an band provided on its edges with retaining strips folded over

oil pipe inside the steam pipe connected with oil way, a against the face of the band and with transverse folding

coupling having a coupling fange with external thread, lines dividing said band and retaining strips into sections,

the end of said steam pipe extending within said flange, said strips beingfolded freely againstthe face of said band
a threaded sleeve or collar engaging said pipe and bear and bound to the face of the end section to form a flap,

ing against the end of said flange , and a coupling collar substantially as shown and described.

embracing said flange and engaging said external thread 4. A cird , film and picture holder having an elongated

and bearing against said sleeve or collar. band of transparent material divided into sections by means

11. A burner tip comprising a casing having a cylindri- of creased transverse lines and provided with retaining

cal chamber open at one end and having an oil inlet at strips folded over on to the face of the band and secured
one side and a peripheral discharge slot , and a cylindri thereto at their ends , substantially as shown and described.
cal plug removably mounted in said chamber and fitting 5. A card , film and picture hoider having an elongated

snugly within and closing the same , said plug having a band divided into sections by means of creased transverse

transverse oil way registering with said oil inlet and lines and provided with retaining strips folded over onto
forming between the surface of the lower portion of its the face of the band and with openingsformed in said sec
front wall and the inner wall of the casing , an oil duct

tions and a back formed of transparent material, substan

leading from said oil way to said discharge slot , a steam
tially as shown and described .

way formed through said casing and plug to said dis

charge slot and an abutment in said steam way forming band divided into sections by means of creased transverse

6. A card, film and picture holder having an elongated

a steam cushion at the mouth of the steamway . lines, and provided with retaining strips folded over onto
12. A burner tip comprising a hollow casing having a

lateral discharge "slot, the upper wall of theslot lying aratingieaf arranged between two opposite sections, sub

the face of said band , with a transparent back and a sep

beyond the plane of the lower wall thereof and aplus stantially as shownand described.
removably held in the chamber of the casing and fitting

snugly therein , said plug having a portion of the lower

7. A card, film and picture holder having the combination

and front portion of its wall cut away to form an oil way

of an elongated band provided with retaining strips folded

between such cut - away portions and the wall of said

over onto the face of said band , and divided into sections

casing , said oil way terminating at saidslot, said casing by means of creased transverse lines , a back of transparent

provided with a steam inlet, saidplugand casingforming between two sections, substantially as shown and described
material , and a separating leaf of parafine paper arranged

a steam way or chamber below said plug , and said plug

having a channel forming a cushioning abutment at the

8. A card, film and picture hoider having an elongated

mouth of said steamway.

band divided into sections by menas of creased transverse

13. A burner tip comprising a casing having a cylindri
lines and provided with retaining strips folded freely over

onto the face of the band and with openings formed in

cal chamber open at its top and having a lateral oil inlet
and a peripheral discharge slot, and a cylindrical plug said sections, substantially as shown and described.

mounted in said chamber and closing the top thereof, said

9. A card, film and picture holder having an elongated

plug provided with an oil way registering with said oil
band divided into sections by means of creased transverse

inlet and extending diametrically through said plug , a
lines and providedon its face with retaining strips folded

portion of the surface of the plug cut away opposite
over onto the face of the band and made of material con

said oil inlet and forming with the wall of said casing, trasting in colour with film .

an oil ductleadingdownwardly tosaiddischargeslot, No. 102,620. · Sugar Wafer Machine.
said plug fitting snugly within said chamber, a steam

chamber formed between the bottom of said plug and Machine pour la fabrication de losanges.

casing, said steam chamber opening tosaid discharge Frank Max Peters , Chicago , Illinios, U.S.A., 18th December,
slot , in combination with means for supplying oil to said

oil -way and steam to said steam chamber.
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 16th Angust , 1906. Receipt No.

14. A burner tip comprising a casing having a cylindri
138,753.

cal chamber and having a lateral oil inlet and a peripheral Claim . - 1. In a machine of the character described the

discharge slot , and a steam inlet and a plug removably combination with a suyport for wafer sheets , of a paste

mounted in said chamber and provided with a transverse receptacle having an outlet therein, meansfor effecting the

oil-way registering with said oil inlet and having the discharge of the paste in properquantities from said re
lower portion of its front surface cut away to form with ceptacle, and means for transferring the discharged paste
the wall of the casing, a downwardly extending oil -way in a cohesive mass to the wafersheets, substantially as

leading to the mouth of said discharge slot , a steam cham - specified.

ber or way formed between the bottom of the plug and 2. In a machine of the character described , the combina

casing and opening to said discharge slot , and said dis- tion with a support for wafer sheets , ofa paste receptacle

charge slot being somewhat wider thanthedownward oil- having anoutlettherein, means for conducting thepaste
way so as to discharge a wider sheet of steam than oil . from said outlet, and meansfor transferring the paste in

1

1

3

1

1
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a cohesive mass from said conducting means to the wafer 12. In a machine of the character described the com

sheets , substantially as specified. bination with a support for wafer sheets , of a paste re

ceptacle having an opening in the base thereof, a roller

arranged partly within and partly without said paste re

ceptacle , means arranged adjacent to the projecting por

tion of said roller at one side thereof for controlling the

delivery of paste to said roller, and means arranged at

the opposite side of the projecting portion of said roller

for removing the paste therefrom in a cohesive mass and

transferring the same to the wafer sheets, substantially
as specified.

13.In amachine of the character described the com

bination with a support for wafer sheets , of a paste re

ceptacle having an opening in the base thereof, a roller

arranged partly within and parly without said paste re

ceptacle , means arranged adjacent to the projecting por

tion of said roller at one side thereof for controlling the

delivery of paste to said roller, and means arranged at

the opposite side of the projecting portion of said roller

for removing the paste therefrom in a cohesive mass and

transferring and spreading the upon the wafer

sheets, substantially as specified .

14. In a machine of the character described the combin

ation with a support for wafer sheets , means for actuat

ing said support , a paste receptacle supported above said
3. In a machine of the character described , the combina

support having an opening in the base thereof , a roller
tion with a sur port for wafer sheets, of a paste receptacle

arranged partly within and partly without said receptacle
having an outlet therein , means for effecting the discharge

of the pastein proper quantities from said receptacles, actuating said roller, a blade supported adjacent to one
for conducting the paste from said receptacle , means for

and means for transferring the discharged pastein a co- side of said roller , means for adjusting said blade, a blade

hesive mass from said discharging means to the wafer supported adjacent the opposite side ofsaid roller for re

sheets , substantially as specified . moving the paste from said roller in a cohesive mass ,
4. In a machine of the character described , the combina

tion with a support for wafer sheets, of a paste receptacle blade, substantially as specified.
and means for vertically and horizontally adjusting said

having an outlet therein , a conducting device arranged
15. In a machine of the character described the combin

therein for conveying the parts from said receptacle , and
ation with a travelling support for wafer sheets and

means for removing the paste from said conducting device

in a cohesive mass and transferring the same to the wafer supported above said travelling support, an opening in
means for actuating said support , of a paste receptacle

sheets , substantially as specified .
said receptacle arranged transversely of said travelling

5. In a machine of the character described the combina
support, a roller supported below said plate receptacle

tion with a support for wafer sheets , of a paste receptacle and extending into the opening in the base thereof, means

having an outlet therein , a device arranged therein for
for rotating said roller , means for controlling the delivery

conveying the paste from said receptacle, means for control
of paste to said roller , and means for removing the paste

iing the quantity of paste delivered to said device , and
therefrom in a cohesive mass and spreading the same

means for removing the paste from said device in a co
upon the wafer sheets, substantially as specified.

hesive mass and transferring and spreading the same upon 10. In a machine of the character described the combin

the wafer sheets upon said support , substantially as ation with a travelling support for wafer sheets , and

specified . means for actuating said support , of a paste receptacle
6. In a machine of the character described the combina mounted above said travelling support , an opening in the

tion with a support for wafer sheets, of a paste receptacle base of said receptacle arranged transversely of said

having an outlet therein , a roller arranged in said outlet, travelling support , a roller supported below said paste

means for controlling the supply of paste conveyed by said receptacle and extending into and conforming partly to
roller , and means for removing the paste in a cohesive the opening therein , a controlling device arranged upon

mass from said roller , substantially as specified . the underside of said paste receptacle at one side of the

7. In a machine of the character described , the combina- roller , means for adjusting said device towards and from

tion with a support for wafer sheets , of a paste receptacle said roller , a device arranged below said paste receptacle

having an outlet therein, a roller arranged in said outlet, and adapted for contact at one edge with the side of the
means for controlling the supply of paste conveyed by said roller opposite to the controlling device and at its other

roller , and means for removing the same in a cohesive edge with the wafer sheet and the paste thereon whereby

mass from said roller to the wafer sheets , and spreading to spread the paste upon said wafer sheets, and means

the same , substantially as specified . for actuating said device to regulate the thickness of the
8. In a machine of the character described , a paste re- paste spread upon the wafer sheets , substantially as

ceptacle , a roller for conducting the paste therefrom in specified.
the form of a sheet coating the roller , a support for the 17. In a machine of the character described the combin

wafer sheets below said roller , and means for stripping ation with an endless band for wafer sheets, means for

the coating in a cohesive mass from said roller directly actuating said endless band , brackets arranged at each
over said wafer sheets , substantially as specified . side of said endless band , a paste receptacle mounted in

9. In a machine of the character described , a paste re- said brackets having an opening in its base arranged

ceptacle , a roller for conducting the paste therefrom in transversely of said endless band, a roller mounted in

the form of a sheet coating the roller , a support for the said brackets below said paste receptacle conforming to

wafer sheets below said roller, means for stripping the and extending into the opening in the base thereof, a

coating in a cohesive mass from said roller directly over blade movably secured to the underside of raid paste re

said wafer sheets , and means for spreading the material ceptacle at one side of the roller, means for adjusting

stripped from the roller upon said wafer sheets , sub- said blade towards and from said roller, a blade adjust

stantially as specified . ably arranged at the opposite side of said roller having

10. In a machine of the character described , a paste re . its inner edge in contact with said roller and its outer

ceptacle, a roller for conducting the paste therefrom in edge adapted for vertical adjustment and means for ad

the form of a sheet coating the roller , a support for the justing said blade , substantially as specified .

wafer sheets below said roller and a blade serving at one 18. In a machine of the character described the combin

edge to strip the coating from said roller directly over ation with an endless band for wafer sheets , means for

the wafer sheets and at its other edge to spread the actuating said endless band, brackets arranged at each

stripped material upon said wafer sheets , substantially as side of said endless band , a paste receptacle mounted in

specified. said brackets having an opening in its base arranged

11. In a machine of the character described the com- transversely of said endless band, a roller mounted in

bination with a support for wafer sheets , of a paste re- said brackets below said paste receptacle conforming to

ceptacle having an opening in the base thereof , a roller and extending into the opening in the base thereof , a

arranged in said opening, means arranged at one side of hlade arranged upon the underside of said paste recep

said roller for controlling the supply of paste delivered tacie at one side of the roller , adjusting screws provided

thereto, and means arranged at the opposite side of said 11pon said receptacle in engagement with said blade

roller for removing the paste from said roller in a co- whereby to move said blade towards and from said roller,

hesive mass to the wafer sheets and spreading the same a frame arranged at the opposite side of said roller , ad

thereon , substantially as specified , justing screws thereon for adjusting said frame, a blade
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mounted in said frame having its inner edge in contact der, substantially as described and for the purposes speci.
with said roller , and its outer edges adapted to spread fied.

the paste upon the wafer sheets , and an adjusting screw 25. The herein described composition of matter contain

arranged in said frame adapted for adjusting the outer ing gum tragacanth , flock , meal , bran . sawdust , straw and
edge of said blade , substantially as specified. bronze powder, substantially as described anl for the pur

poses specified .

No. 102,621 . Wall Coating Composition. 26. The herein described composition of matter contain

Composition pour murs.
ing water , gum tragacanth , bronze powder, flock , meal and

sawdust, substantially as described and or the purposes

The Liquid Wall Paper Company , assignee of Franklin specified.

Dana Hagar , both of Boston , Massachusetts , U.S.A. , 27. The herein described composition of matter contain

18th December , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 16th March , 1906. ing gum tragacanth , chromic oxide, flock and whiting, sub

Receipt No. 133,947 . stantially as described and for the purpose specified.

Claim . - 1. The herein described composition of matter, 28. The herein described composition of matter contain

containing gum tragacanth , chrome and flock , substantially | ing water, gum tragaranth , chrome , flock and whiting, sub

as described and for the purpose of making a wall covering stantially as described and for the purposes specified.
2. The herein describel composition of matter. contain- 29. The herein described composition of matter contain

ing water, gum tragacanth , chromic oxide and flock , sub- ing water, rosin , flock , and chrome , substantially as des

stantially as described and for the purposes specified . cribed and for the purposes specified.

3. The herein described composition of matter containing 30. The herein described composition of matter contain

water, gum tragacanth , chromate of lead and flock , sub- ing water, resin , chromic oxide and meal , substantially as

stantially as described and for the purpose specified . described and for the purpose specified.

4. The herein described compositon of matter containing 31. The herein described composition of matter contain

sum tragacanth , chromic oxide and sawdust , substantially ing water , rosin , chromate of lead and meal , substantially

as described and for the purpose of producing a stippling as described and for the purpose specified.

background. 32. The herein described composition of matter contain

5. The herein described composition of matter containing ing glue, rosin , and flock , substantially as described and for

gum tragacanth , chromate of lead and sawdust, substan- the purposes specified.

tially as described and for the purpose of producing a stip- 33. The herein described composition of matter contain

pling background. ing rosin , water , flock and whiting, substantially as des
6. The herein described composition of matter containing cribed and for the purposa specified .

water , gum tragacanth, chrome nad sawdust, substan
34. The herein described composition of matter contain

tially as described and for the purpose specified.

7.The herein described composition of matter containing cribed and for the purpose specified
ing gum tragacanth , flock and mica , substantially as des

gum , tragacanth , chromic oxide , meal and sawdust , sub

stantially as described and for the purpose specified.
35. The herein described composition of matter contain

8. The herein described composition of matter containing ing water, glue, flock and mica, substantially as described

gum tragacanth , chromate of lead , meal and sawdust, sub
and for the purpose specified.

stantially as described and for the purpose specified.
36. The herein described composition of matter, contain

9. The herein described composition of mattercontaining ing gum tragacanth, mica , chrome and bran , substantially

gum , tragacanth, chrome , water, moal and sawdust, sub
as described and for the purposes specified.

stantially as described and for the purposes specified . 37. The herein described composition of matter, con

10. The herein described composition of matter contain- | taining gum tragacanth , chrome, mica, meal, bran, saw

ing gum tragacanth , chromic oxide and sraw, substan- dust and straw , substantially as described and for the

tially as described and for the purpise specified. purposes specified.

1. The herein described composition of matter cantain- 38. The herein described composition of matter, contain

ing gum tragacanth, chromate of lead and straw , substan- ing gum tragacanth, bronze powder , and mica , substantially

tially as described and for the purposes specified. as described and for the purposes specified.

12. The herein described composition of matter contain- 39. The herein described composition of matter, contain

ing water , straw , chrome and gum tragacanth , substan ing gum tragacanth, bronze powder, mica and meal, sub

tially as described and for the purposes specified. stantially as described and for the purposes specified.

13. The herein described composition of matter contain- 40. The herein described composition of matter, contain

ing gum tragacanth , chromic oxide and bronze powder , sub- ing gum tragacanth , mica and ground silk, substantially

tially described and for the purpose of producing an artis- as described and or the purposes specified.

tic wall covering. 41. The herein described composition of matter , contain

14. Thehereindescribed composition of matter containinggum tragacanth , chrome, flock andground silk, sub

ing gum tragancanth, chromate of lead and bronze powder , stantially as described and for the purposes specified .

substantially as described and for the purpose of produc- 42. The herein described composition of matter , contain

ing an artistic wall covering.

15. The herein described composition of matter contain- described and for the purposes specified .

ing gum tragacanth , varnish and flock , substantially as

ing water , gum tragacanth , chrome and bronze powder , 43. The herein described composition of matter , contain

substantially as described and for the purposes specified . ing gum tragacanth , varnish and flock , substantially as des

16. The herein described composition of matter contain cribed and for the purpos - s specified .
ing gum tragacanth , flock and bronze powder, substan

44. The herein described composition of matter, contain

tially as descvribed and for the purpose of obtaining a wall ing varnish , chrome and meal, substantially as described

coating composition with a transparent effect.

17. The herein described composition of matter contain
and for the purposes specified .

ing water, gum tragacanth , flock and bronze powder , sub
45. The herein described com nosition of matter. con

taining varnish , chrome and sawdust, substantially as des

stantially as described and for the purpose of obtaining a
cribed and for the purposes specified.

wall coating composition with a transparent effect.

18. The herein described composition of matter contain
46. The herein describer composition of matter, contain

ing gum tragacanth , flock , meal and bronze powder , sub
ing gum tragacanth , varnish, chrome, ground silk , and pul

stantially as described and for the purposes specified .
v ? rized cork , substantially as described and for the pur

19. The herein described composition of matter contain - posas specified

ing gum , tragacanth , flock , bran and bronze powder , sub
47. The herein described composition of matter, contain

stantially as described and for the purposes specified.
ing gum tragacanth , chrome , meal , rosin , glue , brown sugar

20. The herein described composition of matter contain
and sawdust , substantially as described and for the pur

ing gum , tragacanth, flock , sawdust and bronze powder ,
poses specified.

substantially as described and or the purposes specified . 48. The herein described composition of matter, contain
21. The herein described composition of matter contain- ing sum tragananth . chrome . meal and formaldehyde, sub

ing gum tragacanth ,flock . straw and bronze powder, sub- stantially as described and for the purposes specified.

stantially as describedand for the purposes specified. 49. The berein described compositon of matter , containing

22. The herein described composition of matter contain- gum tragacanth, flock , and formaldehyde, substantially as
ing gum tragacanth , flock , crome and bronze powder, described and for the purposes specified.
substantally as described aud for the purposes specified. 50. The herein described composition of matter, contain

23. The heren described composition of matter containinggum tragacanth, chrome, sawdust andformaldehyde,

ing water, flock,chromeand bronzepowder ,substantially substantially as describedand for the purposes specified.
asdescribed and for the purposes specified. 51. The herein described composition of matter. contain

24. The herein describedcomposition of matter containinggum tragacanth , chrome, mica and formaldehyde, suh
ing gum tragacanth , flock , water, chrome andbronzepow- i stantially asdescribedandfor the purposes specified.
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52. The herein described composition of matter, contain- the exterior of the inner end of the base having a con

ing gum tragacanth , chrome , straw and formaldehyde, necting member extending through the other of said end

substantially as described and for the purposes specified. apertures into said cavity on the other side of said par

53. The herein described composition of matter, contain- tition , and a fuse extending over said partition connected

ing water, chrome , meal , sawdust and formaldehyde , sub- at its opposite ends to said connecting members respec

stantially as described and for the purposes specified . tively.

54. The herein described composition of matter, contain- 3. In a fuse plug and in combipation , a hollow base of in

ing gum tragacanth , chrome, flock , bronze powder , rosin , sulating material provided with a pair of fuse connection

varnish and brown sugar , substantially as described and apertures and with an enlargement of its cavity at the outer

for the purposes specified . end thereof and a ventilating aperture remote from said

55. The herein described composition of matter, contain- fuse connection apertures extending from said cavity en

ing gum tragacanth , chrome, meal , bran . sawdust, straw , largement longitudinally through and inclosed on all sides

rosin , mica , ground silk , varnish , pulverized cork , glue and by the wall of the base and opening exteriorly at the side

brown sugar, substantially as described and for the pur- thereof, exterior contact members, a fuse within the base

poses specified . cavity connected with said contact members through the

56. The herein described composition of matter, contain- fuse connection apertures respectively , and a closure for

ing gum tragacanth , chromic oxide , chromate of lead, flock , the open end of the base.

meal, bran , sawdust , straw, bronze powder, whiting, rosin , 4. In a fuse plug and in combination , a hollow base of

mica, pulp . ground silk , varnish , pulverized cork and glue, insulating material provided with a pair of fuse connection

substantially as described and for the purposes specified . apertures in its inner end wall and with an enlargement of

57. The herein describod composition of matter, contain- | its cavity at the outer end thereof, and a ventilating aper

ing gum tragacanth , chrome, pulp , and formaldehyde , sub- ture remote from said fuse connection apertures extending

stantially as described and for the purposes specified . from said cavity enlargement longitudinally through the

58. The herein described composition of matter, contain - wall of the base and opening exteriorly at the side thereof,

in varnish , pulp , chrome , and formaldehyde , substantially a screw shell inclosing said base adapted to form an ex

as described and for the purposes specified .
terior contact member and having an integral tongue formed

59. The herein described composition of matter, contain - by a displaced portion of its end wall projecting through

ing rosin , gum tragacanth , pulp and chrome , substantially
one of said fuse connection apertures in the end wall of the

as described and for the purposes specified .
base, an exterior contact member mounted upon the inner

60. The herein described composition of matter for mix end of the base having a connection member projecting

ing with flock in forming a liquid wall paper, consisting through the other of said fuse connection apertures, a fuse

substantially of the following ingredients, gum tragacanth within the base cavity connecting said tongue and connec

six gills , chromic oxide nine ounces, chromate of lead nine tion member, and a closure for the outer end of the base.

ounces , meal nine ounces, bran three ounces , sawdust three 5. In a fuse plug and in combination , a hollow base of

ounces , straw three ounces, bronze powder two ounces , insulating material provided with a pair of fuse connection

whiting one pound , rosin six gills , mica three pounds , pulp | apertures in its inner end wall and with an enlargement of

two pounds, ground silk one pound, varnish three table- its cavity at th outer ed thereof, and a ventilating aper

spoonfuls, pulverized cork three ounces, glue two table
ture remote from said fuse connection apertures extending

spoonfuls, brown sugar six ounces , formaldehyde three
from said cavity enlargement longitudinally through the

drops.
wall of the base and opening exteriorly at the side thereof,

and having a partition erected from its inner end wall ex

tending transversely of the base cavity between said fuse
No. 102,622. Fuse Plug. Poire à fusée.

connection apertures , a screw shell inclosing said base

adapted to form an exterior contact member and having an

integral tongue formed by a displaced portion of its end

wall projecting through one of said fuse connection aper

tures in the end wall of the base , an exterior contact mem

ber mounted upon the inner end of the base having a con

nection member projecting through the other of said fuse

connection apertures , a fuse within the base cavity con

necting said tongue and connection member, ad a closure

for the outer end of the base.

6. In a fuse plug and in combination , a hollow base of

insulating material provided on its outer side with oppo

sitely located depressions and having a partition erected

from its inner end wall extending transversely of the base

cavity approximately in line with said depression , a screw

shell inclosing the base having side portions introverted

into said side depressions therein , and a fuse extending

over said partition and connected with exterior contact

members.

7. In a fuse plug and in combination , a hollow base of

insulating material having a plain cylindrical portion and

August Weber , Sr. , and August Weber, Jr. , both of Schen
an aperture in its inner end , of a screw shell inclosing the

ectady , New York , U.S.A. , 18th December , 1906 ; 6 years.
plain cylindrical portion of the base and having an integral

Filed 23rd February, 1906. Receipt No. 133,264.
displaced portion of its end wall projecting through said

aperture in the inner end of the base whereby rotative

Claim . – 1. In a fuse plug and in combination , a screw shell movement of the screw shell on the base is prevented , and

adapted to form one of the exterior contact members , a means for securing said screw shell against longitudinal

base of insulating material having its inner end inclosed
movement on the base .

and secured within said screw shell and provided with a 8. In a fuse plug and in combination of insulating ma
cavity extending from its outer end approximately to its

terial and a screw shell adapted to form one of the ex

inner end and having a partition erected from its inner end terior contacts secured upon and inclosing the inner end

extending across the exterior of its screw shell inclosed
of the base , said base being provided with a cavity ex

portion , a contact member mounted upon the exterior of tending approximately to its inner end and with a pair of
the inner end of the base, and a fuse extending over said apertures in its inner end and having a partition erected

partition and connected with said contact members through from its inner end extending between said apertures
apertures in said base, portions of said fuse occupying on

across the interior of its screw shell inclosed portion ,
opposite sides of said partition chambers respectively in and said screw shell having an integral displaced portion
closed between said partition and outer screw shell inclosed of its end wall projecting through one of the end aper

portions of the wall of the base .
tures in the base , an exterior contact insulated from said

2. In a fuse plug and in combination , a base of insulating
shell having connection member projecting

material , and a screw shell inclosing and secured upon the through the other end aperture in the base , and a fuse

inner end of said base adapted to form one of the exterior extending over said partition connecting said connection

contact members , said base being provided with a cavity member and displaced portion of the screw shell .

extending approximately to its inner end and with a pair

of apertures in its inner end and having a partition erected material and a screw shell adapted to form one of the ex
8. In a fuse plug and in combination a base of insulating

from its inner end extending between said apertures across
opposite sides of said partition , of a contact member ex

the interior of its screw shell inclosed portion, and said teriorly mounted upon the inner end of the base having
screw shell having a connecting member extending through

a post projecting through one of said apertures within
one of said end apertures into said cavity on one side of the base , a screw shell inclosing the base adapted to

said partition , an exterior contact member mounted upon
form the other contact member, and having an integral
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tongue formed by an introverted portion of its end wall terial over the work support under the presser foot , com

extending through the other of said apertures within the bined with stitch forming means located above the material ,

base , and a fuse extending over said partition connected

at its opposite ends to said tongue and post respectively.

10. In a fuse plug the combination with a hollow base
Figl

of insulating material having an angular exterior inner

end and side depressions, of a screw shell inclosing said

base provided in its end with an angular opening adapted

to fit the angular portion of the base and having side

portions introverted to occupy said side depressions .

11. In a device of the class described the combination

with a base of insulating material of general cylindrical

form having an exterior cam -shaped surface, a depressed

seat adjacent to the higher point of said cam and a flange

overhanging said seat on the outer side thereof , of a cap

adapted to receive the flanged end of said base and hav

ing a spring member adapted to ride upon said cam by a

rotative movement of the cap upon the base and adapted

to occupy said depressed seat.

12. In a device of the class described the combination
of

with a base of insulating material of general cylindrical

form having near one end an exterior cam surface , a de

pressed seat adjacent to the higher portion of said cam ,

and a flange overhanging said depressed seat and cam

surface on the outer side thereof, and provided with

lateral recess extending from the lower portion of said
and comprehending a curved thread carrying needle and re

surface through the adjacent end surface of said voluble second thread carrier to pass its thread through

base , of a cap adapted to receive said end of the base ,
a loop of needle thread , means to reciprocate said needle to

said cap having a spring member adapted to be inserted
enter and emerge from the same side of the material , and

through said recess by a telescoping movement and to means for moving said needle to ensure its entering at one

ride upon said cam and occupy said depressed seat by a
thrust the material passing the work support and presser

rotativo movement of the cap. foot , and at another thrust to enter a portion of a superim

13. In a device of the class described the combination posed ply of material moving between the work support and

with a base of insulating material of general cylindrical
presser foot.

form having near one end an exterior cam surface , a de 2. In a machine of the class described , an unyielding

pressed seat adjacent to the higher portion of said cam , presser foot, a work support having a feed opening, a lever

and a flange overhanging said depressed seat and cam sur
independent of said work support and pivotally connected

face on the outer side thereof , and provided with a lateral therewith , a spring acting on said lever to force the work

recess extending from the lower portion of said cam sur support toward the presser foot, combined with stitch- form

face through the adjacent end surface of said base , of a ing means located above the material, and comprehending

sheet metal cap adapted to receive said end of the base , a reciprocable curved thread carrying needle and a revol

said cap being provided with a slit in its side wall and
uble second thread carrier to pass its thread through a loop

having an edge portion of said side wall adjacent to said "of.needle thread and form in the material a series of blind
slit indented to form a spring member adapted to be in

stitches .

serted through said recess by a telescoping movement , 3. In a machine of the class described , a stationary presser

and to ride upon said cam and occupy said depressed fool , a carriage. guideways to receive said carriage. a

seat by a rotative movement , work support sustained at the rupper end of said carriage ,

14. In a device of the class described the combination a lever , a devirce connecting said lever and said carriage ,

with a sheet metal cap having its side walls slitted and a spring connected with said lever and acting normally to

portions thereof adjacent to said slits introverted on the move the work support toward said presser foot , stitch

side opposite the end wall of the cap , of a disc of insulat forming mechanism located wholly above the presser foot

ing material secured within said cap between the endwall and comprising curved eye - pointed thread carrying

thereof and the cut edges of said introverted portions . needle and a revoluble looper, means to reciprocate said

15. In a device of the class described the combination needle to enrter and emerge from the same side of the

with a base of insulating material of general cylindrical material, and means for moving said needle to ensure its

form having on diametrically opposite sides thereof near entering at one thrust' the material passing between the

one end an exterior cam surface, a depressed seat ad
work support and presser foot, and at another thrust to

jacent to the higher portion of said cam , and a flange enter a ply of material lying on the material that is clamp

overhanging said depressed seat and cam surface on the
ed between the work support and presser foot . means to

outer side thereof , and provided with lateral recesess ex feed the material, and a device acting on said lever to de

tending from the lower portions of the respective cams press the work support for the removal of or insertion of
work

through the adjacent end surface of said base , of a sheet

metal cap adapted to receive said end of the base, said 4. In a machine of the class described , a loop taker , means

cap being provided with an aperture in its end wall , and to move it , a rock shaft having a bearing, a needle carry

or diametrically opposite sides with a pair of slits in its
ing shaft in said bearing, said shaft having a two -part arm ,

side wall , and having edge portions of said wall adjacent
one part adjustable on the other part , a curved needle car

to said slits indented to form spring members adapted to
ried by the adjustable part on said arm , and means to turn

be inserted through said respective recesses by a teleso needle, the adjustmentof the movable part of said arm
said rock shaft between one and the next thrust of the

coping movement , and to ride upon said respective cams

and occupy said respective depressed seats by a rotative
carrying said needle , providing for positioning the needle

correctly with relation to the path of movement of the
movement, and a transparent disc interposed between the

under side of the co -acting loop taker.
en wall of the car and the cut edges of said introverted

5. In a machine of the class described, a rock shaft hav
sido portions thereof.

10. In a fuse plug and in combination,a hollow . base of needle carrying shaft sustained bythe hearing in said rock
ing a bearing, a crossbar carried by said rock shaft , a

insulating material provided on its outer side with a de

shaft, aneedle insaidneedlecarrying shaft, means to turn
pression and having a partition erected from its inner

said rock shaft between one and the next switch and an

end extending transversely of the base cavity in line with
adjustable device to insure the elevation of said rock shaft

said depression , and a screw shell inclosing the base hay
and the needle carrying shaft at alternate thrusts of the

ing a side portion introverted into said side depression
needle in the material .

therein. 6. In a machine of the class described , a rock shaft having

a bearing, a needle carrying shaft sustained in the bearing

No. 102,623. Sewing Machine. Machine à coudre. of said rock shaft, a needle in said needle carrying shaft, a

The Arbetter Felling Machine Company, Boston, assignee rock shaft,a spring surrounding said rock shaft and acting

cam , and an arm connected with the upper end of said

of Wolf Arbetter, Chelsea,both in Massachusetts, U.S.A., normallyto keep said arm in contact with said cam , said
18th December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 31st October , 1906. cam meeting said arm and turning said rock shaft to place

Receipt No. 140,799 . the needle in position to enter thematerial for its diagonal

Claim.--1 . In a machine of the class described, a spring thrust .

7. Insustained work support having a feed opening, a work feed a machine of the class described , stitch - forming

ing device carried by said work support , a presser foot , mechanism for making blind stitches,a spring sustained

means to actuate said work feeding device to feed the ma work support, a bender, and means for moving the same

1

3

a

1
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that its acting end may rise above the work support what- move said yoke on said carriage and cause said feed points

ever the position of the work support due to variations in to engage and move said material.

thickness of work. 17. In a machine of the class described, a work support,

8. In a machine of the class described , a loop taker, a a spring acting normally to keep said work support in its

rock shaft having a bearing, a needle carrying shaft mount- elevated position , a carriage , means to move said car

ed in said bearing and provided with a needle, a rotating , riage vertically in said work support, a yoke provided with

shaft having a disc provided with an adjustable plate hav- feed points, a compound shaft one part of which is sus
ing a stud, a link embracing said stud , and means connecting tained in the frame carrying the work support and has a

said link with the needle shaft, the adjustment of said plate feed actuating cam, a bearing for the opposite end of said
so timing the movement of the needle that its point will compound shaft , and means to rotate the same, said com
terminate at exactly the proper position with relation to pound shaft acting to rotate the feed cam in any position
the loop taker . of the work support due to difference in thickness of ma

9. In a machine of the class described, a rock shaft hav- terial.

ing a bearing at one end, an arm connected with said rock 18. In a machine of the class described , stitch forming

shaft near its other end, a roller carried by said arm , a mechanism located wholly above the material and adapted
needle carrying shaft mounted in the bearing of said rock to make a series of blind stitches as described, combined

shaft and provided with a needle, and a needleswinging with a presser footto bear on the material,and means to
cam to act on the roller of said arm to turn the rock shaft vary the throat space in the presser foot to accommodate
and needle carrying shaft , and means acting normally to differences in the thickness of the goods .

maintain said roller in contact with said cam . 19. In a machine of the class described, stitch forming
10. Ina machine of the class described, a rock shaft, hav

mechanism located wholly above the material, a work sup

ing a bearing at one end, an arm connected with said rock port to sustain the material, means to cause the needle

shaft near its other end, a roller carried by said arm , a of said stitch forming mechanism to penetrate the body
needle carryingshaft mounted in the bearing of said rock of material in a line substantially parallelwith the infolded
shaft and providedwitha needle ,a needle swinging cam edge of a lining to beattached thereto, means to cause
to acton the roller of said arm to turn the rock shaft and said needle at its next movement to penetrate the infold
needle carrying shaft, means acting normally to maintainsaid roller in contact with said cam , abar connected with e lining, and means to draw offthreadduring the forma

tion of the stitch in the body of the material and give up

said rock shaft , and an adjusting device to limit the ex
the slack so formed to the stitch made in the infolded

tent of movement of said arm toward said cam .

11. In a machine of the class described, a rock shaft hav- edge of the lining.
20. In a machine of the class described , a work support,

ing a bearing and a crossbar having a bevelled toe , and a
a curved eye pointed needle , a needle carrying shaft, means

needle carrying shaft located in said bearing and provided

with a neuale,a device with which said toe contacts, and a
to sustain said shaft , means to turn said needle carrying

shaft tcat the needle may penetrate the goods, a presser
cam to turn said rock shaft that said toe resting on said
devicemay raise the rockshaftand needle carryingshaft foot having a throat widened toward the rear end of said

at alternate stitches when the needle is to enter only the foot thattheneedlemay have ample playin said throat
both when meeting the material at its straight and diag

lining.

12. In a machine of the class described, stitch forming
onal thrust .

mechanism comprising an eye pointed needle and com
21. In a machine of the class described, a work support ,

plemental under thread carrier both located at one side à curved eye pointed needle, a needle carrying shaft , means
of the material, means to actuate said stitch forming mech Lo shstain said shaft , means to turn said needle carrying

anism, a spring sustained work support to sustain the ma
shaft that the needle may penetrate the goods, a presser

terial , a bender, actuating means therefor to cause said 1000 having a wide throat and a curved guide located at

bender to bend the material at one stitch , and means to
the front end of the foot.

hold said bender in its inoperative position at a succeeding 22. In a machine of the class described, a work support,

stitch. a curved eye pointed needle, a needle carrying shaft, means

13. In a machine of the class described, stitch forming to sustain said shaft , means to turn said needle carrying

mechanism comprising a curved eye pointed needle and a shaft that the needle may penetrate the goods , a presser

complemental under thread carrier , means to actuate said foot having a throat and a guiding edge and a lip extending

needle that it may penetrate the material for alternate beyond said edge and adapted to be interposed between

stitches in planes at different angles, a bender , and means the two pieces of material to be stitched together, said lip

to cause said bender to bend the material only when the
lifting the edge of the upper layer of material that the

needle is to enter the body of the material. point of the curved needle may readily enter under said

14. In a machine of the class described, a spring sus- edge,

tained work support having a bender passage, a presser 23. In a machine of the class described, a loop taker,
foot having a space , a bender, and means to raise the

having a bobbin case and bobbin , means to sustain said

bender through the bender passage of the work support to loop taker that it may be turned in a diagonal direction, a
force part of the work into the space of the presser foot ,

vertical shaft having a bearing at its lower end, a needle

combined with a stitch forming mechanism comprising a
carrier in said bearing, and a screw to detachably connect

needie, a complemental rotatable loop taker cu rying a
second thread , and means to reciprocate saidneedle in the said bearing to said shaft, the removal of the screw en

abling the removal of the bearing to thus uncover the

general direction of movement of the work over the work
support, the point of the needle entering the work sustained chamber of the loop taker and enable access to be had

thereto to effect the change of bobbin case and bobbin.

13. In a machine of the class described, stitch forming plementary device for making blind stitches, a work sup
24. In a machine for blind stitching , a needle and com

mechanism to form a succession of blind stitches in the

material , a slotted work support having a bender passage
port , a feeding device sustained by said work support, a

between its slots, said support presenting a surface oc
stationary presser foot, a lever connected with said work

cupying a position in a horizontal plane at right angles to
support and an adjustable spring connected with said lever

to sustain the work support in a yielding manner, and asaid slots to support in the same plane at opposite sides of

said slots the material to be stitched , a presser foot pro
device co -acting with said lever to lower and hold the

vided with a space above the bender passage of the work
work support locked in its lower position .

support , said foot also presenting a guiding edge for guid 25. In a machine of the class described , a work support,

ing a ply of material being blind stitched to material on stitch forming mechanism , a presser foot having a guiding

which it is laid , work feeding mechanism sustained below edge combined with means to vary the throat space in the

said work support , mechanism to actuate the work feeding presser foot to accommodate differences in the thickness of

mechanism that it may rise through the slots in the work goods , said means presenting a lip extended from the in

support above he upper side of said support, a bender locat- ner guiding edge of the presser foot to separate , in ad

ed below the work support, and means to move the bender vance of the stitching, the materials about to be stitched.

to act upon the work and force a part thereof into the 26. In a machine of the class described , a work support ,

space of the presser foot to be entered by the needle. a rock shaft , a needle carrier pivotally mounted on said

16. In a machine of the class described, means located shaft and provided with a needle , means to vibrate said

wholly at one side of the material for forming a series of needle carrier on said rock shaft, an arm connected with
blind stitches, said means comprising an eye pointed thread said rock shaft , a cam , means to move the same that said

caryring needle . and a revoluble loop taker to control a cam may act on said arm and turn said rock shaft , a de

second thread and carry the same through a loop of needle vice acting normally to retain said arm in the path of

thread work support , a carriage on whicb said work movement of said cam , a crossbar connected with said

support is mounted , a guideway for said carriage , means to rock shaft , a spring acting normally to depress said rock

move said carriage in said guideway, a yoke mounted on shaft , and a controlling device co -acting with said cross

said carriage and provided with feed points, and means to ' bar to raise the rock shaft in its bearing.

a
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27. In a machine of the class described , a work support , No. 102,624. Harvester. Moissonneuse.

a rock shaft, a needle carrier pivotally mounted on said

shaft and provided with a needle , means to vibrate said

needle carrier on said rock shaft , an arm connected with

said rock shaft, a cam , means to move the same that said

cam may not on said arm and turn said rock shaft , a device

acting normally to retain said arm in the path of movement

of said cam , a crossbar connected with said rock shaft, a

spring acting normally to depress said rock shaft, and an

adjustable controlling device co -acting with said crossbar

to enable said rock shaft to be rotated to a greater or less

extent .

28. In a machine of the class described, a work support ,

a rock shaft, a needle carrier pivotally mounted on said

shaft and provided with a needle, means to vibrate said

needle carrier on said rock shaft, an arm connected with

said rock shaft , a cam, means to move the same that said

cam ma ynot on said arm and turn said rock shaft , a device

acting normally to retain said arm in the path of move

ment of said cam , a crossbar connected with said rock

shaft, a stud, a co-acting adjusting device to control the
axial position of said rock shaft when the needle is enter- William Maloney and The Frost and Wood Company, as

ing the material diagonally with relation to the line of signee of a half interest, both of Smith's Falls , Ontario ,

feed. Canada , 18th December , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 10th May,

29. In a machine of the class described , a presser foot, a
1905. Receipt No. 125,034.

work support , a rod having at one end a bearing, means to Claim.--1 . In a combined harvesting and threshing ma

turn said rod about its longitudinal axis , rock shaft sus- chine the combination comprising a reciprocatory cutting

tained in said bearing , a needle carrying arm secured to knife, supporting means therefor, threshing means rela

one end of said rock shaft, a second arm loosely pivoted to tively in the rear of said knife , and a reciprocatory plate .

the opposite end of said rock shaft and provided with a ball- 2. In a combined harvesting and threshing machine the

shaped end, a rotatable shaft having a crank , a link con- combination comprising a reciprocatory cutting knife, sup

nected at one end with said crank and having provision at porting means therefor, threshing means relatively in the

its opposite end to embrace the ball of said second arm . rear of said knife , and a reciprocatory plate connected with

said knife .

30. In a machine of the class described , a block or bearing

curved at its under side, a loop taker containing a second combinationcomprising a reciprocatory cutting knife, sup3. In a combined harvesting and threshing machine , the

thread, the shaft of said loop taker being sustained in said porting means therefor ,threshing means relatively inthe

block , means to drive said loop taker, a shaft having a
rear of said knife, and a reciprocatory plate between said

bearing at one end, a needle carrying rock shaft located in knife and said threshing means.

said bearing and provided with an eye - pointed needle carry- 4. In a combined harvesting and threshing machine the

ing a thread and co-acting with said loop taker, combined combination comprising a reciprocatory cutting knife, sup

with a carriage , means to move said carriage vertically, a porting means therefor, threshing means relatively in the

work support mounted at the upper end of said carriage , a rear of said knife, and a reciprocatory plate carried at an

work feeding device mounted on said carriage, and means
angle to said knife .

to actuate said feeding device that the feed dogs at the up
5. In a combined harvesting and threshing machine the

per end thereof may engage the under side of the material combination comprising a reciprocatory cutting knife, sup

and move the upper side thereof over the under side of said porting means therefor, threshing means relatively in the

rear of said knife , and a reciprocatory plate connected with
block.

said knife and extending rearwardly and downwardly there

31. In a machine of the class described , a spring sustained from .

slotted work support to sustain the material to be stitched , 6. In a combined harvesting and threshing machine the

a block located above said work support and bearing at its combination comprising a reciprocatory cutting knife, sup

under side on the material , a loop taker sustained in said porting means therefor, threshing means relatively in the

block, means to actuate said loop taker, an eye -pointed rear of said knife, and a reciprocatory distributing means
thread carrying needle , means to move the same to present actuated upon movement of said knife .

a loop for the entrance of the loop taker, a presser foot 7. In a combined harvesting and threshing machine the

located in front of said block , a feeding device located below combination comprising a reciprocatory cutting knife, sup

said work support, and means to actuate the feeding device porting means therefor, threshing means relatively in the

to engage the material and movethe same over the under- rear of said knife, and a reciprocatory distributing means
side of said presser foot and block. extending longitudinally of said knife between said knife

32. In a machine of the class described , stitch forming and said threshing means.

mechanism comprising a thread carrying needle and rotat- 8. In a combined harvesting and threshing machine the

able loop taker carrying a second thread , a work support combination comprising a reciprocatory cutting knife, sup

having a bender passage, a bender located below said work porting means therefor, threshing means relatively in the

support , means to move said bender up through said bender rear of said knife and extending substantially parallel

passage , a presser foot having a space above the bender | therewith , and a reciprocatory plate.

passage in said work support and having a guiding edge to 9. In a combined harvesting and threshing machine the

guide the edge of the material being blind stitched onto the combination comprising a reciprocatory cutting knife , sup

material underlying the sameand sustained on the work portingmeanstherefor, threshing meansrelatively in the
support, said guiding edge occupying a position which , it rear of said knife and extending substantially parallel

prolonged, would cross the upper edge of the bender be- therewith , anda reciprocatory plate connected with said
tween its ends. knife .

33. In a machine of the class described, stitch -forming 10. In a combined harvesting and threshing machine the
means located above the material and comprising a needle combination comprising a reciprocatory cutting knife, sup

and complemental loop taker carrying a second thread and porting means therefor , threshingmeans relatively in the
adapted to make a ser of blind stitches, a work support rear of said knife and extending substantially parallel

presenting a flat surface at right angles to the direction in therewith, and a reciprocatory platebetween said knife

which the work is fed over the work support to thus sus- and said threshing means.

tain the work at both sides of the line of stitching, said 11. In a combined harvesting and threshing machine the

work support having in its flat surface slots for the passage combination comprising a reciprocatory cutting knife, sup

of the toothed end of a feeding device, andhaving a bender portingmeanstherefor, threshing means relatively inthe
passage between said slots , combined with a presser foot rear of said knife and extending substantially parallel

having an opening in line with the bender passage in the therewith,and a reciprocatory plate carriedat an angle
work support, a feeding device and means to actuate the to said knife.

same to engage the material intermittingly and move the 12. In a combined harvesting and threshing machine the

same over thework support, and a bender, and means to combination comprising a reciprocatory cutting knife , sup.

move the same from a position below theworksupport up portingmeanstherefor, threshingmeansrelativelyinthe

through said work support, bending the work upwardly into rear

thespaceof the presser foot tobe entered by the needle therewith, anda reciprocatoryplate connected with said

of said knife and extending substantially parallel

in making a blind stitch therein .
knife and extending rearwardly and downwardly therefrom .

西
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No. 102,625. Harvester. Moissoneuse. 2. In a harvesting thresher, a concave, a threshing cylin

der co - operating therewith , a conveyer frame pivotally
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William Maloney and The Frost and Wood Company , as

signee of a half interest , both of Smith's Falls , Ontario ,

Canada, 18th December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 10th May, mounted forwardly of said concave , a reciprocatory cutter

1905. Receipt No. 125,036. bar carried by said frame, brackets in proximity to said

Claim . - 1. In a device of the character described, a frame, frame, and means, supported by said brackets , adapted to

a guide bracket comprising approximately parallel ways
raise and lower the forward portion of said frame.

with channels therein, an extension on one of said ways ,
3. In a harvesting thresher , a concave , a threshing cylin

a yoke connected with said extension, a vertically elon
der Co - operating therewith , a conveyer frame pivotally

gated axle bearing slidablein said ways, a screw -threaded mounted forwardly ofsaid concave, springs connected with

lugon said bearing, and an adjusting screw passing through
said frame, supports for said springs and rockable means

said lug in engagement with said yoke.
for raising and lowering said frame .

2. In a device of the character described the combination
4. In a combined harvesting and threshing machine , a

with a guide bracket adapted to be bolted to an implement of and below said concave , a bracket supported by said con
rigid concave, a threshing cylinder, a conveyer in the rear

frame, a yoke pivotally connected with said bracket , a
cave and

vert cally elongated axle bearing slidable in said bracket,
a pivoted conveyer frame supported by said

bracket.

a screw - threaded lug on said bearing, and an adjusting
5. In a harvesting thresher , a rigid concave , a threshing

screw passing through said lug in engagement with said cylinder , a bracket connected with said concave , a conveyer
yoke.

3. In a device of the character described, a guide cutter bar carriedbysaid frame, a reel bracket and a reel
frame pivotally mounted on said bracket , a reciprocatory

bracket comprising approximately parallel ways with chan
carried said frame above said cutter bar.

nels therein, and means for connecting said ways , an in 6. In a harvesting thresher, a rigid concave , a conveyer

tegral extension on one of said ways , a slidable axle bear
frame pivotally mounted in advance of said concave , a cut

ing adapted to travel in said ways, a screw- threaded lug ter bar mounted on the forward portion of said frame , and
on said bearing, and an adjusting screw passing through

a reciprocatory distributing plate between said frame and
said lug and connected with one of said ways . said concave .

4. In an agricultural implement, a frame , a guide bracket 7. In a harvesting thresher, a rigid concave , a threshing
bolted thereto, said bracket comprising approximatetly cylinder , a supporting frame , a conveyer frame supported

parallel ways with channels therein , an extension on
in advance of said concave , a reel fixed on said conveyer

of said ways, a yoke pivotally connected with said exten frame , a conveyer carried by said frame , a lever mounted on

sion , an elongated and vertically slidable axle bearing said supporting frame and means connected therewith for

held in said ways , a screw - threaded lug on said bearing, raising the forward portion of said conveyer frame.

and an adjusting screw passing through said lug in engage- 8. In a harvesting thresher, a concave, a threshing cylin

ment with said yoke . der , a conveyer adapted to travel in a plane lower than said

5. In a device of the character described , a slotted cast- concave , a conveyer frame pivotally conected with said con

ing adapted to be bolted to an implement frame, integral cave, a cutter bar carried by said frame , a distributing plate

lugs projecting into the slot of said casting, a slidable axle between said conveyer frame and said concave and means

bearing adapted to be guided by said lugs , a screw - threaded for adjusting the vertical elevation of the forward portion

lug on an extension of said axle bearing, a screw - threaded of said conveyer frame and cutter bar .

rod passing through said threaded lug, and a yoke con- 9. In a harvesting, thresher , a rigid concave, a threshing

necting said threaded rod and said casting . cylinder , a supporting means, a pivotally supported con

6. In a device of the character described , a slotted casting veyer frame carried by said means in advance of said con

adapted to be bolted to an implement frame, integral lugs cave, a rock shaft extending parallel with the axis of said

projecting into the slot of said casting, a slidable axle cylinder, means for rocking said shaft , segments on said

bearing adapted to be guided by said lugs , a screw - threaded shaft and means for lifting the forward portion of said

lug on an extension of said axle bearing , a screw - threaded frame in combination with a cutter bar on the forward end

rod passing through said threaded lug , and a pivoted yoke of the frame, distributing means rearwardly of said frame

connecting said threaded rod and said casting. and actuating means for said cutter bar carried by said

7. In a device of the character described , a vertically conveyer frame .

slotted casting having integral lubs projecting into the slot 10. In a harvesting thresher , a supporting frame , thresh

thereof , and a laterally projecting lug at substantially right | ing means carried thereby, a conveyer to the rear of and in

angles to one of said first-mentioned lugs, vertically ex- a lower plane than said threshing means , said conveyer

tending perforated lugs integral with the second-mentioned travelling transverse to the line of draft , a conveyer frame

lug, a yoke pivotally connected with said vertically extend- / pivotally supported forwardly of said threshing means , a

ing lugs and slidable axle bearing, a slotted vertical exten- cutter bar carried at the forward portion of said conveyer

sion integral with said axle bearing, a perforated screw- frame, a conveyer between said cutter bar and said thresh

threaded lug projecting laterally from said extension , and a ing means, means for raising said conveyer frame and a

screw - threaded rod passing through said screw -threaded reel held in fixed relation to said cutter bar.

lug in engagement with said yoke . 11. In a threshing harvester, a supporting frame, a rigid

concave , a threshing cylinder , a conveyer in a lower plane

No. 102,626. Threshing Harvester. than said concave and adapted to travel transversely of the

Moissonneuse à battre.
line of draft, a vertically adjustable conveyer pivotally

mounted forwardly of said concave , a reciprocatory cutter

William Maloney, Sherbrooke , Quebec , Canada , 18th Decem- bar forwardly of said conveyer, a reciprocatory plate be

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 20th August , 1906. Receipt No. tween said conveyer and said concave and a rockable mem

138,855 . ber supported at one side of said conveyor and adapted to

Claim.–1 . In a harvesting thresher , a concave , a threshing connect the cutter bar and said plate.

cylinder co - operating therewith , a conveyer frame pivot- 12. In a threshing harvester, threshing means, a conveyer

ally mounted forwardly of said concave, brackets in proxim- frame mounted forwardly thereof, a conveyer in said frame
ity to said frame and springs connecting said brackets with adapted to travel in line with the draft of the machine and

said frame. a compression roller above said conveyer.

12-20
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13. In a threshing harvester, a supporting frame , a con- 2. The process of treating ores which consists in crush

veyer frame pivotally carried thereby , a reciprocatory cut- ing the ore , mixing the comminuted ore with a liquid and

ter bar at the forward end of said conveyer frame , threshing

means and a compression roller mounted above said con

veyer frame .

14. In a threshing harvester, a supporting frame, an ap

proximately U - shaped conveyer frame carried thereby, a

reciprocatory cutter bar and a reel supported on the for

ward portion of said frame, a reciprocatory plate mounted

rearwardly of said conveyer frame , a threshing concave

lower than said plate , and a compression roller between

said concave and said cutter bar.

15. In a harvesting thresher, a concave , a threshing cylin

der co -operating therewith , a cenveyer frame pivotally

mounted forwardly of said concave , brackets in proximity

to said frame and springs connecting said brackets with

said frame , in combination with a cutter bar and means for

adjusting the angle of said cutter bar with relation to said

conveyer frame .

16. In a harvesting thresher, a concave , a threshing cylin

der co - operating therewith , a conveyer frame pivotally introducing numerous bubbles of re -active gas at various

mounted forwardly of said concave, a reciprocatory cutter points within a portion of the liquid , permitting the gas

bar carried by said frame , brackets in proximity to said to re - act with the liquid, allowisg the residual gas to

frame and means , supported by said brackets, adapted to escape from the liquid and causing the liquid and the

raise and lower the forward portion of said frame , in com- comminuted ore suspended therein to move in a circula

bination with a cutter bar and means for adjusting the tory path by this alternate addition and escape of gas , sub

angle of said cutter bar with relation to said conveyer stantially as described.

frame . 3. The process of treating copper ores which consists in
17. In a harvesting thresher, a concave , a threshing cylin- crushing the ore , mixing the comminuted ore with a liquid,

der co - operating therewith , a conveyer frame pivotally introducing numerous bubbles of a mixture of air and sul

mounted forwardly of said concave, springs connected with phurous acid at various points within a portion ofthe liquid ,
said frame, supports for said springs and rockable means permitting the gas to re -act with the liquid, allowing the

for raising and lowering said frame , in combination with a residual gas to escape from the liquid and causing the liquid

cutter bar and means for adjusting the angle of said cutter and the comminuted ore suspended therein to move in a cir

bar with relation to said conveyer frame. culatory path by this alternate addition and escape of gas ,
18. In a combined harvesting and threshing machine , a substantially as described .

rigid concave , a threshing cylinder , a conveyer in the rear 4. The process of treating copper ores which consists in

of and below said concave , a bracket supported by said crushing the ore , mixing the comminuted ore with a liquid ,

concave and a pivoted conveyer frame supported by said introducing numerous bubbles of a mixture of air and sul

bracket, in combination with a cutter bar and means for phurous acid at various points within a portion of the liquid ,

adjusting the angle of said cutter bar with relation to said permitting the gas to re-act with the liquid, allowing the
conveyer frame .

residual gas to escape from the liquid causing the liquid and
19. In a harvesting thresher, a rigid concave , a threshing the comminuted ore suspended therein to move in a circu

cylinder , a bracket connected with said concave, a conveyer | latory path by this alternate addition and escape of gas .

frame pivotally mounted on said bracket, a reciprocatory separating the solution of sulphate of copper thereby pro

cutter bar carried by said frame , a reel bracket and a reel
duced from the residual ore and recovering the copper from

carried by said frame above said cutter bar , in combination the solution , substantially as described.

with means for adjusting the angle of said cutter bar with 5. The double process of carrying on chemical re -actions

relation to said conveyer frame. and causing the circulation of a liquid which consists in

20. In a harvesting thresher, a rigid concave, a conveyer maintaining two columns of liquid to direct contact at their

frame pivotally mounted in advance of said concave , a cut- lower ends, introducing numerous bubbles of re -active gas

ter bar mounted on the forward portion of said frame , and at various points within one column of the liquid, permitting

a reciprocatory distributing plate between said frame and the gas to re -act freely with the liquid , allowing the residual
said concave , in combination with a cutter bar and means gas to escape from the liquid and causing the liquid to move
for adjusting the angle of said cutter bar with relation to in a circulatory path by this alternate addition and escape
said conveyer frame .

of gas, substantially as described ,
21. In a harvesting thresher , a rigid concave , a threshing 6. The process of treating coarsely crushed material

cylinder, a supporting frame , a conveyer frame supported which consists in maintaining two columns of liquid in direct
in advance of said concave , a reel fixed on said conveyer contact at their lower ends supporting amass of the crushed

frame, a conveyer carried by said frame , a lever mounted material within one column of the liquid , introducing

on said supporting frame and means connected therewith numerous bubbles of re - active gas at various points within
for raising the forward portion of said conveyer frame, in the other column of liquid , permitting the gas to re -act with
combination with a cutter bar and means for adjusting the the liquid, allowing the residual gas to escape from the
angle of said cutter bar with relation to said conveyer liquid and causing the liquid to move in a circulatory path
frame. through the crushed material by this alternate addition and

22. In a harvesting thresher, a concave , a threshing cylin escape of gas , substantially as described .

der, a conveyer adapted to travel in a plane lower than 7. The process of treating coarsely crushed copper ore

said concave, a conveyer frame pivotally connected with which consists in maintainingtwo columns of liquid in direct
said concave , a cutter bar carried by said frame , a distri- contact at their lower ends, supporting a mass of the crushed

buting plate between said conveyer frame and said concave copper ore within one column of the liquid , introducing

and means for adjusting the vertical elevation of the for- numerous bubbles of a mixture of airandsulphurous acid

ward portion of said conveyer frame and cutter bar, in com- at various points within the other column ofliquid permit .

bination with means for adjusting the angle of said cutter ting the gas to re-act with the liquid ,allowing the residual

bar witr relation to said conveyer frame . gas to escape from the liquid causing the liquid to move in

a circulatory path through the crushed copper ore by this

No. 102,627. Method of Circulation. alternate addition and escapeof gas, separating the solution
of sulphate of copper thereby producedfrom the residual

Méthode de circulation .
ore and recovering the copper from the solution , substanti

ally as described.
Frederic Perkins Dewey, Washington , District of Col

umbia , U.S.A. , 18th December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed

,20th February, 1906. Receipt No. 133,084.
No. 102,628. Belt Fastener. Attache - courroics.

Claim . - 1. The process of treating comminuted material John Joseph Flanagan , Cincinnati , Ohio, U.S.A. , 18th De
suspended in a liquid which consists in introducing cember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 8th November, 1906. Re

numerous bubbles of re -active gas at various points with- ceipt No. 141,028 .

in a portion of the liquid , permitting the gas to re -act
Claim .-1. As an improved article of manufacture , a mem

with the liquid , allowing the residual gas to escape from ber of a hinged belt fastener having a flat base with a ser:
the liquid and causing the liquid and the comminuted solid

ies of prongs projecting therefrom and a series of apertures

suspended therein to move in a circulatory path by this
in the base in line with the prongs, the prongs being bent

alternate addition and escape of gas, substantially as des to form pintle loops and their extremities again bent to

cribe wards the base , substantially as described.
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2. The combination of belt ends with a hinged fastener operating the feed rollers and the drum , and an adjustable

composed of members having flat bases with a series of coiling plate interposed between the feed rollers and the

drum , substantially as shown and described.

3. A dough shaping machine including a pair of concaved

feed rollers and a drum co -operating therewith , means for

operating the feed rollers and the drum , an adjustable coil

ing plate interposed between the feed rollers and the drum ,

and a guard plate co - operating with the coiling plate , sub

stantially as shown and described .

4. A dough shaping machine including a pair of concaved

food rollers and a drum co -operating therewith , means for

operating the feed rollers and the drum , an adjustable coil

ing plate interposed between the feed rollers and the drum ,

a guard plate co - operating with the coiling plate , said coil

RE ing plate having side flanges, substantially as shown and

72.3 22.1-2.1
described.

5. A dough shaping machine including a pair of concaved

feed rollers and a drum and apron operating therewith , to

gether with an adjustable scraper that engages one of said

feed rollers and a relatively fixed scraper that engages the

other feed roller together with an intervening coiling plate

between the feed rollers and the drum , substantially as

shown and described .

6. In a dough shaping machine the combination with a pair

of concaved feed rollers and a drum , a coiling plate inter
apertures therein , a series of prongs extending from the ad posed between the feed rollers and the drum , said coiling

jacent edges of the bases and bent to form pintle loops plate having transverse ribs , a scraper for one of said feed

with their extremities again bent and passed through the rollers , arranged adjacent said coiling plate , said coiling

belt ends and the apertures in the bases and secured against plate having a pocket portion between said scraper and the

withdrawal , and coupling pin lying in alternating pintle adjacent rib of the coiling plate , an apron for said drum

loops of the opposed fastener members , substantially as des and means for rotating the feed rollers and the drum , sub
cribed .

stantially as shown and described .

3. The combination of belt ends with a hinged fastener 7. In a dough shaping machine the combination with a pair

composed of members having belt bases with a series of of concaved feed rollers and a drum , a coiling plate inter
apertures therein , a series of prongs extending from the posed between the feed rollers and the drum , said coiling
adjacent edges of the bases and bent to form pintle loops, plate having transverse ribs , a scraper for one of said feed

their extremities being again bent to pass through the belt rollers arranged adjacent said coiling plate , said coiling
ends and the apertures in the bases where they are secured plate having a pocket portion between said scraper and the

against withdrawal , the inner faces of the belts being chan- adjacent rib of the coiling plate , an apron for said drum ,

neled to receive the returning ends of loops flush with the means for rotating the feed rollers and the drum andan
belt surfaces , a coupling pin lying in the alternating pintle adjustable guard plate co -operating with the coiling plate ,

loops of the opposed fastener members , substantially as
described.

No. 102,630. Rufflers for Sewing Machines.

No. 102,629. Dough Shaping Machine. Machine à coudre.

Machine à mouler la pâte.
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qt William Jame . Tamaqua, Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 18th Decem

ber, 1906 : v years. Filed 19th November, 1906. Receipt

No. 141,341 .

Claim .—In a domestic sewing machine the combination

with a machine standard and a ruffler standard located at

the left hand side thereof , of an arm and head carried by

the machine standard, a presser bar pendant from the head ,

102629
a foot extended between the standards from the presser bar

and supporting the ruffler standard , a ruffling plate located

between the standards and guided by the ruffler standard , an

operating lever carried by the ruffler standard and co - oper

Herman Hueg, New York City , New York , U.S.A. , 18th De atively related to the ruffling plate , a needle bar recipro

cember, 1996 ; 6 years . Filed 21st July , 1906. Receipt cating in the head and located between the operating lever

No. 138,040 .
and the machine standard , a lever operating projection ex

Claim.-1 . A dough shaping machine comprising in com- tended from the needle bar at that side thereof which is

binatioa with a pair of concaved feed rollers, a concaved farthest from the machine standard , means permitting the

drum , a co - operating apron for the drum , and means for adjustment of said projection longitudinally of the bar and

conveying the dough from the feed rollers to the drum to- also laterally thereof toward and from the fulcrum of the

gether with means for operating the feed rollers and the operating lever to regulate the throw of the latter , and a

drum , substantially as shown and described. separator plate secured to the ruffler standard and extended

2. A dough shaping machine including a pair of concaved under the same and into co - operative relation with the ruf
feed rollers and a drum co -operating therewith , means for fler plate located between the standards .
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No. 102,631 . Partition for Stock Cars. 13. In a machine for making pneumatic tires the combin

Cloison pour wagons à bestiaux.
ation of a former having a working ince of curved cross

section, means for maintaining the cord under teasiat .

and means for selecting predetermined lengths of the cord

whilst under tension and laying them upon the working

face of the former in such manner that a fabric is bul :

up corresponding in shape to the finished tire and bar og

loops in the edges on both sides , substantially as set forth

4. In a machine for making pneumatic tires the comba

tion of a former having a working face of curved cross sna

tion , means for maintaining the cord under tension an !

means for folding the cord into loops of predeterm

length whilst under tension and laying such loops upon h .

working face of the former in such manner that are

is built up corresponding in shape to the finished tyre apo

having loops in the edges on both sides, substantially as

set forth .

5. In a machine for making pneumatic tires the combina

tion of a former having a working face of curved cross sre .

tion , means for maintaining the cord under tension, and

means for folding the cord into double loops of predeter
mined length whilst it is under tension and laying it upon

the working face of the former in such manner tha: A

fabric is built up corresponding in shape to the finished

tire and having loops in the edges on both sides , substan

tially as set forth .

John H. Phillips , Jr. , Jackson , Michigan , U.S.A. , 18th De- 6. In a machine for making pneumatic tires the con

cember, 1906; 6 years . Filed 15th November, 1906. Re- bination of a former having a working face of curved cros .

ceipt No. 141,225 . section , means for making loops of the cord of pred !!

Claim .- The combination with a car having notched mined length and laying them on the former, means for

tracks extending along the side thereof, of hangers slidably maintaining tension on the cord whilst the loop is being
mounted on the tracks, a partition hinged to the hangers, made and laid on the former, and means for temporary

and a catch on the hangers and engageable with the notches holding a part of each loop in position on the former whils '

in the tracks to hold the partition in adjusted position .
the remainder of the loop is being laid thereon, whereby a

fabric is built up corresponding in shape to the finished

No. 102,632. Machinery for Making Pneumatic tire and having loops in the edges on both sides , sub
.

Tires .
7. In a machine for making pneumatic tires the combina -

Machine pour la fabrication des tubes pneumntiques. tion of a former having a working face of curved cross see

tion and a series of pins on opposite sides thereof, and

means for making loops of cord of predetermined length

and delivering them on to the pins in such manner that a

fabric is built up corresponding in shape to the finished

tire and having loops in the edges on both sides , substan
tially as set forth .

8. In a machine for making pneumatic tires the combina

tion of a former having a working face of curved cross see
tion , means for making loops of cord, and means for trans

ferring the loons from the loop forming device and laying

them on the former, whereby a fabric is built up corres .

ponding in shape to tha finished tire and having loops in

the edges on both sides , substantially as set forth.

9. In a machine for making pneumatic tires the combina

tion of a former having a working face of curved cross see

tion and a series of pins on opposite sides thereof, means

for making loops of cord of predetermined length, and

means for transferring the loops from the loop forming

device and delivering them to the pins of the formes

whereby a fabric is built up corresponding in shape tot .

finished tire and having loops in the edges on both sides.

substantially as set forth .

10. In a machine for making pneumatic tires the combina

tion of former having a working face of curved cross sec

tion , means for supplying cord under tension to the former,

a guide ji from which the cord passes to the former so that

a portion of such cord is normally extended between ih

former and guide, two folding pins A™ A " , means for sup .

porting these pins and maintaining them at a distance a part

equal to the predetermined length of the folded loops of .
cord to be applied to the former , means for adjusting the

relative positions of the pins and cord so that one pin is

102632 '
brought to one side of the extended portion of the cord and

the other to the opposite side of the same and then moving

one relatively to the other in such manner that a double

Thomas Sloper and Robert Sloper, co- inventors , both of 14 fold or loop of the cord is obtained , and means for delitas
The Brittox Devizes, Wiltshire, England,18th Decem- ing the loops so folded to the former, whereby a fabric !

ber, 1906 ; 6 years.Filed 10th November, 1906. Receipt built up corresponding in shape to the finished tire and

No. 141,077 . having loops in the edges on both sides , substantially as

Claim .-1 . In a machine for making pneumatic tires , the set forth .

combination of a former having a working face of curved
11. In a machine for making pneumatic tires the combina

cross section , and means for laying a cord upon the working tion of a former having a working face of curved cross Bre

face in such a manner that a fabric is built up correspond- tion , means for supplying cord under tension to the former,

ing in shape to the finished tire and having loops in the a guide y from which the cord passes to the former so

edges on both sides , substantially as set forth .
that a portion of such cord is normally extended betwea

2. In a machine for making pneumatic tires, the combina- the former and guide, two folding pins AA", means for

tion of a former having a working face of curved cross sec. moving one pin A 1º back and forth in a circular path abou !

tion, and means for making loops of cord and laying them the other Ad for the purpose of folding the cord into 10

at the required angle across the former whereby a fabric i the central pin being situated on that side of the extende !

is built up corresponding in shape to the finished tire and portion of the cord which faces in the direction of more

having loops in the edges on both sides, substantially as ment of the second pin A1 which lies on the opposite side

set forth . 1 of the cord backwardly and forwardly, moving transfer.ag
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devices to receive the folded loops from the pins A ™ A19 one ferring devices situated one on each side of the former

of such devices being situated when at the limit of its and each having a finger adapted to enter the loops and a

movement in one direction in proximity to the pin A ™, a lug adapted to push the loops off the supporting pins ,

movable guide for the extended cord portion J', means for means for moving the transferring devices backwards and

moving this guide to deflect the extended portion of cord forwards between the loop pins and the former pins so

so that it lies clear of the path of the transferring device that as they move in one direction they carry the ends of

allotted to the central pin A ' as the transferring device the loops with them and present them to the former pins,

approaches the pin , means for returning the guide to such and means for withdrawing the transferring fingers from

position that the cord can pass the transferring device the loops as the latter are delivered on to the pins of the

after this has returned , means for moving the pins so former , whereby a fabric is built up corresponding in

that they may not foul the cord whilst the pins and cord shape to the finished tire and having loops in the edges

are being brought into proper relative position , and means on both sides , substantially as set forth .

for replacing them to engage the cord preparatory to form- 16. In a machine for making pneumatic tires the com

ing a loop, whereby a fabric is built up corresponding in bination with a former having a working face of curved

shape to the finished tire and having loops in the edges cross section and a series of pins on opposite sides there

on both sides , substantially as set forth . of , means for making loops of cord of predetermined

12. In a machine for making pneumatic tires the combina- length, pins A ™ A10 to support such loops so that they

tion of a former having a working face of curved cross sec
are presented to the former at the required angle , trans

tion , means for supplying cord under tension to the former,
ferring devices situated one at each side of the former

a guide ji from which the cord passes to the former so and having a pivoted finger adapted to enter the loops

that a portion of such cord is normally extended between and a lug adapted to push the loops off the supporting

the former and guide in a plane approximately at right pins, the pivoted finger normally extending below the lug

ang'es to that occupied by the former, a folding pin A '
to receive the loop, means for moving the transferring

vertical to such plane and situated between the extended
devices backwards and forwards between the loop pins

cord and the former so that the cord may fold round it
and the former pins, so that as they move in one direction

as it is advanced to the former, a second folding pin A1 1 they carry the ends of the loops with them and present

parallel to the first , means for maintaining this second pin
them to the former pins . and means for tripping the

at a distance from the other equal to the predetermined pivoted fingers of the transferring devices as the endsof

length of the folded loops of cord and for moving it to
the loops arrive opposite the former pins whereby the

and from the former in a path having the first pin for
fingers are withdrawn behind the lugs as the loops are

its center, the limit of its travel, in a direction away from
pushed on to the former pins so that a fabric is built up

the former , being such that the pin can be brought to that corresponding in shape to the finished tire and having

side of th extended cord remote from the former and not
loops in the edges on both sides , substantially as
forth.

occupied by the first pin , means for moving both pins ver

tically out of the plane of the cord as the second pin tra
17. In a machine for making pneumatic tires the com

vels from the former and for returning them to the same
bination with a former having a working face of curved

plane to engage the cord as it reaches the limit of its cross section and a series of pins on opposite sides there

movement in this direction , and means for delivering the
of, means for making loops of cord of predetermined

loops formed on the pins to the former, whereby a fabric length , pins A Alº to support such loops so that they

are presented to the former at the required angle , trans
is built up corresponding in shape to the finished tire and

having loops in the edges on both sides , substantially as
ferring devices for the loops situated one on each side of

the former and having a finger adapted to enter the loops
set forth.

and a lug adapted to push the loops off the supporting
13. In a machine for making pneumatic tires the combina pins, means for moving the transferring devices back

tion of a former having a working face of curved cross sec
wards and forwards in paths coincident with those des

'tion , means for supplying cord under tension to the former , cribed by the ends of the loops as they are laid on the

a guide ji from which the cord passes to the former so working face of the former so that as the transferring
that a portion of such cord is normally extended between devices move in one direction they carry the ends of the
the former and guide in a plane approximately at right | loops with them and maintain them under approximately

angles to that occupied by the former , a folding arm extend uniform tension whilst delivering them to the former pins,

ing in a plane parallel to that occupied by the extended whereby a fabric is built up corresponding in shape to

cord, vertical pins AS A10 carried by the folding arm and the finished tire and having loops in the edges on both

set at a distance apart equal to the predetermined length sides, substantially as set forth .

of the folded loops of cord , means for swinging the arm
18. In a machine for making pnematic tires the com

towards and away from the former about a center co-axial bination with a former having a working face of curved
with one of the pins so that the pins at the limit of its

cross section and a series of pins on opposite sides there
movement in one direction lie each on opposite sides of oi , means for making loops of cord of predetermined

the extended cord and at the limit of its movement in the
length , pins A” Aº to support such loops so that they

other direction lie on opposite sides of the former, means are presented to the former at the required angle , trans

for moving the folding arm vertically out of the plane of ferring devices situated one on each side of the former

the cord as it moves from the former so that the pins and and having a pivoted and sliding finger adapted to enter

cord can cross each other until the arm reaches the limit the loops and a lug adapted to push the loops off the sup
of its backward movement when it is again moved into

porting pins , the pivoted finger normally extending below

the plane and the pins engage the extended cord on opposite the lug to receive the loop , a spring controlling each fin

sides , and transferring devices to receive the loops from
ger and tending always to slide it in a direction away

the pins and deliver them on to the former in such manner from the former, means for moving the transferring de

that a fabric is built up corresponding in shape to the fin vices backwards and forwards in paths coincident with

ished tire and having loops in the edges on both sides, sub- those described by the ends of the loops as they are laid

stantially as set forth .
on the working face of the former so that with the aid of

14. In a machine for making pneumatic tires the com- the springs the loops are maintained under approximately

bination with a former having a working face of curved uniform tension whilst being delivered to the former pins ,

cross section and a series of pins on opposite sides there- whereby a fabric is built up corresponding in shape to the

ol, means for making loops of cord of predetermined | finished tire and having loops in the edges on both sides,

length, pins AS A to support such loops so that they substantially as set forth .

are presented to the former at the required angle, trans- 19. In a machine for making pneumatic tires the com

ferring devices situated one on each side of the former bination of a former having a working face of curved

and having a finger adapted to enter the loops and a lug cross section and a series of pins on opposite sides there

adapted to push the loops off the supporting ribs , means of , means for making loops of cord of predetermined

for moving the transferring devices backwards and for- length and laying them on the former , means for main

wards between the loop pins and the former pins so that taining tension on the cord whilst the loop is being made

as they move in one direction they carry the ends of the and laid on the former, and means for temporarily hold

loops with them and deliver them to the former pins , ing the central portion of each loop in position on the

whereby a fabric is built up corresponding in shape to the former whilst the ends are being delivered on to the pins

finished tire and having loops in the edges on both sides , of the former, whereby a fabric is built up corresponding

substantially as set forth . in shape to the finished tire and having loops in the edges

15. In a machine for making pneumatic tires the com- on both sides , substantially as set forth .

bination with a former having a working face of curved 20. In a machine for making pneumatic tires the combina

cross section and a series of pins on opposite sides there- tion of a former having a working face of curved cross sec

or , means makingloopsof cord of predetermined tion and a series of pins on opposite sides thereof, means

length, pins A™ A10 to support such loops so that they for making loops of cord of predetermined length and lay

are presented to the former at the required angle , trans- ing them on the former, means for maintaining tension on
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the cord whilst the loop is being made and laid on the bination of a former having a working face of curved cross

former, and a presser foot C for temporarily holding the section , means for making loops of cord and laying them at

central portion of each loop in position on the former the required angle across the former whereby the fabric is .

whilst the ends are being delivered on to the pins of the built up corresponding in shape to the finished tire and

former, whereby a fabric is built up corresponding in shape having loops in the edges on both sides, a member for
to the finished tire and having loops in the edges on both pressing home the loop last laid against those previously

sides , substantially as set forth . laid , and means for operatively connecting such member

21. In a machine for making pneumatic tires the combina- with the means for laying the cord on the former so that

tion of a former having a working face of curved cross sec- the cord is thrust home as it is brought into position , sub

tion and a series of pins on opposite sides thereof , means stantially as set forth .

for making lops of cord of predetermined length and lay- 27. In a machine for making pneumatic tires the com
ing them on the former, means for maintaining tension on bination of a former having a working face of curved cross

the cord whilst the loop is being made and laid on the section, means for making loops of cord and laying them
former, a presser foot C for temporarily holding the cen- at the required angle across the former whereby a fabric

tral portion of each loop in position on the former whilst is built up corresponding in shape to the finished tire and

the ends are being delivered on to the pins of the former, having loops in the edges on both sides , a member for
and means operatively connecting the presser foot with the pressing home the loop last laid against those previously
mechanism for bringing the loops into position on the for- flaid, means operatively connecting such member with the

mer so that as each loop is brought into position the pres means for laying the cord on the former so that the cord

ser foot is moved to grip it whereby a fabric is built up
is thrust home as it is brought into position , a presser foot

corresponding in shape to the finished tire and having to hold the cord upon the former when in position , and

loops in the edges of both sides , substantially as set forth. means for operatively connecting the presser foot with the

22. In a machine for making pneumatic tires of flattened
mechanism for laying the cord , so that the presser foot is

cord the combination with former having a working brought into operation after the cord has been brought into

face of curved cross section , of means for making loops of
position and pressed home by the member referred to , sub

the cord and laying them on the working face of the former
stantially as set forth .

in such manner that the flattened cord constituting the 28. In a machine for making pneumatic tires , the com

end portions of each loop lies approximately edgewise re bination of a former having a working face of curved cross

latively to the working face of the former whilst that con section , two folding pins A™ A10 , means for supporting these

stituting the central portion of each loop lies with the
pins at a given distance apart , means for folding the cord

flattened face approximately parallel with the working face
in loops upon the folding pins , means for presenting the

of the former whereby a fabric is built up corresponding
loop which is extended between the pins to the former

in shape to the finished tire and having loops in the edges
and then laying it upon the same , a guide above the former

on both sides, substantially as set forth .
and over which the loop passes so that it is raised above

23. Ina machine for making pneumatic tires of flattened
the level of the former , such guide extending to the point

cord the combination of a former, two folding pins A™ A19 ,
where the cord is to be laid , a member situated behind the

means for supporting these pins at a given distance apart ,
loop , and means for advancing such member as the loop is

means for folding the flattened cord in loops upon the folding
presented so that it pushes the loon from the guide and

over the end thereof and presses it against those already
pins so that the flattened face of the cord lies against the

pins , both pins being in the same plane , means for presenting
laid on the former, whereby a fabric is built up correspond

the pins to the former in such manner that the loop there
ing in shape to the finished tire and having loops in the

on is presented at the required angle across the former edges on both sides , substantially as set forth.

and with the cord edgewise relatively to the working face
29. In a machine for making pneumatic tires the com

thereof , a guide above the former whereby the central por
bination of a former having a working face of curved cross

section , a pivoted arm upon which the cord is folded into
tion of the loop is turned as it is presented so that the flat

face of the cord at this part lies towards the working face
loons and presented to the former, a guide between the arm

and the former which raises the central portion of the
of the former, and means for transferring the ends of the loop above the level of the former as the loop advances , a
loops from the pins and securing them to the sides of the

presser arm pivoted to the folding arm and depending

former without turning them from their edgewise position ,
therefrom to engage the rear of the loon but having an

whereby a fabric is built up corresponding in shape to the extension on the further side of its pivot , a fixed stor

finish d tire and having loops in the edges on both sides , against which such extension is brought when the folding

substantially as set forth . arm approaches the limit of its movement whereby the

24. In a machine for making pneumatic tires of flattened presser arm is swung forward and pushes the loop from

cord the combination of a former, two folding pins A™ Alo, the guide and against those previously laid on the former ,

means for supporting these pins at a given distance apart, and means for laying the loop thus presented to the former

means for folding the flattened cord in loops upon the fold- upon the working face thereof whereby a fabric is built

ing pins so that the flattened face of the cord lies against up corresponding in shape to the finished tire and having

the pins , both pins being in the same plane , means for loops in the edges on both sides , substantially as set forth .

presenting the pins to the former in such manner that the 30. In a machine for making pneumatic tires , the com

loop thereon is presented at the required angle across the bination of a former having a working face of curved cross

former and with the cord edgewise relatively to the work- section , means for laying a cord upon the working face in

ing face thereof, a guide above the former whereby the cen- such manner that a fabric is built up corresponding in shape

tral portion of the loop is turned as it is presented so that to the finished tire and having a series of cords side by

the flat face of the cord at this part lies towards the work- side disposed transversely relatively to the tire , and means

ing face of the former, means for securing this central whereby each transverse portion of cord last laid upon the
portion of the loop to the former whilst in this position former is drawn back whilst the next is laid thereon, sub

and means for transferring the ends of the loops from the stantially as set forth .

pins and securing them to the sides of the former without 31. In a machine for making pneumatic tires the com

turning them from their edgewise position, whereby a fabric bination of a former having a working face of curved
is built up corresponding in shape to the finished tire and cross section , means for laying a cord upon the working

having loops in the edges on both sides , substantially as face in such manner that a fabric is built up correspond

set forth. ing in shape to the finished tire and having a series of

25. In a machine for making pneumatic tires of flattened cords side bysidedisposed transversely relatively to the

cord the combination of a former having a working face of tire, means whereby each transverse portion of cord last

curved cross section and a series of pins on opposite sides laid upon the former is drawn back whilst the next is

thereof, two folding pins A™ Alº, means for supporting these being laid thereon , and means whereby the former is ro

pins at a given distance apart, means for folding the flat- tated automatically whilst the cords are laid thereon , sub

tened cord in loops upon the folding pins so that the flat- stantially as set forth .

tened face of the cord lies against the pins, both pins 32. In a machine for making pneumatic tires the combin

being in the same plane , means for presenting the pins to ation of a former having a working face of curved cross

the former in such manner that the loop thereon is pre- section and a series of pins on opposite sides thereof,

sented at the required angle across the former and with means for making loops of cord and delivering them on

the cord edgewise relatively to the working face thereof to the pins in such manner that a fabric is built up cor

a guideabove the former whereby the central portion of responding inshape to the finished tire and havingaser,

theloop isturned as it is presented so that the flat face ies of cords side- by - sidedisposed transversely relatively

of the cord at this part lies toward the working face of to the tire , a displacing device ( L ') adapted to engage

the former, and means for transferring the ends of the loops the loop last laid on the former ata point near the pins,

from the folding pinson to the pins on the sides ofthe means formoving the displacing device into proximity

former, whereby they are secured totheformerand main- to the former and inadvanceoftheloop sothatmove;

tained in their edgewise position, substantially as set forth. mentinadirection towards the former andparallel with

26. In a machine for making pneumatic tires the com- it will cause the loop to be engaged and pushed back ,

51

41
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means for advancing the displacing device to thus push laid upon the former is drawn back whilst the next is laid
the loop back , means for then carrying the displacing de- thereon , such drawing back causing the former to also

vice out of the plane of the loops, and means for return- rotate , and means for limiting the degree of rotation at

ing the device to a position ready for advare again to- each operation , substantially as set forth .

' wards the former , substantially as set forth .

33. In a machine for making pneumatic tires the combin
No. 102,633. Sash Fastener. Arrête - croisée .

ation of a former having a working face of curved cross

section and a series of pins on opposite sides thereof ,

means for making loops of cord and delivering them onto

the pins in such manner that a fabric is built up corres

ponding in shape to the finished tire and having a series

of cords side -by- side disposed transversely relatively to

the tire, a displacing device ( L* ) adapted to engage the

loop last laid on the former at a point near the pins and
situated in the same plane as theloops , aspring tending

normally to maintain this device clear of the loops on the

former, means for advancing the displacing device against

the action of its spring so that it is moved parallel

with the former and engages and pushes back the loop

last laid, means for releasing the displacing device from

its advancing mechanism and carrying it out of the plane

in which the loops lie so that it is returned by its spring

in a different plane , and a guide whereby it is brought

again into its normal path as it reaches the limit of its

return movement , substantially as set forth .

34. In a machine for making pneumatic tires the combin - William F. Clegg, Greensboro , North Carolina, assignee of

ation 9f a rotatable former having a working face of James E. Gibbs , Clifton Forge , Virginia , U.S.A. , 18th

curved cross section and a series of pins on opposite sides
December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 1st October, 1906. Re

thereof , means for making loops of cord and delivering
ceipt No. 139,914.

them onto the pins in such manner that a fabric is built

up corresponding in shape to the finished tire and having actuated bolts for engaging theupper and lower sashes of
Claim.–1. A sash fastener, comprising a pair of spring

a series of cords side - by - side and disposed transversely

relatively to the tire , a displacing device ( L* ) adapted to
a window, a connecting piece movably connected with each

engage each loop last laid on the former at a point near
of the bolts to permit an independent reciprocation of the

the pins, means for moving the displacing device into same , and means engaging the connecting piece between

proximity to the former and in advance of the loops so
the bolts for actuating the bolts simultaneously.

that movement in a direction towards the loops and par
2. A sash fastener, comprising a pair of spring actuated

allel to the former will cause thelast loop to be pushed bolts for engaging the upper and lower sashes of a window,

back , means for advancing the displacing device to thus a connecting piece movably connected with each of the

push the loop back , means for returning the device to its
bolts to permit an independent reciprocation of the same ,

original position and means for rotating the former, sub
and means located between the bolts and engaging the con

stantially as set forth . necting piece at opposite sides of the center thereof for

35. In a machine for making pneumatic tires the com
actuating the said bolts simultaneously.

bination of a rotatable former having a working face of
3. A sash fastener , comprising a pair of bolts for engag

curved cross section and a series of pins on opposite ing the upper and lower sections of a window , a connect

sides thereof, means for making loops of cord and deliver
ing piece , and a cam arranged to engage the connecting

ing them onto the pins in such manner that a fabric is piece and provided with a terminal recess forming a seat

built up corresponding in shape to the finished tire and for the connecting piece , whereby both bolts are locked

having a series of cords side -by - side and disposed trans
against movement .

versely relatively to the tire , a displacing device ( L* ) 4. A sash fastener, comprising a pair of bolts for en

adapted to engage each loop last laid on the former at a gaging the upper and lower sections of a window, a con

point near the pins, means for moving the displacing de- necting piece for the bolts, a cam provided with opposite

vice into proximity to the former and in advance of the sides and having a connecting portion , the sides being ar

loop so that movement in a direction towards the loops ranged to engage the connecting piece adjacent to the bolts ,
and parallel to the former will cause the last loop to be and means connected with the transverse portion for oper

pushed back , means for advancing the displacing device a ing the cam .

to thus push the loop back , means for returning the de- 5. A sash fastener, comprising a pair of bolts for engag

vice to its original position, and means for rotating the ing the upper and lower sections of a window, a connect

former step - by - step through such an angle as is required ing piece for the bolts, a cam having opposite sides for

to bring one pair of pins thereon into the position engaging the connecting piece and provided with a trans

formerly occupied by the preceding pair , substantially as verse portion having a shank , and an operating member

set forth . connected with the shank for oscillating the cam .

36. In a machine for making pneumatic tires the combina- 6. A sash fastener, comprising a plate having opposite

tion of a rotatable former having a working face of curved casings or housings, reciprocating bolts operating in the

cross section and a series of pins on opposite sides thereof, housings or casings , springs located within the latter and

means for making loops of cord and delivering them on to engaging the bolts , a connecting piece for the latter, a cam

the pins in such manner that a fabric is b ilt up corres- mounted on the plate between the casings or housings for

ponding in shape to the finished tire and having a series engaging the connecting piece, and an operating shaft

of cords side by side and disposed transversely relatively connected with the cam.

to the tire, a displacing device (L* ) adapted to engage each
7. A sash fastener, comprising a plate having opposite

loop last laid on the former at a point near the pins , housings, reciprocatable bolts operating therein, springs

means for moving the displacing device into proximity to located within the casings or housings, means for connect
the former and in advance of the loop so that movement in ing the bolts , a cam located between the casings and ar

a direction towards the loops and parallel to the former ranged to engage the said connecting means for operating
will cause the last loop to be pushed back, means for ad- the bolts , and a reversible operating shaft .

vancing the displacing device to thus push the loop back , 8. A sash fastener, provided at an intermediate point

means for returning the device to its original position , and with a bifurcated bearing, reciprocatable bolts mounted on

means for controlling the movement of the former so that the plate , means for connecting the bolts , an actuating

it is permitted to rotate step -by - step under the action cam arranged to engage the said means and having a pro

of the displacing device whilst the latter is pushing back jecting portion located in the bifurcated bearing, and a
the cord last laid thereon , such limited movement of the revers ble operating shaft detachably interlocked with the
former being equal to that required for the purpose of projecting portion of the cam and adapted to extend into
moving one pair of pins thereon into the position occupied the bearing from either side thereof.

by the previous pair of pins , substantially as set forth. 9. A sash fastener , comprising a frame consisting of a

37 In a machine for making pneumatic tires the combina- plate provided with lateral extensions arranged in pairs ,

tion of a rotatably mounted former having a working face of one member of each pair forming an attachment arm ,

curved cross section , means laying a cord upon the work- and the other member being bent over the plate to form

ing face in such manner that a fabric is built up corres- the casing or housing, bolts operating in the casings or

ponding in shape to the finished tire and havinga series housings, and means on said frame foractuating the bolts.
of cords side by side disposed transversely relatively to the 10. A sash fastener , comprising a pair of spring actuated

tire , means whereby each transverse portion of cord last ' bolts, connecting means pivotally connected with the bolts
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to permit the same to move independently of each other, and the body of the window sash, and bolt casings formed upon

operating mechanism detachably engaging the connecting the horizontal bolt , said casing lying at right angles to each

means at a point between the bolts for simultaneously

operating the same .
2

No. 102,634. Sash Fastener. Arrête - croisée. d!
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other , in combination with bolts slidably disposed in said

casings.
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Isaac M. Deppen , Scranton , Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 18th De- No. 102,637. Sash Fastener. Arrête - croisée .

cember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 31st October, 1906. Receipt

No. 140,790 .

Claim.-1 . A sash fastener comprising an apertured plate

adapted to be secured to the window casing , and having a

projecting flange on one end thereof, an angle lever , one of

the arms of which extends behind the plate and has on one

side a catch passing through an opening in said plate and

engageable with the sash , and on the opposite side a later

ally extending branch , the other arm of the lever extending

through one of the apertures in the plate and fulcrumed on

the wall of said aperture , and a spring between the afore

said flange of the plate and branch of the lever .

2. A sash fastener comprising a plate secured to the win

dow casing and provided with an opening having a stud

projecting from the wall thereof, and an angle lever, one of

the arms of which extends behind the plate and has a catch

engageable with the sąsh , the other arm of the lever ex

tending through the opening in the plate and having a notch

to receive the aforesaid stud which forms the fulcrum of Elias Etzenhouser and Rosanah L. Morris, Los Gatos , Cali;
the lever.

fornia, U.S.A., 18th December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 19th

No. 102,635 . Sash Fastener. Arrête - croisée.
September, 1906. Receipt No. 139,632.

Claim.-A sash fastener having in combination two flat

plates hinged together along their meeting edges , of one of
said plates adapted to fixedly secured on the top rail of

the lower sash and having a housing which extends paralle.

with the hinge of said plates , said housing having a closed

rear end and a longitudinally extending slot offset at the

front end , a spring in the rear portion of the housing, a

bolt slidable in the housing and normally projected by the

spring, said bolt having a knob operable in the slot of the

housing , a turnable bolt mounted in the other plate , said

bolt having a conically shaped head and lateral wings or

projections , and a handle piece by which the bolt is turn

able , a plate adapted to be secured to the upper sash hav

ing keyhole slots engageable by the head and wings of the

Charles M. Evans , Carmichaels, Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 18th turnable bolt , and a plate adapted to be secured to the

December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 6th October , 1906. Re window casing having openings engageable by the spring

ceipt No. 140,098 . actuated locking bolt .

Claim.-In a sash fastener, the combination of a casing,

thetwo bolts 6 and 9 mounted in said casing and slidable No. 102,638. Door Fastener. Attache de porte.

at right angles to each other , the finger piece 7 projecting

upwardly from the bolt 6 through the top of the casing, the

casing having a slot therein in which the finger piece 7 is

adapted to slide, the finger piece 10 at one side of the cas

ing and carried by the outer end of the bolt 9, and the pin

11 projecting upwardly from the bolt 9 between the ends or

the latter and arranged within the casing aforesaid , the boit

6 being arranged adjacent the bolt 9 whereby the bolt 9 may

be rotated so as to cause the pin 11 carried thereby to be

thrown into a vertical position in engagement with the bolt

6 , the pin 11 when in engagement with the bolt 6 preventing

sliding movement of the bolt 9 , but permitting free sliding

movement of the bolt 6.
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No. 102,636. Sash Fastener. Arrête - croi ée.

Jesse S. Packer, Salt Lake City , Utah, U.S.A., 18th Decen

ber , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 31st October , 1906. Receipt

No. 140,786 . Winfield P. Carter , Raymond , Illinois , U.S.A. , 18th Decem :
Claim . - In a window sash lock , the integral casing com- ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Flled 12th October, 1906. Receipt

prising a horizontal plate, a downwardly extending flange
No. 140,256.

adapted to be secured to the side of the lower window sash , Claim .-- 1. The combination with a recessed base having

downwardly extending flanges which overhang the edge of a sliding bolt thereon, of a leaf hinged to and adapted to

the lower window sash and rest in a recessed portion, fold upon the base, and engaging devicesupon the leaf

dowel pins carried by said last -named flanges and entering adapted to be seated in the recesses. U
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2. A combination with a base and a leaf hinged thereto,
table mounted upon the frame , and means to move the

of a slotted cap upon the base, a bolt slidably mounted slimer table independently of the frame.

within the cap, and means upon the bolt for securing it
3. In a machine of the class described, a frame, means

against movement. to impart a reciprocatory longitudinal movement to the

3. The combination with a base and a leaf hinged thereto , frame, a supporting apron extending about said frame and

of a bolt slidably mounted upon the base and having a supported upon proper bearings, means to impart a rotary

plurality of recesses therein , a slotted cap for retaining movement to the supporting apron, and an endless slimer

the bolt upon the base and a manipulating device adjust- table carried upon and moved by said supporting apron.
ably mounted in one of the recesses and slidable within the 4. In a machine of the class described, an endless mov

slot , and said device adapted to clamp upon the cap.
able slimer table , riàes formed longitudinally of the table,

and mºeans for imparting a reciprocatory movement to the

table.

No. 102,639. Door Closer. Ferme- porte .
5. In a machine of the class described, an endless slimer

table, means to move the slimer table continuously, means

to impart an auxiliary intermittent movement to th'e slimer

lable, and a washer arranged to cleanse the surface of the

table .

6. In a machine of the class described , an endless flexible

slimer table , means to move the slimer table continuously

and longitudinally , means to move the slimer table longi

tuđinally and intermittently, a tank, and means to guide the

slimer table through the tank .

7. In a machine of the class described, an endless slimer

table , means to impart a continuous movement to the table,

means to impart an intermittent movement to the table , a

distributing box disposed adjacent one edge of the table,

and a receiving box disposed adjacent the opposite edges

of the table .

8. In a machine of the class described, an endless slimer

table disposed in an inclined plane, means to move the end

iess table continuously and longitudinally, means to recip

rocate the table independently of the continuous moveemnt,

George N. Hall, La Crosse, Wisconsin , U.S.A. , 18th Decem a distributing box extending longitudinally adjacent the

ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 9th October, 1906. Receipt
upper edge of the table , and a receiving box extending

No. 140,177.
longitudinally adjacent the lower edge of the table.

Claim.-1 . In a door closer , in combination , a supporting 9. In a machine of the class described, a frame provided

structure having side bearings and adapted to be secured with rollers at opposite ends, an endless slimer table dis

to a door casing, a frame pivotally mounted at one of its posed about and carried upon the rollers, means to move

ends in said bearings and projecting forward beyond the the endless table longitudinally, and means connected with

end of said structure, a spring connected at one end with and arranged to impart a shaking movement to the frame.

the rear end of said structure and at its other end with the 10. In a machine of the class described , a frame provided

free end of said frame, means for limiting the pivotal with rollers at its opposite ends, and disposed coincident

movement of_said frame , and a wiper bracket secured to with an inclined plane, a flexible endless slimer table dis

the door in position to engage the forward end of said posed about and carried by the rollers and in an inclined

frame . position , means for moving the slimer table longitudinally

2. In a door closer, in combination , a supporting struc- upon the rollers , means connected with and to impart a

ture having bearing openings in its side walls interme- longitudinal shaking movement to the frame, a distributing

diate its ends and an open forward end, said structure be- box arranged adjacent the upper longitudinal edge of the

ing adapted to be secured to a door casing, a frame com- table , and a receiving box arranged adjacent to and to re

prising two side bars, the ends of said side bars being ceive material from the lower edge of the table .

turned outward to form bearing studs adapted to lie in 11. In a machine of the class described, an endless flexible

said bearing openings, said frame projecting forwardly slimer table, means to move the table continuously and

through the open forward end of said structure, a spring longitudinally, means to impart a longitudinal shaking

connected at one end with the rear end of said structure and movement to the table , and independently of the continuous
at its other end with the free end of said frame , one side of movement, and means to vary the relative continuous and

said structure forming a stop upon which said frame is ar- Sisking movements.

ranged to impinge to limit the pivotal movement of said 12. ir a machine of the class described, a frame, rollers

frame, and a wiper bracket secured to the door in position journilled upon opposite ends of the frame, a flexible end

to engage the forward end of said frame. less sliiner table disposed about and carried by the rollers,

means to move the slimer table continuously relative to the

No. 102,640. Ore Slimer. frame, means connected with and arranged to impart a

shaking movement to the frame , and means to vary the
Appareil pour enlever la scorie.

Dovement of the table relative to the movement of the

1rame .

13. in machine of the class described, a frame , rollers

journalled adjacent the opposite ends of the frame, a sup

porting apron carried by said frame and having its upper

surface substantially coincident with the plane of the frame ,

an endless flexible slimer table disposed about and carried

by the rollers and supported upon the supporting apron ,

means to impart a rotary movement to the supporting apron

and whereby the slimer table is moved continuously and

longitudinally of the frame, means connected with and ar

ranged to impart a shaking movement to the frame, and

nieans to vary the relative movements of the frame and the

apron .

14. In a rai bine of the class described, a frame sup

ported in a position coincident with an inclined plane,

sprockets journalled adjacent the ends of the frame, an end

less slatted supporting apron disposed about and carried

by the sprockets , means to impart a rotary movement to

tne sprockets , rollers journalled at the opposite extremes
Peter H. Craven, Spokane, Washington , U.S.A., 18th De

of the frame , a flexible endless slimer table disposed about
cember , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 25th July , 1906 . Receipt and carriedby the rollers and supported upon the slatted

No. 138,157 .
2 ;iron , a distributing box arranged adjacent the upper longi

Claim . - 1. In a machine of the class described , a slimer tudinal edge of the apron, a receiving box disposed beneath

table, and means for imparting simultaneously a continu- the lower longitudinal edge of the apron , a washer arranged

ous longitudinal movement and reciprocatory longi- to clearse the surface of the slimer table , means connected

tudinal movement. witi and arianged to impart a shaking movement to the

2. In a machine of the class describel, a frame , means trame and iis associated apron and slimer table, and means

to reciprocate the frame longitudinally , an endless slimer Co vary ihe relative movements of the frame and apron .
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No. 102,641 . Concrete Caisson . Caisson en béton. mingling the materials and subsequently permitting the

mixture to stand until the said oily substance is practically

wholly absorbed .

3. The process of producing dust collecting or absorbing

substances which consists in thoroughly drying absorbent

material and adding thereto a relatively non -volatile oily

substance having a boiling point above 140° Fahrenheit in

such proportion as to fill the pores of the absorbent ma

terial without leaving an appreciable quantity of the oily

substance on the surface thereof.

4. The process of producing dust collecting or absorbent

substances which consists in thoroughly drying sawdust

and adding thereto a relatively non- volatile oily substance

having a boiling point above 140° Fahrenheit in such pro

portions as to fill the pores thereof without leaving a suf

ficient quantity of the said oily substance upon the surface

of the sawdust particles to stain or spot white paper upon

which it is placed for a period of three minutes.

5. The process of producing dust collecting or absorbing

substances which consists in thoroughly drying sawdust ,

adding thereto a relatively non -volatile oily substance hav

Tuomas Malcolm McAlpine , Glasgow , Scotland , 18th Decem- ing a boiling point above 140° Fahrenheit in the approxi

bar, 1996; 6 years . Filed 21st September, 1906. Receipt mate proportion of seventy- five per cent . of the former to

No. 139,669 . twenty - five per cent. of the latter and thoroughly com

Claim .-- The construction , or provision , of caissons
mingling the materials.

or

6. The process of producing dust collecting or absorbing
cylinders with rods such as b , in combination with caissons

substances which consists in thoroughly drying sawdust ,
or cylinders having apertures such as a , as set forth .

adding thereto a relatively non-volatile oily substance hav

ing a boiling point above 140 ° Fahrenheit in the approxi

No. 102,642 . Coffee Roaster. Machine à rôtir le café. mate proportions of seventy - five per cent . of the former to

twenty - five per cent . of the latter, thoroughly commingling

the materials and permitting the mixture to stand until
the oily substance is almost wholly absorbed.

7. The process of producing dust collecting or absorbing

substances which consists in thoroughly drying sawdust,

adding thereto a relatively non - volatile substance having a

boiling point above 140 ° Fahrenheit in the approximate pro

portion of seventy - five per cent . of the former to twenty

five per cent. of the latter, thoroughly commingling the

materials and adding a granular material thereto.

8. The process of producing dust collecting or absorbing

substances which consists in drying sawdust and adding
thereto a relatively non - volatile oily substance adapted to

form almost imperceptible permanent film thereon

Everett Tyler Shortt , St. Louis, Missouri , U.S.A. , 18th De whereby said sawdust is given a permanent affinity for dust

and like particles .
cember , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 10th September , 1906. Re

ceipt No. 139,373 .
9. The process of producing dust collecting or absorbing

Claim . - 1 . A roaster comprising a casing,
substances which consists in drying sawdust and adding

roasting
thereto a relatively non - volatile oily substance adapted to

cylinder journalled within the casing and provided with a
give the said sawdust particles a permanent affinity for

corrugated sheet metal lining , said cylinder and lining be
dust and like

ing provided with openings, said lining having its edges teriais being such that 'an almost inappreciable filmof

particles , the proportions of the ma

turned up to provide ways, and a cover for the roasting the said oily substance remains upon the surface of this
cylinder , said cover being provided with a corrugated sheet

sawdust, the remainder of said oily substance being wholly
metal lining having its edges slida bly mounted in said

absorbed .

ways .

2. A roaster comprising a casing , a roasting cylinder substances which consists in drying sawdust and adding

10. The process of producing dust collecting or absorbing

journalled within the casing and provided with a corrugated kerosene thereto in such proportions that the latter is al

sheet metal lining , said cylinder and lining being provided
most wholly absorbed.

with openings , said lining bavíng its edges turned up to 11. The process of producing dust collecting or absorbing

provide ways, and a cover for the roasting cylinder having substances which consists in drying sawdustand adding

its ends offset to engage under the edges of the cylinder, kerosene thereto in such proportions as to fill the pores
said cover being provided with a corrugated sheet metal thereof without leaving a sufficient quantity of the kerosene
lining having its edges slidably mounted in said ways . upon the surface of the sawdust particles to stain or spot

3. A roaster comprising a casing, a roasting cylinder pro white paper upon which it is placed for a period of three
vided with frustro - conical ends terminating in tubular

minutes.

trunnions and with a corrugated sheet metal lining , said 12. The process of producing dust collecting or absorbing

cylinder and lining being provided with opening's, said lin substances which consists in drying sawdust and adding

ing havingits edges turned up to provide ways, a cover for kerosene chereto in the approximate proportions of seventy
the roasting cylinder, said cover being provided with a cor five per cent of the former and twenty - five per cent of the

rugated sheet metal lining having its edges slidably mount latter .

ed in said ways, a testing device fitting within one of said 13. A dust collecting substance, comprising comminuted

trunnions, and a crank handlehaving a stud fitting within absorbent material impregnated with a relatively non-vola
one of said trunnions . tile oily substance having a boiling point above 140 degrees

Fahrenheit and free from any constituent or ingredient

No. 102,643. Dust Absorbing Substance.
which , in the finished product is capable of smearing, stain

ing or soiling fabrics upon which it is used .

Substance pour absorber la poussière. 14. A dust collecting substance comprising sawdust im

Berthold Singer, Chicago , Illinois, U.S.A. , 18th December, pregnated with kerosene, said material being free from any

1906; 6 years. Filed 3rd November, 1906.ReceiptNo. constituentor ingredient which, in the finished product is

140,890 .

capable of smearing, stainingor soiling fabrics upon which
it is used.

Claim .-- 1 . The process of producing dust collecting or 15. A dust collecting substance comprising sawdust ap

absorbing substances which consists in thoroughlydrying proximately freefrom aqueous moisture, and containing
absorbent material, adding thereto a relativelynon-volatile keroseneabsorbedtherein ,said substance being free from
oily substance having a boiling point above140 ° Fahren- any constituent or ingredientwhich, in the finished product

2. The process of producing dustcollectingor absorbing upon which it is used.

iscapable of smearing,stainingor soiling delicate fabrics

substances which consists in thoroughly drying absorbent

material, adding thereto a relative non-volatile oilysub- absorbent material permanently impregnated with a rela.

16. The herein described product consisting of comminuted

stance having a boiling point above 140 ° Fahrenheit, com- tively non- volatile oily substance, the surface of said abu

а
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sorbent material having a glassy or glazy appearance and 2. The electro - static separating process which consists

being free from globules or particles of the said oily sub- in feeding particles of material in contact with one another

stance and said material being free from any constituent or to produce a stream of falling particles having initial

ingredient capable , in the finished product of smearing , charges dependent upon their composition and in produc

staining or soiling fabrics upon which it is used .
ing a comparatively weak electro - static field adjacent said

17. The herein described product consisting of sawdust falling particles to deflect them in proportion to their

impregnated with kerosene in such proportions that the said initial charges.

sawdust possesses a glassy or glazy appearance , has a per- 3. The electro - static separating process which consists in

manent affinity for dust or like particles and is free from projecting particles previously in contact through a fluid

globules or appreciable quantities of the kerosene upon its medium and through an electro - static field to deflect said

surface, said material being free from any constituent or particles according to their composition .
ingredient which , in the finished product is capable of

4. The electro - static separating process which consists
smearing, staining or soiling.fabrics upon which it is used .

in bringing particles into contact to give them initial

charges dependent upon their composition , in projecting

No. 102,644. Rubber Hose. Boyau en caoutchouc,. them through a fluid medium in substantially separated

condition and in acting on said moving particles by an

electro -static field having comparatively weak inductive ac

tion upon them to deflect said particles according to their

composition .

5. The electro -static separating process which consists

in bringing particles into contact and giving them intial

electro - static charges dependent npon their composition in

projecting said particles through a fluid medium and in

acting on said particles by an electro - static field to de

flect said particles in proportion to their composition and

initial charges .

6. The electro - static separating process which consists

in bringing particles into contact with one another and

giving them initial electro -static charges dependent upon

their composition and allowing a stream of such particles

to fall through a fluid medium between substantially sym

metrically placed and oppositely charged electrodes to de

flect said particles .
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No. 102,646. Electric Furnace. Fournaise électrique.
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The Canadian Rubber Company of Montreal , Quebec , Can

ada, 18th December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 12th February,

1906. Receipt No. 132,810 .

Claim.-1. A non-metallic hose for conducting water and

the like consisting of a rubber tube, an encircling layer

consisting of a plurality of windings of frictioned woven

cotton duck the outer end whereof has a film of rubber at

tached thereto , a single length of cotton cord wound with

its windings in close contact with one another and an outer

covering of rubber film , substantially as described and for
the purpose set forth.

2. The method of making hose which consists in mount

ing a raw or unvulcanized rubber tube upon a mandrel ,

winding a sheet of frictional woven cotton duck around

such tube one end of the said sheet having a film of raw or

unvulcanized rubber attached thereto in order to come out

side when the said sheet is wound, then winding a single
length of cotton cord around the latter with its windings La Société Electro -Metallurgique Francaise, Froges,

in close contact with one another, then completing the Loire, assignee of Paul L. T. Heroult, Le Praz, Savoie ,

structure by winding a layer of raw or unvulcanized rubber both of France , 18th December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 8th

around the same , and finally subjecting the whole to a vul- June, 1906. Receipt No. 136,704.

canizing process, substantially as described and for the pur- Claim.--1 . An electric furnace having chutes for feeding

pose set forth .
the furnace from a distance, and flues surrounding said

chtes and carrying away the hot gases from the furnace and

No. 102,645. Electrostatic Separating Process. thereby preheating the charge.

2. An electric furnace having chutes D extending directly

Procédé de séparation électrostatique.
from the charge to a distance , at least the lower ends of

said chutes being made of sheet nickel, and flues J sur

rounding said chutes and carrying away the hot gases from

the furnace and thereby preheating the charge, said flues

being provided with means for regulating the temperature.

3. An electric furnace having chutes for feeding the fur

nace from a distance , and flues surrounding said chutes

and carrying away the hot gases from the furnace and

thereby preheating the charge , and a cover plate having

branch pipes leading into said flues.

4. An electric furnace having chutes D extending directly

from the charge to a distance, at least the lower ends of

said chutes being made of sheet nickel, and flues J sur

rounding said chutes and carrying away the hot gases from

the furnace and thereby preheating the charge, said flues

being provided with means for regulating the temperature ,

a cover plate K having apertures through which the charge

is fed from said chutes and through which the gases escape

into said flues, and branch pipes O conducting the gases to

The Blake Mining and Milling Company , Denver, Colorado , said flues from points of the furnace intermediate of the

assignee of Lucien I. Blake and Lawrence N.Morscher, location of said flues.

Lawrence, Kansas , U.S.A. , 18th December , 1906 ; 6 years . 5. An electric furnace having chutes for feeding the fur

Filed 13th June , 1906. Receipt No. 136,857 . nace from a distance, and flues surrounding said chutes

Olaim.-1. The electrostatic separating process which and carrying away the hot gases from the furnace and

consists in giving particles initial electro - static charges thereby preheating the charge , an electrode, à cover plate
dependent upon their composition and in allowing them to having an opening surrounding said electrode , and a plate

fall through an electro- static field and deflecting the par- fitting over the spaces between said electrode and cover

ticles in proportion to their initial charges. plate.
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6. An electric furnace having chutes D extending directly 2. In a step ladder, side apart, a horizontal top extend

from the charge to a distance , at least the lower ends of ing on the sides , said sides gradually widening apart in

said chutes being made of sheet nickel, and flues J sur - concave order from the top to the bottom thereof. stops

rounding said chutes and carrying away the hot gases from extending between said sides , trusses connected to the un

the furnace and thereby preheating the charge, said flues derside of the lower steps and extending through said sides

being provided with means for regulating the temperature, a bifurcated rear support of the ladder pivotally connected

a cover plate K having apertures through which the charge to the upper part of the sides and extending in two pieces .

is fed from said chutes and through which the gases joined together to the ground, a basket bracket pivotally

escape into said flues, and branch pipes O conducting the connected to the upper part of the bifurcated support and

gases to said flues from points of the furnace intermediate adjustable braces pivotally connected to the bracket and

of the location of said flues, an electrode, a cover plate the ladder rear support , and means on the braces to retais
having an opening surrounding the electrode, and a series the same in supporting position .

of plates P fitting over the spaces between the electrode

and the cover plate and resting on said cover plate .
7. An electric furnace having an electrode of non -circular No. 102,649. Decantation of Cyanide, Etc.

cross section and including means for shaking the electrode
Methode de transvaser la cyanide, etc.

so as to shake down the charge.
Patrick Fitzgerald, Lawlers. Western Australia , Australta .

No. 102,647. Electric Resistance Furnace .
18th December. 1906; 6 years . Filed 24th January , 1906

Receipt No. 132,218 .

Fournaise électrique à résistance. Claim . - 1. In the decantation of cyanide and like solutions

contained in crushed ores , pulp, sands or slimes for the sep

aration of solutions containing precious metals , particu .

larly gold and silver , from the said ores or their com

pounds, the employment of wash waters by admitting the

same under pressure in a vat below such ores, or their com
pounds , substantially as described .

2. In the decantation of cyandie and like solutions con

tained in crushed ores, pulp . sands or slimes, a process

of separating solutions or solvents containing precious met

als , and particularly gold and silver , from ores and their

compounds, which consists in agitating mildly a mixture of

such ores and such suitable solvent in a vat having a fil

ter bed bottom beneath and through which wash is ad

mitted under pressure, substantially as described.

3. In the decantation of cyanide and like solutions con

James Francis Bottomley and Arthur Paget , both of Kent, tained in crushed ores, pulp, sands , or slimes , a process of

England, 18th December, 1906; 6 years. Filed 8th May, separating solutions or solvents containing precious metals

1906. Receipt No. 135,676. and particularly gold and silver , from ores and their com

Claim . - 1. Electric resistance furnaces for high temper
pounds which consists in forcing such solutions out of such

atures characterized by the fact that the resistance plates such purpose underneath such ores or their compounds
ores by substituting therefor wash waters introduced for

form in effect the cover of the furnace , such plates being under pressure, substantially as described .

removably connected at either end to graphite terminal

blocks with which they make close contact, the arrange

ment being such that the materials on the removable No. 102,650. Apartment House.

hearth are in close proximity to the plates and that there

is practically no loss of the heat radiated and the plates

can be readily removed when destroyed by oxidation and

the effect of high temperatures and new plates inserted.
2. In electric resistance furnaces the combination with

resistance plates , removably connected at either end to

graphite terminals blocks with which they make close con

tact , and forming in effect the cover of the furnace, of

vertical shafts terminating in suitable openings in the

cover, through which the material to be heated is fed, sub

stantially as described and for the purpose set forth .
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No. 102,648. Step Ladder. Echelle à marches.
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Lawrence Holmes, Los Angeles, California, U.S.A., 18th

December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 2nd October , 1906. Re

ceipt No. 139,978 .

Claim . - 1 . A building provided with three adjoining rooms

having a common floor at one level and a space between

two of said rooms , and a floor at a higher level in said

space, said space being thus formed into another room

with a recess below the same , an opening being provided

into said recess from one of said rooms.

2. A building provided with two rooms of unequal length

spaced apart, a third room adjoining said two rooms, floors

for said rooms, an L- shaped secondary floor arranged above

the level of the first- named floors, a bath room and clothes

closet above said secondary floor, and a bed under the bath

room arranged to be drawn out into one of the first -mea

William F. Randall and Pelham Falconbridge, co - inventors , tioned rooms, and a drawer under the clothes closet and

both of Grimsby, Ontario ,Canada, 18th December ,1906; arranged to bedrawn out into another of said rooms.

3. A building provided with adjoining rooms and a re
6 years . Filed 26th September, 1906. Receipt No.

cess extending above the level of the floor of one of the
139,979.

rooms and below the floor of the other rooms , and a bed

Claim.-1. In a step ladder , sides apart and gradually adapted to normallychamber in said recess .
widening asunder in concave order from the top to the bot- 4. A building provided with adjoining rooms , and are

oom thereof, a horizontal step or top on the sides, steps cess opening from one room and extending below the floor

extending between said sides , trusses connected to the un- of the other room , and a bed provided with rollers and

derside of the lower steps and extending through the sides adapted to roll into said recess .

of the ladder, and a rear bifurcated support pivotally con- 5. A building provided with a room and a recess at one

nected to sa id sides and extending to the ground in the form side of the room, a bed provided with rollers and adapted

of two pieces of material joined firmly together. to chamber in the recess, and means for raising and lor .

-
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ering said bed relative to the rollers for the purpose of end to the window frame, stud bolts carried by the win

adapting the bed for use at a level higher than the recess . dow and projecting through said plate grooves and secured

6. A building provided with a room and a recess opening to the other end of the springs, and means carried by the

into the room at the floor thereof, and a bed adapted to window and co -operating with said plate for locking the

chamber in the recess and to fit into the recess, said bed window in various positions, said last -named means com

being provided with a footboard which forms a closure for prising a latch member carried by the window, said plates

the mouth of said recess . having latch receiving apertures for co -operating with the

7. A building provided with a primary and a secondary latch member, substantially as shown and described.

floor, a recess being between said floors, and a bed adapted 4. The combination with a window frame, of windows

to roll into and close said recess . held therein , spring devices within the window frame and

8. An apartment house comprising a room arranged above secured at one end to the frame, slotted plates secured to

the level of a general apartment floor, a recess being be- the window frame, stud bolts carried by the window and

tween the general floor and the floor of said room, and a projecting through said slotted plates and into the win

bed adapted to fit into said recess . dow frame and connected with said springs , said plates

9. An apartment provided with a secondary floor, a china having latch receiving apertures and latch devices carried

closet or the like arranged above said secondary floor, a by the window for engaging said latch apertures of the

recess being below said secondary floor, and a bed adapted plates , substantially as shown and described.

to roll into and out of said recess , the china closet or the 5. The combination with a window frame and windows

like being above the mouth of said recess . mounted therein , of a plate secured to the window frame,

10. A building comprising a room , a primary and a sec- said plate having an elongated aperture and a transverse

ondary floor arranged one above the other, stairs con
aperture merging therewith and latch engaging apertures,

necting the two floors , a room or rooms arranged above said
a stud bolt secured to the window and projecting through

secondary floor , a recess being between said floors com- said slotted plate , a coil spring within the window frame

municating with the first -mentioned room , a bed adapted and secured at one end of said bolt, a second stud bolt se

to fit intoand close said recess, and ventilating means for curedtothe windowframe and totheotherendof the said
said recess . spring, a latch member carried by the window and com

11. A building provided with three adjoining rooms hav- prising a face plate and a key guard plate securedto the
ing a common floor at one level and a spacebetween two window sash , a latch bolt having a spring portion secured

of said rooms and a floor at a higher level in said space, to said face plate and projecting through an aperture
saia space being thus formed into another room with a re therein to engage the latch apertures of said first-men
cess below the same, an opening being provided into said tioned plate, said latch bolt having an apertured head, an
recess from one of said rooms, and a bed adapted to cham operating key adapted to be inserted into said apertured
ber in said recess and close the mouth thereof. head through said elongated aperture of said key guard

12. A room provided with a recess in a wall , and a hori. I plate to release said latch from said first -mentioned plate

zontal bed in said recess adapted to be moved into said latch aperture, substantially as shown and described.
room and having an end board forming a part thereof

which closes and conceals the mouth of the recess and
forms a base boardfor the wall of the room when the No. 102,652. Electrolysis. Electrolyse.

bed is in the recess .

13. An apartment house having a main and a secondary

floor, a recess between said floors, a ventilating opening

into the recess, and a vent from the recess , and a bed in

said recess closing the mouth thereof.
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No. 102,651 . Sash Fastener. Arrête - croisée.
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Geovanni Rambaldini, Milan , Italy , 18th December , 1906 ;

6 years. Filed 30th April , 1906. Receipt No. 135,376.

Claim.-1 . In electrolysis a liquid producing a soluble

substance and a solid or gaseous substance , the said sol

uble product being added in the liquid form only to re

place the part in the process decomposing in contact with

Patrick J. O'Brien, Mobile, Newfoundland, 18th December,
the electrode, at the point where the soluble product is

formed sufficient in volume to the liquid extracted and de
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th July, 1906. Receipt No.

composed solvent and anhydrous salt being added to re
139,135.

place the decomposed solid or gaseous product, as speci
Claim.-1. The combination with a window and a window fied.

frame , of spring devices secured to the frame and the 2. In electrolysis a plurality of liquids of varying den

window for raising the window, a latch device carried by sity superposed one on the other respectively and retained
the window and co -operating with the frame for holding as separate strata only by the difference of density exist

the window against the tension of the spring device , sub- ing between the liquids , means for feeding and withdraw

stantially as shown and described. ing from each strata individually and means for collect

2. The combination with a window frame and windows ing outside the gases produced at the electrodes , as speci

thereon, said window frame having a box portion, of plates fied .

having grooves secured to the window frame, tension 3. In electrolysis , vessel containing a plurality of

springs held within the window frame and secured at one liquids of varying density superposed one on the other

end to the window frame, stud bolts carried by the window respectively and retained as separate strata only by the

and projecting through said plate grooves and secured to difference of density existing between the liquids , a plur

the other end of the spring, and means carried by the ality of miner vessels at each side of said vessel and con

window and co -operating with said plate_for locking the nected therewith and communicating respectively with

window in various positions , substantially and described . different strata of liquids, a plurality of sets of electrodes

2. The combination with a window frame and windows suspended in two of said strata respectively, bell shaped

therein , saidwindow frame having a box portion, of plates insulators covering said electrodes, gas exhaust pipes from

having grooves secured to the window frame , tension said bell shaped covers and means for raising and lower

' springs held within the window frame and secured at one ing said electrodes , as specified.

a
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No. 102,653. Production of Aluminium -Nitric sists in mixing alumina with coal , powdering the mixture,

Combination , compressing the powder, heating it up to such a temper

Production de nitrate d'aluminium, ature at which a partial formation of aluminium carbide

takes place and exposing the whole to the action of nitro

Ottakar Serpek , Luterbach Solothurn , Switzerland , 18th gen or air.

December, 1906 ; 6 years , Filed 20th June , 1906. Re- 16. The method of producing a mixture of aluminium

ceipt No. 137,115 . carbide , alumina and coal containing nitrogen which con

Claim . - 1. The method of producing aluminium nitric sists in mixing alumina with coal, powdering the mixture,

combinations which consists in treating aluminium nitric
compressing the powder, heating it up in an electrical

with nitrogen at a higher temperature .
furnace to such a temperature , at which a partial forma

2. The method of producing aluminium nitric combina
tion of aluminium carbide takes place and exposing the

tions which consists in treating aluminium carbide with
whole to the action of nitrogen or air.

air at a higher temperature.

3. The method of producing aluminium nitric combina- No. 102,654. Level. Niveau.

tions which consists in powdering aluminium carbide ,

heating the powder up to a higher temperature and ex

posing it to the action of nitrogen .

4. The method of producing aluminium nitric combina

tions which consists in powdering aluminium carbide ,

heating the powder up to a higher temperature and ex

posing it to the action of air.

5. The method of producing aluminium nitric combina

tions which consists in powdering aluminium carbide ,

heating the powder up to a higher temperature and ex

posing it to the action of gases containing nitrogen .

8. The method of producing aluminium nitric combina:
983

tions which consists in mixing aluminium carbide with

coal or alumina or choloride of aluminium or any two or

all of them powdering the mixture , heating the powder up

to a higher temperature and exposing it to the action of

nitrogen .

7. The method of producing aluminium nitric combina

tions which consists in mixing aluminium carbide with

coal or alumina or choloride of aluminium or any two or

all of them , powdering the mixture , heating the powder

up to a higher temperature and exposing it to the action

of gases containing nitrogen .

8: The method of producing aluminium nitric combina Walter Thorburn , Seattle , Washington , U.S.A. , 18th De

tions which consists in mixing aluminium carbide with cember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 13th July, 1906. Receipt

copper, or aluminium or iron , or a similar metal , or an No. 137,769 .

alloy from any two or all of them , powdering the mixture ,

heating the powder up to a higher temperature and ex
Claim . – 1. In a device of the class described, a sight tuos

posing it to the action of nitrogen .

provided with an off -set tube , means to determine the

9. The method of producing aluminium nitric combina
position of the perpendicular line reflected through the off

tions which consists in mixing aluminium carbide with
set tube, means to determine the position of the line at an

copper, or aluminium with iron , or a similar metal, or an

angle to the tube , and means to adjust the means for

alloy from any two or all of them , powdering the mixture ,
locating the angular line .

heating the powder up to a higher temperature and ex
2. In a device of the class described, a tube provided

posing it to the action of gases containing nitrogen .
with a sight opening, and an object opening in alignment

10. The method of producing aluminium nitric combina
with the sight opening, an off- set tube communicating with

tions which consists in mixing aluminium carbide with
one side of the sight tube, means within the sight tube for

.coal or alumina or chloride of aluminium , or any two or

receiving and reflecting a vision projected through the

all of them , or with copper or aluminium or iron or a simi

off - set tube, means to determine the angular position of the

lar metal , or an alloy from any two or all of these metals ,

object relative to the sight tube , and means for locating a

or with a mixture of any two or several of these bodies ,
line at an angle to the axis of the sight tube.

powdering the mixture, heating the powder up to a higher
3. In a device of the class described, a sight tube pro

temperature and exposing it to the action of nitrogen .
vided with a sight opening, and an object opening, a hori

11. The method of producing aluminium nitric combina
zontal sight wire extended across the sight opening, a

tions which consists in mixing aluminium carbide with
spirit level secured upon the tube and provided with a

coal or alumina or chloride of aluminium or any two or
mark, and a reflector disposed within the tube and in posi

all of them , or with copper or aluminium or iron or a

tion to reflect the mark of the spirit level as a continuation

of the sight wire.
similar metal , or an alloy from any two or all of these

metals, or with a mixture of any two or several of these

4. In a device of the class described , a sight tube pro

bodies , powdering the mixture, heating the powdering up

vided with a sight opening at one end, and an object open

to a higher temperature and exposing it to the action of
ing at the opposite end, an off-set tube extending from the

gases containing nitrogen.

sight tube intermediate its ends , a reflector disposed with

12. The method of producing aluminium nitric combina

in the sight tube, and at an angle to reflect through the

tions which consists in mixing aluminium carbide with

sight opening a ray of light projected through the off-set

coal or alumina or chloride of aluminium or any two or

tube, and means for determining the longitudinal and

transverse horizontal position of the sight tube.

all of them , or with copper or aluminium , or iron or a

similar metal or an alloy from any two or all of these

5. In a device of the class described , a sight tube, &

metals, or with a mixture of any two or several of these

plate disposed within the said tube and movable longitud

bodies, powdering the mixture, heating the mixture up to

inally thereof, and provided with a slot , an eccentric screw

a higher temperature and exposing it to the action of

engaged within the slot and arranged to move the plate as

the screw is moved rotatably, means to secure the plate
nitrogen mixed with muriatic acid gas or sulphurous acid at its adjusted position , and a reflector carried by the

gas, plate .

13. The method of producing a mixture of aluminium 6. In a device of the class described , a sight tube, a

carbide, alumina and coal containing nitrogen which con plate disposed withinthe sight tube, andmovable longi

sists in mixing alumina with coal , heating the mixture up

tosuch a temperature atwhichapartial formation of ablewiththe plate, andameans formovingthe reflector

tudinally relative thereto, a reflector pivoted upon and mov

aluminium carbide takes place and exposing the mixture angularly upon itsmovable pivot.

11. The method of producing a mixture of aluminium videdwith an oor-set tube,a plate disposed within and more
carbide ,aluminaand coal containing nitrogen which con- able longitudinallyofthe sight tube, a reflector pivotaly

a similar metal or an alligation of copperwith aluminium, with the off-set tube, and meansto move the reflector
heating the mixture up to such a temperature at which a angularly upon the pivot.
partial formation of aluminium carbide takes place and 8. In a device of the class described , a sight tube pra

exposing the mixture to the action of nitrogen or air. vided with a sight opening at one end , and an object open

15. The method of producing a mixture of aluminium ing at the opposite end , a horizontal sight wire spanning

carbide, alumina and coal containing nitrogen which con the object opening, a reflector mountedwithin the tube
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means

and inclined relatively thereto, a spirit level mounted upon No. 102,656. Extension Table . Table à allonge.
the tube and provided with a circumferential mark, and

means to move the spirit level until the circumferential

mark is reflected in the reflector as a continuation of the

sight wire .

9. In a device of the class described, a sight tube pro

vided at one end with a sight opening, and at the opposite

end with an object opening. a vertical sight wire spanning

the object opening, an off - set tube disposed intermedi

ate the ends of the sight tube , a vertical sight wire

disposed within the extremity of the off - set tube , a reflector

disposed within the tube and in position to reflect the

image of the sight wire of the off - set tube as a communi

cation of the vertical sight wire of the object opening, and

means to change the position of the reflector.

10. In a device of the class described, a sight tube pro

vided with an off -set tube, a reflector pivotally mounted

within the tube, and registering with the off - set tube , a

plate arranged to support the reflector and provided with a

slot , and an eccentric screw disposed within the slot and

arranged to move the plate angularly upon being rotated .

11. In a device of the class described , a sight tube pro

vided with a sight opening at one end , and an object open

ing at the opposite end, a horizontal and a vertical sight

wire spanning the object opening, a tube off -set from one

side of the sight tube intermediate its ends , and provided

with an object opening, a vertical sight wire spanning the

object opening of the off - set tube, a spirit level secured to

the sight tube adjacent the object end, and provided with

a circumferential mark, a reflector secured within the sight

tube , and at an angle to reflect to the sight opening . the

circumferential mark of the spirit level as a continuation

of the horizontal sight wire of the object opening, a spirit

level disposed within and transversely of the sight tube ,

and in such position that when the tube is horizontal trans

versely the bubbleofthe level is in alignment between the Charles H. Goller, Hicksville , Ohio, U.S.A. , 18th December,

vertical sight wire of the object opening and the sight
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 22nd October, 1906. Receipt No.

146,530.
opening, a reflector disposed in position to reflect to the

sight opening, the image of the vertical sight wire of the Claim . - 1 . In an extension table the opposite table sec

off -set tube as a continuation of the vertical sight wire oftions, an extension leaf, swinging carrier links for said

the object opening of the sight tube, means to move the leaf having a pivotal support on a fixed member, one of said

last - named reflector longitudinally of the sight tube, and links having a tappet pin and a reciprocating operating

for moving the last -named reflector angularly bar carried by one of the table sections and provided with

relative to the axis of the sight tube. reversely arranged advance and return press shoulders

adapted to engage and disengage said pin .

No. 102,655. Production of Packages of Inter
2. In an extension table, the opposite table sections , a

folded Sheets . rising and falling extension leaf, swinging carrier links

pivotally supported on a fixed frame member and having
Moyens de mettre le papier en paquete.

pivotal connection with the extension leaf, one of said links

having a rock arm extension and a release cam and a

shouldered operating bar carried by one of the table sec

tions and co -operating with said pin and cam.

3. In an extension leaf, the opposite table sections, a hori

zontal rising and falling extension leaf, swinging carrier

links pivotally supported on a fixed frame member and

having pivotal connections at their upper ends with the

leaf, one of said links having a rock arm extension provided

with a tappet pin and with a rocking release cam above

the latter and a reciprocal operating bar having a spring

end portion engaged by said cam and provided with the

reversely disposed spaced shoulders co - operating with the

said pin.

4. In an extension table, the opposite table sections , a

latching device for said sections comprising a notched catch

bar and a spring pressed latch lever normally engaging

the bar, said catch bar and latch lever being relatively

shiftable , a rising and falling extension leaf, swinging car

rier links supporting said leaf and one of which is pro

Seth Wheeler, Castleton , NewYork , U.S.A. , 18th December, vided with a tappet pin and a release cam, and a recipro

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 7th May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,616. cal operating bar having separate press shoulders co -oper

Claim . - 1. The herein described process or method of pro- ting with said pin.

ducing a package of interfolding sheets which consists in
5. In an extension table , the opposite table sections, &

severing a sheet from the web, partially folding the same, rising and falling extension leaf, swingingside rail sec

severing a new sheet, inserting the forward endof the new tions hinged to the end portion of the leaf, single throw

sheet into the partial fold of the preceding sheet, complet- links interposed between the side rail sections anda point

ing the fold of the preceding sheet , folding the new sheet of fixed support and leaf raising and lowering mechanism .
over the end of the preceding sheet and partially backward

6. In an extension table , the opposite table sections, a

upon itself severing another sheet, inserting its forward rising and falling horizontally movable extension leaf,

end into the partial fold of the preceding sheet, and so on.
swinging side rail sections hinged to the end portions of

2. The herein described process or method of producing the leaf , a single throw link interposed between and hav
ing hinged connection respectively with the side rail seca package of single sheets or units containing two or more

superposed sheets, folded into books of three leaves with
tions and a fixed support, and leaf raising and lowering
mechanism .

their terminals interfolded, which consists in severing a

unit from a web , partially folding the same over a new

unit, inserting the forward end of the new unit into the in- No. 102,651. Clothes Closet. Cabinet pour vêtements .

complete last fold of the preceding unit, completing the

terminal fold of the preceding unit , folding the new unit
Maximilien Lucien Heurbond, Denver, Colorado, U.S.A. ,

over the terminal of the preceding unit and partially back- 18th December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 17th October, 1906 .

ward upon itself, severing another unit, inserting its end Receipt No. 140,371.

into the incomplete tetrminal of the preceding unit, and Claim . - 1. A clothes closet comprising a main arm, a

plate fixed thereto, movable arms pivoted to said plate,
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in said brackets, means for locking the rollers in said

a rail detachably connected with said movable arm and brackets and means carried by the hangers for clamping

means for attaching said rail to said main arm . the rails in adjusted position.
3. In a display rack , a plurality of hangers for attach

ment to a ceiling or other support and provided with ter

minal sockets having transverse openings formed therein,

a pair of spaced horizontal rails engaging said sockets

and adjustable longitudinally therein , supporting brackets

depending from said rails and adapted to enter the trans

verso openings in the sockets to thereby permit the ad .

justment of said rails , spring actuated display rollers

journalled in said brackets and each provided with an

angular end portion, clamping members carried by said

rollers, pivoted clips adapted to engage the angular por:

tions of the rollers for locking said rollers in the sup.

porting brackets, and set screws carried by the hangers

and adapted to engage the horizontal rails for locking the

39 X
latter in adjusted . position .

4. In a display rack, a plurality of hangers provided

with threaded shanks for attachment to a ceiling or other

support , a pair of spaced horizontal rails supported by

said hangers and adjustable longitudinally therein , sup

2. A clothes closet comprising a main arm , movable porting brackets depending from said rails , spring actuated

arms jointed to said main arm , a rail comprising sections rollers journalled in said brackets and provided with

having a hinged connection therebetween , means for de

tachably connecting said rail to said movable arms, and

spring catches. locking clips pivoted to the brackets for

a movable member carried by said main arm and adapted rollers and having their free end engaging said spring

engagement with the rollers , clamping bars pivoted to said

to engage said hinged connection so as to lock said rail catches , and set screws carried by the hangers and adapted

upon said main arm .

3. A clothes closet comprising a main arm , outer arms

to engage the horizontal rails for locking the latter in ad

making a pivotal connection with said main arm , inter
justed position .

mediate arms also pivotally connected and disposed be

tween said main arm and said outer arms, said outer arms
No. 102,659. Power Transmission .

having sockets formed at the extremities thereof, a rail Transmission de pouvoir.

the extremities whereof engage said sockets, and means

for attaching said rail to said intermediate arms and to

said main arm .

4. A clothes closet comprising a main arm , outer arms

making a pivotal connection with said main arm , inter

mediate arms pivotally connected between said main arm

and said outer arms, said outer arms having sockets at

the extremities thereof, a rail the extremities whereof are

received in said sockets, the body of said rail abutting

the extremities of said main arm and said intermediate

arms , said intermediate arms having pins projecting at

the extremities thereof, said rail having openings receiv

ing said pins and a fastening at said main arm for attach

ing the same to said rail .
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No. 102,658. Display Rack. Ratelier d'étalage.
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Chester Phillips , Rochester, New York , U.S.A. , 18th Decem
ber, 1906 6 years. Filed 5th December, 1906. Receipt

No. 141,831.

Claim.-1 . In a device of the kind described comprising

parallel shafts, intermeshing gear wheels carried by the

shafts, crank arms carried by the shafts and a slotted lever

pivoted to one of the crank arms and having its slotted

portion in engagement with the other crank arm.

2. In a power transmission device , intermeshing gears,

parallel shafts upon which said gears are mounted, opposi

tely arranged crank arms connected to said shafts, longi
tudinally slotted lever pivotally connected at one end to the

free end of one of said crank arms, the crank portion of

the other crank arm working freely in the slot ofthe lever.
3. In a device of the kind described, parallel shafts , op

Jacob H. Kummer, Uhrichsville , Ohio, U.S.A. , 18th Decem - positely arranged crank arms carried by the shafts, Inter

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 19th October, 1906. Receipt meshing gear wheels carried by the shaft, a lever having
No. 140,415. one end pivotally connected to one of said crank arms, said

Claim . - 1. In a display rack, a plurality of hangers for end describing a circular path, the said lever being longi.

attachment to a ceiling or other support, a pair of hori- tudinally slotted adjacent its opposite end , the other crank

zontal rails supported by said hangers and adjustable arm having its crank portion in engagement with said slot

longitudinally therein, supporting brackets carried by the and the free end of the lever describing a path upon an

rails , spring actuated display rollers journalled in said irregular line and of greater length than the path des

brackets and each provided with an angular end portion, cribed by the pivot end of the lever .

means carried by the hangers for locking said rails in ad

justed position , and locking clips pivoted to the brackets No. 102,660. Wrench . cié à écrou .

and adapted to engage the angular end portions of said

rollers for locking the latter in the supporting brackets . William C. Raynard, Jansville , Idaho , U.S.A., 18th Decem

2. In a display rack, a plurality of hangers for attach- ber, 1906 ; 6 years .Filed4thSeptember, 1906. Receipt

ment to a ceiling or other support and provided with
No. 139,220.

terminal sockets having transverse openings formed there- Claim . - 1. A wrench consisting of a pair of pivoted han:

in , a pair of spaced horizontal rails engaging said sockets dles, one bearing a smooth faced jaw and the other a ser:

and adjustable longitudinally therein , supporting brackets rated or toothed jaw , the jaws near their ends being
depending from the rails and adapted to enter the trans- curved on a line nearly approaching the arc of a circle

verse openings in the sockets to thereby permit the ad- and thence their pivotal point gradually becoming

justment of the rails, spring actuated rollers journalled straight.

to
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2. A wrench consisting of a pair of pivoted handles , one

bearing a smooth faced jaw and the other a serrated or

upper side of said top board, an eye on the under side of

each of the top board sections, a rod for engaging in said
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toothed jaw, the jaws near their ends being curved on a line

nearly approaching the arc of a circle and thence to their

pivoted point gradually becoming straight , the bevel

inclination of the teeth of one jaw being substantially the

same with respect to the smooth jaw throughout .

3. A wrench consisting of a pair of pivoted handles , one

bearing a smooth faced jaw nnd the other a serrated or

toothed jaw , the jaws near their ends being curved on a

line nearly approaching the arc of a circle , and thence to

their pivotal point gradually becoming straight , the handle

bearing the smooth faced jaw having an offset on its front

side above its pivotal point and an offset in reverse direc

tion on the opposite side' below its joint, a slot extended

through the handle between the offsets and the opposite

handle extended through said slot and pivoted therein to

its co - acting handie .

eyes, a wedge for engaging between the rod and top board

sections and a bag-like structure extended from the top

board .

2. A portable wardrobe comprising a top board com

posed of hinged sections foldable upwardly upon each

other , having a locking device on the underside of the

hinged sections for locking the sections to their extended

position and a supplemental locking device for holding

the first locking device to its adjusted position for lock

ing the hinged sections from folding up.

3. In a portable wardrobe of the character described ,

in combination with a hinged section 1 and 2 adapted to

fold upwardly upon each other , a keeper on the underside

of each of the said sections adjacent the hinged connec

tions , a locking member adapted to engage with the said

keepers and a means for holding the said locking member

positively in engagement with the keepers , for the pur

poso specified,

No. 102,661 . Pick Point Holder.

Porte-pointe de marteau à piquer.

No. 102,663 . Safety Razor. Rasoir de sûreté.
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Donald Dougl Riley , Hamilton , Victoria , Australia, 18th
December , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 4th December, 1906.

3
Receipt No. 141,806 .

Claim . - 1. In combination with a recessed head , a pick

Henry B. Stillman , Upper Montclair, New Jersey , .S.A. ,
point or tool shank to enter the same, shoulders at the

18th December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 1st December,

shank base to be located outside of the said head, a second
1906. Receipt No. 141,727.

slot opening into said recess , a double headed wedge lo

cated partly in the said recessed head , and projecting into Claim .-- 1. In a safety razor, a handle , a head connected

the said second slot and inclined surfaces to the latter, to the handle having flaring edges and a down turned end

substantially as and for the purpose set forth . forming a clamping jaw, a plate having flaring edges

2. In combination with the recessed head, a pick point which extend beyond the edges of the head and a down

or tool shank adapted to enter the same , the shank base turned end , said plates being pivoted to the handle to

having shoulders located outsideof said head , a second form a swinging movable clamping jaw and guard and a

slot in the latter meeting the first- named recess , a wedge cutting blade between said jaw.

having an end portion ( adapted to be struck ) situated part- 2. In a safety razor, a handle , a head connected to the

ly in the said recess and partly in but not projecting out- handle having flaring or widened edges , a down turned

side the said second slot and in the latter an inclined sur- end forming a clamping jaw, a guard plate pivoted to the

face to allow the striking of the said wedge to free it , all handle having flaring edges which extend beyond the edges

substantially as described . of the head and a down turned end forming a movable

3. In combination with a recessed head having a second clamping jaw having teeth to form a guard and a cutting

slot opening into the recess and having inclined surfaces as blade between the clamping jaw, the movable clamping

described, å shouldered pick or tool point shank and a jaw being so arranged with respect to the other that the

wedge partly in the recess and partly in the slot and having upper edge will first come in contact with the bladenear
an upward projection adapted to be struck forwardly to the cutting edge thereon , and when moved to its normal
loosen the said shank . position will jam the blade and hold it securely in place.

3. In a safety razor, a handle , a head connected to the

No. 102,662. Wardrobe. Garde-robe . handle having flaring edges and a downturned end form

ing a clamping jaw, a plate having flaring edges which ex
Anna M. Scherft, Wells , Nevada , U.S.A., 18th December, tend beyond the edges of the head and down turned end,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 8th October, 1906. Receipt No. said plate being pivoted to the handle to form a swinging
140,121 .

movable clamping jaw and guard and a blade between the

Claim . - 1. A portable wardrobe comprising a top board jaws, the handle being arranged at an angle to the jaws

consisting of two hinged sections, hangers attached tothe I wherebya drawing action is obtained .
12-22
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4. In a safety razor, a handle , a head connected to the front corners and arranged diagonally beenath the same, a

handle and provided with a clamping jaw , a guard plate detachable leg partially beneath each adjacent corner of
also provided with a clamping jaw and so pivoted to the the cases and facing the front of the cases , two fastening

handle that the clamping jaw thereof will move eccentri- members under each corner of each bookcase section , and

cally to the clamping jaw of the head whereby a cutting two fastening members on each leg adapted to interchang

blade placed between the jaws may be wedged and securely ably interlock with the members on the bookcase sections,
held in position . whereby the legs may be attached in either of said posi

5. In a safety razor, a handle, a head connected to the tions.

handle having a down turned end to form a movable clamp- 2. The combination of two sections of a bookcase ar

ing jaw , the guard plate being pivoted to the handle , a rnged end to end , means for supporting the non -adjacent

blade between the jaws and a spring adapted to hold the ends of the same , a detachable leg partially beneath the

guard plate against the head and the movable jaw against respective adjacent ends of the sections , two fastening mem

the blade to secure the blade in position between the bers on each bookcase section and two fastening members

jaws. on the leg adapted to engage with one member on each

6. In a safety razor , a handle , a head connected to the bookcase section or both members on one bookcase section ,

handle and provided with a clamping jaw , a guard plate whereby the leg serves to separately support the sections

also provided with a clamping jaw , said plate being and to couple the same to each other.

pivoted to the head in such a manner that the clamping 3. The combination of two sections of a bookcase ar

jaw thereof will be eccentric to the clamping jaw of the ranged end to end , means for supporting the non-adjacent

head, a cutting blade between the two jaws and a spring ends of said sections, a detachable leg beneath both ad

co -operating with the guard plate to hold the said plate jacent ends of the sections , a screw in each section and

against the head and the clamping jaws in engaging posi- slots in the leg to receive the respective screws whereby

tion . the leg supports both sections and couples the same toget

7. In a safety razor , a handle , a head connected to the her in alignment.

handle having flaring or widened edges and a down - turned 4. In combination with two base sections of a sectional

end forming a clamping jaw , a guard plate pivoted to the bookcase , two fastening members arranged digonally under

handle also having flaring edges which extend beyond the each corner of the sections , a detachable leg and two fas

edges of the head and a down - turned end forming a mov- tening members on the leg and adapted to engage both

able clamping jaw , and having teeth on the edge of the fastenings under one corner and adjust diagonally under

jaw to form a guard , a cutting blade between the
two the case or to engage one each of said fastenings under

clamping jaws, the guard plate being so connected to the two sections to support both sections and couple the sanie

handle that the movable clamping jaw is eccentric to the to each other.

clamping jaw on the head, and a spring carried by the 5. In combination with a sectional bookcase, a detachable

handle and co -operating with the guard plate to hold the leg having its upper part provided with parallel horizontal

guard plate against the head and the movable jaw into slots spaced apart and screws in the upper side of the

co -operative position with the other jaw . case and near each front corner thereof, one of each of said

screws being arranged distant from the end of the case

No. 102,664. Book Purse . Portefeuille - calpin . substantially one - half of the distance between the center

lines of the slots whereby a leg may be attached under

either one corner of the section to support the same, or

under two corners of two adjacent sections to support both

sections and to couple the same together.

6 In combination with the base section of a bookcase ,

detachable legs each having a segmental plate at the top

provided with parallel slots spaced apart and at the res

pective sides of the central radial line of the plate ,

screws in the under side of sections spaced apart and ar

ranged on diagonal lines , said slots and screws being so

adjusted that the screws at one corner of the case will

engage the slots and adjust the leg in one position relative

to the case or one screw under each of two adjacent cor

ners of the case will engage the slots and adjust the leg

in a different relation to the sections.

7. In combination with the base sections of a sectional

bookcase, detachable legs each provided with a segmental

Emma L. Sweet , Wallace , Idaho, U.S.A. , 18th December , top plate having parallel slots to receive screws and spaced

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 27th October, 1906. Receipt No. apart parallel and at each side of a centrol radial line on

140,673 . the plate, and screws in the bottom of the case ar

Claim.-A book having a substantially circular pocket ranged in pairs and on diagonal lines of forty - five degrees,
formed in the cover thereof, adapted to receive a coin , and each pair of screws being spaced apart to enter the slots

a folding flap attached to one edge of said cover, said flap and the screws of eachpair most remote from the front
having side pieces attached to said flap and to said cover, being spaced from the end of the section substantially

said pocket having a recess in the edge thereof opposite one -half the distance between the center lines of the slots.

the point of attachment of said flap to said cover.
No. 102,666. Apparatus for Displaying Advertise

No. 102,665 . Bookcase. Bibliothèque.
ments.

Appareil pour annonces.
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Fred Walter Tobey, Grand Rapids , Michigan , U.S.A. , 18th Sarah Edith Low and Alfred William Tooley, both of Lon:

December 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 6th October, 1906. Re- don , England, 18th December ,1906 ; 6years . Filed 30th

ceipt No. 140,106 . July , 1906. Receipt No. 138,283.
claim . - 1. The combination of two sections of a bookcase

arranged end to end, detachable legs supporting the exposed thelike, the provision of an improved arrangement for

Claim . - In apparatus for displaying advertisements and
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2. An amalgamator comprising a transversely inclined

sluice box provided with an amalgamated surface and hav

mg- 2

H608135 15

holding horizontal bars or rods for carrying the advertise

ment sheets, an improved arrangement of fast and loose

toothed wheels for imparting intermittent motion to the

revolving rollers , fixed direct to the actuating revolving

roller, thereby reducing friction and loss of power to a

minimum, and the provision of a continuous raised strip

or projection for keeping the catch lever raised till the

cross bars for giving intermittent motion have passed the

fixed driving wheel on the shaft of the actuating winding

roller, thereby causing the catch lever to automatically

drop in its place , and prevent overwinding from momentum

or other cause, all substantially as and for the purpose

herein set forth and described and illustrated in the ac

companying drawings.
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No. 102,667. Stamp Mill. Moulin à pilon .
Fig . 74
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ing a series of transversely extending depressions forming

riffles sunk in the bottom and spaced apart and charged

with mercury, transverse revoluble amalgamated plates

arranged respectively above the riffles and a ar

ranged to shield the amalgamated surface.

3. An amalgamator comprising an inclined sluice box

provided with an amalgamated surface and having de

pressions forming riffles sunk in the bottom and spaced

apart and charged with mercury, the upper walls of the

riffles being overhanging and deeper than the lower walls,

revoluble amalgamated plates arranged above the riffles

G. P. Bounard and G. H. Mackell , assignee of G. W. Ben
and a screen arranged to shield the amalgamated surface

yon , all of England , 18th December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed
and said riffles and plates.

21st August , 1906. Receipt No. 138,877 .
4. An amalgamator comprising a longitudinally inclined

sluice box provided with an amalgamated surface and hav
Claim.-1 . In apparatus for the aforesaid purposes , and in

ing a series of transversely extending depressions form
which two lifts are given to the stamp or weight , or to

ing riffles sunk in the bottom and spaced apart and charg
each stamp or weight , for each rotation of the shaft, the

ed with mercury , a screen arranged to shield the amalga
employment of what we have herein before referred to as

mated surface, transverse revoluble amalgamated plates
a pair of lifting cams and as a supplementary pair of arranged under the screen and above the riffles and

cams , the latter for giving downward impulse for each

descent of the stamp or weight , or of each stamp ( r
straight , swinging pendent amalgamated plates between

weight, both the pair of lifting cams and the supplementary | plates adapted to lie substantially flat upon the surface
the sunken riffles and beneath the screen , said swinging

pair of cams being carried on one shaft , and providing the
of the stream passing thereunder.

said stamp or weight , or each stamp or weight , with pro

jections or tappets, or the equivalents, to be acted upon

respectively by the said pair of lifting cams and the said
No. 102,669. Window Hinge. Gond de fenêtre .

supplementary pair of cams , substantially as hereinbefore
described.

2. In or for apparatus for the purposes aforesaid , a

lifting cam or lifting cams having the portions which Fiz.l. FI6.2 .

first comes into contact with the part to be raised and

the portion which last comes into contact with the said FIG . 3 .

part , of a quicker curvature , or one more nearly concen

tric than the curvature of the portion between them , this

portion between them having a quicker rise or flatter cur.

vature . substantially as and for the purposes hereinbefore

described .

3. In or for apparatus for the purposes aforesaid , a

supplementary or downward impulse giving cam or cams,

to act upon the stamp or weight , the portion of such cam

or each such cam which first acts being of quicker cur

vature, and the portion which follows this having a quicker

rise or flatter curvature, to act upon the descending stamp

or weight , in the manner hereinbefore described .

4. In apparatus for the purposes aforesaid , in which two

lifts are given to the stamp or weight. or to each stamp

or weight, at each rotation of the shaft, the combination

of two projections or tappets , or the equivalents on the

stem of the stamp or weight , or on each such stem , and Thomas Black, assignee of Arthur Pierre Couture, both

a shaft carrying both the lifting cases and the supplemen of Winnipeg, Manitoba , Canada , 18th December, 1906 ;

tary or downward impulse giving cams and a hinged lever 6 years . Filed 8th June , 1905. Receipt No. 125,847.

or hinged levers through the intervantion of which down Claim.—1. A hinge comprising a plate provided with a
ward impulses are given to the stamy or weight , or to each boss thereon and a flange adjacent said boss , and a second
stamp or weight, substantially as hereinbefore described plate provided with a flange adapted to engage said boss

and illustrated in the accompanying drawings .
and provided with a flange adjacent said first flange and

provided with a pivot adapted to engage said first plate .

No. 102,668. Amalgamator. Amalgameur. 2. A hinge comprising a plate provided with boss

thereon having a curved edge and a straight edge and
William H. Morgan and Henry G. Burton , assignee of a half provided with a flange adjacent said boss , and a second

interest, both of Veterans' Home , 18th December, 1906 ; plate provided with a flange having a curved edge and a

6 years . Filed 14th September, 1906. Receipt No straight edge adapted to engage said boss and provided
139,507.

with a flange adjacent said first flange and provided with

Claim.-1. An amalgamator comprising an inclined sluice a pivot adapted to engage said first plate .

box provided with an amalgamated surface and having 3. A hinge comprising a plate provided with a boss

depressions forming riffles sunk in the bottom and spaced thereon and provided with an integral flange adjacent said

apart and charged with mercury, the upper walls of the loss, and a second plate provided with a flange adapted

riffles respectively being overhanging and deeper than the lo engage said boss and provided with a flange adjacent

lower walls and a screen arranged to shield the amalga- said first flange and provided with a pivot adapted to en

mated surface. gage said plate.
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mounte
d to slide toward and from each other in said guide

ways to operate upon opposit
e sides of a grid plate, ver

tically movabl
e support

s
on which the lower spinning roller

is remova
bly seated, levers to which said upper spinning

roller is detacha
bly

connect
ed

, and mechani
sm

connecti
ng

said support
s

and levers for moving said spinning rollers

toward each other , substan
tially

as set forth .

6. The combinati
on

of a carrier for holding the grid plate

horizontall
y

, horizontal spinning rollers arranged above

and below said carrier to move vertically toward each

other, levers connected to said spinning rollers , a single

horizontal rock shaft provided with rock arms. links con

necting said rock arms and levers and forming with said

rock arms operating toggles for the spinning rolls, and

means for rocking said rock shaft , substantia
lly

as set

forth .
7. In a grid spinning machine , the combination of a

frame provided with open - ended guideways, a grid plate

carrier, spinning rollers removably mounted in said guide

ways on opposite sides of the grid plate in said carrier

means for moving the said spinning rollers toward and

from each other , said means being detachably connected to

said rollers to enable the removal of the rollers from the

machine , one of the spinning rollers having a wheel at

one and thereof. and the other spinning roller having a

wheel at the opposite end thereof, a shaft provided at

opposite sides of the machine with wheels, apd . 2. halt
connecting each of said wheels on said shaft with the

wheel on one of the spinning rollers . substantial
ly as set

forth
8. The combination of a grid plate carrier nrovided with

a projecting shank , a grid plate holder slidably held in

said carries and provided with a proinnting handio which

extends along side of the shank of the carrier . a clamp

device secured to said shank for clamping saint handla

thereto, and having a clamping part which is movable away

from the plane of movement of the grid plate holder , where.

by the latter can be slid out of the grid plato carrier past

102670

said securing device , substantially as set forth .

9. The combination of a grid plate carrier, a grid plate

holder slidably held in said carrier and provided with a

projecting handle , and a device connected to said carrier for

securing said grid plate holder in said carrier . said device

having a pivoted part to engage said handle , and a nivoter

The Gould Coupler Company, New York City, assignee of handle , said pivoted part andlock being constructed to

lock for holding sain nivoted part in engagement with said

Willard F. Richards, Buffalo , New York , U.S.A. , 18th swing away from said handle to free the same and permit

December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 10th November, 1906 . the removal of the grid plate holder from said carrier, sub

Receipt No. 141,081.
stantially as set forth .:

Claim.-1 . The combination of a frame provided with open

ended guideways , a grid plate carrier , spinning rollers ar

ranged on opposite sides thereof, journal boxes for saia No. 102,671 . Kiln . Séchnir.

rollers which are arranged to slide toward and from each

other in said guideways, and are removable through the

open ends thereof , and devices between which the two Ici

rollers are arranged and which are detachably connected

with said journal boxes for moving the rollers toward and

from each other, substantially as set forth .

2. The combination of a frame provided with open - ended

guideways, a reciprocating grid plate carrier , spinning

rollers arranged on opposite sides of the grid plate car

rier , cross heads in which the spinning rollers are journalled

and which are mounted to slide toward each other in said
BLUE

guideways and are removable through the open ends there

of , and mechanism detachably connected with said cross

heads for moving the spinning rollers toward each other ,

substantially as set forth .

3. The combination of a frame provided with open -ended

guideways , a grid plate carrier , spinning rollers arranged

on opposite sides of the grid plate insaid carrier, journal Paul Chmelewski, Helsingsfors, Finland, 18th December,

110

boxes for said rollers which are arranged to slide in said

guideways and are removable through the open ends there
1906 ; 6 years .

of , and mechanism for moving said rollers toward each

Filed 1st October, 1906. Receipt No.

139,918 .

other , the journal boxes for one of said rollers being de

tachably connected to said mechanism , and the journal

Claim.-1. A kiln of the character described comprising

boxes for said other roller being removably supported by spaced therefrom to form a continuous chamber, remov

an inner wall , an outer wall surrounding the same and

but disconnected from said mechanism , substantially as able partitions for dividing said chamber into separate

set forth .

4. The combination of a frame provided with open - ended brick masses in said chamber, substantially as described.

compartments , and temporary tops supported uponthe

guideways, a grid plate carrier, spinning rollers arranged

on opposite sides of the grid plate in said carrier, journal wall, an outer wall surrounding the same and spacedthere

2. A kiln of thecharacter decribed , compriing aninner

boxesfor said rollers which are arranged toslide in said from to forma continuous chamber, said outer wallhaving

guideways and are removablethroughtheopenendsthere - filling openings and fireopenings , removable partitionsbe

of, and mechanism for moving said rollers toward each

other comprising levers fulcrumedon said frame and de- separate compartments, and temporary tops supported

tween said walls for dividing said continuous chamber into

tachablyconnected to the journal boxes for one of said upon brick masses in said chamber and having outlet open

rollers, slide rods on whichthe journal boxes for the other ings formed therein, substantially as described.

roller are removably supported, levers fulcrumed on the

frame and connected to said slide rods, andmeans for wall,anouter wall surrounding the same and spaced there

3. A kiln of the characterdescribed comprising an inner

operating said levers , substantially as set forth .

5. The combination of a frameprovided with guideways ing filling openings andfire openings, removable partitions

from to form a continuous chamber, saidouterwall hav

openat their upper ends, upperandlower spinningrollers betweensaidwalls for dividing said continuous chamber
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into separate compartments, temporary tops supported 6. In a sand and slime separator the combination with

upon brick masses or the like in said chamber and having a source of pulp supply, of a normally locked revolubly

outlet openings formed therein , said inner wall having a mounted member having side delivery settling compart

smoke passage communicating with the compartments of ments , and means controlled by the overflow from one

said chamber , valves for controlling the communication compartment for automatically releasing the member

between said passage and said compartments, fire pass- from its locked position whereby the weight of the con

ages in said temporary tops and removable closures for tained material in a filled compartment produces a partial

said. fire passages or pipes . rotation of the member and brings a successive empty

4. A kiln of the character described comprising a center compartment in the range of action of the pulp supply.
wall having formed therein a longitudinally extending 7. In a sand and slime separator the combination with
smoke flue which may be located also under this center a source of pulp supply , of a revolubly mounted wheel

wall in the surrounding side wall or under the furnace having partitions dividing it into side delivery settling

foundation and inlet passages adjacent to its bottom com- compartments, said wheel capable of a step-by-step move

municating with said flue , valves for controlling said in- ment in one direction to bring the compartments succes

let passages an outer surrounding side wall spaced from sively into the range of action of the pulp supply.

the center wall to form a continuous chamber, said side 8. In a sand and slime separator the combination with

wall having filling openings and fire openings adjacent to a pulp supply, of a revolubly mounted wheel having side

its bottom, vertically removable temporary partitions be delivery settling compartments . means whereby said wheel
tween said center and side walls to divide said chamber is given a step -by-step movement , and shiftable means

into separate compartments, temporary tops for the com- for diverting the pulp supply from a filled compartment

partments of said chamber supported upon the brick into an empty compartment co - ordinately with the move
masses or the like therein , said tops having outlet open- ment of the wheel from one position to another.

ings , fire passages mounted in said tops and removable 9. In a sand and slime separator the combination with

caps or closures for said fire passages , substantially as

described and for the purpose set forth .

a pulp supply, of a revolubly mounted wheel having com

partments , means whereby said wheel is given a step - by

5. A kiln of the character described having an endless step movement , and tilting means automatically controlled

fire passage, movable partitions for dividing said passage by the overflow from a filled compartment for diverting

into compartments , means for introducing heat into some the pulp supply from said compartment into a succeeding

of said compartments adjacent to their bottoms, means
compartment co -ordinately with the movement of the

for introducing heat into of said compartments wheel from one position to another.

through their tops , outlet passages for said compartments

and means for controlling said outlet passages.

10. In a sand and slime separator the combination with

a pulp supply , of a revolubly mounted wheel having com

partments , means whereby said wheel is given a step -by

No. 102,672. Sand and Slime Separator. step movement, a tilting launder normally receiving the

Séparateur de sable et de limon .
overflow from compartment of the wheel , means

whereby, said overflow tilts the launder out of its normal

position, and means connected with the launder for divert

ing the pulp supply from a filled compartment of the

wheel into a succeeding empty pocket thereof co -ordin

ately with the movement of the wheel .

11. In a sand and slime separator the combination with

a pulp supply, of a revolubly mounted wheel having com

partments , means for imparting to the wheel a step -by

step movement , a tiltable launder normally receiving the

overflow from a filled compartment , an overflow receiving

vessel connected to and movable with the launder , and

pieans connected with the launder for diverting the pulp

supply from one compartment of the wheel to another

co -ordinately with the movement of the wheel.

12. In a sand and slime separator the combination with

a pulp supply, of a revoluble wheel having compartments,

projections on the wheel corresponding to each of the

compartments , a tiltably mounted launder normally posi

tioned to receive the overflow from a filled compartment .

a vessel connected with the launder and receiving said

overflow , counterweighted lever connected with the

launder , and means including a stop movable with the

lever and normally disposed in the range of action of one

of said projections for locking the wheel against dis

David J. Kelly, Salt Lake City, Utah , U.S.A. , 18th Decem

charging movement , said launder automatically tilting to

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 22nd September, 1906 .
release the stop from the engaged projection when the

Re

ceipt No. 139,722 .
overflow overbalances the counterweighted lever.

13. In a sand and slime separator the combination with

Claim . - 1. In a sand and slime separator the combina a pulp supply, of a revoluble wheel having compartments ,

tion with a pulp supply, of a revolubly mounted member projections on the wheel corresponding to each of the

having side delivery settling compartments adapted to be compartments , a tiltably mounted launder normally posi

successively aligned with said supply . tioned to receive the overflow from a filled compartment ,

2. In a sand and slime separator the combination with a vessel connected with the launder and receiving said

a pulp supply, of a revolubly mounted wheel divided into overflow , counterweighted lever connected with the

separate compartments, said compartments having a side launder , and means including a stop movable with the

delivery and adapted to be successively aligned with said lever and normally disposed in the range of action of one

supply . of said projections for locking the wheel against discharg

3. In a sand and slime separator the combination with a ing movement, said launder automatically tilting to

pulp supply, of a revolubly 'mounted wheel having side de- lease the stop from the engaged projection when the over

livery settling compartments into which the pulp is suc- flow overbalances the counterweighted lever, and means

cessively delivered, means for holding the wheel against controlled by the tilting of the launder for diverting the

movement, means for automatically releasing the wheel pulp supply from the filled compartment of the wheel into

and means for imparting to the wheel a step -by- step a succeeding empty compartment .

movement . 14. In a sand and slime separator the combination with

4. A sand and slime separator comprising a revoluble a pulp supply, a revolubly mounted wheel having side de

member having partitions dividing it into settling com- livery , settling compartments and means whereby said

partments having a side delivery, and means for giving a wheel is given a step by-step movement to bring the com

partial rotation to said member to allow the slime to partments successively into the range of action of the

separate from the same and discharge over the edge of pulp supply, of a mechanism for governing the rate of

the partition. travel of the wheel .

5. In a sand and slime separator the combination with 15. In a sand and slime separator the combination of a

a source of pulp supply, of a side delivery settling com- pulp supply , a revolubly mounted wheel having compart

partment member revolubly mounted, and means whereby ments, means for giving said wheel a step -by-step move

the member is given a step-by -step movement in one ment to bring the compartments seccessively into the

direction to bring its compartments successively into the range of action of pulp supply, and a governing mechan

range of action of the pulp supply. ism including a fluid containing vessel , a rising and fall
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ing vessel operable therein and connections between said rials , a passage of reduced section in said tube , a classify

movable vessel and said wheel whereby the vessel is oper ing table along which the fluid current traverses , an ad

ated by the wheel to control the rate of movement of the justable shoe to regulate the speed of the fiuid current,

latter . ineans to more or less incline the classifying table in order

16. In a sand and slime separator the combination of a to regulate the classification by specific gravity, and a vane

revolubly mounted wheel having compartments , means for to regulate the passage of the materials .

giving said wheel a step -by - step movement, and mechan

ism for governing the rate of movement of the wheel , said No. 102,674. Stropping Machine.
mechanism including a pair of fluid containing vessels ,

hollow vessels operable therein and adapted to receive the
Machine pour aiguiser les rasoirs .

fluid displaced therefrom , and means whereby the hollow

vessels are alternately moved in opposite directions .

17. In a sand and slime separator the combination with

a pulp supply, a revolubly mounted wheel having compart

ments and means for giving the wheel a step -by-step

movement, of a tiltably mounted apron normally disposed

in the range of action of the wheel and adapted to re

ceive the overflow from a filled compartment thereof , and

means carried by the apron and wheel respectively for

moving the apron out of the range of action of the wheel

as the latter is moving from one position to another.

18. In a sand and slime separator the combination with

a pulp supply , a revolubly mounted wheel having compart

ments and means for giving the wheel a step -by step

movement , of a tiltably mounted apron normally disposed

in the range of action of the wheel and adapted to receive

the overflow from a filled compartment thereof, and

means carried by the apron and wheel respectively for

moving the apron out of the range of action of the wheel

as the latter is moving from one position to another , a

launder into which the apron discharges and a splash Henrie Clauss , Fremont, Ohio, assignee of Edward B. Gib

plato opposing the apron . ford , Adrian, Michigan , U.S.A. , 18th December, 1906 ; 6

years. Filed 27th July, 1906. Receipt No. 138,219.

No. 102,673, Apparatus for Classifying Materials. Claim . - 1. In a blade stropping device, the combination of

Appareil pour classifier les matériaud.
the movable blade holder, the friction roller and movable

arm , gearing connecting said roller and arm , said arm hav

ing a slidable engagement with the blade holder.

2. In a blade stropping device, the combination with the

blade holder , a friction roller journalled between the ends

of the blade holder , a pivoted arm , gearing connecting said

roller and arm , a pin upon the blade holder having a

slidable engagement with said arm , and a spring in said

arm engaging said pin .

3. In a blade stropping device, the combination with the

movable blade holder, of a friction roller , a gear wheel

thereon, a second gear wheel meshing therewith , a shaft

upon which said second gear wheel is fixed, a movable arm

fixed to the end of said shaft , said arm having a slot

therein and a slot extending from said slot , a coiled spring
seated in said socket , and a pin upon th blade holder

lying in said slot and engaging said pin .

4. In a stropping device , the combination of the blade

holder having a longitudinal slot in the bottom thereof , a

friction roller, means connected with said roller for swing

René Emile Trottier , Husseun Dey , Algeria , France , 18th ing the blade holder from side to side , a siidable spring

December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 23rd August , 1906. Re- arm in the blade holder, said arm having a rivet engaging

ceipt No. 138,933 . in the slot in the bottom of the blade holder and having

Claim.-1 . An apparatus for classifying any solid mate jaws adapted to clamp the handle of the razor.

rials first by their linear dimensions , then by their specific

gravity and then again by their linear dimensions, No. 102,675 . Engine Starter.

comprising a tube, a feed device to introduce the materials Appareil pour la mise en marche de moteur à explosion.
into one end of said tube , means to secure a fluid current

in said tube in opposite direction to the movement of the

materials , a passage of reduced section in said tube , and

a classifying table along which the fluid current traverses.
Figo ?

2. An apparatus for classifying and solid materials first

by their linear dimensions, then by their specific gravity

and then again by their linear dimensions, comprising a ing

tube, a feed device to introduce the materials into one end

of said tube , means to secure the fluid current in said tube

in opposite direction to the movement of the materials , a

passage of reduced section in said tube , a classifying table

along which the fluid current traverses, and an adjust

able shoe to regulate the speed of the fluid current.

3. An apparatus for classifying any solid materials first

by their linear dimensions, then by their specific gravity

and then again by their linear dimensions, comprising a

tube, a feed device to introduce the materials into one

end of said tube , means to secure a fluid current in said

tube in opposite direction to the movement of the mate
rials , a passage of reduced section in said tube, a clasify. Francis Leonard Orr, Thurman , and Mark Mərrow, Percival,
ing table along which the fluid current traverses, an ad- both in Iowa, U.S.A. , 18th December, 1906 ; 6 years.

justable shoe to regulate the speed of the fluid current,
Filed 14th November , '1906. Receipt No. 141,210 .

and means to more or less incline the classifying table in Claim . - 1. The combination with a cylinder and piston

order to regulate the classification by specific gravity. of an engine,of a storage tank,tubular passageways pro

4. An apparatus for classifying anysolid materials, first viding communication between theengine cylinder and tank,

by their linear dimensions,then bytheir specific gravity a check valveinone ifsaid tubularpassageways, a com

tube, a feeddevice to introduce the materials into one having independent communicating passageway withthe
end of said tube, meansto secure a fluid current in saia storage tank, a valve in thelatter passageway, having an

tube inoppositedirection to the movement of the mate- 1 exitopening'leading to the outer air, a piston in the latter
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cylinder having a suitably extended rod, means operatively 4. A device of the character described composed of a

connecting the piston rod with theengine power shaft, plurality of layers , each layer having a member bored for
whereby the same may be given boosting action , and means the center of the wheel and having sides diverging to form

operatively connecting the boosting action , and means oper- an obtuse angle and having parts grouped in said angles

atively connecting the bosting devices with the controller and a ring -like member recessed into parts of each layer

valve, substantially as described . adjoining, the said layers being provided on the periphery

2. The combination in an engine starter , of a suitable with a non-porous leather collar secured thereon and pro

tank, a passageway leading from the tank into the engine vided with a surface adapted to receive and carry grind

cylinder , a governor valve in said passageway, having a ing material , substantially as described .

projecting stem , a suitably supported cam with means 5. A wheel of the character described comprising one or

whereby it may be driven by operation of the engine, an more layers, each of the same being composed of a single

adjarstable arm arranged between said projecting stem and piece extending diametrically across its layer and having

cam , a cylinder having communicating passageway with the grouped in each of said layers radially extending pieces

storage tank, a compound valve in the latter passageway, to complete the layer , the grain of each member of each

having an opening leading therefrom to the open air , a pis - layer running substantially radially of the center of the

ton in the latter cylinder having an extended rod , rack teeth layer, the said construction being bored for an arbor,

of the said rod , a toothed segment loosely arranged on the substantially as described.

engine power shaft , a pawl carried by the toothed segment , 6. A wheel of the character described comprising one or

with the same arranged for engagement with the ratchet more layers, each of the same being composed of a single

wheel teeth, the said rack and segment teeth beingarranged piece extending diametrically across its layers and having

for meshing engagement, a bell crank having one end se- grouped on each layers radially extending pieces to com

cured to the racked piston rod , a rod extending from the plete the surface of the layer , the grain of each member

bell crank to the adjustable arm between the governor valve of each layer running substantially radially of the center

and its operating cam , whereby in operation of the engine of the layer, the said constructios being bored for an arbour

the arm is thrown into and out of operative position , and a and being provided with a peripheral non-porous band

separate passageway leading from the tank into theengine with grinding material thereon, substantially as described .

cylinder , the latter passageway having a check valve there- 7. A wheel of the character described composed of one

in , whereby to close return flow into the engine cylinder , or more layers , each layer being built up of an integral

substantially as described . member lying diametrically across the layer and of sec

3. The combination in an engine starter, of a storage tor- like members grouped on each side thereof, and means

tank having communicating passageway with the negine engaging the several members of each layer and the

cylinder, a governor valve in said passageway , a separate several layers to hold the members of each layer and the

passageway providing communication between the tank and adjacent layer relatively to the center of the wheel , sub
engine cylinder, a check valve in the latter passageway, stantially as described .

means whereby boosting action may be imparted to the en- 8. A wheel comprising one or more layers, each made up
gine power shaft, means for the conveying and controlling of diametrically disposed members with sector- like mem

of the booster motive power , and means controlling opera- bers arranged therewith all rigidly connected , and a non

tion of the governor valve, actuated by the means for im- porous peripheral surface to maintain grinding material

parting boosting action , substantially as described. thereon at a fixed consistency, substantially as described.

No. 102,676. Grinding and Polishing Wheel. No. 102,677. Pneumatic Hammer .

Roue à aiguiser et à polir.
Marteau pneumatique.
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Fairbanks, Morse and Company, Chicago, Illinois , assignee

A. W. Thomas and B. W. Gerwig, assignee of a half in
of Allen J. Patch , Beloit , Wisconsin , U.S.A. , 18th De

terest, both of Rome , New York, U.S.A. , 18th Decem
cember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 2nd November, 1906 .

Re

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 24th October, 1906. Receipt
ceipt No. 140,818.

No. 140,573 . Claim . - 1. A pneumatic hammer comprising in combin

Cliam . - 1. A device of the character described having a
ation a cylinder, a piston, a main valve located at the

lever which comprises a single piece extending across the
rear of said cylinder and controlling certain ports and pas

center of the wheel and bored for an arbour with other
sages for admission of fluid pressure to said piston and ex

pieces with sides converging thereto and having means in
haust of pressure therefrom , and a supplementary valve at

serted therein and in the single piece to secure them rel
the forward end of said cylinder controlling the exhaust

atively to the center of the wheel , substantially as des
from such forward end and in itself controlled by fluid

cribed. pressure admitted to and exhausted by means of the main

2. In a device of the character described, a wheel com- valve.

prised of a plurality of layers , each layer having a cen- 2. A double valve pneumatic hammer comprising in com

tral member extending diametrically across the wheel and bination a cylinder, a piston , a main valve, and a supple

each of said members of the several layers disposed at a mentary valve , said supplementary valve being independ

different angle relative to others , and means engaging the ently fluid pressure actuated in both directions, substan

several members of the several layers to hold them re- tially as described .

lative to the center of the wheel , substantially as des- 3. A pneumatic hammer comprising in combination a pis

cribed.
ton , a cylinder within which said piston operates, and a

3. In a device of the character described, a wheel made main distributing valve located at the rear end of the pis

up of a plurality of parts, one of said parts extending ton chamber , said valve being provided with three pres

diametrically across the wheel and being pierced for the sure areas acted on by admissios or exhaust of motive fluid

arbour, and the other of said parts being grouped radially intermittently governed through ports controlled by said

at the sides of said piece, the said wheel being provided piston to operate the valve, substantially as described.
with a non-porous peripheral band adapted to support a 4. A pneumatic hammer comprising in combination a

grinding surface, substantially as described. piston , a cylinder within which said piston operates , and
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a main distributing valve located at the rear end of the face in the pivot groove , and having a seating portion, and

piston chamber, said valve being provided with three pres- said nail surface being provided with depressions, arranged

sure areas to which motive fluid is intermittently admitted longitudinally of the nail to adjustably seat said plate, and

through ports controlled by said piston , and an auxiliary prevent lateral movement thereof.

valve located near the forward end of the piston chamber 3. In a pair of shears or the like , a freely rotatable con

and controlling the exhaust ports in advance of the piston , necting pivot and a spring exerting tension between the

gubstantially as described . pivot and a shear member to retain said pivot axially while
5. A fluid pressure impact tool comprising in combina- forming a bearing therefor, said spring having a seating

tion a cylinder, a piston ,a valve located near the forward portion, the tension of said spring also serving to draw the
end of said cylinder, and means co -operating with said blade edges together, and depressions in said shear member,

valve , whereby when the tool is removed from the work
arranged longitudinally of the nail , to adjustably seat said

the air pressure will act to force the valve to the rear and spring and prevent lateral shifting thereof.

cause the piston to cushion and thus prevent the piston 4. A pivot for shears or the like having an annular groove

from striking the tool, substantially as described . near one end thereof and a retaining shoulder near its other

end, a tensional device fitting in the groove and bearing

No. 102,678, Hardening and Tempering Copper.
against a shear member, and a tensional head retained by

the shoulder at the other end of the pivot and bearing

Trempe du cuivre, against the other shear member.

The Renstrom Tempered Copper Company , assignee of 5. In a pair of shears, a shear member provided with de

Carrie Renstrom Plumer, all of Seattle , Washington ,
pressions arranged longitudinally of the nail , a pivot , an

U.S.A. , 18th December , 1906 ; 6 years .
Filed 14th Octo adjustable tensional device at one end of said pivot adapted

ber , 1905. Receipt No. 129,235 .
to engage with said depressions, and a tensional head at the

other end of said pivot whereby pressure applied against

Claim . - 1. The herein described process of hardening
the tensional head will cause the pivot to move to relax

copper, or the alloys of copper, comprising subjecting cop
the tension of the adjustable device, permitting the latter to

per or the alloys of copper to heat of a sufficiently high
be more easily freed from the depression in which seated ,

degree to melt the same , and while in a heated condition to facilitate its adjustment.

subjecting the same to the action of sulphate of copper for

hardening the same, and also to the action of a chilling in- No. 102,680. Line Structures for Electrical Dis

gredient . 'tribution .

2. The herein described process of hardening copper, or

the alloys of copper, comprising subjecting the same to heat
Construction de lignes électriques .

of a sufficiently high degree to melt the same, and while in

a heated condition subjecting the same to the action of

sulphate of copper for hardening the same, and also to the

action of bichroma : e of potash for chilling or freezing the

metal .

3. The herein described process of hardening copper or

the alloys of copper, comprising subjecting the same to

heat of a sufficiently high degree to melt the same , and

while in a heated condition subjecting the mass to the ac

tion of sulphate of copper for hardening the mass and to

the action of birchromate of potash for chilling or freezing

the mass and then reheating the mass and allowing it to

cool .

4. The process of hardening copper, comprising the heat

ing of copper until it is reduced to a molten condition and

then introducing hardening ingredients and permitting them

to chill the molten copper until it is too stiff to be stirred,

the materials being stirred until such condition is reached.

The Canadian Westinghouse Company, Limited, Hamilton ,

No. 102,679. Shears. Cisailles . Ontario, Canada, assignee of Budd J. Jones , Chicago,

Illinois , U.S.A. , 18th December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 19th

Fig. 1. June, 1905 . Receipt No. 126,169 .

a요
Claim .-- 1 . A line structure for electrical distribution com

od 0
prising a supporting arm or bracket , an insulator located

Fig.2 . above and supported upon said arm or bracket, and a con

Big.Sold ductor suspended from said insulator, as and for the pur

pose set forth.

6
Mig.s. 2. A line structure for electrical distribution comprising

d . Fig. 7 Migd.
a supporting arm or bracket , an insulator resting upon the

je
upper side of said bracket , a messenger wire carried by said

insulator, and a conductor suspended from said messenger

wire , as and for the purpose set forth .
a

3. A line structure for electrical distribution comprising

a supporting arm or bracket , an insulator adjustably sup

Fig.13.
ported upon and above said arm or bracket , and a conductor

suspeuded from said insulator, as and for the purpose set

Lorth .

The Davies Automatic Shear Company, assignee of Frederick 4 A line structure for electrical distribution comprising

David Davies , all of New York City , New York, U.S.A. , a supporting arm or bracket having an elongated opening,
18th December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 27th October. 1905 . ar insula.or adjustably supported upon the upper surface

Receipt No. 129,614 . of said arm or bracket , and an electric conductor suspended

Claim .-- 1 . A pair of shear members or the like connected from said insulator , as and for the purpose set forth.

by a freely rotatable pivot having a head at one end and 5. A line structure for electrical distribution comprising

an annular groove near the other end, together with a flat a supporting arm or bracket having the end thereof doubled

spring plate having one end down turned and resting there- or bent upon itself to form a support, an insulator resting
by upon the nail surface to dispose its body portion in a upon the upper surface of such support, and an electric

longitudinal plane at an angle to the horizontal of the nail , conductor suspended from said insulator, as and for the
said plate having a slot in slidable engagement with the purpose set forth.

groove in the pivot, and having a seating portion , and said 6. A line structure for electrical distribution comprising
nail surface being provided with depressions,arranged longi- a supporting arm or bracket, an insulator located above and

tudinally of thenail, to adjustably seat said plate,andpre- supported upon the uppersurface of said arm or bracket,
vent lateral movement thereof. an electric conductor, and flexible suspending devices sup

2. A pairofshearmembers orthelike connectedbya portedfrom said insulatorandattached to said conductor, as
freely rotatable pivot having a head at one end and an an- and for the purpose set forth .

nular groove near the sther end, said groove having a right 7. A line structure forelectrical distribution comprising

angular bearing surface, together witha flat spring plate asupportingarmor bracket,an insulator supported upon

nail surface to disposeitsbody portion in alongitudinal portedby said insulator, an electric conductor, and flexible
plane at an angle to thehorizontal of the nail, said plate suspending connections between said messenger wire and
having a slot in slidable engagement with the bearing sur- said conductor ,as andfor the purpose set forth .
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8. A line structure for electrical distribution comprising above said mandrel and supported upon the outer layer of

a flanged arm or bracket , an insulator having a base plate , fabric during the winding operation .

said base plate having a lateral flange arranged to be re

ceived upon , and to be supported by the fange of said

bracket, a conductor, and suspending devices for said con

ductor, said suspending devices being supported from said

insulator, as and for the purpose set forth .

9. A line structure for electrical distribution comprising

a supporting arm or bracket , an insulator, a base plate in

which said insulator is supported, said base plate having a Ons

lateral flange that rests upon said arm or bracket , a mes

senger wire supported by said insulator, a conductor, and

suspending devices interposed between said conductor and

said messenger wire, as and for the purpose set forth .

10. A line structure for electrical distribution comprising

a supporting arm or bracket, an insulator having a base

plate that rests upon said arm or bracket , hook bolts be

tween said base plate and the edges of said arm or bracket .

an electric conductor and suspending devices connected 2. A machine for manufacturing insulating tubes compris

thereto and supported from said insulator , as and for the ing a mandrel, a longitudinally recessed mandrel holder, a

purpose set forth . pressure device that rests upon the material wound upon

11. A line structure for electrical distribution comprising
said mandrel and means for heating the material as it

an angle bar arranged to form a supporting bracket , the end
passes to said mandrel and is wound thereon .

of said bar being bent or doubled upon itself , an insulator, 3. A machine for manufacturing insulating tubes compris

a base plate upon which said insulator is supported, said ing a mandrel, a mandrel holder having a longitudinal re

base plate having lateral flange that rests upon the upper cess in which the mandrel is rotated, a pressure device that

surface of the flange of said angle bar at the looped and
is supported upon the layer of material wound upon the

thereof, hook bolts connecting said flange and the edge of drum , and means for heating the material during the wind

the web of said angle bar , an electric conductor, suspending ing operation .

devices therefor, said suspending devices being supported 4. A machine for manufacturing insulating tubes compris

from said insulator , as and for the purpose set forth .
ing a mandrel upon which coated fabric is wound, a mandrel

12. A line structure for electrical distribution comprising holder having a longitudinal recess of angular cross section

ad insulator, a support upon and above which said insulator in which the mandrel is rotated, a pressure device located

is mounted , and a trolley wire suspended from said insula- above the mandrel and resting upon the tube during the

tor, as and for the purpose set forth . winding operation and means for heating the material as it

13. In a line structure for electrical distribution , the com
is wound.

bination with insulators , and supporting arms upon the 5. In a machine for manufacturing tubes , the combination

Ľpper surface of which said insulators rest , and a messen- with a mandrel and a holder having a longitudinal recess

ger wire carried by said insulators , of a trolley wire , and a lo receive the mandrel , of means for feeding a sheet of fab

plurality of suspending connection's intermediate adjacent ric to the mandrel, and a pressure device which exerts a

insulators and extending from said messenger wire to said constant and downward pressure upon the material on said

trolley wire for supporting the latter, as and for the pur
mandrel and means for heating the material as it passes to

pose set forth . and is wound upon said mandrel.

14. An electric railway structure comprising an approxi
6. In a machine for manufacturing tubes , the combination

mately horizontal arm or bar, an insulator adjustably with a rotatable mandrel and a mandrel holder having a

mounted upon said arm or bar , a messenger wire supported longitudinal angular recess to receive the mandrel , of means

by said insulator, and a trolley conductor suspended from for feeding sheet material to said mandrel and a vertically

said messenger wire. adjustable pressure device that engages the surface of the

15. An electric railway structure comprising a support , an material as it is wound upon the mandrel and the weight of

arm or bar projecting horizontally therefrom , an insulator which is entirely supported by such material, of means for

adjustably mounted upon said arm or bar , a messenger wire heating the material as it passes to and is wound upon the

supported by said insulator, and a conductor suspended from
mandrel.

said messenger wire. 7. In a machine for manufacturing tubes , the combination

16. An electric railway structure comprising a pole , an with a cylindrical mandrel and a hollow mandrel holder

angle iron arm projecting laterally therefrom , a brace for having lateral passages leading from its interior to its ex

said arm , an insulator adjustably supported upon said arm ,
terior and having a heating device located therein , of means

a messenger wire supported by said insulator, and a con for feeding sheet fabric to the mandrel and a pressure de

Guctor suspended from said messenger wire .
vice that exerts a constant and uniform downward pressure

17. An electric railway structure comprising a plurality
upon the tube as it is formed upon the mandrel .

of poles , angle iron arms projecting laterally from said
8. In a machine for maunfacturing tubes, the combination

poles, insulators adjustably supported upon said arms , a
with a frame , a mandrel holder having a longitudinal re

messenger wire supported by said insulators, and a trolley cess of angular cross section and having internal heating

conductor suspended from said messenger wire . means, of a mandrel adapted to rest in said recess, means

18. An electric railway structure comprising poles , arms
for feeding sheet material to said mandrel to be wound

or brackets projecting laterally therefrom , insulators ad
around the same and a pressure device which exerts a

justably mounted upon said arms or brackets, a messenger
downward , uniform and constant pressure upon the tube

wire attached to said insulators , and a trolley conductor
during its formation .

suspended from said messenger wire .
9. In a machine for manufacturing tubes from sheet ma

19. An electric railway structure comprising poles , angle terial , the combination with a frame and a hollow, inter

iron arms projecting laterally from said poles , braces for nally heated mandrel holder supported therein , of a mandrel

said arms, insulators mounted upon said arms, a messenger adapted to receive the sheet material to form the tube and

wire supported by said insulators, and a trolley conductor
to rest upon said mandrel holder, of a pressure device which

suspended from said messenger wire .
rests upon the material as it is wound upon the mandrel

20. An electric railway structure comprising poles , angle
and exerts a constant and uniform pressure thereon .

iron arms projecting laterally therefrom , brace rods con
10. In a machine for manufacturing tubes, the combination

necting the free ends of said armswiththe corresponding holder, having a plurality of angular, longitudinal recesses
with a frame and a hollow , internally heated mandrel

poles , insulators adjustably mounted upon said arms,
messenger wire supported by said insulators , and a trolley in its outer surface and lateral passages between its in

conductor suspended from said messenger wire .
terior and some of the external recesses, of a cylindrical

mandrel adapted to be received in one of said recesses ,

means for feeding sheet material to said mandrel to be

No. 102,681 . Manufacture of Insulating Tubes. wound thereon and a pressure device which exerts a down

Fabrication de tubes isolants. ward , constant and uniform pressure upon the material as

it is wound upon the mandrel.

The Canadian Westinghouse Company, Limited, Hamilton , 11. In a machine for manufacturing tubes from sheet ma

Ontario , Canada , assignee of Emil Haefely, Basle , Swit- terial , the combination with a mandrel and a mandrel

zerland , 18th December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 13th No- hoider, and means for heating the same, the material of the

vember , 1905. Receipt No. 130,066 . holder being so disposed as to be uniformly heated, of

Claim.-1. A machine for manufacturing insulating tubes means for feeding sheet material to the mandrel and a pres

comprising a mandrel holder provided with a longitudinal sure device which exerts a constant and uniform downward

groove of angular cross section to receive a mandrel upon pressure upon the material as it is wound upon the mandrel

which a coated fabric is wound , a pressure device located I and along a single line of contact .

12-23
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12. In a machine for maunfacturing tubes from sheet ma- pivoted bar that is adapted to swing into and out of one of

terial, the combination with a mandrel, a hollow mandrel the mandrel holder recesses .

holder having a plurality of longitudinal angular recesses 26. In a machine for making tubes from sheet material,

and internal heating means , of means for feeding sheet the combination with a frame, of a hollow mandrel holder

material to said mandrel to be wound thereon and a pres- having a plurality of longitudinal recesses and transverse

sure device having a longitudinal rib provided with outlets from the interior to some of said recesses, a pivoted

bevelled outer edge to engage the material on the mandrel bar that is adapted to swing into and out of one of the

as the mandrel is rotated . mandrel holder recesses, a mandrel located in one of said

13. In a machine for manufacturing tubes , the combination recesses, and a pressure device adapted to rest upon the

with a mandrel holder, a frame having a guide plate adja- | material as it is wound upon the mandrel.

cent to said holder , of means for heating said mandrel 27. In a machine for making tubes from sheet material,

holder and said guide plate , a mandrel supported by said the combination with a frame, of a hollow mandrel holder

holder adjacent to one edge of said guide plate , means for having a plurality of longitudinal receses and transverse

feeding sheet material to said mandrel and a pressure de- outlets from the interior to some of said recesses, a pivoted

vice that rests upon the material as it is wound upon the bar that is adapted to swing into and out of one of the

mandrel. mandrel holder recesses , a mandrel located in one of said

14. The combination with a hollow mandrel holder having recesses, a pressure device adapted to rest upon the ma
a plurality of exterior longitudinal recesses of angular terial as it is wound upon the mandrel , and an inclined mica

cross section and having lateral passages between the in- guide attached to the frame adjacent to the front side of the
terior and some of said recesses , of a gas burner in the in- mandrel holder.

terior of said mandrel holder , the supporting frame of said

holder having a guide plate adjacent to the holder and heat- No, 102,682. Insulating Tube and Method of

ed by the gas burner therein , a mandrel located in the
Making the Same.

uppermost recess in the holder , means for feeding sheet

fabric to said mandrel and a pressure device that rests upon
Tubes isolants et méthode de les fabriquer.

the material as it is wound upon the mandrel .

15. In a machine for manufacturing tubes , the combination

with a longitudinally recessed mandrel holder and a frame

in which said holder is supported, of a mandrel freely sup

ported in the holder recess, means for feeding sheet fabric

to said mandrel, a pressure device normally resting freely

upon the material as it is wound upon the mandrel and

means for raising the pressure device when it is desired to

remove the mandrel and a tube formed thereon , said means

comprising a lost motion spring connection .

16. In a machine for manufacturing tubes , the combination

with a cylindrical mandrel , a mandrel holder having a

longitudinal angular recess to receive said mandrel , and a

frame having a guide plate adjacent to said holder , of means

for heating the mandrel holder and guide plate , means for

feeding the sheet material over said guide plate to said

mandrel, and a pressure device the weight of which is sup

ported by said mandrel and the material wound thereon .

17. In a machine for making tubes from sheet material ,

the combination with a mandrel and a mandrel holder , of a

rotatively adjustable pressure device having a plurality of

pressure ribs of different widths .

18. In a machine for making tubes from sheet material ,

the combination with a mandrel and a mandrel holder hay

ing a longitudinal recess V- shape in cross section , of a The Canadian Westinghouse Company, Limited, Hamilton ,

rotatively adjustable pressure device having a plurality of Ontario, Canada, assignee of Emil Haefely, Basle, Swit

ribs the pressure faces of which are of different widths . zerland , 18th December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 2nd Octo

19. In a machine for making tubes from sheet material , ber , 1906. Receipt No. 139,988 .

the combination with a mandrel and a mandrel holder hav Claim.-1. The method of making insulating tubes which

ing a longitudinal recess of V - shape in cross section , of a consists in winding a varnish coated fabric upon a core to

rotatively adjustable pressure device having a plurailty of form a plurality of layers and continuously applying heat

ribs the pressure faces of which are bevelled and of dif and uniform pressure during the winding operation .

ferent widths . 2. The method of making insulating tubes which consists

20. In a machine for making tubes from sheet material , in coating a sheet of fabric with varnish and winding it

the combination with a frame, of a mandrel, a mandrel upon a cylindrical, removable core while heat and uniform

holder, a pressure device and an adjustable compensating pressure are continuously applied.
bar over which the sheet material is fed to the mandrel . 3. The method of making insulating tubes which consists

21. In a machine for making tubes from sheet material , in winding one or more thicknesses of varnish coated sheet

the combination with a frame , of a mandrel , a mandrel material upon a cylindrical core and simultaneously apply

holder, a pressure device , a compensating bar having its ing heat and constant uniform pressure.
ends fastened to the frame in front of the mandrel holder 4. The method of making insulating tubes which consists

and means for raising and lowering the middle portion of in winding a sheet of varnish coated fabric and a superposed

said bar .

22. In a machine for making tubes from sheet material , applying heat and uniform pressure.

layer of mica upon a cylindrical core and simultaneously

the combination with a frame, of a rotatively adjustable

hollow mandrel holder having a plurality of longitudinal, in winding a paper sheet, a coating of varnish and a super

5. The method of makinginsulating tubes which consists

V -shaped recessesand transverse outlets from theinterior posed micasheet upona cylindrical core and simultane

to some of said recesses and a pivoted angle bar that is ously applying heat and a constant , uniform pressure .

adapted to swing into and out of one of the mandrel holder 6. The method of making insulating tubes which consists

recesses .

23. In a machine for making tubes from sheet material , posed mica sheet upon a cylindrical core and applying heat

in winding a paper sheet, a layer of varnish and a super

the combination with a frame, of a hollow mandrel holder and uniform pressure to the wound material until the tube

having a plurality of longitudinal, V -shaped recesses and is completed

transverse outlets from the interior to some of said re 7. An insulating tube composed of concentric layers of

cesses, and a pivoted angle bar that is adapted to swing into paper, varnish and mica solidified by heat and pressure to

and out of one of the mandrel holder recesses .
a substantially homogeneous composition .

24. In a machine for making tubes from sheet material , 8. An insulatingtubecomposed of concentric layers of

the combination with a frame, of a hollow mandrel holder sheet insulation and varnish solidified by heat and pressure

having a plurality of longitudinal recesses and transverse to a substantially homogeneous composition.

outlets from the interior to some of said recesses , and a

pivoted angle bar that is adapted to swing into and out of sheet insulationand varnish which have been solidified and

9. An insulating tubecomposed ofconcentric layers of

one of the mandrel holder recesses . from which all air and moisture have been expelled by heat

25. In a machine for making tubes from sheet material, and pressure,

the combination with a frame, of a hollow mandrel hoider 10. An insulating tube composed of concentric layers of

having a plurality of longitudinal recesses and transverse sheet insulation and varnish solidified andfreed from air

outlets from the interior to some of said recesses, and a and moisture by heat and pressure .

!
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No. 102,683. Transformer Furnace .

Fournaise convertisseur .

generated in the other coil or group of coils magnetically

co-operates with the primary coil for the purpose of reduc

ing the self induction of the transformer furnace.

2. In transformer furnaces of the class described , a device

characterized thereby that two coils or two groups of coils

which are not electrically connected with the primary source

of current but which are in such a way connected with each

other that the electro -motorical powers inducted in the

same counteract each other are placed around the 'traus

former core , of which coils or groups of coils the one

is placed on the leg surrounded by the smelting bath and

the other coil or group of coils on the ieg sirioinde by

h , primry coil .
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No. 102,685 . Measure for Leather.

Mesure pour le cuir.

Fig...

Axel Rudolf Lindblad and Otto Stalhane, Ludvika , Sweden ,

18th December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 13th September,

1906. Receipt No. 139,473 .

Claim . - 1. In transformer furnaces of the class described ,

a transformer core, characterized thereby , that the sheets

of iron or lamelles of which the said core is formed , are

thus arranged, that the leaking lines of force may not be

able to leak out of the iron core without passing across a

smaller or greater number of the sheets or lamelles of iron ,

of which the iron core is composed .

2. In transformer furnaces of the class described, a trans

former core characterized thereby, that the transformer

core is composed of several parts or sections of triangular

or substantially triangular cross section each of which

parts or sections being thus put together with the other

sections and formed of iron sheets or lamelles arranged in

such a way that the sheets or lamelles , of which a certain

section is formed or composed, when all the sections are put

together to form the complete iron core , will be parallel

with or substantially parallel with that side surface of the

said iron core , that is formed bythe same part or section .

3. In transformer furnaces of the class described , a trans

former core characterized thereby, that the transformer

core is composed of several parts or sections of triangular

or substantially triangular cross section, each of which

parts or sections being thus put together with the other

sections and formed of iron sheets or lamelles arranged in

such a way that the sheets or lamelles, of which a certain

section is formed or composed . when all the sections are

put together to form the complete iron core , will be par

allel with or substantially parallel with that side surface

of the said iron core , that is formed by the same part or

section , each section or part being formed with such a cross

section , that when the same are put together to form the

complete iron core passages or canals are formed between

said parts or sections, through which passages or canals a

cooling medium may be led for cooling the transformer core .

mi

Fig. 2 .

Fig. 4 .

/102685
Fig.5.

No. 102,684. Transformer Furnace.

Fournaise convertisseur.

2 2

James Robertson and John S. Delaney, Somerville, Massa

chusetts , U.S.A. , 18th December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed

2nd October, 1906. Receipt No. 139,994 .

Claim.-1 . In an instrument for measuring sheet mater

ial , a frame provided with rigid jaws between which the

material is to be inserted , a curved footpiece eccentrically

pivoted to the upper jaw and extending , normally toward

the lower jaw, a curved plate provided with a scale sup

ported by the frame, a pointer rigid or integral with the

footpiece and serving as an indicator for the scale, means

for pressing the footpiece against a sheet of material placed

between it and the lower jaw , and means for regulating

such pressure of the footpiece.

2. In instrument for measuring sheet material , a

frame provided with rigid jaws between which the material

is to be inserted, a curved footpiece eccentrically pivoted

to the upper jaw and extending normally toward the lower

jaw , a curved plate provided with a scale supported by the

frame, a pointer rigid or integral with the footpiece and

serving as an indicator for the scale , an elbow lever pivot

ally connected with the frame, a link or rod pivotally con

necting one arm of the elbow lever with the footpiece at a

point which is between the curved portion of the footpiece

and its pivot , and means intermediate of said elbow lever

and the frame for holding the footpiece normally down to

ward the lower jaw.

an

5

1

702684
No. 102,686. Cap for Sheet Piling.

E. A. A. Grönwall , A. R. Lindblad and O. Stalhane, 18th
Coffe métallique pour pilon .

December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 13th September, 1906 .

Receipt No. 139,472.
Edward Andrew Bern, Chicago, Illinois , U.S.A. , 18th Decem

ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 17th October, 1906. Receipt
Claim . - 1 . In transformer furnaces, a device characterized

No. 140,377 .

thereby, that two coils or two groups of coils , which are not
Claim.-1. A cap

electrically connected with the primary source of current ,
for sheet metal piling comprising a

but which are in such a way connected with each other that block having recesses on one face on each diameter, each

the electro -motorical powers inducted in the same counter- recess corresponding in shape to the transverse section

act each other are placed around the transformer core in of a pile , and a second block having projections adapted to

such a way that the leaking lines of force generated by the enter the recesses.

transformer core exert an inducting action only in one of 2. A cap for sheet metal piling comprising an upper block

the coils or groups of coils and that the current hereby having recesses on one face corresponding in shape to the
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transverse section of a pile , and a lower block having a

plain face adapted to rest on the pile and provided on its

No. 102,688 . Table Supporting Rack.

Support de table.
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Rinaldo Calbeck , Pratt , Kansas, U.S.A. , 18th December,
1906 ; 6 years. Filed 23rd October, 1906 . Receipt No.

140,537 .

Claim . - 1. A table rack comprising a base , a plurality of

uprights mounted thereon and provided with a plurality of

series of openings in the length thereof, and a plurality

of horizontally arranged supporting rods, pairs of said rods

having the ends threaded into openings of the uprights to

opposite face with projections entering the recesses in the adjustably connect the rods thereto, each pair of the sup
upper block . porting rods having adjacent ends projecting from the up

rights to support a table as specified, the projecting ends

No. 102,687. Internal Combustion Engine.
of one pair of rods extending from a side of the rack

Moteur à combustion interne.

opposite that from which the projecting ends of the ad

jacent pair of rods extend .

2. A table rack comprising a base . a plurality of uprights

mounted thereon and provided with a plurality of series

of openings in the length thereof, a plurality of horizontally

arranged supporting rods . pairs of said rods having the

ends threaded into openings of the uprights to adjustably

connect the rods therewith , each pair of the supporting

rods having adjacent ends projecting from the uprights to

support rods having adjacent ends projerting from the up

rights to support a table as specified the projecting ends

of one pair of rods extending from a side of the rack op

posite that from which the projecting ends of the adjacent

pair of rods extend , and heads an lion to the projecting

ends of the pairs of uprights aforesaid to engage table

parts in the manner specified .

1
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Fig. 7.
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No. 102,689 . Gumming Machine .
Francis W. Brady, Englewood, New Jersey , U.S.A. , 18th

Machine à gommer ,

December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 13th September, 1906 .

Receipt No. 139,489 .

Claim . - 1 . An internal combustion engine having an air

inlet and conduit , a valve controlling the admission of air to

the engine through said conduit , a chamber about the valve

stem , an inlet to said chamber for supplying fluid hydro

carbon thereto, and a duct in the valve stem to connect

the Auid chamber with the air conduit when the valve is

open .

2. An internal combustion engine having an air inlet and

conduit, a valve controlling the admission of air to the

engine through said conduit, a stem on the valve , a bear

ing for said stem , a chamber between the stem and its bear

ing, an inlet to said chamber for supplying fluid hydro

carbon thereto , and ducts in the valve stem to connect

the fluid chamber with the air conduit when the valve is

open.

3. An internal combustion engine having an air inlet and

conduit , a valve controlling the admission of air to the

engine through said conduit, a stem on the valve, a duct in Emil August Claus , Hartford , Connecticut, U.S.A. , 18th De

said stem , a bearing which embraces the valve stem and cember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 30th July, 1906. Receipt

closes the duct when the air valve is closed , and means No. 138,264 .

for supplying a fluid hydro - carbon to said duct .

4. An internal combustion engine having an inlet and
Claim . - 1 . The combination with a blank conveyer , a gum

conduit for air,a valve controlling said conduit,the longi- ming device, andmeansfor bringing saidgumming deviceming mechanism comprising a gum supply device , of a gum

tudinally grooved stem of said valve , and means for sup

plying a volatile liquid to the incoming air at starting to
repeatedly into contact with said supply device and a blank

form an explosive charge, said means comprising a holder on the conveyer , alternately to lay a plurality of gum films

for the volatile liquid , a conduit leading therefrom to the on the same portion of the blank surface.

valve stem , a cock controlling said conduit and a bearing
2. The combination with a blank conveyer, a gumming

about said stem which cuts off theflowof liquid tothe mechanism comprising a gumming device , and means for

air conduit when the air valve is closed . actuating the same for laying a plurality of gum films on

5.An internal combustion ungine having an inlet and each one of the blanks, of a blank retaining device co

conduit for air to the engine, a valve controlling the influx operative with theconveyer and for holding the blanks

ofair, the stemof saidvalve having formed in it an annular thereon during the gumming operation.

chamber 20 within the bearing of the stem, and longitudinal 3. The combination with a blankconveyer, a gumming

grooves22, formingports, a holder13 for a volatile liquid, mechanism comprising agumming roller , andmeans for

a cock 21, in and controlling the flow through saidpipe, tocontact with theblanksthereon, of a blang retaining

said ports being so disposed thattheyare closedwhenthe device co-operativewiththe conveyerand for holding the
air valve is closed and open when said valve is open. blanks thereon during the gumming operation.
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4. The combination with a blank conveyer and a gumming No. 102,690. Governor for Explosion Motors.

mechanism comprising a gum supplying device , of a gum
Régulateur pour moteur à explosion.

ming roller, means for guiding said gumming roller in

parallelism with the conveyer and into contact with the

blanks on the conveyer and a device for holding the blanks

during the gumming operation .

5. The combination with a blank conveyer and a gumming

mechanism comprising a gumming roller, of meas for

bringing said roller into contact with the blanks on the

conveyer, and a friction roller co -operative with the con

veyer and for holding the blanks thereon during the gum

ming operation .

6. The combination with a blank conveyer and a gumming

mechanism comprising a gum reservoir, a bum supplying

roller co -operative therewith , and a gumming roller , of a

cam for bringing said gumming roller into contact with

said supplying roller and the blanks on the conveyer alter

nately .

7. The combination with a blank conveyer and a gumming Paul Daimler, Unterturkheim , Wurtemburg, Germany, 18th

mechanism comprising a gum reservoir , a gum sunnlving

roller and a gumming roller , of a cam for guiding said gum December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 2nd November, 1906 . Re

ming roller in narallelism with the conveyer, and for re ceipt No. 140,852 .

peatedly gumming each blank hereon . Claim . - In an explosion motor of the character described ,

8. The combination with a blank conveyer, a gumming two cylinders, a governor shaft , a governor wheel on the

said shaft between the said cylinders , and a casing surmechanism comprising a gum reservoir and a gum supply

rounding the said wheel , all combined substantially as anding device, and a gumming roller , of a pair of stationary
for the purpose set forth .cams for guiding said gumming roller in parallelism with

the conveyer , and means for actuating said roller .
No. 102,691 . Shocker.

9. The combination with a blank conveyer , a gumming

mechanism comprising a gum reservoir and a gum supply Appareil pour mettre les gerbes en moyette.

ing device , and a gumming roller, of a pair of stationary

cams for guiding said gumming roller in parallelism with

the conveyer, and means for actuating said roller , and a

device for holding the blanks on the conveyer during the

gumming operation . RIFB7

10. In a gumming machine the combination with a gum

reservoir , a gum supplying device and a gumming roller,

of means for bringing said roller into contact with said

supply device and to lay a film of gum substantially on the

entire surface of said gum roller.

11. In a gumming machine the combination with a gum

reservoir , a gum supplying device , and a gumming roll , of

a cam for bringing said roller into contact with said supply

device and to lay a film of gum substantially on the entire

surface of said gumming roller .

12. In a gumming machine the combination with a gum

reservoir and a supply roller , of a yoke mounted for revolu

tion around the reservoir , a gumming roll carried by said Fig.1.

yoke , and means for controlling the movement of the yoke

and for bringing said roll into contact with the supply Alexander Dobson ,' Beaverton, Ontario , Canada, 18th De

roller . cember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 1st June, 1906. Receipt

13. In a gumming machine the combination with a gum No. 136,476 .

reservoir and a supply roller , of a yoke mounted for revo- Claim . - 1 . In a shocker, a frame , a receiving platform

lution around the reservoir , a gumming roll carried by said attached to the frame and extending laterally therefrom

yoke , and a cam for controlling the movement of the yoke underneath the end of the deck of the binder, and means

and for bringing said roll into contact with the supply located on such platform for throwing the sheaves de

roller .
posited thereon outwardly off the platform , as and for the

14. In a gumming machine the combination with a gum purpose specified .

2. In
reservoir and a supply roller , of a pair of yokes mounted a shocker, a frame , a receiving platform attached

for simultaneous revolution around said reservoir , a gum to the frame and extending laterally therefrom underneath

the end of the deck of the binder , and arms extending lat
ming roll carried by said yokes , a pair of stationary cams

erally over the platform and a rod on which the arms arefor controlling the movement of the yokes , and means for
held journalled in suitable bearings in the platform , and

positioning the gumming roll on said yokes .
means for turning the rod , as and for the purpose specified .

15. In a gumming machine the combination with a gum 3. In a shocker, the combination with a frame provided

reservoir and a gum supplying roller , of a pair of yokes with a main receiving patform for discharging the sheaves

inounted for revolutions around said reservoir , a gumming rearwardly , of a supplemental laterally extending platform

roll carried by said yoke, means for controlling the radial designed to receive the sheaves and means for discharging

movement of said yokes , and means for positioning the the sheaves therefrom on to the main receiving platform , as

gumming roller on the yokes . and for the purpose specified .

16. In a gumming machine the combination with a gum 4. In a shocker, the combination with a frame provided

reservoir, a ductor roll , and a transfer roller, of means for with a main receiving platform for discharging the sheaves

positioning said transfer roller relatively to the ductor rearwardly , of the supplemental laterally extending plat

roller , and means for actuating the transfer roller at a form , L- shaped arms designed to receive the sheaves on the

greater circumferential speed than that of the ductor roll . platform , the rod on which the arms are held , suitable

17. In a gumming machine the combination with a pair of bearings for the rod , the short end of the L -shaped arms
being designed, when thrown to the horizontal, to open

supports and a gum reservoir mounted for rotation there
and space between the supplemental platform and the mainin , of a gum supplying device, a gum roll mounted for re

volution around the reservoir , and means for controlling
platform , as and for the purpose specified .

the movement of said roll toward and away from the supply platform and arms located on same, and a rod supporting5. In a shocker , the combination with the supplemental

device .
the arms suitably journalled on the platform, of means

18. In a gumming machine the combination with a gum connected to the knotter shaft for tilting the arms upon

reservoir, a ductor roll rotatable therein , a transfer roller . the discharge of every two sheaves from the binder deck

co -operative with the ductor roll , and means for position- on to the platform , as and for the purpose specified.

ing said transfer roller relatively to the ductor roll, a pair 6. In a shocker, the combination with the supplemental

of yokes mounted for revolution around said reserv platform and arms located on same, and a rod supporting

gumming roll carried by said yokes , and means for posi- the arms suitably journalled on the platform , of a crank

tioning the gumming roll on the yoke . on the end of the rod , a ratchet toothed disc pro

11

MS

a

arm
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vided with two teeth , such disc being secured on a suitable 15. The combination with a frame and the side bars of

shaft journalled in bearings in the frame, a rod provided the frame and desk, and movable frame comprising the side

with projections designed to co -act with the teeth on the bars nd uprights , and cross boards secured to the uprights,

disc and supported in suitable guides at one end and con- of brackets secured to the rear of the top cross boards,

nected to the crank on the rod on the supplemental plat- a jointed bar extending across the deck and designed to

form at the opposite end , and a spring connected to the receive a pair of sheaves, and L -shaped bars pivoted on

end of the crank of the rod journalled in the platform , and the sliding bars and carrying the jointed cross bars and

to the frame, as and for the purpose specified . provided with inclined upper ends , uprights secured to the

7. In a shocker, the combination with a supplemental | uprights nd provided with pins extending to the front of

platform and arms located on same, and a rod supporting the L -shaped bars , a $ and for the purpose specified.

the arms suitably journalled on the platform , of a crank 16. The combination with the frame and platform at the

arm on the end of the rod , a ratchet toothed disc pro- front and the movable frame provided with side bars be

vided with two teeth diametrically located, such disc being ] tween which the sheaves are fed on to the platform , of

secured on a suitable shaft journalled on bearings in the a cross shaft suitably journalled in the frame, arms se

frame, a rod provided with projections designed to co-act cured to the cross shaft and pitmans connecting the arms

with the teeth on the disc and supported in suitable guides to the sides of the movable frame, and means for rocking

at one end and connected to the crank on the rod on the the cross shaft at predetermined intervals, as and for the

supplemental platform at the opposite end , a spring con purpose specified .

nected to the end of the crank of the rod journalled in 17. The combination with the frame and platform at the

the platform , and to the frame, a ratchet wheel secured on front and the movable frame provided with side bars be

the shaft on which the toothed disc is secured , an arm tween which the sheaves are fed and to the platform , of

swung on the said shaft and provided with a pawl co- a cross shaft suitably journalled in the frame , arms secured

acting with the ratchet wheel and a rod connecting such to the cross shaft and pitmans connecting the arms to the

arm to a crank on the knotter shaft of the binder, as and sides of the movable frame , and arms secured to the outer

for the purpose specified. end of the shaft , an upper shaft journalled in bearings in
8. The combination with the frame and the supplemental the longitudinal upper bars at the outside of the frame, a

frame supported at one side of the frame, of the deck or swinging frame journalled thereon , a gear wheel secured

platform located between the side bars of the frame, the to the shaft , a supplemental shaft in the swinging frame ,

jointed bar extending across the deck , and means connected a gear wheel secured to the same , a counter shaft jour

to the ends of the bar for raising the jointed bar upon the nalled in bearings on the upper longitudinal bars, a gear

sheaves being deposited thereupon , as and for the purpose wheel secured on the latter shaft and provided with a long
specified . tooth , an arm secured on the same shaft as the aforesaid

9. The combination with the main frame and the bottom

side bars of the main frame, of the deck located between

gear wheel, and a pitman connecting the arm to the arm on

the cross shaft , and means for throwing the swinging frame

the side bars , the supporting cross bars for the same , and so as to bring the gear wheel and upper shaft of the same

means located on the deck to receive the sheaves near the

head and to tilt them in an upright position preparatory
into engagement with the gear wheel provided with a long

to the sheaves being moved rearwardly , as and for the
tooth , as and for the purpose specified.

18. The combination with the frame and platform at the
purpose specified.

front and the movable frame provided with side bars be
10. The combination with the main frame and the bot

tween which the sheaves are fed on to the platform , of a
tom side bars of the main frame , of the deck located be

cross shaft suitably journalled in the frame, arms secured to
tween the side bars , supporting cross bars for the same ,

the outer end of the shaft , an upper shaft journalled in
the longitudinal guide bars supported on the cross bars at

each side of the deck , the bars supported in the guide bars
bearings in the longitudinal upper bars at the outside of

and having longitudinal movement therein , the upright sup

the frame , a swinging frame journalled thereon , a gear wheel

secured to the shaft , a supplemental shaft in the swinging
porting frame located at the front and suitably secured to

frame, a gear wheel secured to the same , a counter shaft

the adjustable bars , the L-shaped bars pivoted on the

longitudinal bars , the jointed bar extending from the portion
journalled in bearings in the upper longitudinal bars , a gear

wheel secured on the latter shaft and provided with a long
of the L -shaped bars normally horizontally disposed across

the desk, and means for swinging the normally horizontally

tooth , an arm secured on the same shaft as the aforesaid

disposed portion of the L -shaped bars forwardly upon the
gear wheel and a pitman connecting the arm to the arm on

rearward movement of the adjustable frame carried by the
the cross shaft , a depending arm attached Ito the swinging

longitudinally moving bars , as and for the purpose specified.
frame and a spring connected to the lower end of the arm

11. The combination with the main frame and the bottom
and to the frame,and means for controlling the action of

side bars of the main frame, of the deck located between
the swinging frame , as and for the purpose specified .

the side bars , supporting cross bars for the same , the longi
19. The combination with the frame and platform at the

tudinal guide bars supported on the cross bars at each side
front and the movable frame provided with said bars be

of the deck , the bars supported on the guide bars and
tween which the sheaves are fed on to the platform , of a

having longitudinal movement therein , the upright sup
cross shaft suitably journalled in the frame, arms secured

porting frame located at the front and suitably secured to
the cross shaft and pitmans connecting the arms to

the adjustable bars, the L - shaped bars pivoted on longi
the sides of the movable frame , and arms secured to the

tudinal bars, the jointed bar extending from the portion of
outer end of the shaft, an upper shaft journalled in bearings

the L- shaped bars , normally horizontal disposed across the
in the longitudinal upper bars at the outside of the frame.

deck , uprights connected to the bottom side bars and pro
a swinging frame journalled thereon , a gear wheel secured

vided with rollers designed to come in contact with the to the shaft, a supplemental shaft in the swinging frame,

normally disposed upright portions of the L -shaped bars
gear wheel secured to the same, a counter shaft journalled

as they are being carried rearwardly, as and for the pur
in bearings in the upper longitudinalbars, a gear wheel

pose specified . secured on the latter shaft and provided with a long tooth,

12. The combination with the frame and the side bars
an arm secured on the same shaft as the aforesaid gear

of the frame and deck and movable frame comprising the wheel and apitman connectingthe arm to the arm on the

side bars and uprights, and cross boards secured to the cross shaft , a depending arm attached to the swinging

uprights , of brackets secured to the rear of the top cross frame and a spring connected to the lower end of the arm

boards, and means extending across the deck for receiving and to the frame,a longitudinal shaft supported on one of

the sheaf and raising and depositing it in an upright posi- the upper bars outside of the swinging frame, and means

tion between the brackets , as and for the purpose specified. connected to the knotter shaft and to such shaft for im

13. The combination with the frame and the side bars parting a step -by-step movement to such shaft , a double

of the frame and deck and movable frame comprisingthe toothed disc secured on one end of the shaft, an arm pivoted

side bars and uprights , and cross boards secured to the on a suitable bracket on the frame and provided with a

uprights , of brackets secured to the rear of the top cross notch designed to engage with the front end of the swing .

boards, a jointed bar extending across the deck and de- ing frame, and an arm pivoted on the aforesaid bracket

signed to receive a pairof sheaves ,and means for swing and having a notch designed to engage with the rear end of
ing such jointed bar upwardlyto deposit the pair of sheaves the swinging frame, and a flat end designed to be controlled

between the brackets aforesaid , as and for the purpose by the double toothed disc on the end of the shaft operated
specified . from the knotter shaft, as and for the purpose specified .

14. The combination with the frame and the side bars 20. The combination with the frame and platform located

of the frame and deck and movable frame comprising the between thesidebars of the same,andmeans for receiv
side bars and uprights, and cross boards securedto the ing the pair of sheaves ontheplatformand for tilting
uprights , of brackets secured to the rear of the top cross themtowards the front, so as to setsuch pair ofsheaves
boards, a jointedbar extending across the deck and design - upright, and a movablearm for carryingsuchframe forward,
ed to receive apair ofsheaves, and L -shaped bars pivoted of an apron located to the rear of the platform , andmeans
on the sliding bars and carrying the jointed cross bar, as for imparting a movement to the apron, so that the top
and for the purpose specified.

moves rearwardly, as and for the purpose specified

i
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21. The combination with the frame and platform located 33. In a machine of the class described the combination

between the side bars of the same anr means for receiv- with the frame and the rear apron , of an arm journalled

ing the pair of sheaves on the platform and for tilting it on a spindle of the roller of the apron , a ratchet wheel

towards the front, so as to set such pair of sheaves up- secured to the spindle of the roller, a pawl connected to

right, and a movable arm for carrying such frame forward, the arm aforesaid and engaging the ratchet wheel , a bar

of an apron located to the rear of the platform , endless supported in suitable guideways and uprights supported

bands extending rearwardly above the apron from a point on the side bars of the frame and provided with a pin ex

above the platform and located parallel to each other, and tending into the slot in the upper end of the arm , rollers

means for driving such bands, as and for the purpose on the bar, an arm secured to the cross shaft journalled

specified.
in the frame and from which the moving frame is operated ,

22. The combination with the frame and platform located spring arms secured to the longitudinal bars of the out

between the side bars of the same , and means for receiv- side of the frame and provided with pins designed to en

ing the pair of sheaves on the platform and for tilting it gage in a notch in the bar aforesaid, as and for the pur

towards the front so as to set such pair of sheaves up- poso specified .

right, and a movable arm for carrying such arm forward , 34. The combination with the frame , a bar supported in

of endless bands extending parallel rearwardly from a
suitable guideways in the frame, and means for reciprocat

point above the platform and located parallel to each other, ing the bar and driving the apron , of a detent pivoted on

and means for driving such bands , as and for the purpose
the bar and having a suitable stop pin at the front of the

specified.
same and a disc having the spindle thereof journalled in

23. In a machine of the class described the combination suitable brackets in the frame and provided with pins

with the rear apron and rollers thereof, and means for
hewith which detent is designed to contact , as and for

driving one of the rollers , of the upper endless bands and
the purpose specified .

means for driving them from the lower apron , as and for
35. The combination with the frame and a bar supported

the purpose specified.
in suitable guideways in the frame and the rollers on the

24. The combination with the endless bands parallelly bar, an arm secured in the cross shaft and means for us
arranged , and means for feeding the sheaves towardsthe cillating the shaft so as to swing thearmbetween the

rollers , of a counting device for determining the number
spaces between the bands , of toothed wheels secured on

the forward band pulleys , as and for the purpose specified. of sheaves in a shock operated from the bar, as and for
the purpose specified.

25. The combination with the lower apron and rollers
30. The combination with the frame and a bar supported

thereof, and means for driving one of the rollers, of the in suitable guideways in the frameand the rollers on the

upper endless bands parallelly located above the apron and bah, an armsecured in the cross shaft and means for is

means for driving the endless bands from the roller of the cillating the shaft so to swing the arm between the

apron , as and for the purpose specified . rollers, of a disc provided with pins and suitably journalled

26. The combination with the lower apron and rollers and a detent pivoted on the bar designed to co-act with

thereof and means for driving one of the rollers , of the the pins on the disc , as and for the purpose specified .

upper endless bands parallelly located above the apron , 37. The combination with the frame and the bar suit

the belt passing around the wheels carrying the endless ably supported in the frame and means operated by same

bands , suitable pulleys journalled in the frame and roller for determining the number of pairs of sheaves fed rear

of the lower apron , as and for the purpose specified . wardly, of the rollers on the bar and the arm designed to

27. In a device of the class described the combination be swung between the rollers , the spring arms located

with the frameand the front platform suitably held in the above the bar and having laterally projecting pins de
frame, of the apron extending rearwardly from theplatform signed to co -act with the notch in the bar, as andfor the

and carried by rollers suitably journalled in the frame ,
purpose specified.

and means for imparting step -by-step movement to such
38. The combination with the frame and the sliding bar

apron to carry the sheaves rearwardly on the same to form suitably supported in the frame and means for reciprocat

a shock, and means for continually driving such apron af ing the same , of the disc provided with pins and means for

ter the sheaves sufficient to form a shock are located on turning the pins , and a holdfast device designed to co -act

the apron , so as to discharge the shock complete, as and with one of the pins on the disc to hold it in position when

for the purpose specified.
turned, as and for the purpose specified.

39. The combination with the frame, the rear apron , and
28. The combination with the apron extending to the rear

means for imparting a step -by-step movement to the same ,

of the machine , of means for feeding the tops of the

sheaves simultaneously with the butts at the bottom car
of the disc rotatably held on the frame and means for turn

ing the disc at pre -determined intervals , driving mech

ried by the apron, as and for the purpose specified .
anism connecting the main shaft to a cross shaft journalled

29. The combination with the apron and means for driv- in the frame, a retarding device located to the rear of the

ing the same , so as to discharge the bottom of the shock parallelly arranged travelling bands and driving means be

located thereon , of means for discharging the top of the tween the cross shaft and the rotating device, clutch mech

shock simultaneously , and a device located at the rear end anism located on the cross shaft and means interposed be

of the machine and designed to retard the delivery of the tween the disc and the clutch mechanism for throwing such

top of the rear end of the shock and hasten the delivery clutch mechanism into and out of gear to throw in or out

of the top of the front end of the shock more quickly than the driving gear of the retarding mechanism , as and for the

the butt or bottom of the shock at the front ends , as and purpose specified .

for the purpose specified . 40. The combination with the frame, the rear apron and

30. In a machine of the class described the combination means for imparting a step-by-step movement to the same ,
with the frame and the rear apron , of an arm journalled on of the disc rotatably held on the frame and means for turn

a spindle of the roller , a ratchet wheel secured to the ing the disc at pre - determined intervals, driving mechanism

spindle of the roller, a pawl connected to the arm afore- connecting the main shaft to a cross shaft journalled in the

said and engaging the ratchet wheel and means for impart- frame, a retarding device located to the rear of the par

ing rearward and forward throw to the arm , as and for the allelly arranged travelling bands and driving means be
purpose specified. tween the cross shaft and the retarding device , clutch

31. In a machine of the class described the combination mechanism located on the cross shaft , a lever pivoted in

with the frame, and the rear apron , of an arm journalled the frame and connected to the clutch mechanism at one

on a spindle of the roller of the apron , a ratchet wheel end and spring held at the opposite end, a slide bar to which

secured to the spindle of the roller , a pawl connected to such lever is connected provided with a notch , a lever

the arm aforesaid and engaging the ratchet wheel, a bar suitably pivoted and designed to engage with the tooth on
supported in suitable guideways and uprights supported the disc, such lever being spring held in the notch in the

on the side bars of the frame and provided with a pin ex sliding bar, as and for the purpose specified.

tending into the slot in the upper end of the arm and 41. The combination with the frame, the retarding wheel

means for reciprocating said bar, as and for the purpose and shaft carrying the same suitably journalled in the

specified . frame , of the reversely set cone-shaped pulleys provided

32. In a machine of the class described the combination with spiral grooves and secured on suitable cross shafts

with the frame and the rear apron , of an arm , journalled journalled in the frame , driving means connecting one of

on a spindle of the roller of the apron , a ratchet wheel these shafts to the retarding wheel shaft and a rope drive

secured to the spindle of the roller, a pawl connected to
between the cone -shaped pulleys , as and for the purpose

the arm aforesaid and engaging the ratchet wheel, a bar specified.

supported in suitable guideways, and uprights supported
42. The combination with the frame , the retarding wheel

on the side bars of the frame and provided with a pin ex
and shaft carrying the same suitably journalled in the

tending into the slot in the upper end of the arm , rollers frame of the reversely set cone -shaped pulleys provided

on the bar, an arm secured to the cross shaft journalled with spiral grooves and secured on suitable cross shafts

in the frame and from which themoving is operated, as journalledin the frame, driving means connecting one of
and for the purpose specified . these shafts to the retarding wheel shaft , a rope drive be
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tween the cone - shaped pulleys and means for throwing out No. 102,692, Tidal Motor Moteur à marée,

i he drive of the pulleys , as and for the purpose specified .

43. The combination with the frame, the retarding wheel

and shaft carrying the same suitably journalled in the

frame, of the reversely set cone - shaped pulleys provided

with spiral grooves and secured on suitable cross shafts

journalles in the frame, driving means connecting one of

theso shafts to the retarding wheel shaft , a rope drive be

tween the cone - shaped pulleys , means for throwing out the

drive of the pulleys and means for causing the pulleys to

l'otate in the opposite direction after the drive has been

thrown out, as and for the purpose specified .

45. The combination with the frame , the retarding wheel

and shaft carrying the same suitably journalled in
the

frame, of the reversely ' set cone - shaped pulleys provided

with spiral grooves and secured on suitable cross shafts

journalled in the frame, driving means connecting one of

theso shafts to the retarding wheel shaft , a rope drive be

tween cone - shaped pulleys , means for throwing out
the

drive of the pulleys , and a spiral spring connected to the

reas cross shaft and cone -pulley , as and for the purpose

specified .

45. The combination with the cross shaft suitably driven ,

clutch mechanism located thereon and the two reversely Frank Allison Harrison , Sackville , New Brunswick, Canada,

cone -shaped pulleys provided with spiral grooves and the
18th December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 15th December,

drive between the shafts of one pulley and the cross shaft
1906. Receipt No. 131,059 .

containing the clutch mechanism , of the spring actuatec Claim . - 1. In a tidal power apparatus, a power wheel com
lever connected to the clutch at one end, the slide bar to prising a shaft , a frame having radially extending braces

which the lever is connected at the opposite end, the rope rigidly attached to said shaft , paddles hinged to the ex

drive between the cone pulleys provided with a knot, the tremities of said braces, and means for limiting the motion

liver pivoted on the frame and provided with a notch with of said paddles in either direction .
which the knot is designed to co -act , the arm on the pivot 2. In a tidal power apparatus , a horizontal shaft having a

pin of the lever , the slide provided with a pin with which plurality of braces rigidly attached thereto , paddles hinged

the arm is designed to co - act , and means for holding the to the extremities of said braces , and chains connecting the
slide normally rigid , as and for the purpose specified . outer extremities of said paddles .

40. The combination with the cross shaft suitably driven , 3. In a 'tidal power apparatus, a horizontal shaft having a

clutch mechanism located thereon and the tworeversely plurality of radially extending braces rigidly attached

cone -shaped pulleys provided with spiral grooves and the thereto , a plurality of paddles attached to the extremities

drive between the shafts of one pulley and the cross shaft of said braces, stop blocks for limiting the motion of said

containing the clutch mechanism , of the spring actuated paddles in either direction , chains connecting the outer ex

lever connected to the clutch at one end, the slide bar to
tremities of said paddles and means for adjusting said

which the clutch is connected at the opposite end , the rope chains to reverse the direction of rotation of the wheels.

driven between the cone pulleys provided with a knot , the 4. In a tidal power apparatus , a horizontal shaft , a frame

lever pivoted on the frame and provided with a notch with rigidly attached thereto . radially extending paddles hinged

which the knot is designed to co -act, the arm on the pivot to said frame , a chain connecting the outer extremities of

pin of the lever, the slide provided with a pin with which
said paddles, said chain passing over a drum whereby the

the arm is designed to co -act, the disc suitably journalled paddles are adjusted to rotate in either directions ,

on a standard on the frame and provided with a peripheral 5. In a tidal power apparatus , a paddle wheel having a

tooth , a lever pivoted on the standard of the disc and nor plurality of radial paddles hingedly attached thereto, chains

mally engaging the notch in the sliding bar and having the
connecting the outer extremities of said paddles, and means

bottom end located in the path of the tooth of the dise , as
for adjusting the tension of said chains whereby the pad

and for the purpose specified , dles are held in a rigid radial position on entering the

47. The combination with the frame and the apron , pro
water, and in a vertical position on leaving it .

6. In a device of the character described, the combination
vided with a sprocket wheel on one of the rollers , of a

with a pair of anchor floats , of a reversible power wheel
cono pulley suitably secured to the cross shaft and provid

suspended between said floats, said power wheel comprising

ed with a sprocket wheel at one of the ends thereof, a a horizontal shaft , a plurality of braces rigidly attached

sprocket chain connecting the aforesaid sprocket wheels, a thereto, and a plurality of paddles hinged to the extremi
ratchet wheel secured on the shaft of the cone pulley and a

ties of said braces, and means for transferring the power

dog connected to the sprocket wheel on such shaft and de developel by the rotation of said wheel .
signed to engage with the ratchet wheel, as and for the

7. In a device of the character described, the combination
purpose specified ,

with one or more anchor floats, of a power wheel suspended

48. The combination with the frame and the oppositely from said floats, said power wheel comprising a horizontal

set parallel bands suitably driven and held in the frame, of shaft, a plurality of braces attached thereto, and a plurality

the retarding wheel located at the rear end of the bands of paddles hinged to said braces, and means for limiting

and between the same and designed to adjust itself auto- the motion of said paddles .

matically , as and for the purpose specified .

49. The combination with means for feeding the shock No. 102,693. Non - Refillable Bottle.

when completed rearwardly , of a retarding device located Bouteille non réemplissable.
at the rear end of the machine and designed to adjust itself

automatically, as and for the purpose specified .
Frank H. Hubbard , Kokomo, Indiana , U.S.A. , 18th Decem

50. The combination with means for feeding the shock
ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 16th November, 1906. Receipt

when completed rearwardly, of a retarding wheel , a shaft
No. 141,255 .

upon which the same is secured, a cross shaft , arms on the Claim . - 1. A bottle having a tapered neck, a valve seated

cross shaft or on a line with the same carrying the retard- within the neck and provided at one end thereof with a plur

ing wheel shaft , means towards the outer end for support. ality of longitudinally disposed grooves , and a stopper

ing the arms , and a driving means extending from the shaft spaced from the valve and provided with discharge passages

from which one arm is swung on to the shaft upon which to permit the passage of the liquid when the valve is moved

each retarding wheel is located, as and for the purpose to open position ,

specified.
2. A bottle having a tapered neck, 3. valve seated within

51. In a shocker , a retarding wheel located at the dis
the neck and provided at oneend thereof with a concavity

charge end of the machine and designed to come in contact
having a plurality of longitudinal grooves communicating

with theheads of the sheaves of the shock , as and for the
therewith and a stopper spaced from the concaved end of

the valve and provided with a plurality of angularly dis;

purpose specified, posed discharge passages to permitthe passage of the liquid

52. In a shocker, a retarding wheel located at the dis- when the valve is moved to open position .

charge end of the machine and designed to come in contact 3. A bottle having a tapered neck ,a valve seated in the

with the heads of the sheaves of the shock , the peripheral neck and having one endthereof providedwith an enlarged

face of the wheel being of a V- shape in form , as and for head the face of which is formed with a depression and the

the purpose specified . side walls thereof provided with a plurality of longitudi
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nally disposed grooves communicating with said depression , ered on its suction side whereby the current induced by the

and a plug spaced from the valve and rigidly secured to the fan flows over said hood, and a suction pipe leading from a
point exterior to the room or chamber containing the motor

and tapping said hood laterally of the motor, substantially

as described .

3. The combination with an annular fan casing adapted to

be located in an opening in the wall of a room or chamber,

of an electric motor suported by and concentrically with said

fan casing and having a ventilating fan mounted directly on

the armature shaft thereof, a protective hood of less dia

meter than and wholly in rear of said fan covering the sides

and inner end of said motor with its open end adjacent to

the suction side of the fan , the spaces between the open end

of said hood and said fan casing being open whereby the

current induced by the fan flows over said hood , and a suc

tion pipe leading from a point exterior to the room or cham

ber containing the motor and tapping said hood, substan

tially as described .

4. The combination with a ventilating fan and a motor

mounted on the shaft thereof, of a protective device for

said motor comprising a cylindrical member surrounding

the motor, a removable cap or cover closing the end of said

cylindrical member remote from the fan, and an annular

member convergent toward the fan applied to the opposite

end of said cylindrical member, substantially as described .

5. The combination with a ventilating fan and a motor

mounted on the shaft thereof, of a protective device for said

interior walls of the neck, said plug being provided with a
motor comprising a cylindrical member surrounding the

plurality of peripheral angularly disposed discharge pas- same,aremovable cap or cover closing that end of said

sages to permit the passage of the liquid when the valve is cylindrical member which is remote from the fan ,an annular

moved to open position. member secured to the opposite end of said cylindrical mem

4. A bottle having a tapered neck, a valve seated within ber inwardly convergent or flaring towards the fan shaft,

the neck and having a plurality of longitudinal grooves and a suction pipe leading from a point exterior to the room

formed in one end thereof, and a plug spaced from the valve or chamber containing the motor and tapping said cylin

and having a plurality of peripheral ogee discharge passages drical member laterally to thereby induce a cooling current

formed in the walls thereof to permit the passage of the upon the motor, substantially as described .

liquid when the valve is moved to open position . 6. The combination with an electric motor and a ventilat

5. A bottle having a tapered neck, a longitudinally movable ing fan mounted directly on the armature shaft thereof , of

valve seated within the neck and consisting of a shank a protective hood of less diameter than and wholly in rear

provided at one end with a globular terminal adapted to en- of said fan surrounding said motor with its open end ad

gage the walls of said neck and at its opposite end with an jacent to the suction side of the fan , said fan being uncov

enlarged head having aplurality of longitudinally disposed ered on its suction side whereby the current induced by the

grooves formed therein , a plug rigidly secured to the in- fan flows over said hood , a suction pipe leading froma point

terior walls of the neck and arranged inspaced relation to exterior to the room or chamber containing the motor and

the valve, said plugbeingprovided with aplurality of dis - tapping said hood, and a strainer in said suction pipe , sub

charge passages each in the form of an ogee curve to permit stantially as described.

the passage of liquid when the valve is moved to open

position . No. 102,695. Apparatus for Producing Ozone.

Appareil à produire l'ozone.

No. 102,694. Ventilator. Ventilateur.
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Robert A. Ilg, Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. , 18th December, 1906 ;

6 years . Filed 15th October, 1906. Receipt No. 140,322.

Claim .--- 1 . The combination with an electric motor and a

ventilating fan mounted directly on the armature shaft

thereof, cf a protective hood of less diameter than and wholly

in rear of said fan surrounding said motor with its open

end adjacent to the suction side of the fan , said fan being 102695

uncovered on its suction side whereby the current induced

by the fan flows over said hood, and a suction pipe leading

from a point exterior to the room or chamber containing the Alexis Louis Mangin , Hull, Quebec , Canada, 18th December,

motor and tapping said hood, substantially as described.
1906 ; 6 years. Filed 21st February, 1905. Receipt No.

2. The combination with an electric motor and a ventilating
122,723 .

fan mounted directly on the armature shaft thereof, of a Claim.-1 . In an apparatus of the character described , the

protective hood of less diameter than and wholly in rear combination comprising a pair of dielectric plates , an elec

of said fan surrounding said motor with its open end ad- trode of less area than the plates disposed therebetween ,

jacent to the suction side of the fan , said fan being uncov- l insulating members disposed between and around the edges

12-24
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of the plates, an electrical connection to the electrode , a 3. A machine for tarring paper consisting of a tank, a

plurality of electrodes disposed transversely on the outer guide roll having means whereby it is retained below the
faces of the plates , and an electrical connection to the level of the liquid in the tank, a guide roll for directing

other electrodes . the paper web into the tank to said first guide roll , a second

2. In an apparatus of the character described the com- guide roll for causing the paper web to be drawn in a sub

bination comprising a pair of dielectric plates, an electrode stantially vertical line out of the tank , squeeze rolls , a

of less area than the plates provided with a projecting pair of scrapers placed to act upon opposite sides of the

point , means for insulating the plates from each other and | vertically extending portion of the web , and a second

connecting the same together, an electrical connection to scraper placed to act upon the under side of the web before

said projecting point , a plurality of electrodes disposed it passes to the squeeze rolls , substantially as described.

transversely around the plates, and a single electrical con- 4. A machine for preparing tarred paper consisting of a

nection thereto . tank , means for directing a web of paper through liquid in

3. In an apparatus of the character deseribed , the com- said tank, squeeze rolls , means for winding the paper in a

bination comprising a pair of glass plates , means insulating roll after it passes through said squeeze rolls , with means
and securing said plates together, a sheet of metallic gauze for unwinding and subsequently rewinding the freshly

disposed between the plates , an electrical connection to the tarred paper from said first roll , substantially as described.

metallic gauze, a plurality of transversely disposed con

tinuous electrodes disposed around the plates , and a single

connection to said electrodes .
No. 102,697 . Rotary Converter. Convertisseur rotatif.

4. In an apparatus of the character described , the com

bination comprising a pair of glass plates , an electrode of Fig. 1

less area than the plates disposed therebetween , means for

electrically separating the plates and for binding their

edges togetlier, a wire connected to the enclosed electrode ,

a plurality of cut strips of wire gauze disposed continu Tisa

ously around the plates, and a wire connected to the ends

o the wire gauze strips .

5. In an apparatus of the character described , the com .

bination comprising a pair of glass plates, an electrode dis
posed between the plates and terminating short of the

edges thereof and having a projecting point, a wire con

nected to said point , insulating means disposed between the

edges of the plates and adapted to bind said edges together,

outer electrodes of wire gauze disposed on said plates , said

gauze having its wires cut to provide a plurality of points ,

and a wire connected to said outer wire gauze .
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No, 102,696. Paper Tarring Apparatus. John L. Murdock , Bound Brook , New Jersey, U.S.A. , 18th

Appareil à goudronner le papier. December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 19th April , 1906. Receipt
No. 133,064 .

Claim . - 1. The combination of an armature provided with

i plurality of separate windings , means for energizing said

windings in a predetermined successive order , sectors con

1 ° cted respectively with said windings , brushes engaging

said sectors , and wire connections so arranged from said

windings to said sectors that currents through said brushes

shall always flow in the same direction as said armature is

rotated .

2. The combination of an armature provided with a plur

ality of separate windings, a plurality of sectors mounted

upon said armature and connected respectively with said

windings, means for so energizing said windings that said

sectors all attain the same sign upon reaching a predeter

mined point in their revolution, a brush located at this point

and adapted to receive current flowing always in the same

direction , and means for completing the circuit from said

brush to the other windings not directly connected thereto.

3. In a rotary converterthe combination of a field arma

ture provided with a plurality of separate windings, a plur

ality of sectors connected directly with said windings res

pectively and energized thereby, a plurality of other sectors
connected with said armature and each in electrical com.

munication with one of said first -mentioned sectors disposed

diametrically opposite thereto, a brush engaging said first

mentioned sectors, another brush engaging said second-men

tioned sectors , and means for energizing said windings,

4. The combination of a revoluble armature provided with

a plurality of windings, means for energizing said windings

successively in diiïerent phase, a plurality of positive sectors

102696
connected directly with said windings, each sector being con

nected with a particular winding, a plurality of negative
Arthur Edward Millington , Espanola , Ontario , Canada , 18th sectors each in communication with a positive sector, said

December , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 18th July, 1906. Receipt negative sectors each being diametrically opposite the posi
No. 137,948. tive sector connected therewith, a brush adapted to engage

Claim . - 1 . The process of preparing tarred paper, which said positive sectors , another brush adapted to engage said

consists in passing a continuous web of paper through a negative sectors, said brushes being disposed adjacent to

body of tar, subjecting the coated paper to relatively high each other , and means for so energizing said windings in

pressure to force the tar into and through the fiibers of the such phase that the positive sectors are energized at the
same, winding said paper in a roll , then unwinding the instant when in contact with their brush, the negative sec

paper so that it is exposed to the air and finally rewinding tors being likewise energized at he instant whenthey are
said paper , substantially as described. in contact with their brush .

2. In a machine for tarring paper, the combination of a 5. The combination with a revoluble armature provided

tank , a guide roll in said tank, means for directing a paper with windings, sectors connected with said windings,brushes

web into the tank to said guide roll ,and means for direct- engaging sail sectors , and means for so energizing said wind

ing the web in a substantially vertical line from said guide ings that the latter become neutralat the instant when said

roll out ofthe tank, a scraper or scrapersplaced toengage brushes leave said sectors connected with said windings.

the vertical part of the web after it emerges from the liquid 6. In a three -phase rotary converter the combination of

in the tank, with squeeze rolls placed to engage the paper threewindings,three sectors connected therewith, each of
web after it has passed said scraper or scrapers, substanti- said sectorsrepresenting approximately 120 degrees of
ally as described . circle , and a brush having a width representing approxi.

1
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mately 60 degrees of a circle , said brush being adapted to 3. A bottle closure comprising a disc adapted to enter

rest throughout its entire length upon one or more of the the mouth of a bottle and a sheet secured to the disc at a

sectors . distance from the latter and adapted to cover the mouth of

7. In a rotary converter the combination of a field , an the bottle .

armture revoluble in relation thereto , said armature being 4. A bottle closure comprising a disc adapted to enter the

built up of a plurality of separate windings , a plurality of mouth of the bottle , a sheet seoured to the disc at a dis

sectors connected with said windings and built up into tance from the latter and adapted to cover the mouth of

separate rings , one of said rings being always positive at the bottle , and a third disc between the first two and of a

a predetermined point relative to the horizon, the other of smaller diameter than either .

said rings being always negative at a predetermined point 5. A closure for open -mouthed receptacles comprising a

relative to the horizon , andbrushes engaging said positive sheet adapted to project over the mouth of a receptacle,

and negative portions of said rings. and a disc of smaller diameter than the sheet separated

from the latter to provide a space therebetween , and adapt

No. 102,698. Flash Sign. Signal lumineur .
to enter the mouth of the receptacle.

6. A milk bottle closure comprising a pair of discs , one

located above the other, the upper one being of larger

diameter than the lower , a third disc located between the

other two and of smaller diameter than either, and a strip

of flexible material secured to the bottom of the lower

disc and adapted to project beyond the upper disc .

7. A bottle closure comprising two discs suitably con

nected and free of each other at their edges .

8. A bottle closure coinprising two discs having separate

and free edges, and means for holding said edges at a dis

tanca from each other .

9. A bottle closure comprising two discs centrally con

nected and the edges thereof being free and separable.

10. A bottle closure comprising two substantially parallel

discs of different diameters and means for holding the edges

thereof at a distance from each other.

11. A closure for milk bottles comprising two individual

parts connected together , one of said parts fitting into the

neck of the bottle and the other over the mouth of the

bottle.

12. A bottle closure comprising a disc adapted to enter

the mouth of the bottle and a disc adapted to cover said
John S. Nesbitt , Victoria , British Columbia , Canada , 18th mouth , said discs being connected substantially at their

December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 5th September, 1906 . central portions only.

Receipt No. 139,262 .
13. A closure for open -mouthed receptacles comprising a

Claim .-- 1 . In a flash sign , a general letter frame trough- sheet adapted to project over and cover the mouth of a

shaped in cross section the outline of which frame includes receptacle and a disc of smaller diameter than the sheet

within it the several letters or figures for which the sign adapted to enter the mouth of the receptacle , said disc and

is designed, partitions dividing this frame at the position of sheet being suitably connected together and separated from

variation of the several letters and means for inserting an each other at their edges.

illuminant in the several sections . 14. A closure for bottles having an annular groove or re

2. In a flash sign , a general letter frame trough -shaped in cess in its neck portion , which comprises two circular parts

cross section the outline of which frame includes within it suitably connected together , one of which parts has its edge

the several letters or figures for which the sign is designed, portior fitting in said annular groove or recess and the

partitions dividing this frame at the position of variation other of which projects over the mouth of the bottle and
of the several letters , and sockets for the reception of lamp serves as a hand hold for removing the closure from the

bulbs in the several sections of the letter frame so divided. bottle .

3. In a flash sign , a general letter frame trough - shaped in

cross section the outline of which frame includes within it No. 102,700. Bottle . Bouteille.

the several letters which the sign is designed to display, par

titions at the positions of variation of the several letters , a

cover plate over certain of the sections which plate is sten
cil -cut to show certain letters or figures, and sockets in the

several sections for the reception of electric light bulbs.

4. In a flash sign , the sign frame 2 and 3 , the letter frame

6 secured to the face of 3, the partitions 7 dividing the let

ter frame into the sections 8 , 9, 10 , 11 , 12 , 13 , 14 and 15, the

hinged cover plate over the section 9 which plate is stencil

cut with a C and the lamp bulb sockets 4 in the several sec
tions.
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No. 102,699. Bottle Closure .

Fermerture pour bouteilles .
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Robert Pitt , Pinetops , North Carolina , U.S.A. , 18th Decem

ber , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 8th October, 1906. Receipt No.

140,151 .

Claim .-1. In a bottle or similar receptacle of the class

described the combination of a body section formed with a

plurality of separate compartments, an outlet section pro

vided with a central passage and also with a laterally ex

tending outlet passage communicating therewith , a rod

Henry A. Olsson, New York City, New York, U.S.A. , 18th pivotally connecting the two sections to admit of the outlet
December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 15th November , 1906 . passage being turned into registry with any one of the

Receipt No. 141,218 . before -mentioned separate compartments in the body sec
Claim .-1 . A bottle closure comprising two discs and tion . the said rod being disposed in alignment with the

means for holding them at a distance from each other , the before -mentioned central passage in the outlet section and
disc being separated from each other at their edge where- being screwed into the body section , the head of the rod

by a marginal space is afforded when the closure is in posi- engaging with the bottom of the central passage so as to be
tion . readily accessible through the same .

2. A bottle closure comprising two discs of different 2. In a bottle or similar receptacle of the class described

diameters, and means for holding them at a distance from the combination of a body section formed with a plurality
each other and affording a space between them , said means of separate compartments , an outlet section provided with

comprising a disc of the same shape as the first -mentioned a central passage and also with a laterally extending outlet

discs , but of smaller diameter. passage communicating therewith , a washer interposed be
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antween the two members and provided with opening being secured to the piston rod adjacent to each side of said

adapted to register with the before -mentioned outlet pass- piston whereby when said piston rod is receprocated said

age, and a rod pivotally connecting the two sections and pairs of cylinders will be alternately opened and closed

admitting of the outlet passage being turned into registry thereby pumping air to a suitable storage receptacle or re

with any one of the separate compartments in the body servoir, à valved inlet pipe, and a valve discharge pipe ar
section , the said rod being disposing in alignment with ranged in each head of said cylinder whereby the admission

the before -mentioned central opening in the outlet section and discharge of air to and from said pumping cylinders will
and being screwed into the body section , the head of the be automatically controlled , an air conduit connecting said

rod engaging with the bottom of the central passage and discharge pipes and a manually operated cut - off valve ar

being readily accessible therethrough . ranged in said conduit whereby the air may be held in said

3. In a bottle or similar receptacle of the class described ) cylinders , substantially as and for the purposes described.

the combination of a body section . a plurality of separate

receptacles fitting removably within the body section , and No. 102,702, Trolley. Trollé.

an outlet section loosely connected to the body section and

provided with an outlet passage , the said outlet section

being movable to enable the outlet passage therein to be

drawn into communication with any one of the before

mentioned removable receptacles within the body section .

4. In a bottle or similar receptacle of the class described

the combination of a body section , a plurality of separate

receptacles arranged therein . an annular ring surrounding

the separate receptacles and holding them against move

ment within the body section , and an outlet section applied

to the body section and provided with an outlet passage .

the said outlet section being adjustable to throw the out

let passage into registry with a selected one of the before .

mentioned receptacles.
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No. 102,701 . Engine and Air Compressor,

Moteur et machine à compression pour l'air.
i
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John Henry Walker , Lexington , Kentucky, U.S.A. , 18th De

cember, 1906 ; 6 years Filed 26th March, 1906. Receipt

No. 134,293.

Claim . - 1 . The combination substantially as herein des

cribed, of the harp having the upper prongs provided with

the inwardly projecting stiffening flanges, and the lower

prongs inclining inwardly toward each other, below the up

per prongs , the conduit leads held at their upper ends to the

harp and extending thence downwardly and fitting against

the inner sides of the upper prongs beneath the stiffening

flanges and merging at their lower ends in a terminal rest

ing upon the lower prongs, the said conduit leads being pro

vided at their upper ends with bosses fitting within openings

in the harp , and provided in their inner faces with recesses,

the wheel and its shaft and rockers fitting on the shaft and

within the recesses in the conduit leads, the abutting faces

of the rockers and the base walls of said recesses being

concavo - convex, all substantially as and for the purposes

set forth .

Daniel Schiffbauer, Stauffer, Pennsylvania , U.S.A., 18th De

2. The combination with the harp, the trolley wheel and its

cember, 1906; 6 years . Filed 24th April,1906. Receipt shaft, of rockers on the shaft and forming bearings between

No. 135,221 .

the harp and the wheel , substantially as set forth .

3. The combination with the harp , the trolley wheel and its

Claim . - 1 . In a combined engine and air compressor, in shaft supported in the harp , of rockers on the shaft between

combination with an engine cylinder havinig an inwardly the wheel and the harp, concavo -convex bearings being pro

extending cylinder at one end, a piston operating in the en- vided between the rocker and the harp , substantially as set

gine cylinder and having a piston rod, cylinders in the engine forth .

cylinder sceured to the piston rod movable with the piston, 4. The combination of the harp , the wheel , its shaft , the

and having slidable telescopic connections with the first- washers fitting against the ends of the wheel hub , and the

named interior cylinders , a valve to admit aid to the tele rockers interposed between said washers and the harp , sub

scopically disposed cylinder, and an air duct leading from stantially as set forth.
said telescopically disposed cylinders , and having a valve, 5. The combination with the harp , the wheel , its shaft,

substantially as described . and the rockers on the shaft , of the washers between the

2. In a combined engine and air compressor the combina

tion with the cylinder , of a piston rod slidably mounted interlocking with the harp ,whereby to prevent the turning

rockers and the wheel, and provided with projecting lugs

therein , a piston fixed on said rod, a pumping mechanism ar
of the washers, substantially as set forth .

ranged in said cylinder, said pumping mechanism consisting 6. The combination of the harp , the conduit leads having

of a pair of hollow telescoping cylinders arranged on each bosses held to the harp, and provided with bearings for the

side of said piston, one member of each of said pairs of wheel shaft, and the wheel and its shaft , substantially as set

cylinders being secured to the inner wall of one of the forth.

cylinder heads and the other member of each of said pairs 7. The combination of the harp provided with apertures,

being secured to the piston rods adjacent to each side of said the conduit leads having bosses fitting and held in said aper:

piston whereby whensaid piston rodisreciprocated said tures and provided in their inner faceswith recesses, the

pairs of cylinders will be alternately opened and closed base walls of which are provided with openings fora shaft,
thereby pumping air to a suitable storage receptacle or re- the wheel having its shaft fitting in said openings, the wash

servoir, a valved inlet pipe, and a valved discharge pipe ar- ers abutting against the ends of the wheel,and the rockers

ranged in each head of said cylinder whereby the admission in the said recesses and bearing between the base walls

and discharge of air to and from said pumping cylinders will thereof and the said washers, substantially as set forth .

be automatically controlled, substantially as described. 8. The combination of the harp having the upper prongs

3.In a combined engine and air compressor the combina- provided with inwardly projecting stiffening flanges,and with
tion with the cylinder , of a piston rod slidably mounted the lower prongs extending below said upper prongs, the

therein , a piston fixed on said rod, a pumping mcehanism

consisting of apair of hollow telescopingcylindersarranged tending downwardly beneath the stiffening flanges of the

conduit leads held at theirupper ends to the harp and ex

on each side of said piston , onemember of each of said pairs upperprongs, and provided at their lower ends with the
of cylinders beingsecuredto the inner wall of one of the terminal supported upon the lower prongs, substantially as
cylinder heads and the other member of each of said pairs ' set forth ,
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9. The combination of the harp having upper and lower No. 102,704. Massage Vibrator.

prongs , and the conduit leads extending along side the upper Vibrateur pour massage .
prongs and braced against upward movement by said upper

prongs and aga'nst downward movement by the lower prongs,

substantially as set forth .

10. A trolley harp having upper and lower prongs and

conduit leads extending beneath the lower and upper

prongs, the upper prongs having portions overlying the

conduit leads , and the lower prongs having portions under

lying the said leads , substantially as set forth.

11. The combination of the harp having the upper prongs

provided with the inwardly projecting stiffening flanges,

and the lower prongc inclining inwardly toward their lower

ends below the said upper prongs, and the conduit leads

extending along side the upper prong and bearing beneath

the stiffening flanges and provided at their lower ends with

tho terminal resting upon the lower prongs.

12. The combination of the harp having opposite aper

tures, the conduit leads having bosses fitting in the oppo

site apertures , and provided in the inner faces of said

bosses with recesses, the rockers fitting in said recesses,

the wheel , its shaft held in the said bosses of the leads ,

and extending through the rockers , and the washers bear

ing between the rockers and the wheel hub .

13. The combination with the harp having openings and

the conduit leads having bosses fitting in said openings , and Edmund Hugh Pryce and De Witt Clinton Conkling, Hoboken ,

tho wheel and its shaft supported in said bosses, of means New Jersey , U.S.A. , 25th December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed

on the harp for preventing upward and downward move
30th August , 1906. Receipt No. 139,094 .

ment of the leads, whereby to prevent any rotation of the
Claim.-1. A duplex massage vibrator consisting of the

bosses within the openings in the harp .
combination of a pair of magnets , an armature common

14. The combination of the pole , the harp having a shank
fitting within the upper end of the pole, a reinforceband thereto, a circuit interrupter vibratory with said armature

fitting around the upper end of the pole, and a screw for. for closing and breaking the circuits of saidmagnets alter

securing said band on the pole , and the harp shank within
nately, and massage cushions actuated by said armature.

the pole .
2. A duplex massage vibrator consisting of the combina

15. The combination of the pole , the harp having upper tion of a casing, a magnet attached to one side thereof and

and lower prongs and a shank fitting within the upper end
located inside thereof, a second magnet in said casing and

of the pole , the reinforce band fitting over the pole and having its poles facing those of the first magnet, a vibratory

having means engaging with the lower end of the harp , and
armature between the magnets for being attracted first to

devices for securing the said reinforce band.
the one and then to the other magnet , a flexible interrupter,

a post on the armature attached to said interrupter, a ter

No. 102,703. Bathometer. Instrument de sondage. minal in the path of said interrupter and connecting with

one magnet, a second terminal on the other side of said in

terrupter from the first -named terminal and also in the path

of said interrupter and connecting with the other magnet, a

handle for the massage vibrator, a push button thereon, and

in a normally open circuit with both magnets, and massage

cushions actuated by said armature .

3. In a duplex massage vibrator the combination of an

armature , magnets for vibrating the same, rods extending

laterally of said armature , a percussion cushion for being

attached to said rods, and means by which a friction cushion

may be attached to the reciprocating end of said armature .
4. In a duplex massage vibrator the combination of

cushion . a magnet for causing it to move one way, and an

other magnet for causing it to move the other way.

5. In a duplex massage vibrator the combination of mag

nets facing each other, a vibratory armature between the

Eben S. Wheeler, Detroit, Michigan , U.S.A., 18th December, : by said armature .
same and vibrated thereby, and a massage cushion carried

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 1st October, 1906 . Receipt No.

139,933 .
6. The combination of a bowl , a diaphragm therein, to act

as a pneumatic massage cushion, and an electro-magnetic

Claim . - 1. In a bathometer in combination with an open
device for causing said diaphragm to pulsate , to produce al

ended tube , a flexible tubular guard terminal thereto , a
ternate suctions and pressures upon any part of the human

check valve at the junction of the tube and guard , and
body.

means for supplying air to said tube, substantially as des
7. In a duplex massage vibrator the combination of an ar

cribed.

2. In a bathometer in combination with an air containing plane poles facing opposite sides of said armature, the plane
mature vibratory about one end of itself, magnets having

tube , an indicator connected thereto at the upper end ,
surfaces of said magnets radiating from about the same

for furnishing a continuous supply of air under
center of vibration as that of the armature for ensuring

pressure to the tube at its upper end, means for preventing actual contact of the armature with said poles when at
an inflow of water into said tube at its lower end , a flexible

tracted by the respective magnets , means for causing said

tubular guard extending said tube below the means for pre
magnets to alternately attract said armature, and massage

venting an inflow of water, substantially as described .
cushions actuated by said armature .

3. In a bathometer in combination with a tube , means for 8. In a duplex massage vibrator the combination of

supplying air under pressure to the upper end of said tube ,
vibratory armature , a rod passing through the same , a pin

means whereby the air may escape from the lower end of
holding said rod fast to said armature , and massage cushions

said tube , a check valve opening outwardly to prevent

water frim entering said tube at its lower end, and a guard

attachable to the outer ends of said rod .

of flexible materialextending beyond the check valve , sub- !

stantially as described. No. 102,705. Gas Chandelier. Chandelier à gaz.

4. In combination with a bathometer tube, an armor for William E. Cotton and Levi C. Moore, co -inventors, both of

the lower end thereof , consisting of short pieces of tubular

material threaded on said tube, substantially as described. |
Kansas City, Missouri, U.S.A. , 25th December, 1906 ; 6

5. In a bathometer in combination with a tube provided
years . Filed 29th August, 1906. Receipt No. 139,067 .

with means for the introduction of air thereinto at one end Claim.-1. In an extension gas chandelier the combination

and for the escape of air therefrom at the other end, a of an outer fixed pipe having an internal annular shoulder

flexible terminal guarding the escape end of said tube, ' near its lower end , an inner pipe slidably fitted in the outer

means to prevent the entrance of water into said tube , said pipe and having an external annular shoulder extending to

means being located at the junction of the flexible terminal the wall of the outer pipe , a cushion on the internal annular

and the main tube , and an indicator adapted to indicate the shoulder of the inner pipe arranged to receive the impact

pressure of air in said tube , substantially as described. of the external shoulder on the inner pipe , a longitudinally
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movable cup mounted on the end of the outer pipe and en- part thereof, wings or blades carried by , and radially ex

circling the inner pipe, means for moving said cup longi- I tended from . said body and edgewise bearing against the

| working chamber wall, a reversible cylindrical inlet valve.

rotary cut - off valves , and reversible exhaust valves fitted

for their movements in the respective bores therefor , and

means for imparting continuous rotary motions to said cut

off valves .

9. In a reversible rotary steam engine , an engine body

having a cylindrical working chamber, and having outward

ly therefrom an intermediately located cylindrical inlet

valve bore , cylindrical cut- off valve bores separated from

and at opposite sides of the inlet valye bore , and oppo

sitely located exhaust valve bores separated from the cut

off valve bores and further from the inlet valve bore , all

said bores being in axial parallelism with the working

cylindrical chamber , and said engine body having an inlet

opening leading to the inlet valve bore , a pair of oppositely

located steam ways leading from such bore to the cut - off

valvo bores, ways leading from the latter hores into the

working chamber at opposite sides of its median line , such

ways having branched passages leading to the exhaust

vvalve bores , and exhaust outlets leading from the exhaust

valve bores , and cylindrical rotatable body eccentrically

mounted within the working chamber , peripherally in con

tudinally of the pipes, and an elastic ring inclosed within tact with one side of the chamber wall, having outwardly

said cup bearing against the end of the outer pipe and ar- opening blade pockets, and having a main shaft as part

ranged to frictionally embrace the inner pipe and hold the thereof, blades carried by said body inwardly and outwardly

two pipes in their relative adjustment. movable in the pockets therein , and springs having outward

2. A pair of pipes fitting telescopically together , a cup ly forcing actions against said blades, a rotatively reversible

fitting upon and having a sliding relation with the inner one cylindrical inlet valve , rotary cut -off valves , and rotatively

and longitudinally adjustable on one end of the outer one, reversible exhaust valves , fitted for their movements in the

a combined gasket and clamp ring fitting between the cup respective bores therefor , and means for imparting rotary

and the outer pipe and externally embracing the inner pipe, motions to said cut- off valve .

a lever suitably supported to prevent downward movement 3. In a reversible rotary steam engine, an engine body

of the cup , and means for imparting vertical movement to having a cylindrical working chamber, and having outward

said lever to press the cup upward or leave it free to move ly therefrom an intermediately located cylindrical inlet

downward . valvo bore , cylindrical cut - off valve bores separated from

3. An extension gas chandelier , comprising a pair of pipes and at opposite sides of the inlet valve bore , and oppositely
fitting telescopically together, a cup adjustable longitudin- located! exhaust valve bores separated from the cut- off

ally of the outer pipe, a combined gasket and clamp ring valvo bores , and further from the inlet valve bore, all said
fitting between the cup and the outer pipe and externally bores being in axial parallelism with the working cylindri
embracing the inner pipe, a lever supported from the outer cal chamber , and said engine body having an inlet opening

pipe and pivotally movable only and having one end under- leading to the inlet valve bore, a pair of oppositely located
lying the cup and its opposite end provided with a threaded steam ways leading from such bore to the cut - off valve
passage, a rod having threads engaging said threaded pass- bores, ways leading from the latter bores into the working

age , and means rigid with said outer pipe affording a bear- Chamber at opposite sides of its mediar line , such ways

ing for the upper end of said rod . having branched passages leading to the exhaust valve

bores, and exhaust passages leading from the exhaust valve

bores , a
ino . 102,706. Rotary Steam Engine .

cylindrical rotatable body mounted within the

working chamber and having the engine shaft as part

Machine rotative à vapeur.
thereof , wings or blades carried by, and radially extended

from , said body and edgewise bearing against the working

chamber wall, a reversible cylindrical inlet valve , rotary

cut -off valves , and reversible exhaust valves fitted for their

movements in the respective bores therefor , said inlet and

( " ut - off valves having reversed or slabbed formations at

their opposite sides , and said exhaust valves recessed or

slabbed formations at one side only, a gear wheel on the

engino shaft , and gear wheels on the cut -off valves with

which the first - named gear is in mesh .

4. In a reversible rotary steam engine, an engine body

having a cylindrical working chamber, and having outward

ly therefrom an intermediately located cylindrical inlet

valve bore , cylindrical cut - off valve bores separated from

and at opposite sides of the inlet valve bore, and oppositely

located exhaust valve bores separated from the cut -off

valvo bores , and further from the inlet valve bore , all said

bores being in axial parallelism with the working cylindri

cal chamber , and said engine body having an inlet opening

leading to the inlet valve bore, a pair of oppositely located
Joseph Hilaire Daniel Beaucage, Pittsfield , Massachusetts , steam, ways leading from such bore to the cut-off valve

U.S.A., 25th December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 31st October, bores, and ways leading from the latter bores into the

1906. Receipt No. 140,800.
working chamber at opposite sides of its median line, such

Claim .—1. In a reversible rotary steam engine, an engine valve bores, and exhaust outlets leading from the exhaust
ways having branched passages leading to

the exhaust

body having a cylindrical working chamber, and having out - valve bores, a cylindrical rotatable body mounted within

wardly therefrom and within such body an interminately the working chamber and having a
inain shaft as part

located cylindrical inlet valve bore, cylindrical cut -off-valve thereor, wings or blades carried by, and radially extended

bores separated from and at opposite sides of the inlet from said body and edgewise bearing against the working

valve bore, and oppositelylocatedexhaust valvebores sep- chamber wall, areversible cylindrical inlet valve. rotary

arated from the cut-off valve bores, and further from the cut- off valves, and reversible exhaust valves fitted for their

inlet valve bore, allsaid bores being in axial parallelism movements in the respective bores therefor, aleverhaving

with the working cylindrical chamber, and said engine body a handle connected tothe inlet valve, levers connected to

having an inletopening leading to the inlet valve bore,a the exhaust valves, links connecting said exhaustvalve

pairof oppositelylocated steam ways leading from such leverswiththeinlet valve lever, and means for imparting

bore to the cut-off valve bores, and ways leading from the continuous rotary movements to the cut-off valves .
latter bores into the working chamber at opposite sides of 5. In areversible rotary steam engine, an engine body

its median line, such ways having branched passages leading having a cylindrical working chamber,and having outward:

to the exhaust valve bores, and exhaust outlets leadingfrom lytherefroman intermediately located cylindrical inlet

the exhaust valve bores, a cylindrical rotatable body mount- valvebore, cylindrical cut-off valve boresseparated from

edwithin the working chamber and having a main shaft as I and at opposite sides of the inlet valve bore , and oppo
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sitely located exhaust valve bores separated from the cut- No. 102,708. Denture. Denture.

off valve bores , and further from the inlet valve bore, all

said bores being in axial perallelism with the working

cylindrical chamber, and said engine body having an inlet

opening leading to the inlet valve bore , a pair of oppositely

located steam ways leading from such bore to the cut- off

valve bores , and ways leading from the latter bores into

the working chamber at opposite sides of its median line ,

such ways having branched passages leading to the exhaust

valve bores, and exhaust outlets leading from the exhaust

valve bores , a cylindrical rotatable body mounted within

the working chamber and having a main shaft as part

thereoi , wings or blades carried by , and radially extended

therefrom , said body and edgewise bearing against the work

ing chamber wall, a revedsible cylindrical inlet valve , rotary

cut -off valves , and reversible exhaust valves fitted for their

movements in the respective bores therefor, a lever having a

handle , connected to the inlet valve , levers connected to

the exhahst valves having a pointer , links connecting said

exhaust valve levers with the inlet valve lever, reversely

pointing motion indicating arrows on the face of the engine

body adjacent the inlet valve and in relation to either of

which said pointer may be positioned and means for im

parting continuous rotary movements to the cut-off valves. Robert Meade Craig, Dennison , Ohio, U.S.A. , 25th Decem

6. In a reversible rotary steam engine , an engine body
ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th August , 1906 . Receipt

having a cylindrical working chamber, having thereabove
No. 138,986 .

a steam chamber and therebelow an exhaust way, a passage Claim . - 1 . A denture comprising a porcelain having its

leading from the top of the body to said steam chamber, an posterior portion formed into a dove - tail , a backing having

intermediately located cylindrical inlet valve bore below a recess shaped to fit the dove - tail , and a locking device for

the steam chamber, cylindrical cut - off valve bores separated the backing.

from and at opposite sides of the inlet valve bore , and oppo- 2. In a denture , a porcelain having its body portion dove

sitely located exhaust valve bores separated from the cut- tail in cross section , being 'widest at the rear, forming

off valve bores , and further from the inlett valve bore , all thereby occlusal edges and occlusal surfaces , a backing

said bores being in axial parallelism with the working cylin- also anteriorly dove-tail in cross section, which backing

drical chamber, and said body having an opening leading fits close to the said occlusal surfaces and against said

vertically from the steam chamber to the inlet valve bore , a occlusal edges , and a locking device for the backing.

pair of oppositely located steam ways leading from such 3. In a denture, a porcelain provided with a posterior

bore to the cut -off valve bores, and T - shaped ways connect- portion dove- tail in cross section , the anterior portion of

ing the latter bores with the working chamber and connect- tho said porcelain extending beyond the side faces of the

ing the latter chamber with the exhaust valve bores , and posterior portion of the procelain , one of said side faces

having curved exhaust outlets leading within the engine having a recess therein, and a backing dove - tail in cross

body from the exhaust valve bores , downwardly and towards section , which backing conforms strictly to the contour of

each other and connecting withsaid exhaust way, a cylin- the posterior portion of the porcelain and adheres closely

drical rotatable body mounted within the working chamber thereto, the side members of the said backing engaging

and having a main shaft as part thereof, wings or blades with the shoulders formed by the extension of the anterior

carried by and radially extended from said body and edge- portion of the porcelain beyond the sides of its posterior

wise bearing against the working chamberwall,a reversible portion, oneof the side members of the backing having an

cylindrical inlet valve,rotary cut -off valves, and reversible opening therein adapted to register with the recess in the

exhaust valves fitted for their movements in the respective porcelain , and a key passed through said opening into said

bores therefor , a gear wheel on the engine shaft and gear
recess.

wheels in mesh therewith on the cut - off valves, a lever con

nected to the inlet valve, levers connected to the oppositely No. 102,709. Dental Expander or Dilator.

located exhaust valves , and links connecting said exhaust Dilatateur dental.

valve levers with the inlet valves.

No. 102,707. Burial Casket. Cercueil .
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Albert Belair , Ahuntsic , Quebec , Canada , 25th December ,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 27th November, 1906 Receipt No.

141,581 .

Claim.-1 . In a device of the character described, a casket

in combination with an insertible tray, and a grill disposed

in the tray.

2. In a device of the character described , a casket in com

bination with an insertible tray , a removable grill disposed

in the tray, and a body of absorbent matter disposed under Cleveland G. Davis , Manistee, Michigan , U.S.A., 25th Decem

the grill . ber , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 20th August, 1906 . Receipt

3. In a device of the character described , a casket having No. 138,835.

a removable end wall , in combination with an insertible Claim . - 1 . The combination with the expansible bow , of

tray and a grill disposed in the tray .
the teeth or gums engaging hooks pivoted to the ends of

4. In a device of the character described, a casket , an in the bows, and rubber tubing covering the hooks.

sertible tray disposed in the casket , a removable grill dis- 2. The combination with the expansible bow , of the eeth

posed in the tray, a body of absorbent matter disposed under or gums engaging hooks pivoted on the free ends of the

the grill , and said casket being provided with a removable bow and a lip rest and dilator frictionally engaging the

end wall to permit the removal of the tray . base of the hooks.
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3. The combination with an expansible bow , of hooks No. 102,712. Lamp Lighter and Extinguisher.
pivoted on the free ends of the bows and consisting of an Allumeur et ertincteur de lampes.
angular base plate having two upturned ends, the horizon

tal part of the base plate being pivoted to the ends of the

bowa.

4. A lip dilator and support consisting of a crossbar

spoon - like lip support extending from each side thereof,

and legs and a plate depending from said crossbar.

5. The combination with the expansible and contractible

bows and screw for controlling the same , of teeth hooks

pivoted on the ends of the bows , said hooks consisting of

an angular plate with two upturned ends , the horizontal

part of the angular hook plate being on the ends of the
bows.

No. 102,710. Insulating Compound.

Composé isolant.

Robert L. Johnston , Glenridge , New Jersey, U.S.A. , 25th De

cember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 29th October, 1906. Receipt

No. 140,739.

Claim .-- 1 . A permanently pliable and adhesive compound

consisting of gutta percha, resin and a waxy substance hav

ing a relatively high melting point .

2. A permanently pliable adhesive compound consisting of George Robson , Sydney , New South Wales, Australla , 24!

gutta percha, resin and a vegetable wax having a relatively
December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 22nd August , 1906. Re

high melting point . ceipt No. 138,913 .

3. A permanently pliable adhesive compound consisting of
Claim . - 1 . A device for lighting and extinguishing from a

gutta percha , resin and carnauba wax .
distance street and other gas lights characterized by an

No. 102,711 . Advertising, Envelope.
outer casing, a gas chamber in communication with gas sup .

ply covered by a bell with mercury seal, said bell being

Enveloppe -réclame.
adapted to rise and fall by the variation of pressure witb .

the chamber and having attached thereto a hanging lak

which engages and oscillates a balanced beam carryiaga

pair of small bells which overlie the gas outlets to the burn

ers , so as to alternately control the supply of gas ther : o .

substantially as described and illustrated in the drawings

2. In a device for lighting and extinguisaing from a dis

tance street and other gas lights the combination of a mo:

bell adapted to rise and fall with the variation of pressure

in the gas main with a balance oscillating beam carrying a

pair of small bells which alternately control the gas s'ippiy

to the burners, substantially as described and as illustrar ]
in the drawings.

3. A device for lighting and extinguishing from a distanee

Joshua Rudd Ritchie, Philadelphia , Pennsylvania , U.S.A., street and other gas lights having an outer casing , a kis

25th December , 1906; 6 years. Filed 21st July , 1906. Re- chamber with cover adapted to rise and fall, a pair of sin

ceipt No. 138,052 . outlets with mercury seals, a pair of small bells suspende : ]

Claim.-1 . An envelope having on the front face thereof on
from a balanced oscillating harm and overlying said mercury

an integral section thereof, a primarily concealed advertise- seals and a link attached to the gas chamber cover for th :

ment normally facing the interior of the envelope , said sec
purpose of oscillating the beam .

tion being adapted to be released and render the advertise 4. In a device for lighting and extingnishing from a dis

ment visible, and means on the exposedface ofsaid section tancestreet and other gas lights, a balanced oscillating beam

directing attention to the back of the same, whereon said carrying a pair of small bells which are alternately immersed

advertisement is concealed.
in the mercury seals surrounding the gas outlete and retain

2. A commercial envelope having on the front face thereof, ed in the immersed position bythe pressure within the gas

a section surrounded by perforations for release from the
chamber for the purpose and substantially as described and

remaining intact portion , a primarily concealed advertise
illustrated in the drawings.

ment on the back of said section , a notice on the exposed

face of said section directing attention to said back and a No. 102,713. Carton Making Machine.

recess adjacent to said perforations for the insertion of an Machine à fabriquer le carton .

implement to the latter whereby the envelope may be opened

and said section released .

3. A commercial envelope having on the front face thereof,

a section surrounded by weakened lines for releasing from

the remaining intact portion , a primarily concealed adver

tisement on the back of said section , a notice on the exposed

face of said section directing attention to said back and a

recess adjustment to either line for the insertion of an

implement to reach the latter, whereby said section may be
severed or released .

4. A commercial envelope having on the front face thereof,

a section surrounded by means for releasing it from the re

maining intact portion , a primarily concealed advertisement

on the back of said section , a notice on the exposed face of

said section directing attention to said back , said means ex- !

tending a portion of the length of the envelope which they

occupy, the corners of said section being in normal condi

lion solidly connecting said section with the adjacent intact

portions.

5.A commercial envelope having on the front face thereof ,

a section surrounded by means for releasing it from the re

maining intact portion , a primarily concealed advertisement

on the back of said section , a notice on the exposed face of

said section directing attention to said back , said means

extinding a portion of the length of the envelope which they Edward A. L. Roehl, Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA :
occupy , the corners of said section being in normal condi- December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 17th S. ptimber, 1906. R- .

tion solidly connecting said section with the adjacent intact ceipt No. 139,566 .

portions , and a recess in the envelope adjacent to said Claim .-1 . In a carton making machine the combinat

means for the insertion and guidance of an implement. with a suitable frame, of belt wheels mounted upon and re

1
0
2

7
/
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voluble in the said frame , a belt running upon the said belt

wheels, a deflecting wheel the periphery of which impinges

and deflects the said belt , a pressure wheel journalled in the

said frame and underlying the said deflecting wheel , a mov

able carriage having a head block thereon against which the

carton blanks are delivered by the said belt wheels , belt and

deflecting wheel , bending cam wheels journalled in the said

frame and on opposite sides of the said head block , said

bending cam wheels rotating in opposition to the said pres

sure wheel and folding cam wheels journalled in the said

frame and rotating at right angles to the said pressure wheel

and the said bending cam wheels, substantially as shown and

described .

2. In a carton making machine bending, folding and press

ing mechanism comprising a shaft journalled in the frame

thereof, said shaft having reversely faced bevelled gear

wheels mounted thereon , a pressure wheel mounted upon and

revoluble with the said shaft, parallel shafts journalled in

the said frame at a right angle to the firstnamed shaft

carrying the pressure wheel , said shafts having reversely

faced bevelled gear wheels mounted thereon, the teeth of one

pair of which engage those of the first -named bevelled gear

wheels , folding cam wheels mounted upon the said shafts be

tween the said bevelled gear wheels , a pair of shafts jour

nalled in the said frame parallel with the first - named

shaft carrying the pressure wheel and at right angles
to the last -named shafts carrying the folding

wheels , and in longitudinal alignment with the

other, said shafts being respectively provided with bev

elled gear wheels the teeth of which engage those of the

bevelled gear wheels of the parallel shafts carrying the fold

ing cam wheels , bending cam wheels mounted upon the said

aligned shafts, and a carriage longitudinally movable with

in the said frame and between the oppositely faced ends of

the said aligned shafts in which the bent and folded cartons

are pressed , substantially as shown and described .

of the gases from the inner tube at the opposite end thereof

to the furnace into one of said flues, other means for the pas

sage of the gases from said flue into the other flue or flues at

the opposite end thereof to the first -mentioned means , and a

boiler inclosing the furnace tube.

4. A means for generating and diffusing heat in connection

with steam boilers comprising a furnace tube, a furnace

formed with in and adjoining the front end thereof, an inner

tube of mineral material capable of becoming incandescent

centrally located within the furnace tube , supporting divi

sions to maintain the inner tube correctly positioned within

the furnace tube and to form the space between the inner

and furnace tube into separate flues , means for the passage

of the gases from the inner tube at the opposite end thereof

to the furnace into one of said Alues, other means for the pas

sage of the gases from said fiue into the other flue or flues

at the opposite end thereuf to the first -mentioned means, a

metallic casing inclosing the inner tube and having dove

tails formed on its inner face to enter dovetail grooves in

the outer face of the inner tube , and a boiler enclosing the

furnace tube.

No. 102,715. Picture Slide for Stereopticons.

Châssis à glissière pour photographies stéréoscopiques.
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No. 102,714. Heat Diffuser for Steam Boiler .

Répartisseur de chaleur pour chaudière à vapeur.

Arthur K. Wait , Roanoke, Virginia , U.S.A. , 25th December,fial.

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 27th August, 1906. Receipt No.

139,000.

Claim . - 1 . In an apparatus of the class described the

combination of a rotary carrier having radial guideways

provided with open outer ends for the reception of picture

slides , a guard embracing the open outer ends of the

guideways to retain the picture slides therein and pro

vided with an opening with which the guideways are

adapted to successively register for the outward movement

of the slide through the opening, an annular series of

ratchet teeth for the carrier, a lever having a dog associ

Alfred Smallwood , London, England, 25th December , 1906 ,
ated with the ratchet teeth , a swinging arm carrying a

6 years . Filed 13th February , 1906. Receipt No. 132,882 .
crosshead aligned with the opening in the guard and work

ing towards and away from the same , and a rotary shaft

Claim.-1 . A means for generating and diffusing heat in
have a plurality of cams adapted to engage and operate

connection with steam boilers comprising a furnace tube , a
the lever and the arm .

furnace formed within and adjoining the front end thereof,
2. The combination with a stereopticon , of a rotary pic

an inner tube of mineral material capable of becoming in
ture slide carrier mounted above the stereopticon and pro

candescent centrally located within the furnace tube, sup
vided with radial guideways open at their outer ends for

porting divisions to maintain the inner tube correctly posi

tioned within the furnace tube and to form the space be
the reception of picture slides, said carrier having ratchet

teeth, a guard embracing the lower side of the carrier to
tween he inner and furnace tubes into separate flues , means

retain the picture slides in the guideways and having an
for passage of the gases from the inner tube at the opposite
end thereof to the furnace into one of said flues, and other

opening in alignment with the picture slide guide of the

stereopticon and with which the guideways are adapted to
means for the passage of the gases from said flues into the

the pictureother flue or flues at the opposite end thereof to the first successively register for the discharge of

slides , a picture slide support working in the picture guide
mentioned means.

of the stereopticon , pivotal arms mounted at opposite

2. A means for generating and diffusing heat in connection
sides of the stereopticon and connected to the picture

with steam boilers comprising a furnace tube, a furnace slide support, a lever having a dog to engage the teeth of

formed within and adjoining the front end thereof, an inner
the picture carrier , and a shaft having a crank handle at

tube of mineral capable of becoming incandescent centrally
one end and a plurality of cams adapted to engage the

located within the furnace tube , supporting divisions to main pivotal arms and the lever at different times for operating

tain the inner tube correctly positioned within the furnace the same.

tube and to form the space between the inner and furnace
3. The combination of a stereopticon having a vertical

tubes into separate ilues , means for the passage of the gasses slot adjacent the forward end thereof, a rotary picture

from the inner tube at the opposite end thereof to the furnace slide carrier mounted above the stereopticon and provided
into one of said flues, other means for the passage of the

with radial grooves , said carrier having ratchet teeth , a

gases from said flue into the other fiue or flues at the opposite pair of parallel pivotal arms extending along opposite

end thereof to the first -mentioned means , and a metallic sides of the stereopticon and having longitudinal slots in

casing inclosing the inner tube and having dovetails formed their forward ends , a crosshead extending through the
on its inner face to enter dovetail grooves in the outer face vertical slot in the stereopticon and having trunnions en
of the inner tube .

gaging the longitudinal slots of the pivotal arms , uprights

3 A means for generating and diffusing heat in connection for supporting the pivotal . arms , an independent lever hav

with steam boilers comprising a furnace tube , a furnace ing a dog to engage the ratchet teeth of the rotary picture

formed within and adjoining the front end thereof, an inner carrier, an upright for supporting said independent lever ,

tube of mineral material capable of becoming incandescent a shaft supported adjacent the rear ends of the pivotal

centrally located within the furnace tube, supporting divi- arms and independent lever , said shaft having a pair of

sions to maintain the inner tube correctly positionedwithin cams for operating the pivotal arms , and a separate cam

the furnace tube and to form the space between the inner for operating the independent lever nnd a crank handle

and furnace tubes into separate flues, means for the passage for said shaft.
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No. 102,716 . Gas Range.

the interior of the said aut communicating through its lower

end with the said font , a removable wick tube having a rol

led thread at its lower end whereby the said lower end is

both exteriorly and interiorly threaded , and a wick within

the said tube bearing on the inward projections of the inner

thread at the lower end of the said tube, leaving a spiral

passage around the wick inside the lower end of the said

tube for the fluid in the font to pass upwardly through from

the lower end of he said nut to the fluid level of the

font .

2. In a vapour lamp the combination of a wick tube hav

ing jet perforations at its upper end with a perforated ring

mounted on the said tube below the said jet perforations for

forming an annular wick chamber inside of the said ring

and outside of the said wick tube, a priming wick within the

said chamber, and a shutter surrounding the wick tube and

adapted to close over the said ring and jets.

The Gurney Foundry Company, assignee of William Cromwell No. 102,718. Manufacture of Aluminium Hy

Gurney , all of Toronto , Ontario , Canada , 25th December, droxide and Aluminates .

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 4th September, 1906. Receipt No. Fabrication d'hydrovides d'aluminium et d'aluminate.

139,188 .

Claim .-1 . A gas range or stove comprising a burner, an
Dr. Otto Dieffenbach, Griesheim -on -Main , Germany, 25th

December, 1906 ; 6 years.

oven , a bottom for the oven opposed to the burner and a lin
Filed 5th July , 1906. Receipt

ing of refractory material interposed between the burner
No. 137,560 .

and oven bottom to be acted upon by the products of com Claim .-- 1 . The process of manufacturing aluminium hydrox

bustion from the burner flame and distribute the calories ide and aluminates which consists in treating aluminiferous

absorbed therefrom to the oven bottom . material with caustic alkali at atmospheric pressure and

2. A gas range or stove comprising a roasting oven , a bur- at a temperature from 180° to 500° centigrade, substantially

ner therein , a cooking oven , a partition separating the roast
as and for the purpose set forth .

ing oven from the cooking oven , a non - fusible lining of re 2 The process of manufacturing aluminium hydroxide and

fractory material interposed between the burner and the par
aluminates which consists in treating the aluminiferous

tition to be acted upon by the products of combustion from
material with caustic alkali lye at atmospheric pressure

the burner flame and to absorb the calories therefrom and and at a temperature of from 180° to 500° centigrade, sub

distribute them to the partition . stantially as and for the purpose set forth .

3. A gas range or stove comprising a roasting oven, a bur
3. The process of manufacturing aluminium hydroxide and

ner therein , a cooking oven , a partition separating the roast
aluminates which consists in stirring aluminiferous ma

ing oven from the cooking oven , a non - fusible lining of re
terial in a separate vessel and heating it at atmospheric

fractory material interposed between the burner and the par
pressure to a temperature from 150° to 500° centigrade and

adding thereto alkali lye , as and for the purpose set forth.
tition to be acted upon by the products of combustion from

the burner flame and to absorb the calories therefrom and

4. The process of manufacturing aluminium hydroxide and

distribute them to the partition, said partition and living aluminates which consists in stirring aluminiferous ma
terial in a separate vessel , heating it at atmospheric

having an aperture therethrough and a cover to close said
pressure to from 180° to 500° centigrade at atmospheric

aperture having a lining of refractory material similar to the temperature , introducing into the stirred mass first as much

lining of the partition . caustic alkaline lye as will form with the aluminifersus ma

4. A gas range or stove comprising a roasting oven , a bur terial a stiff pulp, urging the fire until the temperature of

ner therein , a cooking oven , a partition separatng the roast the mass has again risen to 180° to 500° centigrade, adding

ing oven from the cooking oven , a lining of refractory mater then a further quantity of lye , urging again the fire and

ial interposed between the burner and partition to be acted on until the required amount of lye has been added
upon by the products of combustion from the burner flame

when the contents of the vessel
are further heated for

and distribute the calories absorbed therefrom to the par some time , substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

tition , and means to removably fasten the lining to the par 5. The process of manufacturing aluminium hydroxide and

tition . aluminates which consists in treating aluminiferous ma

5. A gas range or stove comprising a roasting oven , a bur terial with caustic alkali at atmospheric pressure and at a

ner therein , a cooking oven , a partition separating the roast temperature from 180° to 500° centigrade, lixiviating the
ing oven from the cooking oven , a non - fusible lining of re melt , filtering and evaporating the aluminate lye , as and

fractory material interposed between the burner and the par for the purpose set forth .
tition to be acted upon by the products of combustion from 6. The process of manufacturing aluminium hydroxide

the burner flame and to absorb the calories therefrom and which consists in treating aluminiferous material at at

radiate them to the partition , said partition and lining hav- mospheric pressure andata temperature from 180° to 5000
ing an aperture therethrough, and acover to close said aper- centigrade, lixiviating the melt, filtering the aluminate lye

ture having a lining of refractory material similar to the and decomposing it by previously precipitated aluminium

lining of the partition , and means to removably fasten the hydroxide , as and for the purpose set forth .

linings to the partition cover .

No. 102,719. Drier. Sécheur.

No. 102,717. Vapour Lamp. The Vacumn Process Company, assignee of George Albert

Lampe pour l'émission de vapeurs. Cutter, Both of Boston , Massachusetts , U.S.A., 25th

December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 12th June, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 136,829 .

Claim . – 1. In a drying apparatus the combination witha

series of drying surfaces,of feed rolls forcarrying the web

of material to be dried back and forth in a path adjacent

to said surfaces, a feed member to engage the front por:

tion of a web of material, and means for carrying said
feed member through the machine in the path which the

material is to follow in the operation .

2. In a drying apparatus the combination with a series

of drying surfaces, of feed rolls for carrying the web of
material to be dried back and forth in a path adjacent to

said surfaces, a feed member to engage the front portion
of a web of material, means for carrying said feed member

through the machine in the path which the material is to

follow in the operation , and means for varying the speed
of movement of said feed member during its travel

Landers, Frary and Clark, assignees of Alonzo Abner Warner, through the machine.
all of New Britain , Connecticut , U.S.A., 25th December,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 20th August , 1906 . ReceiptNo. tion with a series of drying surfaces, or feed rolls tofeed
3. Ina machine for drying a web of pulp the combina.

138,814. the material back and forth through the machine between

Claim .- 1. In a vapour lamp the combination of a lamp font adjacent surfaces, and means forvarying thespeed of dif
with a fixed nut on the inside at the bottom of the said font , ' ferent feed rolls to allow for shrinkage.
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4. In a machine for drying pulp, a plurality of sections

each containing a plurality of stationary drying surfaces,

with said cock , and having a common connection , one sec

tion of hose being mounted within the other and forming

12720
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feed rolls located adjacent to the ends of said drying sur

faces to feed the pulp back and forth over the same, sep

arate driving mechanism for the feed rolls in the separate

sections of the machine, and means for adjusting the

speed of each driving mechanism independently of the

others.

5. In a machine for drying pulp the combination with a

series of drying surfaces, of feed rolls to carry the pulp

back and forth over said surfaces , and a tension roll, to

engage a loop of the pulp to compensate for the shrinkage

thereof in drying . 102720

6. In a machine for drying pulp the combination with a

feeding member provided with driving chains at opposite

sides of the machine, said feeding member being arranged an annular passage adapted to communicate with said air

to engage a web of pulp so as to carry a loop thereof, feed passage , substantially as described .

rolls arranged to act upon the pulp after it has been car- 3. In a valve for air brakes, the combination with a train

ried through the machine, and independent driving devices pipe, of an angle cock carried by said pipe , and having a

for said feed member and said feed rolls .
hose connection, a valve in said cock , said angle cock hav

7. In a machine for drying pulp the combination with a ing an air passage formed therein , a section of hose 'sur

series of stationary drying surfaces , of a feed member
rounding the hose connection of said cock, and forming

comprising a transverse bar arranged to engage a loop of an annular passage communicating with said air passage ,

pulp , means for causing said feed member to travel through and means mounted in said air passage and actuated by

the machine adjacent to the drying surfaces , and guides air entering said passage to close the valve in said cock,

for said feed member adapted to engage each drying sur- substantially as described .

face and hold the feed member out of contact therewith 4. In an air brake system , the combination with cocks

to prevent the loop of pulp on the feed member from being
having loose connections, and provided with valves , of hose

rubbed or chafed . surrounding said hose connections and forming annular air

8. In a drying apparatus the combination with a series passages, and means carried by said cocks and actuated

of drying surfaces, of feed rolls for carrying the material by air entering said passages to close the valves in said

to be dried back and forth in a path adjacent to said sur- cocks, substantially as described.

faces , a feed member to engage a loop formed in the front

portion of the material , means for carrying said feed mem- No. 102,721 . Potato Harvester.

ber through the machine , and means for holding said feed

member and the material thereon out of engagement with
Arracheur de pommes de terre .

the drying surfaces.

9. In a drying apparatus the combination with a series

of drying surfaces , of a feed member to engage the mater

ial to be dried and carry the same back and forth past said

feed surfaces , and an endless chain to operate said mem

ber , substantially as described .

10. In a drying apparatus the combination with a series

of drying surfaces , of feed rolls for carrying a web of ma

teriar past said surfaces, a feeding device to engage the

front edge of a web of material to carry the same over 2

said feed rolls in starting the operation, and means for

controlling the operation of said feeding device .

No. 102,720. Valve for Air Brakes.

Valve pour frein à air comprimé.

Thomas Behan , Alliquippa , Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 25th De

cember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 3rd December, 1906. Receipt
52 77 76

No. 141,765 .

Claim.-1. In a safety valve for air brakes the combination Alvin F. Clarke, Edwardsville, Illinois , U.S.A. , 25th Decem

with a train pipe of a section pipe carried by said train ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 30th November, 1906. Receipt

pipe , a plug valve revolubly mounted in said section pipe , No. 141,695 .

said section of pipe having an air passage formed therein , Claim . - 1. In a potato harvester, a vertically adjustable

a piston mounted in said air passage , a head carried by digger carrying a frame, a vertically movable cutter carry

said piston and adapted to actuate said plug valve, sec- ing frame , and a lever for the adjustment of the cutter

tions of hose carried by said pipe and having a common carrying frame supported upon and connected with the ad

connection, one section of hose being mounted within the justable digger carrying frame .
other and forming an annular passage communicating with 2. In a machine of the class described , a vertically ad

said air passage, substantially as described . justable digger carrying frame , elevating means perman

2, In a safety valve for air brakes, the combination with ently connected with said frame , a vertically movable cut

a train pipe , of an angle cock carried by said train pipe ter carrying frame , an adjustable lever fulcrumed upon the

and provided with a valve , said cock having an air ag digger carrying frame , and lugs upon the cutter carrying

formed therein , a piston mounted in said air passage and frame connected by a pin or roller beneath which the ad

adapted to actuate said cock, sections of hose connecting | justing lever extends ,
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Robert Nelson Grundy , Guelph , Ontario , Canada, 25th De

Filed 3rd Decembe
r

, 1906.

cember, 1906 ; 6 years .

ceipt No. 141,751 .
Claim . - 1 . The combinat

ion
with a portable firebox withan enclosed air chamber beneath and partially or wholly Scott H. Hull, Chicago, Illinois , U.S.A. , 25th December,

1906 ; 6 years .

Filed 3rd December, 1906. Receipt No.

surrounding the same, of a dwarf flaring collecting ring fitted

141,772 .into a circular or other suitable shaped opening in the bot

enclosed air

Claim .-1 . In a harness having a backband, an adjust

tom of the firebox communiratin
g

with the

chamber, substantially as hereinbefore described .
able pad skirt fixed to said backband.

2. The combination with a portable reduced firebox with
2. In a harness having a backband , a pad skirt fixed to

an enclosed air chamber beseath and partially or wholly sur
said backband , a skirt extension suspended from said pad

rounding the same , of a sliding air regulator forming part
skirt and pivotal and sliding connections between said

of the bottom of the smoke chamber, and operated by means skirt extension and pad skirt .

of a rocking lever pivoted in the side wall of the smoke
3. In a harness, a pad skirt , a skirt extension and pivotal

chamber, substantially as hereinbefore described .
3. The combination with a portable reduced firebox with connections between said pad skirt and skirt extension.

an enclosed air chamber beneath asd partially or wholly sur

4. In a harness, a pad skirt, a skirt extension and slid

rounding the same, of a faring firepot with an ovaloblong ing connections betweensaid pad skirt andskirt extension.

or square top and a circular bottom adapted to fit into a

5. In a harness, a pad skirt, a skirt extension and piv

circular opening in the bottom of the reduced portable fire

otal and sliding connections between said pad skirt and

skirt extension ,

box or chamber, substantially as hereinbefore described. 6. In a harness, a pad skirt formed with a slot , a skirt

extension and a book on said skirt extension and sliding

No. 102,723 . Plough. Charrue. and pivotally mounted in said slot .

Rowland B. Hayward , Owings Mills , Maryland, U.S.A. , 25th

7. in a harness, a pad skirt, a skirt extension , pivotal

December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 30th November , 1906 .

and sliding connections between said pad skirt and skirt

Receipt No. 141,676 .

extension, a buckle on said skirt extension, and a billet

Claim .-- 1 . In a plough , a frame , a rotary driving shaft sup

on said pad skirt adapted to engage said buckle adjustably,

ported by the frame , a series of independent vibratory arms

8. In a harness , a pad skirt formed of two layers of

carrying discs, means whereby each disc is rotatedindepen- layers of leather formed with a slot, a skirt extension, an

leather arranged face to face and connected, one of said

dently of the others from the driving shaft, each vibratory engaging device on said skirt extension and extending
arm having a giude, and a spring within the

thesaid disc is forcedin contact with the soil , substantially billet connections between said extension and pad skirt

ide whereby through said slot to and between said leathers, buckle and

as specified .

2. In a plough, a frame , a rotary driving shaft supported

and supporting devices carried by said extension .

by the frame , a series of independent vibratory arms carry

9. In a harness, a pad skirt formed with a slot and an

ing discs , the said arms being laterally adjustable one with

interior slide bearing, a skirt extension , a hook fixed to

another whereby the distance between the discs may be

said skirt extension and a crosshead on said hook adapted

increased or diminished, and the guides for the said vibra- gagement with said slide bearing.

for insertion through said slot into and for sliding en

tory arms which are adjustable to suit any change in posi

tion of the said arms , substantially as specified .

10. In a harness, a pad skirt, a skirt extension and a

3. In a plough, a series of vibratory arms carrying discs extension , agoose neck on said stemand a crosshead on

connecting device composed of a stemfixed to said skirt

with means to rotate the said discs independently of each said goose neck adapted to engage said pad skirt.
other combined with spring supporting and spring actuating

devices, the latter serving to forcethe discs in contact with skirt comprisinga pluralityof memberssuitablyconther

11. In a harness the combination of an adjustable pad

the soil , substantially as specified . ted , a billet on one member anda buckle on the other
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member of said adjustable pad skirt , a supporting device 10. In a railway switch , a switch stand having a should

for a trace, tug or shaft carried by one member of said cred socket , a semaphore carrying and switch shifting

adjustable pad skirt and a bellyband billet carried by the standard shouldered to engage and interlock with said

same member of the adjustable pad skirt . socket, an Oscillatory head encircling said standard and

provided with a cam groove, a cross head on the standard

No. 102,725. Railway Switch .
engaging said groove , a tappet arm projecting from the

Aiguille de chemin de fer.
standard, a throw lever carried by the oscillatory head and

Co - operating with said tappet arm , and means for tripping

the throw lever at certain points in the movement of the

oscillatory head while the standard is unlocked.

11. In a railway switch , a switch stand having a should

ered socket plate , a semaphore carrying and switch shift

Fig.12
Fig.13 ing standard shouldered to engage and interlock with said

socket plate , and a combined hasp -and-lever extension

having a pivotal connection with said socket plate .

348 12. In a railway switch , a switch stand having a should

240-27
ered socket , a semaphore carrying and switch shifting

standard shouldered to engage and interlock with said

30
socket , turn posts at a distance from the switch stand ,

cables forming operating connections between the turn

posts and standard and one or more trip levers carried by

IGLAISIA the train for operating said turn posts.

30

Fig .
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No. 102,726. Roof Flange. Bordure de toiture .
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Henry N. LaFlame, Waterville , Massachusetts, U.S.A. , 25th

December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 29th August, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 139,062.

Claim.--1. In a railway switch , a switch stand, a sema

phore standard operatively connected to throw the switch ,

a train operated turn post located at a distance there

from, and operating connections between the turn- post and

switch standard by means of which the standard is un

locked and turned and again locked.

2. In a railway switch , a switch stand, a semaphore

standard connected to throw the switch , a train operated

turn -post at a distance therefrom , interlocking means be

tween the switch stand and semaphore standard, and oper

ative connections between the turn-post and standard for

locking and unlocking and turning said standard.

3. In a railway switch , a switch stand having a shouldered

socket, a semaphore carrying and switch shifting standard

shouldered to engage and interlock with said socket, and

means operable from a distance for throwing the standard

John C. Louth , Rochester , New York, U.S.A. , 25th December,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed ist December, 1906. Receipt No.
into and out of interlocked engagement with said socket

141,735 .
and also turning the standard and its semaphore.

4. In a railway switch , a switch stand having a shouldered Claim .-- 1 In a roof flange, a tapering tube having a series

socket, a semaphore carrying and switch shifting standard of hollow beads around and projecting from one of its sur

shouldered to engage and interlock with said socket, and faces , each bead being made in a plane corresponding to the

means operable from a distance for moving the standard
intersection with said tube of the plane of a roof of differ

endwise into and out of interlocked engagement with said
ent pitch .

socket and also turning the standard and its semaphore.
2. In a roof flange, a tapering tube having a series of beads

5. In a railway switch , a switch stand having a should- around and projecting from its outer surface, each bead

ered socket, a semaphore carrying and switch shifting stan- being made in a plane corresponding to the intersection
dard shouldered to engage and interlock with said socket, with said tube of the plane of a roof of different pitch, and

an oscillatory head having means to raise and lower and a recess around said tube near its top for producing a socket

turn the standard and means for operating said head. for packing.

6. In a railway switch, a switch stand having a should- 3. In a roof flange, a tapering tube having a series of beads

ered socket, a semaphore carrying and switch shifting around and projecting from its outer surface, each bead being

standard shouldered to engage and interlock with said made in a plane corresponding to the intersection with said

socket, an oscillatory head having means to raise and tube of the plane of a roof of different pitch , and a plate hav

lower and turn the standard , a train operated turn -post at ing a perforation therethrough adapted to fit upon the upper

a distance from the switch stand , and an operating cable of said beads.

connecting the turn - post and standard . 4. In a roof flange , a tapering tube having a series of beads

7. In a railway switch, a switch stand having a should- around and projecting from its outer surface, each bead

ered socket , a semaphore carrying and switch shifting beingmade in a plane corresponding to the intersection with

standard shouldered to engage and interlock with said said tube of the plane of a roof of different pitch , a plate

socket , and means operated from a distance for imparting having a perforation therethrough adapted to fit upon the

a stepped movement to the standard , imparting both verti- upper of said beads, and contour lines upon said plate where

cal and axial motion thereto . by the said plate may be cut out to fit the respective other

8. In a railway switch , a switch operating stand having beads .

a shouldered socket, a semaphore carrying and switch 5. In a roof flange, a tapering tube having a series of hol

shifting standard shouldered to engage and interlock with low beads around and projecting from one of its surfaces ,

said socket, a crosshead connected with said standard , an each bead being made in a plane corresponding to the inter

oscillatory head at the lower end of the standard and pro- section of said tube with the plane of a roof of different

vided with a cam groove in which the crosshead works, pitch , and a plate having a perforation therethrough con

and means on the oscillatory head for turning the stan- structed to engage any one of said beads.

dard axially.

9. Ina railway switch , a switchstand having a should- No. 102,727. Butter Packing Machine.

ered socket, a semaphore carrying and switch shifting

standard shouldered to engage and interlock with said Machine pour emballer le beurre.

socket, an oscillatory head surrounding the lower portion

of the standard and provided with a cam groove , a cross
John Maltson , Dresser Junction , Wisconsin , U.S.A. , 25th

head on the standard and working in said groove , a tappet
December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 19th November, 1906 .

arm projecting from the standard and a throw lever car
Receipt No. 141,335 .

ried by the oscillatory head and co -operating with said Claim . - 1. In a press , a yieldably mounted receptacle sup

tappet arm, port , a compression member in alignment therewith, an
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operating means for the compression member, and a con- 15. The combination with an intermittently revoluble re

trolling device arranged under the yieldable support and ceptacle support, of a plunger, a threaded rod carrying

the same , a bevel wheel the hub of which forms a unt on

said threaded rod, a shaft, the bevel wheel carried there

by and intermeshing with the bevel wheel on the rod , and

means controllable by the movement of the plunger for

determining the stopping and direction of rotation of said
shaft .

16. The combination with a revoluble receptacle support ,

of a plunger, a threaded rod carrying the same , a bevel

wheel forming a nut on said threaded rod , a shaft having

a bevel wheel intermeshing with the first bevel wheel , pul

leys on the shaft, belts running over said pulleys and belt

shifters controlled by the movement of the plunger in op

posite directions.

17. The combination with an intermittently revoluble re

ceptacle support, of a compression plunger, a threaded

rod carrying the same , a bevel wheel forming a nut on said

rod , a shaft , the bevel gear carried thereby and intermesh

ing with the bevel wheel , pulleys on said shaft, belt shift

ers movable on completion of the upward movement of

the plunger, and means operable at the completion of the

downward movement of the plunger for op ating said

belt shifters .

movable by engagement of the support therewith when the 18. The combination with a revoluble receptacle sup

pressure has reached a predetermind point. port , of a plunger , a threaded rod carrying the same, a

2. In a press , a yieldably mounted receptacle support, a bevel wheel mounted on the rod and forming a nut there

compression member in alignment therewith , an operating for, a shaft , a bevel gear carried by the shaft and inter

means for the compression member, and a controlling de- meshing with the bevel wheels , pulleys on said shaft,

vice for stopping and reversing the direction of movement belts passing over the pulleys , a belt shifter , a lever

of the operating member , said controlling device being ar- carrying the same and operable at the completion of up

ranged under the yieldable support and operable by the ward movement of the plunger , a second belt shifter , a

engagement of the support therewith . treadle for operating the same in one direction , a locking

3. In a press , a scale beam , a receptacle support connected lever for maintaining said second belt shifter in adjusted

thereto , and an operating means under the control of the position , and means operable on downward movement of

scale beam , the receptacle carrier for moving said lever to released

4. In a press, a scale beam , a compression member the position.

movement of which is transmitted to the beam, and operat- 19. The combination with an intermittently revoluble re

ing means under the control of the beam . ceptacle support , of a plunger, a threaded rod carrying the

5. In combination, a scale beam, a compression member same , a bevel wheel forming a nut on said rod , a shaft, a

the movement of which is resisted by the beam , and a com- beve} gear carried thereby and intermeshing with the bevel

pression member operating means under the control of the wheel, a fast pulley and a pair of loose pulleys mounted
beam . on the shaft , a pair of belts arranged to drive the pulleys ,

6. In combination , a scale beam , a receptacle the weight said belts running in opposite directions respectively, a

of which is imposed on the load end of the beam , a com- pair of belt shifters engaging said belts, means tending

pression member for packing material in the receptacle to move the belt shifters in one direction , a locking de

and the movement of which is resisted by the poise end vice releasable on complete downward movement of the

of the beam , and a compression member operating means plunger for permitting movement of the belts to reverse

under the control if the beam , the direction of rotation of the bevel wheel , a lever oper

7. In a press, a scale beam having an adjustable poise , a able on completion of upward movement of the plunger

compression member, a receptacle for receiving material for shifting one of the belts and a pedal actuated mechan
to be acted upon by the compression member, the move- ism for shifting the second belt ,

ment of the compression member and the weight of the 26. In an apparatus of the class described, a revoluble

receptacle and its contents being imposed on the load end receptacle support, a plunger, means for raising and lower

of the beam during a portion of the pressing operation, ing the plunger, a stripper for said plunger, a stripper
and a compression member operating means under the carrying bar, a pawl supported thereby, a rack bar with
control of the scale beam . which said pawl may engage , and means controllable by

8. In combination , a scale beam , a lever connected there the movement of the plunger for releasing the pawl .
to , a receptacle support arranged over the lever, a plunger 21. In an apparatus of the class described the combina

in the line of the support, a threaded rod carrying saiation with an intermittently revoluble receptacle support,

plunger, a nut engaging said threaded rod, a nut operating a plunger, a threaded rod carrying the same , a revoluble

means , and mechanism under the control of the scale beam on said rod , a vertically guided bar secured to the

for determining the direction of movement of the nut. plunger and extending parallel with 'the threaded rod, a

9. The combination with a scale beam, of a yieldable plate or frame secured to said vertically guided rod, a

receptacle support , a lever connected to the scale beam pawl carried by the plate , a rack bar with which said pawl

and arranged under the support, a plunger for packing may engage , a cam carried by the threaded rod and adapted

material in the receptacle , a threaded rod carrying said to engage said pawl, said cam having a recessed shoulder

plunger, a put on said threaded rod, an automatic means for positively engaging the threaded rod with the plate and

controlled by the extent of movement of the scale beam a stripper supported by and movable with the plate.

for stopping the downward movement of the plunger when 22. The combination with an intermittently revoluble re

the compression has reached a predetermined stage. ceptacle support, of a shaft carrying the same, a worm

10. In apparatus of the class described, a plunger, a wheel on the shaft, a worm meshing with the wheel , a worm

stripper surrounding the plunger and movable therewith, shaft, a loose driving pulley arranged on the shaft and

the downwardmovement ofthe stripper being checked having a clutch face, a clutch member feathered to the

by engagement with the material being packed. shaft, a clutch operating lever,means for locking said

11. In apparatus of the class described, a plunger, a strip- lever in clutching position , and means controlled by the

per surrounding the same and movable therewith , and revoluble movement of the receptacle support for releas

means for locking the stripper for movement during the in- ing said lever.
itial back stroke of the plunger . 23. The combination with a receptacle support , of a shaft

12. In apparatus of the class described, a plunger and carrying the same, a worm wheel on the shaft, & worm

stripper, anoperating means for effecting an initial move- intermeshing with the worm wheel, aworm carrying shaft,

mena of the plunger and then a simultaneous movement of a loose puiiey mountedon the worm carrying shaft and
the plunger and stripper. having a clutch face, a clutch member feathered on the

13. In apparatus of the class described, a plunger and worm shaft, an operating lever engaging said clutch, a

stripper, means for locking the stripper from movement, locking bar connected to the lever and having a notch , a

and means for unlocking the stripper after initial move locking lever arranged to engage said notch,meanscono
ment of the plunger. trolled by the receptacle support for moving the locking

14. In apparatus of the class described, a plunger and lever to released position, a pedal actuated mechanism for

stripper, a stripper locking means, a plungeroperating moving the clutch lever in one direction anda spring for

mechanism , and means controlled bythemovementofthe moving said clutch lever in the opposite direction.
plunger for unlocking the stripper and permitting its up- 24. In an apparatus of the class described, a frame , a re

ward movement with the plunger. voluble receptacle support comprising a plurality of yield

1

1

nut
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able arms, a shaft to which said arms are secured, a worm : No. 102,730. Brake for Elevators .

wheel on said shaft, a worm intermeshing with the worm Frein pour ascenceur .
wheel , a worm carrying shaft , a loose belt wheel mounted

thereon and having a clutch face , a clutching member

feathered on the worm shaft , a clutch operating lever, a

spring tending to move the lever in one direction , a pedal
mechanism for moving the ver in the opposite direction ,

a notched locking bar connected to the pedal lever, a lock

ing lever arranged to engage in said notch , a cam lever

connected to the locking lever and having an arm in the

path of movement of the receptacle carrier, a plunger,

means for operating the same, a scale beam and a lever

connected to the scale beam and having a cam - shaped block

arranged below the plunger and over which the receptacle
carrying arms are successively moved.
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No. 102,728. Collar, Col.
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Frederick Williams, Minersville, Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 25th

December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 30th November, 1906 .

Receipt No. 141,670 .

Claim.-1 . In a safety brake mechanism for elevator cars

ormine cages , the combination with a shaft structure pro

7,192 vided with stationary brake members, of a car having

sliding catches to engage said brake members, sets of bell

crank levers having long and short arms divergently ar

ranged and pivoted at their angle of intersection upon the

car, links connecting the short arms of the levers with

the sliding catches, connections between the long arms of

the levers and hoisting rope to hold the levers from move

ment, and normally expanded springs held expanded by

the levers and adapted when the levers are released upon

Hydesaburo Ohashi , New York City , New York, U.S.A., 25th the breakage of the hoisting rope to contract and project

December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 20th November, 1906 .
the catches.

Receipt No. 141,360 . 2. In a safety brake mechanism for elevator cars or mine

Claim . - 1 . As a new article of manufacture, a shirt collar
cages, the combination with a shaft structure provided with

provided at its rear with means for engagement with the
stationary brake members, of a head beam forming part of

the car structure, brackets upon the ends of the head beam
shirt and with means for engagement with a coat hanger

strap.
and provided with guides, sliding catches operating in said

2. As a new article of manuacture, a shirt collar provided guidesand adapted when projected to engage theadjacent

stationary members, a central bracket upon the beam , sets
at its rear with means or engagement with a shirt and with

of bell crank levers pivoted to said central bracket, said
a depending tab having openings or recesses to receive a

levers having divergently arranged upper long and lower
coat hanger strap .

3. As a new article of manufacture, a shirt collar provided catches , restraining connections between
short arms, the latter being pivotally connected with the

the long arms

at its rear with means or engagement with the shirt and
of the levers and the hoisting rope , and contractile springs

with depending tab having laterally projecting ears designed connected with the end bracketsand catches to project said

for engagement with the lower edge of a coat hanger strap , catches when the levers are freed from movement by the
the collar being notched at the upper end of the tab to re

breakage of the hoisting rope.
ceive the upper edge of the strap.

3. In a safety brake mechanism for elevator cars or mine

cages , the combination with a shaft structure provided with

No. 102,729. Washing Machine. Lessiteuse. stationary brake members, of a head beam forming part of

the car structure , sliding catches mounted upon said beams
to engage said stationary brake members, contractile

springs associated with said catches to project same , bell

crank levers connected with catches to normally hold the

same retracted and the springs expanded, and connections

between said levers and the hoisting rope for normally

Feg1. holding the levers in restraining position .

o 4. In a safety brake mechanism for elevator cars or mine

cages, the combination with a shaft structure provided with

stationary brake members, of a head beam forming part of

a '
the car structure , brackets upon the ends of the head beam

and provided with guides, sliding catches operating in said

AURO,
guides and adapted when projected to engage the adjacent

stationary members , sets of bell crank levers pivotally

mounted upon the beam between the brackets and levers

having divergently arranged upper long and lower short

arms, the latter being pivotally connected with the catches,
restraining connections between the long arms of the

-2
levers and the hoisting rope, and contractile springs con

nected with the end brackets and catches to project said

catches when the levers are free for movement by the

breakage of the hoisting rope.

Adolph A. Rullman and David B. Rullman, co - inventors,

both of Wattena , Kansas, U.S.A. , 25th December, 1906 ;
No. 102,731 . Rail Joint. Assemblage pour rails .

6 years. Filed 30th November, 1906. Receipt No. 141696.

Claim.-A washing machine having an angular body por- George W. Whitman and Ernest Decker, assignee of a

tion with corners which flare laterally toward their upper
half interest , both of Pleasantonville, Kansas , U.S.A. ,

ends and which are slightly inwardly inclined , angular tap
25th December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 26th September,

ering members B projecting from said corners , the upper ends
1906. Receipt No. 139,800 .

of said members being flush with the upper edges of the side Claim . - In a device of the class described the combination

walls of the body portion of the machine, the lower ends of of the rails 1, the angle bars at opposite sides of the rails

said members being open and spaced a slight distance and having the vertical portions a of said angle bars in
above the bottom of the body of the machine , and a pounder contact with the under sides of the head portions of the

adapted to cause water to circulate through the perforations adjacent rails 1 , said vertical portions a being provided
and ends of said members, as shown and described. with the cut -away portions 13 extending downwardly from

Teg.z.
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their upper edges , the cut-away portions 13 being located 5. In a draft regulator the combination with the valve or

upon opposite sides of the point at which the ends of the damper , of means for operating the same in one direction,

a timing device for controlling the reverse movement thereof

comprising a cylinder , a plunger therein connected to the

valve or damper, a reservoir below the cylinder, a restric

ted discharge from the lower end of the cylinder into the

reservoir , means responsive to the upward movement of the

plunger for establishing free communication between the

reservoir and the cylinder and manually operable means

adapted to control the aforesaid means to establish free com

munication between the cylinder and the reservoir .

ad 6. In a furnace regulator the combination with a furnace

door, means for opening the damper by the opening of the

door, and timing means for controlling the closing of the

damper, a casing Pl around the damper opening , the damper

N fitting on said casing , the ball P connected to the damper ,

and the inclined bearing Q on which said damper slides in

its open position .

7. In a draft regulator for furnaces the combination with

a timing means, of a door , a ball pivoted on said door , a

damper pivoted to said bail, and connections between said

uamper and said timing means , for the purpose described .

rails meet and forming clearance spaces between the upper 8. In a draft regulator the combination of a valve or dam

edge portions of the angle bars and the head portions of per , controller therefor comprising a cylinder and a plunger

the rails , and bond wires 14 having their ends passing therein connected to the valve or damper for controlling

through the cut -away portions 13 of the angle bars and the movement of the same in one direction, a reservoir

attached to the sides of the rails , for the purpose set forth . communicating with the cylinder , and a strainer arranged to

purify the reservoir contents.

9 In a draft regulator for furnaces the combination of the
No, 102,732. Draft Regulator for Furnaces.

furnace door , a damper operated in one direction by the

Régulateur d'air pour fournaise. opening of the door , a controlling plunger lifted by the

opening of the door , a connection from the plunger to the

damper to control the reverse operation thereof, a cylinder

in which the plunger operates and a reservoir operably con

nected thereto .
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Peter Furlong, assignee of Gregory H. Scharf , co - inventors ,

both of Ypsilanti , Michigan , U.S.A. , 25th December , 1906 ;

6 years. Filed 3rd December , 1906. Receipt No. 141,784 .

Claim.-1 . In a draft regulator for furnaces the combina

tion of a valve or damper, means for operating the same in

one direction , and a controlling device for operating the

same in the reverse direction , comprising a cylinder, a

plunger therein , a reservoir below the cylinder , ports per

mitting the fluid in the reservoir to pass into the cylinder | Isaac Peabody, St. Mary's, New Brunswick , Canada,

as the plunger is lifted , and a restricted outlet from the Frank Allen Peabody and Robert Tweedie Peabody .

lower part of the cylinder leading to at or near the lower both of Houlton , Maine , U.S.A. , each an assignee of :

end of the reservoir , for the purpose described . third interest, 25th December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 28th

2. In a draft regulator for furnaces the combination of a November, 1906. Receipt No. 142,639 .

valve or damper, means for operating the same in one direc
Claim . - 1 . A

tion , and a timing device for controlling the reverse move

conveyer belt comprising a plurality of

parallel slats each having a metal strap extending across

ment thereof comprising a cylinder, a plunger therein con

nected to the valve or damper,a reservoir below the cylin- straps bent toform loops and terminating in recesses in

its base at each end thereof and having the ends of said

der, a restricted outlet from the cylinder to the reservoir, thesidesof the slats, and means connecting the loops of
and a comparatively large inlet into the cylinder from the adjacent straps, thus securing the slats together .
reservoir , a check valve controlling the same, and an air

vent passage leading from the upper end of the cylinder siats substantially triangular in cross section, each hav;

2. A conveyer belt comprising a plurality of parallel

into the reservoir .

3. In a draft regulator the combination of a valve or dam- thereof, and having the ends of said straps bent to form

ing a metal strap extending across its base at each end

per, of a controller therefor comprisinga cylinder provided loops and terminating in recesses in the sides of the slats
with a pipe N , a plunger therein connected to the valve or and links connecting the loops of adjacent straps , thus

damper for controlling the movement of the same in one securing the slats together.
direction , a valve controlled exit from the lower end of the 3. In combination a slat for use in conveyer belts , a

cylinder to the pipe N , forming the exit pipe from said metal strap extending across one side of said slot and se

valve controlled exit , and a strainer in said outlet pipe . cured thereto by forcing its extremities into the opposite

4. In a draft regulator the combination of a valve or dam side of the slat , the portions of said strap adjacent its

per, means for operating the same in one direction , and a ends constituting means whereby one slat may be secured
timing device for controlling the reverse movement thereof to the next one.

comprising a cylinder, a plunger therein connected to the 4. A conveyer belt comprising a plurality of parallel

valve or damper, a reservoir below the cylinder and a re . slats substantially triangular in crosssection, each having

stricted outlet connection from the cylinder to the reservoir, a metal strap extending acrossthe base and secured there

a comparatively large inlet connection from the reservoir to to by bending its ends to form loops and forcing its ex

the cylinder , a checkvalve controlling the same and external tremitiesinto the faces of the slat opposite said base,

means for opening said check valve to permit the escape of whereby no additional securing means is necessary and a
the fluid beneath the plunger, to more rapidly control the link connecting the loopof each strap with that of the
opening of the valve or damper. strap on the next adjacent slat.
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No. 102,734. Railway Tie. Dormant de chemin de fer. than the walls of said spring chamber, substantially as

specified.

2. In a friction draft rigging the combination with a draw

Tig 1
bar and a draw bar strap or yoke, of a sliding friction shell

or casing having a friction chamber and interior friction
faces parallel with the drawbar and a spring chamber of

larger size or diameter than the friction chamber, sliding

friction blocks within the friction chamber of said shell or

casing having exterior friction faces parallel to and in slid

Tight ing frictional engagement with said interior frictional faces

of said shell or casing , a wedge or device for spreading said

7 blocks and a spring in the spring chamber of said shell or

casing, said spring being of larger size or diameter than the

friction chamber, said friction shell or casing having an open

Fig3.
ing in one of its sides for insertion and removal of the spring

the walls of said friction chamber being thicker and stronger

than the walls of the spring chamber, substantially as

specified .

3. In a friction draft rigging the combination with a car

frame furnished with front and rear stops, of a draw bar and

Fig.4
B

draw bar yoke or extension , a follower abutting against one

H of said stops on the car frame , a sliding friction shell or
Q

casing abutting at one end against the other stop on the car

frame , and having a friction chamber, and a spring chamber

ata eso of larger size than the friction chamber , said sliding friction

shell having interior friction faces parallel to thedraw bar

Zachary T. Booth, James F. Bittle and Christian Smith, andsaid friction blockshaving exterior friction faces parallei
to and in frictional engagement with said interior friction

each an assignee of a third of the interest , all of
Brunswick , Maryland, U.S.A., 25th December, '1906 ; 6 faces of said friction shell or casing , sliding friction blocks

in said friction chamber, a wedge for spreading said blocks
years. Filed 30th November, 1906. Receipt No. 141,700 .

and a spring, said friction shell or casing having a lateral
Claim.-1. A metal railroad tie comprising a bottom and opening for insertion and removal of the spring, the walls

side walls integral with each other, blocks located be of said friction chamber being thicker and stronger than
tween the side walls and a plurality offenders integral the walls of said spring chamber , substantially as specified .
with the bottom of the tie and extending up vertically to

4. In a friction draft rigging the combination with a car
hold the ballast in place within the tie when either block frame furnished with front and rear stops , of a drawbar and
is removed, substantially as and for the purpose described. drawbar yoke or extension, a follower ahutting against one of

2. A metal railroad tie comprising a bottom and side
said stops on the car frame, a sliding friction shell or casing

walls integral with each other, blocks located between the abutting at one end against the other stop on the car frame
side walls, vertically extending fenders abutting against and having a friction chamber, and a spring chamber of larger
the inner ends of the blocks and clamping supports hav

size than the friction chamber, sliding friction blocks in said

ing downwardly extending ends to embrace the side walls friction chamber , said sliding friction shell having interior

of the tie and having lugs with elongated openings there
friction faces parallel to the drawbar and said friction blocks

in for suitable spikes or like fastening means to hold the
having exterior friction faces parallel to and in frictional

rails on the supports , substantially as and for the pur
engagement with said interior friction faces of said friction

pose set forth.

shell or casing, a pair of wedges for spreading said blocks

and a spring , said sliding friction shell or casing having a

No. 102,735. Draft Gear for Railway Cars. lateral opening through one of its sides for insertion and

Appareil de traction à frottement pour wagons de chemins removal of the spring, the walls of said friction chamber

de fer. being thicker and stronger than the walls of said spring

chamber substantially as specified.

FIG I 5. In a friction draft rigging the combination with a draw

bar and a draw- bar strap or yoke, of a sliding friction shell

or casing having a friction chamber and a spring chamber

and furnished with a lateral opening into the spring cham
99

ber for insertion and removal of the spring, sliding friction

TEHOLD blocks in the friction chamber, said sliding friction shell

having interior friction faces parallel to the draw-bar, and

said friction blocks having exterior friction faces parallel

12
to and in frictional engagement with said interior friction

faces of said friction shell or casing, and a spring in the

spring chamber, the walls of said frict on chamber being
OCO

thicker and stronger than the walls of said spring chamber,

substantially as specified.
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The W. H. Miner Company , assignee of Frederick B. Town

send, all of Chicago , Illinois , U.S.A. , 25th December,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 3rd December, 1906 . Receipt No.

141,783.

Claim.-1. In a friction draft rigging the combination with

a drawbar and a drawbar strap or yoke , of a sliding friction

shell or casing having a friction chamber and interior fric

tion faces parallel with the drawbar, and a spring chamber

of larger size or diameter than the friction chamber, sliding

friction blocks within the friction chamber of said shell or

casing having exterior friction faces parallel and in slid

ing frictional engagement with said interior friction faces of

said shell or casing , a wedge or device for spreading said D. H. Burrell and Company, assignee of Loomis Burrell , both

blocks and a spring in the spring chamber of said sholl or of Little Falls , New York , U.S.A. , 25th December, 1906 ; 6

casing , said friction shell or chamber having an opening in years . Filed 3rd December, 1906. Receipt No. 147,777.

one of its sides for insertion and removal of the spring,the Claim .-- 1. In a milking machine the combination of a re

walls of said friction chamber being thicker and stronger ceiving pail having milk compartments arranged side by

12-26
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side and a milking mechanism mounted on said pail and pro- 5. The combination of a vat having a concave inner sur

vided with means for milking two cows simultaneously, said face , horizontal bearings arranged eccentrically to said

milking mechanism having two separate milk passages, each surface , an oscillating coil having trunnions which are

opening into one of said compartments, substantially as set journalled in said bearings , and a supplementary stirrer

forth . oscillating on an axis which is arranged lower than said

2. In a milking machine the combination of a receiving bearings, substantially as set forth .

pail having muk compartments arranged side by side and a .
6. The combination of a vat having a concave inner sur

milking mechanism mounted on said pail and provided with
face, horizontal bearings arranged eccentrically to said

means for milking two cows simultaneously , said milking surface , an Oscillating coil having trunnions which are

mechanism comprising a pulsator valve having two separate journalled in said bearings, a supplementary stirrer mount

milk passages, each opening into one of said compartments , ed on an axis eccentric to said bearings, and means on said

substantially as set forth .
coil for moving said stirrer , substantially as set forth .

3. In a milking machine the combination of a receiving
7. The combination of a vat having a concave inner sur

pail having an upright partition dividing the pail into two
face, horizontal bearings arranged eccentrically to said

compartments , and a pulsator valve arranged above said
surface, an oscillating coil having trunnions which are

partition and provided with separate milk passages , open
journalled in said bearings, a supplementary stirrer, a

ing into the pail on opposite sides of said partition, sub
pivotal support for the same arranged concentric to said

stantially as set forth .
concave surface, and means on said coil for moving said

4. In a milking machine the combination of a receiving pail
stirrer back and forth with the coil , substantially as set

forth .

having an upright partition dividing the pail into two com
8. The combination of a vat having a concave inner sur

partments , an upright pulsator cylinder arranged above said

partition and a vertically movable pulsator piston arranged surface, an oscillating coil having trunnions which are jour
face, horizontal bearings arranged eccentrically to said

in said cylinder and provided with separate milk ports on
nalled in said bearings, a supplementary stirrer , a cover on

opposite sides of said partition , substantially as set forth .
said vat, and a pivotal support for said stirrer secured to

5 In a milking machine the combination of a receiving
said cover and arranged concentric with said concave sur

pail having milk compartments arranged side by side and a
face , substantially as set forth .

separate discharge spout for each compartment, and a milk 9. The combination of a vat having a concave inner sur
ing mechanism mounted on said pail and provided with face , horizontal bearings arranged eccentrically to said
means for milking two cows simultaneously and with separ surface , an oscillating coil having trunnions which are jour
ate milk passages , one for each compartment , substantially

nalled in said bearings , a supplementary stirrer, a cover on
as set forth . said vat, a pivotal support for said stirrer secured to said

6. In a milking machine the combination of a receiving cover and arranged concentric with said concave surface ,

pail having an upright partition dividing the pail into two and means on said coil for oscillating said stirrer, sub

compartments and having discharge spouts on opposite sides stantially as set forth .

of said partition , and a pulsator mechanism mounted on said 10. The combination of a vat provided with horizontal

pail and having separate milk passages opening into said bearings and an oscillating coil having trunnions which are

pail on opposite sides of said partition , substantially as set journalled in said bearings and having longitudinal circulat

forth. ing pipes which are arranged in groups on opposite sides

7. In a milking machine the combination of a receiving of its longitudinal central plane , the groups of pipes di

pail having an upright partition dividing the pail into two verging further downwardly from their outermost point ,

compartments and having discharge spouts arranged side by set forth .

side on the same side of the pail near the top thereof and on 11. The combination of a vat provided with horizontal

opposite sides of said partition, and means for delivering bearings and an oscillatingcoil having trunnions which are

the milks from two cows separately into the pail on oppsite journalled in said bearings and having longitudinal circulat
sides of said partition , substantially as set forth . ing pipes which are arranged in groups on opposite sides

of its longitudinal central plane , the groups of pipes first

No 102,737. Apparatus for Heating or Cooling diverging downwardly from the trunnions and then con

Liquids. verging further downwardly from their outermost point ,

Appareil pour le chauffage et le refroidissement des liquides .
substantially as set forth .

12. The combination of a vat having bearings , and an os

cillating coil comprising trunnions journalled in said bear

ings, chambered heads connected with said trunnions , and

longitudinal circulating pipes connecting the chambers of

said heads, substantially as set forth .

13. The combination of a vat having bearings, and an os

cillating coil comprising trunnions journalled in said bear

ings, a chambered head connecting with the inlet trunnion ,

a chambered head connected with the outlet trunnion , longi

tudinal circulating pipes connecting the chambers of said

heads, and a horizontal outlet pipe extending from the

10 , lower chamber of the inlet head to the outlet head and con

nected with the outlet trunnion , substantially as set forth .

No. 102,738. Refrigerator. Réfrigérateur,
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D. H. Burrell & Company, assignee of Harvey Feldmeier,

both of Little Falls, New York , U.S.A. , 25th December,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 3rd December, 1906. Receipt No.

141,778.

Claim.-1 . An apparatus for heating and cooling liquids

comprising a vat , an oscillating coil arranged within the

same, and a supplemental stirrer which oscillates with the

coil and projects below the same, substantially as set forth .

2. The combination of a vat, an oscillating coil arranged

therein, and a supplementary stirrer mounted to move ec

centrically with reference to the coil , substantially as set

forth .

3. The combination with a vat having a concave inner R

surface , an oscillating coil mounted to move eccentrically

to said surface , and a supplementary stirrer mounted to

move concentrically to said surface , substantially as set

forth .

4. The combination of a vat having a concave inner sur- The Chatham Motor Car Company, assignee of John Joseph

face, horizontal bearings arranged above said vat and Holmes , both of Chatham , Ontario , Canada, 25th De

eccentric to its inner surface, an oscillating coil having cember, 1906 ; 6 years.

trunnions which are journalled in said bearings, and a sup

Filed 17th April , 1906. Receipt

No. 131,798.

plemental stirrer which is pivotally mounted concentric Claim . - 1. In a pump for refrigerating machine, an alter

with said surface, substantially as set forth .
nating valve chamber, a cylindercommunicating there

T
i
e

6.

CH에
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with , a piston in said cylinder , a number of grooved bull 3. An apparatus of the class described comprising a ves

rings in said piston , and a corresponding number of piston sel provided with a funnel - shaped bottom and having a

rings placed in the grooves between the bull rings , sub- controlled discharge opening at the apex thereof , and pro
stantially as and for the purpose set forth . vided at its top with a discharge opening, a deflecting plate

2. In a pump for refrigerating machine, a cylinder, com- leading towards said discharge opening, and a screen of

munication with an alternating valve chamber, a valve suitable mesh supported within said vessel , and a hollow

cage, having a number of holes communicating with the dis- shaft extending down into said vessel and having its end

charge port and containing a discharge valve and guide , ' opening below said screen, suitable supports for said hollow

the said guide forming a cushion chamber for the said dis- shaft , and adjustable paddles secured to said hollow shaft

( harge valve , substantially as and for the purpose specified . and operating above said screen by the rotation of said

3. In a pump for refrigerating machine, a cylinder com- shaft so as to create a centrifugal force so as to divide the

municating with an attending valve chamber, a valve cage graphite or similar substance from the rocky matter or

communicating with the discharge port and containing a gangue passed into the said vessel , the deflecting plate

discharge valve, guide and, cushion chamber, a suction causing the separated graphite or similar substance to pass

valve, working in guides inside of the discharge valve , work out of said vessel through the discharge opening.

said discharge valve alternately with said discharge valve , 4. The combination with an apparatus of the class des

substantially as set forth . cribed comprising a vessel provided with a funnel-shaped

4. In a pump for refrigerating machines , a cylinder com- bottom and having a controlled discharge opening at the

municating with an alternating valve chamber, a valve apex thereof , of a conduit held within said vessel and

cage containing the alternative, valves, guides and cushion directly above the discharge opening in the apex of said

chamber, a flexible rubber sheave guide ring and compres- funnel -shaped bottom .

sion springs , substantially as and for the purposes set forth . 5. In an apparatus of the class described the combination

5. In a pump for refrigerating machines, a cylinder, a with a vessel provided with a funnel -shaped bottom and

piston in said cylinder, a number of grooved bull rings on having a controlled discharge opening at the apex thereof,

said piston, and a corresponding number of piston rings and a screen of suitable mesh supported within said vessel.
placed in the grooves between the bull rings , the said a pipe or conduit for introducing water into said vessel

cylinder communicating with an alternating valve cham- below said screen , means operating within said vessel and

ber, a valve cage containing the alternating valves , guides above said screen so as to create a centrifugal force so as

and cushion chamber, a flexible rubber sleeve, guide, ring to divide the graphite or similar substance from the rocky
and compression springs , substantially as and for the pur- matter or gangue passed into said vessel , of a second ves

pose specified. sel held at an inclined angle and provided at its higher end

with a freely open discharge opening, and provided at the

No. 102,739. Apparatus for Separating and Re- lower end with a controlled discharge opening, a shaft

fining Graphite .
mounted therein , a plurality of paddles or blades attached

Appareil pour la séparation et le raffinage du graphite.
to said shaft and at a suitable angle so as to break up and

work the mass of graphite or similar substance passed into

said vessel at its lower end from said first -mentioned ves

sel , and force them out of said freely open discharge open

ing , means for introducing water into the higher end of

said second -mentioned vessel , and a screen of suitable mesh

placed over said controlled discharge opening.

6. In an apparatus of the class described, the combination

with , a vessel provided with a funnel -shaped bottom and

having a controlled discharge opening at the apex thereof ,

and provided at its top with a discharge opening, a deflect

ing plate leading towards said discharge opening, and a

screen of suitable mesh supported within said vessel, a pipe

or conduit for introducing water into said vessel below said

screen , means operating within said vessel and above said

screen so as to create a centrifugal force so as to divide

the graphite or similar substance from the rocky matter or

gangue passed into the said vessel , the deflecting plate

causing the separated graphite or similar substance to pass

out of said vessel through the discharge opening, of a second

vessel held at an inclined angle and provided at its higher

end with a freely open discharge opening, and provided at

the lower end with a controlled discharge opening, a shaft

mounted therein , a plurality of paddles or blades attached

to said shaft and at a suitable angle so as to break up and

work the mass of graphite or similar substance passed

into said vessel at its lower end from said first -mentioned

James Francis Latimer and William Henry Matthews , both
vessel , and force them out of said freely onen discharge

of Toronto , Ontario, Canada , 25th December, 1906 , 6
opening, means for introducing water into the higher end of

years. Filed 18th January, 1906. Receipt No. 131,979 .
said second -mentioned vessel, and a screen of suitable mesh

Claim .-- 1. An apparatus of the class described comprising
placed over said controlled discharge opening.

a vessel provided with a funnel- shaped bottom having a

controlled discharge opening at the apex thereof, a screen No. 102,740. Process of Separating and Refining

of suitable mesh supported within said vessel , a hollow Graphite.

shaft extending down into said vessel and having its end Procédé pour la séparation et le raffinage du graphite.

opening below said screen and directly above said discharge

opening whereby water is introduced into said apparatus James Francis Latimer and WilliamHenry Matthews, both of
below said screen , and means secured to said hollow shaft Toronto, Ontario, Canada , 25th December, 1906 ; 6 years.

and operated above said screen by the rotation of said shaft Filed 19th January, 1906. Receipt No. 132,006 .

so as to create a centrifugal force so as to divide the Claim .-- 1. The process of separating graphite and similar

graphite or similar substance from the rocky matter or substances from their rocky matter or gangue , which con

gangue passed into said vessel. sists first in thoroughly mixing the pulverized rocky matter

2. An apparatus of the class described , comprising a ves- or gangue with oil , then thinning it with water, and then

sel provided with a funnel - shaped bottom and having a subjecting the mass to the action of a centrifugal force in
controlled discharge opening at the apex thereof, and pro- a vessel containing water and over a foraminate partition ,

vided at its top with a discharge opening, a deflecting plate recovering the graphite , the rocky matter or gangue with

leading towards said discharge opening, and a screen of water passing away.

suitable mesh supported within said vessel , and a hollow 2. The process of separating graphite and similar sub

shaft extending down into said vessel and having its end stances from their rocky matter or gangue, which consists

opening below said screen , suitable supports for said hollow first in thoroughly mixing the pulverized rocky matter or

shaft , and paddles secured to said hollow shaft and operat- gangue with oil , then thinning it with water, and then sub
ing above said screen by the rotation of said shaft so as to jecting the mass to the action of a centrifugal force in a

create a centrifugal force so as to divide the graphite or vessel containing water and over a foraminate partition ,
similar substance from the rocky matter or gangue passed recovering the graphite , the rocky matter or gangue with
into the said vessel, the deflecting plate causing the sen- water passing away, and then working the recovered oil

arated graphite or similar substance to pass out of said provided graphite or similar substance in a stream of water
vessel through the discharge opening . so as to refine it .
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3. The process of separating graphite and similar sub- 8. The process of separating graphite and similar sub
stances from their rocky matter or gangue, which consists stances from their rocky matter or gangue, which consists

first in thoroughly mixing the pulverized rocky matter or

gangue with oil , then thinning it with water, then passing it

into a body of water subjected to the action of a centrifugal

force and above a foraminate partition which is impervious

to the commingled oil and graphite , but previous to the

water and gangue , maintaining a downward current of water

through that body of the mixture below said foraminate par

tition and deflecting portion of this current causing it to

pass upward through said foraminate partition , removing the

residuum from below said foram inate partition , and recov

ering the graphite , and then working the recovered oil pro

vided graphite or similar substance in a stream of water so

as to refine it .

9. The process of separating graphite and similar sub

stances from their rocky matter or gangue , which consists

first in thoroughly mixing the pulverized rocky matter or

gangue with oil , then thinning it with water, then passing

it into a body of water subjected to the action of a centri

fugal force and above a foraminate partition which is imper

vious to the commingled oil and graphite , but pervious to

the water and gangue , maintaining a downward current of

water through that body of the mixture below said for

aminate partition and deflecting portion of this current caus

ing it to pass upward through said foraminate partition , re

moving the residuum from below said foraminate partition ,

first in thoroughly mixing the pulverized rocky mater or and recovering the graphite, then working the recovered oil

gangue with oil, then thinning it with water , and then sub - provided graphite or similar substance in a stream of water

jecting the mass to the action of a centrifugal force in a so as to refine it , and then recovering the oil from said oil

vessel containing water and over a foraminate partition, provided graphite or similar substance.

recovering the graphite , the rocky matter or gangue with 10. The process of separating graphite and similar sub

water passing away then working the recovered oil provided stances from rocky matter and gangue, consisting in ming

graphite or similar substance in a stream of water so as to ling the crushed ore with oil , delivering the oil provided

refine it , and then recovering the oil from said oil provided mass to , and maintaining it in , an upflowing current of

graphite or similar substance . water, centrifugally agitating the mass to separate the com

4. The process of separating graphite and similar sub- ponents and so accelerate the current as to carry the oil

stances from their rocky matter or gangue, which consists | provided graphite to the top of the water, flowing the so

first in mixing the pulverized rocky matter or gangue with separated graphite away , settling the gangue through a cur

oil , then passing it into a body of water subjected to the rent of reduced speed below the zonein which the material

action of a centrifugal force and above a foraminate parti- is fed and agitated, and removing said gangue by a down

tion which is impervious to the commingled oil and graphite , wardly flowing current .

but pervious to the water and gangue , maintaining a down- 11. The process of separating graphite and similar sub

ward current of water through that body of the mixture stances from rocky matter and gangue, consisting in ming;

below said foraminate partition and deflecting portion of ling the crushed ore with oil, delivering the oil provided

this current causing it to pass upward through said for- mass to and maintaining it in , an upflowing current of

aminate partition, removing the residuum from below said water, centrifugal agitating the mass to separate the com

foraminate partition , and recovering the graphite . ponents and so accelerate the current as to carry the oil

5. The process of separating graphite and similar sub - provided graphite to the top of the water , flowing the so

stances from their rocky matter or gangue, which consists separated graphite away, settling the gangue through an
first in thoroughly mixing the pulverized rocky matter or upflowing current of reduced speed below the zone in which

gangue with oil , then passing it into a body of water sub
the material is fed and agitated, and removing said gangue

jected to the action of a centrifugal force and above a by a downwardly flowing current,

foraminate partition which is impervious to the commingled 12. The process of separating graphite and similar sub

oil and graphite, but pervious to the water and gangue stances from rocky matter and gangue, consisting in ming.

maintaining a downward current of water through that body ling the crushed ore with oil, delivering the oil provided
of the mixture below said foraminate partition and deflecl- mass to , and maintaining it in , an upflowing current of

ing portion of this current causing it to pass upward through water, centrifugally agitating the mass to separate the com
said foraminate partition , removing the residuum from be- ponents and so accelerate the current as to carry the oil

low said foraminate partition, and recovering the graphite , provided graphite to thetop of the water, flowing the s)
and then working the recovered oil provided graphite or separated graphite away , settling the gangue through an up

similar substance in a stream of water so as to refine it . flowing current of reduced speed below the zone in which
6. The process of separating graphite and similar sub

the material is fed and agitated, and removing said gangue,

stances from their rocky matter or gangue, which consists below the zone in which the material is fed and agitated , by ·

first in thoroughly mixing the pulverized rocky matter or
a downwardly flowing current of greater speed than said up

gadgue with oil, then passing it into a body of water sub - flowing current of reduced speed.
jected to the action of a centrifugal force and above a

foraminate partition which is impervious to the commingled No. 102,741 . Valve. Valve.

oil and graphite, but pervious to the water and gangue ,

maintaining a downward current of water through that body The Star Brass Manufacturing Company, assignee of

of the mixture below said foraminate partition and deflect- Charles Frederick Fernald , all of Boston, Massachu

ing portion of this current causing it to pass upward through setts , U.S.A. , 25th December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 10th

said foraminate partition , removing the residuum from be- November , 1906. Receipt No. 141,089 .

low said foraminate partition , and recovering the graphite , Claim .-- 1 . A valve of the character specified having a

thenworking the recovered oil provided graphite or similar valve casing with inlet and outlet passages inside the same;
substance in a stream of water so as to refine it, and then a partition separating said passages having therein a port

recovering the oil from said oil provided graphite or similar or opening connecting the passages, a main valve control

substance . ling said port or opening, a piston larger than said valve,
7. The process of separating graphite and similar sub a piston rod connecting said valve with thepiston,a cylin

stances from their rocky matter or gangue,which consists der casing for containing said piston, means for closing the
firstin thoroughly mixingthe pulverized rocky matter or end of said cylinder casing, means whereby pressure from

gangue with oil, thenthinning it with water, then passing it the inlet passage may be obtained onboth sides of said
into a body ofwater subjected to the actionof a centrifugal piston, a passage through said piston,piston rod and main
forceandabovea foraminate partitionwhichis impervious valveproviding outlet from the chamberin therearthereof
to the commingled oil andgraphite, but pervious to the water into the outlet passage,a valve for controlling said past
and gangue,maintaining a downward current of water sage, and means for controlling said valve from a point

throughthat body of the mixture below saidforaminatepar- outside the valve casing.
tition and deflecting portion of this current causing it to 2. A valve of the character specified having pressure inlet

pass upward through said foraminate partition , removing and outlet passages, a main valve controlling said passages,

the residuum from below said foraminate partition, and re- a piston , a piston rod connecting the same with themain

covering the graphite. valve , a chamber on either side of said piston in communi
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cation with the pressure inlet passage , a vent passage for at the other end with an exhaust passage therefrom and

the chamber in the rear of the piston and leading through which rod also has passages leading from the pressure inlet

into the chambered interior thereof by which the pressure

may pass through the same to the chamber back of the pis

ton , an auxiliary valve in said chambered passage for con

trolling said exhaust from said chamber back of the piston ,

means operatable with and by said valve for controlling

the passages entering into the chambered interior of aid

piston, and a stem secured to said auxiliary valve and ex

tending through the stem of said main valve to a point out

side the valve casing .

8. A valve of the character specified having a casing anl

inside the same a main valve controlling inlet and outlet

passages, a piston located inside said casing with chambers

on either side therof , a piston rod connecting said main

valve with said piston , which rod is made chambered, the

chambered interior thereof connecting at one end with the

chamber in the rear of the piston and at its other end with

an exhaust passage connecting with the outlet passage of

the valve, and which rod also has passages extending

through the same into the chambered interior thereof by

which the pressure may pass from the chamber forward of

the piston or the inlet passage to the chamber back of the

piston , an auxiliary valve located inside said chambered

passage for controlling said exhaust, means for extraneously

operating said valve , means for keeping the valve normally

seated, and sliding gate also located inside the chambered

the same and also through the piston rod and main valve interior of the rod, attached to and movable with said

into the pressure outlet passage , an auxiliary valve norm- auxiliary valve for closing the passage leading into the

ally seated inside said vent passage for controlling the chambered interior of the rod at and during the time of the

same, and means for operating said valve . exhaustion of the chamber in the rear of the piston .

3. A valve of the character specified having pressure inlet 9. A valve of the character specified having a casing and

and outlet passages , a main valve controlling said pas- inside the same a main valve controlling inlet and outlet

sages, a piston , a piston rod connecting the same with the passages, a piston located inside said casing with cham

main valve, a chamber on either side of said pisto in com- bers on either side thereof, a piston rod connecting said

munication with the pressure inlet passage , a vent passage main valve with said piston , which rod is made chambered ,

for the chamber in the rear of the piston leading through the chambered interior thereof connecting at one end with

the same and also through the piston rod and main valve the chamber in the rear of the piston and at its other end

into the pressure outlet passage, an auxiliary valve nor- with an exhaust passage connecting with the outlet passage

mally seated inside said vent passage for controlling the of the valve , and which rod also has passages extending

same, and a rod connecting with said valve and extending through the same into the chambered interior thereof by

forward to a point outside the valve casing, whereby said which the pressure may pass from the chamber forward of

auxiliary valve may be operated . the piston or the inlet passage to the chamber back of the

4. A valve of the character specified having pressure inlet piston , an auxiliary valve C located inside said chambered

and outlet passages , a main valve controlling said pas- passage for controlling said exhaust, having a gate Olse

sages , a valve stem extending forward from said main valve cured thereto, which gate is adapted to slide in said cham

having bearings in the side of the valve casing, a piston bered passage, means for extraneously operating said valve

larger than said valve , a piston rod connecting said piston and sliding gate, and means comprising a compression spring

and valve, a casing containing said piston forming a cham- withiin said chambered passage for holding said auxiliary

ber on either side thereof in communication with the pres valve normally seated.

sure inlet passage , means for exhausting the chamber in

the rear of said piston, whereby the piston may become over- No. 102,742. Holder for Roll Paper Binder Strips ,

balanced to operate the main valve, the same comprising a
Porte rouleau pour papier en bandes.

vent passage leading out of said chamber through the pis

ton , thence through the piston rod and main valve to exit

into the pressure outlet passage, an auxiliary valve con

tained within the piston rod for controlling said vent pas

sage , and a rod connecting with said valve and extending

through the valve stem to project through the wall of the
casing.

5. A valve of the character specified having pressure inlet

and outlet passages , a main valve between said passages ,

a piston connecting with said main valve , a chamber

formed on either side thereof in communication with the

pressure inlet passage , a vent passage leading out of one
chamber through the piston and communicating with the

pressure outlet passage, an auxiliary valve in said vent

passage for controlling the same , a compression spring also

inside said vent passage holding said valve normally seated ,

and means for controlling said auxiliary valve from a point
outside the valve casing.

6. A valve of the character specified having a casing and
inside the same a main valve controlling inlet and outlet Edwin C. Elder, Orange, New Jersey, and George W. Her

passages , a piston located inside said casing with cham
bert, assignee of a half interest, New York City, New

bers on either side thereof, a niston rod connecting said York , both in U.S.A. , 25th December , 1906 ; 6 years.

main valve with said piston the interior of which rod is
Filed 4th August, 1906. Receipt No. 138,420 .

made chambered, connecting at one end with the chamber Clain . - 1 . In a device of the character described , the com
in the rear of this piston and atthe other end with an ex- bination of a support designed to receive a roll of gummed

haust passage therefrom , and which rod also has passages tape or the like , a reservoir carried by said support and
leading into the chambered interior thereof by which the provided with a moistening device , a guide frame for the

pressuro may pass into and through the same to the cham- tape as it passes from the roll to the moistening device,
ber back of the piston, an auxiliary valve insaid cham- means for rocking said guide frame as the tape is with

bered passage for controlling said exhaustfrom said cham- drawn therefrom , and means positively actuated from said
bered passage for controlling the pressure passing into the frame for presenting fresh surfaces of the moistening de
same,

vice to the tane .

7. A valve of the character specified having a casing and 2. In a device of the character described , the combination

inside the same a main valve controlling inlet and outlet of a support for a roll of gummed tape, a well or reservoir,

passages , a stem extending from said main valve , a piston a moistening band designed to turn in said reservoir , a

located inside said casing with chambers on either side rocker frame through which the tape is designed to pass to

thereor , a piston rod connecting said main valve and piston , the moistener, and means whereby the cking of said frame

the interior of which rod is made chambered, connecting will effect the movement of the moistening band, as and

at one end with the chamber in the rear of the piston and for the purpose set forth .
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3. In a device of the character described, the combination 2. Transmitting apparatus consisting of conductors con

of a support for a roll of gummed tape , a reservoir, a tra- stituting an electric circuit , earth connections therewith ,

velling moistening band mounted in said reservoir , a rocker and means for producing low tension currents and high

frame provided with rollers around which a tape is de- potential discharges through the same in combination with

signed to pass towards the moistening band, means whereby a distant receiver provided with earth connections cutting

a pull of the tape will effect the rocking of said frame, and the lines of current flow through the earth at points of dif

a connection between said frame and moistening band, said ferent potential, permitting some of the transmitted energy

connection embodying an intermittently operating device for to flow through them and actuate the receiver, substanti

moving said band . ally as set forth ,

4. In a device of the character described , the combination 3. A source of electric energy, a self inductance coil or

of a support for a roll of gummed tape , a well or reser- ) coils , an interrupter , a circuit closing key and conductors

voir , a band mounted in said reservoir, a rocker frame pro- making circuit through said devices , in combination with

vided with rollers around which paper is designed to pass ground connections from said circuit at points on each side

towards the moistening band , a roller carrying said band of the said interrupter, substantially as set forth .

and provided with a ratchet, and a pawl carried by said 4. A source of electric energy, a self inductance coil or

rocker frame and arranged for engagement with said coils, an interrupter, a circuit closing key and conductor

ratchet, as and for the purpose set forth . making cirucit through these devices , in combination with

5. In a device of the character described, the combination ground connections from said circuit at points on each side

of a frame for a roll of gummed tape , a well or reservoir of the interrupter, and a condenser or equivalent means
mounted thereon and provided at its upper end with a stud- for preventing sparking at the interrupter, substantially as

ded roller, a moistening band suspended from said roller, set forth.
and means for imparting an intermittent motion to said 5. A source of electric energy , a self inductance coil or

roller. coils , an interrupter located in an exhausted chamber, a

6. In a device of the character described , the combination circuit closing key and conductor making circuit through

of a support for a roll of gummed tape , a well or reservoir, these devices, in combination with ground connections from
a rocker frame mounted to ride in said support, and de- said circuit at points on each side of the interrupter, sub

signed to guide the tape to the moistening device , the frame stantially as set forth .

being so arranged that when the tape is pulled upon to un 6. In transmitting apparatus the combination of electric

wind it , it will rock the said frame , and a knife carried by conductors constituting a divided circuit with a source of

said frame and arranged to be carried towards the tape electric cenergy, a circuit closing key, a self inductance
when the latter is rocked . coil or coils in each branch of said circuit , a vibrating arm

7. In a device of the character described , the combination ature to make and break said circuit alternately through

of a support for a roll of gummed tape, moistening mech - cach branch , ground connections from said circuit at points
anism carried by said support, a frame mounted to rock in on each side of said circuit making and breaking devices

said support and provided with rollers around which the and condensers in shunt thereto, substantially as set forth.
tape is designed to pass, the said frame being so arranged

that when the paper is drawn from the roll, it will rock the tric conductors constituting a divided circuit with a source

7. In a transmitting apparatus the combination of elec

forward end of said frame downward , and a knife carried of electric energy , a circuit closing key, a self inductance

by the forward end of said frame . coil or coils in each branch of said circuit , a vibrating

8. In a device of the character described, the combination wedge -shaped armature to make and break said circuit

of a support fora roll of gummed tape, a reservoir detach- alternately through each branch, said armature being car
ably connected to said support, a moisteningbandvertically ried by a spring mounted on anadjustable slide, and adapt
disposed in said reservoir , a roller mounted in said reser ! to co -operate with adjustable contacts , ground connec

roir and suspended from said band , said roller being pro

vided with a ratchet , a rocker frame designed to direct the making and breaking devices and condensers in shunt

tions from said circuit at points on each side of said circuit

paper to said moistening band , a crank operated pawl car: thereto , substantially as set forth.
ried by said frame into intermittent operative engagement 8. A source of electric energy , a self inductance coil

with said ratchet , and a knife carried at one end of said or coils , an interrupter, a circuit clos ing key, conductor

frame . making circuit through these devices,
a condenser in

9. In a device of the character described, the combination shunt to the interrupter, ground connections from s aid
of a support for a roll of gummed tape, moistenin

g
mech circuit at points on each side of said interrupter, and a

anism carried by said support, a pivoted rocker frame car secondary winding to said inductance coil or coils connect

ried by said support and comprising two spaced apart U ed in shunt at such points through a spark gap , condenser

shaped members, upper and lower rollers 19 and 20 jour

nalled between said members at one side of their pivot , a

or equivalent device , substantially as set forth .

guide plate 21 at the ends of said members on the sameside nections adapted to cut the lines of transmitted current

9. In combination with a receiver having two earth con

of said pivot , two horizontally aligned rollers 22 mounted flow at points of different potential , transmitting appar.

between said members at the other side of the pivot , a knife atus comprising electric circuit conductors, a

carried by said members at their other ends, and a ratchet electric energy, a self inductance coil or coils , and a key,

and pawl device designed to actuate the moistening mech- earth connections from said circuit at twoormorepoints,
anism when the said frame is rocked . and an interrupter whereby extra currents are induced and

discharged into the earth periodically with the battery

No. 102,743 . Telegraphic Apparatus.
current, whereby lines of current flow are propagated

Appareil télégraphique.

whose presence may be detected by the distant receiver,

substantially as set forth ,

10. In receiving apparatus the combination of a telephone

receiver with means for producing a flame in proximity

thereto, a conductor in proximity to said frame, and a relay

in circuit with said conductor, the said apparatus being

provided with two earth connections adapted to cut the

lines of transmitted current flow at points of different

potential , and the resistance of the said conductor varying

with the vibrations of the flame which are caused by the

vibrations of the diaphragm , substantially as set forth .

11. The receiving apparatus provided with a local circuit

including a relay, a sensitive flame arranged in proximity

to tho said circuit to vary its resistance with the vibrations

of the flame, and means responsive to transmitted electri

cal impulses for communicating vibrations to said flame,

the said apparatus being provided with two earth connec

tions adapted to cut the lines of transmitted current flow

at points of different potential , substantially as set forth .

source of
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James Tarbolton, Armstrong and Alex. Orling, co-inventors, No. 102,744, Wire Fence Making Machine.

both of London , England, 25th December , 1906 ; 6 years . Machine à fabriquer des clôtures en fil de fer .
Filed 5th January , 1903 , Receipt No. 101,891 .

Claim .--- 1. In an apparatus for transmitting electric im Daniel P. Anthony, Tecumseh , Michigan , U.S.A. , 25th De

pulses , the combination of conductors constituting an elec
cember , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 19th March, 1906. Receipt

tric circuit with earth connections, and means for produc
No. 134,046 .

ing low tension currents and high potential discharges to Claim .--1. In a feed mechanism for wire fence machines
gether therethrough , substantially as set forth . the combination ofa revoluble wire supportand a clamp
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ing member thereon rotatable about an axis radial to and ging grip on the opposite end of the extended section , the

parallel with the plane of movement of the support , and construction being such as to permit the passage of wire to

adapted normally to engage and grip the wire . relieve the increasing strain caused by twisting the strands

together, and means for twisting said strands together

throughout the length of said extended section between and

around the pickets , substantially as described.

2. In a wire fence machine , means for gripping one end of

the line wires of an extended section of fence consisting of a

rocking cam roll journalled in the frame of the machine ,

means for rocking said cam roll , springs housed below said

rocking cam roll in the frame of the machine, the construc

tion being such that the line wires pass between said springs

and the rocking cam whereby said cam when partially rotat

ed will grip said wires between the cam and the springs, sub

stantially as described .

3. In a wire fence machine , means for gripping one end of

the line wires consisting of a rocking cam roll journalled in

the frame of the machine , means for rocking said cam roll ,

springs housed in the frame of the machine below said rock

ing cam roll adapted for lateral adjustment , the construction

being such that said springs may be set so that the line

wires may pass between said springs and the rocking cam

whereby said cam when partially rotated will grip said wires
2. In a feed mechanism for wire fence machines the com

between the cam and the springs, substantially as described.
bination with a revoluble wire support , of a clamping mem 4. In a wire fence machine, means for putting an extended
ber thereon rotatable about an axis radial to and parallel section of the line wires of the fence under tension , said

with the plane of movement of the support, and adapted means consisting of devices for gripping the line wires at

normally to engage and grip the wire , and means for

one end and providing a dragging grip on the opposite end

periodically disengaging the clamp during a determined of an extended section, a reciprocating carriage adapted to
period in the rotation of the support.

travel the length of said extended section provided with

3. In a feed mechanism for wire fence machines the com

bination of a rotary disc having a channelled periphery to

twisting gears for twisting the strands of the line wires

receive the fence wire , of a plurality of radially arranged said twisting gears and also the reciprocating carriage , sub

together and around the pickets, driving gears for operating

spring pressed clamp members thereon mounted for rotary stantially as described.
movement on an axis radial to and parallel with the disc and 5. In a wire fence machine, means for putting an extended
adapted to normally engage and grip the wire, and a cam section of the line wires of the fence under tension , consist

in the pathof the clamps adaptedto successively disengage ing of devices for securely gripping the line wires at one
the latter at a point in rotation to the disc. end and provided with means for producing a dragging grip

4. In a wire fence machine the combination with a drive
on the opposite end of an extended section, a reciprocating

shaft, of a shaft driven thereby an adjustably variable par - carriage onwhich are mounted twisting gears designed to

ial rotation ateach rotation of said driveshaft, aplurality twist the strands forming the lateralwirestogether,suitable
of wire supports bearing clamping members and carried by driving gears to operate the twisting gears and to control
said driven shaft , a reel adapted to receive the finished

the movement of said carriage , substantially as described .

fence , and a shaft therefor. 6. In a wire fence machine , a reciprocating carriage on
5. In a wire fence machne the combination with a drive

which are mounted twisting gears for twisting together the
shaft , of a shaft driven thereby an adjustably variable par strands between and around the pickets of th fence, and

tial rotation to each rotation of said drive shaft , a plur means for determining the distance between pickets in said

ality of wire supports bearing clamping members and car twisted section , said means being adjustable to adapt it for
ried by said driven shaft , a reel adapted to receive the fin varying conditions, substantially as described.

ished fence, a shaft therefor, and a friction drive connection 7. In a wire fence machine, a reciprocating carriage on

between said shaft and said driven shaft . which are mounted twisting gears for twisting the strands

6. In a wire fence machine the combination with a drive
of the line wires together between and around the pickets of

shaft , of a shaft driven thereby an adjustably variable par the fence , means for reversing the direction of the twist be

tial revolution at each rotation of said drive shaft , a plur
tween alternate pickets , and adjustable means for regulating

ality of revoluble wire supports mounted on said driven the distance twisted between pickets, said means consist
shaft, clamping members mounted to rotate radially to the ing of a movable stop secured to a gear driven by the driv

place of movement of said supports and adapted normally to ing gear, the construction being such that the movement of

engage and grip the wire , a reel adapted to receive the fin the gear will cause the stop to come in contact with the

ished fence, a shaft therefor , and a friction drive connection driving gear , thus stopping the rotation of the twisting gears

between said shaft and said driven shaft for regulating the
and indicating the predetermined distance between pickets,

winding tension of the material on said reel . substantially as described.

8. In a wire fence machine , a reciprocating carriage on

No. 102,745. Wire Fence Making Machine. which are mounted twisting gears for twisting together the

Machine à fabriquer des culôtures en fil de fer.
strands forming the line wires of the fence , the construc

tion being such that the gearing operating the twisting

gears will control the travel of the carriage , means for

stopping the movement of the twisting gears when the

strands twisted a predetermined distance between

pickets consisting of an adjustable stop secured to one of

the operating gears aranged to limit the movement of said

gear in any one direction, substantially as described .

9. In a wire fence machine , a reciprocating carriage on

which are mounted twisting gears to twist together the

strands forming the line wires of the fence, the construc

tion being such that the movement of said carriage will be

regulated by the predetermined travel of the twisting gears,

means for reversing the direction of the twist between alter

nate pickets, and means for regulating the number of times

said strands are twisted together between pickets and the

distance from one picket to the next, substantially as des

cribed .

10. In a wire fence machine, means for putting an

tended section of the line wires of the fence under tension

consisting of a gripping device at one end and a tension

John S. Barnes , Detroit , Michigan, U.S.A. , 25th December, device at the other end of the extended section , a travelling

1906; 6 years Filed 8th October , 1906. Receipt No. 140 , - carriage designed to reciprocate between the ends of said

135..

extended section of line wires, said carriage provided with

Claim .-1 . In a wire fence machine , means for putting an twisting gears through which the strands of the line wires

extended section of the line wires of a fence under tension , pass, suitable gearing meshing with said twisting gears and

said means consisting of devices for gripping the line wires operated through a driving gear meshing with rack bars

at one end and provided with means for producing a drag- over which the carriage travels, and means consisting of a
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suitable clutch mechanism for throwing the driving gear in 21. In a wire fence machine , means for gripping and put

or out of engagement, substantially as described. ting under tension an extended length of the strands con

11. In a wire fence machine , means for putting an extend - stituting the line wires of the fence, said means consisting

ed section of the line wires of the fence under tension , con- of devices for gripping the line wires at one end and pro

sisting of devices for gripping the line wires at each end of vided with means for producing a dragging grip on the

the extended section, a reciprocating carriage adapted to opposite end of the extended section, means for twisting

travel the length of said extended section on which are said strands together from picket to picket, means for re

mounted twisting gears for twisting the strands forming the versing the direction of the twist given to said strands be

line wires of the fence together between and around the tween each alternate picket, and means for bundling the

pickets , said twisting gears operated by means of gearing finished product when released by the tension mechanism ,

engaging a rack mounted on the frame of the machine, the substantially as described.

construction being such that the movement of the carriage 22. In a wire fence machine, means located between the

along the rack is controlled by the predetermined travel of wind-up or building drum and the feed wire reels of the

the twisting gears , substantially as described . machine for putting an extended section of the line wires

12. In a wire fence machine, a reciprocating carriage on under tension , said means consisting of devices for securing

which are mounted the twisting gears for twisting together , the line wires at one end and providing a dragging grip on

the strands forming the line wires of the fence , means for the opposite end of the extended section , a reciprocating

holding the line wires under tension by suitable gripping carriage on which are twisted gears to twist together the

devices forming part of the machine , an auxiliary carriage strands forming the line wires of the fence , and means for

mounted on said travelling carriage having a comb between reversing the twist between alternate pickets , substanti

the teeth of which the strands of the line wires pass , said ally as described .

auxiliary carriage mounted on a rack and operated by a 23. In a wire fence machine in which an extended length

pinion meshing with the rack on the frame of the machine of the lateral wires of the fence are placed under tension

and controlled by a suitable operating lever , substantially between the wind-up or building drum and the feed wire

as described . reels of the machine , an extensible frame for said machine

13. In a wire fence machine, means for gripping an ex- whereby any predetermined length of wire may be put

tended length of the strands constituting the line wires of
under tension , a reciprocating carriage on which are

the fence, said means consisting of devices for gripping mounted twisted gears to twist together the strands under

the line wires at one end and provided with means for pro- tension to form the line wires of the fence, substantially as
ducing a dragging grip on the opposite end of the extended described.

section , adjustable means for twisting said strands toge- 24. In a wire fence machine, means other than the bund

ther from picket to picket, the construction being such that ling drum for putting an extended length of the strands

the twist may be regulated to the distance between pickets ' composing the line wires of the fence under tension, means

and the gauges of wire employed, substantially asdescribed. for twisting the strands together between pickets, and a

14. In a wire fence machine in which an extended length suitable bundling mechanism for rolling up the finished

of the lateral wires of the fence are placed under tension product after being released by said tension mechanism ,

between the wind- uy or bundling drum and the feed wire substantially as described .

rolls of the machine, an extensible frame for said machine ,

whereby any predetermined length of wire may be put No. 102,746. Hotel Cabinet. Cabinet d'hôtei.

under tension , a reciprocating carriage on which are mount .

ed twisting gears to twist together the strands under ten

sion to form the line wires of the fence , substantially as

described .

15. In a wire fence machine designed to hold extended

lengths of wire strands under tension while twisting them

together to form the line wires of the fence , means for

producing a dragging grip on the strands of wires , the con

struction being such that when it becomes necessary to

change the distance between the line wires they may be

adjusted laterally without re -threading the machine , sub

stantially as described .

16. In a wire fence , machine designed to hold an extended

section of the strands forming the line wires of the fence

under tension , means for producing a dragging grip con

sisting of two bars mounted in adjacent relation between

which the strands of the line wires pass , said bars suitably

mounted whereby they may be given a rocking movement

producing a dragging grip on the wires , the construction

being such that the strands forming the line wires may be

given a lateral adjustment without re- threading the ma

chine, substantially as described .

17. In a wire fence machine designed to hold an extended

section of the strands forming the line wires of the fence John Q. Adams , Omaha , Nebraska, U.S.A. , 25th December,

under tension , means for producing a dragging grip on the 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 4th September, 1906. Receipt No.

line wires consisting of two bars mounted in adjacent rela- 139,227 .

tion and capable of adjustment with respect to each other Claim . - 1 . An hotel cabinet comprising a base portion

between which the wires pass, said bars suitably mounted having a plurality of receptacles therein ,a vertically ar
whereby they may be given a rocking movement producing ranged " panel at the rear thereof having a surrounding
a dragging grip on the wires, substantially as described . frame grooved at the inner front edge thereof and flanged

18. Ina wire fence machine, means for twisting the and braced at the rear, a plurality of receptacles supported

strands forming the line wires of the fence together con behind said panel, a panel supported at the rear of said
sisting of suitable gears mounted in hangers adjustablewith receptacles and extending upwardly therefrom and having

respecttoeachother whereby the line wires of the fence aframegrooved at its frontedgeand flanged and braced at

maybe located nearer to or fartherapartas requiredwith the rearedge ,glassfronts arranged in said grooved front
out re-threading the machine , substantially as described. edges of the panels, and suitable adpertising matter ar

19. Ina wire fence machine, adjustable hangers, atwist- ranged behind said ' glass fronts,as and for the purpose
ing gear mounted in each hanger, a driving gear for each specified .
twisting gear mounted in each hanger keyed to the driving 2. An hotel cabinet comprising a base portios having a

shaftbutfree to move laterally along the samefor purposes plurality of receptacles and an outwardly extending pora

of adjustment, and said driving shaft, substantially asdes- tion containinganinkwell , a plurality ofpanelsarranged
cribed . in tiers and receptacles arranged between said tiers and

20. In a wire fence machine, meansforplacing andhold extendingdownwardlybehindthe first tier, said panels
ingthe strands of wire constituting an extended section of having surrounding frames formed at theirfront edges in
the line wires of the fence under tension, said means con- substantially S-shape and flanged and braced at the rear,
sisting of devices for gripping the line wires at oneend glass fronts arranged insaidfrontedges and advertising
andprovidedwith meansfor producing a dragging grip on matterarrangedbehind said glassfronts, as and for the
the opposite endofthe extended section , meansfortwist- purpose specified.

3. An hotel cabinet formed of a sheet metal frame having

between the saidstrands whileunder tension , and means tiers of panels partially surrounded by a substantially
for bundling the finished product after the tension onthe S -shaped formationinsaidmetaland flange formation to
line wiresis released, substantially as described . the rear of said S -shape said panels having glass frontsand
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an open end for the insertion of advertising matter, a 3. A cutter blade for grooving lumber having a wide cut

stationary receptacle centrally arranged at the foot of the ter at one end and two wide cutters , of equal width to the

upper tier of panels and sundry receptacles to each side first -named cutter, at the other end and a series of narrower
thereof, and a base portion at the foot of the lower tier of intermediate cutters , all the cutters being spaced apart an

panel having receptacles containing ink well , call bell and distance equal to the width of said intermediate cutters .

sundries, as and for the purpose specified. 4. In an apparatus for cutting interlocking tongues and

grooves in lumber, the combination of two biades inter -re

No. 102,747. Cushion for Bicycles. lated in the production of an article , one cutter blade hav

Coussin pour bicycles.
ing a plurality of teeth of equal width and an additional

tooth equal in width to one of said plurality of teeth but dif

ferently spaced, the other cutter blade having a plurality of

teeth of equal width spaced equal distances apart and a

plurality of teeth of greater width than the first - named

teeth , and spaced apart the same distance as the spacing of

the first -named teeth .

F
i
.

No. 102,749. Machine for Stripping Tobacco.

Machine pour effeuiller le tabac.1
0
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George Arlington Bennet , Winnipeg, Manitoba , Canada ,

25th December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 22nd August, 1904 .

Receipt No. 117,915 .

Claim.-In an air cushion device for bicycles , a cylinder

formed of an upper section open at its lower end and pro

vided with interior projections near said open end , a lower

section open at its upper end and provided with longitudi

nal grooves corresponding to the projections of the upper

section said groove extending into bayonet joint grooves

terminating near the open end and means for connecting

said cylinder section to a bicycle frame , in combination

with a pneumatic cushion fitting into said cylinder and

having the portion of its walls lying near the meeting ends

of the cylinder section thickened and means for inflating

saic cushion , substantially as described.
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No. 102,748. Cutter Blade. Lame de coupoir.
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George Robert Gross , Detroit, Michigan , U.S.A. , 25th Decem -

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 17th September, 1906. Receipt

No. 139,571 .

Claim .-1 . In a tobacco stripping machine the use of a re

volving knife grooved in its periphery lying between two

revolving discs which drive the knife by friction and a com

pressible washer separating said discs .

2. In a tobacco stripping machine the combination with

a revolving grooved knife , of a pair of discs driving the said

knife by friction , a pair of endless belts situate contiguously

to the said discs respectively and driven upon rollers .

3. In a tobacco stripping machine the combination with a

revolving knife grooved in its periphery, of a pair of discs

driving the said knife by friction , and a pointed guide adapt

ed to engage in the grooved knife.

4. In a tobacco stripping machine the combination with a

revolving knife grooved in its periphery, of a pair of discs

driving the same by friction , an upper guide with a point

adapted to engage the groove in the revolving knife and a

lower guide adapted to substantially fill the space between
the two discs.

5. In a tobacco stripping machine the combination with a

revolving knife grooved in its periphery, a pair of discs

driving the same by friction and a pair of belts situate ono

on either side of the revolving knife, a pointed guide adapt

ed to engage in the groove of the revolving knife and a lower
Paul Franklin Bolton , Scarboro, Ontario , Canada, 25th De guide with point projecting between the discs .

cember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 5th November , 1906 . Re

6. In a tobacco stripping machine the combination with a

ceipt No. 140,928 .
revolving knife in its periphery , of a pair of discs driving

Claim .-1 . As a new article of manufacture , inter- related the same by friction and a guide with a point adapted to

cutter blades one of which has cutter blades of equal width , engage in the groove in the revolving knife and having a

spaced equal distances apart and the other of which has pair of shoulders situate in relation thereto in a horizon

cutter blades spaced equal distances apart and of unequal tal plane and a flange situate radially with the said discs.
width . 7. In a tobacco stripping machine the combination with a

2. In apparatus for cutting interlocking tongues and revolving knife grooved in its periphery, of an upper guide

grooves the combination with a facing cutter blade compris- having a point adapted to engage in the groove in the re

ing a body provided with a series of cutters separated by volving knife, a pair of discs driving the said knife by fric
spaces , and a space wider than the space between said tion and a lower guide projecting between the said discs .

series of cutters , at one end of said cutter blade , and two 8. In a tobacco stripping machine the combination with a

spaces , wider than the space between said series of cutters, revolving knife grooved in its periphery, of a pair of discs

at the other end of said cutter blade , and separated from driving the same by friction , an upper guide with a point

each other by a cutter blade , of an inter- related base cutter adapted to engage in the groove in the said knife, and hav

blade comprising a body provided with a series of cutters ing shoulders situate relatively in a horizontal plane aud a

separated by spaces , and a cutter wider than the said series flange situate radially with the said discs and a lower
of cutters at one end of said cutter blade , and two cutters guide projecting the said discs and having pair of

wider than the said series of cutters at the other end of shoulders impinging on the circumference of the said

said cutter blade , and separated from each other by a space . discs.

12—27 .

a
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9. In a tobacco stripping machine the combination with thin, flat tiles removably interposed between said members

a revolving knife grooved in its periphery , of a pair of to form the fourth side of said fíue passages, said removable

discs driving the same by friction , an upper guide with a tiles and said members forming the walls of the oven .

point adapted to engage in the groove in the said knife 3. A china kiln having a wall with vertical flues, said wall

and having shoulders situate relatively in a horizontal consisting of blocks of tile provided with inwardly project.

plane and a fange projecting between the sajd discs and ing members and relatively thin removable tiles supported

having a pair of shoulders impinging on the circumference between said projecting members to form the inner side of

of the said discs, and a pair of endless belts situate one the vertical fues in said wall .

on each side of the revolving knife acting as carriers for 4. A tile block for china kilns having inwardly projecting

the leaf and a bar adjustable to change the tension of the members provided with vertical grooves therein and rela

belts and having adjustable collars attached thereto to tively thin tiles seated in said grooves to form one of the

act as guides for the belts , walls of a flue, the remaining walls of the fiue being formed

10. In a tobacco stripping machine the combination with by said inwardly projecting members and the body portiou

a revolving knife grooved in its periphery, of a pair of of the block.

discs driving the same by friction , an upper guide with a

point adapted to engage in the groove of the said knife ,

and having shoulders suitate relatively in a horizontal
No. 102,752. Apparatus for Burning Cement.

plane and a flange situate radially with the said discs and Appareil à brûler le ciment.

a lower guide projecting between the said discs and nav

ing a pair of shoulders impinging on the circumference of

the said discs , and a pair of endless belts situate one on

each side of the revolving knife acting as carriers for the

lear and a bar adjustable to change the tension of the

belts and having adjustable collars attached thereto to act

as guides for the belts , and a sliding clutch attached to

the main shaft driving the said discs adapted to engage

with the hub of the driving pulley so as to allow of throw

ing the discs in and out of operation and means for oper

ating same.
11. In a tobacco stripping machine the combination with

a revolving knife grooved in its periphery, of a pair of

discs frictionally driving the same and a pair of endless

belts upon rollers acting as carriers , an upper guide hav

ing a point adapted to engage in the groove of the said

knife and a pair of removable rollers resting upon the said

endless belts and tending by their weight to press out and

smooth the leaf carried by the said belts .
fiya
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No. 102,750. Artificial Fuel. Combustible artificiel.

Anthon Vlastimil Hassman, Elkhart , Indiana , U.S.A. , 25th
Thomas Matthew Morgan , Longue Pointe, Quebec , Canada,

December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th November, 1905 .
25th December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 6th February 1906.

Receipt No. 130,441 .
Receipt No. 132,654 .

Claim . - A fuel containing the following ingredients in the
Claim.–1 . A method of burning cement which consists in

proportions stated, to wit : carbonaceous matter , 1490 injecting a quantity of inflammable gas into a revolving

pounds ; clay, 481 pounds; lime , 5 pounds ; chloride of lime,
cylinder, and imparting a swirling motion to said gas by

1 pound ; sodium chloride , 3 pounds ; potassium chloride , 1 means of a jet of air or steam discharge across the mouth

pound ; potassium permanganate , 13 pounds ; potassium
of the cylinder.

nitrate , 3 pound ; colophony or resin , 10 pounds ; caustic
2. A method of burning cement which consists in inject

soda , 23 pounds ; linseed oil or its equivalent, 13 pounds; ing inflammable material into a revolving cylinder, igniting
alum, 3 pounds. said inflammable material at the mouth of the cylinder , and

imparting to the flame of combustion a swirling motion by

means of a pressure jet discharged across the mouth of said
No. 102,751 . China, Kiln. Four à porcelaine. cylinder.

3. A method of burning cement which consists in injecting

a stream of gas or finely powdered coal into a revolving

kiln , igniting said streamat the mouthof the kiln , and im

parting to the flame of combustion a swirling or revolving

motion by discharging jets of compressed air or steam

across the mouth of the cylinder at right angles to the in
flow of gas.

139.5 .
4. A method of burning cement which consists in injecting

stream of inflammable gas into a revolving cylinder,

igniting said gas at the mouth of the cylinder, and discharg

ing a jet of compressed air or steam downwardly across

the mouth of said cylinder at right angles to the inflow of

0. gas but out of the line of impact with said gas , to thereby

prevent cold air from entering the cylinder from below, and

to impart a swirling motion to the flame of combustion .

5. A method of burning cement which consists in injecting

a quantity of inflammable materialinto a revolving cylin
1294 der, and imparting a circumferentially revolving motion to

129.1 . said gas by means of a jet of air or steam discharged across

the mouth of said cylinder.

6. A method ofburningcement which consists in injecting
Julius C. Hinz , Detroit , Michigan , U.S.A. , 25th December ,

a stream of inflammable material into a revolving cylinder,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 12th November, 1906. Receipt No. igniting said material at the mouth of the cylinder, and
141,125 . imparting to the flume of combustion a circumferentially

Claim . - 1. In a china kiln, the combination with the base revolving motion by means of a jet of air or steam dis
portion containing the combustion chamber and having flue charged across the mouth of the cylinder at right angles to
passages communicating therewith, of the superstructure the inflow of gas but out of the line of impact with said gas.
mounted upon the base portion consisting of interchange- 7. In a cement kiln ,a revolving cylinder,means forin

able blocks having inwardly extending members, and rela - jecting inflammablematerial into one end of said cylinder,
tively thin tile pieces removably seated between said mem- and means, independent of said injecting means, for im

bers to form one side of the flue passage ways leading from parting a revolving motion to the flame of combustion.
the combustion chamber, said thin tile pieces forming col- 8. In a cement kiln , an inclined revolving cylinder , means
lectively the walls of the oven . for discharging a stream of inflammable gas into said cy

2. In a china kiln , the combination of a base having a linder , means for discharging a stream of steam or com .
combustionchamber and flueopenings leadingtherefrom , of pressed air downwardly acrossthe mouth ofsaidcylinder
a superstructure consisting of tile blocks supported upon to thereby preventcold air entering from beneath the cylin
said base having projecting members, which together with der, and to impart a swirling motion to the inflammable

the body ofthe blocks form three sides of the flue passages ,' gas.
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No. 102,753. Machine for Making Wooden Tooth bath maintaining , the slag and iron in a liquid state and

Picks. reducing the iron from the slag by means of a reducing

Machine pour faire des cure - dents en bois . material whereupon the reduced iron is directly absorbed
by the iron bath.

2. In the manufacture of iron applying a molten slag

layerlayer containing oxide of iron upon the surface of an

iron bath maintaining the slag and iron in a liquid state

and reducing the iron from the slag by means of a reducing

material whereupon the reduced iron is directly absorbed

by the iron bath .

3. In the manufacture of iron forming a slag layer con

taining oxide of iron upon the surface of an iron bath main

taining the slag and iron in a liquid state and reducing the

iron from the slag by injecting reducing material into the

molten slag whereupon the reduced iron is directly ab
sorbed by the iron bath .

4. In the manufacture of iron forming a slag layer con

taining oxide of iron upon the surface of an iron bath

maintaining the slag and iron in a liquid state and reduc

ing the iron from the slag by blowing in powdered reducing

material into the molten slag whereupon the reduced iron

John H. Nute, Portland Maine , U.S.A. , 25th December, 1906 ; is directly absorbed by the iron bath.

6 years, Filed 18th June , 1906. Receipt No. 137,015.

Claim .-1 . In a machine for cutting tooth picks from
No. 102,755 . Safety Envelope. Enveloppe de sureté.

veneer the combination with an oscillating plate, and

means for feeding the veneer across the same, of a rotating

cutter head, cutters thereon adjusted to shear against the

edge of the plate in its two extreme oscillated positions

and means for oscillating the plate and rotating the cutter

head, as and for the purpose specified .
०७

2. In a machine for cutting tooth picks from veneer the

combination with an oscillating plate and means for feed

ing the material across the same, of a shear blade secured

to the edge of the plate to a rotating cutter head cutters

thereon , adjusted to shear against the shear blade on the

edge of the plate when the said plate is, in its two extreme

oscillated positions , means for oscillating the plate and

rotating the head , as and for the purpose specified.

3. In a machine for cutting tooth picks from veneer the

combination with an oscillating plate and means for feed

ing the material across the same, of a rotating cutter head,

cutters thereon adjusted to shear against the edge of the

plate in its two extreme oscillated positions , means for
Robert William Vail , New York City, New York , U.S.A. ,

rotating the head and means operated by the rotation of 25th December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 4th July, 1906. Re

the head for oscillating the plate , as and for the purpose
ceipt No. 137,523.

specified . Claim .-- 1 . An improved safety envelope of the class des

4. In a machine for cutting tooth picks from veneer the cribed, having its back sheet and sealing flap provided with

combination of an oscillating plate and means for feeding openings adapted to relatively register, and provided with
the material across the same, of a rotating cutter hoad, a plate or strip carried at the inner side of the back sheet

outters thereon adjusted to shear against the edge of the and having projections extending through said openings

plato in its two oscillated positions, a shaft supporting the and adapted to be enclosed within the mass of a plastic

cutter head, means for supporting the shaft , an eccentric sealing material and with means for securing said plate or

thereon , connecting means extending between the ecoentric strip to the back sheet , substantially as and for the pur
and the plate whereby the rotation of the eccentric oscil- poso set forth.

lates the plate , as and for the purpose specified. 2. An improved safety envelope of the class described ,

5. In a machine for cutting tooth picks from veneer the provided with a plate or strip carried by the envelope and

combination with an oscillating plate , means for feeding having openings and projections, the envelope having open

the material across the same of a shear blade on the end ings through which said projections extend beyond the ex
of said plate, a rotating cutter head, cutters adjustably terior surface and are adapted to be enclosed within the

held thereon, and arranged to shear against the shear blade mass of a plastic sealing material , and having a strip of

on the plate in its two extreme oscillated positions, a shaft absorbent material underlying said plate and adapted to

supporting the cutter head, means for supporting the shaft, be adhesively engaged by said plastic material , substanti

an ececntric on the shaft, an arm secured to the plate and ally as and for the purpose set forth .

connecting means extending between the eceentric and the 3. An improved safety envelope of the class described .

arm whereby rotation of the ecentric reciprocates the arm , provided with a plate or strip carried by the envelope and

as and for the purpose specified . having openings and projections, the envelope having open

ings through which said projections extend beyond the ex

No. 102,754. Manufacture of Iron.
terior surface and are adapted to be enclosed within the

mass of a plastic sealing material, and having a strip of
Préparation du fer.

absorbent material underlying said plate and securing the
in connection with the envelope and adapted to be

adhesively engaged by said plastic material , substantailly

as and for the purpose set forth .

4. An improved safety envelope of the class described pro

vided with a plate or strip carried by the envelope, and hav

ing openings and projections, the envelope having openings

through which said projections extend beyond the exterior

surface and are adapted to be enclosed within the mass of a

plastic sealing material , and having a strip underlying said

plate and its openings and securing the plate in connection

with the envelope and adapted to be engaged by said plastic

material, substantially as and for the purpose set forth .

5. An improved safety envelope of the class described ,

provided with a plate or strip carried by the back sheet and

having openings and projections , and provided with open

ings in the sealing flap through which said projections ex

Otto Thiel , Luitpoldstrasse No. 1 Landstuhl , Rhenish , Pal- tend and are adapted to be enclosed within the mass of a

atinate, Germany, 25th December , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed plastic sealing material and with an absorbent strip secured

2nd May, 1906. Receipt No. 135,468 . to the back sheet and underlying said plate and its open

Claim . - 1. In the manufacture of iron forming a : slag ings and adapted to be adhesively engaged by said plastic

layer containing oxideofiron upon thesurfaceof an iron material , substantially as and for the purpose set forth.
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6. An improved safety envelope of the class described , ) ing lengthwise of said member and having a supply opening

having its back sheet and sealing flap provided with open- and a discharge opening , connections for supplying motive

ings, and provided with a plate or strip carried at the inner power fluid to either opening of the channel , blades secured

side of the back sheet and having openings and projections within the channel aforesaid , and a rotatable member driven

extending through the openings in the back sheet and seal- by that first-mentioned .

ing flap and adapted to be enclosed within the mass of a 7. The improved turbine engine , comprising a spindle , a

plastic sealing material and with a strip of absorbent ma- number of rings secured , one outside the other , concentri

terial secured to the back sheet and underlying said plate cally around the spindle, a helical channel formed in and

and its openings and securing the plate in position and extending lengthwise of each ring and in communication with

adapted to be adhesively engaged by said plastic material, that next in order to it, blades within the helical channels ,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth . means whereby a motive power fluid may be admitted alter

7. An improved safety envelope of the class described, pro- | natively to the inmost or outmost helical channel and may

vided with a plate or strip having openings and projections , | be released therefrom , and a cylinder fitted around the out

and having a strip of absorbent material underlying said most ring.

plate and its openings , the envelope having openings through 8. The improved turbine engine , comprising a cylinder hav

which the projections of the plate extend and are adaptering end covers provided with sleeves , pedestals supporting

to be enclosed within the mass of a plastic sealing material said covers and provided with steam chests with which said

and which permit the passage of said sealing material to sleeves communicate , a spindle within the cylinder and

adhesive engagement with said absorbent strip, substantially freely passing through the aforesaid sleeves , a number of

as and for the purpose set forth . rings secured , one outside the other , concentrically around

8. An improved safety envelope of the class described, hav- said spindle , and all within the cylinder , a helical channel

ing openings , and provided with a plate or strip underlying ) formed in and extending lengthwise of each ring and in com

said openings and having openings and projections extend- munication with that next in order to it , the outmost ring

ing through said envelope openings and with a strip of ab- communicating directly with one of the sleeyes aforesaid

sorbent material underlying said plate and its openings , and the inmost ring communicating directly with the other

whereby the mass of a plastic sealing material is adapted to of said sleeves ,

enclose said projections at the outer surface of the envelope

and adhesively engage said absorbent strip , substantially as No. 102,757. Production of Solid Blocks from

and for the purpose set forth . Pulverulent Material,

No. 102,756. Turbine. Turbine. Fabrication de blocs solides avec des matériaur pulvérulents.

Ludwig Weisz, Budapest, Hungary, 25th December, 1906; 6

years. Filed 7th October, 1905. Receipt No. 129,035 .

Claim.-1 . The herein described method of producing

blocks from a mixture of scrap iron with a flux and fuel ,

consisting in moistening the mixture with lime water and

then pressing the mixture under heat, substantially as

described .

2. The herein described method of producing blocks from

pulverulent or other material in which the material is

mixed with lime water, the mixture pressed into blocks and

the blocks subjected to the action of compressed carbonic

acid gas under high pressure -- preferably 8 to 25 atmos

pheres.

3. The herein described method of producing blocks from

pulverulent or other material in which the material is mixed

with slaked lime, the mixture pressed into blocks, the

blocks, placed in gas tight chambers and compressed car

bonic acid gas passed into said chambers.

4. The herein described method of producing blocks from

pulverulent material consisting in mixing the material

William Arthur Waddell , Wellington , New Zealand , 25th with slaked lime or lime and water, pressing the same into

December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 10th October, 1906. Re- blocks and submitting them to the action of carbonic acid

ceipt No. 140,195 . gas under high pressure in the form of snow and then add

Claim . - 1 . The improved turbine engine comprising a num ing heated carbonic acid gas under pressure of about 8 to

ber of helical channels or grooves arranged concentrically
25 atmospheres to effect immediate binding action , sub

one outside the other, and fixed within a cylinder mounteil stantially as described.

so as to be free to revolve , such channels being in communi

cation with each other in such a manner as to form a con- No. 102,758. Production Interfolded Paper

tinuous passage through them all , means for admitting mo Packages.

tive power fluid alternatively to the inner or outer end of Fabrication d'emballages en papier.

such passage , and for conveying it away therefrom , and

blades secured radially within the channels , and so disposed

and arranged as to present obstructions to the passage of

the fluid, substantially as specified .

2. The improved turbine engine, comprising a spindle , a

ring secured around said spindle and provided with a helical

channel extending lengthwise of said ring and open at both

ends thereof, and blades secured within the channel afore
said.

3. The improved turbine engine, comprising a rotatable

cylindrical member provided with a helical groove extending

lengthwise of said member and having a supply opening and

an exit opening, blades secured within said groove, and a

cylinder secured around and closing the groove of the cylin

drical member aforesaid .

4. The improved turbine engine, comprising a rotatable

cylindrical member provided with a helical channel extend

ing lengthwise of said member and having a supply opening

and a discharge opening, blades secured within the channel

aforesaid, and a rotatable member driven by that first -men

tioned .

5.The improved turbine engine, comprising a rotatable
cylindrical member provided with a helical channel extend

ing lengthwise of said member and having a supply opening
and a discharge opening,and blades secured radially within SethWheeler, Castleton , New York City, New York, U.S.A.

the channels and arranged in rows at reverse angles to each 25th December, 1906; 6 years . Filed 5th December 1906.

other across the width thereof Receipt No. 141,820.

6. The improved turbine engine, comprising a rotatable Claim .-1. The herein described process of producing
cylindricalmember provided with a helicalchannel extend- interfolded paperpackages,consiting in partially severing
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a web longitudinally, folding and interfolding the partially ing material , of deflecting devices having periodic movement

severed web to form a connected gang of packages, and in a single vertical plane for deflecting the stream of charg

then separating the product thus formed , into a plurality ing material to different parts of the furnace.

of individual packages by completing the said partial 2. In a furnace charging apparatus , the combination with

severance.
means for supplying charging material , of means for auto

2. The herein described process of producing interfolded matically effecting the distribution of the charging material

paper packages, consisting in partially severing a web to the furnace so that different amounts of material will be

longitudinally, then completely severing the web trans supplied to different portions of the furnace.

versely into sections of predetermined lengths, then folding
3. In furnace charging apparatus, the combination with

and interfolding the said sections to form a gang of pack- means for supplying charging material , of material distri

ages connected laterally along the line of partial severance ,
buting devices , and means for imparting periodic movements

and in finally separating the product thus formed into a
to said distributing devices in a single vertical plane.

plurality of individual packages by completing the said
4. In furnace charging apparatus , the combination with

partial severance.

3. The herein described process of producing interfolded
means for supplying charging material , of means for mech

paper packages, which consists in partiallysevering units anically controlling the distribution of charging material to

into a plurality of smaller units, folding and interfolding material are automatically supplied to different parts of the
different parts of the furnace so that different amounts of

the partially severed greater units into a connected pack
furnace .

age, and then completely severing the connected package

where partially severed , to constitute a plurality of smaller
5. In furnace charging apparatus, the combination with

packages, each containing a combination of the smaller
means for supplying a stream of charging material , of means

upits.
for shifting the point of delivery of said stream of charging

material , and means for automatically controlling the move

No. 102,759. Roof. Toiture. ment of said point of delivery so that unequal amounts of

material will be delivered to different parts of the furnace.

6. In furnace charging apparatus, the combination with

means for maintaining a flow of charging material to the fur

nace , of means for deflecting the flow of material to differ

ent parts of the furnace and automatic devices whereby the

movements of said deflecting devices may be controlled so

as to effect the delivery of unequal amounts of material to

different parts of the furnace .

7. In furnace charging apparatus, the conibination with

means for supplying charging material , of a receptacle to

receive the supply of charging material and distributing de

vices beneath said receptacle arranged for periodic move

ment in a single vertical plane, whereby a stream of material

from said receptacle to the furnace is maintained and its

direction periodically changed .

8. In furnace charging apparatus, the combination with a

furnace having a shifting charging opening , of means for

maintaining a flow of charging material through said open

Thomas Wilson, Ottawa , Ontario , Canada, 25th December, ing , and means for automatically controlling the rate of

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 5th October , 1906 . Receipt No. shifting of said charging opening so that unequal amounts of

140,074 . charging material will be suplied to different parts of the

Claim . - 1. In an adjustable roof for the purpose specified, furnace.

the combination with fixed posts at each corner of the pile 9. The combination with a smelting furnace having an

to support two roof sections adapted to cover the top of the elongated charging opening, of a distributor for charging

pile , of hoisting means extending between each end of the material arranged to discharge through said opening and

roof section and the posts and adapted to raise and lower having a reciprocatory movement lengthwise of said opening,

the roof sections, as and for the purpose specified of a chute or conduit leading to said distributor and having

2. In an adjustable roof for the purpose specified, the its lower end secured thereto , the upper end of said chute or

combination of fixed posts at each corner of the pile to conduit being arranged to receive material discharged at a

support two roof sections having eyebolts at each end near fixed point.

the center thereof,eyebolts at the top of each post, pulleys 10. The combination with a smelting furnace having an

removably secured to the eyebolts on the posts and on the elongated charging openings of material distributing devices

roof and ropes connecting the tackle on each post with the comprising a carriage external of the furnace and arranged

corresponding tackle on the roof section , the said ropes for reciprocatory movement lengthwise of said charging

extending down alongside the posts and adapted to be oper- opening and an inclined chute extending downward from

ated by a person at the foot of the posts and cross members said carriage and through said charging opening, shields

extending between the posts at the head of the pile , as and at both ends of said carriage and of sufficient length to keep

the purpose specified . said charging opening closed in any position of said carriage ,

means for supplying a stream of charging material, and

No. 102,760. Furnace Charging Apparatus. means for deflecting said stream of charging material from

Appareil à charger les fournaises. a fixed point to said carriage during the reciprocatory move

ment of said carriage and directing said stream of material

into said inclined chute.

11. The combination with a smelting furnace having a

charging opening on each side near the top , of a pair of ma

terial distributors arranged for reciprocatory movement at

the sides of said furnace so as to effect the delivery of

material into the interior of said furnace , a material re

ceiving hopper above said furnace having divergent dis

charge chutes , and means for directing the streams of ma

terial from said discharge chutes to said distributors during

the reciprocatory movement of said distributors .

12. The combination with a smelting furnace having an

opening at the top thereof, of a hopper arranged for horizon

tal travel with respect to said opening, an oscillatory chute

pivotally connected at its lower end with said hopper so as

to discharge thereinto, means for moving said hopper to and

fro with respect to said opening, and means at the top of

said chute for discharging material thereinto.

13. The combination with a smelting furnace, of a fixed
hopper, a travelling hopper at a lower level than the fixed

Robins Conveying Belt Company , assignee of Edwin Henry hopper and having a chute leading to the furnace, and a

Messiter, New York City, New York , U.S.A., 25th Decem- chute pivoted at its lower end on the travelling hopper and
ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 23rd July , 1906. Receipt No. having its upper end supported by suitable guiding devices

138,091 . so that material passing from the fixed hopper will pass into

Claim.-1 . In furnace charging apparatus , the combination the last -named chute when the travelling hopper is in any

with means or supplying and maintaining a stream of charg- position .
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14. The combination in charging apparatus for a smelting a fixed supporting frame , of a discharge spout or conduit

furnace, of a movable distributor for charging material and shiftable with the point of discharge for the conveyer and

mechanism for imparting reciprocatory movement to said arranged to deliver material to said furnace.

distributor, said mechanism comprising a heart cam and a 29. In furnace charging apparatus , the combination with

members engaging the surface of said cam and connected a conveyer having a movable point of discharge , of a dis

with said distributor . charge spout extending downwardly from said conveyer an 1

15. The combinaton in charging apparatus for a smelting formed in relatively adjustable sections .

furnace, of a movable distributor and mechanism for impart- 30. In furnace charging apparatus , the combination with

ing periodic movement to said distributor, said mechanism a conveyer having a movable point of discharge, of a dis

comprising a heart cam , a travelling structure moving in charge spout extending from the conveyer toward the fur

guides and having a part in contact with said cam , and con- nace and having its lower end adjustable toward and away

nections between said structure and said distributor . from the median line of the furnace .

16. The combination in charging apparatus for a smelting 31. In furnace charging apparatus, the combination with

furnace , of a movable distributor for the charging material a conveyer and a travelling tripper or deliverer for said con

and mechanism for imparting periodic motions to said dis veyer, of a discharge spout carried by said tripper or deliv

tributor and comprising a heart cam tapering from one end erer and having its lower end adjustable so as to control

to the other and ofthe exact contour intermediate of its the delivery of material within the furnace .
ends to impart uniform reciprocatory movement to a mem- 32. In furnace charging apparatus, the combination with

ber engaging the cam , a travelling structure to which motion an endless conveyer and a travelling deliverer for said con

is imparted by the rotation of said cam , a roller carried by veyer, of a discharge spout extending from said deliverer

said travelling structure and engaged by said cam , said roller and having the upper section rigidly attached to the deliv

being adjustable between the ends of the cam . erer and the lower section pivotally connected with the

17. The combination in charging apparatus for a smelting upper section .

furnace , of a distributor for the charging material and mech 33. In furnace charging apparatus , the combination with

anism for imparting periodic movement to said distributor , a conveyer having a shiftable point of discharge, of a dis

said mechanism comprising a cam and a structure to which charge spout extending downwardly from the conveyer at

reciprocatory movement is imparted by said cam , a pulley the point of discharge and shiftable with its point of dis

mounted on a fixed axis and a pulley carried by said struc charge , and a deflector disposed beneath the lower end of

ture , and a cable rove over said pulleys and connected with said discharge spout .

said distributor . 34. In furnace charging apparatus, the combination with

18. The combination in furnace charging apparatus , of an means for supplying charging material , of a spout or con

endless conveyer, a fixed receiving hopper into which said duit for conducting said material into the furnace, said dis

conveyer delivers, a distributor arranged for reciprocatory charge spout being arranged for reciprocatory movement
movement adjacent to said furnace so as to deliver material beneath the furnace , and an adjustable deflector arranged

thereinto throughout its movement, and shiftable members
beneath the end of said discharge spout.

for conducting the material delivered from said hopper to 35. In furnace charging apparatus, the combination with

said distributor during the movement of said distributor .

19. In furnace charging apparatus , the combination with

a conveyer having a fixed supporting frame and a travelling

means for introducing charging material within the furnace

deliverer or discharger for said conveyer, of a discharge

hood, of distrbuting d vices inclosed within the furnace hoo1 spout extending downwardly from said deliverer or dis

and arranged for periodic movement in a single vertical charger, and means at the lower end of said discharge spout

for deflecting the material passing therethrough .

plane .

20. In furnace charging apparatus, the combination with a

furnace hood having a hopper fixed therein and adapted to
No. 102,761 . Reduction of Metallic Compounds.

discharge material within the hood , of a chute or conduit
Réduction des composés métalliques.

arranged to receive material from said fixed chute and having

its lower end mounted for periodic movement in a single

vertical plane .

21. The combination with a furnace hood having a charg

ing aperture therein , of means for discharging material

through said aperture and aptomatic operative distributing

devices within the furnace hood , said distributing devices

being arranged for reciprocatory movement in a single ver

tical plane only and adapted to receive material from said

charging aperture in all positions of said distributing de

vices .

22. In furnace charging apparatus , the combination with a

furnace hood , of a carriage arranged for transverse move

ment in a single vertical plane at the base of the hood , a

hopper mounted on said carriage and enclosed within the

hood , and means for supplying charging material to said

hopper .

23. In furnace charging apparatus , the combination with a

furnace hood , of a carriage arranged for reciprocatory move

ment transversely through said hood , a conduit having its

lower end arranged for travel with said carriage and its up

per end resting on a fixed support , and means for supplying

charging material to the said conduit at its upper end ,

24. In furnace changing apparatus, the combination with a The Union Carbide Company , assignee of Edgar F. Price,
furnace hood, of a carriage arranged for reciprocatory move- all of Niagara Falls , New York, U.S.A., 25th December,

ment transversely through the hood at its base, a hopper 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 9th August, 1906.

fixed upon said carriage , a conduit having its lower end 138,541 .

pivoted on said hopper, a roller fixed in the upper part of

said hood uponwhichthe upper end of said conduit rests, and materials, which consistsin preheatingthecharge by showa

Claim . - 1 . The process of smelting a charge of divided

means for supplying charging material to said conduit at ering it through a hot atmosphere, collecting the showered
its upper end .

25. The combination with a smelting furnace, of an endless heating said body to the required temperature, as set forth.

particles into a relatively large body, and electrically

conveyer having a fixed supporting frame, said conveyer hav

ing a movable pointof dischargeand being adapted to de- which consists in preheating the charge by showering it

2. The process of smelting a charge of divided materials,

livermaterial at the movable point of discharge to the fur- through a hot atmosphere , collecting the showered particles
nace.

26. In furnace charging apparatus, the combination with to the required temperature, removing the product and

into a relatively large body, electrically heating said body

anendlessconveyerhaving afixed supporting frame and a supplying fresh materials as required , as setforth .
shiftable point of discharge, of means for directing the ma 3. The process of smelting a charge of dividedmaterials,
terial discharged from the conveyer into the furnace. which consists in preheating the charge by showering it

27. In furnace charging apparatus, the combination with througha hot atmosphere ,collecting the showered para
an endless conveyer having a fixed supporting frame, of tra ticles into a relatively large body, alectrically heating

velling apparatus for discharging material from said con- said body to the required temperature, maintaining the

veyer and directing it into the furnace .

28. In furnace charging apparatus, thecombinationwith body,removing the product and supplying fresh materials

smelting zone orregion of highest temperature within said

an endless conveyer having a shiftable point of discharge and as required, as set forth .
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4. The process melting a charge of divided materials, it through a hot atmosphere, collecting the showered par

which consists in preheating the charge by showering it ticles into a relatively large body and electrically heating

through a hot atmosphere, collecting the showered particles said body to the required temperature by means of elec

into a relatively large body, electrically heating said body trodes the ends of which are embedded in said body, as set
to the required temperature, maintaining the smelting zone forth.

or region of highest temperature within said body, removing 18. The process of smelting a charge of divided mater

the product and supplying fresh materials as required , as ials which consists in preheating the charge by showering

get forth . it through a hot atmosphere , collecting the showered par

5. The process of smelting a charge of divided materials, ticles into a relatively large body, electrically heating

which consists in preheating the charge by showering it said body to the required temperature by means of elec

through a hot atmosphere, collecting the showered par- trodes the ends of which are embedded in said body, re

ticles into a relatively large body, and heating said body moving the product and supplying frest materials as re

to the required temperature by an electric arc or arcs quired , as set forth .

maintained within the body, as set forth . 19. The process of smelting a charge of divided mater

6. The process of smelting a charge of divided materials, ials which consists in preheating the charge by showering

which consists in preheating the charge by showering it it through a hot atmosphere, collecting the showered par

through a hot atmosphere, collecting the showered particles ticles into a relatively large body and heating said body to

into a relatively large body, heating said body to the re- the required temperature by an electric arc or arcs by

quired temperature by an electric arc or arcs maintained means of electrodes the ends of which are embedded in

within the body, removing the product and supplying said body, as set forth.

fresh materials as required, as set forth. 20. The process of smelting a charge of divided mater

7. The process of producing calcium carbide , which con- ials which consists in preheating the charge by showering

sists in showering a charge of divided lime and carbon it through a hot atmosphere , collecting the showered par

through a hot atmosphere, collecting the showered particles ticles into a relatively large body , heating said body to the

into à relatively large body, and electrically heating said required temperature by an electric arc or arcs by means

body to the required temperature , as set forth . of electrodes the ends of which are embedded in said body ,

8. The process of producing calcium carbide, which con- removing the product and supplying fresh materials as re

sists in showering a charge of divided lime and carbon quired, as set forth.

through a hot atmosphere , collecting the showered particles 21. The process of producing calicum carbide which con

into à relatively large body, electrically heating said body sists in showering a charge of divided lime and carbon

Lo the required temperature , removing the carbide and through a hot atmosphere, collecting the showered par

supplying fresh materials as required, as set forth . ticles into a relatively large body and electrically heating

9. The process of producing calcium carbide , which con- said body to the required temperature by means of elec

sists in showering a charge of divided lime and carbon trodes the ends of which are embedded in said body, as set

through a hot atmosphere, collecting the showered particles forth.

into a relatively large body , electrically heating said body 22. The process of producing calicum carbide which con

to the required temperature, and maintaining the smelting sists in showering a charge of divided lime and carbon

zone or region of highest temperature within said body, as through a hot atmosphere , collecting the showered par.

set forth . ticles into a relatively large body, electrically heating said

10. The process of producing calcium carbide, which con- body to the required temperature by means of electrodes ,

sists in showering a charge of divided lime and carbon the ends of which are embedded in said body, removing

through a hot atmosphere, collecting the showered particles the carbide and supplying fresh materials as required , as

into a relatively large body , electrically heating said body set forth.

to the required temperature, maintaining the smelting zone 23. The process of producing calicum carbide which con

or region of highest temperature within said body, re- sists in showering a charge of divided lime and carbon

moving the carbide and supplying fresh materials as re- through a hot atmosphere, collecting the showered parti

quired , as set forth . cles into a relatively large body, and heating said body to

11. The process of producing calcium carbide which the required. temperature by an electric arc or arcs by

consists in showering a charge of divided lime and carbon means of electrodes, the ends of which are embedded in

through a hot atmosphere, collecting the showered particles said body, as set forth.

into a relatively large body, and heating said body to the 24. The process of producing calicum carbide which con

required temperature by an electric are or arcs maintained sists in showering a charge of divided lime and carbon

within the body, as set forth . through a hot atmosphere , collecting the showered parti

12. The process of producing calcium carbide, which cles into a relatively large body, heating said body to the

consists in showering a charge of divided lime and carbon required temperature by an electric arc or arcs by means

through a hot atmosphere, collecting the showered particles of electrodes, the ends of which are embedded in said

into a relatively large body, heating said body to the re- body, removing the carbide and supplying fresh materials

quired temperature by an electric arc or arcs maintained ag required , as set forth.

within the body, removing the carbide and supplying fresh 25. The process of producing calcium carbide which con

materials as required, as set forth . sists in showering a charge of divided lime and carbon

13. The processofsmelting a charge of divided materials, through a hot atmosphere, collecting the showered parti

which consists in preheating the charge by showering it cles into a relatively large body, electrically heating said

through a hot atmosphere, collecting the showered par- body to the required temperature , rotating and thereby re

ticles into a relatively large body, electrically heating said moving the carbide from the heating zone and supplying

body to the required temperature, and burning the gases fresh materials as required, as set forth .

produced by the reaction to furnish the preheating atmos- 26. The process of producing calcium carbide which con

phere, as set forth. sists in showering a charge of divided lime and carbon

14. The process of smelting a charge of divided materials, through a hot atmosphere , collecting the showered parti

which consists in preheating the charge by showering it cles into a relatively large body , heating said body to the

through a hot atmosphere, collecting the showered particles required temperature by an electric arc or arcs by means

into a relatively large body, electrically heating said body of electrodes, the ends of which are embedded in said body ,

to the required temperature, maintaining the smelting zone rotating and thereby removing the carbide from the heat

or region of highest temperature within said body, and ing zone and supplying fresh materials as required , as set

burning the gases produced by the reaction to furnish the forth.

preheating atmosphere, as set forth .

15. The process of producing calcium carbide, which con- No. 102,762. Process Reducing Compounds and

sists in showering a charge of divided lime and carbon
Producing Carbides.

through a hotatmosphere,collectingthe showered particles Prodécé pour réduire des composés et produire des carbures .
into a relatively large body, electrically heating said body

to the required temperature, and burning the gases pro
The Union Carbide Company, assignee of Edgar F. Price,

duced by the reaction to furnish the preheating atmos
both of Niagara Falls , New York , U.S.A. , 25th December ,

phere , as set forth.
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 9th August, 1906 .

16. The process of producing calicum carbide which con
Receipt No.

138,542 .
sists in showering a charge of divided lime and carbon

through a hot atmosphere , collecting the showered par Claim . - 1. The process of smelting a charge of divided ma

ticles into a relatively large body, electrically heating said tetrials , which consists in preheating the charge by shower

body to the required temperature , maintaining the smelt ing it through a hot atmosphere , collecting the showered

ing zone or region of highest temperature within said body particles into a body and electrically heating the body to

and burning the gases produced by the reaction to furnish the required temperature by an electric current passing

the preheating atmosphere, as set forth .
through a resistance conductor, as set forth.

17. The process of smelting a charge of divided mater- 2. The process of smelting a charge of divided materials

ials which consists in preheating the charge by showering which consists in preheating the charge by showering it
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through a hot atmosphere, collecting the showered particles ance conductor, and burning the gases produced by the

into a bady , electrically heating the body to the requireit re -action to furnish the preheating atmosphere, as set forth .

12. The process of smelting a charge of divided materials

which consists in preheating the charge by showering it

through a hot atmosphere, collecting the showered particles

into a relatively large body, electrically heating said body

to the required temperature and bringing the product into

a molten condition and removing the moltetn product and

supplying fresh materials as required , as set forth .

13. The process of smelting a charge of divided materals

whch consists in preheating the charge by showering it

through a hot atmosphere , collecting the showered particles

into a relatively large body , electrically heating said body to

the required temperature and increasing the current density

along the path of the current , thereby bringing the product

temperature bv
into a molten condition and removing the molten product

an electric current currents passing

and supplying fresh materials as required, as set forth .
through a resistance conductor, and increasing the heat sup

14. The process of smelting a charge of divided materials

plied by said resistance conductor along the path of the elec- which consists in preheating the charge by showering it

tric current, as set forth .

3. The process of smelting a charge of divided materials into a relatively large body, electrically heating said body
through a hot atmosphere , collecting the showered particles

which consists in preheating the charge by showering it

through a hot atmosphere, collecting the showered particles
to the required temperature and bringing the product into

into a body, electrically heating the body to the required plying fresh materials as required and burning the gases pro
a molten condition , removing the molten product and sup

temperature by electric current or currents passing
duced by the reaction to furnish the preheating atmosphere,

through a resistance conductor and increasing the heat sup as set forth .

plied by said resistance conductor along the path of the elec

tric current to a point where the product becomes molten
15. The process of producing calcium carbide which con

sists in showering a charge of divided lime and carbon
and may be tapped out , as set forth .

4. The process of smelting a charge of divided materials into a relatively large body, electrically heating said body to
through a hot atmosphere, collecting the showered particles

which consists in preheating the charge by showering it

through a hot atmosphere, collecting the showered particles
the required temperature and bringing the carbide into a

into a body, electrically heating the body to the required plying fresh materials as required, as set forth.
molten condition and removing the molten carbide and sup

temperature by an electric current or currents passing
16. The process of producing calcium carbide which con

through a resistance conductor and increasing the current

density along the path of the electric current in said resis- through a hot atmosphere, collecting the showered particles
sists in showering a charge of divided lime and carbon

tance conductor, as set forth .
into a relatively large body, electrically heating said body

5. The process of smelting a charge of divided materials

which consists in preheating the charge by showering, it sity along the path of the current, thereby bringing the car
to the required temperature and increasing the current den

through a hot atmosphere , collecting the showered particles bide into a molten condition andremoving the molten car.
into a body, electrically heating the body to the required bide and supplying fresh materials as required, as set forth .
temperature by an electric current or currents passing

through a resistance conductor and increasing the current
17. The process of producing calcium carbide which con

sists in showering a charge of divided lime and carbon

density along the path of the electric current in said resist
through a bot atmosphere, collecting the showered particles

ance conductor to a point where the product becomes moltetn
into a relatively large body, electrically heating said body

and may be tapped out, as set forth .
to the required temperature and bringing the carbide into

6. The process of producing calcium carbide which con
a molten condition , removing the molten carbide and supply

sists in showering a charge of divided lime and carbon
ing fresh materials as required, and burning the gases pro

through a hot atmosphere, collecting the showered particles duced by the reaction to furnish the preheating atmosphere

into a body and electrically heating the body to the required as set forth .

temperature by an electric current passing through a re

sistance conductor, as set forth .
No. 102,763. Apparatus for Reducing Metallic

7. The process of producing calcium carbide which con
Compounds.

sists in showering a charge of divided lime and carbon Appareil à réduire des composés métalliques.

through a hot atmosphere, collecting the showered particles

into a body , electrically heating the body to the required

temperature by an electric current passing through a resist

ance conductor , and increasing the heat supplied by said re

sistance conductor along the path of the electric current, as

set forth .
Fig .

8. The process of producing calcium carbide which con

sists in showering a charge of divided lime and carbon

through a hot atmosphere, collecting the showered particles

into a body, electrically heating the body to the required
temperature by an electric current passing through a resist

ance conductor , increasing the heat supplied by said resist

ance conductor along the path of the electric current to a

point where the carbide becomes molten , and tapping out the

molten carbide , as set forth.

9. The process of producing calcium carbide, which con

sists in showering a charge of divided lime and carbon

through a hot atmosphere, collecting the showered particles

into a body, electrically heating the body to the required

temperature by an electric current passing through a resist

ance conductor, and increasing the current density along

the path of the electric current in said resistance conductor,

as set forth .

10. The process of producing calcium carbide which con

sists in showering a charge of divided lime and carbon

through a hot atmosphere, collecting the showered particles

into a body, electrically heating the body to the required

temperature by an electric current passing thrdough a re

sistance conductor, and increasing the current density along

the path of the electric current in said resistance conductor

to a point where the carbide becomes molten and may be 102763

Lapped out, as set forth . The Union Carbide Company, assignee of Edgar F. Price,

11. The process of producing calcium carbide which con- allof Niagara Falls, New York , U.S.A., 25th December,

sists in showering a charge of divided lime and carbon 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 9th August, 1906. Receipt No.

through a hot atmosphere, collecting the showered particles 138,543.

into a body, electrically heating the body to the required

temperature by an electric current passing through a resist - comprising means for preheating the material by shower
Claim .-1. An apparatus for smelting divided materials ,
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com

ing it through a hot atmosphere, means for collecting the 13. An apparatus for smelting divided materials, com

showered particles into a relatively large body, and means prising means for preheating the charge by showering it

for electrically heating said body to the required tem- through a hot atmosphere, means for collecting the show

perature, as set forth . ered particles into a relatively large body, electric

2. An apparatus for smelting divided materials, com- furnace for heating said body to the required temperature,

prising means for preheating the material by showering it and means for burning the waste gases from the electric

through a hot atmosphere, means for collecting the show- furnace to furnish the preheating atmosphere , as set forth .

ered particles into a relatively large body, means for 14. An apparatus for smelting divided materials, com

electrically heating said body to the required temperature, prising means for preheating the charge by showering it

and means for removing the product and supplying fresh through a hot atmosphere, means for collecting the show

materials as required, as set forth . | ered particles into a relatively large body, an electric

3. An apparatus for smelting divided materials , com- | furnace adapted to heat said body to the required tem

prising means for preheating the material by showering it perature and to maintain the smelting zone or region of

through a hot atmosphere , means for collecting the show- highest temperature within said body, and means for burn

ered particles into a relatively large body, and an electric ing the waste gases from the electric furnace to furnish

furnace adapted to heat said body to the required tem- the preheating atmosphere, as set forth .

perature and to maintain the smelting zone or region of 15. An apparatus for smelting divided materials, com

highest temperature within said body , as set forth . prising an electric furnace, a hood extending down into the

4. An apparatus for smelting divided materials, upper end of said furnace, and a preheating chamber open

prising means for preheating the material by showering it ing into said hood, as set forth.

through a hot atmosphere, means for collecting the show- 16. An apparatus for smelting divided materials , com

eredparticles intoa relatively large body, an electric furn- prisingan electric furnace having a revoluble body, 'a hood

ace adapted to heat said body to the required temperature dependinginto said body, an electrode or electrodes in said

and to maintain the smelting zone or region of highest hood, an a preheating chamber opening into said hood, as

temperature within said body, and means for removing the
set forth .

product from the electric furnace and supplying fresh ma 17. An apparatus for smelting divided materials , com

terials as required, as set forth .
prising an electric furnace , a hood extending into said

5. An apparatus for smelting divided materials, com furnace, a preheating chamber opening into said hood, and

a gas conduit leading from said hood into said preheatingprising means for preheating the material by showering
it through a hot atmosphere, means for collecting the show- chamber, as set forth.

ered particles into a relatively large body, and an electric
18. An apparatus for smelting divided materials, com

furnace adapted to heat said body to the required tem
prising an electric furnace having a revoluble body , a hood

depending into said body, an electrode or electrodes inperature by an electric arc or arcs maintained within the
said hood, a preheating chamber opening into said hood,body, as set forth ,

and a gas conduit leading from said hood into said pre
6. An apparatus for smelting divided materials,

heating chamber, as set forth .
prising means for preheating the material by showering it

19. An apparatus for smelting divided materials, comthrough a hot atmosphere, means for collecting the show

ered particles into a relatively large body, an electric
prising an electric furnace, an electrode or electrodes ex

tending into said furnace , a preheating chamber for sup
furnace adapted to heat said body to the required tem

plying material to said furnace, a gas collecting chamber
perature by an electric arc or arcs maintained within the

surrounding said electrode or electrodes , and a conduit
body, and means for removing the product from the elec

leading from said gas collecting chamber into said preheat
tric furnace and supplying fresh materials as required, as

ing chamber, as set forth .
set forth .

20. An apparatus for smelting divided materials, com
7. An apparatus for smelting divided materials, com

prising an electric furnace, a hood extending into said
prising means for preheating the charge by showering it

furnace , a preheating chamber opening into said hood, said
through a hot atmosphere, means for collecting the show

chamber having a transverse passage,an electrode or elec
ered particles into a relatively large body, and an electric

trodes extending through said hood, and electrode con
furnace adapted to heat said body to the required tem

nections in said passage , as set forth .
perature by means of electrodes the ends of which are em

bedded in said body, as set forth.
No. 102,764. Apparatus for Reducing Compounds

8. An apparatus for smelting divided materials,
and Producing Carbides.

prising means for preheating the charge by showering it

through a hot atmosphere, means for collecting the show- Appareilr à réduire des composés et à produire des carbures.

ered particles into a relatively large body, and an electric

furnace adapted to heat said body to the required tem

perature by means of electrodes the ends of which are

embedded in said body, and means for removing the pro

duct from the electric furnace and supplying fresh ma

terials as required, as set forth.

9. An apparatus for smelting divided materials, com

prising means for preheating the charge by showering it

through a hot atmosphere, means for collecting the show

ered particles into a relatively large body, and an electric

furnace adapted to heat said body to the required tem

perature by an electric arc or arcs by means of electrodes

the ends of which are embedded in said body, as set forth .

10. An apparatus for smelting divided materials, com

prising means for preheating the charge by showering it

through a hot atmosphere, means for collecting the show- The Union Carbide Company, assignee of Edgar F. Price,

ered particles into a relatively large body , and an electric both of Niagara Falls , New York, U.S.A. , 25th Decem

furnace adapted to heat said body to the required tem ber , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 9th August, 1906. Receipt

perature by an electric arc or arcs by means of electrodes No. 138,544 .

the ends of which are embedded in said body, and means Claim . - 1 . An apparatus for smelting divided materials
for removing the product from the electric furnace and comprising means for preheating the material by shower
supplying fresh materials as required , as set forth. ing it through a hot atmosphere , an electric resistance

11. An apparatus for smelting divided materials , com- furnace and means for charging a body of the preheated

prising means for preheating the charge by showering it material into said furnace , as set forth.

through a hot atmosphere, means for collecting the show- 2. An apparatus for smelting divided materials compris

ered particles into a relatively large body, means for ing means for preheating the material by showering it
electrically heating said body to the required temperature , through a hot atmosphere , an electric resistance furnace

and means for rotating and thereby removing the product constructed to gradually raise the preheated material to

from the heating zone , as set forth . the required temperature, and means for charging a body
12. An apparatus for smelting divided materials, com- o the preheated material into said furnace , as set forth .

prising means for preheating the charge by showering it 3. An apparatus for smelting divided materials compris

through a hot atmosphere, means for collecting the show- ing means for preheating the material by showering it

ered particles into a relatively large body, an electric through a hot atmosphere , an electric resistance furnace

furnace adapted to heat said body to the required tem- constructed to gradually raise the preheated material to

perature by an electric arc or arcs by means of electrodes the required temperature and to bring the product into a
the ends of which are embedded in said body, and means molten condition , said furnace having a tap hole and means

for rotating and thereby removing the product from the for charging a body of the preheated material into said

heating zone, as set forth . furnace, as set forth .
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4. An apparatus for smelting divided materials compris- 2. In combination with a gun barrel having a lock block

ing means for preheating the material by showering it near its muzzle , a sleeve having a bayonet slot to engage

Through a hot atmosphere, an electric furnace having a and disengage the lock block and detachably secure the

resistance conductor and means for passing through said sleeve on the barrel, a choke piece having screw - threaded

conductor , an electric current of increasing density and engagement with the sleeve and adapted to be engaged

means for charging a body of the preheated material into with the muzzle of the barrel , and means to lock the choke

said furnace, as set forth , piece against reverse turning when thus engaged with the

5. An apparalus for smelting divided materials compris- muzzlo of the barrel , substantially as described.

ing means for preheating the material by showering it 3. The combination of a gun barrel having a lock block

through a hot atmosphere, an electric furnace having a re- near its muzzle , a sleeve to fit on the muzzle of the barrel

sistanco conductor, means for passing through said con- and having a bayonet slot to engage and disengage said

ductor an electric current of increasing density and a tap lock block , a choke piece having screw - threaded engage

holo adjacent to the region of maximum current density , ment with the outer portion of the sleeve and adapted to

and means for charging a body of the preheating material bear against the muzzle of the barrel , said choke piece be

into said furnace, as set forth. ing further provided with ratchet teeth extending around

6. An apparatus for smelting divided materials compris- the same, and a detent carried by the sleeve to co -act

ing means for preheating the material by showering it with said ratchet teeth to prevent reverse turning of the

through a hot atmospere, an electric resistance furnace, choko piece, for the purpose set forth .

means for charging a body of the preheating material into

said furnace , and means for burning the waste gases from No. 102,766. Music Leaf Turner .

the electric furnace to furnish the preheating atmosphere, Tourneur pour feuillets de musique.

as set forth .

7. An apparatus for smelting divided materials compris

ing means for preheating the material by showering it

through a hot atmosphere, means for collecting the show

ered particles into a relatively large body, means for elec

trically heating said body to the required temperature and

bringing the product into a molten condition and a tap

hole for the molten product, as set forth .

8. An apparatus for smelting divided materials compris

ing means for preheating the material by showering it

through a hot atmosphere , means for collecting the show

ered particles into a relatively large body, and means for

gradually heating said body to the required temperature

by an electric current of increasing density, as set forth .

9. An apparatus for smelting divided materials compris

ing means for preheating the material by showering it

through a hot atmophere, means for collecting the show

ered particles into a relatively large body , means for

gradually heating said body to the required temperature

and for bringing the product into a molten condition by

an electric current of increasing density and a tap hole

for the molten product adjacent to the region of maximum

current density , as set forth .

10. An apparatus for smelting divided materials compris Harry L. Wilson , Portland , Oregon , and Frank H. Walga

ing means for preheating the material by showering it
mot , Port Townsend, Washington, U.S.A. , 25th Decem

through a hot atmosphere, means for collecting the show- ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 16th October , 1906. Receipt

ered particles into a relatively large body, means for elec
No. 140,343.

trically heating said body to the required temperature and Claim .-1 . In a music leaf turner, a plurality of leaf turn

an electric current of increasing density and a tap hole ing elements, means for moving said elements bodily suc

for the molten product and means for burning the waste cessively into active position , and means for successively

gases to furnish the preheating atmosphere, as set forth . operating said elements while in active position to turn the

11. An apparatus for smelting divided materials compris
leaves.

ing means for preheating the material by showering it 2. In a music turner, a plurality of leaf turning elementa
through a hot atmosphere , means for collecting the show- means for moving said elements bodily successively into

ered particles into a relatively large body, means for active position , and means for successively oper2 :ng said

gradually heating said body to the required temperature elements while in active position to turn the leav ? s.

and for bringing the product into a molten condition by an 3. In a music leaf turner , a plurality of leaf :uravage
electric current of increasing density , a tap hole for the ments, means including a spring for moving said elements

molten product adjacent to the region of maximum current bodily successively into active position, spring propelled

density and means for burning the waste gases to furnish for successively operating said elements while in

the preheating atmosphere , as set forth. active position to turn the leaves, and hand means for co

Trolling the operation of said elements.

No. 102,765. Gun Barrel. Canon de fusil. 4. In a music leaf turner , a leaf turning element , mean:

for elevating said element bodily into active position , and

means for horizontally swinging said element from its active

position to turn a leaf.

5. In a music leaf turner , a leaf turning element , means for

elevating said elementbodily into active position, meansfor
horizontally swinging said element from its active position

to turn a leaf, and a support for said element during its

is 2 : swinging movement , said support terminating to permit the

depression of said element at the end of its swinging move

ment .

6. In a music leaf turner, a leaf turning element, means for

gig
including a spring forelevating said element bodily into
active position , normally locked means including a spring

for horizontally swinging said element from its active post

tion to turn a leaf , handcontrolled means for releasing said

last - named means, and a support for said element during its

swinging movement, said support terminating to permit the

Charles Ross Bellamy and Phillip J. Dennig, assignee of depression of said elementas at the end ofits swinging

a half interest, both of Shreveport, Louisana, U.S.A., movement.
25th December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 30th April , 1906. 7. In a music leaf turner, a lower fixed casing, an upper

Receipt No. 135,412. spring rotated casing, hand controlled means for lockingand
Claim . - 1. A gun barrel having a lock block near its releasing the upper casing,a plurality of leaf turning ele

muzzle, in combination with a sleeve to fit on the muzzle ments vertically movable in the lower casing to successively
and havingabayonetslot toengage and clear said block, occupy a recess in theuppercasing, and aspring in the
a choke piece and means to detachably secure the choke lower casing to move said elements.
piecein the sleeve with the inner end engaging the muzzle 8. In a music leafturner,a lower fixed casing having there
of the barrel , substantially as described. in oppositely disposed vertical tubes and vertical slots in

។
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its walls at said tubes , leaf turning arms slidably arranged 6. In a storage battery, in combination, a battery plate,

at their inner ends in one of the tubes and slots , a spring supports for the opposite sides of said plate provided with

for moving said arms in said tube and slot , a shaft extend- | slots , and means attached to said plate intermediate its

ing vertically from the lower casing, an upper casing rota- ends and extended loosely into said slots to move therein

table on said shaft and moved by a spring and having in its and guide the plate in its expansive movement, substanti

lower end recesses normally registering with waid tubes and ally as described.

slots . 7. In a storage battery, in combination , a battery plate

9. In a music leaf turner, a lower fixed casing having there- provided with a projection intermediate its ends, and means
in oppositely disposed vertical tubes and vertical slots in having a slot into which said projection is loosely extend

its opposite walls communicating with said tubes, leaf turn- ed to permit movement of said projection in said slot for

ing arms slidably arranged at their inner ends in one of the guiding said plate in its expansive movement, substanti

tubes and slots, a spring pressed follower for vertically mov- ally as described.

ing said arms , a shaft extending vertically from the lower 8. In a storage battery , in combination , a battery plate

casing, an upper casing rotatable by spring action on said substantially anchored at one end and having its opposite

shaft and having its lower ends oppositely disposed, recesses end free to expand in one direction , and means loosely ap

normally registering with the tubes and slots, stops on the plied to said plate and co -operating with the free end

upper casing and a spring pressed hand controlled dog for thereof to permit expansion of the plate in a direction

locking and releasing said upper casing . substantially at right angles to the first -mentioned direc

10. In a music leaf turner , a lower fixed casing having its tion and yet resist the buckling or distortion of the plate

opposite sides vertical , recesses having oppositely extending by the expansion in the second-mentioned direction .

lateral extensions , leaf turning arms slidably confined at
9. In a storage battery, in combination , a plate , a sup

their inner ends in said recesses, a spring pressed follower
port for one side of said plate provided with a slot , means

for vertically moving said arms, said follower having a han- attached to the said plate intermediate its ends and ex

dle and adapted to be turned laterally to engage one of the
tended loosely into said slot to move therein , and a guide

recess extensions to hold it in depressed position to permit loosely applied to one edge of said plate to permit expan

the insertion of the arm ends in the opposite extension , a sion of the same and yet resist buckling of the said plate ,

shaft extending vertically from the lower casing, an upper substantially as described.

casing rotatable by spring action on said shaft and having 10. In a storage battery , in combination , a battery plate

its lower recesses normally registering with the aforesaid
in a substantially non -oxidized condition substantially

recesses , stops for limiting the movements of the upper
anchored at one end and having its opposite end free , and

casing and hand controlled means for locking and releasing means loosely applied to the free end of said plate to per

said upper casing . mit free lateral movement of said plate as it is oxidized

and yet resist buckling of said plate under the influence of

No. 102,767. Storage Battery.
such oxidation , substantially as described.

Accumulateur d'éléctricité à plaque. No. 102,768. Apparatus for Making Cellulose

Vessels ,

Appareil pour fabriquer des récipients en cellulose.
ng
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James H. Churchill, Quincy, assignee of the interest of

Alfred Elmore Knight, Somerville , both in Massachu

setts, U.S.A. , 25th December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 24th

July, 1906. Receipt No. 138,131 .

Claim.-1. In a storage battery, in combination , a battery

plate provided with slots extended from one edge or side

to form arms having their edges separated from one an

other , a guide loosely applied to the plate and extended

transversely of said arms to direct said arms in their ex

pansive movement laterally, and means to secure said

guide to said plate .

2. In a storage battery, in combination , a positive plate ,

a guide loosely applied to said plate and co -operating with

one edge of the said plate to permit expansion of the same

and yet resist buckling of said plate , and means to secure

said guide to said plate.

3. In a storage battery, in combination , a battery plate

suspended at its upper end and having its lower end free ,

and means loosely applied to said plate transversely there

of to permit free lateral movement of said plate and to

guide the same in its lateral movement , for the purpose

specified.

4. In a storage battery , in combination , a plate suspend

ed at its upper end and having its lower end free , ' and

means loosely applied to the lower free end of said plate

to permit lateral expansion yet resist buckling of said

piate.

5. In a storage battery, in combination , a positive plate

and a negative plate , one of the said plates being extended

below the other and a guide co -operating with a portion

of the plate extended below the other to permit expansion

and yet resist buckling of the plate which is extended be

low the other, said guide being loosely applied to the plate

with which it co - operates , substantially as described,

The Roenitz Exploiting Company, assignee of William

Glader, both of Chicago, Illinois , U.S.A. , 25th Decem

ber , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 9th June , 1906. Receipt No.

136,744 .

Claim .-- 1 . In an apparatus for forming receptacles for

cellulose pulp , comprising a main frame , an upper plate ,

having an opening therein , secured to said frame, a base

plate having an opening therein secured to the main frame

below the upper plate , a plurality of concave staves , having

flanges at each side thereof disposed between the upper

plate and base plate , a plurality of concave segments held

in contact with the flanges of the staves by means of the

pressure of a spiral spring , said staves and segments form

ing a circular mould , flaring upwardly from the bottom ,

and forming a continuous pressing surface against the

outer surface of the receptacle, a plunger movable in and
out of the mould formed by said staves and segments,

eccentric shafts, carrying pinions disposed between the

upper plate and base plate , connecting rods connecting the

stave to said eccentric shafts, thus moving the staves in

wardly or outwardly when the pinions are rotated , sub

stantially as described .

2. An apparatus for forming a receptacle from cellulose

pulp, comprising a main frame, an upper plate having an

opening therein , secured to said frame, a base plate hav

ing an opening therein , secured to the main frame beneath

the upper plate, a plurality of concave staves , having

flanges on each side thereof disposed between the upper

plate and base plate , a plurality of concave segments held

in contact with the flanges on said staves by means of the

tension of a spiral spring , said staves and segments form

ing a circular mould , flaring upwardly from the bottom

and forming a continuous pressing surface against the

outer surface of the receptacle , ribs on the under surface

of the upper plate, adapted to engage the grooves in the

upper and lower ends of the staves, a plunger movable in
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and out of the mould formed by the staves and segments , a able sleeve , the upper end of said shaft being provided

plurality of eccentric shafts , carrying pinions journalled with a spider and adapted to operate in the cylinder, a

in the upper plate and base plate , connecting rods con- bottom forming die secured to said spider, means for oper
necting the eccentric shafts to the staves , means for ating shaft carrying the spider and die upwardly and down

operating said shafts , thus moving the staves inwardly wardly , substantially as described.
and outwardly, substantially as described . 8. An apparatus for forming a receptacle from cellulose

3. An apparatus for forming a receptacle from cellulose pulp comprising a main frame, an upper plate and base

pulp , comprising a main frame , an upper plate having an plate having openings intermediate thereof secured to said

pulp, comprising a main frame, an upper plate and base frame, a plurality of staves and segments disposed be

plate having openings intermediate thereof secured to said tween the said upper plate and base plate , forming the

beneath the upper plate , a plurality of staves and seg sides of the mould for compressing the cellulose pulp, a

ments , disposed between the upper plate and base plate , bottom forming die operated vertically forming the bot
forming a mould , flaring outwardly from the bottom , and tom of the mould , a vertically movable plunger adapted

forming continuous pressing surface against the outer sur- to be placed into said mould and against which the cellu

face of the receptacle , means for moving the staves in- lose pulp is pressed by the inward movement of the staves
wardly and outwardly , a plunger movable in and out of and segments and the upward movement of the bottom

the mould , formed by the staves andsegments , an auxiliary forming die , means for drawing staves and segments and
frame secured to the lower end of the main frame , a mov the bottom forming die away from the cellulose pulp pres

able sleeve disposed between the upper plate of the aux sed against the plunger , and means for lifting the plunger

iliary frame and the bearing plate , a gear wheel secured with the receptacle adhering thereto out of the mould and

to said sleeve, screw threads in the lower portion of said removing the said receptacle therefrom , substantially as
sleeve , said screw threads engaging the screw threads on dsscribed .

the lower end of the shaft , which operates in the sleeve

in said auxiliary frame , the upper end of said shaft having No. 102,769. Musical Instrument.

a spider to which is secured the die for forming and com
Instrument de musique.

pressing the bottom of the receptacle, gear transmission

for rotating the shaft, carrying the forming die , upwards

and downwards , substantially as described . Fig.1.

4. An apparatus for forming receptacles from cellulose

pulp , comprising a main frame , an upper plate an base

plate , having openings intermediate thereof , secured to said

frame , a bottom forming die , a plurality of staves and

segments disposed between said upper plate and base plate ,

forming a circular mould , a plunger operated vertically by

means of a rack gear , said plunger being adapted to fit

into said mould, against which the cellulose pulp is pressed

by the staves and segments, and bottom forming die , dur

ing the formation of a pail , substantially as described.

5. An apparatus for forming a receptacle from cellulose

pulp comprising a main frame , an upper plate and a base

plate having openings intermediate thereof secured to said

frame, a bottom forming die , a plurality of staves and

segments disposed between the upper plate and base plate

forming a circular mould , a plunger operated vertically by

means of rack gear adapted to fit into the mould, and WALIIN

against which the cellulose pulp is pressed by the staves

and segments and the bottom forming die during the for

mation of a receptacle , a flange on the head of the plunger,

a releasing rim normally held in contact with said flange

by means of the tension of a spiral spring, a plurality of

pipes rigidly secured to the head of the plunger and ex

tending into the plunger , the upper end of said pipes con

nected to a bifurcated extension , substantially as des

cribed.

0. An apparatus for forming receptacles from cellulose

pulp comprising a main frame , an upper plate and base

plate rigidly secured to the main frame , openings inter
102769

mediate of said upper and base plate , a plurality of con

cave staves having flanges disposed between said plates ,

à plurality of eccentric shafts journalled in the upper The Chase and Baker Company , assignee of Joseph Herbert

plate and base plate and connected to said staves by Chase and William Frederick Bayer,all of Buffalo, New

means of connecting rods , a plurality of concave segments York, U.S.A., 25th December, 1906 ; 6 years, Filed 19th

held in contact with the flanges on the staves by means of
July, 1906. Receipt No. 137,951 .

a spiral Spring exerting lateral pressure thereon , said Claim.-1 . The combination with the piano action and the

staves and segments forming a circular mould, pinions on manual keys, of a wind chest arranged below the keys, motor

the lower of the eccentric shafts meshing with the gear pneumatics mounted on the front portion of the wind chest

wheel secured by means of a collar to the under surface of and having their movable boards arranged above their fixed

the base plate, said gear wheel meshing with a pinion on baseboards, levers arranged between the wind chestand the

the shaftoperated by the driving pulleys,a plunger pro- keys and having their front arms connected with the respec
vided with a head, a releasing rim normally held in con- tive pneumatics and stickers loosely interposed between the

tact with the flange on said head by means of a spiral under sides of the keys and the rear arms of said levers,

spring encircling a contact post , a rack bar carrying gears substantially as set forth .

operated vertically by means of gear transmission con- 2. The combination of the sound producing parts, a

nected with the driving pulleys moving the plunger up tracker board, a wind chest composed of a fixed rear sec

ward and downward, substantially as described. tion anda removablefront section,motor pneumatics for the

7. An apparatus for forming a receptaclefrom cellulose sound producing parts mounted on the removable section of
pulp comprising a main frame, an upper plate andbase the wind chest, valve mechanism in the wind chest control
plate having openings intermediate thereof secured to the ling the passage of the air to andfrom said pneumatics,and
main frame, a plurality ofstaves and segments disposed tracker connections extending fromthe tracker board to the
between the upper plate and base plate forming a mould, fixed action of the wind chest,substantially as set forth.
means for moving the staves and segments inwardly and 3. The combination with the piano action and the manual
outwardly, a plunger movable in and out of the mould , an keys, of a tracker board, a wind chest arranged below the
auxiliary frame secured to the lowerend of the main keysandcomposed ofa fixed rear section and a front section
frame, a movable sleeve disposed between the upper plate removably secured tothe rear section , motor pneumatics
intermediate of the auxiliary frame and bearing plate , a mounted on said removable section , levers also carried by

cylinder secured to the upper portion of the auxiliary sad removablesection and operatively connected with the
frame and extending into the opening in the base plate, a pneumatics and stickers interposed between said levers and
gear wheel secured to said sleeve having screws threads in the piano keys , substantially as set forth.

the lower portion thereof, a shaft, the lower endofwhich 4. The combinationwith the pianoaction and the manual
is provided with externalscrew threads which are adapted keys, of a tracker board, a wind chest arranged below the
to engage the screw threads in the lower end of the mov- keys andcomposed of a fixed rear section anda front sec
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tion removably secured to the rear section, motor pneumatics No. 102,771 . Connection for Pole Plates of Stor

mounted on the front portion of the removable section and age Batteries.

having their movable boards arranged above their fixed base- Raccordement pour plaques des pôles d'accumulateurs

boards, levers carried by said removable section and ar électriques .

ranged between the top thereof and the rear portion of the

key table , the front arns of said levers being connected with

the respective pneumatics and stickers passing through the

rear portion of the key table and bearing loosely against
the undersides of the kevs and the rear arms of said levers ,

substantially as set forth .

5. The combination with the piano action , the keys and the

key table , of a tracker board arranged above the keys , a wind

chest arranged below the key table , motor pneumatics actin :

on the keys , valve mechanism in the wind chest controlling

the passage of the air to and from the pneumatics , and a

tracker frame or comb comprising an upper bar arranged

on the front side of the piano action and having air pas

sages or chambers connected with the ducts of the tracker

board , a lower bar serured to the key table in rear of the

keys and having passagºs connected with the wind chest , and

rigid tubes secured at their ends to said bars and connecting

corresponding passages thereof and passing between the

stickers of the piano action , substantally as set forth.

No. 102,770. Conveyer. Transport.

Gustav Dreidhardt, No. 1 Hinschenwey , Hamburg, Eims

büttel , Germany, 25th December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed

1st August, 1906. Receipt No. 138,324 .

Claim.-1 . Improved connecting means for the pole plates

of the individual cells of storage batteries comprising in

combination a pair of mercury cups c arranged on the lead

Figi electrodes a to be connected together, a lining d , of a sub

102770 stance non - affected by mercury in each cup c tightly adher

ing thereto, a bridge piece f of variable length adapted to

be dipped with its two extremities in the mercury cups of

two electrodes so as to co -act with the mercury to complete

the connection , and a lid g of insulating material for covering

the mercury cups , substantially as set forth .

2. Improved connecting means for the pole plates of the

individual cells of storage batteries comprising in combina

tion , a pair of mercury cups c constructed integral with the

lead electrodes a to be connected together, a lining d, of a

substance non - affected by mercury in each cup tightly

adhering thereto , a bridge piece f of variable length to be

Iiga dipped with its two extremities in the mercury cups of two

electrodes so as to co -act with the mercury to complete the

Tuga .
connection , and a lid g of insulating material for covering

the mercury cups , substantially as set forth .

3. Improved connecting means for the pole plates of the

John Andrew Brown , Portland, Oregon , U.S.A. , 25th De individual cells of storage batteries comprising in combina

cember , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 29th October, 1906 . Re- tion , a pair of mercury cups c arranged on the lead electrodes

ceipt No. 140,724 . a to be connected together, a lining d, of a substance non

Claim . - 1 . In a portable conveyer the combination of a
affected by mercury in each cup c tightly adhering thereto,

frame , carrier wheels under the middle part thereof, an
a bridge piece f of variable length adapted to be dipped with

electric motor in such middle part of the frame and hav
its two extremities in the mercury cups of two electrodes

ing a transversely arranged projecting axle , a miter gear
so as to co - act with the mercury to complete the connection ,

on such projecting axle end , a gear meshing with such
and a lid g of insulating material for covering the mercury

miter gear and having a shaft journalled lengthwise of the
cups , said lid having apertures for the penetration of the

frame to one end thereof, a miter gear on the extremity of
extremities of the bridge piece f, substantially as set forth.

such shaft , a driven drum journalled in such frame end, a

gear on the axle thereof and meshing with the last men- No. 102,772. Glass Melting Pot.

tioned miter gear and a continuous casing entirely enclos Chaudière pour la fonte du verre .

ing such motor and power transmitting means , the parts

being arranged on the frame to balance each other over

the wheel base.

2. A conveyer comprising a frame , carrier wheels under

the middle part thereof , a series of rollers journalled in

the upper part of the frame to support the carrier end of

the carrier belt , rollers journalled at the ends of said

middle part to support the return end of such carrier belt , a

positively driven drum at one end of the frame , a longi

tudinally movable drum at the opposite end of the frame ,

a motor in the middle part of the frame , means transmit

ting the power of such motor to the driven drum , and il

continuous casing entirely enclosing such motor and power

transmitting means , the parts being arranged on the frame

to balance each other over the wheel base .

3. A conveyer comprising a frame , carrier wheels under

the middle part thereof, series of concaved rollers

journalled in the upper part of the frame to support the

carrier end of the carrier belt , rollers made with shoulders

near the ends and journalled at the ends of said middle

part to support the return end of such carrier belt , a posi

tively driven drum at one end of the frame , a longitudinally Henry Clay Fry, Rochester ,Pennsylvania, U.S.A. , 25th De

movable drum at the opposite end of the frame, a motor
cember, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 6th August , 1906. Receipt

in the middle part of the frame , means transmitting the
No. 138,448 .

power of such motor to the driven drum and a continuous Claim.-1 . A glass melting pot having a hollow wall above

casing entirely enclosing such motor and power transmit- the metal line of the pot to form a charging and fusing

ting means , the parts being arranged on the frame to chamber, said chamber being open only to the pot interior

balance each other over the wheel base . and to the exterior of the pot heating furnace.
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2. A glass melting pot constructed with a hollow crown 3. The art of purifying liquids comprising the generation

above the metal line of the pot to form a charging and of an electric current, and the translation of said current

fusing chamber, the crown cavity being open only to the to and through a plurality of fluid bodies, one of said fluid

pot interior and to the exterior of the pot heating furnace . bodies being in contact with electrodes in the circuit and

3. A glass melting pot constructed with a hollow crown another of said bodies being also in the circuit but mechani
to form a charging and fusing chamber , said chamber ex- cally separated from the first fluid body and from the elec

Lending from front to rear of the pot above the metal line trodes ,

thereof and open at its rear to the pot interior and at its 4. An apparatus for purifying fluids comprising a tank con

front to the exterior of the pot heating furnace . taining a fluid , a receptacle suspended in said fluid contain

4. A glass melting pot wholly closed to the furnace in ing a second fluid, and means for translating an electric cur

which it is heated , the pot crown being hollow above the rent to and through both said fuids , the said receptacle

metal line to form a charging and fusing chamber, said mechanically separating the fluid contained therein from the

chamber sloping downwardly from front to rear with its fluid contained in the tank , but affording electric connection .

lower end communicating with the pot interior and its 5. An arparatus for purifying fluids comprising a tank com

front or upper end open to the exterior of the pot heating posed of insulated sections, a fluid contained therein, means

furnace . whereby another fluid may be contained in the first fluid

5. A glass melting pot having a working chamber in its without intermixing therewith , and means for translating an
front and a working mouth communicating therewith , a electric current to the second fluid through the first fluid .

refining chamber at the rear of the working chamber , and 6. An apparatus for purifying fluids comprising an electric

a charging and fusing chamber above the refiningchamber circuit two different fluids inserted in said circuit, means
and open only thereto and to the exterior of the pot heat for translating the current through said fluids, said means

ing furnace.6. A glass melting pot having a working chamber at the comprising electrodes in contact with one of said fluids.

front provided with a working mouth , a refining chamber at

7. An apparatus for purifying fluids comprising an electric

the rear of the working chamber , and a charging and fus

circuit , a tank containing a quid inserted in the circuit, a

ing chamber above and extending longitudinally of the

receptacle containing another fluid inserted in the circuit,

pot from front to rear, the charging chamber being wholly

and means whereby the current may be translated through

closed to the pot heating furnace but open to the exterior

both fluids, said means including a device for forming a

thereof, the rear portion of the charging chamber being
coagulum in one of the fluids .

open to the refining chamber.

7. A glass melting pot having a working chamber in the No. 102,775. Apparatus for Sterlizing Liquids.

front provided with a working mouth , a refining chamber Appareil à stériliser les liquides .

at the rear of and communicating with the working cham

ber , the pot crown being hollow from front to rear to form

a charging and fusing chamber which at the rear com

municates with the refining chamber and at the front is

open to the exterior of the pot heating furnace,

Figuel

No. 102,773. Manufacture of Iron and Steel.

Préparation du fer et de l'acier.

Montague Moore, Melbourne, and Thomas James Heskett ,

Brunswick , Victoria, both in Australia , 25th December ,

1906 ; 6 years . Filed 10th August, 1906. Receipt No.

138,516 .

Claim . - 1 . In the direct process of manufacturing iron

and steel , keeping the slag in the gas or other reverbera

tory furnace in the ferrous condition , that is , in a state in

which it contains a minimum of oxygen and is prevented Henry Jacques Wessels , Comte de Frise, Paris, France , 25th

from absorbing oxygen from the gases of the furnace there- December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 11th July, 1905. Receipt

by preventing any oxidation of the reduced iron by con- No. 126,794 .

tact with the slag . Claim . — 1 . In an apparatus of the character described the

2. Keeping the slag in a gas or other reverberatory fur combination comprising a plurality of ozonizers , a sterilizer,

naco in the ferrous condition by the addition thereto , or means for forcing ozone into the bottom of the sterilizer , and

in contact therewith , of solid carbon or other suitable
means for maintaining a moving liquid in a plurality of dif

deoxidizing material , or an admixture of reduced iron and
ferent strata in the sterilizer.

carbonaceous or other suitable deoxidizing material, ac

cording as to whether wrought iron or steel is to be manu

2. In an apparatus of the character described the combin

factured .

ation comprising a plurality of ozonizers , a sterilizer, a filter

adapted to act on a liquid supply for the sterilizer, means

No. 102,774, Process of Purifying Flnids.

for forcing the ozone into the bottom of the sterilizer, and

means for maintaining a moving liquid in a plurality of dif

Procédé de purification des liquides. ferent strata in the sterilizer ,

3. In an apparatus of the character described , the combin

ation comprising a plurality of ozonizers , a sterilizer, a

pump, means for forcing the ozone into the bottom of the

sterilizer, and means for maintaining a moving liquid in a

plurality of different strata in the sterilizer .

4. In an apparatus of the character described the combin

ation comprising a plurality of ozonizers , a sterilizer, vari

able resistances interposed between the ozonizers, means for

forcing ozone into the bottom of the sterilizer, and means

for maintaining a moving liquid in a plurality of different

strata in the sterilizer .

5. In an apparatus of the character described the combin

ation comprising a plurality of ozonizers, each having a plur
ility of rings , plates disposed between the riogs and pro

George Huntington Reynolds , Mansfield Depot, Connecticut, vided with serrated edges, a conducting tube, a casing dis

U.S.A., 25th December, 1906; 6 years. Filed 15th May, posed around the tube, a jacket disposed aroundthe casing,
1905. Receipt No. 125,209 . leaving a space adapted to receive a cooling medium , am in

Claim . - 1. The art of purifying fluids comprising the gen- sulated block disposed in the jacket and beneath the casing ,

eration of an electric current, the translation of said cur glass covers for the conducting tube and the jacket , a con

rent by means including electrodes in contact with a secon ductor connected to the conducting tube, variable resistances

dary liquid, and the transmission of said current to the disposed between the ozonizers, a sterilizer connected with
primary liquid which is suspended in thesecondary liquid the ozonizers, and means for maintaining a movingliquid
out of the contact with the electrodes.

in a plurality of strata in the sterilizers.

2. The art of purifying fluids comprising the generation

of an electric current and the transmissionof said current tion comprisinga plurality of ozonizers, variable resistances

6. Inanapparatus of the character described the combina

throughtwofluid bodies of differentcharacter, which bodies connected with and interposed between the ozonizers and
are mechanically separated though electrically connected so

that one of said bodieswill becomepurifiedto a preserva- glass tubedisposed inthe vessel, a conducting closure for
each comprisinga non -conducting vesselfilled with oil, a

tive degree. the bottom oftheclosed tube, means for securing the closure
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to the bottom of the vessel , a liquid body of low conduc- vided with low pressure tuyeres and a slag spout, of a re

tivity disposed in the tube, a cover for the vessel,and a ro1 fining chamber separated from the aforementioned cham

adjustably disposed through the cover, and a sterilizer con

nected with the ozonizers and a source of water supply.

7. In a device of the character described the combination

comprising a source of ozone , a receiver, a plurality of hori

zontal perforated shelves forming superposed compartments

within the receiver, means for siphoning a liquid successive

ly from the uppermost compartment to the bottom of the re

ceiver , and means for distributing the ozone from the bot

tom of the receiver to the top thereof.

8. In a device of the character described the combination

comprising a source of ozone, a receiver having an upper

water inlet and a lower water inlet opening and an ozone

escape opening in its top , a plurality of horizontal perfor

ated shelves forming superpo zed compartments within the

receiver, means for siphoning a liquid successively from the

uppermost compartment to the bottom of the receiver , and

means for distributing the ozon from the bottom of the re

ceiver to the top thereof.

No. 102,776. Purification of Sugar Juices.

Epuration de jus de sucre .

Hermann Wiëse , Detroit, Michigan , U.S.A. , 25th December,

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 10th August, 1906. Receipt No. 138,

562 .

Claim .-- 1 . The process of purifying sugar juices , which

consist in treating the d'ffusion juices with a non -basic sub- ber by a partition having a passage therethrough in the

stance to coagulate the albumen , separating out the coagu- level of the bottom , said refining chamber having a basic

lated substance and subsequently treating with lime . lining and high pressure tuyeres relatively lower than the

2. The process of purifying sugar juices which consist in tuyeres of the matting chamber, and an overflow spout

treating the diffusion juices with an acid to coagulate the relatively lower than the slag spout of the matting cham
albumen , in removing the coagulated substance, and sub . ber .

sequently treating with lime. 2. In a smelting furnace of the class d scribed , the com

3. The process of purifying sugar juices, which consists in bination with a matting chamber having matting tuyeres,

treating the diffusion juices with sulphurous acid to coagu- and a slag spout, of a bottom downwardly sloping therefrom

late the albumen and to prevent fermentation and inversion , to a relatively low passage in the level of the bottom ,

removing the coagulated substance and subsequently treat- a refining chamber in connection with the foregoing through

ing with lime. said passage, said refining chamber having a basic lining,

an overflow spout lower than the slag spout in the matting

No. 102,777. Apparatus for Cleaning and Drying chamber , converting tuyeres downwardly directed inward,

Wool, Hair, Cotton. means for conveying away the furnace gases from both

Appareil à nettoyer et à sécher la laine, le crin , et le cotun .
chambers, and means for charging ore into each .

3. In a smelting furnace of the class described , the com

bination with a matting chamber having matting tuyere .

and a slag spout , a bottom downwardly sloping therefrom

to a relatively low passage in the level of the bottom , a

refining chamber with which said passage connects said

refining chamber having a basic lining and a relatively low

arched roof, an overflow spout lower than the slag spout of

the matting chamber, converting tuyeres below the level

of the matting tuyeres of the other chamber, a flue to

carry off the furnace gases , a tilting grate in such flue ,

and means for charging ore thereupon .
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No. 102,779. Blast Furnace . Haut fourneau .
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Thomas Alexander Stephen Wood, 4 St. Thomas Road, Lon

don , England, 25th December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 7th

August , 1906. Receipt No. 138,472 .

Claim . - The improved construction of apparatus for clean

ing, dyeing, or otherwise treating wool , hair, cotton , and

other animal or vegetable fibrous or textile material, con

sisting of a fixed tank 1 having blades 14 across the bottom ,

steam inlet 33 , water inlet 32 , draw off tap 16 and manholes

17 , a revolving cage 12 situate within tank 1 and operated by

gear outside of said tank , a reciprocating plunger or piston
18 arranged in said washer 12 and operated by gear outside

said tank 1 , doors 28 and operated enclosing an opening in

said plunger, angled plate 15 on bottom of cage 12 , all ar

ranged and acting substantially as set forth .

ob0%
670

MPON

No. 102,778. Smelting Furnace .

Fournaise pour la fonde.

William J. Watson, Ladysmith , British Columbia , Canada ,

25th December , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 30th July , 1906. Re

ceipt No. 138,268 .

Claim . - 1. In a smelting furnace for the reduction of sul

phide ores the combination with a matting chamber pro

Hiram Weave Hixon , Victoria Mines, Ontario , Canada , 25th

December , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 14th August 1906 . Re

ceipt No. 138,701.

Claim . - 1 . A blast furnace comprising a lining of refrac
tory material, an air jacket surrounding the same , the

outer wall of said jacket being curved outwardly and pro

vided with vertical partitions betwen said lining and said

jacket thereby forming a plurality of parallel passages,

means for delivering air to the top of said passages, and

tuyeres in the lining communicating with the lower end of

said passages.
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2. A blast furnace comprising a rectangular lining of re- and operating to move the said ratchet wheels forward va

fractory material , an air jacket surrounding the same and the return or rebound of the said oscillating lever when the

constituting a strengthening brace for said lining, the outer electro -magnet is de-magnetized by the opening of the

wall of said jacket being curved outwardly and provided electric current , a third pawl pivotally attached to the

with a plurality of perforated , vertical partitions between frame of the machine and operating adversely to the other

said lining and said jacket, means for delivering air to said pawls, and adapted to engage the ratchet wheels and limit

air jacket at the upper end thereof, and means for admitting the movement of the ratchet wheels precisely to the move .

air from said jacket through said lining at the lower end ment of one ratchet at each return of the said oscillating

thereof. lever , a revolving pivot attached to the frame of the ma

3. A blast furnace comprising a rectangular lining of chine, carrying the oscillating lever, and the ratchet wheels,

magnesite, an air jacket surrounding the same, the outer and extendiing through the center of a disc or dial, a disc

wall of said jacket being covered outwardly and constitut- or dial placed loosely upon the said revolving pivot , the

ing a strengthening brace for said lining , vertical partitions dial being divided into equal segments, each segment being

between said lining and said jacket, thereby subdividing said numbered , a hand or indicator fixed to the said revolving

jacket into a plurality of vertical passageways, tuyeres in pivot , and extending across the face of the dial , and with a

the walls of said furnace communicating with the lower bell to announce the change indicated on the dial , cells of

ends of said passageways, and ports and closures therefor battery to operate the bell , and lights to illuminate the

in the outer wall of said air jacket and in alignment with dial intermittently, substantially as described , and for the
each of said tuyeres, whereby the tuyeres may be freed purposes specified ,

from obstructions. 2. The combination of an electro - magnet , with an auto

4. A blast furnace comprising a rectangular refractory coil and circuit changers, of two ratchet wheels operating

lining , and an air jacket surrounding said lining , the outer adversely to each other, an oscillating lever, a pawl pivot

wall of said air jacket being curved outwardly and provideded to the frame of the machine , and operating to prevent

with a plurality of spacing braces , whereby the air jacket the movement of the ratchet wheels when the lever is at

and its braces constitute a truss for strengthening the tached by the action of the electro -magnet, a pawl pivot

walls of the furnace . ally attached to the oscillating lever and operating to move

5. In a blast furnace , a lining of refractory material , an the said ratchet wheels forward on the return or rebound

air jacket surrounding the same, vertical partitions in said of the said oscillating lever when the electro -magnet is

air jacket , each of said partitions being provided with a de -magnetized by the opening of the electric current, a

plurality of perforations, tuyeres communicating with the third pawl pivotally attached to the frame of the machine

lower end of said air jacket, and means whereby the and operating adversely to the other pawls , and adapted to

tuyeres may be freed from obstructions and foreign matter engage the ratchet wheels and limit the movement of the

removed from the air jacket, ratchet wheels precisely to the movement of one ratchet at

6. A blast furnace comprising a lining of magnesite , cach return of the said oscillating lever , a revolving pivot

air jacket surrounding said lining , spacing partitions in attached to the frame of the machine, carrying the oscillat

said air jacket , means for admiting air to the upper end of ing lever and the ratchet wheels, and extending through

said jacket , means for admitting air from the lower end of the center of a disc or dial , a disc or dial placed loosely

said jacket through said lining, means for drawing off the upon the said revolving pivot , the dial being divided into

contents of said furnace adjacent the lower end thereof, and equal segments, each segment being numbered , a band or

a magnesite spout adjacent said draw - off . indicator fixed to the said revolving pivot, and extendias
7. In a blast furnace, a lining of refractory material, a across the face of the dial , and witha bell to announce the

jacket surrounding said lining, means for admitting air to change indicated on the dial cells of battery to operate the

the jacket at the upper end thereof, and means for admit- bell , and lights to illumine the dial intermittently, sub

ting air from the jacket to the furnace at the lower end stantially as described , and for the purposes specified.
thereof. 3. The combination of an electro -magnet, with a coil,

8. In a blast furnace , a suitable lining having tuyeres at with connecting taps or leads from the coil , at intervals

the lower end thereof , an air jacket surrounding said lin- throughout the coil , and circuit changers , of two ratchet

ing , and means for forcing air into said jacket through said wheels operating adversely to each other , an oscillating

tuyeres. lever, a pawi pivoted to the frame of the machine, and

9. In combination, a blast furnace lining composed of operating to prevent the movement of the ratchet wheels
magnesite , an air jacket surrounding said lining , and means when the lever is attached by the action of the electric

for admiting air to the upper end of said jacket and de- magnet & pawl pivotally attached to the oscillating lever
livering it therefrom into the furnace at the lower end . and operating to move the said ratchet wheels forward on

the return or rebound of the said oscillating lever when the

No. 102,780. Electrical Annunciator . electro -magnet is de -magnetized by the opening of the elec

Avertisseur électrique.
tric current, a third pawl pivotally attached to the frame

of the machine and operating adversely to the pawls , and
adapted to engage the ratchet wheels and limit the move

ment of the ratchet wheels precisely to the movement of

one ratchet at each return of the said oscillating lever , a

revolving pivot attached to the frame of the machine , car
rying the oscillating lever and the ratchet wheels , and ex

tending through the enter of a disc or
lial , a disc or dial

placed loosely upon the said revolving pivot, the dial being

divided into equal segments, each segment being numbered,

a hand or indicator fixed to the said revolving pivot, and

extending across the face of the dial, and with a bell to

announce the change indicated on the dial, cells of battery

to operate the bell, and lights to illumine the dial inter

mittently, substantially as described and for the purposes
specified .

No. 102,781 . Box for Talking Machine Needles.

Boîte pour aiguilles de phonographe.

Horace Sheble , Philadelphia , Pennsylvania and Ellsworth

Adam Hawthorne, Springfield , Massachusetts, U.S.A. ,

25th December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 21st September,

1900. Receipt No. 139,668.

Claim . - 1. A box or case for talking machine needles , said

box OK

Goldsmith EnglishandEdward Jennings, co -inventors, both needles, and a lid or cover having an opening communicat

case having compartmentsfor used and unused

of Windsor, Ontario, Canada, 25th December, 1906 ; 6

years.

ing with the compartment which receives the used needles.
Filed Receipt No.

2. A box or case for talking machine needles , said box or
Claim . - 1. In an electrical annunciator the combination case having compartments for used and unused needles , and

with an electro -magnet, and circuit changes, of two ratchet a lid or cover chambered for the reception of unused

wheels operating adversely to eachother, an oscillating needles, and having an opening communicating with the
lever , a pawl pivoted to the frame of the machine, and compartment which receives the used needles.

operating to prevent the movement of the ratchet wheels 2. A box or case for talking machine needles. said box or

when the lever is attracted by the action of the electro case having a plurality of compartments for the reception

magnet, a pawl pivotallyattached to the oscillatinglever of unused needles, a compartmentforthe reception of used
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needles, and a lid or cover having an opening communicat

ing with the latter compartment.
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4. A box or case for talking machine needles, said box or

caso having a plurality of compartments for the reception

of unused needles, a compartment for the reception of used

needles, and a lid or cover having an opening communi

cating with the latter compartment, and a plurality of

chambers in the top for the reception of unused needles .

5. A box or case for talking machine needles , said box or

case having compartments for used and unused needles, and

a lid or cover having a projecting tubular boss communi

cating with the compartment which receives the used

needles, and serving as a handle for the manipulation of

said lid or cover.

6. A box or case for talking machine needles , said box or

case having a false bottom with tubular projection com

municating with the compartment below said false bottom ,

and a lid or cover having an opening registering with said

tubular projection when the lid or cover is closed .

2. A garment supporting device comprising a body portion ,

a resilient bar substantially parallel therewith and spaced

therefrom , a hook on the bar projecting toward the body

portion , a hook on the body portion on the side opposite

the bar, and an inverted hook on the body portion .

3. An article of manufacture comprising a body portion

having a hook at its lower end and extending to one side

thereof, a top portion extending from the body portion on

the opposite side from the hook , a second hook in an in

verted position extending downwardly from said top por

tion , a bar extending downwardly from the top of said in

verted hook , means for resiliently connecting said bar with

the top portion, and a hook on the lower end of said bar

projecting upwardly and toward the body portion .

4. An article of manufacture composed of a single piece

of wire , a bend being formed at the center of said piece of

wire, the two parts of the wire extending upwardly from

the bend to form a body portion , then rearwardly from the

upper end of the body portion, thence downwardly therefrom

to form an inverted hook , and from the extremity of this

hook upwardly again to the upper end of the body portion ,

thence downwardly upon a line parallel to the body portion ,

but spaced therefrom , and each of the last -mentioned down

wardly extending portions of the wire being provided with

means for securing it to a garment located at its lower end.

5. An article of manufacture consisting a single piece of

wire , and comprising a hook formed at the center of said

piece of wire , the wire being bent upon itself at the ex

tremity of said hook , the two parts thereof extending par

allel to each other upwardly from the hook to form a body

portion, rearwardly from the upper end of the body portion,

thence downwardly therefrom to form an inverted hook ,

and from the extremity of this hook upwardly again to the

upper end of the body portion , then downwardly upon a line

parallel to the body portion , but spaced therefrom , and

each of said portions of the wire being provided with a

sharpened upwardly and inwardly inclined hook at the lower

end of said last -mentioned downwardly extending portion .

6. An article of manufacture composed of a single piece

of wire and comprising a bend formed at the center of said

piece of wire , the two parts thereof extending upwardly

from the bend to form a body portion , then rearwardly from

the upper end of the body portion, thence downwardly

therefrom to form an inverted hook , and from the extremity

of this hook upwardly again to the upper end of the body

portion , thence being bent in a reverse direction to form

resilient loops above the upper end of the body portion , and

then downwardly along the line parallel to the body por

tion , and each end of the last -mentioned downwardly ex

tending portions of the wire being provided with means for

securing it to a garment.

7. An article of manufacture comprising a body having a

hook on one side thereof, a portion extending from the body

on the opposite side from the hook , a second hook in a re

verse position extending from said portion in a direction to

ward the end of the body upon which the first -mentioned

hook is located , a bar extending from a point beyond said

portion in a direction parallel with the body toward the

first -mentioned hook, means for resiliently connecting the

bar with the said portion , and a hook on the end of said bar

projecting at an angle toward the body.

No. 102,782. Garment Support.

Support pour vêtements.
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No. 102,783 . Burglar Alarm. Alarme à cambrioleurs.
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1
4Joseph W. Stockwell and Raymond Coates, both of Jackson ,

Michigan, U.S.A. , 25th December 1906 ; 6 years. Filed

10th October , 1906. Receipt No. 146,188 .

Claim . - 1. A garment supporting device comprising a main

body portion , a hook projecting from one side thereof, an
Burton S. Bell , Ree Heights, South Dakota , U.S.A. , 25th

inverted hook on the opposite side of the body portion ,
December , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 27th September, 1906 .

adapted to suspend a garment, and means at the rear of the
Receipt No. 139,845 .

first -mentioned hook for rigidly securing the device to a Clain .-- 1 . In a device of the class specified , a pair of

garment or the like , said means comprising a hook resil- | plates arranged to slide one on the other and provided with

liently mounted with respect to the body portion . toothed end portions, one of said plates being provided with

12-29
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elongated slots, bolts carried by theother member and ex- disposed within the loop 2 for the button eye and bearing

tending through said slots, nuts arranged on the bolts to against the inner portion of one side thereof, sald fasteder
adjust the fractional contact between said plates, a battery

and an alarm carried by one of the plates, and normally

spaced contacts carried by said plates and movable into en

gagement with each other as the plates slide.

2. In combination , a pair of slidable plates provided with

toothed end portions , one of said plates having an elongated

slot , a standard carried by the opposite plate and extend

ing through said slot, a contact carried by said standard , a

bell, a contact carried by one of the binding posts of the

bell and arranged to engage the standard carried by con

tact , and a battery, one pole of which is connected to the

standard carried contact, and the opposite pole to the

second binding post of the bell .

and

No. 102,784. Clip for Ironing Board Covers.

Pinces pour couverture de planches à repasser .
being formed from a single strand of wire , substantially as
described .

No. 102,786. Multiplex Telegraph Systems.

Système télégraphique multiple.
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William L. Ely and Gertrude L. Ely, co - inventors , both of

Cleveland, Ohio , U.S.A. , 25th December, 1906 ; 6 years.

Filed 10th September, 1906. Receipt No. 139,385 .

Claim . - 1. A clip for ironing board covers , comprising a

flat spring member adapted to be permanently secured to

the board and provided with an angular end adapted to en

guge the cover and hold the same against the board.

2. A clip for ironing board covers comprising a flat spring Tullio Giara, Boston, Massachusetts , U.S.A., 25th December,
member adapted to be permanently secured to the board

and provided with anguiar ends formed of two pointed
1906 ; 6 years . Filed 4th July, 1905. Receipt No. 126.616.

prongs adapted to engage the cover and retain the same Claim.-1 . In a multiplex telegraph system , a single ma :)

against the board. line , a plurality of sending devices at the sendingstation,

ú . A clip for ironing board covers comprising a member each including a keyboard with a plurality of keys , a plur

provided with prongs at its ends adapted to engage the ality of printing mechanisms at the receiving station , each

cover and detachably secure the same to the board and an printing mechanism having types corresponding to said keye.

intermediate laterally enlarged portion adapted to be per- and electrical connections including said s.ogle main l.o
manently secured to the board. between said devices and said stations in consequence of

4. A ciip for ironing board covers comprising a flat spring which upon the independent manipulation of the keys in the

memper provided with angular ends formed of a plurality different keyboards electrical signals are successively irans

of pointed prongs adapted to engage the cover and detach- mitted from the sending devices to the said printing mech

ably secure the same to the board and an intermediate anism over the same line, to cause the actuation of the cor .
laterally enlarged strengthening portion adapted to be per- responding types in the corresponding printing mechanisms,
manently secured to the board. and the printing of difierent messages by said printing

5. A clip for ironing board covers comprising a member mechanisms.

adapted to be permanently secured to the board, and pro- 2. In a multiplex telegraph system, a single main line, i

vided with an enlarged strengthening portion and angular plurality of independent keyboards at the sending station
ends formed of a plurality of pointedprongs adapted to en- each keyboard having a plurality of independent keys , a

gago the cover and detachably secure the same against the source of electricity for said keys, a plurality of print.lt

board. mechanism at the receiving stations corresponding to sa

8. The combination with an ironing board and a cover keyboards , each printing mechanism having a separate mor
therefor , of a clip comprising a spring member adapted to able type bar for each separate key of the corresponding
be secured to said board and provided with prongs at its keyboard, and means for connecting the keys of the key.
ends adapted to engage said cover and detachably secure boards and the corresponding type bar of the corresponding
the same to said board.

7. The combination with an ironing board and a cover whereby different messages equal in number to the keyboards
printing mechanisms successively with said singie main line,

therefor, of a clip comprising a spring member provided may all be sent over the single main line and printed at sub

with a central strengthening portion adapted tobe per- stantially the same time.

manently secured to said board and angular ends formed of

a plurality of pointed prongs adapted toengage said cover of independent keyboards eachhaving a set of keys, a plur
3. In a multiplex telegraph system , a main line, a ser.es

and detachably secure the same to said board .
ality of sets of key circuits each connected to a source of

No. 102,785. Button Fastener. Attache pour boutons.
electrical energy having a contact, the contacts of said sets

being independent of each other but arranged successively

John S. Fissel , West Philadelphia , Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , in a circle or arc thereof, a revolving contact for successive

25th December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 1st September, 1906. ly engaging the said contacts of the different sets and con

Receipt No. 139,154 . nected to said main line , a plurality of independent sets of

Claim . The herein described button fastener designed to printing circuits each having an independent electro-mage

bo secured to the eye of a button prior to its attachment to actuating a type , and a contact, the last-mentioned contac ..

a garment and consisting of a piece of wire bent to form a of said sets being arranged successively in a ofrele , or in 3 ”

single strand bodkin member 1 , a loop 2 for the button eye .
arc thereof, a second revolving contact connected to

a member 3 extending from said loop and bent upon itself source of electrical energy and adapted to successively rm

to form an end seat 4 for the button eye and continued to gage said last-mentioned stationary contacts , means con

form an inclined spring tongue 5 extending across under trolled by the main line for closing the circuit through sar!

the loop 2 and having an upwardly curved terminal end 6 second revolving contact, and means for revolving said rr
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volving contacts, said elements being arranged as described, disposed in a circle at the sending station , a source of elec

whereby impulses for the different sets of keys are sent tricity connected to said contacts, a main line, a revolving

successivey over the line. contact for engaging said independent contacts and con

4. In a multiplex telegraph system , a plurality of independ - necting them to the main line in such manner that from

ent sets of key circuits at he sending station each conect- them electric impulses go over the line to a receiving sta

ed to a source of electrical energy having a contact, the tion , means for moving the revolving contact , a revolving

contacts of said sets being arranged successivly in a circle contact at the receiving station connected to a source of

or the arc thereof , a main line , a revolving contact at the electrical energy, an electric motor for revolving said re

sending station for successively engaging said independent volving contact, a number of electrical resistances in series

sets of contacts, and connected to said main line , a plurality in the motor circuit, and a multiple number of independent

of independent printing mechanisms at the receiving station contacts symmetrically disposed in groups in a circle at
each having an independently movable type bar for each the receiving station , each contact of the groups being

character , circuits equal in number to the type bars, and connected to an electro -magnet controlling one of the elec

each having an electro -magnet for controlling a type bar, trical resistances in the motor circuit , in such manner that

and a contact, said contacts being arranged in sets succes- an impulse sent by an independent contact of the sending

sively in a circle, a revolving contact at the receiving sta- station arrives at the receiving station at one of the con
tion connected to a source of electrical energy and adapted tacts of a group and energizes the corresponding electro

to succesively engage the sets of contacts at the receiving magnet which inserts in or cuts out of the motor circuit the
station, means controlled by the line for closing the circuit corresponding resistance.
through said second revolving contact , and means for re

volving said revolving contacts . No. 102,787. Method of Digging Holes.

5. In a multiplex telegraph system , a main line , a plurality
Méthode de creuser des trous.

of key circuits each connected to a source of electrical

energy and having a contact, a revolving contact for suc

cessively engaging said contacts respectively and connected

to the line, so that when a key is moved to close its circuit

an electrical impulse is sent over the line upon the engage

ment o fthe movable contact with the stationary contact in

said key circuit, a plurality of printing circuits each having

a printing device , and each having a contact, a second re

volving contact connected with a source of electrical energy,

and adapted to successively engage the last -mentioned con

tacts, a relay in the main line for closing the circuit through

said last-mentioned revolving contact and thereby through

one of the printing circuits when a signal is sent over said

main line by any one of the key circuits , a motor for revolv

ing the revolving contact at the sending station , an electric

motor for revolving the revolving contact at the receiving

station , and means for synchronizing the movement of said

revolving contacts, by automatically varying the speed of

said electric motor.

6. In a multiplex telegraph system, a main line, a plur

ality of sets of key circuits connected to a source of elec SD

trical energy each having a contact, the contacts of said sets
being arranged serially in a circle , a revolving contact for

successively engaging the said contacts and connected to Ira David Kemmerer, Lincoln, Nebraska, U.S.A. , 25th De
said main line , a plurality of sets of printing circuits each cember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 30th November, 1906. Re
having a printing device and a contact , the last -mentioned ceipt No. 141,679 .

contacts of said sets being arranged serially in a circle, a Claim . — The method herein described of forming holes in
second revolving contact connected to a source of electrical the earth consisting in first scooping out a portion of the

energy and adapted to successively engage said last-men- earth at the point where the hole is to be made and pouring

tioned stationary contacts , means controlled by the main water in the said cavity , then separating the earth to be

line for closing the circuit through said second revolving removed by a cancave tool and simultaneously forming the

contact, means for revolving said revolving contacts , and separated body of the earth into a core, the water in the

means for preventing the closing of the key circuits of the cavity being caused to run or seep down into the cut formed

other sets thereof when the first -mentioned revolving con- in the earth around the core, this water facilitating the

tact is in engagement with the contacts of the key circuits formation of the core into an adhering mass and making its

of any one set . outer surface sticky enough to cause it to adhere to the

7. In a system of the character referred to, the combina tool and be removed therewith .

tion of two revolving contacts, means for revolving one of

said contacts, an electric motor for revolving the other con- No. 102,788. Tool for Digging Holes.

tact , an energy varying device for the motor circuit having
Outil pour creuser des trous .

movable contacts , electro -magnets for actuating the mov

able contacts of said device , separate circuits for said elec
otro -magnets, and means controlled by both of said revolving

contacts for diverting current into said electro -magnet

circuits.

8. In a multiplex telegraph system , sending apparatus

comprising a plurality of different series of sets of contacts ,

a key connected to each contact to close a circuit thereto ,

an independent line for each series of sets of contacts, and

a movable element having insulated contacts electrically

connected to said independent lines for engaging the con

tacts of said respective series of sets.

9. In a multiplex telegraph system of the character des

cribed, a plurality of independent contacts symmetrically

disposed in a circle at the sending station , a source of elec

tricity connected to said contacts , a multiple number of

independent contacts symmetrically and identically dis

posed in groups in a circle at the receiving station , a re

volving contact at the sending station , a motor for revolving

said contact, a revolving contact at the receiving station ,

an electric motor for revolving said last -mentioned con

tact , a motor circuit, means for varying the energy of the

current in said circuit, and electrical connections between

said groups of contacts at the receiving station and said

energy varying means , in consequence of which the speed of Ira D. Kemmerer, Lincoln , Nebraska, U.S.A. , 25th Decem

the electric motor is caused to vary to synchronize the ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 30th November, 1906. Receipt

revolution of said revolving contacts. No. 141,680.

10. In a multiplex telegraph system of the character re Claim . - A tool for digging holes consisting of a shank
ferred to, a number of independent contacts symmetrically provided at one end with means for handling it and at its
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other end with a blade substantially crescent-shape in cross and a compound of chromium , establishing an electric arc

section and having its longitudinal edges parallel and within the charge, surrounding the zone of reduction and

sharpened and its lower or entering end brought to a point , protecting the electrodes from the oxidizing effect of the

this point having cutting edges which are continuous with atmosphere by a considerable body of the charge, tapping

the side edges, the back of the tool being convex. the resulting slag and ferro alloy from the furnace , and

supplying the charge mixture as required , as set forth.

No. 102,789. Production of Ferro - Alloys. 8. The proctss of producing low carbon ferro - chromium ,

which consists in providing a charge containing ferro - silicon,
Production d'alliages ferrugineur.

an oxidized compound of chromium , and a basic flux , estab

lishing an electric arc within the charge , surrounding the

zone of reduction and protecting the electrodes from the

oxidizing effect of the atmosphere by a considerable body of

the charge , tapping the resulting slag and ferro alloy from

the furnace , and supplying the charge mixture as required,
as set forth .

9. The process of producing low carbon ferro - chromium ,

which consists in providing a charge containing ferry- silicon,

and a compound of chromium , establishing an electric arc

within the charge, surrounding the zone of reduction and

protecting the electrodes from the oxidizing effect of the

atmosphere by a considerable body of the charge, tapping

the resulting slag and ferro alloy from the furnace at differ

ent levels, and supplying the charge mixture as required ,

as set forth .

10. The process of producing low carbon ferro - chromium ,
Edgar F. Price , Niagara Falls , New York , U.S.A., 25th De- which consists in providing a charge containing ferro -silicon,

oem ber 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 29th October, 1906. Receipt
an oxidized compound of chromium , and a basic flux, estab

No. 140,719 . lishing an electric arc within the charge , surrounding the

Claim.-1 . The process of producing low carbon ferro al- zone of reduction and protecting the electrodes from the

loys, which consists in providing a charge containing fer- oxidizing effect of the atmosphere by a considerable body

ro-silicon and a compound of a metal reducible by silicon of the charge , tapping the resulting slag and ferro alloy

and alloyable with iron, establishing an electric arc within from the furnace at different levels , and supplying the

the charge, surrounding the zone of reduction and protect- charge mixture as required, as set forth.

ing the electrodes from the oxidizing effect of the atmos- 11. The process of producing low carbon ferro - chromium ,

phere by a considerable body of the charge, tapping the which consists in providing a charge containing ferro -silicon,

resulting slag and ferro alloy from the furnace, and supply and a compound of chromium ; establishing an electric arc

ing the charge mixture as required , as set forth . within the charge , surrounding the zone of reduction and

2. The process of producing low carbon ferro alloys , protecting the electrodes from the oxidizing effect of the

which consists in providing a charge containing ferro - silicon , atmosphere by a considerable body of the charge, main

an oxidized compound of a metal reducible by silicon and taining between the electrodes the minimum potential dif

alloyable with iron , and a basic flux , establishing an elec- ference requisite to effect reduction , thereby substantially

tric arc within the charge, surrounding the zone of reduc- preventing loss of electric current by leakage through the

tion and protecting the electrodes from the oxidizing effect charge, separately tapping the resulting slag and ferro alloy
of the atmosphere by a considerable body of the charge, from the furnace, and supplying the charge mixture as re

tapping the resulting slag and ferro alloy from the furnacequired, as set forth .

and supplying the charge mixture as required , as set forth . 12. The process of producing low carbon ferro -chromium ,

3. The process of producing low carbon ferro alloys, which consists in providing a charge containing ferro -silicon,
which consists in providing a charge containing ferro- silicon, an oxidized compound of chromium , and a basic flux, estab

and a compound of a metal reducible by silicon and alloy- lishing an electric arc within the charge, surrounding the
able with iron , establishing an electric arc within the charge , zone of reduction and protecting the electrodes from the

surrounding the zone of reduction and protecting the elect- oxidizing effect of the atmosphere by a considerable body

rodes from the oxidizing effect of the atmosphere by a con- of the charge , maintaining between the electrodes the mini

siderable body of the charge, tapping the resulting slag and mum potential difference requisite to effect reduction,

ferro alloy from the furnace at different levels, and supply- thereby substantially preventing loss of electric current by

ing the charge mixture as required, as set forth . leakage through the charge , separately tapping the result

4. The process of producing low carbon ferro alloys , ing slag and ferro alloy from the furnace, and supplying

which consists in providing a charge containing ferro - silicon, the charge mixture as required, as set forth .

an oxidized compound of a metal reducible by silicon and

alloyable with iron, and a basic flux, establishing an elec- No. 102,790. Explosive. Erplosif .

tric arc within the charge, surrounding the zone of reduc

tion and protecting the electrodes from the oxidizing effect Berthold Gustav Reichke, Hamburg, Germany, 25th Decem

of the atmosphere by a considerable body of the charge , ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 12th September, 1906. Receipt

tapping the resulting slag and ferro alloy from the furnace No. 139,455 .

at different levels , and supplying the charge mixture as Claim.-1. In the manufacture of ammonium nitrate ex

required, as set forth . plosives as claimed in my application for patent No. 125,378 ,

5. The process of producing low carbon ferro alloys , the substitution of fennel by other suitable specimen of the

which consists in providing a charge containing ferro-silicon, family of umbelliferousplantswith or without an addition
and a compound of a metal reducible by silicon and alloy- of woodmeal.
able with iron, establishing an electric arc within the 2. The use in combination with ammonium nitrato safety

charge, surrounding the zone of reduction and protecting explosives, of the pulverized seeds of umbelliferous plants

the electrodes from the oxidizing effect of the atmosphere other than fennel, substantially as hereinbeforedescribed
by a considerable body of the charge, maintaining between

with reference to the examples stated,
sthe electrodes the minimum potential difference requisite

to effect reduction , thereby substantially prventing loss of explosion gases and composed of the materials or their

3. A safety explosive producing a minimum of deleterious

electric current by leakage through the charge, separately chemical equivalents in substantially theproportions of the

tapping the resulting slag and ferro alloy from thefurnace, foregoing examples.
and supplying the charg mixture as required, as set forth .

6. The process of producing low carbon ferro alloys, No. 102,791 . Stopper for Poison Bottles.
which consists in providing a charge containing ferro - silicon ,

an oxidized compound of a metal reducible by silicon and Bouchon pour bouteilles renfermant du poison.

alloyable with iron , and a basic fux, establishing an elec
tric arc within the charge, surrounding the zone of reduc- Louis N. Ritten , Charles City, Iowa, U.S.A. , 25th December,

tion and protecting the electrodes from the oxidizing effect 1906; 6 years. Filed 19th September, 1906. Receipt No.

of the atmosphere by a considerable body of the charge, 139,626 .

maintaining between the electrodes the minimum potential Claim.-1 . A stopper for poison bottles having a guard

difference requisite to effect reduction, thereby substanti- placed diametrically across thestopper and projectingber
ally preventing lossof electric currentby leakage through yond the opposite sidesof the stopper ,and spurs struck

the charge, separately tappingtheresultingslagandferro downwardly from theguard and engaging opposite sides of
alloy from the furnace, and supplying the charge mixture as the stopper.

required , as set forth . 2. The combination with a stopper or a guard having a

7.The process of producing low carbon ferro chromium , flat body portionand longitudinally split adjacent each end.
which consists in providing a charge containing ferro -silicon , one of saidsplit members at each endbeingpointed at its
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extreme end and adapted to extend outwardly beyond the No. 102,793. Garment Fastener .

stopper and in the plane of the body portion of the guard , Support pour vêtements.
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and the other member being bent downwardly and inwardly
forming a spur adapted to engage the sides of the cork, the Daniel J. Schaeffer, Allendale, Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 25th

said spurs being offset with respect to each other. December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 31st October, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 140,777 .

No. 102,792. Garment Hanger. Claim .-1 . A garment support, comprising two members

Crochet pour vêtements.
having concavo - convex substantially sphere -shaped surfaces

abutting on their convex sides, one of said members being

formed with a slot extending to the center of the convex

surface thereof, the other of said members carrying a pin

projecting from the convex surface thereof and adapted to

enter said slot in the other member.

2. In a garment support the combination of two members

each having concavo - convex substantially sphere -shaped sur

faces abutting on their convex sides, one member being

formed with a slot having an enlarged outer end, the other

of said members carrying on the convex side of its central

portion a headed pin adapted to enter said slot,

3. In a garment support the combination of two members

each having a concavo -convex substantially sphere - shaped

surface, the convex side of the surface on one member

abutting with the convex side of the surface of the other

member , one member being formed with a curved slot, the

other of said members carrying on the convex side of its

central portion a headed pin adapted to enter said plot .
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No. 102,794. Electro -Magnetic Traction Device

George S. Roberts , Oak Park , Illinois , U.S.A. , 25th Decem
and Brake.

ber, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 31st October, 1906. Receipt No. Plan de traction électro -magnétique et frein .

140,775 .

Claim . - 1 . In a garment hanger, in combination with a

rigid transverse bar and means for supporting it , two

shoulder rockers pivoted each intermediate its ends at the

two ends respectively of the transverse bar, each rocker

having both ends free , for rocking over the pivot .

2. In a garment hanger , in combination with a rigid

transverse bar and means extending upwardly from its

middle point for suspending it , two shoulder rockers pivoted

each intermediate its ends at the two ends of the trans

verse bar, each rocker having both ends free, for rocking

over the pivot.

3. In a garment hanger, in combination with a rigid trans

verse bar and means for supporting it , two shoulder rock
ers pivoted each intermediate its ends to the two ends

respectively of the transverse bar, each rocker having both

ends free , for rocking over the pivot , and means for limit
ing the downward movement of the outer ends of the

rockers.

4. In a garment hanger, in combination with a coat sup

pont a horizontally extended eye or loop depending from

such coat support having sloping upper sides and a straight Charles Allson Wells , Chicago, Illinois , U.S.A. , 25th Decem

bar having its upper edge convex in cross section lodged
ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 31st July, 1905. Receipt No.

in the eye engaged with the end thereof for a trousers 127,316.

hanger.

5. In a garment hanger , in combination with a rigid trans
Claim . - 1 . The combination with bearing wheels, of an

verse bar A, the shoulder rockersB,B, pivotedthereto, electro -magnetic traction increasing device including

means for supporting the transverse bar consisting of the
magnetizable member supported in proximity to the rails

hook C , made of an integral piece of wire or rod inserted and provided with a shoe which forms one of the poles of the

through the crossbar and having below the latter the long magnet , said shoe normally supported out of direct contact

horizontal loop offset from the lower side of the bar at the with and movable toward and from said rails , and a wheel

outer portions of such loop to form shoulder supports for brake mechanism connected with and actuated by said shoe

a vest , and having the end of the wire engaged with the when the latter is attracted to the rails .

bar A. 2. The combination with traction wheels , of an electro

6. In a garment hanger in combination with a coat sup- magnetic traction increasing mechanism including a sus

port comprising a rigid transverse bar, a vest and trousers pended helically wound magnetizable member and a shoe

support carried by such bar below the same consisting of a carried thereby proximate to but normally out of direct con

wire loop or eye attached to the bar at two points and off- tact with the rails , and forming one of the poles of the mag

set below the bar from said points outward to the two ends net, said shoe adapted to be moved into contact with the

respectively, and a relatively wide bar lodged in the eye op rail and to have a movement thereon relative thereto , and

the lower bar of the latter and engaged with the ends of a wheel brake mechanism connected with and actuated by

the eye. the movement of the shoe relative to the rail.
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3. The combination with traction wheels and a wheel brake 2. The method of tapping steel from open hearth or like

mechanism , of an electro -magnetic traction increasing mech- furnaces , consisting in drawing off steel in a single continu

anism including a suspended helically wound magnetizable

member provided with a magnetizable shoe normally proxi

mate to but out of direct contact with the rail, and form

ing one of the poles of the magnet, said wheel brake mech

anism connected to said shoeand said shoe capable of a

movement relative to the rail when moved into contact

therewith, whereby the wheel brakes may be applied sub

stantially simultaneously with the energizing of the magnet

to increase the traction between the bearing wheels and

rails .

4. The combination with traction wheels and a wheel brake

mechanism , of a means for increasing the traction between

the wheels and rails and including a suspended magnetizable

member and a helix surrounding the same and magnetizing

it and the wheels , a shoe carried by the said member and

normally suspended proximate to but out of direct contact

with the rils and forming one of the poles of the magnet ,

said shoe adapted when magnetized to be attracted to the

rails and to have a limited movement relative thereto , and

means connecting the shoe with the wheel brake mechanism

whereby the wheel brakes are applied by the movement of

the magnetized shoe on and relative to the rail .

5. The combination with traction wheels and wheel brake

shoes , of electro -magnetic traction increasing devices in

ous stream into a ladle or receptacle, cutting off the supply

cluding a suspended magnetizable member and a helix sur
lo said ladle and directing the same in a continuously flow

rounding the same and magnetizing it and the wheels , a

ing stream into another ladle or receptacle, without chang

ing the direction of flow of said steel .
magnetizable shoe on the member and forming one of the 3. The method of tapping steel from open hearth or like
poles of the magnet and normally proximate to but out of furnaces, consisting in drawing off the steel in a single con

direct contact with the rails , and capable of being attracted

to the latter, said shoe having a limited movement relative supply to said ladle, and directing this same continuously
tinuous stream to one ladle or receptacle, cutting off the

to the rails when attracted thereto , and connections between
flowing stream into another ladle or receptacle, in line with

the shoe and the wheel brake shoes whereby the wheel
said first ladle without changing the direction of low of

brakes are set substantially simultaneously with the ener said steel .

gizing of the magnet to increase adhesion between the 4. The method of tapping steel from an open hearth or

wheels and rails . like furnace , consisting in drawing off the steel in a con

6. The combination with bearing wheels and electro tinuous stream from a single tap hole into two or more

magnetic means for increasing the adhesion between the ladles or receptacles, and filling said ladles in succession .

same and the rails , of a wheel brake mechanism including 5. The method of tapping steel from open hearth or like

a magnetizable shoe forming a pole of the electro -mognet furnaces , consisting in drawing off the molten steel in a

and movable toward and from the rails, said shoe, when at continuous stream from a single tap hole into two or more

tracted to the rails having a limited movement on the lat- ladles or receptacles.

ter to actuate the wheel brake mechanism .

No. 102,797. Open Hearth Furnace.

No. 102,795. Lacing. Lacets.
Fournaise à foyer ouvert.
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Frank Weston Whitcher, Boston , Massachusetts, U.S.A. ,

25th December, 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 29th October, 1906.

Receipt No. 140,705. John Albert Drain , Pittsburg, Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 25th

Claim.-1 . A composition or stiffened tip for lacings pro December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 22nd August, 1906. Re
vided with an external encircling metallic reinforcing band .

ceipt No. 138,928 .
2. A composition or stiffened tip for lacings provided

with external encircling metallic reinforcing bands, one
Claim .-- 1 . In an open-hearth or like furnace , a pouring

of which is located at the base or inner end of said stif
spout formed of twoor more sections, one or more of said

fened tip .

sections being adapted to swing out of the way of the suc
ceeding section to permit the metal to flow from said suc

ceeding section .

No. 102,796. Method of Tapping Steel. 2. In an open hearth or like furnace, a sectional pouring

Méthode pour couler l'acier . spoutformed of two or more sections,' one or moreof said

John Albert Drain , Pittsburg , Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 25th

sections being hinged in turn to the succeeding section , and

December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 22nd August, 1906. Re

means for swingingsaid hinged sections out of the way of

ceipt No. 138,927 .

the succeeding section to permit the metal to flow from said

succeeding section .

Claim .-- 1 . The method of tapping steel from open hearth
or like furnaces, consisting in drawing off the steel in a

3. In an open hearth or like furnace, a pouring spout com

singlestream and directing it into one ladle or receptacle withrelation to the inner one, and means for tilting or

prising two or more sections, the outer section movable

at one point,andthenshortening said stream to direct the swingingthe outersection whereby themetal contained
metal to another ladle or receptacle nearer said furnace . therein is caused to flow from its inner end.
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No. 102,798. Furnace Charging Mechanism . 8. In a furnace charging mechism the combination with

Machine à charger la fournaise.
a receiving cylinder , of a distributing bell closing the lower

end of the same , said bell having a portion only of its dis

tributing surface exposed to the fall of the material fed

into the cylinder, and means for shifting the position of

the bell to adjust the exposed portion of the same to dif

ferent points around the cylinder.

9. In a furnace charging mechanism , and in combination

with a receiving cylinder , a distributing bell therefor, an

upright wall rising from its distributing surface, and means

for directing the stock to one side of said wall .

10. In a furnace charging mechanism and in combination

with a receiving cylinder, a relatively movable distributing

bell for closing the same, a shield carried by the bell and

acting to direct the stock fed to the chamber to one side ,

and means for shifting the position of the bell with refer

ence to the chamber to vary the point of discharge of the
stock.

11. In a furnace charging mechanism and in combination

with a receiving cylinder, a distributing bell closing the

same , an upright wall carried by the bell and extending

across the cylinder, and an inclined shield extending up

ward and outward from the upper end of the wall, and hav

ing its edge curved to conform to the curvature of the

cyiinde :.

12. A distributer for blast or similar furnaces consisting

of a chute a distributing plate diagonally disposed in the

chute , means for raising and lowering the distributing plate,

and means for imparting a partial revolution thereto .

18. In a distributer for blast or similar furnaces the com

bination of a discharging hopper, means for controlling the

David Baker, Philadelphia , Pennsylvania , U.S.A. , 25th De- discharge from the hopper, a chuteleading thereto, a dis

cember,1906; 6 years.' Filed5th November,' 1906. Re- charging plate diagonally disposedin thechute , ashaftfor

raising and lowering the discharging plate, and means for

ceipt No. 140,950.
imparting a partial revolution to the shaft.

Claim.-1 . In a furnace charging mechanism , the combina
14. A distributer for blast or similar furnaces , consisting

tion with a receiving chamber communicating with the
of a lower discharging hopper, a conical bell adapted when

interior of the furnace , of a distributing bell adapted to
in raised position to close the mouth of the discharging

close the lower end of said chamber and constructed to ac
hopper , a shaft by which the bell is supported , a chute

cumulate the stock delivered to the chamber to one side of opening into the lower or discharging hopper, a distributing

the same when the bell is in closed position, means for
piate diagonally disposed in the chute, a tubular shaft sur

opening the distributing bell to discharge the contents of
rounding the first -mentioned shaft , to which the distribut

the chamber, and means for shifting the position of the ing plate is secured, means for raising and lowering the

bell to vary the point of discharge . tubular shaft , means for imparting a partial revolution

2. In a furnacechargingmechanism ,the combination with thereto, and means for raising and lowering the shaftsup
a vertical receiving cylinder, of a vertically movable dis- porting the lower bell.
tributing bell adapted to close the lower end of the cylin

15. A distributer for blast or similar furnaces, consisting
der, said bell being constructed with relation to the cylin

der to form a receiving cavity within the cylinder extend- bell adaptedwhen raised to close the mouth of the dis
of a discharging hopper having converging side walls, a

ing but partly around the same , means for feeding the charging hopper,a chute opening into the discharging

charging material into the top of the cylinder: means for hopper, a bell adapted when raised to close the mouth of

lowering the bell to discharge the contents ofthe cylinder, tho chúte, a distributing platesecured tothe bell and ex
and means for changing the position of the bell around a

tending diagonally across the chute , a tubular shaft to
vertical axis .

which the last -mentioned bell and distributing plate are
3. In a furnace charging mechanism , the combination of amainhopper,its closure, a receiving cylinder rising there secured, means for raising and lowering the tubularshaft,

means for imparting a partial revolution thereto, and a
from , a vertically movable distributing bell closing the

second shaft passing through the tubular shaft and con
lower end of the receiving cylinder , means carried by the nected with the discharging bell and adapted to be raised

bell for accumulating the stock entering the cylinder to one and lowered.

side , means for lowering the bell to discharge the contents

of thecylinder, and means for shifting the position of the bell, a receiving hopper above the main hopper , a vertically
10. In combination with a furnace , a main hopper and

bell between the successive discharges of the material .
movable closure controlling the discharge of the materials

4. In a furnace charging mechanism, the combination with
from the receiving hopper, a distributing plate situated

a receiving cylinder communicating with the interior of the

furnace,of a vertically movable distributing bell adapted terials entering thesame to one side , and means for turn
in the receiving hopper and adapted to direct the ma

when in raised position to close the communication of the

cylinder with the furnace , means carried by the bell for direction of the flow of the materials.
ing the distributing plate around horizontally to vary the

accumulating the stock to one side when the bell is closed ,
17. In a furnace charging mechanism the combination of

means for lowering the bell to discharge the contents of the

cylinder, means for raising the bell to close the cylinder; the chute movable vertically relatively to the same, and
a receiving chute , a distributing plate therein, a closure for

and means controlled by the rising movement of the beli
means controlled by the vertical movement of the closure

for shifting the same around a vertical axis .
for shifting the position of the plate around a vertical axis.

5. In a furnace charging mechanism the combination with
18. A distributer for blast or similar furnaces consisting

a receiving cylinder, of a distributing bell adapted to close

the lower end of the same , a vertical rotary stem to which
of a chute , a distributing plate diagonally disposed in the

the bell is fixed, means forraisingand lowering the stem , chute,abell movable vertically and adapted to control the

and means controlled by the vertical movement of the
discharge of the materials from the chute , and suitable

stem for rotating it.
connections between the bell and plate formed to impart

d. In combination with a receiving cylinder , a distribut
a partial revolution to the plate as the bell is moved verti

ing bell for closing the same , a vertical rotary stem to
cally.

which the bell is fixed , means for moving the stem verti 19. In combination with the main hopper and bell , a re

cally , a spiral rib on the stem, a rotary member affixed ceiving chute, a vertically movable distributing bell con

against vertical movement and formed with an opening to trolling the discharge of the materials from the receiving

receive the stem and having a groove to receive the spiral chute , and means dependent upon the movement of said

rib , and means for preventing the rotation of said member distributing bell for imparting a turning movement to the

in one direction only.
plate.

. In a furnace charging mechanism the combination with 26. The combination of a receiving chute, a distributing

a receiving cylinder, of a distributing bell closing the same , plate therein , a closure for the chute movable vertically to

a rotary vertically movable stem fixed to the bell , a spiral open and closed positions, a distributing plate diagonally

ribon said stem , a horizontal ratchet wheel formed with disposed in the chute , a source of power for operating the

an opening to receive the stem and with a groove to re- closure, and means controlled by said source of power for

ceive the spiral rib , a pawl engaging the ratchet wheel and moving the plate around a vertical axis to vary the position

means for moving the stem vertically . of the same in the chute.
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No, 102,799. Furnace for Smelting, Etc.
against the passage of gas, passages being provided to con

Fournaise pour la fonte, etc. vey the gaseous products of smelting from the smelting

chamber to the condensing chamber and thence to the pre

heating chamber, a flue being provided for the final escape

of the gases from said preheating chamber.

5. The combination with a smelting furnace having a feed

opening in its roof, of a cover supported at a distance above

said opening and overlapping the same, whereby materials

j
upon the roof when pushed toward the feed opening reach up

to said cover and form a seal to prevent the escape of gas .

6. A smelting furnace having a horizontally extending par

tition dividing the furnace into a smelting chamber in the

lower portion and a preheating chamber in the upper portion

IL
thereof, said partition having a feed opening therein by

which materials may be introduced into the smelting cham

படை ber, and flues adapted to conduct the gases from said smelt

ing chamber through said preheating chamber.

7. The combination with an electric smelting furnace , of a

Alfred Smallwood, London , England, 25th December, 1906 ; combined condensing and refining chamber adjacent to said

6 years . Filed 17th September , 1906. Receipt No. 139,573 .
furnace , a connection from said furnace to said chamber,

Claim ,-1 . In smelting, crucible, heating, annealing and
opening being provided in said condensing and refining cham

like furnaces and in kilns for burning and glazing pottery
ber , one near the bottom and another at a distance above

and for other like purposes in which a grate , a combustion
the bottom to withdraw the heavier and lighter metals res

pectively from said chamber.
chamber and heat distributing chambers are combined , the

8. The combination with an electric smelting furnace, of a

improvements characterized by the arrangement of the hori
transverse partition dividing the furnace, a smelting cham

zontal heat distributing chambers , in combination with
ber being formed on one side of said partition, the upper

means for damping off or regulating the supply of heat to part of the chamber on the other side of said partition con

any of the working chambers, substantially as and for the stituting a condensing chamber and the lower portion thereof

purposes set forth .
a refining chamber, said several chambers being enclosed

2. In furnaces of the type set forth in claim 1 , the im
within the same outer walls of the furnace, and receiving

provement characterized by the combination with an anneal
heat from the smelting chamber, a passage being provided

ing chamber and a horizontal heat distributing chamber, of
from the smelting chamber to the condensing chamber, and

means whereby the supply of heat to any part of the anneal
a flue for uncondensed gases leading out of said condensing

ing chamber can be regulated, substantially as and for the
chamber .

purpose herein set forth.
9. An electric furnace having a smelting chamber compris

ing a transverse passage containing molten resistance ma

No. 102,800. Electric Furnace . Fournaise électrique.
terial , and metal receptacles at the ends of said transverse

passage communicating with said transverse resistance pas

sage and also communicating with the exterior of the fur

nace on the sides thereof, in combination with conductors

dipping into an arm of each of said metal receptacles, leav

ing the other arms thereof free to permit the metal to be

laddled out .

10. An electric furnace having a smelting chamber which

in plan is H -shaped, the two arms of the H communicating

with the exterior of the furnace and containing liquid metal,

and the cross passage containing resistance material ,

combination with electrodes dripping into the metal at the

ends of said cross passage.

11. An electric furnace having a smelting chamber com

It prising a transverse passage containing resistance material ,

and a metal receptacle at each end of said transverse pass

age , each metal receptacle communicating with wells ex

terior to the furnace on both sides thereof by passages un

der the side falls thereof, in combination with electrodes

dipping into the exterior wells, one at each end of said

6 ' transverse passage and upon opposite sides respectively of

the furnace.

12. The combination with a closed smelting furnace , of a

refining chamber having openings communicating with ex.

Frederick Titcomb Snyder, Oak Park, Illinois, U.S.A. , 25th terior wells , one of said openings being near the bottom and

December , 1906 ; 6 years . Filed 25th August , 1906 . Re- another at a distance above the bottom , through which the

ceipt No. 138,971.
heavier and lighter metals may be respectively withdrawn

Claim . - 1 . An electric furnace constructed with a preheat
without admitting air in said refining chamber.

ing chamber for materials to be smelted, a smelting cham
13. The combination with an electric smelting furnace, of

ber having a feed opening to receive materials from said
a condenser, and a collecting chamber below said conden

ser, said chamber being closed to the ingress of air and

preheating chamber, a condensing and refining chamber, receiving gaseous products from said smelting chamber and having an opening near the bottom thereof communicating

with a well external to said chamber, so that the metal

discharging uncondensed gases into said preheating cham

ber , said chambers being all enclosed by the outer walls of
may be withdrawn from said chamber without the admis

sion of air .

the furnace to conserve the heat from the smelting chamber.

2. An electric furnace comprising a smelting chamber and

14. The combination with a furnace having electrical

means for developing heat internally therein , of an auxiliary
a condensing chamber adjacent thereto and enclosed within

thesameouter walls,wherebythe heat from the smeltingis inthewall of the furnace, andmeans for closing the burner
fuel burner adapted to direct its flames through an opening

communicated to themetal condensed in said condensing openingand shutting off the fuel burner during the electri

chamber. cal operation of the furnace.
3. An electric furnace having a horizontal partition therein

forminga smelting chamber in the lower portion and a pre- tenresistancematerial and meansfor passing current there

15. The combination withan electric furnace havingmol

heating chamber in the upper portion, receiving heat through throughto heatsaidfurnace, of an auxiliary fuel burner in
said partition from said smelting chamber, said partition saidfurnacein position to initially heat said resistance
having a feed opening therein through which preheated ma- materialtoa temperature which will permit the passage of
terials from the upper chamber may be introduced into the alargevolumeofcurrent therethrough.
lower or smelting chamber.

4.Anelectricfurnaceconstructed with a smelting cham- anda combined condensing and refining chamber, both of

16. An electric furnace comprising a smelting chamber

ber and a combined condensing and refiningchamber in the said chambersbeingclosed tothe air, a passage being proce

lower port on thereof, and apreheating chamber in the upper videdforconveying gaseausproductsof reduction from the
portion,thefloor of the preheating chamber forming the roof smelting chamber to the refining chamber, and an opening

of the smeltingchamberand having a feed openingthere beingalso provided for separately withdrawing metals of
through, and means for normally closing said feedopening different specificgravity from said refining chamber.
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No. 102,801, Burial Appliance.

Accessoir pour sépulture .

and having along the inner side of its upper edge a con

tinuous recess , a detachable cover fitting the recess , pillow
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blocks arranged within the bottom of the inclosure and a

platform mounted on the pillow blocks.*wji

No. 102,803. Support for Glazing .

Support pour vitrage.
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Jacob W. Shull , Springchurch, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. , 25th

December, 1906; 6 years. Filed 3rd December, 1906.

Receipt No. 141,757 .

Claim . - 1. A burial appliance comprising a casket recep

tacle, a box and means carried thereon foldable within the
said box and extensible from the sides and ends of the box John Petz and Herbert Malott, assignee of a half interest ,

to form a lining for the walls of the grave .
both of Detroit, Michigan, U.S.A. , 25th December, 1906 ;

2. An attachment for burial boxes , consisting of a frame
6 years. Filed 23rd November, 1906. Receipt No. 141,452 .

adapted to be hinged to the upper edge of the box to fold Claim.-In a sash bar the combination of a wooden post

therein, said frame having a covering and adapted to be having converging sides, a flat iron bar inserted therein
swung up over the wall of the grave to form a lining there from a point adjacent to the intersection of the planes of

for. the surfaces of said sides and in a plane making substanti

3. An attachment for burial boxes, which comprises a ally equal angles with said planes, said post being provided
frame adapted to be hinged to the box to fold therein and with grooves upon its sides for receiving the edges of the

to be swung up against the side of the grave, said frame glass, a securing rail grooved to fit against said converging

having extensible end portions, and a fabric covering for the surfaces and adapted to cover the exposed portion of said

said frame. bar and fit against the glass in said grooves , and securing

4. An attachment för burial boxes, which comprises a means extending through said rail and through said con

flexible frame hinged to the box to fold therein and to verging surfaces at approximately right angles to said sur

swing up against the wall of the grave, said frame having laces.

extensible end portions, means for drawing the ends in
wardly, a fabric loosely mounted on theframefor the pur: No. 102,804 . Electrical Medicinal Appliance.

poses described . Articles médicaux électriqués.

5. In combination with the box B, the side and end frames

formed of a flexible material hinged at their lower end to

the inner side of the upper edges of the box , said frames

having extensible end sections, spring devices for drawing

the end sections normally inward and a flexible body wholly

covering the said frames, and having sufficient fullness to

permit of drawing out the end portions of the said end and

side members for the purposes specified.
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No. 102,802. Burial Vault. Voute mortuaire.

William Parry, Crown Point, Indiana, U.S.A. , 25th Decem

ber, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 5th December, 1906. Receipt

No. 141,830.

Claim . - 1 . A burial vault consisting of a coffer dam or

curb portion whose sides and ends are integrally constructed

of cement, but with open top and bottom , the walls of the

same being made perpendicular and of uniform thickness
and having along the inner side of its upper edge a continu- John Franklin Richardson and John Campbell Wardell ,

ous recess and a detachable cover fitting this recess and assignee of a half interest, both of Montreal , Quebec ,

adapted to be hermetically sealed therein.
Canada , 25th December , 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 5th Decem

2. A burial vault consisting of a coffer dam or curb por bez , 1905. Receipt No. 130,699 .

tion whose sides and ends are integrally constructed of Claim . - A system for the electrical distribution and con

cement, but with open top ond bottom , the walls of the trol in body appliances for medical purposes , comprising a
same being made perpendiculor and of uniform thickness ' battery, an induction coil having primary and secondary

12-30
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winding and a vibrating reed , a switch formed of a lever the muzzle sections, and a spring latch on the muzzle sec
pivotally mounted on a plate having a contact secured tions for engaging the end of the catch.

thereto co -acting with the lower end of said lever and a 8. In firearms, a barrel comprising a main section and in

plurality of contacts secured thereto co -acting with the terchangeable muzzle sections , the muzzle sections being

upper end of said lever respectively , wiring connecting a threaded into the main section, and a spring actuated catch

battery terminal to a contact co -acting with the reed of on the main section for engaging the muzzle sections when

said induction coil , wiring connecting a batttry terminal | they are in position .

with the lowermost contact on said switch plate, wiring

connecting said plurality of upper contacts on said switch
No. 102,806. Tapping Jacket. Tube pour coulée.

plato respectively to a corresponding number of sections of

said secondary windings respectively , body contacts in sets,

wiring connecting one set of said body contacts with said

secondary windings , and wiring connecting the other set of N

body contacts with said lever and forming with the two

sets of body contacts the induction coil , the wiring thereof,

and the body, a circuit connected with the battery circuit

and adapted to transmit through said body a faradic cur

rent , as and for the purpose specified .
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ANo. 102,805 . Firearm . Arme à feu .
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The International Nickel Company, New York City , New

York , U.S.A. , assignee of Peter Stoddart, Copper Cliff,

Ontario , Canada, 25th December, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed

21st September , 1906. Receipt No. 139,666.

Claim . - A case tapping jacket having a cooling pipe cast

around the tap hole , and through which water is circulated ,

substantially as set forth .

SD

25
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ino . 102,807. Folding Paper Box.

Boîte pliante en papier.
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William Wilson Smith and Harry Hill , assignee of a half

interest, both of Trenton , New Jersey , U.S.A. , 25th De

cember, 1906 ; 6 years. Filed 26th February, 1906. Re

ceipt No. 133,296 .

Claim . - 1. A gun barrel and a plurality of muzzle sections

adapted for gas -tight screw connection with the main

barrel , said muzzle sections being of varied lengths and of

equal or unequal bore, and devices to prevent the rotation

of the sections when in operative relation to the main

barrel .

2. In firearms the combination with two main barrels , of

extension interchangeable muzzle sections , and means for

connecting the said sections in a gas - tight manner, the said

muzzle sections being adapted to be of varied lengths and

of equal or unequal bore.

39. In firearms, a barrel constructed in a main section and

interchangeable muzzle sections , and means for connecting

the sections of the barrel in a gas- tight manner, and lock

ing devices co - operating with the connecting means.

4. In firearms, a barrel consisting of a main section and

interchangeable muzzle sections, the muzzle sections being

adapted to enter the main section in a gas - tight manner,

and locking devices for the sections of the barrel, as des

cribed.

5. In firearms, a barrel comprising a main section having

the end thereof internally enlarged and provided with a

shoulder at the junction of theenlarged portion with the Kilgour Brothers, assignee of Frederick G. Alexander, all of

main portion , interchangeable muzzle sections having a Toronto, Ontario, Canada, 25th December, 1906 ; 6 years.

reduced portion for entering all enlarged portions of the Filed 24th September, 1906. Receipt No. 139,755.

main section and provided with a shoulder at the base of

thereduced portion, the main section ofthe interchange- ends hinged on thebottom ,cornerinfolds hinged on the ends

Claim.-1. A paper box provided with a bottom , sides and

able muzzle sections eachbeing providedwitha groove of the sides andflapshinged on the upper edges of theends;
near the adjacent ends thereof, said grooves registering
whenthe muzzle section is in position, andacatcharrang- ahole being formed in each end, and slits being cut in each

ed within the groove for securing the parts together.
Infold and flap extending to one edge thereof, and each when

8. In firearms, a barrelcomprising a main sectionhaving the box is set up coincident at one part of its length with

the end thereof internally enlarged end portion with the
the hole, incombinationwith atape passed through the hole

main portion , interchangeable muzzle sections having a and adapted to be drawn into the slits, substantially as des

reduced portion for entering the enlarged portion of the
cribed

main section and provided with a shoulder at the base of 2. A paper box provided with a bottom , sides hinged on

the reduced portion, and a catch for securing the parts to- the bottom , corner infolds hinged on the ends of the sides

gether. and each slit downwardly a short distance from its upper
1. In firearms, a barrel comprising the main section and edge, ends hingedon the bottom each havingahole therein,

interchangeable muzzle sections,the main section and the end flaps hinged on the endsand each slit upwardly ashort
muzzle sections each provided with a groove at their ad- distance fromitsloweredge ,in combination withatape
jacent ends, the grooves ofthe main section and the muz

zle sections intermeshingwhensaid muzzlesectionsarein slits , thelatter being so placed and proportioned that a por

passed through thehole, andadapted to be drawn into the

position, a catch pivoted within the groove of the main tion of eachslit coincides with its adjacent hole, substan
section, its free end being adapted to engage the groove of tially as described.
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3. A blank for a paper box formed of an integral piece of trodes from the counter electro motive force , separating

stock cut to form the bottom A, the sides B , the corner in- the electrodes and thereby causing a breaking down of the

folds C , each having a slit D cut in its outer side , and the negative electrode resistance of the supplemental negative

ends E each having a hole F formed therein , substantially electrode , subsequently joining the electrodes a second time ,

as described .
causing a division of current between the two electrodes ,

4. A blank for a paper box formed of an integral piece of again separating the electrodes and thereby causing a

stock cut to form the bottom A , the sides B, the corner in- breaking down of the negative electrode of the main elec

folds C , each having a slit D cut in its outer side , the ends trode, and cutting out of action the supplemental electrode .

E each having a hole F formed therein , and end flaps o , each 6. The combination of an alternating current source , a

having a slit H cut in its outer edge, substantially as des- work cirouit containing counter electro motive force , a

cribed .
vapour converter adapted to pass current through the work

5. A blank for a paper box formed of an integral piece of circuit, means for joining the main negative electrode with

stock cut to form the bottom A , the sides B , the corner in- the supplemental electrode to primarily pass current from

folds C , each having a slit D cut in its outer side and one the supplemental electrode through the container, means for

at each end having a slot K cut therein , a projection L breaking down the negative electrode resistance and separ

formed on the other infold at each end, and the ends E , each ating the electrodes so that the alternating current operates

having a hole F formed therein , substantially as described . upon the supplemental electrode as a negative electrode ,

means for transferring the operating current from the sup

No. 102,808. Starting Device for Vapour Con- plemental negative electrode to the main negativeelectrode
verters . by means of metallically connecting the two electrodes

within the chamber.
Appareil pour la mise en train des convertisseurs à vapeur.

7. In a vapour converter having a plurality of positive

electrodes, a main negative electrode and a supplemental

negative electrode , means for starting the device with the

supplemental electrode as a negative electrode , and means

for transferring the current from the supplemental electrode
to the main electrode as a negative electrode.

8. In a vapour converter having a plurality of positivewww

electrodes and a main and a supplemental negative elec

trode , means for successively passing current to the last

named electrodes as negative electrodes.

9. In a vapour converter, a plurality of positive elec

trodes, a main and a supplemental negative electrode, in

combination with means for utilizing the supplemental

electrode as a negative electrode during the starting pro

cess, and means for utilizing the main negative electrode as

a negative during the operating process.

10. In a vapour converter, a plurality of positive elec

trodes, a main and a supplemental negative electrode , in
The Cooper Hewitt Electric Company, New York City , New combination with means for utilizing the supplemental elec

York, assignee of Percy Holbrook Thomas , Montclair, trode as a negative electrode during the starting process ,

New Jersey, both in the U.S.A. , 25th December, 1906; 6 tive,during the operating process,and means for cutting outmeans for utilizing the main negative electrode as a nega

years . Filed 24th April, 1906. Receipt No. 135,217.

Claim.-1 . In a system of electrical distribution , in which the supplemental negative electrode.

11. In a vapour device of the tilting type having a plur
vapour electric apparatus having a main negative electrode

ality of positive electrodes and main and supplemental
and a supplemental electrode is utilized to supply energy negative electrodes of conducting liquid , wherein the device

against the counter electro motive force , the method of is started into operation by the rupture of a stream or

starting the vapour device into operation , which consists in
layer of conducting liquid adapted to connect the main nega

passing current form the counter electro motive force tive electrode and the supplemental electrode, means for

through the main negative electrode causing it to act mo- causing a plurality of breaks during a single tilting of the

mentarily as a positive electrode to the supplemental elec- device .

trode as a negative and subsequently connecting the main 12. In a vapour device of the tilting type having a plur

negative electrode with the supplemental electrode.
ality of positive electrodes and main and supplemental nega

2. In a system of electrical distribution in which vapour tive electrodes of conducting liquid , wherein the device is

electric apparatus having a main negative electrode and a started into operation by the rupture of a stream or layer

supplemental electrode is utilized to supply energy against of conducting liquid adapted to connect the main negative

the counter electro motive force, the method of starting electrode and the supplemental electrodes, means for caus

the vapour device into operation, which consists in utilizing | ing a plurality of breaks during a single tilting of the de

the counter electro motive force to start into operation as vice , and means for preventing the extinguishment of the

a negative electrode and electrode other than the negative device on the re - establishment of the metallic circuit

electrode and thereafter joining these electrodes . through the device .

3. In a system of electrical distribution in which vapour 13. The combination with an exhausted container , a plur

electric apparatus having a main negative electrode and a ality of positive electrodes therein , main and supplémental

supplemental electrode is utilized to supply energy against negative electrodes of vapourizable material therein, con
the counter electro motive force, the method of starting the nections between the electrodes and a source of alternating
vapour device into operation, which consists in causing the current, means for connecting the main negative electrode

counter electro motive force to pass current through the
and the supplemental electrode , means for tilting the con

container, utilizing another electrode than the main nega- tainer, and means for causing a plurality of breaks in the

tive electrode temporarily acting as a negative electrode, liquid conductor during a single tilting operation.
substituting current from a main position electrode for the 14. The combination with an exhausted container , a plur

current from the counter electro motive force and connect ality of positive electrodes therein , main and supplemental

ing the temporary negative electrode with the main nega electrodes of vapourizable material therein, connections
tive electrode . between the electrodes and a source of alternating current,

4. In a system of electrical distribution in which vapour means for connecting the main negative electrode and the

electric apparatus having a main negative electrode and supplemental electrode, means for tilting the container,

a supplemental electrode is utilized to supply means for causing a plurality of breaks in the liquid conenergy

against the counter electro motive force , the method of ductor during a single tilting operation , and means for pre

starting the vapour device into operation , which consists in venting the extinguishment of the device on the re-estab

utilizing the counter electro motive force to overcome the
lishment of the circuit through the container.

negative electrode resistance of the supplemental electrode,
15. The combination with an exhausted container, a plur

and subsequently transferring the negative electrode spot ality of positive electrodes therein , main and supplemental

from the supplemental electrode to the main operating neg
negative electrodes of vapourizable material therein , con

nection between the electrodes and a source of alternatingative electrode .

5. In a system of electrical distribution in which vapour current, means for connecting the main negative electrode

and the supplemental electrode, means for tilting the conelectric apparatus having a main negative electrode and a

tainer, means for causing a plurality of breaks in the liquidsupplemental electrode is utilized to supply energy against
conductor during a single tilting operation , and means forthe counter electro motive force , the method of starting the preventing the extinguishment of the device on the re - estab

vapour device into operation , which consists in joining lishment of the circuit through the container, such means

mechanically the main negative electrode with the supple- consisting of a cut-out in the circuit between the source of

mental electrode, passing current through the joined elec- l alternating current and one of the positive electrodes .
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16. In a vapour converter adapted to be tilted more than 11. The process of producing molybdenum alloys, which

once for accomplishing the starting operation, the method consists in smelting a mixture of molybdenum sulphide, an

of obtaining successive tiltings , which consists in connect- oxygen compound of a metal having a relatively high

ing a tilting coil in shunt between the main negative elec- affinity for sulphur , carbon and a source of the alloying

trode and a supplemental electrodes so that the short cir- | metal, as set forth .

cuiting of these two electrodes within the container with- 12. The process of producing molybdenum alloys , which

draws current from the coil , and automatically cutting out consists in smelting a mixture of molybdenum sulphide,

the tilting coil after work current starts in the main nega
calcium oxide , carbon and a source of the alloying metal,

tive electrode. a1 set forth.

17. In a system of electrical distribution in which vapour

electric apparatus is utilized to supply energy derived from No. 102,811 . Circuit Breaker. Interrupteur de circuit.

an alternating current source against a counter electro

motive force , such as a storage battery , the method of pre

venting the discharge of the battery upon the failure of the

alternating current supply, which consists in opening the

work circuit automatically when the alternating current

supply ceases .

18. In a vapour conyerter adapted to be started by suc

cessive connections and interruptions of a circuit between

the main negative electrode and a supplemental negative

electrode therein , the method of securing repeated connec

tions and interruptions , which consists in causing the tilt

ing of the converter to be abruptly stopped, whereby un

dulation of the conducting liquid connecting the said elec

trodes is brought about .

19. In a system of electrical distribution in which vapour

electric apparatus having a main negative electrode and a

supplemental electrode is utilized to supply energy against

the counter electro motive force , the method of removing

current from the supplemental negative electrode after the

starting of the current through the main negative electrode,

which consists in placing the supplemental electrode in

shunt to the work circuit and removing from the shunt cir

cuit all inductance .

Sears B. Condit , Jr., assignee of Leonard Lord Elden , both

No. 102,809. Manufacture of Ferro-Molybdenum.
of Boston , Massachusetts , U.S.A. , 25th December, 1906 ;

6 years. Filed 4th April, 1901. Receipt No. 86,330.
Fabrication de ferro-molybdène.

Claim.-1 . An electric switch comprising separable con

The Ferro Alloys Syndicate , assignee of Henry W. C. tacts , closing mechanism therefor, including an operating

Annable , both of London , England , 25th December, 1906 ; handle automatically losing closing control of said contacts

6 years. Filed 30th October, 1906. Receipt No. 140,761 . when the latter are moved to circuit closing position .

Claim. —The manufacture of ferro -molybdenum by pre
2. A switch for electric currents , comprising separable

paring a solution containing molybdate of an alkali , preci
contacts to open and close the circuit , and closing mech

pitating this by means of a salt of iron , and obtaining
anism therefor , including means causing the operator to

molybdateof iron and reducing this to ferro -molybdenum ,
loso closing control of said contacts every time they are

substantially as hereinbefore described.
fully closed .

3. An electric switch comprising a contact carrying mem

No. 102,810 . Production of Molybdenum , Etc.

bei , means for operating said member, a toggle normally

connecting said means and said member, and electro-res

Préparation de molybdène, etc. ponsive means for breaking said toggle independently of

the movement of said operating means.
The Electro -Metallurgical Company , Chicago , assignee of 4. An electric switch comprising a contact carrying mem

P. M. Becket , Niagara Falls, New York , 25th December, ber, an operating handle for actuating said member, a

1906 ; 6 years. Filed 15th November, 1906. Receipt No. toggle connected with said member and having detachable

141,233 . connection with said handle, and electro -responsive means

Claim.-1. The process of reducing molybdenum , which for breaking said toggle .

consists in smelting a mixture of molybdenum sulphide and 5. An electric switch comprising a contact carrying mem

a resulphurizing agent , as set forth . ber, a toggle for operating said member , a lever intermit

2. The process of reducing molybdenum , which consists tingly engaging and operating said toggle to close the

in smelting a mixture containing molybdenum sulphid and a switch , and electro -responsive means for breaking said

plurality of elements capable of uniting with sulphur, as toggle independently of the movement of said lever.

Set forth . 6. In an electric switch , automatic magnetic tripping

3. The process of reducing molybdenum , which consists means therefor, and an operating handle for closing the

in smelting a mixture containing molybdenum sulphide , an switch, having means normally maintaining inoperative re

alkali or alkaline earth metal compound and carbon , as set lation between said handle and switch when the latter is

forth . closed.

4. The process of reducing molybdenum which consists in 7. An electric switch comprising a contact carrying mem

smelting a mixture containing molybdenum sulphide, an ber, manually operable means for actuating said member.

alkali or alkaline earth metal compound and carbon , as set electro -responsive means for automatically opening said

forth . switch, and independent mechanical tripping means for said

6. The process of reducing molybdenum , which consists actuating means for preventing the maintenance of the
in smelting a mixture of molybdenum sulphide, an oxygen switch in circuit closing relation during the continuance of

compound of a metal having a relatively high affinity for predetermined current conditions.
sulphur and carbon , as set forth. 8. In an electric switch , the combination of separable con

o. The process of reducing molybdenum , which consists tacts, a contact carrying membermovable in one direction ,
in smelting a mixture of molybdenum sulphide, a calcium an actuating member therefor movable in a different direc

compound and carbon , as set forth . tion , an operating handle , means for disengagably connect

1.Theprocessof reducing molybdenum , which consists ing the two, and a currentactuated device responsive to

in smelting a mixture of molybdenum sulphew , calcium predetermined electrical conditions in the circuit operating

oxide and carbon, as set forth . independently of the movement of the handle to release

8. The process of producing molybdenum alloys , which saidmember and permit the switch to open during the set

consists in smelting a mixture of molybdenum sulphide, a ting of the switch or afterward.

desulphurizing agent and source of the alloying metal, as 9. In an electric switch , the combination of separable con

set forth , tacts, a movable contact carrying member, hand operated

9. The process of producing molybdenum alloys,which actuatingmeans therefor, a stationary contact member, a
consists in smelting amixture containing molybdenum sul- bracket and dependingpost rigidly supporting the latter,

phide,a plurality of elements capable of uniting with sul- saidmovablecontactcarryingmemberbeingmounted to
phur , and a source of the alloying metal, as set forth.

moveup and down on said post.
10. The process of producing molybdenum alloys which 10. In an electric switch , the combination of separable

consistsin smelting a mixturecontainingmolybdenumsul- contacts, a movable contact carrying member ,hand oper

phide, an alkali or alkalineearthmetal , carbon and a source ated actuating means therefor, a stationary contact mem .
of the alloying metal, as set forth. ber, a bracket and depending postrigidly supporting the
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latter, said movable contact carrying member being mounted 3. In an apparatus of the character described , a plurality

to move upand down on said post, and binding posts lead- of floats, a bridge connecting said floats, a plurality of

ing from said depending stationary contact member and con

necting with the contacts thereof, for corresponding series

of circuit wires .

11. A circuit breaker, having separable co -operative con

tacts, and means for separating them , said means including

a longitudinally movable rod, an operating lever for moving

said rod lengthwise in one direction to close a circuit, and

quick acting mechanism for moving the rod lengthwise in

an opposite direction to break the circuit, said mechanism

including a lever capable of swinging freely outward in one

direction to permit the opening movement of said rod and

moving past a dead center in an opposite direction to hold

the rod locked in closed position , and means for lifting said

lever past said dead center to permit the quick opening of
the breaker.

12. A circuit breaker , having separable co - operative con

tacts, and means for separating them , said means including

a longitudinally movable rod, an operating lever for moving

said rod lengthwise in one direction to close a circuit, and

quick acting mechanism for moving the rod in an opposit- sheaves disposed in opposite rows supported by said bridge

direction to break the circuit, said mechanism including said sheaves being arranged in series, hoisting cables passing

means tending to forcibly move the rod quickly toward opew
over other of said sheaves, and winding drums on and off

position , a lever capable of springing freely outward in one

direction, said lever moving past a dead center in an oppo speed.
of which said cables may be fed at substantially the same

site direction to hold the rod locked in closed position , and
4. In an apparatus of the character described, a float, a

automatic means for lifting said lever past said dead center rigid extension supported thereby, a plurality of sheaves

to permit the quick opening of the breaker .
disposed in opposite rows supported by said extension , said

sheaves being arranged in series , hoisting cables passing

No. 102,812. Apparatus for Building Submerged
over one series and releasing cables passing over the other

Concrete Works. series of said sheaves, and hoisting drums to which said

cables extend, said drums being arranged to feed said cables
Appareil pour la construction de travaux submergés en ciment. at substantially the same speed.

5. In apparatus of the class described, in combination a
Frederick Joseph Gilman and William Darling , assignee of ahalfinterest,bothofMontreal, Quebec, Canada , 25th pair of oppositelydisposed hulls, a bridge theextremities

December, 1906; 6 years. Filed 12th July, 1901. Receipt stituting a beam , a plurality of sheaves carried upon said

whereof are rigidly attached to said hulls , said bridge con

No. 88,841 .
beam and disposed in opposite rows, cables passing over

Claim.-1 . In an apparatus of the character described , a said sheaves, lifting hooks carried repeatively by gaid

plurality of floats, a bridge the extremities of which are cables , and means for taking up said cables at substantially

connected rigidly to said floats , a plurality of sheaves dis- the same rate.

posed in opposite rows supported by said bridge , cables 6. In apparatus of the class described , in combination a

passing over said sheaves, and means for lowering said pair of oppositely disposed hulls , a bridge the extremities

cables at substantially the same speed. whereof are rigidly attached to said hulls said bridge con

2. In an apparatus of the character described, a plurality stituting a beam , a plurality of sheaves carried upon said

of floats, a bridge connecting said foats, a plurality of beam and disposed in opposite rows, a plurality of cables

sheaves supported by said bridge and supported in opposite passing over said sheaves, lifting hooks respectively car

rows , cables passing over said sheaves, and means for low- ried by said cables, a drum upon which said cables wind ,

ering and raising said cables substantially the same whereby said cables may be taken in at substantially the

speed. same rate.
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TRADE-MARKS

Registered during the month of December, 1906, at the Department of Agriculturo

Copyright and Trade-Mark Branch.

11480. TOGO PURE FOOD COMPANY, Montreal , Que . Ginger Ale , Cream

Soda and other Aerated Waters. Words : " Governor

Brand." 1st December, 1906 .

11481. JAMES RICHARDSON GALBRAITH, Winnipeg , Man . Ladies' Belts

and Fancy Neckwear. Letters and word : “ A.B.C. Belts . "

3rd December, 1906 .

11482. MARECHAL, RUCHON & COMPANY, LIMITED, Londres , Paris, et

Saint -Claude , (Jura , France.) Pipes et tous autres articles

pour Fumeurs. Initiales : “ G.B.D." inscrites dans un

ovale . 4 decembre 1906 .

11483. KINAHAN & COMPANY, LIMITED, Carlisle Building, Dublin , Ireland ,

Guildford Street , York Road , Lambeth, London , England.

and 16 Bothwell Street, Glasgow, Scotland. Whisky,

Word : “ Glenisle " with facsimile signature : “ Kinahan

& Co." across same. 4th December , 1906 .

11484. KINAHAN & COMPANY, LIMITED , Carlisle Building, Dublin , Ireland,

Guildford Street , York Road , Lambeth , London , England.

16 Bothwell Street , Glasgow, Scotland . Whiskey. Word :

“ Lochisle " with facsimile signature : “ Kinahan & Co."

across same . 4th December, 1906 .

11485. FABRIQUE DE BOITES LA CENTRALE, (THE CENTRAL WATCH
CASE COMPANY , ) Bienne , Canton of Berne, Switzerland ,

Watch Cases . Words : “ Central Watch Case Co." in

panel . 4th December, 1906.

11486 . THE FARMERS' CANNING COMPANY, LIMITED , Bloomfield , Ont.

Canned Fruits, Vegetables and Meats. Representation of

a Farmer with hoe in hand and farm buildings in the dis

tance . 5th December, 1906 .

11487 . ADOLPH FRANKAU & COMPANY, LIMITED Montreal Que.

Tobacco Pipes . Letters : " B B B ' enclosed in a square

placed at an angle of 45 degrees to the horizon . 5th

December, 1906.

11488. HUGH CECIL DUCKWORTH , 66 Victoria Street, Westminster, Lon
don , England . Cigarettes . Word : “ Zorastah ." 6th

December, 1906.

11489. DRYSALTERS, LIMITED , Montreal, Que. Soap . Word :

live. " 6th December, 1906.

“ Palmo

11490. MANCHESTER , ROBERTSON, ALLISON , LIMITED , St. John , New

Brunswick . Serge , known as a “ Close-Cut " Serge for

Men's wear. Words : “ Viking Serge.” 6th December, 1906 .

11491. THE HORTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Bristol, Connecticut ,
U.S.A. Steel Fishing Rods. Word : “ Bristol. " 6th De

cember, 1906.

Penholders.11492. EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY, New York. N.Y. , U.S.A.

Word : “ Crown." 6th December, 1906 .

11493. EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY, New York ., N.Y., U.S.A. Lead Pencils.

Word : “ Orloff." 6th December, 1906 .

11494. EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY, New York, N.Y. , U.S.A. Lead Pencils.

Word : " Scholastic ." 6th December, 1906 .

Lead Pencils .11495. EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY, New York , N.Y. , U.S.A.

Word : “ Perfection ." 6th December, 1906 .

11496. EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY, New York , N.Y. , U.S.A. Lead Pencils.

Words : “ Rob Roy." 6th December , 1906.

11497. EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY, New York , N.Y. , U.S.A. Lead Pencils.

Word : “ Manifold." 6th December , 1906 .

11498 .
.

EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY, New York, N.Y. , U.S.A. Lead Pencils .

Word : “ Eagle and the representation of an eagle. 6th

December, 1906 .

11499. EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY, New York , N.Y. , U.S.A. Lead Pencils.

Word : “ Crown ” and the representation of a Crown . 6th

December, 1906 .
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11500. EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY, New York, N.Y. , U.S.A. Lead Pencils.

Word : “ Sun " and conventional representation of the ris

ing sun. 6th December, 1906

11501. EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY, New York, N.Y. , U.S.A. Lead Pencils.

Word : “ Progress .” 6th December, 1906.

11502 . EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY, New York, N.Y. , U.S.A. Lead Pencils.

Word : “ Mercantile . " 6th December, 1906 .

11503. EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY, New York, N.Y. , U.S.A. Lead Pencils.

Word : “ Express " and conventional representation of a

train of railway cars. 7th December, 1906 .

11504. EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY, New York , N.Y., U.S.A. Lead Pencils .
Word : “ Studio ." 7th December, 1906 .

11505. EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY, New York , N.Y. , U.S.A. Lead Pencils.

Word : “ Copygraph .” 7th December, 1906.

11506. EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY, New York , N.Y. , U.S.A. Fountain Pens.

Word : “ Flash." 7th December, 1906 .

11507. EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY, New York , N.Y. , U.S.A. Lead Pencils.

Word : “ Diagraph ." 7th Deecmber , 1906.

11508. THE ROBERT GREIG COMPANY, LIMITED , Toronto , Ont. Cereals,

Flour, Baking Powder, Coffee, Spices , Mustard, Cream

Tartar, Prepared Cocoanut, Cake Icings , etc. Word :

“ Orient.” 10th December, 1906.

11509. THEODORE J. VOGELGESANG, Buffalo, New York , U.S.A. Fever

Remedies, Representation of an Angel descending upon a

number of children, with the words : “ I am coming, don't

give up. 10th December, 1906.

11510. E. W. B. SNIDER , St. Jacobs , County of Waterloo, Ont. Flour. Cir

cular label with words : “ Diamond Pure ” and the repre

sentation of a diamond decorated with ears of Wheat. 10th

December, 1906.

11511. LADIES' WEAR , LIMITED , Toronto , Ont. Ladies' Blouses and wear

ing apparel . Word : " Ladiwear. " . 10th December, 1906.

11512. BRITISH -AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY, LIMITED , Cecil Cham

bers , 86 Strand, London , England . Tobacco. Label re

“ Bishop Blaze," representation of a man wearing epis

copal robes , etc. 10th December, 1906.

11513. WALTER DAVID INGLIS WRIGHT, Trading as WRIGHT, SONS &

COMPANY, London , Ont. Furs and Head Wear. Repre

sentation of a Buffalo and name : Wilton & Co. , Manu

facturers, London .” 11th December, 1906 .

(

6

11514. FRIEDMAN BROS. , Montreal, Que. Clothing. Word : 'Modern. "

monogram of initials : F.B." and word : “ Regd." on

diamond shaped block, from top of which project two

goose quills. 11th December, 1906.

11515. THE COOK -FITZGERALD COMPANY, LIMITED , London , Ont. Boots,

Shoes and Stockings . Word : " Liberty.” 11th December,

1906.

11516 . THE CONNELL ANTHRACITE MINING COMPANY LIMITED ,

Toronto, Ont. Coal . Words : “Use Connell's Coal "

printed on a representation of a bag of coal . 11th De

cember, 1906.

11517. RADCLIFFE & COMPANY, New York, N.Y. , U.S.A. Score Pads for

Bridge Whist. Word : “ Rad-Bridge." 11th December,

1906.

11518 . HAMILTON & HAMILTON, Jr. , Providence, Rhode Island, U.S.A.

Jewellery and solid and plated precious metal ware. Re

presentation of a Star and the initials : “ H. & H.” 12th

December, 1906 .

11519. JENNINGS MANUFACTURING COMPANY, also trading as JENNINGS

PERFUMERY COMPANY, Grand Rapids , Michigan , U.S.A.

Perfumes and other Toilet Preparations. Words :

“ Dorothy Vernon ." 12th December, 1906 .

11520. DRYSALTERS, LIMITED, Montreal , Que. Soap and Perfumes

Words : “ The Sphinx " and pictorial representation in

oval enclosed by garter bearing words : “ Drysalters

Limited." 12th December, 1906.

11521. G. T. FULFORD COMPANY, LIMITED, Toronto, Ont. Medicated Pre

paration for Infants and Children. Words : “ Baby's Own

Tablets. " 12th December, 1906.

11522. ANNA FREDERIKA THOMPSON, la Frognal rade, Hampstead,

London, England. Perfumery, Preparations for the teeth

and hair and Perfumed Soap. Word : “ Taroma." 13th

December, 1906.
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11523. THE R. FORBES COMPANY, LIMITED,Hespeler, Ont. Knitted Head

wear . Word : “ Debutante. " 13th December, 1906 .

11524. AMERICAN WOOD PRESERVING COMPANY, Chicago, Ilinois, U.S.
A. Wood Preservatives. Word : “ Antiseptine." 13th

December, 1906 .

11525. BATTLE CREEK TOASTED CORN FLAKE COMPANY, LIMITED ,

Battle Creek , Michigan , U.S.A. Prepared Cereal Break

fast Foods. Words : “ Korn -Krisp . " 14th December ,

1906 .

11526. JOHN BISHOP HALL , Philadelphia , Pennsylvania , U.S.A. Hair

Curlers. Word : “ Marcel. " 15th December, 1906 .

11527. JOHN BISHOP HALL , Philadelphia , Pennsylvania , U.S.A. Hair

Curlers. Word : “ Magic." 15th December, 1906.

11528. JOHN BISHOP HALL, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. Hair

Curlers. Representation of a single bar having wound

thereon a strand of hair. 15th December, 1906.

11529. JOHN BISHOP HALL, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. Hair

Curlers. Representation of an angular figure having

wound thereon a strand of human hair. 15th December,
1906 .

11530. JOHN BISHOP HALL , Philadelphia , Pennsylvania, U.S.A. Hair

Curlers. Representation of an angular figure having

wound thereon a strand of human hair. 15th December,

1906 .

11531. MCALPINE TOBACCO COMPANY, Toronto , Ont. Cut Tobacco.

Words : " Old Squire " and representation elderly gentle

man smoking. 17th December, 1906.

11532. DOROTHY DODD SHOE COMPANY, Boston , Massachusetts, U.S.A.
Boots and Shoes. Words and representation : “ Gold

Medal." 18th December, 1906 .

11533. THEODORE J. VOGELGESANG , Buffalo, New York , U.S.A. Linin

ments. Representation of a Squirrel in a sitting posture.

19th December , 1906 .

11534. BISHOP BROTHERS, Niagara , Ont. Canned Fruits, Vegetables,

Jams, Jellies, Preserves and Catsup. Words : " Union

Jack Brand " and representation of flag and Maple Leaves .
20th December, 1906 .

11535. ROBERT JAMES LOVELL, Toronto, Ont. Manufactured Stationery.

Words : “ Lovell's Guaranteed Quality " enclosed in an

ornamental border of triangular shape. 21st December,
1906 .

11536. JOHN MCKAY, Kingston , Ont. Manufactured Furs. Words : “ Mc

Kay Furs from Trapper to Wearer " and representation of

an Indian's head in a circle. 21st December, 1906 .

11537. ERNEST FREDERICK ELY, Toronto, Ont. Men's Furnishings , in

cluding Boots and Shoes . Word : “ Thoro " and repre

sentation of three heraldic daggers above, and a conven .

tional ribbon below. 21st December, 1906 .

11538. THOMAS ARTHUR MORRISON, Montreal , Que. Building Materials :

Stone , Gravel , Brick, etc. Word : “ Tamco ." 22nd De

cember, 1906.

11539. HENRY SOLOMON WELLCOME, Trading as BURROUGHS, WELL

COME & COMPANY , Snow Hill Buildings, Holborn Via

duct, London , England. A Medicine for human and veter

inary use. Word : " Ernutin." 22nd December, 1906 .

11540. THE CODVILLE , GEORGESON COMPANY, LIMITED , Winnipeg,

Man . Tea , Coffee, Spices, Cream of Tartar, Jelly Powders,

etc. , etc. Word : “ Reliance." 24th December, 1906.

11541. COLGATE & COMPANY, New York, N.Y.,U.S.A. Toilet Preparations.
Word : “ Coleo ." 24th December, 1906 .

11542. CARON BROS . , Montreal , Que. Jewellery and Silverware, plated or

otherwise. Letter : " C " partially surrounding the

figure : " 3." 26th December, 1906.

11543. THE SAUNDERSON MANUFACTURING COMPANY, LIMITED , Syd

ney, Nova Scotia . Tarred Felts, Ready Roofing, Sheathings,
etc. Words : “ Seal Brand ' on representation of red

seal , etc. 26th December, 1906 .

11544. CANADA SPICE AND GROCERY COMPANY, LIMITED , London , Ont.

Coffee. Words : " Arabian Queen " and representation of

a woman's head, etc. 26th December, 1906.

11515 . LOL'IS M. PARK, Minneapolis, Minnesota , U.S.A. Spring Water.

Word : “ Hiawatha " and representation of a nude female

figure standing with upliftedarms in the spray of a water
fall. 26th December, 1906 .

1
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11546 . THE CODVILLE , GEORGESON COMPANY, LIMITED, Winnipeg, Man .

Flavouring Extracts, Cake Icings , Baking Soda, Jelly

Powders , etc. , etc. Word : “ Magnet " and representation

of a horseshoe magnet. 27th December, 1906.

11547. THE UNITED STATES PLAYING CARD COMPANY, East Norwood,

Cincinnati, Ohio , U.S.A. Playing Cards. Word : “ Jumbo

Indexes." 28th December, 1906.

11548. HENRY DARLING , Vancouver, British Columbia . Liquid Compound

for cleaning and polishing furniture . Word : “ Kleno ."

28th December, 1906.

11549. NEW ENGLAND CONFECTIONERY COMPANY, Boston , Massachu

setts , U.S.A. Confectionery, Candies, etc. Words :

“ Necco Sweets," in circle . 31st December, 1906 .

11550. SCARFE & COMPANY, Brantford, Ont. Varnish, Japan and Stain .

Word : “ Brantine.” 31st December, 1906 .

INDUSTRIAL DESIGNS

Registered during the month of December, 1906. at the Department of Agriculture

Copyright and Trade -Mark Branch.

2493. THE OCEAN BLEND TEA COMPANY, LIMITED , Toronto , Ont.

Ornamentation for Tinware re Ship and Circle with line .

1st December, 1906.

2494. THE TISDALE IRON STABLE FITTINGS COMPANY, LIMITED,

Toronto, Ont. Support or Hanger for Harness, being a

vertical bar provided with a plurality of brackets , etc. 3rd

December, 1906 .

2495. HARRY MAUGHAN, Toronto, Ont. Pictorial Post Card having a view

aperture through which may be exhibited the views

printed on a revoluble disc . 3rd December, 1906 .

2496. RICHARD HEMSLEY, Montreal , Que. Belt Buckle , Brooch or similar

article , re two circular bands, etc. 3rd December, 1906 .

2497. RICHARD HEMSLEY, Montreal, Que . Belt Buckle , Brooch or similar

article, re two heart-shaped bands, etc. 3rd December,

1906 .

2498. RICHARD HEMSLEY, Montreal , Que. Belt Buckle , Brooch or similar

article , re two oval -shaped bands, etc. 3rd December,

1906 .

2499. JAMES MORRISON, Toronto, Ont. Screw and Tablet " Hot " or

“ Cold ” for use on Fuller Bibbs, Basin Cocks, etc. 10th

December, 1906.

2500. JAMES HENRY MCKECHNIE, Granby, Que. Cup or Dish having pro

jecting from one side of it the neck and head of an Ox ,

forming a handle therefor. 10th December, 1906.

2501 . RICHARD HEMSLEY, Montreal, Que. Medal , Charm or Spoon Top ,

re figure of a Curler within a circle resting on two crossed

brooms, etc. 19th December, 1906 .

2502. RICHARD HEMSLEY, Montreal , Que. Match Box, Stamp Box, Card

Case or similar article, one side decorated with a wreath

of maple leaves surrounding a shield surmounted by

a crown, and the other a beaver on a log, branches of

maple leaves, and tablet for a name . 19th December, 1906 .

12-31
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COPYRIGHTS

Entered during the month of December, 1906, at the Department of Agriculture

Copyright and Trade-Mark Branch.

17846. HUMBER BAY. (Photo. ) Preston L. Tait, Toronto, Ont. , 1st Decem

ber, 1906.

17847. LITTLE ONE, GOOD -BYE. (Song. ) Words by E. P. Moran. Music

by Silvio Hein . Maurice Shapiro, New York , N.Y. , U.S.A. ,

1st December, 1906 .

17848. I HAVE WAITED FOR A LONG , LONG WHILE. (Song. ) Words by

Bartley Costello . Music by Silvio Hein . Maurice Shapiro .

New York , N.Y. , U.S.A. , 1st December, 1906.

17849. GIVING AT CHRISTMAS. Sermon by Rev. Frank De Witt Talmage,

Los Angeles, California, U.S.A. , 2nd December, 1906.

( Book . ) Frederic Diver, Toronto , Ont . , 3rd December , 1906.

17850. MINGAN INDIANS . ( Photo ) Kate M. Wilson , Mingan , Que. , 3rd

December, 1906 .

17851. MANUEL DES CONGREGANISTES CONTENANT LES OFFICES

FRANCAIS - LATIN . Congrégation de la Ste .-Vierge,

Paroisse de St. Jean -Baptiste de Québec , Qué. , 3 décem

bre 1906.

17852. CHEMISTRY FOR SCHOOLS. By G. K. Mills , B.A. W. J. Gage &

Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont. , 4th December , 1906 .

17853 . A HYMN OF EMPIRE AND OTHER POEMS. By Frederick George

Scott . (Book. ) Frederick George Scott, Quebec, Que. , 5th

December, 1906 .

17854. MORNING STAR. ( March Two- Step. ) By Neil Moret. Jerome H.

Remick & Company, Detroit, Michigan , U.S.A. , 6th De

cember, 1906.

17855 . IN WASHINGTON. (Song. ) Words by Vincent Bryan . Music by

Gertrude Hoffman . Jerome H. Remick & Company, New

York , N.Y. , U.S.A., 5th December, 1906 .

17856. HOPE . Pictorial Supplement to the CHRISTMAS GLOBE. Globe

Printing Company, Toronto , Ont. , 6th December, 1906.

17857. SABBATH MORNING. Pictorial Supplement to the CHRISTMAS

GLOBE . Globe Printing Company, Toronto, Ont. , 6th

December, 1906.

17858. A CRITICAL MOMENT. Pictorial Supplement to the CHRISTMAS

GLOBE. Globe Printing Company, Toronto, Ont. , 6th

December, 1906 .

17859. GENERAL BROCK , FORT GEORGE , NIAGARA , 1812. Pictorial Sup

plement to the CHRISTMAS GLOBE. Globe Printing Com

pany, Toronto, Ont. , 6th December, 1906 .

17860. MURMURING BREEZES. From CHANSON ESPAGNOLES , by Adolf

Jensen. Transcribed for Pianos , by R. Niemann .

Whaley, Royce & Company, Limited, Toronto , Ont. , 6th

December, 1906.

17861. PROOF OF LOSS TO THE RICHMOND AND DRUMMOND FIRE IN
SURANCE COMPANY, OF RICHMOND QUEBEC . (Form .)

The Richmond and Drummond Fire Insurance Company .

Richmond, Que. , 6th December , 1906 .

17862. NE'ER -DO -WEEL . (Habenichts .) (Song. ) English Version by

Thekla Adam . Music by Henry J. Lautz, Op. 13. No. 1

Henry J. Lautz , Toronto, Ont. , 7th December, 1906.

17863. FORMS OF MINUTES AND BY-LAWS RELATIVE TO THE FORMA

TION OF JOINT STOCK COMPANIES. By Henry J.

Elliott. (Book .) Charles Frederick Dawson , Montreal.

Que . , 7th December, 1906 .

17864. THE CORNFLOWER AND OTHER POEMS. By Jean Blewett. (Book . )

Jean Blewett, Toronto, Ont. , 7th December, 1906.

17865. CANADA. ( God and Our Land. ) Words by W. A. Fraser, Music by

Albert Ham. Whaley, Royce & Company, Limited , Toronto ,

Ont., 7th December, 1906.

17866. BAIN'S CATALOGUE OF HEIRS-AT-LAW . (Book .) John Phillips ,

Montreal , Que ., 7th December, 1906.
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17867. SONGS AND SONNETS. By Helena Coleman . ( Book . ) Helena Cole

man , Toronto , Ont. , 10th December, 1906.

LA CHASSE GALERIE. ( Dessin . ) Henri Julien , Montréal, Qué. , 10

décembre 1906.

17868 .

17869 . GREAT LENGTH OF DAYS. Sermon by Rev. Frank De Witt Talmage ,

Los Angeles , California , U.S.A. , 9th December , 1906 .

(Book. ) F. Diver, Toronto , Ont. , 10th December, 1906 .

17870. ALMOST PERSUADED . Transcription for Piano . Arranged by W.

H. Hodgins. W. H. Hodgins , Toronto , Ont. , 10th December ,

1906.

17871. HARMSWORTH SELF -EDUCATOR MAGAZINE. 6th December, 1906 .

No. 26 . The Amalgamated Press , Limited , London , Eng

land , 11th December , 1906 .

17872. OBSERVATORY. (March and Two - Step .) By Harry J. Lincoln . Van

dersloot Music Publishing Company. Williamsport , Penn

sylvania , U.S.A. , 11th December, 1906.

17873 . DREAM ON, DEAR HEART. (Serenade . ) Words by William H. Gard

ner. Music by A. W. Lansing . Jerome H. Remick & Com

pany, New York , N.Y. , U.S.A. , 12th December , 1906 .

17874 . ON SUCH A NIGHT AS THIS . ( Song. ) Words by William H. Gard

ner. Music by A. W. Lansing. Jerome H. Remick & Com

pany, New York , N.Y. , U.S.A., 12th December, 1906.

17875. CATHEDRAL CHIMES. (Waltzes . ) By C. A. Grimm . Jerome H.

Remick & Company, Detroit , Michigan , U.S.A. , 12th De

cember, 1906 .

17876. NOTMAN'S PHOTOGRAPHIC SELECTIONS, VOLUME V. (Views. )

Wm. Notman & Son , Montreal , Que . , 12th December, 1906 .

17877. GUIDE AND GUARD ME FOREVERMORE . (Sacred Song. ) Words

and Music by C. R. Harrison. A. Cox & Company, Toronto,

Ont. , 12th December, 1906 .

17878. MOONLIGHT REVELS. (For Piano. ) By Levi Morrison.

Company, Toronto, Ont. , 12th December, 1906.

A. Cox &

17879. THE HISTORY OF THE COUNTY OF BRUCE AND OF THE MINOR

MUNICIPALITIES THEREIN. (With Illustrations . ) By

Norman Robertson. Norman Robertson , Walkerton , Ont. ,

13th December, 1906 .

17880 . BANKHEAD AND SURFACE WORKS , I. R. & C. CO. COAL MINE IN

VERNESS, CAPE BRETON , CANADA . ( Photo . ) D. Nor

thall -Laurie, Ladbroke , Gardens , W. , London , England ,

13th December, 1906 .

17881 . DRIVING A LEVEL, I. R. & C. CO. COAL MINE, INVERNESS, CAPE

BRETON, CANADA. (Photo. ) D. Northall - Laurie , Lad

broke Gardens, W. , London , England , 13th December, 1906 .

CANADIAN SCENIC VIEWS AND GUIDE BOOK. The Canada Age cy

Company, Limited, London, Ont. , 13th December, 1906.

17882.

17883. ARCHBISHOP O'BRIEN, MAN AND CHURCHMAN . By Katherine

Hughes. Katherine Hughes, Edmonton , Alberta , 13th De

cember, 1906.

17884. HALDIMAND , LINCOLN, WELLAND AND WENTWORTH COUNTIES

DIRECTORY, 1906-7. Union Publishing Company of Inger

soll , Ingersoll , Ont . , 14th December, 1906 .

17885. MATRIMONY. (Song. ) Words and Music by Wm . McKenna . Jerome

H. Remick & Company, New York , N.Y. , U.S.A. , 14th De

cember, 1906.

17886. SINCE HIRAM WENT TO YALE. Words by Harry Williams. Music

by Egbert Van Alstyne. Jerome H. Remick & Company,

New York , N.Y. , U.S.A. , 14th December, 1906.

17887. TELL ME. Words by Vincent Bryan . Music by Albert Gumble.

Jerome H. Remick & Company, New York , N.Y. , U.S.A. ,

14th December, 1906 .

17888. ELEANORE. Caprice. (For Piano. ) By Arthur Wellesley. Whaley ,

Royce & Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont. , 14th December,

1906 .

17889. WHAT'S THE USE OF LOVING IF YOU CAN'T LOVE ALL THE

TIME. Words by Jos . Mittenthal . Music by Harry Arm

strong. Whaley, Royce & Company, Limited, Toronto ,

Ont. , 14th December, 1906.

17890. THE LILY AND THE OSE (A New Flower Song. ) For Piano. By

H. E. Engelman. Revised and Fingered by Frank Squire

Welsman. Whaley, Royce & Company, Limited Toronto ,

Ont. , 14th December, 1906,
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17891. AIDENEE. ( Caprice . ) By Arthur Wellesley. Whaley, Royce & Com

pany, Limited, Toronto, Ont. , 14th December, 1906.

17892. PANORAMA FROM HILL TOP , DIGBY , NOVA SCOTIA . (Photo No.

18. ) Ralph N. Harris, Bear River, Nova Scotia , 15th De

cember, 1906.

17893. PANORAMA OF BEAR RIVER , NOVA SCOTIA . ( Photo No. 16.)

Ralph N. Harris , Bear River, Nova Scotia , 15th December,
1906.

17894. DIGBY, NOVA SCOTIA . (Photo No 17. ) Ralph N. Harris , Bear

River, Nova Scotia , 15th December, 1906.

17895. BEAR RIVER, NOVA SCOTIA . ( Photo No. 15. ) Ralph N. Harris , Bear

River, Nova Scotia , 15th December, 1906.

17896 . BEAR RIVER , NOVA SCOTIA . ( Photo No. 13. ) Ralph N Harris , Bear

River, Nova Scotia , 15th December, 1906.

17897 . BEAR RIVER , NOVA SCOTIA. ( Photo No. 12. ) Ralph N. Harris, Bear

River, Nova Scotia , 15th December, 1906.

17898. DIGBY , NOVA SCOTIA. (Photo No. 14. ) Ralph N Harris, Bear

River, Nova Scotia , 15th December, 1906.

17893 . THE CANADIAN MUNICIPAL JOURNAL, NOVEMBSR, 1906. The

Canadian Municipal Journal Company, Limited , Montreal,

Que. , 15th December, 1906.

17860 . BOYD'S SYLLABIC SHORTHAND INSTRUCTOR . ( Book .) William

Thomas Moon , Montreal , Que . , 15th December, 1906.

17901. YARMOUTH IN MINIATURE, NUMBER 1. (Views.) John Murray

Lawson , Yarmouth , Nova Scotia . 17th December, 1906 .

17:02 . YARMOUTH IN MINIATURE NUMBER 2. (Views.) John Murra ;

Lawson , Yarmouth , Nova Scotia , 17th December , 1906.

17903. TWO SONGS. No 1 , AUF NIMMERWEIDERSEHEN . (A Goodbye . )

Words by A. Stieler. No. 2 , SINCE WE PARTED. Words

by Owen Meredith. Music by Albert Ham . Albert Ham ,

Toronto , Ont. , 17th December, 1906 .

17904. AMONG THE IMMORTALS : SONGS AND SONNETS FROM THE HE

BREW. By R. Walter Wright. R. Walter Wright, Pal

merston , Ont . , 17th December, 1906 .

17905. THE HEART OF CHRISTIANITY. By Rev. T. S. Linscott , D.D. ,

F.R.S.C. ( Book. ) T. S. Linscott , Brantford , Ont. , 18th

December, 1906 .

17906. INSURANCE PLANS OF BINCARTH , FRANKLIN , KENTON, NEW '.

DALE AND RUSSELL , PROVINCE OF MANITOBA.

Charles Edward Goad , Montreal , Que . , 18th December,

1906 .

17807. INSURANCE PLANS OF BALGONIE , MOOSOMIN , CARNDUFF, ROUL

EAU, HALBRITE , SWIFT CURRENT, LANGENBURGH ,

WAPELLA , MILESTONE , YELLOWGRASS , MOOSEJAW

AND WOLSELEY, PROVINCE OF SASKATCHEWAN .

Charles Edward Goad, Montreal , Que. , 18th December, 1906.

17908. INSURANCE PLANS OF BANFF, BLAIRMORE , COLEMAN , CLARES .

HOLM , DIDSBURY, FRANK, GLEICHEN , HIGH RIVER ,
LACOMBE, LEAVINGS, LEDUC, MEDICINE HAT,

NANTON , OKOTOKS, OLDS, STAVELEY AND STRATH

CONA , PROVINCE OF ALBERTA. Charles Edward Goad,

Montreal , Que ., 18th December, 1906.

17909. INSURANCE PLANS OF BAIE ST. PAUL , BIC , CEDAR HALL, CHAM

BORD, CHATEAU RICHER, CHICOUTIMI , FRASERVILLE

OR RIVIERE DU LOUP, HEBERTVILLE, ISLE VERTE .

JONQUIERE, LAKE EDWARD, L'ANGE GARDIEN, LES

EBOULEMENTS , MATANE, MONTMAGNY, MURRAY BAY

AND POINTE AU PIC , RIMOUSKI , ROBERVAL, ST. AIME,

ST. ALPHONSE OR BAGOTVILLE, ST. CHARLES DE

BELLECHASSE, STE , FLAVIE INCLUDING STE . FLAVIE

VILLAGE AND PRICE VILLAGE , ST. HENRI DE BELLE

CHASSE , ST . IRENEE LES BAINS , ST. JEROME (Lake

ST. JOHN ) AND TADOUSAC, PROVINCE OF QUEBEC.

Charles Edward Goad , Montreal , Que . , 18th December , 1906 .

by Alexander Fraser .

17910. SONGS AND MISCELLANEOUS POEMS. By John Imrie. With an

Introduction by G. Mercer Adam , and Biographical Sketch

by Alexander Fraser. The Imrie Printing Company ,

Limited , Toronto , Ont., 19th December , 1906.

17911. THE TOWN AT THE END OF THE LINE. ( Song . ) Words by Arthur

J. Lamb. Music by John W. Bratton. Maurice Shapiro.

New York , N.Y. , U.S.A. , 19th December, 1906 .
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17912. PAWNEE. ( Song. ) Words by James O'Dea. Music by Silvio Hein .

Maurice Shapiro, New York, N.Y. , U.S.A. , 19th December,

1906 .

17913. TWO LITTLE BOYS IN BLUE . (Song. ) Words by Ed . Madden .

Music by Dolly Jardon . Maurice Shapiro , New York ,

N.Y. , U.S.A. , 19th December, 1906.

17914. NATIONAL PATROL. (For Piano . ) By Edwin F. Kendall. Maurice

Shapiro , New York , N.Y. , U.S.A. , 19th December , 1906 .

17915. SINCE YOU CALLED ME DEARIE. (Song. ) Words by W. R.

Williams. Music by Hampton Durand. Will Rossiter,

Chicago, Illinois , U.S.A. , 19th December, 1906 .

17916. OFFICAL TELEPHONE DIRECTORY , DISTRICT OF LETHBRIDGE

AND SOUTHERN ALBERTA, DECEMBER, 1906. The Bell

Telephone Company of Canada , Limited, Montreal , Que . ,

19th December, 1906.

17917. THE TOSSEFOLAH GIRLS. (Song. ) Lyric by Arthur Gillespie,

Music by Frederic Chapin. Jerome H. Remick & Company ,

New York , N.Y. , U.S.A. , 20th December, 1906 .

17918. LEGISLATIVE BUILDING , QUEEN'S PARK, TORONTO. (Photo. )

W. T. Freeland , Toronto , Ont. , 20th December, 1906 .

17919. TORONTO UNIVERSITY CAMPUS AND CONVOCATION HALL.

(Photo . ) Wm. T. Freeland, Toronto, Ont. , 20th December,

1906 .

17920. LORD, FOR TO-MORROW AND ITS NEEDS . GOD OF OUR

FATHERS, KNOWN OF JOLD , VIA VERA. THE LORD

IS MY SHEPHERD. ( Pamphlet of Hymns.) Music by

Jas . Edmund Jones . Jas . Edmund Jones, Toronto , Ont. ,

20th December, 1906 .

17921. MITCHELL'S SELF-TESTING SAFETY CODE. Revised Edition .

Charles J. Mitchell , Toronto , Ont. , 20th December, 1906.

17922 . THE RETAIL MERCHANTS RECORD (Book. ) The Home Bank of

Canada , Toronto , Ont . , 20th December, 1906.

17923. SIMPLIFIED HEATING. ( Book . ) Adam Taylor, Toronto , Ont ., 20th

December, 1906.

17924. STINGY MOON. (Song. ) Words by Will Heelan. Music by H. B.

Blanke. Jerome H. Remick & Company, New York , N.Y. ,

U.S.A. , 20th December, 1906 .

17925. WHEN YOU KISS THE GIRL YOU LOVE . (Song. ) Words by Harry

Williams. Music by Egbert Van Alstyne. Jerome H.

Remick & Company, New York , N.Y. , U.S.A. , 20th Decem

ber, 1906.

17926. OWATONNA. (Song. ) Words by Harry Williams. Music by Egbert

Van Alstyne. Jerome H. Remick & Company, New York,

N.Y. , U.S.A. , 20th December, 1906.

Robert17927. MILLER'S CANADIAN FARMERS' ALMANAC FOR 1907 .

Miller , Montreal , Que . , 21st December, 1906 .

Alfred H. Cooper,17928. LAND OF THE MAPLE. ( Pictorial post card . )

Toronto , Ont. , 21st December, 1906.

17929. IN HADES. By Dr. D. Lowrey . ( Book . )

Ont. , ' 21st December, 1906 .

David Lowrey , Toronto,

17930. EMPIRE CLUB SPEECHES. (Third Year of Issue. ) Illustrated.

Edited by J. Castell Hopkins , F.S.S. The Empire Club of

Canada , Toronto , Ont. , 21st December, 1906 .

17931 . ISOTHERMAL MAP OF NORTH AMERICA SHOWING SUMMER AND
WINTER ISOTHERMS FOCUSSING IN VICTORIA ,

BRITISH COLUMBIA. Arthur W. McCurdy, Victoria ,

West , British Columbia, 22nd December, 1906 .

17932. VICTORIA , BRITISH COLUMBIA. (Map. ) Arthur W. McCurdy,

Victoria , West , British Columbia , 22nd December, 1906.

17933. BELCHER'S FARMERS' ALMANAC FOR THE MARITIME PRO

VINCES, 1907 . McAlpine Publishing Company, Limited,

Halifax, Nova Scotia , 22nd December, 1906 .

17934. THE PLEDGE OF THE GOLDEN BREW. (Song for Bass. ) Words

by Jean C. Havez. Music by E. V. Cupero. Lew Dock

stader, New York , N.Y. , U.S.A. , 24th December, 1906.

17935. THERE ISN'T ANYTHING THAT CAN'T BE CURED. (Song. ) Words

by Vincent Bryan. Music by Harry Bulger , Jerome H.

Remick & Company, New York, N.Y., U.S.A. , 24th Decem

ber, 1906.
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17936. OFFICIAL TELEPHONE DIRECTORY, DISTRICT OF CALGARY AND

NORTHERN ALBERTA, DECEMBER, 1906. The Bell

Telephone Company of Canada, Limited, Montreal , Que. ,

24th December, 1906.

17937 . HOMES HEALTHFUL AND BEAUTIFUL (Book. ) The Alabastine

Company , Paris , Limited, Paris , Ont. , 24th December, 1906.

17938. IDA VALSE. (For Piano. ) By Louis Payette . The Canadian Ameri

can Music Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont . , 24th Decem
ber, 1906.

17939. HARMSWORTH SELF-EDUCATOR MAGAZINE, 27th DECEMBER,

1906 . No. 27. The Amalgamated Press, Limited, London ,
England , 24th December, 1906.

17940. THE MORTON -BROWNE COMPANY CATALOGUE ' STYLE .' ( Book . )

John J. Gibbons, Toronto, Ont ., 24th December , 1906

17941. THE MANITOBA REPORTS. Volume XV . Edited by George Patter

son . Reporter : W. A. Taylor. The Law Society of Mani

toba , Winnipeg, Man . , 24th December, 1906 .

17942 . L'ALMANACH DU PEUPLE POUR 1907. (Livre .) Librairie Beauche

min , limitée , Montréal , Qué. , 24 décembre 1906 .

17943. CLASS RECORD, 1907. (Card system.) The Church Record Sabbath

School Publications, Toronto, Ont. , 24th December , 1906 .

17944. THE MAN WHO COMES CHRISTMAS DAY. By James Lawlor. Pub

lished in The News, ' Toronto, Ont . ( Temporary Copy

right ) . James Lawlor, Toronto, Ont, 24th December, 1906 .

17945. CLARKE'S ECLECTIC SHORTHAND, 20th CENTURY METHODS.

( Book. ) Joseph C. Clarke, Toronto, Ont. , 24th December ,

1906 .

17946 . 1907 STILL MORE SUGGESTIONS. ( Chart. ) The Canada Westing

house Company, Limited, Montreal , Que . , 24th December,

1906 .

17947. MR . DOOLEY LAMENTS TH BU'STIN ' UP IV A FOND ROMANCE

IN THE CASE OF HIS FRIEND , COUNT BONEY. By F.

P. Dunne . ( Temporary Copyright .) Canada Newspaper

Syndicate, Limited, Montreal , Que . , 24th December , 1906 .

17948 . MR . DOOLEY ON DIVORCE. By F. P. Dunne. (Temporary Copy

right. ) Canada Newspaper Syndicate , Limited, Montreal,
Que. , 24th December, 1906 .

17949. ON THE ROAD , DECEMBER, 1906. ( Publication .) Austin Addison

Briggs , Toronto , Ont. , 24th December, 1906.

17950. OFFICIAL TELEPHONE DIRECTORY , TORONTO AND SUBURBS ,

DECEMBER , 1906. The Bell Telephone Company of Can

ada , Limited, Montreal , Que. , 26th December, 1906.

17951. THE ENGINEERING JOURNAL OF CANADA, DECEMBER, 1906 .

Arch'd. W. Smith & Partners, Limited , Toronto , Ont. , 26th

Pecember, 1906.

17952. THE HARDWARE MONTHLY OF CANADA , DECEMBER 1906 .

Arch'd. W. Smith & Partners , Limited , Toronto , Ont . , 26th

December, 1906 .

17953. DIRECTIONS FOR REMODELLING AND REPAIRING CASHMERE

AND COTTON SOCKS AND STOCKINGS. ( Booklet . )

Lucia Elizabeth Tate, Toronto, Ont. , 26th December, 1906.

17954. CANADIAN ALMANAC FOR 1907. The Copp , Clark Company, Limited ,

Toronto, Ont. , 26th December, 1906.

17955. CANADA. By E. Bain . (Poem. ) Ebenezer Bain , Montreal , Que. , 26th

December, 1906 .

17956. COURS DE DROIT CIVIL DE LA PROVINCE DE QUEBEC. Par

l'Honorable F. Langelier. Tome Deuxieme. Wilfrid John

Wilson & Theophile Lafleur, Montreal, Que., 27 décembre
1906 .

17957. THE KINGDOM OF GOD AND LIFE THEREIN . By the late Rev. W.

R. Forster. ( Book .) Rev. T. G. A. Wright, Walkerton ,

Ont . , 27th December, 1906.

17958. A COMPENDIUM OF THE CHRISTIAN RELIGION. By Rev. T. M.
Talbot , B.A. , B.D. ( Third Edition. ) Thomas Mason Talbot,

Napinka , Manitoba , 28th December, 1906.

17959. SKETCH MAP SHOWING LOCATION OF MINES IN COLEMAN

TOWNSHIP . Ussher, Playfair & Martens , Toronto , Ont..

28th December, 1906.

17960. LA CAUSE DE BAPTISTE. Comédie en un Acte. Par Régis Roy. J.

E. Bélair , Montréal , Que . , 28 décembre 1906 .
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17961. NOCTURNE. (For Piano . ) By Erik Meyer- Helmund. Op. 28. No. 1 .

Whaley , Royce & Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont. , 29th

December, 1906 ,

17962 . BORDER BALLAD . ( Song. ) Words by Sir Walter Scott . Music by

John Adamson . Whaley , Royce & Company Limited ,

Toronto , Ont. , 29th December, 1906 .

17963. L’ALMANACH DU MONDE QUI CHANTE, 1907. J. E. Bélair, Mont

réal , Qué . , 29 décembre 1906 .

17964. NO WEDDING BELLS FOR ME. (Song. ) Words by E. P. Moran and

Will A. Heelan . Music by Seymour Furth. Maurice

Shapiro, New York , N.Y. , U.S.A., 29th December, 1906 .

17965. I'M IN LOVE WITH THE SLIDE TROMBONE . Words by Arthur J.

Lamb. Music by Seymour Furth . Maurice Shapiro , New

York, N.Y. , U.S.A. , 29th December, 1906 .

17966 . TABLE OF CONTENTS IN FEET BOARD MEASURE SAW LOGS.

Compiled and Enlarged by William Peter Grant. (Book . )

William Peter Grant , Three Rivers , Que . , 29th December,

1906 .

17967. OH ! HOW I LOVE MY TEACHER. (Song. ) Words by Harry

Williams . Music by Egbert Van Alstyne . Jerome H.

Remick & Company , New York , N.Y. , U.S.A. , 31st Decem

ber, 1906.

17968. PICHE KINDERGARTEN MUSIC METHOD. (For use in Public

Schools .). (Book. ) Florence Piché Foster , Wiarton , Ont. ,

31st December, 1906.

17969 . NATURE HAS HER LAWS. Sermon by Rev. Frank De Witt Talmage ,

Los Angeles , California , U.S.A. , 30th December, 1906 .

( Book . ) F. Diver , Toronto , Ont . , 31st December, 1906 .

17970 . CUTTIN ' UP . Slow Drag . ( For Piano . ) By Chas . G. Haskell . Jerome

H. Remick & Company, New York , N.Y., U.S.A. , 31st

December, 1906.

17971. I'VE GOT A VACANT ROOM FOR YOU. Words by Harry Williams.

Music by Egbert Van Alstyne. Jerome H. Remick & Com

pany, New York , N.Y. , U.S.A. , 31st December, 1906 .
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